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Even at lunch, Dore Schary, executive vice-preside
in charge of production at RKO, takes time bettve. ni
courses for a business call. He is seen setting up a
post-luncheon story conference at the coast studies
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Mectrify a" America.

will soon elecrr j

VITAMIN M-G-M PEPS
UP THE INDUSTRYI
S®r,Sa«s°*'e4

aCoSS | 3r

Mx-

Oh! IVhat a Line-up!
v
*

APRIL 29
SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN, VAN JOHNSON, Angela
Lansbury, Adolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone in Frank Capra’s “STATE OF
THE UNION.”

MAY 20
“SUMMER HOLIDAY” in Technicolor. MICKEY ROONEY, GLORIA DeHAVEN,
Walter Huston, Frank Morgan, Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
Moorehead, Selena Royle.

MAY 27
CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, Anne Baxter, John Hodiak in
“HOMECOMING” Ray Collins, Gladys Cooper, Cameron Mitchell.

JUNE 3
“BIG CITY” MARGARET O’BRIEN, Robert Preston, Danny Thomas,
George Murphy, Karin Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins, Betty Garrett,
Lotte Lehmann.

JUNE 10
JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY in “THE PIRATE” in Technicolor. Walter
Slezak, Gladys Cooper, Reginald Owen.

JUNE 24
“ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU” in Technicolor. ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER
LAWFORD, RICARDO MONTALBAN, JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHARISSE,
XAVIER CUGAT.

JULY 8
Irving Berlin’s “EASTER PARADE” in Technicolor. Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER.

JULY 29
“A DATE WITH JUDY” in Technicolor. WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL,
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT, ROBERT
STACK.

AUGUST 5
GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON in “JULIA MISBEHAVES” PETER
LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson, Nigel
Bruce, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen.

AUGUST 12
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY in “A SOUTHERN YANKEE” Arlene
Dahl, George Coulouris, Lloyd Gough, John Ireland, Minor Watson.

SEPTEMBER
“THE THREE MUSKETEERS” in Technicolor. LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY*
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Frank Morgan,
Vincent Price, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young.

★

KA -fl-KA /IDE AT IM

VARIETY:

FILM DAILY:

well as its marquee names and

“ ‘Another Part of the Forest’ is

“Striking dramatic pattern of the

the importance of the Lillian

sparked with list of top names

Lillian Heilman play has been

Heilman name, ‘Another Part of

headed by Fredric March who

translated into a powerful film

the Forest’ should do excellent

make this a field day for

drama

superb characterization, and

The picture should easily oc-

from a production standpoint

cupy long-time space on hold-

film is outstanding on all counts.

over lists.”

superbly performed.

It's a cinch to clean up, the type
of film audiences will

leave

SHOWMEN’S TRADE REVIEW:

business.”

EXHIBITOR:
“The picturization of the play
by Lillian Heilman should cash
in on its popularity, backed by
the star calibre of the cast. The

theatre talking about it. Never

“On the strength of its dra¬

appeal should manifest itself in

a dull moment!”

matic entertainment values as

any situation.”

From
BOXOFFICE:
“The

story

has

tremendous

emotional impact, forcefully por¬
trayed by an outstanding name
cast. Fredric March is superb!”

MOTION PICTURE DAILY:
“Brilliant production and per¬
formances characterize this picturization of Lillian Heilman s
stage success. A marquee mag¬
netism cast presupposes strong
opening business.”

are
CAMPAIGN!
^r^ToFTitVEALS EMBASSY
^

THE 500 | THE
OPENINGS! I PICTURE

Sf§£g2£
f, 799,467 people (ac- }
ual paid circulation)
will read this ad in 112
of America’s greatest
Sunday newspapers this
week!

One of the most highly
concentrated publicity
barrages in all history,
a result of months
of scientific plan¬
ning in the 20th
showmanship tra¬
dition, started May
{
2nd and builds
L
ever greater!

In one week — the
week of May 10th —
a 500 theatre day-anddate World Premiere
right across the nation!

The most sensational an
timely subject ever
brought to the screen!
The very newest and
very best in the great
filmed-from-life tech¬
nique introduced and
made famous by 20th
Century-Fox!

Darryl F. Zanuck presents

DANA ANDREWS SENE TIERNEY
with June Havoc • Berry Kroeger • Edna Best • Stefan Schnabel
Nicholas Joy • Eduard Franz • Frederic Tozere
Directed by

WILLIAM A. WELLMAN

• Produced by

SOL C. SIEGEL

Screen Play by Milton Krims • Based on the Personal Story of Igor Gouzenko,
Former Code Clerk, U.S.S.R. Embassy in Ottawa, Canada

CENTURY-FOX

SOMETHING new in completing a cycle has
developed in the case of “Four Faces
West,” which started as “They Passed
This Way,” shifted to “New Mexico,”
changed to “Four Faces West,” was re¬
titled “Wanted,” and, having gotten that
far, went back to “Four Faces West” again.
At this rate it won’t be long before it

Vol.
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winds up as “They Passed This Way.”

★
A PICTURE

scheduled

N

for

production

The Question Of Co-op. Ads

is

“The Man Who Cured The Common
Cold.” with a good chance that the title
may be changed to “Cold Is Where You

“. . . distributor advertising budgets can be best expended by

Find It” before it hits the screens.

1

★

granting advertising allowances made to tbe theatres on a non¬
discriminating basis . . . tbe discriminatory feature can be avoided

ALTHOUGH Hedy Lamarr has brought suit
against a publication which had printed
an item that she had had her nose altered,
it will be impossible for anyone to refer
to her as “The Nose” in the future as that

n

if

by making the allowances proportionate to tbe film rental paid . . .
every dollar should be spent where it will do tbe most good . .
So reads a bulletin from Allied States Association.

title belongs to Jimmy Durante.

This viewpoint adds more fuel to a controversy raging be¬
;• : ;

*

,

MERCHANDISE will be awarded by a dis¬
tributor as prizes to its salesmen, bookers,
etc., in a new sales drive. This includes
gasoline, tires, a washing machine, re¬
frigerator. camera, luggage, golf clubs and
bag, radio-phonograph combination, port¬
able typewriter, vacuum cleaner, tele¬
vision set, silverware, portable bar, wristwatch, and camera. If the contest follows
the current radio pattern, signs should
soon be appearing in exchanges reading:
“Who Is ‘The Walking Salesman’?”

tween distributors and exhibitors for some time. In recent months,
some distributors have slashed their co-op. advertising expendi¬
tures. Much of tbe cutting has been in line with general economies,
but some companies maintain that tbe lack of cooperation being
shown by exhibitors in many areas influenced tbe slash.
The distributors, for example, allege that in certain key situa¬
tions, exhibitors spent approximately two per cent of their gross
or even less for advertising, and expect tbe distributors to do all tbe
rest. In other situations, distributors claim that tbe exhibitors will
not participate in any co-op. advertising.

★
THE MPAA Title Registration Bureau has
refused to register the title, “Rose Of
Cimmaron,” because
it
conflicts
with
“Cimmaron,” which brings to mind the
one about “a rose by any other . . . etc.’

WE ARE waiting for the first enterprising
exhibitor to buy television time directly
after tbe conclusion of some of those old
films which have been used of late. His
copy could read: “Now how about seeing

No one can deny that adequate advertising is necessary and
essential on both sides, and it is extremely unfortunate that because
of some non-cooperating theatremen, certain distributors decided
to penalize all exhibitors by withdrawing such

advertising.

It

would be a pity if all distributors adopted tbe same policy.
Perhaps the Allied idea, that the distributor ad money be
handed out down the line to all theatremen willing to cooperate,
based on rental, would be worth trying.

a good picture for a change at the . . .

i

Theatre.”

—H. M. M.

Teie experiment would be worth watching, and it might have

an effect on those theatremen who now feel tbe distributors should
carry all tbe burden.
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DORE SCHARY, CHIEF OF RKO PRODUCTION ON THE COAST, SAYS GOODBYE TO SON JEB EARLY IN THE MORNING AS HE LEAVES FOR THE STUDIO.

Era Of Brain And Muscle
In The New Hollywood Scene, Dore Schary, RKO Production Chief, Stands Out

A

T this period in the history of the
motion picture industry, when in¬
flated wartime grosses are drop¬
ping, the men with the know-how and
skill in production are becoming in¬
creasingly important and valuable.
It’s
no secret that during the war, the actual
quality of films was not of tremendous
importance.
A little gag going around
then held that all an exhibitor had to
do was to open the doors of his theatre
and jump out of the way so he wouldn’t
be trampled as the customers rushed in.
Things are different now. An economy
wave has hit the studios, and the men
who do the shooting and acting and
directing must really apply their skill
and ability as never before, to bring out
the quality product at low cost. This is
now the era of brain and muscle.
Not long ago, the doors of RKO were
thrown open to a new production chief,
Dore Schary, who came to the company
with a fine background in film work,

8

and there’s no doubt that today he takes
his place in the front line of top film
men.
Under his guidance, RKO has
turned out product that has done the
seemingly impossible as far as costs are
concerned. These films, first of all, have
been made with an eye on the budget;
they have received critical acclaim, and
have cleaned up at the boxoffice to a
great extent.
With Schary at the helm, the films
have often combined entertainment value
with honest and constructive comment
on the American scene.
A job like
“Crossfire” which was turned out at a
cost of about $600,000, kept the coin
rolling in, and also raised our industry
to new honor and prestige.
On these three pages, a typical day at
the RKO studios with Schary is covered.
RKO people think a lot of Schary.
The entire trade undoubtedly feels the
same way.
—Paul Manning and Ben Belsham

Enroute to the studios, 15 minutes from his
Beverly Hills home, Schary scans through the
newspapers and trade sheets for the latest info.

THE

About to
The

enter the offices,

RKO chief,

with

a

Schary

reputation

stops to chat with
of

being

easy

an

to talk

actor's
to,
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agent.

is stopped

In his office, Schary glances over some memos placed on his desk for im¬
mediate attention.
and in

Shedding his jacket, the RKO topper calls in his secretary, pretty, efficient

Accompanied by two of his executive assistants, Edgar Peterson and William

Miss Mary Reckner.

He dictates several letters and memos, and is then in¬

formed by Miss Reckner that he is to look at scenes from "The Long Denial."

Seated and ready, Schary buzzes the booth to "let 'er roll"!

At any contro¬

versial point, either he or his assistants will stop the film for a discussion.
He sometimes has the same scene run over four or five times for analysis.
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good taste,

Small, but quite adequate, his office is furnished simply

many times during the day by studio executives and "back lot" workers.

using

in

most cases woods

in

their

natural

shades.

Fadiman, he goes to the floor above, where a private projection room is held
in readiness.

Many hours of a production executive's life ate spent here.

Returning to his office, he finds awaiting him Robert Ryan and publicity art
man Art Wilde.

Ryan points out some interesting facts on the layout for

"Berlin Express." The discussion proves fruitful, and winds up at lunch time.

THE
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After lunch,

Schary is back in

his office for a

EXHIBITOR

story conference with

assistants and producer Richard Berger and writer

his

Lionel Hauser, seated.

A conference such as this sometimes lasts several hours or

several

days.

On the set of "The Long Denial," Schary and director Nick Ray waich Sue

With

office

activities

look around the lot.
witnessed

some

well

in

hand,

Schary

leaves

the

building

for

a

Here he leaves the sound dubbing stage where he has

unique

effects

being

created

for

"Your

Red

Wagon."

Schary and Ray go into a close huddle to discuss the decision reached on

Shannon, stand-in for Maureen O'Hara, get herself set so that proper light¬

reviewing the scenes in the projection room earlier in the day.

ing and equipment placements may be made for the coming close-up shot.

the-set

With this full day's activity behind him, Schary drives through the studio

minder of the many sleepless nights caused by the labor problem.

gates.

joking word of caution to a guard, Schary relaxes and then heads for home.

Incidentally, notice the grim

AFL picket

sign at lower left,

a

re¬

conferences

are

necessary

for

any

conscientious

exec

These onproducer.

With a
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MEL KONECOFFS NEW YORK S'cSI,
That Charlie Skouras can certainly make a good cheese out of goat’s milk, or wait
now, maybe he didn’t make it himself. We forgot to ask him at a recent luncheon
he hosted atop the St. Moritz Hotel, where the forthcoming campaign to elevate young
America was discussed.
Ted Gamble, Theatre Owners Of America prexy, who was co-host
with Skouras, discussed the overall industry public relations campaign,
and was gratified at the response from the limited job done to date.
He threw in some praise for the examples that MGM and 20th Century
Fox are setting by public relations campaigns of their own, thus
paralleling the work of TOA and MPAA. He did, however, insist that
TOA be credited with being the first to recognize the importance that
the trade press has played in keeping exhibitors informed.
Gamble
stated that while TOA was paying the
freight for the campaign, no exhibitor
images to Paramount's 7000-foot mega¬
regardless of his affiliation, whether he
cycle relay channel. Paramount received
is a member of TOA or not, should feel
the event on its television equipment in
backward towards joining the “benefit
the room above the propection booth in
the industry” movement.
the theater, where the images were
Gamble dwelt on the Youth Of America
photographed on 35mm. film.
The film
part of the campaign, and announced that
was then edited and projected onto the
Skouras would head the committee and
screen via the regular projection machines.
the campaign, which would cooperate
The first half of the general’s speech
with the Department of Justice and other
was edited, and presented 15 minutes
responsible agencies. Thus far, the pro¬
after it actually took place.
The last
gram
is
slated
for
the
month
of
half was presented on the screen simul¬
September, and a two-reeler is being
taneous with its occurrence at Waldorf.
made by the RKO—“This Is America”
The audience was not aware of the
production unit, to be shown to all in¬
event prior to the announcement on the
terested groups in off-theatre hours.
screen, which was followed by a fiveSome 1100 towns with a population of
minute resume of Bradley’s career. This
5,000 or more, it is hoped, will be
was then followed by the telecast. The
covered.
entire event took 11 minutes, and the
The program will air the problems of
result was blurry and flat.
youth and their relative importance, and
A comment by an official of the com¬
Gamble termed it the most important
pany was made that the screen only
job that the industry has undertaken.
showed what came off the television
He opined that it was a sincere job, and
cameras, and it was intimated that the
not one calculated to sell pictures. He
cameras may have been out of focus.
has assurances that all media will sup¬
Councils, Councils Everywhere:
The
port the campaign.
Film Council of America recently re¬
Skouras recalled how the industry out¬
ceived a two-year grant of $20,000 from
did itself in conducing the various war
the Carnegie Corporation of America to
loans, and hoped for the same efforts
spur the volunteer group’s efforts to
on behalf of this campaign.
He laid
organize 350 local councils in the 48
great stress on the importance of ex¬
states.
Though only a few months old,
hibitors in the program, and declared
87 local chapters are already in existence
that they are the first line of offense.
in the U. S.
Tribute Dept.:
Recently, over a period
Willard Van Dyke, film producer and
chairman of the New York Film Council,
of several weeks, we’ve had a chance
reported that the Film Council is an
to view three of Sam (Famous Studios)
outgrowth of the government’s wartime
Buchwald’s shorts (“Land of the Lost,”
utilization of 16mm. films, and the im¬
“Dog Show Off,” and “Winter Draws
mediate program calls for the banding of
On”), and we noted, and were im¬
volunteer citizens on a non-profit basis
pressed with, the overall excellence of
to stimulate use of narrow-gauge films
color, animation, and gags involved. We
for instruction, discussion before church
weren’t the only ones to take note of
groups, clubs, etc.
the quality of these sample presentations,
The program is being pushed by the
for we noted that the audiences around
formation
of a National Citizens Com¬
us made audible comments as to the
mittee,
which
includes prominent people.
quality and difference from the routine
Typical
of
some
of the local activities
presentations.
Good work, Sam.
are those undertaken by the New York
Theatre Television Dept.:
Round two
Film Council, which include providing
in the battle to establish theatre television
visual aid to schools, a public workshop,
was a decided loss as far as this writer
conferences on public affairs, the study
and others were concerned. Recently the
of licensing and censorship, etc.
Paramount, Times Square, was the scene
It was established that the Council
of the second surprise public demonstra¬
would not produce films on its own, but
tion of large screen video, utilizing the
would rather encourage the use of the
Paramount-developed delayed film tech¬
more than 10,000 narrow-gauge films
nique.
This time, the subject matter
presently available, and serve to dispense
was a portion of the speech of General
information to member councils. William
Omar Bradley made at a dinner of the
Kruse, United World Films and prexy,
New York State magazine publishers’
Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association,
dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria.
also spoke at the press conference.
The
Columbia
Broadcasting
System
The Metropolitan Scene:
Max Youngtelevised the event in its prescribed
stein at Eagle Lion (or, at least, his spirit,
television channel, and, at the same
since he is in England physically) was
time, with the same cameras, fed the
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One of the casulties resulting from
the printers’ strike which began on
Feb. 25 in Philadelphia, affecting the
print shop of the Majestic Press,
which publishes THE EXHIBITOR,
was the departure from THE EX¬
HIBITOR pages of “The Little Men,”
who proved so valuable in presenting
what pictures were doing at the boxoffice via “The Tip-Off On Business.”
The strike is still on, but the in¬
quiries from readers have been so
numerous and vociferous they just
won’t take “no” for an answer.
As a result, “The Little Men” will
return in the issue of May 19.
THE EDITORS
so proud of the voice of Lois Butler,
starring in “Mickey,” that he sent over
her first record made with the EagleLion studio orchestra. . . . When a
main broke on Madison Avenue, flooding
the street, and shutting off power and
phones, Warner Pathe News, located in
one of the stricken buildings, had to
really hustle to get on schedule, but
it did. . . . Incidentally, radio comic
Arnold Stang does some commentary
on the Dodgers games. . . . Glance, new
picture magazine, compares a current
domestic and foreign pix side-by-side as
to risqueness and chasteness.
The two
chosen are “The Bishop’s Wife” and
“Jenny Lamour.” . . . Monty Salmon,
Rivoli, (wot say, old boy?) is on the
beam by showing some of the most
famous love letters in history coincidental
with playing “Letter From An Unknown
Woman.” . . . The Paramount is under¬
going a “new look” treatment with the
refurbishing presently under way sup¬
posedly costing $250,000.
Hal Pereira,
Paramount art director, is supervising the
renovating. . . . Better press sheets are
out on “The October Man” and “The
Iron Curtain.” . . . RKO received an
“Edgar” from the Mystery Writers of
America for “Crossfire.” . . . Isn’t that
annual report to the Paramount stock¬
holders really a production???? . . .
Reminiscing: A 20th Century Fund re¬
port reminds that in 1935 over 25 per
cent of the motion picture theatres in
the U.S. were in cities of over 100,000
population.
Heavy
Correspondence
Dept.:
“Dear
Mel: In ‘The Big Clock,’ Ray Milland,
who, cinematically, we are sure you
realize, is supposed to know his alcoholic
potables, shocks the bejabbers out of a
bartender by ordering Stingers made of
green creme de menthe. Although every¬
one agrees this is highly unorthodox, since
Stingers are made only with white creme
de menthe, we think Ray may have hit
on something, and are enclosing a sample
of the concoction to prove his point, if
nothing else.
“Just pour the contents of the Hour
Glass (‘Big Clock,’ get it?) over some
ice, and shake like crazy.
A word of
caution: Stingers are not mild.
“Cordial - ly
Ben Washer.”
Aside to Ben Washer, manager, Para¬
mount, publicity department; The next
time, try one with scotch.
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PROLONGED COURT HEARINGS
CERTAIN FOLLOWING DECISION
IN INDUSTRY'S EQUITY CASE
Washington:
Tradesters were last week vigorously discussing the decision of the
U.S. Supreme Court in the government’s anti-trust case against the major distributors,
with the litigation proceedings entering a new phase as the high court eliminated
competitive bidding, and directed the New York District Court to reconsider the entire
question of theatre divorcement.
The
monopolistic fashion; pooling arrange¬
Supreme Court upheld the body of the
ments- for joint ownership of theatres
trade practices section of the decree
should be ended, as should formula deals
handed down 17 months ago by the
with circuit; block booking should be
lower court.
prohibited, and discriminatory practices
Justice William O. Douglas wrote the
favoring circuits and more powerful ex¬
decision,
which
definitely
gave
the
hibitors over independents should be
government the upper hand.
It threw
wiped out.
out the findings of the lower court that
U. S. Attorney General Tom Clark,
the setup and operations of the “Big
said, “There’s no doubt that we won.”
Five” (Paramount, RKO, Warners, 20thHe thought that the government would
Fox, and Loew’s) did not show a “pur¬
get partial divorcement at least, plus a
pose” of monopoly.
ban on cross licensing.
Clark said that
Said Douglas: “Joint agreements among
the
only
thing
the
government
lost was
the defendant motion picture concerns
“time—the months it will take us to get
is a conspiracy, and these agreements
another decision in the lower court and
‘had monopoly in exhibition for one of
another Supreme Court ruling. But even
its goals.’
It is, therefore, not enough
that shouldn’t take too long.
We have
in determining the need for divestiture to
a three-judge court in New York, and
conclude with the District Court that
can bring the case right back there for
none of the defendants was organized, or
action.”
has been maintained for the purpose of
Abram F. Myers, Allied general coun¬
achieving a ‘national monopoly,’ . . .
sel,
saw the four decisions of the high
for when the starting point is a con¬
court
as “breaking the back of the
spiracy to effect a monopoly through
motion picture trust for all time,” while,
restraints of trade, it is relevant to
Herman Levy, general counsel, Theatre
determine what the results of the con¬
Owners of America, released a digest of
spiracy were even if they fall short of
the anti-trust decision, and pointed to
monopoly.”
Further, Douglas said that
the litigation that must now continue.
“ . . . the problem of the District
About a month must go by following the
Court does not end with enjoining the
high
court’s decision before any further
continuance of the unlawful restraints nor
proceedings
may begin in the New York
with dissolving the combination which
court.
In
the
meantime, all parties are
launched the conspiracy ... its function
bound
by
the
Supreme
Court’s decision.
includes undoing what the conspiracy
When
the
new
decree
is
finally entered,
achieved.”
it
will
then
be
subject
to
appeal.
Justice Douglas indicated that the issue
An
interesting
highlight
of the decree
should have been studied around the
was
the
recognition
of
the
Supreme
Court
first run theatres” . . . which constitutes
that
the
motion
picture
industry
is
part
the core of the exhibition business ...”
of
the
press,
together
with
newspapers
While passing no opinion on the lower
and radio. This supports the contention
court’s ban on theatre expansion by the
of MPAA chief Eric Johnston, in op¬
defendants of the government’s request
position to a part of the newspaper field.
for a cross-licensing ban, Douglas said
Field security values took a dive on
that they are related to the monopoly
the
day following the decision as heavy
problem, and should be returned to the
selhng
took place in the New York Stock
lower court for consideration along with
Exchange.
the whole divorcement reappraisal.
On competitive bidding, Douglas said
Barney Rosenthal Mourned
that “at first blush, there is much to
St Louis:
Funeral services were held
commend the system . . . but after
last fortnight for Barney Rosenthal, 63, the
reflection, we have concluded that com¬
Dean of Film Row, Monogram manager.
petitive bidding involves the judiciary so
Rosenthal, who passed on following a
deeply in the daily operation of this
cerebral hemorrhage, came to this city
nation-wide business, and promises such
from Chicago in 1907 to manage the old
dubious benefits that it should not be
Swanson-Crawford
offices,
and
later
undertaken.”
served with Universal, Columbia, and
Justice Felix Frankfurter took issue
Republic. He is survived by a brother,
with his colleagues on only one point,
Lew, Cedar Rapids, la.
Burial was in
holding that the lower court has a right
Chicago.
to impose a mandatory system of arbitra¬
tion.
Paramount Reopens Office
The court upheld the following portions
of the decree in full: that there were
Seattle:
With Wayne Thriot as mana¬
price fixing conspiracies which should be
ger, Paramount last fortnight re-opened
terminated; that the system of time
its office in Portland. Thriot was former¬
clearances
had
been
operated
in
a
ly salesman at Salt Lake City.

Longer, O'Mahoney
Praise Court Verdict
Washington:
Senators
Langer,
North Dakota, and O’Mahoney, Wy¬
oming, last fortnight hailed the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decision in the mo¬
tion picture cases.
Langer said the
rulings should go far in destroying
the combinations between producers
or distributors and the exhibitors.
The full text of the Schine case de¬
cision was inserted in the Congression¬
al Record.

Decree Discussion
Tops N.E. Meeting
Boston:
Discussion of the anti-trust
case decision highlighted the ITO of New
England convention here last week.
William L. Ainsworth, national Allied
president, said that divorcement is still
the aim of Allied, while Dr. J. B. Fish¬
man said:
“It looks to me like a lot more litiga¬
tion.
It settles nothing.
The fact that
the court says divorcement is desirable
doesn’t mean that it will come about.
The lower court is told to change its
mind. Then there’s an appeal.
It goes
again to the Supreme Court. Then what
happens?
It’ll take five years or more.
I might not be in business by then.”

Louisville Suit Starts
New
York:
The anti-trust suit of
Fifth and Walnut, Inc., against the major
companies and United Artists Theatres
opened before Federal Judge Vincent
Leibell and jury this week. The plaintiff,
operator of the National, Louisville, Ky.,
is asking $2,100,000, charging conspiracy
to monopolize first-run distribution in
Louisville, and seeking a permanent in¬
junction against the alleged monopoly.
The defendants are being represented
by Edward Raftery, Loew’s and United
Artists; John Caskey, 20th-Fox, Para¬
mount, and RKO, and Louis Frehlich,
Columbia. Counsel for the plaintiff is
the law firm of O. John Rogge and
Monroe Stein. Rogge was formerly as¬
sistant to the U.S. Attorney General.

More Cal. Drive-Ins
Los
Angeles:
California
Drive-In
Theatres, Inc., announced last fortnight
that by mid-summer it expected to have
a total of eight theatres of this type
in operation, adding three within the
next three months to its present five.
Two others will be added as soon as
the new three are operating. The three
in construction are in El Monte, Van
Nuys, and Lakewood.
All should be
open by July 15.
The other two are
within Greater Los Angeles at undisclosed
locations.

Technicolor Profit Up
New York:
The net consolidated profit
after taxes on income and other charges
of Technicolor, Inc., for the quarter
ended on March 31, 1948, is estimated
to be $402,750, equivalent to 44 cents a
share, as compared to $254,786, equivalent
to 28 cents a share, for the corresponding
quarter in 1947, according to Dr. Herbert
T. Kalmus, president - general manager.
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in its 24-hour>
round-the-clock showing
at the Globe Theatre, New York,
has attained one of the greatest
grosses in history.
No wonder that, 24 hours
■

a day, the bookings
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pouring into UA, a positive
indication thar

there’s nothing so great for ’48!
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"Arch" Continues
Strong On B'way
Grosses in the Broadway
first-runs for the week ending on May 3
indicated that slightly above average
business for this time of year was
prevalent. According to usually reliable
sources reaching THE EXHIBITOR, the
breakdown was as follows:
New

York:

“WINTER MEETING” (WB). Warner
reported $6,000 for Friday through Sun¬
day, with the fourth week expected to
reach $12,000.
“TO THE VICTOR”
(WB).
Strand,
with stage show, had $18,000 for Friday
through Sunday, with the third week
heading toward $36,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
had a $19,500 Saturday and Sunday, with
the second week anticipated at $45,200.
“KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS” (UA).
Gotham claimed $2,700 for Saturday and
Sunday, with the second week sure to
top $7,000.
“ANNA
KARENINA”
(20th-Fox).
Roxy, with stage show, hit $60,000 for
Wednesday through Sunday, the first
week bound to reach $120,000.
“STATE OF THE UNION”
(MGM)
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
announced $82,000 for Thursday through
Sunday, the second week sure to go
above $130,000.
“GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT” (20thFox).
Mayfair had $14,000 on the 25th
week.
“HOMECOMING”
(MGM).
Capitol,
with stage show, took in $90,000 for
Thursday through Sunday, with the first
week sure to tally $140,000.
“THE BIG CLOCK” (Para.).
Para¬
mount, with stage show, had $80,000 for
the second week.
“MR.
BLANDINGS
BUILDS
HIS
DREAM HOUSE”
(SRO).
Astor had
$29,500 for the sixth week.
“CASBAH”
(U-I).
Criterion had a
$31,000 opening week.
“ARE YOU WITH IT?” (U-I). Winter
Garden claimed $12,000 for the last eight
days, including the third week.
“LETTER
FROM
AN
UNKNOWN
WOMAN”
(U-I).
Rivoli
claimed
a
$30,000 opening week.
“THE MIKADO” (U-I). Park Avenue
reported $5,500 for the third week.

George Weilland Mourned
Atlantic City, N. J.:
George F. Wielland, 74, theatre operator and realtor,
died on May 4 at his Margate home after
an illness of three months.
Born in
Philadelphia, his first venture was in
the men’s clothing field. He established
his real estate business 45 years ago,
and
34
years
ago
began
operating
theatres, until he had eight, six here,
one in Glenside, Pa., and one in Narberth,
Pa.
He also maintained a home in
Philadelphia.
He was president of the
Atlantic City Amusement Men’s Associa¬
tion, and was a member of the Haddon
Heights, N. J., Masonic Lodge, Knights
Templar, Tent 13, Variety Club, and the
Seaview Country Club, Absecon, N. J.
Survivors include his wife, a son, a
daughter,
and
three
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at Plum’s
Funeral Parlor.
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MPAA Survey Praised
By Exhibitor Leaders
New York:
The MPAA is receiv¬
ing praise for its survey of U. S.
motion picture theatres from ex¬
hibitor leaders, it was reported last
fortnight.
Among those commenting favorably
to Eric Johnston and Robert Cham¬
bers, MPAA research director, were
Abram F. Myers, J. C. Shanklin,
Rotus Harvey, H. A. Cole, Jack
Kirsch, Edward G. Zorn, P. J. Wood,
T. J. Evans, Ray Branch, A. Julian
Brylawski,
Lauritz
German,
and
others.

Exhibitor Loses
In Buffalo Action
Buffalo:
At the conclusion of a fiveweek trial of an anti-trust treble damage
suit brought by the Rivoli Operating
Corporation, operator, Rivoli, in which
the plaintiff sought to recover the sum
of $3,000,000, the jury last fortnight
returned a verdict of no cause of action
in favor of all of the defendants.
The
trial was held before U. S. District Judge
Burke and a jury.
The defendants were Buffalo Theatres,
Inc.,
Loew’s,
Inc.,
Paramount,
RKO
Radio, 20th Century-Fox, Warners, and
United Artists. Earlier, and at the con¬
clusion of the plaintiff’s case, the judge
had dismissed the case as to Columbia
and Universal.
The plaintiff had charged that the
defendants maintained an illegal system
for the release of motion pictures in
Buffalo involving run, clearances, and the
fixing of minimum admission prices, and
further charged that all of the defendants
discriminated in favor of the Roosevelt
in which Paramount and Loew’s had a
stock-holder interest and against the
plaintiff’s Rivoli.

New 20th-Fox Series Set
New
York:
A series of dramatic
stories
of
nature,
photographed
and
filmed against natural backgrounds, will
be presented in a program of short sub¬
jects which 20th Century-Fox will re¬
lease starting this summer, it was an¬
nounced last week by Peter Levathes,
short subjects sales manager. The films
were prepared in collaboration with the
A. B. Svensk Filmindustrie, the Swedish
film organization.
One-reel in length, the first subjects
to be distributed in this country are
being readied under the tentative titles
“Shadow of a Hunter,” “The Shadow
from the Sky,” and “Shadows in the
Snow.”

Ad Code Provision Changed
New York:
A highlight of the regula¬
tions for the Advertising Code Admini¬
stration of the MPAA, as adopted recent¬
ly by the board of directors, and re¬
vealed last week, is the inclusion of the
right to appeal from a decision of the
ACA.
Paragraph five of the regulations de¬
clares that appeals must be made to
Eric A. Johnston or to a three-director
board within 10 days after the ad matter
in question has been disapproved. The

Schine, Griffith
Cases Sent Back
Washington:
Great interest was gener¬
ated last week as the U. S. Supreme
Court upheld a federal court finding that
the Schine Circuit had violated the
Sherman Act, but sent the case back to
the Buffalo court with orders to deter¬
mine a more adequate divestiture decree.
Justice Douglas’ opinion affirmed the
lower court’s dissolution of the Schine
pooling deals, the prohibition against
buying or booking film for houses in
which Schine is not financially interested,
and the ban on additional theatre pur¬
chases by the circuit.
In ordering a revision of the divestiture
provision, Douglas said that the Buffalo
court did not determine what theatres
were illegally or legally acquired by
Schine.
He declared: “In this type of case, we
start from the premise that an injunction
against future violations is not adequate
to protect the public interest.
If all
that was done was to forbid a repetition
of the illegal conduct, those who had
unlawfully built their empires
could
preserve them intact. The District Court
.. . . did not determine what dividends
Schine had obtained from the conspiracy.
In the Crescent case some of the af¬
filiated corporations through which that
empire was built were products of the
conspiracy. Hence that fact without more
justified the direction in the decree to
unscramble them. There are no findings
which would warrant such a course in
this case. ...”
The Supreme Court refused to review
the Circuit Court of Appeals ruling in
the William Goldman Theatres case, in
Philadelphia, which ordered Warners and
other majors to pay $375,000 to Goldman.
In another decision, the court over¬
ruled the opinion of an Oklahoma City
District Court that the Griffith Circuit
had not violated the anti-trust acts.
Douglas wore that “It is not always
necessary to find a specific intent to
restrain trade or to build a monopoly
in order to find the anti-trust laws have
been violated. . . . The anti-trust laws
are as much violated by the prevention
of competition as by its destruction.
“A man with a monopoly of theatres
in any one town commands the entrance
for all films into that area. If he uses
that strategic position to acquire exclusive
privileges in a city where he has com¬
petitors, he is employing his monopoly
power as a trade weapon against his
competitors.
It may be a feeble, in¬
effective weapon where he has only one
closed or monopoly town.
“But as these towns increase in num¬
ber throughout a region, his monopoly
power in them may be used with crush¬
ing effect on competitors in other places.
And even if we assure that a specific
intent to accomplish that result is ab¬
sent, he is chargeable in legal contempla¬
tion with that purpose since the end
result is the necessary and direct con¬
sequence of what he did.”
The lower court was ordered to remedy
the situation.

decision of either Johnston or the board
will be final.
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Since the untimely death of Tom Breneman,
United Artists has been deluged with
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requests for exhibition of the picture,
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"BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD”.
In

response

to

this

demand, United

Artists has rushed prints to all exchanges
where they are now available in quan¬
tities to satisfy all requests of exhibitors
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who wish to play the only picture ever
made with Tom Breneman.
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Georgia Exhibitors
Hold Big Meeting
The first annual convention
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
and Operators of Georgia was held last
fortnight as the U.S. Supreme Court
handed down its decision on the govern¬
ment’s anti-trust case.
Reaction of the
delegates was generally favorable when
Ted Gamble, TOA president, made the
announcement in his address.
Officers for the year were elected, and
installed as follows:
J. H. Thompson,
reelected president; O. C. Lam, Nat
Williams, and J. S. Tankersley, vicepresidents; E. D. Martin, treasurer, and
Ward Riggins, Tankersley, and W. M.
Snelson, district chairman.
Martin was
also named representative to the TOA.
Gamble, in an extemporaneous ad¬
dress, underlined the necessity of all ex¬
hibitors working together for the common
good.
He spoke on the juvenile delin¬
quency problem and what the individual
exhibitor can do to help curb this menace,
by taking part in the nationwide campaign
planned for the month of September.
Many social events were highlighted
throughout the two-day affair, including
a lavish cocktail party and buffet supper
given by the Motion Picture Advertisers,
Inc., of New Orleans. A banquet wound
up the affair, at which Colonel T. E.
Orr, Orr Circuit, installed the officers.
Atlanta:

Raymond Wallace Mourned
Alliance, O.:
Funeral services were
held on May 3 for Raymond S. Wallace,
55, who died suddenly from the results
of a ruptured appendix. Wallace owned
and operated all four local theatres, the
Columbia, Morrison, Strand, and Mount
Union, until the previous week, when he
concluded negotiations for the sale of
the houses to Marsch Theatres, Inc.,
Cleveland.
Active in show business for 40 years,
Wallace was a member of the board of
directors, Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio; a Picture Pioneer, 32nd degree
Mason, and belonged to the Rotary, Elks
and Moose Clubs, as well as being
director in several large organizations.
Surviving are his wife and year-old son.

Samuel Cohen Named
New York:
At a meeting last week
of the International Film Relations Com¬
mittee, Motion Picture Association of
America, Samuel Cohen, foreign publicity
director,
United
Artists, was
elected
chairman of the group for the coming
year, in line with the established rotation
policy.

Foundation Sessions Deloyed
New York: In view of uncertain and
chaotic conditions created by the recent
Supreme Court decisions, it was considered
advisable to postpone the meeting of the
Motion Picture Foundation trustees to
have been held here this week.
A meeting of the program and scope
committee was likewise postponed.

Lake-Bender
Sam Lake, Selznick Re¬
leasing Organization sales representative,
married Miss Thelma Bender, New York
City, on May 9.
New

York:
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Agreement Reached
On Hughes, Odium Deal
New York:
An agreement for the
sale of the RKO holdings of Atlas
Corporation was reached last week
by Howard Hughes and Floyd B.
Odium.
Minor details still remained to be
ironed out before the signing of a
formal deal, and while no exact
amount was disclosed, it was reported
that Hughes would pay about eight
or
nine
million dollars
for the
928,000 shares.

U-l Launching
New Sales Drive
New
York:
Universal - International
has launched a 26-weeks Presidential
Sales Drive, with record bonuses as
prizes to be shared among the company’s
district and branch managers, salesmen,
and bookers, William A. Scully, U-I vicepresident and general sales manager, an¬
nounced last week.
The Presidential Drive will have all
the color of a political Presidential elec¬
tion
campaign,
according
to
Scully.
When exhibitors book a U-I release, they
will automatically be casting their votes
for a U-I sales representative.
For the first time, lap prizes of mer¬
chandise will be awarded to sustain in¬
terest throughout the 26-week period of
the Presidential Drive, and to reward
those sales representatives who display
consistency
of
effort
throughout
the
campaign.
The lap periods will be the
close the seventh, 13th, and 20th weeks,
with the prizes to be shared by the
leading district manager, the three lead¬
ing branch managers, and the three top
salesmen.
The 15 different types of merchandise
to be given as lap prizes include 500
gallons of gasoline, a complete set of
automobile tires, an automatic washing
machine, a refrigerator, a 16mm. camera,
traveling luggage, a set of golf clubs and
bags, a radio-phonograph combination, a
portable typewriter, a vacuum cleaner,
a table model television set, a set of
silverware for 12, a portable bar, a ladies’
or men’s wristwatch, and a Speed Graphic
camera.

Myers Speaks In Denver
Denver:
Abram F. Myers, National
Allied counsel, will report on “The
Government’s Case Against the Motion
Picture Companies” at the convention of
the Allied Rocky Mountain Independent
Theatres convention on May 18-19.
Preceded by a National Allied board
of directors meeting, the convention will
also hear Allied National President Bill
Ainsworth, while forums will be held
under the direction of Colonel H. A.
Cole,
Texas,
and
Sidney
Samuelson,
Pennsylvania.

Jack Shapiro Mourned
Funeral services were
held last fortnight for Jack Shapiro, 58,
president, M. Shapiro and Sons Con¬
struction Company, who died in a plane
accident. The company built 80 theatres
between 1915 and 1930.
New

York:

MPA A Executives
Speaking To Women
New
York:
Today’s story of the
American film industry will be told to
over 10,000,000 women in special pro¬
grams covering a series of national con¬
ventions extending through the month of
May, and arranged by the Motion Picture
Association of America, it was revealed
last week.
Eric Johnston, president, presided over
the Family Life Conference which con¬
vened in Washington, D. C. on May
5-6-7-8.
The Conference is composed
of professional people who are interested
in the promotion of American family
welfare.
Arthur De Bra, director, Association’s
Department of Community Relations, at¬
tended a convention of the Missouri
Federation of Women’s Clubs in Springfield, Mo. on May 5. De Bra delivered
two lectures under “Movies and the
Iron Curtain” and “Previewing Sesame
to Better Film Entertainment.”
On May 6, the Association was rep¬
resented at a general meeting here of
the New York State Federation of Music
Clubs.
During the week of May 24, the film
industry will be well represented at two
conventions.
The annual gathering of
the General Federation of Women’s Clubs
in Portland, Ore., at which an attendance
of 6,000 women is expected, will hear
Johnston speak on International Rela¬
tions.
Meeting during the same week
in Cleveland, some 3,000 people who are
expected to be present at the big yearly
session of the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers, will witness three
important exhibits of the film industry.
The first of these will deal with films •
for education, the second on the Child¬
ren’s Film Library, and the third projects
the findings of 50 organizations rep¬
resented in film preview groups.

March Collections Up
Washington:
The Bureau of Internal
Revenue
reported
last fortnight that
March admissions tax collections were
$30,461,573, a substantial increase over
the $25,410,738 taken for February, and
also over the $28,796,826 of March, 1947.
Motion pictures are said to take care
of about 90 per cent of the total. The
collection from the Third New York area
(Broadway) was $5,973,126, while large
collections were reported in southern
California, Illinois, and Massachusetts.

Dunnicolor Gross Increases
Hollywood:
A gross ‘take’ of $211,138
for 1947 was reported last week by
Dunnincolor Corporation. Previous year’s
gross was $95,110. Carroll H. Dunning,
president, said in his report to stock¬
holders that the operating profit, before
depreciation, was $28,282 as against an
operating loss of $4,630 before depreciation
in 1946.

Lachman In KC
Kansas City:
Edward Lachman, Al¬
lied
of
New
Jersey
president,
was
another speaker lined up for the Allied
ITO of Kansas and Missouri convention
this week.
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Para. Earnings
Hit $31668,709
Earnings of Paramount
Pictures, Inc., for the fiscal year (52
weeks) ended on Jan. 3, 1948, totalled
$31,668,709 after all charges, including
estimated provision for taxes on income,
according to the annual report of the
company issued last week by Barney
Balaban, president.
These earnings in¬
clude $3,429,000 representing Paramount’s
direct and indirect net interest as a
stockholder in the combined undistributed
earnings for the year of partly owned
non-consolidated companies.
The earn¬
ings for the fiscal year 1946 (53 weeks)
on the same basis were $44,042,106, in¬
cluding $4,843,000 share of undistributed
earnings of partly owned non-consoli¬
dated companies.
Operating
revenues
of
consolidated
companies for 1947 were $189,025,600, as
compared with $194,701,099 for 1946, and
operating revenues of partly owned nonconsolidated companies aggregated ap¬
proximately $150,000,000 for each of the
years 1947 and 1946, of which Paramount’s
share was approximately $70,000,000 for
each year.
The amount earned per common share
for 1947 on the basis of combined con¬
solidated earnings and share of un¬
distributed earnings of partly owned
non-consolidated companies was $4.46 on
the 7,092,839 shares outstanding and in
the hands of the public on Jan. 3, 1948,
which compares with $5.92 per share
for 1946 on 7,443,772 shares outstanding
on Jan. 4, 1947.
New

York:
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Everett, Meiselman Deal

Conservation Short
Prepared By MPAA
New York:
With the cooperation
of its member companies, the Motion
Picture Association of America an¬
nounced last week that it has been
able to prepare a short subject on
national fire losses which it will make
available to interested conservation
and
governmental
groups.
Such
losses for the past year totalled
$700,000,000,
reports
John
McCul¬
lough, head, Association’s Conserva¬
tion Department, in pointing out that
much of the material in this short
subject is composed of newsreel clips
covering many of the bigger fires.
McCullough arranged to screen this
subject before a convention of mem¬
bers of the National Fire Protection
Association in Washington, D. C. on
May 11. Included in this special pro¬
gram were Metro’s “Going to Blazes”
and RKO’s “Smoke Eaters.”

Dividends
paid
during
the
year
amounted to $14,347,778 or $2 per share,
compared with $12,358,349 in 1946, or
$1.65 per share.
The consolidated balance sheet shows
that cash and government securities on
Jan. 3, 1948, amounted to $38,575,544,
all located in the U. S. and Canada
except $699,271 in Great Britain, $591,601
in nations in the Western Hemisphere,
and $589,052 in other foreign countries.
Total current assets were $95,511,702, and
current liabilities $16,067,434, leaving a
net working capital of $79,444,268, an
increase of $5,881,969 during the year.

Charlotte:
H. H. Everett, Everett
Enterprises, last week announced that
the company had purchased five H. B.
Meiselman theatres in four North Carolina
cities. The Strand, Waynesville; Strand,
Rockingham; Strand and Ritz, Fayette¬
ville, and the Manor, Wilmington, are
the houses added to Everett’s 52 theatres
in North and South Carolina. Meiselman
continues
operating
his
theatres
in
Kinston, Orangeburg, and Asheville, in
addition to his plans for new theatres,
five of which are in various stages of
construction or planning.

Rialto, NYC, Lease Sold
New York:
The remaining eight-year
lease on the Broadway Rialto has been
sold by Arthur Mayer to James J. Mage,
it was announced last week.
Maje,
owner of the Laffmovie Circuit and
foreign film distributor, said he had
not yet determined what the theatre’s
policy will be.

British Tax Repealed
London:
The 75 per cent ad valorem
film tax was officially repealed on May 3
on an order issued by the Treasury. The
former duty rate of five pence per foot,
with special penny rate on single print
films, has been restored.

Tele Sale Protested
Hollywood:
The television rights sale
of 24 Alexander Korda films to New
York station WPIX was protested last
week by the SCTOA. The group argues
that the films have theatre potentialities,
and should not be telecast.

TRANSLATION:
Looka, Joiks . . .

Something
s

Hennery Mawgin

$NEW

issina moom

has been

pitcha, ill moida
ya, cheez,

added to
motion pictures
and it’s

it*s terrif culled

SO DISIZ NOO YAWK

HENRY MORGAN
in
"SO THIS IS NEW YORK”

Ya gits it troo
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Lippert Reveals
New SG Schedule
Hollywood:
John J. Jones, president,
and Robert L. Lippert, vice-president in
charge of production, Screen Guild, last
fortnight outlined the company’s produc¬
tion and releasing schedule. At a luncheon
in
connection
with
the
confab,
Lippert, speaking as an independent ex¬
hibitor, spoke on the future of the film
business in both producing and exhibition
fields.
According to Lippert, second rate “A”
films are death at the boxoffice, and a
good “B” film is more desirable. Lippert
also felt that the buying public does not
recognize major product as necessarily
top quality, as in former years, and
that it is just as easy, if not easier, to
gather good grosses on well-produced
independent deals
in
these
days of
restricted public spending.
Heavy pro¬
duction costs and high exhibitor over¬
head excluded the possibility of admission
reductions in the near future, according
to the production exec, who also an¬
nounced that his firm is now serving
over 11,000 individual theatres.
Concerning rumors that Jones is re¬
signing from Screen Guild, Lippert said
that they are entirely without foundation,
and that Jones would continue to serve
as company head.
At the conference, the following films
were announced as ready for release, or
in the final editing stages: “The Mozart
Story.” “The Prairie,” “SOS Submarine,”
four Edward Small reissues; “Runaway
Daughter,” “King of the Turf,” “Duke
of
West
Point,”
and
“Miss
Annie
Rooney”; “That’s My Boy” and “Flirt¬
ing with Fate,” both reissues; 12 Hopalong Cassidy reissues, and “Miracle in
Harlem.”
Screen Guild’s production schedule in¬
cludes six Lash LaRue westerns, “40,000
Eyes,” “The Third Alarm,” “Return of
Wildfire,” “Jungle Goddess,” “Last of
the Wild Horses,” a “Joe College” series
of four films, and six pictures to be
produced by National Pictures, Inc.

Herbert Yates Honored
Hollywood:
American Legion Post
8, the mother post of Los Angeles
County, last week honored Republic and
its
president,
Herbert
J.
Yates,
by
sponsoring “Republic-Americana Night,”
at which time Edward C. Stodel, com¬
mander of the post, presented a scroll
in recognition of Republic’s contribution
to Americana throughout the 13 years
of its picture-making history.
Lieutenant Colonel Franklyn Adreon,
USMC Reserve, Republic producer, ac¬
cepted the scroll for Yates, who was in
New York, and unable to be present
at the meeting.

Mrs. Schary Mourned
Los Angeles:
Mrs. Belle Schary, 73,
mother of Dore Schary, executive vicepresident in charge of production, RKO
Radio Studios, died on May 2, after a
lengthy illness.
Besides Dore Schary, she leaves another
son, Samuel, of Philadelphia, and a
daughter, Lillian, of New York City, and
eight grandchildren.
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Audience Potential Seen
As $800,000,000
Princeton:
If all the people in
the U.S. between the ages of 31 and
65 could be induced to go to movies
once a week, the increase in the
annual box-office take, even after
taxes,
would
amount
to
nearly
$800,000,000, according to the most
recent Audience Research, Inc. survey,
released last week.
During March, Audience Research
surveys show an average of 70,000,000
tickets
purchased
weekly.
These
70,000,000
tickets
cost
moviegoers
$33,000,000, but, as has been pointed
out in scores of previous ARI surveys,
the
bulk
of
this
money
comes
from persons under 30 years of age.
If persons in the age group of 31
to 65 had seen at least one picture
a week at boxoffice prices which
currently prevail, the average weekly
increase in admissions in March of
this year would have amounted to
$18,000,000.
For March alone, the
increased
revenue
would
have
amounted to more than $75,000,000.

Cumberland, Md., Deal Set
Cumberland,
Md.:
Mrs.
Grace
M.
Fisher, owner-manager, Maryland and
Embassy, last fortnight confirmed the
lease of the two houses to the Allegany
Theatre Corporation of Maryland after
several
months
of
negotiation.
The
corporation is a subsidiary of the Darnell
Theatres, Inc., Buffalo, operating theatres
in New York, Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio.
Mrs. Fisher sold the equipment and
good will of the Embassy, and trans¬
ferred her lease of the building to the
new owners, while the Maryland, owned
outright by Mrs. Fisher, was leased for
a long term.
Buffalo City Councilman
Elmer F.
Lux, Darnell vice-president and Allegany
vice-president and general manager, will
be
general
manager
of
the
houses.
Donald G. Schine, Gloversville, N. Y.,
heads Allegany, which has no connec¬
tion with the Schine Circuit.

EL Men Back From London
New York:
Following 10 days of con¬
ferences with J. Arthur Rank officials
in London on forthcoming Rank product
to be released in the United States and
Latin America by Eagle Lion Films,
William J. Heineman, Eagle Lion vicepresident in charge of distribution, and
Max E. Youngstein, E-L vice-president
in charge of advertising, publicity and
exploitation, returned by air last week.

Walter Vincent Honored
New
York:
Walter Vincent, circuit
chief and pioneer showman, was honored
last week at a diner sponsored by the
Jewish Theatrical Guild.
Vincent was
honored as president of the Actors Fund
of America.

Warners' Hummel Honored
Paris:
Joseph S. Hummel, Continental
manager for Warners, was last week
made a member of the Legion of Honor
in recognition of his services to France
during and after World War II.

PEOPLE
New
York:
Neil F. Agnew, SRO
president,
announced
last
week
that
Leonard R. Case has been appointed
treasurer of the Selznick Releasing Or¬
ganization by the company’s board of
directors.
Case was formerly assistant
treasurer of the organization. Agnew also
announced that henceforth, the finances
of SRO will be handled entirely separate
and distinct from the finances of Van¬
guard Films, Inc., Selznick producing
company. Case will have full authority
in all SRO financial matters, subject to
the board of directors.
New York:
Sidney “Bobby” Dubow,
general sales manager for United Artists
in Great Britain, died last week in
London of a heart attack at the age
of 51.
Dubow joined UA as salesman
in its London branch in 1934, and earned
his
successive
promotions
as
branch
manager, branch supervisor, and general
sales manager through sheer ability and
a winning personality. Surviving is his
wife.
New York:
David D. Horne, assistant
treasurer - secretary, Monogram Interna¬
tional Corporation, has resigned, it was
announced by President Norton V. Ritchey,
last week.
James J. Tierney has as¬
sumed his duties as manager of exchange
operations. Irving Karpinos has been in¬
stalled in Tierney’s former position as
head, accounting department.
New York:
J. F. Woodward was last
week named Eagle Lion branch manager
in St. Louis. Woodward, who has been
20th Century-Fox branch manager in
Milwaukee, replaces William Feld in the
Eagle Lion post.
Woodward has been
in the film industry since 1925, when
he joined the Chicago office of Pathe
as salesman.
New York:
Stephen M. Corey, chair¬
man of the trustees, Film Council of
America, announced last week the ap¬
pointment of Glen Burch as executive
director.

Gamble In Omaha
Omaha:
The
Theatre
Owners
of
America program to combat juvenile
delinquency was outlined here last fort¬
night by Ted Gamble, president, to the
Nebraska Theatremen’s Association.
Gamble said the two-phase program
includes:
A film on juvenile training
and sponsorship next fall of Youth
Month, “saluting young America.” Special
programs encouraging recreation would
be shown in houses across the country.
Senator Kenneth S. Wherry
(Rep.,
Neb.)
also addressed the theatremen,
telling them that “dollars alone won’t
whip communism.”

Skouras Praises Trade Press
New York:
Charles Skouras, National
Theatres head, last fortnight paid tribute
to the trade press at a luncheon meet¬
ing.
He declared that it is the only
effective medium for contact with the
“grass roots” exhibitors who, “because
they read the trade press so thoroughly,
are frequently better informed about the
industry and its product than anyone
would believe.”
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LARRY BLAKE
Associate Producer Glenn Cook • Directed by Jock Bernhard
Story and Screenplay by Steve Fisher
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five:
Churchill Downs, Ky.: Kentucky Derby.
In Addition To The Above:
Movietone News
(Vol. 31, No. 36)
New York: Eisenhower holds press con¬
ference.
New York City:
May Day
demonstrations.
Yokosuka, Japan: Eu¬
charistic Procession held.
Winchester,
Va.: Apple Blossom Festival (Washington
only). Texas City, Tex.: First Recovery
Festival (Dallas only). Laramie, Wyo.:
Reconstruction.
(Except Washington and
Dallas). Bel Air, Cal.: Fashions in gold.

News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 270)
Palestine:
Report.
Fort Meyer, Va.:
Eisenhower takes army farewell salute.
New York City: Eisenhower holds press
conference.
New
York
City, Berlin,
Paris, and Tokyo: May Day demonstra¬
tions.
Winchester, Va.: Apple Blossom
Festival (Except Boston). Boston: Child¬
ren’s May Day (Boston only).
Paramount News (No. 73) Winchester,
Va.: Apple Blossom Festival. Fort Meyer,
Va.:
Eisenhower takes army farewell
salute.
New York City, Berlin, Paris,
and Tokyo: May Day demonstrations.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 140)
New York City, Norway, Denmark, and
Tokyo: May Day demonstrations.
New
York City: Eisenhower holds press con¬
ference.
Fort Meyer, Va.: Eisenhower
takes army farewell salute. Winchester,
Va.: Apple Blossom Festival (Washing¬
ton only).
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 75)
Fort Meyer, Va.: Eisenhower takes army
farewell salute.
Paris
and
Holland:
U.S. aid hailed.
Tokyo:
Bus village.
Florida: Chimps in the news. Winchester,
Va.: Apple Blossom Festival (Washing¬
ton only).
Telenews Digest
(Vol. 2, No. 18)
France, Italy and USA: May Day parades.
Costa Rica: Civil war.
Holland: First
ERP aid ship arrives.
London: Sixteen
nations meet to discuss miliary pact.
Norway: U.S. warships on goodwill visit.
Manila:
Funeral
of
Manuel
Roxas.
Czechoslovakia: Bulgarian prime minister
arrives to sign pact. Indonesia: Alumi¬
num from wrecked planes converted to
household articles. Washington: Congress
moves
to
outlaw
Communist
party.
Washington:
Climax reached in oleobutter fight.
New York:
Eisenhower
greeted at Columbia University.
Phila¬
delphia: New half-dollar minted.
New
York: European children here for UN
Overseas Aid Appeal, see sights. Camden,
N. J.: Police destroy thousands of illegal
slot machines.
New York: New liquid
spray waterproofs clothing. Texas: Auto
race at Arlington Downs won by Ted
Horn.
California: Electric-driven surf¬
board.
Norway: King Haakon attends
ski-jumping contest.
Sweden: National
matches for kids in marble-shooting and
tricycle racing.
All American News
(Vol. 6, No. 289)
New Orleans: 104 year old ex-slave and
Civil War veteran celebates birthday.
Columbus, O.: Colonel Davis welcomes
Air Corps recruits.
Memphis: Cincin¬
nati Clowns and Memphis Red Sox in
exhibition baseball game.
San Antonio,
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Tex.: Rodeo. Chicago: Annual Women’s
AAU
indoor
track
meet.
Ethiopia:
Emperor Haile Selassie receives memorial
album from people of Brussels.
In all five:
London: King and queen acclaimed.
In addition to the above:
Movietone News
(Vol. 31, No. 35)
Windsor, England: Prince and Princess
honored.
Milan, Italy:
Demonstration.
Puerto Rico: Giant dam. Springfield, Ill.:
USA:
Two
American
mothers.
Bay
Meadows,
Cal.:
Jockey
sets
record.
Riverside, Cal.: Auto helldrivers. Mc¬
Kenzie River, Ore.: Shooting the rapids.
News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 269)
Milan, Italy: Demonstration. New York
City:
Liner Elizabeth brings notables.
Puerto Rico: Giant dam. Bay Meadows,
Cal.:
Jockey sets record.
Germany:
Circus.
Paramount
News
(No.
72)
Milan,
Italy: Demonstration. Germany: Circus.
Windsor, England:
Prince and Princess
honored.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 139)
Switzerland: Voting. Courrieres, France:
Mine
explosion.
Windsor,
England:
Prince and princess honored. Santa Cruz,
Cal.: Divers “discover” mermaid. Balboa,
Cal.: Yacht regatta.
Germany: Circus.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 74)
Washington: Harriman sworn in.
New
York
City:
Liner
Elizabeth
brings
notables. Brooklyn, N. Y.: Arnold Stang
sees Dodgers lose.
Switzerland: Voting.
Riverside, Cal.: Auto helldrivers. Miami:
Outdoor model school.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
May 1, 1948
Starred Selected Features:
“Kings of
the Olympics” (UA); “Olympia Caval¬
cade” (UA); Selected Features:
“Best
Man Wins” (Col.); “Big City” (MGM);
“The Brothers” (U-Int.); “Seven Sinners”
(EL); “The Winner’s Circle” (20th-Fox).

ARBITRATION
Appeal Board
The Appeal Board last week amended
the award of the arbitrator in the Boston
district in the
case
between Eisner
Theatres, Inc., Loew’s, Inc., 20th CenturyFox, Paramount, RKO, Warners, and
Milford Realty Corporation, New England
Theatres, Inc., Bijou Amusement Com¬
pany, and Elsa Amusement Company in¬
volving clearance, as follows:
“With
respect to the clearances granted to the
State, Milford, Mass., over the Cameo,
Uxbridge, Mass., the demand for arbitra¬
tion is dismissed.
In licenses hereafter
entered
into
by
Loew’s,
Inc.,
20th
Century - Fox,
Paramount,
RKO,
or
Warners, no clearances may be granted
in favor of the Stadium, Bijou or Park,
Woonsocket, R. I., over the Cameo,
Uxbridge,
Mass.
Costs
are
equally
assessed.”
The original award of the
arbitrator granted a reduction of the
clearance of the Woonsocket theatres
over Uxbridge to one day, and made no
change in the Milford clearance.
The
complainant appealed from this award,
asking that the clearance of Woonsocket
over Uxbridge be abolished entirely, and
that a fixed availability be granted to
the Cameo. New England Theatres, Inc.,
Paramount, and 20th Century-Fox asked

20th-Fox Sets Premieres
New York:
Twentieth Century-Fox
last week set world premieres for two of
its
most
important
pictures,
“Green
Grass of Wyoming” and “The Street With
No Name,” to highlight the Andy Smith
Anniversary Month period, May 30—
June 26.
“Green Grass of Wyoming” will make
its bow in Lancaster, O., on May 25, to
be
followed
with
a
saturation
run
throughout the entire eastern territory.
The premiere for “The Street With
No Name” will be held in Philadelphia
at the Fox on June 16.
The opening
will coincide with the start of the
Republican
National
Convention,
and
there will be simultaneous dates at the
Strand and Apollo, Atlantic City. General
openings in the Philadelphia and Wash¬
ington territory will follow the premiere.

Young On Coast Visit
New York:
Robert R. Young, chair¬
man of the board, Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad, and principal stockholder in
Pathe
Industries, parent company of
Eagle Lion Films, Inc., was enroute to
Hollywood last week for a 10-day visit
to Eagle Lion Studios.
Young, accompanied by
Robert W.
Purcell, chairman of the board, Pathe
Industries, will be joined in Hollywood
by Thomas J. Deegan, Jr. public rela¬
tions head, Young enterprises.
Young
and Purcell will confer with Arthur B.
Krim, president, Eagle Lion Films, and
other studio executives.

Ahlert Heads ASCAP
New York:
Fred E. Ahlert was last
fortnight elected president, ASCAP, suc¬
ceeding Deems Taylor, president since
1941, who was not a candidate.
Frank
Connor succeeds Ray Henderson, also not
a candidate for reelection, as assistant
treasurer.
All other officials were re¬
elected as follows:
Gustave Schirmer,
Oscar Hammerstein, II, vice-presidents;
George W. Meyer, secretary; Louis Bern¬
stein, treasurer, and Donald Gray, assist¬
ant secretary.

that the award be reversed, the Woon¬
socket 14-day clearance restored, and the
complaint dismissed.
Warners and the
operator of the Milford were satisfied
with the award, and asked that it be
sustained.
Loew’s and RKO took no
part in the proceedings either before
the arbitrator or before the board.

New Haven
Prudential Theatres, Company,
Inc.,
last fortnight filed a clearance com¬
plaint against the five majors. Operating
the Playhouse, Darien, Conn., and the
Playhouse, New Canaan, Conn., Pruden¬
tial asks that clearance granted by the
defendants in favor of the Avon, Stam¬
ford, Plaza, and Palace, Stamford, Conn.,
be reduced to seven days. Complainant
also asserts that clearances granted over
the Playhouse, Darien, to the Empress
and Palace, South Norwalk, Conn., is
unreasonable, and asks for elimination
of said clearance.
Prudential also calls
the clearance held by the Playhouse,
New Canaan, over the Playhouse, Darien,
unreasonable,
and
asks
that
it
be
eliminated.

THE
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PRODUCTION
Hollywood:
Zachary Scott and Vir¬
ginia Mayo team in Warners’ “Smart
Money.” . . . “Greyfriars Bobby” is on
MGM’s Technicolor production schedule.
. . . Lead parts in 20th Century-Fox’s
“Chicken Every Sunday” will be handled
by Celeste Holm and Dan Dailey. . . .
Joel McCrea stars in United States’
Warner release, “Distant Drums.” . . .
Returning to the screen after a fouryear absence is Miriam Hopkins, to ap¬
pear
with
Olivia
de
Havilland
in
Paramount’s “The Heiress.” . . . Bob
Roberts
Productions,
responsible
for
“Body arid Soul,” will do “Tucker’s
People,” with John Garfield again in
the lead.
RKO has acquired four original story
properties, “Story X,” “The Life Story
of Johnny Broderick,” about New York’s
fabulous cop; “The Clay Pigeon,” vet
yarn, and “Operation Malay,” story about
a secret phase of the Far East war
effort. . . . Leading British cameraman
Jack Cardiff, photographer for “Black
Narcissus,” will direct photography on
Transatlantic’s “Under Capricorn,” Warner
release. . . . Universal-International as¬
signed Joan Caulfield to co-star with
John Payne and Dan Duryea in “Lar¬
ceny, now before the cameras.
SRO will film “A Doll’s House” in
Stockholm this summer. . . . Ann Blyth,
George Brent, and Howard Duff have
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been set by Universal-International in
“Wildfire.” . . . Anthony Veiller will
rein “Dark Canyon” at Warners. . . .
Oscar Homolka has an important role
in RKO’s “Night Music.” . . . Adele
Jergens plays both a chorine and her
mother in Columbia’s “Ladies of the
Chorus.” . . . Philip N. Krasne will
do eight “Cisco Kid” films over a threeyear period for United Artists.
Deanna
Durbin
and Charles Coburn
were set as two of the stars for UniversalInternational’s “The Western Story.” . . .
Warners purchased “The Betrayal,” west¬
ern adventure yarn. . . . Columbia will
star William Holden in “The Walking
Hills.” . . . Jeffrey Bernerd’s next Mono¬
gram effort will be “The Tipster,” which
lenses in May. . . . First of Edward
Small’s two westerns for United Artists
is “War Path,” with George Montgomery
heading the cast, with May set as a
starting date.
“Leather Stocking Tales”
is the second Small film.
Walter
Pidgeon
joined the cast of
“Command Decision” at MGM. . . . RKO
bought “Sam Wynne” as a vehicle for
Pat O’Brien. . . . Louis Jourdan gets
one of the three top roles in SRO’s
“Trilby,” with Jesse L. Lasky and Walter
MacEwen producing. Valli and Rossano
Brazzi, top Italian stars, are the other two
principles, with Ben Hecht and Charle
MacArthur scripting. . . . MGM assigned
Robert Taylor and Ava Gardner to lead¬
ing parts in “The Bribe,” Pandro Berman
reining.

Jack Kirsch
president, Allied Theatres
of Illinois, Inc., says:

“ALTEC HELPS US KEEP PEOPLE
COMING INTO OUR THEATRES”
e?It is easy for me to explain why
I consider Altec Service a friend
of our business. The Altec en¬
gineer’s entire career is concen¬
trated on preserving our equip¬
ment and getting the full value
out of it, and keeping our re¬
placement costs and our operatingcosts at a minimum. The Altec
research men, furthermore, are
always analyzing the technical
weaknesses which cause break-

.ALTEC
SERVICE CORPORATION

downs, and developing corrective
measures to keep them from
happening. Altec helps us keep
people coming into our theatres,
—not going somewhere else for
entertainment. 99

Altec Service, known for its serv¬
ice “over and above the contract”
is a vital ingredient of your thea¬
tre’s ability to meet successfully

EXHIBITOR
ORGANIZA TIONS
Exhibitors were advised that there is
a federal tax exemption with respect to
children under 12 paying less than 10
cents, thus clearing up a confused situ¬
ation, in a bulletin of the Associated
Theatre Owners Of Indiana last week.
The bulletin also endorsed the attitude
of the national organization in urging
a local ad allowance from the distributor.

TELEVISION

New York:
Leading major manufac¬
turers showed the newest in television
receivers in the largest television trade
display yet held at the Third Annual
Television Institute and Industry Trade
Show at the Hotel New Yorker last fort¬
night. Highlighting the receiver preview
was the public unveiling of the RCA
Victor big-screen television receiver, the
receivers of Westinghouse and Cleervue,
and the first showing of a new solid
plexiglass enlarging lens by Television
Accessories and Products Company.
Eastman Kodak Company has set up a
new laboratory to study films for tele¬
vision, Dr. Cyril J. Staud, director, Kodak
Research Laboratories, announced.
The
objective of the laboratory’s research will
be to find films which will prove most
useful
in the
television field.
The
laboratory will be equipped to do re¬
search on any television problems con¬
fronting the major studios, especially
those pertaining to photography.
Major
Expansion
of the TelenewsINS-INP weekly newsreel to four addi¬
tional television cities was announced.
It is now being televised in New York,
Chicago,
Detroit,
Philadelphia,
Los
Angeles, Washington, and St. Louis.
Edward C. Maguire, Commerce Com¬
missioner, New York City, has appointed
a permanent advisory committee on radio
and television, to assist in formulating
plans that will aid both the city and
the broadcasting industry.
The com¬
mittee includes J. R. Poppele, president,
TBA; Niles Trummell, president, NBC;
Frank Stanton, president, CBS; T. C.
Streibert, president, Bamberger Broad¬
casting Service; Lawrence Phillips, di¬
rector, DuMont Television Network, and
I.
M.
Herbert,
commercial
manager,
WNEW.

Reisman Appoints Lapinere
Paris:
Elias Lapinere has been ap¬
pointed RKO Continental sales manager,
it was announced by Phil Reisman, vicepresident
in
charge
of foreign dis¬
tribution, last week. Lapinere, who has
been RKO publicity director for Europe,
will continue supervision of advertising
and publicity.

the competition of other forms

AVC Aids Palestine

of entertainment. An Altec

New York:
At the meeting last week,
the membership of the motion picture
chapter, AVC, voted unanimously to con¬
tribute blood to the Red Star of David
of Palestine, and to contribute service
uniforms of individual members to the
fighting forces of the Hebrew State of
Palestine.

Service Corporation

Service contract is the soundest

250 West 57th St.
New York 19, N.Y.

long term investment an exhibitor
can make today.

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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TIMELY! TOPICAL! TERRIFIC!
"Fast melodrama backed by solid

"First-rate melodrama... superb

"As action display and exploitation

cast and authentic backgrounds ...

touches of realism and on-the-spot

item, geared for quick, profitable

might ride the headlines into the boff

background photography.”

playoff."

_ VARIETY

- M. P. DAILY

- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"First-rate mystery thriller .. .

"Exciting... well made and main¬

"Shots of bombed-out Berlin and

Strong cast... Background shots out¬

tains interest on high ..."

Frankfurt alone make it worth the

B.O. class."

_ BOXOFFICE

- THE EXHIBITOR

"Exciting melodrama ... most of the

"Thrilling, absorbing, timely, dra¬

film was made on the scene—Paris,

matic ... Extensive exploitation rec¬

Frankfurt, Berlin ..

ommended."
- SHOWMEN’S TRADE REVIEW

standing."

price of admission/’

-DAILY VARIETY

- M. P. HERALD
"Sure-fire boxoffice...melodrama
comparable with the best.”
- FILM DAILY

RADIO
DORE SCHARY in charge of production
Produced by BERT GRANET • Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR
Scrim Play by HAROLD MEDFORD
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THE

TRADE SCREENINGS
RKO — “Return of the Badmen” (Ran¬
dolph Scott, Robert Ryan, Anne Jeffreys),
in all centers on May 12, except St.
Louis on May 13; “Bring ’Em Back Alive”
(Frank Buck - reissue), in all exchange
centers on May 12, except St. Louis
on May 13.
“Wallflower” (Joyce Rey¬
nolds, Robert Hutton, Janis Paige), in
all exchange centers on May 17.
Warners

—

Paramount:
“So Evil My Love” (Ann
Todd, Ray Milland, Geraldine Fitzgerald)
and “Big Town Scandal” (Philip Reed,
Hillary Brooks, Stanley Clements), in all
exchange centers on May 21; “A Foreign
Affair” (Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
John Lund) and “Beyond Glory” (Alan
Ladd, Donna Reed), on June 11.
Warners:
“The Big Punch” (Wayne
Morris, Lois Maxwell, Gordon MacRae),
in all exchange centers on May 24.
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Companies Show
Increased Grosses
Washington:
Total sales of RKO,
Columbia, U-International and Republic
for the fourth quarter of
1947 hit
$63,942,000, according to a report by the
Security Exchange Commission last fort¬
night.
The take was over four million
more than the third quarter, and well
above the $58,994,000 made at 1946’s end.
The companies break down as fol¬
lows: RKO, $31,552,000, including rentals,
theatres, and foreign subsidiaries, above
the $28,907,000’ for the third quarter, and
slightly more than the $31,409,000 for the
last quarter in 1946. Columbia: $7,172,000, compared with $6,475,000 for the
third quarter, and $5,670,000 for the
fourth quarter in 1946.
A gross of
$4,889,000 was reported for the quarter
ended last June, and $3,781,000 for the
June-Sept. 27 period was reported.
U-Int.:
$17,912,000 for three months
ended on Nov. 1, 1947, over the $16,634,000 for the previous three months, and
the $15,505,000 for the Aug. - Nov. period
in 1946.
Republic:
$7,306,000 for the period
ended on Oct. 25, 1947, comparing with
$7,525,000 for the previous three months
and $6,410,000 for July - Oct., 1946.
Loews Boston Theatres was also re¬
ported on, with a drop noted. The fourth
quarter was $405,000, as against $432,000
in the previous quarter, and $425,000 for
the last quarter in 1946.

Carter Heads 16mm. Unit

HELP

WANTED

Wanted Projectionists and Theatre Managers to
teach all phases of motion picture projection
and theatre management.
tion

required,

college

state

references,
when

marital

available.

Paramount
“The Emperor Waltz”—Higher bracket.
“Dream Girl”—Mild program.
“Waterfront at Midnight”—For the lower
half.
WB
“Silver River”—Will depend on the
names.
RKO
“Fighting Father Dunne—Okeh program.
20th-Fox
“Anna Karenina”—Mild import.
“The Iron Curtain”—Above average
documentary-type meller.
who now joins the ranks of honorary
presidents.
Carter represents the Film
Libraries Division of the association, as
does Edward H. Stevens, Atlanta, elected
vice-president. Maurice T. Groen, Films
of the Nations, was named second vicepresident, and other officers and directors
elected were: George H. Cole, King Cole
Sound
Service,
treasurer;
Jerome
J.
Cohen, secretary, and Harold Baumstone,
J. Ken Lilley, William L. Rogers, and
A. B. Twyman, directors.
Kruse will head a public relations and
publicity committee. Among other com¬
mittees, two film
library
committees
were set up, one on operational pro¬
cedures, headed by Carl Kunz, Kunz
Motion Picture Service, Philadelphia, and
one on film library promotion headed by
P. Ray Swank, St. Louis.
The third
annual 16 mm. award for outstanding
service to the non-theatrical film industry
was presented in the form of identical
bronze plaques to two distinguished “oldtimers” at the ninth annual banquet
held in connection with the convention.
Recipients were Willard B. Cook and
Alexander F. Victor.

preferred.

status,

Excellent

age,

and

opportunity

for men seeking a secure future with oppor¬
tunity for advancement.

(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)

High school educa¬

education

Send summary of education, training, exper¬
ience

New York:
Closing a four-day con¬
vention and trade show last fortnight,
the Allied Non-Theatrical Film Associ¬
ation elected a new slate of officers and
directors,
and launched plans for a
nation-wide promotional campaign for
the advancement of the 16mm. industry
and for the Association.
E. E. Carter, president, National Film
Service, Raleigh, N. C., was elected
president to succeed William F. Kruse,

TNE SCORE BOARD

Address

NATIONAL THEATRE INSTITUTE
P. O. BOX 483, DALLAS, TEXAS
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The Editor Speaks
Hollywood

is

tightening

its

belt.

The days of heavy paychecks have
been replaced by insecurity, as skidding
production schedules are causing wor¬
ried expressions on
the
faces
of
the
frightened workers.
In trying to search
for some far-sighted
analysis to this com¬
plicated
production
picture, one can de¬
tect
an
extremely
dangerous twist to
worker and producer
alike.
Tormented by labor
trouble, high produc¬
tion costs and declining grosses, many
Hollywood producers are seriously con¬
sidering foreign production.
Certain undeniable advantages, such
as authentic backgrounds and the re¬
trieving of frozen dollars, can be realized,
and American exhibitors will buy good
pictures regardless of where they are
produced.
This

prospect

studio

is

employes,

a

grim

one

already

for

faced

the
with

plenty of problems, and yet it is a pros¬
pect that producers

can not ignore.

The situation cries out for leaders of
every group engaged in motion picture
production.
These

leaders

working
dustry,
for

for

the

willing

personal

must
good
to

glory

lay
or

act
of

the

aside

in

unison,

entire
all

The Exhibitor Laurel Award Nominations
MGM’s

in¬

desire

HOMECOMING

gain.

Their slogan should be “Keep Motion
Picture Production in Hollywood.”
it has been proven, and proven
conclusively, that there is no need for pro¬
ducers to venture from Hollywood to
realize a good profit. Top-notch films on a
moderate budget are still possible, and such
pictures as “Crossfire” and “T-Men” prove
that it can be done. The public recognizes
quality regardless of the budget, and the
enthusiastic response to these two attrac¬
tions should make all studios sit up and
take notice. In the final analysis, it might
be the real answer.
Already

Starring
CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, ANNE BAXTER, JOHN HODIAK
with
RAY COLLINS, GLADYS

COOPER,

CAMERON MITCHELL

A Mervyn LeRoy Production. Produced by Sidney Franklin in association with
Gottfried Reinhardt. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Original story by Sidney Kingsley.
a J—
_1 ... t
c_1-.. I t>
_
Adaptation
by Janr
Lustig. Screen
play by Paull Osborn

..a

Paramount’s

imsi

THE BIG CLOCK
Starring

RAY MILLAND, CHARLES LAUGHTON
with
MAUREEN
Studio Survey appears every fourth Wednesday as a
regular special feature department of THE EXHIBITOR,
and is devoted exclusively to the arts, people, cre¬
ative ability, and physical properties which make up
the production side of the motion picture industry.
Edited from the west coast, all information relating
to its editorial contents should be directed to Paul
Manning, 923 Alandele Avenue, Los Angeles 36, Cali¬
fornia. For all other information, address THE EX¬
HIBITOR, published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publica¬
tions, Inc. Publishing offices: 1225 Vine Street, Phila¬
delphia 7, Pennsylvania. New York Office: 1600
Broadway, New York 19, New York. Representatives
may be found in every United States film center.

O’SULLIVAN, GEORGE MACREADY, RITA JOHNSON,
ELSA LANCHESTER, HAROLD VERMILYEA.

Produced by Richard Maibaum. Directed by John Farrow. Screen play by Jonathan Latimer.
Based on a novel by Kenneth Fearing.
MGM’s

THE SEARCH
with
MONTGOMERY CLIFT, ALINE MACMAHON, JARMILA NOVOTNA. WENDELL COREY,
MARY PATTON, EWART G. MORRISON, WILLIAM ROGERS, IVAN JANDL,
LEOPOLD BORKOWSKI, CLAUDE GAMBIER.
Produced for MGM by Lazar Wechsler. Directed by Fred Zinneniaun. Original screen
play by Richard Schweizer in collaboration with David Wechsler.

Paul Manning, editorial director
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LUO
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., producing “The O’Flynn,” for Universal-International
release, is reaching out for the services of Otto Preminger, 20th Centuiy-Fox
director.
Should the deal jell, Preminger can leave his megaphone at home, as
his stint for the Fairbanks film will be purley as a thespian. Fairbanks, Jr. is
carefully gathering as fine a group of players as possible to insure the high quality
of this film.
*

*

*

Producer Benedict Bogeaus has tabbed $300,000 for the selling of his
latest production, “On Our Merry Way.”
Starring such personalities as
Dorothy Lamour, Paulette Goddard, Burgess Meredith, Henry Fonda, James
Stewart, Victor Moore, and Fred MacMurray, it would seem that this
formidable array of marquee names would be all that is needed to put
this film across, but, as Bogeaus stated, “It is always good to remember
the old creed of show business, “Make it good, and sell it big!”
*

*

*

Maxwell Shane, who will produce and direct “The Salem Frigate,” dramatic
sea action epic, as a Geffen-Shane production for Universal-International release,
has turned to top exhibitors for exploitation suggestions to be incorporated into
the shooting script.
Says Shane, “This should make the selling campaign more
practical for the exhibitor.”
*

*

*

Exciting situations in world series games, the Mitchell Boys’ Choir
classic renditions of “Silent Night” and “First Noel,” and sultry tunes such
as “I’m Nobody’s Baby,” “The Vamp,” and others, as presented by one
of Broadway’s top torch songstresses, Gertrude Niesen, plus the universal
appeal of the story itself, should help Roy Del Ruth’s “The Babe Ruth
Story” for Allied Artists-Monogram release wham out a home run for
exhibitors.
*

*

*

Harry “Pop” Sherman’s Enterprise film, “Four Faces West,” which stars
Joel MacCrea, Frances Dee, and Charles Bickford, recently gave the state of New
Mexico a new state holiday.
The day of the film’s world premiere in Santa Fe
was so designated by Governor Mabry.
*

*

*

Michael Curtiz, whose penchant for authenticity of backgrounds is a
Hollywood open secret, has lined up for his Technicolor musical, “My Dream
Is Yours,” as colorful a group of Cinemaland spots ever photographed by
the color cameras.
The Warner film will focus on the world renowned
Cocoanut Grove, the Brown Derby, Columbia Broadcasting Studios, Beverly
Hills, Santa Monica Beach, and last, but not least, the popular Schwab’s
drugstore, the hangout of many of Hollywood’s most celebrated stars.
*

*

#

The recent spreads on the fabulous oil fields of Texas carried in Fortune and
Life magazines have given interest to “Strike It Rich,” a story set in that locale,
which Hollywood’s “wonder boy” producer, Jack Wrather, is filming for Allied
Artists. A Texas lad himself, Wrather, with his entire cast and crew, left aboard
two DC-3’s chartered from pilot Paul Mantz, for three weeks of location shooting
around the oil fields at Kilgore, Tex.
*

*

WOMAN OF THE MONTH
Lovely,
titian-haired
Jeanette
Mac¬
Donald, who returned to the screen in
MGM’s “Three Daring Daughters” after
an absence of almost four years, entered
show business via the rugged musical
comedy route on Broadway.
It was
here she learned the value of being a
trouper, and, more important, how to
handle herself before a live audience.
This education gave her the courage
several years ago to turn deaf ears to
screen offers, and to desert films tem¬
porarily in favor of concertizing, re¬
acquainting herself with her vast army
of admirers. A trouper to the core, Miss
MacDonald’s tremendous success during
this period inspired MGM to star her
in “Three Daring Daughters,”

MAN OF THE MONTH
John Wayne is the perfect example
of what may be accomplished in the
motion picture industry through deter¬
mination and hard work.
A prop boy
in 1929 at the old Fox studio, Wayne’s
rugged appearance and gangling walk
was brought to Raoul Walsh’s attention
by John Ford, and Wayne appeared in
some quickie westerns. In 1939, Wayne
hit the bigtime with “Stagecoach,” and
went on from there to work at be¬
coming a good actor, with his recent
films proving his success at this en¬
deavor. Last year, he entered the pro¬
ducing field with “Angel and the Badman,” which was quite successful.

*

Milton Sperling, president. United States Pictures, Inc., which releases
through Warners, recently announced that his production schedule for the
year calls for an expenditure of over $6,000,000.
The list of pictures
includes “Distant Drums,” “Sacramento Sal,” “The Gentle Sin,” and “The
Long Way Home,” dramatic love story.
*

_

*

*

Due to the method employed by Sam Wood, directing MGM’s all-male “Command
Decision,” it has been back to school every morning for Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon,
Van Johnson, Brian Donlevy, Charles Bickford, and John Hodiak.
Before the
cameras are set up for the day, the boys gather round Wood, and go through an
exhaustive study of their lines. Although all are screen veterans, they realize the
value of Wood’s technique.
*

*

*

Eagle Lion’s June Lockhart returns to the studio late this month, which,
of course, will be a great loss to Broadway. Miss Lockhart drew superlatives from
all the Gotham critics for her thesping in “For Love or Money,” and, naturally,
this made company execs anxious to get her before the cameras again. On her
arrival, Miss Lockhart will confer with EL toppers on her next starring role for
the studio, which has options on several successful plays and novels “handtailored” to the femme star’s specific comedy style.
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David 0. SelznickProducer-Showman
These
are not perhaps the happiest
days Hollywood has known, what with
the restricted selling market, the con¬
stantly rising cost of production, un¬
certain grosses, and Congressional in¬
vestigation contributing to the general
sense of foreboding. This just isn’t the
time a business man, calmly viewing
the situation, would pick as ideal to go
into the picture business or for a film
producer to begin an important expan¬
sion of his own picture operation.
And yet this is precisely the time
David O. Selznick picked to expand his
own production company and his Selznick
Releasing Organization, and the way he
is catapulting ahead is one of the most
encouraging and exciting things that
could happen.
Selznick’s action today
shows that any time is a good time to
expand if you have something good to
sell the public.
His plans for selling
and merchandising his product are so
fresh in concept that other companies
are watching SRO to see what Selznick
and Company will do next.
The multiple release of Selznick’s “Duel
in the Sun,” certainly precedent shatter¬
ing a year ago, may become standard
technique for the release of any big
investment product. And Selznick’s currently-in-work project of building near¬
ly 100 “Blandings Dream Houses,” and
completely furnishing them, in key cities
of the nation, as a promotion for RKO’s
comedy starring Cary Grant, Myrna Loy,
and Melvyn Douglas, “Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House,” is another
illustration of the verve, dash, and solid
showmanship of this new organization’s
operation.
The interesting point is that in the
face of an apparent general retreat in
Hollywood, Selznick is advancing.
Ap¬
parently, he sees no reason to be dis¬
couraged by the odds that are being
staked against our industry.
Why?
Perhaps the best answer is
that, in addition to being a distinguished
producer, Selznick is also a showman.
He does not depend on chance for the
opportunity of getting a multi-million

dollars gross on one of his pictures. He
creates his markets with his merchan¬
dising.
In a recent speech before a group of
bankers, he voiced his convictions about
the motion picture business when he
said, “I am not, and I don’t think the
younger generation in Hollywood, if I
may include myself, are frightened by
any of the so-called ‘industry crises.’
We have come through many of them.
We took sound in our stride, and we
took the freeze that accompanied the
first Hitler invasion of Europe in our
stride. It is a source of some pride to
me that ‘Gone With The Wind’ came
along at a time when it was considered
that the industry was about to face
bankruptcy as a result of the loss of its
foreign markets, and a picture whose
cost at the time was perhaps $750,000
or $1,000,000 would have to be slashed
in two to preserve a profitable business.
Well, ‘Gone With The Wind’ came along
at a cost of $4,500,000 for the negative
alone, and proved that the domestic
market had not commenced to be tapped.
We feel that way today.”
Selznick, always a creator, has never
before turned his hand to the selling
of his product as he is now doing with
SRO. Formerly, his creative talent had
gone toward winning Academy Awards
for his distinguished productions, and to
developing stars like Jennifer Jones,
Ingrid
Bergman,
Vivien
Leigh,
Joan
Fontaine,
Dorothy
McGuire,
Gregory
Peck, Joseph Cotten, Valli, Louis Jourdan,
Joan Tetzel, Shirley Temple, et al, (and
execs
like
Dore
Schary
and
Henry
Ginsberg), but now he’s covering the
whole field of distribution.

And here are the results:
Selznick’s
“Duel in the Sun” has grossed nearly
$20,000,000 in two years, and it is show¬
ing boxoffice strength now in its popu¬
lar priced engagement.
“Mr.
Blandings
Builds
His
Dream
House,” the RKO production which SRO
will release nationally in June - July,
is being given a current campaign which
should assure a big dollar gross.

The leading roles in Selznick's Technicolor epic,
"Duel in the Sun," were handled by the above trio,
Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones, and Joseph Cotten,
seen in a rather tender sequence from the film.

This scene from the SRO release, "Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House," finds Cary Grant just a
little wary of the greeting Melvyn Douglas is ex¬
tending to Myrna Loy, Grant's wife in the film.

This dinner party in Selznick's "The Paradine Case"
includes such guests as Joan Tetzel, Gregory Peck,
Ethel Barrymore, Charles Coburn ,and Ann Todd. The
film marked the debut of Selznick's import, Valli.

Awaiting release by SRO this fall are
Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Paradine Case,”
with Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Charles
Coburn, Charles Laughton, Ethel Barry¬
more, and introducing two new Selznick
stars, Louis Jourdan and Valli, and
“Portrait of Jennie,” the Robert Nathan
best-seller
novel,
co-starring Jennifer
Jones and Joseph Cotten.

DAVID O. SELZNICK
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Probably at no other time in Holly¬
wood’s history has it been so important
that we have showmanship in the pro¬
duction and selling of films, and it’s a
good thing for our industry that one of
its greatest producers and showmen has
turned his talents to the selling field at
this time. — P. M.
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A forthcoming release by SRO is the famous Robert
Nathan novel, "Portrait of Jennie," with the lead¬
ing roles being handled by Jennifer Jones and
Joseph Cotten, under direction of William Dieterle
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SURVEY

Rouben Mamoulian Offers
New Ideas In Production
This Director Approaches His Work
With The Touch Of A Real Scientist,
Which Accounts For The Final Success

It
might
not
be far afield to call
director Rouben Mamoulian a scientist
as well as a genius, since it is generally
conceded that he has the knack of
making motion pictures that combine
both the elements of high art and pop¬
ular box-office appeal down to a science.

Working much in the manner of real
scientists, Mamoulian works out a preproduction memoranda, issued to those
associated with him in the making of a
picture. These memoranda are not im¬
pulsive ideas created and executed on
the spur of the moment, but are, rather,
clearly
defined
outlines
setting
the
‘picture’ clearly not only in his own
mind, but with all of those connected
with the production, and sharing with
the others the genius that is his.
The following are excerpts from a
pre-production memorandum of this na¬
ture written by Mamoulian prior to the
beginning of Metro Goldwyn Mayer’s
musical version of Eugene O’Neill’s “Ah,
Wilderness,” titled “Summer Holiday.”
Says
Mamoulian:
“There exists a
popular fallacy that bad plays make good
musicals, and vice versa.
In spite of
“Porgy
and
Bess,”
“Oklahoma,”
and
“Carousel,” which were all based on
good plays, this fallacy persists.
There
is a plausible, and seemingly reasonable,
premise for this point of view although
its’ conclusion is wrong. It is obvious
that to turn a dramatic play into a
musical, drastic cuts must be made to
c ccommodate the time required for the
music, songs, and dancing. Equally ob¬
vious, any good dramatic vehicle given

this drastic treatment must suffer with
its subject matter severely crippled, and
its
characters
emaciated.
Long
the
standard form for musicals has been the
tenuous story filled out with elaborate
and overblown “musical numbers,” un¬
related specialties of song, dance, and
comedy routines, etc.
If this kind of
hodge-podge, this indiscriminate shuffling
of music, song, and dialogue is a true
musical, then one would certainly have
to agree with the opinion that the
musical should not go to a good play
for its inspiration and material.
How¬
ever, this is not the kind of musical we
want to make.
We do not wish to
make a musical comedy of choruses and
specialties, nor a play with music that
is a dramatic story with occasional in¬
terpolation of songs and dances.
“What we do want to make, for the
lack of a better and newer definition,
is a “musical play” — meaning by that,
a story which will be told through the
medium of integrated dialogue, song,
dance, and music, with each element
taking on an organic and vital part in
the telling of the dramatic story. There¬
by, instead of simply condensing and
cutting down the play, and inserting more
or less relevant songs to fill in the
gaps, we must evolve a unified and
rhythmic musical structure of story tell¬
ing where a song or a dance will tell
the story just as much as the spoken
dialogue does. In our case what must
happen is this:
the dialogue scenes,
which have been cut out of a good play,
must not be thrown carelessly over¬
board, but instead actually translated in-

This historic photo was snapped just before the curtain went up on Mamoulian's
smash Broadway musical success, "Oklahoma." What happened after the curtain
ascended is the dream of every producer. Mamoulian followed this with "Carousel."
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to their musical equivalent of song and
dance.
As a result, the story has not
suffered, nor has it been changed, but
the manner of telling it has changed,
and it has been enriched by added
emotional values which the right kind
of music brings.
“These added values are the only
justification for a musical. ‘Ah, Wilder¬
ness’ is a fine play by a great writer,
and, as such, is self sufficient.
It says
what it has to say to our complete
satisfaction.
There would be very little
point in tampering with this work in
order
to
merely
ornament
it
with
musical interludes at the expense of some
deleted scenes.
The only reason for
transforming ‘Ah, Wilderness’
into a
musical would be to tell the story in
richer, more colorful and more imagin¬
ative terms, without sacrificing any of
its true values, but, on the contrary,
bringing to it more beauty and excite¬
ment that was there before.”
From the above it will be readily ap¬
preciated how much the scientific ap¬
proach of this directorial genius to his
various works, when shared with his
co-workers, in this wise, enters into
final excellent results, finished product
that bridges that wide gap between art
and boxoffice, two factors that must
be wed for a motion picture to be
successful.—P. M.

Mrs. Mamoulian, the former portrait artist, Azadia Newman, peers through the
camera to give her professional approval while her husband and head cameraman
Charles Schoenbaum, sun visor, stand by on the set of MGM's "Summer Holiday."
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NEWS OF THE

BRANCHES
Atlanta
Back at her post at Astor Pictures
of Georgia was Mrs. Rose Lancaster,
out due to illness....W.J. Smith, Sr.,
father of Mrs. W.R. Christopher, Mono¬
gram, was confined to the hospital
due to illness . . . .“Babe” Cohen, branch
manager, Monogram, was back from a
visit to Nashville, Tenn....Wil1iam
“ Smake” Richardson, president, Astor
Pictures, was back from Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Jimmy Hobbs, branch manager, Repub¬
lic, was back after a trip to Alabama
....J.H. Thompson, president, Martin
and Thompson, with headquarters in
Hawkinsville, Ga., was a visitor.
Experimenting with a new distribution
idea with the release of “Devil’s
Cargo”, FilmClassics “Falcon” picture
starring John Calvert, the company is
selling as a package stage and screen
show the film and Calvert on the stage
in person with his own troupe in ap¬
proximately 120 spots in the southern
exchange territories of Charlotte, New
Orleans, Memphis, and here. If the plan
proves successful, FC may repeat it
around the country.
Mrs. Marguerite Helms, formerly with
Theatrical Printing Company, was on
Film Row... .Mrs* Celia Wells, office
manager, Kay Exchanges, Memphis, was
called here on account of the death of
her aunt....Mrs. Eleanor Montgomery
Howard, formerly with Warners, and now
living in Jacksonville, Fla., paid
Film Row avisit....In for some buying
and booking were Mr. and Mrs. Harlow
Merryday, New, Palatka, Fla.
Lauren Norvell, amusement editor,
the Journal, was back at his desk after
'paying a visit to Hoi 1 ywood .... Mack
Jackson, Strand and Alexander, Alexan¬
der City, Ala. , was a visitor.
RKO was in fourth place at the end
of the 18th week of the Ned Depinet
Drive. The last three weeks of the
drive are known as “Bob Mochrie Weeks”
in honor of the RKO vice-president,
G. Tom Bailey, Bailey Theatres, gave
a luncheon recently to many of his
friends. . . .Willis J. Davis, executive,
Georgia Theatres, is the new president^
Civitan Club.... Ralph McCoy, branch
manager, Film Classics, was back
after a few weeks on the road.
Lew Herb, THE EXHIBITOR represen¬
tative, was in....Back from a pleasure
trip to Florida were Mrs. Ray Collins,
secretary to R. L. McCoy, FilmClassics,
and Mrs. Irma Marshall, Eagle Lion.
Paul Shalleross, special represen¬
tative, American Desk Company, New
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Orleans, was in visiting “Babe’’
Cohen, branch manager, Monogram. . . .
Carl Moore, Eddie \tkinson, and Ed
Hayes, sales representatives, were in
the Film Classics office for a sales
meeting with branch manager R. L. McCoy.
Seen along Film Row were Frank
Mern't, president, Acme Theatres,
and H
v Curl, both from Birmingham,
Ala.
/

In for a visit with Joe Feldman were
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Berenson, National
Theatre Advertising Company, Chicago.
Berenson appointed E.W. Sona as
southeastern division manager. Sona
has been with National Screen Service
for the past 18 years.
Among visitors to Film Row were Mr.
and Mrs. Joe W. Brown, Tillery, Knox¬
ville, Tenn.; C.R. Reagan, Dixie,
Selma, Ala., and F.A. Rogers, theatre
owner in Montgomery and Tuskgee, Ala.
Charles E. Kessnich and the Mrs.
celebrated their 42nd wedding annivers¬
ary. Kessnich is MGM district manager
....Joseph Gerl, president, Sonora*
Radio and Television Corporation,
Chicago, told the local Rotary Club
that television will be a commercial
reality before the year is out in this
city and other points in the south.
Visitors to Film Row were O.C. Lam,
with his booker, Lam Amusement Com¬
pany, Rome, Ga.; Sidney Laird, A1
Amusement Company, West Point, Ga. ,
and P. L- Taylor, Dixie, Columbus, Ga.
Warde Adams, well-known in southern
radio circles, joined WCOM as program
director.... Pat O’Brien will be guest
celebrity at the Greater Atlanta Music
Festival sponsored by The Constitution
and WCOM on the night of May 15 at
Grant Field. O’Brien will also appear
on the stage of the Paramount in
conjunction with “Fighting Father
Dunne”.
Tom Guinam, special home office
representative, visited Eagle Lion...
Andy Anderson, formerly with U-I in
Portland, took over as Eagle Lion
branch manager, replacing Ed Ashmore,
resigned.... Nelson Towler, Eagle Lion
sa 1 e s manager, also resigned.
Ralph McCoy, branch manager, Film
Classics, returned after visiting
Tennessee.... Jimmy Bello, Astor spec¬
ial representative, checked in after
a trip. ... William Richardson, presi¬
dent, Astor Pictures of Georgia, had
as his visitor his daughter from
Dallas, Ga. . . . W. Welch, Strand, Dallas,
Ga., was on Film Row getting ready for
the opening of his new theatre.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
Atlanta
RKO (195 Luckie, N.W.) May 12,
10:30, “Bring ’Em Back Alive"; 12,
2:30. “Return of the Badmen”.
Charlotte
FIKO (308 S-. Church) May 12, 2:30,
“Return of the Badmen”; 12, 4:00,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive”.
Memphis
RKO (151 Vance) May 12, 10:30, “Re¬
turn of the Badmen”; 12, 2:30, “Bring
’Em Back Alive’’.
New Orleans
RKO (200 S. Liberty) May 12,
“Return of the Badmen”; 12,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive”.

10:30,
2:30,

operation at Crawford Long Hospital,
Atlanta, and is convalescing. K.H.
Egger, Earl Rayfield, and A1 Santo
carried on during his illness.
E.L. Merten, manager of theatre re¬
lations, Alexander Film Company,
Colorado Springs, Colo., was in for a
sales meeting with C.O. Jeffery,
general district manager, and sales
force....N.E. Savini, New York special
representative, Astor, had as a visi¬
tor, Colonel Robert Platt, New Orleans
....Manager Harvey Smith, Tower,
announced that Governor Jimmy Davis,
star of Monogram’s “Louisiana”, has
been booked at that theatre with his
all star show....Howard Wallace,
branch manager, Sack Amusement Enter¬
prises, was off on a trip to North
Carolina.
Jimmy Hobbs, branch manager, Re¬
public, returned after a trip....
Visiting on Film Row were Walter
Morris, Lee, Knoxville, Tenn., and
Clyde Sample and Ed Duncan, Richard
and Duncan Theatres, Carrollton, Ga.
Frank Jenes, former office manager,
U-I, left for his Florida orange
grove. He invited all industryites to
visit him
and eat all the oranges
they can.

Rev. George A. Gaines, director,
Jolley Home for Children, Conyers,
Ga. , pet charity, Variety Club, an¬
nounced that its state license as an
approved orphanage had been received.
He said this would facilitate expan¬
sion of the home.
The Conger and Santo Players, Cum¬
mings, Ga., are rolling along in the
Georgia territory, presenting motion
pictures, vaudeville, and playlets.
....G.H. Conger recently underwent an

Southern
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Kay Komments: Johnny Dunphy, sales¬
man, made a swing through the North
Alabama and Tennessee territory . . .
Executive Harry Katz returned from the
Variety convention in Miami, and left
to visit Washington.... W. H. Rudisill,
branch manager, left for a business
trip to Miami....Ike Katz, who also
returned from the Miami Variety con¬
vention, left for New Orleans.

Good news was beginning to trickle
into Film Row on reopening of several
showhouses in the Tri-State areas
which have beep closed due to fire,
remodeling, or bad weather conditions.

Charlotte

the reopening of his remodeled and
reconditioned house, which burned on

RKO was in third place in
Depinet Drive recently.

the Ned

construction on the York Road, at the
city limits. W. W. Williams, Barksdale
Drive-In Theatre Corporation, says it
will be a part of a new Negro resi¬
dential section in that immediate
vicinity. It will accomodate 400
automobiles.
Jack Austin, city manager, WilbyKincey, has been elected chairman,
Shrine Bowl board of governors, for
the coming year. The Shrine Bowl
football game each year nets thousands
of dollars for the Shrine Hospital
for Crippled Children at Greenville,
S.C. Last year, the Shriners were able
to turn over from their profits the
sum of $60,000- Austin has been pro¬
minently identified in the management
of the Shrine Bowl game each year,
and his advancement to chairman of the
comes as

owner, Vanndale, Vannreopened his house on
the same date, the Mack

at Eudora, Ark., owned by Jack Bomar,
Wren Circuit, reopened. J.W. Shinn,
owner, Tibbs, Jasper, Ark., announced

Dec.

17,

1947.

Booking were:

Construction of a $40,000 drive-in
for Negroes, the first drive-in for
Negroes in the two Carolinas, is under

Board of Governors
earned honor.

J.G. Miller,
dale, Ark.,
April 23. On

a well-

‘Trite expressions and poor phras¬
ing has ruined more than one motion
picture”, Dick Pitts, The Observer
drama editor, told The Optimist Club
in addressing the organization at
Thacker’s Restaurant. The newsman
told the luncheon club that worn out
expressions had sounded the death
knell of screen productions that might
have proven profitable had they had a
better start from the boosters and
critics. Pitts added that improvement
of motion pictures depends, among
other things, on “bringing the actors’
lines up to date”. The Optimist Club
includes in its membership leading
motion picture men.

Memphis
M.A. Lightman, Sr., president,
Malco, is planning to build two new
stores on Linden Circle between the
durg store he owns and the Hi-Hat
cafe. He will also remodel the front
of the Linden Circle, which he owns.
Congratulations go to Mr. and Mrs.
M.A. Lightman, Jr., on their becoming
the parents of a daughter, Nancy.
Lightman is an official of Malco.
The Airways, owned by Kemmons
Wilson, and managed by William Weaver,
has completed a $35,000 remodeling
program, which includes a sound proof
"cry room”, new push-back seats,
germ-killing violet ray lights to
protect children from contagious
diseases, and a final decorethat in¬
cludes rose colored lights, carpets,
and pink-tone walls.

Ned Greene,

Mayfield,

Ky.; John Stapleton, Piggott., Ark.;
James Fisher, Hoxie, Ark.; H.W. Pick¬
ens, DeValls Bluff, Ark.; J.K. Jami
son, Bald Knob, Ark.; Mrs. H.L. Love,
Bono and Egypt, Ark.; and Leon Roundtree, Water Valley, Miss.
James C. Fisher, Hoxie, Ark., an¬
nounced that he has taken over the
oldairbase theatre near Blytheville,
Ark., and will open it on May 19.
Warner exchange

employes

enter¬

tained Mrs. Martha Summers, steno¬
grapher, with a luncheon and parting
gifts on her resignation from office
duties to home duties.
Visiting Warners Bros, was R.W.
Arnold, home office auditor, whom the
force termed ‘‘one of the nicest’’....
Off for the Kentucky Derby was
Miss
Janice Long, biller, Warners.
The Crescent,

Belzoni,

Miss.,

has

been transferred for booking to the
New Orleans district....Tommy Bald¬
ridge, Variety Club board director
and free-lance exploiteer, announced
he was joining the sales staff of RKO.
He will replace W.D. Wray, who is
entering- the booking and buying com¬
bination field.
Henry Krum,

Maurice J. Artigues, Allied general
manager, announced that three new
members have been signed up, bringing
the total membership up to 129....A
$500 radio-phonograph combination is
the prize in a contest for the relief
of hurricane victims being conducted
along Film How. Drawing was set at
Mary and Mike’s Film Row grill. The
instrument was donated by Allied The¬
atres of the Gulf Coast.
Visitors included Floyd Murph^y
Screen Advertising, Alexandria, La.;
Joe Lyon, Lyon, Lucedale, Miss., and
Charley Watterall, Watterall Circuit,
Pritchette, Ala.
WDSU, which has a construction per¬
mit for a new commercial video sta¬
tion, shot motion pictures of dedi¬
catory ceremonies held in Greenville,
Miss., recently for the Middle South
Development program.
A new drive-in is now under constru¬
ction at 4000 Jefferson Highway, and
will open shortly, Barney Woolner,
president of Drive-In Movies, Inc.,
said. The theatre will cost over
$100,000, and will have a 600-car
capacity.

The most novel

attraction

that the new drive-in will

offer

is

its laundry service. Patrons may drop
off their laundry when they purchase
tickets, and it will be returned, darrp
dry, to their car before they leave.
Woolner, head of the firm, owns simi¬
lar drive-ins in St. Louis, Little
Rock, Ark. andMenphis. Lawrence Wool¬
ner, his brother, will manage the new
drive-in.

STATES
Alabama
ALBERTA

CITY

southern division mana¬

WTBC broadcast the opening of Harry

ger, SRO, and Del Chambray, south¬
western district manager, same corp¬

C. Willoughby’s new Capstone on May
7. Willoughby also operates the Hueytown, Hueytown, Ala. Special cere¬
monies attendant to the opening in¬
cluded cutting of ribbons across the
doorway by the Commissioner of Public
Safety, free candy bars to the child¬
ren, cosmetics for the ladies, and

oration, Dallas, were visiting Charles
Roundsavilie, SRO representative.
The

Variety Club slicked

welcome

mat

for Anita Colby,

up

its

execu¬

tive assistant to Henry Ginsberg,
Paramount, who visited in the interests
of ‘‘The Emperor Waltz”.
Harry G. Ballance and Paul Wilson,
Atlanta, paid 20th Century-Fox ex¬
change a visit.
Visiting were: J.N. Hynesm, Bay,
Ark.; Nathan Riess, Bruce, Miss.;
Mrs. D. Lee, Dyess, Ark.; Gordon Hut¬
chins, Corning, Ark.; Jesse Moore,
Crenshaw, Miss.; Moses Sliman, Luxora,
Ark.; Johnny Crabtree, Clarendon,
Ark.; Cliff Peck, Covington, Tenn.;
W.C. Kroeger, Portageville, Mo.; Cary
Axley, England, Ark.; andJ.H. Rhodes,
West Memphis, Ark., and Lawrence
Landers,

Batesville,

cigars for the men. The house, equip¬
ped with the latest in air condition¬
ing, complete Motiograph projection
and sound, Adl-er sign lighting,
has
a lighted parking lot adjacent to the
theatre, with accommodations for 250
cars.

BIRMIN GHAM
Frank V.

Merritt,

president,

Afcme

Theatres; Paul Engler, Jefferson Amu¬
sement Company, and Harry M. Curl
returned after. visiting the Variety
Clubs International Miami convention

FLORENCE

Ark.

New Orleans

D. W. Davis recently
564-seat Norwood.

Colonel Bill Pruitt, Allied presi¬
dent, returned from the Variety con¬

GUNTERSVILLE

vention jam-packed with ideas

C.W. Woodall started work on his
new 850-seat house, and hopes to have
it open by October.

for

anniversary festivities, which,
the way, will start on June I.

the
by

opened
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Florida

A new corporation has awarded a
contract for a $120,000 theatre on
suburban Highland Avenue to W. K.
Upchurch Company. The Highland, as the
house will be called, is scheduled for
completion on July 15. Members of the
corporation are J. C. Hester, Pensa¬
cola, Fla.; W. Y. -Lovelace, B. F.
Lovelace, Clyde Pearson, Carl Baer,
W. K. Upchurch, Watkins Johnston, H.
J. Stakely andDr. J. C. Laslie. Pear
son and Tittle, architects, laid the
plans for the 620-seater.

BARTOW

Florida State Theatres’
closed for the summer.

Bartow

CORAL GABLES

(Lew Herb, travelling representative for

Deigaard and Preston have the con¬
tract from Wometco Theatres for the
construction of the new 1,600-seat
Miracle.

DADE

CITY

Carl Floyd, head, Floyd Theatre
Circuit, Florida, announced that work

MUSC LE S HOA LS

TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB

I

The Exhibitor, continues with the report

of his trip through the South, making the
journey with his wife, Hilda, and a trailer,
His tale continues week to week.—Ed.)
Still working out of the Jackson¬
ville, Fla. , area we continued our
tour of Florida cities. Our next call
was to the drive-in, part of the Dixie
group,

will soon start on a new theatre.
A.

D.

Thompson

Sheffield,
in.

Ala.,

and J.

0.

reopened their drive

Word,

owner,

350-seat

recently opened here,
Sisk as manager.

theatre

named Charles

JACKSON V ILLE

and Mrs. Duren are now enjoying the
company of little Miss Laura Alice
Duren, born on April 18, weight five

were in. The Merrydays are doing side¬
line work on some short stories.

Lew Herb

contemplating building
another in this vicin¬

ity in the near
Kenneth L. Sink, 58, passed on last
fortnight, survived by his widow,
a stepson, and brother.

Arkansas

Grover C.

Parsons,

Eagle Lion,

was

among the visitors at Florida State....
Leonard Allen, Paramount publicity re¬
presentative, spent some timeinParamount’s Jax office with Howard
Pettengill, publicity and advertising

CLARKSVILLE

head, Florida State.

Judging of the local entry in the
“Miss Arkansas” contest was held at

We received an announcement of An¬
drew C. Lyles’ marriage to Martha
Vickers, Warners’ star, in North
Hollywood, Cal., on March 15.
We re¬
member “way back when” A.C. was an
aide at the Florida under the manage-

the Strand. The winner was furnished
an all-expense free trip to the
f i n a Is .

ment

of

Robert

Heekin.

LITTLE ROCK
The Russian-made “The Nuremberg
Trials” at Sam Kirby’s Nabor did so
well that Kirby, in association with
James E. Whitmore, former lieutenant
colonel, who took the first Congress¬
ional Investigation Committee to
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Russia
after V-E Day, bought the state rights
to the film. They will roadshow it.
Governor Ben
mation setting
2-7 as “Noise
Greater Little

Laney signed a procla¬
aside the week of May
Abatement Week”. The
Rock Chamber of Com¬

merce appointed Sam Kirby, Nabor,
committee chairman for the week. Kirby
asked all theatre owners to run
trailers on noise abatement, and to
contribute
showing.

toward

financing

the

Sam Kirby, Nabor, for “The Nuremberg
Trial”, arranged for a private screen¬
ing to which he invited representatives
of the press, civic groups, and repre¬
sentatives of the army, navy, and Na¬
tional Guard.

Lew Herb, traveling representative
of The Exhibitor, popped in to see
Robert Heekin, manager, Florida, re¬
cently. Herb and his party took time
out from their traveling to enjoy the
Florida’s current picture.

MIAMI

future.

While out in

this neighborhood, we dropped in at
the San Marco, where we chatted with
Mrs. Mabel B. Conrad, who has been
handling the house for the past five
years. Mrs. Conrad is a former "Yan¬
kee”, who came to Florida in 1941.
She spent a year in Miami, and then
moved to Jacksonville. She was not
connected with*the industry prior to
her entry here, but it has become a
part of her life, and she is very
happy in her work.
We also visited a few more of the
neighborhood. At the Capitol,
we
chatted with C.L. Clyatt, Jr., who,
like so many others in the organi¬
zation, started as an aide with the
company about 15 years ago. A native
Floridian, he claims Live Oak as his
home town. At the Brentwood, we met
A.H. Sheffield, Jr., originally from
Virginia, but who has made his home*
in Florida for the past several years.
He was formerly located in Orlando,

BEACH

where he was connected with a rubber

The exhibition of 16mm. fiLms' by
class resort hotels prompted exhibitors
to protest to major company distri¬
butors, including United World, Uni¬
versal subsidiary. The opposition was
led by Mitchell Wolfson, circuit
operator, and TOA board member. Reports
revealed that some 96 hotels were en¬
gaging in narrow gauge showings for
guests.
Cliff Poland, Warner Pathe news
staff cameraman here,- became the proud
father of a nine-and-one- quarter
pound babv girl. He can take more
:han the usual credit, as due to an
emergency,
self.

is

from Miami to handle
the house. This is one
of the first theatres
under the Dixie banner,
built about nine years
ago. The company is

and one-half pounds....Mr. and Mrs.
Harlow Mertyday, New, Palatka, Fla.

UNION CITY

out of Atlanta.

local theatre

under the direction of
Eugene Skinner, who
came here two years ago

A1 H. Duren,
Paramount,
has been
passing out cigars along film row. Mr.

SYLVAN I A
R.D.

The

Hannah,

he delivered the baby him¬

company, but came to Jacksonville
about a year and a half ago to join
the Florida State organization. At
the Fairfax, we chatted with P. F. Gar¬
land, another manager, who came up
through the ranks, starting too as an
aide while still in school. We also
chatted with a few of the projection¬
ists in these houses; W.C. Griffin,
at the Fairfax; J.H. LaLonde and F. R.
Christopher, at the Capitol, and R.P.
Wolfe, at the Edgewood, newest neigh¬
borhood in the city, with one of the
most unique fronts in the state. This
house was opened in April, 1947, and
has set the pattern for many of the
new houses planned for the circuit.

started, and is progressing nicely to¬
ward the opening date July 15. The

TAMPA

We next dropped in at the Ritz, a
colored house operated by Carl J.
Carter for Joe Hackel. Carter has
only been in the business for the past
two years, and is a son-in-law of
Hackel. Prior to his joining Hackel
in the operation of this and four

drive-in is being constructed to acco¬
modate 650 cars. Jack Corgan is archi¬
tect.

Florida State Theatres started work
on its 1,000-seat suburban theatre.

other theatres in th.is territory, he
was connected with the jewelry busi¬
ness. He finds theatre business to be

D.

P.

Callahan,

manager,

Robb and

Rowley Theatres, announced that con¬
struction of the new drive-in has been
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Floyd Theatre Circuit will start,
work on a modern theatre, to cost
about $75,000.

(Continued on

next page)
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fascinating game,

and although it
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Lyric, while her husband, who is also
an electrician, attends to other
duties. At the Ritz, we chatted with
J.H. Pridgeon, an old-timer in the
business, who has been operating for
the past 30 years, and at the Carver,
we met Bob Duncan, a comparative
youngster, with five years to his
credit. All concerned are nice people,
and happy in their work, which makes
for a very congenial atmosphere.

takes all of his time looking after
the interests of the five theatres,
he still enjoys it very much. Several
of the theatres under his direction
are located off the beaten path, and
recent uncertain train schedules due
to high water in north Florida caused
him much grief and concern in seeing
that all his theatres got film. Many
times during recent weeks, it was
necessary to pick up prints in Jack¬
sonville, and deliver them by auto¬
mobile, making circuitous and lengthy
trips in order to do so.
We also had the pleasure of chat¬
ting with Mrs. Carter,, who is one of
Hackel’s five daughters. She also
takes an interest in the operation of
the business, helping her husband with
some of the myriad correspondence and
detailed accounting.
We next dropped in at the Roosevelt,
the large deluxe colored house, which,
along with the Strand and Frolic, are
owned and operated by Roy Benjamin,
Jacksonville architect. The houses
are under the direction of Arv Roths¬
child, son-in-law to Benjamin, and J.
Reg Wilson, veteran industryite. The
Roosevelt is a modern house which has
been open just a little over a year,
and is located in the heart of the
colored district. Here we met and
chatted with both Wilson and Roths¬
child, who jointly operate the three
theatres, with Wilson handling the
booking and buying of pictures, and
Rothschild handling the concessions.
Both men oversee the physical oper¬
ation of the three theatres, and com¬
bine their ideas to make a good work¬
ing team. Both are “transplanted yankees”, Wilson emanating from New
England, where he started in the in¬
dustry, first in distribution, where
he was connected with the old GaumontBritish organization in the New York
territory. He came south on an ex¬
tended vacation in 1940, and liked
Florida so much that he purchased a
home in New Smyrna Beach, which he
still maintains, and to which he re¬
turns each weekend.
Before joining Benjamin in the op¬
eration of the theatres in Jackson¬
ville, he was located in Savannah,
Ga., as city manager for the Lucas
and Jenkins theatres, under John Cun¬
ningham. He left this organization
early in 1946, and has been located
in Jacksonville since that time.
Rothschild came from the hoosier
state, where he claimed Indianapolis
as his home. Before entering the the¬
atre field, he was connected with the
publishing business in New York,

and

has had wide experience in the pub¬
lishing field. It was while in New
York that he met, and later married,,
Benjamin’s daughter, which eventually
led to his coming south and his asso¬
ciation with

the

industry.

His wide

experience in publicity and publishing
stood him in good stead since becoming
associated with theatre business, in
which he plans making his career.
Before leaving the Gate City, we
dropped in at the Florida State The¬
atres offices, and renewed acquaint¬
ances with Jesse Clark, 0.G. Gryder,
Jimmy Cartwright, Howard Pettingill,
and many more. While in the building
we also stopped in at the MGM office
and chatted with the Florida repre¬
sentative, C.H. Deavers. We also met

Georgia
DALLAS
Columbia's cowboy star, Gene Autry, was
recently made an honorary member of
the Miami Mounted Police Force by as¬
sistant Chief VI. E. Headley. The event
took place in front of the courthouse
while Autry was in town for the opening
of his first Columbia film, "The Last
Round-Up”.
lean Heather co-stars.

another

old

acquaintance,

Charlie

Kessnich, head, MGM Atlanta district,
who was visiting his Florida repre¬
sentative at the time. He reported
spring was in the air in Atlanta, and
everything was just fine in that city.
Before leaving the building, we
dropped off at the second floor and
stopped in at the- Paramount office to
say “hello” to Hal Duren, branch head,
and his assistant,
After

paying

Bob Stevens.

our

respects

all-

around, we looked up Walt Woodward
at the Southeastern Theatre Equipment
Company.
After a pleasant chat, we returned
to our rolling home, which we hooked
up once more to our trusty Buick, and
headed north again, first stop, Waycross, Ga. Here we found three the¬
atres, under the Lucas and Jenkins
banner, operated by John Harrison,
with headquarters at the Lyric, “A”
house. Harrison came to Waycross from
Macon about four years ago, to take
over the theatres, and has been very
successful in the operation of them.
The other two houses are the Ritz,
and the Carter, the colored theatres.
The Ritz is under the direction of
Bill Davis, a personable young man,
who got his start in the business
about four years ago,' when he went to
work for Harrison at the Lyric. His
first job was handling the concession
department, from which his diligent
work led him to his present position.
His diligence and efforts have won
him recognition in The Spotlight,
company house organ, and his exploit¬
ation ideas have proven that showman¬
ship really pays off
at the boxoffice, which is the best award one
can receive. The Carver is the newest
house in the city, and one of the
finest colored theatres in the state.
It was opened last year, and the col¬
ored patrons of Waycross
preciate it, as they have
it in good numbers, and to
has not been a seat cut in
theatre.

really ap¬
patronized
date there
the entire

While in Waycross, we also chatted
with several of the projectionists,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Register,
both of whom take turns in the oper¬
ation of the machines in the Lyric.
Mrs. Register first learned to oper¬
ate early in the war, and has been at
it ever since. She really likes it,
and works the afternoon shift at the

Weldell Welch announced that con¬
struction of.his new 850-seat house
will start soon.

1

Kentucky
may

field

Ned Greene, manager, Legion Theatre'
Company, announced that the Princess
will close until May 9 for repairs.

Louisiana
BATON

ROUGE

Pittman brothers are constructing a
new first-run.

Mississippi
PICAYUNE
The Dixie and Ritz resumed Sunday
showings following repeal of the blue
law.

YAZOO CITY
The Yazoo was destroyed by fire.

North Carolina
ATLANTIC

BEACH

Alfred B. Cooper’s 700-seat modern
theatre, built at a cost of $175,000,
vas opened to the public recently.

BLOWING

ROCK,

Mrs. Jean Meachem will
Yonahlossee.

manage

the

BOONE
J.V. Caudill, Jr., who for the past
several months has been assistant
manager, Appalachian, has been made
manager, Parkway, Wes tJefferson, N.C.
....Russell Swift has been named mana¬
ger, Pastime. This theatre is a summer
operation.

Tennessee
CHATTANOOGA
“The Talking Man” seems to be a go¬
ing thing around the theatres nowadays.
The latest one to start the contest is
the Park. Later, it will start at the
Riviera.

KIN GST0N
Due to ill health, M•N. Seals an¬
nounced the sale of his Fox back to
its former owners, A.W. and Elmer
Johnson.
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CHICAGO
Defendants were given until June 11
by Federal Judge Michael Igoe to file
briefs answering the injunction action
by Seymour Simon, representing the
Kimbark. Argued before Judge Igoe, the
action was made in the anti-trust
suit against B and K, Paramount,
Warners,
Columbia,
Univei-sal,
and
United Artists. The ending of double
features at B and K’s Tivoli, Maryland,
and Tower was sought by Simon.
Paragon Pictures, Inc. was organized
by Catherine and Robert E. Laughlin
and Walter W. Hardy, with offices at 33
No. La Salle Street. . . . B and K
declared a quarterly dividend of $3.50.
. . . W. S. Traubel, Embro Company, St.
Louis, popcorn distributors, foresees
good business.
The Kelling Company is making a
theatre survey looking to the installation
of machines which vend heated nutmeats. . . . Friends of Abe Platt, former
B and K executive, hear regularly from
him from Lima, Peru, where he directed
the opening of the new Paramount
house.
The Parent Teachers Association,
Springfield, Ill., endorsed the juvenile
motion picture matinee plan of the Illi¬
nois Federation of Womens’ Clubs, which
endorsed the Motion Picture Associa¬
tion’s children’s film library for its basic
programs.
La Rabida Sanitorium, Variety Club’s
special charity, was visited by Ralph
Edwards, who entertained the kids and
gave each a rose, just after he had
presented a check for $1,581,000 to the
American Heart Association.

DENVER
Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., Fox Inter¬
mountain Theatres president; Harry
Huffman, Denver city manager, and
Albert J. Gould, attorney for the com¬
pany, organized the Aladdin Television,
Inc., and filed application for a televi¬
sion permit.
John O. Denman, Mayan manager,
was moved to Pocatello, Idaho, by Fox
Intermountain Theatres, where he will
be city manager. He succeeds Bob
Anderson, who was recently moved to
Butte, Mont. Frank H. Ricketson, III is
the manager, Mayan.
William F. Starsmore, father of
Larry Starsmore, Westland Theatres
general manager, died at his home in
Colorado Springs, Colo. . . . Ralph Batschelet, Paramount manager, was given
two stand lamps by the Chamber of
Commerce in appreciation of his work
as top foreman, Lariet Club. The gifts
were presented when Batschelet resigned
as foreman due to press of other duties.
. . . Press Woods, service department,
Fox Intermountain Theatres, was re¬
covering from an operation. . . . Rodney
Slinde has been made manager, Trail,
Colorado Springs, Colo., Cooper Founda¬
tion Theatres.
Frank Soule, branch operations man¬
ager, Eagle Lion, was here from his New
York headquarters, conferring with M.
R. Austin, branch manager.
May 12, 1948
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Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Tompkins,
Colorado Springs, Colo., returned from
a lengthy Hawaiian vacation. . . . John
Survant, Glasgow, Mont., theatre owner,
will build a 650-seat theatre at Cortez,
Colo., to replace his Cortez. The plans
are being drawn by Frank Bossnot,
Havre, Mont., architect, who was in
Denver to confer with the Cortez mana¬
ger, O. E. Maxey.
Ralph
Ayer,
Cooper
Foundation
Theatres’ assistant general manager,
went to Boston, called there by the death
of his father.
Rallying to the needs of Laramie,
Wyom., disaster stricken town, a troupe
of Hollywood celebrities flew in to stage
a benefit to help raise funds for the
rehabilitation of the fire-ravaged city.
Organized on a few hours notice by the
Hollywood coordinating Committee, the
troupe included George Murphy, Alan
Young, Chico Marx, William Holden,
Eddie Bracken, Anita Martel, Martha
Stewart, Mary Mead, Louanne Hogan,
and others. They did a show sponsored
by Fox Intermountain and the Theatre
Owners of America in the University of
Wyoming Auditorium.
Plans were set for the double premiere
and follow-up saturation bookings in 208
key situations in the southwest and
Rocky Mountain areas for UA’s Enter¬
prise production, “Four Faces West”.
Producer Harry Sherman and stars Joel
McCrea, Frances Dee, and Charles Bick¬
ford will head the delegation of screen
luminaries attending the double premiere
in the Lensic and Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
N. M., on May 15. The following day the
film is set for day-and-date runs
throughout New Mexico. The Hollywood
entourage will then journey here for the
May 18 opening, following which the
picture will be played throughout all
of Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, Utah,
and Arizona.

DES MOINES
A. H. Blank, head, Tri-States and
Central-States, was in Excelsior Springs,
la. . . . Mary Forsman, former switch¬
board operator, Tri-States, returned to
the circuit to join the accounting depart¬
ment. Jack Blair, Tri-States accounting
department, resigned to move to Arizona.
Malcolm Kingsberg, president, RKO
Theatres, and T. O’Connor, treasurer,
both of New York, were in to inspect the
RKO Orpheum, and to confer with
William Clark, Minneapolis, Iowa, and
Minnesota division manager. . . . Harry
Hamburg, Paramount exchange mana¬
ger, vacationed in New York where he
attended a performance of an opera in
which his daughter took part at the
Julliard School of Music. . . . Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Parsons, Keota, la., observed
their 10th anniversary operating the
Avon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Waybill, Omaha,
purchased the Dana, Danbury, la., from
Harry and Don Rockwell. . . . Tom
Brooks purchased the theatre at Anita,
la., from Frank Shipley, Lenox, la., and
took possession on May 2. . . . B. J.
Meshbesher, Warners’ salesman, re¬
signed to return to Minneapolis. . . .
Two Des Moines film row salesmen had
narrow escapes from injuries in recent
accidents. Sol Yaeger, RKO, came out
lucky when a wheel of his automobile
came loose, and Ernie Pickier, Republic,
reported he fell asleep while driving his
new machine, and landed in the ditch.

KANSAS CITY
The MGM Pep Club held a spring
picnic at Swope Park. . . . It’s a girl at
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the Frank Norris’ Eagle Lion. . . . The
additional hostesses for the Movie Ball,
were Joan Putthoff, Eagle Lion, and
Ruby Pasley, Republic.
The board of directors, with Elmer
Bills presiding in the absence of Homer
Strowig, held Kansas resgional meetings
for the Kansas and Missouri Theatre
Association. . . . Jack Stewart, manager,
Allied ITO of Kansas and Missouri, and
Larry Larsen, Civic, Webb City, Mo.,
held regional meetings in Missouri for
Allied.
Max Roth, district manager, Film
Classics, was in from Chicago. . . . Floyd
Liberty, Central Shipping, was on vaca¬
tion. .. . George Harttmann, is a commu¬
ter from Los Angeles, working at his
Armour, North Kansas City.
Exhibitors on the Row were: R. M.
Rogers, Lyric, Buckner, Mo.; exhib.
Pinet, Forsyth, Forsyth, Mo., and Marty
Landeau, Madison, Madison, Kans.
Congratulations
go
to
Ed
and
Dorothy May,
Lyric
and
Uptown,
Cottonwood Falls, Kans. on the birth of
a daughter.
The Paramount Club held a picnic
honoring Andy Anderson, leaving due to
a promotion. . . . KMTA held a regional
luncheon and business meeting. . . . News
was received of the death of Jules
Benedic, veteran tradepaperman, at
Christopher, Mo. . . . Bill Silvers an¬
nounces that he expects to open his
new Silver, Cameron, Mo., on or about
July 15. . . . After being closed by fire
twice in the past year, the State,
Columbus, Kans., was reopened by Art
Pugh. ... A luncheon was held by re¬
presentatives of the industry, in the
Hotel Phillips, honoring Mayor William
E. Kemp and City Manager Cookingham.
Arthur Cole, Paramount, acted as toast¬
master, and Elmer C. Rhoden, Sr., Fox
Midwest, introduced the guests. Mayor
Kemp thanked the industry for the fine
cooperation he has received in the past,
and for prompt action in connection with
Re-dedication Week, which immediately
preceded the visit of The Freedom Train.

MILWAUKEE
L. Berman, Universal-International
manager, was on a trip through the
territory. . . . The construction work on
the new Universal-International ex¬
change building was moving along. . . .
Charles Hacker, Hollywood manager, is
developing many public relations con¬
tacts with business firms. . . . Mick
Michael, Main Street, Racine, Wis., sold
the theatre to Standard Theatres. . . .
Jesse T. McBride, Paramount manager,
spent several days in the territory.
John Brunette, former Palace mana¬
ger, is now district manager, Fox Wis¬
consin. Brunette shares district mana¬
gership of Milwaukee Fox houses with
Harry Boesel. Robert Grady, former
Wisconsin assistant manager, now man¬
ages the Strand. Tom Cornfield, former
Princess manager, fills the same post at
the Palace. . . . Alfred Leonhart, New
Glarus, New Glarus, Wis., recently out
of the army on an honorable discharge,
was a visitor. . . . Gloria Van Ryzin, RKO
stenographic department, was ill. . . .
Walter Heim, RKO exploiteer, was in
from Chicago.
L. Husten, Troy, East Troy, Wis., was
a caller. . . . Nathan Marcus, Warners
manager, called on theatre operators.
State Chamber of Commerce reports
show that there is increased interest
among small town businessmen in bring¬
ing new theatres to their towns. During
the past year, new men in exhibition
have spent considerable money in build¬
ing new houses. Film industry men point
to the failure of many of these theatres
NATIONAL
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in the smaller towns. Consequently,
many new exhibitors are being discour¬
aged from opening too many new houses
in small towns. . . . Lawrence Kelley,
Majestic, Cudahy, Wis., was a caller. . . .
Harry Olshan, Columbia manager, called
on theatre operators in Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan. . . . Charles Wellnitz,
RKO shipper, was ill.
A $275,000 triple damage suit was filed
by Allen Usher against 20th-Fox, War¬
ners, RKO, U-International, Columbia,
Republic, Standard Kenosha Theatre
Company, Standard Theatres, Inc., and
L. F. Gran. Formerly district manager in
Chicago for Paramount and now manag¬
ing the Sprague, Geneva, Wis., Usher’s
action is based on clearance granted
Gran’s Geneva, Geneva. He is joined by
D. F. Killiher, owner of the Sprague
real estate, in his suit.

MINNEAPOLIS
The Homewood, neighborhood house,
has filed a suit in federal court charg¬
ing the major distributors are in con¬
spiracy to set runs and clearances in
distribution
of
films.
Damages
of
$835,000 are asked. Suit was brought by
S. G. Lebedoff, owner. Defendants are
MGM, Minnesota Amusement Company,
Paramount, RKO Radio, 20th-Fox, Uni¬
versal, and Warners. Lebedoff charges
that since 1930 a conspiracy has existed
among the defendants to set runs and
clearances of motion pictures, in his case
limiting showing of films to 56 days after
their downtown run. Since Sept. 1, 1934,
the suit alleges, this conspiracy has
resulted in a loss to him of $15,000 a
year in profits, a total of $202,500. Other
damages were set at $76,000. Treble the
entire amount is asked.
Sam Horowitz, SRO district manager,
was in to discuss "Duel” deals. . . . John
Bruner purchased the Drake, Drake,
N. D., from Earl Peterson. . . . A. P.
Anderson is the new owner, Revilla,
Renville,
Minn. . . . Frank
Kinas
started work on his new theatre at
Gilman, Wis. . . . Standard Theatres,
operating 25 houses in nine Wisconsin
towns, purchased the Eastwood, Madison,
Wis. H. L. Mincheski is managing. . . .
The new 350-seat theatre at Randolph,
Wis., opened. . . . F. J. Bickler succeeded
Joe Gould as manager, Odean, Beaver
Dam, Wis. . . . Don Scoot has taken over
the Ren, Renwick, la. . . . Otto Lenz is
the new owner, Rex, Ruthton, Minn. . . .
Walter Schwartzwald purchased the
Family, Pine City, Minn., from Glen
Turner. . . . Mrs. N. J. Zimmer, owner,
Rex, Woonsocket, S. D., is the new owner,
Paradise, Howard, S. D. . . . B. E. Curl,
purchased the Clinton, Clinton, Wis.
Sid Balman’s North Star Enterprises
was granted a drive-in license by the
city council of Rochester, Minn., and
the firm will begin construction of a
drive-in in the White City Park area of
the city. Plans of North Star to build a
drive-in in Brooklyn Center, Minneapolis
suburb, probably will be dropped.
John Lein, prominent North Dakota
exhibitor about a quarter century ago,
died in St. Louis Park, Minneapolis
suburb. He last operated a theatre at
Grafton, N. D., and had been retired. . . .
Birger Ronning resigned from the sales
staff of Eagle Lion to join the sales staff
of Film Classics. . . . “New Business” is
the Slogan of the annual spring drive of
Minnesota Amusement Company from
May 4-June 26. A total of $2,120 will be
divided among prize winners in A-B-C
houses for finding new business. Area
meetings are being held in Huron, S. D.;
Fargo, N. D.; Duluth, Minn.; Winona,
Minn., and Minneapolis. Ray Niles and
Woodrow Praught are drive captains.
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OKLAHOMA CITY
RKO continued in second place in the
Ned Depinet Drive.
The Center recently conducted a big
campaign for RKO’s “I Remember
Mama”. A teen-age composition contest
was set with a department store, with
contestants writing 50 words or less on
“Why I Remember Mama”. Store ads
featured the contest and also the store’s
radio programs over four leading sta¬
tions. Entry blanks were given out both
at the theatre and the store and at the
big Home Show in Municipal Auditori¬
um. The film was screened for the staffs
of the four high school papers. Ed Terhune, RKO field man, cooperated.
A sports tieup was arranged by George
Bannan, Warner field man in Dallas,
with KOMA in connection with “To The
Victor’’. Kurt Gowdy, popular sports
announcer, on his two daily programs,
headlined all sports victories with “To
The Victor”, having the winning team as
his guests at the opening at the Warner.

OMAHA
The Princess, Decatur, Neb., reopened.
. . . George Marsh, Marsh Circuit, Ver¬
million S. D., returned from a California
vacation. . . . Lois Brown, Paramount
office staff, announced her engagement.
. . . N. N. Galbreath joined the sales
force of U-I, replacing Edward Cohen,
who became Eagle Lion branch manager.
Jim Burrus, owner, Iris, Crete, Neb.,
went to Hot Springs, Ark., for a rest.
. . . Fire destroyed the Elma, Elma, la.,
owned by the Immaculate Conception
Church. . . . R. J. Hoff, assistant mana¬
ger, Ballantyne Company, returned from
a business trip.
“Pop” Gehlson, Burke, Burke, S. D.,
was planning a benefit showing for the
community hospital. . . . Anne Davison is
a new inspectress at U-I. .. . I. M. Brown,
chief engineer, Ballantyne Company,
returned from a business trip to Los
Angeles. . . . J. J. Sparks, former Eagle
Lion shipper, is the new Film Classics
office manager. He replaces Howard
Clark, who moved to RKO. Mark Rogers,
son of Glen Rogers, Film Transport, re¬
places Sparks.
Sol Reif resigned at Eagle Lion, and
Anthony Goodman returned as booker.
Edward Cohen recently replaced Reif
as branch manager. . . . Anita Colby,
Paramount, visited. . . . John Matis,
former RKO exploiteer and salesman,
quit to join the Goldberg Theatre Enter¬
prises. . . . The new Pioneer, Nebraska
City, Neb., is under construction.
Arthur Burwald, home office auditor,
visited Paramount. . . . Omaha’s first
drive-in for 500 cars was to open, oper¬
ated jointly by Tri-States Theatres and
Midwest Drive-in Theatres.

ST. LOUIS
The Better Films Council of Greater
St. Louis had a well attended meeting in
the Auditorium of Scruggs-VandervoortBarney Dept. Rev. Dr. R. Dutton of the
Delmar Baptist Church spoke on “Films
At Work In Church And Home.” Every¬
one was invited to attend the annual
luncheon and installation of new officers
on May 21.
The world premiere of “Fighting
Father Dunne” was held at the Fox.
Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter, Governnor P. M. Donnelly, and the mayor
were expected.
Basil Clark is the owner of the new
theatre opened at Freeburg, Ill. . . . Edis

Knoll, bookers’ secretary, RKO branch
office, was married to William E. Brown,
a deputy city marshal. At the same office,
Mollie Fredlick was married to Richard
Rosenfeld, a draftsman.

SALT LAKE CITY
Robert Mochrie, RKO vice-president
in charge of domestic distribution, is
being honored in connection with the
1948 Ned Depinet Drive, the last three
weeks of which are known as “Bob
Mochrie Weeks”. The local exchange
continues to lead in the drive at the
end of the 18th week.
The Fox, Caldwell, Ida., was set to
open. The 600-seat first-run is being
managed by Irving Simpson.

SAN ANTONIO
Visitors at Mexican film exchanges
include Eddie Joseph, Austin, Tex.; A1
Reynolds, Underwood and Ezell Drive-In
Theatres, Dallas; John H. Rowley, R and
R Circuit, Dallas; Dave J. Young, Sr.,
Brownsville, Tex. and Paul Poag, city
manager, R and R Circuit, Del Rio, Tex.
. . . Maria Santa Lucchese has been
named manager, new International
Building, which will also house the
new Alameda, being constructed here by
the International Amusement Company,
headed by Gaetana Lucchese. . . .
William O’Donnell and Conrad Brady,
Interstate home office, Dallas, were
recent visitors.

SAN FRANCISCO
Rod Cameron, Gale Storm, Cathy
Downs, Joe Kirkwood, and Max Terhune
made personal appearances at the Para¬
mount
in
conjunction
with Allied
Artists’ “Panhandle.”

SEATTLE
Legal battle over the guardianship of
the five children of J. G. von Herberg,
pioneer theatre operator in the North¬
west, and Gene Dennis von Herberg, who
followed
her
husband
in
death,
was settled in Superior Court by
the appointment of Reno B. Ransom,
a
vice-president
and
trust
officer,
Seattle National Bank, as guardian.
The von Herberg youngsters, three
boys and two girls, ranging in age
from 1 to 11, are heirs to the von Her¬
berg estate, estimated at approximately
$1,000,000. Ransom engaged Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Wilson to care for the
children. Mrs. Wilson was Mrs. von
Herberg’s secretary for more than three
years. Mrs. Clara Coyle, McClure, elder¬
ly sister of von Herberg, asked that the
Wilsons be appointed. Miss Philomine
von Herberg, 34, daughter of von Her¬
berg by a previous marriage, was also
a contestant for guardianship of the
children, although she admitted person¬
al animonisity existed between her and
the mother of the children. Mrs. von
Herberg’s estate was estimated at
$130,000.
Sales conferences at branch offices
have been numerous, with no less than
six sales executives on the Row. W. J.
Heineman, vice-president and general
sales manager, Eagle Lion, was here
from New York, conferring with Wally
Rucker, branch manager, and his sales
staff; Herbert McIntyre the western
district sales manager for RKO, with
branch manager, Ed Lamb; Buck Stoner,
district manager, 20th Century-Fox,
conferring with Chilt Robinette, acting
branch manager during the illness of
F. D. Drew; Barney Rose, district mana¬
ger, U-I, visiting branch manager,
George de Waide, and Barney Wolf,
district manager, National Screen Ser¬
vice,
with
branch
manager
Jack
Flannery.
May 12, 194£
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George Gilliam has been promoted to
assistant film buyer and booker,

War¬

ner Theatres department. He succeeds
Marvin Samuelson, who resigned to join
Tony Stern and Lou Ratener’s new buy¬
ing-booking-management co-op., Ohio
Theatre Service Corporation, with
offices in 500 Film building....J.S.
Jossey, Hygienic Productions, is now
in Canada supervising the opening of

BRANCHES
Cincinnati
It took a spectacular opening for a
spectacular drive-in when Dixie Gardens
opened its season’s run with a civic
ceremonial. Dixie Gardens, located on
the Dixie Highway just three miles
from Cincinnati’s Fountain Square, is
palatial in its facilities. The Gardens
has a s treamlined pi ayground, a Mirror
Lake, pony rides, and a miniature boat
course, as well as refreshments. The
recreational advantages may be used
here during day or night, with the box
office open from 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
There is a special midnight show on
Saturdays, and a change of bill on
Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday. It has
accomodations for 700 automobiles.
Willis Vance is the operator.
Two shows nightly,

rain or clear,

are on the bill at Cincinnati's first
outdoor theatre, the Drive-In, Mont¬
gomery Pike. When the Drive-In opened
for the season, a combination key-ring
and auto license holder was given as
a souvenir to each patron....The Woodlawn Drive-In, Cincinnati’s newest
auto theatre, which was opened last
October, reopened for its first full
season. ...Two other newly-opened out¬
door

theatres are the

Hills,

Auto-In,

Western

in which the grounds and drive

were beautified in preparation for the
spring opening, and the Acme Auto
Theatre, Route 4, five miles north of
Glendale.

The RKO Albee, William Alexander,
manager, recently staged an effective
campaign for “I Remember Mama” that
included a radio contest, old-fashioned
autos driving around town with banners,
tieups with book stands and stores
carrying Bantam Bobks, and bannering
of Curtis Publishing Company trucks
along with some fine advance stories
and art. This was supplemented with a

his Toronto drive-ins ....E.J. Stutz,
who, with Robert Snyder, operates
Realart, while in New York booked
“Mourning Becomes Electra” for
an
engagement at the Lower Mall.
Marvin Samuelson, Ohio Theatre Ser¬
vice Corporation, and Lily Gians will
be married on June 19.
Charles Gottlob, Milo, was under
treatment at Mount Sinai Hospital....
Fairview Drive-In opened....“Shoe
Shine ” was televised over WEWS on a
program reporting Italian elections.
This was the first feature film tele¬
vised locally.
A1 Ochs, general manager, Central
Drive-In Theatres, equipped all his
outdoor theatres with Motiograph pro¬
jectors and sound, installed under the
supervision of Ben L. Ogron, who
operates Ohio Theatre Supply Company.
The Hilliard Square,

a

first-run

neighborhood, celebrated its 21st
birthday. At the same time Fred Holzworth celebrated his 20th year as
manager.
“Wild” Bill Elliott

came

to

town

May 4 for an engagement at the Arena
as top star in Colonel Jim Eskew’s
championship rodeo.

William N. Skirball, who commutes
between his Cleveland office and his
California ranch, spent time in town
....Republic branch manager, John J.
Houlihan, had A.E. Schiller, home
office, as a guest....Mary Giallombardo, E-L secretary, and Nicholas
Martello will be married on May 29....
Marshall Fine, elder son of Meyer Fine,
Associated Circuit, returned toBabson
Institute, Boston, after spending a
vacation at home. He is completing
work for his M.A. in Business Adminis¬
tration.

Teachers' Association, the visual edu¬
cation department of the PTA, the
Legion of Decency, the Junior League,
and other influential organizations.
As a direct result, the visual educa¬
tion department informed the princi¬
pals of 80 schools in the Greater
Indianapolis area about the picture
and playdate, with the recommendation
that it be favorably brought to the
attention of all pupils. Another
screening for record dealers, who co¬
operated by featuring the Mercury re¬
cords from the film, resulted in co-op.
ads.
A smoldering vacuum

cleaner

locked closet at the Circle

in

a

filled the

auditorium and back stage with smoke,
They traced the smoke through conduits
and ventilating shafts until they fin¬
ally came to the locked closet on the
second floor above the switchboard. No
damage to the theatre was reported by
W.C. Wolverton, house manager.
John Cioroirann, assistant manager,
Keith’s, was moved to the Lyric in the
same capacity.... Joe Neger, 20th-Fox
exchange manager, Chicago, and Mrs.
Neger were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas McCleaster, 20th-Fox
sales manager.
Carl Kemp, salesman, Republic ex¬
change, received honorable mention
when it was disclosed that he had sold
more contracts during a week than any
other member of the sales staff.

letter to all public school principals
urging students to attend, from the
superintendent of public schools.

One of the highlights of the recent
campaign which Abe Ludacer, manager,
Loew's Valentine, Toledo, 0.,
staged
during the run of MGU's Tarzan reissue
was a "Tarzan" coloring contest. Here
Ludacer p r e s ent s pr i z e s to the winner s.

Detroit

The

booth and lobby at

the

Avalon

Eugene Alexander, SRO branch manager,
resigned. Edward Murphy, former Para¬
mount salesman, replaced him, with
Harold Morrison still remaining as

were remodeled,

office manager.

to St.

Cleveland

Herb Schields, former Eagle Lion
salesman, joined Film Classics.

Visitors included John Herons, Star,
Fairmount, Ind.; P.W. McGovern, Ritz,
Odon, Ind.; Pete Panagos and Jack

Jack Benny is scheduled to play a
week’s engagement at the RKO Palace,
and will make his June 20 broadcast
from the stage....Daylight saving time
went into effect, to continue until

vard, opened. With 1,050 cars as its
capacity, it is called the world’s
largest, operated by Associated Thea¬

B.

G.

Kranze,

vice

president and

general sales manager, Film Classics,
was in recently to set up sales
policies.

the last Sunday in September, in the
Greater Cleveland area and in most of

The Gratiet Drive-In, Masonic Boule¬

tres. A playground for kids is included.

Indianapolis

the surrounding towns,. . . .A.K. Veach,
who has been operating his Goshen
Township drive-in on a week-end basif*
since re-opening several weeks ago,

The Lyric recently held a special
screening of Republic’s “Bill and Coo”

is now operating full

for the representatives of the Parent-

May 12,
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time.

and new equipment in¬

stalled in the projection room....Leo
Cantor, Cantor Amusements, was re¬
cuperating at home a fter being confined
Vincent’s Hospital.

Springer, Gregory Circuit, Chicago;
Mrs. Eva Harm, Zionsville, Zionsville,
Ind.; E. W. Creekbaum, American, Ladoga,

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.
Mideast
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Ind.; Ed. Campbell, Skyway Drive-In,
Louisv ille, Ky. ; Walter Weil, Weil,

In, Claysville; J. Robert Lee, Ameri¬
can, Erie; Ralph M. Felton, Spotlight

Pittsburgh. The present manager of the

Greenfield, Ind.; J.F. Griffis, Bos¬
well, Ind.; Kenneth Law, Cozy, Argos,
Ind., and Fletcher Brewer, State,

88 Drive-In,

announced as the new manager for the
Harris Liberty, to succeed Joseph
Biele, transferred to the new Harris

Windfall,

Ind.

James Keefe, exploitation director,
Indianapolis area, 20th-Fox, was a
visitor.. . .The 20th-Fox Family Club
elected officers for the coming ye\ar.
Chosen were James Franklin,, president,
Mary Wehrling, vice-president; W.A.
Michel,

treasurer;

Norma Taylor,

sec¬

retary; Meta Abramson, welfare chair¬
man, and Helen Morrison, entertainment

Way,

New Brighton,

Avenue and Carlton,

and A.P.

Dubois.

night.

The testimonial dinner for F.D.
“Dinty” Moore, former Warners’ branch
manager, recently promoted to the po¬

Ed Levin, National Screen Service
salesman covering the West Virginia

hibitors in Louisville, Ky.

ting on Kiddie Kartoon shows.... Mike
Servanti, father of Lew and Mark Serventi/who operate in Chicora , Rimers-

A combination of

burg, andPetrolia, Pa., was

this

district’s

hangover from the ill effects caused
by the continuation of the coal strike

from win :t might

have

recovering

been

a

fatal

ailment.

Council. Representatives of the thea¬
tre management and projectionists’
unions agreed to work on the problem.
The Squirrel Hill American Legion

daylight saving time, combined with
some of the hottest weather ever re¬
ported in this part of the country,

Auxiliary 577 started to sell tickets
of $1 each for a grand prize of $1000.
Many on Film Row bought tickets.

away from

the boxoffices.

A new boxoffice stimulator is about

Grace Thomas, boxoffice clerk, 20th
Century-Fox, revealed her engagement
to Carl Lauterbach, East Liberty, Pa.
They set the date for June 19 for their
marriage in Mt. Lebanon Presbyterian
Church. Another 20th Fox-exchange em¬
ployee, Annetta Sylvester, bookerstenographer, announced that she is
to be married to Orlando Ciacia on
June 17 at a church wedding in Bloom¬
field,

Pa.

Sid Stoller,
Lion,

Erie salesman,

Eagle

handed in his resignation to go

into the trucking business with his
father in New York City. Previous to
being a film salesman, he had been a

to make its appearance on Film Row,
according to rumors. Several spots
have been selected in order to ascer¬
tain results. The project is expected
to be launched in the near future by
a well-known
experience.

theatreman

of

had

been purchased by

for three nights a week to keep
quainted with meeting the public.

ac¬

At a recent Family Night at the
Variety Club, announcement was made of
the engagement of Ray Mervis, Mervis
Theatre Circuit, toMolly Bloom, Read¬

Company of America. The building was
put up for sale some time ago by An¬
thony A. Comforti, Nixon restaurant,
and Marcus Heiman, New York theatreman.
The sale of the property to ALCOA was
negotiated by L.W. Monteverde, presi¬
dent, Real Estate Company of Pitts¬
burgh, management agents. No price was
disclosed. Use of the building will
not be affected for sane time, ALCOA
officials stated. Present operators of
the theatre are seeking a future loca¬
tion.

Charlie, Jack, and Norman, operate the
Roosevelt, Rialto, Paramount, NewWest
End, and New Elliott, Pittsburgh, and

Steve

Transfer; Robert Keaser,
leroi;3.M.

Palace,

Char-

Ducray, Sunset Beach Dnive-

in the Urban Room of the William Penn
Hotel. A large committee, headed by
Harry Feinstein,
arrangements.

was

in

charge

of

STATES
Indiana
Joseph B. Fitzgerald, an exhibitor
here for many years, died last fort¬
night.

CONNERSVI LLE
Catherine Fettig, treasurer, Anstead, Pierson, and Schilling organi¬
zation, Auditorium, Vaudette, Ind.,
and local Lyric, is celebrating her
30th anniversary with the concern.
She is the oldest theatre employe in
point of service in Indiana, and has
a perfect record, having never missed
a day, never been late, and never
having delayed the opening of the
boxoffice.

t
Joe Cransfield, who operated the Film
Row Restaurant for many years previous
to its purchase by Maude Mazzei, the
present owner,'and who, prior to going
into the restaurant business, was a
Sharpsburg, Pa., exhibitor with his
brother, Max, has taken a job as a
bartender in the Pittsburgh district

ing, Pa. He, together with his brothers,

Pennsylvania State Visitors:

sition of district manager, with
offices in Boston, was held on May 10

CROTHERSVILLE

the Aluminum

Rodnok, Lehigh and Oaks, Oakmont; Ro¬
bert M. Thorn, Ruthorn Drive-In,
Scottdale; Carl T. McNight, Drive-In,

recently passed away.

long

travelling audi tor for the same company.
The biggest theatrical news in many
a day was the public announcement that
the Nixon, along with its building,

Sympathies go to Joe Miller, Para¬
mount exchange booker, whose father

AN DERS0N
Councilman Frederic G . Weir’s pro¬
posal to require by ordinance instal¬
lation of toilet and wash facilities
in the city’s 77 houses was tabled by

was further aggravated by another
double-barrelled dose. The advent of

really kept the customers

has just been

South Hills.

chairman....H.G. Minsky, division
manager, 20th-Fox, and George T.
Landis, exchange manager, visited ex¬

(Gus Davis, the Pittsburgh correspond¬
ent for The Exhibitor, may be reached
any time during the day at 1701 Boulevard
of the Allies, ATlantic 3514. Any news or
other material may be sent to him there.
—Ed.)

Allan Barclay,

Variety Club Notes: The Harris gang
hosted the Family Night, and music by
Billy Catizone was the feature of the
evening. Later, the Ladies Theatrical
Club, made up chiefly of wives of
Variety Club members, hosted Family

territory, was a recent New York vi¬
sitor .... Nati ona 1 Screen Service has
a much-needed stock 40 x 60 poster,
which can be conveniently used in put¬

Pittsburgh

Family,

the Embassy, Aspinwall, Pa. The couple
expect to be married soon.

Harold Lane, State, went to Bir¬
mingham, Ala., for a minor operation.

EV AN SV I LLE
Loew’s Majestic recently redecorated
and renovated, is having anew marquee.

FORT WAYNE
Some 80 employees, who have signed
a deal withQuimby Theatres, organized
Local 134 B, AFL Service Employees
Union, IATSE. The contract calls for
a 30-36 per cent hike in salaries,

as

well as vacations. It is retroactive
to'March 28, expiring on April 1, 1949.

Kentucky
barlow

The Harris Amusement Company ran ads
in all the Pittsburgh papers announc¬
ing that the Harris South Hills re¬
turned to its’ management. On May 3,
the theatre was closed for extensive
modernization. The interior will be
completely recarpeted, all newest type
seats will be installed, and a new
marquee erected, in addition to com¬
plete summer and winter air-condition¬
ing and sound and projection improve¬
ment. This was the same date on which
the Harris Amusement Company lost the
lease on the Family, East Liberty,

The theatre now in
is named the Lyndel.

BOWLING

operation here

GREEN

The formal opening of Powell and
Flowers’ 480-car open air theatre took
place.

CO LUMBI A
Clyde

Marshall,

owner,

Columbian,

has returned from a 7,500 mile autoMay

12,
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mobile tour of the west,
in 15 states and Mexico.

which

took

Garrett, Ind., took over the manage¬
ment of the Kalafat interests here.

A LT00NA

ROSEV I LLE

EDMONTON
A new Super-Star popcorn machine
has been added to the concession
equipment at the Strand.

National Theatre Supply has the
contract to equip the Gratiet DriveTn.
4

Ohio

HI CK MAN

CO LUMBU S
According to reports, it seems that
it takes more than a flood to run
residents out of a motion picture
theatre. Recently, after an extremely
heavy downpour, water flowed into the
Hickman, and reached from the stage
to a point some 15 rows back. The
film, "Susie Steps Out”, was in pro¬
gress, butnoone stepped out. Patrons
continued to watch the picture calmly,
and paid little attention to the
water.

Police Chief Charles M. Berry wants
sterner steps taken to regulate the
conduct of minors under 17. Chief
Berry has proposed revisions in the
1943 curfew ordinance, setting the
time at 10 p.m. instead of 10:30.
Unaccompanied children would not be
allowed in theatres, other places of
amusement, poolrooms, dance halls,
billiard parlors, and places where
liquor is sold. Parents and guardians
would be held fully responsible.

LOUISVILLE
Kenneth R. Hill,
Recent

visitors

Gabhart,
pany,

included William

Harrodsburg Amusement Com¬

Harrodsburg,

Ky.;

Ray Rogers,

Clinton, Albany, Ky. ; E.L. Ornstein,
Ornstein Theatres, Marengo, Ind.;
Ralph E. Webb, Ritz, Burkesville,
Ky.; Luther Knifely, Art, Knifely,
Ky. ; C.O. Humston, Lyric, Lawrenceburg, Ky.; and Oscar Hopper, Arista,
Lebanon, Ky.
A

bill

that

would

have

allowed

Grove,

Grove Citv,

0., was one of the 104 holders of
vendor’s licenses of the state sales
tax cited by State Tax Commissioner
Emory Glander to show cause why their
licenses should not be revoked. All
were charged with failure to have
sales tax stamps on hand.
Neth’s

Eastern

installed

a

new

massive marquee with red and black
silhouette letters ....Virgil Jackson,
Jackson Murphy Theatres, went to

Louisville and other Kentucky
cities to establish daylight saving
time was vetoed by Governor Clements.

Washington!

The measure was passed by the 1948
General Assembly to repeal many war¬
time statutes. Among them was one

Mrs. Ethel Miles opened the Miles’
West Broad drive-in for the season,
the fourth local open-air theatre
here to open within the past few
weeks.

providing that daylight saving time
end in Kentucky when it was
termin¬
ated nationally, which it has been.
This law forbids revival of fast
time unless it is adopted on a nation¬
al basis again.
A

party

and

old

fashioned dance

was given by thelATSE projection¬
ists’ union at the Labor Temple. All
members of the industry, their friends,
and families were invited to attend.

D.C* to resume his army

commission as colonel.

The Ohio board of building stand¬
ards is considering proposed changes
in the building code to permit use of
certain new materials for public,
semi-public, and industrial buildings,

500-car

NEWARK
STEARNS
fully

up¬

Michigan
Vincent Ochs resigned as

manager,

New Broadway and Olympia, Cleveland,
to operate his own drive-in, which is
under construction here, and scheduled
for an early June opening. Lucien
Morensy, assistant at the theatres,
succeeds Ochs.

LANSING
Christy Kalafat, son of Alex Kalafat,
May 12,

City Council killed a proposal for
daylight saving time by a 7-1 vote.

STEUBEN VI LLE
Local labor groups have protested
Eagle Lion’s proposed production of
"Twelve Against The Underworld” by Dr.
Norman F. Nygaard, which tells of the
1946 anti-vice crusade by the Steuben¬
ville Ministerial Association. The

ADRIAN

1948

Stella Horomanski, State, escaped
serious injury when a motorcycle out
of control crashed into the four-foot
ladder on which she was washing the
plate glass in the doors of the State
lobby. The handlebars of the motor¬
cycle struck a street light standard in
front of the State, throwing the dri ver
off, and letting the cycle rush across
the walk to smash into Mrs . Horomanski’s
stepladder. She was found to have
bruises from the fall, and had X-rays
taken for possible fractures. Damage
to the theatre’s doors was
at$400 by police.

estimated

A.N. Notopoulos, president, Altoona
Publix, recently donated $150 to pay
for an orchestra for the Blair County
cancer benefit dance at the Venetian
Gardens.
Blatt Brother’s Altoona drive-in
opened with a tremendous crowd jamming
the nearby roads in the vicinity of
Orchard Avenue and Plank Road. As
manager Thomas A. Bello, Jr., antici¬
pated, handling of the crowds until
they were accustomed to using
the
drive-in was the biggest headache. The
th ree Blatts, Charles R., W.J., and
J.A. , were present for the opening, as
was George M. Peterson, Cleveland,
architect, who designed the new Blatt
enterprise. The Blatt drive-in is
operating on a policy of three changes
a week, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. Logan Township authorities
gave the go-ahead signal for the show¬
ing of Sunday films, so the Blatts had
open house on Sunday, too. Anumber of
managers and theatre men from the
territory also took a look-in. For the

during which they were forced to switch
from their original site due to the

VIENNA

of Connersvi1le, Ind. The
project will open on June 1.

Chief Line

ex¬

NEW

by all. Motion pictures were taken so
there would be a permanent record of
the affair.

Ideal

Allison Circuit,

Blatts, opening the drive-in culminated
a year of effort in this locality,

William Stabler is building a new
drive-in on U.S. Road 44, just east

New

Ray Allison,

tended his lengthy vacation in Florida
to attend the Variety Club convention
in Miami.

including theatres.

An extremely large turnout was on
hand, and an enjoyable time was had

holstered chairs have been purchased
by J.F. Bobbitt, Stearns, through
the Falls City Theatre Equipment
Company, Louisville, Ky.

Pennsylvania

pressure of the veterans administra¬
tion, which is building a hospital on
the adjacent Blatt lot. The Blatts
still hold ownership of the original
plot, but have no plans
posal.

for

its dis¬

Two local managers got a kudo in the
Kiwanis Club recently for their part
in giving the club's “Buddy Club” a
good time. Both Ward B. Kreag, city
manager, Fabian, and Vic Notopoulos,
Altoona Publix, were commended
by
Salvation Army Adjutant Clyde Wadman
for holding movie parties. The “bud¬
dies" are about 50 boys who each year
attend the club’s summer health camp
in Sinking Valley.

Jefferson County Trades and
Labor
Assembly petitioned City Council and

Cards calling attention to the re¬
cent engagement of Columbia’s "Her

the Chamber of Commerce to appoint
committees to work with labor, civic,
professional, and veterans' groups to
induce the Eagle-Lion studios to
eliminate from the script anything
that will portray Steubenville as

Husband’s Affairs” at the Olympic
were promoted by Bob Martin, and used
on the fronts of all street cars and

anything but an average, progressive,
Midwestern industrial community.

buses.
Bob Martin, manager, Capitol, recent¬
ly gained a lot of favorable comment
with a “Miracle of the Bells” promo-
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tion in the form of a side-walk radio
interview over VVJSW for 15 minutes on
Saturday afternoon and 25 minutes on
Saturday evening. Interposed with a
liberal ringing of the “bells”, the
announcer interviewed patrons and
passers-by in front of the Capitol
lobby asking for comments . Tied in were
gift copies of the best-seller, con¬
tributed by a department store.

jewelry,

Borough Council here recently passed
a mercantile tax at the rate of three
tnills on retail sales and two mills
on gross wholesale business, while
Aliquippa, Pa. passed a four mill
wage le\y.

BEAVER
A new theatre will be built at the
corner of Dravo and Market Streets,
at the western end of the town.

BRAODOCK
owner,

Paramount,

has

gone ahead with plans to renovate his
theatre front, and make many interior
alterations and new decorations, in¬
cluding a new floor. Plans have been
completed by an architect.

former owner,

Keith,

was home recuperating from a serious
illness caused by a stomach condition,
which confined him to a hospital in
Washington, Pa., recently. He is
under a strict diet and doctor’s or¬
ders in reference to his activity and
general condition. Many of his friends
from Film Row have visited him at the
hospital and at his home.

operated it for several years....
Tom Fordham, northwest Pennsylvania
district manager for Warner Theatres,
passed away

recently.

district manager for 23 years. His
death followed a protracted illness
during which he had been confined to
his home here. Interment was in an
Erie Cemetery, following funeral
services at Bruger’s Funeral Home. He
had lived in Erie for many years.

FRANKLIN
The Leonard Houghton interests,
operating the New Kayton and Orpheum,
acquired from Dr. R.B. Herrick the
incompleted Cranberry Drive-In, Cran¬
berry, Pa., and will rush work
complete the drive-in by June 15.

to

adopted a

$5 per capita

Bill

Walker,

who

operates

the

Chartiers and Crafton, has been con¬
fined to the Presbyterian Hospital,
Pittsburgh, for observation and tests
because of a high blood pressure con¬
dition. Walker’s many friends in this
district hope to see him up and about
again real soon.

MEADVILLE
Lee M. Conrad, manager, New Park,
booked in for one night the stage
show “Hollywood Animal Stars”, under
the auspices of Music Corporation of
America.

The Super Castle Drive-In, owned
and operated by the Theodore Grance,
Jerry Castelli,

etc.

interests,

to postpone its opening because
the extreme wet weather.

had
of

Henry Rolnick, manager, New Family
Drive-In, being constructed on Route
56 about a* mile from here enroute to
Leechburg, is confident that the new
theatre will be

in

operation by May

15. Rolnick and his associates plan,
following the opening of the drive-in,
to erect nearby a swimming pool, bowl¬
ing alley, dance hall, etc.

recently dropped

the proposed occupation tax, and,
instead, set a 15 mill increase on
real estate and bonded indebtedness
as a substitute.

WATERLOO

featuring Marguerite

Pittsbur gh
RKO (1809-13 Blvd. of Allies’) May 12,
1:30, “Return of the Badmen”; 12, 3:00,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive’’.
and Phelps operates a

lumber

WEST V IEW

handed down by Judge Walter P. Smart,
who set a further hearing date. The
West View Park Company and the Gerard,
owned and operated by Jimmy Nash,
which are the only amusement places
located in West Vi e w Bor o, filed
separate suits on the new tax in both
Quarter Sessions and Common Pleas
Courts.
It was thought likely that
the School Board would not be per¬
mitted to impose this new tax because
it is a second tax in a single year,
since the Boro Council has passed the
the 10 per cent tax several months
previously. However, should the
new
West

View Boro would

undoubtedly be the highest taxed
community in Pennsylvania, as there
would then be 20 per cent local taxes
plus the 20 per cent federal taxes.
Many exhibitors in this area were
anxiously awaiting the decision.

West Virginia

Ralph Parrack,
The Boro Council

EDGEWOO D

cooking school,

RKO (517 N. Illinois) May 12, 1:30,
‘Return of the Badmen”;
12, 3:00,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive”.

Ml LL CREEK

STATE COLLEGE

The Regent Square, owned by John
and Steve Kobak, booked the electric

Indianapolis

tax be upheld,

DORMON T
Warners’ Hollywood shut down
on
May 1, and is not expected to reopen
until early in September. Felton R.
Pinner, head maintenance man, Warner
Theatres, announced that the Holly¬
wood will be practically rebuilt
inside and out.

RKO (2310 Cass) May 12, 10:30,
‘Return of the Badmen”; 12, 2:30,
“Bring
Em Back Alive”.

The school board here was restrained
from collecting a 10 per cent amuse¬
ment tax, which had been voted unani¬
mously. The restraining order was

NEW KENSINGTON

CRAFTON

Detroit

here,

The School Board dropped the plan
levy a 10 per cent amusement tax,

and instead,
levy.

“Bring ’Em Back Alive”.

mill. Ray Woodard, Kayton, Franklin,
Pa., will handle the booking and
buying.

MCKEESPORT
to

RKO (2219 Payne) May 12, 10:30,
“Return of the Badmen”; 12, 2:30.

He had been a

NEW CASTLE

building the New Cheswick, is rapidly
pushing construction, and the theatre
is expected to open on or about July
15.

8:00 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

Cleveland

CHESWICK
Joe Mulone, who, in conjunction
with his father, Nick Mulone, is

Cincinnati

ERI E

BU RGETTSTOWN
Frank DeOrio,

TRADE SCREENINGS
iRKO (12 E Sixth) May 12,
“Return of the Badmen”; 12,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive”.

etc.

The Lyric
is now operated by Nick
D’Aurora, following his purchaseof
the property from Paul Bronder, who

AM BR I DGE

Bob Leiber,

Daley, and announced many valuable
prizes, tobe donated by participating
merchants, some of which included a
Westinghouse Roaster', electric com¬
forter, electric clock, food baskets,

Wilson and Phelps are erecting a
drive-in on Route 97 about a mile to
the right of Route 19 toward Union
City. Wilson owns an appliance store

new theatre here,

who

is

erecting a

is progressing with

the construction, has most of the
concrete blocks erected, and isr wait¬
ing for steel to complete the roof,
after which the balance of the struc¬
ture will proceed rapidly for a con¬
templated opening about Sept. 1. He
has plans to add a small lunch room,
and skating rink, as well as apart¬
ments. As soon as the theatre is com¬
plete, he will make plans to add
further improvements to the building.

May 12,
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Crosstown

“The Best Years Of Our Lives” got its
second wind as a popular-priced attrac¬
tion when it opened at the Astor to
record breaking crowds, according to
managing director Dan Finn. Morning
prices were 50 cents to a top evening
scale of 85 cents.
The world premiere of U-I’s "Casbah”
at the RKO Boston was tied in with the
personal appearance of Tony Martin in
connection with an all-star show to raise
funds for Archbishop Bushing’s Italian
Orphans Home. Martin arrived five
days in advance of the premiere, and the
promotional emphasis during the cam¬
paign was on the songs. Four days
elapsed between Martin’s appearance at
the show and the premiere of “Casbah.”
During this period, Martin appeared on
the Latin Quarter Show and on the
Priscilla Fortescue commentator show.
He autographed records at a department
store, with the store taking seven news¬
paper advertisements to feature the pro¬
duction. More than 100 music and record
stores
carried
special
RCA-Victor
streamers featuring the songs from the
picture with appropriate credits. Six
stores did windows on the Martin re¬
cordings, using stills and giving picture
credit. WHDH featured a six-day promo¬
tion based on the film, with passes and
records being distributed as prizes, while
the local disc jockeys, supplied with the
Martin records, provided many plugs.
Deletions announced last fortnight by
the Bureau Of Sunday Censorship were
as follows: “Die Fledermaus,” Parts 1
to 9. (Deletions: Scene showing man’s
hands on woman’s breast, in part 6).
Artkino. “Henry V,” Parts 1 to 16. (Dele¬
tions: Dialogue “-but it will be thought
we keep a bawdy house! straight”; “-and
adultery-”, in part 3. Dialogue, “-hell!”;
“-hell:”; “-he spoke of the whore of
Babylon.”, in part 4. Dialogue, “bastard”,
in part 6. Dialogue, “-but bastard Nor¬
mans, Norman bastard!”; “-and plainly
say our mettle is bred out”, to and
including, “-with bastard warriors.”, in
part 7. Dialogue, “-hell;”, in part 10).
United Artists “Holiday Camp,” Parts
1 to 10. (Deletions: Dialogue, “Keep out
of the long grass—and keep walking,”
in part 10). Universal
Announcement was made by the
Interstate Theatre Corporation of the
acquisition of the Bonoff, Madison,
Conn., and the Saybrook, Old Saybrook, Conn. The Bonoff has been
closed for complete remodeling, and will
reopen as the Madison. This brings the
total Interstate theatres to 35.
Dave Bershon, Los Angeles exhibitor,
presented a check for $5,000 to John
Dervin, branch manager, United Artists,
and Chief Barker, Variety Club of New
England, for the Children’s CancelResearch Foundation.
Phil Smith, New England exhibitor,
said that he is interested in the following
drive-ins: East and West Side Drive-Ins,
Cleveland; East and West Drive-Ins,
Detroit; one in Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des
Moines, and Milwaukee; Gary, Ind.,
and the South West Drive-In, Chicago.
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Sadie Segal, wife of Harry Segal,
branch manager, Eagle Lion, was elect¬
ed president, women’s chapter, Sentry
Lodge. The name “Sentry” originated
from the following little table: S for
Showmanship; E for Entertainment;
N for Newspapers; T for Theatres; R
for Radio, and Y for Yehudi.

Film District
Phil Engel, publicity director, United
Artists, was elected first vice-president,
B’nai B’rith Hospital, and Harry Gold¬
man, well-known in the industry, was
elected second vice-president. The mem¬
bership lodge consists of 50 per cent
members from the industry.
UA’s Clayton Eastman, who returned
from a trip to Buffalo and New York,
announced that “Arch of Triumph” will
have its New England premiere on May
20 at Loew’s State and Orpheum. Phil
Engel, Joe DePesa, Jim Shanahan, Jim
Tibbetts, and Jack Mercer, publicity
boys, launched a big campaign.
Unbeknown to the boys in the
district, Jack Draddy, Jr., United Artists
salesman, who recently participated in
the Horse Show at the Boston Garden,
won second prize for horsemanship.
A drive to raise $50,000 in the Greater
Boston area for the $7,250,000 Mt. SinaiDuarte National Medical Centre, Los
Angeles, was launched. Attorney David
Lasker was named chairman, fund com¬
mittee, and Samuel Pinanski was ap¬
pointed treasurer. Samuel G. Goiter,
executive director, medical centre, dis¬
closed that a number of patients from
Greater Boston homes are under treat¬
ment there, and that many others have
been cared for in the past.
Warners’ “Winter Meeting” will have
1800
window
displays
and
posters
throughout the city and 25 truck posters
tying in with the Bantam Book edition.
A dinner and dance will be held on
Past Commanders Night for the Lieuten¬
ant A. Vernon Macaulay Theatrical Post
on May 18 at the Miles Standish Hotel.
L. J. McGinley, sales manager, Pres¬
tige, spent several days in the exchange,
taking care of deals.
Herman Ripps, assistant district sales
manager, MGM, visited to hold a busi¬
ness conference with branch manager
Benn Rosenwald and sales staff.
Mrs. Emmons, who has been operat¬
ing the Bijou, Morrisville, Vt. for years,
paid a visit for the first time in a year.
She was accompanied by her son and
his wife, visiting the various exchanges.

NEW HAVEN
Crosstown
The White Way had Harry Tomlin,
magician, on stage at a recent kiddie
show. . . . Jim Darby had quite a group of
youngsters at the special birthday
show for a New Haven merchant re¬
cently. . . . Morris
Rosenthal, Poli
manager, had good angles for “Call
Northside 777”.
Bijou manager Bill Brown was re¬
cuperating from a minor operation. . . .
H. Cohn, Dixwell, is a member of the
proposed Highwood Boys’ Club build¬
ing committee. . . . Mrs. Sam Hadelman,
wife of the Grand manager, and the
two youngsters were visiting in Wash¬
ington, D. C. . . . Jim Wilson is now
assisting Morris Hadelman managing the
Shelton, Shelton. ... Joe Calechman,
Howard, was in New York with Mrs.
Calechman.

Meadow Street
Dick Cohen, Monogram, was slated
to move his family to their new home
at 104 First Avenue, West Haven. . . .
Harry Goldstein, Monogram publicist,
was in arranging for bally on “Song Of
My Heart”.
Lou Phillips Theatre Supply Company
installed a new screen at the State,
Torrington, and Colonial, Hartford;
new aluminum display frames at the
Bristol, Bristol, and new lamp houses
and rectifier at the Crown, Hartford.
Harry Rosenblatt’s Metro exchange
had some rearranging. . . . Herman
Miller, MGM, was a vacationist. . . .
Phil Gravitz, Metro, spent a weekend
in New York. . . . Caroline Marra, Re¬
public, bowled with the Howard Girls
in the national bowling tournament re¬
cently. . . . Claude Neon, Bridgeport,
was to install a new marquee setup at
the Carroll, Waterbury.
Barney Pitkin, RKO, and Ben Simon,
20th Century Fox, trained back from the
Variety Club confab in Miami. Bob
Elliano came back by car.
Bob Ritzert, Bijou assistant, lined up
a campaign for the “Tarzan” duo. High¬
lights included a travel agency contest,
coloring contest, front of theatre de¬
corations, windows, etc.
Softball competition amongst the
theatres is due to begin. The College was
scheduled to meet the Roger Sherman
team, while the Bijou was to stack up
against the College. . . . Tito Lazzeri,
former Poli assistant, was a visitor. . .
It may be wedding bells for Florence
Nutcher, Bijou, this summer. . . . Morris
Rosenthal, Poli manager, had journalism
classes from the YMCA and Junior
College to see “Call Northside 777”. . . .
Bud Finch, WELI announcer, was stag¬
ing a contest in conjunction with “State
Of The Union”, Poli.

Loew Poli Circuit
Publicity director Lou Brown and Mrs.
Brown were in New York to see division
manager Harry F. Shaw and Mrs. Shaw
off on their South American cruise. . . .
Harry Goldstein, Monogram, was in
Bridgeport. . . . Majestic manager Harry
Rose and Mrs. Rose visited with folks
in Atlantic City. . . . Lou Brown was
assisting with the bally for the New
England premieres of “Summer Holiday”
. . . All marquees were due for spring
redecorating.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford
Elmwood Theatre Corporation ob¬
tained a $225,000 mortgage on its 1,000seat theatre now under construction in
West Hartford. The mortgage, gained by
Pete Perakos,
president, from the
Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company, will be in two payments. The
sum of $75,000 will be granted now, and
the balance of $150,000 will be given
upon completion of the building.
The new drive-in on the Berlin Turn¬
pike, Newington, now under construc¬
tion, has been named the Pike Drive-In,
according to general manager Joe Dolgin. Officers are Robert Gloth, president;
Stanley
Clark,
vice-president;
Phil
Simon, secretary, and Lou Rogow,
treasurer. The Pike will be Newington’s
second drive-in, the other being operated
by E. M. Loew’s.
Nick Kounaris has plans set for a
new 1,000-seat theatre in Meriden, with
location near the Wallingford town line.
Associated with him in the new project
NEW ENGLAND
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are Paul Tolis, partner with him in the
Newington, and George Ulyssis, New
Britain. Construction is expected to be
completed by fall.

Robert
P.
Cormier,
projectionist,
Regal, past 14 years, died at St. Francis
Hospital.

Ed Harrison, former district manager,
E. M. Loew’s, went to work in New York
State. He’s been named in charge of the
Fabian - Heilman Tri - City Drive - In,
Binghampton. ... In Superior Court, a
verdict, awarding damages of $22,000,
was returned by a jury in favor of five
men who were hurt in an automobile
accident at Plainville, in 1941. The men
were injured when their car collided
with a truck owned by Rosen’s Film
Delivery System, New Haven, operated
by Frank Sandelo, the defendants. . . .
Jim Farrell, manager, Webb Playhouse,
Wethersfield, resigned. Replacing is
Douglas Amos, former assistant, Para¬
mount, New Haven. Joe Mulvey, former
assistant, Allyn, has become assistant,
Paramount. Both Paramount and Allyn
are M. and P. houses.

Bids will be called soon from area
contractors by Creighton and McGuire
for a long-contemplated theatre project,
Loew’s Poli. The building will be put up
at Cliff and Main Streets and will be
a second section of the Sears, Roebuck
and Co. building now under construction.
The theatre development will cost bet¬
ween $300,000 and $400,000, and will seat
1400.

A new glassware deal has been set for
the Princess. . . . Lou Brown, ad-publi¬
city chief, Loew-Poli Circuit, was around.
. . . Beth Kaplan has been named secre¬
tary to general manager A1 Schuman,
Hartford Theatres Circuit, succeeding
Phyllis Selvin, who left.
Marilyn Landers, daughter of the E.
M. Loew’s division manager, stepped into
the leading role of “Oklahoma” at San
Francisco when the star was unable to
appear.

Norwich

Joe Boyle, Loew-Poli Broadway, gave
away gummed stickers and magazine
inserts to stores selling magazines and
comic books for “Tarzan’s Secret Trea¬
sure” and “Tarzan’s New York Adven¬
ture.”

Sound View
Brookie LeWitt, Glackin and LeWitt
Theatres, ordered new seats for the
Strand. Opening is slated for sometime
after June 1.,

Waterbury
“Ice Vogues of 1948” completed a
week-long run at the Field St. Armory.

Wethersfield
George Galloway has been promoted
to chief of service, replacing Bill Daughtery, now named student assistant to
manager Jim Farrell.

The world premiere of “The Fuller
Brush Man,” with gross receipts to be
given to three local hospitals, will be
held tonight, (May 12), at Bushnell
Memorial. Alfred C. Fuller, chairman of
the board, Fuller Brush Company, made
the announcements after final arrange¬
ments were made for the Hartford, St.
Francis, and Mt. Sinai Hospitals to share
proceeds of the premiere of the Colum¬
bia comedy.

Commander Donald
spoke at the State.

The 800-seat Crown has changed
management, with Crown Management
Corporation, newly-formed Connecticut
corporation, assuming control of the
theatre on a long-term lease from the
Chauncy B. Thompson Estate. Henry
Opper is president, Crown Management
Corporation. The firm appointed Edward
Selette, Boston, manager. Bernie Levy
and Lew Ginsburg will buy and book.

The engagement of Miss Barbara
Sawyer, Maine, has been announced. . . .
Mrs. Eulalie Tupper, Maine, resigned.
Robert Foster, Maine, resigned to work
with his father. . . . Maurice Handy,
Maine, recently got a delivery on a new
Nash.

Renovations started at the Princess.
Martin Kelleher is manager.
Fred Greenway, Loew-Poli Palace,
promoted a street ballyhoo for “The
Bride Goes Wild”. . . . Bob Repass, son
of the late Crown manager, is playing
baseball with Torrington and Hartford
teams this year. . . . The Crown started
a new dish deal.
George Hudak has been upped to
assistant manager, E. M. Loew’s. Paul
Amadeo, former floor manager, has
been named house manager.
Lou Cohen, Loew’s Poli, adapted a
“Naked
City”
photography
contest
recently to promote U-I’s “Naked City”.
Tieing in with local photography stores,
and giving away prizes and passes to
the best entries, Cohen also set about
100 posters on street poles reading “A
City Without A Strong Community Chest
Is A Naked City.” He also arranged for
the posting of 200 Hartford Press Bulle¬
tins in important spots, which carried
a line, “Mark Hellinger’s widely ac¬
claimed ‘Naked City’ opens Wednesday
at Loew’s Poli.”
. . . Ernie Grecula, assistant general
manager, Hartford Theatres Circuit, was
busy on “Cass Timberlane” at the
Colonial.

MAINE
Bridgton
B.

MacMillan

Portland
Samuel Feldman, formerly of Wor¬
cester, Mass., is the new Strand manager.
. . . A1 Fowler, representative, 20th
Century Fox, was in.

A jewelry store advertised in con¬
junction with “The Bride Goes Wild,”
State. The ad was for bridal service to
aid in selecting china and silver, advice
on wedding and reception plans, and
the arrangement of gifts. ... A special
children’s morning matinee featuring 18
cartoons was held in the State.

Saco
The board of aldermen held in abey¬
ance a petition of the Tavern Hotel
Company to operate the open air
theatre on Route One until noise from
the loud speakers is abated to the satis¬
faction of the board.

MASSACHUSETTS
Brookline
Anthony Boschetto was appointed
manager, Village. He was formerly
assistant, Palace, Lawrence, Mass.

Fall River
Admission prices at the Embassy have
been cut from 55 to 40 cents, evenings
and Sundays, and from 40 to 30 cents,
matinees. Children are admitted for 20
cents.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan M. Yamins
returned
from
Palm
Beach,
Fla.
. . . William O’Donnell replaces James
Audet as assistant, Center.

A huge tower for WFCI FM was being
erected on top of the Durfee. . . . William
S. Canning, a director of the club, pre¬
sented the trophy to the winning Fall
River Boys’ Club basketball team at a
luncheon held in honor of the hoopsters.
. . . Hazel Petrin replaces Ann Roark,
Capitol. . . . Alice Azar is new relief,
Capitol. . . . Ushers at the Academy
donned their new uniforms.
The Dartmouth Auto Theatre re¬
opened for the season with Ray Allard
as manager. . . . The Capitol cut its
children’s admission prices for Sundays
and holidays for the summer months
from 50 and 60 cents to 35 cents. . . .
The Fall River Theatres, Inc., headed by
Nathan Yamins, donated $250 to the Red
Cross Drive. . . . John J. McAvoy, Em¬
bassy manager, was a recent speaker
before the Rotary Club.
Three of the original costumes worn
by Jane Powell and her companions in
“Three Daring Daughters” were exhi¬
bited prior to the showing at the Aca¬
demy. The exhibit was part of the
extensive promotion campaign con¬
ducted by manager Carl Zeitz and his
assistant, Claude Shaw.
“The Search for Talent” conducted at
Yamins’ Empire attracts large crowds.
Winners at each contest conducted on
Monday night for a period of six weeks
receive cash awards and the series
winner, gets a two-week engagement in
a night spot.
The drive which general manager
William S. Canning, Yamins Theatres,
spearheaded for the New England bas¬
ketball championship team of the B.M.C.
Durfee High School netted $6,200.
August Medeiros, Center employee,
was assaulted by three youths who
entered the establishment without pay¬
ing admission. . . . Claude Shaw, Aca¬
demy assistant manager, received three
ties from manager Carl Zeitz and mis¬
cellaneous gifts from the staff on his
21st birthday anniversary.
While the local Strand remains
closed from May 3 until July for major
alterations, employees will be serving at
other Yamins houses. The Strand policy
was transferred to the Embassy, mana¬
ged by John McAvoy.
Negotiations are underway throughout
Bristol County for a beauty contest and
fashion shows to be held at the Empire.
Models will display advanced styles as
furnished by merchants, and winners,
on a popularity basis, will receive cash
awards, wearing apparel, travelling bags,
and other gifts.
Exploitation of “Saigon,” Empire, re¬
cently included quiz periods held daily
along the main street, radio and news¬
paper tieups, and special poster dis¬
plays in leading stores.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hughes, who
operate the Nordica, Freeport, Me.,
visited Boston with their son, Kevin, to
take in the Horse Show at the Boston
Gardens.

Haverhill
Maurice Sidman, Strand, is a busy
citizen these days. He was reelected to
a second term as president, Teen Haven,
by the Foundation, at an annual meet¬
ing. Sidman has taken active interest in
this youth organization, in which he is
considered a sparkplug. He also was
master of ceremonies for an entertain¬
ment given by the Beth Jacob Syna¬
gogue. . . . Repairs being made on the
women’s lounge at the Strand, were
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damaged when a fire broke out on the
floor above. The show went on.
Manager Maurice Sidman, Strand,
long a friend of the Plum Island Summer
Camp for Crippled Children, has been
giving the Red Coat Horse Show of the
Andover Firemen’s Relief Association a
helping hand. He arranged for a trailer
to be shown on his screen, and placed
tickets for the show on sale at his boxoffice. It was in Sidman’s theatre that
the Johnny Olson show was staged a
year ago to raise funds for the founding
of the camp, with The Gazette as spon¬
sor.

Lawrence
Paul
Southard,
former
manager,
Strand, recently returned from Germany
and France, where he was located at the
Grand Paris, France. He was consider¬
ing a post at the Casino, New Bedford,
Mass.

Lowell
Henry Gaska and Eddie Sokolowski,
co-owners, Capitol, signed a lease for
an extention of 10 years. Extensive
repairs were being contemplated, to
include a glass front, new carpets, and
half-moon doors.

Lynn
Paramount is running kiddie shows on
Saturday mornings with a feature pic¬
ture, cartoons, and a “Talent Time” show
of 30 minutes, with prizes of bicycles,
gift certificates on local stores, fountain
pens, and pencil sets for the best ama¬
teurs. It is broadcast over a local station.
Patrons of the Olympia milk bar may
now eat ice cream in the theatre.
Olympia has a new assistant manager,
John Flaherty, from the Broadway,
Chelsea, Mass., succeeding Milton Card,
who resigned. Clarence Simpson is now
on the staff.
Fred Burke, an old-time vaudeville
star, is new on the Paramount staff.
Henry Needles, Warner Theatres’ exec.,
was in recently. . . . Christine Carasims,
Warner, resigned to go into business
with her sister in California. . . . Priscilla
Mara is the new Warner aide, and Pris¬
cilla Pendleton is also new on the staff.
Roy D. Fraser, projectionist, Plaza,
Salem, Mass., and former manager, Up¬
town, received burns when he smothered
flames, which burned his 11-year old
daughter, Gloria, after her clothing
caught fire at the Fraser home. The
Frasers with other families, are living
in an old school building, because of the
housing shortage.

Milton
Roy Call, manager, Fairmount, Hyde
Park, M and P house, passed away, and
was buried here.

Newburyport
It was wedding bells for Miss Patricia
Wenzel, daughter of Paul W. Wenzel,
Strand manager and president, R. and
W. Theatres, Inc. “Patsy”, who has done
a stint at the Strand to help dad in an
emergency, became the bride of Philip
Lees. There were three sets of twins in
the ceremony, Philip and his twin sister,
Miss Phyllis Lees, “Patsy”, and her twin
sister, Barbara, and, as flower girls, the
twin daughters of neighbors, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard W. Johnson. The wedding
took place in St. Paul’s Episcopal Church.

Pittsfield
The Berkshire Eagle has increased
advertising rates 15 per cent, Jack B.
Rabiner, advertising manager, informed
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exhibitors. Rabiner says that the last
increase was in November, 1945, and
that expenses have climbed 40 per cent
since that date.
Work has been begun on the new
$100,000 drive-in which will accommo¬
date 700 cars, according to Harry Lazar¬
us, who says the West Pittsfield auto
theatre will be completed by Memorial
Day.
Samuel Rosenblatt, Albany, N. Y.,
acquired ownership of the Tyler, effec¬
tive on May 1. Present owners are Mr.
and Mrs. William Chase.

Roxbury
The Puritan, taken over by Larry
Lasky, underwent extensive renovations,
and was to open its doors about
April 23. George Ramsdell is manager.

Salem
Philip Bloomberg, general manager,
Empire and Paramount, attended the
Variety Club convention in Miami.
George F. Wilson, manager, Empire, re¬
turned to duty after illness.
Henry J. Chapman, the live wire man¬
ager of the Plaza and president, Salem
Rotary, is attending many anniversary
dinners.

Springfield
Samuel Goldstein, president, Western
Massachusetts Theatres, Inc., announced
plans to install television in the Para¬
mount, making it the second New Eng¬
land theatre to have video programs.
Goldstein said long-range plans also
call for eventual installation of similar
equipment in one of the houses in
Pittsfield.

Westfield

Harold Maloney, manager, Loew’s
Poli, conducted a ‘sneak preview’ of
“Sitting Pretty”. . . . The Motor-In,
Sutton, Mass., opened for its second
summer. . . . Ralph Eaton suggests
formation of a Plymouth Theatre Mana¬
gers Alumni Association. It would in¬
clude himself, Lawson Daniels, Bob
Robinson, Steve Erwin, Dick Owens, and
Nick Lavirdore.
Thomas E. Moriarty, 58, manager,
Strand, Palmer, Mass., died in Wing
Memorial Hospital after a short illness.
Formerly manager of Forest Lake Park,
he had directed theatres in Palmer and
Ware, Mass., for the Snyder interests
for two decades.
Fred Richards, 19, aide, Plymouth,
Leominster, Mass., was removed to the
hospital in a serious condition after
being found in the theatre lobby in the
early morning with a bullet wound in
his head. Police Chief George Smith said
it was self-inflicted. He said the rifle
used by Richards was the property of
William Yager.
The police stepped in at the Warner,
and ordered John Matthews, manager,
to withdraw “Black Narcissus” after
one day’s showing on the charge it was
“an insult to all religions.” He hurriedly
got a print of “Campus Sleuths” as re¬
placement.
Dorothy Gingrel, Worcester, resigned
as manager, Town Hall, Barre, Mass.,
succeeded by Allen Clough. . . . Stanley
Redmond, manager, Strand, Southbridge, Mass., was in charge of the
town Rotary’s observance of Boys and
Girls Week.
Spring redecoration is under way at
the Greendale.

The Sundown Auto Theatre, located
midway between Westfield and Holyoke
on Route 202, opened. Opening cere¬
monies included a radio broadcast from
the drive-in, featuring the mayors of
Springfield, Westfield, and Holyoke,
Mass. The theatre accommodates 600
cars, with each automobile provided with
an individual speaker. It has a screen
50 by 60 feet. The theatre is owned and
operated by residents of the community,
headed by Owen Holmes, former owner,
Auto Vision Theatre, Albany. Manager
is Edward Harrison, former manager,
Court Square, Springfield, Mass.
Funeral services for Barry Halbert,
former western district manager, Con¬
fidential Reports, were held at Haley’s
Funeral Parlor. Halbert, who had been
with CR since 1945 until his death in
Los Angeles, is survived by his son and
widow.

Winchester
Samuel Grant, manager of one of the
E. M. Loew’s houses, who was also
manager for years in Burlington and
Montpelier, Vt., on the Maine, New
Hampshire Circuit, and husband of
Louise Grant, passed away recently.
Funeral services were held at Woodlawn
Cemetery Chapel, Everett, Mass. Grant
had been connected with the film busi¬
ness over a period of 30 years.

Worcester
There was a good representation of
theatre people at the testimonial ban¬
quet to Doggie Julian, Holy Cross College
coach. Among them were Phil Loew,
manager, Family; Herb Asher, manager,
Olympia; Lawson Daniels, manager,
Royal, and Bill Horan, Boston, manager,
Warner exchange. . . . Albert M. Lando,
78, formerly of the Grand, died in
Dunedin, Fla.
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Philip Loew, manager, Family, return¬
ed after an extended stay in Florida. . . .
Miss Koskinas, Liberty, succeeded Mrs.
Mary Moriarty, Loew’s Poli.
Mrs. Mary (Foley) Moriarty resigned
from Loew’s Poli, and went to Florida
to join her husband, returned from over¬
seas service. . . . Francis Carney resigned
from the Capitol. . . . Ned Eisner, owner,
Cameo, Uxbridge, reports $234.80 was
collected for The March of Dimes. . . .
Bob Cutler has been promoted at the
Capitol.
The Telegram, usually a difficult paper
to crack, splurged on the real-life “Mr.
Blandings’ Dream House,” built here in
a tieup with the Selznick studio. . . .
Mrs. John E. Bell spoke on “Children
and Films” at a meeting of the Better
Films Council. . . . Strand, Southbridge,
Mass.,
installed
a
new
projection
machine. . . . Drive-in,
Shrewsbury,
Mass., reopened for the season.
Universal, Fitchburg, Mass., sponsors
a Jack Armstrong Club meeting each
Saturday, with 25 free admissions. . . .
Thomas Walker, Prospect, Whitinsville,
Mass., returned from a visit in New York.
Win Scott, Auditorium, the city’s
oldest stage manager, was ill. . . . Henry
Cummings, manager, Greendale, reports
sets of dishes he has given away have
been taken to England and Scotland by
visitors to this country. . . . Manager
Jesse Piermarini’s successor at the
Metropolitan,
Leominster,
Mass.,
is
Harold Sullivan. . . . George Heeley,
manager, Marlboro, Marlboro, Mass.,
had “Popeye the Sailor” in person on his
stage.
Bradford Angier, who sued his fatherin-law, Rudolph Mainini, Sr., for control
of Nipmuc Park and the theatre, Mendon, Mass., purchased the property. . . .
Cameo, Uxbridge, Mass., was flooded
during recent storms but manager Ned
Eisner had the water pumped out in time
to open as usual. . . . Peggy Villnave,
Loew’s Poli, is a talented artist.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord
Shows now start at 10 on Saturdays
at the Concord. This policy will be in
effect during school session only.

Derry
David Zerinsky and Joseph Schwartz,
co-managers, Plaza, discovered that a
total of $248.05 was stolen in a mid-week
robbery, with entrance believed to have
been gained through a rear exit door.

Dover
Cash prizes were awarded by Melvin
Morrison, manager, for the most attrac¬
tively decorated doll carriages in con¬
nection with the regular Saturday morn¬
ing show at the Strand. The stunt has
become an annual event with this
theatre.

Laconia
Since Scott and Williams is the city’s
biggest firm, Colonial patrons showed
intense interest in Pathe’s “Background
Bermuda,” a spring fashion film show¬
ing the seam-free nylons manufactured
by the local company.

Lebanon
Opera House has raised its prices from
44 to 50 cents, including the eight-cent
tax. Afternoon prices and the evening
price for children remain the same,
according to Mrs. Doris Mollica, mana¬
ger. Theatres in nearby Hanover and
White River Junction have instituted
similar increases.
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Nashua
Colonial Theatres Company, Inc., now
operator of three houses, was given
editorial praise by The Telegraph for
opening “the beautiful new Daniel
Webster.” . . . The Colonial was closed
to acccommodate a statewide Masonic
convention. Fifty gifts, including a
bicycle and live puppy, are being given
away by this house every Saturday for
a month.

Portsmouth
Guy Tott, 56, owner Civic, for the
past three years, died. He had resided
in nearby Kittery, Me., having come
there from Portland. Tott was a native
of Pennsylvania, 32nd degree Mason, a
World War I veteran, and member of
both American Legion and VFW posts.

Woodsville
Andrew Tegu, owner, Orpheum, an¬
nounced that he will build a new theatre
in Lyndonville, Vt., and that construc¬
tion of this house will have priority over
the
650-seat building
planned
for
Woodsville. Tegu has operated the Gem,
Lyndonville, since 1930, and hopes to
complete the new structure by Jan. 1,
when his lease expires.

RHODE ISLAND
Cranston
Myer Stanzler, who operates the
Wakefield and Narragansett Pier in this
state, is building a drive-in here, which
will be open about the middle of June.

Pawtucket
Harold Lancaster, manager, Strand,
was concentrating on Saturday kid
shows with a coloring contest being
staged. The best 15 coloring jobs on
large heralds receive free admission. A
tiein was also arranged with a local
kiddies store for wagons and roller skates
as giveaways. The tiein was planned for
showing of a short on a dancing school,
with pupils of the local school slated
to be guests.

Providence
The opening night of a radio show
was boosted by attendance at “I Remem¬
ber Mama”, for which Bill Morton,
publicity director, RKO Albee, staged a
big campaign. Featured were a letter¬
writing contest, a co-op. newspaper ad,
signs on six trucks of a news company
tieing in with the Bantam version of the
book, 30 windows placed by the news
company, and free copies of the book
and records distributed on the street
broadcast by Morton. A promotion con¬
test of “R. I.’s Outstanding Mama”
netted $425 in promoted prizes for “Ma”
Sheridan, local mother, who gained wide
acclaim for her work with servicemen
during the war. The campaign marked
the first time that windows of the
National Bank of Commerce and Trust
Company had been diverted to theatre
plugging. Windows, which ordinarily
boost
local
industries,
advertised
“Mama’s Bank Account”. In addition,
the picture was plugged on each of sixa-week street shows and two-a-week
Hollywood newscasts aired by Morton.
Joseph
G.
Samartano,
manager,
Loew’s State, readied campaigns on “B.
F.’s Daughter”, “State Of The Union”,
and “Summer Holiday”, with the New
England premiere of “Daughter” sche¬
duled, and a part of a four-city New
England premiere also docketed for
“Holiday”. Ken Crickett, exploiteer,
MGM, was in. Samartano was also pre-

TRAVE SCREENINGS
Boston
RKO (122 Arlington) May 12, 10:30,
“Return of the Badmen.” 12, 2:30,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive.”
Warners (122 Arlington) May 17, 2:30,
“Wallflower.”
New Haven
RKO (40 Whiting) May 12, 10:30,
“Return of the Badmen”; 2:30, “Bring
’Em Back Alive.”
Warners (70 College) May 17, 2:00,
“Wallflower.”

paring for the annual kiddie show
scheduled for May 1 with dance pupils
of Barlow Studios set.
Theatres cooperated with the Cham¬
ber of Commerce in its second annual
spring cleanup week campaign. It was
opened at a free performance in the
auditorium of the R. I. School of Design.
Feature attraction was the appearance
of “Dr. I. Q.,” RKO Albee.
The appearance of “Dr. I. Q.” stirred
up considerable interest, and Bill Mor¬
ton, publicity director, RKO Albee, was
taking full advantage of possible free
plugs. The theatre was being mentioned
every time a contestant spoke, and the
school press was granted interviews.
Morton and Dave Levin, manager, RKO
Albee, were also working hard on “Mir¬
acle of the Bells” with 10 Providence
libraries contacted to distribute 5000
book marks plugging the film.
Joseph
G.
Samartano,
manager,
Loew’s State, in preparing for his part
of a four-city premiere of “Summer
Holiday,”
was
hitting
the
public
with
co-op.
ads
and large lobby
posters. New student assistant at Loew’s
State is Richard Paul. He fills the post
left when William Trambukis was
promoted to assistant.
In an extensive advance campaign for
“Nicholas Nickleby,” Charles Darby,
manager, Avon, sent out letters to all
teachers enclosing a number of student
tickets which would require teacher’s
signature and the name of the school
for half fare. Darby has used school
stunts before but this time included
student nurses at the various hospitals.
Douglas Amos was at the Avon for
several days training before taking the
post as student manager, Webb, Webersfield, Conn. . . . John Murphy, former
assistant, Avon, and now manager,
Opera House, Waterville, Me., was in
town for a visit.
The Empire, oldest theatre in the city,
lowered the curtains in preparation for
the wreckers’ hammers. The building,
which occupies the most advantageous
theatre spot in the city, is being razed
to make way for a department store.

VERMONT
Bradford
Repairs are being made to the Coloni¬
al, closed all winter, by owner Miss
Winona Bogle, Fairlee, Vt. The interior
will be redecorated extensively, and new
projector and seats will be installed.

VARIETY CLUB
New Haven, Tent 30
Chief Barker Barney Pitkin and dele¬
gates to the Miami meeting, Ben Cimon
and Bob Elliano, were expected to make
reports at the May 11 meeting of the
Connecticut tent.
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DEL-MAR-VA
Bridgeville
The Sidney opened last week. Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Layton Ayers and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Edward Ayers invited
the trade.

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
Washington
Fred Kogod, owner, K-B Amusement,
occupies an important position on the
Board of Public Welfare. At present,
the board is considering a candidate for
the top job of welfare director. . . . Gar¬
field Kass, one of the swellegant real
estate figures, is readying the demolition
work on the old Arcade Market across
the street from Warner’s Tivoli, and ex¬
pects it will be eight months before his
new project, a huge shopping center,
will be completed. ... I. Burka, who has
theatre interests, also has liquor, real
estate, and electrical appliances as a
sideline.
Can’t you just see Rudy Berger, Car¬
ter Barron, and Sidney Lust cleaning
out their tackle?
A. Julian Brylawski, president, D. C.
MPTO and chairman, Commissioners’
Traffic Advisory Board Public Informa¬
tion and Education Committee, placed
10 transcribed “singing commercials”
urging safer driving with Washington
area radio stations.
The discs were
made under the direction of Rick LaFalce, handling special public relations
accounts. Brylawski, head, Warner’s
real estate department, local area, won
praise for the trade and his company for
his handling of the current safe-driving
campaign for the District of Columbia,
which won third place honors in the Na¬
tional Traffic Safety Contest. This latest
phase, the “singing commercials,” re¬
sulted from setting the top 10 entries in
a recent jingle-writing contest to music.
LaFalce said that he has discussed with
Brylawski the making of the jingles
available to other cities where traffic
conditions would warrant their use.
Young Irwin Lust, son of the Ben
Lusts, is operating a dandy little busi¬
ness as a sideline. He has secured a set of
the 16mm. films of fishing episodes
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made by Field and Stream, which should
delight any Waltonian.
Paramount Notes: Max Joice sends
these items in:
Visiting this branch
were A1 W. Schwalberg, executive as¬
sistant to vice-president Charles M. Rea¬
gan, and auditor R. Morretto. . . . Mrs.
Lillian “Peanuts” Lee, assistant cashier,
gave a party for the office girls. The
food was dee-licious, and the cocktails
were “out of this world.” The Para¬
mount gals found there are times when
a party can be a big thing without the
male sex around. . . . Ernie Schier, the
Times-Herald, devoted his entire column
one day to Bing Crosby and the new
book by Barry Ulanov. Crosby was the
grand marshal of the 21st annual Shen¬
andoah Apple Blossom Festival and pa¬
rade, Winchester, Va.

“Jenny Lamour”, French-made film
released by Vog Film, was the attrac¬
tion at the opening of the new Dupont
on May 5. . . . John F. Clagett announced
the removal of his law office to 1424
K Street, N. W., where he will continues
the practice of law before the depart¬
ments and agencies of the federal
government, with special attention to
radio, motion picture, and anti-trust
matters.
Sidney B. Lust, veteran Washington
and Maryland exhibitor, has begun
construction of a 750 car drive-in bet¬
ween Hampton and Newport News, Va.,
in conjunction with the Tidewater
Theatres, Inc. Opening date is set for
early July. Located on the southside of
39th Street, extended, the new drive-in
will cost approximately $150,000, and
will be equipped with RCA individual incar speakers, moonlight lighting, high
power projection, hard-surfaced ramps,
and other late developments in drive-in
design. Associated with Lust in the
project are James M. Barnes and Thur¬
man Hill, Washington, and Harry H.
Holt, Jr., Hampton. Architectural design
is by George M. Peterson, who has more
than 150 drive-ins to his credit. Lust
also operates the Drive-In, Beltsville,
Md. In addition he directs a circuit of
nine conventional theatres in Washing¬
ton and suburban Maryland, and also
has theatrical interests in Alexandria,
Va.
At UA.—District manager Mark Silver
spent several days last week at the
Pittsburgh exchange. . . . Branch man¬
ager Jerry Price travelled down to Nor¬
folk, Va., to visit with Jeff Hoffheimer.
. . . Shipper here is Tom Taylor, and his
assistant is Adam Permoda, who is
planning a trip to the coast for a vaca¬
tion later this month.

Columbia’s hero of the western plains,
Charles Starrett, is shown as he recently
joined the Police Boys’ Club in Wash¬
ington. Handing out the entry blank is
Police Chief Bob Barrett, as some of the
members stand by proudly at the event.
The folks in Baltimore, according to
the latest reports, are pleased with the
publicity they will receive when the RKO
picture, “The Baltimore Escapade”, is
released. The picture had been scheduled
for “The Pittsburgh Escapade”.
It’s a boy with the Jerry Adams, MGM,
born on April 28 at George Washington
University Hospital, Washington Circle,
Washington, and now at home in Bladensburg, Md. Spending sometime with
the little family is Aroline (Mrs. Adams)
mother from the coast. This makes a
little girl, Penny, aged three, and the
little boy. What could be nicer for a
wonderful couple?
In and out of town is Tom Baldridge,
the Row’s busiest guy, it seems; up to
Frederick, Md., and then down to
Charlotte to visit with the exhibs.
In for a visit was MGM’s Louis B.
Mayer, and with him as escort was
Loew’s Carter Barron. . . . On the
Potomac for a weekend cruise was the
President’s Margaret and her young
friends, properly chaperoned. What an
idea for a movie. President’s daughter
cruising down the placid Potomac, pass¬
ing beautiful Mount Vernon, Indianhead, Alexandria, with romance, etc.,
etc.
If you haven’t stepped in for a show
at Fred Kogod’s Apex lately, and sat in
the cool enjoyment of the Embassy
Room, you have a big treat in store.
Mark up a 10-pound striper (rock
fish) for lucky Jack Foxe, aide to Loew’s
Carter Barron. In the party were, in
addition, Frank Swank, chief of main¬
tenance, Loew’s Theatres; Jack Blank,
Tent 11, and Charles Stofberg. Place:
Solomon’s Island on the Chesapeake
Bay. . . . Also lining up weekly trips for
the fishing season are Sidney Lust and
family, Phil Lustine and his young son,
and Kemp Mohler, who keeps his yacht
at Solomon’s Island.
Thomas D. Goldberg, president, Walbrook Amusement Company and Hilton
Theatre Company, was dismissed last
week as a party in the anti-trust suit
filed by the Windsor, Baltimore. The

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR
Republic’s western star, Monte Hale, really went over big when he recently
appeared on the stage of the Strand, Staunton, Va., Ed Purcell, manager. At left,
the cowboy player is congratulated by Mayor William A. Grupert and Chief of
Police Edward L. Bragg, while, at right, Hale entertains the very large audience.
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Baltimore (11)—Century, “The Bride
Goes Wild” (MGM); Stanley, “To The
Victor’’
(WBI;
New,
“Gentleman’s
Agreement” (20th-Fox); Town, “I Re¬
member Mama” (RKO>; Keith’s, “Un¬
conquered” (Para.); Mayfair, “Song Of
My Heart” (Allied Artists); Hippo¬
drome, “The Sign Of The Ram” (Col.);
Times and Roslyn, “Slippy McGee”
(Rep.), “Arizona” (Col.).
Baltimore, Md. (18)—Century, “The
Bride Goes Wild” (MGM); Hippodrome,
“Strawberry Roan” (Col.); New, “Sitting
Pretty”
(20th-Fox) ;
Mayfair,
“The
Inside Story” (Rep.); Keith’s, “The Big
Clock" (Para.); Stanley, “To The Vic¬
tor" (WB); Little, “To Live In Peace”
(Times); Town, “I Remember Mama”
(RKO) ; Times and Roslyn, “Blonde
Savage” (EL), “The Beast With Five
Fingers” (WB).
Baltimore, Md. (25) — Century, “Casbah” (U-I); Stanley, "Winter Meeting”
(WB) ; Hippodrome, “The Noose Hangs
High” (EL) ; Town, “The Miracle of the
Bells” (RKO); New, “Sitting Pretty”
(20th-Fox) ; Keith’s, “The Big Clock”
(Para.) ; Times and Roslyn, “Killer Dill”
<SG), “Dillinger
(Mono.);
Mayfair,
“Old Los Angeles” (Rep.) ; Little, “To
Live In Peace” (Times).
Baltimore
(2)—Hippodrome, “The
Lady From Shanghai” (Col.); Keith’s,
“Are You With It?” (U-I); Century,
“State Of The Union” (MGM) ; Mayfair,
“Panhandle” (Allied Artists) ; Stanley,
“Winter Meeting” (WB); New, “Sitting
Pretty” (20th-Fox) ; Town, “The Miracle
of the Bells” (RKO); Little, “Torment”
(Oxford); Times and Roslyn, “High
Tide” (Mono.), “The Lady and the
Monster” (Rep.).

plaintiff, however, asked the U. S. Dis¬
trict Court to reject a defense motion to
dismiss the two theatre companies. The
major distributors are also named in the
suit.
Goldberg was dismissed on the
ground that he did not operate here.
Notes From Warner Theatres: Louis
Ribnitzki, booking department, marked
his 17th anniversary as a Warner em¬
ployee. . . . Anita Rossett, secretary to
George Dorsey, Warner-Pathe News,
announced her engagement to David
Schlaifer. . . . Whatever illness is cir¬
culating in the contact department it
was definitely contagious, for both Peggy
Andrews and Virginia Fenner were out of
the running, temporarily. . . . Jane Zink,
advertising and publicity, received a
card from Pete Dickerson, formerly of
this department.
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testants wrote what Maryland state of¬
fers.
Donald O’Connor visited, and was the
guest of Fred C. Schanberger, Jr., at the
Variety Club at a cocktail party. . . . The
Sigmund Romberg concert at the Lyric,
sponsored by E. F. Perotka, Victory,
Aero, and Watersedge, was a big success.
—Jacques Shellman

Cumberland
A “Movie Ball,” staged by Screen
Guild under the sponsorship of the
Maryland National Guard, was held at
the State Armory as part of regional
contest to select a winner for a screen
contract. Screen tests were made on
a 24 by 24 foot sound stage at the east
end of the armory in view of all per¬
sons attending. Maryland, West Vir¬
ginia, part of Virginia, and the District
of Columbia are also included in the
regional competition, with Screen Guild
offering one screen contract, along with
10 trips to Hollywood for regional win¬
ners.

Hagerstown
Joseph Cumiskey, manager, Academy,
put a lot of extra push recently behind
“Drunk Driving,” receiving two weeks
of free radio plugs, and obtained per¬
sonal announcements of playdates in
Lions and Kiwanis clubs. A special let¬
ter was distributed to truck and taxi
drivers through the cooperation of the
Maryland Truckers Association.

Leonardtown
Jackie Moran, film star, headed a
stage show at the New. . . . Harry Mat¬
tingly, New aide, was married to Irene
Russell at a high nuptial mass at St.
Aloysious Catholic Church. A large re¬
ception followed the ceremony, but the
young couple delayed the honeymoon
due to the bride’s mother being ill. . . .
A new drink dispenser has been added
to the New. ... St. Mary’s had a clever
tieup with a florist when it played “I
Remember Mama.”
All mothers at¬
tending a special Mother’s matinee were
presented with a carnation.
George Morgan Knight, The Exhibi¬
tor correspondent for southern Mary¬
land, sold a copy of his book, “How To
Internationally Copyright Your Brain¬
child”, to 20th Century-Fox, New York
City. His new song, “The Lovin’est Man”,
is now being introduced by Mercedes
Scott in Chicago night spots. . . . Harry
Mattingly, New, returned from his
honeymoon. . . . Manager Ray Trumbbule, New, ordered a new candy case for
the extra profits department. . . . Johnny
Mattingly, extra profits aide, New, is

St. Leonard's Creek
Benjamin Hance, chairman, Maryland
State Board of Censors, who lives here,
is very ill at his residence, and will be
confined to his home for some time.

Staunton
Frank K. Shaffer, manager, Dixie, re¬
cently won plaudits for his work as gen¬
eral chairman of the Red Cross drive.
With his assistants, Shaffer earned the
editorial approval of The Evening Lead¬
er.

Baltimore
Robert M. Scheck, president Lord
Baltimore, and Mrs. Scheck enjoyed a
trip to Havana. . . . Herb Thatcher has
been appointed manager Town, I. M.
Rappaport Circuit. Lou Fenwick is as¬
sistant manager. . . . The home of Mrs.
F. A. Hornig, Senior, principal owner,
Horn, was robbed.

City Council extended time for a per¬
mit to build a theatre at Lohr’s Lane and
Hilton Street. . . . William K. Saxton,
Loew’s city manager, arranged a tie-up
with The News Post for promoting
“State Of The Union,” Century. Con¬

now
playing
baseball
on
the
St.
Aloysious
Catholic
Baseball
team.
David Goff, another New aide, is short¬
stop on the same ball team. The team
will hold a benefit soon at St. Mary’s.
. . . This town has gone on daylight
saving time, so there will no longer be
any confusion as to starting times of
shows at the New or St. Mary’s. . . . The
tieup giveaways between the Great Mills
Furniture Company and the New have
proven mutually beneficial, and have
created great patron interest. ... St.
Mary’s raised admission prices from 40
to 50 cents, with children over four years
of age 20 cents. . . . Scott Clements is
a new aide at St. Mary’s. . . . Moakley
Mattingly, St. Mary’s aide, repaired his
recently smashed up station wagon so
that it is useable once more, and he
doesn’t have to walk to work. . . . Ernest
Sterling, manager, St. Mary’s, has been
made a member of the executive com¬
mittee of the American Legion Post 53,
St. Mary’s County. He is also helping
to decorate the newly acquired club
house on North Washington Street. . . .
Mr. and Mrs. A. Julian Brylawski, Jr.,
Washington, are now spending the
spring at the estate of A. Julian Bry¬
lawski, Sr., California, Md., below
Leonardtown. They are joined frequently
by the latter, who enjoys fishing in the
Patuxent River, which borders their
estate.

VIRGINIA

MARYLAND

From Monday through Friday, the
Laffmovie puts on a radio broadcast
from 2 to 2:30 p.m. over WBMD, with
prizes offered those in the audience tak¬
ing part.

To plug the ‘I Married My Blind Date’
contest in conjunction with the recent
opening of Warners’ “The Voice of the
Turtle” in Washington, this lobby display
was used at the Warner and Ambassador.

Winchester

Fred Kogod, right, presents a $250 check
to Alfred McGarragh, National Con¬
ference of Christian and Jews, at re¬
cent Washington ceremonies during
American Brotherhood Week. Looking
on is Mrs. Verna Sinzel, president, D. C.
Motion Picture Council.

Lamar Keen, manager, Capitol, re¬
cently put on a successful campaign
while playing “Drunk Drinking.” Park¬
ing a badly wrecked car placarded
“Don’t Let This Happen To You” in
front of the theatre, he arranged spe¬
cial tieups with the Junior Chamber of
Commerce and the police force to spon¬
sor a campaign to find Winchester’s out¬
standing “safe driver”. As a result, The
Star ran a story when the award was
made from the theatre stage, with local
and state police officials attending, and
the president of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce acting as emcee.
May 12, 194$
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Lives”. .. .Classic Films, Inc.,announc¬
ed last week that four streamlined
operas in film form, combined into one
motion picture, will be presented to
the American public with the forth¬
coming world premiere of “The First
Opera Film Festival” at the Little
Carnegie. The four operas presented in
capsule form are “William Tell’’,
“Marriage Of Figaro”, “Don Pasquale”,
and “Carmen”.

New York City
CROSSTOW N
Posalind Russell arrived to work a
little business into her four-week
stay, and to aid her husband, Fred
Brisson, edit their picture, “The
Velvet Touch”, for RKO release.
Norton V. Ritchey,

president,

Mono¬

gram International Corporation, left
by plane for London....Charles Yuille,
accompanied by Mrs. Yuille, arrived
for product conferences with Robert
M. Savini, president, Astor. Yuille
is an associate of Savini’s Charbob
Pictures Corporation.
The

engagement

of Sally Levine,

assistant to Eagle Lion’s L.J. Schlaifer, to Ernest Pinter, electrical
engineer, was recently announced. Miss
Levine is the daughter of Herman
Levine, Warners' real estate executive.
The wedding will take place in Septem¬
ber .
)
RKO Theatres

publicity

secretary

to Blanche

F.

Livingston, on their 25th anniversary
with the company. Each received a
sterling silver charm bracelet from
their co-workers, while Sol A
Schwartz,
vice-president and general manager,
presented each girl with a savings
bond on behalf of himself and his as¬
sistant,

William Howard.

Sir Alexander Korda, London Film
Productions head, arrived recently for
the American premiere of “Anna
Karenina”,

Walter Reade last week announced the
appointment of James Loeb, former navy
flier, to the management staff of the
concessions department of Walter
Reade Theatres. In addition to his con¬
cession dutirs, Loeb will give the
theatre organization a second pilot
for its company airplane.... Represen¬
tatives of leading trade union, civic,
and religious bodies in the city re¬
cently pledged to boycott the Roxy for
one year if the 20th Century-Fox

Roxy.

called the New York Committee Against
War Propaganda, delegates called on
A.J. Balaban, managing director, and
petitioned him to withdraw the film.
Willard Van Dyke, noted producerdirector of documentary films, address¬
ed the Village Film Society last week
on the development of a documentary

Optima

On hand at the premiere of Universal
International's "Are You. With It?”,
Winter Garden, New York, to help launch
the Treasury’s Security Loan in New
York State, were,
left to r igh t: Phil
M. Light,
local director, Treasury’s
Savings Bonds division; Fred Meyers,
U-I eastern sales manager, andJohn J.
O’Connor, ,U - I
vice-president.

National Federation of Music Clubs,
which celebrated National Music Week,
recently selected “The Lost One”,
Columbia’s version of Verdi’s “La
Traviata”, as the outstanding musical
film of the year.
Herb Copelan, zone manager, Warners
Latin American theatres, returned last
week from Havana .... Oscar Morgan,
sales manager, Paramount short sub¬
jects, and Paramount News, returned
last week after a visit to Los Angeles
branch, and visited the company’s
Hollywood studio. Morgan has been on
a tour of all Paramount branches.

film.
John Joseph,
Dorothy Lamour, who recently com¬
pleted a starring role in Columbia’s
“Lulu Belle”, arrived last week for a
month’s vacation.... Mrs. Royden James
Keith, Chicago,, president, National
Federation of. Music Clubs, recently
inaugurated National Music Week when
she placed a wreath at the -statue of
composer Guiseppe Verdi, which focused
attention on the Columbia film, “The
Lost

Jack Harris, chief booker, Walter
Reade Theatres, andMrs. Harris return¬
ed from a vacation in Miami.... Henry
Brown, theatre operator, and his as¬
sociates recently acquired the interest
of Joseph Auerbach and Stillmans in
International

film

“The Iron Curtain” is shown there.
Joining together in an organization

department

tendered a luncheon to Emma Carbone,
secretary to Harry Mandel, and Eliza¬
beth Laus,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gibbs, Bronx,
announced the engagement of their
daughter, Pauline, to Lieutenant Lee
Kaye, USNR. son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Kaye, Brooklyn.

One”,

based upon

the

Italian

composer’s “La Traviata”.
O.C. Stratton and Emile Kuri, Para¬
mount studio, arrived last week. ...The

national

director

of

advertising and publicity, U-I, left
last week for California after con¬
ferences with home office executives
....Maurice A. Bergman, eastern ad¬
vertising and publicity director, U-I,
returned to his desk last week from a
vacation which followed his recent
illness.

William Cagney, producer, “The Time
Of Your Life”, flew in last week from
Hollywood to confer with UA executives
....Benedict Bogeaus, UA producer,
arrived last week from Hollywood for

1

Corporation.

Maurice Livingstone, vice-president
in charge of sales, continues as an
executive-stockholder.
Rugoff and Becker News: The office
has enlarged, adding another cubicle,
for the booking staff....Martin Rosenburgh is the new manager, Sheepshead,
Brooklyn.... The office was hepped up
over the American premiere of “The
Brothers”, which bowed into the cir¬
cuit’s Sutton....Phyliss Sangale, re¬
ceptionist, had her vacation.
Jack Alicoate,

Eagle Lion publicity

staff, was married to Jeni Freeland,
Florida, last fortnight.
Arthur Sachson, general sales mana¬
ger, Samuel Goldwyn Productions, left
last week on a trip to the midwest in
connection with plans for the regular
release

May

12,

of “The Best

1948

Years

Of Our

Harry H. Unt er for t, Schine The at re s zone manager; George Stevens, president,
Local 9,
stage hands; Jack Flex, former RKO-Keiths manager, and Louis Boyd,
president. Local 376. IA projectionists are shown,
together during recent
presentation ceremonies in Syracuse, when Flex received gold honorary life
membership cards in the two locals at a testimonial dinner. Unterfort presen¬
ted Flex with money raised by his friends, which Flex gave to charities.

New York
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conferences with Gradwell L. Sears,
UA head....The Rialto, Broadway and
42nd Street, for the past 15 years
operated by Arthur Mayer, has been

as “Miss Cine-Revue” by Belgium motion
picture fans, arrived as guest of RKO.

sold to James Mage, Laffmovie circuit
and distributor of foreign films.

Robert Guillemard production chief,
Pa the Cinema of France, arrived on his
way to Hollywood for production talks

Macdonald Carey, Paramount star,
came in from Hollywood for radio
appearances.

with Sam Bischoff. ...The Clark GableLana Turner MGM "Homecoming” Museum
was on display in two windows of
Hearn's in connection with the opening
at

Louis Nizer, representing Max and
William Goldberg and Erwin Lesser,
operating the Little Carnegie, and
Judge Samuel Seabury, representing
Jean Goldwurm, present landlord of the
57th Street property in which the
theatre is operated, argued the right
to possession of the theatre before
the Court of Appeals, Albany. Gold¬
wurm’ s company had bought the building,
and exercised the right of cancella¬
tion under the lease, in order to take
possession of the theatre. The can¬
cellation clause provided that if the
landlord sold the'building in
conjunction with property contiguous
thereto, the landlord could cancel.
The Goldbergs resisted the cancellation
on the ground that no property con¬
tiguous with the building in which the
theatre was situated had been sold. The
Appellate Division, composed of five
judges, had reversed a prior decision
for the Goldbergs, holding that they
could stay the remaining five years.
Goldwurm’s company appealed, and the
right to possession was argued by Louis
Nizer and Judge Samuel Seabury before
the seven judges of the Court of Ap¬
peals in Albany.

It

was

a

baby

girl,

their

first

daughter, at the Bernie Brooks’ last
fortnight. Dad is the Fabian Circuit
booker-buyer, and there is another
child, a son.

the Capitol.

The

exhibit

is

and featuring clothes and props

from many of their pictures.

a

The appointment of Wilma Freeman to
position with Public Relations

Affiliates and its subsidiary, Studio
Service Corporation, was announced.
Miss Freeman was formerly-with Warners
and UA.
Jules Levey,

independent producer

for UA, arrived from a seven week trip
to England, Italy, and France survey¬
ing the business in those countries ....
Jeanne Cagney, starring in UA’s “The
Time Of Your Life”, arrived from
Hollywood to be on hand for the Broad¬
way opening. . . .Carol Brandt, MGM
eastern story head, left for the coast
for studio conferences .... Charles D(
O’Brien, industrial relations depart¬
ment, Loew’s, returned from the coast.
Madeleine Carrolls who has just
finished making “An Innocent Affair”,
the war, arrived from Hollywood.. From
here she will go to Chicago on May 18
to receive "The Woman of the Year”
award, and will sail for England on
May 22.

Theatres executive, returned after a
visit to the Paramount, Kansas City;

Veronica Lake, Paramount star, arriv¬

Paramount-Nace Theatres, Phoenix; the
Paramount Theatres in San Francisco,
and the Intermountain Theatres, Salt
Lake City.

ed in her own plane, accompanied by a
friend, Mrs. Loretta Foy, and a secre¬
tary, Marjorie Davis....RKO received
further honors on . behalf of Dore

vice-president,

Schary's “Crossfire”,
J. Van Cottom, publisher, CineRevue, film magazine of Belgium,
arrived....Annette Delattre, chosen

NEWARK
Globe had renovations on its marquee
....The Royal, Bloomfield, in com¬
memoration of Girls Scout Week, had a
benefit,

with a percentage going to¬

the campaign.

The

Fabian,

Hoboken,

symphony concert,

sponsored a

by the eight-year-

old genius, Ferruccio Burco, as part
of the civic program being conducted
in Hoboken.

PERTH

AMBOY

Taking advantage of the Polish theme
in “The Miracle of the Bells” and the
large Polish population in the commu¬
nity, Julius Daniels, city manager,
Walter Reade Theatres, promoted a
special preview at the Majestic. He
arranged with the publishers of the
local Polish newspaper to sponsor the
private showing, which was held on a
Saturday morning prior to playdate,
with the newspaper sending out invi¬
tations to a selected group of Polish
citizens and Catholic clergy.

her first American film since before

Paramount Theatres Service Corpora¬
tion, and Joseph J. Deitch, Paramount

Hyman,

BROOK

George Bell, manager, Skouras Brook,
has been elected president, Interboro
Chamber of Commerce.

wards

Billy Wilder, who directed Paranount’ s “The Emperor Waltz”, arrived
from Hollywood for a stay in connect¬
ion with the forthcoming release. From
herehewill go to Europe on a business
trip, and visit France, Switzerland,
and Italy.

Edward L.

BOUND

the

story of the careers of the two stars,
told with intimate personal belong¬
ings,

New Jersey

with presenta¬

Disc jockey Ted Steele was master of
ceremonies for the “Night Of Stars”,
staged May 10 at Waiter Reade’s Majes¬
tic as a climax to the week-long radio
WMCA, “City of the Week” salute to the
community. The project, jointly spon¬
sored by the Walter Reade Theatres and
the radio station, was picked up by
merchant, civic, and' social groups in
the city.

PLAINFIELD
•

Three amateur boxing bouts held on
the stage the opening night were used
by John Kohler, manager, Walter Reade’s
Oxford, to exploit "Killer McCoy”. He
arranged with the YMCA to provide the
boxers, ring officials, and equipment
for the bouts, andplaced window cards.

tion for the annual award for best
mystery picture by the Mystery Writers
of America.

RED BANK
Tony Hunting , Walter Reade Theatres
city manager, who last winter was
honored by

the

town

of Fair Haven,

N. J., upon completion of 25 years of
service as a Fair Haven Councilman,
has been renominated for another
three-year

term

in

that

community.

Hunting was unopposed in the primaries.

New York State
ALBANY

When J. Myer Schine, Schine Enterprises president, was recently on the coast,
he was given a luncheon by Frederic Ullman, Jr., producer and former Pathe
president, following which Schine and his party visited the RKO set of "Weep
No More”. Meeting the star, Joseph Co t t en,
left, are Mr.
and Mrs. Schine,
and Mr.
and Mrs. J.E. Benton, Benton is managing director, Sc.hine's Ambassa¬
dor Hotel
in Los Angeles.
V al l i
co-stars with Co t t e n in the picture.

Executive director of the TOA unit
here is Leonard L. Rosenthal, film
attorney and film-buying adviser for
Upstate Theatres.
There are quite a few drive-in the¬
atres being constructed in the area,
including spots at Massona, Potsdam,
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Adams, Glens Falls, andHoosick Falls.
A drive-in at Burlington, Vt., is
being built by John Gardner. The one
at Massona is sparked by Donald Gil¬

Paramount Theatres .... Paul C. Heed,
director of visual education,public

son; the Papayanakes interests are
behind the Potsdam unit; F. Chase
Hathaway will operate the drive-in
between Hoosick Falls and Bennington,
and William H. Haupt is the owner at
Glen Falls.

outstanding contributions.

Neil

Heilman

and

Mrs.

schools, has been awarded a fellow¬
ship by the Rochester Museum for his

A freight embargo caused by the
truck drivers strike made it necessary
to ship candy and popcorn in by ex¬
press or parcel post....A strike by
glass workers halted work on the
Regent rest rooms.

Heilman,

Heilman Circuit, were at the Traymore
Hotel, Atlantic City, where they were
celebrating their 20th wedding anni*
versary. . . .Razz Goldstein-, Monogram
general sales manager; Harry Berkson,
franchise holder, and Nate Dickman,
branch manager, visited the Warner
Theatres’ office to confer with Max
Friedman, film buyer, after which
they left for the Schine office,
Glcrversvi lie .... Teddy Rosen, son of
Leo Rosen, general manager, Heilman
Cir cuit, was recuperating at the
Halloran General Hospital from a re¬
cent operation.
A. B. Manton, new operator, Play¬
house, Manchester, Vt., closed the
house for redecoration to reopen
about May 15. Dave Fonda is manager
....Ted Friedman, Strand assistant
manager, attended a reunion at Rider
College, Trenton, N.J ...John Scully,
district manager, spent a weekend in
Saratoga Springs....Condolences go to
Jerre Spandau, former Albany U-I
branch manager, upon the death of his
father in Pittsburgh....Eleanor Para¬
dise, Screen Guild and Pam-O-Film,
Albany and Buffalo, was in....Frank
Cunningham, assistant manager, Grand,
is one of Albany’s most enthusiastic
barber shop quartet singers. An
Albany chapter is being organized by
the Society For The Preservation And
Encouragement Of Barber Shop Singing
In America. ... Fred Meyers, U-I east¬
ern divisiori manager, and Gene Vogel,
branch manager, paid a visit to the
Warner Theatres’ office.
M.E.B.

BUFFALO
B. G. Kranze, vice-president-general
sales manager, Film Classics, was in
to set up a sales policy on new films.
Ed Walters was recently appointed
as office manager-booker for Film

Richard F.
Walsh, president, Inter¬
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and of Local 4, Brooklyn, cuts
a birthday cake at the Local’s recent
60th anniversary banquet in Flatbush.
Standing at left is Thomas Murtha,
business agent of the local,
while
Rev. Francis A. Growney is seated at
left and theatrical producer J. J .
Schubert
sits
at
the
right

Classics, according to an announce¬
ment by B.G. Kranze, company sales
chief, to work under the supervision
of branch manager Joseph Miller.

KINGSTON

Wally Allen, field publicity dir¬
ector, 20th Century-Fox, visited
James Eshelman, Paramount, to aid in
planning the campaign for “The Iron
Curtain’’, Paramount. . , .Elmer Ellis
was reported installing electrical
equipment for Sam Slotnick’s Canan¬
daigua drive-in.
Two Martin Johnson wild animal
films did exceptional business at the
Regent.... Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll,
Strand, visited Hollywood studios on
their tour to the coast. ...Projection¬
ist Fred Herrington was enjoying
springtime activities on his new farm
....Earl Boekhout, son of Fred Boekhout, projectionists’ business agent,
was married.
D.R.

When Bob Case, city manager
Walter
Reade Theatres, recently decided it
would be a good idea to stress court¬
esy in his theatres, he didn’t realize
what he was starting. Case mentioned
it

to

business

acquaintances.

The

idea caught on with the result that
from May 3-17, the entire city cele¬
brated “Courtesy Is Contagious Week”,
with Mayor 0.V. Newkirk as chairman
and Case as vice-chairman.

Manager Harold Mortin, Loew’s State,
had the ant village properly set up
in the lobby announcing “ The Bride
Goes Wild” when someone stole the
display. The police were alerted over
WPEA, the radio system was used to
contact all cars to be on lookout for
the thieves, and the daily papers ran
news stories on the theft, which
naturally brought in the news report¬

ROCHESTER
Eastman Kodak Company has installed
television equipment in the research
laboratory to find films most useful
in that field. So far, says Dr. Cyril
J. Staud, director, research depart¬
ment, tests show that motion picture
screens will also give satisfactory
images when transmitted and shown on
television screens.
Eugene Street,

SYRACU SE

Paramount

Service

Corporation, was in for two weeks to
survey the Paramount, Regent, and
Capitol, coming from Cincinnati after
completing a similar survey of Northio

ers on the four commercial radio
stations, and the picture got free
advertising.
Larry Feldman, Boston, was in to
visit uncle Richard, manager, Schine’s
Paramount.... Work on remodeling the
front and lobby of the Paramount was
progressing rapidly.
Ike Kallet, Paramount, is doing a
fine job, watching the entrance of
patrons through doors that do not
exist.... Looks like Syracuse was in
for less picture selling and more
country store management, what with
the giving away of washing machines,
refrigerators, and even perfume.
Possibly dishes will follow. ... Anne
Julia is the new B and B Conectionery
sales employee at Keith’s.
(Continued

COMPLETE

on

MARQUEE

next page)

SERVICE

DESIGN — FABRICATE — INSTALL

MONROE SIGN CORP.
Since

1921

Stainless Steel—Vitrolite—Porcelain

THEATRE FRONTS
Jules Lapidus,
eastern division manager, presiding. Shown here,
left
to
right, are: Eddie C at l i n , Buffalo; G. W. Horan, Boston; "Dinty" Moore, dis¬
trict man age r, Boston, ‘Albany and Buffalo; Charles A . Smak aw i t z , Warner T he a tres’ assistant zo ne manager, welcoming contigent; Lapidus, Sam Lefkowitz,
New York City d i.s t r i c t manager; Ray Smith, Al-bany, and Carl Goe, New Haven.
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New York: It is not often that a
company of any industry can boast of
a 30-year man among their employes.
It is noteworthy that MGM announced
the

presentation

oY

30-year pins to three
members of the organ¬
ization, Johnny* Cunniff, booker; Bob El¬
lsworth, assistant to
the branch manager,
and Abraham Negrin,
head inspector. The
awards were presented
Les Sugarman

EXHIBITOR

MONOGRAM: Etta V. Segall, head
booker, is quite thrilled over her

TRADE SCREENINGS

daughter, Carol’s, graduation from
high school in June....Jack Graver,
print booker, enjoyed a weekend at
Sunnygro.ve . . . . The Monogram play date
drive is swinging into the fifth week,
and, once again, Etta Segall is urg¬
ing cooperation.

Alba ny

EAGLE LION: The social club has
been christened the ELF’s, standing,
of course, for Eagle Lion Family....
Al Trilling, former Paramount booker,
joined the booking staff, replacing
Harold Weisenthal....Alice Sanford,
contract department, was among the
missing. . . . Fluff Blome, secretary,
was seen swinging a mean lindy at the
Artists and Models ball.

by Jack Byrne, east¬
ern district
manager

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Morty
Meyer, accounting department, was out

....When

i11.... Margie Christino resigned to
settle down to her housewife chores

it

comes

to

boasting of a theatrical family, none
has more right than popular Leah
Peterson, cashier, Paramount. Miss
Peterson is beaming these days as she
reads of the triumphs racked up by
her two brothers, Harry and Arthur.
The former was in the midst of an
engagement at Maxim’s night club,
while Arthur collaborated on the
writing of the musical, “Hold It",
National. A talented family, those
Petersons.
MGM: Gwen Girsch, typist, will re¬
sign in June to await an addition,
due in November .... Norman Starr,
bookkeeping machine operator, cele¬
brated his birthday .. . Harry Margolis,
booker and head, shorts subjects drive,
has his eyes peeled on distant Calif¬
ornia as the drive carries along.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Lenny Ruderman,
print booker, has broken his engage¬
ment and wants it known that he is
back in circulation....Mel Sherman is
the new addition, booking department
....Otto Sabatino, film room, began a
vacation....The booking and sales
staff attended a special screening of
“Dear Murde rer ”. . . . Joan Grahl has
been declared the booking department
shining light.
KKO: Evelyn Vitoulis and Louise
Caputo, accounting department, were
both sick....Phil Hodes, branch mana¬
ger, was still recuperating from an
illness. . ..New York is still the top
branch in the shorts department of

....Ray Kaplan, Bernard Hoffman, and
Norman Uroff have been added as audi¬
tors. ...Renee Roberts is still knock¬
ing the pins down at a merry pace,
and is currently the toast of the
accounting department in the bowling
league .... Joan Eichen, order depart¬
ment, waltzed down the aisle.
20th CENTURY-FOX: Henry Unger,
print booker, entered Mount Sinai
Hospital for observation....Abe Blumstein, salesman, was enjoying a va¬
cation. .. .Herman Rieper, accounting
department, celebrated a birthday....
Ann Jones, efficient secretary to
branch manager, received birthday
gree tings.

t WARNERS: Archie Berisch, head book¬
er, underwent an operation ...Madeliene Aiello was to take the vows on
May 9. and to immediately depart

RKO (290 Franklin) May
“Return Of The Badmen”;
“Bring ’Em Back Alive”.

12, 10:30,
12, 2:30,

New York City
RKO (630 Ninth) May 12, 11:00,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive";
12, 2:30,
“Return Of The Badmen”.

SYRACUSE
(Continued from preceding page)

Those chimes announcing the phone
extension calls in the Paramount
offices are appealing, and not dis¬
turbing. ... Sylvia Hodes, Paramount,
resigned. . . .Tommy Wlasuk, sign artist,
Schine Theatres, is on the ball at
all times with his eye catching dis¬
plays.
Doeskin shoes, pork pie hat, vari¬
colored sport coat, and cream tinted
gabardine trousers (on the coffee
shade) all add up to a very resplend¬
ent zone manager, namely Harry H.
Unterfort, out for a stroll on Sunday.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Sam Slotnick

cele¬

brated their 25th wedding anniversary
when the Acme, Globe, and affiliated
theatres operator invited in their
friends. Those call ing to extend
congratulations included Sidney Grossman, Elmwood; Abe Corrin, Alcazar;
Rube Canter, and associate, and their
wives; George Smith, Civic; Sid

RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Jack Schaller,
projection repairs, moved from 690

Kulick, Bell, New York,
Harris, Metro, Buffalo.

and

Abe

Eighth Avenue to 442 West 42nd Street,
and now boasts of twice the previous
office space.... Julius Levine, Prin¬
cipal, is all tanned up after Florida
....Paul Reynaud announced the pur¬
chase of a house.... Charles Blum,
former industryman and now of launder¬
ettes, was a visitor.

Again the stagehands came in for an
extra day’s pay when the W.T. Grant
store took over the Paramount for the
nationwide broadcast of the “Teen
Timers” air show.
Harry Burley,

business agent,

Local

376 projectionists, and projectionist,
Kallet’s Drive-In, enjoyed the sunny
weather, longing to get out to the
Oneida Lake camp for some fishing.
Charles E. Kurtzman, northeastern
division manager, Loew’s Boston; Mike
Cullen, western division manager,
Loew’s St. Louis, and W. Rosenow,
branch manager, SRO, Buffalo, were
among those who sent telegrams, read
at the recent testimonial dinner given
Jack Flex, lauding him as “one of the
finest characters of our industry”
and” the best of luck, wherever you

birthday.
UA: Willie Schutzer, salesman,
spent the holidays at Atlantic City
....Dick Perry rejoined the sales
staff from Eagle Lion. ...Dave Miller
replaces A1 Wartel, film room. The
latter has taken a leave of absence
....April 28 was the day Ben Levine,
head Looker, received his birthday
greetings.

those lucky people picking the Giants
out of the hat seem to hold the edge.

Buffalo

for a honeymoon in Canada.

the current Ned Depinet drive. . . .
Charles Raffianello, film room, cele¬
brated his daughter’s five-month

PARAMOUNT: Al Trilling, booker, re¬
signed to join the Eagle Lion booking
staff....Al Dreyfus, ex-office aide,
was a visitor....A baseball pool has
been organized in the exchange, and

RKO (1052 Broadway) May 12, 10:30,
“Return of The Badmen”;
12, 2:30,
“Bring ’Em Back Alive".

Proudly wearing 30-year buttons are
MGM employes Robert Ellsworth, sales¬
man; Abe Negrin, chief inspector, and
John Cunniff,
booker, all of the New
York exchange. Metro's eastern sales
manager, John P. Burne, recently made
the presentation at special ceremonies.

go”, which should clean up any mis¬
understanding, evidently borne by
certain persons, that the affair was
not spontaneous and given solely to
Flex by his friends, and was not to
pay tribute

to any theatre group.
J.J.S.
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PHILADELPHIA
Crosstown
Plans for the establishment of a
Westinghouse-Philco radio and televi¬
sion center to house all radio and televi¬
sion broadcasting activities of the two
companies in this area were revealed in
a joint statement by Walter Evans,
president, Westinghouse Radio Stations,
Inc., and John Ballantyne, president,
Philco Television Broadcasting Corpora¬
tion. The respective operations will
occupy the present Westinghouse-KYW
building at 1619 Walnut Street, which
will be known as the WestinghousePhilco Radio and Television Center.
John Howard Lawson, Dalton Trumbo,
and Adrian Scott, three of Hollywood’s
10 “unfriendly witnesses” now on trial
for contempt of Congress, will speak
tonight (May 12) at the Stephen Girard
Hotel. The film personalities will appear
under the auspices of the Arts, Sciences,
and Professions Council, Progressive
Citizens of America.
Two teen-age boys stole $25 in change
from the cashier’s booth at the Venice,
and made their getaway.

Vine Street
John Michelson, Eagle Lion field rep¬
resentative, was in at the local exchange.
. . . Harold Coltun, Eagle Lion booker, is
looking for an apartment. . . . Republic
booker Jim Flynn was on the sick list.
. . . Sarah O’Brien, Clark Film inspect¬
ress, has everyone saving PTC rebate
slips for her.
I. Yaffe, Unique, father of Ted and
David Yaffe, Y&Y Popcorn, was recuper¬
ating in Jewish Hospital. . . . Florence
Weiner, Film Classics office managerbooker, was recuperating at home fol¬
lowing her recent operation. . . . Mike
Lessy was reported very sick in Northern
Liberties Hospital.
Monogram exchange was broken into
and robbed of a small amount. . . . Ben
Felcher, Columbia salesman, was con¬
fined to Jewish Hospital. . . . Jerry Levy,
Columbia accounting department, be¬
came the proud daddy of a son born in
Temple Hospital. . . . Columbia office
manager Walt Donahue was still on the
sick list.

EXHIBITOR

Apartments, Scranton, to renew ac¬
quaintances.
Loftus has been in ill
health, but is always glad to see his
friends.
Sam Palan, head. Motion picture As¬
sociates, announced that the group held
a successful pep meeting at RKO screen¬
ing room, at which time the recent fund
raising campaign was outlined. Plans
are also underway to help the Will Rog¬
ers Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake,
N. Y. . . . Charles O’Neill, 20th CenturyFox New Jersey salesman, returned to
the Cincinnati territory.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Layton Ayers and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Edward Ayers op¬
ened their Sidney, Bridgeville, Del., on
May 5.

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Worner
A1 Plough’s daughter, June, was mar¬
ried on May 9 in Rabbi Forman’s study.
The groom is Daniel Probinsky. . . . Lee
Klein, manager, Orpheum, suffered a
slight heart attack. The theatre is being
managed by the assistant under the
supervision of Steve Barutio. . . . Page
Grimsley, veteran aide, Center, passed
away in the past fortnight.
Harold Polin is back from the first
week of his vacation, which he spent
at home. ... Ed Rosenbaum was kept
busy in Indianapolis doing the advance
work on “Arch Of Triumph”. David
Polland did the local UA job. . . . Sibby
Bass took over Bea Feldman’s job in
the billing department, and Rosie Katz
moved into her vacancy. Jim Quinn took
over the job in the bookkeeping depart¬
ment vacated by Larry Cohen. He is now
Litwin’s assistant. Samuel Simkin took
over Quinn’s old desk. . . . Freda Koren
has set her wedding date for Sept. 5th
at the Coronet. Natalie Taffler, billing
office, will be maid of honor at the affair.
Reesa Cooper, Lou Davidoff’s secretary,
will be one of four bridesmaids. It is the
latter incidentally, who introduced the
couple, via a blind date arrangement.
. . . Natalie Taffler celebrated her 21st
birthday, so she’s a big girl now.
Nora McDermott was given a surprise
shower at Edna Conner’s home. Most of
the girls from the booking office attend¬
ed, including Reesa Cooper, Freda Koren,
Rose Norton, Betty Colace, and Claire
Paxman. . . . Claire Happ, telephone
operator, is rapidly recovering from her
recent operation, and will probably be
back at work shortly.

Paramount booker Lou Fortunate, son
of U-I booker Ferd Fortunate, became
the father of a girl born in St. Agnes
Hospital. . . . Budd Rogers and Joe Har¬
ris, Reelart, visited Box Office Attrac¬
tions, and worked out with Nelson Wax
and Johnny Schaeffer sales campaigns
on the company’s next two combination
reissue
deals,
“Hellzapoppin”
and
“Park My Sarong” and the jungle com¬
bo, “Captive Wild Woman” and “Drums
of the Congo.” The former two went into
the Studio.
The boys came down from Scranton
with the word that Frank Loftus, who
was a salesman on the street before he
became a manager for the Comerford
Circuit, is coming along nicely, and al¬
though he isn’t active at present, he
would be glad to have any of the lads
get in touch with him at the Meco
May 12, 1948
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DELAWARE
Wilmington
U. S. District Judge Richard S. Rod¬
ney heard arguments and reserved de¬
cision on a defense motion to dismiss on
the grounds that a royalty agreement
was contrary to public policy in the suit
by Park-In Theatres Inc., Camden, N. J.,
against Paramount-Richards Theatres,
Inc., New Orleans; Paramount-Richards
Enterprises Inc., Kennington-Richards
Enterprises, Inc., Saenger Theatres Cor¬
poration, Capitol Theatre Corporation,
and United Theatres, Inc., to collect
alleged unpaid royalties and for patent
infringement.
The Brandywine Film Council will
hold its next meeting on May 19. The
Council was recently organized with
Harlan A. Carpenter, librarian, Wil¬
mington Institute Free Library, as
chairman. The council was established
on the vote of 63 representatives of clubs
and organizations at a meeting held on
the estate of R.R.M. Carpenter at Montchanin, near here, at which Edward
Schofield, secretary, Newark, N. J., Film
Council and a representative of the Film
Council of America, explained the steps
necessary to form a local group. The
Brandywine Council will serve as a cen¬
ter for supplies and information on
16mm film for local groups, and other
functions will be the training of projec¬
tionists, conducting film forums, dis¬
pensing advice on equipment, and keep¬
ing files of available films. Other officers
elected are George Sargisson, vice-chair¬
man; Mrs. Frank Swezey, secretary; and
Norman L. Rossiter, treasurer.
Richard V. Kirsh, manager, S-W
Queen, celebrated his birthday. ... A.
J. Vanni, zone manager, S-W, was in.
. . . Fred W. Faulkner, president, Merfalk
Amusement Company, stopped off to
visit William Leute, manager, Edge
Moor, while enroute from Florida to
Netcong, N. J. . . . Wilson Short joined
the S-W Ritz staff. . . . James Tambourelli, projectionist, S-W Savoy, was
back following an operation. . . . Mrs.
John Koczak, Earle, New Castle, cele¬
brated her birthday anniversary with a
trip to New York City accompanied by
her two sons. . . . Ruth Linthicum, Crest,
Woodcrest, was back after being out
sick. . . . “Spotlight on Talent” broad¬
casts over WTUX from the stage of A.
Joseph DeFiore’s Park concluded for the
season. . . . Dr. John O. Hopkins, Na¬
tional, went to Boston for the convention
of the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity of
which he is a graduate member from the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. Dr.
Hopkins is a member of the committee
for the Delaware campaign of the United
Negro College Fund, seeking to raise
$25,000 in the state.
—H. L. S.

NEW JERSEY
Toms River
Amateur nights are one sure way of
filling a theatre, according to Iz Hirschbland, Traco, who launched a weekly
series of contests. The amateurs com¬
pete for a grand prize of $50.

Trenton
This imitation brick wall was recently
pulled through the Harrisburg streets
on casters as promotion for MGM’s
“High Wall”, Loew’s Regent. During the
evening manager, Sam Gilman had the
“high wall” set up in front of the
theatre with good results.

Police Judge Albert E. Cooper is
continuing the campaign to break up
rowdyism and molesters of women and
girls in theatres, particularly neighbor¬
hoods. Two defendants were sentenced to
the workhouse for six months each for
molesting young girls and women.
PHILADELPHIA
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Charles Sweet, manager, Mayfair, as
chairman, directed the excursion of
Trenton Rotary to New York with dinner
at one of the leading hotels and theatre
parties at “High Button Shoes” and
“Look Ma, I'm Dancin’ ”, More than
200 persons made the trip, including
many connected with the industry.
John J. Bodley, RKO New Brunswick
manager, was renewing acquaintances.
. . . James J. Brennan, Jr., joined the
RKO forces.
A measure introduced in the State
legislature, A-490, is an amendment to
Section 2:117-3 Revised Statutes, to
raise the age limit from 14 to 16 years

PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing

WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240 N. 13th STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

COMPANY

SIGNS-MARQUEES
305

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

of age for boys and girls to be admitted
to a theatre or other amusement place
unaccompanied by parent, guardian, or
adult friend. Violation is made a mis¬
demeanor, and, upon conviction in a
court of law, is punishable by a fine of
$500 or six months jail imprisonment,
or both. New Jersey exhibitors are
opposed to this bill.
A-445, introduced by Lettie E. Savidge,
Ocean County, N. J., permits suits for
damages to be maintained against
parents of delinquent children for
damaging individuals or property. This
measure is approved by Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey, Edward Lachman, president.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
The Embassy Corporation, owner,
Boyd, recently purchased the premises
at 30 North Ninth Street, next door to
the theatre, for $20,000 at an executor’s
sale held in the corridor of the Lehigh
County Court House. The property con¬
tains a three-story stone and brick build¬
ing with a store and two-room apart¬
ment on the first floor, a dentist’s office
and apartment on the second, and an
apartment on the third floor.

Conshohocken
Borough Council ran into a number
of legal issues when about to act on its
proposed 10 per cent admission tax ordi¬
nance, affecting amusements of many
types. The councilmen voted to ex¬
empt all entertainments, amusements,
and affairs of various kinds which are
classed as religious, charitable, or edu¬
cational. A request that affairs spon¬
sored by firemen be exempted was made
by firemen’s representatives, action to
be taken later, after study by the
borough solicitor.

Harrisburg

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN

EXHIBITOR

PA.

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND
RECOVERING SERVICE

The Bureau of Municipal Affairs,
Department of Internal Affairs, Harris¬
burg, last fortnight prepared a summary
of the taxes that have been either levied
or considered under Act 481. Those
affecting theatres in this area are listed
by counties adn cities: Berks-Reading
city, 10 per cent adopted: Topton, 8
per cent tax adopted. Carbon-Lehighton City, five per cent adopted. ChesterCoatesville city, 10 per cent adopted;
Parkesburg Boro, 10 per cent considered;
Oxford,
tax
adopted.
Clinton-Lock
Haven city, tax considered. CumberlandMechanicsburg, 10 per cent adopted;
Carlisle, 10 per cent adopted. DauphinHarrisburg city, eight per cent adopted.

TRADE SCREENINGS
WARNERS (230 N.
2:30, “Wallflower.”
RKO (250 N. 13th)
“Melody Time.”

13th)

May

17,

May 18, 11:00,

Delaware-Chester city, 10 per cent
adopted. Elk County-Ridgway boro, 10
per cent adopted; Ridgway township, 10
per cent considered. Jefferson-Punxsutawney boro, 10 per cent adopted. Lackawanna-Garbondale city, tax considered.
Lehigh-Allentown city, eight per cent
adopted; Emmaus Boro, four per cent
adopted. Luzerne-Hazleton city, 10 per
cent adopted. Mifflin-Lewistown boro, 10
per cent adopted. Montgomery-Ambler
boro, 10 per cent adopted; Norristown
boro, 10 per cent adopted; Pottstown
boro, 10 per cent adopted; Abington
township, three per cent adopted.
Northampton-Easton city, seven and a
half per cent adopted; Bangor boro, 8
per cent tax adopted. Schuylkill-Pottsville city, 10 per cent adopted. WayneHonesdale boro, 10 per cent adopted.
York-Hanover boro, three cents on each
admission adopted.

Pottstown
A cigaret set fire to the old Pottstown
Opera House. Sparks from the rubbish
fire blew through a broken basement
window into the cellar of the old the¬
atre. It was necessary to chop up a
joist before the firemen could get at
the blaze, and put it out. The theatre
has been closed for some years.

Reading
Another of the long series of home or¬
ganization stage shows was put over in
the Rajah, covering three nights, with a
big ticket sale for each night. The Penn
Wheelmen, Reading Club dating back
to 1892, sponsored the program.
Loew’s, Larry Levy manager, held a
“Tom Mix Party” at 9 a.m. with a
“Hopalong Cassidy” feature and an hour
of technicolor cartoons. Manager Levy
tied up an accessories store for adver¬
tising and prizes, consisting of a full size
bicycle and six pairs of roller skates.
Prize coupons were given to every
youngster attending the show.

VARIETY CLUB
Philadelphia, Tent 13
“Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay” was
screened through the courtesy of 20th
Century-Fox.

JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th ST.

LO. 4-0226

WANTED:

Expe rienced and reliable
projectionist for 1st run theatre ope¬
rating in small town. Permanent posi¬
tion—Good working conditions. Please
give oil information and references in
letter. — Write Box T. C.

THE EXHIBITOR
1225 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC.

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.

MGM’s Margaret O’Brien starrer, “Tenth Avenue Angel”, received nice publicity
recently in Reading when Loew’s ran a pigtail contest, with plenty of prizes
awarded, and over 200 girls entering the competition. Manager Larry Levy, left,
announces the names of the finalists, as ass’t William Riding does some measuring.
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Western

The Dude Goes West

EXHI

Comedy
87 m.

(AA-8)
Estimate:

Highly entertaining.

Cast: Eddie Albert, Gale Storm, James
Gleason, Binnie Barnes, Gilbert Roland,
Barton MacLane, Douglas Fowley, Tom
Tyler, Harry Hayden, Chief Yowlachie,
Sarah Padden, Catherine Doucet, Edward
Gargan, Olin Howlin, Francis Pierlot,
Tom Fadden, Si Jenks, George Meeker,
Dick Elliott, Charles Williams, Lee White.
Produced by Frank and Maurice King;
directed by Kurt Neumann.
Story:
Eddie Albert, gunsmith, leaves
New York, and heads west. In addition
to being a crack shot, Albert is well
informed on all phases of western and
Indian habits, including a knowledge of
Indian superstitions. Enroute to Arsenic
City, Albert meets Gale Storm, who
is going to claim a secret gold mine
over which her prospector father had
been murdered.
Possessing a map of
its location, she disdains the friendly
advances of Albert, who foils an attempt
made by Gilbert Roland, western badman, to. steal the map.
Just before
their arrival,
they
are
captured by
Indians. Albert’s vast Indian knowledge
not only saves their lives, but also makes
blood brothers out of them.
Finally
arriving at their destination, they run
into another plot to snatch the map,
this one involving hard boiled western
gal, Binnie Barnes.
Albert is aided by
chance
acquaintance,
James
Gleason,
sourdough prospector. After a series of
exciting events, with the Indians com¬
ing to their aid, Albert and his friends
subdue the gang, and the mine is re¬
covered for Storm.
X-Ray:
The
King
brothers
have
delivered a refreshing brand of humor
which should be responsible for plenty
of laughs in any situation.
The bright
script finds plenty of comedy and fast
action, and, with the proper exploitation,
this should land in the “A” playing
time. It is cast with a capable, veteran
group of players, who know their business,
and the
word-of-mouth should help
overcome the lack of star names on the
marquee.
On the entertainment side,
however, it can be sold to the hilt.

Ad Lines:
“A Dude From Brooklyn
Who Really ‘Dood’ It;” “A New High In
Rib-Rocking, Hilarious Comedy;” “West¬
ern Bad Men Ran For Their Lives When
This ‘Dude’ Hit Town.”

■ SERVISECTIONI
Published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc., Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Penn¬
sylvania. New York office: 1600 Broadway, New York 19. West Coast Representative: Paul Manning, 923 Alandele
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California, after an absence of many
years, to see his wife, Ann Lee, and
his 10 year-old son, Gary Gray.
His
only asset aside from a team of horses
and a huge jumping frog, is his ability
to gamble.
He finds that Lee is on
-the eve of divorcing him to marry Judge
Robert Shayne.
She allows him to get
acquainted with Gray, and they hit it
off immediately, especially after Buchanan
manages to get together enough money
to buy back Gray’s greyhound from
Shayne, and enter him in the country
race against a newly-bought English
greyhound champion of Shayne. Buchan¬
an bets on Shayne’s dog, and prepares
to turn the winnings over to Lee and
Gray. However, Gray’s dog wins.
Lee
doesn’t know of his bet, and agrees to
remarriage, seeing that he has reformed
outwardly. On the day of the marriage,
Shayne turns up, and accuses Buchanan
of betting against his son’s dog. Buchanan
admits it, after which he talks Shayne
into betting on his frog.
He fills the
frog with buckshot, and wins by $1,000,
which he refuses to take.
He admits
the whole thing to Lee, and she decides
to go through with the marriage.
X-Ray:
Based on the story by Mark
Twain, “The Celebrated Jumping Frog
of Calaveras County,” this shapes up as
a programmer that will probably get its
best reaction in the rural and smaller
town spots.

Tip On Bidding:

Lowest bracket.

Ad Lines:
“Another of Mark Twain’s
Famous Stories Brought To The Screen”;
“A Story Only Mark Twain Could Tell”;
“A Jumping Frog And A Dog Brought
A Family Together Again.”
Comedy
91m.
Entertaining comedy.

The Fuller Brush Man

COLUMBIA
Best Man Wins
Estimate:

Pleasing Dualler.

Cast:
Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee,
Robert
Shayne,
Gary
Gray,
Hobart
Cavanaugh,
Stanley
Andrews,
George
Lynn, Bill Sheffield, Marietta Canty,
Paul E. Burns. Produced by Ted Rich¬
mond; directed by John Sturges.
Story:
turns to

In 1853, Edgar Buchanan re¬
his home in Missouri from

«

Estimate:

Cast:
Red Skelton, Janet Blair, Don
McGuire, Hillary Brooke, Adele Jergens,
Ross Ford, Trudy Marshall, Nicholas
Joy, Donald Curtis, Arthur Space, Selmer
Jackson, Roger Moore, Stanley Andrews,
Bud Wolfe, David Sharpe, Chick Collins,
Billy Jones, Jimmy Lloyd, Jimmy Logan,
Jimmy Hunt. Produced and directed by
S. Sylvan Simon.
Story:
Street cleaner Red Skelton
proposes to Janet Blair.
She says she
cannot marry him until he proves he
can hold down a job, and become a
success like Don McGuire, a Fuller

Brush dealer.
Skelton crashes into the
auto of Sanitation Commissioner Nicholas
Joy, who fires him.
Blair persuades
McGuire to give him a chance selling
brushes, and there is a bet between
the two men that he cannot sell any
brushes in McGuire’s toughest territory,
with Blair as the prize.
Skelton can’t
make any sales, and winds up visiting
the house of Joy, where he is thrown
out. Joy’s wife, Hillary Brooke, relents,
and takes 10 brushes from Skelton, who
forgets to ask for money or make out
a receipt, and McGuire refuses to believe
the sale was made.
Skelton goes back
to collect, and as he enters the room filled
with people, the lights go out, and Joy
is
murdered.
Skelton
is
suspected.
Donald Curtis, silent partner of Joy in
a war surplus business, seeing that
Skelton has come near to stumbling on
the truth, tries to get rid of Skelton
an$ Blair in his warehouse with the
aid of his hoodlums, but the pair manage
to elude their pursuers until the police
and fire departments show up.
X-Ray:
There is no doubt but that
Skelton can be a very funny guy, and
in tfiis entry he is extremely so a num¬
ber of times.
The effort holds interest
with an average-paced story, although
it lags a trifle in the middle.
Good
comedy performances, competent direc¬
tion and production, and the use of
sure-fire slapstick gags will insure highlaughter returns by patrons.
The title
and tie-ups should be good for added
comment and revenue.
This is based
on the Saturday Evening Post Story by
Roy Huggins.
Tip On Bidding:
Better than average
programmer.
Ad Lines:
“ ‘The Fuller Brush Man’
Gets The Brush-Off, And The Laughs
Are Loud And Numerous”; “He Wanted
To Sell His Brushes But Got The BrushOff Instead”; “Red Skelton As A Fuller
Brush Man Will Have You Rolling In
The Aisles.”

Trapped By
Boston Blackie

Melodrama

67m-

Estimate:
Average series entry.
Chester Morris, June Vincent,
Richard Lane, Patricia White, Edward
Norris, George E. Stone, Frank Sully,
Fay Baker, William Forrest, Sarah Selby,
Mary
Currier,
Pierre
Watkin,
Ben
Welden.
Produced
by
Rudolph
C.
Flothow; directed by Seymour Friedman.
Cast:

2379

When Chester ‘Boston Blackie’
Morris’ friend, a private detective, is
killed in a suspicious auto crash, Morris
offers his widow, Mary Currier, help.
She asks him and George E. Stone to
guard a valuable necklace at a party
given by Sarah Selby.
The necklace
disappears, and Morris suspects dancing
master Edward Norris.
However, when
inspector Richard Lane arrives, Morris
knows that he will be suspected, so he
leaves.
He is surprised to find the
missing jewels in his pocket.
He uses
them for bait, and catches
William
Forrest, Selby’s husband, and his com¬
panion,
Fay
Baker,
a
jewel
thief.
Forrest is killed by Lane as he tries to
escape. It developes that Selby con¬
trolled
the funds,
and
Forrest
was
dependent on the allowance.
Story:

X-Ray:
This has the usual series
touches, involving mystery, action, dis¬
guises, an interest-holding story, adequate
performances, and direction, etc., and it
will satisfy where others in the series
have.
Tip

On

Bidding:

Lowest bracket.

Ad
Lines:
“Boston Blackie Crashes
Society
To
See
How
The
Other
Half Kills”; “Boston Blackie Gets En¬
tangled With A String Of Pearls And
Girls”;
“Boston Blackie Untangles A
Murder, And Almost Gets Killed In
Doing So.”

...

.

— , -

West Of Sonora

Western With Music
54m.

Okeh “Durango Kid.”

Estimate:

Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Steve Darrell, George Chesebro,
Anita Castle, Hal Taliaferro, Bob Wilke,
Emmett Lynn, Lynn Farr, The Sunshine
Boys.
Produced
by
Colbert
Clark;
directed by Ray Nazarro.
Cast:

When eight-year-old Anita
Castle goes west to make her home, she
becomes the central figure in a family
feud. She is “kidnapped” by her grand¬
father, Steve Darrell, “The Hook”, who
is reputed to be an outlaw. Her ojther
grandfather, George Chesebro, is sheriff,
and when he learns what Darrell has
done, he calls in Charles Starrett, who
is also “The Durango Kid,” to act as a
deputy.
Castle, meanwhile, is taken
care of by Smiley Burnette, a stranded
actor.
After several gun duels and
narrow
escapes,
Starrett
learns
that
Darrell is innocent of all crimes at¬
tributed to him, including a murder, and
that the guilty party is the sheriff’s
brother, Hal Taliaferro.
Story:

X-Ray:
This shapes up as a good
entry in the series with plenty of all
types of western action plus a few songs
and the added appeal of moppet Castle
to enhance things.
Songs heard are
“Little Indian,” “What I Didn’t Get
Done Today,” “Glory Train,” and “These
Bones Are Going To Rise Again.” The
original screenplay is by Barry Shipman.
Tip

On

Bidding:

Series price.

“ ‘The Durango Kid’ On A
Man Hunt!”; “Double-Barreled Excite¬
ment In An Action-Packed Drama Of
The Old West;” “Was ‘The Hook’ A
Killer?”
Ad

Lines:

The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.

2380

EAGLE LION
Assigned To Danger
Estimate:

Melodrama
65m.

Satisfactory meller for the

duallers.
Gene Raymond, Noreen Nash,
Robert Bice, Martin Kosleck, Mary Meade,
Ralf Harolde, Jack Overman, Gene Evans,
Vic Cutler. Produced by Eugene Ling,
directed by Oscar Boetticher.
Cast:

Story:
A group of ex-convicts headed
by Robert Bice pull a hold-up and make
their getaway with money. Bice, how¬
ever, catches a bullet in his shoulder,
and decides to look up his wife, Noreen
Nash, owner of an abandoned tourist ^
house in the country.
The insurance
company puts Gene Raymond on the
case, and his investigation starts with
Nash.
The gangsters arrive, and make
themselves at home, mistaking Raymond
for a doctor. They force him to operate
on Bice, but he leaves him in bad
shape, although he removes the bullet.
Before the gang can make good their
escape, Bice is killed by dumb mute
Gene Evans, in love with Nash.
Ray¬
mond them shoots it out with the rest
of the mob, takes them into custody,
recovers the money, and ends up with
Nash.

X-Ray:
Based on a story by Robert
E. Kent, this is a spotty entry which
will find its greatest appeal in action
houses. The film is aimed primarily at
the meller fans who like their gangster
fare crammed with action.
Acting is
satisfactory, the production okeh, and
the direction up to par.
It will be
generally relegated to the second half.
Ad Lines:
“Assigned To Death, He
Turned The Tables On Fate;” “Filled
With Excitement And Crammed With
Pulsating Action;” “A Thrill-A-Minute
Gangland Melodrama.”

Sword Of The Avenger
Estimate:

Fair

programmer

Dr“
for

the

duallers.
Cast: Ramon Del Gado, Sigrid Gurie,
Ralph Morgan, Duncan Renaldo, Leonard
Strong, David Leonard, Tim Huntley,
Trevor Bardette, Belle Mitchell, Lee
Baker, Cy Kendall. Produced and directed
by Sidney Salkow.

Ramon Del Gado, Filipino
sailor,
insults
fellow
shipmate,
Tim
Huntley, and the latter promises revenge.
He gets it by betraying the Filipinos,
naming Del Gado as the kingpin. Del
Gado is sentenced to a year in prison.
Huntley is appointed head jailor, and
uses his position to keep Del Gado in
prison for six years. Del Gado’s fiance,
Sigrid Gurie, has become head of a
group of Filipino patriots, warring with
the
Spaniards.
Del
Gado
flees
the
prison, hooks up with a group of
smugglers, led by Leonard Strong.
He
locates hidden treasure, and becomes im¬
mensely rich.
He gets his revenge on
Huntley, challenging him to a duel. He
then goes after Duncan Renaldo and
David Leonard, who also made his life
miserable.
Eventually, Del Gado and
Gurie are reunited.
Story:

X-Ray:
, Based on a screenplay by
Julius Evans, this is definitely scheduled
for the second half. The story is bogged
down by some weighty dialogue, while
several melodramatic moments are en¬
countered
which
provide
a
mirthful
quality. Except for a few swashbuckling
bits, the action lags.
Ad Lines:
“A Swashbuckling Adven¬
ture Story Which Will Thrill You Every
Minute;” “He Came Back From The
Dead
To
Heap
Revenge
Upon
His
Tormentors;”
“If
You
Crave
HardHitting Action . . . Don’t Miss ‘Sword
* Of The Avenger’.”

FILM CLASSICS
Melodrama

The Argyle Secrets
Estimate:

Dualler

63m.

has

exploitation

possibilities.
Cast:
William Gargan, Marjorie Lord,
Ralph Byrd, Jack Weitzen, John Banner,
Barbara Billingsley, Alex Frazer, Peter
Brocco, George Andersort, Mickey Simp¬
son, Alvin Hammer, Carole Donne, Mary
Tarcai, Robert Kellard, Kenneth Greenwald, Hebert Rawlinson.
Co-produced
by
Alan
H.
Posner
and
Sam
X.
Abarbanel; directed by Cyril Endfield.
Story:
While just about to divulge
to William Gargan, a fellow reporter,
his knowledge of a set of secret docu¬
ments on an international scandal, called
The Argyle Album, George Anderson,
nationally syndicated columnist, confined
to a hospital room, is mysteriously mur¬
dered.
Following the clues given by
Anderson
before
his
death,
Gargan
manages to elude the police, and meets
a group of professional adventurers, all
of whom are also seeking the documents
for blackmail purposes.
Gargan finally
obtains possession of the album, which
gives him a big newspaper scoop.
X-Ray:
Based on a radio play in the
“Suspense” series, this offers healthy
exploitation angles. With the off-screen
narrative done by Gargan, the story fol¬
lows the radio technique closely.
De¬
votees of mystery and action will find
this acceptable screen fare.
Lack of
marquee
lustre
indicates
selling
the
“Suspense”
radio
series
angle.
The
screenplay is by Cyril Endfield, based
on the “Suspense” radio play, “The
Argyle Album,” by Endfield.
Ad Lines:
“ ‘The Argyle Secrets’ . . .
Gripping,
Tense,
Hard-Hitting”;
“You
Heard It Dramatized Over The Air . . .
The Most Exciting In The ‘Suspense’
Radio Mystery Series”; “For Behind The
Scenes International Intrigue And Blaz¬
ing Action, See ‘The Argyle Secrets’.”

MGM
On An Island
With You

Musical
Comedy Drama
107m.

(Color by Technicolor)
Estimate: Names and angles will make
the difference.
Cast:
Esther Williams, Peter Lawford,
Ricardo Montalban, Jimmy Durante, Cyd
Charisse, Xavier
Cugat, Leon Ames,'

Servisection 2
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Kathryn Beaumont, Dick Simmons. Pro¬
duced by Joe Pasternak; directed by
Richard Thorpe.
Story:
Navy Lieutenant Peter Lawford is summoned to the shooting of a
motion picture amidst a South Pacific
setting as technical advisor.
He is in
love with the star, Esther Williams, who
is
engaged
to
the
co-star,
Ricardo
Montalban.
Lawford makes a play for
Williams, but is given the brush-off.
Finally, he gets his big chance when he
is to double for Montalban, and fake
Williams for a plane ride. He fails to
return, and lands on a deserted island.
When they get ready to make the trip
back, parts of the plane are discovered
missing, and they are forced to spend
the night on the island. Searching parties
are sent out, and the two are located.
Lawford faces a court martial, and
Williams tries to intervene.
He wants
no part of her help, however, and the
two break up.
Meanwhile, Montalban
has fallen for Cyd Charisse, and gives
Williams the air.
Lawford is released,
thanks to his commander, Leon Ames,
and he and Williams clinch.

X-Ray:
With a strong marquee lure
on hand, the Technicolor factor, a lavish
production,
and
a
sprightly
musical
score, this should account for itself
nicely, despite the fact that the film
falls short on a few counts. The main
failing is the story, which lacks fresh¬
ness.
The comedy carries potentialities
which are never met, due mainly to the
restraint placed on Jimmy Durante, who,
except for a few songs, is burdened by
tried situations. Williams, as usual, looks
beautiful in a bathing suit, and has ample
opportunity
to
display
her
acquatic
talent.
Lawford is satisfactory, as are
the rest of the cast.
Songs heard are
“Takin’ Miss Mary To The Ball,” “If
I Were You,” “La Cumbanchere,” “The
Dog Song,” “I’ll Do The Strut-a-way,”
“Charisse,” “I Can Get Along Without
Broadway,” “Dark Duet,” “All Aboard,”
“The Pagan Mask,” and the title song.
Tip

On

Bidding:

Higher bracket.

Ad
Lines;
“A Glorious
Film Of
Laughter, Romance, And Song;” “Jimmy
Durante
Was
Never
Funnier,
And
Esther Williams Was Never Lovelier;”
“You Will Never Enjoy Yourself More
Than When You See ‘On An Island
With You’.”

MONOGRAM
Crossed Trails
Estimate:

(4755)

We&53™

Routine.

Cast:
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton,
Lynne
Carver,
Kathy
Frye,
Douglas Evans, Steve Clark, Ted Adams,
Zon
Murray,
Pierce
Lydon,
Milburn
Morante,
Robert D.
Woodward,
Bud
Osborne, Mary MacLaren, Frank LaRue,
Henry
Hall,
Boyd
Stockman,
Hugh
Murray, Artie Ortego.
Produced by
Louis Gray; directed by Lambert^Hillyer.

Young Kathy Frye leaves
school to return to her ranch and
guardian, Raymond Hatton, and arrives
in time to hear Douglas Evans offer
a huge sum for the ranch.
Under the
guidance of Johnny Mack Brown, a
Story:

Servisection 3
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friend, the offer is refused.
The ranch
holds the water rights to the entire
basin. Evans is forced to use different
tactics, and frames Hatton of murder.
Hatton is counting on a friend, Ted
Adams, who was with him at the
time of the murder, to clear him. Evans
sends a few men to Adams, however,
and they induce him to see things their
way, and forget he was with Hatton.
Adams goes through with the deal, but
is shot at by Evans’ men. Brown rescues
Adams, and hauls him to the sheriff’s
office when he sees that he is ready to
tell the truth. Adams’ testimony clears
Hatton, and incriminates Evans and his
men.
X-Ray:
This stacks up as a routine
series entry which will probably satisfy
most of the outdoor fans.
The action
takes a back seat to the film’s story
value. The film is based on an original
screenplay by Colt. Remington.
Ad Lines:
“A Slam-Bang Western”;
“If You Like Your Western Fast And
Furious, This Is The Picture For You”;
“Action, Thrills, And Excitement In This
New Western Starring Johnny Mack
Brown.”

I Wouldn t Be In
Your Shoes (4716)
Estimate:

Mild

meller

Melodrama
70m.
for

the

lower

half.
Cast:
Don Castle, Elyse Knox, Regis
Toomey, Charles D. Brown, Rory Mallinson,
Bill Kennedy,
Ray Dolciame,
William Ruhl, Esther Michelson, Steve
Darrell, Wally Walker, John Sheehan,
Herman Cantor, John H. Elliott, Tito
Vuolo,
Jimmy
Aubrey,
John
Shay,
Donald Kerr, Joe Bernard, Stanley Blystone, Dorothy Vaughan, Robert Lowell,
Matty Fain, John Doucette, Bill Walker,
Dan White, Ray Teal, Paul Bryar, Lou
Marcelle, Walden Boyle, Hugh Charles,
Laura Treadwell.
Produced by Walter
Mirisch; directed by William Nigh.
Story:
Dancers Don Castle and his
wife, Elyse Knox, are in bad straits. '
Castle is hunting for engagements.
A
man is murdered in a cheap rooming
house nearby, and a huge sum of old
bills is found to be missing. Castle finds
a portion of the money in a wallet, and,
after a period of waiting, he and Knox
go on a spending spree. Circumstantial
evidence points to Castle as the murderer.
When he flashes part of the loot around
town, he is arrested. He goes to trial,
and is sentenced to the chair.
Mean¬
while, Knox,
learning that a police
lieutenant on the case, Regis Toomey,
has had a crush on her for a long
time, enlists his help. He tries earnestly
to get Castle off, but to no avail.
Finally, on the night in which Castle is
to be electrocuted, Toomey flashes some
of the tell-tale bills, and Knox gets him
to confess to the murder.

X-Ray: A mild meller with mild names,
this will satisfy on the lower half.
The film is developed along familiar
lines, and the suspense wears thin be¬
fore too many reels go by, while the
yarn, based on the novel by Cornell
Woolrich, unfolds unevenly, and hits
quite a few snags along the way. The
acting honors are shared by Castle and
Knox, each turning in a creditable per¬
formance.

Ad Lines:
“He Was About To Go To
The Chair For A Crime He Did Not Com¬
mit”; “Here Is A Thriller You Won’t Want
To Miss”; “He Was The Victim Of Cir¬
cumstantial Evidence, And Was Sentenced
To The Electric Chair.”

The Emperor
Waltz (4720]

Comedy With Music
106m.

(Color by Technicolor)
Estimate:

Should land in the higher

grosses.
Cast:
Bing Crosby, Joan Fontaine,
Roland Culver, Lucile Watson, Richard
Haydn, Harold Vermilyea, Sig Ruman,
Julia Dean, Bert Prival, Alma Macrorie,
Robert Jonay, John Goldsworthy.
Pro¬
duced by Charles Brackett; directed by
Billy Wilder.
Story: Bing Crosby, an American sales¬
man in Austria at the turn of the century,
tries to get Richard Haydn (Emperor
Franz Josef) to endorse his talking ma¬
chine.
He is frustrated, but when his
dog falls for one belonging to Joan
Fontaine, a member of the nobility,
Crosby and Fontaine are drawn together.
When Crosby seeks to get Haydn’s okeh
to the marriage, the latter points out
that it would be tough going, so Crosby
decides to forget about Fontaine, making
her think he was only interested in
selling his machine.
Eventually, how¬
ever, thanks to the dogs, the two are
reunited, and everything ends happily.

X-Ray: With the Crosby, and Fontaine
names, plus Technicolor, engaging songs,
and gorgeous scenery, this will land in
the higher grosses, although it may not
reach the peaks. There are a few stun¬
ning scenes, but there is also a lot of
conversation with little movement, and
the dog angle, while likely to attract in
many sectors, may have the opposite
reaction in others.
Considerable money
has been spent on the show, which is
extremely eye-filling, and Crosby, hand¬
ling both the romantic and comedy
aspects, makes the most of his oppor¬
tunities. Haydn turns in the best acting,
while Fontaine adds to the general
beauty.
Songs
heard
include:
“The
Kiss In Your Eyes,” “Friendly Moun¬
tains,” and “I Kiss Your Hand, Madame,”
among others.
The story was written
by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder.
Tip

On Bidding:

Higher bracket.

Ad Lines:
“Gorgeous Technicolor. . . .
Beautiful Joan Fontaine. . . . Tuneful
Bing Crosby. ... In The Year’s Hit”;
“The Emperor Waltz.” ... A New High
In Film Production”; “See Your Favorite
Crooner
.
.
.
And Beauteous Joan
Fontaine ... In The Technicolor Hit . . .
‘The Emperor Waltz’.”

RKO
Fighting Father Dunne
(816)
Estimate:

Comedy
Drama
93m.

Pleasant program.

Pat O’Brien, Darryl Hickman,
Charles Kemper, Una O’Connor, Arthur
Cast:
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Shields, Harry Shannon, Joe Sawyer,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Donn Gift, Myma Dell,
Ruth Donnelly, Jim Nolan, Billy Cum¬
mings, Billy Gray, Eric Roberts, Gene
Collins, Lester Matthews, Griff Barnett,
Jason Robards, Rudy Whistler. Produced
by Phil K. Ryan; directed by Ted
Tetzlaff.

is after the dam funds.
He frames a
murder on Alvin, and even his father
believes him guilty not only of the kill¬
ing but of robbing his safe. Lane refuses
to believe the allegations, and proves
Alvin’s innocence by tricking Barcroft
into admitting both the murder and the
theft.

In St. Louis, at the turn of
the century, Pat O’Brien (Father Dunne)
gets permission from his archbishop to
start a home for orphan boys, most of
them newspaper boys. With the help of
his brother-in-law, Charles Kemper; a
lawyer-friend,
Harry
Shannon,
and
Arthur Shields, a wealthy man, the idea
progresses. Darryl Hickman, whose father
is in jail, joins the boys, and urges
them to fight newsies from a rival paper.
As a result, Hickman feels he isn’t
wanted, and leaves.
Later, Hickman
takes to crime, and seeks refuge in the
home.
O’Brien tells him to give him¬
self up to the police, but Hickman,
frightened, kills a friendly policeman
who wants to aid.
Despite O’Brien’s
efforts, Hickman is hung for the crime.
Depressed at first, O’Brien knows his
work must go on.

Here is a better-than-average
western with nary a gal in the whole
opus.
The action is fast and furious,
and the effort is reminiscent of the real
blood and thunder westerns of yester¬
year.
Incidentally, there is also no
music. Lane makes an admirable hero,
and the rest of the cast are also suited
to their parts.

Story:

Telling the story of a priest
who lived in St. Louis, and his work,
this is a film that lends itself to in¬
stitutional tieups, etc., as it carries a
lesson for all.
While the story tells
an already familiar tale, it should find
a responsive audience. O’Brien carries
off the title role with conviction, and
gets plentiful assistance from a cast of
capable performers, notably Una O’Con¬
nor, Charles Kemper, Ruth Donnelly,
Shannon, Shields, and others, with the
boys also turning in capable bits, es¬
pecially Hickman, Donn Gift, and others.
While this may not create excitement
at the ticket windows, it should do well
enough, and the exploitation angles are
obvious. William Rankin write the story.
On

Bidding:

Worth fair program

price.
Ad Lines:
“The Story Of A Real
Man . . . ‘Fighting Father Dunne’;” “He
Fought Crime And Poverty With Courage
And Conviction”; “Pat O’Brien ... In
His Greatest Role . . . ‘Fighting Father
Dunne’.”

REPUBLIC
The Bold Frontiersman

western

(754)

60m.

Estimate:

Good western.

Allan “Rocky” Lane, Black
Jack, Eddy Waller, Roy Barcroft, John
Alvin, Francis McDonald, Fred Graham,
Edward Cassidy, Edmund Cobb, Harold
Goodwin,
Jack
Kirk,
Ken
Terrell,
Marshall Reed, A1 Murphy.
Produced
by Gordon Kay; directed by Philip Ford.
Cast:

Ranchers decide to build a
dam after a protracted dry spell when
water was very scarce, and rancher
Francis McDonald collects the money.
Allan “Rocky” Lane, representing the
contractors, arrives as McDonald’s son,
John Alvin, is in hot water due to his
gambling. Roy Barcroft, gambling house
owner, holds a lot of Alvin’s promissory
notes, and threatens to tell his father
unless they are paid. In reality, Barcroft
Story:
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X-Ray:

Ad Lines:
“There’s A Thrill A Minute
When ‘Rocky’ Lane Hits The Trail;”
“An Action-Packed Adventure Of The Old
West;” “Solid Thrills, Sizzling Action,
Smashing Adventure.”

20th CENTURY-FOX
Green Grass Of Wyoming D"8A“

X-Ray:

Tip

Glory To Their Owners;” “Direct From
The Pages Of Mary O’Hara’s Great And
Thrilling Novel . . . ‘Green Grass of
Wyoming’;” “Don’t Miss This Finest Of
Horse Stories.”

(Color by Technicolor)
Good

Estimate:

and

small

town

entry

for

the

rural

sectors.

Cast:
Peggy Cummins, Charles Co¬
burn, Robert Arthur, Lloyd Nolan, Burl
Ives, Geraldine Walls, Robert Adler, Will
Wright, Herbert Heywood, Richard Gar¬
rick, Charles Hart, Charles Tannen. Pro¬
duced by Robert Basler; directed by
Louis King.
Story:
Charles Coburn, owner of a
ranch in Wyoming, discovers one of his
mares missing, and quickly blames it on
Thunderhead, a stallion owned by a
neighboring rancher, Lloyd Nolan. Nolan’s
son, Robert Arthur, displays his affec¬
tion for Coburn’s niece, Peggy Cummins.
Arthur has purchased a mare without
his father’s consent, with intention of
running him in the big trotting race.
Coburn, hitting the bottle, sees the form
of Arthur’s horse, settles down, and be¬
gins to prepare his own horse.
Thun¬
derhead has been continuing his courting
prowess, and makes Arthur’s mare one
of his victims.
The two horses run
away together, but are brought back by
Arthur.
Finally, the big race comes,
and Coburn’s horse takes two out of
three heats, capturing the cup.
It is
learned after the race, however, that the
mare owned by Arthur is about to be¬
come a mother, so everybody is happy.

X-Ray:
Filmed in sparkling Techni¬
color, this proves a worthy successor to
“My Friend Flicka” and “Thunderhead,
Son of Flicka.” Although the film con¬
tains a stereotyped story lacking in
originality, it makes up for this deficit
with charm and wholesome, unpretentious
adventures. The scenic backgrounds are
especially a treat for the eyes.
All in
all, this will stack up favorably with the
better class entries in the rural sectors
but will have to be satisfied with less
in the metropolitan areas.
Burl Ives
sings a bit.
The film is based on the
novel by Mary O’Hara.
Tip

On

Ad

Of

bracket

in

“The Stirring Adventures
Horses Who Brought Blazing

Lines:

Two

Higher
neighborhoods.

Bidding:

small towns,

The Woman In White

Mystery
Drama
109m.

Estimate:

Interesting entry has names

to help.
Cast:
Alexis Smith, Eleanor Parker,
Sydney Greenstreet, Gig Young, Agnes
Moorehead, John Abbott, John Emery,
Curt Bois, Emma Dunn, Matthew Boul-.
ton, Anita Sharp-Bolster, Clifford Brooke,
Barry Bernard.
Produced by Henry
Blanke; directed by Peter Godfrey.
Story:
Gig Young, art teacher, has
been engaged by John Abbott to instruct
his niece, Eleanor Parker. He runs into
a strange girl, also played by Parker,
garbed in white, who claims she has
just run away from an insane asylum.
Young meets Alexis Smith, companion
to Parker, and Sydney Greenstreet, a
guest, who becomes very alarmed when
Young tells his story of the woman in
white.
Young falls for Parker, but is
dismayed when he sees that the family
is trying to marry her off to John
Emery.
Young meets the mysterious
girl again, who tells him that Parker’s
life is in danger.
When Young con¬
fronts Greenstreet, he is chased out of
the house.
Emery marries Parker, and
things begin to change. If Parker dies,
Emery would at once fall heir to her
millions.
Greenstreet and Emery con¬
trive to get rid of Parker. The woman
in white dies, and Parker replaces her^
in the asylum, the men giving out the
news that it was Parker who died.
Young saves Parker, helping her to es¬
cape, and getting the goods on Emery
and Greenstreet.
The latter is killed
by his wife before he can be taken by
the police.

X-Ray:
Based on the novel by Wilkie
Collins, this provides a different twist,
and, though lengthy and involved, the
film contains many pulsating sequences.
The story could have been tightened to
advantage.
Tip On

Bidding:

Program rating.

“A Mystery Guaranteed To
Set Your Blood Throbbing And Your
Heart Racing With Excitement;” “Don’t
Miss This Exciting Film Of Hate And
Passion;” “If It’s A Mystery You Want
. . . Don’t Miss ‘The Woman In White’.”
Ad Lines:

FOREIGN
Angelina

Estimate:

. (President)
(Italian-made)
(English titles)
High-rating Italian entry.

Cast:
Anna Magnani, Nando Bruno,
Ave Ninchi, Agnes Dubbini, Ernesto
Almirante, Armando Migliari, Vittorio
Mittini,
Maria
Donati,
Maria
Grzia
Franci, Franco Zefferelli, Gianni Glori.
Produced by Paolo Frasca; directed by
Luigi Zampa.
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Story:
In post-war Italy, the black
market is flourishing. Most of the people
are poverty-stricken. Anna Magnani, one
of the housewives, leads a group of
women on a raid of the local grocery.
She assumes leadership, and continues
her activities in the crusade for better
living conditions. Disaster strikes in the
form of a flood, forcing the village to
evacuate. They move into a new housing
project
owned
by wealthy Armando
Migliari, much to the latter’s dismay.
Confronted with a very delicate subject,
Magliari realizes that Magnani is the
kingpin, and tries to soft-pedal her. He
offers her a deputyship, and promises her
a
good
standing.
Not
realizing
his
ulterior motive, Magnani falls for his
speech, and, as a result, her family
suffers. However, when Migliari springs
his main objective, Magnani throws every¬
thing up. After complications, Magnani
gets the project lawfully, and everybody
is happy.

X-Ray:

This is a topical drama which
rates among the best Italian imports. This
is out of the realistic school of filmmaking. Some of the footage, dealing
with poverty-stricken post-war Italy, is
actually shocking and not aimed at the
more -impressionable members of the
audience. The story is somber, and the
few sprinkled laughs fail to offset the
film’s decided air of solemnity. All in
all, this rates with the better of the
recent Italian importations.
Ad-Lines:
“Greater Than Open City,”
“Once
Again,
Anna
Magnani,
Italy’s
Foremost Actress Displays Her Mastery
Of The Sreen”, “This Film Is Guaranteed
To Thrill You.”

Antoine And Antoinette

Drama
88m.

(Siritzky International)
(French-made)
(English titles)
High rating.
Cast:
Roger Figaut, Claire Maffei, Neel
Roquevert, Pierre Trabaud, Francois Joux,
Faulette Jan, Made Siame, Gaston Modot,
Jacque Meyran, Gerarg Oury, Huguette
Faget,
Annette
Poivre.
Directed
by
Jacque Becker.
Story:
Roger Pigaut and his wife,
Claire Maffei, are living a poor life in
Paris
until
the
grocery
man,
Noel
Roquevert, makes a play for Maffei.
Pigaut, extremely jealous, resents Roquovert’s intrusion. Things are fast reaching
a breaking point when Pigaut happily
finds a winning lottery ticket.
This
patches things up, and they imagine
themselves rich. Pigaut hides the ticket
in a book, withdraws it the next day,
and prepares to cash it in. On the way,
he loses his wallet with the prized ticket,
and is heartbroken. He walks around in
a fog', when his wallet is returned to him.
His happiness wears off when Pigaut
sees that the winning ticket is not the
one in the wallet. After a lot more
worry, Pigaut discovers that the coveted
ticket is still in the book, in his posses¬
sion all the time.
X-Ray: An engrossing French drama,
standing as a sure bet to ring the bell
with the art house devotees, this pulls no
punches in its realistic approach, and the
result is a sex-laden story designed for
exploitation angles. All told, this will
provide a coveted entry for the art
houses. Legion of Decency: “B.”
Estimate:

Servisection 5
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Ad-Lines:
“A Winning Lottery Ticket
Stood Between The Way Of Happiness
Of A Young Couple Starving In Paris”;
“You Will Never Forget The Adventures
And Despairs Of A Young Couple When
You See
‘Antoine And Antoinette’
“Don’t Miss ‘Antoine And Antoinette’ . . .
The Finest French Picture Of The Year.”
Drama

Day Of Wrath

97m.

(George J. Schaefer)
(Danish-made)
(English-titles)
Estimate:
Slow-moving Danish drama
for the art houses.
Cast:
Thirkild Roose, Lisbeth Movin,
Sigrid Neiiendam, Preben Lerdorff, Albert
Hoeberg, Olaf Ussing, Anna Svierkier,
Dagmar
Wildenbruck,
Emilie
Nielson,
Kirsten
Andreasen,
Sophie
Knudson,
Harald Holst, Preben Neergaard, Emanuel
Jorgenson, H. Chr. Sorenson. Produced
and directed by Carl Dreyer.
Story:
Thirkold Roose and his young
wife, Lisbeth Movin, are interrupted in
their tranquil life by Anna Svierkier,
who has been accused of being a witch,
and who is sentenced to die at the stake.
She pleads with Roose to save her,
claiming that Movin’s mother was also
a witch, but he saved her in order to
marry Movin. Roose refuses to help, and
Svierkier is killed.
Meanwhile, Roose’s
son by a previous marriage, Preben
Lerdorff, arrives, and sees his mother for
the first time.
It is not long before
Movin and Lerdorff are taking long walks
behind Roose’s back, falling in love.
Lerdorff soon falls under Movin’s spell.
Finally, Movin tells Roose the truth.
She then wishes him dead, and he
succumbs to her wish.
At the wake,
she denies that she is a witch, but
when Lerdorff turns from her, she con¬
fesses, and is sentenced to die at the
stake.
X-Ray: As the first Danish entry to
be received in this country since the
war, this stands as a sensitive drama
for the art houses.
Much too slowmoving and weird for general taste,
the film, however, contains the angles
for art house devotees.
The religious
theme is played to the hilt, and the
bits of witchcraft are well-handled. The
film is based on the novel, “Anne
Pedersdotter,” by Wiers Jenssens.
Ad Lines:
“The Strange And Weird
Story Of A Woman Who Fell In Love
With Her Son, And Killed Her Husband”;
“A Fascinating Film Achievement Which
Will Keep You Enthralled”; “Here Is
A Film You Won’t Want To Miss.”

Die Fledermaus

Ml,sical Co"“y
96m.

(Artkino)
(German-made)
(English titles)
Estimate:

art

Good German entry for the

houses.

Cast: Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm, Hans Brausewetter, Dorit
Kreysler, Willi Fritsch, Joseph Egger,
Sigfried Breuer. Directed by Geza von
Bolvary.
Story:
Willi Dohm attends a lively
ball, and is put to much inconvenience
when a few of his friends, including
Johannes Heesters, his wife, Marte Harell,
and a police warden, Willi Fritsch, pull
a practical joke on him.
By playing

dumb the next clay, Dohm intends to get
his full revenge. He invites Fritsch and
Heesters to a notorious ball being given
by Prince Sigfried Breuer, promising
Heesters that he will meet the most
luscious girl in creation. Heesters grabs
the bait, and consents to go, telling his
wife that it is no place for her to be,
and that she can’t go. Harell, however,
dyes her hair, and attends the ball in¬
cognito.
Heesters falls for her, and
makes love, not realizing that she is his
wife. When he feels as though he has
her in his clutches, she steals away with
Breuer,
leaving
Heesters
extremely
jealous.
Harell informs Breuer as to
her true identity, and he promises to
keep the scheme a secret. With things
beginning to get out of hand, Dohm con¬
fesses all to Heesters, but the latter fails
to believe him.
Finally, with a duel
between Heesters and Breuer in the
making, the story comes out.

X-Ray:
Based on the operetta by
Johann Strauss, and adapted from the
play, “Le Reveillon,” by Meilhac and
Halevy, this is the first German offering
to make an appearance in this country
since before the war. Filmed in sparkling
Agfa color, this film captures the spirit
of the gay Strauss operetta, and remains
a favorable entry for art house devotees.
This should be well-received in the art
houses, particularly in the German pre¬
dominant areas. “The Blue Danube” and
excerpts from the operetta “Fledermaus”
are heard.
Ad
Lines:
“A Film That Captures
The Romantic And Gay Spirits Of Johann
Strauss’
Famous
Viennese
Operetta;”
“Thrill To The Magnificent Color, The
Sparkling Songs, And The Gay Romance;”
“This Has Everything You Want To See
In Film Fare.”

Drama

Gelosia

87m.

(World-Wide)
(Italian-made)
(English titles)
Estimate:

Average Italian import.

Luisa Ferida, Roldano Lupi,
Elena Zareschi, Elvira Betrone, Vandy
Capodaglio, Franco Coop, Angelo Dessy,
Anna Arena, Andrea D’Amaniera, Bella
Starace Sainati, Ruggero Ruggeri. Pro¬
duced by Cines-Universalcine; directed
by Ferdinando M. Poggioli.
Cast:

Story:
A man is killed along a lonely
road, and Angello Dessy, a farmer be¬
lieved in love with the victim’s wife,
Louisa Ferida, is arrested for the murder.
Dessy is sentenced for life.
Marquis
Roldano Lupi goes to priest Ruggero
Ruggeri, and confesses the crime, also
claiming that he has lived with Ferida,
and that he set up her marriage to the
murdered man.
Ruggeri is sealed to
secrecy, and can only pray that Lupi’s
conscience will force him to confess.
Lupi tries to dissolve his crimes by
marrying Elena Zareschi. Their marriage
works okeh for awhile, but Ferida’s
name keeps coming up, and Zareschi,
knowing of his shameful past, finally
leaves him. Lupi, meanwhile, has been
slowly going mad. When it is announced
that Dessy has died in jail, things are
worse. Everything comes back to haunt
him, and he goes completely mad. He
dies alone.
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Adapted from the novel, “The
Marquis
of
Roccaverdina,”
by
Luigi
Capuana, this rates as an average Italian
import. The film’s main requisite is the
story value, though loosely knit in its
unfolding.
Produced in 1945, the film
suffers from below standard production
and poor photography.
Ad Lines:
“Jealousy And Passion Is
The Root Of All Evil, And This Picture
Proves It In An Unforgettable Story;”
“Here Is A Picture You Won’t Forget
In A Long Time To Come;” “A Power¬
ful Story Of Hate And Passion.”
X-Ray:

Melodrama

Mr. Orchid

93m.

(Lopert)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Good import.
Noel-Noel, Nadine Alari, Jose
Arthur, Claire Oliver, Jean Varas, Paul
Frankeur, Delaitre, Lemontier.
Directed
by Rene Clement.
Story:
Noel-Noel, an insurance broker
in a small town during the German oc¬
cupation of France, lives with his wife,
Claire Oliver, and his two children,
Nadine Alari and Jose Arthur. The lat¬
ter argues with his father over his ac¬
ceptance of the occupation and his lack
of resistance to the Nazis.
Actually,
Noel-Noel heads the local area’s under¬
ground movement. The only one in the
family who guesses his activities is his
daughter, Alari, in love with her father’s
assistant, Jean Varas.
Arthur joins the
Maquis as the Allies land.
Meanwhile,
the Germans come to suspect Noel-Noel
when Allied bombers blow up an arms
factory, and arrest him. He is freed
by advancing Allied armies, but not be¬
fore he is wounded. While being trans¬
ported back, he meets his son, who
learns the true worth of his father. At
the war’s end, Noel-Noel refuses the
town’s mayorality as a reward.
X-Ray: Presenting an interesting story
and good characterizations, this is one
of the better-than-average French films.
It should get the same reaction that
others of this type have received from
art and foreign film patrons.
Ad
Lines:
“A Small French Town
Played Its Part During The German Oc¬
cupation;” “A Small Town In France
Fights In Its Own Way For Its Freedom;”
“He Raised Orchids And Men To Fight
The German Invaders.”
Estimate:
Cast:

Son Of The Regiment

Drama
75m.

(Artkino)
(Russian-made)
(English-titles)
Estimate:

High

rating

Russian

im¬

port.
Cast:
Yura Yankin, Alexander Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik, Nikolai Parfenov,
Vova Sinev, Pavel Volkov, Nikolai Yakhontov. Directed by Vassili Pronin.
Story:
While out on a scouting trip
on the Russian front, two Soviet soldiers
encounter Yura Yankin, who claims he
has lost his parents in the war.
The
soldiers want to keep him as a mascot,
developing him into a scout, but the
commander, Alexander Morosov, orders
the boy to the rear. Yankin reluctantly
leaves, but escapes.
After many days
of wandering, he relocates the outfit, and
receives Morosov’s okeh to stick around.
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Yankin proves his worth when he is
captured by the Germans, and tortured.
He returns after a raid, and participates
in a climactic battle. Morosov is killed,
adding to the boy’s grief, but Russia
wins the victory, and Yankin receives
a medal for his stellar work.
X-Ray:
Based
on
the
novel^ by
Valentin Katayev, this stacks up as one
of the better of the Russian imports.
Although the film has a war background,
the actual battle scenes are shunted to
the background as the camera concen¬
trates on the adventures of Yankin. The
11-year-old boy, making his screen debut,
takes full advantage of his numerous
opportunities.
Ad Lines:
“The Heart-Warming Story
Of An 11-Year-Old Soldier Who Didn’t
Know The Meaning Of The Word Fear”;
“A Thrilling And Exciting Russian Film”;
“He Was The Son Of The Regiment.”

MISCELLANEOUS
Western

Deadline

62m.

(Astor)
Fair western.
Cast:
Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, A1
Terry, Pat Gleason, Lee Roberts, Stephen
Keyes, Frank Ellis, Forrest Matthews,
Robert Curtis, Phil Arnold, Joe Hiser,
Don Gray, Buck Monroe, A1 Wyatt.
Produced
by
Walt
Mattox;
associate
producer-director, Oliver Drake.
Story:
Making his last trip as a pony
expressman, Sunset Carson is attacked
by desperadoes who steal a letter from
his mail pouch, but leave the envelope.
The letter was addressed to Pat Starling,
and, after finding her, Carson goes to
work on the ranch she owns, with her
brother. Due to the fact that there is
sabotage, hopes of fulfilling a contract
to string Western Union lines across the
ranch
are
dimming
fast.
However,
Carson steps into the breach, spurs the
work, catches the guilty parties, and the
situation is saved.
X-Ray:
The popularity of Carson
among outdoor fans should be sufficient
to put this over even if the pace is
rather lagging, the performances less than
adequate, and the footage overlong due
to a tedious amount of hard riding. Also
included is one song.
Ad
Lines:
“The Greatest Western
Sunset Carson Ever Made”; “Every Out¬
law In The West Feared His Deadly
Trigger-Finger”; “An Exciting, Thrilling
Tale Of The West.”
Estimate:

The Shorts Parade
Two Reel
Educational
GOING TO BLAZES. MGM—Specials.
21m.
Produced
by
the
Theatre Of
Life—Fact Film
Organization
in co¬
operation with the Associated Press and
the Los Angeles Fire Department, this
subject, written and produced by Herbert
Morgan, shows the life of a fireman,
illustrates the causes of fires, expounds
upon their prevention, and mentions the
cost of fire to all of us.
It is fast
moving, unusually interesting, and thrill¬

ing in spots. The subject was recently
given the annual award of National Com¬
mittee on Films for Safety for the “year’s
best theatrical motion picture on safety.”
EXCELLENT. (A-902).
LIFE AND DEATH IN THE DESERT
(Duel to the Death).
Artkino.
20m.
The Hara Kum desert in Asiatic Russia
is under jclose scrutiny as the camera
utilizes its facilities to capture the insect
colony in action. The code of the desert
is to eat or be eaten.
One of the
features is the devouring of a mouse
by a boa constrictor.
While this con¬
tains some amazing footage, it may. be
much too strong for some audiences.
GOOD.

Sports
BASKETBALL HEADLINERS OF 1948.
RKO—Special.
18m.
Madison Square
Garden is the setting for this actionpacked basketball short, which features
the top games of the season.
Crack
teams vie for honors. Among the squads
shown are NYU, City College, Long
Island University, DePaul, St. Johns,
Texas, North Carolina, St. Louis, Ken¬
tucky, Columbia, and Notre Dame. This
is an ideal entry for sports fans, but
may seem a trifle long for others. GOOD.
(83801).
ALL AMERICAN SOAP BOX DERBY.
Emerson Yorke. 25m. One of the high¬
lights for millions of young boys is the
annual Soap Box Derby. The rules and
restrictions are carefully pointed out by
narrator Ted Husing, and the boys go
to work on their respective entries. The
program is run off, and the winning
contestants come into Akron, O., for the
finals. The winner is acclaimed by all.
This was sponsored by the United States
Rubber Company, and is free to theatres.
GOOD.

Topical
DEMOCRACY’S DIARY.
RKO — This
is America.
17m.
This deals with the
country’s
newspapers.
In
illustrating
the operations of a newspaper, the film
has centered upon The New York Times,
and enters its editorial, make-up, com¬
posing, etc. rooms. The police reporter,
the rewrite man, the typographer, and
the other cogs of a well-oiled machine
are shown going through their regular
routine.
This is an engrossing film
which carries plenty of interest. EXCEL¬
LENT. (83107).

One Reel
Color Cartoon
BUTCHER OF SEVILLE. 20th CenturyFox-Terrytoons. Reissue. 7m. The Butcher
of Seville has an empty shop, and
temptation drives him to kidnap the
dairy maid’s cow. Before any harm can
come to the bovine creature, the hero
appears on the scene, and, after a violent
duel, manages to vanquish the villian.
This is in opera form.
First reviewed
in The Servisection of Dec. 15, 1943, this
is reprinted for the record.
GOOD.
(8531).
KITTY FOILED.
MGM.
Cartoons.
7m.
Engaged in their usual chase, a
canary comes to the aid of Jerry, the
mouse, just as Tom, the cat, has him
cornered.
After some more whirlwind
chases and good gags, which invariably
find Tom getting the worst of it, Tom
(Continued on next page)
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RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL—53m.—Monogram . 2269
RIFFRAFF—80m.—RKO
. 2233
ROAD TO RIO—100m.—Paramount . 2284
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild .2278
ROBIN HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram . 2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71 m.-Republic . 2248
ROCK Y—76m.—Monogram .
2339
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA
.
2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-65m.-Columbia . 2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .2317
ROSES ARE RED—67m.—20th-Fox .
2278
ROSSINI—95m.—Best .
2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m—Artkino
2253
RUTHLESS—104m.—Eagle Lion . 2363

EXHIBITOR

SON OF RUSTY, THE-69m.-Columbia .2231
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino
2384
SONG OF LOVE-117m.-MGM
. 2232
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artists . 2277
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram
2339
SONG OF THE THIN MAN—86m.—MGM. 2232
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount
. 2340
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics . 2260
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .„
2377
SPRINGTIME—76V2m.—Four Continents . 2327
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion . 2323
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM .2365
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfilm .2310
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbia . 2372
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM . 2348
SWAMP WATER-90m.-20th.Fox
. 2237
SWEET GENEVIEVE-68m.-Columbia
2275
SWORD OF THE AVENGER—72m.—Eagle Lion
2380
SWORDSMAN, THE-81m.-Columbia .2268
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—85m.—AF .2310

S

T

SAIGON—94m.—Paramount .2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount . 2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor
. 2253
SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-95m.-20th-Fox . 2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98V2m.-U-lnt.2312
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE-108m.-RKO 2233
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-81m.-U-lnt. 2301
SEPIA CINDERELLA—70m.—Screen Guild .2294
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO . 2233
SHADOW VALLEY—58m.—Eagle-Lion . 2292
SHAGGY—71m.—Paramount .2373
SHAKUNTALA—72m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2310
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia . 2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF—69m.—Monogram .2233
SILENT CONFLICT—61 m.—UA
2368
SITTING PRETTY—84m.—20th-Fox . 2350
SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia . 2339
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .2318
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners.2302
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic . 2325
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogram .2307
SMART WOMAN-93m.-Allied Artists . 2357
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE—67m.—Columbia . 2259
SMUGGLERS, THE-85m.-Eagle-Lion . 2323
SO WELL REMEMBERED—112m.—RKO . 2277

TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion . 2331
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO
2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-71 m.-MGM
2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PIPIT—81m.—U-Int.2248
TENDER YEARS. THE-81m.-20th-Fox .2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .2316
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners .2270
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—67m.—20th-Fox .2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM .2260
THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm . 2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM . 2332
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO . 2325
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348
T-MEN—91 m.—Eagle Lion . 2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE—85m.—Times
. 2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbia .2316
TO THE VICTOR—101m.—Warners .2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox . 2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion . 2339
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild .2318
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbia
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE-126m.-Warners .2308
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO .2312
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia 2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg .2310

THE SHORTS PARADE
(Continued from page 2384)
ties Jerry to a toy railroad track, starts
the train, and, while riding as the
engineer, heads straight for the helpless
mouse. The canary, however, comes to
the rescue once more, drops a bowling
ball as a bomb right on. Tom’s head, and
Tom and the train crash through the
floor. This is fast and funny. EXCEL¬
LENT. (W-937).
LAND OF THE LOST.
Paramount—
Noveltoons.
7m.
Delightful in every
respect, this follows the ABC network
radio program and book of the same
name, and it is a worthy addition to
any program, especially for the kiddies.
Billy and Isabelle go to the Land Of
The Lost, under the sea, with the
educated fish, Red Lantern, and watch
their favorite jack-knife rescue a ladyknife from the villain.
EXCELLENT.
(P7-7).
MICKEY DOWN UNDER. RKO—Walt
Disney Cartoons.
7m.
In Australia,
Mickey and Pluto are having a fine time
with
the
dizzying
antics
of
their
boomerang.
Pluto runs into a little
trouble when the boomerang lands in his
mouth, and while he is having his dif¬
ficulties, Mickey is being chased by a
large ostrich. The boomerang scares the
ostrich, which continues after the fleeing
Mickey and Pluto. FAIR.
(74115).
MIGHTY MOUSE AND THE MA¬
GICIAN.
20th Century-Fox-Terrytoons.
7m. The cats not only annoy the mice,
but they steal the magic wand, thereby
making themselves invisible.
However,
one mouse escapes, and warns Mighty
Mouse, who comes to the rescue. FAIR.
(8414).
RHAPSODY OF SATURNE.
Siritzky
International. fP/am.
Filmed in Techni¬
color, this is the first of a series of
French color shorts to be distributed by
Siritzky, and stands as the first French
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cartoon to be received in this country.
The film is explicitly for art house
patronage as it reflects a weird and
unorthodox mode.
The film is a be¬
wildering maze of color, containing no
story, featuring a few animated figures,
and a weird musical background. It was
produced by Jan Image.
FAIR.

Musical
LET’S SING A STEPHEN FOSTER
SONG.
Vitaphone — Memories
from
Melody Lane.
10m.
This centers upon
the songs of Stephen Foster as it en¬
deavors to explain how the song was
created, ending with audience partici¬
pation.
Songs heard
are
“My
Old
Kentucky Home,” “Swanee River” “Beau¬
tiful Dreamer,” and “Camptown Races.”
GOOD. (4205).
SPOTLIGHT SERENADE.
UniversalInternational — Sing and Be Happy.
8m. A community sing a trifle off the
beaten track, this features songs associ¬
ated with famous personalities, having
a cartoonist draw caricatures of the per¬
sonality
while
introducing
the
song.
Heard are “Ida,” “Chloe,” “Every Little
Movement Has A Meaning All Its Own,”
and “I’m A Yankee Doodle Dandy.”
GOOD. (3381).

Novelty
FLICKER FLASHBACKS No. 5. RKO.
8m. The first of two oldies presented is
“The Criminal Hypnotist,” who uses his
unearthly mysticysm to put poor Ingrid
in a trance, and command her to steal
her father’s life’s earnings. Things look
bad until Ingrid’s boy friend follows her
to the crook’s house, and captures him.
“The Innkeeper’s Daughter” deals with a
sailor out to get a beautiful young maiden
in his clutches. He chases her but, when
seeing her little brother, he is reminded
of his sin, and begs forgiveness. FAIR.
(84205).

TYCOON -128m.—RKO .2293

U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount .
2233
UNDER COLORADO SKIES—65m.—Republic . 2300
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60V2m.-RKO . 223*
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE—101m.—MGM .2232
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warner$ . 2234
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt. .2273

V
VALLEY OF THE GlANTS-78m.-Warners .2375
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE-103m.-Warners. 2309
VOLPONE— 105m.—Siritzky-lnt. 2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int. 2335

W
WEST OF SONORA—54m.—Columbia .
2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO . 2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—Astor .2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion . 2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL-68m.-Columbia .2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-41 m.-Screen Guild ...2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE-75m.-Paramount .2260
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle-Lion .2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE-62m.-Wei»s .2*41
tVILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic .2261
WILD HARVEST—92m.—Paramount .2234
WILD HORSE MESA-61 m.-RKO .2285
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino . 2296
WINTER MEETING—104m.—Warners .2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int.2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners .2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia
2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt.2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM
2253
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE—68m.—Columbia
2328

Y
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox .2326

Z
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—79m.—Artkino

.2286

Color Sports
FIGHTING ATHLETES.
Vitaphone—
Sports, Parade.
10m.
The soldiers of
India are the subject as the camera
catches them going through their day of
sport and military training. These sturdy
volunteers
show
their
prowess
in
wrestling, volley ball, physical training,
and a game called chakarhazi. GOOD.
(4509).

Sports
DOGGONE CLEVER.
RKO — Sportscopes. 8m.
The four major species of
hunting dogs are illustrated. The spaniel,
retriever, setter, and the pointer are
taken in the order named, with the
habits of each brought into easy view.
Each is employed for different varieties
of hunting, although all but the retriever
are used when the hunter is after birds.
The retriever is used primarily in duck
hunting, due to aquatic ability.
This
should go over with the sports-minded
fans. GOOD. (84308)
WOMEN WRESTLERS. United Sports
Attraction.
9m.
This female wresting
match between the champ, Clara Mortensen, and Rita Martinez, with Mortensen
retaining her title, was included in a
two-reeler, “Twin Tornadoes,” reviewed
in The Servisection of March 17, 1948.
Standing alone, and without the handicap
of any previous grunt and groaning to
tire the audience, this match becomes
much more interesting, and the com¬
mentary proves rather amusing. GOOD.

Topical
KINDERGARTENS. Artkino. 10m. Mos¬
cow’s kindergartens are discussed.
The
film centers on one young subject, and
explains how he is enrolled at one of
the kindergartens, and shows the ex¬
periences he must face.
Most of the
children are shy and afraid at first, but
soon find themselves happily getting into
the swing of things, making new friends.
GOOD.
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A
ADVENTURE ISLAND—67m.-Paramount
. 2233
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-75m.-Columbia .2355
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagle Ljon .2347
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-102m.Warners
.2341
ALBUQUERQUE—90m.—Paramount .2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM
.V. 2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int.2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL-64m.-Republic .2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners . 2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President
.2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram . 2324
ANNA KARENINA -11 lm.-20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST- 106V2m.-U-1nt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners .2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners .2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH-1191/201.—UA .2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m.-U-lnt.2358
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-63m.-RKO .2365
ARNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM
2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER 63m.-20th-Fox .2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER-65m.-Eagle Lion .2380
S
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO .2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners .2249
BAMBI—71m.—RKO .2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-59m.-Republic . 2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert . 2309
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO . 2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia .2379
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram .2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.-Rank . 2278
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film . 2280
B.F.'s DAUGHTER—108m.—MGM .T..2331
BIG CITY—103m.—MGM .2364
BIG CLOCK, THE- 95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.-Paramount . 2283
BILL AND COO—61 m.—Republic
. 2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE 108m.-RKO . 2284
BLACK BART—80m.- U-Int. 2329
BLACK GOLD—89m.- Allied Artists .2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion .2323
BLACK NARCISSUS—89m.—U-Int.2295
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle-Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia . 2253
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia .2291
BLUE VEIL, THE-91rn.- Cohn . 2262
BODY AND SOUL—104m.—UA . 2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino . 2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic .2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO .2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram .2268
BOY! WHAT A GlRL-69m.-Screen Guild . 2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.-MGM .2348
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RlVER-55m.-Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65m.Columbia
2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-80m.-Screen Guild . 2236
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion .2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.2295
C
CAGED FURY—60m.—Paramount .2339
CALIFORNIA FI REBRAND—63m.—Republic .2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110V2m.-20th-Fox .2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON—61 m.—Republic . 2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57V2m.—Monogram .2356
CAPTAiN BOYCOTT—92m.—U-Int.’..2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-20th-Fox .2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion .2247
CARNEGIE HALL—134m.—U A .2238
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int.2350
CASS TIMBER1ANE -117m.—MGM .2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-82m.-Superfilm . 2309
CHALLENGE, THE-68m.-20th-Fox
2333
CHECK YOUR GUNS-55m-Eagle-Lion . 2283
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion . 2292
CHINESE RING, THE-67m.-Monogram . 2300
CHRIST, THE KING-75m.-Barry-Simpex .2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90rn.—UA
. 2270
CLOSE-UP—72m." Eagle Lion
.2372
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91m.-Distinguished . 2377
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—105m.—Film Rights Int.2359
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia
2267
CROSSED TRAILS-53m.—Monogram . 2381
CROSSFIRE—85m -RKO
2234
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival

D
DAISY KENYON—98'/2m.-20th-Fox . 2294
DANGEROUS YEARS-62m.-20th-Fox .2301
DARK PASSAGE—106m .—Warners
. 2249
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer . 2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor
. 2384
DEEP VALLEY—104m.—Warners
.2240
DESIGN FOR DEATH—48m.—RKO . 2325
DESIRE ME—91m.—MGM
2257
DEVIL SHI P—62m.—Columbia
. 2291
DEVIL'S CARGO—61 m.—Film Classics .
2355
DEVIL'S ENVOYS, THE—118m.—Superfilm
2249

EXHIBITOR

DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO . 2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS—96m.—Artkino
2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.-Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A -105m.—U-Int. 2308
DOWN TO EARTH-lOlm.-Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70V2m.—Screen Guild .2236
DRIFTWOOD—88m.—Republic . 2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox
2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.-Monogram
2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-Allied Artists
2379
t
EACH DAWN I DIE—84m.—Warners .2254
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int. 2279
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE 106m.—Paramount
2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion
2363
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners . 2278
ETERNAL MELODIES—95m.—Grandi .. 2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int. 2309
EXILE, THE 91m.-U-Int.. 2270
EXPOSED—59m.—Republic .2254
F
FABULOUS JOE, THE—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic .2277
FANNY—123m.—Siritzky-Int.2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES-94m.-Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m.—Siritzky-Int.2341
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-64m.-Alexander .2351
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE- 93m.- RKO
2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG- 60m.-Astor .2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners .2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61 m.-Eagle-Lion . 2283
FLAME, THE—97m.—Republic .2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .2299
FOREVER AMBER—140m.- 20th-Fox .2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117V2m.—20th-Fox .2257
FRENCH LEAVE-64m.—Mcnogram .2373
FRIEDA-98m.-U-Int. .2240
FUGITIVE. THE—99m.—RKO
.2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-91 m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY FREE—73m.—RKO .2234
FURIA—89m.—Film Classics .2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox .2367

G
GANGSTER, THE-84m.-Allied Artists .2260
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion
. 2246
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic .2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide
. .2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-118m.-20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell .2262
GLAMOUR GIRL—68m.—Columbia . 2307
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount .2233
GOOD NEWS—92m.—MGM
.2292
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox .2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artkino .2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET-141 m.-MGM .2268
GREEN FOR DANGER—93m.—Eagle Lion . 2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox .2382
GUN I AW—60m.—RKO
. 2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monogram .2316
H
HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA . 2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox . 2333
HATTER'S CASTLE-1 OOm.-Paramount .2373
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion
2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount . 2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-71 m.-Eagle Lion . 2299
HEART OF VIRGINIA-60ni.-Republic .2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS-See Montana Mike
HENRY IV—92m.—Superfilm .2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS-86m.-Columbia
.2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (LaflF Time-Part l)-50m.UA .2374
HIGH TIDE—71 m.—Monogram .2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM .2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int. 2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild
2236
HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM .2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox
2237
HUNGRY HILL—94m.—U-Int. 2270
HUNTED, THE -83m.—Allied Artists .2331

I
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners .2334
I LOVE TROUBLE 94m.-Columbia .2307
I REMEMBER MAMA-134m.-RKO .2358
I WALK)f ALONE—98m.—Paramount
2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-96m.-20th-Fox . 2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—LeLarge—E.C.D. 2334
IF WINTER COMES—97m.—MGM . 2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO
. 2332
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic . 2366
INTERMEZZO -70m.—SRO . 2278
INTRIGUE—90m.—UA . 2301
INVISIBLE WALL, THE-73m.-20th-Fox . 2263
IT HAD TO BE YOU-98m.-Columbia . 2267

J
JASSY—96m.—U-Int. 2334
JENNY LAMOUR—102 m.—Vog .2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners
2286
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-65m.-Monogram 2317
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72mMonogram
.
2233
K
KEY WITNESS—67m.—Columbia
.2253
KILLER DILL—71 m.—Screen Guild .2237
KILLER McCOY—102m.—MGM .2276
KING OF THE BANDITS-65m.-Monogram
. 2268
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327
1
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)—
92m.—Superfilm . 2279
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LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—56m.—Columbia
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.-Columbia
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—67m.—20th-Fox
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86V2m.,
U-Int.
LIFE WITH FATHER-118m.-Warners
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle-Lion
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-68m.-Columbia
LONG NIGHT, THE-96m.-RKO
LOST MOMENT, THE-88V2m. -U-Int.
LOST ONE, THE—80m.—Columbia .
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram
LOVE FROM A STRANGER-81 m.-Eagle Lion
LOVER'S RETURN, A—96V2m.—Westport-Int.
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grandi
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.-Artkino
LURED—See Personal Column.

2371

2315
2259
2300
2349
2375
2240
2367
2271
2267
2235
2270
2371
2293
2275
2327
2279
2334

M
MAD WEDNESDAY—89m.—UA
2239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic
2340
MAGIC TOWN—103m.—RKO
2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Republic ........
2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN- 88m.-RKO
. 2269
MAN FROM TEXAS—71m.—Eagle Lion .
2363
MAN OF EVIL-89m.—UA .
2333
MAN OF THE SEA-82m.-Hoffberg . 2335
MARCO VISCONTI —109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox
2269
MARKED WOMAN-81 m.-Warners
2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-Republic . 2236
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .
2315
MATING OF MILLIE, THE-87m.-Columbia .
2347
MEET ME AT LAWN-89m.-20ih-Fox .
2358
MERTON OF THE MOVIES-81m.-MGM .2232
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS—90m.—Distinguished
2262
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artkino .2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO .2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classics . 2364
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—123m.—UA .2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)—96m.—UA. 2239
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS-107m.-20th-Fox
2237
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO
2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m.-SRO
.2367
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .2384
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .
2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE-83m.-Mage .2241
MY DOG RUSTY-67m.~Columbia
2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE-85m.-Kline-Levin .2257
MY GIRL TISA—95m.—Warners
2326
MY WILD IRISH ROSE-lOlm.-Warners .2302
N
NAKED CITY—95m.—U-Int. 2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int.2285
NIGHT SONG—101 m.—RKO . 2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-11 lm.-20th-Fox .2263
NINOTCHKA—110m.—MGM
2276
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-76m.-Eagle Lion
2363
O
OCTOBER MAN, THE- 91m.-Eagle Lion .2355
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—59m.—Republic . 2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES—56m.—Monogram .2373
OLD LOS ANGELES -87m. - Republic .2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-107m.-MGM
2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
— 107m.—UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL-75m.-Republic
2269
OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle-Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE-96m.-UA
.2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle-Lion . 2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO
. 2284
OVERLAND TRAI LS—58m.—Monogram .2357
P
PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia .2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA-50m.-Artkino .2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.- RKO .2248
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn .
2335
PANHANDLE-85m.-Allied Artists*.2324
PANIC—97m.—Tricolore .2296
PARADINE CASE, THE-116m.--SRO .2312
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished .2335 "
PATIENT VANISHES, THE—76m.—Film Classics .2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
P£RSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-lOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MISSION-58mEagle-Lion
. 2247
PICADILLY INCIDENT—88m.—MGM
.2332
PIRATE, THE—101'/2m.-MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-Int. 2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PRAIRIE EX PRESS—54m.—Monogram . 2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion . 2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columbia . 2299
R
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—64m.—RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion
.2260
RAVEN, THE-90m.-Westport Int.2351
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m.-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia
.2315
RENEGADE RANGER, TH£-59m.-RKO
2300
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eagle-Lion. 2275
Eagle-Lion .
2275
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi .2286
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Lion
2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Columbia .2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished .2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-lOlm.-U-Int.
2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbia . 2267

(Continued on page 2385)

(The running times carried in these listings represent the latest corrected times of each feature.—Ed.)
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He rings the bell w
one of the funnies
comedy ideas in yea

co-starring

DON McGUIRE • HILLARY BROOKE • ADELE IERGENS • ROSS FORD • TRUDY MARSHALL
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AN EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION
Screenplay by Frank Tashlin and Devery Freeman

Based upon a SATURDAY EVENING POST story by Roy Huggins
Produced and Directed k,

S. SYLVAN SIMON
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JOIN THE GALA-THEATRE-CELEBRITY PARTIES!

ALBANY—WED. 6/9—8 P.M.
Delaware Theatre, 290 Delaware Avenue
ATLANTA—WED. 6/9—8 P.M.
Garden Hills Theatre, 2827 Peachtree Road
BOSTON—MON. 6/7—8 P.M.
Fine Arts Theatre, Massachusetts Ave. and Norway St,
BUFFALO—THUR. 6/10—8 P.M.
Midtown Theatre, 647 Main Street
CHARLOTTE—MON. 6/7—8 P.M.
Manor Theatre, 607 Providence Road
CHICAGO—THUR. 6/10—8:30 P.M.
Vogue Theatre, 3810 North Broadway
CINCINNATI—MON. 6/7—8:15 P.M.
Ridge Theatre, 6042 Montgomery Road
CLEVELAND—TUES. 6/8—8 P.M.
Astor Theatre, 8405 Hough Avenue
DALLAS—MON. 6/7—8 P.M.
Delman Theatre, Lemon Ave. and Hackberry St.
DENVER—WED. 6/9—8 P.M.
Jewel Theatre, 1912 South Broadway
DES MOINES—WED. 6/9—8 P.M.
Uptown Theatre, 4115 University
DETROIT—MON. 6/7—8:15 P.M.
Midtown Theatre, 711 West Canfield
’

INDIANAPOLIS—WED. 6/9—8:30 P.M.
Cinema Theatre, 213 East 16th Street
KANSAS CITY—TUES. 6/8—8 P.M.
Vogue Theatre, 3444 Broadway
LOS ANGELES—MON. 6/7—8:30 P.M.

Starring
NEW YORK.NEW JERSEY
(Previously Trade Shown)

v

OKLAHOMA CITY—MON. 6/7—8 P.M
Plaza Theatre, 1725 Northwest 16th
OMAHA—WED. 6/9—8 P.M.
Dundee Theatre, 4952 Dodge Street
PHILADELPHIA—WED. 6/9—11 A.M.
M-G-M Screen Room, 1233 Summer Street
PITTSBURGH—MON. 6/7—8:30 P.M.
Shadyside Theatre, 5518 Walnut Street

I

PORTLAND—TUES. 6/8—8 P.M.
Esquire Theatre, 838 Northwest 23rd Street

-n
\
|

J

f

ST. LOUIS—TUES. 6/8—8 P.M.
Apollo Theatre, 323 De Baliviere

PETER LAWFORD
ANN MILLER

SALT LAKE CITY—MON. 6/7—8:30 P.M.
Southeast Theatre, 2121 South Eleventh East
SAN FRANCISCO—MON. 6/7—8 P.M.
Guild Theatre, 1069 Market Street

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR

Screen Play by SIDNEY SHELDON, FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKETT • Original Story by FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HAI
Lyrics and Music by

Musical Numbers Directed by

Directed by

SEATTLE—WED. 6/9—8:30 P.M.
Neptune Theatre, 1307 East 45th Street
WASHINGTON—MON. 6/7—8:30 P.M.
National Archives Auditorium, 8th St. and Penn Ave., N.W,

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

Produced by

CURTAIN IS FRONT PAGE NEWS!
Daily Mirror

THE IRON CURTAIN IS
BOXOFFICE NEWS!
r

May 13,1948

.

c lUo Inneest lines m

tH© Roxy
noted in morning anl
’ dlby applaUsej
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AND THE STORY IS THE SAME INMilwaukee, Portland, Seattle, Cleveland,
Richmond, Indianapolis, Cincinnati,
Kansas City, Denver, Rochester, Syracuse.

THE IRON CURTAIN IS
THE MOST EAGERLY SOUGHT
PICTURE IN THE LAND!

P
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DOORMAN found a wallet with over
$500 in cash, and turned it over to the
owner, who rewarded him with 25 cents.
It could have been worse, however. She
might have given him a pass to the
theatre.
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JRCULATIOfct

★
THE WORD “MISTRESS” has been ap¬
proved for the first time by the Motion
Picture Association of America in con¬
nection with an English film, “Mistress
Masham’s Repose,” which should clear the
way for a film version of “Mistress Mary,
Quite Contrary,” for the kiddies.

★
A CHIEF JAILER has become the head of
the location department at a coast studio.
This
insures
absolute
efficiency
in
handling the bad ’uns when the company’s
westerns are produced.

A Day To Remember
While May 3 will never appear in red on The Exhibitor
booking calendar, it remains a memorable date for the industry.
For on that day, the U. S. Supreme Court handed down three deci¬
sions that not only set the distributors hack on their heels hut
which also served notice that from now on the burden of proof will
he on them.

★
J. ARTHUR RANK told a press conference
in England that there is a “certain amount
of bias” influencing the “Oscar” awards.
Some people, he said, thought “Great
Expectations” should have been adjudged
the best picture of the year. Here is one
case where the title describes a situation
but doesn’t guarantee the result.

★
A PROMINENT counselor on marital re¬
lations says that Hollywood stars don’t
know how to make love on the screen, but
that the love in “Arch Of Triumph” is
being recommended. This should even¬
tually reach the stage where all pictures
will be reviewed on Love qualifications:
Suitable for adults; Suitable for children,
and unsuitable for anyone.

Adding

another

interpretation

to

the

many

which

have

already been heard, this corner would like to point out that while
the final phases of the equity case will provide a field day for
lawyers, it will he their last opportunity, and that eventually
common sense and fair dealing will gain the upper hand.
Naturally,

there

is

jubilation

in

independent

exhibitor

quarters, although it must he said that in the long run the dis¬
tributors may benefit from the financial viewpoint. Film certainly
won’t be cheaper. Independent theatremen should also be advised
that while some type of divestiture is certain to come, this does not
necessarily mean that the affiliated circuits have to be handed over
to the independents. Just who may get whatever theatres have to
be disposed of by the producer-circuits is anybody’s guess, hut the
principal purpose of the decision is to break up any alleged

★

monopoly, not to build up new ones.

JUST FOR THE RECORD: The cover
which appears on this issue of The Ex¬
hibitor represents the 150th of the series
which began on July 11, 1945.

pictures will he made, sold, and exhibited. While the distributors

★

and affiliated circuits have nothing rosy to anticipate, this industry

THEN THERE is the case of the exhibitor
who was so confused over recent changes
of titles that he sent in a request for
dates for three pictures, all
amounted to the same show.

of

which

—H. M. M.

We look for another period of litigation, during which time

will continue to work on the same basis as in the past, except that
the distributors will have to he doubly careful that whatever they
do is according to the legal hook.
The U. S. Supreme Court decision is worth reading.

That is

why it is reprinted in this issue. We recommend it as well worth

INDEX
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the time of anyone for it provides a fitting closing chapter to a
case which has made motion picture history.
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A MOVIE

BILL

BISHOP,

MGM

PUBLICIST,

AND

BEN

BANOWITZ,

ILLINOIS

ALLIED

EXEC,

COMPARE

ENTRIES

IN

THE

ILLINOIS

"MOVIE

PESTS"

CONTEST.

Chicago Shows The Way
Working With W omen’s Clubs, Theatremen Cash In On A “Movie Pests’5 Contest

O

NE of the most important trends
in post-war theatre operation is
the consolidation of film theatres
as an integral important base of com¬
munity activity.
The idea that the
theatre must concern itself only with
the exhibition of films is gradually los¬
ing its validity and support. Theatremen
are now well on the way toward the
conclusion that the motion picture house,
for its own good and the good of its
neighbors, must operate as a community
project.
Of course, this trend has fol¬
lowed directly from the World War II
period. Then, the film house was often
in the vanguard of home-front win-thewar projects. It took a number one
spot in the war-bond drives, Red Cross
campaigns, etc., and was recognized as
an important part of the whole morale¬
building
program
of
the
anti-Nazi
crusade.
With the end of the war, however,
exhibitors seemed to take a rest gen¬

6

erally and concentrated on just exhibit¬
ing films. Today however, for various
reasons, it is again taking its place in
the social life of the U.S.
A fine example of this type of operation
was the recent campaign in Chicago,
the “Movie Pests” poster contest. While
superficially it may look like just
another contest, this was really far
from the case. The idea was originated
two years ago by Mrs. William Clark
Wolkinson,
motion
picture
chairman,
Illinois Federation of Women’s Clubs, and
Bill Bishop, MGM publicist, held a few
poster displays at his office building
following a short on the subject by Pete
Smith.
This was the beginning of the
idea which now looks like it may turn
out to be a national proposition.
The carnpaign was conducted by the
Illinois Federation of Women’s Clubs
with the ’Cooperation of theatre manage¬
ments in many districts of the state.
Some 125 theatres took part, about 100

Allied houses, a few Warner, and others.
School children in the seventh and
eighth
grades
in
eight Congressional
Districts participated.
They made ap¬
proximately 5,000 posters calling atten¬
tion to the movie pests that afflict most
of us at one time or another.
The
winners were picked from each school,
public and parochial, and local theatre
managers gave passes, etc., as prizes to
neighborhood
school
winners.
These
winners were then submitted to districts,
and six of these were given prizes by
the women’s clubs in the various districts.
A further break down sent six of the
best from each district to Chicago for
final judging at the Federation’s state
headquarters.
And just this week, the
two top prize winners plus six honor¬
able mentions were to be presented with
cash and ribbons at the club’s convention
in Chicago.
Outstanding work was done by The
Elm, Elmwood Park, which gave away

THE
100 passes, one to each child making a
poster, and the management also ar¬
ranged a special poster matinee for the
kids, giving additional passes to winners.
The Washington, Granite City, gave 3060-and-90-day passes to winners, while
the Des Plaines, Des Plaines, presented
candy passes, bracelets, and soft balls.
All
posters
were
displayed
in
the
theatre lobbies in many sections of the
state, with the best sent to Chicago.
After the final awards, the houses were
again showing off the cream of the crop.
The interest generated by the contest
was wonderful. Girl Scout leaders wrote
and asked permission to participate. The
Superintendent of Schools in Columbus,
Neb., asked for details aiming for a
similar contest in that state.
Mrs.
Joseph
R.
Chesser,
national
Federation motion picture chairman, and
president,
Better
Films
Council
of
Chicago, said:
“The ‘Movie Pests’ poster competition
has worked out so well in Illinois that
I shall
recommend,
at
the
General
Federation of Women’s Clubs of America
convention, . . . that it be carried out
on a nation-wide basis.
Competitions
of this character call attention in a strik¬
ing, yet diplomatic way, to many derilections
which
would
be
corrected
in
theatres.
And, too, they provide a big
step
in
the
combatting of juvenile
delinquency.”
Theatremen benefited through the con¬
test from a viewpoint of self interest.
And so did the kids who put their
talent and spare time to work doing
constructive creative work.
And so did the theatre patron.
Among the ‘don’ts’ portrayed were such
nuisances as cutting and defacing seats
and walls; wearing of large hats, chew¬
ing loudly, sticking gum on seats, pop¬
ping gum and paper bags, shooting paper
wads, putting bundles on seats, spilling
food and trash, putting feet in aisles,
loud
talking
and
laughter,
constant
walking up and down aisles, pushing
and shoving in line, whistling at screen
scenes, dropping things from the bal¬
cony, rattling bags, and sleeping in seats.
All these things were brought out enter¬
tainingly and forcefully. And it’s a good
bet that every theatre patron has come
up against such annoying activity or has
himself unconsciously taken part.
Thus, what has happened in Chicago
may eventually spread to the entire
country. Although in a few weeks the
schools of the country will be shuttered
for the summer, it is probable that when
September rolls around, the Chicago plan
may be given impetus in other parts of
the U. S. Theatres have definite problems
connected with the kids and teen-agers,
and an intelligent handling of the situa¬
tion may be worked out profitably.
But this should be only the beginning.
There are many many other ideas and plans
that can be worked out by theatres and
civic groups working hand in hand to
benefit all parties concerned, both from
an educational, practical, and entertain¬
ment standpoint, with the nabe theatre
the base of operation. Enterprising pro¬
gressive theatremen should take advan¬
tage of any and every possible oppor¬
tunity.
It’s important.
—Ben Belsham

May 19, 1948
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Bishop and Banowiti dig through the pile of "Movie Pests" posters, and carefully scrutinize the ideas
and their artistic merit.

The campaign was conducted by the

Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs.

Judges in the finals were Mrs. William Clark Wilkinson, motion picture chairman,

Illinois Federation;

Bishop, Mrs. Joseph Chesser, national chairman and head, local Better Films Council; Mrs. Jane Reeder,
art department chairman, state group;

Here

Banowitz,

posters.

Bishop,

Mrs.

Wilkinson,

Mrs.

Mrs.

Fred

Bauchhenss,

Chesser,

and

Illinois

Mrs.

unit secretary,

Bauchhenss

and

earnestly

The contest, now being planned on o nation-wide basis, was acclaimed

Banowitz.

consider

the

as highly effective.
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MEL KONECOFF'S NEW YORK
(Note To Ye Ed: We were in the groove so to speak when we rubbed shoulders and
other parts of the anatomy with such worthies as Bing Crosby, Walter Abel, and traded
bits of repartee with the gents. It all happened at a birthday party for Bing, which Para¬
mount hosted in the Rainbow Room atop Rockefeller Center. When Der Bingle came over
to say “hello,” we wittingly got to first base with an inquiry as to the
whereabouts of his famous sports jacket, he being attired in a smart grey
business suit. He was fast on his feet that boy, and quick like a bunny
came back the retort, “I am going formal today, if you please.” He was in
the groove, too. Leaving the highly successful celebration, we picked up
our coat at the cloak room behind Abel, and we witnessed that when he
wanted to present the pretty young thing with a quarter, she refused,
saying that Paramount was taking care of the gratuities. Again we got to
first base when we muttered, “Don’t worry it will show up in the budget of your next
film.” Abel, halfway out the door, had to come back to shake our hand. We know you
would have felt proud at that moment.)
The party was attended by delegations
EL will advise its sales staff on selling
from all the press and radio as well as by
methods and procedures on the imports
representatives of the home office. Bob
via a series of sales meetings throughout
Weitman,
popular
managing
director,
the country.
Paramount, took on the emcee spot, and
proceeded to plug Crosby and Paramount’s
Want A Job Dept.: An exhibitor who
latest “The Emperor Waltz,” despite the
operates in Connecticut has an opportunity
fact that it was going into Gus Eyssell’s
for a manager who has had experience
emporium, otherwise known as the Radio
publicizing and selling foreign films. It
City Music Hall. A quartet consisting of
seems this exhibitor has been playing
Helen Jepson, Georgia Gibbs, Vic Damone,
some, but thinks a good manager can do
and Giovani Martinelli sang “Happy Birth¬
something more for him. The deal sounds
day” to Bing as Duke Ellington caressed
interesting. If you want more done on this,
drop me a line at The Exhibitor, 1225 Vine
the 88.
A huge birthday cake was presented
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.
Crosby, who, in turn, had it sent to the
“Time Of Your Life” Dept.:
Last
children’s ward at Bellvue Hospital. The
week, we saw William Cagney, business
Fred Astaire Dance Studios received some
half of Cagney Productions, and bigger
free advertising when it made with a spe¬
counterpart
and
brother
of
Jimmy
cial “Emperor Waltz” dance. Such celebs
as Veronica Lake,
Marlene
Dietrich,
Cagney, and he observed that more in¬
Crosby, and others joined in. Billy Wilder,
dependent producers are signing produc¬
the film’s director, took a bow, and ad¬
tion contracts with major companies be¬
dressed the throng gaily bedecked with
cause the banks have tightened their
party hats and the like.
credit. Cagney, however, prefers to work
(Postscript to ye ed: Knowing that you
away from major company lots because
are vitally interested, we beg to report
of the 50 per cent overhead charges
that Dietrich is an okay Joe. She sat at
tacked on to inde producers for studio
our table, and made with the conversation,
overhead, with the result that quality is
but we and the others just didn’t take
neglected.
note of what was being said. Gosh, she
Touching on production costs generally,
was purty.)
he estimated that they would probably
remain at their present level. Eventually,
Hurrah For Merrie Olde England Dept.:
he believed, production schedules will
When Eagle-Lion execs Bill Heineman,
be shortened so that they approach the
Max Youngstein, and Sam Seidelman re¬
36-day schedules prevalent in 1940 as
turned recently from some confabs with
compared to the average 72-day schedule
J. Arthur Rank officials and others in
in 1948. Cagney also opined that story
England, they were all enthused over
properties
have reached their cost peak,
which of the Rank product Eagle Lion was
and
have
already
declined, and will con¬
to distribute here. It seems while they
tinue
to
do
so
until
reasonable levels
were there, they looked at what was com¬
have
been
reached.
He
estimated that
pleted, and were able to set which films
production costs have tripled since 1940.
EL was to distribute a year ahead so that
Cagney didn’t think that he would go
proper attention could be given the selling
in for production in foreign countries
as well as the advertising and publicity.
because of the general confusion in
EL has accepted 12 Britishers for dis¬
Britain and elsewhere.
tribution, and Heineman was confident
“The Time of Your Life” cost between
that because of the apparent pic quality
$1,800,000 and two million, and is to be
the highest number of bookings ever would
distributed by United Artists, which, in¬
be realized. He expected that “Oliver
cidentally, has a contract calling for one
Twist,” for example, would hit 12,000 playmore pix from Cagney Productions within
dates, and he further predicted that it
the next two years.
As far as other
would outgross any British film distributed
Cagney productions are concerned, he
heretofore in America. Youngstein an¬
has yet to sign a distribution deal with
nounced that a starting budget of $200,000
a company, and he has four or five
has been allocated for this film to be re¬
properties ready to roll, even to financing.
leased in August. The imports will be re¬
leased at the rate of one per month to¬
These include “Lion In The Streets,”
gether with one top budget Hollywood
“Only The Valiant,” “The Stray Lamb,”
film and several miscellaneous lower
“Too Many Boats,” and others.
budgeted releases. Youngstein further ex¬
The Metropolitan Scene:
Harry Mc¬
pected that British stars would be visiting
Williams, Columbia exploitation manager,
America for the express purpose of ex¬
sends along a comb and brush (name on
ploiting forthcoming films.

request)
along
with
the
comment
“Naturally, it is pure coincidence that
Columbia has a picture called ‘The
Fuller Brush Man’ (starring Red Skelton
and Janet Blair, opening Loew’s State
on May 14, admission price as usual—
advt.).” (Aside to McWilliams: Where’s
the Vitalis to go with it?) ... That
Command Performance for the benefit of
American Overseas Aid for United Na¬
tions Appeal for Children for the eve
of May 25 at Madison Square Garden
is shaping up right fine according to
Earl Wilson, events chairman, and Mort
Sunshine, coordinator. Sam Rauch, Roxy
talent head, is directing the mammoth
event, which will include a huge Holly¬
wood contingent, and Harry Mandel,
RKO Theatres ad and pub head, is super¬
vising
publicity.
Spyros
Skouras
is
chairman of the NYC drive, while Harry
Brandt heads the special events division.
. . . We caught Hal Roach’s “Who Killed
Doc Robbin” at a sneak preview, and
if the youngsters don’t eat this one up,
we’ll be greatly surprised.
It comes
closest to the old style Roach “Our Gang”
comedies than anything else we’ve seen.
. . . Dick Carleton, assistant advertisingpublicity director, National Screen Service,
was the only industryite to win a prize
in the foto captioning contest sponsored
by Tide magazine.
His prize for first
place was an Underwood typewriter. . . .
Leonard Goldman, Century Theatres adpub department, was married to Phyllis
Stepner. . . . Better pressbook entries
are in on “The Noose Hangs High,” “On
Our Merry Way,” and “Green Grass of
Wyoming.” . . . Backgrounds for “Tucker’s
People” starring John Garfield are being
shot in town, with Garfield and director
Abe Polonsky on the scene. . . . The
Lambs, famous theatre organization, held
its first “Public Gambol” since Pearl
Harbor at the Waldorf. . . . Irving Berlin
is in town for sneak showings of his
“Easter Parade.” He recently celebrated
his 60th birthday. . . . Barney Balaban,
Paramount prexy, recently told television
audiences via WCAU-TV in Philadelphia
that there would be wide expansion of
the use of television in theatres. . . .
“Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House”
was named “Picture of The Month” for
May by New York Subways. . . . We’ve
certainly had a lot of rain lately, haven’t
we?

NG Honors Johnston
New York:
A Page One Award to
Eric Johnston, president, Motion Picture
Association of America, in the name of
all workers of the film industry, was
presented last fortnight by the News¬
paper Guild of New York.
Francis S.
Harmon, vice-president, MPAA, accepted
the award for Johnston.
Elia Kazan also received an award for
directing “Gentleman’s Agreement,” and
Montgomery Clift accepted one for David
Wechsler, producer of “The Search.”

Mistrial In Trust Case
New York—A mistrial was declared last
fortnight in the Fifth and Walnut anti¬
trust suit against the majors. Federal
Judge Vincent Leibel was informed by
defense counsel that two jurors had been
seen talking to one of the plaintiffs. The
jury was discharged, and May 17 was set
as the new trial date.
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(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)

KEY TO 'THE LITTLE MEN' RATINGS: (MAY 19, 1948)
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prints (one 34"x20") on Drive-in Theatres
27 Pages and 32 Blueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes
96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building
19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres
38 Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over
—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.
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DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!
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$3.00 in the Domestic Field
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($5.00 per copy for all Foreign shipments.)

Official Order Form
NO COPIES WILL BE SHIPPED unless the infor¬
mation itemized below is on file in the Publisher's
Offices.
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 Vine Street, Philo. 7, Pa.

Please ship
copies of the 1947-48
EDITION at the earliest possible date. Attached
find remittance in the amount or $
NAME.
TITLE or OCCUPATION
SHIPPING ADDRESS.

RELEASED THROUGH RKO RADIO PICTURES

OPULAR PRICE ENGAG
*

Boston Presentation Playing Fifth Gre<

For "The BEST picture...British or Foreign.
in England in 1947”

$ «

FRANCE
France’s Highest Motion Picture Honor

“THE VICTOIRE”
For "The Best Foreign Film presented in France in 1947’

■

NINE ACADEMY AWARD
EVERYWHERE

LONDON: 59 weeks

and still running! • NEW YORK: 38 weeks
STOCKHOLM: 17 weeks • DUBLIN: 16 weeks and still running! • GENEVA: 10 weeks
RIO DE JANEIRO: 19 weeks • SYDNEY: 29 weeks and still running!
BUENOS AIRES: 17 weeks • AMSTERDAM: 10 weeks • SANTIAGO, CHILE: 10 weeks
*

ENTS NOW BEGIN
• Onens June 1 Pittsburgh nnrl At leu
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HIGH COURT DECISION STILL
REMAINS TRADE NO. I TOPIC
New York—The decision of the U. S. Supreme Court in the government’s anti-trust
case was still the big talk among the nation’s film men last week. While some were of the
opinion that it would be sometime before additional hearings would be completed in the
New York Statutory Court, others thought that the case would be pushed as quickly as
possible.
Meanwhile,
motion
picture
stocks
climbed a bit after the initial drop when
the high court’s decision was released.
Opinion among informed tradesters was
that the arbitration system will probably
be continued after May 25 when the setup
Little Rock, Ark.:
The Independent
should technically expire, as provided for
Theatre Owners of Arkansas closed its
by the 1940 consent decree.
convention
here
last
fortnight,
and
While nothing official was announced,
elected the following officers:
it was understood that the majors would
E. W. Savage, Savage, Booneville, re¬
continue to pay their assessments to the
elected president, B. F. Busby, Little
American Arbitration Association. Arbitra¬
Rock,
representing
several
Arkansas
tion is budgeted at $300,000, with the five
theatres, vice-president;
and
Sam
B.
majors apportioning kick-ins according to
Kirby, Nabor, Little Rock, secretarytheir comparative earnings.
treasurer.
The decree of the New York court last
The board of directors includes: Henry
year threw out the system, the court de¬
Haven, Imperial, Forrest City; Walter
claring that it had no right to set up
Lee, Gem, Heber Springs; W. C. Sumpter,
mandatory arbitration but at the same
Cotton Bowl, Lepanto; Terry Axley, New
time the three judges held that this method
England; W. D. Mitchell, Gem, Dumas;
of settling disputes was advisable. The
Sidney Wharton, Pastime and Avalon,
Supreme Court last fortnight upheld the
Warren; O. G. Wren, Crescent, Little
New York court, but gave it authorization
Rock, and Claude Mundo, Rex, Little
to allow for an arbitration setup by the
Rock, chairman and director to the nation¬
parties who consent and to lay down the
al TOA board.
Ted Gamble, national
rules and procedure for operation. A
president, TOA, spoke on the U. S.
voluntary system could thus be maintained
Supreme Court decision in the govern¬
in the interim.
ment’s anti-trust case against Paramount
et al, and declared that the TOA would
Schlctifer Begins Course
again seek to intervene in the event
that the rehearing of the case threatened
New
York:
Emphasizing the mass
the interests of exhibitors.
“We will
appeal of the motion picture, and the
work
sincerely
with
producers
and dis¬
responsibility
of
the
motion
picture
tributors so that our industry can re¬
publicist to his industry, community, and
main dynamic,” he said.
“Animosities
democratic way of life, Charles Schlaifer,
should
be
forgotten
in
the
face
of com¬
director of advertising and publicity,
mon
dangers.
Our
future
holds
great
20th Centurv-Fox, last fortnight told
promise,
but
we
must
spell
out
that
students in his course at the New
promise
by
constructive
imagination
and
School for Social Research of the film
aggressive
guidance.”
industry’s “New Look” in public relations.
Robert W. Coyne, TOA’s executive
The curriculum for subsequent sessions
director,
also spoke.
includes such subjects as scientific ap¬
One
of
the features was the showing
proaches towards public relations media,
of
“The
Emperor’s
Waltz”
at
the
budget planning, the industry’s public
Arkansas.
relations
program,
demonstrations
of
Other matters discussed were charity
actual campaign handling, the industry
programs,
legal advice and opinions, co¬
codes, responsibilities of executives to
operative
concession
buying, theater ad¬
themselves and the industry, and rela¬
missions,
income
tax,
errors, direct mail
tionships with information media such as
advei'tising,
home
rule
in Arkansas, etc.
newspapers, radio, and television.
Leon J. Bamberger, New York City,
public relations director, RKO, stressed
GPEC Profits Down
importance of advertising by mail as
an
adjunct to newspaper advertising as
New York:
Earnings of $109,505 after
an
economical and selective method for
federal tax provisions, were reported last
“getting
the message over.”
week by General Precision Equipment
W.
G.
Kirksey, Colorado Springs, Col.,
Corporation and subsidiaries for the first
assistant
to the president, Alexander
quarter of 1947. Consolidated profits for
Film
Company
Advertising
Company,
the same period in 1946 were $257,143.
stressed
the
importance
of
advertising
in
At the same time, the board of directors
theaters.
announced a dividend of 25 cents per
Other speakers
were
Fred
Brown,
share on the capital stock, payable on
Memphis, tax attorney and Leon Catlett,
June 15.
attorney.
A barbecue was held in the ballroom
Goldwyn, RKO Pact Up
of the Hotel Marion followed by a “bull
New York—With the current Samuel
session” and a midnight snack, with the
Goldwyn-RKO pact ready to expire on
Film Transit Company, Memphis, as host.
June 30, the independent producer will
Other speakers were W. R. Dadisman,
decide whether to exercise renewal op¬
Houston, Tex., accident prevention and
tion within the next few weeks.
safety engineer, Maryland Casualty Com-

Savage Heads
Arkansas Unit

"Independents' Prestige
Gains," Says Popkin
Hollywood:
“The independents no
longer have to eat the leftovers out
in the kitchen,” independent pro¬
ducer Harry Popkin stated last week.
“Today, the independent field has
gained such prestige,” Popkin said,
“that there is no quality difference
in inde and major lot products. The
former get the same top production
and mounting, the same exploitation,
the same stellar performers, and play
the same topline theaters.”
Popkin, who is now preparing to
produce “My Dear Secretary” as his
first Cardinal Pictures, Inc., produc¬
tion for UA release, predicts that the
independent field will continue to
grow.

"Hold Court Gains ”
Alliedmen Advised
Kansas City—The opening session of
the Kansas-Missouri Allied Independent
Theatre Owners last week heard O. F.
Sullivan, Wichita, Kans., president, call
on independent exhibitors to take the
initiative, and hold on to the gains given
them by the U. S. Supreme Court. The 65
theatremen also heard Henderson Richey,
MGM, declare that exhibitor-distributor
bickering in public has harmed the in¬
dustry and asked that it be stopped.
Others speaking were Edward Lachman,
New Jersey Allied chief; Sidney Samuelson, Eastern Pennsylvania general man¬
ager, and Trueman Rembusch, Indiana
Allied head.

Trumbo Found Guilty
Washington:
Writer Dalton Trumbo
was last fortnight found guilty on two
counts of contempt of Congress, each
carrying a penalty of $1,000 fine and one
year in jail. Trumbo, was charged with
refusing to tell the House Un-American
committee whether he was a member
of the Communist Party and the Screen
Writers Guild.
Defense attorney Charles Houston, be¬
fore Federal Justice David A. Pine, said
that Trumbo had not refused to answer
the questions, and charged that the com¬
mittee’s purpose was not legislative, but
aimed at Trumbo’s job.

NSS Schedules Meetings
New York—Two sales meetings were
being planned last week by National
Screen Service. The first was scheduled for
the Ritz Carlton, Atlantic City, on May
18-22, to be followed on June 25-30 at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Paramount Continues Buy
New York—Paramount purchased 67,100 shares of its own stock in April, it was
announced last week. The company now
holds 568,733 of its own common.

pany; Savage, and
York City, Metro.
The Alexander
host at a cocktail
annual banquet, at
North Little Rock,
of ceremonies.

M.

L.

Simons,

New

Film Company was
hour, preceding the
which Roy Cochran,
JuRoy, was master
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Howard Hughes
Buys RKO Control
purchase of $929,020
shares of RKO from Atlas Corporation by
Howard Hughes was consummated last
week, according to a joint announcement
by Hughes and Floyd B. Odium, Atlas
president and RKO board chairman. How¬
ever, Atlas retains 327,812 option warrants
valued at $655,624, “and is, therefore,
maintaining a direct and heavy financial
interest in the company’s progress and
future.”
The price Hughes paid for the control of
RKO had not been announced but in¬
dustry estimates were as high as $9,000,000.
The stock itself was valued at $7,664,415 as
of Dec. 31, 1947, representing a little less
than one quarter of the company’s out¬
standing common as reported on Sept. 27.
Just what changes will be made at RKO
were not yet known. The contract held by
Dore Schary, vice-president in charge of
production, allows him to resign from
RKO if he is dissatisfied with new owner¬
ship.
Later, N. Peter Rathvon, president, RKO
Radio Pictures, made the following state¬
ment to the employes of the company:
“The protracted negotiations between
Mr. Hughes and Mr. Odium have given
rise to many groundless rumors and the
circulation of much misinformation. I
have had numerous conversations with
Mr. Hughes, and we seen to be in agree¬
ment in all matters of policy, and there
is no reason to assume it will be other¬
wise in the future. Mr. Hughes has no
hungry army of relatives looking for
your jobs, nor substitutes waiting to step
into RKO management. Mr. Hughes has
many and wide business interests and
much experience in our industry. I be¬
lieve he will be a valuable and construc¬
tive influence in our company.
“Now that the excitement is over, let us
all settle back to work.”
New

Hollywood:
Roy Disney, president,
Walt Disney Productions, announced last
week that the directors of the company
are planning to pay the arrears on $25
par six per cent cumulative convertible
preferred stock.
The payments will be
subiect to the completions of a proposed
$1 000,000 loan to be secured by an
assignment of future royalties from a
recently-signed 10-year book and mag¬
azine publication contract.
Under the
plan, the arrears will be paid in two
installments of $2.25 each on Jan. 1 and
April 1, 1949.
At the same time, Disney announced
two regular quarterly dividends of 37 Vi
cents per share on each preferred share
payable on July 1 and Oct. 1, 1948.

Libeau Leaves Paramount
Kansas
City:
Paramount will lose
the services of its district manager, Ralph
C. LiBeau, on June 15, when he will retire
from the trade.
He has held the post
of manager over St. Louis, Omaha, Des
Moines, and Kansas City for 28 years.
Meanwhile, Andy Anderson, city sales¬
man, was named manager of the Omaha
exchange, to succeed Don Hicks, now
heading the Des Moines office.
Harry
Hamburg moves from the Des Moines

la.-Neb. Allied
Hears Trade Heads

Harry Brandt Aids
TOA "Youth Month"
New
York:
In a message to
Charles
Skouras,
TOA’s
national
chairman for the “Youth Month”
activity,
Harry
Brandt,
president,
ITOA
of
New
York,
last
week
pledged support of that organization
to the projected “Youth Month” being
spearheaded by TOA.
Brandt said, in part: “Activities
of this sort which are designed to
place the theatre business in its
proper relationship to worthy public
projects deserve the support of every
theatre man regardless of association
or affiliation.
“The members of ITOA will en¬
thusiastically supoprt this program,
and I want you to feel free to call
upon our association or any mem¬
bers thereof for any assistance that
may be needed.’ I am personally
at your service.”

York—The

Disney Plan Revealed
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State Still Hot
In Broadway Run
"

''

New York:
Grosses in the Broadway
first-runs for the week ending on May 10
indicated average business for this time
of year.
According to usually reliable
sources
reaching The
Exhibitor,
the
breakdown was as follows:

“WINTER MEETING” (WB).
Warner
claimed $4,000 for Friday through Sunday,
the fifth week anticipated at $8,000.
“WOMAN IN WHITE” (WB). Strand,
with stage show, reported $28,000 for
Friday through Sunday, and expected a
$55,000 first week.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
did $15,500 on Saturday and Sunday, with
$34,000 estimated for the third week.
“ANNA
KARENINA”
(20th - Fox).
Roxy, with stage show, had $45,000 for
Thursday through Sunday, with the sec¬
ond and last week heading toward $55,000.
“STATE OF THE UNION” (MGM).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
garnered $79,000 for Thursday through
Sunday, the third week sure to top
$121,000.
“GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT” (20thFox). Mayfair had $12,000 for the 26th
week.
“HOMECOMING”
(MGM).
Capitol,
with stage show, took in $76,000 from
Thursday through Sunday, the second
week heading toward $120,000.
“THE MIKADO” (U-I). Park Avenue
had $5,000 for the fourth week.
“DEAR MURDERER” (U-I).
Winter
Garden had a $15,000 opening week.
“LETTER
FROM
AN
UNKNOWN
WOMAN” (U-I). Rivoli reported $20,000
for the second week.
“MR.
BLANDINGS
BUILDS
HIS
DREAM HOUSE”
(SRO). _ Astor did
$27,000 on the seventh week.
“CASBAH” (U-I).
Criterion took in
$19,000 on the second week.
“THE BIG CLOCK” (Para.). Para¬
mount, with stage show, had a $70,000
third week.
managership to the
the same capacity.

local

exchange

in

Des
Moines:
President Howard E.
Brookings, Oakland, la., opened the an¬
nual convention of the Allied Independent
Theatre Owners Of Iowa And Nebraska
last week with a declaration that bad
publicity had hurt the box office receipts
in the industry. He urged the exhibitors
to “get back in the show business,” and
made a plea for a unified publicity pro¬
gram at the consumer level. “Let’s sell
the public on our merchandise.
The
gravy train is past.
Let’s use common
business sense,” he declared.
More than 165 exhibitors attended the
program at the Fort Des Moines Hotel,
with William Ainsworth, National Allied
president, in attendance.
The gathering
was the largest in the history of the
Iowa and Nebraska Allied.
Abram
F.
Myers,
general
counsel.
National
Allied, reviewed
the recent
Supreme Court decisions, and declared
that competitive bidding was definitely
out under the decision, and “that Para¬
mount and the Fox empires are doomed.”
He estimated it would take at least six
months before the lower court decisions
are entered, and raised the possibility
they plight be again appealed.
Myron Blank, Central States Theatre
Corporation, spoke on 16mm. competition,
and urged united efforts of the ex¬
hibitors to stamp out unfair use of
theatre film in direct competition.
He
declared that the smaller machines are
here to stay, but that they should not
live off of the films paid for by the
theatre men.
He claimed the machines
should be limited for educational pur¬
poses, hospitals, and shut-ins.
A. C. Myrick, Lake Park, la., exhibitor,
was elected president at the closing busi¬
ness session.
Phil Lannan, West Point, Neb., was
named vice-president while Tim J. Evans
of Clinton, la., was reelected secretarytreasurer. Leo F. Wolcott, Eldora, la., was
reelected chairman of the board of di¬
rectors, and Charles L. Niles, Anamosa,
la., was appointed national director.
Board members elected included Walt
Bradley, Neligh; E. J. Tilton, Seward, and
Arnold
Mierdiercks,
Pender,
all
of
Nebraska; and W. G. Horstman, Odebolt;
Werner Grossman, Nevada; Mrs. Lorena
Hansen, Woodward, and Mrs. Carl Par¬
sons, Keota, all of Iowa; Harold Field,
Pioneer Theatre Circuit, and vice-presi¬
dent Lannan.

Bob Hope Honored
Hollywood—In
appreciation
of
his
“achievements as an inspired member of
the motion picture industry and servant
of humanity,” Bob Hope will be presented
with a bronze plaque on June 1 by the
Independent Motion Picture Producers
Association.

"Regards" In Boston Bow
New York:
In further tribute to Andy
Smith Anniversary Month, 20th CenturyFox has set the world premiere of its
Technicolor production, “Give My Re¬
gards to Broadway,” in Boston on June 9,
with 200 key city day-and-dates.
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Para. Quarter
Shows Decline
Pictures, Inc.,
last week estimated its earnings for the
first quarter ending on April 3, 1948 at
$7,760,000 after all charges including esti¬
mated provision for taxes on income. This
amount includes $1,846,000 representing
Paramount’s direct and indirect net in¬
terest as a stockholder in the combined
undistributed earnings for the quarter of
partially owned non-consolidated sub¬
sidiaries and approximately $650,000 of
non-recurring income.
Effective with the beginning of the
fiscal year, 1948, the company has ex¬
cluded the earnings of all subsidiaries
operating outside of the United States and
Canada, except to the extent that divi¬
dends have been received from such sub¬
sidiaries. The company has continued
its practice of taking up film revenues
from subsidiaries operating outside of the
United States and Canada only to the
extent that such revenues have been re¬
ceived in dollars or are remittable under
existing restrictions or remittances. Earn¬
ings for the quarter ending on April 5,
1947, were estimated at $9,522,000, including
$1,700,000 shares of undistributed earnings
of partially owned non-consolidated sub¬
sidiaries.
The $7,760,000 of estimated combined
consolidated and share of undistributed
earnings for the quarter represent $1.11
per share on the 6,987,039 shares out¬
standing and in the hands of the public
on April 3, 1948, which compares with
$1.30 per share for the quarter ending
on April 5, 1947, on 7,303,972 shares then
outstanding.
The board of directors declared the
regular quarterly dividend of $.50 per
share on the common stock payable on
June 25, 1948, to stockholders of record on
June 4, 1948.
New

York—Paramount

Berglas Distributing Tape
New York—Frank Berglas, former UA
manager and National Screen Service rep¬
resentative, is now busy introducing a new
advertising accessory to theatremen and
distribution chiefs, it was revealed last
week. The new item is Topflight Tape,
“Advertising that Sticks.” Basically lami¬
nated Scotch tape, it comes in widths up
to two inches and lengths up to 36 inches
on 648 inch rolls, dispensed through hand
dispensers.
Advertising
is
colorfully
printed on the tape, which has a rich,
glossy appearance. The first New York
circuit to place an order with Berglas was
Loew’s, for the engagements of “Duel In
The Sun.” John H. Harris, Pittsburgh ex¬
hibitor and producer of “Ice Capades,” has
used the tape often in restaurants, hotels,
near telephones, cab stands, etc.

"Dinty" Moore Feted
Pittsburgh:
Hundreds of business as¬
sociates and friends turned out for the
testimonial dinner accorded F. D. “Dinty”
Moore at the Urban Room in the William
Penn Hotel last week to honor his pro¬
motion from Warners branch manager
in this territory to eastern district man¬
ager, with headquarters in Boston.
Moore has been with the company
for 10 years, starting as a salesman in
Pittsburgh, where he was promoted to
branch manager in 1941.
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Variety Clubs Aid
Suffering Omaha Child
Omaha:
The Variety Clubs of this
city and New England joined hands
in a heartening attempt last fortnight
to prolong the life of three-year-old
Jeannette Marry MacDonald, daughter
of a Sidney, Neb., welder and a
British war bride. M. Murray Weiss,
Boston theatrical engineer, read in an
Omaha paper that the girl was in a
Denver hospital suffering from leu¬
kemia.
Death was near for the tot
as the rare blood disease progressed.
Weiss, past Chief Barker, New
England Variety Club, enlisted the
aid of The Omaha World-Herald.
F. V. Van Husan, Chief Barker, Omaha
tent, Variety Club, offered the help
of Omaha film people to fly the child
and her mother to Boston for expert
treatment, but the Boston specialist
drawn in by Weiss and a Denver
expert decided that it would be best
to
speed
a
special
medicine
to
Denver, and confer frequently by
telephone on the child’s condition.
If the leaders of the theatre organi¬
zation had not taken a hand, the
child’s fate was sealed, doctors said.
However, they held out little hope
that the child could be cured.

Allied Meets In Denver
Denver:
National Allied held its board
of directors meeting here this week
preceding the convention of the Allied
Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres
at the Cosmopolitan Hotel.
Among those scheduled to address the
convention
were
Abram
F.
Myers,
William Ainsworth, Sidney Samuelson,
Trueman Rembusch, Colonel H. A. Cole,
and others. Subjects to be covered were
the anti-trust decision, legal problems,
ASCAP, 16mm. competitions, plans for
a central buying agency extra profits
supplies, and a buying and booking
combine.
Entertainment for the ladies
lined up included a mountain scenic trip
and a luncheon. The banquet closed the
meeting.

Detroit Exhibitors Sued
Detroit:
Universal, Paramount, and
Loew’s last week each filed a separate
percentage fraud action in federal court
against Jeff Williams, C. A. Ruedisueli,
and Kenneth D. Newton, co-partners
operating the East Detroit, East Detroit,
Mich., and the Roseville, Roseville, Mich.
Each complaint alleges a conspiracy to
defraud the respective distributor by
rendering false returns on percentage
pictures.
The complaints were signed by Rock¬
well T. Gust, of Butzel, Eaman, Long,
Gust, and Kennedy, Detroit, attorneys
for each plaintiff. Sargoy and Stein, New
York, are of counsel.

Colosseum Given
NLRB Voting Right
Washington:
The Colosseum of Mo¬
tion Picture Salesmen of America gained
a victory last fortnight as the National
Labor Relations Board ruled that the
12 distribution companies must bargain
with their salesmen on an employer-wide
basis. The NLRB also ordered separate
elections by secret ballot within 30 days
to obtain the salesmen’s desires on rep¬
resentation by the Colosseum for col¬
lective bargaining.
The distributors won a point as the
board declared that branch sales man¬
agers are supervisors, and cannot be in¬
cluded in the same units as the salesmen.
A motion by National Screen Service
for dismissal from the proceedings was
turned down as were motions by all the
distributors for oral argument.
Involved in the case are Paramount,
29th-Fox, Columbia, Eagle Lion, Loew’s,
RKO, Republic, U-Int., Warners, Mono¬
gram, United Artists, and NSS.
The
three man panel which decided unani¬
mously consisted of John Houston, Abe
Murdock, and J. Copeland Gray.
An analysis of the NLRB ruling re¬
vealed that the organization loses about
30 members under the ruling that branch
sales manager cannot be included in the
union. Membership had been said to be
850.

Andy Smith To Be Feted
New
York:
The 20th Century-Fox
division sales managers, Herman Wobber,
western; Harry Ballance, southern; Jack
Lorentz, central;
Raymond
E.
Moon,
eastern, and Arthur Silverstone, Canadian,
will honor general sales manager Andy
W. Smith, Jr. at a testimonial dinner to
be held on May 28 at the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel.
The dinner will mark the exact date,
one year ago, when Smith was first
appointed to head the company’s domestic
distribution department, and will launch
the
Andy
Smith Anniversary Month
celebration, May 30—June 26.
With President Spyros P. Skouras act¬
ing as toastmaster, company officials,
department heads, the entire home office
sales staff, as well
as the division
managers, will attend the dinner.

Para. Readies Tele Spot
New York:
It was learned last week
that the first home office television
studio
for
complete
participation
in
eastern video programming is being con¬
structed by Paramount on the ninth floor
of its building.
Television Productions,
Inc., a Paramount subsidiary, will use
the studio, which will include space for
live shows, film productions, etc., with
the equipment to be the latest in light¬
ing,
image
orthicon
cameras,
film
cameras, etc.

Fulmer In Chicago Post
Chicago:
Captain Harry Fulmer was
last fortnight appointed film censor board
head, succeeding Captain Timothy Lyne,
assigned to other duties.
Last month,
the board reviewed 125 films, totaling
566,000 feet, made 34 cuts, and rejected
Screen Guild’s “Killer Diller.”
Pinked
were Paramount’s “Hatter’s Castle” and
U-I’s “Dear Murderer.”

Special "Parade" Showings Set
New York:
Following along the lines
previously established for “Green Years,”
“The Yearling,” and “State Of The Union,”
MGM last week set up trade screenings
in theatres for special invitational per¬
formances throughout the country for
“Easter Parade” starting the week of
June 7.
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Broidy Announces
A A- Monogram List
New York:
Steve Broidy, president,
Allied Artists, last week announced his
studio will make 13 high-budget films
during the next 12 months. These pro¬
ductions will represent a total expendi¬
ture of approximately $13,000,000, he
said.
At the same time, Broidy said the
parent
company,
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation, of which he also is president,
will have produced 41 films during the
next 12 months.
On the current Allied Artists’ schedule
are:
“The Babe Ruth Story,” which Roy
Del Ruth is producing and directing;
“Red Light,” which Del Ruth also will
make; the King brothers’ “The Last of
the Badmen,” to be directed by Kurt
Neumann, and “Gun Crazy,” a MacKinlay Kantor story; “When A Man’s A
Man,” which Julian Lesser and Frank
Melford will produce; “North of Nome,”
a Jack London story; “Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come,” which Walter Mirisch
will produce, and “Stampede.”
Also scheduled are “Bad Boy,’ a Paul
Short production, which has the sponsor¬
ship
of Variety
Clubs
International:
“Land of the Sky Blue Waters,” to
introduce Theodora Lynch; “Strike It
Rich,” a Jack Wrather production, and
two films to be made in England by
James S. Burkett and Jeffrey Bernerd,
“The Highwayman” and “The Maze.”
The Allied Artists sales organization
is trying to induce Broidy to agree to
roadshowing of “The Babe Ruth Story”
this season.

Paramount Begins Sessions
New York: The first of the 1948 series
of five Paramount divisional sales meetings
was held last week at the Hotel Astor
under direction of Charles M. Reagan,
vice-president in charge of distribution.
It was attended by the following home
office and field delegates:
New York—Charles M. Reagan, Hugh
Owen, A1 Kane, Ted O’Shea, E. W. Sweigert, A1 Schwalberg, Jack Roper, F. A.
Leroy, J. A. Philipson, A1 Deane, Oscar
Morgan, C. J. Scollard, Stanley Shuford,
Sid Mesibov, Ben Washer, Marty Freed¬
man, Monroe Goodman, Sam Boverman,
Clay Hake, Adolph Zukor, Paul Raibourn,
Henry Randel, Myron Sattler, Edward
Bell, Phil Isaac, Nathan Stern, Jack
Perley, and Gene Newman.
New Orleans—Gordon Bradley, Edgar
Shinn, H. S. Wyckoff, and F. A. Hotard.
Atlanta—Clyde Goodson, Bill Holliday,
Ed Fitzgerald, Bill Word, B. W. Smith,
Frank Folger, and Leonard Allen. Boston
—John Moore, Ed Maloney, John Gubbins, H. O. Lewis, Ed Bradley, John Kane,
and Arnold Van Leer. Charlotte—Henry
Haas, Ed Chumley, P. H. Cockrill, Ed De¬
Berry, Lawrence Terrell, and Everett
Olsen.
Jacksonville—A1
Duren,
Fred
Mathis, and Bob Stevens. New Haven—
Henry Germaine, John W. Brown, and
Richard Carroll. Albany—Ed Ruff, James
Moore, Peter Holman, and Ed Wall.
Buffalo—M. A. Brown, Maurice Simon,
John Good, and Richard Carroll. Canada
—Gordon Lightstone and Win Barron.
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EL Starts Sales Meets
New York: For the first time in the
history of Eagle Lion, every district man¬
ager, branch manager and member of the
sales personnel will attend the national
series of sales meetings announced last
week by William J. Heineman, vice-presi¬
dent in charge of distribution. The series
of meetings will be held as four individual
regional meetings, each to be addressed
by Heineman; Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident in charge of advertising, public¬
ity, and exploitation, and L. J. Schlaifer,
assistant to the vice-president in charge
of distribution.
The first of the four regional meetings
took place last week at the Warwick Hotel.
Present were district and branch managers
and sales personnel from the territory
covered by exchanges in Boston, New
Haven,
Buffalo,
Albany,
Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Washington, Pitts¬
burgh, and New York.
On May 22, the three executives will
conduct their meeting in Chicago, which
will be attended by sales forces from Chi¬
cago, Detroit, Indianapolis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis,
Kansas City,
St.
Louis,
Omaha, and Des Moines. The third meet¬
ing scheduled, to be held in New Orleans
on May 24, will bring the product and
sales story to sales groups from New
Orleans,
Memphis,
Atlanta, Oklahoma
City, Charlotte, and Dallas. The final
meeting of the series will be held in San
Francisco on May 29, and will cover sales
personnel from San Francisco, Los Angeles
Portland, Seattle, Denver, and Salt Lake
City.

"Silver River" Bows
Denver:
Warners
and
Fox
Intermountain Theatres last week held a 150theatre world premiere of “Silver River”.
Headquarters
and
scene
of premiere
activities were set up here, where the
film opened at the Webber, Denver, and
Esquire on May 18.
Highlights of the
campaign were an official welcome by
local dignitaries, a “speed and accuracy
throwing newspaper bicycle derby” in
which 1000 newsboys participated, with two
winners receiving new bicycles presented
by star Errol Flynn; a parade, renaming
of Cherry Creek to Silver River for a
silver dollar throwing stunt conducted
for General Rose Memorial Hospital with
the governor and Flynn attending; a
visit to a ghost town silver mine, where
$200 worth of raw silver was planted
for underprivileged kid prospectors; a
‘Silver River’ ball held at Colorado
Woman’s College, with Flynn choosing
a local girl as “Silver Queen”; a dinner
attended by press, radio, public officials
and theatre executives, and Flynn driving
a coach, with three couples celebrating
their silver anniversaries to the Denver,
and his presentation to them of silver¬
ware on the stage of the theatre.

"I, Jane Doe" Premieres
Los Angeles:
The world premiere of
Republic’s “I, Jane Doe” was held last
week at the two Fanchot and Marco
Paramounts, Hollywood and Downtown,
in Hollywood and here.
A highlight of
the advance ballyhoo was the personal
appearance of Vera Ralston on Ralph
Edwards “Truth Or Consequences” pro¬
gram heard over 146 NBC stations a
week prior to the openings.

PEOPLE
New York:
Joseph H. Seidelman, head
of
foreign
operations
for
UniversalInternational, announced last week the
appointment of Herbert H. Tonks, U-I
manager in Philippines since June 1,
1946, to the post of Far East supervisor.
In U-I’s overseas division, this territory
includes Philippines, China, Hong Kong,
Korea, and Japan. Tonks will make his
headquarters in Manila, and will continue
to handle personally the management of
the Philippines branch.
New York:
The Advertising and Pub¬
licity Directors Committee of the Motion
Picture Association of America at a
regular meeting last week unanimously
elected Miss Madeleine White, Allied
Artists, and Steve Edwards, Republic, to
membership.
Miss White and Edwards
are advertising and publicity executives
of
the
respective
companies,
which
recently joined the Motion Picture As¬
sociation of America.
New York:
Selim Habib, MGM man¬
ager in Belgium, who has been troubled
by ill health, resigned from the company
last week.
To fill the gap, Morton A.
Spring, first vice-president, Loew’s Inter¬
national
Corporation,
has
appointed
Robert O. Schoham temporary manager
in Belgium, replacing Habib.
New York:
Elias Fox has joined Eagle
Lion as a pressbook writer, it was an¬
nounced last week by Max E. Youngstein,
vice-president in charge of advertising,
publicity, and exploitation.
Fox most
recently was a member of the press
relations and merchandising departments
of Max Rogel and Associates.
New York: Leonard Gaynor was last
week engaged by Paramount for a special
promotion campaign on “Beyond Glory,”
one of the major Paramount releases on
the 1948 schedule.

Paramount Men Promoted
New
York:
Promotions of branch
managers, booking managers, and sales¬
men as a reward for records of con¬
sistent achievements last week, were an¬
nounced by Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident, Paramount, in charge of dis¬
tribution.
The promotions are as fol¬
lows:
Harry Hamburg, branch manager, Des
Moines, to branch manager, Kansas City;
Don Hicks, branch manager, Omaha, to
branch manager,
Des Moines; Harry
Haas, branch
manager,
Charlotte, to
branch manager
St. Louis,
replacing
Maurice Schweitzer, resigned; A1 Duren,
branch manager, Jacksonville, Fla., to
branch
manager,
Charlotte;
William
Holliday,
sales
manager,
Atlanta,
to
branch manager, Jacksonville; Ed Fitz¬
gerald, salesman, Atlanta, to sales man¬
ager, Atlanta; Wayne Thiriot, salesman,
Salt Lake City, to branch manager,
Portland;
Marion Anderson, salesman,
Kansas City, to branch manager, Omaha,
and Cornell J. Duer, branch manager,
Denver, replacing Walter Wiens, resigned.

Mrs. Horwits Mourned
New
York:
Mrs. Ida Horwits, 72,
mother of A1 Horwits, eastern pub¬
licity manager for Universal-International,
died last week at her home in Phila¬
delphia.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
Paramount: “So Evil My Love” (Ann
Todd, Ray Milland, Geraldine Fitzgerald)
and “Big Town Scandal” (Philip Reed,
Hillary Brooks, Stanley Clements), in all
exchange centers on May 21; “A Foreign
Affair” (Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
John Lund) and “Beyond Glory” (Alan
Ladd, Donna Reed), on June 11.

Warners:
“The Big Punch” (Wayne
Morris, Lois Maxwell, Gordon MacRae),
in all exchange centers on May 24.

Warners:
“Romance
on the High
Seas” (Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don
DeFore—Technicolor), in all exchange
centers on June 7.
20th-Fox—“Give My Regards To Broad¬
way” (Dan Dailey, Nancy Guild—Techni¬
color) , in all exchange centers on May
25;
“Escape”
(Rex
Harrison,
Peggy
Cummins) in all exchange centers on
May 26.

MGM—“Easter Parade” (Fred Astaire,
Judy Garland, Peter Lawford—Techni¬
color), on June 7: Boston, Charlotte,
Cincinnati, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Memphis,
Oklahoma
City,
Pittsburgh,
Salt Lake
City, San Francisco, and
Washington; on June 8, Cleveland, Kansas
City, Milwaukee, Portland, and St. Louis;
on June 9, Albany, Atlanta, Denver,
Des Moines, Indianapolis, Minneapolis,
New Haven, Omaha, Philadelphia, and
Seattle, and on June 10, Buffalo, Chicago,
and New Orleans.
Already screened in
New York City.
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TO A Committee
Reports On 16mm.
Myron N. Blank, chair¬
man, TOA 16mm. committee, announced
through TOA headquarters last week
that he was pleased at the cooperation
he was encountering from distribution
companies in TOA’s attempt to eliminate
unfair competition in the 16mm. field.
Blank pointed out that the committee
had been attempting to reach a fair and
sound solution.
The latest example of
cooperation, Blank reported, was set forth
in a letter from William Scully, general
sales
manager,
Universal-International,
who, after study of numerous examples
of alleged unfair competition by hotels
and other establishments, assured Blank
that U-I, the parent company of United
World, was reinstating former rules so
that in the future any 16mm. account
would be approved in advance by the
U-I branch manager who, from his
knowledge of the local situation, would
be able to pass judgment on the wisdom
of filling 16mm. requests.
TOA’s 16mm. committee seme weeks
ago announced that the proper servicing
of schools with appropriate 16mm. sub¬
jects would not be found objectionable,
nor would the provision of films for
shut-ins or theatreless towns, where, in
the opinion of the branch managers
after conference with interested exhibi¬
tors, no unfair competition was created.
The other larger 16mm. distributors,
20th Century-Fox and RKO, have pre¬
viously announced policies designed to
keep unfair 16mm. competition at a
minimum.
New

York:
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THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
RKO
“Bring ’Em Back Alive”—This still has
the angles.

RKO Pathe, NBC In Deal
New
York:
RKO Pathe, Inc., last
week negotiated a lease with the National
Broadcasting Company for three sound
studios, all set construction facilities, and
an entire floor for office personnel at
its production headquarters, 106th Street
and Park Avenue.
Announcement was
made by Harry J. Michalson, president,
RKO Pathe, Inc. The lease was negoti¬
ated for NBC by Frank E. Mullen,
executive vice-president, and runs for a
period of five years, effective on July
1, 1948.
In addition to its present quarters in
the Pathe building, 625 Madison Avenue,
RKO Pathe will retain its projection
rooms, cutting rooms, and sound record¬
ing
facilities
including music
stages,
which it will operate at the 106th Street
plant, as before.

Park-In Suit Settled
Camden, N. J.:
The patent infringe¬
ment. suit of Park-In Theatres against
Skyview
Theatres,
Inc.,
Jacksonville,
Fla., was settled last fortnight with the
signing of a license agreement by the
two parties.
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five:
Washington:

Railroad

strike

threatens

nation.
In Addition To The Above:
Movietone
News
(Vol. 31, No. 38)
Reading, Pa.; Socialist national conven¬
tion. Annapolis, Md.:’ Middies toughen up.
San Francisco: Chinatown baby show.
Mexico and USA:
Sweepstakes. New
Rochelle, N. Y.: Golf. San Diego, Cal.:
Navy boxing. Boston: Women wrestlers.
News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 272)
San Francisco: Chinatown baby show.
Coutts, Alberta: Goodwill road hailed.
New Rochelle, N. Y.: Golf. California:
Lamb derby. Boston: Women wrestlers.
Paramount News (No. 75) Coutts, Al¬
berta: Goodwill road hailed. New York
City: Fresh air sculpture. Paris: Huge
Fair. Birmingham, England: British In¬
dustries Fair.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 142)
New York City: Mechanical hands. Italy:
Bridge collapse. Annapolis, Md.: Middies
toughen up. Japan: Phony physician ar¬
rested. Mexico: Film studio burns. New
Rochelle, N. Y.: Golf.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 77)
Greece: Government offensive. San Diego,
Cal.: Navy boxing. Reading, Pa.: Socialist
national
convention.
India:
Refugees
aided. Oakland, Cal.: Check chiselers
checked. San Francisco: Chinatown baby
show. Belgium: Lace masterworks shown.
Wenatchee, Wash.: Apple Blossom festival
(Seattle only).
Movietone
News
(Vol 31, No. 37)
Ohio: Primary.
Oregon: Dewey opens
campaign.
Washington: Truman speaks.
Long Island, N. Y.: Gas blast.
West
Virginia and Texas: Tornadoes.
USA:
Wainwright honored.
St. Louis: Chimp
actors. State College, Pa.: Men gymnasts.
Las Vegas, Nev.: Women divers.
News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 271)
Washington:
Truman speaks.
China:
Spectacular
flight.
McKinney,
Tex.:
Tornado.
Oregon:
Dewey
campaigns.
New York City: Fashions in lace.
St.
Louis: Chimp actors.

74)
Ohio:
Primary.
Alabama:
Truman rejected.
Oregon:
Dewey
campaigns.
Texas:
Tiniest
canine.
Washington:
Truman
speaks. Las Vegas, Nev.: Women divers.
Paramount

News

(No.

Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 141)
Bremerton,
Wash.:
“Mothball
Fleet.”
Washington: Truman speaks. Long Island,
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N. Y.: Gas blast.
Limburg, Holland:
Princess in coal mine.
San Francisco:
Helicopter flies inside building. McKinney,
Tex.: Tornado. St. Louis: Chimp actors.
Las Vegas, Nev.: Women divers.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 76)
Trieste: Trouble.
Japan: Koreans riot.
USA: Freak disasters. Bei'muda: Moon¬
light fashions.
Shanks Village, N. Y.:
Scientific baby sitter. Limburg, Holland:
Princess in coal mine.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 290)
Tallahassee, Fla.: Nurses learn X-ray
technique. Tulsa, Okla.: Basketball. St.
Louis: Disc jockey is sensation.
Pine
Bluff, Ark.:
Farm family of the year.
Chicago:
Curios of African trip dis¬
played.
Washington:
National Defense
conference.
Telenews
Digest
(Vol. 2, No. 19)
Palestine: A report on Jerusalem today.
Finland: New Russo-Plan pact signed.
Greece:
Children of war find safety.
Washington: Highlights of the fight on
segregation in the U.S.
Washington:
President Truman seizes railroads. Rhode
Island: Navy jets in carrier landings.
San Francisco: Chinatown kids in baby
contest.
Kansas City: Gadgeteer shows
world’s zaniest inventions. Chile: Mexican
mountain climbers scale Andes.
New
Rochelle, N. Y.: Goodall round robin
golf tournament.
Garden State Race
Track, N. J.: Novel starting gate halts
trackmen from making false starts.

NATIONAL LEGION OF DECENCY
May 13, 1948
Unobjectionable

For

General

Patron¬

“The Bold Frontiersman” (Rep.);
“Design For Death” (RKO); “The Iron
Curtain” (20th-Fox); “The Noose Hangs
High” (EL); “Return Of The Badmen”
(RKO); “The Winner’s Circle” (20thFox). Unobjectionable For Adults: “The
Angry
God”
(UA);
“The
Brothers”
(U-I); “The Cobra Strikes” (EL); “The
Counterfeiters” (20th-Fox); “Man From
Texas” (EL); “Port Said” (Col.); “The
‘Sainted’ Sisters” (Para.); “The Woman
In White” (Warners); “Your Red Wagon”
(RKO).
Objectionable In Part:
“Best
Man Wins” (Col.).
age:

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
May 8, 1948
Starred

Selected

Emperor Waltz”
(Ariane), “Your

Features:

(Para.), “Not
Red Wagon”
Selected Features:
“Design for
(RKO), “The Dude Goes West”
Artists).

“The
Guilty”
(RKO);
Death”
(Allied

ARBITRATION
Boston

HELP

WANTED

Wanted Projectionists and Theatre Managers to
teach all phases of motion picture projection
and theatre management.
tion

required,

college

High school educa¬

education

preferred.

Send summary of education, training, exper¬
ience

references,

state when

marital

available.

status,

Excellent

age,

and

opportunity

for men seeking a secure future with oppor¬
tunity for advancement.

Address

NATIONAL THEATRE INSTITUTE
P. O. BOX 483, DALLAS, TEXAS

In the matter of arbitration between
the Everett Rialto Theatre Corporation
and the major distributors, with the
exception of Loew’s Inc., and Everett
Park Theatre Corporation and Massa¬
chusetts
Amusement
Corporation,
an
arbitrator in the local tribunal last fort¬
night ruled as follows: maximum clear¬
ance which may be granted to the
Capitol and the Park over second-run
Everett, Mass., on pictures playing firstrun at either the Capitol or Park shall
be 28 days. . On any picture playing
second-run at the
Park
or Capitol,
Everett, and third-run at the Rialto,
the Rialto’s availability shall be im-

Court Approves
Books' Inspection
New York:
Judge Knox, U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New
York, rendered a decision last fortnight
in two actions of Loew’s Inc., and RKO
against the Eisenberg and Cohen Circuit
claiming fraudulent under-reporting on
percentage playdates, granting the dis¬
tributors’ motions for a full inspection
of the books and records of the theatres
involved.
The theatres are the Starr,
Rhineback, N. Y., Lyceum, Red Hook,
N. Y., Pine Plains, Pine Plains, N. Y.,
Millerton, Millerton, N. Y., and Stuart,
Lakeville, Conn.
The court also granted the motions of
both Loew’s and RKO to vacate certain
interrogations which had been served
upon them by the defendants.
The
interrogatories of the defendants which
the court struck out asked that the dis¬
tributors state the following:
The date
of execution and the present location of
each license agreement given by the two
distributors to the defendant theatres for
a percentage rental and the information
of the plaintiffs upon which they based
the allegations of their complaint that
many of the defendants’ statements of
gross admission receipts were false and
incorrect, and that the defendants con¬
spired to defraud the plaintiffs, and that
the defendants’ acts of misrepresentation
were willful, except the name of the
plaintiffs’ informants.

DeMille Before Committee
Washington—Producer Cecil B. DeMille
said last week that “the time has come for
Congress to declare it to be the public
policy of the United States that every
individual should have the right to work,
when he pleases, where he pleases . . .
that the full protection of the government
should be put behind this right to work.”
DeMille made his declaration before the
House Labor Committee considering legis¬
lation aimed at limiting certain labor
activity.

mediately after conclusion of exhibition
of these pictures at the Park or Capitol.
Costs were equally assessed.

New Haven
The seven-day clearance held by the
Hippodrome, Bridgeport, Conn., over the
Barnum was held reasonable last week
by arbitrator Herbert MacDonald. RKO,
Paramount, and Warners were named,
but the arbitrator ruled that the houses
were in substantial competition with
each other.

New Orleans
The arbitrator last week set clearance
of 30 days for first-run houses
in
Shreveport, La., over the Broadmoor.
The Broadmoor had asked that 20 days
be fixed as the deadline.

New York
The seven-day clearance which was
held by the Alvin, North Bergen, N. J.,
over the Astor was eliminated last week
by the tribunal. The petition of complain¬
ants Norman Bialik and Martin Fessler
to wipe out seven-day clearances held by
the Temple, Rialto, and Mayfair, however,
was dismissed.
May 19, 1948
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never
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I

bring

this

point

I

have

known

up

because

theatre

extra

profits

operators

in

the
confectionery
field who were most
reluctant to add or
delete candy items
from a standardized
selection.
The public is fickle,
and its tastes change.
Of course, certain
best sellers are a
must
always,
but
how much more in¬
teresting and appealSamuel L. Lowe, Jr
ling a candy display
becomes when new items are tried out
and featured for patron approval or
disapproval.
It

is

new

always

but

disappointing

carefully

to a theatre, and
reject

the

item

to

selected

send

candy

out

items

have those on the spot
without

a

sales

trial.

New items are the lifeblood of any
retail business, because thus can public
interest be
whetted,
and plus
sales
achieved.
How much better it is to have new
items really merchandised by a promi¬
nent mass display, by signs such as “A
new delicious item for your pleasure,”
and by attentive sales personnel who
can helpfully suggest something “new
and different,” and can actually tell the
prospective purchaser about the new
offering.
I

certainly

don’t

mean

foistering

mongrel items off on the public, but only
those

new

items

which

have

requisites of quality and
by

the

the

normal

appeal expected

consumer.

The confectionery business in theatres
is today an increasingly important part
of the total confectionery industry.
As such, the best of the manufacturer’s
new efforts are entitled to consideration
and merchandising action for the mutual
benefit of all concerned.

The
is

National

Association

introducing

Popcorn

a

Polka,"

new,

of

Popcorn

entertaining

which

many

Manufacturers

recording,

theatres

are

"The

playing

before show time and during intermissions, according
to A. J. Villiesse, executive secretary of the associa¬
tion.

The song was written by Eddie Ballantine and

Lemmy Cohen, and a
secured

copy of the recording

through the National Association of

Manufacturers,

may

be

Popcorn

110 N. Franklin Street, Chicago 6,

III.

Candy) is Delicious Food
enjoy soaie every day
Cooperating with THE COUNCIL ON CANDY OF
THE NATIONAL CONFECTIONERS' ASSOCIATION

• Here is the popcorn machine that was designed
and produced for show business. Here is the
machine that has all the automatic features such as
Tip-T-Matic Kettle, the Salt Meter, the Automatic
Seasoning Pump and Well and a host of other fea¬
tures that will enable you to handle larger crowds
with greater speed. For over 25 years smart exhibitors have sworn
by the Manley Popcorn Machine. Today — more theatres own
Manley Machines than any other make. There’s a reason for this
all-over stamp of approval and you’ll discover it once you COM¬
PARE the Manley with any other machine on the market.
Also — Manley
complete popcorn
Seasoning and Salt
Boxes, all are part

Inc. is the only company that offers you a
profit set-up. Manley Machines, Manley Corn,
and the famous red and white Manley Bags or
of a related family, designed to make approx¬

BURCH

THE

BIGGEST

*

MFG.

NAME

imately 400% profit for you. Decide now to install one of
these sparkling bright Manley Popcorn Machines in your lobby
and serve fresh, hot and delicious popcorn to your customers.
Let us tell you the complete Manley story. Send coupon below
for our new book, "How to Make Big Profits from Popcorn’*.

jkc«/l&4/

ADAPTI-BILT POPCORN & CANDY BAR

A brilliant confection booth designed and produced espe¬
cially for theatre
lobbies. Check box
in coupon below
for free literature.

CO.

IN

POPCORN!"

1920 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 8, Missouri

MAIL THE
COUPON
TODAY!

Des Moines, Iowa

Minneapolis, Minn.

Roanoke, Va.

Albion, Mich.

Chicago, III.

Indianapolis, Ind.

New Orleans, La.

St. Louis, Mo.

Atlanta, Ga.

Cleveland, Ohio

Kansas City, Mo.

New York, N. Y.

Seattle, Wash.

Boston, Mass.

Dallas, Texas

los Angeles, Calif.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Toronto, Ontario

Camden, N. Y.

Denver, Colo.

Memphis, Tenn.

Omaha, Nebr.

Vancouver, B. C.

Charlotte, N. C

Detroit, Mich.

Mexico City, Mex.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington, D. C.

MANLEY, INC.
1920 Wyandotte Street, Dept.

EX-5-19

Kansas City 8, Mo.

□ Without obligation, please send me a copy of your booklet
" How to Make Big Profits from Popcorn.”
□ Please tell me more about your AD A PTI- BILT Popcorn
and Candy Bar.
Your Name.
Business Name.
Address.
Zone

State.
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BUSINESS IS GOOD
IN THESE MEMPHIS HOUSES
Some novel merchandising ideas have been
introduced

into

three

Memphis

theatres,

a few of which are now mentioned here.

Things are really poppin’ at the W. C.
Handy, Memphis, as far as the extra
profits division is concerned.
Nate Evans, one of the owners and
manager, is an advocate of popcorn in
sacks, but in 10-cent sacks. Evans says
that he prefers sacks because they are
easier to clean up.
When boxes are
thrown on the floor, they have to be
picked up as they are difficult to sweep
up. He says he doubled his volume of
sales with the 10-cent popcorn bag, and
only keeps a few five-cent bags under
the counter for kids who just have a
nickel to spend.
But adults buy the
10-cent bag as quickly as they do the
five-cent bag.
The popcorn stand is at the entrance,
and the candy bar is in the lobby. Just
off the lobby is the milk bar, where hot
dogs, sundaes, sodas, and ice cream are
sold profitably. Ice cream is a big item.
In fact, Evans says it would be the big¬
gest seller if he had the volume of
trade which he expected when he and
his associates built the handsome $200,000 buff brick showcase, which opened
about a year ago.
The neighborhood house is situated in
a newly settled colored section with
about a 25,000 population in the im¬
mediate vicinity. It is one of the most
modern colored houses in the south,
air-conditioned, and offering a stage
show in addition to the screen, whenever
a good show is available.

The other recommendat.on Evans sug¬
gests is to make your own ice cream.
It is much more profitable, he says.
Evans declares that his ice cream sales
offset the drop in candy sales, which
have been as much as 33 and one third
off.
But he says for his trade, pop¬
corn is the steady producer.
In addition to the milk bar, a swanky
restaurant adjoins the theatre, in the
same building. It is next to the milkbar.
It has a separate entrance from
the street, and is leased to an individual
owner who was formerly assistant to the

fourth Wednesday as a
artment of THE EXHIBITOR,
design, construction,
exploitation of theitems, and other
t theatre operaTHE EXHIBITOR,
Publications, Inc.
t, Philadelphia 7,
600 Broadway, New
' e: Paul Manning,
eles 36, California.
Lowe, Jr.

od

ds of the conces: theatre circuits:
Ires Service
ws, lne„ New Yorl
Theatres, Kansas City;

famous Alonza, head waiter at the Pea¬
body Hotel, for more than 25 years. A
Peabody chef mans the kitchen, which
is famous for its fried chicken and tender
steaks. Evans finds the restaurant helps
the
theatre
and
the
theatre
boosts
restaurant patronage.
The Handy is the first type of first
class showhouse to be built exclusively
for Negroes
in Memphis.
And
the
restaurant is also the first smartly styled
eating place opened here for Negroes.

Two smartly built houses in a newly settled Negro section in Memphis are the Esquire, top left, of James
Catsoodas, and the W. C. Handy, top right, partly owned and managed by Nate Evans.
Both of these chaps
are really paying off. An example of Evans' many added attractions is the milk bar at the W. C. Handy, bottom
left, where hot dogs, sundaes, sodas, and ice cream are sold. The bottom right shot shows the Handy grill,
which adjoins the house. It has a separate entrance from the street, and is leased to an individual owner.
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C. Dale Fox, Fox Wisconsin Amusement Corporation,
Milwaukee; Frank C. Bickerstaff, George Theatre Com¬
pany, Atlanta; William O'Donnell, Interstate Circuit,
Dallas; Raymond Willie, Interstate Circuit, Dallas;
George C. Shepherd, Mindako Theatre Supply Com¬
pany, Minneapolis; A. J. Krappman, National Theatres
Amusement Company, Los Angeles; William England,
RKO Theatres, New York; Harold F. Chester, Theatre
Cooperative Candy Company, Salt Lake City; Miss
Marie Frye, Tri-State Theatre Corporation, Des Moines;
ilett, WII-Kin Theatre Supply,
Inc.,
Louise
Bramble

v;’■ -f
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The other smartly built theatre and
soda fountain for Negroes is the Esquire,
owned by James Catsoodas, and situated
in the same section of the city as the
Handy. The Esquire has operated a soda
fountain
next
door
to
the
theatre
entrance, but last winter, Catsoodas de¬
cided to add chili, hot dogs, and ham¬
burgers to his soda fare.
Catsoodas is another advocate of the
popcorn bag instead of the box. He says
it is easier to open, and much easier to
clean up, and in the 10-cent size, he
finds patrons like it just as well as the
boxes.
The Louisann, a neighborhood house
for white patrons, has done a good bus¬
iness with chocolate-coated ice cream
sticks. They sell for 10 cents, and there
is nothing to dispose of but the wrapper
and the stick.
Also on Saturdays, the
theatre stocks popsicles for the kids, a
five-cent item.
The Louisann management differs from
Catsoodas and Evans, as to the popcorn
(Continued on page EP-8)
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Atlanta; Van Myers, Wometeo Theatres, Miami.
Composed of manufacturers, concessionaires, and
other leaders in the candy, popcorn, and allied fields:
A. F. Rathbun, Fred W. Amend Company, Chicago;
Richard C. Fowler, The Coca-Cola Company, New
York; LeRoy J. Wilden, Paramount Candy Company,
Clinton, la.; Raymond J. Showe, Theatre Candy Com¬
pany, Inc., Pittsburgh; Marvin Spitz, American Royal
Candies, Inc., Los Angeles; Vincent O'Brien, Armstrong
Popcorn Company, Loire View, la.; Lawrence B. Gayer,
W. R. Schrafft and Sons Corporation, Boston; Charles
G. Manley, Manley, Ine., Kansas City; W, B. Riley,
rock Candy Company, Chattanooga, Term.; W. H.
dote, Queen Anne Candy Company, Hammond, Ind.;
Charles O'Malley, Paul F. Belch Company, Blooming¬
ton, III.; Joseph Blumenthal, Blumenfhal Brothers,
Philadelphia; L. M. Shaw, Smith Brothers, Inc., Pough¬
keepsie, N. Y.; C. M. Said, McPhail Chocolate Com¬
pany, Oswego, N. Y.

EXTRA
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PROFITS

PROFIT ITEMS

,

Of special interest to theatremen are
these units a few just introduced\ some
on the market for some time5 hut all
offering extra profits opportunities

Eastern Engineering

>■ BETTER
FLAVOR
^ GREATER
J POPPING
VOLUME
> FEWER
duds
You will be amazed at
your increased Popcorn
profits when you pop
with Popsit Plus. Inde¬
pendent tests by a lead¬
ing agricultural college
prove that Popsit Plus
liquid seasoning (1) pops
more corn by volume
(2) leaves fewer duds
(3) gives corn the flavor
your customers demand.

A vending machine dispensing a choco¬
late covered ice cream bar, either with
or without stick, was recently completed
by Eastern Engineering and Sales, Inc.,
Philadelphia.
The
equipment
has
a
capacity of 140 bars, and no special
packaging of the ice cream bar itself is
required.
The bars can be loaded in the vender
exactly as purchased, with no alteration
of the stick required.
In a test run,
the machine proved trouble-free.
Featuring an all-steel cabinet that is
completely refrigerated, the machine has
front
loading,
fluorescent
lighting,
a
General Electric compressor, White Duco
baked finish, a counter and empty light,
slug rejectors, duo locks, and a one-year
guarantee.
The weight is 550 pounds,
while the dimensions are 36 inches wide,
29 inches deep, and 66 inches high.

Lewel Aspirin Vendor
Long suffering patrons, their heads
throbbing from the strain of viewing
less than topnotch film fare, and ag¬
gravated managers, tormented by an
abundance of unoccupied seats, must
have been the inspiration for the new
Lewel Aspirin Vendor, manufactured in
Dallas, which is distributed by Com¬
modity Vendors, Inc., Chicago.
A completely new idea in a troublefree mechanical merchandise vendor, this
machine, with an A.B.T. coin chute and
a separate locked cash box, has been
thoroughly tested on location for oper¬

ation and customer appeal. Easy to re¬
fill, the Vendor returns a nice profit
to the operator, and the aspirin meets
all government requirements under the
Pure Food and Drug Laws.
The machine is built of white enameled
metal, stands two feet high, five inches
deep, and three and three-quarter inches
wide, and contains plenty of eye-appeal.

Electro-Serv Popcorn Machine
Ten years of experience in vending
machine manufacturing and distribution
by Electro-Serve Inc., Peoria, Ill., has re¬
sulted in the recent introduction on the
market
of
the
Electro-Serv
popcorn
machine. Made both as a counter model,
at $134.50, and a floor model, at $154.50,
the vender is equal in capacity and
actually larger than some selling as high
as $265.00.
Either a five or 10-cent coin chute,
as well as chutes for foreign coins, may
be obtained in this machine, with con¬
version quite a simple process, costing
only $7.25.
The vending mechanism is
completely adjustable from zero to two
and one-eighth ounces, is electrically
heated, and retails already popped and
seasoned corn.
Working parts on the machine are
extremely durable, with a long life heat¬
ing element.
Electro-Serv operators do
not have to worry about parts, with
a price list furnished for easy ordering,
and shipping is always prompt. Display
signs and place cards, along with a
complete bookkeeping system, are among
(Continued on page EP-6)

mm ite
means profit plu

A sure-fire attention-getter is this ice-cream bar vender, which dispenses the item with or without stick.
Manufactured by Eastern Engineering and Sales, Inc., the machine has a 140-bar capacity. At left the front design
is shown, while the interior of the equipment is at right. One of the vendor's features is an all-steel cabinet.
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Port Theatre, High Street, Portsmouth, Virginia

SMALL THEATRE MAKES EXTRA PROFIT
FROM AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINE FOR COCA-COLA

O

NE of the easiest ways to in¬
crease revenue and profit is

naturally prefer a theatre where
they can get it.

This service costs very little. Your
revenue is almost all clear profit.

to use space in your lobby to sell

You put in the Coke and take out

Coca-Cola.

the nickels.
Let us give you ALL the facts

This is just as true of smaller

about this new source of profits.

theatres as of big theatres.

Write National Sales Department,
For instance—theatres with seating
The Coca-Cola Company, 515 Madi¬
capacity of 500 to 800 sell 100 to

son Ave., New York 22, N. Y., or get

200 cases of Coca-Cola a week.

in touch with your Coca-Cola bottler.

This is not only profit to you—

Coke = Coca-Cola

it’s a service to your customers. Every¬
body likes Coca-Cola and people

Coca-Cola” and its abbreviation “Coke” are
the registered trade-marks which distinguish
the product of The Coca-Cola Company.

“

10 Case Dry Electric Cooler for refresh¬
ment counter where attendant is on duty.
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Trouble With Your Warmer ?
Here's A Good Suggestion
One of the most important qualities of good popcorn, as anyone who
engages in eating or selling this confection knows, is the amount of heat
radiated by the corn.
This inheritance from our Indian predecessors is
undoubtedly at its best when served ‘good and hot.’
But W. R. Wood, manager, Buckingham, Arlington, Va., was having
his share of troubles. The popcorn warmer just didn’t warm enough, and
the corn was being distributed at a rather anemic temperature. The result
was, of course, less sales.

. . . has that rich

J

F

golden

color that

VI

makes 'em buy more
popcorn than ever
before. Get bigger
profits the easy way
with SEAZO!

• For those states where
colored oil is not sold
— use SIMKO brand.
By the mokers of POPSIT PLUS!

: r.

A

W. R. Wood, who manages the Buckingham, Arlington,
popcorn warmer heating unit troubles by substituting a

Va., demonstrates how he overcame
1000-watt bowl type electric heater.

So Wood got to work on the problem., found it was fairly simple to
beat, and if anyone else is having this kind of trouble, this manager’s
solution may be the thing.
He dashed out of the theatre, purchased a
1000-watt bowl type electric heater, sped back to the house, and placed
his prize inside the warmer under the box storage section, tilted at an angle
toward the corn.
The new setup proved to be highly satisfactory, with
the corn tasting better, and the patrons visiting the stand ofiener.
In case this little success story gives someone else an idea, here’s a
little hint:
The most satisfactory type of electric heater in this situation
would be an aluminum or chrome bowl. Copper is not recommended since
the salt in the corn may cause corrosion.

Profit Items
(Continued from page EP-4)

COCONUT

OIL

POPCORN
SEASONING

Simonin of Philadelphia
MASONING SPECIALISTS TO THE NATION

the things furnished free by the com¬
pany.
Some of the other features of the
Electro-Serv are:
slug resistance, easy
cleaning, servicing, and operation, lack
of rust problem, glass panels which at¬
tractively display the corn, takes up
little room, brackets which permit the
machine to be attached to a wall, and
a cleanout compartment for waste corn.

Kayline Opens New Offices
Chicago:
Addie KleM, Kayline Candy
Company,
recently
opened
new
and
larger quarters at 1112 South Michigan
Avenue. The larger quarters will enable
him to carry a much greater selection
of top quality merchandise, and to better
service accounts in the theatre field,
Klein said.
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NOW! Take Your Choice
in

3 Flavor Operation

Autamatic

Manual

ylk

aauss^sHBassiE y\ fountainette
SPACARB offers you either. And both
are backed by more than 10 years
study of your needs.
MIX-A-DRINK
Completely Automatic — even makes its
own change.

FOUNTAINETTE
Completely
pensing.

automatic

mixing

and

dis¬

Both offer —

3 FLAVOR SELECTION
to help
drinks.

you

sell

more customers

more

5 SECOND SERVICE
to handle crowds fast.

SMALL FLOOR SPACE
Most compact units yet developed.
you floor space.

Saves

PROFIT POSSIBILITIES

Featuring
• 3 FLAVOR SELECTION: CUSTOMERS CAN
MIX FLAVORS TO THEIR TASTE

through 3 flavor selection—pre-set syrup
control — locked, sealed, electric drink
counter.

• AUTOMATIC COIN CHANGER, ACCEPTS
5c, 10c, 25c..
• 5 SECOND DRINK SERVICE
• 17 GALLON SYRUP CAPACITY
1,000 CUP CAPACITY

Spacarh Beverage Dispensers., engin¬
eered for service, styled for sales
appeal, produce the maximum rev¬
enue from minimum space.

STAINLESS

• QUIET, VIBRATION-FREE OPERATION
• MEETS ALL KNOWN HEALTH DEPART¬
MENT REGULATIONS
X

Take your choice—Automatic MIXA-DR1NK or Attendant-Automatic
FOUNTAINETTE — and spark up
your profits with “Sparky” the sym¬
bol of tops in automatic beverage
dispensers.

Locked pre-set regulator insures uniform
quality and quantity in every drink.

Automatic Drink

—

Counter:

Locked, sealed, electric meter.

• 5 SECOND DRINK SERVICE
• 1,800 DRINKS FROM ONE FILLING:
(600 of each flavor.)
• 15 GALLON SYRUP

Wire

—

CAPACITY

• DRY COOLING AND CARBONATION
• PRESSURIZED, SEALED,
STEEL SYRUP TANKS

STAINLESS

• ENTIRE MECHANISM INOPERATIVE
WHEN LOCKED AND NOT IN USE
• ONLY

20" FLOOR SPACE

Write

Automatic Syrup Measurement:

• 3 FLAVORS

• UNIFORMLY COOLED DRINKS

• ONLY 32"

Automatic Mixing and Dispensing:
A touch of flavor button and drink is de¬
livered in 5 seconds. Attendant does not keep
finger on button.

• DRY COOLING AND CARBONATION

• PRESSURIZED, SEALED,
STEEL SYRUP TANKS

Featuring

20" x 20"

FLOOR

SPACE

Phone for Information

SPACflRB

n c.

America's Oldest Manufacturer and Operator of Automatic Beverage Dispensers

311-317 EAST 23rd STREET

•

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

K
wo.u.s***’
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MEET THE BOARD

Lawrence

B.

Geyer

PROFITS

In which Hie editors of EXTRA PROFITS
continue the series of brief sketches and
photographs of members of its two Ad¬
visory Boards.
Others will appear later.

John K. Kettlewell

W. F. Schrafft and Sons’ assistant sales
manager in charge of advertising and
sales promotion has had much experience
in plans, research, and sales promotion
in connection with many business enter¬
prises, covering every phase of sales
development.
After serving in World
War
I,
Geyer
was
graduated
from
Harvard, and worked in the south as
advertising manager of an Atlanta pub¬
lishing house, and as copy chief and
account executive of a Birmingham, Va.
ad agency.
Geyer returned to New
England after marrying, where he be¬
came production manager and art director
of a Boston advertising agency. In 1936,
he founded his own agency, and main-

Formerly vice-president in charge of
the Buchanan and Company’s Advertising
Agency’s Chicago office, he was recently
appointed
director,
NCA
Council
on
Candy, succeeding Smith H. Cady, Jr.
Kettlewell works with O. G. Trudeau,
Minneapolis, in handling the promotion
campaign sponsored by the confectionery
industry.
During the war, Kettlewell
worked in the Office of Procurement
and Public Relations of the navy.

tained it until he joined Schrafft. Geyer
is a member of the Advertising Club of
Boston and Wellesley Lodge, A. F. and
A. M.

YOU CAN RELY ON

Y&Y

Council Subscriptions Up
Chicago:
Subscriptions to the 1948
Council on Candy Fund have topped
the $100,009 mark, Oscar G. Trudeau,
Trudeau Candies, Inc. chairman, 1948
Council committee, declared last week.
“In checking the 1948 subscriptions that
have been received to date,” pointed out
Trudeau, we have found that individual
subscriptions have increased approximate¬
ly 11.4 per cent over last year’s sub¬
scriptions made by the same companies.
The second phase of the 1948 Fund
drive of the Council was opened with
the mailing of an industry booklet,
“Let’s get more daily candy eaters in
1948,” to manufacturers, manufacturing
retailers, suppliers, jobbers, and retailers
throughout the industry.
This booklet
reports on the activities of the Council,
and outlines generally its plans for the
future.

NCA Exposition Sellout
New York:
The 22nd annual Confec¬
tionery Industries Exposition, which will
be held in conjunction with the National
Confectioners’ Association’s 65th annual
convention from June 20-25, will be the
biggest ever held, according to present
indications.
David P. O’Connor, Penick and Ford,
Ltd., exposition committee chairman, an¬
nounced that 117 booths, which take up
the first floor of Grand Central Palace,
were completely sold out, necessitating
the opening of the second floor to meet
the demand.
The Production Forum
session, set for the evening of June 23,
will take place in a corner of the second
floor, with the usual large crowd ex¬
pected.

Business Is Good
(Continued, from page EPS)
bag.
The Louisann prefers the boxed
popcorn.
It is said to be cleaner as it
is not buttered, and in the box patrons
don’t notice the lack of butter.
Man¬
agement adds that as the theatre is
cleaned by blowers, the box is not dif¬
ficult to get from under the seats. All
trash is blown toward the front of the
house, where it is scooped up.

A COMPLETE SELECTION
0F NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

CANDY

FOR YOUR LOBBY

free merchandise ADVIC^rEATER

Y

mm

MOVIE CANDY DIVISION

&T POPCORN SUPPLY CO.

JOLLY,
TINE

'Cs

'ENORMOUS VOLUME

t

1226 Vine Street, Phila. 7, Pa.
Phone:

LOcust

7-1016

OUTDOOR
Note Specializing'
REFRESHMENT
in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES
from Coast to Coast Concessions
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THE DECISION:
SUPREME COURT OF THE U. S.
Nos. 79-86.—October

Term,

United States of America,
Appellant,
79
v.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., Paramount
Film Distributing Corporation,
Loew’s, Incorporated et al.
Loew’s,
Incorporated,
Radio-KeithOrpheum Corporation, RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., et al., Appellants,
80
v.
The United States of America.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., and Para¬
mount Film Distributing Corpora¬
tion, Appellants,
81
v.
The United States of America.
Columbia Pictures Corporation and
Columbia Pictures of Louisiana, Inc.,
Appellants,
82
v.
The United States of America.
United Artists Corporation, Appellant,
83
v.
The United States of America.
Universal
Pictures
Company,
Inc.
(Sued herein as Universal Corpora¬
tion and Universal Pictures, Com¬
pany, Inc.), Universal Film Ex¬
changes, Inc., and Big U. Film Ex¬
change, Inc., Appellants,
84
v.
The United States of America
American Theatres Association, Inc.,
Southern California Theatre Owners
Association, Joseph Moritz et al.,
Appellants,
85
v.
The United States of America, Para¬
mount Pictures, Inc., Paramount
Film Distributing Corporation et al.
\V. C. Allred, Charles E. Beach and
Elizabeth L. Beach et al., Appel¬
lants,
86
v.
The United States of America, Para¬
mount Pictures, Inc., Paramount
Film Distributing Corporation et al.
[May 3, 1948.]

1947.

The

Mr.

Justice

Douglas

Appeals
from
the District
Court of the
United States
for the South¬
ern District of
New York.

delivered

I. RESTRAINT OF TRADE
]. Price Fixing

the

opinion of the Court.

These cases are here on appeal1 from a
judgment of a three-judge District Court2
holding that the defendants had violated
§ 1 and § 2 of the Sherman Act, 26 Stat.
209, as amended, 50 Stat. 693, 15 U. S. C.
§§ 1, 2, and granting an injunction and
other relief.
66 F. Supp. 323; 70 F.
Supp. 53.
The suit was instituted by the United
States under § 4 of the Sherman Act to
prevent and restrain violations of it. The
defendants fall into three groups:
(1)
Paramount Pictures, Inc., Loew’s, Incor¬
porated, Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corpora¬
tion, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Twenti¬
eth
Century-Fox
Film
Corporation,
which produce motion pictures, and their
respective subsidiaries or affiliates which
distribute and exhibit films.
These are
known as the five major defendants or
exhibitor-defendants.
(2) Columbia Pic¬
tures Corporation and Universal Corpor¬
ation, which produce motion pictures, and
their subsidiaries which distribute films.
(3) United Artist Corporation, which is
engaged only in the distribution of mo¬
tion pictures. The five majors, through
1 Sec. 2 of the Expediting Act of February 11, 1903,
32 Stat. 823, as amended, 15 U. S. C. § 29, and
§ 238 of the Judicial Code, as amended by the Act of
February 13, 1925, 43 Stat. 936, 938, 28 U.S.C.
§ 345.
2 The court was convened pursuant to the provisions
of the Act of April 6, 1942, 56 Stat. 198, 199, 15
U.S.C. § 28.
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their subsidiaries or affiliates, own or
control theatres; the other defendants
do not.
The complaint charged that the pro¬
ducer
defendants
had
attempted
to
monopolize and had monopolized the pro¬
duction of motion pictures. The District
Court found to the contrary and that
finding is not challenged here. The com¬
plaint charged that all the defendants,
as distributors, had conspired to restrain
and monopolize and had restrained and
monopolized interstate trade in the dis¬
tribution and exhibition of films by
specific practices which we will shortly
relate.
It also charged that the five
major defendants had engaged in a con¬
spiracy to restrain and monopolize, and
had restrained and monopolized, inter¬
state trade in the exhibition of motion
pictures in most of the larger cities of
the country. It charged that the vertical
combination of producing, distributing,
and exhibiting motion pictures by each
of the five major defendants violated § 1
and § 2 of the Act. It charged that each
distributor-defendant had entered into
various contracts with exhibitors which
unreasonably restrained trade. Issue was
joined; and a trial was had.8

No film is sold to an exhibitor in the
distribution of motion pictures.
The
right to
exhibit under copyright is
licensed. The District Court found that
the defendants in the licenses they issued
fixed minimum admission prices which
the exhibitors agreed to charge, whether
the rental of the film was a flat amount
or a percentage of the receipts. It found
that
substantially
uniform
minimum
prices
had
been
established
in
the
licenses of all defendants.
Minimum
prices were established in master agree¬
ments or franchises which were made
between various defendants as distributors
and various defendants as exhibitors and
in joint operating agreements made by
the five majors with each other and
with independent theatre owners cover¬
ing the operation of certain theatres.3 4
By these later contracts minimum ad¬
mission prices were often fixed for
dozens of theatres owned by a particular
3 Before trial, negotiations for a settlement were
undertaken.
As a result, a consent decree against the
five major defendants was entered November 20, 1940.
The consent decree contained no admission of violation
of law and adjudicated no issue of fact or law, except
that the complaint stated a cause of action. The decree
reserved to the United States the right at the end of a
three-year trial period to seek the relief prayed for
in the amended complaint. After the end of the threeyear period the United States moved for trial against all
the defendants.
4 A master agreement is a licensing agreement or
“blanket deal” covering the exhibition of features in
a number of theatres, usually comprising a circuit.
A franchise is a licensing agreement, or series of
licensing agreements, entered into as part of the same
transaction, in effect for more than one motion picture
season and covering the exhibition of features released
by one distributor during the entire period of the agree¬
ment.
An independent as used in these cases means a pro¬
ducer, distributor, or exhibitor, as the context requires,
which is not a defendant in the action, or a subsidiary
or affiliate of a defendant.

defendant in a given area of the United
States.
Minimum prices were fixed in
licenses of each of the five major defend¬
ants. The other three defendants made
the same requirement in licenses granted
to the exhibitor-defendants. We do not
stop to elaborate on these findings. They
are adequately detailed by the District
Court in its opinion.
See 66 F. Supp.
334-339.
The District Court found that two
price-fixing conspiracies existed—a hori¬
zontal one between all the defendants;
a vertical one between each distributordefendant and its licensees.
The latter
was based on express agreements and
was plainly established. The former was
inferred from the pattern of price-fixing
disclosed in the record. We think there
was adequate foundation for it too.
It
is not necessary to find an express agree¬
ment in order to find a conspiracy. It
is enough that a concert of action is
contemplated and that the defendants
conformed to the arrangement. Interstate
Circuit v. United States, 306 U. S. 208,
226-227; United States v. Masonite, 316
U. S. 265, 275. That was shown here.
On this phase of the case the main
attack is on the decree which enjoins the
defendants and their affiliates from grant¬
ing any license, except to their own
theatres, in which minimum prices for
admission to a theatre are fixed in any
manner or by any means.
The argu¬
ment runs as follows: United States v.
General Electric Co., 272 U. S. 476, held
that an owner of a patent could, with¬
out violating the Sherman Act, grant a
license to manufacture and vend, and
could fix the price at which the licensee
could sell the patented article.
It ispointed out that defendants do not sell
the films to exhibitors, but only license
them and that the Copyright Act (35
Stat. 1075, 1088, 17 U. S. C. § 1), like
the patent statutes, grants the owner
exclusive rights.5 * * And it is argued that
if the patentee can fix the price at which
his licensee may sell the patented article,
the owner of the copyright should be
allowed the same privilege. It is main¬
tained that such a privilege is essential
to protect the value of the copyrighted
films.
We start, of course, from the premise
that so far as the Sherman Act is con¬
cerned, a price-fixing combination is
illegal per se. United States v. SoconyVacuum Oil Co., 310 U. S. 150; United
States v. Masonite Corporation, supra.
We recently held in United States v.
Gypsum Co., 333 U. S. —, that even
patentees could not regiment an entire
industry by licenses containing price¬
fixing agreements. What was said there
is adequate to .bar defendants, through
their horizontal conspiracy, from fixing
prices for the exhibition of films in the
movie industry.
Certainly the rights of

B See note 12, infra.
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the copyright owner are no greater than
those of the patentee.
Nor can the result be different when
we come to the vertical conspiracy
between each distributor-defendant and
his licensees. The District Court stated
in its findings:
“In agreeing to maintain a stipu¬
lated minimum admission price, each
exhibitor thereby consents to the
minimum price level at which it will
compete against other licensees of the
same distributor whether they exhibit
on the same run or not. The total
effect is that through the separate
contracts between the distributor and
its licensees a price structure is erected
which regulates the licensees’ ability
to compete against one another in
admission prices.”
That consequence seems to us to be
incontestable. We stated in United States
v. Gypsum Co., supra, p. —, that “The
rewards which flow to the patentee and
his licensees from the suppression of
competition through the regulation of an
industry are not reasonably and normally
adapted to secure pecuniary reward for
the patentee’s monopoly.”
The same is
true of the rewards of the copyright
owners and their licensees in the present
case. For here too the licenses are but
a part of the general plan' to suppress
competition. The case where a distributor
fixes admission prices to be charged by
a single independent exhibitor, no other
licensees or exhibitors being in contem¬
plation, seems to be wholly academic,
as the District Court pointed out. It is,
therefore, plain that United States v.
General Electric Co., supra, as applied
in the patent cases, affords no haven
to the defendants in this case.
For a
copyright may no more be used than
a patent to deter competition between
rivals in the exploitation of their licenses.
See Interstate Circuit v. United States,
supra, p. 230’.

2. Clearances And Runs
Clearances are designed to protect a
particular run of a film against a sub¬
sequent run.0 The District Court found
that all of the distributor-defendants used
clearance provisions and that they were
stated in several different ways or in
combinations: in terms of a given period
between designated runs; in terms of ad¬
mission prices charged by competing
theatres; in terms of a given period of
clearance over specifically named theatres;
in terms of so many days’ clearance over
specified areas or towns; or in terms
of clearances as fixed by other dis¬
tributors.
The Department of Justice maintained
below that clearances are unlawful per se
under the Sherman Act. But that is a
question we need not consider, for the
District Court ruled otherwise and that
conclusion is not challenged here.
In
its view their justification was found in
the assurance they give the exhibitor
that the distributor will not license a
0 A clearance is the period of time, usually stipulated
in license contracts, which must elapse between runs of
the same feature within a particular area or in specified
theatres.
Runs are successive exhibitions of a feature in a
given area, first-run being the first exhibition in that
area, second-run being the next subsequent, and so on,
and include successive exhibitions in different theatres,
even though such theatres may be under a common
ownership or management.
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competitor to show the film either at
the same time or so soon thereafter that
the exhibitor’s expected income from the
run will be greatly diminished. A clear¬
ance when used to protect that interest
of the exhibitor was reasonable, in the
view of the court, when not unduly ex¬
tended as to area or duration.
Thus
the court concluded that although clear¬
ances might indirectly affect admission
prices, they do not fix them and that
they may be reasonable restraints of
trade under the Sherman Act.
The District Court held that in deter¬
mining whether a clearance is unreason¬
able, the following factors are relevant:
(1) The
admission
prices
of the
theatres involved, as set by the ex¬
hibitors;
(2) The character and location of the
theatres involved, including size, type
of entertainment, appointments, transit
facilities, etc.;
(3) The policy of operation of the
theatres involved, such as the showing
of double features, gift nights, give¬
aways, premiums, cut-rate tickets, lot¬
teries, etc.;
(4) The rental terms and license fees
paid by the theatres involved and the
revenues derived by the distributordefendant from such theatres;
(5) The extent to which the theatres
involved compete with each other for
patronage;
(6) The fact that a theatre involved
is affiliated with a defendant-distributor
or with an independent circuit of
theatres should be disregarded; and
(7) There should be no clearance be¬
tween theatres not in substantial com¬
petition.
It reviewed the evidence in light of these
standards and concluded that many of
the clearances granted by the defendants
were unreasonable.
We do not stop to
retrace those steps.
The evidence is
ample to show, as the District Court
plainly demonstrated, see 66 F. Supp. pp.
343-346, that many clearances had no
relation to the competitive factors which
alone could justify them.7 The clearances
which were in vogue had, indeed, acquired
a fixed and uniform character and were
made applicable to situations without
regard to the special circumstances which
are necessary to sustain them as reason¬
able restraints of trade. The evidence is
ample to support the finding of the
District Court that the defendants either
participated in evolving this uniform
system of clearances or acquiesced in it
and so furthered its existence.
That
evidence, like the evidence on the price¬
fixing phase of the case, is therefore
adequate to support the finding of a
conspiracy to restrain trade by imposing
unreasonable clearances.
The District Court enjoined defendants
and their affiliates from agreeing with
each other or with any exhibitors or dis¬
tributors to maintain a system of clear¬
7 Thus the District Court found:
“Some licenses granted clearance to sell to all theatres
which the exhibitor party to the contract might there¬
after own, lease, control, manage, or operate against
all theatres in the immediate vicinity of the exhibitor's
theatre thereafter erected or opened.
The purpose of
this type of clearance agreements was to fix the run
and clearance status of any theatre thereafter opened not
on the basis of its appointments, size, location, and other
competitive features normally entering into such de¬
termination, but rather upon the sole basis of whether
it were operated by the exhibitor party to the agree¬
ment.”

ances, or from granting any clearance
between theatres not in substantial com¬
petition, or from granting or enforcing
any clearance against theatres in sub¬
stantial competition with the theatre re¬
ceiving the license for exhibition in excess
of what is reasonably necessary to pro¬
tect the licensee in the run granted. In
view of the findings this relief was
plainly warranted.
Some of the defendants ask that this
provision be construed (or, if necessary,
modified) to allow licensors in granting
clearances to take
into consideration
what is reasonably necessary for a fair
return to the licensor.
We reject that
suggestion.
If that were allowed, then
the exhibitor-defendants would have an
easy method of keeping alive at least
some of the consequences of the effective
conspiracy which they launched. For they
could then justify clearances granted by
other distributors
in favor
of
their
theatres in terms of the competitive
requirements of those theatres, and at
the same time justify the restrictions they
impose upon independents in terms of
the necessity of protecting their film
rental as licensor. That is too potent a
weapon to leave in the hands of those
whose proclivity to unlawful conduct has
been so marked. It plainly should not
be allowed so long as the exhibitordefendants own theatres.
For in its
baldest terms it is in the hands of the
defendants no less than a power to restrict
the competition of others in the way
deemed most desirable by them. In the
setting of this case the only measure of
reasonableness of a clearance by Sherman
Act standards is the special needs of the
licensee for the competitive advantages
it affords.
Whether the same restrictions would
be applicable to a producer who had not
been a party to such a conspiracy is a
question we do not reach.
Objection is made to a further pro¬
vision of this part of the decree stating
that “Whenever any clearance provision
is attacked as not legal under the pro¬
visions of this decree, the burden shall
be upon the distributor to sustain the
legality thereof.”
We think that pro¬
vision was justified.
Clearances have
been used along with price fixing to
suppress competition with the theatres of
the exhibitor-defendants and with other
favored exhibitors.
The District Court
could therefore have eliminated clear¬
ances completely for a substantial period
of time, even though, as it thought, they
were not illegal per se. For equity has
the power to uproot all parts of an il¬
legal scheme — the valid as well as the
invalid — in order to rid the trade or
commerce of all taint of the conspiracy.
United States v. Bauseh & Lomb Co.,
321 U. S. 707, 724. The court certainly
then could take the lesser step of making
them prima facie invalid. But we do not
rest on that alone.
As we have said,
the only justification for clearances in
the setting of this case is in terms of
the special, needs of the licensee for the
competitive advantages they afford.
To
place on the distributor the burden of
showing their reasonableness is to place
it on the one party in the best position
to
evaluate their competitive
effects.
Those who have shown such a marked
proclivity for unlawful conduct are in
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no position to complain that they carry
the burden of showing that their future
clearances come within the law.
Cf.
United States v. Crescent Amusement Co.,
323 U. S. 173, 188.

would be in a position to operate theatres
independently.” The District Court found
these joint ownerships of theatres to be
unreasonable restraints of trade within
the meaning of the Sherman Act.

3. Pooling Agreement;
Joint Ownership

The
District
Court
ordered
the
exhibitor-defendants
to
disaffiliate
by
terminating
their
joint ownership of
theatres; and it enjoined future acquisi¬
tions of such interests. One is authorized
to buy out the other if it shows to the
satisfaction of the District Court and that
court first finds that such acquisition
“will not unduly restrain competition in
the exhibition of feature motion pictures.”
This dissolution and prohibition of joint
ownership
as
between
exhibitor-de¬
fendants was plainly warranted. To the
extent that they have joint interests in
the outlets for their films each in prac¬
tical effect grants the other a priority
for the exhibition of its films. For in
this situation, as in the case where the¬
atres are jointly managed, the natural
gravitation of films is to the theatres in
whose earnings the distributors have an
interest.
Joint ownership between ex¬
hibitor-defendants then becomes a device
for strengthening their competitive posi¬
tion as exhibitors by forming an alliance
as distributors. An express agreement to
grant each other the preference would
be a most effective weapon to stifle com¬
petition.
A working arrangement or
business device that has that necessary
consequence gathers no immunity because
of its subtlety.
Each is a restraint of
trade condemned by the Sherman Act.

The District Court found the exhibitordefendants had agreements with each
other and their affiliates by which theatres
of two or more of them, normally com¬
petitive, were operated as a unit, or
managed by a joint committee or by one
of the exhibitors, the profits being shared
according to
prearranged
percentages.
Some of these agreements provided that
the parties might not acquire other com¬
petitive theatres without first offering
them for inclusion in the pool. The court
concluded that the result of these agree¬
ments was to eliminate competition pro
tanto both in exhibition and in distribu¬
tion of features,8 since the parties would
naturally direct the films to the theatres
in whose earnings they were interested.
The District Court also found that the
exhibitor-defendants had like agreements
with certain independent exhibitors. Those
alliances had, in its view, the effect of
nullifying competition between the allied
theatres and of making more effective
the competition of the group against
theatres not members of the pool. The
court found that in some cases the
operating
agreements
were
achieved
through leases of theatres, the rentals
being measured by a percentage of profits
earned by the theatres in the pool. The
District Court required the dissolution of
existing pooling agreements and enjoined
any future arrangement of that character.
These provisions of the decree will
stand. The practices were bald efforts to
substitute monopoly for competition and
to strengthen the hold of the exhibitordefendants on the industry by alignment
of competitors on their side.
Clearer
restraints of trade are difficult to imagine.
There was another type of business
arrangement
that
the
District
Court
found to have the same effect as the
pooling
agreements
just
mentioned.
Many theatres are owned jointly by two
or more exhibitor-defendants or by an
exhibitor-defendant and an independent.9
The result is, according to the District
Court, that the theatres are operated “col¬
lectively, rather than competitively.” And
where the joint owners are an exhibitordefendant and an independent the effect
is, according to the District Court, the
elimination by the exhibitor-defendant of
“putative competition between itself and
the other joint owner, who otherwise
6 A feature is any motion picture, regardless of topic,
the length of film of which is in excess of 4,000 feet.

0 Theatres jointly owned with independents:
Paramount .. 993
Warner ..
20
Fox . .
66
RKO ..
187
Loew’s . .
21
Total .
Theatres jointly owned by two defendants:
Paramount-Fox .
14
Paramount-Loew’s
. ...^.
Paramount-Warner . .-. 27
Paramount-RKO . . 150
Loew’s-RKO .
Loew’s-Warner . .
5
1
Fox-RKO .
Warner-RKO . .
10
Total .
Of the 1287 jointly owned with independents, 209
would not be affected by the decree since one of the
ownership interests is lejs than 5 per cent, an amount
which the District Court treated as de minimis.
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The District Court also ordered dis¬
affiliation
in
those
instances
where
theatres were jointly owned by an ex¬
hibitor-defendant and an independent, and
where the interest of the exhibitordefendant was “greater than five per cent
unless such interest shall be ninety-five
per cent or more,” an independent being
defined for this part of the decree as
“any former, present or putative motion
picture theatre operator which is not
owned or controlled by the defendant
holding the interest in question.”
The
exhibitor-defendants are authorized to
acquire existing interests of the in¬
dependents in these theatres if they
establish, and if the District Court first
finds that the acquisition “will not un¬
duly restrain competition in the exhibition
of feature motion pictures.”
All other
acquisitions of such joint interests were
enjoined.
This phase of the decree is strenuously
attacked. We are asked to eliminate it for
lack of findings to support it. The argu¬
ment is that the findings show no more
than the existance of joint ownership of
theatres by exhibitor-defendants and in¬
dependents.
The
statement
by
the
District Court that the joint ownership
eliminates “putative competition” is said
to be a mere conclusion without evi¬
dentiary support.
For it is said that
the facts of the record show that many
of the instances of joint ownership with
an independent interest are cases wholly
devoid of any history of or relationship
to restraints of trade or monopolistic
practices.
Some are said to be rather
fortuitous results of bankruptcies; others
are said to be the results of investments
by outside interests who have no desire
or capacity to operate theatres, and so on.
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It is conceded that the District Court
made no inquiry into the circumstances
under which a particular interest had
been acquired. It treated all relationships
alike, insofar as the disaffiliation, pro¬
vision of the decree is concerned. In this
we think it erred.
^
We have gone into the record far
enough to be confident that at least some
of these acquisitions by the exhibitordefendants were the products of the
unlawful practices which the defendants
have inflicted on the industry. To the
extent that these acquisitions were the
fruits of monopolistic practices or re¬
straints of trade, they should be divested.
And no permission to buy out the other
owner should be given a defendant.
United States v. Crescent Amusement Co.,
supra, p. 189; Schine Chain Theatres, Inc.
v. United States, ante, p.—.
Moreover,
even if lawfully acquired, they may have
been utilized as part of the conspiracy
to eliminate or suppress competition in
furtherance of the ends of the con¬
spiracy. In that event divestiture would
likewise be justified.
United States v.
Crescent Amusement Co., supra, pp. 189190.
In that situation permission to
acquire the interest of the independent
would have the unlawful effect of per¬
mitting the defendants to complete their
plan to eliminate him.
Furthermore, if the joint ownership is
an alliance with one who is or would
be an operator but for the joint owner¬
ship, divorce should be decreed even
though the affiliation was innocently
acquired. For that joint ownership would
afford opportunity to perpetuate the
effects of the restraints of trade which
the exhibitor-defendants have inflicted
on the industry.
It seems, however, that some of the
cases of joint ownership do not fall into
any of the categories we have listed.
Some apparently involve no more than
innocent investments by those who are
not actual or potential operators. If in
such cases the acquisition was not im¬
properly used in furtherance of the
conspiracy, its retention by defendants
would be justified absent a finding that
no monopoly resulted.
And in those
instances permission might be given the
defendants to acquire the interests of
the independents on a showing by them
and a finding by the court that neither
monopoly nor unreasonable restraint of
trade in the exhibition of films would
result.
In short, we see no reason to
place a ban on this type of ownership,
at least so long as theatre ownership
by the five majors is not prohibited. The
results of inquiry along the lines we
have indicated must await further find¬
ings of the District Court on remand of
the cause.

4. Formula Deals, Master Agreements,
and Franchises
A formula deal is a licensing agree¬
ment with a circuit of theatres in which
the license fee of a given feature is
measured, for the theatres covered by
the agreement, by a specified percentage
of the feature’s national gross.
The
District Court found that Paramount and
RKO had made formula deals with in¬
dependent and affiliated circuits.
The
circuit was allowed to allocate playing
time and film rentals among the various
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theatres as it saw fit. The inclusion of
theatres of a circuit into a single agree¬
ment gives no opportunity for other
theatre owners to bid for the feature in
their respective areas and, in the view
of the District Court, is therefore an
unreasonable restraint of trade.
The
District Court found some master agree¬
ments 10 open to the same objection.
Those are the master agreements that
cover exhibition in two or more theatres
in a particular circuit and allow the
exhibitor to allocate the film rental paid
among the theatres as it sees fit and to
exhibit the features upon such playing
time as it deems best, and leaves other
terms to the discretion of the circuit.
The District Court enjoined the making
or further performance of any formula
deal of the type described above.
It
also enjoined the making or further per¬
formance of any master agreement cover¬
ing the exhibition of features in a num¬
ber of theatres.
The findings of the District Court in
these respects are supported by facts,
its conclusion that the formula deals and
master agreements constitute restraint of
trade is valid, and the relief is proper.
The formula deals and master agree¬
ments are unlawful restraints of trade
in two respects. In the first place, they
eliminate the possibility of bidding for
films theatre by theatre.
In that way
they eliminate the opportunity for the
small competitor to obtain the choice
first runs, and put a premium on the
size of the circuit. They are, therefore,
devices
for
stifling
competition
and
diverting the cream of the business to
the large operators. In the second place,
the pooling of the purchasing power of
an entire circuit in bidding for films is
a misuse of monopoly power insofar as
it combines the theatres in closed towns
with competitive situations. The reasons
have been stated in United States v.
Griffiths, ante, p. —, and Schine Chain
Theatres, Inc. v. United States, ante, p.
—, and need not be repeated here. It is
hardly necessary to add that distributors
who join in such arrangements by ex¬
hibitors are active participants in ef¬
fectuating a restraint of trade and a
monopolistic practice. See United States
v. Crescent Amusement Co., supra, p. 183.
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complaint as a group of more than five
theatres controlled by the same person
or a group of more than five theatres
which combine through a common agent
in licensing films
It seems, th refore,
that the legality of franchises to other
exhibitors (except as to olock-booking,
a practice to which we will later advert)
was not in issue in the litigation. More¬
over, the findings on franchises are
clouded by the statement of the District
Court in the opinion that franchises
“necessarily
contravene
the
plan
of
licensing each picture, theatre by theatre,
to the highest bidder.” As will be seen
hereafter, we eliminate from the decree
the provision for competitive bidding.
But for its inclusion of competitive bid¬
ding the District Court might well have
treated the problem of franchises dif¬
ferently.
We can see how if franchises were
allowed to be used between the ex¬
hibitor-defendants each might be able
to strengthen its strategic position in the
exhibition field and continue the ill ef¬
fects of the conspiracy which the decree
is . designed
to
dissipate.
Franchise
agreements may have been employed as
devices to discriminate against some in¬
dependents in favor of others. We know
from the record that franchise agree¬
ments
often
contained
discriminatory
clauses operating in favor not only of
theatres owned by the defendants but
also of the large circuits. But we cannot
say on this record that franchises are
illegal per se when extended to any
theatre or circuit no matter how small.
The findings do not deal with the issue
doubtlessly due to the fact that any
system of franchises would necessarily
conflict with the system of competitive
bidding adopted by the District Court.
Hence we set aside the findings on
franchises so that the court may examine
the problem in the light of the elimination
from the decree of competitive bidding.
We do not take that course in the case
of formula deals and master agreements,
for the findings in these instances seem
to stand on their own bottom and ap¬
parently have no necessary dependency
on the provision for competitive bidding.

5. Block-Booking
The District Court also enjoined the
making or further performance of any
franchise. A franchise is a contract with
an exhibitor which extends over a period
of more than a motion picture season
and covers the exhibition of features
released by the distributor during the
period of the agreement.
The District
Court held that a franchise constituted
a restraint of trade because a period of
more than one season was too long and
the inclusion of all features was dis¬
advantageous to competitors.
At least
that is the way we read its findings.
Universal and United Artists object to
the outlawry of franchise agreements.
Universal points out that the charge of
illegality of franchises in these cases
was restricted to franchises w!th theatres
owned by the major defendants and to
franchises with circuits or theatres in a
circuit, a circuit being defined in the
10 See note 4, supra.

Block-booking is the practice of li¬
censing, or offering for license, one
feature or group of features on condition
that the exhibitor will also license another
feature or group of features released by
the distributors during a given period.
The films are licensed in blocks before
they are actually produced.
All the
defendants, except United Artists, have
engaged in the practice.
Block-booking
prevents competitors from bidding for
single features on their individual merits.
The District Court held it illegal for
that reason and for the reason that it
“adds to the monopoly of a single copy¬
righted picture that of another copy¬
righted picture which must be taken and
exhibited in order to secure the first.”
That enlargement of the monopoly of
the copyright was condemned below in
reliance on the principle which forbids
the owner of a patent to condition its
use on the purchase or use of patented

or
unpatented
materials.
See
Ethyl
Gasoline Corporation v. United States,
309 U. S. 436, 459; Morton Salt Co. V.
Suppiger Co., 314 U. S. 488, 491; Mercoid
Corp. v. Mid-Continent Investment Co.,
320 U. S. 661, 665. The court enjoined
defendants from performing or entering
into any license in which the right to
exhibit one feature is conditioned upon
the licensee’s taking one or more other
features.11
We approve that restriction. The copy¬
right law, like the patent statutes, makes
reward to the owner a secondary con¬
sideration. In Fox Film Corp. v. Doyal,
286 U. S. 123, 127, Chief Justice Hughes
spoke as follows respecting the copyright
monopoly granted by Congress, “The sole
interest of the United States and the
primary object in conferring the mono¬
poly lie in the general benefits derived
by the public from the labors of authors.”
It is said that reward to the author or
artist serves to induce release to the
public of the products of his creative
genius. But the reward does not serve
its public purpose if it is not related to
the quality of the copyright.
Where a
high quality film greatly desired is
licensed only if an inferior one is taken,
the latter borrows quality from the
former and strengthens its monopoly by
drawing on the other. The practice tends
to equalize rather than differentiate the
reward for the individual copyrights.
Even where all the films included in
the package are of equal quality, the
requirement that all be taken if one is
desired increases the market for some.
Each stands not on its own footing but
in whole or in part on the appeal which
another film may have. As the District
Court said, the result is to add to the
monopoly of the copyright in violation of
the principle of the patent cases involving
tying clauses.12

11 Blind-selling is a practice whereby a distributor
licenses a feature before the exhibitor is afforded an
opportunity to view it.
To remedy the problems
created by that practice the District Court included the
following provision in its decree:
"To the extent that any of the features have not been
trade shown prior to the granting of the license for more
than a single feature, the licensee shall be given by the
licensor the right to reject twenty per cent of such
features not trade shown prior to the granting of the
license, such right of rejection to be exercised in the
order of release within ten days after there has been an
opportunity afforded to the licensee to inspect the
feature.”
The court advanced the following as its reason for
inclusion of this provision:
“Blind-selling does not appear to be as inherently
restrictive of competition as block-booking, although it
is capable of some abuse. By this practice a distributor
could promise a picture of good quality or of a certain
type which when produced might prove 'to be of poor
quality or of another type—a competing distributor
meanwhile being unable to market its product and in
the end losing its outlets for future pictures.
The
evidence indicates that trade-shows, which are designated
to prevent such blind-selling, are poorly attended by
exhibitors. Accordingly, exhibitors who choose to obtain
their films for exhibition in quantities, need to be pro¬
tected against burdensome agreements by being given an
option to reject a certain percentage of their blindlicensed pictures within a reasonable time after they
shall have become available for inspection.”
We approve this provision of the decree.
12 The exclusive right granted by the Copyright Act,
3 5 Stat. 1075, 17 U. S. C. § 1 includes no such
privilege.
It provides, so far as material here, as
follows:
“That any person entitled thereto, upon complying with
the provisions of this Act, shall have the exclusive right:
“(d) To perform or represent the copyrighted work
publicly if it be a drama or, if it be a dramatic work
and not reproduced in copies for sale, to vend any
manuscript or any record whatsoever thereof; to make
or to procure the making of any transcription or record
thereof by or from which, in whole or in part, it may
in any manner or by any method be exhibited, performed,
represented, produced, or reproduced; and to exhibit,
perform, represent, produce, or reproduce it in any
manner or by any method whatsoever;”
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It is argued that Transparent-Wrap
Machine Corp. v. Stokes & Smith Co.,
329 U. S. 637, points to a contrary result.
That case held that the inclusion in a
patent license of a condition requiring
the licensee to assign improvement patents
was not per se illegal. But that decision,
confined to improvement patents, was
greatly influenced by the federal statute
governing assignments of patents.
It
therefore has no controlling significance
here.

elusion that these discriminatory prac¬
tices are included among the restraints
of trade which the Sherman Act con¬
demns. See Interstate Circuit v. United
States, supra, p. 231; United States v.
Crescent Amusement Co., supra, pp. 182183.
It will be for the District Court
on remand of these cases to provide
effective relief against their continuance,
as our elimination of the provision for
competitive bidding leaves this phase of
the cases unguarded.

Columbia Pictures makes an earnest
argument that enforcement of the restric¬
tion as to block-booking will be very
disadvantageous to it and will greatly
impair its ability to operate profitably.
But the policy of the anti-trust laws
is not qualified or conditioned by the
convenience of those whose conduct is
regulated.
Nor can a vested interest,
in a practice which contravenes the
policy of the anti-trust laws, receive
judicial sanction.

There is some suggestion on this as
well as on other phases of the cases
that large exhibitors with whom de¬
fendants dealt fathered the illegal prac¬
tices and forced them onto the defendants.
But as the District Court observed, that
circumstance if true does not help the
defendants.
For acquiescence in an il¬
legal scheme is as much a violation of
the Sherman Act as the creation and
promotion of one.

We do not suggest that films may not
be sold in blocks or groups, when there
is no requirement, express or implied,
for the purchase of more than one film.
All we hold to be illegal is a refusal
to license one or more copyrights unless
another copyright is accepted.

6. Discrimination
The District Court found that de¬
fendants had discriminated against small
independent exhibitors and in favor of
large affiliated and unaffiliated circuits
through various kinds of contract pro¬
visions.
These included suspension of
the terms of a contract if a circuit theatre
remained closed for more than eight
weeks with reinstatement without liability
on reopening; allowing large privileges
in the selection and elimination of films;
allowing deductions in film rentals if
double bills are played; granting moveovers13 and extended runs; granting road
show privileges;14 allowing overage and
underage;16 granting unlimited playing
time; excluding foreign pictures and those
of independent producers; and granting
rights to question the classification of
features for rental purposes. The District
court found that the competitive advan¬
tages of these provisions were so great
that their inclusion in contracts with
the larger circuits and their exclusion
from contracts with the small inde¬
pendents
constituted
an
unreasonable
discrimination against the latter.
Each
discriminatory contract constituted a con¬
spiracy between licensor and licensee.
Hence „the District Court deemed it un¬
necessary to decide whether the de¬
fendants had conspired among themselves
to make these discriminations. No pro¬
vision of the decree specifically enjoins
these discriminatory practices because
they were thought to be impossible
under the system of competitive bidding
adopted by the District Court.
These findings are amply supported by
the evidence.
We concur in the con13 A moveover is the privilege given a licensee to
move a picture from one theatre to another as a con¬
tinuation of the run at the licensee’s first theatre.
14 A road show is a public exhibition of a feature in
a limited number of theatres, in advance of its general
release, at admission prices higher than those custom¬
arily charged in first-run theatres in those areas.
15 Underage and overage refer to the practice of using
excess film rental earned in one circuit theatre to fulfill
a rental committment defaulted by another.
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II. COMPETITIVE BIDDING
The District Court concluded that the
only way competition could be introduced
into the existing system of fixed prices,
clearances and runs was to require that
films be licensed on a competitive bid¬
ding basis. Films are to be offered to
all exhibitors in each competitive area.16
The license for the desired run is to be
granted to the highest responsible bidder,
unless the distributor rejects all offers.
The licenses are to be offered and taken
theatre by theatre and picture by picture.
Licenses to show films in theatres, in
which the licensor owns directly or in¬
directly an interest of ninety-five per
cent or more, are excluded from the
requirement for competitive bidding.
Paramount is the only one of the five
majors who opposes the competitive bid¬
ding system.
Columbia Pictures, Uni¬
versal, and United Artists oppose it. The
intervenors
representing
certain
in¬
dependents oppose it. And the Depart¬
ment of Justice, which apparently pro¬
posed
the
system
originally,
speaks
strongly against it here.
At first blush there is much to com¬
mend the system of competitive bidding.
The trade victims of this conspiracy have
in large measure been the small in¬
dependent operators. They are the ones
that have felt most keenly the dis¬
criminatory
practices
and
predatory
activities in which defendants have free¬
ly indulged.
They have been the vic¬
tims of the massed purchasing power of
the larger units in the industry.
It is
largely out of the ruins of the small
operators that the large empires of ex¬
hibitors have been built. Thus it would
appear to be a great boon to them to
substitute open bidding for the private
deals and favors on which the large
operators have thrived.
But after re¬
flection we have concluded that com¬
petitive bidding involves the judiciary so
deeply in the daily operation of this
nation-wide business and promises such
dubious benefits that it should not be
undertaken.
18 Competitive bidding is required only in a “com¬
petitive area” where it is “desired by the exhibitors.”
As the District Court said, “the decree provides an
opportunity to bid for any exhibitor in a competitive
area who may desire to do so.”
The details of the competitive bidding system will be
found in 70 F. Supp. pp. 73-74.
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Each film is to be licensed on a par¬
ticular run to “the highest responsible
bidder, having a theatre of a size, location
and equipment adequate to yield a
reasonable return to the licensor.” The
bid “shall state what run such exhibitor
desires and what he is willing to pay
for such feature, which statement may
specify a flat rental, or a percentage of
gross receipts, or both, or any other
form of rental, and shall also specify what
clearance such exhibitor is willing to
accept, the time and days when such
such exhibitor desires to exhibit it, and
any other offers which such exhibtor
may care to make.”
We do not doubt
that if a competitive bidding system is
adopted alb these provisions are neces¬
sary. For the licensing of films at auction
is quite obviously a more complicated
matter than the like sales for cash of
tobacco,
wheat,
or
other
produce.
Columbia puts these pertinent queries:
“No two exhibitors are likely to make
the same bid as to dates, clearance,
method of’ fixing rental, etc. May bids
containing such diverse factors be readily
compared?
May a flat rental bid be
compared with a percentage bid?
May
the value of any percentage bid be
determined unless the admission price is
fixed by the license?”
The question as to who is the highest
bidder involves the use of standards in¬
capable of precise definition because the
bids being compared contain different
ingredients.
Determining who is the
most responsible bidder likewise cannot
be reduced to a formula.
The dis¬
tributor’s judgment of the character and
integrity of a particular exhibtor might
result in acceptance of a lower bid than
others offered. Yet to prove that favor¬
itism was shown would be well nigh
impossible, unless perhaps all the ex¬
hibitors
in the
country were
given
classifications of responsibility.
If, in¬
deed, the choice between bidders is not
to be entrusted to the uncontrolled dis¬
cretion of the distributors, some effort
to standardize the factors involved in
determining “a reasonable return to the
licensor” would seem necessary.
We mention these matters merely to
indicate the character of the job of
supervising such a competitive bidding
system.
It would involve the judiciary
in the administration of intricate and
detailed rules governing priority, period
of clearance, length of run, competitive
areas, reasonable return, and the like.
The system would be apt to require as
close a supervision as a continuous
receivership, unless the defendants were
to be entrusted with vast discretion. The
judiciary is unsuited to affairs of business
management; and control through the
power of contempt is crude and clumsy
and lacking in the flexibility necessary
to make continuous and detailed super¬
vision effective.
Yet delegation of the
management of the system to the dis¬
cretion of those who had the genius to
conceive the present conspiracy and to
execute it with the subtlety which this
record reveals, could be done only with
the greatest reluctance.
At least such
choices should not be faced unless the
need for the system is great and its
benefits plain.
The system uproots business arrange¬
ments and established relationships with
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no apparent overall benefit to the small
independent exhibitor. If each feature
must go to the highest responsible bid¬
der, those with the greatest purchasing
power would seem to be in a favored
position.
Those with the longest purse
—the exhibitor-defendants and the large
circuits—would seem to stand in a pre¬
ferred position.
If in fact they were
enabled through the competitive bidding
system to take the cream of the business,
eliminate the smaller independents, and
thus increase their own strategic hold on
the industry, they would have the cloak
of the court’s decree around them for
protection. Hence the natural advantage
which the larger and financially stronger
exhibitors would seem to have in the
bidding gives us pause.
If a premium
is placed on purchasing power, the
court-created system may be a powerful
factor towards increasing the concentra¬
tion of economic power in the industry
rather than cleansing the competitive
system of unwholesome practices.
For
where the system in operation promises
the advantage to the exhibitor who is in
the strongest financial position, the in¬
junction against discrimination17 is apt
to hold an empty promise. In this con¬
nection it should be noted that even^
though the independents in a given com¬
petitive area do not want competitive
bidding, the exhibitor-defendants can in¬
voke the system.
Our doubts concerning the competitive
bidding system are increased by the fact
that defendants who own theatres are
allowed to pre-empt their own features.
They thus start with an inventory which
all other exhibitors lack. The latter have
no prospect of assured runs except what
they get by competitive bidding.
The
proposed system does not offset in any
way the advantages which the exhibitordefendants have by way of theatre owner¬
ship. It would seem in fact to increase
them. For the independents are deprived
of the stability which flows from es¬
tablished business relationships.
Under
the proposed system they can get features
only if they are the highest responsible
bidders.
They can no longer depend
on their private sources of supply which
their
ingenuity
has
created.
Those
sources, built perhaps on private rela¬
tionships
and
representing
important
items of good will, are banned, even
though they are free of any taint of
illegality.
The system was designed, as some of
the defendants put it, to remedy the
difficulty of any theatre to break into
or change the existing system of runs
and clearances. But we do not see how,
in
practical
operation,
the
proposed
system of competitive bidding is likely
to open up to competition the markets
which
defendants’
unlawful
restraints
have dominated.
Rather real danger
seems to us to lie in the opportunities
the
system
affords
the
exhibitordefendants and the other large operators
to strengthen their hold in the industry.
We are reluctant to alter decrees in
these cases where there is agreement
with the District Court on the nature
of the violations.
United
States v.
1 The competitive bidding part of the decree pro¬
vides: "Each license shall be granted solely upon the
merits and without discrimination in favor of affiliates
old customers or others."
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Crescent Amusement Co., supra, p. 185;
International Salt Co. v. United States,
332 U. S. 392, 400.
But the provisions
for competitive bidding in these cases
promise little in the way of relief against
the real evils of the conspiracy.
They
implicate the judiciary heavily in the
details of business management if super¬
vision is to be effective.
They vest
powerful
control
in
the
exhibitordefendants over their competitors if close
supervision by the court is not under¬
taken.
In light of these considerations
we conclude that the competitive bid¬
ding provisions of the decree .should be
eliminated so that a more effective decree
may be fashioned.
We have already indicated in preceeding parts of this opinion that this alter¬
ation in the decree leaves a hiatus or
two which will have to be filled on
remand of the cases. We will indicate
hereafter another phase of the problem
which the District Court should also
reconsider in view of this alteration in
the decree.
But out of an abundance
of caution we add this additional word.
The competitive bidding system was per¬
haps the central arch of the decree
designed by the District Court.
Its
elimination may affect the cases in ways
other than those which we expressly
mention. Hence on remand of the cases
the freedom of the District Court to
reconsider the adequacy of decree is
not limited to those parts we have
specifically indicated.

III. MONOPOLY, EXPANSION OF
THEATRE HOLDINGS, DIVESTITURE
There is a suggestion that the hold the
defendants have on the industry is so
great that a problem under the First
Amendment is raised.
Cf.
Associated
Press v. -United States, 326 U. S. 1. We
have no doubt that moving pictures, like
newspapers and radio, are included in
the press whose freedom is guaranteed
by the First Amendment.
That issue
would be focused here if we had any
question concerning monopoly in the
production
of
moving pictures.
But
monopoly in production was ^eliminated
as an issue in these cases, as we have
noted.
The chief argument at the bar
is phrased in terms of monopoly of ex¬
hibition, restraints on exhibition, and the
like. Actually, the issue is even narrower
than that. The main contest is over the
cream of the exhibition business—that of
the first-run theatres. By defining the
issue so narrowly we do not intend to
belittle its importance.
It shows, how¬
ever, that the question here is not what
the public will see or if the public will
be permitted to see certain features.
It is clear that under the existing system
the public will be denied access to none.
If the public cannot see the features on
the first-run, it may do so on the second,
third, fourth, or later run. The central
problem presented by these cases is
which exhibitors get the highly profitable
first-run business.
That problem has
important aspects under the Sherman
Act.
But it bears only remotely, if at
all, on any question of freedom of the
press, save only as timeliness of release
may be a factor of importance in specific
situations.
The controversy over monopoly relates
to monopoly in exhibition and more

particularly monopoly in the first-run
phase of the exhibition business.
The five majors in 1945 had interests
in somewhat over 17 per cent of the
theatres in the United States—3,137 out
of 18,076.18
Those theatres paid 45 per
cent of the total domestic film rental
received by all eight defendants.
In the 92 cities of the country with
populations over 100,000' at least 70 per
cent of all the first-run theatres are
affiliated with one or more of the five
majors.
In 4 of those cities the five
majors have no theatres. In 38 of those
cities there are no independent first-run
theatres.
In none of the remaining 50
cities did less than three of the dis¬
tributor-defendants license their product
on first run to theatres of the five majors.
In 19 of the 50 cities less than three
of
the
distributor-defendants
licensed
their product on first run to independent
theatres. In a majority of the 50 cities
the greater share of all of the features
of defendants were licensed for first-run
exhibition in the theatres of the five
majors.

.

In about 60 per cent of the 92 cities
having populations of over 100,000, in¬
dependent theatres compete with those
of the five majors in first-run exhibtion.
In about 91 per cent of the 92 cities
there is competition between independent
theatres and the theatres of the five
majors or between theatres of the five
majors
themselves
for
first-run
ex¬
hibition. In all of the 92 cities there is
always competition in some run even
when there is no competition in first
runs.
In cities between 25,000 and 100,000
populations the five majors have interests
in 577 of a total of 978 first-run theatres
or about 60 per cent. In about 300 ad¬
ditional towns, mostly under 25,000, an
operator affiliated with one of the five
majors has all of the theatres in the
town.
The District Court held that the five
majors could not be treated collectively
so as to establish claims of general
monopolization in exhibition.
It found
that none of them was organized or had
been maintained “for the purpose of achiev¬
ing a national monopoly” in exhibition. It
found that the five majors by their
present theatre holdings “alone” (which
aggregate a little more than one-sixth
of all the theatres in the United States),
“do not and cannot collectively or in¬
dividually, have a monopoly of ex¬
hibition.” The District Court also# found
that where a single defendant owns all
of the first-run theatres in a town, there
is no sufficient proof that the acquisition
was for the purpose of creating a
monopoly.
It found rather than such
consequence resulted from the inertness
-of competitors, their lack of financial
18 The theatres which each of the five majors owned
independently of the others were: Paramount 1,395 or
7.72 per cent; Warner 501 or 2.77 per cent; Loew’s 135
or .74 per cent; Fox 636 or 3.52 per cent; RKO 109 or
.60 per cent.
There were in addition 361 theatres *
about 2 per cent in which two or more of the five
majors had joint interests.
These figures exclude con- nections through film-buying or management contracts
or through corporations in which a defendant owns an
indirect minority stock interest.
These theatres are located in 922 towns in 48 States
and the District of Columbia.
For further description
of the distribution of theatres see Bertrand, Evans, and
Blanchard, The Motion Picture Industry—A Pattern
of Control 15-16 (TNEC Monograph 43, 1941).
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ability to build theatres comparable to
those of the five majors, or the preference
of the public for the best equipped
theatres. And the percentage of features
on the market which any of the five
majors could play in its own theatres
was found to be relatively small and in
nowise to approximate a monopoly of
film exhibition.10
Even in respect of the theatres jointly
owned or jointly operated by the de¬
fendants with each other or with in¬
dependents the District Court found no
monopoly or attempt to monopolize. Those
joint agreements or ownership were found
only to be unreasonable restraints of
trade. The District Court, indeed, found
no monopoly on any phase of the cases,
although it did find an attempt to
monopolize in the fixing of prices, the
granting
of
unreasonable
clearances,
block-booking and the other unlawful
restraints of trade we have already dis¬
cussed.
The “root of the difficulties,”
according to the District Court, lay not
in theatre ownership but in those un¬
lawful practices.

f

The District Court did, however, enjoin
the five majors from expanding their
present theatre holdings in any manner.20
It refused to grant the request of the
Department of Justice for total divestiture
by the five majors of their theatre hold¬
ings.
It found that total divestiture
would be injurious to the five majors
and damaging to the public. Its thought
on the latter score was that the new
set of theatre owners who would take
the place of the five majors would be
unlikely for some years to give the
public as good service as those they sup¬
planted “in view of the latter’s demon¬
strated experience and skill in operating
what must be regarded as in general the
largest
and
best
equipped
theatres.”
Divestiture was, it thought, too harsh a
remedy where there was available the
alternative of competitive bidding.
It
accordingly concluded that divestiture
was unnecessary “at least until the ef¬
ficiency of that system has been tried
and found wanting.”
*

It is clear, so far as the five majors
are concerned, that the aim of the con¬
spiracy was exclusionary, i. e. it was
designed to strengthen their hold on the
exhibition field.
In other words, the
conspiracy had monopoly in exhibition
for one of its goals, as the District Court
held. Price, clearance, and run are inter¬
dependent. The clearance and run pro10 The number of feature films released during the
1943-44 season by the eleven largest distributors is as
follows:
Percentages of Total
Ho. of Films
With
__ With
“Westerns”
“Westerns”
included
excluded
Fox . 33
8.31
9.83
Loew’s . 33
8.31
9.85
Paramount . 31
7.81
9.25
RKO .. 38
9.57
1 1.34
Warner ..
19
4.79
5.67
Columbia . 41
10.32
12.24
United Artists . 16
4.04
4.78
Universal .
49
12.34
14.63
Republic ..—29 features
14.86
8.66
—30 “Westerns”
Monogram ..—26 features
10.58
7.76
•
•—16 “Westerns”
PRC ..—20 features
9.07
5.97
—16 “Westerns”
Totals ... 397
^
100.00
100.00
335 without “Westerns”
20 Excepted from this prohibition was the acquisition
of interests in theatres jointly owned, a matter we have
discussed in a preceding portion of this opinion.
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visions of the licenses fixed the relative
playing positions of all theatres in a
certain area; the minimum price pro¬
visions were based on playing position
—the first-run theatres being required to
charge the highest prices, the secondrun theatres the next highest, and so on.
As the District Court found, “In effect,
the distributor, by the fixing of minimum
admission prices, attempts to give the
prior-run exhibitors as near a monopoly
of the patronage as possible.”
It is, therefore, not enough in determin¬
ing the need for divestiture to conclude
with the District Court that none of
the defendants was organized or has been
maintained for the purpose of achieving
a “national monopoly,” nor that the five
majors through their present theatre
holdings “alone” do not and cannot col¬
lectively or individually have a monopoly
of exhibition.
For when the starting
point is a conspiracy to effect a monopoly
through restraints of trade, it is relevant
to determine what the results of the
conspiracy were even if they fell short
of monopoly.
An example will illustrate the prob¬
lem.
In the popular sense there is a
monopoly if one person owns the only
theatre in town. That usually does not,
however, constitute a violation of the
Sherman Act.
But as we noted in
United States v. Griffith, ante, p. —,
and see Schine Chain Theatres, Inc. v.
United States, ante, p. —, even such an
ownership is vulnerable in a suit by the
United States under the Sherman Act
if the property was acquired, or its
strategic position maintained, as a result
of practices which constitute unreasonable
restraints of trade. Otherwise, there would
be reward from the conspiracy through
retention of its fruits. Hence the prob¬
lem of the District Court does not end
with enjoining continuance of the un¬
lawful restraints nor with, dissolving the
combination which launched the con¬
spiracy.
Its function includes undoing
what the conspiracy achieved.
As we
have discussed in Schine Chain Theatres,
Inc. v. United States, ante, p. —, the
requirement that the defendants restore
what they unlawfully obtained is no
more
punishment
than
the
familiar
remedy of restitution.
What findings
would be warranted after such an in¬
quiry in the present cases, we do not
know.
For the findings of the District
Court do not cover this point beyond
stating that monopoly was an objective
of the several restraints of trade that
stand condemned.
Moreover,
the
problem
under
the
Sherman Act is not solved merely by
measuring monopoly in terms of size
or extent of holdings or by concluding
that single ownerships were not obtained
“for the purpose of achieving a national
monopoly.” It is the relationship of the
unreasonable restraints of trade to the
position of the defendants in the ex¬
hibition field (and more particularly in
the first-run phase of that business) that
is of first importance on the divestiture
phase of these cases. That is the position
we have taken in Schine Chain Theatres,
Inc. v. United States, ante, p. —, in deal¬
ing with a projection of the same con¬
spiracy through certain large circuits.
Parity of treatment of the unaffiliated
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and the affiliated circuits requires the
same approach here.
For the fruits of
the conspiracy which are denied the in¬
dependents must also be denied the five
majors.
In this connection there is a
suggestion that one result of the con¬
spiracy was a geographical division of
territory among the five majors.
We
mention it not to intimate that it is true
but only to indicate the appropriate ex¬
tent of the inquiry concerning the effect
of the conspiracy in theatre ownership by
the five majors.
The findings of the District Court are
deficient on that score and obscure on
another. The District Court in its find¬
ings speaks of the absence of a “purpose”
on the part of any of the five majors
to achieve a “national monopoly” in the
exhibition of motion pictures.
First,
there is no finding as to the presence
or absence of monopoly on the part of
the five majors in the first-run field for
the entire country, in the first-run field
in the 92 largest cities of the country,
or in the first-run field in separate
localities. Yet the first-run field, which
constitutes the cream of the exhibition
business, is the core of the present cases.
Section 1 of the Sherman Act outlaws
unreasonable restraints irrespective of
the amount of trade or commerce in¬
volved (United States v. Socony-Vacuum
Oil Co., 310 U. S. 150, 224, 225, n. 59),
and § 2 condemns monopoly of “any
part” of trade or commerce. “Any part”
is construed to mean an appreciable part
of interstate or foreign trade or com¬
merce. United States v. Yellow Cab Co.,
332 U. S. 218, 225.
Second, we pointed
out in United States v. Griffith, ante p.
—, that “specific intent” is not neces¬
sary to establish a “purpose or intent”
to create a monopoly but that the
requisite “purpose or intent” is present
if monopoly results as a necessary con¬
sequence of what was done. The findings
of the District Court on this phase of
the cases are not clear, though we take
them to mean by the absence of “pur¬
pose” the absence of a specific intent.
So construed they are inconclusive. In
any event they are ambiguous and must
be recast on remand of the cases. Third,
monopoly power, whether lawfully or un¬
lawfully acquired, may violate § 2 of the
Sherman Act though it remains un¬
exercised (United States v. Griffith, ante,
p. —), for as we stated in American
Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U. S.
781, 809, 811, the existance of power “to
exclude competition when it is desired to
do so” is itself a violation of § 2, pro¬
vided it is coupled with the purpose or
intent to exercise that power.
The
District Court, being primarily concerned
with the number and extent of the
theatre holdings of defendants, did not
address itself to this pha^e of the
monopoly problem. Here also, parity of
treatment as between independents and
the five majors as theatre owners, who
were tied into the same general con¬
spiracy, necessitates consideration of this
question.
Exploration of these phases of the cases
would not be necessary if, as the De¬
partment of Justice argues, vertical in¬
tegration of producing, distributing and
exhibiting motion pictures is illegal per
se. But the majority of the Court does
not take that view.
In the opinion of
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the majority the legality of vertical in¬
tegration under the Sherman Act turns
on (1) the purpose or intent with which
it was conceived, or (2) the power it
creates and the attendant purpose or
intent.
First, it runs afoul of the
Sherman Act if it was a calculated scheme
to gain control over an appreciable seg¬
ment of the market and to restrain or
suppress competition, rather than an ex¬
pansion
to
meet
legitimate
business
needs. United States v. Reading Co., 253
U. S. 26, 57; United States v. Lehigh
Valley R. Co., 254 U. S. 255, 269-270.
Second, a vertically integrated enterprise,
like other aggregations of business units
(United States v. Aluminum Co. of
America, 148 F. 2d 416), will constitute
monopoly
which,
though
unexercised,
violate the Sherman Act provided a
power to exclude competition is coupled
with a purpose or intent to do so. As
we pointed out in United States v.
Griffith, ante, p. —, n. 10, size is itself
an earmark of monopoly power.
For
size carries with it an opportunity for
abuse.
And the fact that the power
created by size was utilized in the past
to crush or prevent competition is potent
evidence that the requisite purpose or
intent attends the presence of monopoly
power. See United States v. Swift & Co.,
286 U. S. 106, 116; United States v.
Aluminum Co. of America, supra, p. 430.
Likewise bearing on the question whether
monopoly power is created by the ver¬
tical integration, is the nature of the
market to be served (United States v.
Aluminum Co. of America, supra, p. 430),
and the leverage on the market which
the particular vertical integration creates
or makes possible.
These matters were not considered by
the District Court. For that reason, as
well as the others we have mentioned,
the findings on monopoly and divestiture
which we have discussed in this part
of the opinion will be set aside. There
is an independent reason for doing that.
As we have seen, the District Court
considered competitive bidding as an
alternative to divestiture in the sense
that it concluded that” further consider¬
ation of divestiture should not be had
until competitive bidding had been tried
and found wanting. Since we eliminate
from the decree the provisions for com¬
petitive bidding, it is necessary to set
aside the findings on divestiture so that
a new start on this phase of the cases
may be made on their remand.
It follows that the provision of the
decree barring the five majors from
further theatre expansion should like¬
wise be eliminated. For it too is related
to the monopoly question; and the District
Court should be alowed to make an
entirely fresh start on the whole of the
problem. "We in no way intimate, how¬
ever, that the District Court erred in
prohibiting further theatre expansion by
the five majors.
The Department of Justice maintains
that if total divestiture is denied, licensing
of films among the five majors should
be barred. As a permanent requirement
it would seem to be only an indirect
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way of forcing divestiture.
For the
findings reveal that the theatres of the
five majors could not operate their
theatres full time on their own films.21
Whether that step would, in absence of
competitive bidding, serve as a short
range remedy in certain situations to
dissipate the effects of the conspiracy
(United States v. Univis Lens Co., 316
U. S. 241, 254; United States v. Bausch
& Lomh Co., supra, p. 724; United States
v. Crescent Amusement Co., supra, p. 188)
is a question for the District .Court.

IV. (ARBITRATION)
The consent decree created an arbitra¬
tion system which had, in the view of
the District Court, proved useful in its
operation.
The court indeed thought
that the arbitration system had dealt
with the problems of clearances and
runs “with rare efficiency.” But it did
not think it had the power to continue
an arbitration system which would be
binding on the parties, since the consent
decree did not bind the defendants who
had not consented to it and since the
government,
acting
pursuant
to
the
powers reserved under the consent decree,
moved for trial of the issues charged
in the complaint.
The District Court
recommended, however, that some such
system be continued.
But it included
no such provision in its decree.
We agree that the government did not
consent
to
a
permanent
system
of
arbitration under the consent decree and
that the District Court has no power
to force or require parties • to submit to
arbitration in lieu of the remedies af¬
forded fey Congress for enforcing the
anti-trust laws. But the District Court
has the power to authorize the main¬
tenance of such a system by those parties
who consent and to provide the rules
and procedure under which it is to
operate.
The use of the system would
not, of course^ be mandatory. It would
be merely an auxiliary enforcement pro¬
cedure, barring no one from the use of
other I’emedies the law affords for vio¬
lations either of the Sherman Act or of
the decree of the court. Whether such
a system of arbitration should be inaugu¬
rated is for the discretion of the District
Court.

V. INTERVENTION
Certain associations of exhibitors and a
number of independent exhibitors, appellant-intervenors in Nos. 85 and 86,
were denied leave to intervene in the
District Court. They appeal from those
orders. They also filed original motions
for leave to intervene in this Court. We
postponed consideration of the original
motions and of our jurisdiction to hear
the appeals until a hearing on the merits
of the cases.
Rule 24 (a) of the Rules of Civil
Procedure, which provides for interven¬
tion as of right, reads in part as follows:
“Upon timely application anyone shall be
21 The District Court found, “Except for a very
limited number of theatres in the very largest cities,
the 18,000 and more theatres in the United States
exhibit the product of more than one distributor. Such
theatres could not be operated on the product of only
one distributor.”

Decision Copies
Are Available Free
Extra copies of the decision in the
industry’s equity case are available.
However,
they are
limited
in
number, and will be sent, first come,
first served, to individuals or organi¬
zations writing
THE EXHIBITOR
1225 Vine Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
There is no charge, and all requests
will be filled in order of receipt as
long as copies are available. The re¬
prints are exact replicas of the text
as printed in this issue.
The Editors
permitted to intervene in an action: . . .
(2) when the representation of the ap¬
plicant’s interest by existing parties is
or may be inadequate and the ap¬
plicant is or may be bound by a judg¬
ment in the action.”
The complaint of the intervenors was
directed towards the system of competitive
bidding.
The Depatrment of Justice is
the representative of the public in these
anti-trust suits. So far as the protection
of the public interest in free competition
is concerned, the interests of those in¬
tervenors was adequately represented.
The intervenors, however, claim that the
system of competitive bidding would
have operated prejudicially to their rights.
Cf. United States v. St. Louis Terminal,
236 U. S. 194, 199.
Their argument is
that the plan of competitive bidding
under the control of the defendants would
be a concert of action that would be
illegal but for the decree.
If pursuant
to the decree defendants acted under that
plan, they would gain immunity from
any liability under the anti-trust laws
which otherwise they might have to the
intervenors.
Thus, it is argued, the
decree would affect their legal rights and
be binding on them. The representation
of their interests by the Department of
Justice on that score was said to be
inadequate since that agency proposed the
idea of competitive bidding in the District
Court.
We need not consider the merits of
that argument. Even if we assume that
the intervenors are correct in their
position, intervention should be denied
here and the orders of the District Court
denying leave to intervene must be af¬
firmed.
Now that the provisions for
competitive bidding have been eliminated
from the decree there is no basis for
saying that the decree affects their legal
rights.
Whatever may have been the
situation below, no other reason appears
why at this stage their intervention is
warranted. Any justification for making
them parties has disappeared.
The judgment in these cases is af¬
firmed in part and reversed in part, and
the cases are remanded to the District
Court for proceedings in conformity with
this opinion.
So ordered.
Mr. Justice Jackson took no part in the
consideration or decision of these cases.
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part of Alabama and Georgia, and the
J.N. Morgan, Milledgeville, office
will cover nine Georgia and Alabama
cities.

Atlanta
A1 Rook, former branch manager,
Columbia, was in visiting friends
....Harry Rogers, special sales rep¬
resentative, RKO, came in for a sales
meeting.... Luckie Stein, Florida and
Georgia theatre owner, was another
visitor.
Congratulations go to Charlie Durmeyer, president, Southern Automatic
Candy Company, on his birthday. It
was also good to welcome back Mrs.
Durmeyer after an absence of several
weeks. George Cornell, Decatur, Ala.,
was a recent visitor with Durmeyer
. ... Amon-g recent visitors were O.C.
Lam, and Howard Schussler, Lam Amuse¬
ment Company, Rome, Ga ; Colonel T. E.
Orr, Al bertsv ill e, Ala., Wallace
Smith, and John Carter, Brookhaven,
Brookhaven, Ga. ... Ralph McCoy, branch
manager, Film Classics,held a
special screening for Governor M. E.
Thompson, executive secretary phil
M. Landrum, General Alpha Fowler,
and Commissioner Glen Phillips of
“Will It Happen Again?”. After the
screening, Governor Thompson sent a
wire saying the film was “a must for
all peace-loving Americans to see.
It has a powerful and timely message.
Thanks for the opportunity of seeing
it. ”
Willie Wright and his mother, who
operate a tent traveling film show,
visited to arrange their season’s
bookings. ... Grover Parsons, Eagle
Lion district manager, was back after
a visit to Florida.... Eddie Addison,
Eagle Lion southeasternpublicity
chief, checked in after a trip to
Tennessee. ... Jimmy Hobbs, Republic
branch manager, returned to his
office after a visit to friends in
Alabama. ... Johnnie Harrell, Martin
Theatres, Columbus, Ga. , was in.

Abbott and Costello, zany stars of
Eagle Lion's "The Noose Hangs High',
provided laughs recently for bOOQ
federal prisoners at the Atlanta
Penitentiary. Here they go through
one of their hilarious routines.

Wometco Theatres, Miami, and Danny
Deever, MGM’s representative in Jack¬
sonville.
Spence Pierce, 20th Century-Fox
tub thumper, returned from Nashville,
Tenn.... Paramount publicity chief
Leonard Allen returned from a trip to
Tennessee. ... R. W. Tarwater, Alabama
special representative for Eagle Lion,
was in for a sales meeting.
The Federal Communications Commis¬
sion approved television stations for
the Sunshine Television Corporation,
St. Petersburg, Fla. , and “The Voice
of Alabama”, Birmingham, Ala.

District offices will be estab¬
lished in four Georgia cities,
Marietta, Milledgeville, Fitzgerald,
and Eufala, Ala. , by Martin Theatres,
placed under the direction of four
district managers, E. D. Martin, pres¬
ident, announced. I.T. Taylor, Fitz¬
gerald, has been named district mana¬
ger, Fitzgerald office, and will
direct operations of a number of the¬
atres in South Georgia, Florida, and
eastern Alabama. Matt Bates, Marietta,
will head that division, directing
theatres in the Dalton, Cartersville,
Bremen, and Etowah, Tenn. , and Pied¬
mont, Ala., area. G.N. Goldwire will
direct the Eufala office, covering

Kay Comments: W. H. Rudisill, branch
manager, was calling on circuits in
Florida. ... Johnny Dunphy, special
sales representative, was calling on
exhibitors in Alabama. ... Joan Howard,
secretary to Dixie Kay, office mana¬
ger, was back after a spell of ill¬
ness. ... Harry Katz, Kay official,
visited the Charlotte office, and
while there attended the Charlotte
Variety Club spring golf tournament
....Ike Katz, executive, visited the
Memphis branch, and conferred with
Raymond Edwards, branch manager.
Wade Williams formerly with Astor
and now in Dallas, was in. . . . Mrs.
Rose Lancaster, Astor Pictures of
Georgia, suffered a severe eye injury
in a recent bus accident.
.Seen on Film Row recently were W.
“Bill” Johnson, president, and A. E.
Chadwick, vice-president, MPTO of New
Orleans; Saul Kravis, home office
representative, MGM; Sonny Sheppard,
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Walter E. Woodward, who for the past
two years has been manager, South¬
eastern Theatre Equipment Company’s
Jacksonville, Fla. , branch, resigned.
William H. Murphy, Jr., is acting
manager for, the present. ... An RKO
delegation headed by Pat 0’ Brien was
due in to help participate in the
Atlanta Const itutior. Festival on
May 14, preceding the opening of
“Fighting Father Dunne”, Paramount
....Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Weis, Weis
Theatres, Savannah, Ga., were visi¬
tors.
The talented young daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Prince, he is with
the Co-ed, proficient in singing and
dancing, may be a future star.... Back
from Hollywood, is John W. Manghan,
president, Screen Guild of Georgia
....For about two years there has
been plenty of talk about getting
larger quarters for the Variety Club.
All the members said that much larger
club rooms were needed badly. How¬
ever, up to now there has not been
any real progress, but it is said that
before long, something will have to
be done as the club cannot go forward
unless it has suitable quarters....
“Babe” Cohen, branch manager. Mono¬
gram, with the Mrs. celebrated his
birthday.
John Cunningham, district manager.
Savannah Amusement Company, enjoyed a
visit with friends. .;. Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Autry recently celebrated their
24th wedding anniversary. Autry is
the projectionist at the Roxy, a post
he has held for the past 25 years.
With the advent of spring, Eddie
Melnicker, main guy for the golf com¬
mittee, Variety Club, is making great
plans for a “greater time than last
year”.... R. M. Kennedy, district mana¬
ger, Wilby-Kincey, Alabama and Tenn¬
essee, sailed on the “S.S. Niew
Amsterdam”. ... Jimmy Hobbs, Atlanta
Republic bratnch manager, was back
from Birmingham, Ala.
Visiting Birmingham, Ala. , were
Frank McCarthy, U-I, and branch mana¬
ger, Jim Partlow. ... Howard Wallace,
branch manager, Sack Amusement Com¬
pany, was back at his office after a
trip to North and South Carolina.
William “Smake” Richardson, Astor,
was off on a business trip to Ten¬
nessee.

Charlotte
Harry Haas, branch manager, Para¬
mount, was notified by his home office
that he was being transferred to the
St. Louis branch as manager, succeed¬
ing Maurice Schweitzer.
When Columbia's western star. Gene
Autry, center, was recently in Durham,
N.C.
to address the Co-Operative
Club, members of the first grade of
the E.K. Powe School presented him
with an engraved plaque. Making the
award is Joseph Graham Turner, J’r . ,
while at left is J. Frank
Jarman,
Co-Op Club member and manager, WDNC.

Robert Saxton, booker, Exhibitor’s
Service, returned from a trip calling
on theatres in Columbia, Orangeburg,
and Camden, all in South Carolina.
Everett Enterprises, Charlotte, has
taken over the management of five
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North Carolina theatres from the H.B.
Meiselman Circuit, the deal involving
two houses at Fayetteville, and the¬
atres at Rockingham, Wilmington, and
Waynesville. Everett Enterprises,
H.H. Everett, president, operates 52
theatres in North Carolina and South
Carolina, and it was stated that the
the five new theatres “have not been
sold, but have been incorporated with
the Everett Circuit in which Meiselman
still has the controlling stock in
said theatres. ”
Jake Arenson, Arenson’s roadshows,
returned from a trip to Florida,
where he made a number of deals....
Film Classics moved its offices from
the Latta Arcade to Brevard Court.
Manager Barney Slaughter says the
move places Film Classics more nearly
in the center of film row.
Selznick opened a branch here, and
Sam Hinson has been appointed manager,
Hinson was formerly Charlotte branch
head for Monogram, and was more re¬
cently with the Valdese Circuit.
SRO heretofore has been served iq
Charlotte out of Atlanta.
C.W. Petty, formerly with the Red
Cross motion picture service, and now
manager, Christian Film Service
Charlotte, a 16mm. company special¬
izing in religious films, has been
awarded the Charlotte territorial
rights for the new Natco Projector.
John Calvert, nationally-known
magician, featured in "Devil’s Cargo”,
Broadway, gave a demonstration of his
art in the Hotel Charlotte drug store.
Calvert, who portrays "The Falcon”
in “Devil’s Cargo”, is touring North
Carolina.
Ike and Harry Katz, Kay Film Ex¬
change, announced that they had se¬
cured territorial rights to eight Bob
Steele westerns, 10 Ken.Maynard west¬
erns, 20 assorted westerns, and two
reissues: “Return of Kit Carson” and
“The Last of The Mohicans”.
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tin will soon address a Memphis audi¬
ence at the Goodwin Institute on his
return home on May 21.
Branch managers and salesmen of
Film Row took a vacation, and at¬
tended the Arkansas Theatre Owners
convention in Little Rock, Ark. Among'
the Memphians were: Tom Young, branch
manager, 20th Century-Fox; R. P. Daw¬
son, branch manager, U-I, and sales¬
men Richard C. Settoon and R. M. Wilkerson; H.H, Chrisman, branch mana¬
ger, Columbia; Leonard Shea, branch
manager, Eagle Lion; Bailey Prichard,
branch manager Monogram, and sales¬
man F.J. Kaiser, and. George L. Wil¬
liams, owner-manager, Tri-State The¬
atre Service.
The Flexer Drive-In, St. Louis,
has been sold to Fred Wehrenberg, who
will operate it in connection with
his other theatres. The St'. Louis
drive-in is the second sale made by
Flexer recently. He also disposed of
his Minneapolis drive-in.
The Little Rock Ark. convention drew
most of the theatre owners usually
seen on Film Row. Booking were: K. H.
Kinney, Hughes, Ark.; Orris Collins,
president, MPTO of Tennessee, Arkan¬
sas, and Mississippi. C. A. Gilliland,
Cooter and Steele, Mo. ; Henry Furr,
Booker T. , Cleveland, Miss.; J. C.
Bonds, Hernando, Miss.; W F. Sonneman, Fayetteville, Ark.; W.C. Clemmens, Adamsville, Tenn. ; L.J. Denning
Bemis, Tenn. ; Nathan Reiss, Bruce,
Miss. ; Bruce Young, booker, Mohrstadt
Circuit, Hayti, Mo.; and G.L. Helms,
Scott Hill, Tenn.
Visiting the 20th Century-Fox of¬
fice was W. J. Kupper, Jr., New York,
in charge of shorts. ... F. J. A. McCar¬
thy, New York, and J. E. Garrison, St.
Louis, were guests of the U-I branch.
Dorothy Miller, contract clerk,
20th Century-Fox. reported her mother
_(Continued on page NT-7)

J. W. Bishop,,manager, Kay, returned
from a triD through South Carolina.
H. D Hearn, Exhibitor’s Service,
acquired rights in North and South
Carolina to “Money Mart”, a new the¬
atre business stimulator. Hearn says
this copyrighted feature was given a
tryout at the State, Elizabeth City,
N.C., which theatre is handled by Ex¬
hibitor’ s Service.

Memphis
Harry Martin, amusement editor. The
Commercial Appeal, recently attending
the Geneva United Nations Conferences
on freedom of information, is con-*
tmuing to win honors for his staunch
stand on freedom of the press. Presi¬
dent, American Newspaper Guild, he
represented U.S. newsmen at the con¬
vention. Martin also represented the
newspapermen of the states in Italy.
He was received by the Pope in the
Vatican following an address to
Italian newspapermen. He was also
entertained at lunch by Ambassador
and Mrs. James Clement Dunn and by
the Italian minister of defense. Mar¬

Abbott and Costello, -comedy duo now
starrign in Eagle Lion’s "The Noose
Hangs High”, were in Atlanta recently,
and gave Nelson Towler, EL branch
head,
the business in the top photo.
A
little more subdued in the bottom
shot,
the pair pose with Sam George,
Paramount manager,
left, and Judson
Hoses, Lucas and Jenkins on right.

TRAVELLING AROUNI
WITH LEW HERI
(Lew Herb, travelling representative for
The Exhibitor, continues with the report
of his trip through the South, making the
journey with his wife, Hilda, and a trailer,
His tale continues week to week.—Ed.)

Heading westward into Georgia, we
hoped to miss many bad roads, but it
seemed that we took the wrong course.
Once on out way, we continued, and
after many anxious mo¬
■ars
urmmmm- r ments on temporary
bridges and bad de¬
mrm
«t - r tours, eventually ar¬
%
m
rived in Valdosta,
where we found four
theatres, all of the
Martin Circuit, in op eration. Three of these
are white, the Dosta,
Palace, andRitz, while
Lew Herb
the colored^ theatre is
the Liberty. Dropping in at the Dosta,
we chatted with Allan Richardson, who
heads the staff. Richardson, a native
of the city, had been handling both
the Dosta and Ritz for several weeks
due to the illness of H. E. Campbell,
manager, Ritz, who was stricken with
appendicitis, and who was still in the
hospital at the time of our visit.
At the Palace, which caters to both
white and colored trade, we chatted
with Otis Layfield, who came here from
Columbus, Ga. about six weeks ago to
handle the theatre. He is an active,
energetic man, and was busily prepar¬
ing the theatre for a good cleaning
and a repaint job. This is the action
house of the city, and, as such, takes
a beating from the traffic it bears.
Layfield’s past experience in this
field has fitted him for his role in
the organization. To date, he has been
at 16 different theatres, and each one
he visited, he brightened up, doing
much of the work himself, thereby pro¬
longing the life of the house, and
increasing efficiency at a minimum
cost.
Here, too, we visited the project¬
ionists, W. P. Barganier, Dosta, an
old-timer, who has been in the indus¬
try since 1914. He is a former stage
hand, and has worked all over the
country. He turned to the booth after
the stage became passe, and has been
located in Valdosta for six years. The
Ritz booth is in charge of Hugh Murray,
the Palace has Jack Bolen, and the
Liberty is in charge of Wilbur Dowling.
Unable to continue our journey west¬
ward due to the road being closed on
account of high water, we turned north
until we arrived in Hahira, where we
stopped to see C.T. Nelson, who oper¬
ates the Park. The house was closed
at the time of our visit, but an in¬
quiry led us to his home, where Mrs.
Nelson informed us that her husband
had just left to go fishing, for which
we didn’t blame him, it being such a
beautiful day.
We continued on our way once more,
until our travels brought us to MoulSSEBE?

(Continued on page NT-4)
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AND EVERY ONE HAD A GOOD TIME AT THE GEORGIA THEATRE OWNERS MEETING

C “tJ

Gala festivities marked the recent convention of the Georgia Theatre Owners and Operators in Atlanta, with the above
shots taken at the various functions highl ighting the occasion. The first two shots on the top row show generalviews
of the opening luncheon, while the top right, and second row left shots, snapped at the special luncheon at the Pied¬
mont Driving Club, show the ladies at the conv en tion. Seen in the remaining shots from left to right,
top to bottom,
are: Nat Williams, Thompsonville, Ga.; W.K. Jenkins, Georgia Theatres president; Mayor W.B. Hartsfield, Ginger Prince,
J.H. "Tommy" Thompson, MPTOOG president; Mrs. H .H
Thompson, Ted Gamble, TOA president, and R.B. Wilby, Wilby-Kincey
Theatres; Jenkins, Hartsfield, Mrs, J.H. Thompson, Gamble, Wilby, and standing, J.H. Thompson; Mr. and Mrs. Joh
Thompson, Dean Deouies, Williams, Jenkins, Hartsfield, Mrs. J.H. Thompson, standing, Miss Prince, J. H. Thompson, an
Harvey Smith; J.H. Thompson, W.M.Fnelson, Co-At-Co Circuit; Ward Riggins , Jesup, Ga., and Mack Jackson, Alexander
City, Ala., SETOA president; Eb Duncan, Duncan Circuit, Carrollton, Ga.; J.H
Thompson, Clyde Sampler,and Adolph

Gortatovsky, Albany, Ga. ; Gilbert N. Goldwir e, Martin Circuit district manager; H.L. S tock ton, M ar t in-Thompson off-ice,
Hawk insv i 11e, Ga.; I.T. Taylor, Martin Circuit district manager, J.H. Thompson; John Thompson, and Matt Bates, Martin
Circuit district manager; W.W. Mowbray, Alpha Fowler, Jr., Douglasvi l l e, Ga.; Bufus Davis, Dothan, Ala., and Ernest
Martin, brother of the late B.E. Martin; Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Weis, Savannah, Ga., facing camera; Roy Richards, Cooper
Welch, Charles King, and Ellison Dunn; Mrs. J.H
Thompson, Oscar Lam, and J.H. Thompson, with Mrs. Thompson holdinga
silver tray presented to her, while Thompson is awarded a special plaque for his work as MPTOOG president, and the
final shot, the officers elected at the convention, E.D. Martin, Martin Circuit head and son of the late R.E. Martin,
t reasurer; J.H. Thompson, reelected president, and John Thompson, vice-president. A splendid time was had by all.
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(Continued from page NT-2)
very ill_Ruby Estes, secretary to
the branch manager, U-I., was on va¬
cation, and Marion Hunter, same branch,
was back at her post after a serious
illness.
George Henger, Dallas, advertising
representative, Paramount, was in
during Anita Colby’s visit. . .. Ike and
Harry Katz, Kay Films, Atlanta, were
in visiting the local office. . .. J. R.
Edwards, branch manager, Kay, attended
the Little Rock, Ark., convention.
Mrs. Eva Mai Benton, former booker,
MGM branch, has a young daughter,
named Diane.

Alabama
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Florida

PI EDMONT
M. Wood is to open his new theatre.

L. D. Quarles has opened a new 400seat theatre.

A.C. Saunders expects to get his
new 500-seat theatre' here open by
June 1. His other theatre was de¬
stroyed by fire.

Arkansas

DELRAY BEACH

BATESV ILLE

Florida State Theatres will soon
start construction on its new theatre
here. It will occupy the site of the
present Delray, and will seat 1,000.

SPRINGVILLE

Jerry Thompson, 18, was selected as
"Miss Batesville” in a contest at the
Melba. She will compete in the “Miss
Arkansas” contest at Newoort, Ark. ,
on June 30-July 1 and will reign ovei
the White River Water Carnival here.

ATALLA

CLARKSVILLE

Colonel T.E. Orr, president, Amuse¬
ment Enterprises, Albertsville, Ala. , .
announced that his new theatre here
would be ready for opening on June 1.

The Strand was the scene of another
"Miss Arkansas” contest, with Bobbie
Jean Delzell, 18, as the winner to
represent Clarksville at Newport,
Ark. , on June 30-July 1.

HALLANDALE
The new drive-in was expected to
open about May 15.

HOLLYWOOD
It was learned that Florida State
Theatres is considering building a
theatre in the beach section.

LAKELAND

BIRMINGHAM
Another drive-in is under con¬
struction here by J. B. Waters The¬
atres, with a 550-car capacity.

BONIFAY

DUMAS
The Duke, Duke Studstill,
recently opened.

The new Silver Moon Drive-In opened
here. It accommodates 357 cars.
owner,

LARGO

BLOUNTSVILLE
FORT SMITH
G. G. Lawrence is to open his new
theatre.

ClTRON ELLA

The new 71 Drive-In, on U. S. High¬
way 71 South, opened for the summer,
owned by William L. Spicer.

Douglas H. Thrall, Milwaukee,
started construction of a new 450seat house, and hopes to have it open
by the end of the year.

Ml AM I
Charles J. Waterall, president,
Waterall Theatre Circuit, announced
that construction of a new theatre
started.

FAULKVILLE
H. Moom is to open his new theatre.

FLORENCE
Mrs. Dorothy Trousdale was awarded
the $25 cq.sh prize for submitting the
Norwood as the name for the new the¬
atre owned by D. W. Davis. The name
suggests the location of the theatre
(N-Wood Avenue).

HEFLIN
The Heflin has been taken over from
John Gaither by Edd Duncan, presi¬
dent, Duncan and Richards Theatres,
with headquarters in Carrollton, Ga.

•

NORTH LITTLE ROCK
Drew Pearson spoke at the Rialto in
connection with Arkansas’ “Freedoms
Day” program. Pearson's subject was
"The Friendship Train”, and was in
the form of a report. After his re¬
port, Pearson went to Searcy, Ark. ,
where he was an honored guest at
Arkansas’ first annual “Freedoms Day”
program.

PANGBURN
The Pangburn was sold to J.E.
Thompson. It was formerly owned by
Guy Dean.

WEONA
The Post, owned by Don Landers,
cently opened.

re-

Tom Jefferson, for eight years
advertising and publicity director,
Paramount Theatres, resigned to form
the advertising and publicity firm of
Jackson and Jefferson, with Jerry
Jackson, present operator. Graphic
Arts, an art service.

ORLAN DO
Florida States Theatres started
construction of a new Negro theatre,
to be known as the Carver, and to
seat 900.

PANAMA CITY
C.P. Cohen, owner, Dixie, Key
West, Fla., announced that he has
taken over the Royal from R. P. Davis.

TALLAHASSEE
Bill Dailey and B. C. Lewis are
partners in a new drive-in, to be
constructed at a cost of $50,000.

TAMPA
Florida State Theatres started
work on its new 1,000-seat house
here.

TARPON

Elmer Hecht) Park, Tampa, Fla., recently gave the children of the orphan's
home a free show, featuring Un iversal-International's "The Wistful Widow of
Wagon Gap ”, The local bus company furnished the transportation and here
the enthusiastic youngsters are shown as
they arrived at
the theatre.

SPRINGS

It was indicated that Monogram's
"16 Fathoms Deep” would be premiered
here, where it was filmed. Both
Governor Millard F. Caldwell and Fred
H. Howard, mayor-commissioner of
Tarpon Springs have written Irving
Allen, director of the picture, which
he produced in collaboration with
May 19,
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Work has begun on the construction
of a new drive-in, the Midway, to be
located on U.S. Highway 70, a mile
and a half from Durham, and 12 miles
from Chapel Hill, N.C. Walter L. Block¬
er and Jim Wallace, formerly of Char¬
lotte, are the owners and managers of
the theatre, which will cost around
$100,000,

and is expected to be opened

in June. A 15-acre site has been leas¬
ed, and the lot will accomodate 300
cars, with plans being to enlarge its
capacity to 450 cars at a later date.
Small loudspeakers with volume control
will be provided for each car, and two
shows nightly are planned. Wallace has
had six years of experience in booking
movies with RKO

The Criterion,

has

obtained
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a

building permit for alterations cost¬
ing $20,000. The work will involve
alterations of the theatre
interior renovation.

front and

Modern Enterprises is buidding a
$100,000 theatre at 910 East Market
Street, which is to be known as The
Basie, which will have 1,000 seats,
and which is scheduled to open or
October 1. Pete Caloyianis will be
the manager. Two street floor stores
and f ive upstairs offices are in¬
cluded.

LIBERTY
Liberty Drive-In Theatre, Inc.,
obtained a certificate of incorpor¬
ation from the North Carolina Secretary
Of State to operate a theatre with auth¬
orized capital stock of $50,000. In¬
corporators are T. G. Holder, W.P.
Holder, and Henry Staley.

NEW BENN
E.G. "Buddy” Hill, manager, Kehoe
and Colonial, for the past three
years, resigned to open a drive-in
cafe at Smithfield, N.C.

OLD FORT
W.C. Macon, owner, Roxie, is build¬
ing a drive-in between Old Fort and
Marion, N.C., at a cost of $40,000

GARDEN ClTY
W. C. Mason, owner-operator, Roxy,
Old Fort, N.C., announced plans for
the construction of a 500-car drivein here, to cost about $50,000 The
theatre will be located halfway be¬
tween Old Fort and Marion, N.C. Oper¬
ation will be on a seven-day schedule,
with two shows nightly and five
changes weekly. Work already has been
launched, and June 15 has been set as
opening night. Mason has been in the
theatre business for the past 15
years, moving to North Carolina from
Georgia 10 years ago. Two years ago,
he built the Roxy, Old Fort, at a
cost of $40,000.

GREENSBORO
Starlite Theatres, Inc., obtained
a certificate of incorporation from
the North Carolina Secretary Of State
to operate theatres, with authorized
capital stock of $100,000. Incorpor¬
ators are Max Zager, Goldie Zager,
and Sidney Stern, Jr.

SPECIALISTS•

J.M. Klime, owner, Sky-Vu, new
drive-in near the Fox Airport, an¬
nounced the appointment of Charles
F. Honeycutt as manager. A native of
Sampson County, N.C. , and a former
member of the State Legislature,
Honeycutt has been in the
business
for the past five years.

WEST

JEFFERSON

Clarence Gatton, manager, Parkway,
recently arranged some neat promotion
for Allied Artists’ “Black Gold” by
sending out a special mailing piece
to local patrons. The card guaranteed
a “real, unusual bargain” for the
customers.

EXHIBITOR
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Plans for the complete remodeling
and redecorating of the Carolina have
been announced by Urey K. Rice, city
manager, North Carolina Theatres, Inc.,
who says that shows will go on as
usual during the project but that it
may be necessary to close the theatre
for a few days later on. Plans call
for remodeling the house in modern
style and pastel colors; new and wider
seats, arranged in staggered order
for perfect visibility, and a com¬
pletely new interior decorative
scheme. Murals and ornamental statuary
on the walls and ceiling will be re¬
placed by modern theatre decorations
in pastel shades. The seats will be
upholstered in turquoise blue corduroy,
with standards trimmed in rose. New
carpets with a beige background and
figures of red, blue and tan are to
be laid. The ladies' lounge and the
men’s smoking rooms will be done over
in modern design with matching fur¬
nishings, andnew stage draperies will
be installed. All lighting will be of
the indirect, recessed type, with
exterior frames being of chromium and
aluminum, andnew fittings will be in¬
stalled throughout the mezzanine. The
marquee and front will be done over in
a different color arrangement with
fluorescent

lighting.

The

remodeling

work will be done by the Wilk-kin
Theatre Supply Company, Atlanta,

0. T. and C.B. Kirby, owners of two
theatres, obtained a building permit
for the construction of a new theatre
building on Main Street, to cost an
estimated $75,000.

Carolina seats 2,546 persons, and is
the largest house between Washington
and Atlanta

SPAR TA

The Twin-City Theatre Corporation
has announced plans for the construct¬
ion of a 1,000-seat theatre at a site
on West Fourth Street, which will be

M.G. Caudill, who has served for
eight years as projectionist, Spartan,
has been made manager.

who has served as

Villa Heights Drive-In Theatre, Inc.,
obtained a certificate of incorporation
from the North Carolina Secretary Of
State to operate a theatre with
authorized capital stock of $100,000.
Incorporators areS.C. Cline, W. M.
McClelland, and Robert Cline.

by

PUBLICATIONS, INC.
•
Philadelphia, Pa.

Wl NST0N-SALEM

R OX BOR 0

Clarence Gatton,

Theatre Forms and Systems

C'otiirf i’s \ foSn/ntr

ROCKINGHAM

manager, Parkway, West Jefferson,
N.C. , for the past several months, has
been named manager, Crescent.

Preparation of Practical

J A Y £ M,'A NUEl
1225 Vine' Slreef

It will be ready for opening on June
15. Exhibitor’s Service, Charlotte,
will handle the booking and buying.

STATESVILLE

# in the Creation and

(S.onJ mt cd os o Sri i h c

delake, purchased complete equipment
from the Charlotte branch, National
Theatre Sqpply. The equipment includes
Simplex E-7 projectors. Peerless Mag¬
na-Arc lamps, Hertford generator, and
Walker plastic molded screen. Dandelake has also redecorated his touse,
and installed new seats.

Charlotte.

The Criterion closed for renovations
to cost in excess of $20,000.
When
it reopens, it will be renamed the
Elm. Chester R. Glenn, manager, said
the renovation work will include both
interior and exterior alterations,
including a concrete floor with
about 500 new seats, a new screen,
accoustical board on the walls, light¬
ing fixtures, painting, and draper¬
ies, remodeling of the front, shifting
the box office to one side, structural
glass marquee and attraction boa*rd,
and stuccoed front wall. The theatre
is operated by S. W. Graver and F.H.
Beddingfield, both of Charlotte.
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TAR B0 R0
The Colonial, operated by C.A. Dan-

supervised

by

E. H..

Geisler.

The

named the Winston in honor of General
Joseph Winston, for whom the city was
named.

J. Bonner Sams, connected with the
Twin City Theatre Corporation, bought
a $32,500 home on Robin Hood and Arbor
Roads.

South Carolina
AIKEN,

SC

H.B. Ram Theatre Notes: H.B. Ram,
executive director, announced that the
opening of the Rosemary will take place
here around Labor Day. ...The New
Johnston, Johnston, S. C. , is now being
built, seating around 500.... H.B. Ram
Theatres also has under construction
the New Batesburg, Batesburg, S. C. ,
May 19,
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WATER VALLEY

Arthur Lake and James S. Burkett,
making this request, and Allen has
expressed the possibility that the
film will be given a first showing
here simultaneously with 15 key-city
openings.

Leon Roundtree,
closed the house.

Valley,

North Carolina

Georgia

ASHEV ILLE

ALEXANDER
Mack Jackson, owner, Ritz and
Alexander, celebrated his 30 years in
business recently. Jackson started in
the old silent days, and has always
made a hit with everyone in his home
town.

BROXTON
Harold and Lucille Robinson opened
their'new 325-seat Brox, erected at a
cost of 35,000.

COLUMBUS
E.D. Martin, Martin’s Theatre Cir¬
cuit, recently saw fit to divide the
circuit into districts, and named the
following as district managers who
will headquarter in the towns men¬
tioned: J.N. Morgan, Milledgeville,
Ga.; Matt Bates, Marietta, Ga. , and
G.N. Goldwire, Eufaula, Ala. Taylor
will have charge of the following
towns: Bainbridge, Valdosta, Tifton,
Dothan, Ala.; Fitzgerald,
Douglas,
Ga. ; panama City, Fla. , Port St. Joe,
Fla., Americus, Ga. , Dublin , Marianna,
Fla. , Liberty, Columbus, Ga. Morgan
will have charge of Milledgeville,
Washington, Thomson, Childersburg,
Ala. ; Manchester, Roanoke, LaFayette,
Ala. , Phenix City, Ala. ,
Opelika,
Ala., Talladega, Ala., Sylacauga,
Ala. Bates will have charge of Mari¬
etta, Athens, Tenn., Etowah, Dalton,
Calhoun, Cartersvi11e, Acworth,
Columbus, Pastime, Villa Rica, Ga. ,
and Bremen will have charge of Goldwire, Ga. , Eufaula Ala. , Cuthbert,
Ga. , Shellman, Dawson, Greensville,
Ala. , Evergreen, B*rewton, DeFuniak
Springs, Fla., and Atmore, Andalusia,
and Florala, Ala.

DALTON
The recent proposal to allow Sunday
movies here has been "tabled indef¬
initely” by the mayor and City
Council.

FORT OGLETHO RP E

The Skyland,

from Asheville,

1
j
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haas, right, re¬
ceive' the applause of employes of
Paramount’s Charlotte branch at a
recent surprise testimonial dinner
for Haas' three-year tenure
in the
Carolinas. Standing next to Haas
is
toastmaster Everett Olsen, Paramount
publicity
rep,
while Mrs.
Byron
Adams,
wife of the United Artists
branch manager,
is seated at left.
Haas has since been transferred to
St.
Louis
as
the
branch
head

NICHOLAS
James E. Smith opened the DeSoto
after remodeling, installing equipment
at a cost estimated at $11,000. The
opening was broadcast over WDMG.

R0S SV ILLE
The Ritz was planning
“Talking Man” contest.

to

start

a

SAVANNAH
Georgia Theatres Circuit’s Odeon
opened after remodelling, and is now
known as the State.

TH0MASVILLE
The new Hi-Wa Drive-In, one of the
most modern in design and equipment
in the south, was opened recently, by
Nat Williams, president-general mana¬
ger, Interstate Enterprises. Parking
space for approximately 400 cars has
been arranged along the semi-circular
P'arking ramps. In addition, stadiumtype seats with a seating capacity of
120 have been installed for bike and
walk-in patrons. An open air dance
floor immediately beneath the 30X40
feet screen and juke box music pro¬
vide free dancing for “teen-agers
before each evening show. The new
Hi-Wa is located just beyond the
city limits. It is said that approx¬
imately $75,000 was invested in it.

UN ION POINT

IRWINTON

W. R. Boswell and J.M. Reynolds,
Jr. , opened the New Union, a 600seat house.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Everett announced
that work is under way for a new the¬
atre, to seat 400.

LI THON I A
Mrs. V.M. Edwards and son hope to
get their new 498-seat house open
this month.

WRENS
Mrs. Louise Williams started con¬
struction on her new theatre, to cost
about $40,000, and to seat 500.

Mississippi

MOU LTR I E
CHARLESTON
R. L. Moody, owner of several
theatres in south Georgia, started
work on his new 400-car drive in.

1948

a drive-in designed to

accomodate 300 automobiles, was schedu¬
led to open. Located about eight miles

J. French, Chattanooga, Tenn.,leased
the Oglethorpe.

May 19,

owner,

Recently opened here was the Star,
owned by J. A. Wolfe.

500

feet

from the

Asheville-Hendersonville Highway, the
theatre represents an investment of
between $30,000 and $40,000, and has
been under

construction

since

last

fall. Charles Cargile, a native of
Asheville and formerly of Los Angeles,
is the owner-operator. The theatre is
located on a five-acre site, and lias'
been arranged so that it affords edsy
access from the highway, and yet is
far enough away to avoid traffic noise.
It has a screen 30 feet high and 40
feet wide, and the projection room is
200 feet from the screen.
The Dreamland, a new $100,000 drivein, has opened on a road which con¬
nects the old Asheville-Black Mountain
Highway with U.S. 74. Ben E. and Paul
J. Pless, brothers, are the owners
and managers, and the theatre main¬
tains a staff of 15 persons. The the¬
atre is located on an 11-acre site,
and can accomodate 600 automobiles.
The screen is 65 feet high and 70
feet wide. Surrounded by an eightfoot aluminum fence, the theatre op¬
erates two concession stands, and has
four modern rest roonjs with hot and
cold running water. The ground sur¬
face inside the theatre has been
coated with traffic bound and white
limestone to
conditions.

insure

against

muddy

DALLAS
The Evon inaugurated a new policy,
opening its doors on Sunday after¬
noons to Community Sing, during which
time religious songs are sung by the
audience in the theatre as well as by
the members of the Community Sing
Club. This program is broadcast over
the Gastonia radio.station. According
to J. S. McDaniel, manager, Evon, this
joint program has done much to create
good feeling between the theatre and
the churches.

DA VIDS0N
The Davidson, until recently op¬
erated by F. C., and S. T. Stough, is
now operated by Northmeck Theatre
Corporation, stockholders of which
include T. A. Little, F. H. Beddington,
and T. B. Aughtry, Charlotte.

DU RH AM
Attorney General Harry McMullan
ruled in an advisory opinion that it
is a criminal offense in North Car¬
olina to operate what is known as
"Jack Pot Night” at theatres. “It is
unlawful for a merchant to give tick¬
ets with each purchase, and award a
prize by drawing a number to deter¬
mine the winner of such prize among
the purchasers,” he declared.

THE EXHIBITOR
and the Valley, Burnettown, S. C. . ..
Tommy Bailey, U-I, was in to visit
Bert and Lou Ram regarding product....
Three or more drive-in theatres will
be built by the H. B. Ram Theatres, one
to be located between Aiken and Augus¬
ta, Ga., another to be built on the
Columbia Highway between Aiken and
Batesburg, S. C. , and a third to be
built between Aiken and Edgefield,
S. C... Lou Ram returned from a vaca¬
tion trip and attendance at the
Variety Club convention in Miami Beach
....Sam Bogo, city manager, Carolina
and Leesville, Batesburg and Leesvill e,
S.C., was rounding into shape prior
to entering a number of golf tourna¬
ments.

ANDERSON
Percy Osteen, manager, Carolina,
the proud father of a baby girl.

is

CLEMSON
A second theatre nas opened here.

ROCK

HILL

A new $90,000 drive-in opened here
recently, with accommodations for 425
cars.

SUftMERTON
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Walker recently
.opened their 500-seat Gem.

Tennessee
CENTFRVILLE
The Rex changed its name to the
Centre. The owner is H.M West.

ERIN
Mrs. H.T. Pitch, who operates the
local theatre, was a recent visitor
in Memphis.

JACKSON
Ollie Burgess, local exhibitor, was
a visitor in Memphis a fortnight ago.

NASHVILLE
The Bijou management announced that
it has taken over the Melody, Savan¬
nah, Ga. It also operates the Dunbar
and East Side, Savannah.
City Council was looking at bills
affecting the business. It had before
it a bill to close Sunday movies be¬
tween the hours of seven and nine p.m.,
and also to outlaw Bank Nights.
Councilman R.C. Smith, Jr., pre¬
dicted that a number of Tennessee
cities and towns will ask special
legislation on amusement tax-es. Ad¬
dressing members of the Tennessee
Municipal League, at a panel discuss¬
ion, Smith believed that Knoxville
would reap about $120,00 0 to $150,000
from its admissions tax. He said this
would be equivalent to the property
tax on 1,200 small homes.
Work started on the Crescent Amuse¬
ment Company’s new drive-in. It will
accommodate 850 cars.
May 19.
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Lew Herb
(Continued from page NT-2)
trie, where we found four theatres in
operation in one of the most competi¬
tive situations that we have encoun¬
tered thus far in south Georgia. Two
of the houses, the Colquitt and Moul¬
trie, are operated by C.H. Powell, who
is affiliated with the Lucas and Jen¬
kins organization. The other white
theatre is the Mills, owned and opera¬
ted by N.B. Mills, opened several
months ago. The remaining theatre is
the colored Harlem, under the direction
of R.T. Moody, who also operates the¬
atres in Pavo and Omega. At the present
time, he is also constructing a drivein theatre on the outskirts of Moult rie.
Dropping in at the Mills, we chatted
with “Gene” Mills, who built the the¬
atre, a solid structure of 12-inch
brick. He came here several years ago
from South Carolina, where he also
operated several theatres. His first
venture into show business here was
with a tent show, which led to radio
and dance work, and finally into an
indoor movie theatre. He still handles
an hour radio program every day, with
the aid of several brothers, and on
which he depends a good deal to adver¬
tise his attractions at the theatre.
He also operates a weekly dance, after
which he invites the dancers to the
theatre to see a late show every Satur¬
day night. He is an active showman,
and should meet with continued success.
Before leaving, we dropped in at
the Colquitt projection booth, and
made the acquaintance of Howard E.
DeLaughter, who has been running ma¬
chines for over 17 years. Mr. DeLaugh¬
ter is avery capable operator, member
of Columbus Local 568, and somewhat of
an inventor, in addition. He has de¬
veloped, and has patented, a new-type
carbon saver, which he has used suc¬
cessfully on the machines in his booth
for the past year or so. With this new
device, he can burn carbons to within
an inch or less. The device is so
constructed that it can be placed on
positive j aw as apermanent part of it,
eliminating the necessity of removing
same to burn regular-size carbons.
DeLaughter claims that this feature
alone should sell it to projectionists
whose chief objection to carbon-savers
is the fact that they have to take
time to attach them to the jaw, and
remove them again after the carbon has
burned down to its minimum length.
DeLaughter successfully used his
device on thousands of short-ends which
other projectionists discarded, while
he was in the service during .the war.
He hopes to have it ready for the com¬
mercial market within the near future,
and will, no doubt, be successful in
getting it in wide-spread use.
After finishing our calls in Moul¬
trie, we took to the open road once
more, heading northward again, until
we arrived in Albany, where we called
at the Albany, and visited Adolph
Gortatowsky, who, along with his bro¬
ther. Ike, operate four theatres in
this fast growing community. Adolph,
as he is familiarly known by his em¬
ployees and friends, has been in show
business since he was a youngster,
starting his operations in the legi¬
timate field as early as 1903, when he
ran a legitimate house in this same
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community. In 1912, he started his
career in exhibition, and has been at
it continuously, ever since.
At one time, the brothers headed a
circuit of theatres, operating not
only in south Georgia, but also in
several situations in Florida. Today,
however, their activities are confined
to the operation of their four theatres
in Albany, plus the operation of an
insurance business in the city. Adolph,
like many other capable executives,
has surrounded himself with competent
personnel, and leaves much of the op¬
eration of the theatres up to his city
manager, T.J. Watson, who headquarters
at the Albany.
Watson is a comparative newcomer to
the exhibition field, but has had a
wide background in newspaper work,
which he forsook four years ago to
join the Gortatowsky organization. He,
too, is a native of Albany, has the
theatre in his blood by this time, and
is looking forward to a long and suc¬
cessful career. The Liberty, secondrun and action house, is under the
the direction of George Eitel, a for-

"Weekly PROGRAM
& RUNNING TIME
Schedules
(SPECIFY ITEM No. BS6)

# These forms are prepared for
convenience in disseminating
accurate information to the key
members of a theatre staff so
that they may answer* intelli¬
gently the patron questions most
frequently asked; or so that they
can cue and time their show.

Price per pad: 25c each
Or 10 pads for $2.00
All sales prepaid. Please send check,
money order or stamps with order.
Sold under money back guarantee.

ALL SALES LIMITED TO THEATRES
WHICH SUBSCRIBE TO "THE EXHIBITOR"

THE EXHIBITOR
BOOK SHOP
1225 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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(Continued from preceding page)
mer Newark, N. J., man, who moved south
several years ago. He, too, is a new¬
comer to the industry, having formerly
been in the insurance field in Newark.
He met and married a Georgia “peach”
several years ago, and forsook his
native Newark for the warm sunny cli¬
mate of Georgia. The State, holdover
and secondary first-run house, is
currently under the direction of Ro¬
land Shuff, who joined theorganization
only a few months ago, coming to it
from the drug field. Although he has
a lot to learn in the business, his
prior association with the public in
the drug business has given him the
confidence and assurance he needs to
help build his new career. At the
Clair, we visited with Prank Barker,
the oldest hand at the game in the city
outside of Gortatowsky. Barker, whose
home is in Columbus, started in the
business back in the 30’s, as doorman
in the Albany for Adolph, subsequently
moving on to better posts. He later
joined the Lucas and Jenkins organi¬
zation in Columbus, and was with it
until Uncle Sam called him to join the
colors. After four years, several of
which were spent in a Japanese concen¬
tration camp, he returned there, and
rejoined the company. Shortly after
returning, he forsook Columbus in fa¬
vor of his present post in Albany,
which he now calls home.
Before leaving the city, we also
chatted with several of the projection¬
ists. At the Albany, we met J.H. Vining and his son Davis, who is also a
projectionist, but has forsaken it
forapostal job. J.H. hasbeen operat¬
ing for over 30 years, and is the senior
projectionist in the city. The State
booth is handled by Robert Whittle,
who has four years to his credit, and
the Clair is in charge of Harry A.
Cate, with three years service. The
Liberty machines are handled by Ray
Whittle, who has four years to his
active booth experience. He also
operated machines while doing a hitch
in the navy during the recent conflict.
Our pleasant sojourn in Albany at
an end, we struck cross-country again
to Americus, where the Martin Circuit
operates two theatres, the Martin and
Roxy, under the direction of Marion
D. Adams, who came here 16 months ago
from Alabama to handle these houses.
At the time of our visit, the Martin

As promotion for Universal-Inter national's ”Black Bart”, Park, Tampa,
Fla., manager Elmer Hecnt recently
had a horse and masked rider parade
the downtown section with good results.

was on the last day of a successful
run of “Mom and Dad”, the unique at¬
traction that has been doing a nice
business all through this territory.
Adams is a native of Georgia, emanat¬
ing from Milledgeville, where his
father was in the industry before him.
He grew up in this environment, and
naturally followed in his dad’s foot¬
steps. He is in charge of both theatres
in the city, ably assisted by P.J.
Moates, projectionist, Martin, and
Harry Puller, projectionist, Roxy.
Both men are veterans in the booth,
with Puller being the junior with
13 years to his credit. He is a
native of Jacksonville, Pla., but has
been in Georgia for some time.
Travelling north again, we soon ar¬
rived in Cordele, where we found two
independent theatres inoperation, the
Cordele and the Woods. The Cordele is
under the direction of L. H. Holloway,
associated with P. S. Shingler in this
enterprise. Holloway has been in ex¬
hibition for the past nine years, all
of which have been spent in Cordele.
They are contemplating building a new
theatre in the community, after which
the Cordele will be turned into an allnegro house. The other house is named
after its owner-operator, F.J. Wood,
another veteran in the industry, with
whom we chatted briefly before moving
on again.
Our further travels brought us to
the city we had by-passed on our south¬
ward trek, Macon, in the heart of
Georgia. Thisisone of the few cities
that has doubled its population with¬
in the past decade. It now boasts over
a 100,000, who spend their amusement

Saturday morn i ng at
the Rialto, Orlando,
Fla.,
is
a must for
local
youngsters,
when Manager Roy E.
Williams presents
the popular "Tom
Thumb Follies”. Here a few kiddies perform for a packed house during
a
rather
recent
stage
show which was presented at
the
theatre.

money at six white rneatres, two
colored houses, and one drive-in. The
Georgia Theatre Company predominates
here, with the operation of five' of
the six white houses, under the dir¬
ection of Herman Hatton as city mana¬
ger. Lamar Swift, district manager,
supervising this territory, which
ranges as far east as Brunswick, and
as far south as Waycross, also makes
this city his headquarters. The other
white theatre is operated by the Weis
family, Savannah, and is under the
personal direction of Leslie Swaebe,
veteran showman, who came here two
years ago from Miami, where he was
connected with the Wometco organiza¬
tion for some time.
He is an old-timer in the business,
and got his start at the Paramount,
New York, as an aide. Since then, he
has gone through the mill, and has
been associated with Radforce, Pox,
and later Paramount, in the New York
area. He moved south around the late
30’s, and was connected with Wometco
in Miami for several years before en¬
tering the army during the war.
After returning from the service, he
terminated his connection with that
organization, and joined the Weis
band-wagon. Since coming to Macon, he
has transformed the Bibb fromathirdrate action house into an attractive,
modern first-run. Since taking it over
two years ago, he has reseated and re¬
decorated, and is currently installing
air-conditioning. After this is com¬
pleted, he hopes to finish the job by
remodeling the front ofthelobby, eli¬
minating the central box-office, moving
it to the right, and bringing his
candy and popcorn concession out to
the front, opposite the box-office.
The drive-in, located on the old
Camp Wheeler road, is part of the
Dixie Drive-In group, out of Atlanta,
and one of the oldest in the organi¬
zation. This theatre currently has a
capacity of slightly over 300 cars,
and is under the direction of E. A.
Garrity, a former airline pilot, whose
age forced him out of that game after
many years of association with Eastern
Air Lines, and later as an instructor
both to Civilians, and later with the
army.
He has been connected with the drivein here for the past two years, and
finds it very much to his liking. Al¬
though he had had no previous experience
in exhibition, he has been successful
in establishing the theatre as a medium
which caters primarily to the familytrade. He finds that the majority of
his patrons are of this type, and po¬
lices the theatre religiously to pre¬
vent the undesirable type of trade
from using it as a convenient parking
place.
Dropping in at the Douglass, one of
the two colored theatres in Macon, we
chatted with M. P. Jackson, who operates
both this and the Dixie for the Bijou
Amusement Company, Nashville, Tenn.
Jackson, himself a native of Nashville,
has been in Macon for the past 16
years, operating these theatfes, the
only colored houses in the city. None
of the white theatres caters to the
colored trade, and, as a result, these
houses bear the brunt of all of it.
Lew Herb
May 19,
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CHICAGO
The Cigar Institute of America gave
a preview of “The Miracle of the Bells”,
by special arrangement with RKO, at
the National Association of Tobacco
Dealers’ convention. . . . Emil Stern,
Essaness general manager, and his wife
returned from their Palm Springs, Cal.,
sojourn. . . . An outdoor theatre is being
built by General Motors at its large
deisel engine plant, La Grange, Ill. . . .
Eagle Lion employees received a 15 per
cent wage increase.
The Moline, Ill., amusement tax of
four per cent went into effect there, with
theatre owners passing the levy on to
the patrons, and planning to hold pay¬
ment to the city, thus forcing an early
court test. Patrons were being asked to
protest to their alderman, and also
to preserve ticket stubs for possible re¬
funds. Payment of the tax was to be
made on May 10, with court action
probably to start soon after.
The Warner Club’s annual dinnerdance, recently held in the Casino Room
of the Congress Hotel, was, as usual,
quite a success, with 300 attending.
Officers of the club are: Harry A. Turrell,
president: Diana Backas, vice-president:
Jane Martensen, secretary: Frank E.
Williams, treasurer; James E. Coston,
contributions and loans; I. H. Barron,
welfare; Richard Beck membership;
Coston, A. D. Kvool, Bai’ron, Alex
Halperin, Harry Seed, and Williams,
board
of
governors,
and
Herbert
W. Wheeler, Karl E. Heyl, Ray Dunn,
A1 Weinberg, John Maloney, and John
Field, dance committee.
City Council at Alton, Ill. passed a four
per cent admission tax ordinance,
instead of the anticipated tax of two per
cent.
The Palace was redecorated and
remodelled,
with
2500
new
seats.
American Seating Company supplied
the
seats. . . . Colonel
James
F.
Goetz, RKO traveling representative,
was recalled to active duty by the Army
Air Force. He will have charge of motion
picture theatres at the Air Forces bases.
Henri Elman entertained Real Art
Films executives at his Film Row offices.
. . . John Dromey, 86, father of John P.
Dromey, chief booker, Great States, and
mayor of North Chicago, Ill., passed on
at Lake Villa, Ill. A married daughter
and two sons survive.
Regina Nocek, 20th-Fox, became the
bride of Armand Mosconi.
Grayslake Outdoor Theatre, Ltd., 350
North Milwaukee Avenue, Libertyville,
Ill., was organized by Robert T. Reid,
Robert C. Nelson, and Lena Posner.
H. V. Williams, Push-bak division sales
manager, Kroehler Mfg. Company, took
a southern business trip, which included
a call on L. E. Childress, his sales repre¬
sentative, with headquarters at Dallas.

DENVER
Santa Fe, N. M. prepared for its
second world premiere in eight years as
it got set for the arrival of Hollywood
stars Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, and
Charles Bickford and producer Harry
Sherman in connection with the opening
May 19, 1948
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of “Four Faces West”, UA release, at the
Lensic and Burro Alley. This state
capital was selected for the premiere,
which is based upon “Paso Por Aqui”,
famed story of New Mexico’s beloved
author, Eugene Manlove Rhodes. Final
details of the premiere were set follow¬
ing a meeting attended by Charles Gilmour, Gilbraltar Theatres; E. J. Greer,
Santa Fe exhibitor, and state and city
officials.
Harry Rodell, 58, who managed
theatres in western Nebraska and South
Dakota for many years, died at his Hot
Springs, S.D., home, of a heart attack. He
had continued to reside in Hot Springs
after retiring as manager of the Hot
Springs theatre about three months ago.
Rodell has managed theatres in Mitchell,
Alliance, and Scottsbluff, all in Nebraska,
and in Hot Springs. He had worked for
William Ostenberg. Fox Intermountain
Theatres, and the Black Hills Amuse¬
ment Company. He is survived by his
wife, Nell. Funeral and burial were in
Mitchell.
Fred Zekman, Park partner, is going
into the bowling alley business. . . . The
Rocky Mountain Screen Club used
“Miracle of the Bells”, donated by RKO,
for a benefit show at the RKO Orpheum
with proceeds going into the club’s
charity fund. A. P. Archer was chairman.
. . . Civic Theatres will reopen the Rex,
closed five years, after a thorough re¬
modeling, under a new name. Civic has
just completed a remodeling job on the
Oriental, and is starting a makeover of
the Federal.
Several actors took part in a benefit
show at Laramie, Wyo., in the Univer¬
sity of Wyoming auditorium. With seats
sold at $10, some $50,000 was raised, to
be loaned to businessmen and home
owners burned out in a recent fire. Those
taking part included George Murphy,
Screen Actors’ Guild president, who
acted as master of ceremonies, and Eddie
Bracken, Alan Young, Anita Martel,
Louanna Hogan, Mary Meade, William
Holden, and Martha Stewart. The show
was staged at the suggestion of Tom
Brannan, city manager, Fox Intermoun¬
tain Theatres, Laramie.
Paul Allmeyer, Paramount booker, is
the father of seven pound Paul Keller
Allmeyer, born at St. Luke’s Hospital. . . .
John Andersen and Abel Davis were
again refused a permit to build a house
at 8th and Colorado Boulevard.
Kenneth MacKaig, branch manager,
United Artists, and Charles Gilmour
and Fred Knill, Gibralter Enterprises,
flew to Santa Fe, N. M., to confer with
John Greer about the world premiere of
“Four Faces West”. While there, Mac¬
Kaig put on a cocktail party for the New
Mexico unit of TOA, 46 attending.
Charles J. Duer, SRO special repre¬
sentative, was host to John T. Howard,
western division manager, and Howard
B. Cahoon, Salt Lake City manager. . . .
Jay Golden, western division manager,
RKO Theatres, was here conferring with
William Hastings, manager, Orpheum.
. . . John Wolfberg is building a drive-in
on North Federal boulevard, which will
give him three adjacent to Denver, east,
west, and north.
George Smith, Paramount western
division manager, was here. . . . F. A.
Beteman, general sales manager, Screen
Guild, spent a day here. . . . Larry Starsmore,
general
manager,
Westland
Theatres, has been named president,
succeeding Louis Dent, who died recent¬
ly. .. . Hazel Morgan, 20th-Fox exchange
cashier, incurred second and third
degree burns when she turned a kettle

of hot water over on herself. . . . Frank
Jenkins, 20th-Fox publicity man, moved
headquarters here, from where he will
cover this and the Salt Lake City
territories.

DES MOINES
Tri-States theatre corporation will
build and operate a drive-in at Cedar
Rapids, la., it was announced by G.
Ralph Branton, general manager. It will
be the third drive-in theatre for TriStates, with one at Des Moines and an¬
other at Omaha.
L. E. Davidson resigned as city mana¬
ger in Sioux City, la., for Tri-States
theatre corporation to operate a new
700 car drive-in. Davidson has been with
Tri-States for 20 years, and is succeeded
by Don Allen, who has been in charge
of Tri-States’ advertising and promotion
department. . . . The new Urban, under
construction at Urbandale, a suburb of
Des Moines, was expected to be opened
by R. V. Keeney. The 400-seat house
will operate seven nights a week, with
matinees on Saturday and Sunday. . . .
Glen Deeter has been named manager,
Page,
Shenandoah,
la.,
succeeding
Edward Doty. Deeter managed a theatre
at Columbia, Mo., for 12 years.
Howard E. Brookings, Oakland, la.,
secretary, Allied-Independent Theatreowners of Iowa and Nebraska, filed as
a Republican candidate for state repre¬
sentative in the Iowa legislature. Brook¬
ings has operated theatres in Iowa,
Nebraska and California for more than
20 years. . . . The Allied-Independent
Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska
held a regional meeting for northwest
Iowa at Osage, la.

KANSAS CITY
The Coliseum of Motion Picture Sales¬
men secured the services of “The
Sophisticates” as the band for the Film
Ball. . . . Robert Withers, manager,
Republic Pictures, returned from a
quick business trip to Chicago.
Earl Dyson advised that the Rialto,
St. Joseph, Mo. will be closed for a
complete remodeling job. . . . Seen on
the Row, were K. H. Gaston, Mayflower,
Florence, Kans.; Dave Williams, Royal,
King City, Mo.; Harold and Lena Porta,
Community, Humansville, Mo., R.F. Fite,
Fite, Eldorado, Kans.; M. Brezedine,
Grand, Grandview, Mo., and Junior
Clark, Palace, Ridgeway, Mo. . . . Nancy
Ann Jolley, U-I, was leaving on an early
vacation in order to make preparations
for her wedding in June.
The Mayor’s Youth Conference recom¬
mended the formation of a study group
to study films, press, and radio for an
understanding of techniques.
The Tri-State Drive-In Theatre Com¬
pany opened its outdoor theatre at Jop¬
lin, Mo. Commonwealth Theatres, oper¬
ating with Tri-State, is planning to open
the Crest Drive-In, south of Kansas City,
about June 1, and is planning to open
another in Clay County, north of this
city. Dickinson Circuit started operations
on its 69-Drive-In, Pittsburgh, Kans.,
making quite a variety of outdoor
theatres this spring.
Ted Wynn took over as first assistant
to Lawrence Lehman, managing director,
RKO-Orpheum. Wynn, formerly Chica¬
go RKO salesman replaces Jack Tiernan,
now Keith manager in Grand Rapids,
Mich.

LOS ANGELES
B. D. Stoner, formerly 20th-Fox dis¬
trict manager up north, is now assistant
NATIONAL
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to H. W. Wobber, western division head.
. . . Robert L. Lippert, vice-president in
charge of Screen Guild Productions dis¬
tribution, also heads Crestwood Pro¬
ductions, an independent set-up.
Director Fred Zinnemann is making
several lecture appearances along with
the run of “The Search” in Southern
California. . . . Ken Murray is making
several appearances here with the
opening of “Bill and Coo”. ... Ed Lurie,
Allied Artists exploited’, was here for
conferences at the exchange.
Fox Ritz pulled a bond premiere joint¬
ly sponsored by the Treasury Depart¬
ment and the Junior League of Los
Angeles. . . . Talk is that Midwest
Theatre Circuit is experimenting with
Technicolor popcorn to build a child
audience. First public showing is to be
July 4, with red, white, and blue pop¬
corn.
John Harris returned to Pennsylvania
after the three week stint of “Icecapades
of 1948”. . . . The SCTOA is up in arms
against television movies that are still
contracted for theatre dates. They
charge it is against the best interests of
producers and exhibitors. Protest is over
the sale of 24 Alexander Korda pictures
to a television outlet in the east.
“Bank of Knowledge” made its debut
at the Bellflower, Bellflower, Cal.,
handled by Milt Hossfeld, formerly with
FWC.
A son weighing six-and-one-quarter
pounds was born to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Vinnicoff. Father heads the theatre
circuit by that name.
The Los Angeles and Hollywood Music
Halls will be taken over on Aug. 1 by
Sol Lesser and Sherrill Corwin, who
bought Joe Blumenfeld’s interest in the
two houses and the United Artists, San
Francisco. Official move is delayed until
the present three-year pooling set-up
with Galston and Sutton’s Hawaii and
Beverly Hills Music Hall expires. Local
improvements will enlarge the theatres,
giving the Hollywood house a seating
capacity of 1200, and the downtown
theatre 872 seats. Both houses will be
first run United Artists outlets. This
sale does not mean Blumenfelds are
selling out their interests in California.
They intend expanding, having two
Motor Movies opening. A drive-in
opened in Stockton, Cal., while another
in San Rafael, Cal., is set for May 21.
They are re-opening the Tower, Sac¬
ramento, Cal., which partially burn¬
ed down about six weeks ago. The
Blumenfelds also bought four houses in
Pittsburg, Cal., which means they are
here to stay, according to Nate Krevitz,
who is with the company.
Rivoli set a western dress costume
matinee to entice the kids, getting Monte
Hale to help with the fun. Lucky matinee
fans took part in a contest staged by
theatre manager Fred Gebhardt in the
FWC house.
Rodney Pantages left for New York to
confer with RKO Theatres heads. . . .
James Nasser sent a synopsis with
different endings to 138 theatre mana¬
gers in the Northern California group
operated by his brother, George Nasser,
to take a vote on which ending is
exploitable.

MILWAUKEE
A contest asking baby sitters to list
the 10 most important requirements for
their profession brought a full-page co¬
op. ad in The Milwaukee Sentinel with
local merchants donating prizes to the
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winners, and focussed attention to the
20th Century-Fox film, “Sitting Pretty”,
Wisconsin.

Aberdeen, S. D., Racine, Wis., Appleton,
Wis., Sheboygan, Wis., and Green Bay.
Wis.

Robert Zens, former Fox Wisconsin
manager, now manager, Par, Waukesha,
Wis., is doing a job in showmanship. . . .
Harold J. Fitzgerald, president, Fox
Wisconsin
Amusement
Corporation,
vacationed. . . . John Adler, past-presi¬
dent, Independent Theatre Owners of
Wisconsin, returned from a vacation. He
operates theatres at Marshfield, Wis. . . .
Jesse T. McBride, Paramount manager,
called on exhibitors. . . . Verne Touchette, former Fox Wisconsin executive, was
in. He operates a paint retail establish¬
ment at Fond Du Lac, Wis. . . . Albert
Manheimer, New York, branch opera¬
tions executive, Film Classics, spent some
time at the branch. . . . Tom Gilliam,
20th-Fox district manager, and Jack
Lorentz,
division
manager,
former
Milwaukee manager, conferred with
Joseph Woodward, branch manager. . . .
Robert Allen, United Artists manager,
was in Upper Michigan and Wisconsin.
. . . Harold Pearson, Independent
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan fieldman, made a trip. . . .
Edward Vollendorf, Theatre Service
Company booking head, vacationed. . . .
Roy Pierce, Riverside manager, vaca¬
tioned. . . . Buck Herzog, The Sentinel
amusement columnist, was back from
Hollywood. . . . Roy Biernier, former
projectionist, now doing publicity for a
local brewery, returned from a Holly¬
wood junket.

The Bloomington Drive-In Theatre,
Richfield,
Minneapolis
suburb,
was
purchased by Minnesota Entertainment
Enterprises, Inc., from Flexer Drive-In
Theatres, Memphis, it was announced by
Harold Field, president, MEE. Purchase
price reportedly was about $200,000. The
group also is building a drive-in in Rose
Township, St. Paul, Minn., scheduled to
open about June 1. Two additional
drive-ins will be constructed in the Twin
Cities this summer by the firm.

Attempts to build waning business
was causing local exhibitors to arrange
for stage presentations. Volmer Dahlstrand, president, Milwaukee Musicians
Association, reports several theatres
talking about starting stage shows. . . .
H. Otto, Clinton, Clinton, Wis., was a
caller. . . . J. Erickson, Rex, Kingsfoi’d,
Mich., was a visitor. . . . Harry McDon¬
ald, Warner manager, is increasing
attendance by expert exploitation.
A further indication of a trend toward
business stimulation is that giveaways of
all types are popping up around town.
Max Mazur, Film Classics manager,
spent a number of days in the territory.
. . . Former National Screen Service
employee Mae Dalton affiliated with
Republic in the inspection division.
The drive-in planned by L. F. Gran,
Standard Theatres head, was to open
soon. . . . D. Fox is back as directing
head, Fox Wisconsin Amusement Cor¬
poration’s merchandising department.
. . . David Goldman, Universal-Interna¬
tional salesman, called on exhibitors. . . .
John Schuyler, Delft Theatres Circuit,
Marquette, Mich., was in.
The Telenews recently invited amateur
photographers to snap a live model in
connection with the showing of “Photo
Frenzy”, a “This Is America” RKO
release. The model was chosen by com¬
petition, with prizes for the best amateur
prints. The stunt resulted in picture
coverage by the papers.

MINNEAPOLIS
Shows are interrupted at regular
intervals to give patrons of the Fargo,
Fargo, N. D. news flashes from the news
room of WDAY. . . . George Miner named
Louis Stelzner, manager, Orpheum and
Grand, Menominee, Wis.
Cowboy Comedian Smiley Burnette
was making personal appearances in Be¬
loit, Wis., LaCrosse, Wis., Madison, Wis.,
Waukesha, Wis., Sioux City, la., Daven¬
port, la.. Cedar Rapids, la., Sioux Falls,
S. D., Mitchell, S. D„ Watertown, S. D.,

A new theatre, to be built at 416 Cedar
Avenue, in the Seven Corners area of
Minneapolis, will be in operation by
Aug. 1, Nathan Shapiro, president, South
Theatre Company, announced.
New on Film Row are Virginia
Stephenson, switchboard operator, Para¬
mount; Mrs. Helen Peterson, playdate
department, Paramount; Susan Galarneault, exploiteer’s secretary, MGM;
Barbara Baker, availability clerk, U-I,
and Hazel Ford, biller, 20th-Fox. . . .
Barbara Noodelman, office manager’s
secretary, RKO, went to Los Angeles for
a vacation. . . . Marie Donald, cashier,
United Artists, left the exchange to be
married. She will live in Chicago.
George Josephs, Columbia assistant
sales manager; Oscar Morgan, Para¬
mo unt short subjects manager; Ralph
Cramblet, UA district manager; George
Jacoby, RKO home office representative,
and Jack Lorentz, 20th-Fox division
manager, were in.
The Reelfellows Club organization of
film salesmen, staged a dinner-dance
and show at the Nicollet Hotel. Film
salesmen took part in the show, and new
officers were elected.
The local exchange was in first place
in the Abe Montague-Columbia sales
drive. . . . M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district
manager, was back from a vacation.
Ben Berger, president, North Central
Allied, and Stanley Kane, NCA execu¬
tive secretary, attended the Denver
board meeting of National Allied on May
15-17. . . . Minnesota Amusement Com¬
pany will continue to follow a “hands
off” policy in regard to proposed con¬
struction of new theatres and drive-ins.
according to Harry French, Minnesota
Amusement president. . . . Earl Perkins,
salesman,
and
Gertrude
Guimont.
booker, returned to the Warner ex¬
change after spraining ankles. . . . Dick
Dynes, has been recalled to SRO.
Minneapolis, as salesman after having
been transferred to Omaha. He replaces
Irving Mills, new office manager, Eagle
Lion. . . . A. G. Krumm is the new owner,
Sibley, Winthrop, Minn. . . . Plaum and
Plaum reopened the Arcadia, Hannah.
N. D.

OKLAHOMA CITY
The Victoria held advance screenings
of Republic’s “Bill and Coo” to great
advantage. Educational officials, church
and civic organization heads, and news¬
paper people were invited. Numerous
store tieups were promoted.

OMAHA
A contract was let for construction
of the first drive-in at Lincoln, Nebras¬
ka’s capital. It will be built for the Vine
Street Theatre Corporation, and will
have a capacity of 600 cars. It is to cost
$100,000.
May 19, 1948
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Deepest sympathy goes to Joe Smith,
manager, RKO, San Francisco, and Mrs.
Smith in the loss of their son. . . . Every¬
one turned out for the gala opening of
A1 Meyer’s new suburban theatre, the
Academy. . . . Dutch Leonard was back
from an Eastern Oregon sales trip.
Joe Warren, MGM, is increasingly
better after his very serious sick spell.
... All of Film Row and friends turned
out for a highly successful farewell
party for Moz Buries, who left Mono¬
gram for SRO, Los Angeles.
George A. Smith, Paramount division
manager, opened the Portland branch,
putting Wayne Thiriot in charge. . . .
Henry Herbel, Warners western division
sales head, went to New York for a
meeting.

ST. LOUIS
The Variety Club, Tent 4, had a well
attended luncheon meeting, and a fine
report was made on the convention. . . .
The St. Louis, operated by Fanchon and
Marco, closed when the projectionists
refused to pass through a picket line
set up by stagehands, Local 6. The
dispute involved the hiring of a fifth
member of the union on Saturdays and
Sundays.
A Warner district sales meeting was
held, and Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager, and Roy Haines, western sales
manager, presided.

The pictures above are ample proof that everyone had a wonderful time recently
at the Movie Ball, sponsored by the Coliseum of Motion Picture Salesmen at
the Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City. Shown above, left to right, top to bottom,
during the proceedings, are: Hank Doering, Peoples, Garnett, Kans.; Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Cook, Tivoli, Maryville, Mo.; Brooks Crummitt, and Mrs. Glen Dickinson,
Sr.; Mr. and Mrs. George Regan, 20th-Fox; John Warneke, Sarah Mackie, Virginia
Gaylord, SRO; Dorothy Warneke, U-I; Gladyce Penrod, KMTA; Jack Shriner,
Gem, Kansas City; Betty Caruso, Monogram; Ruby Pasley, Republic; June Medcalf,
KMTA; Myrtle Cane, MGM, and Grace Roberts, 20th-Fox; Miss Medcalf, George
Nescher, Rio, Valley Falls, Kans.; Guy Bradford, UA; Miss Warneke, and Miss
Gaylord; Bradford, Charlie Knickerbocher, 20th-Fox, and Miss Warneke; Julian
King, King Enterprises; Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stewart, manager, Allied; O. F.
Sullivan, Civic, Wichita, Kans.; C. E. Maberry, Basin, Eureka Springs, Ark.; Glen
Dickinson, Sr., Dickinson Theatres; Bill Adams, Columbia, and Nickerbocher.

Ed Larson was to open his new
Majestic, Oakland, Neb. Equipment was
furnished by the Ballantyne Company.
. . . G. A. Partlow bought the Plaza,
Monona, la., from E. E. Graham. Partlow also owns the Logan, Logan, la., and
the house in Stuart, la.
Foster Blake, U-I district manager,
Los Angeles, visited. . . . J. Van House
reopened the Sun, Kenesaw, Neb. . . .
T. R. Thompson, Kansas City, an¬
nounced that work on his Yankton, S. D.,
house started. It was handicapped by
material shortages, and is to seat 600.
B. C. Marcus, district manager, Kansas
City, visited Columbia. . . . William
Miskell, Tri-States Theatres district
manager, was among business men who
went to Des Moines to greet the city’s
new Roman Catholic archbishop. . . .
Melvin Kruse, owner, Pierce, Pierce,
Neb., recently was married. . . . Lena
Robarge, Columbia inspectress, became
engaged.
Ralph Blank’s Chief, South Omaha,
observed its first birthday. . . . H. O.
Qualsett, Tekamah, Neb., exhibitor, was
called to St Paul, Neb., because of the
illness of his father. . . . Don Henry,
Sutherland, la., exhibitor, went to the
Minneapolis sports show.
Cliff Shearon is to remodel the City,
which he recently bought in David City,
Neb., and will build a new 469-seat
May 19, 1948

The 66 Park-In, recently purchased by
Fred Wehrenberg, reopened for the
season. . . . Seen on Film Row recently
were: Exhib Collins, De Soto, Mo.; exhib
Wallace, Belle, Mo.; Tom Baker, Bunker
Hill, Ill.; Alvin Weeks, Staunton, Ill.;
Dean Davis, West Plains, Mo.; Sam
Pertl, Jerseyville, Ill., and Caesar Berutt,
Rolla, Mo.
C. D. Hill, branch manager, Republic,
left to cover the southern Illinois terri¬
tory.
Pat O’Brien was guest of honor here
on Founder’s Day, May 8. His new RKO
film, “Fighting Father Dunne” opened at
the Fox on May 11.

house. . . . Leon Mendelsohn, Warners
salesman, found Dick Kehrberg, owner,
Iowa, Sheldon, la., busy heading the
fund drive for a new community hospi¬
tal.

J. F. Woodward was named Eagle Lion
branch manager in St. Louis. Woodward,
who had been 20th Century-Fox branch
manager in Milwaukee, replaces William
Feld.

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Nielsen. He is Orpheum treasurer. . . .
Don Allen, Des Moines, head, Tri-States
Theatres advertising visited William
Miskell, district manager.

The resignation of Maurice Schweitzer
as manager, Paramount, was announced.
Schweitzer takes executive posts with
two drive-in corporations organized by
Mannie Burdie and Sidney Schermer.
which will operate in Rockford, Ill., and
Lincoln, Neb. He is succeeded by Harry
Hass, formerly manager for the firm
in Charlotte.

The Uptown, new Sioux City, la.,
house, opened. . . . Byron Hopkins’ new
house in Bellevue, Neb., has been named
the Elk for an historic hill in Nebraska’s
oldest town. It is the first film house
there. . . . Carl Bailey, owner, Pawnee,
Pawnee City, Neb., was recovering from
an operation. . . . Anita Colby, executive
assistant to Henry Ginsburg, Paramount
vice-president, visited.

PORTLAND
Basil Bashor, Liberty, Kelso, Wash.,
was in after a trip into Idaho and Sun
Valley. . . . Welcome to Larry Bristol,
from Los Angeles, who replaces Moz
Buries as branch manager, Monogram.
. . . Madeline Stone, Monogram cashier,
went back to Paramount as manager’s
secretary. . . . Bill McKevitt and mother,
Mrs. Lena McKevitt, were in to book
from Newport, Ore. . . . F. W. Franke.
Film Classics auditor, finished up, and
left for San Francisco.

SAN ANTONIO
Claim of W. B. Henderson, Lee.
Teague, Tex., against four major distri¬
butors was dismissed. The arbitrator
found no evidence to show the distribu¬
tors were unduly favoring the J. G.
Long’s Star as it had been getting its
product on competitive bidding. The
arbitrator also declined to make a divi¬
sion of the product or to shorten 60-day
second run clearance for Teague, as
Henderson had asked.
G. S. Hill, former manager, Texas,
Yaleta, Tex., went to Slaton, Tex. to
manage two houses for the Leon
Circuit. Jimmie Await, Plaza, Baird.
Tex., came to the Texas in order to
replace Hill.
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. . . Ruth Buchanan temporarily replaced
Marie Norton at the Wigwam, El Paso,
Tex. . . . George Taylor, assistant man¬
ager, Plaza, El Paso, Tex., recovered
from illness. . . . W. B. Cheser announced
the construction of a new drive-in at
Littlefield, Tex., where he already
operates the Palace, Ritz, and Rio. . . .
The West Texas Amusement Company,
headed by C. C. Dues, announced con¬
struction of a new 1,000-seat theatre, to
be known as the Valley, at Asxarate,
Tex. It will cost an estimated $140,000.
Jack and L. F. Holman and R. E.
Rushing announced plans on the open¬
ing of the new 800-seat Ward at Monhans, Tex., soon. . . . L. L. Cooper
purchased the Aztec, Walnut Springs,
Tex., from R. Brown. . . . Bob Blevins is
building a theatre in Houston, Tex.,
which he will name the Teatro Alemeda,
which will feature one Spanish picture
and three English speaking films a week.
L. D. Montgomery purchased the Mary
Jan, Oakwood, Tex., from L. A. Adcock.
Montgomery formerly owned and oper¬
ated the Texas, Port, Tex. . . . Bernie
Cappeli, treasurer, Alahambra, Houston,
Tex., is the proud father of a baby boy.
. . . Bufor Happle is the new treasurer,
Iris, Houston, Tex.
Joe M. Estes, with more than 35 years
in show business, has come up with a
plan whereby San Antonians who desire
to see foreign made films may do so, if
someone would be willing to invest $152,
000. Estes plan calls for the building of
a 500-seat art theatre for $100,000 and
operating loss of $1000 a week for 52
weeks to give local film goers an op¬
portunity to see various foreign-made
films. According to Estes, the average
foreign film is not satisfactory for the
entire family as is the American-made
film. Therefore, the theatre owner, in
order to operate at a profit, must show
the American product, and forgo the
foreign.
The Mission Drive-In was opened by
C. A. Richter and Arthur Landsman. It
has a 450-car capacity. The duo also
operate the Alamo Drive-In and the
South San, an indoor neighborhood
theatre. Richter heads
Lone
Star
Theatres, with headquarters in Corpus
Christi, Tex., which operates eight
drive-ins and four indoor houses. . . .
The San Pedro Outdoor opened with the
largest screen in the southwest. John
Wolf is head, Auto Theatre Enterprises,
Inc., owner-operator. Other officials are
Charles Albert, vice-president and gene¬
ral manager, and A1 Wolf, secretaryti'easurer.
J. E. Newman opened his new 350-car
Sunset Drive-In, Brownwood, Tex. . . .
M. G. Barclay purchased the Dunlay,
Midlothian, Tex., from L. B. Crow, who
also operates the Sunset, Dallas, Tex.
. . . Jack R. Burke, 69, died. Burke once
was manager, Grand Opera House and
Queen.
The Tower, Houston, Tex., reopened
following a remodeling and redecorating
program, which, according to manager
Russel Rindy, was an estimated $50,000.
. . . Frankie Mota rejoined the staff of
the Iris, Houston, Tex., according to
F. M. Fletcher, manager. . . . A. W.
Kleb, a truck farmer, built the Cascade,
a Quonset hut style theatre, on the
Conroe Highway, 17 miles from Houston,
at a cost of $25,000. . . . Lorraine Schulte,
River Oaks, Houston, Tex., was married
to another employee of the Iris, Bob
Sutter. . . . Safecrackers entered the
Village, Greggton, Tex., and obtained
$600. ... At Gladewater, Tex., safe¬
crackers netted $1,400 from the Gregg,
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but were unable to open the safe at the
Cozy.

SAN FRANCISCO
Irving M. Levin, divisional director,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., announced
that the circuit has revived admission
ticket gift books at both children and
adult prices. This was done in response
to numerous requests from patrons. The
coupons are interchangeable at the
Alexandria, Coliseum, Metro, Balboa,
Harding, Vogue, the six neighborhood
houses of the circuit. Trailers, boxoffice
cards, and newpaper layouts were used
to promote the ducat-packages to good
advantage.
Lending active support to a “Public
School Week” project, six neighborhood
houses of San Francisco Theatres, Inc.,
directed by Irving M. Levin, launched a
cooperative drive urging patrons to visit
their community’s scholastic installa¬
tions. Two weeks previous to the civic
project, the theatres displayed 40x60
lobby posters with copy which tied in the
circuit’s recent “Freedom Train” special
matinees with the message of “School
Week.” The same material was shown
in trailers. While the entire circuit was
active in the campaign, the Coliseum,
managed by Albert Levin, made addi¬
tional contributions to the project. He
booked-in for a special showing “Bambi”.
Levin also gave over a section of his
lobby to sample displays of school chil¬
dren’s art exhibits.

SEATTLE
Herbert Kaufman, district manager
for Selznick Releasing Organization,
returned from a conference in San
Francisco. The Kaufmans recently sold
their home, and are living at the Camlin
Hotel until they leave to take up resi¬
dence in Los Angeles.
Miriam Dickey, Fairbanks, Alaska,
secretary and executive assistant to
Captain A. E. Lathrop, Alaska theatre
owner and industrialist, was here on
her way to Europe for a vacation. . . .
Home office auditors arriving were Harry
Wood, 20th Century-Fox, and F. W.
Franke, Film Classics, both from New
York. . . . John Hamrick, HamrickEvergreen Theatres, and Mrs. Hamrick
have returned from several months at
their winter home in Palm Springs, Cal.
. . . James Martz, who operates the
Orpheum, Kodiak, Alaska, was on The
Row.
Additions to the office staff at U-I are:
Doris Brewer, cashier’s department, and
Ruby Hawks and Agnes Jacobson, book¬
ing department. . . . Dan Putnam,
Evergreen State office staff, goes to
Bremerton, Wash, to become manager,
Bay. He succeeds Rolland Russe, who
comes to Seattle as assistant to Harold
Murphy, Neptune. He relieves Lou
Kahn, resigning. Murphy manages both
the Neptune and the Egyptian in the
University district for the Evergreen
State circuit.
Murry Lafayette, exploitation super¬
visor in this district for 20th CenturyFox, was in New York on vacation ac¬
companied by Mrs. Lafayette and their
daughter, Leslie. . . . Tom Shearer, man¬
ager in Seattle for B. F. Shearer, was
home from a trip to San Francisco and
Los Angeles, accompanied by Mrs.
Shearer.
State out-of-towners included: Mrs.
Charles O’Connell, Diamond,
Black
Diamond; L. E. Knott, Esquire, Tieton;
W. A. and Mrs. Cochrane, Snoqualmie;
W. B. McDonald, Olympia; Keith Beck¬

with, North Bend, and Les and Cora
Theuerkauf, Tacoma. . . . Hap Frederick,
Eastern Washington salesman for Uni¬
versal, and Harry Landstrom, Eastern
Washington salesman for MGM, were
here from Spokane. . . . Jack Kloepper,
Northwest manager for Film Classics,
returned from Portland.
Glenn Haviland was appointed Eas¬
tern Washington salesman for Warners,
to succeed Harvey Kelly, resigned. . . .
Joyce Taylor, British war bride, joined
the MGM staff as secretary to Sam
Davis, branch manager. She succeeds
Margie Olsen, resigned. . . . Selom Bums,
Modern Theatre Supply, appointed John
Peterson Portland branch manager. He
has been attached to the Seattle office.
. . . Mort Bramson, Northwest manager
for Screen Guild Productions, appointed
Gordon C. Craddock, Jr., as branch
manager at Portland.
Paramount reopened its Portland
branch office with Wayne Thiriot, former
salesman out of Salt Lake City, as its
branch manager. Thiriot came to
Seattle with Harold Wirthwine, assistant
to division manager George Smith, for
a conference with Henry Haustein,
branch manager, who, before coming to
Seattle, managed the Portland branch.
Lu Hummell, Jr. has been named head
booker and office manager for Portland,
and Zelda Hein, who has been a member
of the Seattle office staff, has been trans¬
ferred to Portland. . . . With Charles
Reagan, vice-president in charge of
sales, presiding, Paramount will hold a
divisional sales conference in San
Francisco on June 7-8-9 at the Fairmount Hotel.
The circuits of Mrs. Agnes Frakes and
Mrs. Ruth Bishop in Idaho and eastern
Washington have been combined. The
Bishop houses are in Metaline, Falls,
lone, Cusick, and Newport, while the
Frakes interests are in Priest River, Ida.,
along with houses in Palouse and
Garfield, Wash.
Rodney Bush, head of exploitation,
20th Century-Fox, was met by Murry
Lafayette, Northwest exploitation super¬
visor, when he arrived from New York
at Portland. He came to Seattle from
Portland, ending his stay as honor guest
at a luncheon hosted by the branch. . . .
Oscar Morgan, in charge of short
subjects for Paramount, was in from
New York. . . . B. F. Shearer and family,
after several months at their winter
home in Palm Springs, Fla., returned
to the city.
Louis Argano and associates had their
new drive-in theatre, Snow King, ready
for opening. It is on the main highway
half way between Seattle and Everett,
Wash. It accommodates 650 cars. . . .
After a delay awaiting material, work has
resumed on the John Danz Magnolia,
Magnolia district. It will seat 1,000, and
should be ready in September. ... Ed
Metzger is reopening his Gem, Shelbyville, Idaho. It has been closed for two
years.
Joe Gershenson,
producer,
Social
Guidance Enterprises, was here from
California, accompanied by Del Good¬
man, in charge of distribution. Goodman
was recently western district manager
for Eagle Lion. . . . W. B. McDonald, who
operates the Olympic and Avalon,
Olympia, Wash., is commuting these
days between Olympia and Seattle in his
own airplane. . . . Roy Brown, buyer for
Ted Gamble Enterprises, was here from
Portland. Also here from Portland were
Archie Holt and Glenn Brogger, sales¬
men for Paramount.
May 19, 1948
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Cincinnati
WLWT became the ninth television
station to contract for the TelenewsINS-INP newsreel.
Richard Stevens replaced Ira Epstein
as publicity director for Warners in
the Indianapolis area, headquartering
here. Epstein went to New York to work
in the home office.
A branch office has been opened by
Jack Gertz and William S. Shartin,
Theatrical Enterprises, to handle all
types of theatre and drive-in promo¬
tions. Harry Young, formerly with U-I,
is manager. Young also handles sales
of Colonial Television, for which
Shartin is distributor.
Jack Share, a Columbia salesman be¬
fore he became an exhibitor with the
purchase of the Cedar and Quincy, sold
his theatre interests, and is moving
to Winter Park, Fla. to go into busi¬
ness with his former partner, Oscar
Bloom.... Anita Colby spent a day tellipg the press representatives all about
“The Emporor Waltz” and other Para¬
mount pictures.
Oscar A. Morgan, head, Paramount
short sitijects and newsreel department,
was in....Leroy Kendis, Associated
Theatres Circuit, was in Mount Sinai
Hospital convalescing from a spinal
operation to correct a football injury.
Jack Gertz and William S. Shartin,
who recently formed Theatrical Enter¬
prises to handle all types of theatre
and drive-in promotions, announced
the opening of a Cincinnati branch
office with Harry Young, formerly with
U-I, as manager. Young will also handle
sales in the Cincy territory of Colon¬
ial Television for which Shartin is
distributor.
George M. Joseph, assistant to Co¬
lumbia vice-president and general
sales manager, Abe Montague, Irving,
Moross, and Irving Wormser, home of¬
fice, were here to discuss sales
policies with branch manager Oscar
Ruby.

and will make his tome in Los Angeles.
Since 1934, fie has been one of the
owners of the Alhambra, which he manag¬
ed, and the Alhambra Recreation Center.
He sold his interests to the Alhambra
Bowling Corporation. Merle Cowan, his
assistant at the Alhambra, succeeded
him as manager. An industry farewell
testimonial dinner for Printz was held
in the Alhambra Tavern.
Charles Burris, manager. Telenews,
for the past seven years, left for New
York to take over his new work as sales
manager and head of publicity for
Telenews. This promotion comes as a
result of his excellent work in the
field of public relations in Cleveland,
having given many talks before educa¬
tional and cultural groups on newsreel
production, editing, and exhibition.
Frank Koza and Herman Weiss, assistant
managers, take charge of the theatre.
Ernest Schwartz, president, Cleve¬
land Motion Picture Exhibitors Associ¬
ation, officiated at a membership
luncheon meeting on May 13, at which
time the guests of honor were Mayor
Thomas A. Burke, members of the Cleve¬
land City Council, and members of the
bar.
Lester Zucker, Universal-Internatio¬
nal branch manager, and Mrs. Zucker
were on vacation at Ashville, N.C....
P.E. Essick, Scoville, Essick, andReif
circuit, have returned from Key West,
Fla. and Hot Springs, Ark.
Sol Lane has been transferred from
the U-I home office publicity office
to the ] ocal U- I booking department... .
Harry Walders, RKObranch manager, was
the recipient of the Walt Disney Oscar
as the Cleveland office won the Disney
Appreciation Week Drive for 1948, dur¬
ing which practically every theatre in
the territory played a Disney subject.

Detroit
Charles W. Snyder, executive secre¬
tary, Allied Theatres of Michigan,
outlined a new program of district
organization. Local meetings in as
many upstate towns as possible will be
held, to facilitate attendance by ex
hibitors there, and to acquaint local
citizens with the exnibitor’s important
role. Upper Pdiiinsula territory will
be covered in a new member campaign.
Under the plan, the state is divided
into four districts, each, in turn,
split up into about four areas, with
meetings held three or four times an
nually in each area.

Indianapolis
Cleveland
It was learned last week that Addie
Klein, Kayline Candy Company, had
opened new and larger quarters at 1112
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, which
will enable him to carry a much greater
selection of merchandise and better
service his many accounts in the thea¬
tre field in the mideast territory.
Martin Printz, who showed the first
talking movie in Cleveland at his
Circle, retired from the picture busi¬
ness to which he has devoted 30 years.
May 19, 1948

Thomas Newcomb, manager, Keith’s,
was confined to St. Vincent’s Hospital
by an operation. ... The infantile par
alysis fund was oversubscribed by more
than $3700 in Marion County.... Peter
Fortune, RKO salesman, was called to
Cleveland by the death of his sister
....Robert “Bob” Stevens, RKO office
manager, is planning to move here from
Greencastle, Ind., as soon as he finds
a suitable house.
Sam Abrams, manager. Film Classics,
was suffering with an infection in his

eye. ...Jerry Weiss, a former resident
from Chicago, and some years ago a
booker at RKO, joined the sales qrgan
ization at Eagle Lion. He will call on
exhibitors in northern Indiana....
Helen Bohn joined the office staff at
M. Marcum Enterprises. . . .Mannie Marcus,
head M. Marcus Eiiterprises, returned
from visiting his houses in Cincinnati
and Dayten, 0., in the interests of
business.
Richard “Dick” Stevens, formerly
associated with the west coast office
of Warners, replaced Ira Epstein, pub¬
licity director in the Indianapolis
exchange area. He will maintain head
quarters in Cincinnati. Epstein has
gone to the New York office of the
company.
Visiting were Dcfn LeBrun, Kent,
South Whitley, Ind. ; William T. Studebaker, Logan, Logansport, Ind.; William
P. McGovern, Ritz, Loogootee, Ind.;
Arthur Clark, Vonderschmitt Circuit,
Bloomington, Ind. ; A. McCarty, Roxy,
Pendleton, Ind. ; Walter Weil, Weil,
Greenfield, Ind.; Joe Schilling, Audi
toriuni, Connersville, Ind.; Bruce kix
miller, Colonial Indiana, Bicknell,
Ind., and Edward Campbell, Campbell
Drive In Circuit, Louisville, Ky.
Ed Rosenbaum, veteran industry press
agent, whose autobiography,•“The TubThumper”, will be published soon, was
in making the pitch for UA’s “Arch Of
Triumph”, and Joe Adams, the Star
columnist, devoted an entire column
to him.

Pittsburgh
Stanley Dudelson, West Virginia
salesman for RKO, was in a serious auto¬
mobile accident on Route 51. Dudelson
was involved in a head-on collision
with another car, and all of the vic¬
tims were rushed to the hospital in
Monessen, Pa. Dudelson suffered serious
cuts, which required a great many
stitches. He was on his way home to
Belle Vernon, Pa., at the time.
Carl Dotric is the new West Virginia
salesman for Monogram, replacing Leo
Wayne, who Resigned. Dotric is the son
of Charles Dotric, who, for many years,
was Main Line salesman for Warners,
and now branch manager for Columbia
in Buffalo. The new Main Line and
northern salesman for Monogram is Har¬
old Crombie, who comes to this terri¬
tory from Boston, \tfiere he was formerly
employed as a salesman for UniversalInternational.
Russ Zebra, booker. Monogram, re¬
signed to accept the position with Lou
Hanna and Franklin Film....Sol Pearlman, former city salesman. Monogram,
who recently resigned, took up his new
duties as salesman for Warners.... Joe
Hanna, Cooperative Theatres booker,
purchased a home in the Beechview sec¬
tion, which he expects to occupy in
the near future. His new home is with¬
in several blocks of the home he rent¬
ed for 16 years.
Contratulat ions go to Ken Hoel,
Harris Amusement Company’s publicity
department, upon the occasion of his
and his.wife’s celebration of their
Mideast
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22nd wedding anniversary... . Milton
Berle’s 12-hour KQV broadcast on be¬
half of the Kiwanis Club’s children’s
Rheumatic Heart Fund netted that wor¬
thy charity more than $7500. Hats are
off to a swell guy and a grand job....
Bill Borack, who has put in 19 years
with Paramount, recently joined Bert
Stearn’s Cooperative Theatre Services
as assistant to general manager Harry
E. Long.
Donald O’Connor, Universal-Interna¬
tional star, was a visitor to the U-I
office when he was in for a personal
appearance in connection with the
opening at the Fulton of "Are You With
It?”. ...The McKee, managed by Dave
Fineman, started another giveaway at¬
traction, a 53-piece gold encrusted
dinnerware set, awarded every Saturday
night.
The many Film Row and exhibitor
friends of Marshall Peterson, who re¬
sides in Jamestown, N. Y, , and who is
the owner, Palace, Union City, Pa.,
and Johnsonburg, Pa. , will be interest¬
ed to learn that he is reported to be
well on the road to recovery following
a long illness.
The Hi-Way Drive-In, the first one
in Beaver Valley, Pa.., opened. The
owners of the Hi-Way 5 1, John Wincek
and Albert Tate, Newcastle, Pa., took
a full page ad in The News-Tribune,
which covers the Beavers Falls-New
Brighton area, in order to announce
the opening. This newest drive-in
theatre is equipped with the latest
in projection and in-a-car speakers,
supplied by National Theatre Supply.
Wincek and Tate are newcomers in the
business, and have secured the services
of Bert Stearn’s Cooperative Theatre
Service to handle all the bookings.
Sympathies go to the Jerry Roths in
the loss of their baby girl, who pass¬
ed away at the age of five weeks.
Sympathies also ga to Eddie Good, head
shipper, Eagle Lion, upon the loss of
his father recently. The elder Good
was buried here following funeral ser¬
vices in Slater’s Funeral Home, Mount
Washington, Pa.
Lou Gilbert, genial manager, down¬
town Warner, is back from Florida, and,
from all indications, completely rest¬
ed from the serious heart attack which
had confined him to the McGee Hospital
. ...Hymie Wheeler, branch manager,
Film Classics, recently announced that
his company started a drive on May 1
to extend until July 30. In addition
to many good reissues, Film Classics
expects to release nine new features
.... Leacrice Keebler, the very pleasant
telephone operator at Cooperative The¬
atres Services, was to be married on
May 15. The lucky fellow is Bill Vaupel, Northside. Congratulations are in
order.
Allen Tolley, booker, Eagle Lion,
recently resigned, and Marcia Cohen
was promoted to that department. Betty
Pearlman was assigned the new duties
of receptionist, and a new addition to
the cashier’s department is Minnie
Bishoff, who once worked at the RKO
exchange, and since that time has been
engaged in welfare work.
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Visitors: Ray Woodard, Orpheum and
Layton, Franklin, Pa.; Herman Lawrence.
18th Street, Erie, Pa. ;Ted Mikolowsky,
Liberty and Rex, Masontown, W. Va. ;
John Bixler, Arcade and Strand, Scott
dale, Pa.; Ed Dodge, Airway Drive In,
Meadville, Pa.; H. Rolnick, Family
Drive In, New Kensington, Pa.; Bart
Dattola, Paramount and Dattola, New
Kensington, Pa.; Joe Shapiro, Mt.
Union, New Kensington, Pa.; Jerry
Castelli, Park, Library, Pa., and Andy
Birodi. Majestic, Ellwood City, Pa.
The branch managers and associate
industryites of Film Row held a con¬
gratulatory party for F. D. “Dinty”
Moore at the Colonial Manor. Everyone
present had a wonderful time helping
him celebrate his new promotion. Among
those present were: Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. Russ Wherle, Mr.
and Mrs. William Blatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Krumenacker, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Finestein, the Joe Feldmans, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Lefko, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Kimmelman, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Mintz,
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Waters , Francis
Guehl, Mr. and Mrs. Max Shugold, Perry
Nathan, Sam Fineberg, Art Levy, Mr.
and Mrs. Hymie Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs.
Milt Brauman, Mr. and Mrs. Sol Gott¬
lieb, and Mr. and Mrs. Lou Hanna.

STATES

Indiana
8ICKNELL,

INI.

Bruce Kixmiller, Colonial-Indiana,
returned from a 30-day Caribbean cruise.

CLAY

CITY

The Photoplay, operated by Damon
Frank, had new air-conditioning in¬
stalled.

Kentucky
BOWLING GREEN
The Andy Anderson Theatre Circuit,
which maintains offices here, and
which operates eight theatres in nearby
Kentucky towns, is sponsoring a radio
program, “Showtime”, over WKCT. The
15-minute program, which runs seven
days a week, features recordings, plus
the announcements of current and future
attractions for the Anderson t,heatres.

LOU ISV I LLE
The Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners sent to each of their members
photostatic prints of attested copies
of the votes in the Kentucky Legisla¬
ture on the censorship bill and the
vote to repeal state admissions tax in
Kentucky, with the advice that the
photostats should be posted in con¬
spicuous places so that patrons might
see them.
Mrs. GratiaB. Locke, coowner, Savoy,
on an extensive vacation tour of the
east, gjent several days in Washington,
where she attended several senate
hearings.
Taking o'n the appearance of aHollywood premiere with a giant anti-air¬

craft searchlight beckoning the crowd
to the National, the cancer benefit
show of Jefferson Post, American
Legion was held.
Harry- Switow, Switow Amusement Com¬
pany, is now a grandfather. His grand¬
daughter, Lizabeth Davis Frehling, was
born to George and Marjorie Frehling.
The Frehlings are in the theatre and
hotel business in Bluefield, W. Va.
On Derby Eve a year ago, manager
George Hunt, Loew’s, in addition to
being a good Samaritan, obtained some
extra revenue for the house by keeping
his house open all night. The idea
seemed to take on so well that he fol¬
lowed the same policy this Derby eve.
Fron 10:30 a.m. Friday until 7:30 a.m.
Saturday morning, Loew’s kept its
doors wide open. The Derby visitor who
couldn’t find a bed in town, or who
didn’t want topay the highly inflated
Derby prices for a room, could lean
back in one of Loew’s orchestra chairs
for the price of an admission.
Mrs. Johanna Hammel, mother of Eric
Hammel, resident manager, Chakeres
Shelbyville Theatres, died at Jewish
Hospital after an illness of several
months. ... Floyd D. Morrow, executive
manager, East and Dixie Drive-In The¬
atres, entertained a number of house
guests, who came in for the Derby... .
Charlie Behlen, R.L. Castillo, and
Harry Congleton, were into attend the
races.... Other visitors to Film Row
were R. L. Harned, Empire, Sellersburg,
Ind.; Paul Sanders, Alhambra and Cozy,
Campbellsville, Ky. ; Morris Smith and
Clark Bennett, Valley, Taylorsville,
Ky. ; Ralph Cundiff, Allen, Liberty,
Ky.; J. E. Elliott, Jr., Lincoln,
Hodgenville, Ky. ; Gene Lutes, Chakeres
Theatres, Frankfort, Ky., and Louis
Phumphery, Campbellsville, Ky.
W. H. Veeneman, president, TheatreRealty Corporation, revealed that
Loew’s local house had been sold to an
eastern corporation. The buyer is the
Louisville Operating Company, Inc., a
Delaware corporation, which has been
renting the building, and whose lease
had approximately four more years to
run. The sellers’ corporation, which
now has many stockholders, was incor¬
porated in 1927 by Veeneman, Lawrence
Jones, Henning Chambers, and Samuel C.
Mill er. Purchase price was not disclos¬
ed, butitisknown that the building’s
original cost in 1928, including the
ground, was nearly $1,148,000.
Out-of-town visitors included Lyle
Webb, Ritz, Burkesville, Ky. ; Clyde
Marshall, Columbian, Columbia, Ky.;
Oscar Hopper, Arista, Lebanon, Ky. ;
Homer Wirth, Crane, Crane, Ind.; Luther
Knifley, Art, Knifley, Ky. ; C.O. Humston. Lyric, Lawrenceburg, Ky.; Russell
Phillips, Franklin, Greensburg, Ky.;
Eddie Ornstein, Ornstein Theatres,
Marengo, Ind. ; Eric Hammel, Shelby,
Shelbyville, Ky. , and A. N. Miles,
Eminence, Ky.

SEBREE
Mrs. Orien B. Smith, American, is
recuperating from the automobile acci¬
dent which occurred last January, and
which confined her to a hospital in
Crawfordsville, Ky.
May 19,
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WILLIAMSVILLE
Construction of the new Lane, being
built here for Foster Lane, is moving
along rapidly, and a tentative opening
date has been set for June 10. Lane
is operating the Dixie, but when the
new house is completed, it is expected
the Dixie’s operation will be limited
to weekends and special shows.

Ohio
AKRON
Millard Ochs, manager, Warners’
Strand, returned from Havana, where
his wife and son visited Mrs. Ochs’
parents,

ALLIANCE
Funeral services were held on May 3
for Raymond S. Wallace, 55, who died
suddeaty from the results ofaruptured
appendix. An active figure in show
business for the past 40 years, Wallace
owned and operated the Columbia, Mor¬
rison, Strand, and Mount Union, until
the previous week, when he concluded
negotiations for the sale of the
houses to Marsch Theatres, Inc. , Cleve¬
land. He was a member of the board of
directors, Independent. Theatre Owners
of Ohio; a Picture Pioneer, and a 32nd
degree Mason. He also belonged to the
Rotary, Elks, and Moose Clubs, and was
director in several large organizations.
Surviving are his wife and 10 year old
son.
Sam and Maurice Barck set May 21 as
the opening date for their new Park
Drive-In on Route 62 between here and
Salem, 0.

COLUM BUS
Work has been started on a newdrivein on a 34-acre tract on the Harris¬
burg pike at Eakin Road. The drive-in
expected to cost between $60,000 and
$70,000, will be completed in June,
Frank Yassenoff said. Yassenoff and
Harold Schwartz operate the Riverside
and Eastside drive-ins here. The area
will have a capacity of 500 cars. The
new drive-in will be the third in the
western section of Franklin county.
Others are the Miles West Broad Street
and National Auto.
The new 1500-seat Old Trail, being
erected on West Broad Street as part
of an amusement center by Leo Yassenoff,
Academy Theatres, will definitely be
opened next month. Four storerooms
are part of the development, including
a furniture store, drug store, food
market, and auto accessories shop.
Additional business units will be add¬
ed later, along with parking facili¬
ties.
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advance of “Adventures of Casanova”
....Ward Farrar, United Artists re¬
presentative, was in on “Arch of Tri¬
umph”.

changed to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 11 p.m. Friday through
Sunday.

YOUNGSTOWN
“Simple transmission of motion pic¬
tures or the simultaneous televising
of “barefaced” radio programs are
considerably less than entertaining”
said Nathan M. Rudich, television
editor, New Theatre Arts Magazine, in
a television discussion which preceded
the four-day Ohio State University
Institute for Education by Radio at
the Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
Jacob F. Luft, 71, treasurer, Variety
Club, Tent 2, trusteeofthe Dusenbury
estate, and manager, Grand building,
died unexpectedly following a heart
attack. One of the best known men in
the amusement field in Central Ohio,
he had long been associated with the¬
atre enterprises and amusement park
activities of the late J. W. and W.J.
Dusenbury.
A new sign will replace'the dis¬
mantled upright at the RKO Palace. The
huge upright was taken down following
weakening of supports in high winds.
Fire broke out in the sign’s insula¬
tion during the dismantling.
Friends of Larry Caplane, manager,
Grand, congratulated him on his show¬
manship award. His home office awarded
him a certificate and $25 for his cam¬
paign on the dual "Frankenstein” bill.
In a special bulletin issued by P.J.
Wood, secretary, Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, exhibitors were cau¬
tioned to show censorship leaders of
the proper length, pointing out they
were subject under the law to a fine
if they did not comply. Realizing that
exhibitors might not be wholly re¬
sponsible in this matter, and that
exchanges might ship out prints with
too short a seal attached, the exhi¬
bitors were asked by the Department of
Film Censorship to cooperate by keep¬
ing a record of the length of seals on
all prints received for a four-week
period on forms furnished by the board.

LANCASTER
The U.S. Army band and Second Army
band, Fort Knox, Ky., will be among
the 30 bands marching in the world
premiere parade for “Green Grass of
Wyoming” on May 22-25. Exact replica
of the judges’ stand at the Fairfield
County Fairgrounds racetrack was
erected to serve as headquarters for
the world premiere of the film.

STERLING

The Southside Drive-In opened for
the season. It is one of three to be
operated by Youngstown Drive-In Thea¬
tres. Now being constructed are a
Northside spot and aWestside Drive-In.

Pennsylvania
ALTOONA
Exhibitors and business associates
in this community recently held a
testimonial party for Jack Kalmenson,
Warners’ Main Line salesman, at the
Penn-Alto Hotel. He left to take up
duties as sales and office manager for.
the Warner Pittsburgh exchange.

ARNOLD
Eddie's swank haberdashery shop is
owned by popular Bill Serrao, owner,
local Kent and the Circle, New Ken¬
sington, Pa. He mourns the fact that
recently departed Lou Averbach, who
went to Philadelphia, was one of his
best customers.

BROCKWAY
Joe Kosco, owner, Broadway, organiz¬
ed the Wood Products Company. Chief
product is a yardstick, said to be of
the finest yard stock in America.
Twenty-five thousand dollars worth of
the latest type machinery has been in¬
stalled, which guarantees an accurate
edged ruler made of fine hardwoods.
Kosco produces and kiln-dries his own.
lumber. One drive-in has already
ordered 20,000 yardsticks imprinted
with the theatre name, etc., to be
given to theatre patrons.

CARNEGIE
Bob Drew, manager, Dixie, Grand, New
Carnegie, and Liberty, “Doc” Herman

Kayl ine Theatre Confections
offer
PROMPT SERVICEGREATER SELECTION
OF

ALL

BRANDS

Gum — Popcorn Boxes —
Seasoning — Counter Display
Cases — Quality Candy Bars

Gene Alexander, Greenfield, 0., has
been named manager, State, succeeding
Daniel Grisso.

ALL POPULAR 5 & 10c BARS
NOW 80-85c a box—F.O.B. Chicago

TOLEDO

Winner of the “Miss Ohio State”
contest, Palace, will receive an RK0
screen test in New York, said Harry
Schreiber, city manager, RKO Theatres.
Arthur Willi, head talent scout, RKO
studios, was expected in for the
finals.

WAR REN

Pete Bayes, Cleveland Eagle-Lion
publicity representative, was in in

The present 9 p.m. curfew for un¬
accompanied children under 16 will be
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Bert Schoomaker, local theatre own¬
er, is planning to reopen his Michigan
summer resort.

KAYLINE CANDY CO.
1112 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Telephone: WEBster 4643
We will be happy to discuss
Your merchandising problems
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Circuit, is the father of a baby girl,
the fourth child and first girl.

mile to Farrel, Pa. A large electric
sign illuminates the approach.

CH I CORA

HOL LI DAYSBU RG

The Chicora is now operating only
part-time. This is a Servanti Circuit
Theatre, operated by Lew-Mark Theatres.

Jake Silverman, who now operates the
Blair, and who early this year sold
his interests in the Strand and Logan,
Altoona, Pa., to the Fabian Circuit,
was still reported in poor health.

CLEARF I ELD
The Roxy, operated by Tony Colose,
arranged for a bang-up giveaway with
merchants, a radio-victrola combi¬
nation every week for seven consecutive
weeks.

CRAFTON

HEIGHTS

The Heights was recently sold to
Dave Hadburg, who operates the Hazlewood and Grand Hazlewood, Pa. The
Heights, sold by the Pappas interests,
has been operated by the firm since
March 1, 1947. The new owners took
possession on May 1, and the theatre
was closed down for redecorating.

DO RMONT
The South Hills, recently taken over
by Harris Amusement Company, and War¬
ners’ Hollywood were both closed for
alterations, forcing moviegoers to
travel to Mt. Lebanon., Pa. and other
cities for film entertainment.

ERIE
Merikas Galanis, who operates the
Aris, in addition to owning the Erie
restaurant, recently sailed to Greece
with his wife for a six-month visit.
The Lyric, recently taken over by
Nick DeAurora, turned its buying and
booking over to Vincent Corco, book¬
ing agent.

LATROBE
The Dill Construction Company an¬
nounced that it has been forced to
abandon the idea of a drive-in, which
was to be built on the Lincoln Highway.
The state announced that the land on
which the theatre was to be constructed
will be cut up for a turntable cutoff
when thenewroad gets under way. How¬
ever, Ridilla, Slate, and Ferrari, the
intended exhibitors, were seeking
another site.
Mike Manos, Monessen Amusement Com¬
pany, was putting the finishing touches
on the reconstructed Manos, which
looks like a streamlined theatre....
Doc Wadkins, city manager, Manos In¬
terests, has been named district mana¬
ger in charge of all candy concessions
in the Manos theatres.

ME ADV I LLE
The Park Pep Club took definite
steps to see to it that manager Lee
M. Conrad’s birthday did not go by
unnoticed. After the show, Conrad was
asked to come up on the stage, after
which the lights were turned on, ex¬
posing long tables set up with a buf¬
fet dinner. He was presented with a
beautiful leather travelling bag,
which he immediately put to use on a
business trip.

MCKEES
FORD

CITY

Leo Galanis is the new owner-opera¬
tor, Ford and Ritz, which he acquired
from the Dipson Theatre Circuit. Gala¬
nis transferred all buying and booking
operations of his new theatres to Co¬
operative Theatre Service.

FR AN K L I N
Ray Woodard, city manager, Kayton
Theatre Enterprises, hit upon the idea
of staging a contest to get a name for
the new drive-in at Cranberry, Pa.,
which the Kayton Enterprises purchased
in a semi-finished condition. The
Cranberry Drive-In was recently ac¬
quired from Dr. R. B. Herrick, Meadville. Pa., who built the Air-Way
Drive-In near that community, and the
following ye&r built the Sky-Line,
New Castle, Pa., and the Butler DriveIn on the outskirts of Butler, Pa.
Ray Woodard completed the installa¬
tion of two beautiful advertising
frames in the lobby of the Exchange
Hotel, which will plug the attractions
at the Orpheum and Kayton.

HICKORY
Peter L, Patti expected to get his
Hickory Drive-In opened. This is lo¬
cated east of Sharon, Pa., about one

ROCKS

Mildred Rosenberg, daughter of
Morris Rosenberg, Parkway and Colony,
recently played second lead in a pro¬
duction of “The Merry Widow”, present¬
ed by her music school.

NEW

BR I GHTON

Ralph Felton, general manager, new
Spotlight 88 Drive-In, announced that
theatre would open on May 19.

NEW

KENS INGTON

May
those
listen
tra on

4 was a cheerful day for all
who attended the Dattola to
to Johnny Long and his orches¬
stage at the Dattola.

The Family Drive-In, located midway
between this town and Leechburg, Pa.,
at the junction of the Wild Life Lodge
Road and Route 56, under the guidance
of Henry Rolnick, who was with Berio
Vending Company for many years in the
Cleveland territory, was to get under
way. If this drive-in proves success¬
ful, Rolnick intends to build a regu¬
lar community recreation center, which
will feature a swimming pool and bowl¬
ing alleys.

REYNOLDSV I LLE
Howard Thompson, Midstate Theatres,
Inc., had not yet announced what dis¬

position will be made of the lease or
the theatre property in this town,
presently being operated by the Harris
Amusement Company under the name of
the Adelphi. The lease expires on
June 1.

UNIONTOWN
City Council recently passed a new
tax bill, which will require the pay¬
ment of $10 of resident or inhabitant
over 21 years of age in the district,
in addition to an amusement tax of
$.02 on each $.25 or fraction thereof
for all theatres and amusements. The
theatres and amusements must do the
collecting and reporting. These latest
taxes are being imposed beginning on
July 1, and were passed at the in¬
sistence of the school board for the
purpose of raising additional revenue.
However, the legality of the latest
tax was in dispute.
Manager George Corcoran, State, held
a Sunday midnight stage show starring
Joe Howard, the songwriter, and his
vaudeville review.

VERONA
A special deluxe scooter is the
giveaway attraction every Friday
evening to a child at the Liberty,
owned and operated by the Camerlo
brothers, August and Bernard.

WATERFORD
Ray Woodard, Orpheum and Kayton,
Franklin, Pa., is handl ing the booking
and buying for the new Sunset DriveIn, owned by Wilson and Phelps.

WEST

VIEW

Following protests by entertainment
interests, the Boro Council last fort¬
night cut the amusement tax from 10 to
five per cent. This suburb now still
has the 20 per cent federal tax and
10 per cent school board, with five
to the boro.

West Virginia
CHARLESTON,

W.

VA.

Belpre Open Air Theatre, Inc., an
amusement concern capitalized at
$25,000, was granted a state charter.
Incorporators included Dorothy Quisenberry, Elizareth Keatley, and Louise
Hill, all of Charleston.

DAILY B0X0FFICE
STATEMENTS
25c per pad —

THE

10 pads $2.00
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BOOK % SHOP
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JAY €MANUEt
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BOSTON
Crosstown
The New England premiere of RKO’s
•‘Berlin Express” was featured by the
gala benefit opening at the Boston, with
Dorothy Lamour, Robert Ryan, and Paul
Lukas heading the Hollywood contingent.
Celebrities on hand also included Gover¬
nor Bradford, former Governor Ely,
Mayor Curley, and other civic officials.
The showing was preceded by a recep¬
tion given by Harold J. Kern, publisher,
Hearst papers. Benefitting from the full
cooperation of The Record, American,
and Sunday Advertiser, the film was sold
to this section as few previous pictures.
Terry Turner, RKO national director of
exploitation, was in charge of arrange¬
ments, assisted by Ralph Banghart and
Hank Howard, field staff, and Ben
Domingo and Red King, representing
RKO Theatres.
Theatremen attending the 20th an¬
nual convention of the Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., of New England last
fortnight
heard
Abram
F. Myers,
National Allied general counsel, hail
the recent U. S. Supreme Court deci¬
sion in the anti-trust case. He pre¬
dicted that the execution of the
U. S. Supreme Court’s instructions in
the anti-trust case will reduce to
insignificance the percentage of affili¬
ated theatres, open the film field to new
producers and distributors, and kill
“artificial product shortages.” Myers
also said that Allied would continue to
push the Lewis anti-ASCAP bill, which
will be reintroduced to Congress next
session if necessary. The MPAA’s David
Palfreyman told the exhibitors not to
hesitate on contacting legislators on tax
proposals. He said that 26 states and
300 cities now have taxes in addition
to the federal levy. Also speaking to the
exhibitors were John Dervin, who
thanked the group for its contributions
to Variety Tent 23; Henry McKenna,
insurance engineer, and Samuel L. Lowe,
Jr., who gave a talk on extra profits.

One of the features of the kiddie show
at the Park, Taunton, Mass., under
manager John G. Corbett, was the give¬
away of a cocker spaniel, dog house, and
free license as first prize. Judy Mullen,
the winner, poses with her treasures,
while in the background are some of the
ribbons of the prized canine. The dog
and house were on display in the lobby
for two weeks.
May 19, 1948
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Many prominent trade leaders spoke
at both the sessions and the closing
banquet. Henderson M. Richey, MGM,
said that great motion pictures are
coming up, and Art Moger, Warners
publicity director, disproved the im¬
pression that current films are bad. He
advised exhibitors to get back into
show business, and do something about
many pictures that have been called
poor. President Daniel J. Murphy
presided at the banquet, which was
attended by local Chamber of Commerce
head Michael T. Kelleher; William L.
Ainsworth and Meyer Leventhal, presi¬
dent and eastern regional vice-president,
National Allied. Lew Lehr was emcee.
Ted
Genick, Paramount Television,
spoke on video, and the floor was thrown
open to the exhibitors. Genick was
asked, “What would be the cut, and
how soon will television be installed in
motion picture houses?”, and the answer
was, “It won’t be too long.” Columnist
Bill Cunningham, recently returned
from Europe, spoke on his trip, and
found a most receptive audience in the
theatremen. Others present included
Ray E. Feeley, business manager, Inde¬
pendent Exhibitors; W. Leslie Bendslev,
and Walter E. Mitchell, who acted as
co-chairman of the convention. More
than 250 persons were in attendance for
the activity.
Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”
loudspeaker systems have been purchas¬
ed by the following in the state: Copley
Plaza Hotel, here; Beaconsfield Hotel,
Brookline, and St. Joseph’s Hall, Lowell.
One elimination was made last fort¬
night by the Bureau Of Sunday Censor¬
ship as follows: “The Lady From Shang¬
hai,” Parts 1 to 10. (Deletions: Scene
showing exposure of Elsa’s breasts, in
part 2). Columbia
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This catchy display was recently created
by manager Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli,
Hartford, Conn., and his assistant, Sam
Horwitz, to herald top attractions at the
house. Spotlights helped draw attention
to the bally on the miniature stage in
the lobby.

NEW HAVEN
Crosstown
Herman
Levy,
general
counsel,
Theatre Owners of America, was honor-,
ed at a testimonial dinner attended by
top
Connecticut
officials
including
Governor James C. Shannon and Lieu¬
tenant-Governor Robert Parsons. The
film industry was represented by Ted
Gamble, TOA president, and Ted Jacocks was master of ceremonies. Also on
the dais were Attorney General William
L. Hadden, New Haven Mayor William
C. Celantare, and Julius Martz, New
Haven County Bar Association. Gamble
said that TOA now has 9,000 theatres in
its membership, representing two-thirds
of the seats of the nation and an invest¬
ment of $2,000,000,000.

Film District

Meadow Street

Herbert Higgins returned home from
the Allerton Hospital, where he under¬
went an operation. Higgins is bookerbuyer for 20 or more houses in New
England. . . . Charlie Wilson, head
booker, Monogram, was taken suddenly
ill while at work. . . . Gertrude Shapiro,
secretary to Louis Rabinovitz, CPA,
resigned to take a position with Embassy.

H. M. Richey, MGM director of public
relations, was in at the exchange.

Mrs. Ben Williams, wife of the New
England exhibitor and operator of the
Monogram exchange, Pittsburgh, gave
birth to a baby girl. . . . George Bennett,
SRO advertising field man, was in work¬
ing on the New England premiere of
“The Paradine Case”. . . . Joe Mansfield,
Eagle Lion field man, toured for “The
Noose Hangs High”. . . . Lou Brown,
advertising director, Loew Poli Theatres,
was in.
Harry “Zippy” Goldman has formed
a new company to be known as the
Beacon Pictures Corporation. The com¬
pany will handle all product of English
Films, Inc., London and New York. The
first picture will be “Showtime,” which
is scheduled to open at the Park Avenue,
New York, for an extensive run. The
second picture, “The Mill on the Floss,”
recently closed a very successful engage¬
ment at the Park Avenue. Goldman,
well-known in the industry over a period
of 25 years or more, was recently associ¬
ated with Embassy. The new company
will be located at 35 Winchester Street.
. . . Harry Norton, who formerly man¬
aged the local Puritan has been engaged
to manage the Princess, Wakefield,
Mass., his friends will be glad to hear. He
is well know in the industry as a fine
organist and projectionist.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Harry A. Rose, Loew-Poli Majestic,
recently set a coloring contest on a
combination “Tarzan” show to good
results. Other highlights of his campaign
were bannering of trucks of The Fairfield County News, bus cards, many win¬
dow displays, and an attention getting
lobby display, including a false front
with palms, grass, animals, etc.

Boston’s “three daring daughters”, Nan¬
cy Daye, Jo Ann Daley, and Linda Daye,
each get a silver dollar from Mayor
James M. Curley, who accepts an in¬
vitation from the trio to see MGM’s
Technicolor “Three Daring Daughters”,
Loew’s State and Orpheum recently.
NEW ENGLAND

THE
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Hartford
The following firms have filled certi¬
ficates of organization with the Secre¬
tary of State’s office here: Nutmeg
State Amusement Company, Hartford;
amount paid in cash, $12,100; president,
Fred C. Butterfield; treasurer, Daniel
G. Nesta; secretary, Rocco A. Nesta;
directors,
officers
and
Orise
G.
Nesta,
Fannie
M.
Nesta.
Theatre
Sales, Inc., Naugatuck; amount paid
in
property,
$1,750.53;
president,
Ralph S. Pasho; vice-president, Eugene
W. Pasho; secretary, Anne M. Pasho;
treasurer, Edward Lindenheld. Crown
Management
Corporation,
Hartford;
president, Henry C. Opper; treasurers,
Mamie D'Amato and S. Bennett Aiderman.
Samuel
Rader,
former
National
Screen Service and Warner aide, has
opened a 16mm. motion picture-slide
concern, Cal-Rich Productions, Palace
building, for area business and industrial
concerns. . . . Jean Pansullo is'new at
the Loew-Poli. . . . Helen Kilbowski,
Eastwood, left to get married.

President Joe I. Hyams, B’nai B’rith Sentry Lodge, Brookline, Mass., which includes
many industryites among its members, presents a gift to participants in the
recent ritual Initiation, which drew 500 people. Shown, left to right are: Samuel
Zitter, Benjamin Gilbert, Donald Stahl, Hyams, Phillip Engel, Harry Cohen, and
Harry I. Goldman.

Bosley Crowther, the New York Times’
film critic, addressed the Woman’s Club,
and stressed the fact that motion pic¬
tures have “a tremendous effect on our
way of life.”

Jewett City
An advance screening of “Citizen
Saint” was held by manager Louis
Franciose, State, for area priests and
nuns.

New Britain
Embassy assistant manager Joseph
D’Orio resigned to return to college. . . .
Manager Ladislaus Jachimowski, Music
Box, reported that his wife left the
theatre to devote time to home duties.
The Embassy’s Joe Miklos is observing
his 14th year in the industry. He’s mana¬
ger. . . . John Perakos, Perakos Theatres,
added more booking chores at the circuit
office. His brother, Sperie, checked out
of New Britain General Hospital, follow¬
ing an operation.
Pat
McMahon,
former
State, opened a liquor store.

manager,

Joe Borenstein, Strand, promoted
extensive merchant tie-ups in the in¬
terests of “To the Victor.”

New London
Manager Walter B. Murphy, Capitol,
hosted local kiddies at a special showing
for the benefit of Friendship Food Cargo
to London.
Manager Walter Murphy, M. and P.
Capitol, has been appointed city chair¬
man for the United Nations Drive for
Children campaign.

Norwich
Joe Boyle, Broadway, tied up with
merchants and WNOC for extensive
breaks on “Naked City.”
Joe
Boyle,
Loew-Poli
Broadway,
also promoted tieups with newspapers,
WNOC, and merchants on “The Iron
Curtain.”

Torrington
John M. Stacker, 65, former carnival
and circus man and film projectionist,
died recently.

Waferbury
A drive-in
Milldale on

will be opened soon in
the Waterbury-Meriden

Representing New Haven, Albany, and Buffalo at Universal-International’s recent
regional sales meeting in New York were left to right: seated, Jerry Spandau
and Arthur Rose, Buffalo salesmen; Joe Gins, Buffalo branch manager; Dave Miller,
district manager; standing, Eugene Lowe, Albany salesman; George Reif, New
Haven salesman; Arthur Greenfield, New Haven branch manager, and Eugene
Vogel, Albany exchange head. Forthcoming product was discussed.

highway, to be known as the Airdrome
Auto Drive-In. It will be under man¬
agement of the Airdrome Amusement
Corporation with w;hich two Water burians are identified, Fred Quatrano
and Murray Holstein. In announcing the
corporation’s plans, Holstein stated that
the theatre will be one of the most
modern of its type in New England. The
enterprise will involve the expenditure
of approximately $150,000. It is expected
the construction work will be completed
in time to schedule the opening in July.

and Central. Mrs. A1 Schuman, wife of
the Hartford Theatres Circuit general
manager, was in charge.

Norman Rolfe, Maine district mana¬
ger, Lockwood-Gordon Circuit, was in.
. . . The Saybrook, Saybrook, filed a
certificate of preliminary dissolution
with the Secretary Of State’s office.

Eugene Boragane and Dr. Dominic
Santaro, co-owners, Saco Drive-In, after
having made extensive renovations,
opened. Capacity is 400 cars.

Hearing by the National Labor Rela¬
tions Board on the complaint of the
State of “featherbedding” charges in
violation of the Taft-Hartley Act,
against the Hartford Musicians Local
400, American Federation of Musicians,
was recessed.

MASSACHUSETTS

Steve Kurpen, Hartford, and Howard
Harris, East Hartford, bought the con¬
trolling shares in the New Astor
Theatre Corporation, East Hartford,
from Pete and Alex Krenicki, and are
now operating the Astor, East Hartford.
Tommy
Carey,
Carey
Theatrical
Promotions, is set on a number of
kiddie shows, featuring Harry Foster
Welch, at theatres throughout the New
England area. . . . Hadassah sponsored
children’s performances at the Lenox

The Meriden Zoning Board of Appeals
gave permission to Nick Kounaris, Paul
Tolis, and George Ulyssis, New Britain,
to construct a 1,000-seat theatre and
store building on South Broad Street.
Cost will be $250,000.

MAINE
Saco

Fall River
The formal announcement is made of
the engagement of Miss Ellen Quigley.
Academy, to Gordon J. Sweeney. The
wedding is planned for June 8. . , .
William Hughes has been elevated to
Park manager, where he assisted Nor¬
man Zalkind. The latter assumes the
management of the Strand to supervise
its
reconstructions.
James
Knight,
Strand manager, moves to the downtown
area to replace managers while they
are on vacation.
William S. Canning and Mayor Wil¬
liam P. Grant officiated at the formal
opening of the New England Baseball
League. . . . The Empire will close on
May 19, 1948
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May 25, when the premises will be
occupied by Russ Whalen, who will
present his annual dance review.

TRADE SCREENINGS

The “Search for Talent” program
series being conducted every Monday
night at the Empire, originally intended
as a Bristol County feature only, is fast
expanding to other sections of Massa¬
chusetts, and to cities and towns in New
Hampshire, Vermont, and Rhode Island.
Winners at each performance given on
the sixth night of the week, on Monday,
in conjunction with the motion picture
show, receive cash awards of $25, $15,
and $10 with various items which
prominent women’s and men’s shops
of the community provide.

MGM (Fine Arts) June 7, 8:00 p. m.,
“Easter Parade.”

The Empire will soon be the scene of
a combination fashion show and bathing
beauty contest jointly sponsored by the
management and one of the com¬
munity’s
leading
women’s
wearing
apparel shops. Awards will include
merchandise and the beauty contest
winner will compete in another contest
to be held in Boston prior to the selec¬
tion of “Miss America” at Atlantic City.

Boston

New Haven

MGM (Westville) June 9, 8:00 p. m..
“Easter Parade.”

Members of Universal-International’s
Boston exchange, who attended the com¬
pany’s recent eastern regional sales
meeting in New York City, are pictured
in the photo above. They are, left to
right: seated, E. M. Feltman, branch
manager; John J. Scully, district man¬
ager; Judson Parker, salesman; stand¬
ing, Fred Shohet and Kenneth Mayer.

The Strand, operated by Nathan
Yamins, is being converted into a stadi¬
um-type house. The theatre will be
closed for several weeks while remodel¬
ing is in progress. The longest theatre
in the city, the Strand, when reopened,
will be entirely different from its
former self. There will be neither balcony
nor loges. The present theatre’s seat¬
ing capacity of 1,650 will be reduced to
1,200. Abraham Yamins, owner of the
building, will present 150 of the best of
the present seats to the Pall River Boys
Club.

Taunton
The Raynham Drive-In on the Taun¬
ton-Boston turnpike opened.

Westfield
Newest drive-in to open is the Sun¬
down Drive-In, Route 202, at Hampton
Ponds, Westfield, Mass. Owner is Owen
Holmes,
former
Springfield,
Mass.,
theatre projectionist.

Worcester
Loew's Poli presented a children’s
broadcast from its stage. . . . Bruce
Brighton is coming from Hollywood to
rejoin the Playhouse. . . . Sam Feldman,
former manager, Paradise, Millbury,
Mass., joined the Strand, Portland, Me.

"Genuine
Manley Supplies"
A Concord, N. H., youngster adds his
dime to the Capital City’s polio fund,
as volunteers look on in the lobby of the
three houses totaled $301.
E. Decelle, Casino, Ware, Mass., has sold
his home preparatory to moving to
California. . . . Capitol got a whole row
of Main Street windows from Filene’s
for “I Remember Mama.”
Alfred J. Richard, 18, aide, Metropoli¬
tan, Leominster, Mass, who shot himself
critically in the theatre’s lobby, was
married in Leominster Hospital to Marie
L. J. Creighton. . . . The Telegram
carried a feature story on experiences of
theatre ushers, mentioning Deane Percy,
Robert Cutler, and Allen Munroe.

SAM HORENSTEIN
New England Representative

Office and Showroom. . . . 45 Church St.
Hancock 7419

Botton

In the Heart of the Film District

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.
116 Broadway, Boston, Mast.
Telephone: Hancock 4807
STAGE SETTINGS
•
DRAPERIES
WALL COVERING
FLAME PROOFING • FABRIC INTERIORS

In an equity suit filed in Superior
Court, Dominick Turturro, manager,
Elms, Millbury, Mass., is asked to convey
the theatre property to his parents and
two brothers, and to make an account¬
ing of the profits. Michael Turturro and
his wife and their two sons are plaintiffs.
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The municipal censor board viewed
“Black Narcissus” at a private showing
at the Warner, and then voted to permit
the picture.

The climax of “Marlboro Days” was
reached with the presentation of 38
major prizes from the stage of the
Marlboro. . . . The youngest son of Leo
Lajoie, manager, Capitol, underwent a
tonsil operation at Memorial Hospital.
. . . Sylvia Medici and Joe Carrigan
resigned from the Capitol. . . . Frank

Frank Thompson, aide, Elm Street,
recovered after illness. . . . The Marlboro,
Marlboro, Mass., presented 25 free prizes
at a Saturday matinee, and the Modern,
Marlboro, gave free gifts to all chil¬
dren the same day. . . . Harold Maloney,
manager, Loew’s Poli, conducted a chil¬
dren’s show with a radio tie up. . . .
Bruce Parent, Greendale, plans to enter
the navy after graduation.

Ji/fanle.1

Holyoke
Paul
Kessler,
manager,
Suffolk,
arranged some novel promotion for
“Captain Boycott” with the offer to call
for anyone who lived in Ireland’s County
Mayo or vicinity in 1880, bring them to
the theatre for a free admission, and
furnish transportation home.

Bill Brown, manager, Park, set up a
new giveaway involving record players
and recordings. . . . Bob Portle, mana¬
ger, Elm Street, reports the installation
of new emergency lights. . . . Selectmen
of Oxford turned down the petition for
horse racing and pari-mutuel betting
at the fairgrounds. . . . Bernard J. Satz,
manager, Casino, Ware, served as a pall
bearer at the funeral of Tom Moriarty,
manager, Strand, Palmer, Mass.

C0NN.1HEATRE
CANDY CO.
John Calvert, star of Film Classics’
“Devil’s Cargo,” recently made personal
appearances at the RKO Boston, Boston,
and during the run combined with Bob
Eliot, WHDH, for a bit of airwave fun.

62 COMMERCE ST.,NEW HAVEN, CONN.
"WE KEEP
THE MOVIES
SWEET"
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For "The Bride Goes Wild,” manager
Bob Portle. Elm Street, got two depart¬
ment store windows of wedding gowns,
a street ballyhoo of a newly married
couple driving about the city in an open
car, a jewelry store window, seven win¬
dows on soap, and floor show plugs in
several night clubs.
Ken Prickett, MGM, was in to help
arrange for the premiere of “Summer
Holiday”, Loew’s Poli.
The Sunday Telegram observes, “The
Poli in Franklin Square is the ‘stepping
off' house for new managers on the Loew
circuit. Among the assistant managers
■who have been promoted to take over
their own theatres are Harold Winston,
Jack Mercer, Maurice Druker, and
Frank Manente”. . . . Paul D. Robinson,
Capitol, had charge of the annual Senior
Scout ball at the Auditorium.
Frank R. Duffy announced he planned
the immediate construction of a 1200seat open-air theatre at Lincoln Park.
. . . The Heywood Wakefield band
presented its annual spring musicale in
the Uptown, Gardner, Mass. . . . Charles
Starrett and his wife came to nearby
Athol, Mass, for a visit, called there by
the illness of his wife’s mother.

William S. Koster, center, executive director, Variety Club of New England, recently
presented a check of $45,536.81 to M. Murry Weiss, treasurer, club’s Children’s Cancer
Research Foundation, and John Dervin, president. The other directors standing
are, left to right: E. Harold Stoneman, J. W. Farley, president of the hospital;
Philip Marget, Dr. Sydney Farber, Walter Brown, and Parkman Howe, secretary.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord
Admission prices at the Concord were
increased from 35 to 40 cents for the first
part of the week only. Juniors’ and
children’s tickets remain the same for
the whole week.

Derry
New chairs have been installed in the
Plaza, the theatre having been closed
three days while the job was undertaken.

Dover
A Martha Logan cooking demonstra¬
tion was given on the stage of the
Strand. The usual screen bill was
presented after the lecture and award of
prizes, which included electrical appli¬
ances.

Laconia

A private screening of Universal-International’s “Naked City” was held recently
at the Fine Arts, Boston, prior to the film’s opening at both Loew’s State and
Orpheum. The audience consisted of police captains and lieutenants with their
wives, Boston University students, and disc jockeys, all seen here viewing the film.
Charles E. Kurtzman, northeastern division manager for Loew’s, personally supervised
the intensive campaign put over for the film.

The Colonial awarded a spring outfit.

Lebanon
Century projectors have been installed
at the Opera House by Mrs. Doris
Mollica, manager.

Nashua
Colonial recently presented an all-inFrench stage show. . . . The new Daniel
Webster, transformed into a modern
showplace in six months from the old
Tremont, is operating under a policy
of a 40-cent matinee and 55-cent
evening showings.

Plymouth
Sherburne R. Graves, manager, Ply¬
mouth, invited grade school basketball
teams to be his guests.

Portsmouth
Olympia held a Tom Mix party on a
Saturday afternoon, giving free “para¬
chutes” to all children, and holding a
broadcast in front of the theatre.

Woodsville
Cost of the proposed theatre planned
by Andrew Tegu, St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
will be about $100,000, it is announced.
The house will seat 250 more than the
present Orpheum on which he has a
long lease, and which is expected to

Vice-presidents of the B’nai B’rith Sentry Lodge, Boston, were installed recently.
Left to right are seen Phil Engel, Mrs. James Kahn, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Goldman, Mrs. Arthur Baker, and Benjamin Geller.
keep open several nights a week after
the new theatre opens. Peter Tegu will
manage both Woodsville houses. In
addition, the circuit operates in St.
Johnsbury, Morrisville, Lyndonville, and
Waterbury, all in Vermont.

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket
Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”

loudspeaker system has been purchased
by the Capitol.

VARIETY CLUB
Boston, Tent 23
An S. O. S. went out for blood urgently
needed at the Children’s Hospital to
replenish the reserve supply. Barkers
have been asked to volunteer to furnish
a pint of blood.
May 19, 1948
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DEL-MAR-VA
Milford
Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”
loudspeaker
system
was
purchased
recently by the Plaza.

Seaford
Tom Ayres, operator of theatres here
and in Georgetown, suffered a stroke,
and was in a critical condition at
his home. The opening of his new house,
the Sidney, Bridgeville, was delayed for
this reason.

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
Washington
A new heir arrived recently at the
George Washington University Hospital
for the Jerry Adams family. The MGM
branch manager immediately distributed
the cigars, and announced that the
eight pound boy would be named Coul¬
ter Philip. Mrs. Adams, the former Miss
Aroline McKeever, and the baby are
enjoying the best of health.
Territory Roundup: C. J. Lee, Wardensville, W. Va., was recuperating at
home following an operation at Wash¬
ington Sanitarium. . . . Yolando Bishields
Hutzell, Mt. Savage, Md., was to move
into her new home. . . . W. J. “Bill”
Spates was recovering from an eye
operation at John Hopkins Hospital.
Mrs. Spates remains in Baltimore during
his stay. . . . Bernie Gouder, Oakland,
Md., will welcome some good weather
and a chance to hit that pill around.
Incidentally, he will regale with stories
of the exhibitor in Webster Springs, W.
Va., who advertises a “double fracture”
program, and recently billed “Gone With
The Wind” as “The Big Blow” et others
(No foolin’—Ed.). . . Newt Carskadeon,
Keyser, W. Va., plans to reseat the Keyser and Music Hall. . . . Thomas W.
“Spriggy” Lloyd, veteran exhibitor in
South Cumberland, Md., was bedded
with a heart attack. . . . Lional Clark,
exhibitor at Midland, Md., owns a night
club.

An order was signed by Francis Mc¬
Intyre, assistant director, Office of
International Trade, placing exposed
and developed motion picture films,
negative and positive, of an entertain¬
ment, newsreel, and educational charac¬
ter under General License (GRO),
Nathan D. Golden, chief, motion picturephotographic branch, announced. By
placing exposed motion picture films
under general license, motion pictures
assume the same status as a media of
communication similar to newspapers
and radio.
At Paramount: A1 W. Schwalberg,
executive assistant to Paramount vicepresident Charles M. Reagan, spent a
very busy three days at the branch. The
Paramounteers took to Schwalberg like
a duck takes to water. . . . Veteran
auditor Bob Moretta is going to be in
for quite some time. Auditor Samuel
Selfin, who accompanied him, left for a
“look-see” at the Charlotte branch. . . .
Miss Anita Colby, production staff execu¬
tive and assistant to Henry Ginsberg,
vice-president in charge of production,
Paramount, arrived on a nation-wide
tour on behalf of “The Emperor Waltz.”
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There was a press luncheon at Hotel
Mayflower and a similar gathering in
Baltimore at the Variety Club.
20th Fox Facts: Glenn Norris, district
manager, met with his sales staff. . . .
Exploiteer Bill Michaelson spend several
days with the Baltimore exhibitors
working on “The Iron Curtain”. . . .
Virginia Hagerty, resigned, succeeded
by Ann Sknerski. . . . Young Dick Young,
son of Sara Young, chief booker, is
playing lacrosse for the Augusta Mili¬
tary Academy. ... In town en route to
Flordia for several months was Mrs.
Herbert
Young,
daughter-in-law of
Mrs. Young, and the little grandson,
Scott. Herbert Young, now employed
with the Belwin Music Publishers, Inc.,
is on an extensive tour. ... In the office
were Baltimore’s Harry Brown, Rivoli;
Max Goodman, Jack Levine, and Julius
Levin. . . . The mother of Hazel Mc¬
Carthy accompanied her son to Colum¬
bia, S. C. where he underwent surgery.
. . . Also in for a spot of booking were
Dan Atkins, Cardiff and Hancock, and
Sam Mellits, Dentonia, Denton, Md.

It’s no secret that the folks interested
in bringing about intergration of the
legitimate theatre here were dickering
with the federal government to reopen
the old Belasco, Lafayette Square. Last
used as the Stage Door Canteen, the old
theatre overlooks the White House. . . .
Come Aug. 1, and the dictum from
Actor’s Equity that its players will not
show at the National while it maintains
segregation, the outlook for a continua¬
tion of legitimate plays is very poor for
this town. Some quarters state that the
National will be converted to motion
pictures on Aug. 1. Other quarters
state it will go on an intergration policy,
and permit Negroes to gain admission.
First motion picture house in the
“downtown” area to break the se¬
gregation policy is the new Dupont,
an art house, which opened last
month. Both colored and white at¬
tend. This same policy of integra¬
tion is practiced at Catholic Univer¬
sity Theatre, and has been for years. In
local administration, Congress provides
for separate schools for white and
colored children, and the same policy
applies to the motion picture houses.
The “uptown” theatres, most of which
are controlled by the District Theatres
(formerly Lichtman), are open to both
white and colored. Meantime, a bill has
been introduced on Capitol Hill by
Congressman Powell, New York, which
would make it a federal offense for a

When Donald O’Connor was in Balti¬
more recently in connection with Uni¬
versal-International’s “Are You With
It?”, Keith’s, he was feted at the Variety
Club by Fred C. Schanberger, Jr.. Keiths.
Top photo shows O'Connor chatting with
local critics Gilbert Kanour and Donald
Kirkley, while the star and Schanberger
get together in the lower shot.

theatre owner, other places of amuse¬
ment, restaurants, etc., to discriminate
against the colored citizen.
Frank Boucher and Fred Kogod, Chief
Barker and chairman of welfare, respec¬
tively, played hosts, along with composer
Sigmund Romberg to the Nation’s First
Family at Constitution Hall. The guest
conductor, who brought his entire
symphonic group here for recital, was
warmly greeted by America’s Number 1
piano player. Time and again, the
President loudly applauded the piano
solos and numbers by M. Romberg.
During the ceremonies, both Kogod and
Boucher thanked the large audience for
attending, and thus contributing to the
Tent ll’s welfare funds, and thanked
President and Mrs. Truman for lending
their support. Miss Margaret Truman
and several friends were also in the
Presidential Box. Romberg then pre¬
sented a $500 check to Kogod as his
personal contribution to the local tent’s
funds.

As a result of a contest recently staged by Lamar Keen, manager, Capitol,
Winchester, Va., in cooperation with the Junior Board of Trade and the state
and local police forces, Mrs. Ashby Hannum won an award as “safe driver.”
The competition was in connection with the MGM two-reeler, “Drunk Driving.”
State police lieutenant C. L. Fuller makes the presentation, while William Sullivan,
William Battaille, and police chief J. Thomas Boyd look on.
WASHINGTON
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THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬
ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1239 Vine Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 4-0100
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.
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Warner Notes: A. Julian Brylawski,
head, realty department, who worked on
the UJA drive, has issued a “thank you’’
via The Exhibitor to the many friends
who assited Frank Boucher and Eugene
Kramer, who acted as co-chairmen, for
their cooperation. . . . Billy Brantley,
formerly in charge of the stockroom, is
now a navy flier. He was in to renew old
friendships in the contact department.
. . . Virginia Summers, contact, is en¬
joying two weeks in Roanoke, Va., one
of the first to take off on summer vaca¬
tion. Judging from the weather, she’s
leaving none too soon. . . . Earl Yates,
contacts, spent Mother’s Day with his
maternal parent in Binghamton, N. Y.
. . . Jean Calvert, contact, has just
moved into her new home in Silver
Spring, and is, at the moment, decidely
“house-happy.” . . . Anne De Mello, sec¬
retary to Wade Skinner, received a
telephone call from Cairo the other day.
“Just an old friend,” says Anne, but we
think that it is darned friendly. . . . Louis
Ribnitzki, booking, is set for a session
this summer, teeing off with a brand
new set of Bobby Jones registered golf
clubs. . . . Garden Rakes and golf clubs
seem to top the sales lists at this time
of year. . . . Sid Zins, Columbia, has been
in to work with Frank La Falce, Nill
Ewing, and Lyle Selby on “The Mating
of Millie.”

of the nation's capitol and some 48 other
states.
Tribute was paid recently on the floor
of the House by Representative A. M.
Fernandez, New Mexico, to one of the
west’s best-loved authors, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, and to one of his bestknown stories, “Paso Por Aqui”. The
film version, “Four Faces West”, UA.
had its premiere in New Mexico.
Back from a delightful trip to Halifax
is Loew’s Carter Barron, who took a little
time out for a bit of precious angling
with the fish of those waters. . . . Nelson
Bell, former Post columnist, is nowdoing a bang-up job for the highly
successful chest X-ray program locally.
. . . Rick LaFalce, also in the public
relations biz, is being called on more and
more by politicos who desire Rick’s
expert opinion on campaigns. . . .
Warners’ John Payette entered Doctor’s
Hospital for a bit of a check.

MARYLAND
Baltimore
O. D. Weems, Chief Barker, Baltimore
Variety Club, Tent 19, has made his
report to the members of the club
through a circular letter in which he
outlined the highlights of the convention
in Miami.

Father Gilbert V. Hartke, director of
Speech and Drama, Catholic University,
will fete his graduating class at a local
country club. . . . Little Margaret O’Brien
was here in the interest of refugee chil¬
dren, and Helen Hayes will open the local
Olney for the straw hat circuit. . . . Bing
Crosby was in for The Washington Post
golf tournament for the Tom Clark boys’
clubs benefit. Also in for the shindig were
the inseparable Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy.

Mrs. Paul A. Hornig, wife of the co¬
owner and aunt of Frank Hornig, who
operates the Horn, died, and the Horn
was closed for one day. Sincere sympathy
is extended to the family.

A motion to dismiss the treble damage
suit of the Windsor, Baltimore, against
the Walbrook and Hilton was argued in
District Court. The defendants main¬
tained that they do not do business here,
while the Windsor says the theatres get
their film product on Washington’s Film
Row.

Barry Goldman, Fulton, Lenox, and
Diane, is having air conditioning plants
installed in those three theatres.

Shades of Will Rogers were invoked
by Henry Morgan recently as he con¬
tinued his “non-political” invasion of
the capitol, where he addressed the
annual dinner of the Young Democratic
Clubs of America at the Mayflower Hotel.
President Truman was guest of honor.
Morgan, who recently completed “So this
Is New York” for UA release, said he is
aspiring to be the “favorite son” both

A ruling is being asked about whether
a big garage project can be started on
Fayette Street between Park and How¬
ard because of a law forbidding such
structure within radius of 300 feet of a
theatre, and this comes within that of
the Howard, Howard Street.

A survey among television dealers and
distributors has revealed that there are
more than 10,250 video sets in the Balti¬
more area, with installations being made
at the rate of some 125 sets per day or
3,000 each month. Thus the potential
viewing audience of local stations is
estimated at over 100,000. WMAR-TV
released the results of the survey.
An inventory in the Orphans Court
last week disclosed that Frederick C.
Schanberger, Sr., theatreman, left assets
totalling $118,823.66. Since Schanberger,
who died on Nov. 27 last year, left no
will, his estate will go to his widow, two

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

:

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED
Theatre manager for Washington,
D. C. State in detail. Experience
references. Send photograph.
BOX B
THE

EXHIBITOR,

1225 Vine St., Phila. 7, Pa.

It was a happy birthday with all the trimmings recently for Jerry Adams, MGM
branch manager in Washington, with all the employees looking on as Adams
does the honors on the birthday cake. Mrs. Adams is on the manager’s left,
along with Judy Jones, and Mrs. Adams’ mother, Mrs. Coulter McKeever. On
Adams’ right is Peggy LeCompte, mailing department.
May 19, 1948
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sons, and daughter.
Bert Claster recently put over a nifty
campaign on Columbia’s “The Straw¬
berry Roan’’, Hippodrome. Gene Autry
and Champion on the stage, along with
a pony giveaway, helped make the
engagement an outstanding success.
Autry was featured in radio interviews,
and the pony contest was also given wide
radio plugging. The pony was donated by
Columbia records. Many store windows
plugged the film with sure-fire displays,
while a special publicity stunt was
promoted and executed with the Balti¬
more Bullets, basketball champs, which
made the sports pages. Another stunt to
crash all local papers was the mayor
receiving the “Strawberry Roan” star
on the steps of City Hall.
Our sincere sympathy goes to Julius
Goodman due to the death of his
brother, Harry Goodman, one of the
outstanding merchants of Salisbury,
Md., who was head of a number of
charitable organizations.
Miss Doreen Cummins succeeded Miss
Estelle Carsz as supervisor of the motion
picture calendar of programs in The
News-Post and Sunday American.
The marriage of Miss Pearl Gimble,
secretary to William K. Saxton, Loew’s
city manager, and Milton Kessler took
place recently. Mrs. Kessler will stay on
the job until a capable secretary is
found to replace her. Gertrude Bunchez,
who formerly worked at publicity for
Loew’s, has become the supervisor of the
classified advertising department for
The St. Louis Star-Times.
At Loew’s Parkway, Charles McCleary
returned to his managerial duties follow¬
ing illness, during which time Bob Burns,
Loew’s Century student assistant mana¬
ger, was doing his work. Later Mrs.
McCleary became ill.
Promotion of a prizefight in the
Baltimore Stadium during the summer
is under way by a committee appointed
by O. D. Wems, Chief Barker, Variety
Club, Tent 19. The committee includes
James H. Pollack, former Maryland
Boxing Commission member. Others
serving as co-chairmen include Rodney
Collier, W. G. Meyers, Sam Tabor, Mark
Silver, and Spalding Albert.
Joseph C. Grant, who operates the
Nemo, Dunbar, and Rio, returned to
his desk in the O’Sullivan building. . . .
Harry Valentine has been appointed
general manager, Lyons Circuit, Vir-

Cumberland
John Moyer dance studios presented
the annual stage attraction, “Cumber¬
land Follies of 1948”, at the Maryland.
Harry D. Stearn, Darnell Theatres
district manager, reported that exten¬
sive improvements had begun on the
Embassy. Darnell is affiliated with
Allegany Theatres Corporation, which
purchased the Maryland and Embassy
recently from Mrs. Grace M. Fisher.
Most of the work is being done at night,
and the theatre will remain in operation.
Gilbert Kauffman is in charge of the
Embassy, and G. Ray Light continues as
Maryland manager.
Cumberland’s new business agent for
local 258 is Joseph Wheeler, projec¬
tionist, Schine’s Liberty. Alston Price,
relief man, has been advanced to the
local’s presidency.
—John C. Wilson

Fabian publicity manager Floyd Stawls
recently set this model of the Circuit’s
Bellwood Drive-In in the lobby of the
Colonial, Richmond, Va. Built by the
Art Guild, the miniature attracted
plenty of attention.

Frosf’burg
William Spates underwent an eye
operation in John Hopkins Hospital.
Baltimore, last fortnight. Spates is head.
Palace-Lyric Theatre Company. He had
previously undergone a preliminary
operation.

ginia. . . . The Gaertner Circuit is plan¬
ning a theatre in the St. Helena section.
Frederick C. Schanberger, Keith’s
executive, will be honored by a testi¬
monial dinner on May 21 at the Variety
Club, of which he is an ex-Chief Barker.
Albert Vogelstein, William Myers, and
Sam Tabor are co-chairmen of the
committee handling arrangements.

La Plata
The Charles recently played the stage
show headed by Jackie Moran.

Leonardtown

Sincere sympathy is extended to Gene
Freeland, Avenue manager, due to the
death of his father, Thomas Freeland.
. . . Rodney Collier, Stanley managing
director, was detained at home for a time
due to illness.
—Jacques

Fred DeJagger, former treasurer, New.
has dissolved his partnership with lessee
Jack Fruchtman, and is no longer con¬
nected with the theatre. . . . The New
has installed a record player outside by
the boxoffice. ... A stage unit featuring

Shellman
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From a CANDY MACHINE
to a complete
LOBBY SHOP...
You'll get the RIGH1

equipment

for your theatre, plus the RIGHT
kind of service, when you let Berio
handle sales at the "second box
office". Thirty years' experience has
taught us how to get maximum re¬
turns for every location. And you'll
have more timefree for the right kind of
showmanship that builds record grosses!

The recent opening night of Columbia’s
“To The Ends Of The Earth”, Warner,
Washington, was attended by four
Treasury officials, particularly interested
in the film since it deals with the work
of Treasury agents. They are, left to
right, James J. Maloney, Harry J.
Anslinger, A. Wiggins, and Frank Dow.
May 19, 1948
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TRADE SCREENINGS
MGM (National Archives Aud.) June
7, 8:30, p. m., “Easter Parade.”_
Jackie Moran played the New. ... Joe
Beck, projectionist, New, didn’t waste
any time getting rid of an aching tooth
recently. He extracted it himself. . . .
Manager Ray Trumbule, his wife and
son, spent a recent week in Keyser,
W. Va. ... St. Mary’s had “Girls Of The
Golden West’’ as a stage show recently.
. . . Lessee Vincent Daugherty, Washing¬
ton, D. C., visited recently, and con¬
ferred with manager Ernest Sterling,
St. Mary’s.

Solomons Island
The D. and L. played the “Girls Of
The Golden West” stage show.

VIRGINIA
Richmond
The first commercial test of special
advertising films televised over an intra¬
store television receiver hookup as a
medium for promoting and selling mer¬
chandise within the store was conducted
recently by Thalhimer’s.
The test
continues for six weeks, and is being
conducted by Storevision, Inc., a newly
formed television advertising organiza¬
tion. The RCA Victor Division is
providing the complete transmitting and
receiving equipment used in the demon¬
stration. The entire program is televised
from motion picture sound film and
projection slides, and is dominantly
commercial. The program is received on
21 RCA Victor home television receivers
throughout the store, and the daily
demonstrations are followed by tabula¬
tions of sales of products advertised to
record any volume changes effected by
the television promotion. The main
difference between the Storevision de¬
monstration and previous, intra-store
tests are that the Storevision programs
are televised entirely from films, instead
of live talent, are basically commercial,
and originate from a central control
point not open to the public.
A total of 1,117,793 persons attended
5,962 showings of motion pictures spon¬
sored by the Virginia Conservation Com¬
mission in 1947, George P. Arnold,
director, commission’s division of publi¬
city and advertising, reported. The most
popular film proved to be “Luray Caverns
and Shenandoah National Park,” and
was shown 600 times. Arnold said that
requests for films were so numerous that
3,770 were turned down because of the
commission’s inability to meet demands.
Thalhimers
department
store
is
advertising free movies for children
every Saturday morning at 10:30. A 45minute program is given, and mothers
may shop while the kids are safely en¬
tertained.
Congratulations go to Jimmy Ritchie,
East End and Patrick Henry manager,
the proud daddy of a baby boy, James
Ronald, born on April 23. . . . William
Fox and Harry Jarvis will be local re¬
presentatives at the national convention
of the IATSE in Cleveland. . . . Bernard
McCann substituted for Billy Fox in the
East End booth for several days, while
Fox ran the return engagement of
“Henry V” at the WRVA Theatre. . . .
Jerry Joyner, Westhampton staff, has a
new car. . . . The new Bellwood Drive-In
is expected to open soon under the per¬
sonal management of Albert Bernstein.
Operators are Fabian and Neighborhood.
. . . Floyd Stawls, publicity manager,
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Fabian Theatres, had the Art Guild
construct a model of the Bellwood DriveIn, which attracted interest in the
Colonial lobby.
Charlie Denmead, West Point mana¬
ger, was a visitor after his recent visit
to Johns Hopkins Hospital. . . . George
Clarke, city manager, District Theatres,
invited us to a special midnight show of
the “Brown Skin Models” at the Booker
T, and we enjoyed it. . . . Walter
Broadwell, art department, Neighbor¬
hood Theatres, spent several days in the
hospital, but is now back on the job. . . .
Stewart Tucker, State manager, and his
brother Ben, spent several days in New
York looking over the new shows and the
circus. . . . Lou Golding, Fabian district
manager was a recent visitor. . . . Alice
Jeter, home office, Neighborhood Theat¬
re, Inc., was sick. . . . Pete Lichtman and
his wife are taking their annual vacation
in Miami. . . . George Summers, NTI
home office, is working on an extensive
garden. . . . Earl Bergener, Highway
Express driver, attended a meeting in
Washington.
David Kamsky, advertising manager,
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., visited the
theatres in southwest Virginia. . . .
Thelma Carroll, National staff, went to
Norfolk. . . . Ralph Redford is an addi¬
tion to the home office staff of NTI, and
Maurice Nunnally was sick. . . . Norfolk
and Winchester went to daylight saving
time, while Newport News defeated the
plan. . . . With the opening of Rich¬
mond’s first television station, WTVR,
sets were installed in the lobbies of
several theatres. Included were the Byrd,
Westhampton, State, Capitol, Brookland, Venus, and Bellevue.

KEY CITY

Baltimore
(9)—New,
“Scudda-Hoo!
Scudda-Hay!” (20th-Fox) ; Hippodrome,
“The Lady From Shanghai” (Col.) ;
Town, “Fort Apache” (RKO); Mayfair,
“Panhandle” (AA-Mono.) ; Keith’s, “Are
You With It?” (U-I); Stanley, “Woman
In White” <WB>; Century, “State Of
The Union” <MGM); Times and Roslyn,
“The Knockout” (Mono.), “Arsenic and
Old Lace” <WB).

and booking. Although a new type of
operation for him, he obtained good
results recently with a “get acquainted”
idea in a community newspaper. This
paper covers four new housing develop¬
ments inhabited by about 750 families.
A program ad was inserted in this paper
asking families to come and get ac¬
quainted, and save 50 cents of the regu¬
lar admission price by merely bringing
the ad with them. Results were excep¬
tional. For “Devil On Wheels,” he ad¬
dressed a letter to “Parents Of Adoles¬
cent Children,” listing numerous ques¬
tions, and, at the end, suggesting “If
you can not answer these questions
truthfully,
don’t
miss
‘Devil
On
Wheels’ ”. Dreylinger feels that drive-in
operations, even though playing sub¬
run
product,
can
increase
grosses
through smart exploitation and bally
stunts.

WEST VIRGINIA
Elkins

20th Century-Fox’s Bill Michalson
was here in connection with campaigns
on “The Iron Curtain” and “Green Grass
of Wyoming”. . . . The McLean, McLean,
has been added to the Roth Circuit. . . .
Tom McCaskey, Williamsburg RKO, is
vacationing. . . . John
R.
Francis,
former manager, Grandin, Roanoke, will
open the 600 car drive-in on the Lee
Highway between Roanoke and Salem.
. . . Earl B. Mullins has also opened his
new drive-in in Wise, which has a popu¬
lation of 2000 but no theatre. The Pulas¬
ki Drive-In, Dublin, opened under the
management of G. L. Faw. . . . Fred
Beiersdorf, Warners’ branch manager,
was a recent visitor. . . . Langford Weiford is now managing the Grandin,
Roanoke. . . . Bing Crosby, who was
grand marshal of the Winchester Apple
Blossom Festival, also visited Front
Royal, and sang several numbers to open
the Warren County-Front Royal Childen’s Recreational Fund Week.

The new Elkins Drive-In opened re¬
cently with admission at 50 cents per
person, children under 12 admitted free.
Installation was made by D. E. Lovett
and
Company,
with
200
in-a-car
speakers included. Owners are Harold
Talbott and Bretzel Lang, both of this
city. Two complete shows are scheduled
for seven nights each week, with
special midnight runs on Saturday and
Sunday.

Fred Rippingale was a visitor in
Highland Springs to see Ben Somma. . . .
Curtis Pleasants, Henrico staff, was
married to Elizabeth Wright, and they
honeymooned in New Jersey. . . . “Slim”
Deyerle, Henrico, went to Lynchburg to
do some fishing for Rainbow Trout, with
very little luck. . . . Stewart Tucker,
State manager, held a contest at John
Marshall High School in connection with
“Sitting Pretty”, Byrd and State. The
question was “Which makes a better baby
sitter, boy or girl?” The school paper
gave the contest good publicity, and the
number of entries resulted in a story in
the daily papers.

VARIETY CLUB

Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”
loudspeaker system was purchased by
the Walker.
E. H. Dreylinger, formerly of the
Wilby-Kincey Circuit, Charlotte, has
assumed management of the Broadway
Open Air, and is also doing the buying

Keyser
A complete new front, including boxoffice, special ad layout, candy and pop¬
corn booth, is slated for construction at
the Music Hall, owned and operated by
Newton B. Carskadon.

Rowlesburg
John C. Wilson, projectionist, Music
Hall, Keyser, W. Va., was a recent visitor
to Leonard H. Tasker, projectionist,
Rowlesburg.

Washington, Tent 11
Tent ll’s Carter T. Barron was again
elected First Assistant International
Chief Barker at the Convention in
Miami, and Nathan D. Golden was
appointed to the post of International
Heart Committee chairman. . . . The
Board of governors of Tent 11 met. . . .
Newest is Sidney Eckman. MGM sales¬
man. . . . The Variety Club Mother’s
Day luncheon, sponsored by the Asso¬
ciate Barkers, was changed to May 17
at the Shoreham Hotel.
Happy Birthday to the following
barkers: Edward Talbert, Louis Bernheimer, Norman Bomze, President Harry
S. Truman, May 8; Jack Howe, 9; Lee
Jones, Sidney Eckman, 11; Erwin Lesser,
Robert Smeltzer, 12; John Moses, 14,
Joseph Danzansky, 16; Herbert Sauber,
Marvin Goldman, 19, and Matt Windsor,
20.
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CR06ST0m
Maury Orr, western sales manager,
UA, left last week for a two-week
tour of the company’ s western ex¬
changes .... Wil 1 iam B. Levy, world¬
wide supervisor of sales, Walt Disney
Productions, returned last week after
a month’s visit to Europe.... Harry J.
Michalson, RKO short subject sales
manager, announced that short sub¬
jects billings during the 20 weeks on
the 1948 Ned Depinet Drive, excepting
newsreels, were the largest in the
history of the company.
Ann Blyth, star of U-I’s “Another
Part Of The Forest”, made the first
stamp purchase last week from the new
automatic stanp-vending machine placed
in operation in the lobby of the
general post office.
Ira Michaels has been named New
York sales representative for the
Selznick R el e as i ng Organization.
Michaels was formerly booker in the
local SK) exchange.
The relationship of the advertising,
publicity, and exploitation depart¬
ments to the philosophy of public re¬
lations was presented last fortnight
to students of the New School For
Social Research by Charles Schlaifer,
director of advertising and publicity,
20th Century-Fox in his course on
“The New Significances of Motion Pic¬
ture Pubi \c Relations”. During the
six-week course, Schlaifer wilr dis¬
cuss modern trends in film promotion,
scientific approach through advanced
study, research and precision plan¬
ning for various media, budget plan¬
ning, the trade press and its in¬
fluence, and other topics.
Sidney Horen and Dan Lederman ar¬
rived recently from their 20th Cent¬
ury-Fox International posts abroad.
Horen, home office rep supervising
Spain, Portugal, and Spanish North
Africa, met with President Murray
Silverstone and other company execs.
Lederman, who recently resigned as
managing director, Philippine Islands,
was sumnoned for consultation by
Silverstone.
J.R. Springer, general theatre
manager , Century Theatres, announced
the following area changes in per¬
sonnel last week: J. Matthews, mana¬
ger, Fantasy, has been transferred to
the Lynbrook; M. Aronson, manager,
Bellerose, has been transferred to
the Fantasy; M. Libman, manager,
Albemarle, has been transferred to
the Bellerose; H. Gilbert, assistant,
Avalon, Brooklyn, has been named man¬
ager, Park; R. Levy, temporarily man¬
aging the Lynbrook, has been trans¬
ferred to the Albemarle, temporarily,
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in the same capacity; M. Williams,
manager, Franklin, has been trans¬
ferred to the Freeport; W. McDevitt,
manager, Freeport, has been trans¬
ferred to the Baldwin; H. Sumby, man¬
ager, Baldwin, has been t*ransferred
to the Franklin; L. Schrank, assis¬
tant, Nostrand, has been transferred
to the Mayfair, in the same capacity;
W. White, assistant, Mayfair, has
been transferred to the Avalon in the
same capacity; A. Goelz, student,
Nostrand, has been named assistant
there, and Charles Renick has started
at the Nostrand as a trainee.
In order that two charity shows
would not conflict on the evening of
May 25, it was decided last week to
hold the World premiere of “The Time
Of Your Life” on May 26 at the Mayfair. ... Real art executives Carroll
L. Puciato and James B. Harris re¬
turned last week from Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Handel, he’s
photo editor and feature writer,
United Artists, became the parents of
a seven pound, two ounce boy, Kenneth.
Also at UA, Leon Roth, promotion
manager, was presented with a seven
pound heir, Steven Joseph.
William E. Osborne, Monogram rep¬
resentative for the Far East and
Middle East, leaves this month on a
trip which will take him to Singapore,
Saigon, Hongkong, Shanghai, Manila,
Bombay, and the principal cities of
Australia, and New Zealand.. . .Ethel
Burfeind, cashier, Capitol, died re¬
cently at Manhattan General Hospital
after a short illness. She had been
associated with the theatre since the
day it opened 28 years ago.
Wolfe Cohen vice-president, Warner
Brothers International, returned last
week after a trip covering the
company’s interests in Australia, New
Zealand, China, Singapore, ana the
Philippines.
The New Paris, being constructed
for Pathe Cinema at 4 West 58th
Street, last week postponed its open¬
ing until the fall because of bad
weather construction delays. The
Paris, when completed, will seat 571
people, and is one of Pathe’s inter¬
national theatres. The company also
has theatres in Belgium, England,
Switzerland, and Italy.
Resignation of James A. Watson,
who, since the war, has been assistant
to Jack Harris in the booking de¬
partment, was announced by Walter
Reade, Jr. , at the meeting last fort¬
night of district and city managers
of the Walter Reade Theatres at the
home office. Watson will enter the
real estate and insurance business,
and will be succeeded by Joseph
Kurse, who joined the booking de¬
partment last fall. Albert Floersheimer, Jr. , advertising and pub¬
licity head, will take over the tele¬
vision department formerly headed by
Watson. Cash prizes for the best
exploitation campaigns during the
circuit’s six-week 40th Anniversary
Jubilee in February and March were
awarded by Reade. First went to Guy
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nevia, city nmnager in Morristown,
N.J., for the joint campaign of the
Community, Jersey, and ParkJ second
to Ralph Lanterman, city manager in
Long Branch, N.J., for the joint cam¬
paign of the Paramount and Strand,
and special prizes to Jerry Segal,
manager, Lyric, Asbury Park, N.J,
and John Balmer, manager, Strand,
Freehold, N.J. First prize for the
best campaign for “The Fugitive” was
awarded to Robert W. Case, city mana¬
ger, Kingston. All district and city
managers were urged by Reade to per¬
sonally recommend purchase of savings
bonds to employees under the payroll
deduction plan during the current
Security Loan Drive.
William Pine, who has been con¬
ferring with Paramount home office
executives, left last week by plane
for Hollywood
Capitalizing on the title of the
J. Arthur Rank production, “Dear
Murderer”, Winter Garden, U-I de¬
signed a clever device to tiein with
the “Green Cross For Safety” campaign.
A special booth was constructed in
front of the theatre, and 10,000
heralds pointed out that there are a
lot of murderers on the loose on the
road today. In connection with the
heralds, U-I conducted a contest
whereby contestants were asked to
identify famous murderers, and to
write a brief letter on the prevention
of accidents.
John K. Hilliard, chief engineer,
Altec Lansing Corporation, was in
from the coast for American Standards
Association and NAB meetings....
Century Theatres’ “Hollywood SoundTrack”, 30 minutes of hit tunes and
scores from well known films, began
on May 2 as a summer replacement for
the circuit’-s “Children’s Theatre of
Radio”, which is expected to resume
in the fall.
Alice Lichtenstein, formerly ex¬
ecutive secretary, wartime United
Nations Central Training Film Library,
Washington, joined the staff of Louis
de Rochemont Associates, Inc., pro¬
ducers of the “Your World and Mine”
Frank N. Phelps, head, Warners
labor relations department, became a
grandfather for the fourth time last
fortnight when his daughter gave
birth to a baby girl... . Berle Adams,
producer of the Louis Jordan features
which Astor Pictures Corporation dis¬
tributes, arrived from his Hollywood
headquarters for conferences with
R.M. Savini, Astor president.
Lopert Films has acquired the dis¬
tribution rights on the Argentine
musical, “Where Words Fail”. The film
utilizes puppets, music, and ballet
to tell a modern love story.

New Jersey
FREEHOLD
Cards were used to good advantage
recently by John Balmer, manager,
Walter Reade's Strand, in his ex¬
ploitation of “Gentleman’s Agreement”
New York
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and "The Fugitive”. For the former,
he gave an aide a camera and a supply
of the tickets which announced playdates. Posing as a "roving reporter”
the aide pretended to snap pictures
of passersby, a stunt which caused
people to stop long enough to be
handed one of the cards. Balmer also
arranged window displays in five
stores for "The Fugitive”/ Balmer’s
cards read "Identify the'fugitive.
‘The Fugitive’ is walking the streets
of Freehold leaving his calling card.
Stop him on the street. Identify him.
Receive guest tickets to see ‘The
Fugitive’ ” An aide served as ‘The
Fugitive’
NEWARK
John Stanek, Warner Theatres’ bookihg department, became a proud daddy
on May 2 when his wife gave birth to
a six and one-half pound baby boy at
the St. Lukes Hospital, Newburgh,
N.Y. The baby has been named John
Stanek, 3rd. ...Leto Hill, Warner The¬
atres, became a proud grandfather
when his son, Leto, Jr. , became a
father of a bouncing baby girl born
at the Bryn Mawr Hospital, Bryn Mawr,
Pa.
The Royal, Bloomfield, had a special
show for the kiddies, with a Magnus
harmonica presented to about 30 lucky
number holders. The next one was held
at the Qnbassy, Orange, with one each
week at a different theatre on the
circuit.
Morton Bratter, Capitol, and Sid
Bratter, Castle, Irvington, mourned
the passing of their mother. Heart¬
felt sympathy is extended.

W00DBRIDGE
Construction started on the first
of Walter Reade Theatres’ 27 drive-in
theatres planned in the Middle At¬
lantic states, the inauguration of
the circuit’s entry into the field.
The 950-seat outdoor theatre being
built here is under the supervision
of Julius Danielh, Perth Amboy, N. J.
city manager. It is expected to open
in June.
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The Buffalo contingent returning
from the Variety convention included;
George and Dorothy G ammel, Gammel Cir¬
cuit; Al and Lydia Behling, Ellen
Terry and Sylvia, Joe and Lee Schuchert,
Frank Wycboff and wife, George Mackenna, Basil’s Lafayette
general
manager and wife, Vera; Ray Culkowski,
Lincoln; Dewey Michaels, Michaels Cir¬
cuit; Bill Dipson, Chief Barker; Jack
G.oldstein, branch manager National
Screen Service; Harry Berkson, Mono¬
gram branch manager and wife. Rose;
Dave Miller, Murray Whiteman, and many
others.

Charles Smakwitz, Warner Theatres,
and his assistant, Jerry Atkin, re¬
cently set up an unusual exploitation
campaign on Warners’ "The Woman In
White”, Strand. The campaign, based
on the “Miss Hush” and "Walking Man”
contests, included 15 daily radio
announcements over WABY asking the
question "Who is the mystery woman in
white?” Special records were used on
a disc jockey program, which formed
part of the campaign. Local merchants
cooperated by lending their programs
to the “Mystery Woman In White” set¬
up. Approximately 240 announcements
were obtained on a gratis basis. A
local newspaper printed stories and
pictures daily, teasing the idea
along, and listing merchants who con¬
tributed about $1, 000 worth of prizes.
Winner of the contest was given front¬
page display. A tieup was made with
the Cancer Fund Drive, whereby all
entrants in the contest made a con¬
tribution to the campaign. The Strand
ran an advance lobi>y display, and
featured all merchandise donated by
local merchants.
Leonard L. Rosenthal, attorney and
advisor for Upstate Theatres, Inc. has
been appointed general counsel execu¬
tive director, Theatre Owners Of The
Albany Exchange Area ... J. P. Faughnan,
Warner Theatres’ contact manager, was
in New York attending a contact mana¬
gers’ meeting.... Harold Dunn, in
charge of circuit sales for Eagle Lion
and Al Herman, district manager, were
in.. .. John Bylancik, manager, National
Screen Service, attended a regional
meeting at the Ritz Carlton Hotel,
Atlantic City .. .Arthur Newman, Repub¬
lic branch manager, visited the Fabian
office in New Yorik,...Cy Seymour,
veteran artist for Warner Theatres,
celebrated a birthday recently, and
was happy that everyone remembered....
Mary Kanuck is a new addition to the
U-I exchange.... Mike Mazurki appeared
at the Lansing, Troy, on May 3....
Daniel Matera, National Screen Ship¬
ping department, was married to Eleanor
Harmon, and has returned from honey¬
mooning in Atlantic City.... Upstate
Theatres, Inc., added the following
three new members to its booking and
buying cooperative; Rufus White’s
Playhouse, Poultney, Vt. ; William H.
Aust’s new drive-in, Glens Falls, now
under construction, and the Colgate
University’ s Little, Hamilton, playing
pictures on Fridays and Saturdays....
Leon Herman, Republic branch manager,
Buffalo, visited Max.Friedman, Warner
Theatres’ film buyer.... Adolph Edmund,
National Screen Service salesman, New
Haven and Albany, spent two weeks in
the northern territory... .LeeDrexler,
Warner Theatres’ assistant contact
manager, who is a state officer for
the Catholic War Veterans, spent the
weekend in Rochester attending the
state convent ion.... Ray Smith, War¬
ners’ branch manager, went to Gloversville to confer wit-h Schine.. .. Bob
Flanders, 20th Century Fox assistant
shipper, is now assisting in the
booking department, with Dick Williams
the new assistant shipper.

Ed Walters, former Paramount bookersalesman, is the new booker at FC,
succeeding Bob Ferguson, resigned....
Audrey Wagner resigned from FC after
four years as booker-cashier.
Careen Mongiovi, formerly with Para¬
mount, is now with FC as stenographer
....J.V. Scully, Republic auditor, was
in for his. annual check-up.
May 8 was Columbia-MGM night at the
Variety Club. Hosts Ida and Phil Fox
and Retta and Jack Mundstuk, announced
a big double feature, with excellent
supper, music and dancing, and a big
all-Harlem revue.
Dominic Cocco, local Hurdy-gurdy
man known to all Buffalonians, was
introduced to radio listeners on Foster
Brook’s WKBW disc show as the original
disc jockey.
Merritt A. Kyser, president, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State, Inc. , called a board meeting
to discuss and act on exhibitors pro¬
blems. ... Henrietta Spies, formerly of
Paramount, and now on the Republic
staff, middleaisles at St. Johns Gaul bert Church on Aug. 14 to become the
bride of Ray Schlotterbeck. After a
honeymoon to parts unknown, she will
return to her duties at Republic, and
the couple will make their future home
in Buffalo.
It is hoped for the speedy recovery
of Pearl Sherwood, Film building, who
has been confined to her home. Her
friends were pulling for her complete
recovery.
Hank Howard, who has been specializ¬
ing on Broadway first-run engagements
under S. Barret McCormick, RKO national
director of advertising, last week
returned to the field exploitation
staff to work in the local and Albany
territories.
-M.G.
GLOVER SVILLE
The Schine Circuit has renewed a
sound service contract with Altec Ser¬
vice for 126 Schine houses, c! S. Per¬
kins negotiated for Altec.

KINGSTON
Walter Reade announced that Walter
Kirchofer has been shifted from the
(Continued on next page)
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New York: Forty-Fourth Street was
the scene of much excitement as “The
Groaner”, Bing Crosby, made an ap¬
pearance. Of coupse, when word got
out that “Per Bingle”
was in the district,
pencils and paper were
whipped out. The re¬
action of the gals to
the singer’s presence
was typefied by one
Joan Grahl, erstwhile
typist, U-I. While
riding in the eleva¬
tor, Miss Grahl was
paid a very p retty
Les Sugarman
compliment, and wa?
beaming with excitement for the rest
of the day. In case anyone is inter¬
ested, the reason for Crosby’s visit
was the Universal newsreel, showing
him participating in the pro and
amateur golf tournament at the re¬
opening of Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
RKO; Phil Hodes, branch manager,
visited his daughter in Chicago on
vacation. ... Herman Silverman, sales
manager, returned after a brief va¬
cation. ... Annette Rappaport, booking
department, and Frances Atlas
biller, were sick.
UNITED ARTISTS: Violet Fucci, re¬
lief telephone operator, displayed a
sparkier.marking her engagement....
Ben Levine, head booker, was seeing
an MD about his leg, the result of a
long session on the handball court
....Willie Schuster, salesman, was
enjoying a vacation at Atlantic City
....Dave Burkan, salesman, was sport¬
ing a new Buick, new to him, anyway.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Ephraim
Yabkowitz is the new member of the
advertising department, replacing
Jerry Stein.... The Dodgers and the
Aliettes were vieing for honors on
the women’s set, and the Alley Cats
and Clippers were fighting it out for
men’s championship as the season
came to a close. ... Jeanne Eichen,
order department, waltzed down the
aisle.... Bernice Roberts, order de¬
partment, resigned.
PARAMOUNT: Essie Epstein, ledger
clerk, received birthday greetings on
May 4....Ann Callahan, secretary,
and Ruth Richardson, biller, were oil
vacations. . .. Anne Brown, secretary,
is sporting gardenias every other
day, presents from her husband.
REPUBLIC: Jen Dennet, head booker,
was on a sojourn....The office held
its first bowling get-to-gether
....Rose Stallalo, film room, was on
a vacation.
MONOGRAM: Florence Gilbert, secre¬
tary to the head booker, received
Jjirthday greetings on May 14....
Irving Mandell, booker, was ill at
home.... Ed Morey, vice-president, re¬
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turned to the office after a jaunt
to the coast.... The play-date drive
is still going along smoothly.

TRADE SCREENINGS

MGM: Dorothy Richter, film room,
set the date for June 20....Joe
Lalima, night crew, is the proud papa
of an adopted baby girl, nine months
old. His wife, Gertrude, was head in¬
spectress until her retirement....
Birthday celebrants include Harriet
Allen, contract department; Charlotte
Cowan, film inspectress; Mae Pennese,
telephone operator; Rea Fischel,
cashier’s department, and Rose Morgan,
secretary.

MGM (Delaware) June 9, 8:00 p.m. ,
"Easter Parade”.

U-I: Florence Macintosh, biller,
was enjoying a vacation. ... Mel Sher¬
man, new addition, booking depart¬
ment, was an expectant father....
Jimmy Davidson, cashier’s department,
treated his daughter, judith,to the
circus. ... Fred Mayer, booker, has
begun tinkering about his garden in
Elmhurst, L.I....Louis Zuber, film
room, began a leave of absence.
20th CENTURY-FOX: Henry Unger,
print booker, is still recuperating
from an illness. ... Abe Blumenstein,
salesman, returned from a vacation
....Moe Kurtz is sporting a new con¬
vertible Pontiac. He and the missus
left on May 14 for a vacation in
Montreal.... Ann Jones, secretary,
celebrated her birthday on May 14.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Ray Tropp, Film
Classics, returned from a trip to
Denver. ... Lee Kaye, navy booker,
mourned the loss of his father.. . .
Timely Pictures is booking the Metropolitan-RKO Circuit with "Gangs,
Inc,” and “Hell’s Devils”. ... Sonny
Ligget, Ligget-Steifel Circuit, was
walking about with crptches# the re¬
sult of a fracture.
(Continued from preceding page)
Broadway to the Kingston, and Betty
Risely has been moved from the King¬
ston to the Broadway.

ROCHESTER
Don Whitington, Lincoln, leased a
frozen custard and hot dog stand near
the lake .... Howard Carroll, Strand,
was expected back from a leisurely
motor tour in his new auto with Mrs.
Carroll to the southwest.
Projectionists Corner: Calvin Bornkessel moved into his new home....Fred
Boekhout and A1 Tindal attended a
convention in New York....Harmon J.
Smith was in charge of the booth at
the Rochester Drive-In....Don Whit¬
tington rates high with projectionists
on his policy of regularly serving
cof fee.... Louis Goler was promoting
the Monroe County Fair, and booking
outdoor acts.
D.R.

SYR ACUSE
Mr. and Mrs. J. Myer Schine, Glovers/ille, were in for a weekend with
daughter Renee, a student at S/racuse
University. .. . Manager Harold Mortin,
Loew’s State, used an attractive ex-

Albany

Buffalo
MGM (Midtown) June 10,
"Easter Parade”

8:00 p.m.,

hibit in the lobby. A very light col¬
ored model electrically operated
Chickering automatic player piano has
been installed. This full-size grami
piano is especially interesting to the
younger patrons, some of whom have
never had the opportunity to see a
player piano in action. Appropriate
copy for coming attractions in which
music is used can be placed on the
piano, and, with the key board un¬
covered, the public is amazed to see
the keys in action with no one in
attendance, all the-time playing tunes
from the picture being advertised;
Mannie Feldman, brotherofthe Para¬
mount manager, was in to witness the
pro tennis matches, and do a little
visiting.
James Gridley, local advertising
artist, was getting in a few days of
golf practice.... Jack Crowe, assistant
manager, Schine’s Paramount, visited
Rochester. ... Wally Allen, promotion
man, Buffalo, was in to help on “The
Iron Curtain”, Paramount.... Now we
have experienced the ultimate. The Mrs.
returned fromafamily dinner night at
the Masonic Temple, and proudly exhi¬
bited a pair of passes for a downtown
house, received as aprize.... When Joe
LaRonde, stagehand, Paramount, finally
scrapes the bottom of the spare parts
department of a local auto store, he
will have assembled a nearly new 1924
model car.

Adam “Scotty” Brown, RKO building
superintendent, announced the opening
of the celebrated Brae Loch View Res¬
taurant for the thi rd season.... Manager
Richard Feldman, Schine’s Paramount,
had a neat tieup with McDonald’s, a
ladies dress shop, in which 12 parti¬
cipants selected by William Adrian
presented a fashion show on the stage.
The boys at Paramount are being extra
courteous to Betty Houghton, hoping
she will give forth with another of
the home-made pies....Ike Kallet,
Paramount, on the sick list more or
less for the whole winter, is. back to
where he is once more the smiling watch
dog of the ticket chopper.

It looks like Harry H. Unterfort,
Schine zone manager, has taken on quite
a job as unofficial director of ad¬
missions at Syracuse University. Seems
like everyone wants to get that son or
daughter enrolled on the Hill, and
turns to- him f or help. ... News i s fil ter
ing back from Jack Flex to his legion
of friends here ... .Gus W. Lampe, Schire
home office, visited.
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PHILADELPHIA
Crosstown
Industryites lucky enough to be
present at the recent Ritz Carlton
luncheon of the Philadelphia Motion
Picture Group were still singing the
praises of the gala affair, attended by
over 250. Three good reasons for the
enthusiasm were a fine meal, a fashion
show in which the film men displayed a
keen interest in milady’s beachwear, and
constant and clever plugs for current
and forthcoming product by Mrs. Arthur
Goldsmith. The hard working group
chairman, when she wasn’t engaged in
topnotch film flackery, introduced guests,
explained the various and important
functions of the group, ballied many
worthy causes, heaped laurels on deserv¬
ing workers, and read a message from
Basil O’Connor, the scheduled guest
speaker who was unable to be present
due to illness. Also on the agenda was
the presentation of $25 to Bill Brooker,
Paramount publicist, in behalf of The
Salvation Army drive. Throughout, the
affair was pleasant, informal, and
temporarily, at least, exhibs managed to
forget declining boxoffice figures in
favor of the more interesting ones filling
out some lovely Engel styles. Among
those on hand were Tom Lazarick, New
Ritz; Ben Zimmerman, Studio; Eddie
Gabriel, Capitol Film Exchange; Larry
Mackey, Arcadia; Edgar Wolfe, Wynne;
Regina Moskowitz, Republic;
Addie
Gottshalk, RKO office head; Ely Epstein,
RKO sales manager;
Milt Young,
Columbia exploiteer; Irving Blumberg,
Stanley-Warner
Theatres
publicity
department; Richard Doherty, office
manager, 20th Century-Fox; Lewen
Pizor, UMPTO president; Charles Goldfine, exhibitor; Frank Beuhler, A. R.
Boyd
Enterprises;
James
Ashcraft,
MGM exploiteer, and Toby Goldstein,
Monogram.
Morris Wax’s Pearl has been re¬
furnished, reseated, etc, and is now the
talk of the neighborhood around Ridge
Avenue and Jefferson Street. . . . Sam
Waldman, manager, I. Hirst’s Eighth
Street houses, was hospitalized last week.
His wife is also in a hospital.
Mme. Lise Bourdin’s recent visit here
ahead of UA’s “Arch Of Triumph”
resulted in her receiving a great welcome
by the press. Modelling a complete ward¬
robe of the latest French creations, the
lovely cover girl, chosen as “Miss Arch
Of Triumph”, moved on to charm news¬
papermen in other cities.
Allan Phillips, assistant projectionist,
4-Paws, moved to Miami.

Vine Street
20th Century-Fox is releasing “Thanks
America”, a one-reeler produced in Italy
as an expression of gratitude on the
part of the people there for American
aid in the form of food and clothing.
The
short
rims
approximately
11
minutes, with Orson Welles doing the
commentary. The subject is supplied
free.
June is “Andy Smith Anniversary
Month” at 20th-Fox, in celebration
of the general sales manager’s first year
May 19, 1948
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with the company. 20th-Fox is asking
all its accounts to date a subject every
day during the month.
The trade was sorry to learn last fort¬
night of the death of Lou Rovner’s
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mildred R. Rovner, 24, who is survived by her husband,
Barton Rovner; her parents, and two
brothers.
Earle W. Sweigert, mideast division
manager, recently celebrated 31 years
with Paramount. . . . B. G. Kranze,
vice-president and general sales mana¬
ger, Film Classics, was in at the ex¬
change to review policy on the com¬
pany’s group of new releases.
Mr. and Mrs. David Moliver, Principal,
moved into their new Germantown home.
. . . Sam Palan, head, Motion Picture
Associates, advises that the welfare drive
is progressing nicely, and extends thanks
to exhibitors for their good response. . . .
Columbia office manager Walt Donahue
was back on the job after illness. . . .
Maurice Schwalzbach, 20th CenturyFox travelling auditor, was in.
Sig Horowitz, 20th Century-Fox sales
manager, was called to Boston due to
the illness of his father, who has now
recovered. . . . Nat Rosen is now city
salesman for 20th Century-Fox, and
Howard Smith is covering the New
Jersey territory.
Robert Brower, former U-I booker,
paid the exchange a visit. He now resides
in Florida. . . . Rose Pinto is the new
bookers’ stenographer at U-I. . . . Jeanne
Kasperdwicz, U-I biller, was on the sick
list, while Helen Borden, U-I ledger
clerk, was hobbling around with lum¬
bago. . . . Matty Presby had a bad mad
on at Nookie Beckett on the corner by the
cigar store.
Noah Reynolds, U-I general clerk, was
on the sick list. . . . Julia Keuch, War¬
ners’ bookkeeping machine operator,
resigned to go to California, where she
will be wed.
Universal-International will hold an
invitational opening of the new ex¬
change at 251 North 13th Street on
May 24. . . . His many industry friends
will be glad to hear that I. Yaffe, Unique,
left Jewish Hospital, and is now re¬
cuperating at his home. . . . Condolences
are extended to 20th Century-Fox
branch manager Sam Diamond upon the
recent death of his father-in-law, A.
Siegel.
Rose Segal, Warners’ biller, spent her
recent vacation in Worcester, Mass. . . .
Now that Warners’ Dave Law has his
new Austin, the question being asked
around the exchange is how much does
he charge per ride?
Sun Display, now over on Summer
Street, finished remodelling the build¬
ing. . . . Marlene Levin, sister of Ruth
Levin, Republic, is the new telephone
operator at Eagle Lion.
Alice O’Donnell, former “hello” girl
at EL, has been promoted to bookers’
stenographer; Grace Ambrosini, former
bookers’ stenographer, becomes a con¬
tract clerk, and Jean Freed, former con¬
tract clerk, becomes district manager
Joe Minsky’s secretary.
Mrs. Dorothy Gates, formerly Dave
Rosen’s secretary at Clark Film, gave
birth to a seven pound, eight ounce
baby boy at Doctor’s Hospital. . . . Harry
Cotton, general district manager, Alex-

George F. Weillancf
The passing last fortnight of George
Weilland, veteran member of the exhibi¬
tion field, removes from the scene a man
whose name will always be associated
with the progress of the industry in the
area, particularly in the shore sector.
As a pioneer in the theatre field in
Atlantic City, Ventnor, N. J., and Mar¬
gate, N. J., in addition to his interests
in Glenside, he made his mark. He was
a man of many interests. His genial
manner and readiness to cooperate with
all industry problems will be missed.
Condolences
family.

are

extended

to

his

—J. E.
ander Film, was in, and said the yacht,
“Three Smiles,” would be here in June
for the annual entertainment of in¬
dustryites.
Maurice Rosen, formerly with Mono¬
gram, is now selling for UniversalInternational in the Harrisburg terri¬
tory. ... Eli Ginsberg, formerly with
Eagle Lion, is now Monogram salesman
in the Harrisburg and Delaware terri¬
tory.
Ed Carlin, Warners’ booker, made a
trip upstate to set some Comerford dates
in the Scranton territory. . . . Jean
O’Hara, Warners’ stenographer will
marry B. Carr on May 22.
Benny “American” Harris was excited
over the S-W Capitol date on “Gas¬
light Follies”, for which his son, Jack,
was handling the publicity. . . . David
Yaffe, Y and Y Popcorn, was visited by
Horace R. Barry, sales manager, Lamont
Corliss Company, and Sam Rich, gene¬
ral sales manager, Tootsie Rolls Com¬
pany. . . . Jeanne Greenberg, Allied
Associated Independent Theatres staff,
married A1 Feldman last week, and went
on a Miami honeymoon.
Jay

Emanuel,
publisher of The
last fortnight presented a
scroll to A. M. Ellis, A. M. Ellis Theatres,
at a dinner in the Warwick Hotel honor¬
ing Ellis for his work as local chairman
of the Allied Jewish Appeal last year.
Ellis is again serving in 1948 with David
Milgram. Barney Balaban and Sam
Shain headed the New York contingent.
Exhibitor,

The censor board’s John Fisher be¬
came a proud grandpop again last week
when his son, Edward Fisher, RKO
booker, became the father of a baby boy.

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner
A1 Plough, district manager, and his
wife, announced the marriage of their
daughter, June Audrey, on May 9 to
Daniel M. Probinsky, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Probinsky, Wynnefield.
Frank McNamara, SRO, was in from
New York doing the advance publicity
work on “The Paradine Case”, Aldine.
Ted Baldwin also assisted. . . . John
Turner and Ted Schlanger were in New
York last week for the zone managers'
meeting. . . . Estelle Klevansky is the
new secretary in the billing department.
Sam Simkin is also new in that office.
Lee Klein, manager, Orpheum, is back
at the theatre again after his illness.
. . . Iz Miller, bookkeeping office, and
Claire Goldstein, film payment office,
celebrated their birthdays.
Nora McDermott had some very pretty
pictures of the shower she was given by
her friends in the office. . . . Charlotte
Diamond is the new girl in Bill HerchenPHILADELPHIA
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THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬
ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

EXHIBITOR

reider’s office. She takes Marvin Bressler’s place. . . . Joe Frasette will again
furnish the music for the office dinner
dance at Cedarbrook on June 11. . . .
New York and Philadelphia held a
bowling match at Feibel’s Recreation
Center, Teaneck, N. J., on May 7, with
Philadelphia coming up with a point
score of nine against New York’s four.

DELAWARE
Bridgeviile
The new Sidney, erected at a cost said
to be more than $150,000, opened on May
6. The new structure, which will seat
850 persons and the second largest
theatre in Sussex County, was built by
Thomas E. Ayers, Seaford. Ayers an¬
nounced that his son, S. Layton Ayers,
will assume active management of the
theatre, assisted by Walter W. Langford,
Seaford, and Herbert Ryan, Bridgeviile.
The new Sidney building includes a
large stage, suitable for home talent
shows and for public civic programs. It
is a modern theatre, and contains three
apartments for living quarters.

Wilmington
IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1239 Vine Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 4-0100

Rex Carlton has been elected presi¬
dent, Laurel Films Inc., New York City.
He is a native of Wilmington, where he
will be remembered as Carlton Owings.
A sound servicing agreement has been
signed by Altec Service for the Soda
House, private projection room, on the
estate of R. R. M. Carpenter, Montchanin near here.
Berio Vending Company installed
three new Univendor candy machines
at Loew’s Aldine. . . . Edgar J. Doob,
manager, Loew’s Aldine, said that the
theme of his campaign for “A Double
Life” would be the Academy Award to
Ronald Colman, and would utilize book
store window displays. . . . Jack Kelleher, Loew’s Aldine, and business repre¬
sentative, stagehands local 284, attended
a party given by the IA in Chester, Pa.
. . . The Park was acquiring its “new
look” for the summer. . . . Dr. John O.
Hopkins,
National,
returned
from
Boston. . . . Blanche Redden, National,
was sick. . . . Richard Edge, manager,
Pike, Claymont, returned from a trip
to New England, and reported he had
visited a new theatre, the Kent, in East
Greenwich, R. I., converted from a
former USO building, and was much
impressed by the reconversion job done
there.
—Henry L. Sholly

MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.

NEW JERSEY
Camden

“SUPOWITZ
^Architect
FOR
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246 S. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PEnnypacker

5-2291

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR
242 N. 13th Street

DECORATORS
•

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PAINTING
•
DRAPERIES
•
MURALS
STAGE SETTINGS
•
WALL COVERINGS

Gene Edwards closed the Elm. After
six weeks in the National Guard, he will
be available for a small town manage¬
ment proposition.

Trenton
Charged with molesting a young girl
in the Stacy, a Fort Dix soldier fled from
the playhouse with two patrons in
pursuit. The soldier ran into an alley,
and ascended an outside stairway and
fire escape to the roof top of a house on
State Street, where he was spotted by
pursuers. Police attracted to the scene
grappled with the soldier on the roof,
and landed him in the police station.
At the station, the girl identified the
prisoner as the one who annoyed her.

PENNSYLVANIA
Harrisburg
Loew’s Regent, manager, Sam Gil¬
man, will sponsor a Tom Mix “Straight
Shooters” theatre party on May 22 in
cooperation with WKBO. The program
will include five cartoons and a “Hopa-

long Cassidy” feature. Merchandise
valued at about $200, such as a bicycle,
roller skates, etc., will be awarded. Each
boy and girl will be given a Tom Mix
souvenir booklet and a rocket parachute.
. . . A “Millie” Sundae was served by a
popular lunch counter as a promotion
stunt arranged by manager Jack O’Rear,
Colonial, for “The Mating of Millie.”
An alarm clock was set near the counter,
and anyone eating a “Millie” Sundae
when the alarm rang received a pass
to see the picture. Stills and copy were
displayed by the lunch counter. Manager
O’Rear invited editors of local high
school newspapers to write reviews after
they had seen the picture. Winners of
this essay contest read their prize
reviews over WHGB.
On the 10th anniversary of the open¬
ing of the Senate, manager Bob Sidman
ran a newspaper ad listing some of its
hit pictures of each previous year, and
calling attention to forthcoming fea¬
tures. . . . Postal cards recommending
“State Of The Union,” with portraits of
Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hepburn, and
Van Johnson on the front, were mailed
by Loew’s Regent to persons of a
selected list. Manager Sam Gilman also
arranged for the distribution of blotters
by a greeting card shop and lapel buttons
reading in large letters, “How Is the
‘State Of The Union’? (It’s Great).” The
latter were worn by members of the
theatre staff, news vendors, and store
clerks.

Lebanon
John C. Weber, manager, Comerford
Theatres, has been appointed chairman
of the payroll division of the Lebanon
organization being formed to promote
purchase of $1,000,000 in U. S. Savings
Bonds this spring in this city and
vicinity.

Parkesburg
Jack Frere and George Sobel have
sold their interest in the Parkesburg
Arms, formerly the Parkesburg Hotel,
to D. J. Spinozzi, Ardmore, for an
undisclosed price. Frere and Sobel will
continue to operate the Parkesburg,
which is to be renovated in the near
future.

Pottstown
The Pottstown Opera House, owned
by Warners, may soon be purchased by
borough authorities for conversion into
borough offices, garage, and storage
building.

Pottsville
Theatres and churches here cooper¬
ate in amicable fashion. The Capitol
ran two-inch display advertisements
in this city’s church notice pages, to urge
the public to go to church on Sundays
before going to theatres.

Reading
The Rajah closed on May 16 to permit
workmen to install refrigerating appara¬
tus under the stage, and to lay a skating
floor on the stage, for a one-week en¬
gagement of an ice carnival.
Managers were reporting business
unusually dull, even for May, when
outdoor amusements begin to cut in on
indoor amusements ticket sales. One
explanation is the gradual effect of the
city amusements tax, 10 per cent on
levery ticket. Not only theatres, but
sports event managers and “Bingo” hall
operators are finding that the tax, now
in effect about two months, is having
decided results, reducing attendance and
bringing some of them near to or below
May 19, 1948
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the line at which profits vanish and
losses begin. A great many sports events,
notably those in the windup of the
basketball season, took heavy losses late
in March and early in April.
Manager Paul H. Esterly, Strand, is
staging Saturday morning children’s
shows.
The Plaza, leased by the Reading
Theatre Guild since last fall for stock
plays, closed. Keeney Theatres, Inc.,
which holds the lease from the Masonic
Temple Association, will keep the house
closed this summer except for occasional
rentals, and is making plans for next
season
which have not yet been
disclosed.

From a CANDY MACHINE
to a complete
LOBBY SHOP ...

C. G. Keeney, Sr., head, Keeney
theatres organization, moved from East
Reading to suburban Pennside.

You'll get the RIGHT

kind of service, when you let Berio
handle sales at the "second box
office". Thirty years' experience has
taught us how to get maximum re¬
turns for every location. And you'll
have more time free for the right kind of
showmanship that builds record grosses!

333 S. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

r

~

“The Public Appreciates Quality”

The Strand, Paul H. Esterly manager,
will discontinue all matinees, except
those at the weekends, for the next six
to eight weeks to permit workmen to go
ahead with the improvements in the
building. One of the store rooms in the
front of the Strand building has been
taken into the theatre, and the im¬
provements call for a new and larger
office, a new lounge, a new candy bar, and
other changes, At present, the Strand
has no regular candy bar, but only
vending machines. The improvements
will be completed before midsummer.
Another theatre where renovations
are in prospect is Loew’s, where manager
Larry Levy is having the marquee and
other portions of the front repainted.
Loew’s has a new assistant manager,
William F. Riding, assistant manager for
the past two years, having been
transferred to Loew’s Capital, Washing¬
ton, to the assistant managership there,
a substantial promotion. His successor
here is Alton McCann, who comes here
from Washington.
Two theatremen here were especially
interested in the ceremonies celebrating
the 100th anniversary in Reading of
Chandler Lodge of Masons, an event
attended by officers of the Pennsylvania
Grand Lodge. They are Dr. Harry J.
Schad, head, Schad Theatres, Inc., and
Paul E. Glase, manager, Embassy.
Glase’s son, John D. Glase, Reading
attorney and naval veteran of World
War II, is master of Chandler Lodge and
directed the work of the celebration
May 19, 1948
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Exeter Township School District, a
short distance east of Reading, and
flanking the Philadelphia pike, passed
on preliminary vote a resolution levying
a 10 per cent ticket tax on all amuse¬
ments, entertainments in public halls
in several towns in the township, sports,
and other amusements and commercial
ventures. Most of Carsonia Park, the
biggest Reading suburban commercial
amusements resort, lies in Exeter Town¬
ship, and every ticket sold for its
bathing pool, its 2,000 capacity dance
hall, lake and various midway conces¬
sions, will have to carry the ticket tax
on and after the season gets into its
swing in June. Moreover, tickets sold
for admissions to the big sports stadium
being
erected
at Jacksonwald
for
Reading’s Central Catholic High School
will have to be taxed, unless the school
board takes special action exempting
tickets for educational, religious, or
charitable events.
Reading Council, Knights of Colum¬
bus, adopted resolutions protesting the
showing of “The Outlaw,” scheduled
for the Embassy. The council announced
that it will take further action at its
next meeting.

7)
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MOTIOGRAPH’S NEW "AA” LINE
Now is the time to plan
Quotations—Drawings—Complete Information
Write, Wire or Call Your Motiograph Dealer
VINCENT M. TATE
1618-20 Wyo. Ave., Forty Fort—Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Telephone: W.B. 7-2096
Get the BEST—"Motiograph Stands the Gaff”

* PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
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COMPANY

SIGNS-MARQUEES
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STREET,
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Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing
WORK OF
SUPERIORITY
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planners. Paul E. Glase was active in
the centennial musical program, and Dr.
Schad served actively on the general
reception committee. The anniversary
banquet was served in the Rajah ban¬
quet hall.
Harry Friedland, manager, Majestic,
Mt. Penn, screened specially taken films
of the Mt. Penn Fire Company’s borough
celebration of the housing of a new fire
engine.
Although no theatres were involved
or affected, theatremen here were very
much interested in reports from Union
Township, near Reading, regarding an
unexpected sequel to the story of a
special tax levy under the Pennylvania
state tax law of 1947, permitting
boroughs, school boards, and townships
to levy special amusements or other
taxes for income purposes. Union Town¬

BLMERG BROS.
INC.

Theatre Equipment
and Supply Dealers
for iL Dh eat re
PARTS
FOR

AND

ALL

REPAIRS

TYPES

OF

PROJECTORS AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
Office Phone:

Emergency Nile Phonei

LOmbard

3-7240

-
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ship school officials decided to levy a
special tax on every ton of stone dug out
of the Dyer Company quarry, in Union,
the two-and-one-half cents a ton levy
on a half million ton of rock to yield
$12,500 a year. This would have been
“soft pickings’’ for the school board,
but the company promptly gave the
board the choice of dropping the tax
or run the risk of having the quarries
shut down, which would have thrown
many men out of work.
In Birdsboro, where the school board
has voted to levy a one per cent profits
tax on all forms of business, and a
one per cent wage tax, no amusements
tax will be levied, but the profits of
Nat Silver’s Diamond will be taxed, as
well as the wages of all theatre patrons.
Muhlenberg Township School Board,
which last month decided to levy a
special 10 per cent tax on all amuse¬
ments and admissions tickets, decided
to go through with it, and passed the tax
resolution this month, on final reading.
The district includes the Reading Fair,
eight days, not to mention many
automobile racing and other special
events in the year, outside of the fair
week. Muhlenberg school officials esti¬
mate that the extra income in this big
district, largest township in Berks out¬
side of Reading, will bring in $71,000
or more a year.

Royersford
Borough Council imposed a tax, by
ordinance,
on
amusements,
pinball
machines, and juke boxes. The adult
theatre admissions tax will be one cent
per ticket, the levy on pinball machines
$25 a year, and the juke box tax $15
a year. The theatres tax is equivalent
to two to three per cent. The ordinance
does not levy a tax on sports events of
any kind. Children’s theatre tickets will
escape the tax.

TRinity

3-7241

7-2985

-

7-2986

1305-07 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

VARIETY CLUB

Letters to the Editor
Dear Sir:
I am rather fed up reading about this
“Victory”on the ASCAP situation, as far
as TOA is concerned. I can’t see where
they have accomplished anything, ex¬
cept an increase in the rates for theatres
with over 500 seats. And that includes
me.
In other words, I suppose if the film
distributors asked for 300 per cent in¬
crease in film, and we were able to get
them to settle for just a 25 per cent in¬
crease, it would be a victory for the
exhibitor.
It doesn’t make sense to
me.
That’s not a “Victory”.
There
isn’t any doubt in my mind that ASCAP
had in mind nothing more than an
increase, and they are getting the in¬
crease. I can well remember as a lit¬
tle boy when I wanted a nickel from my
dad, I used to ask him for a quarter.
As a member of the Board of Allied,
I am happy to learn that our organi¬
zation is going to support the Lewis
bill to do away with this paying tribute
on the part of ASCAP by the exhibitors.
Like any other part of the package de¬
livered to us in a film can, the music
should be included in the deal, just as
well as the story, the players, and every
other portion of the picture.
I just wanted to bring out the fact
that the articles in many of the trades
claim a victory for TOA. It should
read “A Victory For ASCAP.”
They
are getting an increase in their fees,
which, after all, is what they were after.
Sincerely yours,
LARRY WOODIN, manager.
Arcadia Theatre Company.
WELLSBORO, PA.

TRADE SCREENINGS

Philadelphia, Tent 13

Warners (230 N. 13th) June 7, 2:30,
“Romance on the High Seas.”

“Smart Woman” and “Climbing The
Matterhorn” were screened through the
courtesy of Monogram.

MGM (1233 Summer) June 9, 11:00,
“Easter Parade.”

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240 N. 13th STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND
RECOVERING SERVICE
JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th ST.

LO. 4-0226

4>-----<§>
JACK SEIDMAN

:

:

:

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

:

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13lh Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

It was a big day in Pittsburgh recently when E. Louis Averbach, second from
left, the guest of honor, was feted by the boys of the Smoky City area upon
his leaving for Philadelphia to become assistant to Earle W. Sweigert, Paramount
mideastern division manager, third from left. Also on hand were Sam Fineberg,
left, Chief Barker, Variety Club Tent 1; Bert M. Stearn, president, Cooperative
Theatre Service, third from right; James E. Levine, Paramount advertising repre¬
sentative, Cleveland, m. c., and Dave Kimelman, Paramount Pittsburgh chief.
May 19, 194S

Columbia
(1946-47 raleaMi from 801 up;
1947-48 releases from 901 up)
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-W-William Bishop, Gloria
Henry, Forrest Tucker—Pleasing western for the duallers—75m.—see March 31 issue—(902).
BEST MAN W)NS—D—Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, Robert
Shayne—Pleasing dualler—75m.—see May 12 issue—
Leg.; B.-(901).
BLONDlE'S ANNIVERSARY—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Simms—Okeh series entry—67m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(913).
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER-MUW-Charles Star¬
rett, Smiley Burnette, Eve Miller—Okeh 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Jan. 21 issue.— (961).
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE — MD — Warner Baxter,
Micheline Cheirel, Roger Dann—Fair series entry for
the duallers—66m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(915).
DEVIL SHIP—MD—Richard Lane, Louise Campbell, William
Bishop—Okay programmer for the duallers—62m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(923).
DOWN TO EARTH—FANMU—Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks,
Marc Platt—Colorful entry is good entertainment—
101m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B—(930).
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE—C—Red Skelton, Janet Blair,
Don McGuire—Entertaining comedy—93m.—see May
12 issue.
GLAMOUR GIRL—DMU—Gene Krupa and his Orchestra,
Virginia Grey, Michael Duane—Pleasing program¬
mer for the duallers—68m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—
(907).
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—F—Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone,
Edward Everett Horton—Wacky comedy is good for
loads of laughs—86m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(929).
I LOVE TROUBLE—MYMD—Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,
Janis Carter—Interesting metier has names to help
the selling—94m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(934).
IT HAD TO BE YOU—F—Ginger Rogers, Cornel Wilde,
Percy Waram—Entertaining comedy—98m.—see Oct.
29 issue—Leg.: B—(931).
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE—MD—Rita Hayworth, Orson
Welles, Everett Sloane—Names will make the dif¬
ference—87m.—see April 28 issue—(938).
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Good 'Durango Kid' west¬
ern—56m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(964).
LAST ROUND-UP, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Jean Heather,
Ralph Morgan—Good Autry—77m.—see Oct. 15 issue—
(981).
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE—MD—Gerald Mohr, Nancy
Saunders, Eric Blore—Routine member of the series—
68m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(917).
LOST ONE, THE (La Traviata)—MU—Nelli Corradi, Gino
Mattera, Manfredi Polverosi—High-rating picturization of opera, "La Traviata"—80m.—see April 28
issue—(Italian-made).
>
MARY LOU—CMU—Robert Lowery, Joan Barton, Glenda
Farrell—Pleasing entry for the lower half—66m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(906).
MATING OF MILLIE, THE—C—Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes,
Ron Randell—Good comedy—87m.—see March 17 is¬
sue—(940).
MY DOG RUSTY—D—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann Do¬
ran-Pleasing lower half entry—67m.—see April 28
issue—(914).
PHANTOM VALLEY—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Virginia Hunter—Below series average—53m.
—see March 17 issue—(965).
PORT SAID—Gloria Henry, William Bishop, Steven Geray
—Adequate lower half entry—69m.—see April 28
issue—(909).
PRINCE OF THIEVES—MD—Jon Hall, Patricia Morison,
Adele JergenS—Period piece has the color and the
angles—72m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(Cinecolor)—(933).
RELENTLESS—WMD—Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman,
Willard Parker—Better than average meller—93m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(Technicolor)—(937).
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE—MD—Michael Duane,
Lenore Aubert, Richard Lane—For the lower half—
63m.—see March 17 issue—(920).
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR - MUW - Charles Starrett,
Smiley Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Average 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(870).
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-CMU-Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia
White, Eduardo Noriega—Latin-flavored musical is
okeh for the duallers—65m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(951).
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE—D—Susan Peters, Alexander
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter— Interesting dramatic entry—
84m.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B.—(936).
SIX-GUN LAW—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders—Good western—54m.—see March 3
issue—(962).
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE-WCMU-Paul Campbell, Ruth
Terry, Billy Williams—Below average entry—67m.—
see Oct. 15 issue—(851).
SONG OF IDAHO—WCMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent—Okeh musical western—66m.—
see May 26 issue—(952).
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Gloria
Henry, Jack Holt—Good Autry—79m.—see April 28
issue—(Cinecolor).
SWEET GENEVIEVE—ROMCMU—Jean Porter, Jimmy Lydon,
Gloria Marlen—Programmer for the lower half—68m.
—see Nov. 12 issue—(918).
SWORDSMAN, THE - ROMD - Larry Parks, Ellen Drew,
George Macready—Okeh programmer has color ^6nd
selling angles—81 m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(Technicolor)—
(932).
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-MD-Dick Powell, Signe
Hasso, Maylia—High-rating documentary-type meller
— 109m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(935).
,
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE—MD—Chester Morris, June
Vincent, Richard Lane—Average series entry—67m.—
see May 12 issue—(921).
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—CMU—Jean Porter,
Jimmy Lloyd, June Preisser—Routine dualler—70m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—Leg: B—(919).
WEST OF SONORA—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Anita Castle—Okeh 'Durango Kid'—55m.—see
May 12 issue—(966).
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WOMAN
FROM
TANGIER,
THE—MD—Adele
Jergens,
Stephen Dunne, Michael Duane—Okeh meller for the
duallers—66m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(910).
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-D-Willard Parker, Edgar
Buchanan, Patricia White—Title should help pleasing
dualler—68m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ARKANSAS SWING, THE-Hoosier Hot Shots, Gloria
Henry, Stuart Hart.
BIG BEND BADMEN—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Helen Mowery.
BIG SOMBRERO, THE — Gene Autry, Elena Verdugo,
Stephen Dunne.
BLACK ARROW, THE—Louis Hayward, Janet Blair, George
Macready.
BLACK EAGLE—William Bishop, Virgina Patton, James
Bell.
BLAZING ACROSS THE PECOS — Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Patricia White.
BLONDlE'S REWARD—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms—67m.
CORONER CREEK—Randolph Scott, Marguerite Chapman,
George Macready—(Cinecolor).
ETERNAL MELODY, THE—Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth,
Janis Carter—(Italian-made).
GALLANT BLADE, THE—Larry Parks, Marguerite Chap¬
man, Victor Jory—(Cinecolor).
GENTLEMAN FROM
NOWHERE - Warner Baxter, Fay
Baker, Wilson Graff.
I SURRENDER DEAR—Gloria Jean, David Street, Don
McGuire.
LADIES OF THE CHORUS-Adele Jergens, Rand Brooks,
Marilyn Monroe.
LET'S FALL IN LOVE—Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Janis
Carter.
LOVES OF CARMEN, THE—Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford,
Ron Randell—(Technicolor).
LULU BELLE—Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery, Otto
Kruger—(Bogeaus).
MAN
FROM COLORADO, THE—Glenn Ford, William

KEY
Leg. is the symbol for the Legion of Decency ratings
which are included in cases where the pictures are classi¬
fied as either objectionable in part (B) or condemned
(C). Films without a Legion of Decency rating are either
unobjectionable or unclassified.
Abbreviations following titles indicate type of picture.
MUCD—Musical comedy
ACD—Action drama
drama
AD—Adventure drama
MU—Musical
ADMD— Adult melodrama
MUSAT—Musical satire
BID—Biographical drama
MUW—Musical western
BIDMU—Biographical drama MY—Mystery
with music
MYC—Mystery comedy
C—Comedy
MYCM—Mystery comedy
CAR—Cartoon Feature
musical
CD—Comedy drama
MYD—Mystery drama
MYMD—Mystery melodrama
CDMU—Comedy drama
MYMU—Mystery musical
musical
NOV—Novelty
CFAN—Comedy fantasy
OD—Outdoor drama
CFANMU—Comedy
OMD—Outdoor melodrama
fantasy musical
PD—Psychological drama
CMD—Comedy melodrama
ROMC—Romantic comedy
CMU—Comedy musical
ROMCMU—Romantic
COMP—Compilation
comedy musical
COSMD—Costume melodrama
ROMD—Romantic drama
D—Drama
ROMDMU—Romantic drama
DFAN—Drama fantasy
with music
DMU—Dramatic musical
SAT—Satire
DOC—Documentary
DOCD—Documentary drama SCD—Sex comedy drama
TRAV—Travelogue
F—Farce
W—Western
FAN—Fantasy
WC—Western comedy
FANMU—Fantasy musical
WCMO—Western comedy
FMD—Factual melodrama
musical
FMU—Farce musical
WD—Western drama
HISD—Historical drama
MDMU—Melodrama musical WMD—Western melodrama
WMDMU—Western melodrama
MD—Melodrama
musical
MUC—Musical comedy

Holden, Ellen Drew—(Technicolor).
MANHATTAN ANGEL—Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrrell, Ross
Ford.
OUTLAW TAMER, THE—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders.
RETURN OF OCTOBER, THE—Glenn Ford, Terry Moore,
James Gleason—(Technicolor).
RUSTY LEADS THE WAY—Ted Donaldson, Ann Doran, John
Litel.
RUSTY PAYS A DEBT-Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann
Doran.
SINGIN' SPURS—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia White, Kirby
Grant.
THUNDERHOOF—Preston Foster, William Bishop, Mary
Stuart.
TRAIL TO LAREDO—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia Maxey.
UNDERCOVER MAN—Glenn Ford, Nina Foch.
WALKING HILLS—Randolph Scott, Ella Raines, William
Bishop.
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette^
Nancy Saunders—54m.—(963).
WINNER TAKE NOTHING-Cameron Mitchell, Virginia
Grey* Blake Edwards.
WRANGLER, THE—Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton, Gabby
Hayes—(Cinecolor).

Eagle Lion
(1946-47 releases from 101 and 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-AD-Arturo De Cordova,
Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey—Highly entertaining—
83m.—see March 17 issue—(812).
ASSIGNED TO DANGER — MD — Gene Raymond, Noreen
Nash, Mary Meade—Satisfactory meller for the
duallers—66m.—see May 12 issue—(821).
BLACK HILLS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson—Good series entry—58m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(851).
BLONDE SAVAGE—OMD—Leif Erickson, Gale Sherwood,
Veda Ann Borg—Okeh meller for the duallers—62m.—
see Oct. 15 issue—(807).
CHECK YOUR GUNS - t\UW — Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Nancy Gates—Gooct entry in the Dean series—55m.—
see Nov. 26 issue-(853)
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy'
St. John, Nancy Gates—Okeh series entry—58m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(530).
CLOSE-UP—MD—Alan Baxter, Virgina Gilmore, Richard
Kollmar— Programmer will fit nicely into the duallers
76m.—see April 28 issue—(824).
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE—D—Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne,
Donn Gift—Exploitable film has strongest appeal for
neighborhoods, small towns—77m.—see April 14 issue
—(Cinecolor)—(817).
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE—W—'Lash' La Rue, Al'Fuzzy'
St. John, Jennifer Holt—Okeh series entry—61m.—see
Nov. 26 issue—(527).
GREEN FOR DANGER—MYD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Rosamund John—Interesting British import—91m. see
Oct. 15 issue—(English-made)—(802).
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Ros¬
coe Ates, Jennifer Holt—Good Dean entry—54m.—
see March 17 issue—(856).
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-C-Stuart Edwin, Glenda Far¬
rell, Russ Vincent—Pleasing programmer for the
duallers—71m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(810).
LINDA BE GOOD—CMU—Marie Wilson, Elyse Knox, John
Hubbard—Fair programmer for the lower half—66m.
—see Oct. 29 issue—Leg.: B—(color)—(808).
LOVE FROM A STRANGER—MY—Sylvia Sidney, John Hodiak, John Howard—Suspenseful entertainment has
the selling angles—81m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(806).
MAN
FROM TEXAS—MUW—James Craig, Lynn
Bari,
Johnny Johnston—Mild western—71m.—see April 14
issue—(815).
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-C-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Cathy Downs—Abbott and Costello entry should find
popular appeal—77m.—see April 14 issue—(819).
OCTOBER MAN, THE—D—John Mills, Joan Greenwood,
Edward Chapman—Average British entry—85m.—see
March 31 issue—(English-made)—(816).

THE

Servisection 2
OPEN SECRET—MD—John Ireland, Jane Randolph, Roman
Bohnen—Fast-moving metier packs plenty of punch—
70m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(813).
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—MU W—Eddie Dean,
Roscoe Ates,
Sarah Padden—Satisfactory series entry—57m.—see
April 28 issue—(857).
RAILROADED—MD—John
Ireland,
Sheila
Ryan,
Hugh
Beaumont—Okeh metier for the lower half—72m.—
see Oct. 15 issue—(7101.
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-D-Rin Tin Tin III, Donald
Woods, Claudia Drake—Fair juvenile entry—67m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(color)—(804).
RETURN OF THE LASH-W-'Lash' La Rue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Mary Maynard—Routine series entry—53m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(755).
RUTHLESS—D—Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
Absorbing entry—102m.—see April 14 issue—Leg.: B.
-(818)
SHADOW VALLEY—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine series entry—58m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(852).
SMUGGLERS, THE—COSMD—Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent,
Joan Greenwood—Technicolor import has limited ap¬
peal—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)—(811).
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-D-Ramon Del Gado, Sigrid
Gurie, Ralph Morgan—Fair programmer for the duallers—76m.—see May 12 issue—(823).
STAGE TO MESA CITY-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Jennifer Holt—Routine—52m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(758).
TAKE MY LIFE—MD—Hugh Williams, Greta Gynt, Francis
L. Sullivan—Well-made, suspenseful import—80m.—see
Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—(814).
T-MEN—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Mary Meade, Alfred Ryder
—Topnotch thriller is headed for higher returns—
91m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(809).
TIOGA KID, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jenni¬
fer Holt—Good western—54m.—see March 17 issue—
(858).
TORNADO RANGE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine—56m.—see March 3 issue—(854).
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Phyllis
Planchard—Average Dean
entry—58m.—see
March 17 issue—(855).
WHISPERING CITY—MYMD—Helmut Dantine, Mary An¬
derson, Paul Lukas—Fair meller will need plenty of
push—89m.—see Nov. 26 issue — (Canadian-made) —
(805).
TO BE REVIEWED OR

IN

PRODUCTION

ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS—Bess, the wonder horse;
Audrey Long, Cameron Mitchell.
ALL IN A GAMt — James Brown, Noreen Nash, Sheila
Ryan.
BORN TO FIGHT—Scott Brady, Anabel Shaw, Mary Meade.
BROKEN JOURNEY—Phyllis Calvert, Margot Grahame,
Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made).
CALENDAR, THE—Greta Gynt, John McCallum, Sonia
Holm—(English-made).
CANON CITY—Scott Brady, Charles Russell, Mary Meade
—83m.—(826).
COBRA STRIKES, THE—Sheila Ryan, Leslie Brooks, Richard
Fraser—62 m.—(820).
CORPSE CAME CALLING, THE - Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl
Walker, Paul Bryar.
ESTHER WATERS—Kathleen Ryan, Dirk Bogarde, Fay
Compton—(Engl ish-made).
HOLLOW TRIUMPH—Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie
Brooks.
LADY AT MIDNIGHT—Richard Denning, Tom Dugan, Lora
Lee Michel.
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE—Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cummings,
Anna Sten.
LORD BYRON—Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling, Joan Green¬
wood—(English-made).
MAN WITHOUT A GUN — Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Ellen
Hall.
MICKEY—Irene Hervey, Bill Goodwin, Lois Butler—(Cinecolor)—87m.—(825).
MIRANDA—Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, Glynis Johns
— (Eng I ish-made).
MR. PERRIN AND MR. TRAIL—David Farrar, Marius Gor¬
ing, Greta Gynt—(English-made).
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—Joan Leslie, James Craig, Jack
oakie— (Cine color)— 79m.—(830).
OLIVER TWIST—Robert Newton, Kay Walsh, Alec Guin¬
ness—(English-made)—(828).
OLYMPIC GAMES, THE—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
RAMPAGE—Bess, the Wonder Horse; Cameron Mitchell,
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).
RAW DEAL—Dennis O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha Hunt
78m.-(822).
RED SHOES, THE—Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Leon¬
ide Massine—(Eng I ish-made)—(Technicolor).
SARABAND—Stewart Granger,
Francoise Rosay, Joan
Greenwood—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC—John Mills, Derek Bond, Anne
Firth—(Eng I ish-made)—(Technicolor).
SHED NO TEARS—Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank
Albertson—70m.—(829).
SLEEPING CAR TO VENICE—Albert Lieven, Derrick De
Marney, Jean Kent—(English-made).
SPIRITUALIST, THE—Turhan Bey, Lynn Bari, Cathy O'Donnell—79m.—(827).
29 CLUES—Richard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts.
WHEN THE DEVIL DRIVES—James Cardwell, Jan Ford,
Damian O'Flynn.

Film Classics
ARGYLE SECRETS — MYMD — William Gargan, Marjorie
Lord, Ralph Byrd-Dualler has exploitation possibil¬
ities—63m.—see May 12 issue.
DEVIL'S CARGO—MYMD—John Calvert, Rochelle Hudson,
Roscoe Karns—Satisfactory programmer for the duallers—61m.~see March 31 issue.
DISCOVERY — DOC — Admiral Byrd, and his group of
scientists, astronomers, and naval personnel—Highly
exploitable documentary—74m.—see July 9 issue—
(Discovery).
FOR YOU I DIE—MD—Cathy Downs, Paul Lahgton, Mischa
Auer—Above average dualler—76m.—see Dec.
24
Issue.

CHECK-UP

FURIA—D—Isa Pola, Rossano Brazzi, Gino Cervi—Highrating Italian entry- -89m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(Italianmade)—(English titles)—(Westport-Int.)—Leg.: B.
MONEY MADNESS—D--Hugh Beaumont, Frances Rafferty,
Harlan Warde—Interesting programmer for the duallers—73m.—see April 14 issue.
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-ACD-Felix
Doc' Blanchard,
Glenn Davis, Anne Nagel—Will depend entirely on
the Blanchard-Davis football draw—77m.—see Oct. 15
issue—(Bro-Rog).
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-DOC-Adolph Hitler, Eva
Braun, Herman Goering—Topical documentary has
exploitation angles—60m.—see May 26 issue.
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—DOCD—Tala Birell, William
Henry, Virginia Christine—Saleable exploitation entry
—90m.—see Jan. 21 issue.

SECRET GARDEN, THE—Margaret O'Brien, Claude Jarman,
Jr., Dean Stockwell.
SECRET
LAND—Commentary
by
Robert Montgomery,
Robert Taylor, Van Heflin—(Technicolor).
SOUTHERN YANKEE, A-Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy,
Arlene Dahl.
SUN IN THE MORNING—Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd No¬
lan, Claude Jarman, Jr.—(Technicolor).
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE-Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van
Heflin—(Technicolor).
WORDS AND MUSIC—Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
June Allyson—(Technicolor).

Monogram

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BLONDE ICE—Leslie Brooks, Robert Paige, Russ Vincent.
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY—Rory Calhoun, Virginia Grey,
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).

Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—D—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,
Dorothy
Patrick—Moderate
programmer—76m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(818).
B.F.'S DAUGHTER—D—Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin,
Charles Coburn—Well-made picturization of a best¬
seller—108m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(820).
BIG
CITY—CDMU—Margaret O'Brien,
Robert
Preston,
Danny Thomas—Names and angles will make the
difference—103m.—see April 14 issufe.
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—C—Van Johnson, June Allyson,
Butch Jenkins—Topnotch comedy—98m.—see March
17 issue—(819).
CASS TIMBERLANE—ROMD—Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner,
Zachary Scott—Popular book makes high-rating en¬
tertainment—117m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(813).
GONE WITH THE WIND-D-Clark Cable, Leslie How¬
ard, Olivia de Havilland—Reissue will still get the
dough—228m.—see
June
11
issue—(Technicolor)—
(3000).
GOOD NEWS—CMU—June Allyson, Peter Lawford, Patricia
Marshall—Pleasing comedy should attract attention—
92m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(810).
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET-ROMD-Lana Turner, Van Heflin,
Donna Reed—Best-selling book and names should
put this across—141m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(811).
HIGH WALL—MD—Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall—The Taylor draw will have to make the
difference—99m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(815).
HOMECOMING—D—Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Anne Bax¬
ter—Solid—112m.—see April 14 issue—(826).
IF WINTER COMES—D—Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Angela Lansbury—Drama should get the women's
vote—97m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—(814).
KILLER McCOY—MD—Mickey Rooney, Brian Donlevy, Ann
Blyth—Solid; for the better money—102m.—see Nov.
12 issue—(809).
N1NOTCHKA — CD — Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Ina
Claire—Topical interest may help reissue—110m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(812).
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-MUCD-Esther Williams,
Peter Lawford, Jimmy Durante—Names and angles
will make the difference—107m.—see May 12 issue—
(Technicolor).
PICADILLY INCIDENT—DMU—Anna Neagle, Michael Wild¬
ing, Michael
Laurence—Moderate British
import—
88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made).
PIRATE, THE—MU—Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Walter
Slezak—Topnotch
musical—101 Vimi.—see
April
14
issue—(Technicolor)—(825).
SEARCH, THE—D— Montgomery Clift, Aline MacMahon,
Jarmila Novotna—Excellent dramatic entry—103m.—
see March 31 issue.
STATE OF THE UNION—CD—Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hep¬
burn, Van Johnson—Excellent, timely entry—121m.—
see April 14 issue—(824).
SUMMER HOLIDAY—ROMCMU—Mickey Rooney, Gloria De
Haven, Walter Huston—High-rating comedy is headed
for the better returns—92m.—see March 17 issue—
(Technicolor)—(821).
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-MD-Johnny Weiss¬
muller, Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Average
reissue has the angles—71 m.—see April 28 issue—
(823).
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—MD—Johnny Weissmuller,
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Reissue should
attract series' fans—80m.—see April 28 issue—(822).
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—D—Margaret O'Brien, Angela
Lansbury, George Murphy—O'Brien draw will help
routine programmer—74m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(816).
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS—MUCD—Esther Williams, Jimmy
Durante, Lauritz Melchoir—Names and Technicolor
will help—105m.—see Oct. 15 issue—(Technicolor)—
(808).
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—CMU—Jeanette MacDonald,
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell—Entertaining entry—115m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—Leg.: B—(Technicolor)—(817).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
COMMAND DECISION—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson.
DATE WITH JUDY, A—Wallace Beery, Jane Powell, Eliza¬
beth Taylor—(Technicolor).
EASTER PARADE—Fred Astaire, Judy Garland, Peter Law¬
ford—(Technicolor).
JULIA MISBEHAVES—Greer Garson,
Walter
Pidgeon,
Peter Lawford,
KISSING BANDIT, THE—Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
J. Carroll Naish—(Technicolor).
LUXURY LINER—George Brent, Frances Gifford, Jane
Powell—(Technicolor).
MASTER OF LASSIE—Edmund Gwenn, Janet Leigh, Tom
Drake—(Technicolor).
PERSONAL TOUCH, THE - Lionel Barrymore, Lucille
Bremer, Edward Arnold.

THK

EXHIBITOR

(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ANGEL'S ALLEY-CD-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Bene¬
dict-Better entry in the series—67m.—See Feb. 4
issue—(4708).
BOWERY BUCKAROOS-WC-Leo ..Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
Julie Briggs—Average series entry—65m.—see Oct. 29
issue—(625).
CAMPUS SLEUTH—MYCM—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Warren Mills—For the lower half—57V2m.—see March
31 issue—(4713).
CHINESE RING, THE—MYMD—Roland Winters, Mantan
Moreland, Louise Currie—Good entry in t|ie 'Chan'
series—67m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(626).
CROSSED TRAILS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Lynne Carver—Routine—53m.—see May 12
issue—(4755).
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS—MYD—Roland Winters, Victor
Sen Young, Mantan Moreland—Routine 'Chan' entry
64m.—see March 31 issue—(4712).
FIGHTING MAD—MD—Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Elyse
Knox—Good Palooka entry—75m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(4709).
FRENCH LEAVE—CMD—Jackie Cooper, Jackie Coogan,
Renee Godfrey—For the lower half—64m.—see April
28 issue—(4714).
GUN

TALK—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Christine Mclntire—Routine—57m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
_ (674).
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters.
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-MD-Don Castle, Elyse
Knox, Regis Toomey—Mild meller for the lower half
—70m.—see May 12 issue—(4716).

J1GGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-C-Joe Yule, Rente
Riano, Dale Carnegie—Pleasing programmer has the
angles—65m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4704).
KING OF THE BANDITS—Gilbert Roland, Chris-Pin Martin,
Angela Greene—Average 'Cisco Kid' entry—65m.—
see Oct. 29 issue—(624).
LAND OF THE LAWLESS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Ray¬
mond Hatton, Christine Mclntire—Average western—
59m.—see May 28 issue—(671).
LOUISIANA — BIDMU — Jimmie Davis, Margaret Lindsay,
John Gallaudet—High rating Monogram entry—85m.
—see Dec. 10 issue—(4703).
OKLAHOMA BLUES—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Virginia Belmont—Good Wakely—56m.—see
April 28 issue—(4761).
OVERLAND TRAILS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Raymond Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Better than aver¬
age for the series—58m.—see March 31 issue—(4751).
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)-ACD-Don Castle,
Audrey Long, Peggy Knudson—Interesting program¬
mer for the duallers—66m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(4707).
PRAIRIE EXPRESS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Fair series entry—54m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—(678).
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Can¬
nonball' Taylor, Beverly Jons—Good series entrant—
53m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(685).
ROCKY—OD—Roddy
McDowall,
Edgar
Barrier,
Nita
Hunter—Above average outdoor film should have
good appeal—76m.—see March 3 issue—(4705).
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE-DMU-Movita, John Carroll,
Antonio Moreno—Okeh reissue—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(4710).
SIGN OF THE WOLF—ACD—Michael Whalen, Grace Brad¬
ley, Darryl Hickman—Reissue for the duallers—69m.
—see Sept. 3 issue—(4711).
SMART POLITICS—CMU—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Frankie Darro—Moderate programmer for the duallers
—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Connonball' Taylor, Mildred Coles—Typical series entry—
53m.—see March 3 issue—(686).
WOLF CALL—OMD—John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
Lynn—Reissue for the lower half—61 m.—see May 28,
'47 issue—(619).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
DEVIL'S PASS—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
FRONTIER AGENT—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Reno Blair—56m.—(4756).
JINX MONEY—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Betty Caldwell—
68m.
JOE NAMED PALOOKA, A—Joe Kirkwood, Elyse Knox,
Stanley Clements.
MANHATTAN FOLK SONG-Freddie Stewart, Phil Brito,
June Preisser.
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—Allene Roberts, Scotty Beckett,
Charles Amt.
MURDER LOVES COMPANY—Leo Gorcey, Bowery Boys.
MYSTERY OF THE GOLDEN EYE, THE—Roland Winters,
Victor Sen Young, Mantan Moreland.
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Christine Larson.
RANGE RENEGADES—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
Jennifer Holt—54m.
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SADDLE SERENADE—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor.
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE—Roland Winters, Deanie Best,
John Alvin—65m.
16 FATHOMS DEEP—Arthur Lake, Lloyd Bridges—(AnscoColor).
SMUGGLERS' COVE—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell.
STAGE STRUCK—Audrey Long, Kane Richmond, Ralph
Byrd—(4715).
TRIGGERMAN—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Virginia Carroll—56m.

Allied Artists
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-WC-Eddie Albert, Gale Storm,
James Gleason—Highly entertaining western comedy
—87m.—see May 12 issue (AA-8).
(1947-48 releases from AA-1 up)
GANGSTER, THE—PD—Barry Sullivan, Belita, Joan Lorring
—Well-made drama will need selling—84m.—see
Oct. 15 issue—Leg: B—(AA-3).
HUNTED, THE—D—Preston Foster, Belita, Pierre Watkin—
Interesting drama has the angles—83m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(AA-5).
PANHANDLE—WD—Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs, Reed
Hadley—High-rating western should attract wide
attention—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(AA-7).
SMART WOMAN—D—Brian Aherne, Constance Bennett,
Barry Sullivan—Attractive programmer has names
to help—93m.—see March 31 issue—(AA-6).
SONG OF MY HEART—BIDMU—Frank Sundstrom, Audrey
Long, Sir Cedric Hardwicke—Top flight Allied Artists
entry—85m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(AA-4).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BABE RUTH STORY, THE—William Bendix, Claire Trevor,
Charles Bickford.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN—Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
Gale Storm.

Paramount
(1946-47 releases from 4601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ALBUQUERQUE — W — Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton,
George 'Gabby' Hayes—Okeh for the outdoor fans—
90m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4709).
BIG CLOCK, THE-D-Ray Milland, Charles Laughton,
Maureen O'Sullivan—Milland draw will help fastmoving meller—95m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(4713).
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-MD-Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
Anne Gillis—Good entry for the duallers—70m.—see
Nov. 26 issue—(4706).
CAGED FURY—MD—Richard Denning, Shiela Ryan, Buster
Crabbe—Good entry for the duallers—60m.—see
March 3 issue—(4711).
DREAM GIRL—CD—Betty Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Patric
Knowles—Will depend on Hutton draw—85m.—see
May 26 issue—(4721).
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE—CMU—Bing Crosby, Joan Fon¬
taine, Roland Culver—Should land in the higher
grosses—106m.—see May 12 issue—(Technicolor)—
(4720).
HATTER'S CASTLE—MD—Robert Newton, James Mason,
Deborah Kerr — Mediocre British entry — 100m. — see
April 28 issue—(English-made)—(4718).
HAZARD—CD—Paulette Goddard, Macdonald Carey, Fred
Clark—Names will make the difference—95m.—see
March 31 issue—Leg.: B.—(4716).
I WALK ALONE—MD—Burt Lancaster, Lizabeth Scott,
Kirk Douglas—Rugged meller has the names and
angles to sell—98m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(4708).
MR. RECKLESS — MD — William Eythe, Barbara Britton,
Walter Catlett—For the lower half—66m.—see March
3 issue—(4712).
ROAD TO RIO—FMU—Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour—The Crosby-Hope combination will get the
business—100m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(4707).
SAIGON—MD—Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Donald DickTypical Ladd show—94m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4710).
SAINTED' SISTERS, THE—C—Veronica Lake, Joan Caul¬
field, Barry Fitzgerald—Entertaining comedy—89m.—
see March 31 issue—(4714).
SHAGGY — OD — Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert
Shayne—Good family entry for the duallers—71 m.—
see April 28 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4717).
SPEED TO SPARE — MD — Richard Arlen, Jean Rogers,
Richard Travis—For the lower half—57m,—see March
3 issue—(4715).
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—MD—William Gargan, Mary
Beth Hughes, Richard Travis—Okeh meller for the
lower half—63m.—see May 26 issue—(4719).
WHERE THERE'S LIFE—C—Bob Hope, Signe Hasso, William
Bendix—Will depend on the Hope draw—75m.—see
Oct, 15 issue—(4704).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACCUSED, THE—Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wen¬
dell Corey.
BEYOND GLORY—Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Tom Neal—
(4726).
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke, Stan¬
ley Clements—(4722).
CONNECTICUT YANKEE, A-Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke—(Technicolor).
DARK CIRCLE—Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mit¬
chell.
DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS—Anne Crawford, Siobhan Mc¬
Kenna— (English-made).
DISASTER—Richard Denning, Trudy Marshall, Damion
O'Flynn.
DYNAMITE—Virginia Welles, William Gargan, Richard
Crane.
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—Marlene Dietrich, Jean Arthur, John
Lund—(4724).
FROZEN GOLD—Robert Lowery, Russell Hayden.
GREAT GATSBY, THE—Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
Carey.
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC—Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Billy
De Wolfe.
MY OWN TRUE LOVE—Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas,
Wanda Hendrix.
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NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-Edward G. Robinson,
John Lund, Gail Russell.
NOW AND FOREVER—Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey,
Wanda Hendrix.
PALEFACE, THE—Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Samuel Z. Hinds
—(Technicolor).
SEALED VERDICT—Ray Milland, Florence Marly, John
Ridgely.
SO EVIL MY LOVE-Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Geraldine
Fitzgerald—(British Productions) —(4723).
SORROWFUL JONES-Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne
Saunders.
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER—Barbara Stanwyck, Burt Lan¬
caster, Ann Richards.
SPECIAL AGENT—William Eythe, Laura Elliot, George
Reeves.
TATLOCK MILLIONS, THE-Wanda Hendrix, John Lund,
Barry Fitzgerald.
WHISPERING SMITH—Alan Ladd, Brenda Marshall, Robert
Preston—(Technicolor).

RICO
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)

ARIZONA RANGER, THE—W—Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Nan
Leslie—Good western—63m.—see April 14 issue—(814).
BAMBI—CAR—Reissue is top flight Disney—71m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(892).
BERLIN EXPRESS — MD — Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,
Charles Korvin—Documentary-type meller is exciting
screen fare—86m.—see April 14 issue—(815).
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES, THE—D—Myrna Loy, Frederic
March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright—This rates
among the best—172m.—see Nov. 27, '46 issue—
(Goldwyn)—Leg.: B—(751).
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE-DFAN-Cary Grant, Loretta Young,
David Niven—High rating entertainment—108m.—see
Nov, 26 issue—(Goldwyn)—(852).
DESIGN FOR DEATH-DOC-Produced by Theron Worth
and Richard O. Fleischer; narrated by Kent Smith
and Hans Conreid—Thrill-packed documentary—48m.—
see Feb. 4 issue.
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME—MYMD—Boris Karloff
Ralph Byrd, Ann Gwynne—Exploitable entry for the
duallers—65m.—see Oct. 15 issue—(810).
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE - CD - Pat O'Brien, Darryl
Hickman, Una O'Connor—Pleasant program—93m.—
see May 12 issue—(816).
FORT APACHE—MD—John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley
Temple—Soldiers and Indians show should get the
dough—127m.—see March 31 issue—(Argosy)—(870). .
FUGITIVE, THE—D—Henry Fonda, Dolores Del Rio, Pedro
Armendariz—Drama will need plenty of selling—
99m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(Argosy)—(863).
I REMEMBER MAMA—D—Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes, Oscar Homolka—Topnotch—134m.—see March 31
issue—(868).
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—CMU—Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
Allyn Joslyn—Cantor-Davis draw will make the dif¬
ference—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(811).
LAWLESS VALLEY—W—George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Fred
Kohler—Average western reissue—59m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(884).
MAN ABOUT TOWN — C — Maurice Chevalier, Francois
Perrier, Marcelle Derrien—Interesting entry for the
art and specialty houses—88m.—see Oct. 29 issue—
(French-made)—(English narration)—(864).
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-D-Fred MacMurray, Valli,
Frank Sinatra—Picturization of best-seller will land
in the higher grosses—120m.—see March 17 issue—
(Lasky-MacEwen)—(869).
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA - D - Rosalind Russell,
Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey—Play picturiza¬
tion will need special handling—153m.—see Nov. 26
issue—(865).
NIGHT SONG—D—Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon, Ethel
Barrymore—Names and femme appeal will make the
difference—101m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(806).
OUT OF THE PAST—MYMD—Robert Mitchum, Jane Greer,
Kirk Douglas—Average meller has the Mitchum draw
to help—97m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(807).
PEARL, THE—D—Pedro Armendariz, Marie Elena Marques,
Fernando Wagner—Powerful drama for class and
specialty houses—77m.—see March 3 issue—(Mexicanmade)—(867).
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—MUW—George O'Brien,
Marjorie Reynolds, Chill Wills—Okeh western re¬
issue—64m.—see Jan. 21 issue.
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-W-George O'Brien, Rita Hay¬
worth, Ray Whitley—Okeh western reissue—59m.—
see Dec. 24 issue—(883).
_
SO WELL REMEMBERED-D-John Mills, Martha Scott,
Patricia Roc—High rating English import—112m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(English-made)—(808).
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS-OD-Johnny Weissmuller,
Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian—Exploitation show has
the usual angles—68m.—see April 14 issue—(Lesser)
-(813).
TIMBER STAMPEDE—W—George O'Brien, Marjorie Reynolds,
Chill Wills—Satisfactory western reissue—60m.—see _
Feb. 4 issue—(886).
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-MUW-George O'Brien, Rosalind
Keith, Ray Whitley—Average western reissue—60m. —
—see Jan. 7 issue—(885).
TYCOON—MD—John Wayne, Laraine Day, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke—Names should help overlong meller—
128m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(866).
WESTERN HERITAGE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Martin—Good western—61m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(812).
WILD HORSE MESA—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Martin—Okeh western—61m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(809).

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—Frank Buck—(Reissue)—(818).
GOOD SAM—Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe—
(Rainbow).
GUNS OF HATE—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Myrna Dell—(819).
HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD — Leon Errol, Nan Leslie,
Steve Brodie.
INDIAN AGENT—Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
INDIAN SUMMER—Ann Sothern, Alexander Knox, George
Tobias.
JOAN OF ARC—Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, George
Co lour is—(Sierra)—(Technicolor).
LONG DENIAL, THE—Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara,
Gloria Grahame.
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA-Terry Moore, Ben John¬
son, Robert Armstrong—(Arko).
MYSTERY IN MEXICO—William Lundigan, Jacqueline
White, Jacqueline Dalya.
RACE STREET—George Raft, William Bendix, Marilyn
Maxwell.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER—Loretta Young, William
Holden, Robert Mitchum.
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—Randolph Scott, Robert Ryan,
Anne Jeffreys—(817).
ROUGHSHOD—Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr., Gloria
Grahame.
SONG IS BORN, A—Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Steve
Cochran—(Goldwyn)—(Technicolor).
STATION WEST—Dick Powell, Jane Greer, Agnes Moorehead.
VELVET TOUCH, THE-Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire
Trevor—(Independent Artists).
WEEP NO MORE—Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Byington.
WINDOW, THE—Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy, Bobby
Driscoll.
YOUR RED WAGON-Cathy O'Donnell, Farley Granger,
Howard da Silva.

Republic
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Bob Steele, Linda Johnson—Good western—59m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(752).
BILL AND COO—NOV—George Burton's Love Birds—Cute
novelty should prove highly popular with youngsters
and family trade—61m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Trucolor)
(728).
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Roy Barcroft— Good western—60m.—see May
12 issue—(754).
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND - MUW - Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Trucolor)—(654).
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-C-Lyn Wilde, Lee Wilde, Adele
Mara—Pleasing dualler for the lower half—61m.—
see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(703).
DRIFTWOOD—CD—Ruth Warrick, Walter Brennan, Dean
Jagger—Pleasing entry for the duallers—88m.—see
Oct. 15 issue—(621).
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE—OMD—William Elliott, John Carroll, Catherine McLeod—Top budget outdoor show
should attract attention—95m.—see Nov. 12 issue—
(624).
FLAME, THE—MD—John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Robert
Paige—One of the better Republic offerings—97m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.:B—(628).
,
GAY RANCHERO, THE—MUW—Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,
Jane Frazee—Good Rogers—72m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(Trucolor) —(644).
HEART OF VIRGINIA—D—Janet Martin, Robert Lowery,
Frankie Darro—For the lower half—61m.—see April
14 issue—(707).
INSIDE STORY, THE—CD—Marsha Hunt, Charles Winninger, William Lundigan—Average programmer—87m.—
see April 14 issue—(705).
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST—CMD—Lynne Roberts, Donald
Barry, Warren Douglas—For the lower half—58m.—
see April 14 issue—(706).
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-OMD-Lynne Roberts, Don¬
ald Barry, Don Castle—For the lower half—60m.—
see March 3 issue—(704).
MAIN STREET KID, THE—CD—Al Pearce, Janet Martin,
Alan Mowbray—For the lower half—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(701).
NORTHWEST OUTPOST-DMU-Nelson Eddy, Ilona Mas¬
sey, Joseph Schildkraut—Names and music should
sell this—91 m.—see May 14 issue—(615).
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles—Routine western—59m.—see
March 17 issue—(753).
OLD LOS ANGELES—MUW—William Elliott, John Carroll,
Catherine McLeod—One of the better Republic offer¬
ings—87m.—see April 28 issue—(708).
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIl-MUW-Roy Rogers, Tito
Guizar, Jane Frazee—Average Rogers—75m.—see Oct.
29 issue—(Trucolor)—(648).
SLIPPY McGEE—MD—Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Tom
Brown—For the lower half—65m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(702).
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS — MUW — Roy Rogers, Jane
Frazee, Andy Devine—Fair Rogers entry—70m.—see
May 26 issue—(Trucolor)—(731).
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-MUW-^Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—65m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(Trucolor)—(652).
WILD FRONTIER, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Jack Holt,
Eddy Waller—Routine western—59m.—see Oct. 15 issue
-(751).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BACKFIRE-Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard Travis.
BLUE LADY, THE—John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BLOOD ON THE MOON—Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel
Geddes, Robert Preston.
BODYGUARD—Lawrence Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve
Brodie.
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, THE—Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan,
Barbara Hale—(Technicolor).

THE

EXHIBITOR

CARSON1 cVtY RAIDERS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy Waller,
Beverly Jone—(755).
ARRON TRAILS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie Weller.
EDEVILS OF THE SKY—Robert Livingstone, Mae Clarke,
James Cardwell.
MS ALONG THE AMAZON—George Brent, Vera Ral¬
ston, Brian Aherne,

TNB
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EYES OF TEXAS, THE—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Lynne
Roberts—(Trucol or).
FLIGHT FROM FURY—Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis.
GALLANT LEGION, THE-William Elliott, Joseph Schildkraut, Adrian Booth.
I, JANE DOE—Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston—
(710).
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—William Wright, Janet Martin,
Thurston Hall—(709).
MACBETH—Orson Welles, Roddy McDoweJI, Jeanette
Nolan.
MARSHALL OF AMARILLO—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles.
MOONRISE—Dane Clark, Gail Russell, Ethel Barrymore—
(Feldman-Grant).
NIGHT TIME IN NEVADA—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Sons
of the Pioneers— (Trucolor).
RECOIL—William Wright, Janet Martin, William Henry.
RED PONY, THE—Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern—(Feldman-Milestone)—(Technicolor).
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR—Lloyd Bridges, Lynne
Roberts, Trevor Bardette.
THRILL MAN, THE—Russell Hayden, Lynne Roberts, Gor¬
don Jones.
TIMBER TRAIL—Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts, Roy Barcroft
-(656).
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—William Phipps, Donald Barry,
Janet Martin.

Screen Guild
(1946-47 releases from 4604 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up;
(1947-48 Herald releases from X-l up)
BOY! WHAT A GIRL—CMU—Tim Moore, Elwood Smith,
Sheila Guyse—Fair Negro entry—69m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(Herald)—(X-2).
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-D-John Shelton, Ann Doran,
Guinn Williams—Routine dualler—74m.—see Nov. 12
issue—(4706).
SEPIA CINDERELLA — MU — Billy Daniels, Sheila Guyse,
Tondaleyo—High rating Negro entry—70m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(Herald)—(X-l).
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-OMD-Russell Hayden, Jen¬
nifer Holt, Emmet 'Pappy' Lynn—Okeh for the lower
half—42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4708).
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS - OMD - Russell Hayden,
Jennifer Holt, Tristram Coffin—For the lower half—
41m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4707).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
DEAD MAN'S GOLD-Lash La Rue, Al St. John,
Stewart.
MIRACLE IN HARLEM—Stepin Fetchit, Hilda Offley,
Guyse— (71m.)—(Herald)—(X-3).
PRAIRIE, THE—Alan Baxter, Lenore Aubert, Charles
—(76m.)—(4705).
STING OF THE LASH—Lash La Rue, Al St. John,
Stewart.

Peggy
Sheila
Evans
Peggy

SRO
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE-C-Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas—High rating—
93m.—see April 14 issue.
DUEL IN THE SUN—WMD—Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten—Money show—135m.—see Jan. 8, '47
—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B.
INTERMEZZO—D—Leslie Howard, Ingrid Bergman, Edna
Best—Reissue has Bergman and femme appeal—
70m.—see Nov. 12 issue.
PARADINE CASE, THE—MYD—Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton—Engrossing drama should net
high returns—116m.—see Jan. 7 issue.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Jennifer Jones, Joseph
Ethel Barrymore.

Cotten,

20th Century-fox
(1947 releases from 701 up;
1948 releases from 801 up)
ANNA KARENINA—D—Vivien Leigh, Ralph Richardson,
Kieron Moore—Heavy English drama for class spots
—111m.—see April 28 issue—(English-made)—(Korda)
-(820).
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-C-Lois Collier, Richard Crane,
Skippy Homeier— For the lower half—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Wurtzel)—(817).
CALL NORTHSIDE 777—MD—James Stewart, Richard Conte,
Helen
Walker—Good
documentary-type
entry—
HOVim.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(805).
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE—MD—Tyrone Power, Jean Peters,
Cesar Romero—High-rating—140m.—see Dec. 10 issue
—(Technicolor)—(801).
CHALLENGE, THE — MD — Tom Conway, June Vincent,
Richard Stapley—For the lower half—68m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Reliance)—(807).
DAISY KENYON—D—Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews,
Henry Fonda—Will get the women's vote— 98V2m.
see Dec. 10 issue—Leg.:B—(731).
DANGEROUS YEARS—D—William Halop, Ann E. Todd,
Jerome Cowan—For the lower half—62m.—see Dec.
24 issue—(Wurtzel)—(804).
FOREVER AMBER—COSMD—Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
Richard Greene—Extremely popular novel has been
made into a topnotch film—140m.—see Oct. 15 issue
—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B—(733).
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-MD-Victor Mature, Coleen
Gray, Glenn Langan—Fair programmer—88m.—see
April 14, issue—(815).
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT—D—Gregory Peck, Dorothy
McGuire, John Garfield—Excellent production of best
seller has the angles for top boxoffice—118m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—Leg.: B—(806).
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE - D - Henry Fonda, Jane
Darwell, John Carradine— Reissue will have limited
appeal—129m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(745).
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GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING - OD - Peggy Cummins,
Charles Coburn, Lloyd Nolan—Good entry for the
rural and small town sectors—89m.—see May 12 issue
—(Technicolor)—(818).
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—MD—Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen,
Joe Sawyer—Fair who-dun-it for the lower half—
69m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Wurtzel)—(808).
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-C-Paulette Goddard, Michael
Wilding, Diana Wynward—Technicolor import has
limited appeal—96m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Englishmade)—(Technicolor)—(809).
IRON CURTAIN, THE—MD—Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc—Topical entry offers wealth of selling
opportunities—87m.—see May 26 issue—(816).
INVISIBLE WALL, THE—MD—Don Castle, Virginia Christine,
Richard Gaines—For the lower half—73m.—see Oct.
15 issue—(Wurtzel)—Leg.: B—(732).
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—C—John Emery, Hillary Brooke, Tay¬
lor Holmes—For the lower half—67m.—see March 17.
issue—(Seltzer)—(813).
MARK OF ZORRO, THE—COSMD—Tyrone Power, Linda
Darnell, Basil Rathbone—Reissue has names to sell—
93m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(740).
MEET ME AT DAWN—C—William Eythe, Stanley Holloway,
Beatrice Campbell—Minor import—89m.—see March
31 issue—(English-made)—(812).
NIGHTMARE ALLEY - D - Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell,
Coleen Gray—Well-made picturization of best-selling
novel—11 lm.—see Oct. 15 Issue—Leg.: B—(730).
ROSES ARE RED—MD—Don Castle, Peggy Knudsen, Pat¬
ricia Knight—Okeh meller for the lower half—67m.—
• see Nov. 12 issue—(Wurtzel)—(734).
SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-D-June Haver, Lon McCallister, Walter Brennan—Very good entry, especi¬
ally for small town and rural spots—95m.—see March
17 issue—(Technicolor)—(811).
SITTING PRETTY-C-Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara,
Clifton Webb—High-rating comedy—84m.—see March
17 issue—(810).
TENDER YEARS, THE-D-Joe E. Brown, Richard Lyon,
Noreen Nash—Sterling entry for family trade—81m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(Alson)—(803).
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—MD—Tom Conway, Maria Palmer,
Helen Westcott—For the lower half—67m.—see April
14 issue—(Reliance)—(814).
TOBACCO ROAD — CD — Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
Charles Grapewin—Names and show's popularity
should help reissue—84m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(744).
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME—MUD—Jeanne Crain, Dan
Dailey, Oscar Levant—Should bring in the dough—
91m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY—Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Edmund Gwenn—(Technicolor).
BIG DAN—Charles Russell, Virgina Christine, Gary Gray
— (Wurtzel).
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE-David Niven, Margaret Leigh¬
ton, Will Fyfe — (English-made) — (Korda) — (Techni¬
color).
BURLESQUE—Betty Grable, Dan Dailey, Jack Oakie—
(Technicolor).
CHECKERED COAT, THE-Tom Conway, Noreen Nash,
Hurd Hatfield—(Belsam)—(825).
COUNTERFEITERS, THE-John Sutton, Doris Merrick, Hugh
Beaumont—(Reliance)—73 m.—(819).
CREEPER, THE—John Baragrey, Onslow Stevens, Janis
Wilson—(Reliance).
DEEP WATERS—Dona Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Ro¬
mero—(821).
ESCAPE—Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins, Jill Esmond—
(English-made)—(822).
FIGHTING BACK—Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary Gray
— (Wurtzel) —(828).
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-John Emery, Tamara Geva, Leif
Ericksen—(Seltzer).
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-Nancy Guild, Dan
Dailey, Charles Winninger—(Technicolor)—89m.—(827).
LOST ILLUSION, THE—Michele Morgan, Ralph Richardson,
Sonia Dresdel—(English-made)—(Korda).
MARTIN ROME — Victor Mature, Richard Conte ,Betty
Garde.
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—Burgess Meredith, Kieron
Moore—DuIcie Gray—(English-made) —(Korda)—(824).
ROAD HOUSE—Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm.
SHAMROCK TOUCH, THE—Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter,
Cecil Kellaway.
SNAKE PIT, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, Mark
Stevens.
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-Mark Stevens, Lloyd Nolan,
Barbara Lawrence—(823).
THAT LADY IN ERMINE—Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Cesar Romero—(Technicolor).
THAT WONDERFUL URGE—Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,
Reginald Gardiner.
THIS WAS A WOMAN—Sonia Dresdel, Emyrs Jones, Bar¬
bara White—(English-made).
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS—Linda Darnell, Rex Harrison, Rudy
Vallee.
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE—Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
Anne Baxter—(826).
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-Bob Howard, Jean Willis, Mor¬
gan Farley—(Polimar)—70m.—(829).
WINSLOW BOY, THE—Robert Donat, Margaret Leighton—
(English-made)—(Korda).
YELLOW SKY—Paulette Goddard, Gregory Peck.

United Artists
ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE, THE - W - Richard
Martin, Frances Rafferty, Marc Cramer—For the lower
half—65m.—see May 14 issue—(Cinecolor)—(Comet).
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—D—Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton — Highly-touted entry should -hit
the spot with femmes— 119V2m.—see March 3 issue—
(Enterprise)—(Leg.: B.).
CHRISTMAS EVE—CD—George Raft, George Brent, Joan
Blondell—Fair programmer—90m.—see Oct. 29 issue—
(Bogeaus).
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff-Time-Part 1)—C—Bill Tracy,
Joe Sawyer, Emory Parnell—Mild comedy for the
lower half—50m.—see April 28 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
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INTRIGUE—MD—George Raft, June Havoc, Helena Carter
—Raft name should help topical meller—90m.—see
Dec. 24 issue—(Star).
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-DOC-The 11th Olym¬
pic meet covered by 600 cameramen; narrated by
Bill Slater; edited by Joseph Lerner and Max Rosen¬
baum—Good entry for sport spots—60m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(German-made).
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble, Who Killed Doc
Robin.
MAD WEDNESDAY—C—Harold Lloyd, Frances Ramsden,
Jimmy Conlin—Word-of-mouth should help delightful
comedy—89m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Sturges).
MAN OF EVIL—D—James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Wilfred
Lawson—Satisfactory English drama for class houses
—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made) —Leg.: B.
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—see On Our Merry Way.
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—CD—Charles Chaplin, Martha Kaye,
Marilyn Nash—Chaplin draw will make the differ¬
ence—123m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Chaplin)—Leg.: B.
ON OUR MERRY WAY—(A Miracle Can Happen)—C—
Burgess Meredith, Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurray—High rating comedy—107m.—see Feb. 18 issue—
(Bogeaus-Meredith)—Leg.: B.
ROOSEVELT STORY, THe-DOC-Produced by Martin Le¬
vine and Oliver Unger—High rating documentary—
77m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Tola).
SILENT CONFLICT—W—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—Fair series entry—61 m.—see April 14 issue—
(Hopalong Cassidy).
SLEEP, MY LOVE—PD—Claudette Colbert, Robert Cum¬
mings, Don Ameche—Good psychological entry—
97m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Triangle).
SO THIS IS NEW YORK-C-Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee,
Virginia Grey—Entertaining comedy will need selling
—79V2m.—see May 26 issue—(Enterprise).
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN-(Laff-Time-Part 2)-C-Virginia Grey, Don Castle, George Zucco—For the lower
half—50m.—see May 26 issue—(Roach) —(Cinecolor).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGRY GOD, THE—Alicia Paria, Casimiro Ortega—(Mex¬
ican-made)—(Full color)—(Peskay ).
DEAD DON'T DREAM, THE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Mary Sawdon—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FALSE PARADISE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FLESH AND BLOOD—Madeleine Carrol—(Comet).
FOUR FACES WEST—Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, Charles
Bickford—(Enterprise).
GIRL FROM MANHATTAN, THE—Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Laughton, George Montgomery—(Bogeaus).
INNOCENT AFFAIR, AN—Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles "Buddy" Rogers—(Nasser).
LITTLE PRINCE. THE — feature length cartoon—(Harmon¬
ising).
MY DEAR SECRETARY—Laraine Day, Kirk Doug!as,Keenan
Wynn—(Popkin).
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE—(Kings of the Olympics—Part II)
60m.—(Westport).
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO—George Raft, Akim Tamiroff—
(Star).
PITFALL, THE—Dick Powell, Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt—
(Regal).
RED RIVER—John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Joanne Dru
— (Monterey).
SINISTER JOURNEY—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
SIREN OF ATLANTIS—Maria Montez, Jean Pierre Aumont,
Dennis O'Keefe—(Nebenzal)—Leg.: B.
STRANGE GAMBLE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
TEXAS, BROOKLYN, AND HEAVEN-Diana Lynn, Guy
Madison, James Dunn—(Golden).
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE—James Cagney, William Bendix, Jeanne Cagney—(Cagney).
VENDETTA—George Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce
—(California).
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE—Conrad Nagel, Reinhold Schunzel,
Fritz Kortner—(Wilder).

Universal-International
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 624 up)
ALL MY SONS—D—Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster,
Mady Christians—Engrossing drama promises hec.vy
grosses—94m.—see March 3 issue—(Leg.: B.)
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-D-Fredric March, Dan
Duryea, Ann Blyth—High calibre—106V2m.—see April
28 issue—(660).
ARE YOU WITH IT?—CMU—Donald O'Connor, Olga San
Juan, Martha Stewart—Entertaining programmer—
90m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B. (656).
BLACK BART—OMD—Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea,
Jeffrey Lynn—Should get the business—80m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(Technicolor).
BLACK NARCISSUS—D—Deborah Kerr, Flora Robson, Sabu
—Impressive English entry will need plenty of push—
89m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)
-Leg.: B-(629).
BROTHERS, THE—D-Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed—Good English drama for the class houses—90m.
see May 26 issue—(English-made).
BUSH CHRISTMAS—MD—Chips Rafferty, John Fernside,
Thelma Grigg—Okeh for the juvenile and family
trade—76m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Australian-made)—
(Prestige).
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT— ROMD— Stewart Granger, Kathleen
Ruan, Cecil Parker—High-rating British import for
class and specialty houses—92m.—see Dec. 10 issue
(English-made)—(652).
CASBAH—ROMDMU—Yvonne DeCarlo, Tony Martin, Peter
Lorre—Remake of 'Algiers' should prove attractive
boxoffice—94m.—see March 17 issue—Leg.: B.
DEAR MURDERER—MD—Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Dennis
Price—Below average British import—90m.—see May
26 issue—(English-made)—(658).
DOUBLE LIFE, A—D—Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso, Ed¬
mond O'Brien—High rating drama—105m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(650).
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THE
EXILE, THE—AD—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paule Croset,
Maria Montez—Well-made costume action show—91m.
—see Oct. 29 issue—(630).
HOLIDAY CAMP—C—Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack
Warner—Entertaining British offering—97m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(English-made).
HUNGRY HILL—COSMD—Margaret Lockwood, Dennis Price,
Cecil Parker—Minor British import—94m.—see Oct. 29
issue—(English-made) —(Prestige).
JASSY—D—Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price
—Moderate English offering for class houses—96m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(Techni¬
color)—(654).
JOHNNY FRENCHMAN — CD — Francoise Rosay, Patricia
Roc, Tom Walls—Fair entry for the art houses—102m.
—see Nov. 13 issue—tEnqlish-made)—(Prestige).
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-ROMD-Joan
Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians—Femme
appeal will make the difference—86!/2m.—see April
28 issue—Leg.: B. (659).
LOST MOMENT, THE—PD—Robert Cummings, Susan Hay¬
ward, Agnes Moorehead — Arty drama will need
plenty of help—88m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(626).
MAGLC BOW, THE—D—Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert,
Jean Kent—Names and music should help—105m.—see
Apr. 2 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
MIKADO, THE—MU—Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Jean
Colin—Reissue should have appeal for class spots—
90m.—see May 26 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige)—
(Technicolor).
NAKED CITY—MD—Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Doro¬
thy Hart— Topnotch meller—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(651) .
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY-D-Derek Bond, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Merrall—Good period film based on the
Dickens novel—94m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Englishmade)—(Prestige).
i
PIRATES OF MONTEREY-MD-Maria Montez, Rod Cam¬
eron, Mikhail Rasumny—Routine show will need
plenty of push—77m.—see Nov. 26 issue— (Techni¬
color)-^).
RIVER LADY—AD—Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Dan
Duryea—Program—78m.—see May 26 issue—(Techni¬
color)—(661 ).
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-PD-Joan Bennett, Michael
Redgrave, Anne Revere—High-rating meller packs
plenty of suspense—98V2m.—see Jan. 7 issue— (627).
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-C-William Powell,
Ella Raines, Peter Lind Hayes—Satirical comedy is
headed for the better returns—81m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(633).
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-PD-James Mason, Rosamund
John, Pamela Kellino—Mason name puts this above
average import—86m.—see Oct. 29 issue—(Englishmade)—Leg.: B—(631).
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE-C-Bud Abbott,
Lou Costello, Marjorie Main—Okeh Abbott and
Costello entry—78m.—see Oct. 15 issue—(628).
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-D-Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,
Jessica Tandy—Overlong drama will need selling—
95m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(634).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—Bud Ab¬
bott, Lou Costello, Lenore Aubert.
BLACK VELVET — Vincent Price, Ella Raines, Edmond
O'Brien.
BLANCHE FURY—Valerie Hobson, Stewart Granger—
(English-made)—(Technicolor).
BLUE LAGOON, THE—Jean Simmons, Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
CHARMING MATT SAXON, THE-Robert Montgomery, Su¬
san Hayward, John Payne.
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS—Fredric March—(English-made)
— (Technicolor).
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS—Eric Portman, Barbara Mullen,
Hugh Sinclair—(English-made).
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO, THE-Sonja Henie, Mi¬
chael Kirby, Olga San Juan.
DAYBREAK-A nn Todd, Eric Portman, Maxwell Reed—
(English-made).
DEVIL IN THE FLESH (Le' Diabie Au Corps)—Micheline
Presle, Gerard Philipe—(French-made).
DULCIMER STREET—Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton,
Alastair Sim—(English-made).
FEUDIN', FUSSIN' AND A-FIGHTIN'—Donald O'Connor,
Marjorie Main, Penny Edwards.
GOOD TIME GIRL—Jean Kent, Herbert Lorn, Dennis Price
(English-made).
HAMLET—Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herline, Basil Sydney—
(English-made).
I STAND ACCUSED — Fredric March, Edmond O'Brien,
Florence Eldridge.
KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS-Joan Fontaine, Burt
Lancaster, Robert Newton.
LARCENY—John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea.
MAN-EATERS OF KUMAON-Sabu, Wendell Corey, Joanne
Page— (Shaff).
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID—William Powell, Ann
Blyth, -Irene Hervey.
MY HEART GOES CRAZY - Sid Field, Greta Gynt, Tessie
O'Shea—(Engl ish-made)—(Technicolor!
ONE NIGHT WITH YOU-Nino Martini, Patricia Roc,
Bonar Colleano, Jr.—(English-made).
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS—Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
Dick Haymes.
PASSIONATE FRIENDS, THE—Ann Todd, Trevor Howard,
Claude Rains—(English-made).
ROGUE'S REGIMENT—Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vincent
Price.
^
SNOWBOUND—Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Mila Parely
-(English-made).
TAP ROOTS—Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Karloff
—(Technicolor).
THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN - Fred Brady, Mary Morris,
Beverly Simmons.
UP IN CENTRAL PARK—Deanna Durbin, Dick Haymes,
Vincent Price—(662).
WASHINGTON GIRL—Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien,
Don Taylor.
WOMAN HATER—Stewart Granger, Edwige Feuillere—
(English-made).
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY—Joan Fontaine, James Stewart,
Eddie Albert.
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Warners
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE—COSMD—Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains—Technicolor re¬
issue has the names and angles—102m.—see March 3
issue—(Technicolor)—(718).
ALWAYS TOGETHER—C—Robert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds,
Cecil Kellaway—Mild programmer—78m.—see Dec. 24
issue—Leg.: B—(713).
ANTHONY ADVERSE—COSMD—Fredric March, Olivia De
Havilland, Edmund Gwenn—Reissue should benefit
from name draw—116m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(709).
APRIL SHOWERS—CMU—Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert
Alda—Show biz entry will depend on the names—
94m.—see March 31 issue—(719).
ESCAPE ME NEVER — ROMD — Errol Flynn, Ida Lupino,
Eleanor Parker—Romantic drama should be draw for
femmes—104m.—see Nov. 12 issue—Leg.: B—(708).
FIGHTING 69TH, THE—D—James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
George Brent—Reissue has the names and angles—
79nt—see April 28 issues—(723).
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—MD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Griffith Jones—Interesting import—78m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(717).
JEZEBEL—MD—Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lind¬
say—Reissue has the names to help—93m.—see Nov.
26 issue—(710).
LIFE WITH FATHER—CD—Irene Dunne, William Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Picturization of topnotch play will
be among top grossers—118m.—see Sept. 3 issue—
(Technicolor)—(702).
MY GIRL TISA—C—Lilli Palmer, Akim Tamiroff, Sam Wanamaker—Pleasing comedy—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(715).
MY WILD IRISH ROSE—MUC—Dennis Morgan, Arline
Dahl, Andrea King—Should ride into the better
money—101m.—see
Dec.
24
issue—(Technicolor)—
(711).
SILVER RIVER—WD—Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
Mitchell—Names should make the difference—110m.—
see May 26 issue—(725).
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-C-Edward G. Robinson,
Jane Bryan, Allen Jenkins—Reissue has names to help
—85m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(712).
THAT HAGEN GIRL—D—Shirley Temple, Ronald Reagan,
Dorothy Peterson—Interesting dramatic entry—83m.—
see Oct. 29 issue—(707).
TO THE VICTOR—D—Dennis Morgan, Viveca Lindfors,
Victor Francen—Interesting dramatic entry has names
to help—101m.—see April 14 issue—(720).
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE — MD — Humphrey Bogart,
Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett—Bogart draw will help
overlong meller—126m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(714).
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS—OMD—Wayne Morris, Claire
Trevor, Frank McHugh—Reissue should draw action
fans—78m.—see April 28 issue—(722).
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE—C—Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker, Eve Arden—Very good entertainment—103m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(716).
WINTER MEETING—D—Bette Davis, Janis Paige, James
Davis—Slow-moving drama for the femme trade—
104m.—see April 14 issue—(721).
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE—M YD—Alexis Smith, Eleanor
Parker, Sydney Greenstreet—Interesting entry has
names to help—109fYi.—see May 12 issue—(724).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN, THE—Errol Flynn, Viveca
Lindfors, Ro.bert Douglas—(Technicolor).
BIG PUNCH, THE—Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell, Gordon
MacRae—80m.
DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE, THE—Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway.
EMBRACEABLE YOU—Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z.
Sakall.
JOHN LOVES MARY—Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Patricia
Neal.
JOHNNY BELINDA —Jane Wyman, Lew Ayers, Charles
Bickford.
JUNE BRIDE—Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty
Lyon.
KEY LARGO—Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Edward
G. Robinson.
KISS IN THE DARK, A—Jane Wyman, David Niven,
Wayne Morris.
MY DREAM IS YOURS—Jack Carson, Doris Day, Lee Bow¬
man—(Technicolor).
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT—Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan,
Osa Massen—(84m.).
ONE LAST FLING—Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Douglas
Kennedy.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON—Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS—Jack Carson, Don DeFore,
Janis Paige—(Technicolor).
ROPE—James Stewart, John Dali, Joan Chandler—(Trans¬
atlantic)—(Technicolor).
SERENADE—Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morqan
SILVER LINING—June Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon Mac¬
Rae—(Technicolor).
SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK—Bruce Bennett, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Hutton.
SMART MONEY—Zachary Scott, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy
Malone.
TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS—Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
UP UNTIL NOW*-Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindfors, Claude
Rains.
WALLFLOWER — Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton, Janis
Paige—(77m.).
WHIPLASH—Dane Clark; Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.

Miscellaneous
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).
BEYOND OUR OWN—D—Charles Russell, DeForrest Kelley,
Trudy Marshall—Good religious offering—40m.—see
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Nov. 12 jssue—(Not available for theatres)—(Re¬
ligious Film Association).
CHRIST THE KING—BlD—Jose Cibrian, Jose Baviera, Au¬
rora Walker—Good religious offering for non-com¬
mercial outlets—75m.—see March 31 issue—(Mexicanmade)—(Barry-Simpex).
DEADLINE—W—Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, Al TerryFair western—62m.—see May 12 issue—(Astor).
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-FAN-John Bittner,
John Latouche, Valerie Tie—Unique art house offering
—84m.—see May 26 issue—(Films Int. of America).
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-MD-Joe Louis, Ruby Dee, The
Mills Brothers—All-Negro entry with Joe Louis should
draw well—64m.—see March 17 issue—(Alexander).
FIGHTING MUSTANG—MUW—Sunset Carson, Al Terry,
Pat Starling — Below-standard western — 60m. — see
March 31 issue—(Astor).
GREAT BETRAYAL, THE-DOC-Produced by Idea Films.
Narration by W. S. Gailmor—Good documentary for
the specialty houses—72m.—see June 25 issue—
(Screencraft).
REET, PETITE AND GONE-MUCD-Louis Jordan and the
Tympany Five, June Richmond, Mabel Lee—Jordan
draw should put over Negro entry—69m.—see Nov.
12 issue—(Astor).
WESTERN TERROR- MUW - Dave 'Tex' O'Brien, Claire
Rochelle, George Morrell—Mediocre western—57m.—
see March 3 issue—(Astor).

Foreign
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).

ANGELINA—D—Anna Magnani, Nando Bruno, Ave Ninchi
-High-rating Italian entry—90m.—see May 12 issue
—(Italian-made) —(English titles)—(President).
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE—D—Roger Pigaut, Claire
Maffei, Noel Roquevert—High rating—88m.—see May
12 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (SiritzkyInt.)— Leg.: B.
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—FAN—Jean Marais, Josette
Day, Marcel Andre—Good French import—90m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
BEWARE OF PITY—D—Lilli Palmer, Albert Lieven, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke—Minor English import—102m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—(English-made)—(Rank).
BLUE VEIL, THE—D—Gaby Morlay, Elvire Popesco, Marcelle
Geniat—Fair French import—91 m.—see Oct. 15 issue—
(French-made)—(English titles)—(Cohn).
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—DMU—Jaromir Spal, Vaclav Voska,
Karel Dostal—Unusual Czechoslovakian entry for art
houses—88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Czechoslovakianmade)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-DMU-lsa Pola, Carlo Ninchi,
Doris Duranti—Good Italian import—82m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm).
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE—CD—Louis Jouvet, Suzy De¬
lair, Annette Poivre—Good French entry—91m.—see
April 28 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Dis¬
tinguished).
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—D—Hampe Faustman, Gunn
Wallgren, Sigurd Wallen—High-rating Swedish im¬
port—105m.—see March 31 issue—(Swedish-made) —
(English titles)—(Film Rights Int.).
DAMNED, THE—D—Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Kurt
Kronefeld—High-rating French import—104m.—see May
26 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Discena
Int.).
DAY OF WRATH—D—Thirkild Roose, Lisbeth Movin, Sigrid
Neiiendam—Slow-moving Danish drama for the art
houses—97m.—see May
12 issue—(Danish-made) —
(English titles) —(Schaefer).
DIE FLEDERMAUS—MUC—Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm—Good German entry for the art houses—
96m.—see May 12 issue—(German-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
ELIXIR OF LOVE — DMU — Margherita Carosio, Armando
Falconi, Carlo Romano—Fair Italian import—85m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
ETERNAL MELODIES - BIDMU - Gino Cervi, Conchita
Montenegro, Luisella Beghi—Fair Italian import—
95m.—see March 3 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles) —(Grandi).
ETERNAL RETURN, THE—D—Jean Marais, Madeleine Sologne, Yvonne DeBray—High-rating French import—
92m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)
—(Discena Int.)—Leg.: C.
FANNY—D—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Topnotch
French entry—123m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(French-made)
(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnt.)— Leg.: B.
FAR INTO THE NIGHT—D—James Mason, Tommy Trinder,
Philippa Hiatt—Mason draw will help lower half
entry—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(English-made)—(Bell).
FARREBIQUE—DOCD—Conceived and produced by Georges
Rouquier. with a French farm family as performers—
Unusual French import for the art houses—90m.—
see March 3 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Siritzky-lnt).
GELOSIA—D—Lu isa Ferida, Roldano Lupi, Elena Zareschi
—Average Italian import—87m.—see May 12 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles) —(World-Wide).
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE—DOCD—Jenny Laird, Bill
Blewett, May Hallatt—Okeh English import for the
specialty houses—48m.—see Oct. 15 issue—(Englishmade)—(Bell).
GREAT GLINKA, THE—BIDMU—Sasha Sobolyev, Boris
Chirkov, Valentina Serova—Good Russian import—
104m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Russian-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
HENRY IV—D—Osvaldo Valienti, Clara Calamai, Luigi
Pavese — Entertaining — 92m. — see March 17 issue —
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
IDIOT, THE—D—Gerard Philippe, Edwige Feuillere, Mar¬
guerite Moreno—High-rating French import—92m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(LeLarge-E.C.D.).
JENNY LAMOUR—DMU—Simone Renant, Suzy Delair,
Bernard Blier—High-rating French import—102m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(French-made) —(English titles)—
(Vog)—Leg.: B.

THE

Servisection 6
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)—ROMDMU—
Louis Jourdan, Maria Denis, Gisele Pas'cal — Good
French offering for the art houses—92m.—see Nov. 12
issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm).
LOVER'S RETURN, A—CD—Louis Jouvet, Gaby Morlay,
Francois Perier—Fair French entry—961/2m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(French-made)—(English
titles)—(Westport-1 nt).
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—DMU—Nelly Corradi, Afro Poli,
Mario Filippeschi—Fair operatic entry for the art
houses— 108m.—see
Nov.
12
issue—(Italian-made)—
(English titles)—(Grandi).
LUCKY BRIDE, THE—CMU—Makoi Shtraukh, Elena Shvetsova, Anna Lysianskaya—Fair comedy—70m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
MAN OF THE SEA—D—Maria Mercader, Massimo Serrato,
EIIi Parvo—Average Italian import for art houses—
82m.—see
Feb.
18
issue—(Italian
made)—(English
titles)—(Hoff berg).
MARIUS—CD—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Excellent
French
import—125m.—see May
26
issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Siritzky I nt.).
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS—MY—Raimu, Aime Clariand, Charles
Granval—Fair French import—90m.—see Oct. 15 issue—
(French-made)—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE - D - Victor Kokriakov,
Mikhail Kuznetsov, Oleg Zhakov—High-rating Russian
import—100m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(Russian-made)—
(English titles)—(Artkino).
MR.

ORCHID—MD—Noel-Noel, Nadine Alari, Jose Arthur
—Good import — 93m. — see May 12 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).

NOT GUILTY—MD—Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean Debucourt—High-rating French import—94m.—see May 26
issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Lelarge-Ariane).

PANIC—MD—Viviane

Romance, Michel Simon, Paul Barn¬
ard— Topnotch French import—97m.—see Dec. 10 issue
-(French-made)—(English titles)—(Tricolore)—(Leg.: B).

CHECK-UP

PAISAN—D—Carmela

Sazio, Robert Von Loon, Dots M.
Johnson—High-rating foreign entry—117m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles where neces¬
sary)— (Mayer-Burstyn)—Leg.: B.
PASSIONELLE—D—Odette Joyeaux, Alerme, Sylvie—Good
French drama—84m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)
—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
RAVEN, THE—MYD—Pierre Fresnay, Pierre Larquay, Noel
Roquevert—French import rates high—90m.—see March
17 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Westport
Int.).
RETURN, MOST BELOVED—DMU—Laura Adani, Germano
Paolieri, Claudio Gora—Good Italian entry—90m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Grand i).
REVENGE—D—Anna Magnani, Gino Cervi, Luisa Poselli—
Good
Italian
import—66m.—see
Dec.
10
issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
ROSSINI—DMU—Nino
Besozzi,
Paole Barbara, Camillo
Pilotto—Fair Italian import for opera fans—95m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Best).
SHAKUNTALA—ROMD—Jayashree, Chandra Mohan, Nimbalkar — Entertaining import from
India—72m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(Indian-made)—(English titles)-^(MayerBurstyn).
SON
OF THE REGIMENT—D—Yura
Yankin,
Alexander
Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik—High-rating Russian im¬
port — 75m. — see May 12 issue — (Russian-made)—
English titles) —(Artkino).
SPRING—CMU—Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassov, Nikolai
Konovalov—Good Russian comedy—104m.—see April
28 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRINGTIME—MU —Peter Graves, Carol Raye, Lawrence
O'Madden—Routine import— 76V2m.—see Feb. 4 issue
-(English-made)—(Four Continents).
STORY OF TOSCA, THE—DMU—Imperio Argentina, Michel
Simon, Rossano Brazzi—Good Italian art house entry
— 102m.—see
Jan.
7
issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.

SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—BI DMU—Jean-Louis Barralt,
Renee Saint-Cyr, Lise Delamare—Fair—85m.—see Jan.
7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(A.F.).
THIS WINE OF LOVE—C—Nelly Corradi, Loretta Di Lelio,
Tito Gobbi—High-rating pictur.ization of opera—85m.
—see Feb. 4 issue—(Italian-made)—English titles)—
(Superfilm).
TO LIVE IN PEACE—CD—A Ido Fabrizi, Gar Moore, Mirella
Monti—Good Italian entry—85m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Times).
TWO ON A VACATION—CMU—Vittorio De Sica, Maria
Denis, Umberto Melnati—Good Italian entry for the
art houses—84m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—
(English titles)—(Hoffberg).
VOLPONE—C—Harry Baur, Louis Jouvet, Marion Dorian
-High-rating comedy—105m.—see Jan. 7 issue—
(French-made)— (English titles)—(Siritzky-lnt.)—Leg.:
C.
VOYAGE SURPRISE—C—Jacques Henri Duval, Maurice
Baquet, Sinoel—Pleasing French entry—80m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles) —(Duke Int.).
WELL DIGGER'S DAUGHTER, THE - D - Raimu, Fernandel,
Josette Day—Excellent French entry—120m.—see Oct.
16 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnternational)—Leg.: B.
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS—CMD—Harry Baur, Raymond
Rouleau, Renee Faure—Mediocre French import—95m.
—see May 26—issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
WINNER, THE—CMU—Vladimir Volodin, Anastasia Zuyeva,
Ilya
Perevertsev—Good Russian import—86m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Art¬
kino).
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—DOCD—Boris Dmochowski, Stan¬
islav Orlik, Waclaw Oswietsimski — Good Polish
thriller for the art houses—79m.—see Nov. 26 issue—
(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).

c

The Shorts Parade
(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
and 2305 of The Pink Section, another regular service
of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite each series
designates the
total announced by the company at the
beginning of the season. Uncompleted 1946-47 series will
appear until ended.—Ed.)
(Ratings:

E—Excellent;

G—Good;

F—Fair;

B—Bad.)
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COMEDIES

9423
9424
9425
9426
9431
9432
9433
9434
9435
9436
9437
9438

(Feb. 19) Animal Cracker Circus .. G
(Apr. 8) Bon Bon Parade
G
(May 6) House That Jack Built .

9701
9702

(Nov.
(Feb.

9501
9502
9503

(Sept.
(Dec.
(Mar.

9651
9652
9653
9654

(Sept
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.

9655
9656
9657

(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.

9901

FILM NOVELTIES (12)
(Nov. 27) Aren't We All . F lOVim. 2328

s

Two

9422

9605
9606
9607

-• .E

s
s
Oi

ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR (20)
(Oct.
9) Wedding Belle
(Schilling-Lane) . F
17m. 2287
(Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) . F
17m. 2302
(Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke) .F
18m. 2351
(Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) .F
18m. 2360
(Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) . F
16m. 2375
(May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin .
18m.
(Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno
(Von Zell)
G 16V2m. 2262
(Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway)
F
17m. 2271
(Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde)
F
16m. 2302
(Dec. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
16m. 2328
(Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell) F 17Vim. 2351
(Jan. 15) Man or Mouse (Holloway) F
18m. 2351
(Mar. 11) Eight-Ball Andy (Clyde) F 17V2m. 2369
(Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita ..
17m.
SERIALS

SPECIAL

15ep. 2241
15ep. 2311
15ep. 2369

(1)

(Sept. 4)
(Oct. 9)
(Nov. 27)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)
(Mar. 18)

9857
9858

(Apr.
(May

(Jan. 15) A Voice Is Born . E 20Vim. 2271

9401
9402
9403
9404
9405
9406

(Sept. 11)
(Oct. 30)
(Dec. 11)
(Jan. 8)
(Feb. 26)
(Mar. 4)

9407

(May

THREE STOOGES (8)
Brideless Groom
G 16y2m. 2262
Sing A Song of Six Pants F
17m. 2287
All Gummed Up
F
18m. 2302
Shivering Sherlocks .
G
17m. 2375
Pardon My Clutch
F
15m. 2351
Squareheads of the Round
Table
F
18m. 2360
Fiddlers Three .
17m.

)

6

One Reel

9601
9602
9603
9604

(Oct. 30)
(Nov. 20)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)

COLOR FAVORITE (8)
(Re-releases)
(Technicolor)
Dreams On Ice .
G
Novelty Shop .. .:..f
Dr. Bluebird .
F
In My Gondola . . F

(12)

Hollywood Cowboys
G
Laguna, U. S. A.
G
Out of This World Series G
Off The Air .„. F
Hawaii In Hollywood
G
Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards ..
G
1) Smiles and Styles .G
6) Hollywood
Honors Hersholt .
THRILLS OF MUSIC (12)
(Series 2)

9V2m.
9Vim.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2243
2303
2328
2328
2361

10m. 2376
10m. 2376
m.

8

9956

(Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2263
(Oct. 30) Claude Thornhill and
Orchestra . G
11m. 2271
(Nov. 13) Lecuona Cuban Boys . G lOVim. 2297
(Dec. ll) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra
G
10m. 2352
(Jan. 15) Charlie Barnet and
Orchestra . lOVim.
(Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G lOVim. 2361

9801
9802
9803
9804
9805
9806
9807

WORLD OF SPORTS (12)
(Sept. 25) Cinderella Cagers . G
(Oct. 23) Ski Demons .G
(Nov. 13) Bowling Kings . G
(Dec. 25) Navy Crew Champions
G
(Jan. 29) Rodeo Thrills and Spills ^G
(Mar. 11) Net Marvels .. G
(May 13) Champions in tfie Making

9952
9953
9954
9955

9451

COLOR PHANTASIES (8)
) Kitty Caddy . F
6m. 2287
5) Topsy Turkey .F 6,/2m. 2352
COLOR RHAPSODIES (8)
(Technicolor)
11) Swiss Tease . F
6m. 2263
4) Boston Beany . G
6m. 2302
18) Flora .... G
7nu 2352
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
(Series 12)
4) No. 1 —Linda
G
10m. 2243
2) No. 2—April Showers
G
9m. 2271
6) No. 3—Peg O' My Heart G
9m. 2303
4) No. 4—When You Were
Sweet Sixteen .G 9Vim. 2328
8) No. 5—Feudin' & Fightin' G lOVim. 2352
12) No. 6—Civilization .G
10m. 2360
29) No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover . G
10m. 2376

9851
9852
9853
9854
9855
9856

(3)

(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound
G
(Dec. 18) Brick Bradford .G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger . G

7m. 2336
V2m. 2375
7m.

8

6

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Series 27)

9951
9120
9140
9160

9 Vim. 2263
9m.2287
10m. 2306
10m. 2328
9V2m. 2361
9m.2377

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
6m. 2271
’/2m. 2303
8m.2302
7m.2329

6
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Columbia

9421

o
Z
o
V*
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Two Reel
SPECIALS (4)
(1946-47)
A-801 (Jan. 25, '47) Luckiest Guy in the
World
A-802 (June 21,'47) Give Us The Earth

THE

(1947-48 (4)
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving . F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

21m. 2360
21m. 2384

One Reel
CARTOONS (16)
(Technicolor)
(T-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion
G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J). F
W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary
.F
W-934 (Jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean ... G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom . F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom
G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938 (
) Little 'Tinker .
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (6)
(Technicolor)
T-911 (Nov. 29) Visiting Virginia . G
T-912 (Dec. 13) Cradle Of A Nation .G
T-913 (May 8) Cape Breton Island .
GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS
(Technicolor)
W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears . F
W-922 (Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear .F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Way . E
W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack . F
W-925 ((Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots .G
MARTIN BLOCK'S
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUNDS (4)
M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn . E
M-982 (Apr. 24) No. 2-Tex Beneke and
Orchestra .G

7m. 2281
7m.2256
7m. 2297
7m.2336
6m. 2352
9m. 2376
7m. 2384

9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.
(7)

11m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
7m.

2289
2311
2342
2360

10m. 2342
10m. 2352

PASSING PARADES (6)
(1946-47)
K-871 (Jan. 11) A Really Important Person G
K-872 (Aug. 23) Tennis In Rhythm
F
K-873 (Aug. 30) The Amazing Mr. Nordill G

10m. 2103
9m.2257
10m. 2250

(1947-48) (6)
K-971 (Dec. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor) . E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done
E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock ... G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town . G

8m. 2312
10m. 2337
10m. 2342
9m. 2342

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (10)
S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10
E
S-952 ^(Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) . G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know? .G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered? .,.G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks .E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But .G
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor) .G
S-958 (
) You Can't Win . F

10m.2250
9m. 2263
9m.2281
10m. 2303
9Vim. 2312
m. 2337

8

9m. 2361
9m.

Monogram
G
G

21m. 2103
21m. 2193

EXHIBITOR

Two Reel
(Ansco Color)
4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn ... E

21m. 2249
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(6)

(TftcHnkelor)

(Mar. 28)
FF6-2 (June 13)
FF6-3 (Aug. 8)
FF6-4 (Sept. 26)
FF6-S (Nov. 21)
FF6-6 (Jan. 2)

Sweet And Low .G
19m. 2139
Champagne For Two .G
20m. 2187
Smooth Sailing .G
20m. 2211
Paris In the Spring .G
19m. 2249
Midnight Serenade . E • 18m. 2280
Jingle, Jangle, Jingle .G
20m. 2313
(1947-48) (6)
18m. 2336
FF7-1 (Feb. 27) Samba Mania .G
FF7-2 (Apr. 19) Footlight Rhythm .G
19m. 2369
FF7-3 (June 25) Gypsy Holiday .
One Reel
GEORGE PAL PUPPETOONS (6)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
10m. 2155
U6-1 (Apr. 18) Wilbur the Lion .E
(July 11) Tubby the Tuba .E
10m. 2188
U6-2
8m. 2281
U6-3 (Oct. 13) Date With Duke .G
9m. 2287
U6-4 (Dec. 19) Rhapsody In Wood . G
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS (10)
10m. 2281
R7-1 (Oct. 3) Riding The Waves .G
11m. 2287
R7-2 (Oct. 31) Running The Hounds .G
G
10m. 2306
R7-3 (Nov. 28) Five Fathoms of Fun
10m. 2312
R7-4 (Dec. 5) Stop, Look And Guess 'Em G
10m. 2337
R7-5 (Jan. 16) All American Swing Stars G
10m. 2342
R7-6 (Feb; 20) Double Barrelled Sport .G
10m. 2361
R7-7 (Mar. 26) Big Game Angling . G
G
10m. 2377
R7-8 (Apr. 30) Riding Habits .
FF6-1

D6-3
D6-4
D6-5
D6-6

(May
(July
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Nov.
(Jan.

LITTLE LULU CARTOONS (6)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
23) Loose In the Caboose .G
18) Cad And Caddy .G
10) A Bout With A Trout .G
21) Super Lulu .F
28) The Baby Sitter . G
30) Dog Show Off .G
NOVELTOONS

P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(Apr.
(May
(June

3)
9)
23)
19)
9)
23)
7)
4)

K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4

(Oct.
(Nov.
(Jan.
(Mar.

3)
14)
2)
12)

PACEMAKERS (6)
It Could Happen To You G
Babies, They're Wonderful G
Bundle From Brazil .G
Musical Miracle .G

19)
30)
27)
26)

POPEYE CARTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)
All's Fair At The Fair . G
Olive Oyl For President G
Wigwam Whoopee .G
Pre-Hysterical Man . G

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.

m.
m.
8m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
8

8

2154
2211
2280
2281
2286
2313

(8)

(Polacolor)
Santa's Surprise . G
Cat O' Nine Ails .G
Flip Flap .G
We're In The Honey .G
The Bored Cuckoo .G
There's Good Boo's Tonite G
Land Of The Lost .E
Butterscotch and Soda .

E7-1
E7-2
E7-3
E7-4

9m. 2303
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
8m. 2360
8m. 2375
9m. 2376
7m. 2385

11m.
11m.
11m.
11m.

2281
2287
2313
2361

8m. 2302
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
7m. 2376

(Mapnasoiorl

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May

17)
26)
20)
2)
21)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—Radar Fishermen ... G
2—Desert Destroyers G
3—Streamlined Luxury G
4—Fog Fighters .G
5—The Big Eye .G

X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5

SCREEN SONG (8)
(Polacolor)
(Dec. 26) The Circus Comes To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl .G
(Feb. 20) Little Brown Jug . G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G

Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(July

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (*!
3) Dog Crazy .G
14) Ain't Nature Grand . F
12) Monkey Shines .G
6) Home Sweet Home . F
16) 'Taint So .-. F
2) Headliners ..

(Nov.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (4)
(Magnaeolor)
7) No. 1—Hula Magic . G
2) No. 2—Bagpipe Lassies ... G
13) No. 3—Modern Pioneers .. G
16) No. 4—Nimrod Artist .G
14) No. 5—Feather Finery .... G

X7-1

L7-1
L7-2
L7-3
L7-4
L7-5

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

7m.
m.
8m.
8m.
7m.

8

2281
2303
2337
2376

2312
2337
2337
2360
2360

11m. 2281
10m. 2287
9m. 2306
10m. 2337
10m. 2376

10m. 2281
11m. 2313
11m. 2361
10m. 2376
10m.

RKO

83401
83402
83403
83404
83405

C

) -

00

»

Two Reel
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES (6)
(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .F
(Jan. 2) Brother Knows Best .F
(Feb. 6) No-More Relatives .F
(Mar. 19) How To Clean House
(
) Dig That Gold .

MAY 19, 1948

73701
73702
73703
73704
73705
73706
83701
83702
83703
83201
83202

S.£

17m. 2311
17m. 2336
18m. 2351

LEON ERROL COMEDIES
(1946-47) (6)
(Mar. 7) Borrowed Blonde . B
(Mar. 28) Wife Tames Wolf
. F
(Apr. 25) In Room 303 .F
(May 9) Hired Husband .G
(July 11) Blonde's Away
F
(Dec. 5) The Spook Speaks
G
(1947-48) (6)
(Jan. 16) Bet Your Life .G
(Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife
F
(Apr. 9) Secretary Trouble .
MY PAL (4)
(Oct. 31) My Pal .G
(
) Lost Pal

o
Z

83101
83102
83103
83104
83105
83106
83107

84201
84202
84203
84204
84205

84401
84402
84403

84405
84406
84407

2131
2139
2156
2171
2241
2311

14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m.

84301
84302
84303
84304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309

16m. 2286
18m. 2311
19m. 2319
18m. 2336
16m. 2352
18m. 2369
17m. 2384

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.

FLICKER
24) No. 1
5) No. 2
16) No. 3
27) No. 4
9) No. 5

One Reel
FLASHBACKS (7)
. G
.G
F
. F
.F

10m. 2281
9m. 2319
9m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS (18)
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)
(D—Donald Duck; G—Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse;
F—Figaro)
(1946-47)
74101 (May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F)
F
74102 (June 20) Clown of the Jungle (D) G
74103 (July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D)
G
74104 (Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
74105 (Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
74106 (Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D)
G
74107 (Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
74108 (Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G) . F
74109 (Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P) . G
74110 (Nov. 28) Chip An' Dale
G
74111 (Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P) .G
74112 (Jan. 23) They're Off (G) .G
74113 (Feb. 6) The Big Wash (G)
G
74114 (Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (D)
E
74115 (Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F
74116 (Apr. 16) Daddy Duck (D) .
74117 (Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P) ...
74118 (
) Donald's Dream Voice (D)
(1947-48) (18)
(. ) Cat Nap Pluto (P) .
(.) Inferior Decoration (D) .
(.) Pueblo Pluto (P) .
(.) Donald's Happy Birthday

84701
84702
84703
84704
84705
84706

WALT DISNEY REISSUES (6)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 17) Hawaiian Holiday .E
(Dec. 12) The Clock Cleaners .E
(Feb. 20) Little Hiawatha .E
(Apr. 2) Alpine Climbers . E
(May 14) Woodland Cafe . E
(June 18) Three Little Pigs .

THE

EXHIBITOR

£

c

8

DC•

(X -X

c

o
CX

0
£X

791
792

(Jan. 31)
(Apr. 24)

793

(July 17)

794

(

761

(Dec. 20)

)

22m. 2262

THIS IS AMERICA (13)
14) Border Without Bayonets E
12) Switzerland Today . E
9) Children's Village . E
6) Operation White Tower .. G
5) Photo Frenzy .E
2) Funny Business . E
7) Democracy's Diary . E

SPORTSCGPES (13)
(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor .G
(Nov. 14) Quail Pointers . G
(Dec. 12) Pin Games .G
(Jan. 9) Racing Day .G
(Feb. 6) Sports Coverage .G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr. 30) Big Mouth Bass

OS

a

3

cx

Republic
15m.
17m.
17m.
17m.
18m.
19m.

(Nov.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May

JAMBOREES (7)
(Re-Releases)
(Sept. 5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra . F
(Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time
F
(Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
Orchestra .G
(Nov. 28) Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 26) Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra . G
(Jan. 23) Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra . F
(Feb. 20) Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G

&

S

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4) '
83501 (Sept. 5) Molly Cures A Cowboy.F
19m. 2256
83502 (Oct. 10) Musical Bandit
F
16m. 2280
83503 (Nov. 14) Corralling A School Marm F
20m. 2319
83504 (Dec. 19) Prairie Spooners .G
13m. 2328
SPECIALS
83901 (Dec. 12) Football Highlights
of 1947 .G 19Vim. 2302
841 (
) Louis-Walcott Fight
G
21m. 2302
83601 (Apr. 1) Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .E
18m. 2369
83801 (Apr. 23) Basketball Headliners
Of 1948
G
18m. 2384

84404

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5

I&

cx

Two R««l
MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES

D6-1

?§

CS

2

Paramount

DC-2

Servisection 7

£

<5

Z

• •0)0-

CHECK-UP

Two Reel
SERIALS
G-Men Never Forget .G
12ep.
Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted .G
12ep.
Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release)
E
15e-p.
Adventures of Frank and
Jesse James
.13ep.
One Reel
CARTOON
(Trucolor)
It's A Grand Old Nag
G 8V2m.

2262
2311
2319

2297

20th Century-Fox

(Sept. 5)
(Oct. 3)
(Oct. 31)
(Nov. 28)
(Dec. 26)

Two Reel
MARCH OF TIME (13)
(Vol. 14)
No. 1 —Is Everybody
Listening? .F 18V2m. 2243
No. 2—T-Men In Action
E
18m. 2262
No. 3—End of an Empire G 18Vim. 2280
No. 4—Public Relations . . .
This Means You . G
17m. 2286
No. 5—The Presidential
Year . G
17m. 2319
No. 6—The 'Cold War':
Act 1—France
G 18V2m. 2328
No. 7—Marriage and
Divorce .F
17m. 2352
No. 8—Crisis In Italy .E
17m. 2360
No. 9—Life With Junior G
18m. 2375
No. 10—Bottle for Greece G
17m.
One Reel
FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)
Something OldSomething New .E
9m.2337
Fashioned for Action . G
8m.2376

(Jan.

)

(Feb.

)

(Mar.
(Apr.
(May

)
)
)

8601

(Feb.

)

8602

(Apr.

)

8901
8902

1LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE
(Nov. 21) Album of Animals . F
(May
) Dying To Live .

9m. 2250
9m.

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES (12)
(Black and White)
(Sept. 12) Horizons Of Tomorrow G 9Vim. 2281
(Nov. 7) The Three R's Go Modern G
9m. 2243
(Mar.
) Sky Thrills . E
9m. 2342
) Majesty Of Yellowstone .. G
(July
9m.
(Color)
(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecolor)
(Aug. :2) Holiday In South
Africa (T) . G
8m. 2256
(Oct. 7)' Home Of The Danes (T). G
8m. 2256
(Dec. 12) Jungle Closeups (T) ....
G
8m. 2342
(Jan.
) Copenhagen Pageantry (T) G
8m.2342
(June
) Scenic Sweden (T) .
8m.
) Thanks America
. E
27m. 2352
(
) Riddle of Rhodesia .
(July
SPECIAL
) Thanks America .E
11m. 2352
SPORTS REyiEWS (6)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 26) Vacation Magic .
G
8m. 2256
(Jan.
) Aqua Capers . .F
8m. 2297
(Apr.
) Playtime in Scandinavia G
8m. 2377
(Black and White)
(Aug. 1) Gridiron Greatness ....
G 10 Vim. 2243
(Feb.
) Olympic Class .
10m. 2342
G
(May
) Everglades Adventure
G
9m.2342
1

m. 2256
m. 2281

8
8

m. 2287

8

8201
8202
8203
8204

9m. 2319
9m. 2328

8251

m. 2328

8252
8253
8254
8255

8

m. 2337

8

m.
m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
8m.
8m.
8

8

2271
2271
2287
2312
2319
2337
2361
2385

P—Pluto;

7m. 2131
m. 2154
7m. 2163
6m. 2187
7m. 2211
7m. 2187
7m. 2250
6m. 2250
7m. 2271
7m. 2286
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2271
7m. 2360
7m. 2385
6

m. 2280
m. 2319
9m. 2336
9m. 2329
7m. 2337
7m.

8256

8351
8352
8353
8301
8302
8303

8501
8502

(Feb.
)
(Aug. 15)

8503

(Aug. 29)

8504

(Sept. 19)

8505

(Oct. 10)

8506

(Oct. 241

8507

(Nov. 14)

8508
8509

(Dec. 5)
(Dec. 19)

8510

(Dec. 12)

8511

(Dec. 26)

8512
8513

(Jan.
(Jan.

)
)

8514

(Mar.

)

8515

(Mar.

)

8516
8517

(Apr.
(Apr.

)
)

8518
8519

(May
(June

)
)

8

8

TERRYTOONS (24)
(Technicolor)
One Note Tony .
G
The Talking Magpies In
F
Flying South .
Mighty Mouse In A Date
For Dinner .
F
The Talking Magpies In
F
Fishing By The Sea ...
Mighty Mouse in the First
F
Snow
.
The Talking Magpies in the
F
Super Salesman .
Mighty Mouse In A Fight
F
to the Finish .
G
The Wolf's Pardon .
Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
The Talking Magpies In
F
The Hitchhikers .
Mighty Mouse In Lazy
F
Little Beaver .
G
Felix The Fox .
The Talking Magpies
G
In Taming The Cat .
Mighty Mouse and the
Magician . .F
Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .
Hounding The Hares ..
Mighty Mouse in the
Feudin' Hillbillies .
Mystery in the Moonlight
Seeing Ghosts .

7m.2256
7m.2256
7m.2256
Vim. 2281

6

Vim. 2297

6

Vim. 2297

6

7m.2303
7m. 2311
7m.2337
7m.2352
7m.2352
7m. 2375
7m.2376
7m. 2385
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

Servisection 8

THE
"2

=

e u

a
z

1
8520
8521
8531
8532

(June
(July
(May
(May

) The Talking Magpies in a
Sleepless Night .
) Mighty Mouse in the
Witch's Cat .
(Reissues)
) Butcher of Seville
G
) Mighty Mouse in the
Green Line .

3

ac

"2 =

o

§)£
<2 £

7m.
7m.
7m.2384
7m.

so

4001
4002
4003
4004
4005

8m.2286

7m.2250
7m. 2250
7m. 2297
10m. 2337

7m.2297
7m.2337
7m.2336
7m. 2376
7m.2376
7m. 2376

Universal-international
3351
3352
3353

5555

3301
3302
3303
3304
3305

2201
2202
3201

3391
3392
3393
3394

2381
2382
2383
2384
2385
2386
2387
2388
3381

2329

3321
3322
3323

Three Reel
MUSICAL WESTERNS
(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Days .F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire ,_G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch .
SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G
Two Reel
NAME BAND MUSICALS (13)
(Oct. 22) Alvino Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dee. 3) Drummer Man .G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G
(Mar. 31) Woody Herman and
His Orchestra .G
SPECIALS (2)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning .F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers .G
One Reel
THE ANSWER MAN (3)
(Dec. 22) No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors . G
(Jan. 19) No. 2—Hall of Fame . G
(Mar. 15) No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion .
(Apr. 26) No. 4—Flood Waters .
(
) No. 5—Mighty Timber .
SING AND BE HAPPY (8)
(1946-47)
(Sept. 30) Bit of Blarney .G
(Feb. 17) The Singing Barbers
G
(Apr. 14) Let's Sing A College Song G
(May 19) Let's Sing A Western Song G
(July 21) Let's Go Latin .G
(Aug. 18) Kernels of Korn .G
(Aug. 25) Manhattan Memories ..... G
(Feb. 2) Lamp Post Favorites . G
(1947-48) *
(Mar. 29) Spotlight Serenade . G
(
) Singin' The Blues .
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer F
(.) Pickled Puss .F

27m. 2302

20m. 2255
17m. 2297
19m. 2342

4402

4404

4601
4602
4603
4604
4605
4606
4607

8m.
8m.

4203
4204
4205

8m.2385

7m.2319
7m.2328

10m. 2287
9m. 2287
10m. 2319

Two Reel

4101

4401

4202

Vitesphone
SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G

3720
3719
3721
3722
3723
3724

4201

10m. 2155
10m. 2172
9m.2204
11m. 2256
9m.2287
9m.2376

18m. 2256

i*

(Nov.
(June
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May

1)
28)
3)
7)
10)
8)

MERRIE MELODIES (18)
(T—Technicolor; C-Cinecolor)
(1946-47)
3701 (June 21) Inki At the Circus (T) .F
3702 (July 12) Crowing Pains (T) .F
3703 (Aug. 2) Pest In The House (T) . F
3704 (Aug. 23) Foxy Duckling (T) .G
3705 (Sept. 6) House Hunting Mice (C) .. F
3706 (Oct. 4) Little Orphan Airedale (T) G
3707 (Oct. 25) Doggone Cats (C) .G
3708 (Nov. 29) Mexican Joy Ride (T) .G
3709 (Dec. 6) Catch As Cats Can (T) .F
3710 (Dec. 13) A Horse Fly Fleas (C)
G
3711 (Jan. 17) Two Gophers From Texas
(C)e . G
3712 (Mar. 27) Back Alley Oproar (T)
F
3713 (Feb. 28) What's Brewin', Bruin (T) F
3714 (Feb. 14) What Makes Daffy
Duck (C) .F
3715 (Mar. 6) Daffy Duck Slept Here (T) F
3716 (Mar. 13) A Hick, A Slick, and A
Chick (C) . F
3717 (Apr. 3) I Taw A Putty Tat (T)
G
3718 (Apr. 17) Hop, Look and Listen (T) F
(1947-1948) (18)
4701 (May 1) Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
4702 (June 22) Bone Sweet Bone (C)
F
4703 (June 12) The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
4704 (June 26) The Rattled Rooster (T) ....
SPORTS PARADE (18)
(Technicolor)
4501 (Nov. 1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
4502 (Dec. 13) Action in Sports .G
4503 (
) A Nation On Skis .

THK

2

?

0C

<2

•

O J=C

CL.

20m. 2341
20m. 2360
18m.

e

1
3

0>&-

19m. 2336
20m. 2273

4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510

(Feb. 14)
(Mar. 6)
(Mar. 20)
(Apr. 17)
(June 5)
(May 1)
(June 19)

Sun Valley Fun .G
Trip to Sportland .F
Ride, Ranchero, Ride .G
Holiday for Sports . G
Built For Speed .
Fighting Ath’etes
G
The Race Rider .

?
C
C

£
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2352
10m. 2377
10m. 2385

Foreign'
10m. 2263
10m. 2297
10m. 2311
10m. 2342
10m. 2352

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

(1946-47)
Slick Hare .G
Easter Yeggs
B
Gorilla My Dreams . G
A Feather in His Hare .... F
Rabbit Punch . G
Buccaneer Bunny .F

JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES (6)
(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman . G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife
F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment . G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler .G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House .G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Detective .
MELODY MASTERS (8)
(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra .G
(Oct. 25) Swing Styles . F
(Dec. 6) Borrah Minevitch and
Harmonica School .F
(Jan. 10) Rubinoff and His Violin F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra .F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra .F
(June 19) The Saturday Night
Swing Club .
MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE (6)
(Sept. 27) Let's Sing A Song of the
West . G
(Dec. 27) Let's Sing An Old Time
Song .G
(Jan. 24) Let's Sing A Song About
the Moonlight .G
(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorites .G
(May 8) Let's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song
G

Z

“"c
®.

2319
2319
2336
2336

(Technicolor,

9m.2319
7m. 2376

10m. 2828
10m. 2088

G
G
G
G
G

o

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)

15m. 2319
15m. 2328

(8)

(Sept. 29) Tropical Harmony .G
(Nov. 17) Chimp Aviator
G
(Feb. 9) Brooklyn Makes Capital .. G

4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307

4406

15m. 2369

TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (8»)
(Jan. 31) Celebration Days . B
(Oct. 18) Soap Box Derby
G
(Feb. 21) Teddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue) . E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival . E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede
E
One Reel

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)
(Reissues)
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 20) Dangerous Dan McFoo
G
(Jan. 17) Hobo Gadget Band . G
(Mar. 20) Little Pancho Vanilla .G
(Apr. 10) Don't Look Now .F
(Apr. 24) Curious Puppy
(May 22) Circus Today .
(June 12) Little Blabber Mouse .

4405

15m. 2328
15m. 2342

0
X

4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806

4403

(Reissues) (13)
(.) Knock Knock .
(May
) Syncopated Sioux .
(July
) Woody Woodpecker .
VARIETY VIEWS

3341
3342
3343

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m.

J

ADVENTURE SPECIALS (6)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 6) Land of Romance .
(Nov. 15) Beautiful Bali
.
(Dec. 20) Dad Minds the Baby .
(Feb. 28) What's Hatchin' .
(Mar. 27) Rhythm of a Big City .
(June 5) Living With Lions .

10m. 2044

»
£
c
c
3
OC

at

e
ee

United Artists
One Reel
DAFFY DITTIES
(Technicolor)
(Nov.
'47) The Fatal Kiss
E
MUSICOLORS (7)
(Cinecolor)
(Oct. 15, '46) Toccata and Fugue
E
(June 15, '47) The Engulfed
Cathedral .F
(Oct.
'47) Moonlight ..\ G
(Dee.
'47) Enchanted Lake .. F
(Mar.
'47) Fingal's Cave
G
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (11)
(Technicolor)
(Dec.
'47) The Bandmaster . G
(Feb.
'48) The Mad Hatter . G
(Mar.
'48) Banquet Busters .G
(Apr.
'48) Kiddie Koncert .F
(May
'48) Pixie Picnic .G
(June
'48) Wacky-bye Baby
G
(Reissues)
(
) Don't Hook Now .

E

a
a
S

Z

a
c
c

CHECK-UP

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2297
2221
2336
2336
2376

10m. 2263

10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m.

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2337
10m.

10m. 2263
9m. 2297
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2385

7m. 2180
7m. 2211
7m. 2243
7m. 2243
7m.2263
7m.2273
7m. 2280
7m.2297
7m.2302
7m.2302
7m. 2328
7m. 2360
7m. 2342
7m.2337
7m. 2352
7m.2352
7m. 2375
7m.2375
7m.
7m.

10m. 2281

10m. 2319

EXHIBITOR

ARTKINO
Human Heart, The
F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates . G
Kindergartens .G
Life and Death in the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The . F
Northern Korea . G
Secrets of Nature .G
Song of Happiness . F
Soviet Science and
Technique .G
Soviet Sports
G
Winter Sports in Moscow .. G

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
10m. 2385
20m. 2384
20m. 2297
22m. 2243
19m. 2342
11m. 2337
9m.2342
10m. 2256
7m. 2312

Miscellaneous
African Big Game (AF) ... G
20m. 2329
All American Soap Box
Derby (Emerson Yorke) ... G
25m. 2384
American Heritage, The
(NSS) . G
10m. 2256
Another 'First' For Mr.
Washington (Audio) .F
11m. 2376
Assignment-Tel Aviv
(United Palestine Appeal) G
21m. 2256
Borrowing in Subtraction
(The World Today) r.G
17m. 2336
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board of Fire
Underwriters) .G 9Vim. 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS)
G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
23m. 2311
Forgotten Children
(Hadassah) .G
18m. 2271
Fragment of Seeking
(Curtis Harrington) .F
14m. 2329
Friendship Train, The
(Warners) .E
14m. 2352
15m. 2297
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
Hermits of the Sky (AF)
G
11m. 2250
High Plain, The (General) E
19m. 2266
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
9m. 2312
House In the Desert
30m. 2255
(United Palestine Appeal) G
Indonesia Calling
(Brandon) .G
20m. 2297
~
Know Your Baby
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Lima Family (General).F
18m. 2250
Makp Way for Youth
(National Social Welfare
Assembly) .E
22m. 2342
Music in the Wind
(NFB of Canada) .F
9m. 2243
O'Voutie O'Rooney
(Astor) .G 23Vim. 2360
12m. 2281
Passing Hours, The (AF). G
People Between, The
21m. 2271
(NFB of Canada) .G
People's Charter, The
17m. 2256
(UN Film Board .E
Penn State vs. S. M. U.
6m.2328
(Film Productions Ltd.) . F
20m. 2286
Peru (General) .G
Rhapsody Of Saturne
(Technicolor) (Siritzky-lnt.) F 9Vim. 2885
15m. 2329
Rhythm of Africa (AF) .G
Round Trip: The USA in
World Trade (20th Century
20m. 2266
Fund) .G
Scotland Yard At Work
(Merlin) .F
22m. 2280
Searchlight on the Nations
33m. 2336
(The World Today) .E
Ski Skill
9m. 2312
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
Tobacco Land
(De Rocher.iont) .G
8m.2376
Twin Tornadoes
19m. 2352
(Sportsworld) .F
Underground Farmers
9m. 2329
(RKO Dist. Corp.) . F
Varieties In Music (Sack
10m. 2250
Amusement) .F
Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Service) .F lOVam. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Woman Speaks No. 8
(Film Studios of Chicago) G lOVim. 2297
Woman Speaks No. 9
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Women Wrestlers
(United Sports Attraction) G
9m. 2385
Your Children and You
(BIS) .G
29m. 2329
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Any Other Form of

Trailers draw 31% of
your Patrons" ...says
Woman’s Home Com¬
panion in authoritative
1947 Movie Survey!
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One reason for the smile on Samuel Goldwyn's face is the fact that nary a

VOLUME 40
NUMBER 3
NOT
)CAL

month seems to pass without “The Best Years of Our Lives" nabbing a new
honor.
British
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PATRIOTIC NOTE: A circuit is all set to
introduce red, white, and blue popcorn
on July 4, to attract the kiddies and all
others interested. We can just see the
selling copy: “Eat popcorn the American
way, red, white, and blue.”

★
A DRIVE-IN has ordered 20,000 yardsticks
to be given away free to patrons, pre¬
sumably plugging the “fullest measure of
entertainment” idea.

The Matter ul Flat Buys

★
SOMETHING NEW in community good will
comes from San Antonio, Tex., where Boh
May, manager, Highland, a neighborhood

Many exhibitors, we believe, do not agree with the opinion
recently filed in the U. S. District Court, Boston, confirming the
right of distributors to recover damages from flat rental as well as
percentage pictures in suits based on allegedly falsified percentage
returns.

house, received a telephone call from
Kansas City about 11:30 p.m. The caller
explained that he was a San Antonian and
a regular patron of the house, and wanted
to ask a favor. His house was less than a
block from the theatre. He had no tele¬
phone, and he wished to speak to his wife.
Would one of the theatre’s aides please
summon her to the phone? The request
was granted. As May stated, “What is a
community theatre for, anyway, if it
cannot
perform
a
little
neighborly
service?”

This department still believes, as it has said in the past, that
any exhibitor who makes false returns does not warrant sympathy,
although in many cases the distributor himself is not without
blame, and has contributed to this method. It is no trade secret
that some distributors have been conscious of the fact that their
salesmen, in order to sell a certain film at what is termed the
“national policy,” have indicated that no checking would he
done, thus encouraging fradulent returns. Later, when exhibitors
made fraudulent reports, they found that their alleged “friends”
are not always to he relied upon.

★

THAT “HOMECOMING” line, “the team
that generates steam,” would have come in
handy last winter during some of those

But this new idea, collecting damages on flat rental pictures,
is what might he called “rubbing it in.” In the first place, the Allied
Caravan has definitely shown that there is no such thing as an
iron-clad national sales policy, and probably rightfully so. Sec¬
ondly, flat buys are the result of negotiation, and not necessarily
on the basis of what percentage pictures earn, even though that
may be the aim of the distributor.

low temperatures.

★
A THEATRE in Massachusetts recently had
a problem, how to get rid of children be¬
fore the second part of a double bill was
run. It seemed the first part was “Bambi,”
but the second half, according to the the¬
atre’s way of thinking, was not suitable
for kiddies. As a result, each of the 1,200
youngsters was given five cents for volun¬
tarily leaving the house before the second
feature. This proves two things, the bill
kcouldn’t have been on percentage, and the
, extra profits department wasn’t big enough
J to handle 1,200 candy bars as a bribe in¬
stead of the nickel.
WITH “Abbott And Costello Meet The In¬
visible
Man” following
“Abbott
And
Costello Meet Frankenstein,” the series
will probably wind up with “Abbott And
Costello Meet Abbott

And Costello.”
—H. M. M.

IvN

*
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It may be that the distributor feels that any offending ex¬
hibitor should not be entitled to what an honest exhibitor might
gain through fair bartering and honest reporting, hut that is
something else again. In this industry, where information is ex¬
changed among certain distributors, and blind checking is still a
common practice, it is difficult to believe that distributors might
find themselves in a spot where they have been taken advantage of
in the matter of flat buys.

We reiterate. We have no sympathy for anyone who might
he guilty of fraudulent reporting, but, on the other hand, the
distributor who finds himself having sold His pictures at flat prices
that he later deems too low, should only blame himself, and not
try to take advantage of a so-called national policy which generally
is not adhered to.
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This wtll revive
him, Leo."

VITAMIN
' MGM /

M-G-M HAS THE PICTURES!
The Line-up that Peps-up!
APRIL 29
SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN, VAN JOHNSON, Angela
Lansbury, Adolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone in FRANK CAPRA’s “STATE OF
THE UNION.”

MAY 20
“SUMMER HOLIDAY” (Technicolor). MICKEY ROONEY, GLORIA DeHAVEN,
Walter Huston, Frank Morgan, Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
Moorehead, Selena Royle.

MAY 27
CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, Anne Baxter, John Hodiak in
“HOMECOMING” Ray Collins, Gladys Cooper, Cameron Mitchell.

IUNE 3
“BIG CITY” MARGARET O’BRIEN, Robert Preston, Danny Thomas,
George Murphy, Karin Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins, Betty Garrett,
Lotte Lehmann.

JUNE lO
JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY in “THE PIRATE” (Technicolor).
Slezak, Gladys Cooper, Reginald Owen.

Walter

IUNE 24
“ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU” (Technicolor). ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER
LAWFORD, RICARDO MONTALBAN, JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHARISSE,
XAVIER CUGAT.

IULY 8
IRVING BERLIN’S “EASTER PARADE” (Technicolor). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER.

JULY 29
“A DATE WITH JUDY” (Technicolor). WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL,
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT, ROBERT
STACK.

AUGUST 5
GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON in “JULIA MISBEHAVES” PETER
LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson, Nigel
Bruce, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen.

AUGUST 12
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY in “A SOUTHERN YANKEE” Arlene
Dahl, George Coulouris, Lloyd Gough, John Ireland, Minor Watson.

SEPTEMBER
“THE THREE MUSKETEERS” (Technicolor). LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY,
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Frank Morgan,
Vincent Price, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young.

M-G-M GREAT IN ’48!

ml IKON CURTAIN

MAKING THE YEAR’S MOST
SENSATIONAL HEADUNES
IN THE NEWSPAPERS AND
AT THE BOXOFFICES OF
THE NATION III!
IN THE EAST!

NEW YORK—2nd day bigger than
the 1st! 3rd day bigger than the 2nd! 4th day bigger than the
3rd! 5th day bigger than the 4th! Each successive day bigger than the
preceding one! . . . and building those big 20th grosses in PHILA¬
DELPHIA, BOSTON, WASHINGTON, D. C., BUFFALO, ALBANY, SYRA¬
CUSE, ROCHESTER, BRIDGEPORT, NEW HAVEN and PORTLAND, ME.

IN THE MIDWEST!

MILWAUKEE—150% over all other true-tolife record-breakers! ... a sweeping triumph through DES MOINES
SPRINGFIELD, INDIANAPOLIS, CINCINNATI, KANSAS CITY and ST.LOUIS

IN THE SOUTH!

Pacing the biggest 20th real-life triumphs in
HOUSTON, MEMPHIS, RICHMOND, MIAMI, OKLAHOMA CITY and LITTLE
ROCK!

ON THE PACIFIC COAST!

All up and down the western
iboard, long lines lead to THE IRON CURTAIN, as LOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO, LONG BEACH, PORTLAND, ORE., SAN DIEGO,
SEATTLE and OAKLAND keep pace with the nation!

THESE KIDS WON SKATES AUTOGRAPHED BY CARY GRANT AND LORETTA YOUNG IN A CONTEST IN CHICAGO ON "CARY AND THE BISHOP'S WIFE."

What’s In A Name?
Adding “Cary’ To “The Bishop’s Wife" Did Make A Lot Of Difference

T

HERE’S plenty of talk around now
on the necessity of attracting a
large group of Americans over 35 or
40 who do not visit the movies regularly.
Surveys have revealed that most of the
nation’s film fans still have all their hair.
There’s always an exception to the rule,
however, where it is the youngsters who
must be enticed. Such a case is the Samuel
Goldwyn-RKO film, “The Bishop’s Wife.”
The company’s experience during its early
New York run indicated that the difference
between just good grosses and really
top boxoffice would be determined in many
spots by coin resting in the pockets of
teen-agers. The oldsters were coming to
see the film. The kids were not.

In Hollywood, Joseph Friedman presents Sam
Goidwyn with a medal from King George VI.
"Cary" was given a Royal Command Performance.

One of the devices used was the revi¬
sion of the title. While this practice can
often come in for plenty of criticism, the
change seemed to be warranted here. The
film became known as “Cary And The
Bishop’s Wife,” and the advertising was

directed toward selling the warmth and
comedy of the film rather than its pres¬
tige value. Since the stars, Loretta Young
and Cary Grant, have recently been in
films which were received enthusiastically
by the younger set, their roles were em¬
phasized and contests were sponsored in
over 30 key situations. Aimed at the teen¬
agers, the contest asked: “If a wonderful
guy like Cary Grant could be your per¬
sonal angel, what is the modern miracle
you would like to see?” After an initial
trial in several cities, it was found that
this and several other angles had a ma¬
terial effect on the grosses. In each city,
panels were organized, high school editors
acted as judges, special screenings were
held, newspaper support was solicited,
and the age .level of the patrons dropped
noticeably as the promotions took hold.
“Cary and the Bishop’s Wife” proved a
happy couple.
—Ben Belsham.
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Special teen-age promotions with newspapers, schools, radios, etc., helped

A Chicago outdoor board used the new title, "Cary and the Bishop's Wife,"

build

when the production had its premiere engagement at the Essaness Woods.

this line

of youngsters at the

Colony,

Miami

Beach,

for the

film.

in¬

A "Miracle Contest" was also held in New York City for the engagement at

gifts.

the Astor. Bennett Cerf, noted publisher and author, judges some entries.

The Chicago Daily News held a "Keen Teen Miracle Contest." Prizes
cluded

a

call from

Miss Young.

Winners

here

receive

the

varied

Lucille Ball presents the top award, a scholarship bond, in New York's Astor to Elliott Sprechman during a teen-age affair emceed

by CBS' Bill Leonard.
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MSI KONSCOFF'S NSW YORK
RECENTLY, The Inquiring Fotographer of The Daily News posed the following
question to six members of ye public, to wit: “As a moviegoer, will having a television
set at home make you go less to the movies?”
A pretty bookkeeper replied: “Definitely not. I like to go to the movies with my boy
friend, and hold hands in the dark. Naturally, I can’t do that at home.”
A jeweler answered: “I doubt it very much. I’d still go to the movies.
You wouldn’t see any popular movies until they had run out of
circulation.”
A. typist said: “I don’t think so. Television is hard on my eyes. It
is more restful in a movie.”
An accounting clerk replied: “Yes, it will. I find, particularly, that
movies are too crowded and uncomfortable. Also, double features are
almost unbearable to sit through.”
Another typist had this to say: “No. I prefer going out to the movies than sitting at
home with television. Television has no
PERSONAL COMMENT: We recently
variety.”
had occasion to talk to Mrs. Mark HelA junior executive answered: “No. Tele¬
linger in her hotel suite when she was in
vision hasn’t advanced far enough at this
town recently looking for an apartment
time to compete with movies. Seeing a
here, and she is really a sweet gal. She
picture on a movie screen gives you a
gets our vote any time she wants it.
closer feeling to the picture than seeing it
on television.”
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Walt
Disney is on the tie-in beam, having tied
NEW BOOKING ENTRY: A couple of
up with the National Apple Institute on
bright lads got together just recently to
his latest release, “Melody Time,” which
form the first buying and booking agency
has a sequence devoted to the Johnny
to be devoted primarily to foreign films.
Appleseed legend. And those apples are
They are Walter I. Lasker and Irving
really good. . . . Universal and the J.
Schwartz, who were so impressed by the
Arthur Rank Organization hosted a press
rapid growth in the popularity of foreign
reception for British actress Edana Rom¬
films and in the apparent lack of sufficient
ney at the Hampshire House. . . . From the
selling procedures in the field by foreign
Broadway gravevine comes word that Joe
film distributors that they decided to do
Maharam’s (he’s the king of fabrics in
something about it. The booking agency is
show biz) hobbies are really going to pay
the answer, and to date they have more
off. ’Tis said that the movie rights are
than 20 theatres signed, and expect the
being sought for “Make Mine Manhattan”
figure to top 50 before the year is out.
by several of the companies, and ditto
Lasker told us that they will not only do
“Strange Bedfellows,” both of which are
the buying, but will also help out with the
heavily backed by Maharam. Incidentally,
exploitation and advertising for member
Maharam is also doing well with his art
houses. They are located at 55 West 42nd
and sculptor work, which is receiving wide
Street.
acclaim ... A bow is in order to the
United
Artists gang for that cute double
Prediction Dept.: We’d like to go on
invitation
going out to leading exhibitors
record as predicting right here and now
and
press
people on “The Time Of Your
“The Time Of Your Life” characterizations
Life.”
It
contains
a ticket good for several
will walk off with at least two Oscars.
drinks
at
the
Monte
Carlo and several
We’ll be very much surprised if Bill
hours
of
entertainment
at the Mayfair,
Bendix or James Barton, or perhaps, Ward
where the film opens. . . . Mel Gold, adBond don’t receive awards for their ex¬
pub director, National Screen Service,
cellent jobs.
called a meeting of heads of television sta¬
HOW’S YOUR FOREIGN BIZ?: Visit¬
tions, film distributors, and advertising
ing the Motion Picture Association last
agencies to finalize plans for coordinating
week, we learned that that organization
policies and practices in television. . . .
Charlie Schlaifer (that man certainly gets
is negotiating with several international
business firms whereby accumulated cur¬
around) addressed the members of the
Washington, D. C., Advertising Club last
rency in foreign countries would be pur¬
chased by these firms, and dollars would
week on the responsibilities of the adver¬
be turned over to the MPA for redistribu¬
tising man towards his industry and the
tion to its members, with the firms in ques¬
public. Incidentally, he did alright in cap¬
tion naturally taking a cut. When asked
turing attention for the Roxy opening of
how much this would amount to, a spokes¬
“The Iron Curtain.” . . . The March of
man stated that this couldn’t be revealed
Time is working on a subject featuring
or judged because of the shifting political
today’s career girl. . . . Frank Nelson,
scenes and fluctuating dollar values.
well-known radio actor on the Jack Benny
Questioned about the foreign situation
program, will narrate for forthcoming Re¬
as a whole, this spokesman stated that
public cartoons in Trucolor. . . . Auxiliary
things looked brighter now than they have
pressbook ads have just been completed on
in the past six months. He revealed that
“The Big Clock” by Paramount, stressing
the French had recently moved to keep
the very good reviews. . . . Emerson Radio
has a big tie-in with Eagle Lion, and the
the really old pix out of France by limit¬
ing pix distributed to those two years old
first pix to be plugged will be the tense,
or less by refusing dubbing licenses to the
terrific “Raw Deal.” . . . The Rivoli (wot
others. They have, however, made 17 ex¬
say Monty) first one in with a contest
ceptions. Yessir, things seem to be looking
for Father’s Day on June 20. . . . WCAUTV is getting its regular television service
up, but maybe some of the domestic de¬
partments ought to be told about it.
off to a flying start via plugs in theatres
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Schlaifer Sets Bureau
For ''Curtain" At Roxy
NEW YORK—With all New York's
eyes on “The Iron Curtain” at the
Roxy, maintenance of a publicity
bureau at the house on a round-theclock basis by Charles Schlaifer, di¬
rector of advertising and publicity,
20th
Century-Fox,
last
fortnight
brought news and editorial coverage.
Preliminary estimates of space de¬
voted to the film by metropolitan
newspapers showed upwards of 100
full columns of news, editorial, and
picture material other than the normal
film reviews.
The bureau was already in opera¬
tion prior to the incidents which
brought dozens of news, wires services,
newsreels, and radio representatives
to the theatre. It was set up on the
basis of a plan made weeks ago in
anticipation of the extraordinary in¬
terest in the film. Reporters and
photographers were serviced with in¬
formation on the picture and its en¬
gagement at the Roxy.
Schlaifer, personally supervising the
press handling at the Roxy, will con¬
tinue to keep a staff at the theatre
throughout the run of the picture.

through special trailers in four Philadel¬
phia theatres and 16 outlying houses. That’s
a different twist. ... A better pressbook
is out on “Coroner Creek.” . . . Television
is bringing back old-time vaudeville acts
via a variety show emceed by Milton Berle.
. . . RCA Exhibition Hall celebrated its
first anniversary recently, and played host
to more than 1,100,000 visitors.

Rodner Receives Award
New York—Presentation of the Beacon
Award for meritorious and patriotic serv¬
ice to Harold Rodner, Warner executive,
was the feature of the annual dinner of
the Motion Picture Associates at the Hotel
Waldorf Astoria last week. Rodner, execu¬
tive vice-president, Will Rogers Memorial
Fund, and a trustee of the Jewish Child
Care Association, was honored for his
work in the social rehabilitation of totally
blind army and navy veterans and for
his activities in behalf of servicemen at
various military and naval installations in
the metropolitan area.

The Beacon Award presentation comes
as Rodner is completing 20 years with
Warners and 38 years in the industry. He
is currently vice-president, Warner Broth¬
ers Service Corporation.

Para. Choral Society Helps
New
York—The
Paramount Pictures
Choral Society will offer its seventh annual
benefit concert on the evening of May 19
when it makes its appearance at Town
Hall. The Society, an activity of the
Paramount Pictures Club, will be assisted
by the Glee Club of St. John’s College.

All the proceeds of the concert are being
turned over to the New York Foundling
Hospital by the Society, a gesture in
keeping with the group’s tradition.

10

Children’s Library
Gets 122 Features
New York—The Motion Picture Asso¬
ciation of America announced last week
a list of 112 features approved for chil¬
dren’s matinees, and available to 2500
theatres in America now subscribing to
the Children’s Film Library of the Asso¬
ciation. Arthur DeBra, director, Depart¬
ment of Community Relations, and his
associate, Mrs. Marjorie G. Dawson, chair¬
man, library committee, report that these
films are the first to supplement those 50
productions permanently in the library.
These supplementary motion pictures
are available for children’s programs after
they have completed regular local book¬
ings. Exhibitors applying for them must
show they have played 80 per cent of the
regular library subjects.
The list follows:
From Columbia—“Arizona,” “Bandit of
Sherwood Forest,” “Desert Horseman,”
“Fighting Frontiersman,” “Gallant Jour¬
ney,” “Galloping Thunder,” “The Jolson
Story,” “Keeper of the Bees,” “The Last of
the Redmen,” “My Dog Rusty,” “Person¬
ality Kid,” “The Prince of Thieves,” “Re¬
lentless,” “The Return of Monte Cristo,”
“The Return of Rusty,” “Roaring Rangers,”
“Roll on Texas Moon,” “The Swordsman,”
“Two Fisted Stranger.”
From Film Classics—“Spirit of West
Point.”
From MGM—“Bad Bascomb,” “Boys
Ranch,” “Courage of Lassie,” “Cynthia,”
“David
Copperfield,”
“Fiesta,”
“Good
News,” “The Green Years,” “Holiday in
Mexico,” “It Happened in Brooklyn,” “Las¬
sie Come Home,” “Living in a Big Way,”
“Music For Millions,” “My Brother Talks
To Horses,” “National Velvet,” “On An
Island With You,” “This Time For Keeps,”
“Three Daring Daughters,” “Two Sisters
From Boston,” “Treasure Island,” “Wizard
Of Oz,” “The Yearling.”
From
Monogram—“The
Dude
Goes
West,” “Gentleman Joe Palooka,” “Ginger,”
“Haunted Mine.”
From Paramount—'“Blaze Of Noon,”
“Going My Way,” “O.S.S.,” “The Perils Of
Pauline,” “The Plainsman,” “Road To
Rio,” “Shaggy,” “Unconquered,” “Variety
Girl,” “Welcome Stranger.”
From J. Arthur Rank—“Bush Christ¬
mas.”
From Republic—“Along The Oregon
Trail,” “Bill and Coo,” “Home In Okla¬
homa,” “Man From Rainbow Valley,” “My
Pal Trigger,” “Rustlers Of Devil’s Canyon,”
“Twilight On Rio Grande,” “Under Nevada
Skies,” “Wyoming.”
From RKO—“The Bells Of St. Mary’s,”
“The Bishop’s Wife,” “Fantasia,” “The
Farmer’s Daughter,” “Fun and Fancy
Free,” “I Remember Mama,” “The Kid
From Brooklyn,” “Pinocchio,” “Secret Life
Of Walter Mitty,” “Sinbaa The Sailor,”
“Tarzan And The Mermaids,” “Tycoon,”
“Wonder Man.”
From 20th-Fox—“Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” “Anna And The King Of Siam,”
“Black Beauty,” “Give My Regards To
Broadway,” “Green Grass Of Wyoming,”
“It Shouldn’t Happen To A Dog,” “Make
Mine Music,” “Miracle On 34th Street,”
“Margie,” “Mother Wore Tights,” “My
Friend Flicka,” “Scudda-Hoo, ScuddaHay,” “Sitting Pretty,” “Smoky,” “State
Fair,” “Three Girls In Blue,” “Thunderhead,” “Thunder In The Valley,” “Wake
Up And Dream.”
From U-I—“Buck Privates Come Home,”
“Little Miss Big,” “One Hundred Men And
A Girl,” “The Overlanders,” “The Pirates
Of Monterey,” “So Goes My Love,” “Song
Of Scheherazade,” “Tawny Pipit,” “The
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Anglo-American Deal

Selznick, Korda Announce Plans
For Global Production Venture
NEW YORK—David O. Selznick and Sir Alexander Korda announced last
week the signing of a contract between their respective companies for a joint
global, motion picture venture. Under the terms of the agreement, the two
producers will collaborate in a series of films to be made in England employing
the best talents of Hollywood and London.
Plans have already been agreed upon for the filming of four stories
during (he next 12 months, of which two will be in Technicolor. Production
of the first will start next September and others thereafter at intervals of two
to three months. The following stories have been tentatively agreed upon by
Selznick and Korda: Joseph Conrad's “An Outcast of the Islands,” Charles
Dickens’ “Tale of Two Cities,” Thomas Hardy’s “Tess of the D’Urbervilles,”
“The Third Man,” a new unpublished novel by Graham Greene, and also
under consideration are Daphne du Maurier’s “The King’s General,” Jules
Verne’s “Around the World in Eighty Days,” Thomas Mann’s “The Magic
Mountain,” and Aldous Huxley’s “Point Counterpoint.”
The stars will be supplied for these pictures by Selznick, principally from
those under contract to his companies, although it is agreed that wherever
it is possible to further add to the film’s American boxoffice appeal by includ¬
ing two or three star names, Selznick may make available other stars as well.
In addition, Korda will also supply from his contract artists the top names of
the British film and theatre. The films will be produced and directed by
Britain’s leading independent film-makers.

"Four Faces" In Big Bow
Denver—The double premiere of UA’s
“Four Faces West” at the Lensic and
Burro Alley, Santa Fe, N. M., last week
highlighted an historic day. With the U. S.
Army and Governor Thomas J. Mabry
affording full cooperation, festivities got
under way in the morning with an army
parade, replete with full-battle accoutre¬
ment, in honor of the 15th anniversary of
the recruitment of the Rough Riders un¬
der the leadership of Teddy Roosevelt.
Later, the State Capitol grounds were the
scene of a gigantic barbeque sponsored by
the American Legion, and attended by the
governor and other visiting dignitaries.
Other festivities included the reenactment
of the original Rough Riders’ ceremonies
and the swearing in of new recruits. Film
stars Joel McCrea and Frances Dee were
present. The Boy Scouts then took over
the main streets in a huge jamboree of
song and festivity.
The Gilbralter and John Greer played
host to the stars, exhibitors, and visiting
dignitaries at a cocktail party and dinner
at the LaFonda Hotel. The climax of the
day’s ceremonies came when the world
premiere of the film took place at the two
theatres.

Maas Touring Europe
New York—Irving

Texas Case Motions Filed
motion to strike
certain portions of the bill of complaint
was filed in U. S. District Court last fort¬
night by attorneys for Interstate Circuit,
Inc., Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc.,
and 12 film producer-distributor com¬
panies in the suit against them by Tivoli
Realty, Inc.,
owner-operator,
Delman,
Dallas, Tex.
Notice was filed that certain depositions
will be taken on June 2 in the Federal
building, Dallas, for use in the Tivoli case,
and on June 4 in a similar anti-trust action
against the same defendants by I. B. Adelman, Dallas, owner-operator, Delman, and
president, Tivoli.
Wilmington,

Del.—A

Schine Houses7 Sale Asked
Washington—The Department of Justice
last fortnight asked the U. S. Supreme
Court to pass speedy judgment to force
the sale of five Schine theatres which were
to have been divested originally under
the 1942 Schine consent decree. Schine
had purchased the house subsequent to
the filing of the government’s anti-trust
action in 1939, and the recent high court
decision did not concern itself specifically
with these theatres. The original decree
six years ago called for Schine to drop 16
houses, 11 of which have been disposed of.

Warnerites To Vote

Maas, vice-president
and general manager, Motion Picture Ex¬
port Association, departed on May 22 for a
trip to MPEA Continental markets. Coun¬
tries on his itinerary include Holland,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Yugo¬
slavia, Austria, and Germany. Visits to
Rumania and Bulgaria are also contem¬
plated, but these are contingent on visa
clearances.

Paramount Star Honored

Time Of Our Lives,” “Wistful Widow Of
Wagon Gap.”
From Warners—“Cloak And Dagger,”
“Life With Father,” “My Girl Tisa,” “My
Wild Irish Rose.”

Hollywood—Olivia
de Havilland last
week was presented with a gold medallion
in recognition of her selection as the best
actress in films released in Belgium dur¬
ing 1947. The award was made for her
performance in “To Each His Own.”

New York—More than 700 Warner home
office workers will vote on May 27 to de¬
cide whether the current union shop will
continue. The election is called for by the
Taft-Hartley law when a new contract
is to be negotiated. The Warner contract
dies on May 31.
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Hi, Jinx

Hello, Tex

JINX FALKENBERG AND TEX McCRARY,
N.B.C.'s FAMOUS COUPLE, ARE BROADCASTING TO YOU
-w—w
THE NEWS ABOUT

Paramount
Shorts
FOR 1948-49
Tex: Now that we're
in Paramount shorts
ourselves. Jinx, I
feel right at home
talking about them.

Jinx: And I'm happy to preview
for my exhibitor friends how
Paramount has streamlined its
plans to give them more shorts
that mean more entertainment
. . and 60% of them in color . .

Tex: Yes, Jinx,
Paramount found
that audiences
want MORE 1-REEL
SUBJECTS and more
cartoons - so ... .

Paramount

IVILL MAKE 10 SHORTS
TOTALLING 10 REELS FOR 1948-A9

:

«
<

Against 64 Shorts Totalling
70 Reels Last Year

<
<

Including These 30 Great Cartoons

<

4

All Produced by FAMOUS STUDIOS

<

(

POPEYE
Cartoons

i

<

<

In Color

i

He’s Popeye, The Boxoffice
Man ... so definitely a con¬
temporary American folkhero that he’s a “must” on
thousands of screens.

(

<

<

i

i

i

NOVELTOONS
In Color

Jinx: And that
means MORE
COLOR-CARTOONS
the public loves —
30 THIS YEAR
INSTEAD OP 24
released last
season...and a lot
of them will be in
that wonderful new
Polacolor...

Accenting novelty, they’ve
introduced a score of popular
characters including Little
Audrey, Herman the Mouse,
Caspar the Friendly Ghost,
Buzzy the Crow and many
others.

12
SCREEN SONG
Cartoons
In Color
starring

The Bouncing Ball
Audience-participation sensation
that clicked in 1946, became a
series in ’47—and now, by popu¬
lar demand, is increased from 8 to
12 releases.

Jinx: Can I tell
about The Pace¬
makers , Tex? I 'm
thrilled that
our 3 pictures
will be part of
this delightful
series...

Paramount
Pacemakers
Produced by JUSTIN HERMAN
Double the number this year with at least half em¬

phasizing music. Packed with big names like Tex and
Jinx, Martin Block, Paul Whiteman, Ed Sullivan and
Monica Lewis, to mention just a few.

Speaking
of Animals
Tex: And don't
forget the
year-after-year
achievements
of the
3 JERRY
FAIRBANKS
SERIES.
They're great
favorites with
every member of
every family...

Spiced with such hilarious
originality, they’ve won 2
Oscars and the laughter of all
the millions who love animals
— and fun.

Popular Science
In Color
New as the latest research,
this series turns wonders
of science into wonders of
of entertainment to thrill
Mr. and Mrs. Average
American.

Unusual
Occupations
In Color
12th year of finding and filming
fascinating professions and hobbies
of people who make news by new
ways to make a living.

Jinx: Do you think
we' 11 ever equal
the 28 years of
popularity achieved
by the public’s
favorite sport
series?...

Grantland Rice
Sportlights
Produced by

JACK EATON

They’re an industry institution . . . reports on sports that are both
completely authoritative and dramatically entertaining . . .

Tex: News is my
department, Jinx
. . . so I want to say
that no film news
coverage can
if
compare with . . .

l

Paramount News

#

The Eyes and Ears of the World

#
A

104 Issues—Plus 52 issues of
Canadian Paramount News
The Zoomar Lens, most impor¬
tant innovation in screen reportingsincesound, makes Paramount
News more dramatic than ever.
Now from the local ball-park
to the international conference
table, any shot can be made a
vivid, thrilling close-up . . . since
this new magic eye has been added
to the Eyes and Earsof the World.

Jinx: Since we're a
typical American
family, Tex—let's
make sure our
favorite theatre
in our home town,
Manhasset, books
all the

70 Shorts

42 in color
8 series — plus Paramount News

: From Paramount
•

IN 1948-49
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"Tele On Wrong Foot,"
Dietz Tells Women
NEW YORK—Howard Dietz, MGM
advertising - publicity vice - president,
told a luncheon meeting of the Wo¬
men’s Advertising Club last fortnight
that television started on the wrong
foot by allowing sponsorship of its
entertainment offerings.
Dietz said
that a “slot machine” method of pay¬
ing for programs would have been
more successful.
Dietz doubted that television and
motion pictures will ever get together
because the sponsor is a barrier to such
a merger. He said that with sponsors
in. a dominating position, the result is
often an unbalanced entertainment
program.

Skouras Again
20th-Fox Prexy
New York—The board of directors last
week reelected Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
Century-Fox,
president following
the
election of 13 directors at the corporation’s
annual meeting.
Members of the Board elected by the
stockholders to serve until 1949 included:
L. Sherman Adams, Robert L. Clarkson,
John R. Dillon, Wilfred J. Eadie, Daniel
O. Hasting, Donald A. Henderson, Robert
Lehman, William C. Michel, William P.
Philips, Seton Porter, Murray Silverstone,
Skouras, and Darryl F. Zanuck.
Elected with Skouras, to serve as officers
for the next year, were the following:
Michel, executive vice-president; Zanuck,
vice-president in charge of production;
Silverstone, vice-president;
Joseph
H.
Moskowitz,
vice-president;
Henderson,
treasurer-secretary;
Eadie,
comptroller
and assistant treasurer; Francis T. Kelly,
assistant treasurer; Fred L. Metzler, as¬
sistant treasurer; Read B. Simonson, as¬
sistant treasurer; C. Elwood McCartney,
assistant comptroller; J. Harold Lang,
assistant secretary; Norman B. Steinberg,
assistant secretary; George F. Wasson, Jr.,
assistant secretary, and William Werner,
assistant secretary.
The company and all subsidiaries, in¬
cluding National Theatres Corporation
and Roxy Theatre, Inc., reported a con¬
solidated net profit of $2,926,842 after all
charges for the first quarter ended on
March 27, 1948. After deducting dividends
on prior preferred and convertible pre¬
ferred stocks, the consolidated net profit
amounted to $1 per share on the 2,769,024
shares of common stock outstanding. The
consolidated net profit after all charges
reported by the corporation for the first
quarter of 1947 was $5,897,603, which,
after
deducting
preferred
dividends,
amounted to $2.07 a share on the 2,765,813
shares of common stock then outstanding.
The profit for the fourth quarter of 1947
was $3,395,541.
The board declared a quarterly cash
dividend of $1.1214 per share on the out¬
standing prior preferred stock of the cor¬
poration, payable on June 15, 1948 to the
stockholders of record at the close of
business on June 1, 1948. A quarterly cash
dividend of $.3714 per share on the out¬
standing convertible preferred stock has
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Allied Hits At Theatre Ownership
By Branch Managers Employes

,

Denver—Ownership of or partnership in theatres by film exchange managers or employes
was attacked last fortnight by Allied States’ board of directors. In a three-day spring
meeting, the directors asserted that this type of situation could easily lead to discrimina¬
tion against other houses in film deals.
The directors warned local units to keep
a close watch for violations or court
action that might tend to go against the
U. S. Supreme Court decision in the anti¬
trust case. A resolution was passed thank¬
Kansas City—The Kansas-Missouri ITO
ing board chairman and general counsel
last fortnight reelected C. F. Sullivan,
Abram F. Myers for his work in the gov¬
Wichita, Kans., president; Larry Larsen,
ernment’s case.
Webb City, Mo., vice-president, and V. R.
Television was reported on by True¬
Stamm, Kansas City, secretary-treasurer.
man Rembusch, president, Indiana ATO.
National Allied general counsel Abram
The meeting was presided over by national
F. Myers told the convention that the
Allied head William Ainsworth, and 17
U. S. Supreme Court decision dooms the
board members attended.
distributor-affiliated theatre organizations,
and said that the final steps in the suit
Maryland Suit Threatens
may be expected in six months. Delegates
voted to form a buying-booking service
Salisbury, Md.—Prospects of a possible
under the supervision of Jack Stewart,
federal restraining order and a quartergeneral manager, KMITO. Cost to Allied
of-a-million dollar damage suit appeared
members will be $10 per week.
last fortnight as major hurdles in the path
Announcement was made at the conven¬
of Schine Theatres’ proposed 1,800-seat
tion that directors of National Allied and
theatre here. Ulman Theatre Corporation
National Film Carriers, Inc., were to meet
asked the Department of Justice to insti¬
in Denver to talk over rate reduction de¬
tute proceedings to restrain Schine from
mands.
Also speaking to the delegates
beginning construction work on a theatre
was
William
Ainsworth, national Allied
at South Division and Market Streets.
president.
The
Pioneers’ banquet wound
In a letter to the Department of Justice,
up
the
convention.
signed by Newell T. Howard, manager,

Sullivan Renamed
Kansas Unit Head

Ulman Corporation, the complaint was set
down this way:
“Since the Supreme Court also gave the
green light on right to damage by inde¬
pendent theatre operators, our community
is determined to stand for no more perse¬
cution through monopolistic practices,
either by Schine or the film companies.
If they continue, we will sue for a mini¬
mum of a quarter of a million dollars dam¬
ages suffered by us during the past six
years, this being the bounds defined by
the statute of limitations.”
Raymond C. Todd, joint manager, Ul¬
man, said his company had been unable to
acquire many of the best films in recent
years.

WB Drive Announced
New York—Warners

has set its annual
sales drive for 1948 for the 14-week period
from May 23-Aug. 28, according to an an¬
nouncement by Ben Kalmenson, vicepresident in charge of distribution, last
week. Exactly $35,000 in cash prizes will
be awarded the winners in the various
fields.
Once again the company’s Canadian ex¬
changes will join in the sales drive. A
series of regional meetings will be con¬
ducted by the company’s divisional sales
managers, Roy Haines for the western
territory; Jules Lapidus, eastern and Can¬
adian, and Norman Ayres, southern.

RKO Appeal Granted
Buffalo—Judge Harold P. Burke last fort¬
night granted the appeal of RKO from a
federal court jury verdict in anti-trust suit
of Bordonaro brothers. The judge found
insufficient evidence that the advent of
Warner Brothers Circuit Management
Corp., into Olean, N. Y., led to any change
in RKO’s choice of an outlet for its better
productions.
Similar motions by Paramount and War¬
ners to annul the verdict were rejected.
According to Judge Burke, RKO consist¬
ently chose the Haven, both before and
after the house was purchased by War¬
ners. RKO was represented by Harry M.
Pimstein, home office, and Sidney B.
Pfeifer, Buffalo.

20th-Fox Sales Hit New High
New York—A new company all-time
record for volume of feature sales to the¬
atrical accounts during the first 18 weeks
of this year has been established by the
20th Century-Fox domestic sales organ¬
ization, it was announced last week by
Andy W. Smith, general sales manager.
Not only did the 31 branches of the com¬
pany in the United States and six in
Canada surpass by 52 per cent the volume
of feature contracts negotiated in 1947 for
a corresponding period, but they also top¬
ped by far the previous all-time record
established in the first 18 weeks of 1946.

Illinois Group To Meet
been declared payable on June 30, 1948
to stockholders of record at the close of
business on June 7, 1948.
A quarterly cash dividend of $.50 per
share on the outstanding common stock
has been declared payable on June 30,
1948 to stockholders of record at the close
of business on June 7, 1948.

La Salle, III.—United Theatre Owners
of Illinois will hold a meeting at the
Kaskaskia Hotel on June 3-4. A galaxy of
important speakers is expected, accord¬
ing to President Edward G. Zorn, includ¬
ing Gael Sullivan, new executive director,
TOA, and Herman Levy, general counsel,
TOA.
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3. WILLIE (Richard Erdman), pin¬

5. HARRY (Paul Draper), a born

ple ... B-girls, big-shots, wrong guys,

ball maniac, whose one ambition

dancer who'd like to make the

crooked cops ... he knows 'em all!

is to beat "the machine"!

world laugh!

1. JOE (James Cagney), his hobby is peo¬

2. KIT CARSON (James Barton), an Indian
fighter who loved a 39-pound midget!

4. MARY L. (Gale Page), the kind of girl

you fall in love with at first sight!

6. WESLEY (Reginald Be
he plays a mean piano!

JAMES CAGNEY • WILLIAM BENDIX • WAYNE MORF
From William Saroyan's Multiple-Prize Play • with BRODERICK CRAWFORD • WARD BOND • JAMES BARTON • PAUL DRAPER • GALE PAGE •.

!

I

f1

KITTY (Jeanne Cagney), a

9. NICK (William Bendix), owner

would-be burlesque queen

of the waterfront honky-tonk!

11. McCarthy (Ward Bond), a
brawny longshoreman!

who still has her dreams!

8. TOM (Wayne Morris), so
much in love that it hurts!

refl

.......

io. BLICK (Tom Powers),

a bewildered cop!

a heel!

11

12. KRUPP (Broderick Crawford),

1

\NNE CAGNEY !"“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE”
DN

*

RICHARD ERDMAN

•

Produced by WILLIAM CAGNEY •

Directed by H. C. Potter • Adapted for the Screen by Nathaniel Curti*

\

\

~
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Pirate Strong
In Broadway Bow

Library Of Congress
Asks "Outlaw" Print

Tele Growth Seen
At SMPE Convention

New York—Business in the Broadway
first-runs continued average, or above;
last weekend, with Radio City Music Hall
way out in front. According to usually re¬
liable sources reaching The Exhibitor, the
breakdown was as follows:

NEW YORK—It was announced last
week that Howard Hughes’ “The Out¬
law” had been designated by the Li¬
brary of Congress as a “leading pro¬
duction,” and placed on its Honor
Roll.
Lewis C. Coffin, Chief, Exchange
and Gift Division, on May 10 last
officially requested a new print of
“The Outlaw” from Hughes, the pro¬
ducer, for permanent preservation in
the Library’s archives.
In addition to the new print, the Li¬
brary of Congress requested a used
print in good condition to be used for
reference purposes. “The Outlaw,” as
produced by Hughes, was hailed by
the Library of Congress as a picture
that “truly reflected the modes and
mora's of the times in which the ac¬
tion takes place.”

Hollywood—W. W. Watts, vice-presi¬
dent in charge of engineering at RCA, said
last week that within five years, television
networks alone will use 3,650 hours of
televised films per year. The hours would
be equal to 1,825 two-hour features, or
14,600 15-minute short subjects, Watts said,
basing his prediction on the current AMFM practice.
Speaking at the opening luncheon of the
SMPE’s 63rd annual convention in Santa
Monica, Watts said that if the now pro¬
posed FCC revision of television channel
allocations is okehed, there will ultimately
be channel space for 953 stations in 456
cities and a potential audience equal to the
estimated 66 million radio sets now in 37
million homes.
The film industry took a lashing from
Paul J. Larsen, chairman of the SMPE
committee on television. Larsen registered
amazement at the trade which he said has
done so little to protect itself in securing
specific frequencies from the FCC, even
though it is allied with, and affected by,
the medium.
He took issue with the
motion picture industry for not conferring
with its engineers on the future of its
products.
Charles R.
Fordyce, superintendent,
Kodak Park manufacturing experiments,
reported that the tensile strength, rigidity,
and flexibility of Eastman Kodak’s new
“high acetyl” safety film are more like
nitrate film than earlier safety films. He
also claimed low shrinkage for the new
safety base, and greater resistance to
humidity, with projection quality as good
as nitrate film in screen steadiness and
appearance.

"

''

“SILVER RIVER” (WB). Strand, with
stage show, opened to $29,000 for Friday
through Sunday, with the first week head¬
ing toward $58,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
claimed $17,000 for the fifth week.
“A NIGHT AT THE OPERA” (MGM).
Gotham anticipated $14,000 on the second
week with this Marx Brothers’ reissue.
“THE IRON CURTAIN” (20th-Fox).
Roxy, with stage show, reported $69,000 for
Wednesday through Sunday, the second
week sure to hit $85,000.
“THE PIRATE” (MGM). Radio City
Music Hall, with stage show, opened to
$89,000 for Thursday through Sunday, the
first week bound to top a very good
$138,000.
“GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT” (20thFox). Mayfair had $6,000 for the 28th week.
“HOMECOMING” (MGM). Capitol, with
stage show, garnered $50,000 from Thurs¬
day through Sunday, the fourth week sure
to hit $83,000.
“THE ‘SAINTED’ SISTERS” (Para.).
Paramount, with stage show, claimed a
$65,000 opening week.
“RIVER LADY” (U-I). Winter Garden
expected $16,000 for the first week.
“ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST”
(U-I). Rivoli had an $25,000 opening week.
“BIG CITY” (MGM). Criterion
$15,000 on the second week.

did

“MR.
BLANDINGS
BUILDS
DREAM HOUSE”
(SRO). Astor
$18,000 on the ninth week.

HIS
did

Grosses in the Broadway first-runs for
the week-end ending on May 17 were as
follows:
“WOMAN IN WHITE” (WB). Strand,
with stage show, hit $20,000 for Friday
through' Sunday, with the second and last
week about $40,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
claimed $12,000 for Saturday and Sunday,
with the week about $28,000
“THE IRON CURTAIN” (20th-Fox).
Roxy, with stage show, reported $90,000
for Wednesday through Sunday, the first
week about $115,000.
“STATE OF THE UNION” (MGM).
Radio City, with stage show, reported
$66,500 for Thursday through Sunday, the
fourth and last week hitting $102,500.
“GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT” (20thFox). Mayfair reported $9,000 for the 27th
week.
“HOMECOMING”
(MGM).
Capitol,
with stage show, claimed $105,000 for the
third week.
“THE BIG CLOCK” (Para.), Para¬
mount, with stage show, had $50,000 for
the fourth and last week.
"THE MIKADO” (U-I). Park Avenue
claimed $4,000 for the last six days of the
fifth and last week.

EL Leader Issued
New York—First issue of the Eagle Lion
Leader, Eagle Lion’s new monthly houseorgan produced by vice-president Max E.
Youngstein’s advertising, publicity, and
exploitation department, was formally in¬
troduced to the sales forces last weekend.
The publication is tabloid size of five
columns by 15 inches in depth. Editorial
slant
is
strictly
“straight - from - the shoulder” sales talk. Major forthcoming
films are analyzed in detail from sales
approach, sales possibilities, and selling
angles.
The first issue of the Eagle Lion Leader
was produced under the supervision of
Jonas Arnold, press book editor, with
articles contributed by staff members.

Dividend Payments Down
Washington—The

Department of Com¬
merce reported last week that publicly
announced dividend payments of the
motion picture companies dropped con¬
siderably during April. The $3,941,000 was
almost half of the March payments, and
compares with $5,469,000 for April, 1947.
The 1947 payments average was running
above this years’ total, the respective fig¬
ures being $18,221,000 and $15,686,000. RKO
dividends last month were smaller than
usual, and Stanley had declared no divi¬
dend.

Legion's Foundation Defended
New York—Reverand Father Patrick J.
Masterson, executive secretary, The Na¬
tional Legion of Decency, said last week
that because the freedom of the screen was
threatened, it was necessary to form an
organization like the Legion.
Father Masterson spoke at a luncheon
celebrating the 26th anniversary of Inter¬
national Federation of Catholic Alumnae.

Newsreels Aid "Youth Month"
New
York — Newsreel
editors of all
film companies last week pledged their
support and cooperation to the Theatre
Owners of American “Youth Month”
Committee at a luncheon meeting at
the St. Moritz Hotel, at which Charles
P. Skouras, chairman of the committee,
was host, and Ted R. Gamble, TO A
president, presided. The “Youth Month”
will be held in September, with the
program to be
launched during the
summer by an educational film to be
shown to local conference committees in
the 1100 communities which will par¬
ticipate in the campaign. Exhibitors have
pledged the use of their screens for the
showing of this instructional film during
non-operating hours.
Among the newsreel men present were
Alfred Butterfield, Warner-Pathe; George
Doran,
Universal;
Jack
Haney,
Fox
Movietone; Arthur De Litta, Fox Movie¬
tone; Walter Bredin, News of the Day,
and Peter Levathes, 20th Century-Fox.

Registered Titles Grow
“DEAR MURDERER”
(U-I). Winter
Garden did $6,000 on the second and last
week.
“MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS
DREAM HOUSE” (SRO).
Astor had
$22,000 on the eighth week.
“LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WO¬
MAN” (U-I). Rivoli claimed $12,000 for
the third and last week.

New York—The Motion Picture Asso¬
ciation of America’s Title Registration
Bureau registered 3,489 films in 1947,
about 17 per cent more than the 1946
total of 2,978. According to bureau man¬
ager Margaret Ann Young, 4,133 titles
were submitted, the difference being
turned down because of prior registra¬
tion of “moral unsuitability.”
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(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)
KEY TO "THE LITTLE MEN" RATINGS: (MAY 26, 1948)
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The Week's Newcomers
BERLIN EXPRESS
(RKO)
RIVER LADY
(U-International)
SUMMER HOLIDAY
(MGM)
THE FULLER BRUSH
(Columbia)
THE PIRATE
(MGM)

ARCH OF TRIUMPH
(UA)
ARE YOU WITH IT?
(U-International)
B. F.'S DAUGHTER
(MGM)
BILL AND COO
(Republic)
BLACK BART
(U-International)
CASBAH
(U-International)

FURY AT FURNACE
(20th-Fox)
HOMECOMING
(MGM)
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(RKO)
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WOMAN (U-International)

PANHANDLE
(Allied Artists)
RUTHLESS
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SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!
(20:h-Fox)

(RKO)

(MGM)
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• 1454 PHOTOS and DRAWINGS

THE MATING OF MILLIE
(Columbia)
THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS
(RKO)

•

•

U

• NEARLY 6 POUNDS

T

• BURSTING WITH USEFULNESS
li

30 Pages, 56 Photographs and 7 Blue*
prints (one 34"x20") on Drive*in Theatres

fi

p

(Columbia)

is now available!
• 612 PAGES

(Paramount)

THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI
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(20th-Fox)

NEW
1947-48EDITION
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THE BIG CLOCK
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27 Pages and 32 Blueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes

fili

96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building
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AAA.
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19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres

1

B

j'i

38 Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over

gj

T

—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.
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THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH
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THE 'SAINTED' SISTERS
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(Paramount)

DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!

$3.00 in the Domestic Field

Eg

($5 00 per copy for all Foreign shipments.)
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DREAM HOUSE (SRO)

SO WELL REMEMBERED

FORT APACHE
(RKO)
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(U-International)
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ANNA KARENINA

ALL MY SONS
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ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA
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Just fair, nothing out of the or-j

or close to it in all types of houses.■■■
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TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH H
(Columbia)
WINTER MEETING
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NO COPIES WILL BE SHIPPED unless the informotion itemized below is on file in the Publisher's I
Offices.
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 Vine Street, Phila. 7, Pa.
Please ship
copies of the 1947-48
EDITION at the earliest possible date. Attached
find remittance in the amount or $
NAME
|
TITLE or OCCUPATION
i
SHIPPING ADDRESS
. '

LIBERTY SQys ,s a fire
He’s the guy IliiiiJUj
ball performer to fit American humor
and satire!" and uEJj says is "the
freshest and funniest in years "and

f\\jj says is "radio’s freshest new
funnyman!" and [2^23 says "will lead the
field in popularity" and the UlfllliJil says
is"an oracle of laughter!"and
QQJ says (again) is "the funniest
fellow on the air!"
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ENTERPRISE STUDIOS present

HENRY MORGAN

in

wm Rudy Vallee-Hugh Herbert-Bill Goodwin
Virginia Grey • Dona Drake • Jerome Cowan • Leo Gorcey-Arnold Stang
Screenplay by Carl Foreman and Herbert Baker ' Based on the novel'THE BIG TOWN" by RING LARDNER

Directed by Richard 0. Fleischer - Produced by Stanley Kramer
A Screen Plays, Inc. Production

Something new... something BIG from
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"Iron Curtain
Hampers MPEA Moves
'

New York—The

present status of distri¬
bution operations in countries served by
the Motion Picture Export Association
was reviewed at a meeting of MPEA’s
board of directors last fortnight under
the chairmanship of Francis S. Harmon,
MPEA vice-president.
In a concise report on territorial activi¬
ties, Irving Maas, MPEA vice-president
and general manager, pointed out that
distribution operations in the “Iron Cur¬
tain”
countries are facing additional
obstacles.
The most recent move to throttle Ameri¬
can motion picture activities abroad, Maas
said, has taken place in Hungary where
the government recently announced its
decision to nationalize all phases of the
film industry. In the past two months,
local officials have refused to issue import
licenses for American films, and have
imposed a virtual blackout on the exhibi¬
tion of Hollywood product by denying it
playing time in that country’s politically
controlled theatres.
Maas advised the directors that, thus
far, no concrete results have come from
discussions with officials of our own gov¬
ernment on the matter of recovering dol¬
lar expenses for film distribution in the
occupied countries. Until now, not a cent
has been recouped from the million dollars
expended by MPEA on behalf of its mem¬
ber companies in providing motion pic¬
tures for these countries, Maas added.
An important portion of the agenda was
devoted to a review of MPEA’s accom¬
plishments in Holland and to discussions
of what changes, if any, will be made in
that country following expiration of the
existing licensing agreements.
Guest at the meeting was Marian F.
Jordan, MPEA general manager of Ger¬
many.

Reserve Unit Formed
Hollywood—The

organization of a U. S.
Army Signal Corps reserve unit in
the industry has been approved by the
major studios, following meetings last
week between army officers and rep¬
resentatives of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers and studios.
It was
decided to set up the unit on an industry
basis, rather than having individual studio
units.
A committee of Fred S. Meyer,
chairman, 20th Century-Fox, and L. k!
Sidney, MGM, was authorized by the
AMPP board to select a coordinator from
studio personnel to work on organization
of the unit.

U-l Philly Exchange Bows
Philadelphia—Universal
Pictures Inc.,
opened its new exchange on May 24.
William A. Scully, U-I vice-president and
general sales manager, headed a delega¬
tion of executives participating in the
ceremonies. The Philadelphia exchange is
the second of a group of four exchanges
nearing completion. New exchanges in
Buffalo and Milwaukee will be opened
shortly.
The two floors of the building cover an
area of more than 8,000 square feet each,
and there is a preview room accommodat¬
ing 60 people.
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SEC Report Shows
Drop In Stock Shifts
WASHINGTON — The Securities
Exchange Commission’s report of film
stock dealings by company officials for
the month ending on March 10 re¬
vealed last week that activity was at
a low ebb. Jack Cohn, Columbia,
made the largest move by gifting
I, 000 shares of common, retaining
47,969. In addition, Cohn dropped 200
shares held in trust which brought the
tota< to 24,119.
The report also showed the follow¬
ing:
UNIVERSAL—At the end of 1947,
J. Cheever Cowdin held 11,637 shares
plus 577 through the Cheever Cor¬
poration and 1,413 via Whitehall Sec¬
urities. While he gave away 2,375 war¬
rants in June, he acquired 5,000 more
in December, and then let go of an¬
other 50 the next month. At the end of
January his total of warrants was
88,913 plus 4,562 in the name of White¬
hall and Cheever corporations.

Charles C. Pettijohn Passes
Indianapolis—The industry was shocked
last week at the passing of Charles C.
Pettijohn, 67, general counsel for Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors from
1924 to 1942.
Pettijohn, during his many years of asso¬
ciation with the motion picture industry,
became known as a staunch opponent of
“political” censorship. During World War
1, he organized the trade’s campaign to
raise food for Europe. Also legal light for
the Film Trades Boards, Pettijohn was
active in anti-trust actions against the
trade. In 1929, he went to Paris to aid in
settling the Franco-American film dead¬
lock on imports. Pettijohn was also active
in politics as a Democrat.

UNESCO Buys Projectors
New York—Motion picture projectors
are being sent by UNESCO to China,
Poland,
Greece,
Czechoslovakia,
Italy,
Hungary, Australia, and the Philippines,
in line with the reconstruction program,
and to revive educational centers and
increase communications between peoples
of the world, it was stated last week.

Something New

Film Being Shipped
In Cellophane Cases
Atlanta—Distributor’s Group is now
shipping its 16mm. prints from its
Dallas, New Orleans, and Columbia,
S. C., offices in cellophane envelopes,
it was learned last week. The firm
recently completed an experiment on
the method, and reports that in a 60day trial period, film sealed in cello¬
phane was in better condition after
the test, particularly where they were
given rough handling. No. 300 Cello¬
phane is used, with handling and seal¬
ing instruction provided by DuPont
lepresentatives. It \yas said that the
cost is less than two cents per ship¬
ment, with sealing time at about a
half-minute.

"EL Big Leaguer/'
Heineman Tells Men
New York—With a full line-up of pic¬
tures representing “a continuing source
of quality boxoffice product,” William J.
Heineman, Eagle Lion Films vice-presi¬
dent in charge of distribution, last week
stated the company “has arrived in the big
league of production and distribution.”
Announcement of a 26 week “Bill Heine¬
man Sales Drive” beginning on June 4,
with $27,500 in cash prizes, was made.
Competition for the prizes will include
district and branch managers, salesmen,
and bookers of the company’s 31 domestic
branches. Included in the prize money is
$7,500 for J. Arthur Rank product, and
awards totalling $5,000 on the Edward
Small pictures released by the company.
Other company officials who addressed
the regional meeting were Max E. Youngstein, Eagle Lion vice-president in charge
of advertising, publicity, and exploitation;
L. “Jack” Schlaifer, assistant to Heine¬
man; Herman Beiersdorf, western sales
manager; Sam L. Seidelman, foreign man¬
ager, and D. R. Pickard, assistant treasurer.
Also participating in the sessions were
Harry Kosiner, sales representative for
Edward Small; John Woolf, joint man¬
aging director, General Film Distribu¬
tors, Ltd., and David Griesdorf, president
and general manager of International Film
Distributors, Ltd., Eagle Lion’s Canadian
distributor.
Heineman and Youngstein, reported on
the Eagle Lion domestic product and the
J. Arthur Rank pictures assigned for re¬
lease by the company.
Heineman, Schlaifer, and Youngstein
left for regional meetings in Chicago, New
Orleans, and San Francisco.

Film Series Endorsed
New York—Maurice Bergman, chair¬
man, announced last week that the Adver¬
tising and Publicity Directors Committee
of the Motion Picture Association of
America has decided that the finest
medium for telling the good story of filmdom on theatre screens is the Industry
Film Series now being made under the
auspices of the Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences in cooperation with
the MPAA.
The
committee, Bergman said, has
abandoned discussions about an industry¬
wide trailer on future productions in favor
of the series. At the same time, he re¬
vealed that another plan which had been
given some consideration, that of prepar¬
ing an over-all production story for radio
broadcast, has been tabled. In its place,
companies will make available to all ex¬
hibitors radio platters pointing up current
motion pictures.

Berkshire In New York
New York—Berkshire Enterprises, Inc.,
premium house which has been operating
“Record Nights” in theatres around the
country, last fortnight moved its headquar¬
ters from Pittsfield, Mass., to 198 Broad¬
way.
Curtis Mitchell, formerly national di¬
rector of advertising and publicity for
Paramount, is treasurer, Berkshire Enter¬
prises. “Record Night” utilizes RCA-Victor phonograph records as giveaways.
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Raibourn Heard
On Para. Television
Washington — Paul
Raibourn,
Para¬
mount vice-president, told the Federal
Communications
Committee
last week
that the company is not planning on the
eventual dissolution of its theatre circuit.
Affiliated with Paramount are Balaban
and Katz, Chicago, 99 per cent owned;
Television Productions, Inc., Los Angeles
and San Francisco, 100 per cent; New
England Theatres, Boston, 100 per cent,
and Interstate Circuit, Dallas, in which
Paramount has all of the B stock but
none of the A.
The Paramount exec also disclosed that
the company desires to sell its interest
in the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories be¬
cause it is “not sure television broad¬
casting is parallel to Paramount’s other
interests.”
The stock originally rep¬
resented an investment of $164,000, and
Raibourn said Paramount would like “in
the neighborhood of 10 million dollars”
for the block.
According to Raibourn,
Paramount is “not altogether certain that
broadcasting of television will be in the
end the most advantageous use of video.”
Raibourn told the FCC that Paramount
had never directed DuMont policies or
activities, and did not have effective
control.

Republic, Impossible Deal
New York — Impossible Pictures, Inc.,
has signed a contract with Republic to
deliver a series of Trucolor cartoons for
release by Republic beginning on July 1,
1948, it was announced jointly last week
by Herbert J. Yates, president, Republic,
and Leonard L. Levinson, president, Im¬
possible Pictures.
In this series, four of which will be
produced in the initial year of the con¬
tract, Levinson and his partner and vicepresident, David Flexer, will introduce a
new technique in cartoon production,
stressing camera animation rather than
figure animation.
The series will be
called “Jerky Journeys.”
The initial cartoon, “Romantic Rumbolia,
the Seat of the Rhumba,” has already
been completed, and will be delivered to
the studio on July 1 for distribution. The
remaining three in the series, “Glamorous
Hanky-Panky,” “Jingle Jangle Jungle,”
and “The Three Minnies, Sota-Tonka and
Ha-Ha,” will be delivered shortly there¬
after.

McCarthy To Europe
New
York—Eric
Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Association of America,
announced last week that he has re¬
quested John G. McCarthy, associate
manager, International Division, to spend
several weeks in the London office.
McCarthy will collaborate with Fayette
W. Allport, chief, London office, on the
details
of
execution
of
the
AngloAmerican film agreement.

Indiana Sets Meeting
Indianapolis—The
Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana will hold its eighth
annual mid-summer convention at French
Lick Springs Hotel on July 26-27-28. The
convention committee, headed by Marc
Wolf, is setting up an entertainment pro¬
gram.
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FOLLOWING THE

Damages On Flat Buys
BOSTON — District Court Judge
Sweeney last fortnight upheld the
right of distributors to recover dam¬
ages in suits based on falsified per¬
centage returns. In his opinion, Judge
Sweeney confirmed the findings of
Master Phillip A. Hendrick in which
Loew’s was awarded $26,875 and
Paramount $1,725 in actions against
Fred E. Lieberman and a group of
exhibiting corporations. The findings
for Paramount involved only percent¬
age figures, while Loew’s included
damages for flat rental returns. Judge
Sweeney denied cross motions by the
defendants to have the actions recom¬
mitted to the Master.
The Loew’s award was promised on
the fact that the value of flat rental
brackets is based on their relations to
the average returns from previous
percentage films. Thus, according to
the findings, deliberate falsifications of
percentage receipts injures the distri¬
butor by lowering the bargaining base
on flat rental pictures.

"Hamlet" Plans Readied
New York—In view of the critical ac¬
claim and public reception attending last
week’s London premiere of J. Arthur
Rank’s “Hamlet,” produced and directed
by, as well as starring Sir Laurence
Olivier, Universal-International is ex¬
pediting plans for the American release of
the film, William A. Scully, U-I vicepresident and general sales manager, dis¬
closed last week.
Present plans call for initial American
openings of “Hamlet,” early in August,
possibly in New York and Boston. U-I
will exhibit the film in a manner similar
to that used by United Artists in distri¬
buting “Henry V,” with theatres being
leased on a “four wall” basis.
Advertising, publicity and promotion
plans are currently being mapped by
John Joseph, U-I national director of
advertising and publicity; Maurice A.
Bergman, eastern advertising and publicity
head for U-I, and J. B. L. “Jock” Law¬
rence, vice-president, J. Arthur Rank
Organization in America. U-I is develop¬
ing a special field staff for “Hamlet,” under
the supervision of Jefferson Livingston,
U-I home office publicist, who handled
“Henry V” for United Artists in major
city exhibitions.

From Italy it was learned that a new
governmental
decree
permitted
freer
remittance abroad of dividends and capi¬
tal earned by foreign investments there.
In other words, foreign capital investment
in Italy is no longer subject to govern¬
ment approval, and the way for invest¬
ment by picture companies in theatres
and production there is made easier.
From Argentina came word that film
imports have been slashed about 75 per
cent.
Future imports are to be based
on the numerical equivalent of the 1947
total, and applies to all countries.
The
move is believed in reprisal of exporting
countries refusing to permit Argentine
made films to play their markets.
From The Philippines it was reported
that theatre attendance had fallen off
from the levels maintained through 1946
and the first months of 1947. Authorita¬
tive sources now estimate that admis¬
sions have declined by 50’ per cent in
Manila and 65 per cent in the provinces.
One of the leading producers has stated
that the native industry is in the midst
of the worst crisis that it has ever ex¬
perienced. Although U.S. films are also
affected, the primary cause for alarm is
the awakening of consumer resistance to
the current domestic productions.
Norwegian
exhibitors have protested
strongly to their government against the
40 per cent luxury tax on theatre box
office receipts for foreign films, a tax
which was inaugurated under the Quisling
regime during the war.
It is reported
that there has been a general decline
of approximately 11 percent from 1946
figures.
Trade Restrictions of Bolivia were re¬
ported last fortnight as follows: the only
quota or restrictive measure in effect
which reduces or restricts the distribu¬
tion of U.S. films is the monthly allot¬
ment of exchange for the purpose of
importing motion pictures.
This allot¬
ment applies to films proceeding from
all countries in general, and does not
fix quotas for each country separately.
The selection of films to be imported out
of this available exchange is made by
the importers themselves depending on
their commitments.
The
Minister of
Finance, however, has fixed this quota
at $18,000 per month to be divided
equally among the three importers of
such films.

Pathe, Monogram Tie Up

Montreal Wins UA Drive

New York—One of the most important
releasing deals between an American and
an English motion picture company has
been concluded by Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,
and Monogram, it was revealed last week
by Steve Broidy, president of the latter
concern. Monogram has obtained distri¬
bution rights for two of Pathe’s most im¬
portant productions since that company’s
expansion in the producing field.
First picture to be distributed by Mono¬
gram, scheduled for release in October,
will be “My Brother Jonathan,” with a cast
headed by Michael Denison. The other
high-budget film that Monogram will
handle is “Temptation Harbor,” which
stars Robert Newton.

New York—George
Heiber, Montreal
branch manager for United Artists, was
the recipient last week of the Grad Sears
Gold Cup trophy, emblematic of outstand¬
ing sales achievement during the 1947-1948
drive period. Edward M. Schnitzer, eastern
and Canadian sales manager, added the
congratulatory message from Gradwell L.
Sears to his own when he presented the
cup to Heiber at a luncheon ceremony on
May 19. Charles S. Chaplin, UA Canadian
division sales manager, and the lead¬
ing exhibitors of Canada attended the
luncheon.
The branches affording the closest com¬
petition to Montreal were Chicago, To¬
ronto, and New Orleans.
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PEOPLE
New York—Morton

A. Spring, first vicepresident, announced last week a series of
promotions within the ranks of Loew’s In¬
ternational
Corporation
involving
the
managership of three Latin American ter¬
ritories. Jack Tilden, now manager of
Venezuela, moves up to the top post in
Chile. His new job involves expanded re¬
sponsibilities, including the directing of
the distribution office as well as of the two
Metro theatres in Santiago and Valparaiso.
Chile is now being temporarily managed
by Sidney Schwartz, travelling auditor.
Stepping up to Tilden’s job in Venezuela
is Myron D. Karlin, now heading the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer set-up in Ecuador.
Replacing Karlin is Robert Schmitt, cur¬
rently assistant sales chief of 16mm.
entertainment films here.
The Ecuador
managership will be Schmitt’s first post
overseas.
New York—Ted Tod was last week as¬
signed to do special exploitation on all
SRO releases in the mid-west, including
Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Des
Moines, Kansas City, St. Louis, and sur¬
rounding territories. Tod will organize
special campaigns immediately on “Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House,” “The
Paradine Case,” and “Duel In the Sun.”
He will headquarter in the Chicago office
of Sam Horowitz, SRO midwest division
manager, and work in close association
with Ted Baldwin, SRO exploitation and
promotion manager.
New York—The following changes in
personnel in the Walter Reade New Jer¬
sey theatres were announced last week:
Jerry Segal, manager, Lyric, Asbury Park,
is transferred to manager, Paramount,
Asbury Park; William Malone, assistant
manager, Mayfair, Asbury Park, is trans¬
ferred to manager, Lyric, Asbury Park;
Richard Ellicks, assistant manager, Lyric,
Asbury Park, is transferred to assistant
manager, Mayfair, Asbury Park, and
Harold Lawrence, assistant manager, Ox¬
ford, Plainfield, resigned.
New York—Mort Blumenstock, Warners’
vice-president in charge of advertising and
publicity, last week announced the ap¬
pointment of Bernie Serlin as field man in
the company’s central district, with head¬
quarters in Cincinnati. In addition to Cin¬
cinnati, Serlin will also cover the com¬
pany’s branch areas in Indianapolis, Cleve¬
land, and Pittsburgh. A practicing attorney
before the war, Serlin became a captain in
the U. S. Army E. T. O., and was wounded
during the Battle of the Bulge.
New
York—Joseph
Marks has been
named Canadian division sales manager
for Selznick Releasing Organization, it
was announced last week by Milton S.
Kusell, vice-president in charge of do¬
mestic and Canadian sales. Marks, former
Pathe sales manager in England, takes
over from Charles M. Weiner, who is to
receive a special sales assignment in the
U. S.

The Servisection Is the Only Service
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Schlaifer Addresses
Washington Ad Club
WASHINGTON—Freedom of adver¬
tising can exist only in free countries
Charles Schlaifer, director of adver¬
tising and publicity for Twentieth
Century-Fox, last week told the Ad¬
vertising Club of Washington, D. C.
Speaking at the Statler Hotel Sch¬
laifer declared “within the limits of
good taste, honesty and common mor¬
ality, our vast advertising establish¬
ments in the United States are almost
wholly unhampered in the exercise of
their freedom. It is not so in some
other countries.”
Schlaifer cautioned the members of
the Advertising Club to be “eternally
alive to the responsibilities that go
with these privileges of being free
citizens in a democracy.”
“It is that freedom,” he said, “which
permits us to make all kinds of pic¬
tures.”
He asserted that it is the constant
observance of our responsibilities “that
is a sure antidote to censors and
dictators.”

"Dream House" To Be Unveiled
New
York—First
showing
of “Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House” out¬
side of its pre-release run at the Astor
will take place simultaneously at the Des
Moines and Roosevelt, Des Moines, be¬
ginning on June 11, it was announced last
week by Milton S. Kusell, SRO vicepresident in charge of domestic and Ca¬
nadian sales. The double opening will be
highlighted by the unveiling for public
display of the first “Blandings Dream
House” in the nation-wide promotion cam¬
paign involving the construction and
eventual display of more than 70 “Dream
Houses” in key cities throughout the
country.
An intensive local publicity, advertising,
and promotion campaign centering about
the “Dream House,” and organized by SRO
in cooperation with R. H. Kenworthy,
builder, and Younkers Bros., Inc., promirnent Des Moines department store, that
furnished the house, has been set to break.

RKO Loses Point

TO A Studying
Military Playoffs
New
York—The
Theatre Owners of
America reported in a bulletin last week
that national headquarters has been con¬
sidering the matter of film pre-releases to
army and navy establishments. Members
have felt that this practice in peacetime
in the past has been responsible for hard¬
ships of neighboring exhibitors, especially
as the patronage is often not limited to
uniformed personnel. According to TOA,
most of the companies have indicated their
intention of adjusting the matter after
proper arrangements.
The enactment of UMT or a draft law
will directly affect the final solution of
the problem, said TOA.
The headquarters also announced that
the newly formed Legal Advisory Council
will meet in conjunction with the board
of officers and directors this summer.
Counsel for all state and regional mem¬
ber associations for circuit members
are invited to join the Council. Already
enrolled are: Byron L. Ballard, Lansing,
Mich.; Colonel Robert T. Barton, Rich¬
mond, Va.; Albert B. Bernstein, Miami;
H. E. Buchanan, Hendersonville, N. C.;
Tom Friday, Scranton, Pa.; Lawrence E.
Gordon, Detroit, Mich.; Sidney Grossman,
Syracuse, N. Y.; L. S. Hamm, San Fran¬
cisco, Calif.; Philip Harling, New York
City; Fred H. Kent, Jacksonville, Fla.; Ben
Kohler, Jr., Atlanta, Ga.; Maury Miller,
Passaic, N. J.; Leonard L. Rosenthal, Al¬
bany, N. Y., and Colonel Henry J. Stites,
Louisville, Ky.
TOA also reports that the campaign for
better public relations is now “in full
stride” in nearly 3,000 cities, towns, and
communities.
George Dembow, National Screen Serv¬
ice president, conferring recently with
TOA. officials, asked that he be advised in
any dispute between an exhibitor and NSS
exchanges on rates, service, etc. He agreed
to take personal charge of any complaint
aiming for friendly settlement.
TOA also calls attention to two United
Nations films, “Clearing the Way” (38m.)
and “Searchlight on the Nations” (17m.),
to be distributed commercially, exhibitors
to cover distribution and print costs only.

N. J. Tax Decision Reserved

Los Angeles — Federal
Judge
Leon
Yankwich last fortnight rejected a motion
by RKO for dismissal of the suit against
it by director Edward Dmytryk.
The
director of “Crossfire” filed suit following
his discharge from the company as a re¬
sult of the Un-American Activities Com¬
mittee hearings on Communism in Holly¬
wood. Judge Yankwich ruled out Dmytryk’s claim for $750,000 for alleged
“humiliation and loss of prestige,” but held
that Dmytryk’s claim for $1,133,425 for
wages under his RKO contract must be
tried.

Trenton, N. J.:
New Jersey’s Supreme
Court reserved decision last fortnight in
a test case challenging the constitution¬
ality of a 1947 state law authorizing
11 seashore cities to levy “luxury” sales
taxes of three per cent on amusements,
hotel rooms and liquor, and two per
cent on cigarettes and tobacco products.
Atlantic City is the only one of the
11 municipalities affected by the measure
which has thus far adopted such levies.
Referenda in Ocean City and Ventnor
rejected proposals for similar levies.

Film-Makers In Bow

Para. Seeks More Tele Outlets

New
York—The
formation of FilmMakers, Inc., for production of theatrical,
television, and commercial films, was an¬
nounced last week by Jean H. Lenauer,
Joseph Gould, Mavis Lyons, and George
Jacobson, directors of the new corpora¬
tion. Abraham L. Shapiro is the firm’s gen¬
eral counsel.

Washington—Gulf Theatres, Inc., Para¬
mount subsidiary, filed with the FCC last
fortnight for a television permit in Tampa,
Fla., This makes the sixth tele station for
which Paramount has applied. The other
cities in which Paramount is seeking video
entrenchment are Detroit, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Chicago, and Boston.
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PARAMOUNT HOLDS REGIONAL MEETING; BROIDY AND BABE RUTH; OTHER HIGHUGHTS

Elaborate festivities marked the recent premiere at
the Pantages, Hollywood, of the Jesse L. Lasky-Walter
MacEwen production, "The Miracle of the Bells,"
which RKO is releasing. Arriving for the opening
here are co-producer Lasky and one of the film's
stars, Frank Sinatra. Co-starring are Fred MacMurray,
and the famous Italian import, Valli, Selznick star.

The Screen Publicists Guild of New York and Eagle
Lion recently came to terms as Max Youngstein, com¬
pany ad-publicity director, signed a new wage agree¬
ment in Gotham. Watching Youngstein sign are, left
to right: Jefferson Livingston, SPG president; Honore
Armstrong, Guild business agent, and Milton Skolsky,
the unit chairman for the motion picture company.

The recent National Legion of Decency luncheon in
New York City was a really gala affair with many
industry toppers as well as screen and stage stars
on hand for the occasion. Shown here are, left to
right: Una O'Connor, appearing in RKO's "Fighting
Father Dunne"; Rosalind Russell, star of RKO's "The
Velvet Touch," and Francis Harmon from the MPAA.

Discussing an important production deal recently in
New York City were, left to right, David O. Selznick,
and Britishers Carol Reed, and Sir Alexander Korda.

The scene is a recent luncheon in New York City where Paramount representatives got together for a confab.
Seen here are, left to right: Hugh Owen, eastern and southern division sales manager; Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of sales distribution; Macdonald Carey, star, and Ted O'Shea, sales exec and Reagan aide.

Cn hcind recently at the Charles P. Skouras luncheon to newsreel editors which
took place in New York were, left to right: Peter Levathes, James Dillon, Henry
Murdock, Stanley W. Prenosil, Sam Shain, Robert W. Coyne, Skouras, Ted R.
Gamble, Arthur De Titta, Thornton Sargent, Alfred Butterfield, Jack Haney, George
Doran, and Walter Bredin. Skouras, who is chairman of the Youth Month com¬
mittee, called the special luncheon in connection with the important project.

Warner home office executives and district sales managers recently attended a
two-day confab in New York called by Ben Kalmenson, with executive producer
Jack L. Warner addressing the group in this shot. Shown, left to right, are:
Robert Smeltzer, Roy Haines, Harry Seed, Norman H. Moray, Harry M. Kalmine,
Samuel Schneider, Warner, Kalmenson, Mort
Blumenstcck,
Ed
Hinchy,
Jules
Lapidus, J. Warner, Jr., F. D. Moore, C. Baily, R. A. McGuire, and S. Lefkowitz.

When the Sultan of Swat, Babe Ruth, recently visited the coast set of Allied
Artists' "The Babe Ruth Story," he obliged photographers by getting behind the
bar, and serving them up for Steve Broidy, Allied Artists president, and the film's
producer-director, Roy Del Ruth,
In the picture, William Bendix plays Ruth,

Neil F. Agnew, SRO president, and Mrs. Louise Baer, are shown during a recent
visit to the site of the "Blandings Dream House," now being completed at Fifth
Avenue and 48th Street, New York City. The promotion is in connection with the
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SRO release, "Mr, Standings Bujlds Hi* Dream House," which stars Cary Orant,
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 40) Pales¬
tine: Jewish state proclaimed amidst war;
Haganah takes Haifa. New York City:
Rally hails Jewish State. Italy: New presi¬
dent. Paris: Royal couple visits. Washing¬
ton: Truman speaks. Memphis: Cotton
Carnival (Memphis only). Baltimore, Md.:
The Preakness. Washington: Charity golf.
Toronto: Olympic skaters.

News of The Day (Vol. XIX. No. 274)
Palestine: Jewish state proclaimed amidst
war; Haganah takes Haifa. U. S. A.: Rallies
hail Jewish state. Lake Success, N. Y.:
U. S. recognition of new Jewish State
announced. San Francisco: Fire. Washing¬
ton: Truman speaks (Except Memphis).
Baltimore, Md.: The Preakness. Los An¬
geles: Muscle power on display (Except
Memphis). Memphis:
Cotton Carnival
(Memphis only).
Paramount News (No. 77) Paris: Royal
couple visits. Washington: Charity golf.
Truman speaks. St. Paul, Minn.: Meat
strike. Los Angeles: Muscle power on dis¬
play. New York City: Rally hails Jewish
state.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 144)
Palestine: Jewish state proclaimed amidst
war; Haganah takes Haifa. Lake Success,
N. Y.: U. S. recognition of new Jewish
state announced. Paris:
Royal couple
visits. Los Angeles: Muscle power on dis¬
play. Washington: Charity golf. Baltimore,
Md.: The Preakness. Toronto: Olympic
skaters. Austin, Tex.: Bishop installed
(Dallas only).
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 79)
Lake Success, N. Y.: U. S. recognition of
new Jewish state announced. New York
City: Rally hails Jewish state. Baltimore,
Md.: The Preakness. Washington: Tru¬
man speaks. Italy: New president. San
Francisco: Fire. Washington: New limbs
for vets. Paris: Royal couple visits. Los
Angeles: Muscle power on display. Mem¬
phis: Cotton Carnival (Memphis only).
Telenews Digest (Vol. 2, No. 20) Pale¬
stine: Birth Of Israel. Washington: Tru¬
man hits G.O.P., sees Democratic victory
in ’48. Detroit: Chrysler strike. California:
“Nature Boy” composer. San Francisco:
Fire. New Jersey: Lithuanian ex-premier
found working in factory. California:
Strange animals from Siam arrive for
zoos. Italy: Luigi Einaudi inaugurated as
president.
France:
England’s Princess
Elizabeth visits Paris, asks for unity.
Panama: Election. Italy: Toscanini returns
to Genoa for visit. London: Lana Turner
bestows trophy on England’s midget auto¬
racing champion. California:
National
weight-lifting competition for “Mr. Am¬
erica” title. Washington: Annual celeb¬
rities golf tournament. Lansing, Mich.:
Baseball teams take to canoes when river
floods playing field.
In All Five: Holland: Churchill urges
Europe union. Kentucky: Mass parachute
jump.
In Addition To The Above:
Movietone News
(Vol. 31, No. 39)
Washington: Secretary of State Marshall
discusses Soviet-U. S. notes. New York:
Henry R. Luce contributes $10,000 to
starving children. New Jersey: Lithuan¬
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ian ex-premier works in factory. New
York: Communists and vet pickets fight at
Roxy. Paris: Fencing. Pimlico, Md.: Wo¬
men jockeys race. England: British ama¬
teurs fight for Olympic berths.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 273)
Paris: Fencing. Pimlico, Md.:
Women
jockeys race.
Paramount News (No. 76) Holland:
Queen Wilhelmina announces abdication.
Washington: Secretary of State Marshall
discusses Soviet-U. S. notes. France: First
ship in aid plan greeted at Bordeaux.
Washington:
Cecil
B.
DeMille urges
“right-to-work” law. Palestine: Last films
before end of mandate.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 143)
Washington: Secretary of State Marshall
discusses Soviet-U. S. notes. New York:
Henry R. Luce contributes $10,000 to
starving children. New York: New water
repellent tried. Tacoma, Wash.: Motor¬
cycle hill climb.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 78)
Washington: Secretary of State Marshall
discusses Soviet-U. S. notes. Louisiana:
Huey Long’s brother, Earl, inaugurated.
New York: New water repellent tried.
New York: Henry R. Luce contributes
$10,000 to starving children.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 291)
Amityville, N. Y.: First Negro nurse com¬
missioned in Regular Army Nurse Corps.
Memphis: Amateurs in tri-state boxing
tournament. Chicago: Speed artists dem¬
onstrate skill with chalk. Little Rock,
Ark.: Dunbar High and Junior College
observe Honors Day. Washington: Nellie
Lutcher, stage and radio star, introduces
new anti-tuberculosis song. Leopoldville,
Belgian Congo: Telephone communica¬
tions established between Belgian Congo
and Union of South Africa.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
May 15, 1948
Selected features : “Dream Girl” (Para.),
“Give My Regards To Broadway” (20thFox), “The Iron Curtain” (20th-Fox),
“Panhandle” (Mono.), “Showtime” (Eng¬
lish) .

ARBITRATION
New Haven
The Crown Managing Corporation, op¬
erating the Crown, Hartford, Conn., last
week filed a clearance case against the
five major distributors. The complainant
claims that pictures are not available to
the Crown for five or six months after
first-run Hartford. It asks that a 30-day
clearance be set after first-run Hartford.
The Rialto was named as an interested
party.

Sears Sets Theatres' Deal
New York—Gradwell L. Sears, United
Artists president, left last week for Holly¬
wood to make final arrangements for the
sale of the United Artists stock in the
four Music Hall Theatres in Los Angeles
and the United Artists, San Francisco, to
Sol Lesser and Sherill Corwin. The sale
of the circuit, formerly a partnership be¬
tween UA and Joseph Blumenfeld, was
announced recently.
While on the coast, Sears will meet pro¬
ducers whose films will be released shortly,
and will discuss new product deals with
important independents.

TRADE SCREENINGS
Paramount: “A Foreign Affair” (Jean
Arthur, Marlene Dietrich, John Lund) and
“Beyond Glory” (Alan Ladd, Donna Reed),
on June 11.
Warners: “Romance on the High Seas”
(Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don DeFore—
Technicolor), in all exchange centers on
June 7.
MGM—“Easter Parade” (Fred Astaire,
Judy Garland, Peter Lawford—Techni¬
color), on June 7: Boston, Charlotte, Cin¬
cinnati, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Mem¬
phis, Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco, and Washington; on
June 8, Cleveland, Kansas City, Milwau¬
kee, Portland, and St. Louis; on June 9,
Albany, Atlanta, Denver, Des Moines,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis, New Haven,
Omaha, Philadelphia, and Seattle, and on
June 10, Buffalo, Chicago, and New Or¬
leans. Already screened in New York City.
RKO — “Melody
Time”
(Technicolor
feature—Disney) in all exchange centers
on June 14, except Philadelphia, Detroit,
and New York, already screened.

Eastman Declares Quarterly
New York—A quarterly dividend of 35
cents a share was declared last week on
the common stock of the Eastman Kodak
Company. The dividend remains the same
as last quarter. The regular dividend on
the preferred stock, $1.50 a share, was de¬
clared at the same meeting Both are pay¬
able on July 1 to stockholders of record
on June 5.
Officers reelected are:
Perley S. Wilcox, chairman of the board;
Thomas J. Hargrave, president; Albert K.
Chapman,
vice-president
and
general
manager; Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees, Charles
K. Flint, Adolph Stuber, Myron J. Hayes,
Ivar N. Huffman, Edward S. Farrow,
James E. McGhee, Edward P. Curtis, and
Donald McMaster, vice-presidents; I. L.
Houley, assistant vice-president; Marion
B. Folsom, treasurer; Archbold H. Robin¬
son, David H. Fulton, and J. Donald
Fewster, assistant treasurers; Milton K.
Robinson, secretary; William F. Shepard
and Harmar Brereton, assistant secretaries;
Cornelius J. Van Neil, general comptroller,
and Thomas J. McCarrick, assistant comp¬
troller.

Bergman, Crosby Top Poll
New York — Results of the Woman’s
Home Companion’s fourth annual opinion
poll on film stars as announced last week
showed the actresses ranking as follows:
Ingrid Bergman, Greer Garson, Claudette
Colbert, Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, Irene
Dunne, Rosalind Russell, June Allyson,
Barbara Stanwyck, and Lana Turner. The
male stars rated in the following order:
Bing Crosby, Gregory Peck, Spencer
Tracy, Cary Grant, Clark Gable, Walter
Pidgeon, Gary Cooper, Jimmy Stewart,
Ronald Coleman, and Dana Andrews.

It's a Boy
Hollywood—Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mc¬
Namara last week became the parents of
a six-pound son, their first child, bom in
Samaritan Hospital. McNamara is vicepresident in charge of SRO public rela¬
tions.
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Skouras Announces
"Youth Month" Aides
New York—Charles P. Skouras, national
chairman, Theatre Owners of America’s
“Youth Month” campaign, last week an¬
nounced the acceptance from state chair¬
men to cooperate in the drive against
juvenile delinquency fostered by TO A at
the request of Attorney General Tom C.
Clark and the National Conference on
Prevention and Control of Juvenile De¬
linquency.
First step in the campaign will be the
showing of “Report for Action,” a docu¬
mentary film financed by TOA, to local
civic welfare committees in the more than
1500 communities all over the nation par¬
ticipating in the drive. This instructional
film will be sent to all exchanges by June
1, and will be immediately available for
presentation, in non-operating hours, be¬
fore field workers in their respective
areas.
During September, the public impact of
the campaign will be felt through national
exhibitor coordination. In that month,
special juvenile programs will be pre¬
sented, the newsreels will highlight youth
activities, and support has been promised
by sports columnists, editorial writers,
newspaper and magazine advertisers, and
radio commentators in a sustained “Salut¬
ing Young America” program designed not
to publicize delinquency, but to take a
positive approach to youth problems and
suggest concrete, long-enduring solutions.
On Skouras’ national committee are:
William R. Griffin, Alabama Theatre
Owners and Managers Association, Lyric,
Cullman, Ala.; Harry Nace, Orpheum,
Phoenix, Ariz.; Dave Callahan, Robb and
Rowley Theatres, Little Rock, Ark.; Dave
Bershon, Leimert, Los Angeles; Paul Wil¬
liams, co-chairman for Southern California,
Southern California Theatre Owners Asso¬
ciation, Los Angeles;
George Nasser,
Northern California, Nassar Brothers, San
Francisco; Robert Selig, Fox Intermoun¬
tain Theatres, Denver; George H. Wilkin¬
son, Jr., MPTO of Connecticut, Wallinglord, Conn.; A. Julian Brylawski, MPTO
of Metropolitan Washington, D. C., Wash¬
ington, D. C.; Joseph De Fiore, Park, Wil¬
mington, Del.; Milton C. Moore, Florida
Theatre Owners Association, Jacksonville,
Fla.; J. H. Thompson, MPTO of Georgia,
Hawkinsville, Ga.; Virgil O’Dell, Majestic,
Nampa, Idaho; John Balaban, Chicago
building, Chicago; Dave Jones, Kerasotes,
Springfield, Ill.; Ken Collins, Indiana, In¬
dianapolis; G. Ralph Branton, Tri-State
Theatre Corporation, Des Moines; Homer
S. Strowig, Kansas-Missouri Theatre As¬
sociation, Inc., Plaza, Abilene, Kans.;
Guthrie Crowe, Kentucky Association of
Theatre Owners, La Grange, Ky.; E. V.
Richards, 608 Canal Street, New Orleans;
Harold Stoneman, Interstate Theatres, Bos¬
ton; C. J. Russell, Bijou Theatre, Bangor,
Me.
Also Lawrence E. Gordon, Butterfield
Circuit, Detroit; James F. Sharkey, Co¬
operative Theatres, Detroit; Charles W.
Winchell, Minnesota Amusement Com¬
pany, Minneapolis; Max Connett, Roxy
building, Newton, Miss.; Fred Wehrenberg,
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, St. Louis; Elmer Rhoden,
Fox Midwest Theatres, Kansas City; R. R.
Livingston, Capitol, Lincoln, Neb.; Mel
Morrison, Strand, Dover, N. H.; Maury
Miller, New Jersey Chapter, TOA, Passaic,
N. J.; Ray Bartlett, co-chairman, Ocotillo,
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Artesia, N. M.; Boyd Scott, co-chairman,
Gallup, N. M.; Harry Lamont, Theatre
Owners of Albany, New York Exchange
Area, Albany; Robert Hayman, Strand,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Henry Pines, Nevada,
Reno, Nevada; Fred Schv/artz, Century
Circuit, New York City; H. F. Kincey,
Theatre Owners of North and South Caro¬
lina, Wilby-Kincey Service Corporation,
Charlotte; Mike Cooper, Fork, Grand
Forks, N. D.; Ron Gamble, Palace, Akron,
O.; Maurice White, Keith building, Cin¬
cinnati; Charles Freeman, Criterion, Okla¬
homa City; W. H. Thedford, Evergreen
Theatres, Portland; Lewen Pizor, United
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, Philadelphia; M. A. Silver, War¬
ner Brothers Theatres, Pittsburgh; Ed Fay,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Rhode
Island, Providence.
Also Ben Strozier, Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina, Rock Hill, S. C.;
Charles Klein, Black Hills Amusement
Company, Deadwood, S. D.; W. F. Ruffin,
MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi, and Ten¬
nessee, Covington, Tenn.; Walter L. Mor¬
ris, Tennessee Theatre Owners Association,
Pike, Knoxville, Tenn.; Henry Reeve,
Texas Theatre Owners, Inc., Mission, Men¬
ard, Tex.; Tracy Barham, Capitol building,
Salt Lake City, Frank Vennett, Paramount,
Rutland, Vt.; W. Crockett, Virginia Motion
Picture Theatre Association, Bayne, Vir¬
ginia Beach, Va.; Frank Newman, Ever¬
green Theatres, Seattle; J. C. Shanklin,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of West
Virginia, Ronceverte, W. Va.; Harold J.
Fitzgerald, Wisconsin Amusement Enter¬
prises, Inc., Milwaukee, and Tom Brennan,
Fox, Laramie, Wyo.; Frank Larson, Wilma,
Missoula, Mont.

DuMont Reveals Para. Offer
Washington—Dr Allen B. DuMont told
the Federal Communications Commission
last week that Paramount had turned
down his offer of $6,000,000 for its holdings
in the DuMont laboratories. According to
DuMont, Paramount had asked for $10,000,000, which he was unable to meet.
However, DuMont said that he didn’t think
the figure was out of line. He said the labs
had shown a profit of $200,000 in the past
four weeks, and had current assets of
better than $9,000,000 and a $6,000,000 or
more surplus.
Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice-presi¬
dent in charge of television, testified that
Paramount has already expended over
$3,000,000 for tele, and plans another
$5,000,000 if its requests for stations in
Boston, Detroit, and San Francisco are
granted.
While hearings on the extent of Para¬
mount’s control over DuMont were com¬
pleted, the FCC was still awaiting details
of the Des Moines, la., television applica¬
tion of the Tri-State Meredith Company.
Tri-State Circuit owns 50 per cent of the
company, and it, in turn, is half-owned by
Paramount.

Foreign Booking Combine Set
New York—Walter I. Lasker, president,
Lasker-Schwartz, Inc., last week an¬
nounced the formation of what is believed
to be the first buying and booking agency
for foreign films.
Lasker said that 20 exhibitors had signed
up for his service, which will also aid
them in advertising and exploitation.
Lasker, formerly with Major Pictures and
Siritzky International, is associated with
Irving Schwartz, an attorney formerly
connected with government agencies.
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THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
20TH-FOX
“Give My Regards To
Pleasing entertainment.

Broadway”—

WB
“Wallflower”—Mild program.
RKO
“Melody Time”—Up to the Disney stand¬
ard.
“Return Of The Bad Men”—Routine
western.
“Guns Of Hate”—Mild western.

So. Cal.-Ariz. Hears Talk
Los Angeles—A detailed analysis of the
U. S. Supreme Court decision highlighted
a meeting of the board of directors of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Southern
California and Arizona last week. Fred A.
Weller, ITO general counsel, declared that
the impact of the decision upon indepen¬
dent exhibition should be carefully evalu¬
ated by every independent theatre owner
in terms of his own operation and com¬
petitive situation.
The ITO general counsel urged that
“wherever an independent theatre owner
is still subjected to illegal clearance, to
discriminations of any kind, or to unfair
tactics employed by those possessing cir¬
cuit buying power, he must not hesitate to
demand and obtain prompt corrective
action.”

"Kings" to Aid Olympics
New York—Arrangements were com¬
pleted last week whereby the United States
Olympic Committee, seeking $300,000 to
finance the sending of a full team of ath¬
letes to the Olympic games in London in
August, will share in the proceeds of
“Kings of the Olympics,” film of the 1936
games in Berlin, it was announced by
Leonid Kipnis, Westport International
Films, producer.
Kipnis conferred with Asa Bushnell,
Olympic Committee secretary, and a plan
laid out whereby the film will be shown
in all the chief athletic centers and college
towns of the nation, with a percentage of
the boxoffice receipts adding to the
Olympic fund.

Industry Music Praised
New York Federation
of Music Clubs last week cited 10 motion
pictures as outstanding during the past
year because of “unusual background
music that complemented the theme and
mood of the production.
The Federation recorded its appreciation
of the cooperation of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
New

York—The

Selznick in Television
New York—Selznick Television Corpo¬
ration has been organized in Dover, Del.,
with capital of 1,000 shares of no par stock,
it was announced last week. The move
marked the first step which David O. Selz¬
nick has taken to invade the tele field.
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TELEVISION
Raibourn, vice-presi¬
dent, Paramount Pictures, Inc., in charge
of television, in line with his company’s
rapidly expanding television activities,
last week announced the appointment
of Richard Hodgson as director of the com¬
pany’s technical operations. He was form¬
erly technical assistant to Raibourn, and
was in charge of the Paramount Television
engineering department, which developed
Paramount’s theatre television and broad¬
cast television film-recording systems.
Carl Maurer, with the Paramount Tele¬
vision Division, for the past four years,
has been advanced to the post of super¬
visor of development engineering. Walter
Swenson was named supervisor of studio
operations, and Theodore Grenier was
appointed supervisor of remote operations
for Paramount theatre television activities.
George T. Shupert has been named
director of commercial operations for the
tele division of Paramount.
New

York—Paul

E. Mullen, NBC executive vicepresident, in announcing the signing of
KSD-TV, St. Louis, WWJ-TV, Detroit,
and WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee as affiliates,
said that a 16-station inter-connected NBC
television
network,
stretching
from
Missouri to Massachusetts, would be in
operation by the end of the year.
Frank

Ralph B. Austrian, vice-president in
charge of television at Foote, Cone, and
Belding Advertising Agency, said last
week that there will be 100,000 jobs in
the tele industry and 63 million viewers
by the end of 1952.
The Los Angeles Times and CBS an¬
nounced plans to join forces in the
operation of a television station at Los
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Exhib Plans Test
On Newsreel Tele Use
Hollywood—J. H. Nicholson, oper¬
ator of the Picfair here, said last week
that he is planning to pick up a
Movietone
television
newsreel
to
record on film and project in his the¬
atre. Attorneys for the exhibitor were
working on a legal defense, Nicholson
asserting that as a contractee for the
20th-Fox reel, he can use it in his
theatre. Nicholson would pay costs of
recording the video version so that he
could get it onto the Picfair screen
more quickly.

According to the exhibitor, the subject
matter of the daily tele show and the
twice-weekly theatre reels are identi¬
cal. He was planning on a demonstra¬
tion for the trade before theatre ex¬
hibition but said it will not be adver¬
tised, and there would be no extra
admission charge.

Angeles.
The two companies will form
a new corporation to own and operate
KTTV, the station for which the Times
now holds a construction permit.
The
station will operate on Channel 11.
and best
equipped television studio, incorporating
engineering
and
production
advances
never before utilized in sound or video
broadcasting, were unveiled last fort¬
night by NBC. The new studio is on the
eighth floor of the RCA building. It is
equipped with radically new audio and
video controls, television studio cameras,
and lighting.
The

World’s

Most

Modern

The Affiliation of two more television
stations with NBC was announced. The
latest additions are WTVR, Richmond,
Va., and WLWT, Cincinnati.
The Ownership of television receivers
in New York City is not limited to
those in the higher brackets, according
to a survey recently conducted by the
research division of WPIX, the News
television station.
The study reveals
nearly three out of four sets are in the
homes of families with modest incomes.
The WPIX research division studied the
distribution of 31,755 home receivers in
the New York viewing area, and found
that 53 per cent of the sets were in
the city and 47 per cent in the suburbs.
The survey showed that only 26.5 per
cent of the sets were in the higher in¬
come localities, and the remainder in
homes that made up the middle, lower
middle, and poor income neighborhoods.
Brooklyn headed the list with 41.6 per
cent of the city total.
Lawrence
Phillips,
director, DuMont
Television Network, signed WNHC-TV,
New Haven, as an affiliate. This is the
first television network affiliation con¬
tract to be signed with a New England
station. WNHC-TV is operated by the Elm
City Broadcasting Company.
An Exchange of television films cover¬
ing news and other events between
Radio-diffusion Francaise and the Amer¬
ican Broadcasting Company was recently
signed by executives for both groups.

PRODUCTION
Hollywood: Danny Kaye’s next Techni¬
color starrer, “Happy Times,” is being
readied at Warners. . . . MGM inked
Lloyd Nolan to a co-starring role op¬
posite Jeanette MacDonald in “Sun in
the Morning,” based on a novel by
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, author of
“The Yearling.” ... A new film series
at Monogram was tabbed “Secrets of the
French Police.” . . . Nicholas Ray was
borrowed from RKO to meg Humphrey
Bogart’s Columbia starrer, “Knock on
Any Door.” . . . SRO completed a deal
with Ringling Brothers to make “The
Greatest Show on Earth” into a Techni¬
color film, with production set for early
1949.
Jack Paar, radio comedian, will emcee
and star in RKO’s “Variety Time,” sevenreeler featuring a series of vaudeville
acts. . . . Many turf classics, as well as
racing world notables, will be seen in
20th
Century-Fox’s
semi-documentary,
“The Winner’s Circle,” which will be
released this summer. . . . Prepping or
before the cameras at Warners are “The
Fountainhead,” “June Bride,” and “Fighter
Squadron,” with “Under Capricorn” un¬
der way in England.
Pine And Thomas set a May produc¬
tion date for “Special Agent,” Paramount
releasing. . . . Anthony Veiller was as¬
signed to rein “The Candy Kid,” recently
bought by Warners. . . . “Streets of
Laredo” western epic, starring William
Holden,
Macdonald
Carey,
William
Bendix, and Mona Freeman, will be
filmed
in
Technicolor
at
Paramount
during the spring. . . . Robert Taylor
and Ava Gardner are the principals in
MGM’s “The Bribe.”
. . . “Twelve
Against the Underworld” goes before the
Eagle Lion cameras around June 1.
Yarn concerns the fight of 12 dominies
of all faiths to “clean up” Steubenville,
O., with shooting taking place on location
near the town.
Virginia Mayo nabbed the title role in
Warners’ “The Girl From Jones Beach.”
. . . “Captain China,” with Pine and
Thomas reining, gets a mid-summer start
at Paramount. . . . Producer Sam Engel
was
assigned
“Karen,”
logging camp
yarn, at 20th Century-Fox. . . . Kicking
off on June 1 at Monogram will be
“Jiggs and Maggie in Court.” . . . One
of the male starring roles in United
Artists’ “My Dear Secretary” will be
played by George Brent. . . . Janet
Blair teams with Louis Hayward and
Dennis O’Keefe in Edward Small’s third
effort for Columbia, “F.B.I. Meets Scot¬
land Yard.”
To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing In The Exhibitor.

B and K Petition Denied
Chicago—Judge Michael Igoe last fort¬
night denied the petition of Balaban and
Katz asking for the elimination of the twoweek limit on Loop runs. Judge Igoe told
attorney Edward Johnston that B and K
had not made enough effort to carry out
the decree of the Jackson Park case. The
court recognized the petition of RKO,
which requests exemption.
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with National Screen Service, re¬
placed by Gloria Chambers... .and Ralph
MbCoy, branch manager, was in Florida
with salesman Carol Moore.

Atlanta

Johnnie Harrell, Martin Theatres,
Columbus, Ga., stopped off while on
his way to Florida for a vacation....
Arthur C. Bromberg, president, Mono¬
gram, left for a business trip to
Washington.

Rudy Berger, MGM southern sales ma¬
nager, was in....Jenan Woodward has
been added to the Screen Guild force
....Benton Brothers Film Express
started to do the shipping on all Film
Classics product, the second local
exchange it has lined up for service
....Seen on Film Row were Mrs. Wallace
Smith, Gem, Bamesville, Ga., and Paul
Engler, Engler, Birmingham.

Mrs. Grace Hammond, Monogram.was
back after spending two weeks in Flor¬
ida. ...M.C. Moore, Riverside, Jack¬
sonville, Fla., returned to his home
....Mrs. Flo Tucker, Astor Pictures
of Georgia, is back home after vaca¬
tioning in Anniston, Ala. ...C. W. Wade*
Wasesonia, Clanton, Ala., was a visitor
_Mrs. Polly Gilman, sister of Mrs,
Flo Tucker, Astor, visited.

Wallace Smith, former manager,
Brookhaven, resigned.... Mrs. Harold
T. Spear, wife of H. Spear, Bailey’s
Theatres, was confined to the hospital
_Jimmy Hobbs, Republic branch mana¬
ger, checked in after a business trip
... .Ben Jordan, Monogram special sales
representative with Jimmy Campbell,
came in for a sales meeting with
branch manager “Babe” Cohen.

Notes from Eagle Lion: Ann Mauldin
and Mrs. Sarah Van Dorn, are both back
at their desks after a spell of ill¬
ness.... The love bug has bitten Sara
Sherman, booking department, and Mrs,
Ann Powell, who will be married on
June 26....Howard Wallace, branch ma¬
nager, Sack Amusement Enterprises,
announced that he has obtained exclu¬
sive distribution in the eight southern
states on the reissue jungle combina¬
tion, "Africa Speaks” and “Goona
Goona”.

Kreger Babb, president. Hygienic
Productions, Inc. , arrived recently
to make final rewrites on the script
qf “One Man Too Many”. Ginger Prince,
tive-year old youngster of this city,
will make her film debut in the picture.
George Jones, Eagle-Lion salesman,
reminded all on Film Row that his
birthday is June 14....William Rich¬
ardson, head, Astor Pictures of Geor¬
gia, was visitihg in North and South
Carolina.... John Jenkins, Astor Pic¬
tures of Dallas, was visiting in Nash¬
ville, Tenn. He is specializing in
a series of three Negro features.
The Variety Club will enjoy aweek’s
vacation Dy proxy in St. Petersburg,
Fla., in June. Its official reps
will be three boys from the Bankhead
playground, who will be getting their
first glimpse of regions beyond Geor¬
gia. The boys will enjoy a week’s stay
at the Admiral Farragut Academy, with
all expenses paid. Paul Wilson is the
Variety Club member in charge of this
project.
Eagle Lion notes: W. Anderson, ship¬
ping department, resigned to enter the
navy,.,. Edna Corley also resigned while
Mrs. Lonna Hayes was added to the
fprce_Eddie Addison, southern pub¬
licity chief, was back.
Notes from Wil-Kin Theatre Supply:
Charlie Fortson, sales manager, back
from Charlotte, left again with T. C.
Deloche for Chattanooga, Tenn....Back
on the job after a vacation spent at
St. Simons, Ga. , is Clarence Edwards.
While Ted Gamble, TOA, was in, he
visited with his old friend, Jean Hen¬
drix, WSB....E.M. Glucksman, All
American NewsReel, visited... .Mrs. M.
Dailey has been added to the U.S. Army
Picture Service staff....At Film
Classics. Dot Gardner resigned to go
Mav 26
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Mr. and Mrs. S. Hickman, Toddy Pic¬
tures, just back from a Miami vacation,
were visited by Ted Toddy, president,
who came down from New York City...
Mrs. J. J. Anglin, New York City, mother
of Mrs. Rose Lancaster, Astor, paid a
visit.

Lionel H. Keene, producer of the
stage radio show, "What Can You Do?”,
a youth talent program broadcast frora
the stage of the Rhodes over WBGE every
Saturday morning in conjunction with
a screen cartoon show, is clicking
nicely. The first series of 13 weeks
brought in 30,000 pieces of mail, and
the last two weeks more than 8.500 more
each week. This indicates definite
interest.
Billy King, Carolina Shows, Hayesville, N.C., was a visitor....D.L,
Buzbee, Ritz, Dadeville, Ala., and W.
R. Boswell, Greensboro, Union Point
and Madison, Ga., were in.... Johnnie
Bachman, UA branch manager, was in
Jacksonville, Fla., and salesman Bill
Haines was off to Tennessee.... Anita
Colby, femme press agent for Para¬
mount’ s “The Emperor Waltz” was in.

Mrs. Lois Cone, heading the booking
office of Talgar Theatres, was honor
guest at a party for the office force
of the Talgar and Exhibitors Service
recently at her farm. Fishing, boating,
dancing, and a big fish fry were fea¬
tures. ... Merritt Davis, Republic
salesman, was off on a Tennessee trip
....The Atlanta Film Salesmen's Club
held a meeting at the Henry Grady Ho¬
tel.
(,Continued on next page)
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(The week-by-week story of Lew
Herb's travels is interrupted this
issue

to

cover

recent Georgia
vention. -Ed. )

his

account

of

exhibitors'

the
con¬

Well, here we are, back in Atlanta,
after a three-month tour which took
us through a good deal of Georgia,
and from one end of Florida to the
other, and back up
again through the mid¬
dle of Georgia. Our
activities on this
visit were Gonfined
mostly to the greet¬
ing of old friends,
and meeting many new
ones. Our prime pur¬
pose here, of course,
was to attend the first
annual convention of
the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and Operators of Geor¬
gia at the Henry Grady. With this
object in mind, we wended our way
through the throngs in the lobby of
the Henry Grady, finally reaching the
registration desk, where we were
heartily greeted by Bill Snelson, the
general manager of Co-At-Co Theatres,
who along with Colonel T.E. Orr, com¬
prised the registration committee.
Snelson turned us over to Tommy Thomp¬
son’ s right hand man, M. Stockton,
who cheerfully took our $10, and in
return, gave us a badge and a book of
tickets which entitled us to partake
of the various social affairs lined up
for the two-day “siege of Atlanta”.
The convention brought together,
for the first time, practically all
of the independent exhibitors through¬
out the whole state, and many visi¬
tors from neighboring states and
their women folk, who congregated in
the none-too-large Dixie Ball Room
for the opening luncheon.
President J.H. “Tommy” Thompson
opened the meeting, which was turned
over to Atlanta’s mayor, William B.
Hartsfield, who extended the cordial
greetings of the city to all visitors
and Nat Williams, Thomasville, gave
the response to Mayor Hartsfield’s
welcome address in a forthright,
amusing manner. After consuming a
tasty luncheon of southern fried
chicken, all adjourned until the
opening business session. In the in¬
terim, many of the visitors retired
to the quarters of the Variety Club,
also located in the Henry Grady, and
which had thrown open its rooms to
all visitors, whether members or not.
Here we met more old friends, and
many new acquaintances. Here, too, we
were privileged to meet up with Ted
partible, president, TOA. At the open¬
ing business session of the two-day
meet, Gamble’s extemporaneous speech
was the outstanding highlight of the
affair.

(Continued on page NT-b)
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitestone, movie
tent showmen, paid a visit.... William
Richardson, president, Astor Pictures
of Georgia, returned from Charlotte
....In the city visiting were C.A.
Pitman* Pitman, Gadsden, Ala.; P.L.
Taylor, Dixie, Columbus, Ga., and H.
Greene, Palmetto, Ga. ...Joan Howard,
Kay Exchanges, was back at work after
a vacation spent in Augusta, Ga....
Local F-49 exchange employes enjoyed
their annual party held in the Dixie
ballroom, Henry Grady Hotel.
Columbia Notes: Mrs. Allen Stephens,
cashier’s department, was on vacation
_Lamar Me Gar ity, booking departmeijt,
was all set for his North Carolina and
Florida vacation.... All employes en¬
joyed a weiner roast at the recent
annual outing....Zronne Helloms is
a new addition to the force as office
manager Vojoe’s secretary.... Fay Jones
spent a week in Elberton, Ga....Jua¬
nita Green, cashier* s department, went
to Georgetown, Ga., for her vacation
....Cormilia Evans, inspection depart¬
ment, went down to Daytona Beach, Fla.
on her vacation.... George Roscoo,
branch manager, and R.J. Ingram,
southern district manager, tripped to
Nashville and Chattanooga, Tenn..,.
Ennie Pelegrim, head booker, is sport¬
ing a new Chevrolet....Office manager
Vojoe also has a new car.... Prichard
Halson, booking department, is back
from his vacation spent in moving into
his new house... .Welcome back home to
Jack Scott, head, shipping department,
who is back on the job. He brought back
withhimhis new bride, the former El¬
sie Latimer, Jackson, Miss.... Another
bride is Mrs. Lucile Matterson, in¬
spection department.. jCharles Jerrarri,
shipping department, joined the navy
....The birthday of office manager Vo¬
joe was celebrated in the office with
a little party including cakes and
soft drinks.
John Jenkins, head, Astor Pictures
mf Dallas, returned to that city after
a meeting with his co-partner, William
Richardson_Mr. and Mrs. Joe Berenson, National Theatre Advertising
Company, returned to Chicago after a
Tisit with Joe Fieldman....Joe Dumus,
office manager, Republic, was confined
to the hospital.
Henry Krumm, southern district mana¬
ger, SRO, checked in at his office
after a business trip from the city
,...Mr. and Mrs. Pat O’Brien and Jane
Wyatt left here for Hollywood, Cal.,
after making a personal appearance at
the Paramount in connection with RKO*s
"Fighting Father Dunne”. The stars
previously were guest stars of the
Greater Atlanta Music Festival... .Jack
Elwell, general manager, Dixie DriveIn Theatres, is back after visiting
other theatres in Georgia and Florida
....Mrs. LeolaDeLong, Monogram South¬
ern Exchanges, returned after attend¬
ing the funeral of her aunt in Toccoa,
Ga.... Ruth Brownlow married Curtis D.
Hackney in Dallas, Ga.,' on May 9. May
the new couple have many happy days to
come.

tained for future showings. Consider¬
able portion of the film will be de¬
voted to the historic university. The
job is sponsored by the Merchants’
Association.

Mrs. Belle Heard has been added to
the Screen Guild force....Jane Rantin
resigned from Screen Guild, and is now
with R. E. Avey, Community Theatres....
Mrs. Edna Tumipseed, Republic, enjoy¬
ed a trip to Washington. D. C.... Florence
Chambler and Dorothy Edmonson, Mono¬
gram, are back after a flying trip to
Indianapolis.... Jim Partlow, branch
manager, U-I, is back after a trip
^rom the city....Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
Moody, Grand, Reynolds, Ga., were on
the row.

Harry Katz was in conferring with
Kay branch manager J.W. Bishop. Katz
attended the Variety Club golf tour¬
nament, and, with Mr. and Mrs. Bishop,
a dinner dance at El Moroco Club.
H D. Hearn and D.H. Reinhardt, Ex¬
hibitor’ s service, who recently bought
the New, Black Mountain, N.C., plan
to close it for extensive remodeling,
and will reopen it as the Pix....
Visitors included Colonel G.B. Davis
and Henry Krumm, Selznick executives,
here to confer with Sam Hinson, branch
manager.

In a telegram to B.G. Kranze, vice
president and general sales manager,
Film Classics, Inc., M.E. Thompson,
governor of Georgia, lauded the com¬
pany’ s new release, "Will It Happen
Again?”.
Visitors were Joe McDurmett. home
office representative, U-I, and Joe
Small, home office representative,
Warners... .We on the Row want to give
credit to Ben Rich, manager, Francis
Hotel, who always manages to take care
of the film folk when other hotels
don’t.
George Jones, Eagle Lion special re¬
presentative, came in fora sales meet¬
ing.... Back from a trip to Florida is
Grover Parsons, southern district ma¬
nager, Eagle Lion_Guy Brown, local
branch manager, MPTO, is back at his
office after visiting from the city.
Comment from leading Georgia exhi¬
bitors on the recent Supreme Court
decision were as follows: E.D. Martin
and J.H. Thompson, Martin and Thompson
Theatres, “We are for the decision
100 per cent. It is all to the good”.
0.C. Lam, president, Lam Amusement
Company, Rome, Ga. ; "I am in favor of
it. I never was for bidding.”; J.E.
Staith, president. Beacon, Alma, Ga.:
"It is great, and will help all indepen¬
dent exhibitors to get good pictures”,
and Wallace Smith, Gem, Barnesville,
Ga., "It will help me to get some pro¬
duct that I could not get.”
Hugh Owen, Paramount eastern and
southern divisional sales manager,
paid a visit to the Jacksonville, Fla.
branch, and then went on to the Char¬
lotte office.

Charlotte
The Savoy was robbed of $200 and an
undetermined amount of concessions
money by thieves who pried open the
door of the safe with a crowbar.
James Weddington, manager, said en¬
trance was gained by forcing a back
door.
H.M. Theatre Company, Inc., has ob¬
tained a certificate of incorporation
from the North Carolina Secretary Of
State to operate theatres with auth¬
orized capital stock of $100,000. In¬
corporators are Frank Sims, Fred
Hasty, and Elmer Rouzer.
Chapel Hill, N C. and its suburb,
Carrboro, is having a documentary
movie made by Don Parisher Productions
of New York. The finished product,
with narration by Norman Brokenshire,
CBS announcer, will be shown in the
Chapel Hill and carrboro, and re¬

Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the The¬
atre” loudspeaker system has been
purchased by the Paramount, Concord,
n.c:
*

Bill Henderson, head booker, 20th
Century Fox, Vesigned to be ready to
accept a job with SRO. Henderson will
be office manager-head booker.
At a recent meeting of the Char¬
lotte Ministerial Association a reso¬
lution was adopted opposing open
Sundays in Charlotte. Film row and
theatre folks throughout the Carolinas
are awaiting anxiously the outcome of
this move.... Cliff Allred announced
that he had disposed of his interest
in the Victory, Greensboro, N.C.,
having sold his share of the stock to
Dale Groom. Allred says he will take
a long-delayed vacation to Florida as
soon as his children get out of school.
Fire caused considerable damage to
the State. The blaze was caused by a
short circuit in electric lighting.
Cupid is busy along film row in the
Carolinas. Mitchell Little, Columbia
booker of Charlotte, was married at
Shelby, N.C., to Miss Louise William¬
son, National Screen service clerk.
The marriage, performed in the Wil¬
liamson home in Shelby, was attended
by many film row folks.
Miss Louise Deese, secretary to h.
D. “Hank” Hearn, Exhibitor’s Service
will be married on June 12 to William
Burkhead, Observer Transportation Com¬
pany. The marriage will be performed
at Hawthorne Lane Methodist Church.
H.B. Meiselman, Meiselman Theatres,
says that he will have the new center
open by July 4. The new house will
seat 1 000 and be one of the most
modern in the carolinas. Meiselman
recently sold the Manor to the B. and
L. Circuit, and four of his other
houses to the Everett Circuit., He
says he will devote personal at¬
tention to the new Center and to the
new Negro theatre he is building on
South McDowell Street.
H.D. Hearn, Exhibitor’s Service,
which handles the pictures for the
Marine Corps Air Station. Cherry
Point, N.C., returned from there on
a business trip.
May 26,
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Harry Williams, former United Art¬
ists salesman, who recently returned
from the west coast, was confined to
the Mercy Hospital, the doctors pro¬
nouncing his condition as serious.
The Charlotte Rotary Club presented
the Charlotte public library’s AudioVisual division a 16mm. print of MGM’s
“A Criminal Is Born”
The Standard Theatre Supply Company,
Greensboro, N.C., has opened an office
on South Church Street...Anita Colby,
executive assistant to Henry Gins¬
berg, Paramount studio head, visited
in the interest of “The Emperor
Waltz”.

MEMPH I S
Dave Rosenthal, for many years a
familiar figure in the management of
the Auditorium since it was built in
1924, resigned, and joined Loew’s
Palace as maintenance man. Rosenthal,
a native Memphian, has been in the
show business most of hig life, and
was stage manager at the time of his
resignation from the Auditorium.
Visiting Film Row were: Cliff Peck,
Covington, Tenn.; Jeff Singleton,
Tyronza, Ark.; J.J. Rhodes, West
Memphis, Ark.; Frank Patterson, Junc¬
tion City, Ark.; Lyle Richmond, Senath, Mo.; Mrs. H.T. Fitch, Erin,
Tenn.; Leon Roundtree, Water Valley,
Miss.; and Ollie Burgess, Jackson,
Tenn.
Duke Clark, district Paramount of¬
fice, Dallas, was visiting.... Wedding
bells ran for Miss Gene Wankle,
stenographer at Columbia, and Robert
Moore, on May 22. The bride will con¬
tinue at her post with Columbia after
the noneymoon.
Tom Young, branch manager, 20th
Century-Fox, has been on the sick
fist, and Miss Sue jane Eubanks, same
office, is recovering from a tussle
in the hospital.... Booking were:
Merle Goodart, Hickery Ridge, Ark.;
Mrs. Dovie Lee, Dyess, Ark.; J.C.
Bonds, Hernando, Miss.; Miss Amelia
Ellis, Mason, Tenn., and Nathan Reiss,
Bruce, Miss.

NEW ORLEANS

•

Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the The¬
atre” loudspeaker system has been
purchased by the Tech, Ruston, La.

STATES

Alabama
BIRMINGHAM
Scott E. Chesnutt, 68, salesman,
died here recently after a lengthy
illness. He was associated with 20th
Century-Fox, and was previously with
Paramount and Gaumont British. Before
entering the motion picture business,
he was an umpire in several minor
baseball leagues.

MONTGOMERY
The Rogers has been redecorated.
May 26,
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Arkansas

RU SK I N

BOONEVILLE

George Buchanan’s new $50, 000 theatre
will be open by Sept. 1.

The Palace, which closed on Nov.
15, 1947, reopened. E W. Savage is
owner.

FT. SMITH

TAMPA
Troy Martin, Shyway, hopes to have
his theatre ready about June 2.

WEST PALM BEACH

The Joie was host to the winner of
the Cancer Drive Radio Contest, at
whidh time Miss Minnie Pahotski,
primary supervisor, Fort, school
system, was presented with gifts
valued at about $1,500. Miss Pahotski
won her prizes for correctly identi¬
fying “Mr. Personality” as P.S.
Wheeler, Fort Smith brush company
representative. Miss Pahotski’ s
answer brought to a climax a contest
held over a four-station network.

GLENW00D
The Menle, damaged by fire some
time ago, reopened.

Glemco Enterprises plans a new the¬
atre to cost around $85,000.

Georgia
BR00KHAVEN •
Wallace Smith, former manager,
Brookhaven, resigned.

COR N I LI A
Co-At-Co Theatres, W.M. Snelson,
president, opened its new 900-seat
house. This makes the second theatre
for the town.

DA LT0N
LITTLE

ROCK

George “Gabby” Hayes has been visit¬
ing, traveling with Buck Monroe, his
publicity man.

City Council reconsidered, and will
allow Sunday movies as sponsored by
the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

FA I RBURN
The Garland Amusement Corporation
filed articles of incorporation with
the Secretary Of State, naming Floyd
B. Peek, Pattie Jane Peek, John G.
Collins, W. Herbert Collins, Mary G.
Collins, and Grace Collins as incor¬
porators, with Peek as resident agent.
Authorized capital is $40,000 with
paid-in capital of $30,000,and the
corporation designated Asher Avenue
and 29th Street as site of its prin¬
cipal office. This site is the location
of the new Garland.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cochran, owners,
Juroy, were honored at a dinner at the
Gardner Memorial Methodist Church in
appreciation of use of theirtheatre
during the last 18 months. The old
church building was destroyed by fire
in February, 1948, and Sunday services
have been conducted in the Juroy until
completion of the new church.

WILSON
The Wilson High School theatre was
to close, according to C.L. Bird, ma¬
nager.

Florida
CORAL

GABLES

Localites were wishing for the speedy
recovery of Evelyn Arnold, Coral,
following an operation.

DEL

RAY

BEACH

H.H. Ellenbrink will soon start con¬
struction of a theatre to cost about
$250,000, and to seat 1,200.

Ml AM I
Mrs. Edward N. Claughton and her
daughter, Susan, owners, Claughton
Theatres here and in Tampa, are home
after a vacation spent in Nassau, B.W. I.

Ed Duncan, Duncan and Richard Thea¬
tres with headquarters in Carrollton,
Ga., hopes to have their new theatre
in Fairbum, Ga. , open soon. The former
house was destroyed by fire.

SAVANNAH
The purchase of the Melody from the
East Broad Investment Company was an¬
nounced by Evans Sprott, head, Bijou
Amusement Company, Nashville, Tenn.
The purchase included the real estate.
The Melody has 900-seats, and was built
in 1946. Bijou Amusement Company also
owns the Dunbar and East Side.

North Carolina
DU R H AM
Noble Arnold, manager, Center, pre¬
sented the Center’s “Most Valuable
Football Player” trophy to Bobby Poe,
an All-Eastern Class AA Conference
end, at a dinner meeting of the Durham
High School Monogram Club. The trophy
is awarded annually, and is similar to
one presented each year by the Center
to the football player named the "most
valuable” at Duke University.
City Council has extended the lease
on the municipal auditorium building
to the North Carolina Theatres, Inc. ,
for an additional three years. The
theatre company has used the building
as the Carolina for a number of years,
and plans to expend $65,000 on improve¬
ments, including air-conditioning, new
seats, and repairs to the lobby. The
lease under which the theatre was op¬
erating prior to the extension was
granted in 1945, and was for 13 years.

ELK I N
The Jonesville-Elkin Drive In, one
mile east of Elkin, N.C., on the Win-
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ston-Salem Highway, and adjacent to
the Rendezvous Airpark, held its for¬
mal opening with three shows being
offered, the third one starting at a
time convenient to employees at the
Chatham Manufacturing Company, who get
off work at midnight. Earl C. James,
Elkin, and James J. Randleman and Gordon
Billings, both of Jonesville, N.C. are
the owners.

LI N COLN TON
A.E. Miller has announced plans for
the construction of new theatres here
and in Maiden and Stanley, N.C. M.R.
Marsh, Charlotte, is the architect.
He has just completed construction of
a drive-in here.

MOONESVILLE
The Center has been purchased by the
owners and operators of the State and
Carolina, effective as of May 10. Dale
Groom, head, purchasing company, says
that only "A” pictures will be shown
at the Center.

MORGANTOWN
The Skyline Drive-In, owned and op¬
erated by Joe Accarki, opened.

OLD

FORT

W.C. Macon, owner, Roxie, is building
a drive-in between Old Fort and Marion,
N.C. It is expected to cost approxi¬
mately $40,000, and will be ready for
opening about June 15.

R0XB0R0
Manager O.T. Kirby has been eeected
head of the Roxboro Chamber of Commerce
for the coming year. He also has been
named a member of the board of directors

STAN LE Y
The new Stanley, owned by Lewis
Ballard and Charles Loew, opens around
June 25.

TAYLORSVILLE
The Colonial Theatres, Valdese, N.C.
took over the Main, formerly operated
by G.H. Halliburton.

WINSTON

SALEM

Following condemnation by the city
building inspector, work has been be¬
gun on razing the fire-gutted Hollywood
building. It had been reported at first
that the walls could be salvaged fol¬
lowing the fire of Jan. 27, but they
were condemned as "unsafe”. Represen¬
tatives of the Blumenthal Enterprises,
Charlotte, which operated the Holly¬
wood, said that the firm is ‘trying
to make arrangements” for the con¬
struction of a new theatre building.

Tennessee
HELLENW00D
E.M. Newport hopes to have his new
600-seat house open by July 15.

LAKE MOUNT
•The new drive-in with room for 500
cars has opened.

LOUDON
H.B. Burden has taken over the Lake.

ATLANTA

RED BANK
W.W. Fincher opened his new 500seat house.

WAVERLY
The Linden, formerly owned by
Nathan Flexer, sold to Gene Richard¬
son.
tr i--—
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affair. Robert Coyne, executive dir¬
ector, TOA, was also present, and
spoke briefly to the gathering. In
the meantime, the ladies had been
provided with a special tea and
fashion show, through the courtesy of
Rich’s Department Store, at which
affair door prizes were awarded. Many
local theatres, including the down¬
town houses under Tommy Read, and Roy
Avey’s suburban houses, had thrown
open their doors to any visitors who
wished to attend.
One of the outstanding social events
on the agenda was the cocktail party
and buffet dinner, held in the Dixie
Ball Room, hosted by the Motion Pic¬
ture Advertising service Company,
New Orleans.
Tommy Thompson was reelected Presi¬
dent for another year, andE.D. Martin
was changed from the vice-presidency
to the post of treasurer, formerly
held by his father, the late R.E.
Martin. The balance of the second
day’s festivities included a sneak
preview of a picture at the Rhodes,
after which the ladies had luncheon
at the Piedmont Driving Club, which
also included a fashion show, etc.
Meantime, the men were enjoying an¬
other luncheon, this time in the Dog¬
wood Room of the Grady, after which
the final business meeting of the
convention was held in the Dixie Ball
Room. This meeting was highlighted by
two confabs, one on the Georgia Build¬
ing Exit Code, discussed by John
Stembler, and a comprehensive talk
about the coming attraction trailer
business, by R.B. Wilb.v.
The afternoon’s festivities was to
include a tour of two of the most
beautiful gardens in Georgia, those
belonging, to Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Wilby,
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bailey, but this
affair was “rained out”. That evening
brought forth the climax, in the form
of the special banquet, floor show,
and dance, all held in the Dixie Ball
Room preceded by the installation of
officers. President Thompson was pre¬
sented with a plaque for his out¬
standing efforts, and Mrs. Thompson
was presented with a beautiful silver
dish. Many of the guests wound up in
the variety Club to continue the
festivities.
An early morning tour of film row
the next day also found many still in
town, and back to the blase business
of booking and buying pictures, but
we know that everyone who attended
is looking forward to next year’s
convention, already been sought after
by at least one Chamber ,of Commerce,
that of Savannah, Ga.

RKO (195 Luckie,
2:30, "Melody Time”.

N.W.) June 14,

MGM (Garden Hills) June 9, 8:00 p.m.,
"Easter Parade”.
CHARLOTTE
RKO (308 S. Church) June 14, 2:30,
“Melody Time’’.
MGM (Manor) June 7,
"Easter Parade’’.

8:00 p.m.,

MEMPHIS
RKO (Idlewild)
"Melody Time”.

June

14,

2:30,

MGM (Hollywood) June 7, 3:00 p.m.,
“Easter Parade”.
NEW ORLEANS
RKO (Circle) June 14, 11:00, “Melody
Time’ ’.
MGM (Cortez) June 10,
"Easter Parade”.

8:15 p.m.,

After having spent considerable
time in Atlanta, prior to this last
visit, it was like coming back home
again, and chatting with such nice
people as Johnny Bachman, United
Artists, with whom we sat down to
lunch the first day, although it
didn’t look like we were going to
make it, until they finally set up an
extra table, right in back of the
motion picture camera which photo¬
graphed the opening day affair, in¬
cluding the speakers, and all of the
guests present.
Incidentally, this film which will
be about 700 feet in length, will be
available to all exhibitors at a
nominal fee, for presentation in
their theatres.
Anyone interested in procuring this
reel may contact Tommy Thompson, in
Hawkinsville, who has arranged with
the Benton Brothers Film Forwarding
Company to handle the physical in¬
spection and distribution. We also
had the pleasure of chatting with
Tommy Read, Jimmy Harrison, Grover
Parsons, George Roscoe, who recently
came from charlotte to handle the
Columbia branch here, replacing Al
Rook; Nelson Towler, formerly with
Eagle Lion, who was replaced by Norman
J. Colquhoun; the Monogram gang, A.C.
Bromberg, P. H. Savin, Harold “Babe”
Cohen, Colonel Mack Jackson, presi
dent, SETOA, Adolph Gortatowsky,
Albany, who was in town for the first
time for many months; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Weis, Savannah, John Cunningham,
Lukie Stein, E-D. Martin and Carl
Patrick, Charlie Karr, and many, many
more.
During an interim in the festivi¬
ties, we also met two other nice
people, not conventioneers, but nice
folks nevertheless. Sitting quietly
in a corner of the Variety Club, were
Mr. and Mrs. S.H. Autry. Autry is one
of the projectionists at the Roxy
in Atlanta, and a veteran in the in¬
dustry. He and the Mrs. were quietly
celebrating 24 years of married life,
and by the look of them, they enjoyed
every minute of that past 24 years.
Here’s hoping they remain that way
for another 24, and more.
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NEWS OF THE

CHICAGO
The Victory gave kids a fire prevention
show conducted by city fire officials. . . .
Walter E. Green, National Theatre
Supply head, held conferences here with
Oscar S. Oldknow, vice-president.
Isadore Bloom, father of Abe Bloom,
manager, B and K warehouse, was killed
in an accident. . . . Jerry Winsberg,
Paradise manager, is the dad of Julie
Beth, his second daughter. . . . John
Summers celebrated his fifth anniver¬
sary at the United Artists. . . . W. Al¬
bright, formerly at the Varsity, was
made Valencia assistant.
The city comptrollers office reported
that while city amusement tax collec¬
tions reached one half million, they are
less than estimates. . . . Mayor Martin
Kennelly is seeking power from the
city council to close all places of busi¬
ness, including theatres, which have not
complied with safety building regula¬
tions.
Isadore Stein, Alba manager, was re¬
cuperating at home from an illness. Fred
Baldasi, Biltmore assistant, was pinchhitting for him. . . . Dolores Mickow,
Belpark, was recovering from surgery,
Jack Wolfberg, Uptown projectionist
is on health leave, and Ed Halliday,
Terminal, was back on the job after
several months in Phoenix, Ariz.
Chic Evens and Herbie Lyons, UA
publicists, were in Kansas City for the
“Arch of Triumph” premiere. . . . George
West, Allied Artists, was a business
visitor. . . . Allied Theatres of Illinois
directors heard attorney Thomas C. Mc¬
Connell on the U. S. Supreme Court
decision.
Joseph Arlia, former Tivoli assistant,
moved to the United Artists to take the
place of Milt Officer, now Lakeside
manager. . . . Wayne Chance, Granada
and Pantheon aide for several years, was
killed in a crash while on a flight with
the Naval Air Forces. . . . Joe Kausel,
Tivoli electrician and head, B and K
electrical department, died after a long
illness. . . . J. Graham Wilcox, Para¬
mount country salesman, had his new
large car but a week when the driver
of an old jalopy smacked into it, ruining
the fenders.
Maroucilli opened the new drive-in
at Marion, Ind. . . . Nick Palkos is
erecting the new Diana, Tipton, Ind., to
replace the theatre which burned a few
months ago. . . . Basil Clark opened the
New Freeburg, a 400-seater, at Freeburg, HI.
Charles Auerbach, New Strand owner,
sojourned three months on the west
coast. . . . C. W. Decker and Associates
bought the Union, Liberty, Ind., from
Charles Stahr. ... Ed Kennedy was made
manager, Calumet, by Manta and Rose.
B. G. Kranze, vice-president and
general sales manager, Film Classics,
Inc., arrived to survey current and
future bookings.
Arrangements were comprehensive for
the midwest premiere of “The Miracle
Of The Bells” at the RKO Palace on
May 25. Producer Jesse Lasky, headed
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a Hollywood delegation on hand for the
festivities, a highlight of which was a
dinner in his honor given by leading
civic groups at the Drake Hotel. The
Herald American lent full support to
the premiere, with proceeds from the
opening to the National Cancer Drive.
H. H. Greenblatt, manager, RKO’s midwestern district, and Sam Gorelick, local
branch manager, cooperated with the
field staff, Bob Hickey, midwestern
supervisor. Terry Turner, national direc¬
tor, of exploitation, directed the arrange¬
ments.

DALLAS
Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”
loudspeaker systems have been pur¬
chased by the following theatres in the
state: New Drive-In, Victoria; State, San
Antonio; Burntex, Burnet; Hi Ho DriveIn, Gainesville; New Drive-In, Rockdale;
Ward, Monahans; Wallace, Levelland,
and Rialto, here.

DENVER
Eldon Menagh has put his spare cash
into a chicken ranch at Ft. Lupton, Colo.,
where he owns the Star, instead of
going ahead with the projected drive-in
at Greeley, Colo. . . . Robert Walker,
Rialto, Fruita, Colo., changed the name
to the Unitah.
RKO exchange will finish in the
money on all phases of the Ned Depinet
Drive. Salt Lake City finished in the
top spot among exchanges, and these
two, making up A1 Kolitz’ district, put
him in top money among the districts.
Two of the Denver salesmen, Merle
Gwinn and Sam Appelman, finished 100
per cent sold on all shorts and features.
J. R. Grainger, Republic executive,
stopped over for a day on his way to
the west coast, and conferred with Gene
Gerbase, branch manager. . . . Warners
world premiered “Silver River” at the
Denver, Esquire, and Webber, with Errol
Flynn coming in for personal appear¬
ances. Abe Kronenberg, New York
publicity office, was here doing exploita¬
tion.
Lou Astor, Columbia home office,
spent a week here on circuit deals. . . .
John Harwell, El Cortez, Hot Springs,
N. M., was killed in a motorcycle acci¬
dent.
Frank
Childs,
president,
Selected
Pictures exchanges, returned to work
after a long absence necessitated when
he suffered an infected knee as the
result of a stepladder fall at home.
Seen in town were: David Warnock,
Johnstown,
Colo.;
Kenneth Powell,
Wray, Colo.; J. H. Roberts, Ft. Morgan,
Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenthal,
Buffalo, Wyo.; Doyle Shelton, Pritchett,
Colo.; Chas. Flower, Bayard, Neb., and
Neal Beezley, Burlington, Colo.
The recent Supreme Court ruling on
various anti-trust cases against the
industry throughout the country refo¬
cused attention on the suit filed by
Cinema Amusements, Inc., operator,
Broadway, which has asked $3,000,000
damages of 20th Century-Fox, Loew’s
Inc., and RKO for alleged anti-trust
and monopolistic practices in this area.
The suit, filed in June, 1946, is docketed
with U. S. District Court, Wilmington,
Del., and is scheduled for hearing soon.
Bob Hope was recently presented with
a 144-foot scroll signed by 4,000 Las
Vegas, Nev., school students, petitioning
him to be their “honorary dad” and
grand marshal at the city’s annual
celebration.

The world premiere of United Artists’
“Four Faces West,” climaxed the May
15 celebration commemorating the 50th
anniversary of the formation of the
“Rough Riders,” in Santa Fe, N. M. The
U. S. Army and Air Force drew up the
plans. Ceremonies were highlighted by
the presence of survivors of the original
Rough Rider 88 regiment; Governor
Mabry and officials, and Hollywood stars
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee, who, with
the producer, Harry Sherman, presented
the new film at the Lensie and Burro
Alley. Judge Miguel A. Otero, whose
father was governor of New Mexico 50
years ago, took a prominent part.

DES MOINES
Several theatres in Iowa conducted
“Mother’s Day” programs with the
Humota, Humboldt, awarding prizes for
the oldest and youngest mother. The
Rialto, Boone, honored the oldest mother
in Boone County with a tie-up with
“I Remember Mama”.
Don Hicks is the new Des Moines
manager for Paramount, succeeding
Harry Hamberg, transferred to Kansas
City for the exchange. Hicks, who has
been manager at Omaha since January,
1947, came to Des Moines on May 17.
Hamberg has been with Paramount
since early in the 1920’s, and was sales
manager in the Chicago office before
coming to Des Moines.
Fred Henry, Oelwein, la., purchased
the Waucoma, Waucoma, la., from
James Moore, who plans to reenter the
navy. ... A contest is being held to
find a name for the new theatre being
constructed at Storm Lake, la., on the
same site of the former Tracy. . . . The
Valley, Missouri Valley, la., closed for
lack of business, will be reopened. . . .
Esther Huston, cashier, U-I, will be
married to George Needham, Des Moines,
on May 31. . . . The Dayton, destroyed
by fire last February, has been rebuilt,
and it opens shortly under the manage¬
ment of John LeValley.

KANSAS CITY
The Commonwealth Amusement Com¬
pany, headed by Elmer C. Rhoden, Jr.,
purchased 20 acres of the old Riverside
Race Track on Highway 71 in Platte
County, just north of Kansas City, Mo.,
for a drive-in location. Work has begun
to mold the property into an 800-car,
open-air theatre scheduled to open by
early July, according to J. D. Braunagel,
general manager. The drive-in project
will cost about $150,000, and will in¬
corporate the latest features, including
a three-aisle system to facilitate the
movement of automobiles. Part of the
old track and the site of the grandstand
will be taken in by the theatre. The
construction, including projection booth,
refreshment stands, and a children’s
playground, is under company supervi¬
sion. The theatre will employ about 35
persons.
Fred Eberwein, formerly at Clifton,
Kans., purchased the Weston, Weston,
Mo., from H. N. Mobley. . . . Ray
Handley is the new owner, Royal,
Tonganoxie, Kans. . . . The Madison,
Huntsville, Ark., formerly owned by M.
B. Presley, is now under the manage¬
ment of Boyd Roberts. . . . Edward Small
opened the new Winona, Winona, Kans.
. . . The new Cozy, Attica, Kans., opened
after being rebuilt by F. P. Ward. . . .
The Crest Drive-In, 114 Street and 71
Highway, will be opened in June by
Midwest Motor Movies, Inc. . . . R. C.
Libeau, district manager, Paramount,
retires on June 1. M. E. Andy Anderson,
has been transferred to Omaha as man¬
ager, Paramount exchange, replacing
NATIONAL
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Don Hicks, transferred to Des Moines,
with Harry Hamberg moving here as
manager. George Taif replaces Andy
Anderson as city salesman. . . . Frank
Hensler, district manager, MGM, was
visiting the exchange. . . . Foster Blake,
district manager, U-I, also was in town.
. . . Ernie Block, Sabetha, Kans., an¬
nounced the opening soon of the new
Civic, seating capacity 500. . . . The en¬
gagement is
announced of Calvin
Strowig, son of Homer Strowig, Plaza,
Abilene, Kans., to Miss Betty Vandevoir.

salary increase of from $4 to $5 weekly
for some 250 employees. The deal for
the next two years means an overall
boost of about eight per cent.

Arnold Stone, Screenland Cafe, was in
Menorah Hospital undergoing surgery.
. . . The stork scored direct hits on Film
Row with a daughter to the Alex Schneidermans, Mary Lue, Kansas City; a son
to the John Scotts, Republic; a new
grandson and namesake for Dick Biechele, and a son to the Walt Donahos,
Roxy, Kansas City, and, from all reports,
the old bird is still hovering.

Robert L. Lippert, vice-president in
charge of distribution for Screen Guild
and a theatre owner, will open quite a
“double feature” out in the valley dis¬
trict, where he has started building an
L-shape structure to house two theatres,
one of which will be a drive-in.

Visitors on Film Row were: Basil
Fogelson, Odeon, Green City, Mo.; C. A.
Swiercinsky, Major, Washington, Kans.;
L. Z. Henry, Lyric, Plattsburg, Mo.; Mrs.
Dayle Sproule, Yale, Fort Scott, Kans.;
Carl Botkin, Harper, Harper, Kans.;
Eddie Henderson, Isis, Marysville, Kans.;
O. C. Alexander, Kansas, Kiowa, Kans.;
Jay Wooten, Fox, Hutchinson, Kans.;
O. F. Sullivan, Civic, Wichita, Kans.;
and D. A. Jones, Gem, Breckenridge,
Mo. . . . C. A. Schultz, Commonwealth,
returned from a vacation in Florida
looking fit and rested.

LOS ANGELES
Theatre building found a project near
Bijou, Cal., where Foundations were
being poured for a $35,000 Lakeside
theatre on Highway 50 near the state
line. Construction is expected to be
complete by June 15. Rudy Buchanan,
coowner with Charles Johnston, Beverly
Hills, Cal., formerly managed theatres
in Palm Springs, Arrowhead, and Big
Bear, Cal.
In Nogales, Ariz., plans to initiate
petitions for a referendum at the Novem¬
ber election to change Arizona’s work¬
men’s compensation act to eliminate
inequities which have prevented motion
picture companies from producing on
Arizona locations were laid at a meeting
of Chamber of Commerce managers and
secretaries from throughout the state.
It was pointed out that under Arizona’s
present compensation law, a $10,000-aweek actor possibly could draw as much
as $6,500 a week compensation if he
were permanently injured while working
in Arizona. The state has held its com¬
pensation fund could not stand such
a levy, and the motion picture com¬
panies, who then would assume the
obligation, have refused to work in
Arizona under these conditions. One
delegate to the meeting here said he
knew of a company which recently
refused to take up location near Phoenix
because of the existing law. He estimated
a continuation of the boycott would cost
the state probably $5,000,000 annual
income.
Downtown film business is dropping,
blamed mostly on the lack of family
trade due to parking difficulties. . . .
Sidney Bobby Dubow, UA general sales
manager, Great Britain, who passed
away suddenly in London, was mourned
locally, where he had many friends.
Joe Gershenson set a Social Guidance
hygiene picture “Bob and Sally” for a
coast debut at the Mayan. . . . Some
excitement was caused when the front
office gang of nine local exchanges
signed with distributors granting a

M. L. Smith, West Coast Productions,
who services theatres with special
trailers, shorts, and ads, intends to do
likewise in television. . . . Screen Guild
Productions announced the opening of
its twenty-eighth exchange in the USA
with the establishment of new offices at
2312 Second Avenue, Seattle, according
to Mort Bramson, manager.

Moz Buries joined SRO as branch
manager here instead of going to Para¬
mount as a salesman. . . . Nate Krevitz,
formerly with UA, is doing exploitation
for the Blumenfeld interests. . . . Wild¬
ing Picture Corporation made the pre¬
sentation of rare photographs and pos¬
ters covering motion pictures from 1910
to 1917 to the Academy recently. Harold
Strotz, vice-president of the commercial
film company, made the presentation.
Every woman in attendance at the U-I
premiere of “Letter From An Unknown
Woman” Ritz, received a white rose as
she filed in front of the special bleachers
erected on Wilshire Boulevard. Cospon¬
sor of the premiere was the U. S. Trea¬
sury, which sold bonds as tickets.
Atlec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”
loudspeaker systems have been pur¬
chased by the following Nevada theatres:
Granada and Majestic, Reno.

MILWAUKEE
Joseph Woodward, who managed 20thFox, is manager, Eagle Lion, St. Louis.
Joseph Neger, 20th-Fox Chicago mana¬
ger, returned here, succeeding Wood¬
ward. . . . Jules Serkowitz, Columbia
field exploiteer, was exploiting “The
Lady From Shanghai” and “The Mating
of Millie.” . . . Michael Fallon, Republic
home office executive, was conferring
with Jack Frackman, Milwaukee mana¬
ger. . . . Universal-International’s new
exchange building opened, with the
official opening scheduled later. . . . “The
Babe Ruth Story” is due for prerelease
showing and booking in the Milwaukee
exchange territory in June, according
to Charles Trampe, Monogram mana¬
ger. . . . Tom Cornfield is now Palace
manager. . . . Beatrice Schleif, Indepen¬
dent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan office, was married. . . .
John Mednikow, National Screen Service
manager, was a St. Louis caller. . . .
W. C. Fischer, Campo, Campbellsport,
Wis., was in. . . . Charles Hacker was
named Standard Theatres district man¬
ager, Milwaukee and Waukesha, Wis.,
theatres. Hacker headquarters in Wau¬
kesha, and replaces Joseph Baisch,
transferred to the Milwaukee office. . . .
Irving
Withamer,
Paramount office
manager, was transferred to Chicago.
Paul Rice, Oklahoma City, succeeds
Wirthamer. . . . Max Mazur, Film
Classics manager, was back after illness.
Robert
Gross,
drive-in
manager,
reports business better. . . . Max Roth,
Film Classics, Chicago, was in for con¬
ferences with Max Mazur, manager. . . .
Robert Guiterman, Capitol and Mikadow, Manitowoc, Wis., was in. . . . The
Delft Circuit, operated by “Doc” Gallup,
Marquette, Mich., acquired the Door,
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. This circuit, now
running 21 houses, opened a Milwaukee

office. Fontas Georgiades, formerly with
Fox Wisconsin Amusement Corporation,
as head, booking department, will be
official head. . . . H. Hamley, Victor,
Hartland, Wis., is remodeling his house.
. . . A1 Perretz, who sold for Film
Classics, now handles advertising for
the Wisconsin Beverage Review. . . .
John Mednikow, National Screen Service
manager, plans attending the company
convention at Atlantic City. ... A new
house is planned by Ralph Bauer and
another ex-G. I. at Pewaukee, Wis. The
town has no theatre. . . . The bowling
team, the Movie-Goers, backed by the
Milwaukee independent houses, the
Ogden, Liberty, Roosevelt, Violet, and
Mars, rolled in the state women’s tour¬
nament at Appleton, Wis., thus provid¬
ing good advertising. . . . The Comet was
being remodeled.
Estelle Steinback and Robert Lester
now conduct Fox Wisconsin Amusement
Corporation’s country booking depart¬
ment activities. . . . Harold J. Fitzgerald,
president, Fox Wisconsin, returned from
vacation. . . . John McKay who left Fox
Wisconsin, now is managing the Eastwood, Madison, Wis., for Standard
Theatres. . . . Jack Frackman, Republic
manager, was in Chicago. . . . Bernard
Sherman, Douglas, Racine, Wis., was in.
. . . Paul Nowatske, Vista, Mukwonago,
Wis., and L. Husten, Troy, East Troy,
Wis., formed a small booking and buying
unit for both houses.
C. F. Netzel, Juno, Juneau, Wis., was
in town. . . . The Independent Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin convention has
been scheduled for Oct. 14-15. . . . Louis
Orlove, MGM publicist, stopped in. . . .
Ann Buffington, secretary to Louis El¬
man, RKO manager, will spend a lengthy
vacation in Canada. . . . Helene Zillmer,
former Fox Wisconsin secretary, suc¬
ceeded Rosemary Fusso as secretary to
John G. Kemptgen, MGM manager. . . .
Charles Trampe, Monogram manager,
succeeded George Langheinrich (de¬
ceased) as Independent Theatre Owners
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan sec¬
retary. . . . William Young, SRO mana¬
ger, was contacting state exhibitors.
William Ainsworth, Allied president;
Ben Marcus, Marcus Circuit head, and
Harold Pearson, ITO field man, repre¬
sented Wisconsin at the Allied board
meeting in Denver. . . . The State and
Riviera have been remodeled. . . .
Gallagher Films, Green Bay, Wis., and
Milwaukee installed new equipment in
the new house at Woodruff, Wis.
Folke R. Peterson, former Fox Wiscon¬
sin and Standard Theatres employee,
who had been active in the campaign, is
one of Frank P. Ziedler’s personal secre¬
taries. Peterson, a prominent figure in
the industry, is a World War II veteran.

MINNEAPOLIS
In a realignment of personnel at 20thFox, Ardis Bartz is secretary to the
branch manager, Bill Clayson is booker,
and Beatrice Getzkin is bookers’ secre¬
tary. . . . New on Film Row is Gail Con¬
nors, switchboard operator, National
Screen Service. . . . Jean Angus, biller,
NSS, became the bride of Ray Schmidt.
. . . Maxine Johnson, bookkeeper, NSS, is
engaged to Everett Kinter, LeRoy, Minn.
Joe Floyd, Wei worth Circuit manager,
Sioux Falls, S. D., will construct a drivein in that city to hold 650 cars. The
project is slated to be ready for opening
in 45 days. Sioux Falls area now has
the Dell-Soo Drive-In. . . . Flood waters
which overran the banks of the Park
River, Grafton, N. D., temporarily
closed the town’s two theatres, the Zelda
and the Strand.
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Glen Wood, booker, U-I, flew to
Detroit for the American Bowling Con¬
gress tournament, representing Leo
Bakke Decorators, Minneapolis. . . . Delia
Kubbara, inspectress, NSS, was vaca¬
tioning in northern Minnesota. . . . Mrs.
Verdun Peters, ledger clerk, Paramount,
left the exchange to become a house¬
wife. . . . Genevieve Donovan, Columbia,
was vacationing in St. Louis. . . . Smiley
Burnette was a guest at Columbia while
making personal appearances.
Kenneth Eitrem, booker, Paramount,
is the proud father of a 12 pound baby
boy, named Gary Kenneth. . . . Esther
Jack, former secretary to the district
manager, 20th-Fox, left the exchange.
Joe Podoloff, at one time branch man¬
ager, 20th-Fox, was reportedly negotiat¬
ing for the purchase of the neighborhood
Vogue, Minneapolis. . . . Harold Lundquist resigned from the U-I sales staff.
Red Edinson, Eagle Lion exploiteer, has
been in. . . . Milton Podratz is the new
owner, Lovell, Pardeeville, Wis. . . . J.
P. Adler is building a 650-seat theatre at
Waupaca, Wis. . . . Mr. and Mrs. John
Brandt took over the theatre at Sleepy
Eye, Minn.
Exhibitors were advised by North
Central Allied that in signing a contract
with Ascap they should insist that a
clause be inserted allowing monthly or
quarterly installments and the option
to cancel the contract should such pay¬
ments be terminated by Congress or
court action.
Ted Bolnick, general manager, Berger
Amusement Company, and Stanley D.
Kane, executive director, North Central
Allied, headed the motion pictures com¬
mittee of Rededication Week, observed
preceding the visit of the Freedom Train.
. . . Maurice N. Wolf, MGM, addressed
the Minneapolis Rotary Club at the
Nicollet hotel. . . . Joe Wolf, former
manager, Eagle-Lion, erected a drive-in
at San Antonio. . . . Ralph Maw, MGM
district manager, is back after a month’s
briefing at the home office.
First of a series of regional meetings
of North Central Allied was to be held
at Devils Lake, N. D., Stan Kane, NCA
executive
director,
announced.
The
second meeting will be held at Duluth,
Minn., with the date to be set. . . . Reelfellows Club, organization of film sales¬
men, held its annual dinner-dance and
show at the Nicollet Hotel. Film salesmen
participated in the show, and new
officers were elected. . . . Powers Lake,
N. D., is without a theatre now. The
house has been converted into a com¬
mercial project.
Don Swartz, head, Independent Film
Distributors,
Minneapolis,
completed
negotiations to distribute the entire out¬
put of Eagle Lion-PRC for 1942-43 and
1943-44 in the Minneapolis and Milwau¬
kee zones. ... A 500-seat drive-in
theatre reportedly will be constructed in
the Fargo, N. D., area.
The recent RKO, St. Paul, Minn.,
opening of Columbia’s “The Swords¬
man,” under the able public relations
work of Norman Wroble, went over with
a bang. Window displays showed clever
planning. The fencing director at the
University of Minnesota and Hamlin
College posted bulletins in the shools.
Robert Whelan recently arranged an
excellent campaign for Columbia’s “It
Had To Be You”, RKO Orpheum. Two
thousand juke boxes in town sported
stickers plugging the theme song of the
film.
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Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Theatre”
loudspeaker system has been purchased
by the Belman, Tulsa, Okla.

Lion publicity, was in to set up “Ruth¬
less”, first-run Portland. Bill Porter
Monogram, was in to audit. . . . W.
Gildner is the new owner, Avalon, for¬
merly owned by John McFadden.

OMAHA

ST. LOUIS

A vote bid to ban Sunday films in
Stromsburg, Neb., was defeated in a
municipal election. The Citizens’ Party
backing the ban lost nearly 2 to 1. . . .
The RKO-Brandeis broke its rule against
Hollywood sneak previews to show its
patrons “Miracle of the Bells.” ... A
year of construction was climaxed with
the opening of the Majestic, Oakland,
Neb. The house has 200 seats. . . . Harry
Walker, veteran Omaha theatreman,
was in an Omaha hospital. . . . Tony
Goodman, Eagle-Lion office manager,
was a candidate for City Council.

The voters of East St. Louis, Ill.,
rejected the administration’s one-half
of one percent city sales tax proposal
here by a big margin. This bill was
introduced at the suggestion of the
union members of the fire department
to finance wage increases for city
workers and buy new equipment. . . .
Phoebe Davis, coowner, World, has made
an earnest money payment toward the
purchase of the H. S. Douglas from
Warnei’s. She plans to convert it into
a steamboat restaurant and night club
on the riverfront.

C. P. Knudsen, Hastings, Neb., exhi¬
bitor, recovered from a heart attack.
He bought the State, Red Cloud, Neb.,
and sold his State, Hastings, Neb. . . .
Ralph Blank celebrated the first year of
the Chief, South Omaha house. . . . The
Starview Amusement Corporation at
Lincoln, Neb., has incorporated for
$25,000 to opei’ate an open-air theatre.
Incorporators are Mannie Burdie and
Sidney Schermer, St. Louis.

The Manchester, owned by the St.
Louis Amusement Company, closed for
extensive alterations.

OKLAHOMA CITY

A power failure blacked out North
Platte, Neb., houses, causing exhibitors
to refund admissions. . . . Sol Reif
replaced Ellis Shafton as Film Classics
office manager. Reif formerly was EagleLion branch manager. . . . The RKOBrandeis building is slated for a facade
overhaul. . . . Robert Ballantyne, Ballantyne Company, returned from a Chi¬
cago business trip. . . . Mary Franksen,
RKO head inspectress, is back at work.
She was away five months after an
operation. . . . C. E. Paulson installed
sound, screen, and projection in his
Strand at Wakefield, Neb.
Max Shoemaker, owner, Isis, Tabor,
la., is sporting a new car. . . . Carl
Johnson, owner, Grand, Red Oak, la.,
went to Hot Springs, Ark., with Mrs.
Johnson. . . . O. Nelson bought the
Soldier, Soldier, la., from Conrad Evenson. . . . Agnes Keller joined Universal
as an inspectress. . . . Edward Kugel
informed Film Rowers that his new
house at Holstein, la., was well under
construction. . . . The Uptown, Sioux
City, la., opened its doors. . . . Western
Theatre Supply Company installed new
equipment in the Rialto, Beatrice, Neb.,
and in C. E. Bradshaw’s Inland Martin,
S. D. . . . The Clarks, Clarks, Neb., also
has new projection and lamps.
F. A. Van Husan, Western Theatre
Supply Company, headed an Omaha
delegation to the Variety Club conven¬
tion in Miami. With him were Mrs. Van
Husan,
Meyer
Stern,
independent
theatre booker, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Creel, Beacon and North Star. . . . Linda
Ruth, daughter of former Omahans, has
a role in “I Remember Mama.” . . . The
Omaha is 26 years old. It started out as
the World. Arthur Kimball, original
stage crew, still is with the house.

PORTLAND
John Howard, western division mana¬
ger for SRO, was in for a meeting with
Larry Doyle, local Representative, and
Moz Buries. . . . Andy Anderson former
manager, Woodland, Woodland, Wash.,
left for Atlanta, to book and be office
manager for Eagle Lion.
Seen on the row were: Donn Radabaugh, Roseburg, Ore., and John Matlock, Pendleton, Ore. . . . Dick Brill, Eagle

The trade mourned the passing of
Barney Rosenthal, branch manager,
Monogram, as a result of a cerebral
hemorrhage. . . . William Feld resigned
as manager for Eagle Lion, succeeded
by Joseph Woodward.
Fred Wehrenberg’s 66 Park-In and
Midwest’s Des Peres Drive-In are com¬
peting for the family trade, both offering
playgrounds for the kiddies. Midwest
offered free pony rides.

SALT LAKE CITY
C. C. Voeller, Buhl, Idaho, was elected
president, Idaho Theatre association, at
the group’s annual meeting in Boise.
Idaho recently. Voeller succeeds Hugo
Jorgensen, Rigby, Idaho. The association
discussed individual membership in the
Pacific Coast Theatre association during
its noon luncheon meeting. Eighteen
members attended. Other officers elected
were Fulton Cook, St. Maries, Idaho,
vice-president; Harry Gordon, Boise,
secretary, and Lawrence Nelson, Jerome,
Idaho, treasurer. The association decided
to hold its next annual meeting at Idaho
Falls, Idaho in May, 1949.

SAN ANTONIO
Gidney Talley, owner and operator.
Hi-Ho, and other houses in southern
Texas brought back vaudeville to the
Hi-Ho. He booked in three acts to play
Tuesday and Wednesday in addition to
the screen program. . . . Evita Munoz,
Juvenile Mexican screen and stage star,
made a series of personal appearances at
the Progreso and New Follies. . . . Arnulfo Gonzales, Pan-Americano, Corpus
Christi, Tex., was a visitor. Others in to
book Latin American product included
Mart Cole, Cole Circuit, Rosenburg, Tex.;
Carlton White, Princess, Sanderson,
Tex.; George Carpinteyro, Ramirez,
Cotulla, Tex.; Gilbert Fernandez, Globe.
Corpus Christi, Tex., and Mrs. Carolina
Luna, Luna, Crystal City, Tex.
Agapito Presa, whose Aztec, Beevile,
Tex., recently burned to the ground, was
to open a tent theatre to continue
showings of Latin-American product. . . .
T. O. Harville, Star, Orange Grove, Tex.,
is a candidate for mayor. . . . Hans
Smith, owner, Irving and Rio, Irving,
Tex., announced plans for the construc¬
tion of a new 900-seat house. He plans
to close the Rio when the new house is
completed. Smith is also mayor. . . .
Arthur von Minden has completed re¬
modeling and redecorating the Cozy, La
Grange, Tex. He has also opened his B
house, the Little Cozy.

NT-4
Announcement was made by Karl
Hoblitzelle, president, Interstate Theat¬
res Circuit, Dallas, of the purchase of a
large piece of downtown property on
which the Majestic, Houston, Tex., is
located for a consideration of $625,000.
. . . H. D. Arrington, manager, Sunset,
Houston, Tex., owned and operated by
the J. G. Long Circuit, is undergoing a
complete remodeling and redecorating
program. Newcomers include Cleo C.
Bridges and J. C. Stark. . . . L. C. Baxley,
manager, Plaza, has built a “crying
room" for mothers with small children.
Room is complete with cribs and neces¬
sary equipment for the baby’s comfort.
Ed Hale has been named manager,
Shepard Drive-In, Houston, Tex. He was
formerly with the Circle, Waco, Tex.
Frank Thorpe, former manager, She¬
pard, is skipper of the Circle. . . . Rolan
Bus is building a new drive-in at Cole¬
man, Tex. . . . G. Martini opened the
Booker-T, Galveston, Tex., for colored
patronage. . . . John Monroe, manager,
Rialto, Cuero, Tex., owned and operated
by the Griffith Circuit, announced the
completion of a remodeling project. A
new air-conditioning system was also
installed with new tile rest room for
men and women. A cry room has been
made as well as a section for Negros.
Quinten Lacy, advance man for
“Henry V", was on hand prior to the
showing of the film at the Pershing, El
Paso, Tex. John Paxton, Pershing, held
a special preview show for various El
Paso law enforcement officers of "Drunk
Driving". Louis Vaughan, assistant man¬
ager, Pershing, was married to Helen
Brosnohan.
W. C. Brannon, Wigwam, El Paso,
Tex., returned to his job following a
vacation at Los Angeles.
A regional meeting of the Texas
Theatre Owners was held at Lubbock,
Tex., presided over by Henry Reeve,
president. Following a luncheon, a dis¬
cussion of current activities and pro¬
blems was held.
In conjunction with the issue of The
March of Time which deals with the
Presidential
candidates,
Interstate
Theatres and The March of Time con¬
ducted a vote survey in various theatres.

SAN FRANCISCO
Police padlocks clicked shut on cans
of “Bob and Sal," after a special pre¬
viewing of the film by members of the
District Attorney’s office, the police
department, and leading members of
church groups. The film was placed
before the judgement of the authorities
prior to public showings. Police officials,
declaring the picture “objectionable
indecent”, confiscated the film.
No change in policy is reported for
the United Artists as the San Francisco
first-run house, formerly owned by
Blumenfeld brothers, passed into the
hands of Sherrill Corwin and Sol Lesser,
Los Angeles.
Bill Baldwin, a disc jockey and emcee
on radio shows, in plugging “The Lady
From Shanghai" with pleased surprise.
Though much of the Welles mystery was
shot here, with Baldwin in several scenes,
the radio man was certain all his bits
would end on the cutting-room floor.
Instead, he remained in four scenes,
one with Rita Hayworth.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello at the
Paramount for “The Noose Hangs
High,” completed a full day of public
appearances with every show by attend¬
ing the Variety Club’s Friday night
Jamboree. . . . Construction is now
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underway on the new $250,000 San
Carlos. This Peninsula house is slated
to possess more than 400 rocking chair
loges, according to Ray Knight, owner.
. . . Rex Stevenson, divisional manager,
Golden State circuit, returned from
Honolulu. . . . The Lux, Oakland, Cal.’s,
first new downtown theatre to be opened
in two decades, is soon scheduled to
operate on a daily schedule, according to
its owner, D. B. Levin.
A new technique in booking was in¬
troduced by Irving Ackerman for “The
Brothers”. Ackerman places the Scottish
story simultaneously in two of his art
houses, the Nob Hill and Stage Door.
Betty Grable or Charles Boyer may
soon be sporting where outfielders of
the San Francisco Seals baseball team
usually play. If present plans of the
owners of Seal Stadium are fulfilled,
the right field bleachers will be turned
into seats for audiences. On a portable
curtain which will be wheeled into the
outfield, films will be shown while the
team is on the road, according to Paul
Fagan, club owner. Joe Blumenfeld
scorns the idea of baseball park movies.
The prominent showman states that
films will not be shown in his Oakland
Ball Park.
James
Orbison,
Alexandria,
San
Francisco Theatres, Inc., deluxe house,
is beset by neighborhood moppets who
insist upon loitering about his ticketbox in the theatre’s outer-foyer asking
one question. To the inevitable “what’s
in the box, huh?” accompanied by
attempts to peer into, and tip over the
ticketstub container, Orbison has found
the perfect answer. He gravely tells
them: “There’s a snake in the box. He
eats everything that’s put in there!"
Guaranteed hasty exit by youngster.
Selma, Calif., is slated to have a new
first-run house, the Park, according to
William G. Black, assistant manager.
The house is undergoing a complete
remodeling, and will open in September.
. . . Theatrical Employees Union B-18,
utilizing the facilities of the Variety Club
Tent, held its 11th anniversary shindig,
Helen Bergo Wheeler officiating. . . .
William Parker, branch manager, Uni¬
versal-International, resigned to open a
cooperative film buying office for inde¬
pendent houses. Abe Swerdlow, formerly
salesman with U-I, takes over his post.
. . . A1 Grubstick, branch manager,
Screen Guild, attended a Portland con¬
ference. . . . Clarence Wasserman, Roxy,
Sacramento, Calif., was in for a
monthly visit along the Row. . . . Roy
Cooper, Golden State film buyer, is
digging his own swimming pool at Santa
Cruz, Cal., summer home. ... A smorgas¬
bord and dance was held on the Variety
Club’s Junior Executive night, according
to Stanley R. Lefcourt, sponsor. Mid¬
night smorgasbord tidbits were promised
for all attending.
Frank Duino, staff artist, San Fran¬
cisco Theatres, Inc., returned from
month’s vacation tour in the southwest
and southern states. Duino reports most
the artistic new show house is located
in Juarez, Mexico. . . . W. Harold Wilson,
theatrical advertising agent, recently
celebrated 21 years in the field. Wilson’s
top assistant, Jack Pope, added his own
festive touch to the firm’s occasion by
marrying Miss Trevanion Smith in
Reno, Nev. . . . The “biggest little city”
came in for additional celebration at the
Variety Club as the regular jam¬
boree night was dedicated to Reno, Nev.,
with a frontier motif for the party.

SEATTLE
H. E. Ebenstein, head, Northwest
Automatic Candy Company, returned to

Seattle from Portland, and is arranging
to divide his time between Seattle and
Los Angeles. He plans to spend six
months of the year here and six
months in Los Angeles. . . . Herbert
Kaufman, western district manager
Selznick Releasing Organization, was
here from San Francisco. . . . Helen
Reynolds, secretary to Maurise Saffle,
Saffle Theatre Service, left on a vacation
motor trip with her parents. They will
visit Washington, D. C., New York, and
Boston. Miss Reynolds will return by
plane, her parents remaining east until
the latter part of June.
William Z. Porter, head, contract de¬
partment at Monogram studio, was in
on a business trip.
As part of its recent campaign on
Republic’s “Bill and Coo”, the Sterling
held a screening for local orphanages
with the cooperation of bus companies.
Educators were invited to a special
screening, while radio promotion was
extensive.
Harry W. “Nick” Pierong, veteran
Spokane, Wash., theatreman, is retiring
on June 1, when he will turn over the
Liberty, of which he is manager, to
William R. Gamble, who will succeed
him. Pierong is a native of Canton, O.,
and came here in 1922 to take over the
Pantages, the present Orpheum. After
this house was sold to RKO, he left
show business for a period, but was
called back to open the Fox in 1931 for
Fox West Coast. In 1947, when the
Gamble Enterprises, Inc., bought the
Liberty, Pierong took over its manage¬
ment.
Mrs. Agnes Frakes and Mrs. Ruth
Bishop, operating theatres in Eastern
Washington
and
Northern
Idaho,,
merged their circuits. The Bishop
theatres involved are in Metaline Falls,,
lone, Cusick, and Newport, Wash. The
Frakes houses are in Priest Rapids,
Idaho and Palouse and Garfield, Wash.
. . . Oscar Paisley has begun the building
of a drive-in at Coeur d’Alene, Idaho.
Joe Rosenfield, who bought in with Ray
Strawick in the Auto-Vue Drive-In,
Spokane, Wash., sold to Cy Young, who,
for many years, until his resignation a
few years ago, was Eastern Washington
salesman for Warners.
Harry Ulsh, former Seattle exhibitor
with theatres in the Northwest, has been
here from Hollywood. He still retains
his Island and Empire, Anacortes, Wash.,
although he now resides in California.
He purchased an apartment house in
Beverly Hills. . . . Hal Boehme, North¬
west manager for Astor, returned from
Eastern
Washington
and
Northern
Idaho.
Estelle Schilferth, after 19 years with
the MGM offices in Cincinnati, has
been transferred to the Seattle branch.
Another recent addition in Seattle is
Ingeborg Hansen, Austrian war bride.
. . . W. A. Slater, Northwest Film Service,
accompanied by Mrs. Slater, left for
New York to attend the annual meeting
of the National Association of Film
Carriers. . . . Jack Anderson has been
named branch manager, Favorite Films.
. . . Harry Wood, 20th Century-Fox
traveling auditor, and Mrs. Wood, now
in Seattle have been joined by their son
Bill Wood, USN, who arrived from
Alaska on a navy tanker Namakagan.
State out-of-town exhibitors on The
Row were: Charles and Mrs. Grieme,
Wenatchee; Fred Mercy, Jr., Yakima;
Frank Barovic, Puyallup; Mrs. Del
Osterhoudt, Des Moines; Fred Gamble,
Tacoma, and B. C. Johnson, who recently
returned with Mrs. Johnson from a trip
to Honolulu.
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Cincinnati
Anita Colby was in in the interest
Of “The Emperor Waltz”. She held press
conferences, dined at the American
Legion, and was chaperoned by Para¬
mount’ s special representative, Char¬
les Perry. Perry has been consistently
On the road, promoting “Unconquered”
and "The Big Clock”.

J

Friends tendered James J. Grady,
aramount’s new branch manager, a
inner, at which he was given a matched
iet of luggage.
People of the industry from New
Orleans and Dallas came to Cincinnati
especially to attend the dinner for
James J. Grady ...The boys around
Paramount have beenvdriving around
beautiful new Buicks and Pontiacs....
Lillian Ali^rne, James Grady’s com¬
petent secretary, refuses to talk to
anyone these days, she is kept so
busy reporting all the sales made by
the staff... .Mary McGee was nicknamed
Fanny because Mary looks more like
Fanny than Fanny does.
Among those taking vacations at the
beginning of the vacation season were
Marian Conely, Paramount; Paramount’s
Jack Rodman, and MGM’s Sheeran.
The Paramount sales staff, including
the manager, salesmen, and head booker,
attended the company’s regional meet¬
ing in Philadelphia.... The Strand,
Newport, 0 , and the Hollywood
College Hill, 0., are sponsors of a
newscast over WCPO.
When United Artists’ Ross Williams
took over the West Virginia territory,
a general shift resulted. Morton
Pearlman, formerly covering West
Virginia, moved over to the Kentucky
area, and Manny Trautenberg became
city salesman, located in Cincinnati
....Kentucky salesman Joe McKnight,
RKO, went to the hospital for an op¬
eration at the Good Samaritan Hospital,
Lexington, Ky. While he is incapaci¬
tated, a salesman from Cleveland is
replacing him.
The Cincinnati loge, Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen, had its first
meeting since being recognized by the
National Labor Relations Board. A
discussion of NLRB findings and pre¬
parations for the secret election were
on the agenda.
Film Row attended the informal dance
at Coney Island, sponsored by the em¬
ployes' union. Hard-working officers
of the organization, President Vir¬
ginia Meyers, and business agent Tom
McMahon, were busy. Another big social
event for the union was the annual
party held on May 18 immediately
after the union meeting, the last
session to be held before September,
when meetings will be resumed.
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Columbia salesman Harold Rullman was
operated on in Good Samaritan Hospital
....George Josephs and Irving Wormser,
Columbia home office, and Sam Galanty,
division manager, were in.
A cocktail party for press and radio
was held at the Variety Club in honor
of Horace Heidt, his family, and his
performers appearing on the stage of
the Albee.
The RKO Grand recently booked Madame
Zelma, a palmist, to give daily free
readings.... Foreign films returned to
the Terminal.
Albert Dezel, president, Albert
Dezel Productions, Inc., announced
that the franchise has been acquired
for the product of Astor, for the
Dezel Cincinnati territory, released
through Screen Guild Productions.

Cleveland
Bill Elliott, Republic western star,
appearing here as headliner in Jim
Eskew’ s rodeo show at the Arena,
boosted his local popularity when he
starred at a Republic luncheon at the
Variety Club to meet some 200 pros¬
pective distributors and exhibitors.
Elliott was kept busy signing auto¬
graphs, and being photoed with the
children.
Nat Wolf, Warner Theatres’ Ohio
zone manager, and Henry Greenberger,
partner in the Community Theatre
Circuit, have been named co-chairmen,
motion picture division, Jewish Wel¬
fare Drive, seeking to raise $6, 000,000.
Assisting them are Harry Weiss, Saul
Frifield, Martin Sperber, M.B. Horwitz, Bert Lefkowich, and E.J. Stutz.
Sigmund dayman, Warners’ head
shipper, didn’t quite get enough votes
for state senator in the primaries,
but he succeeded in polling over
11,000 votes. ... Warners’ Vogue cele¬
brated its first birthday anniversary.
Neighborhood merchants cooperated in
a promotion whereby they give out
coupons, with each purchase, and from
among those coupons the winner of the
$300 first prize was to be chosen on
the last night of the anniversary.
Leo Korb and Martin Blum were pre¬
sented with gold life membership cards
to Local 160 in appreciation of their
long service to the union. Kolb served
as a member of the executive board
for 25 years. Blum, an attorney and
former state representative, still
maintains his status as a proj ection.
ist.... James E. Scoville, retired mem¬
ber, Scoville, Essick, and Reif Cir¬
cuit, reported from Tucson,, Ariz. ,
where he has settled down in a charming
concrete bungalow to enjoy the climate
and leisure.
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., formed
by William S. Shartin and Jack Gertz
to handle theatre and drive-in pro¬
motions. opened branch offices in
Cincinnati andPittsburgh. Harry Yourig
heads the Cincy office.
Leo Jones, Upper Sandusky, 0., the¬
atre owner, brought his two boys over
to meet Bill Elliott at the Republic
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party..,.Harry Henderson resigned as
manager, Lorain-Fulton, after almost
20 years in the post. Charles Rice iS
his successor with John Urbansky, Jr.
taking over for Rice at the Jennings.
Both houses are owned by John Urbansky,
Sr.
Sanford Gottlieb, Film Classics
branch manager, added Allen Shaw, for¬
merly with Screen Guild, to his sales
force. ... Akron, 0., voted for daylight
saving time.... Norman Levin, former
Republic branch manager, is back from
California’in better health than het
had been.

Detroit
Lewis W. Smith and Leon B. Nevin,
local advertising men, set up Warner
Theatres Service, 9545 Grand River
Avenue, to operate a new theatremerchant tieup involving a merchandise
giveaway.
Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Thea¬
tre” loudspeaker systems have been
purchased by the following Michigan
theatres: Ready, Niles; Della, Flint;
Capitol, Owasso; Liberty, Benton Har¬
bor; Roxy, Flint; Riviera, Niles;
Gordon, Flint; Laree, Benton Harbor;
Center, Owasso; Caldwell, St. Joseph;
Family, Adrian; Croswell, Adrian; Bay,
Bay City; Center, Bay City; Mecca, Sa¬
ginaw, and Irving and Palmer Park, here.
Allied of Michigan announced that it
will carry the organization’s opinions
to the public via a series of meetings
to be tied in with local club luncheons
such as Lions, Kiwanis, etc., with
Allied providing the main speaker.
Charles W. Snyder, local executive
secretary, said the membership will be
divided into six districts, which, in
turn, would split into a few divisions.
First meeting was held in Battle Creek
before the Optimist Club.
Funeral services were held at McCabe
Funeral Home for Mrs. Agnes Hickey, 87,
mother of Robert Hickey, midwest field
representative for RKO, who makes his
headquarters in Chicago.
Alec Schreiber had the grand opening
of his Gratiot Drive-In at Mound and
Gratiot. It has space for 1,000 cars,
with individual RCA speakers for each
car There is also a kiddies playground
with a merry-go-round and pony rides
free to youngsters under 12. Admission
is 65 cents, including tax, per person,
with all children under 12 admitted
free.
J.M. McKernan, Des Plaines, Ill.;
Walter F. Eisner, Benton Harbor, Mich.,
and Gustave E. Eisner, Bangor, Mich,
incorporated the Benton Harbor DriveIn, which should be ready by June....
Art Robinson is builtling a drive-in
at Pontiac, Mich.
Charles Rothstein, Avenue manager,
is back on the job after spending six
months in Florida due to illness....
Milt Herman, formerly with the Cohen
Circuit, is now managing the Duke for
Lew Wisper ... Mannie Helfman, attorney,
bought the Dale from Clare Winnie. He
plans to install new equipment.

Mideast
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Irwin Gold, new to the business, is
the new booker at Eagle Lionl He re¬
placed Dennis Lenahan, now the new
state salesman.... Steve Toth, former
Toledo, 0., manager, is manager of the
new drive-in which opened in Jackson,
Mich. It accomodates 800 cars, and has
four changes per week.

TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI
RKO (Esquire) June 14, 2:30, "Melo¬
dy Time”.
CLEVELAND

Indianapolis

RKO (Shaker) June 14, 2:00, "Melody
Time”.

Altec Lansing’s “Voice of the Thea¬
tre” loudspeaker systems have been pur¬
chased by the following Kentucky
theatres: New, Middlesboro, and Rex
Screening Room, Louisville.
George T. Landis, manager, 20th-Fox,
visited the home office in New York
City....The estate of Robert McCraven,
a former salesman for Warners, was
settled by his son, Robert McCraven,
Jr.
Joe and William Riese, Riese Cir¬
cuit, completed supervision of the
renovating and installation of airconditioning in the Ideal.. .Earl Bell,
who operates the Howard, acquired the
Avalon.
C.E. South, Dream, reports consider¬
able activity in his community by his
patrons to have more children’s pic¬
tures shown, or pictures suitable for
teen-agers....Edwin Brauer, manager.
Republic, went to New York on business
....Gladys Daupert has been added to
the office staff at RKO.... Claude
McKena, manager, Warners, visited
Chicago.... Howard McKeeney has been
added to the staff at National Screen
Service in the filing department.
Fred Dolle, Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company, Louisville, Ky. wasavisitor
....Russell Bleeke, office manager,
Republic, was confined at home by an
abcess in his ear.
Exhibitors from all over Indiana
visiting Film Row included, E. E.
Smith, Devon, Francesville; Isaac T.
Sollers, Lyric, Covington; Robert L.
Hudson, Jr., Hudson Circuit, Richmond;
A. McCarty, Roxy, Pendleton; Mrs. V.
E. Burkle, Rialto, Fortville; Pete
Mailers, Mailers Circuit, Ft. Wayne;
Roger Scherer, Ft. Wayne; Fletcher
Brewer, State, Windfall, and E.L.
Ornstein, Ornstein Circuit, Marengo.
Altec Lansing's "Voice of the Thea¬
tre” loudspeaker systems have been
purchased by the following Indiana
theatres: Logan, Logansport; Indian
University, Bloomington, and Brokaw,
Angola.

Pittsburgh
Tom Schrader, manager, Granada, re¬
cently brought his wife home from the
Women’s Hospital, where she underwent
a serious operation. His many friends
wish her a speedy recovery.
The following resolution was sent to
all members of Allied Motion Picture
Owners of Western Pennsylvania: Where
as. Jack Kirsch has completed two full
years of service to the Allied States
Association of Motion Pictures Exhibi¬
tors as president; and whereas during

INDIANAPOLIS
RKO (Cinema) June 14,
Time *\
Enjoying themselves in the Miami Beach
sunshine recently wereBarbara Silver,
MoeSilver, Y/arner The atres ‘ Pi11sburgh
zone manager, and Mrs. Lily Silver.

those two years the growth and scope
of Allied States Association was phe¬
nomenal; and whereas, Jack Kirsch,
through his diligence, aggressiveness,
and fairness, greatly enhanced the
position of independent exhibitors as
well as brought greater respect toward
the problems of exhibitors; and whereas
Jack Kirsch found that the require¬
ments on his time by his own business
caused him to decide not to accept a
third term; and whereas, all the ex¬
hibitors associated with the Allied
States Association are deeply grateful
for the efforts of Jack Kirsch in their
behalf; now, therefore, be it resolved,
that the members of the Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, in their regular meeting
held on March 5, 1948, do hereby ex¬
press their appreciation to Jack
Kirsch for all the time and effort he
has expended in their behalf, and hope
that he may agtin at some time in the
future find that the pressure of his
own personal business may lessen suf¬
ficiently to permit him to again assume
the office of President of Allied
States Association, and be it further
resolved, that a copy of this resolu¬
tion be sent to Jack Kirsch, a copy
given to the press, and a copy spread
upon the minutes of the Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania.
Out-Of-Town Visitors: John Perry,
Ritz, Belle Vernon, Pa. ; Dr. Louis H.
Urling, Brighton, New Brighton, Pa.;
Ralph M. Felton, Spotlight 88 DriveIn, New Brighton, Pa., Steve Rodnak,
Lehigh and Oaks, Oakmont, Pa.; Johnny
Wincek and Albert Tate, Highway 51
Drive-In, Patterson Heights, Pa. ; Andy
Biordi, Majestic, Ellwood City, Pa.;
Joe Murdock, Warner, Morgantown, W.
Va., and Joe Kosco, Rockway, Rockway,
Pa.
Ed Levin, West Virginia salesman for
National Screen Service, was back in
this territory after returning from a
business trip to Indianapolis.
Variety Club Notes: The hosts for
the weekly Family Night on May 14 were
the members of the three Pittsburgh
newspapers, drama critics, cameramen,
etc.
On May 10, the Urban Room of the
Hotel William Penn was the scene of a
very fine expression of good wishes
for an individual and the high level

1:30, “Melody

PITTSBURGH
RKO (1809-13 Blvd. of Allies)
June 14, 2:00,
“Melody
Time”.
of distributor-exhibitor relationship
which exists in the Pittsburgh terri¬
tory. The occasion was the testimonial
dinner to “Dinty” Moore, former Warner
branch manager, who was promoted to
the position of district manager of
the Boston off ice, covering the AlbanyBuffalo-Boston territory. Some 280
exhibitors, home office representa¬
tives of the various companies, clergy¬
men, and well-wishers attended to make
this the largest testimonial dinner
in recent years. Judge Benjamin Lenchnew, presiding judge, Allegheny County
Court, in which Pittsburgh is located,
was the toastmaster, and he started
off the proceedings by introducing
James B. "Jimmy” Clark, pioneer show¬
man, formerly of the Rowland and Clark
Theatres. The judge then, read a poem
dedicated to Moore from the Gyro Club
members, some of whom were represented
at the dinner. The toastmaster then
introduced the Chief Barker, Variety
Club, Tent 1, Sam Fineberg, who ex¬
tended the club’s official wishes for
continued success as well as a few
personal remarks concerning early
salesmanship days. Next followed a
short speech by Morris Finkel, presi¬
dent, Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Pennsylvania. Many
of the visiting home office executives
were asked to take a bow, among them
Ray Moon, eastern division manager,
20th Century-Fox; Norman Moray, vicepresident, Warners; Jules Lapidus,
Warners’ division manager, and Ed
Hinchy, Warners’ playdate division.
Chuck Higgs, eastern governor, Pitts¬
burgh Gyro Club, District 1, then arose to extend the best wishes on be¬
half of all 5000 members of the Gyro
Club Internationals. A slight commo¬
tion arose at this point. When the
hubbub had calmed down, it was dis¬
covered that Vince Barnett, the na¬
tionally famous “ribber”, had demanded
the floor as an exhibitor from the
town of Republic, Pa. in order to be¬
rate all the assembled big shots from
Warners, and to give a few good laughs
at their discomfiture. The main speaker
of the evening was next introduced,
Andy Bernard, managing editor. The
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, who gave many
illuminating remarks about his tour of
Russia. The closing speaker of the
evening was M.A. “Moe” Silver, zone
manager, Warner Theatres, Pittsburgh
district, and after a very nice talk
May 26,
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on friendly relations between distri¬
butors and exhibitors, he presented
Moore with a sterling silver tea set
as a farewell gift from all his many
friends who had attended. In accepting,
Moore publicly thanked all his sales¬
men and other former employes for the
fine support which they had given him
in the past. It was a very nice affair,
a fitting tribute to a fine fellow who
already has won the hearts as well as
the respect of all.
The Film Row Employes Bowling League,
which recently completed the season,
held its annual bowling banquet at the
Fort Pitt Hotel. Joe Hanna
was the
master of ceremonies, and distributed
the prizes, after which dancing and a
good time was had.
The mother of Johnny Navoney, Para¬
mount booker, recently passed away.
Mrs. Navoney was laid out in Spratt
Funeral Home, New Brighton, Pa....The
son of the Manor manager, Bill Blowitz,
who is head of publicity for the En¬
terprise Studios, Hollywood, was a
recent visitor to his parents’ home.

he arrived at the Chicago airport to
meet his parents, who arrived from
Greece. Mailers hadn’t seen his parents
in 40 years, and after the usual tears
and laughter they came here, where
they will remain one year.
HARTFORD

Theodor Megaarden, who operated the
Casino last summer with all comedy
pictures, organized the Lazy K Ranch
Donkey Baseball..
Carroll L. Puciato and James B.
Harris, assistants to Budd Rogers,
Realart vice-president in charge of
sales and distributions, spenta time
with Bert Stearn and various exhibi¬
tors planning the release of Realart's
1948-49 program.
The University of Pittsburgh has
added several new courses in motion
pictures to the offerings of the Speech
Department. The courses will treat
with the medium’s social and esthetic
aspects, and show how motion picture
techniques can be applied to television.

STATES

CITY

The Hartford held its formal opening.
It is operated by Mat Scheidler, whc)
also operates the local Orpheum and
Jefferson, and the Main, Dunkirk, Ind.
The new house is equipped with the
latest booth, and air-conditioning
equipment, carpets, and every modern
convenience. Scheidler is connected
with Affiliated Theatres, Inc., hand¬
ling the buying and booking for the
houses.
LADOGA
Joseph W. Goldberg, Popular pictures,
on a routine call on Mary Creekbaum,
American, found an award being con¬
ducted from the stage.
MONROE

Altec Lansing's “Voice of the Thea¬
tre” loudspeaker systems have been
purchased by the following theatres in
the state: Rankin, Bridgeville; Harris
Northside, here; Harris-DuBois, DuBois,
and Northside and Harris South Hills,
here.
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CITY

Verne Jenkins acquired the Monroe
N EWBURY
Jane Creshaw, Princess, installed
new booth and sound equipment.
PLYMOUTH
Fred Wagoner recently resigned as
Paramount salesman in the territory to
operate the Rees. George Devine suc¬
ceeded.
POSEYV ILLE
Sam Goodwin, local Marion and the
Strand, New Harmony, Ind., returned
from a trip to Arkansas.
SH ERI DAN
Mrs. Hilda Long, Hippodrome, was
confined to her home with an infected
throat.
SPEEDWAY
Mrs. Harvey Orr, Speedway, returned
from a short vacation and rest.

Indiana

TELL CITY

CROYDON

The opening of the William Tell has
been tentatively set for betweep
June 1-7. The new enterprise will be
under the direction of Silver Raley.

Mrs. May, mother of Gilbert May,
Dream, left to visit her daughter in
California.

TERRE
EVANS V I LLE
Graulich and Purtel, businessmen,
are building a new 400-car Open-Air on
highway 41, just outside this city.
The formal opening is scheduled for
July 1.... Harry Kornblum, Rosedale,
confined at home by illness, was on
the mend. As soon as his health per¬
mits, he goes south to recuperate.

HAUTE

The Lyceum was sold to TheodoreParvu,
WAR REN
James Stucky, Warren, visited his
son recently at Montezuma, Ind., in
the interests of business.

Kentucky
BROWNS V I LLE

FT.

WAYNE

Pete Mailers, head, Mailers Circuit,
had a strange feeling recently when
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The new 218-seat Lindsay was opened
by George W. Lindsay, who will operate,
and do the buying for the house.
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CAMPBELLSV I LLE
Paul Sanders, head, Sanders Theatres,
returned from a stay in Washington.
During his absence, Louis Phumphery,
his general manager, assumed respon¬
sibility.
CONEYVILLE
The new Mary-Jane, built by the
Allen brothers, opened.
HODGENVILLE
A birthday theatre party was schedule
ed for Bonnie Lee Burks, three-yearold daughter of Mary Anderson Burks,
manager, Lincoln. Theparty was slated
for May 18, to include approximately
one hour of cartoon shorts. Invitations
were sent to all children in the vi¬
cinity, and ice cream and popcorn were
to have been served.
Jack C. Lewis, assistant projection¬
ist, Lincoln, is also an accomplished
musician. He is now heading a radio
program featuring his “Hodgenville
Hotshots”, broadcasting over WCTO,
Campbellsville, Ky. They are on the
air once-a-week for a 15-minuteperiod,
H OP KINSVILLE
M. H. Sparks and Ray Coleman, Strand,
Edmonton, Ky., joined forces in a new
enterprise, the construction of a
drive-in. Present plans call for a
400-car capacity. The location is
three miles out of town.
LA

GRANGE

Mrs. Mary Gibson Griffith, 84, widow
of W.W. Griffith and sister-in-law of
D.W. Griffith, died.
LAWREN CEBU RG
A new Altec speaker system has bee(n
added to the equipment in C.0. Humston’s Lyric. The sale was made by
Falls City Theatre Equipment Company
Louisville, Ky., with installation
handled by Frank Riffle, Altec.
LEX IN GTON
A showman’s dream materialized with
the University of Kentucky SUKY orga¬
nization sponsoring a benefit to end
all benefits, and planning to sell
from 20,000 to 30,000 tickets in ain
effort to raise over $3,000 to help
finance the cost of sending the Uni¬
versity team to the Olympics in July.
No little credit for all this activity
is due Bob Cox, Schine city manager,
and John Hutchins, manager, State,
where the benefit will be held. Other
Lexington Schine men working with Cqx
and Hutchins are Bob Anderson, Bernard
Depa, Woodrow Waters, George Pugh,,
and Bob Dean.

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTfcM

INC

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA
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LORETTA
C.C. Sims is building anew drive-in
at Lebanon, Ky.
LOUISVILLE
Screenings for record dealers in
connection with the special "Bill and
Coo” Mercury record albun highlighted
the recent campaign put on for the
Republic novelty feature of the same
name at the Strand, and netted many
valuable window tieups.
New air-conditioning equipment is
now in operation in the Shelby ancj
Capitol, Parkview Amusement Company
houses, managed by H. S. Davidson. ...
After an absence of several weeks
making sound installations in various
sections. Prank Riffle, field manager,
Altec Service Corporation, returned
....Jake Mitchell, sales manager,
LaVezzi Machine Company, Chicago, who
claims to be one of the oldest travel¬
ing theatre equipment salesmen in the
country, spent several days at the
Palls City Theatre Equipment Company
....In town was J.E. Huckleberry,
Motiograph Projector Company. ... Dress¬
ing up for summer, the Fourth Avenue
Amusement’s Strand had a complete re¬
painting and redecoration of front
and marquee.
Out-of-town visitors included: A. 0.
Perkins, Lynn, Woodbourne, Ky.; C.O.
Humston, Lyric, Lawrenceburg, Ky.;
Morris Smith, Valley, Taylorsville,
Ky.: M.H. Sparks and Ray Coleman,
Strand, Edmonton, Ky. ; Clark Bennett,
Taylorsville, Ky. ; Luther Knifley.
Art, Knifley, Ky., and Lewis Baker,
Star, West Point, Ky.
Gratia Locke, co-owner, Savoy, re¬
turned from an extensive vacation....
Al Boudouris, president, Theatre
Equipment Company, Toledo, 0. , stopped
over enroute to Evansville, Ind.

Ohio
ASHTABULA
Congratulations go to Robert Russell,
Shea Theatres city manager, who is
Celebrating his 25th anniversary with
Shea. Russell began in 1923.
COLUMBUS
Ohio theatremen were asked by P. J.
Wood, secretary, Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, to cooperate with the
mobile trailer unit ballyhooing the
U. S. Security Bond Drive.
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tended by Main Line exhibitors and
business acquaintances. He was pre¬
sented a handsome travelling bag as a
farewell present from his many friends.
Among the state exhibitors who attended
Were the following: Joe and Bob Shapi¬
ro, Mt. Union and Six Mile Run; Gus,
George, and Victor Notopolus, Altoona,
Butler, and Aliquippa; Gus Vavaris,
Strand, Johnstown; Dick Weiser, Sky,
Altoona, and others. Former co-workers
on the Main Line who attended were as
follows: Jack Judd, Columbia; Irving
Jacobs, MGM; Irv Prankel, RKO; Solly
Pearlman, Warners, and CArl Reardon,
Universal-International. All in all,
it was a nice party as the 50 or so
men proclaimed. Kalmenson is now the
City salesman and office manager for
Warners.
Ray Allison, Allison Circuit, re¬
turned from an extended vacation that
took him to the west coast and later
to Miami for the Variety Club conven¬
tion. He says that it will take him at
least three weeks to get rested up.
Abe Eskind, president, “My Home Town
Pictures”, New York City, was recently
in this community filming the town and
its industries, social events, commu¬
nity projects, and daily life with his
camera crew. He is here for a motion
picture, “Altoona My Home Town”, pro¬
moted by the State. Eskind recently
completed a similar assignment at
Johnstown, Pa. , for the Embassy and
at Allentown, Pa., for the Fabian
interests.
Nearly 2,000 retail clerks and sales
persons jammed the Strand to attend
the Security bond rally, in which local
attainment of $2,500,000 goal in bonds
sales before July 10 was urged. A
number of business men spoke to the
employes, after which Ward B. Kreag,
Fabian city manager, had “America The
Beautiful” projected on the screen.
Thomas A. Bello, Jr., manager, Blatt
drive-in, has been getting to have a
regular Monday date with Justice of
the Peace John Rinn, Lakemont, Pa.
Bello has been hailed into Rinn’s of¬
fice on the complaint of the district
attorney to pay a $50 fine and costs
for showing movies on Sunday. Logan
Township, in which the new drive-in is
situated, held no local option vote
for movies last November because there
was no ’theatre in the township.
John D. Day, manager. State, was in¬
stalled as a member of the Altoona
Lions Club.

LAN CA STER

LEE CH BU RG

Pinal judging in the selection of a
world premiere queen for the opening
of “Green Grass of Wyoming” was held
at the Palace. The queen reigned at
the series of community events climax¬
ed by a huge parade and the premiere
on May 25. The film was shown simul¬
taneously Tuesday evening at the Palace
and Broad, both owned by Leo Kessel.

A new drive-in will soon be con¬
structed on Route 66 between here and
Vandergrift, Pa., on the east bank of
the river. William P. McMahon, R. D. 1,
Apollo, Pa., and Harold A. Lee, Kepple
Hill, Vandergrift, are the principals
involved. Lee operates a grocery store.

Pennsylvania
ALTOON A
The Jack Kalmenson testimonial,
held at the Penn Alto, was well at¬

MONESSEN
A new drive-in is under construction
on the outskirts of this community,
and is expected to open some time
after Decoration Day. Operator of the
new outdoor spot is expected to be

Outdoor Theatres Inc., which now has
the Super 30 near Irwin, Pa., and the
Super Castle, New Castle, Pa.
RAMEY
Norman L. Crago dropped the lease at
the Pastime. It was immediately picked
up by Clyde Jones, projectionist,
Notopolous Circuit, Osceola Mills,
Pa. Crago is trying to operate the
theatre on Saturdays only.
SEWA RD
Apparently the 16mm drive-in located
on the edge of this community was
making no plans to reopen.
SHARON
Chuck Shannon, Columbia, recently
resigned to become road manager,
George Bird Majorettes, a girl, music,
and marching organization.
UN I 0NT0WN
The Penn State Amusement Company,
State and Penn, secured a widely known
manager, Joseph Murdock, who has been
with Warners for over 20 years, as the
successor to George Corcoran, who re¬
cently won a well-deserved promotior
to the position of manager in the
Pittsburgh office, Western Pennsylva¬
nia Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Owners. Corcoran, however, while work¬
ing in the Pittsburgh headquarters,
plans to maintain his Uniontown resi¬
dence. Corcoran came to Uniontown on
Oct. 16, 1944, as successor to George
Purcell. Prior to that, he had managed
theatres for Warners both in Pittsburgh
and Parkersburg, W.Va. Corcoran re¬
commended the appointment of Murdock,
known to him for 19 years as a fihe
showman with real ability as a theatre
manager.

West Virginia
CLARKSBURG
Mrs. Jack Marks, wife of the popular
owner and operator, Orpheum, was in
serious condition at the Clarksburg
Hospital.
PARKERSBURG
Nicholas Kefalos, who recently bought
the Palace from E. M. Velas, who has
been associated with the Chris Velas
Circuit, operating out of Bellaire, 0.,
and who also operates the State, Wheel
ing, W. Va., was seeking living quarters
for his family here in order that he
may devote more time to the operation
of his theatre. Since his advent into
the picture business, he has given the
theatre a complete face-lifting by
repainting and decorating the front
and also the interior.
SI STERV I LLE
The Paramount, owned by S.A. Peters,
and managed by Bill Azar, is undergoing
extensive alterations, and will close
down shortly to allow the completion
of a new front, entrances, and lobby
decorations. All the remodeling work
has been done by National Theatre
Supply.
May 26,
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Crosstown
Laura Wells, special publicity repre¬
sentative for Eagle Lion, was in to aid in
the campaign on “Ruthless,” Paramount
and Fenway. Miss Wells, who recently
received liberal radio, syndicate and
daily newspaper space in New York with
her specially designed “Ruthless” parasol
of silver-blue mink covering with match¬
ing tails, worked with Boston newspaper
editors on special features and art lay¬
outs.
Flat rental damages resulting from
a distributor’s reliance on returns from
prior percentage pictures were confirmed
as an additional element of recoverable
damage in suits based on falsified per¬
centage returns by U. S. District Judge
Sweeney in an opinion filed in federal
court in the action brought by Loew’s
against Fred E. Lieberman and the
various exhibiting corporations affiliated
with him. Judge Sweeney’s opinion
adopted and confirmed the reports and
findings of Special Master Phillip A.
Hendrick filed on Feb. 17, in which he
found that Loew’s should be granted
judgment against these defendants for
$26,875. in its action, and Paramount a
judgment for $1725 in its suit.
The
amount awarded to Loew’s included
$13,600 for damages sustained on the
flat rental pictures, the remainder cover¬
ing damages for rentals withheld on
percentage pictures. The Paramount
award covered only percentage rental
damage. Pointing out that, after having
examined the transcript, “the evidence
before the Master amply supports the
Findings and the court therefore adopts
them as its own Findings of Fact”, Judge
Sweeney concluded: “On the basis of the
foregoing, I conclude and rule that the
Master’s reports are to be confirmed,
and that the plaintiffs are entitled to
judgment in each case in the amounts
set forth in the Master’s reports”. Cross
motions by defendants to have the
actions recommitted to the Master were
denied by Judge Sweeney. The judg¬
ments are directed not only against Fred
E. Lieberman individually, on the basis
of the Master’s findings concerning his
knowledge and participation in the
under-reporting, as major stockholder,
president, treasurer, director, and gene¬
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ral manager of each of various defen¬
dant exhibiting corporations involved,
but also against such corporations.
Theatres involved in the findings were
the Tremont, Normandy, and Bijou,
Boston; the Square, Medford, Mass., and
the Uphams Corner, Dorchester, Mass.
The distributor motions to confirm and
the exhibitor motions to recommit were
argued before Judge Sweeney on April
28. Robert W. Meserve, of the Boston law
firm of Nutter, McClennon, and Fish,
and Edward A. Sargoy, of the New York
law firm of Sargoy and Stein, appeared
for the distributors, and Joseph B.
Abrams, Boston, argued for the defen¬
dants.
Several police officers and a lawyer
were appointed by Judge Elias Shamon
in Municipal Court as a board of art
experts to determine which of 1500
seized pictures were beautiful, and which
were just plain obscene. All this came
about after Byrin Vincent Abbott, an
artist, who has a store, admitted to
findings of guilty on charges of posses¬
sing obscene motion picture films. Judge
Shamon imposed a fine of $250 and a
suspended three-month sentence.

Film District
Clayton Eastman, district manager
United Artists, returned from a trip to
New Haven and New York. . . . John J.
Dervin, United Artists branch manager,
was one of three guest speakers at the
B’nai B’rith Sentry Lodge, Brookline,
Mass. Dervin also introduced Dr. Sidney
Farber, Children’s Hospital.
Miss Lise Bourdin arrived for a visit in
connection with the opening of “Arch
of Triumph”. Miss Bourdin now known
as “Miss Arch of Triumph”, was escorted
around town on a tour in all the radio
stations, newspapers, and other places
of contacts made by Joe DiPesa, Jim
Shanahan, and Phil Engel.

As promotion for MGM’s “The Bride
Goes Wild”, manager Bob Portle, Elm
Street, Worcester, Mass., recently had
a bridal couple driven about town in an
appropriately labeled car.
The Eagle Lion sales force recently
trouped to New York for a sales meeting.
Along with the Boston contingent, the
gangs from Buffalo, Philly, Cleveland,
Washington, and New York gathered at
the home office for an eastern sales
meeting.
Rube Pearlman, sales representative
for Edward Small, was in visiting the
Eagle Lion sales force.
In connection with the opening of
“The Smugglers”, Exeter, Joe Mansfield,
Eagle Lion publicist, and Miss Viola
Berlin, managing director, Exeter, ar¬
ranged a tie-up with the public library.
Bookmarks were distributed by the
branch libraries throughout Boston and
vicinity, and special printed cards were
placed on each branch bulletin board.

John Dervin arranged a screening of
“Arch of Triumph” for his salesmen,
bookers, and office manager. . . . Ida
Kessler has the sympathy of the em¬
ployees of United Artists due to the
sudden death of a member of her family.
Herman L. Rifkin was granted a
divorce from his wife, Annette, by Judge
Robert G. Wilson, Jr., in Suffolk Probate
Court, on May 12. The decision followed
an agreement. Mrs. Rifkin withdrew her
contest of the suit, and the decree was
granted. Rifkin was represented by
George R. Farnum and George L. Rabb.
Mrs. Rifkin’s counsel were Michael T.
Prendergast, A. Van Allen Thomason,
and Mary L. Blackstone.

MOVIE HOUR
HYBRID POPCORN

NATIONAL

POPCORN MACHINES
BOXES* SALT • BAGS* SCOOPS

Maine managers of the Graphic Theatres Circuit recently held a victory meeting
in the Belfast office of district manager William W. Johnson, seated, to celebrate
their triumph in an inter-zone contest. Shown above are Angus MacNevin, Jr.,
Dover-Foxcroft; James Moore, Camden; William Muir, Belfast; James Billings,
Ellsworth; Forrest Carmichael, Millinocket, and Robert Alexander, Dexter.
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Ray Feeley, business manager, In¬
dependent Exhibitors of New England,
left on a trip to Denver, to attend a three
day Allied meeting.
Film Classics, Inc., had two first-run
play dates on the following pictures:
“Blond Ice”, RKO Keith’s, and “Money
Madness”, Keith’s Memorial.
Alvin G. Kenney, past commander,
Lieutenant A. Vernon Macaulay The¬
atrical Post, was honored at a dinner
on May 12 at the Myles Standish Hotel.
Kenney and Martha Ferris, New Eng¬
land representative Film Board of Trade
are to be married at the Immaculate
Conception Church on May 29. Following
the ceremony, there will be a reception
at the Macaulay Post.
The people who attended the Inde¬
pendent Exhibitors 20th anniversary
convention showed interest in the booth
displays by many of the equipment and
supply houses and premium companies.
One of these companies was Manley,
Inc., which demonstrated a pop-corn
machine of sparkling beauty and eye
appeal. The Massachusetts Theatre
Equipment Company, operated by Ed¬
ward Comi, had many exhibitors in¬
terested when
he
demonstrated
a
machine known as the Strong Zipper
electric changeover. Many exhibitors at
one of the booths were sampling ice
cream cones passed out by Ho-Maid Ice
Cream Company, which services over
300 New England motion picture houses
with ice cream freezers. National The¬
atre Supply was on hand demonstrating
the new Simplex projection machine,
while Capitol Supply Company dis¬
played many items of interest to New
England exhibitors. Streamlined bicycles
were displayed by the Motion Picture
Theatre Service Company. Joe Cifre,
Inc., was also present with a display of
his own. Over one of his displays a sign
read “This time, I am the exhibitor.”
The Double Kay Nut Shop booth also
displayed two machines.
Harry Gibbs, New Haven, will handle
Masterpiece Pictures for that territory
for Regal, distributor of the product
in New England.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford
Prominent political figures headed by
Connecticut Governor James Shannon,
as well as leaders of society, journalism,
and industry were present at the world
premiere of Columbia’s “The Fuller
Brush Man” at the Bushnell Memorial.
Adele Jergens, who has a featured role
in the film, represented Hollywood at
the opening. The premiere was a charity
opening, with all proceeds going to three
local hospitals. Columbia selected the
Connecticut city for the opening since
it is the home of the Fuller Brush
Company. Nurses having the longest
service records in each of three local
hospitals were guests at the affair, and
preceding the premiere there was a
dinner for the honored guests at the
Hartford Club, sponsored by the Fuller
Brush Company and Alfred C. Fuller,
founder and chairman of the board of
the firm. At the theatre, there was an
introductory program featuring a band
concert and the chorus of the Fuller
Brush Company. Edward J. Hickey,
police commissioner, State of Connecti¬
cut, and chairman of the fund raising
committtee for St. Francis Hospital,
acted as master of ceremonies. The
hospitals were richer by a total of more
than $4,000 as a result of the boxoffice
receipts.

Both the planning and the event itself are featured in the above shots in connec¬
tion with the recent 20th anniversary convention of the Independent Theatre
Exhibitors of New England in Boston. Huddling, prior to the meet, at top, are,
left to right: seated, Walter E. Mitchell, co-chairman; Daniel J. Murphy, presidentchairman; W. L. Bendslev, co-chairman, and standing, Ray Feeley, business manager,
and Arthur Howard, co-chairman. Pictured at the convention banquet in other
photos are, left to right, top to bottom: James Guarino, first vice-president; Hender¬
son M. Richey, MGM public relations head; Michael T. Keleher, Boston Chamber
of Commerce president; Howard, Nate Yamins, national delegate; A. F. Myers,
general counsel; Murphy, Neil Shea, representing Governor Bradford; Bendslev,
Lew Lehr, emcee; Bill Cunningham, columnist and principal speaker; Mitchell,
Thomas J. Hannan, representing Mayor Curley; Bill Ainsworth, national president;
Dave Palfreyman, MPA public relations; Maurice Safner, vice-president; Julian
Rifkin, secretary; Leonard Goldberg, past president, and Trueman Rembusch,
national treasurer.
The State sought to withdraw its
“Feather-bedding” complaint against
the musicians union. On May 11, the
theatre signed a new contract with the
union for next season. In a complaint
filed with the National Labor Relations
Board, the vaudeville-motion picture
house charged the union with attempt¬
ing to force it to hire a standby orchestra
while a “name” band was playing on
the stage. A complaint was issued against
the union by NLRB. A hearing had been
scheduled for May 11 but was cancelled
because the company withdrew its
charges. Under the new contract, a pit
orchestra of six men at all times is
called for whether or not there is a
“name” band. Prior to this, contract

called for eight-man orchestra. NLRB
had not yet acted on theatre motion to
withdraw.
This town had quite a few visitors
for a
change with out-of-towners
including Frank Ramsey, former mana¬
ger, Lenox and Rialto, now in Hollywood
film public relations work; Tito Lazerri,
ex-assistant manager, Poli, Springfield.
Mass.; Mike Picirello, former manager of
a Loew’s New York house; Norman
Levinson, assistant manager, Poli-College, New Haven, and Lou Brown,
advertising-publicity director for the
Poli-New England Theatres.
Bennie Lamo, able assistant to man¬
ager Jim McCarthy, Strand, has been
May 26, 1948
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ill. He’s a patient at the John Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore. In the meantime,
Charlie Atamian is relief. . . . Congrats
go to Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli manager,
and Mrs. Cohen on becoming grand¬
parents for the second time.
Their
daughter-in-law gave birth to a second
baby girl in Waterbury.

Norwich
Architects Creighton and McGuire
received bids from four concerns for the
construction of a Norwich theatre for
the Loew-Poli Circuit.

Wolcott
A group of Connecticut men will erect
a 900 car-capacity drive-in here, with
the opening slated for about July 1,
it’s been learned here. Philip C. Cahill,
Wethersfield,and Louis B. Rogow, Hart¬
ford, are among the associates interested
in the construction of the open airer, to
be situated on Route 69.

The Hartford Theatres Circuit tried
something new on its Saturday morning
kiddie show policy in four neighborhood
spots, with “Uncle” Joe Girand and “Big
Brother” Ed Weston, announcers of
WCCC, appearing on the programs.
Ernie Grecula, the circuit’s assistant
general manager, reported quite a bit
of cooperation on publicity. . . . It’s 24th
wedding anniversary year for the Jack
Simons family. He’s the Center man¬
ager.

MASSACHUSETTS
Gloucester
The Strand has been closed for a
complete renovation job.

Eddie Harrison, former district man¬
ager for E. M. Loew’s, has been named
manager, Sundown Drive-In, near Westfield, Mass. . . . Henry Klaume is new
at the Center.
Harry McWilliams, exploitation direc¬
tor for Columbia, was here in advance of
“The Fuller Brush Man”. . . . Henry L.
Needles,
district
manager,
Warner
Theatres, has been appointed chairman,
city theatres committee, UN Crusade for
Children. He presided at a meeting of
theatre managers. . . . Walter B. Lloyd,
manager, Allyn, was named chairman of
the citywide cleanup contest sponsored
by civic and municipal departmental
supervisors.

New London
Tom Carey, Carey Theatrical Promo¬
tions, planned to start a series of four

NT-S

Lynn

Attending a recent MGM screening in
New Haven were, left to right, top to
bottom; branch manager Harry Rosen¬
blatt; Michael J. Whalen, first Select¬
man, Hamden, Conn.; Howard Johnson,
exhibitor; Rosenblatt, William Sirica,
city clerk, Waterbury; A. M. Schuman,
Hartford; John Sirica, Waterbury, and
Louis Brown, Loew Poli Theatres.
Saturday morning kiddie shows, featur¬
ing Harry Foster Welch as Popeye, at
the Capitol. Martin Branner, cartoonist
of “Winnie Winkle” fame, was to be
guest star. Walter T. Murphy is man¬
ager.

Quick thinking on the part of a 61year-old projectionist on May 14 averted
panic among 500 patrons, including a
large number of children, in the Audi¬
torium when the booth caught fire.
When hot carbon ignited several pieces
of film on the floor of the booth, Edward
Kaloust quickly shut the slide looking
out to the theatre, and started another
projector to continue the showing. While
patrons were unaware the booth was
afire, Kaloust called the manager to
notify the fire department, and at¬
tempted to extinguish the blaze. Firemen
confined the fire to the booth. Kaloust
was treated at the Lynn Hospital for
burns about the hands and wrists.

Worcester
Harold H. Maloney, manager, Loew’s
Poli, helped promote a transcontinental
telephone call to Mickey Rooney in

New England representatives were on hand at the Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany, when
Warners’ sales force recently got together. Attending, were, left to right: G. W.
Horan, Boston; Eddie Catlin, Buffalo; F. D. “Dinty” Moore, district manager,
Boston, Albany, and Buffalo; Jules Lapidus, eastern division manager; Sam Lefkowitz,
New York City district manager; Ray Smith, Albany, and Carl Goe, New Haven.

SAM HORENSTEIN
New England Representative

*.

*

+

Offic* and Showroom.. . . 45 Church St.
Hancock 7419

Boston

In the Heart ol the Film District

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.

This jeep advertising the recent engagement of Eagle Lion’s “T-Men”, Suffolk,
Holyoke, Mass., was parked at various locations around town for three days,
while on opening day it was driven about the city with a loundspeaker announcing
the opening. Manager Paul Kessler, along with EL exploiteer Joe Mansfield, worked
out this stunt.
May 26, 1948
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TRADE SCREENINGS
Boston

RKO
(Uptown)
“Melody Time.’’
New

RKO
(Whitney)
“Melody Time.’’

June

14,

10:30,

14,

10:30,

Haven

June

Hollywood as exploitation for “Summer
Holiday,’’ a Gazette columnist and a
Springfield, Mass., critic being on the
Massachusetts end of the three-way
conversation. . . . John Loughlin, War¬
ner, was a winner in the school’s art
contest.
The police department notified John
Matthews,
manager,
Warner,
that
“Black Narcissus” was banned from all
theatres here despite the fact that the
city censor board approved the picture.
Now theatre men are wondering why the
censor board bothers to function if its
decisions are not going to be accepted
by the police. “Black Narcissus” ori¬
ginally was pulled from the Warner after
one day when the police insisted the
censors must look it over. When that
board passed it, Matthews re-scheduled
it but the police cracked down.

A relentless campaign in Boston for
Columbia’s “Relentless” was highlighted
by a two-horse coach guided around
town by model April Daye. The film re¬
cently played Loew’s State & Orpheum.

For the recent run of Columbia’s “The
Sign of the Ram” in Providence, R. I.,
Edward Reed planted tack cards at
many news stands, one of which is
pictured above.

Universal-International’s “Naked City”
benefitted nicely from several stunts set
by manager Lou Cohen, Loew’s Poli,
Hartford, Conn., for the film’s recent
run. Shown above is one of the 200 street
pole cards which tied in the local
Community Chest campaign.

Sam Shubouf, left, former assistant
manager, Loew’s Poli, Waterbury, Conn.,
was on hand to greet Robert Carney
when he recently took over as manager,
replacing O. Edward Fitzpatrick, who
died. Shubouf succeeded Carney as
manager, Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn.

Seen above, after the recent Boston
premiere of RKO’s “Berlin Express”,
are, left to right: Paul Lukas, Eliot
Norton, Post drama critic; Dorothy
Lamour, and Robert Ryan. Lukas and
Ryan star in the film.

Jules Lapidus, left, Warners’ eastern and
Canadian division sales manager, con¬
gratulates F. D. “Dinty” Moore at recent
installation ceremonies when Moore
took over as eastern district manager,
with Boston headquarters.

VERMONT

stating that “it is a great honor and a
privilege to be enrolled as a member of
the Variety Club International. ... I
shall hasten to take advantage of the
privileges which such membership brings
me. . . .” Dr. Diamond pointed out that
he is technical director of the new
National Blood Program, National Red
Cross. “In a sense it is a compliment
indeed to your organization, since it has
backed my work, that I was chosen for
this large enterprise.”

When Helen Walker was in Waterbury, Conn., recently, she was asked to
give a talk at a public gathering. She did,
and one of the things she made plain
was that she’s a Worcester girl, not
“Waterbury’s own” as she is billed there.
. . . Bob Portle, manager, Elm Street,
was host to two mothers at dinner and
the theatre in observance of Mother’s
Day.
A band concert and the stage
appearance of the Worcester mayor and
the Grafton selectmen helped usher in
“Summer Holiday”, Loew’s Poli. . . . The
Plymouth’s gay, multi-colored marquee
got attention from a columnist, who
wrote, “Color-blind persons never will
know what they’re missing each time
they pass the Plymouth marquee at
night.”
Ned Eisener, Cameo, Uxbridge, Mass.,
is very happy at the decision that gives
Woonsocket houses no clearance over
him. . . . The Nipmuc, Mendon, Mass.,
reopened with a burlesque policy, two
shows nightly. . . . The Boston-Worcester Turnpike past the Shrewsbury,
Mass., drive-in is undergoing major
repairs.
The high school pupils in Milford,
Mass., conducted a benefit show at the
State. . . . Stanley Redmond, manager,
Strand, Southbridge, Mass., hit page one
in his home town with the announce¬
ment that only one unidentified person
objected when he screened “The Iron
Curtain”. . . . Trustees of Burbank Hos¬
pital Fitchburg, Mass., planned to con¬
test the appointment of Dennis O’Brien,
veteran theatre manager, as personnel
director of the hospital.
Bill
Yager,
manager,
Plymouth,
Leominster, Mass., cashed in by booking
“Black Narcissus” right after its ban in
Worcester. . . . The Ringling Circus
sought a permit to play Worcester on
July 1, its first appearance here since the
Hartford catastrophe.
Two young men were fined in Fitch¬
burg, Mass., court after an alleged
assault on a policeman was made follow¬
ing his attempt to quell a disturbance in
the Cumings. . . . Nate Goldberg, mana¬
ger, Plymouth, was looking ahead to good
weather so he can watch his favorite Red
Sox in action.

Winooski
The Strand, operated by George
Valley, has been added to Affiliated
Theatres, Inc., for booking and buying
of film.

VARIETY CLUB
Boston, Tent 23
Louis K. Diamond, M. D., recently
addressed a letter to the local club
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Washington
Last weekend in town was the same as
being in Hollywood or New York. There
were so many stars around it was
reminiscent of Birthday Balls. Yes sir,
the movie personalities are proving
again that you can make your promo¬
tions a successful venture if you have
but one or two stars around. The Wash¬
ington Post had Bing Crosby and Edgar
Bergen here for the Celebrities Gold
Tournament, proceeds from which went
to Tom Clark’s program to combat
juvenile
deliquency.
The
Children’s
Crusade had petite Margaret O’ Brien.
Edward Arnold wrote in to Commis¬
sioner John Russell Young that he
would be unable to attend the annual
convocation exercises of the famous J.
Russell Young School of Expression. For
a good description of this famous school,
see the current PIC article by Fletcher
Kneble, “Stags Along the Potomac”.
“America And Sons, Unlimited”, tworeel short produced by RKO Pathe for
the Chamber Of Commerce of the U. S.,
was premiei’ed at the 36th annual con¬
ference of the Chamber here before
2,000 Chamber and business executives.
The film preceded a speech by Secretary
of State Marshall. Among those who saw
the film were Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Lamont DuPont, Harry Bullis, Harvey
Firestone, Russell Stover, and Charles
E. Wilson. The subject will be distributed
through the more than 2000 C of C’s.
Charles Schlaifer, director of advertis¬
ing and publicity, 20th Century-Fox,
addressed the members of the Advertis¬
ing Club of Washington last week at a
luncheon meeting at the capital’s Statler
Hotel. Taking for his subject the respon¬
sibilities of the advertising man towards
his industry and the public, Schlaifer
discussed the censorship threat which
brought about the revised film adver¬
tising code, and the efforts of the motion
picture industry to establish a continu¬
ing public relations program.
Lovely Anita Colby, Paramount’s good¬
will ambassadress, was feted at a

Connie B. Gay, entertainer; Mrs. Wil¬
liam Clements, favorite patron of the
New, Leonardtown, Md.; entertainer
Clyde Moody, and house lessee Jack
Fruchtman all enjoyed a laugh recently
when Gay and Moody were featured
performers at the theatre.
May 26, 1948
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brillant luncheon recently in the May¬
flower Hotel. Executive assistant to
Paramount’s Henry
Ginsburg,
Miss
Colby is touring more than 50 cities, is
keeping a diary, and will write a story
entitled “Who is Bing Crosby?” when
she has completed her tour. As one
might easily expect, Miss Colby is
interested in “The Emperor Waltz”.
Quite as a trial, Miss Colby was able to
give and take with the local drama and
trade press. While here, she visited the
theatre at Catholic University, and
watched one of Father Gilbert Hai’tke’s
productions. Herself a graduate of a local
high school, Miss Colby was voted the
most likely to succeed. Host at a lunch¬
eon were the local Paramount force
including: Albert C. Benson, Robert H.
Denton, Robert Cunningham, and J.
Maxwell Joice. Also present were: Rev.
Father Hartke, Charles Stofberg, Jay
Carmody,
Harry
MacArthur,
Ernie
Schier, Richard Wolpe, Tom Donnelly,
Mrs. Ruth Crane, Mrs. Mary Senate
George and Gregory Carmichael, Mrs.
Sara Young, Jack Foxe, Gene Ford, and
Harry Lohmeyer.
Motion picture titles registered with
the Title Registration Bureau of the
Motion Picture Association last year
increased 17 percent over the previous
year, according to a report submitted
recently to Eric Johnston, Association
president. Miss Margaret Ann Young,
manager of the Bureau, said in an
annual report that 3,489 titles were
registered last year out of a total of
4,133 submitted. Titles registered in 1946
amounted to 2,978. Of the total sub¬
mitted last year, Miss Young reported,
207 applications were returned because
of their identity with prior registrations,
32 titles were rejected on the grounds of
“moral unsuitability”, and 405 titles were
approved for companies which are not
members of the Motion Picture Associa¬
tion. Miss Young reported that only two
appeals for the decisions of the Titles
Registration Bureau were made to the
Association president, and, in both cases,
the action was upheld. Twenty-six
additional non-member companies made
use of the Bureau in 1947, Miss Young
said, bringing the total of these com¬
panies to 59. Total of member and non¬
member participants was 80. The report
stated that only seven arbitrations were
held last year. This was only a small
fraction of the more than 413 protests
filed during the year because of diffe¬
rences of opinion between companies
regarding priority, “harmful” similarity,
and the like. The controversies which
did not come to arbitration were settled
by negotiations between the companies
concerned.
Margaret O’Brien, MGM star, made
several appearances here in behalf of
the United Nations Appeal for Children
and for the benefit of children’s hospi¬
tals. She appeared first at Columbia
Country Club with Bing Crosby and
Edgar Bergen for a golf tournament,
and then went to the Meadowbrook
Country Club horse show, where she
presented a ribbon to one of the winners.
This was followed by a party in her
honor at the United Nations Club given
by children of diplomats representing
26 foreign countries. Later, she appeared
at the Sylvan in the Washington
Monument grounds in the “I Am An
American Day” program. She also at¬
tended a luncheon in honor of Mrs.
Fred M. Vinson, wife of the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court.
Vacationing in Bermuda were the po¬
pular Phil and Mrs. Lustine. . . . Down to
Solomon’s Island, Md„ for a recent trip
were Carter Barron, Charles Stofberg,
and Jack Foxe, who can state the fish

The Emergency Hospital Dental Clinic
in Washington, furnished by Variety
Club, Tent 11, was recently dedicated at
impressive ceremonies. Top photo shows
welfare chairman Fred Kogod, right,
unveiling the Variety plaque as Chief
Barker Frank Boucher looks on, while in
the center shot Kogod presents a check
to James Caposella, Hospital adminis¬
trator, in behalf of the clinic. Watching
the presentation are, left to right:
George A. Crouch, Eugene Kramer,
Boucher, Dr. Edward Cafritz, and Dr.
Chason, Dental Clinic. Dr. Chason’s
first patient in the bottom shot is
Michael Hawfield, three, with everything
apparently under control.
are just not there yet. . . . The trade
mourned the passing of Oscar Blumenthal last week. The former manager for
Universal passed away on the golf course.
. . . Brentwood Village, which houses a
goodly number of Film Row workers, is
before the Rent Commission for a raise
in rents.
At UA: Disti’ict manager Mark Silver
spent some time in Philadelphia confer¬
ring with branch manager Salem Applegate. . . . Jim Mooney, auditor, was
visiting the local exchange. . . . Branch
manager Jerry Price spent a day visit¬
ing Baltimore accounts. . . . Margaret
Landgi'af, inspectress, was back at work
after a trip. . . . Jean Drill, sec to the
bi'anch manager, is back at her desk
after a weekend trip to Pittsburgh.
Russell Holland, Paramount executive,
was guest at the J. Russell Young School
of Expression party, as were gi'aduates
Carter Barron, Gene Ford, Gene Archer,
Charles Stofberg, George Dorsey, Charles
Mack, Bob Denton, Hugo Johnson, and
Tony Muto.
Preliminary
statistics
show
that
expoi’ts of motion picture film and
equipment during the first quai'ter of
1948 were at about the same level as
exports for the corresponding period of
1947, Nathan D. Golden, chief, Motion
Picture-Photographic Branch, DepartWASHINGTON
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ment of Commerce, announced. Export
shipments of unexposed motion picture
films i raw stock) declined somewhat
to 110,492,683 linear feet in the first
quarter of 1948. compared to 130,274,333
linear feet in the same period of 1947,
while exports of exposed motion picture
feature films totalled 74,093,423 linear
feet during January-March 1948, about
the same level as first quarter 1947
exports of 77,540,641 linear feet. Exports
of motion picture equipment, including
cameras, projectors, sound equipment,
arc lamps, and screens, show very little
change at $3,791,923 during the first
quarter of 1948 compared with $3,357,792
for the first quarter of 1947. Exports of
8 mm. and 16 mm. cameras and pro¬
jectors continued at a high level.
Metro Highlights: Big event was the
visit of little Margaret O’Brien to the
exchange. She had been in town for the
launching of the “Children’s Crusade”
program on the Washington Monument
Grounds. . . . Division chief ‘Dolph
Berger recently returned from an exten¬
sive tour of the division with stops at
Dallas, New Orleans, Charlotte, and
Atlanta. . . . Harry Cohen, former sales¬
man, who had been ailing, is back on his
feet again, and stopped by the office. . . .
J. C. Browne, Metro News, was hospi¬
talized locally. . . . Max Stepkin is now
with the contract department. . . .
Branch manager Jerry Adams, on the
occasion of the arrival recently of the
new Adams youngster, played host
to the gang at the office with ice cream,
cake, and cigars. ... On the expected list
here was Alan F. Cummings, home office.
Screen Guild: Added to the staff
recently was Ralph DeBurgos, who
moved over from Film Classics. . . . Ross
Wheeler, branch manager, made the
trip down to Norfolk and Portsmouth,
Va., for chats with the exhibitors. . . .
Visiting the office were exhibitors Joe
Walderman, Wilbur Brisendine, and Lee,
from Baltimore; J. B. Smith, Port
Deposit, Md.; Henry Sauber, Cameo,
Baltimore, and Lou Bress, Lenox, Nor¬
folk, Va.
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Cecil B. DeMille’s recent visit to Washington was highlighted by an elaborate
luncheon attended by prominent localites in and out of the industry as guests
of Paramount. DeMille is seated in the center, facing the camera. Among those
at the affair were: Dick Coe, Tom Donnelly, Harry MacArthur, Ernie Schier, Max
Joice, Bob Denton, A1 Benson. Paramount, Charles Stofberg, The Exhibitor,
and Ben Washer, Paramount exploiteer.

When Paramount’s Anita Colby was in Washington recently, she was greeted
at a luncheon attended by drama critics, members of the trade press, and key
exhibitors. Miss Colby is at the head of the table, while some of the others on
hand are Father Gilbert Hartke, Charles Stofberg, Gene Ford, Loew’s Theatres,
and Harry Lohmeyer, Warners.

At Film Classics: Branch manager
Max Cohen made the trip to Baltimore.
. . . Ralph Dunning joined the staff. . . .
Jerry Lubin, home office auditor, was in.
Latest standings in the current Mono¬
gram billing drive as announced by
President Steve Broidy, and including
the sixth week, had the local branch
among the leading six exchanges.
—C. S.

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Laura Wells, special Eagle Lion home
office publicity representative, was in
last week to set promotion activities for
the future local premiere of “Ruthless”.
The Biddle opens to the public on
May 28, operated by Samuel Schwartz
and partners. This is a newly built the¬
atre with 460 seats. J. F. Dusman and
Sons equipped it.
Louis Azrael pointed out to the reading
public in his column in The News-Post
that while the law says no public garage
or filling station may be built within 300
feet of any theatre, it does not say that
any theatre cannot be built next door,
to any filling station or garage. . . .
Dorothy Lamour, her husband, and son
were in. . . . The Fremont has been sub¬
leased to Robert R. Lee, who manages
the Eden, and who was an operator at
the Fremont when it was first opened.
His partner is Randolph Tucker, who will
be manager.
Arthur B. Price opened his Gwynn

Chatting at a recent Baltimore press reception for MGM star Marshall Thompson
are, left to right: William S. Lyon, Metro studio publicity department; Ralph P.
Reppert, Sunday Sun feature writer; Thompson, and Henry L. Sholly, Wilmington,
Del., correspondent for THE EXHIBITOR.
Oak Park.. .. Lauritz Garman, president,
MPTO of Maryland, Inc., and Mayer
Leventhal, director of that organization
and of Allied as well as eastern regional
vice-president, attended the Denver
Allied board Meeting.
J. Alan Fledderman, long associated
with the public and business life of
Baltimore in many capacities, and one¬
time treasurer, Metropolitan Theatre
Company, died at the age of 80. Sincere
sympathy is extended to his family.
A Reception was given to Anita Colby
at the Variety Club when she visited.
. . . Harry Welch, Mayfair publicity, ar¬
ranged a tie-up contest with The NewsPost for “The Enchanted Valley.”
—Jacques Shellman

Cumberland
Miss Gladys Troshak, 20-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wertz,
was the winner in “The Road To
Hollywood” screen contest, sponsored by
Screen Guild and the National Guard
unit, recently held at the State Armory.
Miss Troshak competes later in regional
finals in the nation-wide contest.
The Liberty is steadily moving forward
with regular Wednesday “Discovery
Nights.”

Leonardtown
Jack Fruchtman, New, stated that this
theatre will not play any more stage
shows for a good while as he feels the
public is fed up with this type of
May 26, 1948
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KEY CITY

Baltimore, Md. (16)—New, “The Iron
Curtain” (20th-Fox) ; Mayfair, “The
Enchanted Valley” (EL); Keith’s, “All
My Sons” (U-I) ; Times and Roslyn
“Madonna Of The Desert”
(Rep.),
“Little Tough Guys In Society” (Inde.);
Hippodrome, “The Mating of Millie”
(Col.) ; Stanley, “The Fighting 69th”
(WB); Town, “Fort Apache” (RKO);
Century, “Duel In The Sun” (SRO).

entertainment. . . . Joe Ramos is the
new aide at the New. . . . Ann Camalier
and Cecelia Holly, New, both are sport¬
ing that “new look”. . . . John Norris,
New maintenance man, and his wife,
Edna, are proud of their three-monthsold baby, John, Jr. . . . New manager
Ray Trumbule, his wife, and son have
returned from their short vacation
visiting Mrs. Trumbule’s parents in
Keyser, W. Va. . . . The New’s cooling
system is working okeh. ... St. Mary’s
recently played the Radio Gang from
WWVA in person. . . . Scott Clements is
the new aide at St Mary’s.

President Truman was greeted recently back stage in Washington’s Constitution
Hall at the Variety Club’s charity concert which featured Sigmund Romberg’s
symphony orchestra. In the group here are: Chief Barker Frank Boucher, welfare
chairman Fred Kogod, Truman, Romberg, and Wade Pearson and Jack Foxe.

Lexington Park
Jack Fruchtman, lessee, New, Leonardtown, reports that excellent pro¬
gress is being made despite the rainy
season on the new $250,000 theatre he
is building here. The foundation is laid,
and things will be ready for an Aug. 1
opening. The new house’s interior will
be most modern in design, with only
the latest in theatre decoration and
design utilized.

Solomon's Island
The D. and L. will lend its facilities
and stage on May 28-29 to the teen-age
group what sponsored “The Bargain
Bride” for a benefit performance. This
theatre also featured a live talent stage
show recently when Stoney Cooper and
his Clinch Mountain Boys appeared.

Waldorf
Waldorf played another live talent
show recently, Stoney Cooper and his
Clinch Mountain Boys and troupe.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk
Evelyn Vanderberry, Wells, is recover¬
ing from a recent illness. . . . Gladys
Dashiell motored to Baltimore to visit
friends. . . . Swift Nelms joined the staff

Gene Autry’s recent personal appearance at the Hippodrome, Baltimore, in connection
with Columbia’s “The Strawberry Roan”, Autry starrer, drew tremendous crowds,
with this scene a sample of the daily business which greeted the western star’s in
person performances.
of the Roxy as assistant manager. . . .
Mrs. Lucille Wilson is a new Roxy aide.
. . . The Colonial also has a new aide,
Catherine Redies, a Carolina lass.

Richmond
Albert Bernstein arrived in town from
Staten Island, N. Y. to look after pre¬
liminary arrangements for the opening
of the new Bellwood Drive-in. He had
been up on Staten Island for a couple of
months helping out with the opening of
the new Fabian Drive-in. Floyd Stawls,
Fabian local publicity manager, was
busy lining up publicity for the new
drive-in, owned jointly by Fabian and
Neighborhood.
Glenn Norris, Washington branch
manager, 20th. Century-Fox, was here

conferring with Sam Bendheim, Jr.,
general manager, Neighborhood The¬
atre, Inc. Other film boys included:
Jerry Murphy, 20th-Fox; Eddie Martin.
Republic; Sydney Sugarman, Columbia;
Fred Rohrs, PRC; Curtis Hildebrand.
RKO; Fred Beiersdorf, Warners and
Equity’s S. Pike. . . . Abner Long, Westhampton, had his first weekend off in
months, and went to see his daughter,
Faye, dance in the “Frylics”, Mosque.
Arthur B. Holmes, Colonial, started
off the vacation season by taking his two
weeks and going to the mountains.
Herbert Layne substituted. ... A special
screening of “The Iron Curtain” was
held at John Zenner’s Westhampton.
with local critics and specially invited
guests attending. . . . Lou Golding and
Joe Eagan were here, and went to the
Bellwood Drive-In for the testing of
sound and sight. Others who drove out
included A. Frank O’Brien, city mana¬
ger, Fabian; Floyd Stawls, Bill Attmore,
Arlington Brooks, and Leroy Ford. . . .
Stafford Price, Capitol, and Otis Bugg,
National, attended the Roanoke meeting
of the AFL.
Governor Tuck and Mrs. Tuck were
guests of Ober Boyd at the Capitol for
the showing of “Louisiana”. . . . Jerry
Joyner, Westhampton staff, installed a
whistle on his new car. Maybe he should

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

The trio above is made up of Lonzo,
Robert Lunt, manager, and Oscar, all
members of a troupe which recently
entertained patrons at the New, Leonardtown, Md.
May 26, 1948
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Inspecting a Thor washing machine
which was recently given away at the
New, Leonardtown, Md., are lessee Jack
Fruchtman, left, and manager Ray
Trumbule.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
RKO (306 H. N. W.) June 14, 2:00,
“Melody Time.”

by the Virginia Literary Society. . . . The
State is going to have a new front and
marquee.
—S. T.

WEST VIRGINIA
Keyser
The Keyser featured in a freak acci¬
dent when
a runaway automobile
crashed over a curb, sheering off a park¬
ing meter, tearing down a fence, and
finally coming to a stop against corner
of the theatre.

Rowlesburg
Leonard H. Tasker, projectionist, New
Rowlesburg, has been coming to Keyser,
W. Va., frequently to visit his ill father.
. . . Rowlesburg’s only theatre, managed
by Bob Wilson, held a number of Satur¬
day matinees without success.

When Mrs. Grace Fisher, who used to
operate the Fisher Circuit, Cumberland,
Md., before leasing it to the Allegany
Theatre
Corporation
of
Maryland,
recently visited the Equity Film Ex¬
change, Astor’s Washington outlet, to
sign Sunset Carson contracts, she found
the western spirit very much in evidence.
Wearing the 10-gallon hats are Cliff
Jarrett, left, and Sampson Pike. Ap¬
parently no six-guns were necessary to
induce Mrs. Fisher to sign.

VARIETY CLUB
Washington, Tent 11

A special press showing of MGM’s
"State of the Union” was recently held
in Washington with both industry and
government toppers among the im¬
portant personages attending. In the
top photo, Variety Club Chief Barker
Frank Boucher and his wife arrive,
greeted by two hostesses, while the film’s
director, Frank Capra, talks to the local
press in the center shot. Posing in the
bottom picture are princesses of the
Cherry Blossom Festival, who acted as
an informal reception committee for
President Truman and his daughter
Margaret who attended the Capitol
screening.
get a patent on it. . . . John Reid,
veteran employee, Westhampton, was
sick. . . . John Zenner reports that most
of his staff are leaving him next month,
including Jack Sanders, Donald Sheap,
and Walter Duval. . . . Little Patricia
Culley, daughter of Gordon Culley,
Bellevue manager, had her tonsils
removed at Johnson-Willis Hospital. . . .
Fred Mills, Bellevue staff, went fishing
in Herring Creek, and came back with 37
big perch. . . . William Frank replaced
Jessie Gilley at the Bellevue. . . . Another
addition to the Bellevue staff, Meredith
Jennings, lost his father. . . . Sam Pulli¬
am, Grand manager, has moved into
his new home in Maymont Terrace, and
found out that one of his neighbors was
George Crozier, Brookland.
The cool and rainy weather hasn’t
been of much help to the drive-ins in
the area, but it is expected that when the
weather breaks the season will take a
turn for the better. . . . The discussion
still continues on the possible effects
of the U. S. Supreme Court decision in
the industry case.
Manager Allen Brown, Brookland, has
had a lot of sickness among his staff,
including Bernard McRae, Sally Fent¬
ress, and Thelma Carmine. . . . Nancy
Huddlemayer, daughter of Al, Bellevue,
won first prize in an essay contest held

With practically every hospital in
Washington having benefited from the
more than $195,000 contributed to
Washington institutions by the Variety
Club since 1935, the latest recipient is
Emergency Hospital with a dental clinic
costing close to $5,000. Dedication was
made on May 10 at 10:30 a. m. at the
hospital. The new Dental Clinic, com¬
plete in every detail, is for the use of
indigent patients only, which number
about 1000 monthly. The clinic operates
on a 24-hour daily schedule, to care for
all emergencies, and is under the direc¬
tion of Dr. Harold Krogh and six other
practicing dental surgeons, who consti¬
tute the staff of the dental department.
The service of the clinic is so complete
as to include oral surgery and even the
furnishing of dentures. Attending and
officiating at the dedication were Samuel
K. Kauffman, president, Emergency
Hospital; James G. Capossela, adminis¬
trator; Frank Boucher, Chief Barker,
Variety Club; Fred Kogod, chairman,
Variety Club welfare committee, and Dr.
Edward A. Cafritz, a member of the
welfare committee and active in the ar¬
rangements. Other dental clinics contri¬
buted by the Variety Club, and now in
operation are located in Children’s
Hospital,
Providence
Hospital,
and
Columbia Hospital. All were installed in
1941. A dental X-ray machine was
furnished to Episcopal Eye Ear and
Throat Hospital in 1942. This latest
Variety Club contribution is only one of
many made to local institutions. Re¬
cently, the club donated $31,200 to the
Children’s Hospital Building Fund, and
substantial donations have been made to
local boys.
President Harry S. Truman and his
family were guests of the Variety Club
at the Sigmund Romberg Concert on
May 11 for the benefit of the welfare
fund. . . . New members are Charles
deLozier, Television
Sales, National
Broadcasting Company; Isaac T. Cohen,
Alvin Miller and Sidney Wolfe, I. T.
Cohen Advertising Agency, specializing
in television, and Lou Berlin, manager,
Morgan Baer’s Music.
The Variety Club of Baltimore gin
rummy experts were guests at dinner,
followed by a gin rummy tournament.
Later, Tent 11 journeyed to Baltimore.

It’s been a long time since Washington
witnessed such a gala premiere as the
one recently afforded MGM’s “The
Search”, new Fifteenth Street Play¬
house, with all the proceeds going to
the National Symphony Orchestra sus¬
taining fund. Here Margaret Truman
receives a floral presentation during the
elaborate ceremonies, after she threw
the switch opening the theatre curtain.

The intriguing qualities of bread, especi¬
ally when given away free, resulted in
some nice promotion recently for United
Artists
“Intrigue”,
Loew’s
Century,
Baltimore, with this lobby stand the
result of a clever tieup with a local
baking company.
Mrs. Fred Vinson, wife of the Chief
Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court, was
guest mother at the Variety Club annual
luncheon on May 17, sponsored by the
associate members.
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CROSSTOWN
A United Jewish Appeal rally at
Columbia’s home office last fortnight
was addressed by Si Fabian, Fabian
Circuit; Jack Cohn, Columbia vicepresident, and S. Cherr, Young and
Rubicam vice-prexy. Fabian is metro¬
politan chairman, amusement division,
which is aiming for $2,500,000.
The Warner, formerly the Hollywood,
was closed by Warner Theatres last
fortnight following the run of “Win¬
ter Meeting”.
The RKO Theatres “Stunt of the
Month” showmanship awards for April
were recently won by Myron Feltheimer,
manager, RKO Shore Road, Brooklyn,
and George Maxwell, RKO Keith’s,
Syracuse. Sol A. Schwartz, vicepresident and general manager, RKO
Theatres, presented both with checks
for $25 and RKO Theatres’ Showmanship
Certificates for suggesting and per¬
forming the most unusual theatre
activity during the month.
U-I and the Criterion featured two
special local radio promotions re¬
cently for the opening of “All My
Sons”, and also used television to
help the promotion. Jimmy Jemail,
inquiring photographer, did a special
broadcast from the lobby on opening
night asking patrons about plans they
were making for their sons’ future,
WHN carrying the broadcast. Earlier,
Jim 0’ Brien, WMCA’ S “Man on the
Streets” reporter, interviewed a U-I
representative on a press agent’s
approach to a motion picture. The
Criterion awarded merchandise prizes
to writers of the best letters to
Burt Lancaster telling why they were
Lancaster fans. The theatre also dis¬
tributed packages of Edward G. Robin¬
son’ s special brand of pipe tobacco
to the first 1,000 pipe smokers who
attended the premiere. U-I and the
Criterion also arranged an “All My
Sons” fashion show for boys. Fifteen
dramatic schools, representing 3,000
drama students, helped promote the
film following a special screening for
the deans.
Michael Havas, recently appointed
supervisor of Latin America for RKO,
left last week to take up his new
duties. Havas, will headquarter in
Buenos Aires.... Samuel N. Burger,
sales manager, Loew's International
Corporation, and David Lewis, regional
director of Continental Europe, North
Africa and the Middle East, returned
from Paris last week.
Rosano Brazzi noted Italian actor,
arrived last week from Italy enroute
to Hollywood. He will immediately
begin work on his first American
picture for David 0. Selznicb...
May 26,
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Attending a recent special screening of MGM's "State of the Union, " Delaware,
Albany, were, left to right: assistant MGM eastern division manager Herman L.
Ripps, Mrs. Forest Willis, Forest Willis, whose name is used in the film and
branch manager Jack Goldberg. The film opened simultaneously in every state.

E.Z. Walters, Altec Service Comptrol¬
ler, arrived last week from the coast
.... Edwin Knopf, MGM producer'. Spencer
Tracy, and Howard Strickling, studio
publicity chief, arrived last week
from the coast, and sailed for Eng¬
land to start work on “Edward, My
Son”.... Jesse Kay, representative for
MGM records at the Culver City stu¬
dios, left for the coast last week
....Jeanne Cagney reigned last week
as ‘Queen’ of the military ball of
Rutgers University at the invitation
of Scabbard and Blade, the under¬
graduate honorary military society.
She returned here to be on hand for
the premiere of the UA film “The Time
Of Your Life’-, Mayfair.
The home office personnel of Film
Classics recently held a luncheon
party for President Joseph Bernard
in celebration of his 59th birthday.
Department heads, led by B.G. Kranze,
vice-president and general sales man¬
ager, extended felicitations.... Karl
Herzog, vice-president, Cinecolor
Corporation, left by plane for Holly¬
wood last week to review new Cinecolor commitments.
Bernard J. Gates, Monogram Inter¬
national’ s Latin American supervisor,
left last week for Havana and Latin
America.... William E. Osborne, Mono¬
gram International’s far eastern and
near eastern representative, left
last week for his home town, Memphis,
for a vacation....Mme. Raymonde Audibert, director, Pathe Journal, sub¬
sidiary of Pathe Cinema, arrived last
weeK to confer with production as¬
sociates of Warner-Pathe News and
Pathe News of London....Adele Jergens,
Columbia star, arrived last week....
George “Gabby” Hayes and wife were in
town recently to celebrate their 34th
wedding anniversary.
Theodor Megaarden, who operated the
Casino, Pittsburgh, last summer with
all comedy pictures, has organized
the Lazy K Ranch Donkey Baseball, and
opened the season last week at Inwood,
L.I. The unit carries complete flood
lighting system, thousands of feet of
canvas to enclose open fields, 13
trained donkeys, and moves with two
trucks and a sound car. Games will be
under sponsorship, with local players
riding the burros....Mrs. Anna Linder,
wife of Ed Linder, treasurer, Winter
Garden , recently underwent a nasal
operation at Manhattan General Hos¬

pital, and is now recuperating at
home. She was payroll master at the
theatre.
SOPEG presented “The Male Animal”
at the Hudston Guild on May 22-23.
The cast was headed by Martin Newman,
Helen Grabow, Joe De Luise, Thelma
Gelfand, Gene Singer, Buddy Picone,
Muriel Neufeld, Betsy Ann Katzin, and
Jean Barbalat.
Directors of the Will Rogers Memor¬
ial Fund and a group of industry
leaders were guests ofG.S. Eyssell,
president-managing director, Radio
City Music Hall, at a luncheon held
recently in the theatre’s studio. New
plans for financing the industry’s
Lake Saranac hospital were discussed.
George Cukor, MGM director, last
week tentatively delayed his depart¬
ure for England. ... M. L. Simons, as¬
sistant to H. M. Richey, returned last
week from a southwestern trip.... For
“Whispering City”, Gotham, Eagle Lion
held a “Match the name with the place”
contest. Patrons desiring to enter
che contest had to identify the pic¬
tures of famous landmarks displayed
in the theatre lobby, and send their
list along with a letter of 25 words
or less beginning with the phrase, “I
would like a weekend in the ‘Whisper¬
ing City’ because....”. Prize i-s a
Decoration Day weekend for two with
all expenses paid at the Hotel Frontenac, Quebec, Canada.
Howard Dietz, vice-president and
director of MGM advertising, publi¬
city, and exploitation, was the prin¬
cipal speaker at the Motion Picture
Luncheon of the Advertising Women of
New York at the Hotel Astor recently
....Barbara Anne Aaron, daughter of
MGM’s assistant sales manager, Edwin
W. Aaron, will marry Herbert S. Nusbaum on June 20 at Riverdale Temple,
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Riverdale-on-the-Hudson The bride
is a member of Eagle Lion’s home of¬
fice publicity department, while Nusbaum, formerly associated with MGM’s
home office legal department, is now
a Hollywood attorney.

TRADE SCREENINGS
Albany
RKO (Grand) June 14,
Time”

Berle Adams, producer of Louis Jor¬
dan films, the latest of which is
'Lookout Sister” continued confer¬
ences with R.M. Savini, president,
Astor Pictures, last week, and also
discussed with him plans to enlarge
the scope of their joint venture,
Astor Music Publishing Company.
The engagement of Adele Sineer,
secretary to Ed Schreiber,
Century’s
ad publicity head, to Herb Yates was
announced.

Buffalo
RKO (Shea’s Niagara) June 14,
"Melody Time”

JERSEY Cl TY

George Chasanas.,, MGM manager for
Egypt and the Near East, and Jack
Guggenheim, manager for Switzerland;
arrived iast week for conferences
with home office executives of Loew’s
International Corporation.

LONG BRANCH

It was announced last week that
four RKO films based on fiction
best-sellers have served as impetus
to increased book sales. The spurt
accounts for the sales of one million
copies of books featured with Kodachrome covers of stars, issued by
Bantam Books. The titles are “I Re¬
member Mama”, “The Pearl”, "Station
West”, and “Your Red Wagon”

New Jersey

The Central and Ritz had their
first “Miracle Month of May” program
which was sponsored in connection
with the merchants. There will be one
every week for three weeks, the mer¬
chants presenting tickets with every
purchase, prizes being given from the
stage of the theatres.

For the opening of “Gentleman’s
Agreement”, a Boy Scout demonstra¬
tion was held on the stage of the
Paramount. The ceremonies stressed
the inter-racial, inter-religious
aspects of the organization.

NEWARK
• Margaret C. Fleming, receptionist,
Warner Brothers Jersey office, for
the past seven years, passed away
after a short illness. “Maggie”, as
she was known to all her friends and
co-workers, was loved by all who
knew her, and her passing is mourned
deeply. She leaves her husband Rob¬
ert, and a daughter, Peggy.

PERTH AMBOY
The Polish American Weekly gave 230
column inches of photos, ads, and
material on “The Miracle of the Bells”
when it opened at Walter Reade The¬
atres’ Majestic. The paper, with the
cooperation of Julius Daniels, Reade
city manager, sponsored a special in¬
vitation preview at the Majestic,
and gave a full page to comments.

BAYONNE

PLAINFIELD

The DeWitt had its final selection
of prize winners on its ‘Nite of
Awards” program. Twenty-nine mer¬
chants participated in this program.

A nightly hour and a half “Moon¬
light Serenade” program of movie talk,
records, and local theatre activity
has been set up on FM station WXNJ
by Hal Martz, city manager, Walter
Reade Theatres.

CRANFORD
The Cranford had its last “Shop in
Cranford Sweepstake”, after having
one every Tuesday night for nine
weeks. The sweepstake was held in
connection with the merchants of the
town.

FARMINGDALE
The Shore Drive-In near here opened
last week.

2:30,

-350-car drive in at Stottsville on
Route 9, south of Hudson, with open¬
ing date scheduled for July 4....
Gerald H. Salisbury, managing editor,
The Knickerbocker News, and member of
the Variety Club has been appointed
by Governor Thomas E. Dewey to head
the 11-member “State Freedom Train
commission. The commission will ar¬
range for exhibition throughout the
state of rare New York historical
documents....irene Smith, aide to
C.A. Smakwitz, Warner Theatres’ as¬
sistant zone manager, flew to Buffalo
....Local F-43 held its monthly meet¬
ing at Carman’s Hall....Charles Os¬
borne, manager, Lake, Lake George,
for Sam Rosenblatt, and one time
chief checker in this area for War¬
ners, recovered from an operation
performed in a Glens Falls hospital
....Eddie Ruff, Paramount brancn man¬
ager; Ed Wall, field representative;
Jimmy Moore, salesman, and Pete Hol¬
man, office booking manager, attended
a sales meeting at the Hotel Astor,
New York. ... Jimmy Frangoolis, Parar
mount booker and family, returned
from a vacation in Buffalo, Detroit,
and Toronto. He made the trip in his
new Ford....F.D. “Dinty” Moore, War¬
ners’ district manager, presided over
a sales conference held in the Albany
Office. Those attending were: Ed Catlin, branch manager, Buffalo, and
Jack Jurick and Harry Schiffrin,
salesmen; Ray Smith, branch manager,
Albany, and George Goldberg and Harry
Aronove, salesmen....Idester Miller,
Warners’ availability clerk, was
vacationing for two weeks, as was
Marie Hallenbeck, chief inspectress,
for one week...Artie Newman, Republic
brahch manager, went to Cooperstown
to confer with the Smalley Circuit.

A s production for MGiH ’ s "If Winter
Comes'"
L o e w ’ s Strand,
Syracuse
manager Tom Clarke recently set this
very attractive
window display.

The trade was sorry to learn of the
death recently of James Francis Connel, 59, president, Lippe Construct¬
ion Company, builder of several the¬
atres in Manhattan.... Peggy Brush is
the new receptionist at Rugoff and
Becker.... Shirley Sussman, booker,
Rugoff and Becker, headed west on a
vacation,. . . The Victor, New Castle,
Pa. , has been aaded to the Monarch
Theatres list.

Janis Carter, Columbia star, ar¬
rived by plane to spend about a week
here, after which she left for London
and Rome....Fred H. Hotchkiss, Euro¬
pean regional manager, and Edward G.
Wagner comptroller, Westrex Corpor¬
ation, sailed last week on the Queen
Elizabeth. ... James R. Grainger, Re¬
public executive vice-president in
charge of sales and distribution, re¬
turned to the home office last week
following a trip.

10:00, “Melody

BATAVIA
The Batavia is scheduled to open on
June 4. The Mancuso Theatre Company
is operating the house, which has
been in the building for some time.

BUFFALO
The 750-car Starlite Drive-In, op¬
erated by Dewey McCourt, was to open
It’s two miles from Niagara Falls.
McCourt also runs the Brock, NiagaraOn-The-Lake.

New York State
ALBANY
C.J. Latta, Warner Theatres’ zone
manager and Max Friedman, film buyer,
were in New York for meetings....
It was reported along the Row that
Frieder and Grossman, owners of three
theatres in Hudson, plan to huild a

<

George and Dorothy Gammel, popular
Gammel Circuit owners, returned after
spending the entire winter in Florida,
winding up at the Derby: They enthuse
no end about the courtesy extended
them by Bill Gehring, assistant gen¬
eral sales manager, 20th Fox, and Sam
Switow. Kentucky circuit owner, with
headquarters in Louisville, securing
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Inspecting the newly remodeled Paramount, Rochester,
recently were,
left to
right: M.A. Brown, Paramount branch manager, Buffalo; George Kelly, presi¬
dent, WRNY; Mayor Samuel B. Dicker, Edward L. Hyman, Paramount
Theatres vicepresident; Michael J. DeAngelis,
architect; Bill DeMarse,
WRNY announcer;
Paramount theatres' city manager James Eshelman; Walter L. Todd
president,
Rochester Chamber of Commerce,
and Arthur Krolick, manager of the theatre.

a box at the Derby. They also visited
William Scully, vice-president, Uni¬
versal International, and wife, Mary,
at their beautiful Miami home.
Shea Community Theatres acquired a
novel giveaway for the kiddies at the
special Saturday matinees. They are
color comic characters in cutout form.
A different item is given each week
....Bill Carroll, Shea publicity
staff, was confined to his home with
a severe cold.
Charlie McKernan, Shea's Seneca
manager, can be seen on the golf
greens almost any morning, whacking
away at the pill. His first try at
tournament play in the Buffalo Golf
Club meet fell short of expectations,
but we understand he has put up an¬
other shelf at home to accommodate
trophies.
A last-minute change in itinerary
for Anita Colby, Paramount, results
in by-passing Buffalo. Ed. Wall,
Paramount exploiteer, had elaborate
plans set up for her local reception
in behalf of the Bing Crosby starrer,
“The Emperor Waltz” ...Charlie Baron,
Eagle Lion press representative,
needed roller skates to cover all his
dates when booker Bob Clabeau ser¬
viced seven features in downtown
Buffalo simultaneously. Shea’s Teck
had two, Basil’s Lafayette two, the
20th Century two, and the Midtown
one.

Jo Genco, 20th Century-Pox, is back
on the job after undergoing a recent
operation.
Mike ‘‘Lucky” Michaels, Plaza owner,
won the new 1948 automobile, awarded
by Variety Club, Tent 7. He sold his
old car to make room for the newcomer
....Carl Rindcen, Shea’s Buffalo Man¬
ager, postcarded from the coast that
he was having a fine time.... Julian
Bowes, exploitation representative,
United Artists, worked up a good local
angle on ‘Arch of Triumph”, George
Mason's Sheas Great Lakes, when he
wrote a story about Ingrid Bergman
living for many years in Rochester.
The Variety Club’s final party of
the season was held on May 22.
The Canadian press directly across
the border was used by 20th CenturyPox and Shea's Buffalo in advertising
"The Iron Curtain”. The Canadian
angle also was good for a special
feature in The Evening News!.... Earl
Hubbard, 20th Century, and RKO’s ex¬
ploitation representative arranged a
novel set-up for “Miracle of the
Bells” when they had real bells tol¬
ling from atop the theatre marquee
....We are hoping that Pearl Sherwood
returns as the film building elevator
operator. ...Due to the construction
strike in Buffalo, work on the Uni(Continued

on

Page
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New York: With the baseball season
in full swing, most of the companies
have already begun their softball
operations, and are challenging each
other fop diamond su¬
premacy. In a game
played between Eagle
Lion and Warners, the
former chalked up its
second victory to the
tune of 9-1. The win¬
ner' s first triumph
was at the expense of
the cast of the Broad¬
way show, “Mister Rob¬
Les Sugarman
erts. The stalwarts.
of the Eagle Lion triumph were Bob
Young, Leo Brody, Jack Alicoate, Herb
Steinberg, Bob Hadley, and Jerry Pickman. Twentieth Century Fox fielded a
team for the first time against the
French Line squad, but was defeated,
10-3. Bob Anderson, film room, looks
like a strong bet to carry the team
on to honors this season. Meanwhile,
The Motion Picture Bookers Club,
under the guidance of Maxie Fried,
will soon be out on the diamond.
MGM: Dorothy Richter, film room,
left to prepare for matrimony..,.
Edith Gorcy, general office, has also
resigned.... Gwen Girsch, biller,
leaves to await a visit from the
stork. ... Willie Frankel, cashier's
department, received birthday greet¬
ings on May 20....Ed Richter, head
booker, celebrated his child’s first
birthday.
U-I: Otto Sabatino, film room, was
recalled from his vacation at East
Hampton, L I , to replace Louis
Zuber, who took a sick leave of ab¬
sence. ... With the completion of the
Constellation Drive, the company has
begun a “Presidential Drive”....
Florence McIntosh, biller, returned
from vacation.
REPUBLIC: The bowling team bowed
to the strong forces of the home of¬
fice.... Bob Fannon, assistant sales
manager, returned from an upstate
trip....Dave Schwartz and Arthur
Alfert, Frank1yn , were visitors.
MONOGRAM: Irv Mandel, booker, re¬
turned after illness.... Ed Lorie,
publicity head, returned from the
Coast_Florence Gilbert, secretary
to the head booker, was the recipient
ox a luncheon in honor of her birth¬
day ...Pauline Gibbs, booking depart¬
ment, was telling the office about
the fire in her house.

Kenneth Stevens, who once served as a projectionist in Rochester, N Y., and
now attends the University of Denver as an electrical engineer ing major, can
be seen fourth from the right with a group of students in a recent shot. This
enterprising troupe is planning to make a reconnaissance of little-known area
of the Peruvian Andes and Brazilian jungles this summer, with Stevens serving
as radioman on the expedition. The Rochesterite, who plans to transfer to the
Radio Engine er ing Institute,
Washington, next year, manages to devote his
spare hours to the duties of a projectionist for Local 250, Rochester district.
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UNITED ARTISTS: Bernice Simon, for¬
mer secretary, is in Tucson, Ariz.,
and will soon announce her engagement
_Violet Fucci, file clerk, is still
all smiles as she gazes upon her
dazzling engagement ring....Dick
Perry , salesman, was on his way to
Manchester, Vt. . . . Claire Sussman,
secretary, received birthday greet¬
ings_Nadine Ronnie Starr, 17-month
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old daughter of Myron, booker, has
already mastered the English language.
RKO: Joyce Kramer, booking depart¬
ment, has added relief telephone op¬
erating to her duties.... Jack DeWald
was recuperating from illness at St.
Vincent’s Hospital. The office took
up a collection and purchased a robe
....Frances Rispoli, file clerk, ce¬
lebrated a birthday.... Phil Hodes,
branch manager, and Ann Levy, secre¬
tary, were on vacation.
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX: Helen Price,
formerly of the booking department,
was married.... Henry Unger, print
booker, is still recuperating from
illness_Dottie Banaszewski, secre¬
tary, was suffering from a cold...
Bess Goldstein Allen will squire her
husband and nephew around in honor of
their respective birthdays.
PARAMOUNT: Ruth Stransky, secretary,
was sick.... Jerry Horowitz, booker,
and family, rented a summer cottage
in Manuet..".. Ann Callahan, secretary,
is rested after a vacation....Jerrj
Frankel, booker, celebrated a birth¬
day .... Ruth Richardson, biller, is
sporting a heavy tan after a Miami
vacation.... Anne Brown, secretary,
reveals that she is now married a
full month.
WARNERS: Archie Berisch, head
booker, has been discharged from the
hospital, and is resting comfortably
at home_Sonia Mann was the new ad¬
dition, replacing Madeleine A'iello
while the latter is on her honeymoon
....Herb Pickman, publicity depart¬
ment, was off on a trip to Connecti¬
cut ...Gus Solomon, sales supervisor,
was vacationing in Williamsburg, Va.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Cecile
Feiner, advertising department, left
....Helen Buck was promoted to book¬
keeper_Sam Sureck, accountant, was
on vacation.... Betty Warrenbrandt,
clerk, underwent an appendect''1""' ...
Shirley Gaillea, steno-typist, was
married. ... Mildred Saracino set the
red-letter day for June 27.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: LouSolkoff,
booker, Bell, is the proud papa of a
baby girl, Marsha Joan,
born on
May 8, and tipping the scales at a
weighty 6 pounds, 10 ounces.... Ted
Kurtz, Reliance Film Company, is the
proud possessor of a three-room apart¬
ment in Woodmere, L.I....Ira Michaels
has been named SRO sales representa¬
tive....Bert Kulick, Bell, leaves for
a week stay in California. ... George
Blank, booker, Prudential Playhouses,
will take the fatal step in June....
Film Classics is active as a beehive
on the new product drive. New ad¬
ditions to the FC staff include
LaVerne Pepper and Dottie Fromkes....
Ray McCloskey, popular elevator op¬
erator, broke the girls’ hearts by
resigning.
BUFFALO
(Continued

from

Page NT-3)

versal-International new building was
halted.
— M . G .
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Variety’s golf stag party was held
on July 6 at the Transit Valley Coun¬
try Club, and the annual picnic on
Aug. 2 at the Automobile Club.
The Central Drive In, Rochester,
owned by William Tishkoff, accom¬
modating 600 cars, opened....Kallet
Theatres, Inc.
S.J. Kallet, closed
the Warsaw.
HERKIMER
Jake Weber recently put on a very
successful co-op. Martha Logan cook¬
ing school show at Schine’s Liberty
with Swift and Company and local mer¬
chants. Grand prize was a kitchen
range, promoted through Weber’s ef¬
forts. Martha Logan is heard on Don
McNeil's breakfast club radio pro¬
gram, and a feature of the show was
her appearance in person.
ROCHESTER
Gus Lampe and Bernie Diamond were
in from the Schine home office to
join C.C. Young, district manager, in
contract negotiations with the en¬
gineers union....Exhibs were wonder¬
ing if Don Whittington’s king-size
Saturday shows helped his concession
business. ... Norman Wolk, manager,
Schine’s Riviera, planned a giveaway
of four radios. . . .Robert Morrison
moved in from the Temple, Geneva, to
assistant manager, Grand.
One theatre man says the answer of
the neighborhood theatres to the popu¬
larity of the drive-ins is to provide
parking space.... Plans for a new the¬
atre and shopping center by a group
headed by Frank Joyce were further
delayed when the Irondequoit Town
Board reserved decision on the zoning
plea.
Jerry Fowler, Schine Geneva group
manager, uses radio advertising ef¬
fectively for the Penn Yan, Seneca
Falls, Geneva, and Canandaigua houses
....Howard Carroll, Strand, was book¬
ing Italian films regularly one night
a week.
The Rochester Sun advertising
throwaway, which handled many theatre
contests and tieups, changed to a
tabloid weekly, and its owner, C
Curtis Gerling, planned ultimately to
make it a dai ly. . . . Mike Mungovan,
business agent, stagehands union, be¬
came fifth vice-president, New York
State Federation of Labor, following
the death of his friend. Vincent Kane
in New York.
Exhibs here said the public is now
very choosey on its film fare, and
the film outlook for summer is not
too good.
- D.R.
SARANAC LAKE
Tony Anderson, manager, Schine’s
Pontiac, recently rounded up a full
page of co-op. ads from local mer¬
chants which ran in The Adirondack
Daily Enterprise for "The Bride Goes
Wild”

SYRACU SE
Louis W. Schine, Gus W. Lampe, and
Bernie Diamond, Schine home office,
Gloversville, were recent visitors....
Frank Hambridge, assistant manager,
Eckel, was pinchhitting at the Fox,
Corning, for a few weeks, under Toby
Ross, group manager.
We understand that zone manager
Harry H. Unterfort will not use the
little red wagon to transport the
special fronts recently purchased in
New York for coming attractions....
Mrs. Helen Bresler, Brooklyn, was vi¬
siting daughter Mrs. Harry H. Unterfort
....Jack Crowe, assistant manager,
Paramount, gives up lugging popcorn
on his back, and now uses the car.
Dewey Lederer, head, Schine main¬
tenance department, and James McNamara,
New York theatrical architect,were in
to watch progress on the work at the
Paramount....Betty Farr is the new B.
and B. Candy representative at the
Empire.... Richard Feldman, manager,
Schine’s Paramount, blossomed out in
a new suit....We were glad to receive
a letter from our old friend, Jack
Flex, who has been taking in a lot of
the country before tackling the black
bass on the opening day at the St.
Lawrence River.
George Steves, Loew’s electrician,
visited in New York.... Harold Mortin,
Loew’s State manager, was nearly at
the top for the second year in the
manager’s Dollar Club ...Mrs. Patricia
Harding is the new secretary in Schine
zone manager Harry H. Unterfort’s
office, replacing Bette Rathbun, re¬
signed. ... George Maxwell, Keith’s,
is a very busy man these days. .. Our
sympathy is extended to Lionel and
Kenneth Wilcox, whose aunt, Mrs. Flo¬
rence Wheeler, recently passed away.
A nice long letter from Harvey Cocks,
general manager, Quimby Theatres, Fort
Wayne, Ind., would be greatly appreci¬
ated. ... Robert Sardino, chief pro¬
jectionist, Paramount, is not wearing
the colored glasses for the fun of it
.... Paul Sessler, engineer. Paramount
is debating the advisability of keep¬
ing the car.... George Mansfield, for¬
mer assistant manager, Loew’s State,
is now in the book-selling game....We
understand that Lester Pollock, Loew’s
Rochester, has a new secretary.

Loew’s house organ, The Distributor,
in a recent issue, devoted a nice
editorial to Chet Bahn’s article,
“Opportunity Unlimited”, in which he
praised the Loew policy of giving new¬
comers a brand new way of becoming
conversant with their future duties
in the Loew family.
The cool weatner which made its
unseasonable entry certainly helped
business. However, it is expected
that when the air-conditioning season
starts, the usual effect on grosses
will take place.
The trade is still talking about
the future possible effects of the
U.S. Supreme Court decision in the
industry case.
-J. J.S.
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PHILADELPHIA
Crosstown
Roy Sullender, manager, Paramount’s
Tower, was recently given the annual
Upper Darby Optimist Club award at the
annual installation dinner held in Legion
Hall, Upper Darby. Sullender received
a plaque and a check for $100 in re¬
cognition of his work with boys during
the past year. He was manager of the
championship Drexel Hill football team,
and is coach of the Drexel Hill basket¬
ball team.
A petition sponsored by the Armstrong
Association of Philadelphia urging a
more dignified presentation of Negroes
in motion picture roles was signed re¬
cently by Mayor Bernard Samuel, and
sent to Eric Johnston, president, Motion
Picture Association of America. . . .
Patrons at the Southern recently mis¬
took a flock of spots on the screen for
flames, and left the theatre, one of
them turning in a fire alarm. Robert
Shrapaty, manager, told the firemen
that the spots were caused by dust from
the air conditioning system, which had
just been turned on for the first time.
All mothers were admitted free, if
accompanied by a paid admission, to see
“I Remember Mama” at the Erlanger on
Mother’s Day.
Vernon Kline, manager, Felt’s Adelphi,
was happy over his baby’s recovery from
swallowing a penny, retrieved at Wynnfield Hospital.
Eddie
Sherman,
popular
booking
agent, postcarded from Holland, where
he says he inspected the studios.
A new theatre will be erected on the
southwest corner of 76th Street and City
Line Avenue, with W. H. Lee as architect.
The theatre will be part of a develop¬
ment to cost $500,000. Frank H. Wilson
Company is the contractor.
Laura Wells, special Eagle Lion home
office publicity representative was in
last week ahead of “Ruthless”, which
opens at the S-W Aldine soon.
Edmund Ellis, associated with A. M.
Ellis Theatres, announced his engage¬
ment last week to Shirley Pincus.

Vine Street
U-I district manager John J. Scully,
branch manager George Schwartz, and
all the others were all set last week to
entertain the trade at the opening of
their new exchange at 251 N. 12th Street
on May 24. The new telephone number
is LOcust 4-3980.
A few local theatremen have been seen
in some of the upstate spots where they
don’t presently operate, presumably
looking over locations for future the¬
atres. Their architect was in the party.
Local B-7 held a gala social affair
at the Broadwood Hotel Blue Room, with
over 150 in attendance.
Jack Weiss is no longer connected with
Principal. He was succeeded by Maury
Schwartz. . . . Oscar Neufeld paid Clark
Film offices a visit. . . . The Monogram
playdate drive is in the home stretch
and ends on July 2. Booker Bill Schwartz
says all dates will be greatly appreciated.
Helen Socho, bookers’ stenographer at
U-I, will wed John Hodak on June 12.
. . . Viola Honig, Screen Guild cashier,
was an early vacationist. . . . When Julia
Keuch, Warners, left to wed, she was
replaced as bookkeeping machine opera¬
tor by Jean O’Hara. This necessitated
other move-ups. Harriet Rosenstein
stepped up to O’Hara’s spot as cashier’s
stenographer, Shirley Berkowitz moved
up from biller to stenographer in the
booking
department,
and
Margaret
Johnson was promoted from clerk to
biller. A new clerk comes in to bring the
staff to its full force.
Gus Aaronson, superintendent of the
1225 Vine Street building, retired. . . .
Norman Weitman, student booker at
U-I, is catching on nicely.
Mrs. Grace Harvey Ewing, biller,
20th Century-Fox, left to have a baby.
. . . Joe Vannis, 20th Century-Fox
shipping room, took the fatal leap and
was married on May 22. . . . Ed Rosen¬
baum, dean of the press agents, was in
in the interest of UA’s “Arch Of
Triumph”, and visited his old pals at
Universal-International. . . . Alberta
Latsey is the new general clerk at the
Warner exchange, replacing Mildred
Davis, who moved up to percentage
clerk. . . . Anita Colby visited Paramount
last week at Earle Sweigert’s mid¬
eastern division sales meeting.
Eagle Lion district manager Joe Min¬
sky had two branches, Cincinnatti and
Cleveland, added to his district last
week. He already had Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and Washington. . . . Harry
Berman, Eagle Lion branch manager;

This shot was taken at the recent 30th anniversary party of
Local 516, IATSE, held at St. Hedwig’s Hall, Chester. The
May 26, 1948
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Stanley Kositzky, sales manager, and the
local sales staff all returned from a New
York sales meeting held by William J.
Heineman and L. J. Schlaifer, pepped
up over current and future product. A
26-week Heineman Drive starts on June
4, and runs to December 2 with $27,500
in cash prizes to be awarded, and the
local exchange is out to get some of that
lovely dough-re-me.
Ned Yaffe, Y and Y Popcorn, and his
wife, went fishing down New Jersey way,
and actually caught some fish. . . . Dave
Moliver, Principal, and his new sales¬
man Maury Schwartz made the upstate
trip. ... A meeting of Motion Picture
Associates has been set for RKO
Screening Room on June 7 at 1:30 p. m.
. . . Betty Naren, Monogram steno^
grapher, will marry Martin J. Davidson
on June 22.
Numbered among the local delegation
that went up to Scranton last week to
attend a testimonial dinner given by
Scranton Local 329 IATSE at the Hotel
Jermyn in honor of Richard F. Walsh,
president, IATSE and MPO, were: Harry
Abbott, president; Abbott Oliver, vicepresident; Joseph Abrams, secretary, A.
B. Freeman, and Frank Adams, Local
307; Mike Sweeney and Jim Douglas,
Local 8, stagehands; John McGinnis,
head, Camden Local 408; Harry Blumberg, Blumberg brothers; Ralph Preis,
National Theatre Supply, and others.

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner
Rudolph Weiss, head, home office real
estate department, was in last week.
The funniest story of the week is of
Anne Besterman, publicity office, and a
broken bottle of scotch. It seems that
she dropped the aforementioned bottle
while getting out of the car in front of
the office one morning, and a character
walking down Market Street was so
amazed at the sight that he smacked
his lips and splashed his feet in the stuff,
Haig and Haig. He wanted to smell
it all day. . . . Tiny Goldsmith, manager,
Commodore, is another one with a good
story about the lady patron with a flat
tire. . .. John Turner was out with a cold.
. . . Most of Bob (Benn)
Kessler’s
friends think he might forsake all others
for the sake of a certain lovely in New
York City. . . . George Fishman is trying
to take away some of Esther Muchnick’s
television visitors since the installation
of his new set. . . . Angelo “The Angel”
Dalessandro is well liked around the
various newspaper offices. They call him
‘speedy’.

affair, as in previous years, was quite successful, with all
the members who attended enjoying themselves considerably.
PHILADELPHIA
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Vacations have started, and the offices
begin to show it. Rose Katz, bookkeeping
department, is in Florida with her
husband for a couple of weeks. Nora
McDermott, film payment, is at home
preparing her apartment and trousseau
for her June wedding. . . . Jeannie Dunav
and Reesa Cooper, Turner and Davidoff’s
secretary, respectively, are also in Miami
Beach on vacation. And glamourous
Jerrie Greenberg, out-of-town booking
office, certainly is a busy bee filling in
for both girls.
Natalie Taffler, billing office, is wearing
a beautiful bracelet watch, a gift from
her parents for her 21st birthday.
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DELAWARE

NEW JERSEY

Wilmington

Atlantic City

Lewis S. Black, manager, Warner, was
among the spokesmen for more than 60
Wilmington merchants who appeared
before the City Council in protest
against a local regulation banning park¬
ing or stopping on certain downtown
city streets between 4:30 and 6 p. m.
The system of setting up “express
streets,” designed to curb traffic conges¬
tion, is similar to regulations proposed
in many other cities throughout the
country as one of a number of attempts
to solve the congestion problem.

George A. Hamid, owner of the Steel
and Million Dollar Piers, was presented
a “Horatio Alger” award as a result of
a nation-wide poll held by the American
Schools and Colleges Association, which
also named Bernard Baruch, Sir Earl
Bunting, New York’s Mayor William
O’Dwyer, Charles Luckman, and Dor¬
othy Shaver. Hamid and the others
are exemplifications of the adage that
“America is still the country where one
may climb to unlimited heights through
their own efforts.”

Jack Kelleher, Loew’s Aldine, and
business agent, Stagehands Local 284,
has been elected as delegate to the
IATSE convention in Cleveland in
August. President of Local 284 is Herb
Springbett, Warner.

I. Hirst Enterprises is now making
necessary repairs to the Globe, and the
house is expected to reopen for its usual
season of summer burlesque.

Lewis S. Black, manager, Warner,
made a unique and far-reaching tie-up
for “I Remember Mama” with Braunstein’s. The store headlined the film’s
title in all advertising copy for two
weeks prior to Mother’s Day.
Spring finals of “Spotlight On Talent”
were broadcast from the stage of A.
Joseph DeFiore’s Park over WTUX.
Fred Heckman was emcee, and Jim Mc¬
Dowell was in charge of production. The
talent broadcasts are to be resumed in
the fall. . . . Due to the high cost of
living,
some local theatremen
are
planning to vacation on the banks of the
beautiful Brandywine.
David D. Smiley, chief engineer,
Rialto, recently operated on for an old
foot injury, has now discarded his
crutches for a cane. . . . Frank Kogel,
from Virginia, joined the Rialto staff.
. . . Adam Gurczenski, the Isaac Walton
of the Rialto staff, brought back a good
catch.
Frank R. Hall, S-W Savoy, withdrew,
and Samuel Salvatore Muzzi was substi¬
tuting. . . . Savoy trained Helen Irma
Vaklyes for extra work at the StanleyWarner theatres. . . . Lorraine Bandiera,
Park, went on a three-day trip to
Washington, D. C., with the Wilmington
High School honor society. . . . Berio
Vending Company arranged to install
a new candy stand at the Crest, Woodcrest.
The action of Interstate Circuit, Inc.,
Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc., Para¬
mount, Loew’s, RKO, Warners, 20th
Century-Fox, Columbia, UA, and Uni¬
versal in filing on May 14 a motion to
strike certain allegations from the anti¬
trust complaint of Tivoli Realty, Inc.,
owner-operator, Delman, Dallas, Tex.,
“did not relieve the defendants from
the duty of answering the unchallenged
allegations of the complaint” by May 15
as ordered by U. S. District Judge
Richard S. Rodney, Tivoli claimed last
week in asking the District Court to
enter defaults, and to enter default
judgments. Clair J. Killoran, Wilming¬
ton attorney for Tivoli, sought hearing
on May 20 on the default motion.
Helen Brown, former aide, National,
wrote from Florida that she had been
ill, but was recovering. . . . The National
front was undergoing repainting.

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC.

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.

Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont, reported films of the ClaymontA. I. duPont game were popular, and
he was besieged with requests to film
the Archmere-Claymont tilt on June 1.
Edge also filmed in color the Claymont
Fire Company apparatus and ambulance.
—Henry L. Sholly

The Atlantic City Television Broad¬
casting Company filed application with
the FCC for construction of a television
station. The Claridge Hotel and Philco
Corporation own the new firm.

Camden
While the new A. M. Ellis drive-in
near the Garden State Racetrack was
almost ready for opening on June 10, the
new drive-in near Gloucester was prac¬
tically set to make its bow.

Trenton
Highlight of the recent campaign for
U-I’s “All My Sons”, RKO Lincoln and
Palace, were Mayor Connolly proclaim¬
ing an “All My Sons-Boy Scout Day” to
coincide with the opening. This con¬
cluded with a parade of scouts to the
Lincoln, where 20 of them took over the
management of the house, and related
their experiences the following day over
WTTM. The Trentonian conducted a
four-day contest to find Trenton’s
mother, with the largest family of sons
with the winner given a $25 Savings
Bond, a dinner for herself and family at
the Stacy-Trent Hotel, and then atten¬
dance at the premiere at the Lincoln.
This newspaper also ran a “Hidden
Word” classified ad contest using the
words, “All My Sons.” In another news¬
paper contest, the Trenton Shopping
News conducted a famous fathers’ and
sons contest, 25 pairs of passes going
to winners. Tieups were arranged with
the local Ford dealer and one of the
leading women’s apparel shops to
feature stills and tiein copy in their
advertising, and tieups were made with
other radio stations. The campaign was
handled by Henry Scholl, RKO Trenton
Theatres publicist, and U-I representa¬
tives.
President Edward Lachman and Lew
Gold chairman, legislative committee,
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey,
assisted by such able Allied men as Sam
Frank, Hammonton; David Snaper, New
Brunswick; Harry Hecht, Passaic; Ralph
Wilkins, Pitman; John Clark Hildinger,
Trenton; Bud Hunt, Wildwood; Lee
Newbury, Manasquan, and others, were
successful in defeating more than a score
of bills and resolution measures affect¬
ing the industry that were introduced in
the House and Senate of the New Jersey
legislature during the 1948 session. The
measures to legalize the playing of
“Bingo” when conducted for charity
gave Lachman and Gold the most
trouble. Two such bills offerred by
Democrats in the House of Assembly
were relegated to the discard committee
as the Miscellaneous Business Commit¬
tee is known, but the last day of the
session of the lawmakers saw a Republi¬
can “Bingo” measure introduced by
Assemblyman Reuben Reiffan, Passaic.
The other two “Bingo” bills were proMay 26, 1948
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EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1948
Atlantic City (12)—Hollywood, “The
Mating Of Millie” (Col.); Stanley, “To
The Victor” (WB); Apollo, “The Iron
Curtain” (20th-Fox).

CHARLES SWEET CO., Inc.

Wilmington, Del. (14)—Loew’s Aldine, “A Double Life” (U-I); Rialto,
“The Iron Curtain” (20th-Fox); War¬
ner, “The Sign of the Ram” (Col.);
Queen, “The Smugglers” (EL); Arcadia,
“Winter Meeting” (WB); Grand, “The
Last Round-Up”
(Col.), “Betrayed”
(Mono.).
Philadelphia (14)—Aldine, “Mourn¬
ing Becomes Electra” (RKO); Boyd,
“Arch Of Triumph” (UA); Capitol,
“Gaslight Follies” (American); Earle,
“To The Ends Of The Earth” (Col.);
Erlanger, “I Remember Mama” (RKO);
Fox, “The Iron Curtain” (20th-Fox) ;
Goldman,
“State
Of
The
Union”
(MGM); Karlton, “Lady From Shang¬
hai” (Col.); Mastbaum, “Casbah” (U-I);
Pix, “The Flame” (Rep.); Princess,
“Schoolgirl Diary” (Film Distributor) ;
Stanley, “Homecoming” (MGM); Stan¬
ton, “The Fighting 69th” (WB), “Valley
of The Giants” (WB).

ANNOUNCES REMOVAL
OF THEIR

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSE
TO

429-35 S. 61st Street
PHILADELPHIA 43, PA.
AL. 4-5626
AL. 4-5627

CHARLES AMSTERDAM

Reading (22)—Embassy, “The Lady
From Shanghai” (Col.); Loew’s, “Big
City” (MGM); Warner, “The Fighting
69th” (WB), “Valley Of The Giants”
(WB); Strand, “The Senator Was In¬
discreet” (U-I); Ritz, “Trapped By
Boston Blackie” (Col.), “Lone Star
Trail” (FC); Astor, “The Fugitive”
(RKO).

CANNISTER SETS
Our

1948

calendar announced

Decoware sets.

Shortages on metal caused a delay, but samples of

ductive of sharp party fights, with
Democrat spokesmen denouncing the
GOP members. The legislature is listed
to meet again on Aug. 16 but it is very
doubtful that the Reiffan bill will be
passed. The legislative moves to impose
tax on theatres called for some hard
work by President Lachman and chair¬
man Gold before the measures were
defeated. The business tax was another
problem for Allied men to overcome,
which they did after united effort.

this gorgeous line are now being made up for your
inspection.
DECOWARE IS A NATIONALLY ADVERTISED DEPARTMENT-STORE

ITEM.

PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS
ALVIN GOODWIN, Sales Manager

office 1309-11 Vine St., Philo.
SHOW

PENNSYLVANIA

ROOMS

IN

PRINCIPAL
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Allentown
Paul Wintner and Horace Abrams,
who operate theatres around Buffalo
and Rochester, N. Y.,. are constructing
a drive-in two miles east of here.

Chester
IATSE Local 516 held a party and
dinner recently at St. Hedwig’s hall
celebrating its 30th anniversary. Guests
included Mayor Swarts, Lawrence J.
Katz, International representative; Lynn
Wheeler, secretary of the Delaware
County Central Labor Union; Jack B.
Thompson, the Chester Times, and
James A. Cochrane, attorney for the
local. Jack Mullin, president, Local 516,
was toastmaster, and introduced officials
of Philadelphia and Wilmington locals
and two charter members of Local 516,
K. C. Young and Joseph Gawbil. Outof-town union officials attending were
Harry J. Abbott, president, Local 307,
Philadelphia; John Waller, business
agent, Local 473, Wilmington, Del; Jack
Kelleher, business agent, Local 284,
Wilmington; Phillip Jones, Michael J.
Sweeney, and James Douglas, officials of
Philadelphia locals. With Mullin as
president, other officers of Local 516 are
Alfred J. O’Donnell, recording secretary;
Kemlow C. Young, secretary and trea¬
surer; Elmer Cassidy, vice-president,
and Bob Byers, business agent.
May 26, 1S48
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COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR

PARAMOUNT
RUG

AND

RECOVERING SERVICE

SHAMPOOING CO.

JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th ST.

4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS

LO. 4-0226
<$>

Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
i|n|
Flame Proofed withIL_L
N
out Removing

Theatre Managers Wanted
Experienced
AFFILIATED THEATRES

/

Avenue Theatre Building
2713 Germantown Ave.
Phila., Pa.
BA. 9-2900

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN

COMPANY

SIGNS—MARQUEES
305

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240 N. 13th STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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Jesse L. Lasky and his group of Hollywood personalities were
in Wildwood, N. J., recently for the opening of RKO-Lasky’s
“The Miracle of the Bells,” Hunt’s Casino. At left, as the
group arrives in town, are, left to right: Leo Carrillo, Guy
Hunt, Judge Caferie, Henry Lapidus, Charles Coburn, Harry
Hunt, Ruth Warrick, Lasky, Mayor George Krogman, William

Conshohocken
Borough Council recently adopted a
10 per cent tax on all amusements with
the exception of events sponsored by
churches and educational institutions on
their own premises.

C. Hunt, and Russell Janney, author of the novel. In center,
Arthur W. Lewis, senator from Burlington County represent¬
ing Governor Driscoll, presents a scroll commemmorating
his 35th year in film business to Lasky, as William Hunt
looks on. At right is the display easel in the Casino lobby
heralding the appearance of the group of Hollywoodites.

Good Friday, the receipts would have
been at least $5,609.58, or better, as the
Lenten season ended before April 1.
Total amusements tax receipts here in
the total period, slightly more than six
weeks, were $7,198.19.

Doylestown

Reading

John Horan, formerly of Boston, now
living in Hatboro, is building a drive-in
on Route 309 near Montgomeryville and
Doylestown.

Bad weather, defects in the system of
collection of taxes at sports events, and
a falling off in business in some theatres
is blamed for a drop of about $1,700 in
city amusements taxes here. The total
collected in April was $21,192, compared
with $22,866 collected in March. Some
organizations are still unfamiliar with
the law, City Treasurer John L. Hoch
says, and should obey the regulations
more strictly. He said that any organiza¬
tion which is planning an event for
which tickets are to be sold should first
take out the usual one-dollar permit,
and then report later on ticket sales
and the taxes due the city. Because of
obvious “leaks” in the situation, some
organizations failing to report or to pay
full taxes, the city is planning to check
the number of tickets sold for various
events, sports, and public entertainments
outside of theatres, which are cooperat¬
ing fully. The check will be made at the
offices of printers who are printing
dinner,
entertainment,
and
sports
events tickets. The April collections were
$20,135 in taxes from permanent permit
holders, and $1,057 from temporary
permit
holders.
Theatres
produced
$17,281 of the April revenue, compared
with $18,067 by theatres paid in March.

Harrisburg
The city director of accounts and
finances, A. A. Frost, said recently that
the eight per cent amusement tax here
is bringing in revenue below estimates.
The city took in $16,043.92 in a sevenweek period. Initial estimates were that
the year would see $119,000 filling the
amusement tax coffers.

Harveys Lake
S. Slomowitz opened his Sandy Beach
Drive-In on May 20. It has a 450-car
capacity.

Lancaster
Sunday movies, “Bingo” parties, and
Sunday bowling were attacked recently
by the local Law and Order Society.

Marietta
Borough Council, which prepared an
amusements tax ordinance sometime ago,
and then changed and amended it so
often that the question of its legality,
in amended form, arose, scrapped the
bill, and introduced a new one, a first
reading. The new measure calls for a
five per cent tax on all amusement tic¬
kets, theatres, sports, and other affairs,
and exempts only shows and events for
charity. In addition, it places a $10 a
year tax on pool tables and a $20 yearly
levy on pin ball machines and juke boxes.

Norristown
A thief or thieves entered the Grand
office at night, and forced open a
filing cabinet. Frank Butler, the janitor,
discovered the forced entry.

Pottsville
Reports to City Council showed a drop
in amusements tax receipts here for
April, compared with the receipts in
March, the first month in which the
admissions tax was in effect. The April
amusements tax income was $4,393.40.
Had the rate been as high as in the
March 16-March 31 period, $2,804.79,
which included two weeks of Lent, with

West Reading Borough School Board,
in the largest Berks County district
except one, voted on May 12 to levy a
10 per cent tickets and admissions tax
on sports, amusements, theatre, and
other entertainments and all other com¬
mercial events. The measure will be
adopted finally on June 9, and will go
into effect on July 9. It will affect the
Penn.
Bernard B. Keeney, manager, Rajah,
announced his summer price schedule.
The Rajah has discontinued its all¬
name band and vaudeville program
policy for the hot weather period. Prices
on Friday, matinee, will be 35 cents,
Saturday matinee, 40 cents, and Friday
and Saturday nights, 54 cents.
It isn’t often that the manager of any
Reading theatre buys advertising space
to boost the show offered by a compet¬
ing theatre, but manager J. Lester Stallman, Astor, did just that. The picture
was “The Iron Curtain,” Embassy, Paul
E. Glase manager. The Astor, showing

“The Fabulous Texan,” headed its dis¬
play advertisements with the punch line,
“Love Us-Love Our Competitor.” “We
want everybody to come to the Astor this
week to see ‘The Fabulous Texan’, but
we also hope,” the advertisement, eight
inches,
double
column.
continued,
“everybody will attend our friendly
competitor’s presentation of ‘The Iron
Curtain,’ at the Embassy. It’s one of the
finest and most important pictures of
the year.”
Dr. H. J. Schad, head of Schad
Theatres, Inc., enrolled a long list of new
members in the Mystic Shrine Crippled
Children’s
Hospitals’
association
in
Rajah Temple at its ceremonial.
Circuses and rodeos, the latter show¬
ing at the Reading Fair Grounds, are
beginning to compete with the local
theatres for amusements goers’ business.
The tent shows are the first here to
be affected by the city’s new 10 per cent
amusements tax. The 10 per cent t^x
finally approved by the Muhlenberg
Township School Board, including the
Reading Fair Grounds, in the area
covered, does not take effect until early
in June.
A new version of the special taxes
being levied under the 1947 state law
developed in South Heidelberg Town¬
ship, whose school board levied a special
tax on rooms and lodgings in the four
South Mountain Summer resort hotels,
food and beverages, dances, and amuse¬
ments staged in the four hotels, and on
games of golf and polo played on the
courses and sports fields at the hotel
properties.
The Birdsboro School District’s one
per cent tax on wages and profits in
industries in that borough, the wage tax
effective against all workers, whether
they live in the borough or not, has
stirred mounting opposition.
The trade here was still talking about
the effect of the U. S. Supreme Court
decision in the government’s anti-trust
case and what its results will be in the
territory.

VARIETY CLUB
Philadelphia, Tent 13
Michael Felt, Chief Barker, sent out
copies of The Exhibitor editorial of
April 28, which endorsed the various
charitable projects as outlined at the
recent Miami convention of Variety
Clubs International.
“The Paradine Case” was
through the courtesy of SRO.

screened
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COLUMBIA
Comedy
67m.

Blondie's Reward
Estimate:

Average series entry.

Cast:
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms, Marjorie Kent, Jerome
Cowan, Gay Nelson, Ross Ford, Danny
Mummert, Paul Harvey, Frank Jenks,
Chick Chandler, Jack Rice, Eddie Acuff,
Alyn Lockwood, Frank Sully, Myron
Healey, Chester Clute. Directed by Abby
Berlin.
Story: Arthur Lake is ordered by his
boss, Jerome Cowan, to buy a certain
piece of property but instead buys a
swamp. Cowan relegates Lake to office
boy, and forces him to work out the
money the property cost. The next day,
Lake forgets to pick up some plans at a
contractor’s estate, and a neighbor, Ross
Ford, is forced to act on his behalf. Posing
as Lake, Ford gets in a fight with the con¬
tractor, Paul Harvey’s future son-in-law,
whom he detests, and is forced to knock
him out. This mishap turns out well as
Harvey praises Lake for his action, and
orders Cowan to promote Lake. Cowan,
wanting the contract offered by Harvey,
concurs with Harvey’s instructions, but
when the latter learns of the ruse, and
also hears that the site of his new building
has already been sold, the deal is off.
However, everything clears up when it
is discovered that the property Lake
bought originally is the land that Harvey
is after. Lake is a hero, and is restored to
good standing.
X-Ray:
Based upon the
“Blondie,” by Chic Young,
the usual pattern. The film’s
the farcical variety, and
moving throughout.

comic strip,
this follows
comedy is of
things keep

Tip On Bidding: Lowest allocation.
Ad Lines: “Here Is The Funniest Laugh
Hit Of Them All . . . ‘Blondie’s Reward’ . . .
Be Sure To See It;” “Direct From Your
Favorite Comic Strip Come The Same
Characters Who Keep You Laughing And
In Gay Spirits;” “Don’t Miss ‘Blondie’s
Reward’ . . . The Funniest ‘Blondie’
Adventure.”

Song Of Idaho
(952)
Estimate:

Western
Comedy Musical

Published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc., Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Penn¬
sylvania. New York office: 1600 Broadway, New York 19. West Coast Representative: Paul Manning, 923 Alandele
Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California. Jay Emanuel, publisher; Paul J. Greenhalgh, business manager; Herbert
M. Miller, editor; James A. Dalton, advertising manager; George F. Nonamaker, Mel Konecoff, associate editors.
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the Hot Shots decide to stage a western
welcome for the ad agency’s program
analyst, June Vincent. Later, Ivo appears
as “Future Man”, garbed in the customary
tights and cape. Parnell’s search for Ivo,
whom he believes has been kidnapped,
provides complications, but all is straight¬
ened out in the end with family reunited
and Grant’s option renewed. Analyst Vin¬
cent and Grant scrap plenty, but wind up
in each other’s arms.
X-Ray: This follows the usual western
musical pattern. Comedy is the keynote,
and individual efforts keep the thin story
amusing. There are, also, plenty of musi¬
cal numbers, all nicely rendered. Among
songs heard are “Idaho Here We Come”,
“Rhythm Of The River,” “Rocky Moun¬
tain Express,” “Sippin’ Cider By The
Zuyder Zee”, “When Lightning Struck
Coon Creek”, “Nobody Else But You,”
“Here
Comes
The
Cheer P a r a d e,”
“Driftin’ ”, and “I’m Sorry I Didn’t Say
I’m Sorry.”
Tip On Bidding: Series average.

“Stars Swing With A Zing
In The Action Musical That’s Got Every¬
thing”; “The Peak In Action Musical West¬
erns;” “Stars Of Radio And Screen Swing
To ‘Song Of Idaho’ ”.
Ad Lines:

EAGLE LION

The Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent, Tommy Ivo, Dorothy
Vaughn, Emory Parnell, Eddie Acuff,
Maudie Prickett, The Sunshine Boys, The
Sunshine Girls, The Starlighters. Pro¬
duced by Colbert Clark; directed by Ray
Nazarro.
Cast:

Story:
Kirby Grant’s radio option is
about to be dropped by sponsor Emory
Parnell, and since he has gone west to
visit his sick mother, Dorothy Vaughn, his
stars4 The Hoosier Hot Shots, decide to
take matters in their own hands to per¬
suade Parnell to retain the program.
When he refuses to see them, the Hot
Shots make uncomplimentary remarks
about the sponsor, only to discover that
his young son, Tommy Ivo, has made a
dictaphone record of all they said.
Ivo
blackmails the Hot Shots into taking him
to Grant’s ranch, where he masquerades
as “The Durango Kid” when Grant and

The Cobra Strikes
(820)
Estimate:

X-Ray:
Strictly for the duallers, this
follows the familiar pattern, but doesn’t
drag along the way. Performances are
routine, and for the niche for which this
is intended, it will serve. The story is
by Eugene Conrad.
Ad Lines: “No Tell-Tale Marks . . . But
It Was Murder”; “Wait Until You See The
Mystery Of The Year”; “Murder Seem¬
ingly Without Motives.”

FILM CLASSICS
Will It Happen

Documentary

Again?

60m

(Associated Film Producers)
Estimate:
Topical
exploitation angles.

documentary

has

Cast: Adolph Hitler, Eva Braun, Her¬
mann Goering, Paul Joseph Goebbels,
Julius Streicher, Heinrich Himmler, Benito
Mussolini, and a supporting cast of famous
and other infamous personages.
Story: This tells the history of the rise
and fall of Adolph Hitler, with material
assembled from pictures captured from
the Nazis. Also shown are Hitler’s inter¬
ludes with his mistress, Eva Braun, and
other cohorts at Berchtesgaden.

66m.

Okeh musical western.

instrument, was a hypogun that injected
its fluid through the skin.

Melodrama

62m.

For the lower half.

Cast: Sheila Ryan, Richard Fraser, Les¬
lie Brooks, Herbert Heyes, James Seay,
Richard Loo, Lyle La tell, Pat Flaherty,
Philip Ahn, Fred Numey, Leslie Denison,
George Sorel.
Produced by David I.
Stephenson; directed by Charles F.
Riesner.
Story:
Herbert Heyes, a doctor, is
about to disclose a new discovery when
he is shot down. He lapses into coma,
and while everyone is waiting for him to
come around, a series of events takes
place. People are murdered, and Richard
Fraser, a columnist, gets on the job.
Eventually, it is learned that Heyes’ twin
brother is responsible, seeking to get some
valuable gems for himself. Fraser solves
the mystery, and wins the girl, the doctor’s
daughter, Sheila Ryan. The discovery,
which the brother converted into a death

X-Ray:
With the emphasis on the
Hitler-Braun romantic affair, this lower
half entry may attract many of the curious,
all of whom are doomed to disappoint¬
ment. Braun’s cavorting in nothing less
than a bathing suit is strictly routine, while
brief exchanges between Hitler and his
mistress fall rather flat. Actually, the
interludes at Berchtesgaden are but a
small part of the film, and at times seem
in bad taste when contrasted with the
grim Nazi horror. The story of the dic¬
tator’s rise and fall is, in itself, a well
edited job, and occasionally achieves
powerful heights, only to fall back on a
“tender” scene of Hitler or Eva at play.
This may attract attention in the houses
which cater to the exploitation-minded
patronage.
Ad Lines: “He Killed For Power And
A Woman’s Love”; “The Full Story Of
Hitler’s Rise And Fall;” “The Terrible
Nazi Machine In Action.”
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Stage Struck (4715)
Estimate:

Mystery Drama

70m

For the lower half.

Cast:
Kane Richmond, Audrey Long,
Conrad Nagel, Ralph Byrd, John Gallaudet,
Anthony
Warde,
Pamela Blake,
Charles Trowbridge, Nana Bryant, Selmer
Jackson, Evelyn Brent, Wanda McKay,
Jacqueline Thomas, Wilbur Mack. Pro¬
duced by Jeffrey Bernerd; directed by
William Nigh.

Not satisfied with the efforts of
Conrad Nagel, of homicide, in tracking
down the murderer of her stage struck
younger sister, Audrey Long decides to do
some sleuthing herself. She enrolls in a
theatrical school agency operated by John
Gallaudet, the murderer, who has been
forced to take on Kane Richmond as a
partner because of his knowledge of the
murder. Nagel realizes that Long’s efforts
will clinch the case quickly, and observes
closely. At a party given for a Latin
American night club operator, Anthony
Warde, Long uncovers evidence which
points to Gallaudet’s guilt, which is
proven after a quarrel between Gallaudet
and Richmond. The police arrive on the
scene, with Warde proving to be one of
Nagel’s men on hand to substantiate the
evidence, and protect Long.
Story:

X-Ray:
Burdened by unimaginative
dialogue and methodical direction, this
misses fire by failing to hold sufficient
interest. The performances are routine,
but the pace is sufficient to get this by on
the lower half with undiscriminating mys¬
tery devotees. It is based on the story by
Agnes Christine Johnson.
Ad Lines:
“A Thrilling Expose Of A
Sinister Big City Racket”; “A Small Town
Girl Solves A Big Town Mystery”; “A
Thriller With Plenty Of Surprises.”

PARAMOUNT
Dream Girl
Estimate:

(4721)

Comedy Drama
85m.

Will depend on the Hutton

draw.
Cast: Betty Hutton, Macdonald
Patric Knowles, Virginia Field,
Abel, Peggy Wood, Carolyn Butler,
Gilmore,
Zamah
Cunningham,
Puglia. Produced by P. J. Wolfson;
ed by Mitchell Leisen.

Carey,
Walter
Lowell
Frank
direct¬

Story: Betty Hutton, who day dreams,
has a crush on her brother-in-law, Patric
Knowles, and constantly hides herself in
her dreaming. Macdonald Carey, a brash
reporter, likes Hutton, but constantly
argues with her. When Knowles is about
to be divorced from Hutton’s sister, Vir¬
ginia Field, he asks Hutton to go away
with him. She almost does, but because
of Carey’s persuasion and his ability to
figure her out, he marries her instead.
She promises to cut down on her day¬
dreaming.

X-Ray: Whatever this does at the boxoffice will depend on the Hutton draw.
She is miscast, her characterization is
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contrary to her type of role which usually
makes a dent at the boxoffice, and only in
one scene, where she does a satire on the
“Sadie Thompson” type of role, does she
score to any degree. On the other hand,
the show has been well mounted, and
while the feature players, Carey, Knowles,
Field, Walter Abel, and Peggy Wood, do
as best they can under the circumstances,
this does not appear to have hit the mark
intended Songs include: “Dream Girl”,
“Drunk With Love,” “You Don’t Have To
Know The Language”, “One Fine Day”,
“Personality”
and “You’re
Lovely,
Madame.”
Tip

On

Program price.

Bidding:

Ad Lines: “She Lived In A World Of
Make-Believe. . . . Until A He-Man Woke
Her Up”; “A New Betty Hutton. ... In
A Different Kind Of Role”; “She Was A
‘Dream Girl’. . . . Until She Faced Love
In The Raw.”

Waterfront At
Midnight (4719)
Estimate:

Melodrama
63m.

Okeh meller for the lower

half.
Cast:
William Gargan, Mary Beth
Hughes, Richard Travis, Richard Crane,
Cheryl Walker, Horace MacMahon, John
Hilton, Douglas Fowley, Keye Luke, Paul
Harvey. Produced by William Pine and
William Thomas; directed by William
Berke.
Story: Richard Travis is running a syn¬
dicate shipping stolen goods out of a
waterfront shack. The police assign William
Gargan to crack the case. Gargan’s younger
brother, Richard Crane, is trying to make
money the easy way. Through Mary Beth
Hughes, Travis’ girl friend, Crane hooks
up with the mob, and really gets himself
involved when one of Travis’ henchmen,
Horace MacMahon, is forced to shoot a
boat operator when the latter refuses to
rent a boat to transport the “hot” goods.
Crane tells Travis he is going to squeal
to the police, and Travis is forced to kill
him. Due to a frameup, Gargan is led to
believe that he killed his brother, and,
as a result, refuses to go any further in
the case. Finally, Travis gets rid of
Hughes, and she comes to Gargan with
the whole story. The gang is rounded up.

Cast: Assorted tigers, snakes, monkeys,
and Frank Buck. Directed by Clyde E.
Elliot.
Story:
Frank Buck narrates some of
his adventures in the Malayan jungle. He
nabs a rare monitor lizard, watches as
a vicious black leopard skirmishes with
a python, then a tiger, and finally nabs
the leopard with the aid of his native
boys. A honey bear and baby elephant
are saved by the hunter from a prowling
tiger, and the two animals are taken
bdck to camp. Buck later comes across
a native bathing festival, which is broken
up by a tiger. A baby is forgotten in the
excitement, but the mother reaches it just
as the tiger prepares for another meal.
Buck also witnesses a battle between the
tiger and a crocodile, and a python and the
crocodile, in which the latter has his neck
broken for the trouble, and the climax is
reached as the tiger and python come to
grips. With Buck and his men watching
from a tree, the tiger and python clinch,
and things look mighty bad for the cat
as the snake embraces him lovingly, but,
with a tremendous burst, the beast escapes
from the coils, and the opponents call it
a draw. Buck, however, captures the
snake with a noose, and finally traps the
tiger. He brings ’em all back alive to
civilization.

X-Ray: This was first released some
17 years ago, and while it shows its age
in choppy editing and technical deficien¬
cies, the contents are as thrilling as ever.
The encounters between the various beasts
are fascinating, and the final tiger-python
match will make any he-man’s flesh creep,
to say nothing of its effect on the weaker
sex. The fame of the ace nunter and the
title will help give this attention on the
duallers, where this type of product can
be played.
Tip On Bidding:

Average reissue price.

Ad Lines:
“Frank Buck Brings ’Em
Back Alive In The Wildest Animal Film
Of All Time”; “Don’t Miss The Battle Of
The Century Between King Python And
Champ Tiger”; “All The Thrills That
Anyone Could Wish For In “Bring ’Em
Back Alive’.”

Guns Of Hate
Estimate:

(819)

Western
62m.

Routine.

Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Martin, Steve Brodie, Myrna Dell, Tony
Barrett, Jim Nolan, Jason Robards, Rob¬
ert Bray, Marilyn Mercer. Produced by
Herman
Schlom;
directed
by Lesley
Selander.
Story: Tim Holt and his pal,^Richard
Martin, come across a prospector, Jason
Robards, whose wagon has broken down.
Holt fixes it, and Robards hands him some
gold. Holt sells the nugget to a local
assayer, Tony Barrett, who immediately
brings it to gambler Steve Brodie. Brodie
realizes its worth, and sends a few hench¬
men on the trail of Robards, who is killed,
and the map stolen. Brodie double-crosses
Barrett by telling him that the mine
owner got giway, and he hasn’t the valu¬
able map. Meanwhile, Holt and Martin
are incriminated in Robards’ murder, and
are taken into custody. The two men
escape from jail, and prepare for the
showdown. Barrett learns that Brodie has
been deceiving him, and the two fight in
Holt’s presence, resulting in Barrett get¬
ting possession of the paper. Robards’
Cast:

X-Ray: Based on an original screenplay
by Bernard Girard, this stacks up as a
satisfactory entry for the lower half. Pro¬
duction, direction, etc. are up to the par
set by productions of this type.
Tip On Bidding:

Lowest bracket.

Ad Lines: “Action And Excitement To
Thrill You To The Very Core;” “If You
Like Your Pictures Fast And Furious,
Don’t Miss ‘Waterfront At Midnight’;”
“Here Is A Picture That Will Leave You
Limp.”

RKO
Bring 'Em Back
Alive (818)

Travelogue
65m.

(Reissue)
Exploitation reissue is packed
with selling angles.
Estimate:

Servisection 2
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niece, Nan Leslie, informs Holt of the
mine’s location, and the latter, with Mar¬
tin, heads there to find Barrett, Brodie,
and the rest of the gang. They are all put
behind bars.
X-Ray: Based on a story by Ed Earl
Repp, this rates on a par with the average
western entry. The story fails to deviate
from the usual mode of westerns, and
develops along familiar lines.
Tip On Bidding: Worth average western
price.
Ad Lines:
“A Hard-Hitting Western
With Action Galore . . . Don’t Miss ‘Guns
of Hate’;” “An Exciting Western Thriller
Packed With Action, And Teeming With
Excitement;” “They Lived By The Law
Of The Six-Shooter.”
„

Return Of The
Bad Men (817)
Estimate:

Average

Western
90m.

western

has

the

angles.
Cast:
Randolph Scott, Robert Ryan,
Anne Jeffreys, George “Gabby” Hayes,
Jacqueline White, Steve Brodie, Richard
Powers, Robert Bray, Lex Barker, Walter
Reed, Michael Harvey, Dean White, Rob¬
ert Armstrong, Tom Tyler, Lew Harvey,
Gary Gray, Walter Baldwin, Minna Gombell, Warren Jackson, Robert Clarke, Jason
Robards. Produced by Nat Holt; directed
by Ray Enright.
Story:
The people of Braxton, Okla.,
abandon their homes, and prepare to move
to more promising territories. With every¬
thing unsettled, the famous outlaws of the
day, under the guidance of Robert Arm¬
strong, make ready for a haul. Randolph
Scott, former peace officer, accepts the job
of marshal. Scott is reluctant as he is
engaged to Jacqueline White, and she
refuses to marry while he is in danger.
Scott, however, wants to even a score
with one of the' outlaws, Robert Ryan.
Things go along at this pace for awhile,
and finally, Scott gathers a group of men,
and they bear down on the outlaws. Most
of them are captured or killed, but Ryan
escapes. Scott follows him, catches up,
and, in a hand-to-hand battle, kills him.
With his job done, Scott and White marry.
X-Ray: While this has plenty of shoot¬
ing, hard riding, and the benefit of good
casting, it follows a familiar pattern with
nothing to keep it off the beaten track.
The presence of Scott, Ryan, George
“Gabby” Hayes, and others will help
where this action type of show is liked,
but for the most part this is strictly
formula. Anne Jeffreys is wasted in a
female gunman type of role, and the rest
of the cast, impersonating famous outlaws
of the time, contributes standard preformances. The juvenile set and the outdoor
followers will be satisfied, of course. There
is one brief song. The film is based on
an original screen play.
Tip On Bidding:
Program price.
Ad Lines: “ ‘The Return Of The Badmen’ . . . An Action And Thrill-Packed
Western;” “If You’re Looking For HardHitting Action . . . Don’t Miss ‘The Return
Of The Badmen’;” “Billy, The Kid, The
Daltons, And The Youngers All Join In
Their Fight Against The Law.”
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REPUBLIC
I, Jane Doe

(710)
v

Estimate:

’

Drama
85m

Names should help program¬

mer.
Cast: Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera
Ralston, Gene Lockhart, John Howard,
Benay Venuta, Adele Mara, Roger Dann,
James Bell, Leon Belasco, John Litel, Eric
Feldary, Frances Pierlot, Marta Mitrovich,
John Albright. Produced and directed by
John H. Auer.
Story:
Vera Ralston arrested for the
murder of wealthy playboy John Carroll,
is convicted and sentenced to the electric
chair. Then it is discovered that she is
about to have a baby. This delays the
electrocution, and the story she tells Ruth
Hussey, wife of Carroll and a former law¬
yer, convinces the latter that Ralston can
be freed. At a new trial, Ralston takes
the stand, and tells how she met Carroll in
France, while he was in the air corps. The
two are married. When it comes time to
return to America, Carroll leaves her.
Ralston follows him back to America,
using a forged passport. Carroll, in order
to get ricLof the girl, informs the immigra¬
tion authorities, and Ralston is arrested.
She escapes from Ellis Island, returns to
Carroll’s apartment, and kills him. Hussey
charges that her reasons were good, and
that Carroll was responsible for her crime.
The jury hands in a verdict of not guilty.
X-Ray: Based on a screenplay by Law¬
rence Kimble, this is a slow-moving entry
for the duallers, heavily angled toward the
women’s patronage. The story capitalizes

on its poignant qualities, drawing the most

out of its heart-rendering situations, but
it could stand plenty of tightening, how¬
ever, as it rambles on at a tedious pace.
There are also too many aspects which will
never hold up, and the film’s ending, for
instance, is highly implausible.
Ad Lines:
“The Strange And Weird
Story Of A Girl Who Committed Murder,
And Was Given Her Freedom;” “‘I, Jane
Doe’ . . . The Tender Story Of A Love
Which Blossomed Into Murder;”
“For
Thrills And Chills Don’t Miss This Screen
Achievement ... ‘I, Jane Doe’.”

Under California
Stars
(731)

musical Western
70m.

(Trucolor)
Fair Rogers entry.
Cast: Roy Rogers, Jane Frazee, Andy
Devine, George H. Lloyd, Wade Crosby,
Michael Chapin, House Peters, Jr., Steve
Clark, Joseph Garro, Paul Power, John
Wald, Bob Nolan and The Sons of the
Pioneers, Trigger.
Associate producer,
Edward J. White; directed by William
Witney.
Story: Roy Rogers returns to his ranch
to prepare for a celebration to commemor¬
ate his 10th anniversary in films. He soon
learns that House Peters, Jr., and Wade
Crosby, ranchmen, have been rounding up
wild horses not belonging to them, dealing
with local livestock dealer George H.
Lloyd. Lloyd realizes something must be
done to stop Rogers from interfering with
this “trading”, and plans are made to steal
Trigger. Peters, Jr. tries to make a side
Estimate:

deal with Rogers after the plot is executed,
and is shot in the back before he can talk.
Roy and his pals, Andy Devine, Jane
Frazee, and Bob Nolan and the Sons of
the Pioneers, along with the sheriff, try to
outsmart the thieves in paying the de¬
manded ransom money, but fail, and then
learn that Michel Chapin, 10-year-old
youngster, who lives on Rogers ranch, has
disappeared. The boy’s dog finally leads
Rogers and his men to the bad ’uns hide¬
out in time to rescue Chapin and Trigger
from a burning shack. The money is re¬
trieved, and the badmen rounded up.
X-Ray: Featuring the singing of Rogers
and others, the antics of Trigger, Frazee
looking cute in cowgirl clothes, Devine, as
fat as ever, and moppet Chapin, this
follows the usual pattern. Among songs
heard are “Under California Stars”,
“Rogers, King Of The Cowboys,” “Little
Saddle Pals”, “Dust”, and Serenade To
A Coyote”.
Ad Lines: “Roy At His Best In Song,
Action, And Adventure;” “Jamboree In
The West In Trucolor”; “A Tune-Packed,
Action-Packed Present Day Western
Adventure.”
naHaDaBmnBaamMaHniHBHnn

20th CENTURY-FOX
The Iron Curtain
(816)

Melodrama
87M.

Estimate:
Topical entry offers wealth
of selling opportunities.
Cast:
Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc, Berry Kroeger, Edna Best,
Stefan Schnabel, Nicholas Joy, Eduard
Franz, Frederic Tozere, Noel Cravat,
Christofer Robin Olsen, Peter Whitney,
Leslie Barrie, Mauritz Hugo, John Shay,
Victor Wood, Anne Curson, Helena Dare,
Eula Morgan, Reed Hadley, John Ridgeley.
Produced by Sol C. Seigel; directed by
William Wellman.
Story:
Dana Andrews, trained in
Russia, arrives in Canada in 1943 to work
in the code room at the Soviet Embassy.
Gradually, the pattern unfolds, with the
scheme involving a member of Parliament,
the military and others. Eventually, all
are alerted to get information on the
atomic bomb. Andrews’ wife, Gene Tier¬
ney, arrives, and they are happy. Their
son is born in Canada. Tierney begins to
think that perhaps what she has been
taught in Russia is not true, but Andrews
is still staunchly loyal to the party prin¬
ciples. Eventually, his belief is shaken
when a member of the Soviet staff sounds
off. Andrews decides to take incrimin¬
ating material from the files, and to give it
to the Canadian government. However,
he can’t see the top men, and newspaper¬
men think he is a crackpot. He returns
home, and just as members of the Embassy
staff are about to close in, the Canadian
police take over, having been called by
Tierney. The spy plot is disclosed, making
headlines. Andrews and Tierney are shown
living in the interior of Canada with their
son, having been given protection for the
rest of their Jives.
X-Ray: This tells th<* story of the es¬
pionage trials in Canada, based on the
personal experiences of Igor Gouzenko,
former code clerk at the embassy in
Ottawa, the role portrayed by Andrews.
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With the attention now concentrated on
our relations with Russia, this comes at
a time when it has headline value. In
form, this follows the documentary pattern
of “Boomerang”, “Call Northside 777”, and
others, and, as a dramatic entry, it
maintains interest throughout. Its boxoffice attributes will depend on the way it
is handled, for while there is some roman¬
tic interest, it is minor. Andrews carries
his role well, and the supporting players
contribute competent performances. The
background music is from the selected
works of Dmitri Shostakovich, Serge Prokofieff, Aram Khachaturian, and Nicolas
Miasovsky.
Tip On Bidding:

Higher bracket.

“The Most Amazing Plot In
300 Years of Recorded Espionage”; “See
What Is Behind The Iron Curtain”; “Dana
Andrews . . . Gene Tierney ... In The
Year’s Dramatic Sensation . . . ‘The Iron
Curtain’.”
Ad Lines:

UNITED

ARTISTS

Four Faces West

Western Drama
90m.

(Enterprise)
Unusual western should
attract plenty of attention.
Cast:
Joel McCrea, Frances Dee,
Charles Bickford, Joseph Calleia, William
Conrad, Martin Garralaga, Raymond
Largay, John Parrish, Dan White, Davison
Clark, Houseley Stevenson, George Mc¬
Donald, Eva Novak, Sam Flint, Forrest
Taylor. Associate producer, Vernon E.
Clark; directed by Alfred E. Green.
Story:
As Charles Bickford is being
installed as U. S. marshal, Joel McCrea
robs a nearby bank, leaving an I. O. U.
While eluding Bickford’s men, McCrea
meets Frances Dee, a nurse, and Joseph
Calleia, saloon owner, who discovers that
McCrea is a hunted man. McCrea and
Dee fall in love, but McCrea refuses to
give himself up despite Dee’s pleading.
With Calleia’s help, he heads for the state
line, and comes across a Mexican family
stricken with diptheria. Risking capture,
McCrea remains to help, and is found by
Bickford. Bickford is impressed by his
heroism and leaves the way open for
escape, only to convince McCrea later
that it would be better to stand trial as
he will recommend leniency.
X-Ray: Adapted from the novel, “Paso
Por Aqui”, by Eugene Manlove Rhodes,
this is a most unusual western which has
all the ingredients to attract ample atten¬
tion. Particularly interesting is the fact
that all the suspense required is garnered
without any gunplay or fisticuffs. The
players turn in top performances, aided
by an intelligent script, while hard-riding
action and a tender love story are other
assets.
Tip On Bidding: Worth fair program
price.
Ad Lines:
“A Powerful, Rugged Tale
Of The West”; “A Hard Hitting Adventure
Story That Will Thrill Everyone”; “Power,
Suspense, Action, And Romance.”
Estimate:

So This Is New York

Comedy

79y2M.

(Enterprise)
Estimate:

need selling.
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Cast: Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee, Bill
Goodwin, Hugh Herbert, Leo Gorcey, Vir¬
ginia Grey, Dona Drake, Jerome Cowan,
Dave Willock, Frank Orth, Arnold Stang,
William Bakewell. Produced by Stanley
Kramer; directed by Richard O. Fleischer.
Story: Henry Morgan, his wife, Virginia
Grey, and his sister-in-law, Dona Drake,
are living in a small town. Grey decides
they should move to New York to give
Drake a chance to marry someone with
wealth and security, at the same time
leaving her boy friend, Dave Willock. The
trip begins. City slicker Jerome Cowan
fosters his attention on Grey. Next on the
list of potential bachelors is wealthy Hugh
Herbert, but this blows up when Herbert’s
wife enters into the scene. By this time,
Morgan is working furiously to get Willock
to come to New York before the bankroll
is spent, but the latter refuses. The next
victim is wealthy race horse owner Rudy
Vallee. After a few escapades, he is mixed
up with a gambling syndicate, and has his
brains blown out. Vaudeville star Bill
Goodwin, next approached, persuades
Drake and Grey to invest in a show, which
is a dismal failure. With the bankroll
dwindling, Willock arrives, and all troubles
are solved. They return to their home
town.
X-Ray:
Based on the novel “Big
Town,” by Ring Lardner, this should get
over okeh in the metropolitan sectors,
thanks to the Morgan draw, but will need
plenty of selling where the Morgan name
isn’t forceful. Exploitation angles are
present for exhibitors, and plugs on Mor¬
gan’s radio show will also pay off in
healthy returns. The film lags a bit in its
unreeling, but there are plenty of sure¬
fire comedy sequences. Morgan handles
himself assuringly, and is assisted by a
sterling cast. All in all, this will have to
be carefully sold, depending on the
strength of Morgan.
Tip On Bidding: Program rating.
Ad Lines: “Laughs, Laughs, And More
Laughs . . . Provided By The Funniest
Comedian Of All Time . . . Henry Morgan;”
“You Have Heard Him On The Radio . . .
Now You Have A Chance To See Him
On The Screen;” “ ’So This Is New York’
Is The Funniest Picture To Reach The
Screen In Many A Moon.”

Who Killed 'Doc' Robbin Co"“'
(Roach)
(Cinecolor)
(Laff-Time — Part 2)
Estimate:
For the lower half.
Cast:
Virginia Grey, Don Castle,
George Zucco, Whitford Kane, Claire
Dubrey, Grant Mitchell, Larry Olsen,
Eilene Janssen, Ardda Lynwood, Gerald
Perreau, Dale Belding, Renee Beard, Don¬
ald King. Produced by Robert F. Mc¬
Gowan; directed by Bernard Carr.
Story:
When George “Doc Robbin”
Zucco disappears after a strange explosion
in his gloomy mansion, his nurse, and
sole beneficiary, Virginia Grey, is held
by police on suspicion of murder. While
at the trial, the “Our Gang” Kids unwit¬
tingly involve their good friend, Whitford
Kane, retired atomic scientist. Kane re¬
veals that he and Zucco argued bitterly
over an atomic firing chamber, which
Zucco wanted to use as a destructive
force against humanity. Trying to recover
the missing chamber to clear Kane, the
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kids invade Zucco’s house, and, after some
weird experiences, are confronted by a
huge gorilla. The police arrive in time
to save the kids, the gorilla turns out to
be Zucco, and the vital firing chamber
is recovered.
This latest streamlined version
of the Our Gang” type of comedy will
not only attract youngsters and teen agers,
but its tight story, fast pace, color and
hectic situations will make for audience
appeal. The “Our Gang” kids are topnotch, while the adult performers do quite
well, making this an okeh lower half bet
in all situations.
Tip On Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “More Laughs Than A Barrel
Of Monkeys”; “You’ll Never Stop Laugh¬
ing At This furious Funfest”; “The Fun¬
niest Laughfest Hal Roach Ever Made.”

U.-INT.
The Brothers

Drama

90m.
(English-made—Rank)
Estimate: Good English drama for the
class houses.
Cast: Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed, Finaly Currie, Duncan Macrae, John
Laurie, Andrew Crawford, James Woodburn, Morland Graham, Megs Jenkins,
Patrick Boxill, Donald McAllister, David
Keir. Produced by Sydney Box; directed
by David MacDonald.
Story: Patricia Roc, an orphan, arrives
at the house of Finaly Currie and his two
sons, Duncan Macrae and Maxwell Reed,
to act as their servant. She soon learns
that the family is engaged in whiskey dis¬
tilling, and that they are carrying on a
feud with a neighboring clan, headed by
young Andrew Crawford. Although she
is told to have nothing to do with Craw¬
ford, she succumbs to his advances. Mac¬
rae falls in love with her, but she has her
eyes on Reed, who turns a cold shoulder.
Currie suffers a heart attack, and dies,
Macrae thus becoming the head of the
family. Finally, Reed falls for Roc’s
charms, and the two fall in love. Macrae
still has hopes, but is turned away. Mac¬
rae, disgusted over the girl’s behavior, tells
Reed that because of Roc’s bad influence
on the family she should be killed. As
head of the family, Macrae orders Reed
to commit the crime. Reed agrees, but in¬
stead brings her to a deserted island, and
later joins her to live a happy life
together.
X-ray: Based on the novel by L. A. G.
Strong, this is a drama which will find
its best appeal in the class houses. The
film includes a number of breathtaking
and thrilling sequences but, for the most
part, moves too complacently. The film
has been given the usual scissors treat¬
ment, and as a result, the story does not
flow as smoothly as desired, the ending
being particularly abrupt. The acting is
excellent, though the Scottish brogue is
not easily understandable to the general
audience.
Tip On
houses.

Bidding:

Worth most in class

Ad Lines:
“A Powerful and Thrilling
Story;” “A Story of Bitter Hate, Passionate
Love, and Inescapable Fury . . . Don’t
Miss ‘The Brothers’;” “One of The Greatest
English Films Of Our Times.”
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Dear Murderer

THE

(658)

Melodrama
90m.

(English-made — Rank)
Estimate: Below average British import.
Cast: Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Den¬
nis Price, Maxwell Reed, Jack Warner,
Hazel Court, Andrew Crawford, Jane
Hylton, Charles Rolfe, Helene Burls,
Ernest Butcher, Judith Carol, Valerie
Ward, Vic Hagan, John Blythe, Howard
Douglas. Produced by Betty E. Box; exec¬
utive producer, Sydney Box; directed by
Arthur Crabtree.
Story: Eric Portman, away from Lon¬
don on business, learns that his wife,
Greta Gynt, is unfaithful. He returns to
London, and murders her lover, Dennis
Price, only to find that she has another
one, Maxwell Reed. Portman plants evi¬
dence which leads to the arrest of Reed.
When Portman diabolically reveals his
actions to Gynt, she professes that she
still loves Portman. Conscience stricken,
he attempts to clear Reed, with Scotland
Yard becoming suspicious of his motives.
Gynt, still in love with Reed, murders
Portman only to find that Reed loves
another women. Reed is freed by Scotland
Yard, and Gynt is held for the murder.
X-Ray: Not one of the better British
entries, this moves too slowly for American
audiences generally. Interest and direction
are spotty, and there are no names to play
up. Also, the story is certainly not one
to appeal to either the ‘art’ fans or the
family group, with its murders, etc. The
film is based on a play by St. John Legh
Clowes.
Tip On Bidding: Lower bracket.
Ad Lines: “Emotion . . . Suspense . . .
Drama . . . They’re All Part of ‘Dear Mur¬
derer’ ”; “Terrific Dramatic Power”; “An
Impelling Drama Of A Beautiful Woman’s
Heartless Deceit.”

The Mikado

Musical
90m.

(Color by Technicolor)
(English-made)
(Reissue)
Estimate: Reissue should have appeal
for class spots.
Cast:
Kenny Baker, John Barclay,
»Martyn Green, Sydney Granville, Gregory
Stroud, Jean Colin, Elisabeth Paynter,
Kathleen Naylor, Constance Willis, Cho¬
rus of D’Oyly Carte Opera Company,
London Symphony Orchestra. Produced
by Geoffrey Toye, directed by Victor
Schertzinger.
Story: The film follows closely the story
of the famed Gilbert and Sullivan operetta
of the same name. Kenny Baker and Jean
Colin play the romantic leads, while the
important role of the Lord High Execu¬
tioner is played by Martyn Green.
X-Ray: Produced years ago in England,
this is made to order for the class houses.
The Technicolor is fine, the entire pro¬
duction reveals plenty of money, the
D’Oyly Carte Troupe is the best Gilbert
and Sullivan group, and Baker’s name
may help. This was first reviewed in
The Sbrvisection on March 22, 1939.
Tip On Bidding: Usual reissue price.
Ad Lines:
“Gilbert And Sullivan’s
Famous Operetta On The Screen At Last
In Gorgeous Technicolor;” “An Artistic
Delight For Operetta Lovers, Screen Lov¬
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ers, And Everyone”; “Brought Back For
Your Reenjoyment.”

River Lady

Action Drama

(661)

78m.

(Color By Technicolor)
Program.

Estimate:

Cast: Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron,
Dan Duryea, Helena Carter, Lloyd Gough,
Florence Bates, John Mclntire, Jack Lam¬
bert, Esther Somers, Anita Turner, Ed¬
mund Cobb, Dewey Robinson, Eddy C.
Waller, Milton Kibbee, Billy Wayne, Jim¬
my Ames, Edward Earle. Produced by
Leonard Goldstein, directed by George
Sherman.
Story: Yvonne De Carlo, queen of the
river gambling boat called “The River
Lady”, has a yen for logger Rod Cameron,
but the latter doesn’t want to be ordered
around, so De Carlo secretly arranges for
Cameron to become boss of a lumber
company owned ''by
John
Mclntire.
Actually, De Carlo secretly heads a syndi¬
cate pushing the independent lumber mills
around. Cameron and De Carlo are set to
wed when Helena Carter, Mclntire’s
daughter, tells Cameron that De Carlo is
behind his success.
Cameron breaks
things off, and on the rebound marries
Carter. Finally, when the chips are down
Cameron makes good, upsetting opposition
from Dan Duryea, who works for the syn¬
dicate. De Carlo admits her defeat, and
leaves Carter to Cameron.
X-Ray: Routine, highlighted by the
Technicolor and a good battle between
rival loggers, this follows the pattern seen
in De Carlo starrers. As such, it will do
the usual business where this type of film
draws. The logging background is inter¬
esting, and the players make the most of
their stereotyped roles. Duryea doesn’t
have much to do, but Lloyd Gough con¬
tributes a neat bit as a pal of Cameron.
The film is based on a novel by Houston
Branch and Frank Waters. De Carlo sings
one song: “Louis Sands And Jim McGee.”
Tip On Bidding:
Worth fair program
price.
Ad Lines: “She Was the ‘River Lady’,
But She Couldn’t Hold Her Man”; “A
Fight To The Finish Amidst A Background
of Technicolor Splendor”;
“See Yvonne
De Carlo As The Queen Of The River . . .
In The Year’s Most Spectacular Film”.

WARNERS
Silver River
Estimate:

(725]

Names

Western Drama
iiom.

should

make

the

difference.
Cast:
Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan,
Thomas Mitchell, Bruce Bennett, Tom
D’Andrea, Barton MacLane, Monte Blue,
Jonathan Hale, Alan Bridge, Arthur
Space, Art Baker, Joe Crehan. Produced
by Owen Crump; directed by Raoul
Walsh.
Story: After the Civil War, Errol Flynn
and friend, Tom D’Andrea, are kicked out
of the army, and Flynn decides to take up
gambling. He encounters Ann Sheridan,
wife of Bruce Bennett, owner of a large
mine. She is hauling machinery to the
mine, and when Flynn asks her to share
the wagons, she refuses. Flynn wins the
wagons, and then refuses to help Sheridan.

Flynn opens his establishment, and be¬
friends broken-down lawyer Thomas
Mitchell. Bennett, in trouble, gives Flynn
a huge share of his mine for his help, and
Flynn decides to open up a bank. His bank¬
roll flourishes. He still has a yen for
Sheridan, and deliberately sends Bennett
to be killed by Indians. Eventually,
Sheridan and Flynn marry. Later, a
group of easterners fight Flynn, and his
bubble bursts. After more difficulties, in¬
cluding Sheridan’s leaving him, Flynn
decides to reform, and prepares to rebuild
the success he once knew. Sheridan comes
back happy.
X-Ray: Based on the novel by Stephen
Longstreet, this follows the familiar pat¬
tern of the big scale western melodramas,
and offers little new, the total result
depending on the Flynn-Sheridan draw.
The picture suffers from overlength, and
lacks lustre, and while the players give
competent performances, they are handi¬
capped by a type of yarn which has been
often done on the screen. While plenty of
money has been spent, the show offers
little different from the accepted scheme
of things. The production, however, is
handsome, with several action sequences,
but there are stretches which slow down
the going considerably. In the final analy¬
sis, while it should account for itself, it
probably won’t approach peak grosses.
Tip On Bidding:
Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “Errol Flynn. ... As Dashing
As Ever In ‘Silver River’. . . . The Picture
You Have Been Waiting For;” “Don’t Miss
‘Silver River’. ... An Exciting Epic Of
The Old West;” “Filmed With Power And
Thrilling Adventure. . . . ‘Silver River’ . . .
With Dashing Errol Flynn And Beautiful
Ann Sheridan.”

FOREIGN
The Damned

Drama
104m.

(Discina International)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimates: High-rating French import.
Cast: Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Jurt
Kronefeld, Anne Champion, Jo Dest,
Michel Auclair, Fosco Giachetti, Paul
Bernard, Jean Didier, Dalio. Produced by
Andre Paulve and Michel Safra; directed
by Rene Clement.
Story: Jo Dest, a ruthless member of
the German Gestapo, and German General
Kurt Kronefeld organize a group of people
to set up operations in South America
before the fall of Berlin. Leaving on a
U-boat, the crew runs into trouble as
one of the passengers, Florence Marly,
comes down with an injury. With no
doctor on the boat, a Frenchman, Henri
Vidal, is forced aboard, and is held pris¬
oner. Dest locks him in his room. About
this time, the boat arrives at its destination
in South America, and a few of the crew
are sent to contact the German agents.
The only remaining agent, Dalio, has
turned traitor, and Dest’s assistant is
forced to kill him. When the boat, gets
out of port, it is decided to obtain fuel,
and a nearby ship is contacted. The crew
of the other ship spreads the news that
the armistice has been signed, thus causing
the crew to desert the U-boat, excepting
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for a few faithful followers. Dest turns
a torpedo on the fleeing ship, and all are
killed. Meanwhile, a mutiny takes place
on the submarine, Dest is killed, and Vidal
is the only survivor. He is picked up by
an American ship.
X-Ray:
An intense French drama
standing as a good bet for all art houses,
this packs a wallop, although the story is
on the sordid side, incorporating a few
strange, fascinating sequences into the
footage. Special mention should be made
of the excellent photography. The original
directorial touches of Rene Clement also
assist in making this a coveted French
import for art house patronage.
Ad Lines:
“The Thrilling Story Of A
Doctor In The Mad Hands Of A Group
Of Fanatical Germans;” “ ‘The Damned’...
A Picture That Has Inescapable Power
And Breath Taking Action;” “One Of TheMost Exciting Films Of Our Time.”
..

.

Marius

Comedy Drama

125m.

(Siritzky International)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: Excellent French import.
Cast: Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin,
Orane Demazis, Alida Rouffe, Robert
Vattier, Michalesco. Produced by Marcel
Pagnol; directed by Alexander Korda.
Story:
In a small cafe in Marseilles,
Pierre Fresnay, son of the owner, Raimu,
is having a discussion with a neighbor¬
hood girl, Orane Demazis. Demazis has
been proposed to by an elderly store¬
keeper, Charpin, and Fresnay is laughing
off the engagement. Fresnay is extremely
jealous of Demazis, who is madly in love
with him, and is trying to make him
jealous. Fresnay is also nourishing a love
for the sea, and is waiting for a chance
to get on a boat. His chance finally
comes, but Demazis holds him back,
Fresnay realizing he loves her. A love
affair begins between the two, and lasts
until Demazis’ mother finds them together.
It is decided that they must be married
at the earliest possible opportunity. Fres¬
nay gets his second chance to pull out,
and Demazis overhears his conversation
with the sea captain. Fresnay refuses to
go, thinking of Demazis, but the latter
forces him to leave, knowing he wouldn’t
be content to miss out on his big chance.
X-Ray: Produced in 1933, and written
by Marcel Pagnol, this rates with the
better French imports. The film acquires
a light touch from the very outset although
injecting plenty of dramatic impact, and
while the yarn hinges heavily on the sex
angle, it is handled delicately, and in good
taste. Although the film runs over two
hours, the pace is swift. The film was made
15 years ago, but seems none the worse
for wear, although there are a few tech¬
nical difficulties encountered. The film is an
entry in a trilogy consisting of “Fanny,”
already released, and a forthcoming film,
“Cesar.”
Ad Lines:
“He Was Caught Between
Two Loves . . . The Love For A Woman
And The Love For The Sea;” “This Is An
Absorbing And Tragic Love Story You
Won’t Want To Miss;” “Tender And
Heart-Warming.”

Not Guilty

Melodrama
94m.

(Andre Lelarge-Ariane Productions)
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(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: High-rating French import.
Cast:
Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean
Debucourt, Jean Wall, Francois Joux,
Georges Beehat.
Directed by Henri
Decoin.
Story: Michel Simon, an aging doctor,
hits a motorcyclist while riding in his car,
and fixes up the mishap so that the police
are certain that the deceased was an acci¬
dent victim. Simon is very pleased with
himself, and when he learns that his
mistress, Jany Holt, has been unfaithful,
another murder is chalked up. Once again,
the police are baffled. Things go along at
this pace, with Simon ‘co-operating’ with
the police on the case when a rival doctor,
Jean Wall, makes the mistake of telling
Simon that he has some information for
the police. He meets the same fate as his
predecessors. Holt, meanwhile, is becom¬
ing more afraid of Simon with every
passing day, and finally decides to call
the police. Simon realizes his immediate
danger, and fixes up an accident for Holt.
After she dies, Simon feels remorse, and
decides to confess. This isn’t easy as the
police refuse to believe his story. Unable
to convince anybody that he is the killer,
Simon finally takes his own life.
X-Ray: This rates high among any list
of French imports. The film captures
audience interest and maintains it until
the ironic and stunning end. Suspense
and excitement are generated at a high
pitch as the film departs from the usual
cliches, incorporating a different and novel
touch to the story. The acting is in the
better class, Simon particularly shining as
the unsuspected killer.
Ad Lines: “One Of The Finest Actors
The Screen Has Ever Known In Another
Triumph ... Michel Simon In ‘Not Guilty’;”
“He Murdered Four People And Was
Judged Not Guilty;” “A Screen Achieve¬
ment You Won’t Want To Miss . . . ‘Not
Guilty’, With Michel Simon.”

Who Killed Santa Claus?
Comedy Melodrama
95m.

(Film Rights International, Ltd.)
(French-made)
(English-titles)
Estimate:
Mediocre French import.
Cast:
Harry Baur, Raymond Rouleau,
Renee Faure, Marie-Helene Daste, Robert
Le Vigan, Jean Brochard, Jean Paredes,
Fernand Ledoux, Helena Manson. Di¬
rected by Christian Jacques.
Story:
After a robbery made on the
priest of a small French village upsets
the town, it is announced that Raymond
Rouleau has returned to his home after
a long absence, with leprosy. Nobody
goes near him except Renee Faure, dull
daughter of Harry Baur, shop owner.
As Christmas Eve approaches, Baur as¬
sumes his usual role of Santa Claus, and
begins to make the rounds of the village.
By the time he visits Rouleau’s mansion,
he falls asleep. Rouleau borrows Baur’s
costume, and starts to continue the
rounds.
However, some time later, a
man dressed as Santa Claus is found
murdered, and a valuable ring stolen.
The victim is neither Baur nor Rouleau,
and the mystery thickens.
Meanwhile,
Rouleau and Faure are in the midst of
a romance. Led by the village phar¬

macist, Jean Brochard, and the mayor,
Fernand Ledoux, a search is made for
the ring and the guilty party. Finally,
it turns out that the killer is Brochard,
and he is found with the ring in his
possession.
X-Ray:
Adapted by Charles Spaak,
from the novel by Pierre Very, this
stands as a moderate French import,
limited to art house patronage.
It is
Baur’s last film before his death but
it does not rate with his best work. One
of the saving points of the film is the
photography, displaying the magnificent
Savoy Mountains in France.
Christian
Jacques’ direction is in the better class.
Ad Lines:
“Don’t Miss This Oppor¬
tunity To See One Of The Greatest
Actors France Has Ever Produced”;
“This Will Have You Guessing From
Start To Finish”; “The Incomparable
Harry Baur In His Last Great Work . . .
‘Who Killed Santa Claus’?”

MISCELLANEOUS
Dreams That Money
Can Buy

Fantasy

84m

(Films International of America)
(Cinecolor)
Estimate: Unique art house offering.
Cast:
John Bittner, John Latouche,
Valerie Tite, Julian Levy. Produced and
directed by Hans Richter.
Story:
John Bittner, broken-down
artist, discovers that he has the ability
to look into a person’s eyes, and see their
dreams and wishes. He decides to make
some money. His first customers are a
bank clerk and his domineering wife.
While the latter goes out of the room,
Bittner sees a dream filled with sexual
desires in the shy bank clerk’s eyes. The
second patient is a young and beautiful
girl, Valerie Tite, who is putting up a cold
front, as Bittner learns from her dreams,
but in reality, is looking for an outlet for
her emotions. The third patient is the
bank clerk’s wife, who wants to be ana¬
lyzed, but thinks it silly after her dream
is exposed. Next comes a gangster, who
tries to stick up the place, but ends up
letting Bittner read his mind. The next
customer is a blind man, accompanied by
his small granddaughter. The last sequence
deals with the dream of Bittner as he
lets his own thoughts run away from him.
X-Ray: Written by Hans Richter, filmed
in Cinecolor, this is a surrealist study em¬
bracing psychology, symbolic meanings,
and other weird effects, limiting the film’s
commercial value exclusively to art house
patronage. There is no doubt that the film
will command intense interest due to its
different and unorthodox treatment, and
art house devotees should find it to their
liking. However, except for this limited
audience, its appeal is practically nil. The
film is a maze of color, most of it used to
good advantage, especially in the dream
sequences. There is one song, “The Girl
With The Pre-Fabricated Heart,” sung by
Josh White and Libby Holman, offstage.
Ad Lines:
“This Is A Film Achieve¬
ment That You Must Not Miss';” “A
Thrilling Film Achievement Which Will
Have You Enthralled From Start To
Finish;” “A Surrealist Film Achievement
You Won’t Want To Miss . . . See ‘Dreams
That Money Can Buy’.”
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The Shorts Parade
Two Reel
FIDDLERS THREE. Columbia—Three
Stooges.
17m.
The Three Stooges are
hired as fiddlers of the king of Coleslawvania, and chase around the sets at a
merry pace trying to rescue the princess
from the arch-villain. Everything in the
books seems to happen as they continue on
their way, but the finale sees them ac¬
complish their mission, and return the
princess back to the king. This falls be¬
low the Stooges’ usual level. BAD. (9407).
JITTER BUGHOUSE.
Columbia—As¬
sorted And All-Star Comedies.
17m.
Joe De Rita and his musical trio, in a bad
way financially, are looking out for a job.
Their big chance is encountered when De
Rita’s girl friend, Christine Mclntire, a
nurse, has to cure a wealthy but crazy
patient. De Rita gets his musicians to¬
gether, puts on a show for the berserk pa¬
tient, and cures him of his troubles. Al¬
though the comedy is not much better than
the usual series entry, the music helps
lift this a few notches. GOOD.
(9438).

Color Topical
CALGARY STAMPEDE.
VitaphoneTechnicolor Special.
18m.
The annual
western celebi’ation in Calgary, Canada,
is intimately covered by a fast moving
camera in this colorful, exciting, and com¬
pletely entertaining subject. Parades with
nifty costumes, Indians, cowhands, a
bit of square dancing, etc., lead up to the
final rodeo competitions between Canadi¬
an and U. S. cowpokes. The contestants
engage in some of the most rip-roaring
rodeo exhibitions ever caught by the cam¬
era, the windup being a high-speed chuck
wagon race. EXCELLENT. (4005).

Topical
BATTLE FOR GREECE. 20th Century
Fox-March of Time. Vol. 14, No. 10. 17m.
The camera moves to Greece, currently in
the throes of a civil war. The Communist
leaders, with the backing of Russia, are
attempting to gain a foothold in the coun¬
try, while the government, with the United
States and Great Britian at their call,
are striving to repress them.
Poverty,
starvation, and other hardships are pro¬
gressing in Greece as a result. GOOD.

(be Reel
Color Cartoon
BONE SWEET BONE. Vitaphone-Merrie Melodies. Cinecolor. 7m. A geologist,
working over a dinosaur, is constantly
plagued by his tiny dog’s instinctive love
of bone. The prof, missing an important
bone, sends the mutt after a huge fero¬
cious bull dog whom he thinks has stolen it.
Too late, he discovers the piece in his
pocket while the poor pet proceeds to
use his wits to recover the bone. The
small dog finally gets one and then goes
quite mad when he discovers all his efforts
have been in vain. FAIR. (4702).
BUCCANEER BUNNY. Vitaphone Bugs
Bunny Special.
Technicolor.
7m.
A
blood thirsty pirate comes across Bugs
while burying his treasure, and the two
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proceed to rough it up on board the vil¬
lain’s ship. Of course, Bugs comes out
the victor over the not-too-bright rene¬
gade. FAIR.
(3724).
THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT.
Columbia—Color Favorites.
7m.
Jack,
the busy little beaver, is hard at work on
his new house but is being bothered by
a bear, who just loafs. When the house
is built, the bear and a few friends in¬
filtrate for a house warming, and proceed
to trouble all they can. The climax comes
when a group of termites, at the bear’s
beckoned call, bear down upon the house,
and tear it apart. The film’s end sees the
bear and his pals working hard in the
rebuilding of the structure, with Jack
holding a shotgun to make sure the work
gets done. FAIR. (9607).
NOTHING BUT THE TOOTH.
Vitaphone—Merrie Melodies. Technicolor. 7m.
With gold discovered in California, Porky
Pig mounts his nag, and proceeds for the
Golden Gate.
On his way, he is con¬
stantly plagued by a pigmy-sized Indian
who is after his scalp. The little brave
uses every trick to get Porky to remove
his hat. Our hero finally arrives at his
mine, only to find his nemesis waiting.
The idea here is okeh but the production
is uninspired. FAIR. (4701).
PUSS ’N’ TOOTS. MGM-Gold Medal
Reprint Cartoons. 7m. Tom, the cat, is
once again after his favorite nemises, Jerry,
the mouse, but is interrupted when a
pretty kitten is ushered in. Tom, at once,
puts on his wolfish airs, and tries his
best to impress the kitten, using Jerry as
his bait. This doesn’t work as Jerry gains
the upper hand, and proceeds to make
a fool out of the cat, making him look
very sad in the eyes of his girl friend.
GOOD. (W-925).

Comedy
SO YOU WANT TO BUILD A HOUSE.
Vitaphone. Joe McDoakes Comedies. 11m.
Joe and his wife are to be evicted, and he
starts looking for a new abode. Unfortun¬
ately, he accepts the aid of his wise co¬
worker, who proceeds to ruin all of his
housing plans. Finally, when things are
looking black, Joe is talked into buying
a prefab under the backing of his ‘pal’,
and the windup sees Joe living in a rather
weirdly constructed dwelling with his
nemesis, who makes himself at home in
all respects, even with our hero’s wife.
This is not quite up to the usual entry, but
nevertheless it has plenty of laughs, and
Joe’s restrained mugging is always wel¬
come. GOOD. (4405).

Musical
CHARLIE BARNET AND HIS OR¬
CHESTRA. Columbia—Thrills of Music.
10%m. With disc jockey Fred Robbins
introducing the song numbers in his own
style, Charlie Barnet leads the orchestra
through three songs, with the help of
vocalists Jimmy Brown and Jean Louise.
The numbers heard are “Pompton Turn¬
pike,” an original instrumental; “Stormy
Weather,” and “Civilization.”
GOOD.
(9955).
HENRY BUSSE AND HIS ORCHESTRA.
Vitaphone-Melody Masters. 10m. Trum¬
peter Henry Busse and his orchestra, under
Jean Negulesco’s direction, " play “Along
the Santa Fe Trail,” “Hot Lips,” “Huckle¬
berry Duck,” and “Wang Wang Blues.”

A vocalist and dance team are featured.
FAIR. (4606).

Color Novelty
THE BIG EYE.
Paramount - Popular
Science, No. 5. 10m. The latest thing in
cars is first hauled onto the highway, and
put into action. The automobile features
three wheels and a streamlined chassis,
and was designed by Gordon Buehrig,
Pennsylvania. The second half of the film
is devoted to “The Big Eye,” a gigantic
telescope situated on Mount Palomar, Cal.
The operation of the giant telescope is
explained in its entirety, and a few il¬
lustrations of its accomplishments are
shown. This is a highly technical entry,
but is nevertheless, interesting, and should
command attention. GOOD.
(J7-5).
FEATHER FINERY.
Paramount-Un¬
usual Occupations No. 5. 10m. In Northern
Arizona, the Navajo Indians are seen
engaged in sand painting. In Nutley, N. J.,
Robert S. Bowden is shown as he manu¬
factures beautiful canvasses with pieces
of kid gloves. Billy Romano, New York,
displays his occupation of transforming
balloons into strange elongated figures and
finally, Barbara Orr Ehrhardt, Turlock,
Cal., shows the art of transforming turkey
feathers into finery for the girls. GOOD.
(L7-5).

Novelty
HOLLYWOOD HONORS HERSHOLT.
Columbia—Screen Snapshots.
8m.
The
Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills Hotel
is the scene of excitement as Jean Hersholt
is feted in honor of his 10th anniversary
as “Dr. Christian” on CBS. Among the
luminaries joining in the festivities are
Robert Mitchum, Bette Davis, Eddie
Bracken, Cornel Wilde, Joan Bennett,
Rudy Vallee, Celeste Holme, Kay Kyser,
Dana Andrews, John Boles, Diana Lynn,
and Edward G. Robinson. GOOD. (9858).
YOU CAN’T WIN. MGM — Pete Smith
Specialties.
9m.
Pete Smith runs into
difficulties in displaying the problems
which face the average person. A trick
cigarette lighter which doesn’t seem to
work, an extremely persistant insurance
salesman, and laundry trouble are only
a few of the many encounters. One of
the funniest is his attempt to wash his car,
only to find it splashed by other cars
passing by. All in all, this fails to stack
up with the better Smith entries. FAIR.
(S-958).

Travel
MAJESTY OF YELLOWSTONE. 20th
Century-Fox-Movietone Adventures. 9m.
Yellowstone National Park is shown in
its winter splendor, and the camera
covers not only the scenic wonders but
the manner in which the rangers take
care of the animals.
This rates with
the better numbers of its kind. GOOD.
(8204).

Too Late To Classify
Raw Deal (822)

Melodrama

78m.

(Eagle Lion)
Estimate: Exciting meller.
Cast: Dennis O’Keefe, Claire Trevor,
Marsha Hunt, John Ireland, Raymond
Burr, Curt Conway, Chill Williams. An
Edward Small Production. Directed by
Anthony Mann.
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Story: Dennis O’Keefe, in jail for a
robbery committed for gang leader Ray¬
mond Burr, whom he shielded, receives
the news from his sweetheart, Claire
Trevor, that a prison break is being ar¬
ranged. Burr hopes that O’Keefe will be
killed, but, with Trevor’s aid, he escapes.
Their car breaks down, and O’Keefe is
forced to seek aid in the apartment of
Marsha Hunt, secretary to his attorney.
When she tries to summon the police he
and Trevor take her along. They elude the
authorities, and when Burr hears of the
successful break, he sends out one of his
henchmen, John Ireland, to kill O’Keefe.
Trevor resents Hunt’s presence, sees she
and O’Keefe are falling in love. He meets
Ireland, and is almost killed until Hunt
takes a hand. O’Keefe sends Hunt away,
and Ireland takes her to Burr as bait for a
trap for O’Keefe. When Burr calls O’Keefe,
Trevor answers the phone, and 'she fails to
pass to O’Keefe the news of Hunt’s pre¬
dicament until they are on a boat about to
sail for Panama. He heads for Burr. He
and Burr battle it out, the gang leader
being killed. O’Keefe, mortally wounded,
dies in Hunt’s arms.
X-Ray: Utilizing the same star-director
combination, responsible for “T-Men,”
this emerges as another exciting, suspenseful entry that ranks in the better class of
its type. It embodies action, good per¬
formances, a highly effective technique of
narration, and a finely paced story. Action
fans will go for this in a big way, and will
be well satisfied. Trevor, O’Keefe, and
Hunt are especially effective. The film is
based on a story by Arnold B. Armstrong
and Audrey Ashley, “Corkscrew Alley.”
Ad Lines: “If You Saw lT-Men,’ Don’t
Miss This Great Action Follow-Up”; “An¬
other Great Action Thriller From The
Studio That Gave You ‘T-Men’
“There
Are Chills And Thrills Galore In This
Adventure-Packed Thriller.”

Melodrama

Blonde Ice

73m.
(Film Classics)

Estimate:

Okeh dualler.

Cast: Robert Paige, Leslie Brooks, Russ
Vincent, Michael Whalen, James Griffith,
Emory Parnell, Walter Sande, John Hol¬
land, Mildred Coles, Selmer Jackson,
David Leonard, Jack Del Rio. Produced by
Martin Mooney; directed by Jack Bernhard.

Leslie Brooks, seeking luxury
and social position, jilts Robert Paige and
James Griffith, fellow newspaper people,
to marry a wealthy industrialist. On their
honeymoon, he discovers that Brooks still
loves Paige, and a quarrel follows. He
leaves for home, but Brooks murders him,
making it appear as a suicide. She re¬
sumes her affair with Paige, but Griffith
doubts the suicide theory, and openly de¬
clares his suspicions, causing friction be¬
tween him and Paige. Continuing her
quest for position, Brooks attracts Michael
Whalen, a powerful politician. Russ Vin¬
cent, a pilot, who has knowledge of her
husband’s death, blackmails Brooks until
she is forced to kill him, also. When her
engagement to Whalen is announced, she
goes to Paige, still confessing her love
for him. Whalen finds them together, and
when Paige leaves in disgust, Brooks
murders Whalen. For a time, suspicion
points to Paige, but under pressure Brooks
breaks down, and confesses to her three
murders.
Story:
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X-Ray:
Squeezing good production
value out of a modest budget, this slightly
different meller has much to interest the
average audience, and should fit nicely
into the duallers. Maintaining a fast pace
throughout, the film contains performances
above the average for small budget en¬
tries. The script, although weak at the
finish, has enough punch to please de¬
votees of this type fare. The picture is
based on the novel, “Once Too Often,” by
Whitman Chambers.
Ad Lines: “Dangerous To Know . . .
Deadly To Love”; “She Was Beautiful,
But Her Attraction Was Fatal”; “Action,
Thrills, And Excitement . . . All Con¬
tained In This Tense Melodrama.”
Feature

Melody Time

Cartoon

75m.
RKO)
(Disney)
(Color by Technicolor)
Estimate: Should find plenty of popular
appeal.
Cast: Roy Rogers, Trigger, Sons Of The

Pioneers, Ethel Smith, Bobby Driscoll, and
Luana Patten in person: the voices and
music of Dennis Day, the Andrews Sisters,
Fred Waring, and his Pennsylvanians,
Freddy Martin, Frances Langford, Buddy
Clark, the Dinning Sisters. Production
supervisor, Ben Sharpsteen.
Story: This consists of several different
episodes held together by the voice of an
m.c., Buddy Clark. Included are: “Once
Upon A Wintertime,” a boy’s and girl’s
sleighing song, with music and song by
Frances Langford; “Little Toot,” the story
of a little tugboat that got into trouble,
then became a hero, with the song of the
same name sung by the Andrews Sisters;
“Johnny Appleseed,” with Dennis Day
portraying three roles and singing in a
picturization of a famous legend; “Trees,”
a cartoon interpretation of the poem by
Joyce Kilmer; “Bumble Boogie,” with
music by Freddie Martin and orchestra;
“Blame It On The Samba,” with Donald
Duck, Jose Carioca, and Aracuan, a native
bird, with the Dinning Sisters singing the
song of the same name, and Ethel Smith
in person at the organ; and “Pecos Bill,”
with Roy Rogers and the Sons Of The
Pioneers telling the story to Luana Patten
and Bobby Driscoll.
X-Ray: Following the pattern set in
“Make Mine Music,” this represents ’en¬
tertainment for all types of audiences,
with the highlights the “Johnny Appleseed” and “Pecos Bill” numbers. The show
has few slow moments, and there are
enough songs to satisfy anyone. While the
appeal is more to the juvenile than the
adult side, the boxoffice should react well.
The songs and music are plentiful:
“Melody Time,” “Blue Shadows,” “Pecos
Bill,” “Little Toot,” “Blame It On The
Samba,” “The Pioneer Song,” “The Lord
Is Good To Me,” “Apple Song,” “Once
Upon
A
Wintertime,”
“Trees,”
and
“Bumble Boogie.” Backed by plenty of
song plugging, especially over the air
lanes, plus selling angles for every member
of the family, this offers the usual op¬
portunities in the merchandising.
Tip On Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “Walt Disney At His Best . . .
‘Melody Time’ ”; “For Every Member Of
The Family . . . The Fun-Fest Of The
Year . . . ‘Melody Time’ ”; “Get Ready
For The Entertainment Hit Of The Year
. . . ‘Melody Time’.”

Give My Regards
To Broadway (827)

CoMEDy
89m.

(20th Century-Fox)
(Color by Technicolor)
Estimate: Pleasing entry should ride
into the better money.
Cast: Dan Dailey, Charles Winninger,
Nancy Guild, Charlie Ruggles, Fay Bain ter,
Barbara Lawrence, Jane Nigh, Charles
Russell, Sig Ruman, Howard Freeman,
Herbert Anderson Pat Flaherty, Harry
Seymour, Paul Harvey, Lela Bliss, Georgia
Caine, Matt McHugh. Produced by Walter
Morosco; directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Story:
Vaudeville dies, and Charles
Winninger, who had a juggling act with
his wife, Fay Bainter, accepts a job as
shipping clerk, and settles down in a small
town. He always believes vaudeville will
come back, and keeps practicing an act
with his children, Dan Dailey, Jane Nigh,
and Barbara Lawrence. The latter two
eventually get engaged, and have little
interest to a return to the stage, but
Dailey is sold on the vaudeville idea by
his father. Bainter hopes they never get
back to trouping. Dailey becomes inter¬
ested in Nancy Guild, daughter of the
boss for whom he works, and goes out
for the shop ball team, where he is a suc¬
cess.
Dailey gets a chance to receive a
scholarship, but wants to give it up be¬
cause of his father’s dream. Finally, Win¬
ninger realizes that they will never get
back to the stage, but is happy because he
is a business success, and his family is
happy.
X-Ray: Except for the fact that it lacks
the big musical numbers usually as¬
sociated with this type of show, this looms
as a definite audience-satisfier in any
situation. It is warm, humorous, and easy
going, certain to bring satisfaction. Dailey
is as engaging as in the past, and Win¬
ninger and Bainter are excellent in sup¬
port. Ruggles also adds to the gaiety in a
rather brief part. Guild hasn’t much to do,
but Lawrence shows up well. While the
show is not of sock proportions, it should
account for itself nicely. Songs heard are:
“Give My Regards To Broadway,”. “When
Frances Dances With Me,” and “Let A
Smile Be Your Umbrella On A Rain, Rain,
Rainy Day.” The film is based on a story
by John Klempner.
Tip On Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “The Year’s Gayest Hit . . .

‘Give My Regards To Broadway’ ”; “The
People You Love ... In The Gayest Tech¬
nicolor Hit Of The Year”; “Dan Dailey
. . . Charles Winninger . . . Nancy Guild
. . . Charles Ruggles ... In The Surprise
Hit Of The Season.”
Romantic

Wallflower

Comedy
77m.

(Warners)
Estimate: Mild program.
Cast: Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Janis Paige, Edward Arnold, Barbara
Brown, Jerome Cowan, Don McGuire, Ann
Shoemaker, Lotte Stein. Produced by Alex
Gottlieb;
directed
by
Frederick
De
Cordova.
Story: Joyce Reynolds and her sister,
Janis Paige, return to their small town
home after graduating from college. Paige,
as usual, is swamped by the masculine
set, while Reynolds devotes her time to
books. Reynolds has her eye on neighbor

(Continued on page 2397)
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EDWARD SMALL REISSUES
731
732
733
735
736
740

National Release Dates,
Prod. Nos. On 1946- 47

Kit Carson .Mar.
The Last Of The Mohicans .Mar.
Corsican Brothers .June
The Man In the Iron Mask .Nov.
South of Pago Pago .June
Gentleman After Dark .Nov.

22
22
21
8
21
8

BRONCO BUCKAROOS
761
762
763
764
765
766

And 1947-'48 Features

Frontier Fighters .Apr.
Thundergap Outlaws .
Apr.
Raiders of Red Rock .Apr.
Shootin' Irons .Apr.
Panhandle Trail .Apr.
Code Of The Plains .Apr.

26
26
26
26
26
26

(End 1947 Season)
(1947-48)
(This is a listing of all production numbers and release
dates, as made available by the companies, on 1946-47
and 1947-48 product, accurate to time of publication.—Ed.)

Columbia
802

(1946-47)
The Wreck of the Hesperus . Feb.

5

(For Additional 1946-47 Product, see Page 2288)
(1947-48)
901
902
905
906
907
909
910
911
913
914
915
917
918
919
920
921
923
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
940
951
952
961
962
963
964
965
966
981

Best Man Wins .May
Adventures In Silverado .Mar.
Key Witness .Oct.
Mary Lou .Jan.
Glamour Girl .Jan.
Port Said
.Apr.
The Woman From Tangier .Feb.
Blondie In the Dough .Oct.
Blondie's Anniversary .Dec.
My Dog Rusty .Apr.
The Crime Doctor's Gamble .Nov.
The Lone Wolf In London .Nov.
Sweet Genevieve .Oct.
Two Blondes and a Redhead .Nov.
The Return of the Whistler .Mar.
Trapped By Boston Blackie .May
Devil Ship .Dec.
Her Husband's Affairs .Nov.
Down To Earth .Oct.
It Had To Be You .Dec.
The Swordsman .Jan.
Prince of Thieves .Jan.
I Love Trouble .Jan.
To the Ends of the Earth .Feb.
The Sign of the Ram .Mar.
Relentless
.Feb.
The Lady From Shanghai .May
The Mating of Millie .Apr.
Rose Of Santa Rosa .Dec.
Song of Idaho .Mar.
Buckaroo From Powder River .Oct.
Six-Gun Law .Jan.
Whirlwind Raiders .May
The Last Days Of Boot Hill .Nov.
Phantom Valley .Feb.
West of Sonora .t..Mar.
The Last Round-Up .Nov.
The Fuller Brush Man .June
Blondie's Reward .June

6
25
9
23
16
15
12
16
18
8
27
13
23
6
18
13
11

801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858

Out of the Blue .Oct.
Green For Danger .Oct.
Bury Me Dead .Oct.
Return of Rin Tin Tin .Nov.
Whispering City . Nov.
Love From A Stranger .Nov.
Blonde Savage .Nov.
Linda Be Good .Jan.
T-Men .
Jan.
Headin' For Heaven .Jan.
The Smugglers .Jan.
Adventures of Casanova .Feb.
Open Secret .May
Take My Life .Feb.
Man From Texas .Mar.
Ruthless .Apr.
The Enchanted Valley .Mar.
The October Man .Mar.
The Noose Hangs High . Apr.
The Cobra Strikes .Apr.
Assigned To Danger .May
Raw Deal .May
Sword of the Avenger .June
Close-Up
.'.June
Mickey
.June
Canon City
.June
The
Spiritualist
.July
Oliver Twist .July
Shed No Tears .July
Northwest
Stampede
.July
Black Hills .Oct.
Shadow Valley .Nov.
Check Your Guns .Jan.
Tornado Range .Feb.
The Westward Trail .Mar.
The Hawk of Powder River .Apr.
Prairie Outlaws
.May
The Tioga Kid .June

11
4
18
1
15
15
22
3
10
17
31
7
5
28
6
3
27
20
17
24
19
26
2
9
23
30
7
14
21
28
25
29
24
21
13
10
12
17

EDWARD SMALL REISSUES
25
30
14
9
13
20
19
25

Count of Monte Cristo .
Son of Monte Cristo .
My Son, My Son .
International Lady .
(Reissues)
848
849

Seven Sinners .\..Mar. 27
Sutter's Gold .Mar. 27

Film Classics

3

(1947-48)
(Reissues)

Spirit of West Point .Oct.
Furia
.Dec.
For You I Die .Jan.
Women In the Night .Jan.
Discovery .Feb.
Devil's Cargo
.Apr.
Money Madness .Apr.
The Argyle Secrets .May
Blonde Ice .May

9071 . Texas .
9072
Arizona .
9073
Golden Boy .
9074
Good Girls Go To Paris .
9075
More Than A Secretary .
9076
The Doctor Takes A Wife .
9077
Let Us Live .
9078
She Couldn't Take It .
9079
The Daring Young Man .
9080
Shut My Big Mouth .

(Reissues)
Thief of Bagdad . Feb.
Jungle Book .Feb.
Drums
.July
Four Feathers .July

Eagle-Lion

1
25
1
15
1
15
7
20

3000
822
823

Monogram
(For 1945-46 Listing, See Page 2123)
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
613
614
615
616
618
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
666
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
681
682
683
684
685
686
699

Decoy
.Sept. 14
Gentleman Joe Palooka .Oct.
5
Dangerous Money .Oct. 12
Bringing Up Father .Nov. 23
Wife Wanted .Nov. 2
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi .Dec. 21
The Trap .Nov. 30
Mr. Hex .Dec.
7
Ginger .Jan.
4
Riding the California Trail .Jan. 11
Vacation Days .Jan. 25
Fall Guy .Mar. 15
The Guilty .Mar. 22
Violence
.
Apr. 12
Hard Boiled Mahoney .May 10
Sarge Goes To College .May 17
High Conquest .June 1
Kilroy Was Here ... July 19
News Hounds .Sept. 13
Robin Hood of Monterey .Sept. 6
King of the Bandits .Nov. 8
Bowery Buckaroos .Nov. 22
The Chinese Ring .Dec. 6
Smart Politics .Jan. 3
Thunderbolt .July 26
Land of the Lawless .Apr. 26
The Law Comes To Gunsight .May 24
Flashing Guns .Sept. 16
Gun Talk .
Dec. 20
Valley of Fear .Feb. 15
Trailing Danger .Mar. 29
Code of the Saddle .June 28
Prairie Express .Oct. 25
Song of the Sierras .Dec. 28
Song of the Wasteland .May 31
Rainbow Over the Rockies .Feb.
8
Six Gun Serenade .Apr. 5
Ridin' Down the Trail .
Oct.
4
Song of the Drifter .Jan. 17
Suspense
.June 15

612
617
619
3803

Silver Stallion .Dec. 14
Queen of the Yukon .May 31
Wolf Call .June 7
Mutiny in the Big House .July
5

(Reissues)

(End 1946-47 Season)
(1947-48)
4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4707
4708
4709
4712
4713
4714
4715
4716
4751
4755
4756
4761

High Tide .Oct.
Joe Palooka In the Knockout .Oct.
Louisiana
.Nov.
Jiggs and Maggie In Society .Jan.
Rocky
.,..Mar.
Perilous Waters .Feb.
Angel's Alley .Mar.
Fighting Mad .Feb.
Docks of N ew Orleans .
Apr.
Campus Sleuth
.Apr.
French Leave .Apr.
Stage Struck
.June
I Wouldn't Be In Your Shoes .
May
Overland Trail .Jan.
Crossed Trails .Apr.
Frontier Agent .May
Oklahoma Blues .Mar.
Partners of the Sunset .May
Range Renegades .
June

4402
4706
4710
4711

Dillinger .July
5
Betrayed
.Dec. 27
Rose of the Rio Grande .Mar. 14
Sign of the Wolf .May 2
Drums of the Desert .

Bedelia
.
FebIt's A Joke, Son .Jan.
The Adventuress .Mar.
Lost Honeymoon .Mar.
Repeat Performance .May
Caravan
.Aug.
The Red Stallion .Aug.
Her Sister's Secret .Sept.
Untamed Fury .... Mar.
The Fighting Vigilantes .Nov.
Cheyenne Takes Over .
Devil On Wheels .Mar
The Big Fix .Apr.
Stepchild
.June
Heartaches
..-.June
Born To Speed .Jan.
Wild West .Dec.
Philo Vance's Gamble .Apr.
Philo Vance Returns .June
Philo Vance's Secret Mission .Aug.
Railroaded
.Aug.
Gas House Kids Go West .-.July
Gas House Kids In Hollywood .Aug.
The Brute Man .Oct.
Three On A Ticket .Apr.
Too Many Winners .May
Killer At Large .May
Driftin' River .Oct.
Tumbleweed Trails .Oct.
Stars Over Texas .Nov.
Wild Country .
Jan.
Range Beyond the Blue .Mar.
West To Glory .Apr.
Law Of The Lash .Feb.
Border Feud .May
Pioneer Justice .June
Ghost Town Renegades .July
Return of the Lash .Oct.

(Range Busters Reissues)
Texas To Bataan .
Trail Riders
.
Two Fisted Justice .
Haunted Ranch .
Land of Hunted Men .
Cowboy Commandos .
Black Market Rustlers .
Bullets and Saddles .
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Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
25
17
29
30
26
16
23
22
22
2
19
7
28
12
1
12
14
30
30
12
23
1
5
24
31
1
28
18
17
17
12
28
10
28
26
11

(For

1946-47

Listing,

see

Page

2223)

(1947-48)
801
802
803
804
805
807
808
809
810
811
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
824
825
826

806
812

Song of the Thin Man .
The Unfinished Dance . .Sept.
The Arnelo Affair .
Song Of Love . .Oct.
Merton of the Movies . .Oct.
Desire Me . .Oct.
This Time For Keeps .
Killer McCoy .
Good News .
Green Dolphin Street .
Cass Timberlane .
If V/inter Comes . .Jan.
High Wall .
Tenth Avenue Angel .
Three Daring Daughters . .Mar.
Alias A Gentleman .
The Bride Goes Wild .
B. F.'s Daughter .
Summer
Holiday
.
State of the Union .
The
Pirate .
Homecoming
.
Big City .
On An Island With You .
Easter Parade .
A Date With Judy . .July
Julia Misbehaves . . Aug.
A Southern Yankee .
The Three Musketeers .
(Reprints)
A
The Women . ..Oct.
Ninotchka . .Dec.

11
18
1
10
7
14
21
7
4
18
25
13
23
31
11
16
28
6
6

Reissues

(1947)
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
SP71
SP72
527
530
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
714
715
716
717
741
742
743
744
745
746
751
752
753
754
755

Gone With The Wind . Feb.
Tarzan's Secret Treasure .Apr.
Tarzan's New York Adventure .Apr.

ALLIED ARTISTS
AA1
AA2
AA3
AA4
AA5
AA6
AA7
AA8

It Happened On 5th Avenue .Apr.
Black Gold .Sept.
The Gangster
.
Nov.
Song Of My Heart .Jan-.
The Hunted
.Apr.
Smart Woman .
Apr.
Panhandle .Feb.
The Dude Goes West .May
When A Man's A Man .Aug.
The Babe Ruth Story .Sept.

19
16

22
31
7
30
22
30
14
6

Paramount
(For 1946-47

4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708
4709
4710
4711
4712
4713

Listing, see Page 2223)

(1947-48)
Wild Harvest .Sept.
Adventure Island .Oct.
Golden Earrings .Oct.
Where There's Life . Nov.
Unconquered
.
Big Town After Dark .Dec.
Road To Rio .Dec.
I Walk Alone .Jan.
Albuquerque .Feb.
Saigon .Mar.
Caged Fury .Mar.
Mr. Reckless .Mar.
The Big Clock .
Apr.

26
10
31
21
12
25
16
20
12
5
26
9

(Continued on page 2396)
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(Reissues)

PRODUCTION NUMBERS

THE 3 MESQUITEERS SERIES

(Continued jrom page 2395)
4714
4715
4716
4717
4718
4719
4720
4721
4722
4723
4724
4726

The 'Sainted' Sisters
Apr.
Speed To Spare
May
Hazard .May
Shaggy
.June
Hatter's Castle
June
Waterfront At Midnight .June
Emperor Waltz
...
July
Dream
Girl
.July
Big Town Scandal
July
So Evil My Love .Aug.
A Foreign Affair . Aug.
Beyond Glory .Sept.

The

Crusades

30
14
28
11
18
25

BOB STEELE SERIES

RKO
(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2223)
(1947-48)
BLOCK
The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer .
Crossfire .
Riffraff
.
Seven Keys To Baldpate .
Under the Tonto Rim .

806
807
808
809
810

Night Song .
Out of the Past .
So Well Remembered .
Wild Horse Mesa .-.
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome .

811
812
813
814

If You Knew Susie .
Western Heritage .
Tarzan and the Mermaids ..
The Arizona Ranger .

BLOCK

815
816
817
819

Berlin Express .
Fighting Father Dunne
.
Return of the Badmen .
Guns of Hate .
SPECIALS

751 The Best Years of Our Lives (Goldwyn)
851
The Secret Life of Walter Mitty (Goldwyn)
852
The Bishop's Wife (Goldwyn) .
861
The Long Night (Hakim-Litvak) .
862
Magic Town (Riskin) .
863
The Fugitive (Argosy) .
864
Man About Town (Clair) .
865
Mourning Becomes Electro (Nichols) .
866
Tycoon (Ames) .
867
The Pearl ...
868
1 Remember Mama (Stevens) .
869
The Miracle of the Bells (Lasky) .
870
Fort Apache (Argosy) .
891
Fun and Fancy Free (Disney) .
Melody Time (Disney) .
The Velvet Touch (Independent Artists) .
Good Sam (Rainbow) ..
(Reissues)
892
818

Bambi (Disney) .
Bring 'Em Back Alive .

Republic
(For 1945-46 Listings, see Pages 2123, 2124)
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
624
628
629
641
642
644
646
648
651
652
654
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
681
683
684
685
682

I've Always Loved You .Dec.
2
The Pilgrim Lady .Jan. 22
Affairs of Geraldine .Nov. 18
The Fabulous Suzanne .Dec. 15
The Ghost Goes Wild .Mar. 8
The Magnificent Rogue .Feb. 15
Calendar Girl .Jan. 31
Angel and the Badman .Feb. 15
That's My Gal .May 15
Hit Parade Of 1947 .Mar. 22
Yankee Fakir .Apr. 1
Spoilers Of The North .Apr. 24
That's My Man .June 1
Winter Wonderland .May 17
Northwest Outpost .June 25
Web Of Danger .June 10
Blackmail
.July 24
Wyoming
.Aug. 1
The Trespasser .July
3
The Pretender .Aug. 16
Driftwood
.Sept. 15
The Fabulous Texan . Nov. 9
The Flame .Nov. 24
Exposed
.Sept. 8
Apache Rose .Feb. 15
Bells Of San Angelo .*.May 15
The Gay Ranchero
.Jan. 9
Springtime In the Sierras .July 15
On the Old Spanish Trail
.Oct. 15
Along the Oregon Trail . Aug. 30
Under Colorado Skies .Dec. 12
California Firebrand
.Apr. 1 '48
Sante Fe Uprising .Nov. 15
Stagecoach To Denver
.Dec. 23
Vigilantes Of Boomtown . Feb. 15
Homesteaders Of Paradise Valley . Apr. 1
Oregon Trail Scouts . May 15
Rustlers Of Devil's Canyon
.July
1
Marshal of Cripple Creek . Aug. 15
Sioux City Sue
. Nov. 21
Twilight On The Rio Grande . Apr. 1
Saddle Pals .July
1
Robin Hood of Texas .July 15
Trail To San Antone .Jan. 25

2396

704
705
709
719
727
728
740
741
744
745

Les Miserable* .Jan.
Stanley and Livingstone .Jan.
Alexander's Ragtime Band .Mar.
Western Union .June
How Green Was My Valley .Sept.
Swamp Water . Sept.
The Mark of Zorro . Oct.
Drums Along the Mohawk .. Oct.
Tobacco Road . Dec.
The Grapes Of Wrath .Dec.

801
802
805
806
807
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829

Captain From Castile . Jan.
You Were Meant For Me .
Feb.
Call Northside 777 ..Feb.
Gentleman's Agreement .Mar.
The Challenge .
Mar.
An Ideal Husband .Feb.
Sitting Pretty .Apr.
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!
Apr.
Meet Me At Dawn . Apr.
Let's Live Again .Mar.
13 Lead Soldiers .
Apr.
Fury At Furnace Creek .May
The Iron Curtain .May
Arthur Takes Over . May
Green Grass of Wyoming
June
The Counterfeiters .June
Anna Karenina .May
Deep Waters .Aug.
Escape .
July
The Street With No Name .July
Mine Own Executioner .July
The Checkered Coat .July
The Walls of Jericho .Aug.
Give My Regards To Broadway .June
Fighting Back . Aug.
The Winner's Circle .Aug.

803

The

(1948)

(1947-48)
The Main Street Kid .Jan.
Slippy McGee .Jan.
Campus Honeymoon .Feb.
Madonna of the Desert .Feb.
The Inside Story .Mar.
Lightnin' In The Forest .Mar.
Heart of Virginia
Apr.
Old Los Angeles
.Apr.
King of the Gamblers .May
I, Jane Doe .May
Bill and Coo .Mar.
Under California Stars .May
Wild Frontier . Oct.
Bandits of Dark Canyon .Dec.
Oklahoma Badlands .Feb.
The Bold Frontiersman .Apr.
Carson City Raiders .May
Secret Service Investigator .May

1
15
1
23
14
25
25
25
10
25
28
1
1
15
22
1
13
28

Screen Guild

BLOCK

BLOCK

(5)

(End 1946-47 Season)

701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
728
731
751
752
753
754
755

The Invisible Wall .Oct.
Roses Are Red .Dec.
(Reissues)

Durango Valley Raiders .
Thunder in the Desert ..
Ridin' the Lone Trail .
Desert Patrol .
Colorado Kid .

23
30
6
20
3

732
734
(5)

Roarin' Lead .
Hit the Saddle .
Come On, Cowboys .
Gunsmoke Ranch .
Range Defenders .

(Reissues)
...June

801
802
803
804
805
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(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2224)

(Alson)

(1947-48)
4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708

Hollywood Barn Dance .June
Killer Dill .Aug.
Dragnet .Oct.
The Burning Cross ..Oct.
The
Prairie
.Apr.
Road To the Big House
Dec.
Where the North Begins .Dec.
Trail of the Mounties .Feb.
Return of Wildfire .July

21
2
25
11
30
27
13
21
15

804
808

Racketeers .Sept.
Call It Murder .Sept.
Runaway Daughter .May
King of the Turf . May
Flirting With Fate . May
That's My Boy .May
Duke of West Point .•.June
Miss Annie Rooney .June

Dangerous
Half Past

ENTERPRISE
The Other Love . .July 11
Body and Soul . .Nov.
Arch Of Triumph ..Mar.
So This Is New York (Screenplays) . .May

13
13
21
21
28
28
10
17

Carnegie

Hall

Personal

STROMBERG
Column (Lured) . .Sept.

BOGEAUS
Christmas Eve .Oct.
On Our Merry Way (A Miracle Can Happen) Feb.

(Herald)

SRO

Sleep

Man

(Reissue)
.Oct. '47

Love

Evil

TRIANGLE
. .Jan.

GAINESBOROUGH
.

WESTPORT
Kings of the Olympics .

Silent

(For 1945-46 Listing, See Page 2124)
(1947)

(Wurtzel)

My

Of

20th Century-Fox

Strange Journey
.Feb.
Backlash
.Mar.
Jewels of Brandenburg .May
The Crimson Key .July
Second Chance .Sept.

BISCHOFF
.

TOLA
Roosevelt Story . .Nov.

The

Duel In The Sun ...Apr.
The Paradine Cace .Oct.
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House .July
Portrait of Jennie .

708
711
716
722
726

CHAPLIN
Verdoux . .Oct.

Monsieur

Intrigue

The Razor'* Edge .Jan.
13 Rue Madeleine .Jan.
The Shocking Mis* Pilgrim .Jan.
Boomerang
.Feb.
The Brasher Doubloon .Feb.
Carnival In Costa Rica .Apr.
The Late George Apley .Apr.
Homestretch
.May
San Demetrlo-London .Apr.
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir .May
Moss Rose
.June
Miracle On 34th St....June
Thunder in the Valley .Nov.
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now . Aug.
Mother Wore Tights . Sept.
Kiss of Death .Sept.
The Foxes Of Harrow .Oct.
Nightmare Alley .*..Oct.
Daisy Kenyon .Dec.
Forever Amber .Oct.

5

NEBENZAL
Montana Mike (Heaven Only Knows) .... .Sept.
Siren of Atlantis .

Sepia Cinderella .Oct. 18
Boy! What A Girll .Sept. 20
Miracle In Harlem .May 14

701
702
703
706
707
710
712
713
714
715
717
718
720
723
724
725
729
730
731
733

FEDERAL
. .Aug.

ROACH
Hal Roach Comedy Carnival . .Aug. 30
Laff-Time .
Apr.

(Hopalong Cassidy Reissues)

Intermezzo

.Jan.

(Wurtzel)
Years
.
Feb.
Midnight .Mar.

(For 1946-47 Listing, See Page 2224)

HC13 Pride of the West . Jan.
3
HC14 In Old Mexico . Feb.
7
HC15 The Frontiersman
. Nov. 8
HC16 Sunset Trail .Nov. 25
HC17 Silver On The Sage .Mar. 6
HC18 Renegade Trail
.Apr. 10
HC19 Range War .May 7
HC20 Law of the Pampas .June 3
HC21 Santa Fe Marshal .July
2

X-l
X-2
X-3

Years

United Artists

(Reissues)
S-l
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-6

Tender

Apr.

HOPALONG CASSIDY
Conflict . .Apr.

Universal International
(For 1946-47 (Listing, see Page 2289)
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660

(1947-48)
Frieda .Sept.
Ride the Pink Horse .Oct.
The Lost Moment .Dec.
The Secret Beyond the Door . Feb.
The Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap .Oct.
Black Narcissus .Dec.
The Exile . Nov.
The Upturned Glass .Nov.
Pirates Of Monterey .
The Senator Was Indiscreet .Jan.„
A Woman's Vengeance .Feb.
A Double Life .Mar.
Naked City ..Mar.
Captain Boycott .Jan.
Black Bart .Apr.
Jassy
.Mar.
Casbah
.Apr.
Are You With It .May
All My Sons ...May
Dear Murderer
.May
Letter From An Unknown Woman .June
Another Part of the Forest .June

(Continued on page 2397)
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R
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—64m.—RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion
.2260
RAVEN, THE—90m.—Westport Int.2351
RAW DEAL—78m.—Eagle Lion .2393
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m.-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia
.2315
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-59m.-RKO . 2300
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi . 2286
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eagle-Lion.2275
Eagle-Lion
.2275
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—90m.—RKO . 2389
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Columbia .2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished
.2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-lOlm.-U-Int.2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbia .2267
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL—53m.—Monogram . 2269
RIFFRAFF—80m.—RKO
.2233
RIVER LADY—78m.—U-Int.
2391
ROAD TO RIO—100m.—Paramount .2284
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild .2278
ROBIN HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram .2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71m.-Republic .2248
ROCKY—76m.—Monogram .2339
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA .2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-65m.-Columbia .2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .2317
ROSES ARE RED-67m.-20th-Fox . 2278
ROSSINI—95m.—Best
.2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m.—Artkino
. 2253
RUTHLESS—102m.—Eagle Lion .2363

S
SAIGON—94m.—Paramount
.2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount .2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor .2255
SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-95m.-20th-Fox .2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98’/2m.-U-lnt.2312
SECRF1 uFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE-108m.-RKO
2235
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE—81m.—U-Int.2301
ScPIA CINDERELLA—70m.—Screen Guild .2294
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO .2233
SHADOW VALLEY—58m.—Eagle-Lion .2292
SHAGGY—71 m.—Paramount .2373
SH AKUNTAlA—72m.—Mayer-Burstyn
.2310
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia .2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF—69m.—Monogram .2233
?• I ENT CONFLICT—61m.—UA .2368
SILVER RIVER-llOm.-Wamers .2391
SITTiNG PRETTY—84m.—20th-Fox .2350

PRODUCTION NUMBERS
(Continued from page 2396*
661
r>62
663

River Lady .June
Up In Central Park .
Bad Sister .

Warners
(For 1946-47 Listing, See Page 2224)
(1947-48)
701
702

Deep Valley .Sept. 1
Life With Father .Sept. 13

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
(Continued from page 2394)
Robert Hutton, but when the latter gets a
load of Paige in a bathing suit, he falls.
One of Paige’s boy friends, Don McGuire,
escorts Reynolds to a dance. Hutton gets
blind drunk after he proposes to Paige,
and she refuses, and then makes a play for
Reynolds. She tries to get him sober by
going swimming in order to test his love,

EXHIBITOR

SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia .
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic .
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogram .
SMART WOMAN—93m.—Allied Artists .
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE—67m.—Columbia .
SMUGGLERS, THE—85m.—Eagle-Lion .
SO THIS IS NEW YORK—791/201.—UA .
SO WELL REMEMBERED—86m.—RKO .
SON OF RUSTY, THE-69m.-Columbia .
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino .
SONG OF IDAHO—66m.—Columbia .
SONG OF LOVE-117m.-MGM
.
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artists .
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram .
SONG OF THE THIN MAN—86m.—MGM.
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount .
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics .
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .
SPRINGTIME—76'/2m.—Four Continents .
STAGE STRUCK—70m.—Monogram .
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion .
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM .
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfilm .
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbia
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM .
SWAMP WATER—90m.—20th-Fox .
'SWEET GENEVIEVE—68m.—Columbia
SWORD OF THE AVENGER—72m.—Eagle Lion
SWORDSMAN, THE—81m.—Columbia
.
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—85m.—AF .

2339
2318
2302
2325
2307
2357
2259
2323
2390
2277
2231
2384
2387
2232
2277
2339
2232
2340
2260
2377
2327
2388
2323
2365
2310
2372
2348
2237
2275
2380
2268
2310

T
TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion .
2331
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO . 2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-71 m.-MGM .... 2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PIPIT—81m.—U-Int.
2248
TENDER YEARS, THE-81m.-20th-Fox .2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .
2316
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners . 2270
13 LEAD SOLDI ERS—67m.—20th-Fox . 2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM . 2260
THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm . 2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM . 2332
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO . 2325
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348
T-MEN—91m.—Eagle Lion .2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE—85m.—Times
. 2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbia .2316
TO THE VICTOR—101m.—Warners .2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox . 2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion . 2339
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild .2318
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbia
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE-126m.-Warners . 2308

703
706
707
708
711
713
714
715
716
717
719
720
721
724
725

Dark Passage .Sept. 27
The Unsuspected .Oct. 11
That Hagen Girl .Nov. 1
Escape Me Never .Nov. 22
My Wild Irish Rose .Dec. 27
Always Together .Jan. 10
Treasure of Sierra Madre .Jan. 24
My Girl Tisa .:.Feb.
7
The Voice of the Turtle . Feb. 21
I Became A Criminal .Mar. 6
April Showers .Mar. 27
To The Victor .Apr. 10
Winter Meeting .Apr. 24
The Woman In White .May 15
Silver River .May 29
Wallflower
.June 12

but their clothes are stolen, and conse¬
quences occur. Hutton and Reynolds are
hauled into jail. When they are released,
the parents of both try to get them mar¬
ried, and, after some more difficulties, the
two end in a clinch.

X-Ray:

Based on the stage play by
Reginald Denham and Mary Orr, this is
a pleasing program entry aimed at the
family trade and indiscriminating audi¬

TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO .
2312
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia
2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg
2310
TYCOON—128m.—RKO .2293

U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount .
2253
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS-70m.-Republic
2389
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-65m.-Republic ..
...
2300
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60V2m.-RKO .
2236
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE—101m.—MGM . 2232
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warners .
2254
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt.2273

V
VALLEY OF THE GlANTS-78m.-Warners .2375
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE-103m.-Warners.2309
VOLPONE—105m.—Siritzky-lnt.
2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int.2335

W
WALLFLOWER—77m.—Warners .2394
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT-63m.-Paramount .2388
WEST OF SONORA—55m.—Columbia .
2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO . 2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—Astor . 2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion . 2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL-68m.-Columbia .2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-41m.-Screen Guild ... 2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE—75m.—Paramount .2260
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle-Lion . 2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE-62m.-Weiss
2241
WHO KILLED DOC' ROBBIN (Laff-Time-Part 2)50m.-U A
.2390
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS-95m.-Film Rights Int. 2392
*VILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic .2261
WILD
HARVEST—92m.—Paramount .2234
WILD HORSE MESA-61m.—RKO .2285
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-60m.-Film Classics .2387
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino .2296
WINTER MEETING—104m.—Warners .2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int. .2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners . 2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia .2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt.2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM
2253
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-68m.-Columbia ... 2328

Y
YOU

WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox

.2326

Z
ZYGMUNT

KOLOSOWSKI—79m.—Artkino

.2286

The Big Punch .,.June 26
Embraceable You .Aug. 21
Romance On the High Seas .July
3

(Reissues)
704
705
709
710
712
718
722
723

Bad Men Of Missouri .Oct.
Each Dawn I Die .Oct.
Anthony Adverse .Dec.
Jezebel .Dec.
A Slight Case Of Murder .Dec.
The Adventures of Robin Hood .Mar.
Valley Of The Giants .May
The Fighting 69th .May
God's Country and the Woman .July
Flowing Gold
.July

4
4
13
13
13
13
8
8
17
17

ences. Acting is satisfactory, with Arnold
pulling down top honors. Summing up,
this will provide ample entertainment for
the family.
Tip On Bidding: Program rating.
Ad Lines: “Gags At A Break-Neck Pace
. . . Laughs Every Minute . . . Don’t Miss
‘Wallflower’
“One Of The Gayest Funfests To Come Along In A Long While”;
“You Won’t Want To Miss ‘Wallflower’.”

+
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To 449 Features Reviewed
Since The Aug. 20 Issue
(This index covers features reviewed thus far during the
1947-48 season in addition to any features of the 1946-47
season reviewed after the issue of Aug. 20, 1947.—Ed.)

ADVENTURE ISLAND-67m.-Paramount .2233
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO—75m.—Columbia . 2355
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagle Lion . 2347
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-102m.Warners . 2341
ALBUQUERQUE—90m.—Paramount . 2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM . 2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int.2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL-64m.-Republie .2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners . 2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President . 2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram . 2324
ANNA KARENINA-11 lm.-20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-KteVim.-U-tnt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners .2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners . 2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH-119V2m.—UA .2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m.-U-lnt. 2358
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-63m.-RKO .2365
ARNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM
.2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER 63m.-20th-Fox . 2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER—66m.—Eagle Lion .2380
S

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO .2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners .2249
BAMBI—71 rn.—RKO
.2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-59m.-Republic .2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert .2309
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO . 2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia .2379
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram .2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.-Rank .2278
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film .2280
B.F.'s DAUGHTER—108m.—MGM .2331
BIG CITY—103m.—MGM .
2364
BIG CLOCK, THE—95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.—Paramount .2263
BILL AND COO—61m.—Republic .2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—108m.—RKO . 2284
BLACK BART—80m.—U-Int. 2329
BLACK GOLD—39m.—Allied Artists .2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion .2323
BLACK NARCISSUS-89m.-U-Int. 2295
BLONDE ICE—73m.—Film Classics .2394
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle-Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia .2253
BLONDIB'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia .2291
BLONDIE'S REWARD- 67m.-Columbia .2387
BLUE VEIL, THE—91 m.—Cohn .2262
BODY AND SOUL-104m.-UA .2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino .2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic .2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO .2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram . .2268
BOY! WHAT A GlRL-69m.-Screen Guild . 2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.—MGM .2348
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE- 65m.-RKO .
2388
BROTHERS, THE-90m.-U-lnt .2390
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RlVER-55m.-Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65mColumbia
. 2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-80m.—Screen Guild .2236
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion .2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.2295
C
CAGED FURY-60m.-Paramount .2339
CALIFORNIA FI REBRAND—63m.—Republic .2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110i/2m.-20th-Fox .2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON—61m.—Republic .i... 2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57'/2m.—Monogram .2356
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—92m.—U-Int.2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-20th-Fox .2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion .2247
CARNEGIE HALL—134m.—UA .
2238
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int.2350
CASS TIMBERLANE—117m.—MGM . 2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-82m.-Superfilm .2309
CHALLENGE, THE 68m.-20th-Fox
2333
CHECK YOUR GUNS- 55m-Eagle-Lion . 2283
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion .2292
CHINESE RING, THE-67m.-Monogram . 2300
CHRIST, THE KING-75m.-Barry-Simpex .2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90m.—UA .2270
CLOSE-UP—72m.—Eagle Lion .2372
COBRA STRIKES, THE-62m.-Eagle Lion .2387
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91 m.-Distinguished .2377
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—105m.—Film Rights Int.2359
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia ... 2267
CROSSED TRAILS—53m.—Monogram .2381
CROSSFIRE—85m.~ RKO
2234
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
D
DAISY KENYON—98Vim.—20th-Fox . 2294
"DAMNED, THE"—104m.—Discina Int. 2391
DANGEROUS YEARS-62m.-20th-Fox .2301
DARK PASSAGE-106m.-Warners . 2249
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer . 2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor .2384
DEAR MURDERER—90m.—U-Int. 2391
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EXHIBITOR

DEEP VALLEY—104m.—Warners .2240
DESIGN FOR DEATH—48m.—RKO .2325
DESIRE ME—91 m.—MGM .2257
DEVIL SHIP—62m.—Columbia ..2291
DEVIL'S CARGO—61m.—Film Classics
.2355
DEVIL'S ENVOYS, THE—118m.—Superfilm .2249
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO .2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS-96m.-Artkino .2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.-Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A-105m.-U-lnt.2308
DOWN TO EARTH-101 m.-Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70V2m.—Screen Guild .2236
DREAM Gl RL—85m.—Paramount .2388
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-84m.-Films Int.
of America .2392
DRIFTWOOD—88m.—Republic .2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox .2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.-Monogram
.2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-Allied Artists .2379

C
EACH DAWN I DIE-84m.-Warners .
2254
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int.*2279
EMPORER WALTZ, THE-106m.-Paramount .2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners .2278
ETERNAL MELODIES—95m.—Grandi .2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int.2309
EXILE, THE-91m.-U-Int.2270
EXPOSED—59m.—Republic .2254

f
FABULOUS JOE, THE—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic .2277
FANNY—123m.—Sir itzky-Int.2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES—94m—Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m —Siritzky-lnt.2341
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-64m.-Alexander .2351
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-93m.-RKO .2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG—60m.—Astor .2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners .2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61m.-Eagle-Lion .2283
FLAME, THE—97m.—Republic .2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .
2299
FOREVER AMBER—140m.—20th-Fox .2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOUR FACES WEST-90m.--UA .2390
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117l/2m.—20th-Fox .2257
FRENCH LEAVE—64m.—Monogram .2373
FRIEDA—98m.—U-int.
2240
FUGITIVE, THE—99m.—RKO
2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-93m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY FREE—73m.—RKO
.2234
FURIA—89m.—Film Classics .2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox .2367
G
GANGSTER, THE-84m.-Allied Artists .* 2260
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion
.2246
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic .2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide
.2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-118m.-20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell
2262
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-89m.-20th-Fox 2394
GLAMOUR GIRL- 68m.— Columbia .2307
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount . 2233
GOOD NEWS—92m.—MGM .2292
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox .2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artkino .2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET—141m.—MGM .2268
GREEN FOR DANGER—93m.—Eagle Lion .2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox .2382
GUN LAW—60m.—RKO
2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monoqram .2316
GUNS OF HATE—62m.—RKO .2388
H
HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA .2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox .2333
HATTER'S CASTLE—100m.—Paramount .2373
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion . 2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount .:. 2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-71 m.-Eagle Lion . 2299
HEART OF VIRGIN1 A—60m.—Republic .
2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS—See Montana Mike
HENRY IV—92m.—Superfilm . 2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS-86m.-Columbia.
2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff Time-Part l)-50m.UA .2374
HIGH TIDE—71m.—Monogram . 2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM . 2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int.
2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild .... 2236
HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM . 2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox
2237
HUNGRY HILL—94m.—U-Int.
2270
HUNTED, THE—83m.—Allied Artists . 2331

I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners .2334
I, JANE DOE—85m.—Republic . 2389
I LOVE TROUBLE—94m.—Columbia . 2307
I REMEMBER MAMA-134m.-RKO . 2358
I WALK ALONE—98m.—Paramount . 2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN -96 m.-2 0 th-Fox .2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—LeLarge— E.C.D.
2334
IF WINTER COMES—97m.—MGM .
2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO .2332
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic .
2366
INTERMEZZO—70m.—SRO .
2278
INTRIGUE—90m.—U A .
2301
INVISIBLE WALL, THE-73m.-20th-Fox .
2263
IRON CURTAIN, THE-87m.-20th-Fox .
2389
IT HAD TO BE YOU-98m.-Columbia .
2267

J
JASSY—96m.—U-Int.
2334
JENNY LAMOUR—102m.—Vog .2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners .2286

JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-65m.-Monogram 2317
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72m.- v
Monogram ..2233

K
KEY WITNESS—67m.—Columbia .2253
KILLER DILL—71m.—Screen Guild .:.2237
KILLER McCOY—102m. -MGM .2276
KING OF THE BANDITS—65m.-Monogram .2268
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327

L
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)92m.—Superfilm . 2279
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .2371
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robbin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—56m.—Columbia .2315
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.*-Columbia .2259
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO .2300
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—67m.—20th-Fox .2349
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86V2m.U-Int.2375
LIFE WITH FATHER-118m.-Warners .2240
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic .2367
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle-Lion .2271
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-o8m.-Columbia . 2267
LONG NIGHT, THE-96m.-RKO
.2235
LOST MOMENT, THE-88V2m.-U-lnt.2270
LOST ONE, THE- 80m.—Columbia .2371
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram .2293
LOVE FROM A STRANGER-81 m.-Eagle Lion .2275
LOVER'S RETURN- A—96 Vim.—Westport-Int. . 2327
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grandi .2279
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.-Artkino .2334
LURED—See Personal Column.
M
MAD WEDNESDAY —89m.—UA
.2239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic .2340
MAGIC TOWN—103m.—RKO .2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Republic .2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN-88m.-RKO
.2269
MAN FROM TEXAS-71 m.-Eagle Lion .2363
MAN OF EVIL—89m.—UA .2333
MAN OF THE SEA-82m.-Hoffberg .2335
MARCO VISCONTI —109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARIUS—125m.—Siritzky Int.2392
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox .2269
MARKED WOMAN—81 m.—Warners .2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-Repub!ic .2236
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .2315
MATING OF MILLIE, THE-87m.-Columbia .2347
MEET ME AT LAWN-89m.-20th-Fox .2358
MELODY TIME—75m.-RKO .2394
MERTON OF THE MOVIES-81m.-MGM
.2232
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS-90m.-Distinguished .2262
MIKADO, THE-90m.-U-Int.2391
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A-See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artkino .2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO .2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classics .2364
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—123m.—UA
2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)—96m.—UA. . 2239
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS-107m.-20th-Fox
.2237
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO .2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m. SRO .2367
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .2384
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE-83m—Mage .2241
MY DOG RUSTY—67m.- Columbia .2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE--85m.-Kline-Levin .2257
MY GIRL TISA—95m.—Warners .2326
MY WILD IRISH ROSE-101 m.-Warners .2302

N
NAKED CITY—95m.—U-Int.2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int.2285
NIGHT SONG—101m.—RKO .2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-11 lm.-20th-Fox .2263
NINOTCHKA—110m-MGM
2276
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
NOT GUILTY—94m.—Lelarge-Ariane .2392
O
OCTOBER MAN, THE-85m.-Eagle Lion .2355
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—59m.—Republic .2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES-56m.-Monogram .2373
OLD LOS ANGELES—87m.—Republic .2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU—107m.—MGM .2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
— 107m.—UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL—75m.—Republic .2269
OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle-Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE-96m.-UA .2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle-Lion .2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO
.
2284
OVERLAND TRAI LS—58m.—Monogram .2357

P
PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia .2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA-50m.-Artkino .2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.—RKO .2248
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2335
PANHANDLE—85m.—Allied Artists .2324
PANIC—97m.—Tricolore .2296
PARADINE CASE, THE —116m.—SRO .2312
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished .2335
PATIENT VANISHES, THE—76m.—Film Classics .2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
PERSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-lOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MISSION-58mEagle-Lion .2247
PICADILLY INCIDENT—88m.—MGM .2332
PIRATE, THE -101 Vim.—MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-Int. 2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PRAIRIE EXPRESS—54m.—Monogram . 2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion . 2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columbia .2299

(Continued on page 2397)

(The rmining times carried in these listings represent the latest corrected times of each feature.—Ed.)
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and breathtaking as THE SATURDAY EVENING POST story!

i.

in

CINECOLOR

CORONER KEEN sins RANDOLPH SCOTT 111 lillCVERITE CHAPMAN
with George Macready, Sally Eilers, Edgar Buchanan • Screenplay by Kenneth Garnet, adapted from
the novel,“Coroner Creek”, by Luke Short • Directed by Ray Enright • Produced by Harry Joe Brown

One of the most rugged Western dramas ever screened!
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LUCKY!

LUCKY!
I5IQ&

about "THE PIRATE"

Garland

■

about "HOMECOMING"

fill

CM

LUCKY!

about "EASTER PARADE"
Fred
Astaire

TL°Z

Following Frank Capra’s joyous

Blazing across the nation.

You hear it everywhere. Irving

"State of the Union” at Radio

Sensational everywhere.

Berlin’s "Easter Parade” is the

Fol-

*

City Music Hall, "The Pirate”

lowing five record weeks at

is Big in 3rd week! (new

Capitol, N. Y., tremendous in

M-G-M record for first 4 days

Trenton, fabulous in Philly,

of opening week!) Second big

it’s generating steam in every

week in Montreal!

opening!

greatest musical

in screen

history. Get a load of those
trade paper reviews. They spell
M-O-N-E-Y!

..

LUCKY ABOUT "JULIA MISBEHAVES!
[Read this telegram) "Audience reaction at sneak preview of Julia
Misbehaves’assures another smash hit to add to Vitamin M-G-M’s
Spring and Summer line-up!

Rousing applause for reunion of

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon.
Hilarious comedy situations had audience
howling from first scene to last with
tremendous burst of applause at end.
Movie-goers want comedy and this had
them rolling in aisles. Great cast also
includes Peter Lawford, Elizabeth Tay lor,

Greerl

Jack Conway, Producer

You re
going

Robert Riskin, have

■to take

Cesar Romero. Director

turned out a gold-mine
attraction!”

by

storm!
EXTRA! "SUMMER HOLIDAY" CONTINUES TECHNICOLORIFIC BIZ IN ALL TEST CITIES!

ai-sxlii u /»
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IF PRODUCED TODAY IT
WOULD RE THE COSTLIEST
TITAN EVER FILMED...
All This Memorable Spectacle
Happening In The Very Spots
Where History Is Now Being
Made from Hour to Hour...
Thousands of warriors
clashing in The Battle of
Burning Oil...
•

•

•

Mighty cast of thousands,
headed by this year’s
Academy Award Winner,!
Loretta Young...
•

•

•

The perfumed harems of
Saladin, Sultan of Asia,
who holds Richard’s un¬
kissed bride captive...
•

•

•

Fabled market places of the
east where Christian girls
are sold to Oriental despots.
•

•

•

Richard the Lion Heart
and the Princess of Navarre
defying the fury of eleven
kings...
For her performance

♦ Said N. Y. Daily News, Modern
Screen, N.Y. Herald Tribune, Silver
Screen—to mention just a few.

r and Timelier Than Ever
fain And Say

“A

Magnificent Show,

Timely As Today’s Headlines ”
Louella Parsons

“DeMille Hits The Front
Pages With Drama Of
Heroic Scope ”
--Edwin Schallert, L. A. Times -

“ Sure-Fire. A Bombshell
From Today’s Headlines ”
-Harrison Carroll, L. A. Herald Express -

Ian Keith • Katherine
Joseph Schildkraut • Hale • Ceorge Barhier
Montagu Love Pedro De Cordoba
Produced and 0Qpj| D
Directed -by UuUll D.

Screen Play by Harold Lamb,
Waldemar Young and Dudley Nicbols

irom

the Atlantic
to
the Pacific
no musical
ever
.
so

//

terrific
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t *
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ARSON * PAIGE DiFOMAf JOMANCE ON THE

HIGH SEAS

DIRECTED BY

OSCAR LEVANT • S. Z. SAKALL

MICHAEL CURTIZ

• fortunio bonanova

PRODUCED BY

ALEX GOTTLIEB

A MICHAEL CURTIZ PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Julius J. & Philip G. Epstein • Additional Dialogue by I. A. L. Diamond
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THAT TITLE, “Take Me Out To The Ball
Game,” become timely, what with so many
people staying home to watch the games
through their television sets.

I
7'

★
A NEW

extra profits headache

has

Vol. 40, No. 4

come
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from the west, where chislers are proving
bothersome to theatres with change ma¬
chines. It seems the chislers are filing
pennies to the size of dimes, and thus
getting two nickels for them. This is a
violation of the counterfeiting law, so it
looks like a job for the Secret Service.

f

Optimism In The Fall

★
A

CRITICAL cat is reported from San
Francisco, where Gus, at the Temple,
sits on the stage, and just loves musicals.
However, when a drama hits the screen,
he makes for the nearest exit, which is
also what a lot of patrons probably want
to

do.

★

HERO of the week turns out to be manager
Ralph Burrows, Eldred, Eldred,

Pa., an

After seeing a couple of shows like “A Foreign Affair” and
“Beyond Glory,” to be released by Paramount in the late summer
and fall, one has reason to become optimistic over “the new look”
found within the industry following the production revamping
which took place after the seriousness of the British tax situation
became evident.
It isn’t only that both shows are strong boxoffice entries, hut
rather that they represent a new viewpoint that combines a show¬
manship outlook with a different slant on things.

Anderson Circuit house, who saw a blaze
beneath a trailer truck loaded with TNT
passing his theatre. He grabbed a fire ex¬
tinguisher, and put out the blaze before
the

fire

department

arrived.

Burrows

figured that if the truck blew up, so would
the theatre, and a job was a job, no matter
the danger.

★

“THE NEW LOOK” is giving way to the
sensible look in Charleston, W. Va., where
there is still life to a law passed in 1897
fining women for wearing their hats in
theatres.

★

THEN THERE is the drive-in which has a
nominal

charge

for

patrons, hut

makes an additional charge

which

that no film will be sold it on percentage
on this arrangement.
—H. M. M.

INDEX
40, No. 4

“A Foreign Affair” not only has a star lure, hut it takes a
new subject, and handles it in such fashion as to cause considerable
entertainment, while still bringing out the importance of the prob¬
lem, itself, the fraternization of American soldiers. “Beyond Glory”
proves that it is still possible to produce a film about West Point
without adhering to the inevitable football line. Both are certain
boxoffice hits.

for parking

the car, which makes practically certain

Vol.

Exhibitors expect that from Hollywood must come a line of
product which will not only offset the current dip in grosses hut
also assure patrons that under the new regime the coast is able to
deliver more entertaining pictures at less cost. So much has been
said about cutting overhead in Hollywood that audiences probably
figure what is coming can never measure up to the better shows
of the past.

June

2, 1943

The pattern lias been set. It is singularly encouraging.

Section One
Editorial .

As A matter OF fact, we are looking forward to seeing the
forthcoming product from other companies. If reports are correct,
what is taking place at Paramount is also happening at many other
major studios. There is reason to believe that Hollywood is serious
about its desire to cooperate with the rest of the industry in bring¬
ing in saleable, entertaining merchandise at a lesser cost without
sacrificing quality. Exhibitors are willing to pay a fair price for
pictures if the dough is in the shows. The record has always
showed that.

?
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UNDER SWAYING PALMS, FANNED BY THE MIAMI BREEZES, SEVERAL HAPPY VARIETY CLUB BARKERS

POSE

DURING THE

12TH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

They Had A Lot Of Fun In Miami
As Always, The Convention Of The Variety Clubs, International, Was A Hit

C

Edward Charles May, Miami Tent 33,

combines

with

Variety,"

enticing

Shirley

Modell,

"Miss

before the meeting to urge members to attend.

ERTAINLY one of the great prides
and joys of the film industry is the
Variety Clubs, International. Even
the most diehard critic of the industry
praises this international organization of
human welfare.
So it’s natural that whenever the annual
convention comes around, things get a little
hectic as film folks begin to prepare for
the trip which takes many across the U. S.
Recently, the 1948 affair was held in
Miami Beach, Fla., where more than 900
delegates registered to take part in the pro¬
ceedings. In addition to making plans for
the future, the boys took a look back over
the past year to see what had been accom¬
plished, and the backward glance looked
good. The men found that the 23 tents
which make up the organization had con¬
tributed $2,000,000 to charitable and other
worthy enterprises, which is, of course,
not a mean total.
Robert J. O’Donnell, Dallas, was re¬

elected International Chief Barker, and
the tents pledged to raise $2,020,135 for
charity during the year. In addition, Allied
Artists will produce “Bad Boy,” with 10
per cent of the profits going to the clubs.
The 1947 Humanitarian Award was pre¬
sented to U. S. Secretary of State George
C. Marshall, who, at that very moment,
was in Colombia, South America, for the
Pan-American conference.
Of course, the entertainment lined up
by host Tent 33 was as effective as always.
The highlight was the South Sea Island
Party, and another attraction a visit to
enjoy the Spanish national game of JaiAlai (Hi-Li) as guests of fellow-barker
Dick Berenson. Barkers and their wives
also attended Tropical Park Race Course.
Summing up, barkers and their wives
and guests were solidly of the opinion that
once again VC came up with a slam-bang
affair that those who attended will long
remember.
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One gay contingent of tradesters heading for the convention finds time to
stop off along the journey in Washington,

D. C., to do a little clowning.

9

Walter Vincent, circuit owner, center, prior to the affair, wishes success to
George Hoover, Tent 33 chief, and Mitchell Wolfson, convention chairman.

Dave Bershon, Los Angeles exhibitor, presents a $5,000 check to John Dervin,

Edward G. Zorn, United Theatre Owners of Illinois head, is here caught as

Variety Club of New England Chief Barker, for children's cancer research.

he receives some lessons

Wolfson,

prominent

circuit

chief;

Harold

at the banquet at which Stassen spoke.
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Stassen,

and

Zorn

are

seen

R. J. O'Donnell is seated at right.

in Jai Alai from

one of the best

Colonel William McCraw, Variety International

executive

in

the field.

director,

speaks

at the Humanitarian Award Dinner, which ended the 12th annual meeting.
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with o of the
biggest showmanship
events of the year.

THE IRO?CURTAIN
The first film ever to become
an international front page
news event! Returns from
the 400-theatre Premiere
are writing boxoffice head¬
lines daily across the land!

enters the Month
of June with
tested product,
proved boxoffice

GREEN GRASS
of WYOMING

power, payoff

TECHNICOLOR

Now! Watch for grosses
to match the size of the
tremendous 12-state, 268theatre day-and-date
premiere!

showmanship
to back up its
Sales Managers’

GIVE MY REGARDS
TO BROADWAY

Salute to Andy

TECHNICOLOR

June 16th, the Industry's regards
to 20th right across the nation
for the day-and-date premiere of
' The latest of the sparkling
filmusicals for which 20th is
justifiably celebrated!Boxoffice

Smith Month!

I

TECHNICOLOR

The biggest box-

All the sweet things

office of all

20th’s

rolled into one tune¬

Motion

true-to-life tri¬

ful ticket seller! The

Picture Herald Box-

umphs! Outgrossing

new

office Champion two

“Boomerang!” and

nique that’s terrific!

months

‘‘13 Rue Made¬

Une ot

the year s

great hits!

in

a

row!

musical

tech¬

leine”!

TECHNICOLOR

Most acclaimed film

Right up there with

in history!

‘‘Margie’’

Acade¬

and

A boxoffice triumph

my Award Picture!

‘‘Mother

M. P. Herald Box-

Tights”! M. P.

‘‘Flicka’’

office Champion,

Herald Boxoffice

“Home In Indiana”!

February, March,

Champion, April...

Wore

in the

tradition of

...and wherever
these pictures play,
smart showmen are
booking them with
Prom

the

most

widely read novel of
all time! “That the
picture will play to
big grosses is cer¬
tain,” says Variety!

Big and exciting as
all outdoors! Action
. . . on the screen
and at the boxoffice!

MOVIETONE NEWS,
MARCH OF TIME,
TERRYTOONS
or other selected

SHORT SUBJECTS!

and
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MEL KONECOFF'S NEW YORK
WE WONDER if the executives and sales heads of 20th Century-Fox had as much fun
at the testimonial dinner in honor of general sales manager Andy Smith in the Sert Room
of the Waldorf-Astoria as we did, and we are only sorry that we are unable to report on
the content of the proceedings as they were very interesting, but off the record. Very
much so, we are afraid.
The dinner, sponsored by the sales division managers, opened with
a reception, followed by the national anthem, which, in turn, was
followed by a single reel screening entitled “Andy Smith’s First Year
In Review,” produced by Lew Lehr, containing a multitude of gags tied
in with top execs in the company.
Spyros Skouras was toastmaster, and among those heard from,
reporting on the state of the company and the industry as well as in praise
of “Mighty Man” Smith were: W. C. Michel, Otto Koegel, Murray Silverstone, Lowell
Thomas, Frank C. Walker, Charles Schlaifer, W. C. Gehring, Arthur Silverstone, Ray
Moon, Howard Minsky, Jack Lorentz,
__
Harry G. Ballance, Herman Wobber, and,
pictures. This number, however, is con¬
finally, Smith.
siderably reduced, what with a shortage of
Lest we feel out of place, leave us add
raw stock for prints due in the main to the
our three words to wit: Happy Anniver¬
existing dollar scarcity. At present, only
sary, Andy.
six prints per film are available whereas
there should be at least 30 available. The
ANNUAL AWARD AND CELEBRA¬
British distributors make 30 prints avail¬
TION DEPT: The annual dinner of the
able, and they expect to release 24 this
Motion Picture Associates was held at the
year in the two zones.
Waldorf-Astoria again this year recently,
Jordan revealed that only two new pic¬
and Harold Rodner, vice-president, Warner
tures
had been made in Germany this year
Brothers Service Corporation, was pre¬
in
the
U. S. zone and five in the British zone.
sented with the Beacon Award for meri¬
It
is
doubtful
if many more will be turned
torious and patriotic
service.
Arthur
out
due
to
a
shortage
of raw stock, equip¬
Mayer, MPA prexy, bade the guests wel¬
ment,
studio
space,
and
facilities. Jordan
come, and insisted that the Will Rogers
estimated
that
some
90
million
marks are
Memorial Hospital, partially sponsored by
frozen
in
Germany
to
the
account
of the
MPA, must be kept open, and it will if
American
distributors.
The
average
ad¬
the organization has anything to say about
mission
is
one
mark
(a
pound
of
butter
it. He also made the presentation to
costs 300 marks), and all features are
Rodner. Another speaker was William F.
dubbed into German. The American Mili¬
Rodgers, MGM general sales manager, who
tary
Government still controls releases of
recounted the many charitable services
films,
and designates which are suitable
performed by the industry in the past, and
for
showing.
who urged the continuance of charity
According to Jordan, films released there
maintenance by the industry in the future.
are
about a year behind release dates here,
Harry Brandt was chairman.
and
the general press reaction is adverse to
Dais guests included: Saul Trauner,
all
American
pix, whether excellent or
Jack Ellis, Ed Rugoff, Dave Weinstock,
just
good.
Jordan
labeled this the general
Sam Rinzler, Malcolm Kingsberg, Si Fabian,
“destructive
attitude.”
The people there
Fred Schwartz, Morris Sanders, Bernard
like
particularly
such
films as “Destry
Kranze, Gus Eyssell, George Schaefer, Leo
Rides
Again,”
“Hunchback
Of Notre
Brecher, Robert Fannon, Julius Joelson,
Dame,”
“Gaslight,”
etc.
Jordan
estimated
and Jay Emanuel.
that
a
good
picture
can
gross
about
three
The show at the Paramount came over
million
marks
there
as
compared
to a
to entertain, courtesy of Bob Weitman.
high of six million prior to the war. He
returns in several days.
JUVENILE DEPT: We recently saw the
two-reel training film “Report For Ac¬
tion,” made by the Theatre Owners of
America at the RKO studio at the request
of the Department of Justice and Attorney
General Tom Clark on how to organize
programs locally to combat the problem
of juvenile delinquency. It is mainly for
showing to special civic groups around the
country after June 1 in more than 1,500
communities, the mayors of which are
being contacted by Clark. Exhibitors
locally are expected to cooperate by lend¬
ing their theatres during off hours to such
showings, and prints are available in
16mm. as well as 35mm. The campaign
will come to a climax in September, which
has been designated as “Youth Month.”
FOREIGN DEPT: Marian Jordan, MPEA
manager for Germany, here on a business
visit, revealed last week in an interview
that MPEA hoped to release 52 pix for the
next year or at the rate of one weekly in
the American and British zones of Ger¬
many. There are 2,245 houses being
operated in the two zones, out of which
there are 1,500 possibilities for American

SWEET CHARITY DEPT: A flock of
top-notch talent turned out for “Com¬
mand Performance,” the all-star benefit
show held last week at Madison Square
Garden for American Overseas AidUnited Nations Appeal for Children. Sec¬
retary of State George C. Marshall was
guest of honor, and he stressed the im¬
portance of the job being done by the
campaign via a nation-wide broadcast.
Appearing were: the Roxyettes, Henny
Youngman, Eddie Duchin, Vivian Blaine,
Harry Hershfield, Fred Waring, Jane Wy¬
man, Rosario and Antonio, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis, Earl Wilson, Marie Mc¬
Donald, Edgar Bergen, Charles McCarthy,
Spyros Skouras (who paid tribute to all
concerned with the success of the show),
Lee Marshall, Bill Robinson, the Metro¬
politan Opera Chorus, Radio City Rockettes, Janet Blair, the Ritz Brothers, Marc
Stevens, Ed Sullivan, Marlene Dietrich,
Danny Kaye (who stole the show), Ruth
Hussey, Nicholas brothers, Xavier Cugat,
Rose Murphy, Harvey Stone, and Jack
Haley.

Gamble Takes Over
As Stassen Manager
NEW YORK—Ted R. Gamble, presi¬
dent, Theatre Owners of America, has
agreed to serve as convention manager
for Harold P. Stassen, according to in¬
formation received at TOA head¬
quarters last week. Gamble will arrive
in Philadelphia this week to handle the
pre-convention organization work for
the Stassen forces, and will establish
headquarters at the Hotel Warwick.
During the recent Presidential pre¬
ference primary in Oregon, Gamble
supported Stassen, and made several
public appearances with him.
PREMIERE DEPT: Well, it looks like the
day of the lavish premiere is back with us
again if the sendoff for “The Time Of Your
Life” is indicative. The picturization of the
multi-prize winning play bowed in at
Harry Brandt’s Mayfair last week with all
the proceeds going to the Wiltwyck School
for Boys as the initial donation in the
school’s one million dollar fund-raising
drive. The usual select audience showed
up, with the usual radio coverage in at¬
tendance, etc.
Brandt opened the proceedings with a
talk from the stage, and he introduced Al¬
fred Gwynne Vanderbilt, chairman of the
drive; Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, and the
following members of the film’s cast:
James Cagney, Paul Draper, James Bar¬
ton, Reginald Beane, etc. Also noted in the
audience were: Louis Sobol, Arnold Stang,
Maggie McNellis, Jinx Falkenburg, Tex
McCrary, John Carradine, Bill Cagney,
Ruth Hussey, Jean Cagney, Bill Bendix,
and others.
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Charles
Cohen last week joined the advertising
department at Universal-International. He
was recently advertising manager for
Berkeley Industries, and was associated
with the MGM home office advertising and
publicity department for 15 years. (Hiya.)
. . . A1 Wilkie, former publicity manager
for Paramount, has been named publicity
and advertising director for Paramount
Enterprises in Greater Miami. (What say
Alfredo?) ... We like those plans that
Walter Reade, Jr. is making to combat the
anticipated fall in attendance on the night
of the Louis-Walcott championship match.
Essentially, he is arranging for the fight to
be presented via television or radio in his
houses, thus giving the public two-for-one
that night. . . . Lynn Farnol, Goldwyn’s
ad-pub chief, writes “Robert Sherwood fol¬
lows the great writing job he did for Goldwyn on ‘The Best Years of Our Lives’ and
‘The Bishop’s Wife’ with another that
might interest you—‘The Harry Hopkins
Story.’ The first installment goes to you
with our good wishes.” Thank you for
arousing our curiousity. . . . Newsreel and
television men were in Philly last week to
arrange for lighting for coverage of poli¬
tical conventions there. . . . George A. Raftery and Milton Rosenbloom were admitted
to partnership in the respected law firm
of O’Brien, Driscoll, Raftery, and Lawler.
. . . The Rivoli is in with another contest,
for the most original family group foto by
an amateur. . . . Better pressbooks are out
on “Four Faces West,” “The Big Som-

(Continued, on page 23)
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-Hfcjh card
Yes, when Paulette puts
herself up as the stakes
— and Macdonald Carey
tries to collect the bet —
it’s showmen-take-all in
a jack-pot of profit that’s
started as

First Date In

Wins me

The new-fangled,
kiss-angled, starspangled story of A
Girl Who Got Jangled*

OKLAHOMA CITY
Opens Bigger Than
“The Big Clock”

It’ll warm up your
Boxoffice for that

Summer Hit Wave
from Paramount!

Produced by

Mel Epstein
Directed by

George Marshal
Screenplay by Arthur Sheekman
and Roy Chanslor • Based on the
Novel by Roy Chanslor
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Bad Weather Aids
Broadway Grosses
in the Broadway
first-runs was very good over the long
Memorial Day weekend due mainly to the
inclement weather. According to usually
reliable sources reaching The Exhibitor,
the breakdown was as follows:
“SILVER RIVER” (WB). Strand, with
stage show, reported $35,000 for Friday
through Monday, with the second week
bound to hit $57,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
claimed $13,000 for Saturday through Mon¬
day, the sixth week heading toward $17,500.
“A NIGHT AT THE OPERA” (MGM).
Marx Brothers reissue was said to be sure
to get $14,000 on the third week at the
Gotham.
“THE IRON CURTAIN” (20th-Fox).
Roxy, with stage show, did $78,000 for
Wednesday through Monday, with the
third week expected to tally $85,000.
“THE PIRATE” (MGM). Radio City
Music Hall, with stage show, took in $112,500 from Thursday through Monday, with
the second week going to $145,000.
“HOMECOMING” (MGM). Capitol, with
stage show, announced $72,000 for Thurs¬
day through Monday, the fifth week head¬
ing toward $90,000.
“THE ‘SAINTED’ SISTERS”
(Para.).
Paramount, with stage show, claimed $60,000 for the second and last week.
“ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST”
(U-I). Rivoli announced $18,500 for the
second week.
“RIVER LADY” (U-I). Winter Garden
did $11,000 on the second week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Disney fea¬
ture opened to $50,000 on the first week
at the Astor.
“UP IN CENTRAL PARK” (U-I). Cri¬
terion had a $27,000 opening week.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Cagney-Saroyan film opened to $45,000 for
the first week at the Mayfair.
New

York—Business

CAPAC, Exhibs Meet In Canada
Toronto—At the first of several meetings
scheduled to take place here last week, the
positions of exhibitors and the Composers,
Authors and Publishers Association of
Canada were outlined in an effort to set
music license rates for Dominion theatres.
Exhibitors previously agreed to proposed
increased rates for 1949 upon CAPAC’s
promise that tariffs would not be in¬
creased this year.
ASCAP rates in the United States were
used as a basis of the discussion, but the
Canadian exhibitors were said to be seek¬
ing lesser scales. CAPAC has not as yet
put forth specific demands. ASCAP’s rates
are about 66 per cent higher than current
CAPAC scales.
After the current meetings and both
sides have considered explanatory pro¬
posals, further meetings will be held, with
the matter to go before the Copyright
Appeal Board if an agreement is not
reached. The Appeal Board, which sits in
Ottawa once each year, has power to fix
rates for copyright usage.

Frank C. Walker Honored
Scranton, Pa.—Frank C. Walker, Comerford Circuit executive and former Post¬
master General, was last fortnight made
an honorary member of the local IATSE
after doing business with them for 24 years.
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Justice Department
To Ask Injunction_
NEW YORK—The Department of
Justice notified the defendants in the
industry anti-trust suit last week that
it would ask for an injunction from the
U. S. District Court here based on the
U. S. Supreme Court’s mandate.
The government was expected to ask
for a hearing before Judge Augustus
N. Hand on June 15.

Mrs. Carroll Heads Week
Philadelphia—It
was announced last
week that Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman,
Pennsylvania Board of Motion Picture
Censors, is again serving as chairman of
the motion picture division for Pennsyl¬
vania Week, Sept. 26-Oct. 2.
In addition, due to the industry’s out¬
standing contribution to the last observ¬
ance, Orus J. Matthews, Secretary of
Commerce, has accorded Mrs. Carroll the
honor of membership on the executive
committee.
Plans are already under way for the
biggest celebration yet, and the motion
picture committee is being formed. Some
of the things theatres can do to further
the week are to schedule Pennsylvania
short subjects, and advertise them, de¬
velop marquee displays heralding the
week, plan lobby displays and exhibits
during the week, sponsor newspaper
advertising and advertising tieins, schedule
personal
appearances
where
possible,
schedule feature attractions with Penn¬
sylvania tieup, and cooperate with the
specially organized state wide theatre
committee in all possible ways.

Altec Signs Theatres
Philadelphia—Altec Service announced
last week that is has received contracts for
servicing sound in the following theatres:
Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.; Airport
Drive-In, Alexandria, Va.; Dupont, Wash¬
ington, D. C.; Markan, Duncannon, Pa.;
Earl, New Oxford, Pa.; Academy, Lebanon,
Pa.; National, Martinsville, Va.; Playhouse,
Washington, D. C.; Joy, Newmanstown,
Pa., and Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Renewal contracts have been signed by
the Yeadon, Yeadon, Pa.; Rivoli, Philadel¬
phia; Gt. Northern, Philadelphia; Victoria,
Mahonoy City, Pa.; Hollywood, Mt. Carmel,
Pa.; Victoria, Mt. Carmel, Pa.; Victoria,
Shamokin, Pa.; Victoria, Tamaqua, Pa.;
Circle, Washington, D. C.; FBI, Washing¬
ton; Lenox, Philadelphia; Moose Hall,
Philadelphia; Broad, Souderton, Pa.; Hill
and Boro, Paulsboro, N. J.; Landis, Vineland, N. J.; Sacred Heart Church, New
Philadelphia, Pa.; Ritz, New Holland, Pa.;
Nottawa, Blackstone, Va., and Anthony,
Turner Station, Md.

“Waltz" In Gala Bow
Los Angeles—The world premiere of
Paramount’s “The Emperor Waltz” was
held last week at the Paramount, with a
record turnout of screen celebrities and
civic and society notables. It was one of
the most brilliant premieres in recent
history in the motion picture capital.
Guests, including attending stars, were in¬
terviewed by George Fisher, ace Holly¬
wood commentator, over KFWB in a halfhour broadcast and over the loudspeakers,
while KTLA televised the proceedings for

Hersholt Outlines
New Academy Plans
Hollywood—At a meeting of the new
board of governors last week, Jean Hers¬
holt, head, Motion Picture Academy of
Arts and Sciences, announced that through
increased charges for the Players Directory
and increased membership
dues, the
Academy’s financial position has now
been stabilized.
The Academy’s income was also added
to by press showings held at the Academy
Award theatre, which, in addition to
rentals paid the Academy Building Cor¬
poration, was sufficient to operate the
structure, pay bank loan installments, and
issue a five per cent dividend to stock¬
holders.
The board approved a recommendation
to hold an international film congress here
as soon as world conditions permit, and N.
Peter Rathvon was named chairman of a
committee to work out plans. In the future,
the Academy will also make an annual
award for the best foreign language film
shown in Los Angeles. In addition to
Hersholt, the board named the following
officers: Charles Brackett and Jack Warner,
vice-presidents; Robert Montgomery, sec¬
retary; Thomas Moulton, assistant secre¬
tary; Rathvon, treasurer, and Charles
Clark, assistant treasurer.

“Dream Girl“ Contest Starts
Chicago—Theatre managers will be win¬
ners, as well as their patrons, in Para¬
mount’s “Dream Girl” photo contest,
sponsored by General Camera Company,
it was announced last week. A complete
movie outfit, consisting of camera, pro¬
jector, and screen, will be awarded to the
manager who creates the best exploitation
campaign as a follow-up to the contest.
Each entry blank will make provision for
inserting the name of the manager of the
theatre playing the film. The managers
whose names appear on the first 10 win¬
ners’ entries will receive a still or motion
picture camera.
“The Dream Girl Photo Contest” is open
to amateur photographers who submit a
photo or movie depicting their idea of a
“Dream Girl.” Prizes consisting of all¬
expense trips to Hollywood and over $10,000 worth of photo equipment will be
awarded winners.

Kentucky Unit To Convene
Louisville, Ky.—It was announced last
week that the annual meeting of the board
of directors of the Kentucky Association
Of Theatre Owners will be held on June
11. A nominating committee composed of
five members will be appointed, and will
proceed to select the nominees for elec¬
tion to the offices and board. Many prob¬
lems will be discussed, and plans will be
developed for the fall convention.

RKO Declares Dividend
New York—At a meeting of the board
of
directors
of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corporation last week, a dividend of 15
cents per share was declared on the com¬
mon stock payable on July 1, 1948, to
holders of record at the close of business
on June 15, 1948.

an hour. This was the first telecast of a
Hollywood premiere.
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life Pied Piper . . . Father
Dunne of St. Louis... who
led his gang of roughneck
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Cohen Files Suit
Against Distribs
New York—Max A. Cohen Enterprises
last fortnight filed a $1,800,000 triple-damage suit against RKO, Warners, and 20th
Century-Fox charging that they are in
conspiracy so that any two do not compete
with the other in various territories in the
United States.
Cohen’s companies, Anco Enterprises
and Anwell Amusement Company, allege
that the New Amsterdam was discrimi¬
nated against by the defendants, and ask
for a permanent injunction. Cohen’s at¬
torney is Milton Weisman. Counsel also
asks for a preliminary injunction restrain¬
ing the defendants from refusing to con¬
tract with Anco on a run ahead of RKO
23rd Street and RKO Palace.
It is asserted that where 20th-Fox
operates theatres, RKO and Warners offer
no competition; where Warners operates,
20th-Fox and RKO do not, and where
RKO has houses, 20th-Fox and Warners
do not.

Andy Smith Honored
New York—Andy W. Smith, Jr., general
sales manager, 20th Century-Fox, was
honored last week at a testimonial dinner
celebrating the completion of his first
year as head of the company’s domestic
distribution department. The dinner, held
in the Sert Room of the Waldorf-Astoria,
was sponsored by the sales division man¬
agers of the company, who launched the
Andy Smith Anniversary Month celebra¬
tion, May 30-June 26.
Executives of the company, department
heads, the entire home office sales staff,
and representatives of the trade press
attended the affair, which featured a
screening of a special film entitled “Handy
Andy’s First Year,” and addresses by
guests and company executives honoring
Smith’s first anniversary.

"Outlaw" Ban Upheld
Albany—The right of cities to ban mo¬
tion pictures even though the films have
been licensed by the state was upheld by
the Court of Appeals last fortnight as it
decided that New York City License Com¬
missioner Benjamin Fielding was within
his powers when he threatened to revoke
the license of a theatre scheduled to show
“The Outlaw.” Hughes Productions, through
the Hughes Tool Company, had maintained
that the city had no right to censor or in¬
terfere with the showing of a film licensed
by the State Education Department.

Qulmby Given Contract
Hollywood—Fred
C. Quimby, Metro
cartoon producer and head of the com¬
pany’s short subjects production, was last
week signed to a new five-year contract.
Quimby has been an executive with
Metro for 23 years, 12 years at the studio
in charge of short subjects production and
11 years as general manager of short sub¬
jects in New York.

Mann, Lippert In Deal
San Francisco—In a joint statement last
week, George Mann and Robert L. Lippert
announced a merger of the two circuits
bearing their names. Approximately 61
theatres are involved in the deal.
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Allied Clarifies
ASCAP Procedure
NEW YORK—It was learned last
week that units of national Allied
have adopted a contract policy with
ASCAP cal’ing for all future pacts to
run for only three months. Upon ex¬
piration of the three-month period,
members will again renew for the
same period of time until current
anti-ASCAP litigation is finally de¬
cided on.
Members are asked to be sure that
they insert in the ASCAP applications
the statement, “This is an application
for a three-month license.” The bill
should be paid by ordinary check,
said Allied.

G. S. Eyssell Upped
New York—G.
S. Eyssell, president¬
managing director, Radio City Music Hall
Corporation and the Center, last week
was appointed executive manager, Rocke¬
feller Center, Inc., it was announced by
Nelson A. Rockefeller at a meeting of the
Rockefeller Center board of directors. The
46-year-old film executive assumes his
new duties as operating head of the famous
midtown development immediately, while
continuing in his present capacities at both
the 6,200-seat Music Hall, world’s largest
theatre, and the Center.
Eyssell replaces Hugh S. Robertson,
who is retiring. Rockefeller, who was
president, Rockefeller Center, Inc., until
1940, will resume the presidency left
vacant on May 11 by the death of Barton
P. Turnbull.

IA Unit Opens Office
New York—Frederick Brisson, executive
producer, Independent Artists, Inc., in
which he is co-partner with his wife,
Rosalind Russell, and Dudley Nichols, will
open a local office at 50 Rockefeller Plaza
with Samuel Hacker as eastern representa¬
tive, it was revealed last week.
Hacker has been in the industry for
the past 10 years with both Columbia and
Republic.
Brisson announced that the new In¬
dependent Artists eastern representative
will work on an exclusive basis, and will
act in the capacity of the producer’s rep¬
resentative with RKO.

Chicago Petition Denied
Chicago—A petition filed last fortnight
by Seymour Simon, Kimbark attorney,
asking for a preliminary injunction was
denied in U. S. District Court by Federal
Judge Michael Igoe Kimbark asked that
the Tivoli, Tower and Maryland, B and K
nabe houses, and the Lex, Manta-Rose
Circuit, be restrained from double-featur¬
ing ahead of the plaintiff theatre, which
is engaging in a $510,000 anti-trust case
against the majors and circuits here.

RKO Reveals Drop
In 1947 Profits
New York—In its annual report to stock¬
holders, RKO revealed last fortnight that
net profits for the year ended on Dec. 31,
1947, were $5,085,847.58, a substantial drop
from the 1946 net of $12,187,804.98. Earn¬
ings per share dropped from $3.17 to $1.30,
while consolidated income increased from
$120,125,634 in 1946 to $123,109,047 last
year.
N. Peter Rathvon attributed the drop in
profits to rising cost spiral in production and
distribution in the face of a moderate drop
in domestic income. He emphasized that
the income had not yet been affected to
any great extent by the loss of foreign
revenue.
The combined net of the theatre circuit
subsidiaries of RKO rose during 1947 due
to the capital gain of about $1,600,000
from the sales of theatres in Albany,
Schenectady, and Troy, N. Y. Rathvon said
that theatre operations this year are con¬
tinuing at a very profitable pace although
somewhat lower than in the corresponding
period of 1947.
The sale of RKO Pathe newsreel also
added to the capital gain by $3,150,000.
The working capital as of the report was
$53,000,000.

"Mickey" Bows Set
New York—Arthur Jeffrey, Eagle Lion,
exploitation manager, left last week for
Des Moines and Moline, Ill., to set up ad¬
vance campaign plans for the world pre¬
miere of EL’s Cinecolor “Mickey” at the
Le Claire, Moline, on June 22, and its
opening on June 23 at the Paramount,
Des Moines.
Both openings of the film will be at¬
tended by a large contingent of Holly¬
wood stars headed by Lois Butler, youth¬
ful singing star of “Mickey.”
Jeffrey conferred on premiere plans and
campaigns with a premiere committee con¬
sisting of Bert Stolpe, promotion and
public relations director, the Des Moines
Register and Tribune, named vice-chair¬
man of both the Des Moines and Moline
celebrations; Ralph Branton, Tri-States
Circuit executives; W. A. Marlin, BMI
representative for the mid-west, and Milt
Overman, Eagle Lion field exploitation
representative.

MGM Discontinues Award
New York—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer an¬
nounced last week that its Annual Novel
Award Contest has been discontinued.
The award was instituted in 1944, and
was an annual event until 1947, when it
was made semi-annual. The winning
author was guaranteed $150,000, with a
possible maximum of $250,000, making it
the most lucrative award in literary
history.

Lawrence Made V -P,
New York—J.

FC In Salt Lake City
New York—B. G. Kranze, general sales
manager, Film Classics, Inc., last week an¬
nounced that Film Classics had opened
another branch office in Salt Lake City,
Utah, to be operated out of Denver by Tom
Bailey. Address of the new office is 258
East First South Street.

B. L. Lawrence has been
promoted to executive vice-president, J.
Arthur Rank Organization, Inc., it was an¬
nounced last week by Robert S. Benjamin,
president, American corporation.
Lawrence is a member of the board of
directors of the film company, having been
vice-president in charge of public rela¬
tions, since its formation in 1945.
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Monogram Shows
Loss For 39 Weeks
operations of Mono¬
gram Pictures Corporation and its sub¬
sidiaries for the 39 weeks ending on March
27, 1948 as reported by S. Broidy, presi¬
dent, last week, resulted in a loss before
provision for federal income taxes of
$295,646. This compares with a profit of
$414,042 for the same period in the pre¬
vious year. Consolidated net loss after all
charges including federal income taxes
amounted to $353,548, as compared with
consolidated net profit of $260,991 for the
same period in the previous year.
It was pointed out that the operating
losses for the current fiscal year will allow
the company a refund of federal income
taxes paid in prior years due to the loss
•carry-back provisions of the income tax
laws. Although no credit has been shown
in the company’s operating statement for
the tax refund, the amount of the credit,
based on the operating loss, at March 27,
1948, has been estimated at approximately
$290,000, which would reduce the con¬
solidated net loss at March 27, 1948 from
$353,548 to $63,548.
The gross income, after eliminating
inter-company transactions, for the first
39 weeks ending on March 27, 1948,
amounted to $6,590,540, as compared with
$5,743,340 for the same period of the pre¬
vious year.
New
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Schine Clarifies
Position On Theatres

York—The

""Report" Prints On Way
New York—Prints of “Report for Ac¬
tion,” training film made by Theatre
Owners of America as the first step in its
campaign against juvenile delinquency,
were sent via air and express to the 31
exchange centers of the nation last week.
Not designed for public exhibition, the
two-reel subject began its showings on
June 1 before welfare workers and civic
groups in more than 1,500 communities
across the country, which will set up
local conferences to put into action the
programs suggested by the National Con¬
ference on Prevention and Control of
Juvenile Delinquency.
State chairmen, appointed by Charles
P. Skouras, national chairman, TOA’s
Youth Month Committee, will make “Re¬
port for Action” available to any group
at the request of local mayors and other
civic leaders. Exhibitors in every section
will lend their screens for its showing
during non-operating hours. Exchange
distribution is handled by 20th CenturyPox.

For Real Coverage Of Happenings
In Your Area, Read The Exhibitor.

WASHINGTON—The Schine Cir¬
cuit told the U. S. Supreme Court last
week that the Department of Justice
is not seeking clarification but rather
reversal of the court’s decision. The
government had recently brought up
the question of five theatres still un¬
sold by the circuit even though a 1942
consent decree had asked for their dis¬
position.
Willard McKay, Schine
counsel,
wrote that the Schine brief underlines
the Supreme Court’s setting aside “all
of the divestiture provision in the de¬
cree of the district court.” The Schine
brief said: “There is no ground to
assume that the district court would
have directed the sale of these theatres
except as a part of the general scheme
of relief upon which the entire decree
rested and which the (Supreme) Court
has held to be without support in their
findings and erroneously grounded in
law.”
The Circuit said that the fate of
these theatres should depend upon the
final standings of the other Schine
houses with “the same principles and
considerations applied.” The theatres
involved in the 1942 decree are the
Opera House, Ada Meade, and Me¬
morial, Lexington, Kentucky; Plaza,
Malone, N. Y., and a half-interest
theatre, the Margie Grand, Harlan,
Kentucky.

Myers Defines British Need
Hollywood — If there had previously
been any doubts as to the need for Ameri¬
can motion pictures in the English market,
they have now been completely dispelled
by the recent interim period occasioned by
the 75 per cent tax, during which time no
U. S. product entered Britain, according
to Sidney Myers, assistant managing di¬
rector and sales chief, British Lion Films,
distributors of Republic product in the
United Kingdom last week.
Myers has been here for the past week
conferring on release schedules with
Herbert J. Yates, president, Republic.
According to Myers, theatre business is
still very good in England, although the
boom period is over, and people are shop¬
ping around for the better attractions. As
a result, exploitation has come into its own
again, and British Lion has increased its
staff of exploiteers.

AA Men Hold Meeting

Lawson, Trumbo Sentenced

Hollywood
— Steve Broidy, Allied
Artists president, and other company
executives met last fortnight to study sales
policies on two forthcoming releases, “The
Babe Ruth Story” and “The Dude Goes
West.” The roadshowing of “Babe Ruth”
was
considered
as
were
advertising
budgets.
Attending were Maurice Goldstein, gen¬
eral sales manager; Edward Morey, vicepresident, and Norton V. Ritchey, foreign
distribution chief, from the east, plus
studio representatives Scott R. Dunlap,
executive assistant to Broidy; George W.
Burrows, executive vice-president-treas¬
urer, and Harold Mirisch, vice-president.

Washington
— Screen writers John
Howard Lawson and Dalton Trumbo were
last fortnight fined $1,000, and sentenced
to one-year imprisonment by District
Courts Justices David A. Pine and Edward
Curran. With Lawson and Trumbo both
free on continuing bail, final decision on
the contempt cases against the 10 Holly¬
wood personalities will be deferred at least
until next winter, when the case reaches
the U. S. Court of Appeals, and finally the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Trumbo received half of the maximum
penalty on his two counts, while Lawson,
charged on only one count, received a
maximum sentence.

FOREIGN FIELD
From Mexico it was reported that the
government-sponsored National
Motion
Picture Commission had asked the Mexico
City Administration to reduce taxes levied
on the local motion picture industry. It
was anticipated that the request would
be acted upon favorably because the in¬
dustry’s current situation is critical due to
high production costs and to problems
arising from methods adapted by different
countries in which Mexican-made films
are exhibited that impede their distribu¬
tion. Numerous Latin American countries,
it was said, have introduced protective
tariffs to help their own film industries,
and have frozen profits within their
borders.
From England came word that the ex¬
tent to which American distributors will
make outright purchases of British films
as a means of using unremittable blocked
sterling in Great Britain is contingent
upon factors that have not been resolved,
and yet are a necessary prerequisite to
the execution of that phase of the recent
agreement. Two important hurdles stand
in the way of such purchases, the avail¬
ability of British product on an outright
basis and agreement among the American
distributors concerning the status of U. S.
earnings from such pictures in relation to
the ‘pool of additional remittables’.
From France it was learned that the 30
per cent admission increase granted by the
government to exhibitors last November
has not materially improved matters for
showmen. Coincidental with the rise in
movie tickets was a corresponding fall in
attendance, with no appreciable net in¬
crease to the exhibitor, it was said.
Argentina, which recently banned issu¬
ance of import permits for American-made
films and other goods because of the short¬
age of dollar exchange, indicated last
week that the ban would remain in effect
for months to come. This, however, was
not expected to affect the position of
Hollywood on the Argentine screen due
to the large supply of American product
still on hand.

"Raw Deal" Budget Upped
New York—An increase of at least 50
per cent above normal advertising, pub¬
licity, and exploitation budgets for all
regional engagements of Edward Small’s
“Raw Deal” was announced last week by
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president in
charge of advertising, publicity, and ex¬
ploitation for Eagle Lion.
Youngstein revealed that the picture
would be released on a regional plan which
would give it major day-and-date open¬
ings in each of the company’s 31 exchange
areas.

C. M. Reagan Elected
South
Bend,
Ind.—The
election
of
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in
charge of Paramount distribution, to per¬
manent chairman, Council of the Advisory
College of Commerce, Notre Dame, was
announced last fortnight. Reagan and Rob¬
ert O’Brien, Paramount secretary, had
become members of the Council some
weeks ago by invitation of Notre Dame
President Father John J. Cavanaugh.
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She remembers Mama...
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memory” made sure that smooth con¬
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ness, the script girl adds much to every
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picture’s perfection . . . saves many a

Because—before the camera rolled—
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Monogram Holds
Sales Conference
national meeting of all
Monogram franchise holders, branch and
district managers, and salesmen was held
last week at the Drake hotel.
Scheduled for discussion were the sales
policy on current and forthcoming product
of Allied Artists and its parent company,
Monogram. Special emphasis was placed
on Roy Del Ruth’s production, “The Babe
Ruth Story,” and “The Dude Goes West.”
Exchange executives gave reports on
sales progress to-date on recently re¬
leased Allied Artists films.
Special attention was given to the Arthur
Lake production, “16 Fathoms Deep,’ and
another Monogram special, “Kidnapped.’
Attending the sessions from the west
coast were Steve Broidy, president, Allied
Artists and Monogram; George D. Bur¬
rows, executive vice-president and treas¬
urer; Scott R. Dunlap, executive assistant
to the president at the studio; Harold
Mirisch, vice-president. Allied Artists, and
Louis S. Lifton, director of advertising
and publicity. Norton V. Ritchey, presi¬
dent, Monogram International, and Lloyd
Lind, supervisor of branch operations,
headquartered in New York, also attended.
Franchise holders on hand, with more
than 125 representatives of the company,
included A. C. Bromberg, Atlanta; Her¬
man Rifkin, Boston; Irving Mandel, Chi¬
cago; E. Blumenthal and Lloyd Rust,
Dallas; William Hurlbut, Detroit; Lon T.
Fidler, Denver; Howard Stubbins and
Mel Hulling, west coast; C. W. Trampe,
Milwaukee; Ben Williams, Pittsburgh;
H. L. Berkson, Albany; William Onie,
Cincinnati, and Nate Schultz, Cleveland.
Chicago—A

Seattle Properties Pass
Seattle—Five theatres, the Broadway
Market, Von’s Cafe, and other valuable
real estate and industrial interests of the
Jensen and von Herberg Enterprises, were
last fortnight acquired by William Edris,
Seattle capitalist, at a price said to have
been more than $2,000,000.
The properties were owned by the
Pioneer Securities Company, in which the
principals were Claude S. Jensen, Port¬
land, and the late J. G. von Herberg,
Seattle. Theatres included in the deal are
the Liberty, Venetian, and Roxy, here;
the Roxy, Enumclaw, Wash., and the
Grand, Great Falls, Mont. Other proper¬
ties are the Broadway Market and a build¬
ing at Broadway North and East Harrison
Street; Von’s Cafe, on Fourth Avenue;
a 10th interest in the Puget Sound Bridge
and Dredging Company, and miscellaneous
stocks and securities. Edris said no change
would be made in the management per¬
sonnel of the properties. Edris owns the
Olympic Hotel, Seattle, and Dennison
Foods, of Oakland, Calif., and Seattle.

"Grass" In Ohio Bow
Lancaster, O.—Following a week-long
round of festivities attended by national
political figures, Hollywood stars, and
local notables, 20th Century-Fox’s “Green
Grass Of Wyoming” premiered last week
at the Palace and Broad. Peggy Cummins,
Charles Coburn, and Martha Stewart were
present, and brought the celebration to
a climatic round of festivities leading up
to the premiere.
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Harry M. Warner Calls
For Community Support
WASHINGTON—A call for com¬
munity support of the activities of the
motion picture industry was sounded
last week by Harry M. Warner, presi¬
dent, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
before several hundred business, civic,
and educational leaders at the meet¬
ing of the National Council for Com¬
munity Improvement at the Hotel
Statler.
Warner, discussing the various pub¬
lic services of motion pictures, pointed
out that even more service can be
rendered by the movies when they
have the active support and coopera¬
tion of the communities in which they
operate.

Paramount to Elect Directors
New York—Paramount,
in its proxy
statement mailed to stockholders last fort¬
night, announced that all directors of the
company will be nominated for reelection
at the annual meeting on June 15 as fol¬
lows:
Barney Balaban, Stephen Callaghan, Y.
Frank
Freeman,
Harvey
D.
Gibson,
Leonard H. Goldenson, A. Conger Good¬
year, Stanton Griffis, Duncan G. Harris,
John D. Hertz, Austin C. Keough, Earl I.
McClintock, Maurice Newton, Charles M.
Reagan, E. V. Richards, Edwin L. Weisl,
and Adolph Zukor.
Officers and directors of Paramount re¬
ceived $1,199,793 in fees and salaries in
1947, according to the statement. Balaban
received $156,000 plus $20,800 as expense
allowance; Freeman, $130,000; Henry Gins¬
berg, $241,000, about $26,000 more than in
1946, and Zukor was paid $109,750.
Annual benefits estimated as payable
under the company’s pension trust plan
were listed as follows: Balaban, $37,687;
Freeman,
$10,797;
Goldenson,
$1,174;
Keough, $6,479, and Reagan, $940.

Trans-Lux to Elect
New York—The election of directors will
feature the annual meeting of stockholders
of the Trans-Lux Corporation to be held
on June 9. Nominated by the management
are the following: Harry Brandt, Robert
Daine, Norman W. Elson, Jay Emanuel,
Percival E. Furber, Percy N. Furber, Wil¬
liam M. Girden, Herbert S. Herrman, J.
Whitney Peterson, Lee Shubert, Jacob
Starr, Joseph Viertel, Ralph Wiener, Milton C. Weisman, and Philip G. Whitman.
Officers and directors of the corporation
as a group received from the corporation,
its subsidiaries, and affiliated companies
an aggregate remuneration of $125,093. In
addition, $38,712.09 was paid to persons
not officers or directors of Trans-Lux but
who were officers and directors of a nonconsolidated company, 70 per cent of whose
stock is owned by this corporation.

Tax Cut Bill Introduced
Washington — Representative Curtis,
Neb., last fortnight introduced another bill
to cut the admission tax to 10 per cent, the
pre-war levy. Calling for the repeal of other
wartime excise taxes also, Curtis said the
“20 per cent rates are so high they are
holding back sales.”

Radio, Variety Clubs
In Fund Raising Plan
Dallas—R. J. O’Donnell, International
Chief Barker, Variety Clubs, last week
announced a possible fund-raising plan for
the various tents.
Bernie Luber Amusement Enterprises,
Beverly Hills, Cal., is producing the sum¬
mer replacement show for the Jack Benny
radio spot, called “Let’s Talk Hollywood.”
This show will be a quiz show on movies
with George Murphy as moderator, and a
panel consisting of Eddie Bracken, a Holly¬
wood columnist and weekly guest stars.
The program will work on the same
principal as “Information Please,” with
listeners submitting questions about pic¬
tures and Hollywood. If arrangements can
be worked out, for each question the ex¬
perts fail to answer the person submitting
the question will receive a season pass for
two to the theatre of his choice in the
town in which he lives. Since such passes
are valued at approximately $100, the pro¬
ducers of the show feel this publicity
would be of great value to the theatre
owner whose theatre will be mentioned on
the radio program.
It is the producers thought that the
Variety Clubs make arrangements with
the exhibitors throughout the country to
contribute these passes without charge,
with the producers then paying, in turn,
the Variety Club located nearest the town
involved the $100 sum for each pass de¬
livered. It is estimated that the Variety
Clubs throughout the country would re¬
ceive about $500 per week.
If successful as a replacement, the show
will be continued indefinitely. It is felt that
many Variety Club exhibitors will be
willing to cooperate, and it is thought
that non-Variety members would also co¬
operate in view of the publicity angle and
the fact that the theatre will be mentioned
on the air.
O’Donnell has asked all the tents to co¬
operate, and a poll of exhibitor-members
for their reactions to the plan is now being
conducted by the various Chief Barkers.

MGM Short Honored
New York — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
John Nesbitt Passing Parade, “A Really
Important Person,” was last week chosen
“The Father Short of the Year” by the
National Father’s Day Committee.
The scroll was presented to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at the Father’s Day Annual
Award Luncheon on May 27.

Carolinas Meeting Set
Charlotte—The
semi-annual conven¬
tion of the Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina will be held at Myrtle
Beach, N. C., on June 20-23. Gael Sullivan,
Robert Coyne, and Herman Levy, TOA,
will be guest speakers.

The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.

La. Regulation Bill Up
Baton Rouge,
La.—Senator O’Connor
last fortnight introduced a bill to put
carriers of films and advertising matter
under the jurisdiction of the Louisiana
Public Service Commission.
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THE TIP-OFF im*r%

0

2
(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates tn
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)
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(RKO)
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EAGLE LION HOLDS SALES MEETING; WIDTH ELECTED; OTHER TRADE HIGHLIGHTS

The scene is the recent signing of the United World
distribution agreement in Atlanta by officials of The
Distributor's Group, Inc. Seated is W. Wells Alex¬
ander, DG president, Atlanta, while standing, left to
right, are: Russell M. Magee, DG treasurer, Atlanta,
and Francis J. Didier, president. Delta Visual Service,
located in New Orleans, and which is a DG affiliate.

Shown above is Ben Wirth, recently elected president,
Warner Service Corporation, which supervises con¬
cessions in all the company's theatres throughout the
country. Wirth has been with the home office real
estate department since 1930, and became head of
the firm's Philadelphia real estate department four
years ago. He will have headquarters in New York.

The opening luncheon of the recent 63rd semi-annual
convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
in
Los
Angeles
was
highlighted
by
the
speech
delivered by W. W. Watts, right, RCA vice-president
in charge of engineering products. Shown with him
are Jane Powell, MGM star, who entertained, and
Loren L. Ryder, the SMPE president, all quite pleased.

Snapped recently in New York just before sailing on
the "Queen Mary" for England were MGM star
Deborah Kerr,
husband
Tony
Bartley, and
baby
Melanie Jane. In Britain Miss Kerr will appear oppo¬
site Spencer Tracy in "Edward, My Son," which
Metro will make. George Cukor will do the directing.

Babe Ruth, California Governor Earl Warren, and
Allied Artists President Steve Broidy are shown at a
recent luncheon inaugurating the opening of a new
west coast
Lincoln-Mercury factory.
Ruth
was
in
Hollywood to confer on the Roy Del Ruth production
for AA, "The Babe Ruth Story," starring Bill Bendix.

George Heiber, United Artists branch manager in
Montreal, recently received the Grad Sears Gold Cup
for outstanding work during the annual sales drive.
Edward M. Schnitzer, eastern and Canadian sales
manager, made the award, as Charles S. Chaplin,
Canadian division sales manager, observed closely.

Pictured in the above photograph is Barbara Richman,
who was married to Jack L. Warner, Jr., on May 30.
The ceremony took place at New York's Hotel Pierre.

Jack L. Warner, Jr., center, was recently tendered a buffet dinner and cocktail party in New York celebrating
his recent marriage. On hand for the special occasion were, left to right: Rudy Weiss, Jules Lapidus, Major
Albert Warner, and Ben Kalmenson. The guest of honor, naturally, appears in a rather happy frame of mind.

It was all smiles recently when distributor agreements were signed between
Republic and Frieder Films, which will represent Republic in the Far East. Seen,
left to right, are: seated, Richard W. Altschuler, president. Republic International,
and Alex Frieder, Frieder president; standing, Joseph E. McMahon, Republic secre¬
tary; Fern Montgomery, Frieder secretary; Philip Frieder, officer and director,
Frieder, and Arnold Lichtig, attorney for Frieder. New York City was the scene.

Having a chat during Eagle Lion's recent regional sales meeting in Chicago are,
left to right: William J. Heineman, vice-president and general sales head; L. Jack
Schlaifer, assistant general sales manager; Max E. Youngstein, vice-president in
charge of advertising, publicity, and exploitation; Edward Heiber, district head,
Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, and Indianapolis; Herman Beiersdorf,
western sales manager, and Beverly Miller, Kansas City, Denver, Salt Lake chief.
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TRADE SCREENINGS DO YOU REMEMBER ? THE SCORE BOARD
Paramount: “A Foreign Affair”
(Jean
Arthur, Marlene Dietrich, John Lund) and
“Beyond Glory” (Alan Ladd, Donna Reed),
on June 11.
Warners: “Romance on the High Seas”
(Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don DeFore—
Technicolor), in all exchange centers on
June 7.
MGM—“Easter Parade” (Fred Astaire,
Judy Garland, Peter Lawford—Techni¬
color), on June 7, Boston, Charlotte, Cin¬
cinnati, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Mem¬
phis, Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco, and Washington; on
June 8, Cleveland, Kansas City, Milwau¬
kee, Portland, and St. Louis; on June 9,
Albany, Atlanta, Denver, Des Moines,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis, New Haven,
Omaha, Philadelphia, and Seattle, and on
June 10, Buffalo, Chicago, and New Or¬
leans. Already screened in New York City.
RKO—“Melody
Time”
(Technicolor
feature—Disney) in all exchange centers
on June 14, except Philadelphia, Detroit,
and New York, already screened.

Konecoff
(Continued from page 12)
brero,” “Escape,” and “So This Is New
York.” . . . The MGM short, “A Really Im¬
portant Person,” has been chosen “The
Father Short of the Year” by the National
Father’s Day Committee. . . . Priests and
nuns attended a special screening of “Citi¬
zen Saint.” . . . Walt Disney’s “Melody
Time” was awarded the Parents’ magazine
Medal for June. . . . MGM is considering a
screen treatment based on the Bowery
Comeback Association, where down-andouters are helped toward a fresh start.
. . . The Paralyzed Veterans Associations
of America paid tribute to David O. Selznick via an elaborate scroll thanking him
for contributing his latest films to veterans
hospitals throughout the nation. During
the war, Selznick promised that all of his
pix would be shown to hospitalized vets
without charge, and before the public saw
them. . . . The world premiere of “Easter
Parade” takes place at the Loew’s State on
June 30. . . . G. S. Eyssell, prexy and man¬
aging director, Radio City Music Hall, was
last week appointed executive manager of
Rockefeller Center by the organization’s
board of directors. . . . Congrats go to
Charlie Simonelli on his appointment to
the newly created post of eastern exploit¬
ation manager for U-I on his 25t.h birthday

Egyptian Remittances Stopped
New York—Following a meeting of the
foreign managers of the MPAA, Gerald
Mayer, director of the international divi¬
sion, last week announced that a cable had
been received from Cairo advising that all
film remittances from Egypt had been
stopped.
It is assumed that the step was taken
by the Egyptian government because of
military operations in Palestine. American
picture companies had been receiving a par• tial remittance of 50 percent of film rentals.

Republic Declares Dividend
New York—A regular quarterly divi¬
dend of 25 cents per share on preferred
stock payable on July 1, 1948, to stock¬
holders of record on June 10, 1948, was
declared last week by the board of di¬
rectors of Republic.
June 2, 1948

Twenty-Five Years Ago: The MPTOA
condemned an alleged book-all policy of
Fox Film Corporation and other dis¬
tributors. . . . Eugene O’Brien was
making personal appearances in the east.
Fifteen
Years
Ago:
Irving
Trust
Company was named permanent receiver
for RKO by Judge William Bondy. . . .
Syracuse, N. Y., theatres came up with
a new low, two first run pictures for
15 cents admission. ... A cooperative
spirit was reported among all branches
of the motion picture business to help
combat handicaps of the ‘bank holiday.’
Ten
Years
Ago:
Percentage selling
had reached the 50 per cent figure. . . .
Paramount held a sales meet in New
Orleans, at which time Cecil B. DeMille’s
“The Buccaneer” had its world premiere.
Five Years Ago:
The IATSE voted to
go along whole-heartedly on the “no
strike” plan for the duration of the war.
. . . Nicholas M. Schenck was national
chairman of the industry’s committee for
The March of Dimes. . . . Francis S.
Harmon resigned from the MPPDA to
devote full time to the War Activities
Committee.

Fielding To Loew's
New York—Coincident with the
an¬
nouncement by Mayor William O’Dwyer
that
License
Commissioner
Benjamin
Fielding had resigned that post, Nicholas
M. Schenck, president, Loew’s Inc., an¬
nounced last week that the commissioner
would join the Loew organization in an
executive capacity on July 1.

(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened hy Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
Paramount

“So Evil My Love”—Import will depend
on the names.
“Big Town Scandal”—For the lower half.
WB
“The Big Punch”—Pleasing entry
the duallers.

for

"Blandings" Houses Start
New York—With tentative release dates
set for the film, “Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House,” the gigantic “Bland¬
ings Dream House” promotion swung into
high gear last week with SRO representa¬
tives converging on key cities throughout
the country to coordinate the intensive
publicity, advertising, and exploitation
campaigns. Campaigns in all situations
center around the public unveiling of the
“Blandings Dream Houses,” replicas of
the house to be seen in the picture, now
in the final stages of construction and
furnishing by local builders and depart¬
ment stores in the various cities.
The tentative first-run release dates of
the film in key cities range from June 11,
when “Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House” will have a double-barrelled open¬
ing at the Roosevelt and Des Moines, Des
Moines, to dates in September.

Edward Lacliman
president,
Allied Theatre Owners
of New Jersey, and owner,
State Theatre, Boonton, N. J.
says:

“WE HAVE DISCOVERED, OVER THE YEARS
THAT ALTEC SERVICE IS ‘ON OUR SIDE'”
” Events in recent years teach us
that we have to be vigilant all
the time—not just now and then
—about making our theatre a
place people prefer to come to
for entertainment. We’ve got to
make the most of the product
we show, and to do so, we’ve got
to make the most of what people
hear as well as what they see.
Over the years, Altec has con¬
stantly kept our sound equip¬
ment working at top quality.
Altec’s only object is to make

our theatre do a better enter¬
tainment job: it’s no mere side
line with them. Altec Service is
‘on our side.’ ”

Altec Service, known for its serv¬
ice uover and above the contract”
is a vital ingredient of your thea¬
tre’s ability to meet successfully
the competition of other forms of
entertainment. An Altec Service
contract is the soundest long
term investment an exhibitor can
make today.

161 Sixth Avenue
New York 13. N. Y.

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In

All Five:

Madison, N. J.: Dog show.

In Addition To The Above:

Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 42)
Oregon: Dewey beats Stassen in primary.
Philadelphia:
President Truman visits
Girard College. Michigan: Father of the
year. Holland: Fire damages royal palace
at The Hague. Off Newport, R. I.: Navy
jets join the fleet. New York: Boy Scouts’
Jamboree. Holland, Mich.: Tulip time.
(Detroit only). Long Island: Trotting
races. Atlanta: Auto racing.
News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 276)
New York: Dr. Chaim Weizmann, Israel’s
first president. Off Newport, R. I.: Navy
jets join the fleet. New York: Boy Scouts’
Jamboree. (Except Detroit and Philadel¬
phia) . Holland: Fire damages royal palace
at The Hague. Michigan: Father of the
year. Los Angeles: Track stars shine in
meet. Holland, Mich.: Tulip time. (Detroit
only.) Philadelphia:
President Truman
visits Girard College. (Philadelphia only.)
Paramount News (No. 79) New York:
Dr. Chaim Weizmann, Israel’s first presi¬
dent. Oregon: Dewey beats Stassen in
primary. New York: Celebrities return:
U. S. Ambassador to Poland, Stanton
Griffis; Jacob A. Malik, new USSR dele¬
gate to UN; Mae West.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 146)
Oregon: Dewey beats Stassen in primary.
Philadelphia:
President Truman visits
Girard College. Off Newport, R. I.: Navy
jets join the fleet. New York: Jacob A.
Malik, new USSR delegate to UN, arrives.
New York: Dr. Chaim Weizmann, Israel’s
first president. Michigan: Father of the
year. Holland: Fire damages royal palace
at The Hague. Holland, Mich.: Tulip time.
(Detroit only). Los Angeles: Track stars
shine in meet.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 81)
Israel: Arabs bomb new country; Jews dig
in. New York: Celebrities return: U. S.
Ambassador to Poland, Stanton Griffis;
Jacob A. Malik, new USSR delegate to
UN; Mae West. New York: Boy Scouts
Jamboree. Holland: Fire damages royal
palace at The Hague. New York: PAL
bouts. California: Atwater Kent gives big
party for National Association of Broad¬
casters.
In All Five:

Israel: New Jewish state at

war.
In Addition To The Above:

Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 41) Port¬
land, Ore.: Dewey and Stassen on com¬
munism. Korea: Election. New York: Girl
gymnasts from Sweden. Monte Carlo:
Grand Prix auto race. Birmingham, Ala.:
Dynamite girl. U.S.A.: Flower fashions.
News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 275)
Japan:
Total eclipse. Portland, Ore.:
Dewey
and
Stassen
on
communism.
Korea: Election. New York: Girl gymnasts
from Sweden.
Paramount News (No. 78) Las Vegas,
Nev.: Bob Hope dad to 4,000 kids. Paris:
Postmen in walking race. Korea: Election.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 145)
Korea: Election. New York: Girl gymnasts
from Sweden. Hollywood: Styles up in
Central Park. Austin, Texas:
College
rodeo. Birmingham, Ala.: Dynamite girl.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 80)
Portland, Ore.: Dewey and Stassen on
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communism. Monte Carlo: Grand Prix
auto race. New York: Girl gymnasts from
Sweden.
Telenews Digest (Vol. 2, No. 21) Lake
Success, N. Y.: UN asks end of Palestine
war. Israel: Jewish State proclaimed as
Arabs attack. Norway: Churchill visits.
Norway: Monument to Russian soldiers
unveiled. Finland: Parliament votes no
confidence in a Communist Minister of
the Interior. England: British warships
given to China. Italy: Mussolini’s family
three years later. Venezuela: Bomb blasts
office of Democratic Action Party. France:
Students in mass pilgrimage. Sweden:
Students rib year’s events. Philadelphia:
President Truman visits Girard College.
New York: Overseas youngsters treated to
tour of Coney Island. Detroit: Dentist for
dogs. Chicago: Dogs’ ‘snack bar.’ New
York: Taft crosses picket line to enter
Yale Club. New York: Mae West back
from England. New York: Joe Louis fans
watch their hero get a close shave—at a
barber shop. Washington: Democratic and
Republican Congressmen in baseball meet.
Dallas: Archers beat golfers on their own
course in competition in which each team
uses its own “weapons.”
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 292)
Brooklyn, N. Y.: Canada Lee presents
medals to Penn Relays champions. Kansas
City, Kans.: New bishops chosen at con¬
ference. Washington, D. C.: Drew Pear¬
son speaks before Capital Press Club.
Memphis: Citizens honored for commun¬
ity service. Atlanta:
Colored Catholic
Clinic holds open house. Kansas City:
Baseball—Kansas
City
Monarchs
vs.
Cleveland Buckeyes.

NATIONAL LEGION OF DECENCY
March 27, 1948
Unobjectionable

for

General

Patron¬

“The Big Punch” (WB); “Campus
Sleuth” (Mono.); “Docks Of New Orleans”
(Mono.); “The Dude Goes West” (Mono.);
“French Leave” (Mono.); “The Gallant
Legion” (Rep.); “Give My Regards To
Broadway” (20th-Fox); “Guns Of Hate”
(RKO); “Heart Of Virginia”
(Rep.);
“Liebe Nach Noten” (German)
(Wien
Film); “Oklahoma Blues” (Mono.); “Over¬
land Trail” (Mono.); “Under California
Stars” (Rep.); “Whirlwind Raiders” (Col.).
Unobjectionable for Adults: “The Argyle
Secrets”
(FC);
“Big
City”
(MGM) ;
“Blonde Ice”
(FC); “Crossed Trails”
(Mono.); “Devil’s Cargo” (FC); “The Em¬
peror Waltz” (Para.); “For You I Die”
(FC), “The Fuller Brush Man” (Col.); “I
Wouldn’t Be In Your Shoes” (Mono.);
“Maria Ilona” (German) (Terra); “Money
Madness” (FC); “Showtime”
(English
Films); “Waterfront At Midnight” (Para.);
“Will It Happen Again?” (FC). Objection¬
able
in
Part:
“Dream Girl” (Para.);
“Dreams That Money Can Buy” (Hans
Richter); “La Vie de Boheme” (French)
(Superfilm);
“Lady
From
Shanghai”
(Col.); “Not Guilty (French), (Andre
Lelarge-Ariane);
“Smart Woman”
(Mono.); “Women In The Night” (FC).
age:

ARBITRATION
Detroit
Grand
Center Recreation
Company,
operating the Center, Grand Blanc, Mich.,
last fortnight filed the second demand for
arbitration of a clearance dispute since the

"Report" Showing Planned
New York—Arrangements were made
last week to have the first showing of “Re¬
port For Action,” TOA-produced short in¬
tended as a training film for nation-wide
use in connection with the anti-juvenile
delinquency campaign of the Department
of Justice and the National Conference on
the Prevention and Control of Juvenile
Delinquency, in the Bronx the middle of
this month. This was decided at a meeting
of the New York City Youth Board. It
was estimated that organizational work
will take several weeks before a general
meeting at which the film will be shown is
scheduled.

Allied In St. Louis
St. Louis—With the appointment of
Andy Dietz, former representative for the
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri, and
Southern Illinois, as its head, Allied States
last week began its invasion of the terri¬
tory. Dietz, who is also general manager,
Co-Operative Theatres, a buying and
booking group, stated that he had been
signed for the Allied post at the Allied
Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres
convention in Denver, and that an office
has been taken at 3326 Olive Street. Fred
Wehrenberg,
MPTO
head,
confirmed
Dietz’s resignation.

Wirth Elected President
New York—Ben Wirth was last week
elected president, Warner Brothers Service
Corporation, a subsidiary of Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., which supervises
concessions in all of the company’s the¬
atres throughout the country. Wirth has
been with the home office real estate de¬
partment since 1930, and promoted to head
of the company’s real estate department in
Philadelphia four years ago. Other officers
of the Corporation are: Harold Rodner,
vice-president; Robert W. Perkins, secre¬
tary, and Samuel Carlisle, treasurer.

Sullivan At Illinois Meeting
New York—Gael Sullivan, who assumed
his new duties as TOA executive director,
on June 1, will make his first official
appearance before a theatre group at the
meeting of the United Theatre Owners of
Illinois to be held at the Kaskaskia Hotel,
La Salle, Ill., on June 3 and 4.
Sullivan will speak before the theatre
owners of his home state at the invitation
of Edward Zorn, president, Illinois asso¬
ciation. Herman M. Levy, general counsel,
TOA, also has been invited to address the
meeting.

Hersholt Reelected
Hollywood—Jean
Hersholt was re¬
elected president, Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences, last week.

U. S. Supreme Court decision. The com¬
plainant names Loew’s, Paramount, RKO,
Warners, and 20th-Fox, charging that “ex¬
cessive and unreasonable clearance” is
granted to the Regent, Strand, Michigan,
Della, Roxie, Rialto, Nortown, and Burton,
Flint, Mich., forcing the Center to wait
from 75 to 120 days for product. Abolition
of clearance is asked on the basis that the
houses named are not competing with the
Center. Also requested is that a seven-day
clearance be fixed within the competitive
area after first-run Capitol and Palace,
Flint, Mich.
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New York—Figures

on the distribution
of television receivers to major market
areas during 1947 were released last fort¬
night by the Radio Manufacturers Associa¬
tion, and showed that out of a total of
162,181 receivers shipped, about half went
to the New York-New Jersey area, 13,923
went to Philadelphia, and 13,723 to Chicago.
The latest survey indicated that 24 TV
stations were operating, the latest being
WBEN-TV, Buffalo, and WATV, Newark,
N. J., 72 CP’s had been granted, and 247
applications were pending.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice-presi¬
dent in charge of RCA Laboratories, said
recently that if all television were re¬
quired to move at this time to higher
radio frequencies, “It would mean no tele¬
vision at all.” He added that television
can expand into higher frequencies later
without disrupting its service to the public,
but said, at a Senate Hearing in Washing¬
ton, D. C., that television growing at its
present rate gives promise of being a bil¬
lion dollar business this year, and, if per¬
mitted to develop, will provide thousands
of new jobs.
The

Federal

Communications

Commis¬

announced last fortnight that “as a
result of consideration of a petition filed by
the Television Broadcasters Association in
March, the Commission proposes amending
its rules and regulations to provide for
graduated periods of programming by
commercial television broadcast stations
depending upon the length of time a sta¬
tion license has been in effect. TBA had
repeatedly requested and obtained waivers
of the existing rule, which would have
made mandatory a minimum operating
schedule of 28-hours per week for all
TV stations. In other actions, the FCC
announced that it would delete television
channel No. 1, the 44-50 me band, and
turn this spectrum space over to emer¬
gency and mobile services. In return, tele¬
vision’s 12 commercial channels will be
freed of sharing with other services. A re¬
allocation of channels to provide for a
greater distribution of spectrum space has
been proposed by the Commission as a
result of this action. The FCC further an¬
nounced that it will conduct hearings on
Sept. 20 to determine the progress made
in the development of usable frequencies
in the 500 to 902 me band in hopes of
providing additional commercial TV chan¬
nels in the near future.
sion

Frank E. Mullen, executive vice-presi¬
dent, National Broadcasting Company,
disclosed recently that a 16-station in¬
ter-connected network, stretching from
Missouri to Massachusetts, will be in
operation before the end of the year. . . .
The American Broadcasting Company
announced that arrangements had been
completed for the location of its television
transmitter atop the Hotel Pierre, with
WJZ-TV expected to go on the air in
August. . . . NBC leased three RKO-Pathe
sound studios for television, with the main
studio, 97 by 74 feet, expected to be avail¬
able for operation by July 1.
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Tivoli Motion Denied
Wilmington, Del.—U. S. District Court
Judge Richard S. Rodney on May 20 denied
a motion by Tivoli Realty, Inc., operator,
Delman, Dallas, Tex., for default judgment
in an anti-trust suit against Interstate Cir¬
cuit, Inc., Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc,.
Paramount, Loew’s, RKO, Warners, 20th
Century-Fox, Columbia, Universal, and
United Artists. The defendants on May
14 filed motions to strike certain allega¬
tions of the complaint which they contend
are immaterial and prejudicial. The plain¬
tiff in the motion denied May 20 sought
default judgment claiming that the de¬
fendants had failed to answer by May 15
as previously ordered by the court the
“unchallenged” portions of the complaint.
The defendants contended that their May
14 motion to strike automatically extended
their time to answer the complaint under
federal court rules.

UW Distributors Deal
Atlanta—United World and The Dis¬
tributor’s Group, Inc., last week released
joint announcements of the signing of
distribution agreements by which United
World 16mm. features will be distributed
exclusively in 11 southern and southwest¬
ern states from North Carolina to Texas,
inclusive.
United World films will be deposited
in four central exchanges: Atlanta, Co¬
lumbia, S. C., New Orleans, and Dallas.
All bookkeeping will be centralized in
the Atlanta headquarters of the Distri¬
butor’s Group.
A major factor in the decision favoring
the Distributor’s Group was said to be the
experience of Monogram which assigned
its 1941-1942 product exclusively to D-G in
the south, and received a near perfect per¬
formance.

Loew's Declares Common
New York—At a meeting of Loew’s
board of directors last week, a regular
quarterly dividend of 37 V2 cents on
common stock payable on June 30 to
stockholders of record on June 11 was de¬
clared.

system called tele-transcriptions, is now
perfected, and DuMont programs are
available to other stations, officials said.
The tele-transcriptions are made by film¬
ing video programs off the face of a
cathode ray tube, with the project re¬
quiring almost 10 years of research and
experimentation.

PRODUCTION
Hollywood—Zachary Scott joined Joel
McCrea in Warners’ “South Of St. Louis,”
Milton Sperling producing. ... At Allied
Artists, “Bad Boy,” film sponsored by
Variety Clubs International, was prepping.
. . . Columbia’s outdoor epic, “Supersti¬
tion Mountain,” will be treated in a docu¬
mentary maimer. . . . John Wayne is plan¬
ning to produce a film in Mexico based on
the life of Davy Crockett. . . . RKO’s pro¬
duction schedule includes “Bed Of Roses”
and two Tim Holt westerns during June
with “Every Girl Should Be Married,”
“Interference,” “Follow Me Quietly,” and
Richard Goldstone’s initial effort kicking
off in July.
Monogram set Robert Louis Stevenson’s
“Kidnapped” as Roddy McDowall’s next
starrer. . . . Arthur Ripley’s first reining
assignment at MGM will be “Few Are
Chosen.” . . . “Jiggs and Maggie In Court”
starts this month at Monogram. . . . Costarring with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
Universal-International’s “The O’Flynn”
is Helena Carter, former Conover model.
. . . Among the films being planned by
Film Classics are three Cinecolor produc¬
tions, “Daughter Of Ramona,” “Unknown
Continent,” and “Fatima.” . . . Richard
Basehart nabbed the top role in Eagle
Lion’s “Twenty-Nine Clues.”

MPEA Studies Dutch Problem
New York—Directors of the Motion Pic¬
ture Export Association, at a board meet¬
ing last fortnight, withheld decision as to
the future method of operation in the
Netherlands pending the report of a special
committee appointed to confer with offi¬
cials of the Bioscoop Bond. The commit¬
tee, which will proceed to Amsterdam later
this month, consists of Frank McCarthy,
MPAA Continental manager, who will
serve as its chairman; Irving Maas, MPEA
vice-president and general manager, and
two member company Continental man¬
agers.

hi

For Real Coverage Of Happenings
Your Area, Read The Exhibitor.

McDonald To Britain
New York—W. Stewart McDonald, vicepresident, Warner Theatres and assistant
treasurer, left last week for a visit to
Britain, the main purpose of which is to
settle details relating to Warners’ share
of the British Exchange agreement with
the industry.
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The Public
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IT AFTER HIT
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PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS
ALVIN GOODWIN, Sales Manager

of a system of trans¬
cribing television shows on film for use on
other stations was presented by Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., recently. The
Demonstration
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PEOPLE
New
York — Tom
Holland, currently
branch manager, Pittsburgh Office, Confi¬
dential Reports, has been appointed west
coast district manager, it was announced
by Jack H. Levin, vice-president, last
week.
Holland replaces Barry Halbert,
who died last month. Prior to the Pitts¬
burgh branch managership, Holland had
been branch manager in Cleveland and in
San Francisco, where he started with CRI.
The new district manager will handle the
territories of Portland, Seattle, San Fran¬
cisco, Salt Lake City, Denver, and Los

Angeles.
New York—Charles Cohen last week
joined the advertising department of Uni¬
versal-International. Cohen has a wide
and varied experience in the advertising
field, having recently been advertising
manager for Berkeley Industries. He was
associated with the MGM home office ad¬
vertising and publicity department for
15 years.
Miami—The appointment of A1 Wilkie as
publicity and advertising director for
Paramount Enterprises in Greater Miami
was announced last fortnight by George
C. Hoover, general manager. Wilkie re¬
signed last year as Paramount home office
publicity manager, and had been vacation¬
ing here for the past four months.
New York—Joseph Minsky, Eagle Lion
district manager for Philadelphia, Pitts¬
burg, and Washington, last week assumed
supervision of the company’s branches in
Cincinnati and Cleveland. Minsky will
continue to make his headquarters at the
Philadelphia exchange.
New York—Robert Mochrie, RKO vicepresident in charge of domestic distribu¬
tion, announced last week the promotion
of Arthur Elliott, former salesman at
RKO’s Montreal branch, to the post of
exchange manager in Calgary, replacing
Reg Doddridge, resigned.
Minneapolis—Irving Marks is succeed¬
ing Morrie Steinman as branch manager
for Monogram, it was announced last week
by Sol Francis, midwest district manager.
Steinman remains as
sales
manager.
Marks, formerly city sales chief for Co¬
lumbia, took office on June 1.
St. Louis—New manager of the Mono¬
gram-Allied Artists exchange is Rubin
Rosenblatt, former Paramount salesman,
it was revealed last week. Rosenblatt suc¬
ceeds Barney Rosenthal, who died recently.
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Pa. Sunday Films
Blamed For Church Apathy
SEATTLE—The spread of Sunday
movies in Pennsylvania was blamed
last week on church apathy by the
Lord’s Day Alliance of the United
States. In a report prepared for sub¬
mission to the 160th General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in the
U. S., the Alliance called for increased
financial support “to halt the march of
the motion picture theatre owners and
managers across the face of the Lord’s
Day.”
“Pennsylvania,” it was said, “in a
number of its towns and cities suffered
heavy blows in 1947 with the en¬
croachments of the motion picture
business, five years of Sunday movies
being fastened upon them. Many such
places could have been saved such a
catastrophe had churches given as
properly as they should have to this
Alliance.”

EL Adds Field Prizes
Chicago—Announcement
of $1,000 in
cash prizes to Eagle Lion field exploitation
representatives producing “the best and
most effective promotion campaigns from
the point of view of results at the boxoffice” during the 26-week Bill Heineman
Sales Drive which starts on June 4 was
made last fortnight by Max E. Youngstein, vice-president in charge of advertis¬
ing, publicity, and exploitation, at the
second of the company’s four regional
sales meetings held at the Blackstone
Hotel.
The $1,000 exploitation prizes, entirely
separate and apart from the $27,500 as¬
signed as prizes to sales personnel and
branch managers for results in the Heine¬
man Drive, will be awarded to field ex¬
ploitation men whose campaigns, on any
picture handled during the drive period,
best display, according to Youngstein,
“those qualities of showmanship, intelli¬
gent merchandising and ability to work
closely with exhibitors, newspapers, and
other promotional outlets to the end of
producing better results at the ultimate
point-of-sale, the boxoffice.”
Special exploitation representatives
added for specific film promotions will not
be eligible for participation in the prize
money, he emphasized.
New York—The appointment of Charles
Simonelli to the newly-created post of
eastern exploitation manager for Uni¬
versal-International was announced last
week by John Joseph, U-I national di¬
rector of advertising and publicity, and
Maurice A. Bergman, eastern advertising
and publicity director. Simonelli, 25, who
joined the Universal advertising and pub¬
licity department six years ago, has been
director of special events during the past
two years. He is the youngest exploitation
executive of a major company in the film
industry.
Wilmington, O.—Kroger Babb, Presi¬
dent, Hygienic Productions, Inc., last week
announced the addition of Harold Perlman
to the organization’s rapidly expanding
advertising and publicity department. Prior
to joining Hygienic, he was in charge of
advertising for RKO Theatres, New Orleans.

Texas Survey
Shows Patrons Likes
Lubbock,
Texas—Results
of a recent
motion picture survey conducted for the
Wallace Theatre Circuit by V. T. Clover,
professor of economics, Texas Tech¬
nological College, were divulged last week.
Some 450 tallies were made in an area
constituting a radius of 200 miles of Lub¬
bock, and the following information was
derived from the questionnaires: 48.7 per
cent attended movies weekly, 35.6 per
cent twice weekly, 7.9 per cent monthly,
and 2.1 per cent daily. Of the people inter¬
viewed, 59.4 per cent occasionally attended
theatres outside their home towns.
When asked their reasons for attending
theatres, 52.2 per cent said for entertain¬
ment, 26.2 per cent for relaxation, 7.1
per cent for education, 12.9 per cent for
pastime, and 1.3 per cent for other
reasons. Results showed that 75.6 per cent
attended evening performances and 24.4
per cent matinees, with 66.9 per cent going
on Sundays and 33.1 per cent on week
days.
The type of motion picture preferred
rated in the following order: musical
comedy, mystery, comedy, musical, dra¬
matic, western, biography, musical west¬
ern, costume, jungle, love, and action.
Short subject preferences rated as fol¬
lows:
newsreels,
cartoons,
comedies,
traveltalks, popular science, sports, mu¬
sicals, and topical. A total of 82.7 per cent
did not care for double features. A total
of 58.1 per cent revealed their desire to
pay the highest admission prices for first
runs, while 41.9 per cent expressed a de¬
sire to wait and pay a lower admission.
It was revealed that 26 per cent of the
people rely on newspapers in determining
the desired movies, with trailers, radio
commercials, signs, theatre fronts, and
telephones rating in that order.
A 50-50 answer was received on at¬
tendance at drive-in theatres. Of those
who attended this type of theatre, 81.05
per cent said they liked it.

Astor In Shorts Deal
New York—R. M. “Bob” Savini, presi¬
dent, Astor, last week closed a deal with
Hullinger Productions, Washington, D. C.,
for a series of documentary shorts, “Mak¬
ers of Destiny,” in color.
The first, nationally released on June
10, shows Cabinet members Patterson and
Harriman, Senators Taft, Vandenberg, Ball,
Knowland, and O’Mahoney, Speaker of
the House Joe Martin, Supreme Court
Justice Douglas, Henry Kaiser, Leon Hen¬
derson, Secretary of Agriculture Ander¬
son, and some of radio’s standout person¬
alities.

The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.

NSS Buys Building
New York—The Mecca building, 1600
Broadway, has been purchased from
Loew’s International by National Screen
Service, it was announced last fortnight
by NSS President Herman Robbins. Price
was believed to hover around the million
and a half mark.
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Devoted Exclusively to the
THEATRE STRUCTURE
— its Design, Construction,
Furnishings, Maintenance
and Specialized Equipment
— with a Special Section
Devoted to Drive-In Theatres
.

Theatre air-conditioning is not necessarily the big central plant installation of some years back that
only the large or high-admissioned theatre could afford to buy or maintain. Packaged units in various
tonnages, and neat enough for public placement, have brought refreshing coolness to the price range of
the smallest theatre, and the shortest lease. Here is a typical zone-controlled unit in the standee area.
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"STAND-PATTERS" ARE DOOMED
The other day, a friend of long standing dropped in to tell us of a new
theatre that was being built for him on a percentage lease by some local busi¬
nessmen in a small town with which we were both familiar.

TAKES
STANDARD
TICKETS

Because, as a young punk just entering the business, the opening cere¬
monies of a new theatre in that small town had been one of our assignments,
and because we remembered there had been an old “shooting gallery” under
the same ownership operating there, our first reaction was that our friend
and the local businessmen were crazy to try to buck such a competitive spot.
And then we got the story.
What we had overlooked was that those “opening ceremonies” had taken
place about 26 years ago, so that the “new” theatre was now aged in its plan
and appointments. It had only 800 seats crammed with old time spacing into a
one floor layout, and should it ever reseat with modern comfort spacing, it
would probably not accommodate more than 650 to 700. The same ownership’s

Automatically stacks the¬
atre’s stubs under lock and
key —IN SEQUENCE
OF COLLECTION —for
easy, informative, reveal¬
ing analysis. Write for
illustrated folder or ask
your supply dealer.

“shooting gallery,” which was a Civil War stage house relic 26 years ago, was
still the same, only more so. In neither case had more than normal cleaning
and repair been devoted to these two structures. The town, in the meantime,
had had a war boom, and while the population pressure has now leveled off to
a point not far exceeding the pre-war peak, much of the war money remained,
so that the hotel, several department stores and most business properties had
streamlined and modernized as a point of civic pride. Only the theatres, secure
in their lack of competition and with powerful film buying connections, re¬
mained as the backward brethren to the chagrin of the local moguls. The new,

GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
36-30 THIRTY-THIRD STREET
Long Island City 1, New York

modern, 1,200 seat, air-conditioned theatre that is now being built is the
result.
What about current building costs? And what about product?
Sure, they are problems! But costs are only relative, and if the new 1,200seater can capture the business currently being done by the “two old joints,”
it can support a lot of cost. To capture that business, it must get the best product,
and “if the exchanges don’t recognize the higher grossing possibilities of our
new theatre, then somebody is going to get sued,” etc. and etc.
After our friend had gone, we sat back and day dreamed over this incident.
We wondered just how often, throughout the land, similar competition would
result. Protected for the past six years by government restrictions on new
building, and protected before that by such things as “controlled situations,”
“buying combines,” “franchises,” and “customer arrangements,” how many
theatre situations through their own “stand-pat” attitude have failed (or are
failing) to improve themselves or to actually stay ahead of their areas? How

WHEREVER APPEARANCE
AN[L, NEATNESS

many will continue to suffer from such hardening of the arteries until some
local or even outside interests knock their brains out?
None of this is a pretty prospect. Many a likeable, cooperative gent or
group is going to get hurt. But theatre business is still competitive, and with
each new court ruling, it promises to get more competitive. The public has
come to expect much in its theatre comfort, in good projection, in flawless
sound, and in a type of service that it can’t get elsewhere, not even in its
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own home. It is this theatre excellence that is going to make it a lot tougher
for television to compete for public interest than radio received from the
old silent theatres. It is this theatre excellence that has entrenched the theatre
industry more securely in the U. S. than elsewhere.
It behooves every facet of the theatre industry to remember this, and
whoever they are, or wherever they are, to stay abreast of the times with a
degree of excellence that will discourage all competition of whatever sort.
“Stand-patters” lose the initiative, so their only possible movement is
backwards.
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35
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theater

cooling experience have gone
into the designing of these units.
Flexible and easy to operate,
they offer definite economy ad¬
vantages:
• Zone Control—Each unit has
its own individual thermostat.
• No Duct Work Required—No
loss of cooling due to long ducts.
• Easy to Install—Units can be
placed directly in theater, no
extensive alterations. Complete
installations have been made
in one week.
• Quiet Operation—no interfer¬
ing noises.
• Uninterrupted Service —Your
theater always has air condi¬
tioning: if one unit is being ser¬
viced, other units are not af¬
fected.
• Dehumidification—High latent
heat capacity insures more ef¬
fective removal of moisture.

Suggested arrange¬
ments of Typhoon
Units in typical
small stadium type
and balcony type
theater to provide
satisfactory air con¬
ditioning

CONDITIONING
UNITS

T,,Ue
All the advantages of large-theater air
conditioning—economical enough for small
theaters—are yours in Typhoon Packaged
Units. They cool, filter, de-humidify and
circulate the air in summer .. . heat effi¬
ciently in winter. Typhoon Units are rug¬
ged, built to withstand hard usage with
minimum service. The over-sized parts, the
extra large 7-row coils, the all-copper, sil¬
ver soldered condensers insure full rated
capacity under difficult operating condi¬
tions.

If

YOU Own, operate or intend to build
a theater with a seating capacity of less
than 800, consult Typhoon regarding your
air conditioning problems.
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TYPHOON AIR CONDITIONING CO., INC.
794 Union Street • Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
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Is Not So Much a matter of what the
average motion picture exhibitor can get
along with in the way of summer cooling
these days as it is what type and model of
modern air-refrigeration system he’s got
to put into his theatre.
This goes for the grind box in the
dreamy little town, whose tradition-bound
manager has made no changes whatsoever
since the place was opened, as well as for
the big affair in the city that it will cost
a fortune to adequately air condition.
The top spots all have it, the very best
all-weather types of air processing sys¬
tems. The drive-in operator is probably
the only theatreman who can do without it
It is a cliche to say that the American
public takes its cool air for granted not
only at the movies but at many another
commercial spot, even the grocery store.
Still, hundreds of exhibitors stubbornly
resist anything more elaborate along this
line than simple ventilation.
If it hasn’t already, this backward
practice will play hob with the boxoffice
in the virtually immediate future. Even
now, only the most dogged movie-goer
would consider taking in a picture at
house innocent of true air-cooling. Years
ago, the average citizen learned that the
best antidote for low morale during
periods of really high temperatures was
to drop into a cool theatre.
Moviemen brought this state of affairs
upon themselves, because they were the
first to dramatically pioneer the air-con¬
ditioning system developed in 1923 from
the researches of Dr. Willis H. Carrier.
The modern product, though greatly im¬
proved, is basically the same system.
A quarter of a century after the event,
not more than 20 percent of this country’s
18,351 film houses have “true air-condi¬
tioning,” the refrigeration people advise
us. The significance of these statistics, they
explain, is the fact that most systems now
in operation are outmoded. They still work
but they don’t cool.

Large
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systems
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pressor action. Here illustrated is a cooling tower capable of spraying and cooling 900 gallons per
minute.
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Cool Off And Cash In
June’s Heat And Humidity Are Certain
To Force Many Decisions On Air Cooling
ceipts between now and September, for
the very good reason that many people
are too affected by the heat to get around
to attending their offerings or are away
on vacation. In some places, this seasonal
slump amounts to 20-to-30 percent of
the patronage.
It is high time then for that 80 percent
of moviemen who haven’t “true air-con¬
ditioning” to call in a refrigeration engi¬
neer to talk things over if they’re anxious
to keep those queues moving during July
and August. The equipment men are pre¬
pared to do a bang-up job since they re¬
gard the theatre field as a prime market
for the latest in air-conditioning.
Up to now the scarcity of everything,
including refrigeration systems, has pre¬
cluded doing more than maintaining and
repairing antiquated theatre structures
and equipment. An estimated $300,000,000
has been set aside to correct this situation.
Furthermore, the prospects of early instal¬

lation of cooling systems are brighter now
than at any time since before the war.
Runs Into Money

•

Air conditioning will run the theatreman up into more money than formerly.
In the late 30’s, he figured installations
from $250 to $450 a ton. In 1948, he can
count on prices ranging all the way from
$450 a ton to $1,000 a ton, depending on the
scale of his program and the labor costs of
his community.
The capacity and the price of an airconditioning system is computed in tons of
refrigeration output. At two theatres of
comparable seating capacity, the number
of tons required to cool one may be only
30 and the other as much as 70. The wide
variance is due to differences in construc¬
tion, height of ceilings, number of doors,
and the frequency with which they are
opened, and, equally important, the pres(Continued on joage 14)

The Fitting Moment
June, with the dog days of summer
gripping large areas of the United States
is a fitting moment to go into the matter of
a brand-new air-refrigeration system or
the rehabilitation of an old one.
The recent slump in movie-going en¬
thusiasm already troubles the lives of ex¬
hibitors. A small matter, of course, yet
little straws show the wind better than
big straws. One thing they show for sur~
that those days of the war and postwar,
when it was virtually impossible for a
movie house to lose money, have said
goodbye now.
The majority of moviemen are con¬
fronted with the usual falling-off in re¬
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DAZZLING POSSIBILITY
Now that radiant heating has become quite common, why not radiant
cooling?
Principally because of the problem of condensation in the summer. When
humidities are high, radiantly-cooled surfaces sweat like a Tom Collins.
But it is still a possibility where the air is thoroughly dehumidified and
in those parts of the country where humidities are at their lowest.
More important, scientists tell us that developments in chemicals that
absorb airborne moisture, such as silica gel and lithium chloride, indicate that
relatively simple means for drying air may soon be available.
Dry air would sharply raise summer comfort conditions even inside movie
houses without cooling of any sort. Of course, cold floors might make patrons’
feet chilly, but we’ll let the engineers work that out.
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NEW 35MM. PROJECTOR
DEVELOPED FOR VIDEO
Unit Drops Moving Shutter,
Runs At 30 Frames A Second
Camden, N. J.—A sound motion picture
projector has been developed to project
35mm. films directly on the pickup tube
of a television film camera, RCA an¬
nounces.
The new projector, designed to broaden
television programming facilities, substi¬
tutes electronically-triggered light pulses
for moving shutters, the corporation adds.
Standard 35mm. film runs through the
projector at the ordinary rate of 24 frames
per second. Television broadcasting, how¬
ever, requires a speed of 30 frames, or 60
“interlaced
fields,”
per
second.
The
sprocket which makes this rate possible
holds every alternate frame of film for two
scannings and the remaining for three.
The other outstanding feature of the
projector, the light pulses, are electronic¬

ally-triggered to provide 60 high-intensity
flashes per second. They emanate from a
gas-filled bulb, called a “gas-lamp.” The
projector is said to be virtually free from
heat.
To monitor the picture projected on the
film camera, and to provide adequate
facilities for changeover switching when
two projectors are used, auxiliary equip¬
ment is housed in a standard cabinet rack.
The rack equipment includes the pulsedlight power supply, remote control switch¬
ing panels, exciter lamp power supply,
and the 10-inch picture monitor.
The rack-mounted picture monitor is
also used for cueing purposes to inform
the operator when to switch from external
operation to film. Immediately below the
picture monitor rack is the changeover
panel, which contains the switches for the
sound circuits and remote starting or
stopping of projector, as well as the re¬
mote controls for operating the slide pro¬
jector.
The new 35mm. projector, said to in-

ROOF INSULATION A MUST

Brand-New RCA Television Studio Projector, which
projects

Before The CoNTRACTOR-engineer puts
air-conditioning into a theatre, he will
speak convincingly of the need to fit min¬
eral wool insulation into the roof. He will
have the theatreman reflecting on these,
to list a few, salient points:
1. Flat roofs frequently reach tempera¬
tures of 140-150 degrees F. This super¬
heat quickly passes through the roof,
enters the auditorium, and packs down
upon the audience.
2. Roof insulation has been known in
itself to lower inside temperatures by
as much as 15 percent, and to reduce
refrigeration output by as much as 20
tons.
3. For every ton of refrigeration saved,
the cooling system uses 1,000 fewer
kilowatt hours of electricity. At three
cents per kilowatt hour, 20 tons of
refrigeration is estimated to be a sav¬
ing in electricity of $600 a season.
4. In one hour, a theatre audience o'
750 persons gives off as much heat as

35mm.

films

directly

on

to

the

pickup

tube of a television film camera, equalizes normal

the burning of two gallons of fuel oil.
5. During the winter, roof insulation
has been estimated to cause savings
up to 40 percent in fuel consumption,
enough to pay for the installation in
three years.
6. Mineral wool spells fire protection.
It will help to confine a blaze to the
spot where it orginated.
7. Without disrupting business for a
moment, the fluffy, wool-like insula¬
tion, either rock, smelter slag or glass,
may be laid down in batts or blankets
between the roof and the ceiling or
blown under air-pressure over the
ceiling through small openings made
in the roof.
8. Dead air is well known to be the
most effective insulation. There are
millions of dead air cells in every cubic
inch of so-called mineral wool, and
this is generally laid in four-inch
thicknesses.

24 frames per second film to the television speed
of

30

frames

per

second,

a

big

achievement.

corporate the basic features of the regular
Brenkert theatre projector, is entirely en¬
closed. It is equipped with shatterproof
glass windows. All moving parts are auto¬
matically and continuously lubricated. A
pump inside the housing delivers a con¬
tinuous flow of oil from the reservoir at
the base of the main frame to the rotary
lubricator, which throws the oil over the
gears and to the bearings.

TOLER LEAVES BOXOFFICE
TO START NEW MAGAZINE
"Amusement Center"
Treats Recreation Fields
Chicago—J. Harry Toler, who recently
resigned as managing editor of The Mod¬
ern Theatre section of Boxoffice magazine,
is scheduled to launch on Sept. 1 a
monthly trade publication covering five
major amusement industries.
To be known as Amusement Center, the
new magazine will concentrate on the
physical requirements and specific prob¬
lems of motion picture, legitimate, variety
and repertoire theatres, and school auditoria.
Bowling and billiards establishments,
night clubs, hotel cabarets and supper
clubs, town and country clubs, ballrooms
and dance studios; radio, television and
FM studios with provisions for public at¬
tendance; sports arenas, ice and roller
rinks, swimming pools, baseball parks,
college stadia, and other forms of amuse¬
ment enterprises will be included.
The initial circulation of the new book
is said to be 50,090 copies. Toler, president,
Harrison Toler Company, Inc., Chicago
advertising agency, created The Modem
Theatre section of Boxoffice in 1933.

Vermont Adds Drive-In
Burlington, Vt.—The Sunset-Drive-In,
due to open soon near Burlington, is in¬
stalling DAWO Waterproof No. 7600 InThe-Car speaker sets.
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Cool Sanitary Drinking Water Makes Satisfied Patrons
’

Get These

THREE
UseJut Features
In ONE
Beautiful Unit
DRINKING FOUNTAIN
@ To encourage the drinking of plenty of
good clean
sanitary
health
inate

water.

and

by

safe

scientific

the

conform

VOIGT Fountains are

messy
with

.

.

cup

the

.

Health

good
. elim¬

problem.

Built

requirements

Committee on Plumbing
Public

promote

protection . .

of

to
the

of the American

Association.

The

angle-

stream drinking jet and mouth guard are
designed
codes.
valve

to

comply

with

Self-closing, stream
automatically

all

sanitary

height control

regulates

the

height

of the drinking stream.

DECORATIVE MIRROR
®

Mirrors are attractive, and attract be¬

cause they serve a useful purpose.

Smart

places use them for glamor and decor; to
create

swanky

distinguished

atmosphere.

Women, especially, like to go where mir¬
rors

are

plentiful.

Cater

to

the

ladies,

and give them this flattering medium. You
will find it pays.

MODERN ILLUMINATION
®

Outstanding

asset.

The

lighting

styling

is

of each

a

decorative

VOIGT Foun¬

tain is enhanced with suitable and effec¬
tive illumination.
for

drinking

Ample light is provided

facilities,

the

use

mirror and for general purposes.

of

the

By using

lamps of particular colors, the advantages
of color lighting can easily be obtained.

Treat your patrons to cool, sanitary drinking water this
Summer! This thoughtful service creates good ivill and pays

VOIGT COMPANY

dividends. You’ll find it’s good business for regular theatres

1649 N. BROAD STREET

and Drive-ins too!

PHILADELPHIA 22, PA.

. .

. so, install an attractive

VOIGT

Drinking Fountain NOW with or without cooling equip¬
ment. Write for booklet, NOW.

Please send DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOLDER with prices.
NAME.

VOIGT COMPANY
1649

NO.

BROAD

ADDRESS.
CITY .

STREET
STATE.

PHILADELPHIA
June 2, 1948

2 2,

PA.
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Spearhead Of Any Remodeling
Is The Theatre Front
Sprucing Up Is Best Done
On Limited Budgets
By Improving Boxoffice, Displays, Signs . . .

If The Remodeling budget is small, it
will be good judgment, naturally, to spend
money where it will do the most good. In
most instances, this will be at the theatre
front, with new or remodeled signs, boxoffice, entrance doors, and the like. An
attractive front will help draw trade re¬
gardless of the feature attraction.
Boxoffice
Some of the older theatres present
fronts which appear cluttered and unin¬
viting to the public. This condition is most
apparent where the lobby is narrow, and
a center or island boxoffice is used, divid¬
ing the entrance in half.
This condition may be greatly improved
by moving the boxoffice location to either
side of the entrance. It results in one

opening with better appearance, better
handling of the public, and, in many in¬
stances, better access to the boxoffice from
the interior of the theatre. It will often be
found possible to increase the net en¬
trance width with an arrangement of this
kind, which places the greater area of the
boxoffice in unused space at the side rather
than in the more valuable space in the
center of the entrance.
The boxoffice, just as prominent in this
location, should face the direction from
which most traffic is expected. Very often,
the manager’s office can be re-located di¬
rectly behind or adjacent to the boxoffice,
thereby giving better control, and making
it possible to transfer cash from the boxoffice without passing through public

The Odeon Victoria, Victoria, B. C., presents an unusual outer lobby and boxoffice arrangement.

The

graceful curve and traffic directing lighting, gives an effect of spacious width that actually does not exist.
Note

PT-S

the

positioning

of

the

advertising

displays

which

strengthens

their

eye

appeal

to

patrons.
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spaces. Such an arrangement is especially
recommended for smaller theatres, where
personnel is small, and the manager is
required to attend personally to these
details.
Ticket Machines
The lay-out of the boxoffice should be
carefully studied in connection with the
type of theatre it serves. If the theatre
has a mezzanine or balcony, or both, the
price policy may call for variously-priced
tickets, and provision should be made for
a wider ticket machine. These machines
are available in different widths, depend¬
ing on the number of variously-priced
tickets which they dispense at one time.
The minimum width allowed for should be
a three-unit machine. This should be in¬
creased according to requirements, which
may call for five or six-unit machines.
If possible, the type of machine should
be ascertained, and then the deal plate and
ticket counter designed accordingly. For
one of the most popular machines, the
widths of the counterplates are: one, two,
and three unit standard—12 inches; four
and five unit standard—18 inches, and six
unit standard—21 inches.
The ticket counter and the deal plate,
whether it be marble, wood, or metal, will
have to be rabbeted the thickness of the
counterplate of the ticket machine (3/32")
in order to keep the adjoining surface
flush, so that the tickets, when ejected
from the machine, will slide, without in¬
terference, to the customer.
Support for the ticket machine must
either be provided from the floor of the
boxoffice or from the front wall. Also,
clearance must be provided for the oper¬
ating motor, which projects from the side
of the cabinet enclosing the mechanism.
An electric outlet must be provided in
the proper location for the motor con¬
nection.
In addition to the space required for the
ticket machine, more space should be
provided for a change machine and the
attached chute and change receptacle. This
last should project beyond the front win¬
dow of the boxoffice. It will be found that
the opening in the window for ticket¬
vending and change-return should be
approximately 18 inches wide and 4 inches
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Current models of Heywood-Wakefield
Encore and Airflo theatre chairs are
illustrated in full color in our new cata¬
logue available upon request.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD COMPANY
Theatre Seating Division
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, Illinois

high, depending upon the equipment used.
Window Shutters
For use in colder climates, and also for
closing the boxoffice at night, an easy,
quick-operating closure will need to be
provided for this opening. Standard equip¬
ment for the openings may be obtained
from theatre supply organizations, or may
be specially designed. Some shutters slide
both ways from the center, and some slide
up, but the simplest and most satisfactory
type will be found to be one which may
be moved by hand, and which may be
secured at night by simple catches on the
inside of the boxoffice.
It is good policy to have as much glass
as possible on the front and sides of the
boxoffice. Therefore, the interior must be
nicely finished, and fitted with drapes
which may be entirely closed. The Aus¬
trian type of drape, which may be raised
in folds forming a neat valance at the top,
will be found to be the most practical in
the majority of installations.
Just above the counter, for a 12-inch
space, the glass should be etched in a de¬
sign to more or less shield from sight coins
and currency on the counter.
The deal plate, which should be a few
inches wider than the ticket machine
counterplate, must project beyond the
face of the front glass in order to receive
the change receptacle. A small shelf or
bag rest about 14 inches below the change
shelf, projecting from the front of the
booth, is a handy appurtenance. It will be
appreciated by the ladies.
The most satisfactory material to use for
the deal plate is a good grade of Belgian
black marble. Stainless steel or other
metal is sometimes used, but due to
scratching, denting, and discoloration of
both metal and wood, their drawbacks are
evident.

Exterior Conformity
The material for the exterior of the boxoffice may be marble, granite, aluminum,
stainless steel, wood, brick, or glass block,
depending on the design of the balance of
the entrance, with which it should blend
and conform. In certain instances, the
space below the counter can be used as a
display frame if proper protection is made
to prevent the glass from breaking.
The minimum size for a boxoffice to
accommodate one cashier is four feet wide
by five feet long. It is sometimes necessary
to increase the width to accommodate an
extra cashier on busy days. The additional
cashier’s window may sometimes be located
on one side of the boxoffice, when re¬
stricted entrance width is a problem.
The height of the boxoffice deal plate
should be three feet, six inches above the
level of the sidewalk. This is for the con¬
venience of the patron rather than of the
cashier. Adjustable cashiers’ chairs are
available to place the cashier at the proper
level inside the boxoffice.
In addition to the opening for change
and tickets, there must also be provided,
five feet above the outside sidewalk level,
a speak-hole in the front glass of the boxoffice. This speak-hole should be four
inches in diameter, and provided with a
closure, either of special design or of
standard manufacture, as retailed by the¬
atre supply houses.
Air Circulation

The new Dixie, Miami, Fla., is a good example
of making

the most out of a narrow entrance.

The glass doors and lighted

Provision in the interior of the boxoffice
must be made for some storage space, tele¬
phones, push button to manager, heating,
and, if available, summer cooling. In any
event, an adjustable grille should be fitted
into the door of the boxoffice and another
in the ceiling to provide air circulation.

The State, Wayne, Michigan, presents an interesting use of an island boxoffice on a corner location.
Because of the generous marquee space displaying Wagner plastic letters in assorted sizes, the normal
display frames can be devoted to coming attractions only which makes a decidedly attractive layout.

interior contribute.

Lighting outlets and price signs should
also be included. An extra duplex re¬
ceptacle will many times be found use¬
ful. A cash drawer within easy reach of
the cashier, with the proper number and
size of compartments, is necessary.
In certain locations, it is well to consider
the installation of a floorsafe for the deposit
of coin as fast as it is received. Cash may
be deposited through a slot in the safe.
The safe, unlocked only by the manager
or another authorized person, is a safe¬
guard against boxoffice holdups, frequent
in some localities.
Display Frames
In designing the new front, the boxoffice,
display frames, and front entrance doors
should be studied together to make a pleas¬
ing whole. If the entrance is narrow and
may not be widened in the remodeling
process, then a great deal of thought and
planning should be given to the construc¬
tion and the location of the standard size
display frames.
For a medium sized theatre, no more
than four outside frames are required to
accommodate the standard 40 inches by 60
inches poster. These may be a pair of
comer frames, with one double frame on
the corner at either side of the entrance,
or a single frame on either of the entrances
facing the street, plus two single frames
on either side of the vestibule between the
building line and the front entrance doors.
Depending of course on the design of
the front, the exterior frames can be
combined with smaller frames on the re¬
turn pilasters or in the same plane. The
smaller frames should take 10" x 12"
photos or 12" x 15" stills. If the entrance
is particularly narrow, frames on the re¬
turns are not recommended. They serve
only to cut down the width of the en-
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trance. In such a case, curved frames, each
holding one 40 inch by 60 inch poster, set
diagonally at the corners, may be a
solution.
Exterior frames which set under the
marquee do not necessarily require indi¬
vidual lighting, as the marquee soffit lights
will generally be sufficient. A special cir¬
cuit may be provided with outlets in the
soffit to accommodate reflector type spot
or flood lamps to light the displays with
more light than provided by the marquee
lighting, if thought advisable.
Special Problems
Each theatre will have certain problems
and requirements as far as exterior display
advertising is concerned. These should be
discussed with the manager of the theatre
or department head in charge of such dis¬
plays, and provisions made to take care of
the special requirements. In this connec¬
tion, it is not always good planning to
provide a lot of display space which must
be kept filled at all times if the front is
to present the proper appearance. The cost
of service on posters, stills and photos, or
individual art work to fill display spaces is
an important item in the weekly expense
budget, and the space provided for dis¬
plays should be guided by the size of this
budget.
Entrance Doors
In most cases of remodeling, it will be
found expedient to replace, and perhaps
relocate the front entrance doors. They
should, in all but rare cases, have as large
glass panels as possible, or even may be
all-glass of the tempered type, in order
to permit a view of the lobby from the
street.
In some of the smaller theatres, where
no lobby is possible, and the seats are
close to the front entrance, the doors will
necessarily need to be solid-panel type.
This situation is not good, and should be
changed, if possible, to make room for a
lobby or, at least, another set of doors be¬
tween the last row of seats and the outside.
Entrance doors should be equipped
with easily-operated hardware, including
outside pulls on one set of doors only.
This pair of doors should be at the tickettaker’s station, immediately adjacent to
the boxofffce. The remainder should be
equipped with inside push bars or plates
so that they can be opened only from the
inside.
This arrangement will be found neces¬
sary in most cases, and, in all cases, will
aid in the control of incoming-outgoing
patrons on busy days. In addition to the
push and pulls, the entrance doors will
need to be equipped with butts, top and
bottom locking bolts, door closers, locks,
and hold-open devices.
Depending on the design of the entrance,
the space above the doors may be used
simply as a glass transom, with fixed sash
or utilized to good advantage for a doublefaced. display frame, with provisions for
copy on both the outside and inside faces.
Vestibule Floor
The floor of the entrance vestibule
should be coldrful and, if possible, in¬
dicate in design the flow of traffic. Ma¬
terials can be colored cement, terrazzo,
marble, rubber mats, or a combination of
two or more of these.
In any event, the floor should be nonslip, and should have only sufficient pitch
to the sidewalk to drain. If a large ex(Continued on page 14)
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A Ten-Year Investment
“Voice of the Theatre”
Sound Systems
The sound system that is scientifically

respectively. These systems make 100
percent use of the complete frequency
range as recorded on the sound track.
Ask your supply dealer about the

so advanced and superior that it will
take advantage of future as well as
present sound recording techniques.
☆

☆☆☆☆☆

right size “Voice of the Theatre” for
your theatre. “Voice of the Theatre”

The Altec Lansing A-4 and A-4X
“Voice of the Theatre” speaker sys¬

sound systems are supplied as regu¬

tems are for use with amplifier power

lar equipment by most leading manu¬

up to 40 watts and up to 60 watts

facturers of theatre systems.

1161 N. Vine Street,
Hollywood 38, Calif.

161 Sixth Avenue
New York 13, N.Y.

....

PEOPLE GO WHERE IT’S

COOL
AND COMFORTABLE

MVERIAIIt
Sefy (fatfaitted
AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
TIME-TESTED AND PROVEN BY LEADING
THEATRES THROUGHOUT AMERICA

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THEATRES
COMPACT
EASY TO INSTALL
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED

NATIONAL
THEATRE
**
i,

SUPPLY

• Simple* *
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New Electronic Lamp
Proved Practical
Actual Theatre Use Shows Steady Light
And Large Carbon And Power Savings
By J. K. Elderkin, President,
Forest Manufacturing Corporation

(Above) View through door showing full floating
self aligning positive carbon holder with spring
clamping

The New Forest Electronic Projection
Lamp, now fully tried and proven in the
projection booth, has shown that first
claims were extremely conservative.
Due to the accurate and constant feed
of the carbons, accomplished by the elec¬
tronic mechanism and control developed
by Forest engineers, the arc gap is main¬
tained continuously at exactly the correct
aperture, where the arc burns most
efficiently and with greatest light output,
resulting in a marked saving in carbon
consumption.
The
savings
in
carbon
amounts to from 20 to 25 per cent along
with proportional savings
in electric
current.
The above feature alone makes this
lamp the most efficient light source for
projection yet produced, and results in a
marked savings of operating costs over any
other present projection lamp.
This new lamp also offers many other
advantages not to be found elsewhere. For
instance, a great deal of research was made

on the burning characteristics of the car¬
bons with respect to the magnetic field
and amount of air required at the arc. This
research resulted in the placing of special
air inlet ports in a position where the arc
receives the proper amount of air to
supply the arc requirement, and a mag¬
netic field was developed whereby the
bright spot area is maintained at maximum
brilliancy.
Carbon Holders
Full floating positive and negative car¬
bon holders maintain the carbons in per¬
fect alignment at all times, and controlled
spring tension clamping prevents cracking
of carbons by applying too much tension.
(See photos 2 and 3.)
Mechanism
The positive mechanism and the nega¬
tive mechanism are two distinct and
separate units with no mechanical con¬
nections one to the other, and each can be
removed from the lamp as a unit very
easily.

device.

Positive

carbon

guide,

flame

shield raised and reflector holder. Photo 3 (Below)
View

through

door

looking

toward

back

of

lamp showing the full floating self aligning nega¬
tive carbon holder with its spring clamping de¬
vice

which

results

in

prevention

of

breakage.

Close up view through back door shows negative solenoid actuating mechanism wi'h cover removed.
Pawl moves ratchet gear around a pre-determined distance each time the solenoid core is drawn upward.
The number of degrees of rotation of ratchet gear can be adjusted by means of the slotted adjuster.
This ratchet gear is on the end of the worm gear which moves the carbon holder forward. There are
no clutches or intermediate gears; this is the entire actuating mechanism of the negative carbon feed.

(Above) View through back door of lamp show¬
ing the two electronic timers with

their connec¬

tion plugs cover removed. Knobs for adjustment
of

reflector

and

vertical

adjustment

of

guide.

Photo 5 (Below) Side view showing positive and
negative manual feed controls at bottom.

Seen are

positive and negative electronic timer control knobs
center and reflector adjustment knobs top front.
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Each of the two mechanisms are identical
mechanically, are very simple and of few
parts, a solenoid operated pawl actuating
a ratchet wheel secured to the driving
worm. There are no clutches, reducing
gears, or linkages. (See Photo 1.)
Feed Control
Change of feeding speed of each carbon
is controlled separately by a simple turn of
a knob, which controls the speed of carbon
feed by changing the number of impulses
fed to the solenoid through its electronic
timer. (See photo 5.)
Feeding speed of carbons is maintained
as accurately as an electric clock, holding
the carbons in proper focus and at proper
distance apart throughout the entire time
the lamp is in operation.
This perfect feeding mechanism, by
maintaining the arc in correct and con¬
stant focus, maintains peak screen illumi¬
nation throughout the picture showing,
without change in intensity or color.
Reflector
The 14 inch diameter B and L Reflector
is securely mounted to the lamp base in¬
stead of on a swinging door, thus holding
proper alignment without frequent adjust¬
ment. The reflector adjustment in both the
horizontal and vertical planes is made at
the outside front of the lamp instead of at
the rear, so that the projectionist can see
the screen when making adjustment. An
additional adjustment is provided for
moving the reflector to front or back for
peak adjustment of focal length, making
it unnecessary to shift the lamp on its
pedestal to obtain this result. (See Photos
2, 3, and 4.)
Electronic Timers
One timer is provided for each carbon,
each of which has its own control knob
conveniently placed on the lamp housing

to control feeding speed. The range of
control is such that at lowest position, the
feed is too slow, and, at highest setting, too
fast, for any size or kind of carbon used.
The timer is a simple device employing
a small thyratron tube with fixed resistors
and condensers connected into a simple
circuit. Both timers are identical and in¬
terchangeable. They are connected in cir¬
cuit through a connection plug which
makes all connections, and can be removed
from the lamp by merely separating the
plug connection and lifting them out of
their wells. (See photo 4.)
Warning Light
A small lamp is provided which lights
when the carbon left in either holder is
burned to a length where the carbon will
only last for 22 minutes longer. The warn¬
ing light stays lighted until the lamp is
re-trimmed. (See Photo 5.)

E. J. HALEY — President, Booker
T Theatres, Raleigh, North Carolina
—writes:
“Sound service is one of the
vital functions of successful
theatre operation. We have
found RCA Service to be
competent and responsible
in supplying this need.”

Arc Image
The arc image device is designed so that
it may be placed on either side of the
lamp at will, and projects a clear image
of the arc visible from either side. There
are many other important features built
into this unique lamp to make its opera¬
tion as perfect as can be had. (See Photo 5.)

To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.

Light Output
The maximum light that film can stand
without damage is 15,000 lumens, which
can be obtained from this lamp with 70
ampere arc. This will give a clear visible
picture on screens as large as 50 feet in
width, clearly visible at a distance of 500
or more feet, making an ideal light source
for the drive-in theatre and a most eco¬
nomical one.
The electronic lamp is designed to burn
any size carbon at any desired amperage,
and is ideal for any theatre of any size.

Operational tests under actual theatre conditions were conducted at the Avon, Newark, N. J., where
the regular projectionist, Charles Earle, kept records of carbon consumption and current requirements.

BUY

NOTHING -

Until You've Com¬
pared

Our Prices!

This will give you an idea of our low prices
and the savings that can be made by deal¬
ing with us. Write us for whatever you need,
whether thumb tacks or complete theatre
equipment.
SIMPLEX
MECHANISMS,
with
genuine
Simplex rear shutters, BB movements,
spiral shockproof gears, rebuilt like new
and guaranteed.$302.50
SUPER-SIMPLEX
MECHANISMS,
genuine,
rebuilt and guaranteed .$425.00
RCA 30 watt theatre amplifiers, brand new
and complete .$137.50
SIMPLEX HIGH 1 Kilowatt lamphouses,
rebuilt like new, and complete with
rectifiers and new tubes . $575.00
POWERS 6B MECHANISMS, rebuilt like
new .SI 14.50
REEL CABINETS, 2000', brand new, per
section ..$

2.95

WEBER SYNCRO-MAGNETIC Model 400
soundheads for Simplex, complete with
motors, rebuilt
Pair, $325.00

STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.
459

W.

46th

STREET,

NEW

YORK

19,

N.

Y.

NO NEED FOR WASTE OF
SEAT COVERING MATERIAL
You can now buy leatherette already cut
25"x26". Packed in packages of 50. All
colors, good quality. $26.50 per package.
Wri.e—

MANKO FABRICS

CO.,

INC.

29 W. 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.
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Cool Off and Cash In
(Continued from page 5)
ence or absence of thermal insulation.
The engineer will quickly put his finger
on the theatreman’s refrigeration trouble,
and will present, at least, a partial solu¬
tion to the budget problem involved. He
may well recommend that a so-called unit
air-conditioner or that a group of them
be put in. The “packaged” system, a post¬
war improvement, seems to be gaining
wide acceptance, especially among smalltheatre owners.

thermostatic controls shut off the condi¬
tioners in localities that have attained the
desired temperatures. This saves money
and wear on the machinery.
Adaptable To Heating
The small conditioners are becoming
dear to theatremen for the further reasons
that they furnish positive control over
temperature and humidity by mechanical
means (usually with the sensational new
development Freon-12 as the refrigerant)
and that they are adaptable to heating,
generally by steam coils, with attendant

Leads The Field
In the event the maximum bulb reading
is approximately 72 percent, the engineer
may advise the theatreman to put in airwashing equipment, evaporative cooling.
Elsewhere, however, only the most com¬
plete types of conditioners will do. The
movie house, after all, is a windowless,
fairly air-tight box in which hundreds of
persons sit side-by-side for from two to
three hours at a stretch in the hottest
weather. The movieman, more than any
other businessman, is compelled to lead
the field in air-conditioning.

Remodeling the Front
Ml

(Continued from page 11)
terior vestibule is planned, some attention
should be directed to the use of rubber
mats, which are very effective both decoratively and in removing mud and dirt
from the shoes of patrons. But they do
require daily removal and cleaning. They
should be divided into sections of not more
than four feet by five feet for convenient
handling. In the smaller theatre, they
should be used sparingly on account of
the labor required to keep them clean and
in the proper condition.
Electric Signs

OUTDOOR RELATIVE HUMlOITY
AaMCC Of WONTHLT utan - APRIL to SCRTCMOCR luce
(MX* AM Of • AM « • *• KAOMM.or v»«l|
WITH ISOTh€RMAL LtNlJ TOR JVLT

U. S. Weather Service Relative Hu¬
midity map. April through Septem¬
ber, based on average of readings
at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., with average
temperatures for this period.

For them it is the ideal solution because
the self-contained units may be had in
three, five, and seven ton cooling capaci¬
ties (also, for larger places, in 10, 15, 20,
25, 30 and 40-ton capacities) and for the
reason that they are quiet and relatively
small. The units may be concealed behind
grilles directly in the areas to be cooled.
In multiple-unit arrangements, individual

J. P. ADLER — President, Adler
Theatre Company, Inc., Marshfield,
Wisconsin—says:
“RCA Service rates 100 per
cent with us; never a failure
in ten years.”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
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humidification. They also incorporate fan
equipment.
Besides, installation of the self-con¬
tained systems does not call for the the¬
atre’s undergoing any drastic tearing up.
Nor will the job string along endlessly.
The unit conditioners are easily put in as
a central plant for air-refrigeration, if a
distribution system of sheet metal ducts
happens to be already set up throughout
the house. Generally, installation is con¬
fined to electrical connection to motor, and
piping to condenser water supply and
drain.
Before the engineer will put his stamp
of approval on the theatreman’s air-con¬
ditioning undertaking, he will specify that
the place be appropriately insulated. This
will run the theatreman up into more
money. But the engineer will warn him
that the absence of mineral wool insula¬
tion, principally in the roof, will increase
the load on the new system, and wear
it out rapidly, not to mention its upping
operation costs.
The procedure of the engineer is first
to ascertain the atmospheric environment
of the region in which the theatre is lo¬
cated. This will necessitate his dropping
into the local weather bureau. Here he
will check the “wet bulb reading,” which
will tell him the story in relative humidity.
Should this take place in the far west
or southwest, the bulb will read no higher
than 72 per cent maximum outdoor rela¬
tive humidity, with the notable exception
of a strip along the Pacific Coast. There, as
in the deep south and in Maine and Rhode
Island, the maximum relative humidity
will run as high as 90 per cent. (See U. S.
Weather Service map.)
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In an article at the beginning of this
series, the design and construction of
signs was fully discussed. The facts therein
set down apply to remodeling as well as
to new construction, provided entirely
new signs are contemplated. However, it
will be possible to remodel the existing
marquee, in many cases, by the installation
of new lighting, new glass panels, and
changeable letters.
With the application of a few coats of
paint, neon or stud-lighting borders,
very satisfactory result can generally be
obtained. If the paint on the old sign is
peeling or in bad condition, it should be
entirely removed, by use of blow torches,
down to the bare metal. A ground coat of
paint should then be applied, followed by
two coats of special outside enamel.
Sometimes the addition of a name sign
along the top of the attraction signs will
make a pleasant change in the appearance
of things and allow the removal of an up¬
right sign which has outlived its use¬
fulness.
Next Issue: The Lobby

Wenzel Names Export Firm
New York—The firm of K. Streuber and
La Chicotte has been appointed exclusive
export distributors of the Wenzel Pro-4
35mm. projector mechanism, Fred Wenzel,
president, Wenzel Projector Company,
Chicago, announced recently. The ex¬
porters are located at 1819 Broadway. The
Wenzel Pro-4 mechanism has had several
improvements incorporated recently.

Starting—

NEXT ISSUE
A PRACTICAL MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER FOR A LARGE THEATRE
CIRCUIT • • • tvill commence a
regular monthly column of anec¬
dote and advice under the Pen
Name of • • •

"GENERAL MAINTENANCE"
June 2, 1948

NEW PRODUCTS—/M might be interesting:
The New Stabilarc
The Automatic Devices Company, act¬
ing upon suggestions received from several
of its Stabilarc dealers, has introduced to
the trade a new development in motor
generator sets for indoor and drive-in
theatres.
The new Stabilarc, to be known as
Model 1373, features a built-in sheet steel
cabinet in which are housed the ballast
resistors and across-the-line starter. To
reduce noise level to a very minimum,
and to eliminate vibration, the generator is
equipped with composition rubber pads

and bushings for mounting. The company
advises that it provides constant direct
current to the arcs regardless of varia¬
tions in the alternating current supply.
This is a most important factor when con¬
stant and uniform light source is desired.
The company also advises that the Stabil¬
arc generator is the direct answer to tube
failures, hum, synchronous flicker, or par¬
tially rectified current causing uneven
carbon wear.

and projects two beams of air, a large
slow-moving beam which revolves spir¬
ally, and a smaller, fast-moving beam,
which revolves in a tighter spiral within
the larger air mass. The resulting differ¬
ential in pressure between the two air
columns causes all the air in the room to
move in a rhythmic, pulsating motion. Be¬
cause of the extremely light weight of the
propeller, the over-powered motor oper¬
ates noiselessly.
The diameter of the guard at the widest
point is 14 inches; the propeller length,
10 inches; weight, 10 pounds; motor, 52watt, 1/100 h.p., and the operating speeds
are 1650, 1150, 800 RPM for three-speed
model and 1650 RPM, single-speed unit.
The low-stand model 112 is designed so
that it can be moved through a 360 degree
circle both horizontally and vertically,
and the five-blade propeller is enclosed in
a modern safety guard.

Creating smart

DEMOBS for 29 YEt^
THEATRE DECORATING CAN
PAY YOU LAVISH DIVIDENDS

DAVID FLEXER—President, Flexer
Theatres of Tennessee, Inc.; Flexer
Theatres of Mississippi, Inc.; Flexer
Drive-In Theatres, Inc.—says:
“All our theatres are free of
any projection-room trouble due
to our RCA Service contract.”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.

AMERICA'S foremost SCREENS |

Stabilarc was designed by Automatic
Devices engineers to be the last word in
modern generator appearance. The set is
not cumbersome, and is most attractive
with its glossy finish. The firm highly re¬
commends this model to those of its cus¬
tomers who are looking for a generator
that requires little or no attention.
Model 1373 will be furnished only as a
complete “package” unit. That is, orders
will be processed to include ballast re¬
sistors, starter, and panel. The new gen¬
erator is immediately available in all sizes.
Delivery is promised in approximately
three to four weeks after entry of order.

The "Roto-Beam"
Leatherette Padded Wall Section Panels for a
rich effect in lobbies or foyers, or rear audi¬
torium
wall.
Inexpensive,
considering
the
plastering saved, if they are installed over
the studding.
Easy to install.
America's Largest Fabricators of Curtains and
Draperies for stage, auditorium foyer, standee
area, restrooms and exits.
PAINTING • DECORATING • MURALS
CURTAINS • WALL COVERINGS
SPECTACULAR EFFECTS • DRAPERIES
ACOUSTIC WALL TREATMENTS
PLASTIC WALL PLAQUES AND INLAYS
LEATHERETTE WALL PANELS
ASBESTOS CURTAINS • CONTOUR CURTAINS
CURTAIN CONTROLS AND.TRACKS
Dynamic, outstanding installations for theatre
owners, circuits and architects throughout the
world.

• INCREASED BRILLIANCY
• CLEARER SOUND

Phone, wire or write for details, or send rough
sketches, preliminary blueprints or plans for
estimates and preparation of color renderings.

Vocalite Beaded Sound Screen for low Inten¬
sity or Mazda lamps. More permeability of
sound, optical effect of depth, perfect for
color pictures. Increases light efficiency.

i)
iJ

•
Super-Lite, a white vinyl plastic coated
material, with light reflection co-efficient of
87+. A perfect sound transmitter, and en¬
tirely diffusive. Assures faithful reproductions
of tone and color value.
For information—see your dealer or write

VOCALITE SCREEN CORP,
ROOSEVELT, N. Y.
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SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.

32-34 W. 6QTH ST., New York 23, N. Y.
The “Roto-Beam,” a noiseless air circu¬
lator, is now being offered to theatremen.
Placed on the market by Max Weber, in¬
ventor and manufacturer, the Roto-Beam
incorporates a one-piece bakelite blade,
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DECORATORS
COMPLETE

•

DESIGN

ARTISTS

INTERIOR DECORATION

In first communication please include all
necessary measurements.
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Patching Pieces of Leatherette

THIS IS WHAT tycM

WANT!

Customer satisfaction—the theatre
owner's # I asset. Create it by using
CENTURY PROJECTION AND SOUND
SYSTEMS. For the smallest to
the largest Drive-in—for harmony
of color tone and

New York—The Manko Fabrics Com¬
pany, Inc., is inaugurating a new service
for theatres. It will furnish its up¬
holstery leatherette in cut up pieces 25
inches by 26 inches in all colors to match
requirements. This will save time and
labor on the part of the maintenance man
in cutting up the material from the bolt,
as the material will be already cut up
ready to use. Pieces will be packed 50 to a
package and are nominally priced. Samples
of the quality and colors available will be
gladly sent on request.

Wagner Gauge Tool Bows
(Inadvertently the illustrations below of
Wagner Sign Service’s new customer aid
were printed up-side-down in the last
issue. They are now reprinted for the
record.—Ed.)

Sold through recognized
theatre supply dealers

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORP.
New York, N. Y.

in. rn "THIRD DIMENSION"

AULliimultiple SIZE
SILHOUETTE

LETTERS

and Exclusive
" REMOV A-PAN E L" Glass-in-Frame Units

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
302 I W. 36th St., Chicago

COIN RACK... Ideal, Quick Change-Maker

1451 B'way.N.Y.C.

AT YOUR
DEALER
OR DIRECT

6V2" H.

BV4"

W.

Rubber-cushioned bottomed. Coins held securely,
yet easy to use. Dark Red Mahogany finish . . .
strong . . . durable.

ASSOCIATED TICKET REG. CO., INC., 346 W. 4 ST., N.Y., NY

No.

285R

POPPER
DRIVE-INS!

THE

BUILT EXPRESSLY

(2) Straightened . . .

• EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
for extra large profits

• EASY TO OPERATE
• ALL STAINLESS STEEL
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
FOR THE '

Right

"

POPPER FOR

YOUR DRIVE-IN THEATRE

DAVID S. MOLIVER — Owner,
David S. Moliver Theatres, Phila¬
delphia, Pa.—says:
“For twenty years I have re¬
lied on RCA Service in my

Write or Wire

KRISY KIST KORN MACHINE CO.
120 South Halsted Street
Chicago 6, III.
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theatres. Need I say more?”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
PHYSICAL THEATRE DEPARTMENT of THE EXHIBITOR

(3) Gauged to correctness!
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DRIVE-IN
THEATRES
SECTION

used at the largest toll bridges and tunnels
has been developed for the drive-in the¬
atre market.
Designed to eliminate the syphoning of
cash into dubious channels and the hitand-miss methods of recording admissions
at many of these places, especially during
peak periods, the new system has resulted
from the efforts of Taller and Cooper, Inc.,
working in conjunction with
theatre
experts.
The problem of cash disappearance arose
20 years ago when the first of the large
toll bridges and tunnels were placed in
operation. A system was developed and
subsequently considerably improved until
a substantially foolproof method for col¬
lecting and recording toll receipts was ob¬
tained. A modification of this method can
readily be applied to the collection of ad¬
missions at drive-in-theatres.
The components of this system as ap¬
plied to a drive-in theatre are installed in
and adjacent to a booth operated by a
collector for each lane. The cashier stands
at the door in such a position that he can
collect directly from the occupants of the
car. The transaction is registered by the
collector on the key box which is set on a
counter above his cash drawers and ac¬
cessible as he stands at the door of the
booth.
Associated with this key box are:
1. A treadle set in the roadway.
2. An electrical counting circuit actuated
by the treadle.
3. An overhead classification indicator.
4. A patron’s admission indicator, and
5. A printing and counting device.
Automatic
The work performed in handling a
transaction by the cashier consists in
registering the number of admissions of
each class such as adults and children by
depressing the proper buttons of the keybox, receiving the cash, and waving the
car on. All other functions of the equip¬
ment are automatic.
Each cashier or collector is given a key
with a distinct identification number.
When he opens a booth, he inserts his key
in the keybox, turns the key, and operates
a print lever. This unlocks the machine,
and takes a print of all the counters, the
number of the key, the time, and date.
Simultaneously, a lamp or sign is illumi¬
nated over the booth showing that the
lane is open for business.
Lights and Bells
An automobile entering the theatre
stops at the booth, and pays the required
admission. The collector depresses the
proper keys in the keybox. This starts
the following functions:
1. Adds the proper number of counts to
the corresponding counters in the
register.
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A Modern Toll System
New Drive-In Collection
Method Highly Scientific
sion-paid illuminated sign on the side
of the booth.
Treadle Count
The vehicle now proceeds, and rolls over
the treadle counter set in the roadway
adjacent to the booth. In passing over the
treadle, electrical circuits are actuated in
sequence corresponding to the rolling of
the vehicle. This and only this sequential
operation of the treadle contacts will
cause a count to be added to the treadle
counter in the register. The treadle will

2. Illuminates a sign in the side of the
booth showing the patron the number
and type of admissions collected.
3. Illuminates a characteristic figure in
an
overhead
indicator
which
is
mounted over the booth and visible
for several hundred feet in each di¬
rection.
4. Sounds a bell or chime which audibly
indicates that the transaction has been
registered, and also serves to attract
the patrons’ attention to the admis¬

Elevation

drawing

of

the

Taller

and

Cooper

boxoffice

for

drive-in

theatres

shows

the

manner

in which the; (1) lane open signal, (2) overhead sale indicator, (3) patron sale indicator, (4) key box and
printer, and (5) recording treadle, all work in unison to announce and record each cash transaction.
Blind

checking

of

a

car

can

be

done

at

any
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spot

around

boxoffice

where

lights

can

be

seen.
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ADMISSION PAID
4
I
1

4
ADULTS TAX
$
TOTAL 4

/
/*
*

•«
4
1

CHILDREN TAX
TOTAL

The

admission

incoming

cars

4
5"

indicator
is flush

at

f

*
1

•»

o

2

**»
o

5

6

window

mounted

3

m

level

in the

with

wall

of

the booth and illuminates the number of adults
(in this case 3) and the number of children (in
this

case

2)

for

which

admission

is

paid.

not respond to walking or jumping on it
or to any other motion.
When collector closes his lane, he oper¬
ates the print lever once again and re¬
moves his key ^his takes a final print
similar to the first print. It also darkens
the admission and overhead indicators and
the booth-open light.
The collector counts his cash, and turns
it in with a deposit slip. The manager or
auditor at a convenient time goes to each
register, and removes the printed section
of the sheet which shows the tabulation of
the day’s transaction. This sheet will show
the time when the lane opened and closed,
key number of collector on duty, total
number of vehicles counted by treadle,

Plot

plan

of

total number of transactions registered b
collector, total number of adults, and total
number of children. These totals are ob¬
tained by subtraction of the initial and
final counter readings.
The company lists the following ad¬
vantages for its collection system:
1. The patron pays the collector directly
and eliminates the use of car hops or
runners.
2. There are no tickets to be handled
with the possibility of collusion.
3. There are no stubs to be strewn about
the grounds.
4. Ticket examination is eliminated.
5. The possibility of distributors and
potential
competitors learning the
number of patrons by comparison of
ticket stub numbers is ended.
6. The advantages of audible and visual
indications to patrons of admissions
registered at each transaction.
7. Overhead indication for the use o ’
supervisor, inspector or manager, en¬
abling him to check a car at any time,
some distance before or after it passes
the collector, and without collector's
knowledge.
8. All pencil work in copying ticket
numbers is eliminated. Instead, a clear
and tamperproof method is employed
to print the counter numbers in a
locked compartment accessible only to
a responsible person.

a two-lane boxofflce equipped with a double set of indicators, key boxes and treadles.

While the designers claim this type of collection system at toll highway facilities enables one collector

to

handle as many as 500 to 700 transactions per hour, which would be adequate for any drive-in

theatre, the added lane may be used at peak periods and would be a standby against breakdowns.
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GREEN LIGHT)
LANE OPEN jj
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< (white -adults)
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(AMBER-CHILDREN)
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double

the

entering

lane is open
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faced

©

overhead

patron,

by

its

indicator

green

light,

shows
which

for business; but, most important,

its white lights for adults and amber lights for
children

facilitates

spot

checking

by

any

exec.

9. A brief dark period elapses on ths
admission and overhead indicators be¬
tween transactions in order that the
registration of each transaction may
be checked.
10. Each adult transaction adds one unit
to the transaction counter and the
number of adult admissions to the
adult counter. The total transactions
recorded must therefore check with
the treadle count. (It is assumed that
children will never be admitted with¬
out adults).
11. Passes are received, and recorded as
adults. The cash differential between
total admission price and government
tax is easily computed.
12. Because the cashier is unaware of the
number of transactions, he must de¬
posit all cash received. Any discrep¬
ancy will be evident to the manage¬
ment.
Collector
performance
may
readily be evaluated by a comparison
of the number of errors in receipts
with the general counting record.
13. Operation of the print lever will pro¬
duce statistical records of admissions
at any time. Should statistics be de¬
sired every 15 minutes, the cashier
will pull the print lever every 1
minutes.
The system is based on the use of a
mechanical register in which the keybox
button mechanically adds the proper
counts to the associated counter. The
printer is a part of the keybox and the
printed record must be removed from the
register in each booth.
In larger installations, it may be help¬
ful to have the remote electrical registers
for all booths located in the central office.
A remote electrical recorder is actuated
electrically from the keybox in the booth.
The experience of Taller and Cooper,
Inc., with this type of collection method
at toll highway facilities indicates that a
collector may handle 500 to 700 transac¬
tions per hour in peak periods. By a care¬
fully planned booth system, collection at
drive-in theatres can be achieved at close
to this rate with only one man per lane, a
considerable saving in labor cost over
most present methods.
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BASE AND STANDARD LIGHT

WHY DRIVE-INS
EVERYWHERE

SERVICE SIGNAL LIGHT

RELY ON

DEALERS
MOTIOGRAPH IN-CAR SPEAKER EQUIPMENT
WITH STANDARD LIGHT AND CONCESSION SIGNAL
The speakers and supporting standard are illuminated, thus eliminating maintenance troubles
otherwise occasioned by patrons dropping the speakers on the ground.

Base numbers are easily

read, permitting patrons who leave their cars to easily find them upon return.

Traffic hazards

are reduced and a beautiful appearance imparted to the entire theatre area without interfering
with projection.
The red service signal light can be turned on, off, or flashed by push button switch on in-car
speaker, enabling concession workers to render prompt service, without annoying those who do
not wish to buy.
The junction box mounts on unthreaded pipe or tubing up to ZV2" O.D. without the necessity
of purchasing pipe flanges thus saving installation costs.

MOTIOGRAPH IN-CAR SPEAKERS
employing

highly

efficient,

weather

and

insect-proof

speaker

units

with a five inch cone and acoustically correct housing design, guarantee
better sound quality.

Ruggedly constructed to withstand rough hand¬

MOTIOGRAPH

SOUND

SYSTEMS

150, 250 and 500 watt systems for 600, 1,000
and 2,000 car capacity theatres.

MOTIOGRAPH DOUBLE SHUTTER PROJECTORS

ling, they may be quickly disassembled for maintenance, yet cannot
be

opened

sharp

with

instruments

mechanical

and

a

coin,
be

knife

or

ordinary

inserted

in

the

electrical

safety

screw

housing

factor.

driver.

Nor

perforations.

Rubber

plated

can

Large

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTOR ARC LAMPS
MOTOR GENERATOR SETS

speaker

RECTIFIERS

hooks. Constant impedance type volumn controls make constant fader
adjustments unnecessary.

Available with pleasing blue enamel finish

ANTI-REFLECTION COATED LENSES

and coiled cord (shown at left) or with attractive brushed cadmium

PROJECTION ROOM ACCESSORIES

finish and straight cord (shown at right).

FR EE! _____
Write for complete authoritative

booklet "How to

Select the Site, Construct and Equip a Drive-in Theatre."

4431 WEST LAKE STREET
June 2, 1948
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CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
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television available.
The theatre will contain 15 ramps, and
will use the latest type Motiograph incar speakers. All junction boxes will be
numbered and lighted. The entrance will
be from Route 1 through a new type of
tunnel traffic control system while exit
will be in the rear onto an auxiliary high¬
way. The entrance will have a large-size
illuminated sign and a 70-foot modernistic
tower carrying the drive-in’s name.
Reade believes that this advance type of
family theatre is a distinct asset to the in¬
dustry, and should be fostered and sup¬
ported by all far-seeing exhibitors because,
he said, the drive-in reaches a new hith¬
erto untouched audience. Among the
audience are families who cannot go to
the movies without bringing the kids
along, those who would go out for a drive
but would not dress to leave the car; and
elderly people who cannot go to public
places but can go motoring.
Reade also believes that the theatres
will be a definite asset to the communities
near which they are spotted, by opening
up a new medium for family entertain¬
ment, and by increasing property values
and providing new recreational facilities.

WALTER READE THEATRES
ENTERS DRIVE-IN FIELD
Another Indie Circuit
Announces Expansion
New York—The drive-in theatre field
continued its spring bloom in the past few
weeks as still another independent the¬
atre circuit announced its interest in openair film entertainment. The newcomer is
Walter Reade Theatres, and Reade re¬
vealed that grading was already underway
at Woodbridge, N. J., for a 950-car spot
planned for a mid-June opening.
To be known as Walter Reade’s DriveIn Theatre No. 1, the stand will cover
about 20 acres, with landscaping, equip¬
ment, and recreational facility innovations
aimed at attracting family clientele. It will
also serve as a free recreational area for
the community during the day.
Reade will build 27 drive-ins in 1948
and 1949. Sites have already been ac¬
quired for three more drive-ins which
will be in operation by next spring, he said.
Special construction crews, made up of
engineers and contractors, have been or¬
ganized to build the theatres on an as¬
sembly line basis, and the product of a
large Monmouth County N. J., nursery has
been obtained for landscaping these prop¬
erties. Location of the drive-ins were not
disclosed, but Reade said that plans in¬
clude locations in four of the mid-Atlantic
states. The circuit operates in New Jersey
and New York.
The first drive-in is being located on
U. S. Route 1, Woodbridge, N. J., near a
clover-leaf intersection of two other main
highways. Leon M. Einhorn, Albany, who
has 14 drive-ins to his credit, is the
architect.
According to Reade, entering the drivein will be like driving into a park, ac¬
centuated with shade tree drives, ponds
with fountains and ducks, benches, land¬
scaped walks and flower beds, and summer
houses. It will include a supervised play¬
ground area for the youngsters and the
largest outdoor large-screen projection

MOTIOGRAPH ANNOUNCES
27 DRIVE-IN ORDERS
Chicago—Motiograph, Inc., recently an¬
nounced that its new Drive-In In-Car
Speaker Systems, which includes a post
standard light and concession light on each
junction box, has met an excellent recep¬
tion.
Twenty-seven drive-in theatres have
bought this system in the last 60 days.
Recent purchases have been made for
drive-ins at Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mil¬
waukee, Wise.; Fayette, N. C.; Anderson,
S. C., Greenville, S. C., Cranberry, Pa.,
Gainesville, Ga., Dodge City, Kan., Balti¬
more, Md., Atlanta, Ga., Noxen, Pa., Belle
Vernon, Pa., St. Albans, W. Va., Woodbridge, N. J., Brownwood, Texas, Cleve¬
land, Ohio., Fort Wayne, Ind., Benton
Harbor, Mich., Adrian, Mich., and Harding,
Pennsylvania.

NTS DRIVE-IN SALES
COVER 16 STATES
New York—Some idea of the national
scope of the epidemic of new construction
in. the drive-in theatre field in recent
weeks can be gained from current an¬
nouncements of at least 26 contracts in 16
states by National Theatre Supply.
J. E. Currie, chief, Drive-In Depart¬
ment, lists the following new movies-inyour-car spots which have engaged Na¬
tional for complete or partial outfitting:
Outdoor Theatre, Chicago; Davenport
Drive-In' Davenport; Herrin Drive-In,
Herrin, and Waring Auto Theatre, Carbondale, all Illinois; Pioneer Drive-In,
Plainview, and Trail Drive-In, Amarillo,
both Texas.
Clemmer
Cruise-In
Theatre,
Eaton,
Sky-Way Theatre, Coshocton, and Mar¬
tin Drive-In, Columbus, all Ohio; Niagara
Drive-In, Amherst, Jamestown Drive-In,
Ellicott Township, and Drive-In Theatre,
Massena, all New York, and Hi-Way
Drive-In, Marion, Ind.
Colorado Springs Drive-In, Colorado
Springs, Colo.; New Drive-In Theatre,
Talladega, Ala.; Hunt’s Drive-In Theatre,
Riverside, and Drive-In Theatre, San
Francisco, both California; Drive-In The¬
atre,
Newport News, Va.; Cookeville
Drive-In Theatre, Cookeville, Tenn., and
Drive-In Theatre, Great Bend, Kans.
Southern Drive-In, Southern Pines, and
Park View Drive-In, Washington, both
North Carolina; New Drive-In, Gloucester,
N. J.; Skyline Drive-In, Clarksburg, W.
Va.; Comerford Drive-In, Dupont, Pa.,
and Gratiet Drive-In, Roseville, Mich.

DALLAS DEALER ANNOUNCES
TWO NEW DRIVE-IN CONTRACTS
Dallas—Henry S. Sorenson, head, Mod¬
ern Theatre Equipment Company, an¬
nounced recently the installation of new
Motiograph sound and projection equip¬
ment, including in-car speakers, in the
San Pedro Drive-In, San Antonio, Tex.
Sorenson also announced the installa¬
tion of new Motiograph sound and projec¬
tion equipment with an Altec Lansing
central speaker system at the New DriveIn, Brownwood, Tex.

THIS SEASON ITS

Both of the installations include new
Strong Mogul 70 ampere high intensity
arc lamps.

Dawo Appoints Dealers
Toledo, O.—The Dawo Company re¬
cently announced the appointment of the
Bryant Theatre Supply Company, Char¬
lotte, as exclusive representatives covering
North and South Carolina, and the appoint¬
ment of the Academy Theatre Supply
Company, Chicago, covering Illinois, In¬
diana, Iowa, and Wisconsin.

Toledo Drive-In Modernizes
Li^tlAWD.

OX'i.

WRITE FOR DETAILS

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
PT-20

21,0

superior ave.

Cleveland, ohio
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Toledo, O. — The 1000-car Telegraph
Drive-In, under management of J. Demp¬
sey, recently completed construction of a
new neon-lighted screen, and has installed
a new sound system along with Dawo
Waterproof No. 7600 In-The-Car speaker
sets.
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MOGULS SI
STRONG MC
MOGULS SI

For Drive - Ins and Large Theatres
_:_

THE STRONG MOGUL
70-Ampere • 40-Volt
PROJECTION ARC LAMP
Projects 15,000 lumens—the maximum that film will
accept without damage—providing a brilliant pic¬
ture on 48-foot and larger screens with all details
clearly visible 500 feet or more from the screen.
It is wasteful, as well as futile to burn more than 70
amperes in any reflector lamp, or twice the current
in condenser lamps.

THE NEW STRONG SINGLE PHASE
80-AMPERE
TUBE
RECTIFIER
for use in Drive-In Theatres where only single phase
power is available.
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QTRPiMr1

For 1 lew High Intensity Projection Lighting
a

GOING STRONG
There are more Strong-made D.C. 1 K.W. Lamps used today
than all other makes of 1 K.W. lamps combined! The
Strong Utility for theatres with screens up to 18 feet in
width, delivers twice the light of the low intensity lamp at
an increased combined current and carbon cost of less than
2c per hour.
As the only lamps produced complete
within one factory. Strong projection
arc lamps can be so engineered as to
obtain the finest screen results.
The Strong line is the most com¬
plete, and includes lamps especially
designed for the best results under
every condition.

Prices are the lowest of any lamps
in their class.
Possessing the highest efficiencies
ever attained in the history of pro¬
jection arc lighting. Strong lamps de¬
liver as much or more light as any
lamps made.
Strong

lamps assure longest

life,

some of the original models built 25
years ago, still working every day.
Strong lamps are most simple in
operation and require less attention.
Having fewer parts, there is also less
possibility of failure.
Write for free literature or ask your
Independent Theatre Supply Dealer
for a demonstration.

USE THIS COUPON FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OR LITERATURE.

THE STRONG
ELECTRIC CORP.
87 City Park Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
87 City Park Avenue Toledo 2, Ohio
|

| I would like to have a demonstration of the Mogul Projec¬
tion Arc Lamp in my theatre, without cost or obligation.

|

| Please send free literature on the Mogul Projection Arc
Lamp.

NAME.

The World’s Largest Manufacturer

THEATRE.

of Projection Arc Lamps

STREET.•.
CITY and STATE.
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RCA EQUIPS 74 DRIVE-INS

PRESENTING
PROVEN IN OPERATION
FOR OVER 20 YEARS!

DRIVE-IN
ADMISSION CONTROL
Featuring
•

ABSOLUTELY COLLUSION

PROOF COLLECTION
Patron pays collector directly—Eliminates car¬
hops and runners—Eliminates tickets and their
problems.

•

AUTOMATICALLY PRINTED

TABULATION SHEET
Accessible
to
management
record of receipts.

•

only—Permanent

FOOLPROOF CHECKING BY

AUTOMATIC INDICATORS
Admission indicator advises patron—Overhead
indicator advises management.

•

TREADLE AUTOMATICALLY

COUNTS EACH CAR
Register counts each transaction independently.

Notv Available
The DRIVE-IN VERSION of equipment used
at the leading toll facilities of the country:
Holland Tunnel—George Washington Bridge—
Golden Gate Bridge and many others.

WRITE FOR DETAILS

TALLER AND COOPER, Inc.
75 Front Street

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

THE LAST WORD IN MODERN
GENERATOR APPEARANCE
THE NEW

STABILARC

Especially adaptable for use in
DRIVE-IN THEATRES
Write for details

AUTOMATIC
DEVICES COMPANY
1035 Linden St.

Allentown, Pa.

Export Office: 220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

PT-22

Ohio Leads 32 States
In Installation Record
Camden, N. J.—The drive-in has become
an American institution of such towering
proportions that RCA alone helped to
outfit 74 new outdoor movies in 32 states
from February to May.
Here are the new spots grouped by
states:
Skyvue Drive-In, Lancaster; Mid-Way
Drive-In,
North
Kingsville;
Fremont
Drive-In, Fremont; Massillon Drive-In,
Massillon; Sandusky Drive-In, Sandusky;
Mid-City Drive-In, Harrisburg; Newark
Drive-In, Newark; East Side Drive-In,
Cleveland, and Montrose Drive-In, Cop¬
ley Township, all Ohio.
Fairview Drive-In, St. Mary’s, Elk
County; Family Drive-In, Mundy’s Corner;
Versailles Amusement Company, Mc¬
Keesport; Highway 51 Drive-In, Beaver
Falls; Sunset Drive-In, Uniontown; DriveIn, Washington; Reading Drive-In, Allen¬
town, and Spotlight 88 Drive-In, Beaver
Falls, all Pennsylvania.
Plains Drive-In,
Lubbock;
Buckner
Boulevard
Drive-In,
Dallas;
Winkler
Drive-In, Houston; Waco Drive-In, Waco;
Belknap Drive-In, Fort Worth; P. C.
Crown Drive-In, Lubbock; Mission DriveIn, San Antonio, and Drive-In, Temple,
all Texas.
West Side Outdoor Theatre, Indianap¬
olis; Veedersburgh Drive-In, Fountain
County; and Drive-In, Griffith, all Indi¬
ana. Flint Drive-In, Flint; Jackson DriveIn, Jackson; Bluesky Drive-In, Pontiac
Township; Ypsi-Ann Drive-In, Ann Ar¬
bor; Lansing Drive-In Corporation, Lan¬
sing, and East Side Drive-In, Detroit, all
Michigan.
Drive-In, Vallejo; Skyview, Salinas;
Automovie, Salinas; all California. Mon¬
mouth County Airport, Farmingdale; East¬
ern Drive-In, Little Falls; both New Jer¬
sey.
Riverside
Drive-In,
Ogdensburg;
Moonlight Drive-In, Potsdam, and Skyway
Drive-In, Athol Springs, all New York,
and Rochester Drive-In, Rochester, Minne¬
sota.
Fiesta Drive-In, Carlsbad, N. M.; Eugene
Drive-In, Eugene, and Salem Drive-In,
Salem, both Oregon. Skyline Drive-In, and
Riverside Drive-In, both Tulsa, and New
Drive-In, Shawnee, all Oklahoma. E. M.
Loew Drive-In, Hartford, Conn.; Hiway
Theatre, Inc., Radford, and Lee-Hi DriveIn, Roanoke, both Virginia; New Drive-In,
Bowling Green, Ky., and Midway Drive-In,
Reno, Nev.
Paramount Nace Theatre, Inc., Phoenix,
and Midway Drive-In, Tucson, both Ari¬
zona. Drive-In Movies, Memphis; South¬
west Drive-In, Chicago, and Oaklawn
Drive-In, Oaklawn, both Illinois. Drive-In,
Dodge City, Kans.; Drive-In, Omaha,
Nebr.; Northwest Theatre, Inc., Meridian,
Idaho; Berkshire Drive-In, Pittsfield, Mass.;
Drive-In, Des Moines; Drive-In No. 2
Shades Mountain, Birmingham, Ala.; Mar¬
tin Drive-In, Columbus, Ga.; Drive-In,
Fort Smith, and Drive-In, Little Rock,
both Arkansas; Drive-In, Daytona Beach,
and
Hiway,
Lakeland,
both
Florida;
Drive-In, Manchester Road, St. Louis;
Seattle Auto-Vue, Seattle, and Sno-King,
Everett, both Washington, and Drive-In
Movies of Louisiana, New Orleans.
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Drive-in Specials!
Now
for this Season’s Showing
Don't Delay-Hfiti

You Will Save Money at S.O.S.
Typical Values:
2 DeVRY LATE MODEL SOUND PRO¬
JECTORS, 3000' magazines; lenses;
high intensity arcs; rectifiers; 30W
amplifier and speakers (Army Sur¬
plus)—rebuilt LIKE NEW, complete,
FULLY TESTED.
WORTH $7000.SPECIAL $2495
WANT MORE POWER?

Western Electric
500-watt booster amplifiers—SPECIAL $650

STORMPROOF IN-CAR SPEAKERS or Pole
Speakers far below market price.

DO YOU PREFER Standard, E-7 or Super
Simplex,
Superior,
Motiograph,
Brenkert, Century? S.O.S. has 'em.
or Simplex 4 Star Sound, too!

RCA
RCA

NEED

MORE LIGHT?
70/140 Stabilarc
Generators with panel, rheostat and start¬
er.
Army Surplus, excellent condition.
REG. $1250 . . . SPECIAL $525
S.O.S. Engineers help you plan for best
layout—their advice is free! We’ve saved
thousands for other money-making driveins and we can do it for you.

Quantity

Limited — Write

Today!

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Note New Address—Occupying Entire Building

602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.19 PLaza 7-0440

The ONLY Special Drive-In
Section in Any Trade Paper
OUTDOOR
Notv Specializing'
REFRESHMENT
in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES
from Coast to Coast r Concessions for
over !4 Century
__DRIVE-IN
THEATRES;

[sPORTSERVICE, Inc. mcobs bros
I HURST 8LDG.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOREST MFG. CORP., 34 PARK PL., NEWARK 2, N.J.
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LETTERS . . .
May 10, 1948
Dear Sir:
I read with interest your May edition
on drive-in theatres.
However, you should tell Motiograph,
Inc., that they are all wrong when they
figure $85,000 for a drive-in. It will run
much more.
Kindest regards.
Yours sincerely,
Mai'tin B. Ellis,
A. M. Ellis Theatres Company
(Editor’s Note: Mr. Ellis’ company is cur¬
rently completing a deluxe drive-in out¬
side Camden, N. J., and his letter was
dutifully passed on to Motiograph with
the following answer.)
May 20, 1948
Gentlemen:
We appreciate very much the copy of
Mr. Martin B. Ellis’ letter stating that a
Drive-In Theatre cannot be constructed
for $85,000 plus the cost of the land.
It is quite true that total investments in
some modern Drive-In Theatres have ex¬
tended to sums of $250,000 and over but
on the other hand, it is my opinion that
the majority of Drive-In Theatres have
been constructed at a total investment of
$100,000 or less.
We are attaching a planographed copy
of a Drive-In Theatre layout which we
recently made and which is reproduced
in our Drive-In Book. You will note that
this Drive-In Theatre is of the amphi¬
theatre type—that is, the screen is at the
rear end of the theatre area rather than in
its conventional position near the highway.
By designing the theatre layout in this
way, it will require that only some 27,000
cubic yards of earth be moved to create
optimum viewing angles from every car
position. On the other hand, had we de¬
signed the theatre in the conventional
manner, it would have required nearly
triple this amount of earth moving, in
order to give each car occupant the best
possible viewing angle.
As it costs from 30c to 40c per yard to
move earth, (depending upon local labor
costs) you will appreciate that a saving of
about $10,000 in grading alone was effected.
The above figures will clearly indicate to
you how much money can be saved in
construction of a Drive-In Theatre by
intelligent planning by individuals fa¬
miliar with Drive-In Theatre construction
and equipment.
Had the original site had a very gentle
slope, was high and well drained, the
amount of grading and drainage costs
would be even less than the expected
costs of the theatre as designed.
The savings above mentioned are only
part of the savings that can be effected
by intelligent pre-planning of the screen
tower, projection and concession build¬
ing, and in the actual positioning of the
theatre itself on the site.
Cordially yours,
MOTIOGRAPH, INC.
Fred C. Matthews

6fllV
w

• I’ltE-m
S«m TOWER
_

for Drive-In Theaters
Going up!

Yes, going up all

over the country are ELIZA¬
BETH

IRON

WORKS

Drive-In Theater Screens.

Gone!

The probl ems, delays

an d add ed costs of screen
tower erection. Here’s a pack¬
age . . . tested and proven for
any Drive-In Theater.

ERECTION IN 6 DAYS!
• "SEE-LINE" VISION
Sloped
nates

right,

for correct sight!

keystone

and

assures

Elimi¬

maximum

right angle line of vision.

• ALL-STEEL, RIGID FRAME
Construction guaranteed to withstand a
100-mile-per-hour gale!

Supporting members . . . tall, slender, sturdy
frame. Screen surface ... ys" thick steel plates.

0 MORE ECONOMICAL
All-steel,
practically

permanent
the

cost

construction
of temporary

at
ma¬

terials. Minimum maintenance required.

0 3 SIZES
Overall Surface
(Including masking)

0
Streamlined and sturdy . . . beautiful, esthetic,
smooth lines that harmonize with any landscape.

FIRST

COME - FIRST

Car Capacity

3 8 x 50 ft.

350-400

44 x 60 ft.

450-650

53 x 72 ft.

650-1000

PORTABLE
Can be taken down and reassembled at
low cost if location is changed.

CONSTRUCTED!

Supplies .. . limited. Demand . . . large. If you want the distinctiveness
of the ultimate in screen towers, order NOW!
PRE-FAB SCREEN TOWER—*

product of .. .

(Editor’s Note: The drive-in book re¬
ferred to above contains some very help¬
ful data on grading, construction, and
equipping of this type of theatre, and is
recommended reading for anyone contem¬
plating such projects.)
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PROJECTION AND SOUND SYSTEMS
Manufactured by International Projector Corporation
55 La France Avenue

•

Bloomfield, New Jersey
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news or tick

BRANCHES

Atlanta
“Babe” Cohen, Monogram’s Southern
exchanges, checked in at his office
after a trip to South Georgia with
salesman Jimmy Campbell.
Visitors included John Moffett,
Montgomery, Ala.; Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Whiteshnne, Fair-Mount, Ga.; jay
Soloman, Independent Theatres, Chat¬
tanooga, Tenn., and Ike and Harry
Katz, Kay exchanges, who returned to
their offices after a visit to New
York City.

Back from a New York sales meeting
was the Paramount exchange sales force,
branch manager Clyde Goodson and south¬
ern publicity chief Leonard Allen.
Bill Holliday, former Atlanta sales
manager, had been promoted to Jackson¬
ville, Fla. , branch manager, replacing
Al Duren, who moves on to Charlotte as
branch manager. Frank Folger has been
promoted from booking manager to Geor¬
gia sales representative.

rett, Ritz, Commerce, Ga....Mrs. Rose
Lancaster, Astor Pictures of Georgia,
was given a birthday party by fellow
employes, and received presents....
Charlie Kinney, Film Row publicist,
turned in a hangup job of handling local
arrangements for Pat O’Brien, his wife,
and Jane Wyatt.... Claudia Linker,
booker, U-I, resigned from the company
after four years.... Bill Minder, for
many years in the film business, is on
the way to recovery at a local hospital.

Returning from a vacation spent in
the Sunshine.City were Mrs. Hinton and
Mary Cole, Kay Exchanges.... Ralph Mc¬
Coy, branch manager, Film Classics,
is back after a stay in Florida
with his sales representative Carlos
Moore.... Leonard Allen: Paramount
southern publicity chief, was off on
a trip to Nashville, Tenn., and Bir¬
mingham, Ala. ...Frank Duffy, home
office representative, recently visit¬
ed RKO.

Pete Burke, Mobile, Ala., paid a
visit to Arthur C. Bromberg, president,
Monogram Southern exchanges.... Eddie
Addison, southern publicity chief,
Eagle Lion, was back in his office after
a trip to Tennessee and Alabama....
“Babe” Cohen, Monogram’s branch manag¬
er, was off on a visit to Florida....
Among visitors to Film Row were O.C.
Lam, Lam Amusement Company, Rome, Ga. ;
and Paul Engler, Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs. Loneta Holbrook joined RKO....
Visiting were Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Jer-

The Atlanta mother loge No. 1,
Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen

Jimmy Bello, Astor's special rep¬
resentative, is expecting a blessed
event some time in July. Here’s luck
to him and his wife with their first
•...W.K. Jenkins and E. E. Whitaker,
Georgia Theatres, and Mack McCoy, city
manager, Georgia Theatres, Augusta,
were in following a trip to Athens,
Ga.... Frank P. Bryan, Jr., former
owner, Cove, Green Cove Springs, Fla.,
and C. Porter, Temple, Perry, Fla.,
were visitors.
Joe Dumas, of fice manager, Republic,
was still confined to his home due to
illness.... William Richardson, presi¬
dent, Astor Pictures of Georgia, re¬
turned to his office after visiting
his daughter in Dallas, Ga.... Visiting
were C. L; Welch, Strand, Dallas, Ga.;
H. Greene, Orr Theatre Circuit, Albertsville, Ala., and Mack Jackson,
Strand and Jackson, Alexander City. Ala
Five-year old Ginger Prince, daugh¬
ter of Hugh Prince, co-owner, Co-At-Co
Theatres, has signed contracts to ap¬
pear in no less than 15 films during
the next 15 years. She will go before
the Hollywood cameras in August in a
picture titled, “One Too Many”. She
was a pupil of Loren Walters here, and
was accompanied to Hollywood by her
mother, an ex-teacher. She is also set
to appear in Ken Murray’s famous
“Blackouts” at the El Capitan.
Thirty boys as guests of the Variety
Club left for a week’s stay at St.
Petersburg, Fla., to enjoy swimming,
boating, and other
outdoor sports.
The boys were picked out by members of
the club. Later in the summer, another
party will be taken to Florida. This
is just another example of the type
of good work the Variety Club is doing.
Henry G. Moon, Benton Film Express,
was passing out the cigars along Film
Row to celebrate the arrival of another
little girl at his house.
In the city booking and buying for
their theatres were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Aiken, Norcross, Norcross, Ga. ; E. S.
Winburn and Harlow Lamb, and Tony
Martin, Skyway, Tampa, Fla.
June 2,
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Among those attending the recent convention of the I TO, Arkansas,
in Little
Rock, were,
left to right,
top to bottom: Robert W. Coyne, TOA executive dir¬
ector; Claude C. Mundo, TOA national director; Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sal'es
promotion head; E.W. Savage, Savage, Booneville, president,- TOA of Arkansas;
B.F. Busby, TOA of Arkansas vice-president; Sam Kirby, Nabor, Little Rock,
TOA of Arkansas s e cr e t ary - tr e asur er ; standing, W. Clyde Smith, city managei ,
Maico Theatres, Hot Springs; Ben Y. Cammack, RKO district manager; M.S.
McCord, Maic o Theatres' secretary - treasurer; Bamberger, and Re mmel Young,
city manager, J o i e, Ft. Smith; seated, Mrs. Edith Evans, Strand, Newport,
and Mrs. McCord, Ma l co, Little Rock; Mrs. Savage, Mrs. Mundo, Rex, Little
Rock; R.V
Reagin, RKO branch manager, Memphis; Mrs. O.W. McCutcheon, Ritz,
Blytheville; Bamberger, Mrs. Joe Howe, Strand, Hot Springs; Aurreanel Free¬
man, Ritz, Blytheville; standing, Arnold Norman, Robb and Rowley, Little Rock;
Mrs. Norman, Bamberger, Mrs. Don Landers, Radio, Harrisburg, and Don Landers;
seated, Sidney Wharton, Pastime,
and an unidentified guest; seated, Harold
Runnels
Macco, Magnolia; Alton Simms, Robb and Rowley, Memphis; Mrs. Ray
Morrow, Joy and Rio, Malvern; Dave Callahan,
city manager, Robb and Rowley,
Little Rock; Mrs. Callahan, Bamberger, Orris Collins, Capitol, Paragould,
president MPTO, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee, and Cecil Cupp, Royal,
Arkadelphia; standing, Garvin Fitton, Little Rock Film attorney; K K. King,
Rialto. Searcy,
and D. E. Fitton, Lyric, Harrison; Mrs. McCutcheon,
Walter
Cox, Gem, Osceola; Evelyn Prewitt, Gem, Osceola; Bamberger, Emma Cox, Ge'm,
Osceola; Cammack, Fred Ford, RKO, Memphis; O.G. Wren, Crescent, Little Rock;
Mrs. Wren, and Reagin. Area industry problems were discussed at great length.

Southern
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of America, held a special meeting-here
with a turnout greater than expected.
The organization was founded here on
May 6, 1944. A. M. Van Dyke, national
president, wired assurance of his con¬
tinued services, and stated that film
salesmen everywhere are greatly
indebted to the south and particularly
to the local loge, which set in motion
the machinery that finally resulted
in petitioning NLRB for certification.
Frank Salley, president emeritus,
national organization, who preceded
Van Dyke in office, is a member of the
local loge, and conducted the meeting
in the absence of James B. Campbell,
out-going president. Serving as board
chairman, he is a well known Atlanta
film man, and is also national treas¬
urer of the Colosseum, with offices
here. New members were enrolled, and
future plans discussed, together with
preparations for the NLRB election to
be held within the ranks of the indus¬
try's distributors within the next
month. The Colosseum seeks a vote of
authorization in bargaining with the
respective companies on a nation-wide
basis. It was voted to donate a sub¬
stantial sum by each member to the
national treasury in addition to im¬
mediate payment of 1948 dues. Following
the general meeting an election of
officers of the local loge resulted in
Eddie B. Foster being named president;
Harris Wynn, Jr., vice president; Frank
Salley, board chairman; HarryDashiell,
treasurer; W. R. Word, recording sec¬
retary, and C.T. Jordan, Jr., finan¬
cial secretary.
James McCormick, former assistant
cameraman and script writer, Southern
Educational Film Foundation Service,
University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.,
joined Columbia as a salesman.... Alpha
A. Fowler, Sr., 61, formerstate legis¬
lator and operator of Atlanta and
Georgia theatres, died at his Douglasville, Ga.. home. Among the theatres
he operated were the Alpha, Douglasville, and the Empire here. He was
married and had two children.
Budd Rogers, vice-president and
general manager, Realart, was in for
a visit with John W. Mangham, presi¬
dent, Screen Guild of Georgia.
Ed Stevens, president, Stevens Pic¬
tures, returned after a visit to New
York....On a visit to UA were Fred
Jack, southern division manager, and
assistant. John Hughes.... Henry Krumrn,
division manager, SRO, was back after
installing Sam Hinson as branch manag¬
er. Hinson was former branch manager
for Monogram in Charlotte.
R.B. Wilby and J.H. Harrison, WilbyKincey Theatres, returned after visit¬
ing in Birmingham, Ala.

Charlotte
Latest standings in the Monogram
billing drive as announced by Presi¬
dent Steve Broidy, and including the
sixth week, had the local branch
among the leading six exchanges.
William Henderson resigned as head
booker for 20th Century-Fox to become
office manager-booker for SRO at its
branch, 123 North Poplar Street.
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The showing of “The Iron Curtain’1
caused a stir in at least twd theatres
in North Carolina, the Temple, Gas¬
tonia, and the Carolina, Chapel Hill.
At the Temple, glass and frames were
smashed. Despite this show of violence
and other threats, the management
continued the showing. At the Carolina,
various threats were made if the
picture “Iron Curtain were not taken
off the screen.

Memphis
Memphis was recovering from the
effects of a week of Cotton Carnival.
The Front Street Midway with its snake
shows and fat women exhibits drew
crowds that added another year to the
life of theatre managers.
The city is still marveling at Lloyd
T. Binford’s generous attitude toward
Sally Rand’s show during Carnival
Week . The Memphis and Shelby County
movie censor observed that “It’s no
Sunday school show, but people who
pay to see it aren’t going to see a
morality show. There’s nothing ir, it
to warrant banning it, but it wouldn’t
do jfof a 25-cent movie where kids
would see it”. The only change he
ordered was the lowering of lights a
bit.
Lew Herb, traveling representative
of The Exhibitor, was meeting branch
managers on Film Row, and calling on
local managers.
Paul Brown is the new artist in the
publicity department, Malco Circuit,
according to Elliott Johnson, public¬
ity and advertising manager, Malco.
Visiting Film Row were: Gordon
Hutchins, Corning, Ark.; Mrs. H.G.
Walden, Red Bay, Ala.; W. B. McFarland,
Hornersville, Mo.; J.H. Moore, Cren¬
shaw, Miss.; Miss Amelia Ellis, Mason,
Tenn.; J.C. Bonds, Hernando, Miss.;
Wilfred Bonds, Dyer, Tenn., and
Nathan Reiss, Bruce, Miss.
Grover Wray, former salesman for
RKO, is off to a flying start with
his new booking and buying business.
Already signed up as accounts are
Batesyille, Miss.; Lyrick and Ritz,
Baldwin, Miss.; New, Bruce, Miss.;
Dixie, Camden, Tenn.; The Jan, Como,
and the Folly, Marx, Miss.; Nathan
Flexer’s Mi-De-Ga, Waverly, Tenn.;
Honey and Regent, indianola, Miss.;
Superba, Charleston, Miss.; Uptown,
Dresden, and the sheron, Sheron,
Tenn.; and the Linden, Linden, Tenn.
As yet, Wray had not been able to se¬
cure an office on Film Row, but his
firm is the Exhibitors’ Service,
phone 7-2246.
Another smart little office branch
which opened up on the row is Screen
Guild, 404 South Second, 37-8282.
J.D. Jernigan is branch manager, as¬
sisted by his charming wife, who
holds down the fort as office managerbooker, and who is in charge generally
during jernigan’s absence from town.

he is branch manager for U-I, are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter, Raphael. She is
their fourth child.
Jack Lustig, salesman, National
Screen Service, and Mrs. Lustig were
taking a vacation in New York. Their
small son, Jackie, accompanied them.
Mrs. H.H. Fitch, owner of the smart
little showhouse at Erin, Tenn., was
booking on the Row as were J.F. Adams,
Coldwater, Miss.; Donnie Vernon,
Potts camp, Miss.; Warren Moxley,
Blytheville, Ark.; Cary Axley, Eng¬
land, Ark.; Jeff Singleton, Tyronza,
Ark.; J.J. Rhodes, West Memphis, Ark.;
B.F. Jackson, Ruleville, Miss.; C.J.
Collier, Glove, Shaw, and Mrs. C.H.
Collier, Glove, Drew, Miss.; Miss
Louise Mask,, Bolivar, Tenn.; Frank
Fisher, Como, Miss.; Alvin Tipton,
Caraway, Manilla and Monet, Ark.;
Sam Kirby, Nabor, Little Rock, Ark. ,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cochran, North
Little Rock, Ark.
Visiting Warners were sol Kravitz,
home office representative, and Doak
Roberts, district manager, Dallas.
William E. McKenney, the syndicated
bridge columnist, described an unusual
hand held by M. A. Lightman, Sr.,
president, Malco, and one of the
country's leading bridge players, in
a recent column. McKenney depicted
the hand held by Lightman, and pointed
out the plays in which Lightman would
have won an unusual hand.
Visiting the 20th Century-Fox office
was George F. Cooper, auditor from
the home office.... Joe Simon, mana¬
ger, Ritz, was visiting in Kansas
City....Dave Flexer was back home
after a business trip to New York.
Samuel Richard Mook, jr., who wrote
for Hollywood magazines under the pen
name of Dick Mook, died at the Parkview hotel, where he made his home
since returning to Memphis.

STATES
Alabama
ASHLAND
E.F. Ingram, Ashland, is getting
along nicely after a spell of illness.

BI RM INGHAM
Acme Theatre Company, Frank Merritt,
president, took over the following
theatres formerly owned in partner¬
ship with WaLers Theatres company:
East Lake, Avondale, Woodlawn, North
Birmingham,. and Tarrent City, all
local neighborhood theatres Merritt
appointed T.J. Bain, formerly with
the Cullman, Cullman, Ala.
manager,
Avondale. Bill Hampton, formerly with
the Tarrent City, returns there.

ROEBUCK SPRINGS
Vacations started at Republic, with
Effie May Ormon, utility clerk, lead¬
ing off...Mr. and Mrs. R.P. Dawson,

Waters Theatre Company, Birmingham,
Ala., opened a 550-car drive-in.
June 2,
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Arkansas
EL DORADO
Manager Clark, owner, Majestic,
announced that the house had closed
for remodeling, new seats, decor, and
refrigeration.

Leslie Swaebe, manager, with the en¬
dorsement of the president of the
local ministerial association, the
rabbi of the local congregation,
superintendent of the public school,
radio station, newspaper, police de¬
partment, and city officials.

PINEVI EW
FT.

SMITH

The 22-Drive-In,
Wisdon, reopened.

owned by J.H.

J.E. Marshburn has been named mana¬
ger, Pine.

ROME
LITTLE ROCK
A new 600-seater was scheduled to
open between here and Hot Springs,
Ark. A Quonset type house, it is
owned by Floyd Peete, and is called
the Garland.

WRGA, Georgia’s pioneer radio sta¬
tion, recently went on 5,000 watts,
with elaborate civic ceremonies at
the DeSoto.

Mississippi

TUCKERMAN

AMORY

Carl Christian, owner, Garden and
Cozy, announced that the Garden would
reopen immediately, while the Cozy
would reopen in about six weeks.

Flexer Theatres, Inc., closed the
Strand, with the house to remain dark
until further notice.

North Carolina

Florida
CLEW ISTON
Mrs. Mary Hayes Davis, 64, former
editor, Hendry County News, and opera¬
tor of theatres in southwest Florida,
died at her home. At one time, she
had houses in LaBelle, Naples, Venice,
Moore Haven, Pompano, Clewiston, and
Fort Myers Beach.

BELMONT
Faw Brothers will soon open a new
drive-in.

CHAPEL HILL
E. Carrington Smith was installed
as a director of the North Carolina
Merchants Association at its annual'
meeting at Asheville, N.C.

FORT PIERCE
CONCORD
Talgar Theatres announced it would
begin construction of a 400-car drivein.

The Carolina Drive-In recently
opened.

Ml AMI

GREENSBORO

Herman Silverman, Wometco Theatres,
returned after a visit throughout the
south.

Clyde Wootten was the subject of the
daily feature “The Other Fellow’s
Job”, which appeared in The Record.
He told about the work of a theatre
manager.

Warners announced the world premiere
engagement of “Key Largo”, for July 15,
day-and-date at the Paramount and
Beach. Following the premiere, the
feature opens simultaneously at 14
other theatres in that area, including
Jacksonville, Tampa, Daytona Beach,
Orlando, etc.

SAFETY

HARBOR

A. J. LaVay has taken over the Harbor
from N. Leventhal. He was formerly in
the navy.

Georgia
ASHBURN

P.G McGee, owner, announced ex¬
tensive improvements in the equipment
of the Winston-Salem Drive-In, at the
intersection of Patterson Avenue and
Cherry Street Extension, which he
said upon completion will increase
the total investment in the theatre
to $40,000. It opened on Oct. 4 and
the installation of 300 individual
automobile speakers and a “moonlight”
lighting system has just been com¬
pleted. McGee said a temporary stage
will be completed soon.

South Carolina

Among those attending the opening
of Luckie Stein’s new 600-seat the¬
atre, the Turner, were Charlie Durmeyer, Southern Automatic Candy Com¬
pany; Harold Spears, Bailey’s Theatres,
Atlanta; Carl Floyd, Stein and Floyd
Theatres, and jack Dumestre.

LIBERTY
A new drive in will open here about
June 15. Owners are Henry Staley, W. P.
Holder, and T.C. Holder.

DAI SY
Mrs. W.W. Hale sold her Walden to
G.L. Dalton.

MACON
'Mom and Dad” played the Bibb,
June 2,
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(Lew Herb, traveling representative
of THE EXHIBITOR, continues with his
leisurely tour through the southern
ar ea. Ed. )

Continuing our tour of Georgia, we
dropped in at the Capitol, Macon, and
visited Herman Hatton, city manager,
Georgia Theatres- Company. He is an¬
other of the men who
came up the hard way,
through the ranks. A
native of Macon, he
got his start here with
the organization about
a dozen years ago. He
has been city manager
ever since his return
from the service about
two years ago. His duLew Herb
ties as city manager
include participation in local civic
affairs, and as such he is a member
of the Exchange Club, as well as other
business organizations.
It so happened we dropped in to see
him the very day the Exchange Club got
together at a weekly luncheon, so, at
his request, we accompanied him, and
partook of a very tasty meal, prepared
by several ladies. The meal was very
enjoyable, but we were more impressed
by the scope of the club.
After returning to the Capitol
again, we met Lamar Swift, district
manager, Georgia Theatres Company,
who makes the Capitol his headquarters
Swift, too, has been with the organi¬
zation for quite some time, and has
also come up through the ranks. During
his term of service, he has had sev¬
eral years in Waycross as city mana¬
ger, after which he moved to Macon,
where he first started, and took over
the district, which goes as far south
as Waycross, and as far east as
Brunswick.
His duties necessarily require him
to be on the road a good deal, but he
makes his home in Macon. The Capitol,
although not the “A” house in Macon,
operates on a semi-first-run policy,
and is one of the bigger houses in
the city. This house is under the
personal supervision of Sam Pierce,
an able young man, who has held this
post since returning from the service.
At the Grand, we encountered Harold
Norris, whose duties as manager of
this theatre also include that of
being ad-man for the circuit in Macon.
He also has worked his way up through
the ranks.
While in the Grand, we went into the
projection booth to see J.0. Morgan,
business agent. Local 507, but were
advised that he has been ill for the
past several months, and would not be
back on the job for several weeks.
Our next call was at the Rialto,
where we met a personable young chap
by r.he name of Grady Cofer. Grady is
a native of Macon, and worked at
practically all the theatres in the
city before assuming the managership
of the Rialto. This house has recently
teen completely remodeled.
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Down at the Ritz, we chatted with
George Allen who recently transfer¬
red here from the East Macon, replac¬
ing Bill Carraker, who took over
there. Allen, who emanates from Louis¬
ville, Ga., is about the only manager
in the city with this company who is
not a native of Macon. He was former¬
ly connected with the Martin Circuit,
and also the Pal Amusement Company
before joining this organization about
two years ago. The Ritz, which he op¬
erates, is the action house in the
city, catering to the fans who like
their action and horse operas, and as
such, is probably the busiest house
in town consistently.
The East Macon, under the afore¬
mentioned Bill Carraker, is the only
neighborhood in the city. Due to its
location away from the downtown
section, it plays most of the “A”
product day-and-date with the Grand,
although it operates on an evening
policy only, with the exception of
weekends.
Having covered the city, we struck
out from our base there to several of
the surrounding communities, and our
first stop on this little jaunt was
in Gray, where we visited J.C. Balkcorn who operates the Gray there.
This was formerly a Martin theatre,
but was taken over by Balkcom a couple
of years ago alter ne ran the theatre
for that company for some time. He is
a comparative newcomer to the indus¬
try, and was for some time working at
his profession as a school-teacher in
Gray, before the bug got him.
His first entry was on a more or
less side-line basis, but it soon de¬
veloped to be his main vocation, so
that when a decision arose wherein he
had to choose between the two voca¬
tions, he took on the exhibition
field. He looks forward to a long and
happy career, and expects to grow
with the community.
Our next-out-of-town call took us
to Jeffersonville, where we chatted
with the Kimberleys. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Kimberley, who operate the Twiggs.
The house was taken over recently by
a couple of ex-G,I’s from Warner
Robins, and is being operated for
them by the Kimberleys. Mrs. Kimberley
handles all of the physical details
of the operation, due to her husband
being bed-ridden with arthritis, ag¬
gravated by a fall several months ago.
Prior to that time, he had been able
to get about with the use of crutches,
but is now confined to his home. To¬
gether, however, they make an effi¬
cient team, though newcomers to the
industry, and, they do their best to
bring to the community the only enter¬
tainment it boasts.
The theatre is small but attractive,
having had a face-lifting recently,
which will eventually lead to a thor¬
ough remodeling job.
Continuing our trip, we finally ar¬
rived in Dublin, where we found two
theatres, the Dublin and Rose, both
under the Martin banner, supervised
locally by R.H. Hightower. Dropping
in at the Dublin, we found it to be
one of the most pretentious theatres
under the Martin banner thus far en¬
countered in our travels in Georgia.
It was a beautiful day, and after
all the bad weather they had had in
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this section, we couldn’t much blame
Hightower for having ‘gone fishin’ ,
except for the fact that we didn’t
get to meet this old-timer. We did
chat briefly, however, with his as¬
sistant, Mrs. Clark, capably looking
after the theatre in his absence.
She has been associated with the busi¬
ness off and on, since World War I,
when she came to Hightower’s aid dur¬
ing that time, when the theatre was
owned and operated by him, alone.
The second World War again found it
necessary to enlist the aid of women
in the operation of the theatres,
and again she returned, this time to
stay. The Rose, a smaller house, along
the action-type, is undeh the direction
of F.H. Horton, whom we didn't have
the pleasure of meeting, as he was
confined to his home due to illness.
We did however, chat with the pro¬
jectionist there, Jim Martin (no kin
to the Martin Circuit), who has been
working around the circuit for the
past dozen years or so. He has been
located in Dublin for the past couple
of years, and has built himself a
home here. He too, is an avid outdoorsman, and spends much of his free
time fishing. Had we had the time, we,
too, would have liked to indulge in
this pastime, and maybe we will, one
of these days.
Returning to Macon via Gordon, we
stopped off there to visit the Jewell,
but being unable to locate anyone,
continued until we returned to our
base, where we hooked up our trailer
once more, and headed towards Atlanta.
Our only lay-over on this last leg
of our journey was in Griffin, where
we dropped in at the Imperial to visit
H.T. Stafford, who operates both this
and the Roxy for Jimmy Harrison, WilbyKincey organization. Stafford has been
located in Griffin for the past 11
years, having come here from Alabama
and Tennessee, where he was formerly
connected with the Rogers organization,
and later, the Wilby theatres. The
Imperial, the “A” house in Griffin,
is currently in the process of being
remodeled, from top to bottom, and.
when finished, promises to be the show
place of the city. Griffin also supports
four other theatres, two white and two
colored, all under the direction of
J.P. Gaston, who took over the houses
recently from his brother.
Of these, the Loma is the newest and
finest, having only been built less
than a year ago. It is practically a
neighborhood theatre, being located in
an outlying section of the city, in
the vicinity of a large textile mill.
The house is under the personal direct¬
ion of E.M. Stephens, who has been in
the business for the past five years.
Before leaving Chattanooga, we had
the pleasure of visiting the members
of Local 259, at the monthly meeting,
at which time it held an election of
officers for the coming year.
President J.B. Lowry, one of the
projectionists at the Tivoli, was
kind enough to invite us to drop in
at the meeting foj a few minutes,
where we met a real bunch of fellows,
many of them veterans associated with
the local since its inception way back
in 1910. The local received its first
charter in 1912, but was organized
several years earlier.

Since then, it has enjoyed very good
relations with management, and except
for some minor differences when it
was first organized, has never had
any major industrial disputes with the
employers.
All three officers, J.B. Lowry,
president; A.C. Kaman, business agent,
and 0.A. Ayers, secretary, were re¬
turned to their posts for another
year. We enjoyed our short sojourn in
this pleasant community, but all good
things must come to an end, so we once
again resumed our journey, this time
with Memphis as our ultimate desti¬
nation.
After checking with the local auto¬
mobile club, we revised our itinerary,
which would have taken us across Ten¬
nessee, when informed that a lengthy
detour would take us miles out of our
way, and over some rugged mountainous
terrain, in favour of a more southern
route, taking us through northern
Alabama, and part of Mississippi, and
thence to Memphis.
Our first stop-over on this trip
found us in Huntsville, Ala., where
we found the local theatres to be op¬
erated by Fritz Thomas for the Cres¬
cent Amusement Company, Nashville. As
city manager in Huntsville, Thomas
guides the destinies of the Lyric,
Grand, Elks, and Center, with the as¬
sistance of S.L. King, Lyric, where
he maintains his office, while the
Grand is under the supervision of
Robert Ross. The Elks staff is headed
by Charles Swengle, and the Center,
located in.West Huntsville, is handled
by Larry Bailey. A drive-in theatre
is soon to be added to the entertain¬
ment spots in Huntsville. This the¬
atre, too, will be under Thomas’s
direction. Before coming to Huntsville
about 10 years ago, Fritz, as he is
known by all his friends, was located
in Nashville, where he operated the¬
atres for the same organization, Cres¬
cent Amusement Company and before
that, was connected with Rockwood
Amusements.
-LEW HERB
(Continued from preceding page)

FRAYSER
M.L. Philips hopes to have his new
$50,000 theatre open soon.

KNOX V I LLE
Walter Morris announced that he
expects to get his new Tower open
within the next month.

OLD HICKORY
Crescent Amusement Company, Nash¬
ville, Tenn., made an offer to take
over the theatre here from the DuPont
Company, which said it will sell all
of its theatres.

SODDY
Mrs. W.W. Hale sold her Roxy to
Thomas E. Burgner.

TREZEVENT
It was recently announced that the
Victor would be closed indefinitely.
June 2, 1948
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theatre, and about 65 attended. The
next three oldest mothei's were given
$10 px'izes.

NEWS OF THE

DALLAS
Glenn McCarthy, local businessman,
whose interests include oil, gas, chemi¬
cals, a new hotel, and aii'line companies,
is sponsoring a new independent film
company in Hollywood. He became in¬
terested in films by Robert Paige, a
long-time friend, who broached the idea
for the first picture to him while on a
Texas hunting trip.

CHICAGO
Abe W. Brussell, theatre attorney, will
wed Miss Shirley Lubar on June 20.
The Herrin Drive-In, to be located at
Herrin, Ill., was announced by the Egyp¬
tian Theatre Corporation. . . . Rose
Cogar, National Screen Service office
manager, became the bride of Morgan
G. Ward at La Vegas, N. M. . . . The
Anthony Wayne Auto Theatres, Inc., is
to build an $80,000 drive-in at Fort
Wayne, Ind.
All Balaban and Katz theatres are
now selling popcorn, candy, and bever¬
ages. The Northtown and Northshore
installed stands.
Madeleine Carroll, star of “An In¬
nocent Affair”, UA release, was recipient
of the annual “Woman of the Year
Award” by the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
Frank Sinatra joined the Hollywood
contingent when the midwest premiere
of RKO’s “The Miracle Of The Bells”
got under way last week at the RKO
Palace, preceded by a dinner in honor
of producer Jesse L. Lasky, also present
for the event. Receipts from the pre¬
miere went to the National Cancer Fund
under the sponsorship of The Herald
American. ... A most successful pro¬
motion on Warners’ “The Woman In
White”, Roosevelt, was tagged on the
slogan “Be The Perfect Woman In
White”.
Joe Neger, 20th-Fox exchange mana¬
ger, returned to his former post at Mil¬
waukee, where he conducted the 20thFox exchange for many years.
Tom
Gillian, district manager, took over his
local duties.
Working with the nation wide Ban¬
tam Book-General Foods-Columbia tieup, Edwin Levin recently turned in a
smart campaign for “The Sign Of The
Ram”, United Artists.
P. J. Dee, head; S. J. Gregory, vicepresident; John Doerr, booking head,
and Peter Panagos, promotion manager.
Alliance Theatre Corporation, went to
the west coast to inspect theatres.
SMPE held a meeting at the Atlas
Film Corporation plant. . . . The Des
Plaines, Des Plaines, Ill., is successful
with sales of packaged pretzels at its
candy counter. . . . The National Auto¬
matic Merchandising Association will
hold a convention on December 12-15 at
the Palmer House.
Harold Paul, Star and Garter mana¬
ger for many years, died after a pro¬
longed illness. His wife, employed at
the Lake, Oak Park, Ill., and a son and
a daughter survive. . . . Bob Hickey, RKO
publicity chief, and his sister, Marne,
and brother, Jack, received many con¬
dolences upon the passing of their
mother, Mrs. Agnes Hickey, buried in
Detroit.
Theatremen are programming aid
for a reception to the Freedom Train,
due here for five days beginning on
July 5.
Warners and four other concerns ap¬
plied for local television channels. . . .
Dick Salkin, Jackson Park, is directing
June 2, 1948

DENVER
A “Mouscar” was recently presented to
Bernie Cobb, left, RKO Los Angeles
branch salesman, by Walt Disney. The
completed and highly successful Disney
sales drive conducted by RKO was sug¬
gested by Cobb.
expenditures of $40,000 in remodeling.
Will Gehring, 20th-Fox assistant gen¬
eral sales manager came for conferences
with Jack Lorentz, central division man¬
ager, and Tom Gillian, exchange man¬
ager.
James Coston, zone manager and
Alex Halperin, film buyer, went to New
York to attend a Warnei’s Theatres
zone managers’ meeting. . . . H. M.
Richey, MGM exhibitor relations chief,
was here. . . . The petition of B and K
asking for longer playing time than two
weeks, in the downtown district, as set
in the Jackson Park case decree, was
sticken by Federal Judge Igoe.
New branch manager for UniversalInternational is Louis Berman.
Jack
Bannon, who formerly headed the
branch, moved to Milwaukee to take
over Berman’s former post.
Irving Mandel, Monogram franchise
holder, returned fully recovered from au¬
to accident injuries suffered while va¬
cationing in Florida. . . . Vacations were
enjoyed by B and K’ers John Balaban
at La Quinta, Calif.; Will Hollander and
wife, in the Caribbean; Morris Leonard
at Havana, and Harry Lustgarten at La
Jolla, Cal. . . . Erwin Noyer was made
Tower assistant manager.
Milt Officer, veteran theatre manager,
was placed in charge of the Lakeside. . . .
Fred Baldisti, Biltmore assistant man¬
ager, and Ann Wishes, foi’mer Alta aide,
were wed. . . . N. S. Bai'ger’s new Twin
Open Air, 87th and Cicero Sti’eets, which
will accomodate 1950 cars, is expected
to open soon.
The building housing the Stadium,
Evanston, Ill, was sold for $300,000'
by the La Salle National Bank to an
undisclosed buyer. . . . A. M. Van Dyke,
20th-Fox Chicago exchange manager
and president, Colosseum of Motion Pic¬
ture Salesmen of America, married Miss
Nina Russell at Decatur, Ill. . . . Eddie
Seguin was made publicist for the StateLake, and Jimmy Savage for the Chi¬
cago. . . . Film Classics added James Fla¬
herty as local salesman.
Inland Amusement Company’s Indi¬
ana, Indiana Harbor, Ind., held a
Mother’s Day Pai'ty with manager Ed
Kennedy playing host to all mothers
65 years of age or older living in Indiana
Harbor 25 years or more. All attending
were pi’esented with a beautiful corsage,
a silk handerchief, and a bottle of per¬
fume, and admitted free. To the oldest
mother present, a Ti'u Blu Diamond
ring valued at $200 was presented. Cabs
were sent to the homes of all the
mothers previously registered at the

Allied Rocky Mountain Independent
Theatres last fortnight l’eelected John
Wolfbei-g president at the annual meet¬
ing. General manager is again Joe Ash¬
by; Walter Ibold, ti'easurer, and Joan
Livingston, secretary. Directors ai’e Ro¬
bert Smith, Neal Beezley, E. K. Menagh,
J. K. Powell, Fred Lind, Tom Knight,
Lloyd Kei'by, Carl Garitson, Marlin But¬
ler, Charles Flower, A. S. Kehr, and
Hobart Gates.
Chai'les P. Duer, formerly a salesman
with Paramount, resigning to go with
SRO, was named branch manager here
for Paramount, succeeding Walter P.
Weins, who resigned after being on the
job about two months. .. . Donald Woods
and Ruth Matheson will be back for
leads again this summer for stock at
the Elitch.
Hugh Rennie, formerly with 20th-Fox
as salesman and branch manager, joined
Lon Fidler, Monogram fi’anchise owner,
as sales manager, Denver exchange. At
one time, Fidler and Rennie worked
together for United Artists. . . . Mr. and
Mrs. B. A. Dixon, he is the Gothic mana¬
ger, are the parents of a baby girl,
Debi'a Carol Dixon.
Atlas Theatres, owned by C. U. Yaeger,
“Bank Night” fame, bought the build¬
ing housing the Gem, Golden, Colo., long
operated by Atlas, and will do a more
than $150,000 remodeling job, increasing
seating capacity, etc. When the job is
done, Golden will have practically a
new theatre.
Sam Feinstein is making over his
Rialto, Haxtun, Colo., which he bought
last year. . . . E. J. Willis, Atlas Theatres
auditor, entered St. Joseph’s Hospital for
an operation. . . . John Thomas, Mono¬
gram salesman, went with Central
Booking Seiwice, and is managing its
Denver theatres.
Foster Blake, U-I district manager,
spent a couple of days conferring with
Mayer Monsky, branch manager, and
calling on circuit accounts. . . . Seen
on Film Row were: Robert Spahn,
Mitchell, Neb.; Fred O. Anderson, Eaton,
Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Gray, Sagauche, Colo., and Dr. F. E. Rider,
Wauneta, Neb.
The world premiere of Harry Sherman’s-Enterprise-UA
release,
“Four
Faces West”, took place at the Lensic
and Buito Alley Santa Fe, N. M., amid
ceremonies celebi’ating the 50th anniver¬
sary of the recruitment of the original
Rough Riders in the state. The U. S.
Army and Governor Thomas J. Mabry
helped make the day an historic occasion
in the histoi'y of the state.
Personal appearances of Errol Flynn
keynoted the world premiei’e of Warners’
“Silver River” at the Denver, Esqufre,
and Webber. Flynn appeai’ed before 300
physicians at the General Rose Memorial
Hospital dinner at the Cosmopolitan
Hotel. Premiere day events included
Flynn visiting The Post, meeting Mayor
NATIONAL
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Giles at City Hall, meeting Governor Lee
Knous at the State Capitol, posing for
newsreels, renaming Cherry Creek Silver
River, luncheon at the Brown Palace for
press, radio, state, city, and theatre
officials, a visit to Idaho Springs where
under-privileged newsboys mined silver
ore, and a visit to the Denver mint,
where Flynn gave each boy a freshly
minted silver dollar. Flynn also made
radio appearances; visited Fitzsimmons
Hospital, and presided as aw’ard winner
at The Post Newsboy Bicycle Derby.
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DES MOINES
Iowa theatres reported a drop in boxoffice receipts of over one-million dollars
during the first quarter of 1948 as com¬
pared with the last three months of
1947, according to the state sales tax
collections turned over to the tax com¬
mission. The report released by the tax
commission showed that movies in the
state had filed 1,342 returns with
$166,190 collection of the two per cent
sales tax, which compared with 1,445
returns and $192,798 in collections
during the final quarter of 1947. The
$26,508 difference represented a drop of
$1,325,000 in total receipts.
A new canopy and marquee has
already been installed at the RKOOrpheum, Dubuque, la., and workmen
have started to modernize the lobby and
boxoffice.
A 16-acre tract of land has been
purchased at Spencer, la., for the con¬
struction of a drive-in by the Pioneer
Theatre Corporation, it was announced
by Harold Fields, president. . . . Don
Luftus, Fort Dodge, la., has been named
manager, Grand, Estherville, la., suc¬
ceeding F. C. Ingram, resigned. . . .
Bob Newman, office manager for Na¬
tional Screen Service, was married to
Irene Blankehorn at Kirksville, Mo.

KANSAS CITY
Omaha and Des Moines territories
will henceforth be served out of the
Chicago and Kansas City offices of
Albert Dezel Productions, Inc., according
to Albert Dezel, president. The newlyopened Kansas City office on 120 West
18th Street serves the Omaha and part
of Iowa territories under Walter Lambader, manager, and Nina Bridges,
booker. Des Moines will be served out of
Chicago.

LOS ANGELES
Two hundred and fifty leading cadets
of California ROTC units matched their
skills in a competitive drill in the
Ambassador Hotel’s Embassy Room,
highlighting the annual Americanism
meeting of Allied Post 302, American
Legion. More than 600 members and
guests witnessed the event, which in¬
cluded participation of ROTC units of
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Pasadena, Long
Beach, Glendale, San Pedro, North
Hollywood, and Van Nuys high schools.
Charles P. Skouras, president, Fox West
Coast Theatres, and honorary colonel in
Allied Post, co-sponsored the event, and
made the presentation of medals and
citations to the winning cadets.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Donald, Aber¬
deen, Scotland, were guests of Herbert
Yates. Donald heads the Donald Circuit.
... A special exploitation plan for the
matinee trade was started at the United
Artists, Fox Ritz, Iris, Guild, and Studio
City, with a free copy of “Body by Van’’,
tome by Frankie Van, U-I physical con¬
ditioner, handed out to the first 100
femmes at the boxoffices.
“Paramount’s 36th Paramount Year”
is the prize-winning slogan for the com-

Shown above are, left to right: Harry
Huffman, Fox Intermountain district
manager; Bernie Hynes, Denver mana¬
ger, and Bob Selig, assistant to the
Fox Intermountain president, at head¬
quarters in Denver, where the trio par¬
ticipated in arrangements for the world
premiere of Warners’ “Silver River”,
Denver, Esquire, and Webber.
pany’s 13 week booking drive. A local
contract clerk in the western divisional
office is the winner. Her name is Elsie
Carrier, and she received $100 for the
best slogan in a nationwide contest.
Robert L. Lippert set the world’s
premiere of “The Prairie” at his
Criterion, Medford, Ore.
First regularly scheduled theatre run
of television shows was started by James
Nicholson and Joseph Moritz, heads,
Academies-of-Proven-Hits theatres, the
Picfair, Vermont, Cinema, Arlington,
and Jewel. When the houses opened,
theatres run television reels before the
film show begins, with an eye to survey
boxoffice draw. Plans are started with
tele stations to pick up telecasts, with
legal clearance of all programming in
work. Moritz and Nicholson plan to take
the shows off of a television receiver, and
put on the film for showing at a later
time.
Another change in policy is the Million
Dollar downtown, which returns to stage
productions for the summer. Frankie
Laine will start off the summer season
in August. Sherril Corwin is lining up
talent.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello did a
series of personals at all five theatres
where their EL picture opened.
The Hippodrome theatre property was
bought by Harry M. Popkin at a reported
figure of $300,000. It includes a two-story
building, all part of the Adolph Ramish
estate. It also includes the Star.
Nearly 1000 store windows and in¬
teriors were used in exploitating the
world premiere of Paramount’s “The
Emperor Waltz”, Hollywood Paramount.
Among store display setups were 500
Philco dealers, featuring enlarged scene
displays in windows with television sets,
300 Decca record stores with window and
interior exhibits on Crosby albums, and
50 Remington shaver outlets.

MILWAUKEE
Bernard Sherman, Douglas, Racine,
Wis., was in. . . . Charles Olsen, Varsity
manager, resigned from Fox Wisconsin
Amusement Corporation. . . . Jesse T.
McBride, Paramount manager, called on
theatre operators around Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan. . . . Tom Cornfield,
Palace manager, created interest in “The
Big Clock” by use of a lobby display of
a large clock. Prizes were awarded for

winners in a contest guessing when the
clock would stop. . . . Donald Weisfeldt
was named manager, State, succeeding
Max Markowitz, transferred to the
Plaza.
More neighborhoods in the Milwaukee
area are using giveaways to hypo busi¬
ness. Managements report that give¬
aways aid considerably in upping offnight
mid-week
patronage.
Several
neighborhoods are also using stage at¬
tractions more than before for the same
reason. A former local theatre manager
with radio training heads one of these
units.
L. Elman, RKO manager, was in
Northern Wisconsin and Upper Michi¬
gan conferring with exhibitors. . . . L.
Orlove, MGM field exploiteer, was busy
arranging private screenings on “The
Search.” . . . M. Colla, National Screen
Service shipper, will lie married early
this July. . . . Beatrice Schleif, secretary,
Independent Theatre Owners of Wis¬
consin and Upper Michigan office, was
married.
The official opening of the recently
constructed new Universal-International
exchange building was scheduled. . . .
N. Berg, State, Sheboygan, Wis., was
a caller. . . . Edward Friedwald, Alham¬
bra manager, was stricken with a heart
attack. Friedwald recovered, but was
forced to take things easy for a while.
. . . R. Pierce, Riverside manager, re¬
turned from a vacation in California.
William Young, SRO manager, was
on a swing through the territory. . . .
R. Grady, Strand manager, reports
good business with westerns and reissues.
. . . Charles Hacker, former Fox Wiscon¬
sin manager, was recently named district
manager for Standard Theatres houses
in Milwaukee and WauKfesha, Wis., with
headquarters at Waukesha. . . . Nick
Johnson, Strand, Manitowoc, Wis., was a
visitor. . . . John Mednikow, National
Screen Service, manager, spent a few
days in St. Louis. . . . David Goldman,
Universal-International manager, called
on theatre operators. . . . Several mana¬
gers have been out on the golf grounds.
Ben Poblocki, William Benjamin, and
R. Baker were a few early birds.
Former Alhambra manager John
Matis has been given a post as manager
for some theatres in Omaha. . . . Robert
Gross, drive-in manager, informs that
business at the outdoors house is above
previous years. He reports a number of
improvements. . . . Angelo Provinzano
former Fox Wisconsin executive, is now
associated with Mike Chesnick in oper¬
ating the Mozart and Alamo. . . . Exten¬
sive remodeling of the Comet was pro¬
gressing. J. Frackman, Republic mana¬
ger, was around the state. . . . Harry
Olshan, Columbia manager, was in
Chicago.
Local theatre operators are watching
the television picture carefully. The
Milwaukee Journal station WTMJ-TV
is the sole television outlet to date. Other
stations are planning to follow suit. The
Telenews and the Riverside offer added
television attraction in special parts of
the theatres.
Complete co-operation between the
Wisconsin Safety Division and the Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan has been set up
on a state-wide safety drive. Each house
in the ITO group plans arranging safety
shows. The state is providing plaques
for the winner and the school from
which the winning student is entered.
Announcement was made at the Mil¬
waukee meeting of the board of the
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Independent Theatres Owners of Wis¬
consin and Upper Michigan, that all
the 16mm. resort and tavern operations,
with the exception of those utilized for
education that have been operating in
Wisconsin, now have to conform with
all rules and regulations pertaining to
a theatre as laid down by the Wiscon¬
sin Industrial Commission. The sole
exception is that no booth is required
because 16mm. safety film is used.
William L. Ainsworth, Fond Du Lac,
Wis. president, Independent Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin and Upper Michi¬
gan, and National Allied president, was
on a tour of conventions of the following
Allied units: Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., New England, Boston; Allied Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Iowa and
Nebraska, Inc., Des Moines; Allied In¬
dependent. Theatre Owners of Kansas
and Missouri, Kansas City, and Allied
Mountain Independent Theatres, Inc.,
Denver.
When “The Iron Curtain” opened at
the Wisconsin, there was quite a flurry
of excitement. Pickets outside the Wis¬
consin were distributing handbills tell¬
ing patrons to stay out of the theatre.
The handbills had been issued here by
the Milwaukee Division, Congress of
American Women. An extra force of
plainclothes men, and increased police
protection, on hand all week, reported
no further disturbance.
Max Wiesner, who operated the
Mozart and Alamo, was ill. Several
hospital checkups following a major
operation have been made, but Wiesner
was not recovering as expected. . . .
Modern air conditioning was under
installation at the Pearl and Grace.
George Levine operates both houses. . . .
F. J. McWilliams, Portage, Portage. Wis.,
called.

MINNEAPOLIS
Jay MacFarland, branch manager,
National Screen Service, attended the
company’s managers’ meet at the Am¬
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles. . . . Ben
Berger, president, North Central Allied,
and Stanley Kane, executive director,
NCA, attended the board meeting of
National Allied in Denver.
Radio City, 4,000-seat Minneapolis
house, was getting its face lifted in a
$25,000 project. The job includes the
theatre’s lobby, foyer, lounges, and mez¬
zanine, and took about two weeks.
The drive-in operated by Minnesota
Entertainment Enterprises in the Twin
Cities will play films on a run no earlier
than 60 days after they have played the
last neighborhood situation. MEE, com¬
posed of 20 independent exhibitors in the
Twin Cities, set this policy to protect
year-around houses.
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Pix, Sleepy Eye, Minn., has been sold
by Welworth Circuit to Mr. and Mrs.
John Brandt, theatre operators at
Oregon, Mo., for 13 years.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Foster McSwain, Oklahoma theatre
owner, was the retiring president, Okla¬
homa Public Expenditures Council.

OMAHA
Mrs. Harriett Miller, manager of con¬
cessions, Goldberg Theatre Enterprises,
is promoting peppermint popcorn in her
seven Goldberg houses. Mrs. Miller
perfected the peppermint popcorn in her
home at Nebraska City, Neb. She former¬
ly had her own dance band on Broadway.
Lucille Woods, office staff member,
Goldberg Theatres, resigned. Leonard
Prucha is back. . . . G. W. Taift, Mono¬
gram manager, became a city salesman
for Paramount, Kansas City. ... A June
opening was hoped for Warners’ new
exchange. . . . Adolph Rozanek started
building a new house at David City, Neb.
. . . The U-I office was redecorated.
Bernard Dudgeon, is manager, Oma¬
ha’s first drive-in. . . . Abe Sadoff, owner,
Fourth Street, Sioux City, la., is helping
with the booking for the Uptown, a new
house built by A. M. Seff. . . . George
Cappers revamped the auditorium, and
installed new seats in his State, Hurley,
S. C. . . . Tony Goodman, Eagle Lion
booker, failed to win nomination in the
race of 100 candidates for 14 nomina¬
tions for city commissioner. . . . Roy
Mundin is planning a new house for
Winner, S. D.
Lawrence Bell, RKO-Brandeis, was
hurt in a freak accident going to work.
A car bounced off a mailbox, and the
mailbox hit him. ... A new house, the
Uptown, opened formally in Sioux City,
la. . . . Sioux City’s first drive-in opened.
L. E. Davidson, veteran Tri-States
Theatres city manager in Sioux City,
la., resigned to join John P. Kampmeyer
in the ownership and management of a
drive-in nearing completion off a main
highway into the noi'thwest Iowa meat
packing and livestock center. Davidson
was with Tri-States 26 years, and in
charge of the Capitol and Hollywood all
but two years.
A. M. Seff is principal owner, Sioux
City’s
new
Uptown,
furnished
by
Western Theatre Supply Company of
Omaha. . . . Leonard Dudgeon, former
Tri-States city manager in Falls City,
Neb., was in to manage the drive-in
nearing completion. . . . Morrie Smead,
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Council Bluffs, la., exhibitor, and Meyer
Stern, independent booker, returned
from Miami. . . . Walter Hagadone,
Cozad, Neb., exhibitor, recently elected
mayor, was down with a cold.

ST. LOUIS
RKO staged one of its most successful
area premieres for “Fighting Father
Dunne” with the assistance of the
American Legion, Mayor Kaufman,
Governor Donnelly, and other local
organizations. Pat O’Brien, star, was on
hand for a personal appearance at the
Fox, and Jane Wyatt was also present.
Manager Yovan is handling Loew’s
Orpheum here. . . . Russell
Bovin,
manager, Loew’s State, announced the
winners of the photographic contest held
in connection with “Arch of Triumph”.
Prizes were awarded for the best photo¬
graphs submitted by G. I.’s of the actual
Arch of Triumph in Paris.
Republic is undergoing extensive re¬
decorating. . . . Sympathy of UniversalInternational personnel was extended to
Mildred Doyle when her mother passed
away recently. . . . Joe Sarfaty, sales¬
man, Universal-International, is going
on his vacation.
Branch manager Mariner, United
Artists, left to spend a week on busi¬
ness at Memphis. . . . Owner Snyder
recently opened a new theatre in Dixon.
Mo., known as the Dixon.
Owner Davis, Will Rogers, returned
from Boston, where he underwent a
successful operation.
James Frisina, Springfield, Ill., was
actively engaged in a golf tournament
at Meadowbrook Country Club. . . .
Wilford Fromm recently bought the
theatre at Enfield, Ill. . . . Albert Vetter
is the new owner of the theatre at
Adinberg, Ill. . . . Seen on Film row
recently were: Herman Tanner, Vandalia, Ill.; exhib Pedrucci, Springfield, Ill.;
Bill Collins, DeSoto, Mo., and Lew
Norton, Sullivan, Mo.
Andy Dietz, general manager, Cooper¬
ative Theatres, arranged to do the book¬
ing and buying for the Joe Schrempp’s
500 car drive-in on the outskirts of
Highland, Ill. . . . The Liberty, Maiden,
Ill., is undergoing extensive moderniza¬
tion.
Maurice Schweitzer, now entering
the drive-in theatre field in Rockford,
Ill., and Lincoln, Neb., was guest of honor
at a testimonial luncheon at the Shera¬
ton Hotel. Schweitzer recently resigned
as Paramount branch manager.

Eight speaking engagements before
members of the Rotary Club were set for
Maurice Wolf, MGM public relations
executive, in the Minneapolis film terri¬
tory by W. H. Workman, MGM branch
manager. . . . A1 Pinet and associates
established Motion Picture Service of
America, film advertising service, with
studios at Mendota in suburban St. Paul,
Minn. Pinet was production manager for
Ray Bell Films, St. Paul, for nine years.
. . . William Smithers is the new owner,
Lyric, LeCenter, Minn. . . . Howard
Smith purchased the Marion, Marion,
S. D., from George Billings.
G. Davidson has purchased the Nancy,
Bridgewater, S. D. . . . The Bloomington
Drive-in,
Bloomington,
Minneapolis
suburb, reopened for the season. . . . The
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Ed Kennelly, manager, Indiana, Indiana, Harbor, Ind., recently put on a Mother’s
Day party for all mothers 65 or over, who had lived in the town 25 years or longer.
Besides many presents to every one attending, a diamond ring was awarded to the
oldest mother. Here Kennelly poses with the group.
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SALT LAKE CITY
The Utah Theatres Association held
a special meeting at Orem, Utah, and
speakers included Tracy Barham, vicepresident-general manager. Intermoun¬
tain Theatres; Bob Graham, PCCITO
attorney; Sam Gillette, Tooele exhibitor;
John Krier, Intermountain purchasing
agent; Victor A. Anderson, secretary,
UTA, and president Emil Ostlund.
Among the topics discussed were the
need for strong regional theatre groups,
cooperation for the American Overseas
Aid-United National Appeal for Children
drive, the U. S. Supreme Court decision
and the ASCAP situation; the Motion
Picture Foundation, and other topics.

SAN ANTONIO
Tommy Howell was named manager,
Broadway, Interstate Circuit house. He
was formerly manager for circuit houses
at Houston, Tex., and was also Interstate
city manager at Harlingen, Tex. . . . Late
listeners heard only the tolling of bells
over several of San Antonio’s major
radio stations for a quarter hour before
midnight, Interstate Circuit’s way of
announcing the opening of “The Miracle
of the Bells”, Majestic. . . . “Scarface”
Jack was among those in the lobby show
at the Empire in connection with “The
Freak”. . . . The Trail Drive-In and the
Fredericksburg
Road
Drive-In
an¬
nounced an added attraction. Bud
Whaley, a disc jockey heard over KM AC,
San Antonio, was engaged for alternate
nights, and for the half hour before dark
he plays new recordings, and tells a few
jokes.
Tex Ritter, and W. K. McAuley were
granted a standard broadcast station to
operate daytime hours with 1000 watts
on 990 kilocycles. . . . Robert Shelton
was named manager, Josephine, replac¬
ing Ernest Hauser. . . . Louis Hess has
been named assistant manager, ClasaMohme exchange. . . . Henry Morris,
Columbia exploitation man, was in in
behalf of “Relentless”, Aztec. ... Kendall
Way, Interstate Theatres Circuit engine¬
ering staff, was in making installation
of new candy and popcorn machines.
Richard S. Proyor, 63, owner-operator,
Cactus, Austin, Tex., died following a
long illness. His house showed almost
nothing but western pictures, and he
prided himself on being a “sucker” for
children. They knew when he left the
boxoffice for water or coffee, they could
always get in free. . . . Theatres of Texas
raised between $45,000 and $50,000 used
to bring the USS Texas to a permanent
berth in the Houston harbor.
Glynn Shave, owner-operator, Plaza,
Evant, Tex., credits a little ball of glass
filled with a special chemical solution
with the saving of his house from des¬
truction by a fire which flared up in
a reel of film in one of his projectors.
The glass hung above the projector
exploded by the heat of the fire, and the
chemical snuffed out the fire.
The Lee, Teague, Tex., owned and
operated by R. H. and W. B. Henderson
has been purchased by the J. G. Long
Circuit, Baytown, Tex., which already
owns and operates the Star. . . . The
Amusu, Corpus Christi, Tex., has been
closed for a month. . . . J. Wood Fain,
owner and operator of several houses,
including the Fain, Woodville, Tex., has
been elected mayor of Woodville by a
substantial majority. . . . The Arcadia,
owned and operated by the Hall Indus¬
tries, Kerrville, Tex., has been closed
temporarily for a complete remodeling.
George Watson, city manager, Inter¬
state Theatres Circuit, returned from
Dallas. . . . Stuart B. Dunlap, represen¬
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tative for MGM in Buenos Aires, spent
several days with his brother, Gordon,
manager, Clasa Mohme exchange. . . .
“La Barca de Oro,” a new Clasa Mohme
release, was given a premiere showing at
the Nacional, Zaragoza, and Gudalupe.
. . . Sidney Talley and wife returned
from a brief vacation trip to Mexico
City.
E. L. Pack, Lone Star Theatres, Corpus
Christi, Tex., was in. . . . Roy Parnell,
former traveling sales man, Victor
Cornelius Theatrical Advertising Com¬
pany, opened the Texas, Athen, Tex. . . .
Dave Samson, who operates two houses
at Karnes City, Tex., and his wife left
for a vacation. . . . Stout Jackson, circuit
operator, with headquarters in Robstown, Tex., is building a new theatre
at Falfurous, Tex., where he will show
both Spanish and English films. He
operates Spanish language houses at
Robstown and Kingsville, Tex. . . . L. R.
Richker, closed his Gayety, Fort Worth,
Tex., and planned to sell it.

SAN FRANCISCO
Summertime and June in San Fran¬
cisco bring no rare anticipation for film
exhibitors. The past May month has
been more merciless than merry to pic¬
ture grosses. Daylight Saving Time,
summer vacations, and a swell of buyer’s
resistance are all cited by managers as
causes of the depressed state. Vaudeville,
recently dropped at the Gate, is expected
back on its stage in July in an effort
to lure out-of-town vacationers. The
axe, though, dropped on vaudeville at
the Downtown, owned by Joe Blumenfeld and Irving Ackerman, afer a
month’s try at picking up the live-show
trade.
Myrna Loy displayed herself as a
citizen of the world in an appearance
here before the UNESCO conference re¬
cently.
Ginger Rogers, Danny Kaye, and
Lena Horne revealed “Why I am an
American” in a mighty celebration at
the city’s Civic Auditorium.

Ben Fish, personal representative for
Samuel Goldwyn, was here for con¬
ferences with Ed Lamb, branch mana¬
ger, RKO. . . . George Bowser, assistant
to Charles Skouras, National Theatres,
was calling on Evergreen State and Fox
West Coast executives. . . . Jack Flan¬
nery, branch manager, National Screen
Service, is convalescing at his home.
Jack Anderson, branch manager in
Seattle for Favorite Films, resigned, and
returned to San Diego, Cal. . . . W. E.
Callaway, here for conferences with A.
J. Sullivan, United Artists branch man¬
ager, returned to Los Angeles. . . . Murry
Lafayette, exploiteer in the Northwest
for 20th Century-Fox, returned from a
vacation in New York.
Built at a cost of approximately
$250,000 with the last word in equipment
for theatres of its type, the new
Duwamish Drive-In, on the SeattleTacoma Highway one mile south of the
city, opened. The theatre was built
jointly by John Danz, head, Sterling
Theatres, and William Forman, United
Theatres Corporation.
Charles Feldman, western division
manager, and Barney Rose, western
district
manager,
Universal-Interna¬
tional, were here for a conference with
George DeWaide, branch manager. . . .
H. E. Ebenstein, head, Northwest Auto¬
matic Candy Company, was a visitor
from Los Angeles, conferring with his
Seattle representative, Ted Grubb. . . .
Mike Smith, western regional director,
U. S., Army Motion Picture Service, was
here.
Russ Morgan, Northwest exploiteer,
RKO, is credited with a neat stunt. He
arranged a tie-in with a department
store, which devoted its show windows
to “I Remember Mama.” The campaign
was based on Mother’s Day. . . . Buck
Seale, Eastern Washington salesman for
Columbia, was here from Spokane, as
was Glenn Haviland, Eastern Washing¬
ton salesman for Warners. . . . Herbert
Rosener, Herbert Rosener Company, was
here for a conference with his North¬
west representative, Alex Singelow.

A1 Dunne, manager, Orpheum, knows
how to nurture nostalgia into novelty.
When Don Anderson, a former GI and
organist, asked to practice on the
theatre’s
console, Dunne not only
allowed him his practice time, but also
placed him in the show twice a week.
On Saturday night, Anderson plays for
the Orpheum’s successful community
sing, and on Tuesday night he leads with
a “Songs of Yesterday” program. Dunne
promoted a contest in which the public
votes for favorite old-time songs. Win¬
ners, those whose choices prove top
favorites, receive tickets and cash
prizes.

Sam Siegel, Western division exploi¬
tation supervisor for Columbia, was here
to aid in the campaign for “The Lady
From Shanghai,” Liberty. . . . Ray Lherman, head booker, Sterling Theatres, was
home with the flu. El Keyes, booker, and
E. B. Sorenson, Walla Walla, Wash., city
manager for Midstate Amusement Com¬
pany, were on the Row.

Baseball came up to the Loew’s Warfield plate as the Market Street house
held a Saturday morning show for
youngsters. Its “Seals Baseball Jam¬
boree,” conducted cooperatively with
“Lefty” O’Doul, manager, S. F. club,
honored the local team. With the entire
Seals personnel in attendance, the fans
received autographed baseballs, and
witnessed “It Happened in Flatbush.”

At Rapid City, S. D., Junior Chamber
of Commerce officials are trying to keep
up the interest of Republic in a pro¬
posed Black Hills setting for a proposed
film, “The Missourians,” based on the
lives of the James boys.

SEATTLE
John Danz added the Elwha, Port
Angeles, Wash., to his Sterling Theatres.
The Elwha was one of the group origin¬
ally operated by Ed Halberg and Henry
Davidson, Port Angeles, and, since the
dissolution of the partnership, has been
operated by Davidson and associates.
Zollie Volchok, city manager, Sterling
Theatres, went to Port Angeles to com¬
plete the details.

SIOUX FALLS
D. W. “Dude” Thompson, Egyptian
manager, reaped plenty of laughs and
some good newspaper publicity when he
discovered a May 10, 1919, copy of a
trade journal in the attic of the theatre.

Arthur Roepzel, 16, was accidentally
shot above the heart by his brother,
Fred, 19, in the projection room of the
Garlock, Custer, S. D., recently. The
former is employed by the theatre. . . .
M. G. Rogers, owner, Film Transport,
Omaha, Neb., opened a new route into
southeastern South Dakota, reaching
such cities as Yankton and Vermillion,
S. D. . . . Remodeling of the city hall at
Lake Norden, S. D., into a modern
theatre is under the direction of William
Antonen. Work is scheduled to be com¬
pleted in June. Seating capacity will be
275. . . . The Rialto, Wessington Springs,
S. D., is being remodeled.
June 2, 1948
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Cincinnati
Tent 3, Variety Club, holds its
annual spring dance at the Netherland Plaza on June 5.
Latest standings in the Monogram
billing drive as announced by Presi¬
dent Steve Broidy, and including the
sixth week, had the local branch
among the leading six exchanges.
Irving Sochin, branch manager, u-I,
was visiting the Chakeres Circuit,
Springfield, 0....A1 Kolkmeyer, head
booker, U-I, was on vacation.... Co¬
lumbia has a new booker, Buddy Tucker
....Estelle Schilferth, MGM booker,
was transferred from the local office
to the booking department in Seattle,
where she will live with her mother
and sister....MGM booker Clifford
Garbutt returned to work from having
an appendectomy.
Don Hall, MGM’sshipping department,
has a new daughter, Margaret Ann, a
little sister for his two-and-a-half
year old boy Jerry. ... Charlie Fine,
who has been living in Miami, paid a
visit to Film Row. He ran the Empire
for years. His son now operates the
house.
J.H. Lutzer, division manager,
Film Classics, came to Cincinnati
from his Dallas headquarters, and
accompanied Lev Bugie to Springfield,
Columbus, and Dayton, 0. meeting Mike
Chakeres, Chakeres circuit; j. Real
Neth, Neth circuit, and exhib Keyes,
Victory, Dayton, 0.
Since the Cincinnati office of
20th Century-Fox recently joined the
eastern division, Ray Moon, division
manager, and Joe St. Clair, assistant
division manager, from the home of¬
fice, visited the local offices.
Midwest Theatre Supply announced
the opening of its new store in Indi¬
anapolis at 448 North Illinois Street.
In charge of operations for the
present is J. Charles Clickner.
A garden project of the Prudential
Insurance Company of America will
include a theatre to accommodate 1200
persons among the group of 32 build¬
ings at Reading Road and Seymour
Avenue, Bond Hill. The theatre will
be placed in the business section
where the two streets intersect, and
will involve some changes in the lay¬
out originally mapped. Thomas Emery’s
Sons, Inc., will manage the project,
which will comprise the largest non¬
public apartment development in the
city’s history. Designer of the build¬
ings is Harry M. Price, architect,
assisted by Willard C. Pistler, con¬
sulting engineer. The entire project
will be watched with interest by the
trade, as it represents something new
in the area.
June 2,
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Cleveland

Detroit

Downtown theatre attendance, ac¬
cording to report, was on the skids.
Even the big pictures were not meet¬
ing expected boxoffice returns. The
neighborhood drop is said to be less
than.the downtown drop, indicating a
trend to attend lower admission the¬
atres.

Eddie Jacobson completed a run of
eight weeks at the Forest with "The
Art of Love” and “Bedroom Diplomat”,
from Al Dezel Roadshows.... Earl J
Hudson, president, United Detroii
Theatres, has been reelected vicepresident, Detroit Civic Light Open
Association.

Benjamin Cohen, a native Cleve¬
lander, has been appointed manager,
Telenews, where he succeeds Charles
Burris, recently promoted to head the
company’s sales and publicity de¬
partments, with headquarters in New
York. Cohen comes here from Cincin¬
nati, where, for the past five years,
he has been strand manager. Herman
Weiss, who was assistant manager in
Clevelana, moves to Detroit as as¬
sistant to Norman Wheaton, Downtown
Telenews.

Spyros Skouras, president, 20th
Century-Fox, was in to huddle with
David Idzal, managing director, Fox
....Jess Veldman, office manager,
20th Century-Fox resigned after 21
years with the company.

A home size Philco television has
been installed on the mezzanine floor
of the RK0 Palace by Max Mink, RK0
theatres city manager. An attendant
is on hand to serve patrons with tele¬
vision programs.
The RK0 Palace on June 3 has “Duf¬
fy’ s Tavern”, with Jane Russell as
visiting guest, for a week’s engage¬
ment. On June 18, Jack Benny will
bring his entire radio show to the
Palace stage. In addition, “Dr. I.
Q. ” opened a seven-week engagement at
the Palace.
Nate Gerson, Monogram office mana¬
ger and head booker, and Mrs. Gerson
drove to California for a vacation
....Also westward bound were Walter
Olds, Argus, Inc., and Mrs. Olds,
visiting their daughter in Phoenix,
Ariz. They will go to California be¬
fore returning home.
Nat L. Lefton, retired independent
distributor, returned from his Florida
home fora week’s visit before opening
his summer home in Michigan.
The new 1800-seat deluxe theatre on
Lake Shore Boulevard, being built by
the owners of the Shore, is tenta¬
tively called the Erie. Construction
is progressing slowly...Leroy Kendis,
-Associated Circuit, recently operated
on to correct a spinal injury, is
making a rapid recovery.
Leo Adler, United Artist auditor,
is dividing his time between the
Detroit and Cleveland offices....
Norman Moray, Warners short subjects
sales manager, was a visitor.
H.L. Tracy, Temple, Willard, 0., a
veteran exhibitor of more than 25
years, died at his home. He had been
ill several months.
Paul Lukas spent a week as the guest
of Sam Haas. He came here to see his
dentist.... Frank Yassenoff and H.L.
Schwartz are building a new drive-in
on Harrisburg Pike, outside Columbus,
0. They are installing Mobiltone incar speakers, manufactured by Theatrecraft Corporation. Oscar Ruby, Co¬
lumbia branch manager, attended the
company’s sales meeting in New York.

Wilson Elliott, assistant manager,
Royal, is recovering from a serious
back operation at Harper Hospital.
The operation is due to injuries in¬
curred as a prisoner of war in Germany
....The Nightingale Club Bowling
League announced that National The¬
atre Supply team had taken the champ¬
ionship award.... Robert Goldstaff
resigned as house manager, with Lee
Tucker, assistant manager, taking his
position.
Another new drive-in is under con¬
struction, the Dearborn Drive-In,
with a capacity of 1,000 cars, at
Ford Road and Kinloch Avenue. Owner
is James H. Ross, a newcomer to show
business. Bookings will be handled by
Allen Dowzer It is expected to be
completed in July.
J.H. Methner, owner, Gem, Beaverton,
Mich., announced that he is going to
build a theatre in Sanford, Mich. . ..
A 400-seat theatre is being built in
Harrisville, Mich., by H-V. Rule,
Houghton Lake, Mich...Forrest Martin,
Sun, Marion, Mich., is a proud papa
of a new baby boy weighing over eight
pounds.
E.J. Pennel, Bronson, Mich., has
begun construction of a new theatre
on East Chicago Street to be known
as the Coliseum. He hopes to have it
ready for a September opening.
Eddie and Milton Jacobson plan to
reopen the Rialto, Gr&nd Rapids,
Mich., with a new name, the new Fox
....Gus Embach, former city salesman
for Republic, has moved to the seventh
floor, working for Jack Zide.
Eddie Hochstim, branch manager,
Columbia, was visiting Ed Johnson at
the Washington, Bay City, Mich.
Ben Robbins, U-I branch manager,
went with salesman Bill Waldhoz to
Petoskey, Mich., visiting Harry Lev¬
inson at the Hollywood.
Carl Johns, Cheboygan, Mich., was
giving his Kingston lobby a new coat
of paint.
In a realighment of the distribution
setup, Albert Dezel Productions will
now serve Omaha and Des Moines terri¬
tories from its Chicago and Kansas
City offices. A new Kansas City office
now serves Omaha and part of Iowa
under manager Walter Lambader and
booker Nina Bridges. The Favorite
Films franchise for St. Louis has
Mideast
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been acquired by Dezel. His Kansas
city unit has the Masterpiece product.
Suit was filed in Circuit Court by
several Detroit theatre owners to
declare Detroit’s Daylight saving
Time ordinance invalid. The theatre
owners argued that theirs is essen¬
tially an “after dark” business, and
that prolonged daylight had reduced
their patronage. The suit was filed
by Attorney Ralph Garber who asked
that a date be set for a show-cause
hearing why an injunction should not
be issued to prevent Detroit from
enforcing its DST ordinance. Garber
was acting for the Independent The¬
atre Owners Association, Inc., with
more than 40 theatres, mostly in De¬
troit. They include Greater Detroit
Theatres, Inc., owner and operator,
Carmen, Dearborn; the Oliver Amuse¬
ment Corporation, owner and operator,
Oliver, and Harold H. Smilay, partner
in the Loop Theatre Operating com¬
pany, Loop.

Indianapolis
Peter Rosian, district manager,
U-International, visited the branch
in the interests of business. Return¬
ing to Cincinnati, he stopped at Ft.
Wayne, Ind., to pay a business visit
at the Quimby Theatres headquarters
....James Ehringer and wife were
business visitors. Ehringer operates
the Albion, Albion, Ind.
Mrs. Ester Best, U-I ledger clerk,
was vacationing in Chicago.... Helen
Sheets, Republic office staff, com¬
pleted three years of uninterrupted
service. She has never been late....
Edwin Brauer, manager, Republic,
spent three days at the home office
in New York City, reviewing the anti¬
trust suit filed by the National,
Louisville, Ky.... Suzanne Queisser,
National Theatre Supply stenographer,
and Harold Jones were married.
Frank Soule, manager of exchange
operations, Eagle Lion, was a visitor,
inspecting the headway being made in
the branch expansion program. .. .Claude
McKean, manager, Warners, went to
Pittsburgh.
J. Charles Clickner opened a branch
here for the Mid-West Theatre
Supply Company, 446-448 North Illinois
Street. RCA theatre equipment will be
featured, including a complete stock
of other equipment.
Visitors included: William T. Studebaker, Logan, Logansport, Ind.;
George Reefe, Millers Circuit, Tipton, Ind.; Kenneth Law, cozy, Argus,
Ind.; A. McCarty, Roxy, Pendleton,
Ind., and A. Berger, Drive-In, Law¬
rence, Ind....Edwin Brauer, manager,
Republic, stopped at Cleveland on .his
return from New York City, ana visited
“Wild Bill” Elliott.
Tom C. Baker, and Earl Herndon,
Affiliated Theatres, Inc., spent
several days in New York City....
Michael Delbacano, from the U-I home
office, is a booker’s student here
....Doris Blankehbaker, U-I biller,
is visiting her son, Albert Blankenbaker, who operates the Pastime,
Richmond, Ind.
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The Indianapolis Variety Club,
Tent 10, has agreed to equip a $2000
playground for the children at Tyndall
Towne, a suburb. Formal dedication
ceremonies are planned following com¬
pletion of the playground, but no
date has yet been set. The Variety
Club committee in charge of the pro¬
ject includes Earl Herndon, chairman;
Marc Wolf, and Russell Brentlinger.
Fred V. and Eva M. Willey, oper¬
ators, Fox, Brazil, Ind., last fort¬
night filed a $381,000 treble-damage
suit in federal court, Terre Haute,
Ind., against Affiliated Theatres,
Inc., of this city; Citizen’s Theatre
Company, Brazil, and 23 producer and
distributing firms. According to the
plaintiffs, their inability to obtain
current product forced them to close
the Fox in 1946. They ask costs and
an injunction enjoining the defend¬
ants “from continuing monopolistic
practices”.

Pittsburgh
Albert Dezel, president, Albert
Dezel Productions, Inc., announced
that a deal had been closed with Max
Shulgod, Crown Films Company, for the
local distribution of “The Return Of
Kit Carson”, “The Return Of The Mo¬
hicans”, and “Kartoon Karnival”.
M.A. Silver, zone manager, Warner
Theatres, announced that James M.
Totman, advertising and publicity
director in the Pittsburgh zone for
the past seven years, had been promoted
to succeed the late Thomas J. Fordham
as district manager in the northwestern
Pennsylvania territory. Totman has
been with Warners for more than 20 years
In 1937, he was named assistant ad¬
vertising and publicity director in
the Pittsburgh office, and, in 1941,
was promoted to advertising director
of the theatre circuit. Totman will
continue to make his headquarters in
Pittsburgh, and his new territory will
include theatres in Butler, Ridgway,
Brookville, Erie, Punxsutawney,
Titusville, Sharon, Warren, and Oil
City.
Henry Burger, assistant advertising
director since 1942, succeeds James
M. Totman as ad-publicity head in the
Pittsburgh WB Theatres office. Burger
has been with the theatre circuit
since 1934, and, prior to his pro¬
motion to the Pittsburgh office,
managed theatres in Pittsburgh and
West Virginia. Jack Kahn has returned
to the theatre company after a sixmonth period of radio program writing
in Baltimore. He has been appointed
assistant to Burger.
Charles Comar, veteran manager, En¬
right, East Liberty, Pa., has been
promoted to head the personnel de¬
partment for WB Theatres. Comar suc¬
ceeds Fred A. LaBelle, who is on an
extended leave of absence.
Russ Schira, who has been Bill El¬
der’ s assistant at the Penn, recently
resigned to join the advertising staff
of The Post-Gazette....Cecelia Cook,
secretary in the Metro office for the
past five years, set July 3 for the
date of her marriage to Patrick J.
McCann.

Anita Colby was in covering the news¬
papers and radio in the interest of
Paramount’s “The Emperor Waltz”....
John Walsh, Fulton manager, suffered
a painful elbow when a taxicab scraped
it when he had his arm out of his car
window.... The wife of Ed Good, head
shipper, Eagle Lion, recently opened
an antique and gift shop in the Oak¬
land district, directly across the
street from the Montefiere Hospital.
Seek Hawkins Activities: The Pitts¬
burgh Press and the Harris Amusement
Company played hosts at the Gardens
to 280 Rangers and Rangerettes at a
performance of the Buster Crabbe “Aqua
Parade of 1948”, while the Stanley
played host to the Childrens Hospital
Mercy Group Rally at a screening of
“The Noose Hangs High”.
STATE OUT-OF-TOWN VISITORS: Theodore
Mikolowsky, Rex and Liberty, Masontown; Paul Panagatocas, Park, Johns¬
town; Lawrence Lowstutter, State,
Meyersdale; James Bell, Penn, New
Castle; Henry Friedman, Penn, Ambridge;
Joseph Cevario, Valley, Brackenridge;
Hayes Garbarino, New Bradford, Brad¬
ford; W.L. Zedaker, Clay, Claysville;
Durward Coe, Rialto, Daisytown; Elmer
Hasley, Main and Terrace, East Pitts¬
burgh, and Mrs. Louise Muir, Grand,
Elizabeth.
Perry S. Nathan, branch manager,
National Screen Service, and.his wife,
Westanna, were at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel, Atlantic City, in connection
with a special managers’ meeting....
The Ladies Theatrical Club held a
luncheon at the William Penn Hotel.
Plans for fall activities were under
discussion....W.A.V. “Bill” Mack,
National Screen Service, is sporting
a brand new Fleetline Sports Sedan.
Variety Club Notes: On May 14, Family
Night saw the newspapermen members of
the club acting as hosts. Harold V.
Cohen and Caspar Monahan were the
featured stars. Cohen called off the
lucky door prize numbers, and ‘Cap”
floored the crowd with a funny song
and dance number. The 269 guests at
the “Bingo” game constituted a near
record....The Harry Rosenthals were
the hosts at the May 21 Family Night.
Sam Fineberg, Chief Barker, Variety
Club, expects to be gone several weeks
on a trip to Phoenix, Ariz., to visit
with his wife and family. Mrs. Fineberg
was advised to stay in Arizona because
of the beneficial climate, and he
manages to get away from his duties
at Alexander Theatre Supply several
times a year to visit with them.

Eagle Lion branch manager Jimmy
Hendel and sales manager Johnny Zomnir
recently returned from a visit to the
home office in New York City. The
humorous side of the trip was that the
boys decided to fly in order to save
time, but consumed nearly eight hours
before they reached New York City.
When they arrived at the Pittsburgh
Airport, they discovered that the
plane for which they had reservations
was at the Allegheny County Airport,
but the crew which was to fly it
happened to be in Columbus, 0., and
June 2,
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they had to wait for the crew’s arrival.
Following that, bad weather delayed
the trip for several more hours,
Dave Kimelman, branch manager,
Paramount, returned from a company
sales convention in Philadelphia. He
took along his crew, Harry Passarell,
booking manager, and salesmen Bill
Brooks, Charlie Mergen, and Bob Caskey.
Wally Allen, the very efficient
publicity man and obliging piano player,
20th Century-Fox, returned from Lan¬
caster, 0. where he was engaged in
setting up a complete campaign for the
world premiere of “Green Grass of
Wyoming”. ... Buck Stoner, who was a
partner in Pennsylvania Enterprises,
Inc., was promoted from a district
managership in San Francisco for 20th
Century-Fox to the position of assis¬
tant to Herman Wobber, western division
head.
Upon his return from a vacation,
Harry Kook, who managed Warners’ South
Hills for nearly 20 years, was informed
that he would be stationed at the
downtown Warner. Kook was transferred
because of the recent shift of the
South Hills to the Harris Amusement
Company.

STATES
Indiana
CARLISLE
John Allison, Vivian,
marquee.

erected a new

FREEMONT
Perry Jay acquired the Star. He
plans to replace the 215 seats with
more comfortable chairs, install new
booth equipment, and make other
changes. The house will be closed
during the renovating.

WALKERTON
Jack Norris took over the Rialto.

GREEN

An 800-car drive-in will be built
on a 30-acre tract near Owensboro, Ky.,
by Andy Anderson Theatres.

CLAY

CITY

Maurice Blacker closed his Reo.

LOU I SV I LLE
W.E. Carrell, prexy, Falls City
Theatre Equipment Company, returned
from an extensive sales trip....Lew
Grofsik, sales manager, General Re¬
gister Company, Chicago, spent several
days demonstrating a new theatre boxoffice control equipment.
A recent bulletin issued by the
Kentucky Association Of Theatre Owners
pointed out that the new Commissioner
of Industrial Relations has taken the
view that exhibitors are not excluded
from the minimum wage scale set by
order of the Department of Industrial
Relations on May 27, 1947. A conference
June 2,

The annual meeting of the board of
directors of the Kentucky Association
Of Theatre Owners will be held on
June 11. A nominating committee com¬
posed of five members will be appoint¬
ed which will proceed to select the
nominees for election to the offices
and board. Many problems will be dis¬
cussed and plans will be developed for
the fall convention.
Fayette Circuit Court upheld a
decision denying the Thorobred DriveIn, Inc. the right to establish a
drive-in in Fayette County. County
Judge W.E. Nichols held earlier that
the establishment would create a
nuisance and traffic hazard,and damage
property value in the vicinity of the
proposed site on Lexington-Nicholasville Road. Raymond Toepfer, Mark S.
Cummins, and Everett Marshall propose
to establish the theatre.

MC

KEE

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Bud Hughes have
every reason in the world to-be proud
of their charming daughter, Leola.who
was chosen valedictorian of her high
school graduating class. During her
four years in high school, she never
made less than an “A” in any of her
studies.

PI N EV I LLE

Kentucky
BOWLING

was set between the Commissioner and
Rodes K. Myers, attorney for Crescent;
William H. Townsend, attorney for
Schine; Beverly Jouett, attorney for
Chakeres; Henry J. Stites, attorney
forKATO; Guthrie F. Crowe, on behalf
of KATO, and many others. The Commis¬
sioner stated to Crowe that regardless
of his decision as to the industry under¬
standing prior to this, he insists
that the set scale be compiled with
by the industry from April 7, 1948,
on. The attorneys are of the opinion
that exhibitors are not bound because
a special panel was never called to
consider a proper industry scale, and
until such a panel is called, there is
no scale that governs the industry
under the state law.

1948

It was reported that a new theatre
will be built here to replace the
Gaines, completely destroyed by fire
several years ago.

RAVENNA
Walter L. Campbell purchased new
Challenger Ideal Chairs for his new
Bell through the Falls City Theatre,
Equipment Company, Louisville Ky.

SANDY

HOOK

H.H. Maddox is now managing the Sandy.

STANTON
J.T. Kennedy, Jr., Winchester, Ky.,
purchased the Stanton from Chester
Stadame and Clay Bowen.

TAYLORSVILLE
The new Valley, under construction
for Morris Smith and Clark Bennett,
was reaching the finishing stages,
preliminary to its opening.
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TOM KIN SV I LLE
The Veteran’s, operating inAmericar
Legion Hall, closed due to a recent
fire in the projection booth. It was
announced, however, that the house
would reopen under the new management.
The theatre has been leased to M.H.
“Big Boy” Sparks and Ray Coleman, Ed¬
monton, Ky., for a period of two years.
Plans call fora complete remodelling
including installation of new equip/ ment. Sparks is no stranger as an ex¬
hibitor, having originally erected the
building which houses the Strand.
Coleman is rather new in this town,
but formerly operated the Swan, Edmon¬
ton, Ky., which was closed and razed
when he joined forces with Sparks in
the operation of the new Strand, Ed¬
monton. With the acquisition of the
Veteran’s, the partnership of Sparks
and Coleman now has two theatres in
operation, with a proposed drive-in
also under construction.

Wl LLAR D
Funeral services were held for Harley
L. Tracy, owner, Temple. He is sur¬
vived by his widow.

WILLIAMSBURG
Delays have been encountered in the
completion of Foster Lane’s new Lane.

Ohio
ATHENS
The local three percent admissions
tax has been amended so that civic
concerts, religious, charitable or
educational group events, agricul¬
tural fairs, and events under spon¬
sorship of military organizations are
exempt from the tax. A total of $4615
has been collected here since Oct. 1,
1947.

COLUMBUS
Beverly Cochran, 19-year-old sopho¬
more in the College of Education, was
chosen "Miss Ohio State” in finals
held on the Plaice stage.
Lowell Denman is the new manager of
the Westmont, West Side neighborhood
house, Academy Circuit.... The Gayety
has discontinued stage attractions
in favor of films....Carl Rogers,
manager, Loew’s Broad,, had the Broad
upright sign repainted.... "Wild Bill”
Elliott, Republic western star, had
his horse, Thunder, “register” at the
Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
Lee Hofheimer and Al Sugarman,
operators, World, only central Ohio
art theatre, announced that the the¬
atre is in the black. “The Mikado”
was chosen as the first anniversary
feature, Charles Sugarman, manager,
taking extra ad space to ballyhoo the
event.
John Pennington, Cincinnati, was
named manager, Majestic, succeeding
Lou Holleb, who has taken over a lease
on the Imperial, Zanesville, 0....Lise
Bourdin, “Miss Arch of Triumph”, spent
two hectic days in advance of the
Ohio’ s showing of “Arch of Triumph”.
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Miss Bourdin was luncheon guest of
the French Club, starred in a fashion
show, met May Queen candidates of Ohio
State University, inspected the radar
exhibit of the U. S. Navy in downtown
Columbus, appeared on several radio
shows, and attended an intra-squad
football game at Ohio State University,
First cooking school to'be held since
the war was staged at the Palace through
arrangements made by Harry Schreiber
and Ramon Cram, The Columbus Dispatch
promotion manager,,,, Carl Rogers, ma¬
nager, Broad, was host to 75 honor
members of the Columbus Junior Police
at showings of “Tenth Avenue Angel”.
Members of the Columbia Stock Company
were guests at a farewell luncheon
given by the ladies committee, Variety
Club, Mrs. Cecil M. Sansbury, general
chairman, was assisted by Mrs. Ben
Cowall, chairman, hostess committee;
and Mrs. Lester Thai, Mrs. Walter
Kessler, Mrs. Robert Louis, Mrs. Sid¬
ney Katz, Mrs. H.W. Winstaffer, Mrs.
Samuel Sculler, Mrs. T.C. Polster,
Mrs. Milton Yassenoff, Mrs. Don Bur¬
rows, Mrs. F.R. Gardiner, Mrs. Robert
Wagner, Mrs. Charles Selby, and Mrs.
Melville Frank.

GAL I ON
Simplex sound and projection equip¬
ment originally ordered for installa¬
tion at the new Galion has been in¬
stalled instead in the State by Henry
Fickensher and Charles P. Alcorn.

LANCASTER
The world premiere of 20th CenturyFox’ s "Green Grass of Wyoming” was
held at the Palace and Broad on May 25,
starting a 12-state saturation pre¬
miere. A week-long schedule of gala
events featured the selection of the
local beauty queen, who honored the
picture as "Miss World Premiere”. She
took part in the many activities
scheduled for Peggy Cummins, Charles
Cobum, and Martha Stewart, here from
Hollywood for the opening. A giant

YOUNGSTOWN
Theatremen here are opposing the
proposal of Councilman John W. Barber
which would hike the local amusement
tax from three to 10 per cent. It is
pointed out that theatres have ab¬
sorbed the levy, but the practice
would not be possible under a higher
tax. It is estimated that 80 per cent
of the city’s ticket tax receipts are
collected by five downtown theatres.
The showmen also maintain that the
amount of patronage will take a dive
under higher taxes.

Pennsylvania
BEAVER

FALLS

Bob Higgins, manager, Rialto and
State, was recently engaged in redeco¬
rating his new Snack Bar Shoppe, lo¬
cated near the State.

CAR NE G I E
Dr. C. E. Herman, operator of four
houses, was under observation at Mercy
Hospital, Pittsburgh.

CLA RENC E

JOHNSTOWN

Claire Hall left for what is antici¬
pated to be a very enjoyable fishing
expedition in the vicinity of the
Bahama Islands. He owns the Clarence,
and his interests wil 1 be looked after
while he is away by his son, "Chicken”.

The Dalewasat one time reported to
be up for sale as L. L. Chamberlain had
expected to retire, and move to Flori¬
da. However, Chamberlain was forced to
change his plans due to the fact that
his son, who only recently had a
miraculous recovery from leukemia,
had a relapse, and later passed away.
Industryites were offering their con¬
dolences.

ELD RED
Here is one story which sounds like
a chapter out of a serial. The man who
is probably the only fire-chasing ma¬
nager in the territory definitely
scored a big hit with the folks in his
community, especially those looking
for the unusual. On a recent Saturday
night, manager Ralph Burrows, Eldred,
Anderson Circuit, observed to his
dismay that a large trailer truck,'
slowly passing the theatre, was com¬
pletely ablaze underneath. Manager
Burrows noticed that the truck was
loaded with TNT, and decided that a
“big bang” at that time would probably
eliminate both him and his job, as well
as a large part of the community. He
grabbed a gallon fire extinguisher from
the lobby, and started in pursuit of
both the truck and the fire up the
street. By the time the local fire
company arrived on the scene, Burrows
was not only winded, but had succeeded
in putting out the fire. The towns¬
people, after repeated assurances,
gradually crawled out of their hiding
places, satisfied that once again all
was well in Eldred. Burrows was hailed
as the local boy who made good, and
immediately was voted a lifelong mem¬
bership in the fire department for his
brave, unselfish deed. To put it in
words of one of the townsfolk, who
was on the scene at a safe distance,
“When we wanted action, we got it in
a hurry. ”

ER I E
With several unions on strike, the
erection of Warners’ new Strand was
at a complete standstill.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Galanis, who
operate both the Aris and the Erie
Restaurants, recently sailed from New
York City for a five-month vacation
in Greece.

FORD

CITY

Leo Galanis, brother of Jack Galanis,
who operates the Aris and the Erie
Restaurants, Erie, Pa. acquired the
controlling interest in the Allegheny
Theatre Enterprises, Inc., which up
until the present time operated the
Ford and Ritz. The Nicholas Dipson
Circuit, Buffalo, was the previous
principal. The Ford is owned by Char¬
lie Fickinger, Coudersport, Coudersport, Pa. Jack Hays will be retained
as manager, and the Ritz closed for
possible remodeling. It was reliably
reported that Galanis would also pur¬
chase the new Roxy, in which event the
Ritz will be dismantled. While looking
for a new home here, Leo Galanis has
been temporarily residing at Kittan¬
ning, Pa., following his disposal of
five restaurants in Bradford, Pa., but
he still maintains an interest in a
restaurant in Olean, N.Y. He has been
successful in his endeavors.

LI BRA R Y
Jerry Castelli, Park, scene of the
recent premiere of “The Miracle of the
Bells”, departed on a fishing trip to
Ontario, Canada. He expected to spend
about five days fishing in the North
Bay area, north of Toronto, after
flying up there with his companions,
Hal Bazley and Jim Philips. He is also
a partner in Outdoor Theatres, Inc.,
which operates the Super 30 Drive-In,
Irwin, Pa., and the Super Castle DriveIn, New Castle, Pa. Outdoor Theatres
also is anticipating opening a new
drive-in to be named the Super, loca¬
ted in the vicinity of Belle Vernon, Pa.

MC

KEES

ROCKS

The Regent, operated by Norman
Chussits, will open and close one hour
later than heretofore during the summer.

ME AD V I L L E
Ed Claffey, manager, Academy, is
rejoicing over the fact that he is
a grandfather. His daughter, with the
new baby, was up from Florida for a
visit.

WEST

TARENTUM

Joseph Zana, owner, Penn, announced
that starting on June 23, through
Sept. 1, a two-hour combination comedy
and cartoon show will be presented.
Everyone attending these shows will be
given a coupon ticket, and, on the last
showing of the summer, Sept. 1, a bi¬
cycle will be given. A second prize is
also offered. If a girl wins, she will
have the choice of either a diamond
ring or a wrist watch. If a boy is the
the winner, he will receive a wrist
watch. These prizes are being donated
by merchants.

West Virginia
CHAR LESTON
Good news for patrons around these
parts is that an 1897 law banning
women from wearing hats in the theatres
is being enforced, with city officials
pointing out that the violators may
be fined up to $10.

FA I RM0N T
Don Wermuth, who manages the Fair¬
mont for Warners, recently became the
proud papa of a baby boy, Eric Durand.
Dad formerly was with Warner Theatres
publicity department in Pittsburgh.

GLENVILLE
Judge Marsh, Lyric and Pictureland,
Also operates a race track and his own
semi-pro baseball team.
June 2,
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news of the

BOSTON
Crosstown
Deletions made last fortnight by the
Bureau Of Sunday Censorship were as
follows: “Anna Karenina,” Parts 1 to
15.
(Deletions:
Dialogue,
“-Thirdly
adultery duly established”, to and
including, “Could you possibly arrange
for one of you to be caught in the act?”,
in part 7). 20th Century-Fox. “Hazard”,
Parts 1 to 10. (Deletions: Scene showing
Joe entering Ellen’s room, in part 3).
Paramount. “The Paradine Case,” Parts
1 to 13. (Deletions: The word, “adul¬
terous”, in part 12). SRO.
Additional
eliminations
announced
last fortnight by the Bureau Of Sunday
Censorship follow:
“Furia” (Revised version) Parts 1 to
10. (Deletions: Scene showing Clara
putting on her stockings, in part 2.
Scene showing Clara and Antonio leav¬
ing room together, in part 3). Film
Classics. “Hatter’s Castle,” Parts 1 to 11.
(Deletions: Dialogue, “I pay you, do I
not?”; dialogue, “-when all you need is
a bit of coaxing.” in part 8. Dialogue,
“After you telling me that I was no
better than something you can buy?
Well, if you want something you have
to have the cash to pay for it.”; Dialo¬
gue, “Oh, no.—no money—no music.”,
in part 10). Paramount. “Jenny Lamour,” Parts 1 to 11. (Deletions: Cut to
flash scenes showing man with hands on
Jenny’s leg; English captions: “-she’s
showing her derriere; French dialogue—
English translation: “-she shows her
bottom”—“Show them your bottom too”;
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English captions: “-and ends you know
where.”;
French
dialogue—English
translation: “-it ends between sheets.”,
in part 1. Cut to a flash scene showing
Jenny on couch in photographer’s studio;
English captions: “Can’t you see what
he’s after?”; cut to a flash scene show¬
ing Jenny in costume in kitchen of her
home; eliminate scene showing girl be¬
hind dressing screen in photographer’s
studio, in part 2. English captions: “You
tramp!”, in part 3. Scene showing police
inspector putting photographs in brief
case, in part 6. Scene showing girl in
scant costume at dressing room door, in
part 7. Vog. “Money Madness,” Parts 1
to 8. (Deletions: “You little tramp,” in
part 5). Film Classics.
20th Century-Fox’s “Give My Regards
To Broadway” opens at the RKO Me¬
morial on June 9, followed by day-anddate bookings in the Boston and New
England area, to inaugurate Andy Smith
Anniversary Month here.
M. N. Wolf, assistant to Henderson M.
Richey, Metro public relations chief,
returned here last fortnight for speaking
engagements in the territory. He wound
up his tour of Cleveland, Chicago, and
Minneapolis prior to returning to the
hub.

friend George Swartz, prominent Boston
insurance man and a barker of the
Variety Club of New England, for a
“Truth Or Consequences” broadcast on
behalf of the Children’s Cancer Re¬
search Foundation. The centre of attrac¬
tion was Jimmie, suffering from cancer,
who is at the Children’s Hospital, only
he doesn’t know he has cancer. Edwards
spoke to him over the phone at the
hospital, and asked him who he thought
would win the pennant. Without hesita¬
tion, he said the Braves would win.
Manager Billy Southworth and 10 of
his leading stars visited the boy at his
bedside, and his face lit up when he
was presented with a baseball suit, a
glove, ball, and bat. It was also arranged
for the lad to visit Braves Field to see
a double header on May 23 with the
full cooperation of the hospital authori¬
ties. He was accompanied by a special
nurse to look after him. It was also
planned to secure a television machine
for him, so that he may enjoy some ball
games on the screen. The Variety Club
of New England, Tent 23, is always ready
to do its part to help.
The spectacular “Cavalcade of Stars”
for the benefit of hero motorman Al¬
phonse J. McDonald, who lost both legs
in an effort to save lives, was held at the
Boston Garden under the sponsorship
of the Boston City Council, and provided
four hours of entertainment. Bing Cros¬
by was the top star.

Rich Brothers Construction Company,
Inc., Boston, last fortnight brought suit
in Suffolk Superior Court against the
Bay State Harness Horse Racing and
Breeding Association, Inc., for $304,187.60, claimed to be due for labor and
materials furnished in building and com¬
pleting the race track at Foxboro, Mass.
E. M. Loew wrho owns an interest in the
track, and J. Louis Shack, Rockland,
Mass., a stockholder, were named as
co-defendants in the suit along with the
Pilgrim Trust Company, Boston.

During a conversation with Carl Gold¬
man, one of the managers of the New
Astor, he was asked who the man was
taking tickets. He turned out to be
George F. Brown, old-time partner of
Mike
Sacks,
well-known
comedian.
Brown and Sacks were a successful team
for years. In his present capacity, Brown
is well thought of at the Astor.

“Truth Or Consequences” on May 22
dedicated a part of its radio program
to children everywhere. In Hollywood,
Ralph Edwards, arranged with his old

The Beacon, Boston, operated by Ben
Williams, recently changed its policy
from a fourth and fifth-run house to a
second-run.

The world premiere of Columbia’s “The Fuller Brush Man”
in Hartford, Conn., on National Hospital Day for the benefit
of three local hospitals was a gala occasion, with the presence
of star Adele Jergens one of the highlights of the occasion.
Miss Jergens, who appears in the film, had a busy time around
town, and in the top left photo receives an honorary com¬
mission in the Connecticut State Police from Commissioner
Edward Hickey, while Lieutenant Governor Parsons and
trooper Edward Faith look on. Another stop for the actress
was WTIC, where she was interviewed by disc jockey Ross
Miller in the top, second from left, shot. The remaining
shots, taken at the premiere and events connected with the
opening, show, left to right, top to bottom: Howard Fuller,
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Fuller Brush Company president; Miss Jergens, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Fuller, Fuller Company founder and board chairman,
all on the premiere receiving line; Stewart M. Dunning,
Fuller Company general counsel; Mr. and Mrs. Francis S.
Murphy, The Times publisher, Mrs. Dunning, Jack Allen,
Fuller Company vice-president; Miss Jergens, Dr. William
Prestley, Hartford Hospital chief resident; Mrs. Charles
Stewart, Volunteer Corps head; John R. Reitemeyer, publisher,
The Courant; Miss Jergens, Mrs. Reitemeyer, William
Mortensen, former Hartford mayor and now Bushnell
Memorial managing director; Mr. and Mrs. James V. Cronin,
acting mayor of Hartford, and Miss Jergens, and the sell¬
out crowd at Bushnell Memorial. Over $4,000 was raised.
NEW ENGLAND
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Joseph Wolf, who recently resigned his
position as city salesman for Columbia,
and who is now sales manager and part
owner, Embassy, was honored at a
luncheon by the Motion Picture Sales¬
man’s Club at Steuben’s Restaurant.
Nate Levin, president, presented Wolf
with a travelling bag. At the regular
meeting of the club, which followed the
presentation, it was voted unanimously
to have group insurance for all members.
Julius Meyer, Olympia, Cambridge,
Mass., and a pioneer in the film business,
wras host of the Pioneers of the Zionist
movement, in which Meyer takes a great
interest. He presented them with a flag
of the New State of Israel, which was
rededicated. Palestine liquid fruit was
served to the guests.
Ray Goldstein, district sales manager,
Monogram, visited the exchange.

Film DistrictIndependent Exhibitors, Inc., will hold
its last meeting for the summer on June
8. . . . Samuel Horenstein, district man¬
ager, Manley, Inc., who lives in New
Bedford, Mass., has purchased a onefamily cottage on Barbara Road, Walthan, Mass. He expects to move into it
on or about June 15.
Jack Byrne, eastern division manager,
and Herman L. Ripps, district manager,

MA /
Manley

I

POPCORN
machines

"Genuine
Manley Supplies"
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Metro, spent a few days in the exchange
with Ben Rosenwald, branch manager,
and the sales staff.

NEW HAVEN
Crosstown
The Roger Sherman and Bijou were
reported tied in the New Haven Down¬
town Theatre Softball League. In recent
games, Roger Sherman beat the College
for a second time by a 19-13 score,
while the Poli team defeated the Para¬
mount by a 12-7 score.
Lawrence C. Caplan, Fishman The¬
atres, plans sending his son, Stephen, to
Camp Laurelwood this summer. He was
in New York recently with him to see
the circus.
Clergy in West Haven preached to
their church audiences against “The
Outlaw’’, when it played the Fori’est,
West Haven. . . . Morris Rosenthal,
Loew’s Poli, had quite a bally program
for “The Lady From Shanghai”. The
lifesize cutouts of Rita Hayworth re¬
ceived quite a bit of attention. When one
of the cutouts was stolen from the lobby
of the theatre, the theft made front page
of the local papers and Yale publications.
The Chinese yen money also got plenty
of bally.
Bill Brown, Bijou, was working on
publicity for “The Fugitive”. . . . Jim
Darby, Paramount manager, started
work on the building of another room for
his home at Lake Phipps. . . . Sam
Hadelman’s daughter will attend a camp
in Massachusetts this summer, instead
of further north, according to the Grand
manager. . . . Strand and Whitney,
Hamden, co-operated with the high
school in a special series of benefit shows
but it seems as though the elementary
benefits worked out better. . . . Mt.
Carmel and Putnam PTA Shows were
held recently at the Whitney.

Meadow Street-

SAM HORENSTEIN
New England Representative

*

*

*
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waiter Silverman, associated with
Columbia for 16 years, becomes the com¬
pany’s branch manager on June 24. He
succeeds T. F. O’Toole, who remains
with Columbia in an advisory capacity.
Silverman joined Columbia in 1932, and
rose to the post of salesman in the
Boston exchange. He left Boston in
1944 to come to New Haven.
Earl Wright, former 20th Century Fox
and United Artists salesman, and here¬
tofore of the Columbia Chicago branch
as salesman, was due to return here as
salesman. Wright had planned selling
his New Haven (now rented) home
around June, but luckily he hadn’t.
Tom Germaine, 20th Century Fox, was
a vacationist. . . . Sam Germaine, 20th
Century Fox, was a vacationist, and,
carrying true to past weather perform¬
ances, got stormy weather. . . . James
Van Horn is the new 20th Century-Fox
salesman in the territory. . . . Grace De
Lucia (nee Ricitelli) stopped in at 20th
Century Fox recently with her twin girls.
Mrs. De Lucia was a former employee.
Dan Ricitelli, formerly of the Colonial,
Bridgeport, is in the fur storage business
in Milford. . . . Fred Helmann is the
new manager, Colonial. ... It was
reported that all equipment for the
Newington Pike Drive-In had been
installed, and the finishing touches in
grading were made.

Babe Ruth Story” to Yale during the
Yale-Princeton baseball game, Mono¬
gram planned working in some exploita¬
tion.
Barney Pitkin, Chief Barker, Tent 31.
Variety Club of Connecticut, last week
presented to Florence Leibovitz, trea¬
surer, Parent-Teacher Association of the
Winchester School, a check from the
club for the maintenance of the hot
lunch program for children of the
school.
Artkino’s “The Lucky Bride”, Sovietmade musical, was presented at the
Victory recently in a benefit program,
the proceeds of which went to the United
Committee of Russian, Ukranian, and
Polish societies.
No opportunities were missed in the
recent well-rounded advertising and
publicity campaign put on by Sid Kleper
and Norm Levinson for 20th CenturyFox’s “An Ideal Husband”, Loew’s Poli
College. Feature of the campaign was a
round-up of local radio stations to plug
the picture via a series of contests. WELI
started a search for an “Ideal Husband”
with clues being given over the air simi¬
lar to the “Walking Man” contest, win¬
ners receiving prizes donated by local
merchants. Other features of the air
promotion included a contest over
WNHC on the subject, “What Makes An
Ideal Husband?”; a street broadcast
through the facilities of WAVZ asking
localites for their “Ideal Husband”
requirements, and a discussion over
WYBZ in which Yale students argued
the pros and cons of “Do College Men
Make Ideal Husbands?” A special tieup with the city’s Bureau of Vital
Statistics brought newspaper publicity
and picture space when the theatre
presented guest tickets to couples taking
out marriage licenses during the playdate
period. This was followed up by a search
for “Ideal Husbands” at one of the large
social events of the season, guest tickets
awarded as prizes. Kleper and Levinson
arranged for large window displays
throughout town, and distributed 5,000
lucky number bags, with the winning
numbers displayed in store windows and
the theatre lobby. For a street bally,
three girls were out on the main tho¬
roughfares carrying signs reading: “It’s
Leap Year and We’re Looking For ‘Ideal
Husbands’,” plus picture and playdate
copy. Advance work included contacts
with the audio-visual departments of
local schools for bulletin board and in¬
school posting based on Oscar Wilde’s
literary works, contacts for theatre
parties with the Yale University West¬
minster Fellowship, a motion picture
study group, and enlisting the aid of
Women’s Clubs, PTA’s, and fraternal
groups.

CIRCUITS
Loew Poli
Friends of Sam Shuboff, promoted to
manager, Lyric, Bridgeport, gathered at
the Colonnade, Waterbury, recently to
give him a testimonial dinner. Shuboff
was assistant manager, Poli Waterbury,
for a long time. Division manager Harry
F. Shaw and publicity director Lou
Brown were also present in addition to
other theatrical friends and members
of press and radio. A1 Lessow is the new
assistant at the Poli, Waterbury. Shaw
still had a lot of tan from his recent
South American trip.

Grading has been progressing at the
North Haven Drive-In, Route 5, south
of Wallingford.

CONNECTICUT

When Babe Ruth was to come to New
Haven to give the manuscripts of “The

Plans for erection of a drive-in theatre
were revealed by Albert Bernstein, head.

Bristol
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Bristol Live Stock Company. The com¬
pany will erect on company-owned land
in Bristol. The firm, acting through
Bernstein, filed a Zoning Commission
petition for change from residence to
business zone for the property. The zone
change was accompanied by a petition
favoring the change signed by 26
neighborhood property owners.

Stamford
With the showing of
Sisters” as the opening
Furst, manager, Plaza
inauguration of the new
producing system.

Waterbury
Julia Smith, State, is back on the
job after a long siege as a patient at
St. Mary’s Hospital. . . . Bob Carney,
successor to the late Edward Fitzpatrick
at Loew’s Poli, was honored at a recent
farewell party by the staff of his former
house, the Lyric, Bridgeport, at Lenny’s
Wagon Wheel Inn, Bridgeport. . . . Sam
Shubouf, assistant, Loew’s Poli, who was
named manager, Lyric, Bridgeport, was
tendered a testimonial farewell dinner
at the Colonnade Inn. He and his come¬
ly better half will vacation in Florida
before taking over his new assignment.

East Hartford
Tommy Grace, Eastwood manager,
changed policy on matinee time, with
first shows beginning now at 1:45 p. m.

Hartford
Drive-ins were in the news with a
new open-airer bowing into the trade,
and a drive-in built last year reopening
for the season. The Turnpike Theatre
Corporation, suburban Newington, open¬
ed its newly-completed Pike Drive-In.
suburban Newington, with Hartfordite
Joseph Dolgin as general manager.
Robert Gloth, Hartford, is president of
the corporation. Others in the corpora¬
tion are Louis Rogow and Philip Simon.
The company got construction going
some months back. The Peoples’ Forest
Drive-In Theatre Corporation, Winsted,
which built the Rogers Corner Drive-In,
between Winsted and Hartford, last
season, reopened for the year. Vince
Youmatz, Winsted, is corporation presi¬
dent.
Also back in the news was Sam Horwitz, popular Loew-Poli assistant man¬
ager. He took a leave of absence because
of illness in the family, and has checked
back to the office. Albert Lessow, PoliPalace, was filling in as assistant man¬
ager there. . . . Earl Hannah, assistant
to manager Tom Grogan,
Strand,
Thompsonville, returned from sick leave
in
Arizona. . . . Edward
Kelleher,
Princess assistant manager, tripped to
New York to view a couple ball games.
A new Coke bar has been installed at
the Eastwood, East Hartford. ... A local
committee has been organized to pro¬
mote the possibility of more instrumen¬
tal music instruction in Hartford’s
public schools. Theatres’ delegate on the
committee is Henry L. Needles, Hartford
district manager, Warner Theatres. Also
on committee are Bill Mortensen and
Albert Coote, Bushnell Memorial. . . .
The Astor redecorated its marquee. . . .
Wedding bells ring on June 20 for Adele
Harris, daughter of the State managing
director,
and
Vic
Feingold.
The
couple will be married at the Hotel
Bond, according to Ted Harris, who
also
announced
the
promotion
of
Jerry Blumenthal, State staff, to assis¬
tant house manager. Blumenthal joined
the crew last year.
At the state capitol, New London
Amusement Company, New London,
filed a certificate of organization, listing
amount paid in cash, $5,000; president,
David T. Telage; treasurer-secretary,
Nat Cutler; directors, the officers, and
Barney Cutler. Also, Madison-Saybrook
Theatres, a Massachusetts firm, regis¬
tered to do business in Connecticut.
Rube Lewis, Loew-Poli Palace stage
manager, and business agent, Local 84,
will be honored at a testimonial dinner
to be held in the Egyptian Room, Hotel
Bond, on June 9. The arrangement com¬
mittee consists of Charlie Obert, local
president; Lew Mello, treasurer, and
Harry Sweet, secretary. Guests already
set include Dick Walsh, International
president, IATSE. Ticket sales are being
handled by Obert, Sweet, and Mello.
Promotion of A1 Donovan, former
manager, Capitol, Lynn, Mass., to manJune 2, 1948

“The ‘Sainted'
vehicle, Harry
announced the
RCA sound re¬

MAINE
Naples
A new open air theatre is being built,
to open on June 25.

This lobby display ballied the stunt
which Ernie Grecula, assistant general
manager, Hartford Theatres Circuit,
recently arranged for Eagle Lion’s “TMen”. The promotion, staged for the
Colonial and Rialto, Hartford, Conn.,
consisted of distributing fake $1 bills,
with certain serial numbers, listed on the
display, good for guest tickets.

Portland
Combination radio-phonographs are
being given away for five consecutive

agership, Mohawk, North Adams, Mass.,
was announced by George E. Landers,
Hartford division manager, E. M. Loew’s
Circuit. Donovan replaces David Seidman, retiring to reside in Florida.
E. M. Loew, chief, E. M. Loew’s circuit,
visited George E. Landers, division man¬
ager.

Meriden
Warranty deeds for approximately 30
acres of land on the Meriden-Wallingford line on South Broad Street were
filed recently at the city clerk’s office.
The land has been sold by Arthur J.
Watrous to George Ulysses, Apostalias
Tolis, and Nick Kounaris, all of New Bri¬
tain, who plan the construction of a
new theatre and shopping center on the
site.

All types of wearing apparel were fea¬
tured recently in this window at Filene’s,
Boston, to promote Warners “April
Showers”, M and P Metropolitan. Paul
Levi arranged the tieup.

World’s Greatest
MIDDLE-WEIGHT

Championship Fight
ROCKY GRAZIANO vs. TONY ZALE
in

Newark, New Jersey on June 9, 1948
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO THESE FIGHT PICTURES
AVAILABLE AT

BEACON PICTURES CORP.
35 Winchester Street

Boston, Mass.

WRITE—WIRE—PHONE

ZIPPIE GOLDMAN

Liberty 2-5233
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This catchy display in the lobby of
Loew’s Poli, Hartford, Conn., was
recently arranged by manager Lou
Cohen and assistant Albert Lessow to
plug MGM’s “State Of The Union.”

Robert Carney, Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn., was recently host to a group of Waterbury and Naugatuck newspapermen and policemen at a private screening of
Universal-International’s “Naked City”. Attending were, left to right: Harold T.
Dillon. Robert Fleisher, George T. Dillon, THE EXHIBITOR correspondent, Carney,
John A. Cluney, Joseph Smith, and Police Chief William J. Roach, Waterbury.

weeks on Monday evenings at the Capi¬
tol. Walter Dexter and Victor Brown
resigned at the Capitol, replaced by
Eugene Bouchard and Harold Archibald.

Fall River

Several changes have been made at
the Portland. Miss Helen Bobryk, form¬
er candy girl, has been appointed cash¬
ier. The Misses Flora McDonald and
Theresa Powers are additions. Theo¬
dore Dor pee is a new aide, while Philip
Beal, vacations.

Saco
The Saco Auto Theatre, Route 1 near
Cascades, reopened for the season last
fortnight under its new operators, a
Portland corporation.
Extensive im¬
provements have been made. The Port¬
land group is composed of Eugene Boragine, president; Henry J. Reheault,
treasurer, and Dr. Dominico Santoro.

Westbrook
Richard Gorrie, Projectionist, Star,
returned from the hospital. . . . Lawrence
J. Capello, manager, Star, has been ap¬
pointed to the committee of business
standards and publicity, Kiwanis Club.

MASSACHUSETTS
Amesbury
Joe Bresnahan, Strand manager, long
a house-hunter landed attractive dwell¬
ing for his wife and himself on fashion¬
able West Greenwood St. He came here
from Lynn, Mass, when the renovated
theatre opened. . . . Mrs. Ethel Murphy
is now on the Strand staff as relief
cashier.

A
days
Paul
card
Iron

lone picket recently spent several
promenading in front of the Durfee,
Slayer, manager, with a huge pla¬
protesting the showing of “The
Curtain.”

Harry Hammond, prominent musician
at one time employed in Fall River the¬
atres, died recently.
Louis Metivier is new projectionist at
the Academy. . . . Miss Helen Quigley
and her fiance, Gordon Sweeney, were
tendered a shower and stag party by
the personnel of the Academy, where
Miss Quigley is employed.
Manager Carl Zeitz, Academy, has
taken up golfing. . . . Robert Zeitz, stu¬
dent, University of Georgia, will resume
his assistant manager job at the Aca¬
demy upon his return.
Manager James Knight, Mrs. Dorothy
Hindle, and Mrs. Albert Gagnon repre¬
sented the Yamins theatres at the fun¬
eral of Henri R. Girard, former Capitol,
Park, and Strand manager.

This means show patrons cannot leave
cars in any spots convenient to theatres,
as the regulation prevents using any one
parking space for more than an hour.
Some merchants consistently opposed
meters.
The Strand is installing a new orna¬
mental partition to minimize light
nuisance when doors are open.
Premier recognized the centenary of
Immaculate Conception Roman Catholic
parishes by holding guest performance
of “Vatican Chair” and “Citizen Saint”
for nuns.

Worcester
The fourth incendiary fire in the
headquarters of the American Legion
Post created excitement when smoke
seeped into the adjoining Olympia.
There was little damage in the head¬
quarters, where the fire was in a closet,
and acting Deputy Chief Edward J.
Foley entered the Olympia, and assured
the patrons there was no danger.

The Embassy, John McAvoy manager,
returned to its original policy of first run
showings, and is playing Empire pic¬
tures retained for a second week. The
Embassy had recently been playing pic¬
tures booked for the Strand, which is
being transformed into a stadium-type
house.
Repairs have been completed to the
Capitol marquee sign, which had been
damaged by a truck. . . . The Whalen
dance studio presented its annual dance
recital recently at the Empire.

Framingham
The Gorman, one of the Giles Circuit
houses, recently completely renovated,
was expected to reopen.

Haverhill
Maurice Sidman, Strand, revived a
“Country Store” stage giveaway. ... A
new drive-in opened on Haverhill-Lawrence boulevard, Route 110. It is known
as the Riverview Drive-In, owned and
managed by Mrs. Rose Chilypian, 564
North Broadway, this city, and her sonin-law, Sarkes Arakelian.
There are
accommodations for 500 automobiles.
Julian Rifkin, vice-president, Herman
Rifkin Theatres, Springfield and Hol¬
yoke, Mass., chats with Mary deJony in
the Eagle Lion booth at the recent
Independent
Exhibitors
Convention,
held in Boston.

Newburyporf
The new parking meter ordinance
causes manager Paul Wenzel, Strand
and Premier, to eye Friday night reac¬
tion. Friday is shopping night, and the
meter ruling is in effect through 9 p. m.

New England representatives of Para¬
mount were very much in evidence at
the recent regional sales meeting in New
York. At top, from Boston, are: Arnold
Van Leer, John Kane, branch manager
John Moore, Bud Lewis, Ed Maloney,
Ed Bradley, and John Gubbins. The New
Haven contingent is seen at bottom, and
includes: Jack Brown, branch head
Henry Germaine, and Richard Carroll.
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Baltimore, Md. (23)—Stanley, “Four
Faces West” (UA) ; Hippodrome, “Ad¬
ventures Of Cassanova” (EL) ; Mayfair,
“The Man From Texas” (EL); Century,
“Summer Holiday”
(MGM);
Town,
“Fort Apache” (RKO); Keith’s, “All
My Sons” (U-I) ; New, “The Iron
Curtain” (20th-Fox).

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
Washington
After completing advance promotional
tieups for the Eagle Lion release, “Ruth¬
less,” in Boston, Buffalo, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore, Laura Wells, special
home office publicity representative,
arrived here to set advance tieups for the
local area premiere of the film.
Everyone will be pleased to learn that
J. C. Browne (known as “Brownie” to
the trade) is recuperating very nicely in
the Deaconess Hospital, Boston, where
the Washington MGM News chief under¬
went surgery. Many of the local friends
had wired him to hurry home, and now
he is answering them with a cheerful
letter telling about his early homecom¬
ing.
Charles Mack, MGM, was called to
the rostrum of the J. Russell Young
School of Expression recently, and
awarded his diploma for excellence in
oratory. Already graduates are George
Dorsey, Hugo Johnson, Tony Muto, and
Bob Denton, among the news boys. Also
on tap for the party was Paramount’s
Russell Holman.

NT-1

During Adolphe Menjou’s recent visit to
Baltimore, he met many of the local industryites, and here the star of MGM’s
“State of the Union” exchanges greet¬
ings with William K. Saxton, Loew’s city
manager. Menjou was on a book-selling
jaunt.building owners. The present postpone¬
ment of the regulations extends until
Jan. 1, at which time it is expected the
Commissioners will adopt the new
amendments
for
present
buildings.
Leading the fight for less stringent re¬
gulations, although continually interest¬
ed in the safety of the theatres, was A.
Julian Brylawski, president, local MPTO.
Doug Mellott, from Altoona, Pa., is
now managing the Naylor, Kogod and
Burka house. Mellott, a veteran, former¬
ly worked for Frank Boucher when the
latter was in Altoona.

Baltimore, Md. (30)—Keith’s, “Ha¬
zard” (Para.); Century, “Homecoming”
(MGM); New, “Green Grass Of Wyom¬
ing” (20th-Fox); Hippodrome, “French
Leave” (Mono.); Town, “Berlin Express”
(RKO); Stanley, “Silver River” (WB);
Little, “Man About Town” (RKO); Mayfair, “I’ve Always Loved You” (Rep.).
Warner Items: The former Pat Jones,
advertising and publicity, is advertising
and putting out publicity these days on
the birth on May 11 of Sharon Jeanrenaud at Arlington Hospital. Sharon re¬
ported in at six and a half pounds, is
the first production. . . . Dorothy Paira
will be following in Pat Jones-Jeanrenaud’s footsteps shortly. She will be
leaving the contact department in June,
and taking up knitting, bootees. . . .
Charles McGowan, head, contact, and
Frank LaFalce, director of advertising
and publicity, took three days to
travel the circuit in Virginia. The pair
discussed problems and policy with
Lamar
Keen,
Capitol,
Winchester;
Charles McKinney, Masonic and Ridge,

Down to Norfolk, Va., overnight went
Loew’s Carter Barron. . . . Up to New
York went Loew’s Gene Ford. . . . When
Sybill Bowman played the Capitol
recently, she confessed her daily diet
consists of three chocolate ice-cream
sodas.
Don’t believe all the rumors that the
old Belasco will soon reopen. It would
cost almost as much to bring into code
approval as to build a brand new house.
It does have a dandy location though,
but no parking facilities.
Air-conditioning units in the local
houses are being checked before the hot
days hit towns.
A completely revised and much
watered-down version of the city’s
stringent fire egress regulations will
probably be voted by the Commissioners
shortly. This new turn of events was
evidenced following a public hearing,
during which a 19-man special commit¬
tee of citizens and officials recommended
that the city heads adopt a modified
group of regulations. In September, 1947,
local egress regulations were adopted
which would have made the building
code here one of the most stringent in
the country, applying as it did to
existing buildings. At the same time,
regulations were changed for all new
construction, which will remain in effect
unchanged. Builders at that time com¬
plained that the changeover of existing
buildings to comply with the new regu¬
lations would not only be prohibitive
because of the high cost but would have
been impossible because of the lack of
materials and labor. From that time
until the present, the Commissioners
repeatedly
postponed
the
effective
date of the regulations as it effects pre¬
sent structures. The hearing held last
week was for the purpose of once and
for all adopting a new set of regulations
which would meet with the approval
of the building association, citizens, and
June 2, 1948

The Trans-Lux, Washington, really put on three topnotch bits of exploitation re¬
cently with pictorial proof shown above. When RKO’s “This Is America” short,
“Smoke Eaters”, was on the bill, a display of actual fire fighting equipment, top left,
was set up in the lobby, with firemen on hand to demonstrate. The stunt, viewed
by around 20,000 people, got a nice break in The International Fire Fighter, Fire
Fighters’ organ. Top right and lower left photos give ample evidence of the catchy
displays arranged for the Presidential straw vote poll in connection with The 20th
Century-Fox march of Time, “Presidential Year”.
Publicity on this poll was
carried in local papers, with tremendous interest aroused. Incidentally, Eisenhower
came out on top. Universal-International’s Technicolor subject, “Royal Wedding”,
benefited from the special front, lower right, with a scarlet velour background and
12-inch gold molding to give a picture frame effect. The word “Technicolor” was made
of vari-colored neon lights.
WASHINGTON
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Clifton Forge; Henry Clark, Virginia,
Harrisonburg; Frank Shaffer and Ed¬
ward Purcell, Dixie and Strand, respec¬
tively, Staunton, and Ralph Daves, State
and Lyric, Lexington.
Speaking before the National Council
For Community Improvement, Harry
M. Warner, president, Warner Brothers
Pictures, had this to say last fortnight,
in part; “A theatre in a community is
a social unit designed to do the greatest
good for all. There are things which

THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬
ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

EXHIBITOR

the motion picture theatre can do and
has done well to fulfill this community
objective, fund raising, morale building,
dramatic presentation of vital informa¬
tion, motion picture activities aiming
at the community objective for the
greatest good. This topical outline of
the purposes of this conference is
specifically relevant to my discussion
of the place of the motion picture
theatre in the community, because it
mentions such items as ‘Sound Com¬
munity Programs’ and ‘Neighborhood
Needs of Emergencies.’ As part of, and
beyond, its primary function of provid¬
ing entertainment for the people of the
community, the motion picture theatre
and the productions it shows has been
a key factor, along with the church
and the school, in furthering community
programs. When we understand each
other’s work better, we understand each
other better. The motion picture helps
to make the jobs of lots of people in the
community easier. It creates an interest
in great literature It creates an interest
in science and art. When motion pictures
come to a community, the library and
the schools become busier; the whole
pace of community activity steps up.
The motion picture theatre has a unique
identity in any community. It is a
social and recreational meeting place. It
is a spur to sound business on main
street. It fulfills a community need for
a good reci’eation outlet. And, even while
it entertains, it also often renders a
patriotic and educational and public
service.”

MARYLAND
Baltimore

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street

Mrs. Pearl Kessler, secretary to Wil¬
liam K. Saxton, Loew’s city manager,
resigned to devote her time to duties of
a housewife. . . . Jack Sidney, handling
publicity for Loew’s Theatres, spent a
couple of days in Washington, confer¬
ring with Dan Terrell, assistant adver¬
tising executive, Loew’s, on “Arch of
Triumph,” Century.

MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating C<L |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

:

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

J. M. Alderson, Centre manager and
news commentator for WFBR, was the
subject of a story in the June issue of
Radio Mirror.
The Maryland, which has housed
grand opera, legitimate plays, musical
comedy, vaudeville, and motion pictures,
and owned by Mrs. Hilda Hicks and Mrs.
J. E. Baker, will be sold at public
auction on June 23. Leonard McLaugh¬
lin, who managed the house for years,
left some time ago for another business.
Lou Fenwick resigned as assistant to
Herb Thatcher, Town, and has been
succeeded by John Williams. . . . Variety
Club, Tent 19, decided to discontinue
publication of its monthly newspaper
“Hey Rube,” for the summer months.
Bert Claster arranged a fine tie-up
contest with The News Post for I. M.
Rappaport’s Town in connection with
“Funny Business,” on the same program
with “Berlin Express.” Contestants tint¬
ed comic strips, and sent them in to be
judged for awards.
The Lafayette was robbed. . . . Fred
C. Schanberger, Jr., was given a testi¬
monial dinner at the Variety Club head¬
quarters by a number of film men of
the city, and a goodly crowd was there
to enjoy the festivities. James M. Hepbron acted as toastmaster.

Leonardfown

LOcust 4-0100

:

The magazine, “Where to Go in Balti¬
more,” instituted a new feature, “Movie
of the Week,” which will be displayed
as one of the leads on the front cover,
and George Browning, publicity repre¬
sentative, Stanley, will handle the re¬
views.

Mrs. Charles McCleary, wife of the
Loew’s Parkway manager recovered
from her recent illness, and returned
home from the hospital.

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

:

Three robberies occurred recently in
the offices of the Apex, Patapsco, and
Victory.

S. G. Waitsman, manager, Radio,
returned to his work after an absence
due to a heart attack.

1239 Vine Street

:

RKO (306 H. N. W.) June 14, 2:00,
“Melody Time.”

A visitor was Sol Handwerger, who
handles advertising for the MGM record
division. . . . Mayor Thomas D’Alesandro
appointed William K. Saxton, Loew’s
city manager, on a committee to form
plans for combatting juvenile delin¬
quency. . . . Miss Marie Easter, Loew’s
Valencia, recently enjoyed a vacation in
North Carolina. . . . Bob Burns, student
assistant manager, Loew’s Century, was
enjoying a vacation.

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

JACK SEIDMAN

TRADE SCREENINGS

For the recent engagement of Mono¬
gram’s “The Strange Mr. Gregory”, Hiway, Essex, Md., manager Robert J. Marhenke arranged this street bally, which
netted excellent results.

Lauritz Garman and Meyer Leventhal,
president and director, respectively,
MPTO of Maryland, Inc., returned from
Denver. Leventhal who is also an Allied
director and eastern regional vice-presi¬
dent, went on the California for a visit.
—Jacques Shellman

Marie Russell is the recently appointed
aide at the New. She replaces Peggy
Jarboe. . . . Manager Ray Trumbule had
an attention-getting lobby display on
20th Century-Fox’s “The Iron Curtain".
His wife, Mrs. Ray Trumbule, who cele¬
brated another birthday recently, has
been busy these days building a rock
garden. . . . The New installed another
extra profits candy case. . . . Lucille
Sterling, St. Mary’s, is busy these days
taking a course in designing in Washing¬
ton, D. C. Mary Theresa Sterling, her
sister, pinch-hits for her at the theatre
on week-days. . . . The Clinch Mountain
Boys of Radio Station WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va., sponsored by Stoney Cooper and
his wife, Elma Lee, played at St. Mary’s.
This group plugged several songs by
George Morgan Knight, Jr., The Exhi¬
bitor correspondent. ... A successful
benefit for the various Catholic baseball
teams in the section was held recently
at St. Mary’s. Buses brought the teams
and their fans in to see the show. . . .
Personnel is being trained at the New
for the theatre Jack Fruchtman is build¬
ing at Lexington Park, which he expects
June 2, 1948
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to have completed by Aug. 1. He stated
that the Naval Base there has promised
full cooperation, and will not allow
civilian personnel to attend the base’s
showings in the recreation center once
the new theatre opens to the public.

Solomon's Island
The recent benefit held by a young
theatrical group at the D. and L. proved
a success. A feature film was shown in
conjunction with the stage play, “Bar¬
gain Bride”, and at $1 admission.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk
Jeff Hofheimer’s Suburban has new
lights and a new coat of paint on the
attractions boards.
Stanley Williams,
manager, says he saw a lot of new
faces due to the attractive heralds he
put out.

MGM southern division sales manager Rudolph Berger recently met in Washington
with three of the branch managers in his territory. Shown left to right, are:
Charles Kessnick, Atlanta; Berger, Jerry Adams, Washington, and Jack ReVille,
Charlotte.

Hofheimer’s Boulevard runs a kiddies
show every Saturday morning which the
kids in the neighborhood really go for in
a big way due to that Casey manage¬
ment. . . . Manager Badeaux, Hofhei¬
mer’s Grand, South Norfolk, reports that
now he can run his sound three points
lower due to the removal of the street
cars from in front of the theatre.
A1 Herring, manager, Hofheimer’s Visulite, took the other night off to at¬
tend his daughter, Patsy’s dance recital.
. . . P. L. McCall, manager, Byrd, will
visit relatives in Roanoke during his
vacation. A1 Cogsdale, assistant, Wells,
returned after a short vacation. . . . It’s
nice to see Mel Rowe back on his
old job at the Colonial. . . . L. Weiford
was in town. He now is manager, Craver’s Grandin, Roanoke.
Bill Michalson, 20th Century Fox ex¬
ploited’, was in to set up his adver¬
tising campaign for “The Iron Curtain”
and “Scudda-Hoo! Scudda-Hay!”, Norva
and Granby. . . . Harry Valentine joined
the Hal Lyon Enterprises as general
manager with headquarters in Ports¬
mouth. He will manage the Elco and
Delta, Portsmouth, and will have charge
of exploitation for the entire circuit.
Sidney Bowden was married not long
ago to Frances Murrell Richards. He is
general manager, Wilder Theatres. . . .
UA Fieldman Melburn was in to set up a
campaign for “Arch Of Triumph”, Loew’s
State.
Maxine Adams has joined the staff
of Loew’s. . . . A1 Dawley resigned his
position at the Norva, and was replaced
by Raymond Sobleski, from the Granby.
. . . Mrs. Bessie Comer resigned at the
Norva to take up full time duties as
housekeeper. . . . The Norva has a new
aide, Miss Alice Peterson.

As part of his special campaign in connection with the recent showing of the MGM
two-reeler, “Drunk Driving”, Lamar Keen, manager, Capitol, Winchester, Va., ar¬
ranged to have a badly wrecked car parked near his theatre with a placard plugging
the playdate.
Clarance Richardson is new at Wilders
Virginia, Portsmouth. . . . John Kelly
is back on his old job at Levine’s Rosele,
Ocean View. . . . Betty Beacham is new
at Levine’s Memrose.
E. L. Collamer, Jr. reports that the
Park will stage an amateur night from
its stage beginning on June 11, to run for
13 weeks. There will be prizes weekly, and
the final winner will receive $50.

Richmond
Film boys in town included: Fred
Beiersdorf, Warners’ branch manager;
Bill Michalson, 20th-Fox exploited’, and

The Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., home
office: Arthur Deekens spent the week¬
end in New York. . . . A. O. Budina,
architect, was in Blacksburg holding
State exams for architects. . . . Vet¬
eran employee Ann Williams left, suc¬
ceeded by Edna Mattson. . . . Margie
Davidson is entertaining her daughter
from Havana. . . . The entire office en¬
joyed the first outing of the season at
Bryan Park recently. . . . Pete Trent
and wife were in from Farmville.

Earle Westbrook, Fabian’s city mana¬
ger, reports that the drive-in, located
on the Virginia Beach Boulevard, is
rapidly nearing completion, and will be
ready to open around the middle of June.
. . . Bob Turner, Wilders Gates manager,
Portsmouth, reports that Berio Vending
Company installed a new popcorn warm¬
er for his theatre. Mrs. Beddingfield is
the new Gates candy attendant. Tur¬
ner also reports that he has at last found
an apartment near the theatre.
Miss Statha Wright joined the staff
of the Riverview. . . . Herman E. Town¬
send leased from Copeland Ornoff the
Hampton, Hampton Boulevard. Town¬
send was for some time with the Ornoff
Theatres, and was for a number of years
with Schine Circuit in Maryland. There
will be no changes in personnel at the
Hampton, and the policy will remain
the same.

Don Chaban, Screen Guild. . . . Bryan
Fox, projectionists’ business agent, help¬
ed to install the sound and booth equip¬
ment in the WRVA Theatre for the seve¬
ral films shown recently. . . . Cecil Curtis
is remodelling the Colonial, Galax, and
expects to open on July 15. . . . Bob
Eagan, National manager, has another
stage show, “Dagmar the Magician”. . . .
Dave Kamsky, Neighborhood Theatre,
Inc., ad manager, had blow-ups made of
the newspaper stories of the riot in front
of the Roxy, New York, for “The Iron
Curtain”, and used them in special
frames in front of the Byrd and State.
. . . Bryan Fox went up to Bowling
Green for several days, and Bernard
McCann took over for him in the East
End booth.

Winchester
Manager Ernest Sterling. St. Mary’s,
Leonardtown, Md., with the snappy jac¬
ket and broad smile, shakes hands with
actor-manager Robert Lunt, “Grand Old
Opry” troupe, during the players’ re¬
cent two-day show at the house. Others
seen, left to right, are: front row, Oscar
and Hillous Burton, and, standing, Del
Heck and Buford Gentry.

E. E. Ours, Parsons, W. Va., announ¬
ced his intention of erecting a theatre
building immediately adjoining War¬
ners’ Capitol Cameron Street, with a
seating capacity of 800 on the first floor
and 110 in the balcony. He estimated the
cost at $50,000. Meanwhile, Herman H.
Hable is proceeding with the razing of
a business building on South Loudoun
Street, where he has indicated he will
erect his second local theatre.
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of the Comerford organization, were
present, with practically every localite
one can mention. It’s a nifty edifice,
and we wish the company luck in its
new quarters, which eventually will front
on the widened Vine Street.

NEWS OF THE

Over at Capital, considerable atten¬
tion was caused by those cut-out repli¬
cas of “Sunset Carson”, “Sunset” Gab¬
riel, and “Sunset” Cohen.

PHILADELPHIA
Crosstown
Lewen Pizor’s Cedar is being
modelled and air-conditioned.
William Goldman's
again last week.

Erlanger

re¬

closed

An unsuccessful attempt was made
last week to rob the Richmond. The
combination of the safe was knocked
off, but the thieves fled before they
succeeded in opening its doors.
At an election held last week, Prank
P. Liuzzi was reelected president, Local
77, American Federation of Musicians,
for his seventh term.
Others named
were James Perri, vice-president; Guy
A. Scola, secretary; Harry G. Kammerer,
assistant secretary, and Louis R. Schvom, treasurer.
As part of the Andy Smith Anniver¬
sary month celebration here the Fox
will have the premiere of 20th CenturyFox’s “The Street With No Name” in
connection with the opening of the na¬
tional political conventions. This will
be followed by a 100-theatre day and
date showing of the film, which will play
the Strand and Apollo, Atlantic City,
simultaneously with the Fox engage¬
ment.
That $375,000 payment by WB The¬
atres and other defendants in the Wil¬
liam Goldman Theatres anti-trust suit
was to have been made last week, with
WB Theatres paying one-third, and the
remainder coming from the others.
Rube Rabinowitz is doing publicity for
Count Maurice’s spook show, which has
been playing midnight engagements at
various spots around town, including the
Frankford.
A suicide, who named others involved,
and a confession by one of these men
last week resulted in bringing to light
a $300,000 tax theft in the Amusement
Tax Division of the Receiver of Taxes
for the City of Philadelphia. Mean¬
while, tradesters were wondering whe¬
ther the investigating trail would lead to
any local theatres being involved in the
goings-on.

Vine Street
The Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen held a meeting last fortnight
at the Broadwood Hotel. Progress was
reported, and it was said that all ex¬
changes were represented with the ex¬
ception of two.
Harry Brillman, Screen Guild office
manager-salesman, became the proud
father of his second boy baby last week.
When the news reached him at the ex¬
change, there was no holding him, and
he took off to celebrate.
Universal-International
opened
its
new exchange at 251 North 13th Street
last week with branch manager George
Schwartz playing host to the trade, who
inspected the spic and span new premi¬
ses, and partook of the excellent buffet
luncheon. General sales manager Bill
Scully, district manager John J. Scully,
and J. J. O’Connor were among the com¬
pany executives on hand. A large dele¬
gation from upstate, headed by those
June 2, 1948
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Benny Harris, American, likewise drew
attention to his “Gaslight Follies” with
several of those ancient penny-in-theslot paper-flickering machines he found
someplace, and placed on the sidewalk
in front of his exchange. . . . Vine
Streeters were glad to see Sam Waldman, I. Hirst’s Eighth Street man, up
and around again after a several weeks’
hospital siege. . . . Elmer Hollander,
formerly with Eagle Lion, was seen on
the Street last week. He is no longer
connected with that company.
The 20th Century-Fox Family Club
is planning a picnic at Beach Haven,
N. J. . . . The 20th Century-Fox ex¬
change is being repainted.
Ray Moon and Joseph St. Claire, from
the home office, were in at the local
20th Century-Fox exchange last week.
. . . 20th Century-Fox booker Francis
X. Kelly made the upstate trip last
week. . . . RKO’s Bob Folliard and Nat
Levy, and Izzy Rappaport, Hippodrome,
Baltimore, were in at the local RKO ex¬
change last week. . . . Jean O’Hara,
Warner stenographer, was married last
week at St. Columbus Church to B. Carr.
Beatrice Berdich, Warner stenogra¬
pher, is vacationing in Florida. . . .
David Yaffe, Y and Y Popcorn, and wife,
spent the Memorial Day weekend in
New York City. . . . Dave Shirinsky,
1225 Vine Street Building maintenance
man, was promoted last week to building
superintendent.
,

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner
Mrs. Ted Schlanger, wife of the local
WB theatres zone manager and an of¬
ficer of the Philadelphia Diabetic So¬
ciety, has been named honorary chair¬
man of the Women’s Council, Mt. SinaiDuarte National Medical Center. She
has been active in civic and philanthro¬
pic undertakings for many years. In
addition to being treasurer of the Dia¬
betic Society, she has worked with the
Community Chest and Allied Jewish Ap¬
peal, and during the war served as
a “gray lady” in Jefferson Hospital.
Sam Crayder is back at work man¬
aging the Victoria after a short leave
of absence. Ruth Murphy, temporary
manager, Victoria, will continue to man¬
age the Cadet. . . . Bernie Kamber, east¬
ern advertising and publicity representa¬
tive for Benedict Bogeaus, is in Holly¬
wood lining up film stars to act and
direct a summer stock company now
being organized at the Wayne Country
Club, Tyler Hill. Kamber is president of
this popular Pocono Mountain resort, and
this stock company is being planned as
an eastern counterpart of the La Jolla
Players of California. Any interested
would-be thespians might get more in¬
formation by contacting the Irv Blumberg publicity office.
Incidentally, for the sake of the rec¬
ords, it was Lou Colantuono's two sons
who had the measles recently.
The
only thing the father is suffering with
is housemaid’s hands since his cleaner
left the Lane for greener pastures. . . .
Claire Happ, telephone operator, is back

NT-1
at her familiar spot on the switchboard
after her recent operation, and looking
very well. . . . Ken Gennaria took a cou¬
ple days of his vacation to attend a
Knights Templar convention in Sayre.
. . . Jerrie Greenberg did a very nice
job on the dress she had on the other
day. She made it all by hei’self.

DELAWARE
Dover
Tri-City Telecasters Inc. has been
chartered at the corporation depart¬
ment of the secretary of state’s office to
operate broadcasting stations. Its capi¬
tal is 2,500 shares of no par value, and
the principal office is listed at the
Corporation Trust Company, Wilming¬
ton. . . . Ahlnew Amusement Corpora¬
tion has been chartered at the corpora¬
tion department of the secretary of
state’s office to operate theatres.
Its
capital is $10,000, and the principal of¬
fice is listed at the Corporation Trust
Company, Wilmington.

Wilmington
A new constitution was adopted by the
Brandywine Film Council at a meeting
held in the Wilmington Institute Free
Library’s lecture hall. The constitution
was submitted by a committee compris¬
ing Clayton Hoff, chairman; Tilden Har¬
rison, and Miss Barbara Miller. The
membership voted to affiliate with the
Film Council of America, and to under¬
take two projects as an immediate pro¬
gram. One project will be the conduc¬
ting of classes at the Photo Shops, Inc.,
in the proper uses of motion picture pro¬
jectors. The other will be a survey by
a committee of films and projectors
available in the community which may
be lent through the council to various
organizations.
Harrison, program di¬
rector, YMCA, spoke on the use of edu¬
cational films in group programs. He
stressed the importance of the great
variety of 16mm. documentary and edu¬
cational films now available, many of
them without charge.
John Stidham, Rialto, resigned. . . .
Betty Hill, Rialto, returned after being
out sick. . . . David D. Smiley, chief
engineer, Rialto, who recently under¬
went a foot operation, discarded his cane
as well as his crutches. . . . Victor Gebhart joined the S-W Savoy. . . . Sam
Ferrara, assistant projectionist, S-W Sa¬
voy, bought a new car.
The staff of Loew’s Aldine looked very
natty in summer uniforms. . . . Edgar
J. Doob, manager, and Robert E. Diem,
assistant
manager,
Loew’s
Aldine,
combed the telephone book, and found
about 50 names of individuals with the
initials B. F., 17 of whom had daugh¬
ters. Invitations were extended to at¬
tend the opening of “B. F.’s Daughter.”
Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont, scheduled a magic show for the
children’s theatre. He recently visited
Washington, D. C., with Bill Buck, man¬
ager, Sun, Rising Sun, Md., and at¬
tended a town meeting in Rising Sun,
at which Buck was nominated for the
town council, the election to be held in
June.
Abbie Pushkin, auditing department,
S-W Theatres, was in.
—Henry L. Sholly

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City
It was reported last week that a DriveIn would be built near here.
PHILADELPHIA
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Gloucester
The Starlight Drive-In, owned by W.
W. Smith, opened on June 1, with
a capacity of 750 cars. J. Liggett, from
New York City, is doing the buying and
booking.

THEATRE FINANCING!

Trenton

MORTGAGE LOANS PLACED

Mrs. Mary Markey was awarded a $25
U. S. Saving Bond as a prize in the con¬
test for the woman resident who had the
most sons in the armed forces during
World War 2. Mrs. Markey had nine
sons in service.
The contest was to
boost “All My Sons”, Lincoln.
Mrs.
Markey was also guest of the manage¬
ment at the Stacy-Trent hotel for dinner
and the local premiere.

NEW OR OLD THEATRES and
DRIVE-IN THEATRES

A COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE
43 Years of Active Successful Real Estate Business

Henry
Josephick,
manager,
RKO
Brunswick, recently effected a guessing
contest tieup with the Pood Fair super
market for “Fun and Fancy Free”. Sur¬
rounding the display were blow-ups and
posters illustrating the scenes and
characters in the film, with copy read¬
ing “Eat Cheerios daily, and feel as hap¬
py as Mickey Mouse in ‘Fun and Fancy
Free.’ ” Theatre and playdate were pro¬
minently mentioned.

Lionel Friedmann & Co.
REALTORS
N. E. COR.

15th

AND LOCUST STREETS

PHILADELPHIA 2

MORTGAGE LOAN CORRESPONDENT for

THE PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

PENNSYLVANIA
Bernville

WE CAN'T HELP IT IF YOU DID NOT BOOK

VENETIAN GOLD HOSTESS SET!
Many exhibitors have added as many as
2000 women as patrons each week.

If you're missing this business it's your
fault — because we told you.
PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS
ALVIN GOODWIN, Sales Manager

BLUMOERC BROS.
INC.

oZl

1309-11 Vine St., Phila.

SHOW

ROOMS

240 N. 13th STREET

FOR
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AND

ALL
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PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN

COMPANY

SIGNS-MARQUEES
305

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

EQUIPMENT
Office Phone:

LOmbard
3-7240 - 3-7241

Emergency Nite Phone.

TRinity
7-2985 - 7-2986

1305-07 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

Conshohocken
Although fire companies and sports
and athletic groups asked for exemp¬
tions, Conshohocken Borough Council
adopted a 10 per cent tax ordinance
covering admissions to all amusements
except those sponsored by church and
school organizations, “on their own
grounds.”
The firemen’s and sports
groups’ requests for exemption were
turned down. The vote on the ordin¬
ance, under which the taxes will be
collectible on and after June 1, was nine
couneilmen for, one member against. . . .
Two types of permits may be obtained,
those for one event, costing $1, or a
permit good for all events by one spon¬
sor in a year, costing $25. Couneilmen
estimated that the tax will bring in a
minimum of $1,000 a month, probably
much more.

Harrisburg

TYPES OF

PROJECTORS AND OTHER

•

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

and Supply Dealers

PARTS

PRINCIPAL CITIES

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

Theatre Equipment

Cverulliina

IN

Bernville Grange conducted a no-de¬
cision debate, men and women partici¬
pating on both sides, at the Grange reg¬
ular meeting on the question, “Sunday
Movies in Relation to the Church.”
Bernville does not have Sunday movies
in its Community, owned by the Bern¬
ville Fire Company, and having an or¬
dained clergyman, the Rev. Frank W.
Ruth, as theatre manager. Pastor Ruth
is also state senator from Berks County.

JACK SEIDMAN

:

:

:

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

:

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

To exploit “The Noose Hangs High,”
manager Bob Sidman, Senate, used spot
announcements following the Abbott
and Costello radio shows on Wednesday
night and Saturday morning. He also
inserted an advertisement, the first from
any theatre, in a new Shopper’s Guide.
The short subject featuring Woody Her¬
man and his orchestra, which played
during “The Noose Hangs High” pro¬
gram, was plugged on several disc jockey
broadcasts. . . . Betty Lou Steinmuller
resigned as secretary to city manager
Gerry Wollaston, Fabian-W and V., to
assume employment in an insurance of¬
fice. . . . Jack Trumbo, assistant man¬
ager, Colonial, was confined to bed. . . .
Six members of the Senate staff en¬
joyed a recent weekend in New York
City.
Ira L. Schiffman, general manager.
National and Rialto, was hospitalized
June 2, 1948
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PHILADELPHIA
Last week more than 500 exhibitors
attended the formal opening of the

EMERSAL-INTERMIONAL
new Philadelphia branch office for the
distribution of

Universal - International Pictures
and J. Arthur Rank Productions.
Acclaimed as the most modern film
exchange building in the country it is
worth while seeing.

Be sure to stop in

the next time you are on Vine Street.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
(New Address)

251 NORTH 13th STREET - PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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for an operation. His wife substituted
for him during his absence. . . . Be¬
fore “The Lady from Shanghai’’ opened
at the State, manager Gerry Wollaston
used two life-sized blowups of Rita Hay¬
worth in the lobby. He also effected
numerous music tieups stressing the
tune, “Please Don’t Kiss Me.”
In a
contest on "Red” McCarthy’s “Platter
Chatter” radio show, listeners were in¬
vited to identify five of Miss Hayworth’s
pictures from clues given by McCarthy.
Albums and theatre tickets were awarded
to the first and second-place winners,
while tickets were presented to the next
eight persons submitting the correct an¬
swers. . . . “The Outlaw” was withdrawn
from the Colonial, manager, Jack ORear, at the request of Bishop George
L. Leech, Catholic Diocese of Harris¬
burg.
Manager Bob Sidman, Senate, ar¬
ranged a benefiit on “The Fugitive” with
the Harrisburg Catholic High School

THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬

EXHIBITOR

Members of the Student Council sold
tickets, and the school received a per¬
centage of proceeds. . . . Betty Crouse,
State, visited her sister in Ohio. Betty
Orris is the new relief at the State. . . .
Paul Walker, formerly of Columbia, who
had been associate editor, suspended
Harrisburg Telegraph, is now doing two
radio shows over WKBO. He broad¬
casts every Friday night as “The
‘Round-abouter”, and chats with his
wife every day on “Breakfast With the
Walkers”. . . . Edgar Goth, advertising
and publicity director, Fabian—W. and
V., returned from business trips to
Richmond, Va., and Altoona. . . . Friends
of Michael Mayer, son of Ai’thur Mayer,
former owner, Rialto, New York City,
have received announcements of the
recent birth of a son. His wife is the
former Miss Janet Claster, Harrisburg.
The boy is the Mayers’ second child.

Reading

J. Donald Edwards, Park
spoke to the senior and junior
Williamsport High School on
film distribution in occupied

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1239 Vine Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 4-0100
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.

RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing
WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

Wind Gap

VARIETY CLUB

Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

4 PARAMOUNT

manager,
classes of
American
countries.

We can serve all theatres better

IMPORTANT

tors to contribute these passes without
charge.
The show producer, Bernie
Luber Amusement Enterprises, Beverly
Hills, Cal., will in turn pay the Variety
Club located nearest the town involved
the sum of $100 for each pass delivered.
The producers estimate that the clubs
will thus receive about $500 per week.
If the show proves successful, it will
continue indefinitely.
Since this of¬
fers an opportunity for a source of reve¬
nue for Variety charities, it is assumed
that many exhibitor-members will glad¬
ly cooperate in the plan. All interested
should contact Felt as soon as possible.

Williamsport-

George Tomko was scheduled to have
opened his new Gap last weekend.

program Tuesday each week.

RKO (250 N. 13th) June 21, 10:30,
“The Velvet Touch”; 22, 10:30, “Mystery
in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race Street”; 23,
10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.

Nearby Exeter Township passed final¬
ly its proposed tax on amusements,
sports, and miscellaneous forms of en¬
tertainment at the May meeting of its
school board. The board expects to get
not less than $5,000 a year from the
tax. . . . Part of Carsonia Park, biggest
amusement resort in the Reading area,
outside of the Reading Fair Grounds, is
in Exeter Township. The rest of the
park is in Lower Alsace Township, which
also has adopted an amusements and
sports tax, effective in June. The Exe¬
ter tax goes into effect late in June.

ing all return advertising.

if they give us a copy of their

TRADE SCREENINGS

“SUP0WITZ

Philadelphia, Tent 13
4rchitect

“Raw Deal” was screened through the
courtesy of Eagle Lion.

MOREBEAUTIFULPOST-WARTHEATRES

A new custom-built RCA-Victor Club¬
man Television set has been installed in
the clubrooms. It employs a screen 15
by 20 inches, and provides a large, clear
picture suitable for viewing by as many
as can be comfortably seated in the
air-conditioned rooms. World Music
Service has also been installed, and pro¬
vides a restful background of music for
members.
Mike Felt, Chief Barker, last week
was endeavoring to get reaction of local
exhibitors to the latest fund raising
plan for the various tents broached by
R. J. O’Donnell. This involves the “Let’s
Talk Hollywood” radio show, set to re¬
place the Jack Benny program for the
summer. The program is of the quiz
type on movies with George Murphy as
moderator, and a panel consisting of
Eddie Bracken, a Hollywood columnist,
and weekly guest stars. The program
will work on the same principle as ‘In¬
formation Please’, with listeners sub¬
mitting questions about motion pictures
and Hollywood. If arrangements can
be worked out, for each query the ex¬
perts fail to answer, the person submit¬
ting the question will receive a season
pass for two to the theatre of his choice
in the town in which he lives. Since
such a pass has an approximate value
of $100, the show’s producers feel that
this publicity would be of great value to
the theatre owner whose theatre will
be mentioned on the program. It is
the producer’s thought that the Variety
Clubs make arrangements with exhibi-

_
*

A
*

Telephone PEnnypacker 5-2291
246 S. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR

DECORATORS

242 N. 13th Street
PAINTING
STAGE

•

SETTINGS

COMPLETE

•

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

DRAPERIES
•

•

WALL

DRIVE-IN

MURALS

COVERINGS

EQUIPMENT

MOTIOGRAPH’S NEW "AA” LINE
Now is the time to plan
Quotations—Drawings—Complete Information
Write, Wire or Call Your Motiograph Dealer
VINCENT M. TATE
1618-20 Wyo. Ave., Forty Fort—Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Telephone: W.B. 7-2096
Get the BEST—"Motiograph Stands the Gaff”

<e>-

-<?>

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND

RECOVERING SERVICE
JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th ST.
«>-

LO. 4-0226
-<«>
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CROSSTOWN
Otto Preminger, who will produce
and direct 20th Century-Fox’s “The
Fan”, left last week for England on
a talent search for the picture....
Ray Milland arrived this week to ap¬
pear on several radio programs....
Bing Crosby, who has been in the
east for a month, left last week for
Hollywood to attend the world pre¬
miere of “The Emperor Waltz” at the
Hollywood Paramount.
Babe Ruth, accompanied by his wife,
daughter, and son-in-law, returned
last week from Hollywood, where he
gave final approval to Allied Art¬
ists’ film, “The Babe Ruth Story”....
Bernard M. Kamber, eastern adver¬
tising and publicity representative,
Benedict Bogeaus Productions, left
last week for Hollywood to discuss
with coast executives the campaigns
for “On Our Merry Way” and “Girl
From Manhattan”, both UA releases.
While on the coast, Kamber, who is
also president, Wayne Country Club,
Pocono Mountain resort, will contact
various film stars interested in
directing and acting in a summer
stock company now being organized at
his Tyler Hill, Pa., resort, which
is being planned as an eastern
counterpart of the La Jolla Players
of California.

and, in addition, will enable the
company to house and consolidate a
number of departments now located in
other premises.
Congratulations were last week
being tendered Arthur Mayer
who
again became a grandfather when
Arthur Mayer, Jr., was born to Michael
and Janet Claster Mayer at White
Plains Hospital.
Walt Disney Productions tied in
with the National Apple Institute
and its affiliates on an elaborate
campaign on "Melody Time”, Astor.
Headed by James Cagney, William
Bendix and Jeanne Cagney, stars of
“The Time Of Your Life”, the benefit
premiere of the film at the Mayfair,
last week had on hand one of the
largest lists of stage, screen, and
radio celebrities ever assembled. A
host of others also came to aid the
$1,000,000 campaign of the Wiltwyck
School, sponsors of the benefit open¬
ing.
Jane Wyatt arrived last week for a
short vacation, having finished her
acting assignment in Enterprise’s
“No Minor Vices”.... The responsibil¬
ity of parents toward their children
is the theme of a documentary short
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Capitalizing on the publicity ac¬
corded “The Iron Curtain” when it
opened at the Roxy, Walter Reade The¬
atres recently prepared a herald ad¬
vertising the film as the “Headline
Picture Of All Times”.
The Screen Office and Professional
Employees Guild, Local 109, United
Office and Professional workers of
America, CIO, last fortnight announced
that salary increases ranging from
$5 to $7.50, retroactive to Sept. 27,
1947, had been won through arbitra¬
tion for the employees at National
Screen Service. David A. Cole was the
impartial arbitrator. This award
winds up the series of arbitrations
between SOPEG and the industry.
Morris Abrahams, 81, father of Phil
Abrahams, head, Warners’ print de¬
partment, died last fortnight.
Jerry Dale, advertising-publicity
director, J.Arthur Rank Organizations,
Inc., returned last week after a
month in England and France.

Blanche Livingston, in charge of
publicity for RKO out-of-town the¬
atres, -flew last week to New Orleans
on a business trip.
The first two German features to be
made in the British Zone have been
consigned by the British Film Section
in Hamburg on behalf of the producers
to British Information Services here,
it was learned last week. BIS is now
making arrangements to show the films,
“In Jenen Tagen” and “Film Ohne
Titel”, to distributors of foreign
films here.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Weiner, (he's
office manager, New York exchange,
Film Classics, Inc.), became the
parents of a daughter recently. The
youngster’s name is Abby Helene.

National Screen Service last week
announced that it had closed a con¬
tract for the purchase of 1600 Broad¬
way from Loew’s International cor¬
poration. The new building will serve
as headquarters for all home office
activities and departments now lo¬
cated in the Film Center Building,

film report now being produced by RKO
Pathe here for the New York state
Youth Foundation. The film is titled
“Families First”. It will be distri¬
buted by the Commission.

Daniel T. O’Shea, president, Van¬
guard Films, and Ernest L. Scanlon,
vice-president and treasurer, Van¬
guard Films, arrived last week from
Hollywood for a series of conferences
with David 0. Selznick; Neil Agnew,
president, Selznick Releasing Organi¬
zation, and Milton Kusell
vicepresident in charge of domestic and
Canadian sales.

Luana Patten, nine-year-old Walt
Disney child star, ushered in the
52nd year of Steeplechase Park,
Coney Island, last week by christen¬
ing with an ice cream cone
the
novelty amusement boat,“Little Toot
for Tots”, named in tribute to Dis¬
ney. . . .Anita Colby, Paramount studio
executive, arrived here last week
from her nationwide tour in behalf
of “The Emperor Waltz”, and left for
Hollywood to resume her duties at the
studio. She visited 33 cities.

Armand Schneck, president, Madison
Pictures, and Harry Goldstone, Famous
Pictures Film Exchange, last week
announced the consummation of a deal
for Famous to release Madison Pic¬
tures product in the metropolitan
territory. The first combination now
ready for release is Frank Buck’s
“Tiger Fangs” and “Nabonga”.

NT-1

The National War Trophy Safety
Committee last week announced plans
to make a film "Targets For Today”
as part of its campaign to save the
lives of citizens who might blow
themselves to bits during the next
few years.

Paramount's exchanges throughout New
York State were well r epr e seated at the
company's recent sales meeting in New
York City. Attending from the Gotham
branch,
at top, were,
left to right:
Phil Isaacs, Nat Stern, Henry Randel,
district manage r; Uyron Sattler, branch
manager; Eddie Bell, Gene Newman, and
■J. Perley. On hand in the center shot
from Albany were,
left to right: Ed
Wall, James Uoore, Ed Ruff,
branch
manager,
and Peter Holman, while M.
Simon, Joon Good, Richard Carroll,
and branch manager U.A. Brown repre¬
sented Buffalo in the bottom shot.

COMPLETE

MARQUEE

SERVICE

DESIGN — FABRICATE — INSTALL

MONROE SIGN CORP.
Since 1921
Stainless Steel—Vitrolite—rPorcelain
THEATRE FRONTS
Drive-In Theatre Attraction Signs
253-9 Hackensack St.
TEL.

E. Rutherford, N. J.

Rutherford 2-8200

-

Passaic 2-4600

New York
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cently .... The veteran Paul Hol¬
lister, RKO national publicity dir¬
ector, returned last week following
two weeks of studio conferences with
production executives on forthcoming
releases. ... Fred Ahern, production
manager, Transatlantic Pictures, ar¬
rived last week to supervise final
preparations for background shots on
the trailer for "Rope”, for Warner
release.

A new documentary film hailing the
new era of Christianity in China was
announced last week by Paul F. Heard,
executive secretary, Protestant Film
Commission. The film, “My Name Is
Han”, is the second produced jointly
by major Protestant denominations of
the U.S. and Canada.
As a surprise entertainment for the
television motion picture and ad¬
vertising agencies executives who
attended the organization meeting of
the Television Films Coordinating
Committee luncheon at the Hotel Astor
last week, Melvin L. Gold, director
of advertising and publicity, National
Screen Service, temporary chairman
of the committee, arranged for the
first public performance of the song,
“If I Had A Camera, I’d Televise
You”, said to be the first song writ¬
ten expressly for television.
The first film produced specifically
for a UNESCO objective, “Hungry
Minds”, was released last week by
Brandon Films, U.S. distributors of
the film. The picture is sponsored
by the commission for International
and Educational Reconstruction, which
held a preview in Washington early
this month In cooperation with the
UNESCO relief staff, Department of
State. The film was produced by the
National Film Board of Canada for
the Canadian council on Reconstruction
for UNESCO.
The Eagle Lion softball team again
defeated Warners by a score of 5-3 in
a return match. ...Frank p. Rosenberg
arrived last week from California to
confer with U-I executives William
A. Scully, vice-president and general
sales manager, and Maurice A. Bergman,
eastern advertising and publicity
director, on releasing and promotion
plans for “Man Eater Of Kumaon”, which
he produced in association with Monty
Shaff for U-I release.
Warner home office executives
recently tendered a buffet dinner and
cocktail party to Jack L. Warner, Jr.,
at the Warwick Hotel, celebrating his
forthcoming’ marriage to Barbara Richman, New Haven. The wedding took
place on May 30 at the Hotel Pierre,
with the Rev. Dr. Edgar E. Siskin,
Temple Mishkan Israel, New Haven,
officiating.
Barney Balaban, president, Para¬
mount, accompanied by company at¬
torney Ed Weisel, left by plane for
Hollywood last week for conferences
with Henry Ginsberg, vice-president
in charge of production.
Harold Salkey. adjutant, Film
Post No. 1292, American Legion, an¬
nounced last week that this post of
Local 306 is now throwing open its
membership to all IATSE veterans of
past wars residing in New York and
New jersey. The post is now in the
process of opening a new club room
in the Adler building, 249 West 42nd
Street, third floor. Applications can
be obtained by communicating with
Edgar Heidelberg, finance officer,
2800 Jerome Avenue. Bronx, 58, New
York.

New Jersey
NEWAR K
While making a personal appearance re¬
cently at the Rivoli, New York, for the
world premiere of her new film for
Universal-International, * Another Part
of the Forest”, Ann Blyth auctioned off
her hat to help raise funds for
the
American Overseas Aid-United Nations
Appeal for Children. Highest bidder was
Vickie Hayes, who is congratulated by
Hiss Blyth, holding the hat. At left
is Bud Sweeney, auctioneer. White Uonty
Salmon, Rivoli managing director,
stands at the right,
quite pleased.

Budd Rogers, Realart vice-presi¬
dent, left last week on a two-week
circuit tour.... Favorite Films cor¬
poration announced last week that it
had acquired for distribution two
Italian features, “Sperdutti Nel
Buio” and “Dove Sta Zaza”.
One of the most successful pro¬
motions in the history of the Skouras
Roosevelt was the "Cutest Child Con¬
test”, conducted in conjunction with
the Hawthorne Studio, Flushing, L.I.
Prizes were given in two groups:
children up through three years and
from four through 12. The first prize
in each group was $25.00, second,
$15.00, and third, $10. All photos
entered went on exhibition in the
theatre mounted on a huge display
frame, no expense was run up by the
theatre, and the judges were selected
from model agencies, magazines, news¬
papers, etc. Five thousand heralds
each containing an entry blank were
distributed through the 22 public and
parochial schools over a 22 mile area,
and an attractive trailer invited
parents to show off their youngsters.
The gala spring Party of the Ameri¬
can Television Society and the closing
luncheon meeting of the 1947-48 series
took place last week in the Coral
Room of the Hotel Astor....NBC Tele¬
vision last week received the first
annual citation of the Radio-Tele¬
vision critics’ Circle "for doing the
most to promote television in the
past year”....“Films and Labor”, first
of a series of discussions on the use
of non-theatrical films, was the
theme of the conference luncheon of
the New York Film Council held last
week at the Williams Club.
David A. Lipton, U-I studio co¬
ordinator of advertising and promotion,
arrived last week from California to
participate in mapping advertising
campaigns on forthcoming U-I releases
.... Columbia star Rita Hayworth sailed
last week for Europe.
Norman Serphos.
president, Scott Stamp and coin com¬
pany, Inc., was guest speaker at a
meeting of the Cinema stamp Collectors
in the Nimrod Room, Hotel Astor, re¬

Edward
manager,
his desk
home due

Batlan, Essex County district
Warner Theatres, was back at
after being confined to his
to a minor operation.

Vacationers from the WB office in¬
cluded Doris Sheffer andSam Jenefsky,
contact department, John Stanek, book¬
ing department; Jerri Walsh and Kay
Wondracek, and Reggie Vitiello, who
returned from a vacation spent in her
new home.

UN I ON
The Union, which runs Junior Fun
Shows every Saturday matinee, had as
an added attraction Gus Lesnevich, the
light, heavy weight champion. He pre¬
sented to one of the children cele¬
brating a birthday that day, a pair of
boxing gloves, which he autographed.

New York State
ALBANY
Plans for the annual golf tournament
of the Variety Club, Tent 9, were made
at a meeting of the crew prior to the
weekly dinner in Keeler* s Restaurant.
Nate Winig was named chairman of the
affair, which will be held on June 21
....Harry Colburn, Jr./Columbia home
office representative, is spending
several weeks in the exchange.... Warren
Towle, manager, Heilman’s Saratoga
Drive-In, Lathams, resigned. George
Lourinia replaces.... Condolences are
being extended to Helen Davis, Warner
Theatres’ telephone operator, upon the
death of her brother, Frank.... Jack
Bullwinkle, Columbia branch manager,
went to Oneida to confer with Kallett
....Harry Alexander, Eagle Lion branch
manager, and Gordon Bugie, salesman,
attended a meeting of the 10 eastern
branches in New York City....Elizabeth
Hilles, 20th-Fox inspectress, was va¬
cationing. ... Sidney Kallett, Kallett
Circuit, made a business trip to Boston
.... Ray Smith, Warners’ branch manager,
was on a week’s trip through the North
Country....James 0' Gara, Republic division manager, was a visitor....
Charlah McDonald, Loew’s bookers'
secretary, returned from a vacation
in Oneonta, and Louisa Bike, contract
clerk, was absent for several weeks
due to the illness of her father.
The Aust Drive-In, Glens Falls open¬
ing, scheduled for May 14, was post¬
poned until May 21 due to the delay
in the arrival of equipment.... Mrs.
Voumakis, wife of Peter, owner Liberty
and Strand, Watertown, is recuperating
at the Good Samaritan Hospital after
undergoing an operation.... Mr. and
June 2,
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Mrs. Walter Doyle, owners, Rivoli,
Troy, spent a weekend in New York City
....Mrs. Elizabeth Hawkins, mother of
Mary Flynn, Upstate Theatres, Inc.,
entered St. Peters Hospital for ob¬
servation.

enlargements in color for the lobby,
special newspaper stories, radio con¬
tests featuring recordings from the
film, search for French war brides and
Ex-G.I.’s entertained by Miss Bergman
during the war, book and music store
tieups, posters on light poles and
newsstands, plus exceptionally heavy
newspaper advertising.

Visitors were.: Sid Kulick, Bell,
and David Miller, U-I district manager
....Joe Weinstein, Warner Theatres’
booker, was in Buffalo.
-M.E.B.-

BU FFALO
Laura Wells, special Eagle Lion home
office publicity representative, was
in assisting on "Ruthless”, 20thCentury.
Jerry Lipow, FC representative, and
wife, Eleanor, have found an apartment,
and moved to 6 New Southgate Road....
Metro’s short subjects drive is off
to a good start, according to Mary
Ryan, short subjects supervisor. A
trip to the coast is the prize if
Buffalo leads on closing day.
Mary Golbersuch, MGM assistant cash¬
ier, has been confined due to a virus
infection.... The Film Building’s own
Pearl Sherwood is now on the mend,
having been confined to her home for
the past month with an arthritic con¬
dition.
Carl Rindscen, Shea’s Buffalo mana¬
ger, and his wife, Nan, returned last
week from their vacation triptoCalifornia....Herb Pickman, Warners’ exploiteer, was in last week to work
with Charlie Taylor and staff on
“Silver River”, George Mason’s Shea’s
Great Lakes....Bil1 Brereton, Basil
Circuit advertising director, was con¬
valescing in St. Francis Hospital
following an eye operation.
A leading used car dealer went for
a cooperative ad on the Stanley Steamer
stunt during the showing of "Summer
Holiday”, Shea’s Buf falo. ... Eddie
Miller, Shea’s Hippodrome,capitalized
on the current safety campaign spon¬
sored by The Courier Express and the
Buffalo police department by bringing
back the timely MGM short, “Drunk
Driving”.
Max Yellen, 20th Century, was named
chairman, motion picture division,
United Jewish Fund Drive. Buffalo’s
share is $1,771,525. He expects to
cover all film exchanges and theatres
for checks and pledges to this worthy
cause.
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When Un i v e r s a l - I n t e r n a t i o n al ‘ s "Dear
Murderer" recently opened atNew York’s
Winter Garden,
the company aided the
local Green Cross For Safety campaign
with the above booth. Besides providing
effective bally for both campaign and
picture, the booth spearheaded the dis¬
tribution of 10,000 heralds containing
entries
to a safety contest
tieup.

ROCHESTER
Although five drive-in theatres were
projected hereabouts some weeks ago,
none is actually under way, and some
exhibs are reported cooling because
of high costs. The Greece Town Board
quickly rejected a petition of George
Barrus for a zoning permit for a drivein on a Latta Road site after neighbor¬
hood squawks.
James Eshelman, Paramount city mana¬
ger, attended the candy convention in
Chicago, and was to speak on the Drincolator, which had a successful tryout
in the remodeled Paramount....Loew’s
manager Lester Pollock was disappointed
in plans for getting a new auto when
the Chrysler strike stymied a fleet
deal.

Rochester was one of five situations
dreaming up test promotion campaigns
for “Hatter’s Castle”, with James
Eshelman, Ed Wahl, and Arthur Krolick
combining talents. It featured a special
letter to a selected mailing list,
use of unique teaserads in thedailies,
window cards,'promotion via radio, and
continuous warning that it's not for
children.
William Tishkoff, veteran Rochester
exhibitor, bought out his partners in
the Central Drive-In, Gradon Hodges
and Elmer Ellis, and dropped his action
to dissolve the corporation. He quickly
opened the theatre, and announced that
in-car speakers would be installed as
soon as possible.
Dave Hamill, Embassy, switched from
burlesque to split policy of vaudeville
and films weekends, and double feature
films the other four days....A street
in Caledonia is named for Morris
Slotnick, area theatre man, who, with
a partner, launched a house-building
program there five years ago.
Exhibs say those package adventure
films pay off as long as they are topnotchers, but the publ ic quickly senses
when weakies are spotted in....Pro¬
jectionist Louis Goler expects to bring
in the Straits Shows again this summer.

The Capitol lobby is now a study in
shades of rose following an attractive
redecoration job, and the candy .stand
is being remodeled for installation of
a Drincolator before arrival of hot
weather.... Tex Ritter and his horse
were booked in for the opening of Max
Raney’s Bar M Ranch, East Bloomfield.

John W. Coyne reported that the Parkr
way Drive-In, being built near Canan¬
daigua by Sam Slotnick and Sam Gandel,
was more than half completed. It will
have capacity for 700 autos, with possi¬
bility of expansion, in-car speakers,
and oiled runways.

Manager. Arthur Krolick, Paramount,
arranged a"saturation” radio campaign
for “The Big Clock”. ... Manager Lester
Pollock, Loew's, aided by Louise Wilson
and Bill Healy, put on one of his biggest
campaigns for “Arch of Triumph”, in¬
cluding huge spotlighted photographic

SCARS DA LE

-D.R.

W. Stewart McDonald, vice-president
Warner Theatres, recently took office
as president, Town Club
(Continued on page NT-4)

Harry Cotton, Alexander Film Company
representative, was in to find a local
representative for his company to re¬
place Andy Anderson, recently resigned.
-M.G.

MALONE
Bert Ruder and assistant Lloyd
Barton, Schine's Malone, recently
promoted a full-page of co-op. ads
from local merchants on “Unconquered”.
The film’s title was cleverly worked
into each of the ads with the theatre
ad centered on the page, making for a
very striking effect.
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Trying to pick a winner in the Skou r as Roosevelt, Flushing, L.I., "Cutest Child'
contest really had the judges stopped, at least temporarily, when they had to
select from nearly 300 photographs. The j udging took piace at a luncheon given
by manager Mildred A. Fitzgibbons in a New York restaurant. Seen left to right
are: Melvin Ellsworth, art editor, Parents magazine; Vy Prosser, Walter Thorn¬
ton Model Agency; N
Harkness,
The New York Sun,
and Miss Fitzgibbons.

.
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New York: An announcement from the
personnel department of National Screen
Service served to place many a smile
on the faces of the employes for it
stated that SOPEG was
finally handed a salary
increase. The employes
found their paychecks
heavier by $5 to $7.50
beginning an June 1, the
amount of the increase
corresponding with the
wage class of the in¬
dividual worker. The
increase will also be
Let Sugarman
made retroactive from
Sept. 27, 1947. Although most of the
NSS family was contented with the an¬
nouncement, only those employes who
joined the organization before Septem¬
ber, 1947, are eligible for the stipu¬
lation.
MGM: Birthday greetings were aimed
at Julius Friedman and Teresa Hynes,
both of the film room....The office
bid a fond farewell to Edith Gorcey,
biller. She and Dottie Richter, who
also departed from the staff, were
feted at a luncheon.. ..Virginia Aaron,
Estelle Green, and Helen Levy threw a
luncheon at the Hotel Astor for Gwen
Girsch, who left to await the blessed
event. The office presented her with
a gift.
RKO: Gloria Friedman, stenographer,
announced her engagement, and sported
an engagement ring....Rose Bellino,
stenographer, followed suit, and also
displayed a sparkler... .Dorothy Benincasa was sick....Ann Levy, secretary,
returned after vacation.... Charles
Raffianello, film room announced that
his baby cut her first tooth.... Nancy
D* Orta, booking department, was ill....
Phil Hodes, branch manager, was back
from vacation.

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Richard
Carlton, assistant advertising direct¬
or, is firmly established in his new
apartment.... Final tabulations show
the Dodgers and Alliettes in a dead¬
lock for the bowling championship of
the women’s division with the Alley
Cats the top team in the men’s set....
Nat Hetlyn and Dave Lahn, both of the
art department, vied for top honors in
the ping pong championship....The AllSport dinner was held at the Ding Ho
Restaurant.
UNITED ARTISTS: The film room’s
hours of operation are now 8 to 4:30,
the workers having decided to cut
their lunch hour to 30 minutes....
Blanche Healy, secretary, was on vaca¬
tion. ...Dave Burkan, upstate sales¬
man, was off on a week’s tour.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL:* Florence
McIntosh, biller, is looking good after
a vacation.... Louis Zuber, film room,
was welcomed back.... The Presidential
Drive got off to a good start. The
drive continues until Oct. 30....Mel
Sherman, booking department, was still
awaiting that visit from the stork.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Lester Goldberg
took over the full reins booking for
the Rogers and Lindy, Brooklyn. His
partner, Phil Wechter, Annex and
Rogers, Brooklyn, was seen on the
street after a long absence.... The in¬
dustry will be glad to know that Harry
S. Gans, 44th Street stationery and
lending library shop, is doing fine.
He was formerly of Warners, Columbia,
and Skouras....Gus Solomon, sales
supervisor, returned from a vacation
....Harvey English is reportedbuilding
a house in Cal1icoon....Max Cohen,
upstate exhibitor, started construction
on a house at White Lake....The LiggetStifel office moved to 341 West 44th
Street from the Hotel Lincoln....SOPEG
held a special meeting at the Hotel
Diplomat.... Hannah Rosenberg resigned
from Screen Guild, and is now booking
for Astor, replacing Millicent Malik.
She was replaced by Eileen Adler,

for conferences with local managers
....Jack Crowe, assistant manager,
Schine’s Paramount, officially opened
the summer season with a new pair of
white shoes.... It seems that Hank
Wolf, chief engineer, Paramount, can¬
not win an argument with Jack Crowe
when time sheets are involved.
It is an everyday experience for
patrons to visit the lost and found
department, looking, for various
articles, but when manager Richard
Feldman, Paramount, appeals for help
in finding his favorite pipe, there
must be a reason. ... Francis Dee, Watertown, division manager. Band B Con¬
fectionery Sales Corporation, was in
for a check-up with local houses....
Mrs. Margaret McCarthy is the new
secretary in manager Harold Mortin’s
office, Loew’s State.
Alberta Bethka, assistant manager,
Loew’s State, is planning a vacation
in Kansas. ... “Honky Tonk” MGM’sItalian
language version, playing a single
midnight engagement at Loew’s State,
made a very favorable impression on
the large audience, which turned out
in response to the excellent campaign
put on by manager Harold Mortin....
William Maxwell, projectionist, Loew’s
Strand, was very nearly successful in
his disguise with the green glasses
....Mrs. Patricia Harding is the new
secretary in Schine zone manager Harry
Unterfort’s office, replacing Miss
Bette Rathbun, resigned.
Shirley Zimmerman is the new cashier,
Schine’s Paramount, as are James Hay¬
ward, John Bleen, and Arthur Jones,
service staff....As it takes more than
one swallow to make a summer (which
we have not seen), so it takes more
than a coat of paint on a marquee and
a popcorn warmer (which we have seen)
to make a theatre.
What a combination those lavender
those lavender suspenders worn by
Harry Unterfort would make hitched
onto the pearl gray trousers, covering
Jack Crowe.

NEW YORK STATE
MONOGRAM: Florence Gilbert, secre¬
tary to the head booker, returned after
illness.... Etta V. Segall, head booker,
reported the Play-Date drive going
smoothly.... Elias Barky, head, film
room, was spending his vacation with
a fishing rod and tackle. Vince Germotta, sturdy assistant, took over... .
The glint in the eyes of Pauline Gibbs
is caused by the frequent appearances
of navy booker Lee Kaye.

(Continued from page NT-3)

SYR ACUSE
Gus W. Lampe and Bemie Diamond,
Schine office, Gloversville, were in

PARAMOUNT: Ann Callahan, secretary,
was welcomed back from a vacation... .
The slogan for the drive is “Paramount’s
36th Paramount Year”.... Kitty Flynn,
booker, was chosen to act as hostess
at the recital given by the Choral
Group at Town Hall.... George Kirchner,
film room left on vacation.
20TH CENTURY-FOX: Ted Goldstein,
father of Jerry, film room, was re¬
covering from an illness.... Larry
Morris, Morse Circuit, was in....The
office set the date for their annual
boat ride for June 16.... Dorothy Banaszewski, secretary, returned after
a week in Indiana.

Manager Harold Mortin, Loew’s State,
got a real break for “Arch of Triumph”
when he managed to find a local French
war bride, Mrs. Helen Hungerfort, who
was a French Red Cross nurse and a
member of the underground resistance
group during the late war. A local
paper devoted a column of copy to her
experiences, plus a two column art
spread. Mortin invited all local French
war brides and their husbands to be
guests of the management on the opening
night.
We wonder if Lester Pollock, manager,
Loew’s Rochester, has found any way
of utilizing the ant colony, recently
gracing his assistant’s desk. We under¬
stand that any suggestions for their
disposal would be welcomed, but no
cash awards would be given out.

The

"Beacon “ award

for

humanitarian-

ism is accepted here by Harold Rodner,
from Arthur Uayer, president.
Motion
Picture Associates at ceremonies which
took place at the recent
29th annual

dinner

dance

in

New

York

City.

Glad to report that Schine’s Auburn
city manager, Joe Schwartzwalder, is
fully recovered, and hope he will be
able to enjoy the black bass fishing
at Skaneateles Lake this summer.
J.J.S.
June 2,
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Columbia
(1946-47 releases from 801 up;
1947-48 releases from 901 up)
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-W-William Bishop, Gloria
Henry, Forrest Tucker—Pleasing western for the dual¬
lers—75m.—see March 31 issue—(902).
BEST MAN WINS—D—Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, Robert
Shayne—Pleasing dualler—75m.—see May 12 issue—
Leg.: B.—(901).
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Simms—Okeh series entry—67m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(913).
BLONDIE'S REWARD—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms—Average series entry—67m.—see May
26 issue.
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Eve Miller—Okeh 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(961).
DEVIL SHIP—MD—Richard Lane, Louise Campbell, William
Bishop—Okay programmer for the duallers—62m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(923).
DOWN TO EARTH—FAhlMU—Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks,
Marc Platt—Colorful entry is good entertainment—
101m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B—(930).
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-C-Red Skelton, Janet Blair,
Don McGuire—Entertaining comedy—93m.—see May
12 issue.
GLAMOUR GIRL—DMU—Gene Krupa and his Orchestra,
Virginia Grey, Michael Duane—Pleasing program¬
mer for the duallers—68m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—
(907).
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—F—Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone,
Edward Everett Horton—Wacky comedy is good for
loads of laughs—86m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(929).
I LOVE TROUBLE—MYMD—Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,'
Janis Carter—Interesting metier has names to help
the selling—94m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(934).
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE—MD—Rita Hayworth, Orson
Welles, Everett Sloane—Names will make the dif¬
ference—87m.—see April 28 issue—(938)—Leg.: B.
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Good 'Durango Kid' west¬
ern—56m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(964).
LOST ONE, THE (La Traviata)—MU—Nelli Corradi, Gino
Mattera, Manfredi Polverosi—High-rating picturization of opera, "La Traviata"—80m.—see April 28
issue—(Italian-made).
MARY LOU—CMU—Robert Lowery, Joan Barton, Glenda
Farrell—Pleasing entry for the lower half—66m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(906).
MATING OF MILLIE, THE—C—Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes,
Ron Randell—Good comedy—87m.—see March 17 issue—(940).
MY DOG RUSTY—D—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann Do¬
ran-Pleasing lower half entry—67m.—see April 28
issue—(914).
PHANTOM VALLEY—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Virginia Hunter—Below series average—53m.
—see March 17 issue—(965).
PORT SAID—Gloria Henry, William Bishop, Steven Geray
—Adequate lower half entry—69m.—see April 28
issue—(909).
PRINCE OF THIEVES-MD-Jon Hall, Patricia Morison,
Adele Jergens—Period piece has the color and the
angles—72m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(Cinecolor) — (933).
RELENTLESS—WMD—Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman,
Willard Parker—Better than average meller—93m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(Technicolor)—(937).
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE—MD—Michael Duane,
Lenore Aubert, Richard Lane—For the lower half—
63m.—see March 17 issue—(920).
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA—CMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia
White, Eduardo Noriega—Latin-flavored musical is
okeh for the duallers—65m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(951).
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE—D—Susan Peters, Alexander
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter— Interesting dramatic entry—
84m.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B.—(936).
SIX-GUN LAW—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders—Good western—54m.—see March 3
issue—(962).
SONG OF IDAHO—WCMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent—Okeh musical western—66m.—
see May 26 issue—(952).
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Gloria
Henry, Jack Holt—Good Autry—79m.—see April 28
issue—(Cinecolor).
SWEET GENEVIEVE—ROMCMU—Jean Porter, Jimmy Lydon,
Gloria Marlen—Programmer for the lower half—68m.
—see Nov. 12 issue—(918).
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-MD-Dick Powell, Signe
Hasso, Maylia—High-rating documentary-type meller
— 109m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(935).
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE—MD—Chester Morris, June
Vincent, Richard Lane—Average series entry—67m.—
see May 12 issue—(921).
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—CMU—Jean Porter,
Jimmy Lloyd, June Preisser—Routine dualler—70m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—Leg: B—(919).
WEST OF SONORA—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Anita Castle—Okeh 'Durango Kid'—55m.—see
May 12 issue—(966).
WOMAN
FROM
TANGIER,
THE—MD—Adele
Jergens,
Stephen Dunne, Michael Duane—Okeh meller for the
duallers—66m.—see Feb. 4 issue— (910).
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-D-Willard Parker, Edgar
Buchanan, Patricia White—Title should help pleasing
dualler—68m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ARKANSAS SWING, THE-Hoosier Hot Shots, Gloria
Henry, Stuart Hart.
BIG BEND BADMEN—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Helen Mowery.
BIG SOMBRERO, THE — Gene Autry, Elena Verdugo,
Stephen Dunne.
BLACK ARROW, THE—Louis Hayward, Janet Blair, George
Macready.
BLACK EAGLE—William Bishop, Virgina Patton, James
Bell.
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BLAZING ACROSS THE PECOS — Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Patricia White.
BLONDIE'S SECRET—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms.
CORONER CREEK—Randolph Scott, Marguerite Chapman,
George Macready—(Cinecolor).
EL DORADO PASS — Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Elena Verdugo.
FBI MEETS SCOTLAND YARD—Dennis O'Keefe, Louis Hay¬
ward, Jimmy Lloyd.
GALLANT BLADE, THE—Larry Parks, Marguerite Chap¬
man, Victor Jory—(Cinecolor).
GENTLEMAN FROM
NOWHERE — Warner Baxter, Fay
Baker, Wilson Graff.
HEARSAY—William Holden, Lee J. Cobb.
HER WONDERFUL LIFE—Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth, Janis
Carter—(I talian-made).
I SURRENDER DEAR—Gloria Jean, David Street, Don
McGuire.
LADIES OF THE CHORUS—Adele Jergens, Rand Brooks,
Marilyn Monroe.
LET'S FALL IN LOVE—Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Janis
Carter.
LOADED PISTOLS—Gene Autry, Barbara Britton, Jack
Holt.
LOVES OF CARMEN, THE-Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford,
Ron Randell—(Technicolor).
LULU BELLE—Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery, Otto
Kruger—(Bogeaus).
MAN
FROM COLORADO, THE—Glenn Ford, William
Holden, Ellen Drew—(Technicolor).
MANHATTAN ANGEL—Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrrell, Ross
Ford.
OUTLAW TAMER, THE—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders.
RETURN OF OCTOBER, THE—Glenn Ford, Terry Moore,
James Gleason—(Technicolor).
“
RUSTY LEADS THE WAY—Ted Donaldson, Ann Doran, John
Litel.
RUSTY SAVES A LIFE—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann
Doran.

KEY
Leg. is the symbol for the Legion of Decency ratings
which are included in cases where the pictures are classi¬
fied as either objectionable in part (B) or condemned
(C). Films without a Legion of Decency rating are either
unobjectionable or unclassified.
Abbreviations following titles indicate type of picture.
ACD—Action drama
AD—Adventure drama
ADMD—Adult melodrama
BID—Biographical drama
BIDMU—Biographical drama
with music
C—Comedy
CAR—Cartoon Feature
CD—Comedy drama
CDMU—Comedy drama
musical
CFAN—Comedy fantasy
CFANMU—Comedy
fantasy musical
CMD—Comedy melodrama
CMU—Comedy musical
COMP—Compilation
COSMD—Costume melodrama
D—Drama
DFAN—Drama fantasy
DMU—Dramatic musical
DOC—Documentary
DOCD—Documentary drama
ED—Educational feature
F—Farce
FAN—Fantasy
FANMU—Fantasy musical
FMD—Factual melodrama
FMU—Farce musical
HISD—Historical drama
MDMU—Melodrama musical
MD—Melodrama
MUC—Musical comedy

MUGD—Musical comedy
drama
MU-Musical
MUSAT—Musical satire
MUW—Musical western
MY—Mystery
MYC—Mystery comedy
MYCM—Mystery comedy
musical
MYD—Mystery drama
MYMD—Mystery melodrama
MYMU—Mystery musical
NOV—Novelty
OD—Outdoor drama
OMD—Outdoor melodrama
PD—Psychological drama
ROMC—Romantic comedy
ROMCMU—Romantic
comedy musical
ROMD—Romantic drama
ROMDMU—Romantic drama
with music
SAT—Satire
SCD—Sex comedy drama
TRAV—Travelogue
W-Western
WC—Western comedy
WCMD—Western comedy
musical
WD—Western drama
WMD—Western melodrama
WMDMU—Western melodrama
musical

SINGIN' SPURS—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia White, Kirby
Grant.
&
THUNDERHOOF—Preston Foster, William Bishop, Mary
Stuart.
TRAIL TO LAREDO—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia Maxey.
UNDERCOVER MAN—Glenn Ford, Nina Foch.
WALKING HILLS—Randolph Scott, Ella Raines, William
Bishop.
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette^
Nancy Saunders—54m.—(963).
WINNER TAKE NOTHING-Caroeron Mitchell, Virginia
Grey, Blake Edwards.
WRANGLER, THE—Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton, Gabby
Hayes—(Cinecolor).

Eagie Lion
(1946-47 releases from 101 and 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-AD-Arturo De Cordova,
Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey—Highly entertaining—
83m.—see March 17 issue—(812).
ASSIGNED TO DANGER — MD — Gene Raymond, Noreen
Nash, Mary Meade—Satisfactory meller for the
duallers—66m.—see May 12 issue—(821).
BLACK HILLS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson—Good series entry—58m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(851).
CHECK YOUR GUNS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Nancy Gates—Good entry in the Dean series—55m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—(853).
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy'
St. John, Nancy Gates—Okeh series entry—58m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(530).
CLOSE-UP—MD—Alan Baxter, Virgina Gilmore, Richard
Kollmar—Programmer will fit nicely into the duallers
76m.—see April 28 issue—(824).
COBRA STRIKES, THE—MD—Sheila Ryan, Richard Fraser,
Leslie Brooks—For the lower half—62m.—see May 26
issue—(820).
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE—D—Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne,
Donn Gift—Exploitable film has strongest appeal for
neighborhoods, small towns—77m.—see April 14 issue
—(Cinecolor)—(817).
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE—W—'Lash' La Rue, Al'Fuzzy'
St. John, Jennifer Holt—Okeh series entry—61m.—see
Nov. 26 issue—(527).
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Ros¬
coe Ates, Jennifer Holt—Good Dean entry—54m.—
see March 17 issue—(856).
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN—C—Stuart Edwin, Glenda Far¬
rell, Russ Vincent—Pleasing programmer for the
duallers—71 m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(810).
LOVE FROM A STRANGER—MY—Sylvia Sidney, John Hodiak, John Howard—Suspenseful entertainment has
the selling angles—81m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(806).
MAN
FROM TEXAS—MUW—James Craig, Lynn
Bari,
Johnny Johnston—Mild western—71m.—see April 14
issue—(815).
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-C-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Cathy Downs—Abbott and Costello entry should find
popular appeal—77m.—see April 14 issue—(819).
OCTOBER MAN, THE-D-John Mills, Joan Greenwood,
Edward Chapman—Average British entry—85m.—see
March 31 issue—(English-mad)—(818).
OPEN SECRET—MD—John Ireland, Jane Randolph, Roman
Bohnen—Fast-moving meller packs plenty of punch—
70m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(813).
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Sarah Padden—Satisfactory series entry—57m.—see
April 28 issue—(857).
RAW DEAL—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha
Hunt—Exciting meller—78m.—see May 26 issue—(822).
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-D-Rin Tin Tin III, Donald
Woods, Claudia Drake—Fair juvenile entry—67m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(color)—(804).
RETURN OF THE LASH-W-'Lash' La Rue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Mary Maynard—Routine series entry—53m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(755).
RUTHLESS—D—Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
Absorbing entry—102m.—see April 14 issue—Leg.: B.
-(816).

Servisection 2
SHADOW VALLEY—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Afes, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine series entry—58m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(852).
SMUGGLERS, THE—COSMD—Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent,
Joan Greenwood—Technicolor import has limited ap¬
peal—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)—(811).
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-D-Ramon Del Gado, Sigrid
Gurie, Ralph Morgan—Fair programmer for the duallers—76m.—see May 12 issue—(823).
STAGE TO MESA CITY-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Jennifer Holt—Routine—52m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(758).
TAKE MY LIFE—MD—Hugh Williams, Greta Gynt, Francis
L. Sullivan—Well-made, suspenseful import—80m.—see
Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—(814).
T-MEN—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Mary Meade, Alfred Ryder
—Topnotch thriller is headed for higher returns—
91m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(809).
TIOGA KID, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jenni¬
fer Holt—Good western—54m.—see March 17 issue—
(858).
TORNADO RANGE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine—56m.—see March 3 issue—(854).
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Phyllis Planchard—Average Dean entry—58m.—see
March 17 issue—(855).
WHISPERING CITY—MYMD—Helmut Dantine, Mary An¬
derson, Paul Lukas—Fair meller will need plenty of
push—89m.—see Nov. 26 issue — (Canadian-made) —
(805).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS-Bess, the wonder horse;
Audrey Long, Cameron Mitchell.
ALL IN A GAME — James Brown, Noreen Nash, Sheila
Ryan.
BROKEN JOURNEY—Phyllis Calvert, .Margot Grahame,
Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made).
CALENDAR, THE—-Greta Gynt, John McCallum, Sonia
Holm—(English-made).
CANON CITY—Scott Brady, Charles Russell, Mary Meade
—83m.—(826).
COBRA STRIKES, THE—Sheila Ryan, Leslie Brooks, Richard
Fraser—62 m.—(820).
CORPSE CAME CALLING, THE — Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl
Walker, Paul Bryar.
ESTHER WATERS—Kathleen Ryan, Dirk Bogarde, Fay
Compton—(English-made).
HOLLOW TRIUMPH—Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie
Brooks.
IN THIS CORNER—Scott Brady, Anabel Shaw, Mary
Meade.
INSIDE THE WALL—Lucille Bremer, Richard Carlson, Tom
Brown.
LADY AT MIDNIGHT—Richard Denning, Tom Dugan, Lora
Lee Michel.
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE—Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cummings,
Anna Sten.
LORD BYRON—Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling, Joan Green¬
wood—(Engl ish-made).
MAN WITHOUT A GUN - Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Ellen
Hall.
MICKEY—Irene Hervey, Bill Goodwin, Lois Butler—(Cinecolor)—87m.—(825).
MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND—Gene Raymond, Francis
Lederer, Osa Massen.
MIRANDA—Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, Glynis Johns
-(English-made).
MR. PERRIN AND MR. TRAIL—David Farrar, Marius Gor¬
ing, Greta Gynt—(English-made).
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—Joan Leslie, James Craig, Jack
Oakie—(Cinecolor)—79m.—(830).
OLIVER TWIST—Robert Newton, Kay Walsh, Alec Guin¬
ness—(Eng I ish-made)—(828).
OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948, THE-(English-made)-(Teehnicolor).
RAMPAGE—Bess, the Wonder Horse; Cameron Mitchell,
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).
RED SHOES, THE—Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Leon¬
ide Massine—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SARABAND—Stewart Granger, Francoise Rosay, Joan
Greenwood—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC-John Mills, Derek Bond, Anne
Firth—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SHED NO TEARS—Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank
Albertson—70m.—(829).
SLEEPING CAR TO VENICE-Albert Lieven, Derrick De
Marney, Jean Kent—(English-made).
SPIRITUALIST, THE—Turhan Bey, Lynn Bari, Cathy O'Donnell—79m.—(827).
29 CLUES—Richard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts.
WHEN THE DEVIL DRIVES-James Cardwell, Jan Ford,
Damian O'Flynn.

Film Classics
ARGYLE SECRETS-MYMD-William Gargan, Marjorie
Lord, Ralph Byrd—Dualler has exploitation possibil¬
ities—63m.—see May 12 issue.
BLONDE ICE—MD—Robert Paige, Leslie Brooks, Russ Vin¬
cent—Okeh dualler—73m.—see May 26 issue.
DEVIL'S CARGO—MYMD—John Calvert, Rochelle Hudson,
Roscoe Karns—Satisfactory programmer for the duallers—61 m.—see March 31 issue.
DISCOVERY — DOC — Admiral Byrd, and his group of
scientists, astronomers, and naval personnel—Highly
exploitable documentary—74m.—see July 9 Issue—
(Discovery).
FOR YOU I DIE—MD—Cathy Downs, Paul Langton, Mischa
Auer—Above average dualler—76m.—see Dec. 24
Issue.
MONEY MADNESS— D--Hugh Beaumont, Frances Rafferty,
Harlan Warde—Interesting programmer for the duallers—73m.—see April 14 issue.
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-DOC-Adolph Hitler, Eva
Braun, Herman Goering—Topical documentary has
exploitation angles—60m.—see May 26 issue.
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—DOCD—Tala Birell, William
Henry, Virginia Christine—Saleable exploitation entry
—90m.—see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.: B.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY—Rory Calhoun, Virginia Grey,
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).

THE
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayor
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—D—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,
Dorothy Patrick—Moderate programmer—76m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(818).
B.F.'S DAUGHTER—D—Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin,
Charles Coburn—Well-made picturization of a best¬
seller—108m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(820).
BIG CITY—CDMU—Margaret O'Brien, Robert Preston,
Danny Thomas—Names and angles will make the
difference—103m.—see April 14 issue.
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE-C-Van Johnson, June Allyson,
Butch Jenkins—Topnotch comedy—98m.—see March
17 issue—(819).
CASS TIMBERLANE—ROMD—Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner,
Zachary Scott—Popular book makes bigh-rating en¬
tertainment—117m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(813).
GONE WITH THE WIND-D-Clark Cable, Leslie How¬
ard, Olivia de Havilland—Reissue will still get the
dough—228m.—see June
11
issue—(Technicolor)—
(3000).
GOOD NEWS—CMU— June Allyson, Peter Lawford, Patricia
Marshall—Pleasing comedy should attract attention—
92m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(810).
HIGH WALL—MD—Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall—The Taylor draw will have to make the
difference—99m.—see Dec. 24 Issue—(815).
HOMECOMING—D—Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Anne Bax¬
ter—Solid—112m.—see April 14 issue—(826).
IF WINTER COMES—D—Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Angela Lansbury—Drama should get the women's
vote—97m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B— (814).
KILLER McCOY—MD—Mickey Rooney, Brian Donlevy, Ann
Blyth—Solid; for the better money—102m.—see Nov.
12 issue—(809).
NINOTCHKA — CD — Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Ina
Claire—Topical interest may help reissue—110m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(812).
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-MUCD-Esther Williams,
Peter Lawford, Jimmy Durante—Names and angles
will make the difference—107m.—see May 12 issue—
(Technicolor).
PICADILLY INCIDENT—DMU—Anna Neagle, Michael Wild¬
ing, Michael Laurence—Moderate British import—
88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made).
PIRATE, THE-MU-Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Walter
Slezak—Topnotch musical—101 Vim.—see April
14
issue—(Technicolor)—(825).
SEARCH, THE—D—Montgomery Clift, Aline MacMahon,
Jarmila Novotna—Excellent dramatic entry—103m.—
see March 31 issue.
STATE OF THE UNION—CD—Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hep¬
burn, Van Johnson—Excellent, timely entry— 121m.—
see April 14 issue—(824).
SUMMER HOLIDAY—ROMCMU-Mickey Rooney, Gloria De
Haven, Walter Huston—High-rating comedy is headed
for the better returns—92m.—see March 17 issue—
(Technicolor)—(821).
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-MD-Johnny Weiss¬
muller, Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Average
reissue has the angles—71 m.—see April 28 issue—
(823).
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE-MD-Johnny Weissmuller,
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Reissue should
attract series' fans—80m.—see April 28 issue—(822).
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL-D-Margaret O'Brien, Angela
Lansbury, George Murphy—O'Brien draw will help
routine programmer—74m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(816).
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—CMU—Jeanette MacDonald,
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell—Entertaining entry—115m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—Leg.: B—(Technicolor)—(817).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
COMMAND DECISION—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson.
DATE WITH JUDY, A-Wallace Beery, Jane Powell, Eliza¬
beth Taylor—(Technicolor).
EASTER PARADE—Fred Astaire, Judy Garland, Peter Law¬
ford—(Technicolor).
JULIA MISBEHAVES—Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon,
Peter Lawford,
KISSING BANDIT, THE—Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
J. Carroll Naish—(Technicolor).
LUXURY LINER—George Brent, Frances Gifford, Jane
Powell—(Technicolor).
MASTER OF LASSIE—Edmund Gwenn, Janet Leigh, Tom
Drake—(Technicolor).
PERSONAL TOUCH, THE — Lionel Barrymore, Lucille
Bremer, Edward Arnold.
SECRET GARDEN, THE—Margaret O'Brien, Claude Jarman,
Jr., Dean Stockwell.
SECRET LAND—Commentary by Robert Montgomery,
Robert Taylor, Van Heflin—(Technicolor).
SOUTHERN YANKEE, A—Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy,
Arlene Dahl.
SUN IN THE MORNING—Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd No¬
lan-, Claude Jarman, Jr.—(Technicolor).
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE—Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van
Heflin—(Technicolor).
WORDS AND MUSIC—Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
June Allyson—(Technicolor).

Monogram
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ANGEL'S ALLEY-CD-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Bene¬
dict-Better entry in the series—67m.—See Feb. 4
issue—(4708).
CAMPUS SLEUTH—MYCM—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Warren Mills—For the lower half—57V2m.—see March
31 issue—(4713).
CHINESE RING, THE—MYMD—Roland Winters, Mantan
Moreland, Louise Currie—Good entry in the 'Chan'
• series—67m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(626).
CROSSED TRAILS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Lynne Carver—Routine—53m.—see May 12
issue—(4755).

THE

EXHIBITOR

DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS—MYD—Roland Winters, Victor
Sen Young, Mantan Moreland—Routine 'Chan' entry
64m.—see March 31 issue—(4712).
FIGHTING MAD—MD—Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Elyse
Knox—Good Palooka entry—75m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(4709).
FRENCH LEAVE—CMD—Jackie Cooper, Jackie Coogan,
Renee Godfrey—For the lower half—64m.—see April
28 issue—(4714).
FRONTIER AGENT—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Reno Blair—Below average western—56m.—
see June 9 issue—(4756).
GUN TALK—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Christine Mclntire—Routine—57m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(674).
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-MD-Don Castle, Elyse
Knox, Regis Toomey—Mild meller for the lower half
—70m.—see May 12 issue—(4716).
IN SELF DEFENSE-See Perilous Waters.
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-C-Joe Yule Renie
Riano, Dale Carnegie—Pleasing programmer has the
angles—65m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4704).
JINX MONEY-MYC-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Betty Cald¬
well—One of the better series entries—68m.—see
June 9 issue.
LAND OF THE LAWLESS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Ray¬
mond Hatton, Christine Mclntire—Average western—
59m.—see May 28 issue—(671).
LOUISIANA — BIDMU — Jimmie Davis, Margaret Lindsay,
John Gallaudet—High rating Monogram entry—85m.
—see Dec. 10 issue—(4703).
OKLAHOMA BLUES—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Virginia Belmont—Good Wakely—56m.—see
April 28 issue—(4761).
OVERLAND TRAILS-W-Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Raymond Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Better than aver¬
age for the series—58m.—see March 31 issue—(4751).
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, Dub
Taylor, Christine Larson—Routine series entry—53m.—
see June 9 issue.
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)-ACD-Don Castle,
Audrey Long, Peggy Knudson—Interesting program¬
mer for the duallers—66m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(4707).
PRAIRIE EXPRESS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Fair series entry—54m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—(678).
ROCKY—OD—Roddy McDowall, Edgar Barrier, Nita
Hunter—Above average outdoor film should have
good appeal—76m.—see March 3 issue—(4705).
* ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE-DMU-Movita, John Carroll,
Antonio Moreno—Okeh reissue—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(4710).
SIGN OF THE WOLF—ACD—Michael Whalen, Grace Brad¬
ley, Darryl Hickman—Reissue for the duallers—69m.
—see Sept. 3 issue—(4711).
SMART POLITICS—CMU—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Frankie Darro—Moderate programmer for the duallers
—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
^ SONG OF THE DRIFTER—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Connonball' Taylor, Mildred Coles—Typical series entry—
53m.—see March 3 issue—(686).
STAGE STRUCK — MYD — Kane Richmond, Audrey Long,
Conrad Nagel—For the lower half—70m.—see May 26
issue—(4715).
WOLF CALL—OMD—John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
Lynn—Reissue for the lower half—61m.—see May 28,
'47 issue—(619).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BACK TRAIL—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
COWBOY CAVALIER—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Tay¬
lor.
DEVIL'S PASS—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
FIGHTING RANGER, THE—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Christine Larson.
GOLDEN EYE, THE—Roland Winters, Victor Sen Young,
Mantan Moreland.
HIGH TENSION—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Helen Parrish.
JOE NAMED PALOOKA, A—Joe Kirkwood, Elyse Knox,
Stanley Clements.
KIDNAPPED—Roddy MacDowall, Dan O'Herlihy, Sue
England.
MELODY MAN—Freddie Stewart, Phil Brito, June Preisser.
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—Allene Roberts, Scotty Beckett,
Charles Amt.
MURDER LOVES COMPANY—Leo Gorcey, Bowery Boys.
RANGE RENEGADES—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
Jennifer Holt—54m.
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE—Roland Winters, Deanie Best,
John Alvin—65m.
16 FATHOMS DEEP—Arthur Lake, Lloyd Bridges—(AnscoColor).
SMUGGLERS' COVE-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell.
TRIGGERMAN—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Virginia Carroll—56m.—(4752).

Allied Artists
(1947-48 releases from AA-1 up)
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-WC-Eddie Albert, Gale Storm,
James Gleason—Highly entertaining western comedy
—87m.—see May 12 issue (AA-8).
HUNTED, THE—D—Preston Foster, Belita, Pierre Watkin—
Interesting drama has the angles—83m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(AA-5).
PANHANDLE—WD—Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs, Reed
Hadley—High-rating western should attract wide
attention—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(AA-7).
SMART WOMAN—D—Brian Aherne, Constance Bennett,
Barry Sullivan—Attractive programmer has names
to help—93m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B—(AA-6).
SONG OF MY HEART—BIDMU—Frank Sundstrom, Audrey
Long, Sir Cedric Hardwicke—Top flight Allield Artists
entry—85m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(AA-4).
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BEIT YEARS OF OUR LIVES, THE-D-Myrna Loy, Frederic
March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright—This rates
BABE RUTH STORY, THE-William Bendix, Claire Trevor,
among the best—172m.—see Nov. 27, '46 issue—
Charles Bickford.
(Goldwyn)—Leg.: B—(751).
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN—Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—DFAN—Cary Grant, Loretta Young,
Gale Storm.
David Niven—High rating entertainment—108m.—see
Nov. 26 issue—(Goldwyn)—(852).
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—TRAV—Frank Buck—Exploitation
reissue is packed with selling angles—65m.—see May
26 issue—(818).
(1946-47 releases from 4601 up;
DESIGN FOR DEATH—DOC—Produced by Theron Worth
and Richard O. Fleischer; narrated by Kent Smith
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
and Hans Conreid—Thrill-packed documentary—48m.—
see Feb. 4 issue.
ALBUQUERQUE — W — Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton,
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE - CD - Pat O'Brien, Darryl
George 'Gabby' Hayes—Okeh for the outdoor fans—
Hickman, Una O'Connor—Pleasant program—93m.—
90m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4709).
see May 12 issue—(816).
BIG CLOCK, THE—D—Ray Milland, Charles Laughton,
FORT APACHE—MD—John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley
Maureen O'Sullivan—Milland draw will help fastTemple—Soldiers and Indians show should get the
moving meller—95m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(4713).
dough—127m.—see March 31 issue—(Argosy)—(870).
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-MD-Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
FUGITIVE, THE—D—Henry Fonda, Dolores Del Rio, Pedro
Anne Gillis—Good entry for the duallers—70m.—see
Armendariz—Drama will need plenty of selling—
Nov. 26 issue—(4706).
99m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(Argosy)—(863).
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—MD—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
GUNS OF HATE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Mar¬
Stanley Clements—For the lower half—62m.—see June
tin—Routine—62m.—see May 26 issue—(819).
9 issue—(4722).
I REMEMBER MAMA—D—Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel GedCAGED FURY—MD—Richard Denning, Shiela Ryan, Buster
des, Oscar Homolka—Topnotch—134m.—see March 31
Crabbe—Good
entry
for
the
duallers—60m.—see
issue—(868).
March 3 issue—(4711).
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—CMU—Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
DREAM GIRL—CD—Betty Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Patric
Allyn Joslyn—Cantor-Davis draw will make the dif¬
Knowles—Will depend on Hutton draw—85m.—see
ference—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(811).
May 26 issue—Leg. B—(4721).
LAWLESS VALLEY—W—George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Fred
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE—CMU—Bing Crosby, Joan Fon¬
Kohler—Average western reissue—59m.—see Dec. 24
taine, Roland Culver—Should land in the higher
issue—(884).
grosses—106m.—see
May
12
issue—(Technicolor)— v
MELODY TIME—CAR—Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers,
(4720).
Ethel Smith, Buddy Clark — Should tfind plenty of
HATTER'S CASTLE—MD—Robert Newton, James Mason,
popular appeal—75m.—see May 26 issue—(Disney) —
Deborah Kerr — Mediocre British entry — 100m. — see
(Technicolor).
April 28 issue—(English-made)—(4718).
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-D-Fred MacMurray, Valli,
HAZARD—CD—Paulette Goddard, Macdonald Carey, Fred
Frank Sinatra—Picturlzation of best-seller will land
Clark—Names will make the difference—95m.—see
in the higher grosses—120m.—see March 17 issue—
March 31 issue—Leg.: B.—(4716).
(Lasky-MacEwen)—(869).
I WALK ALONE—MD—Burt Lancaster, Lizabeth Scott,
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA - D - Rosalind Russell,
Kirk Douglas—Rugged meller has the names and
Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey—Play picturizaangles to sell—98m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(4708).
tion will need special handling— 153m.—see Nov. 26
MR. RECKLESS — MD — William Eythe, Barbara Britton,
Issue—(865).
Walter Catlett—For the lower half—66m.—see March
NIGHT SONG—D—Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon, Ethel
3 issue—(4712).
Barrymore—Names and femme appeal will make the
ROAD TO RIO—FMU—Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
difference—101m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(806).
Lamour—The Crosby-Hope combination will get the
OUT OF THE PAST—MYMD—Robert Mitchum, Jane Greer,
business—100m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(4707).
Kirk Douglas—Average meller has the Mitchum draw
SAIGON—MD—Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Donald Dickto help—97m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(807).
Typical Ladd show—94m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4710).
PEARL, THE—D—Pedro Armendariz, Marie Elena Marques,
SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-C-Veronica Lake, Joan Caul¬
Fernando Wagner—Powerful drama for class and
field, Barry Fitzgerald—Entertaining comedy—89m.—
specialty houses—77m.—see March 3 issue—(Mexicansee March 31 issue—(4714).
made)—(867).
SHAGGY — OD — Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert
Shayne—Good family entry for the duallers—71m.—
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—MUW—George O'Brien,
Marjorie Reynolds, Chill Wills—Okeh western re¬
see April 28 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4717).
issue—64m.—see Jan. 21 issue.
SO EVIL MY LOVE-MYD-Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Ger¬
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-W-George O'Brien, Rita Hay¬
aldine Fitzgerald—Names will have to carry slowworth, Ray Whitley—Okeh western reissue—59m.—
moving drama—108V2m.—see June 9 issue—(Englishsee Dec. 24 issue—(883).
made)—(4723).
RETURN OF THE BADMEN-W-Randolph Scott, Robert
SPEED TO SPARE — MD — Richard Arlen, Jean Rogers,
Ryan, Anne Jeffreys—Average western has the angles
Richard Travis—For the lower half—57m.—see March
—90m.—see May 26 issue—(817).
3 issue—(4715).
SO WELL REMEMBERED—D—John Mills, Martha Scott,
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—MD—William Gargan, Mary
Patricia Roc — High rating English import — 86m. —
Beth Hughes, Richard Travis—Okeh meller for the
lower half—63m.—see May 26 issue—(4719).
see Nov. 12 issue—(English-made)—(808).
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS-OD-Johnny Weissmuller,
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian—Exploitation show has
ACCUSED, THE—Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wen¬
the usual angles—68m.—see April 14 issue—(Lesser)
-(813).
dell Corey.
BEYOND GLORY—Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Tom Neal—
TIMBER STAMPEDE—W—George O'Brien, Marjorie Reynolds,
Chill Wills—Satisfactory western reissue—60m.—see
(4726).
CONNECTICUT YANKEE, A—Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming,
Feb. 4 issue—(886).
Sir Cedric Hardwicke—(Technicolor).
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-MUW-George O'Brien, Rosalind
DARK CIRCLE—Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mit¬
Keith, Ray Whitley—Average western reissue—60m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(885).
chell.
DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS—Anne Crawford, Siobhan Mc¬
TYCOON—MD—John Wayne, Laraine Day, Sir Cedric
Kenna—(English-made).
Hardwicke—Names should help overlong meller—
DISASTER—Richard
Denning, Trudy Marshall, Damion
128m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(866).
O'Flynn.
WESTERN HERITAGE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
DYNAMITE—Virginia Welles, William Gargan, Richard
Martin—Good western—61m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(812).
WILD HORSE MESA—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Crane.
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—Marlene Dietrich, Jean Arthur, John
Martin—Okeh western—61m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(809).
Lund—(4724).
FROZEN GOLD—Robert Lowery, Russell Hayden.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
GREAT GATSBY, THE—Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
Carey.
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC—Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Billy
BLOOD ON THE MOON—Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel
De Wolfe.
Geddes, Robert Preston.
MY OWN TRUE LOVE—Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas,
BODYGUARD—Lawrence Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve
Wanda Hendrix.
Brodie.
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-Edward G. Robinson,
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, THE-Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan,
John Lund, Gail Russell.
Barbara Hale—(Technicolor).
NOW AND FOREVER—Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey,
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE-Frank Buck-(Reissue)-(818).
Wanda Hendrix.
EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED—Cary Grant, Franchot
PALEFACE, THE—Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Samuel Z. Hinds
Tone, Diana Lynn.
—(Technicolor).
GOOD SAM—Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe—
SEALED VERDICT—Ray Milland, Florence Marly, John
(Rainbow).
Ridgely.
HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD - Leon Errol, Nan Leslie,
SORROWFUL JONES-Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne
Steve Brodie.
Saunders.
INDIAN AGENT—Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER—Barbara Stanwyck, Burt Lan¬
INDIAN SUMMER—Ann Sothern, Alexander Knox, George
caster, Ann Richards.
Tobias.
SPECIAL AGENT—William Eythe, Laura Elliot, George
JOAN OF ARC—Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, George
Reeves.
Colouris—(Sierra)—(Technicolor).
TATLOCK MILLIONS, THE—Wanda Hendrix, John Lund,
LONG DENIAL, THE—Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara.
Barry Fitzgerald.
Gloria Grahame.
WHISPERING SMITH—Alan Ladd, Brenda Marshall, Robert
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA-Terry Moore, Ben John¬
Preston—(T echn icolor).
son, Robert ^Armstrong—(Arko).
MYSTERY IN MEXICO—William Lundigan, Jacqueline
White, Jacqueline Dalya.
RACE STREET—George Raft, William Bendix, Marilyn
Maxwell.
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER—Loretta Young, William
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
Flolden, Robert Mitchum.
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-W-Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Nan
ROUGHSHOD—Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr., Gloria
Leslie—Good western—63m.—see April 14 issue—(814).
Grahame.
BAMBI—CAR—Reissue
is top
flight
Disney—71m.—see
SONG IS BORN, A—Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Steve
Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(892).
Cochran—(Goldwyn)—(Technicolor).
BERLIN EXPRESS — MD — Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,
STATION WEST—Dick Powell, Jane Greer, Agnes MooreCharles Korvin—Documentary-type meller is exciting
head.
screen fare—86m.—see April 14 issue—(815).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION

Paramount

RKO
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TAKE THREE TENSES—David Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn
Keyes—(Goldwyn).
VARIETY TIME-Jack Paar.
VELVET TOUCH, THE-Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire
Trevor—(Independent Artists).
WEEP NO MORE—Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Byington.
WINDOW, THE—Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy, Bobby
Driscoll.
YOUR RED WAGON—Cathy O'Donnell, Farley Granger,
Howard da Silva.

Republic
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Bob Steele, Linda Johnson—Good western—59m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(752).
BILL AND COO—NOV—George Burton's Love Birds—Cute
novelty should prove highly popular with youngsters
and family trade—61m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Trucolor)
(728).
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Roy Barcroft—Good western—60m.—see May
12 issue—(754).
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND - MUW - Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Trucolor)—(654).
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-C-Lyn Wilde, Lee Wilde, Adele
Mara—Pleasing dualler for the lower half—61m.—
see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(703).
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE—OMD—William Elliott, John Carroll, Catherine McLeod—Top budget outdoor show
should attract attention—95m.—see Nov. 12 issue—
(624).
FLAME, THE—MD—John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Robert
Paige—One of the better Republic offerings—97m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.:B—(628).
GALLANT LEGION, THE-MUW-Bill Elliott, Adrian Booth,
Joseph Schildkraut—Good western—88m.—see June 9
issue.
GAY RANCHERO, THE—MUW—Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,
Jane Frazee—Good Rogers—72m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(Trucolor)—(644).
HEART OF VIRGINIA—D—Janet Martin, Robert Lowery,
Frankie Darro—For the lower half—61m.—see April
14 issue—(707).
INSIDE STORY, THE-CD-Marsha Hunt, Charles Winninger, William Lundigan—Average programmer—87m.—
see April 14 issue—(705).
I, JANE DOE—D—Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston
—Names should help programmer—85m.—see May
26 issue—(710).
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST—CMD—Lynne Roberts, Donald
Barry, Warren Douglas—For the lower half—58m.—
see April 14 issue—(706).
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-OMD-Lynne Roberts, Don¬
ald Barry, Don Castle—For the lower half—60m.—
see March 3 issue—(704).
MAIN STREET KID, THE—CD—Al Pearce, Janet Martin,
Alan Mowbray—For the lower half—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(701).
NORTHWEST OUTPOST-DMU-Nelson Eddy, Ilona Mas¬
sey, Joseph Schildkraut—Names and music should
sell this—91m.—see May 14 issue—(615).
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles—Routine western—59m.—see
March 17 issue—(753).
OLD LOS ANGELES—MUW—William Elliott, John Carroll,
Catherine McLeod—One of the better Republic offer¬
ings—87m.—see April 28 issue—(708).
SLIPPY McGEE—MD—Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Tom
Brown—For the lower half—65m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(702).
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS - MUW - Roy Rogers, Jane
Frazee, Andy Devine—Fair Rogers entry—70m.—see
May 26 issue—(Trucolor)—(731).
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-MUW-Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—65m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(Trucolor)—(652).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BLUE LADY, THE—John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas
Gomez.
CARSON CITY RAIDERS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy Waller,
Beverly Jone—(755).
CIMARRON TRAILS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie Weller.
DAREDEVILS OF THE SKY—Robert Livingstone, Mae Clarke,
James Cardwell.
DRUMS ALONG THE AMAZON—George Brent, Vera Ral¬
ston, Brian Aherne.
EYES OF TEXAS, THE—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Lynne
Roberts—(Trucolor).
FLIGHT FROM FURY—Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis,
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—William Wright, Janet Martin,
Thurston Hall—(709).
MACBETH—Orson
Welles,
Roddy
McDowell, Jeanette
Nolan.
MARSHALL OF AMARILLO—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles.
MOONRISE—Dane Clark, Gail Russell, Ethel Barrymore—
(Feldman-Grant).
NIGHT TIME IN NEVADA—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Sons
of the Pioneers—(Trucolor).
OUT OF THE STORM—Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis.
PLUNDERERS, THE—Rod Cameron, Ilona Massey, Adrian
Booth—(Trucolor).
RECOIL—William Wright, Janet Martin, William Henry.
RED PONY, THE—Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern—(Feldman-Milestone)—(Technicolor).
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR—Lloyd Bridges, Lynne
Roberts, Trevor Bardette.
THRILL MAN, THE—Russell Hayden, Lynne Roberts, Gor¬
don Jones.
TIMBER TRAIL—Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts, Roy Barcroft
-(656).
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—William Phipps, Donald Barry,
Janet Martin.
WHISPERS IN THE DARK—Warren Douglas, Audrey Long,
Lloyd Corrigan.

vjp*
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Screen Guild
(1946-47 releases from 4604 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up;
(1947-48 Herald releases from X-l up)
BOY! WHAT A GIRL—CMU—Tim Moore, Elwood Smith,
Sheila Guyse—Fair Negro entry—69m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(Herald)—(X-2).
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-D-John Shelton, Ann Doran,
Guinn Williams—Routine dualler—74m.—see Nov. 12
issue—(4706).
SEPIA CINDERELLA — MU — Billy Daniels, Sheila Guyse,
Tondaleyo—High rating Negro entry—70m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(Herald)—(X-l).
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-OMD-Russell Hayden, Jen¬
nifer Holt, Emmet 'Pappy' Lynn—Okeh for the lower
half—42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4708).
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS - OMD - Russell Hayden,
Jennifer Holt, Tristram Coffin—For the lower half41 m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4707).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
DEAD MAN'S GOLD-Lash La Rue, Al St. John,
Stewart.
MIRACLE IN HARLEM—Stepin Fetchit, Hilda Offley,
Guyse— (71m.)—(Herald)—(X-3).
PRAIRIE, THE—Alan Baxter, Lenore Aubert, Charles
—(76m.)—(4705).
'
STING OF THE LASH-Lash La Rue, Al St. John,
Stewart.

Peggy
Sheila
Evans
Peggy

SRO
MR. BLAND1NGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE-C-Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas—High rating—
93m.—see April 14 issue.
DUEL IN THE SUN—WMD—Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten—Money show—135m.—see Jan. 8, '47
—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B.
INTERMEZZO—D—Leslie Howard, Ingrid Bergman, Edna
Best—Reissue has Bergman and femme appeal—
70m.—see Nov. 12 issue.
PARADINE CASE, THE—MYD—Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton—Engrossing drama should net
high returns—116m.—see Jan. 7 issue.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Jennifer Jones, Joseph
Ethel Barrymore.

Cotten,

20th Century-Fox
(1947 releases from 701 up;
1948 releases from 801 up)
ANNA KARENINA—D—Vivien Leigh, Ralph Richardson,
Kieron Moore—Heavy English drama for class spots
—111m.—see April 28 issue—(English-made)—(Korda)
-(820).
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-C-Lois Collier, Richard Crane,
Skippy Homeier—For the lower half—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Wurtzel)—(817).
CALL NORTHSIDE 777—MD— James Stewart, Richard Conte,
Helen
Walker—Good
documentary-type
entry—
llOVim.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(805).
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE—MD—Tyrone Power, Jean Peters,
Cesar Romero—High-rating—140m.—see Dec. 10 issue
—(Technicolor)—(801).
CHALLENGE, THE — MD — Tom Conway, June Vincent,
Richard Stapley—For the lower half—68m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Reliance)—(807).
DAISY KENYON—D—Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews,
Henry Fonda—Will get the women's vote—98V2m.
see Dec. 10 issue—Leg.:B—(731).
DANGEROUS YEARS—D—William Halop, Ann E. Todd,
Jerome Cowan—For the lower half—62m.—see Dec.
24 issue—(Wurtzel)—(804).
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-MD-Victor Mature, Coleen
Gray, Glenn Langan—Fair programmer—88m.—see
April 14, issue—(815).
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-D-Gregory Peck, Dorothy
McGuire, John Garfield—Excellent production of best
seller has the angles for top boxofflce— 118m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—Leg.: B—(806).
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY—CMU—Dan Dailey,
Charles Winninger, Nancy Guild — Pleasing entry
should ride into the better money—89m.—see May 26
issue—(Technicolor)—(827).
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE - D - Henry Fonda, Jane
Darwell, John Carradine—Reissue will have limited
appeal—129m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(745).
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING - OD - Peggy Cummins,
Charles Coburn, Lloyd Nolan—Good entry for the
rural and small town sectors—89m.—see May 12 issue
—(Technicolor)—(818).
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—MD—Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen,
Joe Sawyer—Fair who-dun-it for the lower half—
69m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Wurtzel) —(808).
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN—C—Paulette Goddard, Michael
Wilding, Diana Wynward—Technicolor import has
limited appeal—96m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Englishmade)—(Technicolor)—(809).
IRON CURTAIN, THE—MD—Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc—Topical entry offers wealth of selling
opportunities—87m.—see May 26 issue—(816).
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—C—John Emery, Hillary Brooke, Tay¬
lor Holmes—For the lower half—67m.—see March 17
issue—(Seltzer)—(813).
MEET ME AT DAWN—C—William Eythe, Stanley Holloway,
Beatrice Campbell—Minor import—89m.—see March
31 issue—(English-made)—(812).
ROSES ARE RED—MD—Don Castle, Peggy Knudsen, Pat¬
ricia Knight—Okeh meller for the lower half—67m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(Wurtzel)—(734).
SCUDDA-HOOI SCUDDA-HAYI—D—June Haver, Lon McCallister, Walter Brennan—Very good entry, especi¬
ally for small town and rural spots—95m.—see March
17 issue—(Technicolor)—(811).
SITTING PRETTY—C—Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara,
Clifton Webb—High-rating comedy—84m.—see March
17 issue—(810).

CHICK-UP

TENDER YEARS, THE-D-Joe E. Brown, Richard Lyon,
Noreen Nash—Sterling entry for family trade—81m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(Alson)—(803).
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—MD—Tom Conway, Maria Palmer,
Helen Westcott— For the lower half—67m.—s»e April
14 issue—(Reliance)—(814).
TOBACCO ROAD — CD — Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
Charles Grapewin—Names and show's popularity
should help reissue—84m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(744).
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME—MUD—Jeanne Crain, Dan
Dailey, Oscar Levant—Should bring in the dough—
91m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY—Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Edmund Gwenn—(Technicolor).
,
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE—David Niven, Margaret Leigh¬
ton, Will Fyfe — (English-made) — (Korda) — (Techni¬
color).
BURLESQUE—Betty Grable, Dan Dailey, Jack Oakie—
(Technicolor).
CHECKERED COAT, THE—Tom Conway, Noreen Nash,
Hurd Hatfield—(Belsam)—(825).
COUNTERFEITERS, THE-John Sutton, Doris Merrick, Hugh
Beaumont—(Reliance)—73m.—(819).
CREEPER, THE—John Baragrey, Onslow Stevens, Janis
Wilson—(Reliance).
DEEP WATERS—Dona Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Ro¬
mero—(821).
ESCAPE—Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins, Jill Esmond—
(English-made)—78 m.—(822).
FIGHTING BACK—Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary Gray
—(Wurtzel)—(828).
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-John Emery, Tamara Geva, Leif
Ericksen—(Seitzer).
LOST*ILLUSION, THE—Michele Morgan, Ralph Richardson,
Sonia Dresdel—(Engl ish-made)—(Korda).
MARTIN ROME — Victor Mature, Richard Conte ,Betty
Garde.
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—Burgess Meredith, Kieron
Moore—DuIcie Gray—(EngI ish-made)—(Korda)—(824).
NIGHT WIND—Charles Russell, Virginia Christine, Gary
Gray—(Wurtzel).
ROAD HOUSE—Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm.
SHAMROCK TOUCH, THE-Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter,
Cecil Kellaway.
SNAKE PIT, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, Mark
Stevens
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-Mark Stevens, Lloyd Nolan,
Barbara Lawrence—(823).
THAT LADY IN ERMINE—Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Cesar Romero—(Technicolor).
THAT WONDERFUL URGE-Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,
Reginald Gardiner.
THIS WAS A WOMAN—Sonia Dresdel, Emyrs Jones, Bar¬
bara White—(English-made).
TROUBLE PREFERRED—Peggy Knudson, Charles Russell,
Lynne Roberts—(Wurtzel).
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS—Linda Darnell, Rex Harrison, Rudy
Vallee.
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE—Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
Anne Baxter—(826).
WEST OF TOMORROW-Kristine Miller, Arthur Franz,
Mickey Knox—(Seltzer).
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-Bob Howard, Jean Willis, Mor¬
gan Farley—(Polimar)—70m.—(829).
WINSLOW BOY, THE—Robert Donat, Margaret Leighton—
(EngI ish-made)—(Korda).
YELLOW SKY—Paulette Goddard, Gregory Peck, Richard
Widmark—(Technicolor).

United Artists
ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE. THE - W - Richard
Martin, Frances Rafferty, Marc Cramer—For the lower
half—65m.—see May 14 issue— (Cinecolor)—(Comet).
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—D—Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton — Highly-touted entry should hit
the spot with femmes— 119V2m.—see March 3 issue—
(Enterprise)—(Leg.: B.).
FOUR FACES WEST - WD - Joel McCrea, Frances Dee,
Charles Bickford—Unusual western should attract
plenty of attention—90m.—see May 26 issue—(EnterHEREPCOMES TROUBLE (Laff-Time-Part 1)—C—Bill Tracy,
Joe Sawyer, Emory Parnell—Mild comedy for the
lower half—50m.—see April 28 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
INTRIGUE—MD—George Raft, June Havoc, Helena Carter
—Raft name should help topical meller—90m.—see
Dec. 24 issue—(Star).
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-DOC-The 11th Olym¬
pic meet covered by 600 cameramen; narrated by
Bill Slater; edited by Joseph Lerner and Max Rosen¬
baum—Good entry for sport spots—60m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(German-made).
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble, Who Killed Doc
Robin.
MAD WEDNESDAY—C—Harold Lloyd, Frances Ramsden,
Jimmy Conlin—Word-of-mouth should help delightful
comedy—89m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Sturges).
MAN OF EVIL—D—James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Wilfred
Lawson—Satisfactory English drama for class houses
—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B.
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—see On Our Merry Way.
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—CD—Charles Chaplin, Martha Raye,
Marilyn Nash—Chaplin draw will make the differ¬
ence— 123m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Chaplin)—Leg.: B.
ON OUR MERRY WAY-(A Miracle Can Happen)-CBurgess Meredith, Paulette Goddqfd, Fred MacMurray—High rating comedy—107m.—see Feb. 18 issue—
(Bogeaus-Meredith)—Leg.: B.
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-DOC-Produced by Martin Le¬
vine and Oliver Unger—High rating documentary—
77m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Tola).
SILENT CONFLICT—W—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—Fair series entry—61 m.—see April 14 issue—
(Hopalong Cassidy).
SLEEP, MY LOVE—PD—Claudette Colbert, Robert Cum¬
mings, Don Ameche—Good psychological entry—
97m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Triangle).
SO THIS IS NEW YORK-C-Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee,
Virginia Grey—Entertaining comedy will need selling
—79V2m.—see May 26 issue—(Enterprise).

THE

EXHIBITOR

WHO KILLED DOC' ROBBIN-(Laff-Time-Part 2)-C-Virginia Grey, Don Castle, George Zucco—For the lower
half—50m.—see May 26 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGRY GOD, THE—Alicia Parla, Casimiro Ortega—(Mex¬
ican-made)—(Fu I Ico lor)—(Peskay).
ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT-Maria Montez, Jean
Pierre Aumont, Dennis O'Keefe—(Nebenzal)—Leg.: B.
DEAD DON'T DREAM, THE—William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Mary Sawdon—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FALSE PARADISE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FLESH AND BLOOD—Madeleine Carrol—(Comet).
GIRL FROM MANHATTAN, THE—Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Laughton, George Montgomery—(Bogeaus).
INNOCENT AFFAIR, AN—Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles "Buddy" Rogers—(Nasser).
LITTLE PRINCE. THE — Feature length cartoon—(HarmarvIsing).
MY DEAR SECRETARY—Laraine Day, Kirk Douglas,Keenan
Wynn—(Popkin).
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE—(Kings of the Olympics—Part II)
—60m.—(Westport).
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO—George Raft, Akim Tamiroff—
(Star).
PITFALL—Dick Powell, Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt—(Regal).
RED RIVER—John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Joanne Dru
—(Monterey).
SINISTER JOURNEY—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
STRANGE GAMBLE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
TEXAS, BROOKLYN, AND HEAVEN-Diana Lynn, Guy
Madison, James Dunn—(Golden).
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-James Cagney, William Bendix, Jeanne Cagney—(Cagney).
VENDETTA—George Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce
—f California).
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE—Conrad Nagel, Reinhold Schunzel,
Fritz Kortner—(Wilder).

Universal-International
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 624 up)
ALL MY SONS—D—Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster,
Mady Christians—Engrossing drama promises heavy
grosses—94m.—see March 3 issue—(Leg.: B.)
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-D-Fredric March, Dan
Duryea, Ann Blyth—High calibre— 106!/2m.—see April
28 issue—(660).
ARE YOU WITH IT?-CMU-Donald O'Connor, Olga San
Juan, Martha Stewart—Entertaining programmer—
90m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B. (656).
BLACK BART—OMD—Yvoane De Carlo, Dan Duryea,
Jeffrey Lynn—Should get the business—80m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(Technicolor).
BLACK NARCISSUS—D—Deborah Kerr, Flora Robson, Sabu
—Impressive English entry will need plenty of push—
89m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)
-Leg.: B-(629).
BROTHERS, THE—D-Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed—Good English drama for the class houses—90m.
see May 26 issue—(English-made).
BUSH CHRISTMAS—MD—Chips Rafferty, John Femside,
Thelma Grigg—Okeh for the juvenile and family
trade—76m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Australian-made)—
(Prestige).
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—ROMD—Stewart Granger, Kathleen
Ruan, Cecil Parker—High-rating British import for
class and specialty houses—92m.—see Dec. 10 issue
(Eng I ish-made)—(652).
CASBAH—ROMDMU—Yvonne DeCarlo, Tony Martin, Peter
Lorre—Remake of 'Algiers' should prove attractive
boxofflce—94m.—see March 17 issue—Leg.: B.
DEAR MURDERER—MD—Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Dennis
Price—Below average British import—90m.—see May
26 issue—(English-made)—(658).
DOUBLE LIFE, A—D—Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso, Ed¬
mond O'Brien—High rating drama—105m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(650).
HOLIDAY CAMP—C—Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack
Warner—Entertaining British offering—97m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(English-made).
JASSY—D—Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price
—Moderate English offering for class houses—96m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(Techni¬
color)-^).
JOHNNY FRENCHMAN - CD - Francois# Rosay, Patricia
Roc, Tom Walls—Fair entry for the art hous#s— 102m.
—see Nov. 13 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-ROMD-Joan
Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians—Femme
appeal will make the difference—86Vhm.—see April
28 issue—Leg.: B. (659).
MAGIC BOW, THE—D—Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert,
Jean Kent—Names and music should help— 105m.—see
Apr. 2 issue—(Engl ish-made)—(Prestige).
MIKADO, THE—MU—Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Jean
Colin—Reissue should have appeal for class spots—
90m.—see May 26 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige)—
(Technicolor).
NAKED CITY—MD—Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Doro¬
thy Hart—Topnotch meller—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(651) .
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY-D-Derek Bond, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Merrall—Good period film based on the
Dickens novel—94m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Englishmade)—(Prestige).
PIRATES OF MONTEREY-MD-Maria Montez, Rod Cam¬
eron, Mikhail Rasumny—Routine show will need
plenty of push—77m.—see Nov. 26 issue— (Techni¬
color)-^).
RIVER LADY—AD—Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Dan
Duryea—Program—78m.—see May 26 issue—(Techni¬
color)—(661).
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-PD-Joan Bennett, Michael
Redgrave, Anne Revere—High-rating meller packs
plenty of suspense—98V2m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).

JUNE 2, 1948

THI
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-C-William Powell,
Ella Raines, Peter Lind Hayes—Satirical comedy is
headed for the better returns—81 m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(633).
UP IN CENTRAL PARK - CMU - Deanna Durbin, Dick
Haymes, Vincent Price—Will depend on name draw—
87m.—see June 9 issue—(662).
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-D-Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,
Jessica Tandy—Overlong drama will need selling—
95m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(634).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—Bud Ab¬
bott, Lou Costello, Lenore Aubert.
BLACK VELVET — Vincent Price, Ella Raines, Edmond
O'Brien.
BLANCHE FURY—Valerie Hobson, Stewart Granger—
(English-made)—(Technicolor).
BLUE LAGOON, THE—Jean Simmons, Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
CASE AGAINST CALVIN COOKE, THE-Fredric March, Ed¬
mond O'Brien, Florence Eldridge.
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS-Fredric March-(English-made)
—(Technicolor).
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS—Eric Portman, Barbara Mullen,
Hugh Sinclair—(English-made).
““
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO, THE-Sonja Henie, Mi¬
chael Kirby, Olga San Juan.
DAYBREAK—Ann Todd, Eric Portman, Maxwell Reed—
(English-made).
,
DEVIL IN THE FLESH (Le Diable Au Corps)-Micheline
Presle, Gerard Philipe—(French-made).
DULCIMER STREET—Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton,
Alastair Sim—(English-made).
EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART-Deanna Durbin, Edmond
O'Brien, Don Taylor.
FEUDIN', FUSSIN' AND A-F1GHTIN'—Donald O'Connor,
Marjorie Main, Penny Edwards.
GOOD TIME GIRL—Jean Kent, Herbert Lorn, Dennis Price
(English-made).
HAMLET—Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herline, Basil Sydney—
(English-made).
LARCENY—John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea.
MAN-EATERS OF KUMAON—Sabu, Wendell Corey, Joanne
Page—(Shaff).
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID—William Powell, Ann
Blyth, Irene Hervey.
MY HEART GOES CRAZY - Sid Field, Greta Gynt, Tessie
O'Shea—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
O'FLYNN, THE—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helene Carter,
Richard Greene.
ONE NIGHT WITH YOU-Nino Martini, Patricia Roc,
Bonar Colleano, Jr.—(English-made).
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS-Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
Dick Haymes.
PASSIONATE FRIENDS, THE-Ann Todd, Trevor Howard,
Claude Rains—(English-made).
ROGUE'S REGIMENT—Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vincent
Price.
SAXON CHARM, THE—Robert Montgomery, Susan Hay¬
ward, John Payne.
SNOWBOUND—Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Mila Parely
—(English-made).
TAP ROOTS—Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Karloff
—(Technicolor).
THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN - Fred Brady, Mary Morris,
Beverly Simmons.
UNAFRAID, THE—Joan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster, Robert
Newton.
WOMAN HATER—Stewart Granger, Edwige Feuillere—
(English-made).
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY—Joan Fontaine, James Stewart,

TO

THE VICTOR—D—Dennis Morgan, Viveca Lindfors,
Victor Francen—Interesting dramatic entry has names
to help—101m.—see April 14 issue—(720).
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE — MD — Humphrey Bogart,
Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett—Bogart draw will help
overlong meller— 126m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(714).
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS—OMD—Wayne Morris, Claire
Trevor, Frank McHugh—Reissue should draw action
fans—78m.—see April 28 issue—(722).
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE—C—Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker, Eve Arden—Very good entertainment—103m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(716).
WALLFLOWER — ROMC — Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Janis Paige—Mild program—77m.—see May 26 issue.
WINTER MEETING—D—Bette Davis, Janis Paige, James
Davis—Slow-moving drama for the femme trade—
104m.—see April 14 issue—(721).
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE—MYD—Alexis Smith, Eleanor
Parker, Sydney Greenstreet— Interesting entry has
names to help—109m.—see May 12 issue—(724).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN, THE—Errol Flynn, Viveca
Lindfors, Robert Douglas—(Technicolor).
CLEOPATRA ARMS—Jane Wyman, David Niven, Wayne
Morris.
DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE, THE—Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway.
EMBRACEABLE YOU—Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z.
Sakall.
GIRL FROM JONES BEACH — Ronald Reagan, Virginia
Mayo, Dane Clark.
JOHN LOVES MARY—Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Patricia
Neal.
JOHNNY BELINDA-Jane Wyman, Lew Ayers, Charles
Bickford.
JUNE BRIDE—Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty
Lynn.
KEY LARGO—Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Edward
G. Robinson.
MY DREAM IS YOURS—Jack Carson, Doris Day, Lee Bow¬
man—(Technicolor).
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT-Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan,
Osa Massen—(84m.).
ONE LAST FLING—Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Douglas
Kennedy.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON—Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-Jack Carson, Don DeFore,
Janis Paige—99m.—(Technicolor).
ROPE—James Stewart, John Dali, Joan Chandler—(Trans¬
atlantic)—(Technicolor).
SERENADE—Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
SILVER LINING—June Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon Mac¬
Rae—(Technicolor).
SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK—Bruce Bennett, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Hutton.
SMART MONEY—Zachary Scott, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy
Malone.
SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Joel McCrea, Zachary Scott, Dor¬
othy Malone—(Technicolor).
TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS—Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
UP UNTIL NOW—Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindfors, Claude
Rains.
WHIPLASH—Dane Clark, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.
YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE-Janis Paige, Wayne Morris,
Bruce Bennett.

Miscellaneous

Ecfdle Albert.

Warners
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-46 releases from 701 up)
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE—COSMD—Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains—Technicolor re¬
issue has the names and angles—102m.—see March 3
issue—(Technicolor)—(718).
ALWAYS TOGETHER—C—Robert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds,
Cecil Kellaway—Mild programmer—78m.—see Dec. 24
issue—Leg.: B—(713).
ANTHONY ADVERSE—COSMD—Fredric March, Olivia De
Havilland, Edmund Gwenn—Reissue should benefit
from name draw—116m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(709).
APRIL SHOWERS—CMU—Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert
Alda—Show biz entry will depend on the names—
94m.—see March 31 issue—(719).
BIG PUNCH, THE - MD - Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell,
Gordon MacRae—Neat programmer—80m.—see June
9 issue.
ESCAPE ME NEVER - ROMD - Errol Flynn, Ida Lupino,
Eleanor Parker—Romantic drama should be draw for
femmes—104m.—see Nov. 12 issue—Leg.: B—(708).
FIGHTING 69TH, THE—D—James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
George Brent—Reissue has the names and angles—
79m.—see April 28 issues—(723).
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—MD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Griffith Jones—Interesting import—78m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(English-made)—Leg. :B—(717).
JEZEBEL—MD—Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lind¬
say—Reissue has the names to help—93m.—see Nov.
26 issue—(710).
LIFE WITH FATHER—CD—Irene Dunne, William Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Picturization of topnotch play will
be among top grossers—118m.—see Sept. 3 issue—
(Technicolor)—(702).
MY GIRL TISA—C—Lilli Palmer, Akim Tamiroff, Sam Wanamaker—Pleasing comedy—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(715).
MY WILD IRISH ROSE—MUC—Dennis Morgan, Arline
Dahl, Andrea King—Should ride into the better
money—101m.—see Dec.
24
issue—(Technicolor)—
(711).
SILVER RIVER—WD—Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
Mitchell—Names should make the difference—110m.—
see May 26 issue—(725).
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A—C—Edward G. Robinson,
Jane Bryan, Allen Jenkins—Reissue has names to help
—85m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(712).
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(Address of producers and
ished on request).

distributors will be furn¬

BEYOND OUR OWN-D-Charles Russell, DeForrest Kelley,
Trudy Marshall—Good religious offering—40m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—(Not available for theatres)—(Re¬
ligious Film Association).
BOB AND SALLY—ED—Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Rick
Vallin—Exploitation show—71 m.—see June 9 issue—
(Social Guidance).
CHRIST THE KING—BID—Jose Cibrian, Jose Baviera, Au¬
rora Walker—Good religious offering for non-com¬
mercial outlets—75m.—see March 31 issue— (Mexicanmade)— (Barry-Simpex).
DEADLINE—W—Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, Al TerryFair western—62m.—see May 12 issue—(Astor).
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-FAN-John Bittner,
John Latouche, Valerie Tie—Unique art house offering
—84m.—see May 26 issue—(Films Int. of America)—
Leg.: B.
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-MD-Joe Louis, Ruby Dee, The
Mills Brothers—All-Negro entry with Joe Louis should
draw well—64m.—see March 17 issue—(Alexander).
FIGHTING MUSTANG—MUW—Sunset Carson, Al Terry,
Pat Starling — Beiow-standard western — 60m. — see
March 31 issue—(Astor).
GREAT BETRAYAL, THE-DOC-Produced by Idea Films.
Narration by W. S. Gailmor—Good documentary foi
the specialty houses—72m.—see June 25 issue—
(Screencraft).
REET, PETITE AND GONE—MUCD—Louis Jordan and the
Tympany Five, June Richmond, Mabel Lee—Jordab
draw should put over Negro entry—69m.—see Nov.
12 issue—(Astor).
WESTERN TERROR - MUW - Dave 'Tex' O'Brien, Claire
Rochelle, George Morrell—Mediocre western—57m.—
see March 3 issue—(Astor).

Foreign
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).

ANGELINA—D—Anna Magnani, Nando Bruno, Ave Ninchi
-High-rating Italian entry—90m.—see May 12 issue
-(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(President).
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE—D—Roger Pigaut, Claire
Maffei, Noel Roquevert—High rating—88m.—see May
12 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (SiritzkyInt.)—Leg.: B.
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST-FAN-Jean Marais, Josette
Day, Marcel Andre—Good French import—90m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
BEWARE OF PITY—D—Lilli Palmer, Albert Lieven, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke—Minor English import—102m.—see
Nov. 12 issue—(English-made)—(Rank).
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—DMU—Jaromir Spal, Vaclav Voska,
Karel Dostal—Unusual Czechoslovakian entry for art
houses—88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Czechoslovakianmade)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-DMU-lsa Pola, Carlo Ninchi,
Doris Duranti—Good Italian import—82m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(Italia n-made) —(English titles)—(Superfilm).
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-CD-Louis Jouvet, Suzy De¬
lair, Annette Poivre—Good French entry—91m.—see
April 28 issue—(French-made) —(English titles)—(Dis¬
tinguished).
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—D—Hampe Faustman, Gunn
Wallgren, Sigurd Wallen—High-rating Swedish im¬
port—105m.—see March 31 issue—(Swedish-made) —
(English titles)—(Film Rights Int.).
DAMNED, THE—D—Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Kurt
Kronefeld—High-rating French import—104m.—see May
26 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Discena
Int.).
DAY OF WRATH—D—Thirkild Roose, Lisbeth Movin, Sigrid
Neiiendam—Slow-moving Danish drama for the art
houses—97m.—see May
12 issue—(Danish-made)—
(English titles)—(Schaefer).
DIE FLEDERMAUS—MUC—Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm—Good German entry for the art houses—
96m.—see May 12 issue—(German-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
ELIXIR OF LOVE — DMU — Margherita Carosio, Armando
Falconi, Carlo Romano—Fair Italian import—85m.—
see Nov. 12 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
ETERNAL MELODIES - BIDMU - Gino Cervi, Conchita
Montenegro, Luisella Beghi—Fair Italian import—
95m.—see March 3 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Grand!).
ETERNAL RETURN, THE—D—Jean Marais, Madeleine Sologne, Yvonne DeBray—High-rating French import—
92m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)
—(Discena Int.)—Leg.: C.
FANNY—D—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Topnotch
French entry—123m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(French-made)
(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnt.) — Leg.: B.
FAR INTO THE NIGHT—D—James Mason, Tommy Trinder,
Philippa Hiatt—Mason draw will help lower half
entry—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(English-made)—(Bell).
FARREBIQUE—DOCD—Conceived and produced by Georges
Rouquier. with a French farm family as performers—
Unusual French import for the art houses—90m.—
see March 3 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Siritzky-lnt).
GELOSIA—D—Luisa Ferida, Roldano Lupi, Elena Zareschi
—Average Italian import—87m.—see May 12 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles) —(World-Wide).
GREAT GLINKA, THE—BIDMU—Sasha Sobolyev, Boris
Chirkov, Valentina Serova—Good Russian import—
104m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Russian-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
HENRY IV—D—Osvaldo Valienti, Clara Calamai, Luigi
Pavese — Entertaining — 92m. — see March 17 issue —
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
IDIOT, THE—D—Gerard Philippe, Edwige Feuillere, Mar¬
guerite Moreno—High-rating French import—92m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(LeLarge-E.C.D.).
JENNY LAMOUR—DMU—Simone Renant, Suzy Delair,
Bernard Blier—High-rating French import— 102m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Vog)—Leg.: B.
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)—ROMDMU—
Louis Jourdan, Maria Denis, Gisele Pascal—Good
French offering for the art houses—92m.—see Nov. 12
issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —(Superfilm)—
Leg.: B.
LOVER'S RETURN, A—CD—Louis Jouvet, Gaby Morlay,
Francois Perier— Fair French entry—96Vim.—see Feb. 4
issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Westport-Int).
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—DMU—Nelly Corradi, Afro Poli,
Mario Filippeschi—Fair operatic entry for the art
houses— 108m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(Italian-made)—
(English titles)—(Grand!).
LUCKY BRIDE, THE—CMU—Makoi Shtraukh, Elena Shvetsova, Anna Lysianskaya—Fair comedy—70m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Russian-made) —(English titles)—(Artkino).
MAN OF THE SEA—D—Maria Mercader, Massimo Serrato,
EIIi Parvo—Average Italian import for art houses—
82m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian made)—(English
titles)—(Hoffberg).
MARIUS—CD—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Excellent
French import—125m.—see May 26 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Siritzky Int.).
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE - D - Victor Kokriakov,
Mikhail Kuznetsov, Oleg Zhakov—High-rating Russian
import—100m.—see Nov. 12 issue—(Russian-made)—
(English titles)—(Artkino).
MR. ORCHID—MD—Noel-Noel, Nadine Alari, Jos» Arthur
—Good import — 93m. — see May 12 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
NOT GUILTY—MD—Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean Debucourt—High-rating French import—94m.—see May 26
issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Lelarge-Ariane) —Leg.: B.
PANIC—MD—Viviane Romance, Michel Simon, Paul Barn¬
ard—Topnotch French import—97m.—see Dec. 10 issue
-(French-made)—(English titles)—(Tricolore)—(Leg.: B).
PAISAN—D—Carmela Sazio, Robert Von Loon, Dots M.
Johnson—High-rating foreign entry—117m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles where neces¬
sary)—(Mayer-Burstyn)—Leg.: B.
PASSIONELLE—D—Odette Joyeaux, Alerme, Sylvie—Good
French drama—84m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)
—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
RAVEN, THE-MYD-Pierre Fresnay, Pierre Larquay, Noel
Roquevert—French import rates high—90m.—see March
17 issue —(French-made) —(English titles) — (Westport
Int.).

Servisection 6

THE

RETURN, MOST BELOVED—DMU—Laura Adani, Germano
Paolieri, Claudio Gora—Good Italian entry—90m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Grand i).
REVENGE—D—Anna Magnani, Gino Cervi, Luisa Poselli—
Good Italian import—66m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE — ROMD — Marlene Dietrich, Jean
Gabin, Jean d'yd—Above average import—86m.—see
June 9 issue—(French-made)—(English titles) — (Lopert).
ROSSINI—DMU —Nino Besozzi, Paole Barbara, Camillo
Pilotto—Fair Italian import for opera fans—95m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Best).
SHAKUNTALA—ROMD—Jayashree, Chandra Mohan, Nimbalkar — Entertaining import from India—72m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(Indian-made)—(English titles)—(MayerBurstyn).
SHOWTIME — DMU — Richard Greene, Ann Todd, Peter
Graves—Minor English entry—90m.—see June 9, issue
— (English-made)—(English Films).
SON OF THE REGIMENT—D—Yura Yankin, Alexander
Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik—High-rating Russian im¬
port — 75m. — see May 12 issue — (Russian-made)—
English titles)—(Artkino).

The Shorts Parade

SPRING—CMU—Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassov, Nikolai
Konovalov—Good Russian comedy—104m.—see April
28 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRINGTIME—MU—Peter Graves, Carol Raye, Lawrence
O'Madd^n—Routine import—761/2m.—see Feb. 4 issue
— (English-made)—(Four Continents).
STORY OF TOSCA, THE—DMU—Imperio Argentina, Michel
Simon, Rossano Brazzi—Good Italian art house entry
— 102m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—BI DMU—Jean-Louis Barralt,
Renee Saint-Cyr, Lise Delamare—Fair—85m.—see Jan.
7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(A.F.).
THIS WINE OF LOVE—C—Nelly Corradi, Loretta Di Lelio,
Tito Gobbi—High-rating picturization of opera—85m.
—see Feb. 4 issue—(Italian-made)—English titles)—
(Superfilm).
TO LIVE IN PEACE—CD—Aldo Fabrizi, Gar Moore, Mirella
Monti—Good Italian entry—85m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Times).
TWO ON A VACATION—CMU—Vittorio De Sica, Maria
Denis, Umberto Melnati—Good Italian entry for the
art houses—84m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—
(English titles)—(Hoffberg).
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COMMUNITY SINGS

(12)

Two Sssl
COMEDIES

9421
9422
9423
9424
9425
9426
9427
9431
9432
9433
9434
9435
9436
9437
9438
9439
9440
9120
9140
9160
9451

ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR (20)
(Oct.
9) Wedding Belle
(Schilling-Lane) .F
(Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) .F
(Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke) .F
(Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) .F
(Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) .F
(May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin .
(June 10) Pardon My Lamb Chop ....
(Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno
(Von Zell) .G
(Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway) .F
(Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde).F
(Dec. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
(Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell) F
(Jan. 15) Man or Mouse (Holloway) F
(Mar. 11) Eight-Ball Andy (Clyde) F
(Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita) G
(May 27) The Sheepish Wolf .
(June 24) Flat Feat .
SERIALS (3)
(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound .G
(Dec. 18) Brick Bradford .G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger .G
(Jan. 15)

9401
9402
9403
9404
9405
9406

(Sept. 11)
(Oct. 30)
(Dec. 11)
(Jan. 8)
(Feb. 26)
(Mar. 4)

9407

(May 6)

17m. 2287
17m. 2302
18m. 2351
18m. 2360
16m. 2375
18m.
16V2m. 2262
17m. 2271
16m. 2302
16m. 2328
17y2m. 2351
16m. 2351
17V2m. 2369
17m. 2393
17V'2m.

15ep. 2241
15ep. 2311
15ep. 2369

SPECIAL (1)
A Voice Is Born .E 20y2m. 2271
THREE STOOGES (8)
Brideless Groom .G 16V2m. 2262
Sing A Song of Six Pants F
17m. 2287
All Gummed Up
F
18m. 2302
Shivering Sherlocks . G
17m. 2375
Pardon My Clutch .
F
15m. 2351
Squareheads of the Round
Table
F
18m. 2360
Fiddlers Three . B
17m. 2393
One Reel
COLOR FAVORITES

(8)

FILM NOVELTIES
9901

9601
9602
9603
9604
9605
9606
9607
9701
9702
9703

9501
9502
9503

(7)

(Technicolor)

(Sept 4) No. 1—Linda .G
10m. 2243
(Oct. 2) No. 2—April Showers .G
9m. 2271
(Nov. 6) No. 3—Peg O' My Heart G
9m. 2303
(Dec. 4) No. 4—When You Were
Sweet Sixteen . G 9V2m. 2328
(Jan. 8) No. 5—Feudin' & Fightin' G 10V2m. 2352
(Feb. 12) No. 6—Civilization .G
10m. 2360
(Apr. 29) No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover .G 9y2m. 2376
(June 3) No. 8—Manana .
lOVim.
(12)

(Nov. 27) Aren't We All .F 10V2m. 2328

W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears .F
W-922(Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear .F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Way
E
W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack .F
W-925 (Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots .G

WORLD OF SPORTS (12)
Cinderella Cagers .G
Ski Demons .G
Bowling Kings .G
Navy Crew Champions
G
Rodeo Thrills and Spills G
Net Marvels .G

9801
9302
9803
9804
9805
9806

(Sept. 25)
(Oct. 23)
(Nov. 13)
(Dec. 25)
(Jan. 29)
(Mar. 11)

9807
9808

(May 13) Champions in the Making
(June 17) No Holds Barred .

PASSING PARADES
(1946-47)

(1947-48)

10m. 2352

(6)
10m. 2103
9m. 2257
10m. 2250

(6)

K-971 (Dee. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor)
.E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done .E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock ....G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town .G

8m.
10m.
10m.
9m.

2312
2337
2342
2342

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (10)
S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10
E
S-952 (Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) .G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know? .G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered? .G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks .E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But .G
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor) .G
S-958 (.) You Can't Win .F

10m. 2250
9m. 2263
9m. 2281
10m. 2303
9'/2m. 2312
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
9m. 2393

Monogram
Two Reel
(Ansco Color)
4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn ... E

8V2m.

21m. 2249

Paramount
Two Reel

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES
(Technicolor)

Two Reel
SPECIALS (4)
(1946-47)
A-801 (Jan. 25, '47) Lucjciest Guy in the
World
G
A-802 (June 21,'47) Give Us The Earth
G
(1947-48 (4)
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving .F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

2289
2311
2342
2360
2393

10m. 2342

K-871 (Jon. 11) A Really Important PersonG
K-872 (Aug. 23) Tennis In Rhythm
F
K-873 (Aug. 30) The Amazing Mr. Nordill G

9V2m. 2263

9m. 2287
10m. 2306
10m. 2328
9'/2m. 2361
9m. 2377

11m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
7m.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUNDS (4)
M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn .E
M-932 (Apr. 24) No. 2—Tex Beneke and
Orchestra .G

(12)

(Series 27)
9851 (Sept. 4) Hollywood Cowboys .G 9y2m. 2243
9852 (Oct. 9) Laguna, U. S. A.G 9'/2m. 2303
9853 (Nov. 27) Out of This World Series G
9m. 2328
9854 (Dec. 18) Off The Air
F
10m. 2328
9855 (Jan. 22) Hawaii In Hollywood .G
10m. 2361
9856 (Mar. 18) Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards .G 9V2m. 2376
9857 (Apr. 1) Smiles and Styles .G 9'/2m. 2376
9858 (May 6) Hollywood
Honors Hersholt .G
8m. 2393
9859 (June 10) Hollywood Party .
9m.
THRILLS OF MUSIC (12)
(Series 2)
9951 (Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2263
9952 (Oct. 30) Claude Thornhill and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2271
9953 (Nov. 13) Lecuona Cuban Boys .G lOVim. 2297
9954 (Dec. 11) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra .G
10m. 2352
9955 (Jan. 15) Charlie Barnet and
Orchestra . G 10V2m. 2393
9956 (Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G 10!/2m. 2361
9957 (June 10) Gene Krupa and Orchestra

(Re-releases)

(Technicolor)
(Oct. 30) Dreams On Ice
G
(Nov. 20) Novelty Shop .F
(Dec. 18) Dr. Bluebird .F
(Jan. 22) In My Gondola
F
(Feb. 19) Animal Cracker Circus ... G
(Apr. 8) Bon Bon Parade .G
(May 6) House That Jack Built
F
COLOR PHANTASIES (8)
(Nov. 6) Kitty Caddy . F
(Feb. 5) Topsy Turkey .F
(June 3) Short Snorts On Sports
COLOR RHAPSODIES (8)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 11) Swiss Tease . F
(Dec. 4) Boston Beany . G
(Mar. 18) Flora .G

GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS

(Series 12)

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

Cofumbia

VOLPONE —C— Harry Baur, Louis Jouvet, Marion Dorian
-High-rating comedy—105m.—see Jan. 7 issue—
(French-made) — (English titles)—(Siritzky-1 nt.)—Leg.:
C.
VOYAGE SURPRISE—C—Jacques Henri Duval, Maurice
Baquet, Sinoel—Pleasing French entry—80m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Duke Int.).
WELL DIGGER'S DAUGHTER, THE - D - Raimu, Fernandel,
Josette Day—Excellent French entry—120m.—see Oct.
16 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Siritzky-1nternational)—Leg.: B.
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS—CMD—Harry Baur, Raymond
Rouleau, Renee Faure—Mediocre French import—95m.
—see May 26 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
WINNER, THE—CMU—Vladimir Volodin, Anastasia Zuyeva,
Ilya Perevertsev—Good Russian import—86m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Art¬
kino).
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—DOCD—Boris Dmochowski, StanthriHer for the art houses—79m.—see Nov. 26 issue—
(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
islav Orlik, Waclaw Oswietsimski — Good Polish

z

(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
and 2305 of The Pink Section, another regular service
of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite each series
designates the total announced by the company at the
beginning of the season. Uncompleted 1946-47 series will
appear until ended.—Ed.)
(Ratings: E—Excellent; G—Good; F—Fair; B—Bad.)
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21m. 2103
21m. 2193
21m. 2360
21m. 2384

FF6-1
FF6-2
FF6-3
FF6-4
FF6-5
FF6-6

(6)

(Mar. 28)
(June 13)
(Aug. 8)
(Sept. 26)
(NAv. 21)
(Jan. 2)

Sweet And Low .G
Champagne For Two .G
Smooth Sailing .G
Paris In the Spring .G
Midnight Serenade .E
Jingle, Jangle, Jingle .G
(1947-48)
(6)
FF7-1 (Feb. 27) Samba Mania .G
FF7-2 (Apr. 19) Footlight Rhythm .G
FF7-3 (June 25) Gypsy Holiday .

19m.
20m.
20m.
19m.
18m.
20m.

2139
2187
2211
2249
2280
2313

18m. 2336
19m. 2369

One Reel
CARTOONS
6'/2m.
6’/2m.
8m.
7'/2m.

2271
2303
2302
2329
7m. 2336
8V2m. 2375
7m. 2393

6m. 2287
6V2m. 2352
6V2m.

One Reel

(16)

GEORGE PAL PUPPETOONS (6)

(Technicolor)
(T-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion .G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J) .. F
W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary .F
W-934 (jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean ... G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom .F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom .G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938 (May 15) Little 'Tinker .
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS

(Technicolor)
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
6m.
9m.
7m.
8m.

2281
2256
2297
2336
2352
2376
2384

(6)

(Technicolor)
6m. 2263
6m. 2302

7m. 2352

T-911 (Nov. 29) Visiting Virginia .G
T-912 (Dec. 13) Cradle Of A Nation .G
T-913 (May 8) Cape Breton Island .

THE
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9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.

U6-1
U6-2
U6-3
U6-4

(Apr.
(July
(Oct.
(Dec.

R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7
R7-8

(Oct.
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.

18)
.VI)
13)
19)

(1946-47)
Wilbur the Lion .E
Tubby the Tuba .E
Date With Duke .G
Rhapsody In Wood .G

GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS
3)
31)
28)
5)
16)
20)
26)
30)

10m.
10m.
8m.
9m.

215S
2188
2281
2287

(10)

Riding The Waves .G
Running The Hounds .G
Five Fathoms of Fun . G
Stop, Look And Guess 'Em G
All American Swing Stars G
Double Barrelled Sport .G
Big Game Angling .G
Riding Habits .G

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2312
2337
2342
2361
2377
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D6-1

D6-2
D6-3
D6-4
D6-5
D6-6

P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8
K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4

E7-1
E7-2
E7-3
E7-4

J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5

X7-1
X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5
Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

L7-1
L7-2
L7-3
17-4
L7-5

(May
(July
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Nov.
(Jan.

o
Z

01
£

?

♦»
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LimS LUUJ CARTOONS («)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
23) Loose In tho Cabooso .G
18) Cad And Caddy .G
10) A Bout With A Trout
G
21) Super Lulu .F
28) The Baby Sitter .G
30) Dog Show OfF .G

NOVELTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)
(Dec. 3) Santa's Surprise .G
(Jan. 9) Cat O' Nine Ails .G
(Feb. 23) Flip Flap .G
(Mar. 19) We'r# In The Honey .G
(Apr. 9) The Bored Cuckoo .G
(Apr. 23) There's Good Boo's Tonite G
(May 7) Land Of The Lost .E
(June 4) Butterscotch and Soda .
PACEMAKERS (6)
Oct. 3) It Could Happen To You G
Nov. 14) Babies, They're Wonderful G
(Jan. 2) Bundle From Brazil .G
(Mar. 12) Musical Miracle .G
POPEYE CARTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)
(Dec. 19) All's Fair At The Fair
G
(Jan. 30) Olive Oyl For President... G
(Feb. 27) Wigwam Whoopee .G
(Mar. 26) Pre-Hysterical Man .G
POPULAR SCIINCE (6)
(Magna color)
(Oct. 17) No. 1—Radar Fishermen ...G
(Dec. 26) No. 2—Desert Destroyers G
(Feb. 20) No. 3—Streamlined Luxury G
(Apr. 2) No. 4—Fog Fighters .G
(May 21) No. 5-The Big Eye
G
SCREEN SONG (8)
(Polacolor)
(Dec. 26) The Circus Comes To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl .G
(Feb. 20) Little Brown Jug .G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
(Oct. 3) Dog Crazy .G
(Nov. 14) Ain't Nature Grand .F
(Dec. 12) Monkey Shines .G
(Feb. 6) Home Sweet Home .F
(Apr. 16) 'Taint So .F
(July 2) Headliners .
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
(Magnacolor)
(Nov. 7) No. 1-Hula Magic
G
(Jan. 2) No. 2—Bagpipe Lassies ... G
(Feb. 13) No. 3—Modern Pioneers .. G
(Apr. 16) No. 4—Nimrod Artist .G
(May 14) No. 5—Feather Finery .G

c
c
D
Of

“I

0)0,
<£ =

8m.
8m.
8m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2154
2211
2280
2281
2286
2313

9m. 2303
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
8m. 2360
8m. 2375
9m. 2376
7m. 2385

2281
2287
2313
2361

8m.
7m.
8m.
7m.

2302
2313
2360
2376

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2303
2337
2376
2393

7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
7m.

2312
2337
2337
2360
2360

11m. 2281
10m. 2287
9m. 2306
10m. 2337
10m. 2376

10m. 2281
11m. 2313
11m. 2361
10m. 2376
10m. 2393

73701

Two Reel
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES (6)
(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .F
(Jan. 2) Brother Knows Best .F
(Feb. 6) No More Relatives .F
(Mar. 19) How To Clean House .
(
) Dig That Gold .
LEON ERROL COMEDIES
(1946-47) (6)
(Mar. 7) Borrowed Blonde .t_B

15m. 2131

73702
73703
73704
73705
73706

(Mar. 28)
(Apr. 25)
(May 9)
(July 11)
(Dec. 5)

17m.
17m.
17m.
18m.
19m.

Wife Tames Wolf .F
In Room 303 .F
Hired Husband .G
Blonde's Away .F
The Spook Speaks . G
(1947-48)

17m. 2311
17m. 2336
18m. 2351

2139
2156
2171
2241
2311

(6)

83701 (Jan. 16) Bet Your Life
G
83702 (Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife .F
83703 (Apr. 9) Secretary Trouble .

&

Si
*

a>E

14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m.

84201
84202
84203
84204
84205

84401
84402
84403
84404

84406
84407
84301
84302
84303
8^304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309

(Sept. 5)
(Oct. 10)
(Nov. 14)
(Dee. 19)

Molly Cures A Cowboy.F
Musical Bandit .F
Corralling A School Marm F
Prairie Spooners .G

19m.
16m.
20m.
13m.

74117 (Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P)
74118 (.j Donald's Dream Voice (D)
(1947-48) (18)
(.) Cat Nap Pluto (P) .
(.) Inferior Decoration (D) .
(.) Pueblo Pluto (P) .
(.) Donald's Happy Birthday
WALT DISNEY REISSUES (6)
(Technicolor)
84701 (Oct. 17) Hawaiian Holiday .E
84702 (Dec. 12) The Clock Cleaners .E
84703 (Feb. 20) Little Hiawatha .E
84704 (Apr. 2) Alpine Climbers .E
84705 (May 14) Woodland Cafe .E
84706 (June 18) Three Little Pigs .

791
792

(Jan. 31)
(Apr. 24)

793

(July 17)

794

(

)

(Dec. 20)

16m. 2286
18m. 2311
19m. 2319

83104 (Feb.

18m. 2336

6) Operation White Tower ... G
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8m. 2287
9m. 2319

Two Reel
SERIALS
G-Men Never Forget .G
Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted .G
Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release) .E
Adventures of Frank and
Jesse James .
One Reel
CARTOON
(Trucolor)
It's A Grand Old Nag.G

(Sept. 5)
(Oct. 3)
(Oct. 31)
(Nov. 28)
(Dec. 26)
(Jan.

)

(Feb.

)

THE

8602

(Apr.

8901
8902

LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE
(Nov. 21) Album of Animals .F
(May
) Dying To Live .

8201
8202
8203
8204

8251

8m. 2337

8252
8253
8254
8255
8256

P—Piute;

7m. 2131
6m. 2154
7m. 2163
6m. 2187
7m. 2211
7m. 2187
7m. 2250
6m. 2250
7m. 2271
7m. 2286
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2271
7m. 2360
7m. 2385

8m. 2280
8m. 2319
9m. 2336
9m. 2329
7m. 2337
7m.

12ep. 2262

8351
8352
8353
8301
8302
8303

_c
c
c
3

oc

l

<D ,E
0)0.
c
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17m. 2360
18m. 2375
17m. 2393

9m.2337
8m.2376
9m. 2250
9m.

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES (12)
(Black and White)
(Sept. 12) Horizons Of Tomorrow G 9Vim. 2281
(Nov. 7) The Three R's Go Modern G
9m.2243
(Mar.
) Sky Thrills .E
9m. 2342
(July
) Majesty Of Yellowstone G
9m.2393
(Color)
(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecolor)
(Aug. 22) Holiday In South
Africa (T) .G
8m. 2256
(Oct. 17) Home Of The Danes (T) . G
8m. 2256
(Dec. 12) Jungle Closeups (T) .G
8m. 2342
(Jan.
) Copenhagen Pageantry (T) G
8m. 2342
(June
) Scenic Sweden (T) .
8m.
(July
) Riddle of Rhodesia .
SPECIAL
(
) Thanks America .E
11m. 2352
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 26) Vacation Magic . G
8m.2256
(Jan.
) Aqua Capers . F
8m.2297
(Apr.
) Playtime in Scandinavia G
8m.2377
(Black and White)
(Aug. 1) Gridiron Greatness . G lOVsm. 2243
(Feb.
) Olympic Class . G
10m. 2342
) Everglades Adventure
G
(May
9m.2342

8501
8502

(Feb.
)
(Aug. 15)

8503

(Aug. 29)

8504

(Sept. 19)

8505

(Oct. 10)

8506

(Oct. 24)

8507

(Nov. 14)

8508
8509

(Dec. 5)
(Dec. 19)

8510

(Dec. 12)

8511

(Dec. 26)

8512
8513

(Jan.
(Jan.

)
)

8514

(Mar.

)

8515

(Mar.

)

8516
8517

(Apr.
(Apr.

)
)

8518
8519
8520

(May
(June
(June

)
)
)

8521

(July

)

8531
8532

(May
(May

12ep. 2311

)
)

TERRYTOONS (24)
(Technicolor)
One Note Tony . G
The Talking Magpies In
Flying South . F
Mighty Mouse In A Date
For Dinner .F
The Talking Magpies In
Fishing By The Sea .F
Mighty Mouse in the First
Snow .F
The Talking Magpies in the
Super Salesman .F
Mighty Mouse In A Fight
to the Finish .F
The Wolf's Pardon .G
Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
The Talking Magpies In
The Hitchhikers .F
Mighty Mouse In Lazy
Little Beaver .F
Felix The Fox .G
The Talking Magpies
In Taming The Cat .G
Mighty Mouse and the
Magician .F
Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .
Hounding The Hares .
Mighty Mouse in the
Feudin' Hillbillies .
Mystery in the Moonlight
Seeing Ghosts .
The Talking Magpies in a
Sleepless Night .
Mighty Mouse in the
Witch's Cat .
(Reissues)
Butcher of Seville .G
Mighty Mouse in the
Green Line .

7m.2256
7m. 2256
7m.2256
6!/2m. 2281
6i/2m. 2297
6l/2m. 2297
7m.2303
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2352
7m. 2352
7m.2375
7m. 2376
7m. 2385
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.2384
7m.

United Artists

15ep. 2319
13ep.

(Nov.
8*/2m. 2297

Two Reel
MARCH OF TIME (13)
(Vol. 14)
No. 1—Is Everybody
Listening? .F 18V2m. 2243
No. 2—T-Men In Action ... E
18m. 2262
No. 3—End of an Empire G 18V2m. 2280
No. 4—Public Relations . . .
This Means You .G
17m. 2286
No. 5—The Presidential
Year
G
17m. 2319
No. 6—The 'Cold War':
Act 1—France .G 18'/2m. 2328
No. 7—Marriage and
Divorce .F
17m. 2352

EXHIBITOR

(Feb.

8m. 2328

8m. 2271
8m. 2271
8m. 2287
8m. 2312
8m. 2319
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385
8m.

) No. 8—Crisis In Italy
E
) No. 9—Life With Junior
G
) No. 10—Battle for Greece G
One Reel
FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)
) Something OldSomething New .E
) Fashioned for Action .G

8601

9m. 2328

20th Century-Fox

SPECIALS

83101 (Nov. 14) Border Without Bayonets E
83102 (Dec. 12) Switzerland Today .E
83103 (Jan. 9) Children's Village .E

S

(Mar.
(Apr.
(May

8m. 2256
8m. 2281

Republic

2256
2280
2319
2328

THIS IS AMERICA (13)

10m. 2281
9m. 2319
9m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS (18)
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)
'D—Donald Duck] G—Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse;
F—Figaro)
(1946-47)
74101 (May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F)
F
74102 (June 20) Clown of the Jungle (D) G
74103 (July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D)
G
74104 (Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
74105 (Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
74106 (Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D)
G
74107 (Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
74108 (Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G) .F
74109 (Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P) .G
74110 (Nov. 28) Chip An' Dale .G
74111 (Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P) .G
74112 (Jan. 23) They're OfF (G).G
74113 (Feb. 6) The Big Wash (G) .G
74114 (Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (D) ... E
74115 (Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F

761

83901 (Dec. 12) Football Highlights
of 1947 .G Warn. 2302
841 (.) Louis-Walcott Fight .G
21m. 2302
83601 (Apr. 1) Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .E
18m. 2369
83801 (Apr. 23) Basketball Headliners
Of 1948 .G
18m. 2384

16m. 2352
18m. 2369
17m. 2384

One Reel
FLICKER FLASHBACKS (7)
(Oct. 24) No. 1 .G
(Dec. 5) No. 2 .G
(Jan. 16) No. 3 .F
(Feb. 27) No. 4 .F
(Apr. 9) No. 5 ...:.F
JAMBOREES (7)
(Re-Releases)
(Sept. 5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra .F
(Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time ... F
(Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
Orchestra .G
(Nov. 28) Duke Ellington and His
Orcheetra .G
(Dec. 26) Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra .G
(Jan. 23) Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra .F
(Feb. 20) Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G
SPORTSCOPGS (13)
(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor .G
(Nov. 14) Quail Pointers .G
(Dec. 12) Pin Games .G
(Jan. 9) Racing Day .G
(Feb. 6) Sports Coverage .G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr. 30) Big Mouth Bass .
(.) Muscles and the Lady .

22m. 2262

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4)
83501
83502
83503
83504

s

•r e

&

MY PAL (4)
83201 (Oct. 31) My Pal .G
83202 (
) Lost Pal .

O u

1
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84405
11m.
11m.
11m.
11m.
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83105 (Mar. 5) Photo Frenzy .E
83106 (Apr. 2) Funny Business .E
83107 (May 7) Democracy's Diary .E

RKO
83401
83402
83403
83404
83405

s

CHECK-UP

(Oct.
(June
(Oct.
(Dec.
(Mar.

One Reel
DAFFY DITTIES
(Technicolor)
'47) The Fatal Kiss .E
MUSICOLORS (7)
(Cinecolor)
15, '46) Toccata and Fugue ... E
15, '47) The Engulfed
Cathedral .F
'47) Moonlight .G
'47) Enchanted Lake .F
'47) Fingal's Cave .G
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES

(Dec.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June
(

'47)
'48)
'48)
'48)
'48)
'48)
)

8m. 2286

10m. 2044
7m.
7m.
7m.
10m.

2250
2250
2297
2337

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2297
2337
2336
2376
2376
2376

(11)

(Technicolor)
The Bandmaster .G
The Mad Hatter .G
Banquet Busters .G
Kiddie Koncert .F
Pixie Picnic .G
Wacky-bye Baby .G
(Reissues)
Don't Hook Now .

THE
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CHECK-UP
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Universal-International
3351
3352
3353

5555

3301
3302
3303
3304
3305
3306

2201
2202
3201

Three Reel
MUSICAL WESTERNS
(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Days .F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire . G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch .
SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G
Two Reel
NAME BAND MUSICALS (12)
(Oct. 22) Alvino Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 3) Drummer Man .G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G
(Mar. 31) Woody Herman and
His Orchestra .G
(.) Red Ingle and his Natural
Seven .G
SPECIALS (2)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning .F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers .G
One Reel

3391

(Dec. 22)

3392
3393

(Jan. 19)
(Mar. 15)

3394

(Apr. 26)
(
)

2381
2382
2383
2^84
2385
2386
2387
2388
3381

THE ANSWER MAN (8)
No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors .
G
No. 2-Hall of Fame .G
No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion .
No. 4—Flood Waters .
No. 5—Mighty Timber .

SING AND BE HAPPY (8)
(1946-47)
(Sept. 30) Bit of Blarney .G
(Feb. 17) The Singing Barbers .G
(Apr. 14) Let's Sing A College Song G
(May 19) Let's Sing A Western Song G
(July 21) Let's Go Latin .G
(Aug. 18) Kernels of Korn .G
(Aug. 25) Manhattan Memories .G
(Feb. 2) Lamp Post Favorites .G
(1947-48)
(Mar. 291 Spotlight Serenade .G
(
) Singin' The Blues .

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m.

27m. 2302

15m. 2319
15m. 2328
15m. 2328
15m. 2342

15m.
4405
20m. 2255
17m. 2297
19m. 2342

9m. 2319
7m. 2376
8m.
8m.

10m. 2028
10m. 2088
10m. 2155
10m. 2172
9m. 2204
11m. 2256
9m. 2287
9m. 2376

(8)
10m. 2287
9m. 2287
10m. 2319
10m.

4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806

4301
4302

ADVENTURE SPECIALS (6)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 6) Land of Romance .G
(Nov. 15) Beautiful Bali
G
(Dec. 20) Dad Minds the Baby .G
(Feb. 28) What's Hatchin' . G
(Mar. 27) Rhythm of a Big City . G
(June 5) Living With Lions .
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)
(Reissues)
(Technicolor) .
(Dec. 20) Dangerous Dan McFoo.G
(Jan. 17) Hobo Gadget Band . G

4203
4204

3701
3702
3703
3704
3705
3706
3707
3708
3709
3710
3711
3712
3713
3714
3715
3716

Two Reel

4004
4005

4202

8m. 2385

Vifaphone

4001
4002
4003

4201

4205

I[Sept.
I;Nov.
<[Feb.
1[June

4101

4604
4605

4607

3341
3342
3343
3344

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (8)
(Jan. 31) Celebration Days .B
(Oct. 18) Soap Box Derby .G
(Feb. 21) Teddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue) .E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival .E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede .E
One Reel

4601

4606

7m.
7m.
7m.

G
G
G
F

4406

4602
4603

(Reissues) (13)
(. ...) Knock Knock . G
(May
) Syncopated Sioux . F
(July
) Woody Woodpecker . ...F
Tropical Harmony .
Chimp Aviator .
Brooklyn Makes Capital..
Whatta Built .

4402

4404

3321
3322
3323

29)
17)
9)
7)

4401

15m. 2369

7m. 2319
7m. 2328

VARIETY VIEWS

3720
3719
3721
3722
3723
3724

4403

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer F
(. ) Pickled Puss . ...F

2329

4303
4304
4305
4306
4307

*
18m. 2256
19m. 2336
20m. 2273
20m. 2341
20m. 2360
18m. 2393

10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2263
2297
2311
2342
2352

3717
3718
4701
4702
4703
4704

4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510

c
c
c
3

>i%
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0)0-
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(Mar. 20) Little Pancho Vanilla
G
(Apr. 10) Don't Look Now .F
(Apr. 24) Curious Puppy .F
(May 22) Circus Today .G
(June 12) Little Blabber Mouse BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
(Nov. 1) Slick Hare .G
(June 28) Easter Yeggs .B
(Jan. 3) Gorilla My Dreams .G
(Feb. 7) A Feather in His Hare .F
(Apr. 10) Rabbit Punch .G
(May 8) Buccaneer Bunny .F
JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES (6)
(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman .G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife .F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment .G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler .G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House .G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Detective .
MELODY MASTERS (8)
(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra .G
(Oct. 25) Swing Styles .F
(Dec. 6) Borrah Minevitch and
Harmonica School .F
(Jan. 10) Rubinoff and His Violin. F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra .F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra .F
(June 19) The Saturday Night
Swing Club .
MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE (6)
(Sept. 27) Let's Sing A Song of the
West .G
(Dec. 27) Let's Sing An Old Time
Song .G
(Jan. 24) Let's Sing A Song About
the Moonlight .G
(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorites .
G
(May 8) Let's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song ... G
MERRIE MELODIES (18)
(T—Technicolor; C-Cinecolor)
(1946-47)
(June 21) Inki At the Circus (T) .F
(July 12) Crowing Pains (T) .F
(Aug. 2) Pest In The House (T) .F
(Aug. 23) Foxy Duckling (T) .G
(Sept. 6) House Hunting Mice (C) ... F
(Oct. 4) Little Orphan Airedale (T) G
(Oct. 25) Doggone Cats (C) .G
(Nov. 29) Mexican Joy Ride (T) .G
(Dec. 6) Catch As Cats Can (T) .F
(Dec. 13) A Horse Fly Fleas (C).G
(Jan. 17) Two Gophers From Texas
"(C)
G
(Mar. 27) Back Alley Oproar (T) .. F
(Feb. 28) What's Brewin', Bruin (T) F
(Feb. 14) What Makes Daffy
Duck (C) .F
(Mar. 6) Daffy Duck Slept Here (T) F
(Mar. 13) A Hick, A Slick, and A
Chick (C) .
F
(Apr. 3) I Taw A Putty Tat (T) ...G
(Apr. 17) Hop, Look and Listen (T) F
(1947-1948) (18)
(May 1) Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
(June 22) Bone Sweet Bone (C) .F
(June 12) The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
(June 26) The Rattled Rooster (T) ....
SPORTS PARADE (13)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
(Dec. 13) Action in Sports .G
(
) A Nation On Skis .
(Feb. 14) Sun Valley Fun .G
(Mar. 6) Trip to Sportland .F
(Mar. 20) Ride, Ranchero, Ride .G
(Apr. 17) Holiday for Sports .G
(June 5) Built For Speed .
(May 1) Fighting Ath’etes .G
(June 19) The Race Rider .

7m.2336
7m.2336
7m.
7m.

7m. 2297
7m. 2221
7m. 2336
7m.2336
7m.2376
7m. 2393

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m. 2393

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m.2337
10m. 2337
10m. 2393

10m. 2263
9m.2297
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2385

7m.2180
7m. 2211
7m.2243
7m.2243
7m.2263
7m.2273
7m.2280
7m.2297
7m.2302
7m.2302
7m.2328
7m.2360
7m.2342
7m.2337
7m.2352
7m. 2352
7m.2375
7m. 2375
7m. 2393
7m. 2393

10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2352
10m.2377
TOm. 2385

Foreign
7m. 2319
7m. 2319

ARTKINO
Human Heart, The .F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates .G

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
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Kindergartens .G
Life and Death in the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The .F
Northern Korea .G
Secrets of Nature .G
Song of Happiness . F
Soviet Science and
Technique .G
Soviet Sports .G
Winter Sports in Moscow .. G

"8 C

>-2
CD o
Q)
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a>.E
CDQ-

0 C
a.
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lOrri. 2385
20m.
20m.
22m.
19m.
11m.

2384
2297
2243
2342
2337

9m. 2342
10m. 2256
7m. 2312

Miscellaneous
African Big Game (AF) ... G
20m. 2329
All American Soap Box
25m. 2384
Derby (Emerson Yorke) ... G
American Heritage, The
(NSS) .G
10m. 2256
Another 'First' For Mr.
11m. 2376
Washington (Audio) .F
Assignment-Tel Aviv
21m. 2256
(United Palestine Appeal) G
Borrowing in Subtraction
17m. 2336
(The World Today) .G
Church In the Atomic Age,
The (Film Program Services
—16mm.) .G
19m.
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board of Fire
Underwriters) .G 9Vim. 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS) .G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
23m. 2311
First Steps (Film Program
11m.
Services) .E
Forgotten Children
(Hadassah) .G
18m. 2271
Fragment of Seeking
14m. 2329
(Curtis Harrington) .F
Friendship Train, The
14m. 2352
(Warners) .E
15m. 2297
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
11m. 2250
Hermits of the Sky (AF)
G
19m. 2266
High Plain, The (General) E
9m.2312
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
House In the Desert
30m. 2255
(United Palestine Appeal) G
Indonesia Calling
20m.2297
(Brandon) .G
Know Your Baby
10m.2312
(NFB of Canada) ..F
18m. 2250
Lima Family (General).F
Make Way for Youth
I
(National Social Welfare
22m. 2342
Assembly) .E
Music in the Wind
(NFB of Canada) .F
9m. 2243
O'Voutie O'Rooney
(Astor) .G 23Vim. 2360
12m. 2281
Passing Hours, The (AF) G
People Between, The
21m. 2271
(NFB of Canada) .G
People's Charter, The
17m. 2256
(UN Film Board .E
Penn State vs. S. M. U.
6m. 2328
(Film Productions Ltd.) ... F
20m. 2286
Peru (General) .G
Rhapsody Of Saturne
(Technicolor) (Siritzky-lnt.) F 9Vim. 2385
15m. 2329
Rhythm of Africa (AF) .G
Round Trip: The USA in
World Trade (20th Century
20m. 2266
Fund) .G
Scotland Yard At Work
(Merlin) .F
22m. 2280
Searchlight on the Nations
33m. 2336
(The World Today) .E
Ski Skill
(NFB of Canada) .F
9m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
10m. 2312
Tobacco Land
(De Rochemont) .G
8m.2376
Twin Tornadoes
(Sportsworld) .F
19m. 2352
Underground Farmers
(RKO Dist. Corp.) . F
9m. 2329
Varieties In Music (Sack
10m. 2250
Amusement) .F
Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Serv¬
ice) .F lOVim. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Woman Speaks No. 8
(Film Studios of Chicago) G lOVim. 2297
Woman Speaks No. 9
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m.2377
Women Wrestlers
(United Sports Attraction) G
9m.2385
Your Children and You
29m. 2329
(BIS) .G

V
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FILM CLASSICS

The Argyle Secrets—W. Gorgon,

ft,

Lord

Women In The Night—T. Birell, W. Henry
Devil's Cargo—J. Calvert, R. Hudson
Money Madness-H. Beaumont, F. Rafferty

a

SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
Duel In The Sun—G. Peck, J. Jones, J. Cotten
The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Vaili, A. Todd

<

HOLIDAYS—SPECIAL EVENTS
June 14 Flag Day
lune 20—Father's Day
lyly 4—Independence Day

» 7

After two years United Artists has received
and screened Howard Hawks’"Red River".
Soon United Artists’ home office repre¬
sentatives will be in the field to screen the
picture for you and tell you of our plans.
We sincerely believe—and we feel you
will agree after seeing it—that"Red River"
will take its place in motion picture history
beside such epics as "The Covered Wagon"

I

l

and "Cimarron".

.
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Beat the heat! Fortify your¬
self with Leo’s Spring and
Summer Line-up and neither
mi 1

p!
n

weather

nor

attractions will

competing
hurt your

business. Everybody’s talking
about M-G
Pep-up Line-up!
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Gala screen musical... bouncing
•. beautiful ♦.. a delight!”
—Hotvard Barnes,

N. Y.

Herald Tribune

Musical of the year! Kelly is
Liper-human... Garland is like a
swell”

JUDY

—Archer Winsten,

N.

Y. Post

“Best big-time musical show

ARLAND

presented on screen or on stage
in years!”

is the
runaway
bride!

—Cecelia

Ager, PM

“Eye-filling entertainment the

pGENE

stage can never match!”

ELLY

—Alton Cook,

N. Y.

World'Telegram

“Big package .. • fun and enter¬

the bold
pirate!

tainment ♦.. loaded with prospec¬
tive juke-box hits!”

THE

—Lee

■Pirate

“Eye-filling! Bounces

M-G-M’s exciting

gaily along! The most

TECHNICOLOR

beautiful

Musical

COLE PORTER

tS&SSe

graphed!”

^

— Rose Pelswick,

WALTER™
SLEZAK
GLADYS COOPER
REGINALD OWEN

Mf
▼

f

£v-|

Screen Play by Albert Hackett and Jkgr*®
Frances Goodrich • Based on the Play
by S. N. Behrman • Dance Direction
by Robert Alton and Gene Kelly
Directed by

Produced by

VINCENTE MINNELLI • ARTHUR FREED

'ntreal,

techni¬

colors yet photo¬

featuring new
songs

Mortimer, Daily Mirror

N. Y.

Journal'American

TO THE GREAT ANIMAL STORIES THAT

Glorious
In Outdoor

A Brave-Hearted Boy
A Great-Hearted Dog

painting the grandeur of the
Western Wilds in breathless
beauty . . .

of romantic love in nature’s
highest mountain paradise...

BRENDA

in which a valiant dog battles
a savage cougar . . .

ROBERT
as deep as a boy’s devotion
to his great-hearted pet that
grown-ups branded “killer”!

Paramount
has launched your selling
with national ads to 1,200,000
families in Parents’ Magazine.

i

.with the industry still cheering the showmanship that launched
THE IRON CURTAIN and GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING TEcHNicoLoRi

proudly presents “The latest of the sparkling filmusicals for which
20th is justifiably celebrated ... with all the earmarks of the
profit success of its predecessors!’ —Boxoffice

EXHtiim

LEST ANT ONE BE confused by the title,
“The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful
Bend” will not he a “B” picture, not with
Betty Grable in it.

★
APPROPRIATELY enough, the name of a

June 9, 1948

double theatre, back-to-back, being built
in

California,

is

the

Duo,

and

it

will

probably play double features.

★
IF THEY KEEP that title, “The Fan,” no
one will know whether it is about sports
or Sally Rand.

Break Down The Balance Sheet

★
MOST ENLIGHTENING note of the week
comes from Los Angeles, where Virginia
Mayo

was

“Best

Lines of

convention

chosen
of

to

hold

the

title

Occasionally there comes from the coast a suggestion that
reaches heyond the confines of picture making, and is well worthy
of consideration hy the industry at large.

of

1948” during the annual
the

classified

advertising

Not long ago, we had a discussion of production problems
with one of the more important studio executives, and he came
up with an idea that ought to he considered hy the toppers in
every company.

managers of 800 newspapers.

★
POETRY comes this week from our Colum¬
bus, O., correspondent, who has to say
anent amusement taxes in Zanesville, O.:
“City Auditor Henry Stemm gets a lot of
mail, some of it with a poetic flavor, such
as the following plaint from a disgruntled
amusement seeker:
“Of all the taxes I pay,
“With one I’m most confused.
“Why must I pay amusement tax,
“When I haven’t been amused?”

★

THE FATHER’S DAY trailer this year
features the following copy: “Wouldn’t
it be nice if we all honored Dad on
Father’s Day Week, June 20? Why not
take Dad to the movies, with a bottle of
pop, a bag of popcorn, and Pop along
side of you.”

Nothing is said about who

pays for the admissions for the whole
family, but we’ll wager it is still Pop.
★
A COAST STARLET has been designated
as the “Checkmate Girl,” which is not to
be confused
office.

with

checking

at

the

box-

—H. M. M.

N

/

V
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Pointing out that there were still too many unimportant
stars who, through the selling ability of their agents or because
the studio executives who had the final say in hiring and firing
didn’t know the facts of distribution and exhibition as they
should, were still getting far more than they deserved, this coast
executive thought that it would he a good idea if, when the annual
report were made to the stockholders of the companies, the bal¬
ance sheet were broken down to show which pictures made money,
and which didn’t. This would not only give the stockholders an
idea of what was going on, hut also serve to deflate the stars who
were no longer worth the money they were asking.
Furthermore, this would result in definite hacking for the
men in the studios who want to get rid of a lot of deadwood, and
put the accent on brains in pictures, and not on marquee names
which no longer carry a lustre.
Pictures which pay off at the boxoffice earn dividends for the
distributors, exhibitors, and the stockholders of the companies.
If a star delivers the goods, he or she is entitled to the top dollar,
but if the name which once may have meant dollars at the ticket
windows serves to detract from theatre-going rather than encourage
it, it is time that Hollywood got up enough courage to slash those
inflated salaries.
Performance should he paid for on the basis of boxoffice
weight, and not on imaginary concept. Everything else is being
included in the economy wave, so it wouldn’t he a had idea if it
reached to the top star strata, also.
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THE ARCH OF TRIUMPH REPLICA, ASSEMBLED HERE, WAS THE FEATURE ATTRACTION IN THE RECENT "CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN" PARADE IN NEW YORK.

Support Is Strong For “The Arch’’
A Beauteous Parisian And A Replica Play Their Part In A Mammoth Ballyhoo

W

HEN the history of the motion
picture industry is written, it
probably will be conceded that
“Arch Of Triumph” was “one of the last
of the big ones,” as far as the post-war
period is concerned. With “Arch” and one
or two forthcoming epics, the “lush” era
comes to a close but good.
The Eric Maria Remarque novelistic
sensation was turned into a $5,000,000 job
by Enterprise Studios. Originally planned
as a roadshow so that the producers and
the distributors, United Artists, could see
a decent profit, it became apparent on its
completion that this was not the time for
tickets ranging above the dollar mark, so
the film is now being released generally
at popular prices.
However, something had to be done by
way of an epic promotional campaign to

A Conover model stands in the Arch, thus giving
an idea of its proportions. It weighs eight tons,
and presented a major dismantling problem.

8

bring in the maximum amount of shekels.
And one of the most stupendous cam¬
paigns ever put across for a film came into
being.

One of the features of the production
was the construction of an exact replica
of the famed Arc de Triomphe overlooking
Paris. French designers drew exact copies
almost two years ago, and Hollywood
craftsmen
continued
by
building
the
Arch to the minutest detail. It stands 15
feet high, measures six feet wide, and
is 10 feet long. It took nine workmen two
complete days to dismantle the job when
it was shipped from the coast to New
York in four sections to aid in the selling
of the production.
Then, Mile. Lise Bourdin, Parisian model
and cover girl, was selected as “Miss Arch
of Triumph,” and is following the film
around as it bows through the nation, tieing in with a campaign to raise funds for
the United Nations Aid For Children, an
international charity organization, a most
worthy cause.
Whatever the final result, Enterprise and
United Artists have done a mighty and
magnificent job.
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Parisian Cover Girl Lise Bourdin, the traveling "M'ss Arch of Triumph,"
is welcomed at Columbus, O., airport by Loew's Ohio manager W. Kessler.

In Columbus, Miss Bourdin models her fabulous wardrobe at the F and R
Lazarus Fashion Show, which aided the film's promotion at Loew's Ohio.

While in Columbus, the lovely Parisian damsel witnesses her first football
game. Here an Ohio State player shows Miss Bourdin how to wear a helmet.

Now in Pittsburgh, where she made a big hit, Miss Bourdin visits the French
Room at the University of Pittsburgh, and chats with the students and profs.

In Philadelphia, Miss Bourdin prepares to set an "Arch" kiss (forehead, two
cheeks) on Chief Petty Officer Ozzie Hassell, USN, at the recruiting service.

In New York, Miss Bourdin and Isaac Liberman, Arnold Constables prexy,
make the first "Crusade" donations before an Arch setup at the store.
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ONE OF THE MOST

os THE SATURDAY EVENING POST story!

WESTERN DRAMAS EVER SCREENED!

Screenplay by Kenneth Gamet

Directed by

A

• Adapted from the novel “Coroner Creek" by Luke Short

RAY ENRIGHT

• Produced by

COLUMBIA

HARRY I0E BROWN

PICTURE'
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MCI KONCCOCFS NCW YORK
WHEN we received the following note from 20th Century-Fox advertising and publicity
chief Charlie Schlaifer (a great exponent of public relations) to wit: “You needn’t worry
about false starts, you don’t have to be a sulky driver, nor must you bring along a harness
to join our ‘Green Grass of Wyoming’ private press junket to Roosevelt Raceway,” we
thought that here would be a good chance to recoup our previous losses
of the weekend, so we partook of the schedule which went something like
this.
First, the film was screened for ye press at the 20th Century-Fox
home office projection room, after which several busses were standing
by to rush members to ye track at Westbury, Long Island.
Arriving at the purty track, we had dinner at the Clubhouse Terrace,
and then they were off. The only thing we have to say is that the nags
we picked would have been better off pulling milk trucks, and, as a matter of fact, we
thought that we recognized some of our route faithfuls in the sulky harnesses. Also those
tips
provided
by
“straight-from-the
tive vice-president, Radio City Music Hall
stable” sources should never have been
Corporation. He was formerly vice-prexy
dropped. They should have been preserved
and treasurer. James Gould was also upped
for posterity.
Oh yes, one of the races was named the
from assistant treasurer to treasurer. . . .
“Green Grass of Wyoming” trot, in honor
The Capitol’s alert Paula Gould sends
of the 20th Century-Fox Technicolor pro¬
along a pocket comb with the note, “Not
duction. On hand to present a spray of
even the enclosed will get ‘Butch’ Jenkins
roses to the winning driver (no, we
out of your hair in MGM’s hilarious
didn’t have
anything on him)
was
comedy ‘The Bride Goes Wild’.” Opening
Barbara Lawrence, studio starlet. On hand
date and cast were also plugged. . . . Most
were representatives of the dailies, syn¬
of the New York Giants were present in
dicates, and the trades.
the Paramount projection room recently
We returned home that night, a wiser
to see themselves on the screen in the
and much lighter (financially speaking)
Grantland Rice Sportlight, “Big League
individual.
Glory,” made by Jack Eaton, featuring
them in spring training. Somehow the
EXPLOITATION DEPT: Well, it looks
suggestion to shorts sales manager Oscar
like the day of slam-bang exploitation is
Morgan to page Leo Durocher in the room
coming back, and we refer specifically to
didn’t go over too well. . . . Steve Broidy,
the forthcoming Monty Shaff-Frank P.
Allied Artists prexy and Monogram head,
Rosenberg production, “Man Eater Of
appeared on Bob Hope’s program recently
Kumaon,” which will be released in July
to present the comic with an award on
by Universal-International. The 80-minute
behalf of the Independent Motion Picture
film concerns itself with the tracking down
Producers Association in recognition of his
by a big game hunter of a wounded manachievements as an “inspired member of
eating tiger menacing a small village in
the motion picture industry and servant
India, and it contains plenty of thrills and
of humanity.” . . . The AMPA installation
chills according to Rosenberg, who re¬
of
newly-elected prexy Max E. Youngvealed all except the surprise ending at a
stein
takes place on June 17 at a lunch¬
press confab last week. The film was made
eon
at
the Hotel Astor’s East Ballroom,
with the exploitation possibilities and
at
which
time plans for revitalizing the
angles in mind, he told us, and cost $700,organization will be announced, as well as
000, with minute attention being paid to
the progressive program for 1948-49. . . .
authenticity and accuracy of detail.
UA has announcedd that the world pre¬
Knowing that the following information
miere for “So This Is New York” will
will prove of great interest we pass on the
dope that not all tigers are man-eaters, but
“quite naturally” have its premiere at the
rather only those which taste human flesh,
Earle, Philadelphia, on June 24.
With
and then get a hankering for it . . . tigerthis Henry Morgan epic, anything can
hunters should wear sneakers when hunt¬
happen, and frequently does. . . . WCAU
ing the animals ... a tiger can never be
henceforth will refer to programs pre¬
tamed . . . the film had to be shot in sets
sented via AM and television simultane¬
enclosed in a huge cage and by cameramen
ously as “Simulcasts.” . . . James J. Mage,
and a director in a smaller cage within the
Laffmovie owner and recent Rialto pur¬
larger one.
chaser has offered the 42nd Street and
Rosenberg, announced that the film
B’way sign over the house to the New
would have its world premiere at the
York Journal American to display moving
Winter Garden in July, at which time the
house would be appropriately decorated,
and the tiger-star would be on hand not
only for this opening but also for others
coast-to-coast, appropriately caged. Rosen¬
berg also announced that he would prob¬
ably start on another production on his
own in the fall entitled “Night Cry,” half
of which will probably be filmed in New
York by his Colony Productions at a
budget of $900,000. He was formerly ad¬
vertising-publicity head for Columbia prior
to entering production.

CAPTAIN LEWIS S.MENTLIK
1915-1944

THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: It’s not
news any more, but we wanted to get in
our congratulations on Gus Eyssell’s ap¬
pointment of Russell Downing as execu¬

Drive-In Run Arouses
Philly Area Exhibs
PHILADELPHIA —The Starlite
Drive-In in nearby Gloucester, N. J.,
opened last weekend but not until a
situation which involved several ex¬
hibitors of the area had to be clarified.
The incident arose when some ex¬
hibitors of the district learned that the
opening show was set to be 20th-Fox’s
“Call Northside 777,” which still had to
play several runs in the same area. In
other words, if the picture bowed in
at the drive-in, it would have played
day-and-date with one house, and
ahead of several other 20th-Fox ac¬
counts.
Result was that the exhibitors de¬
scended upon 20th-Fox branch head
Sam Diamond. After a heated discus¬
sion, the situation was eased to the
extent that the drive-in’s date was
pushed back following the other runs,
with the exception of one house, which
was expected to have been pacified by
the time this appeared in print.
This is the first case of a drive-in in
the area causing any clearance skir¬
mish. Hitherto, most drive-ins stick
to a last-run or old picture policy,
which avoids playing percentage or
causing existing exhibitor confusion.

spot news flashes. He also intends to in¬
corporate daily local television news into
the programming of the Rialto, and dis¬
cussions are under way with the Hearst
television principals. Evelyn Lawson has
resigned her position as Laffmovie public
relations director, but retained the ac¬
count, and will work closely with Morris
Lev, Mage’s advertising manager. She will
concentrate on motion picture and tele¬
vision accounts. . . . The forthcoming
Fashion Fair at Madison Square Garden
features some of the outstanding works of
the motion picture designers. . . . Irving
Berlin’s score for “Easter Parade” was
played by the New York Philharmonic
over the weekend. Honored were his 60th
birthday and the 40th year since he wrote
his first tune. . . . Better pressbooks are
out on “Hazard,” “Shaggy,” and “Hatter’s
Castle.” . . . New York Subways has
selected “The Emperor Waltz” as the Pic¬
ture of the Month for June. . . . The Na¬
tional Father’s Day Committee has cited
Jack Benny and Mary Livingston as the
“Husband and Wife Radio Team of 1948.”
Roy Rogers was named “Youngsters Ideal
Father” by the same committee.

UA Employes Choose AFL
New York—Spokesmen for Local H-63,
IATSE, AFL, said last week that “an
overwhelming majority” of United Artists’
home office white collar workers had be¬
come dues-paying members of the union,
severing all connections with SOPEGCIO. United Artists had refused to nego¬
tiate a new contract with SOPEG because
it had not complied with the non-Communist affadavit requirements of the TaftHartley Law.
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Distribs, Salesmen
Sued In Maryland
— The Centreville Amuse¬
ment Company, Centreville, Md., last week
filed a $150,000 suit against four film
companies and two local film salesmen in
U. S. District Court.
Washington

Plaintiff John D. Femicola charges that
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Paramount,
RKO, and F. B. Klein and Charles Wing¬
field, salesmen, who operate the Church
Hill Theatre Company in partnership,
have “conspired and contracted to injure
. . . and restrain the trade and business
of the plaintiff in the exhibition of motion
pictures at its New Center, Centreville,
Md, by
“(1) refusing to furnish first run feature
motion pictures (2) conspiring to enable
the defendants Klein and Wingfield to
monopolize the exhibition in the Eastern
Shore Territory of the . . . product of the
defendant distributors (3) conspiring and
combining to cause plaintiff to pay arbi¬
trary and excessive film rentals, and (4)
uniformly
and
unlawfully
subjecting
plaintiff’s theatre to arbitrary and unrea¬
sonable clearances in favor of the theatres
of defendants Klein and Wingfield located
at Church Hill and Queenstown. . .
In addition to the financial settlement
and costs, the plaintiff asks that the sys¬
tem of release of film and Klein and Wing¬
field’s “monopoly” be declared to be in
unreasonable restraint of interstate trade;
that the defendants be permanently en¬
joined from entering into licensing agree¬
ments in which any provision is made for
the granting of clearance to the Church
Hill and Chester over the New Center;
that the distributor defendants be perman¬
ently enjoined and restrained from enter¬
ing into licensing agreements in which
any provision is made for the granting of
clearance to the Queenstown over the
New Center; that the defendants be en¬
joined from licensing product to the
Queenstown, Church Hill, and Chestertown theatres in any manner which “re¬
sults in conferring on or giving such
theatres a monopoly of first run feature
films in the Eastern Shore Territory . .
and that the distributor defendants be
directed to grant to the New Center on
feature product a 14 day clearance over
the Church Hill and Queenstown.
Attorneys for Fernicola are Isseks,
Mayers and Verdon, New York, and Mil¬
ler, Sher and Oppenheimer of this city.
Klein is a salesman for 20th-Fox, and
Wingfield for Columbia.
Plaintiff Fernicola purchased the Center
several years ago.

Scully On Tour
Chicago—William

A. Scully, UniversalInternational vice-president and general
sales manager, was here last week on the
first stop of a tour which will also take
him to Milwaukee and Kansas City, where
he and John C. Woolf, joint managing
director, J. Arthur Rank’s General Film
Distributors, will hold meetings with the
branch managers and personnel of these
exchanges. Woolf is studying the U-I ex¬
changes in this country.
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Volk Brothers Suit
Delayed In Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS—Suit of Volk Broth¬
ers, Minneapolis independent exhibi¬
tors, seeking an injunction against
major distributors to halt proceedings
in fraud complaints on the grounds
distributor contracts are invalid as
they fix admission prices in violation
of the Sherman Act, was last fort¬
night postponed for hearing until Sept.
13 in U. S. District Court, Minneapolis,
by agreement of attorneys for both
sides and Judge Gunnar Nordbye. The
major
distributors
brought
action
against the Volks charging false re¬
turns on percentage engagements, and
also seeking to recover on flat rental
pictures, claiming the flat rentals were
determined on low figures furnished
by the Volks, instead of the higher
grosses actually accumulated by per¬
centage pictures.
In the Volk counter suit, which
seeks no damages under the Sherman
Act, it is alleged that the contracts
are invalid, and therefore unenforce¬
able due to the price-fixing clause of
the percentage pictures.

"Blandings" House Bows
Hollywood—One of the largest and most
unusual press parties in Hollywood his¬
tory was held on June 3 when the Los
Angeles replica of the “Blandings Dream
House,” which appears in “Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House,” was formally
previewed.
The model house, which cost $60,000 to
build, went on display to the public on
June 5. All proceeds from its display go
to the building fund of the Memorial Med¬
ical Center’s $7,000,000 hospital and medi¬
cal research facility on Sepulveda Free¬
way, north of Sunset Boulevard. The Los
Angeles “Blandings Dream House” is
located at 913 Chantilly Road, Bel Air.

April Collections Up
Washington—The April collections of
admission taxes on March business totaled
$31,146,236, according to an announcement
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue last
week. The previous month’s take was
$30,461,573, while April of last year saw
a sum of $32,412,814. Up to the April col¬
lections, admissions tax returns for the
year added up to $115,707,000, about 85
per cent estimated to come from film
theatres.

U-I Holds Meeting
New York—Universal-International

held
the first of two sales meetings of its dis¬
trict managers last week, to set plans on
pictures to be released during the coming
months in connection with the company’s
current Presidential Sales Drive.
A second meeting will be held in Los
Angeles.

DeLuxe Case Delayed
Chicago—Another postponement, in the
De Luxe anti-trust case last week moved
the date to July 28, by Judge Campbell,
when Attorney Abe Brussell will argue
against Paramount’s and B and K’s motion
to strike certain paragraphs from the
De Luxe complaint.
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“Probably the best musical variety
show Disney has made, and should
so record itself at the turnstiles."
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"Should find plenty of popular ap¬
peal . . . Entertainment for all types
of audience/
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Hew TECHM COLOR Song and Star Show

Wonderful new Disney stars like "Pecos Bill," "Johnny Appleseed,"
"Little Toot," "Sluefoot Sue," and others ... in Disney's gayest
world of laughter, melody, beauty and color.
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Hint Theatres Involved As Philly
Investigates Amusement Tax Thefts
Philadelphia_Rumors were current last week that the investigation into the collec¬
tion of the city amusement tax might lead to theatres, with a possibility that some
exhibitors might be implicated in alleged frauds, which some say may reveal more than
a half million shortage. Although many theatres pay their city amusement taxes by check,
many pay in cash, and because of this it
was reported that there had been a chance
for collusion with those responsible for
the discrepancy.
The invest.gation started when a suicide
note was discovered, naming those alleged
to be responsible for the thefts. Since then,
one other man named in the alleged con¬
fession died of a heart attack, and several
clerks in the amusement tax division have
been suspended.
It was pointed out that switching of
ticket rolls would have made possible
collusion with anyone responsible for the
shortages.

Williamson Memphis CB
Memphis—Ed Williamson, branch man¬
ager, Warners, was last week elected
Chief Barker, Variety Club, to replace
Dave Flexer, theatre owner, who resigned.
Williamson was named unanimously by the
club’s board to serve until next January,
and he took office immediately upon being
selected as Flexer had offered his resigna¬
tion a couple of weeks ago.
The new Chief Barker was authorized
to appoint two new members of the board
to fill the vacancy caused by his elevation
to chief, and the resignation of Thomas M.
O’Ryan, Baron Collier office. O’Ryan re¬
signed due to ill health, and Flexer due to
pressure of his own business interest in
Arkansas.
Flexer stated that he was taking over
the new 650-car Twenty-two Drive-In,
Fort Smith, Ark., nearing completion. He
says he expects to have five drive-in the¬
atres operating in the mid-South before
the end of the year.

Stewart Leaves
Kansas Allied Post
Kansas City—It was
announced last
week by O. F. Sullivan, president, Allied
Independent Theatre Owners of Kansas,
that Jack Stewart, who came to the
Kansas-Missouri association as general
manager on Feb. 15, and who has served
in that capacity since that time, had
tendered his resignation to the board of
directors.
Sullivan announced that this would not
affect in any way ,the continued func¬
tioning of the Allied office in Kansas City
for the Caravan service and other services
to its members will continue through the
services of the office manager. The asso¬
ciation is making plans to put in effect the
buying and booking service in the Kansas
City office as outlined and approved in the
spring convention.

Calumet Stipulation Filed
Chicago—Stipulations

for dismissal of
the anti-trust suit by Harold Leiber, Calu¬
met, Hammond, Ind., were filed by film
company defendants attorneys last week
in Judge William Campbell’s court. Sey¬
mour Simon, Leiber’s attorney, said the
terms of settlement gives the plaintiff’s
house improved playing time. Attorneys
for the defendants are Myles Seely, Vin¬
cent O’Brien, and Edwin Johnston.

SWG Files Suit
Screen Writers Guild,
Inc., and members of the Authors League
of America, Inc., last week filed suit against
the MPAA, SIMPP, Eric Johnston, and
seven majors, asking for an injunction
preventing the defendants from black¬
listing employes, and effecting an “antiCommunist” hiring policy for writers.
Thurman Arnold is counsel.
New

Levy-Lightman
Memphis—Miss Jean Lightman, daughter,
of Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Lightman, Sr., was
married to Herbert Raymond Levy, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Levy, New York
City, on June 6, in a ceremony in the
spacious garden of the Lightman home.
The bride was given in marriage by her
father. Mrs. M. A. Lightman Jr., attended
the bride as matron of honor, and her two
small sons, Stephen and Michael, were ring
bearers. M. A. Lightman, Jr., and his
brother, Richard, were among the grooms¬
men. A reception and buffet supper in the
garden of the Lightman home followed the
ceremony, after which the young couple
left on an extended honeymoon.

"Broadway" Bow Changed
New York—A

series of important key
city day-and-date openings on 20th Cen• tury-Fox’s “Give My Regards to Broad¬
way” will complement the world pre¬
miere of the Technicolor picture at the
RKO Memorial, Boston, on June 16, it was
announced last week by Andy W. Smith,
Jr., general sales manager for the com¬
pany. The Boston premiere was set back
from June 9 in order to launch the picture
simultaneously over the country, taking
full advantage of an intensive advertising
and publicity campaign

York—The

Mandates To District Courts
Washington—The

federal district courts
involved in the cases last week received
the U. S. Supreme Court mandates in the
Paramount, Schine, and Griffith cases.
The mandates direct the lower courts to
reopen the cases on the basis of instruc¬
tions from the high court as outlined in
the recent decisions. Attorneys in the
Justice Department said they expected to
submit their proposed order in the Para¬
mount case this week.

Barney Balaban Honored
Boston—Barney
Balaban,
Paramount
president, was last week presented with
a citation for outstanding service in pro¬
moting good will at the annual dinner
of
the
Massachusetts
Committee
of
Catholics, Protestants, and Jews. Toast¬
master at the Hotel Statler affair was
Judge Abraham Pinanski.

Mull Plan To Invite
Indes To Great Britain
NEW YORK—Eagle Lion’s Robert S.
Benjamin and Jock Lawrence, J.
Arthur Rank Organization, Inc., went
to Washington, D. C. last week to con¬
fer with Abram Myers, general coun¬
sel, Allied States Exhibitors Associa¬
tion, regarding J. Arthur Rank’s plan
to invite a group of American inde¬
pendent exhibitors to Britain as his
guests.
The Rank executives explained the
idea to Myers, asking him to consider
the best plan under which this could
be done, this summer, if possible. It
was expected that they will receive
Myers’ suggestions within the next
two weeks.

Business Average
In B'Way First-Runs
New York—Business was about average
for this time of year in most of the Broad¬
way first-runs last weekend. According
to usually reliable sources reaching The
Exhibitor, the break-down was as follows:

“SILVER RIVER” (WB). Strand, with
stage show, claimed $18,000 for Friday
through Sunday, with the third and last
week bound to exceed $36,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe re¬
ported a $6,000 Saturday and Sunday, with
the seventh week heading toward $15,500.
“A NIGHT AT THE OPERA” (MGM).
Marx Brothers reissue was said to have
done $10,000 on the fourth week.
“THE IRON CURTAIN”
(20th-Fox).
Roxy, with stage show, did $36,000 from
Wednesday through Sunday, with the
fourth and last week anticipated at $45,000.
“THE PIRATE” (MGM). Radio City
Music Hall, with stage show, hit $79,000 for
Thursday through Sunday, the third week
sure to do $122,000.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair garnered $35,000 on the second
week.
“THE BRIDE GOES WILD” (MGM).
Capitol, with stage show, opened to $45.000 for Thursday through Sunday, the first
week heading toward $90,000.
“HAZARD” (Para.). Paramount, with
stage show, claimed a $65,000 first week.
“UP IN CENTRAL PARK” (U-I). Cri¬
terion reported $15,000 for the second and
last week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Astor had a
$45,000 second week with this Disney
feature.
“RIVER LADY” (U-I). Winter Garden
claimed $8,000 for the third and last week.
“ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST”
(U-I). Rivoli reported $15,000 for the third
week.

C. P. Skouras, Jr., Graduated
West Point, N. Y.—Charles P. Skouras,
Jr., was graduated from the U. S. Military
Academy here on June 8. He was to be
commissioned a second lieutenant in the
Air Force.
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Moderate Activity
In Industry Shares
Washington — The Security and Ex¬
change Commissions reported moderate
activity in film stock trading during the
March 11-April 10 period. The breakdown
was as follows:
Columbia—Jack
Cohn
dropped
500
shares of common from his trust funds,
keeping 23,619 plus 47,969 in his own
name. Abraham Montague let go of 300,
keeping 8,032 plus warrants for 10,426.
Abraham Schneider retained 11,979 fol¬
lowing a gift of 700 shares to the Schneider
Foundation.
Associated Motion Picture Industries—
Corrections on the February report had
Herbert Yates acquiring 12,895 shares of
capital stock.
Eastman-Kodak—Gen. Edward P. Curtis
acquired 100 shares of $10 par common
making 175 altogether plus 39 shares
through a stock purchase plan.
Loew’s—Loew’s bought another 71 shares
in Loew’s Boston Theatres’ $25 par com¬
mon, upping its total to 123,104.
Monogram—Norton V. Richey dropped
1,800 shares of common, holding 5,954.
Paramount—In a February correction,
Austin Keough was reported as gifting
1,000 shares of dollar common, keeping
500.
Republic—Yates acquired 22,387 shares
of 50-cent common, bringing his total to
73,687. He also holds 900 shares of dollar
cumulative preferred and $25,000 worth
of four per cent cumulative income deben¬
tures.
Trans-Lux Corporation—Norman Elson
acquired 2,000 shares of dollar common,
adding to his 900; A. D. Erickson acquired
800, moving up to 1,400 shares total; Emil
Friedlander dropped 500, retaining 2,000;
Percival Furber raised his holdings by
1,000 to 2,800; Aquila Giles moved from
200 to 700; Edwin Lauder dropped 5,000
retaining 5,000, and J. Whitney Peterson
boosted his total by 500 to 2,000.
20th Century-Fox—Wilfred Eadie and
Donald Henderson acquired 100 shares of
common each, adding to their one and 10
shares respectively, previously held.

SDG Contracts Offered
New York—The majors in the east last
week received copies of a new contract
proposed by the Screen Directors Guild. It
was pointed out by eastern president Gene
Martel that the companies may negotiate
with the union either on an industry¬
wide basis or individually.
SDG held its second meeting with repre¬
sentatives of inde producers of industrial,
documentary, and educational films. Ac¬
cording to Martel, deals had already been
signed by a dozen inde producers without
negotiating. The Guild is allowing a 20
per cent cut in its wage schedule in regard
to television in order to encourage pro¬
duction.

Miss Butler Hostess
Des Moines—Lois Butler, star of Eagle
Lion’s “Mickey,” will be hostess on June
23 to H.R.H. Prince Bertil of Sweden, who
will attend ceremonies marking the 100th
anniversary of the arrival of the first
Scandinavian family in Iowa. She will also
make personal appearances at the Para¬
mount in connection with the showing.
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New Orleans Chosen
Allied Convention Site
WASHINGTON—It was announced
last week that New Orleans has been
selected as the place of the next Na¬
tional Allied convention on Nov. 29,
30, and Dec. 1. The board of directors
meeting will be held on Nov. 27-28.
W. A. Prewitt, president, Allied The¬
atre Owners of the Gulf States, and
Maurice J. Artigues, secretary, will
serve as chairman and secretary of
the general convention committee.

ANTFA In Cincy Confabs
Cincinnati—Jack Carter, president, Al¬
lied Non-Theatrical Film Association, an¬
nounced last week that the first of a series
of regional meetings would be held here
on June 25-26 at the Netherlands-Plaza
Hotel, with Alan Twyman and Ralph
Haile, local co-chairmen, in charge. Dis¬
cussions and screenings of newly released
films will be held with Dr. Glen Burch,
newly appointed executive director of the
Film Council of America, in attendance.
ANTFA’s new program plans, including
the 16mm. film which will be produced in
the fall to show the many purposes of and
effective uses of non-theatrical films, will
be reported upon at a dinner meeting.

Columbia Schedules Meetings
New York — Columbia has scheduled
two five-day sales meetings for the next
two weeks, it was announced last week by
A. Montague, general sales manager, who
will preside at both sessions. First of the
gatherings is at the Warwick Hotel
June 7-11, with the second scheduled for
the following week, June 14-18, at the
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Paramount Men In K. C.
Kansas City—Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution for
Paramount, accompanied by E. K. O’Shea
and Alfred Schwalberg, attended a divi¬
sional sales meeting at the Muelbach Hotel
last weekend. Also attending were Stanley
Shuford, Ben Washer, and Sid Mesibov,
advertising, publicity, and exploitation
managers respectively.

Pakistan Shipments Resumed
New York—The MPAA representative
last week cabled American distributors
that resumption of film shipments to
Pakistan had been instituted after the In¬
dependent British Dominion had reduced
its prohibitive tariff on imports of films to
one-half Anna (a fraction under one
cent) per linear foot. Shipments were
halted recently when a two anna tax had
been imposed.

Cohen Suit Delayed
New York—Hearings on the suit by
Max A. Cohen enterprises and Anco and
Anwell Amusement Corporations against
RKO, 20th-Fox, and Warners were post¬
poned until June 15 by Federal Judge
Alfred C. Coxe. The plaintiffs are asking
triple damages of $1,800,000.

Thad Barrows Mourned
Boston—Funeral services were held last
week for Thad Barrows, chief projection¬
ist, Metropolitan, since 1925. He succumbed
to a heart attack.

MGM, Enterprise
In Releasing Deal
New York—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer an¬
nounced last week the signing of a long¬
term contract with Enterprise Studios for
the distribution of that company’s forth¬
coming major productions.
Simultane¬
ously Loew’s International announced the
extension of its prior contract for the dis¬
tribution of Enterprise product outside of
the domestic market.
The first Enterprise picture to be de¬
livered under the new agreement will be
the completed Lewis Milestone production
of “No Minor Vices,” starring Dana An¬
drews, Lilli Palmer, and Louis Jourdan. Bob Roberts’ production, “Tucker’s
People,” now in production starring John
Garfield, will be the second film for MGM
release.
The third Enterprise picture will be
Wolfgang Reinhart’s production of Libby
Block’s novel, “Wild Calendar,” which will
go into production in the middle of July.

D. C. National To Films
Washington—Marcus Heiman, president,
E Street Theatre Corporation, last week
announced that the National, only legiti¬
mate theatre here, would become a motion
picture theatre in September due to an
edict of Actors Equity Association that
its members would not play the house
after Aug. 1 unless its ban on admittance
of Negroes was lifted. Heiman stated that
“this actors’ group have given us an ulti¬
matum. Either the policy changes or we
are out of business. We accept the chal¬
lenge.” Heiman added that the American
Theatre Society, which handles Theatre
Guild Productions and others, has been
notified there will be no 1948-49 season at
the National. Some remodeling will be
done, Heiman said, but it will be possible
to change back quickly from a film house
to its present status. He emphasized, how¬
ever, that the present policy of non¬
admittance of Negroes will not be changed.
Meanwhile, a court case to force admis¬
sion of Negroes to the theatre was dis¬
missed in Municipal Court by Judge Frank
Myers. It was indicated that this decision
would be appealed.
With the conversion of the National into
a film house, Washington will be without
a legitimate theatre, although there is said
to be a possibility that the old Belasco
may be reopened as such. The govern¬
ment will receive bids on July 1 for con¬
ditional leasing of the Belasco.

Salt Lake Round-Up Nears
Salt Lake City — Preparations were
nearing completion this week for the
annual Exhibitors-Distributors Round-Up
to be held here from June 16-18.
The three-day annual affair attracts ex¬
hibitors and their wives and other motion
picture personnel to Salt Lake from the
states serviced out of Salt Lake’s Filmrow, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Oregon, and
Wyoming.
The event is being sponsored by the
Salt Lake Motion Picture Club through
distributors. Screenings, a golf tourna¬
ment, and dinners are on the schedule.
Special events are being arranged for
women who attend. Giff Davison is gen¬
eral chairman.
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T. Barron, eastern
division manager, Loew’s Theatres, last
week announced the promotion to new
assignments of three Loewmen.
Jack
Foxe, formerly manager, Loew’s Colum¬
bia, has been appointed director of pub¬
licity and advertising for the three Wash¬
ington theatres. Irving Martin, formerly
assistant manager, Loew’s Capitol, has been
moved up to the manager’s post, Colum¬
bia. William Riding has been assigned to
replace Martin as assistant manager,
Capitol, under the supervision of Gene
Ford and Joel Margolis. Riding was for¬
merly with Loew’s, Reading, Pa.
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Arizona Seeks Change
In Compensation Laws

Washington—Carter

Detroit—The resignation of Arvid Kantor as branch manager for National Screen
Service was announced last week. Kantor
held that position for five years, having
started with the company three years be¬
fore. He is a former Chief Barker, Variety
Club of Michigan and is now president,
Cinema Lodge, B’nai B’rith.
Hollywood—The appointment of William
Peirce, Jr., as advertising and publicity
director of Norma Productions was an¬
nounced last week by Harold Hecht.
Norma has completed “The Unafraid”
(formerly “Kiss The Blood Off My Hands”)
for U-International release.

Downing In RCMH Post
New York—Appointment of Russell V.
Downing to the position of executive vicepresident, Radio City Music Hall Corpora¬
tion was announced last week by G. S.
Eyssell, president. He was formerly vicepresident and treasurer.
Eyssell,
named
executive
manager,
Rockefeller Center, Inc., also announced
the promotion of James Gould, assistant
treasurer, to treasurer.
Downing has served on the Music Hall
staff since 1933, prior to that being assist¬
ant to tne president of Tidewater Oil
Company and later treasurer of the Pru¬
dence Company, large financial organiza¬
tion.

Jacques Feyder Passes
New York—Jacques Feyder, 54, famed
French film producer and director, died
last week at Rives de Prangins in the
Canton of Vaud, Switzerland.
Feyder
worked in Hollywood several times, hav¬
ing directed “Son Of The Rajah,” with
Ramon Navarro. He also made the French
and German versions of “Anna Christie,”
with Greta Garbo, and the French classic,
“Carnival In Flanders.”

WB Buys Stations
Los Angeles—Warners last week closed
a deal with Dorothy Thackrey for the
purchase of two stations, KLAC, San
Francisco, and KYA here, plus a video
construction permit in this city. Price
was $1,045,000.

Mississippi Meeting Set
Biloxi, Miss.—The Mississippi Theatre
Owners convention will be held at the
Buena Vista Hotel on June 20-21.

Phoenix, Ariz.—Petitions for a change
in the Arizona workmen’s compensation
law were being circulated last week
throughout Arizona in an effort to change
a ruling that is keeping Hollywood motion
picture companies from location work in
Arizona.
The petitions call for the placing of a
measure on the November ballot that
would change the prevailing law by limit¬
ing compensation payments to motion pic¬
ture employes, among others, to $1,000 a
month. Arizona’s current compensation
law allows the payment of 65 per cent of
income as payment for compensation for
injury suffered during employment in the
state.
A recent Arizona Industrial Commis¬
sion ruling set a ceiling of $3,000 a month
as the maximum salary under which the
commission would insure a motion pic¬
ture company employe. In establishing the
rule, the commission claimed a ceiling
figure was necessary to protect itself
against death or injury of a high-salaried
motion picture star. Such an incident, the
commission
pointed
out,
might
well
“break”
the
workmen’s
compensation
fund.
At present, Arizona is paying one movie
actor $235 weekly as the result of , injuries
suffered in falling from a horse during the
filming of a production in the state. An¬
other expensive accident like that one,
the commission stated, might wipe out the
state’s compensation fund.
Meanwhile, Columbia announced that it
would postpone the shooting of “Bonanza”
in Mesa, Ariz., pending the outcome of a
“friendly suit” by Gene Autry against the
Arizona Industrial Commission.

THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
20th-Fox
“Mine Own Executioner”-—Import has
limited appeal.
MGM
“Easter Parade”—Money show.

Indianapolis Officers Cleared
Indianapolis—Officials of three Indian¬
apolis corporations last fortnight were
cleared of charges made by three stock¬
holders that they mismanaged a Gary,
Ind., theatre building.
Judge Robert C. Baltzell ruled in federal
court that the stockholders are not entitled
to $200,000 damages asked because of
alleged sub-standard rates charged in the
rental of the building. The officials head
both owning and leasing firms of the
building.
Defendants were Vemer U. Young, Gary,
Ind., president, Fiftyler, Inc., Montgomery
Theatre Corporation, and Y and W Man¬
agement Corporation, all of Indianapolis;
Robert R. Young, secretary of the firms,
and Marc J. Wolf, and Albert R. Blocker,
both directors of the three firms. Charles
F. Wooley, Charles C. Wooley, and Edna
G. Ward, all of Long Beach, Cal., stock¬
holders in Fiftyler, Inc., brought the suit
on Jan. 28, 1947.
Judge Baltzell ruled also that interlock¬
ing operations of officers and directors of
the three firms “is not detrimental or un¬
fair” to Fiftyler or its shareholders. The
suit asked a receivership for Fiftyler.

Staten Island Drive-In Opens

Serkowich Handles "Man Eaters"

New York—The Department of Licenses
last fortnight granted Fabian Theatres
Corporation a license to operate a drive-in
near the Staten Island airport after a
series of hearings. The theatre opened
immediately, since it had been in readiness
awaiting the okeh.
The opposition was based on the conten¬
tion that the operation was too close to
the airport, but when the Department of
Marine and Aviation notified Edward Mc¬
Cormick, president of the airport, that
henceforth the field could only be oper¬
ated between sunrise and 7.30 p. m., the
Department of Licenses gave the drive-in
the okeh. McCormick said he planned a
Supreme Court action to void the new
operating hour schedule, and that he might
seek a similar action against the License
Department charging the theatre is too
close to the airport for general safety.

New York—The recently organized firm
of Benjamin H. Serkowich has been en¬
gaged by Universal-International to handle
a special promotion campaign for the
forthcoming Monty Shaff-Frank Rosen¬
berg production, “Man Eaters Of Kumaon,”
it was announced last week by Maurice
A. Bergman, U-I eastern advertising and
publicity director.
Serkowich, most recently advertising,
publicity, and exploitation director of Co¬
lumbia, assisted by a special field staff,
will help develop special promotions in
connection with key city openings of “Man
Eaters Of Kumaon,” which U-I is releas¬
ing.

"Shaggy" Gets Denver Bow
Denver—World premiere of “Shaggy,”
Pine-Thomas color production for Para¬
mount, will be held at the Denham on
June 11. Brenda Joyce, the film’s leading
lady; Shaggy, the dog star, and guest star
Martha Vickers will make personal ap¬
pearances in conection with the opening.
Bill Pine, co-producer, will also be at the
opening.

RKO Quarter Dips
New York—It was announced last week
that consolidated net profit of RadioKeith-Orpheum Corporation and subsid¬
iary companies for the first quarter of
1948 was $1,345,327 after taxes and all
other charges, equivalent to approxi¬
mately 34 cents per share on the 3,899,914
shares of common stock outstanding at
the end of that quarter, as compared with
consolidated net profit of $2,270,683 for
the first quarter of 1947, equivalent to
approximately 58 cents per share on the
3,899,912 shares of common stock out¬
standing at the end of such quarter.
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i values in every

DESPERATE DAN,
THE DUDE...he’s the
guy who out-bulled
Sitting Bull!
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ANDY SMITH, JR. HONORED IN NEW YORK CITY, SIMONELLI RECEIVES PROMOTION

Pictured recently at the Hotel Statler, Washington,
were Harry M. Warner, Warner president, and Thomas
Beck, Colliers magazine board chairman.
Warner
was in the Capitol to address a meeting of the
National Council on Community Improvement group.

The youngest exploitation executive of a major film
company, Charles Simonelli, is seen above. Simonelli,
25 years old, was recently appointed to the newlycreated post of eastern exploitation manager for
Universal-International. He joined the firm in T942.

H. M. Richey, MGM, recently received the citation awarded by the National
Father's Day Committee to Metro's short subject, "A Really Important Person,"
at the annual awards luncheon in New York. Broadway star David Wayne made
the presentation, as writer F. Van Wyck Mason and singer Jo Stafford look on.

Arriving in New York City recently was Warner star
Jane Wyman, who waves to enthusiastic admirers on
her arrival. Miss Wyman will soon be seen in the
company's forthcoming release, "Johnny Belinda,"
which also stars Lew Ayres and Charles Bickford.

During the filming of Republic's "Drums Along the Amazon" on the coast, asso¬
ciate producer-director John H. Auer, leading man George Brent, and company
President Herbert J. Yates recently went into a huddle on production plans. One
of the firm's more elaborate productions, the film also features Vera Ralston.

1111

Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th Century-Fox general sales manager, recently celebrated
his first anniversary as head of the distribution department, and at top left looks
over newly established sales records made by his organization. Smith sits behind
the desk, while Martin Moskowitz, Smith's executive assistant, and W. C. Gehring,
assistant general sales manager, also go over the sales figures. The other shots
were taken at a testimonial dinner marking Smith's anniversary at New York's
Waldorf-Astoria, and seen from left to right, top to bottom, are: Jay Emanuel,

publisher, THE EXHIBITOR, and Smith; Smith, Fox President Spyros P. Skouras,
and Charles Schlaifer, addressing the group. The lower right shot shows the dais
where the following were seated: Skouras, Frank C. Walker, Judge William
Powers, W. C. Michel, Otto Koegel, Murray Silverstone, Donald A. Henderson,
W. J. Eadie, Gehring, Schlaifer, Herman Wobber, Harry G. Ballance, Jack Lorentz,
Raymond E. Moon, Arthur Silverstone, Howard Minsky, Moskowitz, Peter Levathes,
Clarence A. Hill, famed commentator Lowell Thomas, and the guest of honor.
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Severson Reelected
Montana ITO Leader
Butte,
Mont.—C.
J. Severson, Wolf
Point, was reelected president, and H. W.
Knutson, Livingston, was reelected vicepresident, Independent Theatre Owners of
Montana at the concluding session of a
two-day convention in the Finlen Hotel
last week. Severson is beginning his third
term as head of the state organization.
Also elected were M. H. Stubblefield,
St. Ignatius, reelected secretary-treasurer;
J. A. English, Anaconda; Herb Bonfas,
Chinook; Carl Veseth, Malta; Rex Flint,
Baker; A. E. Lackrene, Circle; Fred Anst,
Fort Benton; Elmer Jackson, Plentywood,
and J. H. Moran, Laurel, directors. Bill¬
ings was selected for the 1949 conclave.
The convention delegates adopted a reso¬
lution calling on producers to make more
subjects dealing with historical events in
the Treasure State, and also urged that
more pictures be made using the outstand¬
ing natural scenery that abounds in
Montana.
More than 50 delegates gathered in
Meaderville for a banquet.
The delegates also heard a discussion
of court decisions relating to the industry.
The problem of crediting ASCAP with
royalties in the use of story material, ideas,
and songs was explored in a talk by
Arthur F. Lamey, Billings, general counsel
for the association. Lamey also discussed
court decisions.
Other subjects included film booking
prices, the question of maintaining or in¬
creasing admission ticket prices, and the
state-wide use of bus accommodations for
the carrying of film prints from town to
town.

Canoe Theatre Bows
In Boston District
BOSTON—Paul Mulvihill, Waltham,
Mass., operator of a boat house on
Maple Cove off the Charles River,
was last week granted a three-month
permit to operate a Canoe-In Theatre
by the Metropolitan District Commis¬
sion.
Mulvihill, a navy veteran, said he
would exhibit 16mm. films in the cove
to canoeists. Shows will consist of
shorts and sports features and Mulvi¬
hill is backed by veteran and civic
groups interested in building up the
sector as a summer playground. The
theatre,
which
accommodates
400
canoes, will open soon. The American
Legion, VFW, and other groups have
been contacted in regard to using the
screen for advertising.

Percy Heiliger Mourned
New York—Percy

Heiliger, 66, attorney
in the legal department of 20th CenturyFox, died at his home in Ridgewood, N. J.,
on May 30, after a lengthy illness.
Heiliger, in his early years with the
film company, specialized in copyright law,
and later handled distribution problems.

Stellar Pictures Sues
Los Angeles—Seymour Nebenzal's Stel¬
lar Pictures, Inc., last fortnight filed a suit
in Superior Court against the Screen
Writers Guild, and writer Edwin J. Mayer.
Nebenzal asks the return of $5,000 alleg¬
edly paid to Mayer under a contract which
he allegedly violated, and for an injunction
against SWG. The Guild, the plaintiff said,
circulated among its membership a letter
declaring Stellar Pictures unfair.
According to Nebenzal, Mayer was hired
last November to revise the script of
“Queen Of Hearts” for $10,000. Just $5,000
was paid, he said, the balance due upon
delivery plus a percentage of the film’s
profits if the job were completed on time.
Then, on Jan. 5, the complaint continues,
Mayer said he would be unable to com¬
plete the script in time but later turned
in a longer script than had been asked for.
Stellar claims that Mayer demanded $2,500
per week while reducing the script’s
length.

Van Port, Ore., House Lost
Van Port, Ore.—Ted Gamble’s $100,000
Van Port was swept away when the
Oregon floods inundated that city last
week.
The theatre was nearly filled at the
time the dikes broke but there was no
loss of life.

LE BUSINESS FROM THE
HORROR TWINS

President Severson led a panel discus¬
sion of the seeming effect of television
upon show attendance. Reports on progress
of the video developments to date were
presented.
Jay Christianson, Salt Lake City, an
alternate trustee for the Pacific Coast Con¬
ference of Independent Theatre Owners,
with which the Montana group is affiliated,
spoke on public relations and also condi¬
tions relating to the relaying of films out
of the Salt Lake City exchanges.
Speakers also included Harold Chesler,
also of Salt Lake City, a trustee of the
Pacific Coast Conference.

Fathers Day Makes Selections
New York—The National Father’s Day
Committee last week selected the MGM
John Nesbitt Passing Parade short, “A
Really Important Person,” as “The Father
Short Of The Year.” It also announced
that a Father’s Day trailer featuring Eddie
Cantor was also available at no charge
through National Father’s Day Committee,
50 East 42nd Street, New York 17.

NOW^*4
BEING
BOOKED

IR CEDRIC HARDWICKE • RALPH BELL*
IONEL ATWILL • BELA LUG
VELYN ANKERS • LOUISE ALLBRIT
! OB E RT PAIGE • FRANK CRA

Lopert Re-releasing "Maedchen"
New York—John Krimsky, Institute of
Public Relations, Inc., announced last week
that he had appointed Lopert Films, Inc.,
to re-release “Maedchen In Uniform” in
its original form in the German language.
New English sub-titles, translating all the
dialogue, will be written by Herman G.
Weinberg. “Maedchen” is recognized as
one of the classics of the screen.
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five: California: Navy sinks ship
used in atom bomb test. New York City:
Drew Pearson honored. Vienna: New¬
born bear cubs.
In Addition To The Above:

(Vol. 31, No. 44) China:
National legislature
meets.
Australia:
Cardinal Spellman at Centenary festival.
Rome: New Swiss Guards for the Pope.
Shanghai: National athletic meet. New
Jersey: Louis and Walcott train.
News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 278)
Coventry, England:
Princess Elizabeth
visits. Rome: New Swiss Guards for
Pope. USA: Vacation fashions. New Jer¬
sey: Louis and Walcott train.
Paramount News (No. 81) Hollywood:
“The Emperor Waltz” premiere. Los An¬
geles: Human fish.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 148)
Off Louisiana: Oil well drilled at sea.
England: Train wreck. Baltimore: La¬
crosse. New Jersey: Louis and Walcott
train.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 83)
New Jersey: Louis and Walcott train
Florida: Jungle maneuvers. Paris: Fash¬
ions. USA: Atomic scientists honored.
Europe:
Count Bernadotte hastens to
Palestine. France: Circus wedding.
Movietone News

(Vol. 6, No. 293)
Birmingham, Ala.: Slossfield health cen¬
ter. Austin, Tex.: Lavada Durst fast be¬
coming leading disc jockey of the south¬
west. Omaha, Neb.: Sale of George Wash¬
ington Carver postage stamp given a boost.
North Little Rock, Ark.: Shorter College
receives recognition from State Depart¬
ment of Education. New York: Katherine
Dunham Dancers in rehearsal. Chicago:
Abbott Memorial Award presented to
business leader.
All

American News

(Vol. 2, No. 22) Israel:
Arabs bomb Jewish capital; latest scenes
from Tel Aviv. Sweden: Count Folke
Bernadotte, UN Palestine mediator, pre¬
pares to leave for Jerusalem. USSR:
Transport—Russia’s number one problem;
first films of Russian operation of Zusterdorf oil fields. New Zealand: Old volcano
erupts. France: American Legion honors
Lafayette. Washington: Senate hears wit¬
nesses on Mundt Bill. Washington: Repre¬
sentative Sadowsky, Michigan, asks probe
of U.S. newsman’s death in Greece. New
York: Bride for sale—only $10,000. Ken¬
tucky: Man and wife run own phone ex¬
change. New York: America’s Olympic
hopefuls. France: Cross county motor¬
cycle race. Washington: Fashion design¬
ers show convertible clothes to the diplo¬
matic set.
Telenews Digest

In All Five:

Washington: Israel president sees Tru¬
man.
In Addition to the Above:

(Vol. 31, No. 43) Lake
Success, N. Y.: UN crisis over Palestine.
Paris: Palestine mediator enroute to Holy
Land. Palestine: Warfare. New York City:
Marshall appeals for needy children (ex¬
cept New York City); Spyros Skouras also
makes appeal (New York City only).
Paris: Princess Elizabeth at the races.
Movietone News

EXHIBITOR

Oklahoma: Man claims to be Jesse James.
Canada: Oil well erupts. Lancaster, O.:
“Green Grass Of Wyoming” premiere
(Cincinnati only). Boys Town, Neb.:
Father Flanagan buried. St. Louis: Golf
classic.
News of the Day: (Vol. XIX, No. 277)
Palestine: Warfare. Paris: Palestine medi¬
ator enroute to Holy Land. Bar Harbor,
Me.: Science carries on amid ruins. Boys
Town, Neb.: Father Flanagan buried.
Washington State: Sheep cross Coulee
Dam. St. Louis: Golf classic.
Paramount News
(No. 80) Palestine:
Warfare. Boys Town, Neb.: Father Flana¬
gan buried. Washington State:
Sheep
cross Coulee Dam. Oklahoma: Man claims
to be Jesse James. St. Louis: Golf classic.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 147)
New York City: Marshall appeals for
needy children. Washington State: Sheep
cross Coulee Dam. Canada: Oil well erupts.
Hollywood: Goofy hair styles. Washing¬
ton: Congressmen in baseball slugfest.
New York City: Soccer.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 82)
St. Louis: Golf classic. England: Duke of
Edinburgh goes to school. Paris: Motor¬
cycle races plane. Bermuda: Vacation
fashions. Montreal: Wrestling. Washing¬
ton State: Sheep cross Coulee Dam.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
May 29, 1948
“Silver River” (War¬

Selected Feature:

ners) .

ARBITRATION
Detroit
The Grand Centre Recreation Company,
operating the Centre, Grand Blanc, Mich.,
last week filed a clearance complaint
against the five major distributors. Com¬
plainant claims that clearance granted
to the Regent, Strand, Michigan, Della,
Roxie, Rialto, Nortown, and Burton, all in
Flint, Mich., is excessive and unreasonable,
and results in a condition whereby the
Centre has to wait an average of from 75
to 125 days following the availability dates
of those theatres.
It is asked that this
clearance be eliminated, and a clearance
be fixed of seven days after first-run Capi¬
tol and Palace, Flint, Mich.

New Orleans
An appeal was filed last fortnight by
20th Century-Fox in its case of Broadmoor
Theatre Inc., operating the Broadmoor,
Shreveport, La.

Government Petition Denied
Washington—The government received
a setback in the Schine anti-trust case last
week as the U. S. Supreme Court rejected
its petition for clarification of the May 3
decision in respect to five houses bought
by the circuit since the case was begun in
1939. In its reply to the government,
Schine claimed that the Department of
Justice was actually seeking to have the
court reverse itself.

It's A Girl
Reiner, head, War¬
ners home office production department,
became the father of a baby girl, Susan
Wayne, weighing eight pounds, three
ounces, born at Yonkers General Hospital
on May 29.
New

York—Elkan

TELEVISION
New York—Among recent surveys as to
what Hollywood was doing about tele¬
vision, one indicated that Paramount had
two stations, one in Los Angeles and one
in Chicago, owns a percentage of three
DuMont operated stations in the east,
has conducted extensive research, includ¬
ing color video and rapid filming of teleshows for delayed network telecasting,
permits its stars to appear on television
from its own studios, and has experi¬
mented with theatre television at the
Paramount, New York City; MGM is
studying the new medium, owns television
rights to personalities and story material
which it has not released, and plans no
stations; U-I is releasing 16mm. shorts
through its subsidiary, United World, has
used trailers on television to reported
good results, but requests its stars to stay
off television, and has no stations; RKO
has no stations planned, permits no star
appearances; Warners has applied for a
station in Chicago, is engaged in some

studio activity in connection with tele¬
vision, and has participated with 20th
Century-Fox and RCA in theatre tele¬
vision experiments, but permits no star
appearances; 20th Century-Fox is plan¬
ning some stations, one in San Francisco,
has experience with Warners and RCA on
telecasting on large screens, has used the
medium for trailer use, but does not per¬
mit use of stars, except in newsreels, while
Columbia and Republic have not divulged
any activity.
Charles J. Durban was unanimously
elected president, American Television
Society, at its’ eighth annual elections.
Halsey V. Barrett was named vice-presi¬
dent, and Emerson Yorke and Arch Braunfeld, secretary and treasurer, respectively.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president, Du¬
Mont Laboratories, announced the acqui¬
sition of a building in East Paterson, N. J.,
formely owned by the Wright Aeronauti¬
cal Company, as a site for a new tele¬
vision receiver plant. The new space is
expected to triple the production of 3,000
receivers a month now turned out by the
company.
Adrian Murphy, Columbia Broadcasting
System vice-president and general execu¬
tive, testified at a field hearing of the
Federal Communications Commission in
San Francisco that network television
programming will be brought to San Fran¬
cisco by CBS as soon as facilities can be
made available if the network receives a
construction permit. Murphy cited CBS’s
$9,000,000 investment and 5,000 hours of
programs in 17 years of experience at the
hearing for the TV station.

Hershfleid Aids Drive
New York—Barney Balaban and S. H.
Fabian last week announced the appoint¬
ment of Harry Hershfield as chairman,
columnists committee, amusement indus¬
try campaign, United Jewish Appeal.
The committee will initiate its activities
with the June 17 luncheon at the Hotel
Astor, sponsored by Moss Hart and George
S. Kaufman.
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c
(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)
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The Week's Newcomers
HATTER'S CASTLE
(Paramount)
FOUR FACES WEST
(UA)
ANOTHER PART OF THE
FOREST (U-International)
WALLFLOWER
(WB)

9 A)
Eaa
Saa
in

Continuing
ANNA KARENINA
(20th-Fox)
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA

(EL)
ALL MY SONS
(U-International)
ARCH OF TRIUMPH
(UA)
ARE YOU WITH IT?
(U-International)
BERLIN EXPRESS
(RKO)
CASBAH
(U-International)
FORT APACHE
(RKO)
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK
(20th-Fox)
HAZARD
(Paramount)
HOMECOMING
(MGM)
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN
WOMAN (U-International)
MELODY TIME
(RKO)
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MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS
DREAM HOUSE (SRO)
RIVER LADY
(U-International)
RUTHLESS
(EL)

T

|

f

|

SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!
(20lh-Fox)

f

—■—»

SILVER RIVER
(WB)
SUMMER HOLIDAY
(MGM)
STATE OF THE UNION
(MGM)
THE BIG CLOCK
(Paramount)
THE FULLER BRUSH MAN
(Columbia)
THE IRON CURTAIN
(20th-Fox)
THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI
(Columbia)
THE MATING OF MILLIE
(Columbia)
THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH
(EL)
THE PIRATE
(MGM)
THE

SAINTED' SISTERS

(Paramount)
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE
(UA)
THE WOMAN IN WHITE
(WB)
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH
(Columbia)
UP IN CENTRAL PARK
(U-International)
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Here's positive proof that
Popsit Plus costs less than
substitutes — judged by final
results. Tests by a leading
agricultural college reveal
that Popsit Plus liquid season¬
ing (1) pops more corn by
volume (2) leaves fewer duds
(3) gives corn the flavor your
customers demand.
That's why Popsit Plus costs less. It gives you
more for your money than so-called cheaper
substitutes. Avoid substitutes and save money.

j

|

I

means profit plus

Simonin of Philadelphia

j
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PRODUCTION
Hollywood—June

Lockhart marked her
return to the coast with a starring role in
Eagle Lion’s “The World and Little Wil¬
lie.” . . . Glenn McCarthy Productions,
new indie headed by Houston businessman
Glenn McCarthy, will conduct a nation¬
wide search for a 4-H Club girl to be fea¬
tured in “The Green Promise.” . . . Film¬
ing of “Bad Boy,” Allied Artists picture to
be made in cooperation with Variety
Clubs, International, starts in July. . . .
Bebe Daniels’ first reining stint at Eagle
Lion will be “Police File,” juvenile delin¬
quency yarn.
Samuel Goldwyn and Sir
Alexander
Korda concluded an agreement for the
filming of “The Scarlet Pimpernel” in
England, with David Niven as the hero.
. . . Monogram and Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,
inked a deal whereby Monogram will
distribute the latter’s “My Brother Jona¬
than” and “Temptation Harbor” in the
U. S. . . . A Universal-International con¬
tingent will trek to Italy in the fall to film
“Paradise Lost—1948,” with Robert Buck¬
ner producing. . . . Rosalind Russell stars
in Columbia’s “Miss Grant Takes Rich¬
mond.”

Republic bought “Bayou,” for one of
next year’s top films. . . . Claudette Col¬
bert and Fred MacMurray are reunited at
Universal-International in “Family Honey¬
moon.” ... A recent purchase by RKO
was The Saturday Evening Post story,
“Affair At St. Albans,” based on a Civil
War incident. . . . The tentatively titled
“The Story Of Sam Bass” at UniversalInternational will be a lavish Technicolor
production featuring legendary characters
of the pioneer west. . . . Screen rights to
the sensational song hit, “Nature Boy,”
were purchased by RKO, with the tune to
be featured in “The Boy With Green
Hair.”

EXHIBITOR

TRADE SCREENINGS

French Color Process
Watched Bv Industry
PARIS—The trade was last week
talking about a new color process in¬
vented here by Armand and Lucien
Roux. The method is said to be more
accurate than current color work, hut
just as cheap as black and white film.
Normal camera, processing, and pro¬
jection equipment is used, the only
difference being in adapters installed
between lenses and film of cameras
and projectors. After a demonstration
by Roux, a representative of United
States studios exclaimed, “I wouldn't
have believed it if I hadn’t seen it.”
Marcel Pagnol, top French producer,
has dumped his latest film “La Belle
Meuniere” to reshoot in the Roux
color. While the brothers intend to
hold complete financial control of the
process, a United States corporation
has been set up in Los Angeles to take
care of American distribution.
exercised the
option of Tony Martin for a term deal,
calling for one picture per year over a
period of years. . . . Warners set “Dallas”
as an Errol Flynn starrer, and bought
“Dragger Captain” as a Gary Cooper ve¬
hicle. . . . Rod Cameron inked a five-year
contract with Republic with “The Plun¬
derers” his first assignment. . . . Turhan
Bey, Sabu, and Gail Russell hold down
leading parts in Columbia’s “Song Of
India.” . . . “Something About The Irish”
was added to Jerry Wald’s production
schedule at Warners.
romantic competition in
RKO’s “Every Girl Should Be Married”
is Franchot Tone. . . . 20th Century-Fox
signed Paul Douglas, star of the Broad¬
way smash, “Born Yesterday,” to play the
top male role in “Letter To Four Wives”
opposite Linda Darnell, Ann Sothern,
Jeanne Crain, and Anne Baxter. . . .
Broadway producer, William Katzell, reCary

Grant’s

Our 1948 calendar announced Decoware sets.
Shortages on metal caused a delay, but samples of
this gorgeous line are now being made up for your
inspection.
DECOWARE IS A NATIONALLY ADVERTISED DEPARTMENT-STORE ITEM

PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS
ALVIN GOODWIN, Sales Manager

from Coast to Coast fConcessions
over % Century

for

DRIVE-IN THEATRES/

I SPORTSERVICE, Inc. JACOBS BROS.
iHURST 8LDG,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

sponsible for “Finian’s Rainbow,” signed
a producer’s contract with Eagle Lion,
with a semi-documentary, “Wetbacks,”
his initial film venture. . . . Randolph
Scott and Ella Raines co-star in Colum¬
bia’s “The Walking Hills.”

Universal-International

CANNISTER SETS

OUTDOOR
Now Specializing'
REFRESHMENT
in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES

Paramount: “A Foreign Affair” (Jean
Arthur, Marlene Dietrich, John Lund) and
“Beyond Glory” (Alan Ladd, Donna Reed),
on June 11.
MGM—“Easter Parade” (Fred Astaire,
Judy Garland, Peter Lawford — Techni¬
color), on June 9, Albany, Atlanta, Den¬
ver, Des Moines, Indianapolis, Minneapolis,
New Haven, Omaha, Philadelphia, and
Seattle, and on June 10, Buffalo, Chicago,
and New Orleans. Already screened in
other exchanges.
RKO — “Melody
Time”
(Technicolor
feature—Disney) in all exchange centers
on June 14, except Salt Lake City, June 18,
and Philadelphia, Detroit, and New York,
already screened.
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MGM, McGraw-Hill In Deal
New York—Arthur M. Loew, president,
Loew’s International
Corporation, last
week announced the conclusion of an
agreement with McGraw-Hill Book Com¬
pany under which educational films pro¬
duced by McGraw-Hill will be distributed
by Metro in all the countries of the world
outside the U. S. and Canada.
Included in the agreement are an initial
group of 25 film subjects on teacher edu¬
cation, health and hygiene, engineering
drawing, and mechanical drawing. These
25 subjects help round out the already
extensive MGM school film library.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will make sound
tracks for all the subjects in the language
of the country of use. In some cases, edu¬
cational authorities of a given country will
aid in the translation of the commentary
or in completely rewriting it if needed.
Loew said that the McGraw-Hill films
were selected for distribution by MGM
after more than a year of careful exami¬
nation of the offerings of all educational
film producers in this country.

ANTFA Meets In Cincy
Cincinnati—A

meeting of members and
guests of the Allied Non-Theatrical Film
Association will be held here on June
25-26, combined with a meeting of the
ANFA board of directors. Managing the
program, in addition to President Jack
Carter, are Alan Twyman, Twyman Films,
Dayton, O., and R. V. Haile, of this city.
The two-day program will include numer¬
ous 16mm. film screenings, a discussion
of special industry problems, and a din¬
ner. One subject to be considered is the
question of making an intensive survey of
the non-theatrical film needs and re¬
sources for the local area.

Warners Declares Dividend
New York—At a meeting of the board
of directors of Warner Brothers Pictures,
Inc., last fortnight, a quarterly dividend of
25 cents per share was declared payable
on July 6, 1948, to the holders of common
stock of the corporation of record at the
close of business on June 8, 1948.
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The Editor Speaks
From time to time, film executives come
out with statements that do little to in¬
spire confidence in the motion picture
industry in these trying days. Therefore,
when a man who
really knows both
the exhibition and
production ends of
the business says
something to count¬
eract so many dis¬
turbing outbursts, it
certainly bears repe¬
tition.
Setting this sober¬
ing example is James
Nasser, one of the
nation’s leading cir¬
cuit operators. Starting out at the age of
16 as the nation’s youngest theatre man¬
ager, Nasser now heads a circuit of 138
houses in northern California, as well as
the General Service Studios and Nasser
Film Productions.

In a recent press interview, Nasser
lashed out at the industry critics with
some timely and pertinent personal obser¬
vations.
“Lampooning your own business is an
easy way to get attention,” he said, “but
a darn poor way to help the industry
which is providing bread and butter, and
cake and jam in some instances, for the
complainants.
“The fact that a ranting beef usually
attracts more attention than a quiet, fav¬
orable appraisal does a lot to explain why
so many movie makers get into print by
sounding off against their own industry.”
Nasser went on to condemn conflicting
statements of so-called experts, which,
as he put it, “work a severe hardship on the
exhibitor, who would like to base his
policy moves and decisions on ‘Straight
from Hollywood’ reports.”

The Exhibitor Laurel Award Nominations
MGM’s

EASTER PARADE
Starring

JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASF AIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER
Produced by Arthur Freed.
Original

Directed

by

story by Frances Goodrich and

Screen play by Sidney Sheldon,

Charles Walters.
Albert Hackett.

Frances Goodrich,

and

Albert

Hackett.

Lyrics and music by Irving Berlin.

It was heartening to hear this expert
speak straight from the shoulder.

■ .

_

■ '

■

'

#

■

U-International’s
inti

Such constructive statements from such
a prominent industryite will go a long way

ALL MY SONS

in dispelling the gloom brought on by so
many thoughtless attacks.

Starring

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

BURT LANCASTER

With
MADY CHRISTIANS, HOWARD DUFF, LOUISA HORTON, FRANK CONROY,
ARLENE FRANCIS, LLOYD GOUGH
Studio Survey appears every fourth Wednesday as a
regular special feature department of THE EXHIBITOR,
and is devoted exclusively to the arts, people, cre¬
ative ability, and physical properties which make up
the production side of the motion picture industry.
Edited from the west coast, all information relating
to its editorial contents should be directed to Paul
Manning, 923 Alandele Avenue, Los Angeles 36, Cali¬
fornia. For all other information, address THE EX¬
HIBITOR, published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publica¬
tions, Inc. Publishing offices: 1225 Vine Street, Phila¬
delphia 7, Pennsylvania. New York Office: 1600
Broadway, New York 19, New York. Representatives
may be found in every United States film center.

Written and produced for the screen by Chester Erskine.
From the play by Arthur Miller.

Directed by Irving Reis.

United Artists’

FOUR FACES WEST
With

JOEL MeCREA, FRANCES DEE, CHARLES BICKFORD,
JOSEPH CALLEIA, WILLIAM CONRAD, MARTIN GARRALAGA
Produced by Enterprise
Paul Manning, editorial director

Vol. 1, No. 7

Directed by Allred E. Green.
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Studios.

A Harry Sherman

Production.

Screenplay by Graham Baker and Teddi Sherman.

From the novel, “Paso Por Aqui,” by Eugene Manleve Rhodes.
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Exhibitors Must
Help Hollywood
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Declares That Theatremen
Are Not Altogether Without Fault When They Try
To Place Complete Blame On Coast Producers
When
I heard that MGM producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., was preparing to
film that long awaited historic novel,
“Quo Vadis,” I hied myself over to his
office for a few minutes of chat. Luckily,
I had timed it just right, and was invited
in.
At first we bounced back and forth,
touching lightly on many subjects such as
production abroad by American com¬
panies, television and its probable effect on
movies, and the more pointed problem of
how an alleged certain element among the
exhibitors has been neglecting its selling
duties.

A brief outline of his background will
substantiate Hornblow’s right to speak with
authority on these pertinent subjects. Born
in New York City in 1893, through his dad,
who published and edited the famous
Theatre Magazine, he became acquainted
with many of the theatrical greats of that
colorful era. Later came a period of edu¬
cation at private schools in Paris and Lon¬
don, and Dartmouth College, where he
was graduated with honors after majoring
in arts and classical subjects.
Returning home, he tried his hand at
writing, doing several interviews for a
movie magazine. His first interview was
with the celebrated Norma Talmadge. This
career evidently did not suit the elder
Hornblow, who carted his son off to law
school, from which he was graduated in
1916, a full fledged attorney. Almost im¬
mediately, he found himself, along with
millions of other Americans, embroiled in
World War I, and was shipped off to
France.

Back from World War I he reentered
the theatre field. Rapidly rising from doing
dramatic reviews for his dad’s publica¬
tion, he was soon associated in the pro¬
duction of successful Broadway plays with
names like Charles Frohman, Gilbert Mil¬
ler, and Robert Milton. In 1927, a Holly¬
wood producer named Samuel Goldwyn
brought him to the coast as his executive
assistant. From this position, he rose to
prominence, and, with the advent of talk¬
ing pictures, his stage and writing back¬
ground served him in good stead.
with many important pictures
included in his record (“Ruggles Of Red
Gap,” “Man About Town,” “Hold Back
The Dawn,” “Gaslight,” “The Hucksters,”
“Cass Timberlane”) Arthur Hornblow is
eagerly preparing for perhaps his greatest
assignment, “Quo Vadis.” A significant fact
about this Technicolor film, to be made
entirely in Italy, is that this is the first
time since the production of “Ben Hur”
(1924) that an MGM film unit has been
active on Italian soil.
Here are some of Hornblow’s opinions:
Only by taking his entire unit to Italy
and journeying to the various historic
spots so vividly described in the story,
and by placing before our tired Holly¬
wood cameras new and interesting faces,
will a sense of freshness and realism re¬
turn to our films. A large percentage of
Hollywood’s product appears stamped with
the “Made in Hollywood” trademark, an
indication of assembly line production
methods. The artificial quality of these
films must be corrected, the sooner the
better, if we are to recapture the imagi¬
Today,

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., right, and Robert Z. Leonard, MGM producer and director respectively, take a few minutes
off from work for an interlude of relaxation watching Lina Romay in a bit of south-of-the-border rug cutting.
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Hornblow is here seen looking over his library of film
and art works. Among his successes are "The Major
and the Minor," "Arise My Love," "Nothing But
the Truth," "Weekend at the Waldorf," and others.

nation of our public. Economy in pro¬
duction is fine . . . but there can be no
economy in quality. Where some pictures
are cheap at a $3,000,000 budget, others
are expensive at $100,000.
Aiming
chair”

a

barrage

exhibitors

who

at

those

have

“rocking

been

loudly

complaining about the declining boxoffice,
Hornblow had this to get off his chest:

“Does anyone think for one minute that
grosses will pick up by just lolling around
on nicely fattened fannies, waiting for
the customers to bring in the dough?
Those days are over, and certain exhibi¬
tors are doing nothing about it outside of
passing the buck to Hollywood, which has
its hands full fighting rising production
costs, labor difficulties, etc.
“Sure, no one will deny that Hollywood
producers, taking an easy profit in a lush
market, turned out plenty of stinkers. So
did the exhibitor (referring to the easy
profits). But those gay easy days are
over, and, what’s more important, we in
Hollywood know it! So, if those rocking
chair generals among the exhibitors will
give themselves half a break, and get be¬
hind our product, which is gaining in
quality every day, happy days can be here
again for all of us.”
About television, the producer had this
to say: “It is merely the wedding of sound
to vision ... no different than the similar
marriage of silent films to the talkies. The
experts predict that worthwhile televised
programs of the future must be on film,
so it is apparent to us here in Hollywood
that a close cooperation between television
and motion pictures must be maintained
for the successful development of this
new medium of entertainment. Therefore,
with the increasing use of film in video,
it would seem natural that we shall use
this new medium to sell motion pictures
in movie houses as they have never been
sold before. Show business has never had
such a rosy horizon. Only the most colos¬
sal imagination can fully grasp the terrific
potential of this new field, but its there,
just as surely as MGM stands for Metro
Goldwyn Mayer.—P. M.
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They’re Not Shooting
At The Moon.
who has wrested some
fabulous fortunes from the oil-laden earth
of Texas, and who now has tossed his
.
I
.
Stetson into the Hollywood producing ring,
was recently guest of honor at a cocktail
party at the swank Beverly Hills Club.
McCarthy, in association with Robert
Paige, popular leading man, and Monte
Collins, that veteran of the Fox Sunshine
comedy days, through Glenn McCarthy
Productions, is currently planning for the
production of a story of the 4-H Clubs,
tentatively titled, “The Green Promise.”

and their five youngsters had all ex¬
pressed admiration for the 4-H clubs.
Wasting no time, they put in a long dis¬
tance call to McCarthy, and read the entire
story outline to him. This was McCarthy’s
answer; “Boys, I like it fine. Anything
that will help youngsters to help them¬
selves is okay with Glenn McCarthy. Get
down here pronto.
Paige and Collins made a record dash
from Hollywood down to Houston, and
their confab resulted in Glenn McCarthy
Productions.

Standing well over six feet in height,
broad in shoulder, McCarthy and his part¬
ners told us about their background and
the birth of “The Green Promise.”
It
starts back in the old days when Collins,
seeing the heyday of the two-reeler fad¬
ing rapidly, decided to pick up a bit of
extra work here and there from friendly
directors, and struggled to develop his
writing ability. Taking various courses in
story construction and vocabulary build¬
ing, he stuck it out, and built the founda¬
tion from which he was able to make his
own way in Hollywood as a screen writer.
A few years ago, while at Universal,
Collins struck up a friendship with Robert
Paige, who was starring in “Shady Lady.”
When, upon reading of the great good
being done for the nation’s youth by the
4-H clubs, Collins got the story idea for
“The Green Promise,” he promptly con¬
fided in Paige, and both men began rack¬
ing their brains for a third partner with
the necessary financial backing.

Now for a little about the clubs. The
four H’s stand for heart, head, hands, and
health. The clubs are a national associa¬
tion of all state agricultural colleges, which
operate through county agencies to bring
to youngsters willing to cooperate the lat¬
est in scientific data and modern agri¬
cultural techniques and the best methods
of breeding pure prize stock.
The four H’s heartily endorsed the film,
and aided in the nationwide contest now
in progress to find a young girl between
the ages of 10 and 12, who will be given
an important role in the film. Four win¬
ners will be brought to Hollywood where
the star will be chosen.

Glenn McCarthy,

Paige remembered his meet¬
ing with oilman McCarthy while he was
doing a personal appearance in Houston,
Tex. They had hit it off well together, and
Paige knew that Glenn, his wife, Faustine,
Suddenly,

The Picture, which may be filmed in
color, has for its principal character a
young girl of 11 possessed with an intang¬
ible desire to do something on her very
own, something which, aside from her
menial farm chores, would give her a
sense of pride. Her inarticulate yearnings
are brought to a ripe realization by the
clubs.
Aside from being sold on the sentimental
and screenworthy angles of the story, the
three partners are not overlooking the
more material boxoffice prospects.
The

SS-3
national membership of the clubs is more
than 1,700,000, with their families, friends,
and alumni. Judging from the eager par¬
ticipation in the contest by millions of
youngsters, plus the avid interest in the
project by national meat packers, food
packagers, canneries, etc., all co-sponsors
of the clubs, who have donated substantial
prizes to be awarded contest winners, and
have pledged their support in the exploita¬
tion campaign, it looks like there is a
promise of much green at the boxoffice.
However, McCarthy’s enthusiasm for the
film hasn’t drowned his southern modesty.
“Listen, Paul,” he warned. “Do us a
favor, and don’t go overboard. We may be
enthusiastic as heck, but this is our first
picture, and we’re not shooting at the
moon.”—P. M.

BATTERS UP!!
BASEBALL'S BELOVED BABE
BATS A BOXOFFICE HOMER
AS THE MOST

FABULOUS

NAME IN SPORTS REACHES
THE SCREEN IN

“THE BABE RUTH STORY”
starring

WILLIAM BENDIX
CLAIRE TREVOR
and

CHARLES BICKFORD
Produced and
Directed by

ROY DEL RUTH
•
DESTINED

to

•

be

•

one

of

the

great

film

biographies and

TIMED for fullest exploitation of the magic
of the Bambino's name plus the Saturday
Evening

Post serialization,

MADE by the man who gave you
"It Happened On

Fifth Avenue"!

Technical Director

Screenplay by

BABE RUTH

BOB CONSIDINE

Roy Del Ruth Productions, Inc.
(Allied

An important confab is taking place here between the three partners of Glenn McCarthy Productions, left to
right, Robert Paige, Monte Collins, and McCarthy, Houston, Tex., businessman. The inde's first film will be
"The Green Promise," and the company will conduct a nation-wide search for a 4-H Club girl to be featured.
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In Preparation:

JOE KAUFMAN

Red Light

Associate Producer
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LION
“So This Is New York,” rated by some
local wags as the “most differentest”
movie ever made in this or any other town,
may well be that “new look” in motion
pictures. The comedy, which stars radio’s
bad boy, Henry Morgan, and which was
produced for Enterprise by Stanley Kram¬
er’s Screen Plays, Inc., for UA release,
was given a hilarious reception at its
recent preview at the Ritz. Highly enthu¬
siastic over boxoffice prospects, Kramer
is rushing plans for a sequel titled, “So
This Is Hollywood.” Can it be that we may
expect the “So This Is” technique to be
the basis for a series of comical ribs of
various cities starring that Morgan man?
If so, it’s not a bad idea.
*

*

*

That phrase so common in Holly¬
wood, “Crashing the gates of the
studios,” was recently given a litex-al
meaning when a giant C-47 Army
transport plane, being delivered to
Universal-International studios for use
in Rampart Production’s “You Gotta
Stay Happy,” became the cause for an
emergency operation on both the front
gates and the sound stage door. When
the hefty surgery was completed, and
the huge plane re-assembled on the
stage, the “ground crew,” including
Joan Fontaine and Jimmy Stewart,
stars, breathed a sigh of i-elief.
*

*

*

Harry Popkin, whose Cardinal Produc¬
tions is just a sideline in addition to the
30 theatres he operates in Southern Cali¬
fornia, is just winding up his first pro¬
duction, “Dear Secretary,” for UA release.
Popkin had the following to say regarding
television: “The scare value of television
is being grossly overestimated. Like China,
which has always absorbed its many con¬
querors, motion pictures will within two
years either overwhelm video or embrace
it as a friend. Why, just yesterday,” Pop¬
kin continued, “radio was supposed to put
the final kibosh on movies. Television will
be no different.”
*

*

*

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is a busy
chap. The head of Fairbanks Films is
currently at work producing, writing,
and acting in “The O’Flynn” (do not
confuse with Errol) for U-I release.
After this film is completed, he will
leave for England, accompanied by his
wife, to do two pictures for J. Arthur
Rank, the first being “Sir Lancelot,”
which should be right down his court¬
yard. In addition to starring in these
English films, Fairbanks will produce,
and assist in, the preparation of the
screen plays, an exact duplication of
his present Hollywood activities. Evi¬
dently the energetic exuberance of
his famous pater stands his equally
famous son in good stead.
*

*

*

“The Greatest Show On Earth” will be
made by David O. Selznick. The Techni¬

!

color extravaganza will utilize the entire
resources of the Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey circus, and the leads
will be selected from the Selznick roster
of stellar marquee names. Present inten¬
tions are to shoot actual scenes of circus
life, starting with the big top in winter
quarters at Sarasota, Fla., and then travel¬
ing with it throughout the country. Sounds
as though it might be fun, eh?
*

*

*

The story of the fabulous Kimberly
diamond mines and their discovery by
Barney Bamato, former English ped¬
dler, has been added to the production
schedule of Independent Artists, which
already has its first picture for RKO
release, “The Velvet Touch,” awaiting
release. Gathering factual data, execu¬
tive producer Frederick Brisson con¬
ferred in New York with Barnato’s
son, Wolfe Barnato. This saga of the
enterprising Englishman whose quest
of fortune saw him in the roles of
common peddler, vaudeville actor,
diamond prospector, and, finally, a
member of Parliament, should provide
a wealth of film material.
*

*

*

With semi-documentary films becoming
a favorite both in Hollywood and at the
boxoffices, those intrepid “Dollar Bills,”
Pine and Thomas, have come up with what
Paramount executives have termed a top
rating specimen. “Special Agent,” which
deals with the activities of railroad detec¬
tives, has so favorably impressed the
Paramount studio heads that they are
planning to sell it in the “A” bracket.
*

*

*

In line with the recently announced
policy by head man Robert Young,
Eagle Lion now has under its spread¬
ing canopy eight top-ranking indepen¬
dent producing outfits, with Cavalier
Productions, makers of the current
“Relentless,” the latest to join the
fold. Cavalier, headed by actor Robert
Young and Eugene
Rodney, will
soon start on the semi-documentary,
“Twelve Against The Underworld.”
Their neighbors will be Walter Wanger, Bryan Foy, United California
Productions, Paul Henreid Produc¬
tions, William Moss, Bebe Daniels,
and William Katzell, who produced
the Broadway hit, “Finian’s Rainbow.”
*

*

Woman Of The Month
A. doff of the hat goes to Mrs. Ida R.
Koverman, who, in her position as execu¬
tive secretary to MGM head Louis B.
Mayer, has played a vital “behind the
publicity scenes” role. Not only has Mrs.
Koverman brought MGM many of its top
musical stars, but she has helped many
performers from other studios in further¬
ing their careers. A strong believer in
cultural activities, she has devoted much
of her valuable time serving on commit¬
tees for many important civic organiza¬
tions. Her boss, L. B. Mayer, often refers
to her as “My Girl Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,” which
is, perhaps, as fine a compliment as can be
given.

Man Of The Month
The people of Cleveland will remember
Dave Siegel as a rising young attorney
who left the city to settle down in Cali¬
fornia. Once on the coast, Siegel made a
wise, but daring, investment in Ken
Murray’s “Blackouts,” which, in its sixth
year, is still going strong. Always looking
for new fields to conquer, Siegel took a
flyer on film production as associate pro¬
ducer on UA’s “Angel On My Shoulder”
and the recently completed Eagle Lion
release, “Mickey,” which will introduce
Siegel’s singing discovery, 17-year-old Lois
Butler. With future plans including a fall
Broadway production, and a Theatre of
Tomorrow in Palm Springs, this former
attorney is really progressing at full steam.

*

MGM has recently been flooded with an
avalanche of mail from fans requesting
that Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
be reunited, and not via a reissue! Many
exhibitors remember the boxoffice records
that
these
two
songsters
hung
up
with their unforgettable “Sweethearts,”
“Naughty Marietta,” “New Moon,” “Rose
Marie,” and others.
Judging from the
overwhelming success of their individual
concert tours, and the flock of letters, it
would seem that Leo, The Lion, has an¬
other natural under his grinning whiskers.
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BRANCHES
Atlanta
Henry Krumm, southern division ma¬
nager, SRO, announced that Colonel
Bert Davis, sales representative, has
resigned from the company, and that
Nelson Towler, former branch manager,
Eagle Lion, is now with SRO,... Spence
Pierce, publicity chief, 20th CenturyFox, left for a trip to Charlotte.
Visiting the city were C.A. Drake,
Pierson, Pierson, Ga.; Ed Duncan and
Clyde Sampler, Duncan and Richards and
Duncan Theatres, Carrollton, Ga. , and
L.J. Duncan and Sidney Laird, Al-Dun
Amusement Company, West Point, Ga.
Those on Film Row were glad to welcome
back Walter Hickey after four months
of illness....A summer outing was held
at the home of Barbara Whitaker, College
Park. She is with Eagle Lion. At this
weiner roast, she announced her forth¬
coming marriage, and proudly displayed
the large, sparkling ring on her finger
....Mr. and Mrs. Harry Katz and Ike
Katz, Kay Exchanges, returned from
Memphis.... Grover Parsons, southern
district manager, Eagle Lion, returned
from Memphis....D.L. Turner, district
manager, Altec; Harry Paul, sales
manager, RCA, and John Cason, East
Lake projectionist, were off to spend
the summer in Los Angeles.... Nat Ber¬
stein, Dixie, Miami, was in booking.
John Jarvis, recently with SRO, has
joined the sales staff of Kay Film
Exchange....Ike and Harry Katz, Kay
officials, returned from New York,
where they made deals for additional
releases.... Mrs. Bernice Hinton, book¬
keeper, and Mary Cole, secretary, Kay
Film Exchange, returned from vacation¬
ing at Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Charlotte
W.W. Presson and R.W. Dabney, Monroe,
N.C., bought the Pastime from Mrs.
Earle Shute, and took control June 1.
They will operate it until they com¬
plete a new 900-seat house on West
Franklin Street. The Pastime has been
a popular amusement center for many
years, and Mrs. Shute only sold her
theatre because of recent bad health.
H.M. Gibbs, projectionist, Visulite,
for the past 10 years, has been trans¬
ferred by the owners, F.H. Beddingfield
and T.A. Little, to manage the com¬
pany’ s drive-in between High Point,
N.C., and Thomasville, N. C. .. .The Crys¬
tal, owned and operated byW.M. “Bill”
Corbett, reopened for the season.
Exhibitor's Service handles the book¬
ing.
Robert Kidd, former Paramount office
manager, is now a Warner booker. Kidd
left Paramount several months
ago, and nad been rooking after other
interests in the meantime.
June 9,
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Two new drive-in theatres opened.
One was the Dreamland, a $100,000
drive-in between Asheville and Black
Mountain, N.C., operated by Pless
brothers, and the other was the Park¬
in, Kannapolis, N.C. close to Char¬
lotte, operated by H. H. Everett, Worth
Stewart, and H.D. “Hank’ Hearn. Hearn
operator of Exhibitor’s Service, who
supervised the Kannapolis Park-In,
says that he had a large pole set up
on top of which was placed a flood¬
light that gives amber and blue-colored
light. The effect is so nearly like
that of moonlight.
Bill Prager, RKO exploiter from Wash¬
ington, visited, mapping campaigns on
“I Remember Mama” and “Fort Apache”.
Another visitor at RKO was A. A. Schu¬
bert, RKO exchange operations manager.
H.D. “Hank” Hearn, owner and opera¬
tor, Exhibitor’s Service, was at Black
Mountain, N C., supervising the com¬
plete remodeling of his Pix, formerly
the New, which he leased recently from
A.J. Terrell. The Paula, Mt. Pleasant,
N. C. , operated by Exhibitor’s Service,
recently inaugurated Sunday movies.
Seen on Film Row were J.L. King and
BethRailey, Bethune, S. C. ; R.E. Brant¬
ley, Tryon, N. C.; J.W. McMillan, Latta,
S.C.; Ralph Cook, Walterboro, S.C.;
Charlie Meyers, Rich Square, N.C., and
J.S. McDaniel, Dallas, N.C.
All officers and members of the board
of directors of Charlotte Little The¬
atre were reelected.
H.B. Meiselman announces that plans
are completed for a Negro theatre at
Seventh and McDowell Streets, and that
he hopes to have the new house ready
for opening in the late summer. This
will be the fourth Negro theatre for
Charlotte. The theatres now operating
include the Savoy, Lincoln, and the
Grand.
The North 29 Drive-In, with 500-car
capacity, opened. The city of Char¬
lotte will soon extend its limits,
and then the North 29, so named because
it is on the highway 29 on the road to
Concord, will be strictly a city drivein. The Theatre Equipment Company out¬
fitted this drive-in. It is owned and
operated by the ASF Corporation, the
owners being Bob Saunders and Byron
Adams.
Charles Lowe, owner, Stanley, Stan¬
ley, N.C., purchased the Boar’s Head,
popular eating place and rendezvous
for entertainment.
Barney Hochenstein, Blumenthal The¬
atres, returned after spending a few
days in Atlanta.

Memphis
The Memphis Better Films Council
celebrated its annual “Oscar party”
by passing out “Oscars” generously.
Top on Film Row was RKO, which re¬
ceived an “Oscar” for being the most
cooperative motion picture producing
company. It was received by Fred Ford,
district publicity manager, Augustine
Cianciola, owner, Rosemary/ neighbor¬
hood house, won his “Oscar” for being
(Continued on next page)

TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(Lew Herb, traveling representative
of THE EXHIBITOR, continues with his
leisurely tour through the southern
area.-Ed.)

Once again, we hooked up our rolling
home again, and headed north to Chat¬
tanooga. Upon reaching the city, we
dropped in first at the Dixie, where
we chatted with W.L.
Dowler, who operates
this house, opposite
the postoffice. Dowler
is the third-generation
of a pioneer exhibitor
family. His grandfather
was one of the pioneers
in Chattanooga in the
exhibition business,
and built many of the
Lew Herb
theatres. The Dixie is
the only theatre in Chattanooga still
operating under the Dowler family,
but it still owns and operates another,
in Knoxville, Tenn.-We continued on
uptown to the offices of Independent
Theatres, which operates practically
all the sub-runs and neighborhoods in
the city. Jay Solomon, son of Abe
Solomon, heads the organization. The
late Sam Borisky was one of the cofounders of this same company, and was
associated with Solomon in the oper¬
ation of these theatres before his
untimely death. Solomon is another of
the pioneer theatremen in Chattanooga,
having been active in exhibition here
for over 30 years. The company is
currently constructing a new theatre
in Brainerd, a suburban section of
Chattanooga, and is contemplating the
erection of a drive-in on the other
side of the city. In the downtown
section, it operates the Capitol and
and Cameo, plus the American. The
Capitol is under the direction of Miss
Helen Plemons, who has been fronting
at the house for the past seven years,
and is evidently doing a nice job.
Before taking her present position,
she was connected with the Dowler
Theatres, and really believes there
is nothing like show business. Across
the street, at the Cameo, we chatted
with Granville Watson, who manages
the house, and discovered another vet¬
eran in the industry. Watson, too,has
had over 20 years experience^having
been associated with Independent The¬
atres practically all of that time.
Our next call took us to the Tivoli,
largest theatre in the city, and the
“A” house for the Wilby-Kincey or¬
ganization, which operates three the¬
atres in town. Emmet R. Rogers, who
has been associated with exhibition
in this territory from the early days,
has been a fixture in Chattanooga
since the theatres have been under
the Wilby- Kincey banner. He is a wellknown figure in both the city’s social
and business life, and places much
emphasis on taking an active part in
the community’s civic affairs.
At present, he heads the Kiwanis
organization, and is a past president
(Continued on page NT-4)
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(Continued from preceding page)
the most coonerat.ive theatre owner.
The Rosemary was the first theatre to
show Council-approved and sponsored
matinees. Central High School Photo¬
play Club award was for the excellent
job in conducting a poll of 1500 stu¬
dents at the school to determine movie
tastes of adolescents. Harry Martin,
amusement editor, The Commercial Ap¬
peal, and Edwin Howard, dramatic
critic, The Press-Scimitar, also re¬
ceived "Oscars”. Martin’s was for
"his faithful and continued cooperation
with the Council since its inception
16 years ago;”, and Howard’s for his
outstanding coverage of the group’s
special children matinee through fea¬
ture stories. Theatre passes were
awarded 15 persons for their services
to the Council during the year, and
Miss Jean Lightman, daughter of M.A.
Lightman, was presented a gift for
serving as lady-in-waiting represent¬
ing the Council during the festivities
of Cotton Carnival week. The partyf
and awards were held at the home of'
Mrs. Carrington Jones.
Visiting Film Row were: Ernest Pol¬
lock, Hohenwald, Tenn.; W.H. Gray,
Rutherford, Tenn.; Guy B. Amis, Lex¬
ington, Tenn.; J.T. James, Cotton
Plant, Ark.; H.W. Pickens, Carlisle,
Ark., and James T. Bent, Sr., Senatobia,
Miss.
Back at her post at 20th Century-Fox
after an appendectomy was Mrs. Thomas
Dean Eubanks, assistant cashier.
Film Row feminine employes were ad¬
miring the beautiful ring of Mrs. Ralph
Bowden, joint owner, Joiner, Ark.,
theatre. Mrs. Bowden was until last
week Mrs. Sara Kinkle. Bowden is one
of Mississippi County’s largest
planters and implement dealers at
Joiner. They will make their home in
Memphis, and commute daily to Joiner.
Booking were J. F. Adams, coldwater,
Miss.; W.A. Rush, Houston, Miss.; Jeff
Singleton, Tyronza, Ark.; J.C. Bonds,
Hernando, Miss.; J. H. Moore, Crenshaw,
Miss.; J.F. Adams, Como, Miss., and
Mrs. John Keller, Joiner, Ark., part
owner with Mrs. Bowden in the Joiner
house.
Wedding bells rang at National
Screen Service when Miss Georgia Roy
married Fred Kemper on June 6. The
wedding took place at the home of Miss
Roy’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Roy, Drew, Miss. They will make
their home in Memphis, where the bride
will continue at her post of booker
at National Screen Service.
Paramount reported that branch mana¬
ger L.W. McClintock, who is on a leave
of absence in California for his
health, will not return until Septem¬
ber. His doctor has ordered him to take
an extra rest. Acting branch manager
Tom. W. Bridge, salesmen Joe Young and
Tom Donahue, and head booker Robert
Kilgore attended a sales meeting in
Chicago. Fred Curd, booker, was on
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Gray, Rutherford,
Tenn., have a young son born on May 19,
whom they have named Mark.
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Vacationing was Hazel Briggs, cashier
at Eagle Lion and Mrs. Elizabeth Goss,
contract clerk, U-I, visiting her old
home in Covington, Tenn.
Two new additions to Film Row are
United Artists, 410 South Second
Street, TonyTedesco, sales representa¬
tive and SRO, with Charles “Babe”
Rounsaville, sales representative.
Both can be found at the above address,
which is Kay Films branch, until they
secure off ice space on the Row. Grover
Wray, who has opened a booking and
buying business, will be located with
Film Transit, 311 South Second Street.
Space on the Row is difficult to se¬
cure
Skating
Yarbrough,
She broke
serving at

proved costly to Miss Ann
booker-stenographer, RKO.
her arm, but is bravely
her desk.

Two members of the colony have brought
new homes, Elliott Johnson, publicity
director for Malco, and Fred Ford,
district publicity director for RKO
Memphis and New Orleans. Ford will have
Mrs. Ford back home in a short while.
She has been living in Houston, Texas,
with her daughter for the past several
months, due to a serious eye condition.
Bill Ruder, publicity director for
Sam Goldwyn. new *ork, „<ib in m the
interest of a reshowing of “The Best
Years of Our Lives”, Malco.
Vacationing from posts on the Row
were Janis Long, biller, Warner; Mrs.
Orville Wolfe, inspectress, 20th
Century-Fox, who will take a trip to
Mexico and California, and Bob Pique,
booker, 20th Century-Fox.
H.C.Wertzsmith, salesman. Republic,
’and Mrs. Wertzsmith are the proud
parents of a young son, born on May 15.
They named him Robert.
G.W. Jones and B.F. Busby, Little
Rock Amusement Company, was visiting
Monarch Theatre Supply... . S. M. Perrin,
salesman for the Arkansas territory
for Monarch Theatre Supply was in....
Al Rothchild, branch manager, National
Screen Service, was attending a con¬
vention in Los Angeles.... On the Row
were Henry D. Furr, Booker T, Cleveland,
Miss., and Fritz Farris, who owns a
house at Clarksville, Miss.

New Orleans
Executive heads and sales and pro¬
motion personnel of Eagle Lion had a
conference recently for a discussion
of sales and promotion of forthcoming
productions. Six southern branches
represented, New Orleans, Atlanta,
Charlotte, Dallas, Oklahoma City, and
Memphis. Officials included William
J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution, and his assistant,
L. “Jack” Schlaifer; MaxE. Youngstem,
vice-president in charge of advertis¬
ing, publicity, and exploitation, ana
Herman R. Biersdorf, divisional sales
manager for the south and west.
The first anniversary of the Allied
Theatre Owners of the Gulf States was
observed on June 1 at a Founders Day
celebration at the Lakewood Country
Club. A banquet at 8 p.m. climaxed an

all-day program, which included a twohour business session in the morning,
a luncheon at noon, golf, swimming,
tennis, cards, refreshments, and amuse¬
ments in the afternoon, and cocktails
in the evening. William L. Ainsworth,
president. National Allied, was the
principal speaker. He described how
the Allied group was instrumental in
securing a reduction of the amusement
tax in Mississippi, and the recent
victories' over ASCAP and the film
distributing monopolies. Over 100
theatre owners and their families took
part in business sessions and in the
celebration’s program of activities,
coming from all over Louisiana and the
Gulf Coast area. Other speakers in¬
cluded Truman Rembusch, vice-president.
National Allied, and Colonel H. A.
Cole, a past president. Maurice J.
Artigues, general manager. Gulf
States, handled the arrangements.
Artigues said that the National Allied
convention may be neld here next
November. The local grouD is going
all out to get the meeting.
The new first-run Dalton opened re¬
cently in Baton Rouge, La., built and
operated by T.A. Pittman, New Orleans
contractor. Features include latest
RCA sound equipment, comfortable
chairs, and a paved parking area for
1000 cars. This makes third large
theatre for Pittman to open in Louisi¬
ana during the past two and a half
years, the others being the Rex and
Delta here. Pittman’s son, Al Pittman,
former LSU football player and Marine
Corps veteran, will manage the new
theatre.
Fire in the cooling system of the
Orpheum caused little damage and
plenty excitement. More than 950
early afternoon patrons left the house
when informed by the management that
a minor fire took place. They returned
a short time later when firemen said
all danger was removed.
Film Classics paid a bonus to em¬
ployees. Milton Dureau, manager, and
Mamie Lass, office manager, have
reason to smile these days. Business
has picked up considerably despite
the fact that this is the newest ex¬
change on the row.
Charles Levy has assumed his duties
as manager, Dixie Films....The DriveIn which opened recently at Shrews¬
bury, a New Orleans suburb, installed
a crying room equipped with bottle
warmers and baby sitters. Business
has been big. This is the only such
theatre in this area.
New Drive-Ins recently opened at
Biloxi, Hattiesburg, Jackson
and
Laurel, Miss. ... Gaston Dureau, Paramount-Richards executive, returned
from a business trip east.... Alberta
bchindler, Elaine Lambour, and Kay
Kaiser, secretaries in exchange of¬
fices along the row, are sporting tans
acquired during their recent fishing
trip to Grand Isle in the Gulf of
Mexico.... Leonard Duchworth, Darden
pop corn exec, is back after a busi¬
ness trip throughout the LouisianaMississippi territory.... Recent visi¬
tors to the row included Doyle May¬
nard, general manager, Don George CirJune 9,
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cuit, Shreveport, La. ; Ted Weems,
Patsy, Osyka, Miss., and Louis Watts,
Watts Circuit, Oil City, La.
The trade was sorry to hear of the
death last fortnight of William “Bill”
Johnson, president, Motion Picture
Advertising Service Company. He is
survived by Mrs. Rovina Johnson, his
widow; Alec Johnson, a son; Mrs.
Charles Woodard, a daughter, and 0. A.
Johnson, a brother. The deceased or¬
ganized the MPASC about 33 years ago.
The company has branches in eight
cities, including New York.
Theatre changes which occurred re¬
cently included the purchase of a part
ownership and management in the Bruce,
Jennings, La., by Bob Conrad; H.
Solomon, new owner, Star, Tylertown,
Miss., reopening the theatre; Joseph
A. Loupe, Jr. , acquiring the White
Hall, White Hall, La., and A.M. Royal
selling the Castle, Pachuta, Miss.
John Calvert, star of “Devil’ s
Cargo”, a Film Classics release, will
make a personal appearance here
around June 26. ... Paramount exchange
held a picnic for employes at Fontainbleau State Park, near Covington, La.
The day’s program included games,
bathing, refreshments, and a host of
other features.... Fred Jack, district
manager, United Artists, was in to
screen and exploit "Red River”....
Dick Owen was busy as a one-armed
paper hanger arranging details of the
recent Eagle Lion southern regional
sales and promotion confab.... Film
Inspection Service finally had tele¬
phones installed.
Mrs. Rodney D. Toups. wife of the
genial manager, Loew’s State, hasoeen
named vice-chairman, Children’s Cru¬
sade, now in progress.... The Poche
is undergoing a complete remodeling
job in preparation for a busy season
....Tony Patton, Hollywood producer,
and production crew were here from
Hollywood shooting extra scenes for
his “This Is The Mardi Gras” pro¬
duction. Patton also plans to use city
as locale for next production tenta¬
tively titled, “The Big Mouth”.

BIRMINGHAM
The Roebuck Drive-In, owned by
Waters Theatres, opened.
Newman
Waters, head of the company, said
their second drive-in, The Shades
Mountain, should be ready to open by
July 1.
Empire manager J.A. Jackson left
for a vacation on the west coast...
Mr. and Mrs. C.R. McCown, he is with
Crescent Amusement Company, Nashville,
Tenn., spent several days here re¬
cently.

COLLINSV I LLE
M.G. Weaver, owner, Crickett, an¬
nounced that he is a candidate for
mayor.

FLORALA
Martin Theatres, Columbus, Ga. ,
announced it will build a new house.

PIEDMONT
Olin Atkinson announced that new
sound equipment and a new screen has
been installed in Martin Theatres’
Allison.

VINCENT
W.L. Scott, owner-manager, Vincent,
made a booking and buying trip to
Atlanta recently.

Arkansas
ARKADELPH I A
Iris Jean Logan was named “Miss
Arkadelphia” in a contest at the
Royal, and will represent Arkadelphia
in the “Miss Arkansas” contest at
Newport, Ark.

Florida
BELLE GLADES
Gold Dobrow Theatre Enterprises an¬
nounced it would modernize the Ace,
spending approximately $6,000.

DADE CITY
Business has been hit by free vaude¬
ville attractions at Pontchartrain
Beach, lakeside resort, and a flock
of open air features booked for the
summer months, including “Pop” con¬
certs in Beauregard Square and band
concerts in City Park.... Boxing and
night baseball, too, are cutting into
receipts. ... Anita Colby was here to
beat the drums for Paramount’s “The
Emperor Waltz”. Miss Colby has made
many friends here, and, in addition
to planting considerable publicity in
the newspapers for film, also managed
to get her picture and interviews
about herself in print. ... United The¬
atres continues to purchase locations
for future theatre construction.

STATES
Alabama
ALBERTA
Opening ceremonies of Harry G.
Willoughby’s new 500-seat house were
broadcast over WTBC. Free gifts were
presented to the first patrons.
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Floyd Theatres announced that con¬
struction of the new Pasco, estimated
to cost about $100,000, was ready to
start.

DUN ED I N
A new theatre will be built here
with work starting on it within the
next 60 days, by Harry E. Bennett and
his son, Clayton, Middleville, Mich.
The house will have 500-seats, and
will be of fireproof construction,
air-conditioned. Gordon Bennett will
manage. He has been in the business
for the past 28 years in Middleville
and Chelsea, Mich.

FORT PIERCE
A complete seating job to cost
$25,000 is under way at the Sunrise.

MAC LENNY
Celotbx Company made installations
at the Crockett.

MIAMI
The Edward N. Claughtons, Claughtons
Theatres, here and in Tampa, Fla. ,
are back home after a trip to Ken¬
tucky. ... Juddy Johnson has taken over
the managership of the new Embassy,
and will also handle publicity for
a 11 the Claughton houses... Joe Masteroff, Wometco, is happy because the
A's and Phillies are doing well.
The most brilliant event of the
waning season was the Troupers Club
Splash Party at Beach End Pool. Gales
of laughter swept South Beach as a
bappy throng of Wometcoites and their
guests danced, swam, and ate in the
moonlight. All credit for the success
of the party goes to leading man H.M.
Rubinstein, although arrangements for
the pickles were made by Freda Gold¬
berg. Sandwiches were through the
courtesy of the Blackstone Luncheon¬
ette, garbage can for the ice through
the courtesy of the Plaza, Coca-Cola
through the courtesy of the Lincoln,
and Thelma Gruber and Ruth Holladay
through the courtesy of the account¬
ing department. Highlight of the
evening was the bathing beauty contest,
although even more excitement was
caused by the contest to find the
world’s most beautiful legs. They were
finally located under a well-known
assistant manager, who prefers to re¬
main anonymous in order to avoid the
continual propositions he has been
receiving since his victory. All con¬
test winners received lavish prizes.
Following some swimming races and
picture-taking, the party ended, each
departing guest aglow with the spirit
of good fellowship and camaraderie,
and convinced, deep in his heart, that
there never was as gay an outfit, as
the Troupers and there never were such
larks before.
The Normandy, Miami Beach, is open¬
ing at 5 p.m., the only Beach theatre
to pursue this policy. This is the
first time in several years that any
Beach house has abandoned the 1:45 p.m.
opening time.
Long lines of discriminating art
lovers surrounded the Flamingo, Miami
Beach, waiting to get in to see
“Passionelle” and “Torment”, following
an advertising campaign which stressed
the artistic and cultural features of
the two films. Reports had it that
the Flamingo’s cashier was attired in
a black negligee, but this was uncon¬
firmed at presstime.
With the season officially ended,
daylight saving time defeated, and the
Variety Clubs Convention just a memory,
there was a good deal of deep breath¬
ing in evidence. The gnats on Biscayne Key were still finishing the
remains of the barbeque and hot dogs
of the South Sea Island Party, and it
was rumored that an indomitable member
of the Variety Club’s registration
committee was still at the Roney Plaza
waiting for late arrivals to check in.
On the whole, Greater Miami assumed
its peaceful, pleasant shmmer look.
The next item on the list is the in¬
vasion from Cuba, expected to start
about June 15. Managers like Eugene
Race at the Cameo are busily studying
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‘Spanish in 20 Lessons”, and one Wash¬
ington Avenue delicatessen is searching
frantically for the Spanish word for
“matzo ball”.
Recent changes in personnel in the
Wometco Circuit include the following:
Tim Tyler to manager, Surf; Malcolm
Tait, assistant, Town, to manager,
Ace; James Camp, assistant, Mayfair,
to assistant, Town; Joseph Rynock,
assistant, Rosetta, to assistant,
Capitol; Joseph Fryer, assistant, Cen¬
ter, to assistant, Rosetta; Harold
Greenberg, assistant, Grove, to assis¬
tant, Center; Claude Woods, assistant,
Capitol, to assistant. State, and
Joseph St. Thomas, assistant, Parkway,
to assistant, Mayfair.
The Tivoli will close for several
weeks for a complete remodelling, ac¬
cording to manager Earl Potter. Airconditioning in included.
Most thrilling confection news since
the birth of the 15-cent popcorn box
is the announcement of Wometco’s base¬
ball contest, with best hitter getting
a trip to Havana. All candy girls are
girding for the battle, with competi¬
tion keen and managers determined.
More details will be announced later,
as released for publication by Kernel
Van Myers.
The projected Carl Fisher Theatre,
intended as a legitimate playhouse for
Miami, will be erected near Dade
Boulevard and Alton Road, Miami Beach,
according to present plans.
Wometco Old Guard held a boat-ride
recently.... Labe Mell, former manager,
Ace, now studying television in New
York City, announced his engagement
to Lorraine Klapper. Miss Klapper is
the well-known heiress. According to
Mell, it was love at first sight.

Georgia
MANSFIELD
The Newton opened to the public on
May 25. Roy Mitchell, Stone Mountain,
Ga. , is owner, and Mrs. H. C. Adams,
Newton, Ga., will manage. The house
has 500-seats. Opening ceremonies
featured a welcome by the Lions Club.

North Carolina
KINGS MOUNTAIN
The Cash brothers, who have the
Dixie, will soon start construction
on a new house.

South Carolina
CLINTON
Mrs. Elizabeth Young Dick and J.
Leland Young are erecting a $100,000
theatre.

Tennessee
CHATTANOOGA
Celotex Company made installations
at the Riveria.

LIVINGSTON
Altec Service signed a contract with
the Ritz.

LEW HERB
("Continued from page NT-1)
of many other civic clubs. His the¬
atres are well-staffed with competent
employees, who know their various
duties. In addition to the Tivoli,
now 20 years old, but still the finest
theatre in the city, he also operates
the State and the Rialto. The latter
is to be abandoned as a theatre this
coming September, when the present
lease on it expires, and will be taken
over by an adjoining bank on one side,
and a department store on the other.
Plans are underway, however, to re¬
place the loss of this with a new,
modern theatre to be located some¬
where in the same vicinity as the old
house.
Calling around at the Rialto, we
chatted with Felix Lacey, who heads
the staff. He started out in his native
Johnson City, Tenn., in 1930, coming
to Chattanooga in 1940. Like his co¬
hort, Charles Simpson, manager, State,
and Milt Newsom, manager, Tivoli, he
has come up through the ranks of the
organization.
The spacious foyer and lobby of the
Tivoli are well adorned with many
novel displays. The confection de¬
partment is also a little different
from the usual display found in most
theatres, and we learned that Rogers
was responsible for the design and
creation of all of the novel art work
featured.
In due course we learned that he
once travelled extensively with stage
shows, designing and building stage
settings. He also designs all his own
newspaper ads, instead of using the
regular pressbook material. In this
manner, he keeps a fresh view-point.
The same applied when his organiza¬
tion for a time made its own coming
attraction trailers. He wrote all of
them, usually seven or eight daily,
and this lasted for over a year and a
half.
He believes in originality, individ¬
uality, and just plain hard work. Our
chat proved very interesting, and re¬
luctantly we bid adieu, and continued
on.
We next journeyed out to the SkyWay Drive-In, located a few miles out
on the Brainerd Road, where we met
Don Shaw, operating this modern the¬
atre for the past seven years. This is
one of the most attractive outdoor
theatres it has been our pleasure to
visit during our tour of the southern
states, and Shaw is to be commended.
While not quite as large as some, it
is, in its simplicity of design and
well-kept landscaping, very at¬
tractive.
Our visit reaffirmed the contention
that the drive-in is here to stay,
and has definitely swung over to the
family trade. Shaw, another veteran
showman, with prior experience in the
business in Ohio, and later on the
west coast, came to Chattanooga around
1940, and has devoted all of his ef¬
forts since that time to the oper¬
ation of the Sky-Way. He is being
aided in the operation by his son,
whom he is grooming to take over one
day when he feels he is old enough to
retire.
Returning to the city, we went this
time to the Rossville section, where

we dropped in at the Ritz, and chatted
with Howard Stone, who operates the
house for Abe Solomon. Rossville
Boulevard is currently in the process
of being rebuilt, and, upon arriving
at the theatre, we found that it too,
was in the process of being remodeled.
A new marquee has already been erected,
and new carpets, seats, etc., were
being installed inside the theatre
itself. Stone has been associated
with the organization for some time.
This house, being a neighborhood, op¬
erating evenings only, left him time
to handle another job during the day,
and he is employed by the state. His
mother is also connected with the ex¬
hibition, and handles the reins at
another independent theatre, the
Riveria, Nixson Pike.
Our next neighborhood call was to
the Rivoli, Glass Street, and, after
losing our way several times, we
finally arrived there, too late to
see Julius Schwartz, who is associated
with Solomon in the operation of this
house, but we did get to chat with
his manager, Jerome Bohannon, who has
been located at this house for the
past 20 years.
We next looked up the operators of
the Grand Amusement Company, which
operates the colored theatres in Chat¬
tanooga. They turned out to be Mose
and Robert Lebovitz, of the Amusu,
Grand, Harlem, and Liberty, although
the Harlem is currently not in oper-.
ation.
Calling at the Liberty, we met R.
Lebovitz, who showed us around this
newest of their houses, and of which
they are justly proud. It is one of
the better colored theatres in this
section. Lebovitz says there is very
little vandalism, if any, and since
it was opened not too long ago, only
a very few seats have been damaged,
qnd these probably unintentionally.
We also met Mose Lebovitz, who just
returned from a booking trip to At1anta.
We’ve saved the record of our visit
to the Park for last, and here we found
Jay Sadow, son-in-law of Solomon, who
personally looks after this theatre.
It is located in one of the better
neighborhood sections of the city,
and caters to the better class of
trade. Sadow takes a keen interest in
the operation, and has from time to
time tried to give the public some¬
thing different in the way of enter¬
tainment.
Recently, in fact, he was running a
new contest. He conceived the idea of
the contest from the widely publicized
radio “Walking Man Contest”. He calls
his the “Talking Man”, and operates it
in much the same way as the radio show
was run. By tying up with several mer¬
chants, he secured some very nice
prizes which he put on display in his
lobby, with a credit card for each of
the merchants who contributed. He made
a recording of a well-known citizen
of Chattanooga, who turned out to be
a very well-known newspaper reporter,
who described himself, giving a new
clue to his identity each week, until
he was finally identified. The con¬
test created so much attention locally
that he continued to run it with a
new “Talking Man”, and was still get¬
ting good results at the boxoffice.
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CHICAGO
Lou Harris, Alliance Circuit mainten¬
ance director, made a west coast inspec¬
tion. . . . The La Salle was undergoing
extensive improvements.
Howard Levinson, Warners’ legal staff,
was a visitor.
The city’s first television theatre, with
150 seats, is being operated by the
Universal Television Corporation. . . .
Jack Belasco, Woods managing director,
vacationed in Florida.
The De Kalb, Ill., Chamber of Com¬
merce had before it the protests of the
town’s two theatres and patrons against
the four per cent amusement tax. . . .
Rose Cogan is continuing as National
Screen Service office manager following
her marriage to Morgan G. Ward at
Las Vegas, Nev.
Morris Rubens completed plans for
a 1,000-car drive-in with a concrete
screen, to be built on Highway 20 near
Michigan City, Ind. He now operates
three houses in Michigan City. . . .
Assistantships went to Walter Woods,
Embassy, and Marshall Napshin, StateLake.
The Jack Nelson Company named the
McClure Distributing Company, St.
Louis, and the Superior Distributing
Company, Denver, to handle its popcorn
vending machines. ... I. Weinshenk,
Great States district manager, Springfield, Ill., visited the Chicago headquar¬
ters. . . . Charles Alley, A. J. Hagan, and
Charles V. O’Hern formed at Peoria, Ill.,
the General Drive-In Theatre Company.
. . . Sidney Goltz and Herman Powell
organized the Film Clearing House. . . .
Managerships went to Steve McCall,
Broadway Strand, and Louis De Wolfe,
North Center.
With the removal of community res¬
trictions, Harry L. Brundage announced
he will build a house at Riverside, Ill.,
a suburb of 10,000 which has had
no theatre. . . . Arthur Gould and Samuel
and Beverly Markus organized the Hart
Amusement Company, Harvey, Ill. . . .
Chick Evens, UA publicity director, cele¬
brated his silver wedding anniversary.
. . . Joe Real was made Highland assis¬
tant manager. . . . The Love Park, of
Quonset type construction, opened at
Rockford, Ill.
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For outstanding contributions toward
bettering human relations, Madeline
Carroll was honored at a large luncheon
given by the American Brotherhood Arts
and Sciences.
Tricked into opening the locked door
of the treasurer’s office at the Oriental,
Eddie Mikota, 25, treasurer, and Mrs.
Hazel Mahoney, 25, assistant, gave at
gun-point $500 to a young well-dressed
bandit. . . . A1 Berger and Herb Scheftel,
owners, Telenews, downtown, will open
another Telenews on the near Northside,
Oak and Rush Streets. . . . State Street
theatres are fighting an ordinance pend¬
ing before city council to eliminate over¬
hanging signs. . . . Joe Fererro, Wash¬
burn, Ill., reseated his Washburn.

DENVER
Small-time chiselers, or filers, maybe
one should say, are proving a headache
to some of the theatres which have
change machines to facilitate the use
of their vending machines. Pennies are
being filed to the size of dimes, and the
culprits are getting two nickels for them.
According to Edgar A. Wildy, chief of
Secret Service here, this is a violation of
the counterfeiting law, since the parties
are palming off the penny as a dime.
During the time the Gem, Golden,
Colo., is being converted into a larger
theatre, Golden will be without a
theatre. The old portion will be used
until the new part is completed, then
for three months, while the conversion
is being made, the theatre will be closed.
Atlas Theatres Company, owners of the
theatre, recently bought the building
along with additional land for the
increase in size.
Joe H. Gray, Dexter, N. M., business
man, is opening the town to films via
a building remodeled into a 230-seat
theatre. . . . Henry LeClaire, former
Webber manager here, has been pro¬
moted from manager, Palace, Bergenfield, N. Y., to the managership of the
Scarsdale, Scarsdale, N. Y. . . . The
Metro exchange club had a mountain
picnic on May 23. . . . Lou Hechert
opened his 200-seat Granby, Granby,
Colo., opening the town to films.
Mickey Gross, former Orpheum mana¬
ger, returned, and has been named city
manager for Cinema Amusements and
Drive-In Theatres.
Tom Martinez, Jr., sold the El Cortez,
Ranchos de Taos, N. M., to John Merledge. . . . Hugh Braly and Harold
Wirthwein, Paramount district manager
and his assistant, were here from their
Los Angeles headquarters for the instal¬
lation of Charles J. Duer as branch
manager.

Jack Bannon, Chicago branch mana¬
ger for Universal-International, changed
places with Louis Berman, Milwaukee.
.. . Ben Jewell was made manager, Davis.
. . . Herb Greenblatt, RKO district man¬
ager, held meetings at Minneapolis.
Thomas C. McConnell, Jackson Park
attorney, filed a petition in Federal
Judge Igoe’s court asking further ex¬
planation of the decree, which was won
by the theatre, to avoid misunderstand¬
ings in interpretations. . . . Sally Gold,
MGM booking department, married Lou
Sharff.
Alva Stein, Alba manager, rested at
home after an illness. . . . Elmer Immerman, B and K personnel director, took
a checkup at Franklin hospital. . . .
Assistantships were given Calvin Wallauer, Uptown; Joseph Arlis, United
Artists, and V. Albright, Valencia. . . .
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the army, helped focus attention on the
recent run of Republic’s all-bird film,
“Bill and Coo”, Victoria, Oklahoma City.
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Kenneth MacKaig, branch manager,
United Artists; Charles Gilmour, and
Fred Knill, both of Gibralter Enterprises,
together with their wives, went to Santa
Fe, N. M., for the world premiere of
“Four Faces West”, Lensic and Burro
Alley.
Dave Davis, general manager, Atlas
Theatres Company, went to California
on vacation.

DES MOINES
A theatre is a strange place to take
out your upper’s and go away without
them, but a patron at the Strand, Knox¬
ville, la., did that recently, and came
back five days later to claim them. The
plate was found on the floor, and had
been turned in to the lost and found
department.
Paul Leatherby returned to Columbia
as a salesman after a brief venture in
the restaurant business. . . . Tony Fursee,
formerly with Columbia, is now with
U-I. . . . Paramount’s office staff at Des
Moines gave a farewell party for Harry
Hamburg, exchange manager, who is
now manager for Paramount at Kansas
City.
Directors and members of the charity
committee, Variety Club, were guests at
Arlington Hall, a home for boys, which
is on the project list of the organization.
. . . The addition to the Raymond Blank
Memorial Children’s Hospital will be
open to the public on June 13. . . .
Theatres in Des Moines have gone all
out on rededication week, with the
houses showing trailers, posters, and
other publicity in connection with “The
Freedom Train,” which is scheduled for
Des Moines on June 20. G. Ralph Branton is chairman of the motion pic¬
ture industry committee for the event.

KANSAS CITY
The non-profit booking-buying service
okehed by Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of Kansas and Missouri has been
formed, with 18 members joining initi¬
ally.
Funeral services were held last fort¬
night for Mrs. Fanny Feldman, 52, wife
of theatreman Ben J. Feldman. Mrs.
Feldman passed on at Menorah Hospital
after a lengthy illness. She is survived by
her husband, coowner, Pasco and Byam,
and by two daughters.
The board of directors of Allied In¬
dependent Theatre Owners of Kansas
and Missouri is as follows as elected by
the recent convention: three-year term,
Don Phillips, Ben Adams, C. F. Sullivan,
V. R. Stamm, Larry Larsen, and Dan
Payton; two-year term, O. C. Alexander,
A. K. Smith, William Blair, A. E. Jarboe,
Jay Means, A. J. Simmons, and one-year,
F. L. Norton, Cle Bratton, Louis Sosna,
and J. T. Ghosen.
Theatre Enterprises, Inc., closed the
Peoples, Pleasant Hill, Mo., for re¬
modeling. . . . The Osage, Kansas City,
Kans., was reopened by R. R. “Dick”
Biechele. . . . R. M. Gillham, eastern
director of advertising, SRO, was in for
a visit with relatives. . . . Mary Lou and
Walt Clark, Baker Enterprises and
Paramount, respectively, were vacation¬
ing in California. . . . Tommy Lawson,
booker, U-I, was on vacation. . . . Earl
Kerr and F. F. Chenoweth were in on a
booking-buying visit for Albany and
Bethany, Mo. . . . Dwylda West is the
new report clerk at U-I, replacing Nancy
Ann Jolley, resigned. . . . Bob Hunter,
Armour, North Kansas City, reports a
brand new grandson, Dennis Tad Ray.
. . . Caroline Tracy, Commonwealth, was
vacationing in the Ozarks.
NATIONAL
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All salesmen received ballots to vote
on whether or not to be represented
by the Salesmen’s Coliseum. . . . Lewis
Stein, Drive-In, Parsons, Kans., was in
to set up bookings. . . . Bill Flynn advised
he would open the Drive-In, Great Bend,
Kans. . . . Louise Hildebrand, U-I, was
on vacation. . . . H. ‘Ole’ Ohlson, U-I,
was transferring to the Denver territory
to work out of Albuquerque, N. M. . . .
Visitors on the Row were: Frank Meyers,
Civic, Brookfield, Mo.; A. E. Jarboe, Ritz,
Cameron, Mo.; Homer Strowig, Plaza,
Abilene, Kans.; H. B. Doering, Peoples,
Garnett, Kans., and Ed May, Lyric and
Uptown, Cottonwood Falls and StrongCity, Kans.
Excitement reigned when a hit-andrun driver side-swiped a parked car
belonging to Norris Cresswell, Selected.
The license number was secured, and
a pick-up order issued so that the
culprit was located, and Cresswell will
get his rear fender repaired. . . . Every¬
one who has had trouble crossing Wyan¬
dotte since that street was widened will
be happy to know that the city is install¬
ing traffic lights at the corner of 18th
and Wyandotte.

LOS ANGELES
Screen Guild was elated over word
from Matt Freed, city manager, Robert
L. Lippert Theatres, Melford, Ore., that
the world premiere of “The Prairie” was
one of the biggest openings in the history
of the Criterion.
Bowing to the opinion of exhibitors,
Harold Hecht ordered the change of title
for “Kiss The Blood Off My Hands.”
Only two of 600 exhibitors polled wanted
to retain this title. New monicker is
“The Unafraid”.
The Griffith Circuit had Monte Hale
on a p. a. tour with “California Fire¬
brand”. . . . Nate and Jack Blumenfeld
will open the Tahoe Biltmore Hotel
about June 22.
The Stockton Motor Movies finally
opened. It holds 712 cars, and is man¬
aged by S. R. Claggett, who formerly
managed the Vermont Drive-In.
The Tower, Sacramento, Cal., which
burned on March 21, reopened May 26
with a new screen, new seats, carpets,
and a new face-lifting, according to
Blumenfeld Enterprises. It also opened
the Marin Motor Movies, Harry King
in charge.
Boyce Nemec, executive secretary,
SMPE, was honeymooning with his bride.
Pacific Drive-In Theatre Company,
headed by C. A. Caballero, started build¬
ing on a new 800-car film house at
Gage Avenue near Huntington Park, the
first of four that are to be built in Los
Angeles County.
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asking that the court rule that the
“director of social welfare has no right
to supervise private enterprise, no right
of free access to theatres, and no right
to suspend licenses.”
Walter Rathbun, who operates the
Lobero, Santa Barbara, Cal., was mar¬
ried to Coco Young, former French
model.

MILWAUKEE
Arthur Stanisch, Wisconsin manager,
resigned and left for the west coast,
where he plans developing a new con¬
nection. Stanisch was with Fox Wiscon¬
sin for several years. While here, he
developed many outstanding exploitational projects. . . . Jules Serkowitz,
Columbia exploiteer, was exploiting
“The Lady From Shanghai.” . . . Two
Minneapolis exhibitors, Teddy Bolnick
and Bob Berger, son of Benny Berger,
were visitors. . . . Edward Solomon, 20thFox field exploiteer, was in on “The
Iron Curtain.”
Robert
Grady,
Strand
manager,
played a few rounds of early morning
golf before the house opened. Ben Poblocki, another showman golfer, has
been getting a few rounds in at Tuckaway Country Club.
Floyd Albert, Strand, Mount Horeb,
Wis., was in. . . . Harry Olshan, Columbia
manager, was in on a short vacation.
Harold J. Fitzgerald, head, Fox Wis¬
consin, was in the east. . . . Tom Corn¬
field, Palace manager, conducted ad¬
vance exploitation on “Scudda-Hoo!
Scudda-Hay!” by arranging a bathing
beauty contest. Cornfield had girls in
bathing suits touring the theatre and
adjacent public amusement spots.
Geoi’ge Panka, Metro, Prairie Du
Chein, Wis., was in. . . . The MGM
exchange building has been repainted
and completely redecorated. William
Benjamin, Screen Guild manager, was in
the Upper Michigan area. . . . W. De
Lorenzo, Independent Film Exchange,
spent some time in Chicago. . . . John
Schuyler, Delft circuit, Marquette, Mich.,
was in. . . . Harold Hamley, Victor,
Hartland, Wis., was another visitor. . . .
John Yeo, Plaza, Burlington, Wis., was
named an alternate delegate from his
area to the Republican National Con¬
vention. . . . John P. Adler, Marshfield,
Wis., is constructing a 500-seat theatre
at Waupaca, Wis. . . . Edward Vollendorf,
Theatre Service executive, returned from
Florida. . . . S. Winokur purchased the
Opera
House,
Oshkosh, Wis.,
and
changed the name to the Civic. . . .
H. H. Otto sold the Clinton, Clinton,
Wis., to Jack Currl. . . . Ray Trampe,
Russ McNamee and Charles Trampe,
Monogram representatives, were in New
York.

. . . Bernard Sherman Douglas, Racine,
Wis., was in.
Several Altec installations have been
made in Wisconsin. Theatres reporting
such improvements are Superior, Superi¬
or; Hollywood, Wausau; Lake, Winneconne; Omro, Omro; Nicolet, West De
Pere; Lyric, Denmark; De Pere, De Pere,
and State, Waupaca.
Formal opening ceremonies of the
new, modern exchange building just
completed for Universal-International,
were held on June 1. . . . Otto C. Albright,
60, stage hand at the Wisconsin for
many years, died here. . . . Nick Michael
who recently sold the Main Street,
Racine, Wis., to Standard Theatres, was
in. Michael is planning on purchasing
another house. . . . James Gallagher,
president, Gallagher Films, Green Bay,
Wis., and Milwaukee, was in town. The
Gallagher concern specializes in install¬
ing and merchandising 16mm equipment.
. . . John G. Kemptgen, MGM resident
manager, spent some time conferring
with exhibitors in the Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan territory.

MINNEAPOLIS
Construction is beginning on the new
Falls, 42nd Avenue S. and 38th Street,
Minneapolis, by Volk Brothers, who
operate
several
neighborhood
and
suburban theatres. The first new house
to be built in this city for over 12 years,
it will replace the old Falls, a mile away.
The new theatre will seat about 500, and
will cost an estimated $12,000. The
circuit is also preparing to build a new
1,000-seat house in Robbinsdale, Minne¬
apolis suburb, which will cost around
$200,000. Plans have been completed for
Nate Shapiro’s and Ben Berger’s new
700-seat theatre to be erected in the
Seven Corners district of Minneapolis
at a cost of about $150,000.
Ben Berger, president. North Central
Allied, expressed disappointment at the
U. S. Supreme Court action in ordering
the lower courts to reconsider divorce¬
ment, and said that he will continue to
push the issue until complete divorce¬
ment is obtained.
The village board of Minnetonka
township, suburban Minneapolis, has
voted down a move to rezone property
west of the city limits to pave way for
construction of a drive-in. The drivein project was a promotion of Minnesota
Entertainment Enterprises, composed
of a group of independent exhibitors in
the Twin Cities, which organized to keep
out “outside” invasion in the local drivein field. . . . Four corporation of the
Mandan-Bismarck, N. D., theatres group
have been dissolved, and reorganized
into a partnership.

The Pan Pacific Photo Fair will have
Edward Nassour exclusively showing the
only live action motion picture exhibit
on display.

Harold J. Fitzgerald, president, Fox
Wisconsin Amusement Corporation, was
chairman, welcoming and farewell com¬
mittee, Wisconsin Centennial Friend¬
ship’s Fleet. Fitzgerald was in full charge
of the ceremonies held at the departure
of the ship, Ormefjell for Norway on
May 27 as well as the reception upon the
ship’s return with immigrant families
in August.

Bill Parker, former branch manager
for U-I up north, was here in regard to
national distribution for Crusade Pro¬
ductions to visit exchanges.

Local firemen controlled a small
electrical fire on the second floor of the
Palace. There was no Are in the Palace
proper.

John Fritchie resigned as office mana¬
ger, United Artists, to devote his time to
managing his resort near Big Fork,
Minn. . . . The mother of Joe Loeffler,
Republic branch manager, died in
Buffalo, at the age of 62. . . . Betty Steinman, 13-year old daughter of Morrie
Steinman, Monogram branch manager, is
convalescing after an attack of pneu¬
monia. . . . Harold Mirisch, Allied Artists
vice-president, and Sol Francis, AAMonogram midwest district manager,
joined Morrie Steinman in discussing
“Smart Woman” and “Pandhandle”
with the buying combines and Minnesota
Amusement Company.

The city’s new film censorship ordin¬
ance put through in San Diego, Cal., was
subjected to a Superior Court suit by the
owners of nine independent theatres,
charging it as being unreasonable in
many of the provisions and arbitrary,

W. De Lorenzo, operator of Indepen¬
dent Film Exchange and a branch of
Quality
Premiums,
announces
that
declining theatre business is resulting in
a move by exhibitors toward giveaways
of merchandise to stimulate the business.

Joseph A. Cremisino and H. E. Clark
were negotiating to erect a drive-in at
St. Cloud, Minn. If and when the
project is approved by the Minnesota
state highway department, work will
begin immediately. Both men are experi-

Economy measures were the crux of
the sessions George Bowser was having
with the Evergreen Circuit in the north¬
west, according to reports. He was ac¬
companied
by
John
Hodges,
Paul
Scherer, and John Healy.
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enced operators of a circuit in the St.
Cloud area. The St. Cloud city commis¬
sion already has approved the project,
temporarily limited to 300 cars.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Charles and Helen Keller, nine and 11
years old respectively, paid a visit to
the Ritz on an evening at 7:00 p. m. and
stayed until 7 a. m. the next day. The
kids’ mother phoned officers when the
youngsters were found missing, and the
two fans were found having a nice
snooze in the theatre.

OMAHA
Don Hicks, for two years manager,
Paramount, was transferred to Des
Moines to head that exchange. He was
replaced by M. E. Anderson, 23 years
with Paramount and lately city salesman
in Kansas City. . . . Cliff Shearon is going
ahead with remodeling of his newlypurchased City, David City, Neb.
R. D. Goldberg, Omaha circuit chief,
returned from Chicago. . . . Minnie
Mixon, picture report clerk, and Richard
Anderson, assistant shipper, were back
at Paramount after vacations. . . . Ras
Anderson, head shipper, was on vaca¬
tion. . . . Bill Tammen is remodelling
his Dakota, Yankton, S. D. . . . R. V.
Fletcher campleted an overhaul of his
Lyric, Hartington, Neb. . . . R. J. Hoff,
Ballantyne Company sales manager,
went east.
Herman Goldberg, exchange purchas¬
ing agent and superintendent of main¬
tenance for Warners, was in to look
over construction of the $200,000 branch.
Film shippers can look forward to
being relieved from Sunday duty. The
Nebraska Carriers Association on June
20 will halt Sunday shipping. Two lines,
Film Transport Company of Omaha and
Pierce Trucking Company, Pierce, Neb.,
are extending service into South Dakota.
20th Century-Fox and United Artists
had given up Sunday shipping.
New city manager for Tri-States
Theatres in Sioux City, la., is A. Don
Allen. He has been Tri-States advertising
chief in Des Moines, and succeeds L. E.
Davidson, who has charge of the north¬
west Iowa city’s first drive-in. . . . Fred
Fefjar, head booker, MGM, acquired the
additional job of office manager with
the departure of Mrs. Hazel Anderson
Kemptgen. . . . Howard
Brookings,
Council Bluffs, la., wants to be an Iowa
Legislator. He filed as a candidate.
Brookings is president, Nebraska-Iowa
Allied. . . . Bill Nedley is the new booker
at MGM. His father, Carl, is MGM man¬
ager at Salt Lake City.
Gordon Martin bought the Pier at
Pierson, la., from Benson and Shipley.
. . . Vernon Wheeler sold his Allen,
Allen, Neb., to Reubel Hutching. . . .
Bill Burke, city salesman for RKO in
Kansas City, visited. . . . T. R. Thompson,
Kansas City, is erecting a house in
Yankton, S. D. The town is booming
because of a construction work on a
Missouri River dam at nearby Pickstown.
Vincent Flynn, who filled in while
MGM manager Gerald McGlynn was
on vacation, left for another replace¬
ment job. ... Ed Cohen, Eagle Lion
manager here, and Clair Hilgers, Dallas,
district manager, joined Herman Bieresdorf, western division sales manager,
from New York in Des Moines. . . .
Cheri Sherman joined the Columbia
staff.
It was a family reunion in Omaha for
two exhibitor families, Mr. and Mrs.
DeWitt Sinclair, Wymore, Neb., and
June 9, 1948
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Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mansfield, Schuyler,
Neb. Mrs. Sinclair is a daughter of the
Mansfields. . . . Dale Skinner, Deshler,
Neb., bought the Donis, Davenport,
Neb., from Art Dutton, Omaha. . . . Roy
Mundin has plans for a new house at
Winner, S. C. . . . C. J. Kremer, Stanton,
Neb., on June 15 and 16 will celebrate
his 30th year as an exhibitor with a
special bill at his Rialto. . . . Arden G.
Davidson bought the Nancy, Bridgeport,
S. C.
When work resumed on the dam at
Republican City, Neb., Raymond John¬
son reopened his Garden. . . . Jennie
Stokes, head inspectress, became the
second employee of MGM to reach the
25-year service mark. . . . George Billings
sold his Marion, Marion, S. D.
J. F. Weatherby, Tekamah, Neb., has
taken over the community house at
Snyder, Neb. It is named the Snyder.
. . . Ed Cohen, Eagle-Lion manager, and
Jack Lorentz, 20th Century-Fox district
manager,
celebrated
Lorentz’s
49th
birthday in Des Moines.
Film Rowers were talking about the
big break for the crowd at Warners. The
fleet order went through, and all are due
for new autos. . . . R. D. Klinefelter,
owner, Roxie, Peterson, la., was in to
install his daughter in an Omaha tele¬
vision school. . . . Quality Theatre Supply
is installing equipment in the Snyder,
Snyder, Neb. . . . Abe Records, former
exhibitor at Hebron, Neb., visited.
Arnold
Meredicks,
Pender,
Neb.,
looked over equipment on a visit.
The Ballantyne Company reports that
the film equipment export business has
been slow. . . . The Town, Goldberg
Theatres western house, started a
morning showing. . . . Omaha’s new
drive-in has a screen tower 85 feet high
with a screen 60 by 50 feet. Bernard
Dudgeon is manager. There are posts
for 500 cars in the outdoor house,
operated by Tri-States Theatres.
The first drive-in at Sioux City, la.,
opened. L. E. Davidson, veteran TriStates city manager there, is in charge.
He and John Kampmeyer, Sioux City
own the outdoor house.

PORTLAND
Film Row has finally its long needed
restaurant, which opened in conjunction
with the Film Club.
Seen were Charles Maestri, Dan Pavich, Matt Freed, Robert L. Lippert Cir¬
cuit, and Don Condon, navy booker from
Seattle. . . . Jane Moss, National Screen
Service, was back at work after a week’s
vacation in San Francisco. . . . Mary
Duerst, booker, Film Classics, was off
work with a smashed finger. . . . William
Thedford, William Gamble, William
Graeper, and Roy Brown had a round¬
table meeting to discuss coming product.
. . . Eddie Dean, Eagle Lion western star,
was in town to entertain the Journal
Juniors at their picnic at Jantzen’s
Beach.

ST. LOUIS
Albert Dezel Productions, Inc., ac¬
quired the Favorite Films franchise for
the St. Louis territory.
The Better Films Council of Greater
St. Louis, Inc., held its annual luncheon
and installation of officers, and Mrs. V.
Ray Alexander was installed as new
president for the coming year. Dr. Irwin
S. Deer, representative, Community Re¬
lations Department, Motion Picture
Association of America, was the main
speaker, and gave a number of interest¬
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ing facts indicating that the theatre
industry was on the right track with
regard to the type of pictures it is mak¬
ing. He complimented the St. Louis
Better Films Council for the important
pioneering work it has done in the field
of promoting better class films. Mrs.
E. R. Evans, retiring president, sum¬
marized activities for the past year.
Andy Dietz returned from the Rocky
Mountain Allied meeting in Denver. An
Allied unit will shortly be organized in
the St. Louis territory.
Many out-of-town exhibitors made
arrangements to be here when a fare¬
well party was given for Maurice
Schweitzer,
leaving
as
Paramount
branch manager to become an exhibitor
with a drive-in. Harry Haas took his
place. Schweitzer had been branch man¬
ager here for 22 years. Tom Edwards,
Farmington, Mo., served as toastmaster.
Fred Wehrenberg said that drive-in
theatres brought back to his mind pro¬
blems of old air-domes. Ending the long
and enjoyable luncheon, Schweitzer,
was presented with a scroll, a farewell
gift, as a token of their appreciation.

SAN ANTONIO
Leroy Handley rejoined the staff of
Interstate Theatres as relief manager.
He formerly operated an art shop, and
was on the sales staff of KTSA here.
. . . Manual Ayala is the new Texas
projectionist. He was formerly with the
Prince and State. . . . The Aztec’s recent
straw ballot on presidential preferences
have been announced here. Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower was first with 1,052 votes,
and General Douglas McArthur was
second.
More than 35 beauties competed on
the stage of the Texas to select the
city’s representative at the Bandera,
Tex., Stampede when America’s most
beautiful “cow belle” was selected. . . .
J. Truex, manager, Azteca Film Ex¬
change, announced that the exchange
will go on a five day summer schedule,
and each employee will receive a two
week vacation instead of one.
The Avon, Poteet, Tex., had the
premiere showing U-I’s “Echo Ranch”,
starring Red River Dave and Diane Hart,
both of San Antonio. . . . S. G. Fry
purchased the Village, Tyler, Tex. He
also owns and operates the Joy and
Palace, Tyler, Tex. . . . Niceforo Garcia
and Manuel J. Pena opened the new
Tropico, Premont, Tex. . . . R. Davilla
opened an airdrome for Spanish trade,
the Hargill, Hargill, Tex. . . . Interstate
Theatres Circuit announced plans for
the construction of a new theatre at
Brownsville, Tex., as soon as materials
can be procured.
Hilliard T. Hightower resigned his
post
as
publicity
director,
Corpus
Christi
Theatres,
Corpus
Christi,
Tex., according to an announcement
made by Sam Stokes, city manager.
Harold Gassaway, manager, Palace,
Corpus Christi, has been named to suc¬
ceed. . . . Johnny Johnston, former
assistant manager, Broadway, Galveston,
Tex., has been named manager, Tremont, Galveston. . . . C. A. Smith was
named manager, Fain, Newton, Tex.,
coming here from the Fain, Sourlake,
Tex. C. P. Frederick has been named
manager, Fain, Sourlake.
Matio Vela was conducting a contest
at Alice, Tex., where he will open his
new house soon, to select a name. . . .
Jack Arthur, owner-operator, Qfueen,
Crosbyton, Tex., purchased a lot in the
business section for a new theatre. . . .
The Varsity, Austin, Tex., an Interstate
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house near the University of Texas cam¬
pus, has been playing English-made
productions from time to time. . . . Fire
destroyed the Texas, Longview, Tex.
Fire was discovered pouring out of the
projection room, but nothing was dis¬
covered as to what started the blaze.
The Corral Drive-In, Lubbock, Tex.,
was opened by the Griffith Theatre
Circuit. . . . Attorney General Price
Daniels approved the new audience
participation game which has been in¬
troduced in the state, “Bank of Know¬
ledge," in which patrons are asked ques¬
tions for cash prizes. Daniels ruled that
the game is not a gamble but a test of
knowledge. . . . Movie sequences were
an important part of the stage play.
“Eleven Lives of Leo.”
The North Texas Agricultural College,
Arlington, Tex., will house the $15,000
film library which will supply 21 voca¬
tional schools teaching veterans with
film.

SAN FRANCISCO
All tricks of the exhibitor’s trade are
being turned to do battle with the
midnight sun of Daylight Saving Time in
San Francisco. With twilight now near
10 p. m., all emphasis is placed on
“how to bring ’em in late”. “Get ’em
late or never,” is the present agreement
of showmen.
Managers usually go for double dis¬
play on the drama page, but C. E.
MacDonald, Fox, isn’t happy over a
two-way play that came his way. Mac¬
Donald, prompted by the success of
organ concerts sponsored by A1 Dunne,
manager, Orpheum. contracted George
Wright, a former Fox organist here on
vacation from New York, to take over
the Fox Wurlitzer for two shows. Mac¬
Donald prepared a beautiful exploita¬
tion campaign, but, on the same page
of the paper with his big build-up,
appeared the tear-down two columns
over. “The George Wright organ concert
scheduled for Sunday in the Fox has
been canceled. Wright has been called
to New York”.
Cats who frequent bars are well known
to all readers of newspaper features,
but it’s a new whisker when a cat with
critical tastes adopts a theatre. Gus,
the house cat of Ray Kaliski’s Temple,
shows no hesitation in making known
his rating of the shows. He likes musi¬
cals, and when one is being screened,
he sits on the stage, watches, and listens.
When heavy emoting hits the screen,
Gus hurries up the aisle and out of the
theatre.
“Gimme the time!” This abrupt ques¬
tion came to W. Chenoweth, Alexandria,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., deluxe
house, from two grade-schoolagers in
front of his candy bar. “Boys, is that the
way to ask?” Chenoweth mildly rebuked.
“Aw-right, then, what’s the
time,
please?” As the manager told them, one
said: “Mister, you ought to be a teacher.
They tell us how to act all day in school.
But what a gyp—. we come here, and
pay 20-cents to be entertained, and now
you’re telling us how to act.” “That
stops me,” said Chenoweth. He bought
them both candy bars.
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a shocker. Two small boys had been
lingering around the lobby all evening.
They were engaged in a wrestling match
when Geddes stepped up, and asked
why they weren’t inside watching the
show. Stopping their combat momen¬
tarily, one said: “We can’t leave the
lobby, Mister. Our folks left us here
when they went out.” “But, why can’t
you see the show,” persisted the mana¬
ger. “Mister, they told us not to watch
the picture. They said it was banned.”
KGO-TV,
American
Broadcasting
Company, is prepared to start operation
in December from a station located in
an old mansion near Twin Peak. KGOTV will be the first video outlet here,
though there are many other conten¬
ders in the field, including 20th CenturyFox, Paramount, CBS, Edwin Pauley,
Don Lee, KSAN, and KSBR-FM.
Michael
Naify,
president,
United
California Corporation, and son, Robert,
toured Northern California towns re¬
viewing his theatres in Auburn, Grass
Valley, Turlock, Lodi, and Sacramento.
... A new 1100-seat first-run house, the
Turlock, is opening in the San Joaquin
valley town. ... A $100,000 project for
remodeling the lobby and outer foyer of
the Golden Gate is now underway with
modernized candy counter, plus new
interior and exterior decor. . . . The
Variety Club feted its first anniversary
with a commemorative dinner-dance
held at its tent in the Tivoli building.
. . . Joe Podoloff, branch manager, 20thFox exchange, is back after an opera¬
tion. . . . Joe Hanley, office manager,
Warners is distributing new film on
his own after successful handling of
his “Killers All”. . . . Barney Levy,
formerly of Favorite Films and popular
Film Row figure, received a stag party
before his marriage.
Joe Verducci, new St. Mary’s College
football coach, and Joe Kuharach,
coach at the University of San Francisco,
were mutually lamenting prospects for
the coming season before members of
the Variety Club at a special sports
luncheon.
Lenn Cassanova, coach of
Santa Clara team, showed up a day late
. . . Nasser brothers’ New Fillmore is
receiving a landscaping job. . . . Metro,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., is under¬
going complete remodeling. . . . San
Francisco Film Society, art films on
16mm, is suspending its showings at
California Hall for the summer, ac¬
cording to Leonard Stone, secretary.

SEATTLE
The new Starlight Drive-In, built by
Chester Nilsson and Les Theuerkauf on
the highway just outside Tacoma, open¬
ed. It will be operated in a combina¬
tion with the Auto-Vue Drive-In near¬
by on the same highway and owned by
William Forman.
Fred Conrad, who
has been managing the Auto-Vue, has
been transferred to the new Duwamish
Drive-In here and will book for all three
theatres, the Starlight, the Auto-Vue,
and the Duwamish.
Before the war
Conrad operated the Monte, Montesano,
Wash. ... Ed Metzger opened his Gem,
Smelterville, Idaho.

The new $200,000 Starlite Drive-In,
South San Francisco, opens in August
according to James B. Howell, Jr., presi¬
dent, San Francisco Drive-In Theatres
Corporation, with a car capacity of 800
autos.

Sam Wheeler, western division man¬
ager, Film Classics, was here from Los
Angeles for conferences with Jack Kloepper Northwest manager. He also
visited Portland with Kloepper before
returning south. . . . Clarence Hill,
manager,
branch
operations,
20th
Century-Fox,
was here from New
York on a tour of exchanges.

Don Geddes, manager, Crown, is a
fatherly sort who usually understands
the children that come into his neigh¬
borhood theatre, but he recently received

Frank X. Christie, buyer for Ever¬
green State Theatres, left by plane for
Milwaukee to attend a meeting of Na¬
tional Theatres buyers. ... El Keyes,

booker, Midstate Amusement Company,
was here from Walla Walla, Wash, ac¬
companied by John Dore, the company’s
buyer from Chicago. . . Verna Smith has
been appointed night manager, Princess,
Edmonds, Wash. The theatre is ope¬
rated by Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Brown. . . .
A1 Grubstick, franchise owner, Screen
Guild, San Francisco, Portland, and Se¬
attle, was here conferring with his
Northwest manager, Mort Bramson. . . .
Roy Brown, buyer for the Ted Gamble
Theatres, was here from Portland. . . .
Don Hoidale was back from a meeting
of the National Film Carriers Associa¬
tion in New York.
Dorothy Crothers, assistant cashier,
20th Century-Fox branch, was married
to Jack Field on May 17. They were
honeymooning in California. Dorothy
will return to her desk in three weeks.
. . . Graham Kislingbury, exploiteer for
Universal-International on the coast,
was here from San Francisco. . . . B. F.
Shearer, B. F. Shearer Company, and
Mrs. Shearer, flew in from their winter
home at Palm Springs, Cal. where they
were for the past six months. . . .
Everett Lawson, associated with Selom
Burns in Modern Theatre Supply, is
now with National Theatre Supply.
Dick Lacey, manager, Elwha, Port An¬
geles, Wash., for the Shearer Company,
is remaining in that capacity under the
new operation by Sterling Theatres.
Chuck Charles and Roy Brobeck, Shear¬
er Company, were in Port Angeles to
complete the transfer of the theatre to
its new operators. . . . Vete Stewart,
Warners’ branch manager, left for San
Francisco to attend a managers’ con¬
ference. . . . Neal Walton, Columbia
branch manager, and Paul McElhinney,
Republic branch manager, spent a week¬
end in Yakima, Wash. . . . Out-of-town
exhibitors on The Row included: N. J.
Andrew, LaConner; J. W. Nordenberg,
Ferndale; John Owsler, Tacoma, and
Martin Brown, Yakima.
Ted Gallanter, coast exploiteer for
MGM, came in from San Francisco. . . .
Pat Tappan, general manager for
Charles Grieme, Wenatchee, Wash., was
on The Row accompanied by Mrs. Tappan. With them was Ike Rodgers, from
Omak, Wash. . . . Louise Combs, Warner
office, was on vacation. . . . Mrs. Emma
Ridgeway,
Sedro-Woolley
exhibitor,
returned from a vacation, and was
among the out-of-towners on Seattle’s
Film Row. Other state exhibitors in¬
cluded: Harry Wade, Tacoma; Arthur
Zabel and W. B. McDonald, Olympia;
Walter Graham, Shelton; Bob Monoghan, Bellingham; W. A. and Mrs.
Cochrane, Snoqualmie, and Gene Groesbeck, Enumclaw.
Rasmus Breistein, motion picture pro¬
ducer of Oslo, Norway, who was in
Seattle several months, has arrived home
after his around-the-world trip, accord¬
ing to a letter received by Alex Singelow,
Northwest manager, Herbert Rosener
Company, and old friend of Breistein.
Breistein shot pictures of the town.
Among Seattle Film Row representa¬
tives attending the opening of the new
Starlight Drive-In, Tacoma, Wash.,
were: Jean Spear, salesman for Warners;
Louis Goldsmith, RKO salesman; Selom
Burns, Modern Theatre Supply; Tony
Hartford, National Screen Service.
Hugh N. Becket, president, Metropoli¬
tan Theatre Company, operating mana¬
ger, Metropolitan, was married on June
2 to Mary Lou Anderson, daughter of
M. O. Anderson, Northwest Buick dis¬
tributor, and Mrs. Anderson.
Ralph Hayden, office manager for
Paramount, was married on June 5 to
Dawn Thomas, nurse.
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Cincinnati
Popular has two new workers, John
Duff, sales manager, and his assistant,
Miss Irene Meek, who joined the staff
as a booker.
The final party for the exchange
employes’ union was a success. A net
profit of $75 was achieved over and
above the cost of the two bonds used
as prizes.
Ray Moon, division manager, 20th
Century-Pox, and his assistant, Howard
Minsky, spent a week taking care of
Cincinnati projects.. . . Pop Wessel,
film delivery service man, was on the
Row...Rube Shor, prominent exhibitor,
assumed the booking and buying for
the Newbold Circuit, Bramwell, W. Va.
He will do the work from his office
at 1632 Central Parkway.... Harry
Bugie, branch manager, Eagle Lion,
was called into Pittsburgh to close
the deal with Cooperative Theatre
Circuit.... Miss Georgia Brasfield
joined the staff of Film Classics.
The Screen Guild staff was charmed
by the appearance at the office of Mr.
and Mrs. William Rubery, Glasgow,
Scotland, and Mr. and Mrs. James Ken¬
nedy, Bellefontaine, 0., guests of
Lillian Sudman. Kennedy is her nephew,
while the Ruberys are his wife’s
parents.
Mildred Adams, Screen Guild office
staff, visited her family in Quail,
Ky. The staff knows there is such a
town because they found it on the map
...Mary Rohe, S. G., went flying for the
first time in her life as a passenger
in a private plane. Miss Dorothy
Schuster, secretary to Rube Shor, West
Virginia manager for Screen Guild,
reported a quiet week in the territory.
Joseph Harris, president, and Budd
Rogers, vice president, Realart, were
in.

school to be held for Albers Super¬
market. She is planning a dahlia
flower show in the lobby for September.
Miss Kipp does booking for Cincinnati
and Dayton, 0. , houses in addition to
her theatre responsibilities.
Edward Salzberg, branch manager,
Republic, spent a week in West
Virginia.
Screen Guild Productions, Inc. has
two new stenographers. Miss Mary Rohe
and Miss Lillian Sudman... Screen
Guild’s Marie Donelson spent a recent
weekend with relatives in Nashville,
Tenn. She also visited her sister in
Sykes, Tenn. Her sister explained that
there are more remote parts of Tennes¬
see than Sykes, but that she doesn’t
know where! Screen Guild’s Margaret
“Woody” Woodruff received stationery,
cards, and menus with her monicker on
them from a friend staying in the
Woodruff Hotel, Watertown, N.Y.
Tri-State Booking Offices, with
Jack Frisch as general manager,
opened offices in the Film building
....Ben Cohen, manager, Strand, has
been promoted to managing editor,
Telenews, Cleveland. Replacing him at
the Strand is the new manager, Jack
Silverthorne, who comes from Detroit,
where he was assistant manager, Tele¬
news.

Cleveland
Bob Hope will be the star attraction
at the annual Cleveland Festival of
Freedom program at the Stadium on
July 4.
The Cleveland Film Council is spon¬
soring the first Film Festival to be
held on June 17 at the Nela Park
Institute of Lighting. Four theatres
will be in session all from 9:00 to
10:00. The admission is free, and
there are no registration charges.
Jack Vogel, son of the late Clarence
Vogel, who founded the Vogel Construc¬
tion Company in Wellsville, 0., is
now a registered architectural engi¬
neer, and, as a member of the Vogel
Engineering Company, in association
with his brother, Paul, is preparing
plans for five new theatres in the
Cleveland exchange area. They are for

Lee Goldberg, Popular, is chairman,
motion picture division, Jewish Wel¬
fare Drive. Serving with him are
Maurice White, William Bein, and
William Onie, co-chairmen.
The RKO Family closed for the summer.
It had operated on a double-feature
policy, three changes per week.
May 25 was the day of the big “Green
Grass of Wyoming” premiere in Lan¬
caster, 0. Peggy Cummins and Charles
Coburn were on hand. The next day the
stars, accompanied by Martha Stewart,
appeared on the stage of the Palace,
along with a Lancaster beauty chosen
as “Miss Premiere”, Miss Virginia
Jessup.
Florence Kipp, manager, Paramount,
has been making plans for a cooking
June 9,
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Lou Averbach's promotion as assistant
to Earle
Y/. Sweigert, Paramount's
eastern division manager, was cause
for a testimonial dinner recently when
180 friends of Averbach gathered in
the Pittsburgh room of the Smoky City
W i l l i am Pe nn Ho tel.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI

dy

RKO (Esquire) June 14, 2:30,
Time’’

“Melo¬

CLEVELAND
RKO (Shaker) June 14, 2:00,
Tim e ’ ’

“Melody

INDIANAPOLIS
RKO (Cinema) June 14,
Tim e ’ ’

1:30, “Melody

PITTSBURGH
RKO (1809-13 Boulevard of Allies)
June 14, 2:00, “Melody Time”
Louise Stewart, in Deshler, 0. , George
Davis and Joe Sferra, in Midland,
Pa., and George Manos, in Columbiana,
Minerva, and Louisville, 0. Vogel, a
graduate of the School of Architecture,
Ohio State University, attended the
Beaux Arts School of Architecture,
4

The League of Showmen's Wives, whose
members are the wives and women folk
of Variety Club members, held a lunch¬
eon meeting in the Variety Club with
Mrs. Jack Sogg and Mrs. M.B. Horwitz
as “Queens for the Day”. On June 8,
the last luncheon meeting of the
season was on the calendar. Plans are
being made for a summer picnic, and
for a clambake as a fall season opener.
Milton A. Mooney, Co-operative The¬
atres of Ohio, and chief barker,. Vari¬
ety Club, has been laid up ever since
he returned from attending the Na¬
tional Variety convention in Miami.
First it was the aftermath of a bad
sunburn, and now it’s a sprained back.
George Flynn has been promoted from
U-I head booker to salesman, with
Wilbur Grant moving up to succeed him,
and Saul Lane being appointed assist¬
ant booker....B.W. Payne, B.W. Payne
Film Service, had his 26-foot Cristcraft cruiser, “Sea Dust”, freshly
painted. ... Paul Gusdanovic, head,
Gusdanovic Circuit, celebrated his
birthday with a family dinner party
at the University Club....Lou Wetzel,
Autocrat, Inc., Dayton, 0., was here
demonstrating a light which can be
installed on any drive-in theatre
junction box to attract concession
attendants, and which does not inter¬
fere with the quality of the sound....
GeriShartin, daughter of Bill Shartin,
Theatrical Enterprises, opened an of¬
fice in the Film Bldg, in partnership
with Martip Meade to handle the sale
and installation of rubber tile floor¬
ing.
Roger Albright, director of Ed¬
ucational Services, Motion Picture
Association, was the guest speaker
at the annual meeting of the Motion
Picture Council of Greater Cleveland
... . Al Sunshine, Advanads, was back
from a trip through the south, having
established sales representatives
in Dallas and New Orleans. ... Reel
Film Service, operated by Harry and
John Urbansky, Jr. , acquired for
Mideast
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northern Ohio distribution a group
of 36 Monogram features on 16mm. film
_LeRoy Kendis, Associated Circuit,
was back at his desk, having made a
rapid recovery from a spinal oper¬
ation.
A six pound, seven ounce girl,
Marty Ellen, was born on May 14 to
Mrs. Harold Friedman at University
Hospital. Father is the manager of
Warners’ Colony.
Richard Rasgaitis, U-I booking
clerk,, won the Ohio roller skate
championship. In Springfield, 0. ,
where the exhibition took place, he
rated tops in three divisions, namely
figure skating, skating in twos and
skating in fours....Lee Goldsmith,
U-I office manager, was transferred
to a similar position in the Atlanta
office. He left here on June 5, to
take a vacation in Florida before
reporting to his new post.

Detroit
A move to repeal daylight saving
time, adopted by the Detroit Common
Council for the first time in 25 years,
was launched by Sam Carver, president,
Michigan Independent Theatre Owners
Association.
H. Edward Stuckey, John Gentilen,
Robert Lamb, Jack young,\ and Jack
Thompson returned from the sales con¬
vention held by Paramount in Phila¬
delphia. ... Arthur Trombley, Columbia
booker, was married to Margaret Baker,
Metro. She is the daughter of Clark
Baker, Columbia city salesman.
John Tiernan, formerly with RKO in
Kansas City, has been named as manager,
RKO Keith, Grand Rapids, Mich., re¬
placing Robert Cook....Arvid Kantor,
branch manager, National Screen Ser¬
vice, announced that he was resigning
his post. Jack Cohen, from New York,
was running the office until a re¬
placement was named.
Horace Parsons, Krim, is back from
a vacation in California.... Herb
Boshoven,bought the Playhouse, White¬
hall, Mich., from Bissell Theatres
....William Clark, vet salesman with
Film Classics, resigned as did Ralph
Forman, branch manager, Albert Dezel
Roadshows.
Columbia’s "Fuller Brush Man” opened
a pre-release engagement at the Palms
to socko business,holding over....
Robert Young, Eagle Lion boss, was in
to speak about the railroad situation
at the Economics Club.

Indianapolis
The Cozy, 138 North Illinois Street,
was ordered closed by the state fire
marshall’s office. M. Marcus, oper¬
ator, was engaged in negotiations con¬
cerning the lease. If these turn out
favorably, he said, he may build a
new house....The Howard has been ac¬
quired by Settos Theatres, Indian¬
apolis, operators of 15 houses in
Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky....E.J.
Collins, auditor, 20th-Fox, was check¬
ing the exchange....R.H. Robinson,
Majestic, Springfield, Ky., was fish¬
ing in Tennessee.... Bruce Kixmiller,
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Jasonville, Ind., attended the Re¬
publican rally at French Lick, Ind.
Eagle Lion completed its revamping
and redecorating of its branch office
....Frank McCarthy, southern division
manager, U-I, and Peter Rosian, dis¬
trict manager, were at the local
branch in a huddle with manager Ted
Mendelssohn.... Sheldon Fogelman and
wife, he’s head shipper at RKO, were
vacationing in St. Louis.
Jules Goldman, office manager,
Warners, went east on vacation ac¬
companied by Mrs. Goldman.... Leo
Cantor, Cantor Amusements, returned
to Mayo Brothers Clinic, Rochester,
Minn.... Everett Freeman, shipper at
Monogram, went to Charleston, Va. ,
to spend his vacation.
Injuries alleged to have been
caused by the collapse of a theatre
seat are the basis of a $10,000
damage suit filed in Superior Court,
by Robert Murnan against the Greater
Indianapolis Amusement Corporation,
owner-operator, Lyric. It is alleged
that Murnan suffered permanent in¬
juries to his spine when his seat
collapsed at the house on May 23, 1946
....Herbert Gaines, head booker,
Warners, has been transferred to the
Buffalo office, where he joins the
sales organization. Ned Tillman suc¬
ceeds him from the cashier’s desk,
and Barbara Apple, assistant cashier,
has been promoted to cashier. Nancy
Sullivan, bookkeeper, has been pro¬
moted to assistant cashier.
Exhibitors visiting were: E.L. Ornstein, Ornstein Circuit,
Marengo,
Ind.; Don Steinkamp, Dream, French
Lick, ind.; Emory Creekbaum, Ladoga,
Ind.; Joe Schilling, Auditorium,
Connersville, Ind.; J. Allison, Dana,
Dana, Ind.; Hobart Hart, Court, Auburn,
Ind.; Jesse Fine, Fine Circuit, Evans¬
ville, Ind., and Walter Weil, Weil,
Greenfield, Ind.
Jim Keefe, 20th Century-Fox public
relations representative, spent sev¬
eral days here.... Columbia exchange
manager Guy Craug, who was on the
sick list, returned to his post....
B.L. Nickbarg, Lincoln, was recuper¬
ating at home, after a major operation
in St. Vincent’s Hospital.... Jack
Benson, assistant booker, U-I, has
been transferred to Atlanta, in the
same capacity. He is succeeded by
Michael Dellacoma, from the New York
office.

Pittsburgh
Fred Herrington, secretary for
AMPTOA, returned from Denver, where
he attended the meeting of the board
of directors of National Allied. He
stayed several more days in order to
attend a regional meeting.... Minnie
Silverberg, U-I, was recently pleas¬
antly surprised by a visit from her
brother, Harris, who works for National
Screen Service in Chicago....Soxie
Cohen, eastern division manager,
National Screen Service, stopped off
while motoring to Detroit to relieve
the branch manager there, leaving on
a vacation. Cohen was accompanied by
Nat Barach, branch manager from Cleve¬

land. ...Eli Kaufman announced the
opening of the new Pittsburgh Poster
Exchange, 308 Van Braam Street.
State out-of-town visitors were
John Friburg, Palace, Johnsonburg,
and Palace, Union City; John Perry,
Ritz, Belle Vernon; C. W. Dickinson,
Moody and Dickinson Circuit, Browns¬
ville; Bart Dattola, Dattola, New
Kensington; Glenn J. Easter, Royal,
Chestnut Ridge, and Bill Nidetch,
Casino, Claysburg.
John Walsh, manager, Fulton, an¬
nounced that the theatre won’t close
down this summer.... Film salesmen
should beware of speed traps in rigid
force at Leetsdale, Monaca, Dubois
and Blawnox, Pa. Speed limits are 25
miles an hour, with a $10 fine being,
assessed for violation.
Helen Lacho, Metro inspection depart¬
ment, returned from her honeymoon
following her marriage to Othmer
Miller...Congratulations go to Phil
Doyle, who was recently reelected busi¬
ness agent, stage-hands union, Local
3, for the 19th consecutive year.
George Jaffe’s Casino, Pittsburgh’s
only burlesque house, closed...Con¬
gratulations go to Carl Dozer, often
seen as toastmaster at many of the
Variety Club dinners, upon his cele¬
bration of his 15th anniversary with
WCAE. He is sales manager.
Harry Hendel returns from the coast
for about.a month, at which time he
and Bert Stearn will fly out again to
start production on their fourth inde¬
pendent film....Herb Berman is the new
Eagle Lion salesman for the Erie, Pa.
territory, replacing Sid Stoler, re¬
signed. Berman comes here from Des
Moines, where he worked for Columbia
....It is reported that Bill Feld,
former Republic branch manager here,
who went with Eagle Lion in the St.
Louis territory, had resigned from
that berth for a spot out west.
The road between Cochranton, Pa. ,
and Sandy Lake, Pa. , is closed, ne¬
cessitating a detour via State Col¬
lege, Pa., and Lewiston, Pa.
Beginning the first Saturday in June
the Variety Club, Tent 1, is holding
a dance for its members every Satur¬
day night from 11 p.m. to 2 a. m.. with
no extra charge to members. The club
has a complete new air-conditioning
unit. The hosts for the weekly Family
Night were the officers of the Tent
on May 28, and the boys outdid them¬
selves.
Melvin Katz, manager, Warners’ Model,
became the father of a baby girl re¬
cently. ... The Penn effected a policy
change. Jerry Roth, who manages the
house, operated by his father, Israel
Roth, plays a Sunday-Monday-Tuesday
program, moving "Lucky Night” to Fri¬
day.
Art Adams, formerly a student booker
with MGM, recently paid a visit. He
is now a special representative, MGM
sales department.... Stanley Dudelson,
RKO salesman, who was confined to the
hospital for several weeks following
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an automobile accident, made his first
visit to Film Row since being released.

STATES
Indiana
CAMBRIDGE CITY
Angelo Chiarenza, Grand, was hospi¬
talized.

DECATUR
Roy Kalver, who operates the Adams
and Cort, reported the celebration of
his parents' golden wedding anniver¬
sary on May 22, with a dinner-dance
in the Gold Room in the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, At the same cele¬
bration, the 90th birthday of I. A.
Kalvers’ mother, Mrs. Sarah Max, was
observed. The occurrance was unusual
for a mother to be present at her
son's golden wedding anniversary, and
has seldom been heard of.
Approxi¬
mately 100 relatives.were present.

KNI GHTSTOWN
Harry Watts, Alhambra, was a patient
in St. Vincent’s Hospital, Indian¬
apolis.

LOGANSPORT
The Logan installed new Motiograph
projectors....Ger-Bar Equipment Com¬
pany reported the installation of new
Motiograph complete sound and pro¬
jection equipment in the Logansport
State Hospital.

OAKLAND CITY
The Storm was taken over by Syndi¬
cate Theatres, Inc., Columbus, Ind.
The house was formerly operated by
Alan Foster.

TELL CITY
The William Tell was due to open.

TERRE HAUTE
The Brazil, Ind., Fox management
filed a $381,000 damage action in
federal court, charging the theatre
was forced to close because of in¬
ability to get current pictures. Al¬
leging they were the victims of a
conspiracy operating in restraint of
trade and interstate commerce, Fred
V. and Eva M. Willey,' owners, Fox,
brought suit under the Sherman and
Clayton anti-trust laws. Named as
defendants were 25 motion picture
producers and distributors, in ad¬
dition to Affiliated Theatres, Inc.,
an Indianapolis film booking agency,
Monogram Pictures, Inc., and the
Citizens Theatre Company, Brazil, Ind.
The Willeys asserted they were refused
first, second, and third-run pictures,
and had been forced to accept films
that already had been shown in Brazil.
It was alleged they not only were
forced to close the theatre on May
28, 1946, but also had to sell the
equipment. The complaint seeks re¬
covery of treble damages, as provided
in anti-trust statutes, attorney’s
fees, court costs, and an injunction
to restrain the defendants “from con¬
tinuing monopolistic practises.”
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Kentucky
BARDST0WN
Work is progressing nicely on Arnold
and Sisco’s new Melody, and an early
opening date is contemplated.
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W| LL I AMSBURG
Foster Lane’s Lane is set to open
this month.

Ohio
COLUMBUS

LOUISVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Aspley, Aspley
Theatres, Glasgow, Ky., stopped over
while enroute to Indianapolis....
Exhibitors seen on Film Row recently
were C.K. Arnold, Arco and Crystal,
Bardstown, Ky. ; Oscar Hopper, Arista,
Lebanon, Ky.; George Peyton, Griffeth,
LaGrange, Ky.; A.N. Miles, Eminence,
Eminence, Ky.; G.M. May, Dream, Corydon, Ind.; Louis Chowning, New Washington. New Washington, Ind., and
Lewis Baker, Star, West Point, Ky.
The Iriquois Amphitheatre’s 10th
anniversary celebration started with
the opening of season ticket sales at
its downtown boxoffice.
The Lyric, one of the city’s four
colored theatres, instituted a “Big
Kiddies Party” every Saturday matinee.
Novelty prizes plus 10 passes are
awarded the children, and, in addition
to the regular show, a cartoon car¬
nival is held. The Lyric’s general
manager A. Edward Campbell and resi¬
dent manager R.L. Ransaw both said
the policy is a big hit.

Engagement of Mary McGavran, theatre
editor, the Ohio State Journal, and
Harold Koebel, disc jockey, same news¬
paper, has been announced.
P.J. Wood, secretary, Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio, has been
elected treasurer, Columbus Variety
Club, Tent 2, succeeding the late
Jacob L. Luft.... Carl Rogers, manager,
Broad, returned from a vacation.
Norwood Amusement Park opened for
the season. The park is located on
East Main Street, within a few blocks
of several neighborhood theatres in¬
cluding two Neth houses, the Bexley
and Eastern, and Miles' Drexel.
Peggy Cummins, Charles Coburn, and
Martha Stewart appeared in person on
the Ohio stage on opening night of
“Green Grass of Wyoming”, two days
after their appearance at the world
premiere of the picture at nearby
Lancaster, 0.
World, only local art house, signed
Walter Lasker as its New York booking
agent.

After a 13-weeks run, the "Head of
the Family” radio show presented from
the stage of the National on Wednesday
evenings, and broadcast over WHAS,
came to a close. During the run, ap¬
proximately $20,000 in cash and prizes
were presented to contestants.

Max Wald, manager, Gayety,
the theatre for the summer.

C.C. Wentzel, Norman, redecorated
the lobby, and repainted the outside
of the house....The Scoop, operated
by W. Clowes, changed from a foreign
film house to double features.

MT. STERLI NG

Vernon Powell, manager, Air-Way,
reports new air conditioning and in¬
sulation which have improved his house,
conceded to be one of the most com¬
fortable theatres in the city.
Edward Campbell, head, Indiana Out¬
door Corporation, announced that his
Out-Door Sky-Way is not for sale.
Campbell has been pestered by pros¬
pective buyers.... Eugene Steurle, East
Broadway, completed renovation of his
house, and started planting his garden
plot.

closed

The state convention of the inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio will
be held on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 at the
Deshler-Wallick Hotel.

Village council introduced legis¬
lation designed to regulate amuse¬
ments through license fees and the
imposition of a three percent ad¬
missions tax. Annual license would
be $1.

SANDUSKY
Jerry Scholer, manager, Warners'
Ohio, was a patient at the Cleveland
Clinic.

Pennsylvania
AM B R I D G E

RAVENNA

Plans are being made to build a
drive-in Conway Township between here
and Rochester, Pa.

Walter L. Campbell’s Bell is schedul e d to open this month.

BARNES BORO

TAYLORSVILLE
Bennett and Smith’s Valley is sched¬
uled to open this month.

TH0MPKINSVILLE
The Vet’s has been taken over by
Ned H. Sparks and Ray Coleman, who
are renovating the house, installing
new seats and sound equipment, to make
it one of the most modem houses here.

Bunny Lieberman, who operates
Smith’s, played Al “Fuzzy” St. John
in person.

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.
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BLAWNOX
An amusement tax was passed by
Borough Council.

BLOOMFIELD
John Reilly is once more managing
the Metropolitan, operated by Lou
Kaufman. Reilly was managing the
Pittsburgh Rialto for the Mervis
Circuit.

CLEARFI ELD
It was announced that the Sykes,
Sykesville, Pa., and the Valley,
Weedville, Pa., both members of the
Thompson Circuit, with headquarters
here, would be closed due to a dis¬
pute with the projectionists’ union.
Contract negotiations between the
theatre owners and the projectionists
were in effect for several months,
and then its theatres were given a
seven-day notice of the intention to
walkout.
It was thought in some
quarters that the walkout occurred
because of a union misunderstanding
more than any other reason, and the
projectionists’ representatives in
Harrisburg, Pa., declined to return
to Clearfield until such time as the
local business agent had reached a
formula whereby a new contract could
be drawn up. The walkout was not to
affect any Midstate Circuit theatres
except the Sykesville and Weedville.
Midstate operates theatres in Bellefonte, Clearfield, Coalport, Curwensville, Houtzdale, and Madera, Pa.

DUBOIS
Theatre business was affected when
Dailey Brothers’ Circus came to town.

HOLLIDAYSBU RG
Douglass Mellott, manager, Blair,
moved to Washington, D.C., on June 1
to take a job as manager, Naylor,
Kagod and Burka house.
Jake Silverman, who, with his brother, Ike, re¬
cently leased his Altoona theatres to
Fabian chain, takes over Blair as
manager. Mellott has been manager of
the Blair since its opening 10 years
ago. A native of Altoona, he has been
employedby the Silverman brothers for
18 years, and previously served in
the advertising display department of
the Silverman theatres until taking
over as manager of the new Blair in
1938. At Washington, Mellott rejoins
Frank Boucher, general manager, Kagod
and Burka. Boucher was general manager
of the Silverman group when Mellott
worked at the Strand. Mellott is
married, and has two sons, Robert, 12,
and Douglass, Jr., 14.
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from Pittsburgh included J.E. Angel,
Warners; Bill Brooks, Paramount; O.J.
Boyle, 20th Century-Fox, and Wahneta
Gardner, MGM. The operators of the
Manos and Star did everything possible
to make the convention, held at Slavic
Hall, a success.

NEW

CASTLE

Bob Cooney, newly appointed manager,
Victor, recently acquired by Gamble
Theatre Enterprises, left for two weeks
of intensive army reserve training.
J.G. Bell, manager, Penn, held the fort.

NEW

KENSINGTON

The Family Drive-In, built and oper¬
ated by Henry Rolnick, formerly with
Berio Vending Company in the Cleveland
territory, got off to a very good
start. Representatives of Pittsburgh’s
Film Row attended.

ROCHESTER
Mike Winograd, Oriental and Maj estic,
recently announced that he expected
to break ground for the new theatre,
to be built on Heinz Street, across
from the Oriental. The new theatre was
expected to have been started some
15 months ago, but, because of prior¬
ities and delay in steel deliveries,
was postponed. The house will seat
approximately 750, and will embody all
the newest in seating facilities and
construction. The Majestic, which has
been the first-run action house here,
and, since November, has only operated
on a Sunday-Monday, Friday-Saturday
basis, is, at the present time, operat¬
ing on a Friday-Saturday basis only,
but is expected to close down about
the middle of June.

SCOTTDALE
Robert Thorn, who operates the
Ruthorn Drive-In, opened an open-air
theatre, the Lincoln, on the outskirts
of York, Pa.

SHARON

SH ERI DAN
George Saittis, Temple, recently
made a motor trip to Oak Ridge, Tenn. ,
to visit relatives. He returned in
time to be on hand for the Duquesne
Light Southwest Electric Cooking
School at his theatre.

SL I PP ERY

Dale V. Shaffer, son of Edgar E.
Shaffer, owner, Roxy, and Helen Hayes,
Ellwood City, Pa., were married
recently.

UN I 0NT0WN
Attorney J. K. Spurgeon, representing
the Pen-State Amusement Company, ap¬
peared before the Uniontown School
Board to launch the official protest
of all the amusement enterprises in
Uniontown against the board’s proposed
increase in the taxes which would call
a two-cent assessment on each 25 cent
admission or fraction thereof. The
city recently opposed a similar onecent tax to meet its increased budget
for the fiscal year. Spurgeon pointed
out that the theatres already pay a
large mercantile tax in addition to
other taxes, and the proposed school
tax would be prohibitive. The council
listened intently to Spurgeon’s facts
and figures, and agreed to investigate
all other means of increased school
taxes before it would levy this tax
upon the theatres and other amusements.
Ted Laskey, Basle-Laskey Circuit,
operating houses in Brownsville, Wash¬
ington, and Connellsville, Pa., re¬
cently spent several days in the hos¬
pital here for x-rays and observation.

WEST

TARENTUM

Joe Zana, owner-operator, Penn,
joined a party of friends at Balti¬
more, for the Memorial Day fishing
trip.

West Virginia
ST.

A baby boy was born to the Chuck
Shannons. The father is the former
Warner manager here, who several weeks
ago resigned to road manage a Cleve¬
land All-Girl Musical and Marching
Outfit. He has many friends in the
territory who wish him and his wife well
with their new acquisition.

ROCK

MARYS

This community is soon to see the
construction of a $7,000,000 cyanamide
plant, which will bring a lot of new
workers and residents to the section.
Big things are looked for in the
future, and business should be very
good for Alex Illar’s Robey’s.

Jake Silverman, formerly operator,
Strand and Logan, Altoona, Pa., and
who now operates the local Blair, made
his first visit to Pittsburgh in
nearly three months recently, follow¬
ing a serious illness.

MOHESSEN
On June 6 this community was the
scene of the tri-state convention of
IATSE. Delegates to'the convention

Seen above are Ohio exhibitors Henry Greenberger,
left, and Peter H. Wellman.
Greenberger is connected with the Community Circuit, Cleveland, while Wellman
is a veteran state industryite. Both men are well-known in the territory.
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Hefner Company, resigned, and is now
associated with the James Kenedy Com¬
pany, 42 Church Street.

NEWS OF THE

BOSTON
Crosstown
Deletions ordered last fortnight by the
Bureau Of Sunday Censorship were as
follows: “Farrebique”, Parts 1 to 10.
(Deletions: English captions and French
dialogue pertaining thereto. “If he
bothers you, why did you start him?”;
scene showing woman in labor in part
4). Siritzky. “The Storm Passed”, Parts
1 to 8. (Deletions: Scene showing man
and woman entering room, in part 4).
Ted Baldwin, national promotion and
exploitation director for SRO, returned
to New York over the weekend from a
tour of New England cities, where he
coordinated the advance exploitation and
advertising programs for the opening of
“Blandings Dream Houses” in the key
cities of
Boston,
Hartford,
Conn.,
Springfield, Mass., Worcester, Mass.,
Providence, Bridgeport, Conn., and New
Haven. Committees from among the
builders,
department
stores,
banks,
utility companies, civic, and charitable
organizations sponsoring the houses were
appointed, and complete exploitation
campaigns were set to precede the
openings of the film, “Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House,” in the abovenamed cities, probably in July.
Joseph R. Levenson, son of Max Levenson, popular resident of Brookline,
Mass., who opei'ates several theatres, was
one of three men who have been ap¬
pointed Junior Fellows for three years
of study at Harvard University’s Unique
Society of Fellows, it was announced. He
will study the intellectual history of
China. Junior Fellows have complete
liberty to study or do research.
Theodore Renick, son of J. Edward
Renick, Eagle Lion representative, pre¬
sented Ann Lesberg with a beautiful
diamond ring. Miss Lesberg, the daugh¬
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Myer Lesberg,
Brookline, Mass., a graduate of Chapel
Hill, is presently attending Edgewood
Park, while Renick is attending Suffolk
Law School.
The divorce decree recently granted
to Herman L. Rifkin from his 38-yearold wife, Mrs. Annette K. Carson Rifkin,
again claimed the attention of Rifkin’s
attorneys, who feared a phrase in the
decree, “until further notice of the
court,” might permit Mrs. Rifkin to
reopen the case any time she saw fit. The
words had not appeared in the court’s
original notation, and they wanted them
stricken from the original decree. Judge
Robert G. Wilson, Jr., following a con¬
ference with attorneys George L. Rabb
and George L. Farnum, agreed, and
ordered the words deleted. Rifkin was
awarded the decree after court approval
of a trust agreement.
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When Lise Bourdin, who made an
extensive tour on behalf of United
Artists’ “Arch of Triumph”, recently
visited Boston, she was greeted by Mayor
James M. Curley, right, and Tom
Duane, SRO district manager in N. E.

The Children’s Hospital Cancer Re¬
search Foundation was beseiged with
letters of sympathy and donations from
all over the country and Canada ever
since little Jimmy, a hospital patient
who is unaware that he has cancer,
appeared on Ralph Edwards’ “Truth
Or Consequences” program. Along with
the entire Boston Braves baseball team,,
the lad went on the air, and was quizzed
by Edwards about the national pastime.
Edwards then promised the stricken
boy a television set on one condition,
that baseball fans throughout the nation
contribute $20,000 to the cancer re¬
search group. So instantaneous was the
response for this boy, who represents
the country’s new symbol for courage,
that by May 29 $17,000 was already
donated, with the other $3,000 expected.

NEW HAVEN
Callahan, Frank Hardy, Johnny Pavone,
and Ben Williams, who lives in Boston
and who operates the Monogram ex¬
change in Pittsburgh.
Art Moger, publicity director, Warners,
in a tie-in with Nelson Bragg’s daily
show over WCOP from the lobby of
the Hotel Statler, held a quiz contest
in connection with “Silver River”, Me¬
tropolitan. Contestants were interviewed
by Bragg, and Moger gave out the prizes
which consisted of silver dollars and
passes for the Metropolitan. The movie
magazine which carried the story of
“Silver River” was also given to each
contestant. Moger appeared on the air
over WMEX on the Hearst Newsboys
show, in a quiz contest centei’ed around
“Silver River”. Silver dollars and cow¬
boy hats were sent by Errol Flynn from
Nevada, the scene of “Silver River.”
Bob
Pourier,
manager,
Rockville,
Rockville, Conn., was in visiting his
many friends. . . . Jack Carroll, publicity
director, Fay houses, Providence, made
the rounds of the exchanges.
Allied Artists Productions, Inc., invited
the press and exhibitors to attend a
special sneak preview for “The Dude
Goes West” at the Capitol, Allston,
Mass.
Dinty Moore, district manager, War¬
ners, left on a trip in his area. . . .
The trade mourned the passing of John
Tegue, father of Andrew Tegue, who
operates several houses in New Hamp¬
shire and Vermont. . . . Evelyn Haisler,
who has been employed with the Roy

Crosstown
(There is an opportunity for a wide¬
awake manager in the territory. A Con¬
necticut house playing foreign films
wants an alert manager to pep up busi¬
ness and handle exploitation. The salary
will be in accordance with results. If
interested, write to The Exhibitor, 1225
Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.—Ed.)
A fellow who deserves quite a bit of
credit for getting the downtown theatres
together for a summer softball league is
Norman Levinson, assistant, College.
Each team will play eight games in the
competition, and from the five will come
a more legitimate theatre championship
instead of a two or three game champion
as in other summers.
Morris Rosenthal, Poli, was having a
new summer display built for the
lobby. The Poli manager, assisted by
assistant Tony Masella, set a nice bally
for “Homecoming”. Among campaign
angles was that planting of a 15-minute
Hollywood star recording.
At the Bijou, Bill Brown, assisted by
Bob Ritzert, did a nice job publicizing
“The Fugitive”.
Vacation plans were being made.
Morris Rosenthal, Poli manager, antici¬
pated an end of July rest period. Bill
Brown, Bijou manager, expects to vaca¬
tion at Narragansett Pier again this
summer. Sid Kleper, College manager,
was reported as taking time off in
early July. Jim Darby, Paramount man¬
ager, planned a July vacation.

Mrs. Agnes Breen, mother of Bill
Breen, assistant manager, RKO Boston,
passed away, and was buried on May
28. Interment was in Lewiston, Me.
When Monogram held its sales con¬
vention at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, the
following
executives
and
salesmen
attended: Herman Rifkin, vice-president; Ben Abrams, branch manager;
Nathan Levin, city salesman; Jerry
June 9, 1948

Seen here is part of the large crowd which attended the recent farewell party for
Sam Shubouf, Loew’s Poli, Waterbury, Conn., assistant manager for the past five
years, who was just promoted to the position of manager, Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn,
The affair, which was held at the Colonnade, Waterbury, was emceed by Lou Cohen,
Loew’s Poli, Hartford, Conn., with division manager Harry Shaw the principal speaker.
NEW ENGLAND
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Doug Amos, former Paramount assis¬
tant and now manager, Webb, Wethers¬
field, stopped in to see friends. . . .
Franklin Ferguson, Whalley manager,
went up to Boston to attend the 10th
anniversary reunion of his Boston Uni¬
versity class. . . . The Whalley was play¬
ing some foreign films. . . . Abel Jacocks,
East Haven Capitol, was getting in a
bit of salt water fishing. . . . The Lincoln
plans to stay open again this summer.
A special screening of “The Miracle
Saint” was held for nuns at the Lincoln.
. . . The Auditorium of the former Elks
building, Crown Street, is reported
undergoing alterations, and will be con¬
verted into a 450-seat theatre. SampsonSpodack interests, Lincoln, dropped their
Meadow Street project for this new
venture on Crown Street. . . . Morris
Bailey is reported also in on the new
theatre setup. . . . Building contractor
Jack Halprin is doing the work at the
Adley building.

Hartford
Masters of ceremonies for the testi¬
monial dinner set for June 9 at the
Bond Hotel in honor of Rube Lewis,
Loew-Poli Palace stage manager and
Local 84, IATSE, business agent, were
Harry Shaw, Loew-Poli division mana¬
ger, and Hy Fine, M. and P. Circuit
district manager.

As advance publicity for MGM’s “Sum¬
mer Holiday”, Loew’s Poli, Springfield,
Mass., the service staff at the house
recently sported straw hats. Manager
George Freeman was responsible for the
effective stunt.

Meadow Street1
New Haven is due to have its own tele¬
vision station. . . . Springfield Parkway
Drive-In was scheduled to open on May
29. Owner Willet, who is building the
North Haven Drive-In, is the operator of
The Massachusetts Drive-In, one of the
largest in New England, parking about
900 cars.
Colonial, Southington, has new car¬
peting. . . . Charles Lane is in charge of
the construction of the North HavenDrive-In. . . . Carroll, Waterbury, had
a nice new marquee installed. . . . George
Weber, now running the Gold Rays’
photograph shop took the pictures of the
Sol Popolizio wedding recently. . . . Sam
Rosen and Sam Weber, Rosen Film
Delivery, went to Florida on a fishing
trip. . . . New manager of the Crown,
Hartford, since a changeover of man¬
agement, is Edward Selette. . . . Princess,
Hartford, has an attractive new marquee.
. . . John Pavone, Monogram branch
manager, went to Chicago to attend a
confab. . . . Monogram had a screening
of “The Dude Goes West” set for the
Dixwell. . . . Harry Shiffrin is the new
salesman at United Artists. He was
formerly with Warners, Buffalo.
Walter Higgins, Prudential Circuit,
New York, visited Meadow Street. . . .
W. B. Zoellner, MGM short subjects
executive, was in recently. . . . Ken
Prickett, MGM publicity rep for Boston
and New Haven, was in.
Tom Germain, 20th Century Fox, was
scheduled to report to his new job at
Columbia as head shipper.

CIRCUITS
Loew Poli
“Tom Mix” kiddie shows were set for
Poli’s Hartford, Waterbury, New Haven,
and Bridgeport. Special morning shows
were set for the first two on June 12,
and the latter two on June 19. . . . A1
Lessow
was
transferred
from
the
Palace, Hartford, to the Poli, Waterbury,
to fill the spot left vacant by Sam
Shubouf, now manager, Lyric. . . . Sam
Horwitz, is back at the Poli, Hartford,
after a leave of absence.

CONNECTICUT
Hamden
The Board of Zoning Appeals was
asked for a certificate of approval to
allow the use of land owned by James
Dadio on the west side of State Street
between the rear of properties on the
south side of Hubbard Road and the rear
of properties on the north side of Davis
Street by Ringling Brothers and Barnum
and Bailey Circus on June 18. The
property is in a residence “B” zoned
area. The circus had previously asked
the Board of Selectmen for a permit to
occupy the old Hamden Airport site on
Dixwell Avenue, but, as a recently
amended local ordinance provides that
any site in Hamden used for a circus
must have a frontage of 250 feet on
a public highway, it did not meet the
requirements, the only entrance to the
old airport from Dixwell Avenue being
a 16
foot passageway.

y2

Attending a special screening recently of 20th Century-Fox’s Oscar-winning “Gen¬
tleman’s Agreement”, Cinema, Portland, Me., were, left to right: Ernest O. Porell,
Mayor, Westbrook, Me.; Rev. Victor M. Regan, Judge Armand O. Le Blanc, Rabbi
Morris Bekritsky, J. Harold Webster, South Portland city manager, and Lincoln
H. Hascall, South Portland city council member.

Loew-Poli is to have “Tom Mix The¬
atre Parties” in four towns in June.
Local presentation point will be the
Loew-Poli on June 26, the deal being
worked in conjunction with the “Tom
Mix” show on Mutual Broadcasting
Stations. Each Poli city is plugging the
radio show via trailers and stations
campaigning for the theatre shows by
spot announcements in a special re¬
ciprocal tieup. Other towns are New
Haven, Waterbury,
and Bridgeport.
Shows will be presented at only one
performance and will consist of films
and kiddie giveaways.
The Parkway Drive-In, newest open
air location in the area, opened for busi¬
ness on the Boston Road, Stony Hill,
Mass., accomodating more than 800
cars. The spot is operated by a corpora¬
tion,
with
incorporators
David
J.
Willig, Nicholas Zeo, Jr., and Mrs. Mary
E. Millea.
Joe Daly has been named Regal pro¬
jectionist. He succeeds the late Robert
Cormier.
A few of the area’s projectionists
switched around, with Joe Lewis, Center,
going to the Loew-Poli Palace, and
Warren Coons, Eastwood, East Hartford,
shifting to the booth at the Central,
West Hartford. Lawrence Walifieff suc¬
ceeded Coons in East Hartford. . . .
Assistant manager Albert Lessow, LoewPoli, has been transferred to the LoewPoli, Waterbury. In Waterbury, he
replaces Sam Shubouf, promoted to
manager, Loew-Poli Lyric, Bridgeport.
. . . Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli circuit
division manager, was in.
The State shuttered for the warm
season, and Dr. Ted Harris, managing
director, reports plans under way for
summer renovations. . . . Fred R. Green¬
way, Loew-Poli Palace, and Howie
Padowitz, assistant, pulled a number of
tieups for “Tarzan’s Secret Treasure”
and “Tarzan’s New York Adventure.”
The trade was sorry to hear of the
death of John J. Reardon, for a number
of years at the Capitol, Milford. . . .
Colonial aide Mrs. Emily Hurlburt re¬
signed. . . . Two Perakos houses, the
Strand. Thompsonville, and Eastwood.
East Hartford, had Tramer’s Wild
Animal Circus in for Saturday kiddie
shows. . . . Donald Skidd is new at the
Loew-Poli Palace. . . . Jerry Kenny is
the new Eastwood aide.
The following firms have filed certi¬
ficates of organization with the Secre¬
tary Of State’s office: Theatre Sales,
Inc., Naugatuck; president, Ralph S.
Pasho; vice-president, Eugene Pasho;
secretary, Anna M. Pasho, and treasurer,
Edward C. Lingenheld, all of Nauga¬
tuck; Gem Realty, Inc., Naugatuck;
president, Ralph S. Pasho; treasurer,
Edward Lingenheld, and secretary, Anna
M. Pasho, all of Naugatuck, and Salem,
Inc., Naugatuck; president, Eugene W.
Pasho; secretary, Anna M. Pasho, and
treasurer, Edward C. Lingenheld, all
of Naugatuck. The Pasho brothers are
Naugatuck theatremen.
The FCC shifted the hearing date
for television channels, originally slated
for last week, to Aug. 2.
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The Daly started a three-week deal
of Saturday matinee youngsters baseball
equipment, through courtesy of nine
area merchants.

The Strand has been experimenting
with various opening days, alternating
between Friday, Thursday, and Wednes¬
day. . . . Plans to reopen another stage
group at the State are reported in the
making.

Assistant manager Ben Lamo, Strand,
was expected back from his stay at Johns
Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore.

Paul Sullivan, special police officer,
Merrimack, is receiving commendation
for his work. . . . Sam Pinanski was
honored recently at special Lowell Tex¬
tile Institute ceremonies for his splendid
work in helping build up his alma mater.
The LTI Alumni Association presented
him with a special award.

Milford
This town has been chosen as the
‘typically American’ town to be used in
the filming of a movie on American life
by United World Films, Inc. The final
choice was made by Louis deRochemont
Associates after considering approxi¬
mately 200 towns. Victor Vicas, famous
Huropean director, has been here re¬
cently looking over the area preparatory
to shooting the film, which will be shown
all over the world as the first in a series
on geography now being made by the
film company. DeRochemont plans to
apply to these pictures the same tech¬
niques which he used in “The March
of Time” series which he developed. The
selection was made after research which
took more than four months.

Stamford
Nick Falzone, publicist, Avon-Stamford Theatres, was mulling plans for a
contest on “Silver River” with the
winner to be given a free trip to a dude
ranch.

Waterbury
Paul O. Klingler, Loew’s Strand,
acquired the nickname of “Tiny” ever
since Lou Cohen, Loew’s Poli, Hartford,
introduced him as such at the farewell
dinner recently at the Colonnade for
Sam Shubouf, Loew’s Poli assistant, who
has taken over the managerial reins,
Lyric, Bridgeport. By the way, Klingler
celebrated another birthday on May 28,
but was most reluctant to tell how many
candles decorated the cake. . . . Roger
Mahan is quite pleased with the brand
new marquee which now adorns his
North Main Street house, the Carroll.
. . . Fred Quatrano, Lido, is hitesting
around town in a new Dodge sedan.
That is, when his lovely better half is
not behind the wheel.
Bob Carney, Loew’s Poli, made a nice
tie-in with a downtown store in connec¬
tion with a recent bathing suit contest.
The new booth which adorns his house,
set up by versatile Jim Finnegan, stage
manager, earned quite a verbal bouquet
from Harry Shaw, divisional manager.
Carney, incidentally, was recently initi¬
ated into the Kiwanis Club. His name
was proposed by Ed Pierce, business
manager, The Waterbury Republican
and American. . . . Johnny Sirica, Lido,
is now wearing tortoise shell glasses
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This load of “dangerous” characters
huddled in a “paddy wagon” includes
Boston newspaper critics, “arrested”
following a recent preview of UniversalInternational’s “Naked City”. Aiding
the police was Charles E. Kurtzman,
Loew’s northeastern division manager,
second from left. The stunt was part
of the extensive Hub campaign staged
by the Loew’s group for the film’s
engagement.
per doctor’s orders, and they’re quite
becoming.

Wolcott
The Zoning Board gave a permit to
Phil Cahill, Wethersfield, and Lou
Rogow, Hartford, to erect a 900-car
drive-in theatre near Cedar Lake. It was
understood that a number of the area’s
property owners have secured legal
counsel and are planning to appeal the
board’s decision in court.

MASSACHUSETTS
Lowell
The Rialto has installed a new airconditioning system. Installation was
handled by Norman Glassman, owner
and manager. . . . Nat Silver, manager,
Strand, is receiving congratulations for
his fine work as chairman of the enter¬
tainment committee for the annual Im¬
maculate Conception parish reunion at
the Lowell Memorial Auditorium.
Frank Boyle, assistant manager, RKO
Keith’s, designed his own campaign for
“Fort Apache”, and the idea was adopted
by other RKO Keith theatres in New
England. . . . Art Keenan, manager,
Merrimack, is in personal charge of
talent shows run at the theatre one
night a week.
The New Palace expanded its adver¬
tising and publicity program, and has
inaugurated a number of new features.
Theatre was formerly the LGM Memo¬
rial.

Scotty Callahan, stage manager, RKO
Keith’s, recuperated after illness. . . .
The Jimmie Nusson stage shows every
Sunday at the Memorial Auditorium
have been postponed until the fall.
A visitor in town was Fred Nusson,
owner, nearby Wilmington.
That the contest angle in exploitation
can result in considerable free news¬
paper space if properly sold was proven
recently by the RKO Keith, where a
highly successful “Bambi” contest was
conducted. In cooperation with The
Sunday Telegram, the coloring contest
ran for three weeks, and ended with a
veritable storm of entries. Photographs
of the two top winners were run on
the first page of the second section of
the newspaper with a two-column cut and
story. Manager Sam Torgan promoted
valuable prizes, which supplemented the
awarding of 20 guest tickets. So great
was the interest in the contest that the
newspaper, through RKO officials, con¬
tacted the Walt Disney Studios, Holly¬
wood, and congratulatory telegrams were
sent from Disney direct to the two win¬
ners. Disney also showed so much per¬
sonal interest in the contest that he
personally sent along 13 sets of six
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the film. Three of the trucks are pictured above.
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11x14 charcoal reproductions of scenes
and characters from the film. These
were extra and unexpected prizes for
the runners-up in the contest.

Lynn
Assistant
manager
Frank
Kelley,
Paramount, gave Mayor Stuart Tarr a
few lessons in the art of trout fishing,
and his honor was soon landing some
of the finest specimens caught this
season at Sluice Pond, a stocked lake in
the city proper.
Manager George Lougee, Olympia, is
in the market for a new car. . . . Kenneth
Bergeron is the new assistant manager,
Warner, succeeding Lawrence Smith,
who resigned. Bergeron served three and
a half years in the navy in the Pacific,
but had no previous experience in the
theatrical field. . . . Phyllis Thorndile
and Irene Boggoch are new on the
Warner staff.

Taunton
Through the courtesy of M. and P. and
John G. Corbett, manager, Park, the
graduation exercises for the grammar
schools in Taunton will be held at the
Park on June 17.
Aides at the Park, John G. Corbett,
manager, made a handsome appearance
in breaking out with new summer uni¬
forms. . . . Stage presentations at the
weekly kiddie show at the Park have
been discontinued for the summer. . . .
A new series of “Stars of Tomorrow” is
being held weekly on Tuesday nights at
the Park under the sponsorship of the
Taunton Beef and Provisions Company,
Inc.

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket
E. M. Loew’s former Capitol opened
to capacity crowds as the Center recently
with complete renovations and redecora¬
tions. The house opened with the same
second-run policy after several months
of darkness. Improvements include an
entire new front of glass with fluorescent
shadow boxes and a new marquee with
opaque lettering and neon trim. The
upright sign has been abandoned. Wil¬
liam Dobbs, for 15 years a manager
for RKO in Ohio and for two years a
manager for B and Q in Brookline,
Mass., and Attleboro, Mass., is the new
manager of the house. He is a new¬
comer to the E. M. Loew Circuit.
The Strand has also started with
extensive alterations which call for a
widened entrance with adjoining stores
being moved for the expansion. All three
lobbies are due for complete remodel¬
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ing, and recarpeting is planned for the
inside lobby. The entire theatre will
receive redecoration. A new V-shaped
marquee with opaque letters will replace
the present model and the upright sign
will be eliminated. Cove lighting will be
used in many places, and poster cases
of stainless steel will be installed. The
house will remain open throughout the
alterations.
Silver anniversary of the Leroy was
heralded by The Pawtucket Times in
a feature which called the theatre “more
than a playhouse,” and paid tribute to
its use for charity and children’s shows.
Martin R. Toohey, manager, in an
interview, cited the house’s activities in
war bond drives and its position as
leader for its size. Three employees have
been with the house since its opening
April 30, 1923, Mrs. Catherine Cook,
bookkeeper, and Jerry Hanley and John
Butler, prejectionists. Tooney has been
manager since the opening.

Providence
The Independent Exhibitors of Rhode
Island held a regular meeting last week
at the Narragansett Hotel.

In connection with the recent Boston
engagement of MGM’s “Summer Holi¬
day”, Mickey Rooney trophies were
awarded to winners in the marble con¬
test sponsored by the park department
among the Hub’s public schools. Here
Park Commissioner John J. Murphy and
Loew’s State manager James E. Tib¬
betts make the presentations to senior
champ Robert Ouillette and junior
champ Paul Dunphy.

A rainy Memorial Day week-end
proved a heartbreaker for resort opera¬
tors and a boon to theatres. ... A bill
calling for screening of exit plans at
every performance was again lost in
committee as the General Assembly
adjourned.
Joseph Samartano, manager, Loew’s
State, made use of a lobby poster as
well as other bally to boost “Summer
Holiday”. The advance included a
Stanley Steamer with signs tying in the
music. Ken Crickett, exploiteer, MGM,
was in.
David Pollond, exploiteer, UA, was
also assisting on “Arch of Triumph”.
Metropolitan, James Handall, mana¬
ger, had its face lifted with a new
coat of paint on the marquee. Miss Ida
McGinn, treasurer, was preparing for
a summer on the coast.
Charles
Darby,
manager,
Avon,
escaped serious injury recently when his
car struck a bump in the highway in
Canton, Mass., going out of control, and
snapping off a fire hydrant. Darby re¬
cently screened “The Opera Film Festi¬
val”, including “William Tell”, “Marri¬
age of Figaro”, “Don Pasquale”, and
“Carmen”, for critics and music club
leaders.
“Dr. I. Q.” wound up a successful stay
at the RKO Albee, David Levin, mana¬
ger, after providing innumerable plugs
for the theatre during his weekly broad¬
casts. Faced with newspaper rules
against publicity for the appearance,
Bill Morton, publicity director, RKO
Albee, kept the six-week stay alive with
a “Letters to the Editor” controversy.
To plug “Miracle of the Bells”, Morton
managed to obtain a special half-hour
quiz show on WHIM. For “Berlin
Express,” he made use of free air time
for a letter-writing contest on “My Most
Exciting Train Trip”. Brad Swan, critic,
the Providence Journal, was guested by
Morton at a screening of the film and
lunch with Robert Ryan and Paul Lukas.
. . . Seymour Ladd, student assistant,
RKO Albee, is sporting a new Plymouth.
New assistant at the Hope is Carl H.
Amos, a newcomer to theatres but a
veteran of exploiting “Henry V” for UA
as well as of the army.
Mrs. Archibald Silverman, wife of the
Strand owner, was pictured recently as
she took part in the ceremony of
turning over an ambulance for use in
Palestine.

“Glenny” Brann, who lost both of his
legs through a prank, stands on his new
artificial limbs as he is presented a sea¬
son’s pass in Boston by James E. Quareno, president, Saugus Drive-In. Joe Cifre and William Koster, Chief Barker
and director respectively, Variety Club,
look on at the recent ceremony.

The number one cover girl of France,
Lise Bourdin, better known as “Miss
Arch of Triumph”, was in Boston re¬
cently in connection with the United
Artists film, and was greeted there by
UA branch manager John J. Dervin.

VERMONT
St. Johnsbury
John Tegu, 79, prominent theatre
owner, died after an attack of virus
pneumonia. He was the founder of
Tegu Theatres, Inc., which he had
operated with his son, Andrew.
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the hospital. The Kreiselman infant
resuscitator is the most efficient method
of giving aid to an infant who has
difficulty in clearing his throat of foreign
matter, and in starting to breathe. These
resuscitators have a heated crib, an
aspirator for removing fluid from the
throat, and oxygen, which can either be
forced into the infant’s lungs or which
the infant can breathe on its own.

iMiWS OF THE

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA

Walter Mac Ewen, co-producer with
Jesse L. Lasky of “The Miracle of the
Bells”, for RKO release, was here with
Lasky recently conferring with War
Department officials on “Battleground”,
a film dramatization of the Battle of
Bastogne.

Washington
One of the great secrets of the war, the
methods employed by the Army Counter
Intelligence Corps in guarding and
transporting the atom bomb as related
by former Intelligence Agent Norbert
Gagen, now will be documented for the
screen under arrangements completed
with the United States Atomic Energy
Commission and the army by Producer
Bryan Foy. For the first time, the cloak
of secrecy will be lifted on the incredible
lengths to which CIC operatives went in
protecting the Oak Ridge, Tenn., instal¬
lation, and keeping the nuclear fission
project “top top secret”. Foy announced
that he has been granted permission by
the Atomic Energy Commission here to
photograph portions of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., the most heavily guarded region
in the whole world. Negotiations for the
filming of Gagen’s story, titled “These
Were My Orders”, have been in progress
for several months. A full company of
actors and technicians with Foy in per¬
sonal charge, will leave Hollywood for
Oak Ridge on June 15. They will work
there under the direct supervision of the
Army and Commission. Full security pre¬
cautions, in accordance with the Atomic
Energy Act, will be observed.
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Johnny Mattingly, left, and manager
Ray Trumbule, New, Leonardtown, Md.,
examine the $100 breakfast table and
chairs which the Great Mills Furniture
Company donated for a recent giveaway.
making a swing of exchanges under his
supervision.
At dedication ceremonies at Garfield
Memorial Hospital on May 28, the
Variety Club made available two Kreiselman infant resuscitators, for use in the
maternity ward of the hospital. Pre¬
sentation was made by Fred S. Kogod,
chairman, welfare committee, and pre¬
sent were William R. Castle, hospital
president and A. B. Cook, administrator.
Also on hand for the presentation were
Frank
M.
Boucher,
Chief
Barker,
Variety Club, and members of the
Variety Welfare Committee. With this
Variety Club gift, Garfield Memorial
Hospital now has an infant resuscitator
in each delivery room and nursery in

At Eagle Lion: The folks in this
exchange are brimming with good
tidings of signed contracts. . . . Tom
Guinin, traveling auditor, has been in.
. . . Florence Carden flew out to
Burnington, la., her home, to visit
with her mother and sisters. . . . Mary
Ellen Myers, billing clerk, was honey¬
mooning in Atlantic City with her
husband, Lawrence Peters, employed in
a local bank. . . . Mrs. Billie Benick, was
planning her vacation.

Memorial Day found most of the
Film Row off for brief holidays and
movie folks occupied with matinees. . . .
The big rain over a recent weekend
brought plenty of publicity in the local
press to K-B’s Senator. The parking lot
adjacent to the theatre was submerged
with three feet of water, and so were
the unlucky automobiles which were
there, too. ... In town for a visit with
her parents were Mrs. Janet Kun and
husband. Papa and Mom are Mr. and

RCA announced last week that an
experimental ultra high-frequency tele¬
vision station would be installed at the
Wardman Park Hotel, location of NBC’s
commercial television station, WNBW.
The new station will be used to explore
and develop television program service
in the 500-megacycle region.
Sam Shain, director, exhibitor and
public relations, 20th Century-Fox’s
distribution department, and Thornton
Sargent, National Theatres, were in.
The opening night of “The Fighting
69th” at the Metropolitan, was marked
by the attendance of members of the
Rainbow Division Veterans local organi¬
zation, headed by Post Commander R. J.
Fagiolo. John Marcon, manager, Metro¬
politan, received the veterans organiza¬
tion guests.
Rudolph Weiss, head, Warners home
office real estate department, and Miles
Alben, Warner Theatres executive, were
in.
A new film said to explain the veneral
disease problem educationally put out
by Hygienic Productions, was sharply
criticised by Dr. Ross Taggart, chief,
local V. D. Clinic, Health Department.
Dr. Taggart reported to the Health
Officer, after previewing the film, that
he “could not recommend the showing
here in Washington.”
20th Fox Facts: District Manager
Glenn Norris had the staff in for a
meeting. . . . Back at home after another
year at Staunton, Va., Military Academy
is young Dickie Young, three-letter star
son of chief booker Sara Young. . . .
Mrs. Nellie Fiss is vacationing. . . . The
Dynamo Club held its weenie roast on
June 5 at the Sligo Park in nearby Silver
Spring, Md. . . . The Dynamo Clubbers
will soon choose a slate of officers.

Rudy Berger, MGM southern sales
manager, returned from Charlotte, after
June 9, 1948

When MGM star Margaret O’Brien was in Washington recently, the young actress
really had a full schedule of activities around town. The top photos were taken
during the star’s visit to Metro’s local exchange, with the shot at left showing Miss
O’Brien going over a report on the Children’s Crusade with, left to right: salesman
Sidney Eckman, Fred Rippingale, Vince Dougherty, Pete Prince, Fred Kogod, K-B
Amusment Company head, and Paul Wall, assistant branch manager. At top right,
Miss O’Brien poses with Kogod and daughter Betty Jean, left. Another stop for
the diminutive thespian was the chest x-ray center and at lower left she arrives
there with Loew’s Carter Barron and Nelson Bell, with a goodly crowd observing.
The Variety Club’s annual luncheon for mothers was highlighted by Miss O’Brien’s
presence, and at lower right the child star pins an orchid on Mrs. Fred M. Vinson,
wife of the Supreme Court Chief Justice, who was guest mother of the day.
WASHINGTON
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Mi’s. Max Cohen, Film Classics. . . . New
employees at FC are Alice Rant, steno¬
grapher, and Ralph Dunning, clerk. . . .
Don Chaban, Screen Guild salesman,
spent the holidays in Pittsburgh with
his family. . . . Offices of FC and SG are
being renovated. ... In town for book¬
ings were Leon Back and Ed Kimple,
Rome Circuit, Baltimore.
Gertrude Epstein spent the past week¬
end in New York attending the party to
her parents on their 41st wedding anni¬
versary. They are the Max Ornsteins,
Coney Island. . . . Visiting here was
Sam Epstein's sister, Janet. . . . Pretty
little Regina “Dee Dee” Lust, daughter
of Clara and Ben Lust, attended the
June week parties held at the U. S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Ind. She attends
Holy Cross Academy, and will assist her
father this summer.
At U-INT: Branch manager Harry
Martin recently visited accounts in
Richmond and Norfolk, Va. . . . Bookers
in this firm are now Ike Ehrlichman,
Thomas Ryan, Leonard Saver, and Ray
Forman. . . . Office manager is H. S.
Taylor. ... In town for a meeting with
the sales staff was district manager J. J.
Scully.
Reports are that the new Coral, Brad¬
bury Heights, Md., (in metropolitan
Washington) will be opened about July
1. This house, seating, 1067, was designed
by the Eberson firm, and will be oper¬
ated by the Fairlawn Amusement Com¬
pany. . . . Also slated to open soon, pro¬
bably the end of June, is the new Schine
house in Milford, Del. This one will seat
about 1700, according to local sources.
. . . A new theatre is also soon to open
in Bridgeville, Del.
_q g.

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Donald Kirkley, drama and motion
picture editor, The Sun, was recently
pulled into show business via television.
Since February, he has had his own
telecast on Sundays from the auditorium
of the Baltimore Museum of Art. Be¬
ginning with straight armchair inter¬
views with stage celebrities from Izzy
Rappaport’s Hippodrome and Ford’s, the
critic wound up with a cast of 14 college
amateurs and faculty members doing a
program which included two interviews
and seven song, dance, and piano num¬
bers. Kirkley scouts for most of his own
talent, directs the show, works up the
outline, writes the dialog, and acts as
emcee. The show is part of the Sun’s
regular Sunday night program, telecast
on its own station, WMAR-TV.
The Biddle opening was postponed to
June 4 by Samuel Schwartz and part¬
ners. . . . Meyer Leventhal, managing
director, Lord Baltimore, sent in his
resignation as national director and
Allied representative, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Maryland, Inc, but
he still retains his position of eastern
regional vice-president. W. C. Allen,
Towson and Belaire, has been appointed
to succeed Leventhal as national director
and Allied representative for the MPTO
of Maryland, Inc., Lauritz Garman,
president.
Bill Zell, Nat Rosen, and Bill Epley
returned from a three day fishing trip
to Cape May, N. J., with about 800 trout.

DAVID E. BRODSKY
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Cumberland
Under its new banner, “A Darnell
Theatre”, the Maryland gave a special
performance of John Moyer’s annual
stage
attraction,
“The
Cumberland
Follies”, on a recent Saturday morning.
Several cartoons were also shown.
Joseph G. Kelley, head, Kelley Motion
Picture Corporation, Pasadena, Cal.,
arrived to make a Technicolor film of
Cumberland and vicinity. Cramer Bol¬
linger, head cameraman, joined Kelley,
and work was begun after Memorial Day.
G. Roy Sutherland, Alipquippa, Pa.,
president,
Baland
Corporation,
an¬
nounced that he will build a 500 car
drive-in by Aug. 1 on the old Tresher
farm, between Six Mile House and Cresaptown on State route 55, about five
miles west of CumbeiTand. Shows will be
scheduled on a twice-a-night, sevenday week basis. The Wright-Richardson
Company has the construction contract,
while George E. Baughman Contracting
Company has the grading contract.

Seen at Paramount’s recent mideastern
division sales meeting in Philadelphia,
were, left to right, top to bottom: James
Levine, Charles Perry, J. Maxwell Joice,
Jack Bryan, George Kelly, branch man¬
ager A. C. Benson, Jack Howe, Herbert
Thompson, and Harley Davidson.

Hughesville
John Bailey, Hughesville, is spending
most of his time these days at his
Clements estate. His health is reported
none too good, but while he supervises
the farming, the theatre remains open.

Leonardtown
The Schwaber Circuit, headed by
Milton Schwaber, W. Brizendine manag¬
ing director, used “My Father’s House,”
in the Met, with all English dialogue.
This circuit then booked it in their
Linden for four days.
Henry Sauber, Cameo, has been re¬
ceiving good results from the contest he
has been running in his house program.
The announcements read: “Many of
these programs have a ringed “c” among
the attractions—locate the ringed “c”
bring program to the Cameo boxoffice,
and you will be admitted free (except for
tax) for any show on this program.”
Robert T. Marhenke, Hiway manager,
received an editorial story in The Even¬
ing Sun concerning his receiving a check
for $10 for services as a Justice of the
Peace, when, as a matter of fact, he
resigned from that position some time
ago. Marhenke said he would send the
check to the governor to be sent back to
the Central Payroll Bureau.
—Jacques Shellman

The New reports that the tieup with
the Great Mills Furniture Company,
whereby patrons were given household
furniture, has proven one of the best
cooperative drawing cards yet discovered
by the theatre. By a coincidence, Walter
Kirk Sterling, projectionist, St. Mary’s,
the opposition house, was the recent
recipient of a $100 Howell table and
chair. . . . The New announced that
“Sons of the Pioneers” and “Pete Castle
and the Stars of Radio Ranch” from
WARNL will be the next two stage
attractions in July. ... A meeting was
held at the New by a group interested
in getting a memorial library started via
bookmobile. ... St. Mary’s recently held
an all sports film show as a benefit
attraction for the St. Aloysious Athletic
Baseball Club. . . . The “Chuck Wagon
Western Gang” played the St. Mai’y’s.

Solomon's Island
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dowell, D. and L.
staff, who spent several weeks in Wash¬
ington on vacation, returned to their
home.

VIRGINIA
Richmond

Nothing was overlooked as advance
publicity in Washington for Walt Dis¬
ney’s RKO release, “Melody Time”, with
Johnny Appleseed himself making an
appearance recently in the person of
John Baker, representing the Leomin¬
ster, Mass., apple festival. Here Baker
plants appleseed on the famous Mall be¬
tween the White House and Lincoln
Memorial as Truman Nold, Congressman
P. Philbin, and Leslie Buffman look on.

A special meeting of the board of
directors of the Virginia Motion Picture
Association was called by President
William F. Crockett. Among those
attending were: Leonard Gordon, New¬
port News; Jack Katz and Hunter Perry,
Charlottesville; Wade Pearson, Arling¬
ton; Carrington Waddell, South Boston;
Bobby Levine, Norfolk;
Ben Pitts,
Fredericksburg; Denver Aleshire, Luray;
T. D. Field, T. I. Martin, Culpeper, and
Morton G. Thalhimer, Sam Bendheim,
Jr., Colonel Robert T. Barton, Frank
O’ Brien, Harold Wood, and George
Peters, Richmond.
Miss Alma Rosenbaum, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rosenbaum, was a
candidate for an M. A. degree at Mt.
Holyoke College’s 111th Commencement
exercises on June 7. Miss Rosenbaum is
a graduate of WesthamptQn College,
where she received the Skinner Fellow¬
ship for graduate study. She has been
serving as graduate assistant in... the
(Continued on Page NT-4)
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VO YOU REMEMBER?
Fifteen Years Ago: In Blackston, Va.,
the Nottaway was damaged by a fire. . . .
In Williamsburg, Va., the RKO opened.
It was completed by the Rockefeller
Foundation. ... In Baltimore, no the¬
atres were permitted to stay open later
than 1:10 a. m. . . . Throughout the
Virginia territory, cashiers had been
warned to watch out for counterfeit $20
bills. . . . Leonard McLaughlin, manag¬
ing director, Maryland and Auditorium,
Baltimore, announced that Cecil B.
DeMille’s “Sign of the Cross” would be
shown at the Maryland instead of
Ford’s, and that the Maryland would be
wired permanently for talking pictures.
. . . Harold A. Weinberg, MGM branch
manager, Washington, and his wife were
visiting in Cuba. ... In Hagerstown, Md.,
top admissions had been reduced to 40
cents.

In Baltimore,
S. Rath proposed a new theatre to be
built at 2804 Pennsylvania Avenue. . . .
Another theatre was proposed to be
built in Baltimore by the Gordon Realty
Company to cost about $12,000, and to
be erected at Baltimore and Catherine
Streets. ... In Washington, the Avenue
Grand was taken over by Harry M.
Crandall and Joseph P. Morgan. . . .
S. J. Mayer resigned from World Film,
and became salesman for VLSE. He
was succeeded at World by E. R. Hass.
. . . J. A. Koerpel was succeeded as man¬
ager at General Film Exchange by A. J.
Nelson. . . . H. W. Robertson, who had
been operating his Little, Covington, Va.,
in a reconverted store, moved to the
Masonic Temple, where he had more
seats.
Thirty-Two Years Ago:

Richmond
(Continued from Page NT-2)
physics department at Mt. Holyoke. . . .
Earl Bergener, Highway Express repre¬
sentative, is looking forward to a vaca¬
tion in Ohio. . . . Mrs. Joe Arcaro, opera¬
ting the Lincoln in partnership with
Frank Storino, leaves for Italy in August
for an extended stay, accompanied by her
daughter. . . . Bob Saunders opened the
Greenacres Drive-In near Newport News.
. . . Herman Rubin, Petersbury, Neigh¬
borhood Theatre, Inc., partner, has
returned from visiting his daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Savel,
in Newark, N. J. . . . Dorothy Orange
and Robert Hines resigned from the
State. . . . Bob Overcash, Neighborhood
Theatre, Inc., engineer and photo¬
grapher, was sick. . . . Mary Burch and
Margaret Terrell, Brookland staff, went
to the Beach over the weekend.

Attending the recent Ad Club luncheon in Washington were, left to right: John
O’Leary, Glenn Norris, Carter Barron, Ken Clark, Anthony Muto, guest speaker
Charles Schlaifer, Frank Gatewood, and David Palfreyman.
Bellwood Drive-In manager, went to
New York for several days previous to
the opening of the Bellwood.
The new Bellwood Drive-In opened on
May 28 with a number of Fabian and
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., officials on
hand. Located four miles south of
Richmond on the Petersburg Pike, the
theatre accommodates 1000 cars, with
a special entrance and section for
colored patrons. The refreshment booth
is being operated by Berio, with Jack
Martin in charge. Berio’s Alexander was
on hand for the opening. The RCA booth
equipment and speakers were installed
by the Capitol Motion Picture Supply
Corporation, New York, under the per¬
sonal attention of Vincent Paolillo,
field engineer. Jointly owned by Neigh¬
borhood and Fabian, the theatre will be
operated by Fabian. Among Fabian
folks on hand for the opening were: Lou
Golding, division manager; A. Frank O’
Brien, city manager; Edgar Goth, divi¬
sion publicity chief; Floyd Stawls,
publicity manager, Richmond; Charlie
Hunlbert,
Colonial
manager;
Ward
Kreag, city manager, Altoona; Bernie
Brooks, head booker; George Trilling,
division booker; Earle Westbrooke, Nor¬
folk city manager, and Joe Eagan, Fabi¬
an home office, real estate. Neighborhood
folks included: Morton G. Thalhimer,
president; Sam Bendheim, Jr., general
manager; Herman Rubin, Petersburg;
Howard Rubin, Petersburg city mana¬
ger; Sam Gordon, manager, Venus and
Ponton, and Stewart Tucker, State
manager. Albert Huttlemayer is the
projectionist. “Mike” DeAngelus, archi¬
tect, was on hand with his pipe, as was
Morris Cassin, Neon Display, New York.

Albert Bernstein, manager, was seen
darting here and there in his “jeep”. He
would be lost without it. He is to be
congratulated on the way his trained
staff handled the first night crowd. Huge
baskets were received from Doyle and
Russell, contractors;
Chewning and
Wilmer, electrical contractors; Jack
Beresin, Berio Vending Company, and
Local 370. Bill Attmore, RCA engineer,,
is also to be congratulated on a well
done job. Morris Cassin was giving a
demonstration of the unbreakable glass
back of the announcement board when
the cops grabbed him. They thought he
was a real vandal. Policy will be four
changes weekly.
—S. T.

WEST VIRGINIA
Keyser
Olen MacDonald, Music Hall, is very
busy during the day attending to his 81acre farm and large garden. . . . Naomi
Purgitt, Music Hall, will be married in
early August to a West Virginia Univer¬
sity student.

VARIETY CLUB
Washington, Tent- 11
Newest applicants approved by the
club membership committee are Arthur
Shaftel, assistant contact manager,
Warners, and Francis Earl Taylor,
booker, Columbia.
Bob Pruett, steward for many years, is
now a great-grandfather. His oldest
grandchild, George Talburt, recently
announced the birth of a daughter.

Claude N. Wilson, maintenance en¬
gineer, Boyd, for the past 18 years, died
on May 29 after being away from his
work only four days. He was well known
among the theatre folks of Richmond,
and leaves behind a host of friends.
Now another department store is giv¬
ing free movies for the children on
Saturday mornings. In addition, Miller
and Rhoads showed free movies of
Virginia for a week in the afternoons to
adults. . . . Morton G. Thalhimer and
Sam Bendheim, Jr., president and gene¬
ral manager, Neighborhood Theatre,
Inc., visited Arlington and Washington.
. . . Bernice Alley returned to the State
boxoffice after her illness. . . . Bob
Coulter’s Byrd lobby looks mighty nice
with that new carpet.
We hear that Charlie Hulbert, Colonial
manager, did a lot of looking around for
a new home, and then decided that it
was better to build. . . . A1 Bernstein,

This attractive display for the recent
run of 20th Century-Fox’s “Sitting Pret¬
ty” was designed by manager Ray
Trumbule, New, Leonardtown, Md., with
models from the Morgan Department
Store and ferns from the Leonardtown
Flower Shop enhancing the promotion.

Top celebrities from all walks of life
were on hand at the recent Washington
Post charity golf tournament in the
Capitol City’s Columbia Country Club.
Shown above are; presidential hopeful
Bob Taft, army chief Omar Bradley,
and funster Henry Morgan.
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CROSSTOWN
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's vicepresident and treasurer, returned
last week from a Miami vacation....
Coram Pictures Corporation, 723 Sev¬
enth Avenue, of which John O’Connor
is president, and Mannie Baum, general
manager, announced- the release of the
Graziano-Zale world’s middleweight
championship fight films.
H. William Auten, Eagle Lion foreign
department, left by plane last week
for London on an extensive sales sur¬
vey trip....John Alton, Eagle Lion
cameraman, arrived last week from
Hollywood for conferences with the
Macmillan Company, publishers of his
forthcoming book, “Painting With
Light”
The final session of the five-week
course on “The New Significances in
Motion Picture Public Relations” was
given by Charles Schlaifer, director
of advertising and publicity, 20th
Century-Pox, last week at the New
School....Track fans who gathered at
the Roosevelt Raceway in Westbury,
L.I., last fortnight, witnessed the
running of the “Green Grass Of Wyoming”
trot, which track officials had named
in honor of the 20th Century-Fox film.
On hand to present a spray of roses
to the winning driver was Barbara Law¬
rences studio starlet, who had just
arrived in New York. The press had
gathered earlier as guests of Charles
Schlaifer, director of advertising
and publicity for th6 film company,
to witness a private showing of the
film, after which they were trans¬
ported to the track for dinner and
and the running of the races.
At a
of PCA
chief,
Agency,
licist’

meeting of the Film Division
last week, Roger Lewis, copy
Monroe Greenthal Advertising
former president, Screen Pub¬
s Guild, and chairman. Motion
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Picture Chapter, American Veteran’s
Committee, was elected chairman to re¬
place John McManus, recently elected
president, who resigned because of
other commitments.

It was learned last fortnight that
a newsreel theatre will be included
in the Union Bus Terminal to be built
on the block bounded by Eighth and
Ninth Avenues and 40th and 41st Streets.

L.M. Eckert, Selznick studio manager,
arrived last fortnight for a series
of conferences with David 0. Selznick
on studio matters.... Stanley Kramer,
producer of “So This Is New York” for
UA release, arrived last fortnight
from Hollywood for conferences with
Enterprise Studios’ vice-president
George Schaefer, eastern publicity
director Frederick N. Polangin, and
UA's Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. , and Al
Tamarin.

Ann Blyth recently spearheaded the
promotion campaign which U-I developed
to help launch the world premiere of
“Another Part Of The Forest” at the
Rivoli Radio was used extensively
during the three-week advance cam¬
paign, with Miss Blyth appearing on
many leading network programs. The
heavy publicity campaign also centered
around Miss Blyth, who was interviewed
by national syndicate representatives,
and posed for color shots for The
Daily News and American magazine. Miss
Blyth also cooperated in many local
civic events during her visit.

James Cagney, Jeanne Cagney, William
Bendix, James Barton, Paul Draper,
and John “Skins” Miller, of "The Time
Of Your Life' cast, came in from
Hollywood last fortnight for the gala
benefit premiere of the United ArtistsCagney production at the Mayfair. The
stars participated in ceremonies both
from the lobby and stage. Other Holly¬
wood top personalities were also on
hand for the bow as were prominent
diplomatic figures. All proceeds from
the opening were turned over to the
Wiltwyck School for Boys. Columnist
Frank Farrell conducted the celebrity
interviews broadcast over WINS and WNYC.
Ed Hinchy, Warner home office playdate department, returned from Cleve¬
land while Norman Ayres, southern
division sales manager, left for a
tour of the branches in Atlanta and
Charlotte for conferences.... Jane
Wyman, Warner star, arrived for a twoweek stay.
Mrs. Minette Goldstein, for 15 years
field public relations representative
for Century Theatres, resigned last
fortnight to assume private life....
Riethof Productions, Inc., 1776 Broad¬
way, last fortnight announced that it
secured the cooperation of the Museum
of Modern Art for the production of a
series of shorts on modern art, the
first of which, “What is Modern Art”,
to be ready soon.
A floor of 18,000 square feet at
165 Sixth Avenue has been leased by
Altec Service Corporation for $125, 000.
Charles F. Noyes Company, Inc., ar¬
ranged the transaction.

The Walter Reade Theatres recently
instituted an advertising campaign
featuring the television lounges in
seven of their houses, aimed to at¬
tract persons to come and see the
Louis-Walcott fight and the President¬
ial conventions in Philadelphia.
Houses not yet equipped with television
are using the- same campaign, but
borrowing sets from local dealers.
With the relaxing of government
controls. Century Theatres is pro¬
ceeding with plans to erect a new
theatre in Rockville Centre, L.I.
The new theatre, tentatively named the
Deane, will in its blueprints incor¬
porate several innovations fresh to
eastern theatre building. Among these
are zonal air conditioning, threedimensional lobby displays, a partof-the-theatre candy stand, parking
area for patrons, and a package check¬
ing service.
C.Y. Tom, president. ChinamericaFilm
Exchange of Hongkong, arrived last
week, and renewed his distributing
contract with Monogram at a series of
meetings with William E. Osborne,
Far Eastern representative.
“Why doesn't Old Man Adler give the
girls a break for a change, and make
shoes so that ‘she can be as tall as
he is’?” wailed Phyllis M. Mountford,
secretary in the local district office
of Altec Service last week as she

COMPLETE

MARQUEE

SERVICE

DESIGN — FABRICATE — INSTALL

MONROE SIGN CORP.
Since 1921
Stainless Steel—Vitrolite—Porcelain
THEATRE FRONTS
Drive-In Theatre Attraction Signs
253-9 Hackensack St.
TEL.

The National Television Council was recently formed at a meeting in New York
City attended by more than 40 representatives of video stations, film producer
and distributors, and advertising agencies. Among those on hand were, left to
right: Robert Pakow, WATV, Newark; Melvin L. Gold, National Screen Service,
temporary chairman; Sally Perle, Mesal Organization; Charlie Alicoate, Irwin
Shane, Television Workshop; Albert G. Zink, WRGB, Schenectady; Jay Williams,
Film Equities, and Myron Mills, Equity Film Exchanges. Permanent officers
will
be elected in June. Manv Droblems of the industry were discussed.
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MANAGER WANTED
Small Circuit with expansion possibilities.
Wilt accept man who is assistant manager at
present, seeking advancement. $50 plus bonus.
Give Complete Resume.
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told about her engagement to U.S.
Army Staff Sergeant H.S. McIntosh.
She is five feet three, while McIntosh
is six feet six.
Arthur W. Kelly, executive vicepresident, UA, returned last week
after a six-week business trip which
took him to London and Paris.... James
Cagney, who arrived for the world
premiere of “The Time Of Your Life”
at the Mayfair, announced last week
he would take a short vacation before
continuing his screen activities....
William Bendix returned to Hollywood
last week after attending the world
premiere of UA’s “The Time Of Your
Life” at the Mayfair.
Murvyn Vye, Paramount contract
player, left last week by plane for
Hollywood. ... The New York subways
selected Paramount’s “The Emperor
Waltz” as the Picture of the Month
for June.... Vincent Sherman, Warner
director, arrived last week from Los
Angeles.... Frank P. Rosenberg, who
produced “Man Eater of Kumaon” in as¬
sociation with Monty Shaff, for U-I
release, was a guest on Nancy Craig* s
half-hour ABC Network show last week.
He discussed the making of the film,
and explained the importance of pub¬
licity and exploitation in bringing
motion pictures to the American public
....Stuart Dunlap, MGM manager for
Argentina, arrived last week from
Hollywood, where he had been on va¬
cation.
Ethel Meyer, cashier, Capitol, died
last week in Flower Hospital after an
illness of four months. She had been
associated with the theatre for 17
years, and is survived by two brothers..
Roy Rogers,, Republic's “King of the
Cowboys”, was last week named"Youngster’s Ideal Father” by the National
Father's Day Committee_Walter MacEwen, co-producer with Jesse L* Lasky
of “The Miracle of the Bells” for RKO,
left by plane last week for London to
confer with RKO executives on the
British release.
Something new in Broadway premiere
presentations was staged at the Astor
last fortnight for the opening of Walt
Disney’s new RKO release, “Melody
Time”. The excitement attending the
opening were broadcast back to the
milling Broadway throngs below by an
aerial disc jockey. This novel relay¬
ing of Broadway activities to the
Broadway area crowds originated in a
booth specially built for the occasion,
and suspended some 40 feet above the
theatre’s marquee. Augmenting this
novelty, two broadcasts emanated from
the Astor lobby. Among those inter¬
viewed were Ethel Smith, Alice Marble,
Phil Spitalny, H.V. Kaltenborn, and
Bernard MacFadden.
Plans for a nationwide promotion
and publicity campaign to advance the
use of non-theatrical motion pictures,
as agreed upon at the ninth convention
of the Allied Non-Theatrical Film
Association, were brought nearer
realization at the membership meeting
held here last week. Recognizing the

wide gap between the numbers of actual
and potential 16mm. and 8mm. film
users, the Association’s special pro¬
motion committee, has crystallized an
enormous number of ideas submitted to
it, and is incorporating them in a
master plan for submission to the
board at the earliest possible moment.
Two Academy Award documentaries,
“Seeds of Destiny” and “First Steps”
were shown by the Village Film Society
at Greenwich News Playhouse last week,
followed by an address by W.H Wells,
former UNRRA film chief,, and at present
Films and Television chief at the
United Nations, responsible for the
making of both of these prize winners.
The Village Film Society is an af¬
filiate of the Film Council of America,
and is a cooperative non-profit or¬
ganization sponsored by Village House
as part of its community service pro¬
gram. The aim of the Society is to
encourage and assist in the better
use of non-theatrical films through¬
out the Greenwich Village area.
AbeLeff, well-known Bronx exhibitor,
is certainly proud these days, what
with the photo of Ms new home which
he recently purchased in Florida, and
his son, Norman, Star manager, becoming
a dad when his wife gave birth to a
boy.... Milton Hornstein was married
to Lenore Tarley at Temple Beth Emeth
on May 28. Everyone wishes them well.

New Jersey
ASBURY

PARK

Walter Reade announced the following
managerial changes in the Walter Reade
Theatres here: Joseph Sonniers, manager,
St. James, to manager, Paramount;
James Brennan, Jr. , assistant, St.
James, to manager, St. James; Jerry
Segal, manager, Paramount, to manager,
Lyric, and William Malone remaining
at the Lyric as assistant.

Four television sets are given away,
besides other valuable prizes.
JERSEY

CITY

The Central and Ritz had its last
award from the stage in connection
with “Miracle of the Month of May”.
The Lincoln, Union City, N. J. also had
its last award night.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

T.H. Wright, manager, RKO State,
highlighted his recent “I Remember
Mama” campaign by having a picket
parade up and down in front of the
theatre carrying a sign reading: “I
Remember Mama Unfair To Papa; Why Not
I Remember Papa?”. This proved quite
an attention getter. Wright also pro¬
moted carnations from a neighborhood
florist, distributed to the first
50 mothers attending the film.
NEWARK
Frank Hinchy, manager, Capitol,
Belleville, N. J. who has been running
on a three-four policy, will change
on June 23 to a three-one-three policy
to continue through the summer. He
will set aside Wednesdays for revivals
suitable for children.
Bernard Boris is the new assistant
at the Hudson, Kearny, N.J. He re¬
places Anthony Ricciardi.
Approximately 28 theatres over the
Warner Theatres Circuit will have a
harmonica contest on their stage on
different Saturday matinees during
the summer months. The kiddies will go
on the stage for about 20 minutes to
receive a free lesson on how to play
the harmonica.
Harry Pollack, manager. Central
Theatre, Jersey City, was recuperating
at Christ Hospital there.... Jack Conhaim, manager, U. S. , Hoboken, N. J.,
was ill at home.

BAYONN E
The Board of Trade’s ‘Night of
Awards” was heralded as a successful
venture by the various speakers at a
dinner. Twenty nine merchants partici¬
pated in the plan, and all attended
the affair given to Robert Deitch,
manager, DeWitt, who played a prominent
role in the program, and whose theatre
was used as the scene of activities.
He was presented witn an onyx fountain
pen set. The largest crowd in the
history of the DeWitt overflowed into
the lobby and across Broadway as the
final awards program selected a June
bride and awarded the last of five
television sets. The bride was out¬
fitted completely. Last month, the
DeWitt singled out the most outstand¬
ing mother, having 12 children, nine
girls and three boys, and the entire
family was dined at the Hi-Hat Club,
on Mother’s Day.
BL00MFI ELD
The Royal, during June, tied up
with the merchants in sponsoring the
“Month of Awards”, from the stage of
the theatre weekly for four weeks.

William Kane, manager, Hollywood,
East Orange, N.J. , was ill for a spell
PERTH

AMBOY

The Majestic is presenting a 10-week
talent hunt on Wednesday nights, with
up to 10 acts going on each week.
Merchandise prizes are offered to the
weekly winner, with sizeable cash
prizes for the finals. Walter Reade
city manager Julius Daniels is super¬
vising the program.
PLA INF IELD
The Oxford has renewed talent
searches in connection with its pro¬
fession vaudeville program presented
every Tuesday night. Auditions are
conducted by city manager Hal Martz,
and the tyros are given a regular spot
on the bill.
John Kohler manager, Walter Reade’s
Oxford, dug into his stock pile of
Yuletime decorations, and, after dust¬
ing off the mothballs, decorated his
lobby with Christmas banners, pennants,
streamers, and a festooned Christmas
June 9,
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tree when he played "Christmas Eve”
recently.
Radio and cartoon contests were re¬
cently conducted by city manager Hal
Martz and house manager Ann DeRagon
for 20th Century-Fox's "Sitting
Pretty”, Strand. WXNJ announced “Golden
rules for baby sitters”, and prizes
were awarded the best ones submitted
by listeners.

RED

BANK

Anne Swell was married to Chris
DeFelippo, assistant, Walter Reade’s
Carlton. The couple left on a motor
trip to Canada. Miss Swell formerly
worked at Walter Reade’s Strand.

New York State
ALBANY
The dismissal of a $16,500 suit by
New York attorney J. Stephen Holt
against Phoenix Fidelity Insurance
Company was upheld by Court of Appeals
last fortnight. The suit centered on
a fire at the Colonial. Holt and Jack
Olshansky, Albany attorney, after ne¬
gotiations with Berinstein Enterprises
for acquisition of the theatre, were
about to take physical possession
when fire damaged the Colonial. Phoenix
paid only the outstanding claim held
by Berinstein, and Holt brought action
for the other claim. Freedman and Or¬
son now operate the Colonial, Olshansky
having run it for about a year.
•Clayton Eastman, United Artist dis¬
trict manager, Boston, Albany, and
New Haven, was a visitor.... Chase
Hathaway opened his new 350 car drivein, North Hoosick, which also has
bleachers to accommodate walk-in cus¬
tomers. ...Lou Lichenstein, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox traveling auditor, was audi¬
ting the exchange.. .Elizabeth Herrick*
long time Warner Theatres’ employee,
celebrated a birthday.
Mrs. Anita Light, RKO contract
clerk, was'spending a week’s vacation
in Syracuse, where she attended the
wedding of her niece....The Valley,
owned by Charles Orr, Fair Haven, Vt.
and seating 200, opened in Schaghticoke....Joe Stowell, manager, Warners
Lincoln, Troy, arranged to display a
television set in the mezzanine floor
of the theatre.... Bennett Goldstein,
Loew’s office manager and booker,
spent Decoration Day weekend in New
York....Paul Goldman, who books for
private summer situations, was a visi¬
tor. ...Ruth Abriel is the new steno¬
grapher in Warners.... Jules Lapidus,
Warners’ eastern division sales mana-:
ger, went to Gloversville, accompanied
by Ray Smith, branch manager, to con¬
fer with Schine.
-M.E^R.

BUFFALO
When Columbia’s “The Mating Of
Millie” recently opened at the Lafay¬
ette, WBKW ran a contest. WGR ran a
two-day contest on “Best Suggestions
For Leap Year Songs”. In a tieup with
a magazine distributor, six trucks
were bannered with streamers crediting
the engagement.
June 9,
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Al Pierce was busily engaged rounding
out arrangements for his Saturday
morning Junior Joy Jamboree at Shea’s
Bellevue, Niagara Falls. A half hour
quiz show broadcast over WHLD will be
a highlight of the program.
Charlie McKernan, Shea’s Seneca ma¬
nager, paired up with Jack DeLang to
win the weekend team tournament of the
Buffalo Golf Club at Grover Cleveland
Park. They really bore down to bring
in a net card of 63, three under nearest
competitors.
Jack Gilmore, former Buffalo branch
exploitation representative for MGM,
was in to visit his friends enroute
to Michigan for his annual fishing
vacation.... Jack Emerling is the new
night switchboard operator, Shea’s
Buffalo, replacing Dick Cuedek,
resigned.
Malcolm Pittman took over the Cat¬
taraugus, Cattaraugus. The theatre
was formerly owned by Thomas A. Ranee,
now deceased, who had operated the
house for eight years. Pittman is moving
his wife Marie and daughter, Stephenie
from Denver, where they had made their
home for the past four years. He is
well known along the row, having been
employed by film exchanges both in
Buffalo and Denver for seven years.
Eleanor Paradeis, Pam-O-Film, is an
aunt again. Her nephew Robert H.
Marien, became the proud father of
twins, their first children. Karen
and Kathleen were born at the Louise
DeMerrilac Hospital.
MGM steno Dorothy Swejca becomes the
bride of Stephen Chmielowsky on June 12
at the Chapel of St. Francis, Athol
Springs.... Ed Susse is the new sales
representative at MGM, covering Buf¬
falo, and succeeds Gage Havens, re¬
signed.
Gage Havens, former MGM sales re¬
presentative, is now operating a
drive-in at Reno, Nevada, and wife,
Irene, assists in handling the con¬
cessions.
Merritt A. Kyser, president. Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State, Inc., called a general meeting
for June 21 in the MPTO headquarters.
Election of directors will take eplace.
J.S. Driscoll, reopened his Niagara
Drive-In, Tonawanda.. .Kallet Theatres,
Inc. reopened the Kallet Drive-In,
Syracuse.... M.C. Bickel reopened the
Chautauqua Drive-In, Bemus Point....
Fred and Donald Wilson reopened the
Finger Lakes Drive-In, Auburn.... Si.
Fabian and N. Heilman reopened the
Tri-City Drive-In, Binghamton.
A lovely wedding took place at Holy
Cross Church when Gertrude Anastasia,
Columbia, stenographer, became the
bride of Thomas Nigro. Breakfast was
served at MacDoels, with a reception
at Niagara Hall. The couple honey¬
mooned in New York.
-M.G.

ROCHESTER
Hugh Chamberlin Burr, executive
secretary, Rochester Federation of
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TRADE SCREENINGS
NEW YORK
MGM (Loew’s 72nd St.) June 14, 8:30,
“A Date With Judy”
Churches, hailed the “home rule” de¬
cision on banning movies by the Court
of Appeals, and demanded immediate
organization of the local film council
to advise on action against films
regarded as unsuitable.
The Embassy dropped prices to 44
cents top and 12 cents for children
in shifting to a grind policy with
four changes a week....Tom Grierson
played the carillon in Highland Park
during Lilac Week.
Michael J. Mungovan, business agent,
stage hands union, organized amusement
treasures and ticket sellers into an
affiliated AF of L local....Projectionist Louis Goler supervised the
Veterans of Foreign Wars poppy sale.
William Adrian staged a junior
fashion show on the stage of the Para¬
mount along with a contest to pick
Rochester’s "New Look Girl”.... Fivemonths-old-daughter Ellen is the
pride and joy of manager Glenn Hein¬
rich, Capitol, and her mother, the
former Leona Garraghan, who not so
long ago was assistant manager.
A new theatre seating 1200 is to be
part of a half-million dollar shopping
center launched by builder Emil
Muller at Mt. Read Boulevard and Lyell
Avenue.... Max Fogel, Webster, fea¬
tures free parking.... Bill Tishkoff,
Central Drive-In, has a new partner.
Paramount city manager James Eshelman was on the committee arranging
the Rochester Club cruise to Toronto
....Edward Peck Curtis, Kodak vicepresident, was elected chairman, Red
Cross chapter....Bill Phlipsak, mana¬
ger, West End, was one of the first
vacationers.
Manager Francis Anderson, RKO
Palace, had an Indian girl riding a
horse, with a lobby display and prize
contest in The Sun.
Most unusual stage presentation
hereabouts was the cow-milking con¬
test on the stage of the Ohrmann,
Lyons, with members of the 4-H Club
competing on speed in maKing the
bossies, give.
-D.R.

SYRACUSE
We were more than pleased to
meet Frank Allen, Allen, Solvay,
in our travels around town. . . .
Lionel Wilcox, George Raaflaub, and
Larry Sherman, projectionists,
attended a meeting of the 25-30
Club in New York City.... Francis
Miller, suggests that Bob Sardino get busy with the paint brush,
on the soap box at corner Jeffer¬
son and Salina Streets so that
Ray Roe will be able to carry on his
orations.
(Continued on next page)
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NEW YORK: May 23 marked the 11th
anniversary of the Film.Exchange Union,
Local B-51, celebrated in gala fashion
by a dance and entertainment at the
Henry Hudson Hotel.
Some 700 were in at¬
tendance as a starstudded show, headed
by Earl Carpenter and
his orchestra and master-of-ceremonies Ernie
Mack, went through
their paces. Credit
should go to Jack Lewin, head, entertainLe» Sugarman
ment committee, in pre¬
paring the program. A special program
was presented to the lucky individuals
joining in the festivities, One of
the features was the editorial in
tribute to the late Lew Johnson, from
the skilled pen of Harold Marenstein,
MGM. The affair added up to a memorable
night.
MGM: Birthday celebrants included
Selma Harris, secretary; Esther Acker¬
man, contract department, and Abe
Negrin, head inspector....Moe Rose,
booker, left on a motor trip to Flor¬
ida with his wife and family.... Harold
Margolis, booker, still had one eye
on distant California as the shorts
subjects drive rolled smoothly along.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Mel Sherman, book¬
ing department, was handing out cigars
in honor of the birth of a baby boy,
tipping the scales at seven pounds,
six ounces, and going under the monic¬
ker of Arnold Elliot.... Tom Goff, up¬
state booker, was ill.... Marvin Gold¬
stein, office aide, handed in his
resignation.Otto Sabatino, film
room, left to spend the remainder of
his vacation.... Florence Friedman,
secretary, located the apartment, and
was now awaiting the all-important day.
BELL: Lou Solkoff, booker, was com¬
plaining of sleepless nights since
the arrival of the baby....Larry
Kulick, salesman, is spending the
summer at Long Beach.... Bert Kulick
left on an extended vacation in Cali¬
fornia. ... Sid Kulick was on an up¬
state trip.
MONOGRAM: The entire sales staff was
called to a special sales meeting in
Chicago. Attending were Nat Furst,
Jack Farkus, Meyer Solomon, Harry LeVine, and Lloyd Lynn.... Frances High,
booking department, began her vacation
....Elias Barky, head film room, is
well-rested.
RKO: MaxPolinsky, booker, resigned,
and is now located at Brandt, replac¬
ing Mildred Oppenheimer....Jack DeWall, auditor, was paid a visit by the
office at the hospital.... Nora
Harkness, film room, celebrated her
birthday.... The sparkle of Gloria
Friedman’s dazzling engagement ring
matches the sparkle in her eyes.
UA: The

staff

thanked the Brandt
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office for the tickets to the “Command
Performance”. ...Albert McKenna, Albermac, Pawling, was a visitor....
Blanche Healy, secretary, was back
from a Miami vacation.... Dave Burkan,
salesman, returned from a Catskill trip
....Dick Perry, salesman, was telling
tales of his upstate tour.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Jeanne
Feldberg, secretary, resigned, and
headed for California....Nella Corn¬
elia is the new addition to the ad¬
vertising department.... Morty Meyer,
accounting department, was on leave of
absence....Jean Eigan returned from a
honeymoon....Renie Roberts, accounting
department, is displaying an award
for accumulating the highest bowling
score.
20TH CENTURY-FOX: Ann Jones, secre¬
tary, looks very chic since she had
her tresses sheared.... Bess Goldstein
Allen was finally installed in her
summer home in Long Beach.... Pete
Fishman, booker, was recuperating from
a tonsillectomy.... Henry Unger, print
booker, was resting comfortably after
a recent illness.... Jim Victory and
Abe Blumstein, salesmen, were serving
jury duty.
WARNERS: Phil Abrams, head, print
department, was mourning the loss of
his father.... Madeleine Aiello, con¬
tract department, was welcomed back
from a honeymoon in Canada.... The
softball team bowed to Eagle Lion in
a return match, 5-3....The office set
the annual outing for June 15.
RAMBLIN’ 'ROUND: The Newbury Cir¬
cuit purchased the Ritz, Spring Lake,
N.J....Lee Newbury left on a business
and pleasure trip at Hollywood, Fla.
....Adeline Ginsburg, booker. Princi¬
pal, set the date for June 18....
Louis Goidel, Gloria, Brooklyn, cele¬
brated his 27th wedding anniversary
....Louis Gold, Rivoli, Newark, re¬
cently celebrated the bar mitzvah of
his son.
HERE AND THERE: Alex Evelove, War¬
ners’ studio publicity director, came
into town....Norman H. Moray, Warners’
shorts sales chief, went out on a road
trip, landing eventually at the coast
....Eagle Lion’s Lois Butler came to
town last week-Ray Milland, Para¬
mount star, arrived for radio broad¬
casts and other publicity reasons. He
returned to the coast yesterday (June
8).
SYRACUSE

(Cont. from page NT-3)

glass doors being installed in the
lobby entrance to the Paramount are
just about the best ever....Note to
Mrs. Feldman: The cherished pipe be¬
longing to hubby has been located,
and, of all places, in the lost and
found department of the theatre.
Joe LaRonde, stage hand, Paramount,
continues to be lucky.... Hank Wolf
and Paul Sessler, engineers, Paramount,
have dressed up the air-conditioning
apparatus with so much gilt paint that
it resembles Fort Knox, Ky.
The newly commissioned air-condi¬
tioning unit at the Keith house, in¬
stalled during! the winter season by
Carrier, is one of the finest in these
parts.... Tommy Wlasuk, sign artist,
Schine Theatres, has completed one of
the most artistic “air conditioned”
signs for marquee use that we have
seen. ... Robert Thompson, recently
graduated from Syracuse University,
is the new assistant manager, Schine’s
Eckel.
Arthur Feldman, nephew of Dick, now
in charge of the Washington office of
the Mutual Network, will supervise the
airing of the three national political
conventions in Philadelphia.
Schine zone manager Harry Unterfort
tells us that the three local Schine
managers, Richard Feldman, Paramount;
Irving Cantor, Eckel, and Max Rubin,
Palace, are holding regular meetings
in his office, planning campaigns and
other details, determined to get in
the money during the Schine Summer Hit
Drive contest.
Dorene and
of Louis W.
spectively,
for year-end
University.

Renee Schine, daughters
and J. Myer Schine, re¬
are studying extra hard
examinations at Syracuse

Note to Harvey Cocks, general manag¬
er, Quimby Theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.:
As one. Grandpappy to another, congratu¬
lations, and we hope the four^month
old Brian will not be spoiled by the
time his daddy, now in the navy in French
Morocco, gets home to see him. Above
all, do not tell him any fish stories.
Jack Warner, veteran Keith employee,
was out enjoying the long delayed
sunshine.
-J.J.S.

Got a problem?
The solution may be waiting

Ike Kallefc, Schine’s Paramount, was
seen hurrying along in his new summer
outfit, oblivious to anything except
his arrival at the theatre.

for you among the specially
prepared forms and systems
which are available at cosf to
fhealres. which subscribe to

Edward Fitzgerald, dean, local stage
hands, had a searchlight in hand,
looking for daylight, and time to open
the front doors.... Jack Crowe, assis¬
tant manager, schine’s Paramount, has
his vacation plans nearly perfected.
Leland Vincent, New Canaan, Conn.,
boyhood chum of the Paramount manager,
Richard Feldman, was in for a visit
.... Those new three-quarter inch thick

this paper.
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PHILADELPHIA
Crosstown
Allied Al'tists-Monogram held a sneak
preview of “The Dude Goes West” on
June 8 at the Commodore.
A1 Horwits, Universal-International
eastern publicity manager, and Charles
Simonelli, eastern exploitation manager,
were in last week to set advance plans
for the world premiere of the Walter
Wanger production, “Tap Roots,” in
Technicolor, which will take place dur¬
ing the Democratic National Convention
in July.

Vine Street
Sam Diamond, branch manager, 20th
Century-Fox, reminded exhibitors last
week that “The March of Times” sub¬
ject, “The Presidential Year”, was parti¬
cularly appropriate for showings locally
since this city will be host to the Republi¬
can Convention on June 21, and the
Democratic convention on July 12.
Gloria Berger, secretary on the staff of
The Exhibitor, announced her enagement to George Spirt last fortnight. The
marriage is scheduled for September.
Harry M. Warner, Warners’ president,
was a visitor in town last fortnight, and
saw his Honeymoon win the major race
at Garden State Racetrack, receiving a
purse of $25,000. Accompanying him was
Stanley-Warner zone chief Ted Schlanger, who was host to him while in town.
Eugene Mori, who owns the Landis,
Vineland, N. J., besides being president
of the Garden State Racetrack, was
hospitalized recently.
That $375,000 payment to William
Goldman was made last fortnight by
the defendants in the anti-trust suit
which made industry history. In addi¬
tion, a $60,000 fee was paid to William
Gray, his attorney.
Eagle Lion bookers Max Bronow and
Harold Coltun will appreciate all dates
as they are all pepped up for the Bill
Heineman Drive which just got under
way. . . . Eagle Lion sales manager
Stanley Kositzky was happy over mov¬
ing into his new home.
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Gross, the former telephone operator,
left to join her husband, a doctor in
New York City. . . . Milt Young, Colum¬
bia exploiteer, is now busy painting his
house. He is also a gardener of note, and
it is said the weeds are doing fine. . . .
Harry Brillman, office manager- sales¬
man at Screen Guild, was off on vaca¬
tion to recuperate from the recent ordeal
of becoming the father of a new baby,
Robert. . . . Word was received at the
Warner exchange from Dolly Gallagher,
former stenographer, who is now recu¬
perating at Will Rogers Memorial Hos¬
pital, Saranac Lake, N. Y.
Owen Cline is a new student booker
at Universal-International. . . . Helen
Socha, U-I bookers’ stenographer, was
married to John Hudak, and is honey¬
mooning in Canada.
Dave Titleman, MGM booker, is fast
becoming the literary and little theatre
expert of Film Row. . . . Margaret Leczer,
secretary to William Rodgers, MGM
sales chief, was a weekend guest of
Florence Averell, Bob Lynch’s secretary
at Metro, and they attended the Garden
State Race track, where they met a good¬
ly contingent from Vine Street.
Sun Display’s sign at 1215-17 Summer
Street is something to look at. . . .
National Screen Service office manager
Moe Koppelman went to the Detroit
branch for a few weeks.
Shirley Jones is National Screen Ser¬
vice branch manager Stanley Goldberg’s
new secretary. . . . National Screen Ser¬
vice has had a new paint job... . Y and Y
Popcorn installed a Carrier-refrigerated
cold room for the storage of chocolate
candies during the summer season. Dave
Yaffe says it is one of few such facilities
in the country. ... I. Yaffe, Unique, was
recuperating at the shore with his wife.

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner
Deepest sympathy goes to Ella Lord
Shelly, one of the comptometer opera¬
tors, whose husband of only three
months passed away in his sleep on June
2. . . . Charlie Goltzer, former assistant
manager, Stanley, stopped in the theatre
to say “hello” to his many friends there.
He has been an AGVA representative in
Miami Beach. . . . Hortense Shalita came
back from her Memorial Day visit to
Richmond, Va., with a southern drawl.
Jerrie Greenberg is wearing lovely new
earrings and stockings, gifts from
Jeannie Dunav and Reesa Cooper respec¬
tively. Both girls returned from a short

vacation in Miami, and had super times.
. . . Freida Koren, booking office, spent
a holiday weekend at the Cavalier
Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va. And did
she come back with a sun tan.
Riva Null Feldman, former member,
short subjects office, gave birth to a baby
girl at the University Hospital. Mother,
daughter, and father are all doing well.

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Two separate anti-trust lawsuits are
pending in the Delaware Federal District
Court. In both suits, the defendants are
Interstate Circuit, Inc., Texas Consoli¬
dated Theatres, Inc., Paramount, Loew’s,
RKO,
Warners,
20th
Century-Fox,
Columbia, United Artists, and Universal.
The first action was brought on Nov. 6
by Tivoli Realty, Inc., operator, Delman,
Dallas, of which I. B. Adelman, Dallas,
is president and principal stockholder.
In the second action, filed on March 29,
the plaintiff is I. B. Adelman, individu¬
ally, as owner-operator, Delman, Hous¬
ton, Tex. It was in the Tivoli case that
U. S. District Judge Richard S. Rodney
on May 20 denied a motion by the plain¬
tiff for default judgments on the ground
that the defendants, in filing on May
14 motions to strike certain “immaterial
and prejudicial” allegations of the
complaint, had failed to answer by May
15, as previously ordered by the court,
the “unchallenged” portions of the com¬
plaint. The defendants contended that
their motion to strike automatically
extended their time to answer. Hearing
was scheduled for June 8 on the strike
motion. In the Adelman case, involving
the Delman, Houston, the defendants on
May 24 also filed a motion to strike out
references to the NRA Code Authority
and to decrees of the U. S. District Court
for the Northern District of Texas and
the U. S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York, as well as allega¬
tions concerning areas other than
Houston and Adelman’s assertion that
in 1936 he was “coerced and compelled”
to enter a 10-year agreement under
which Interstate leased his Tivoli, Fort
Worth, and Delman, Houston, Tex.
All managers of S-W Theatres in Bill
Morgan’s district, embracing Wilming¬
ton, Chester, Pa., Reading, Pa., Pottstown, Pa., Ambler, Pa., Willow Grove, Pa.
and West Chester, Pa., assembled in
Philadelphia on May 27 for a meeting
presided over by Ted Schlanger, zone
manager.

Oscar Neufeld will not return to Vine
Street, but will henceforth conduct his
models’ bureau activities from head¬
quarters established in the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel. . . . Florence Weiner,
Film Classics booker, returned to her
post after several weeks absence neces¬
sitated by a major operation.

Staffs of the six S-W theatres in
Wilmington donned their summer uni¬
forms. . . . Richard Edge, manager, Pike,
Claymont, is using an original idea. He
wrote copy for a special trailer calling
attention to the Philadelphia political
conventions, and announcing that the
Pike would have a “fun convention”
with patrons having an opportunity to
“vote” for their favorite “ticket,” Laurel
and Hardy against Abbott and Costello.

A1 Davis, branch manager; Sam Palan,
sales manager, and the MonogramAllied Artists salesmen returned from a
Chicago sales meeting. Davis made a
flying trip back. . . . Charlie Goldfine’s
Alden Confectionery was moved from
1208 to 1242 Vine Street.

John Koczak, manager, Earle, New
Castle, was vacationing in St. Clairsville,
O. . . . Mrs. Julia Davis, aide, Earle, New
Castle, returned to work after being off
sick. . . . The Earle, New Castle, was
taking up a lobby collection for the
“Crusade for Children” campaign.

Zelda Donsky, Columbia clerk, fell
asleep under a sun lamp, and was
severely
burned. . . . Penny
Rice,
Columbia stenographer, will be married
on June 12, while Eleanore Nifa, Colum¬
bia cashier’s department, will walk down
that center aisle on June 26. . . . Mary
Wilkins, Columbia stenographer, will
marry in July. . . . Nora Brennan is the
new “hello” girl at Columbia. Mrs. Celia

Marian Wiggins took charge of the
new candy stand at the Crest, Woodcrest. . . . Sylvan Shaivitz, manager,
Crest, Woodcrest, spent a day in
Brooklyn, N. Y., and says he did not go to
see the Dodgers.
The Sunday Morning Star published
a photograph of Bonnie Bandiera, Park
staff, who was crowned May Queen at
Bayard Junior High School.
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M. D. Nason, TWA district manager and
formerly with Paramount, and “Miss
Arch Of Triumph” study a photo of the
famous Parisian landmark during the
young lady’s recent visit to Philadelphia
in conjuction with United Artists’ “Arch
Of Triumph”, S-W Boyd.
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Edgar J. Doob, manager, Loew’s Aldine, reported that George L. Suther¬
land, general manager, WAMS, had two
permanent phone lines, a broadcast line
and a talk-back circuit, installed to air
the Memorial Day parade from Loew’s
marquee. It will be the exclusive spot
for WAMS to broadcast future parades
and Market Street special events. . . .
George “Doc” Doto rejoined Loew’s
Aldine staff to assist Jack Kelleher in the
operation of the air conditioning plant.
—Henry L. Sholly.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City
When Columbia’s “Sign Of The Ram”
recently played the Stanley, James
Ricci arranged to have all boardwalk
hotels carry special placards crediting
the engagement.
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worth’s, with 2,000 imprinted placements
placed on counters, crediting the en¬
gagement.
Henry Scholl, Capitol, recently enlisted
the cooperation of the local police
department for his campaign on Colum¬
bia’s “Relentless”, and the results proved
the wisdom of his choice. All lamposts
in the busy sections of town were posted
with cards reading: “Trenton’s Police
are ‘Relentless’ in their work of Safety.
. . . See ‘Relentless’ at the RKO Palace.”
Henry Scholl recently put on a big
campaign for Columbia’s “To The Ends
Of The Earth” at the RKO Lincoln and
Palace. Window cards in drug stores and
credit cards in Army Recruiting Service
spots around town plugged the film.

PENNSYLVANIA

Trenton

AMentown

Henry Scholl’s recent campaign for
Columbia’s “The Swordsman”, Capitol,
was built around a tieup with Wool-

When Columbia’s “The Mating Of
Millie” recently opened at the Rialto,
Jack Kosharick’s big stunt was the use

of 100 trolley cards on the cars running
between this city and Bethlehem.

Boyertown
Children
of the New Berlin ville
schools, near here, were guests at a
theatre party in the State, their teacher.
Miss Ann Renninger, Boyertown, arrang¬
ing the affair.

Carlisle
Patrons of the two local theatres paid
$1,223.21 in amusement taxes from April
15 to 30, according to the initial report
made on May 1, and announced a fort¬
night ago. The tax is one cent on every
10 cents or fraction of the basic admis¬
sion charge. The first public accounting
of receipts from the borough’s nine
amusement taxes and licenses was
$2,779.52, which exceeded the estimates
made on the revenue from such sources.
Manager John Gibbons, Comerford,
reported the tax has not hurt attend¬
ance, but he said an increasing number
of balcony tickets are being sold.

Gettysburg
David E. Irvin, 71, father of one of
the aides at the Majestic, and himself a
carpenter and handy-man around the
theatre, died last week following a 15foot fall caused by a collapsing scaf¬
fold.

HONEY
LEE

Harrisburg
Revenue derived so far on a city
amusement tax of about eight per cent
is less than was estimated, according
to the Director of Accounts and Finan¬
ces. Theatre taxes only for the first
complete month, April, which were re¬
ported by May 11, amounted to approxi¬
mately $9,031. The total collected from
March 12, the date the tax became ef¬
fective, to March 31, was $7,012.86. This
made a total from theatres of about
$16,043.
Taxes netted from other
sources in March totaled $904.14 and
in April, $2,635.03. The grand total thus
far was several thousand dollars below
the estimate. The city expects to receive
$119,000 this year from amusement
taxes.

THE NEW LOOK
in Dinnerware
It's a honey of a deal—
and breaking all attend¬
ance

records

in

every

situation!
The largest selection of proven box office stimulants
now available for immediate bookings!
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JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
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PA.

SUPERIOR SION
SYSTEM, INC.
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The first issue of Amusement Digest,
a weekly publication to be distributed
through the State, Colonial, and Rio,
Fabian—W. and V. Circuit, appeared.
It contained 20 pages of advertisements
and columns by Pete Wambach, an¬
nouncer for WKBC; Dixie Harvey,
formerly of The Telegraph, and Lynn
Sanders, fashion expert. Hyman Resnick
is business manager. The publication
also carries news and pictures from Hol¬
lywood and news about the pictures in
the making. An effort will be made to
establish a mailing list. . . . Manager
Gerry Wollaston, State, promoted “Wo¬
man in White” with a tie-up with a wo¬
men’s shop. A free ticket was offered
to every 10th purchaser of a “white an¬
gel dress.”
Considerable effort was given to bally¬
hoo on the street and at the theatre by
manager Sam Gilman, Loew’s Regent,
in his campaign for “Big City.” A week
before opening, a juke box was installed
near the entrance doors. The public
was invited to play tunes from “Big City”
without dropping a nickel in the slot.
Each of the eight front doors carried a
22 by 28 framed display selling different
stars, and containing portraits of them.
A fancy horse and buggy was driven by
a man and woman through the streets.
The copy on it read, “We Came in For a
Visit to the ‘Big City’. Now on our Way
to Loew’s.” A Prefect, Ford’s Englishbuilt car, was driven around the city
with a sign over the roof reading “The
Biggest Little Car. The Big EntertainJune 9, 1948
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ment Picture is ‘Big City’ at Loew’s.”
Arrangements were made with a school
safety patrol to parade to the theatre
in a group with each member carrying
a banner, “School Patrol Boys on Their
Way to Loew’s to See ‘Big City’.” Sixfoot cutouts of Margaret O’Brien sitting
on a fire-plug were used in front of the
theatre and on a street corner with this
copy, “How About Joining the Fun in
the Big City?”. For a week prior to
the opening of “Big City,” each patron
handing a $5 bill for tickets received as
part of his change a new, crisp onedollar bill in a cellophane wrapper. Im¬
printed on the latter was this promise,
“This Dollar Is More Than Enough For
a Million Dollars Worth of Entertain¬
ment When You See ‘Big City,’ MGM’s
Big-Hearted Drama With Songs.”
To promote “The Fuller Brush Man,”
manager Jack O’Rear, Colonial, effected
a tie-in with the local representative.
He promoted free hand brushes for the
first 200 women at the opening matinee,
advertising this gift on a lobby display
board and in the newspapers. Special
book matches were given to men on the
first day. They also were provided for
restaurants, barber shops, etc. In a radio
contest, listeners were invited to list the
various uses of brushes. Pan and hand
brushes, plus two complimentary tickets,
were awarded to the 25 persons who
submitted the most uses. Manager
O’Rear promoted the brushes without
cost to the theatre. Fuller Brush sales¬
men placed hangers on doorknobs if
their potential customers were not at
home. These read, “Your Fuller Brush
Man Was Here. Don’t Forget To See Red
Skelton.”
When Columbia’s “The Mating Of
Millie” recently opened at the Colonial,
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Edgar Goth’s publicity coverage included
100 bus signs reading “He was the nicest
bus driver she had ever met, and you
will think so too when you see ‘The
Mating Of Millie’ ”, etc.

Harvey's Lake
Another drive-in is being constructed
near here, in addition to the one which
opened I'ecently.

Hazleton
The State Labor Relations Board
ordered a hearing on the question of
union representation in three local the¬
atres. The IATSE and MPO, Local 152,
was seeking to represent doormen,
cashiers, and ushers at the Capitol,
Grand, and Feeley. It was said that the
employees, now members of United
Theatres Employees, CIO, have petition¬
ed the AFL union for affiliation.

Lake Aerial
A drive-in is being reported for this
area.

Lancaster
Charles Koerner, Colonial, recently
made a tieup with a local grocery on
Columbia’s “To The Ends Of The Earth”
in which passes were given away to
patrons in exchange for heralds dis¬
tributed by the store. Posters crediting
the film were placed with the Army
Recruiting Service, and displayed in the
post office and other spots.

Milton
A drive-in is being readied here by the
Veterans of Foreign Wars. R. E. Boyer
is managing, and Eddie Gabriel, Capitol,
Philadelphia, is doing the buying and
booking.
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Newmanstown
Commencement excercises by high
schools here and in nearby Richland
were held in theatres. The Joy was
engaged for the Newmanstown High
School, and Richland High School
carried out its program in the Neptune.

Reading
The borough of St. Lawrence, with its
entertainment hall, is in the Exeter
School District, and is subject to the
school tax levy on admissions. At the
same time it levied the admissions tax,
the board increased the realty tax from
16 to 18 mills and the per capita tax
from $3 to $5.
At Reading city hall, councilmen, who
have just blacked out $200,000 expected
extra revenue from water rents for 1948,
are pressing with renewed vigor for col¬
lection of more amusements taxes from
sports and other sources, outside of the
theatres.
The water rate cut, which
benefits theatres and other business, was
the sequel to organized resistance by big
property owners and industrial consum¬
ers. Theatre managers are cooperating in
full with city hall authorities in paying
the tax, but not that much can be said
for sports promoters and other amuse¬
ments managers, reports say. April in¬
come from amusements fell much be¬
low expectations and councilmen are
impatiently waiting for May reports to
arrive, in June, to give them a better
idea of what summer revenues will be
available from the amusements business,
sports and dances.
Manager J. Lester Stallman, Astor,
booked “The Noose Hangs High” for the
midnight
preceding
Memorial
Day.

by WALTER COLMES

/nc.
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Philadelphia (20) — Aldine, “Mourn¬
ing Becomes Electra’’ <RKO); Boyd,
“Arch Of Triumph’’ (UA); Capitol,
“Louisiana” (Mono.), “Curley” <UA) ;
Earle, “To The Ends Of The Earth”
(Col.) ; Fox, “The Iron Curtain” (20thFox); Goldman, "State Of The Union”
(MGM); Karlton, “Lady From Shang¬
hai” (Col.); Mastbaum, “Casbah” (UI) ; Princess, “Children Of Paradise”
(Tricolor); Stanton, “Adventures Of
Casanova” (EL); Stanley, “Homecom¬
ing” (MGM).

(20) — Stanley, “Wo¬
man In White” (WB); Hollywood, “Are
You With It?” tU-I); Apollo, “Big City”
• MGM) ; Shore, “The Mating Of Millie”
(Col.).
Atlantic City,

Wilmington, Del. (21) — Loew’s Al¬
dine, “B. F.’s Daughter” (MGM) ; War¬
ner, “The Big Clock” (Para.); Rialto,
“The Iron Curtain” (20th-Fox); Queen,
“The Fabulous Texan” (Rep.); Arcadia,
“The Sign of the Ram” (Col.); Grand,
“Crossed Trails” (Mono.), “Susie Steps
Out” (UA).

Three of Philadelphia’s femme radio commentators were among the many who
were recently brought to New York for a special private showing of UniversalInternational’s “Letter From An Unknown Woman” as part of the national promotion
campaign in behalf of the film. Shown from left to right are: Floyd Pattee and
Betty Pattee, WHNC, New Haven; Ruth Welles, KYW, and Kit Crane, WIP,
Philadelphia; Martha Ross Temple, WFBR, and Bettie McCall, WCAO, Baltimore,
Md., Priscilla Fortescue, WEEI, Boston; Anice Ives, WFIL, Philadelphia and Jeanne
Porter, WHNC, New Haven.

Reading, (29) Loew’s, “Arch of Tri¬
umph” (UA); Warner, “Silver River”
(WB); Ritz, “The Counterfeiters” (20thFox), “Fighting Mustang” (Astor); Astor, “All My Sons” (U-I); Embassy,
“The Big Clock” (Para.).
Atlantic City (26)—Apollo, “Home¬
coming” (MGM); Strand, “Green Grass
Of Wyoming”
(20th-Fox);
Stanley,
“The Big Clock” (Para.); Hollywood,
“Ruthless” (EL); Shore, “Jassy” (U-I).
Wilmington, Del.
(28)—Loew’s Al¬
dine, “Homecoming” (MGM); Rialto,
“Green Grass Of Wyoming” (20th-Fox) ;
Warner, “Silver River” (WB); Arcadia,
“The Big Clock” (Para.); Queen, “The
Fighting 69th” (WB), “Valley of the
Giants”
(WB) ;
Grand,
“West
of
Sonora” (Col.), “Blonde Savage” (EL).
Philadelphia
(29)—Aldine, “Mourn¬
ing Becomes Electra” (RKO); Boyd,
“Arch Of Triumph” (UA) ; Capitol,
“Killer Dill” (SG), “Foreign Correspon¬
dent” <SG>; Earle, “All My Sons” (U-I) ;
Fox, “Green Grass Of Wyoming” (20thFox) ; Goldman, “State of the Union”
(MGM); Karlton, “Lady From Shang¬
hai” (Col.); Mastbaum, “Silver River”
<WB); Pix, “Henry V” (U-A); Princess,
“Citizen Saint” (Clyde Elliott); Stanley,
“Homecoming” (MGM) ; Stanton, “Four
Faces West” (UA).
Reading (5)—Warner, “Silver River”
'WBi; Strand, “If You Knew Susie”
(RKO) ; Ritz, “Golden Boy” (Col.), “She
Couldn’t Take It” (Col.); Astor, “Cas¬
bah” (U-I); Embassy, “Unconquered”
<Para.); Loew’s, “Homecoming” (MGM).

Bernard B. Keeney, general manager,
Rajah,
announced a new summer
schedule for the house that will elimin¬
ate a number of screen showings.
Manager Larry Levy, Loew’s, present¬
ed Margaret O’Brien hair ribbons to the
first 100 girls under 12 years attending
a Saturday morning show, with their
mothers, for “Big City”.

Shrewsbury
The Trail was reported to have closed.

York
The Lincoln, a new drive-in, was
readied for opening by Robert Thorn,
operator,Ruthorn Drive-In,Scottdale, Pa.

Philadelphia’s Lewen Pizor and Mrs. Pizor were among the group of important
exhibitors and their wives who recently visited the MGM lot in Culver City, Cal.,
and here the contingent poses with some Metro stars. Among those seen above
are: Walter Morris, Knoxville, Tenn.; Edward Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Lowenstein, Oklahoma City; Herman Levy, New Haven, Conn.; Ann Miller, the
Pizors, Mr. and Mrs. Julian Brylawski, Washington; Claude C. Munde, Little Rock,
Ark., and George Murphy.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
About 10 days ago a permanently
established 16mm. Drive-in theatre was
opened between Schuylkill Haven and
Orwigsburg, showing on Wednesday,
Saturday, and Sunday evenings.
With little investment, they have es¬
tablished formidable competition to the
35mm. theatre interests in Pottsville,
Schuylkill Haven, and Orwigsburg and
they are doing very nicely, thanks to the
lethargic attitude of some of our major
distributors whose product in 16mm.
they are using.
This unfair competition has been pros¬
pering on 16mm. major product, and
which has been called specifically to the
attention of local branch film exchange
managers. Their product in 16mm. is
subject to cancellation by them, where
a theatrically-competitive situation has
arisen, but as yet nothing is apparently
being done.
This 16mm. venture is biting deeply
into the business of local 35mm. theatre
interests who have an investment to
protect. Is it not like “biting the hand
that feed them” for any distributor to
take a “do nothing” attitude when
unfair competition over which they have
control is jeopardizing their established
theatre accounts? These 16mm. films
have their place, but not in want on
competition to established 35mm. the¬
atres. This venture is using local news¬

paper advertising much larger than the
majority of theatres in this area, the
latter of which due to a necessarily
limited budget cannot afford increased
space! Does this sound like a condition
that should be allowed to exist?
An Industryite
(Although THE EXHIBITOR generally
does not print unsigned letters, it makes
an exception this time because of the
general nature of the complaint.—Ed.)

Pictured above is pretty Gloria Wenger,
Warner, Reading, recently chosen as one
of six finalists for the “Miss Reading
Bicentennial” crown in connection with
this year’s numerous public celebrations.
June 9, 1948
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COLUMBIA
Whirlwind Raiders
. (963)

Western With
Music
54m.

Good series entry.
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Fred Sears, Nancy Saunders, Little Brown
Jug, Jack Ingram, Philip Morris, Patrick
Hurst, Edwin Parker, Lynn Farr, Doye
O’Dell and the Radio Rangers. Produced
by Colbert Clark; directed by Vernon
Keays.
Story:
Texas has discountinued its
Texas Rangers in favor of the State police,
and graft and corruption result. Fred Sears,
head state police, hires honest rancher
Philip Morris to be Police Commissioner
for western Texas, so that the latter can
take the rap for any law-breaking. Charles
Starrett, former Texas Ranger, also urges
Morris to take the job so that he can get
something on Sears. Sears’ first move is to
issue tax warrants against ranch owners.
Starrett breaks this up, and Sears sees that
he is forced to dispose of him. Sears
frames Starrett but Little Brown Jug, a
young friend of Starrett, informs Starrett.
The show-down takes place, and the gang
is rounded up.
X-Ray: Based on an original screen play
by Norman Hall, this rates with the better
“Durango Kid” entries. While the story
fails to include anything new in the way
of westerns, there is enough action and
suspense to satisfy. The musical score in¬
cludes “Looking Poor And Feeling Rich”
and “Fiddling Fool.”
Estimate:

Tip On Bidding: Worth series price.
Ad Lines: “The Durango Kid Is Off

On Another Thrill-Packed Adventure”;
“Teeming With Excitement And Packed
With Action”; “A Western Told With The
Power Of A Smoking Six-Shooter.”

Easter Parade *

Published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publication*, Inc., Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania. New York office: 1600 Broadway, New York 19. West Coast Representative: Paul Manning, 923 Alandele
Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California. Jay Emanuel, publisher; Paul J. Greenhalgh, business manager; Herbert
M. Miller, editor; James A. Dalton, advertising manager; George F. Nonamaker, Mel Konecoff, associate editors.
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well satisfied. Especially noteworthy are
the Miller contributions shown in a par¬
ticularly attractive light. However, a doff
of the lid is due all concerned. Among the
tunes heard are “Better Luck Next Time,”
“Happy Easter,” “Beautiful Faces Need
Beautiful Clothes,” “It Only Happens
When I Dance With You,” “A Couple Of
Swells,” “Easter Parade,” “I Want To Go
Back To Michigan,” “Everybody’s Doing
it,” Snooky-ookums,” “I Love A Piano,”
“Ragtime Violin,” “When The Midnight
Choo-Choo Leaves For Alabam’,” “Shak¬
ing The Blues Away,” “Girl On The Maga¬
zine Cover,” “Drum Crazy,” “Stepping Out
With My Baby,” and “A Fellow With An
Umbrella.”
Tip On Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines:
“Irving Berlin’s Greatest
Tunes Are To Be Found In This Latest
Technicolor Hit From The MGM Studios”;
“There’s Fun And Entertainment Galore
In This Technicolor Hit With A Star Cast
And The Music Of Irving Berlin”; “You
Don’t Have To Wait For Easter To Have
Some Fun . . . This Hit Is Enjoyable At
Any Time Of The Year.”

Musical
103m.

(Color by Technicolor)
Estimate: Topnotch.
Cast: Judy Garland, Fred Astaire, Peter
Lawford, Ann Miller, Jules Munshin,
Clinton Sundberg, Jeni LeGon. Directed
by Charles Walters; produced by Arthur
Freed.
Story: Fred Astaire is in love with his
dancing partner, Ann Miller, who rims
out on him and his act for a solo part in
a Broadway show. He is determined to
select a girl at random, and turn her into
a big star, so he chooses Judy Garland
from a cafe chorus line. Garland falls for
him. Meanwhile, Peter Lawford, Astaire’s
best friend, falls in love with Garland, but
keeps his distance. Miller is mad about
Lawford. Astaire and Garland are a hit,
and they get a bid for a Ziegfeld show,
only to have Astaire turn it down because
Miller has the lead. Instead, they wind up
in another hit musical review. Astaire
meets Miller, and she gets him to dance
with her, leaving Garland alone at their
table. The latter returns to her hotel,
Astaire begging forgiveness, but she re¬
fuses to talk to him, believing him still in
love with Miller. Lawford, however, man¬
ages to bring the two together.
X-Ray: This should have the cash
register singing a merry tune what with
its grade “A” production numbers and
dance routines, its fine Technicolor work,
a solid and substantial cast, an outstand¬
ing flock of Irving Berlin tunes both new
and old, high-calibre direction, etc. It’s
gay and light, and should leave patrons

MONOGRAM
Frontier Agent (4756)
Estimate: Below average western.
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond

Hatton, Reno Blair, Kenneth MacDonald,
Dennis Moore, Riley Hill, Frank LaRue,
Ted Adams, Virginia Carroll, William S.
Ruhl, Kansas Moehring, Bill Hale. Pro¬
duced by Barney A. Sarecky; directed by
Lambert Hillyer.
Story: Just after the Civil War, Johnny
Mack Brown, agent for a telegraph firm,
is sent from St. Louis to a western town
to investigate reports of outlaw activities
directed against proposed expansion of
telegraph lines. Ted Adams, a rancher, has
put up personal funds to back the line ex¬
pansion, but a land promoter, Kenneth
MacDonald, anxious to see the telegraph
firm overlook the immediate area, gets his
henchmen to raid pole teams, etc. Brown
arrives, finds that Adams has been seri¬
ously hurt, with his daughter, Reno Blair
and ranch hand, Raymond Hatton, left to
direct proceedings of the line outfit. Aided
by Hatton and others, Brown finally
rounds up the bad ’uns, and the telegraph
line goes through.
X-Ray: This does not come up to the
standard set by previous Brown westerns.
The film gets off to a slow start, and
routine action of the western sort includ¬
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ing, ridin’, fightin’ and shootin’, gets going
finally. The original screenplay is by J.
Benton Cheney.
Ad Lines: “Blazing A Trail West For
The Pioneers Of The Telegraph”; “Wires
West—When Trouble Shooting For The
Telegraph Was A Two-Gun Job”; “TwoGun Guardians Of The Frontier Tele¬
graph.”

Partners Of The Sunset

Musical
Western
53m.

Routine series entry.
Jimmy Wakely, Dub Taylor,
Christine Larson, J. Kirby, Leonard Penn,
Steve Darrell, Marshall Reed, Carl Sepul¬
veda, J. C. Lytton, Bob Woodward, Boyd
Stockman,
Agapito
Martinez,
Arthur
Smith, Don Weston. Produced by Louis
Gray; directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Story: When Steve Darrell returns to
his ranch with his young second wife,
Christine Larson, and her supposed
brother, Leonard Penn, J. Kirby, Darrell’s
son, disapproves of the marriage, and is
ordered off the ranch. Actually Larson and
Penn are sweethearts, and plot against
Darrell, but ranch foreman Jimmy Wakely
and his pal, Dub Taylor, stand in their
way. When Penn kills Darrell, Kirby is
jailed on circumstantial evidence, and
faces a lynching. Aided by Taylor, Kirby
escapes from jail, but is shot in the at¬
tempt, and brought to the ranch to have
the wound dressed. Wakely arrives in
time to prevent Penn from killing Kirby,
and helps the marshal bring the plotters to
justice.
X-Ray: While the Wakely name has
plenty of appeal for outdoor fans, this will
be a disappointment. The film is short on
such essentials as action and comedy, and
long on talk, and western devotees will
find the going quite slow. Wakely’s num¬
bers are “It’s A Beautiful Day,” “I
Brought You Roses,” “Press Along To The
Big Corral,” and “Tellin’ My Troubles To
My Old Guitar,” the latter two registering
well.
Ad Lines: “Old Fashioned Justice Tri¬
umphs In The Modern West”; “Jimmy
Wakely Sings And Fights His Way To
Solve A Murder”; “Action From Start To
Finish, As Jimmy Wakely Tames Des¬
perate Badmen.”
Estimate:
Cast:

Mystery

Jinx Money
Estimate:

One

of

the

Comedy
68m.

better

series

entries.
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy
Benedict, David Gorcey, Benny Bartlett,
Gabriel Dell, Betty Caldwell, Sheldon
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Leonard, Donald MacBride, John Eldredge, Wanda McKay, Lucien Littlefield,
Bernard Gorcey, Benny Baker, Ben
Welden, Ralph Dunn, Tom Kennedy, Wil¬
liam Ruhl, Stanley Andrews, George Eldredge, William Vedder, Mike Pat Donovan.
Produced by Jan Grippo; directed by Wil¬
liam Beaudine.
Story: Benny Baker, quitting a poker
game when he is ahead, is killed when he
gets into the street, but first disposes of
the money. Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall
find the dough. One of the poker players,
Ralph Dunn, tries to rob the boys, but is
killed. The remaining members of the
combine, Sheldon Leonard, John Eldredge,
and his girl, Betty Caldwell, are wary of
attempting to get their money back. Eld¬
redge gets the idea to lure Gorcey to his
apartment through the feminine charms of
Caldwell. What messes things up is
Leonard’s decision to cut himself in on
the deal. Leonard kills Eldredge, but is
killed himself. Finally, the murderer turns
out to be stool pigeon Lucien Littlefield.
Gorcey and Hall present the money to
charity.
X-Ray: The latest of the series, this
rates among the best, for the comedy is
well-delivered, and contains many a bellylaugh. Emphasis is placed on dialogue, and
the film does not rely on its slapstick
qualities to put it across.
Ad Lines:
“ ‘The Bowery Boys’ Are
Back In Harness Again, And Ready To
Tickle Your Funny Bone”; “ ‘The Bowery
Boys’ Are Off On One Of Their Funniest
And Thrilling Adventures”; “They Thought
They Were Rich Until They Learned That
Their Wealth-Was ‘Jinx Money’.”

PARAMOUNT
Big Town Scandal
(4722)
Estimate: For
Cast:
Philip

Melodrama
62m.

the lower half.
Reed, Hillary Brooke,
Stanley Clements, Charles Arnt, Vince
Barnett, Joseph Allen, Jr., Darryl Hick¬
man, Sumner Getchell, Michael Brandon,
Dick Keane, Rudy Wissler, Carl Switzer,
Roland du Pree, Donna de Mario, John
Phillips, Reg Billado. Produced by Wil¬
liam Pine and William Thomas; directed
by William Thomas.
Story: A group of boys headed by
Stanley Clements are caught pilfering a
sporting goods store, and are hauled into
juvenile court. The Illustrated Press’ star
reporter Hillary Brooke intervenes, and
declares that her managing editor, Philip
Reed, will vouch for them if they are put
into his custody. The court allows her
plea, and although Reed is reluctant, he
sees a big story and a campaign to help
juvenile delinquency. He sets up a gym¬
nasium for the boys, and soon a crack
basketball team is challenging all comers.
Clements, however, hooks up with racke¬
teer John Phillips in a fur stealing racket.
Phillips and the rest of the boys plan
a big killing, ordering Clements to throw
the game. He does this, but quits. The big
game offers another killing for the
gamblers, and they try to fix Clements
again. The youth double-crosses them,
and when Phillips and his pals try to pay
him back, they are rounded up by the
police.
X-Ray: Based on an original screenplay
by Milton Raison, this will prove a satis¬
fying entry for the duallers. The story has
moral value, a case against juvenile de¬
linquency being the theme. However, in
conveying the message, the team forsakes
story logic, and the film ends on a syn¬
thetic note. This should suffice in the sec¬
ond half slot.
Tip On Bidding: Lowest bracket.
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Ad Lines: “Steve Wilson In A Ruthless
War Against Juvenile Delinquency In
‘Big Town Scandal’ ”; “Another Thrilling
Adventure In Big Town”; “Don’t Miss
‘Big Town Scandal’ . . . Packed With
Breath-Taking Action.”

The Crusades

Action Drama
126m.

(Reissue)
Reissue is packed with angles.
Cast: Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon,
Ian Keith, Katherine De Mille, C.'Aubrey
Smith, Joseph Schildkraut, Alan Hale, C.
Henry Gordon, George Barbier, Montagu
Love, Lumsden Hare, William Farnum,
Hobart Bosworth,
Pedro
DeCordoba,
Ramsay Hill, Mischa Auer, Maurice Mur¬
phy, Albert Conti, Sven-Hugo Borg, Paul
Satoff, Fred Malatesta, Hans Von Twardowsky, Anna Demetrio, Perry Askan,
Edwin Maxwell, Winter Hall, Emma Dunn,
Jason Robards, Georgia Caine, J. Carrol
Naish, Robert Adair, Oscar Rudolph, Pat
Moore, Ann Sheridan, Joseph Swickard,
Jean Fenwick, Edgar Dearing, Alphonz
Ethier, Gilda Oliva, Mildred Van Buren,
John Rutherford, Colin Tapley, Harry
Cording, Stanley Andrews, Addison Rich¬
ards, Maurice Black, William B. Davidson,
Guy Usher, Boyd Irwin, Kenneth Gibson,
Gordon Griffith, Vallejo Gantner, George
MacQuarrie, Sam Flint, Harold Goodwin.
Produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
Story: With war in the holy land of
Palestine, King Richard, Henry Wilcoxon,
enlists his armies to fight against the In¬
fidels, and begins the long trek across
Europe where their food runs out. Wil¬
coxon is given a proposition by a cattle
owner, trading food for his daughter’s
hand in marriage. The latter is pleased
when the girl turns out to be Loretta
Young. She soon nourishes a love for him.
However, the king of France, C. Henry
Gordon desiring Wilcoxon to marry his
sister, Katherine DeMille, wants to with¬
draw from the fight if Young is not shunted
aside. Wilcoxon remains true, and offers
to fight alone. Young is captured by the
head of the Infidel armies, Ian Keith. The
fight goes on and the Crusade fails. Wil¬
coxon is also taken prisoner, but is offered
peace by Keith. Wilcoxon accepts, and
gets Young back.
X-Ray: First released in 1935, this one
has angles. This spectacle can easily stand
alone with its many exploitation angles,
and should rack up dividends all the way
down the line. DeMille spared nothing
when he made this one. The battle scenes
are blood-curdling, excitement is kept at
a high pitch, and though the film runs
over two hours, the pace is fast and in¬
terest is maintained. Although Young’s
name is the only one of consequence, there
is plenty of marquee lure sprinkled
throughout the supporting cast, Ann
Sheridan being only one.
Tip On Bidding: Worth top reissue price.
Ad Lines: “Don’t Miss The Greatest
Spectacle Ever Put On Film . . . ‘The
Crusades,’ Starring Loretta Young”; “Lor¬
etta Young, The Girl Who Won The
Academy Award, In One Of The Greatest
Films Ever Made . . . Cecil DeMille’s
‘The Crusades’ ”; “If You Missed It The
First Time, See It Now . . . ‘The Crusades,’
Starring Loretta Young.”
Estimate:

So Evil My Love

Mystery
Drama
1081/2M.

(4723)
(English-made)
Names will have to carry
slow-moving drama.
Cast: Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Leo G. Carroll, Raymond
Huntley, Martita Hunt, Moira Lister, Ray¬
Estimate:
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mond Lavell, Roderick Lovell. Produced
by Hal B. Wallis; directed by Lewis Allen.
Story: It is 1866. Ray Milland, fugitive
from the law and painter, meets widow
Ann Todd on the trip from Jamaica to
Liverpool. Todd runs a boarding house,
and Milland, without any funds, shows
up asking for a room. Milland’s charm
works on Todd. Milland learns of Todd’s
wealthy friend, Geraldine Fitzgerald, and
finds out that although she is married to
Raymond Huntley, she has had an affair
with young Roderick Lovell. Milland sends
Todd to live with Fitzgerald for awhile,
with the idea of getting hold of some in¬
criminating love letters. Huntley hires
Todd as Fitzgerald’s companion, the latter
being an alcoholic, and believed ready
for a sanitarium. Todd carries out Milland’s
wishes, and grabs the letters. Huntley fails
to be shaken down, however, and faces
Todd with documents incriminating Milland. Todd has Fitzgerald unknowingly
administer poison to her husband, and
Huntley dies, Fitzgerald being held for the
murder. As Todd and Milland are fleeing
the country, she learns of Milland’s un¬
faithfulness to her, and slays him. She
then gives herself up.
X-Ray: Produced in England, and based
on a novel by Joseph Shearing, this is a
slow-moving drama which will need
plenty of selling. The film benefits from
top-draw performances by a marquee
worthy cast, but it is bogged down by a
heavy-handed production, weighted dia¬
logue, and a slow-moving story. Todd and
Milland share acting laurels. This should
be best suited in the class houses.
Tip On Bidding: Program rating.
- Ad Lines: “Ray Milland And Ann Todd
In ‘So Evil My Love’ ... A Picture You
Don’t Want To Miss”; “A Thrilling And
Fascinating Story Of Heart-Warming
Love And Cold-Blooded Murder”; “Don’t
Miss ‘So Evil My Love’ ... A Strange
Mystery.”

REPUBLIC
Carson City Raiders
(755)

Western

60m-

Estimate: Routine.
Cast: Allan “Rocky”

Lane, Eddy Waller,
Frank Reicher, Beverly Jons, Hal Landon,
Steve Darrell, Harold Goodwin, Dale Van
Sickel, Tom Chatterton, Edmund Cobb,
Holly Bane, Bob Wilke. Produced by
Gordon Kay; directed by Yakima Canutt.
Story: Carson City is the scene of
deadly strife. The town nominates Steve
Darrell to be sheriff, and he reluctantly
accepts. Darrell was once a notorious out¬
law and, although he has been going
straight for many years, he is afraid his
past will catch up. The gang of outlaws,
headed by the unsuspected barber, Frank
Reicher, has, in their midst, a former pal
of Darrell’s, Harold Goodwin. Goodwin
dresses as Darrell used to, employs Dar¬
rell’s mannerisms, and continues crime.
Finally, Tom Chatterton, a respected
citizen, is killed, and his son, Hal Landon,
decides to investigate. Although he is
taken off the trail by Allan “Rocky” Lane,
who believes in Darrell, Landon discovers
that the outlaw is “Fargo Jack,” the
name used by Darrell in his crime days.
Lane has Darrell dress as Fargo Jack in
hope that it will draw the outlaws into the
open but the plan backfires when Landon
takes a few shots at Darrell, chasing him
away. Finally, Lane gets a lead on the
outlaws, and a gun battle ensues. The
gang is rounded up.
X-Ray: Based on an original screen
play by Earle Snell, this stacks up as a
routine western which should satisfy the
outdoor addicts who like their fare fast and
furious.
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Ad Lines: “Allan “Rocky” Lane Is Off
On Another Thrill Packed Adventure”;
“A Western Packed With Action, Over¬
flowing With Thrills . . . “Don’t Miss It”;
“The Odds Were Against Him, But
“Rocky” Lane Came Through.”

The Gallant Legion
°

Western With
Music
88m.

Good western.
Bill Elliott, Adrian Booth, Joseph
Schildkraut, Bruce Cabot, Andy Devine,
Jack Holt, Grant Withers, Adele Mara,
James Brown, Hal Landon, Tex Terry,
Lester Sharpe, Hal Taliaferro, Russell
Hicks, Herbert Rawlinson, Marshall Reed,
Steve Drake, Harry Woods. Produced and
directed by Joe Kane.
Story: When Texas is admitted into the
union, a group of men headed by Bruce
Cabot fight to divide the state into four
separate divisions. One of Cabot’s men,
Senator Joseph Schildkraut, demands the
end of the Texas Rangers, but is defeated
in the State Senate. Cabot decides to wage
war against the Rangers. Bill Elliott, a
soldier of fortune, finds his brother, Hal
Landon, a member of Cabot’s gang, and a
day later, Landon is killed. Elliott enlists
in the Rangers. Adrian Booth, a news¬
paperwoman, is assigned to cover the
activities of the Rangers, and lives at the
post. Schildkraut is caught editing Booth’s
dispatches, and is charged with being be¬
hind the crime wave. Cabot kills Schild¬
kraut. Elliott finally gets a lead on Cabot,
Cabot is killed, and the gang is rounded
up. Elliott and Booth end in a clinch.
X-Ray: Based on an original story by
John K. Butler and Gerald Geraghty, this
stands as a good bet to satisfy the demands
of the rabid western fans. Action is gen¬
erated at a fast clip, and a generous help¬
ing of suspense is stirred up. Elliott shines
as the tough Texas Ranger, and the direc¬
tion is potent. All in all, this rates with
the better Republic westerns. Songs, sung
by Adele Mara, are “Lady From Monte¬
rey,” “A Kiss Or Two,” and “A Gambler’s
Life.”
Ad Lines: “A Blood And Thunder West¬
ern With Pounding And Pulsating Excite¬
ment . . . Don’t Miss It”; “Exciting And
Breathtaking . . . Don’t Miss ‘The Gallant
Legion’ ”; “The Texas Rangers Fight Gal¬
lantly Against Ruthless Tyranny.”
Estimate:
Cast:

King Of The Gamblers

Melodrama
60m.

For the lower half.
Cast:
Janet Martin, William Wright,
Thurston Hall, Stephanie Bachelor, George
Meeker, Wally Vernon, William Henry,
James Cardwell, Jonathan Hale, Selmer
Jackson, Howard J. Negley, John Holland,
George Anderson, Ralph Dunn, John Al¬
bright. Associate producer Stephen Auer;
directed by George Blair.
Story: Although Thurston Hall, owner
and publisher of a sports paper, is sup¬
posedly carrying on a campaign to clean
up gambling in sports, he is tied in with
George Meeker, who controls most of the
gambling and sports fixes. Only his sec¬
retary, Stephanie Bachelor, knows that
he is playing a double game, and she is
also on Meeker’s payroll. James Cardwell,
professional football player, thinks he is
being underpaid to throw games, and
wants much more money. He tries to
blackmail Meeker by threatening to go to
Hall, but Meeker refuses to pay, and has
him killed, framing William Henry, a
fellow player, who is honest. Hall’s foster
son, William Wright, attached to the dis¬
trict attorney’s office, resigns his position
to defend his friend Henry, whom he be¬
lieves innocent. Eventually, Wright turns
up Meeker’s guilt and the fact that Hall
Estimate:
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is tied up in the thing. At the trial, he gets
Hall to confess everything whereupon
Meeker kills him trying to escape from the
courtroom, and he, too, is killed by the
police. Everything comes out right.
X-Ray: Presenting a well-paced plot
and an up-to-date sports twist, this should
find its proper spot on the duallers. Per¬
formances are up to par for this type of
entry, as are the direction, story, etc.
Ad Lines: “Sensational Inside Story Of
A Sports Scandal That Shocked The Na¬
tion”; “Crookedness in Sports Leads to
Murder”; “The Year’s Thrill Hit.”

Secret Service Investigator
Melodrama
60m.

Okeh meller for the duallers.
Cast: Lynne Roberts, Lloyd Bridges,
George Zucco, June Storey, Trevor Bardette, John Kellogg, Jack Overman, Roy
Barcroft, Douglas Evans, Milton Parsons,
James Flavin, Tommy Ivo, Sam Mc¬
Daniel, Billy Benedict, Minerva Urecal.
Associate producer, Sidney Picker; di¬
rected by R. G. Springsteen.
Story: Lloyd Bridges, former war hero,
looking for a job, answers a classified ad
placed with Lynne Roberts, newspaper
classified
department.
Bridges
meets
Trevor Bardette, who claims he is an in¬
spector with the secret service, and offers
Bridges the job of delivering a set of
counterfeit plates to George Zucco, head
of an eastern counterfeit syndicate. Bar¬
dette explains they will pick up Zucco
carrying the goods. Bridges carries out
the plan, but is waylaid. When Zucco
finally gets the plates, he realizes they are
fake, and heads west to pick up the real
ones. Bardette is in possession of the real
plates, and is using Bridges as the fall guy.
Bridges tells his story to the police. He is
made a genuine member of the secret
service. Zucco makes a prisoner of Bridges,
giving him the alternative of finding Bar¬
dette or dying. Thanks to the help of
Roberts, Bardette is traced, and the cops
arrive.
X-Ray: Based on an original screen
play by John K. Butler, this has plenty
to offer meller fans, and should suffice
neatly in the second half slot. Acting is
satisfactory, Bridges very good in the lead
role.
Ad Lines: “Packed With Action, And
Teeming With Excitement”; “He Was Up
Against A Ruthless Gang Of Counter¬
feiters”; “ ‘Secret Service Investigator’ . . .
A Film Designed To Keep You On The
Edge Of Your Seat.”
Estimate:

20th CENTURY-FOX
Escape

(822)

Drama
78m.

(English-made)
Import will need selling.
Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins,
William Hartnell, Norman Wooland, Jill
Esmond, Frederick Piper, Marjorie Rhodes,
Bett Ann Davies, Cyril Cusack, John
Slater, Frank Pettingell, Michael Golden,
Frederick Leister, Walter Hudd, Maurice
Denham, Jacqueline Clarke, Frank Tickle,
Peter Croft, George Woodbridge, Stuart
Lindsel. Produced by William Perlberg;
directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
Story: Rex Harrison, British war hero,
after being accosted by a strange woman,
accidentally kills a detective while trying
to save her from arrest. He is sentenced
to three years. Smarting from the injustice,
Harrison makes his prison escape over the
moors. Although he is seen on the moors
Estimate:
Cast:

by Peggy Cummins during a fox hunt, she
makes no move to detain him. Later, he
reaches Cummins’ home, and she helps
him to get away. He contacts one of his
friends, arranges to have a plane wait
for him, and, in a stolen car, heads for the
field as inspector William Hartnell and
the police close in. Harrison makes the
plane one-step ahead of his pursuers, but
crashes, and again begins his flight, al¬
though badly hurt. Cummins finds him
hiding in a hut, and begs him to give up,
declaring her love and promising to wait.
However, Harrison takes off again, and
finally seeks refuge in a church. The
sympathetic minister allows him to rest
as the police surround the church and
Cummins enters. The humane minister
meets Hartnell outside, and is asked to
give his word that Harrison is not there.
Realizing the situation of the cleric, Harri¬
son walks out wit.h Cummins, and gives
himself up to Hartnell.
X-Ray: Based on the John Galsworthy
drama of justice, with a screen play by
Philip Dunne, this is a good entry in the
man-hunt field, and while the film has no
great impact or power, it certainly holds
interest all the way. The direction and
acting are restrained, and the dialogue,
touched with a bit of philosophy, never
intrudes on the film’s steady pace. The
short running time and the HarrisonCumminS draw plus intensive selling will
help.,
Tip On Bidding: Worth fair import price.
Ad Lines: “Here Is One Of The Greatest
Films Ever To Play On An American
Screen . . . Don’t Miss ‘Escape’, Starring
Rex Harrison”; “Direct From The Pages
Of John Galsworthy’s Great Novel . . .
‘Escape’ ”; “Rex Harrison And Peggy Cum¬
mins In ‘Escape’, An Action-Packed And
Thrilling Screen Achievement.”

UNITED

ARTISTS

The Time Of
Your Life

Comedy Drama

109m-

(Cagney)
Fine picturization of hit play.
Cast: James Cagney, William Bendix,
Wayne Morris, Jeanne Cagney, Broderick
Crawford, Ward Bond, James Barton,
Paul Draper, Gale Page, James Lydon,
Richard Erdman, Pedro De Cordoba, Regi¬
nald Beane, Tom Powers, John “Skins”
Miller, Natalie Schafer, Howard Freeman,
Renie Riano, Nanette Parks, Grazia Marciso, Claire Carleton, Gladys Blake,
Lanny Rees, Marlene Aames. Produced by
William Cagney; directed by H. C. Potter.
Story: James Cagney, a student of hu¬
man nature with a seemingly endless
supply of money, makes William Bendix’s
cheap San Francisco waterfront saloon his
stage, upon which parade his fellow hu¬
mans. Among these are: Wayne Morris,
his man Friday; Jeanne Cagney, prostitute
who wants to reform; Paul Draper, frus¬
trated dancer with a warped sense of
humor; Broderick Crawford, a puzzled
cop, and his more intellectual companion,
Ward Bond; James Lydon, love-sick teen¬
ager; James Barton, beer-guzzling tailtale teller; Pedro De Cordoba, harmonica
playing derelict, and several other char¬
acters. Cagney exerts philanthropy and
philosophical influence on the lives of
each individual, with special emphasis
toward training Morris the value of be¬
ing self-sufficient. Cagney then discovers
that Morris and Jeanne Cangey are in
love. The story closes with some characters
taking life in their enlightened strides,
while others still go fumbling around in
the unrevealing dark of human ignorance.
Estimate:
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X-Ray: Here is a high calibre play that
will please the more discriminating motion
picture fans. The producer has taken Wil¬
liam Saroyan’s play of the same name,
which garnered a Pulitzer Prize and the
Drama Critics’ Award simultaneously
when it was presented on the stage, and
has fashioned it into a different and out¬
standing motion picture. Since there is
really no central plot, but rather a num¬
ber of unrelated incidents centered around
a single character, the film should appeal
to other than average audiences. The ef¬
fort resembles more a play than a film in
the ordinary sense of the word. Perform¬
ances are tops, with everybody sharing
the praise limelight, and with Bendix and
Barton particularly outstanding. Direction
is particularly fine with pace, and humor
kept in the forefront. It is the type of
show that will appeal to metropolitan
audiences, but which will need plenty of
work in other situations. However, this
should not detract from its general ex¬
cellence.
Tip On Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “William Saroyan’s Pulitzer
Prize Winning Play Rockets To New Life
On The Screen”; “James Cagney In The
Greatest Role Of A Great Career”; “See
‘The Time Of Your Life’ For A Real
Cinematic Treat.”

The Vicious Circle

Drama
77m.

(Wilder)
Estimate: Mild drama for the duallers
has some angles to offer.
Cast: Conrad Nagel, Fritz Kortner,
Reinhold Schunzel, Philip Van Zandt,
Lyle Talbert, Eddie Leroy, Edwin Max¬
well, Frank Ferguson, David Alexander,
Robert Cherry, Nina Hansen, Sam Bernard,
Rita Gould, Rudolph Cameron, Peter
Brocco, Belle Mitchell, Ben Welden,
Michael Mark, Nan Boardman, Mary
Lou Harrington, Shirley Kneeland, Chris¬
tina Vale, Lester Dorr, Donald Harvey,
Fred
Fox,
Peggy Wynne,
Manfred
Furst, Reuben Wendoff, Herman Waldman, Paul Baratoff. Produced and directed
by W. Lee Wilder.
Story: Baron Reinhold Schunzel, a
figure in Hungarian politics, is waging a
war against the Jewish faith of the com¬
munity. When a young girl is missing, five
Jews are charged with murder. A lawyer
from Budapest, Conrad Nagel, agrees to
defend the men. It is proven that the girl
was last seen in the barn of one of the
defendants, Fritz Kortner, and it is charged
that the defendants converged on the girl.
The prosecuting attorney, Frank Ferguson,
seems to be getting the best of the case
until the court proceedings are interrupted
by the discovery of a girl’s body in the
river, without any mutilation. This seems
to clinch the case in favor of the defend¬
ants but the prosecutors push the case
further, and, with the urging of Schunzel,
fix a number of witnesses. With the odds
stacked against him, Nagel uncovers an
important missing witness, and proves
without a doubt that the defendants are
innocent. The men are discharged, and the
prosecutors are held by the court.
X-Ray: Based on the play, “The Burn¬
ing Bush,” by Heinz Herald and Gesa
Herczeg, and founded on actual court rec¬
ords of 1882 in Hungary, this is another
attempt to throw a strike at the antiSemitic problem. While it misses its mark
on a few counts, the angles are there, and
the exploitation possibilities should help
at some boxoffices. As for the film’s merits,
they are few. The theme is delivered
mildly, and doesn’t hit home with much
force. Although there are moments of in¬
tense interest, the film is devoid of action,
and moves at a tedious pace, for the most
part. This will have to capitalize on all" the
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angles if it hopes to hurdle its many short¬
comings.
Tip On Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Film Guaranteed To Thrill
You To The Very Core”; “Because Of
Their Faith, They Were Charged With The
Willful Murder Of A Young Girl”; “Inno¬
cent Men Charged With Ruthless Murder.”

U.-INT.
Up In Central Park
r

Comedy With
Music
87m.
Will depend on the name

Estimate:
draw.
Cast: Deanna Durbin, Dick Haymes,
Vincent Price, Albert Sharpe, Tom Powers,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Thurston Hall, Howard
Freeman, Mary Field, Tom Pedi, Moroni
Olsen, William Skipper, Nelle Fisher.
Produced by Karl Tunberg; directed by
William A. Seiter. •
Story: Deanna Durbin and her father,
Albert Sharpe, are immigrants from Ire¬
land back in the days when Vincent Price
(Boss Tweed) ruled New York. Tom
Powers, a Price henchman, gets Sharpe
to vote many times for Price’s mayoralty
candidate, Hobart Cavanaugh, so Sharpe
is made park commissioner, Newspaper
reporter Dick Haymes knows Price is a
crook, but can’t prove it, so the romance
between him and Durbin is a rough one,
as she backs Price. Gradually, Sharpe
realizes that Price is doing the city no
good, and he teams up with Haymes. They
get the goods on Price, and Durbin realizes
how wrong she has been.
X-Ray: Based on the stage musical hit
produced by Michael Todd, with lyrics by
Dorothy Fields and music by Sigmund
Romberg, this will have to depend on the
Durbin, Haymes, and Price draw for best
returns. The film does not rate with thr
better Durbins, and while the Romberg
music is an asset, it does not include any
hit tunes. Sharpe makes an unimpressive
debut, while the script is of typical musical
comedy nature. The dancing numbers are
well above average. Songs heard are:
“When She Walks In The Room,” “Oh!
Say Can You See,” “Carousel In The
Park,” and “Pace, Pace Mio Dio,” the
latter by Verdi.
Tip On Biddding: Program price.
Ad Lines: “Now On The Screen . . .
The Musical Hit Of The Year”; “ ‘Up In
Central Park’ . . . Where Lovers Met”;
“Deanna Durbin . . . Dick Haymes . . .
Vincent Price ... In The Tune Show Of
The Year.”

WARNERS
The Big Punch (727)

Melom8Xa

Estimate: Neat programmer.
Cast: Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell,
Gordon MacRae, Mary Stuart, Anthony
Warde, Jimmy Ames, Marc Logan, Eddie
Dunn, Charles Marsh. Produced by Saul
Elkins; directed by Sherry Shourds.
Story:
Fighter Gordon MacRae is
ordered by racketeer Anthony Warde and
his henchman, Jimmy Ames, to take a
dive. MacRae double-crosses Warde, how¬
ever. Meanwhile, Warde sees a chance to
get even by killing a cop, framing MacRae
for the murder. MacRae arrives in a small
town, and proceeds to the minister, Wayne
Morris, a former All-American who had
turned down a chance to fight for Warde
so that he could be a clergyman. The two
become friends, sharing the affections of
Lois Maxwell. MacRae’s New York girl
friend, Mary Stuart, arrives with private

detective Marc Logan, advising that if
MacRae doesn’t help them knock off the
local bank, they will head right for police
headquarters. MacRae intends to leave
town but Morris and Maxwell cook up a
scheme to clear him. They get Ames into
town with the bank job as the lure, and
then proceed to belt a confession out of
him. MacRae is cleared. Morris and Max¬
well end in a clinch.
X-Ray: Based on a story by George
Carleton Brown, this stacks up as a pleas¬
ing programmer. Although the title won’t
hurt at the boxoffice, the film contains only
a few brief flurries of ring action. The
acting is satisfactory, MacRae, making his
film debut, pulling down top honors. In
short, this will provide pleasant family
entertainment, and fit securely into the
duallers.
Tip On Bidding: Low bracket.
Ad Lines: “Wayne Morris In ‘The Big
Punch’ . . . An Action-Packed Thriller”;
“He Double Crossed His Fight Manager,
And Was Framed For Murder”; “If It’s
Action And Sheer Excitement You Crave
. . . Don’t Miss ‘The Big Punch’.”

FOREIGN
Romantic
Drama
86m.

The Room Upstairs
(Lopert Films)
(French-made)
(English Titles)

Estimate: Above average import.
Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Jean Gabin,
Jean d’yd, Margo Lion, Marcel Herrand,
Jean Darcante, Henri Poupon, Marcel
Andre, Paulot and Charles Lemontier. An
Alcina production; directed by Georges
Lacombe.
Story: Jean Gabin, building contractor
in a small French town, falls in love with
widow Marlene Dietrich, who, with her
uncle Jean d’yd, runs a feed and bird shop.
Dietrich seems to fall for Gabin, who is
to build a house for her without charge.
Once the house is completed, Dietrich and
uncle move in, and a diplomat who has
long courted Dietrich shows up, his wife
having just died. She, however, turns him
down, preferring Gabin. Gabin is prodded
into a jealous rage, and he has a show¬
down with Dietrich, killing her. He is
tried for murder, but is found innocent
after d’yd and his sister help him. At the
trial, however, he learns of Dietrich’s
love for him, and feels he has won a
hollow victory. At home, he spots a young
teacher, a constant but distant admirer of
Dietrich, lurking in the shadows with a
gun, and is determined to let him shoot
him. He dies with a paper announcing his
freedom from the murder charge clutched
in his hand.
X-Ray: Strictly for adults, this ranks
with the better films from France, and
what should make it particularly attractive
for American boxoffices are the names of
Dietrich and Gabin. Dietrich looks par¬
ticularly attractive. The story is gripping
and attention-holding. The work is adapted
from the novel “Martin Roumagnac,” by
Pierre-Rene Wolf. The English titles are
adequate.
Ad Lines: “Marlene Dietrich And Jean
Gabin In A Truly Great Love Story From
France”; “She Would Die For Love, And
Did In This All-Time Great Film From
France”; “A Beautiful Love Story Set in
France.”
The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.
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The Shorts Parade
Three Reel
Musical Western
ECHO RANCH. Universal-International
—Musical Western. 25m. A group of cow¬
boys headed by “Red River” Dave come
upon an attempted murder and the robbery
of a sum of money to be used in paying the
mortgage on a ranch. They decide to in¬
vestigate, track down the culprits, and
turn them over to the sheriff. Songs heard
are “Red River Valley,” “Echo Ranch,” “I
Can’t Tell That Lie To My Heart,” and
“I’m A Rovin’ Cowboy.” GOOD. (3353).

Two Reel
Comedy
HOW TO CLEAN HOUSE. RKO—Edgar
Kennedy Comedy. 18m. With a disrupted
house, and everybody complaining, Edgar
Kennedy makes a bet with his brotherin-law that he can put the household in
condition. Kennedy goes to work, and
havoc reigns. When he sees he cannot fullfill his bet, he hires a maid to finish up.
The brother-in-law finds out, and Refuses
to pay, thus adding to Kennedy’s chagrin.
FAIR. (83404).
SECRETARY TROUBLE. RKO—Leon
Errol Comedy. 17m. Leon Errol has trouble
with his secretary as her husband be¬
lieves they are in love. Errol visits her
home one evening to patch things up, but
only makes things worse. It seems that
her husband is a fencing champ, and
challenges Errol to a duel. By accident,
Errol gets the better of it, but finds he still
can’t win when his wife learns the story,
and cracks a vase over his head. FAIR.
(83703).

Musical
RED INGLE AND HIS NATURAL
SEVEN. Universal-International — Name
Band Musical. 15m. Red Ingle and his
Natural Seven are featured in this one as
they offer six songs, delivered in a humor¬
ous vein. Heard are “Natural Seven
Stomp,” “The Man With The Big Som¬
brero,” “Steel Guitar Rag,” “How Strange,”
“Cigarettes, Whiskey, And Wild Women,”
and “Violin Concerto.” Also heard are
songstress Karen Tedder and The Alsims,
dancers are seen. GOOD. (3306).
THE ROMAN SINGERS OF VATICAN
CITY. Clyde Elliott. 17m. This featurette
consists of the Roman Singers of Vatican
City in a presentation of six religious
hymns. The group, consisting of 30 men
and 24 boys, offers the following selec¬
tions: “Ninna Nonna,” “Silent Night,”
“Adeste Fidelis,” “Tu Scenda Della Stella,”
“Ave Maria,” and “Sanctus.” GOOD.
*

Color Topical
MAKERS OF DESTINY. Astor Pictures
—15m. The first of a new series of docu¬
mentaries, filmed in color, this moves be¬
hind the Washington scene and catches
the various news reporters and newscast¬
ers as they prepare to send out their daily
communiques. Among the personalities
seen are Eric Savereid, Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
Elmer Davis, Morgan Beatty, Drew Pear¬
son, and Ernest Lindley. Also participating
in the film are Senators Taft and Vandenberg and Secretary of Agriculture Ander¬
son. This is an interesting short though the
continuity suffers through introduction
of the numerous luminaries. GOOD.

Topical
CRIME LAB. RKO—This is America.
17m. In discussing the intracacies of the
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police laboratories, the film centers upon
an actual murder case, and carries it
through until the culprit is picked up.
Step by step, the New York City Police
Department show the audience the various
methods in the unceasing search to find
the slayer. Most of the footage takes place
in the crime laboratory of headquarters,
where the missing links are fitted to¬
gether. This is an entirely engrossing
film. EXCELLENT. (83108).

MIGHTY MOUSE IN THE FEUDIN’
HILLBILLIES. 20th Century-Fox—Terrytoon. 7m. A creek separates a group of
cats from a group of mice, and the cats
find it very difficult to contact the mice.
Each time they seem to be on their way,
the mice sentries discourage them. Finally,
they get on the other side, and things look
bad for the little mice. However, swoop¬
ing down from the skies comes Mighty
Mouse. FAIR. (8517).

REPORT FOR ACTION. Theatres Own¬
ers of America. 17m. This short, while not
intended for theatrical booking, may be
booked for such at no charge if any ex¬
hibitor so desires. The film is devoted pri¬
marily to combatting juvenile delinquency
via organization of local committees and
organizations. It shows the steps that
should be taken toward organization of a
community to eliminate this type of public
cancer. GOOD. (Available in 16mm. and
35mm.)

MYSTERY IN THE MOONLIGHT, 20th
Century-Fox—Terrytoon. 7m. A dog and
his little friend, the mouse, are restfully
watching a television broadcast when a cat
walks in, and takes over the household.
Although the large dog does everything
he can to stop the cat, he finds it is not
enough. There is a chase, and even though
the little mouse tries to pitch in and help,
they are no match for the tough little cat.
When the cat finds all he wants in the
way of food, etc., he walks out. FAIR.
(8518).

One Reel

SEEING GHOSTS. 20th Century-Fox—
Terrytoon. 7m. A pig and his dog saunter
in an old boarding house, and prepare to
spend the night. They are soon alarmed
into a state of panic as ghosts seem to
come out of the walls at intervals, and
scare the daylights out of them. The two
visitors prepare to evacuate immediately,
but come face to face with a loaded fire¬
cracker. Things look bad until they leave
it in the house. FAIR. (8519).

Color Cartoon
BONE BANDIT. RKO—Walt Disney
Cartoon. 7m. Pluto awakens from a nap to
find himself craving a bone. He proceeds
to the place where it is buried only to find
a gopher has moved in. The gopher seems
to dislike Pluto’s appearance, especially
when the dog disrupts the gopher’s make¬
shift home. A chase follows, the end seeing
the dog finally gaining the upper hand
after some punishment. FAIR. (7411).
CIRCUS TODAY. Vitaphone—Blue Rib¬
bon Hit Parade. 7m. A burlesque of the
big top, this contains gags on the various
circus oddities, acrobats, lion tamers, high
divers, etc., and will get some laughs. This
was first reviewed in The Servisection of
June 12, 1940. GOOD. (4306).
THE CURIOUS PUPPY. Vitaphone—
Blue Ribbon Hit Parade. 7m. A pup
wanders into an amusement park after
closing hours, throws the master switch,
and gets involved with the various rides
and devices. The park watchdog gets after
him, but he escapes in time. This was
first reviewed in The Servisection of Jan.
10, 1940. FAIR. (4305).
DADDY DUCK. RKO—Walt Disney
Cartoon. 7m. Donald Duck decides to
adopt a baby, and proceeds to the nearest
foundling home. He is presented with a
baby kangaroo, which paves the way for
some confusion. Donald receives his in¬
structions on the care of the new member
but carrying them out is another story.
After a little trouble, the duck and kanga¬
roo begin to see eye to eye, and all is
serene. GOOD. (74116).
HOUNDING THE HARES. 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox—Terrytoon. 7m. With the time
for the start of another hunting season,
a hunter and his dog gather up their
equipment, and prepare themselves for the
fireworks. Knowing they cannot shoot
before a certain time, the rabbits make
themselves known. When the time finally
does come, the cottontails flee in every
direction, and the hunter and his dog are
lost in the chase. FAIR. (8516).
KNOCK KNOCK. Universal—Walter
Lantz Cartune Reissue. 7m. A screwy
woodpecker annoys Andy Panda and his
dad, but he is finally caught by having
salt poured on his tail. However, the keep¬
ers who come for him also turn out to be
crazy. This contains a good assortment of
laughs. This was first reviewed in The
Servisection of Nov. 27, 1940. GOOD.
(3321).

SYNCOPATED
SIOUX.
UniversalWaiter Lantz Cartune Reissue. 7m. This
tells of the Indians, and how they are
brought up to date by a succession of gags,
ending with the redskins chasing two
white folk out of the camp. While there
are some humorous flashes here and there,
this fails to be anything out of the
ordinary. This was first reviewed in The
Servisection of Dec. 25, 1940. FAIR. (3322).
WOODY WOODPECKER, UniversalWaiter Lantz Cartune Reissue. 7m. The
wacky woodpecker goes to a doctor, who
turns out to be crazier than he is. The
antics are crazy, but the humor isn’t al¬
ways overwhelming. This was first re¬
viewed in The Servisection of July 9,
1941. FAIR. (3323).

Novelty
DYING TO LIVE. 20th Century-Fox—
Lew Lehr Dribble Puss Parade. 9m. An
unusual short narrated by Lew Lehr, this
displays people who perform dare-devil
stunts for excitement. Shown are horse¬
back riders, motorcyclists, bicyclists, pro¬
fessional bridge leapers, etc. The film
moves at a quick clip all the way. GOOD.
(8902).
A MODEL IS BORN. ParamountPacemaker. 7m. Here is told in interesting
and entertaining fashion how a would-be
model, Joan Vohs, tries to break into
modeling, and of her efforts to reach the
top of the ladder of success. She finds the
going rough and tough until she writes a
letter to Jinx Falkenburg, after she hears
the former model and movie actress dis¬
cuss modeling with her husband, Tex Mc¬
Crary and Harry Conover on the duo’s
regular radio program. Glamour photo¬
grapher George Hurrell is also seen as
playing an important part in making Miss
Vohs a success. GOOD. (K7-5.)
MEN, WOMEN AND MOTION. Uni¬
versal-International—The Answer Man.
No. 3. 8m. “The Answer Man” illustrates
each answer, and among the sticklers are
“How can a polo player hit the ball with
the tiny head of the mallet?”, “When and
where do the Albatross birds land?”, “How
(Continued on page 2407)
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The Shorts Parade
(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
and 2305 of The Pink Section, another regular service
of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite each series
designates the total announced by the company at the
beginning of the season. Uncompleted 1946-47 series will
appear until ended.—Ed.)
(Ratings:

E—Excellent; G—Good; F—Fair; B—Bad.)
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(Mar. 18) Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards .G
(Apr. 1) Smiles and Styles .G
(May 6) Hollywood
Honors Hersholt . G
(June 10) Hollywood Party .
THRILLS OF MUSIC
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Columbia

9956
9957

Two Reel

8m. 2393
9m.

(12)

(Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2263
(Oct. 30) Claude Thornhill and
Orchestra . G
11m. 2271
(Nov. 13) Lecuona Cuban Boys .G lOVim. 2297
(Dec. ll) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra .G
10m. 2352
(Jan. 15) Charlie Barnet and
Orchestra .G 10Vim. 2393
(Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G lOVim. 2361
(June 10) Gene Krupa and Orchestra
WORLD OF SPORTS

COMEDICS
ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR
9421
9422
9423
9424
9425
9426
9427
9431
9432
9433
9434
9435
9436
9437
9438
9439
9440

(20)

(Oct.

9) Wedding Belle
(Schilling-Lane) .F
(Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) .F
(Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke)
F
(Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) .F
(Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) . F
(May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin .
(June 10) Pardon My Lamb Chop ....
(Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno
(Von Zell)
G
(Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway) .F
(Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde)
F
(Dec. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
(Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell)
F
(Jan. 15) Man or Mouse (Holloway) F
(Mar. 11) Eight-Ball Andy (Clyde)
F
(Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita) G
(May 27) The Sheepish Wolf
(June 24) Flat Feat .

17m. 2287
17m. 2302
18m. 2351

9801
9802
9803
9804
9805
9806
9807
9808

(Sept. 25)
(Oct. 23)
(Nov. 13)
(Dec. 25)
(Jan. 29)
(Mar. 11)
(May 13)
(June 17)

16V2m. 2262
17m.
16m.
16m.
17V2m.
18m.
171/2m.
17m.
17'/2m.

2271
2302
2328
2351
2351
2369
2393

S
8

S

s

<2

Paramount
Tw® Reel

Cinderella Cagers .G
Ski Demons .G
Bowling Kings .G
Navy Crew Champions
G
Rodeo Thrills and Spills G
Net Marvels .G
Champions in the Making F
No Holds Barred .

9Vim.
9m.
10m.
10m.
9Vim.
9m.
8Vim.

2263
2287
2306
2328
2361
2377
2407

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayftr

FF-6-1
FF6-2
FF6-3
FF6-4
FF6-5
FF6-6

(Mar. 28)
(June 13)
(Aug. 8)
(Sept. 26)
(Nov. 21)
(Jan. 2)

Sweet And Low
G
Champagne For Two .G
Smooth Sailing
.G
Paris In the Spring .G
Midnight Serenade
E
Jingle, Jangle, Jingle .G

9120
9140
9160

9451

(Jan. 15) A Voice Is Born .E 20V2m. 2271

9401
9402
9403
9404
9405
9406

(Sept.
(Oct.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.

9407

(May

SPECIAL

15ep. 2241
15ep. 2311
15ep. 2369

(1)

THREE STOOGES

(8)

11)
30)
11)
8)
26)
4)

Brideless Groom .G 16V2m. 2262
Sing A Song of Six Pants F
17m. 2287
All Gummed Up .F
18m. 2302
Shivering Sherlocks .G
17m. 2375
Pardon My Clutch .F
15m. 2351
Squareheads of the Round
Table
F
18m. 2360
6) Fiddlers Three .B
17m. 2393
One Reel

Two Reel

(Re-releases)
(Technicolor)
9601
9602
9603
9604
9605
9606
9607

(Oct. 30)
(Nov. 20)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)
(Feb. 19)
(Apr. 8)
(May 6)

Dreams On Ice .G
Novelty Shop .F
Dr. Bluebird .F
In My Gondola
F
Animal Cracker Circus
G
Bon Bon Parade
G
House That Jack Built
F
COLOR PHANTASIES

9701
9702
9703

7Vim.
7m.
8'/2m.
7m.

2329
2336
2375
2393

(8)

(Nov. 6) Kitty Caddy .F
(Feb. 5) Topsy Turkey .F
(June 3) Short Snorts On Sports
COLOR RHAPSODIES

6V2m. 2271
6V2m. 2303
8m. 2302

6m. 2287
6V2m. 2352
6'/2m.

(8)

(Technicolor)
9501
9502
9503

(Sept. 11) Swiss Tease
(Dec. 4) Boston Beany
(Mar. 18) Flora

F
.G
G

COMMUNITY SINGS
9651
9652
9653
9654
9655
9656
9657
9658

9901

(Nov. 27) Aren't We All

G
G
G

10m. 2243
9m. 2271
9m. 2303

G 9 Vim. 2328
G 10y2m. 2352
G
10m. 2360
G

9V2m. 2376
lOVim.

(12)

.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

7m. 2352

(12)

(Series 12)
(Sept 4) No. 1—Linda
(Oct. 2) No. 2—April Showers
(Nov. 6) No. 3—Peg O' My Heart
(Dec. 4) No. 4—When You Were
Sweet Sixteen
(Jan. 8) No. 5—Feudin' & Fightin'
(Feb. 12) No. 6—Civilization .
(Apr. 29) No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover .....
(June 3) No. 8—Manana
FILM NOVELTIES

6m. 2263
6m. 2302

U6-1
U6-2
U6-3
U6-4

(Apr.
(July
(Oct.
(Dec.

18)
11)
13)
19)

F lOVim. 2328

R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7
R7-8

(Oct.
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.

GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS
3)
3l)
28)
5)
16)
20)
26)
30)

(Sept. 4)
(Oct.
9)
(Nov. 27)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)

2404

10m. 2155

10m. 2188
8m.2281
9m.2287
(10)

Riding The Waves .G
Running The Hounds . G
Five Fathoms of Fun
G
Stop, Look And Guess 'Em G
All American Swing Stars G
Double Barrelled Sport .G
Big Game Angling .G
Riding Habits .G

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2312
2337
2342
2361
2377

(1946-47)
21m. 2103
21m. 2193
21m. 2360
21m. 2384

One Reel

D6-1
D6-2
D6-3
D6-4
D6-5
D6-6

(May
(July
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Nov.
(Jan.

23)
18)
10)
21)
28)
30)

Loose In the Caboose .G
Cad And Caddy
G
A Bout With A Trout
G
Super Lulu . F
The Baby Sitter
.G
Dog Show Off .G
NOVELTOONS

(16)

8m. 2154
8m. 2211
8m. 2280
7m. 2281
7m. 2286
7m. 2313

(8)

(Polacolor)

(T-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion
G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J) F
W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary
F
W-934 (Jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean . G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom . F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom .G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938 (May 15) Little 'Tinker .
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
6m.
9m.
7m.
8m.

2281
2256
2297
2336
2352
2376
2384

'Technicolor)

GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS
W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
F
W-922 (Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear .F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Way
E
W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack .F
W-925 (Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots
G
MARTIN BLOCK'S
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUNDS (4)
M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn
. E
M-982 (Apr. 24) No. 2—Tex Beneke and
Orchestra .G

(Dec. 5) Santa's Surprise . G
(Jan. 9) Cat O' Nine Ails
G
(Feb. 23) Flip Flap .G
(Mar. 19) We're in The Honey .G
(Apr. 9) The Bored Cuckoo .G
(Apr. 23) There's Good Boo's Tonite G
(May 7) Land Of The Lost .E
(June 4) Butterscotch and Soda .

K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4
K7-5

Oct. 3) It Could Happen To You G
Nov. 14) Babies, They're Wonderful G
(Jan. 2) Bundle From Brazil .G
(Mar. 12) Musical Miracle . G
(May 28) A Model Is Born
G

PACEMAKERS

(6)

T-911 (Nov. 29) Visiting Virginia
G
T-912 (Dec. 13) Cradle Of A Nation .G
T-913 (May 8) Cape Breton Island .

P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8

9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.

11m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
7m.

9m.
7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
7m.

2303
2313
2360
2360
2375
2376
2385

11m.
11m.
11m.
11m.
7m.

2281
2287
2313
2361
2403

(6)

POPEYE CARTOONS

(7)

(8)

(Polacolor)

2289
2311
2342
2360
2393

10m. 2342

E7-1
E7-2
E7-3
E7-4

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.

19)
30)
27)
26)

All's Fair At The Fair
G
Olive Oyl For President G
Wigwam Whoopee .G
Pre-Hysterical Man .G

8m. 2302
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
7m. 2376

SCIENCE ift
J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5

10m. 2352

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May

17)
26)
20)
2)
21)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—Radar Fishermen
G
2—Desert Destroyers G
3—Streamlined Luxury G
4—Fog Fighters .G
5—The Big Eye .G

SCREEN SONG

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2303
2337
2376
2393

7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
7m.

2312
2337
2337
2360
2360

11m.
10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2337
2376

10m.
11m.
11m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2313
2361
2376
2393

17m.
17m.
18m.
18m.

2311
2336
2351
2403

(8)

(Polacolor)

(6)

X7-1

(1946-47)

K-871 (Jon. 11) A Really Important Person G

10m. 2103

K-872 (Aug. 23) Tennis In Rhythm
F
K-873 (Aug. 30) The Amazing Mr. Nordill G

9m. 2257
10m. 2250

(6)

K-971 (Dec. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor)
.E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done .E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock . G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town
G

8m.
10m.
10m.
9m.

2312
2337
2342
2342

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (10)
S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10
E
S-952 (Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) .
G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know?
G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered?
G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks
E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But
G
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor)
.G
S-958 (
....) You Can't Win
F

X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5

(Dec. 26) The Circus Comes To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl .G
(Feb. 20) Little Brown Jug . G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G
>p£A<MN& Or
<«,

Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

(Oct. 3) Dog Crazy
G
(Nov. 14) Ain't Nature Grand
F
(Dec. 12) Monkey Shines .G
(Feb. 6) Home Sweet Home
F
(Apr. 16) 'Taint So . F
(July 2) Headliners .

10m. 2250
9m. 2263
9m. 2281
10m. 2303
9Vim. 2312

JNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS >ft,
(Magnacolor)
i.7-1
L7-2
L7-3
L7-4
L7-5

(Nov
7) No. 1-Hula Magic
(Jan. 2) No. 2—Bagpipe lassies
(Feb. 13) No. 3—Modern Pioneers
(Apr. 16) No. 4—Nimrod Artist .
(May 14) No. 5—Feather Finery

83401
83402
83403
83404
83405

(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .
(Jan. 2) Brother Knows Best
(Feb. 6) No More Relatives
(May 14) How To Clean House
(
) Dig That Gold .

G
G
G
G
G

8m. 2337
9m. 2361
9m. 2393

(12)

(Series 27)
9851
9852
9853
9854
9855

18m. 2336
19m. 2369

Wilbur the Lion
E
Tubby the Tuba . E
Date With Duke .G
Rhapsody In Wood
G

(Technicolor)

A-801 (Jan. 25, '47) Luckiest Guy in the
World
G
A-802 (June 21,'47) Give Us The Earth ... G
(1947-48 (4)
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving . F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

(1947-48)

2249
2280
2313

(Technicolor)

LITTLE LULU CARTOONS !*)

PASSING PARADES

2211

One See!

(1946-47)

(Technicolor)
(8)

COLOR FAVORITES

>139
2187

GEORGE PAL PUPPETOONS (6)

(Technicolor)
SERIALS (3)
(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound. G
(Dee. 18) Brick Bradford .G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger .G

19m.
20m.
20m.
19m.
18m.
20m.

(1947-48)
(6)
FF7-1 (Feb. 27) Samba Mania
G
FF7-2 (Apr. 9) Footlight Rhythm
.G
FF7-3 (June 25) Gypsy Holiday .

SPECIALS (4)

CARTOONS

(6)

MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES
fechnieeior)

(1946-47)

(12)

18m. 2360
16m. 2375
18m.

i
&

d

9V2m. 2376
9l/2m. 2376

(Series 2)
©

Z

Hollywood Cowboys
Laguna, U. S. A.
Out of This World Series
Off The Air
Hawaii In Hollywood

EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES
G
G
G
F
G

9'/2m. 2243
9'/2m. 2303
9m.2328
10m.2328
10m.2361

Monogram'
Two Peel

(Ansco Color)
4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn

E

21m. 2249

(6)
F
F
F
F

Servisection 6
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5

0 c

73701
73702
73703
73704
73705
73706

(Mar. 7)
(Mar. 28)
(Apr. 25)
(May 9)
(July 11)
(Dee. 5)

E

o

Z

P

S

c

a
B

e
o
or

s

15m. 2131
17m. 2139
17m.2156
17m.2171
18m. 2241
19m. 2311

(6)
14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m. 2403

791
792
793
794

22m. 2262

Molly Cures A Cowboy.F.
Musical Bandit .F
Corralling A School Marm F
Prairie Spooner* .G
SPECIALS

19m.
16m.
20m.
13m.

84201
84202
84203
84204
84205

2256
2280
2319
2328

84405
84406
84407

84301
84302
84303
84304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309

SPORTSCOPES (13)
(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor .G
(Nov. 14) Quail Pointers .G
(Dec. 12) Pin Games .G
(Jan. 9) Racing Day
G
(Feb. 6) Sports Coverage
G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr- 30) Big Mouth Bass .
(.) Muscles and the Lady .
WALT DISNEY CARTOONS
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)

8m. 2256
8m. 228)
_
8m. 2287
9m. 2319

20th

WALT DISNEY REISSUES
(Technicolor)

12ep. 2262
8531
8532

(May
(May

15ep.2319
13*p.

a:

c
c

<D .5
DIO.

3
OC

0 c

a. .£

7m.2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m.
7m.
7m.2384
7m.

United Artists
One Reel
DAFFY DITTIES
(Technicolor)

8Vim. 2297

'47) The Fatal Kiss . ... E

8m. 2236

MUS1COLORS (7)
(Cinecolor)

Century-Fox

(Oct. 15, '46) Toccata and Fugue ,...E
(June 15, '47) The Engulfed
Cathedral ..
F
(Oct.
'47) Moonlight .
G
(Dec.
'47) Enchanted Lake .
F
(Mar.
'47) Fingal's Cave .
G

(13)

(Vol. 14)
(Sept.

5) No. 1—Is Everybody
Listening? .F
F 18Vim. 2243
(Oct. 3) No. 2—T-Men In Action
18m. 2262
E
(Oct. 31) No. 3—End of an Empire G 18V2m. 2280
(Nov. 28) No. 4—Public Relations . . .
This Means You .G
17m. 2286
G
(Dec. 26) No. 5—The Presidential
Year .
G
17m. 2319
(Jan.
) No. 6—The 'Cold War':
Act 1—France .G
G 18V2ITI. 2328
(Feb.
) No. 7—Marriage and
F
Divorce .F
17m. 2352
(Mar.
) No. 8—Crisis In Italy .E
17m. 2360
E
(Apr.
) No. 9—Life With Junior .. .G
G
18m. 2375
(May
) No. 10—Battle for Greece G
17m. 2393

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES

10m. 2044
7m.2250
7m. 2250
7m. 2297
10m. 2337

(11)

(Technicolor)
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June

'47)
'48)
'48)
'48)
'48)
'48)

The Bandmaster .
G
The Mad Hatter .
G
Banquet Busters ...
G
Kiddie Koncert . .F
Pixie Picnic .
G
Wacky-bye Baby ...
G
(Reissues)
) Don't Hook Now ...

(

7m.2297
7m.2337
7m. 2336
7m.2376
7m.2376
7m.2376

Universal-International

FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)

Three Reel

8601

(Feb.

8602

(Apr.

8901
8902

(Nov. 21) Album of Animals . F
(May
) Dying To Live . G

) Something Old—
Something New . E
) Fashioned for Action . G

8m. 2337
8m. 2271
8m. 2271
8m. 2287
8m. 2312
®m-2212
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385
8m.

(18)

MUSICAL WESTERNS
9m. 2337
8m.2376

3351
3352
3353

(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Days .F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire .G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch .G

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m. 2403

(Sept. 12) Horizons Of Tomorrow
G
(Nov. 7) The Three R'* Go Modem G
(Mar.
) Sky Thrills
E
) Majesty Of Yellowstone G
(July

8252
8253
8254
8255
8256

(Aug. 22) Holiday In South
Africa (T) .
(Oct. 17) Home Of The Dane* (T)...
(Dec. 12) Jungle Closeups (T) .
(Jan.
) Copenhagen Pageantry (T)
) Scenic Sweden (T) .
(June
) Riddle of Rhodesia .
(July
(

9Vim. 2281
9m. 2243
9m.2342
9m.2393

3302
3303
3304
3305

8m.2256
8m.2256
8m.2342
8m.2342
8m.2407

SPECIAL
) Thanks America . ,.E

11m. 2352

3201.

8m. 2256
8m. 2297
8m.2377

3391

8301
8302
8303

(Aug.
(Feb.
(May

1) Gridiron Greatness . G 10Vim. 2243
) Olympic Class . G
10m. 2342
) Everglades Adventure . G
9m.2342

8503
8504
8505
8506
8507
8508
8309

8514
8515

SPECIALS (2)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning ........F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers .G
One Reel

3392
3393
3394

(Feb.
) One Note Tony .G
(Aug. 15) The Talking Magpies In
Flying South .
F
(Aug. 29) Mighty Mouse In A Date
For Dinner .F
(Sept. 19) The Talking Magpies In
Fishing By The Sea .F
(Oct. 10) Mighty Mouse in the First
Snow .F
(Oct. 24) The Talking Magpies in the
Super Salesman .F
(Nov. 14) Mighty Mouse In A Fight
to the Finish .F
(Dec. 5) The Wolf's Pardon .G
(Dec. 19) Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
(Dec. 12) The Talking Magpies In
The Hitchhikers .F
(Dec. 26) Mighty Mouse In Lazy
Little Beaver .F
(Jan.
) Felix The Fox .G
(Jan.
) The Talking Magpies
In Taming The Cat .G
(Mar.
) Mighty Mouse and the
Magician .F
(Mar.
) Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .

15m."2319
15m. 2328
15m. 2328
15m. 2342
15m. 2369
15m. 2403

20m. 2255
17m. 2297
19m. 2342

(8)

(Dec. 22) No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors .G
(Jan. 19) No. 2—Hall of Fame — G
(Mar. 15) No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion .G
(Apr. 26) No. 4—Flood Waters .
(
) No. 5—Mighty Timber .
SING AND BE HAPPY
(1946-47)

(24)

(Technicolor)
8501
8502

2201
2202

(Oct. 22) Alvino Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dee. 3) Drummer Man .G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G
(Mar. 31) Woody Herman and
His Orchestra .G
(.) Red Ingle and his Natural
Seven .G

THE ANSWER MAN

(Sept. 26) Vacation Magic . G
) Aqua Capers . F
(Jan.
) Playtime in Scandinavia . G
(Apr.
(Black and White)

TERRYTOONS

3306

(6)

8351
8352
8353

27m. 2302

NAME BAND MUSICALS (13)
3301

G
G
G
G
G

SPORTS REVIEWS
(Technicolor)

8512
8513
2280
2319
2336
2329

(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G
Two Reel

(Color)
8251

(1)

(Technicolor)
5555

(12)

(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecolor)

8511

8m.
8m.
9m.
9m.

SPECIAL

9m.2250
9m.2403

(Black and White)
8201
8202
8203
8204

8510

(6)

(Oct. 17) Hawaiian Holiday .E
(Dee. 12) The Clock Cleaners
E
(Feb. 20) Little HiawaJha .E
(Apr. 2) Alpine Climbers .E

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES

8m. 2328

Cat Nap Pluto (P) .
Inferior Decoration (D)
Pueblo Pluto (P) .
Donald's Happy Birthday

Servisection 7

(July

MARCH OF TIME

9m. 2328

(D—Donald Duck; G— Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse; P—Pluto;
F—Figaro)
(1946-47)
7m. 2131
74101 (May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F) ... F
6m. 2154
74102 (June 20) Clown of the Jungle (D) G
7m. 2163
74103 (July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D) ... G
6m.2187
74104 (Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
7m.2211
74105 (Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
7m. 2187
74106 (Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D)
G
7m. 2250
74107 (Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
6m.2250
74108 (Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G)
F
7m. 2271
74109 (Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P) .G
7m. 2286
74110 (Nov. 28) Chip An' Dale .G
7m. 2311
74111 (Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P) .G
7m. 2337
74112 (Jan. 23 They're Off (G)
G
7m. 2271
74113 (Feb. 6) The Big Wash (G) .......
G
7m. 2360
74114 (Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (DI ... E
7m. 2385
74115 (Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F
7m. 2403
74116 (Apr. 16) Daddy Duck (D)
G
7m. 2403
74117 (Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P) .■ • v F
74118 (.) Donald's Dream Voice (D)
(1947-48)
(18)

84701
84702
84703
84704

8521

raV5©

ca

LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE

5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra .F
(Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time ... F
(Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
Orchestra .G
(Nov. 28) Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 26) Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra .
G
(Jan. 23) Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra .F
(Feb. 20) Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G

(.)
(.)
(.)
(.)

SERIALS

One Reel
10m. 2281
9m. 2319
9m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385

84401 (Sept.

84404

(May
(June
(June

) Hounding The Hares .F
) Mighty Mouse in the
Feudin' Hillbillies . F
) Mystery in the Moonlight F
) Seeing Ghosts .F
) The Talking Magpies in a
Sleepless Night .
) Mighty Mouse in the
Witch's Cat .
(Reissues)
) Butcher of Seville .G
) Mighty Mouse in the
Green Line .

(Nov.

2286
2311
2319
2336
2352
2369
2384
2403

(Re-Releases)

84402
84403

Two Reel

8518
8519
8520

G

JAMBOREES (7)

“

oc

(Apr.
(Apr.

761

(7)

(Oct. 24) No. 1 .G
(Dec. 5) No. 2 .G
(Jan. 16) No. 3 .F
(Feb. 27) No. 4 .F
(Apr. 9) No. 5 .F

0
oc

©

CARTOON
(Trucolor)

THIS IS AMERICA (13)

One Reel
FLICKER FLASHBACKS

§

Two Reel

16m.
18m.
19m.
18m.
16m.
18m.
17m.
17m.

w
c

One Reel

83901 (Dec. 12) Football Highlight*
of 1947 .G 19Vtm. 2302
841 (.) Louis-Walcott Fight .G
21m. 2302
83601 (Apr. 1) Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .E
18m. 2369
83801 (Apr. 23) Basketball Headliners
Of 1948 .G
18m. 2384
(Nov. 14) Border Without Bayonet* E
(Dec. 12) Switzerland Today .E
(Jan. 9) Children's Village .E
(Feb. 6) Operation White Tower ... G
(Mar. 5) Photo Frenzy .E
(Apr. 2) Funny Business .E
(Apr. 30) Democracy's Diary .E
(May 28) Crime Lab .E

S

£JE

12ep. 2311

l0 UI

2
&

o

Z

8516
8517

(Jan. 31) G-Men Never Forget .G
(Apr. 24) Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted .G
(July 17) Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release) .E
(
) Adventures of Frank and
Jesse James .

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4)

83101
83102
83103
83104
83105
33106
83107
8310

O.E

Republic

MY PAL (4)
83201 (Oct. 31) My Pal .G
83202 (
) Lost Pal .

(Sept. 5)
(Oct. 10)
(Nov. 14)
(Dee. 19)

it

cc
3
OC

8m.2337
7m.

84705 (May 14) Woodland Cafe
84706 (June 18) Three Little Pigs

83701 (Jan. 16) Bet Your Life .G
83702 (Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife .F
83703 (Apr. 9)- Secretary Trouble .F

83501
83502
83503
83504

- 9

(6)

Borrowed Blonde .B
Wife Tame* Wolf .F
In Room 303 .F
Hired Husband .G
Blonde'* Away .F
The Spook Speaks .G
(1947-48)

■Q c

e

a. —

LEON ERROL COMEDIES
(1946-47)

EXHIBITOR

9m. 2319
7m. 2376
8m. 2403
8m.

(8)

6Vam. 2281

2381
2382
2383
2)384
2385
2386
2387
2388

(Sept. 30)
(Feb. 17)
(Apr. 14)
(May 19)
(July 21)
(Aug. 18)
(Aug. 25)
(Feb. 2)

Bit of Blarney .G
The Singing Barbers .G
Let's Sing A College Song G
Let'* Sing A Western Song G
Let'* Go Latin .G
Kernels of Korn .G
Manhattan Memories .G
Lamp Post Favorites .G

10m. 2028
10m. 2088
10m. 2155
10m. 2172
9m. 2204
11m. 2256
9m. 2287
9m. 2376

6V2m. 2297

3381

(1947-48)
(Mar. 29) Spotlight Serenade .G
(
) Singin' The Blues .

8m. 2385

7m. 2256
7m. 2256
7m. 2256

6V2m. 2297
7m. 2303
7m. 2311

2329

7m. 2337

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer F
(.) Pickled Puss .F

7m. 2319
7m. 2328

(Reissues) (13)
7m. 2352
7m. 2352
7m. 2375

3321
3322
3323

(.) Knock Knock . G
(May
) Syncopated Sioux . F
(July
) Woody Woodpecker .F

3341
3342
3343
3344

(Sept.
(Nov.
(Feb.
(June

VARIETY VIEWS
7m. 2376
7m. 2385
7m.

29)
17)
9)
7)

7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

(8)

Tropical Harmony .G
Chimp Aviator .G
Brooklyn Makes Capital....G
Whatta Built .F

10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2287
2287
2319
2407

240S

THE

o
z

]i

o

C5

jl

©

J)

QC0

c
c

QCD

i

=

<x
4204

Vitaphon®

4205

Two Reel

4101

4004
4005

(Jan. 31) Celebration Days .B
(Oct. 18) Soap Box Derby .G
(Feb. 21) Toddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue) .E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival .E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede .E

19m. 2336
20m. 2273
20m. 2341
20m. 2360
18m. 2393

(Technicolor)
Land of Romance .G
Beautiful Ball .G
Dad Minds the Baby .G
What's Hatchin' .G
Rhythm of a Big City ... G
Living With Lions .

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
10m. 2311
10m.2342
10m.2352

3712
3713
3714
3715
3716
3717
3718

(Reissues)
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 20)
(Jan. 17)
(Mar. 20)
(Apr. 10)
(Apr. 24)
(May 22)
(June 12)

Dangerous Dan McFoo..
Hobo Gadget Band .
Little Pancho Vanilla ..
Don't Look Now .
Curious Puppy .
Circus Today .
Little Blabber Mouse ....

G
G
G
F
F
G

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2319
2319
2336
2336
2403
2403

(1946-47)
(Nov
1) Slick Hare .G
(June 28) Easter Yeggs .
B
(Jan. 3) Gorilla My Dreams .G
(Feb. 7) A Feather in His Hare .F
(Apr. 10) Rabbit Punch .G
(May 8) Buccaneer Bunny .F
JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES

4401
4402
4403
4404
4405
4406

4602
4603
4604
4605
4606
4607

4201
4202
4203

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m. 2393

(8)

(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra .G
(Oct. 25) Swing Styles .F
(Dec. 6) Borrah Minevitch and
Harmonica School .F
(Jan. 10) Rubinoff and His Violin....F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra .
F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra .F
(June 19) The Saturday Night
Swing Club .
MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE (6)
(Sept. 27) Let's Sing A Song of the
West .G
(Dec. 27) Let's Sing An Old Time
Song .
G
(Jan. 24) Let's Sing A Song About
the Moonlight .G

2406

7m.2297
7m.2221
7m.2336
7m. 2336
7m. 2376
7m.2393

(*)

(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman . G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife .F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment .G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler .G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House .G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Detective .
MELODY MASTERS

4601

10m. 2352
10m.2385

(18)

4701
4702
4703
4704

(June 21) Inki At the Circus (T) .F
(July 12) Crowing Pains (T) .F
(Aug. 2) Pest In The House (T) .F
(Aug. 23) Foxy Duckling (T) .G
(Sept. 6) House Hunting Mice (C) ...F
(Oct. 4) Little Orphan Airedale (T) G
(Oct. 25) Doggone Cats (C) .G
(Nov. 29) Mexican Joy Ride (T) .G
(Dec. 6) Catch As Cats Can (T) .F
(Dee. 13) A Horse Fly Fleas (C).G
(Jan. 17) Two Gophers From Texas
(C)
G
(Mar. 27) Back Alley Oproar (T) . F
(Feb. 28) What's Brewin', Bruin (T) F
(Feb. 14) What Makes Daffy
Duck (C) .F
(Mar. 6) Daffy Duck Slept Here (T) F
(Mar. 13) A Hick, A Slick, and A
Chick (C) .F
(Apr. 3) I Taw A Putty Tat (T) ... G
(Apr. 17) Hop, Look and Listen (T) F
(1947-1948) (18)
(May 1) Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
(June 22) Bone Sweet Bone (C) .F
(June 12) The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
(June 26) The Rattled Rooster (T) ....

7m. 2180
7m. 2211
7m.2243
7m.2243
7m.2263
7m.2273
7m.2280
7m. 2297
7m. 2302
7m. 2302
7m. 2328
7m.2360
7m. 2342
7m.2337
7m.2352
7m.2352
7m.2375
7m.2375
7m.2393
7m. 2393

SPORTS PARADE (13)
(Technicolor)

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)
(Technicolor)
3720
3719
3721
3722
3723
3724

“si

(1946-47)
3701
3702
3703
3704
3705
3706
3707
3708
3709
3710
3711

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)

4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307

u

etc

(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorites .G
(May 8) Let's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song ... G

18m. 2256

One Reel

(Sept. 6)
(Nov. 15)
(Dec. 20)
(Feb. 28)
(Mar. 27)
(June 5)

c

D

©

MERRIE MELODIES

ADVENTURE SPECIALS (4)
4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806

a
c

J

01
c

(T—Technicolor; C-Cinecolor)

TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (S)
4001
4002
4003

?j

s

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G

June 9, 1948

t

i

I
8

%£

<2

EXHIBITOR

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2337
10m.2393

10m.2263
9m.2297
10m. 2337

4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510

(Nov.
(Dec.
(
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(June
(May
(June

1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
13) Action in Sports .G
) A Nation On Skis V..
14) Sun Valley Fun .G
6) Trip to Sportland .F
20) Ride, Ranchero, Ride .G
17) Holiday for Sports .G
5) Built For Speed .
G
1) Fighting Ath'etes .G
19) The Race Rider .

10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2352
10m. 2377
10m. 2407
10m. 2385

Foreign
ARTKINC
Human Heart, The .F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates .G
Kindergartens .G
Life and Death in the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The .F
Northern Korea .G
Secrets of Nature .G
Song of Happiness .F
Soviet Science and
Technique .G
Soviet Sports .G
Winter Sports in Moscow....G

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
10m. 2385
20m.
20m.
22m.
19m.
11m.

2384
2297
2243
2342
2337

9m. 2342
10m. 2256
7m. 2312

Miscellaneous
African Big Game (AF) .. G
All American Soap Box
Derby (Emerson Yorke) ....G
American Heritage, The
(NSS)
G
Another 'First' For Mr.
Washington (Audio) .F
Assignment-Tel Aviv
(United Palestine Appeal) G
Borrowing in Subtraction
(The World Today) .G
Church In the Atomic Age,

20m. 2329
25m. 2384
10m. 2256
11m. 2376
21m. 2256
17m. 2336
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The (Film Program Services
—16mm.) .,...G
19m.
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board of Fire
Underwriters) .G 9 Vim, 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS) .G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
23m. 2311
First Steps (Film Program
Services) .E
11m.
Forgotten Children
(Hadassah) .G
18m. 2271
Fragment of Seeking
(Curtis Harrington) .F
14m. 2329
Friendship Train, The
(Warners) .E
14m. 2352
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
15m. 2297
Hermits of the Sky (AF) ... G
11m. 2250
High Plain, The (General) E
19m. 2266
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
9m. 2312
House In the Desert
(United Palestine Appeal) G
30m. 2255
Indonesia Calling
(Brandon)
.
G
20m. 2297
Know Your Baby
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Lima Family (General).F
18m. 2250
Make Way for Youth
(National Social Welfare
Assembly) .E
22m. 2342
Makers of Destiny (Astor) G
15m. 2403
Music in the Wind
(NFB of Canada) .F
9m. 2243
O'Voutie O'Rooney
(Astor) .G 23V5tm. 2360
Passing Hours, The (AF). G
12m. 2281
People Between, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
21m. 2271
People's Charter, The
(UN Film Board .E
17m. 2256
Penn State vs. S. M. U.
(Film Productions Ltd.) ... F
6m. 2328
Peru (General) . G
20m. 2286
Report For Action (TOA) G
17m. 2403
Rhapsody Of Saturne
(Technicolor) (Siritzky-lnt.) F 9V2m. 2385
Rhythm of Africa (AF) .G
15m. 2329
Roman Singers of Vatican
City, The (Elliott) .G
17m. 2403
Round Trip: Tho USA in
World Trade (20th Century
Fund) .G
20m. 2266
Scotland Yard At Work
(Merlin) .
F
22m. 2280
Searchlight on the Nations
(The V/orld Today) .E
33m. 2336
Ski Skill
(NFB of Canada) .
F
9m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
10m. 2312
Tobacco Land
(De Rochemont) .G
8m. 2376
Twin Tornadoes
(Sporfsworld) .F
19m. 2352
Underground Farmers
(RKO Disf. Corp.) .F
9m. 2329
Varieties In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Serv¬
ice)
.F 10 Vim. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Woman Speaks No. 8
(Film Studios of Chicago) G 1 OVzos. 2297
Woman Speaks No. 9
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Women Wrestlers
(United Sports Attraction) G
9m. 2385
Your Children and You
(BIS) .G
29m. 2329
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(Continued from page 2408)
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
PERSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-IOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MIS5ION-58m.Eagle-Lion .2247
PICADILLY I NCI DENT—88m.—MGM .2332
PIRATE, THE—101 '/2m.—MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-1nt.2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PRAIRIE EXPRESS—54m.—Monogram .2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion .2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columb!a .2299
R
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE^64m.-RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion .2260
RAVEN, THE—90m.—Westport Int.2351
RAW DEAL—78m.—Eagle Lion .2393
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m.-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia .2315
RENEGADE RANGER, THE -59m.-RKO .2300
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi .2286
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eag!e-Lion.2275
Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—90m.—RKO .2389
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Llon .2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Coiumbia .2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished .2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-lOlm.-U-Int.2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbla .2267
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL-53m.-Monogram .2269
RIFFRAFF—80m.—RKO .2235
RIVER LADY—78m.—U-Int.2391
ROAD TO RIO—100m.—Paramount .2284
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild .2278
ROBIN HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram .2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71m.-Republic .2248
ROCKY—76m.—Monogram .2339
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE—86m.- Lopert . 2402
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA . 2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA—65m.—Columbia .2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .2317
ROSES ARE RED—67m.—20th-Fox . 2278
ROSSINI—95m.- Best .2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m.—Artkino . 2255
RUTHLESS—102m.—Eagle Lion . 2363
S
SAIGON—94m.—Paramount .2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount .2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor .2255
SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-95m.-20th-Fox . 2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98V2m.-U-lnt.2312
SECRF1 LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE-108m.-RKO . 2235
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR-60m.-Republic.2401
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-81m.-U-lnt.2301
SEPIA CINDERELLA—70m.—Screen Guild .2294

THE SHORTS PARADE
(Continued from page 2403)
long does it take to become a fancy
skater?”, and “Did Knute Rockne use the
T-formation at Notre Dame?” GOOD.
(3393).
WHATTA BUILT. Universal-Interna¬
tional—Variety View. 10m. With Danny
Thomas doing the narration, muscular
coordination is the theme of this one as
weight-lifters and “Mr. Americas” are on
display. Flexing their muscles, the boys
send the viewing girls and also the nar¬
rator into a dither. There are also some
healthy girls on display. FAIR. (3344).

Color Sports
BUILT FOR SPEED. Vitaphone—Sports
Parade. 10m. Midget auto racing is the

EXHIBITOR

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO .2235
SHADOW VALLEY—58m.—Eagle-Lion .2292
SHAGGY—7* m.—Paramount .2373
SHAKUNTAlA—72m.—Mayer-Burstyn . 2310
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia .2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF-69m.-Monogram .2233
SILENT CONFLICT—61m.—UA .2368
SILVER RIVER—llOm.—Warners .2391
<ITT)N3 PRETTY—84m.—20th-Fox .2350
SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia .2339
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .2318
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners.2302
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic .2325
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogram .2307
SMART WOMAN—93m.—Allied Artists .2357
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE-67m.-Columbla .2259
SMUGGLERS, THE-85m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
SO EVIL MY LOVE—108V2m.—Paramount .2400
SO THIS IS NEW YORK—79Vim.—UA .2390
SO WELL REMEMBERED—86m.—RKO .2277
SON OF RUSTY, THE--69m.-Columbia .2231
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino .2384
SONG OF IDAHO—66m.—Columbia .
2387
SONG OF LOVE-117m.-MGM.2232
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artists . 2277
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram .2339
SONG OF THE THIN MAN-86m.-MOM.2232
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount .2340
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics . 2260
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .2377
SPRINGTIME—76V2m.—Four Continents .2327
STAGE STRUCK—70m.—Monogram .2388
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM .2365
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfllm .2310
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbla .2372
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM .2348
SWAMP WATER—90m.—20th-Fox .2237
SWEET GENEVIEVE—68m.—Columbia . 2275
SWORD OF THE AVENGER—76m.—Eagle Lion .2380
SWORDSMAN, THE-81 m.-Columbia . 2268
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—85m.—AF .2310
T
TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion .2331
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO .2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE—71m.—MGM .2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PIPIT—81 m.—U-Int.2248
TENDER YEARS, THE-81 m.-20th-Fox . 2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .2316
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners .2270
13 LEAD SOLDI ERS—67m.—20ih-Fox .2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM ..2260
THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm .2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM .2332
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO .2325
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-109m.-UA .2401
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348
T-MEN—91m.—Eagle Lion .2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE—85m.—Times .2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbla .2316
TO THE VICTOR—101 m.—Warners .2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox .2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion .2339

subject as the film traces a driver from the
time he obtains his license to winning his
first big race. In between these two major
events are the time trials, the learning of
safe driving, and other such phases of
operation. The film is climaxed by an
actual auto race with plenty of thrills. This
is an interesting short. GOOD. (4508).

Sports
CHAMPIONS IN THE MAKING. Co¬
lumbia—World of Sports. 8!/2m. The ex¬
tensive preparations that Canada is mak¬
ing to prepare her young athletes for the
1952 and 1956 Olympic are shown. Track
and field events, rowing, and swimming
are among the events concentrated on,
and, finally, figure skating is featured.

TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild
2318
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbia
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE-126m.-Warners .
2308
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO .
2312
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia 2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg . 2310
TYCOON—128m.—RKO .2293
U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount . 2253
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS-70m.-Republic . 2389
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-65m.-Republic .
2300
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60Vim.-RXO . 2236
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE-lOlm.-MOM .2232
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warners .2254
UP IN CENTRAL PARK-87m.-U-Int. 2402
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt.2273
V
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS-78m.-Warner» .2375
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE—77m.—UA .2402
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE-103m.-Warners.2309
VOLPONE—105m.—Sir itzky-Int.2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int. 2335
W
WALLFLOWER—77m.—Warners .2394
WATERFRONT AT M!DNIGHT-63m.-Paramount .2388
WEST OF SONORA—55m.—Columbia . 2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO . 2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—Astor .2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion .2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL-6Bm.-Columbia .2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-41m.-Screen Guild ... 2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE-75m.-Paramount . 2260
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS-54m.-Columbia . 2399
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle-Lion .2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE-62m.-Weiss
.2341
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN (Laff-Time-Part 2)50m.—U A .2390
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS-95m.-Film Rights Int. 2392
WILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic .2261
WILD HARVEST—92m.—Paramount .2234
WILD HORSE MESA—61m.—RKO .2285
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-60m.-Film'Classics .2387
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino . ..2296
WINTER MEETING-104m.-Warners . 2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int.2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners .2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia .2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt.2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM
.2253
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-68m.-Columbia ... 2328
Y
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox .2326
Z
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—79m.—Artkino .2286

With the country’s pride and joy, Barbara
Ann Scott, dominating the rest of the
reel, her exploits both at home and at
St. Moritz, where she took Olympic honors,
provide inspiration
for many other
Canadian hopefuls. FAIR. (9807).

Color Travel
SCENIC SWEDEN. 20th Century-Fox—
Movietone Adventures. Technicolor. 8m.
The camera moves to Sweden and picks
up the various scenic landscapes and
historic markings. Among the sights are
the University of Upsala, Vadstena Castle,
Laksand, and Delecarlia, the latter being
the richest farm country of the Scandi¬
navian Peninsula. The film’s climax is the
Maypole, the annual mid-summer festival.
GOOD. (8255).
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A
ADVENTURE ISLAND-Hj7m.-Paramount .2233
ADVENTURES IN SiLVERADO-75m.-Columbia .2355
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagle Lion .2347
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-102mWarners ...2341
ALBUQUERQUE—90m.—Paramount .2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM . 2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int.2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL-64m.-Republic .2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners .2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President .2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram .2324
ANNA KARENINA-111m.-20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-106V2m.-U-lnt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners .2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners . 2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH-119V2m.-UA .2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m.-U-lnt.2358
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE -63m.-RKO .2365
A. RNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM
.2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER- 63m.- 20th-Fox .2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER—66m.—Eagle Lion .2380
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO
.2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners .2249
BAMBI—71m.—RKO .2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-59m.-Republic . 2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert .2309
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO .2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia . 2379
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram ..2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.-Rank .2278
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film . 2280
B. F.'s DAUGHTER—108m.—MGM .2331
BIG CITY-103m.-MGM .2364
BIG CLOCK, THE—95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG PUNCH, THE—80m.—Warners .2402
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.-Paramount .2283
BIG TOWN SCANDAL-62m.-Paramount .2400
BILL AND COO—61 m.—Republic .2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—108m.—RKO .2284
BLACK BART—80m.—U-Int.2329
ELACK GOLD—89m.—Allied Artists . 2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion . .2323
BLACK NARCISSUS—89m.—U-Int. 2295
BLONDE ICE—73m.—Film Classics .2394
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle-Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia .2253
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia .2291
BLONDIE'S REWARD—67m.—Columbia .2387
BLUE VEIL, THE—91 m.—Cohn .2262
BODY AND SOUL—104m.—UA .2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino .2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic .2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO .. 2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram .2268
BOY! WHAT A GlRL-69m.-Screen Guild .2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.—MGM .2348
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—65m.—RKO .2388
BROTHERS, THE-90m.-U-lnt .2390
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RlVER-55m.-Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65m.Columbia
.2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-80m.-Screen Guild .2236
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion .2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.2295
C
CAGED FURY—60m.—Paramount . 2339
CALIFORNIA FI REBRAND—63m.—Republic .2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110V2m.-20th-Fox .2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON—61 m.—Republic .2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57Vim.—Monogram .2356
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—92m.—U-Int.2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-20th-Fox .2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion .2247
CARNEGIE HALL—134m.—UA .2238
CARSON CITY RAIDERS-60m.-Republic .2400
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int.2350
CASS TIMBERLANE—117m.—MGM .2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-82m.-Superfilm .2309
CHALLENGE, THE - 68m.—20ih-Fcx . 2333
CHECK YOUR GUNS- 55m-Eagle Lion . 2283
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion . 2292
CHINESE RING, THE-67m.-Monogram . 2300
CHRIST, THE KING-75m.-Barry-Simpex .2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90m.—UA . 2270
CLOSE-UP—76m.—Eagle Lion . 2372
COBRA STRIKES, THE-62m.-Eagle Lion .2387
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91m.-Distinguished . 2377
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT-105m-Film Rights Int.2359
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia
2267
CROSSED TRAILS—53m.—Monogram .2381
CROSSFIRE—85m.—RKO
. 2234
CRUSADES, THE—126m.—Paramount .2400
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
«a»
D
DAISY KENYON—98Vim.-20th-Fox . 2294
DAMNED, THE—104m.—Discina Int. .. 2391
DANGEROUS YEARS-62m.-20th-Fox .2301

EXHIBITOR

DARK PASSAGE-!06m.-Warners .2249
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer .2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor .2384
DEAR MURDERER—90m.—U-Int.2391
DEEP VALLEY—104m.—Warners .2240
DESIGN FOR DEATH—48m.—RKO .2325
DESIRE ME—91m.—MGM .2257
DEVIL SHIP—62m.—Columbia .2291
DEVIL'S CARGO—61m.—Film Classics .2355
DEVIL'S ENVOYS, THE—118m.—Superfilm .2249
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO .2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS—96m.—Artkino .2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.-Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A-105m.-U-lnt.2308
DOWN TO EARTH—101 m.—Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70Vim.—Screen Guild .2236
DREAM GIRL—85m.—Paramount .2388
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-84m.-Films Int.
of America .2392
DRIFTWOOD—88m.—Republic .2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox .2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.-Monogram .2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-Allied Artists .2379

C
EACH DAWN I DIE-84m.-Warners .2254
EASTER PARADE—103m.—MGM .2399
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int. ..2279
EMPORER WALTZ, THE-106m.-Paramount .2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
ESCAPE—78m.—20th-Fox .2401
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners .2278
ETERNAL MELODIES—95m.—Grandi .2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int.2309
EXILE, THE—91m.—U-Int.2270
EXPOSED -59m.—Republic .2254

F
FABULOUS JOE, THE—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
fABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic .2277
FANNY—123m.—Siritzky-lnt.2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES-94m.-Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m.—Siritzky-lnt.2341
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-64m.-Alexander .2351
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-93m.-RKO .2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG—60m.—Astor .2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners .2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61m.-Eagle-Lion .2283
FLAME, THE—97m.—Republic .2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .2299
FOREVER AMBER—140m.—20th-Fox .2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOUR FACES WEST-90m.-UA .2390
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117V2m.-20th-Fox .2257
FRENCH LEAVE—64m.—Monogram .2373
FRIEDA—98m.—U-Int.
2240
FRONTIER AGENT—56m.—Monogram .2399
FUGITIVE, THE—99m.—RKO
.2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-93m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY FREE—73m.—RKO .2234
FURIA—89m.—Film Classics .2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox .2367
G
GALLANT LEGION, THE-88m.-Republic .2401
GANGSTER, THE-84m.-Allied Artists .2260
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion
.2246
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic .2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide
.2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT—118m.—20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell .2262
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-89m.-20th-Fox 2394
GLAMOUR Gl RL—68m.—Columbia .2307
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount .2233
GOOD NEWS—92m.—MGM .2292
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox .2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artkino .2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET—141m.—MGM .2268
GREEN FOR DANGER—93m.—Eagle Lion .
2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox .2382
GUN LAW—60m.—RKO
.2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monogram .2316
GUNS OF HATE—62m.—RKO .2388

H
HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA . 2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox .2333
HATTER'S CASTLE—100m.—Paramount .
2373
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion ... 2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount . 2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN—71m.—Eagle Lion .2299
HEART OF VIRGINIA—60m.—Republic .2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS—See Montana Mike
HENRY IV—92m.—Superfilm .2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—86m.—Columbia .2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff Time-Part l)-50m.UA .2374
HIGH TIDE—71 m.—Monogram .2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM .2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int.2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild.2236
HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM .
2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox
2237
HUNGRY HILL—94m.—U-Int.2270
HUNTED, THE—83m.—Allied Artists ...».2331

I
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners .2334
I, JANE DOE—85m.—Republic .2389
I LOVE TROUBLE -94m.-Columbia .2307
I REMEMBER MAMA-134m.-RKO .2358
I WALK ALONE—98m.—Paramount . 2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-96m.-20th-Fox .2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—LeLarge—E.C.D. 2334
IF WINTER COMES—97m.—MGM . 2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO .2332
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic .2366
INTERMEZZO—70m.—SRO .2278

INTRIGUE—90m.—UA .2301
INVISIBLE WALL, THE-73m.-20th-Fox .2263
IRON CURTAIN, THE-87m.-20th-Fox .2389
IT HAD TO BE YOU-98m.-Columbia .2267

i
JASSY—96m.—U-Int.2334
JENNY LAMOUR—102 m.—Vog .2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners .
2286
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-65m.-Monogram 2317
JINX MONEY—68m.—Monogram . 2399
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72m.Monogram .2233

K
KEY WITNESS—67m.—Columbia .2253
KILLER DlLL—71m.—Screen Guild . 2237
KILLER McCOY—102m.—MGM .2276
KING OF THE BANDITS-65m.-Monogram . 2268
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—60m.—Republic .2401
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327

. I
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)92m.—Superfilm . 2279
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .2371
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robbin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HI LL—56m.—Columbia .2315
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.-Columbia .2259
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO .2300
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—67m.—20th-Fox .2349
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86!/2m.U-Int.2375
LIFE WITH FATHER-118m.-Warners .2240
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic .2367
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle-Lion .2271
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-68m.-Columbia . 2267
LONG NIGHT, THE-96m.-RKO .2235
LOST MOMENT, THE-88'/2m.-U-Int.2270
LOST ONE, THE—80m.—Columbia .2371
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram .2293
LOVE FROM A STRANGER-81 m.-Eagle Lion .2275
LOVER'S RETURN, A-96V2m.-Westport-lnt.2327
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grandi .2279
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.—Artkino .2334
LURED—See Personal Column.

M
MAD WEDNESDAY—89m.—UA .2239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic .2340
MAGIC TOWN—103m.—RKO .2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Republic .2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN-88m.-RKO .2269
MAN FROM TEXAS—71m.—Eagle Lion .. 2363
MAN OF EVIL—89m.—UA .2333
MAN OF THE SEA-82m.-Hoffberg .2335
MARCO VISCONTI—109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARIUS—125m.—Siritzky Int.2392
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox . 2269
MARKED WOMAN-81 m.-Warners .2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-Republic .2236
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .2315
MATING QF MILLIE, THE-87m.-Columbia .2347
MEET ME AT LAWN-89m.-20th-Fox .2358
MELODY TIME—75m.—RKO .2394
MERTON OF THE MOVI£S-81m.-MGM .2232
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS-90m.-Distinguished .2262
MIKADO, THE—90m.—U-Int.2391
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A-See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artkino .2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO .2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classics .2364
MONSIEUR VERQOUX—123m.—UA .2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)-96m.-UA. . 2239
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS~107m.-20th-Fox
.2237
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO .2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m.-SRO .2367
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .2384
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE-83m.~Mage .2241
MY DOG RUSTY—67m.—Columbia .2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE-85m.-Kline-Levin .2257
MY GIRL TISA—95m.—Warners . 2326
MY WILD IRISH ROSE-101 m.-Warners .2302

N
NAKED CITY—95m.—U-Int. 2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int.2285
NIGHT SONG—101m.—RKO .2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-111 m.-20th-Fox .2263
NINOTCHKA-1 lOm.-MGM
. 2276
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion . 2363
NOT GUILTY—94m.—Lelarge-Ariane .2392

O
OCTOBER MAN, THE-85m.-Eagle Lion .2355
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—59m.—Republic .2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES-56m.-Monogram . 2373
OLD LOS ANGELES—87m.—Republic . 2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-107m.-MGM . 2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
—107m.—UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL—75m.—Republic .2269
OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle-Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE-96m.-UA .2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle-Lion .2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO .2284
OVERLAND TRAILS—58m.—Monogram .2357

P
PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia .2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA-50m.-Artkino ..2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.—RKO . 2248
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn . 2335
PANHANDLE—85m.—Allied Artists . 2324
PANIC—97m.—Tricolore . 2296
PARADINE CASE, THE—116m.—SRO .2312
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-53m.-Monogram .2399
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished . 2335
PATIENT VANISHES, THE—76m.—Film Classic. .2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340

(Continued on page 2407)

(The running times carried in these listings represent the latest corrected times of each feature.—Ed.)
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HOLIDAYS—SPECIAL EVENTS
June 14—Flag Day
June 20—Father's Day
lulv 4— Independence Day

SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Vcilli, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas

F|LM CLASSICS
Women In The Night—T. Birell, W. Henry
Devil's Cargo—J. Calvert, R. Hudson
Money Madness—H. Beaumont, F. Rqtterty
The Argyle Secrets—W. Gargan, M. Lord
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Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vice-president in charge of production, and
Anita Colby, studio executive, confer in New York prior to her departure
on a tour plugging “The Emperor Waltz". Miss Colby primarily familiarized
folks with the film, but also kept a close watch on trends in public taste.
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You too
can have
that
Vitamin
M-G-M
look!
Do you wake up in the morning with that tired feeling? Do you see spots before your
eyes when you read your box-office reports? You need Vitamin M-G-M! You need hits like
"HOMECOMING” (Gable-Turner wow!) and "STATE OF THE UNION” (Trank Capra’s
laugh hit). Your theatre needs a Technicolor transfusion at the ticket-window, six in a row:

"THE PIRATE” (/\th Big Week at Music Hall! First 2 weeks are the second all-time
M-G-M Music Hall high!); Irving Berlin’s "EASTER PARADE” (yes, it’s as great as they
say!); "A DATE WITH JUDY” (ditto!); "SUMMER HOLIDAY”vacation picture!);

"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU” (better than a cooling plant!); "THREE MUSKETEERS”
(just wait and see!). All this and "JULIA MISBEHAVES” (Garson-Pidgeon reunited in
a riotous romance) and "A SOUTHERN YANKEE” (Skelton’s funniest of his career!).

Some product for the summer months!
* ”1 like
r# it!”

M-G-M has the pictures and Leo’s
Vitamin M-G-M is giving the entire
industry a much-needed shot in the arm.
(See Page 4 For More!)

COURTESY paid off in Chicago, where a
theatre assistant manager calmed an irate
patron who wanted his money back.

The

patron turned out to be a reporter who
was

testing

“courtesy”,

so

the

assistant

received an award.

★
THIS WEEK’S educational highlight comes
from

New

York

University,

when

Phi

Ipha Fraternity named Rita Hayworth as
"he

Girl

We’d

Most

Like

To

The Patron’s Reaction

Be

nanghai-ed With.”

★
A DRIVE-IN for planes has been opened
near Rebury Park, N. J. This will pro¬
vide avcAncrete example of “dropping in
at your favorite theatre.”

★
NOW THAT the first theatre for canoes
has been developed, the next step should
find the chair manufacturers experiment¬
ing with upholstered seats for it.

★
A FILM STAR has been suspended by the
International Brotherhood of Magicians
because
he
violated
the
membership
pledge not to expose tricks of magic. It
may be that he was trying to show how
a “B” picture could be changed to an
“A”, by raising the allocation, which is a
kind of distribution magic.

★
SOMETHING NEW in drive-ins cropped
up in a southern state recently when a
state highway and public works commis¬
sion was told that drive-ins have created
a new traffic hazard. It seems, according
to a commissioner, that when drive-in
screens are visible from the road, motor¬
ists turn their heads to look, creating
possibilities of accidents. The commis¬
sioner was told that there wasn’t anything
that could be done about it. As a matter
of fact, every cute blonde walking along
the highway would probably be more of
a road hazard, and nothing could be
done about that, either.

—H. M. M.

A theatre in an eastern city, perplexed because its drop in
grosses was greater than the industry average, decided to take its
problem to the patrons by inserting an ad in a local newspaper
offering a season pass for the best letter on why people were not
going to the movies.
The reaction probably provided a cross section of what the
response would be in other localities.
the first place, the fact that the admission prices had been
raised to an all-time high at the house, although the same as other
first-runs in the city and no higher than comparable prices in
towns of similar size, was lamented by the patrons, who pointed
out that the cost of food, living, etc., had gone up so fast that
movie-going was no longer a must.
In

Secondly, there seemed to he a uniformity about the criticism
of the calibre of films. Letter writers were under the impression
that pictures used to be much better years ago. They criticized
problem shows, heavy pictures, films imported from England, and
sex shows, for the most part. Instead, they wanted entertainment.
Parking costs in the central city area also came in for atten¬
tion, as the price of parking was included with the admission
tariff, thus making it quite expensive.
Many patrons knew that if they waited long enough, the same
picture could be seen at neighborhood houses at cheaper prices,
without parking headaches, etc.
Radio giveaways were also keeping patrons home. Inasmuch
as television had not yet come to the area, it was not a factor.
While the consensus provided no reasons that had not already
been discussed in trade circles, the patrons’ comments pointed to
the high price as the most important factor, which brings up a
question now confronting theatreinen. Should prices he cut?
There seems to be no unanimity of opinion on this, hut it will not
be long before there will he a break in the dike, and price cutting
will come.
It would he interesting to note exhibitors’ viewpoints on the
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It’s so
good for
the entire
industry.”

LUCKY LINE-UP!
APRIL 29

JULY 8

SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN, VAN JOHNSON, Angela Lansbury,
Adolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone in FRANK CAPRA’s “STATE OF THE UNION.”

MAY 20
“SUMMER HOLIDAY” (Technicolor). MICKEY ROONEY, GLORIA De HAVEN,
Walter Huston, Frank Morgan, Bufch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
Moorehead, Selena Royle.

IRVING BERLIN’S “EASTER PARADE” (Technicolor). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER.

IULY 29
“A DATE WITH JUDY” (Technicolor). WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL,
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT, ROBERT STACK.

MAY 27
CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, Anne Baxter, John Hodiak
“HOMECOMING” Ray Collins, Gladys Cooper, Cameron Mitchell.

in

IUNE 3
"BIG CITY” Margaret O’Brien, Robert Preston, Danny Thomas, George
Murphy, Karin Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins, Betty Garrett, Lotte
Lehmann.

IUNE lO
JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY in “THE PIRATE”
Gladys Cooper, Reginald Owen.

(Technicolor).

Walter Slezak,

AUGUST 5
GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON in “JULIA MISBEHAVES” PETER
LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson, Nigal
Bruce, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen.

AUGUST 12
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY in "A SOUTHERN YANKEE” Arlene Dahl,
George Coulouris, Lloyd Gough, John Ireland, Minor Watson.

IUNE 24

SEPTEMBER

“ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU” (Technicolor). ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER
LAWFORD, RICARDO MONTALBAN, JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHARISSE,
XAVIER CUGAT.

“THE THREE MUSKETEERS” (Technicolor). LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY,
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Frank Morgan, Vincent
Price, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young.
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20th CENTURY-FOX HAS MORE PICTURE!
PLAYING MORE DATES IN MORE THEATRE!
DURING JUNE THAN ANY MONTH IN HISTOR

'*23k THESE

HITS PLAYING!

Gentleman’s Agreement

THESE HITS

i

Give My Regards To Broadvuj
TECHNICOLOR

Captain From Castile
TECHNICOLOR

The Street With No Nam

Call Northside 777

Escape

Sitting Pretty

The Walls of Jericho

The Iron Curtain

Deep Waters

Scudda-Hoo! Scudda-Hay!

The Shamrock Touch

TECHNICOLOR

Fury At Furnace Creek

Martin Rome

Anna Karenina

That Lady In Ermine
TECHNICOLOR

Green Grass of Wyoming

The Snake Pit

TECHNICOLOR

i

IN MEMPHIS, M. A. LIGHTMAN, SR., PRESIDENT, MALCO THEATRES, INC.; MISS ANITA COLBY, AND MALCO'S HERBERT KOHN SCAN A NEWSPAPER.

Personal Contact Is Imperative
Paramount’s Anita Colby Aided “The Emperor Waltz” And Gathered Data

I

Paramount branch manager Henry Germaine wel¬
comes Miss Colby to New Haven, the first stop
in her tour on behalf of "The Emperor Waltz."

T is not unusual for a film company to
send a publicity man around the
country to plug a show, but it is,
however, quite unusual for a company
to send a top studio executive on a tour,
especially when the exec is a lovely mem¬
ber of the feminine gender.
Such was the case with Paramount, in
its promotion for “The Emperor Waltz,”
when Miss Anita Colby, executive assistant
to Henry Ginsberg, production chief, took
to the road to tell the country about the
film.
Miss Colby visited 33 cities spreading the
word about the picture, and also kept her
eyes open in respect to the state of the
industry from the viewpoint of the people.
During her visit to 33 key cities, she made
a survey not only of new trends in public
taste, but gathered data on the needs of the¬
atre owners, newspapers, and radio stations.
In each city, she was the guest of honor
at luncheons, teas, and dinners, frequently

meeting from 700 to 1,000 persons in one
day. Also, she reached many hundreds of
thousands over the air in the 275 radio
appearances that she made.
On completing her tour in New York,
Miss Colby had this to say:
“When I return to Hollywood, I’m going
to start a campaign to get all of our pro¬
ducers to make periodic trips over the
nation. There is nothing like it to get at
the truth about what people are thinking
and saying concerning motion pictures. A
lot of it is criticism, but, on the other
hand, much more of what one hears is
cheering and flattering to our industry. In
either case, however, it is enormously
helpful information to have.”
Today, more than ever, this personal
contact between the studio exec and the
people is more than just helpful. It is
definitely necessary and imperative for
the folks in Hollywood to know just what
the American movie patron wants.

7
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While in New Haven, Miss Colby confers with The Journal Courier editor

Miss Colby visited several district Red Cross field headquarters during her

Michael

tour, and made numerous appearances for the agency's national campaign.

Wrenn,

Of course, the

giving him inside information

radio

played no

small part in

on "The

Emperor Waltz."

the Paramount executive's

vis'ts through key cities. Here she chats with Jill Jackson, WWL, New Orleans.

Dallas was also on the lovely exec's itinerary, and while there she chats
about the production with Clay Bailey, dramatic editor, The Times Herald.

In St. Louis, Miss Colby spoke at an Optimist Club luncheon on "Fashions
in

Hollywood"

and

a

summary

of

"Behind

the

Scenes

of

Hollywood."

While in New York, she receives the Certificate of Merit from Andrew Park,
president, Horological Society of New York, awarded for "The Big Clock."

Miss Colby also had time to visit some of our neighbors across the border,

The ladies and gentlemen of the trade press also got their opportunity to

and is seen lunching in Toronto with some of the local newspaper folks.

meet with Miss Colby. At right, with pipe, is THE EXHIBITOR'S Mel Konecoff.
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MEL KONECOFFS MEW YORK
SCORES of writers and editors from daily newspapers, syndicates, magazines, film
trade papers, and radio last week partook in a “Welcome Lois Butler” party sponsored by
Eagle Lion aboard a sightseeing boat on a tour around Manhattan Island.
The tour commenced at 6:30 p.m. on a cloudy night from the foot of 42nd Street and
the Hudson River. We went down river past the Statute of Liberty,
around the tip of Manhattan, up the East River, back into the Hudson,
and thence back to 42nd Street and ye starting point. A few things took
place in betwixt, lining up for chow, lining up for drinks, lining up for
coffee, and finally a good-natured type of amateur show featuring such
worthies as Robert Q. Lewis as emcee, Alan Funt, “Candid Microphone”
fame, Bill Leonard, Herb Sheldon, Liza Morrow, and Max Youngstein.
(Aside to the latter: Someday you can come up, and hold my music for
me while I render the kazoo. You did an admirable job that night. Stout fella.)
Photos were snapped, and a radio interview between Miss Butler and show biz
commentator Martin Starr was wire-re¬
TIME
MARCHES
ON:
Richard
de
corded aboard, etc. Incidentally, she sang
Rochemont and The March of Time staff
so purty that a half-dozen numbers were
hosted a cocktail reception and a special
in order at the impromptu show on deck.
showing of that organization’s most recent
Oh yes, lest we forget, she may be seen in
entry “The Fight Game” for sports writers
the forthcoming EL Cinecolor release
of the metropolitan press, trades, etc. All
“Mickey.” Someday, we must get to meet
were impressed with the hard-hitting,
her.
frank approach to the subject, with no at¬
UNVEILING DEPT. A new 35mm.
tempt being made to gloss over any of the
Brenkert film projector especially designed
nastier aspects of the sport. This one looks
for the medium-size theatre which must
like an attention-getter.
operate on a conservative budget was in¬
MAIL DEPT: We were allowed to peek
troduced last week by the RCA Theatre
at some of the mail received by The Lit¬
Equipment Section at a special press
erary Guild as it affected films based on
demonstration at the RCA Exhibition Hall.
best selling books, and here are some ex¬
It was the opening event of the 40th anni¬
cerpts: One party writes “Just what are
versary observance of the Brenkert Light
you going to do about the movie mince¬
Projection Company, an RCA subsidiary.
meat-making of some of your bestsellers.”
Karl Brenkert, president, Detroit firm, pre¬
Another fan writes: “For some time, I
sided, after being introduced by Martin
have been wanting to write and express
Bennett, eastern sales manager.
my opinion on the injustice done by the
Brenkert revealed that the new model,
movies on some very good books with
known as the BX 60, was designed in an¬
much history in them such as “Captain
swer to the demand for a lower-priced
From Castile.” They left out the most
machine of typical Brenkert quality as
important part. It really is a disappoint¬
found in the more expensive BX 80. It
ment to see the movies make such a poor
contains many of the features of its more
imitation of a book.”
expensive brother, such as automatic lub¬
Take it away, Hollywood.
rication, heavy duty construction, etc.,
while the remaining parts have been sim¬
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Aside
plified. It is available with one or two
to Hortense Schorr, publicity manager,
shutters, and many of its parts are inter¬
Columbia: Thank you for the 2,000 Yuan
changeable with the BX 80. Brenkert said
note on the Central Bank of China to call
that there has been no sacrifice of quality
attention to the opening of “The Lady
to gain a low priced entry, but he did ad¬
From Shanghai,” Criterion. Will this pay
mit that the BX 80 may outlast the newer
for one of the new 1949 Fords? . . . Note
BX 60.
to architecture and art lovers: The famous
Terming it as a new high standard for
statue of Merope, the Greek Goddess,
the industry, excluding the BX 80, which
which has been adorning the lobby of the
incidentally, is not meant to be replaced
Capitol for 28 years, was moved out to
by this entry, but rather to act as a sup¬
join the other works of art in the estate
plement, Brenkert expected wide and en¬
of the late Major Edward Bowes. . . . Judge
thusiastic acceptance. It is presently in
Edward C. Maguire, coordinator of Mayor
production, and many dealers have models
O’Dwyer’s motion picture committee, will
on display. Orders are being taken for
be guest speaker at the 32nd annual in¬
immediate delivery. The price for the
stallation luncheon of AMPA. . . . The
BX 80 is $1,104, whereas the BX 60 with
Winter Garden now going in for the con¬
double shutter will sell for $870, and with
test angle with one to find the most un¬
single shutter for $800.
usual good luck charm in the city and
A dealer’s showing of the machine will
the story behind it in conjunction with
be held here on June 22, at the Lincoln
“Bad Sister.” . . . “Man-Eater of Kumaon,”
Hotel, and all are invited.
tale of man-eating tigers in India, was
SNEAK PREVIEW DEPT: Last week
Allied Artists advertising and publicity
chief Lou Lifton and his eastern repre¬
sentative, Madeleine White, played host to
ye press at a sneak preview of the latest
work of that company, “The Dude Goes
West,” at a midtown house, and the
crowd present loved every minute of it.
It is one of the nicest, wackiest, and turn¬
about comedies on cowboys and Indians
the screen has witnessed in many a moon,
and grand entertainment for kiddies and
adults alike.
June 16, 1948
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especially shown to the membership of the
Explorer’s Club. . . . Public relations
expert Evelyn Lawson has acquired a
large slice of the monthly mag, Telescreen,
which will emerge in Life-size dress. She
is also due to have a novel “Not So Public
Relations” in the fall with a television
slant. . . . Better pressbooks are out on
“Arch Of Triumph,” “Deep Waters,” “Give
My Regards To Broadway,” and “Lulu
Belle.” . . . Incidentally, how do you like
weather we’ve been having around these
parts lately?

B'way First-Runs In
General Spring Slump
NEW YORK: With the exception of the
Strand and Radio City Music Hall, most
of the Broadway first-runs felt a general
Spring slump in business. According to
usually reliable sources reaching THE EX¬
HIBITOR, the break-down was as follows:
“WALLFLOWER” (WB). Strand, with
stage show featuring Ed Gardner and his
Duffy’s Tavern radio gang, plus Matty
Malneck and orchestra, and Jane Russell,
in person, opened to $28,000 for Friday
through Sunday, with the first week head¬
ing toward a very good $56,000.
“THE PIRATE” (MGM). Radio City
Music Hall, with stage show, had $73,000
for Thursday through Sunday, with the
fourth and last week anticipated at
$115,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
reported $15,000 for the eighth week.
“A NIGHT AT THE OPERA” (MGM).
Gotham did $10,000 on the fifth week with
this Marx Brothers reissue.
“GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING” (20thFox). Roxy, with stage show, took in
$48,000 for Wednesday through Sunday,
with the first week heading toward $60,000.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair claimed $29,000 for the third week.
“THE BRIDE GOES WILD” (MGM).
Capitol, with stage show, reported $40,000
for Thursday through Sunday, the second
week sure to exceed $65,000.
“HAZARD” (Para.). Paramount, with
stage show, did $60,000 on the second and
last week.
“THE
LADY
FROM
SHANGHAI”
(Col.). Criterion claimed $28,000 first week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Astor an¬
nounced $25,000 for the third week.
“ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST”
(U-I). Rivoli did $13,000 on the fourth
and last week.
“BAD SISTER” (U-I). Winter Garden
did $12,000 on the first week.

Conn. Exhibitor Sued
New Haven—Harry L. Lavietes was
named as defendant in three separate per¬
centage fraud suits filed last week by
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, and Loew’s
in the U. S. District Court for Connecti¬
cut.
Each complaint alleges that the defend¬
ant submitted false returns of admission
receipts at the local Pequot, and that the
records of defendant submitted for audit
were falsified to conceal unreported re¬
ceipts on percentage pictures. Joseph F.
Berry, of Day, Berry and Howard, Hart¬
ford, is the attorney for each distributor,
with Sargoy and Stein of New York as
counsel.

RKO Names Lefko
New York—Robert Mochrie, RKO vicepresident in charge of domestic distribu¬
tion, last week announced the appointment
of Maurice E. Lefko to the post of eastern
central district manager, succeeding Milton Cohen, resigned. Lefko, who will make
his headquarters in Cleveland, and with
the organization for a period of 18 years,
was branch manager in Pittsburgh. David
C. Silverman will succeed Lefko as Pitts¬
burgh manager. Silverman is also an RKO
veteran.
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Show the world you belong to
the Who’s Who of Ballyhoo!
We’ve proved this picture will
get business if you give it “the
business” in the right way.
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Paramount’s hard - hitting,
fast-talking newspaper
campaign, like the samples
shown here, will help you.
They helped get an
opening within thirty
bucks of “Road to Rio”
in Kansas City-so you
know they’ve got what
i
it takes!
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day business

blazed to within thirty dollars of “Road To Rio.”

Rochester

. ignited curiosity that brought

out bigger crowds than “Golden Earrings” opening.

San Francisco..

. First week’s receipts

zoomed ’way over 1948 house average to a
2nd week’s staying power equalling “Saigon.”
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Columbia Outlines
Future Productions
New York—Delegates
to Columbia’s
five-day branch and district managers’
meeting last week heard A. Montague,
general sales manager, outline general
sales and liquidation plans for the un¬
usual number of top-flight productions
currently in release and on the forthcom¬
ing Columbia schedule.
Montague particularly cited “The Fuller
Brush Man” and “Coroner Creek,” both
currently in pre-release.
The greatest
stress in Montague’s presentation was
placed on “The Loves Of Carmen,” Rita
Hayworth-Glenn Ford Technicolor starrer.
Other top-flight films, for which the
sales and liquidation plans were generally
discussed, included: “Lulu Belle,” Bene¬
dict Bogeaus production starring Doro¬
thy Lamour and George Montgomery,
based on David Belasco’s memorable stage
hit; “The Black Arrow” Edward Small
production starring Louis Hayward and
Janet Blair, from Robert Louis Stevenson’s
novel; “The Return Of October,” Techni¬
color comedy starring Glenn Ford and
featuring Terry Moore; “The Wrangler,”
starring Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton, and
George “Gabby” Hayes, in Cinecolor;
“FBI. Meets Scotland Yard,” Edward
Small production starring Louis Hayward
and Dennis O’Keefe; “Undercover Man,”
starring Glenn Ford and Nina Foch; “The
Walking Hills,” starring Randolph Scott
and Ella Raines; “The Gallant Blade,”
Cinecolor drama, starring Larry Parks
and Marguerite Chapman; “Let’s Fall In
Love,” starring Dorothy Lamour and Don
Ameche; “Winner Take Nothing,” featur¬
ing Cameron Mitchell, Virginia Grey, and
Sam Levine, and “The Strawberry Roan”
and “The Big Sombrero,” two Cinecolor
productions, starring Gene Autry.
Complete sales and liquidation plans for
“Superman,” serial special being released
this season, were revealed.
In outlining the plans for the serial,
Montague stressed the fact that it would
be sold as a special, with separate con¬
tracts, and not as part of the general
serial-short subject program. An inno¬
vation in serial history, “Superman” is
being sold to first-run houses which have
never previously played chapter plays.

Girden Heads Trans-Lux
New York —William M. Girden was
named Trans-Lux Corporation president
last week to succeed Percy N. Furber,
who becomes chairman of the board. Lee
Shubert, Jacob Starr, Joseph Viertel, Jay
Emanuel, Herbert S. Herrman, Ralph
Weiner, Milton C. Weisman, Philip G.
Whitman, Robert Daine, Norman W. Elson,
Percival E. Furber, Percy N. Furber,
Girden, and Whitney E. Peterson were
named directors.
Elson is vice-president, Albert D. Erick¬
son, vice-president, secretary, and treas¬
urer; and Herbert S. Keller and Arthur
Sheinberg, assistant secretaries and treas¬
urers.

Pickman To Denver
New York—Jerry Pickman, Eagle Lion

assistant director of advertising, publicity, and exploitation, left last week for
Denver, to set up plans for a major
seven-state
day-and-date
opening
of
"Canon City” early in July.
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Dore Schary Clarifies
RKO Studio Situation
HOLLYWOOD—Dore Schary, RKO
Radio vice-president in charge of pro¬
duction, last week issued a statement
on studio policy and program, as fol¬
lows:
“There have been a number of
rumors concerning a change of pro¬
duction management at RKO. This
statement is made with the desire to
dispel all of these rumors. I have had
a number of talks with Mr. Howard
Hughes, and we are in complete ac¬
cord on present policy and on the pro¬
jected program for RKO.
“We have a big schedule of pictures
planned, and all of us at RKO must
now stop listening to rumors, and bend
all of our energies to making as many
good pictures as we possibly can.”

RKO Faces Guild Charges
New York—The Motion Picture Thea¬
tre Operating Managers and Assistant
Managers Guild filed formal charges last
week against RKO Service Corporation
and various affiliated companies charging
refusal to bargain collectively with the
Guild as the representative of the various
managers and assistant managers em¬
ployed in the 42 RKO motion picture thea¬
tres in New York City and Westchester
County. The charges were filed with the
New York State Labor Relations Board.
The Guild had been certified by the
New York State Labor Relations Board in
1944 as the collective bargaining repre¬
sentative of the managers and assistant
managers in these theatres. Thereafter,
an award was rendered by the National
War Labor Board directing RKO to pay
substantial wage increases, and to enter
into a formal contract with the Guild.
Such a contract was executed on May 13,
1946, for a two-year term expiring on
April 15, 1948.
At a recent conference at the New York
State Mediation Board, RKO advised the
Guild that it would decline to enter into
a new contract.

Rogers Hospital Aid Set
New York—Film men

meeting at the
Hotel Astor last week approved a plan
under which distributors would cooperate
to raise the funds necessary for the con¬
tinued maintenance of the Will Rogers
Memorial Sanitorium, Saranac Lake, N. Y.
Enough money was pledged by the majors
to keep the hospital going until Nov. 1.
Annual need for the hospital, which
takes care of show business people suffer¬
ing from tuberculosis, is estimated at
$120,000. Representatives were to go to
Philadelphia and Boston to outline the
plans for the hospital. Among those at¬
tending the luncheon were Bob Mochrie,
A. Montague, Walter Vincent, William F.
Rodgers, Harry Brandt, Andy W. Smith,
and Edward Grainger.

Louisiana Tax Up
Baton

Rouge, La.—Amusement admis¬

sions are now subject to the state sales
tax in Louisiana under a bill enacted on
June 7 by the state legislature to increase
the sales tax rate from one to two per cent,
and extend the levy to a number of
services not previously taxed.

Foreign Situation
Causes Disney Drop
Hollywood—Walt Disney Productions’
profit for the 27 weeks ended on April
3 was $68,128, it was announced last week
by President Roy O. Disney. The sum was
quite a drop from the $264,383 made dur¬
ing the same period in 1947. Earnings
are equal to eight cents per common
share as against 38 cents a year ago.
While Disney anticipates an improve¬
ment during the second half of the current
fiscal year, he said that no material gain
can be expected until the international
currency situation eases. “The company
is being greatly affected by the shortage
of American dollars in foreign countries,
and by the blocking of substantial amounts
of revenues,” he said.
Disney said that a drop in domestic
boxoffice and the “high level of all oper¬
ating costs” were also contributing fac¬
tors in the decreased earnings.

St. Louis Allied Formed
St. Louis—The Mid-Central Allied The¬
atre Owners was organized last fortnight
by 30 independent exhibitors from St.
Louis, Eastern Missouri, and Southern
Illinois. Andy Dietz, general manager,
Cooperative Theatres, is head of an organ¬
ization committee which is to draft a con¬
stitution
and
by-laws for
the
new
Allied unit, and which will be presented
at a meeting next month. Officers and
board of directors will be elected at that
time.
The committee includes Loren Cluster,
Salem; E. H. Wiecks, Staunton; Gene
Beckam, East Alton, and Charles Beninati, Carlyle, all in Missouri; W. T. Zim¬
merman, Warrenton; O. F. Jeffris, Pied¬
mont; Earl Vandiver, Kennett, and M.
Caesar Berutt, Lebanon, St. Louis area;
and Henry Halloway, Hugh Graham, and
Howard Zuloff.

"Volpone" In Prov. Ban
Providence, R. I.—Police Chief Charles
A. Higgins last week banned the showing
of the French film, “Volpone,” after it
had been viewed by Captain George F.
Cowan and Lieutenant William F. McTernan at the request of the Avon
Cinema.
Charles Darby, manager, Avon, had re¬
quested Captain Cowan to view the film
with the idea of seeing whether it would
be cleared here. The censor was provided
with a translation of the French script.

Louis Lumiere Mourned
Paris—Louis Lumiere,

83, French film
pioneer, passed away on the French
Riviera after a lengthy illness last fort¬
night. Lumiere, with his brother, Auguste,
introduced the art of film photography
outside of the U. S. in 1895. Lumiere also
pioneered in color, presenting a process
to the French Academy of Sciences as early
as 1903.

Mayer To Europe
New York—Eric Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Association of America,
announced last week that Gerald M.
Mayer, director, International Division,
would leave for France to act in a con¬
sultative capacity on the Blum-Byrnes
Accord renegotiations affecting films.
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New York—Abraham Bernstein, until
recently New England promotion repre¬
sentative for Columbia, last week joined
Benjamin Serkowich in the special promo¬
tion campaign on the Monty Shaff-Frank
P. Rosenberg Production, “Man-Eaters
Of Kumaon,” which Universal-Interna¬
tional is releasing. Bernstein will work on
the New York campaign, and will also
participate in other key city campaigns for
“Man-Eaters.”
New York—William Heineman, Eagle
Lion’s vice-president in charge of distri¬
bution, last week announced the appoint¬
ment of Herman Beiersdorf as southern
division manager. Headquartering in Dallas,
Beiersdorf will supervise Dallas, New
Orleans, Memphis, Charlotte, Oklahoma
City, Atlanta, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des
Moines, Omaha, Denver, and Salt Lake
City.
Wilmington, O.—Kroger Babb, presi¬
dent, Hygienic Productions, last week
added Vickie Chapman to the field public
relations staff for work on the company’s
“Mom and Dad.” Miss Chapman was form¬
erly on the press staff of Baseball Com¬
missioner Happy Chandler. She has also
served as theatre publicist for mid-west¬
ern circuits.
New York—Maria Van Slyke last week
joined Eagle Lion as special home office
promotion and publicity coordinator for
two J. Arthur Rank productions, “Oliver
Twist” and the Technicolor “The Red
Shoes.”
Hollywood—The resignation of Robert
Taplinger as vice-president in charge of
advertising and publicity for Enterprise
Productions, was announced last week.
Taplinger will leave the company on
July 1.
London—David Golding was last week
appointed press liaison on Transatlantic
Pictures’ “Under Capricorn” following his
resignation as Alexander Korda press man.

Tivoli Gets Green Light
Washington — The
Tivoli Amusement
Company last week received the green
light in its suit against the majors as the
U. S. Supreme Court declined to review
a Texas Circuit Court decision of two
months ago backing up the right of Tivoli
to sue.
The plaintiff first filed in a Delaware
federal court last November, with 13 of the
14 corporate defendants answerable in
Delaware. The defendants, including In¬
terstate Circuit, received an injunction in
a federal court in Texas restraining the
plaintiff from prosecuting its case in the
state of Delaware. However, Tivoli ap¬
pealed to a higher court, and won. It was
the latter decision that the U. S. Supreme
Court upheld.

Iowa Polio Closes House
Des Moines—The theatre at Mondamin,
la., was closed last week due to an epi¬
demic of polio in the community, and
authorities asked nearby communities also
to close their theatres.
More than 30 cases of poli have been re¬
ported so far in the county.
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Salesmen Voting
CH Colosseum Choice
NEW YORK— Ballots were mailed
last week by the National Labor Re¬
lations Board to 1,000 film salesmen
working for 11 distributors and Na¬
tional Screen Service throughout the
country eligible to vote whether or
not they desire to be represented by
the Colosseum of Motion Picture Sales¬
men of America for collective bargain¬
ing purposes.

Flood Hits Theatres
Seattle—Flood waters in the Northwest
last fortnight brought heavy losses to ex¬
hibitors, particularly in Eastern Washing¬
ton, Northern Idaho, and in the Portland
district. Many theatres were temporarily
isolated, and some sustained damage that
will require weeks to repair.
Film exchanges in Seattle were con¬
fronted with many shipping problems due
to disrupted transportation. The town of
Bonners Ferry, Idaho, was one of the hard¬
est hit, but Walter Casey, who operates the
Rex, was fortunate in removing seats and
equipment from the theatre before the
flood waters reached it. He says he will
not be ready to resume operation be¬
fore the middle of July.
The Y-Park Drive-In, operated by F.
M. Higgins, Seattle, and Lynn Peterson,
closed, and Midstate theatres in Toppenish
and Pasco were isolated for a time. Suz¬
anne Van Gortel, who came in from Twisp,
by plane, said the town was without lights,
and food was flown in. The theatre oper¬
ated by the Van Gortels closed, and sur¬
rounding highways are flooded. Films for
Spokane were shipped by plane from
Seattle for several days.
Theatres were hit with varying effec
from Portland to Astoria, Ore., along the
Columbia and Willamette Rivers.
Portland, Ore.—Associated Theatres re¬
vealed last week that it was planning a
large relief program for the benefit o"
Vanport, Ore., residents, some 18,000 o"
whom were chased from their homes by
flood waters. Theatres in down Columbia
River communities were closed as were
those in Kalama, Woodland, and Longview,
Wash. Total flood losses were estimated at
more than $100,000,000.

Reagan At Coast Meeting
Kansas City—Charles M. Reagan, Para¬
mount vice-president in charge of distri¬
bution, accompanied by E. K. O’Shea and
Alfred Schwalberg, left last week to attend
the Paramount divisional sales meeting at
the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, the
last of a series of similar meetings.

It's A Girl
birth of a 10-pound,
11-ounce daughter was announced last
week by Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldenson. Goldenson is Paramount vice-presi¬
dent in charge of theatre operations.
New
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York—The

WE Declares Dividend
New York—The Western Electric Com¬
pany board of directors last week declared
a dividend of $1 per share on outstanding
capital stock payable on June 30 to stock¬
holders of record on June 24.

Settlements Offered
In 20th-Fox Actions
New York—Twentieth Century-Fox an¬
nounced last week receipt of proposals
to settle the stockholders’ suits commenced
in 1946. Notice to stockholders of the com¬
pany and approval by the court and the
board of directors are terms of the pro¬
posals.
The cases grew principally out of the
sale to executives in 1944, followed by the
repurchase in 1946, of a block of “B”
stock of National Theatres Corporation,
the company’s theatre subsidiary. There
were a number of such suits brought,
which were consolidated. Milton Pollack
was appointed by the courts as general and
trial counsel for all the plaintiffs. Pollack
conducted extensive pre-trial hearings
and proceedings, and negotiated the pro¬
posals to be considered.
Principal benefits from the proposed set¬
tlement include approximately $1,800,000,
as well as amendments to the employment
contract of Charles P. Skouras, National
president, for the next seven years, which,
at current earnings and tax levels, coul '
save the company a total of $1,750,000, it
is estimated.
In addition, the company would obtain
from executives, calls expiring on Dec. 31,
1949, at $22.50 per share on 18,500 shares
2°th Century-Fox common stock. The four
National Theatres managers are repre¬
sented by former Secretary of War Robert
I’. Patterson, and the directors of 20th
Century-Fox and National Theatres are
represented by former Judge Samuel I.
Rcsenman.

NJ Allied Meet Progresses
New York—It was announced last week
by Edward Lachman, president, Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, Inc., that
“all indications point to the fact that the
attendance to the Allied convention, being
held at the Hollywood Hotel, West End,
N. J., on June 28-29-30, will exceed ah
previous records.”
Among the leaders of Allied who will
be present are: William Ainsworth, presi¬
dent, Allied States Association of Motion
Picture Exhibitors, coming from Wiscon¬
sin; Meyer Leventhal, eastern regional
vice-president, Allied States Association of
Motion Picture Exhibitors, coming from
Maryland; Herman Blum, honorary life
treasurer, Allied States Association o?
Motion Picture Exhibitors, also from
Maryland;
Lauritz Garman, president,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Mary¬
land, and Benjamin Berger, president,
I lorth Central Allied, coming from Minne¬
sota.

WB

Employes Get Raises

York—Wage increases for pub¬
licity, advertising, and exploitation em¬
ployes at the home offices of Warner
Brothers Distributing Corporation and
Warner Brothers Pictures International
Corporation were awarded last week to
the Screen Publicists Guild, Local 114,
UOPWA-CIO, by a board of arbitrators
under the Voluntary Labor Arbitration
Rules of the American Arbitration Asso¬
ciation. Retroactive to Sept. 27, 1947, the
increases ranges from $5.50 to $20 per
week.
New

years

it were never filled before!
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Illinois Exhibitors
Hold Annual Meeting
La Salle, III.—Some 125 members and

guests of the United Theatre Owners of
Illinois, meeting in convention last fort¬
night, heard Herman Levy, TOA general
counsel, predict that competitive bidding
will be practiced by distributors “on an
even larger scale than heretofore.”
He said that the U. S. Supreme Court’s
elimination of this type of selling did not
mean that it declared the system illegal,
and that distributors undoubtedly will use
it “in order to avoid anti-trust suits, in
order to settle the problems of to which
of two theatres a particular picture should
go, or just for what they feel are good
business reasons.” He also forecast that
“Business relationships of long standing
will
be
disturbed”
by
the
decree.
“Privileges granted over a period of years,
that ripened into what exhibitors con¬
sidered almost inalienable rights, will be
dissipated. A new pattern has been set for
the industry.”
On the clearance issue, Levy said that it is
“almost superhuman ... therein lies one
of the greatest litigation potentials ever
visited upon the industry.”
The theatremen also heard Gael Sulli¬
van, who made his debut Ss TOA executive
director. He said that-f“the motion picture
theatre is one of the vital classroOpas of
the nation’s communities . . . to have
validity the movies must have a cultural
as well as a pleasure value.
“They must be aimed at the head as
well as the heart. ... To more fully ap¬
preciate something it is often necessary
to think of the absence of it. Imagine our
communities without motion pictures. We
take them so much for granted we hardly
realize how well they serve or their tre¬
mendous potential for community good.”
The TOA director said that “The factual
and realistic films of recent years prove
that it is possible to entertain and instruct
at the same time.”
Edward Zorn, president, UTOI, criticized
the distributors and National Screen Serv¬
ice on the trailer situation. “There is no
conceivable reason why the exhibitor must
furnish his screen theatre and the audi¬
ence, and still pay National Screen for an
accessory.” He said that “trailers we use
should be made by people who know the¬
atres.” Zorn also pointed out that “but one
in 10 critics” praise a film, and that ex¬
hibitors are suffering from unfavorable
newspaper and radio publicity. “The time
has come when the exhibitors will have
to present a united front to the world” to
correct these abuses. He had praise for
TOA and its negotiations with ASCAJP,
and said that the money ASCAP “ex¬
torts is peanuts” compared with wligt the
distributors collect.
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Percentage Suits
Are Marked Ended
PROVIDENCE, R. I—Five suits
alleging under-reporting of boxoffice
receipts on percentage pictures were
marked as ended in federal court here
last fortnight, upon the filing of a
stipulation in each action to the effect
that, the defendant exhibitors having
accounted to the plaintiff distributor
and having paid to the distributor the
amount agreed to be due, the action
could be dismissed.
Separate actions were pending on
behalf of Paramount, Loew’s, 20th
Century-Fox, RKO, and Warners. The
theatres involved in the suits were the
Palace, Gem, and Thornton, Arctic,
R. I., and the Weymouth, Weymouth,
Mass.
S. Everett Wilkins was attorney for
the film companies, and Thomas H.
Quinn for the defendants.
munity activity. David Palfreyman, Mo¬
tion Picture Association of America, said
that “constant efforts are being made to
raise the standards of pictures.” Palfrey¬
man told of the public relations shorts
now in production, naming “Let’s Go To
The Movies,” “This Theatre And You,”
and “Screen Actors And Art Directors.”
MGM publicist Bill Bishop’s talk on
“Movie Pests” was announced as available
to clubs and other organizations. Sam
Shain, 20th-Fox, suggested that executives
and others give accurate information only
to the trade magazines. He said that prob¬
lems within the industry can best be
settled at over-the-table conferences.
Tom Whitfield gave the citv’s welcome
on behalf of Mayor Joseph Delmanowski
to the exhibitors. L. Frank Stewart, Alger
Theatres, was chairman.
The sessions concluded with a closed
meeting at which tax problems were dis¬
cussed, and a committee report heard.
Prior to the departure of the delegates.
Harold
Stevens,
Paramount
Chicago
branch manager, and Zorn were hosts at
an informal gathering. Cocktails and an
evening snack were enjoyed during the
proceedings through the courtesy of Alex¬
ander Film Company, Colorado Springs.
Colo., also.

Jersey TOA Convening
N. J.—The first annual
convention of the New Jersey Chapter of
the TOA will be held at the BerkelyCarteret Hotel on June 17. Maury Miller,
Passaic, N. J., president, will preside at
the meeting, at which over 100 New Jersey
exhibitors are expected.
Robert W. Coyne,, retiring executive di¬
rector, TOA; Gael Sullivan, his successor;
Herman Levy, general counsel, and Stanley- W. Prenosil, assistant to (he executive
director, TOA, have ibeerk ipvited to attend,
, t

TRADE SCREENINGS
RKO—“Mystery In Mexico” (William
Lundigan, Jacqueline White) in all ex¬
change centers on June 22, except St. Louis
and Washington, on June 23; “Race Street”
(George Raft, Marilyn Maxwell, William
Eendix), in all exchange centers on June
22, except St. Louis on June 23; “Your
Red Wagon” (Cathy O’Donnell, Farley
Granger, Howard da Silva), in all ex¬
change centers
on
June
23,
except
St. Louis on June 24.
20th-Fox—“The Street With No Name”
(Mark Stevens, Richard Widmark, Bar¬
bara Lawrence), in all exchange centers
on June 18.
Warners — “Key Largo” (Humphrey
Bogart, Edward G. Robinson, Lauren
Bacall) in all exchange centers on July 16.

UA Approves More Deals
New York—The United Artists board
of directors last week approved deals for
11 films, including a five picture deal with
Screenplays, Inc., headed by Stanley
Kramer. Screenplays will deliver “The
Champion,” “Six Shades In Blue,” “High
Moon,” “Juno And The Paycock,” and
“The Wide House.” A deal with James
Nasser calls for three films, “Some Rain
Must Fall,” “Joe Macbeth,” and “Caesar
The Great.” Single picture deals were
okehed for Buster Collier for “Cautious
Amorist”; Sam Goldwyn, Jr., for “Diplo¬
matic Passport,” and Bernard Luber for
“Lucky Stiff.” No budgets or financing
details were divulged.
Arthur Kelly, UA vice-president, re¬
ported on his recent trip to England.

Georges Huisman Honored
New York — Georges Huisman, chair¬
man, French Committee on Motion Pic¬
tures for the United Nations, was the guest
of honor last week at a luncheon tendered
by the Motion Picture Association of
America at the Harvard Club.
Huisman, who is also chief of the
French film censor office and Councillor
of State, delivered an address in French,
and his remarks were translated by Ger¬
ald M. Mayer, director, International Divis:on, MPAA.
Francis Harmon, vice-president, MPPA,
and Jean Benoit-Levy also addressed the
group. The luncheon guests stood in re¬
spect to the passing of Louis Lumiere.

Asbury Park,

Dave Jones, UTOI, chairman of downstate public relations, outlined the movements started in New York and California
to “bring back the 30 millions who are
C.: J. Latta Feted
staying away from the movies.” He sug¬
gested the preparation of material for radio
Albany—C. J. Latta was given a testiand clubs, cooperation with columnists,
rnorual dinner last week by the Variety
dissemination of press material, and the
Latta
was
recently
reelected
reeducation of critics by taking them to
§eeohd Assistant Chief Barker of Variety
Hollywood to show them how films are ^vrrubs International, Sna is New York
made.
State zone manager for Warner Theatres.
Eddie Levin, B and K publicist, spoke on
Arrangements were made by Charles
combatting juvenile delinquency, and M.
Smakwitz, Joseph Saperstein, and Gerald
Atkin.
M. Rubens, Great States, discussed com-

Houses Dropped In Ruling
Washington—It was ruled last week by
Chief Justice Bolitha Laws, U. S. District
Court, that the Walbrook and Hilton,
Baltimore, must be excluded from the Lin¬
den anti-trust suit against these theatres
and the major distributors as long as it
remains in U. S. District Court here be¬
cause the houses do no business in Wash¬
ington.

Brisson On European Tour
New York—Frederick Brisson, execu¬
tive producer, Independent Artists, sailed
last week for England, taking along a
first print of Independent Artists first pro¬
duction, “The Velvet Touch.”

"Passionelle" Banned
Newark, N. J.—The French film, “Passionelle,” which was scheduled for showing
at the Broad Street, was banned last week
by the Director of Public Safety.
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presents

with

GLORIA HENRY • JACK HOLT • DICK JONES • PAT BUTTRAM
Screenplay by Dwight Cummins and Dorothy Yost
Directed by

JOHN ENGLISH

• Produced by

ARMAND SCHAEFER

A Gene Autry Production
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MISCELLANEOUS
In All Five:

Chicago and Omaha: President Tru¬
man tours the nation. England: The Epsom
derby.
In Addition to the Above:

(Vol. 31, No. 46) Israel:
Tension over truce brings new climax to
Palestine war. Annapolis, Md.: Midship¬
men graduate. New York City: Midget
auto racing. New York City: Jackpot foi
Movietone News

sweep winner.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 280)
Czechoslovakia: Benes resigns as Com¬
munists win election. Israel: Tension over
truce brings new climax to Palestine war.
Annapolis, Md.: Midshipmen graduated.
Toronto, Canada: International Trade Fair
opens. New York City: Jackpot for sweep
winner.
Paramount News (No. 83) New York
City: Olympic hopefuls in national AAU
walking championship. Toronto, Canada:
International Trade Fair opens. Czechoslo¬
vakia: Benes resigns as Communists win
election.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 150)
Annapolis, Md.: Midshipmen graduated.
Toronto, Canada, International Trade Fair
opens. New York City: Cops take kids for
ride. New York City: Midget auto racing.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 85)
Israel: Tension over truce brings new
climax to Palestine war. Czechoslovakia:
Benes resigns as Communists win elec¬
tion. Annapolis, Md.: Midshipmen grad¬
uated. France: “Miss France” named “Miss
Europe.” New York City: Olympic hope¬
fuls in national AAU walking champion¬
ship. Florida: Walking on water. New
York City. Midget auto racing.
Telenews Digest (Vol. 11, No. 23) Ore¬
gon: Flood. New York: Eisenhower takes
office as president of Columbia University.
Washington: Pickets dressed in Uncle Sam
costumes parade their opposition to the
draft at White House. Washington: George
Washington University coeds picket in
protest over expressed preference of male
students for French girls. Czechoslovakia:
Communists hold first elections, Benes
resigns. Sweden: King Gustav nears 90th
birthday. France: Garry Davis renounces
U.S. citizenship. Greece: Funeral of CBS
correspondent George Polk. France: Presi¬
dent Auriol reviews French fleet at Brest.
England: Field Marshall Earl Wavell re¬
ceives key to the Tower of London. In¬
donesia: Cardinal Spellman welcomed to
Batavia. California:
Palomar telescope
goes into service. New York:
Irving
Mondschein, NYU trackman, an Ameri¬
can Olympic hopeful. Norway: Spring ski
jump in Oslo’s streets. Florida: New
technique in water skiing. Indianapolis:
Auto racing classic.
In The Newsreels
In All Five: Oregon: Columbia River
flood. Germany:
German heavyweight
champ retains title.
In Addition To The Above:

(Vol. 31, No. 45) Pales¬
tine: Tel Aviv bombed. India: Assassin of
Gandhi on trial. Italy: Marshall Plan
grain arrives at Genoa. Washington: Presi¬
dent Truman honors Unknown Soldier on
Memorial Day. New York: Columbia Uni¬
versity honors Byrnes and Vandenberg.
Indianapolis: Auto racing classic.
Movietone News

EXHIBITOR

News Of The Day (Vol. XIX, No. 279)
Lake Success, N. Y.: U.N. strives for peace
to halt Palestine war. Palestine: Tel Aviv
bombed. Norfolk, Va.: Marines sail for
Mediterranean. Indianapolis: Auto racing
classic. New York: Columbia University
honors Byrnes and Vandenberg. (New
York only.) Florida hails next governor.
(Atlanta only.)
Paramount News (No. 82) South Africa:
Smuts loses in elections. Italy: Marshall
Plan grain arrives at Genoa. Washington:
President Truman buys first commemora¬
tive
postage stamps
honoring
heroic
clergymen. New York: Columbia Uni¬
versity honors Byrnes and Vandenberg.
France: President Auriol reviews fleet at
Brest.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 149)
Lake Success, N. Y.: U. N. strives for peace
to halt Palestine war. Palestine: Tel Aviv
bombed. New York: Columbia University
honors Byrnes and Vandenberg. Greece
and Italy: Marshall Plan aid arrives.
Puerto Rico: Bumper pineapple harvest.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 84)
Indianapolis: Auto racing classic. “Cita¬
tion” wins and “Coaltown” loses in horse
racing. Coney Island, N. Y.: Hobbyhorse
handicap. Florida: Fishy census taking
underwater. England: Big Britain builds
bitsy bike. England: Queen Mary is 81.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 294)
Chicago:
Memorial Day parade. New
Orleans:
Army’s only Negro Catholic
chaplain inspects war memento collection.
Lexington, Ky.: Kentucky boy receives
highest scout honor. New York City: Bill
Robinson christens river steamer named
in his honor. Pompton Lakes, N. J.: Joe
Louis in training. Indianapolis: Auto race
classic.
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“Bad Sister” (UInt.); “Melody Time” (RKO); “The Time
Of Your Life” (UA); “The Velvet Touch”
(RKO).
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Unobjectionable

For

General

Patron¬

“Big Town Scandal” (Para.); “Carson
City Raiders” (Rep.); “Easter Parade”
(MGM); “Melody Time” (RKO); “Trap¬
ped by Boston Blackie” (Col.). Unobjec¬
tionable For Adults: “Assigned to Danger
(EL); “Close-Up” (EL); “Escape” (20thFox); “The Time Of Your Life” (UA).
Objectionable
In
Part:
“Red River”
(UA); “They Are Not Angels” (Siritzky).
age:

Maguire At AMPA Meeting
New York—Judge Edward C. Maguire,
coordinator of Mayor O’Dwyer’s New York
City motion picture committee, will be
guest speaker at the 32nd annual instal¬
lation luncheon of AMPA for the 1948-49
officers headed by Max E. Youngstein,
Eagle Lion vice-president in charge of
advertising, publicity, and exploitation, on
June 17 in the Hotel Astor.

Warner, NY, Sold
New York—The Warner has been sold
to Anthony Brady Farrell, industrialist,
who will reopen the house as a legitimate
theatre on Sept. 9. Farrell is the principal
backer of the Broadway musical “Hold
It.” Purchase price was said to be a little
under $2,000,000 with Farrell putting down
$200,000. The theatre will be renamed the
Brafar, and will be refurbished.

THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened hy Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
PARAMOUNT
“Beyond Glory”—Should get the money.
“A Foreign Affair”—High rating.
20TH-FOX
“The Counterfeiters”—For the lower
half.
“The Gay Intruders”—Pleasing dualler.

VC Readies Plans
For September Meet
New York—Variety Clubs International
Big Boss John H. Harris and International
Chief Barker Bob O’Donnell announced
last week that arrangements have been
completed under the direction of Carter
Barron, First Assistant International Chief
Barker, for the annual Humanitarian
Award Dinner at which the Secretary of
State, George C. Marshall, will receive
the 1947 award which could not be pre¬
sented to him during the Miami Beach
Convention in April due to the pressure
of international affairs which made it im¬
possible for him to be present.
The banquet, strictly stag and black tie,
will be held in the Staffer Hotel, Washing¬
ton, on Sept. 18.
In addition to the guest, the dais will
include top men in government affairs,
including many Cabinet members and
other important dignitaries. Representa¬
tives of foreign governments and many
other outstanding personalities including
the heads of the motion picture companies
and their executives have already ex¬
pressed their desire to be present.
Details of the dinner will be announced
by Barron as soon as the final arrange¬
ments have been completed. O’Donnell
will act as toastmaster, and Harris will
make the presentation of the award plaque.
Since representatives from every tent
should be present at this great and im¬
portant function, O’Donnell has called the
mid-year meeting of the national canvassmen, international representatives, and
international officers for Sept. 16-18 to tie
in with the banquet.
These men will arrive in the nation’s
capitol on Sept. 16, and will be tendered a
reception and party by Tent 11, either at
the Statler Hotel or the club rooms in
the Willard Hotel.
On Sept. 17, the international body will
have a meeting in the Statler. On Sept. 19,
all those attending the meeting will be
invited to see the annual charity football
game sponsored each year by the Washington-and-Baltimore tents, to be held in
Baltimore at the Municipal Stadium.

U. S. In Venice Festival
New York—The American .motion pic¬
ture companies have accepted an invita¬
tion to participate in the Venice Film
Festival for 1948, which will be held Aug.
11 to 26, the Motion Picture Association
of America announced today. The festival
is under the auspices of the Italian Gov¬
ernment and the International Exhibition
of Cinematographic Art of the Biennale of
Venice, in cooperation with the Italian
Motion Picture Technical Association.
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he shot that will be seen ’round the world!
0;/ ALzy 29,

cameras stopped turning on

Roy Del Ruth’s "The Babe Ruth Story,” a film which
has excited more exhibitor and fan interest than any
production in recent years. Cutting and scoring began immediately
and, soon, theatre men can look forward to seeing
and selling that Home Run of Hits, "The Babe Ruth Story,”
an Allied Artists Production.
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COLUMBIA AND U-l HOLD SALES CONFERENCES; UTOI CONVENES IN LASALLE, ILL.

Allied Artists President Steve Broidy was
special guest on Bob Hope's radio show on
at which time he presented the comedian
from the Independent Motion
Picture
Association, for his many humanitarian

recently a
the coast,
a plcque
Producer's
activities.

When Claude Rains recently arrived in New York
via the Queen Mary, he seemed a much happier man.
He explained to reporters that in J. Arthur Rank's
"The Passionate Friends," he gets the girl for the
first time. U-Int. will release the film in the U. S.

Sir Ralph Richardson, English stage and screen star,
and Lady Richardson recently arrived in New York
City aboard the Queen Mary enroute to Hollywood,
where Richardson will make his American film debut
in Paramount's "The Heiress," in an important role.

Shown above is a scene from the recent Universal-International district managers
sales meeting in New York. At the head of the table are A. J. O'Keefe, right,
who presided over the confab, and E. T. Gomersall. To the right of O'Keefe are
James J. Jordan, P. F. Rosian, P. T. Dana, Dave Miller, Nat Goldberg, C. J. Feld¬
man, and David Levy. To the left of Gomersall are John J. O'Connor, Fred Meyers,
J. Garrison, J. J. Scully, and F. J. McCarthy, and J. Huber and G. Kingston, rear.

Charles P. Skouras, president, National Theatres Amusement Company, and an
honorary colonel in Allied Post 302, American Legion, was on hand recently at
an Americanism meeting at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. Skouras, center,
presented medals to ROTC cadets Major John Dunwoody, Lieutenant Colonel Robert
Goldstein, Lieutenant Frank Ross, and Captain Edward Conahan. Skouras co¬
sponsored the event, which was highlighted by an impressive competitive drill.

District managers and branch heads from 14 Columbia exchanges, as well as home
office executives, department heads, and top sales personnel, were present at a
recent five-day sales meeting in New York. Among those on hand were, left to
right: seated, Seth Raisler, sales contract manager; Maurice Grad, short subjects
sales manager; Louis Weinberg, and Louis Astor, circuit sales executives; H. C.

Kaufman, manager, exchange operations; standing, Harvey Harnick, Toronto;
Irving Moross, home office attorney; Max Seligman, purchasing department man¬
ager; Sydney Singerman, assistant manager, exchange operations; Vincent Borelli,
assistant circuit sales exec; Irving Sherman, assistant manager, exchange oper¬
ations, and M. Wormser, and Rube Jackter, and A. Montague, general sales head.

Attending the recent meeting of the United Theatre Owners of Illinois at La Salle,
III., were, left to right: Gael Sullivan, executive director, Theatre Owners of
America; Ed Alger, Alger Theatres; Eddie Zorn, UTOI president; seated, George

Kerasotas, Kerasotas Theatres, Springfield, III.; Zorn, Sullivan, standing, Dave
Jones, chairman, down-state public relations committee; Eddie Levin, B and K,
and Herman Levy, TOA general counsel. Many industry problems were discussed.
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SWEET AND
LOWE-DOWN

a

Recently in Boston I had the pleasure
of being invited to address the annual con¬
vention of the Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., New England affiliate of National
Allied. Naturally, my
remarks were in ref¬
erence to concession
operations
in
the¬
atres, and for my
topic I chose '■Being
Progressive.” In the
hope that my re¬
marks may be of in¬
terest to you, I here¬
with submit some of
them.
grosses falling, it
Samuel L. Lowe, Jr.
is imperative that
concession operations be renovated or
refurnished to achieve maximum re¬
sults. Keep your operation up-to-date.
2. In general, concessions everywhere
show an increasing sloppiness par¬
ticularly with respect to sanitation
aspects. Food products are subject to
federal and state sanitation laws. Loss
of sales will result from this sloppiness.
3. Being progressive is the opposite of
being resistant to change. Merely to
continue to sell the same few fast
sellers without trying new products
causes a lack of public interest and
merchandising appeal. New products
create interest and are the lifeblood
of business.
4. Plus sales can be achieved by mer¬
chandising items higher priced than
the usual 5-cent—10-cent range. This
does not mean striving to sell items
whose selling price is beyond the
present theatre patronage interest.
5. Don’t be a sucker! This can apply as
much to concession operations as to
picture deals. Exhibitors still fall some¬
times. The best safeguard is, as with
picture deals, to check with other ex¬
hibitors or your organization first to
get the benefit of the experience of
others.
6. The secret of successful concession
operation is at the retail level. It is at
that level that major profits are
achieved. It is perfectly possible to
buy popcorn cartons cheaper than
those most exhibitors use, but inferior
paper board and glues can readily
transmit their foreign odors to the
popped corn. Likewise, non-standard
confectionery items are no bargain.

Bob Burns, film and radio star, enjoys a scoop of
popcorn while visiting the recent convention of Inde¬
pendent Exhibitors, Inc., in Boston while Miss Mar¬
guerite Gill, secretary to Manley Corporation district
manager Sam Horenstein, and Horenstein look on.

Candy) is Delicious Food
CNJOY SOME EVERY DAY

Cooperating with THE COUNCIL ON CANDY OF
THE NATIONAL CONFECTIONERS' ASSOCIATION

//

-/In&tfm JMump/s,
MtWlfat/ld
COMPLETE PACKAGE

© Ma-.ley’s "Complete Package Program" means just that! Manley
furni, .es you with the best Popcorn Machine, the finest corn, Season¬
ing : ilt, and those famous red and white candy-striped Bags and
Be', s. That’s a combination that has made popcorn sales history in
countless theatres from coast to coast. Now, Manley offers a new
Minute Movie...a trailer to help you build even bigger profits from
popcorn. The public naturally buys popcorn on their way "in" ...this
trailer will show you that it’s possible to sell them on the way out
too. "Take home sales” have doubled popcorn profits in other houses
...why not yours? Send coupon for a print of this film now!

© 1948 MANLEY INC.
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COOPERATIVE CLICKS
IN THE INTERMOUNTAIN AREA
With More Than 225 Theatres Serviced
By The Unit, The Theatre Candy Distri¬
buting Company Is A Genuine Success
Many of us, not only in the industry,
talk about planning and foresight. There’s
no doubt that this is a commendable
practice, but the trouble often is that too
many stop at just that point: talk. The
next logical step, action and work, remains
just the next stop.
This was not the case with a group of ex¬
hibitors in the Rocky Mountain area. Dur¬
ing the lush and big bellied war years, these
particular men felt that it was very poss¬
ible for business to drop back to or below
normal times, that their costs, their over¬
head, might climb a little, that it might
take less time to count up the daily boxoffice figures. So they turned toward extra
profits. They didn’t merely discuss the
difficulties of getting name-brand choco¬
lates, they did something to make sure
that they do get them as soon as possible.
This was the kind of thinking and doing
that finally resulted in the Theatre Candy
Distributing Company, Salt Lake City.
Offices were set up in Monogram exchange.
All agreed that it was necessary to set up
a jobber dealership since the jobbers in
the territory did not sufficiently realize the
possibilities of confections in theatres, and
were treating theatre accounts as step¬
children, unloading inferior candy on them.
After a thorough analysis of the terri¬
tory was made, it was found that the
majority of theatres were not equipped
to handle candy or popcorn. Most did not
have any cases or stand, and those that did
have vending machines were not too
satisfied. It was made clear that the ma¬
jority of theatremen wanted popcorn but
not the accompanying ‘atmosphere.’
So the boys got to work, put their heads,
brawn, and folding money to work, and
the result was a manufacturing plan with
the express purpose of making candy cases
and popcorn warmers especially designed
for theatres, both items to meet the needs
and also the price limitations of the
ordinary small-town house.

That was not the end. Heads got to¬
gether once more over the conference
table, and the clink of silver was again
heard as it was decided that, rather than
purchase popcorn from the companies in
the territory, a plant should be established
on their own. The walls of the office now
seemed a little closer than before, and
the company moved to a new building.

A popcorn plant was set up, and G. I.’s at¬
tending the University of Utah were hired
to do the popping. The company head¬
quarters are on the second floor of the
building while the manufacturing plant
with the carpenters, painters, electricians,
and glass men, are located on the third
(Continued on page EP-6)

Harold F. Chesler, Princess, Bingham Canyon, Utah, and president, Theatre Candy Distributing Company, Salt
Lake City, right, tests quality of the popcorn. The company now services more than 225 theatres in the area.
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Atlanta; Van Myers, Wometco Theatres, Miami.
Composed of manufacturers, concessionaires, and
other leaders in the candy, popcorn, and allied fields;
A. F. Rathbun, Fred W. Amend Company, Chicago;
Richard C. Fowler, The Coca-Cola Company, New
York; LeRoy J. Wilden, Paramount Candy Company,
Clinton, la.; Raymond J. Showe, Theatre Candy Com¬
pany, Inc., Pittsburgh; Marvin Spitr, American Royal
Candies, Inc., Los Angeles; Vincent O'Brien, Armstrong
Popcorn Company, Lake View, la.; Lawrence B. Geyer,
W. R. Schrafft and Sons Corporation, Boston; Charles
G. Manley, Manley, Inc., Kansas City; W. B. Riley,
Brock Candy Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.; W. H.
Foote, Queen Anne Candy Company, Hammond, Ind.;
Charles O'Malley, Paul F. Beieh Company, Blooming¬
ton, III.; Joseph Blumenthal, Biumenthal Brothers,
Philadelphia; L. M. Shaw, Smith Brothers, Inc., Pough¬
keepsie, N. Y.; C. M. Said, McPhail Chocolate Com¬
pany, Oswego, N. Y.
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PROFIT ITEMS
Of special interest to theatrernen are
these units a few just introduced\ some
on the market for some time\ but all
°/fe ring extra sales opportunities

,

Alkuno Merchandisers
Some of the most attractive vending
equipment now on the market are the
Alkuno Merchandisers.
Dispensing
Charms, Lifesavers, Curtis candies, Smiles,
and chewing gum, the merchandisers are
striking and modern in appearance, com¬
pactly and attractively designed for every
location, and have double the average
capacity. They offer great flexibility on
location.
Mirrors and face designs are
interchangeable on all machines.
Cab¬
inets come in natural blondewood finish,
or a combination of birch and mahogany
or walnut.
They may be wall hung,
counter placed, or free standing, with a
choice of modern tubular stand or de
luxe or standard base to match cabinets.
Dual-shift columns provide exceptional
capacity: 216 Lifesavers, 208 Charms, or
similar sized packs, and 328 packages
of gum. Machines are seven inches deep,
tapering nicely to less than four inches
at the top. They are 19 Vz wide and 29
inches high. On base, they measure 61
inches. They have the latest engineering
advances to assure no mechanical break¬
downs.
Another
group
from
Alkuno
and
Company, of New York, are the Vikinor
vending machines.
These include fivecent hot nut vendors and five-cent bulk
candy vendors. They are equipped with
a
National
Slug
Rejector
Unit;
an
agitator which prevents clogging and in¬
sures correct dispensing, and easily ad¬
justable drum to regulate amount of

One of Alkuno and Company's most popular merchan¬
dising machines, which dispenses Charms, Lifesavers,
and packaged gums, is shown above. The New York
concern has designed this equipment to combine the
advantages of four machines in one, with inter¬
changeable face insignia making it possible to vend
the aforementioned products with any other brand
of packaged hard candies, without replacing machine.

The ease with which the Ace Portable Electric Blower
may be used for quick, thorough removal of trash
from theatres, is amply demonstrated here.
Manu¬
factured by the Ace Company, Ocala, Fla., this, not
only saves time,
but also saves on labor costs.

merchandise
to
be
dispensed;
large
money compartment with pick-pi'oof Bell
combination lock, etc.
The sparkling,
attractive crystal bowl has a six-pound
capacity.
They are finished in gleam¬
ing, white enamel and/or contrasting
maroon or blue enamel trim.
Alkuno and Company, located at 406408 Concord Avenue, New York City,
recently obtained additional manufactur¬
ing facilities to augment this plant.

Ace Blower

Kansas City—For the first time in the
history of the entire popcorn industry, a
booklet for farmers, “How to Make More
Money From Your Popcorn Crop,” was
recently produced by Manley Inc., manu¬
facturers of popcorn machines and whole¬
salers of popcorn supplies.
The booklet, concerning the planting,
care, and harvesting of hybrid popcorn,
shows what is being done by the popcorn
industry today to assure theatre owners
of maximum dollar return from their
popcorn sales.
The booklet was written by a prominent
plant pathologist, a member of the famous
Henry Ford Committee, the purpose of
which was to wed chemistry and agri¬
culture. It includes a comprehensive ex¬
planation of popcorn hybrids, and why
growing hybrids will make more money
for the farmer as well as for the popcorn
machine owner. The booklet discusses soil
erosion, and how to prevent it; methods of
cultivation and weed control, and the
importance of well prepared soil, good
seed, and correct fertilizers for growing
good corn.
Balanced farming, crop rotation, and
how it pays in continued soil fertility and
better crops, are also discussed, as well
as methods of harvesting popcorn.
Suggestions for insecticides to help con¬
trol insects and diseases attacking pop¬
corn are also dealt with.
The importance of popcorn as a sub¬
stantial crop in the United States continues
to grow each year. As an example, its
revenue to farmers jumped from $1,225,000 in 1940 to $8,884,000 in 1946. With the
hopes of continuing and furthering better
popcorn production, more nutritious and
tastier popcorn, the Manley Company
plans to distribute the booklets to farmers
growing popcorn in the farm belt.

Bar Goods Up, Survey Shows

The biggest news in some time for
theatre
managers
who
desire
fast,
thorough removal of candy wrappers,
popcorn cartons, waste paper, and other
trash, is the Ace Portable Electric Blower,
which the Ace Company, 12-40 North
Orange Street, Ocala, Fla., recently put
on the market. Don Campbell is pres¬
ident of the firm.
Mounted on rubber casters, the equip¬
ment requires nothing to carry, no bend¬
ing, saves half the time required by other
methods, and is alleged to cut labor
costs by 50 to 60 per cent. The popular
choice is the model A, one horse power
which has two speeds and sells for
$93.50.
It blows air at 296 miles-perhour, but costs less than three cents per
hour to operate from any electric socket.
Weighing only 14 pounds, the blower is
approved by Underwriters’ and is fully
guaranteed for one year.
Standard equipment with the blower is
20 feet of rubber covered cord and an
11 inch tapered rubber nozzle, with a
three-inch nozzle also available for $1.05.
The Dolly, at $15.00, has a rubber hand
grip and casters, with strong welded
steel construction.
A set of attachments for the blower,
selling for $13.50, includes a dust bag,
Sam Brown belt, hose connection, suc¬
tion nozzle and brush, hose, and a flat

THE
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Popcorn Background
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Washington:
Latest figures recently
released by the Department of Com¬
merce show that poundage sales for bar
goods have shown substantial gains in
February, 1948, after decreasing for the
previous few months.
In January and February of 1948, re¬
ports of 123 manufacturers showed that
bar goods poundage was up nine per
cent over the same period for 1947, with
a 32 per cent increase in dollar value.
Packaged goods were seven per cent
higher in poundage, and 10 per cent
more in dollar value over last year.
Reports by 325 firms for February,
1948, showed manufacturers’ sales were
$72,075,000, 18 per cent over February,
1947, and five per cent higher than
January, 1948.
A total of $137,314,000
was reported for January and February
of this year, which was 12 per cent over
the same period in 1947.

cleaning tool.
There is also a handy
spray tank which can be attached to
the outlet of a Blower, which enables
the attendant to reach high places or
penetrate upholstery and floor coverings.
There are also many other attachments
which
aid
considerably
in
achieving
faster, better suction cleaning and spray¬
ing.
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Coca-Cola in the Juliet Theatre, Poughkeepsie, New York, E. Unger, Owner and Manager

HOW SMALL THEATRES MAKE EXTRA PROFITS
FROM LOBBY SALES OF COCA-COLA
I

S YOUR lobby making money for

to 200 cases of Coca-Cola a week.

Coca-Cola in the lobby is a service

you? Is it making as much as it

Profits are substantial. Moreover,

that customers appreciate. It adds to

should?

the pleasure of “going to the movie”

Theatres all over the country —

— America’s favorite entertainment.

small as well as large — have found

Customers welcome the pause that

that one of the easiest ways to in¬

refreshes—before and after the show.

crease profits is to use lobby space

Let us give you ALL the facts

to sell Coca-Cola.

about this new source of profits.

You don’t even need a counter or

Write National Sales Department,

attendant. With an automatic vend¬

The Coca-Cola Company, 515 Madi¬

ing machine you merely put in Coke

son Ave., New York 22, N. Y., or get

and take out the nickels.

in touch with your Coca-Cola bottler.

Sales of Coke usually correspond

Coke = Coca-Cola

to attendance. In theatres with seat¬

Coca-Cola” and its abbreviation

“

Coke” are

“

ing capacity of 500 to 800, for in¬

the registered trade-marks which distinguish

stance, sales generally run from 100

the product of The Coca-Cola Company.
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★ BETTER
FLAVOR
i
^ GREATER
POPPING
VOLUME

it FEWER
1

DUDS

Here's positive proof that
Popsit Plus costs less than
substitutes — judged by final
results. Tests by a leading
agricultural college reveal
that Popsit Plus liquid season¬
ing (1) pops more corn by
volume (2) leaves fewer duds
(3) gives corn the flavor your
customers demand.
That's why Popsit Plus costs less.

It gives you

more for your money than so-called cheaper
substitutes. Avoid substitutes and save money.

In which the editors of EXTRA PROFITS
continue the series of brief sketches and
photographs of members of its two Ad¬
visory Boards.
Others will appear later.

Marvin Spitz

LeRoy J. Wilden

Born in Brooklyn in 1916, Spitz at¬
tended local schools, and then went to the
University of Arizona, being graduated
from the School of Business Administra¬
tion. In 1939, following some time spent as
an accountant, Spitz bought a small Los
Angeles candy firm. During the war, he
spent the day in his plant, and worked in
the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Bur¬
bank, Cal., at night. In order to expand
production during the war, the corpora¬
tion of American Royal Candies, Inc., was
organized with Spitz as president, and
7,550,000 bars were supplied by the com¬
pany to the armed forces. Today, with
factory and offices in Los Angeles, the
firm has national distribution of the Kil-

The man who established the Paramount
Candy Company, Clinton, la., was born in
Clinton County in 1913. After learning the
candy making trade at Schalls, Inc.,
Wilden established Paramount Candy in
1940. In 1947 operations were transferred
to a new and modern plant. The company
manufactures hard candies, hand-made
and dipped Lady West chocolates, and ice
cream specialities. Married in 1938, Wilden
is now the father of four sons.

Cooperative

The result of all this is the formation of
a block to support sagging theatre receipts
and a well-organized extra profits division
in the Intermountain territory.
The story of what happened here should
be of interest to exhibitors everywhere.

(Continued from EP-3)
floor. The plant is completely modern and
sanitary, and is constructed in such a way
as to accommodate expansion as the
volume of business necessitates.

roy Bar, as well as several dozen other
items, and can turn out 50,000 pounds of
candy per day. Spitz married in 1940 and
has three children.

Contact was made with leading manu¬
facturers of candy, and the results have
been very successful. Mars, Hershey’s,
Peter Paul, American Chicle Company,
Life Savers, Paul Beich, George Zeigler,
and Hamilton Candies placed the concern
on a monthly quota basis.
The exhibitors who have had vending
machines are drifting away from this idea,
and purchasing candy cases in order to be
in a position to sell 10-cent and higher
priced candy bars. The theatres being
served by the Theatre Candy Distributing
Company, and who have been in this busi¬
ness before its formation, are gradually
depending upon it for their entire candy
needs. A determined price was established
which was 20 per cent mark up from the
actual cost. And if and when manufactur¬
ing prices drop, it is the company’s inten¬
tion to drop the cost to the exhibitor.
The management and general opera¬
tion is in the hands of Harold F. Chesler,
Princess, Bingham Canyon, Utah, and the
company is servicing over 225 theatres in
Utah, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Wyom¬
ing. The company may be called a co¬
operative organization in the sense that
the customers are allowed to purchase
stock which will refund a percentage of
the profit.
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These two candy stands are typical of those being
used in the theatres served by the Theatre Candy
Distributing Company, Inc., Salt Lake City. In one
stand, the popcorn is set off from the rest of the con¬
fections most attractively. Both are quite eye catching,
and make use of the graceful grained counter base.
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Forum Highlights Meeting

Metro Changed To Ridley's

New York City—The nation’s leading
candy men will be present at the 65th an¬
nual convention of the National Confec¬
tioners’ Association from June 20-25 at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
W. Tresper Clarke, Rockwood and Co.,
chairman, production forum, announced
that production problems will be discussed
on both the evenings of June 22 and 23. In
order to accommodate the anticipated
crowd, these convention business sessions
will be held in the second floor exposition
hall at the Grand Central Palace.
A panel discussion covering problems
selected by the industry members them¬
selves, is scheduled for the evening of
June 22.

New York: Metro Chocolate Company,
Inc., a subsidiary of Huyler’s, has changed
its name to Ridley’s to correspond with
the Ridley’s line of branded products
which it manufactures, according to an
announcement last week by John S.
Swersey, vice-president, Huyler’s.
Ridley’s, established in Brooklyn in
1806, is one of the oldest and best known
names in the New York area, and many
old families still write the factory direct
for Ridley’s Christmas Hard Candy, an
“institution” for many generations

“Sweetest Day" Set In Chicago
Chicago:
October 16 has been set as
the “Sweetest Day” in the Windy City
by local candy manufacturers and allied
tradesmen, with the date to be ballied as
the time “for making someone happy by
the presentation of a gift.”
Campaign
director for the Day is Sidney Biefield,
who was in charge of the same stunt
in Detroit for 10 years.
Although all
kinds of gift material will be included
in the promotion, the organization of
the candy group was taken care of first.

FTC Cites Companies
Washington—Ten candy and confec¬
tionery companies were recently accused
of violating the Robinson-Patman antimonopoly law by the Federal Trade Com¬
mission. The FTC charged that the com¬
panies favored certain customers such as
vending machine concerns and chain
stores, as to prices, thus allegedly re¬
ducing the amount of competition, and
tending toward monopoly in the manufac¬
ture and sale of the products. The com-

The election of David A. Stevens, seen above, to
chairman of the board of directors was recently an¬
nounced by the Charles N. Miller Company, Boston,
manufacturers of Mackintosh Toffee and Maryjane
Bars. Stevens, who is also board chairman for the
rViells Corporation, has been in the candy business
since 1911, serving as sales manager with the Massa¬
chusetts Chocolate Company until the firm discontinued
business.
As vice-president and sales manager,
Goudey Gum Company, Inc., Stevens became wiaely
known in the trade for his promotion of O'Boy gum.

parties were given 20 days to answer the
charges.

Growing
Sales and Profits
for YOU-

<«*•>»>>

the Toasted
Almond Bar

Some more situations where candy would really hit
the spot are featured in the ad which the Council
on Candy, National Confectioners' Association, will
run in the June 26 issue of The Saturday Evening
Post, as part of the industry promotion campaign.

MORE PROFITS

Every day, more and more candy lovers all over
America are calling for MARS, the Toasted Almond
Bar . . . The tremendous demand for MARS is
created by the most powerful advertising campaign
in candy history.

FOR YOU/

JOUy,

Two great Mars radio shows every week tell mil¬
lions of listeners about the taste treat found in the
big.new 10c MARS Bar.

TLHe

DOCTOR I. Q.—an institution in radio, now in its
tenth year . . . with over 12 million listeners from
coast to coast . . .

AMERICAN POP CORN CO.,
SIOUX CITY, IOWA

CURTAIN TIME—that gay half hour of sparkling
drama for the entire family . . . with over 10 million
listeners from all over the country . . .
This double-barreled radio campaign behind MARS,
the Toasted Almond Bar makes new customers for
you every week.

OUTDOOR
Now Specializing
REFRESHMENT ^in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES
from Coast to Coast
over Y\ Century

Concessions

If you want to stock the 10c candy bar that sells,
ask for MARS, the Toasted Almond Bar.

for

DRIVE-IN THEATRES;

Tv
SPORTSERVICE, Inc.
IHURST BLDG.
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JACOBS BROS.

BUFFALO, N, Y.
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■ NCORPORATID,

2019 N. OAK PARK AVINUI

CHICAGO 35, ILLINOIS
Makers of Milky Way, Snickers, Dr. I.Q., 3 Musketeers,
Forever Yours, Ping, Mars

. . . costs less
than substitutes
because Seazo keeps
indefinitely . . . won't
90 rancid in the con¬
tainer . . . and pops
corn that stays fresh
longer.

• For those states where
colored oil is not sold
— use SIMKO brand.

By the makers of POPSIT PLUS!

Marie Frye, head, Tri-State Theatre Corporation concession department, arranged this candy display for the
recent Allied of Iowa and Nebraska convention in Des Moines. More than 40 manufacturers sent merchandise,
and the bar did a rushing "no charge" business. At the end of the convention, there was quite a bit of
merchandise left, which was used for prizes. First award, $100 worth, went to Warren Franklin, Reinbeck, la.,
and $50 worth to Nate Rosenthal, Waterloo, la. The bar in the Arizona Room at the Fort Des Moines Hotel made
a perfect background for the display.
One of the Frye creations was the attractive popcorn geraniums.

NCA Budget Approved
Hershey,
Pa.—At a meeting of the
Council on Candy of the National Con¬
fectioners’ Association recently the mem¬
bers approved a budget of $177,770.75 for
the last six months of 1948 (July 1 to Dec.
31, 1948). Combining this with $190,000
spent during the first six months of 1948
shows a total annual expenditure of $367,770.75 in 1948.
Oscar G. Trudeau, Council chairman,
stated that “with the appropriation of
$178,000, at our April 30 meeting, the
Council’s expenditures total $2,299,770.00
for the past six years. This very large
investment was made to protect and pro¬
mote the market for candy. In 1948, the
Council program represents the largest
single selling force we can exert to main¬
tain consumer consumption at a high level.

aided by national newspaper and radio
campaigns. Latest reports indicated that
factories may be set up in the far west,
mid-west, and the east.

L. A. Unit Organized

I

I
COCONUT

Los Angeles—The Candy Corporation of
America was recently organized here with
plans to merchandise nationally a new
line of candies and chewing gum. Interests
representing the Music Corporation of
America, Artists, Ltd., as well as many top
film stars are active in the new firm.
Such products as Bergen’s Better Bubble
Gum, as well as items to be tied in with
Jack Benny and “Duffy’s Tavern” will be

OIL

POPCORN
SEASONING

Simonin of Philadelphia
SEASONING SPECIALISTS TO THE NATION

A new and attractive package for Rainbow Candy
Wafers, manufactured by Edgar R. Lewis, Inc., Mal¬
den,
Mass.,
is
on
display
in
the
above
shot.
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Popcorn, and a rip-roaring western make a perfect
combination, as shown at top, for Dick "Two Ton"
Baker, radio and television star of WGN, Chicago,
and son, Richard. Also adding to the elder Baker's
enthusiasm is the special seat installed for him at
the Roseland, which comfortably accommodates his
340-plus pounds.
Baker, naturally, is one of the
house's top extra profits customers, and the center
shot shows him making purchases at the refreshment
counter.
When these shots were taken, the theatre
was awarding passes with each purchase of a box of
Mother's Day candy. Greeting his esteemed patrons
in the bottom shot is manager Charles Kloepfer, who,
along
with
Alliance Theatres Circuit exec James
Gregory, was responsible for the very large chair.
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Ga.; Clyde Sampler, Richards Theatres,
Carrollton, Ga., and C.L. Welch,
Strand, Dallas, Ga.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
ATLANTA

BRANCHES
Atlanta
E.C. Chamble, father of Florence
Chamble, Monogram Southern Exchanges,
is back home from the hospital....
Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina will hold its semi-annual
convention at Myrtle Beach, S.C., on
June 20-23. Speakers will be Robert
Coyne and Herman Levy, TOA.
jack Benson, formerly with U-I in
Indianapolis, has been transferred
here in the booking department.
Johnnie Dunphy, formerly with RKO and
Kay Films, is also now in the U-I
booking department....P.L. Taylor,
Dixie, Columbus, Ga., was on Film Row
passing out good cigars, the reason
being there is another girl at his
house, the second.... Paul Wilson has
been appointed assistant division
manager to Harry G. Balance, 20th
Century-Fox.
Harry Balance, division sales mana¬
ger, 20th Century-Fox, returned after
attending a home office sales meeting.
Spence Pierce, 20th Century-Fox,
returned from Tennessee.... Leonard
Allen, Paramount publicity department,
returned from Charlotte.... In the
city were O.C. Lam, Lam Amusement
Company, Rome, Ga.; C.L. Welch, Strand,
Dallas, Ga.; R.H. Brannon, Roswell,
Ga. , and Alpha Fowler, Jr. , Alpha,
Douglasville, Ga.
Fred Jack, southern district mana¬
ger, United Artists, returned to
Dallas, after paying a visit....
William Richardson, president, Astor,
was showing a lighter that just came
in from his New York boss. Bob Savini
....Jimmy Hobbs, popular manager,
Republic, returned from Tennessee.

Mrs. A.L. Holliman, Astor, is back
on the job after spending a vacation
with her husband at Jacksonville
Beach, Fla....Edgar Knox, former
manager, Avon, has been appointed by
the waters Theatres as relief manager
....Hal Jordan, branch manager, and
A. L. Stout and J.E. McLeory, Mono¬
gram, Charlotte, stopped off for a
visit.... visiting were jack Barrett,
Florida sales representative, and Al
Bondy, General Electric, New York
City, who visited John W. Mangham,
Screen Guild....R.P. Davis, former
operator of the theatre in Panama
City, Fla., is now with Screen Guild.
He was formerly a salesman.
Jimmy Pepper, center, Kingsport,
Tenn.; L.T. Sheffield, Florida and
Alabama theatre owner, and Ed Strange,
Jewel, Gordon, Ga., were visitors....
The salesmen’s union held a meeting at
the Henry Grady Hotel....C.T. Jordan,
UA salesman, was in....Off from Uni¬
versal-International for a Florida
vacation were Mrs. Era McGilvary and
Evelyn Lanier.

RKO H95 Luckie. N.W. ) June 22, 10: 3Q
“Mystery in Mexico"; 22, 2:30, “Race
Street’1: 23, 2:30, “Your Red Wagon”.

CHARLOTTE
RKO (308 S. Church) June 22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 22, 4:00, “Mystery in Mex¬
ico”; 23, 2: 30, “Your Red Wagon”.

MEMPHIS
RKO (151 Vance) June 22, lu:30,
“Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 23, 10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.

NEW ORLEANS
RKO (200 S. Liberty) June 22, 10:30,
22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 23, 10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.
-‘Mystery in Mexico”;

Tney are offering a complete service
for theatres in towns with populations
of 2500 or less at a fee of only $i
per day. The name of the company is
Jimmy Wilson Enterprises.

Kaiph McCoy, branch manager, Film
Classics, checked in after a business
trip to Florida.... Arthur C- Bromberg,
president, and Babe Cohen, branch
manager, Monogram, along with Hal
Jordan, branch manager, Charlotte,
and their sales forces attended a
sales meeting in Chicago.... Everyone
was glad to see Joe Dumas, office
manager-head booker, Republic, up and
around again after illness.... Rachel
Lucas, formerly with Columbia and
Screen Guild, is now Mrs. Rachel
Gravely. Film Row wishes them many
happy days.

Charlie Durmeyer, president, south¬
ern Automatic Candy Company, returned
after a trip to Florida.... Johnnie
Bachman, branch manager, UA, was back
after a trip.... Jimmy Bello, sales
representative, Astor Pictures, re¬
turned from Greensville, S.C., where
he attended the funeral service of
his mother-in-law_Dorthey Edmonds,
head, accounting department, Monogram
Southern Exchanges, returned after a
vacation in Augusta, Ga.

Charlie Moore and Jimmy Wilson,
veteran employees of Wil-Kin Theatre
Supply Company, have organized
a
theatrical booking company for handling
bookings and supplies for theatres.

Mrs. Wallace Smith, Gem, Barnesville, Ga. was in booking... Allen
Sparrow, southern division manager,
Loew’s theatres, is enjoying a wellearned vacation in Miami.... Under the

Carl “Buddy” Chalman, former sales
representative for Paramount and
Screen Guild, joined Film classics in
the same capacity.... Seen on Film Row
were Hap Barnes, the showman from
Alabama and Tennessee; John Moffett,
Alabama, and Nat Williams, Thomasville, Ga.
A petition has been filed by Mrs.
Beulah M.. Johnson, W. M. Snelson, Mrs.
Ruth S. Atkinson and J. Hugh combs,
to be incorporated under the name of
the Grand Amusement company, to oper¬
ate and carry on theatre and amuse¬
ment enterprises of all type, to con¬
duct screen and stage shows, to oper¬
ate mercantile establishment, and all
kind of show businesses. Snelson and
Combs also have the co-At-Co Theatres
in Georgia. The Buckhead is one of
their houses.
Other visitors to Film Row were Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Whitestone, Fair-Mount,
June 16,

1948

Attending Paramount ' s^ recent New York Sales meeting were,
left to right, top
to bottom: from New Orleans, Foster Hotard, N. Wyckoff, Everett Olsen, Gordon Bradley, branch manager, and Ed Shinn; from Atlanta, Frank Folger, B.W.
Smith, Jr,, Clyde Goodson,
branch manager; W.R.
Word, Jr., Bill Holliday,
and Ed Fitzgerald; from Charlotte, Olsen, E.C. DeBerry, Paul Cockrill, Law¬
rence Terrell, Ed Chumley, and Harry Haas,
branch head, and from Jackson¬
ville, Fla., Al Duren,
branch manager, Robert Stevens, and Fred Mathis.

Southern
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leadership of Boyd Fry, managing di¬
rector, Loew’s Grand, business at
this theatre is far above expectations
for this time of year. This is no
doubt directly caused by the wonder¬
ful cooperation.
Off for a fishing trip to south
Georgia was William “Smake” Richard¬
son, president, Astor Pictures of
Georgia.... Ira Marshall, Eagle Lion,
and Ray Collins, Film Classics, were
vacationing in Savannah, Ga.

CHARLOTTE
A.H. "Al” Duren, who comes from
Jacksonville, Fla., is now in charge
as Paramount manager. He takes the
place of Harry Haas, transferred by
Paramount to st. Louis. Hugh Owen,
Paramount eastern and southern di¬
vision manager, was in to greet Duren
on his arrival, and confer with him
and Haas concerning the takeover.
Two theatres are going up in Stan¬
ley, N.C. One of them, the Stanley,
operated by Lewis Ballard, Stanley,
and C.M. Lowe, Charlotte, will open
the last week in June, serviced by
Exhibitor’s service. The other, the
name yet unannounced, will be oper¬
ated by A-E. Miller, Lincolnton, N.C.
Willis Williams, Kannapolis, N.C.,
announced the building of a drive-in
for Negroes on the York Road at city
limits, to cost $40,000, and with a
capacity of 350 cars. It is being
constructed by the Brookdale Theatre
Corporation, stockholders of which
include Williams, Barbara Mimms, and
Herman Geltzeiler. The new drive-in
is on a seven-acre tract, a part of a
30-acre area being developed into a
community center.
Charlotte will spend $55,000 de¬
veloping a recreation center in Inde¬
pendence Park.
The North 29 Drive-In on the Con¬
cord Highway near the Southern States
Fairgrounds held its formal opening
after having been under construction
for several months. The theatre will
accommodate 750 automobiles, and is
being operated by the ASF Theatre
Corporation, charlotte, of which
Byron Adams, Bob Saunders, and George
Ferguson, all of charlotte, are di¬
rectors. Seats are to be installed in
front of the screen soon for “walk-in”
customers, and an amusement area for
small children is to be provided.
Brookdale Theatre Corporation ob¬
tained a certificate of incorporation
from the North Carolina secretary Of
State to operate a theatre, with auth¬
orized capital stock of 1,000 shares
of no par value, of which three shares
have been subscribed by Herman Gelt¬
zeiler, and Barbara Mimms, Charlotte,
and Willis Williams, Kannapolis, N.C.
Robert F. Pinson, head, Astor, re¬
turned from a visit with R.M. Savini,
Astor president, on forthcoming
product.

MEMPH IS
New chief Barker, variety Club, is
E.C. Williamson, elected to replace
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David Flexes, resigned. Williamson is
Warners’ manager here.
Theatre and newspaper folks in ad¬
dition to many other Memphians turned
out to welcome Harry Martin, amusement
editor, The Commercial Appeal, who
told about his experiences in Europe
where he attended the conference on
information and a free press at Geneva.
Kis talk was broadcast over WMC. Mar¬
tin is also president, Newspaper Guild.
Exhibitors booking were: Clint Dunn,
Mulberry and Alma, Ark.; J.M. Mounger,
Calhoun City, Miss.; R.R. Clemmens,
Adamsville, Tenn.; J.J. Sherron, Wal¬
nut Ridge, Ark.; W.C. Newberry, Light,
Ark.; andW.E. Ringer, Leachville, Ark.
Floyd Harvey, Jr. , office manager,
U-I, was on vacation, and so was Mar¬
ion Hunter, stenographer, same office
. ...N.B- Blount, manager, Monarch
Theatre Supply, was entertaining Jake
Mitchell, La vezzi Machine Works,
Chicago.
Fred Ford was still receiving com¬
pliments on the “Miracle” girl series,
conducted in connection with sam
Goldwyn’s “Cary and the Bishop’s wife”.
Virginia Ball Montgomery, a 16-year
old invalid, gave her chair to little
Harold George. Goldwyn, after reading
her verse, wrote her he was sending
her a collapsible wheel chair. In ad¬
dition, Henry Roller, a young war
veteran, gave her his extra chair,
which she gave to Harold George,
stricken seven years ago with arthri¬
tis, and unable to walk for two and a
half years. Not only did Ford, area
exploitation and publicity director
for RKO, make two persons very happy,
but he put over a clever bit of pub¬
licity in doing it. The gift chairs
were presented in a radio program
over WHBQ.
R.L. Brumback is the new owner,
Buffalo, Linden, Tenn. This showhouse
was formerly known as the Linden, and
was operated under the management of
Gene Richardson.
Vacationing personnel at Republic
included Valarie Sanders, inspectress,
and assistant shipper, Charles Black.
Miss Sanders will spend some time in
Hot Springs, Ark.
Visiting the row were: C.N. Eudy,
Ackerman,Miss.; c*P* Bonner, Pine
Bluff, Ark.; C.W. Tipton, Carraway,
Ark.; W.R. Lee, Heber Springs, Ark.:
W.L. Moxley, Blytheville, Ark.,Fitz
Farris, Clarkdale, Miss., and W.R.
Tutt, Tunica, Miss.
Leonard Shea, branch manager, Eagle
Lion, was in Nashville, Tenn., on
business and H-M. Addison, publicity
department, was visiting in connection
with the showing of *Raw Deal”,
Warner.
J.R. Edwards, branch manager, Kay
Films, was on a business trip.through
northwest Arkansas and South Missouri.
Other exhibitors seen on the Row
were: Don Landers, Harrisburg, Ark.;
John Stapleton, Spiggot, Ark.; Paul

Myers, Mccory, Ark.; Alvin Tipton,
Manila and Monette, Ark. , and Clint
Dunn, Aima, Ark.

STATES
Alabama
AUBURN
The War Eagle will be ready for
opening about July 1. Owners are
Robert B. Sims, president; Walter B.
Gilbert, vice-president, and Charles
A. Floyers, Jr., secretary-treasurer.

BESSEMER
Bessemer Theatres, Inc. is challeng¬
ing in court the validity of the
local tax of two per cent on tickets
since 1941.

BIRMINGHAM
Frank V. Merritt, Community The¬
atres, signed a service, sound, and
booth parts contract with Altec Ser¬
vice for the Woodlawn, East Lake,
Ala., and Avondale houses here, the
North Birmingham, North Birmingham,
and the Tarrant, Tarrant City, Ala.
Elmer Dedels negotiated for Altec.
Carl Wesler, manager, Homewood, is
back after a vacation spent in Florida.
A $150,000 drive-in will be built
at the Fairgrounds here, Bedford F.
Seale, chairman of the board, Alabama
State Fair Authority, and N. H. Waters,
Sr., announced. Waters represents the
R. B. Wilby, R.M. Kennedy, and Waters
Theatre Company interests, which will
undertake the construction. Seale and
Waters said a 15-year lease on
some 14 acres of land on the southeast
corner of the Fairgrounds has been
executed. The theatre, they said,
will accommodate 600 automobiles. The
new drive-in will be the third being
built by the Wilby-Waters interests
in the Birmingham area. Waters has an¬
nounced plans for a fourth in the
northern section.

DOTHAM
The Houston is now operated by
Houston Theatres, Inc. The corpor¬
ation recently took over operation
from Cowart Theatres, Inc. Original
incorporators were W.H. Merrill, C.K.
Merrill, Al Cowart, and G-M- Harri¬
son. Recently, S.C. King purchased
part of Cowart’s stock, and the other
stockholders purchased the balance.
King is the active manager of the
theatre, which was built about 1930,
and operated by Martin and Davis un¬
til 1941. Later, Hap Barnes took over
the theatre until it was sold to the
new company.

GURLEY
Grady Dennis is the new Joy owner.

HAYESVILLE
The new $100,000 theatre John M.
Lakeman is building here will seat 700.
When completed the house will be one
of the most modern in the territory.
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Arkansas
BLYTHEVILLE
Fire destroyed the theatre at the
air base near here. The house was
leased by Erwin Jones, Reverend
McQuisiton, and Janies Fisher. Loss
was estimated at $60,000

GESL ING
James C. Fisher opened the Base, a
1600-seat house located at the old
Air Base near Blyth^vfiie, Ark.

LEACHVILLE
A new theatre, the Melody, is being
built here by Gene Higginbotham. It
will be completed within the next two
months.

EXHIB ITO R

main there for a week. Heard tied in
the stunt with a “Trade-In-Elberton”
campaign, with local merchants raising
$110 to pay the sitter, provided he
stayed on the platform atop the pole
for the whole week. A reward of $25
was offered for anyone catching the
sitter asleep or away from his post.
Heard also promoted a phone for the
stunter, with the public invited to
call, and doing so at the rate of one
a minute during the daylight hours of
the first few days. Good coverage
marked the bally, with the local radio
station as well as the newspapers
really going to town in publicizing
the ascension. Other features of the
promotion were a sneak prevue, a tiein
with local baby sitters, a special
front, and the painting of street
corners with appropriate copy.
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SAL I SBURY
The new Salisbury Drive-In, located
a mile from Salisbury, N.C., on the
Albemarle Highway, held its formal
opening. The theatre is owned and
operated by S.L. Pinkston and J.W.
Martin of Lincolnton, N.C., who, with
F.B. Gregg, own and operate the
Friendly Drive-In, Lincolnton, N.C.
The new theatre has a capacity of 400
cars, and is equipped with in-car
metal-type Mobiltone speakers supplied
by the Theatrecraft Manufacturing Cor¬
poration, Cleveland. The RCA sound
and projection equipment was supplied
by Southeastern Theatre Supply Com¬
pany, Charlotte. Gregg is agent in
North Carolina and Tennessee for the
Mobiltone speaker equipment.

SHELBY
M0ULTRI E

LITTLE ROCK
The Garland, Asher Avenue at 29th
Street, opened on June 8. Floyd B.
Peek is manager.

R.T. Moody announced that he hoped
to have his new drive-in ready to
open soon. The spot has a 250-car
capacity.

NEWPORT

North Carolina

The Base has been purchased by
David Adcex from Robert Dunham.

BOONE
The Pastime had as its first stage
attraction “The Foggy Mountain Boys”.

Florida
FORT PIERCE
Sam D. Bennett will build another
theatre here.

Ml AM I
Walter Elements, manager, Biltmore
Theatres, is back on the job after a
spell of illness.

ST.

PETERSBURG

Frank Bell has been put in charge
of Florida state Theatres in the west
coast area, exclusive of Tampa. Former¬
ly manager in Lakeland, Bell now
handles 32 houses in St. Petersburg,
Clearwater, sarasota, Lakeland, Plant
City, Bartow, Arcadia, Ft. Myers,
Bradentown, and Palmetto.

SARASOTA
Florida state Theatres announced
that it was closing the
for re¬
modeling.

TAMPA
Tyrone Power received an honorary
degree of Doctor Of Humanities at the
University of Tampa commencement.

WEST PALM BEACH
It was estimated that the construc¬
tion cost of the new Surf will be
about $85,000.

Georgia
ELBERTON
Lat Heard, Georgia Theatre Company
city manager, recently staged a sen¬
sational stunt for 20th-Fox* s “Sitting
Pretty”, Elbert, when he had a pole
sitter ascend a 60-foot floodlight
pole, borrowed from the city, and re¬
June 16,
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McCOLL
The Whittaker Hall opened on June 7,
operated by a group of businessmen.
This is McColl’s second house, the
other operated by the Anderson Cir¬
cuit.

A 25-year-old medically discharged
war veteran who was wounded during
the Normandy fighting and who later
was in a hospital which'was bombed
by the enemy, stabbed his 18-year-old
estranged wife and himself at the
Rogers. The veteran chased his wife
to the balcony, threw her down, and
stabbed her eight times with a pocket
knife. Roy McSwain, an aide, rushed
to the woman’s °id, and the man
stabbed himself in the chest three
times before McSwain could kick the
knife out of his hands. The veteran
reportedly had suffered from a nervous
condition since being separated from
the army, and had been separated from
his wife for about four weeks.

WINDSOR

MONROE
W.W. Presson and R.M. Dabney, young
businessmen, bought the Pastime from
Mrs. Earl Shute, who has been in ill
health for some time, and announced
that they plan to operate it at its
present location until a new 900-seat
theatre building can be erected on a
site which they have acquired on West
Franklin Street.

M00RESVILLE
The Mooresville-Davidson Drive-In,
located midway between this town and
Davidson, N.C., on Highway 21, held
its formal opening.

RALEIGH
The North Carolina State Highway
and Public Works Commission was told
that outdoor and drive-in theatres
have created a new highway hazard in
the state. Commissioner Ben Douglas
Charlotte, made this accusation, de¬
claring that when the drive-in screens
are visible from the road, motorists
are inclined to turn their heads, and
look. He asked if there is something
the commission could do about the
situation. Commission Chairman A.H.
Graham said that the commission can
do nothing to correct the situation
complained of as long as the theatres
do not encroach upon the highway
rights-of-way, and some members of the
commission said that it is a matter
that might have to be taken up £>y the
state legislature, which meets again
in January, 1949.

A blazing roll of film in the pro¬
jection room of the Palace caused
damage to the projection room and loft
overhead. The fire broke out shortly
after 4 p.m., and was not brought
under control until the loft had been
set fire, and the projection room and
projector badly damaged. Patrons
quickly vacated the theatre. James L.
Howell, manager, said that the pro¬
jector was repaired temporarily, and
new projection equipment was flown
from Charlotte on the following day.

WINSTON
Carl Buckner, manager, Paramount
was held up by a masked armed bandit,
and relieved of $510. The bandit
evidently knew Buckner deposited the
theatre money each night at the offic
of the A. B. Huff Enterprises, a bloc
from the theatre, and accosted Buckne
and a theatre employee, Horace Dupree
in a dimly-lit hallway next to the
second floor offices of Huff Enter¬
prises. Huff Enterprises operates
theatres in Eastern North Carolina,
and is headed by A.B. Huff, Goldsboro,
N.C.

WINSTON

SALEM

The Twin City Theatre Corporation
bought the building at 427 North
Liberty Street, in which it operates
the Colonial, for $160,000. J. Bonner
Sams, vice-president and director,
theatre company, said the property
was acquired from Mrs. Adelaide C.
(Continued on next page)
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Resuming our journey in Alabama, we
travelled uneventfully until we arrived
in Florence, headquarters of the
Muscle-Shoals Theatres,, operated by
Louis Rosenbaum, vet¬
eran exhibitor, with
29 years of exhibition
in the Tri-City area.
He operates houses in
Florence, Sheffield,
and Tuscumbia, three
cities adjoining each
other, and all highly
industrialized commun¬
ities. In addition to
Lew Herb
these situations, Ro¬
senbaum, who is assisted in the opera¬
tion of the theatres by his only son,
Louis, also operates a house in Athens,
Ala. They are currently constructing
a new house in Florence, to be named
the Shoals, and expect to have it in
operation by Labor Day. It will have
slightly over 1300 seats, with approxi¬
mately 1000 located on the main floor.
The air-conditioning system being in¬
stalled by the Carrier Company will
take care of the four stores located
in the building, in addition to the
theatre, and the offices also being
built there. The offices of the MuscleShoals Organization will also be lpcated in the building when it is com¬
pleted.
Another new theatre in Florence, the
Norwood, in a neighborhood section,
was opened to the public on March 24
this year by H.L. BoboandD.W. Davis,
both newcomers. Bobo, formerly in the
retail grocery business, serves as
manager, and is learning fast. The
theatre was constructed in about six
months time, and seats 563. The name
was derived from its location, North
Wood Avenue, and was submitted in a
contest by a patron, who received $25
for the winning entry.
While in this area, we also became
acquainted with a few of the officers
of Local 547, J.E. Smith, president,
projectionist, Princess, Florence,
and J.M. Stutz, secretary, projection¬
ist, Colbert, Sheffield. Both men are
veterans, with many years of exper¬
ience to their credit.
Our visit to the Tri-City area at
an end, we continued on the last lap
of our journey to Memphis. All went
well until we reached the outskirts
of the city, when one of the tires on
the trailer started to give us trouble.
Arriving in Memphis, we learned we
had come just a little too late to
take in the mammoth Cotton Carnival,
but we got here just about the same
time that some 12,000 Baptists descend¬
ed upon the city to hold their annual
convention.
Memphis, Gate City of the mid-south,
is "billed” locally by the Chamber of
Commerce as "The City Beautiful”, and
it is not far wrong. It is one of the
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most pleasant cities we have thus far
encountered.
Its Film Row is located mainly on
South Second Street, with some ex¬
changes located on nearby Vance Street.
There are over 30 theatres in the city,
and include, in the downtown area,
two Loew houses, the Palace and State;
one Warner house, the Warner, the
Malco, key house and home office,
Malco Circuit, and the Strand, also
under the Malco organization. Many
deluxe neighborhoods are scattered
throughout.
This being our first visit to Memphis,
we headed for Film Rowto get acquainted,
and stopped in at Monogram exchange,
where we found Bailey Prichard,
branch manager for Aurthur Bromberg,
who operates this as a part of the
Monogram Southern Exchanges.
Bailey has been operating this
office since 1943, and prior to that
time, was connected with National
Screen Service, after having sold out
his interests in an independent poster
exchange which he operated for many
years.
Here, too, we made the acquaintance
of Henry Hammond and F.J. Kaiser,
who cover the territory for Bailey.
Continuing up the street, we next
visited at the Universal-International
office, where we met Pete Dawson and
his crew. Dawson, who was a former
salesman for many years, took over
this branch just two years ago, and
has been doing a swell job.
Floyd Harvey, Jr., heads the office
staff, ably assisted by J.E. Eikner
and Robert E. "Bob” Lee in the booking
end, while Dick Settoon and Bob
Wilkinson comprise the sales staff.
Dropping in at the Screen Guild
office, we met a very charming southern
lady, Mrs. Jerry Jernigan, who is
associated with her husband in the
operation. Mrs. Jernigan is a former
Atlantan, but has lived more recently
in New Orleans, where he was located
with Warners for many years, giving
up his post as branch manager to open
the Screen Guild office here.
Due to lack of space around Film Row,
they were unable to obtain offices
on the row until late last fall, when
what was a garage was transformed into
suitable offices, and with the help
of a few nice decorations emanating
from Mrs. Jernigan, it is now attrac¬
tive. They do not, however, do their
own inspecting and shipping. This is
handled for them by Film Transit.
Heading towards Vance Street, we
dropped in at the Paramount office,
which was pleasantly air-conditioned,
and met Tom Bridge, handling the local
exchange in the absence of L.W. Me
Clintock, on an extended leave of
absence due to his health. Bridge is
officially the sales manager for the
Dallas office, and has also served in
that same capacity in the San Fran¬
cisco office, prior to going to Dallas.
He has been connected with the company
since 1929.
The balance of the staff includes
Travis Carr as office manager, with
Bob Kilgore heading the booking
department, assisted by Fred Curd and
Ray Carter. The sales force is com¬
prised of Joe Young and Tom Donahue.
Calling at the MGM office, we had
the pleasure of meeting another

(Continued from preceding page)
Blair, Washington, and that the
theatre had occupied the building off
and on for 35 years. Other officers
of the firm, which is building a new
theatre on West Fourth Street, are
R.B. Wilby, Atlanta, president; H.F.
Kincey, Charlotte, treasurer, and
LeRoy W. Sams, secretary.

Tennessee
GALLATIN
An election for Sunday movies re¬
sulted favorably. The city also voted
in favor of daylight saving time.

KN0XVI LLE
Special Chancellor Robert A. Elkins
refused to grant an injunction against
the erection of an open-air theatre on
Newcom Avenue near Kingston Pike. He
denied apetition of nearby residents.
The theatre will be built by Drive-in
Theatres Inc., Montgomery, Ala., at
an expected cost of $90,000. Elkins
claimed that the proposed drive-in
will not be a nuisance if properly
maintained, and that the property has
been zoned for industrial purposes
for years.

MORRISTOWN
Spurred by the action of a drive-in
just outside the city limits, which
was having Sunday movies, City Council
has voted to permit Sunday showings
here, and the two local theatres are
now open on the Sabbath.

NASHVILLE
The Crescent Amusement Company will
open its new drive-in about July 4.
The spot has a 400-car capacity.
industry veteran, Louis C. Ingram
branch manager, and brother of Bob
Ingram, who heads the Columbia office
and district in Atlanta. Louis Ingram
is a former Atlantan also, starting
in the business there in 1919, join¬
ing the MGM organization in 1922.
He has been connected with the company
ever since, except for about two
years when he was associated with
Columbia, also in Atlanta. He came to
Memphis in 1943, and has been located
here ever since.
He is ably assisted in the operation
of this branch by Hollis Holmes as
office manager, Bob Bowers and Jim
Ronseik in the sales department, and
Jimmy Fly and Ophelia Gaulding handling
the booking end.
During our tour of Memphis’ film
row, we ran into Grover Wray, ex-RKO
salesman, who recently started his
own booking and buying organization,
which he calls Exhibitors Services.
He is an old hand at the film business,
so he should be able to do a good job
for many out-of-town exhibitors who
find other duties too pressing to
handle their own booking chores.
Wray’s is the only organization of
its kind functioning here. At the
moment, it is still a one-man organi¬
zation. He is handling the bookings
for several Mississippi houses, and
a few in Tennessee.
June 16,
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CHICAGO
Lois Butler, star of Eagle Lion’s
“Mickey”, will be present at the world
premiere of the film at the Le Claire,
Moline, Ill., on June 22. Other Holly¬
wood celebrities will also be on hand.
Russel C. Roshon, head, Russel C.
Roshon Organization, is celebrating 40
years service in the industry. . . .
Nathan
Slepyan,
Harvey
manager,
married Dorothy Echold. . . . James
Gregory, Alliance Theatre Corporation
head, raised at the State, in the Roseland district, more than $1,000 for the
Damon Runyon Cancer Fund. . . . “The
Miracle of the Bells” premiere at the
Palace drew an overflow, and netted
$7,500 for the American Cancer Society.
James Donohue, Paramount central
division manager, conferred One Hun¬
dred Percent Club awards upon Paul
Chapman and Tom Luce, Dallas ex¬
change, and Ernie Lund, Minneapolis.
John Balaban, B and K secretarytreasurer, and Edwin A. Relkin. eastern
stage producer, held a reunion of
friendship which started when they were
kids on Chicago’s West Side.
The Beck-Lee Corporation has per¬
fected new apparatus which develops
film 40 seconds after exposure.
Harold and Seymour, sons of Davis
Greenberg, popcorn manufacturer, are
engaged to be married. . . . Dave Bala¬
ban, B and K district manager, is better
after illness.
Eddie
Silverman,
Essaness
head;
Arthur Rubloff. prominent realtor, and
Edward Cooper, lawyer, organized the
Starlite Company, which will build a
1250-car drive-in at Ridgeland Ave and
95th Street.
Helen Marecki, former theatre mana¬
ger, joined the police department, and
will work in the theatre detail. . . .
Theatres experienced a penny shortage
when the new raise of a cent in trans¬
portation fares went into effect, and
banks had to call on the Federal Reserve
for relief.
George Rochford, Blackstone mana¬
ger, is recovering from an operation. . . .
Saul Gay was made vice-president and
Frank T. Glenn, superintendent. Queen
Anne Candy Company, Hammond, Ind.
Thomas
C.
McConnell,
theatre
attorney, heads the new law firm of Mc¬
Connell, Lutkin, and Van Kook. . . .
Arthur Schoenstadt, amusement division
chairman, The Freedom Train, hosted
the members of his committee.
B and K gave a midnight premiere of
“The Emperor Waltz” at the United
Artists to the Illinois Federation of
Womens Clubs attending the 52nd an¬
nual meeting.
The value of candy, popcorn, and
beverage sales in theatre lobbies was
stressed at a Paramount Service execu¬
tives meeting.
Donald J. Lynn, Robert Robichaud
and A. G. Scourtas formed the Theatredrome Company with offices at 111 W.
Washington Street for the distribution
of film.
June 16, 1948
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DALLAS
Underwood and Ezell opened their
15th drive-in on the Buckner Boulevard.
Costing approximately $200,000, the
new al fresco theatre’s facilities includes
individual speakers for each car, an
elaborate play park for children, and
bottle-warmers for mothers with infants
in arms.
Interstate’s ads now carry the Dallas
Motion
Picture
Reviewing
Board's
classification of the film advertised.
Thus, “F” will indicate a family picture,
“AYP” a show for adults and young
people, etc. I. R. Robertson, owner
Lucas, started regular Friday night
sessions of “Darto”, audience participa¬
tion game.

DENVER
Members were advised to sign con¬
tracts with ASCAP for only three
months by the convention of the Allied
Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres.
The organization voted to establish a
buying combine for popcorn, candy, and
theatrical supplies. Most of the time
was spent in open forums. Officers
named for the coming year, most of
them reelected, are John Wolfberg,
president; Joe Ashby, general manager,
Walter Ibold, treasurer, and Joan Liv¬
ingston, secretary. Directors include Fred
Lind, J. R. Smith, A. N. Beezley, E. K.
Menagh, J. K. Powell, Colorado; Tom
E. Knight, Lloyd Kerby, Wyoming;
Carl Garitson, Marlin Butler, New
Mexico; Charles Flower, A. S. Kehr,
Nebraska, and Hobart Gates, South
Dakota.
Duke Dunbar, for a number of years
secretary of the old film board of trade
and for the past four years in the At¬
torney General’s office, runs for Attorney
General in the Republican primary.
Dunbar still retains his interest in the
industry.
Instead of putting his spare money
in a drive-in at Greeley, Colo., Eldon
Menagh, owner, Star, Ft. Lupton, Colo.,
bought a chicken farm. Now he is build¬
ing up an egg route among film row
folks, making his own deliveries when
booking and buying supplies.
Robert Bram, head U-I booker, has
been promoted to Cleveland in the same
capacity. He is succeeded by Dick
Stafford, who has been assistant for
some time.
Al Lawter, manager, Denham; his wife
Ruth, and William Fitzgerald, publicity
director, fought off a thief who at¬
tempted to grab a money sack contain¬
ing about $1,600 as the three were
taking it to a night depository at about
midnight.
Clyde Pease, recently in business for
himself, is now selling for Ted Knox. . . .
James Parson started a $7,000 remodel
job on his Isis, Aspen, Colo., with
Empire Theatrical Consultants doing the
work.
Lionel R. Semon opened his $125,000
750-car drive-in at Pueblo, Colo.
Seen on film row were: Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Russell, Fowler, Colo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Knight, Riverton, Wyo.; Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Coulter, Loveland, Colo.;
Glen Witstruck, Meeker, Colo.; Selma
and Marie Sawaya, Trinidad, Colo.;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lind, Rifle, Colo.;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker, Fruita,
Colo.; and Robert Spahn, Mitchell, Neb.
L. E. "Bill” Hobson, salesman with
Warners, has been named special re¬
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presentative for SRO, succeeding C. J.
Duer, who returned to Paramount as
branch manager. . . . Larry Starsmore,
Westland Theatres president, returned
from a New York trip.

DES MOINES
M. E. Lee, head booker, Central States
Theatres Corporation, suffered a stroke
while at work after returning from the
holidays, and was taken to a Des Moines
Hospital, partly paralyzed. . . . Charles
Farquhay, assistant manager, RKOOrpheum, Davenport, la., has been
transferred to the Orpheum, Minne¬
apolis. James Gillespie, Rock Island, Ill.,
has been named to succeed Farquhay. . . .
William Mack, formerly with Central
States, Omaha and Fremont, Neb., has
been named manager, Strand, Fort
Dodge, la., also a Central States house,
succeeding Don Loftus, who has been
named manager, Grand, Estherville, la.
The Atlantic building, Atlantic, la.,
has been sold to the Field Brothers, Inc.,
Pioneer Theatres Company. Pioneer had
operated the Atlantic and Grand, also
at Atlantic, since 1930. . . . The officers of
the Variety club and their families will
hold a picnic at Arlington Hall to discuss
future plans for the organization. . . .
Leo F. Wolcott, Eldora, chairman of the
board,
Allied
Independent
Theatre
Owners Of Iowa and Nebraska, and
Charles Niles, Anamosa, la., national
director, attended the recent governor’s
conference on fire prevention. . . . A. H.
Blank and Bill Toney, Tri-States, went
to Omaha, for the opening of the TriStates drive-in. . . . Jackie Barclay,
Paramount, was in the hospital recover¬
ing from an appendectomy.

KANSAS CITY
Howard Burkhardt,
who
recently
handled the publicity for Columbia’s
“The Mating Of Millie”, Loew’s State,
got heavy plugs via the Decca-Gertrude
Niesen recording of “I Wanna’ Get
Married”.
The Mainstreet will be reopened by
RKO on Oct. 1. The 3,049-seat house,
closed since January, 1942, will be
remodeled.
The formation of 20th Century-Fox of
Missouri, authorized to engage in tele¬
vision and radio broadcasting, was an¬
nounced. Listed incorporators are D. H.
Jackman, C. A. Caldwell, and H. B.
Davis, with the company empowered to
issue 10,000 shares of $100 par stock.

LOS ANGELES
After 16 years with Fox West Coast,
Marty Schwartz, manager, Egyptian,
resigned.
The TOA youth program, television,
labor negotiations, and the U. S.
Supreme Court anti-trust decision were
the subjects at the membership dis¬
cussion meeting of the SCTOA. Ralph
Austrian, Foote, Cone, and Belding.
spoke on television, and explained that
feature film will not get widespread use
but that the small films of from 10 to 30
minute duration will be the most popu¬
lar. He also stated that the film people
should direct television if it is to succeed
at all. Harry Vinnecof spoke on labor
negotiations, while Charles P. Skouras
discussed the worthy TOA youth pro¬
gram. Vinnecof was named with Jack
Brower and Evert Cummings, as a labor
committee for the SCTOA.
Dick Lacey, manager, Elwha, Port
Angeles, Cal., for B. F. Shearer Com¬
pany, remains for the new operator,
Sterling Theatres.
NATIONAL
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Making use of all prints in the area,
Monogram's “Bringing Up Father” was
to be shown at eight local houses starting
on June 12 as part of The Examiner
Comic Carnival show.
Mort Allen, well known in local film
circles and a salesman for 13 years with
Warners, was appointed west coast re¬
presentative for Hygienic Productions’
“Mom and Dad”, replacing Dick Currier,
who was transferred to the company’s
production unit in Hollywood for work
on “One Too Many”.

MILWAUKEE
There have been a number of changes
in the managers of Fox Wisconsin
Theatres. The resignation of Arthur
Stanisch, Wisconsin manager, resulted
in a shift of Thomas Cornfield from the
Palace to the Wisconsin. Roland Koutnik, Garfield manager, shifted to the
Palace, replacing Cornfield. A1 Camillo
moved from the Downer to the Garfield,
and William Ellsworth from the Oak¬
land to the Downer.
Helene Zillmer, secretary to John G.
Kemptgen, MGM resident manager, left
to become secretary to Fontas Georgiades, manager, Delft Circuit, buying and
booking office. The circuit, operated by
“Doc” Gallup, headquarters at Mar¬
quette, Mich. Marcella Rollman moved
from the MGM contract department to
Kemptgen’s secretary at MGM. Sally
Glowacki
assumed
Miss
Rollman’s
duties.
Max Mazur, Film Classics manager,
returned from a trip to the territory. . . .
Bryn Griffiths, former Fox Wisconsin
public relations director, is handling
publicity for several Milwaukee in¬
dustrialists, in addition to theatrical
exploitation.
Russell Leddy, Orpheum, Green Bay,
was in. . . . S. J. Goldberg, Hollywood,
Wausau, Wis.; Harold Pearson, Indepen¬
dent Theatres of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan field man, and William Ains¬
worth, Fond DuLac, National Allied
president, attended the Allied board
meeting at Denver. . . . John Mednikow,
National Screen Service manager, at¬
tended the Atlantic City convention. . . .
The Freedom Train is scheduled for
appearances. Industry people are cooperatng. . . . Dan Kelliher, and Alan
Usher, cooperators, Sprague, Elkhorn,
Wis., were callers.
L. Berman, Universal-International
manager, was transferred to Chicago, to
manage that branch. Milwaukee’s new
Universal-International manager is Jack
Banan, Chicago. . . . Jesse T. McBride,
Paramount manager, was on a trip in
the territory. . . . James Gorman, Alham¬
bra stagehand, has been ill. ... Ed
Friedwald, Alhambra manager, fully
recovered from a heart attack, is feeling
better.
Donald Weisfeldt moved to the Strand
as manager, succeeding Robert Grady
who shifted to the State. ... In Septem¬
ber, Eugene and Jerry Goderski will take
over operation of the Greendale, Greendale, Wis. . . . There was heavy advance
reservations for the straight invitational
“Easter Parade” screening at the ’Tosa.
John G. Kemptgen, MGM resident man¬
ager, expressed the view that the new
screening plan was functioning excep¬
tionally well. . . . Art Stanisch, former
Wisconsin manager, is in Arizona enroute to California. Stanisch plans enter¬
ing motion picture exploitation on the
coast. . . . Sigmund Goldberg, Hollywood,
Wausau, Wis., was chairman for the
regional meeting, Independent Theatres
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, at
Wausau, Wis.
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Ground has been broken on that new
house at Whitefish Bay, near Milwaukee.
The theatre will be the center of a broad
community project, when completed.
. . . Robert Gross, drive-in manager,
reports that business this year tops any
previous year.
The Wisconsin has been pushing new
attractions with special campaigns along
the contest side. Roland Koutnik is
manager. . . . The yearly golf outing
sponsored by L. F. Gran, president,
Standard Theatres, bowed on June 11 at
Merrill Hills sporty grounds, Waukesha,
Wis. . . . Jesse T. McBride, Paramount
manager, called on state exhibitors. . . .
John Mednikow, National Screen Service
manager, took a plane back from the
convention at Atlantic City. . . . The
Woods, Woodruff, Wis., a 485-seat house,
unveils soon. H. Frederich operates. . . .
Beatrice Schoenberg, secretary, ITO of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan offices,
returned after the honeymoon. . . . Max
Markowitz, Plaza manager resigned. . . .
The “What Is An Ideal Husband”
contest at the Wisconsin, as exploitation
on “An Ideal Husband,” angled numerous
entries.

MINNEAPOLIS
The Lyceum, a legitimate and inde¬
pendent film house, has made the first
motion picture purchase here involving
competitive bidding. The house opened
with “Summer Holiday,” first of three
it had purchased from MGM. Previously
MGM showed its first-i'un films only in
Minnesota Amusement Company The¬
atres. MGM’s “Homecoming” and “The
Pirate” also have been booked by the
house.
In a bulletin to members, Stanley
Kane, executive director, North Central
Allied, termed the U. S. Supreme Court
order in the industry anti-trust suit a
“sweeping victory for the independents
and the government.” The “film mono¬
poly” stands convicted of criminal
practices, Kane said, and it must reform
or be classified as a two-time loser. . . .
Theatremen in the Twin Cities are
watching a new development in the area,
a 16mm. drive-in on the edge of Huron,
S. D., which will hold 100 cars. Deward
and Alva Taylor, brothers, are the
backers.
Fire completely destroyed the Royal,
Rushford, Minn., and the Ritz, Veblen,
S. D. The Royal was being investigated
for possible arson. . . . Screen Guild
exchange will begin a 13-week sales and
playdate drive on June 20 as a testi¬
monial to Dorothy Wilk, office manager.
. . . New on Film Row are Bob Aznell,
booker, United Artists, and Patricia
Nelson, biller, United Artists.
Ben Lander, head booker, 20th-Fox,
has been vacationing in New York. . . .
Jack Cohan, city salesman, 20th-Fox,
left for a holiday in St. Louis and other
points south. . . . Harold Schneider,
Paramount office manager, was touring
the east on his vacation. . . . Emily Olson,
biller, National Screen Service, was
vacationing in Chicago. . . . Lilly Nelson,
shipper, NSS, was in Montana. . . .
Helen Melshisidish, bookkeeper, NSS,
will be married to Richard Baker on
June 26.
C. W. Trampe, Milwaukee franchise
holder of Monogram, was in, as were
Clarence Hill, 20th-Fox head of branch
operations, and Henry Goldberg, Para¬
mount auditor from the home office. . . .
Ben Blotcky, Paramount branch mana¬
ger, with his sales staff and booking
manager, attended the sales meet in
Chicago.

Gus Baehr, Baehr Theatre Company,
Brainerd, Minn., returned to his home
from the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
His condition was reported as improved.
. . . R. L. Hiatt purchased the State,
Fairmount, N. D., for a reported $21,000.
Possession will be on July 1. . . . The
Crown, Buffalo, S. D., reopened after
being closed for the winter. . . . Ray¬
mond T. Reilly, Jr., St. Paul, Minn.,
purchased the Family, North Branch,
Minn. . . . Peter Vanderhoof purchased
the Salem, West Salem, W;is., from
Harold Saxlund. . . . W. B. Haswell sold
the Gem, Waterville, Minn., to Bill
Cameron, MGM salesman. . . . H. J.
Pueschner opened the new Randolph,
Randolph, Wis.
Irving Marks is the new branch man¬
ager, Monogram, succeeding Morrie
Steinman. Steinman remains with the
exchange as sales manager. . . . Reid
H. Ray Film Industries, producers of
commercial films, with home offices in
St. Paul, Minn., opened Chicago offices.
. . . Glen Partlow is the new owner,
Plaza, Monona, la. He also owns houses
at Stuart and Logan, la. . . . Mark
Plaistad sold the Mark, Clarrissa, Minn.,
to Lloyd Ashpole. . . . Steve Klem pur¬
chased the Howard Lake, Howard Lake,
Minn., from the Tremann Circuit.
Minnesota Amusement Company set
up a budget of $400,000 to cover mini¬
mum estimated cost of “hardship”
repairs and absolute improvements re¬
garded as immediately essential.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Horace Clark, manager, Griffith The¬
atres, Holdenville, Okla., received $500
from the circuit for his booklet on how
to sell popcorn in theatres.
It appeared last fortnight that Lewis
Barton, Capitol Hill exhibitor, would
be appointed to the school board, suc¬
ceeding Ed Hisel, resigned. It was under¬
stood that a goodly majority of the
citizens’ committee favored Barton.
Maxine King, Yale, was given a split
bill last fortnight. She told police that
a man gave her a $10 bill for a ticket,
and asked when the show started. When
told that it would begin in two minutes,
he walked off, and Miss King found that
the bill was marked $1 on the other side.

OMAHA
The two films which carried the work
of Boys Town throughout the world will
continue to inspire the “City of Little
Men” near here. The films were a tribute
to the great story in the work of Monsig¬
nor E. J. Flanagan. While they spread
the fame of the boys home, they hurt it
some at the time. Many thought that
the home profited from the films, and
its support flagged. The central charac¬
ter of the pictures, Father Flanagan,
died May 15 in Berlin where he was on
a youth rehabilitation mission for the
United States Government. The Rev.
Edmund C. Walsh, acting director of
Boys Town, said the film, “Boys Town,”
would be shown to the home’s 450 lads
soon in a memorial exhibit. Since it was
made, the film was shown annually to
Boys Town graduates before they left
the home. The home has its own print
of the film. This year, the graduates
will be shown the second film, “Men
of Boys Town,” before they leave to
enter the world on their own.
Tri-States Theatres and Midwest
Theatres’ new drive-in at the west edge
of Omaha got off to a flying start. A
free playground for children was nearing
completion. Bernard Dudgeon is mana¬
ger.
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Paramount employees feted Don Hicks,
manager, before he left for Des Moines
to manage that branch. . . . Phoebe
Munford joined the RKO staff. . . . Ruth
Moberg, United Artists cashier, and
William Laird, U-I assistant booker, are
among Film Row vacationers. ... A
move was under way to drum up teams
for a Film Row men’s and women’s
league this summer. Pat Halloran,
Paramount salesman, has teams ready
for both leagues.
The City Council at Nebraska City,
Neb., granted a permit for a $104,000
house. Action had been held up a month
when Mayor F. E. Ziegenbein criticized
films shown by the other city house. . . .
Ed Cohen, Eagle Lion branch manager,
attended a general sales meeting in
Chicago. . . .Joe Foley resigned as Eagle
Lion salesman to sell for Film Classics.
. . . MGM employees gave a birthday
party for Gerald E. McGlynn, branch
manager.
Mary Catherine Brown resigned from
the Columbia staff. . . . A. M. Seff opened
his new Uptown, Sioux City, la. . . . Mrs.
Carl White, wife of the owner of
Quality
Theatre
Supply
Company,
underwent an operation to repair fall
injuries suffered some time ago. . . . E. E.
Ashley, supermarket owner here, has
met neighborhood opposition in his
attempts to erect a new house. Linked
with his appeal to the City Council is a
City Planning Board proposal to prohibit
theatres in areas zoned first industrial.
That would affect other new house plans,
including Tri-States Theatres.
Sickness kept A1 Campbell, Columbia
shipper, and Gordon Halloran, Para¬
mount salesman, out for a while. . . .
Bernard Dudgeon, manager of Omaha’s
drive-in, and William Miskell, district
manager, went to Des Moines for the
opening of the Tri-States-managed
drive-in. . . . Don Allen, Tri-States dis¬
trict manager in Sioux City, la., is still
seeking shelter. . . . C. W. Coryell, Bas¬
sett, Neb., exhibitor, is regaling exhibi¬
tor friends with stories of his fishing
trip. . . . Lynn White, Quality Theatre
Supply Company, hooked 79 fish in
one day.
Norman Nielsen, RKO salesman, can
testify that some parts of his territory
still are on the rugged list. A wrong
turn in the western part of Nebraska
necessitated an 84-mile detour. . . .
Harold Postman, assistant to A. F. Cum¬
mings, head of the MGM maintenance
department, called on the Omaha ex¬
change. . . . Mrs. C. J. Kremer, wife of
the Stanton, Neb., exhibitor, has been
in a hospital 10 weeks as a result of a
broken hip.
Jack Schweidelson joined Monogram
as a salesman. He formerly managed the
Cass here. . . . Mary Olsen resigned as
booker at RKO, and was succeeded by
Irma DeLand, who had been secretary
to the office manager. Nancy Franks
became secretary to Jack Renfro, branch
manager. Evelyn Sunblade joined the
branch. . . . New Eagle Lion salesman
is Glenn C. Kenyon, former Paramount
salesman, who had operated the new
house at Genoa, Neb.
Louise Cotter recently handled a very
clever campaign for the opening of
Columbia’s “The Mating Of Millie” at
the RKO Brandeis. Two hundred Ameri¬
can Beauty roses were promoted from a
florist, and presented to the first ladies
attending the opening morning perform¬
ance.
Rustling up a stagecoach to ballyhoo
“Fort Apache” wasn’t half as hard as
getting some horses to draw it, Louise
Cotter, public relations director, RKOBrandeis, found.
June 16, 1648
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R. D. Goldberg, Omaha circuit owner,
announced that he plans to start to
build his 950-seat house in west Omaha
on May 1, 1949. He will go to the coast
this summer to consult an architect for
the construction.
Will Singer, RKO-Brandeis manager,
returned from Chicago. . . . Robert Hoff,
Ballantyne Company sales manager,
returned from a business trip.

PHOENIX
Gene Autry checked in for personal
appearances in the mammoth outdoor
show arranged by KOOL. Occasion was
the teeoff operation of the station’s
flashcast news electric sign, which covers
two sides of the Adams Hotel. Also in
the show was western star Sunset Carson, who visited Phoenix in conjunction
with a personal appearance tour of the
Harry L. Nace theatres.
Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz., played host
to Celeste Holm and Mrs. Pat O’Brien,
who made stop-overs to speak on the
worldwide Crusade for Children. . . .
Veteran showmen Harry L. Nace and
Frank Martin are combining forces in
the operation of houses in Morenci and
Clifton, Ariz. Their first jointly-operated
theatre will be the new Royal, Morenci,
which was to open around June 15. The
new Royal will be located near the
former Royal.
Recent visitors on film row were B. D.
Stoner and Clyde Eckhardt, 20th Cen¬
tury Fox. While here they polished off
deals for the Harry L. Nace and Para¬
mount Nace Circuits.
The Harry L. Nace office, reported
that the new B Bar T, Scottsdale, Ariz.,
would open on June 11. Malcom S.
White, who built the house, also
operates the theatre, which has a
typical western decor similar to White’s
Scottsdale
developments
near
the
theati'e. Work is continuing apace on
White’s theatre in South Phoenix, which
is expected to be finished around the
end of July.
The Lyric, Spanish film house in
Miami, Ariz., suffered smoke and water
damage when fire swept through the
main sti'eet of the town. Patrons were
evacuated in orderly manner from both
theatre fortunately completely escaping
damage.
“The
Children’s Hour of
1948,”
featuring pupils of the Dione west
Studio of the Dance, played three per¬
formances at the Fox.
A decorating crew is giving the Palms,
deluxe nabe theatre, a complete going
over in the lobby, foyer, and lounge.
Renovations include new paint, carpet¬
ing, and furniture, with work being done
under the jurisdiction of Hal Periera,
Paramount Nace engineer, who designed
the theatre.
Work has almost been completed on
the new refrigeration installation in the
Strand, one of three Paramount Nace
houses taking on new cooling equipment.
The other two are the Rialto, downtown
Phoenix, and the Tucson, Ariz., Rialto.
In all three houses, modern refrigeration
equipment is replacing evaporative pad
cooling systems.

PORTLAND
Larry Bristol, manager, and Harold
Holland, salesman, Monogram, went to
Chicago for a sales meeting. . . . Ralph
Amacher, manager, and Charles Powers,
Jr., and ‘Butch’ Leonard, salesmen,
Eagle Lion, went to San Francisco for a
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meeting. . . . Russ Morgan, RKO publi¬
city man, and Joe Reddy, Disney studios,
were in for a special screening of “Melody
Time”, for the National Federation of
Women’s Clubs. . . . Film Row managers
and Hamrick-Evergreen men held a bac¬
helor dinner for W.A. Thedford, Portland
Hamrick-Evergreen manager, prior to
his departure for Texas, where he was to
be married. . . . Film men is suffered
from the dreadful Vanport City, Wash.,
catastrophe when the dykes broke, and
the Columbia River flood wiped out the
town. Larry Moran salesman, Metro,
lost his entire possessions, including his
car, although he and his family escaped
any serious injuries. Frank Jacobs,
janitor for most of the row’s exchanges,
and his wife also barely escaped the
flood, although he did manage to salvage
his car and a few clothes. Ted Gamble’s
Vanport was also entirely demolished
by the flood.

ST. LOUIS
Tent 4, Variety Club, had a successful
luncheon meeting on May 25 at which
time, Thomas James, Chief Barker,
urged members to visit the Spastic
Clinic located in South St. Louis, which
the club is sponsoring. Joe Smith, well
known
in
the
entertainment
field
around St. Louis, gave some stories to
the audience.
Laura Wells was in for Eagle Lion ex¬
ploitation of “Ruthless”. She was on a
number of radio programs including
KSD-TV television in connection with
the showing of a fashion show, Sanford
Berns Eagle Lion, assisting. Salesmen
at Eagle Lion have set their sights on
the far-reaching sales drive which began
on June 1, and is scheduled to end on
Dec. 4.
Bernard Kranze, general sales mana¬
ger, Film Classics, was in. . . . Bud Edele,
Film Classics, recently gave an interest¬
ing talk on motion pictures before the
Salem, Ill., Rotary Club.
Wilma Guilliams, United Artists, left
on vacation. . . . Seen on Film Row were:
Bill Collins, DeSoto. Mo.; John Dickson,
St. Elmo, Mo., and Tom Bluer, Belleville,
Ill.
Mid-Central Allied Theatre Owners,
Inc., new Allied unit, held its organiza¬
tion meeting at the Sheraton Hotel.
Scheduled to speak were Colonel H. A.
Cole, Dallas: Trueman T. Rembusch,
Indianapolis,
and
John
Wolfberg,
Denver.
The Missouri Supreme Court upheld
the city administration’s authority to
close the Robin for asserted violation of
the new building code. However, the
court granted injunctive relief to the
theatre’s owners, Arthur F. D. Kalbfell
and Marie K. Winderly, to prevent the
city from condemning the house.

SALT LAKE CITY
Ray M. Hendry, assistant general
manager, Intermountain Theatres, Inc.,
has been elected vice-president, Salt
Lake Country Club. . . . Warm weather,
opening of resorts, and outside enter¬
tainment attractions combined to cut
theatre grosses in the area.
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., started
issuing script books, which entitle
patrons to reduced prices at the circuit’s
five Salt Lake City area theatres. The
script books are issued in two denomina¬
tions, $10, which entitles buyer to $11
worth of admission, and $5, which
allows $5.50 admission. The books have
been heralded with large single-column
advertisements.
The Film Screening Council of the
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints announced names of first of five
pictures reviewed, and found favorable,
for showing in wards of the church in
the Salt Lake exchange area. All were
reissues, but there is no certainty the
council will not review first-run pictures
if the occasion arises, it has been indi¬
cated.
A suit to restrain one drive-in from
using a name similar to that of another
has been entered in Third District
Court. The suit was filed by Eric C.
Peterson, Motor-Vu, east of Salt Lake,
who asked that Julian N. Bills, owner
and operator, newly opened Bountiful
Motor View be restrained from using
that name or anything similar. Peterson
asked that Bills be halted from using
Motor Vu, Motor View or Motor Vieu.

SAN ANTONIO
The Southwest premiere showing of
the new U-I western, starring “Red
River” Dave, singing cowboy star of
WOAI, Diane Hart, and other localites,
and filmed on a ranch near here, and
titled “Echo Ranch”, will be held at
the Texas on June 10. . . . In response
to requests of listeners in the Bastrop,
Tex., area, “Red River” Dave, Tuffy
Dale, and Lou Emerson, all of WOAI
made a series of personal appearances
at the Tower. . . . Chester Nunn is the
new assistant manager, Texas, succeed¬
ing Charles Wolf, who has taken over
new duties as manager, Harlandale.
Bob Steele is making a series of per¬
sonal appearances in key Interstate
cities. . . . W. F. Armstrong, Interstate
booker for Mexican films of Dallas, was
in. Others in to book Latin-American
films included Mrs. Marie Burkholder,
Marine, Fort Worth, Tex.; Dave J.
Young, Brownsville, Tex., and Raymond
Ruenes, Victoria Teatro, Brownsville,
Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Welch, Newkirk,
Okla., purchased the Star, Rising Star,
Tex., and the Plains, Cross Plains, Tex.,
including the buildings, from the Joy
Houck interests. . . . Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Matson are planning on opening a 300car drive-in at Rockdale, Tex. W. H.
McLemore, Jr., purchased the Melrose,
Waco, Tex., from Annie Louise and Tom
R. Coleman. . . . The Texas, Longview,
Tex., owned and operated by William
Morrow, was destroyed by fire. Morrow
also owns the Colonial Drive-In. . . . The
Del Norte Drive-In, El Paso, Tex., is
trying to lure new patrons with a new
summer program. On Saturday night, a
late preview is held after the second
show, which the patrons may attend at
no extra cost.
N. P. Rand was named to succeed
Louis Vaughn, substituting for Bill
Bohling, manager, Pershing, El Paso,
Tex., on vacation. . . John Paxton, city
manager, Interstate Theatres, El Paso,
Tex., was quoted in the local paper
in his stand against daylight saving
time. . . . Bill Johnson, publicity direc¬
tor, Interstate Theatres, Houston, Tex.,
returned from his vacation, which took
him to New York City. . . . A1 Adams,
manager. River Oaks, Houston, Tex.,
spent his vacation at Randolph Field,
Tex., for 10 days, where he was sta¬
tioned.
Lew Bray, district manager, Interstate
Theatres Circuit, Lower Rio Grande
Valley, was in. . . . Fourth Army officials
were taking extraordinary precautions
to guard against spread of polio in San
Antonio and at Fort Sam Houston. All
children under 10 were barred from post
theatres unless with their parents. . . .
Sylvan K. Barry, with Interstate for
14 years, purchased the Ritz, a colored
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neighborhood house closed for several
years, and reopened it. . . . The Joy
installed a new glass boxoffice and other
improvements. . . . Albert Salas Porras,
president. Azteca Films, Los Angeles,
flew in for a business conference with J.
Truex.
Doug Naylor, manager, Laurel, reports
“Black Narcissus” did such a good busi¬
ness its scheduled run was extended. . . .
Robert Shelton, manager, Josephine,
announced that he will take a fling at
foreign Aims.
Lena Montez, Mexican film star made
a personal appearance at the Follies. . . .
Rollie Moore, former manager, Broad¬
way, has been named relief manager,
Texas, both Interstate-owned. . . . Sam
Katz has been named assistant manager,
International Amusement Enterprises,
which owns and operates the Teatro
Nacional, Guadalupe, Zaragoza, and
Maya,
Latin-American
houses. . . .
William Smith has been named new
southern Texas representative for Film
Classics. He succeeds Bill Bugie, resigned.
Howard Bland, owner, Howard and
Ritz, Taylor, Tex., announced plans for
a new 400-seat house. The Robb and
Rowley Circuit also has an interest. . . .
Floyd J. Barton with the Griffith
circuit
in
New
Braunfels,
Tex.,
has been selected to set up an organiza¬
tion of local amateur radio operators
to furnish organized emergency com¬
munications in time of disaster. . . . The
Long Circuit announced start of the
construction of a new 750-seat house at
Taft, Tex., to replace the old Tex., which
will cost an estimated $750,000. . . .
James E. Faulkner is constructing a new
theatre at Cold Springs, Tex. . . . George
Franklin, El Paso, Tex., opened the
Colonial Drive-In, Denton, Tex., at a
cost of $75,000. Lester Dollison also
opened the El Rancho Drive-In there.
Interstate Theatres Circuit announced
plans for the construction in Denton of
a deluxe 1,250 seat ‘A’ house. The circuit
now operates three houses there. . . .
James Butler is building the Lincoln,
Lufkin, Tex., for Negro patronage.
Hall Industries, through its manager
at Beevile, Tex., F. D. Nance, announced
the opening of the 700-seat Rialto. . . .
G. F. Lee and A. D. Fritz, coowners, in
Portland, Tex., of the 500-seat Portland,
dissolved partnership, and decided to
sell the house through auction. . . .
Robert Hooks announced that the Select,
Mineola, Tex., would reopen. He rebuilt
the house, and installed new projection
and sound equipment.

SAN FRANCISCO
The need for developing cooperative
measures between parents and the
motion picture exhibitor was stressed
by Irving M. Levin, divisional director,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., in a
special address before the Motion Pic¬
ture Council of the Bay Area.
Gene
Paplock,
manager,
United
Artists, was promoting “The Time of
Your Life” by a tie-in with a local
shopping-guide in a contest. . . . The
Blumenfeld Circuit is opening a new
drive-in, Motor Movies, near San Rafael,
Cal.
Whether it’s bucking broncos at a
rodeo in Red Bluff, Cal., the jumping
frogs at Angel’s Camp in Calaveras
County, or a “Posy Parade” in a
Peninsula town near San Francisco,
youthful Gerald L. Karski, president,
Motion Picture Service, and his camera¬
man, Harold Zell, are on the scene shoot¬
ing moving pictures. Capturing all the
full flavor of Western celebrations on
film is Karski’s business. In a special

arrangement with the visual educational
department of Standard Oil. Karski
follows
western
events
and
func¬
tions with his film equipment. When
Red Bluff recently threw open the
town to visitors for their annual Wild
West festival and Rodeo, Karski and
Zell had their camera mounted in the
arena beside the plunging horses that
were tossing local cowboys into the dust.
Earlier in the day, Red Bluff’s parade,
with all the city officials and merchant’s
floats, had been filmed and the pictures
were being processed while the rodeo
was still jumping. Before the night was
over, Red Bluff’s theatre, the State, was
crowded with customers for its late show.
Reason: Karski had completely finished
the films he shot during the day, and was
showing Red Bluff citizens pictures of
themselves and their town on the same
day they were taken.

SEATTLE
Driving a new car purchased at a
Detroit factory, Arthur Slater, head,
Northwest Film Service, returned from
the National Film Carriers Convention
in New York, accompanied by Mrs.
Slater. . . . Bill Englen, former salesman
for RKO, is recovering slowly from ill¬
ness.
Victor Gauntlett, publicity and public
relations director, Evergreen State The¬
atres, is a grandfather again, for the
fourth time. The new arrival is a
daughter, and the parents are Roderick
and Kathryn Kirkwood. . . . Earl Collins,
Western division manager, Republic,
was here from Los Angeles to confer
with Paul McElhinney, branch manager,
and sales staff. . . . Pearl Chaikin, ac¬
counting department, Sterling Chain
Theatres, was vacationing in Sacramen¬
to, Cal.
Wally Rucker, branch manager, Eagle
Lion, and his salesmen, Ken Melgren
and Rob Cleveland, planed out for San
Francisco. . . . Ralph Abbett, Monogram
branch manager, and Ed Cruea, sales¬
man, were in Chicago. . . . A. S. Stusser,
manager, real estate department, Sterl¬
ing Theatres, returned Horn an inspec¬
tion trip to Longview, Wash. . . . A1
Bloom, who operates his own candy com¬
pany supplying many theatres in the
Spokane, Wash., district, was on The
Row. For many years, Bloom was a
salesman for Universal out of Seattle.
. . . Barney Rose, westei'n district man¬
ager, Universal-International, was in.
. . . Don Gillin, in charge of play dates
for Warners, was here from New York.
Jerry Safron, western district mana¬
ger, Columbia, was on The Row with
Neal Walton, branch manager. . . . John
Danz, head, Sterling Theatres, flew out
for Los Angeles. . . . Madelyn Miller,
contract department, Paramount, was
recovering from an operation. . . . Sue
Bates, head, inspection department,
Paramount, is back after an operation.
. . . Dick Lacey, manager, Elwha, Port
Angeles, Wash., was in. . . . Ed Lamb,
RKO branch manager, and Mrs. Lamb,
are vacationing in Canada. . . . Russ
Morgan, exploiteer, RKO, arranged a
special preview of “I Remember Mama”
for editors of high school papers and
heads of their English departments. In
return, the editors reviewed the picture
for their respective school papers.
State out-of-towners included Art
and Mrs. Lundberg, Denver, with the
Arthur Gollofons; Bill Conners, Fred
Gamble, Les Theuerkauf, Tacoma; Bud
Hamilton, Darrington; Walter Graham,
Shelton; W. A. and Mrs. Cochrane,
Snoqualmie; Keith Beckwith, North
Bend; Eddie Snow, Mt. Vernon, and
Mike Barovic Puyallup.
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show daily from the stage of the the¬
atre, and Buck was present on opening
day. Harry Reiners, assistant to RKO
national exploitation director, Terry
Turner, and Hugh Mackenzie and Bob
Haley, RKO field men, put over the
campaign.

r

The recent meeting Of the Colosseum
of Film Salesmen was postponed a week
because members did not wish to inter¬
fere with the meeting of the Motion
Picture division for Jewish Welfare,
scheduled for the same time. Election
ballots were mailed out by the NLRB
to all salesmen, whether or not members
of the Colosseum. It is rumored that
some companies are attempting to sway
some salesmen by making small raises
and big promises, but efforts of the
Colosseum continue.
A new theatre was opened at Booneville, Ky., the Seale, operated by
Charles L. and Willard Seale.... Exhi¬
bitor Scott Seale, Berea, Ky., com¬
pletely remodeled the Berea, the job
including new seats, new floor, fresh¬
ly-painted marquee....Sam Levine, who
operates the Sherwood Drive-In, Dayton,
0., is opening the new Stardust DriveIn, Springfield, 0.
Screen Guild's booker, Margaret
(Woody) Woodruff, spent Memorial Day
weekend in Bellefontaine, 0. It was
Woody who entertained the Glasgow,
Scotland,folk recently, and not Lillian
Sudman, whose name was put down by
mistake in a recent column. James
Kennedy is Miss Woodruff’s nephew,
and he married the lassie whose parents
are citizens of Glasgow visiting the
Kennedy’s at Bellefontaine.
At S.G., Mary Rhoe, steno, enjoyed
a picnic at Mt. Airy Forest.... Marie
Donelson, cashier,in Nashville, Tenn.,
returned minus that promised picture
of a grapevine swing, but will produce
one of herself swinging on the grape¬
vines next time. She is sporting a
new diamond ring. The lucky young man
is Nicholas Teeter.

Jesse Chinich has been named film
buyer-booker for Northio Theatres
here. Formerly in the same position
with Intermountain Theatres, Salt Lake
City, Chinich succeeds William Borack.
now associated with cooperative Thea¬
tres, Pittsburgh.

Cleveland
The industry was in its infancy when
Carl J. Schweikert won a license in
1914 at the age of 19 to operate pro¬
jectors. He continued as a projection¬
ist at various Cleveland theatres
until his death at St. Vincent Charity
Hospital. He was 53. For the past six
years, he worked at Loew’s State.
Bob Hope accepted an invitation to
be master of ceremonies for the Cleve¬
land Press Photographers’ annual ball
on June 19. From Cleveland, he will
go to Buffalo to emcee a children’s
benefit show on June 22.
John J. Houlihan, Republic branch
manager, spent Memorial Day weekend
with his wife and children in St.
Louis, while Harry Walders, RKO branch
manager, was with his family in Chicago.
John Murphy, general manager, Loew
out-of-town theatres, was here on a
routine inspection trip. .. .P.E. Essick,
Rayland Company, announced that the
new 1800-seat Rayland, located at
Mayfield and Lander Roads, will be
completed early in July. Designed by
Matziner and Grosel, specialists in
theatre architecture, the Mayland will
be modernistic in design. Located on
a 40-acre tract, provision is made
for 1000 cars. Theatre cost will be
$400,000.
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Lou Opper, Novelty Scenic Studios,
was here.... The Shulman-Schwartz
Drive-In, Painesville, 0., was set
for opening.
Herbert Hoglan, building a 400-seat
theatre in Genoa, 0. , bought Simplex
sound, Alexander Smith carpets, and
screen from Frank Masek, manager, Na¬
tional Theatre Supply Company.
When the Paramount, Toledo, 0., is
turned over to Carl Schwyn on July 1,
Marvin Harris will stay on as manager.
Balaban and Katz are renovizing the
the Princess, which will be the “A”
house.
Joe Minsky, Eagle Lion division
manager, who now includes Cleveland
in his territory, was in calling on
circuit accounts with local branch
manager, Mark Goldman.
Ray Moon, 20th Century-Fox division
sales manager, and Howard Minsky, as¬
sistant division manager, held a con¬
ference on product and contracts with
I.J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox branch mana¬
ger, and with the members of the sales
force.
“Will It Happen Again”, distributed
by Film Classics, Inc., will get its
premiere starting on June 17 at the
Alhambra. Film Classic’s branch mana¬
ger Sanford Gottlob is assisting in a
city-wide exploitation campaign.
The Warner Club rooms moved from the
second floor to the fifth floor of
the Warner Building to make room for
some paying tenants. Present quarters
are large enough for business meetings
but too small for social gatherings.
Harris Dudelson, United Artists
branch manager, automatically became
a member of the Grandfathers’ Club
when a son was born to his daughter,
Mrs. Robert Brisker, and her husband
in Columbus, 0.

Louis Shore, owner, Cinderalla and
Mingo, Williamson, W. Va., and Manny
Shore, his brother, were in....E.L.
Keesling and J.C. Newbold, Newbold
Circuit, were planning to be in from
Bramwell, w. Va.
Film Row anticipated a visit from
E. R. Custer, Custer Circuit, located
in Charleston, W. Va., to book for his
new drive-in at St. Albans, W. Va....
Woodrow Thomas, Princess, Mt. Hope,
W. Va. , was in.
The Price, Dunbar, W. Va. , is just
being completed, and soon will be
ready for operation by the Custer
Circuit.
RKO launched the re-issue of Frank
Buck’s “Bring ’Em Back Alive” with a
jumbo area premiere at the RKO Grand.
The campaign had the full cooperation
of the I nquirerand WLW, participa¬
ting in a civic project to replace
Suzi, a gorilla, at the Cincinnati
zoo. Ruth Lyons broadcast her morning
June 16,
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Attending Paramount's recent aid-eastern division meeting in Philadelphia,
were,
left to right,
top to bottom: from Pittsburgh, Robert Caskey, A.H.
Pas sarell, Charles Yergen, branch manager D. Kimelman, and William Brooks;
from Detroit, J. Thompson, district manager H.H. Goldstein, branch manager
H.E, Stuckey, James Levine, Robert Lamb, J.H.
Young, John Himaelein,
and
John Gentile; from Cincinnati, Charles Perry, Qoldstein, James Doyle, branch
manager J.J. Grady, Fred Myers, John Rodman,
Vincent Kramer,
and William
Meier, and from Cleveland, Aaron Wayne, J.B. Gardner, T.L. Irwin, S. Frifield, branch head, Howard Roth, and James Levine, Product was discussed.
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Indianapolis
D.W. Bennett, Rex, Terre Haute, Ind,,
installed new Simplex 4-Star sound
system. ... Joseph Gutzweiler, Astor
and Tivoli, jasper, Ind., was confined
at home by serious illness....B.B.
Bennett, Bennett Circuit, Calhoun,
Ky., made his annual pilgrimage on
Film Row....The Evansville, Ind., Out¬
door was having the land around the
building and grounds retiled....Walter
Easley, K of P, Greensburg, Ind., in¬
stalled Peerless Magnarc Lamps and
National 40-amp rectifiers.
Joseph Bohn and wife, widely known
in film circles, and recently resigned
from Eagle Lion, went to Cincinnati,
where they will take up permanent
residence.... Eleanor Borkes, assist¬
ant booker, RKO, was confined at home
by sickness....Carrie May Lacrosse,
RKO, was confined at home by a hip
injury.Mrs. Jesse Van Borsuum,
Terre Haute, Ind., sold her Lyceum to
Theodore Parvu. .. .Elaine Van Splinter,
secretary to Edwin Brauer, Republic,
spent a weekend in Nashville, Tenn.
Cantor Amusements installed new
Peerless Magnarc lamps and National
40-amp rectifiers....D.J. Collins,
home office representative, 20th-Fox,
was checking the local office.
Exhibitors from all parts of Indiana
visiting included: E. E. Smith, Devon,
Francesville, Ind.; Morris Smith,
Valley, Taylorsville, Ky.; Harry Van
Noy, VanNoy, Middletown, Ind.; George
Reefe, Ritz, Tipton, Ind.; Albert
Blakenbaker, Pastime, Richmond, Ind. ;
E.H. Austin, Austin, Versailles, Ind.;
Will jam Whitney, Jr. , Colonial, Kokomo,
Ind., and A. B. Thompson, Park and
Ritz, North Vernon, Ind.
George Helliottes, Rialto, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., erected a new marquee, and
painted the front of his house....
Margaret Stevens, head inspectress,
Republic, was recuperating at home
after a second operation at St. Francis
Hospital... .William Carroll, executive
secretary, ATO of Indiana, Inc., is
the father of a new baby boy, Charles
William, born on May 23 in St. Vincent’s
Hospital.
Earl Penrod, Affiliated Advertising
Distributors, is now located at 448
North Illinois Street.... Don Hammer,
sold his half interest in the Liberty,
Muncie, Ind., to Curtis Butler, former
salesman at Columbia. Hammer joined
the sales organization at United
Artists.... Earl Bell, former operator,
Howard, is remodeling the old Arcade,
dark for a number of years. The building
housing the Arcade is owned by Herbert
A. Wagner, Tucson, Ariz., until re¬
cently a salesman for MGM.... Gordon
Craddock, manager, Eagle Lion, Jerry
Weiss, and Max Meadows, salesmen, and
Herbert Boss, office manager, attended
the midwest sales meeting in Chicago.
Homer Knox, retired film salesman,
Republic, died in his home in Bloom¬
field, Ind. He was 69. Death was caused
by a heart attack. Knox was widely
known in all parts of the state, and
retired from active duty in 1945.
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Perry L. Gay acquired the Star,
Fremont, Ind.... Madge Doland has taken
over the Orpheum, Louisville, Ky....
J.W. McClain opened the Skyline Auto,
Logansport, Ind....G.G. Pearce, Louis¬
ville, Ky., has taken over the Ebony.
Jules Goldman and wife, he is War¬
ners’ office manager, while on vacation
in the east, suffered an attack of
ptomaine poisoning, and were ill....
Pete Mailers, Mailers Circuit, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., attended the graduating
ceremonies of his daughter, attending
school in East Philadelphia, 0.
Kay Romano, biller, RKO, resigned.
Barbara Manien succeeds.... Sam Perk
and wife, he is the vice-president,
Ger-Bar Equipment Company, are vaca¬
tioning in New York.
The drive-in’s at Bloomington, Ind.,
and Marion, Ind., operated by the
Gregory Circuit, Chicago, held formal
openings.... Fred Dolle, head, Fourth
Avenue Amusement Corporation, Louis¬
ville, Ky., was a business visitor....
Charles Acton, salesman, Republic, was
called to Erie, Pa., by the serious
illness of his mother-in-law. His wife
accompanied him.... Blanche Williams,
head inspectrees. Republic, was vaca¬
tioning. ... Francis House, Warners’
office staff, was vacationing in
Florida.
Exhibitors visiting were: T. J.
Arrington, Arrington, New Haven, Ind.;
J.F. Griffis, Boswell, Boswell, Ind.;
William T. Studabaker, Logan, Logans¬
port, Ind.; Mrs. Hilda Long, Hippo¬
drome, Sheridan,Ind.; Ike Sollers,
Lyric, Covington, Ind.; Don LeBrun,
Kent, South Whitley, Ind.; AbeKaufman,
Fountain, Terre Haute, Ind.; Harry
Douglas, Dana, Dana, Ind., and Grant
Henley, Community, Carthage, Ind.

Pittsburgh
Kenny Kenfield, former theatre man,
is the latest member of the sales
staff of the McKeesport, Pa., radio
station.... The past fortnight saw a
visit of Laura Wells, publicity agent
for the forthcoming Eagle Lion film,
“Ruthless”.
Another publicity agent was George
Bennett, plugging “Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House”. Bennett was formerly
with Eagle Lion in this same capacity.
Eddie Wapler, the Nixon manager, was
informed by the doctor that it will
be necessary that his son keep his in¬
jured leg in a cast until late in the
fall, due to the serious nature of
the fracture.
Paul Kleinerman, a former Northside
theatre operator, has opened a dance
studio in the Squirrel Hill section of
the city, under the name of Paul Allen
....The Jimmy Totmans bought a new
home in the Point Breeze section of
Pittsburgh. Totman was recently pro¬
moted to the position of district
manager for Warner Theatres in the
northwest territory.
Al Glaubinger, RKO salesman, an¬
nounced the date of his wedding to
June Goldfarb, Dayton, 0., is July 4.

Out-Of-Town Visitors To Film Row:
H.G. Holliwell, Lincoln Drive-In,
York; Joe Palermo, Temple, Springdale;
Andy Biordi, Majestic, Ellwood City;
Charlie Gorley, State and Penn, Uniontown; John Wincek, Hi-Way 51 Drive-In,
Beaver Falls; Dr. Lewis Urling, Brigh¬
ton, New Brighton, and. b. J. Redfoot,
Arcadia, Windber.
Radio proved the big medium recently
for sam De Fazio, J.P. Harris, when
he played “To The Ends Of The Earth”.
No less than 10 different programs
aided him in publicizing the Columbia
film.
Hymie Wheeler, branch manager, Film
Classics, was all smiles because his
reissues, “Buck Privates” and "South
of Tahiti”, got a first-run opening
at Loew’s Ritz.
State Out-Of-Town Visitors: Chris
Fourgis, Grand, Mt. Pleasant; Austin
Interrante, Rowland, Philipsburg;
Steve Rodnok, lehigh and Oaks, Oakmont;
Charley Fickinger, Coudersport, Coudersport; Louis Ponsetto, strand and
Warren, Apollo; J. Glenn Bell, Penn
and Victor, New Castle, and Leroy
Furman, Gamble Theatre Enterprises.
"Dinty” Moore, district manager,
Warners, New England territory, spent
a few days visiting his family.
Irene Rosen, secretary to Ike
Sweeney, branch manager, Republic,
has travel and vacation folders, and
finally made up her mind to take her
annual September vacation in Miami
Beach.
Shirley Kopelman, Perry Nathan’s
secretary at National Screen Service,
handed in her resignation, effective
on June 12, because of her forthcoming
marriage to George Meyers. The wedding
will be held on June 17. Her successor
will be Jean Viviano Wisnioski, pre¬
sently the Warner booker for National
Screen Service.
Another drive-in is under construc¬
tion on Routes 22 and 30, about five
miles southwest of Pittsburgh, to be
named the Penn Lincoln Drive-In. This
newest outdoor will be located just
about three-hundred yards east of the
"Y”, which is where Routes 22 and 30
separate, one road going to Chester
and East Liverpool, 0., the other to
Weirton, W.Va. It is expected that the
theatre will be open some time after
the first of July, and it will be
under the operation of Paul Trunic,
and Arthur Hisbull. The Penn Lincoln
signed up with Lou Hanna to do its
buying and booking.
Joe Levine, Embassy, who has the
Realart franchise in Boston, was a
recent visitor to confer with Max
Shugold, Crown Film Company.... The son
of Paul Reith, office manager, RKO,
was operated on for a tonsilectomy at
the Mercy Hospital. The operation was
serious, due to the fact that young
Reith suffers from a thin blood con¬
dition. The child was given the finest
of pre-medical attention to build him
up for the operation. At last report,
he was reported resting more comfort-
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ably, but in a weakened condition, and
everyone joins in wishing him 9.speedy
recovery.
The Pittsburgh Civic Opera group
finally gave up trying to bring Gene
Kelly home as a guest star in
“Rosalie”. ..The Beacon, Squirrel
Hill, operated for many years by David
Green, had a first run, “Repeat Per¬
formance”. This was due to the fact
that Warner Theatres will not play
any of Joan Leslie’s pictures, until
such time as'Warners and Miss Leslie
settle their differences in a court
suit.
Variety Club Notes: The WCAE crowd
hosted the Variety Club Family Night
on June 4, and everyone had an enjoy¬
able evening. Tom Troy, William Penn
Hotel manager, and Bill Green, road¬
house proprietor, were the co-hosts on
June 11.

STATES
Indiana
MA R E N G 0
E.L. Ornstein recently purchased
new Ideal Mercury chairs for his Rialto
through Falls City Theatre Equipment
Company, Louisville, Ky.

RICHMOND
Bud Sommers, Schine’s Madison, now
has a complete weekly program printed
each week in the house organ of the
Blue Grass Ordnance Depot. This is a
gratis tie-up, and the publicity
reaches over 900 employees. There is
a new plant opening shortly, and he
has already been in contact with the
the director of personnel regarding a
similar tie-up as well as block sales
tickets.

TELL

CITY

The William Tell Theatre Company
announced an all-out advertising cam¬
paign for the opening of the new the¬
atre now in the finishing stages.
Contemplated plans call for full page
advertising in the local newspaper,
as well as similar advertising in the
papers of nearby Cannelton, full use
of radio, use of window cards, bumper
cards, etc. The opening, now being
planned, promises to be a gala affair.

Kentucky
COMPTON
Construction of the new theatre
here, which was halted during the war,
has been resumed. When completed, it
will be the only 35mm.
operation in
town.
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town, Ky.; Oscar Hopper, Arista, Leba¬
non, Ky.; M.H. Sparks and Ray Coleman,
Strand, Edmonton, Ky.; Don Steinkamp,
French Lick Amusement Company, French
Lick, Ind, ; Homer Wirth, Crane, Crane,
Ind.; C.O. Humston, Lyric, Lawrenceburg, Ky.-; Clyde and Bobby Marshall,
Columbian, Columbia, Ky.; H. L. Hamed,
Empire, Sellersburg, Ind.; Mr. and
Mrs. E.L. Ornstein, Ornstein Theatres,
Marengo, Ind.; Clark Bennett, Valley,
Taylorsville, Ky.; Morris Blacker, Rio,
Cloverport, Ky., and Paul Sanders,
Sanders Theatres. Camnbellsville, Ky.
J.E. Elliott, Jr., New Lincoln,
Hodgenville, Ky., staff, took time
out long enough to take in the Horace
Heidt Talent Hunt Show.... The manage¬
ment of the Cozy reports that thieves
broke into the booth of the theatre,
and took the first three reels of two
different feature films, plus a reel
of shorts, newsreels, and trailers.
Evidently the culprit was opposed to
double feature showings.
Guthrie F. Crowe, 38, a LaGrange
attorney, and president, Kentucky As¬
sociation of Theatre Owners, has been
chosen by Governor Earle C. Clements
to head Kentucky’s new State police
force when it is activated on July 1.
It is a $5,000-a-year post, created
by the 1948 General Assembly, and will
supersede the present Kentucky Highway
Patrol. The new commissioner will
serve at the pleasure of the Governor.
Crowe, a native of Oldham County, is
a son of the late Robert T. Crowe. He
was educated in LaGrange schools, at¬
tended Kentucky Military Institute,
and the Universities of Kentucky and
Louisville.
Joe Hester exclaimed last week,
“It’s getting so a fellow can’t get a
peaceful nap on a downtown roof”. This
comment came after he was awakened by
a patrolman while catching 40-winks
on the roof of the Scoop. On the
street, three stories below, sirens
of police and fire department emergency
vehicles could be heard, several
thousand spectators gathered. They
were there to watch the officer bring
his broken body down. After all, he
couldn’t have survived an 80-foot
fall from a water tower, as had been
reported. But the only falling Joe
had done was to fall asleep.

TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI
RKO (12 E. 6th) June 21, 8:00 p.m.,
“The Velvet Touch”; 22, 8:00 p.m.,
“Race Street”; 22, 9:30 p.m., “Mystery
in Mexico”; 23, 8:00 p.m., “Your Red
Wagon”.
CLEVELAND
RKO (2219 Payne) June 21, 10:30,
“The Velvet Touch”; 22, 10: 30, “Mystery
in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race Street”;
23, 10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.
DETROIT
RKO (2310 Cass) June 21, 10:30,
“The Velvet Touch”; 22, 10:30,
“Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, ‘*Race
Street”; 23, 10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.
INDIANAPOLIS
RKO (517 N. Illinois) June 21, 1:00,
“The Velvet Touch”; 22, 1:00, “Mystery
in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race Street”;
23, 1:00, “Your Red Wagon”.
PITTSBURGH
RKO ( 1809-13 Blvd. of Allies)
June 21, 1: 30, "The Velvet Touch”;
22, 1: 30, “Mystery in Mexico”; 22,
2:30, “Race Street”; 23, 1:30, “Your
Red Wagon”.
Smith and Clark Bennett, was opened
on June 10. Under construction for
over 14 months, the new 500-seat house
replaces the old Ace, destroyed by
fire several years ago. The latest
in equipment and furnishings have been
installed by the Falls City Theatre
Equipment Company, Louisville, Ky.
Included are Motiograph Model “AA”
projectors, Motiograph-Mirrophonic
sound with Altec Lansing speakers,
Strong lamps and rectifiers, Superlite lenses, and Ideal Mercury Line
chairs fully upholstered. Drapes were
designed and fabricated by the same

Kayl ine Theatre Confections
offer
PROMPT SERVICE -

MIDDLESBOR 0

GREATER

SELECTION

Schine’s New Manring recently pasted
stickers on the front of copies of
The American Weekly calling attention
to an article on “Black Bart”, and
suggesting people read about him, and
then see the picture at the theatre.

OF

BRANDS

ALL

Gum — Popcorn Boxes —
Seasoning — Counter Display
Cases — Quality Candy Bars

PIKEVILLE
ALL POPULAR 5 & 10c BARS

L0 U I S V I L L E
The Rialto is being dressed up for
the summer with a complete repainting
of the marquee.
J. F. Carnahan, prexy, New Manchester,
was attending a Masonic convention.
Out-of-town visitors seen on Film
Row were Erwin W. Rau, Alice, Leitchfield. Ky.: C.K. Arnold, Arco, Bards-

■
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It has been announced by the partners
of the new 800-seat Weddington, now
under construction, that the project
has been leased to Darnell Theatres,
Buffalo, but terms and length of time
of lease were not disclosed. The con¬
struction of the theatre is well
under way.

TAYLORSVIL L E

NOW 80-85c

a

box—F.O.B. Chicago

KAYLINE CANDY CO.
1112 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Telephone: WEBster 4643

We will be happy to discuss
Your merchandising problems

The Valley, constructed for Morris
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equipment company. Architects for the
new enterprise were Otis and Grimes,
Louisville.

COLUMBUS
Smoke from an overheated motor in
the basement of the neighborhood
Southland sent patrons out of the
theatre. After a 20-minute wait, the
show was resumed.
Lee Hofheimer and Al Sugarman, op¬
erators of the Indianola, Avondale and
Champion, are taking ad space in all
local dailies plugging 20 cent Family
Night at these three neighborhoods.
Each Tuesday is Family Night with all
seats 20 cents.
Peggy Cummins, Charles Coburn, Mar¬
tha Stewart, and Virginia Jessup,
Lancaster, 0. , beauty, chosen queen
of the world premiere of “Green Grass
of Wyoming”, helped boost opening night
attendance at Loew’s Ohio for the film.
Despite threatening calls from
several unidentified persons to Harry
Schreiber, city manager, RKO, opening
day of “The Iron Curtain” at the
Palace ended without incident....
Making unnecessary noise on city
streets is now illegal under terms of
an anti-noise ordinance.

VAN WERT
Joe Burns, Schine’s Van Wert, re¬
cently promoted a full page of co-op,
ads on Paramount’s “Unconquered” using
the catch lines “Be ‘Unconquered’ By
High Prices. Shop These Ads, and Save”.

WARREN
It was learned last week that theatre
operators here will be licensed at
$50 per year. City Council passed the
measure back in 1925, but it has
never before been enforced.

BRADFORD

STATE COLLEGE

The Erie Amusement Company, which
operates the Grand, in addition to
Shea’s and Shea’s, Erie, Pa.; Orpheum,
McKees Rocks, Pa. , and Fulton, Pitts¬
burgh, announced that the Grand will
be closed for the entire summer, due
to extensive alterations.

Charles D. Prutzman, vice-presidentgeneral counsel, Universal-Interna¬
tional, visited for the graduation of
his son, Charles D. Jr. ,-who will en¬
ter Yale Law school in the fall.

The New Bradford, operated by the
Dipson Circuit, which also operates
the Columbia, Lyceum, and State, Kit¬
tanning, Pa., and which recently sold
two theatres, the Ritz and Ford, Ford
City, Pa., announced through manager
Hayes Garbarino that the New Bradford
will undergo extensive alterations,
but the theatre will remain open for
business during this period.

The Amusement enterprises were
victorious in their fight to prevent
the passage by the school board of an
additional tax on all forms of amuse¬
ment, which would have been in the
amount of two cents on every 25 cents
or fraction thereof. The amusement
interests, in coordinated opposition,
were represented by attorney Spurgeon,
Penstate Amusement compaav, operators
of the Penn and State, as well as
bowling alleys and pool rooms. The
victory came as a surprise, despite
the vigorous opposition, as it seemed
certain that the school board’s new
tax would pass, and become effective
on July 1. City Council had passed a
similar tax, which became effective
on Jan. 1 of this year.

ERIE
Robert Lee, who operates the Ameri¬
can, recently announced that all future
buying and booking for his theatre
will be done by Lou Hanna.

J0HNST0W
Plato Panagatocos, Park, recently
spent a week in New Ycfrk City on a
combined business and pleasure trip.
L.L. Chamberlin has temporarily
abandoned the idea of selling his
theatre here following his recent
bereavement, due to the death of his
17-year-old son. Chamberlin had hoped
to sell the property, and move to
Florida.

KITTANNING
Charles Derry, city manager, Dipson
Circuit, which operates all three houses
in this community, the Lyceum, State,
and Columbia, has announced that the
Lyceum will be given an entire new
look in the front. According to plans,
the theatre will be completely modern¬
ized externally.

WILMINGTON
MT. UNION
Mort Allen, Los Angeles, last week
was named west coast representative
for Hygienic’s “Mom and Dad”. Prior
to assuming his new duties, Allen
planed in to visit Hygienic’s home
office to confer with office super¬
visor, Jack Crouthers.

ZANESVILLE
Kenneth C. Ray, state director of
education from 1941 to 1945, has been
named a partner of Lou Holleb in op¬
eration of the Imperial. Ray, resident
of McConnelsvllle, was superintendent
of Janesville schools from 1938 to
1941? Holleb formerly managed the
Majestic, Columbus, 0.

Pennsylvania

VERONA
The Liberty, owned and operated by
the Camerlo brothers, is giving away
stainless steel tablewear.

WARREN
A new drive-in is being constructed
on Routes 66 and 6 between here and
Youngsville, Pa.

WASHINGTON
It was expected that the newest
Basle Laskey Drive-In, located on the
road between Washington and Canonsburg,
Pa., would open most any day. BasleLaskey also operate the drive-in on
the outskirts of Uniontown, Pa., in
addition to theatres in the following
communities: Washington, Brownsville,
Connellsville. and Republic.

Joe Shapiro reopened the Shapiro,
following an eight-week shutdown due
to an explosion of undetermined origin
in the drug store located in the same
building. The damage was in excess of
$50,000, and included necessary re¬
pairs to a bowling alley, pool room,
the theatre, and apartments, located
two stories above the theatre. Before
the reopening, he had the marquee
painted, and installed new Wagner red
plastic letters.

Wl NDBER

SHARON

The Anas brothers, who operate the
Weir-Cove Theatres, started the con¬
struction of a modern office building,
expected to be,perhaps, the largest
office building in the combined Weirton-Hollidays Cove territory, which
is now known as Weirton, following
its incorporation as one town several
months ago. The Anas brothers operate
four theatres, the Anas, Cove, state,
and Strand, and it is rumored that a
new theatre will be built on the first
floor of the new building. The foun¬
dations have already been dug, and
the contractors have been pouring
cement for the past week.

Warners recently named Arthur Pearce
as the new city manager to succeed
Chuck Shannon, who resigned several
weeks ago.

BADEN
SHERIDAN
A new drive-in will soon be located
in this vicinity. Construction was
started in recent weeks. Owners and
operators will he a group of theatre
men, headed by Gabe Rubin, Art Cinema,
Pittsburgh. This makes another addi¬
tion to the already lengthy list of
drive-ins in the Pittsburgh territory.

UN I ON TOW

The Temple was one theatre which
could really say it had a good day
during the current business slump,
due to the fact that on June 2, the
theatre was the scene of a Duquesne
Light Company cooking school demonstra¬
tion, a complete sellout.

Bud Redfoot, son of B.J. Redfoot,
Arcadia, is now in charge of accessory
sales for Packard Motor Company,
Johnstown, Pa. He was a staff ser¬
geant in the Air Force and came out
of the war with a Distinguished Flying
Cross.

West Virginia
WEIRT0N
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BOSTON
Crosstown
R. D. Fairbanks, Altec Service branch
manager, gave his daughter, Sally, in
marriage on May 29 to Major Lloyd
Patch, Brockton, Mass.
It was announced that the Criterion,
M and P house, would reopen shortly.
The theatre was gutted by fire some
years ago, but has been completely
renovated.
Eliminations announced last fort¬
night by the Bureau Of Sunday Censor¬
ship were as follows: “Forbidden Love’’
(“L’Homme Du Niger”), Parts 1 to 10.
(Deletions: English captions and French
dialogue pertaining thereto, “What’s
going on Kiani?”, to and including,
“-then you will also give him the mother
as an indemnity.”, in part 2. Dialogue,
“-you old bugger.”; scene showing
doctor delivering baby; dialogue, “You
did some screaming,” to and including,
“Oh. . . . magnificent!”, in part 7). Em¬
bassy. “Girls Of Paris” (“Au Bonheur
Des Dames”), Parts 1 to 9. (Deletions:
The following English captions and
accompanying French dialogue: “His
girls are for sale like his goods.”, to and
including, “-and change the store sign.”,
in part 2. “-and have a good time.”;
“Why don’t you find a boy friend?”, to
and including, “-I had to come to it.”;
“If I had a friend-”, to and including,
“You like comfort as much as that?”,
in part 3. “Mile. Cugnot is slightly
enceinte.”; “No girls seduced here.”, in
part 4. “You don’t have to work.”, in
part 6). Embassy. “I, Jane Doe,” Parts 1
to 9. (Deletions: Dialogue, “-and, if you
both had a good time-”, in part 7).
Republic. “The Prairie,” Parts 1 to 8.
(Deletions: Struggling scene between
Ellen and Abriam as follows: From
point following dialogue, “-I want to
talk to you.”, to, but not including, scene
showing Esther reading Bible, and all
dialogue pertaining thereto, in part 5).
Screen Guild.
The children of Boston wanted an
elephant, and now they’re going to get
one. It’s a friendly elephant, but it hasn’t
a name. So an elephant-naming contest
has been sponsored by the Hearst news¬
papers, with prizes totaling $500 for the
person who submits the most suitable
name. Mayor Curley for some time has
been beseiged by requests from children
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who bemoaned the fact that Franklin
Park Zoo was minus an elephant. The
mayor submitted his problem to the
Hearst newspapers, and they contacted
Frank Buck, whose original “Bring ’Em
Back Alive”, will open at the RKO
Boston on June 24. Buck replied that
he had just the right one for them. In
addition to the $500 in cash, there will
be prizes of tickets to “Bring ’Em Back
Alive.”
Herbert D. Goldberg, son of Leonard
Goldberg, Quincy, Mass., exhibitor will
be graduated from the Stratford School
of Business Administration this month.
He became engaged to Betty May Sand¬
ler on May 24 on her 19th Birthday. Miss
Sandler will be graduated from the
Chandler School.
John Nolan, Comerford Circuit, ac¬
companied
by A1
Clark,
manager.
Majestic, Providence, were in visiting
the various exchanges. . . . “Pagliacci”,
distributed through Embassy, opened at
the Kenmore. . . . Terry Turner, RKO,
was in setting up a campaign on “Bring
'Em Back Alive”, RKO Boston.
Wedding bells pealed on June 13 from
the belfry of St. Joseph’s Church, Med¬
ford, Mass., when Virginia R. Egan, Altec
Service, became Mrs. Michael Noel Hoey.
Fire Commissioner Russell S. Codman
ordered signs prohibiting smoking which
bear his name to be removed from
theatres. The commissioner said he has
no jurisdiction now over theatre smok¬
ing, although bills giving him that
authority are pending in the city now.
The funeral of Thad C. Barrows, 59,
president. Motion Picture Operators
Union for 27 years, and head projec¬
tionist, Metropolitan, since it opened,
was held on June 5 from the Watertown
Chapel, Kenmore Square, with a re¬
quiem mass at Our Lady of Lourdes
Church, Jamaica Plain. Barrows, who
died at Peter Bent Brighan Hospital,
entered business in 1906 when he joined
the Howard Moving Picture Company.
Prominent in theatrical circles, he was
made an honorary member of the Guild
of British Cinema Projectionists and
Technicians Ltd., during a visit to Eng¬
land. He leaves two sisters and a brother.
Burial was in New Calvary cemetery.
Dave Svitzky, booker, 20th Century
Fox, is planning to resign, and will sail
on the Queen Mary for England on
July 9. . . . “Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House” is to have its Boston
premiere at the Keith Memorial early in
July.
The Massachusetts Committee, Catho¬
lics, Protestants, and Jews honored
three distinguished Americans, Fleet
Admiral William F. Halsey, retired;

To herald the recent engagement of
Columbia’s “The Sign of the Ram”,
Strand, Providence, four trucks of the
Max Silverstein Magazine Distributing
Company carried placards, with one of
the decorated vehicles shown above.
Congressman John W. McCormick, and
Barney Balaban, president, Paramount,
for outstanding service in promoting
good will and brotherhood when more
than 1200 prominent citizens attended
the dinner at the Hotel Statler on June
3, dedicated to veterans of World War II
still in hospitals. Balaban was honored
for stimulating greater awareness of the
blessings of our American heritage by
undertaking the development of The
Freedom Train project, and for present¬
ing an original copy of America’s Bill
of Rights to the Library of Congress.

NEW HAVEN
Crosstown
Television station WNHC-TV was due
for operation on a more regular schedule
on June 15. ... A story being told around
is that Bob Ritzert, Bijou assistant;
Norm Levinson, College assistant; John
Di Benedetto, Bridgeport Poli assistant,
and George Pelroth were driving around
town when they were ordered by a New
Haven police man to give chase to a
stolen car. The car was recovered, and
the culprit was captured at gunpoint.
Wives of theatrical men who were
elected officers of the women's Assembly,
Jewish Center, were Mrs. Lawrence C.
Caplan, financial secretary, and Mrs.
•J*ll—Mil—"Mil —llll^—1111—Mil—1111^—MII—1111—Mil—1111—Mil——MII—I
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Greenwich Theatre
East Greenwich, R. I.

!

Has Just Installed

I

A

I Manley 48 C-3 Theatre
|

Popcorn Machine

J

SEE

Samuel Horenstein
Manley, Inc.
I
On hand at recent opening night ceremonies at the Daniel Webster, Nashua, N. H.,
were, left to right: theatre officials Jack Shea, booker; George Goett, treasurer; Ray
Smith, Gerald Shea, Fenton D. Scribner, manager; Carroll Lawler, and William Shea.
June 16, 1948
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Jacob Fishman, second vice-president.
. . . Elaine Shanken and Susan Hadelman. daughters of two well known local
theatremen, were in the cast of the
Children’s Theatre production at the
State Teachers College.

Congregational Church. A reception at
the Jacocks’ Summer Island home will
follow. Taft was graduated recently from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
where he received his master's degree in
electrical engineering.

That new soft drink dispenser at the
Paramount is doing well. . . . Jim Darby,
Paramount, had a letter addressed,
“Greatest Showman in New England,
New Haven” delivered to him. Tom
Carey sent it from Salem, Mass. . . .
These Hamden theatres, the Dixwell,
Whitney, and Strand, were cooperating
with merchants in the sponsorship of
Hamden Days. . . . Nine radios were
given to patrons who participated in
the special activities. . . . Ray Flynn,
Poli, was relief assistant at the Bijou
when Bob Ritzer, Bijou assistant, went
down to Bridgeport to do relief. . . .
Morris Rosenthal, Poli manager, ar¬
ranged for a nifty lobby display for “On
An Island With You”. Against a blueblack glass background, there was a
white and silver palm tree effect, with
life size cutouts of stars of the film
in front.

Bridgeport

Monogram had a sneak preview of
“The Dude Goes West” at the Dixwell.
The fine navy tieup with the Dixwell on
“The Fighting Seabees” got some pros¬
pects for the Navy in addition to getting
nice bally. . . . Marquees at the Dixwell
and Rivoli were getting painted.

The Frouge Construction Company
has been granted permission by the
Board of Building Commissioners to
construct two new theatres here.

Greenwich
The Playhouse, showing “The Bro¬
thers,” gave part of the proceeds to the
United Nations Crusade for Children.
A fleet of early model cars chugged their
way through Boston recently as a salute
to the New England premiere of MGM’s
“Summer Holiday”, which had a suc¬
cessful run at both Loew’s State and
Orpheum. The stunt was part of an
extensive
campaign
engineered
by
Loew’s publicity staff, aided by Ken
Prickett, MGM field rep, and supervised
by Loew’s division manager Charles E.
Kurtzman.
in town recently, he took time to look up
George Weber at his camera shop.
Harry Goldstein, Monogram publicist,
was in, and he had George Weber taking
quite a few pictures of the Babe Ruth
personal appearance at the Yale-Princeton game when Ruth gave the original
manuscript to Yale for the university
sports collection.

Meadow Street
Summer playhouses are beginning to
open. . . . Hunt’s Circus is playing the
small and large towns. . . . Ringling
Brothers circus will pass up New Haven.
. . . Former New Havener Eugene Rodney
made news with announcement of his
affiliation with Cavalier Productions. The
news told about his group signing with
Eagle Lion to make a semi-documentary
film, “Twelve Against the Underworld”.

Tim O’Toole, former Columbia branch
manager, returned home after a period
at the hospital. . . . Columbia branch
manager Walter Silverman was in New
York. . . . Sam Rosen and Sam Weber,
Rosen Film Delivery, returned from their
southern fishing trip. . . . MGM had a
special private showing of “Easter
Parade” at the Westville recently, and
city officials, members of the press,
radio, and exhibitors were present. . . .
Lou Phillips Theatre Supply furnished
the projection equipment at the Madison,
Madison.
This
theatre was
closed
recently after being leased by Interstate
from Leo Bonoff.

The vacation list at Warner’s follows:
Angelo Lombardi, July 25-Aug. 7, Sidney
Levine, Aug. 15-28; Frances Silverman,
July 11-24; Lea Alderman, Aug. 8-21;
Marion Bogen, Aug. 22-Sept. 4; Hannah
Ginsberg, Sept. 12-25; Alice Brodner,
June 13-26; Lydia Zangari, Aug, 1-14;
James Mahan, June 13-19 and July 1824; Marie Smith, Sept. 12-25, and Leona
Lynch. July 4-10.

Loew Poli Circuit

Connie Wright, daughter of Columbia
salesman Earl Wright, was given a spe¬
cial award for high marks and service to
the school when she was graduated from
Dean Junior College recently. . . .
Ernestine Weber, daughter of former
MGM office manager George Weber,
finished her first year at Simmons
College, Boston. . . . When Tom Donald¬
son, Eagle Lion district manager, was
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Bob Carney, Poli, Waterbury, was
getting a lot of advertising publicity for
his bathing beauty contest.

CONNECTICUT
Branford

U
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Trial examiner C. W. Whittemore,
National Labor Relations Board, dis¬
missed the "featherbedding charges” by
NLRB against Local 400, musicians
union, in the State case. The dismissal
accompanied the granting of a request
by the theatre to withdraw charges
against Local 400. Union counsel Harold
Strauch, Hartford lawyer, got notifica¬
tion from the examiner of the last
chapter in the dispute, following a union
agreement to modify its contract. The
violation of the Taft-Hartley Law had
been charged originally.
Work is going ahead on renovations
at the State, closed for the warm season.
The theatre, operated by the Harris
brothers, is set to reopen in August.
Mrs. A1 Schuman, wife of Hartford
Theatres Circuit’s general manager, has
been named to the Hartford Senior
Hadassah board. . . . Lou Cohen, LoewPoli manager, tripped to Waterbury to
be toastmaster at a testimonial dinner
in honor of Sam Shubouf, Loew-Poli,
Waterbury, assistant, promoted to man¬
ager, Loew-Poli Lyric, Bridgeport, suc¬
ceeding Robert Carney, named manager,
Loew-Poli, Waterbury, to succeed the
late Eddie Fitzpatrick. Albert Lessow,
assistant, Loew-Poli Palace, Hartford,
shifted to Shubouf’s old spot at the
Loew-Poli,
Waterbury,
with
Howie
Padowitz, New Haven, coming into the
assistant manager’s job at the LoewPoli Palace here. Harry Shaw and Lou
Brown, Loew-Poli division office, were
among the tradesters on hand. . . . Russ
Grant, ex-Poli assistant, was in from
New York, where he’s functioning as
publicist in Loew’s Theatres’ home office.
His wife was with him. . . . Philip Cahill
was named assistant manager, Pike
Drive-In, Newington. Joe Dolgin is
manager. . . . Marjorie Prudhom is the
new Loew-Poli aide.

Nancy Sawyer Jacocks, daughter of
Irving C. Jacocks, owner, Branford, will
marry John E. Taft on June 26 in the

WESTERN PENNA., OHIO
&W.VA., NORTHERN N.Y.

Run your own concession \vith our
POPCORN EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES

Hartford

free assistance!

T
"

DISPENSERS
AND SYRUPS

PRICES

THEATRE CAN DY CO., INC.
219 STUART STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

415 VAN BRAAM STREET
PITTSBURGH, PENNA.

Phone: HU 2-4632

Phone: AT 9672

This ancient vehicle carrying passengers
garbed in gay ’90’s costumes attracted
plenty of attention recently in Provi¬
dence, when it toured the city as
promotion for MGM’s “Summer Holi¬
day”, Loew’s. Joe Samartano staged
the effective stunt.
June 16, 1946
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Fred R. Greenway, Loew-PoJi Palace
manager, and his assistant, Howie
Padowitz, went to town for a “Home¬
coming”
campaign. . . . Mrs.
Kate
Treske, manager, Lenox, was a year
older, and her staff held an after¬
theatre-hours birthday party in her
honor. . . . Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli man¬
ager, and Sam Horwitz, assistant, were
busy on tie-ups for “The Pirate”.
Officers of the Pike Drive-In Theatre
Corporation, newly-opened Pike DriveIn, Newington, were on hand at a
celebration shindig, held in the Marquis
House Restaurant, following the gala
opening. Attending the affair were Bob
Gloth, Louis B. Rogow, Joseph Dolgin,
Philip C. Cahill, Stanley Clark, and
Philip J. Simons. Dolgin and Cahill are
manager and assistant manager, res¬
pectively. Bob Gloth is president.
Two more new theatre projects are in
the news. Charles Lane, West Hartford,
former field man for Altec, and now
operator of a Daytona Beach, Fla., drivein; David J. Willig, Albany, associated
with drive-in projects in Albany and
Springfield, Mass., and Dr. M. N.
Kahashin, Ludlow, Mass., started erec¬
tion of a new drive-in on Route 5,
between Wallingford and North Haven.
The open airer is to have capacity for
about 630 cars. Nick Kounaris, George
Ulyssis, and Paul Tolis, partners in a
new theatre project in Meriden, are to
start construction in about three or
four weeks.
Neal Fitzpatrick, son of the late Ed
Fitzpatrick, for years Loew-Poli, Waterbury, manager, married Lorraine Thibault at Bridgeport, Conn., on June 12.

New London
Walter T. Murphy, manager, Capitol,
and area chairman, campaign, United
Nations Crusade for Children, an¬
nounced that more than $1300 was
raised as result of a festival for the drive.

Waterbury
Fred Massicotte, 75, Loew’s Poli, known
to thousands of children as “Pop”, died
at his home.
Robert Carney, Loew’s Poli, who
promoted the very successful bathing
beauty contest at his house, had a fourcolumn front page spread of four of his
comely entrants in The Bridgeport
Herald. . . . Sam Shubouf, former assis¬
tant, Loew Poli, and his lovely better
half are vacationing in Florida for a
month prior to his taking over the man¬
agerial reins at the Lyric, Bridgeport.
John ‘Chuck’ Sirica, Lido, acquired a
very becoming coat of tan already. He
spends most of his leisure mornings
knocking that little white pill around
at the Municipal Golf Course.
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. . . Maurice Wolf, MGM, was introduced
by William S. Canning as after-dinner
speaker of the Rotary Club.
A cooking school, sponsored by the
Wilson Packing company and local
merchants
and
business
establish¬
ments, will be conducted for a period of
three weeks at the Capitol.
Nathan Yamins is co-sponsor of a
pageant to be held shortly under the
direction of the Fall River Playground
Commission, William S. Canning, chair¬
man. . . . The Empire will be closed
beginning on June 20. Major alterations
and redecorating will take place under
the supervision of Nathan Yamins. For
the 18th consecutive year, Yamins
donated the use of the Durfee for the
B. M. C. Durfee High School and public
grammar school graduation exercises.
Progress is reported in the reconver¬
sion of the Strand into a stadium-type
house. It is expected the first showing
of pictures in the new house will take
place in August. . . . Antone Mattos is
new at the Capitol. . . . Dot Riley
presented a dance revue at the Capitol
on June 15.
Queries relative to the “Search for
Talent” nights originated at the Empire
by William S. Canning, general mana¬
ger, Yamins’ houses, have been received
from theatre managers in numerous
communities of New England and else¬
where.
French sound pictures, with English
dialogues, are being tried at the Center,
Ray Allard, manager. ... A Cadillac
convertible was presented to Robert
Zeitz by his father, Harry, Zeitz Theatres,
upon the former’s return to this city
from Georgia University, Ga„ where he
is a student.
Manager Carl Zeitz, his aide, Claud
Shaw, and Robert Zeitz were among
guests at the wedding of Miss Helen
Quigley, Academy, to Gorden Sweeney,
solemnized in Holy Cross Church recent¬
ly. Miss Geraldine Clement will replace
Miss Quigley.
Zeitz Theatres donated $25 and $10,
respectively, to the Catholic Charities
appeal.
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put in a new lighting system. This re¬
construction job will make it one of the
most modern motion picture houses on
the North Shore. It will be under super¬
vision of Robert E. McNulty.

Worcester
Harold Maloney, manager, Loew’s
Poli, got many congratulations for the
guest column he wrote for The Evening
Gazette while James Lee was on vaca¬
tion. . . . Leo Lajoie, manager, Capitol,
reports success on his Saturday give¬
aways for stamps and albums. . . . The
town’s annual safety show was con¬
ducted at the State, Milford.
The Leominster Recreation Center.
Inc., is contemplating purchase of the
Rialto, it was announced by Louis
Levine, recreation president. The pro¬
perty is owned by the McEvoy Amuse¬
ment Company, Mrs. Rosina McEvoy,
president, and is assessed for $90,000.
The theatre has not been used regularly
for some time.
June Proske, Loew’s Poli, was one of
the prettiest gals at the New England
School of Accounting senior prom. . . .
Graduation exercises of Millbury High
School were conducted in the Elms
through cooperation of Dominic Turtur¬
ro, owner. . . . Elmer Daniels, former
manager, Capitol, is back in town for
the summer after a long stay in Florida.
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POPCORN
MACHINES

"Genuine
Manley Supplies"

SAM HORENSTEIN

Marblehead
The Warwick, operated by Robert E.
McNulty, son of the late Thomas D.
McNulty and exhibitor of long standing,
is to undergo a complete renovation to
the tune of $50,000. Mentioned are a
new front, marquee, and rest rooms,
New Century sound is being installed by
P. E. Comi, Massachusetts Theatre
Equipment Corporation, who will also

New England Representative

*

*

*

Offic# and Showroom.. . . 45 Church St.
Hancock 7419

Boston

In the Heart of the Film District

West Hartford
Bill Heimovitch, well-known area
contractor, who built the Central, in
addition to other properties, died.

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.

Wolcott

116 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Telephone: Hancock 4807

Four Bristol residents, owners of
summer homes at Cedar Lake, filed civil
action in Common Pleas Court, Hartford,
appealing from a recent zoning board
action granting permission to Philip C.
Cahill, Wethersfield, for the erection of
a drive-in in that section. The proposed
theatre is scheduled to open next month,
and is to have a capacity of 900 cars.

MASSACHUSETTS
Fall River
William S. Canning, Empire, was
auctioneer at an antique sale sponsored
for the benefit of the Truesdale Hospital.
June 16, 1948

STAGE SETTINGS
•
DRAPERIES
WALL COVERING
FLAME PROOFING • FABRIC INTERIORS

In conjunction with the recent run of
Columbia’s “Relentless”, E. M. Loew’s,
Hartford,
Conn.,
George
Landers
promoted this Fair Fashions Special
Store window.

CONN.THEATRE
CANDY CO.
62 COMMERCE ST.,NEW HAVEN, CONN.
"WE KEEP
THE MOVIES
SWEET"
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The “Jane Doe” contest sponsored jointly by Republic and
Ralph Edwards, of the “Truth or Consequences” NBC air
show, resulted in the selection of Mary Wade, 18, Lake Charles,
La., as the winner. Miss Wade was selected by veterans from
the paraplegic ward of McCornack General Hospital, Pasa¬
dena, Cal., from 15,000 photos which were submitted, and
resulted in the young lady getting a role in Republic’s “The
Plunderers.” Photos from left to right, top to bottom, show:
Edwards introducing Miss Wade to 20,000,000 listeners as the
George Cristo, Marlboro projectionist,
was married to Phyllis A. Boule. . . .
Orpheum, Gardner, hit page one of
the town’s press when heads of patriotic
societies endorsed “The Iron Curtain”.
. . . Felix Gadbois, veteran employee,
Marlboro, Marlboro, worked as usual on
his 87th birthday. . . . Lou Brown was
in from the Loew-Poli headquarters to
confer with managers Harold Maloney
and Bob P. Portle.
The dance revue of Mrs. Anna Hum¬
phrey Walker’s school was staged in the
Modern, Marlboro. . . . Johnny Ryan
was the first of the Capitol employees
to go on vacation. . . . The street bally hoos staged by Bob Portle, manager,
Elm Street, were the subject of an
article in The Sunday Telegram.

RHODE ISLAND

vet patients observe; Miss Wade meeting Republic president
Herbert J. Yeates on the coast; Vera Ralston, whose “I, Jane
Doe” film was the basis for the contest, and Edwards chatting
with the lucky winner; associate producer-director Joseph
Kane inspecting the hat Miss Wade will wear in her role in
“The Plunderers,” as Ilona Massey and Rod Cameron, stars
of the film; Edwards, and the contest winner all look on;
Miss Wade lunching with western star Roy Rogers, and Kane,
and Republic stylist Adele Palmer watching Miss Wade model.

success with its “Jimmy” fund raising
campaign in connection with The
Children’s Cancer Research Foundation,
is now circulating nationally scrolls for
contributions to this cause. The Boston
Braves baseball team, Ralph Edwards’
“Truth or Consequences” radio program,
and many others have helped “Jimmy”,
who is a leukemia patient at Children’s
Hospital, Boston. A movement has been
started in several cities and towns to
raise funds “For Jimmy”. In Gardner,
Mass., a “Jimmy Day” was held, and
several hundred dollars raised. Westboro,
Mass., has planned a “Jimmy Day” at the
Red Barn Summer Theatre. The firemen
of Marblehead, Mass., are having a
“Jimmy Day Baseball Game”. J. S. Cifre,
Chief Barker, backing the movement,
says nothing comparable has ever pre¬
viously been accomplished in the 20
year history of the International organi-

mVE SCmNINGS
Boston

RKO (122 Arlington) June 22, 10:30,
“Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 23, 10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.
New Haven

RKO <40 Whiting) June 22, 10:30,
“Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 23, 10:30, “Your Red Wagon".
zation of Variety. Over 25,000 letters
have been received to date from every
state in the union. Newspapers have
been liberal with space, and so have the
radio stations, and now that the
spontaneous movement has been started
in several cities and towns it is Tent
23’s aim to organize every community
possible “For Jimmy.”

Providence
Rocky Point, world famous amuse¬
ment park, reopened last fortnight after
lying almost dormant since the 1938
hurricane. . . . Fay’s, C. F. Carmin,
manager, suspended vaudeville shows for
the summer months. . . . The Providence
police department announced comple¬
tion of its second film on law enforce¬
ment, with plans for exhibition in
houses throughout the city.
Virginia Hill, concessionaire, RKO
Albee, reported that $225 was stolen
from a candy stand in the lobby of the
theatre. Police said $218 was taken from
a compartment in the case, and the
remainder from a cash drawer.

VARIETY CLUB
Boston, Tent 23
The Variety Club of New England,
Tent 23, having met with considerable

When MGM’s “Summer Holiday” recently played Loew’s Poli, Springfield, Mass.,
manager George Freeman arranged this window display in Hadley’s Furniture Store,
featuring blow-ups and tiein copy. The promotion really attracted plenty of attention.
June 1U, 1U48
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holdovers on previous weeks so that
everyone now has his question answered
about the town’s being able to support
four such houses.
Tom Donnelly, former drama critic to
The News, who has been elevated to
writing a free-lance column for ScrippsHoward, still keeps plugging the motion
picture trade. This lad is going places.

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
Washington
MGM Notes: Judy Jones, secretary to
the assistant branch manager, was
vacationing in North Carolina. . . . Dot
Ffluger, former employee, cashier de¬
partment, was given a surprise baby
shower at the home of Anna Ridgley,
cashier. Those attending from the office
were Rose Frank, booking department;
Hazel McCarthy, booking department;
Esther Blendmen, cashier department;
Vivian Kelly, contract department; Alice
Reighley, cashier department; Zelda
Stough, telephone operator, and Ida
Barezofsky, booker. . . . Audrey Smith,
biller, was presented a Gold Star
Emblem at Memorial Day Service by the
Under Secretary of Air Forces. She was
chosen to represent the Air Force Widows
of World II by the District Com¬
missioners. Mrs. Smith’s husband, a B-25
pilot, was killed in action in the South
Pacific. . . . Esther and “Iz” Blendman
attended the liquor dealers’ annual
dinner and dance at the Mayflower
Hotel. . . . Sam Richer, cashier depart¬
ment, spent a weekend in Atlantic City.
. . . Ida Barezofsky, booker, spent
Memorial Day weekend at Beavers
Lodge, Lackawaxen, Pa.

The National will begin operation as
a motion picture theatre on or about
Sept. 1. The change from legitimate
operation was brought about, according
to Marcus Heiman, head, Management
Corporation, because of the edict from
Equity that none of its players would
continue to play the National because of
its segregation policy. Heiman explained
that his theatre was being used by Equity
as a “target,” and that he proposed to
continue the policy of segregation as long
as the community of Washington con¬
tinued that policy. He pointed out that
the local theatres, schools, fire depart¬
ment, and other agencies had a policy
of segregation. In the meantime, negotia¬
tions were hinted for the reopening of
the old Belasco, now owned by the
government, and which will someday be
the location of a Treasury Department
Annex. Facing the White House, the
Belasco was last used by the Stage Door
Canteen, and is in no wise suitable,
without major repairs, for use as a
theatre. Any prospective lessee of the
Belasco would, in addition to the
expenditure of a large amount of money,
have to bear in mind that the govern¬
ment could take over the building within

Johnny Mattingly, New, Leonardtown,
Md., stands at the left of his well stocked
lobby candy stand in this recent shot.
The new cold drink machine, which has
proven quite popular with patrons, is
shown on the right.
one year after proper notice. This, of
course, would depend on appropriations
being made available by Congress to the
Treasury Department. The National is
the sole remaining professional house
in the city. Other legitimate theatres
include the Lisner Auditorium. This unit,
however, is for school purposes only,
and will not be made available for pro¬
fessional shows. The Catholic University
Theatre, headed by the Rev. Gilbert V.
Hartke, is solely for school purposes, it
appears at this time, and unless Equity
relents then Washington will have a dark

20th-Fox Facts: The lads have taken
back their former posts in the reshuf¬
fling, which brings genial Glenn Norris
to branch manager; Gordon Contee,
sales manager, and John O’Leary, office
manager. . . . Visiting the staff were divi¬
sion manager Ray Moon and his aide,
J. V. St. Clair. With Moon was his
charming wife, stopping at the Shore ham Hotel. . . . Chief booker Sara Young
travelled to Staunton, Va., to visit
Dickie, her son, during June Week. . . .
Booker Dick Norris spent several days
with his folks down to Statesville, N. C.
Lillian Gish, who returns to town in
several weeks to play the Olney, spoke
to the Women’s National Press Club. Her
topic was slamming the pictures which
come from Hollywood with a “commie”
tint.
Paramount News: Off to the Phila¬
delphia City to clear the way for Para¬
mount crews was busy Bob Denton, who
handles so many things for his company
in the most expert fashion. . . . The com¬
pany’s mideastern division manager,
Earle W. Sweigert, spent a day recently
with his staff here, and, with branch
manager A. C. Benson, attended the
wedding of the daughter of the Warner
Theatres’ zone manager, John J. Payette.
. . . “The Emperor Waltz” is already
dated in all key cities for national release
date, July 2, or within a week or two
later, according to J. Maxwell Joice,
special representative.
Around Town: “Henry V” is back in
town, now down at the Pix on a noreserved seat basis and will be unspooled
four times daily at 90 cents matinees and
$1.20 in the evenings. . . . The Capitol is
staging a mock battle between Gene
Kelly and Fred Astaire. Voting boxes are
being set up in the lobby of the theatre
and in next-door’s Super Music City.
Folks will decide their favorite as to
Kelly’s “The Pirate” and Astaire’s “Eas¬
ter Parade”. . . . The four art houses
which our city now boasts have had
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When J. Van Cottom, left, editor and publisher of Belgium’s fan magazine, CineRevue, was in Hollywood recently he presented awards made by the International
Film Festival in Brussels to Samuel Goldwyn, center, for his RKO release, “The
Best Years of Our Lives”, and Myrna Loy, second from left, for the year’s best
female performance. Robert E. Sherwood was also honored for the best screenplay,
with Goldwyn accepting in his behalf. Others seen here are Annette DeLattre,
Miss Cine-Revue, who presented Goldwyn with a special “Cine-Revue” award for
the film, and George Coffin, Belgian consul in Los Angeles.

This group of amazed sidewalk spectators just can’t believe that advertising manager
Floyd Stawls is selling $1 bills for the bargain price of 50 cents in front of Fabian’s
Colonial, Richmond, Va., all part of some recent promotion for Eagle Lion’s “T-Men.”
The stunt landed a story in the local press.
WASHINGTON
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season this entire winter, because even if
the Belasco were made available, repairs
which would be required under the
building code would take considerable
time.
Miss Dorothy Dolores Payette, daugh¬
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Payette,
was married to Charles Kemp Devereux,
Chevy Chase, Md., at St. Matthew’s
Cathedral on June 5. The bride, whose
father is Washington zone manager for

THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬
ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
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Warner Theatres, is a graduate of the
Convent of the Sacred Heart, and later
attended Georgetown Visitation Con¬
vent. Charles Devereux, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Devereux, was graduated
from Georgetown University, and studied
at Georgetown Law School. Following
the impressive ceremony at the Cathe¬
dral, performed by the Rev. Carl Hess,
pastor of Our Lady of Victory, and
celebrated by an 11 a. m. Nuptial Mass,
the bridal party received friends in the
Chinese Room of the Mayflower Hotel,
followed by a reception and bridal
breakfast in the Grand Ball Room. The
bride, given in marriage by her father,
was attended by the Misses Betty Jane
Wise, Ann Flynn, Doris Reuter, and
Sybil
Devereux.
Joseph
Devereux,
brother of the groom, was best man, and
ushers were Messrs. John J. Payette,
Jr., John R. Devereux, James Nalls, and
Anthony Beyer. For the wedding, the
bride wore a gown of silver lame with
a veil of French tulle, and carried a
bouquet of white orchids, roses and
lilies-of-the-valley.
The
honeymoon
was spent on a motor trip through New
England, and the couple returned to
Washington to make their home at 2618
Tunlaw Road, N. W.
June Along The Row: The brown and
white shoes are everywhere. . . . exhibi¬
tors are cheery in their summer suits,
and bookers are looking forward to vaca¬
tions in the mountains and along the
seashores. . . . Trees are green, and
what grass remains on the front lawns,
what with folks walking on them, is
green, too. . . . Jake Flax is still culti¬
vating the pretty Druid Hill grass lawns
in front of his Republic office, and Max
Cohen, around the corner, in the Film
Classics office, must stare at a brick wall
across the alley from his office window.
. . . Glenn Norris has his new office on
the first floor of 20th-Fox, and it’s air¬
cooled. ... In the NSS exchange, the
girls hear from Sandy, former switch¬
board operator. . . . Cards keep coming in
from vacation resorts, and are posted on
bulletin boards in the offices. . . . there
are even some folks who are talking
about Fourth of July weekend. . . .
Practically all legal holidays this year
fall on Sunday, but the woikers locally
get Monday off, hence a three-day vaca¬
tion.
At Loew’s: Esther Blendman, cashier
department,
and
Ida
Barezofsky,
booker, attended a confirmation party
in Reading, Pa. While there, they saw
friends whom they had not seen in more
than 15 years. . . . Libby Blackstone
celebrated a birthday on June 6, and
Audrey Smith, biller, received happy
birthday greetings on June 7. . . . Paul
Wall, assistant branch manager, and

The top photo shows the recent pre¬
sentation by Fred S. Kogod, right,
chairman, Washington Variety Club
welfare committee, of a check to William
R. Castle, president, Garfield Memorial
Hospital, covering the purchase of two
Kreiselman infant resuscitators for the
use of the Hospital’s maternity ward.
Looking on is VC Chief Barker Frank M.
Boucher. In the lower shot, Dr. E. A.
Cafritz,
tent
welfare
committee;
Boucher, and hospital administrator
A. B. Cook inspect the resuscitators.
his wife, Della, celebrated their wedding
anniversary on June 8. . . . Dorothy
Small is again back in the contract
department after a two-and-a-half-year
absence while she was in California.
Irving Berlin’s “Easter Parade” was
given a swanky private showing at the
National Archives Auditorium by Loew’s.
Lou Burman, prosperous real estate
man about town, who started out in
Philadelphia many years ago, dropped
into the zoning office the other day to
reminisce about the good old days in the
film business.
MGM’s Henry Ajello, booker, an¬
nounced that his daughter, Helen, would
be graduated from Hine junior high
school.

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Maurice
for many
injury to
accidental

Gloven, engineer at Keith's
years, recently suffered an
his head when he had an
fall, and has been ill since.
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Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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When RKO’s “Tarzan and the Mermaids” recently played the State and Capitol,
Richmond, Va., David Kamsky, Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., advertising manager,
used this effective bally during the regatta at Byrd Park. Heralds were also distributed.
June 16, 1948
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. . . Jacob Silverthorne, Rcalart manager,
was in for a vacation.
The Biddle, Biddle near Central, was
opened on June 4 to good patronage, by
Samuel Schwarts and partners. Richard
B. Newton has been appointed manager.
. . . Miss Joyce Roberts has been ap¬
pointed secretary to William K. Saxton,
Loew’s city manager.
Early one morning recently, three men
were found crouching under the stage
in the Lord Baltimore by police who
entered after being notified by an alert
patrolman who saw them entering the
building. The men were indicted after
being held for grand jury action.
Vernon E. Clark, associate producer,
“Four Faces West,” and a former Balti¬
morean, was given a nice story by Louis
Azrael in The News-Post.
A western costume contest was con¬
ducted for the boys and girls attending
the Giff-Ted Children’s Show at I. M.
Rappaport’s Hippodrome.
William K. Saxton, Loew’s city man¬
ager, arranged a tie-up with The Balti¬
more News-Post for “Arch of Triumph,”
Century. Contestants wrote in about the
love story.
The New Alert, operated by Cohen
brothers in New Essex in conjunction
with their New Essex, closed for the
summer.
The Times has had new metal doors
with plate glass installed in the main
entrance, and the work on remodeling
the concrete floors has been finished. The
house is managed by Harry Schindler.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is
making a short film to run about 30
minutes for showing at the combined
“Railroads’ World Fair” in Chicago in
July, and last week part of the subject
was made at Ellicott City, Md. R. M. Van
Sant, the railroad’s director of public
relations, is directing, assisted by G. W.
Becker, deputy director.

EXHIBITOR
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La Plata
John
H.
Taylor,
owner-operator,
Charles, has been awarded the franchise
for conducting the local contest to
name a candidate to be entered in the
finals for selection of “Miss Maryland of
1948”. Finals will be held in Cumberland,
Md.. on Aug. 2.

Leonardtown
Ray Trumbule, New, held a letter¬
writing
contest
to
exploit
MGM’s
“Homecoming.” A cash prize was award¬
ed on one’s happiest homecoming. Co-op.
ads were run in connection with the
contest. . . . Robert Paul Mattingly
succeeds David Groff at the New. His
brother, John, who also works at the
New, is forming his own baseball team.
. . . Peggy Jarboe, New, resigned, suc¬
ceeded by Marie Russell, sister-in-law
to Harry Russell, New.
As a public service, the New is display¬
ing the latest in new tractors, in an
arrangement with the John Deere Farm
Machinery Company. ... A short trailer
asking funds for establishing a public
library through donations at the historic
manor Tudor Hall was run at the New
and St. Mary’s.
The New was used for a special public
meeting recently when a trailer and
several short subjects were shown, and
manager Trumbule and Mrs. Howard C.
Davidson, donating use of the building,
outlined the library project. . . . Pro¬
jectionists Joe Beck and Joe Redman
have
both
been
having
dentistry
troubles. . . . The St. Mary’s was pressed
into service on Memorial Day when rain
made it impossible for the American
Legion ceremonies to be held at the
Junior Naval Academy Campus, North
Leonardtown. Some 1,000 persons crowd¬
ed into the theatre. A highlight was the

Pete Lowry, manager, Leader, last
week reported his theatre had been
broken into but that loss was of minor
nature, although some tickets were
stolen. At the New an illegal enti’y
attempt was made, but the intruders
were apparently frightened away. Police
believed the same culprits were involved
in both incidents.

landing of a helicopter in front of the
theatre in the street, bringing the prin¬
cipal speaker, Admiral A. Suceck, USN,
from the Patuxent River U. S. Naval
Base, Cedar Point. . . . Manager Sterling,
St. Mary’s, succeeded in making his
theatre burglar proof. . . . Nellie Sterling
and Theresa Sterling are at St. Mary’s.
. . . George Morgan Knight, Jr., The
Exhibitor correspondent, has just pub¬
lished the second editions of his books,
“How To Mimeograph Your Way To
Fame and Fortune” and “How To In¬
ternationally Copyright Your Brain¬
child.”

Lexington Park
Jack Fruchtman, owner of the new
theatre being built here and lessee, New,
Leonardtown, reports that the walls of
the new house are now up. He is well
pleased with the construction progress

i

—Jacques Shellman

I

Cumberland

This blowup was used in front of the
Byrd and State, Richmond, Va., as
promotion for the recent run of 20th
Century-Fox’s “The Iron Curtain.”

IlSIlil ..-1
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From a CANDY MACHINE
&

to a complete
LOBBY SHOP ...
You'll get the RIGHT equipment
for your theatre, plus the RIGHT
kind of service, when you let Berio
handle sales at the "second box
office". Thirty years' experience has
taught us how to get maximum re*
turns for every location. And you'll
have more time free for the right kind of
showmanship that builds record grosses!

Warner President Harry M. Warner
stressed the role of films in community
life when he recently addressed the first
National Conference on Community
Improvement at the Statler Hotel,
Washington. On Warner’s right is
Thomas Beck, conference chairman and
chairman of the board, Crowell-Collier
Publishing Company.
June 16, 1048

BERIO Vending Co.
333 S. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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in the film, appeared throughout each
day at the carnival in the shape of a
horse drawn cart bearing as principal
exhibit a tame monkey in a cage. The
monkey was released on a leash by its
trainer at intervals, and assisted in
distributing handbills to the delighted
spectactors.

When Herman Mankiewicz recently left
New York for Hollywood, he received
the blessings of famed Broadway detec¬
tive Johnny Broderick, right, whose life
story Mankiewics will produce and write
for RKO.
that his partner, M. M. Dean, Hollywood
contractor, has made, and says the Aug.
1 deadline for the opening will be met on
the $250,000 project. Projectionists for
the new theatre are already being
trained at the New. They are Luke Fer¬
guson, Hollywood, and Richard Pegg,
Lexington Park. Other staff members are
also being trained to take over as soon
as the theatre opens its doors, with Ray
Trumbule, Patuxent Park, to manage
both houses. The projection booth will be
wired for television. The house will seat
800 persons, and this can be increased
to 1,000 if the need arises.

St. Leonard

We made a trip to Petersburg, and
went in to see our friends, Ben Magee,
Rex manager, and Sam Northington,
Bluebird manager. We went into the
Century to meet the new manager,
Walter Dalton, from Lynchburg, but he
was having a day off. He succeeded Roger
Hickey. . . . Helen Vaughan, Century
boxoffice attendant, was on vacation at
the beach, and Lieutenant John J.
Donahue, Century, was getting ready to
celebrate his 89th birthday on June 23.
We spied a pink rose bud on the lieuten¬
ant’s coat, and asked him about it. He
said that he had a friend who sent him
a flower for his buttonhole every day in
the year.
Peggy Ritter is the new Berio candy
counter attendant at the State, and
Lawrence Ruffin and Warren Redford
have been added to the service staff. . . .
Billy Michaux, Neighborhood Theatre,
Inc., relief manager, was spending a few
days in New York. . . . Thelma Carroll,
National, went to Washington. . . . The
WRVA Theatre played a return engage¬
ment of “Private Life of Henry VIII.”
Film boys in town included Harley
Davidson, Paramount; Fred Beiersdorf,
Warners; Sydney Eckman, Metro; Syd¬
ney Sugarman, Columbia; Mike Segal,
United Artists; Jerry Adams, MGM, and
Curtis Hildebrand, Eagle-Lion.

Benjamin Hance, chairman, Maryland
Board of Censors, who has been ill here,
is slowly improving, but is still confined
to his home.

Mildred Bailey is the new Grand boxoffice relief. . . . Harry Valentine is
closing the Franklin, Franklin, because
of the lack of air conditioning.

Solomon's Island

Harry Wasserman is closing the
Capitol, Alexandria, for the summer.
. . . John C. Caldwell, Appomattox exhi¬
bitor, is having a successful season with
his ball team. . . . Tom Golden is re¬
modeling his Amelia. . . . Harley David¬
son reports that “Unconquered” is doing
terrific. . . . Over 200 persons attended a
special prevue of “Emperor Waltz”, Park,
Roanoke.

The latest stage show to play the D.
and L. was Joe Barker’s Chuckwagon
Gang.

Waldorf
The Waldorf played the stage show of
Joe Barker and his Chuckwagon Gang.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk
Copeland
D.
Ornoff,
Riverview,
reports that his theatre has contracted
with Altec for sound service. The Riverview and Hampton are members of
Norfolk Local 550.

J. C. McCoy has resigned as manager,
L. and R. Radford and Virginia, Rad¬
ford. ... A new drive-in is under con¬
struction between Galax and Hillsville.
Chris Geoghegan, South Hill exhibi¬
tor, has been sick and his 81-year-old

TRADE SCREENINGS
RKO (932 New Jersey) June 22, 2:30,
“Race Street”; 23, 10:30, Mystery in
Mexico”; 23, 2:30, “Your Red Wagon.”
dad came out of retirement to take
charge while he is in the hospital.
The Colonial, Galax, is closing for
$35,000 worth of alterations. . . . Bernie
Depkin, Rives, Martinsville, was sick.
. . . The Georgia Tech Glee Club was on
the stage of Loew’s for four perform¬
ances. . . . Ray Kinney and his Hawaiian
Revue made two appearances on the
stage of the WRVA Theatre. . . . Richard
C. Datin succeeded M. D. Blankenship
as assistant manager, Century, Peters¬
burg. . . . Ruth Lamm, Rex, Petersburg,
was married recently, and her name is
now Mrs. George Archer.
—S. T.

WEST VIRGINIA
Keyser
E. M. Clevenger, Music Hall, celebrated
his 75th birthday. He has been with the
theatre for over three years. . . . D. E.
Lovett, West Virginia authorized repre¬
sentative, DeVry Corporation, and Gray
Barker, his assistant, paid a much
delayed visit to projectionist John C.
Wilson, Music Hall. Wilson is territorial
representative for DeVry.

Rowlesburg
Robert C. Wilson’s New Rowlesburg
celebrated its first anniversary. . . .
Jimmy Wakely made a personal ap¬
pearance at the Rowlesburg, together
with Hank and the Foggy Mountain
Boys and Girls. This marks the first
stage attraction to play the house.

Richmond
A. O. Budina, architect, Neighborhood
Theatre, Inc., and his assistant, Horace
Freeman, were spending some time in
Bristol. . . . Dan Wilkinson, assistant to
Dave Kamsky, Neighborhood Theatre,
Inc., ad manager, and his wife visited
West Virginia. . . . Garland Tate, Park
staff, had his tonsils out.
Gabby Hayes, booked for the National,
had to cancel on account of illness. . . .
Mildred McAnally, National boxoffice
attendant, was on vacation, Jean Overton substituting. . . . Bob Eagan, Na¬
tional manager, is mighty pleased with
the new Carrier cooling system just
installed in his playhouse. . . . Charlie
Hulbert, Colonial manager, is pleased
with his new lobby carpet.
When Richmond staged a public twoday Water Carnival and Aquatic Spec¬
tacle on a recent weekend, Dave Kamsky,
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., tied-in his
engagement of "Tarzan and the Mer¬
maids” at the State and Capitol. This
ballyhoo, emphasizing the aquatic feats

Walt
Disney
receives
the
Parents
magazine medal for his RKO release,
“Melody Time,” from Phil Willcox at
recent coast ceremonies. The film was
honored as the outstanding family
audience picture of the month of July.

VARIETY CLUB
Washington, Tent 11

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
president, in his capacity as chairman,
New York American Overseas Aid drive,
recently accepted an original painting by
famed illustrator and artist Ben Stahl,
left, which typifies the spirit of the
drive. Stahl also turned over the check
covering the commision for the work.

Happy birthday to the following
Variety Barkers: L. E. Harris. June 7;
Paul Heller and Charles Stofberg, 9;
Ben Strouse and Ray Henle, 10; Lou
Ramm, 11; Elvan Collamer and Phil
Hayden, 14; George Creamer, and Ned
Bord, 15; Ed McIntyre, George Dorsey,
and Roger Squitero, 18; Rudolph Berger,
19; Fred Hessick, 20; Oscar Neu, Fred
DeJager, Fred Kogod, and Leo Fields,
22; Herman Spitzel, 23; Henry Rodier,
24; Bill Ross, 25; Carlton Duffus, and
Arthur Shaftel, 26; Morton Gerber,
Sam Shapiro, Gerald Sarchet, and Frank
Scully, 27; Morton Bramson and Den¬
man Thompson, 29, and Richard Mc¬
Cann, George Flax, and I. T. Cohen, 30.
June 16, 1948
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New York City
CROSSTOWN
Hal W. Boehme, head, Special At¬
tractions, Seattle, planed back to
his office last week following meet¬
ings with R.M. Savini, Astor’s presi¬
dent.... Edward P. O’Connor, regional
director of the far east for Loew’s
International Corporation, returned
last week after a six-month business
trip....Don L. Turner, Atlanta dis¬
trict manager of Altec Service, was
in for conferences.
David Horne, foreign sales manager,
Film Classics, left last week for a
tour of film centers in South America
....Warner star Jane Wyman left last
week for Hollywood following a brief
sojourn.... Lois Butler, Eagle Lion
starlet of “Mickey”, arrived last week
to be guest of Cadet Alan Packer, Army
champion athlete, at the June week
ceremonies at the U.S. Military Aca¬
demy, West Point.... Ben Katz, U-I
mid-west publicity representative,
arrived last week from his Chicago
headquarters for conferences with
Maurice A. Bergman, U-I eastern ad¬
vertising and publicity director....
David A. Lipton, U-I studio coordin¬
ator of advertising and promotion,
returned to California last week.
Rugoff and Becker News: Lester
Schwartz has been added to the staff
as a clerk....Shirley Sussman, booker,
returned after a vacation.... Sam
Davidson was welcomed back to the
Oceana, Brooklyn, after a sojourn.
Estelle Kornhauser, secretary, Pix
Theatres, waltzed down the aisle on
June 6.
Interboro Circuit News: Dorothy
Goldman, booking department, resigned
to await the stork, Jean Joel replacing
....Selmer Miller is the new addition
to the staff.... Betty Schneider re¬
signed. ...I. Elstein,- accounting de¬
partment, returned from a business
trip.... George Haveland, Newtowne,
Elmhurst, L.I., was welcomed back
after a long illness.
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Oscar Micheaux for the first Negro
roadshow film. The film, “The Betray¬
al”, was written, produced, and direct¬
ed by Micheaux, from whose novel “The
Wind From Nowhere”, the picture was
created. The fi_m will have its Broad¬
way premiere on a two-a-day basis.
The personnel of two New York insti¬
tutions, erected as living memorials
to the late Mother Cabrini, last week
attended invitation showings of Clyde
Elliott’s “Citizen Saint”, film biog¬
raphy of her unusual career, Bijou.
Students and nuns from the Mother
Cabrini High School attended a show¬
ing at the theatre, while the film
was shown to nurses in the suditorium
of the Mother Cabrini Hospital.
Bryan Foy, Eagle Lion producer, ar¬
rived from Hollywood last week for
conferences with Norbert Gagen, former
Intelligence agent, whose atom bomb
story “These Were My Orders”, he will
produce as another semi-documentary
for EL release.... George Glass, vicepresident, Screenplays Inc., producers
of Enterprise Studios’ “So This Is
New York” for UA release, arrived
last week to conclude plans with Paul
N. Lazarus, Jr., and Al Tamarin, UA,
and Frederick N. Polangin, eastern
Enterprise representative, for the
world premiere of the film at the S-W
Earle, Philadelphia, on June 24.
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for LaSalle, Ill., to attend the con¬
vention of the United Theatre Owners
of Illinois at the Kaskaskia Hotel.
Shain represented Andy W. Smith, Jr. ,
general sales manager.
Hollywood took its place alongside
New York and Paris as a world fashion
center at the second edition of The
Fashion Fair from June 7-13 at Madison
Square Garden, where.Edith Head, de¬
signer of Paramount Studios, exhibited
several gowns from fabric supplied by
Fashion Fair exhibitors.
N. Hayden Zook was honored at a
farewell dinner given by Gus S. Eyssell, Music Hall president and manag¬
ing director, upon being retired. Zook
was Radio City building maintenance
superintendent for more than 15 years.
He plans to live in Los Angeles with
his wife and one of his two daughters.
The annual tournament of Fabian
Theatres is set for June 24 at Preakness Hills Country Club, N.J.

As part of a continuing survey and
analyzation of the 20th Century-Fox
branches, W.C. Gehring, assistant
general sales manager, left on a tour
of the southern division. In Charlotte,
he was joined by Harry Ballance,
southern division manager, who ac¬
companied him to New Orleans, Memphis,
Oklahoma City, and Dallas.

Elsa Maxwell was the famous party
hostess at the second annual Broadway-Flushing, L.I., Food,
Fashion,
and Farberware Show held recently at
the Skouras Roosevelt, Mildred A.
Fitzgibbons, manager, under auspices
of local clubwomen. Prizes totalling
more than $500 were awarded. Admission
was by tickets distributed through
women’s clubs, local stores, and at
the theatre. Featured were a fashion
shop, a millinery show, and a fur
show, all displayed by models. It was
the second year in succession that
the show was sponsored by S.W. Farber,
Brooklyn, who donated the 49 prizes
of Farberware, including kitchen
utensils, electric broilers, etc.
Other cooperating merchants donated
other prizes, while free refreshments
were served by local and national
firms. Auxiliaries of Veterans of
Foreign Wars, the American Legion,
and Jewish War Veterans appeared in
uniform with their color guards, and
added a patriotic note to the opening.
The show attracted 2,000 clubwomen
representing 54 member clubs of Flush¬
ing Council of Woman's Organizations,
with an aggregate membership of more
than 8,000 women. Short subjects were
also a part of the program.

Sam shain, director of exhibitor
and public relations for 20th CenturyFox’s distribution department, left

Radio City Music Hall has increased
its prize scale from $1.25 top to
$1.40, while the matinee jumps a

Producer William Cagney, having
successfully launched the opening of
his latest picture for UA, “The Time
Of Your Life”, left for Hollywood....
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., UA advertising
and publicity director, left recently
for Hollywood to discuss distribution
and publicity plans with Gradwell L.
Sears and UA producers.... Orton H.
Hicks, director, Loew's International
Corporation’s 16mm. department, re¬
turned from London following a tour
of MGM European offices.

Announcement was made last week by
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer D. Lundin of the
engagement of Mrs. Lundin’s daughter,
Phyllis A. Kent, to Robert Seidelman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Seidelman.
The bride-elect was graduated from New
York University, and attended the Tyler
School of Fine Arts and the National
Academy of Design. The prospective
bridegroom is now in his senior year
at New York University.
Robert F. Pinson, head, Astor Pic¬
tures, Charlotte, N.C., returned to
his headquarters following conferences
with R.M. Savini, Astor’s president,
on forthcoming product....Savini an¬
nounced the closing of a deal with
June 16,
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Seen on the left is G.S. Eyssell, president, Radio City Music Hall Corpor¬
ation, who was recently named executive manager of Rockefeller Center, Inc.
Russell V. Downing, seen at right, was appointed to the position of executive
vice-president, Music Hall. Downing has been with the organizat i on since 1933.
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nickel to $1. Russell Downing, execu¬
tive vice-president, said that in¬
creased operating costs were responsi¬
ble for the hike.

New Jersey
What is believed to be the world’s
first air age drive-in opened near
here. It can accommodate 25 planes as
well as 500 cars. Landing at the air¬
strip adjoining the theatre, planes
are taxied to a ramp facing the screen.
When the plane is ready to leave, a
jeep service hauls it back to the
field.

New York State
ALBANY
Announcement has been made by Neil
Heilman, general manager, FabianHellman Drive-In Theatres, that the
company is to erect an 800-car modern
drive-in on the Albany-Troy Road.
Option has been secured on three par¬
cels of land, and as soon as a de¬
cision has been reached on the most
suitable site, work is to be started.
With weather permitting, Heilman an¬
nounces that the drive-in will prob¬
ably be opened during the 1948 season,
and will make a total of 16 theatres
operated by Hellman-Fabian interests
in the Capitol District area.
HankBaylis, Warner Theatres’ screen¬
ing room projectionist, became a grandpappy for the first time when his
daughter, Jane O’Neil, gave birth to
a daughter, Patti, at the Troy Hospi¬
tal recently.... The Variety Club,
Tent 9, will hold its sixth annual
golf tournament and gala banquet on
June 21 at the Shaker Ridge Country
Club....Condolences are being extended
to Mary Flynn, Upstate Theatres, Inc.,
upon the death of her father on May 29
....Charlie Debie, Warner Theatres’
Sign Shop, spent a weekend in Utica
attending the Moose convention.
Bob Ferber, Eagle Lion office mana¬
ger and booker, was on vacation....
Charlie Kosco, 20th Century-Fox branch
manager, Buffalo, was in to confer
with Max Friedman, Warner Theatres’
film buyer....Ted Friedman,' Strand
assistant manager, resigned, and ex¬
pects to enter Syracuse University in
the fall....Paul Broderick, Paramount
home office representative, was in the
Albany exchange for a few weeks....
Margaret McCrumb, Paramount reports
girl, was vacationing at Lake Champlain
for two weeks.... Claire Krumanacker,
daughter of Paul Krumanacker, Warners
branch manager, Pittsburgh, visited.
.

MARQUEE

SERVICE
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MONROE SIGN CORP.
Since 1921
Stainless Steel—Vitrolite—Porcelain
THEATRE FRONTS
Drive-In Theatre Attraction Signs
253-9 Hackensack St. E. Rutherford, N. J.
Rutherford 2-8200 - Passaic 2-4600

TEL.

The following drive-ins opened:
John Free’s Riverside, Ogdensburg;
Donald Gilson’ s Sunset Drive-Ins,
Macena and Canton, and Alex Papyanakous’ Moonlight, Pottsdam.
-M.E.B.

BUFFALO

ASBURY PARK

COMPLETE
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Edward, son of John Scully, U-I
district manager, was in from Milton,
Mass., to spend the holiday weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Francis Burke....
Nettie Price, U-I office staff, was
at the Millard Fillmore Hospital.
Francis Maxwell, RK0 Rochester
salesman, sporting a new car with a
banged fender, good-naturedly reports,
"My young daughter is learning to
drive”.... Helen Rubauch, Republic,
is back on the job after undergoing
a tonsilectomy at Lafayette General
Hospital.
Rose Andelora, contract clerk, Mono¬
gram, was recuperating after an ap¬
pendectomy at Columbus Hospital....
Shirley Lux, daughter of Nina and
Councilman-at-large Elmer Lux and a
senior at Stephens College, received
one of the highest honors. She was
named to the year book honor roll of
outstanding seniors. Only 38 seniors
from a graduating class of 877 were
chosen.
James
Mancuso
tations
eastern
Emperor
Batavia,

v. Mancuso, vice-president,
Theatre, Inc., issued invi¬
to attend a preview of the
premiere performance of “The
Waltz”, at the new Mancuso,
on June 4.

George Mason opened his SkywayDrive-In, Wallington. Capacity is 500
cars.... Walter Dion opened his Lockport Drive-In, Gasport. Capacity is
300 cars....Mrs. Anne Schick opened
her Star Drive-In, Blasdell. Capacity
is 350 cars.
S. Goldfinger, Eton Publishing Cor¬
poration, has renamed his Vogue, Buf¬
falo, the Telenews.... John McSweeney
is the new owner, Rainbo, Niagara
Falls.... James V. Mancuso, vice-presi¬
dent, Mancuso, had the grand opening
of his 1588-seat Mancuso, Batavia_
William Brett opened his new Sky-Vue
Drive-In, Athol Springs, with a 600car capacity.
-M.G.

OSWEGO
Jim 0’ Shea recently promoted a full
page of co-op. ads in The PalladiumTimes on Paramount’s "Unconquered”.

ROCHESTER
Former projectionist Jack Boyd be¬
came a full-fledged impressario, leas¬
ing the Embassy for a straight film
policy, four changes a week, at 44
cents top and 12 cents for children.
Seeking to emphasize the change from
burlesque, he put on two Saturday
morning 15-cartoon shows for kids at
a nickel admission, in contrast to
usual two bits or 30 cents for similar
shows hereabouts. In the lobby, he
spotted a new vend, Inc., cold drink
dispenser serving Coca Cola and root
beer, in addition toacigaret machine
and candy stand.

TRADE SCREENINGS
ALBANY
RK0 (1052 Broadway) June 22, 10:30,
"Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, "Race
Street”; 23, 8:00 p.m., “Your Red
Wagon”.
BUFFALO
RK0 (290 Franklin) June 22, 10:30,
“Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 23, 10:30, "Your Red wagon”.

NEW YORK CITY
RKO (630 Ninth) June 22, 11:00,
"Mystery in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race
Street”; 23, 2:30, “Your Red Wagon’”

Louis W. Thompson, manager, left on
a 17-day vacation cruise to Guatemala.
An enthusiastic amateur photographer,
he took plenty of Kodak equipment
along. Kenneth Robinson, assistant
manager, Paramount, took charge of the
Regent.
Arrival of warm weather sockoed
theatre business, but Don Whitington,
Lincoln, was reported raking in at
Sexton’s hots and ice cream stand,
oldest refreshment spot at the lakefront, which he recently took over.
Manager Lester Pollock, Loew’s,
used the “world’s greatest dancer”
lobby voting gag as a plug for Gene
Kelly and Fred Astaire films ...Norman
Slotnick, manager, Clinton, was re¬
ported about to commit matrimony....
Jack Boyd, Embassy, was doing publi¬
city for Bill Tishkoff’s Central
Drive-In, and Don Whitington’s Lincoln.
Robert Cockburn, assistant manager,
Loew’s, whose wife came from British
Columbia, planned a vacation trip to
the west coast.... Edmund Howard,
manager, RKO Temple, finds three-day
holdover of RKO Palace programs, then
a complete new show for four days,
starting on Sundays, a very successful
policy.... Frank Cunningham, Loew’s,
planned to visit his sons in New York
and Washington during his vacation
....Don Whitington, Lincoln, dropped
"Bingo” for the summer, but expected
to resume come fall.
-D.R.

SCHENECTADY
Neil Heilman, general manager,
Fabian-Hellman Drive-In Theatres,
Inc., announced that a$250,000 drivein will be constructed on the Troy
Road. It will hold 800 cars and the
company hopes to have the theatre in
operation this season.

SYRACUSE
Dewey Lederer, head, Schine mainten¬
ance department, and John McNamara,
New York architect, were in to check
the remodeling and redecorating of
Schine’s Paramount.... Harry H. Unter(Continued on page NT-4)
June 16, 1948
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New York: Each year about this time,
Allied Theatres Owners of New Jersey,
Inc., sets up the annual convention.
This year the organization rented the
entire Hollywood Hotel,
West End, N.J. , and has
prepared to celebrate
the 29th anniversary
on June 28, 29, and 30.
A1 Gebhardt, Allied
business manager, re¬
ports that approximate¬
ly 400 industryites
will be in attendance,
headed by William AinsLes Sugarman worth, national presi¬
dent. Allied, and Meyer
Levintnal, eastern regional vicepresident. The three days will be
packed with entertaining features.
There will also be business meetings
progressing throughout the days. Once
again, the dates are June 28, 29, anu
30, and they should be circled with
red pencil.
MGM: Madeleine Anderson, secretary,
and Herman Garris, booking department,
celebrated their respective birthdays
on June I4....iviue nose, booker, was
due back from a vacation in Florida
....A few of the Metroites spending
the holiday weekend away from the
city were Annette Ginsberg, Esther
Ackerman, Willie Frankel, and Herman
Garris.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Mel Sherman, book¬
ing department, celebrated his initial
wedding anniversary on June 8....
Henry Feinstein, former office aide,
replaces Marvin Goldstein, bookkeeping
department, resigned.... Tom Goff,
booker, was welcomed back after the
grippe.... Otto Sabatino, film room,
returned from vacation..
REPUBLIC: Tony Ricci, salesman,
celebrated his birthday on June 1....
Hannah Eckstein Fishbein, booker, was
back from vacation.... Jean Cordona,
booking department, left on vacation
to Puerto Rico....Lillian Kaplan,
secretary, spent -the weekend at Wood¬
ridge.
MONOGRAM: The sales staff returned
after meeting in Chicago....Al Zeitland, formerly, contract department,
paid a visit.... Etta V. Seagall.head
booker, is proud as a peacock over
her daughter, Carol, who was gradu¬
ated, and who has been accepted at
Jersey City State Teachers College
....Irv Mandel, booker, celebrated
his son’s third birthday, though the
youngster was sidelined withatonsilectomy.
RKO: June Jacobson, telephone oper¬
ator, is sporting the “new look” in
hair-dos-Sadie Castanza, cashier’s
department, was sick....Phil Hodes,
branch manager, returned after ill¬
ness. ...Dottie Benincasa, contract
department, was enjoying a vacation.

On hand at the recent benefit
Time Of Your Life”, Mayfair,
and stars of the film, Jeanne
film is based on the pr i ze-winn

premiere in New York of United Artists’ "The
were,
left to right, producer William Cagney
Cagney, William Bendix, and James Cagney. The
ing play by the famous author William Saroyan.

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: AbeSchiff,
accounting department, was welcomed
back from vacation.... Catherine Vohvodich is the proud bearer of an en¬
gagement ring.... Florence Goldstein,
accounting department, is also sport¬
ing a sparkler....Edith Levinson will
replace Mort Meyer in the accounting
department during the latter’s leave
of absence.

....Principal's “Captive Wild Women”
and “Drums Of The Congo” will play
the RKO metropolitan circuit.... The
Technicolor film, “Wings of the Morn¬
ing”, is being distributed by Famous
Films, with the same outfit preparing
for the distribution of "High Seas”,
with Glen Ford....Maxie Fried cele¬
brated the seventh birthday of his
Son, Harry.

UNITED ARTISTS: Ronne Levine,
daughter of Ben, head booker, cele¬
brated her sixth birthday.... Hilda
Breier, assistant cashier, proudly
announced her engagement, and is
sporting a diamond-studded engagement
ring.... Blanche Healy, secretary, was
welcomed back after a Baltimore va¬
cation. ... Mr. and Mrs. Myron Starr
celebrate their fourth wedding an¬
niversary on June 18, and their
daughter, Nadine Ronnie, will be 18
months old on the same day.

(Continued from page NT-2)
SYRACUSE

PARAMOUNT: Mildred Noschesse, film
room, left on vacation.... Howard Levy,
clerk, resigned, and Harvey Epstein,
office aide, replaced.... Leah Peter¬
son, cashier, was back after illness
....Shirley Centner spent the weekend
visiting her folks in Gloversville.
WARNERS: Archie Berisch, head
booker, is back at the office for a
few hours each day until he fully re¬
covers.... Al Blumberg, booker, left
on vacation... .The annual sales drive,
which will continue until August 28,
is rolling along at a fast gait.
20TH CENTURY-FOX: Charlie Krips,
salesman, waltzed down the aisle with
former secretary Estelle Hernan on
June 13. The lucky couple found an
apartment in Astoria.... Henry Unger,
print booker, was home, but was due
to return to the hospital for a second
operation.... Minnie Smith, secretary,
was heading toward California on va¬
cation. ... Mike Noschese, head fore¬
man, was off on vacation....Ann Jones,
secretary, spent the weekend amidst
the Poconos....Moe Kurtz returned
from Canada.... Pete Fishman, booker,
underwent a tonsillectomy operation
....Bill Ahrbecker, box office state¬
ments, was 21 years old.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Bell is releasing
the Zale-Graziano fight films in Buf¬
falo and Albany, with hope of sub¬
sequent runs....The company is also
releasing a reissue, "No Greater Sin”

fort, Schine zone manager, celebrated
his birthday on June 6 by indulging
in his favorite pastime, eating at
Kreb’s, where he and Mrs. Unterfort
had as guests, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Doroff, it also being the anniversary
of the wife of the advertising mana¬
ger of Dey Brothers store.
Jack Crowe, assistant, Schine’s
Paramount, celebrated another birth¬
day, and received from a friend a
very useful gadget, a power auto
polisher, which eliminates the use of
elbow power in keeping the car in
shape....Mannie Feldman, brother of
Paramount manager Richard, was in for
the graduation of his nephew Edward
Buff, Utica, from Syracuse university
....Mr. and Mrs. William Lowe, Buffalo,
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Feldman.... Edward Fitzgerald,
unofficial vice-president in charge
of signs, Paramount, took on additional
duties in figuring out additional copy
for the new marquee.
-J.J.S.

America's number one party thrower,
Elsa Maxwell,
left, headlined a re¬
cent show at the Skouras Roosevelt,
Flushing, L.I., and, along with mana¬
ger Mildred A. Fit zgibbons,
indulged
in a bit of Nescafe drinking before
the
big show.
That’s
the Nescafe
rep
standing behind
the counter.
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NEWS OF THE

The Motion Picture Associates has
donated $1000 to the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA

The trade was sorry to hear of the
retirement of Carl Keatsch, American
Seating Company, who leaves for Man¬
chester, Vt., after 29 years in the busi¬
ness. His last deal was for seats for the
Academy Of Music, and among his big¬
gest contracts was one for the Conven¬
tion Hall, Atlantic City. In addition, he
supplied seats for some of the biggest
theatres in the area. On a two-acre
estate, he will retire, play golf, and fish.
He leaves with the best wishes of the
trade.

Crosstown
That new film about the big town,
“So This Is New York”, which extolls
the virtues of small-town life in South
Bend, Ind., and which, as a result of
New York’s bid for renewed film pro¬
duction, was made in Hollywood, will
have its world premiere, quite naturally,
here at the S-W Earle on June 24, it was
announced by UA. The logic of this
decision, apparent at a glance, was high¬
lighted by the Golden Jubilee Committee
of New York City, which nominated the
film, unofficially, as the official picture
of any other city’s anniversary celebra¬
tion. The choice of Philadelphia for the
world premiere is obvious. Never once is
the City of Brotherly Love mentioned in
the film. Henry Morgan will make per¬
sonal appearances during the run
between getting mixed up with the
Republican National Convention. “So
This Is New York”, even before release,
has won three-fold Academy honors.
First, for Morgan’s finest screen per¬
formance (his first); second, for the
greatest production by Stanley Kramer’s
Screenplays, Inc. (also its first); and
finally, for the greatest picture D. C.
McCarthy ever hoped to see. McCarthy
is the California Riding Academy pre¬
sident.
Columbia’s “The Mating Of Millie”
was given a sneak preview at William
Goldman’s Karlton last week.
Samuel Goldwyn Pictures, Inc., a
corporation of the State of Delaware,
which received a certificate of authority
from the Department of State of
Pennsylvania on Jan. 24, 1947, to
transact
business
in
Pennsylvania,
presented an application for a with¬
drawal of said certificate and the
cancellation thereof.

Vine Street
The trade was sorry to hear that Mrs.
Charles Zagrans, wife of the RKO
branch head, was a patient in University
Hospital.

Joe Engel, Quality Premiums’ branch
manager, is quite enthused over the
reception to his “Gay Bouquet” cannister set, which he is now showing to
exhibitors.
The investigation into the theft of
city amusement 'tax funds was still
attracting the attention of tradesters as
well as others last week, as local dailies
reported that one theatre already was
unable to show a receipt for $600 in tax
monies which it claimed to have been
paid. Trade opinion was that the trail
might eventually lead to other houses
in the same predicament. If receipts for
payment could be shown, however, the
houses in question would be cleared.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Engel held a
reception last weekend in honor of the
confirmation of their daughter, Marilyn,
at their Bala-Cynwyd home. Engel is the
popular Quality Premiums executive.
Dorothy Eagan, Eagle Lion clerk,
announced that she was getting married.
. . . Eli Ginsberg, local head, Colosseum
of Motion Picture Salesmen, was excited
last week over the National Labor Rela¬
tions Board authorized election to be
held in New York City on June 25 on the
question: “Do you wish to be represented
for purposes of collective bargaining by
the Colosseum of Motion Picture Sales¬
men of America?” Eligible for voting by
secret ballot were salesmen of Para¬
mount, MGM, RKO, Republic, 20th
Century-Fox, U-I, Warners, Columbia,

cJSfoW,
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That torrid team of Gable and Turner
dominate this attractive display at the
S-W Stanley, Philadelphia, which was
recently placed in the lobby to promote
MGM’s “Homecoming.”
Eagle Lion, UA, Monogram, and National
Screen Service, as well as sales managers
and supervisors. Out-of-towners cast
their ballots by mail.
The Motion Picture Associates held
another meeting at the RKO Screening
Room. . . . Elmer Hollander has taken
space with Clark Film, second floor, 1225
Vine Street. He is handling local distri¬
bution of the Zale-Graziano fight films.
. . . James Dowling, MGM head shipper,
became a proud grandfather last week.
20th Century-Fox was closed tight on
June 8, date of the Family Club outing
to Beach Haven, N. J. . . . Local 307,
IATSE, was redecorating its union head¬
quarters both inside and out.
Harry Abbott, Abbott Oliver, Horace
Johns, Abe Freeman, and Joe Abrams
will be Local 307 delegates to the IATSE
convention in Cleveland on Aug. 16. It
took Abrams 24 years to make it.
Addie Gottshalk, RKO office manager,
made the upstate trip last week. . . .
Charles Donohue, RKO booker, was on
vacation last week. . . . The fellows at
MGM have got themselves a bowling
team. Anyone wishing a match should

MORE THAN EVER >»»

IE it’s a Shrammmf {Picture,
rs THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN

“Report For Action”, a two-reel sub¬
ject, is available through Lewen Pizor,
president, UMPTO, who heads the TOA
state group sponsoring the showing of
this short throughout the territory. The
subject is not to be shown at regular
theatre hours, but, rather, to civic
leaders and others at special screenings
when the theatre is not open to the
public. The TOA subject was made in
cooperation with U. S. Attorney General
Tom Clark, and is designed to help
combat juvenile dekinquency. It is free,
and available now to all theatres in the
territory. Contact Pizor, at 12 South 12th
Street.
The unveiling of the memorial stone
for Samuel J. Dembow, prominent
exhibitor who passed away a year ago,
will be held on June 27 at 11 a. m. at
Har Nebo Cemetery. Tradesters are
invited.
Joe Becker, who operates the Apex
Garage, has taken over the Chelsea
Parking Lot, Morris Avenue and the
boardwalk, Atlantic City, and opposite
the Chelsea Hotel, where he will be glad
to serve film folk during their stay in
the shore resort. Rates are reasonable.
June 16, 1948

Attending Paramount’s recent mid-eastern division sales meeting in Philadelphia,
were, left to right, top to bottom: Earle W. Sweigert, mid-eastern division sales man¬
ager; Charles M. Reagan, E. K. “Ted” O’Shea, and Albert Schwalberg, on the dais;
Fred Leroy and Sweigert, huddling over company product, and John J. Bergin,
Ulrik F. Smith, branch manager; Herman Rubin, Clement Reck, Ralph Garman, F.
L. Rodgers, John D. Holman, and John Kane, all from the Philadelphia exchange.
One of the highlights of the confab was a special screening of “A Foreign Affair”,
and in the lower right shot the group is shown in the company’s local projection room.
PHILADELPHIA
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get in touch with office manager Frank
Sculli.
Frank Sculli, MGM office manager,
was enthused over those endorsements
from the Junior Chamber of Commerce
and Mayor Samuel’s Traffic Safety
Committee of the MGM short, “Drunk
Driving". . . . Y and Y Popcorn is now
closed on Saturdays.
It was learned last week that the new
Garden State Drive-In, on Route 40,
near the Garden State Racetrack in
nearby Jersey, would be operated by the
Varbalow Circuit, opening on June 17,
with capacity for 800 cars. The drive-in
being built nearby by the Varbalow
Circuit will not be completed. The
Garden State Drive-In, was originally
under construction by the A. M. Ellis and
Park-In interests. Other drive-ins in the
territory include the following: the
Route 45 Drive-In, Berlinsville, under
Beck operation; the Hazleton Drive-In,
operated by Tait and Rossi, near Drums;
the Lincoln Drive-In, Roosevelt Boule¬
vard; the Lincoln Drive-In, near York,
on Route 30 operated by Hallowell and
Smith; the Sandy Beach Drive-In, Har¬
vey’s Lake, under Smolovitz direction;
The Starlite Drive-In, on Route 309,
near Tunkhannock, operated by Ray
Best, Jr., with capacity for 250 cars; the
Star Drive-In, near Gloucester, N. J.;
the Sunset Drive-In, Ashley, with
capacity for 250 cars; the contemplated
Hanson Drive-In, Harvey’s Lake, and
the drive-in operated by the Veterans
Of Foreign Wars, near Milton.
Eddie Rosenbaum, dean of the tub
thumpers, is back at Universal-Interna¬
tional.

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner
A testimonial dinner was given to Ben
Wirth and Ted Minsky at the Ritz
Carlton last week in honor of their
recent promotions as president, Warner
Service Corporation, and local head film
buyer, respectively. Among those present,
in addition to the guests of honor, were
Harry Goldberg, Harold Rodner, Ted
Schlanger, Jack Beresin, William Man¬
sell, Lester Kreiger, A. J. Vanni, Paul
Gastello, J. Ellis Shipman, Everett
Callow, Bill Charles, John Turner, Lou
Davidoff, Lou Goffman, Dave Standler,
Jack Minsky, Joe Minsky, Howard Min¬
sky, Willie Rosenbaum, Howard Wirth,
Irv Blumberg, Bob Nisenson, Dick Brown,
Jack Brodsky, Steve Barutio, Jack Flynn,
Maurice Gable, Larry Graver, A1 Plough,
John Roach, Joe Bergin, Mort Levine,
Bill Morgan, Alexander Allen, Stanley
Smithers, William Herchenrider, Nat
Wolf, Ken Gennaria, and Wally Makowski.

As a result of a recent meeting of
mothers of children attending seven
Germantown area public schools, and
their voicing objection to the type of
film fare shown children, this Parents
Film Council group was Invited to select
a series of films to be shown at the S-W
Colonial every Saturday for a six-week
period.
Jimmy Iverson, Palace, celebrated his
30th anniversary with that theatre. In
all his 30 years, he has never missed a
day’s work for any reason. . . . Freida
Koren, booking department, was given
a surprise shower by Natalie Tafler. . . .
Claire Passman, film payment office, and
her hubby were vacationing at Buzzard’s
Bay, Mass.
Harry Thomas, former president,
PRC, and now heading the Motion
Picture Center Studios, was a visitor. He
told localites of the 12 pictures that he
will produce.
Bob Gilham and Ted Baldwin, SRO,
were in to set up the advertising cam¬
paigns with Everett Callow on “The
Paradine Case” and “Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House.”
Vivian Landis, Gil Segal’s ex-secre¬
tary, was married to Dan Clearfield, and
from all tales made a very picturesque
bride. . . . Elizabeth Lament’s year-old
canary died last week. . . . Harry Kalmine and Harry Mayer were recent
visitors.

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Magician Paul Carlo 'Bill Faulkner;
was a matinee drawing card for two
performances at the Pike, Claymont.
Richard Edge, manager, Pike, arranged
his schedule so that the magician’s an¬
nounced stage appearance would be late
enough to permit interested youngsters
to reach there after the holiday parade
in time for the magic show. Visitors
included John M. Talley, Star, Elmer,
N. J., who said that Carlo had packed
the house in a previous appearance
there, Mrs. John Koczak, Earle, New
Castle, and Henry L. Sholly, The
Exhibitor correspondent.
William Leute, manager, Edge Moor,
spent a day in New York as the guest
of a member of the cast of the stage
show “Oklahoma”. . . . Mrs. Norma
Jones, Edge Moor, attended her son,
David’s, graduation exercises at the
Alexis I. duPont School. . . . Sylvan
Shaivitz, manager, Crest, Woodcrest,
went to Atlantic City. . . . Herb Springbett, Warner, vacationed in New York.
. . . Frank Eckert, Sr., projectionist, S-W
Savoy, is working the film shows at

SHORTAGES
FILLED PROMPTLY

PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS
JOE ENGEL, Branch Manager
Office

1309-11 Vine St., Philo.

SHOW ROOMS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Roy Sullender, manager, Tower, Upper Darby, recently received the local Optimists
Club annual award as the individual who has done the most for boys in the area.
Making the presentation was Judge Albion Murray, newly elected club president,
as Mrs. Sullender and retiring president James Stout looked on.
June, 16, 1948
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THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬
ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
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Delaware Park for the track personnel.
. . . Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont, spent a weekend in the White
Mountains area.
—Henry L. Sholly

NEW JERSEY
T renton
The Princeton Film Center, Princeton,
N. J., was issued building permits by
Hopewell Township Inspector of Build¬
ings, Thomas Glennon, for repairs and
alterations to buildings totaling $35,000.
The Film Center, Gordon Knox, direc¬
tor, recently acquired the Grey farm
property on Carter Road, Hopewell
Township.
Conley George, staff manager, Stacy
and Mayfair, was visiting friends and
relatives in Michigan!
A Republican-Democratic coalition
maneuver for enactment of legislation to
legalize “Bingo” along the same lines
as pari-mutuel gambling is listed for
action when the legislature reconvenes
on Aug. 16. On the closing night of the
last session, Assemblyman Reiffin intro¬
duced a bill A-518 to legalize “Bingo”
when conducted for charity or by reli¬
gious or war veterans organizations.
Instead of referring the measure to one
of the regular committees, the Speaker
of the House referred the bill to a
special committee, and named Reiffin,
sponsor of A-518, as chairman, special
committee. The other members are
Vogel, Middlesex County, and Jones,
Republican,
Bergen
County.
Vogel
offered a “Bingo” bill, A-501, which was
rejected by the Judiciary Committee.
With a committee of three House mem¬
bers who advocate “Bingo,” it is quite
likely that the Reiffin Bill A-518 will be
reported out for a vote, despite the fact
that similar bills offered by Democrats
were sidetracked in committee.
The
managements
of
the
RKO
theatres in cooperation with The Tren-

tonia, are offering a $25 U. S. Savings
Bond and free theatre tickets to patrons
who guess the winner of the Louis-Walcott boxing bout, naming the winner,
round, and time. . . . The Capitol mana¬
gement used a donkey on the streets,
carrying a banner advertising “Albuqueque”. Henry Scholl, house manager, was
served with a summons for alleged vio¬
lation of the city sign ordnance.

PENNSYLVANIA
Elizabethville
An ordinance levying a tax of five per
cent on admissions to the local theatre
and traveling shows, plus a $2 annual
permanent permit, will become effective
on July 1 in this Dauphin County com¬
munity. Another ordinance places a
license tax of $10 on juke boxes, pinball
machines, pool tables, bowling alleys,
etc. The two measures were passed by
Borough Council because members felt
that more money was needed to run the
borough. Borough Secretary H. S. Matter
was designated collector of these special
taxes.

Harrisburg
In a two-column newspaper ad, man¬
ager Bob Sidman, Senate, offered a oneyear pass for two to the person sub¬
mitting the best solution to help “Harris¬
burg’s show business out of its dold¬
rums.” He headed the ad with these
statements: “Hollywood Is Upset! Har¬
risburg Is in Movie-Going Slump! ! !
What’s It to You? . . . Plenty! ! !” As a
postscript, manager Sidman suggested,
“You might get some ideas by dropping
in at the Senate tonight, and seeing our
fine drama, ‘All My Sons.’ ”
The latest thing in “strikes” was
demonstrated here when members of the
Tony Martin Fan Club “picketed” the
Senate at its opening of the new Tony
Martin film, “Casbah”. Three attractive
girls, all officers of the club, carried
placards reading “Unfair To Tony

236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1239 Vine Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 4-0100
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Two snappy fronts in the Philadelphia area which really helped bring in the
patrons recently are shown. At top, RKO’s “The Miracle of the Bells” receives the
bally treatment at the S-W Earle, while at bottom the feature display for Film
Classics’ “Women In The Night”, S-W Capitol is shown.
June 16, 1646
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Martin. Don’t Let Our Croon Prince Die
In ‘Casbah”. Robert Sidman, manager,
halted the demonstration shortly after it
began by negotiating with Dolores
Minsky, president of the club. The
“settlement” included a phone call to
the New York offices of U-I, producers
of the film, where Henry Linet, exploita¬
tion director, assured Miss Minsky that
the fan club’s favorite crooner would
be kept alive for the duration of his next
picture. The girls also received promises
of autographed photographs of Martin.
Sidman said that the local fan club had
protested by mail about two weeks before
saying, “. . . it breaks our hearts to
think that the only time our idol comes
to the city of Harrisburg, it has to be in
a picture in which he dies. It is our
earnest hope that for this reason you
will not play ‘Casbah’ at your theatre,”
Sidman’s reply, which the club termed
“insulting”, suggested that they see the
picture from the middle, leaving at the
same point after Martin has been re¬
vived from his cinematic death, and is
hale and hearty. Other pickets were
Nancy Shreffler and Doris Mills, also
local girls.
Ira L. Schiffman, general manager,
National and Rialto, returned home
from the hospital following an operation.
He expects to resume his duties soon. . . .
Manager Francis DeVerter, Rio, ar¬
ranged three radio interviews for Tex
Ritter when the western star and his
horse, “White Flash,” played that
theatre for two days. A special ram was
built to get the horse to the stage and
manager DeVerter secured newspaper
coverage and a photograph on this angle.
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slot machines, “bingo”, and
other
amusements has attracted statewide
attention, has eased up one of the bans
on such attractions. “Bingo” games may
be played for the purpose of raising
funds for churches or other religious
organizations, churches, for the purpose
of raising building or improvement
funds,
and
charities
and
welfare
grounds, for the purpose of aiding wel¬
fare and other work. No commercial
“Bingo” pai'lors operated by individuals
or groups, clubs, or associations for
commercial gain will be allowed.

Reading
The Robesonia, Berks County, school
board has joined the list of school boards
and borough councils that have decided
to tax theatres and other amusements,
to
increase
the
district’s
working
revenues. Final action on the tax pro¬
posal, calling for a 10 per cent levy on
all admissions tickets, will be taken on
July 8. Gilbert L. Keppley is secretary of
the board. Robesonia has one theatre,
the Pioneer. In West Reading, where the
school board recently passed on pre¬
liminary reading a 10 per cent admis¬
sions tax resolution, final action is
uncertain. Howard Whittle, manager of
the only theatre in West Reading, the
Penn, has given notice to school board
members that if the tax is passed, he
will immediately discontinue operating
the theatre, and that he will lease it to

TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners (230 N. 13th) July 6, 2:30,
“Key Largo.”

RKO (250 N. 13th) 22. 10:30, “Mystery
in Mexico”; 22, 2:30, “Race Street”; 23,
10:30, “Your Red Wagon”.
20th Century-Fox (302 N. 13th) June
18, 2:30, “The Street With No Name”.
a business firm for a non-theatrical,
mercantile
business.
West
Reading
Borough Council had under considera¬
tion, in making up its 1948 budget last
December, a similar tax on amusements,
but decided not to go through with it.
Since then, councilmen were described as
regretting they had passed up this source
of revenue, and as trying to determine
whether the council and the school
board could split 50-50 the income ex¬
pected to be derived from the proposed
10 per cent tax in West Reading.
No decision has been announced in
the applications of two Reading broad¬
casting companies for permits to operate
television stations in this city. They are
the Hawley Broadcasting Company,
operating WEEU and WEEU-FM, and
the Eastern Radio Corporation, operat¬
ing WHUM. It will be several months,
it is stated, before all the testimony in

Harvey's Lake
The Sandy Beach Drive-in, which
opened recently, has been coming along
nicely. Sam Slomowitz is owner, and the
spot has a 500-car capacity. Simplex
in-car speakers and four-star sound were
installed
through
National
Theatre
Supply’s Ralph Pries.

From a CANDY MACHINE
.

Pete Magazzu, Laura, joyfully an¬
nounced the world premiere of his latest
attraction which had its “first showing”
on Memorial Day at 10.21 a. m. He told
the world about it by having his marquee
read: “Now showing ‘Another Boy’ In¬
troducing ‘Baby Andy’, a Pete Magazzu
Specialty.”

...

LOBBY SHOP

You'll get the RIGHT equipment
for your theatre, plus the RIGHT

Lancaster

kind of service, when you let Berio

It was indicated by city officials last
week following the second disastrous fire
in two years in the Grand building that
physical changes would be ordered. Just
what these changes would be was not
known immediately. Both fires, however,
started in the basement, under the
theatre this time, and under an adjacent
store in 1946, and then the flames shot
up an air shaft. Fire damage was
estimated
at
over
$100,000. Three
hundred persons walked unharmed out
of the theatre while a score were routed
from upstairs apartments. Four firemen
were overcome by smoke. Three adjoin¬
ing stores suffered most of the damage,
the theatre’s lobby and basement being
damaged considerably, but the audi¬
torium was unscathed, and the theatre
opened for business the next day. All of
the film in the Grand booth was removed
to safety. The fire was discovered by
Charles
Shirley,
Grand
aide,
who
notified Robert Childs, assistant mana¬
ger, who immediately stopped the show,
assisted in aiding the audience from the
theatre, and called firemen.

handle sales at the "second box
office". Thirty years' experience has
taught us how to get maximum re¬
turns for every location. And you'll
have more timefree for the right kind of
showmanship that builds record grosses!

BERLO Vending Co.
333 S. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND
RECOVERING SERVICE

Lebanon

June 16, 1948

•. ...

to a complete

Hazleton

Dr. William W. Focht, Lebanon’s anti¬
gambling mayor, whose crusade against

...

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN

SIGNS-MARQUEES

JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.

4

260 N. 13th ST.

LO. 4-0226

>-•

COMPANY

305

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

NT-6

the case in transcribed, and the
examiner, Judge Fred M. Johnson, FCC,
Washington, makes a report and recom¬
mendation to the FCC.

BLUMBEBG BROS.
INC.

Theatre Equipment
and Supply Dealers

PARTS
FOR

AND

ALL

REPAIRS

TYPES

OF

PROJECTORS AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
Office Phone:

Emergency Nite Phone:

LOmbard

TRinity

3-7240 - 3-7241

7-2985 - 7-2986

1305-07 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

* PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed without Removing

WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240 N. 13th STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

COMPLETE

DRIVE-IN

EXHIBITOR

The Rajah, operated by the Keeney
interests, discontinued vaudeville until
next fall. The house will show straight
motion picture shows, except for special
rentals, stage shows, and engagements
by local organizations.
One of Reading’s largest “Bingo”
parlors, which lost its quarters in the
Capitol recently when the theatre was
sold to a furniture retailing company,
has reopened in a much smaller building.
The summer stock season is opening
in this locality, at Green Hills, Deer
Lake, and Mt. Gretna. George R. Snell,
Green Hills, opened a 12-week season on
June 14 with an Equity company in
“Years
Ago,”
price
ranging
from
$1.50 to $1.75, plus tax. The Kenley
Players opened on the same night at
Deer Lake with Kay Francis in “The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney.” John Kenley, the
producer, operated the Plaza, Reading,
in stock shows last winter.
Berks County Grangers, holding their
quarterly
meeting
in
Gouglersville,
heard a spirited address by W. John
Blatt, West Leesport, attacking the
amusements tax law passed by the 1947
state legislature. The Grangers’ view¬
point is that the amusements tax is
unfair to the smaller and weaker finan¬
cially rated districts. Among other
things, Blatt, as master of the Berks
County Grange, asserted: “Municipali¬
ties under present law can levy a tax for
school purposes on anything the state
has not taxed. Several school districts
have already levied a 10 per cent amuse¬
ment tax. I feel this is an unfair taxa¬
tion. The richer districts have the ad¬
vantage, and the poorer districts get
nothing. A general sales tax with
proper exemptions, and the money
allotted to districts according to assessed
valuation, would be a fair tax, and
everyone would benefit by it.” A Goug¬
lersville clergyman, the Rev. John M.
Hassler, suggested that Grangers should
“take a determined stand” against
“crime topics in motion pictures, comic
strips, and on radio programs,” as one
of four factors in a youth program for
residents on farms and farm towns.
Improvements at the Strand, enlarg¬
ing the foyer and the offices by space
formerly used as one of the storerooms
in the front of the building, will be com¬
pleted late this month. Manager Paul
H. Esterly will present a special program
for the week when the work is finished.

Royersford
Royersford Borough Council gave
notice of passage of an ordinance levy¬
ing an amusement tax on theatre admis¬
sions, pin ball machines, and juke boxes.
The ordinance will becoming effective
early in July.

Kl-V CITY

Atlantic City (3)—Hollywood and
Shore, “All My Sons” (U-I); Warner,
“Silver River” <WB); Strand, “Fury At
Furnace Creek” <20th-Fox); Apollo,
“Summer Holiday” <MGM); Stanley,
“Arch Of Triumph” (UA) ; Steel Pier,
“Hazard” (Para.).
Wilmington, Del. (4)—Warner, “I
Remember Mama”
< RKO);
Loew’s,
Aldine, “Homecoming” (MGM); Rialto,
“Green Grass Of Wyoming” <20th-Fox);
Queen, “Woman In White” (WB);
Arcadia, “Silver River” (WB); Grand,
“The Bold Frontiersman” (Rep.), “Stork
Bites Man” (UA).
Philadelphia (5)—Aldine, “Hazard”
(Para.);
Boyd, “Wallflower”
(WB);
Capitol, “Angels Alley” (Mono.), “Peri¬
lous Waters” (Mono.) ; Earle, “All My
Sons” (U-I); Fox, “Fury At Furnace
Creek” (20th-Fox) ; Goldman, “State
Of The Union” (MGM) ; Karlton, “Lady
From Shanghai”
(Col.); Mastbaum,
“Silver River” (WB) ; Pix, “Henry V”
(UA) ; Princess, “Citizen Saint” (Elli¬
ott); Stanley, “Homecoming” (MGM);
Stanton, “Tarzan and the Mermaids”
(RKO).

V0 YOU REMEMBER?
Thirty-two Years Ago: The Pike,
Sixth and Pike, Philadelphia, was bought
by David Altman from Daniel H. Red¬
mond, the price being $32,700, with
$25,700 remaining on a mortgage . . .
Zenith M. P. Company was chartered
under laws of Delaware, to deal in ma¬
chines and supplies.

Thomasville
The Lincoln Drive-In opened on June
1. Henry Halliwell is operating, and the
spot has a 500-car capacity.

VARIETY CLUB
Philadelphia, Tent 13
“Fighting Father Dunne” was screened
through the courtesy of RKO.
The American Legion Variety Post
Number 713 will hold its last meeting of
the season at the Variety Club tomorrow
(June 17). Everett Callow, commander
of the post, has lined up an important
guest speaker who has recently returned
from Palestine as the highlight of the
evening.

EQUIPMENT

MOTIOGRAPH’S NEW "AA” LINE
Now is the time to plan
Quotations—Drawings—Complete Information
Write, Wire or Call Your Motiograph Dealer

VINCENT M. TATE
1618-20 Wyo. Ave., Forty Fort—Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Telephone: W.B. 7-2096
Gt the BEST—"Motiograph Stands the Gaff"

JACK SEIDMAN

:

:

:

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS
311

:

North 13th

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING
Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennsylvania upstate exhib Pete Magazzu, head, P. A. Magazzu Productions, recently
staged the world premiere of the firm’s latest production, "Another Boy,” with
this marquee at one of Magazzu’s houses calling attention to the opening.
June 16, 1946

Columbia
(1946-47 release* from 801 up;
1947-48 releases from 901 up)
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-W-William Bishop, Gloria
Henry, Forrest Tucker—Pleasing western for the duallers—75m.—see March 31 issue—(902).
BEST MAN WINS—D—Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, Robert
Shayne—Pleasing dualler—75m.—see May 12 issue—
Leg.: B.—(901).
BIONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY-C-Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Simms—Okeh series entry- 67m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(913).
BLONDIE'S REWARD—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms—Average series entry—67m.—see May
26 issue.
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Eve Miller—Okeh 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(961).
CORONER CREEK—W—Randolph Scott, Marquerite Chap¬
man, George
Macready—Good western—90m.—see
June 23 issue—(Cinecolor).
DEVIL SHIP—MD—Richard Lane, Louise Campbell, William
Bishop—Okay programmer for the duallers—62m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(923).
DOWN TO EARTH—FANMU—Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks,
Marc Platt—Colorful entry is good entertainment—
101m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B—(930).
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-C-Red Skelton, Janet Blair,
Don McGuire—Entertaining comedy—93m.—see May
12 issue.
GLAMOUR GIRL—DMU—Gene Krupa and his Orchestra,
Virginia Grey, Michael Duane—Pleasing program¬
mer for the duallers—68m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—
(907).
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—F—Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone,
Edward Everett Horton—Wacky comedy is good for
loads of laughs—86m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(929).
I

LOVE TROUBLE—MYMD—Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,
Janis Carter—Interesting meller has names to help
the selling—94m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(934).

LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE—MD—Rita Hayworth, Orson
Welles, Everett Sloane—Names will make the dif¬
ference—87m.—see April 28 issue—(938)—Leg.: B.
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Good 'Durango Kid' west¬
ern—56m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(964).
LOST ONE, THE (La Traviata)—MU—Nelli Corradi, Gino
Mattera, Manfredi Polverosi—High-rating picturization of opera, "La Traviata"—80m.—see April 28
issue—(Italian-made).
MARY LOU—CMU—Robert Lowery, Joan Barton, Glenda
Farrell—Pleasing entry for the lower half—66m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(906).
MATING OF MILLIE, THE—C—Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes,
Ron Randell—Good comedy—87m.—see March 17 is¬
sue—(940).
MY DOG RUSTY—D—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann Do¬
ran-Pleasing lower half entry—67m.—see April 28
issue—(914).
PHANTOM VALLEY—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Virginia Hunter—Below series average—53m.
—see March 17 issue—(965).
PORT SAID—Gloria Henry, William Bishop, Steven Geray
—Adequate lower half entry—69m.—see April 28
issue—(909).
PRINCE OF THIEVES—MD—Jon Hall, Patricia Morison,
Adele Jergens—Period piece has the color and the
angles—72m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(Cinecolor)—(933).
RELENTLESS—WMD—Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman,
Willard Parker—Better than average meller—93m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(Technicolor)—(937).
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE—MD—Michael Duane,
Lenore Aubert, Richard Lane—For the lower half—
63m.—see March 17 issue—(920).
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA—CMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia
White, Eduardo Noriega—Latin-flavored musical is
okeh for the duallers—65m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(951).
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE—D—Susan Peters, Alexander
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter— Interesting dramatic entry—
84m.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B.—(936).
SIX-GUN LAW—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders—Good western—54m.—see March 3
issue—(962).
SONG OF IDAHO—WCMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent—Okeh musical western—66m.—
see May 26 issue—(952).
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Gloria
Henry, Jack Holt—Good Autry—79m.—see April 28
issue—(Cinecolor).
“ THUNDERHOOF—MD—Preston Foster, Mary Stuart, Wil¬
liam Bishop — Absorbing outdoor entry — 76m. — see
June 23 issue.
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-MD-Dick Powell, Signe
Hasso, Maylia—High-rating documentary-type meller
— 109m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(935).
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE—MD—Chester Morris, June
Vincent, Richard Lane—Average series entry—67m.—
see May 12 issue—(921).
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—CMU—Jean Porter,
Jimmy Lloyd, June Preisser—Routine dualler—70m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—Leg: B—(919).
WEST OF SONORA—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Anita Castle—Okeh 'Durango Kid'—55m.—see
May 12 issue—(966).
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS - MUW - Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Nancy Saundeis—Good series entry—54m.—
see June 9 issue—(963).
WOMAN
FROM
TANGIER,
THE—MD—Adele
Jergens,
Stephen Dunne, Michael Duane—Okeh meller for the
duallers—66m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(910).
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-D-Willard Parker, Edgar
Buchanan, Patricia White—Title should help pleasing
dualler—68m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).

THE CHECK-UP of all features and
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TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ARKANSAS SWING, THE—Hoosier Hot Shots, Gloria
Henry, Stuart Hart.
BIG BEND BADMEN—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Helen Mowery.
BIG SOMBRERO, THE — Gene Autry, Elena Verdugo,
Stephen Dunne.
BLACK ARROW, THE—Louis Hayward, Janet Blair, George
Macready.
BLACK EAGLE—William Bishop, Virgina Patton, James
Bell.
BLAZING ACROSS THE PECOS - Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Patricia White.
BLONDIE'S SECRET—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms.
EL DORADO PASS — Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Elena Verdugo.
FBI MEETS SCOTLAND YARD-Dennis O'Keefe, Louis Hay¬
ward, Jimmy Lloyd.
GALLANT BLADE, THE—Larry Parks, Marguerite Chap¬
man, Victor Jory—(Cinecolor).
GENTLEMAN FROM NOWHERE - Warner Baxter, Fay
Baker, Wilson Graff.
HEARSAY—William Holden, Lee J. Cobb.
HER WONDERFUL LIFE—Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth, Janis
Carter—(Italian-made).
I

SURRENDER DEAR—Gloria Jean, David Street, Don
McGuire.
LADIES OF THE CHORUS-Adele Jergens, Rand Brooks,
Marilyn Monroe.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE—Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche,
Carter.
LOADED PISTOLS—Gene Autry, Barbara Britton,
Holt.
LOVES OF CARMEN, THE—Rita Hayworth, Glenn
Ron Randell—(Technicolor).
LULU BELLE—Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery,
Kruger—(Bogeaus).

Janis
Jack
Ford,
Otto

KEY
Leg. is the symbol for the Legion of Decency ratings
which are included in cases where the pictures are classi¬
fied as either objectionable in part (B) or condemned
(C). Films without a Legion of Decency rating are either
unobjectionable or unclassified.
Abbreviations following titles indicate type of picture.
ACD—Action drama
AD—Adventure drama
ADMD—Adult melodrama
BID—Biographical drama
BIDMU—Biographical drama
with music
C—Comedy
CAR—Cartoon Feature
CD—Comedy drama
CDMU—Comedy drama
musical
CFAN—Comedy fantasy
CFANMU—Comedy
fantasy musical
CMD—Comedy melodrama
CMU—Comedy musical
COMP—Compilation
COSMD—Costume melodrama
D—Drama
DFAN—Drama fantasy
DMU—Dramatic musical
DOC—Documentary
DOCD—Documentary drama
ED—Educational feature
F—Farce
FAN—Fantasy
FANMU—Fantasy musical
FMD— Factual melodrama
FMU—Farce musical
HISD—Historical drama
MDMU—Melodrama musical
MD—Melodrama
MUC—Musical comedy

MUCD—Musical comedy
drama
MU—Musical
MUSAT—Musical satire
MUW—Musical western
MY—Mystery
MYC—Mystery comedy
MYCM—Mystery comedy
musical
MYD—Mystery drama
MYMD—Mystery melodrama
MYMU—Mystery musical
NOV—Novelty
OD—Outdoor drama
OMD—Outdoor melodrama
PD—Psychological drama
ROMC— Romantic comedy
ROMCMU—Romantic
comedy musical
ROMD—Romantic drama
ROMDMU—Romantic drama
with music
SAT—Satire
SCD—Sex comedy drama
TRAV—Travelogue
W—Western
WC—Western comedy
WCMD—Western comedy
musical
WD—Western drama
WMD—Western melodrama
WMDMU—Western melodrama
musical

1948

MAN
FROM COLORADO, THE—Glenn
Ford, William
Holden, Ellen Drew—(Technicolor).
MANHATTAN ANGEL—Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrrell, Ross
Ford.
OUTLAW TAMER, THE—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders.
PHOTO FINISH—Gloria Henry, Stanley Clements, David
Bruce.
RETURN OF OCTOBER, THE—Glenn Ford, Terry Moore,
James Gleason—(Technicolor).
RUSTY LEADS THE WAY—Ted Donaldson, Ann Doran, John
Litel.
RUSTY SAVES A LIFE—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann
Doran.
SINGIN' SPURS—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia White, Kirby
Grant.
TRAIL TO LAREDO—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia Maxey.
UNDERCOVER MAN—Glenn Ford, Nina Foch, James Whit¬
more.
WALKING HILLS—Randolph Scott, Ella Raines, William
Bishop.
„
WINNER TAKE NOTHING-Caraeron Mitchell, Virgin!*
Grey, Blake Edwards.
WRANGLER, THE—Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton, ’ Gabby
Hayes—(Cinecolor).

Eagle Lion
(1946-47 release* from 101 and 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-AD-Arturo De Cordova,
Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey—Highly entertaining—
83m.—see March 17 issue—(812).
ASSIGNED TO DANGER — MD — Gene Raymond, Noreen
Nash, Mary
Meade—Satisfactory meller for the
duallers—66m.—see May 12 issue—(821).
BLACK HILLS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson—Good series entry—58m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(851).
CHECK YOUR GUNS-MUW-Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Nancy Gates—Good entry in the Dean series—55m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—(853).
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy'
St. John, Nancy Gates—Okeh series entry—58m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(530).
CLOSE-UP—MD—Alan Baxter, Virgina Gilmore, Richard
Kollmar—Programmer will fit nicely into the duallers
76m.—see April 28 issue—(824).
COBRA STRIKES, THE—MD—Sheila Ryan, Richard Fraser,
Leslie Brooks—For the lower half—62m.—see May 26
issue—(820).
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE—D—Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne,
Donn Gift—Exploitable film has strongest appeal for
neighborhoods, small towns—77m.—see April 14 issue
—(Cinecolor)—(817).
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE—W—'Lash' La Rue, Al'Fuzzy'
St. John, Jennifer Holt—Okeh series entry—61m.—see
Nov. 26 issue—(527).
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Ros¬
coe Ates, Jennifer Holt—Good Dean entry—54m.—
see March 17 issue—(856).
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN—C—Stuart Edwin, Glenda Far¬
rell, Russ Vincent—Pleasing programmer for the
duallers—71m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(810).
MAN
FROM TEXAS—MUW—James Craig, Lynn
Bari,
Johnny Johnston—Mild western—71m.—see April 14
issue—(815).
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-C-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Cathy Downs—Abbott and Costello entry should find
popular appeal—77m.—see April 14 issue—(819).
OCTOBER MAN, THE-D-John Mills, Joan Greenwood,
Edward Chapman—Average British entry—85m.—see
March 31 issue—(English-mad)—(818).
OPEN SECRET—MD—John Ireland, Jane Randolph, Roman
Bohnen—Fast-moving meller packs plenty of punch—
70m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(813).
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—MUW—Eddie Dean,
Roscoe Ates,
Sarah Padden—Satisfactory series entry—57m.—see
April 28 issue—(857).
RAW DEAL—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha
Hunt—Exciting meller—78m.—see May 26 issue—(822).
RUTHLESS—D—Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
Absorbing entry—102m.—see April 14 issue—Leg.: B.
-(816).
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SHADOW VALLEY—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine series entry—58m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(852).
SMUGGLERS, THE—COSMD—Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent,
-Joan Greenwood—Technicolor import has limited ap¬
peal—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)—(811).
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-D-Ramon Del Gado, Sigrid
Gurie, Ralph Morgan—Fair programmer for the duallers—76m.—see May 12 issue—(823).
STAGE TO MESA CITY-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Jennifer Holt—Routine—52m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(758).
TAKE MY LIFE—MD—Hugh Williams, Greta Gynt, Francis
L. Sullivan—Well-made, suspenseful import—80m.—see
Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—(814).
T-MEN—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Mary Meade, Alfred Ryder
—Topnotch thriller is headed for higher returns—
91m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(809).
TIOGA KID, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jenni¬
fer Holt—Good western—54m.—see March 17 issue—
(858).
TORNADO RANGE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine—56m.—see March 3 issue—(854).
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Phyllis Planchard—Average Dean entry—58m.—see
March 17 issue—(855).
WHISPERING CITY—MYMD—Helmut Dantine, Mary An¬
derson, Paul Lukas—Fair meller will need plenty of
push—89m.—see Nov. 26 issue — (Canadian-made) —
(805).
TO

BE

REVIEWED OR

IN

PRODUCTION

ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS—Bess, the wonder horse;
Audrey Long, Cameron Mitchell.
ALL IN A GAME — James Brown, Noreen Nash, Sheila
Ryan.
BROKEN JOURNEY—Phyllis Calvert, Margot Grahame,
Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made).
CALENDAR, THE—Greta Gynt, John McCallum, Sonia
Holm—(Eng lish-made).
CANON CITY—Scott Brady, Charles Russell, Mary Meade
—83m.—(826).
COBRA STRIKES, THE—Sheila Ryan, Leslie Brooks, Richard
Fraser—62 m.—(820).
CORPSE CAME CALLING, THE — Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl
Walker, Paul Bryar.
ESTHER WATERS—Kathleen Ryan, Dirk Bogarde,
Fay
Compton—(Eng lish-made).
HOLLOW TRIUMPH—Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie
Brooks.
IN THIS CORNER—Scott Brady, Anabel Shaw, Mary
Meade.
INSIDE THE WALL—Lucille Bremer, Richard Carlson, Tom
Brown.
LADY AT MIDNIGHT—Richard Denning, Tom Dugan, Lora
Lee Michel.
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE—Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cummings,
Anna Sten.
LORD BYRON—Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling, Joan Green¬
wood—(Eng lish-made).
MAN WITHOUT A GUN - Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Ellen
Hall.
MICKEY—Irene Hervey, Bill Goodwin, Lois Butler—(Cinecolor)-87m.-(825).
MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND-Gene Raymond, Francis
Lederer, Osa Massen.
MIRANDA—Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, Glynis Johns
-(English-made).
MR. PERRIN AND MR. TRAIL—David Farrar, Marius Gor¬
ing, Greta Gynt—(English-made).
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—Joan Leslie, James Craig, Jack
Oakie— (Cine color)— 79m.—(830).
OLIVER TWIST—Robert Newton, Kay Walsh, Alec Guin¬
ness—(Eng lish-made)—(828).
OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948, THE-(English-made)-(Technicolor).
RAMPAGE—Bess, the Wonder Horse; Cameron Mitchell,
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).
RED SHOES, THE—Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Leon¬
ide Massine—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SARABAND—Stewart Granger,
Francoise Rosay, Joan
Greenwood—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC—John Mills, Derek Bond, Anne
Firth—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SHED NO TEARS—Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank
Albertson—70m.—(829).
SLEEPING CAR TO VENICE-Albert Lieven, Derrick De
Marney, Jean Kent—(English-made).
SPIRITUALIST, THE—Turhan Bey, Lynn Bari, Cathy O'Donnell—79m.—(827).
29 CLUES—Richard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts.
WHEN THE DEVIL DRIVES-Jamet Cardwell, Jan Ford,
Damian O'Flynn.

Film Classics
ARGYLE SECRETS-MYMD-William Gargan, Marjorie
Lord, Ralph Byrd—Dualler has exploitation possibil¬
ities—63m.—see May 12 issue.
BLONDE ICE—MD—Robert Paige, Leslie Brooks, Russ Vin¬
cent— Okeh dualler—73m.—see May 26 issue.
DEVIL'S CARGO—MYMD—John Calvert, Rochelle Hudson,
Roscoe Karns—Satisfactory programmer for the duallers—61 m.—see March 31 issue.
DISCOVERY — DOC — Admiral Byrd, and his group of
scientists, astronomers, and naval personnel—Highly
exploitable documentary—74m.—see July 9 Issue—
(Discovery).
FOR YOU I DIE—MD—Cathy Downs, Paul Langton, Mischa
Auer—Above average dualler—76m.—see Dec. 24
Issue.
MONEY MADNESS—D—Hugh Beaumont, Frances Rafferty,
Harlan Warde— Interesting programmer for the duallers—73m.—see April 14 issue.
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-DOC-Adolph Hitler, Eva
Braun, Herman Goering—Topical documentary has
exploitation angles—60m.—see May 26 issue.
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—DOCD—Tala Birell, William
Henry, Virginia Christine—Saleable exploitation entry
—90m.—see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.: B.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY—Rory
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).
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Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—D—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,
Dorothy
Patrick—Moderate
programmer—76m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(818).
B.F.'S DAUGHTER—D—Barbara Stanwyck,
Van Heflin,
Charles Coburn—Well-made picturization of a best¬
seller—108m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(820).
BIG

CITY—CDMU—Margaret O'Brien,
Robert
Preston,
Danny Thomas—Names and angles will make the
difference—103m.—see April 14 issue—(827).

BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—C—Van Johnson, June Allyson,
Butch Jenkins—Topnotch comedy—98m.—see March
17 issue—(819).
EASTER PARADE—MU—Judy Garland, Fred Astaire, Peter
Lawford—Topnotch—103m.—see June 9 issue—(Tech¬
nicolor).
GONE WITH THE WIND-D-Clark Cable, Leslie How¬
ard, Olivia de Havilland—Reissue will still get the
dough—228m.—see
June
11
issue—(Technicolor)—
(3000).
GOOD NEWS—CMU—June Allyson, Peter Lawford, Patricia
Marshall—Pleasing comedy should attract attention—
92m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(810).
HIGH WALL—MD—Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall—The Taylor draw will have to make the
difference—99m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(815).
HOMECOMING—D—Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Anne Bax¬
ter— Solid—112m.—seg April 14 issue—(826).
IF

WINTER COMES—D—Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Angela Lansbury—Drama should get the women's
vote—97m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—(814).

DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS—MYD—Roland Winters, Victor
Sen Young, Mantan Moreland—Routine 'Chan' entry
64m.—see March 31 issue—(4712).
FIGHTING MAD—MD—Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Elyse
Knox—Good Palooka entry—75m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(4709).
FRENCH LEAVE—CMD—Jackie Cooper, Jackie Coogan,
Renee Godfrey—For the lower half—64m.—see April
28 issue—(4714).
FRONTIER AGENT—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Reno Blair—Below average western—56m.—
see June 9 issue—(4756).
GUN

TALK—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Christine Mclntire—Routine—57m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(674).

I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-MD-Don Castle, Elyse
Knox, Regis Toomey—Mild meller for the lower half
—70m.—see May 12 issue—(4716).
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-C-Joe Yule Renie
Riano, Dale Carnegie—Pleasing programmer has the
angles—65m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4704).
JINX MONEY—MYC—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Betty Cald¬
well—One of the better series entries—68m.—see
June 9 issue.
LAND OF THE LAWLESS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Ray
mond Hatton, Christine Mclntire—Average western—
59m.—see May 28 issue—(671).
LOUISIANA — BIDMU — Jimmie Davis, Margaret Lindsay,
John Gallaudet—High rating Monogram entry—85m.
—see Dec. 10 issue—(4703).
OKLAHOMA BLUES-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Virginia Belmont—Good Wakely—56m.—see
April 28 issue— (4761).

OVERLAND TRAILS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Raymond Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Better than aver¬
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-MUCD-Esther Williams,
age for the series—58m.—see March 31 issue—(4751).
Peter Lawford, Jimmy Durante—Names and angles
^ PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, Dub
will make the difference—107m.—see May 12 issue—
Taylor, Christine Larson—Routine series entry—53m.—
(Technicolor)—(828).
see June 9 issue.
PICADILLY INCIDENT—DMU—Anna Neagle, Michael Wild¬
ROCKY—OD—Roddy
McDowall,
Edgar
Barrier,
Nita
ing, Michael
Laurence—Moderate British
import—
Hunter—Above average outdoor film should have
88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made).
good appeal—76m.—see March 3 issue—(4705).
PIRATE, THE—MU—Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Walter
"" ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE-DMU-Movita, John Carroll,
Slezak—Topnotch
musical—101 '/am.—see
April
14
Antonio Moreno—Okeh reissue—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(Technicolor)—(825).
issue—(4710).
SEARCH, THE—D—Montgomery Clift, Aline MacMahon,
SIGN OF THE WOLF—ACD—Michael Whalen, Grace BradJarmila Novotna—Excellent dramatic entry—103m.—
ley, Darryl Hickman—Reissue for the duallers—69m.
see March 31 issue.
—see Sept. 3 issue—(4711).
STATE OF THE UNION—CD—Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hep¬
SMART POLITICS—CMU—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
burn, Van Johnson—Excellent, timely entry—121m.—
Frankie Darro—Moderate programmer for the duallers
see April 14 issue—(824).
—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
SUMMER HOLIDAY—ROMCMU—Mickey Rooney, Gloria De
«*' SONG OF THE DRIFTER—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'ConnonHaven, Walter Huston—High-rating comedy is headed
ball' Taylor, Mildred Coles—Typical series entry—
for the better returns—92m.—see March 17 issue—
53m.—see March 3 issue—(686).
(Technicolor)—(821).
STAGE STRUCK — MYD — Kane Richmond, Audrey Long,
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-MD-Johnny Weiss¬
Conrad Nagel—For the lower half—70m.—see May 26
muller, Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Average
issue—(4715).
reissue has the angles—71 m.—see April 28 issue—
(823).
WOLF CALL—OMD—John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—MD—Johnny Weissmuller,
Lynn—Reissue for the lower half—61 m.—see May 28,
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Reissue should
'47 issue—(619).
attract series' fans—80m.—see April 28 issue—(822).
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—D—Margaret O'Brien, Angela
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
Lansbury, George Murphy—O'Brien draw will help
routine programmer—74m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(816).
BACK TRAIL—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—CMU—Jeanette MacDonald,
COWBOY CAVALIER—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Tay¬
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell—Entertaining entry—115m.—
lor.
see Feb. 18 issue—Leg.: B—(Technicolor)—(817).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACT OF VIOLENCE—Van Heflin, Robert Ryan, Janet Leigh.
COMMAND DECISION—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson.
DATE WITH JUDY, A—Wallace Beery, Jane Powell, Eliza¬
beth Taylor—(Technicolor).
JULIA MISBEHAVES—Greer Garson,
Walter
Pidgeon,
Peter Lawford,
KISSING BANDIT, THE—Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
J. Carroll Naish—(Technicolor).
LUXURY LINER—George Brent, Frances Gifford, Jane
Powell—(Technicolor).
MASTER OF LASSIE—Edmund Gwenn, Janet Leigh, Tom
Drake—(Technicolor).
PERSONAL TOUCH, THE — Lionel Barrymore, Lucille
Bremer, Edward Arnold.
SECRET GARDEN, THE—Margaret O'Brien, Claude Jarman,
Jr., Dean Stockwell.
SECRET
LAND—Commentary
by
Robert Montgomery,
Robert Taylor, Van Heflin—(Technicolor).
SOUTHERN YANKEE, A—Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy,
Arlene Dahl.
SUN IN THE MORNING—Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd No¬
lan, Claude Jarman, Jr.—(Technicolor).
THREE GODFATHERS, THE—John Wayne, Pedro Armendariz, Mae Marsh—(Argosy)—(Technicolor).
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE—Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van
Heflin—(Technicolor).
WORDS AND MUSIC—Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
June Allyson—(Technicolor).

Monogram
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ANGEL'S ALLEY—CD—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Bene¬
dict-Better entry in the series—67m.—See Feb. 4
issue—(4708).
CAMPUS SLEUTH—MYCM—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Warren Mills—For the lower half—571/201.—see March
31 issue—(4713).
CHINESE RING, THE—MYMD—Roland Winters, Mantan
Moreland, Louise Currie—Good entry in the 'Chan'
series—67m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(626).
CROSSED TRAILS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Lynne Carver—Routine—53m.—see May 12
issue—(4755).

THE
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DEVIL'S PASS— lohnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
FIGHTING RANGER, THE—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Christine Larson.
GOLDEN EYE, THE—Roland Winters, Victor Sen Young,
Mantan Moreland.
HIGH TENSION—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Helen Parrish.
JOE NAMED PALOOKA,
Stanley Clements.
KIDNAPPED—Roddy
England.

A—Joe Kirkwood,

MacDowall,

Dan

Elyse Knox,

O'Herlihy,

Sue

MELODY MAN—Freddie Stewart, Phil Brito, June Preisser.
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—Allene Roberts, Scotty Beckett,
Charles Amt.
MURDER LOVES COMPANY—Leo Gorcey, Bowery Boys.
RANGE RENEGADES—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
Jennifer Holt—54m.
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE—Roland
John Alvin—65m.

Winters,

Deanie

Best,

16 FATHOMS DEEP—Arthur Lake, Lloyd Bridges—(AnscoColor).
SMUGGLERS'
Dell.

COVE—Leo

Gorcey,

Huntz

TRIGGERMAN—Johnny Mack Brown,
Virginia Carroll—56m.—(4752).

Hall,

Gabriel

Raymond

Hatton,

Allied Artists
(1947-48 releases from AA-1 up)
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-WC-Eddie Albert, Gale Storm,
James Gleason—Highly entertaining western comedy
—87m.—see May 12 issue (AA-8).
HUNTED, THE—D—Preston Foster, Belita, Pierre Watkin—
Interesting drama has the angles—83m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(AA-5).
PANHANDLE—WD—Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs,
Hadley—High-rating western should attract
attention—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(AA-7).

Reed
wide

SMART WOMAN—D—Brian Aherne, Constance Bennett,
Barry Sullivan—Attractive programmer has names
to help—93m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B—(AA-6).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BABE RUTH STORY, THE—William Bendix, Claire Trevor,
Charles Bickford.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN—Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
Gale Storm.
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BEIT YEARS OF OUR LIVES, THE-D-Myrna Loy, Frederic
March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wriqht—This rates
among the best—172m.—see Nov. 27, '46 issue—
(1946-47 releases from 4601 up;
(Goldwyn)—Leg.: B—(751).
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE-DFAN-Cary Grant, Loretta Young,
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
David Niven—High rating entertainment—108m.—see
ALBUQUERQUE — W — Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton,
Nov. 26 issue—(Goldwyn)—1852).
George 'Gabby' Hayes—Okeh for the outdoor fans—
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—TRAV—Frank Buck-Exploitation
90m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4709).
reissue is packed with selling angles—65m.—see May
BEYOND GLORY—D—Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Tom Neal—
26 issue—(818).
Ladd starrer will get the dough—82m.—see June 23
DESIGN FOR DEATH-DOC-Produced by Theron Worth
issue—(4726).
and Richard O. Fleischer; narrated by Kent Smith
BIG CLOCK, THE—D—Ray Milland, Charles Laughton,
and Hans Conreid—Thrill-packed documentary—48m.—
Maureen O'Sullivan—Milland draw will help fastsee Feb. 4 issue.
moving meller—95m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(4713).
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK—MD—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-CD-Pat O'Brien, Darryl
Anne Gillis—Good entry for the duallers—70m.—see
Hickman, Una O'Connor—Pleasant program—93m.—
Nov. 26 issue—(4706).
see May 12 issue—(816).
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—MD—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
FORT APACHE—MD—John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley
Stanley Clements—For the lower half—62m.—see June
Temple—Soldiers and Indians show should get the
9 issue—(4722).
dough—127m.—see March 31 issue—(Argosy) —(870).
CAGED FURY—MD—Richard Denning, Shiela Ryan, Buster
GUNS OF HATE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Mar¬
Crabbe—Good entry for the duallers—60m.—see
tin—Routine—62m.—see May 26 issue—(819).
March 3 issue—(4711).
CRUSADES, THE—AD—Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian
I REMEMBER MAMA—D—Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel GedKeith—Reissue is packed with angles—126m.—see
des, Oscar Homolka—Topnotch—134m.—see March 31
June 9 issue.
issue—(868).
DREAM GIRL—CD—Betty Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Patric
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—CMU—Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
Knowles—Will depend on Hutton draw—85m.—see
Allyn Joslyn—Cantor-Davis draw will make the dif¬
May 26 issue—Leg. B—(4721).
ference—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(811).
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE—CMU—Bing Crosby, Joan Fon¬
LAWLESS VALLEY—W—George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Fred
taine, Roland Culver—Should land in the higher
Kohler—Average western reissue—59m.—see Dec. 24
grosses—106m.—see May 12 issue—(Technicolor)—
issue—(884).
(4720).
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—CD—Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
MELODY TIME—CAR—Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers,
John Lund — Topnotch — 116m. — see June 23 issue—
Ethel Smith, Buddy Clark — Should find plenty of
(4724).
popular appeal—75m.—see May 26 issue—(Disney)—
HATTER'S CASTLE—MD—Robert Newton, James Mason,
(Technicolor).
Deborah Kerr — Mediocre British entry — 100m. — see
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-D-Fred MacMurray, Valli,
April 28 issue—(English-made)—(4718).
Frank Sinatra—Picturization of best-seller will land
HAZARD—CD—Paulette Goddard, Macdonald Carey, Fred
in the higher grosses—120m.—see March 17 issue—
Clark—Names will make the difference—95m.—see
(Lasky-MacEwen)—(869).
March 31 issue—Leg.: B.—(4716).
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA - D - Rosalind Russell,
I WALK ALONE—MD—Burt Lancaster, Lizabeth" Scott,
Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey—Play picturiza¬
Kirk Douglas—Rugged meller has the names and
tion will need special handling— 153m.—see Nov. 26
angles to sell—98m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(4708).
Issue—(865).
MR. RECKLESS — MD — William Eythe, Barbara Britton,
NIGHT SONG—D—Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon, Ethel
Walter Catlett—For the lower half—66m.—see March
Barrymore—Names and femme appeal will make the
3 issue—(4712).
difference—101 m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(806).
ROAD TO RIO—FMU—Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour—The Crosby-Hope combination will get the
OUT OF THE PAST—MYMD—Robert Mitchum, Jane Greer,
business—100m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(4707).
Kirk Douglas—Average meller has the Mitchum draw
to help—97m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(807).
SAIGON—MD—Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Donald DickTypical Ladd show—94m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4710).
PEARL, THE—D—Pedro Armendariz, Marie Elena Marques,
Fernando Wagner—Powerful drama for class and
SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-C-Veronica Lake, Joan Caul¬
specialty houses—77m.—see March 3 issue—(Mexicanfield, Barry Fitzgerald—Entertaining comedy—89m.—
made)—(867).
see March 31 issue—(4714).
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—MUW—George O'Brien,
SHAGGY — OD — Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert
Marjorie Reynolds, Chill Wills—Okeh western re¬
Shayne—Good family entry for the duallers—71m.—
issue—64m.—see Jan. 21 issue.
see April 28 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4717).
SO EVIL MY LOVE-MYD-Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Ger- * RENEGADE RANGER, THE-W-George O'Brien, Rita Hay¬
worth, Ray Whitley—Okeh western reissue—59m.—
aldine Fitzgerald—Names will have to carry slowsee Dec. 24 issue—(883).
moving drama— 108Vim.—see June 9 issue—(EnglishRETURN OF THE BADMEN-W-Randolph Scott, Robert
made) —(4723).
Ryan, Anne Jeffreys—Average western has the angles
SPEED TO SPARE — MD — Richard Arlen, Jean Rogers,
—90m.—see May 26 issue—(817).
Richard Travis—For the lower half—57m.—see March
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS-OD-Johnny Weissmuller,
3 issue—(4715).
Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian—Exploitation show has
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—MD—William Gargan, Mary
the usual angles—68m.—see April 14 issue—(Lesser)
Beth Hughes, Richard Travis—Okeh meller for the
-(813).
lower half—63m.—see May 26 issue—(4719).
TIMBER STAMPEDE—W—George O'Brien, Marjorie Reynolds,
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
Chill Wills—Satisfactory western reissue—60m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(886).
ACCUSED, THE—Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wen¬
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-MUW-George O'Brien, Rosalind
dell Corey.
Keith,
Ray Whitley—Average western reissue—60m.
CONNECTICUT YANKEE, A—Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming,
—see Jan. 7 issue—(885).
Sir Cedric Hardwicke—(Technicolor).
TYCOON—MD—John Wayne, Laraine Day, Sir Cedric
DARK CIRCLE—Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mit¬
Hardwicke—Names should help overlong meller—
chell.
128m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(866).
DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS—Anne Crawford, Siobhan Mc¬
WESTERN HERITAGE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Kenna—(English-made).
Martin—Good western—61m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(812).
DISASTER—Richard Denning, Trudy Marshall, Damion
WILD HORSE MESA-W-Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
O'Flynn.
Martin—Okeh western—61m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(809).
DYNAMITE—Virginia Welles, William Gargan, Richard
Crane.
FROZEN GOLD—Robert Lowery, Russell Hayden
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
GREAT GATSBY, THE—Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
Carey.
HEIRESS, THE—Olivia de Havilland,- Miriam Hopkins.
BLOOD ON THE MOON—Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC-Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Billy
Geddes, Robert Preston.
De Wolfe.
BODYGUARD—Lawrence Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve
MY OWN TRUE LOVE—Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas,
Brodie.
Wanda Hendrix.
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, THE-Pat O'Brien. Robert Ryan,
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-Edward G. Robinson,
Barbara Hale—(Technicolor).
John Lund, Gail Russell.
ENCHANTED—David Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn Keyes
NOW AND FOREVER—Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey,
— (Goldwyn).
Wanda Hendrix.
EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED—Cary Grant, Franchot
PALEFACE, THE—Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Samuel Z. Hinds
Tone, Diana Lynn.
—(Technicolor).
GOOD SAM—Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe—
SEALED VERDICT—Ray Milland, Florence Marly, John
(Rainbow).
Ridgely.
HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD - Leon Errol, Nan Leslie,
SORROWFUL JONES—Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne
Steve Brodie.
Saunders.
INDIAN AGENT—Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER—Barbara Stanwyck. Burt Lan¬
INDIAN SUMMER—Ann Sothern, Alexander Knox, Georgs
caster, Ann Richards.
Tobias.
SPECIAL AGENT—William Eythe, Laura Elliot, George
JOAN OF ARC—Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Georgs
^0gyg5a
Colouris—(Sierra)—(Technicolor).
TATLOCK MILLIONS, THE—Wanda Hendrix, John Lund,
LONG DENIAL, THE—Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara.
Barry Fitzgerald.
Gloria Grahame.
WHISPERING SMITH—Alan Ladd, Brenda Marshall, Robert
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA—Terry Moore, Ben John¬
Preston—(Technicolor).
son, Robert Armstrong—(Arko).
MYSTERY IN MEXICO—William Lundigan, Jacqueline
White, Jacqueline Dalya.
RKO
RACE STREET-George Raft, William Bendix, Marilyn
Maxwell.
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER—Loretta Young, William
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
Holden, Robert Mitchum.
ROUGHSHOD—Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr., Gloria
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-W-Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Nan
Leslie—Good western—63m.—see April 14 issue—(814).
Grahame.
6AMBI—CAR—Reissue is top flight Disney—71 m.—see
SONG IS BORN, A-Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Steve
Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(892).
Cochran—(Goldwyn)—(Technicolor).
BERLIN EXPRESS - MD - Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,
STATION WEST—Dick Powell, Jane Greer, Agnes MooreCharles Korvin—Documentary-type meller is exciting
head.
screen fare—86m.—see April 14 issue—(815).

Paramount
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Servisection 3
VARIETY TIME-Jack Paar.
VELVET TOUCH, THE—Rosalind Russell. Leo Genn, Claire
Trevor—(Independent Artists)—(872).
WEEP NO MORE—Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Byington.
WINDOW, THE—Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy, Bobby
Driscoll.
YOUR RED WAGON—Cathy O'Donnell, Farley Grange:
Howard da Silva.

Republic
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Bob Steele, Linda Johnson—Good western—59m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(752).
BILL AND COO—NOV—George Burton's Love Birds—Cute
novelty should prove highly popular with youngsters
and family trade— 61 m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Trucolor)
(728).
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Roy Barcroft—Good western—60m.—see May
12 issue—(754).
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND - MUW - Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Trucolor)—(654).
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-C-Lyn Wilde, Lee Wilde, Adele
Mara—Pleasing dualler for the lower half—61m.—
see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B— (703).
CARSON CITY RAIDERS—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Beverly Jons—Routine—60m.—see June 9 is¬
sue—(755).
FLAME,. THE—MD—John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Robert
Paige—One of the better Republic offerings—97m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.:B—(628).
GALLANT LEGION, THE-MUW-Bill Elliott, Adrian Booth,
Joseph Schildkraut—Good western—88m.—see June 9
issue.
GAY RANCHERO, THE—MUW—Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,
Jane Frazee—Good Rogers—72m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(Trucolor) —(644).
HEART OF VIRGINIA—D—Janet Martin, Robert Lowery,
Frankie Darro—For the lower half—61m.—see April
14 issue—(707).
INSIDE STORY, THE-CD-Marsha Hunt, Charles Wlnninger, William Lundigan—Average programmer—87m.—
see April 14 issue—(705).
I, JANE DOE—D—Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston
—Names should help programmer—85m.—see May
26 issue—(710).
KING OF THE GAMBLERS — MD — Janet Martin, William
Wright, Thurston Hall—For the lower half—60m.—see
June 9 issue—(709).
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST—CMD—Lynne Roberts, Donald
Barry, Warren Douglas—For the lower half—58m.—
see April 14 issue—(706).
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-OMD-Lynne Roberts, Don¬
ald Barry, Don Castle—For the lower half—60m.—
see March 3 issue—(704).
MAIN STREET KID, THE—CD—Al Pearce, Janet Martin
Alan Mowbray—For the lower half—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(701).
NORTHWEST OUTPOST-DMU-Nelson Eddy, Ilona Mas¬
sey, Joseph Schildkraut—Names and music should
sell this—91 m.—see May 14 issue—(615).
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles—Routine western—59m.—see
March 17 issue—(753).
OLD LOS ANGELES—MUW—William Elliott, John Carroll,
Catherine McLeod—One of the better Republic offer¬
ings—87m.—see April 28 issue—(708).
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR - MD - Lynne Roberts,
Lloyd Bridges, George Zucco—Okeh meller for the
duallers—60m.—see June 9 issue.
SLIPPY McGEE—MD—Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Tom
Brown—For the lower half—65m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(702).
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS - MUW - Roy Rogers, Jane
Frazee, Andy Devine—Fair Rogers entry—70m.—see
May 26 issue—(Trucolor)—(731).
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-MUW-Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—65m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(Trucolor)—(652).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGEL IN EXILE—John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas
Gomez.
CIMARRON TRAILS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie Weller.
DAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS—Robert Livingstone, Mae
Clarke, James Cardwell.
DESPERADOES OF DODGE CITY-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Eddy Waller, Mildred Coles.
DRUMS ALONG THE AMAZON—George Brent, Vera Ral¬
ston, Brian Aherne.
EYES OF TEXAS, THE—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Lynne
Roberts—(Trucolor).
HOMICIDE FOR THREE—Warren Douglas, Audrey Long,
Lloyd Corrigan.
MACBETH—Orson Welles, Roddy McDowell, Jeanette
Nolan.
MARSHALL OF AMARILLO—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles.
MOONRISE—Dane Clark, Gail Russell, Ethel Barrymore—
(Feldman-Grantl.
NIGHT TIME IN NEVADA—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Sons
of the Pioneers—(Trucolor).
OUT OF THE STORM—Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis.
PLUNDERERS, THE—Rod Cameron, Ilona Massey, Adrian
Booth—(Trucolor).
RECOIL—William Wright, Janet Martin, William Henry.
RED PONY, THE—Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern—(Feldman-Mi I estone)—(Technicolor).
SONS OF ADVENTURE—Russell Hayden, Lynne Roberts,
Gordon Jones.
TIMBER TRAIL—Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts, Roy Barcroft
—(Trucolor)—(656).
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—William Phipps, Donald Barry,
Janet Martin.
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Servisection 4
Screen Guild
(1946-47 releasei from 4604 up;
’947-48 releases from 4701 up;
(1947-48 Herald releases from X-l up)
BOYI WHAT A GIRL—CMU—Tim Moore, Elwood Smith,
Sheila Guyse—Fair Negro entry—69m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(Herald)—(X-2).
SEPIA CINDERELLA — MU — Billy Daniels, Sheila Guyse,
Tondaleyo—High rating Negro entry—70m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(Herald)—(X-l).
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-OMD-Russell Hayden, Jen¬
nifer Holt, Emmet 'Pappy' Lynn—Okeh for the lower
half—42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4708).
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS - OMD - Russell Hayden,
Jennifer Holt, Tristram Coffin—For the lower half—
41m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4707).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
DEAD MAN'S GOLD—Lash La Rue, Al St. John,
Stewart.
MIRACLE IN HARLEM—Stepin Fetchit, Hilda Offley,
Guyse—(71m.)—(Herald) —(X-3).
PRAIRIE, THE—Alan Baxter, Lenore Aubert, Charles
—(76m.)—(4705).
STING OF THE LASH-Lash La Rue, Al St. John,
Stewart.

Peggy
Sheila
Evans
Peggy

SRO
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE-C-Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas—High rating—
93m.—see April 14 issue.
DUEL IN THE SUN-WMD-Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten—Money show—135m.—see Jan. 8, '47
—(Technicolor)—Leq.: B
PARADINE CASE, THE-MYD-Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton—Engrossing drama should net
high returns—116m.—see Jan. 7 issue.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Jennifer Jones, Joseph
Ethel Barrymore.

Cotten,

20th Century-Fox
(1947 releases from 701 up;
1948 releases from 801 up)
ANNA KARENINA—D—Vivien Leigh, Ralph Richardson,
Kieron Moore—Heavy English drama for class spots
—111m.—see April 28 issue—(English-made)—(Korda)
-(820).
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-C-Lois Collier, Richard Crane,
Skippy Homeier— For the lower half—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Wurtzel)—(817).
CALL NORTHSIDE 777—MD—James Stewart, Richard Conte,
Helen
Walker—Good
documentary-type
entry—
HOVim.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(805).
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-MD-Tyrone Power, Jean Peters,
Cesar Romero—High-rating—140m.—see Dec. 10 issue
—(Technicolor)—(801).
CHALLENGE, THE — MD — Tom Conway, June Vincent,
Richard Stapley—For the lower half—68m.—see Feb.
* 18 issue—(Reliance)—(807).
COUNTERFEITERS, THE—MYMD—John Sutton, Doris Mer¬
rick, Hugh Beaumont—Good entry for the duallers—
73m.—see June 23 issue—(Reliance)—(819).
DAISY KENYON—D—Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews,
Henry Fonda—Will get the women's vote— 98V2m.
see Dec. 10 issue—Leg.:B—(731).
DANGEROUS YEARS—D—William Halop, Ann E. Todd,
Jerome Cowan—For the lower half—62m.—see Dec.
24 issue—(Wurtzel)—(804).
ESCAPE—D—Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins, William Hart¬
nell—Import will need selling—78m.—see June 9 is¬
sue—(English-made)—(822).
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-MD-Victor Mature, Coleen
Gray, Glenn Langan—Fair programmer—88m.—see
April 14, issue—(815).
GAY INTRUDERS, THE—C—John Emery, Tamara Geva,
Leif Erickson—Entertaining above average dualler—
68m.—see June 23 issue—(Seltzer).
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY—CMU—Dan Dailey,
Charles Winninger, Nancy Guild — Pleasing entry
should ride into the better money—89m.—see May 26
issue—(Technicolor)—(827).
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE — D — Henry Fonda, Jane
Darwell, John Carradine— Reissue will have limited
appeal—129m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(745).
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING — OD — Peggy Cummins,
Charles Coburn, Lloyd Nolan—Good entry for the
rural and small town sectors—89m.—see May 12-issue
—(Technicolor)—(818).
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—MD—Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen,
Joe Sawyer—Fair who-dun-it for the lower half—
69m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Wurtzel)—(808).
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN—C—Paulette Goddard, Michael
Wilding, Diana Wynward—Technicolor import has
limited appeal—96m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Englishmade)—(Technicolor)—(809).
IRON CURTAIN, THE—MD—Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc—Topical entry offers wealth of selling
opportunities—87m.—see May 26 issue—(816).
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—C—John Emery, Hillary Brooke, Tay¬
lor Holmes—For the lower half—67m.—see March 17
issue—(Seltzer)—(813).
MEET ME AT DAWN—C—William Eythe, Stanley Holloway,
Beatrice Campbell—Minor import—89m.—see March
31 issue—(English-made)—(812).
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—PD—Burgess Meredith, Dulcie
Gray, Michael Shepley—Absorbing import has re¬
stricted appeal—105m.—see June 23 issue—(Englishmade)—(Korda)—(824).
SCUDOA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-D-June Haver, Lon McCallister, Walter Brennan—Very good entry, especi¬
ally for small town and rural spots—95m.—see March
17 issue—(Technicolor)—(811).
SITTING PRETTY—C—Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara,
Clifton Webb—High-rating comedy—84m.—see March
17 Issue—(810).
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TENDER YEARS, THE-D-Joe E. Brown, Richard Lyon,
Noreen Nash—Sterling entry for family trade—81m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(Alson)—(803).
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—MD—Tom Conway, Maria Palmer,
Helen Westcott—For the lower half—67m.—s»e April
14 issue—(Reliance)—(814).
TOBACCO ROAD — CD — Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
Charles Grapewin—Names and show's popularity
should help reissue—84m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(744).
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-MUD-Jeanne Crain, Dan
Dailey, Oscar Levant—Should bring in the dough91 m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY-Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Edmund Gwenn—(Technicolor).
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE-David Niven, Margaret Leigh¬
ton, Will Fyfe — (English-made) — (Korda) — (Techni¬
color).
BURLESQUE—Betty Grable, Dan Dailey, Jack Oakie—
(Technicolor).
CHECKERED COAT, THE-Tom Conway, Noreen Nash,
Hurd Hatfield—(Belsam)—(825).
CREEPER, THE—John Baragrey, Onslow Stevens, Janis
Wilson—(Reliance).
DEEP WATERS—Dona Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Ro¬
mero—(821).
FIGHTING BACK—Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary Gray
— (Wurtzel)—(828).
LETTER TO THREE WIVES—Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell,
Jeffrey Lynn.
LOST ILLUSION, THE—Michele Morgan, Ralph Richardson,
Sonia Dresdel—(English-made)—(Korda).
MARTIN ROME — Victor Mature, Richard Conte ,Betty
Garde.
NIGHT WIND—Charles Russell, Virginia Christine, Gary
Gray—(Wurtzel).
ROAD HOUSE—Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm.
SHAMROCK TOUCH, THE-Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter,
Cecil Kellaway.
SNAKE PIT, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, Mark
Stevens.
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-Mark Stevens, Lloyd Nolan,
Barbara Lawrence—(823).
THAT LADY IN ERMINE—Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Cesar Romero—(Technicolor).
THAT WONDERFUL URGE—Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,
Reginald Gardiner.
THIS WAS A WOMAN—Sonia Dresdel, Emyrs Jones, Bar¬
bara White—(English-mode).
TROUBLE PREFERRED—Peggy Knudson, Charles Russell,
Lynne Roberts—(Wurtzel).
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS—Linda Darnell, Rex Harrison, Rudy
Vallee.
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE—Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
Anne Baxter—(826).
WEST OF TOMORROW—Kristine Miller, Arthur Franz,
Mickey Knox—(Seltzer).
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-Bob Howard, Jean Willis, Mor¬
gan Farley—(Polimar)— 70m.— (829).
WINSLOW BOY, THE—Robert Donat, Margaret Leighton—
(English-made)—(Korda).
YELLOW SKY—Paulette Goddard, Gregory Peck, Richard
Wid mark—(Technicolor).

United Artists
ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE, THE - W - Richard
Martin, Frances Rafferty, Marc Cramer—For the lower
half—65m.—see May 14 issue—(Cinecolor)—(Comet).
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—D— Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton — Highly-touted entry should hit
the spot with femmes— 119V2m.—see March 3 issue—
(Enterprise)—(Leg.: B.).
FOUR FACES WEST — WD — Joel McCrea, Frances Dee,
Charles Bickford—Unusual western should attract
plenty of attention—90m.—see May 26 issue—(EnterHEREPCOMES TROUBLE (Laff-Time-Part 1)—C—Bill Tracy,
Joe Sawyer, Emory Parnell—Mild comedy for the
lower half—50m.—see April 28 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
INTRIGUE—MD—George Raft, June Havoc, Helena .Carter
—Raft name should help topical meller— 90m.—see
Dec. 24 issue—(Star).
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-DOC-The 11th Olym¬
pic meet covered by 600 cameramen; narrated by
Bill Slater; edited by Joseph Lerner and Max Rosen¬
baum—Good entry for sport spots—60m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(German-made).
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble, Who Killed Doc
Robin.
MAD WEDNESDAY—C—Harold Lloyd, Frances Ramsden,
Jimmy Conlin—Word-of-mouth should help delightful
comedy—89m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Sturges).
MAN OF EVIL—D—James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Wilfred
Lawson—Satisfactory English drama for class houses
—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B.
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A-see On Our Merry Way.
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—CD—Charles Chaplin, Martha Raye,
Marilyn Nash—Chaplin draw will make the differ¬
ence—123m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Chaplin)—Leg.: B.
ON OUR MERRY WAY-(A Miracle Can Happen)-CBurgess Meredith, Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurray—High rating comedy—107m.—see Feb. 18 issue—
(Bogeaus-Meredith)—Leg.: B.
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-DOC-Produced by Martin Le¬
vine and Oliver Unger—High rating documentary—
77m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Tola).
SILENT CONFLICT—W—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—Fair series entry—61 m.—see April 14 issue—
(Hopalong Cassidy).
SLEEP, MY LOVE—PD—Claudette Colbert, Robert Cum¬
mings, Don Ameche—Good psychological entry—
97m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Triangle).
SO THIS IS NEW YORK—C—Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee,
Virginia Grey—Entertaining comedy will need selling
—79'/2m.—see May 26 issue— Enterprise).
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE—CD—James Cagney, William
Bendix, Jeanne Cagney—Fine picturization of hit play
— 109m.—see June 9 issue—(Cagney).
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VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE-D-Conrad Nagel, Fritz Kortner,
Reinhold Schunzel—Mild drama for the duallers has
some angles to offer—77m.—see June 9 issue—(Wilder).
WHO KILLED DOC' ROBBIN-(Laff-Time-Part 2)-C-Virginia Grey, Don Castle, George Zucco—For'the lower
half—50m.—see May 26 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGRY GOD, THE—Alicia Parla, Casimiro Ortega— (Mex¬
ican-made)— (Fu I Icolor)—(Peskay).
ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT-Maria tyontez, Jean
Pierre Aumont, Dennis O'Keefe—(Nebenzal)—Leg.: B.
DEAD DON'T DREAM, THE—William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Mary Sawdon—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FALSE PARADISE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FLESH AND BLOOD—Madeleine Carrol—(Comet).
GIRL FROM MANHATTAN, THE-Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Laughton, George Montgomery—(Bogeaus).
INNOCENT AFFAIR, AN—Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles "Buddy" Rogers—(Nasser).
LITTLE PRINCE. THE — Feature length carioon— (Harman
Ising).
MY DEAR SECRETARY—Laraine Day, Kirk Douglas,Keenan
Wynn—(Popkin).
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE—(Kings of the Olympics—Part II)
—60m.—(Westport).
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO-George Raft, Akim Tamiroff(Star).
PITFALL—Dick Powell, Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt—(Regal).
RED RIVER—John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Joanne Dru—(Monterey) —Leg.: B.
SINISTER JOURNEY—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
STRANGE GAMBLE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
TEXAS, BROOKLYN, AND HEAVEN-Diana Lynn, Guy
Madison, James Dunn—(Golden).
VENDETTA—George Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce
—(California).

Universal-International
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 624 up)
ALL MY SONS—D—Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster,
Mady Christians—Engrossing drama promises heavy
grosses—94m.—see March 3 issue—(Leg.: B.)
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-D-Fredric March, Dan
Duryea, Ann Blyth—High calibre— 106'/2m.—see April
28 issue-(660).
ARE YOU WITH IT?-CMU-Donald O'Connor, Olga San
Juan, Martha Stewart—Entertaining programmer—
90m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B. (656).
BAD SISTER—D—Margaret Lockwood, Joan Greenwood, Ian
Hunter—Import has femme angles—90m.—see June
23 issue—(English-made)—(663).
BLACK BART—OMD—Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea,
Jeffrey Lynn—Should get the business—80m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(Technicolor).
BLACK NARCISSUS—D—Deborah Kerr, Flora Robson, Sabu
—Impressive English entry will need plenty of push—
89m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)
-Leg.: B—(629).
BROTHERS, THE-D-Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed—Good English drama for the class houses—90m.
see May 26 issue—(English-made).
BUSH CHRISTMAS—MD—Chips Rafferty, John Fernside,
Thelma Grigg—Okeh for the juvenile and family
trade—76m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Australian-made)—
(Prestige).
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—ROMD—Stewart Granger, Kathleen
Ruan, Cecil Parker—High-rating British import for
class and specialty houses—92m.—see Dec. 10 issue
(English-made)—(652).
CASBAH—ROMDMU—Yvonne DeCarlo, Tony Martin, Peter
Lorre—Remake of 'Algiers' should prove attractive
boxoffice—94m.—see March 17 issue—Leg.: B.
DEAR MURDERER—MD—Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Dennis
Price—Below average British import—90m.—see May
26 issue—(English-made)—(658).
DOUBLE LIFE, A—D—Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso, Ed¬
mond O'Brien—High rating drama—105m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(650).
HOLIDAY CAMP—C—Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack
Warner—Entertaining British offering—97m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(English-made).
JASSY—D—Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price
—Moderate English offering for class houses—96m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(Techni¬
color)—(654).
JOHNNY FRENCHMAN - CD - Francoise Rosay, Patricia
Roe, Tom Walls—Fair entry for the art houses—102m.
—see Nov. 13 issue— lEnalish-made)—fPrestlge).
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-ROMD-Joan
Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians—Femme
appeal will make the difference—86V2m.—see April
28 issue-Leg.: B. (659).
MAGIC BOW, THE—D—Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert,
Jean Kent—Names and music should help—105m.—see
Aor. 2 issue—^Enalish-madel—(Prestigel
MIKADO, THE—MU—Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Jean
Colin—Reissue should have appeal for class spots—
90m.—see May 26 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige)—
(Technicolor).
NAKED CITY—MD—Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Doro¬
thy Hart—Topnotch meller—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(651) .
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—D—Derek Bond, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Merrall—Good period Film based on the
Dickens novel—94m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Englishmade)—(Prestige).
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—MD—Maria Montez, Rod Cam¬
eron, Mikhail Rasumny—Routine show will need
plenty of push—77m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Techni¬
color)-^).
RIVER LADY—AD—Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Dan
Duryea—Program—78m.—see May 26 issue—(Techni¬
color)—(661 ).
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-PD-Joan Bennett, Michael
Redgrave, Anne Revere—High-rating meller packs
plenty of suspense—98,/2m.—see Jan. 7 issue-*-(627).
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THI
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-C-William Powell,
Ella Raines, Peter Lind Hayes—Satirical comedy is
headed for the better returns—81m.—see Dec. 24
Issue—(633).
UP IN CENTRAL PARK — CMU — Deanna Durbin, Dick
Haymes, Vincent Price—Will depend on nome draw—
87m.—see June 9 issue—(662).
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A—D—Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,
Jessica Tandy—Overlong drama will need selling—
95m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(634).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—Bud Ab¬
bott, Lou Costello, Lenore Aubert.
BLACK VELVET — Vincent Price, Ella Raines, Edmond
O'Brien.
BLANCHE FURY—Valerie Hobson, Stewart Granger—
(English-made)—(Technicolor).
BLUE LAGOON, THE—Jean Simmons, Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell—(Eng I ish-made)—(Technicolor).
CASE AGAINST CALVIN COOKE, THE-Fredric March, Ed¬
mond O'Brien, Florence Eldridge.
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS-Fredric March, Florence Eld¬
ridge, Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made) —(Techni¬
color).
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS—Eric Portman, Barbara Mullen,
Hugh Sinclair—(English-made).
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO, THE-Sonja Henie, Mi¬
chael Kirby, Olga San Juan.
CRISS CROSS—Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan
Duryea.
DAYBREAK—Ann Todd, Eric Portman, Maxwell Reed—
(English-made).
OEVIL IN THE FLESH (Le Diable Au Corps)-Micheline
Presle, Gerard Philipe—(French-made).
DULCIMER STREET—Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton,
Alastair Sim—(English-made).
EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART-Deanna Durbin, Edmond
O'Brien, Don Taylor.
FAMILY HONEYMOON - Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Rita Johnson.
FEUDIN', FUSSIN' AND A-FIGHTIN'—Donald O'Connor,
Marjorie Main, Penny Edwards.
GOOD TIME GIRL—Jean Kent, Herbert Lorn, Dennis Price
(English-made).
HAMLET—Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herline, Basil Sydney—
(English-made).
LARCENY—John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea.
MAN-EATERS OF KUMAON-Sabu, Wendell Corey, Joanne
Page—(Shaff).
MEXICAN HAYRIDE-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID—William Powell, Ann
Blyth, Irene Hervey.
MY HEART GOES CRAZY - Sid Field, Greta Gynt, Tessie
O'Shea—(Eng I ish-made)—(Technicolor).
O'FLYNN, THE—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helene Carter,
Richard Greene.
ONE NIGHT WITH YOU-Nino Martini, Patricia Roc,
Bonar Colleano, Jr.—(English-made).
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS-Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
Dick Haymes.
PASSIONATE FRIENDS, THE-Ann Todd, Trevor Howard,
Claude Rains—(English-made).
ROGUE'S REGIMENT—Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vincent
Price.
SAXON CHARM, THE—Robert Montgomery, Susan Hay¬
ward, John Payne.
SNOWBOUND—Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Mila Parely
—(Eng I ish-made).
TAP ROOTS—Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Karloff
—(Technicolor).
THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN - Fred Brady, Mary Morris,
Beverly Simmons.
UNAFRAID, THE —Joan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster, Robert
Newton.
WILDFIRE—Ann Blyth, George Brent, Howard Duff.
WOMAN HATER—Stewart Granger, Edwige Feuillore—
(English-made).
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY—Joan Fontaine, James Stewart,
Eddie Albert.

Warners
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE—COSMD—Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains—Technicolor re¬
issue has the names and angles—102m.—see March 3
issue—(Technicolor)—(718).
ALWAYS' TOGETHER-C-Robert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds,
Cecil Kellaway—Mild programmer—78m.—see Dec. 24
issue—Leg.: B—(713).
ANTHONY ADVERSE—COSMD—Fredric March, Olivia De
Havilland, Edmund Gwenn—Reissue should benefit
from name draw— 116m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(709).
APRIL SHOWERS—CMU—Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert
Alda—Show biz entry will depend on the names—
94m.—see March 31 issue—(719).
BIG PUNCH, THE — MD — Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell,
Gordon MacRae— Neat programmer—80m.—see June
9 issue—(727).
FIGHTING 69TH, THE—D—James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
George Brent—Reissue has the names and angles—
79m.—see April 28 issues—(723).
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—MD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Griffith Jones—Interesting import—78m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(Engl ish-made)—Leg.: B—(717).
JEZEBEL—MD—Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lind¬
say—Reissue has the names to help—93m.—see Nov.
26 Issue—(710).
LIFE WITH FATHER—CD—Irene Dunne, William Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Picturization of topnotch play will
be among top grossers—118m.—see Sept. 3 issue—
(Technicolor)—(702).
MY GIRL TISA—C—Lilli Palmer, Akim Tamiroff, Sam Wanamaker—Pleasing comedy—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(715).
MY WILD IRISH ROSE-MUC-Dennis Morgan, Arline
Dahl, Andrea King—Should ride into the better
money—101m.—see
Dec.
24
issue—(Technicolor)—
(711).
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SILVER RIVER—WD—Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
Mitchell—Names should make the difference—110m.—
see May 26 issue—(725).
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-C-Edward G. Robinson,
Jane Bryan, Allen Jenkins—Reissue has names to help
—85m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(712).
TO THE VICTOR— D—Dennis Morgan, Viveca Lindfors,
Victor Francen—Interesting dramatic entry has names
to help—101m.—see April 14 issue—(720).
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE — MD — Humphrey Bogart,
Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett—Bogart draw will help
overlong meller— 126m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(714).
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS—OMD—Wayne Morris, Claire
Trevor, Frank McHugh—Reissue should draw action
fans—78m.—see April 28 issue—(722).
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE—C—Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker, Eve Arden—Very good entertainment—103m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(716).
WALLFLOWER — ROMC — Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Janis Paige—Mild program—77m.—see May 26 issue
-(726).
WINTER MEETING—D—Bette Davis, Janis Paige, James
Davis—Slow-moving drama for the femme trade—
104m.—see April 14 issue—(721).
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE—MYD—Alexis Smith, Eleanor
Parker, Sydney Greenstreet— Interesting entry has
names to help—109m.—see May 12 issue—(724).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN, THE—Errol Flynn, Viveca
Lindfors, Robert Douglas—(Technicolor).
CLEOPATRA ARMS—Jane Wyman, David Niven, Wayne
Morris.
DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE, THE—Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway.
EMBRACEABLE YOU-Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z.
Sakall.
GIRL FROM JONES BEACH — Ronald Reagan, Virginia
Mayo, Eddie Bracken.
JOHN LOVES MARY—Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Patricia
Neal.
JOHNNY BELINDA — Jane Wyman, Lew Ayers, Charles
Bickford.
JUNE BRIDE—Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty
Lynn.
KEY LARGO—Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Edward
G. Robinson—(101m.)
MY DREAM IS YOURS—Jack Carson, Doris Day, Lee Bow¬
man—(Technicolor).
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT—Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan,
Osa Massen—(84m.).
ONE LAST FLING—Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Douglas
Kennedy.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON—Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-Jack Corson, Don DeFore,
Janis Paige—99m.—(Technicolor) —(728).
ROPE—James Stewart, John Dali, Joan Chandler—(Trans¬
atlantic)—(Technicolor).
SERENADE-A nn Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
SILVER LINING—June Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon Mac¬
Rae—(Technicolor).
SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK-Bruce Bennett, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Hutton.
SMART MONEY—Zachpry Scott, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy
Malone.
SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Joel McCrea, Zachary Scott, Alexis
Smith—(Technicolor).
TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS—Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
UP UNTIL NOW—Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindfors, Claude
Rains.
WHIPLASH—Dane Clark, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.
YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE—Janis Paige, Wayne Morris,
Bruce Bennett—(Technicolor)

Miscellaneous
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).
BOB AND SALLY—ED—Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Rick
Vallin—Exploitation show—71m.—see June 23 issue—
(Social Guidance).
CHRIST THE KING—BID—Jose Cibrian, Jose Baviera, Au¬
rora Walker—Good religious offering for non-com¬
mercial outlets—75m.—see March 31 issue— (Mexicanmade)— (Barry-Simpex).
CITIZEN SAINT — DOC — Jed Prouty, Loraine MacMartin,
Walter Butterworth—Religious offering has restricted
appeal—63m.—see June 23 issue—(Elliott).
DEADLINE—W—Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, Al TerryFair western—62m.—see May 12 issue—(Astor).
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-FAN-John Bittner,
John Latouche, Valerie Tie—Unique art house offering
—84m.—see May 26 issue—(Films Int. of America)—
Leg.: B.
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-MD-Joe Louis, Ruby Dee, The
Mills Brothers—All-Negro entry with Joe Louis should
draw well—64m.—see March 17 issue—(Alexander).
FIGHTING MUSTANG—MU W—Sunset Carson, Al Terry,
Pat Starling — Below-standard western — 60m. — see
March 31 issue—(Astor).
GREAT BETRAYAL, THE-DOC-Produced by Idea Films.
Narration by W. S. Gailmor—Good documentary for
the specialty houses—72m.—see June 25 issue—
(Screencraft!
WESTERN TERROR — MUW — Dave 'Tex' O'Brien, Claire
Rochelle, George Morrell—Mediocre western—57m.—
see March 3 issue—(Astor).

Foreign
(Address of producers and distributors will bo furn¬
ished on request).
ANGELINA—D—Anna Magnani, Nando Bruno, Ave Ninchi
-High-rating Italian entry—90m.—see May 12 issue
—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(President).
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ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE—D—Roger Pigaut, Claire
Maffei, Noel Roquevert—High rating—88m.—see May
12 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (SiritzkyInt.)—Leg.: B.
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—FAN—Jean Marais, Josette
Day, Marcel Andre—Good French import—90m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—DMU—Jaromir Spal, Vaclav Voska,
Karel Dostal—Unusual Czechoslovakian entry for art
houses—88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Czechoslovakianmade)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-DMU-lsa Pola, Carlo Ninchi,
Doris Duranti—Good Italian import—82m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(Italia n-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm).
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE—CD—Louis Jouvet, Suzy De¬
lair, Annette Poivre—Good French entry—91m.—see
April 28 issue—(French-made) —(English titles)—(Dis¬
tinguished).
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—D—Hampe Faustman, Gunn
Wallgren, Sigurd Wallen—High-rating Swedish im¬
port—105m.—see March 31 issue—(Swedish-made)—
(English titles)—(Film Rights Int.).
DAMNED, THE—D—Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Kurt
Kronefeld—High-rating French import—104m.—see May
26 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Discena
Int.).
DAY OF WRATH—D—Thirkild Roose, Lisbeth Movin, Sigrid
Neiiendam—Slow-moving Danish drama for the art
houses—97m.—see May
12 issue—(Danish-made) —
(English titles)—(Schaefer).
DIE FLEDERMAUS—MUC—Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm—Good German entry for the art houses—
96m.—see May 12 issue—(German-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
ETERNAL MELODIES — BIDMU — Gino Cervi, Conchita
Montenegro, Luisella Beghi-:Fair Italian import—
95m.—see March 3 issue—fltalian-made)—(English
titles)—(Grand!).
ETERNAL RETURN, THE—D—Jean Marais, Madeleine Sologne, Yvonne DeBray—High-rating French import—
92m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)
—(Discena Int.)—Leg.: C.
FANNY—D—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Topnotch
French entry—123m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(French-made)
(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnt.)—Leg.: B.
FAR INTO THE NIGHT—D—James Mason, Tommy Trlnder,
Philippa Hiatt—Mason draw will help lower half
entry—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(English-made)—(Bell).
FARREBIQUE—DOCD—Conceived and produced by Georges
Rouquier. with a French farm family as performers—
Unusual French import for the art houses—90m.—
see March 3 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Siritzky - Int).
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL-MU-Tito Gobbi, Pina Malcarini, Vittoria Diofredi—Unique offering for the
specialty spots—95m—see June 23 issue—(Italianmade)—(Classic).
GELOSIA—D—Luisa Ferida, Roldano Lupi, Elena Zareschi
—Average Italian import—87m.—see May 12 issue—
(Italian-made) — (English titles) —(World-Wide).
GREAT GLINKA, THE—BIDMU—Sasha Sobolyev, Boris
Chirkov, Valentina Serova—Good Russian import—
104m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Russian-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
HENRY IV—D—Osvaldo Valient!, Clara Calamai, Luigi
Pavese — Entertaining — 92m. — see March 17 issue —
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
IDIOT, THE—D—Gerard Philippe, Edwige Feuillere, Mar¬
guerite Moreno—High-rating French import—92m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(LeLarge-E.C.D.).
JENNY LAMOUR—DMU—Simone Renant, Suzy Delair,
Bernard Blier—High-rating French import—102m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Vog)—Leg.: B.
LOVER'S RETURN, A-CD-Louis Jouvet, Gaby Morlay,
Francois Perier—Fair French entry—96V2m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Westport-Int).
LUCKY BRIDE, THE—CMU—Makoi Shtraukh, Elena Shvetsova, Anna Lysianskaya—Fair comedy—70m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles) —(Artkino).
MAN OF THE SEA—D—Maria Mercader, Massimo Serrato,
EIIi Parvo—Average Italian import for art houses—
82m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian made)—(English
titles)—(Hoff berg).
MARIUS—CD—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Excellent
French import—125m.—see May 26 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Siritzky Int.).
MR. ORCHID—MD—Noel-Noel, Nadine Alari, Jose Arthur
—Good import — 93m. — see May 12 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
NOT GUILTY—MD—Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean Debucourt—High-rating French import—94m.—see May 26
issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Lelarge-Ariane) — Leg.: B.
PANIC—MD—Viviane Romance, Michel Simon, Paul Barn¬
ard—Topnotch French import—97m.—see Dec. 10 issue
-(French-made)—(English titles)—(Tricolore)—(Leg.: B).
PAISAN—D—Carmela Sazio, Robert Von Loon, Dots M.
Johnson—High-rating foreign entry—117m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles where neces¬
sary)—(Mayer-Burstyn)—Leg.: B.
PASSIONELLE—D—Odette Joyeaux, Alerme, Sylvie—Good
French drama—84m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)
—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
RAVEN, THE—MYD—Pierre Fresnay, Pierre Larquay, Noel
Roquevert—French import rates high—90m.—see March
17 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Westport
Int.).
RETURN, MOST BELOVED—DMU—Laura Adani, Germano
Paolieri, Claudio Gora—Good Italian entry—90m.—
see Nov. 26 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Grand!).
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REVENGE—D—Anna Magnani, Gino Cervi, Luisa Poselli—
Good Italian import—66m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE - ROMD - Marlene Dietrich, Jean
Gabin, Jean d'yd—Above average import—86m.—see
June 9 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
ROSSINI—DMU—Nino Besozzi, Paole Barbara, Camillo
Pilotto—Fair Italian import for opera fans—95m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Best).
SHAKUNTALA—ROMD—Jayashree, Chandra Mohan, Ntmbalkar — Entertaining import from India—72m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(Indian-made)—(English titles)—(MayerBurstyn).
SHOWTIME — DMU — Richard Greene, Ann Todd, Peter
Graves—Minor English entry—90m.—see June 23 issue
-(English-made) —(English Films).
SON OF THE REGIMENT—D—Yura Yankin, Alexander
Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik—High-rating Russian Im¬
port — 75m. — see May 12 issue — (Russian-made) —
English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRING—CMU—Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassov, Nikolai
Konovalov—Good Russian comedy—104m.—see April
28 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).

he Shorts Parade
(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
2305, 2404, 2405, and 2406 of The Pink Section, another
regular service of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite
each series designates the total announced by the com¬
pany at the beginning of the season. Uncompleted 194647 series will appear until ended.—Ed.)
(Ratings: E—Excellent; G—Good; F—Fair; B—Bad.)
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SPRINGTIME—MU—Peter Graves, Carol Raye, Lawrence
O'Madden—Routine import—76V2m.—see Feb. 4 issue
— (English-made)—(Four Continents).
STORY OF TOSCA, THE—DMU—Imperio Argentina, Michel
Simon, Rossano Brazzi—Good Italian art house entry
— 102m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—BI DMU—Jean-Louis Barralt,
Renee Saint-Cyr, Lise Delamare—Fair—85m.—see Jan.
7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(A.F.).
THIS WINE OF LOVE—C- Nelly Corradi, Loretta Di Lelio,
Tito Gobbi—High-rating picturization of opera—85m.
—see Feb. 4 issue—(Italian-made)—English titles)—
(Superfilm).
TO LIVE IN PEACE—CD—Aldo Fabrizi, Gar Moore, Mirella
Monti—Good Italian entry—85m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Times).
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH-DOC-The Athletic and Youth Clubs
of Soviet Russia—Good filler for the art houses—44m.
—see
June
23
issue—(Russian-made)—(Artkino)—
(Color).
TWO ON A VACATION—CMU—Vittorio De Sica, Maria
Denis, Umberto Melnati—Good Italian entry for the
art houses—84m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—
(English titles) —(Hoffberg).
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Two Reel

9433
9434
9435
9436
9437
9438
9439
9440

ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR (20)
9) Wedding Belle
(Schilling-Lane)
F
(Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) . F
(Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke)
F
(Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) .F
(Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) .F
(May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin
(Vernon and Quillan) . F
(June 10) Pardon My Lamb Chop
(Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno
(Von Zell)
G
(Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway)
F
(Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde)
F
(Dec. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
(Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell) F
(Jan. 15) Man or Mouse (Holloway) F
(Mar. 11) Eight-Ball Andy (Clyde) F
(Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita) G
(May 27) The Sheepish Wolf
F
(June 24) Flat Feat

9120
9140
9160

SERIALS (3)
(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound
G
(Dec. 18) Brick Bradford
G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger .G

9421
9422
9423
9424
9425
9426
9427
9431
9432

(Oct.

9451

(Jan. 15)

9401
9402
9403
9404
9405
9406

(Sept. 11)
(Oct. 30)
(Dec. 11)
(Jan. 8)
(Feb. 26)
(Mar. 4)

9407

(May 6)

9601
9602
9603
9604
9605
9606
9607
9701
9702
9703

9501
9502
9503

SPECIAL (1)
A Voice Is Born
.i.
THREE STOOGES (8)
Brideless Groom
Sing A Song of Six Pants
All Gummed Up
Shivering Sherlocks .
Pardon My Clutch
Squareheads of the Round
Table
Fiddlers Three
One Reel

17m. 2287
17m. 2302
18m. 2351
18m. 2360

15ep. 2241
15ep. 2311
15ep. 2369

E 20V2m. 2271
G 16Vim. 2262
F
17m. 2287
F
18m. 2302
G
17m. 2375
F
15m. 2351
F
B

COLOR FAVORITES (8)
(Re-releases)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 30) Dreams On Ice
G
(Nov. 20) Novelty Shop
. F
(Dec. 18) Dr. Bluebird
F
(Jan. 22) In My Gondola
F
(Feb. 19) Animal Cracker Circus
G
(Apr. 8) Bon Bon Parade
G
(May 6) House That Jack Built
F
COLOR PHANTASIES (8)
(Nov. 6) Kitty Caddy
F
(Feb. 5) Topsy Turkey
.F
(June 3) Short Snorts On Sports
COLOR RHAPSODIES (8)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 11) Swiss Tease
F
(Dec. 4) Boston Beany
G
(Mar. 18) Flora .G

18m. 2360
17m. 2393

6V2m.
6'/2m.
8m.
7V2m.
7m.
8V2m.
7m.

2271
2303
2302
2329
2336
2375
2393

6m. 2287
6V2m. 2352
6V2m.

6m. 2263
6m. 2302
7m. 2352

COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
(Series 12)
4) No. 1-Linda
G
10m. 2243
2) No. 2—April Showers
G
9m. 2271
6) No. 3-Peg O' My Heart G
9m. 2303
4) No. 4—When You Were
Sweet Sixteen
G 9V2m. 2328
8) No. 5-Feudin' & Fightin' G 10V2m. 2352
12) No. 6—Civilization .G
10m. 2360
29) No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover ..:_ G 9'/2m. 2376
3) No. 8—Manana .G 10'/2m.

(Sept
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.

9655
9656
9657

(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.

9658

(June

9901

FILM NOVELTIES
(Nov. 27) Aren't We All

9851
9852
9853
9854
9855
9856
9857
9858
9859

C

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
(Series 27)
(Sept. 4) Hollywood Cowboys
G
(Oct. 9) Laguna, U. S. A.
G
(Nov. 27) Out of This World Series G
(Dec. 18) Off The Air
F
(Jan. 22) Hawaii In Hollywood . G
(Mar. 18) Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards
G
(Apr. 1) Smiles and Styles .G
(May 6) Hollywood
Honors Hersholt . G
(June 10) Hollywood Party .

9V2m. 2243
9Vim. 2303
9m. 2328
10m. 2328
10m.2361
9'/2m. 2376
9'/2 m. 2376
8m. 2393
9m.

9801
9802
9803
9804
9805
9806
9807
9808

WORLD OF SPORTS (12)
(Sept. 25) Cinderella Cagers .G
(Oct. 23) Ski Demons . G
(Nov. 13) Bowling Kings
G
(Dec. 25) Navy Crew Champions
G
(Jan. 29) Rodeo Thrills and Spills G
(Mar. 11) Net Marvels .G
(May 13) Champions in the Making F
(June 17) No Holds Barred .

9955

9'/2m.
9m.
10m.
10m.
9'/2m.
9m.
8'/2m.

2263
2287
2306
2328
2361
2377
2407

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
Two Reel
SPECIALS (4)
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving . F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

21m. 2360
21m. 2384

One Reel
CARTOONS (16)
(.Technicolor)
<T-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion
G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J) F
W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary
.F
W-934 (Jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean
G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom . F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom .G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938(Mayl5) Little 'Tinker .
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (6)
(Technicolor)
T-911 (Nov. 29) Visiting Virginia . G
T-912 (Dec. 13) Cradle Of A Nation
G
T-913 (May 8) Cape Breton Island .
GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS
(Technicolor)
W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears .F
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7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
6m.
9m.
7m.
8m.

2281
2256
2297
2336
2352
2376
2384

9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.
(7)

11m. 2289

8m. 2311
8m. 2342
9m. 2360
7m.2393
8m.

(4)

M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn .E
M-982 (Apr. 24) No. 2—Tex Beneke and
Orchestra .G
PASSING PARADES

F 10'/2m. 2328

9956
9957

9953
9954

W-922 (Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear . F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Way . E
W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack . F
W-925 (Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots
G
W-926 (June 12) The Bowling Alley Cat .

(12)

THRILLS OF MUSIC (12)
(Series 2)
(Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
11m. 2263
Orchestra . G
(Oct. 30) Claude Thornhill and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2271
(Nov. 13) Lecuona Cuban Boys .G 10V2m. 2297
(Dec. 11) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra .G
10m. 2352
(Jan. 15) Charlie Barnet and
Orchestra .G 10V2m. 2393
(Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G 10'/2m. 2361
(June 10) Gene Krupa and Orchestra

9952
17m. 2271
16m. 2302
16m. 2328
17’/2m. 2351
18m. 2351
17V2m. 2369
17m. 2393
17V2m.

i
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9651
9652
9653
9654

9951

16’/2m. 2262

•
E

g

oc

16m. 2375
18m.

VOLPONE—C—Harry Baur, Louis Jouvet, Marion Dorian
—Nigh-rating comedy—105m.—see Jan. 7 issue—
(French-made) — (English titles)—(Sirltzky-lnt.)—Leg.:
C.
VOYAGE SURPRISE—C—Jacques Henri Duval, Maurice
Baquet, Sinoel—Pleasing French entry—80m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Duke Int.).
WELL DIGGER'S DAUGHTER, THE - D - Raimu, Fernandel,
Josette Day—Excellent French entry—120m.—see Oct
16 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnternational)—Leg.: B.
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS—CMD—Harry Baur, Raymond
Rouleau, Renee Faure—Mediocre French import—95m.
—see May 26 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Inf.).
WINNER, THE—CMU—Vladimir Volodin, Anastasia Zuyeva,
Ilya Perevertsev—Good Russian import—86m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Art¬
kino).
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—DOCD—Boris. Dmochowski, Stan¬
islav Orlik, Waclaw Oswietsimski — Good Polish
thriller for the art houses—79m.—see Nov. 26 issue—
(Russian-made) —(English titles)—(Artkino).
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10m. 2342
10m. 2352

(6)

K-971 (Dec. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor) .E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done
E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock
G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town
G
K-975 (June 19) Souvenirs of Death

8m. 2312
10m. 2337
10m. 2342
9m. 2342
10m.

PETS SMITH SPECIALTIES (10)
S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10
E
S-952 (Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) .G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know? .G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered? .G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks .E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But .G
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor) .G
S-958 (.) You Can't Win .F

10m. 2250
9m. 2263
9m. 2281
10m. 2303
9'/2m. 2312
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
9m. 2393

Monogram
Two Reel
(Ansco Color)
4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn

21m. 2249

Paramount
7wo

MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES

(6)

iscnmctttor

FF7-1
FF7-2
FF7-3
FF7-4

(Feb. 27)
(Apr. 9)
(June 25)
(Aug. 6)

Samba Mania
. G
Footlight Rhythm .G
Gypsy Holiday .
Tropical Masquerade

R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7
R7-8
R7-9

One Reel
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS (10)
10m.
(Oct. 3) Riding The Waves . G
11m.
(Oct. 31) Running The Hounds .G
10m.
(Nov. 28) Five Fathoms of Fun
G
10m.
(Dec. 5) Stop, Look And Guess 'Em G
10m.
(Jan. 16) All American Swing Stars G
10m.
(Feb. 20) Double Barrelled Sport .G
10m.
(Mar. 26) Big Game Angling . G
10m.
(Apr. 30) Riding Habits
G
(June 11) Big League Glory

P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(Apr.
(May
(June

5)
9)
23)
19)
9)
23)
7)
4)

NOVELTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)
Santa's Surprise . G
Cat O' Nine Ails . G
Flip Flap . G
We're In The Honey . G
The Bored Cuckoo .G
There's Good Boo's Tonite G
Land Of The Lost .E
Butterscotch and Soda .

K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4
K7-5

(Oct. 3)
(Nov. 14)
(Jan. 2)
(Mar. 12)
(May 28)

PACEMAKERS (6)
It Could Happen To You G
Babies, They’re Wonderful G
Bundle From Brazil .G
Musical Miracle . G
A Model Is Born
G

18m. 2336
19m. 2369

2281
2287
2306
2312
2337
2342
2361
2377

9m. 2303
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
8m. 2360
8m. 2375
9m. 2376
7m. 2385

11m.
11m.
11m.
11m.
7m.

2281
2287
2313
2361
2403
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POPEYE CARTOONS
E7-1
E7-2
E7-3
E7-4
E7-5
E7-6
E7-7
E7-8

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(June
(July
(Aug.
(Sept.

19)
30)
27)
26)
18)
30)
27)
3)

All'* Fair At The Fair .G
Olive Oyl For President G
Wigwam Whoopee .G
Pre-Hysterical Man .G
Pop6ye Meets Hercules
A Wolf In Sheik's Clothing
Spinach vs. Hamburgers
Snow Place Like Home

8m.
7m.
8m.
7m.

2302
2313
2360
2376

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
(Magna color)
J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May

17)
26)
20)
2)
21)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—Radar Fishermen
G
2—Desert Destroyers G
3—Streamlined Luxury G
4—Fog Fighters .G
5—The Big Eye .G

SCREEN SONG

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2303
2337
2376
2393

(Dec. 26) The Circus Comes To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl . G
(Feb. 20) Little Brown Jug .G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G
(June 4) Sing Or Swim .
(July 16) Camptown Races .
(Aug. 20) The Lone Star State

X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5
X7-6
X7-7
X7-8

7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
7m.

2312
2337
2337
2360
2360

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6'
Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

(Oct. 3)
(Nov. 14)
(Dec. 12)
(Feb. 6)
(Aprr 16)
(June 18)

s

Dog Crazy . G
Ain't Nature Grand . F
Monkey Shines .G
Home Sweet Home . F
'Taint So .F
Headliners .

11m.
10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2337
2376

tv

7)
2)
13)
16)
14)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)

1-Hula Magic .
2—Bagpipe Lassies ...
3—Modern Pioneers
4—Nimrod Artist .
5—Feather Finery

G
G
G
G
G

(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .F
(Jan. 2) Brother Knows Best .F
(Feb. 6) No More Relatives .F
(May 14) How To Clean House . F
(
) Dig That Gold .

17m.
17m.
18m.
18m.

83701 (Jan. 16) Bet Your Life .G
83702 (Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife .F
83703 (Apr. 9) Secretary Trouble .F

(Sept. 5)
(Oct. 10)
(Nov. 14)
(Dec. 19)

Molly Cures A Cowboy.F
Musical Bandit .F
Corralling A School Marm F
Prairie Spooners .G

14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m. 2403

793

22m. 2262

794

19m.
16m.
20m.
13m.

761

10m.
9m.
9m.
9m.
8m.

84405
84406

JUNE 16, 1948

(Aug.
(Feb.
(May

(Oct.
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dee.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June

8m. 2256
8m. 2281

8501
8502
8503
8504
8505
8506
8507

8514
8515
8516
8517

8521

8531
8532

(Feb.
) One Note Tony
.
G
(Aug. 15) The Talking Magpies In
Flying South
F
(Aug. 29) Mighty Mouse In A Date
For Dinner
F
(Sept. 19) The Talking Magpies In
Fishing By The Sea
F
(Oct. 10) Mighty Mouse in the First
Snow
F
(Oct. 24) The Talking Magpies in the
Super Salesman
F
(Nov. 14) Mighty Mouse In A Fight
to the Finish . F
(Dec. 5) The Wolf's Pardon .G
(Dec. 19) Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
(Dec. 12) The Talking Magpies In
The Hitchhikers .F
(Dec. 26) Mighty Mouse In lazy
Little Beaver .F
(Jan.
) Felix The Fox ..G
(Jan.
) The Talking Magpies
In Taming The Cat .G
(Mar.
) Mighty Mouse and the
Magician .F
(Mar.
) Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .
(Apr.
) Hounding The Hares
F
(Apr.
) Mighty Mouse in the
Feudin' Hillbillies
F
(May
) Mystery in the Moonlight F
(June
) Seeing Ghosts
F
(June
) The Talking Magpies in a
Sleepless Night
(July
) Mighty Mouse in the
Witch's Cat .
(Reissues)
(May . ) Butcher of Seville
G
(May
) Mighty Mouse in the
Green Line .

8m. 2328

7m.2256
7m. 2256

6Vim. 2281
6Vim. 2297
6Vim. 2297
7m. 2303
7m. 2311
7m.2337
7m.2352
7m.2352
7m.2375
7m.2376
7m.2385
7m.
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m.
7m.
7m. 2384
7m.

MUSICOLORS (7)
(Cinecolor)

8V2m. 2297

(Oct. 15, '46) Toccata and Fugue
E
(June 15, '47) The Engulfed
Cathedral . F
(Oct.
'47) Moonlight . G
(Dec.
'47) Enchanted lake . F
(Mar.
'47) Fingal's Cave
G

(13)

5) No. 1—Is Everybody
Listening? .F
3) No. 2-T-Men In Action
E
31) No. 3—End of an Empire G
28) No. 4—Public Relations . . .
This Means You
.G
26) No. 5—The Presidential
Year
G
) No. 6—The 'Cold War':
Act 1—France .G
) No. 7—Marriage and
Divorce . F
) No. 8—Crisis In Italy .E
) No. 9—Life With Junior ... G
) No. 10—Battle for Greece G
) No. 11—The Fight Game G

WAITER LANTZ CARTUNES

18V2m. 2243
18m. 2262
18V2m. 2280

7m.
7m.
7m.
10m.

2250
2250
2297
2337

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2297
2337
2336
2376
2376
2376

(11)

(Technicolor)
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June

17m. 2286
17m. 2319

18V2m. 2328
17m.
17m.
18m.
17m.
18V2m.

10m. 2044

(

2352
2360
2375
2393

'47)
'48)
'48)
'48)
'48)
'48)

The Bandmaster . G
The Mad Hatter .G
Banquet Busters
G
Kiddie Koncert .F
Pixie Picnic
G
Wacky-bye Baby .G
(Reissues)
) Don't Hook Now .

Universal-International
Three Reel
MUSICAL WESTERNS

8601

(Feb.

8602

(Apr.

8901
8902

(Nov. 21) Album of Animals . F
(May
) Dying To Live .G

3351
3352
3353

) Something OldSomething New
.E
) Fashioned for Action .G

9m. 2337
8m. 2376

LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE

(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Days
F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire . G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch . G
SPECIAL

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m. 2403

(1)

(Technicolor)
5555

9m. 2250
9m. 2403

(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G

27m. 2302

Two Reel
NAME RAND MUSICALS (IS)

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES

(12)

3301

(Black and White)

9m. 2319
9m. 2328

7m. 2256

One Reel
G

FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)

8201
8202
8203
8204

(24)

13ep.

One Reel

8m. 2287

8m.2377

(Technicolor)

(Vol. 14)
(Sept.

(6)

1) Gridiron Greatness . G 10Vim. 2243
) Olympic Class
. G
10m. 2342
) Everglades Adventure .... G
9m.2342
TERRYTOONS

12ep. 2311
15ep. 2319

.

United Artists

(Dec. 20) It's A Grand Old Nag

MARCH OF TIME

84401 (Sept.

84404

8301
8302
8303

Two Reel

2281
2319
2337
2361
2385

(Re-Releases)

84402
84403

8m. 2256
8m. 2297

20th Century-Fox

16m. 2286
18m. 2311
19m. 2319
18m. 2336
16m. 2352
18m. 2369
17m. 2384
17m. 2403

JAMBOREES (7)
5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra .F
(Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time
F
(Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
Orchestra .G
(Nov. 28) Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 26) Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra .G
(Jan. 23) Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra .F

(Sept. 26) Vacation Magic . G
) Aqua Capers . F
(Jan.
(Apr.
) Playtime in Scandinavia G
(Black and White)

CARTOON
(Trucolor)

(7)

(Oct. 24) No. 1 .G
(Dec. 5) No. 2 .G
(Jan. 16) No. 3 .F
(Feb. 27) No. 4 .F
(Apr. 9) No. 5 .F

8351
8352
8353

One Reel
2256
2280
2319
2328

One Reel
84201
84202
84203
84204
84205

12ep. 2262

Jesse James .

THIS IS AMERICA (13)

FLICKER FLASHBACKS

11m. 2352

8518
8519
8520

(Jan. 31) G-Men Never Forget
G
(Apr. 24) Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted .G
(July 17) Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release)
E
(
) Adventures of Frank and

SPECIALS

(Nov. 14) Border Without Bayonets E
(Dec. 12) Switzerland Today .E
(Jan. 9) Children's Village .E
(Feb. 6) Operation White Tower .. G
(Mar. 5) Photo Frenzy . E
(Apr. 2) Funny Business .E
(Apr. 30) Democracy's Diary . E
(May 28) Crime Lab .E

E

SPECIAL
) Thanks America
SPORTS REVIEWS
(Technicolor)

SERIALS
791
792

83901 (Dec. 12) Football Highlights
of 1947 .G 19Vzm. 2302
841 ( .) Louis-Walcott Fight .G
21m. 2302
83601 (Apr. 1) Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .E
18m. 2369
83801 (Apr. 23) Basketball Headliners
Of 1948 .G
18m. 2384
83101
83102
83103
83104
83105
83106
83107
83108

9m. 2336
9m. 2329
8m. 2337
7m.

Two Reel

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4)
83501
83502
83503
83504

8m. 2280
8m. 2319

at

(Aug. 22) Holiday In South
Africa (T) .
(Oct. 17) Home Of The Danes (T)
(Dec. 12) Jungle Closeups (T)
(Jan.
) Copenhagen Pageantry (T)
(June
) Scenic Sweden (T)
(July
) Riddle of Rhodesia
(

8512
8513

Hawaiian Holiday .E
The Clock Cleaners .E
Little Hiawatha .E
Alpine Climbers . E
Woodland Cafe . E
Three Little Pigs .

oi o.
0 c

Q- .5

8m. 2256
8m. 2256
8m. 2342
8m. 2342
8m. 2407

8511

Republic

MY PAL (4)
83201 (Oct. 31) My Pal .G
83202 (
) Lost Pal .

17)
12)
20)
2)
14)
18)

o .E

0

G
G
G
G
G

8252
8253
8254
8255
8256

8510

(6)

i

(Color)

8508
8509

Cat Nap Pluto (P) .
Inferior Decoration (D)
Pueblo Pluto (P) ....
Donald's Happy Birthday

2311
2336
2351
2403

(6)

LEON ERROL COMEDIES

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May
(June

7m. 2131
6m. 2154
7m. 2163
6m. 2187
7m. 2211
7m. 2187
7m. 2250
6m. 2250
7m. 2271
7m. 2286
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2271
7m. 2360
7m. 2385
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

(18)

WALT DISNEY REISSUES
(Technicolor)
84701
84702
84703
84704
84705
84706

(6)

EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES

(IS)

F—Figaro)
(1946-47)
(May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F)
F
(June 20) Clown of the Jungle (D) G
(July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D)
G
(Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
(Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
(Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D)
G
(Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
(Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G)
F
(Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P)
G
(Nov. 28) Chip An' Dale
G
(Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P)
G
(Jan. 23 They're Off (G)
G
(Feb. 6) The Biq Wash (G1
G
(Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (D)
E
(Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F
(Apr. 16) Daddy Duck (D) .G
(Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P)
F
(May 14) Donald's Dream Voice (D)

(. )
(
.....)
( .)
( .)

10m. 2281
11m. 2313
11m. 2361
10m. 2376
10m. 2393

Two Reel

2271
2271
2287
2312
2319
2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385
8m.
9m.

atj*

i

J
t
DC

(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecolor)
8251

8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.

(D—Donald Duck) G—Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse; P—Pluto;

^4101
74102
74103
74104
74105
74106
74107
74108
74109
74110
74111
74112
74113
74114
74115
74116
74117
74118

<•»

S

s
2
"5

8m. 2337

(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor
G
(Nov 14) Quail Pointers
.
G
(Dec. 12) Pin Games
G
(Jan. 9) Racing Day .G
(Feb. 6) Snorts Coverage
G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr. 30) Big Mouth Bass .
(May 14) Muscles and the Lady .
G

(1947-48)

RKO

83401
83402
83403
83404
83405

C

fPOPTSCOPES (13)
84301
84302
84303
84304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309
84310

(Magnacolor)
(Nov.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May

i|

9
c
0
c*

J

or

]i

♦*

&

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (4)
L7-1
L7-2
L7-3
L7-4
L7-5

1!

E

s

se

(8)

(Polacolor)
X7-1

i

<S

84407 (Feb. 20) Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G

(8)

(Polacolor)

Servisection 7

CHECK-UP

(Sept. 12) Horizons Of Tomorrow
G
(Nov. 7) The Three R's Go Modern G
(Mar.
) Sky Thrills
E
(July
) Majesty Of Yellowstone G

THE

9Vam. 2281

EXHIBITOR

9m. 2243
9m. 2342
9m. 2393

3302
3303
3304

(Oct. 22) Alvino Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 3) Drummer Man . G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G

15m. 2319
15m. 2328
15m. 2328
15m. 2342

THE

Cervisection 8

©
z
«/>©
8
©
3305
3306

i

a
v»©

9

©
Q£

(Mar. 31) Woody Herman and
His Orchestra . G
( .
) Red Ingle and his Natu ral
Seven . G
SPECIALS

2201
2202
3201

C
a
otr

_©
.ti
>—

3392
3393
3394

(1946-47)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning
F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers
G

“IS
0 C
flL±

15m. 2369
15m. 2403

s

:

19m, 2342

4719
4720

4401
4402

4404
9m. 2319
7m. 2376
8m. 2403
8m.

4405
4406

4601
8m. 2385

4602
4603

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

2329

(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer
Pickled Puss .
( .

F
F

7m. 2319
7m. 2328

3321
3322
3323

(Reissues) (13)
. G
( . ....) Knock Knock
(May
) Syncopated Sioux . F
(July
) Woody Woodpecker . F

7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

3341
3342
3343
3344

(Sept.
(Nov.
(Feb.
(June

VARIETY VIEWS
29)
17)
9)
7)

4604
4605
4606
4607
4608

10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2287
2287
2319
2407

»201
4202

Vitaphone

4204

Two Reel

4205

SPECIAL (1)

4001
4002
4003
4C04
4005
4006
4007
4008

a

3
or

° <=

(6)
10m. 2263
10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m. 2393

(8)

(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra
G
(Oct, 25) Swing Styles .
F
(Dec. 6) Borrah Mmevitch and
Harmonica School
F
(Jan. 10) Rubinoff and His Violin F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra
F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra
F
(June 19) The Saturday Night
Swing Club .
(July 17) Joe Reichman and His
Orchestra .

(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (8)
(Jan. 31) Celebration Days . B
(Oct. 18) Soap Box Derby
G
(Feb. 21) Teddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue)
E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival
E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede . E
(July 3) A Day At the Fair .
(Sept. 4) The Man From New Orleans
(Oct. 16) My Own United States

4206
18m. 2256

MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE
(6)
(Sept. 27) Let's Sing A Seng of the
West
G
(Dec. 27) Let's Sing An Old Time
Song
G
(Jan. 24)
Let's Sing A Song About
the Moonlight
G
(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorites . G
(May 8) Let's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song
G
(July 17) Let's Sing A Song From
the Movies .
MERRIE MELODIES

19m. 2336
20m. 2273

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2337
10m. 2393

10m. 2263
9m.2297
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m.2385

(18)

(T—Technicolor; C-Cineco!or)

One Reel

4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708

(May 1)
(May 22)
(July 10)
(July 3)
(June 26)
(Aug. 7)
(Aug. 14)
(Sept. 11)

ADVENTURE SPECIALS (6)

4709

(Oct.

20m. 2341
20m. 2360
18m. 2393

Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
Bone Sweet Bone (C)
F
The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
Up-Standing Sitter (C) ....
The Rattled Rooster (T)
You Were Never Duckier (T)
Dough Ray Me-ow (C)
The Pest That Came To
Dinner (T) .
2) Odor Of the Day (C)

7m. 2393
7m. 2393

(Sept. 6)
(Nov. 15)
(Dec. 20)
(Feb. 28)
(Mar. 27)
(June 5)

Land of Romance . G
Beautiful Bali .G
Dad Minds the Baby . G
What's Hatchin'?
G
Rhythm of a Big City ... G
Living With Lions .

10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2263
2297
2311
2342
2352

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)
(Reissues)
(Technicolor)
4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307
4308
4309
4310
4311
4312
4313

(Dec. 20)
(Jan. 17)
(Mar. 20)
(Apr. 10)
(Apr. 24)
(May 22)
(June 12)
(July 10)
(July 31)
(Aug. 14)
(Aug. 28)
(Sept. 18)
(Oct. 2)

Dangerous Dan McFoo
G
Hobo Gadget Bond
. G
Little Pancho Vanilla
G
Don't Look Now .F
Curious Puppy . F
Circus Today . G
Little Blabber Mouse .
The Squawkin Hawk .
Tale Of Two Kitties
Pigs In A Polka
Greetings Bait .
Hiss and Make Up
Hollywood Steps Out .

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2319
2319
2336
2336
2403
2403

3719
3720
3721
3722
3723
3724
3725

(June
(Nov.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May
(June

28)
1)
3)
7)
10)
8)
12)

(Nov.
(Dec.
(July
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(June
(May
(June
(Aug.
(Sept.
(Oct.

1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
13) Action in Sports
. G
31) A Nation On Skis .
14) Sun Valley Fun
.G
6) Trip to Sportland .F
20) Rido, Ranchero, Ride . G
17) Holiday for Sports . G
5) Built For Speed . G
1) Fighting Ath’etes .G
19) The Race Rider .
14) Playtime In Rio
18) Sports Down Under
9) Gauchos Of the Pampas

10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2352
10m. 2377
10m. 2407
10m. 2385

Foreign
ARTKINO

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
Easter Yeggs
. 8
Slick Hare
G
Gorilla My Dreams
G
A Feather in His Hare
F
Rabbit Punch . G
Buccaneer Bunny
.F
Bugs Bunny Rides Again

SPORTS PARADE (1$>
(Technicolor)
4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510
4511
4512
4513

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

2221
2297
2336
2336
2376
2393

Human Heart, The
F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates .G
Kindergartens .G
Life and Death in the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The
F
Northern Korea
G
Secrets of Nature .G
Song of Happiness . F
Soviet Science and
Technique . G
Soviet Sports
G
Winter Sports in Moscow G

THE

EXHIBITOR

!

<U

1
c
c

<2

O'

African Big Game (AF)
G
20m. 2329
All American Soap Box
Derby (Emerson Yorke) .. G
25m. 2384
American Heritage, The
(NSS)
G
10m. 2256
Another 'First' For Mr.
Washington (Audio) . F
11m. 2376
Assignment-Tel Aviv
Bannister Baby Land
(Elliott)
. F 9V2m.
(United Palestine Appeal) G
21m. 2256
Borrowing in Subtraction
(The World Today)
G
17m. 2336
Church In the Atomic Age,
The (Film Program Services
—16mm.) . G
19m.
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board ef Fire
Underwriters) .
G 9V2m. 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS)
G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
18m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada)
G
23m. 2311
First Steps (Film Program
Services) .E
11m.
Forgotten Children
18m. 2271
(Hadatsah)
.G
Fragment of Seeking
(Curtis Harrington) .F
14m. 2329
Friendship Train, The
(Warners) .E
14m. 2352
15m. 2297
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
Hermits of the Sky (AF)
G
11m. 2250
High Plain, The (General) E
19m. 2266
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
9m. 2312
House In the Desert
(United Palestine Appeal) G
30m. 2255
Indonesia Calling
(Brandon)
. G
20m. 2297
Know Your Baby
10m. 2312
(NFB of Canada) .F
lima Family (General)
F
18m. 2250
Make Way for Youth
(National Social Welfare
22m. 2342
Assembly) .
E
Makers of Destiny (Astor) G
15m. 2403
Music in the Wind
My Name Is Han (Religious
27m.
Film Association) .G
9m. 2243
(NFB of Canada) .F
O'Voutie O'Rooney
(Astor) .G 23Vim. 2360
12m. 2281
Passing Hours, The (AF) G
People Between, The
21m. 2271
(NFB of Canada)
.G
People's Charter, The
17m. 2256
(UN Film Board .E
Perm State vs. S. M. U.
6m. 2328
(Film Productions Ltd.)
F
m. 2286
Peru (General)
G
17m. 2403
Report For Action (TOA) G
Rhapsody Of Saturne
(Technicolor) (Siritiky-lnt.) F 9Vam. 2385
15m. 2329
Rhythm of Africa (AF)
G
Roman Singers of Vatican
17m. 2403
City, The (Elliott) .G
Round Trip: The USA in
World Trade (20th Century
20m. 2266
Fund) .
G
Scotland Yard At Work
22m. 2280
(Merlin)
... F
Searchlight on the Nations
33m. 2336
(The World Today) . E
Ski Skill
9m. 2312
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
Tobacco Land
(De Rochemont) .G
8m. 2376
Twin Tornadoes
19m. 2352
(Sportsworld) .F
Underground Farmers
9m. 2329
(RKO Dist. Corp.) . F
Varieties In Music (Sack
10m. 2250
Amusement) . F
Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Serv¬
ice)
.F 10 Van*. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Woman Speaks No. 8
(Film Studios of Chicago) G lOVim. 1297
Woman Speaks No. 9
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Women Wrestlers
(United Sports Attraction) G
9m. 2385
Your Children and You
(BIS) .G
29m. 2329

20

(Technicolor)
4801
4802
4303
4804
4805
4806

0)
VI

Miscellaneous

(July 24) Haredevil Hare
(1947-48)
(Aug. 21) Hot Cross Bunny .
(Sept. 25) Hare Splitter .

(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman
G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife
F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment
.
G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler
G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House
. G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Detective .

I

*

8

c
c

(8)

Tropical Harmony . G
Chimp Aviator
G
Brooklyn Makes Capital G
Whatta Built . F

4203

4101

+•

MELODY MASTERS

(8)

(Mar. 29) Spotlight Serenade .G
(
) Singin' The Blues .

I
ac

3726

6
Z

o

s
s

JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES
20m. 2255
17m. 2297

(8)

(Dec. 22) No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors
G
(Jan. 19) No. 2—Hall of Fame
G
(Mar. 15) No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion
G
(Apr. 26) No. 4—Flood Waters .
(
) No. 5—Mighty Timber .

E

d
Z

4403

SING AND BE HAPPY
3381

c
c
3
f*

(2)

One Reel
THE ANSWER MAN
3391

1

1|

CHECK-UP

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
10m. 2385
20m.
20m.
22m.
19m.
11m.

2384
2297
2243
2342
2337

9m. 2342
10m. 2256
7m. 2312
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SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Valli, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas
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FILM CLASSICS
Women In The Night—T. Birell, W. Henry
Devil's Cargo—J. Calvert, R. Hudson
Money Madness—H. Beaumont, F. Rgfferty
The Argyle Secrets—W. Gorgon, M. Lprd
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During his recent visit to the United States, J. Arthur Rank visited the
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. Left to right are Edward P.
Curtis, Kodak vice-president; Robert S. Benjamin, president, J. Arthur Rank
Organization; Rank; William J. German, president, J. E. Brulatour, Inc,;
C. K. Flint, Kodak vice-president, and J. B. L. Lawrence, Rank executive.
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Vitamin M-G-M puts pep in your step!
The pep that held over "THE PIRATE0
{Technicolor) for 4th big week at Music
Hall. The pep that made Frank Capra’s
"STATE OF THE UNION” simultane¬
ously Box-office Champ of Motion
Picture Herald and Blue-Ribbon Award
Winner of Boxoffice Magazine. The
pep that keeps "HOMECOMING”
America’s No. 1 hit! The pep that’s
got everyone talking about Irving
Berlin’s "EASTER PARADE” (Technicolor).
The pep that will soon have them
talking about two more big M-G-M
Technicolor musicals,"A DATE WITH
JUDY” and "ON AN ISLAND WITH
YOU.” The pep that makes "M-G-M
Great in ’48!”

(See wk
happens
PAGE 4
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A NEW METHOD of determining audience
reaction has been offered by a coast psy¬
chologist. Instead of filling out preview
cards, the moistness of the palms of those
seeing films will determine the reactions
of individuals. Thus, pictures may even¬
tually be rated as a dry palm, moist palm,
wet palm or dripping palm film, the latter
probably resulting when Gable kisses
Turner.

Vol. 40, No. 7

June 23, 1948

★

ONE ALLEGED evidence of unfair competi¬
tion arose on the coast where a circus was
asked to “cease and desist from using
advertising posters with the name of
Shirley Temple.” The circus’ S. T., it
appears, was an elephant.

Changes In Clearance
Reports from various parts of the country seem to substan¬
tiate predictions that there will he changes of clearance and runs
without recourse to the law courts.

★
ONE OF THE MOST cautious changes of
titles comes from Columbia, where “Win¬
ner Take Nothing” becomes “Loser Take
All.”

Aside from the fact that distribution executives know the
burden of proof is on them, they also realize that in the final
analysis their returns are hound to benefit from many such changes.

★

A COAST MALE STAR has been honored
with

a

university

Humanities.

degree

of

Doctor

As a matter of fact, there will in the future he no set pattern
for clearance as we have known it up to this time. Each distributor,
after judging the various angles of the situation, is likely to forget
the established custom in many a locality, or adjust it according
to the demands of the situation.

Of

The same honor should be

conferred on the coast gentleman who de¬
cided that 90 minutes is long enough for
any feature.

★

There will he many a run that will he improved, and with this
will come a problem for the exhibitor. Ordinarily, one would think
that a better run would mean a greater return for the theatre, but
th is does not always follow. An improved run, if unaccompanied
by a higher demand from the distributor, is undoubtedly an ad¬
vantage, hut what the tlieatreman has to watch is whether he is
better off after the distributor has gotten his increased take.

A WOMAN has filed suit on the coast be¬
cause she claims she stumbled in the foot¬
prints of a female star recorded in con¬
crete in front of Grauman’s Chinese, Hol¬
lywood. All that was needed to make this
a field day for gag men was to learn that
the prints belonged to Greta Garbo.

★

DISCOVERY of a tree housing two hungry

In one eastern city, where clearances have never been oppres¬
sive, the new pattern is beginning to take shape. One house, which
hitherto had been unsuccessful in getting product, broke down the
resistance of at least one major company by going through the
legal letter writing procedure. Still another asked to he allowed to
negotiate competitively, and was thereby able to move up one rung
in the clearance ladder.

baby robins on a site selected for a new
theatre caused builders to start working
around the tree until the birds grew older,
and could fly. This shows the effect “Bill
And Coo” is having on the industry.

★
THE BEST SEATS in theatres in Shanghai
now cost 200,000

Chinese

dollars, which

While the obvious method would he for the exhibitors to use a
threat of legal procedure, it would lie well to try the ordinary trade
methods first. It does not necessarily follow that every theatre
which wants to improve its run is justified in its request, hut the
time has now come to test out the merits of this new distributor
way of thinking.

proves that some of those prices charged
by Broadway
say the least.

houses

are

moderate,

to

—H. M. M.

INDEX
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However, to repeat, the exhibitor must be cautious, lest lie
find that the only one who will benefit is the distributor.
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A PATE
WITH JUDV
I

BIO CITY

Technicolor

.

i
:

I

MGM GREA1
APRIL 29

PENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN, VAN JOHNSON, Angela Lansbury,
\dolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone in FRANK CAPRA’s “STATE OF THE UNION.”

JUNE 3
“BIG CITY,” Starring Margaret O’Brien, Robert Preston, Danny Thomas,
George Murphy, Karin Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins, Betty Garrett,
Lotte Lehmann.

MAY 20

JUNE 10

ISUMMER HOLIDAY” (Technicolor). MICKEY ROONEY, GLORIA De HAVEN,
/alter Huston, Frank Morgan, Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
^oorehead, Selena Royle.

JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY in “THE PIRATE” (Technicolor). Walter Slezak,
Gladys Cooper, Reginald Owen.

MAY 27

ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER LAWFORD, RICARDO MONTALBAN, JIMMY
DURANTE, CYD CHARISSE, XAVIER CUGAT in “ON AN ISLAND WITH
YOU” (Technicolor).

ILARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, Anne Baxter, John Hodiak in
fHOMECOMING” Ray Collins, Gladys Cooper, Cameron Mitchell.

JUNE 24

OF ’48!

YOU ALL

SUMMER

LONG !

SOUTHERN

!

YANKEE

1

MU**ETEeRS

°\

Technicolor

’48

h
JULY 8

IRVING BERLIN’S “EASTER PARADE" (Technicolor). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER

JULY 29
“A DATE WITH JUDY” (Technicolor). Starring WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL,

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT, ROBERT STACK.

AUGUST 12
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY in “A SOUTHERN YANKEE” Arlene Dah
George Coulouris, Lloyd Gough, John Ireland, Minor Watson.

SEPTEMBER
THE THREE MUSKETEERS” (Technicolor). LANA TURNER, GENE KELLI
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Frank Morgan, Vincei
Priro Voonnn Wvnn. John Sutton. Gia Youi

AUGUST S
GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON in “JULIA MISBEHAVES” PETER
LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson, Nigel
Bruce, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen.

f ‘
rU(,MK
LASSIE in “HILLS OF HOME’ (Technicolor). Co-starrmg EDMUND GWENh
DQNALD CRISP, TOM DRAKE^JANET^LEIGH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The name is

The electric excitement that has raced
through the industry since the first
preview of “THE STREET WITH
NO NAME ” is matched only by
the word-of-mouth on the perform¬
ance of Richard Widmark, first dis¬
covered as the brutal, blustering ‘Big
Man’ in the “KISS OF DEATH”!

In addition to a great boxoffice attrac¬
tion, every showman has a great new
boxoffice star!

W STEVENS
barbara
°"ar<* Smith

eph Pevn^s.

by Samuel
arry Kleiner

CENTURY-FOX

•J-«V
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DIRECTORS OF EAGLE LION FILMS MEET AT THE COAST STUDIO WITH J. ARTHUR RANK DURING THE BRITISH FILM MAN'S RECENT VISIT TO THE U. S.

J. Arthur Rank Surveys Ilis Progress
The British Film Chief Finds Plenty Of Activity Since His First 1945 Visit

T

HREE years ago, when J. Arthur
Rank arrived in this country, it be¬
came apparent that he intended to
become a force in American distribution
as part of his world-wide plans. Since
then, the British film topper has made
many of these plans materialize. As of
today, the bulk of his product is being
released in the U. S. by two major dis¬
tributors,
Universal-International
and
Eagle Lion, and British films are being
seen by an ever increasing audience.
A few months ago, Rank again made the
trip across the Atlantic to the U. S. Al¬
though he was primarily on a vacation,
he met a large number of industry execu¬
tives, and emphasized his premise that
British pictures will really go over in
this country if both the distributors and
exhibitors will “roll up their sleeves.”
Rank arranged quite a schedule for his
vacation. He arrived in New York, re¬
newed acquaintances with home office
biggies, and met more than 100 execs and

press representatives at a cocktail party.
From there he moved to Boston t© receive
an honorary degree from Boston Uni¬
versity, but was soon back in New York
for conferences. Then he left for a short
vacation as a house guest of Robert R.
Young, EL president, in Palm Beach, Fla.,
came up to Washington for a day for meet¬
ings with President Truman and others,
and thence took off for the west coast.
There he visited the EL and U-International studios, and conferred with Walter
Wanger, played golf with Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, etc.; then to Chicago, Rochester,
N. Y.; Philadelphia, back to New York;
down to White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
again to New York, and finally back to
merrye olde Englande. All this in 43 days.
At the University Founders’ Day Ban¬
quet in Boston, Rank frankly discussed
some of his ideas of film making, and
definitely left the impression of a man
who knows just what his goal is, and how
to reach it. “Our main purpose is to

entertain,” he said. “But it is also possible
to stimulate, to recreate in the best sense,
to be honest and sincere. Films can
inform as well as amuse.
Their raw
material is life itself. . . . And I maintain
that those films which have the greatest
and most lasting entertainment value are
those which hold fast to truth and main¬
tain the dignity of the human spirit. . . .
“To me the ideal film must include
three points of appeal—the physical, the
mental, and the spiritual. . . . Until this
technique has been perfected the motion
picture cannot, in my view, reach the
full heights that are to be attained.”
Rank continued: “ . . . Our target is
steadily increasing production of first-rate
films based not on fear of public taste but
on faith in it. ... For men of goodwill
there is in motion pictures a job of work,
a career, and a crusade.”
Whatever one’s personal opinion, it’s a
good bet that J. A. R. is here to stay.
—Ben Belsham.
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J. Arthur and Mrs. Rank, arriving in New York from England for his third

Rank trips up to Boston to receive an honorary LL.D. degree from

trip to the U. S., are greeted

I. Woodham-Smith, general counsel,

University at Founder's Day ceremonies. While there, he met with tradesters,

JAR Organization, London, and William Heineman, Eagle Lion vice-president.

and here greets H. Segal, EL branch head, and Ted Donaldson, district chief.

by G.

Boston

Rank moves down to Sulphur Springs, W. Va., during the opening of the

In Philadelphia, Rank meets with Lewen Pizor, circuit owner and president,

Greenbrier Hotel, and chats on the golf course with former Senator Burton

UMPTO in the territory; Lester Krieger, assistant to Ted Schlanger, Warner

K. Wheeler; the Duke of Windsor, and Robert R. Young, Eagle Lion head.

Theatres zone manager; Schlanger, and Harry Berman, EL branch manager.

In New York,

he holds a

Universal-International;
Smith.

press conference. Left to

Robert

S.

Rank frequently conferred

Benjamin,
with

right are

president,

executives

and

JARO;
stars

Matty

Fox,

On the coast, the British film topper is entertained

Rank,

and

president, RKO.

while

here.

by N. Peter Rathvon,

On his right is Ned Depinet, RKO vice-president, while at

left are Rathvon, Benjamin, and Dore Schary, RKO's top production chief.

,
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MSI KONSCOFF'S NSW YORK
SCORES of industryites attended the 32nd annual Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers luncheon at which 15 industry members, and the new slate of officers headed
by Max E. Youngstein, were inducted. They heard Youngstein, vice-president in charge
of advertising and publicity, Eagle Lion, hit trade apathy, as far as public relations are
concerned, in his speech accepting the presidency of the organization.
Said Youngstein, in part: “After more than 30 years of service to
the motion picture industry, AMPA is at its lowest ebb in history. I
asked myself why had AMPA reached its present position. I don’t have
all the answers but I think I have some of them. I asked myself does
AMPA really have a reason for existence today under present industry
conditions?
Isn’t it true that many of its functions are today per¬
formed effectively by other organizations such as the Screen Publicists
Guild, and the various committees of the Johnston office? Isn’t it true that we have lost
sight of some of the first principles, in having failed to make it clear to each and every
member of our craft that their individual
vealed that 35mm. operators no longer
welfare, the welfare of their craft, and
the welfare of their industry can be bet¬
l'ear the narrow-gauge operation as they
once did because of the careful type of
tered and improved by being members of
AMPA? In my opinion, it is our failure
contro'led distribution. At present, Hicks
estimated that there are some 200 16mm.
to make this clear more than any other
orerations showing theatrical films of
reason, that has resulted in our present
which
about 50 are mobile while there are
position.”
about 1,500 non-theatrical narrow-gauge
Touching on the industry’s position as
operators.
a whole, he continued: “We are a great,
France has, by far the largest number
and important industry, yet I do not be¬
of 16mm. theatrical operations numbering
lieve that there is a single person in this
some 2,950, with about 50 per cent being
room who will disagree with my opinion
mobile. The saturation point has been at¬
that the public relations job for the in¬
tained. Belgium is operating some at capac¬
dustry has been one of the worst butch¬
ity with 250 machines, while Italy has
ered. jobs in history.
some
600 in operation, nearly all of which
“The exhibitor organizations have come
are static. The later market will be ex¬
out with various plans for public rela¬
panded once a larger selection of films is
tions. The Johnston office has submitted
present.
Many of the installations are
other plans. I believe that there is great
operated by the clergy, who use some of
room in this endeavor for each and every
the profits for church purposes.
member of our craft, and that it is vital
Edward O’Connor, regional director for
that they participate through AMPA,
the Far East, returned after a nine-month
unless they are willing to accept the fact
trip, and reported that American pictures
that our industry must remain a whipping
were still tops in the whole area with the
boy for every punk in and out of govern¬
exception of native product in certain
ment who sees fit to use the industry for
spots. Business is better than in the pre¬
his purposes.
war era, but not quite as good as during
“I am ready to pledge the manpower of
the post-war boom period. China alone is
this organization to full cooperation with
turning out some 50 pix in one year, which
the Johnston office and to any and all
is not only limited to consumption in that
exhibitor groups provided their plans
country but in other Oriental areas as
make sense and coincide with our think¬
well. Some 250 American pix are shown
ing. Let us do a public relations job also
annually in the area, and O’Connor re¬
for public relations people. It is only by
ported that the equipment situation has
doing such that we can prevent a regular
eased
somewhat.
reoccurrence of the economic hysteria
No 16mm. films are being imported into
which is one of the blights of our industry.
China at present, but once the area is
Each and every time that profits drop off
opened up, it will provide a large market.
from sensational to great, our craft is the
The exchange rate at present is some one
first to suffer.”
million Chinese dollars to one American
Judge Edward C. Maguire, coordinator,
dollar, and the average admission is
Mayor William O’Dwyer’s New York City
200,000
Chinese dollars. A reported source
motion picture committee, was guest
of
big
revenue
in China’s theatres is from
speaker, and stressed the simplification of
advertising films in the form of slides, a
production in New York of films as com¬
popular practice among exhibs. O’Connor
pared to the days of yore.
reported that there were still some illicit
Others aboard the dais were: David
showings of ex-army and ex-navy films in
Blum, Evelyn Koleman, Irene Rich, Phil
the area.
Williams, Lois Butler, and Charles Alicoate, who was toastmaster.
WHAT’S NEW ABROAD?: Last week
two top executives of Loew’s International
gathered with the press for some observa¬
tions involving present and future in their
respective spheres. Orton Hicks, director,
16mm. operations, back from a trip to
England and Europe, reported that 16mm.
theatrical operations were gaining in
leaps and bounds while in other spots
it has reached its potential. Referring to
the operation in Great Britain, Hicks re¬
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HOW-DE-DO: Members of the Theatre
Owners of America last week got around
to introducing their new executive direc¬
tor, Gael Sullivan, former executive di¬
rector, Democratic National Committee,
former assistant Postmaster General, and
holder of a number of other top posts in
government and politics, to the editors
and publishers of the trade press.
The
occasion was a luncheon at the Hotel
Astor.
Robert Coyne, retiring director of the

9

British Quota
Hits U.S. Pictures
London — Harold
Wilson,
president,
Board of Trade, announced last week that
the British exhibitors’ feature quota is
45 per cent plus a supporting quota of 25
per cent for imposition under the 1948
Films Act. J. Arthur Rank had favored
a 50 per cent figure, while the British
exhibitors had wanted 25 per cent.
While the order had already been an¬
nounced by Wilson, it will require house
approval. Rank, disclosing that he plans
to give 60 to 65 per cent of his G-B and
Odeon Circuits’ playing time to British
films, said that he “intended personally” to
see that every British exhibitor played 45
per cent British product in the year start¬
ing on Oct. 1. He said he was “scandal¬
ized” at the amount of defaults in 1947.
Rank also revealed that he would have
60 new “A” films for the new quota year,
that other British producers will have 20,
and that 10 reissues will also be available.

The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.

organization, took the opportunity to re¬
view some of the background and history,
and reported that at present there are
29 regular units in operation with mem¬
bership in every state, and he expected
that another 1500 theatres will join in the
current membership drive. He called par¬
ticular attention to television, and stated
that theatres will either have to adopt the
new medium or be inundated. He inti¬
mated that if it deprived theatres of 30
per cent of their audiences, the results
would be disastrous. Coyne also reported
that a survey is presently being conducted
to attempt to find a way for theatres to
walk hand-in-hand with television.
Si Fabian, renowned theatre owner,
told Sullivan that he was entering an in¬
dustry where politics is “really played
for keeps,” and that he was looking for¬
ward to Sullivan’s initial encounter with
Abram Meyers, general counsel for Allied.
Fabian opined that many in the industry
may have become stale and stodgy, and
for that reason, if for no other, he thought
that the industry needed, and would wel¬
come, new blood. He felt that definite im¬
provement was needed in relationships be¬
tween exhibitors and distributors, between
the industry (exhibitors) and the public,
and between exhibitor and exhibitor so
that “we” can live in peace. In his opinion,
relations between the public and the in¬
dustry (exhibitor) have never been so
low.
Sullivan was impressed by the people
in attendance, and recalled some of his
Washington experie*ces.
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Jack
Goldstein, former studio representative
for RKO in the east, and prior to that
eastern advertising-publicity director for
David O. Selznick and eastern publicity
manager, 20th Century-Fox, was last week
appointed general manager, motion pic¬
ture division, Hal Horne Organization. He
was also elected vice-president, Sing-ATina Studios, a Horne-afliliated company
(Continued on page 23)
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Balaban Outlines
Future Policies
New York—Barney

Balaban, Paramount
president, told the annual meeting of
stockholders last week that he believed
the final result of the government’s anti¬
trust case will reduce the company’s ulti¬
mate earning power, making it prudent
for Paramount “to take steps to compen¬
sate for that reduction by shrinking our
capital structure.”
Balaban said that if the assets and earn¬
ing power of Paramount are to be reduced,
“the narrowed base remaining would not
be adequate support, asset-wise or earningwise, for our present capital structure.
Accordingly, it is our aim to design a pro¬
gram through which any proceeds from
the disposition of assets will be applied to
a contraction of our capital so that the
end structure will be adapted to the assets
and earning power that are left.”
Balaban said that capital reduction
might take the form of selling real estate
of theatres the company is permitted to
hold while arranging to lease the theatres.
Paramount might sell an office building in
San Francisco, but hold on to a lease
on the theatre included in the structure.
The Paramount prexy told the audience,
representing 82 per cent of the stockhold¬
ers, that while 1947 was a good year, in¬
creased costs and a diminished volume of
business “caused a contraction of our
profits from the previous year.” He said
that earnings from the company’s theatre
operations have held up much better than
those from production-distribution. “Al¬
though theatre receipts were down in
about the same proportion as film rentals,
costs in theatre operations increased less
than those in production-distribution.”
“I do not think that we can take a tol¬
erant view of costs in production-distribu¬
tion on the theory that earnings from our
theatre operations will fill the gap,” he
said making it necessary that each seg¬
ment of “our business be maintained in an
independently healthy condition.”
Balaban reported that “some of our costs
are largely unresponsive to management
efforts to effect a readjustment. An ex¬
ample is our labor cost . . . Other ele¬
ments of our total costs possess the same
characteristics. Consequently, we must
continue in those areas where we have
the power to shape costs, to make every
effort to eliminate unnecessary expense,
and to hold all other expenses to the mini¬
mum consistent with effective operations.
This is particularly applicable to our pro¬
duction activities. If Paramount is to re¬
main a major factor in the productiondistribution of pictures it is imperative
that we make quality pictures at a cost
which will permit their distribution at a
profit.”
On the British situation, Balaban said
that the company’s revenues were not
affected by the 75 per cent tax since “Para¬
mount had a supply of pictures in Eng¬
land to which the tax did not apply, and
which are not yet wholly consumed.”
Therefore, he said that while the terms of
the Anglo-American film agreement are
more favorable than the ad valorem tax,
“the actual operating conditions during the
time the tax was in effect, though tempor-
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D. Of J. Loses
Injunction Request
NEW YORK—The Department of
Justice’s request for a temporary in¬
junction against the majors based on
the U. S. Supreme Court decision in
the anti-trust case was dismissed by
state Supreme Court Justice Augustus
N. Hand last week “without prejudice”
for lack of jurisdiction. The case was
ordered back to the U. S. District
Court for argument on Oct. 13.
The court said that it lacked juris¬
diction pending the appointment of a
third judge to fill the seat of the late
Judge John Bright, who sat in the ex¬
pediting Statutory Court which formu¬
lated the 1946 decree. Robert Wright,
Justice Department counsel, said he
would resubmit the motion with the
appointment of a third member to sit
with Judge Hand and Judge Henry W.
Goddard
ary, were more favorable to us than the
situation now is under the agreement.”
Answering a question, Balaban said
that the British government had not acted
in good faith in establishing a 45 per cent
quota for British-made product in British
theatres.
He said that Paramount may
utilize some of the blocked funds in the
production of pictures in England although
this “is not free of troublesome aspects.
We cannot pay the full costs in pounds
sterling for the reason that we must em¬
ploy American talent and personnel in any
picture we make in England if the picture
is to have appeal on a worldwide basis
and particularly in the American market.
To the extent that we use American com¬
ponents, the cost of their use must be paid
in dollars.” At best, he said, Paramount
can use blocked funds in the production of
only a limited number of films, if any at
all, in England.
Reporting on litigation involving Para¬
mount, Balaban said that these include
30 to 40 actions. He said the company is
fighting those which it feels have no merit
while trying to settle those which may
have grounds, and pointed out that Para¬
mount is taking steps to avoid legal diffi¬
culties with exhibitors in the future.
Balaban also reported that Paramount’s
theatre holdings are represented on the
latest balance sheet as $67,583,607, about
$60,000,000 actually in theatres, with values
adjusted to Jan. 1, 1935 (not in excess of
cost) less depreciation, with subsequent
additions at cost. Other theatre holdings
are represented in the assets column under
investments in affiliated companies. While
he would not estimate the ratio of asset
valuations in the financial statement to
their true current values, he indicated
that the true value is much higher.
Paramount’s wholly owned properties,
comprising several hundred theatres, are
not burdened with any mortgages, Bala¬
ban said.
Paramount has no preferred
stock or other debt ahead of common
stockholder interests. He told the stock¬
holders that Paramount intends to retain
as many theatres as possible under the
court decisions.
He also revealed that since the com¬
pany began to buy its own stock on the
open market, about 800,000 shares have

"Emperor' Breaks
Radio City Record
New York—A new record for a non¬
holiday weekend was rung up by Radio
City Music Hall with “The Emperor
Waltz” in what was otherwise an average,
or below average, weekend for this time
of year in the Broadway first-runs. Ac¬
cording to reports from usually reliable
sources reaching The Exhibitor, the break¬
down was as follows:
“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para.).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
hit a new high of $97,000 for Thursday
through Sunday, with the first week an¬
ticipated at $160,000.
“WALLFLOWER” (WB). Strand, with
stage show, claimed $22,000 for Friday
through Sunday.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
claimed $15,000 for the ninth week.
“A NIGHT AT THE OPERA” (MGM).
Gotham reported $9,500 for the sixth week.
“GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING” (20thFox). Roxy, with stage show, did $40,000
from Wednesday through Sunday, with the
last six days of second week $45,000.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair was sure to have $28,000 for the
fourth week.
“THE BRIDE GOES WILD” (MGM).
Capitol, with stage show, had $35,000 for
Thursday through Sunday.
“DREAM GIRL” (Para.). Paramount
with stage show, announced $70,000 for
the first week.
“THE
LADY
FROM
SHANGHAI”
(Col.). Criterion claimed $26,000 for the
second week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Astor had a
$20,000 fourth week.
“BAD SISTER” (U-I). Winter Garden
claimed $8,000 for the second week.
“THE END OF THE RIVER” (U-I).
Park Avenue opened to $5,000 for the first
week.
“SUMMER HOLIDAY” (MGM). Loew’s
State claimed $20,000 on the second week.

Coast Litigation Delayed
Hollywood—The trial against Partmar
and Fanchon and Marco by Paramount
to regain possession of the Paramount
Downtown was postponed last week on
the request of the plaintiff. Paramount
said that postponement was asked for
pending the final decision in the govern¬
ment’s anti-trust case.
Meanwhile, Fanchon and Marco was to
continue its $4,500,000 treble damage suit
against Paramount.

been acquired. About 200,000 of these were
utilized to purchase other assets, with the
balance to be used similarly in the future
or retired.
The 16-man board of directors was re¬
elected as follows: Balaban, president;
Stephen Callaghan; Y. Frank Freeman,
vice-president; Harvey D. Gibson; Leon¬
ard H. Goldenson, vice-president in charge
of theatres; A. Conger Goodyear; Stanton
Griffis, Duncan G. Harris, John D. Hertz;
Austin C. Keough, vice-president-chief
counsel; Earl I. McClintock, Maurice New¬
ton, Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in
charge of distribution; E. V. Richards, Ed¬
win L. Weisl, and Adolph Zukor, chair¬
man.
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THE TIP

(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)

KEY TO "THE LITTLE MEN" RATINGS: (JUNE 23, 1948)
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topnotch,

record-breaking!
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Just fair, nothing out of the oi

or close to it in all types of houses.]
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Good, although not breaking the
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down,

but

solid

returns.

Disappointing,
average
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FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
(RKO)

GIVE MY REGARDS TO

1

BROADWAY (20th-Fox)

ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU
(MGM)

RAW DEAL
(Eagle Lion)

THE EMPEROR WALTZ
(Paramount)

'
]

Continuing
ANNA KARENINA
(20th-Fox)

ANOTHER PART OF THE
FOREST (U-International)

ALL MY SONS
(U-International)

f

ARCH OF TRIUMPH
(UA)

j

ARE YOU WITH IT?
(U-International)

BERLIN EXPRESS
(RKO)

1

CASBAH

[

(U-International)

|

FOUR FACES WEST
(UA)

FURY AT FURNACE CREEK

|

f

(20th-Fox)

HATTER'S CASTLE
(Paramount)
HAZARD
(Paramount)
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The Completely

NEW

1947-48EDITION

MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS
DREAM HOUSE (SRO)
RIVER LADY
(U-International)
RUTHLESS
(EL)
.

SILVER RIVER

|

(WB)

SUMMER HOLIDAY
(MGM)

Baa
Baa
Baa
Baa
Baa
Baa
lAA
iAA
Baa
Baa

|

•

MELODY TIME

THE FULLER BRUSH MAN

|

the j 4H

WOMAN (U-International)

in

I

j

decidedly

STATE OF THE UNION

f

i

expected,

below

LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN

in
fin
EUR
Baal
Bar
£ AAAj

way

fiAA

average

(MGM)

f

(Columbia)

about

HOMECOMING

The Week's Newcomers
CORONER CREEK

returns

(MGM)

(Columbia)

THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI
(Columbia)

THE MATING OF MILLIE
(Columbia)

THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH
(EL)

THE PIRATE
(MGM)

THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE
(UA)

THE WOMAN IN WHITE
(WB)

Baaa

Baa
Baa

• 612 PAGES
• 1454 PHOTOS and DRAWINGS
• NEARLY 6 POUNDS

UP IN CENTRAL PARK
(U-International)

WALLFLOWER
(WB)

• BURSTING WITH USEFULNESS

Baaa

30 Pages, 56 Photographs and 7 Blue¬
prints (one 34"x20") on Drive-in Theatres

Baa
Baa
Baaa
Baa
Baa
Baa
Baaa

Bii

96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building
19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres
38 Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over
—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.

DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!

$3.00 in the Domestic Field

Baa
Baaa
Baa

Bn

27 Pages and 32 Blueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes

A.

TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH
(Columbia)

is now available!

($5.00 per copy for all Foreign shipments.)

I Official Order Form

NO COPIES WILL BE SHIPPED unless the infor- ■
| motion itemized below is on file in the Publisher's I
I Offices.
|
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 Vine Street, Phila. 7, Pa.
I
I

Please ship.copies of the 1947-48 I
EDITION at the earliest possible date.

Attached I

find remittance in the amount of $
|
j

NAME
.
TITLE or OCCUPATION.
SHIPPING ADDRESS

I
I

starring

The Hunt

with MORRIS CARNOVSKY
DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

’s gonna be a lot of fun getting back in the showmanship
ive again. Yes, boys, ballyhoo days are here again! It’s been a
ig time since you’ve had an opportunity to go to town with the
kind of showmanship that built this business. Here’s your chance!
Everybody in our publicity and exploitation departments is
excited over sure-fire “Man-Eater of Kurnaon.” And why not?
Look what they’ve got to work with —

and look what

you've got to work with... KEY CITY TOUR OF MAN-EATING TIGER!

SPECIAL FIELD FORCE FOR KEY
CITY ENGAGEMENTS!
TREMENDOUS NATIONAL RADIO TIE-UPS!
NATIONAL TIE-UP WITH BOY SCOUTS
AND GIRL SCOUTS!
SPECIAL ACTION EXPLOITATION PRESSBOOK
LOADED WITH LOCAL TIE-UPS, BALLYHOO!
11

Based on the Book "Man-Eaters of Kumaon” by }'
Screenplay by Jeanne Bartlett and Lewis M
Adaptation by Richard G. Hubler and Alden

•

andplenty more to come/
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MPEA Asks Aid From
State Deparfment
board of directors of
the Motion Picture Export Association last
week asked Eric Johnston, president, to
request the State Department to make a
vigorous protest to the British government
against the new British 45 per cent film
quota. This quota, recently announced by
the British Board of Trade, would require
British theatres to reserve 45 per cent of
total playing time for British-produced
pictures.
Johnston will also ask the State Depart¬
ment, in addition to the protest on adop¬
tion of the quota, to request negotiations
with the British government to reduce or
eliminate the greatly increased quota, as
provided in the general trade agreement
and the Havana ITO Charter.
At the same time, the State Department
will be asked to protest the elimination of
American representation from the Cine¬
matograph Films Council, an advisory
group to the Board of Trade. This Coun¬
cil, after eliminating American represen¬
tation,
recommended the
high
quota
adopted by the Board of Trade.
Pending further developments on the
quota situation, the board voted to post¬
pone consideration of the schedule of
interpretations of the Anglo-American
film agreement, negotiated in March with
the British government by Johnston and
James Mulvey, representing the Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers.
This agreement eliminated the 75 per cent
discriminatory tax on U. S. films.
The 45 per cent quota, which would go
into effect on Oct. 1, doubles the existing
screen quota requirements. British pro¬
ducers have not been able to meet even
the lower screen quota. The president of
the Board of Trade reported to Parliament
there were 1328 violations by British ex¬
hibitors during the year ending on Sept.
30, 1947, when the quota was 17 V2 per cent,
and 972 violations the year before, when
the quota was 15 per cent.
At the meeting, the directors voted to
sell independently in the Netherlands fol¬
lowing expiration, on Aug. 31, 1948, of
present licensing agreements. The action
was taken in consideration of the fact that
this market has made sufficient progress
economically to warrant restoration of
individual company operation.
At least five of the companies, Metro,
Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox, and
Warners, will operate within the frame¬
work of a modified MPEA, which will
function thereafter as a service organiza¬
tion. The four other member companies,
Allied Artists, Columbia, United Artists,
and Universal, reserved decision on their
use of MPEA facilities until a later date.
Under the new arrangement, each of the
participating members will have its own
sales supervisor, salesmen, bookers, and
publicity men, with MPEA carrying out
the physical distribution of films, billing
and collection of film rentals, and the
maintenance of pertinent records.
The board designated Arnold C. Childhouse, MPEA managing director in Hol¬
land, to serve as temporary manager of the
new service organization.
A cable report of preliminary negotia¬
tions, held in Prague between Irving Maas,
MPEA vice-president and general manager,
New
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Standard Contract
Proposed For Tele.
NEW YORK—Outline of a proposed
standard exhibition contract for the
exhibition of films on television is
just one of the many surprise efforts
already accomplished by committees
of the National Television Film Coun¬
cil, according to Melvin L. Gold, direc¬
tor of advertising and publicity for
National Screen Service and tempor¬
ary chairman of the newly formed
organization, last week.
A central
clearance agency for television rights
of films and technical clinics for the
betterment of production of films for
television were among many other
proposals laid before the second meet¬
ing of the National Television Film
Council last week.

Griffith Case Resumes
Oklahoma City—The government’s case
against the Griffith Theatre Circuit will
reopen before Federal District Judge
Edgar S. Vaught on July 1. The Supreme
Court recently reversed Judge Vaught’s
decision of last October, which ruled
Griffith and associate firms not guilty of
conspiracy to violate Sherman anti-trust
laws. Judge Vaught said he has received
the higher court’s mandate to determine
the extent of the monopoly’s effect on
Griffith’s competitors, and to fashion “a
decree which will undo as near as may
be the wrongs that were done and prevent
their recurrence in the future.”
The defendant Companies are Griffith
Amusement Company, R. E. Griffith The¬
atres, Inc., Westex Theatres, Inc., and
Consolidated Theatres, Inc. When the case
is reopened, Judge Vaught will hear sug¬
gestions from attorneys for the govern¬
ment and the Griffith concerns on what
further proceedings should be held.

F. J. Shepherd Mourned
Elizabeth, N. J.—Frederick J. Shepherd,
61, Roselle, N. J., formerly of this city,
died in the Alexian Brothers Hospital last
fortnight. Shepherd, long a theatre man¬
ager in Elizabeth and Rahway, N. J., was
a native of Elizabeth, and moved to Roselle
18 years ago. He was manager of the
Rahway for 18 years until he left six
months ago. Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Shepherd; a son, Joseph J.,
Roselle, and a brother, Dennis J., Em¬
bassy, Johnstown, Pa.

'Ted' Curtis Honored
New York—Major General Edward P.
‘Ted’
Curtis,
vice-president,
Eastman
Kodak, has been given one of Great
Britain’s highest awards, the Honorary
Companion of the Military Division of the
Most Honorable Order of the Bath, it
was announced last week. The award
recognized General Curtis’ work as chief
of staff, U. S. Strategic Air Forces in
Europe in World War II.

The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.

and the Czech Film Corporation for re¬
newal of a distribution agreement with
that country was read at the meeting.

Allied Leaders Due
At Jersey Meeting
New York—The agenda of the conven¬
tion of Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey to be held at the Hollywood Hotel,
West End, N. J., on June 28-29-30 was an¬
nounced last week. The first day will be
known as New Jersey Day, with an Allied
of New Jersey directors meeting, an open
meeting of the Allied Theatre Owners of
New Jersey, and a meeting of the Ladies’
Committee scheduled.
The second day will feature an eastern
regional meeting under the direction of
eastern regional vice-president Meyer
Leventhal, a visit to the races at Mon¬
mouth race track in the afternoon, along
with a golf tournament, and a cabaret
night in the evening.
The third day will be a closed Allied
meeting, with a swimming exhibition and
card party set for the afternoon and a
cocktail party and banquet arranged to
terminate the meeting.
Many Allied leaders are expected to be
present.

Miss Butler On Tour
Chicago—A

whirlwind campaign was
put on last week by the Eagle Lion adpublicity-exploitation crew under Max E.
Youngstein to introduce Lois Butler, star
of “Mickey,” to the radio, press, and public
in advance of the world premiere of the
film at the Le Claire, Moline, Ill., on June

22.
Shortly after Miss Butler’s arrival in
Moline, she headed a monster parade
marking the Swedish Pioneer Centennial
Celebration of the city, and was guest of
honor at the Le Claire.
Miss Butler appeared in person at Para¬
mount, in connection with the film’s open¬
ing. Prior to the first showing, she headed
a giant parade welcoming her to the city,
and also marking the dual celebration of
the 100th anniversary of the arrival of the
first Scandinavian family in Iowa and the
104th anniversary of Iowa’s admission to
statehood. Miss Butler acted as official
hostess to Prince Bertil, of Sweden, who
attended as official representative of his
country.

Republic Wins Dismissal
New York—Vincent

Leibell, U. S. Dis¬
trict Judge for the Southern District of
New York, last week granted the motion
made by Republic counsel Meyer H. Lavenstein for dismissal of the suit by Fifth
and Walnut, Inc., involving the National,
Louisville, Ky., which it operates.
The suit against various motion picture
companies, including Republic, is for
$2,200,000, treble damages for alleged vio¬
lation of Sherman and Clayton anti-trust
laws. Attorneys for all of the defend¬
ants made motions to dismiss the case, all
of which were denied, with the exception
of that on behalf of Republic.

Portland Aids Victims
Portland, Ore.—All local theatres are
donating 5700 passes weekly to be distrib¬
uted to Vanport, Ore., flood refugees by
the local Red Cross recreation head, Wil¬
liam Graeper, Independent Theatre Own¬
ers of Oregon, announced last week.
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United Artists

executives have

few days, shown Howard Hawks’ 'Red River'
to the leading film buyers of the Southwest.
These showmen agree unanimously and
without reservation that "Red River" will take
its place in motion picture history beside such
epics as "The Covered Wagon" and "Cimarron ".

The Southwest today —
tomorrow the whole industry will know that

us moving
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British Units
Form One Company
London—Stockholders

of 20 companies
in the Gaumont British and Odeon circuits
were to finalize their pooling arrange¬
ments under J. Arthur Rank at a meeting
today (June 23). It was understood that
the parent company, called Circuit Man¬
agement Association, will manage all com¬
panies, and pool the net receipts to be
shared on the basis of results for the years
1944-46. The board of Circuit Manage¬
ment comprises Rank, John Davis, J. A.
Callum, L. W. Farrow, Mark Ostrer, and
Lawrence Kent.
Davis was to be elected managing di¬
rector while Kent represents 20th-Fox
interests. Callum, Farrow, Rank and Davis
are Odeon directors, while Rank, Farrow,
Ostrer, and Davis are on the board of
Gaumont. United Artists is not represented
on the board of CMA even though it has a
large interest in Odeon, and David H. Cop¬
lan represents UA on the Odeon board.
Dated June 15, the pooling deal is to
cover five years, with CMA managing 564
theatres via single managerial and ac¬
countancy staffs, although it continued to
book separately and distinctly as before.
The receipts are being divided into a mil¬
lion units, with the Odeon group taking
584,876 and GB holding the remainder.
The plan is said to simplify and econo¬
mize operations in addition to offering
patrons better service.

Canadian Accord Stressed
New York—International cooperation is
more effective than legal restriction in the
case of Canada and the American film in¬
dustry, Donald Gordon, Deputy Governor
of the Bank of Canada, told executives
of the Motion Picture Association of
America at a luncheon tendered in his
honor last week at the Harvard Club.
At the luncheon, presided over by
Francis S. Harmon, MPAA vice-president,
Gordon described the Canadian Coopera¬
tion Project as an excellent indication of
“imaginative spirit, rather than legal re¬
striction as well as an outstanding example
of good neighborliness.”
Taylor Mills, MPAA staff, who is serv¬
ing as New York coordinator of the
Canadian Cooperation Project, reported
that American newsreels have included 64
subjects on Canada in their releases this
year. Next week, FitzPatrick Travel-Talks
will start making photographic studies of
Quebec and Ontario. Monogram, during
this summer, plans to make the first of 10
features in Canada, all of which are sched¬
uled for completion within the next two
years.

"Shaggy" In Denver Bow
Denver—The world premiere of Para¬
mount’s “Shaggy” was held at the Den¬
ham last week with The Denver Post,
Rocky Mountain News, and all radio sta¬
tions giving full support to the premiere.
The News ran a nine-day contest with
six of Shaggy’s pups flown to Denver from
Hollywood as prizes for the best letters
written by children on “Why I Want
Shaggy’s Pup”. Brenda Joyce, Shaggy,
and Martha Vickers, made personal ap¬
pearances.
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Coast Video Case
Completed June 21
WASHINGTON — Twentieth Cen¬
tury-Fox was to complete its case for a
San Francisco television channel be¬
fore the FCC on June 21, with Presi¬
dent Spyros P. Skouras, Charles P.
Skouras, NT chief, and Irving Kahn,
home office radio-video rep, leading
the witnesses for the company.
Charles Skouras had previously re¬
vealed that 20th-Fox is prepared to
begin immediate construction of a
$350,000 studio in San Francisco. Also
asking for the two remaining tele chan¬
nels are Paramount, CBS, Television
California, Inc., and KROW; Paul Raibourn, Paramount; Adrian Murphy,
Harry Witt, and Don Thornburgh,
CBS; C. L. McCarthy, Television Cali¬
fornia, and Sheldon Sackett, KROW.

Duals Persist
In 25 % Of Theatres
one-quarter
of the nation’s 18,351 movie theatres, 25.1
per cent, present only double feature pro¬
grams as the established policy, it was
revealed last week in a survey by the
Research Department of the Motion Pic¬
ture Association of America.
An additional 36.2 per cent show double
features, part of the time.
A total of 38.7 per cent of motion picture
houses have a single feature policy.
The New York film exchange area leads
the theatres showing double features regu¬
larly, with a percentage of 76.6; 10.6 per
cent play combination single and double
features, and the remainder run single
features. New Haven is a close second
with 75.5 per cent, with 17.2 per cent on
the combination single and double feature
policy, and the balance in single features.
Los Angeles is third with 64.7 per cent,
with 28 per cent showing either single or
double features, and the rest single fea¬
tures. Detroit is fourth with 58.1 per cent,
with 29.8 per cent on the combination
single and double feature policy, and the
others single features.
Theatres south of the Mason-Dixon line
predominate with the single feature policy,
with the Charlotte area heading the list
with 77 per cent. Oklahoma City is second
with 75.2 per cent, New Orleans third with
70.6 per cent, Dallas fourth with 69.5 per
cent, Minneapolis fifth with 67.3 per cent,
and Memphis sixth with 63.1 per cent.
New

York—Approximately

Warner Addresses Meeting
Los Angeles—Harry M. Warner, presi¬
dent, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., last
week was the principal speaker at the
closing session of the Western Safety Con¬
ference.
Paul H. MacWilliams, head, Warners’
first aid department, is vice-president of
the safety organization and chief film
industry member.

U Declares on Common
board of directors of
Universal Pictures Company, Inc., last
week declared a quarterly dividend of 25
cents a share on the common stock, pay¬
able on July 31, 1948, to stockholders of
record at the close of business on July 15,
1948.
New
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Cryptix System
Offered To Exhibs
New York—A new method of numbering
theatre tickets called Cryptix was demon¬
strated here last week by Willis Vance,
Cincinnati exhibitor and member of the
ticket committee of Allied States Theatre
Association. Vance declared that the sys¬
tem will assure theatre owners of keeping
their boxoffice grosses confidential, and
will rule out any exposure to unauthorized
persons. The system also prevents re¬
selling. Vance said that although the sys¬
tem has not as yet been approved by the
Federal Bureau of Internal Revenue, he
expects an eventual okeh since, he claims,
Cryptix complies with all regulations is¬
sued by the Bureau, and the Bureau has
never given any explanation for rejecting
its use. Vance has been employing the
Cryptix method in his own four theatres
as well as approximately 26 other houses
in the Ohio territory, and a plea for a
test case of his situation is now before the
Internal Bureau, with Vance seeking sup¬
port and backing of exhibitors throughout
the country. If sufficient interest is gen¬
erated, Vance feels that a legislative de¬
cision will authorize the new development.
Vance recently contacted 835 theatres
throughout the country, and received a
favorable reaction from most of them.
A specially designed, pocket-sized con¬
vertor is the central figure in the Cryptix
method. Whereas numbers are currently
used on ticket stubs, the Cryptix system
employs alphabetical characters, which, in
turn, are transformed by the convertor
into numerals, corresponding with the
original number. By this system, an ex¬
hibitor becomes the only person who can
learn of the extent of his grosses through
use of the convertor, and with this method
it is impossible for anyone, except those
authorized, to check on an exhibitor’s
grosses.
The standard Cryptix numbering is man¬
ufactured by Globe Ticket Company.

"Letter" Available To All
New York—“Letter To A Rebel,” second
of the industry’s short subject series on
American democracy in action, will be
released to theatres on June 25, it was
announced last week by RKO-Pathe and
the Motion Picture Association of America.
The series is sponsored by the Association
to illuminate important aspects of Ameri¬
can life, and member companies in turn
are producing the pictures.
“Letter To A Rebel,” which runs 17
minutes, was produced by RKO-Pathe,
and is being released as part of its regular
“This Is America” series. At the request
of the Association, RKO-Pathe is making
this picture available for leasing by those
theatres which are not regularly using
the “This Is America” series. Such the¬
atres can make arrangements to book the
short through any of the RKO film ex¬
changes.
%

Paris Opening Set
New York—The Paris, first new motion
picture house to be built here since the
war, will open on Sept. 14, according to
an
announcement
made
by
Jacques
Chabrier, president, Pathe Cinema of the
U. S.
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Trade Heads Push
Will Rogers Drive
Boston—William F. Rodgers, vice-presi¬
dent and general manager of sales-distribution, Metro; Abe Montague, vice-presi¬
dent and general sales manager, Columbia,
and Edward Morey, vice-president, Mono¬
gram, were to have addressed the meeting
of distributor and exhibitor organization
representatives of New England, here yes¬
terday (June 22) at the Hotel Statler on
behalf of the Will Rogers Memorial Sana¬
torium.
This is the third meeting scheduled by
the distributors committee in as many
weeks for the purpose of organizing local
exchange territory personnel of the in¬
dustry to raise funds for the maintenance
of that institution.
Last week, a meeting was held in Phila¬
delphia, attended by about 40 sales
representatives and leaders of exhibitor
organizations.
The first meeting was held in New York
on June 8 attended by about 50 repre¬
sentatives of sales, including the leaders
of exhibitor organizations.
Alice Farley, actress and former patient
at the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, was
among the speakers in Philadelphia. Bob
Mochrie, vice-president and general sales
manager, RKO, presided, and Andy Smith,
general sales manager, 20th Century-Fox,
made the principal address. He appealed
for the wholehearted and fullest support
of the entire trade. Joe Unger, general
sales manager, United Artists, also ad¬
dressed the meeting, and gave the back¬
ground of the establishment and the pur¬
pose of the institution.
The distributors committee will continue
to hold such meetings until most of the
key centers on the eastern seaboard shall
have been covered. It is hoped that with
the organization of a local drive in each
of the territories to be covered, sufficient
funds can be raised to provide the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital with the finan¬
cial means to carry on its work.
In Philadelphia, Earle W. Sweigert was
named chairman of the local committee,
and Charles Zagrans, RKO, secretarytreasurer. The gift committee comprises
Harry Weiner, Columbia; A1 Davis, Mon¬
ogram, and William Mansell, Warners.
Ulrick Smith, Paramount, was named
chairman of the allotment committee, and
Jay Emanuel and Mo Wax comprise the
committee on publicity and printing.
In New York, an executive committee
was appointed consisting of Clarence Eiseman, Warners; Len Gruenberg, RKO; Nat
Cohen, Columbia; Jack Bowen, Metro;
Henry Randel, Paramount; Dave Levy,
U-I, and Nat Furst, Monogram. The co¬
ordinating committee consists of Len
Gruenberg, chairman; Seymour Florin,
20th Century-Fox, and Ralph Pielow,
MGM, assistants. Nat Furst was appointed
chairman, finance and ticket committee;
Nat Cohen, chairman, publicity and ex¬
ploitation committee, and Dave Levy,
chairman, gift committee.
A coordinating committee of exhibitors
was appointed, headed by Harry Brandt,
ITOA chieftain, and Fred Schwartz, head,
Metropolitan Theatre Owners Association.
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FC In Chinese Deal
New York—

B. G. Kranze, sales chief,
last week announced that Film Classics,
Inc., had contracted with the Chinamerica
Film Exchange of Hong Kong for the dis¬
tribution in China of all new Film Classics’
product. David Home, foreign sales man¬
ager, closed the deal.
Horne signed the deal with C. Y. Tom,
president, Chinamerica, who formed his
company six months ago after having been
studio manager and director of photog¬
raphy for the Chi Ming Motion Picture
Company.

Columbia Net Drops
New York—Columbia’s net profit for
the 39 weeks ended on March 27, 1948,
dropped to $855,000 from the $2,935,000
earned for the similar period last year,
it was learned last week. The new figures
represent 98 cents per common share,
compared with $4.23 in 1947.
Reasons given for the sharp drop are
the loss of foreign revenues, a drop in
grosses in this country, and the fact that
the period last year included returns on
“The Jolson Story,” one of the season’s
top entries.

Foreign Aid Fund Passes
Washington — The
Senate last week
passed the Foreign Aid Appropriation Bill
which contains a $10,000,000 fund to cover
part of the out-of-the-pocket expenses of
publishers and producers overseas. The
film industry had been listed for $4,502,516
for films for the Marshall Plan areas in
1947, but it is now expected to get no more
than half that amount.
It is not believed that the House will
cut the amount.

Columbia In Second Meet
Chicago—The second of Columbia’s two
branch and district managers’ meetings
was held last week in the Drake Hotel,
with A. Montague, general sales man¬
ager, presiding.
Present were home office executives,
department heads, and top sales per¬
sonnel, as well as four division managers
and the managers of 17 branches.

Coyne Advises
Exhibs On Television
Asbury Park, N. J.—Robert W. Coyne,
outgoing
executive
director, Theatre
Owners of America, last week called tele¬
vision the number one scare of exhibitors,
and recommended theatremen to start ex¬
periments with large screen video as soon
as possible. Coyne spoke at the first an¬
nual meeting of the New Jersey TOA.
He said that ultimately the producers
will have to halt the practice of releasing
films to tele stations if the pictures were
made originally for theatre exhibition. A
study of the problem of making pics ex¬
clusively for television and exclusively for
theatres should be made, he said.
Gael Sullivan, new executive director,
TOA, said the industry is suffering from
“court shock,” recommended the end of
“status quo thinking,” and said that TOA
should have an affirmative rather than
negative approach to industry problems.
Herman Levy, general counsel for TOA,
discussed the U. S. Supreme Court deci¬
sions from the viewpoint of the theatreman. Maury Miller, president of the local,
presided.
It was agreed that the Federation of
New Jersey Theatres would be asked by
the group to present a solid front against
moves to legalize lotteries, and to raise the
age of unescorted youngsters from 14 to 16.
Also, an information pool was okehed for
local tax problems.

Republic Profit Down
New York—A net profit of $139,945 for
the 13 weeks ending on Jan. 24 was an¬
nounced by Republic last week. The total
is equal to two cents per share on the
1,817,860 commons shares outstanding, and
compares to $344,714 and 13 cents per
share a year ago.
Earnings for the period also were equiv¬
alent to 35 cents per share on 400,000 pre¬
ferred shares, comparing with 86 cents in
1947. The net take before taxes was $229,945 as against last year’s $555,990. Federal
tax provisions for the quarter were $90,000,
the 1947 provision being $211,276.

IA Helping "Report"
New York—Richard F. Walsh, president,
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and Moving Picture Machine
Operators, last week asked IATSE mem¬
bers to volunteer their services at special
screenings of “Report For Action,” tworeel film produced by the Theatre Owners
of America as a step in their program to
combat juvenile delinquency.

Trans-Lux To Expand

VA Attendance 957,000

UA Acquires Mexican Show

Washington—The

Veterans Administra¬
tion announced last week that patients in
VA hospitals saw an average of two mo¬
tion pictures a week during April. Total
attendance in VA’s 26 hospitals that month
nearly reached 957,000. Showings of 35mm.
film in hospital auditoriums accounted for
two-thirds of this total, while showings of
16mm. films in the wards accounted for the
balance.

Cohen Suit Delayed
New York—Postponement until June 29
of the motions made by Max A. Cohen
and the Anco and Anwell Amusement

New York—Norman
W. Elson, vicepresident in charge of theatre operations,
Trans-Lux Corporation, said last week that
the company has embarked on an ex¬
pansion program. He revealed that as new
theatres are added, Edison Rice, formerly
of Randforce Circuit, will be named to
assist Elson and act as divisional manager.

New York—Following its policy of high¬
lighting its lineup in Latin America,
United Artists last week acquired the
Mexican film, “La Venus de Fuego,” for
distribution in Argentina, Uruguay, Para¬
guay, Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama,
and Chile.

Companies in the $1,800,000 anti-trust suit
against RKO, 20th-Fox, and Warners was
announced last week. The hearing date was
moved back from June 15 by agreement of
the parties involved.
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W. C. MACMILLEN, JR. APPOINTED; MILTON COHEN NAMED; OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

Eagle Lion's ad-publicily-exploitation crew, under the aegis of Max E. Youngstein, put on a whirlwind campaign
to introduce 16-year-old Lois Butler, singing star of "Mickey," to the radio, press, and public.
Part of the
big buildup recently took place in New York when Miss Butler was host to several, hundred press, magazine,
and radio reps on a "Welcome Lois Butler" sightseeing cruise around Manhattan aboard the SS Sightseer, with
the guests writing special features on the event. Here the pretty young star greets fans from aboard ship.

Pictured above is William C. MacMillen, Jr., who
was recently appointed vice-president in charge of
operations for Eagle Lion Films and also vice-presi¬
dent, Eagle Lion Studios. MacMillen will make his
headquarters in New York City for the dual post.

Walton C.
Audibert,
after the
firms. The

It was recently announced in New York that Milton
E. Cohen had been named Eagle Lion eastern division
sales manager, and will supervise sales and distri¬
bution activities of the exchanges in the territory.

Ament, left, vice-president and general manager, Warner Pathe News, is shown with Mme. Raymonde
producer, Pathe Journal, Paris, and Howard Thomas, producer-in-chief, Pathe Pictures Ltd., London,
recent signing of long term contracts for full and free exchange of news films between the three
pact was inked at the New York offices of Warner Pathe News, and represents a unique agreement.

During the recent Paramount western divisional sales meeting in Kansas City, prize
checks won in the "35 Years Of Leadership" Drive Contest were presented.
Doing the honors was George A. Smith, while the recipients were, left to right:
R. C. Libeau, Harry Hamburg, Kansas City branch manager, and Don R. Hicks,
branch manager, Des Moines. The confab took place at the Muehlebach Hotel.

Chatting backstage at the recent western premiere of Eagle Lion's "Ruthless,"
Paramount, San Francisco, are producer Arthur Lyons, Diana Lynn, Sylvia Sidney,
Les Malloy, master of ceremonies and KLAX disc jockey, and Lucille Bremer. The
film folk made a personal appearance at the house in conjunction with the film's
opening, and the added attraction really helped hypo business at the theatre.

The recent world premiere of Paramount's "So Evil My Love," Plaza, London,
was a really gala affair, and highlighting the ceremonies was the presentation
of a bouquet to Ann Todd, star of the Hal Wallis picture, by Miss Patience.

David Horne, left, foreign sales manager for Film Classics, and C. Y. Tom,
president, Chinamerica Film Exchange, Hong Kong, are shown as they recently
signed a contract in New York whereby Tom's firm will distribute FC product.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners—“Key Largo” (Humphrey Bo¬

gart, Edward G. Robinson, Lauren Bacall)
in all exchange centers on July 16.
Fox—“Mine Own Executioner”
(Burgess Meredith, Kieron Moore, Dulcie
Gray), in all exchange centers on June 25.
20th

AA-Monogram In Canada
Montreal—Ten feature films will be
made in Canada during the next two
years for Allied Artists and Monogram
release, it was announced last week by
J. A. DeSeve, president, Renaissance Film
Distribution, and Joseph Than and Leon¬
ard Fields, executive producers, Canadian
International Screen Productions, Inc.
Production will be at Renaissance Studios.
CISP is financed in part by U. S. inter¬
ests, but it is dominantly a Canadian com¬
pany, and will use as much Canadian
talent and personnel as possible.
Earlier, word came that Canam Film
Productions, Inc., and Carillon Pictures,
Ltd., have been set up for film making in
the Dominion, the former headquartering
in Toronto, the latter here. Carillon is
headed by Mel Turner, president; George
H. Beeston, secretary-treasurer, and David
J. Ongley, vice-president. Robert Mont¬
gomery, advertising-publicity exec, is top
producer for Canam.

Cancer Society Sets Six
New York—The American Cancer So¬
ciety announced last week that, as a joint
project with the National Cancer Institute,
U. S. Public Health Service, it will pro-
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Park-ln Files Suit

Konecoff

Wilmington, Del. — Park-In Theatres,
Inc., Camden, N. J., last week filed a
treble damage suit in federal court against
Fabian Securities, Inc., and Fabian En¬
terprises. Plaintiff charges infringement of
the Richard M. Hollingshead patent in the
construction of drive-in theatres.
Mentioned in the suit are drive-ins at
Green Ridge, Staten Island, N. Y.; Nor¬
folk, Va.; Richmond, Va., in partnership
with Thalhimer; Lincoln, Trevose, Pa., in
partnership with Harry Nettie, and Neil
Heilman, and the Mohawk, between Al¬
bany and Schenectady, N. Y.; Tri-City,
near Endwell, N. Y.; and the Saratoga,
Albany-Saratoga, N. Y., road. Attorneys
for Park-In are Arthur G. Connolly, Wil¬
mington, and Leonard L. Kalish, Phila¬
delphia.

and will headquarter in New York. . . .
Rosalind Kossoff, AF Films, recently re¬
turned from Paris, acquired eight French
shorts to be released here in the fall. She
also obtained for immediate distribution
a two-reeler entitled “The Children’s Re¬
public,” produced by Carroll Films. It is
narrated by Madeline Carroll. . . . Foreign
Films Movie Club issued its first edition of
The Foreign Films News. . . . Monty Sal¬
mon admits all program holders of the
stage play “Lulu Belle” free at his Rivoli.
. . . RKO general sales manager Bob
Mochrie is all excited about the forth¬
coming RKO Sportscope, “Muscles And
The Lady.” . . . Paramount is showing its
West Point pix “Beyond Glory” to army
brass for reaction. . . . Western Electric
is out with a 32-page brochure in color
giving illustrations and details on the
company’s motion picture and recording
equipment. . . . AA’s “The Babe Ruth
Story” received a neat plug via the cover
of the May issue of Sport magazine. . . .
One thousand ministers, religious educa¬
tors, and laymen attended the world pre¬
miere of “My Name Is Han,” second film
production of the Protestant Film Com¬
mission, at Town Hall.

Fight Trailers Ready
New York—A short trailer announcing
the Graziano-Zale fight pictures, prepared
by National Screen Service, is available
from its exchanges all over the country,
it was announced last week. A trailer will
also be available for the Louis-Walcott go,
after the fight. Each of these trailers is
prepared with animated titles and art
backgrounds, and emphasizes highlights of
the fight.

duce six sound films in color to teach
general practitioners and senior medical
students how to detect cancer early.
Audio Productions, Inc., is producing
the series, which is under direction of
S. S. Feuerman.

(Continued

from page 9)

Colombia Taxes Films
New York—The Colombian Government
last week imposed a 10 per cent tax on
outgoing company earnings. The 10 per
cent levy also applies to payments for
partial or outright acquisitions of films,
or payments to theatre groups and other
exhibitions, except concerts and sports
events.
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 48) USA:
Truman tour. Rome: President assumes
military command. Tokyo: Cardinal Spell¬
man visits. Paris: French honor American
heroes. Santa Cruz, Cal.: “Miss America”
entry selected. Atlantic City, N. J.: Beauty
Queen. Tokyo: Horse racing. Salzburg,
Austria:
Olympic gymnastic
hopefuls.
Florida: Water skiing.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 283)
Palestine: UN mediator seeks peace. USA:
Truman tour. Tokyo: Cardinal Spellman
visits. Paris:
French honor American
heroes. Santa Cruz, Cal.: “Miss America”
entry selected. Florida:
Water skiing.
Tokyo: Horse racing.
Paramount News (No. 86) Washington:
Olympic boxing finals. Wimbledon, Eng¬
land: Tennis. Tokyo: Horse racing. Paris:
French honor American heroes. USA:
Truman tour. Europe: New ocean phe¬
nomena uncovered.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 153)
Denmark: Ship hits mine. Paris: French
honor American heroes. Puerto Rico: Big
sugar crop. New York City: Flying barn¬
yard. Livermore, Cal.: Rodeo. York, Pa.:
Trick pistol shooters. New York City:
Steeplechase.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 88)
Palestine: UN mediator seeks peace. USA:
Truman tour. England: Smuts honored.
Tokyo: Cardinal Spellman visits. London:
Duke of Edinburgh given Freedom of the
City. Miami Beach: Olympic divers. New
York City: Two-year-old unhurt in sixstory fall. Paris: Upside down man. Cali¬
fornia: Potato bonanza. Portland, Ore.:
Rose festival (Portland and Seattle only).
USA: Children learn to eat with chop¬
sticks.
In All Five:

U.S.A.: Truman tour. New York City:
Babe Ruth acclaimed.
In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 47) Jeru¬
salem: Battle films. Athens: Michael weds
Anne. St. Louis: Chimps put on show (ex¬
cept New York City). New York City:
Golden anniversary
(New York City
only). Los Angeles: Golf. Belmont Park,
N. Y.: Belmont Stakes.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 282)
New York City:
Golden anniversary.
Jerusalem: Battle films. Athens: Michael
weds Anne. Belmont Park, N. Y.: Belmont
Stakes (except Los Angeles and San Fran¬
cisco). Los Angeles: Golf (Los Angeles
and San Francisco only). St. Louis:
Chimps put on show.
Paramount News (No. 85) U.S.A.: Free¬
dom Train tour. St. Louis: Chimps put on
show. Paris: Beach and bathing fashions.
Philadelphia: GOP convention headquar¬
ters readied.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 152)
California: Plane flies faster than sound.
St. Louis: Chimps put on show. Athens:
Michael weds Anne. New York City:
Golden Anniversary (New York City only).
Canada: New flood peril. Belmont Park,
N. Y.: Belmont Stakes.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 87)
Jerusalem: Battle films. California: Plane
flies faster than sound. U.S.A.: Republican
candidates’ wives. Athens: Michael weds
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Anne. New York City: Golden anniver¬
sary (New York City only). Belmont Park,
N. Y.: Belmont Stakes. Los Angeles: Golf.
Telenews Digest (Vol. 1, No. 24) Jeru¬
salem: Arab legion sweeps into devas¬
tated ‘Old City.’ Germany: Russians block
rail lines. Greece:
Wedding climaxes
Michael-Anne romance. England and Can¬
ada: King’s birthday celebrated by two
countries. Philippines: Cardinal Spellman
honors leper. France: Students paint town
red. Poland: The feather industry. Ger¬
many: New amusement ‘thriller’ even
makes spectators dizzy. Western U. S.:
Truman nears end of tour. New York:
Police attempt to revive family overcome
by gas in slum apartment. Maryland: Train
wreck. Los Angeles: Gas explosion levels
golf club building. Washington: Secretary
of Labor Schwellenbach’s funeral. Chi¬
cago: President Truman’s double. Austria:
International soccer match. New Zealand:
New Zealand vs Fiji Islanders in cricket
match.
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 46) Pales¬
tine: Truce. U.S.A.: Truman on tour.
Washington: Vandenberg blasts ERP slash.
Atlantic City, N. J.: Shriners parade. West
Point, N. Y.: Graduation. France: Tribute
to D-Day landings. Canada: U. S. visitors
go shopping. Los Angeles: Olympic divers.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 281)
Philadelphia: GOP convention preview.
Sun Valley, Idaho: Truman relaxes. West
Point, N. Y.: Graduation. France: Tribute
to D-Day landings. Los Angeles: Olympic
divers. Norfolk, Va.: Teen-age sailboat
race.
Paramount News
(No. 84)
Bahamas:
Tuna fishing. Boston; Inter-faith awards.
Canada: U. S. visitors go shopping. New
York City: Ralph Richardson arrives.
Washington: Vandenberg blasts ERP slash.
Palestine: Truce.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 151)
Washington: Vandenberg blasts ERP slash.
Idaho: Truman goes sightseeing. Canada:
U. S. visitors go shopping. West Point,
N. Y.: Graduation. Austin, Tex.: Third
generation midget. Los Angeles: Olympic
divers.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 86)
Palestine: Truce. U.S.A.: Truman on tour.
Washington: Vandenberg blasts ERP slash.
Greece: King Michael and Princess Anne
visit. Washington: Young boxers. Canada:
U. S. visitors go shopping. Bermuda: Bath¬
ing suit fashions. Florida: Underwater
picnic.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 295)
Belgian Congo: Annual native festival in
Leopoldville.
Little Rock, Ark.: First
Negro teacher in state celebrates 70 years
as educator. Chicago: High school girl
wins essay contest. Colton, Md.: This spot
fast becoming famous as relaxing spot for
Washington
bigwigs. Randall’s
Island,
N. Y.: Future Olympic stars compete in
IC4A meet. Grenloch Park, N. J.: Walcott
in. training.

ARBITRATION
Detroit
An arbitration complaint was filed last
fortnight by the Callier, Belding, Mich.,
naming the Gibson and Silver, Greenville,
Mich., two Butterfield houses. Asserting
that the Callier must wait from 60 to 240
days for product, the complainant asks
the abolition of all clearance and avail¬
abilities 30 days after national release.

Book Reviews
Motion Picture Theatre Management.
By Sam Carver. Privately published by
Varitype process. 198 pages.
Dedicated to those now in the industry
in various capacities who are desirous of
obtaining practical assistance or advice in
motion picture theatre management and
to the many about to enter the business,
the author has compiled basic information
that he has gathered over many years’
experience in this business.
The various chapters cover practically
all phases of the business, including dis¬
tribution, exhibition, theatre construction,
illumination, heating and cooling, fire
apparatus and protection, employes, the¬
atre bookkeeping, buying and booking,
advertising and publicity, specialty pro¬
motion, projection, censorship, financing,
and leasing, etc. All of this material is
intended as a guide in “how to run a the¬
atre successfully.” For newcomers to the
business the small volume should prove of
assistance, while to others in the trade
it should be found interesting.
—N.

BB Film Announced
New
York — It
was announced last
week that S. Arthur Glixon, president,
Cinema Lodge, B’nai B’rith, is producing
a new film called “Dealing In Futures,” a
documentary suggested by the valuable
vocational guidance work being done by
B’nai B’rith. The film will be directed by
Robert Staub, who was also associated
with Glixon in his two previous produc¬
tions, “This Is B’nai B’rith” and “There Is
So Much To Do.”

Bantam Issues Six
New York—It was announced last week
by Bantam Books, Inc., that releases for
June include: “The Hucksters,” by Fred¬
eric Wakeman; “The
Unexpected,” a
short story collection edited by Bennett
Cerf; “The Gashouse Gang,” by J. Roy
Stockton; “Cabbage Holiday,” by Anthony
Thorne; “The Wire Cage,” by John Dick¬
son Carr, and “Wild Justice,” by Alan
LeMay.

NATIONAL LEGION OF DECENCY
June 24, 1948
Unobjectionable

for

General

Patron¬
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New York—Universal-International last
week made two additions and several
changes in its eastern exploitation depart¬
ment following the recent elevation of
Charles Simonelli to the newly-created
post of eastern exploitation manager. The
two additions are Maurice “Bucky” Harris,
veteran exploiteer and for 14 years a mem¬
ber of the field staffs of RKO and RKO
Theatres, and Matt Cantillon, formerly a
member of the Warners pictures publicity
and special events department. Of the
present members of the exploitation staff
in New York, Alfred N. Mendelsohn has
been promoted to the radio promotion
post, having previously performed general
exploitation duties; Jerome M. Evans has
been assigned to national advertising tieups, fashion promotions, and record and
book tie-ups, and Herman Kass will act as
liaison with circuit advertising and ex¬
ploitation departments.
New York—William C. MacMillen, Jr.,
has been appointed vice-president in
charge of operations of Eagle Lion Films
and also vice-president of Eagle Lion
Studios, it was announced last week by
Arthur B. Krim, president of both com¬
panies. Krim stated that MacMillen’s re¬
sponsibilities will be in administration,
personnel and finance, and will in no way
affect the position of William J. Heineman
as vice-president in charge of distribution.
The Eagle Lion companies are the motion
picture distributing and producing sub¬
sidiaries of Pathe Industries, Inc., of which
MacMillen has been an officer since 1946.
He has also been president of the Federa¬
tion for Railway Progress and assistant to
Robert R. Young, principal Pathe stock¬
holder. MacMillen, who is 35, is a director
of Missouri Pacific Railroad.
New York—Milton E. Cohen has been
named eastern division sales manager for
Eagle Lion Films, effective immediately,
it was announced last week by William
J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of
distribution. Cohen will supervise all EL
sales and distribution activities in territory
covered by Albany, Buffalo, Boston, Cin¬
cinnati, Cleveland, New Haven, New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Washington.
In May, 1938, he resigned from Columbia
to become Detroit city salesman for RKO,
and was soon promoted to sales manager
and branch manager in that city. In 1946,
he received another major promotion, be¬
ing named eastern central district man¬
ager for RKO, supervising the Detroit,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis
territory.
New York—National Concert and Artists
Corporation announced last week that at a
meeting of the board of directors, the
resignation of Alfred H. Morton as presi¬
dent was accepted, effective July 1, 1948.
Morton’s interest in NCAC has been ac¬
quired by O. O. Bottorff and Marks Levine,
presently vice-presidents, who will con¬
tinue as the sole stockholders. It was also
announced that the offices of chairman of
the board and that of president will be
alternated yearly between Bottorff and
Levine. Morton is accepting an executive
post with 20th Century-Fox.
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Percentage Suits
Settled In N. E.
BOSTON—It was revealed here last
week that five percentage fraud suits
pending in the Superior Court here
have been settled. Final decrees were
entered in suits by Warners, Para¬
mount, Loew’s, U-I, and 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox. The theatres involved were
the Capitol, Malden; the Capitol,
Bridgewater,
and
the
Stoneham,
Stoneham, all in Massachusetts. The
decrees stated that the defendant had
accounted fully to the plaintiff up to
the date of filing the suit, and pro¬
vided that the suits were dismissed by
agreement of the parties.
New York—Jack Goldstein was last
week appointed general manager, Hal
Horne Organization’s motion picture divi¬
sion, and elected vice-president of SingA-Tina Studios, Inc., affiliated with the
Horne organization. Goldstein disposed of
his Hollywood agency to take over his new
position. He will headquarter here, and
operate between the Horne home office,
the coast and London. He was formerly
with RKO, David O. Selznick, and 20th
Century-Fox.
New York—Gradwell L. Sears, United
Artists president, last week announced the
resignation of Morris B. Orr as western
division sales manager, effective on July
1. Orr has been elected president, Orr
Felt and Blanket Company, Piqua, O., a
company founded by his grandfather in
1900.
Orr came to UA as Cleveland
branch manager in 1943, and took his last
post in 1945. He entered the trade in 1914
as a Warner salesman in New York.
New York—Nancy Stern was last week
appointed eastern production representa¬
tive of the David O. Selznick Enterprises,
with headquarters at the Selznick local
office. She replaces Robert Ross, who is
in England on personal business.
New York—Norton V. Ritchey, presi¬
dent, Monogram International Corporation,
announced last week the appointment of
Alfonso Valadez as manager of Monogram’s
Mexican office, replacing Jorge Oiler, who
is going to Puerto Rico.
Chicago—Clark Baker, city salesman in
Columbia’s Detroit branch for the past
three years, and a Columbia employe for
10, was last week named manager of the
company’s Des Moines exchange. Baker
replaces Mel Evidon, who resigned.

MPAA Offspring Born
New York—Robert W. Chambers, direc¬
tor, research department, MPAA, last week
announced the arrival of a second son,
Thomas Heath, in Montclair, N. J.
Preston L. Hickey, assistant to the direc¬
tor, Community Relations Department,
MPAA, became a grandfather last week
when his son, James B., Hollywood, became
the father of a son.

Wilder, UA In Deal
New York—W. Lee Wilder and United
Artists last week completed a distribution
deal calling for Wilder’s delivery of two
features per year in a two-year period.
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THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will be found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—-Ed.)
WB
“Romance On The High Seas”—Good
program.
RKO
“Race Street”—Okeh program.

WB Report Shows
Sharp Profit Drop
New York—Warner Brothers Pictures,
Inc., and subsidiary companies last week
reported for the six months ending on
Feb. 28, 1948, a net profit of $7,311,000 after
provision of $5,200,000 for federal income
taxes.
The net profit for the six months ending
on March 1, 1947 amounted to $14,013,000
after provision of $8,400,000 for federal in¬
come taxes.
The net profit for the six months ending
on Feb. 28, 1948 is equivalent to $1 per
share on the 7,295,000 shares of common
stock outstanding. The net profit for the
corresponding period last year was equiv¬
alent to $1.89 per share on the 7,402,180
shares then outstanding.
Film rentals, theatre admissions, sales,
etc., after eliminating intercompany trans¬
actions, for the six months ending on Feb.
28, 1948, amounted to $75,852,000, as com¬
pared with $85,053,000 for the correspond¬
ing period in the previous year.

White Announces Schedule
New York—Paul White, who made his
headquarters in Paris as European repre¬
sentative for David O. Selznick, and who
recently resigned to enter the production
field, last week launched Paul White Pro¬
ductions, Inc. Offices are located at the
Movietone Studios.
White’s production schedule for the
current season consists of a series of 13
shorts tentatively titled, “This Is Your
World,” human interest stories of the
people of the Pacific, from China to
Australia.
Globetrotter William Winter,
former CBS international news analyst
and “Voice of America in the Pacific”
for the State Department during the
war is director and narrator.
Charles R. Senf, who was on the Selz¬
nick technical staff in Hollywood before
the war, is supervising film editor, and
will have the first three subjects ready for
release early in July.

It's a Boy
Los Angeles—A seven-pound, 2-ounce
baby boy was born to Dr. and Mrs. Nathan
S. Hiatt last week. Mrs. Hiatt, formerly
Lita Warner, is the daughter of Harry M.
Warner, president, Warner Brothers Pic¬
tures, Inc.
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PRODUCTION
Hollywood—Alexander

Korda will fol¬
low up “The Winslow Boy” with “The
Last Days Of Dolwyn,” Emlyn Williams
original. . . . Robert Preston and Pedro
Armendariz were inked for the two top
male roles in Walter Wanger’s Techni¬
color production for Eagle Lion, “Tulsa.”
Susan Hayward handles the femme lead.
. . . Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, and
Doris Day were set in Warners’ “Two
Guys Of The Nineties,” set to kick off in
July. . . . RKO signed Fred Zinneman to
meg “Battleground,” set as the studio’s
biggest picture of the new season, with
Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan, Victor
Mature, and Bill Williams starring. The
film will dramatize the Battle of Bastogne.
Monogram will do “Pills, Inc.,” expose
of the overdosage of sleeping pills. . . .
Lon McCallister plays the top role in
Eagle Lion’s Technicolor production, “The
Big Cat.” . . . Paramount renewed John
Lund’s option for a fourth year. . . .
Monogram closed a releasing deal with
Master Films, Inc., calling for three films,
the first to be “Incident.” . . . Cornel Wilde
and his wife, Patricia Knight, team on the
screen for the first time in Columbia’s
“The Lovers.” . . . Script writers for
United Artists producer Harry Sherman,
are working on a western with a Hawaiian
background as a Joel McCrea starrer.
Maureen O’Hara was tentatively as¬
signed to a leading role in the best-seller,
“Britannia Mews,” which 20th CenturyFox plans to produce in England. . . .
David O. Selznick nabbed the option on
“The Long Walk,” novel which just came
off the presses. . . . Robert Young stars in
Eagle-Lion’s “Twelve Against The Under¬
world,” to be made under the Cavalier
Productions banner. Young and producer
Eugene B. Rodney head the inde. . . .
Leading roles in 20th Century-tFoxfe
“Sand” will be handled by Mark Stevens
and Peggy Cummins.
Universal-International assigned Max¬
well Shane to rein “The Amboy Dukes,”
story of Brooklyn’s Brownsville section,
with a fall camera date scheduled. . . .
Otto Preminger will produce and direct
the Jeanne Crain starrer “The Fan,” at
20th Century-Fox. . . . “Tuna Clipper”
was set as Roddy McDowall’s next film at
Monogram and will kick off on Aug. 1.
. . . Thomas Gomez was added to Enter¬
prise’s “Tucker’s People,” starring John
Garfield. . . . Warners placed Edmond
O’Brien under a long term contract. . . .
Duncan Renaldo plays “The Cisco Kid” in
the United Artists series. The first two,
“An Adventure Of The Cisco Kid” and
“Robin Hood Of Sin City,” are already
lensing.

Censorship Measure Checked
New York—Majority leader Joseph T.
Sharkey indicated last week that the
Cunningham censorship bill may die in
committee. The bill was held over for a
meeting of the City Council this week.
Combining in protesting the bill are the
MMPTA, Independent Theatres Association,
League of New York Theatres, IATSE, and
the Committee Against Censorship of the
Entertainment Industry. The measure was
originally supported by S. Samuel DiFalco, Frederick Schick, William Mc¬
Carthy, and Alfred J. Phillips, with Stan¬
ley M. Isaacs dissenting.
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"Man-Eater Of Kumaon"

TELEVISION

Theatremen generally are of the
opinion that the time is ripe for a
rebirth of showmanship of the oldfashioned variety, which is what
makes the advent of “Man-Eater Of
Kumaon” more important. This ex¬
ploitation show from Universal-Inter¬
national will probably start a cycle of
animal films that should greatly im¬
prove many boxoffice records.
This should start a new cycle of
showmanship which the exhibitor
should find not only profitable but
enjoyable.
Approaching the usual type of ani¬
mal thrill show from a new angle,
with a slightly different human slant,
“Man-Eater Of Kumaon” registers
higher in the dramatic department
without sacrificing anything in the
hair-raising division, although adding
a simple love story for the benefit of
the women folk.
While the man-eating tiger is the
central
character, special
mention
should be given Wendell Corey, Sabu,
Joanne Page, and others who con¬
tribute capable performances.
But the story is in the selling, and,
from this angle, “Man-Eater” has
what it takes, a natural exploitation
picture that will hit the boxoffice
bull’s eye.—J. E.

New York—Melvin L. Gold, director of
advertising and publicity, National Screen
Service, and temporary chairman, National
Television Film Council, announced last
week the appointment of temporary com¬
mittees to function until the permanent
election of officers. Committee chairmen,
are as follows: By-laws committee, chair¬
man, Irwin Shane, executive director,
Television Workshop; film distribution
committee, chairman, Myron Mills, in
charge of television for Equity Film Ex¬
changes; television stations committee,
chairman, Robert Paskow, film director,
WATV,
Newark;
program
committee,
chairman, Jay Williams, television di¬
rector, Film Equities Corporation, and
press relations committee, Sally Perle,
Mesal Organization.
Four more construction permits for new
TV stations were granted by the FCC;
Florida Broadcasting Company, Jackson¬
ville, Fla., Channel Four; Copper City
Broadcasting Corporation, WKAL, Rome,
N. Y., Channel 13; The Utica Observer
Dispatch, Utica, N. Y., Channel Three, and
Southland Industries, Inc., San Antonio,
Tex., Channel Four.
Exclusive rights to televise the pre¬
performance activities of opening nights
outside all Shubert theatres during the
1948-49 season has been granted to the
New York Daily Sun station, WPIX.

"Not Guilty" Pleas Filed
New York—Henry L. Brook and Joseph
Albino last week pleaded not guilty in
federal court, Brooklyn, before U. S.
Judge Harold M. Kennedy to a six count
indictment charging them with criminal
infringement of copyrights in four motion
pictures.
The indictment handed down on May 27
by a Grand Jury in the U. S. District
Court for the Eastern District of New
York charged the defendants with wil¬
fully renting these pictures for a fee for
the purpose of the exhibitions which were
given to them. Columbia’s “Gilda” and
20th
Century-Fox’s
“Leave
Her
To
Heaven” were each named in two counts.
MGM’s “Bad Bascomb” and Republic’s
“Murder In The Music Hall” were each
named in one count.
Assistant U. S. Attorney George W.
Percy, Jr., Eastern District of New York,
is handling the prosecution for U. S. At¬
torney Keogh’s office. The Federal Bureau
of Investigation has been conducting an
intensive
drive
against
unauthorized
16mm. motion picture showings during the
past two years, particularly with regard to
16mm. prints donated by the motion pic¬
ture industry to entertain the armed
services overseas.

British Assist Visual Aids
New York—The use of films and other
visual aids will be developed on a very
large scale by the new Educational Foun¬
dation for Visual Aids, which has recently
been set up by the British Ministry of
Education, it was revealed last week. Its
function will be to promote the prepara¬
tion, distribution, maintenance, and use
of visual aids as a medium of education.
Its goal is the equipping of every school
with a projector and other visual appa¬
ratus.

A series of Paris-made films featuring
creations of all the major French fashion
designers have been purchased for ex¬
clusive showing on the NBC television
network.
The televised screen, as yet embryonic
and experimental in San Francisco, is now
receiving more attention from the public
there than ever before. The big television
kick-off for the area will boom on July 2
as the city’s first great teleshow is slated
for premiere at the Civic Auditorium.
General Electric mobile units will function
throughout the city transmitting pick-up
telecasts to the Auditorium, and giving
most San Franciscans their first view of
video. After extensive local hearings be¬
fore a federal examiner, in which the five
contestants made strong bids for Bay Area
outlets, the Commission’s response is ex¬
pected soon from Washington, D. C.
Among the contestants are Edwin W.
Pauley’s Television, California; Paramount
Television Production Company, Los An¬
geles; CBS, KROW of Oakland, and 20th
Century-Fox, Inc. Three groups in San
Francisco already hold construction per¬
mits from the FCC, and have been as¬
signed channels. They are San Francisco
Chronicle, associated with NBC; KGO,
ABC, which promises to be operating by
December, and KSFO, Associated Broad¬
casters. A fourth channel has been re¬
served for the Don Lee-Mutual Broad¬
casting Company pending outcome of an
additional hearing.
Television’s most ambitious project to
date is the coverage of the major political
conventions, starting with the Republican
convention in Philadelphia this week.

Alabama House Burns
Fort Deposit, Ala.—John Moffitt’s New
Fort was ravaged by fire last fortnight.
Loss was estimated at around $10,000.
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Atlanta
Abe Brown, owner, K and B Soda Com¬
pany, where the film folks gather, is
happy over the visit of his daughter,
Mrs. Charlotte Smithoff, from the
Panama canal Zone.
Film Row was sorry to hear that
Fred Moon, former editor, amusement
page, The Journal, had suffered sev¬
eral broken ribs in an accident....
Emory Auston, MGM exploiteer, re¬
turned. ... Eddie Addison, southern
publicity chief. Eagle Lion, checked
in after a trip through Alabama.
Grover Parsons, southern district
manager, Eagle Lion, returned from
Tennessee-Henry Krumm, southeastern
division manager, SRO, was back from
Florida.
Kay News: John Jarvis, salesman,
returned from a swing through east
Tennessee... .Harry Katz paid a visit
to the charlotte exchange....W.H.
Rudisill, manager, made circuit calls
in Alabama.... Ike Katz visited New
Orleans.
Joyce Higgins, Columbia, on her
time off, makes deliveries for the K
and B Soda Company, Film Row hangout
.... District manager Dave Prince, RKO,
returned to his office after paying a
visit to the Charlotte branch with
division manager Charley Boasberg.
Notes, Wil-kin Theatre Company:
Complete drive-in equipment was sold
to the new Dixie Drive-In Theatres
for the new Stewart Avenue house, and
also to East Point Amusement Company,
East Point, Ga....Jack Coletrance,
sales representative, was touring
north Georgia and part of North Caro¬
lina. ... Gilbert Thornhill is back
from Barwich, Ga., where he was called
due to illness of his father.
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William H. Crystal, manager, the¬
atre sales division, United States
Air Conditioning Corporation, Minne¬
apolis, was in. He will make his head¬
quarters in Atlanta while making
sales trips.
Bryan Foy, Eagle Lion producer, who
will produce an atom bomb story, "These
Were My Orders”, visited Oak Ridge,
Tenn....Babe Cohen, branch manager,
Monogram Southern exchanges, held a
sales meeting with Jimmy Campbell and
Ben Jordan.... Jimmy Bello, special
sales representative, Astor, returned
from Georgia.
The Pal Amusement company, Vidalia,
Ga., hopes to have its new colored
theatre opened about Sept. 1...Johnnie
Bachman, branch manager, UA, is back
at his desk after a business trip.
Ralph McCoy, Film Classics, was in
Florida with his salesman....William
Richardson, Astor head, came back
from his annual fishing trip with
plenty of good fish.
WSB will go on the air with regu¬
larly scheduled television programs
on or about Sept. 25. Television
dealers representing major distrib¬
uting interests in the southwest were
apprised of the plans at a dinner
meeting given by The Atlanta journal
Company.
Willis J. Davis, Georgia Theatre
executive, presided at a session as
head, Civitan Club of Atlanta.... Re¬
cent visitors included Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Whitestone, Fair-Mount, FairMount, Ga.; Ralph Johnson, tent show¬
man; Billy King, Carolina Shows;
Hayesville, N.C., and Bob Dunn, South
Georgia.
John W. Mangham, head, Screen Guild
of Georgia, announced the following
changes: Riley P. Davis becomes
special Atlanta office representative
and assistant to Mangham, and joe
Fieldman becomes sales representative
for North Georgia, North Alabama, and
Tennessee, succeeding Karl chalman,
resigned. Davis has a host of friends
in the territory, and comes back to
the distribution end of the business

Visitors included Walter Morris,
Knoxville, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Barrett, Jr., Temple, Ga.
Censor Christine Smith banned Film
Classics’ “women In The Night”. R.L.
McCoy, branch manager, appealed the
case to the Carnegie Library Board.
As far as is known, Atlanta is the
only city in which this film has been
barred.
Ernest Rogers, former movie editor,
the journal, and now a columnist, was
honored by the Civitan club as re¬
tiring president.... Seen on Film Row
for buying and booking were Johnnie
Harrell, Martin Theatres, Columbus,
Ga.; J.H. Thompson, president, Martin
and Thompson Theatres, Hawkinsville,
Ga., and Jay and Abe Solomon, inde¬
pendent Theatres, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
buying equipment for their new 100seat Brainerd.
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after a short absence, during which
time he operated a theatre at Panama
City, Fla.
Emily Franco, assistant to 0. L.
Barnett, office manager, Monogram
Southern exchanges, was enjoying a
stay with friends in New York. ...Mer¬
ritt Davis, special sales represen¬
tative, Republic, was in for a sales
meeting with Jimmy Hobbs, branch mana¬
ger and staff. • • •Ruth Roberts, head,
accounting department, Monogram South¬
ern exchange, and Ann Mayo, accounting
department, Universal-International,
spent a week in Macon, Ga.
Harlow Lamb, the Florida theatre
owner, was in booking.... Tommy Read,
Georgia Theatres executive, was nursing
a badly sprained right thumb.... Bill
Mattingly, former sales representative
for film exchanges in New Orleans and
Memphis, was visiting friends.... Mrs.
M. M. Osman, Strand, Covington, Ga. ,
was in.
Dusty Rhodes, head, booking depart¬
ment; Willis Davis, assistant to Wil¬
liam K. Jenkins, and Hutton Summers,
Georgia Theatres Inc., were off to
Canada on a vacation.... Seen on Film
Row were A. W. Hauget, Vedowee Theatres,
Ala., and H.G. Moore, Fox, Brighton,
Ala.
Lee Goldsmith, former office mana¬
ger, U-I, Cleveland, was transferred
to the local branch in the same capa¬
city. ...Off on a trip to Florida were
William Richardson, Astor, and his
son, Ned.
Other visitors were James Berry and
S.C. Coleman, Regal, Syrma, Tenn.;
and Don L. Turner, local district mana¬
ger, Altec Service.... Wallace Smith,
former manager, Brookhaven, Brookhaven, Ga., is back here.... Allied
Artists’ “The Dude Goes west” was
screened at the Paramount.... Harvey
Snith, manager and coowner, Tower, is
now broadcasting from the lobby of
his theatre twice weekly. He talks to
people over the telephone and if they
know what picture he is playing, he
sends them passes.
Seen on Film Row were O.M. Garrett
and W.H. Alexander, Roopville, Roopville, Ga.: Mose Leibowitz, Grand
Amusement Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
and Dick Johnson, booker, Florida
State Theatres, Jacksonville, Fla.
Don L. Turner, district manager,
was in New York City.

Altec,

At Eagle Lion, BettyKarchak resigned
....Mrs. Leila Hall was enjoying the
sunshine in Florida....Jane Puryear,
was added to the office force.... Bar¬
bara Whitaker is new in the contract
department;

A new "high” in promotion was recent¬
ly reached in Elberton, Ga., when Lat
Heard, Georgia Theatre Company city
manager, staged this sensational stunt
for 20th Century-Fox’s "Sitting Pret¬
ty”, Elbert. Heard tied in this pole
sitter with a "Trade-In-Elberton”
campaign, with local merchants aiding
in the bally.
The sitter remained
aloft for a week creating attention.

E.E. Whitaker, chief barker, Atlanta
Tent, variety Club, gave a check for
$25,000 to V.P. Warren, president,
Atlanta Boys Club, at the latter
organization’s board meeting, and lots
of local youngsters will be happy as
a result. The money will be used to
build a new swimming pool at the club’s
Warren Memorial branch, Pryor Street.
Warren said the Warren company will
Southern
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build a new steel and concrete gym¬
nasium over the pool, and plans for
both the pool and gym are now being
prepared by architect Thomas Bardbury,
board member. Members of other branch
boys clubs will also use the pool.

Veterans Administration Hospital,
Fayetteville, Ark., will start a re¬
gular run of pictures beginning on
July l....The Better Film Council
Committee named "I Remember Mama” as
the exceptional movie of recent months.

After an illness of four weeks, Ann
Mauldin is back on the job at Eagle
Lion.... Hattie Dorrian joined Eagle
Lion in the contract department....
Thurman Rogers, the showman from Ala¬
bama, was on the Row. ...Oscar Harrell,
Capital City Supply company, was back
after a visit from the city.

Father S.P. Stocking and his associ¬
ates were guests of manager Bill
Kroger, Shannon, Portageville, Mo.,
for a special showing of “Fighting
Father Dunne”. Father stocking was the
first priest to be- graduated from the
famous newspaper boys’ home founded
in St. Louis, by Father Dunne, the
heroic priest impersonated by Pat
O’Brien in the film.

Johnnie Bachman, branch manager, UA,
was in Jacksonville, Fla., on business
....Mary Coker, Mary Bowen, and Ann
Coleman, UA, were sick....On vacation
were Virginia Byington, Mrs. Buford
Styles and jack Frost, UA.
Johnnie Thompson, Pal Amusement com¬
pany, Vidalia, Ga., was a visitor....
Lex Benton, Benton Brothers Film Ex¬
press, returned from Florida, while
B. D. Benton returned from Atlantic
City, n.J. Added to the Benton force
were I.B. Califf and Francis Heard.

A special call meeting of the Vari¬
ety Club board of directors was schedul¬
ed by new Chief Barker Ed Williamson,
branch manager, Warners.... Jimmy Gil¬
lespie, publicity director, 20th
Century-Fox, Dallas, was in.. .Virginia
Redmond, booker stenographer, 20th
Century-Fox, was married to William
Totty...O.M. Reddick, 66, electrician
for the past 19 years atLoew’s Palace,
is dead. He had been ill for two years.

NEW ORLEANS
Roy Donaldson, Warners booking de¬
partment, was passing out the cigars
with the advent of a new baby girl at
his house.... Miss Merlen Stephens,
secretary to R. Joiner, Warners book¬
ing department, announced that she
willmarryE. Smith....Lavinia Farmer,
Warner’s contract department, was mov¬
ing to Denver to live....Miss E.
Sutton, Warners, was enjoying a Florida
vacation.

MEMPH IS
Bad luck overtook James C. Fisher,
who recently opened the Base, near
Blytheville, Ark. The showhouse was
destroyed by fire. The house was the
old Army flying school base theatre,
and was opened on May 17.
Exhibitors in were: Tom Ford, Rector,
Ark.; A.J. Cole, Webb, Miss.; W.A.
Ruch, Houston, Miss.; Gordon Hutchins,
Corning, Ark.; Miss Ann Hutchins,
Peach Orchard, Ark.; W.H. Gray, Ruth¬
erford, Tenn.; W.F. Sonneman, Fayette¬
ville, Ark.; Mrs. jack Wilbanks, Wal¬
nut, Miss.; Wade Nessome,. Marmuduke,
Ark. , and Cleo Fence, Decaturville,
Tenn.
The Victory, owned by W.D. Todd,
reopened.... District manager or Eagle
Lion, c.E. Hilders. Dallas, was vacaing. Booker Bob Rimer, EL, was on va¬
cation.
J.A. Wolfe, Star, Charleston, Miss.,
announced that he is moving his business
to a new location....Manager Joe Simon,
Ritz, Flexer house, has a protruding
chest due to the premiere of his little
niece as a dancer. She is Sandra Simon
Lehman, who made her debut in a dancing
class at Ellis Auditorium.
Vacationing were Fairy Wilkinson,
Paramount, and Bea Davis, Warners.
W-F. Ruffin, Sr., Covington, Tenn.,
and John Mohrstadt, Hayti, Mo., were
in booking.

William J. Clark, executive vicepresident, National Film Service,
Inc., announced that its represen¬
tative, Film Inspection' Service, Inc.,
New Orleans, will handle physical dis¬
tribution for SRO. This service in¬
cludes film inspection, shipping,
mounting, storage, etc.
The election of Carl J. Mabry as
president-general manager, Motion
Picture Advertising Company,- Inc. ,
was announced last week. Mabry for¬
merly executive vice-president, suc¬
ceeds william M. Johnson, who died
recently. Other officers newly elected
are A.E. Chadick, first vice-pres¬
ident, and Charles w. Johnson, Alec
A. Johnson, H.G. Christensen, and
J.F. Barry, vice-president.

Alabama
BlRMINGHAM
Frank V. Merritt, Community Thea¬
tres, signed a contract for service in
sound and booth parts with Altec for
the Woodlawn, East Lake, and Avondale;
the North Birmingham),, North Birming¬
ham, and the Tarrent, Tarrent City,
Ala. Elmer Dedels made the contract
with Merritt for Altec.

no one was injured. John R. Moffitt,
Montgomery, Ala., owner, said damage
to the building and equipment would
be approximately $10,000.

MONTGOMERY
Back home here is Forman Rogers,
prominent theatre owner.

Arkansas
LITTLE

ROCK

Mrs. Earl F. Pettyjohn was winner
of an all-expense cruise on the Chi¬
cago and southern Airline’s’Dixie
Liner, including six days and five
nights in Havana with accommodations
at the Hotel Nacional de Cuba, for
submitting the entry judged the best
among several hundred entries sub¬
mitted in a contest to complete the
sentence, “After seeing the picture,
"Three Daring Daughters' , with setting
in Havana, I would like to fly to
Havana via Chicago and Southern Dixie
Air Liner because....” A.M. Norman,
Arkansas, and L.S. Munos, Pfeifers,
were in charge of the contest.
The new Garland opened with Floyd
B. Peek as manager and Mrs. Peek as
assistant. The new show was named after
Arkansas’ 11th governor, and was de¬
signed by architects Frank J. Ginnocchio and Edwin B. Cromwell. Located
on the outskirts of the city on the
Hot Springs Highway, the theatre pro¬
vides an adjoining area for parking
about 150 cars.

RUSSELLVILLE
Paul Dodson, manager, Ritz, has been
elected president, Junior Chamber of
Commerce.

Florida
JACKSONVILLE
Florida State Theatres announced
that it has placed supervision of its
houses in the west coast area, exclu¬
sive of Tampa, under Frank Bell,
former manager of its houses in Lake¬
land, Fla. He will have charge of 32
theatres.

MIAMI

FORT DEPOSIT

Managers of theatres on Miami Beach
are working hard these days devising
ways in which to keep their aides en¬
tertained during the current seasonal
slump. One astute manager has set up
gin rummy tables in the theatre lounge,
and the aides are served tea and cof¬
fee (iced or hot) while playing. The
Reliable Hold-Out-Tape Dry-Cleaning
Company reports record business, as
these archaic items are sanitized be¬
fore being stored away for the summer.
Intrepid scouts, stationed with bi¬
noculars on the cliffs at the South
End of Miami Beach, have as yet not
sighted the vast armada expected mo¬
mentarily from Cuba. All in all, the
general consensus of opinion among
those in the know is that the “season”
seems to have ended.

Fire recently routed some 150 pat¬
rons from the New Fort. The fire
started in the projection booth. The
volunteer fire department had the blaze
under control in a few minutes, and

New wometco Troupers Club officers
are: President, Labe Mell; vice-pres¬
ident, Thelma Gruber; secretary, Ruth
Holladay; treasurer, Carl Skidmore,
and spear-carrier, Malcolm Tait.

J.A. Jackson, manager. Empire, is
back at his post after a motor trip
to California....H.M. Addison, area
publicity chief, Eagle Lion, and his
wife, Doris, were in. ...Joe Lackey,
former manager, Delmar, moved over to
the North Birmingham in the same ca¬
pacity. ...Fritz May has been appointed
manager. Waters Shades Mountain DriveIn, and Leland Halcomb has been ap¬
pointed assistant manager, Melba.
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Elections were held recently at a
meeting in Mayfair Lane, followed by
a screening of “Anna Karenina”.
“The Roosevelt Story” had its pre¬
miere at the Capitol, followed by an
engagement at the cameo. Gordon
Spradley, manager, Capitol, had the
Miami downtown district blanketed
with three-sheets.
Paramount Circuit switched the new
Florida, downtown Miami, from a firstrun to a second-run policy. The house,
which opened in April, was originally
running films day-and-date with the
Sheridan, Miami Bfeach. Under the new
set-up, the Sheridan has resumed its
place in a triple first-run with the
Beach and Paramount.
Excitement continues to mount in
the Wometco confection contest. The
Biltmore was in the lead, but still
had several weeks to go. Biltmore
manager Walter Klements has set a 24hour guard on his candy counter to
discourage foul play on the part of
competing managers. Well remembering
the bloodshed and carnage which ac¬
companied last year's contest, con¬
fection head Van Myers issued a set
of regulations for the behavior of
the contestants. Thus, far, except for
some sporadic sniping at the Mayfair's
counter and an attempt to kidnap the
State’s candy girl, all concerned have
behaved themselves in accord with the
rules. The prizes in the contest are:
first, an all-expense trip to Havana
for manager and candy girl; second,
two table-model radios (winners must
furnish own tables); third, $40;
fourth, $20, and fifth, $10.
The Flamingo switched to a policy
of foreign films, following the suc¬
cess of a double-feature of ‘Passionelle” and “Torment”. This is not
the first time the house has used
foreign product in place of its regular
diet of revivals.
Wometco Theatres announced the
following changes: Wellington Desmarais, from Miami,'to assistant, Mayfair; Joseph Rynock from assistant,
Rosetta, to assistant, Capitol, and
Jack Kernel1, relief manager.
Herman Silverman, booker and buyer,
Wometco Circuit, was off on a vaca¬
tion. ... Charles Moskowitz, Loew’s
Theatres, arrived for a vacation.

Georgia
CAR R0LLT0N
After receiving the green light re¬
cently from the Carroll County Grand
Jury, the two local theatres resumed
Sunday operations. Profits are being
turned over to the Carroll City-County
Hospital Authority, as recommended by
the Grand Jury.

Louisiana
BATON ROUGE
T.A. Pittman, New Orleans theatre
owner and contractor, opened the Dal¬
ton, local first-run. Pittman also has
the Rex here and the Delta, New Or¬
leans. His son, Al Pittman, who super¬
vised construction of the Dalton, is
June 23,
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readying the ParK, Homer, La., for
opening on July 3. Pittman is also
planning to construct first-runs in
five more Louisiana towns.

North Carolina
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB

BOONE
R.E. Angle, district manager, Sams
Theatres, has just been elected pres¬
ident, Lions Club.

(Lew Herb, traveling representative
of THE EXHIBITOR, continues vith his
leisurely tour through, the southern
area.—Ed.)

DURHAM

Continuing our visit to Memphis'
Film Row, we went to the 20th CenturyFox office, where we ran into Weber
Hall. Pox Movietone News cameraman,
currently in the pro¬
cess of becoming an
exhibitor. He and his
associates are building
anew community center,
composed of various
stores, with a deluxe
cinema as the hub, in
one of the fastest
growing sections of
the city. Several large
anartments are also
Lew Herb
being bu^it in tne same neighborhood.
Plenty of parking space is also being
made available. Hall is also watching
the developments in television very
closely. He, too, is an old-timer in
the industry, having been a newsreel
cameraman since the silent days. He
is looking forward to the completion
of the project, when he will probably
retire from the field, and devote his
time to exhibition.
After saying “hello” to Leo wintker
and Mildred Sharp, bookers in the
20th-Fox office, we went into Tom
Young's office, where we learned that
this genial gentleman had been hand¬
ling the reins here since 1929. He
joined the organization back in 1927
as a salesman, and, after two years,
took over the front office. Prior to
that, he had been associated with
exhibition for some time, in Dyersburg, Tenn., where his family oper¬
ated several theatres.
His span of service in distribution
and exhibition has given him a keen
insight to the problems confronting
both sides, which probably accounts
for the longevity of his service.
Our next visit was at RKO, where we
met R.B. Reagin, branch head; Glenn
Calvert, office manager; Fred Fora,
exploiteer, and Tommy Baldridge, who
recently joined the staff as a sales¬
man. The lattdr formerly worked as an
exploiteer, free-lancing, and had
handled several pictures in the Geor¬
gia territory recently, his latest
stint being in Florida for UA.
Having thus far confined our acti¬
vities to film row, we headed uptown,
and dropped in at Loew's state, where
Bill Kemp heads the staff. He is a
Georgia boy, who came here from At¬
lanta about five years ago. He worked
there for several years in the dis¬
trict office, before coming to Memphis,
and we had an interesting chat about
our mutual acquaintances. Cecil Vogel,
another industry veteran, handles the
other Loew house, the Palace.
At one time, in his career here in
Memphis, he handled all of the down¬
town houses, which, for a brief time,
operated under the Loew banner.
Our next visit took us to Malco,

The Midway Drive-In, located on the
Hillsboro Road, held its formal
opening. Equipped with a De-Vry pro¬
jector and in-car speakers with indi¬
vidual volume control, it is offering
two shows nightly.
William L. Marshall and Harold Mark¬
ham, operators of the newly-opened
Drive-In, Chapel Hill Road, haye been
named in warrants charging them with
committing a public nuisance by "per¬
mitting a loud speaker to operate,
thereby causing a public nuisance by
unreasonably interfering with the use
and enjoyment of residences in Hope
Valley (a residential section) and
elsewhere.” The warrants were signed
by residents of the Hope Valley area.
After the warrants were served, the
operators advised officers that they
already had made arrangements to pro¬
vide individual in-car speakers.
Hearing of the case was set for a
later date.
The Starlite Drive-In, the third
to begin operations here in the past
few weeks, held its formal opening,
and work has been launched on a fourth.
The Starlite is located on the Oxford
Highway, on U.S. Route 15, and is
being operated by Vernon and A-CRigsbee, brothers. The fourth, on
which work has been begun, is to be
located on the Raleigh Road, U.S. 70,
and is being built by Theodore CGale and Chestner Dolny. It will have
a capacity of 800 cars, and is being
built at a cost of more than $150,000.
Other drive-ins in Durham are the
Midway, on the Hillsboro Road, U.S.
70, operated by Walter L. Blocker and
J.N. Wallace, and the Drive-In, on the
Chapel Hill Road, U.S. 15, operated
by a syndicate of drive-in theatres
but locally managed. As the situation
now stands, there is a drive-in on
each of the major highway approaches
to the city.

HICK0RY
Earle Holden, manager, Wilby-Kincey
Theatres, has been elected first vicepresident, Lions Club.

RALEIGH
Exemption of motion picture film
distributors from city and county
license taxes in North Carolina would
be abolished under a proposal which
the North Carolina League of Munici¬
palities is preparing to back during
the 1949 session of the North Carolina
Legislature. Under present North Caro¬
lina statutes, the state claims the
exclusive right to levy license taxes
(often at nominal rates) on more than
two-score businesses and professions.
(Continued on next page)
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headquarters for the Malco Circuit,
headed by M.A. Lightman, operating
around 80 theatres in this territory.
We met Elliot Johnson, who runs the
art and publicity department, and,
although he’s too modest to admit it,
cooks up many of the outstanding ex¬
ploitation stunts which the organi¬
zation uses.
Through Johnson, we had the pleasure
of meeting the head of the organi¬
zation, M.A. Lightman, Sr., currently
celebrating his 30th year in the in¬
dustry. He started out in Sheffield,
Ala., with one theatre in 1918, and
now, with the help of two sons, M.A.,
Jr. , and Richard, operates over 80.
The organization is still growing,
and a new house is currently in con¬
struction in the crosstown section of
Memphis. This will be a deluxe 1500
seater, replete with all the latest
developments.
A new quonset-type house is also
being planned for Jackson, Tenn.
Lightman is a nationally known
figure in bridge tournaments, and has
many trophies which attest to his
prowess in this art. His varied in¬
terests keep him away from his Memphis
office a good deal, and his son, M. A. ,
Jr., handles the reins in his absence.
Richard also takes an active part in
the operation, at present confining
his duties to the advertising depart¬
ment. He also has charge of the stagedoor restaurant, which occupies the
corner space of the Malco building.
Our next visit took us to one of
the neighborhood theatres, an inde¬
pendent, the Hollywood, owned and
operated by J.A. West. Although this
particular house was built by West in
the early 40’s, he has been in the
industry for over a quarter-century,
operating theatres throughout this
territory. The Hollywood is a very
neat, cozy house, which radiates a
reeling of warmth and friendliness.
Both Mr. and Mrs. West take an active
part in the operation, which is con¬
fined to two evening performances,
with matinees over the week-end. West
has operated theatres for himself
during his entire career, except for
a short span, when he was connected
with the Paramount-Richards organi¬
zation. He believes in operating a
friendly theatre, and has a cheery
word for all his customers, both young
and old. He also takes an active inter¬
est in civic affairs, feeling that it
is his duty to help others in any way
he can. He also takes an active inter¬
est in exhibitor organization affairs,
and has been prominent in these cir¬
cles for many years.
Having run into Nate Evans and Ed
Cullens on film row, we decided to
visit their new colored house, the
W. C. Handy, which they claim to be the
finest colored theatre in the world.
We also met Chalmer Cullens, who is
also a partner in this venture a£ well
as the savoy and Idlewild, which this
group operates, also.
Evans makes his headquarters at the
Handy, and personally supervises its
operation, while Chalmer Cullens looks
after the Savoy, another colored house.
Ed Cullens supervises the operation
of the Idlewild, deluxe neighborhood
operation. The same group at one time
operated the old Orpheum, now the
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Malco. The Savoy, however, was the
first of their holdings. From this
beginning, they built the Idlewild,
in the early 40’s, and constructed the
deluxe W.C. Handy about a year ago. It
is undoubtedly one of the finest negro
theatres that I have ever encountered,
and, according to Evans, is much ap¬
preciated by the clientele, since its
inception, it has been operating on a
policy of both pictures and stage
entertainment, with a varied diet of
both professional and amateur talent.
Another deluxe colored house also
operates in the same neighborhood, the
Esquire, built and opened by James D.
Catsoodas, Jr. , about six months prior
to the opening of the Handy. A new¬
comer to the industry, he is a per¬
sonable chap, and has the initiative
to carry him through.
Still visiting the neighborhood,
we dropped in at the Luciann, Summer
Avenue, which, along with the Rose¬
mary, constitutes two of the finest
theatres in the city. Both these
houses are owned and operated by
Augustine Cianciolo, who built them
just before the war. Deluxe in every
detail, they have ample parking space
to accomodate the patrons’ cars.
Cianciolo is also comparatively new
to the industry, having only entered
it with the building of the theatres,
but knows his way around. He is cur¬
rently in the midst of building again,
this time a home, of the rambling,
ranch-house type, but of colonial
design.
Returning to film row, we ran into
several out-of-town exhibitors in on
booking trips. Among them were A.N.
Rossie, who operates a colored the¬
atre, the Roxy, clarksdale, Miss.;
M. Sliman, Lux, Luxora, Ark.; Ernest
Pollock, Strand, Hohenwald, Tenn.;
Herod Jimerson, Liberty, North Little
Rock, Ark., and Don Landers, Radio,
Harrisburg, Ark.
Landers has been in business in
Harrisburg since 1927, and, like most
of us, wound up in the army during
the war. Here his experience stood
him in good stead, as he wound up
running films when he got overseas.
We also ran into several other local
exhibitors, J.T. Lester, who operates
the Park, a deluxe neighborhood, and
Jimmy Augustine, who runs the Rialto.
The latter is a former "Yankee”, from
New Jersey, who started in the enter¬
tainment business as an entertainer,
playing in various orchestras. This
brought him down south, and while in
Hot Springs, Ark., he met the girl
who later became his wife. He settled
down in Hot Springs, running a the¬
atre, and stayed there for about five
years, after which he moved to Mem¬
phis, and took over the Normal, now
operated by George Gaughan. He left
the business for a brief period, after
which he acquired the Rialto.
Our visit to the row also brought
us into contact with Lou Weaver, who
operates the local Airway, plus the
Airway, Louisville, Ky. He is another
veteran of the industry, but he’d
rather fish than run theatres. He
carries his fishing equipment around
in the trunk of his car, never know¬
ing when he might get the opportunity
to put. it to use.
Finishing up our exchange calls,

'Jack Pries,
business agent. Local
225, AFL,
is the gent largely re spon¬
sible for the f i ne j ob of labor-manage¬
ment relations inAtlanta. Pries, pro¬
jectionist, Fox, was instrumental, a
few years back,
in providing the 63
members of the local with a six-year
contract,
with both sides enthused
and very satisfied over
the pact.

we dropped in at Columbia, where H.A.
Chrisman heads th'e staff, a post he
has held for the past two years. He
has been associated with the organi¬
zation for about 18 years. At Eagle
Lion, we met Leonard Shea, who opened
this office for the company, and who
was with it through the PRC stage and
subsequent transition. The Film
Classics office is in charge of R.M.
Hammond, and Kay exchange is under
the direction of Ray Edwards.
Raleigh
(Continued from preceding page)
Motion picture film distributors and
manufacturers are included in this
group, in many other cases, a limit
is set by state law as to the amount
of license tax a city or county can
levy on certain businesses and pro¬
fessions. The League of Municipalities
contends that this source of revenue
should be almost entirely reserved for
cities and counties, and should be
equalized on the basis of services
rendered to firms and individuals to
be taxed and the benefits they derive.

DURHAM
A temporary restraining order against
Samuel M. Gilbert, Konnoak Drive,
preventing him from shining a flood¬
light into the Skyview, a drive-in,
was made permanent by Judge Luther
E. Hamilton in Forsyth County Su¬
perior Court, Winston-Salem, N.C.
American Theatres, Inc., operator of
the drive-in, brought the action,
charging that Gilbert erected the
floodlight on top of his house, and
had been shining it into the parking
lot of the theatre, blinding customers,
and driving away business.

MOCKSVILLE
Davie Theatre Company obtained a
certificate of incorporation from the
North Carolina secretary of State to
operate open air motion.pictures and
a general motion picture business with
authorized capital stock of $40,000,
of which $3,000 has been subscribed,
by the incorporators, Thomas W. Tutteror, Jr., and Norman S. Chaffin,
Mocksville, and Marion A. Welch,
Greensboro, N.C.
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on both sides of the entrance. They are
the Florine and Roxy owners.
M. Holland, Bernice Bork, and E.
Pitman organized the Theatre Building
Corporation with offices at 105 West
Monroe Street.

CHICAGO
George Sloneker, 80, veteran projec¬
tionist, died at Phoenix, Ariz., where
service and interment were held. . . .
Television sets in the metropolitan area
are estimated at 23,000, up about 7,000
in the past two months.
Walter Immerman, B and K general
manager, was taking time out for a
hospital checkup. . . . Gertrude Fisher,
Norshore, was recovering at home after
hospitalization. . . . Harry Ginter, Will
Rogers, vacationed in Buffalo. . . .
Isadore Stein, Alba manager, was
mending at home.
Harry Nelson, B and K electrician,
underwent an emergency at St. Eliza¬
beth’s. . . . Bob Ketchel, Uptown service
department, six feet, 4 inches, was star
pitcher on the Lane High nine. . . .
Wenona, Ill., will get a new theatre
through the enterprise of George Thyge
and Arthur Struck.
Samuel Nieberg and Associates are
planning a new theatre for Namecki,
Ill. . . . R. T. Van Nieman, Motiograph,
Inc., chief engineer, took a coast trip....
A. Shapiro, Ampro chief engineer,
enjoyed an extended vacation.
Motiograph, Inc., supplied the H. J.
Ringold Drive-In, Adrian, Mich., with
projectors and speakers. It has orders
for similar equipment from the Belt
Line Drive-In, Grand Rapids, Mich., and
the Hudson Drive-In, Hudson, N. Y. . . .
Michael Horn plans building a 500-seat
house at Bethalto, Ill. . . . Gene Kistner
was made manager, Lake, Gary, Ind.
Ellis Smith, president, Crescent Film
Laboratories, announced extensive al¬
terations would be made to its plant. The
building will be completely air-condi¬
tioned, with provision for electrostatic
dust precipitators in the printing and
developing rooms.
Hugh McGinnis, Drake manager, will
take a month off for active duty at Fort
Ord, Cal., as captain in the army reserve.
. . . Miss Virginia Boettcher, Cine, left
for a tour of Washington as one of the
many prizes she won as being crowned
“Miss Blossomtime” by Mayor Kennelly,
in a contest sponsored by the Chicago
Park District.
While they were closing the boxoffice
at the Riveria, Sam Soible, manager,
and Mildred Powell and Wendell Lensch,
aides, were held up by three bandits.
Joe Anthony, veteran Apollo assistant,
died of a heart attack while closing the
boxoffice. . . . Seeking a warm clime for
his vacation, Boris Reidel, B and K
poster studio head, flew to California.
. . . Fred Matthews, Motiograph Com¬
pany, fished in the Northwoods.

Jack Kirsch, Allied Theatres prexy;
George Bechare, and Basil Cherukas
formed the E and L Theatres, Inc., for
theatre operations, with offices in the
Englewood.
Christy Kala was made manager, Lans,
Lansing, Ill., An assistant managership
went to Calvin Wellauer, Uptown. . . .
Prentice Hampton is new manager,
Glasford, Glasford, Ill.
Ted Tod returned as special exploita¬
tion representative for SRO after time
out due to a back injury. . . . T. J. Cleary
reopened the Colonial, Wabash, Ind. . . .
Mike Yahr was made district manager,
RCA equipment division.

DENVER
Robert Selig, president, board of
trustees, University of Denver, and
assistant to the president, Fox Inter¬
mountain Theatres, was picked as the
University’s “Man of the Year”, and
awarded a membership in Omicron
Delta Kappa, national honorary frater¬
nity.
“Canon City” will be world premiered
at Canon (pronounced Canyon) City,
where the prison break occurred. M. R.
Austin, branch manager, Eagle Lion, is
handling the advance details.
P. G. Dikeou is demolishing a build¬
ing he bought a few years ago with the
intent of building a theatre. The space
will be made into a parking lot until,
and if and when, he can get first-run
product. The theatre is slated to be a
I, 600-seat, $500,000 house.
William Fitzgerald, Denham publi¬
city director, was accorded a spot in the
Gallery of Fame published every Satur¬
day by The Denver Post. Fitzgerald was
one of three who fought off a thug who
tried to get away with a money sack
containing $1,600. The others concerned
were A1 Lawter, manager, and Mrs.
Lawter.
C. J. Duer, branch manager, headed
the Denver delegation to the Paramount
western division sales meeting in San
Francisco. Others were Paul Allmeyer,
head booker; Robert Quinn, publicity
man, and salesmen John Voss, Jack
Felix, and Frank Westbrook, Jr.
Howard Campbell, Warners exchange
office manager, vacationed in Iowa. . . .
J. J. Unger, general sales manager,
United Artists, spent several days calling
on circuit accounts, and conferring with
Kenneth MacKaig, branch manager. . . .
Anne L. Knox, war bride, recently from
Belgium, has been hired as a clerk at
U-I. . . . Mrs. Lee Mote, former Acme,
Riverton, Wyo., owner, is recovering
nicely from an eye operation performed
at St. Anthony’s hospital.

George Bressler, Roosevelt assistant,
was tactful in endeavoring to calm a
supposedly irate patron, who demanded
his money back. As a result, he received
a Chicago Daily News award, for the
fellow turned out to be a “courtesy”
reporter.

William Albright moves from the
Cactus managership to U-I as assistant
booker. . . . Beverly Bell, daughter of
Earl Bell, Warners’ branch manager,
was married to Dick Clark. After a
Colorado Springs, Colo., honeymoon,
they will make their home in Hawaii.
. . . Helen Spiller, manager, Esquire, was
vacationing in Canada.

Lee Norton improved his 600-seat
Grand, Sullivan, Ill. . . . Spalding bro¬
thers will build an 800-seat glass and tile
front house at Flora, Ill., with stores

William McClintock resigned as Fox
Intermountain booker. . . . Cecil Pace,
former Metro salesman, is now selling
for Eagle Lion in the San Francisco
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territory. . . . Sam Wheeler, western
division manager, Film Classics, was
here conferring with Tom Bailey, dis¬
trict manager, and the two flew to Salt
Lake City, from where Wheeler left for
Los Angeles, Bailey returning to Denver.
Film Classics has installed a booker in
Salt Lake City, with A1 Mabey, formerly
with U-I, getting the job, with offices at
258 East 1st Street.
Harry Huffman, city manager, Fox
Intermountain
Theatres,
has
been
named chairman of the Colorado Cru¬
sade for the Children of the World. . . .
Dan Wagner, booker, RKO, underwent
an appendectomy and tonsilectomy.
Seen on film row were: Richard Klein,
assistant general manager, Black Hills
Amusement Company, Deadwood, S. D.;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall, Akron, Colo.;
Mrs. Leon Coulter, Loveland, Colo.;
C. L. Canda, Westcliffe, Colo.; Mr.
and Mrs. George Dowdle and family,
Deming, N. M., and Elden Menagh, Ft.
Lupton, Colo.

DES MOINES
Raymond Harding, 60, veteran pro¬
jectionist, died at Iowa Methodist
Hospital, following a short illness. Hard¬
ing served at Sigourney, la., before
coming to Des Moines in 1912, and has
worked at various Des Moines theatres
since. He was working at the Orpheum
when stricken.
Milt Olverman and Red Edinson,
exploitation, Eagle Lion, established
headquarters at Des Moines and Moline,
Ill., for the premiere of “Mickey”.
A total of 1,661 persons visited the
“Dream House” opened for inspection
by Younkers Brothers department store,
tied in with the showing of “Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House”. . . . The
Pier, Pierson, la., has been purchased
by Gordon Hartin, Sioux City, who will
operate the house six nights a week, with
“Bank Night” on Saturday. . . . Don
Harrington, Clinton, Wis., has been
appointed as manager, Odeon and
Casino, Marshalltown, la., succeeding
Harold Teel, who resigned to become
associated with a theatre corporation in
Chicago.
Managers of the Fort Dodge district
of Central States Theatre corporation
held a spring conference at the Ritz
Hotel, Clear Lake, la. A total of 15
managers attended the meeting along
with L. J. Wegener, assistant general
manager; M. E. Lee, booker; Dorothy
Day, in charge of the publicity depart¬
ment; Marie Frye, merchandising de¬
partment, and Jess Day, division mana¬
ger.

KANSAS CITY
W. A. Scully, general salesmanager,
U-I, and H. B. Wolf were visiting the
office in company with Foster Blake,
district manager. . . . Bud Truog, UA,
reports he returned from his vacation
in Chicago with his pocketbook in a
weakened condition, but had a grand
time. . . . Fred Harpst, Jr., has taken
over the booking and buying position
for Allied ITO of Kansas and Missouri.
Winston Brown, RKO, moved into the
position of office manager, replacing Bill
Burke, resigned. Bob Krause, formerly
booker with Monogram will fill the
position of head booker to replace the
position vacated by Winston Brown. . . .
Beverly Miller, district manager, Eagle
Lion, resigned. . . . Tommy Lawson, U-I,
resigned from the booking department
to go into business for himself at
Gravois Mills, Mo.
NATIONAL
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B. Kranze, sales manager, Film
Classics, was visiting the local office. . . .
Louise and Ernest Block announced the
opening of the New Civic, Sabetha, Kans.
. . . Theatre Enterprises, Inc., sold its
Park-In, Granada and Mozark, Springfield, Mo., to Wayne Fredericks and
Harry Neale, developers of the suburban
Park-In shopping district.
Visiting filmrow were C. E. “Doc”
Cook, Tivoli, Maryville, Mo.; J. Ward
Speilman, Gem, Baldwin, Kans.; Louise
and Roy Dunnuck, Madrid, Atchison,
Kans.; Bill Bradfield, Roxy, Carthage,
Mo.; Tom Edwards, Ozark, Eldon, Mo.;
D. A. Jones, Gem, Breckenridge, Mo.,
and Homer Strowig, Plaza, Abilene,
Kans. . . . Ray Walsh, Mainstreet,
Chanute, Kans., announced that he will
open a new 700-seat theatre in Cherryvale, Kans.

LOS ANGELES
Scores of screen celebrities, search¬
lights and all the color that goes to make
up a gala Hollywood premiere were
utilized when the newly-remodeled Mesa
opened its door to the public. Completely
redesigned and renovated at a cost of
$150,000, the theatre seats 1400 persons.
Bill Rose is manager.
Warners’ west coast theatre depart¬
ment, under the supervision of Ben
Wallerstein and John McManus, recently
engineered an unusual radio stunt for
the engagement of Warners’ “Silver
River”, Warner, Downtown, and Wiltern.
With the cooperation of Art Linkletter,
m. c., “Peope Are Funny”show, over the
NBC network, it was announced that a
“silver treasure” in quarters was to be
buried in a vacant Hollywood lot. All
“prospectors” were to meet at a specified
time dressed in old western costumes, and
armed with picks and shovels to dig for
the treasure, after a gun signal was
given by Warner Star Bruce Bennett.
At the time the “prospectors” were
gathering for the “Hollywood Silver
Rush”, Linkletter on the “People Are
Funny” program, was interviewing a
contestant, who was unaware that the
rush was being held, and instructed him
to visit the lot where the hunt was
going on, dressed as a gardner, and
proceed to plant potted petunias. The
pre-arranged stunt was to fire a gun
signalling the start of the rush at the
very moment the contestant began
planting the petunias. Three hundred
people participated, with the contestant
returning to the microphone with
Bennett to relate his experiences.
Lewis Arnold Pike, member of Lou
Lifton’s publicity department at Mono¬
gram, was graduated from Los Angeles
College of Chiropractic.
Cadet Charles P. Skouras, Jr., 22,
was graduated from the U. S. Military
Academy, and was commissioned in the
Air Force. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles P. Skouras. Skouras, Sr., is
president, National Theatres Amusement
Company and Fox West Coast Theatres
Corporation.
A. J. O’Keefe, U-I assistant general
sales manager, presided over the meeting
of district managers. ... A tie-up with
newspapers provided a capacity audience
of 1400 carrier boys as special guests
for“The Emperor Waltz,” Downtown and
Hollywood.
Bob Joseph, assistant to Bill Blowitz,
director of publicity, Enterprise, takes a
leave of absence to join the War Depart¬
ment Information
Control
Division
overseas, to be stationed in Munich and
Berlin.
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Tomas
Florez,
manager,
Warner
exchange, Manila, was in this city on a
visit.
William J. Gell, London representa¬
tive for Charles R. Rogers, was in
visiting the exchanges and studios. . . .
A new gag has been started by candy
concession outfits whereby passes are
given to the largest candy buyers. . . .
Ed Garfine, U-I, has been elected to the
board of representatives of the Film
Exchange local, Office Employees Inter¬
national Union. William Watmough,
Warners, has been reelected chairman
for film row.
There was much excitement with the
boycott started against Alexander Korda
films by the Academy of Proven Hits
theatres, namely, Vermont, Cinema,
Picfair, Jewel, and Arlington, and their
associate theatres. They are headed by
Joseph Moritz and James Nicholson,
who have generally played the Korda
films. The boycott was instituted when
plans were revealed that Paramount’s
KTLA had plans to televise all Korda
films soon.
Foster Blake, head, U-I six western
exchanges, was off to Kansas City to
meet William Scully and John Woolf.
. . . Lawrence M. Weinberg, U-I legal
counsel, resigned to return to private
practice here.

MILWAUKEE
Occupying 9,000 feet of floor space and
a one-story plus basement building, the
new Universal-International exchange
was formally opened. The building cost
$250,000, and was constructed by Joseph
Berne and Company, New York. The
main floor is given over to offices, book¬
ing department, and sales. G. A. Ebling
designed the building. John F. Bannan,
manager, who assumed the position
when Louis Berman was transferred to
Chicago, said that the firm will increase
the existing film outlets from 297 to the
400 mark.
Ed Solomon, 20th-Fox exploiteer, was
in for advance work on “Green Grass of
Wyoming,” Palace. A local theatre goer
in a “Voice of the People” letter to the
Journal sounded objections to vending of
confections in the theatre.
Laura Wells, John Powers model, made
several appearancces here on the radio
and before groups of prominent people
in advance of “Ruthless”. . . . The
“Easter Parade” invitational screening
at the ’Tosa was well attended. Irving
Berlin tunes are featured in the film.
The
Milwaukee
Journal
station
WTMJ-TV is now providing televised
broadcasts of the NBC newsreel on
three additional nights a week.
Stage shows came back to the River¬
side. . . . Erv Koenigsreiter, Greendale,
Greendale, Wis., was around. . . . Eric
Brown, Plymouth, Plymouth, Wis., was
another visitor. Exchanges are again
doubling up to facilitate employee vaca¬
tions. . . . Walter Baier, Fort, Fort Atkin¬
son, Wis., was a caller. . . . Constantine
Papas, coowner, Towne, spent a few days
in town.
Regular summer concerts at Blatz
Band Shell, Washington Park, was to
open June 22. . . . Many of the exchange
people used the fishing tackle for the
first time this year. ... Increased interest
in television is cutting matinee atten¬
dance.
Helen Hollister, manager, Pix, Wau¬
kesha, Wis., was one of the first women
in the nation to arrange a co-op. ad on
“State of the Union.”

Picnic time is here. A number of MGM
office girls started the season at Muskego
Beach. Participating were Sally Glowacki, Hildegarde Kuchler, Hildegarde
Albrecht, Elsie Seidl, Pearl Reinke, Helen
Zillmer, and Hortense Dricken.
Barney Sherman, Douglas, Racine,
Wis., was a visitor. Walter Baier, Fort,
Atkinson,
Wis.,
was
another. . . .
National Screen Service manager John
Mednikow arranged a screening of “The
Emperor Waltz”. . . . Local bars, taverns
and cocktail lounges are disposing of
their television receivers in great num¬
bers.
Specal giveaways are in use more than
ever in attempts to build waning busi¬
ness. One drive-in in operation for seve¬
ral years, managed by Robert Gross,
reports good business. Two others are
scheduled for early openings, the first
on Highway 41, on the MilwaukeeChicago main highway.
Ralph Maw, MGM district manager,
Minneapolis, spent some time here con¬
ferring with John G. Kemptgen, MGM
resident manager. . . . Louis Elman,
RKO manager, was in the Upper Michi¬
gan and Wisconsin territory. ... A
number of Wisconsin exhibitors and dis¬
tributors attended the all-day golf out¬
ing at Merrill Hills Country Club, Wau¬
kesha, Wis., held by L. F. Gran, head.
Standard Theatres. . . . Max Markowitz,
Plaza manager, resigned. . . . Charles
Olson, former Varsity manager, was
reported about set to sign with Standard
Theatres. . . . Several Hollywood film
stars are expected to appear here in
August in connection with the Centen¬
nial observance at State Fair Park.

MINNEAPOLIS
Arthur H. Steffen has been appointed
district manager. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. John O’Rourke, formerly
salesman, Monogram, is new office man¬
ager, United Artists. . . . Ruby Bright
is the new booking stenographer, Para¬
mount, replacing Ruth Olson, transfer¬
red to ledger clerk. . . . Roslyn Chemrino
is the new Columbia Typist.
The board of directors of North Cen¬
tral Allied met to discuss the U. S.
Supreme Court decision, and to prepare
plans to put into action national Allied’s
move to “police” the high court deci¬
sion. Ben Berger, NCA president, and
Stanley Kane, NCA executive director,
reviewed the Supreme Court decision.
Detectives apprehended a 17-year old
aide in the theft of approximately
$9,000 from the office of the Radio City.
. . . The mother of LeRoy Miller, U-I
branch manager, passed away. The
funeral was held in Minneapolis. . . . Bill
Mussman, Paramount sales manager,
has been in Swedish Hospital recovering
from a heart attack. . . . Henry Gold¬
berg, Paramount home office auditor,
has been at the exchange.
John Wolff, Rank representative from
London, was in with W. A. Scully, U-I
general sales manager. . . . Abe Bennett,
Jr., was in lining up product for his new
$75,000 house, which he is opening at
Bowman, N. D. . . . Henry Simonsen,
Holdinford, Minn., was also a recent
visitor on Film Row. . . . Jules Serkowich,
Columbia exploiteer, was in working on
“The Mating of Millie” and “The Lady
From Shanghai”, State.
Ann Teener resigned from Paramount
to become the July bride of Jerry Lorberbaum. . . . Columbia screened “The
Fuller Brush Man” for the Fuller Brush
Company and exhibitors. . . . Beverly
Hork, assistant cashier, Columbia, has
been vacationing in Chicago. . . . Nancy
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Olson, biller, Republic, was vacationing
at Lake Minnetonka, Minn.... Catherine
Ann Helmberger, clerk, U-I was married
on June 12 to Gervase Edward Beck.
The Nancy, Bridgewater, S. D., was
destroyed completely by fire. The house
recently was purchased by A. G. David¬
son. . . . John DeMarce, owner, DeMarce,
Benson, Minn., will build a second house
to seat 300. . . . Gottfred Olson pur¬
chased the Auditorium, Fessenden, N. D.,
from H. E. Miller. . . . Dean Schied pur¬
chased the State, Mountain Lake, Minn.,
from Roger Drury. . . . Fred Henry is the
new owner, Waucoma, Waucoma, la. . . .
Louis Voight is the new owner, Legion,
Gaylord, Minn. . . . The Royal, Park
Rapids, Minn., reopened after being
closed for two years. Operated by the
Home Theatres Circuit, the house has
been completely remodeled. . . . B. A.
Bengtsson and F. M. Dosch opened the
Saturn, Pierpont, S. D. . . . Paul Ronglien sold the Prom, Gary, S. D., to Merle
Summers. . . . Wallace Goodline pur¬
chased the Rialto, White, S. D., from
LeRoy Wehrkamp.
Minnesota Entertainment Enterprises,
organization of Twin Cities independent
exhibitors, completed negotiation for a
site in surburban St. Paul, Minn., and
is negotiating for property west of
Minneapolis on which to erect drive-in
theatres. A 650-car project will be
erected on Highway 100 at the intersec¬
tion of South Robert Street on the
South Street Paul road. The west Minne¬
apolis drive-in will be located on Wayzata boulevard, between the city and
Lake Minnetonka.
The RKO-Orpheum, large loop house,
is being provided with a new marquee,
sign, and outer lobby, as well as a com¬
plete new front. The St. Paul, Minn.,
RKO-Orpheum is getting a new front
and lobby. . . . Robert T. Whelan, mana¬
ger, Twin Cities RKO Theatres, an¬
nounced the appointment of Charles
Farquhay as new assistant. Farquhay
moved here from Davenport, la., and
succeeds John Cannella.

OKLAHOMA CITY
G. L. Warren,
in U. S. District
Holt, to whom he
on a percentage
tickets to avoid
federal admission

Jr., owner, Wes-Ten,
Court charged Harry
had leased the theatre
basis, with reselling
rental payments and
taxes.

OMAHA
C. N. Robinson is planning to remodel
the Home, Blair, Neb. . . . Adolph
Rozanek has workmen on the job tear¬
ing down a building at David City, Neb.,
to make way for his new house. . . .
G. G. Griffin has installed new pushback seats in his Cass, Plattsmouth, Neb.
Louise Cotter, RKO-Brandeis exploiteer, will spend her vacation in her
native Boston. . . . John Grabenstine is
in a Rochester, Minn., clinic for a
checkup. He is the exhibitor at Eustis,
Neb.
The Variety Club and The WorldHerald started the ball rolling to raise
funds to pay hospital expenses of threeyear-old Jeanette Mary MacDonald,
Sidney, la., ill of leukemia in a Denver
hospital. Variety clubbers arranged to
get medicine for the child for the
usually fatal disease. The Omaha tent
paid for two weeks of hospitalization,
and will give further aid as needed.
Ed Hesselbring, Alexandria, Neb.,
exhibitor, reports business in his area is
picking up. . . . Western Theatre Supply
Company installed a new gold rayon
stage setting and maroon silk plush
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drapes in the Veterans Administration
hospital, Lincoln, Neb. . . . R. W. Brown,
Neola, la., exhibitor, returned from
Illinois. . . . Irene Hedrick, film inspectoress, Warners, was on vacation. . . .
Film Row has its eyes on the horses of
Frank Hollingsworth, Beatrice, Neb.,
exhibitor, at the Ak-Sar-Ben race meet.
A Paramount meeting in Kansas City
drew M. E. Anderson, branch manager;
Bill Haarmann, office manager, and
salesmen Wayne Stephenson, Pat Halloran, and Max McCoy. McCoy has just
moved over from U-I. . . . Film Row
visitors included A. J. Neumayer, Breda,
la., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schuler,
Humboldt, Neb.
Merrill Fie, exhibitor at George, la.,
has been graduated from the University
of Nebraska with a degree in business
administration. . . . Omaha theatres will
take part in the first public campaign of
the Omaha Safety Council. They will
set up lobby booths to offer $1 member¬
ships during the drive. William Miskell,
Tri-States Theatres district manager,
heads the safety council’s traffic en¬
forcement committee.
E. E. Ashley’s plans to build a theatre
beside his supermarket will be decided
as an individual case, the City Council
decided. The City Plan Board recom¬
mended that theatres be prohibited in
sections zoned first commercial. . . .
Tri-States Theatres chiefs were in
Omaha for the opening of the city’s first
drive-in, operated jointly by Tri-States
and Midwest Drive-in Theatres. They
included A. H. Blank, president, and
G. Ralph Branton, general manager,
Tri-States, and Phil Smith, Boston,
president, Midwest. . . . Milton Overman,
Eagle Lion exploiteer, visited to arrange
the territorial campaign on “Mickey.”
. . . Wanda Weisbach joined the Colum¬
bia staff, replacing Mary Katherine
Brown. ... It was a big week for the
Nedleys. Carl, former MGM salesman
here and now Salt Lake City branch
manager, became a grandfather. His son,
Bill, with MGM here, found an apart¬
ment to rent.
C. P. Knudsen, Red Cloud, Neb., exhi¬
bitor, was mending from a severe sick¬
ness. . . . Jennie Stokes, MGM head in¬
spector, was vacationing at Sacramento,
Cal. . . . Betty Cox was elected Omaha
area delegate to the New York conven¬
tion, American Guild of Vaudeville
Artists. . . . Lorraine Waldman, MGM
biller, returned from a vacation.

PHOENIX
Opening date of the new Star, Nogales,
Ariz., has been moved ahead to July 4.
House, a remodeled version of the old
Lyric, was originally set to open on July
20, but manager Louis Bilbao decided
to take advantage of the holiday. The
house is the third for Nogales.
A new Harry L. Nace theatre is being
built at Third and East avenues, Glen¬
dale, a suburb. Lawrence Eaglen, mana¬
ger, Glendale Community Theatres, Inc.,
will manage the new house, which will
seat 800. . . . It’s expected that the new
drive-in being constructed at Indian
School Road and 27th Avenue will be
open for business around July 1. Garfield
“Andy” Anderson, who is building the
theatre, also operates the drive-in at
3600 East Van Buren. The house will cost
$160,000, and will provide room for 670
cars.

ST. LOUIS
The Board of Aldermen will reconvene
on July 20 for the consideration of a
one half of one per cent wage tax pro¬
posal. It was believed by some that the
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five per cent admissions tax may be
repealed if the board enacts the measure,
recently authorized by the stage legisla¬
ture.
Branch manager Hynes, UniversalInternational, left on his vacation. . . .
C. D. Hill, Republic branch manager, was
attending the branch managers conven¬
tion in New York City. The St. Louis
Republic branch office is acquiring that
“new look”.
Theatre men generally feel that
summer theatre attendance will hold up
because of air conditioning. . . . Seen
on film row were: Stewart Cluster,
Johnston City, Mo.; Bernie Palmer,
Columbia Amusement Company, Padu¬
cah, Ky.; Paul Durbin, Perry, Ill.; Arnold
Berger, owner, Drive-In, Manchester,
Mo., and Eddie Rosecan, Hannibal and
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

SALT LAKE CITY
The annual theatre license in Ogden,
Utah, has been cut 50 per cent, from
$400 and to $200. Fox Intermountain’s
Ted Kirkmeyer headed a group of
theatre owners to a meeting with the
City Commission, and appealed for a
reduction. The exhibitors gave the drop
in attendance and the drive-in theatre
expansion as the reasons for a slash in
the fees.

SAN ANTONIO
Charles Lutz, manager, KYFM, an¬
nounced that arrangements have been
completed with the San Pedro Outdoor
Theatre for the nightly rebroadcast to
its patrons of the 7:55 p. m. KYFM
Newscast. . . . Interstate Theatre Circuit
officials announced that Dennis Morgan,
Jack Carson, and other Hollywood stars
are scheduled to make a personal
appearence at the Majestic, San Antonio
on Aug. 3 in connection with “Two Guys
from Texas”.
Interstate Theatres Circuit desig¬
nated June as “June Jubilee of Good
Movies”. . . . Oliver B. Thomas, manager,
State, was in Galveston, Tex., taking
treatment for a chronic ailment.
Rollie Moore was relieving Mrs. Mary
Grimes, manager, Prince, away on her
vacation.
Among visitors to Film Row were Phil
Longdon 20th Century-Fox district man¬
ager, Dallas; Mrs. Marie C. Burkholder,
Marine, Fort Worth, Tex.; Arnulfo
Gonzales, Avalon and Pan-Amei’ican,
Corpus Christi, Tex.; Lloyd Munter,
Azteca and Yolanda, Eagle Pass, Tex.;
T. O. Harville, Star, Orange Grove, Tex.;
Frank Trevino, Ideal, Pearsall, Tex., and
M. Gonzales, Pan-Americano Films,
Laredo, Tex. ... A teen-age style show
was held at the Broadway by members
of the Alamo Heights Independent
School District. . . . Frank Flores is
readying his new open airer, Ruiz and
North Medina Streets.
The Leon, Pleasanton, Tex., will be
ready for opening about July 1, accord¬
ing to an announcement made by L. D.
Glasscock. The 850-seat house will cost
about $150,000. Kelley S. DeBusk, Jr. is
manager. . . . Louis Novy, Interstate city
manager, Austin, Tex., announced that
construction will soon start on a new
1,000-seat house to be built at a cost of
$200,000 in suburban Tarytown. . . .
Gordon McLendon, son of B. R. Mc¬
Lendon, owner and operator, Tri-States
Theatre Circuit, is head of a new broad¬
cast network now being organized, to be
known as the Liberty Broadcasting
System. McLendon owns and operates
KNET, Palestine, Tex., and KLIF, Dallas.
. .. Matt F. Cole, Sr., veteran theatre cir-
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cuit operator, is a member of the Mt.
Carmel Broadcasting Company, which
has been granted a permit for a new
standard broadcast station at Rosenberg,
Tex.
The Texas, Longview, Tex., was des¬
troyed in the biggest fire in the history
of that city, with a total damage esti¬
mated at $350,000. . . . The Milam,
Cameron, Tex., was damaged by a blaze,
which did an estimated $100,000 damage.
. . . C. E. Holmes, Interstate Theatres
chief engineer, and J. C. Skinner, sound
and projection supervisor, both of Dallas,
make the circuit round in a plane piloted
by Skinner. . . . Jack Holman announced
that his new 800-seat Ward, Monahans,
Tex., will open on Sept. 1. . . . Hall
Industries opened the new 800-seat
Rialto, Three Rivers, Tex. F. D. Nance
is general manager. . . . M. L. DuBose,
owner, Majestic, Cotulla, Tex., has let
a contract to enlarge his Majestic to 600
seats. He also plans on building a two
story building to house a confectionery
store on the ground floor, and offices on
the second.
New theatre construction has been
launched throughout the state with a
bang since the building restrictions have
been lifted. Although the price of
materials has skyrocketed, exhibitors
are starting construction on new houses,
and a large number are remodeling.
Fire gutted the Milam, Cameron, Tex.,
and damaged a quarter of a block of the
business section. Stanley Swift, owneroperator, and others estimated the loss
at between $75,000 and $100,000.

SAN FRANCISCO
Climaxing the series of Paramount’s
five divisional sales meetings in advance
of the 1948-49 season, a three-day
meeting for Western division branch
representatives was held at the Fair¬
mont Hotel under direction of Charles
M. Reagan, vice-president in charge of
distribution. Attending the meeting were
George A. Smith, western division man¬
ager; Hugh Braly, western district man¬
ager, and branch managers A. H. Taylor,
Los Angeles; Neal East, San Francisco;
Wayne Thiriot, Portland; Henry Haustein, Seattle; Frank Smith, Salt Lake
City, and C. J. Duer, Denver, and sales¬
men and head bookers of the six
branches. Harold Wirthwein, assistant
western division manager, and Ralph
Ravenscroft, field advertising represen¬
tative, also were on hand.
A gala homecoming concert by the
winners of the national Atwater Kent
audition, Lucine Amara, 23-year old
soprano, and baritone Robert Applestone,
26, both of San Francisco’s Richmond
district, was prepared by the Alexandria
management
to
fete
the
nation¬
wide victory of the two local singers.
According to Walter Chenoweth, mana¬
ger, deluxe Richmond neighborhood
house, merchants and district service
clubs were sponsoring the concert to
honor the two winners.
How moist in the palms can the
average movie-goer get when Boyer or
Turner are sizzling on the screen? David
Galloway, Department of Psychology,
University of California, is offering
Hollywood a novel invention, described
as resembling and working like a slot
machine, which will record with “sur¬
prising alacrity” the reactions of in¬
dividuals to situations on the screen.
Galloway claims that the contraption
will be far superior to the present system
of previews.
To alert PTA and Mothers’ Club
groups when films are particularly suit¬
able for children, the Motion Picture
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Council of the Bay Area established a
new agency to act in conjunction with
the managers of San Francisco Theatres,
Inc. Mrs. Edith Riley, head, San
Francisco Legion of Decency and a
leading spokesman of the Council,
declared that the post is being created
to effect a workable liason between their
organization and theatres which cooper¬
ate by screening Saturday matinee shows
fulfilling requirements for “wholesome
entertainment.” The Council’s agent will
be in direct touch with the managers of
the Alexandria, Coliseum, Metro, Hard¬
ing, Balboa, and Vogue.
Charles Hardy, 20 years secretary,
Theatre and Amusement Janitors’ Union,
Local 9, died recently of a heart attack.
For the past 11 years, Hardy has been
president, Building Service Employees’
Union No. 87 and fifth vice president,
Union’s international.
The El Rancho, Farmersville, Cal., was
gutted by fire in a $90,000 blaze, accord¬
ing to Charles P. Ease, owner. . . . A1
Grubstick, branch manager, Screen
Guild, returning after an extensive
Northwestern business tour. . . . Sam
Siegel, publicity, Columbia studios, was
putting his foot in the door for “Fuller
Brush Man.”
Irving M. Levin, divisional director,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., went to
Palm Springs, Cal. . . . Ted Galanter,
press agent, MGM, was making local
homecoming at the Fox after drumming
through Seattle and Portland.
N. P. “Red” Jacobs, part-owner,
Favorite Films, was on tour on Northern
California. . . . Steve Moore, manager,
Vogue, was on a mid-west vacation trip
with his family. . . . The Variety Club’s
first birthday party included entertainers
Guy Chemey, Tommy Harris, and
Joaquin Garay in the dinner-dancing
festivities.
Jeri-y Zigmond, manager, Paramount,
dug deep into “Sitting Pretty” for his
exploitation of “The ‘Sainted’ Sisters”.
Zigmond angled his ad copy around
Barry Fitzgerald making “Belvedere”
(Clifton Webb character in “Sitting
Pretty”) a piker. Fitzgerald takes care
of “two blonde babies”, Veronica Lake
and Joan Caulfield.
“I’ve lost Maximilian in the theatre”,
cried a little girl in pig-tails to members
of the staff of the San Francisco The¬
atres, Inc., Vogue during a recent
crowded Sunday matinee. Aides with
flashlights pressed the search. Patrons,
both in the outer lobby and in the
auditorium, became aware of the quest.
Little attention was given to the feature
picture as the chase went on. “Here he
is,” shouted the moppet, picking her
pet chameleon off a lady’s leg.
That everyone in the Variety Club is
a ham at heart was evidenced at the
recent regular Friday night High Jinx
at Tent 32, when its members produced
their own show, “Mistakes of ’48”, or
“Eddy Street Blackouts” in lieu of the
usual program. Written, produced, and
chiefly enacted by William David, the¬
atre architect and former film producer.
Vogue Decorating Studios; Kenneth
Dailey, manager, Bert Levy office, and
John Dahlinger, Bert Levy office, “Mis¬
takes” utilized the top men of the trade
in lively skits and pantomines. Among
the mummers were Paul “Bogart” Koss,
Koss Supply Company; Abe, Nate and
Jack Blumenfeld, “The Blitz Brothers”,
circuit owners; Lillian “Bumps” Koss,
Carl “Hot Lips” Hayden, Jean “Bomb¬
shell” Blumenfeld, Ralph “Honeymoon”
Ryan, Roger “Woo! Woo!” Erham,
Jimmy “Nature Boy” O’Neill, Theatre
Concessions, and his wife, “Nature Girl”,

and Madeline “Tassels” Jacobs. Others
participating were William “No Nose”
David and R. Ashby “Putty Nose” Eckels,
Vogue Decorating Studio head. The gay
mood established by the early show was
maintained throughout the night, with
imprompto stunts led by Hal Neides,
purchasing agent, Blumenfeld Circuit,
at the piano. Informal chorus lines
exploited the talents of Mrs. Hal Neides,
Mrs. John Dollinger and Mrs. Walter
Chenoweth, wife, Alexandria manager.

SEATTLE
Henry Haustein, branch manager,
Paramount;
Bob
Blair,
northwest
exploitation representative; Larry Pulis
and John Kent, salesmen, and Dave
Dunkle, booker, left for San Francisco
to attend a sales meet. . . . Ted Galanter.
coast exploiteer for MGM, was here on
his way home to San Francisco from
Minneapolis, where he was called by the
death of his mother. . . . Sam Gardner,
Western district manager for MGM, was
here from California for conferences
with Sam Davis, branch manager. . . .
Earl Collins, western division manager
for Republic, postponed his trip from
California on account of flood conditions.
George deWaide, U-I branch manager,
with his wife visited in Portland. . . .
Chilton Robinette, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, and Mrs. Robinette
were in Spokane, Wash. . . . Bob Blair,
Paramount exploiteer, went fishing near
Wenatchee, Wash. . . . Dr. and Mrs.
Warren Goode, the Frank Dettemeyers,
Bob Parnell and family, Dorothy Chand¬
ler, Celia Estill, John Franco, and Harry
Blatt made up a party on Camano Is¬
land. . . . Jack
Gregory,
manager,
Altec, returned from a trip to Butte,
Mont.
Ralph Hayden, office manager, Para¬
mount, and Dawn Thomas, Harborview
Hospital nurse, were married on June 5
in Columbia Baptist Church, and left on
a wedding trip to the middle west. . . .
Jerry Safron, western district manager
for Columbia, left for California after
visiting Neal Walton, branch manager.
. . . Roy Brobeck, B. F. Shearer office,
left for Montana. . . . Hugh Braly,
western district manager for Paramount,
was here from San Francisco. . . . Buck
Stoner, assistant to Herman Wobber,
western division manager for 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox, was on The Row.
Daylight Saving, which went into
effect in most Washington cities, is work¬
ing a great hardship on the drive-ins.
It isn’t dark until 10 P. M., and the late
hour for starting the shows has cut
attendance. One novel effort to solve the
problem has been inaugurated by the
Duwamish Drive-In south of Seattle.
The theatre is featuring a children’s
playground, opening at 8 p. m„ with four
Shetland ponies and attendants to give
the kiddies free rides around a 30-foot
enclosure. The policy will continue
through the summer, with the film pro¬
gram starting at dusk.
The new Sno-King Drive-In, on the
highway between Seattle and Everett,
opened to a good crowd, in spite of its
late beginning. Near Yakima, Wash., the
new Tower Drive-In, built by Fred
Mercy, opened. It accommodates 750
cars.
William R. Gamble, cousin of Ted R.
Gamble, owner, Gamble Enterprises,
which operates 21 theatres in Washing¬
ton, Oregon, Ohio, Indiana, and New
Jersey, arrived to succeed W. H. “Nick”
Pierong as manager, Liberty, Spokane,
Wash. Pierong is retiring. Gamble has
been operating the Coos Bay, Ore., the¬
atre for Gamble Enterprises.
June 23, 1948
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Ray Brown, southern Ohio district
manager, Warner Theatres, is on the
ailing list..k.Joe Scholer, manager,
Warners’ Ohio, Sandusky, 0., is still
a patient at Cleveland Clinic.
Ted Barker, in charge of Loew’s
publicity, and Mrs. Barker were off
on a vacation.

Harold Perlman, head man, Hygienic
Productions, Inc’s, advertising de¬
partment, is busily rearranging the
department to enable it to take over
the myriad duties connected with the
first screen appearance of Hygienic’s
new cnild find

Cleveland
Nat pellman, Warner Theatres execu¬
tive, and Harry Kaplowitz, his assis¬
tant, were in on business.
MGM’s “Easter Parade”, presented
before an invited audience of approxi¬
mately 700 people at the Astor, won
hearty applause. Bill Ornstein came
on for the event.
John J. Houlihan, who came here last
summer as manager. Republic, received
transfer orders, and is now manager,
Republic, Dallas. Irwin Pollard, De¬
troit office, well-known in Cleveland,
is his successor. Pollard has been
with Republic for 11 years, five years
as Detroit branch manager.
Milton Cohen, RKO district manager,
resigned to join the Eagle Lion organi¬
zation, and Morris Lefko, RKO branch
manager, Pittsburgh, stepped up as
district manager, with headquarters
in Cleveland.
In celebration of the Vogue’s first
birthday anniversary, the girls of the
theatre, department took turns as
hostesses each evening. They wore
evening clothes, greeted the patrons,
helped them fill in their contest cards
which permitted them to participate
in the prizes awarded on the final
night, and assisted in the distribution
of the prizes. Marge McCord, secretary
to assistant zone manager Dick Wright,
was “captain” of the hostesses.
Manny Manishor, who has the picture
rights to the Graziano-Zale fight
pictures, is distributing them through
Realart in the Cleveland exchange
area, and through Allied Film Exchange
in the Detroit exchange area.
William S. Shartin, Theatrical En¬
terprises, specializing in theatre
promotions, closed a contract with
Otto Price; Arrow Theatre Premium Com¬
pany, New York, to handle the Arrow
premiums in the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
and Pittsburgh territories.
Sid Zins, Columbia exploiteer, was
in to confer with J. Knox Strachan,
Warners, on a promotion campaign for
“Coroner Creek”, Warners’ Hippodrome
-Donald Wolfr son of Warner Thea¬
tres’ Ohio zone manager, Nat Wolf, is
home from Ohio College, Athens, 0.,
for the summer vacation.... Herbert
Horstmeier, Eagle Lion office manager
and head booker, attended the Shrine
convention in Atlantic City.
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Nat Barach, National Screen Service
branch manager, accompanied by his
wife, son, and daughter-in-law, left
for a motor trip through the east....
Announcement was made of the marriage
of Genevieve Anne Angelbert, daughter
Warners’ Arthur and Mrs. Engelbert,
to Albert Orosz.
RKO auditor Jack schmitzer, having
completed his stay in the local ex¬
change, moved east, with stop-overs
in Buffalo and Albany before reaching
his home in Boston.... Robert Bram,
transferred here from Denver, is the
new U-I office manager. He succeeds
Lee Goldsmith, who moves on to the
company’s Atlanta branch as office
manager.
Paul Bonaiuto and Herman Deutschifian,
well-known in the 16mm. field, formed
Major Film Company, and opened offices
in the Film building to distribute
religious, educational, and enter¬
tainment 16mm. films in the Cleveland
exchange area. They contracted for
Columbia and United Artists product.

Detroit
The national distribution rights for
Polish films have been given up by
Polfilm, Inc., headed by Anthony L.
Kar. The company is concentrating on
local distribution of Polish news¬
reels, with most going to the Ritz,
Delray, and Chopin. The recently-or¬
ganized Polish Films, NewYork, has
taken over the distribution rights.
Cleveland Republic branch head,
John J. Houlahan,has been moved to
the Dallas managership, with local
manager Irwin Pollard going there.
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president.
Paramount Theatres Service Corporation,
and Max Fellerman, Paramount Theatres
executive, were in for conferences with
Earl Hudson, president, United Detroit
Theatres.
The Michigan ITO elected Oscar
Gorelick president at the annual meet¬
ing, succeeding Sam Carver. Carver
was elected first vice-president and
chairman of the board. Sixty per cent
of the membership, 45 theatre-men,
attended. Other officers are Max Sussman, second vice-president; William
Kimmel, treasurer; Richard Roule, se¬
cretary, and Edward Jacobson, ser¬
geant-at-arms. Directors are Bernaxa
Schlussel, Henry Kock, Nick George,
Donald T. Nicholas, S.L. Hall, Sam
Ackerman, Clare Winnie, Joseph Miskinis, and John Tatu. The membership
approved the setting up of a committee
to meet the expected amusement tax
drive and a committee to meet with
IATSE negotiators for a new projec¬
tionists’ contract.

Irving Belinsky, independent cir¬
cuit owner, launched a campaign to
have all exhibitors in the area to close
their houses for a month during the
summer. Belinsky bases his proposal
on the following arguments; the black¬
out would do away with operating costs
during the lowest money month of the
year; it would simplify vacation sche¬
dules; give the public achance to. for¬
get the cry “all pictures are bad” and
make it look forward to more entertain¬
ment.

Indianapolis
Joe Million, Veedersburg, Ind.,
formally opened his drive-in....
Martin Grasgreen, home office repre¬
sentative, Columbia, was in checking
the exchange.... Guy Craig, manager,
Columbia, spent several days in New
York City attending a meeting....
Horace E. Schock, Lima, 0. , owner,
Wayne Drive-In, held a formal opening
of his house... JVudry Edwards, bookers’
stenographer, Columbia, was conva¬
lescing after an appendectomy at the
Methodist Hospital.
State Fire Marshal Carter I. Bowser
ordered the Cozy closed as a fire
hazard. Three warnings were issued
before the order closing the house.
M. Marcus, operator, indicated he will
close the house, and said he plans a
new building if he is successful
4n lease negotiations with the Indi¬
anapolis Railways...Charles Crawford,
assistant shipper, Columbia, becomes
head shipper, replacing Vergil Jones,
who resigned to accept a similar post
with Eagle Lion.*
John Hairons, former owner, Star,
Fremont, Ind., sold his house, and is
going to Los Angeles to enter the dis¬
tribution end....Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Marshall, Columbian, Columbia, Ky.,
visited, their first in several years
_Herman Morgan, U-I salesman, oc¬
cupies second place in the Presidential
Drive, and expects to finish in first
pi a c e .
Harvey Cocks, general manager,
Quimby Theatres, Ft. Wayne, Ind., is
making plans to spend his vacation at
Glen Cove, L. I.... Alex Kalafat, Kalafat
Circuit, Garrett, Ind., went to Hot
Springs, Ark., to rest for 60 days....
Hobart Hart, Smart and Court, Auburn,
Ind., went on his annual vacation, and
will fish in Canadian waters....Don
LeBlum, Kent, South Whitley, Ind.,
has been elected to the governing body
of the town board.
The Drive-In, Rloomington, Ind.,
operated by the Cascades Amusement
Corporation, purchased complete Sim¬
plex equipment, including 4-Star sound,
In-A-Car speakers, and coupling units,
E-7 mechanisms, Hertner transverter,
Peerless magnarc lamps, pedestals,
Super Snaplite lenses, Bevelite
letters, complete Simplex from National
Theatre Supply. .. .Warners will install
air conditioning in the generaloffices
and inspection rooms....Sam Shapin,
home office representative, Warners,
spent several days at the branch.
Kenneth Dotterer, 20th-Fox salesman,
was confined at home by tooth trouble
Mideast
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....Carl Harthill, manager, Monogram,
and W.K. Embleton, salesman, attended
a sales meeting in Chicago.... Sam
Abrams, manager, Film Classics, visited
the Gregory Circuit offices.... John
Doerr, head buyer, Gregory Circuit,
Chicago, returned from an inspection
tour of the circuit houses.... Harry
Lorch, vice-president, Screen Guild,
visited Larry Jacobs, manager, dis¬
cussed the new building the company
is erecting, and also talked about
the new product. The new home of
Screen Guild will be ready for occu¬
pancy about Sept. 1.
A.H. Borkenstein, Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
moved his family to his summer home
on Lake Wawasee, in northern Indiana
....The Capital, operated by Marcus
Enterprises, Ft. Wayne, Ind., has been
redecorated.... Guy Hancock, former
salesman for United Artists, who about
a year ago moved to Hollywood, cal.,
for his health, called on old friends
and relatives. He is a victim of
asthma_J.B. Harper is building a
new theatre in Medaryville, Ind. The
ground has heen broken.

Pittsburgh
Out-Of-Town Visitors: Herman Lorence, 18th Street, Erie, Pa.; Leo
Guerrein, Jr., Hillcrest, Erie, Pa.;
Tom Fahrs, manager, Aris, Erie, Pa. ;
George Faller, southern. Wheeling,
W. Va.; A.P. Way, Avenue, Dubois,
Pa.; Guy V. Ida, Grand, McDonald,
Pa.; Robert Habbeger, Lincoln, WarWood, W. Va.; Jack Mapel, Barney’s,
Point Marion, Pa.; John Stahl, Home¬
stead, Pa., and John Perry, Ritz,
Belle Vernon, Pa.
Big news was the appointment of
Morris E. Lefko as RKO’s eastern
central district manager, succeeding
Milton nohen, resigned. Lefko, who
has been manager of tbe Pittsburgh
branch for several years, was suc¬
ceeded in that post by David C. Sil¬
verman. Lefko has been with RKO for
over 18 years, as booker and salesman,
before managing the company’s branches
in Indianapolis and Pittsburgh. Sil¬
verman has a background of 24 years
of service with RKO, and has been
booker, office manager, and, most
recently, city salesman.
Melvin Mann, who has been a booker
at RKO for many years, both before
and after a long hitch in the Marine
Corps, recently resigned that position
to accept one with the Werner “Fuzzy”
Lund Circuit. Mann succeeds Lou Stuler, who was a manager for many years
for the Lund Circuit. Stuler is now a
part-owner with Durward Coe in the
operation of the Rialto, Daisytown,
Pa. Stuler is constructing a new out¬
door theatre in Carmichaels, Pa.,
expected to be oDen some time in July.
Mrs. Sam “Freda” Fineberg and her
two sons returned from Phoenix, Ariz.,
for a visit for the summer. Mrs.
Fineberg and the children maintain
their home in Phoenix because the
climate is more beneficial to her
health. Hubby is engaged in business
with Jim Alexander in the Alexander
Theatre Supply Company.
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Many warm-hearted people on Film
Row responded to the call for blood
donors for Bobby Reith, seven-yearold son of Paul Reith, office manager,
RKO. Many blood transfusions were
necessary following a recent tonsil
operation. After taking him home, and
then rushing him back to the hospital
again, he seems to be responding to
treatment, and is expected to improve
steadily.
Joseph Gallaher, who worked for the
Exhibitors’ Service Company for many
years, recently passed away. Funeral
services were held at the Byrne Me¬
morial Home, on June 15.
Brian McDonald, on vacation from
“The Ice-Capades”, was a guest at a
recent “Family Night” in the VC clubrooms. Incidentally, the Variety Club
has just begun sale of tickets on a
beautiful $3,800 five-passenger Ca¬
dillac roadster, on display in the
lobby of the William Penn Hotel. There
are several other prizes in addition
a Bendix washer, a refrigerator, a
deep-freezer, and a combination radiophonograph set. Tickets are $1 each,
and may be secured from any member of
the club. The event will be held at
the clubrooms on Oct. 1. All proceeds
will go to charitable activities.
The 34th District, American Legion,
will conduct the patriotic services
in connection with the formal opening
of the Variety Club’s Camp O’Connell
for underprivileged children on June
27 at 2 p.m. The Camp is located off
Route 19, near Warrendale, Pa., and
suitable markers will be placed for
the convenience of all visitors who
wish to attend. The Homestead American
Legion Band will play a concert, and
lead the parade.
Norman Prescott, executive director.
Arena Managers Association, was a re¬
cent bridegroom when he married his
assistant, Edna Benjamin, in Miami
Beach.
The Dome, operated by Mr. and Mrs.
Querner, started a summer policy,
which means that that theatre will be
closed on Thursdays. The Querners,
who operate the theatre themselves,
take that day off.
Eagle Lion must be getting a cut
rate on operations, since Cecilia
Guehl, same office, recently had her
tonsils removed, and is back on the
job once more.... According to an un¬
confirmed report, a company reputed
to control copyrights and patent
rights for drive-ins has investigators
working in the district, compiling
data on all open-air theatres now in
operation or under construction, which
have not been licensed by them.
Bill Mack, National Screen Service,
musthavefelt like “Nature Boy” when,
during a recent trip between Tidioute
and Warren, Pa., he had to stop his
car on three different occasions be¬
cause of two deer and a porcupine
blocking the road.
The National Labor Relations Board
sent mail to all members of the Co¬

liseum. Secret ballots -are to be
mailed in by the salesmen before June
24, and by their vote they will indi¬
cate whether the individual companies
or the Coliseum will be the bargaining
agent in future negotiations.
The Variety Club American Legion
Post 589, under the chairmanship of
Joe Hiller, and ably assisted by C. C.
Kellenberg, 20.th Century-Fox, past
commander, and Perry Nathan, National
Screen Service, the present post com¬
mander, really put on a terrific show
and entertainment for all the veterans
confined at the U. S. Army Hospital at
Aspinwall, Pa. On May 30, Hiller and
his entertainers staged a two-hour
stage show, and, incidentally, were
the first persons to use the new
amphitheatre, which seats 1500. The
music was furnished by Lee Kelton and
his orchestra, and the entertainment
was featured by six acts from the
Pittsburgh night clubs. Following this
fine stage show, a baseball game was
played between two American Legion
Post teams. This show was just another
one of the many staged at Aspinwall
and Deshon Hospitals by the variety
Club American Legion Post, and is a
very fine-morale-booster. Bill Thompr
son recently announced that the post
twice-weeklv showings of 16mm. movies
in the Aspinwall wards had to be dis¬
continued because of Daylight Saving
Time. These will be resumed probably
in the first week in October.

STATES
Kentucky
BAR DST0WN
B.D. Arnold, Arco, left for a vaca¬
tion at Daytona Beach, Fla.
A change of operating policy'has
been announced by the management of
the Arco for Sundays. The new schedule
calls for a matinee and then a break
before the evening performances. The
local ball team has also been sponsored
by the theatre.

BEATTYVILLE
Charles Bowles, Ritz, who says,
“Never let business interfere with
fishing,” has been indulging rather
heavily in the piscatorial pleasures
afforded by the Kentucky River. Al¬
though his luck hasn’t been phenomenal
by any means, Bowles said just to fish
would add years to any theatre man’s
life.... Willie Bowmanj Lee, has pur¬
chased a truck with which to^ scat up
and down the street hauling'film to
and from the postoffice. Bowman said
the diminutive truck cut down the heavy
lifting considerably because he could
drive it right into the lobby for
loading.... Mrs. zella Barker, Lee, has
just returned from vacationing in
Indiana.

BOON EV IL LE
The town’s first theatre has been
opened. Owner is Charles L. Seale.

BOWLING

GREEN

Jimmy Thompson, formerly of the Falls
City Theatre Equipment Company staff
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and one time manager, Savoy, Louis¬
ville, Ky., is now operating the Sun¬
set Drive-In under the direction of
J.T. Flowers.

BROWN SVILLE
The new theatre recently completed
here has been named the Lindsey, after
the owner, George W. Lindsey.

BUECHEL
The front of Louis A. Arru’s SKyway
Drive-In has taken on a new appearance.

IRVINE
Miss Nancy McClanahan, Irvine, be¬
came the June bride of Mr. Earl Robbins
in an elaborate church ceremony.

LOUISVILLE
In town recently was C.E. Heppberger,
executive. National Carbon Company.
He once covered the territory regularly
as A sales engineer. .. .With additional
hearings reported given on the pro¬
posed drive-in to be built on Poplar
Level Road, it looks as though there
is still a good chance approval for
the proposed project will be obtained.
Out-of-towners were Lyell Webb,
Ritz, Burkesville, Ky.; Ralph Cundiff,
Allen, Liberty, Ky.; M.H. Sparks,
Strand, Edmonton, Ky.; Homer Wirth,
Crane, Crane, Ind.; George W. Lindsey,
Lindsey, Brownsville, Ky.; G.M. May,
Dream, Corydon, Ind.; Clark Bennett,
Valley, Taylorsville, Ky.; C.D. and
C.K. Arnold, Arco, Bardstown, Ky.;
J.T. Flowers, Sunset Drive-In, Bowling
Green, Ky.; Foster Lane,.Lane, Wil¬
liamsburg, Ky.; C.0. Humston, Lyric,
Lawrenceburg, Ky., and Colonel L.B.
Fuqua, Kentucky, Eddyville, Ky.
Two hour color and sound movies are
scheduled to be shown at each County
playground twice during the summer,
the County Playground and Recreation
Board announced.
A meeting of the board of directors
of the Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners was held in the meeting room
of the Falls City Theatre Equipment
Company. In attendance were Guthrie
F. Crowe, Colonel Henry J. Stites,
Morris Blacker, Leon Pickel, E.T.
Denton, Dennis Long, Johnson Mussel man, Roger Daley, W. Freeman Smith,
E.L. Ornstein, Andy Anderson, Willard
Gabhart, Charles R. Mitchell, Adolph
Baker, Louis Wiethe, Rex Carr, and
Joe Isaaca. It was approved that
Guthrie Crowe continue on as president
of KATO, with authority to employ such
person or personnel as is necessary
to continue organization work during
his activities organizing the New
State Police Force, of which he was
recently appointed commissioner by
Governor Earle C. Clements. KATO di¬
rectors went on record opposing a
16mm. situation appearing in Cloverport. Ky. Also discussed was the
question of the release of stories
for radio dramatization coincident
with the release of films, on which
the opinions were divided. Some felt
that it helped pictures by the pub¬
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licity given, while others felt it
might keep a number of people away
from the theatre. No official action
was taken on the question at present.
A committee was appointed to nominate
directors for election as per KATO’s
constitution. Appointed were Fred
Dolle, Ornstein, W. Freeman Smith,
and Cliff Buechel, serving with pres¬
ident Crowe. At the meeting, Louis
Wiethe and Rex Carr, TOC of Cincinnati,
were on hand for a presentation of
the case for combined buying and
booking for independent theatres. A
round table discussion of the sit¬
uation lead to the conclusion the
independent operator could, with great
profit, give consideration to this
aid in buying films. For a further
discussion, plans call for a meeting
of Kentucky independent exhibitors
served out of the Cincinnati offices
in the near future.

TAY LORSVIL LE
The new valley, which opened on
June 10, was built at a cost of ap¬
proximately $80,000, and is owner
jointly by Mr. and. Mrs. Clark Bennett
and Morris Smith, residents of this
town. It is the only theatre in Tay¬
lorsville, and the only theatre with¬
in approximately 15 miles. The house
will operate six days a week, with
three changes, and will be closed on
Tuesdays. Admission prices will be
40 cents for adults and 20 cents for
children. The Valley has been under
construction for the past 11 months,
and seats 503 in the new Ideal Mercury
Line, red and blue upholstered chairs.
The main floor has 402 seats, while
the balance of 101 are in the balcony,
reserved for colored patronage. Mrs.
Clark Bennett, one of the owners, has
been under doctor’s care for quite
some time. However, she was able to
attend the opening, and had the pleas¬
ure of selling the first ticket. The
opening address was rendered by J.D.
Brown, local banker, who introduced
the owners to the audience, smith and
Bennett are not new to the business,
having previously operated the old
Ace, which was destroyed by fire a
few years back, and which has now been
replaced by the new valley. Architects
for the house were Otis and Grimes,
Louisville, Ky., who spared nothing in
making the valley one of the finest
show houses in the State. Among those
present at the opening were W. E. Carrell, and Frank Riffle, Falls City
Theatre Equipment Company, and J. Ray¬
mond Mattingly, THE EXHIBITOR area
correspondent. As an added publicity
stunt in conjunction with the opening,
a photograph of the audience was taken
from the stage, with the announcement
made that someone whose picture was
taken therein would be selected by
means of a blind folded pin punch in
the picture group, which participant
would be circled, and the photograph
hung in the boxoffice. The lucky patron
who could identify his or herself as
being selected, would be given a $5
bill.

T0MPKI NS V I LLE

Edmonton, opened with gala festivities.
Sparks and Coleman also operate the
Strand, Edmonton, Ky.

Wl LLI AMSBUR 6
The opening date'of Foster Lane's
new 620-seat Lane, now under construc¬
tion, has been set for July 1.

Ohio
C0 LUM BUS
Two neighborhood theatres here are
up for sale.... World premiere of “My
Name is Han”, film about the Christian
missionary movement in China, was held
at the central community Church. Pro¬
duced by the Protestant Film Commis¬
sion, the picture is available to
other churches in central Ohio.
Another non-theatre use of films
was announced by the Modern Talking
Picture Service, operated by Harold
P. Pearrell. He has available without
charge a number of 16mm. films of in¬
terest to business groups, lodges,
churches, and other organizations.
Walter Kessler, manager, Loew’s
Ohio, is staging a lobby vote on the
choice for the title of “the world’s
greatest dancer”, with Gene Kelly and
Fred Astaire as candidates. A huge
lobby display plugs Kelly’s appearance
in “The Pirate” and Astaire’s “Easter
Parade".
Larry Caplane, manager, RKO Grand,
is scheduled to become manager of a
Omaha, Nebraska theatre in July....
Fred Rowlands, Livingston, is listing
several phone numbers in his ad in
The East End News with guest tickets
going to the persons in whose names
the phone numbers are listed.... Lee
Hofheimer and Al Sugarman took ads
in dailies addressing an open letter
about a second feature, “Green For
Danger”, on the bill at the Indianola
with “Three Daring Daughters”.
Mrs. Lelia Stearn, Southern, gave
her first stage attraction in eight
years when Dr. Murray Holt, magician,
presented a program of magic.

Lee Fisher, former assistant publi¬
city manager, RKO Theatres, and now
editor, The Columbus Bowling News and
Sports Review, inaugurated amusement
pages in his weekly publication dis¬
tributed to 10,000 Central Ohio
sports followers.... The Palace staged
a midnight show, “Asylum of Horrors”.

GALL I POL I S
Majestic Showboat is open for the
summer season at the local riverlanding. It seats 400.

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC

The Veteran’s, remodeled for the new
owners, M.H. Suarks and Ray Coleman,

ELIZABETHTOWN. PENNA.
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MAR I ETTA

BEAVER FALLS

NEW BRIGHTON

It is rumored that a new theatre
may be constructed here.

The Beaver Falls News-Tribune re¬
cently carried a front page picture
of the ground breaking ceremonies for
the new theatre to be constructed in
Rochester, Pa., by the Michael and
Emil Winograds, Rochester,Amusement
Company. The Majestic will close down
on June 26.

Dr. Louis H. Urling, owner, Brighton
departed for an extended vacation
trip.

MARION
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president.
Paramount Theatres Service Corporation,
and Max Fellerman, Paramount Theatres
executive, met with Jack Keegan, ge¬
neral manager, Northio Theatres cor¬
poration.

NELSONVILLE
Spencer S. Steenrod, 60, pioneer
exhibitor and owner, Majestic and Orpheum, died suddenly in a Columbus,
0. , hospital from a heart attack 45
minutes after he was admitted. A native
of Nelsonville, he had been associated
with film exhibition in Nelsonville
since nickelodeon days.

WILMINGTON
The new Northside Drive-In opened to
capacity business. It can accommodate
600 cars. Outdoorseating arrangements
for 200 persons have also been pro¬
vided. Jack Jossey and Kroger Babb,
Hygienic Productions, Inc., are as¬
sociated.

Pennsylvania
ALTOONA
Local theatre representatives ap¬
parently got nowhere in their recent
attempt to have City Council, sitting
as a board of tax appeals, give local
houses some relief from the excessive
tax and tax collection load. Ward B.
Kreag, city manager, Fabian; George
Notopoulos, Altoona Publix, and Ray
Allison, president, Allison Circuit,
appeared before the board to protest
what they claimed was “double tax¬
ation” under the city amusement and
mercantile levies. They offered the
idea that if they must collect the
amusement tax of 10 percent recently
levied by the city, they should re¬
ceive consideration on the mercantile
tax or the business privilege tax.
They pay whichever is lower in the
second category. Kreag, Notopoulos,
and Allison, with their attorney,
Amost C. Davis, pointed out that The
amusement tax is a tax on them, as
well as patrons, in the sense that it
has lost them patronage as a result
of public resentment over paying the
tax. Allison then proposed that the
basis for the business privilege or
mercantile levy be the first six months
of 1948, rather than the plusher ones
of the first half of 1947. This, he
said, would wreak less hardship on
the theatres. Councilman Guy Z. Pearce
said it was impossible to take assess¬
ments in February for a business
period ending in June when the tax
was due on July 1. He asked the rep¬
resentatives whether they were better
off with the present taxes to make up
a city deficit or would prefer a four
or five mill increase in the real
Amusement tax collection from April
16 to May 1 was $3,276.

The strike of the Beaver Falls
Transportation Company, drivers and
maintenance men, in effect since June 7,
still continued, and was affecting
the grosses considerably in the Beaver
Valley towns, New Brighton, Rochester,
Beaver, and Beaver Falls. Travel by
bus is the main means of transportation
for everyone.

CARNE G I E
The trade was sorry to hear that Dr.
C.E. Herman, owner-operator, four
theatres, died on June 16 following
an operation at the Mercy Hospital,
Pittsburgh.

CLEAR F I ELD
Mid-State Circuit, which operates
the Lyric and Ritz, held its annual
“Miss America” contest finals for the
Central Pennsylvania District. This
beauty pageant attracted attention
throughout the Tri-State District....
The Roxy, owned and operated by A.J.
Colose, recently had the Tex Ritter
stage show as an added attraction.

Henry Rolnick, Family Drive-In,
located five miles east of this town,
was confined to the hospital for ob¬
servation and a complete rest, due to
overwork and exhaustion. Doctors ex¬
pected to have Rolnick back on his
feet again soon.

ROCHESTER
The Cooke and Anderson Construction
Company, owners and operators, Rialto,
Granada, and State, Beaver Falls, Pa.,
began excavating for a new theatre.
This newest theatre in the Beaver
Valley will be operated by the Rochester
Amusement Company, which operates the
Oriental and Majestic. The company is
headed by the winograd brothers, who
have been in show business for many
years. The newest theatre, as yet un¬
named. is expected to be ready for
opening by January, 1949. Plans were
made, and contracts were let for con¬
struction to have been begun 13 months
ago, but it was impossible due to
steel shortages and priorities. In
the meantime, costs have risen so
greatly that at the latest estimate,
the newest theatre will cost its owners
twice as much as anticipated.

RURAL VALL E Y

ER I E
Labor difficulties having been
settled, work was once more resumed on
Warners’ new Strand.

GROVE

NEW KENSINGTON

CITY

J.G. Carruthers, owner and operator,
Guthrie and Lee, was bedded with a
mild attack of intestinal flu.

John Nagey, who built the Liberty
practically with his bare hands and
the help of a group of boys, is cer¬
tainly not one to rest on his laurels.
He recently began remodeling a large
old-fashioned house, located next
door to the theatre, and, in addition
to the remodeling, plans to build a
two-car garage in the rear. Nagey is
an all-around handyman.

IMP ERIAL
SAGAMORE
Henry “Smitty” Schmitt, old-time
showman and owner-operator, Imperial,
was confined to the Presbyterian Hos¬
pital, Pittsburgh, where he underwent
a serious abdominal operation. He
shows signs of rapid recuperation, and
the doctors expect him to be discharged
within three weeks. Many friends called
him on the phone, and were surprised
to find that he was taking everything
in his usual stride.

A.L. Hodgson, owner. Sagamore, has
been forced to close down to a single
day (Saturday) operation, due to the
fact that the owners of the coal mines
which practically support the com¬
munity can not get enough cars to
haul away the coal being mined. Coal
is sitting on the ground, and storage
space has been exhausted so much that
the mines are working only at about
25 percent of capacity.

J0HNS0NBURG

UN I0NT0WN

Marshal w. Peterson, owner, local
Palace, and the Palace, Union City,
Pa., left here for a pleasure trip to
New York City.

Charles Gorley, assistant manager,
State and Penn, and his lovely wife,
Doris, celebrated their sixth wedding
anniversary with atrip to Pittsburgh,
to dine and dance with several friends.

KITTANNING
Charlie Derry was planning his
annual six-week trip to his summer
home on Lake Champlain near Plattsburg,
N.Y. He is part owner and city mana¬
ger, State, Lyceum, and Columbia..
His brother is a comptroller for the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York city.

WARREN
Ben White, a newcomer, expects to
open a new drive-in, to be called the
White-Way, about July 15. Whit,e also
operates the village Barn, a rest¬
aurant and tavern, in sight of the
new theatre.
June 23,
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ing programs for the day, and at least
one member of the Braves team was to
speak at a number of rallies to be held
in Greater Boston.

NliWS OF THE

Ernest J. Comi, Jr., 12-year-old son
of Ernest Comi, Sr., manager, Joe Cifre
Company, with the cooperation of his
playmates, went all out for “Jimmy” on
their own, when they put on a 16mm.
show in the cellar of the Comi home. The
neighbors helped out, and the attend¬
ance was fairly successful, with the gross
receipts of $10.85. The machines were
promoted from Joe Cifre, and Comi, Jr.,
operated them himself. The show ran
two hours. Gross receipts were turned
over to the Cancer Research Fund.

BOSTON
Crosstown
Eliminations announced last fortnight
by the Bureau Of Sunday Censorship
were as follows: “Whatta Built” (Dele¬
tions: Two close-up scenes showing
woman’s buttocks). U-I.
The New England division, Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital Fund cam¬
paign, headed by I. H. Rogovin, Colum¬
bia district manager, was to meet yester¬
day (June 22) at the Hotel Statler.
Guest speakers scheduled were Abe
Montague, Columbia; Edward Morey,
Monogram, and William F. Rodgers,
MGM.
About 30 members attended the
luncheon meeting of the Independent
Exhibitors of New England, when those
present were given a full report of the
Denver meeting by business manager
Ray Feeley. It was voted to subscribe
to the National Caravan, and that this
service be offered to all members. The
motion was carried to omit July and
August meetings, and that directors
meet when the occasion arises. Resolu¬
tions made to Jack Kirsch, A. F.
Meyers, and the Department Of Justice
were ratified. Julian Rif kin was voted as
delegate to the regional meeting, to be
held at the time of the New Jersey Allied
convention, June 28-30. Members were
informed of the national convention to
be held in New Orleans on Nov. 29 and 30
and Dec. 1. The application for member¬
ship by Teddy Housenner, Cornish, Me.,
was accepted unanimously. The con¬
vention co-chairmen, Walter Mitchel
and Les Bendslev, were given a vote of
thanks for the efforts.
Miss Jane Draddy, sister of John
Draddy, 2nd, salesman for United
Artists, was visiting with him. Miss
Fraddy made a trip from Beverly Hills,
Cal.
Dave Willig, who operates a drive-in
in Albany, opened the Parkway Drive-In,
Willbrehan, Mass. . . . The Sunsett
Drive-In, Burlington, Vt., operated by
John Gardner, and the Berkshire DriveIn, operated by Harry Lazarus, have
been turned over to Affiliated Theatres,
Inc., for booking and buying.
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As promotion for the recent run of
SRO’s “Duel in the Sun,” Loew-Poli
Majestic, Bridgeport, Conn., Harry A.
Rose arranged a tieup with The Bridge¬
port News Company, with the firm’s
trucks carrying banners on the film.
The Variety Club Tent 23 of New
England is certainly going right to town.
Its’ Jimmy campaign for funds for the
Children’s Cancer Research Foundation,
sponsored by Tent 23, is the best piece
of promotion in a long, long, time. The
real payoff was in the use of the name,
“Jimmy,” and the tie-up with baseball,
first with the Boston Braves, and then
with the Red Sox. The Red Sox played
a double header with the Detroit Tigers,
announced over the Atlantic Baseball
Network, consisting of 20 stations, by
Jim Britt, who has one of the highest
Hooper ratings in New England. He went
to town. He auctioned off one of Ted
William’s autographed bats in the first
game, and one of Tommy Holmes’
autographed bats in the second game,
plus autographed balls and score cards.
He kept pounding away at “Jimmy” in
every inning. Over 1,000 telegrams were
received during the games, and many
of them were read, to the tune of about
$10,000. This, added to the $32,000 plus,
which Ralph Edwards announced was
the take, makes it look as though Chief
Barker Joe Cifre will make his predic¬
tion of more than $50,000 come true.

Joe Mathieu, head of a circuit of
houses, one of which is located in
Winchendon, Mass., where he also
makes his home, was the winner of a
golf match recently when he shot a 71.
It looks as though he will hold his cham¬
pionship in Winchendon for some time
to come.

NEW HAVEN

Crosstown

The recent standing of the downtown
theatre softball league had the Bijou
leading with three games won; Roger
Sherman with three games won and one
lost; Poli with two wins and one loss;
Paramount with two losses, and the
College with four. . . . Bill Brown, Bijou
manager, left for Narragansett Pier on
his vacation. Herman Hegawall, on his
day off, drove him up to Rhode Island.
. . . Bob Ritzert, now in Bridgeport with
Loew Poli, was a vacationist. . . .
Forrest, West Haven, started a new
glassware deal. . . . Sam Hadelman’s
daughter, Susan, will attend a summer
camp at Crane Lake, Mass., instead of
going further north in New England.

Governor Bradford designated June
19 as “Jimmy Day” in Massachusetts,
and announced that through the cooper¬
ation of the Boston Braves, noonday
rallies would be conducted in every city
and many towns in the Commonwealth
to aid the Children’s Hospital in raising
funds for cancer research. The Boston
Braves management donated its office
facilities as a clearing house in arrang-

Television
arrived
in
Boston
as
Westinghouse station WBZ-TV was
dedicated with five solid hours of
uninterrupted feature films, greetings
from church and public leaders, local
and network “live” shows, and The
Boston Post nightly television feature,
“Views of the News”. The video showing
was viewed in hundreds of homes by
thousands and in public places through¬
out the 40-mile radius of the new trans¬
mitter.
An invitation was extended to the
Cinema Club, by E. M. Loew, who played
host to the members at his residence in
Newton, Mass. The affair started with
a baseball game, followed by golf
matches and various other sporting
events. A catered dinner was served to
climax the festivities.
Bernard Stuart, manager, Astor, since
its opening in November, 1947, resigned
that position. Jeff Sullivan, assistant,
Loew’s State, has taken over the
management.
June 23, 1948
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William S. Canning, left, U. S. Savings
Bonds chairman, watches approvingly
as Alphonse J. Barrette secures the first
bonds sold in Fall River, Mass., from
Mrs. Edith Twisse. Looking on at the
recent purchase are Isaac F. Manches¬
ter and Ellis Gifford, right.
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Elaine Tomasino, daughter of Mike
Tomasino, White Way, was graduated
from Hillhouse High recently, and plans
attending college. Gloria Tomasino,
another talented daughter, is teaching
at Gateway School. Angelo Tomasino,
former manager, Victory, is still over¬
seas in Italy with 20th Century-Fox, and
is doing quite a bit of traveling. . . .
Cameo, West Haven, closed for the
summer. . . . Franklin Ferguson, Whalley, went up to Boston to attend the
reunion of his 1938 B. U. class. Fer¬
guson planned a nice bit of ballyhoo for
the all-fun show.
Condolences were in order to Glenn
Hogan, Paramount, on the recent death
of his father. . . . Approximately 1100
local newsboys attended a special theatre
party at the Bijou. Walter B. Mills, the
Register circulation manager, was in
charge, and was assisted by the Register
and Journal Courier supervisors.

Meadow Street
Madison, now under Interstate mana¬
gement, reopened. . . . Mrs. Marion
Pardoll Somers returned from a week’s
trip to New York with her husband, who
had recently completed his third year
at Connecticut U. . . . New Colony,
Soundview, opened for the season. . . .
Bill Hutchins, National Screen Service,
attended a meeting in New York recent¬
ly. He also was elected to the board of
governors of the High Lane Club recent¬
ly. .. . Mrs. Mary Ambrosio Spadaro,
National Screen Service, now has her
hubby in New Haven. He recently
obtained a position in the Elm City, and
moved from Meriden. . . . The 20th
Century-Fox Family Club was planning
the annual summer outing. . . . Ralph
Pasho, Naugatuck exhibitor, is a proud
daddy of a new youngster. . . . Joe
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Mansfield, EL publicity rep, was in
Stamford working on Eagle Lion’s
"Ruthless”, Plaza. . . . Bill Nutile, Para¬
mount, was a vacationist. . . . Republic s
vacation list, subject to change, follows:
Caroline Marra, weeks of Aug. 2 and 9;
George Somma, weeks of June 21 and
July 19; Edith De Polo, week of July 5,
and Edward Canelli, weeks of June 14
and Aug. 23.
Russ Ordway Princess, Rockville, and
Doug Amos, Webb, Wethersfield, stopped
in to see Jim Darby, Paramount; on a
recent visit. . . . Ralph Civitello, Devon,
is reported finishing up his new home.
. . . The 40th wedding anniversary party
to Morris Hadelman, Shelton, Shelton,
and Mrs Hadelman was a family affair.
Congratulations were sent by his many
friends.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford
The Bristol Zoning Board of Appeals
reserved decision to July 12 on a petition
of Albert Bernstein, president, Bristol
Live Stock Company, for change in
zoning, that city, to permit erection of
a drive-in.
A testimonial dinner was held at the
Hotel Bond in honor of Rube Lewis,
Loew- Poli Palace stage manager and
business agent. Local 84. More than 150
people attended. Co-masters of cere¬
monies were Hy Fine and Harry Shaw,
division managers, M. and P. and LoewPoli, respectively.
A special kiddies party was held at the
Hartford Theatre Circuit’s Colonial,
with radio disc jockeys Joseph Girand
and Edwin Weston on the stage to en¬
tertain local children. Ernie Grecula,

Paramount President Barney Balaban recently planed to
Boston for the 11th annual dinner of the Massachusetts
Committee of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews at the Statler
Hotel. Balaban was one of three receiving citations and
testimonials from the committee. Shots from left to right,
top to bottom, show: Balaban, left, being greeted at the airport
by Benjamin G. Shapiro, committee secretary; the presenta¬
tion of the award to Balaban by Oscar W. Haussermann,
former president, Boston Chamber of Commerce, as Fleet

circuit assistant general manager, ar¬
ranged prizes, cartoons, etc.
District men mourned the passing of
Jack Holmes, 62, maintenance man,
State, Manchester, for the past 20 years.
. . . Max A. Olderman, 72, also known in
the trade, died. Olderman, of Ansonia,
built the Tremont, that city.
Ernie Grecula, assistant general man¬
ager, Hartford Theatres Circuit, had an
old pal drop in when Sam Schecter,
former manager, Colonial, now a Springfield, Mass., insurance agent, came
through.
Down in Newington, Joe Dolgin,
general manager, Pike Drive-In, invited
a number of patients from the Newing¬
ton Home for Crippled Children to
attend a showing of ‘‘Buck Privates” as
guests. . . . Mrs. Henry L. Needles, wife
of the Warner Theatres’ Hartford dis¬
trict manager, and Mrs. A1 Schuman,
wife of the Hartford Theatre Circuit
general manager, were among the
patronesses of the annual Strawberry
Festival, held by the Hartford Hebrew
Home for The Aged. . . . Warnerites in
the area are getting ready for the annual
Warner Club Party, to be held at the
Castle Inn, Cornfield Point. In the mean¬
time, a couple of the district’s employees
are getting set for vacations. It’ll be
Maine this summer for Jim McCarthy,
Strand manager and Charlie Lowe, dis¬
trict engineer. Estelle O’Toole, executive
secretary to Henry Needles, hasn’t made
any plans yet.
Loew-Poli Circuit men in the area
continue to make tie-ups. Locally, Lou
Cohen, manager, and assistant Sam
Horwitz, Loew-Poli, went to town on
“Arch of Triumph.” In Norwich, Joe
Boyle, Loew-Poli Broadway, and his
assistant, Tillie Pysyk, landed merchant

Admiral William F. Halsey, another award recipient, John
W. McCormack, Massachusetts Congressman, Judge Abraham
E. Pinanski, former navy secretary Charles F. Adams, and
Governor Robert E. Bradford are among those looking on;
Balaban and Halsey exchanging greetings; Balaban, right,
chatting with Sam Pinanski and Elinor Hughes, the Boston
Herald drama critic; a confab between S. Pinanski, Balaban,
and Martin Mullin, and Balaban being interviewed by the
local press.
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tie-ins on both “Homecoming” and “The
Bride Goes Wild.”

studio manager, WWCO, was master of
ceremonies, and Louis Boisvert, WBRY,
presided at the organ. Checking the
applause meter for results were Judges
A1 Lessow, Loew’s Poli; “Ace” Silverman,
WWCO, and Bill O’Hara, WTOR,
Torrington. Twelve lovely young ladies
competed. . . . Joe Pentino, whose family
formerly owned the Carroll, is new at
Loew’s Poli.

At the Colonial, Charles Gauvaine
was promoted, while Henry St. Andrew,
Fred W. Greene, and H. R. Brahim
joined the crew. ... At Loew-Poli, Sam
Novack, was on the sick list, as was
Cashier Isabelle Jacobs, Colonial
Douglas Amos, manager, Webb Play¬
house, says the theatre will drop its
Tuesday-Wednesday showings of foreign
films in a few weeks. The theatre has
been showing foreign product for the two
days, domestic product the rest of the
week.
A bathing beauty contest was held on
the Loew-Poli, Waterbury, stage, by
manager Bob Carney as ballyhoo for
“The Bride Goes Wild.”
W and W Amusement Corporation,
Bridgeport, filed certificate of final dis¬
solution with the Secretary of State’s
office at the State Capitol.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mason told an
audience at G. Fox and Company recent¬
ly that Great Britain’s present high tax
on imported American movies might
teach Hollywood “a good lesson in real
economy.” “When Hollywood gets over
its initial panic over the high tax, and
stops firing office boys, and cutCting
secretaries’ salaries, perhaps they will
practice some sensible economy,” Mason
said. He criticized Hollywood’s practice
of paying tremendous sums for the
rights to popular Broadway musicals and
plays not adaptable to the screen.
Connecticut Theatre Candy Company,
New Haven, filed a Certificate Of Or¬
ganization, with Alice Levy, Rita Ginsburg, and Nathan Visano as heads.
University of Connecticut, Storrs, an¬
nounced it has been given the right to
sell land to a corporation to develop a
campus business center, with tentative
plans to include a 700-seat theatre.

Manchester
Manchester High School held gradua¬
tion exercises at the State.

Naugatuck
A theatre patron, who claimed he was
assaulted by three intoxicated men in the
Alcazar in October, filed a $25,000 civil
suit in Superior Court against the the¬
atre and against owners of the tavern
where his assailants had been drinking.
The theatre, Foley claimed, was negli¬
gent in its’ failure to keep the premises
“reasonably safe” by stationing a suffici¬
ent number of aides through the theatre.

New Britain
In Superior Court, a jury returned a
verdict for $1500 to Mrs. Antoinette
Dorio, Plainville, against Peter Perakos,
owner, Palace, New Britain. The woman
declared that she broke her collarbone
in the theatre on Aug. 14, 1945, because
the poor lighting prevented her from
seeing a step.

Stamford
An impasse still remained in the
negotiations between the IATSE and the
Pickwick Theatre, Greenwich. According
to Bill Brown, Pickwick-Greenwich
Playhouse, Greenwich, management, the
negotiations concerning contract read¬
justment broke down at a conference
between union and management officials.
As a result, the union “pulled out” four
projectionists and one stagehand of the
Pickwick, Brown said. The firm was
unable to get licensed projectionists for
operation of the theatre for the week¬
end. The Playhouse took over the Pick¬
wick’s schedule in addition to its own.
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York Harbor

Among those representing New England
at the recent Columbia sales meeting in
New York were, left to right: Walter
Silverman, New Haven; I. H. Rogovin,
New England division manager, and
Tommy O’Brien, Boston.

Waterbury
More than 100 persons registered in
protest to a change in zone for property
between Roseland Avenue and Earl
Street to climax a fiery public hearing
conducted by an aldermanic committee.
The committee will make its recommen¬
dations to the entire Board of Aldermen,
which will act on the request later. The
zone change was sought to permit con¬
struction of a community theatre and
off-street parking lot. The petitioner was
attorney Francis McDonald as counsel
for Mrs.Marie F.Mahan, wife of J.Roger
Mahan, owner,Tower, Carroll, and Plaza.
Two years ago, when a similar zone
change was requested, the petition was
withdrawn after a public hearing showed
residents of the area were not in favor
of the change. Alderman Burton H.
Walker, who presided at the meeting,
said the committee would only consider
the sentiment of those in the immediate
vicinity of the property. By immediate
vicinity, he said, he did not mean a
quarter of a mile away. The alderman
said the committee, however, would
listen to all comments. McDonald first
spoke favoring the zone change, offering
a guarantee in writing that only a
theatre and parking lot would be placed
on the property. No stores would be
erected, he said. Mahan said the only
reason he had attempted the project
was that “hundreds of people” asked him
to construct a theatre in the Overlook
section. This will be strictly a community
theatre, he emphasized. He offered the
use of the theatre as “a common
meeting place” for worthy charities and
for collections for such causes as The
March of Dimes. Others who spoke in
support of the zone change said com¬
munities have become increasingly selfsufficient. The theatre would help make
Overlook more so. No traffic problem
would be caused, they said. The appear¬
ance of the area would be improved, and
the theatre would be more convenient
and safer for children who would not
have to go downtown to a movie. Dr.
Harry Levin, who acted as “chairman”
for the opposition, also called upon
residents of the area according to a pre¬
planned form. The hearing lasted more
than two hours.
Hollis W. Sweeney, assistant to man¬
ager Paul O. Klinger, Loew’s Strand,
has been transferred to Poli’s, Springfield, Mass., in a similar capacity. Miss
Theresa Richards, a native of this city,
has been elevated to acting assistant.
She started at the Strand two years ago.
Lorraine Cronin won first prize and a
$100 diamond ring in the bathing beauty
contest at Loew’s Poli. Bob Gillespie,

The Harbor opened for the summer.
A1 Chouniard, who managed the house
last year, is in charge again. A new
ventilating system, new lamp houses,
and a new screen have been installed.

MASSACHUSETTS
Lowell
Arthur Keenan, manager, Merrimack,
has completed the Radio Talent show.
The winner went to New York City, to
be auditioned by a nationally-broadcast
program.
Nat Silver, manager, Strand, has been
experimenting with various opening
days. . . . Projectionists have
been
granted a $10 raise, to be carried through
a three-year period.
John Anthony, Crown, decided to close
the house. Anthony also operates the
Modern, Manchester, N. H.

Springfield
Judge James C. Donnelly has dis¬
missed, without prejudice, a bill of com¬
plaint brought in Superior Court against
Nathan E. Goldstein by Western Massa(Continued on next page)
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Hancock 7419
Boston
In the Heart of the Film District
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Associates, Inc.
116 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Telephone: Hancock 4807
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MANLEY, INC.

BOSTON

45 Church Street—HAncock 6-7419

EXCHANGE LISTING
(On this page will be found a complete listing of
film exchanges serving the Boston area.
Addi¬
tions or corrections are invited to keep this as
accurate as possible.)

BAY

EXHIBITOR

STATE

District manager—Samuel Horenstein.
Secretary—Marguerite Gill.
Salesmen—Irving Horenstein, J. R. Stilphen, G. W.
Baumbach.
MASSACHUSETTS THEATRE EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
20 Piedmont Street—Liberty 2-9814
Owner—P. E. Comi.
Manager—William G. Cliggott.
Bookkeeper—George I. Hunter.

36 Melrose Street—HUbbard 2-6433
METRO

Proprietor—Edward Kleine.
Salesman—Louis Josephs.

46 Church Street—HAncock 6-0044

BEACON PICTURES CORPORATION
35 Winchester Street—Liberty 2-2533
President—Harry

Goldman.
CAMEO

50 Melrose Street—HAncock 6-3880
President—Samuel Davidson.
CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

Assistant division sales manager—Herman Ripps.
Branch manager—Benn Rosenwald.
Office manager—C. J. School.
Sales manager—Ben Bebchick
Salesmen—Harry O. Worden, William Madden,
Ray Curran, Maine; Charles Repec.
Bookers—Nate Oberman, head; Matt Donahue,
Jerry Crowley, Francis Driscoll.
Publicity—Ben Prickett.
Cashier—Elizabeth Dervin.
MONOGRAM

28 Piedmont Street—Liberty 2-6798

39 Church Street—HUbbard 2-4360

President—K. R. Douglas.
Treasurer—Frank M. Gray.
Manager—W. Hawkins.
Salesmen—Don Pickering, Don Falco. Ken Douglas.
Service—Charles Fish, Otto Halquist.

District manager—Ben Abrams.
Salesmen—Frank Hyland, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont; Jerry Callahan, western Massachu¬
setts, Rhode Island; John Pavone, Dick Cohen,
Connecticut; Nate Levin, Greater Boston.
Bookers—Charles Wilson, Joe Rathged.
Cashier—Inez Weinstein.
Secretary—Marion Walker.

JOE CIFRE, INC.
44 Winchester Street
President and treasurer—Joseph S. Cifre.
Manager—Ernest J. Comi.
Sales department—Hubert E. Jenkins.
Salesman—John Savco.
COLUMBIA
57 Church Street—HAncock 6-9890
Division manager—I. H. Rogovin.
Branch manager—Thomas F. O'Brien.
Salesmen—Fred Bragden, Boston; Saul Simmons,
southern Massachusetts, Rhode Island;
Carl
Myshrall, western Massachusetts, New Hamp¬
shire, Vermont; Leonard Appel, Maine.
Bookers—Abe Barry, head; George McConville;
Betty Lafchie.
Cashier—Sarah Lourie.
EAGLE LION
12

Piedmont

Street—HAncock

6-6387-8

District manager—Thomas J. Donaldson.
Branch manager—Harry S. Segal.
Sales manager—Albert J. Fecke.
Publicist—Joe Mansfield.
Salesmen—Saul Levin, Boston, southern Massachusetts; Edward J. Renick, Boston, suburban;
Irving Shiftman, western Massachusetts, Rhode
Island.
, ,
Bookers—Sam Levine, head; Ralph Geffen, Jack
Hill.
EMBASSY
16

Piedmont

Street—HUbbard

2-3325

President—Joseph Levine.
Sales manager—Joseph Wolf.
Salesman—Ben Rogers.
FEDERAL FILM COMPANY
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS OF NEW
ENGLAND, INC.
54-58

Piedmont

Street—Liberty

2-6754

President—A1 Swerdlove.
Salesmen—Bill Cuddy, Hy Levine, New Haven.
Office manager—Dorothy Blumenthal.
Booker—Badye Gotz.
FILM CLASSICS, INC.
56 Piedmont Street—HAncock 6-2363
Branch manager and supervisor—Nat Beier.
Salesmen—Nathan Ross, northern Massachusetts,
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont; Albert Wheel¬
er, southern Massachusetts, western Massachu¬
setts, Rhode Island; Raymond J. Wylie, New
Haven.
Booker—Ellis Gordon.
Secretary—Eleanor Asinari.
Cashier—Leona Davidson.
HUB FILM EXCHANGE
246 Stuart Street—HUbbard 2-7033
Proprietor—Jack Meyers.
Office manager—Leonard Rothman.
INDEPENDENT

EXHIBITORS, INC.

OF

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
95 Broadway—Liberty 2-4476
Branch manager—Harry Kirchgessner.
Sales manager—Edward Maloney.
Salesmen—Fred Stoloff, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont;
Maynard
Sickels,
Massachusetts,
Rhode Island.
Office manager—Frank Wolf.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
37 Winchester Street
Operator—H. J. McKinney.
PARAMOUNT
58 Berkeley Street—HAncock 6-1070
Assistant division manager—A. M. Kane.
Branch manager—John Moore.
Office manager—James Harris.
Salesmen—Ed Maloney, Boston; Jack Gubbins,
New Hampshire, Vermont; H. C. Lewis, Massa¬
chusetts, Rhode Island; Edward Bradley, Maine.
Field representative—Arnold Van Leer.
Bookers—John Kane, head; Jack McCarty, Golbert
Norton, Wendy Clements, A1 McIntyre.
RKO

(Continued from preceding page)
chusetts Theatres, Inc., and its subsidi¬
aries. Goldstein and his brother, Samuel,
were formerly associated in the theatre
venture and contingent enterprises. Last
November, Nathan Goldstein sued Wesmas Candy Corporation, wholly-owned
subsidiary of Western Massachusetts
Theatres, for $75,000 he claimed was
owed him. The plaintiff corporations
claimed he was paid $325 weekly from
Dec. 16, 1935 to Dec. 15, 1945, under
contract, plus cumulative contingent
compensation of $125 weekly to operate
theatres, properties, and the business,
and that he was paid in full at the time
his employment terminated on March
18, 1946. After winning the suit, the
defendants set forth they had reason
to believe Goldstein was contemplating
other suits against other subsidiaries,
and said that, since they were not
indebted, they wanted a temporary res¬
training order preventing further pro¬
secution of the writ against Wesmas
Candy Corporation. This petition for a
temporary injunction was dismissed by
the court.

Worcester
John Matthews, manager, Warner, is
taking the first two weeks in July for
vacation, Mary Rafferty substituting. . . .
For a double revival of “Tarzan”,
manager Bob Portle, Elm Street, had a
monkey street ballyhoo, 5000 heralds,
and a knife display in The Owl Shop,
but what really woke the neighborhood
up was the Tarzan yell that screamed
from the marquee from time to time.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Dover
John Randall, manager, State, had
color pictures taken of children in the
theatre, and two weeks later had the
slides projected on the screen. Each
child was charged 25 cents for the cost
of film in photographing two poses.

122 Arlington Street—HAncock 6-0457
District manager—Gus J. Schaefer.
Branch manager—Ross C. Crooper.
Sales manager—W. H. Gardins.
Office manager—J. A. Downing.
Salesmen—M. M. Ames, Rhode Island, southern
Massachusetts; H. F. Goldstein, Boston; C. L.
Davizia, Maine; D. W. Grover, New Hampshire.
Bookers—C. F. McGerigle, head; H. P. Smith, J. F.
O'Hara, R. J. Dobbyn, Jr.

Nashua
Not only is the Colonial offering free
dinnerware but is also giving away 18
five-dollar baskets of food. The same
house warded a $45 bike at a Saturday
matinee to stimulate attendance.

REGAL PICTURES CORPORATION
48 Melrose Street—HAncock 6-9676
President—Irving Farber.
Office manager—Rosalyn Jaffe.
Salesman—Sidney Shumsker.
Booker—Marshall Becherman.

Bookers—Agnes Donahue, Don Jacocks, Jr.
Cashier—Maurice C. Adlort.
Assistant cashier—Ida Kessler.
Publicity—Phil Engel.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

REPUBLIC

60 Church Street—HAncock 6-8760

40 Piedmont Street—HAncock 6-4290

District manager—John J. Scully.
Branch manager—E. Meyer Feltman.
Office manager—Henry Walper.
Sales manager—Judd Parker.
Salesmen—Fred Shohet, western Massachusetts;
Kenneth Mayer, New Hampshire, Vermont; Joe
Kelly, Maine; Math Moriarty, Rhode Island.
Bookers—Florence Slater, head; Emma V. Corbett,
Robert Ratzkoff, Harold Harris.
Cashier—Gerald Hoffman.

Branch manager—Frank Dervin.
Salesmen—Herbert Schaefer, Jack Martin, Boston;
Jack Jennings, Rhode Island, western Massa¬
chusetts; Walter Dyer, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont.
Bookers—Melvin Davis, head; Dorris Vale.
Cashier—Edith Kassnoff.
20th CENTURY-FOX
115 Broadway—HAncock 6-2180
Branch manager—Edward X. Callahan.
Sales manager—James M. Connolly.
Salesmen—John Feloney, Boston; John Pecas, New
Hampshire, Vermont; Jack Carroll, Maine; E. X.
Callahan, Jrs., western Massachusetts.
Bookers—Samuel Berg, head; Frank Keller, Mike
Zaman.
Publicity—A1 Fowler.

NEW ENGLAND

UNITED ARTISTS

36 Melrose Street—Liberty 2-9144-5

52 Church Street—HAncock 6-8346

President—Daniel J. Murphy.
First vice-president—Maurice Safner.
Second vice-president—James Guarino.
Secretary—Julian Rifkin.
Treasurer—W. L. Bendsley.
Business manager—Ray Feeley.
Office secretary—Jean S. Pidgeon.

Sringfield

District manager—Clayton G. Eastman.
Branch manager—John J. Dervin.
Office manager-booker—Max Burlone.
Salesmen—Irving R. Mendelson, Boston; Joseph L.
Cronan, Maine; John G. Draddy, New Hamp¬
shire, Vermont; Ken Robinson, western Massa¬
chusetts, Rhode Island.

WARNERS
131 Arlington Street—HUbbard 2-3290
District manager—F. D. Moore.
Branch manager—Bill Horan.
Office manager—Leo Griffin.
Sales manager—Mickey Daytz.
Salesmen—Bill Kummins, Rhode Island, western
Massachusetts; Jack McCarthy, New Hampshire,
Vermont; Bill Kremmell, Maine.
Bookers—Bob Levine, head; Warren Gates, Ed Se¬
gal, John Walton.
Cashier—Harry Spingler.
Publicity—Art Moger.
WHOLESOME
20 Melrose Street—HAncock 6-0155
Directors—Lia A. Izen, David M. Shapiro.
President—David M. Shapiro.
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NEWS OF THE

plenty to tell about Colorado when he
returns....Birthday greetings go to
George Smith, Central; Louis Ross,
Atlas, Harry Cokinos, Capitol, and
Philip Martin, film editor, RKO Pic¬
tures, Hollywood....No longer a bach¬
elor, as of June 12, is Carl Fowler,
Jr. Congrats and good luck.

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA

Jules Girden, New York, is the new
owner of the imperial, Brunswick, Md.
....Thomas “Spriggy” Lloyd, Leader,
South Cumberland, Md., is recuperating
nicely from his recent heart attack.
Pete Cleary is handling the manage¬
ment in a very capable manner....sam
Ternant, New, south Cumberland, Md.,
has been on jury duty the past six
weeks.

Washington
With congress adjourned, and the
politics around the country campaign¬
ing, this burg is really a quiet
place, and we mean quiet. Of course,
many momentous decisions were reached
in the closing hours of congress.
Plans are being made for a threeday celebration over July 3, 4, and
5, which is having the best energies
of carter Barron and Gene Ford. A huge
parade down historic Pennsylvania
Avenue and to the Washington Monument
with President Truman in attendance
is in store for July 3 to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of the laying
of the cornerstone of the monument;
a concert at the famous Watergate
on July 4, and the fireworks display
on the Monument Grounds on July 5.
Stopped into the Variety Club, and
saw the top barkers in a huddle over
lunch planning the future program of
Tent 11. Present were Chief Barker
Frank Boucher; Carter Barron, Fred
Kogod, sam Galanty, Nate Golden, and
George Crouch. In another corner of
the clubroom was Abe Lichtman with
several friends. Also on deck was Art
Jacobson, house committee, sporting
a new mustache. Yes, sir, Bob Pruett,
steward, is a proud great-grandfather.
At Eagle Lion: Miss Frances Rader
is back at work for the summer period,
just as last year, to replace the gals
while on vacation. She attends Dum¬
barton College during the school year
....Billie Benick, steno, was off for
a week’s stay at Mansfield, 0. .. .
Branch manager Fred Rohrs spent some
time with Virginia exhibs down at
Virginia Beach, Norfolk, and Richmond
....Mary Ellen Peters returned from
her honeymoon.... Russ Ricker is on a
two-week trip down the Clinch.
MGM’s Joe Kronman, busy office mana¬
ger, is spending a vacation in and
around the golf links.
FROM PROJECTIONISTS:
Jake Lehman,
first vice-president, Local 224, and
Loew’s Capitol projectionist, is con¬
fined to Prince George’s county Mem¬
orial Hospital.... Floyd Steinbarge,
Avalon, underwent an operation of
recent date.... Absent from work due
to illness were Harry Tolson, Calvert,
and Nick Kyreakou, Palace, both oldtimers in the reel business, and
here’s a wish that both lads return
to their booths soon. Both men have
been in service more than 30 years....
Henry Zoranski, relief, was lucky to
be leaving the hospital after sustain¬
ing painful injuries in an auto mis¬
hap recently.... Away on vacations
were Al Denham, Strand, and Jimnjy
Davis. Uptown. The latter will have
June 23,
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Mrs. J.C. McCoy, Moorefield, W. Va.,
landscaped the plot facing her home
....Bernie Gouder, Oakland, Md., ac¬
companied by his wife, will head for
a two-week sojourn in Canada. Fishing
will be the order of each and every
day....0lin Thrush, Liberty, Keyser,
W. Va., redecorated and reseated his
house.... Clark Counollee, Aberdeen,
Md., purchased a new home.... Everett
Counollee, formerly of the New, Elkton,
Md., has taken over the restaurant
concession of a large hotel in Ocean
City, Md.Herman Handloff, State,
Newark, Del., is installing airconditioning. ... Don DeLauney, West¬
minister, Md., has thoroughly renovat¬
ed the marquees of both the Carroll
and State. Incidentally, he has for¬
saken his yearly role of gentleman
farmer.

Harry Bollinger, Emittsburg, Md.,
and Harold Law, Thurmond, Md., are
checking the road maps to Atlantic
City....The State, Thurmont, Md. , has
changed over from silent to sound.
At Warners: Many employees of the
local office, as well as the managers
of Warner theatres in the Washington
zone, attended the wedding of Delores
Payette, daughter of zone manager John
J. Payette, and Charles Kemp Devereux.
....Charles Burger, manager, York,
will be married on July 17 to Miss
Christine Sebastian. The ceremony at
the church of the sacred Heart will
be followed by a reception at the
Willard Hotel.Dorothy Psira, sec¬
retary to Earl Yates, is teaching the
duties of that office to Irene Lee.
Mrs. Psira will be leaving shortlyto

Popular Metro star Margaret O’Brien
stopped in at the United Nations ClubOverseas Aid during her recent visit
to Washington, and is seen here sign¬
ing autographs for many youthful ad¬
mirers. That's Jack Fo xe on the right.

devote her time to the duties and de¬
lights of motherhood-Armen Gamble,
secretary to Charles McGowan, head,
contact department, was on vacation,
as were Virginia Fenner and Lidwine
Phillips, contact. Miss Fenner went
to Detroit, while Miss Phillips was
spending her vacation at Ocean City,
Md.

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS
Governor Ernest Lane has given his
approval to Esso standard Oil company
to film a short subject, “The Old Line
State”. The film will be made in color,
and also be planned by the State
Planning commission in an advisory
capacity, with the cooperation of the
Board of National Resources, State
Bureau of information, State Achivist,
local civic groups, etc. The movie is
being prepared as a public service,
and will be made available, upon com¬
pletion, for showing in schools, local
state agencies, fraternal organiza¬
tions, and others.

BALTI MORE
Announcement of the marriage of
Thomas P. Finn, Jr., and Miss Eliza¬
beth Ann Rossberg has been received by
many friends and relatives of the
couple. Finn is the son of the finan¬
cial secretary, Local 181.
The drive-in theatre under con¬
struction at Northpoint Road and East¬
ern Avenue by, the Durkee Circuit will
soon be ready for opening-The Glen,

^Washington’s A.C. Benson, right, was among those attending the r e c ent P ar amount
mid-eastern division meeting in Philadelphia. Others shown here, are,
left to
right: J.J . Grady, Cincinnati; H.E. Stuckey, Detroit; D. Kimelman, Pittsburgh;
U. Smith, Philadelphia, and S. Frifield, Cleveland. Company product was discussed.

Washington
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Baltimore, (13) - Stanley, “Wall¬
flower” (WB); Century, “Arch Of Tri¬
umph” (UA) ; New, “Fury At Furnace
Creek” (20th-Fox); Mayfair, "I, Jane
Doe” (Rep.)! Keith’s, "Letter From An
Unknown Woman” (U-I); Hippodrome,
"Coroner creek” (Col.); Town, "Smart
Woman” (Mono.); Little, "Furia” (FC).
Baltimore, (6) Hippodrome, “The
Wreck Of The Hesperus” (Col.); Town,
“Ruthless” (EL); Mayfair, “The Hunted”
(Mono.); Keith’s, “will it Happen
Again?” (FC); New, "Anna Karenina”
(20th-Fox); Century, “Homecoming”
(MGM); Stanley, "Silver River” (WB).
operated by Mrs. J.H. Gruver and son,
Robert, which was recently damaged by
fire, will reopen soon.
Owen D. Schnepf, Century manager,
was vacationing. ... Miss Lois Berlin
has been appointed secretary to Wil¬
liam K. Saxton, Loew’s city manager,
succeeding Miss Joyce Roberts....Miss
Margaret Schanberger, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.L. Schanberger, Keith’s,
is chairman of the Mercy Hospital
Program Committee for the card party
and fashion show-to be held at the
Alcazar on sept. 17 as a benefit for
the hospital. Miss schanberger and
committee are working on a big program.
Miss Nancy Schanberger, another
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Schanberger,
recently was graduated as a registered
nurse at Mercy Hospital.
H. Ted Routson, Little manager,
I.M. Rappaport, arranged a tieup with
The Baltimore News-Post by which con¬
testants wrote on the number of novels
of Charles Dickens that had been
filmed, to pmmte interest in "Nicho¬
las Nickleby”.
Work has been completed on installing
Heywood-Wakefield lounge chairs in
the Aruora under supervision ot vernon
Currier, manager. Now work has started
on building the new marquee over the
front entrance, with white lighted
glass panels for interchangeable
letters.
Charles McCleary has been super¬
vising the redecorating of the ex¬
terior of the Loew’s Parkway.

Shown above i s Dorothy Dolores Paye11e,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Pay¬
ette,
who was recently married tc
Charles Kemp Devereux, Chevy Chase,
Md., at St. Matthews Cathedral, Wash¬
ington. The bride's father is Warner
Theatres' Washington zone manager.

Loew's Capitol,
Washington, recently
aroused plenty of interest in Metro
product with this lobby display her¬
alding the voting for the "world's
greatest dancer"
Gene Kelly and Fred
Astaire were the candidates,
with a
ballot
box
next
to
the
bally.

served theatre and amusement interests
for over 36 years.
-L.Mc W.

formance of "The Bargain Bride” by
a local amateur group at the D. and
L. that the young folks’ group repeated
it. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dowell, theatre
staff, and their family, who have been
spending some weeks up north, returned
to their home here.

LEONARDTOWN
•

Clark Mattingly and his wife, New,
will sail on July 5 for Sidney, Aus¬
tralia, for a visit with Mrs. Matingly’s folks. ... jack Fruchtman,
lessee, New, announced that a number
of improvements will be made....co¬
operative advertising with local mer¬
chants has paid off at the New.
Gallen Trumbule, the son of Ray Trumbule, New manager, is recovering from
the removal of his tonsils at a Wash¬
ington, D.C., hospital... .Another ‘in
person’ show comprising radio talent
from WARNL, Arlington, va., appeared
at the New. ...For Eagle Lion’s "The
Noose Hangs High”, the New startled
persons on its mailing list by sending
out a circular reading in bold face
type: “A man will be hanged by the
neck in the lobby of the New. Who will
it be? Watch for the hanging.” A
large dummy was then strung up in the
New’s spacious lobby....New aide Ann
Carnalier has been helping out recently
at the theatre’s cold drink dispenser
....To replace a cocker spaniel re¬
cently stolen, the Trumbules now have
a new collie puppy at their Patuxent
Park home.... Reed Dunn, WWVA, Wheeling
W. Va., was surprise guest star when
Joe Barker’s Chuck Wagon Gang recently
played at St. Mary’s.

SOLOMON’S ISLAND
So successful was the first per-

HARRISONBURG
Taking advantage of a Washington
newspaper story on 20th Century-Fox’ s
"The Iron Curtain” and nationwide
publicity on riots occasioned by
showing the picture, Harry T. King,
manager, Valley Enterprises’ State
and Strand, fashioned an unusual ex¬
ploitation campaign. King dug through
the files of his local newspaper,
secured front page copies of the
Canadian A-bomb plot, superimposed a
dummy scare-head, and mounted the
clippings, stills, and a hammer and
sickle device on a 40x60 poster. Per¬
sonal endorsements on the film were
obtained from important local citizens,
and used in newspaper ads, together
with a reprint of the story from The
Washington Times-Herald, plugging the
picture, window cards, 24-sheets,
teaser trailers, and other campaign
materials were used by King several
weeks in advance of the regular trailer.
For his ingenuity in promoting the
film, King earned the commendation of
Sam Roth, president, Valley Enter¬
prises.

NORFOLK
Jimmie Hargroves, Wells manager,
turned out some snappy post cards t
promote "The Strawberry Roan”....Johi
Screenry has been- appointed manager,
Levine’s Elton. ... Daniel Moore is a
new aide at Loew’s.... Melvin creech,
Wells aide, joined the Virginia State
Guard.

Carroll Talbot resigned as assistant
manager, I.M. Rappaport’s Little ...
Clubrooms of the variety Club, Tent 19,
0,D. Weems, chief Barker, have been
redecorated, and World Music Service
has been installed. The RCA Television
instrument is working perfectly, and
the radio has the standard F.M. and
short wave bands. Clubrooms are airconditioned, and Weems has sent out a
letter to all members inviting them to
come for rest and relaxation.
-Jacques Shellman

HAGERSTOWN
Edward Luckman, Maryland aide, was
on an extended leave spending time at
his home at PenrMar Park. He has

VIRGINIA

The much her aided United Artis-'ts pro¬
duction, "Arch of Triumph",
recently
received nice promotion at Loew's
Palace, Washington, with this effective
l o b by display which proved attractive.

Evelyn Vannderberry, Wells, re¬
turned after an illness of four weeks
....P.L. McCall, Byrd manager, was off
on vacation-Al Cogsdale, assistant,
Wells, is looking forward to his late
July vacation.... Lora Frost, Wells
candy attendant, is giving attention
to the new popcorn warmer recently
installed by the Berio Vending
Company.
(Continued on page NT-4)
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ELMER H.

Operator

be

Branch manager - Max Cohen.
Booker - cashier - Gertrude Epstein.
Office manager - Sam Epstein.
Salesmen - Charles Mendelson, Virginia;
Max Cohen, key accounts; Harold
Levy, Maryland.

found

a

exchanges
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invited
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to
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this

KAY
912 Third Street, N.W.
NAtional 3356

Elmer

H.

Office manager - booker - Pat Taylor.
Salesman - C. Joseph DeMaio.
BEN LUST THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
1001 New Jersey Avenue, N. W.

Brient.
Operator

CAMPBELL
203 Eye street, n.W.
REpublic 3455Branch manager - Robert H. Campbell.
CAPITOL
203 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7571
Branch manager - Irwin
Office manager - Fritz
Baltimore office - 21
Royal Avenue - PLaza

Cohen.
Goldschmidt.
West Mount
0836.

COLUMBIA
926 New Jersey Avenue,
NAtional 4035

Salesmen - Al Benson, circuit accounts,
Harley Davidson, Virginia; Jack
Bryan, eastern shore.
Bookers - George Kelly, head; first
run accounts, office accounts, Bal¬
timore, Washington, Virginia, Mary¬
land; jack Howe, Virginia; Max Rut¬
ledge, Pat Newberry, Luther Buchanan.
Cashier - Ida Green.
PEERLESS
203 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7571
Branch manager - T.R. Shull.

possible.-Ed.)

BRIENT AND SONS THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
12 H. Street
-
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FILM CLASSICS
203 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 1778

WASHINGTON
EXCHANGE
LISTING

plete
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N.W-

Division manager - Samuel A. Galanty.
Branch manager - Ben caplon.
Office manager - william R. Fischer.
Salesmen - Ben Caplon, circuit key
situations; Charles A. Wingfield,
Maryland; Sidney Sugarman, eastern
Virginia; Martin Kotner, Clinch
Valley; Elmer Moore.
Bookers - william R. Fisher, head,
circuits and Baltimore; Earl Taylor,
western Maryland and key accounts;
James Whiteside, Virginia.
Cashier - Anne Snyder.
Exploiteer - sidzins

-

Ben

Lust.

METRO
1009 New Jersey Avenue,
District 6530-1-2

N.W.

Southern division manager - Rudolph
Berger.
Assistant southern division manager John S. Allen.
Branch manager - jerry Adams.
Assistant branch manager - Paul Wall.
Office manager - Joseph Kronm^i.
Cashier - Mrs. Anna Ridgley.
Salesmen - Fred Rippingale, Paul Wall,
Washington; Pete Prince, Sidney
Eckman.
Bookers - Edward Kushner, head; Henry
Ajello, Ida Barezofsky, Bob Ells¬
worth, Jr.
Exploiteer - Tom Wood Baldridge.

RKO
203 Eye Street, N.W.
District 3672
Eastern district manager - R.J. Folliard.
Branch manager - J.B. Brecheen.
Sales manager - Alphonsus P. Folliard.
Office manager - Jospeh Kushner.
Salesmen - J.B. Brecheen, circuit, key
run accounts; Olmsted Knox, western
Maryland, Washington; Harry E. Kahn,
Baltimore; Elbert W. Grover, Clinch
Valley? Charles Hurley, Virginia,
Delaware, eastern shore.
Bookers - Jesse Smith, head; George
Sullivan, Baltimore; Don Bransfield,
country accounts; Herft Doherty,
army-navy, non-theatrical.
Cashiei - Agnes Turner.
Exploiteer - William Praeger.
REPUBLIC
925 New jersey Avenue,
REpublic 0155

N.W.

Branch manager - Jack Safer.
Office manager - Booker - William
Gearing.
Salesmen - Jack Safer, key accounts;
Sam Liggett, Clinch valley; Hy Bettinger, Baltimore; WilliamE. Jasper,
eastern shore, Tidewater.

Branch manager - Jake Flax
Office manager - william Nesbitt.
Salesmen - Jake Flax, Washington, Bal¬
timore, key Virginia situations; W.
Maynard Madden, western Virginia;
Sam Tabor, Baltimore, environs; Ed¬
die Martin, eastern shore, eastern
Virginia, Shenandoah Valley.
Booker - Esther Katznell.
Cashier - Bernice Kahn.
Head shipper - poster clerk - William
Wilson.
Bookkeeper - Clare Cunningham.

J.F. DUSMAN
2021 North Carlest Street
Baltimore, 18, Md.

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
920 New jersey Avenue, N.W.
NAtional 1634

SCREEN GUILD
203 Eye Street, N.W.
STerling 6762

EAGLE LION
203 Eye Street, N-W.
Executive 6648

Branch manager - George Nathan.
Office manager - Ernestine Bandel.
Salesmen - George Nathan, Virginia;
Milton Lindner, Baltimore, Maryland,
West Virginia.
Bookers - Helen Benson, first runs,
key accounts, part of Maryland,
Washington; Thelma Martin, Balti¬
more, part of Maryland, Washington;
Mildred MacDonald, most of Virginia.

Branch manager - Ross S. Wheeler.
Booker - Cashier - May Feldman.
Salesmen - Donald Shaban, Virginia;
Ralph DeBurgos, Baltimore, Washing¬
ton.

District manager - Joe Minsky.
Branch manager - Fred Rohrs.
Office manager - booker - Robert M.
Grace.
Sales manager - Danny Rosenthal.
Salesmen - Danny Rosenthal, Baltimore,
Eastern Shore; Russell Ricker, Clinch
Valley; Fred Rohrs, circuit accounts;
Fred saperstein, Curtis Hildebrand.
Cashier - Cecelia Dawson Hahn.
EQUITY
1001 New Jersey Avenue,
REpublic 0776

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
417 Saint Paul place,
Baltimore, Md.
Operator - N.C. Haefele.

SRO
301 G. Street N.W.
District 4232
Division manager - J.E. Fontaine.
Special representative - Elmer McKinley
Salesman - booker - Harold Henderson.
Office manager - Norma Shipe.
(Continued on next page)

N.W.

Branch manager - Fred Sandy.
Office manager - booker - Emilyn Benfer.
Salesmen - Fred Sandy, special ac¬
counts; Cliff Jarrett, Maryland;
Sampson Pike, Virginia.
Cashier - Marguerite Williams.
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MONOGRAM
922 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
MEtropolitan 2133

PARAMOUNT
306 H Street, N.W., P.O. Box 1916,
NAtional 7661

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR
Branch manager - Al Benson.
Office manager - Robert Cunningham,
Sales manager - Herbert C. Thompson
Special representative - Max joice.

242 N. 13th Street

DECORATORS
•

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PAINTING
•
DRAPERIES
•
MURALS
STAGE SETTINGS
•
WALL COVERINGS
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(Continued from page NT-2)
Tommie Bobbitt, assistant, Colonial,
was looking forward to’that July
vacation.... Copeland Ornoff, Ornoff
Theatres, contracted with Altec for
sound services at the Riverview and
Hampton.... Al Cogsdale, Wells assis¬
tant, worked out a snappy lobby dis-,
play on Republic’s “Bill and Coo”....
The “Talent Contest” at the Park went
over in a big way.

Walter Joyner, westhampton staff,
vacationed dowft on the river, Walter
Duval substituting....Lenore Swain
succeeded Mildred Powers at the Park,
and Frank Ellis resigned, being re¬
placed by Walter Nunnall-y. ... George C.
Clanton, Tappahannock exhibitor and
newspaper owner, has been elected as
mayor.... Shirley waller, East End
staff, was on her vacation.... The WRVA
Theatre ran a series of reissues....
Mrs. Lola G. Scarborough, wife of Mack
Scarborough, Park, died. Sympathy is
extended...Jimmy Mathews, Venus, was
vacationing in North Carolina visiting
with Joe Antone...Gilbert Hartless is
the new projectionist at the Bellevue,
replacing Robert Huttlemayer, who
went to the Bellwood Drive-In. Hart¬
less came from the East End.

(Continued from preceding page)

Milton Krufman, Loew’s State manager,
was vacationing in the New England
states, and Joel Margolis, Loew’sCapital, Washington, D.C., was re¬
lieving for him. ... Carter Barron,
Loew's division manager, was in.
Earle Westbrook, Fabian city mana¬
ger, was in Richmond to attend the
opening of the new Belwood Drive-In
.... The Riverview presented Joe Brown’s
“Search For Talent” contest from its
stage. There were many prizes, radios,
watches, silverware, and gift coupons.
The contest was broadcast over WCAV
....The front of the Roxy was redec¬
orated. ... Evelyn Hufton is back in
the Memrose boxoffice.
The Delta and Elco, Portsmouth, Va.,
have begun double feature programs
on Saturdays only. Bill Hutchinson
has joined the staff of the Elco as
manager. He comes from Albany N.Y.
....Gladys Dashiell, Wells aide, was
on the sick list.
Harry Valentine was a visitor to
Washington’s film row recently....
Reggie “Fats” Hickmon, formerly at
the Roxy, entered the auto repair
business with his brother.
Sidney Dowden reported that Wilder’s
Drive-In will soon be ready to open
....Leo Greenwood, Wilder’s Warwick
manager in Newport News, is scheduled
to enter Norfolk General Hospital for
treatments.... Pearce Parkhurst is
the new manager at Levine’s Rosna,
replacing Bryan Rhodes, who was ap¬
pointed manager, Levine’s Colony,
Portsmouth.... Bessie Comer is doing
relief work at Loew’s State.

ONANCOCK
Announcement was made recently of
the leasing of the Powell and New to
Shore Amusements, Inc., operators,
Island, Chincoteague. The Powell has
been temporarily closed, while the
New was closed for one week for re¬
organization purposes. The New will
be equipped with a cooling system,
new carpet, and new upholstered seats.
Shore Amusements, Inc., opened the
Island just one year ago. Marshall
White will become resident manager in
charge of both the New and Island for
Shore Amusements. The local Powell
was erected by industry veteran James
Thomas Powell, and later conducted by
his son, James Z. Powell, who built
the New. Owning the two properties
was the Powell chincoteague Theatres,
Inc. Marsh Gollner and A-C. Ball con¬
summated the deal for Shore Amuse¬
ments, Inc. James Powell stated he
will devote his time in the future to
real estate and other interests of
the family.

Jimmy Ritchie, manager, East End
and Patrick Henry, took off a few
days, and went fishing...Dick Hundley,
National, was recovering from his re¬
cent accident...A special screening
of “The Fuller Brush Man” was held at
the Byrd for Fuller brushmen...Jimmy
Horn from Bristolk Tenn., is the new
projectionist at the carillon, and
John Aders is working in the National
booth for John Scott carnell, who was
sick...Tripple Cardwell, Colonial,
and Pat Leary, Loew’s went to west
Point for some fishing...Stewart
Tucker Jr., son of the State manager,
was graduated from John Marshall High
School.
Harold Wood, Neighborhood Theatre,
Inc., executive, expects to leave
soon with his children to visit Mrs.
Wood at Saranac Lake, N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rosenbaum attended
the graduation of their daughter,
Alma, at Mount Holyoke college, South
Hadley, Mass...Eddie Martin, Republic
salesman, was in.
Daylight saving Time has gone into
effect at Virginia Beach....Lou Gold¬
ing, Fabian division manager, and
Michael DeAngelis were in...Jimmy
Washburn, Neighborhood Theatre, Inc.,
sound engineer, and Dick Overton and
Maurice Nunnally, NTO home office
attaches, visited Bristol and Pulaski
...Mrs. Jessie carper, Martinsville,
has been sick.
Stuart Estes, State, and George
Daniel, Loew’s, went on a fishing
expedition.... Harold Miller, manager,
Robinson, was vacationing in New York,
with relief manager, Alfred Braxton
substituting.
-S-T.

West Virginia
KEYSER
Bernard Kuhn, relief man, Music
Hall and Keyser projection booths,
recently was operated on at Potomac
Valley Hospital.
“Stepping Stars”, a Winter dance
show, played the Music Hall
William K. Spotts, projectionist,
New Keyser, was on his vacation,
spending some time with his brother
in Indiana.... E. B. "Barney” Barnett,

20th CENTURY-FOX
932 New Jersey Avenue, N.WDistrict 8420
Branch manager - Glenn Norris.
Assistant to the branch manager - Emil
Kashouty.
Sales manager - Gordon Corttee.
Office manager, - John O’Leary.
Salesmen - Glenn Norris, first runs
in key situations; Fred Klein, Mary¬
land, eastern shore; Ira Sichelman,
Clinch Valley; Jerry Murphy, balance
of Virginia; Joseph M. Cohan, Bal¬
timore.
Bookers - Mrs. Sara Young, head, ma¬
nagers’ accounts, major accounts,
part of Baltimore; Ann Griffin, Vir¬
ginia, part of West Virginia, Mary¬
land, part of Baltimore; William
Norris, Jr. , Al Landgraf.
Cashier - Mrs. Emily watts.
Exploiteer - William Michaelson.
Head shipper - W. Stanley Summers.
UNITED ARTISTS
924 New Jersey Avenue,
NAtional 6136

N.W.

District manager - Mark Silver.
Branch manager - Jerry Price.
Office manager - Margaret stant.
Salesmen - jerry Price, circuit ac¬
counts; Mike Siegel, eastern shore;
Harold Rose, part of Virginia, Bal¬
timore, Washington; joe Young,
Clinch Valley.
Bookers - Jan Harrell, head; Margaret
Stant.
Cashier - Virginia Cunningham.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
913 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
District 4525
District manager - John J. Scully.
Branch manager - Harry J. Martin.
Office manager - H.S. Taylor.
Salesmen - Harry J. Martin, first-run
accounts in key situations; Vincent
Doughtery, Baltimore; Sam Liggett,
Clinch valley, western Virginia;
Walter Davis, eastern shore, Wash¬
ington; Barney Frank, western Mary¬
land, eastern Virginia.
Bookers - Ray Foreman, Leonard Saver,
Tom Ryan, Ike Ehrlichman.
Cashier - Walter Bangs.
WARNERS
901 New jersey Avenue,
NAtional 1130

N.W.

District manager - Robert F. Smeltzer.
Branch manager - Frederick W. Belersdorf.
Office manager - Edward M. Phillipps.
Salesmen - Leonard Pearlman, Maryland;
Sterling Wilson, Baltimore; John
Walker, part of eastern shore, part
of Virginia; John Garst, Clinch
Valley, southern Virginia.
Bookers - Ethel Risdon, head; Frank
Gormley, Mrs. Sadie Bowles, James
Collins.
Altec Service inspector, was in....
John C- Wilson, projectionist. Music
Hall, spent a day in Rowlesburg, W.
Va., with his side-kick, Leonard
Tasker, projectionist.
June 23,
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NEWS OF THE

New York City
CROSS TOWN
The Motion Picture Bookers Club
went on record last week that it would
hold its ninth annual dinner-dance and
show on Oct. 17 at the Hotel Commodore.
Doris Wishman, secretary, explained
the date was set so far in advance
so as to avoid confliction with any
other inter-industry activity.
Maurice “Red” Silverstein, regional
director of Latin America, Loew’s In¬
ternational Corporation, left last
week for Brazil.... Reeve 0. Strock,
recording manager, Westrex Corpora¬
tion, left for England last week to
supervise Western Electric sound re¬
cording activities there during the
next four months, substituting for
the London recording manager, R.J.
Engler, who will return here on home
leave.
The Drama Group of the Screen Office
and Professional Employees Guild,
Local 109, U0PWA-CI0, will present
“The Male Animal” on June 24 at the
Barbizon-Plaza Hotel. The cast is
comprised entirely of SOPEG members
....Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
president, entered New York Hospital
last week for a check-up.
RKO recently renewed the lease on
the Dyker, Brooklyn, for 24 years
from the lessor, Shore Road Theatres.
Attorneys Barr and Barr represented
the owners.
Street ballyhoo with laugh angles
again came into its own last fortnight
with the opening of Eagle Lion’s “The
Noose Hangs High”, Loew’s State, Ma¬
nager Sam Pearlman and publicity ma¬
nager Carl Fishman, assisted by members
of the staff of Max E. Youngstein, EL
vice-president in charge of advertis¬
ing, publicity, and exploitation,
concentrated their bally efforts, and
tried to pull a different attention
getting gag each day of the run,
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join other works of art in the estate
of the late Major Edward Bowes.
Century’s Linden, Brooklyn, reopened
on June 11 after being closed for two
months for extensive alterations....
A conference of reserve officers at¬
tached to the Office of Selective
Service Records in the eastern states
was recently attended by Lieutenant
Colonel Jack F. Dailey at Camp Kilmer,
N.J. Dailey is administrative assist¬
ant, Radio City Music Hall.
Artkino recently instituted suit in
New York Supreme Court against Film
Classics, Inc., to restrain FC from
using Soviet scenes in the film, “Will
It Happen Again?”. Artkino claims FC
does not have the legal right to in¬
corporate in the film any footage made
in Russia.
In connection with the showing of
U-I’s “Bad Sister”, the Winter Garden
recently sponsored a contest to find
the most unusual good luck charm in
the city and the story behind it....
Universal-International held a special
invitational preview of “Man Eater Of
Kumaon” at .the Park Avenue for the
membership of the Explorers Club.
Astor Pictures release of Oscar
Micheaux’s “The Betrayal” will begin
its road-show engagement at the Mans¬
field on June 24....Henry Anderson,
insurance department, Paramount, dedelivered an address on “Insurance and
Allied Loss Prevention in savings
Banks” at a meeting of the Savings
Bank Insurance Forum of the State of
New York, recently. Anderson pointed
out that the motion picture industry
is held up as an example of activity
in loss prevention unequalled by any
other industry.
Louis S. Lifton, publicity and ad¬
vertising director of Allied Artists,
left last week for Hollywood after
setting up special screenings of “The
Dude Goes West”, and conferring with
New York officials on national ad¬
vertising campaigns for this film and
Roy Del Ruth’s “The Babe Ruth Story”
....Pam Blumenthal, chairman, board
of directors of Cinecolor Corporation,
left last weekend for Hollywood after

Seymour Moses, MGM manager of Fin¬
land, arrived last week on vacation,
accompanied by Mrs. Moses.... Paul
Broder, Realart president, and his
brother, Jack, a Realart vice-presi¬
dent, arrived last week.

The statue of Merope, .Greek goddess,
which adorned the lobby of the Capitol
for 28 years, and is estimated to have
been seen by more than 250,000,000
persons, was last week moved out to
June 23,
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home office conferences with Joseph
Bernhard, president, Cinecolor and
and Film Classics, Inc....Steve
Broidy, president. Allied Artists and
Monogram, arrived last week to make
final release plans on Roy Del Ruth’s
“The Babe Ruth Story”, and King
Brothers’ “The Dude Goes West”.
Admissions have been hiked in a
number of RKO neighborhood houses in
the metropolitan area. An official
for the circuit said that the increases
were not general, but represent ad¬
justments at various locations to
meet local conditions. In most cases,
the hike was from 60 to 65 cents for
evening adults.
Louis B. Mayer will be honored by
the amusement division, United Jewish
Appeal, on June 29 at the Hotel Astor.
The chairmen for the affair are Barney
Balaban, Si H. Fabian and Emil Friedlander, while Louis Nizer will be
toastmaster. The exhibitors committee
is represented by David Weinstock,
in charge of reservations.
William A. Scully, U-I vice-presi¬
dent and general sales manager, re¬
turned last week from a tour with
John C. Woolf, j oint managing director,
J. Arthur Rank’s General Film Dis¬
tributors. ... Sam Marx, MGM producer,
arrived from the coast last week....
LeRoy Bickel, MGM manager in Dallas,
was in last week for home office con¬
ferences. ... Gail Strickling, wife of
MGM’s studio publicity head, arrived
from the coast last week, and sailed
for England to join her husband.
Tomas Flores, Warners’ acting mana¬
ger in the Phillipines, arrived last
week from the coast....Samuel
Schneider, vice-president, Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., sailed with
his wife for London aboard the Queen
Elizabeth last week.... Warners’ home
office employees, members of the
Warner Club, embarked on the annual
boat ride up the Hudson River to Bear
Mountain last week.
At a screening of u-I’s “Man-Eater
Of Kumaon” last week for the Adven¬
turer’ s Club, the members named Mary
Ann Reeve “the girl they would like
to take on an exciting adventure”.
Members of the Explorer’s club and
officials of the Indian Government
and Indian League also attended the
screening at the Park Avenue.
Ann Miller, MGM star who appears
in “Easter Parade”, Loew’s State,
arrived from the coast last week....
William F. Rodgers, MGM vice-presi¬
dent and general sales manager, re¬
turned last week from Chicago.... Sam
Marx, MGM producer, was in from the
coast last week.

Jack Karp, Paramount studio, ac¬
companied by Mrs. Karp, arrived last
week from Hollywood for a visit.
Moe Kerman and J. J. Felder, presi¬
dent and vice-president, respectively,
Favorite Films, left for the west
coast last week. They had a sales
meeting in Chicago on the way.

NT-1

Members of the New York Giants BaseBall Club were interested spectators
recently at a pre-release screening
of theParamount Granti and Rice Sportlight, ”Big League Glory”,
in New
York. Giants manager Mel Ott,
left,
congratulates Oscar A. Morgan, Para¬
mount's general manager for short
subjects, on the success of the short,
which deals with big league baseball.

A new summer price policy went into
effect at the Mayfair last week for
“The Time Of Your Life”. The new scale
ranges from 60 cents to $1.25.... James
\. Fitzpatrick arrived last week to
continue work on his Traveltalk for
WGM release on New York city.... Jules
Weill, president, Masterpiece Films,
flew to the west coast last week on
New York
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a new product. The company now oper¬
ates 31 branches.

New Jersey
ASBURY

PARK

The American Cancer Society and
Triple Lake Ranch, a aude ranch at
Succasunna, N.J., cooperated with
Jerry Segal, manager, Walter Reade’s
Paramount, recently on his campaign
for “Silver River”. Segal conducted a
jingle contest for the Cancer Society
in which entrants had to make a dona¬
tion to the Society. First prize was
an expense-paid weekend at the ranch.

JERSEY CITY
Harry Pollack, 52, manager, Central,
since 1946, died at Christ Hospital.
Pollack started as assistant manager,
Stanley, in 1939. He is survived by
his widow, who resides in Forest
Hills, L.I.
Gloria Vitaliano, Warner Theatres’
booking department, was married to
Raymond Pelosi at the Sacred Heart
R.C. Church, Lyndhurst, N.J. The
couple left on a honeymoon to Vir¬
ginia Beach, Va. ...Al Sjoberg, War¬
ner Theatres’ purchasing department,
was on vacation.

MORRISTOWN
Interior modernization and reseating
are planned at Walter Reade’s Park,
as well as exterior refurnishing.
Bill Knaus, manager, Walter Reade’s
Park, recently gave away army surplus
goggles to kids attending Saturday
matinees.
More than 50 civic leaders attended
a special preview at the Community by
Guy Hevia, city manager, Walter Reade
Theatres, to decide upon the advisa¬
bility of showing “Mom and Dad”.

PERTH AMBOY
Extensive alterations are to be
made to Walter Reade’s Majestic. The
front of the house will be completely
modernized. Stores in the theatre
building adjacent to the entrance will
be knocked out, and the lobby enlarged,
with one side slated for conversion
into a deluxe concession.

New York State
ALBANY
Ted Rosen, son of Leo Rosen, assis¬
tant general manager, Fabian Heilman
Drive-Ins, will manage Harry Lamont’s
COMPLETE

MARQUEE

SERVICE

DESIGN — FABRICATE — INSTALL

MONROE SIGN CORF.
Since 1921
Stainless Steel—Vitrolite—Porcelain
THEATRE FRONTS
Drive-In Theatre Attraction Signs
2M-9 Hackensack St.
TEL.

E. Rutherford, N. J.

Rutherford 2-8200

-

Passaic 2-4600

new Vails Mills Drive-In. Young Rosen,
whom Robert Ripley called “the indes¬
tructible man” because of his miracu¬
lous survival from shrapnel fire during
service with the Tenth Mountain troops
group in Italy, was recently graduated
from St. Lawrence University, and
expects to enter Albany Law School in
the fall.
Marie Bartley, veteran Strand,
Albany, aide, returned to work after
a two-month absence due to illness....
Ruth Larkin, secretary to Eddie Ruff,
Paramount branch manager, resigned on
June 19 to join SRO, which will open
new offices at 188 Washington Avenue.
SRO is getting set to open an ex¬
change here with Schuyler Beattie as
manager. Clark Film will handle all
physical distribution.
A farewell party for C.J. Latta,
Warner Theatres’ zone manager, was
held at Kay's Banquet Hall by the
office employees and theatre managers
of this city and Troy, at which time
a formal announcement was made that
Latta was leaving the Albany zone. He
was presented with a wire recording
machine on which all the events of the
evening were recorded, and played
back. Latta was also entertained by
Variety Club, Tent 9, at a testimonial
dinner given in his honor at the Ten
Eyck Hotel. At the same time, Mrs.
Latta was feted at a dinner by the
ladies auxiliary of the Variety Club
at the Dewitt Clinton Hotel.
John Bullwinkel, Columbia branch
manager, attended a sales meeting in
New York....Mary Flynn, Upstate
Theatres office manager booker, was
vacationing for a week at the Bernard
Mac Faden Physical Culture Hotel,
Dansville....Lee Horton, Columbia
assistant shipper, was vacationing for
two weeks.... James A. Wotton, Warner
Theatres’ maintenance man, who has
been confined to the Will Rogers Me¬
morial Hospital, Saranac Lake, for
the past several years, paid his annual
visit to the Albany office.... Monroe
Rosenthal, manager, State, Troy, and
brother of Leonard, counsel for Up¬
state Theatres, underwent an operation
at the Hollaren General Hospital for
a back injury sustained during the
war.
Joe Rosen, former Albany 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox branch manager andnow branch
manager in Cincinatti, stopped in the
Albany exchange on his way to Scaroon
Manor, Schroon Lake, for a vacation. .. .
Richard Mackay, Sherburne, Sherburne,
was confined to his home with a severe
cold.... Joseph Farnum, Lansing, Troy,
Eleanor Doyle, Rivoli, Troy, and
William Aust, Drive-In, Glens Falls,
were in for bookings.
Idester Dembo Miller, Warners'
availability clerk, resigned to await
the stork. She was entertained by the
office staff at the Crooked Lake Hotel
....An invitation screening of MGM’s
"Easter Parade” was held at the Del¬
aware. ... Carl Bovee is the new assis¬
tant at the Strand.... with air con¬
ditioning being installed in Warner
Theatres’ offices, employees are look¬

ing forward to a very comfortable
summer.
Tommy Harris is the new student
booker in the U-I office....Fred
Meyers, U-I eastern sales manager,
Dave Miller, district manager, and
Eddie McEvoy, in charge of short sub¬
jects, were visitors.
-M.E. B.

BUFFALO
Wally Allen, 20th Century Fox exploiteer, was in from Pittsburgh to
work with Charlie Taylor, Shea pub¬
licity staff, on “Green Grass of
Wyoming”.
Frank McNamara, SRO, was in to con¬
fer with branch manager Bill Rosenow,
Charlie Taylor, Shea’s advertising
director, and local builders and mer¬
chants interested in “Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House”.
Bill Brereton, Basil’s Lafayette
ad chief, used an old time stage coach
through the streets to ballyhoo “Coro¬
ner Creek”.... An old auto wreck parked
in front of the 20th Century was part
of Earl Hubbard’s campaign for “Ruth¬
less”.
Promoting the feature race at the
Hamburg race track as a “Green Grass
of Wyoming” Handicap, the Shea pub¬
licity department garnered plenty of
publicity in newspapers and at the
track. A trophy was donated by 20th
Century Fox with Mrs. Charles Kosco,
wife of the local branch manager making
the presentation to the winning rider.
Plans for a new theatre were dis¬
closed when Public Works Commissioner
Elwin Speyer filed with Common Council
a bequest from Louis Greenstein,
Buffalo architect, for a permit to
convert an existing fireproof building
at 640 Main Street. The property is
owned by Orclove Realty Inc., Roches¬
ter. Greenstein estimated the cost of
remodeling the building at approxi¬
mately $200,000 or more. He said he
has been “engaged by out-of-town
interests to prepare the remodeling
plans”. The building is occupied by a
bowling alley and stores. The building
has a 98 feet frontage on Main Street,
is 80 feet deep, and five stories high.
The rear portion, which has a frontage
on Pearl street, and which will con¬
tain the theatre auditorium, is 98
feet wide and 155 feet deep. The
theatre will seat 1450 on one floor.
No balcony is planned.
The RK0 ciub will hold its annual
summer party at the Canadian Beach
home of former branch manager, Elmer
Lux, on June 26.
Terry Turner, RKO, was in from New
York to start work in connection with
“Bring 'Em Back Alive”, 20th Century.
BillDipson, Dipson Circuit, Batavia,
and Chief Barker, Variety Club, 7, at
present recuperating in a Batavia
Hospital after a recent leg operation
....Henry Howard,recently rejoined
RKO’s exploitation department, suc¬
ceeding Leo Young, resigned.... Bill
Martin says, “Don’t forget the Variety
(Continued on next page)
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Will Goliath defeat David this time?
The Amusement Industry appeals to YOU for the United Jewish Appeal
This is why we are so keenly interested in the United
Jewish Appeal, and why you, and everyone else in the
amusement world, should be interested.
World War II is over for the United States, and the British
Empire, and France, and all the Allies. World War II is over
for Germany and Japan. The war is over for everyone.
Everyone—except the Jews in Palestine, in Cyprus and
the D. P. camps in Europe.
The Holy Land has become a vast battlefield. Yet the
Jews in Cyprus and the D. P. camps are eager to go there.
They are more than willing to do their share of defending
and dying, to save the Holy Land from the invader.
Goliath has invaded Palestine again. David has defied
Goliath again. Will history repeat itself? Or will David be
defeated this time?
David, right now, is more than defending his religion and
his people and his life. He—and only he—has braved
bullets and bayonets and bombs, to protect the holy land¬
marks of all faiths, from desecration and devastation.
A New York Times editorial says, “Mankind’s most
sacred shrines” are threatened with destruction. David
stands alone and he defends alone. But while he stands,
every sacred shrine stands. He is menaced with defeat. But
he won’t retreat. “Retreat to Where?” And echo answers:
“Retreat to Where?”
In the language of show business, he is giving a great
performance. He deserves a hand from everyone of us.
The defender of the Holy Land is a worthy descendant
of the immortal warriors of the Bible. We must help
him. Either we contribute—or we contribute to his
defeat. And his “Retreat to Where”?

The agencies included in the campaign of the

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL DF GREATER NEW YORK
250 WEST 57 th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Amusement Industry Division
United Jewish Appeal

United Palestine Appeal
Joint Distribution Committee
United Service for New Americans
Joint Defense Appeal of the American
Jewish Committee and Anti-Defama¬
tion League of B’nai B'rith
American Jewish Congress
National Jewish Welfare Board

THIS SPACE DONATED BY THIS PUBLICATION

Jewish Telegraphic Agency

--
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New York: June 11 was a red-letter
day for Max Eskowitz, popular head
night inspector, Universal-Interna¬
tional, when he celebrated his 30th
anniversary in the
business. In honor of
the occasion, he threw
a banquet at the Hotel
Astor for his very spec¬
ial friends, numbering
50. Joe Ingber, Brandt
head booker, acted as
toastmaster. Also de¬
serving a special nod
for making the evening
Leb Sugarmajm
a success was Leo Simon,
head, arranging committee.... The Mo¬
tion Picture Bookers Club announced
preliminary plans for the ninth annual
affair at the Hotel Commodore. Tickets
will be ready by the end of the month.
MGM: Howard Levy, salesman, is
sporting a tan after a fishing session
off Bayville, L.I.... Evelyn Appleton,
cashier’s department, resigned....
Cynthia Weingoz, cashier’sdepartment,
was on vacation....Moe Rose, booker,
is all tanned up after a Florida va¬
cation. .. .Naomi Quereau, billing de¬
partment, received birthday greetings
on June 21.... Harry Margolis and the
missus celebrated their 19th wedding
anniversary on June 21....Carman
George, film room, is mourning the
loss of his father.... Eddie Aaron’s
daughter, Barbara, who was married on
June 20, was honored by a luncheon
thrown by Virginia Aaron at her home.
REPUBLIC: Jen Dennet, booker, was
enjoying a sojourn.... Jean Cardona,
booking department, received a sendoff before shipping off to Puerto Rico
for a vacation.... Herman Friedman,
film room, is displaying one of his
stellar canvasses at the Eagle Art
Studio.
RKO: George Rugg, night shipper, re¬
ceived birthday greetings.... Bill
Hartman, office manager, was on vaca¬
tion. ... Dorothy Benincasa, booking
department, was back after a vacation
....Renee Kasdan, booking department,
was sick.... Charles Raffianelli, film
room, replaced Max Polinsky, Jersey
booker, now at Brandt.
EAGLE LION: Bob Finkel, salesman,
finished a smart second in the final
standings of the Show-up Drive.... Faye
Starr, booker, is available for book¬
ings again after a tiff with the boy
friend.... Frances Kenowsky, booking
department, returned to the office
after a vacation... .Eunice Kelmer has
been added as part time clerk.
UNITED ARTISTS: Ben Levine, booker,
was serving j ury duty.... Tony Agoglia,
booker, caught a good burn while fish¬
ing off Ambrose Lake on the boat op¬
erated by Edward Quinn. The Island
Circuit exhibitors were due to take a
trip.... Mary Desilva, film room, was
a year older....The office received a
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visit from Henry Grossman, Community,
Hudson.

ROCHESTER

PARAMOUNT: Gene Newman is the proud
papa of a bouncing baby girl, Helen
Marsha, born on June 3, and tipping
the scales at seven pounds, two ounces
....Leah Peterson, Anne Brown, Ann
Hammel, and Mildred Gurr were all on
the sick list.

Maurice Glochner and Gus Lampe were
in from Gloversville visiting Schine
theatres.... One of the Paramount’s
recessed lobby displays features the
theatre as a summer vacation spot....
Manager Francis Anderson, RKO Palace,
who strongly plugged the Tony ZaleRocky Graziano fight films, got a
swell break.

MONOGRAM: Lloyd Lynn was ill....
Florence Gilbert, secretary, was dis¬
playing the heaviest tan in the office
....The Play-Date Drive swung into
its final stages.... Lydia Gonzalez,
contract department, took the vows
and spent a week’s honeymoon in Wash¬
ington.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Claire
Hecht is the new addition to the ad¬
vertising department.... Nat Hetlyn,
art department, walked off with pingpong honors.... The softball-team en¬
countered the squads of Paramount and
20th-Fox in practice games....New ad¬
ditions include Anita Werthinger and
Harriet Eigenberg, accounting depart¬
ment; Frances Gruner, mail room; Anna
Pallada, central billing, and Gloria
Kline, contract department.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Eddie Lachman, Al¬
lied Theatre Owners of New Jersey,
was off on a tour of Paris.... Paul
Reynard was reported buying the Elm,
Yonkers. ... George Reisner, York, is
the proud owner of a fishing boat,
docked off Bayville, L.I....Dick
Cohen, Film Classics, booker, will take
the fatal step on July 11.... Seymour
Berkowitz, Columbia booker, is a proud
uncle. ... Norma Smith Kaplan, Island
Circuit, will leave the organization
on July 18....The Bookers Club plans
a gala evening of refreshments and
entertainments on June 28. The club
played Century Circuit on June 22....
Price-Theatre Premiums has a flock of
china, silverware, and other premiums
for exhibitors ....Al1ied Theatre
Owners purchased free tickets for
everyone registered at the convention
for the Monmouth Racetrack on June 29
....Sam Steifel, Ligget and Steifel,
now in California, writes via a letter
to Irv Baron, Film Classics booker,
that.he is in great shape.

BUFFALO
(Continued from preceding page)
Club stag golf party at the Transit
Valley Country Club on July 6....Ed
Smith, formerly Syracuse RKO sales re¬
presentative, is now handling the Buf¬
falo territory. Arnold Febrey, former
office manager, is now in Syracuse
handling sales.
Lou Byer, Mattydale, was in booking
....Jack Chinell, RKO branch manager,
left for Oneida to call on the Kallet
Circuit.... Jack Schnitzer, RKO home
office representative, was in from
Cleveland for his annual check-up.
Merritt A. Kyser, president, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State, Inc., called a general meeting
of its members for election of directors
....A.A. Schubart, manager, exchange
operations, was in from Chicago to
look over RKO.
-M.G.

Exhibs had plenty of comment on
Jack Boyd’s stunt of selling 15' car¬
toons for a nickel in seeking to lure
kids to the Embassy. According to re¬
ports, candy sales kept the show out
of the red, but the idea was not re¬
peated the following Saturday.
Nick Stoll and Harry Fuhman, Schine
student managers, were in from Glovers¬
ville to relieve managers here during
vacations,... Bill Phlipsak, west End,
and Leon Monroe, Temple, Fairport,
were back after their early holiday
trips. Bud Lewis, Lake; Art Castner,
Madison, and Claude Perry, Rialto,
East Rochester, were leaving for their
vacations.
Regent Art Shop, which makes the
posters for several downtown houses,
moved from the Regent building far¬
ther out the avenue to get larger
space....Reports are current that the
honeymoon is over on low-priced films
for the drive-ins, salesmen indicating
they are playing percentage or soon
will be.... While Kenneth Robinson,
assistant manager, Paramount, is
filling in for managers during vaca¬
tions, Walter Radner, Paramount treas¬
urer, moved up to acting assistant
manager, and Ralph Lihd took over the
treasurer’s chores.

SYRA CUSE
Max Rubin, manager, Schine’s Palace,
was very much puffed up over the fact
chat his house stood in fourth place
in the Schine Summer Hit Parade.
Tom Webster, Eckel staff , returned
from a vacation.... Gloria Johnson was
new on the Eckel staff.
Hank Wolf, chief engineer, Schine’s
Paramount, is very proud of “the good
old Carrier air conditioning plant”,
now completely overhauled, and working
like new, after many years of service
....Harry H. Unterfort, Schine zone
manager, will soon have a full library
of records for the Capehart, instead
of .a few albums.

William Bessey, Empire projection¬
ist, having completed building the
boat, now finds he must build a trailer
on which to transport the thing....
Joe LaRonde, Paramount stage hand,
proudly tells his co-conspirator just
how the sale of the junk brass was
accomplished to get the full price
(for himself)....Pat Collins, Para¬
mount, tells Hank Wolf that a better
selection of color would have been
appreciated on a certain pipe, being
marked for identification....Jack
Crowe, assistant manager, paramount,
leaves for a vacation, destination
labelled “unknown”.
-J.J.S.
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Crosstown
The
Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Prevue Group was asked by StanleyWarner’s Lester Krieger, to take up
lobby collections in two S-W first-run
houses for five days for the benefit of
the Philadelphia Diabetic Society. Mrs.
Arthur
Goldsmith,
chairman;
Mrs.
Catherine Hardt, co-chairman, and Mrs.
M. Granatoor lined up 60 volunteers to
do this work. Mrs. Goldsmith reports
that collections for the Cancer Crusade
in all the first runs and legitimate
theatres was highly successful. Approxi¬
mately $4,000 was collected. Collections
were also taken at many independent
neighborhood houses, but a few have
not as yet made returns. It will be ap¬
preciated if all monies and containers
are sent to Cancer Crusade headquarters,
Stock Exchange building, 1411 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia.
St. Cloud Amusement, Inc., last week
filed articles of incorporation with the
Department of State, Harrisburg, for the
purpose of obtaining a Certificate of
Incorporation of a proposed business
corporation to be organized under the
Business Corporation Law of the Com¬
monwealth of Pennsylvania.
A man was found dead in the Vernon
last fortnight. . . . Jack Jaslow closed the
Poplar for the summer season.
The Frolic closed again.
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I.
Hirst
Enterprises’
receptionist
Gloria Marlin will become the bride of
Marc Levitt in July.
George Murphy, MGM star, was in
town last week from the coast to attend
the Republican National Convention as
a California delegate, and to appear as
master of ceremonies at The Inquirer’s
annual Music Festival at the Municipal
Stadium.
Abraham M. Ellis last week endowed a
Chair in Hebrew Culture and Education
at Temple University. The chair is
designed to provide courses in Hebrew
language and literature and related
subjects for the undergraduate student
body. The courses will be offered in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and
the Teachers College. The establishment
of the chair, Ellis explained, is the cul¬
mination of his lifelong interest in
Jewish education and scholarship.
Michael H. Egnal was installed last
fortnight as president, Philadelphia
Zionist Organization, at the annual
conference of the organization held at
Green Valley Country Club. He succeeds
Judge Harry E. Kalodner.
Leo Posel’s Lyric, 2nd and Morris
Streets, was robbed last week of over
$1,500, when thieves, who made entry
by a back door, carted off an office safe.
Mort Glass, manager, summoned to the
theatre by cleaners, notified the police.
The latest development in the city
amusement tax scandal occurred last
week when Stanley Warners Theatres
refused to open its books to investigators
assigned by City Controller Frank J.
Tiemann. S-W, however, hastened to
explain through attorney Louis J. Goffman that it was “perfectly willing for
anyone to investigate our books if
properly authorized, but the men who
presented themselves to the Warner

England’s top producer, J. Arthur Rank, had a busy time of
it when he was in Philadelphia recently, with the above
shots showing Rank in his many activities around town.
Photos from left to right, top to bottom, show Rank: chatting
with Eagle Lion’s ace flack, Max Miller, about forthcoming
product; inspecting a piece of silverware with Pennsylvania
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office were not. We are not basing our
refusal on provisions of a city ordinance
adopted in 1945 limiting access to such
records to the Receiver of Taxes, but
well we might.”

Vine Street
Mitch Pantzer, Independent Poster
Exchange, will many Peggy Lucille
Rogers, High Point, N. C., on Aug. 7.
They will take a honeymoon trip
through the south and southwest. . . .
The 20th Century-Fox Family Club
outing last fortnight at Beach Haven,
N. J., proved to be quite something in
more ways than one. First of all, let it
be said that things started okeh at Beach
Haven, but everyone wound up at
office manager Richard Doherty’s home
in Merchantville, N. J. There was a
barbecue, the girls “beached” about, and
Ethel Rudick won the bathing beauty
contest, etc., etc. Guests included Wil¬
liam Cohen, formerly at the local ex¬
change and now in the statistical de¬
partment in New York City; Glenn
Morris, Washington branch manager,
and Charles O’Neill, Cincinnatti, sales¬
man. Exhibitor Benny Goldfine was a
refreshment committee of one, and his
efforts toward making the party a
success were greatly appreciated.
Industry leaders held a meeting at the
Broadwood Hotel last week with distri¬
bution representatives, exhibitor organi¬
zations, and the trade press for the
purpose of organizing a local campaign
within the trade for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake, N. J.
Andy W. Smith, Jr., general sales man¬
ager, 20th Century-Fox; Robert Mochrie,
vice-president and general sales mana¬
ger, RKO, and Joseph J. Unger, general
sales manager, UA, are the three distri¬
bution chieftains comprising a commit¬
tee especially created by the National

Railroad exec Daniel M. Sheaffer and an unidentified
localite; chatting with Martin W. Clement, Pennsylvania
Roailroad president, left, and Walter D. Fuller at a luncheon
in the producer’s honor at the Barclay; holding forth at
a Pine Valley Country Club luncheon, and playing golf at
the club with Warren Ingersoll, A. Garthwaite, and T. Sheaffer.
PHILADELPHIA
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Distributors’ Committee in New York,
whose object is to cooperate and assist
in raising funds to continue the main¬
tenance and operation of the institution
for and by the industry. In addition to
these leaders, attending from New York
were Nat Levy, Sam Shain, Ed Schnitzer,
and Alice Farley. Localites present were
Harry Weiner, Columbia; Harry Berman,
Eagle Lion; Mort Magill, Film Classics;
Lou Formato, MGM; A1 Davis, Mono¬
gram; Ulrik Smith, Paramount; Earle
W. Sweigert, Paramount; Max Gillis,
Republic; Charles Zagrans, RKO; Bob
Folliard, RKO;
Norman
Silverman,
SRO; Sam Diamond, 20th Century-Fox;
Salem Applegate, UA; Mark Silver, UA;
George Schwartz, U-I; William Mansell,
Warners; Sam Palen, president, Motion
Picture Associates; Mike Felt, Chief
Barker, Tent 13, Variety Clubs; Lewen
Pizor, president, Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, South¬
ern New Jersey and Delaware; Sidney
Samuelson, Allied Theatre Owners, and
Jay Emanuel, publisher of The Exhibi¬
tor. Mochrie stated that the hospital’s
need was desperate, that this was a
drive for all the industry, and that the
sales managers in New York are whole¬
heartedly behind the drive as individuals,
and not as representatives of their com¬
panies. Unger explained the background
of the hospital from its inception under
the NVA, gave a brief outline of its
history, and said that only people need¬
ing actual help were admitted, and
that many industryites are back on the
job today as a result of the wonderful
care they received there. Smith stated
there was a great need for this hospital.
He said it is a comfort to know there
is an institution of this kind for show
people. He said $1,500,000 was invested
in Will Rogers Memorial, that it now
costs $170,000 to maintain per year, and
that there are accommodations for 95
people in separate rooms. He continued
that it was an ideal setup at a cost of
$35 per week per patient. He said enough
money was on hand to keep the hospital
open only until Nov. 1. After October,
no new patients will be admitted until
the financial situation is eased. He con¬
cluded by saying that this cause is an
opportunity to do something for our
people,
and suggested that before
Thanksgiving a local award be held with
substantial prizes. In Boston, he said,
$56,000 net was raised, and in Philadel¬
phia $36,000 was raised. Mochrie said
only 40 beds are in use now due to the
financial situation. He stressed the peace
of mind and quiet most necessary for
treatment, and the particular care
needed in tuberculosis care. He added
that the picture companies economically
cannot any longer keep up its mainten¬
ance. Miss Farley, who spent 3 years at
Saranac, said the food was excellent, the
people were kind, and that she received
the best of attention. She said movies
were shown there regularly, and that
it was a godsend to have a place like
that. She added that patients put on
shows themselves, and that it was a real
homey place. Samuelson stated that he
had personally visited Saranac, and
could testify that it renders valuable
work and aid. It was stated that 75
industryites are now awaiting entrance,
that they are knocking on our door for
help, and it is up to the industry to give
this aid to its own people in their time
of need. Sweigert was named chairman
of the local committee, and Zagrans
was named secretary-treasurer. Weiner
was named chairman of prize committee,
with Davis and Mansell as aides. Smith
was named chairman of the allotment
committee, and Emanuel was named
chairman of the publicity and printing
committee, on which Mo Wax will also
serve.
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Flo Resnick, 20th Century-Fox secre¬
tary, was off to Cleveland on vacation.
. . . Shirley Mollinger, secretary to 20th
Century-Fox
branch
manager
Sam
Diamond, spent a rustic weekend recent¬
ly at Log Tavern, Milford. . . . Hattie
Fox, contract clerk, 20th Century-Fox,
was on jury duty for two weeks.
General sales manager Joseph Unger,
eastern
division
manager
Edward
Schnitzer, district manager Mark Silver,
Pittsburgh branch manager Leonard
Mintz, Washington branch manager
Mike Segal, and the salesmen from the
Pittsburgh and Washington branches
were all in for a sales meet at the UA
branch also attended by branch mana¬
ger Salem Applegate and his sales force.
Charles Goodwin pointed out last
week those institutional ads Quality
Premium Distributors currently running
in the local newspapers. The attractive
copy is intended to arouse the interest
of women in the merchandise, and have
them ask their local theatres about it.
Benny Harris, American Film, re¬
ported that his wife is still on the sick
list. . . . Leonard Saver, formerly with
U-I here and now a booker in the U-I
Washington exchange, was a visitor, and
stopped in to look over the new local
exchange.
RKOites held an office party at the
local exchange. . . . RKO sales manager
Ely Epstein got a new Packard, and
office manager Addie Gottshalk got Eps¬
teins old car. ... Joy Shapiro, Eagle Lion
secretary, was vacationing at Lake
Louise in western Canada.
Jean Goodwin, Eagle Lion secretary,
was another vacationist last week. . . .
Max (fisherman) Bronow, Eagle Lion
booker, caught some again, but they
were so small he had difficulty giving
them away to the neighbors, and his
wife refused to cook them.
The grandmother of Regina Moskowitz, secretary to Republic branch
manager Max Gillis, underwent a serious
operation last week. . . . Mike Felt is
in with Elmer Hollander in the selling
of the Zale-Graziano fight films. . . .
Pauline Moray, Warner clerk, was enjoy¬
ing a middle west vacation last week. . . .
The boys at the Warner exchange are
planning another fishing expedition.
This one is scheduled for Sea Isle City,
N. J., on June 26.
The delayed widening of the Vine
Street project received another set back
last week when the State Department of
Highways announced that the low bidder
on construction of a new railroad bridge
to carry the Reading Company tracks
over Vine Street between 11th and 12th
Streets had withdrawn from the con¬
tract awarded “due to a misunderstand¬
ing over specification.” . . . Roslyn
Rosenberg, cashier’s department. Re¬
public, announced her engagement last
week.
The recent Pennsylvania territory
bow of “Gaslight Follies”, S-W Capitol
Philadelphia, was accompanied by a
solid campaign which overcame such
handicaps as Daylight Saving Time and
weather. Responsible for the effective
bally were Jack H. Harris, American
Film Company, along with the StanleyWarner Theatres’ publicity staff. Other
S-W houses in the mid-town section
cross-plugged the Capitol showing via
trailers, while newspapers cooperated by
featuring pictures of old time stars with
tiein captions. Oversize display ads were
also placed in the papers. In the
theatre lobby, a bar was erected by the
Booth Bottling Company with performer
Jack Howard serving free root beer to
the patrons, and periodically leaving

that post to lead the audience in a com¬
munity sing. A microphone and turn¬
table were placed near the bartender so
that spot announcements and records
of old numbers could be relayed to
passersby via under-marquee speakers,
with RCA coming through with the
entire setup. RCA also sent commentator
John B. Kennedy, who narrates part of
the film, to the theatre for a personal
appearance in conjunction with the
opening, while Kennedy also plugged the
picture on his nightly newscast. A
barricade front was another attentiongetter, and a 15 by 31 foot sign was
painted on the theatre pavement herald¬
ing the attraction. From the roof of the
house was hung a huge 15 by 20 foot
black two-sided banner with fluorescent
letters. Window displays in downtown
department stores also aided the promo¬
tion, while a costumed man toured the
principal streets and distributed 20,000
moustaches. Copy plugging the film was
stencilled at all intersections for a three
mile radius. Another effective stunt
involved making over 8,000 random
telephone calls and asking people to
have some fun and see the picture.
If any exhibitors still don’t know,
RKO is handling the Louis-Walcott fight
pictures. . . . Condolences are extended
to Eleanore Burke, secretary to Jay
Emanuel, upon the death last week of
her father. Burial was in Wilkes-Barre.
(There was a bit of confused reporting
in this column recently concerning Oscar
Neufeld. He is coming back to Vine
Street and Clark Film just as soon as he
is physically able, and at this writing is
coming along nicely.—Ed.)

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner
A grand time was had by all of the
office and guests who attended the
Cedarbrook Country Club dinner and
dance. The party turned out to be
unusually gala, with a sociable crowd in
attendance. Lou Davidoff was the very
surprised winner of the television set.
Glamour girl Jerrie Greenberg gave out
with two songs at the request of band¬
leader Joe Frasetto. The pictures are
now in the Warner Club.
Bill Herchenreider has been home
since the night of the testimonial dinner
to Ben Wirth and Ted Minsky. It seems
that on the way home he tripped at the
train station, and broke three ribs. . . .
Eleanor Harper, Benn, has become
engaged to Daniel Melvin. . . . Bill Nabut,
publicity office, has found an apartment
right in the center of town. The day
after he signed the lease, two people
called him with offers of apartments.
Nora McDermott, film payment office,
was given a luncheon by her friends in
the office, and presented with a table
model radio as a wedding gift. Billy
Gee has returned to the company after
being in the service, and will take over
her job.
Jack Stein, same office, was in New
York, and came back raving about the
wonderful time he had at Meadowbrook.
. . . Ruth Berger Gustafson, former
member, publicity offices, was in with her
three-month-old little girl to visit.

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Park-In Theatres, Inc., Camden, N. J.,
a New Jersey corporation, on June 8 filed
suit in U. S. District Court for treble
damages, no amount specified, charging
patent infringement by Fabian Securi¬
ties, Inc., and its wholly-owned sub¬
sidiary, Fabian Enterprises, Inc. Both
are Delaware Corporations. The lawsuit
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Allentown

(230 N. 13th) July 6, 2:30,
“Key Largo.”
Warners

charges that the defendants, who oper¬
ate the Fabian Circuit, have infringed
the Richard M. Hollingshead patent in
building drive-ins at Green Ridge,
Staten Island, N. Y., and at Norfolk, Va.;
in partnership with Richard Thalhimer
at Richmond, Va.; and in partnership
with Harry Heilman, his wife, Nettie
Heilman, and their son, Neil Heilman,
Heilman Circuits, the Lincoln Drive-In,
Trevose, Bucks County, Pa., the Mohawk
Drive-In between Albany and Schenec¬
tady, N. Y., the Tri-City Drive-In
on the George F. Highway near Endwell,
N. Y., and the Saratoga Drive-In on
the Albany-Saratoga, N. Y., road. Ac¬
cording to the complaint, defendants
plan to operate other and additional
drive-ins near Harrisburg, Pa., and
Allentown, Pa. By reason of the defen¬
dants’ “conventional” film theatres, the
complaint avers, they had preference in
the rental and booking of films, and
used this buying power to discourage the
plaintiff’s licenses and prospective licen¬
ses. Attorneys representing Park-In are
Arthur G. Connolly, Wilmington, and
Leonard L. Kalish, Philadelphia.
Robert Ripple, former Loew’s Aldine
poster artist now associated with Loew’s
Washington, D. C., theatres, was a
visitor. . . . Robert Zych, Loew’s Aldine,
entered summer school for six weeks of
study. . . . Vincent March, Loew’s Aldine,
was graduated from Brown Vocational
High School, and Francis Larzartic,
Loew’s Aldine, received his diploma from
Wilmington High School. . . . Mrs. Edgar
J. Doob, wife of the manager, Loew’s
Aldine, was named a member of the
Delaware delegation to the Red Cross
national convention in San Francisco.
Exhibs got a nice page of pictures,
gratis, in the “Journal-Every So Often,”
a special issue printed by The JournalEvery Evening and Wilmington Morning
News for The News-Journal’s company
party recently. Front page of the special
was devoted to satires of local news
highlights.
James Tambourelli, a chief projec¬
tionist, S-W Savoy, moved up to first
projectionist while Frank Eckert was
handling film showings for the Delaware
Park racetrack staff. Tom Bishel was
working the S-W Savoy projection booth
during Eckert’s absence. . . . Earle G.
Finney, manager, S-W Savoy, suffered
a sprained ankle. . . . Morris Albom,
acting assistant manager, S-W Savoy,
was working on a special assignment
from 11 p. m. to 7 a. m. at the Pennsyl¬
vania Railroad shops. . . . Dolores Teresa
Manista, S-W Savoy, will be graduated
from Beacom Business College on July
14 with first honors in a stenographic
and secretarial course. . . . Mamie Re¬
becca Bailey, S-W Savoy, celebrated her
birthday anniversary. . . . Edna A. Bow¬
man, S-W Savoy, was on the sick list.
Wilma Koczak, Earle, New Castle, and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. John Koczak,
Earle management, travelled to Boston.
. . . John Raymond Waller, projectionist,
S-W Warner, and business agent, Local
473, was a New Castle visitor soon after
his recent release from the hospital. . . .
Mrs. Elsie Tompkins, assistant manager,
Crest, Woodcrest, was out with laryn¬
gitis.
At the S-W Ritz, located opposite a
cemetery, a new aide on the staff is
David Graves. . . . George LeKates,
S-W Ritz, was happy at being able to
give the boy a long-promised rifle. . . .
Ben Shindler’s Ace began giveaway of a
new set of dishes. . . . Frank Mack,
June 23, 1948
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Arrangements have been concluded
whereby Philco Television Broadcasting
Corporation
may
lease
certain
of
WGPA’s facilities for Philco’s proposed
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton television
station. Both WGPA and WGPA-FM
have been serving the Lehigh Valley for
more than a year. The antenna for the
proposed television station will be
mounted on the WGPA-FM tower
located on Applebutter Road, 1,062 feet
above sea level. Philco will also lease
office space in the WGPA building.

Brookline
Harry Weiner, left, Columbia division
manager for southern New Jersey and
Eastern Pennsylvania, is seen with
Columbia’s New York branch manager,
Saul Trauner, at the company’s recent
sales meeting in New York.

Rube Shapiro, Boulevard, made ar¬
rangements with Tele-Screen for life
size televising of the Louis-Walcott fight
as an added attraction in addition to
his regular show at no extra admission.

manager, Ace, was back from his vaca¬
tion. . . . Betty Smith joined the Ace
staff.
Dr. John O. Hopkins, National, looked
forward to seeing the Louis-Walcott
fight. . . . Helen Burton, National, was
out sick. . . . Peggy Mitchell, National,
was on leave of absence, a maternity
case. . . . The National was taking up
a lobby collection for the Walnut Street
YMCA camp fund.
Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont, returned from a New Hampshire
visit. He was looking forward to filming
the Delaware County, Pa., firemen’s con¬
vention parade, Chester, Pa., with the
Claymont fire company holding an
honored place in the line. Edge held over
his most recent issue of “Claymont
Snapshots”, which included color views
of the Claymont firemen in action, a
track meet at Claymont High School,
and Junior Chamber of Commerce mem¬
bers arriving at Yetter’s dining room in
Claymont for installation ceremonies.

Plymouth Township school district
adopted a 10 per cent amusement tax,
which becomes effective on July 15.
Proceeds will aid general school district
purposes. Churches only are exempt
from payment. Organizations holding

Conshohocken

* PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing
WORK OF
S
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

—Henry L. Sholly

NEW JERSEY

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

Atlantic City
I. Hirst’s Globe opened for a season
of burlesque on June 18. Two shows will
be given nightly, with a matinee on
Sundays. The house has been completely
renovated, and necessary improvements
made.

240 N. 13th STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN

COMPANY

SIGNS-MARQUEES
305

i

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND

RECOVERING SERVICE
JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th ST.

4

LO. 4-0226
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Something new in picketing was recently
started by these three officers of the
Tony Martin Fan Club in Harrisburg,
who marched outside the Senate on the
opening day of Universal-International’s
“Casbah”, protesting their idol’s death
in the film. After negotiations between
club President Dolores Minsky and man¬
ager Bob Sidman, a setttlement was
reached, and the “strike” ended.

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC.

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.
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Atlantic
City
(9)—Apollo, “The
Pirate” (MGM) ; Warner, “The Uncon¬
quered”
(WB);
Stanley, “Arch Of
Triumph” (UA) ; Hollywood, “The Lady
From Shanghai” (Col.); Shore, “Pan¬
handle”
(AA-Mono.);
Steel
Pier,
“Hazard” (Para.).
Wilmington, Del. (11)—Rialto, “Sit¬
ting Pretty” (20th-Fox); Warner, “Fort
Apache” <RKO); Loew’s Aldine, “Arch
Of Triumph”
(UA);
Queen,
“The
‘Sainted’ Sisters” (Para.); Arcadia, “I
Remember Mama”
(RKO);
Grand,
“Dillinger” (Mono.), “Colorado Sunset”
(Rep.).
Philadelphia (11)—Aldine, “Hazard”
(Para.); Boyd, “A Letter From An
Unknown
Woman”
(U-I);
Capitol,
“Road To The Big House” (SG), “Speed
To Spare” (Para.); Earle, “All My Sons”
<U-I); Fox, “Fury At Furnace Creek”
(20th-Fox) ; Goldman, “State of the
Union” (MGM); Karlton, “Lady From
Shanghai” (Col.); Mastbaum, “Another
Part Of The Forest” (U-I); Princess,
“Farrebique” (Siritzky-Iht.); Stanley,
“Homecoming” (MGM); Stanton, “The
Big Punch” (WB); “Will It Happen
Again?” (FC).
Reading (19)—Ritz, “An Ideal Hus¬
band”
<20th-Fox),
“Cross
Trails”
(Mono.); Astor, “Ruthless” <EL); Embasy, “Green Grass Of Wyoming” (20thFox); Loew’s, “The Pirate” (MGM);
Warners, “Wallflower” (WB); Strand,
“Sitting Pretty” (20th-Fox).

events subject to the amusement tax are
required to first procure a permit at a
cost of $1 per day.

Duncannon
Robert Moore has opened the new
Canon.

Lancaster
The training assistant manager Robert
Childs, Grand, on prevention of panics
and riots, received while in the U. S.
Marine Corps came in handy during the
recent fire in the theatre basement.
Childs was so calm as he walked down
the aisle and asked the 300 some patrons
to walk slowly to the nearest exit that
many didn’t want to leave without seeing
the end of the picture, which the pro¬
jectionists
by
prearrangement
had
stopped showing. He explained that the
“law required them to leave.” Outside
they saw firemen going into action, but
it was too late to get excited. Everyone
was out of the building.

Lewistown

This impressive wedding ceremony, with Vivien Leigh and Ralph Richardson as
bride and groom, is one of the features of 20th Century-Fox’s “Anna Karenina”.
Alexander Korda produced the film, taken from the famous novel by Leo Tolstoy.
Rio here and the Rio, Schuylkill Haven,
Block and Sork houses.
Strand, Paul H. Esterly manager,
celebrates completion of extensive im¬
provements on June 24. During the work,
which took more than a month, a num¬
ber of matinees had to be eliminated.
Amusement tax receipts for May rose
slightly, compared to those for April,
at City Hall. City authorities said,
however, that the same April factors,
cold, rainy weather, hitting outdoor
and indoor attractions alike, hurt the
amusement business in Reading in May.
The dates are May 10 to June 10, thus
including receipts from the Barnum and
Bailey-Ringling Brothers Circus, sepa¬
rate figures for the circus being withheld
by John L. Hoch, city treasurer. Hoch
explains that each month begins on
the 10th, and ends the 10th in the next
month. The May total was $21,558, com¬
pared with $21,192 in April. The March
collections were $22,712 for the first
month in which the tax was effective.
Receipts from the Ringling Brothers
Barnum and Bailey Circus prevented the
tax returns from dipping below the April
level, Hoch said. The income from the
tax on circus admissions was lumped
with that from theatres, making a total
of $18,144. “Bingo” ranked second
among the sources of tax with $1,177.
The West Reading School Board
unanimously approved, on final reading,
a resolution imposing a 10 per cent
amusements tax on admissions to all
amusements, including theatres and
sports. Howard W. Whittle, manager,
Penn, only theatre in the borough, filed
a protest against the measure. The reso¬
lution will go into effect in July. The
board received more than 900 postcards,
protesting the tax, but of the total, 459,
less than half, came from West Reading,

and many were signed by children.
For the second time in a 12-month
period, Paul E. Glase, manager, Wilmer
and Vincent-Fabian interests here, is a
grandfather. His son, John D. Glase,
Reading attorney-at-law, became the
father of a son. The child was born on
the birthday anniversary of the mother,
who was formerly Miss Bettie Johnson,
Reading.

Stroudsburg
Reports were current that both the
Sherman and the Stroud had been leased
for a period of years for a reported price
of $30,000.

York
A net of $6,930.80 was received by the
city from the 10 per cent amusement tax
in May. The total was higher than
anticipated, and it prompted council to
revise its estimated revenue from the
levy to $85,000, or $10,000 more than
expected.

VARIETY CLUB
Philadelphia, Tent 13
The Philadelphia Theatrical Society,
formerly known as the Ladies Auxiliary
of the Variety Club, donated $1,000 to
the American Hospital for Disease of the
Stomach for X-ray equipment. Mrs.
Samuel Franks, president, made the gift
on behalf of her group to Dr. Francis H.
Eaton, hospital treasurer.
The Variety Club last week un¬
animously approved a new Heart Fund
project in the nature of a summer camp
for handicapped children, to cost ap¬
proximately $100,000 the first year. The
camp will be on 80 acres of ground
donated by Leo Posel in Montgomery
County near Collegeville.

Ground for a prosposed 1100-seat
theatre was broken here recently. The
general contractors are Ritter brothers,
Harrisburg. Plans call for two store¬
rooms and offices on the second floor.
The theatre has been leased by William
H. Humphries, Humphries Theatres,
which now operates the Rialto.

Plymouth Township
The School Board of Plymouth Town¬
ship, Montgomery County, has levied a
10 per cent admission tax on all
entertainments, athletic events, and
amusements generally, effective on July
15. Only churches will be exempted.
Temporary permits will cost $1, and,
annual permits $2, in addition to the
10 per cent tax on ticket sales.

Reading
Max Korr was last week reported
doing the buying and booking for the

Rex Harrison, desperately hungry as he flees from the police, attempts to satisfy
his appetite when he is surprised by Peggy Cummins. The scene takes place in
20th Century-Fox’s picturization of the well-known Galsworthy novel, “Escape.”
June 23, 1948

COLUMBIA
Coroner Creek

Western

90m.
(Cinecolor)
Estimate: Good western.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Marguerite Chap¬
man, George Macready, Sally Eilers, Edgar
Buchanan, Barbara Reed, Wallace Ford,
Forrest Tucker, William Bishop, Joe
Sawyer, Russell Simpson, Douglas Fowley,
Lee Bennett, Forrest Taylor, Phil Schumaker, Warren Jackson. Produced by
Harry Joe Brown; directed by Ray En¬
right.
Story: While Randolph Scott is waiting
for his intended wife to arrive in a stage¬
coach for their marriage, she is ambushed
by George Macready and a group of In¬
dians. Scott learns that she was driven to
suicide. Scott swears to avenge his late
sweetheart’s death, and begins a cross¬
country search for Macready from a scant
description he has picked up. After a long
hunt, he locates his prey. He decides to
torture Macready before killing him, and
accepts a job at a ranch owned by Sally
Eilers, who is warring with Scott’s hated
enemy. Scott proceeds to defeat Macready’s aims in every way, even ad¬
ministering a severe beating to his chief
lieutenant, Forrest Tucker. Macready be¬
gins to take cover. Scott goes after him in
a final showdown, but justice conquers
when Macready falls from a high ladder,
and dies without a shot fired from Scott’s
gun.
X-Ray: Adopted from the novel by
Luke Short, this has solid performances
all the way down the line, a good pro¬
duction, and a hard-hitting story. The
yarn unfolds at a quick clip, action pre¬
vails, and a high quota of suspense is
stirred up. A few of the scenes are brutal,
but they serve to heighten the intense
excitement. Scenic backgrounds have been
enhanced by the color production.
Tip On Bidding: Worth price paid for
the better-than-average western.
Ad Lines:
“A Rip-Roaring, ActionPacked Western Jammed With Thrills And
Excitement . . . Randolph Scott In ‘Coroner
Creek’
“He Was Out To Get Revenge
For The Death Of His Sweetheart”;
“ ‘Coroner Creek’ . . . An Action-Packed
Western Told With Fury And Power.”

Thunderhoof

Melodrama

76m.
Absorbing outdoor entry.
Cast: Preston Foster, Mary Stuart, Wil¬
liam Bishop, and Thunderhoof. Produced
by Ted Richmond; directed by Phil Karlson.
Story: Preston Foster is hunting for
Thunderhoof, almost legendary stallion,
in Mexico to start a horse farm, and along
with him are Mary Stuart, his wife, and
William Bishop, a youngster. The latter
threatens to quit, but is kept in line by
Foster and by his affection for Stuart.
They finally manage to trap Thunderhoof,
but Foster breaks his leg, with Bishop
obligated to stick. Foster insists on head¬
ing back for his ranch in the states. Their
food disappears along with one of their
horses. Bishop and Stuart seem infatuated,
and Foster proves ornery to everyone ex¬
cept the captured stallion. They reach a
deserted ranch house, and find enough
food to tide them over. However, a pool
of water is contaminated and Bishop picks
up typhoid. Bishop and Foster fight, and
Foster is left to die when Thunderhoof
leaves him. Stuart doesn’t know of the
fight, and is satisfied with Bishop’s expla¬
nation that Foster ran out and left them.
Estimate:
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Bishop dies, and Stuart wanders about
alone. Meanwhile, Thunderhoof returns
to Foster, and permits him to ride him.
En route, he spots Stuart, and they are
reunited.
X-Ray: Strictly an outdoor drama, this
has better than average characterizations,
good photography and direction. It should
please the melodrama fans with its active
pace, and it should fit into the duallers.
The sepia tone may be an added selling
point.
Tip On Bidding: Program price.
Ad Lines: “ ‘Thunderhoof’—The Greatest
Wild Horse Of Them All”; “He Searched
The Range For The Most Highly Prized
Wild Horse Of Them All—‘Thunderhoof’ ”;
“Adventure And Romance Highlight This
Exciting Search For ‘Thunderhoof’—King
Of The Wild Horses.”

pretentious and amiable fare which should
satisfy. The comedy sequences, although
not of the sock variety, are delivered in a
good-natured vein. Butler makes a good
impression, and is assisted by an able sup¬
porting cast. The musical score includes
“Father Goose,” “Dreams In My Heart,”
and “Minute Waltz.”
Ad Lines: “ ‘Mickey’ Will Have You
Rolling In The Aisles”; “Lois Butler As
‘Mickey’ Will Keep You Laughing From
Start To Finish”; “Laughs, Adventure,
And Music . . . All In ‘Mickey’.”

MONOGRAM
16 Fathoms Deep

EAGLE-LION
Mickey

(825)

Romantic Comedy
with Music
87m.

(Cinecolor)
Pleasing program.
Cast: Lois Butler, Bill Goodwin, Irene
Hervey, John Sutton, Rose Hobart, Hattie
McDaniel, Skippy Homeier, Beverly Wills,
Leon Tyler. Produced by Aubrey Schenck;
directed by Ralph Murphy.
Story: Lois Butler, young tom-boy, is
worried lest her widower-father, Bill
Goodwin, should marry widow Rose Ho¬
bart. When a neighbor, Beverly Will’s
aunt, Irene Hervey, arrives from New
York, Butler makes every attempt to bring
Goodwin and Hervey together. Hervey in¬
vites her former boy friend, John Sutton,
to spend a few days with her. Meanwhile,
Butler realizes she has fallen in love with
Skip Homeier, captain of the baseball
team, and tries to get him to take her to
the school dance. She is forced to attend
herself, but is dismayed when everyone
is in formal clothes. Hervey comes to her
aid by loaning her Sutton for the night so
that she can show him off. Sutton makes
a big hit, but word gets around and a
scandal is in the making. Goodwin expects
the worst. Hervey explains all to Good¬
win, and finale finds Goodwin and Hervey
a twosome, and Butler very happy with
Homeier.
X-Ray: Based on the novel, “Clemen¬
tine” by Peggy Goodin, and filmed in
Cinecolor, this stacks up as pleasant enter¬
tainment for the family. It moves along
at a sprightly pace and it emerges as unEstimate:

Adveotuee D“'“

(Lake)
(Ansco-Color)
Estimate: Colorful entry has plenty of
selling angles.
Cast: Lon Chaney, Jr., Arthur Lake,
Lloyd Bridges, Eric
Feldary,
Tanis
Chandler, John Qualen, Ian MacDonald,
Dickie Moore, Harry Cheshire, John Bliefer, Grant Means, John Gonatos, Allen
Mathews. Produced by James S. Burkett
and Irving Allen; directed by Irving Allen.
Story: In search of work, Lloyd Bridges,
ex-navy diver, arrives in Tarpon Springs,
Fla., home port of America’s largest sponge
fishing fleet. He is amazed at the fabulous
prices paid for sponges. Lon Chaney, Jr.,
unscrupulous czar of the sponge exchange,
pursues his attractive employee, Tanis
Chandler. She repulses him for Eric
Feldary, expert diver, who hopes to own
his own boat. When Chaney, through
foreclosure, seizes the craft of John Qua¬
len, Feldary, acting against the advice of
Chandler, uses a loan from Chaney to
purchase the boat. Feldary gathers his
crew, signing on Bridges, Qualen and his
young son Dickie Moore, and Ian Mac¬
Donald, a vicious character who has pro¬
mised Chaney to jam up the works on the
first trip, and ruin Feldary. MacDonald’s
handiwork causes the tragic underwater
death of Moore. Caught in the act, he con¬
fesses. Loaded with a prize catch of deep
water sponges, they return to port in
time for the auction. Confronting Chaney
with the charges, Feldary tangles with
him, and the deadly fight is ended when
Chaney, hurled to the ground, falls on a
sharp sponge rake, and rolls into the
waters of the Gulf to his death.
X-Ray: Taken from the story, “16
Fathoms Under,” this colorful adventure
picture, also highly educational, should
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appeal to a wide audience. Action fans
should appreciate the outstanding under¬
water scenes, filmed in attractive AnscoColor. The story is simple, in keeping with
the habits and customs of the sponge fish¬
ing fleets. All sequences are filmed on au¬
thentic locations, with photography and
production values adding to the film’s
appeal. While the lack of marquee lustre
indicates necessary exploitation problems,
the film has angles.
Ad Lines: “Monsters Of The Deep At¬
tack Fearless Divers”; “For Thrilling,
Startling
Adventure,
Don’t Miss
T6
Fathoms Deep’
“A Truly Great Under
Water Thriller.”

PARAMOUNT
Beyond Glory
Estimate:

Ladd

(4726)
starrer

will

DR82m!
get

the

dough.
Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Harold
Vermilyea, Conrad Janis, George Coulouris, Tom Neal, Richard “Dick” Hogan,
Audie Murphy, George Macready, Henry
Travers, Luis Van Rooten, Vincent Dona¬
hue, Margaret Field. Produced by Robert
Fellows; directed by John Farrow.
Story:
A congressional investigating
committee is looking into charges that the
educational system at the U. S. Military
Academy, West Point, N. Y., is undemo¬
cratic. Charges have been made that Alan
Ladd, a veteran of World Was II, Las
been too severe on former cadet Conrad
Janis, who resigned as a result. George
Couloris, representing Janis and his father,
brings out highlights of Ladd’s life and
World War II career, and it is apparent
that Ladd is a hero with a guilt complex.
He believes he is responsible for the death
of his captain, Tom Neal. Eventually, the
testimony proves that Ladd was innocent,
the charges against him disappear, and
Ladd is left to be graduated with honors
and to marry Donna Reed, widow of the
man he thought he killed.
X-Ray: Told in flashback form, this
offers a different type of vehicle for Ladd,
and that, combined with the West Point
angles, should result in potent boxoffice.
Ladd fans may not get as much action as
in the other Ladd shows, but this scores
on other counts. There is a bit more talk
than usual, but the suspense is generally
well held. The romantic angle, although
slight, will suffice. U. S. Military Academy
films generally score at the boxoffice, and
although this lacks the usual football
formula, it makes up for it in other ways,
with the result certain to satisfy. The film
is based on a story by William Wister
Haines.
Cast:

Tip On Bedding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “Alan Ladd In A New Kind Of
Role”; “The Surprise Drama Of The Year
. . . ‘Beyond Glory’ ”; “Hero Of World
War II . . . He Made The Grade As A
Cadet ... In ‘Beyond Glory’.”

A Foreign Affair
(4724)

Comedy
Drama
116m.

Estimate: Topnotch.
Cast: Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
John Lund, Millard Mitchell, William
Murphy, Stanley Prager, William Neff,
Boyd Davis, Michael Raffetto, Raymond
Bond, Robert Malcolm, Charles Meredith,
Harlan Tucker, Gordon Jones, Fred Steele,
Peter von Zerneck. Produced by Charles
Brackett; directed by Billy Wilder.
Story: When a Congressional investi¬
gating committee takes a junket to Berlin
to check on the morale of American soldiers
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stationed there following World War II,
Iowa Congresswoman Jean Arthur thinks
of nothing but the job on hand, and learns
that Marlene Dietrich, who sings in a
shady night club, is probably the former
friend of one-time Nazi bigshots. Arthur
hears also that Dietrich is friendly with a
prominent American officer. Arthur en¬
lists the support of John Lund, an army
captain, in her investigation, little knowing
that Lund is the fellow who has been
friendly with Dietrich. To put Arthur off
guard, Lund makes a play for her. He
learns to like her, with his interest in
Dietrich diminishing, but the latter tips
off Arthur, who takes it hard. Lund’s
playing around has been known to army
authorities, who allow him to be friendly
with Dietrich so that her one-time Nazi
boy friend will come out of hiding. This
eventually happens, the ex-Nazi is killed,
Dietrich is sent to a camp, and Lund and
Arthur clinch.
X-Ray: This rates with the best of the
shows seen in many a moon. It is a sure
bet on many counts, star value, entertain¬
ment, production, direction, etc., and it is
bound to please critics and public alike.
While the subject is a serious one, it has
been handled with an eye toward comedy,
and the result is a sure audience-satisfier.
Dietrich, with three songs, is ideally cast,
Arthur handles the comedy in excellent
fashion, and able support comes from
Lund. A word should be said for Millard
Mitchell, as the American Colonel, who
turns in a swell performance. Mark this
down as one of the best. Songs are: “Allu¬
sions,” “Ruins Of Berlin,” and “Black
Market.”
Tip On Bedding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines:
“The Lowdown On The
Higher-Ups ... When The Army Brass
Meets Marlene Dietrich”; “The Gayest
Event Of The New Season ... ‘A Foreign
Affair’”; “The Show Of The Year . . .
With Marlene Dietrich, Jean Arthur, And
John Lund.”

RKO
Race Street

Melodrama
79m.

Good Raft entry.
George Raft, William Bendix,
Marilyn Maxwell, Frank Faylen, Henry
Morgan, Gale Robbins, Freddy Steele,
Cully Richards, Russell Hicks, Richard
Powers, William Forest, Jim Nolan, George
Turner, Richard Benedict, Dean White,
Mack Gray. Produced by Nat Holt; di¬
rected by Edwin L. Marin.
Story: Big time bookie George Raft is
about to quit the racket to marry Marilyn
Maxwell, of whom he knows little, when
a gang headed by Frank Faylen moves in
to get protection money from all the
bookies. Henry Morgan, life-long pal of
Raft, is killed when he fails to come across,
so Raft determines to even things. Police
detective William Bendix, a pal of Raft,
warns the latter to let the law take over,
but Raft refuses, Raft is beaten up by
Faylen’s men, and learns that Maxwell is
double-crossing him. Bendix also senses
what is going on. In a fighting finish,
Faylen and aides are taken into custody
but not before Raft gives his life taking a
bullet meant for Bendix.
X-Ray: Although in the familiar pattern,
this holds interest all the way, thanks to
the presence of Raft and Bendix, plus a
new twist in the romantic angle. The
background is San Francisco, with many
shots of the town included in the develop¬
ments, and the pace is rapid, although de¬
void of much action until the windup.
Maxwell, with a brunette hairdo, is cap¬
able, while the supporting actors, in typical
Estimate:
Cast:
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roles, contribute competent performances.
This is the sort of show which generally
holds up at the boxoffice, even though
carving no new road. Songs heard are
“Love That Boy” and “I’m In A Jam With
Baby.”
Tip On Bidding: Okeh program price.
Ad Lines: “He Fought Gangdom His
Own Way . . . And Lost”; “When The
Law And Crime Both Fight Gangsters
. . . Who Wins?”; “George Raft ... As A
Bookie With A Heart . . . William Bendix
. . . As A Right Guy ... In The Year’s
Most Thrilling Meller.”

20th CENTURY-FOX
The Counterfeiters
(819)

Mystery
Melodrama
73m.

(Reliance)
Estimate: Good entry for the duallers.
Cast: John Sutton, Doris Merrick, Hugh
Beaumont, Lon Chaney, George O’Hanlon,
Douglas Blackley, Herbert Rawlinson,
Pierre Watkins, Don Harvey, Fred Coby,
Joyce Lansing, Gerard Gilbert. Produced
by Maurice H. Conn; directed by Peter
Stewart.
Story:
John Sutton, Scotland Yard
agent, comes to America to work with
Douglas Blackley, U. S. secret service
agent, to trap a counterfeiting ring
operating in both countries. Posing as an
English confidence man, Sutton gets into
the counterfeiting gang, but fails to get
the complete approval of Hugh Beaumont
and Lon Chaney, slow-witted muscle¬
man, although he finds a puzzling ally in
Doris Merrick. When Merrick tells Sutton
her address, he sets up a detection serv¬
ice in an adjoining apartment, and dis¬
covers her urging Beaumont to steal
counterfeiting plates, and abandon the
ring, then tipping off Chaney about Beau¬
mont’s intent. This would leave her free
to steal the plates herself, but Sutton
frames her into taking him along. Mean¬
while, Blackley, disguised as a cab driver,
drives Beaumont to the estate of ring head
Pierre Watkins, arrests both, but Chaney
upsets the plan by making off with two of
the plates. Chaney is caught and jailed, but
nothing is learned from him. Through
Merrick, a meeting is arranged with
Sutton and Beaumont to free Chaney, but
Beaumont, learning that Sutton is a Scot¬
land Yard agent, holds Sutton prisoner,
and along with members of the gang
boards a yacht with the plates. How¬
ever the Secret Service, aided by the
Coast Guard, closes in and the ring is
captured.

X-Ray: Here is a better-than-average
detective yarn which not only provides
plenty of thrills, but sustains interest.
Sutton, Beaumont, and Chaney all do
convincing work, while Merrick displays
dramatic skill along with other physical
attributes. This should find a welcome
spot in the duallers.
Tip On Bidding: Usual dualler price.
Ad Lines: “Blonde Bait For The World’s
Most Daring International Ring”; “The
Secret Service And Scotland Yard Pro¬
vide Double Thrills”; “Exciting Inter¬
national Adventure In A Thrill-Packed
Mystery.”

Comedy
68m.

The Gay Intruders
Estimate:

(Seltzer)
Entertaining

above

average

dualler.
Cast: John Emery, Tamara Geva, Leif
Erickson, Roy Roberts, Virginia Gregg, Si
Wills, Sara Berner, Harry Lauter, Marilyn
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Williams. Produced by Frank N. Seltzer;
directed by Ray McCarey.
Story: At the close of the theatre sea¬
son, John Emery and Tamara Geva, ro¬
mantic stage lovers scrappily married in
real life, decide to go at their domestic
battles hot and heavy. In desperation,
Roy Roberts, their manager, suggests that
they both consult psychiatrists. Unknown
to each other, each tries a similar scheme,
that of bringing the psychiatrists into the
home posing as an old friend. Emery’s
doctor is a man, and Geva’s a woman. At
their first meeting, a situation develops
with the result that they become aware of
each other’s purpose, and decide to blend
their efforts. After a series of hectic ac¬
tivities, Emery and Geva find themselves
back in love again, while at the conclu¬
sion, the two psychiatrists are at each
other’s throats.
X-Ray: Based on an original idea by
Frances Swan and Ray McCarey, this
comedy has many amusing situations sup¬
ported by a bright script that should be
well received by most comedy-seeking
audiences. Given good production mount¬
ings and laugh-pointed direction, the tal¬
ents of Emery and Geva are well exploited.
Action is rapid and interest holding, and
although the marquee lustre is dim, the
entertainment angles can be sold in most
situations.
Tip On Bedding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Hectic Love Story That
Will Keep You Roaring”; “For The Howl
Of Your Life See ‘The Gay Intruders’ ”;
“A Truly Hilarious Picture.”

Mine Own
Executioner

(824)

Psychological
Drama
103m.

(English-made)
(Korda)
Estimate:
Absorbing import has re¬
stricted appeal.
Cast: Burgess Meredith, Dulcie Gray,
Michael Shepley, Christine Norden, Kieron
Moore, Barbara White, Walter Fitzgerald,
Edgar Norfolk, John Laurie, Martin Miller,
Clive Morton, Joss Ambler, Jack Raine,
Lawrence Hanray
Helen Haye, John
Stuart, Ronald Simpson, Gwynne Whitby,
Malcolm Dalmayne. Produced by Anthony
Kimmins and Jack Kitchin; directed by
Anthony Kimmins.
Story:
Burgess Meredith, practicing
psychiatrist in London, devotes his time
between free clinical work and his own
patients. He is confronted with ex-fighter
pilot Kieron Moore, once a prisoner of
the Japs and ill-treated, who goes into
periods that endangers the life of his wife,
Barbara White. Meredith takes him on as
a patient. Meanwhile Meredith keeps on
drifting away from his wife, Dulcie Gray,
and he finds himself becoming more and
more infatuated with the wife of a friend,
Christine Norden. Although Meredith sus¬
pects that Moore is dangerous, his atten¬
tion to Norden dulls some of his perception
and he permits Moore to murder White.
Meredith tries to find Moore. He is located
atop an office building, and despite Mere¬
dith’s attempts, shoots himself, and falls
to the sidewalk. At the inquest, Meredith is
about to be blamed for the whole affair
when a friend, a prominent physician,
testifies to the coroner, another doctor,
that he would have handled the case in
exactly the same way. The coroner is so
impressed that he exonerates Meredith.
The latter, however, is determined to give
up his practice until his wife helps change
his mind by standing by, and it is clinched
when a child patient shows for his appoint¬
ment.
X-Ray: This import, based on the novel
by Nigel Balchin, is an adult psychological
film that tries to get across its point and
its plot via conversation rather than action.
Meredith’s name is of some value in vari¬
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ous localities, while the cast accounts for
itself well, with perhaps White shading the
others in her small role, and Moore run¬
ning second. However, whatever its merits,
its appeal is definitely restricted.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “Burgess Meredith In An
Outstanding Film From Britain”; “Is A
Psychiatrist Entitled To A Life Of His
Own?”; “He Loved His Wife, But His
Work Demanded Contact With Other
Women.”
-

U.-INT.
Bad Sister

(663)

Drama
90m.

(English-made)
Estimate: Import has femme angles.
Cast: Margaret Lockwood, Joan Green¬
wood, Ian Hunter, Dennis Price, Eileen
Peel, Guy Middleton, Catherine Lacey,
Paul Dupuis, Bryl Wakely, Joan Rees,
Elizabeth Maude, Stewart Rome, Noel
Howlett, Isola Strong, Mabel Constanduros, “-Toots” Lockwood, Anna Marita,
etc. Produced by Harold Huth; directed by
Bernard Knowles.
Story: When Joan Greenwood is re¬
manded to a home for delinquent girls for
the attempted murder of her illegitimate
baby and her own suicide attempt, she
is determined to flaunt authority until
she has a heart-to-heart talk with Margaret
Lockwood, the warden. The latter asks her
to tell her her story so that perhaps she
might help her but Greenwood is re¬
luctant, thinking that Lockwood would
never understand. However, they let their
hair down. Lockwood, it seems, was in
love with lawyer Ian Hunter, and married
him but after their marriage found him
cold and unemotional. Even the birth of a
baby girl to the pair didn’t help as Hunter
insisted on a nurse to care for the child’s
every want. After that, Lbckwood turned
to gaiety, and met Dennis Price. They
found they loved one another, and Lockwood got a divorce, married Price, and was
off on a honeymoon to Finland. Then Price
was killed in an accident. She returned to
England to her godmother Catherine
Lacey, warden of the girl’s home, who
persuaded her to take over before she died.
Greenwood then relates how she ran
away from a poverty-stricken and un¬
happy home to get a job as a salesclerk,
and how she met young and handsome
Paul Dupuis, and fell in love with him.
After some time, she found she was to
have a baby, and Dupuis wouldn’t marry
her so she tried suicide. Lockwood testi¬
fies at Greenwood’s trial before Judge
Hunter, and she succeeds in getting her
paroled. Later, Hunter realizes he has been
a cold fish, and asks Lockwood to see their
child, and provide some of the needed
mother love.
X-Ray: Based on “The White Unicorn,”
by Flora Sandstrom, this import shapes
up as a tear-jerker for feminine audiences.
Audiences here are familiar with the
work of Lockwood and Hunter, which is
competent. The pace, direction, and pro¬
duction are all in the better class. This
should please where British films are
played.

Percy Kilbride, Penny Edwards, Joe
Besser, Harry Shannon, Fred Kohler, Jr.,
Howland Chamberlain, Edmund Cobb,
Joel Freidkin, I. Stanford Jolley. Pro¬
duced by Leonard Goldstein; directed by
George Sherman.
Story: On his way to California by
stagecoach, Donald O’Connor, medicine
salesman, stops at Rimrock. Lacking a
fleet-footed inhabitant, the citizens are
pessimistic about the forthcoming foot
race with Big Bend. However, when
mayoress Marjorie Main sees O’Connor
display plenty of speed dashing for the
departing stagecoach, she induces him to
run for Rimrock. After some disappointing
practice runs, Main discovers that the
medicine O’Connor sells has speed, supply¬
ing powers when applied on the back.
After some hectic incidents, Main manages
to apply enough lotion on O’Connor to
bring him victory and the love of Penny
Edwards, Main’s niece.

X-Ray: A thinly constructed comedy
full of threadbare cliches, this leans heavily
on the versatile talents of O’Connor, who
arouses interest periodically with some
clever dance routines and the final race.
However, with Main and Percy Kilbride as
added marquee value, this may attract at¬
tention in small towns, although having
less appeal for the metropolitan areas.
Based on a story by D. D. Beauchamp, the
film
includes
the
following
songs:
“S’posin’ ” “Me And My Shadow,” and
“Feudin’, Fussin’, And A-Fightin’.”
Tip On Bidding: Program price.
Ad Lines: “You’ll Roar At The Hilarious
Antics Of Donald O’Connor”; “Donald
O’Connor And Marjorie Main, A SureFire Laugh Combination”; “A Picture
That Will Keep You Roaring From Start
To Finish.”

WARNERS
Romance On The
High Seas (728)

Romantic Comedy
With Music
99m.

(Color by Technicolor)
Pleasing entertainment.
Cast: Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don DeFore, Doris Day, Oscar Levant, S. Z.
Sakall, Fortunio Bonanova, Eric Blore,
Franklin Pangborn, Leslie Brooks, William
Bakewell, Johnny Berkes, Kenneth Brit¬
ton, Avon Long, Sir Lancelot, The Samba
Kings, The Page Cavanaugh Trio. Pro¬
duced by Alex Gottlieb; directed by
Michael Curtiz.
Estimate:

78m.

Story: After many postponements of
their pleasure trips, Janis Paige declares
to her husband, Don DeFore, that she will
make the trip to South America alone, if
necessary. DeFore gets suspicious about
Paige’s motives, and hires private detective
Jack Carson to shadow her. Meanwhile,
Paige is also suspicious of her husband,
and hires singer Doris Day to replace her
on the boat so that Paige can stay home
to watch DeFore. With this arrangement
set, the boat gets underway, and it is not
long before Carson is making eyes at Day,
although he doesn’t carry the romance too
far, realizing that she is a married woman
and his client’s wife. Day falls for Carson,
but fails to reveal her identity. When her
boy friend, Oscar Levant, arrives, Carson
reports the fact to DeFore, who im¬
mediately gets very worried, and begins
the trip to South America. Day also gives
Paige something to worry about, and she
also begins the trek to the torrid zone.
When they both arrive, confusion reigns,
but the situation is straightened to every¬
one’s mutual satisfaction, and Carson and
Day are united.

Cast: Donald O’Connor, Marjorie Main,

X-Ray: Based on a story by S. Pondal
Rios and Carlos A. Olivari, this is fresh,

Tip On Bidding:

Low bracket.

Ad Lines: “Was She A ‘Bad Sister’?”;
“Two Women With Different Backgrounds
Had To Fight For Life And Happiness”;
“Would Society Make-Up For Its Wrongs?
Could A Woman Regain Her Lost Happi¬
ness?”

Feudin', Fussin', And
A-Fightin'

Comedy
Musical

Estimate: Will depend upon names.
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frothy entertainment designed to satisfy
any exhibitor in any situation. Ideal sum¬
mer weather fare, the film moves along at
a carefree and merry bounce, and is aided
by a sprightly musical score, fresh and
humorous dialogue, an advantageous Tech¬
nicolor production, and the delightful
acting and singing of Day, making her
debut in pictures after a successful vocal
career. She will cause plenty of stir among
the juvenile set, and should pitch in at. the
boxoffice. Curtiz’s direction keeps things
moving at a fast pace with never a let¬
down throughout the entire running time.
The songs heard are “Run, Run, Run”;
“Put ’Em In A Box”; It’s You Or No
One”; “The Tourist Trade”; “I’m In Love,”
and “It’s Magic.”
Tip On Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “Here Is A Gay, Frivolous
Funfest Guaranteed To Hit You In The
Funnybone”; “ ‘Romance On The High
Seas’ ... A Technicolor Extravaganza
For The Entire Family”; “Jack Carson Was
Never Funnier . . . Janis Paige Was Never
Lovelier . . . See ‘Romance On The High
Seas’.”

FOREIGN
Blind Desire

Drama with Music
88m.

(Discina Int.)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimate:

Mediocre French import.

Jean-Louis
Barrault, Edwige
Feuillere, Jean Wall, Raphael Patomi,
Line Noro, Helene Vercors, Yves Deniaud,
Jean Yonnel. Produced by Michel Safra,
Andre Paulve; directed by Jean Delannoy.
Cast:

Story: Jean-Louis Barrault, a young
violinist-composer, is discovered by Ed¬
wige Feuillere, and is brought to the
attention of her father, Jean Yonnel, a
former great in the music world. Yonnel
recognizes Barrault’s genius, but advises
him to give up his music. Barrault flees
from the village. Meanwhile, Feuillere
marries wealthy Jean Wall. Some years
later, she offers to give Barrault a chance
to rid himself of his poverty by playing
at a concert. He agrees, but shows up
drunk. Realizing it is useless to keep see¬
ing her, Barrault retreats to a small
village, and works for a bottle of liquor.
Feuillere, still in love with him, finds him
after a search, but finally forsakes him
to rejoin her husband, Wall. Barrault is
left to spend his life alone.

X-Ray: A minor French entry, this will
have to be content with lesser playing
time at the art houses. The film, somber
entertainment, derives most of its appeal
from an excellent music score. The story
misses fire on a few counts, poor editing
being one of the main faults. This does not
rate with the better French entries.
Ad Lines: “He Was Acclaimed A Genius
By All . . . And He Was Destined To Pov¬
erty”; “The Strange And Fascinating Story
Of A Man And Woman Desperately In
Love But Destined For Loneliness”; “One
Of The Strangest Love Stories Ever To
Reach A Motion Picture Screen.”

First Opera
Film Festival

Musical
95m.

(Italian-made)
(Classic Pictures)
.Estimate: Unique offering for the spe¬
cialty spots.
Cast: Tito Gobbi, Pina Malgarini, Vittoria Diofredi, Anna Marcangeli, Giulio
Tomei, Gino Conti, Twose Soler, Zwonko
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Gluk, Gabriella Gatti, Elio Bino, Michele
Venezia, Luciano Neroni, Lidia Melisei,
Piero Brasini, Gianna Perea Zabia, Cleo
Elmo, Loretta Di Lelio, Cesare Valetti,
Mino Rosso, Angelica Tuccari, Femada
Cadoni. Produced by George Richfield;
directed by E. Cancellieri and Enrico
Fulchignoni.
Story: William Tell, played by Tito
Gobbi, is a Swiss peasant fighting for
liberation from Austria and the tyrant,
Giulio Tomei. It seems that Tomei’s
daughter, Pina Malgarini, is in love with
Gobbi’s friend, Zwonko Gluk, but when
Gluk’s father is killed, Gluk is aroused,
and the forces band together to defeat the
oppressors, Gobbi killing Tomei. The sec¬
ond section, “The Marriage of Figaro,” tells
the story of how Figaro, played by Piero
Brasini, wants to marry Pina Malgarini,
the countess’ right hand gal. Everything
seems to be okeh except that the count,
Giulio, has a crush on Malgarini, and
disapproves of the marriage. Countess and
Malgarini change identity, and the count
makes love to his wife, thinking it is
Malgarini. Everything works out okeh,
and Malgarini and Brasini marry. Don
Pasquale, played by Tomei is an aged but
extremely wealthy man who disinherits
his son, Mino Rosso, because he is in love
with Malgarini. Tomei marries Malgarini
himself. After the marriage, the girl makes
trouble for the old man. At
the end,
Tomei is only too glad to give the girl
to Rosso. “Carmen” tells the familiar story
of the temptress who lures a soldier from
the ranks, and makes him turn outlaw.
The end sees Carmen, Cleo Elmo, stabbed
to death.
X-Ray: Composed of condensations of
four operas, “William Tell,” by Rossini”;
“Marriage of Figaro,” by Mozart; “Don
Pasquale,” by Donizetti, and “Carmen,” by
Bizet, this will find its way into the spe¬
cialty and class spots but will find it
tough getting across to a general audience.
The selection of the four operas should
carry some weight at the boxoffice as all
are popular. The film employs a stage
backdrop for the scenery, and there are
many offstage voices attempting to syn¬
chronize with the on-stage characters,
leaving something to be desired in timing.
A commentary by Olin Downes intervenes
to explain the action. While the vocal ef¬
forts are topnotch, this will have its pri¬
mary appeal to followers of the opera and
specialty spots.
Ad Lines: “Don’t Miss This ‘First Opera
Film Festival’ . . . You Will Thrill To Its
Glorious Music”; “Four Of The Greatest
Operas Unfolded In One Great Film”; “Be
Sure To See ‘The First Opera Film
Festival’.”

Fric-Frac

Comedy Drama

90m.

(Oxford Films)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: Entertaining adult fare.
Cast: Fernandel, Arletty, Michel Simon,
Helene Robert, Andrex, Marcel Vallee.
Produced
and
directed
by
Maurice
Lehmann.
Story: Fernandel, employed in the jew¬
elry establishment of Andrex, is the ob¬
ject of the affection of his daughter, Helene
Robert. Fernandel, however, prefers the
company of Arletty, girl-friend of a jailed
crook. He thinks himself in love with her,
and
countenances
the friendship
of
Michel Simon, another opponent of law
and order and a member of the same jailed
gangster’s mob, who keeps an eye on
Arletty during his boss’ absence. She toys
with the idea of letting Fernandel be her
friend during her sweetheart’s absence.
She is especially receptive when she hears
he works for a jeweler, and sees the
eventual looting of the shop as a means
of making life easier for her imprisoned

lover. Meanwhile, Robert threatens to
fire Fernandel unless he pays her more
attention, so he resigns. Arletty and Simon
decide to rob Andrex’s shop, while Robert
and Andrex are away. However, Robert
shows up early, and catches the pair, after
which Fernandel puts in an appearance
to stop the burglary. Robert threatens to
have Fernandel put in jail, unless he
agrees to marry her, along with his two
friends. Andrex too shows up, and Fer¬
nandel agrees, hoping to make the best
of the deal. Arletty wishes him luck, and
goes back to waiting for her lover.
X-Ray: Featuring some really adult,
risque dialogue, this should be classified
as not for the kiddies. It’s moments of
comedy are good, as are the performances,
story, direction, etc. Definitely a film with
French flavor, it is based on a play by
Edouard Bourdet.
Ad Lines: “One Of The Funniest French
Films Ever Made-’; “An Unforgettable
Performance By The Great Fernandel”;
“A Film You’re Sure To Enjoy.”

Portrait Of Innocence CoMEDY DRg^
(Siritzky-Int.)

(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: Good French offering.
Cast: Louise Carletti, Gilbert Gil, Pierre
Larquey, Andre Brunot, Emile Genevoix,
Bussierres, Coedel, Jean-Pierre Geffroy,
Georges Reygnier, Jean Buquet, Bernard
Dayde. Directed by Louis Daquin.
Story: An expensive window pane in
school is broken by one of the pupils,
who is told by the principal that he will
have to pay the damages.
The pupil’s
friends, numbering about 40, decide to
help get the dough. Each enters into a
different profession in an effort to earn
enough money. Under the supervision of
teacher, Gilbert Gil, the money is col¬
lected. With the money in a strongbox,
one of the boys is elected to take care of
it. However, the boy is the victim of a
plot engineered by two hoodlums, and the
money is stolen. Naturally, the boy is sus¬
pected, but the two crooks are appre¬
hended, and the money recovered. They
are surprised, however, when the principal
declares he never had any intention of
collecting the money, but only used his
threat to scare the guilty party into con¬
fessing.

X-Ray: This stacks up as a better-thanaverage French import w&ich will carry
sufficient appeal to get over in the art
houses. Louis Daquin’s excellent direction
deserves a special nod. The production is in
the better class, and the subtitles serve to
convey most of the Gallic dialogue.
Ad Lines: “For Sheer Entertainment . . .
Don’t Miss ‘Portrait Of Innocence’
“One
Of The Finest French Achievements Ever
To Play On An American Screen”; “ ‘Por¬
trait Of Innocence’ ... A Picture You Will
Want To See More Than Once.”
Drama With

Showtime

Music

90m.
(English Films)
(English-made)
Estimate:

Minor English entry.

Cast:
Richard Greene, Ann Todd,
Peter Graves, Morland Graham, Hazel
Court, Charles Victor, Daphne Barker,
Jack Train, Marie O’Neil, Frank Pettingell,
Phyllis Robins, John Laurie, Frederick
Burtwell, Anthony Holies, David Horne,
Patrick
Waddington,
Claude
Allister,
Graeme Muir, Evelyn Darvell, Paul Balke,
John Miller, Richard Molinas, Gerard
Kempinski, Wally Patch, Carl Jaffe, Leni
Lynn, Ursula Jeans. Produced and di¬
rected by George King.
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Story: Richard Greene buys a theatre,
and gets set to stage his latest musical
comedy. He enlists showgirl Ann Todd,
but opening night is a dismal failure.
Greene installs some live animals, and the
result is headlines in every paper. Greene
and Todd marry, and then trouble raises
its head in the form of chorus girl Hazel
Court. Eventually, Greene loses his money,
and decides to put on his latest play on an
economy basis. Eventually, he hires an
unknown, who turns out to be a huge
success. War comes, and Greene is put in
a concentration camp. After many years,
he comes back, plans another show, the
cast works with no salary, the play turns
out to be a great success, and Greene dies
happy.
X-Ray: From a story by Richard Fischer
and Peter Creswell, and based on a por¬
tion of the life of George Edwardes, famous
English theatreman, this stacks up as a
minor English import. Greene and Todd
may carry some weight at the boxoffice but
aside from the brief musical interludes,
there is not much to recommend it. Made
a few years ago, production difficulties are
also encountered, and inferior photog¬
raphy hampers the film’s quality. Musical
numbers are from “Tally-Ho Girl” and
“Tomboy Princess.”
Ad Lines: “ ‘Showtime’ ... A Glorious
And Spectacular Panorama Of Thrilling
Music And Romance”; “Richard Greene
And Ann Todd In A Breathtaking Mu¬
sical”; “Don’t Miss ‘Showtime’.”

Triumph Of Youth

Documentary

(Russian-made)
(Artkino)
(Color)
Estimate: Good filler for the art houses.
Cast: The athletic and youth clubs of
Soviet Russia.
Story: Various athletic and youth clubs
gather from far and wide to exhibit their
wares in the annual sports festival in
Moscow. The first event before a jampacked stadium is the march past the re¬
viewing stand, Stalin, Molotov, and other
Russian political figures. The actual ex¬
hibition gets under way with some feats
of strength displayed by representatives
of the clubs. Following in quick succession
are precision calisthenics, track and field
events, a soccer match, a number of wrest¬
ling matches, and a marathon. Rain be¬
gins to fall during the latter part of the
program, but fails to bother the masses in
the stands, including Stalin. The program
comes to a close on a happy note..
X-Ray: Filmed in color, this will suffice
as a good filler for the art and Russian
houses. The film unfolds in documentary
fashion, and while the displays are easy
to take for awhile, the film fails to deviate
from its theme. The color is used to good
advantage.
Ad Lines: “This Is The Russia Of Today
. . . Don’t Miss ‘Triumph Of Youth’ ”;
“Glorious Color And A Thrilling Spec¬
tacle Make This A Picture You Should
See”; “Don’t Miss ‘Triumph Of Youth’ . . .
You Will Thrill To Every Glorious Scene.”

MISCELLANEOUS
Bob And Sally

presented, the tragedies resulting from
parents keeping children ignorant of sex
knowledge are shown. Such dilemmas as
an unresponsive wife and a love affair
that ends in abortion are portrayed. There
is also footage devoted to the symptoms
and treatment of venereal diseases.
X-Ray:
Realistically
outlining
the
ravages of social disease and the dangers
to society by continued ignorance of its
dread results, this well-produced film,
both delicately and necessarily bluntly,
brings home its message. Designed as a
road show, this will play separately to
male and female audiences. Exclusive of
the educational import, characterizations
and intelligent scripting will help to
broaden the film’s appeal. Inserted in the
picture are actual shots of normal and
Caesarian births.
Ad Lines:
“The Terrible Crime Of
Ignorance, Vividly Portrayed”; “A Film
That Is Too Important To Be Missed”;
“Never Have Such Social Problems Been
Dealt With So Frankly.”
Documentary
68m.

Citizen Saint
(Clyde Elliott)

Religious offering has re¬
stricted appeal.
Cast: Jed Prouty, Loraine MacMartin,
Walter Butterworth, Robin Morgan, Maur¬
ice Cavell, William Harrigan, June Harri¬
son, Carla Dare, Lucille Fenton, Lauretta
Campeau, Jane DuFrayne, Julie Haydon,
Clifford Sales, Mary Lee Dearring, Patty
Foster, Ralph Simone, William Sharon,
Clark Williams, Del Casino, Diana Kemble,
Eole Gamberelli, Marie Caruso, Donna
Moore, John Graham, Douglas Rutherford,
Ann Irish, Loring Smith. Produced by
Clyde Elliott; directed by Harold Young.
Story: This tells the story of Mother
Cabrini, the first American citizen to at¬
tain sainthood. The film traces her life
story from childhood, through her novice
days as a nun, and, finally, in her work
in organizing institutions to help the needy
and sick. Two of the miracles attributed
to Mother Cabrini are also portrayed.
X-Ray: This was first reviewed in The
Servisection of May 14, 1947, but since
then a few changes and editing have been
made, resulting in three minutes addi¬
tional running time. However, the film
remains essentially the same as it first
appeared, when it was labelled “welldone . . . with the greatest appeal in areas
where the religious angle is strong.” The
Jed Prouty, Julie Haydon and Del Casino
names may help a little, while church tieups will also mean something at the boxoffice. The songs are “Star That Lights
The Midnight Sea” and “Saint Frances
Cabrini.”
Estimate:

Ad Lines: “A Beautiful, Moving, Touch¬
ing Story Of The Life Of Mother Ca¬
brini”; “Don’t Miss This Truly Great Tri¬
bute To A Great Woman”; “The Life Of
Mother Cabrini, Filmed In All Its Glory
And Splendor.”

The Shorts

Parade

THE SHEEPISH WOLF. Columbia—All
Star Comedy. 17%m. Harry Von Zell,
married for three and a-half weeks, is
ready to return to his wife after a hard
day’s work when his boss tells him he
must entertain a gal in hope of a radio
contract. Reluctantly, Von Zell agrees,
only to learn that the girl has a husband.
When the latter finds Von Zell in the
hotel room, havoc breaks out, and is in¬
creased when Von Zell’s wife shows up.
Everything works out okeh. FAIR. (9439).

Sport
GRAZIANO VERSUS ZALE FIGHT
PICTURES. Coram Productions. 16m. A
real fistic natural, this abbreviated bout
for the world’s middleweight title makes
for two reels of sustained action. The
widely heralded contest, won by Tony
Zale via the knockout route in the third
round, will please both the rabid and
luke warm ring fans. The two knockdowns
by Zale as well as the murderous coup de
grace are slow-motioned, with some of
the goings on before and after the match
also receiving attention. GOOD.

Topical
THE FIGHT GAME. 20th Century-Fox
—March of Time. Vol. 14, No. 11. 18%m.
Various phases of the fight racket are
graphically explained. The film begins
with a resume of the business from its
early development, and proceeds to show
the various organizations stressing the
sportsmanship angle to young potential
champions. The film is not without an
angle on the unscrupulous part of boxing,
and a message from sports writer Jimmy
Cannon emphasizes the crookedness in
the sport. Although this cannot be con¬
sidered an expose of the fight game, it
is not soft-pedaled, and should command
plenty of interest. GOOD.

One Reel
Color Cartoon
GANDY GOOSE AND THE CHIPPER
CHIPMUNK. 20th Century-Fox—Terrytoon. 7m. Gandy Goose and his friend, the
cat, prepare themselves for a very pleasant
picnic, but soon run into trouble in the
form of a small chipmunk. The chipmunk is
also very hungry. Each time the chipmunk
hauls the spread off to his hole in the
ground, Gandy and the cat manage to
salvage it. Finally, the cat and Gandy sit
down to fill their stomachs, and the rain
falls in torrents. The food is forgotten.
FAIR. (8515).
LITTLE ’TINKER. MGM—Cartoon. 7m.
A love-sick skunk finds himself repulsed
by all the creatures of the forest due to his
b. o. Cupid finally gives him a book on how
to make love, but his experiences while
trying to follow instructions still get him
nowhere until he tries the chapter on
camouflage. Then he meets with success
with a gorgeous femme fox. It turns out
that she, too, is a camouflaged skunk, but
it doesn’t matter. The greater portion of
this is taken up with a burlesque on
Frankie Sinatra. GOOD. (W-938).

Musical

Educational
Feature

71m.
(Social Guidance Enterprises)
Estimate: Exploitation show.
Cast: Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Rick
Vallin, Mildred Coles, Charles Quigley,
Mary Bear, Charles Evans, William Newell,
Jean Andren. Produced by J. G. Sanford;
directed by Erie C. Kenton.
Story: With a family doctor used ef¬
fectively to join together the problems
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Two Reel
Comedy
CRABBIN’ IN THE CABIN. ColumbiaAll Star Comedy. 18m. Wally Vernon and
Eddie Quillan decide to take off on a
hunting trip, leaving their wives behind.
When they get to their secluded cabin,
they find two girls seeking refuge. The
boys make ready for a sociable evening.
Meanwhile, the wives have become a little
suspicious, and follow them to the cabin.
FAIR. (9426).

MANANA. Columbia—Community Sing.
No. 8. HP/km. Don Baker and The Song
Spinners join forces once again, and
offer a group of five songs. Among the
numbers heard are “Manana,” “Beg Your
Pardon,” and “I Never Loved Anyone.”
The songs are well-presented. GOOD.
(9658).
The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.
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THE
Color Novelty

Tip on Bidding: Higher bracket.

BANNISTER
BABY
LAND.
Clyde
Elliott. Full Color. 9%m. The studio of the
famous New York femme photog, Con¬
stance Bannister, is the scene. Miss Ban¬
nister’s technique in getting tots to pose
is given a onceover, while some dubious
attempts at humor are made via a stut¬
tering male customer. The narration is
adequate, while the color leaves a little
to be desired. FAIR.

Novelty
CARD SHARPS. Target Films. 8m. A
‘Truth Detective’ explains some of the
tricks used by card sharps to take over
suckers, such as • marked decks, mirrors,
etc. This is an obviously unprofessional
job, but its subject matter is one that
should interest card players, which means
almost everybody. FAIR.

“The Strange And Exciting
Story Of A Man-Eating Tiger Being
Stalked By A Fearful Hunter”; “Thrills
And Excitement ... In ‘Man-Eater Of
Kumaon’ . . . The Story Of A Vicious
Tiger”; “Guaranteed To Keep You Grip¬
ped To Your Seat From Start To Finish.”
Ad Lines:

Shorts
GYPSY HOLIDAY. Paramount—Musi¬
cal Parade Featurette. 19m. Mikhail Rasumny is having a wonderful time during
the annual Gypsy festival, although he
has indulged in alcoholic beverages too
much. DeForrest Kelly, Rasumny’s son,
realizes that he can’t introduce his father
to his fiance, Nanette Parks, in his con¬
dition, and Rasumny’s wife, Isabel Ran¬
dolph, and best friend, Nestor Paiva, take
it upon themselves to sober him up. The
trick is accomplished. FAIR. (FF7-3).

Sports
MUSCLES AND THE LADY. RKO—
Sportscope. 9m. Frank Stranahan, the
muscles of the combination, and Miss
Louise Suggs, female wizard of the links,
team up at Boca Raton, Fla., to show some
fancy golfing. While the pattern is rather
familiar, Red Barber’s commentary helps,
and the result is an interesting golf short.
GOOD. (84310).

Too Late To Classify
Features

Man-Eater Or Kumaon

Adventure
Drama
17m.

SING OR SWIM. Paramount—Screen
Song. 7m. The animals’ version of Coney
Island on a hot summer day is encount¬
ered, with each chiming in with his own
particular brand of entertainment.
The
latter part of the film is devoted to a com¬
munity sing, the song, “By the Sea,” being
rendered. GOOD. (X7-6).
BUTTERSCOTCH AND SODA. Para¬
mount—Noveltoon. 7m. Little Audrey, cen¬
tral figure, eats too much candy, and not
enough spinach. She is locked in ber room,
and has a bad dream. She is surrounded by
all the candy she can eat, and attacks it
with vim and vigor. However, she acquires
a stomach ache in the process, and, when
awake, decides to lay off the candy, and
eat the spinach. GOOD. (P7-8).

(Universal-International)
Estimate: High rating exploitation show

is packed with selling angles.
Cast:
Sabu, Wendell Corey, Joanne
Page, Morris Carnovsky, Argentina Brunetti, James Moss, Ted Hecht, John Mans¬
field, Eddie Das, Charles Wagenheim,
Estelle Dodge, Lai Chand Mehra, Phiroze
Nazir, Virginia Wave, Frank Lackteen,
Jerry Riggio,
Neyle
Morrow,
Ralph
Moody, Alan Foster. Produced by Monty
Shaff and Frank P. Rosenberg; directed
by Byron Haskin. "
Story: Wendell Corey, a doctor who has
forsaken a successful practice to hunt
tigers in Northern India, wounds a tiger.
After contracting malaria, Corey decides
to begin the trek home. Meanwhile, the
tiger has taken to attacking humans, and
has been transformed into a man-eater.
Corey passes through a few villages, and
finds marks of death left by the animal.
He finally stays at one village, determined
to hunt the killer down. Joanne Page, wife
of Sabu, a villager, is attacked by the
beast, and it is discovered that she
can no longer bear children. According
to the village creed, she is useless, and
will have to leave. However, after many
sleepless nights, Corey finally catches up
with the tiger, but is killed himself after
killing the animal. Page and Sabu decide
to adopt a homeless boy, and are reunited.
X-Ray: Based on the novel, “Man-Eat¬
ers of Kumaon,”. by Jim Corbett, this
offers unlimited exploitation angles. Show¬
manship will be the key word in the
presentation of this as adventure seekers
will find the offering running true to
form, and satisfying in every direction.
The story is secondary, animal life being
the film’s main forte. Suspense is gener¬
ated at a high pitch, and things move at
a fast clip. Though Sabu is the only name
of consequence in the cast, and the pro¬
duction values are modest, this should
carve a generous niche in the action
houses, and can be exploited to the hilt.
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BIG LEAGUE GLORY. Paramount—
Grantland Rice Sportlight. 10m. America’s
national pastime is discussed, and the pro¬
cess of developing a major league ball club
is explained. The major league ball player
usually starts on a sandlot team, pro¬
gresses into high school ball, begins the
climb from the lower minor leagues, and,
finally, if good enough, lands on a big
league team. Shots of the Giants at the
Polo Grounds and The Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown, N. Y., are featured. This
stacks up as a short which carries plenty
of interest, and which should be well-re¬
ceived everywhere. EXCELLENT. (R7-9).
POPEYE MEETS HERCULES. Para¬
mount—Popeye Cartoon. 7m. Popeye and
Olive are attending the first Olympic
games. When Hercules is introduced, the
girls swoon. Hercules makes a play for
Olive, and there is little Popeye can do.
It looks bad until he grabs his can of
spinach. GOOD. (E7-5).
HEADLINERS. Paramount—Speaking of
Animals. 10m. Mr. Monk sits down to read
his evening newspaper, and discovers that
animals make headlines as well as people.
As he reads the tabloid, the animals make
an appearance, delivering classic remarks.
This rates with the better entries of the
series. GOOD. (Y7-6).
MONTEVIDEO FAMILY. Julien Bryan.
15m. The daily routine of a typical middle
class family in the capital of Uruguay is
covered in detail. With a wool broker the
breadwinner for his wife and two chil¬
dren, this clan seems to be well provided
for. Scenes of the group at meals and at
a weekend barbecue are shown, while the
husband at work, the wife’s trip to the
center of town, the son going to school,
and the daughter studying and practicing
piano are also given attention. All in all,
it’s a rather thorough, mildly interesting
study of the typical habits of this South

American family, and indicates a
standard of living in the city. FAIR.

high

MY NAME IS HAN. Religious Film
Association. 27m. A Protestant Film Com¬
mission production, this tells the story of
a Chinese farmer returning to his home
after the war, only to find his land and
house in ruins. While his family has
faith in God, Han thinks the only way to
recover is to toil and sweat, and doesn’t
believe that anything can help except his
own muscles. However, when his son is
hurt, and the mission cares for him, group¬
ing together to help with the harvesting,
Han changes his outlook, and becomes a
good Christian. This doesn’t carry much
appeal for theatres except in the highly
religious areas, but should serve its pur¬
pose in non-commercial outlets. GOOD.
(Available in 35mm. and 16mm.)
THE CHURCH IN THE ATOMIC AGE.
Film Program Services. 19m. The film
begins its story at the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, and then traces the events leading
to the dropping of the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The camera re¬
turns to the scenes of destruction, and
takes a look at the dead, wounded', and
charred sprawled about the countryside.
The film then raises the question of
whether the bomb should be used in the
future, and was it right to drop the bomb
on Japan? This is to be used to stimulate
discussion in schools, forums, etc., and is
not commercially available as yet. GOOD.
(16mm. only.)
FIRST STEPS. Film Program Services.
11m. This dedicates itself to the children
handicapped by physical disabilities. Re¬
cipient of the Academy Award as the
most outstanding documentary of 1947,
the film describes and demonstrates the
proper treatment of handicapped children,
and tells how they are being taught to
use their impaired limbs again. The camera
centers on one boy, for the most part, and
describes the different stages he faces
until he is able to walk again. This packs
plenty of wallop. EXCELLENT. (16mm.
and 35mm. Available in both.)
COLOUR IN CLAY. British Information
Services. 11m. Filmed in Technicolor, this
is the story of modern pottery. This is an
informative one-reeler although it doesn’t
carry an abundance of entertainment
value. GOOD. (Available in 16mm.)
COLOUR. British Information Services.
15m. Produced in Technicolor, this is a
discussion of the uses and origin of color
and color dyes. The film reverts to the
time when color dyes first came into ex¬
istence, and explains the chemical pro¬
cesses attached to each color scheme. The
film has utilized its Technicolor to good
advantage, and offers something new to
a general audience. GOOD. (Available in
16mm.)
A DAY AT THE FAIR. - Vitaphone—
Technicolor Specials. 20m. This covers a
day at the Iowa Centennial, and covers,
via the color camera, the displays of
farm machinery, products, other exhibits,
poultry, livestock, horses, etc. Much foot¬
age is given to entries of the 4-H Club
members and judging. The 4-H girls’
fashion show of home-made dresses is
also shown, as are other regular fair fea¬
tures such as the midway amusements,
barbecue, horseshoe pitching contest, old
fiddlers’ contest, beard growers’ contest,
harness racing, auto thrill show, and some
bits of old country customs brought to the
state by those emigrating from Scotland
and Holland. It’s a fast moving, interesting
subject, written and directed by Saul
Elkins. GOOD. (4006).
*

(Continued on page 2415)
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OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle-Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE-96m.-UA .2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle-Lion .2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO . 2284
OVERLAND TRAILS-58m.-Monogram .2357
P
PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia .2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA-50m.-Artkino .2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.—RKO .224*
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn . 2335
PANHANDLE—85m.—Allied Artists .X.2324
PANIC-97m.-Tricolore . 2296
PARADINE CASE, THE—116m.—SRO .2312
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-53m.-Monogram . 2399
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished .2335
PATIENT VANISHES, THE—76m.—Film Classics .2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
PERSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-lOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MISSION-58m.Eagle-Lion .2247
PICADILLY INCIDENT—88m.—MGM .2332
PIRATE, THE—101'/2m.—MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-1nt.2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE-86m.-Siritzky-lnt.2412
PRAIRIE EXPRESS—54m.—Monogram . 2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion .2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columbia .2299

R
RACE STREET—79m.—RKO .2410
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—64m.—RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion
.2260
RAVEN, THE—90m.—Westport Int.2351
RAW DEAL—78m.—Eagle Lion .2393
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m.-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia
.2315
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-59m.-RKO . 2300
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi .2286
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eagle-Lion.2275
Eagle-Lion .
2275
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—90m.—RKO .2389
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Columbia .2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished .2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-lOlm.-U-Int. 2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbia .2267
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL—53m.—Monogram . 2269
RIFFRAFF—80m.—RKO
.2235
RIVER LADY—73m.-U-Int. 2391
ROAD TO RIO—100m.—Paramount .2284
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild .2278
ROBIN HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram .2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71m.-Republic .2248
ROCKY—76m.—Monogram .2339
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-99m.-Warners .2411
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE-86m.-Lopert .2402
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA .2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA—65m.—Columbia .2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .2317
ROSES ARE RED—67m.—20th-Fox .2278
ROSSINI—95m.—Best .2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m.—Artkino
. 2255
RUTHLESS—102m.—Eagle Lion . 2363

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
(Continued from page 2414)
LIVING WITH LIONS. Vitaphone—Ad¬
venture Specials. 10m. This unusual sub¬
ject shows some excellent hard-to-believe
shots of lions actually living with a fellow
named Scott in South Africa. He and his
wife play with them as well as leopards.
There is no attempt made at training
them, but it is evident that he is not afraid
of them, nor them of he. They wrestle
together, and the Mrs. has a leopard cub
to tea. EXCELLENT. (4806).
SO YOU WANT TO BE A DETECTIVE.
Vitaphone—Joe McDoakes Comedies. 10m.
In this burlesque of detective thrill¬
ers, Joe McDoakes, as a private eye, ribs
this type of fiction and film. He has a
dead dame in a filing cabinet, demonstrates
in ludicrous manner how to get into any
house, tangles with Num Num, the brain,
who has muscled in on the kids’ bubble
gum racket, shoots the ‘tall man’, etc., and
winds up killing Gilmore, his off screen
aide. Finally, he wakes up. He is only
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SAIGON—94m.—Paramount .2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount .2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor .2255
SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-95m.-20th-Fox .2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98>/2m.-U-lnt.2312
SECRF1 LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE-108m.-RKO 2235
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR-60m.-Republic.2401
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-81m.-U-lnt.2301
SEPIA CINDERELLA—70m.—Screen Guild .2294
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO .2235
SHADOW VALLEY—58m.—Eagle-Lion .2292
SHAGGY—71 m.—Paramount .2373
SHAKUNTAl A—72m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2310
SHOWTIME—90m.—English Films .2412
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia .2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF-69m.-Monogram .2233
S’ L ENT CONFLICT—61m.—U A .2368
SILVER RIVER-1 lOm.-Warners .2391
TI N0 1 RETT Y—84m .—20th - Fox .2350
SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia .2339
16 FATHOMS DEEP-83m.-Monogram
2409
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .2318
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners.2302
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic .2325
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogram .2307
SMART WOMAN—93m.—Allied Artists .2357
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE—67m.—Columbia .2259
SMUGGLERS, THE-85m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
SO EVIL MY LOVE—108V2m.—Paramount .2400
SO THIS IS NEW YORK—79V2m.—UA .2390
SO WELL REMEMBERED—86m.—RKO .2277
SON OF RUSTY, THE-69m.-Columbia .2231
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino .2384
SONG OF IDAHO—66m.—Columbia .2387
SONG OF LOVE-117m.-MGM.2232
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artists .2277
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram .2339
SONG OF THE THIN MAN—86m.—MGM.2232
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount .2340
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics .2260
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .2377
SPRINGTIME—76V2m.—Four Continents .2327
STAGE STRUCK—70m.—Monogram .2388
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM .2365
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfilm .2310
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbia .2372
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM .2348
SWAMP WATER—90m.-20th-Fox .2237
SWEET GENEVIEVE—68m.—Columbia .2275
SWORD OF THE AVENGER—76m.—Eagle Lion .2380
SWORDSMAN, THE-81 m.-Columbia .2268
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—85m.—AF .2310

T
TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion . 2331
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO .2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE—71m.—MGM .2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PIPIT—81m.—U-Int.2248
TENDER YEARS, THE-81m.-20th-Fox .2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .2316
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners .2270
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—67m.—20th-Fox .2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM .
2260
THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm .2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM .2332
THUNDERHOOF—77m.—Columbia .2409
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO .2325
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-109m.-UA .2401
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348

T-MEN—91m.—Eagle Lion .2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE—85m.—Times .
2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbia .2316
TO THE VICTOR—101m.—Warners .
2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox
2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion .
2339
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild
2318
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbia
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE—126m.—Warners
2308
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—44m.—Artkino .
2413
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO
2312
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia 2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg .2310
TYCOON—128m.—RKO . 2293

U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount . 2253
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS-70m.-Republic .2389
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-65m.-Republic .2300
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60Vam.-RKO . 2236
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE—101 m.—MGM . 2232
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warners . 2254
UP IN CENTRAL PARK-87m.-U-lnt. 2402
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt.2273

V
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS-78m.-Warners .2375
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE—77m.—UA .2402
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE-103m.-Warners.2309
VOLPONE—105m.—Siritzky-Int.2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int. 2335

W
WALLFLOWER—77m.—Warners .2394
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT-63m.-Paramount .2388
WEST OF SONORA—55m.—Columbia .2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO .2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—Astor .2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion .2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL—68m.—Columbia .2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-41m.-Screen Guild ... 2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE—75m.—Paramount .2260
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS—54m.—Columbia .2399
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle-Lion .2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE-62m.-Weiss
.2141
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN (Laff-Time-Part 2)50m.—UA .2390
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS-95m.-Film Rights Int. 2392
WILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic .2261
WILD HARVEST—92m.—Paramount .2234
WILD HORSE MESA-61 m.-RKO .2285
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-60m.-Film Classics .2387
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino .2296
WINTER MEETING—104m.—Warners .2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int. . 2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners .2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia .2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt.2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM
.2253
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-68m.-Columbia . 2328

Y
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox .2326

Z
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—79m.—Artkino .2286

GOOD.

tosses hapless Sam off, and gets on with
the gals himself. FAIR. (3725).

LET’S SING A SONG FROM THE
MOVIES. Vitaphone—Memories Of Melody
Lane. 10m. A novel idea combines new
titles for audience song participation with
clips from the following song numbers in
old features: Ethel Waters rendering “Am
I Blue”; “By A Waterfall,” from “Footlight
Parade”; Alexis Smith, singing “Some
Sunday Morning” from “San Antonio,”
and Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan sing¬
ing “Gal In Calico” from “The Time, The
Place, and The Girl.” A good editing job is
evident here. GOOD. (4206).

RATTLED
ROOSTER.
Vitaphone —
Looney Tunes. 7m. The hens outwit the
rooster, and prove that the early bird gets
the worm. Hungry, the rooster, starts on
a worm search, and encounters a tough
little fellow, who bests him at every turn.
Finally, the worm poses as a rattle snake,
and scares the rooster, before a femme
rattle snake falls for him. The worm and
the rooster then join forces to rout the
rattle snake. FAIR. (4705).

the janitor
(4406).

to

a

private

dick.

BUGS BUNNY RIDES AGAIN. Vita¬
phone—Bugs Bunny Specials. 7m. A bur¬
lesque on westerns, this has Bugs tangling
with Yosemite Sam, the “baddest man
what am.” The usual feud ensues, with
plenty of ridin’, shootin’, etc., until Bugs
suggests a card game to see who gets out
of town. Bugs wins, Sam has to go, and
gets on a train full of bathing beauties
Miami bound, but Bugs, at the last minute,

THE RACE RIDER. Vitaphone—Sports
Parade. 10m. A young boy dreams of be¬
ing a jockey. The camera follows him
through his apprenticeship, his one year
as a “bug”, when he learns all of the
skill required for the job, learns how to
keep his weight down in the gym, and how
to keep fit, up to his ultimate success in
the winner’s circle after he-rides a horse
to victory in the Derby. This is an interest
holding reel with good color photography.
GOOD. (4510).
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CRUSADES, THE—-126m.—Paramount .2400
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
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A
ADVENTURE ISLAND-67m.-Paramount .2233
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO—75m.—Columbia .2355
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagl9 Lion .2347
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-102mWarners .2341
ALBUQUERQUE-90m.-Paramount .2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM . 2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int.2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL—64m.—Republic .2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners .2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President .2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram . 2324
ANNA KARENINA—111 m.—20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-106V2m.-U-1nt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners .2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners .2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—119V2m.—UA .2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m.-U-lnt.2358
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE—63m. -RKO .2365
ARNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM . 2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-63m.-20th-Fox .2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER—66m.—Eagle Lion .2380

I
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO .2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners .2249
BAD SISTER—90m.—U-Int.2411
BAMBI —71m.—RKO .2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-59m.-Republic . 2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert .2309
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO .2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia .2379
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram .2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.-Rank .2278
BEYOND GLORY—82m.—Paramount .2410
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film .2280
B.F.'s DAUGHTER—108m.—MGM .2331
BIG CITY-103m.-MGM .2364
BIG CLOCK, THE—95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG PUNCH, THE—80m.—Warners .2402
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.-Paramount .2283
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—62m.—Paramount .2400
BILL AND COO—61m.—Republic . 2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—108m.—RKO .
2284
BLACK BART—80m.—U-Int.2329
BLACK GOLD—89m.—Allied Artists .2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion .2323
BLACK NARCISSUS—89m:—U-Int.2295
BLIND DESIRE—88m.—Discina Int.2412
BLONDE ICE—73m.—Film Classics .2394
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle-Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia .2253
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia .2291
BLONDIE'S REWARD—67m.—Columbia .2387
BLUE VEIL, THE—91m.—Cohn
.2262
BOB AND SALLY—71 m.—Social Guidance .2413
BODY AND SOUL—104m.—UA .2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino .2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic .2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO .2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram .2268
BOYI WHAT A Gl RL-69m.-Screen Guild .2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.—MGM . 2348
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—65m.—RKO .2388
BROTHERS, THE-90m.-U-lnt .2390
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RlVER-55m.-Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65m.Columbia
.2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-80m— Screen Guild . 2236
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion . 2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.2295
C
CAGED FURY—60m.—Paramount . 2339
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND—63m.—Republic .2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110'/2m.-20th-Fox .2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-61 m.-Republic . 2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57V2m.—Monogram .2356
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—92m.—U-Int. 2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-20th-Fox .2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion .2247
CARNEGIE HALL—134m.—IJA
.2238
CARSON CITY RA!DERS-60m.-Republic .2400
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int.2350
CASS TIMBERLANE—117m.—MGM . 2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-82m.-Superfilm .2309
CHALLENGE, THE-68m.-20th-Fox . 2333
CHECK YOUR GUNS-55m-Eagle-Lion . 2283
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion . 2292
CHINESE RING, THE—67m.—Monogram . 2300
CHRIST, THE KING-75m.-Barry-Simpex .2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90m.—UA .2270
CITIZEN SAINT—68m.—Elliott .2413
CLOSE-UP—76m.—Eagle Lion . .2372
COBRA STRIKES, THE-62m.-Eagle Lion .2387
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91 m.-Distinguished .2377
CORONER CREEK—90m.—Columbia .2409
COUNTERFEITERS, THE-73m.-20th-Fox .2410
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—105m.—Film Rights Int.2359
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia . 2267
CROSSED TRAILS—53m.—Monogram .2381
CROSSFIRE—85m.—RKO
.2234
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D
DAISY KENYON—98V2m.—20th-Fox ....:.2294
DAMNED, THE—104m.—Discina Int. 2391
DANGEROUS YEARS-62m.-20th-Fox .2301
DARK PASSAGE—106m.—Warners .2249
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer .2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor .2384
DEAR MURDERER—90m.—U-Int.2391
DEEP VALLEY—104m.—Warners .2240
DESIGN FOR DEATH—48m.—RKO .2325
DESIRE ME—91m.—MGM . 2257
DEVIL SHI P—62m.—Columbia .2291
DEVIL'S CARGO-61 m.-Film Classics .2355
DEVIL'S ENVOYS, THE—118m.—Superfilm .2249
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO .2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS—96m.—Artkino .2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.-Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A-105m.-U-lnt. 2308
DOWN TO EARTH—101m.—Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70V2m.—Screen Guild .2236
DREAM GIRL—85m.—Paramount .2388
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-84m.-Films Int.
of America .2392
DRIFTWOOD—88m.—Republic .2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox .2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.-Monogram .2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-AIIied Artists .2379

E
EACH DAWN I DIE-84m.-Warners .2254
EASTER PARADE—103m. - MGM .2399
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int.2279
EMPORER WALTZ, THE-106m.-Paramount .2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
ESCAPE—78m.—20th-Fox .2401
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners .2278
ETERNAL MELODI ES-95m.-Grand! .2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int.2309
EXILE, THE—91m.—U-Int...2270
EXPOSED—59m.—Republic .2254

t
FABULOUS JOE, THE—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic .2277
FANNY—123m.—Sir itzky-Int.2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES-94m.-Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m.—Siritzky-lnt..2341
FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN'-78m.-U-Int. 2411
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-64m.-Alexander .2351
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-93m.-RKO .2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG—60m.—Astor v.2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners’.2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61m.-Eagle-Lion . 2283
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL—95m.—Classic .2412
FLAME, THE—97m.—Republic .2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .2299
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A-l 16m.-Paramount .2410
FOREVER AMBER—140m.—20th-Fox .2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOUR FACES WEST-90m.-UA .2390
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117V2m.—20th-Fox .2257
FRENCH LEAVE—64m.—Monogram .2373
FRIC-FRAC—90m.—Oxford .2412
FRIEDA—98m.—U-Int.2240
FRONTIER AGENT—56m.—Monogram .2399
FUGITIVE, THE—99m.—RKO
.2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-93m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY FREE—73m.—RKO .2234
FURIA—89m.—Film Classics .2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox .2367

G
GALLANT LEGION, THE-88m.-Republic .2401
GANGSTER, THE-84m.-Allied Artists .2260
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion
.«..2246
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-68m.-20th-Fox .2410
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic .2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide
.2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-118m.-20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell .2262
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-89m.-20th-Fox 2394
GLAMOUR GIRL—68m.—Columbia .2307
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount .
2233
GOOD NEWS—92 m.—MGM
.2292
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox .2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artkino .2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET—141m.—MGM . 2268
GREEN FOR DANGER—93m.—Eagle Lion .2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox .2382
GUN LAW—60m.—RKO . 2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monogram .2316
GUNS OF HATE—62m.—RKO .2388

H
HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA .2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox .2333
HATTER'S CASTLE-1 OOm.-Paramount .2373
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion . 2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount . 2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-71 m.-Eagle Lion ., 2299
HEART OF VIRGINIA—60m.—Republic .2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS-See Montana Mike
HENRY IV—92m.—Superfilm .2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—86m.—Columbia .2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff Time-Part l)-50m.UA .2374
HIGH TIDE—71m.—Monogram .2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM . 2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int. 2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild.2236
HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM .2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox
2237
HUNGRY HILL—94m.—U-Int.2270
HUNTED, THE—83m.—Allied Artists .2331

I
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners .2334
I, JANE DOE—85m.—Republic .2389
I LOVE TROUBLE—94m.—Columbia .2307
I REMEMBER MAMA-134in.-RKO .2358
I WALK ALONE—98m.—Paramount .2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-96m.-20th-Fox .2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—LeLarge—E.C.D.2334
IF WINTER COMES—97m.—MGM .2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO .2332
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic .2366
INTERMEZZO—70m.—SRO .2278
INTRIGUE—90m.—UA .2301
INVISIBLE WALL. THE-73m.-20th-Fox .2263
IRON CURTAIN, THE—87m.—20th-Fox .2389
IT HAD TO BE YOU-98m.-Columbia .2267

J
JASSY—96m.—U-Int.i... 2334
JENNY LAMOUR—102 m.—Vog .,.2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners .2286
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-65m.-Monogram 2317
JINX MONEY—68m.—Monogram .2399
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72m.Monogram .2233

K
KEY WITNESS—67m.—Columbia .2253
KILLER DILL-71 rn.-Screen Guild .2237
KILLER McCOY—102m.—MGM .2276
KING OF THE BANDITS—65m.-Monogram .2268
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—60m.—Republic .2401
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327

l
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)—
92m.—Superfilm ...... 2279
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .2371
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robbin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL-56m.-Columbia .2315
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.-Columbia .2259
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO .2300
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—67m.—20th-Fox .2349
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86V2m.U-Int.2375
LIFE WITH FATHER-118m.-Warners .2240
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic .2367
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle-Lion .2271
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-68m.-Columbia .2267
LONG NIGHT, THE-96m.-RKO .2235
LOST MOMENT, THE-88V2m.-U-lnt.2270
LOST ONE, THE—80m.—Columbia .2371
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram .2293
LOVE FROM A STRANGER-81 m.-Eagle Lion .2275
LOVER'S RETURN, A-96V2m.-Westport-Int.2327
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grandi .2279
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.-Artkino .2334
LURED—See Personal Column.

M
MAD WEDNESDAY—89m.—UA
.2239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic .2340
MAGIC TOWN-103m.-RKO .2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Republic .2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN-88m.-RKO .2269
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON-79m.-U-lnt.2414
MAN FROM TEXAS-71 m.-Eagle Lion .
2363
MAN OF EVIL—89m.—UA .
2333
MAN OF THE SEA-82m.-Hoffberg .2335
MARCO VISCONTI—109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARIUS—125m.—Siritzky Int.2392
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox . 2269
MARKED WOMAN-81 m.-Warners .2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-Republic .2236
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .2315
MATING OF MILLIE, THE-87m.—Columbia .2347
MEET ME AT DAWN 89m.-20th-Fox .2358
MELODY TIME—75m.—RKO .2394
MERTON OF THE MOVIES-81m.-MGM .2232
MICKEY—87m.—Eagle Lion .2409
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS-90m.-Distinguished .2262
MIKADO, THE—90m.—U-Int. .2391
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—105m.—20th-Fox .2411
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artkino .2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO .2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classics.2364
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—123m.—UA .2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)—96m.—UA. . 2239MOTHER WORE TIGHTS-107m.-20th-Fox
.2237
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO .2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m.—SRO .
2367
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .2384
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE-83m.-Mage .2241
MY DOG RUSTY—67m.—Columbia .2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE-85m.-Kline-Levin .2257
MY GIRL TISA—95m.—Warners .2326
MY WILD IRISH ROSE-101 m.-Warners . 2302

N

^

NAKED CITY—95m.—U-lnt.2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int.2285
NIGHT SONG-101 m.-RKO .2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-111 m.-20th-Fox .2263
NINOTCHKA—110m.—MGM . 2276
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
NOT GUILTY—94m.—Lelarge-Ariane .2392

O
OCTOBER MAN, THE-85m.-Eagle Lion .2355
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS-59m.-Republ!c ....2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES-56m.-Monogram .2373
OLD LOS ANGELES—87m.—Republic .2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-107m.-MGM .2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
—107m.—UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL—75m.—Republic .2269

(Continued on page 2415)

(The running times carried in these listings represent the latest corrected times of each feature.—Ed.)
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HOLIDAYS—SPECIAL EVENTS

luly 4— Independence Doy

SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
The Paradine Case—G. Peck, VaHi, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas

FILM CLASSICS

Tlw* Aravle Secrets—W

Garaan. M. Lord

Women In The Night—T. Birell, W. Henry
Devil's Cargo—J. Calvert, R. Hudson
Money Madness—H. Beaumont, F. Rgfferty
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Box-office successor to terrific"T-Men."
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Produced by Edward Small with

Presented

original "T-Men" team, it stars Dennis
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by J. Arthur Rai
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Lois Butle

Joan Bennett, in"HOLLOW TRIUMPH,"

Robert Cummings riotously together

— savage, factual drama of recent
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Technicolor filmization of the "1948
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action spectacle, in Cinecolor. Joan

OLYMPIC

Walter Wanger's
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Leslie, James Craig, and Jack Oakie

J. Arthur Rank. The biggest screen
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Here’s the platform on which M-G-M is winning
the popular vote in film business!
WITH optimism, with courage, with hard-punching show¬
manship the roaring Lion roars "Forward March!’#

M-G-M has the pictures and is releasing them!
OUR investment runs into untold millions but we’re not
waiting for a turn in the market. We’re creating a market
for you.

COUNTLESS millions of dollars of high-powered, star-studded
entertainment right now and in July, August and September!

IT has been a tonic for the entire business and we’re proud
that again this summer, as in past years, we have been able
to live up to our responsibility as Leader.

RIGHT now the public wants big entertainments
"HOMECOMING,’’ Frank

like

Capra’s "STATE OF THE

UNION,’’ Irving Berlin’s Technicolor musical "EASTER
PARADE.”

HAVE you seen the trade paper reviews on the marvelous
Technicolor musical "A DATE WITH JUDY”? They’re
terrific! Already sensational reports from Coast Premieres
have come in on the new Garson-Pidgeon picture "JULIA
MISBEHAVES.” And in its first engagement, another
Technicolor musical "ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU” is
S. R. O. in Philadelphia.

HOLLYWOOD is already talking about the first showing
there of the giant multi-starring Technicolor drama "THE
THREE MUSKETEERS,” a late summer release!

M-G-M has inspired the trade, electrified the trade press
and is conveying to the nation confidence in the industry we
have all built up together.

FROM every corner of the nation they’re saying it:

M-G-M GREAT IN ’48!

LOOK AT THIS SENSATIONAL PRAISE FOR

Paramount’s 3rd Great
Summer Show In A Row
"One of Paramount’s strongest offerings this season. Wallis has tossed in
enough values to intrigue any audience — dramatic intensity> quality and class
treatment—Miss Todd turns in her best performance.”
—Daily Variety
"Wallis has made artistry and showmanship synonymous in intriguingly
done suspense film carved from solid entertainment values. A melodrama whose
boxoffice fate is a natural — the kind that 'Can’t go wrong. Fascinating novel . . .
scores decisively. Milland has not been shown to such advantage since 'The Lost
Weekend’... Geraldine Fitzgerald superb.”
—Hollywood Reporter
"Suspense, excitement and movement. A feature of which [the industry] may
well be proud. In a 24-karat role, Milland turns in one of the best performances
of his career, yet is challenged for honors by Ann Todd.”
—-Boxoffice
"A particularly strong appeal for women. Gripping melodrama, unusual plot
and powerful performances. It should score in first and subsequent runs alike.”
—Showmen s Trade Review
"Absorbing story. Outstanding performances by Ann Todd, a boxoffice name of
top news value, Ray Milland and Geraldine Fitzgerald. Remarkable attention to
authentic details.”
—Motion Picture Herald
"Stands with Hollywood’s best. It reflects a high degree of excellence”—M.P. Daily

RAY

ANN

GERALDINE

ILLAND TODD FITZGERALD
By Courtesy of J. Arthur Rank

HAL WALLIS

in lli\U

? tXIlUJUI L/ production

So Ev i I My Love
Leo G. Carroll • Raymond Huntley
Martita Hunt • Raymond Lovell
Moira Lister • Roderick Lovell
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN
Screenplay by Leonard Spigelgass and Ronald Millar
Based on a novel by Joseph Shearing

JOHN EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR

iFe&eral Curran of {nuesticjattoii
llnitcfli §tatca ^Department of Kuatice
tllneliiimtoM, <D. C.

June 27,

1948

The street on which crime flourishes is the street
extending across America.
name.

It is the street with no

Organized gangsterism is once again returning.

If permitted to go unchecked,

three out of every four

Americans will eventually become its victims.
Wherever law and order break down there you will
find public indifference.
break down,

And wherever law and order

there you will

find the FBI meeting the

challenge of the new criminal onslaught.
20th Century-Fox revealed in "The House on 92nd
Street" the story of the FBI at war! Now the same
studio,

with information adapted from our files and

with the cooperation of this bureau, brings you the
story of the FBI today--"The Street With No Name"!

Starring

MARK STEVENS RICHARD WIDMARK
•

w»(. Lloyd

Nolan • Barbara Lawrence

WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL
Directed by

j

\
I H {

PRODUCTION
of
“What
Every
Bride
Should Know” has been indefinitely post¬
poned,
which
probably
would
never
happen in real life.

★
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AN OPPORTUNITY for a service company
presented itself recently when a projector
on the Queen Mary developed trouble.
However, help came from an unexpected
source when ex-King Michael, who has a
mechanical urge, offered his services.

“The Home Circuit”

★
THERE IS justice down south where a court
restrained a citizen from shining a flood¬
light into a drive-in, blinding customers,
and driving away business.

Much

publicity has been given to what is known as “The Home Circuit.”

★

Unlike the generally accepted form of circuit, this is a list of home

WITH DAYLIGHT becoming a real com¬
petitor to drive-ins in some areas, merrygo-rounds, checkerboards, rocket-ride
swings, playgrounds, etc. have all been
added to attract the kiddies, and the
parents.
A

lias been written of Hollywood, but not too much

projection rooms of prominent coast dignitaries, where, at their
convenience, they look upon new product, and make judgment.
It is common knowledge that if a film finds favor on the “The

Home Circuit,” the star or director is made in Hollywood regard¬

FEATURE RACE at Monmouth Park,
N. J., Racetrack was called the New Jersey
Allied Handicap, in honor of the organiza¬
tion’s convention held at nearby West End,

less of whether the picture has boxoffice merit.

N. J., at the same time. At presstime, as
always, it was a question of what the per¬
centage of profit was going to be.

reason for further demands upon the studio executives. There is

The result, therefore, is that when a film clicks on the circuit,

and the star or director benefits, he immediately uses that as a
one particular case of a well-known actor who refused to make an
action story, in which be was certain to be a hit. Instead, he in¬

★

sisted on making a film that fell flat on its face at the boxoffice.

THE MANNER in which theatre building
costs have gone up was never better ex¬
emplified than in New York City, where
the New York Stock Exchange had to

Many who have come from Hollywood have been impressed

with the fact that a large portion of the film colony lias little or no
regard for the commercial aspects of the business, but would rather

abandon the idea of building the smallest
motion picture theatre for its own use
when costs went up 25 per cent more than

rely on the judgment of “The Home Circuit.” This not only often
is disastrous at the boxoffice, but it proves a tremendous disad¬

the original estimate. The exchange de¬
sired to use the theatre for its own mem- ,
bers as well as to show industrial films to
visitors.

vantage to those at the studios who are firmly convinced that it is
one thing to make a film which receives “Home Circuit” praise,
and quite another to turn out one which reflects itself in peak

★
SOMETHING new was added in the censor¬
ship division in Egypt where films star¬
ring Mickey Rooney and Danny Kaye
were banned because both stars con¬
tributed money to Zionism.
—H. M. M.

!

grosses.
Dwindling grosses, of course, will eventually even affect the

opinions of those who constitute “The Home Circuit,” but it is to
be hoped that this will not occur too late.
Receipts in the nation’s theatres are down anywhere from

25-50 per cent, and while there is no panic, the impression is that
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unless Hollywood can economize, whatever savings are effected
elsewhere won’t mean much. Because of this fact, it would be well
to let the executives who know the overall picture run the pro¬
duction end of things.
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It Started Back in 1908
So The Walter Reade Circuit Held A Gala 40th Anniversary Celebration

T

Ralph Lanterman, city manager for Reade in
Long Branch, N. J., converted the Paramount
boxoffice into a huge attractive bir.hday cake.

8

HERE are not many circuits in the
nation which have been around since
1908, and those which have been
building steadily over a period of 40 years
have every reason to be proud. To keep
a large enterprise going for this length of
time in an industry as sensitive to national
and international fluctuations as our in¬
dustry is no mean feat.
Recently, the Walter Reade Circuit,
operating theatres in New York and New
Jersey, reached this prime maturity, and,
in celebration of the event, conducted a
40th Anniversary Jubilee at all its the¬
atres. Plugging the theme, “Movies are
still the cheapest and best form of family
entertainment,” the jubilee featured top
quality product.
With the cooperation of merchants and
civic groups, the houses used newspaper
advertising, radio, and stunts in addition
to their own screens to spread the word
of the anniversary. Public contests and

celebrations were planned, the theatres
themselves were especially decorated for
the entire campaign (one theatre shaping
its boxoffice in the form of a birthday
cake), and every effort was made by the
circuit to stress to the public the quality
and place of motion pictures in the aver¬
age family’s entertainment schedule.
Walter Reade, Sr., starting with one
lonely theatre in 1908, has developed his
organization into one of the largest inde¬
pendent groups in the business, and the
jubilee matched the scope of the circuit.
One of the big features was a wedding
held on the stage of the Paramount, Long
Branch, N. J., with gifts promoted from
local merchants, and the newlyweds pre¬
sented with all the usual trimmings.
In a nut shell, the whole celebration was
definitely a great success for the Reade
organization, the patrons, and does credit
to the industry, besides providing a pattern
for other circuits to follow.
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One of the big features of the jubilee was a wedding ceremony on the stage

The Lyric, Asbury Park, promoted an attractive showcase of weekly gifts as

of the Paramount, Long Branch. The couple is here seen in the denouement.

giveaway

during the

six weeks.

The

gifts

included

a

radio,

Silex,

etc.

This old fire truck was displayed in front of the Paramount, Long Branch,

Huge cut-out letters, flown from the stage riggings, were used at the Park,

for the "Fireman's Night", another feature of the impressive celebration.

Morristown, N. J.

The display was removed only when films were shown.
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Telegrams from stars whose pictures would play in Reade houses during the

The Majestic and Strand, Perth Amboy, N. J., used this lobby piece to post

six

winning numbers of "Lucky Movie Bucks".

weeks

were
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displayed.

This

is

the

Community,

Morristown,

N.

J.

Numbers were changed weekly.
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MEL KONECOFF'S NEW YORK
WE HAVE to take our hat off to A. J. Balaban, executive director, Roxy, for his
display of good old guts in these so-called perilous days. To show what we mean, last
week the theatre unveiled its new ice stage, installed at a cost that exceeded $80,000.
It seems that Balaban is one of those people who believes in not only giving the customer
what he thinks he wants but also that you’ve got to spend a buck in
order to make two. Let’s hope he is right.
The innovation was inaugurated during a special show covered
by the press, and from then on the house was offering a unique
three-for-one policy, a picture, stage show, and ice show. The expanded
program also means a higher payroll will go into effect since skating
specialists will be added. Present that night were columnist Ed Sulli¬
van, who acted as host to ye press alongside of Balaban, and a delegation
from 20th Century-Fox headed by Charlie Schlaifer, ad-pub-exploitation head and a
great public relations exponent, etc. Following the show and film, an informal party
was held on stage with excellent food,
liquid refreshment, and entertainment
that peace should reign for some time.
aplenty. Skates were provided those hardy
Queried on the foreign situation, Popkin
characters who desired to take a turn on
thought that a producer should cease to
rely on foreign revenue at a time like
ye ice. (Aside to ye ed: No, we didn’t.
We still remember our first time on
this, and concentrate on the domestic field.
He said the public is not as “big name”
skiis).
conscious in pix anymore, preferring in¬
Arthur Knorr is the man to be con¬
stead to shop for original and better
gratulated for the realization of two years
of planning, and this member of the Roxy
stories and, perhaps, new faces. He
producing staff was on hand to answer
thought that bidding for big books and
any inquiries which suggested themselves.
plays at fantastic prices was on the wane.
Operating a large circuit of first-runs
Knorr experimented with stage models
and subsequents, Popkin reported that
for the new addition two years, and the
business was off on an average of 25
ice area is big enough to permit a com¬
per cent, and that while grosses were
plete full-length ice revue, measuring 60
higher than in pre-1941, costs have so
feet across and 38 feet deep. The equip¬
risen as to reduce the margin of profit. He
ment includes the installation of two 25
horsepower General Electric compressors
felt that the public was shopping more
and a new type of brine cooler with 350
for its entertainment, and that lowering
feet of piping to carry the brine from the
admissions was not the answer whereas
engine room of the theatre to the stage
good pix are. As an exhibitor, he wasn’t
where there are 10 sections in the ice
worried about competition from television,
area, each automatically controlled. It was
shrugging it off as still in the develop¬
also necessary to install heating units to
ment stage. Should it become serious, he
allow for quick defrosting of the ice. All
opined that the industry will find a way
the ice stage equipment is in addition to
to handle it in conjunction with theatre
the theatre air-conditioning, and is oper¬
operation.
ated separately.
Construction men were working day
CARBON DEPT.: Ed Lachman, presi¬
and night for the past three months. A
dent, New Jersey Allied Theatre Owners
colonnade-designed backdrop, adaptable
of New Jersey, and an independent ex¬
to many changes with each new show, is
hibitor, last week announced that he
present as is a canopy containing 60 spot¬
was entering the theatre carbon field with
lights to highlight the glittering ice
the organization of a new company to dis¬
surface.
tribute French-made carbons. His com¬
Georgie Jessel was on hand but not on
pany is known as Carbons, Inc., and out¬
the ice as was Rose Mayer, champion
lets have already been established in
woman figure skater, but she, too, wasn’t
many major cities.
on the ice.
Jessel was enthused about
Lachman expected to sell his carbons
his forthcoming “Burlesque.”
at existing price levels, and already, he
said, the demand is exceeding the supply.
PAY THE PIPER DEPT.: At a buffet
The new entry is known as the Lorraine
Carbon.
luncheon in his hotel suite, exhibitorproducer Harry Popkin last week an¬
The amount of Lorraine Carbons avail¬
nounced that he had recently signed a
able will depend at the start to a great
four-year contract with United Artists
extent on the limited facilities of the fac¬
calling for the distribution of 10 pictures
tory in France. However, he plans the
over that period of time, the first being
eventual erection of a plant here. Lach¬
“My Dear Secretary,” with Laraine Day,
man expects to continue in exhibition.
Keenan Wynn, etc., which cost one mil¬
lion. The second wi'l be “Impact,” with
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: The
a New York background, most of the
other day a theatre manager and a pub¬
exteriors for which will be shot here,
licity man presented a pretty concrete
and budgeted at $900,000. Popkin an¬
example of how to cement relations with
nounced that he will deliver three pix to
the public. Occasion was the1 installation
UA before Jan. 15.
of a new cooling plant and new seats at
He opined that the production scene
the RKO Greenpoint, Brooklyn, and man¬
was changing, and that the quickie pro¬
ager James Bergen and press agent Pat
moters were being driven from the movie
Grosso took advantage of it to reintro¬
capital by banks cutting off the funds for
duce the house1 to its patrons, stressing its
all
except
legitimate
producers.
He
new look and new comfort via an attrac¬
thought that Hollywood was through fac¬
tive four-fold herald. . . . The Criterion
ing strikes for some time to come, and
lobby has a display of home-made weap-

Waltz and Regards'
Lead Broadway Grosses
New York—Radio City Music Hall and
the Roxy lead the Broadway first-runs last
week in what otherwise proved to be an
average week for this time of the year.
According to usually reliable sources
reaching The Exhibitor, the break-down
was as follows:

“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para.).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
reported $91,000 for Wednesday through
Sunday, the second week heading toward
$153,000.
“GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROAD¬
WAY” (20th-Fox). Roxy, with stage show
and
ice
show, claimed
$105,000
for
Wednesday through Sunday, with the
opening week sure to top $135,000.
“ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS”
(WB). Strand, with stage show, hit $24,000
for Friday through Sunday, with the first
week anticipated at $48,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
was headed for $14,000 on the 10th week.
“A NIGHT AT THE OPERA” (MGM).
Gotham claimed $9,200 for the seventh and
last week.
“DREAM GIRL” (Para.). Paramount,
with stage show, had a $65,000 second
week.
“THE
LADY
FROM
SHANGHAI”
(Col.). Criterion did $21,000 on the third
week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Astor had
$21,000 for the fifth week.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair claimed $22,500 for the fifth week.
“SUMMER HOLIDAY” (MGM). Loew’s
State hit $15,000 for the third week.
“BAD SISTER” (U-I). Winter Garden
claimed $5,000 for the last five days of the
third week.
“THE END OF THE RIVER” (U-I).
Park Avenue garnered $4,000 for the sec¬
ond week.

MPAA Wins Delay
New York—The MPAA and member
companies last week won a month’s delay
in U. S. District Court to file answer to
the Screen Writer’s Guild suit asking for
an injunction to stop an alleged conspir¬
acy against the hiring by the majors of
persons suspected of being subversive.

ons made by the convicts of the Colorado
State Penitentiary used in their “break”
of last December to plug the forthcoming
“Canon City,” prison thriller. . . . The
Winter Garden is constructing a special
front, featuring a giant-sized, animated
tiger, and utilizing jungle foliage and
bamboo poles, for the world premiere of
“Man-Eater Of Kumaon. , . . Gene Autry
will be the “Fall Guy” for the next lunch¬
eon session of the Circus Saints And Sin¬
ners in September. . . . Radio City is
breaking records with “The Emperor
Waltz.” . . . General D. D. Eisenhower,
hosted a special screening of “Beyond
Glory” at the' Paramount projection room.
. . . A neat pressbook is out on “The
Crusades,” which opens locally at the
Monte Salmon emporium, the Rivoli.
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Carolinas Exhibs
Discuss Problems
Myrtle Beach, S. C.—The Theatre Own¬

ers of North and South Carolina last week
heard Herman M. Levy, TOA general
counsel, blast “so-called exhibitor lead¬
ers” who encourage their membership to
bring court action against distributors
without resorting to efforts of compro¬
mise. Levy warned that years of “expen¬
sive, debilitating litigations” could de¬
stroy the industry “which has been so
good for so long to so many people.”
If not destroyed completely, Levy said,
the industry would be forced into the
“bureaucratic hands of a governmental
agency hopelessly structured by, and
bound in, red tape. If either of these
events occurs, the fault and blame will
lie with both exhibition and distribution
and their colossal failure and neglect to
realize and appreciate that intelligent self¬
regulation, conciliation and compromise
could have constituted the brakes,” he
warned.
Levy outlined a five-point program as
an “irreducible minimum” if chaos is to
be avoided: 1-—A perspective that all parts
of the industry are interdependent and the
discarding of the type of reasoning that
says “what is good for distribution must
be bad for exhibition and vice versa”; 2—
Distributors should reexamine practices,
even if legal, which are claimed to be un¬
fair to exhibitors; 3—The end of strict
adherence to “legal rights”; 4—Exhibitors
must realize that they eventually pay for
industry strife through increased rental;
5—An industry forum, on the lines of
arbitration.
Gael Sullivan, new executive director,
TOA, called on theatremen to coordinate
action against censorship, taxes, discrim¬
inatory legislations, and similar “business
throttlers.” Sullivan said that the crisis
“is one of leadership—not the lack of it,
but the will to participate directly and
fully in civic affairs.” Exhibitors must be¬
come civic leaders to assume a community
position along with the banker, the editor
and druggist, he pointed out. “On the
ever widening front in the fight against
disease, crime, bad housing, and inade¬
quate recreation for young and old, the
voice of the exhibitor will receive a re¬
spectful hearing. He must not wait to be
called. He must ask to be heard.”
More than 200 exhibitors attended the
two-day convention. The board of direc¬
tors met before the sessions, President
George D. Carpenter, Valdese, N. C., pre¬
siding. The delegates were welcomed by
Mayor Harry Televast. A closed exhibi¬
tors’ meeting was held with the commit¬
tees reporting on membership, 16mm.,
public activities, legislation, film rentals,
accessories, trailers, and television. Levy
also conducted an open forum on legal
matters.
Entertainment for the delegates and
wives included a beach party, tennis, fish¬
ing, surf bathing, bingo, dancing, and
winding up with a banquet.

Portland House Burns
Portland, Ore.—The Highway building
on Sandy Boulevard near N.E. 52nd Ave¬
nue was destroyed by an early morning
fire of undetermined origin last week. The
estimated loss is $100,000.
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North Central Allied
Plans Damage Suits
MINNEAPOLIS—Damage suits on a
wholesale basis against exhibitors who
allegedly condition the sale of one pic¬
ture on that of another in violation
of the U. S. Supreme Court decision in
the Paramount anti-trust suit will be
brought by North Central Allied in
behalf of exhibitors, it was revealed
last week.
NCA is currently gathering evi¬
dence, and will file papers when the
necessary data has been collected. The
NCA board also charged that distrib¬
utors are ignoring the theatre-bytheatre clause of the decision by insist¬
ing exhibitors owning more than one
theatre take on the forced group of
pictures for their houses.
NCA also plans to present the affi¬
davits to the U. S. department of
justice for contempt proceedings.
“We have been informed that Wash¬
ington (the Department of Justice)
will go ahead with the contempt pro¬
ceedings as soon as we give them the
necessary evidence,” Ben Berger, NCA
president, said.

The Completely

NEW
1947-48EDITION

"Canon City" Bows July 2

is now available!

Canon City, Colo.—The world pre¬
miere of Eagle Lion’s “Canon City,” semifactual film based on the dramatic prison
break from the Colorado State Peni¬
tentiary located here, was last week set
for July 2 at the Rex and Skyline as the
touch-off to the largest simultaneous terri¬
torial film premiere in the history of the
Rocky Mountain Empire. In all, more than
150 major theatres will open the film in
the six-state area, headed by the de luxe
Paramount and Weber, Denver, on July 6.
The announcement was made by William
J. Heineman, Eagle Lion vice-president in
charge of distribution, and executives of
Fox Intermountain Theatres, McCormickFox Theatres, Westland Theatre Circuit, and
leading independent exhibitors. Details of
the world premiere, which will bring
Canon City its first “Hollywood style” pre¬
miere with Klieg lights and all the color
and excitement of the movie capital, are
now being worked out by Jerry Pickman,
Eagle Lion Films’ assistant director of
advertising, publicity, and exploitation,
who recently spent a week in conference
with warden Roy Best and theatre officials.

• 612 PAGES
• 1454 PHOTOS and DRAWINGS
• NEARLY 6 POUNDS
• BURSTING WITH USEFULNESS
30 Pages, 56 Photographs and 7 Blue*
prints (one 34"x20") on Drive-in Theatres
27 Pages and 32 Blueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes
96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building
19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres
38 Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over
—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.

Lachman Heads Carbon Unit
New York—Edward Lachman, indepen¬
dent New Jersey exhibitor, announced last
week that he has acquired the North
American distribution rights to the French
Lorraine carbon. He said he would re¬
lease the product on the domestic market
through Carbons, Inc., recently formed
corporation which he heads.
Lachman is also president of Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey. He said
that the company will observe “all com¬
petitive regulations” with the price the
same as that of the carbon currently in
use. Carbons, Inc., will distribute the
French product through outlets in the
New Orleans, New York, Albany, Syracuse-Buffalo, Chicago, Kansas City, Den¬
ver, and Los Angeles territories.

DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!
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($3.00 per copy for all Foreign shipments.)
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“Optimism In The Fall”
"After seeing

a couple of. shows like ‘A

Foreign Affair and 'Beyond Glory/ to be re¬
leased by Paramount in the late summer and fall,
one has reason to become optimistic over 'the
new look7 found within the
industry following the pro¬
duction revamping which
took place after the seri¬
ousness of the British tax
situation became evident.

fin

"It

isn’t only

that both

shows are strong boxoffice

couraging

timism!

entries, but rather that they
represent a new viewpoint
that combines a showman¬
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''Exhibitors

expect

that from Hollywood must
come a line of product
which will not only offset the current dip in
grosses but also assure patrons that under the
new regime the coast is able to deliver more
entertaining pictures at less cost. So much has
been said about cutting overhead in Hollywood

that audiences probably figure what is coming
can never measure up to the better shows of

Jean Arthur • Marlene Dietrich
John Lund in
“A FOREIGN AFFAIR”
Produced by Charles Brackett
Directed by Billy Wilder

the past.
"'A Foreign Affair’ not only has a star
lure, but it takes a new subject, and handles it
in such fashion as to cause considerable enter¬
tainment, while still bringing out the import¬
ance of the problem, itself, the
fraternization of American sol¬
diers.

Beyond Glory’ proves

that it is still possible to produce
a film about West Point without
adhering to the inevitable foot¬
ball line. Both are certain boxoffice hits.
"There is reason to believe that Hollywood

is serious about its desire to cooperate with the
rest of the industry in bringing in saleable,
entertaining merchandise at a lesser cost with¬
out sacrificing quality. Exhibitors are willing
to pay a fair price for pictures if the dough is
in these shows. The record has always showed

Alan Ladd • Donna Reed
in “BEYOND GLORY”
Produced by Robert Fellows
Directed by John Farrow
•

Bing Crosby .Joan Fontaine in
“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
Color by Technicolor
Produced by Charles Brackett
Directed by Billy Wilder
•
Betty Hutton
Macdonald Carey
in “DREAM GIRL”
A Mitchell Leisen Production
Produced by P. J. Wolfson
Directed by Mitchell Leisen
•
Ray Milland • Ann Todd
Geraldine Fitzgerald
in Hal Wallis’ Production
“SO EVIL MY LOVE”
Directed by Lewis Allen

that.
"The pattern has been set. It is singularly

encouraging.”
—From an Editorial by Jay Emanuel in "The Exhibitor" of June 2nd
4
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Johnston Protests
British Tax To Gov't

Film Rentals Revealed
At Coast Video Hearing

Washington — Eric Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Export Association, re¬
quested the government last week to
protest to the British government against
the 45 per cent British screen quota.
The request was made to Secretary of
State Marshall in a communication de¬
livered at the State Department.
Later, Johnston said: “On behalf of our
industry I have asked our government
to do two things: First, to protest in vig¬
orous terms to the British government
against restriction of a quota which re¬
quires British theatres to reserve 45 per
cent of the screen playing time for British
pictures.
“Second, to ask the British government
to enter negotiations promptly with our
government to reduce drastically or elimi¬
nate entirely this quota.
“This 45 per cent quota is excessive, un¬
necessary, and impossible of fulfillment,
and violates the spirit of the film agree¬
ment recently negotiated between the
British government and the American
motion picture industry.
“It also circumvents undertaking as¬
sumed by the British government and our
government to promote expansion of trade
among nations.
“We just cannot understand how the
British government can take an action of
this kind at a time when the U. S. is
spending billions of dollars in behalf of
world economic recovery.
The key to
world recovery for which America is
striving is the strengthening and broaden¬
ing of world trade and commerce.
“The 45 per cent British screen quota
runs counter to these aims and objec¬
tives. It is a throw-back to the old system
of barriers and restrictions which so long
plagued the world, and which has always
resulted in world economic chaos.”

Paramount's
west
coast
television
head, appearing before the FCC in

Technicolor Output Up
Hollywood — It
was announced last
week that Technicolor, Inc., turned out
24,000,000 feet of color film in both March
and April, with the current year ex¬
pected to hit 260,000,000 feet. Last year
saw 220,000,000. When current expansion
plans of $3,500,000 are completed, the
company hopes to hit an annual capacity
of 320,000,000.
By the end of the year, print deliv¬
eries to its customers will come through
in an average of five months, comparing
to the nine-month time for delivery in
recent months.
Foreign prints are being delivered at an
approximately normal rate, at a little over
four months delivery.

Selznick Tele Set
New York—Officers of the newly-formed

Selznick Television Corporation, chartered
in Delaware, with offices in New York,
were announced last week.
President of the firm is Milton A.
Kramer. Richard S. Greenlee is vice-presi¬
dent and secretary, and Leonard R. Case
is treasurer. Kramer and Greenlee are
members of David O. Selznick’s legal ad¬
visors in New York, the firm of Paine,
Kramer, and Marx.
Cecil Barker, assistant to Selznick, has
been conducting a television survey in
New York for the past three months.

WASHINGTON — Klaus Landsberg,

the San Francisco television hearings,
said last week that his company esti¬
mated that film rentals would amount
to only $25,000 per year. He said
that the figure was based on an esti¬
mated outlay of $70 per day for film
rental as part of the $600,000 outlay
estimated
for
a
50-hour-per-week
operation in the first year of the station
Paramount

is

seeking

in

San Fran¬

cisco.
It was proposed that the Paramount
payroll average 40 workers but Vin¬
cent Welch, 20th Century-Fox attor¬
ney, pointed out that station KTLA
currently has 75 employes for an aver¬
age of only 35 hours per week on the
air.

_

“Mickey" In Dual Bow
Moline, III.—This city and the nearby

midwestern metropolis of Des Moines were
taken over 100 per cent by “Mickey,”
Eagle Lion’s Cinecolor musical romance,
which world premiered at the Le Claire
and Paradise, and which opened at the
Paramount and Ingersoll, Des Moines, as
a highlight of the combined Swedish Cen¬
tennial Celebration and the Hawkeye
Holidays Celebration marking the 104th
anniversary of Iowa’s admission to state¬
hood.
The promotion campaign, as conceived
by the staff of Max E. Youngstein EL vicepresident in charge of advertising, pub¬
licity, and exploitation, and executed under
direction of exploitation manager Arthur
Jeffrey, was keyed to the personal appear¬
ance of Lois Butler, youthful singing star
of “Mickey,” at the head of a large con¬
tingent of Hollywood personalities, in¬
cluding Noreen Nash and Signe Hasso. In
Des Moines, Miss Butler acted as official
hostess to visiting Swedish Prince Bertil,
son of the Crown Prince.
Youngstein was invited to address the
Iowa State Chamber of Commerce at its
annual Hawkeye Queen luncheon on June
23 in Des Moines.

Minnesota Tax Sought
Faribault, Minn.—Broadened authority
for local amusement admissions taxes is
included in a program which will be pre¬
sented to the 1949 Minnesota legislature
by the League of Minnesota Municipali¬
ties, according to announcement of the
program last week by C. C. Ludwig,
league executive secretary.
As part of its legislative program for
next year, it was revealed, the league will
seek the enactment of legislation to enable
Minnesota cities and villages to levy an
admissions tax, regardless of any charter
prohibitions, when the federal admissions
tax is reduced or abolished. The local tax
would be no greater than the amount of
reduction in the federal levy.

Cunningham Bill Dead
New York—Joseph T. Sharkey, majority
leader, in the City Council, said last
week that to all practical purposes the
Cunningham censorship bill has been
killed. The bill, which would have in¬
creased License Commissioner Fielding’s
powers over the stage and screen, was

New Pictures Top
Film Classics List
New York—Bernard Kranze, vice-presi¬
dent and world-wide sales chief, Film
Classics, announced last week that the
company will release 34 new pictures dur¬
ing the 1948-49 season. Not less than 17
will be filmed in Cinecolor, and one
of these will be a 12-chapter serial, “Silver
King.”
Of several reissues slated for release
during the same period, two of Alexander
Korda’s top the list, “Drums” and “Four
Feathers.”
As for the new productions, three are
scheduled for early release, “Sofia,” “Mir¬
aculous Journey,” and “Unknown Island,”
all in Cinecolor. “Sofia” was produced by
Robert R. Presnell, Sr., and John Rein¬
hardt, and directed by Reinhardt. In the
cast are Gene Raymond, Sigrid Gurie,
Patricia Morison, and Mischa Auer. “Mir¬
aculous Journey,” a melodrama, was pro¬
duced by Sigmund Neufeld, and directed
by Peter Stewart. The cast includes Rory
Calhoun, Audrey Long, Virginia Grey,
June Story, Thurston Hall, and Carole
Donne. “Unknown Island,” was produced
by Albert Jay Cohen, and directed by Jack
Bernhard. The cast includes Virginia Grey,
Phil Reed, Barton MacLane.
The rest of the schedule includes:
“Return To Treasure Island,” in Cine¬
color, produced by Alan Posner and Sam
X. Abarbanel; “Babes In Toyland,” in
Cinecolor, produced by Boris Morros;
“Daughter Of Ramona,” in Cinecolor, pro¬
duced by Martin Mooney and Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr.; “God’s Children,” in Cine¬
color, produced by W. Lee Wilder; “Flor¬
entine Chest,” to be produced in Italy by
Dario Sabatello, with dialogue in English;
“Capri Magic,” also to be produced in
Italy by Dario Sabatello with English dia¬
logue; six westerns, all in Cinecolor, to
be produced by A. L. Kane; three pictures
to be produced by Walter Bachelor, two
of them “Hellgate” and “Gay Street”; three
pictures to be produced by Gregory, Cook,
and Griffith, the first, featuring Boris Kar¬
loff and Bela Lugosi, tentatively titled
“The Strange Case Of Malcolm Craig.”
Also a State Department story, as yet
untitled; a large-budget western in Cine¬
color; a picture starring Milton Berle;
“Bar Mothers,” produced by John Rogers;
“Fatima,” in Cinecolor; “Pocahontas,” in
Cinecolor; Two “Falcon” pictures to be
produced by W. Lee Wilder; “Shark Man.’’
to be produced by Insular Films, Inc., and
three “Inner Sanctum” pictures to be
produced by M.R.S. Pictures, Inc., from
the Simon and Schuster stories.

Dezel Men Meeting
Chicago—Albert Dezel Productions, Inc.,
held a regional sales meeting on June
25-26 at the Blackstone Hotel. The fol¬
lowing managers of Dezel’s branches at¬
tended:
Edward
Salzberg,
Cincinnati;
Walter Lambader, Kansas City; John
Walsh, St. Louis; Edwin Bergman, Cleve¬
land, and Sol Cohen and Sam Kaplan,
Chicago.
Albert Dezel presided over the meet¬
ings, and set up the program for his ex¬
changes for the seasons of 1948-49.

returned to the General Welfare Commit¬
tee. Fielding had opposed the bill.
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CANON CITY” BOWS READIED; EISENHOWER AT SCREENING, OTHER ITEMS

General Dwight Eisenhower was welcomed to the
Paramount projection room by Adolph Zukor when
the General recently hosted Generals Hodges and
Doolittle, as well as a large party of army officers
at a screening of Paramount's "Beyond Glory" in
New York. The production has a West Point locale.

Following the recent screening of RKO's "This Is
America" two-reeler, "Letter To A Rebel," at the
National Federation of Sales Executives convention
in New York, Eric Johnston, center, received congrats
from Gene Flack, left, retiring NFSE president, and
Alfred Schindler, right, the NFSE board chairman.

Edward G. Robinson recently arrived in New York
with his son, Manny, where he participated in many
activities in connection with his Warner starrer,
"Key Largo." Later, the pair left for Paris to join
the actor's wife, Mrs. Gladys Robinson, for the open¬
ing of her art exhibit, which will take place there.

The pier at Southhampton, England, is the scene cfter
the recent arrival of Spencer Tracy and Deborah
Kerr to make "Edward, My Son" for MGM. Miss
Kerr's nurse holds the star's baby, while sporting the
cigar is Ben Goetz, head, MGM's British production.

One of FitzPatrick's famous MGM Traveltalks gets
underway in New York as producer James A. FitzPatrick and his cameraman line up an interesting
shot of the local Williamsburg Bridge. This is the first
of the globe-circling series dealing with Gotham.

Attending the recent AMPA luncheon in the Hotel
Astor, New York, were Irene Rich, featured in RKO's
"Fort Apache," and Judge Edward G. Maguire, co¬
ordinator of Mayor O'Dwyer's motion picture com¬
mittee, who was principal speaker at the affair.

When Billy Wilder, right, recently arrived in New
York, he was met by Charles Brackett, his collaborator
on Paramount's "The Emperor Waltz." This team
was responsible for the smash, "The Lost Weekend."

Visual proof that Paramount's "The Emperor Waltz" recently opened to one of the greatest opening day grosses
in the history of New York's Radio City Music Hall is offered here. The line started under the marquee on
50th Street, and stretched east toward Rockefeller Plaza. Helping no end in packing in the patrons was the
name value of the film's two very popular stars, Bing Crosby and Joan Fontaine, along with the Technicolor.

tsU
HI
11 11
Ml
III

The famous jail break from the Colorado State Penitentiary in December, T947,
is the subject of Eagle Lion's "Canon City," with the film preeming in 150 theatres
in the Rocky Mountain area. Discussing plans recently in Canon City, Col., for
the extensive campaign, were, left to right: Martin R. Austin, EL Denver branch
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manager; Roy Best, warden, State Penitentiary, who portrays himself in the film;
Harold Rice, Fox Intermountain Theatres; H. E. Goilogher, Fox Intermountain;
Pest, Jerry Pickman, EL assistant ad-publicity director, and Milt Andrus, local
Chamber of Commerce. Pickman coordinated details for the day-and-date openings.
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U-I Readying
Four Big Premieres
New York—July has been designated
“Universal-International World Premiere
Month,” with the company having set a
record four world premieres of its impor¬
tant pictures to take place in different
sections of the country during the month,
William A. Scully, U-I vice-president and
general sales manager, announced last
week.
All-out advertising and exploitation
campaigns, including personal appearances
of stars and featured players and additions
to the company’s field exploitation staff
have been set by John Joseph, U-I
national director of advertising and pub¬
licity, and Maurice A. Bergman, eastern
advertising and publicity director, to help
launch the “U-I World Premiere Month”
films, the Monty Shaff-Frank P. Rosen¬
berg production “Man-Eater Of Kumaon”;
the
Walter Wanger production “Tap
Roots,” in Technicolor; the Nunnally
Johnson production, “Mr. Peabody And
The Mermaid,” and “Feudin’, Fussin’, and
A-Fightin’,” Scully disclosed.
Leading off
“U-I World
Premiere
Month,” “Man-Eater Of Kumaon” has its
simultaneous world premiere at the Win¬
ter Garden and aboard a Pan-American
Clipper flying over India on July 1.
This will be followed by the dual city
premiere of “Feudin’, Fussin’, and AFightin’,” in the Tri-States Circuit the¬
atres in Omaha and Des Moines, on July
8, with stars and featured players of the
picture participating.
“Tap Roots,” will have its world pre¬
miere at the Goldman, Philadelphia, and
in six additional cities in the territory on
July 14. Van Heflin, Boris Karloff, and
Julie London will participate in the pre¬
miere, which includes the openings in
Atlantic City, Allentown, Pa.; Bethle¬
hem, Pa.; Harrisburg, Pa.; Reading, Pa.,
and Ocean City, N. J., simultaneously with
the opening in Philadelphia and the fol¬
lowing day in Easton, Pa.; Lancaster, Pa.;
York, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.
Concluding “U-I World Premiere Month,”
“Mr. Peabody And The Mermaid,” will
have its world premiere at the Hollywood,
Atlantic City, on July 28. Initial plans
call for a simultaneous convention of the
Liars Club of America in Atlantic City and
the selection of the “Mermaid of the
Year,” by the Atlantic City Chamber of
Commerce, with the winner to be flown to
St. Hilda’s Island in the Caribbean, locale
of the picture.

Donald Bayne Mourned
New York—The trade was sorry to
learn last week of the death of Donald
Bayne, 56, president-director, Grand Cen¬
tral Theatre, Inc., operator of a theatre in
the Grand Central Terminal. He died in
Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y., fol¬
lowing a lengthy illness.

Miss Bergson Passes
New York—Funeral services were held
last week for Lillian Bergson, Paramount
booker for 25 years, who passed on at
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, Sara¬
nac Lake, N. Y.
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Paramount Asking
Longer Chicago Run
CHICAGO—In a petition filed by
Paramount and B and K, Federal
Judge Michael L. Igoe was last week
asked to grant a special order permit¬
ting the playing of “The Emperor
Waltz” for more than two weeks, the
limit now set by the 1946 decree in
the Jackson Park case, for downtown
runs.
The plea was made by attorney Al¬
fred B. Teton that the movie cost four
millions, is a major Paramount pro¬
duction, and that the producer and ex¬
hibitor would not realize on invest¬
ment in a limited run. The petition
was put off for hearing to July 2 since
Thomas C. McConnell, Jackson Park
attorney, was away from the city.

Windy City Cuts
Surprise Exhibitors
Chicago—In prominent theatre page ads
in the dailies, a surprise to most theatre
owners, B and K last week announced
“sensational price reductions” for its
downtown theatres, the Chicago, StateLake, Roosevelt, United Artists, Apollo,
and Garrick.
Starting on June 24, 50 cents, including
tax, is the admission price to 1 p. m. and
after that hour 65 cents, Monday through
Friday to 5 p. m. and Saturday, Sunday,
and holidays to 3 p. m. Previous prices
were 98 cents, which will be the evening
rate.
The date of the rate changes was coinci¬
dent with the switch of stage shows back
to the Chicago from the State-Lake.
While some theatre owners were de¬
bating cuts, Eddie Silverman, Essaness
prexy, said there were to be no admis¬
sion changes at the Woods, nor at the
Oriental, where stage shows have been
playing to capacity. Day and night ad¬
missions at both these houses are 98 cents.
Silverman said this rate was necessary to
maintain quality shows.

Schine Decision Reserved
Buffalo—Decision was reserved last
week by Federal Judge John Knight on
the Department of Justice’s application for
a temporary order restraining Schine The¬
atres from acquiring or selling any theatre
interests without permission of the court.
Judge Knight had ruled that Schine
must drop theatres in about 40 communi¬
ties, but the U. S. Supreme Court ordered
the lower court to restudy the question of
divestiture.

Johnston On EEA Board
Washington—Eric A. Johnston, MPA A
chief, was last week appointed to the
Public Advisory Board of the European
Economic Administration. The appoint¬
ment was hailed as an important recogni¬
tion of the role of films as an aid to
world recovery. Johnston will also be in
a better position to guide the trade in its
foreign problems.
For Real Coverage Of Happenings
In Your Area, Read The Exhibitor.

Congress Invited
To IA Convention
New Yo-K—Richard F. Walsh, presi¬
dent, IATSE and Moving Picture Machine
Operators of the U. S. and Canada, last
week invited members of Congress who
voted for the Taft-Hartley Act to attend
the union’s 39th international convention
in Cleveland on Aug. 16 as a means of
finding out at first hand whether America
needs more or less labor-control by legis¬
lation. Walsh said that if they attended
they would find “conclusive proof that the
duly selected delegates are our supreme
government.” This democratic precept,
Walsh added, “is law for a vast majority
of America’s labor organizations,” and “is
scrupulously applied.” He said labor’s
enemies “have made capital of the myth
that unionists are helpless victims of socalled
dictatorial
leaders,”
and
that
through this means they “hope to divide
and conquer us.”
Walsh’s views are stated editorially in
a pre-convention issue of the IATSE
official bulletin, through which he calls
upon all entertainment-industry workers
affiliated with the Alliance to “fulfill their
democratic functions to the utmost” by
wisdom in choosing delegates and seeing
that 100 per cent attend.
Along with problems growing out of
the Taft-Hartley Act, the Cleveland con¬
vention will take up the matter of com¬
munism in Hollywood.
The convention
will be held in Cleveland’s Public Audi¬
torium, and will be preceded by 14 dis¬
trict gatherings at Hotel Hollenden, con¬
vention headquarters, and a meeting of
the IATSE general executive board.
The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.

Kogod, Burka Sue KB
Washington—Fred S. Kogod and Max
Burka, co-partners doing business as the
K-B Amusement Company, are seeking
complete ownership of the MacArthur,
4800 block, MacArthur Boulevard, N. W.,
through court action, it was learned last
week.
A suit filed in District Court says the
theatre now is jointly owned by the K-B
Amusement Company and the Stanley
Company of America. The petition asks
the court to force the Stanley Company
to sell its interests in the theatre to K-B.
In line with a U. S. Supreme Court de¬
cision of last May in the Paramount Pic¬
tures, Inc., case, the Stanley Company is
legally obligated to give up its interests
in the MacArthur, the complaint contends.
It adds that, under an earlier agreement
between K-B and the Stanley concern, if
either decides to sell its interest in the
theatre, it would give the other party the
first chance to buy. The suit contends,
however, the Stanley Company refused to
sell its interests to K-B, unless the latter
company abandons plans for a theatre at
Georgia Avenue and Shepherd Street,
N. W. The petition contends this proposal
is part of a plan of Warners to preserve
a monopoly in a wide area in Northwest
Washington and Silver Spring, Md.
The plaintiffs are represented by attor¬
neys Robert E. Sher, Monroe Oppenheimer, and Jesse I. Miller.
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20th-Fox, NCA
Announce New Plan
Minneapolis—A new system of con¬
ciliation for mediating exhibitor-distri¬
butor disputes by discussion around the
conference table rather than by litigation
has been inaugurated in Minneapolis by
the board of directors of North Central
Allied Independent Theatre Owners with
20th Century-Fox, it was announced last
week by Benjamin Berger, president, NCA.
The Minneapolis plan, which originated
with Berger, was established as the result
of correspondence between him and Andy
W. Smith, Jr., general sales manager, 20th
Century-Fox. It is to be given a fair
trial, and if found practical, and proved
to be successful, will be established on a
permanent basis.
The plan is non-partisan in its appli¬
cation, and its founders are hopeful that
its eventual success may recommend it as
a pattern to be followed elsewhere.
In pursuance of this plan, North Central
Allied has created a special grievance com¬
mittee to hear any complaints which any
exhibitor in the Minneapolis territory
may have in his relations with 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox. Only such complaints as the
committee will consider justifiable in whole
or in part will then be referred to properly
designated 20th-Fox film officials for con¬
sideration.
The grievance committee will meet at
scheduled periods. It will comprise six
members in good standing. Three of these
will be permanent members of the com¬
mittee. The remaining three will be alter¬
nates.
As regards the scope of the committee:
NCA and 20th-Fox are agreed that the
committee will not hear complaints or
grievances of a purely private or personal
nature, nor will it attempt in any manner
to negotiate contracts for any exhibitor.
Otherwise it will hear all complaints with¬
out restriction.
There is nothing coercive in the plan,
and no exhibitor is required to forego any
of the legal rights which he may have.
The underlying principle agreed upon
by both sides is that all disputes shall be
presented and considered in a spirit of
fairness and open-mindedness, and that
every effort would be made on both sides
to dispose of them amicably, fairly, and
promptly.
The exchange of letters and other cor¬
respondence between Berger and Smith
began on June 10. This led to a meeting
of the leaders. The board meeting followed.
Stanley Kane, executive director, NCA
participated in the discussions. 20th-Fox
executives who attended with Smith in¬
cluded Martin Moskowitz, executive as¬
sistant to Smith; Jack Lorentz, central
division sales manager; Moe Levy, Minne¬
apolis branch manager, and Sam Shain,
director of exhibitor and public relations
for distribution.
Members of the grievance committee
are: E. L. Peasley, Stillwater, Minn., chair¬
man; Henry Green, Jr., Minneapolis, and
Ted Mann. Alternates are: Jack Wright,
New Prague, Minn.; George Granstrom,
St. Paul, Minn., and a third alternate to be
named. Kane will serve as counsel to the
committee.

To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing in The Exhibitor.
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A NEW TYPE OF PLAN IS BORN IN THE MID-WEST
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California Circuit
Makes Its Debut

NEWSREELS
In All Five:

Philadelphia: GOP convention.
In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 50) Sal¬
inas, Cal.: Rodeo. USA: Splashketball in¬
troduced.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 284)
Complete reel on Philadelphia GOP con¬
vention.
Paramount News
(No. 87)
Complete
reel on Philadelphia GOP convention.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 154)
New York: UN Guards fly to Zion. At¬
lantic City, N. J.: “Miss Press Photog¬
rapher.” Hollywood:
Jane, chimpanzee
from Cincinnati, new film star.

(Vol. 19, No. 89)
Pennsylvania: 43 killed in airline crash.
New York: UN Guards fly to Zion. At¬
lantic City, N. J.: “Miss Press Photog¬
rapher.”
Warner Pathe News

Telenews Digest (Vol. 2, No. 25) Phila¬
delphia: GOP Convention. Washington:
Atom security precautions. New York:
Army volunteers finish 35-day controlled
diet test. Dallas: Lyndon Johnson, Demo¬
cratic Congressman, campaigns in heli¬
copter. England: Engineers demonstrate
latest air safety measure—flying back¬
wards. Palestine: Holy Land truce. Czech¬
oslovakia:
Gottwald elected president.
Sweden: King Gustaf reaches 90. Forest
Hills, L. I.: Professional tennis champion¬
ship.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 296)
New Orleans: Elks present iron lung to
hospital. Indianapolis, Ind.: Bill Powell,
news commentator, builds large follow¬
ing. Chicago: United Negro College Fund
seeks support. New York: Models dis¬
play “new look” for summer. Camp
Campbell, Ky.: Biggest of peacetime army
maneuvers.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
June 19, 1948
Starred Selected Features:
“Day Of
Wrath”
(Schaefer);
“Easter
Parade”
(MGM); Selected Features: “I, Jane Doe”
(Rep.); “Mystery In Mexico”
(RKO);
“The Vicious Circle” (UA).

ARBITRATION
Detroit
The Priscilla last fortnight filed a clear¬
ance complaint against the five majors.
The theatre charges that clearance granted
to the East Side is unreasonable, and re¬
sults in the Priscilla waiting from 10 to 30
days after availability of East Side. The
complaintant asks that the present clear¬
ance be abolished, and a new system set
up within the competitive area of the
Priscilla, under which it would get pro¬
duct seven days after the York or 14
after the Rialto.

Ad Survey Nears
New York—A survey of industry ad¬
vertising and publicity costs will be made
by the MPAA
research
department,
headed by Robert W. Chambers, it was
learned last week.

SAN FRANCISCO — The formation
of Trans-California Theatres, Inc., was
announced last fortnight. The new cir¬
cuit is being headed by Rex Steven¬
son and David Bolton, who resigned
from Golden State Theatres.
The Starlite Drive-In, Belmont, Cal.,
a former Lippert theatre, and the new
Starlite, South San Francisco, nave
been acquired by the firm, which will
handle management as well as book¬
ing and buying. Other state theatres
which it will manage are the Roxy,
Santa Rosa, Del Rio, Los Banos, and
a house now going up in Los Banos.

Conneit Renamed
Mississippi Head
Biloxi,
Miss.—Max
Connett, Newton,
was reelected president of the Motion Pic¬
ture Theatre Owners of Mississippi at the
organization’s convention last week. Other
officers named were E. W. Clinton, secre¬
tary-treasurer, and W. S. Taylor, Laurel,
Dwight Blissard, Okolona, and B. V.
Sheffield, Poplarville, vice-presidents.
Connett, before some 140 exhibitors, at¬
tacked those theatremen who “are always
ready to complain, and are never avail¬
able to help in the solution of industry
problems.”
Norman
Carter,
Paramount-Richards
executive vice-president, read a message
from E. V. Richards revealing that organi¬
zational work for the Motion Picture
Foundation “will proceed according to
plan within a few months.” He said that
activities were suspended temporarily “in
deference to exigencies created by the
Supreme Court case.”
Also speaking was Robert Coyne, TOA
retiring executive director, who paid tri¬
bute “to the progressive southern exhibi¬
tors who were not content with the status
quo”, and “who had been largely instru¬
mental in the creation of TOA.”
The members also heard State Senator
John Farese say that state and national
legislatures cannot act intelligently in a
vacuum. “It is incumbent on individuals
and industries to provide honest infor¬
mation and argument bearing upon the
issues being considered.”

SRO Opens New Branch
New
York—In
line with expanding
Mexican business, the Selznick Releasing
Organization of Mexico, Ltd., SRO sales
outlet in the Mexican Republic, last week
opened a new direct sales office and ex¬
change occupying an entire floor at
Atenas 30, Mexico City. The new offices
of the organization, which formerly was
known as the Selznick Studio Releasing
Division of Mexico, Ltd., were formally
opened by Louis Jourdan and Robert
Mitchum, in Mexico City for a personal
appearance at the premiere of “The Paradine Case” at the new Cosmos for the
benefit
of the
Mexican Tuberculosis
Fund. An elaborate party attended by
important
Mexican
exhibitors,
public
dignitaries, and the Mexican press fol¬
lowed the tape-cutting ceremonies at the
new SRO headquarters.

Television Test
Arises In Philly
Philadelphia—An important legal de¬
velopment in theatre television created
a great deal of interest here last week
as an injunction was obtained against the
exhibition of two life-size video shows
of the Louis-Walcott fight. Judge Harry
S. McDevitt granted the injunction re¬
straining the local Lawndale, operated by
Flora Friedman, and Willard I. Richman,
Broadwood Hotel, from telecasting the
match.
The plaintiffs are Joe Louis, Joe Wal¬
cott, Madison Square Garden Corporation,
20th Century Sporting Club, promoters of
the fight; the Gillette Safety Razor Com¬
pany, tele sponsors; NBC, and Philco Tele¬
vision Broadcasting Corporation. Accord¬
ing to the complaint, the Gillette Company
owns the exclusive rights to transmit the
bout by radio and television, the latter to
be used only for the benefit of video set
owners for non-commercial purposes.
Only with the specific permission of
Gillette can such events be used commer¬
cially, as with the case of the local Fox,
which received authorization to exhibit
the match. Judge McDevitt said that the
section of the theatre and hotel in adver¬
tising the event constituted “a theft of
property from the person who brought the
television rights.” The theatre counsel,
however, argued that the Lawndale had
planned to charge no admission for any¬
thing but the regular film show. Judge
McDevitt said that the hotel cover charge
actually was an admission because “if a
man only wanted one beer he would still
have to pay the $2.50,” which the hotel
was planning to charge.
Attorneys filing the suit were Robert
Dechert and Owen B. Rhoads.
The local action was stirring a great deal
of interest and speculation as to the event¬
ual outcome since the case will decide just
what rights a theatre has in exhibiting
sponsored television events without charg¬
ing the patrons an extra admission fee.
A similar ruling was made in Boston
when a court issued a restraining order
against the Massachusetts Charitable Me¬
chanic Association, owners of Mechanics
Hall, Boston, and Jacob Ford, doing busi¬
ness as the Ford Heater Agency, which
had scheduled the telecast into Mechanics
Hall. The defendants moved to squash the
restraining order, but the court denied
the motion.
These three cases are the first in tele¬
vision history defining the position of
television broadcasters with respect to
pickups of their programs in public places
where admission, cover, or minimum
charges are made.
It was later revealed that the Mc¬
Devitt ruling would be appealed to the
State Supreme Court.

Admen Aid Drive
New York—Charles P. Skouras, chair¬
man, TOA’s Youth Month committee, last
week received notice that the Advertising
Association of the West, covering 12 far
Western States, at its recent meeting,
“heartily endorsed the Motion Picture In¬
dustry’s Youth Welfare programs,” and
enthusiastically offered support toward the
success of September as “Youth Month—
Saluting Young America.”
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(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)

KEY TO "THE LITTLE MEN" RATINGS: (JUNE 30, 1948)
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The Week's Newcomers
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH
SEAS (WB)
DREAM GIRL

I AAA
SAA
lAA
SAA
I

(Paramount)
LULU BELLE

f

(Columbia)

j

ON OUR MERRY WAY
(UA)

1

Continuing
ANNA KARENINA
(20th-Fox)
ANOTHER PART OF THE
FOREST (U-International)
ALL MY SONS
(U-International)
ARCH OF TRIUMPH
(UA)
ARE YOU WITH IT?
(U-International)
BERLIN EXPRESS
(RKO)
CORONER CREEK
(Columbia)
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
(RKO)
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK
(20th-Fox)
GIVE MY REGARDS TO
BROADWAY (20th-Fox)
HATTER'S CASTLE
(Paramount)
HAZARD
(Paramount)
HOMECOMING
(MGM)
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Disappointing,

about
way

average expected,

average. Ml

below
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•

decidedly off. Ml

L

LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN f7}
WOMAN (U-International)
MELODY TIME
(RKO)
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS
DREAM HOUSE (SRO)
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU
(MGM)
RIVER LADY
(U-International)
RAW DEAL
(Eagle Lion)
RUTHLESS
(EL)
SILVER RIVER
(WB)
SUMMER HOLIDAY
(MGM)
STATE OF THE UNION
(MGM)
THE EMPEROR WALTZ

§

(Columbia)

f

jSaa
Saa
Saa
Saaa
Saa
SAA'
B>! • •

f
|

)

WALLFLOWER
(WB)

•

EXCITING
MYSTERY MEl

: . SttPW ftU

smwhm cwi
d by JACK KEMP

•

1ACK GOLDBERG

Saaa
Saa
Saa
Saa
Saaa
Saaa.
Saa
Saa

|

|

(U-International)

Productions

|‘

(MGM)

UP IN CENTRAL PARK

Atl-NtGRO

IAAAA

[

(UA)

fUll-UNGltt

f

THE PIRATE

THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

XOP QUAlVN

M AAA

THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH
(EL)

THlW*1,

I

(Columbia)

THE MATING OF MILLIE

jl

f

THE FULLER BRUSH MAN

(Columbia)

f OR *OUR

•

SAAa
SAAA

(Paramount)

THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI

#

t

j

|

Guest star
Rene Krupa

BOOK ...
for special midnight shows!
BOOK ... as novel 2nd Feature!
Distributed by

SCREEN GUILD fru>duct<0n4,/nc.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
2uth
Century-Fox — “Deep
Waters’’
(Dana Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Rom¬
ero), in all exchange centers on July 1.
Warners—“Key Largo” (Humphrey Bo¬
gart, Edward G. Robinson, Lauren Bacall)
in all exchange centers on July 6.

Goldman Asks Rehearing
Philadelphia — William Goldman was
scheduled to go before U. S. District Court
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick on June 28
to ask the court to reform an earlier in¬
junction which he has received in an anti¬
trust suit against Warners and 10 other
defendants. The petition was based on the
U. S. Supreme Court decision of May 3.
The petition stated that requiring mem¬
bers of the group, the defendants, to divest
themselves of their theatre properties is
one of only two ways to keep them from
discriminating against independents. The
other way, Goldman contended, is to pro¬
hibit producers and distributors from
licensing any future films to any other
(defendant in the district.

Adelman Motion Denied
Wilmington, Del.—The motion of I. B.
Adelman, exhibitor in Dallas and Houston,
Tex., for a judgment by default in the
anti-trust case against the majors, Inter¬
state Circuit, and Texas Consolidated
Theatres was denied last week by U. S.
District Court Justice Richard S. Rodney.
Adelman, president, Tivoli Realty, Inc., is
seeking over $3,009,000 damages, and had
charged that the defendants had not moved
or pleaded with respect to the original
complaint within the time allotted by the
court. However, Judge Rodney supported
the defendants who held that their mo¬
tion to strike out portions of the original
complaint negated any default motion.

Youngstein In Des Moines
Des Moines—Four hundred mid-west-ern business leaders and guests of the
Des Moines Chamber of Commerce’s an¬
nual “Hawkeye Queen” luncheon last
week heard Max E Youngstein, vicepresident in charge of advertising, pub¬
licity, and exploitation for Eagle Lion,
discuss “The Motion Picture Industry
You Don’t Know.”

SIMPP Readying Suits
New York—It was learned last week
that a number of anti-trust suits against
various circuits is being prepared by the
Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers. Robert J. Rubin, SIMPP coun¬
sel, had made a survey in several key
eastern cities of alleged discrimination
against independent producers who are
members of SIMPP, such as circuits and
combines setting up playing terms, and
then refusing to book product when the
independents rejected the terms.

Roth Starts New Policy
New York—Leon Roth, UA national
promotion manager, returned last week
from the National Association of Music
Merchants convention in Chicago, where
he inaugurated a new company policy of
personally contacting major manufacture
conventions with a view toward cement¬
ing and expanding cooperative adver¬
tising.
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D. Of J. Companies
File Mandate Orders
NEW YORK—The Department of
Justice and the distributor defendants
in the anti-trust case filed orders on
the mandate last week, with the de¬
fendants challenging the government’s
contention that the December, 1946,
decision of the Statutory Court is in
effect until the final decree is handed
down.
The distributors claim that the 1946
decree has been set aside, with those
portions which the U. S. Supreme
Court affirmed remaining, and those
not affirmed or rejected no longer in
effect.
All parties, however, agreed that the
court should issue an order on the
following
points:
1—The Supreme
Court mandate denying the interven¬
tion pleas of ATA and W. Alfred et al;
2—dismissal
of
the
government’s
motion for a temporary injunction due
to the New York court’s lack of juris¬
diction; 3—that the mandate of the
U. S. Supreme Court be the order and
judgment of the District Court, and,
4—that further proceedings be heard
before a full court of three judges
beginning on Oct. 13 of this year.

Television Hearings On
Washington—Ruling that the Warner
application for a Chicago video station
was received after the deadline, and did
not meet procedure requirements, the Fed¬
eral Communications Commission last
week rejected the company’s bid to ap¬
pear at hearings this week. The hearings
concern reallocation of television chan¬
nels among large cities and the protesting
of plans to reduce Chicago from seven to
six channels.
Scheduled to appear at the hearings
were 20th Century-Fox of New England,
Allen B. Dumont Laboratories, Columbia
Broadcasting, and Television Broadcasters
Association. Paramount’s television exec,
Paul Raibourn, told the FCC that his com¬
pany does not plan to produce television
feature films in the near future, although
much thought has been given this medium
for home consumption.
In the cross-examination of Raibourn by
Judge Samuel Rosenman, CBS counsel,
and John Hearn, representing KROW,
Oakland, Cal., which is after a San
Francisco tele channel, the close rela¬
tionship between television and theatre
boxoffice receipts were shown, with Rai¬
bourn admitting that the televising of
major events affected theatre receipts.
Concerning video features, Raibourn pre¬
dicted that these showings will be an
economic help to movies when television
can “make it worth our while to show
features.”

SAG Confers On Television
Hollywood—Negotiations were started
last week by Screen Actors Guild and
major producers to work out a solution
to the television proposals which the actors
are seeking.
Negotiations had broken
down in April, with the current pact to
expire at the end of July. The negotiation
committees are meeting each Tuesday
and Thursday, with the television sub¬
committee meeting on Thursdays.

PEOPLE
New York—Henry H. Kohn, for 22 years
associated with National Screen Service,
last week relinquished his post as super¬
visor of branch operations and retired
from the organization. A nephew of the
late Joe Pollack, one of the founders of
NSS, Kohn joined the New York service
department of the corporation in 1926.
After three years, he was named office
manager of the Chicago branch, where
he remained until his appointment as
national supervisor of branch operations
in 1941.
New York—The resignation of Thomas
B. Kirk as Republic’s Dallas branch man¬
ager was announced last week by James
R. Grainger, executive vice-president in
charge of sales and distribution. Kirk is
entering the theatre business in Arkansas.
Grainger also announced two transfers
in branch manager posts, with John J.
Houlihan moving from Cleveland to Dallas,
and Irwin Pollard from Detroit to Cleve¬
land.
New York—The appointment of Jack
Kuhn, as supervisor of short subjects film¬
ing for 20th Century-Fox was announced
last week. Kuhne, associated in the news¬
reel and shorts production end of 20thFox for 35 years, succeeds Jack Darrock,
convalescing from a serious illness, ac¬
cording to Edmund Reek, Movietone pro¬
ducer.
New York—Maurice Bergman, chair¬
man, Advertising and Publicity Directors
Committee, Motion Picture Association of
America, sails for Europe on July 1, and
during his absence of about one month,
he has appointed Arthur A. Schmidt, di¬
rector of advertising and publicity for
Columbia, temporary chairman of the
committee.
Omaha—William F. Rodgers, Loew’s
general sales manager, last week an¬
nounced the appointment of William
Gadoni as branch manager. Gadoni takes
over from Jerry M. Glynn, transferred to
Des Moines to replace D. C. Kennedy.

U. S. Embassy Protests
Washington—Under Secretary of State
Robert Lovett last week said that the
U. S. Embassy in London has been in¬
structed to express the “deep concern” of
the U. S. government to the British over
the screen quota increase. While no pro¬
test was to be made, Lovett said that the
embassy was instructed to “get accurate
information about the situation.” If the
facts are as indicated in a letter from
Eric Johnston, Lovett said that “we will
take it up with the British in a formal
manner.”

Large Size RCA Tele Sold
Camden, N. J.—It was learned last week
that RCA has started production of a
nine by 12-foot projection type television
receiver to be placed with distributors in
the near future. The plan set up for regu¬
lar production has had thus far produced
about 50 of the large screen forms, listed
for $2,600 plus installation costs.
The projection system used is said to
be similar to the one recently demon¬
strated in a larger size by Warners in
Hollywood.
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Hollywood—Madeleine

Carroll returns
to the screen for the first time since the
war in United Artists’ “High Fury,” filmed
in Switzerland. . . . Robert Mitchum inked
a new long-term RKO contract. ... A
July starting signal was given to RKO’s
“Interference,” adaptation of Irwin Shaw's
“Education Of The Heart.” . . . The role
of Delilah in Cecil B. DeMille’s “Samson
and Delilah” went to Hedy Lamarr. The
film goes before the Paramount cameras
in October. . . . Joan Crawford stars in
Warners’ “Flamingo Road,” with Michael
Curtiz megging. This combination notched
an Academy Award for Miss Crawford in
“Mildred Pierce.”
RKO renewed the option of Jack Paar.
. . . MGM’s second Technicolor musical,
teaming Fred Astaire and Judy Garland,
will be “The Barkleys Of Broadway,” with
Oscar Levant also in the cast. . . . Star¬
ring roles in Paramount’s “A Mask For
Lucretia,” Renaissance poison yarn, were
nabbed by Ray Milland and Paulette God¬
dard. . . . RKO’s dramatization of the
Battle of Bastogne, “Battleground,” gets a
September start, with Robert Mitchum
Robert Ryan, and Victor Mature starred,
and Fred Zinneman directing.
Paramount picked up its option on Gail
Russell for another year. . . . Produc¬
tion on “The Scarlet Pimpernel,” Goldwyn-Korda film, starts when David Niven
arrives in London, sometime in August.
. . . “Bomba, The Jungle Boy,” first in a
series of eight films based on the famous
Roy Rockwood character, rolls at Mono¬
gram on Aug. 3. . . . One of Republic’s
deluxe 1948-49 pictures will be “Sands Of
Iwo Jima,” with the Marine Corps co¬
operating. . . . Emlyn Williams’ “The Last
Days Of Dolwyn” follows “The Winslow
Boy” on Alexander Korda’s production
schedule, with the author directing and
starring.
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Georgia Theatreman
Files Anti-Trust Suit
ALMA, GA.—Judge Frank M. Scar¬
lett was last week petitioned to en¬
join a theatre owner and four com¬
panies from what counsel for the
Alma
Amusement
Company,
Inc.,
Alma, charges is a violation of the
Clayton
and
Sherman
Anti-Trust
laws.
The petition also asks $21,600 judg¬
ment, plus court costs and attorney
fees.
Defendants are L. A. Stein, Jack¬
sonville, Fla., owner of a competing
theatre in Alma; Warners, Eagle Lion,
Republic, and Monogram Southern
Exchanges, Inc.
The amusement company charges
that Stein and the other defendants
intend to prevent it from purchasing
“A” pictures, thereby destroying the
business of the plaintiff, and forcing
it out as competition at Alma. The
plaintiff further alleges that the com¬
panies entered into a conspiracy with
Stein because of his alleged large pur¬
chasing power.
A hearing on why a temporary in¬
junction should not be made perma¬
nent was set for July.

WE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will be found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
MGM
“A Date With Judy”—Pleasing comedy.
RKO
“Mystery In Mexico”—For the duallers.
20TH-FOX
“The Winner’s Circle”—For the twin
bills.
“The Street With No Name”—Above
average meller.
sales manager; Charles Schlaifer director
of advertising and publicity; W. C. Gehring, assistant general sales manager, and
Murray Silverstone, president, 20th-Fox
International.
They met with Joseph M. Schenck, ex¬
ecutive head of production, and Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of pro¬
duction, to discuss the extensive lineup of
product which will be released through¬
out the remainder of this year.
In addition, members of the advertising
and publicity department making the trip
were Stirling Silliphant, executive assist¬
ant to Schlaifer; Christy Wilbert, adver¬
tising manager, and Louis Shanfield, art
director.

20th-Fox In Conference
Hollywood—An

important series of dis¬
tribution and advertising conferences was
held at the 20th Century-Fox studios this
week with the arrival of President Spyros
P. Skouras; Andy W. Smith, Jr., general

Rank Meets Exhibitors
London—It

was announced last week
that a conference will be held on July
14 between J. Arthur Rank and the Cine¬
matograph Exhibitors Association.

Edward Lachman
'president, .
Allied Theatre Owners
of New Jersey,and owner,
State Theatre, Boonton, N. J.
says:

Col., U-l In Dutch Deal
New York—Columbia and Universal In¬
ternational, at a meeting last week of the
board of directors of the Motion Picture
Export Association, announced that they
would join the new MPEA service or¬
ganization which will operate in the Neth¬
erlands starting on Sept. 1.

The new setup, under which the mem¬
ber companies will sell independently in
that country through MPEA facilities,
now has seven major distributing com¬
panies, Metro, Paramount, RKO, War¬
ners, and 20th Century-Fox having joined
first. Only Allied Artists and United Art¬
ists indicated decision to operate outside
of MPEA in that market.

Stamp Helps Youth Month
New York—Gael Sullivan, executive di¬
rector, TOA, last week received word
from Postmaster General Jesse M. Don¬
aldson that a special commemorative
stamp honoring the Youth of America has
been authorized in connection with the
Youth Month Program this September
sponsored by the Theatre Owners of
America, in cooperation with the National
Conference on Prevention and Control of
Juvenile Delinquency.
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“WE HAVE DISCOVERED, OVER THE YEARS
THAT ALTEC SERVICE IS ‘ON OUR SIDE’”
Events in recent years teach us
that we have to be vigilant all
the time—not just now and then
—about making our theatre a
place people prefer to come to
for entertainment. We’ve got to
make the most of the product
we show, and to do so, we’ve got
to make the most of what people
hear as well as what they see.
Over the years, Altec has con¬
stantly kept our sound equip¬
ment working at top quality.
Altec’s only object is to make

our theatre do a better enter¬
tainment job: it’s no mere side
line with them. Altec Service is
‘on our side.’ 95

Altec Service, known for its serv¬
ice “over and above the contract”
is a vital ingredient of your thea¬
tre's ability to meet successfully
the competition of other forms of
entertainment. An Altec Service
contract is the soundest long
term investment an exhibitor can
make today.

161 Sixth Avenue
New York 13, N. Y.

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTIONl PICTURE INDUSTRY

THE
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EXPERIENCED Veteran and family wishes to buy

THE "G.I"
CORNER

or

lease

400

to

VET of 6814th Motion Picture Company, single,
and

operated

in Garmisch, Germany.
16mm.

film

position,

N.

Y.

area

preferred.

aged theatre in N. Y. circuit before war service,
and managed theatre while in army. Experienced
with

35mm.

and

16mm.

(E-7,
(Bell

Simplex,
&

Brenkert)

Howell,

RCA,

projectors

Ampro)

pro¬

jectors.
Write Box G.l. 125

exchange

Am interested in field of

distribution — can

anywhere.

Not less than $50.00 per week considered. Man¬

Managed six theatres in Germany and
Opened

theatre

EX-U.S. ARMY Motion Picture Service Vet desires
administrative

Austria.

seat

Write Box G.l. 113

(This department offert free ads to industry members
wishing to return to the business following honorable
discharge from the armed services. Box numbers will
be assigned. Address G.l. CORNER. THE EXHIBITOR,
1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.—Ed.)

age 28.

500

Brokers, what have you?

travel

or

locate

VET

DESIRES

position

as

manager

or

manager in Philadelphia or vicinity.

assistant

Have pre¬

vious experience in theatre upstate.

anywhere.

Write Box G.l. 126

Write John E. Cooke
257 W. Main Street

Meriden, Conn.

Experienced

theatre

manager

and

exploitation

man now working, desires change. Young, honest
BOOKER—VET with ten years experience in all

ambitious and progressive.

phases of theatre operation, married, residing in
Baltimore,

desires

position

as

Booker for

All letters answered.

Write Box G. I. 114

thea¬
VETERAN—honorable

tres in Baltimore, Washington area.

discharge, age 28, single.

Experience all phases commercial theatre opera¬
Write Box G.l. 127

tion, including projection.
manager or

NAVY VETERAN, 23, married with family, wants

assistant

Desires connection as

in

New

Island or New Jersey theatre.

York

City,

Long

Now employed as

steady position as projectionist or repairman in

day manager and date first run large metropoli¬

theatre or laboratory in or near Twin Cities or

tan western city.

Also offer some radio experi¬

Washington, D. C.

ence

director WVTP

as

program

Radio Service.

Write Box G.l. 128

Armed

Forces

Excellent references.
Write Box G. I. 115

COPY

STALE?

Promotion

Stodgy?

Pep

it

up!

Hire live wire copy writer, sales promotion gogetter (28)!

For zest, sparkle, proven results . . .
Write Box G.l. 129

PUBLICITY-EXPLOITATION:
pre-Army

experience

vicinity

Jersey or Delaware.

of

Pennsylvania,

lease

a

theatre

VETERANS

anywhere

to

buy

New

or

mm. work.

seeks

position

Ex-Motion Picture Service

in all

to

learn

ington areas.

Honest, takes an interest in people
the

build

up

business.

Now

working

at

LafFmovie theatre, Boston, Mass.
Write Gerald E. Denley
Boston 15, Mass.

PROJECTIONIST, age 33, 12 years experience on

supervisor has mornings and one full day avail¬
Experienced

VET

544 Munbury Street

Write Box G.l. 123

able.

II

to
England.

Brokers, what have you?

Part time work wanted.

WAR

theatre business in Boston, New York or Wash¬

wish

in

Top

Write Box G. I. 116
WORLD

State details.

EXPERIENCED

Three years college (night).

New

Write Box G.l. 122
TWO

years

research,

results for moderate pay.

able to buy or lease 300 to 600 seat theatre in
town,

three

contact, correspondence in campaign field seeks
area or Coast.

small

25,

placing,

entry into motion picture work in New York City

SELL YOUR THEATRE TO A VETERAN—cash avail¬
a

vet,

writing,

phases of 35

and

16

Simplex

machines,

equipment.

Will

Married, willing to learn and capable.

16 years'

Western

anywhere.

Write Box G. I.

Electric
Presently

117

YOU CAN'T GET A MAN WITH A GUN but you
can

get

petence

Write Box G.l. 131

and

located in New York.

At present employed as projectionist.

experience in industry.

RCA
work

this

29

year

presently,

old

but

vet of

proven

com¬

disadvantageously

em¬

ployed in industry by offering him an opportunity
THEATRE

MANAGER

measure.

Fit

standards

because

I

am

a

OR

ASSISTANT—made

guaranteed

veteran,

you

to

meet

yourself

college

your

can

graduate,

mold
with

to

high
me.

mature

delphia area
references.

and

a

willing

preferred.

Can

worker.

furnish

Complete

theatre work.

Am

Phila¬

excellent

HONORABLY

of

all

phases

of

DISCHARGED

VETERAN

desires to

purchase or lease theatre, 400 seats or better.
Preferably within a 15 mile radius of Hartford,
Conn.

Write Box G.l. 124

knowledge

College grad, married.
Write Box G.l. 118

many

years business and supervisory experience.
reliable,

with company in need of energetic, resourceful
aid.

Adequate cash available.
Write Box G.l. 119

VETERAN,
pictures.

20

years

theatre

experience

motion

Also publicity experience, MGM studios.

Now employed as manager, motion picture thea¬
tre.

Would

like

to

manage

west, south or west.
go anytime.

theatre

in

MANAGER-PUBLICITY:
experienced.
setup.

Now

Vet,

age

managing

28,

but

better

Copyright Case Plea Changed

Write Box G.l. 120

Can furnish references, will
WORLD

Write J. L. G.

WAR

II

VET wants apprentice training

under G.l. Bill of Rights.

62 First Place

Brooklyn, N. Y.

experience

in

Navy

Have had four months

running

35mm.

projector.

Am honest and willing to work and learn and
MANAGER,

now

with

large

circuit.

return to the Independents fold.

Desires

to

Can take com¬

will go
object.

anywhere

plete charge of situation including booking and
negotiating product contracts.
and character references.

VETERAN,

manager,
change.

now

six

years

employed

Experienced

in

as
first

of

all

phases

Money

no

HONORABLY DISCHARGED Veteran desires posi¬
tion as theatre manager, assistant manager or

as

assistant

manager,
and

of theatre

Write Box G.l. 133

10 years in

civilian work, 2 years in Army special service in

wishes

the states and overseas as Motion Picture Mainte¬

run

Complete
operation.

Have excellent
references and some
Married but can locate anywhere.

12 years experience,

and

second

theatres in both large and small cities.
knowledge

Pennsylvania.

Write Box G.l. 121

projectionist.
MARINE

in

Excellent employer

Write Box G.l. 132

college.

New York—The formation of the NBC
Television Features Service and appoint¬
ment of Russ Johnston, vice-president,
McCann-Erickson, as director of the new
service was announced last week by
Sidney N. Strotz, NBC administrative
vice-president in charge of television. The
newly-created service is a division of the
NBC television program department, and
Johnston will serve as liaison between
NBC and Jerry Fairbanks, Inc., in the
production and procurement of film for
television, and will direct the distribu¬
tion and sale of film features to the NBC
affiliated television stations. Similarly, the
distribution and sale of NBC’s live fea¬
ture service programs will be incorporated
in the newly established division under
his direction.
The first meeting since its founding was
held by the National Television Film
Council, and offered what temporary
chairman Melvin L. Gold stated was “the
kind of action the television-film industry
needs” in the form of a standard exhibi¬
tion contract that offers mutual protec¬
tion to distributors, stations, and agencies;
a central information bureau and a long
range effort to provide “arbitration” facili¬
ties for the exhibition and distribution of
films on television.
Gene Martel, president, Screen Direc¬
tors Guild, New York, declared in a talk
before the National Television Film Coun¬
cil at the Williams Club that “the sooner
television people realize that television is
a cinematic medium, and start gauging
their economy accordingly, the better off
they will be. The main difference between
television and the motion picture is the
circumstances under which the product is
viewed. The crying need at present is that
we frankly recognize the need for ex¬
perienced film talent in the video business,
and set our sights on higher standards
and higher remuneration in order to
attract established motion picture work¬
ers into this new medium.”
Mark
Woods,
president,
American
Broadcasting Company, and 21 of his net¬
work executives lunched with Samuel
Goldwyn recently, and discussed tele¬
vision. Interest in the progress of tele¬
vision’s use of film and of motion pictures’
use of television as a potential ad medium
placed considerable emphasis on the need
for films, radio, and television to work
together.

thoroughly

desire

Salary depending on location.

middle

TELEVISION

nance Technician and stage setting.

Have had

experience in stage work, maintenance and draft¬
ing.

Will go anywhere, available immediately.

Prefer steel mill or mining town.
be sent upon request.
Write Box G.l. 130

References will

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Defendant Joseph Al¬
bino last fortnight changed his previous
plea of not guilty by pleading guilty be¬
fore U. S. Judge Harold M. Kennedy, in
the federal court for the Eastern District
of New York, to count one of an indict¬
ment charging him and defendant Henry
L. Brook with criminal infringement of
film copyrights. The count to which Al¬
bino pleaded guilty accused him and de¬
fendant Brook with infringing the copy¬
right in Columbia’s “Gilda” by renting
it for exhibition, without the consent of
the copyright owner, for $15 to a party
who exhibited it.
The trial of defendant Brook, who
pleaded not guilty on June 7 to the same
indictment, was set for June 28.
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AND HIS MACHINE: Typical of the threading and adjusting that takes place over 200.000
i day in theatres throughout the U. S. is this view of Carlton R. Cromer, projectionist. State,
S. C.

A junior member of Local 347, IATSE, starting his career in

1942, his father, C. L.

as been one of the projectionists at the neighboring Carolina for many years.
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• All-steel Construction.
• Exclusive "Comfort Cushion"
with Radically New Spring Design.
• "Space-Saver" Hinge Action.
• True Posture Pitch Back.
• Removable Back and Seat
for Easier Maintenance.

See your Independent RCA Theatre Supply Dealer or write:
Theatre Equipment Section, Dept. 30F, RCA, Camden, N. J.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Conodo; RCA VICTOR Company limited. Montreal

j
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IF PROJECTORS WERE BOXOFFICES . . .
Back in the days of our youth, there was a prominent manu¬
facturer of men’s garters who used the advertising slogan: “If you
wore them around your neck, you’d change them more often!”
While he was caught in the later vogue of “sloppy Joes,” with socks
that drooped over the shoe tops, and has probably by now switched
to making the more conspicuous Countess Mara ties that do get
changed, there was and still is, a lot of merit to that slogan. And
we don’t mean in relation to garters!

Why
West-Clean
Washrooms are

In many theatres that we know (and according to service¬
men and supply dealers, there are thousands more just like them),
there are projector heads, amplifiers, lamp houses, and sound
heads that should long ago have been hit with an axe and retired.

When it comes to washrooms, theatre
patrons are sensitive people! Clean wash¬
rooms count with
them as well as
"money's-worth" pictures. It adds up to
good "box-office" for you when these
washrooms are fully clean-not just
partly so!

Now., while it is a great tribute to their fine manufacture
originally that many of these pieces of equipment are still turning
out a type of sight and sound that causes no actual distress to, or
squawk from, the paying audience; we wonder how many theatremen realize the “penny wise and pound foolish” policy it indicates?
The same owner who will spend thousands of dollars for a new sign
or a new boxoffice, or blow his bankroll on over-upholstered chairs
and air conditioning, hut will send his 20 year old projector heads
hack for repair or even a factory rebuilding, is very shortsighted
indeed.

West-maintained washrooms are fully
clean because they do what your jani¬
torial staff alone cannot do! Where your
own janitors, due to lack of time and
proper equipment, merely scrape the sur¬
face of your washroom problem ... a
trained West service man literally gets to
the "bottom" of it by thoroughly cleaning
the bowls and traps and eradicating the
hidden cause of annoying washroom
odors.

The sign, the boxoffice, the chairs, and the air conditioning
are necessary, but they are not enough to make and keep a satis¬
fied patronage. Entertaining sound pictures are still what this
industry is selling and what creates the traffic flow past that boxoffice on which we all live. No sound picture can accomplish its
maximum in entertainment if the screen light is poor, the picture
is jumpy, or the sound fluctuates and rasps even slightly.

Periodic, efficient and complete—in¬
cluding installation of a modern method
of automatic deodorization—this service
is extremely economical. Costs nothing
extra with your purchase of necessary
West Products.
Close to 5 00 trained West Represen¬
tatives— from coast to coast — are
ready to explain the merits of this
superior service in full detail.
For
quick solution to your washroom prob¬
lem, contact us at once.

Unfortunately, the necessary fire walls prevent the patron
from seeing the projection room, just as the draperies and screen
obscure the speaker assembly, so that the patron isn’t as conscious
of decrepit equipment in those locations as he would be of a
rusted out sign or a rococo boxoffice.

Fites'
A

But, like the garter of old, you can just bet that: If the pro¬

handsomely

illustrated

brochure is now available

jector was out front where the boxoffice is, it would be changed
more often.

upon request. Just fill in the
coupon below to discover
howyourwashroom mainte¬
nance costs can be greatly

As IT is TODAY, many an old projector is a millstone around
the neck of an otherwise well appointed theatre, and the owner
doesn’t seem to realize it.

reduced — and

how you

can obtain the Free services
of trained Westservice men.

r-Please clip to your business letterhead- — — 1
!
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So far ahead mechanically . . . offering so many
more advantages . . . this pre-eminent chair is
recognized as the greatest value ever offered
in theatre seating!

ONLY

THE

AFFORDS

ALL

IDEAL

SLIDE-BACK

THESE

ADVANTAGES

★ More than six inches of smooth, effortless,

horizontal

retraction with no humps, jarring or disturbance to those
behind—provides 100% more passing space, with conventional
spacing,

3 2"

back to back.

Eliminates

necessity

of

standing

to permit passing.
No

sharp edges

to bump

shins,

no

pinching

hazards.

Full

length die formed steel back panel entirely covers seat cushions.
★ The only chair of ANY TYPE that affords
emergencies.
rise

and

100%

safety in

Unoccupied seats automatically silently slide back,

lock

into

position;

automatically

disengaging

when

lowered for occupancy.
No maintenance, adjustments or lubrication required.
* Deep spring cushioned comfort.
★ No understructure to hamper cleaning.
★ Easily installed without specialized mechanics.
★ A variety of models, end standards and upholstering.

CONVENTIONAL TYPE SEATING FOR BALCONIES WITH HIGH RISERS
SUPPLIED ON THE SAME ORDER WITH SLIDE-BACK CHAIRS

Sold Juf. 9eidepeuderit <fheatfie Supply- dbealesiA.

IDEAL SEATING COMPANY
o- GRAND RAPIDS
SEATING
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heatremen haven’t had a revolutionary
commodity like “The Miracle of Vitaphone”
to wow audiences with since Aug. 6, 1926.
Everywhere they’re grumbling.
Why
they’re even talking of their ability “to
preserve the motion picture theatre as a
center of popular recreation!”
A1 Jolson’s “The Jazz Singer,” for all its
“wows” and “ripples”, is looked back on
by theatremen with a nostalgia that per¬
suades many of them to hang on to the
apparatus that 21 years ago, one year after
Vitaphone’s premiere road trials, repro¬
duced the first spoken line in pictures,
“Come on, Ma, listen to this!”
You listen! It is precisely this senti¬
mental attitude in regard to beaten-up
equipment, optimists contend, that is the
principal malefactor of the motion picture
exhibitor, and that has the Jeremiahs of
the industry shouting upsetting things
about “gravitational pull” from competing
entertainment centers.
Some of the voices of despair go on to
declare that exhibitors need only to dis¬
play more of the flamboyant spirit of the
old-time showmen, who not only pro¬
claimed from the rooftops that they had
the best show on earth, but knew darn
well that they had.
The point is, theatremen are thrashing
about for some new bonanza when, in
many instances, they haven’t kept pace
with the miracle that was handed down
to them 22 years ago, the optimists assert.
Sound has taken a long step from the
makeshift techniques of the talkies.
To all this brooding, theatremen have
reacted in one of two ways, either by
refusing to allocate one red cent to im¬
proving their way of doing things or by
taking a reformed outlook concerning the
entire business of screen presentation.
Those who have adopted this latter more
purposeful attitude have first of all set out
to perfect the quality of their projection
and sound gear.
High-Spot Report
It is our purpose herewith to render a
high-spot report on just how substantial
improvements in aural techniques have
been, and also on the pace set in the
older but no less wonderful field of visual
techniques.
Projection and sound. They are the keys
to the successful theatre. The first is the
open-sesame to perfect seeing—power
supply, light source, projector mechanism,
lens and screen; and the second to per¬
fect hearing — sound head, amplifier,
speaker and acoustics.
Projection and
sound plus associated accessories and good
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Booth

of Chakeres Theatres,

Inc., New

Shelby,

Shelbyville,

features modern equipment and ideal working conditions.
installed the Motiograph Model "AA" projectors and
lamps

and

rectifiers.

Falls

City

Theatre

Ky.,

which

opened

a

few

mon'.hs

ago,

Ben Schroeder, Altec Service engineer (right)

sound, and the Strong "Mogul" high

Equipment Company,

Louisville,

Ky.,

furnished

intensity

them.

The

regular projectionist (left) seems proud of the result.

See and Hear
Visual And Aural Techniques Have
Come A Long Way Since Vitaphone
management are the essentials for por¬
traying to the audiences that support the
industry of the world what Hollywood,
London, Paris, and Rome put into the
film can.
Theatremen who have adopted the re¬
formed outlook know only too well how
the decibles will have to be cut down and
the anemic screen light brightened in their
oftentimes outmoded structures before
they can hope to get the utmost in emo¬

tional reactions for their clientele per foot
of film shown. That is exactly the com¬
modity for which the clients paid at the
boxofAce, and for which, if it has been to
their liking, they will come back for more
next week.
Technical developments in the art of
screen presentation have been predom¬
inately vocal rather than visual since that
fateful Aug. 6, 1926, when a program of
Vitaphone shorts and John Barrymore’s

SHARP EARS
Any movieman who doesn’t get around much and entrusts his sense of
hearing with the responsibility for catching imperfections in his sound set-up
will be shocked that a competitor has the edge on him in aui'al reproduction.
It will give him a queer feeling indeed to drop in on the competitor and
listen to his show, if we are to believe what Dr. Hallowell Davis tells us in his
book, “Hearing and Deafness.”
The movieman will probably want to have his ears tested right away quick,
which isn’t a bad idea, since Dr. Davis says that “tones that are at first con¬
sidered painful are later found to be painless. The thresholds of tolerance rise
by as much as from ten to 15 decibles.”
If the exhibitor is no longer young, his shock will be so much the greater,
for “The child may be able to hear the ‘inaudible’ dog whistle, whereas the old
man may no longer hear even the overtones of the human voice.”
Final statistic: “Tones become uncomfortably loud at 120 decibles, begin to
tickle at 130 decibles, and begin to hurt at about 140 decibles, regardless of
their frequency.”
(Note: Service inspectors carry test reels and sound level meters with them.)
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and partly due to their too easily becom¬
ing accustomed to the peculiar wave
lengths of their own houses, theatremen
have been especially slow to adopt acous¬
tical improvements, sound engineers con¬
tend. Engineers estimate that “at least 50
per cent of exhibitors could obtain an
amelioration of their sound reproduction
by suitable application of sound treatment.”
Startling Discoveries

Russell E. Ebersole, for the last four years head of
the lamp division field sales organization, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, has been appointed gen¬
eral manager of lamp sales, Ralph C. Stuart, vicepresident,
announced
recently.
Ebersole
succeeds
William J. Massey, who retired after 50 years with
the company's lamp division.

“Don Juan” sounded in New York the
death-knell of the silent picture. Talkies
gave onlookers a sensation of nearness and
intimacy that they had never experienced
from silent films.
Thus, after decades of trial-and-error
experimentation, from the mental wombs
of such scientific giants as Thomas A.
Edison and Lee de Forest, was born a vast
new industry. Technical findings of the
industry have always run well ahead of
the average exhibitor’s disposition to ac¬
commodate them, however.
Partly owing to the expense involved

On the visual side, the picture is even
more dismal from an engineer’s point of
view. Recent investigations conducted by
the Screen Brightness Committee of the
S.M.P.E. into the field of screen illumina¬
tion resulted in these startling discoveries.
Only 17y2 per cent of the theatres
checked obtained all the light to be ex¬
pected from their equipment; 50 per cent
were getting only from 35 to 75 per cent
of the available light, and one-third of
these places’ screens at their sides reflected
only 33V2 per cent of the light reflected at
their centers. The general ratio of the
side-to-center light relationship averaged
only from 45 to 65 per cent—in all theatres
checked.
The Screen Brightness Committee is
opening new vistas in the complex study
of screen illumination and is now engaged
in evolving standards for thousands of
theatres with diverse architectural fea¬
tures, screen sizes, projection equipment,
and even varying auditorium atmospheric
conditions. For this purpose, two new
brightness meters are in the process of
development.
The group is also attempting to uncover:
(1) What correlation is there between
best print contrast and screen brightness?

"MA, LISTEN TO THIS . .

"

The miracle of sound in motion pictures came into being 22 years ago in a
studio at Brooklyn, N. Y. The miracle was tacked on near the end of a feature
film as an added attraction.
It had been quite a plunge for Warners, but, having decided to be bold, they
set about helping 100 theatres to put in costly Vitaphone quickly. In addition to
John Barrymore’s “Don Juan,” a number of shorts were set to sound.
The whole business had won grudging approval from Albert, Harry M., and
Jack L. Warner, who had only given in to vehement insistence by brother, Sam,
who, unfortunately, died before the public had gone into rhapsodies over the
talkies.
Following the showing of the first sound properties, enthusiasm for the new
scientific wonder for several months tended to die down. It looked as though the
brothers were in it over their heads.
Then, on Oct. 6, 1927, A1 Jolson’s voice came through—“Come on, Ma, listen
to this!” and he launched into song.
Eureka! Vitaphone was laying them in the aisles; the brothers won them¬
selves out, and all the other movie makers lost no further time in getting
into sound. “The Jazz Singer” drew more fares to the boxoffice than any other
picture up to that time.
There was a strong smell of gold in all of this, and exhibitors were very fast
with the lettuce, and indefatigible in their first grim battles with noise and
acoustics.
Such was the pride of one movieman in his talkie equipment that he got a
neighborhood rug dealer to hang carpets in the auditorium of his house on the
pretext that it would boost sales of the rugs.
In went the rugs, but no sales ensued. “Either the lights go up or the rugs
go out! declared the rugman. But by this time, in deference to his talkie equip¬
ment, the movieman had gotten together enough old rugs to put up until he
could have the walls sound treated.
Tin Pan Alley, whose members hadn’t a chance to use their talents in silent
pictures, took off in a body for Hollywood. Such ace lyricists and composers as
Oscar Hammerstein II, Jerome Kern, and Sigmund Romberg were signed on. Soon
such memorable shows as “Show Boat,” “Rose Marie,” “The Desert Song,” and such
lastingly popular songs as “Singing in the Rain,” “Off to Buffalo,” and “Can’t Help
Lovin’ Dat Man o’ Mine” were being reproduced in neighborhood movie houses
to the delight of millions.
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H. M. Bessey has been appointed executive vicepresident, and A. A. Ward, vice-president in charge
of manufacturing, Altec Service Corporation, New
York, G. L. Carrington, president, announced recently.
Reelected to the board of directors were Carrington,
Bessey, Ward, P. F. Thomas, treasurer, and R. J.
Belmont, assistant secretary-treasurer.

(2) What effect does the brightness stand¬
ard have upon the standard of release
print quality? Shall release prints of dif¬
ferent contrasts be made available to thea¬
tres operating at different screen bright¬
ness levels?
(3) Is high-light density,
average density, shadow density, density
of the area of principal interest, or a com¬
bination of these factors the thing that
determines
preferred
brightness?
(4)
What possibilities are there for improve¬
ments in projection optics, pull-down ef¬
ficiency, and source brilliance? (5) What is
the effect of color of the light source,
color of the screen, and color of the print
upon the desired brightness? (6) What
proportion of moviegoers see pictures on
screens greater than 20 feet, 25 feet, 30
feet? (7) What factors determine screen
width? Wouldn’t it be better, for instance,
to use a 25-foot screen at nine-foot
lamberts than a 30-foot screen at sevenfoot lamberts? Visual acuity data seems to
indicate that the picture detail visible at
great viewing distances should not suffer.
(8) What is the effect of auditorium il¬
lumination upon the required brightness
level? (9) What is the effect of the visual
angle or the screen size upon this value?
Sound Waves Bounce
Most theatremen will have to go in for
extensive remodeling in order to benefit
from the results of acoustical research in
recent years. In the future, it is quite
possible that movie auditoria will uni¬
versally incorporate what is known as
polycylindrical construction. On the theory
that sound waves bounce off cylindrical
surfaces more readily than off flat ones,
this type of construction demands that
most of the wall and ceiling surfaces be
shaped to cylindrical sections, running
both vertically and horizontally.
Where convex shapes do not lend them¬
selves well to theatre construction, vibra¬
ting wood panels, backed by rockwool, may
be put in the wall. These splayed surfaces
are polycylindrical diffusers that perform
as low-frequency absorbents and highfrequency dispensers. Rockwool is a sound
absorbent. A concave wall, incidentally,
will militate more than any other one thing
against the quality of the theatre’s acoustic
response, even when that wall is made
highly sound-absorbent. Here are born
(Continued on page 26)
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hen the editors of Physical Theatre
delegated

to

me

the

task

of

editing

a

monthly column “for the average theatre man”,

who

the rules
that
life

wanted

to

observe

of care and good housekeeping

would
and

seriously

gain

the

maximum

trouble-free

operation

in
for

time.

While I knew that there was much I
had learned in more than 20 years of
“wet-nursing” a chain of several hun¬
dred theatres,—with a depression and a
World War thrown in to make it tougher,
—I hesitated to use my name because I
didn’t want to become embroiled in dis¬
cussions with competing equipment deal¬
ers, or those holding contrary ideas on
different methods from my own. This
pen name, General Maintenance, is the
result.
Another fear was a natural disinclina¬
tion to be regarded as a know-it-all or
“the guy who wrote the book”. There
didn’t seem to be any answer to that, for
in this business you either know what
you’re doing, or don’t know. I could
only decide that if anyone knows more
about any particular subject than I do,
they can always write a letter that will
help my education, and will be passed
on to my readers. And if there is anyone
else who doesn’t like what I write, then
Brother, they don’t have to read the
column!
So here goes!
*

We’re supposed to suggest improve¬
ments in the average theatreman’s way
of doing things and to accompany these
suggestions with on-the-spot anecdotes
of jobs that we’ve supervised in which
similar recommendations were or were
not carried out; to keep the theatreman
posted on new twists in technological
progress; to advance schemes for him to
cope with them; and what not and so
forth.
Above all, we’re supposed to avoid like
the plague anything that sounds like the
canned spiels on these matters every¬
where spurting from advertisers’ presses.
Okey then—principally because of the
current interest in local repairs induced
by decreasing grosses and increasing
prices—I’m willing to go to bat for the
“average theatreman”—and the editors.
(The resourcefulness of performing local
repairs has, after all, always been cracked
up to be a hardy American virtue.)
First off, we’ll attack the problem of airconditioning, laying particular stress on
the great need here for local maintenance.
We all know that, basically speaking,
every cooling plant comprises two main
cycles—the air cycle and the refrigerant
cycle.
Since the identical maintenance sugges¬
tions are applicable to all ventilating sys¬
tems, with or without refrigerants, the air
cycle will be taken up first. This cycle
is simply a duct system delivering cleaned
air pumped by a fan to those localities to
be cooled.
The fan is usually set up to pull fresh
air in from the outside through a set of
filters, which remove dust and soot; push
the air over the cooling coils of whatever
nature, where it is lowered in temperature
and moisture removed (dehumidification);
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By "GENERAL MAINTENANCE

his

sive equipment, I stewed over it for a long

*

• •

long

specialized building and its rather expen¬

*

nilNPF
of
Prevention
UUIlUL

M

FIRST in a series of chatty comments hy a theatre
maintenance engineer for a large circuit . . . The
reader will find these installments to be full of helpful
advice on many subjects.
THE EDITORS.

and thence propell it through the duct
system into the auditorium, lobby, lounges,
and so on.
In a majority of systems there are also
return air ducts, which permit the re-use
of some or all of the previously cooled
air. My first bit of advice comes in right
here:—Some savings may be affected on
days of really high temperatures by clos¬
ing the fresh-air intake and re-circulating
the inside air until the place is cooled
off before the house is opened. But bear
in mind that, in order to dispel sweaty
odors, some fresh air must always be on
its way into the occupied house.
*

*

*

I want to counsel the average theatreman particularly on the care of the fan—
the most vital part of the air cycle.
Periodically the blades should be scraped
with a wire brush, removing any rust to
bare metal, and then painted with red
lead before applying a final heavy pro¬
tective coat of paint. The identical treat¬
ment should be awarded the fan casings
and any other metal parts of the system.
In addition, bearings should be kept clean
and lubricated with a dirt-free oil or
grease, as specified by the maker.
*

*

*

Speaking of fans, I had an odd case
connected with one not long ago. A thea¬
tre manager called me up and began
grumbling about an exhaust fan in his
place. For the life of him, he couldn’t
figure out why the darn thing didn’t blow
out more air. He had fiddled and tinkered
around looking for stoppages in the louvres
and duct work but hadn’t found any.
He asked me to please hurry over and
speed up the fan. I advised against it,
explaining that that would cause the
motor to wear out in no time at all. He

said that he would rather be responsible
for the price of putting in a new motor
— and pulleys and belts—than to have to
live longer with the present limpid setup.
I decided to go over right away. He
was right; there were no stoppages. But
my detective work did show a thing or
two finally—that the darn thing was run¬
ning backwards, and had been for eight
months! That long ago, the motor was
overhauled.
Two leads in the motor
switchbox had gotten mixed up. By in¬
terchanging ’em, I had the fan running in
the right direction and the place properly
ventilated.
*

*

*

Most fans are belt-driven. In order to
prevent their rapid deterioration, the belts
must be kept taut and absolutely free of
grease and oil. Loose belts are taken up
by sliding the motor to a point where
no more than one-half inch of play is
discernable when pressed by the finger.
This calls to mind a little yarn con¬
nected with fan belts and the importance
of keeping a sharp eye on them. It hap¬
pened late one sultry Saturday afternoon.
The phone jangled and at the other end
was another distraught theatre manager.
He was so excited that he could scarcely
relate the fact that a set of belts used
to run an air-conditioning compressor had
become overheated and burst into flames.
No sooner did the news reach me than
I was Johnny-on-the-spot. Things might
have been worse. The compressor room
was well-aired; no smoke had seeped into
public sections of the house. Nobody wa*1
in a state of panic, except the manager.
The belts, of wartime make, had been
allowed to become too loose. The re¬
sultant friction from slippage had set them
on fire. A set of spare belts that I hap(Continued on page 12)

THE YORKTOWN THEATRE, Cleveland, was designed by George A. Ebeling and is owned by the Vermes brothers,
operators of the Yale and other cinemas in the Cleveland territory. Diagonal tufted wall panels, covered with
light blue leatherette, are installed in the lobby, with wood trim around the display cases and flush panel boards
painted in an off-white. Novelty Scenic Studios decorated the ceiling in light blue, coral, and off-white.
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MflT^C • • • on Modern Theatre
111! I LO Construction and Remodeling
19th in a Series of Studies on Design, Construction and Equipment of Theatres

A Theatre Is Judged
By The Lobby It Keeps
As The First And Best-Lighted Interior Space,
It Draws The Maximum Patron Attention
Since

the

Theatre

Lobby

is

the

first

inside space through which the moviegoer
passes on his way
remodeling

projects

to

the auditorium,

should

include

all

some

work in this area—if merely a paint and
clean-up

job.

Slightly more extensive undertakings
might take in one or all of the following
changes:
new lighted interior display
frames, new floor covering, new wall and
ceiling treatment, and up-to-the-minute
lighting. This last is a most important
requisite for the theatre lobby.
Should a major rearrangement be de¬
sired, the putting in of a new ceiling—
of plaster composition—or of fabrics or
mirrors, or a combination of all of these
will be found to produce an arresting and
most pleasing effect. This should be car¬
ried out, of course, only if the shape and
extent of the lobby or lobbies serve the
particular requirements of the house in
question.
If they don’t, more drastic
physical changes are called for.
But in most instances, installation of a
new ceiling, fabrics and mirrors will suf¬
fice. Especially is this true should the
present motif comprise heavy plaster dec¬
oration, a thing that most definitely dates

the older houses. Often, heavy plaster is
not only in bad taste—since the original
installation—but in a bad state of repair
as well, due to a leaking roof and other
causes too numerous to mention.
On the other hand, it would be cheaper
to leave the ornament right where it is.
That is, if it is not too heavy or “busy”,
and in fair repair, and more or less in
scale and keeping with the lobby’s pro¬
posed new look. Then it might be painted
over in one color only. Thus details,
which could only be brought out by the
use of different colors, would be played
down.
Lobby Walls
The walls of the lobby may be either
painted, or covered with fabric, or a
wide variety of hard surface materials.
The latter, though expensive, are more
easily cleaned and show fewer signs of
wear than paint and fabric. The hard
surfaces are composed of glass (mirrors,
etc.),
plastic-protected
wood
veneer
panels, leatherette, linoleum, and many
another patented and special product.
These are especially colorful, readily ap¬
plied, and have the wearing qualities that
are necessary for the lobby.

Lobby of the J. P. Harris Theatre, Pittsburg, Pa., is a classic example of what may be done to improve
the appearance of the first interior space of older houses.

Here are provided a clear view from the

street; a show case, which contributes to the well-lighted aspect of the lobby; mirrors, which give an
illusion of spaciousness; and a rug for opulence.

A locker for the stowage of marquee letters has
been inserted in unused space here near the en¬
trance doors. With a little planning similar con¬
veniences

may

be

found

in

older

theatres.

If the lobby is small, it will be found
that well-placed mirrors on opposing
walls will tend to expand the appearance
of the place. Care, however, must be taken
in setting mirrors opposite to each other
in order that reflections should be true.
Before mirrors are set in the walls, the
local codes should be looked into, as
some do not permit the use of mirrors in
passages designed for emergency exits.
New interior display frames—designed
to match frames which may have been
set up outside in conjunction with a re¬
modeled entrance—will add decidedly to
the decorative effect of the lobby. They
also might well supply some of the light¬
ing for this space. Although glass is not
absolutely required as a covering for
interior display frames, it often is ad¬
visable to put it in so as to stop mutilation
of the displays themselves.
One of the most notable changes that
can be brought about in this area is a
change in the lighting scheme. This may
be accomplished through the use of ex¬
posed or recessed fixtures, or by the use
of cold cathode, fluorescent, or incandes¬
cent lighting sources concealed in ceiling
coves. The extent of the budget is the
only limitation on changes which may be
made in this manner.
Lobby Floors
Bright new carpeting, with an interest¬
ing design, will go a long way toward pro¬
ducing the desired new look in the lobby.
The rug in itself will give the patron that
feeling of discreet opulence so hard to
come by for the same amount of money
by other means.
In the event a carpet with a large prom¬
inent design is chosen, it will be found
that the overall effect may be enhanced
by the inclusion of plain carpeting around
the walls and down the center of the
lobby, where the holdout posts are set up.
During the course of remodeling the
lobby, it is feasible to relocate the duplex
base receptacles for the holdout posts or
to install as needed ceiling outlets for
baby spots, and at the doorman’s station
(Continued on page 20)
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THEATRE DISPLAY
EQUIPMENT
THAT COMMANDS ATTENTION

ONLY WAGNER
offers you

so many show-selling devices

ONLY WAGNER
letters

arid

frames

afford

you

FOR YOU
so

many

exclusive advantages.

ONLY WAGNER
window-type
any

height

making

it

frames
and

permit openings of

length

in

unnecessary

to

makeshift series
them together.

iRE-avamr mm

ONE

SINGAPORE

URET

.|W«D

O'BRIEN -"THE

WtimSi

panel,

construct

of small signs

FRED

a

and join

They are by far the most

economical to maintain.

Lamps, neon and

glass can be removed and replaced from
any section of the sign without disturb¬
ing

any

other

portion

and

without

re¬

moving the frames.

ONLY WAGNER
shock-proof multi-size translucent jewel-like colored
any previously employed by anyone.
walk without harm.

letters

are made of the new plastic material which is 60% stronger than

Except in zero weather, these letters can be dropped from a marquee onto the side¬

The gorgeous, deep colors go all the way through the letter, cannot chip or scale, never require painting

or other maintenance.

These popular Wagner

letters

afford

freedom from freezing to the sign,

designed for mounting arrangements which employ channels.
than six times the

bearing surface of the lug-type letter.

Complete safety

is assured.

ineffective one-size letter copy, doubling the effectiveness of the display board.
red, green and blue.

as in

the case of

letters

Wagner's exclusive slotted method of mounting provides more
They

avoid the eye-monotony of

4", 8", 10" and 17" sizes are available in

4", 8" and 10" sizes available in amber.

Wagner plastic letters can be used in combination with:

or on

WAGNER SLOTTED ALUMINUM LETTERS

WAGNER MOUNTING STRIP

(Many styles and colors in 4", 6", 8", 10", 12", 16", 24" and 30" sizes—

(White

enameled

sheet steel,

drilled

for

mounting.

No

special

wiring

more sizes than offered by any other company)
required).

or with

WAGNER LOBBY DISPLAY UNITS
(White
any

enameled

steel,

24",

36"

and

48"

sections

combine

to

WAGNER TRANSPARENCIES AND FRAMES

make

(Full colored photographs for marquee frame or lobby. All stars. Any size.)

length)

IMMEDIATE
I WAGNER SIGN SERVICE, INC.

FREE/

^ 218 S. "Hoyne Ave., Chicago 12, III.

USE THE COUPON FOR BIG CATALOG
ON

EFFECTIVE

'

SHOW

SELLING

'Wayuen, Sic^t Senvice,
218

S.

Hoyne

CHICAGO

■June 30, 1948

12,

DELIVERY!

Avenue
ILL.

J

Please send big free catalog on Wagner theatre display equipment, the

|

largest line in the world.

|

Name.

j

Theatre.

|

Street.

j

City and State.
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PORTHOLE SHOTS

... of the Men
who run the Show

Carroll Addy, of the Strand, Columbia, S. C., and
new secretary of Local 347, IATSE, for 30 years
has been a projectionist.

An old-timer is W. P. Kehoe, projectionist at the

W. H. Herring, of the Palmetto, S. C., has been

Avon, Savannah, Ga.

the man behind the scenes for 22 years.

He is business agent and

a charter member of Local 320, 1ATSE.

John

N.

Spearing, business agent of Local 511,

IATSE, Jacksonville, Fla., has been operating pro¬
jectors steadily for 28 years.

He also is a news¬

reel cameraman for Fox.

L. M. Davenport, of the Carolina, Columbia, S. C.,

C. J. Ritchie, of the State, Salisbury, N. C., and

has been threading film for 38 years and is still

secretary of the local there, has been at his pro¬

going strong.

fession for 24 years.

M. A. Forsyth, of the Empire, Daytona Beach, Fla.,
and business agent of Local 558, has been in the
same occupation for 35 years.
Alabama

Fred Catallozi, a former New Englander, of the

J

Flamingo,

years has

nah, Ga., has been 25 years in the booth, coming

responsible for the opera ion of projector

to Savannah from Charlotte, N. C., a quarter of

been

Miami

Beach,

Fla.,

for 40

mechanism in motion picture houses.

and

came

to

He is a native of

Florida

24

years

ago.

A. Williams, projectionist at the Odeon, Savan¬

a ceniury ago.

The initial installment of MEN AT WORK catches ten
industryites in informal poses. Together they total 315 years
of serving entertainment to the public—anonymously. But
theirs is a skilled heritage!
Other projectionists, proud of their booths . . . and other workers
in the nation's theatres, are invited to forward on-the-job shots
of themselves to this department. The pictures will be used when
convenient.

A real old-timer, L.

R.

Moss,

of the Roxy,

Or¬

lando, Fla., has been in the same phase of show
business since 1905, the year he got his start as
a projectionist in Joplin, Mo.
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STRONG MC
MOGULS STj
STRONG MG
MOGULS ST

For Drive - Ins and Large Theatres

THE STRONG MOGUL
70-Ampere • 40-Volt

PROJECTION ARC LAMP
Projects 15,000 lumens—the maximum that film will
accept without damage—providing a brilliant pic¬
ture on 48-foot and larger screens with all details
clearly visible 500 feet or more from the screen.
It is wasteful, as well as futile to burn more than 70
amperes in any reflector lamp, or twice the current
in condenser lamps.

THE NEW STRONG SINGLE PHASE
80-AMPERE TUBE
RECTIFIER
for use in Drive-In Theatres where only single phase
power is available.

STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST,
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MO
MOGULS ST
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST
STRONG MG
MOGULS STi
STRONG MC
MOGULS ST]

For 1 kw High Intensity Projection Lighting

GOING STRONG
There are more Strong-made D.C. 1 K.W. Lamps used today
than all other makes of 1 K.W. lamps combined! The
Strong Utility for theatres with screens up to 18 feet in
width, delivers twice the light of the low intensity lamp at
an increased combined current and carbon cost of less than
2c per hour.
As the only lamps produced complete
within one factory, Strong projection
arc lamps can be so engineered as to
obtain the finest screen results.
The Strong line is the most com¬
plete, and includes lamps especially
designed for the best results under
every condition.

Prices are the lowest of any lamps
in their class.
Possessing the highest efficiencies
ever attained in the history of pro¬
jection arc lighting. Strong lamps de¬
liver as much or more light as any
lamps made.
Strong

lamps assure longest life.

some of the original models built 25
years ago, still working every day.
Strong lamps are most simple in
operation and require less attention.
Having fewer parts, there is also less
possibility of failure.
Write for free literature or ask your
Independent Theatre Supply Dealer
for a demonstration.

USE THIS COUPON FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OR LITERATURE.

THE STRONG
ELECTRIC CORP.
87 City Park Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
87 City Park Avenue Toledo 2, Ohio
□ I would like to have a demonstration of the Mogul Projec¬
tion Arc Lamp in my theatre, without cost or obligation.
|~~1 Please send free literature on the Mogul Projection Arc
Lamp.
NAME.

The World's Largest Manufacturer

THEATRE.

of Projection Arc Lamps

STREET...
CITY and STATE.
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STRONG MC
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The Ounce of Prevention
(Continued from page 7)
pened to have on hand enabled me to keep
the air in the place freshened over the
rest of the weekend.
A handy rule of thumb to remember
when tightening a V-belt is that a slack
belt will feel dead to a hand thump and
the belt with the correct tension springy
and lively. In cases where multi-belts
are used, some belt manufacturers advise
that the position of the belts be rota lei
to insure longer life.
GLEN D. THOMPSON, Oklahoma
City, Okla.—Owner and operator of
15 theatres located throughout
Oklahoma—writes:
“RCA Service is a good busi¬
ness investment for keeping
my sound systems in fine
shape.”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.

AVI! TD "THIRD DIMENSION"
AULliimultiple size
SILHOUETTE LETTERS
and Exclusive
"REMOVE-PANEL" Glass-in-Frame Units

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
302 I W. 36th St., Chicago

1451 B'way, N.Y.C.

The Most Practical Service . . .

PHYSICAL THEATRE

Care, however, must be taken when
removing or installing belts to make cer¬
tain that they are not too taut. Undue
strain will break the outside strands. All
belts come with the manufacturer’s name
and size on them, usually in the form of
code numbers. This data should be filed
away to facilitate replacements.
*

*

*

It is extremely important that air ducts
be checked periodically for loose connec¬
tions and loose insulation. Access holes
should be put into the ducts for the peri¬
odic removal of dust. This last, more than
being merely good housekeeping, elimi¬
nates a very serious fire hazard. And
last but not least, fire dampers should be
looked into similarly for proper closings.
The most spectacular incident in this
connection that I’ve heard about lately
occurred at a spot in South Philadelphia.
A sudden rash of flickering spots on the
screen evoked visions of fire in the minds
of some 20 of the 200 members of the
cinema audience. They promptly tumbled
out of the nearest exits.
One of them telephoned the Fire
Bureau; two fire companies shrieked to a
stop outside. Finding the show going on
as usual, the firemen wanted to know
what all the fuss was about.
By a grotesque coincidence, turning on
of the air-conditioning system for the
season created clouds of dust, which, when
reflected on the screen, made the place
look highly combustible, the manager told
them.

WHEREVER APPEARANCE
ANfL, NEATNESS
i^ount !

you'll see LINTEX
COLLARS 4 FRONTS
Progressive Chains
and -Independents
have
found that
Lintex
Collars
and
Fronts are conven¬
ient and economical.
These collars and
fronts are made from
specially processed
paper with a linen
finish. When
soiled they are
thrown away.
No laundry
problems with
Lintex.
Made
in
wing or turn¬
down styles,
fronts in plain
or P.K.

DRinninG fomms
•
With

Available Notv

or

Without

COOLING

•

EQUIPMENT

Send for Folder

Voigt company
THEATRE LIGHTING SPECIALISTS
Designers • Manufacturers
Illuminating Engineers
1649 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 22, PA

TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING CO.
COOLING and HEATING
SYSTEMS of all TYPES
Philadelphia, Pa

New York, N Y.

The subject of air filters brings to a
close this consideration of the air cycle.
There are two types of filters—the throw¬
away type, which is discarded after usage,
and the permanent, all-metal type. The
latter, though it costs three-and-a-half
times as much as the throw-awav, is the
best buv. It will prove to be the most
economical
throughout
its
five-to-ten
years lifetime.
Next month, General Maintenance will
be vrimed with facts, figures and anecdotes
concerning the matter of the refrigerant
cycle.

Martin Circuit to Expand

Photo Courtesy
RADIO CITY MUSIC NALL
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

REVERSIBLE COLLAR CO.
Ill PUTNAM AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
PT-12
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E. D. Martin, president of Martin Thea¬
tres, Columbus, Ga., has announced a
$2,000,000 building program in Alabama,
Georgia and Florida.
Scheduled for completion within two
years are a house in Columbus, Ga., seat¬
ing 2000; in Sylacauga, Ala., seating 1500;
in Bainbridge, Ga., seating 1250; in Anda¬
lusia, Ala., seating 1000; one each in Ope¬
lika, Talladega, Phoenix City, LaFayette,
Floralla and Sylacauga, all Alabama, and
Dublin, Ga. Also, drive-ins in Marietta,
Ga., 500 cars; and Columbus, Ga., 675 cars.

PHYSICAL THEATRE DEPARTMENT of THE EXHIBITOR

MACK JACKSON—Owner, Jackson Theatres, Alexander City, Ala¬
bama. Also president of Southeastern
Theatre Owners’ Association—says:
“RCA Service is perfectly sat¬
isfactory. Need I say more?”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—Write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
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CENTURY SOUND DEVICE
WINS ACADEMY AWARD
"Fundamental Improvement"
In Drive Reduces Flutter

THE SHOW GOES ON
Toronto House Uses
16mm. During Power Cut
Toronto, Canada—Despite a 45-minute
postponement in other houses during a
power cutoff, one of Toronto’s largest
theatres kept the show going recently by
projecting 16mm. prints of its scheduled
feature.
This was made possible at the Uptown,
a 2743-seat, first-run Loew’s unit, because
two power lines, one 550 and the other
120 volts, served the place.
Only the
former line, which operated the regular
projectors, was cut off.
In anticipation of the power shutdown,
a 16mm. Ampro using a Strong 16mm. arc
lamp and only requiring 120 volts, was in¬
stalled by Sam Collis, acting general man¬
ager, Telephoto Industries, which has the
Ampro Agency. The machine was placed
in the projection booth, from which the
throw is 120 feet, and run by a regular
projectionist.
The projector, lit by a carbon arc, used
a two-inch lens, and provided an image
only a shade smaller than the 24-foot
screen, observers said. No member of the
audience complained or as much as men¬
tioned to staff members noticing a change
in lighting or sound.
The experiment ended after three weeks.

CHANGEABLE SIGNS
CHROME METAL EDGES

■

.-•*-

ADMISSION

LETTERS
$3.00 PER

100

j ADULTS

fed. tax
TOTAL

SEE IT

1

iCHILDREN

AT YOUR

FED. TAX
TOTAL

L. BAHN CO., 123 W. Canton St.
18, MASS.

IT'S THE KNOW-HOW THAT
MAKES FOR THEATRE BEAUTY
Local history or legend can be depicted at the
sides of your proscenium, on sidewall panels,
or in your lobby, by our brilliant murals
executed in paint on canvas, velour or other
fabrics, or etched in glass or plaster. Any
size, treatment or theme.

• INCREASED BRILLIANCY
• CLEARER SOUND
Vocalite Beaded Sound Screen for low inten¬
sity or Mazda lamps. More permeability of
sound, optical effect of depth, perfect for
color pictures. Increases light efficiency.

•

PAINTING • DECORATING • MURALS
CURTAINS • WALL COVERINGS
SPECTACULAR EFFECTS • DRAPERIES
ACOUSTIC WALL TREATMENTS
PLASTIC WALL PLAQUES AND INLAYS
LEATHERETTE WALL PANELS
ASBESTOS CURTAINS • CONTOUR CURTAINS
CURTAIN CONTROLS AND TRACKS

Dynamic, outstanding installations for theatre
owners, circuits and architects throughout the
world.
Phone, wire or write for details, or
send rough s’-etches, necessary measurements,
preliminary blueprints or plans for estimates
and preparation of color renderings.

For information—see your dealer or write

VOCALITE SCREEN CORP.
42
oe
SO
2 1
04;
2S|

dealers

BOSTON

creating smart
^fliRlORS for 29 YEAR*

AMERICA'S foremost SCREENS |

Super-Lite, a white
vinyl plastic coated
material with light reflection co efficient of
87 + . A perfect sound transmitter, and en¬
tirely diffusive. Assures faithful reproductions
of tone and color value.

12" x 8", $6.00; 14" x 9", $6.50
100 Vi" PLASTIC LETTERS
EXTRA

Hollywood—The
Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences last month pre¬
sented its 1947 scientific and technical
achievement award to the developers of a
film drive filter mechanism incorporated in
sound reproducers of the Century Pro¬
jector Corporation.
The presentation, a plaque, was made
to C. C. Davis and Electrical Research
Products, a division of Western Electric
Company, for a “fundamental improve¬
ment” in the film drive, with the result
that reduction in flutter is obtained, and
film threading and equipment adjustments
simplified.
The flywheel of the device for which the
award was granted is driven by “deliber¬
ately-tensioned” film, with oil damping
applied to the tensioning device, accord¬
ing to an announcement by the Century
Projector Corporation.
The advantages
of this arrangement include provision of
optimum bearing conditions of rotational
parts while applying damping to a non¬
rotating element.
For the reason that firm contact is
established between the film and the drum,

the extent of damping is little affected by
varying quality or buckled condition of the
film. In operation, the film is deflected
from a straight path between the drum
and sound sprocket by a spring-tensioned
idler arm and roller with which the
damper is associated.
Any tendency to flutter induced in the
film by the driving sprocket is passed to
the compliant, oil-damped arm rather than
appearing as irregular motion of the fly¬
wheel.

ROOSEVELT, N. Y.

COIN RACK ... Idel, Qj ck Cian^e-Maker
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V
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SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.

32-34 W. 6QTH ST., New York 23, N.Y.
AT YOUR
DEALER
OR DIRECT

DECORATORS

•

DESIGN

ARTISTS

6»/2" H.
81/4" W.

NO NEED FOR WASTE OF
SEAT COVERING MATERIAL
You can now buy leatherette already cut

25'x26". Packed in packages of 50. All
colors, good quality. $26.50 per j.'ackage.
Rubber-cushioned bottomed. Coins held securely,
yet easy to use. Dark Red Mahogany finish . . .
strong . . . durable.

ASSOCIATED TICKET REG. CO., INC., 346 W. 4 ST.. H.Y., N.Y.
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MANKO FABRICS

CO.f

INC.

29 W. 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.
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LEAD THE FIELD
feeautif,—
'2bu>ialxilitq,—
Pe>i{ja'itna*tce !

BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE
Not Sold Through Dealers Anywhere
it Heavy

Gauge
Aluminum
Precision
Stampings—NOT Thin Porous Castings.

it Frosted Iridescent Anodizing Guaran¬
tees Permanent Finish!
Corrode.

Cannot Rust or

F. O. B. Cleveland

Aluminum Voice Coil Speakers! (new¬
est development)

Per Complete Unit

★ No Posts to Thread!

it Built-In Volume Controls!

it Heavy Duty 11-foot Kellogg Koiled
Kords — Standard Equipment.

it 5V4 inch General Electric All-Weather

$2300
For Two Cars

it Our Engineering Staff Always at Your
Service!

includes
Patents Pending

"KOILED KORDS"

Salisbury Drive-In, Salisbury, N. C.

Manufactured and Fully Guaranteed by

THEATRECRAFT MANUFACTURING CORP.
1378 East 18th St.

Cleveland 14, Ohio

SUperior 3912

DRIVE- IN
THEATRES
SECTION

he proverbial headache surrounding
the issuing and collecting of tickets at
drive-in theatres is said to have been
alleviated with the perfection of new sys¬
tems and equipment.
The
General
Register
Corporation
boasts in this field “systems that give
owners a constant check on both the sale
and collection of tickets, with the im¬
portant advantage of being able to tell,
by a glance at the issued ticket or the
patron’s stub, the number of admissions
which have been paid in any car.”
A system for larger drive-ins incor¬
porates an “Automaticket” ticket-issuing
machine and a stub rod control box. The
electrically-operated ticket-issuing ma¬
chine is of a removable-unit construction.
This allows variously-priced tickets to be
given out simultaneously and additional
units to be added at any time.
The machine is “permanent-service and
guaranteed for life.” A specially-printed
ticket, perforated lengthwise, may be
handed to the patron or inserted under
the windshield-wiper.
The under-thewiper practice is recommended where
ticket runners are employed.
Here’s the procedure: At the theatre
entrance, the ticketlifter alertly tears the
ticket in half and inserts the patron’s
stub under the wiper-blade. In order that
management may check the number of
occupants in a car who have paid admis¬
sions merely by glancing at the length of
the stub, the stub is never folded. The
management’s stub is deposited in the
This special drive-in theatre ticket is issued by the
Automaticket ticket-issuing machine.
Patron's stub,
placed under the windshield wiper, shows at a glance
the number of fares paid. This is for a quick check
against the number of people in the car. Stub at right
is retained in the stub rod control box.
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with all of the conditions of fog and dust that must be overcome requires a powerful light source.

In

this projection room of the Odom's Drive-In, Oklahoma City, big, air-cooled, Peerless Hy-Candescent Arc
lamps pound light through B &

L Super Cinephor (coated) f/2.0

lenses to the

white

plaster

screen.

Tickets! Tickets! Tickets!
Drive-In Collection Troubles
Licked By 44Automaticket”
stub rod control box and retained, under
lock and key, in numerical order of col¬
lection for later transference to a seriallynumbered sealed string. This last is for
checking and analysis purposes.
The sealed string gives a complete pic¬
ture of all ticket-selling activities. Col¬
lections may be compared to the number
of sales shown on the ticket-issuing regis¬
ter. Serial numbers of missing tickets are
disclosed.
Resales of tickets, either the
same day or later on, at the boxoffice or
else where, are detected. Most important,
collection irregularities are discouraged.
Every employe knows that the system
will unfailingly reveal dishonesty.
Roving Cashiers
For smaller drive-ins, up to 300 cars,
General Register has come up with the
“Automaticket Portable.” This compact
little mechanism weighs only three-anda-half pounds fully loaded.
It may be carried by the ticket vendor
on an over-the-shoulder strap. It enables
the drive-in to employ “roving cashiers”,
who sell tickets in the area between the
highway and the entrance. In this manner,

traffic-jams may be eased. At peak hours,
additional cashiers may be put on duty.
(Continued on page 23)
This Stub Rod Control Box, with door unlocked and
open, shows theatre stubs retained in sequence of
collection, for ready removal and analysis. This is an
integral part of the Automaticket control systems,
newly-developed for both large and small drive-in
theatres by the General Register Corporation.

SfW TOSS, S. T.

ii SOT 8081.

•'

To get maximum light distribution on the inordinately large and low reflective drive-in theatre screen,

EDITOR’S NOTE: At press time, Treasury
Depa-tment. approval had not yet been obtained
for the Portable Unit here described, because
an individual ticket is not issued for each pa¬
tron. It seems obvious, however, that this can
be satisfactorily met.
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Richmond's New BELLWOOD
This 1015-Car Drive-In, Costing
$250,000, is the South's Largest
For the reason that it is the biggest
drive-in to be erected in the south, and
because it marked a joining of interest by
two large independent theatre circuits,
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., and Fabian
Theatres, considerable fanfare marked the
opening on May 28 of the $250,000 Bellwood, near Richmond, Va.

Situated on U. S. Highway 1, four miles
from the city limits, the theatre accommo¬
dates 1015 cars, with a special section
complete with boxoffice and concession
stand for colored patrons. That this latter
requirement of southern theatre operation
finds its way into even the drive-in field
is news of a sort.
While owned by both groups, the actual
management is under the direction of
Fabian, with Albert Bernstein in active
control.
Designed by Michael De Angelis, Ro¬
chester, N. Y., architect who has had con¬
siderable experience with such projects,
the general contractors were Doyle and
Russell, Richmond. The theatre is equip¬
ped with Brenkert projectors and lamps,
and an RCA sound system complete with
speakers, all supplied by Capitol Motion
Picture Supply Corporation, New York.
The Bellwood has all the attributes pre¬
scribed for a successful drive-in. It is
located near a city, adjacent to a main

highway, and laid out on a gentle slope.
This last helps to facilitate drainage.
The screen tower is set down near the
roadside with the result that ticket-taking
activities are near the offices, which are in
the tower itself. The immediate surround¬
ings of the theatre are nicely landscaped.
Exit drives are wide and notably well
planned. The sign is arranged in such a
manner that it is visible for a considerable
distance in both directions along the high¬
way.
The screen building seems to be of the
popular structural steel construction. The
projection building is placed three ramps
away from the screen, and contains the
main concession stand and white patrons
rest rooms. The building is as low as pos¬
sible in deference to car positions behind
the structure.
Among those attending the opening were
Morton G. Thalhimer, president, and
Samuel Bendheim, Jr., general manager,
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc. Representa¬
tives of the Fabian Circuit included Lou
Golding, division manager; Joseph Eagan,
real estate; Bernie Brooks, head booker;
George Trilling, division booker, and
Edgar Goth, division publicity manager.
Also present were Ward Kreag, Altoona,
Pa., manager; Earle Westbrook, Norfolk,
Va., manager.

THE PEOPLE

•
Officials of both circuits at¬
tended the opening. Above: Richmond, Va. radio
station WRNL interviews Lou Golding, Fabian Theatre
division manager, and Morton G. Thalhimer, presi¬
dent, Neighborhood Theatre, Inc. Also, Ward Kregg,
Fabian city manager, Altoona, Pa., and Edgar Goth,
Fabian division publicity manager, arrive early. Be¬
low: Architect Michael De Angelis and Joe Eagan,
Fabian real estate department, join in a big grin.
Next, A. Frank O'Brien, Richmond city manager for
Fabian, De Angelis, Golding, and Al Bernstein, ex¬
perienced drive-in theatre manager, finish a rehearsal
of the staff; and last, Albert Huttlemayer, projection¬
ist, and Vincent Paolillo, field engineer, Capitol Mo¬
tion Picture Supply Corporation, check the equipment.

THE THEATRE

®
Amplifying the pictures opposite are these additional views of the new Bellwood.
At night, the large upright sign and neon lettering on the screen tower fairly shout at the passing motorist
that entertainment is available by merely following the lanes through the boxoffice islands. Actual billing of the
particular show takes place through the lighted changeable letter signs positioned close to the highway for easy
reading as shown in the large day view opposite.
In a large capacity theatre such as this, the two double
sided boxoffices, to serve a total of four lanes, are a virtual necessity.
One of the prime objectives of drive-in operation is to get the incoming cars off the highway as speedily as
possible, and, for this reason, an entrance well where multiple lines can be curved out to hold a maximum of
cars will be noted in the air view. Its practical application and the manner in which the "ushers" break them
back into four lanes through the boxoffice can be seen in this night shot.
In the air view opposite, and the one below, may be seen the method of barricading the section for colored
patrons, complete with its own rest rooms and concession stands, from the much larger white section. The
positioning of roadways and all other appurtenances can also be noted.

Brenkert Projector Bows
In Medium-Price Market
Automatically - Oiled Mechanism Boasts
Sturdy Intermittent And Rugged Gears
A brand-new 35mm. Brenkert film pro¬
jector, directed at the medium-price
market, was unveiled on June 10 at a
special demonstration in the RCA exhibi¬
tion hall at Radio City, New York.
The affair marked the opening of the
40th anniversary celebration of the Brenk¬
ert Light Projection Company, an RCA
subsidiary. Karl Brenkert, president of the
Detroit company, presided.
Distinctive features of the new projector,
model BX-60, are a design for the rearshutter blade, which supplies cool air to
the aperture, and an “oil-free, roomy”
operating compartment designed for max¬
imum threading space. The projector is
available in both single and double shutter
models.
Brenkert’s unique automatic-lubrica¬
tion system equips with oil baffles all ro¬
tating shafts running through the maincase castings. This continuously lubricates
shaft bearings throughout their length, but
does not permit oil to seep into the oper¬
ating compartment.
A ruggedly constructed one-place metal
casting comprises the housing and main
frame of the entire mechanism. The ac¬
curacy of precision-machine work on the
case is provided with a heat-treatment
process. Correct alignment of all shafts
and gears is entrusted to the precisionmachine surfaces
of the “non-warp”
frame.
A large door on the operating side of
the projector exposes the entire film com-

partment to ready access. To prevent
warping, the door is ribbed. Two glasscovered openings make it possible for the
projectionist to view the film loops, above
and below the film trap, while the mech¬
anism is running.
For reflecting purposes, the inner sur¬
faces of the film compartment are finished
in a light-colored enamel. Removal of a
panel in the operating side of the mech¬
anism results in quick access to the shut¬
ter blades and to the rear of the film trap.
The panel, held in place by two thumb
screws, is provided with a filter glass for
the viewing of light on the aperture.
The intermittent mechanism of the
BX-60 model is identical to that of the
larger B-X80. “Bugs” are said to have
been taken care of by thorough field test¬
ing. The BX-60 incorporates the heavy
duty gearing of all Brenkert projectors.
Weather-resistance has been provided by
the plating of unpainted metal surfaces
and the hardening and finishing of all
screws.
Unit construction is employed to facili-

New Dawo Speaker
An in-car speaker—reported to have
successfully withstood a one-hour under¬
water test—is being submitted to drive-in
theatre owners.
The new product, called the 7600 InThe-Car Speaker Set, is especially de¬
signed to be weather-resistant, according
to the Dawo Co. Other tests it has passed
with flying colors include 200-hours of
spraying and three hours of lying face up
on the ground during a rain storm.

Roomy, enamel-finished film compartment of the
new

BX-60,

which
times

the

tents.
film

showing

Brenkert

boasts

bearing

area

intermittent
has
of

from

mechanism,
three-to-four

competing

intermit-

The film is guided the full length of the
trap,

sway.

a

one-piece

Each of the

removed from
screw.

casting,

to

area of competitive intermittents. All parts
are designed to insure “rock-steady” pro¬
jection throughout the life of the mech¬
anism.
3. HEAVY-DUTY GEARING. All gear¬
ing is of heavy-duty construction with
wide-mesh gear surfaces. This means
low-maintenance cost.
4. SHUTTER. The projector is available
as either a single rear shutter mechanism
or as a single rear and single front shutter
mechanism.
5. FILM TRAP. It is a heavily-con¬
structed one-piece casting. To prevent side
sway, the film is guided the full length of
the film trap.
6. FILM GATE. Two sets of hardened,
polished, steel pressure pads are provided.
The gate may be removed quickly by
loosening one thumb screw.
7. FRAMING. This is easily done by
turning the framing knob, which, at the
screen end of the projector, is available
at either side. The intermittent sprocket is
rotated so that the film is always sup¬
ported by the film trap and gate shoes up
close to the intermittent sprocket.
8. FRAMING APERTURE. For ease of
framing, a second film aperture is pro¬
vided. This is five frames ahead of the
picture aperture.
9. LENS MOUNTING. The lens is held
rigidly and firmly in both the front and
rear of the lens mount. The lens is re¬
moved by simply loosening two knurled
thumb screws.
10. OPERATING COMPARTMENT. The
space is roomy for threading. It is a simple
matter to keep the compartment clean.
11. SPROCKETS. They are hardened
and ground. By loosening a single screw,
each may be quickly removed from its
shaft. Sprockets may be reversed to double
their life.

prevent side

hardened sprockets may be

its shaft by unscrewing a single

Operating side of the housing of the brand-new
Brenkert "60" projector.

The case is built of one-

place metal casting, the same as the main frame.
It is doweled to the main frame for "rock-steady"
projection.
by

Accuracy of precision work is insured

a heat-treatment process.

A large door ex¬

poses the entire film compartment to ready access.

tate ready and accurate servicing.
For
precise parts alignment, all units are
doweled to the main frame.
Feature Summary
1. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION. Lubri¬
cation is completely automatic so that the
whole mechanism is continuously awash
in oil.
2. STURDY INTERMITTENT MECH¬
ANISM. The intermittent is claimed to
have from three to four times the bearing
PT-18
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The Dawo No. 7600

Compact and good-looking, the speaker
is small enough to be readily held. The
speaker case measures four and threeeighths inches wide, three and five-eighths
inches thick, and six and one-half inches
high.
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This is where TROUBLE

UNLESS YOUR DRIVE-IN
has the protection of the new
-^-//fmnri f/

ticket-issuing and control systems
For the first time, drive-in operators can have effective
Especially designed tor
drive-in theatres, the
only

tickets

that

show

assurance that an admission ticket has been issued, paid
for and collected for every occupant of every car. Tickets

at a glance the number
of

admissions

which

have been paid for—be¬

show at a glance the number of admissions for which each
has been issued. Stubs are retained for analysis ... in

cause patrons’ stubs are

numerical order of collection. The Automaticket Control

not folded.

Systems for Drive-Ins also speed collections . . . and
reveal time of and responsibility for irregularities which
may occur. Automaticket Systems are designed for driveins of every type—including a special system for small

The Stub Rod Control Box
completes the Automa-

drive-in theatres (250 cars or less), priced under $100.

ticket Control System by
preserving

stubs in

se¬

quence

collection

—

and

of

protecting

palming

and

Ask your theatre supply dealer or write us today!

against

re-selling,

GENERAL

and other ticket manip¬
ulations.

REGISTER

36-20 THIRTY THIRD STREET

CORPORATION

LONG ISLAND CITY I, NEW YORK

Please send full details of the Automaticket Control
System for a Drive-In Theatre of.cars.
Name..
Company.
Street Address
The patron’s stub of this Automaticket System drive-in
ticket enables management at any time to check oc¬
cupancy of any car against paid admissions because

City.
Zone

State

number of stubs is clearly visible.
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Notes on Theatre Construction

New Look For GoldE

(Continued from page 8)
a floor outlet for a new-type ticket chop¬
per. Particular attention should be paid
to the location of the holdout posts and
rails necessary to properly control crowds.
This should be discussed with the theatre
manager, who will undoubtedly have his
own idea how some special problem of
his should be solved.
As a matter of fact, it is always wise
for the designer to talk things over at

New Ychk—A new baked-enamel finish
has been developed by the GoldE Manu¬
facturing Company to add beauty and
durability to the concern’s projectors and
spotlights.
Described as a three-coat Sierra Brown
finish, with a silvery sparkle, the coating
was formulated for high-temperature re¬
sistance and as part of the GoldE mer¬
chandising campaign for 1948.

COMPACT IN SIZE . . .
BUT GREAT IN ACTION!
(?adet WacCet 5/
This

low-priced

pletely

finished

counter
in

model,

beautiful

com¬

stainless

steel, is the answer to insufficient space.
The Cadet model is small and compact,
yet holds an amazingly large amount of
popped corn.

Speedy and dependable, it

offers a tastier product which guarantees
increased
manship

profits.
as

is

Same

found

in

quality

work¬

Cretors

larger

models.

Size: 18" x 24" x 2 8" high.
Capacity: 6 ounces raw corn per popping.

Settee f%%5

C. CRETORS & CO.

NATIONAL

614 W. Cermak Rd., Chicago 16, ill.

The Perforated Mat

PRESENTS

MOVIE HOUR

POP&flfftV
\

IN POPCORN IT’S TASTE
THAT SELLS
★
A new superior blend of ed¬
ible refined oils especially
processed for theatres.
Gives popped corn an appetizing golden color and deli¬
cious flavor.
•

..' ' j

>

★

A popcorn sales booster!

In stock at your National Branch
PACKED IN HANDY ONE GALLON
CANS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

jiATIOIIAL

- SIX GALLONS TO CASE.
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length with the manager in order to get
his ideas on the program as a whole and
on any special requirements.
He, after
all, is the person most interested in hav¬
ing a theatre that will meet with the
approval of its clientele, since patrons
bring complaints and suggestions directly
to him.
Air Cooling
For conditioning the atmosphere of the
lobby, a separate unit-type conditioner
will many times be found to be the most
practical. Inasmuch as the loads here
vary greatly and never require as ac¬
curate regulation as the auditorium, it is
good engineering to put the lobby portion
of the house on a separate air-cooling
zone.
Upon investigation it will very fre¬
quently be discovered that air-condition¬
ing gear in the lobby, if any, is undersize
or does not do the job for which it is
intended. The economical answer to this
is the unit air-conditioner, which may be
had in one and one-half tons to seven
tons capacities. The equipment will show
a great saving in duct work. In many
instances, it may be put into the lobby
without ducts of any kind.
It is not necessary to concern one’s self
unduly with the relative humidity and
dry-bulb temperature of the lobby, since
patrons do not remain here for long, ex¬
cept during holdouts. In this last event,
they will be standing. A dry-bulb tem¬
perature of from 12 to 15 degrees will be
quite satisfactory. Persons standing or
moving about are not as susceptible to
drafts and temperature differences as
those who are seated.

PHYSICAL THEATRE DEPARTMENT of THE EXHIBITOR

If carpeting is used for floor covering,
space must be reserved for at least four
feet of rubber matting or asphalt or rub¬
ber tile immediately inside the entrance
doors. This will help to remove some
of the dirt and water from the shoes of
patrons before they walk onto the carpeted
area.
The perforated rubber mat does this
job as well or better than any other type
of mat. It is more expensive, though, in¬
sofar as daily upkeep goes. Rubber mats
should be laid in sections small enough
to be handled easily, no larger than fourby-five feet. These sections should be
separated by metal strips set flush with
the tops of the mats and against the con¬
crete floor. Thickness should be from
three-eighths to one-half of an inch. Also,
it is well to remember that entrance floor
material must be laid flush with the top
of the adjoining carpet.
The more extensive lobby remodeling
job should include provisions for a storage
soace for sign letters and for rubber run¬
ner mats, used to protect carpeting during
bad weather. Generally, with a little fore¬
sight, such a space may be blocked out in
the vicinity of the front entrance. The
cost of setting it uo will pay for itself many
times over in labor and maintenance
savings.
Summing up for the lobby, the altera¬
tion should furnish a well-lighted, attrac¬
tively-decorated interior that may be
seen from the street through entrance
doors. It should provide for the control
of crowds and for their comfort while
standing in line or passing through to
the street or to the auditorium.
Next Issue: Retiring Rooms.
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BASE AND STANDARD LIGHT

WHY DRIVE-INS
EVERYWHERE

SERVICE SIGNAL LIGHT

MOTIOGRAPH IN-CAR SPEAKER EQUIPMENT
WITH STANDARD LIGHT AND CONCESSION SIGNAL
The speakers and supporting standard are illuminated, thus eliminating maintenance troubles
otherwise occasioned by patrons dropping the speakers on the ground.

Base numbers are easily

read, permitting patrons who leave their cars to easily find them upon return.

Traffic hazards

are reduced and a beautiful appearance imparted to the entire theatre area without interfering
with projection.
The red service signal light can be turned on, off, or flashed by push button switch on in-car
speaker, enabling concession workers to render prompt service, without annoying those who do
not wish to buy.
The junction box mounts on unthreaded pipe or tubing up to

ZVi" O.D. without the necessity

of purchasing pipe flanges thus saving installation costs.

MOTIOGRAPH IN-CAR SPEAKERS
employing

highly

efficient,

weather

and

insect-proof

speaker

SOUND

SYSTEMS

150, 250 and 500 watt systems for 600, 1,000
and 2,000 car capacity theatres.

units

with a five inch cone and acoustically correct housing design, guarantee
better sound quality.

MOTIOGRAPH

Ruggedly constructed to withstand rough hand¬

MOTIOGRAPH DOUBLE SHUTTER PROJECTORS

ling, they may be quickly disassembled for maintenance, yet cannot
be

opened

sharp

with

a

instruments

mechanical

and

coin,
be

knife

or

ordinary

inserted

in

the

electrical

safety

screw

housing

factor.

driver.

Nor

perforations.

Rubber

plated

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTOR ARC LAMPS

can

Large

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS

speaker

RECTIFIERS

hooks. Constant impedance type volumn controls make constant fader
adjustments unnecessary.

Available with pleasing blue enamel finish

ANTI-REFLECTION COATED LENSES

and coiled cord (shown at left) or with attractive brushed cadmium

PROJECTION ROOM ACCESSORIES

finish and straight cord (shown at right).

FREE!
Write for

complete

__

authoritative

booklet

"How

to

Select the Site, Construct and Equip a Drive-in Theatre."

4431 WEST LAKE STREET
■June 30, 1948
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The speaker unit, a five-inch Alnico
5 permanent magnet, is equipped with a
wide range of “lows” for music and of
“highs” for voice. The volume control
covers a broad range of frequencies.
“Every advancement in design, me¬
chanics and electronics was utilized to
the fullest degree to attain the highest
possible efficiency of operation and match¬
less high fidelity of reproduction in the
new speaker,” the makers say.
To
make
it weather-resistant,
the
speaker cone is chemically treated. The
handle on the back of the speaker housing
is designed for ready attachment to car
windows, sunshades, rear-view mirrors or
lap robe cords.
A Compact Affair
The entire coupling, a compact affair for
easy handling, is made for mounting on

RCA in-car speakers demonstrate their ability to withstand anything up to a tidal wave at this recent
three-day unplanned flood test at the Tri-City Drive-In, Endwell, N. Y.
partially

submerged,

only

two

were found

to

be

completely

Of the 600 speakers, totally or

inoperative

after

the

waters

of

Susquehanna River subsided.

Seven emerged in a "raspy" condition, RCA investigators reported.

indicated

silt

that

either

some

had

the gap, and caused the metal to

penetrated

PRESENTING
PROVEN IN OPERATION
FOR OVER 20 YEARS!

DRIVE-IN
ADMISSION CONTROL
Featuring
•

ABSOLUTELY COLLUSION

PROOF COLLECTION
Patron pays collector directly—Eliminates car¬
hops and runners—Eliminates tickets and their
problems.

•

AUTOMATICALLY PRINTED

TABULATION SHEET
Accessible
to
management
record of receipts.

•

the

air

gap,

or

that

water

had

entered

report of the RCA representatives there.

DEVRY INTRODUCES
NEW IN-CAR SPEAKER
New Ramp Switch Panel
Also Reaches Market
Chicago—The latest in in-car speakers
in the drive-in theatre field is an entry
by the DeVry Corporation. Submitted at
the same time is a new ramp switch panel.
The speaker housing, an aluminum alloy
of high tensile strength, is of the infinitebaffle type, the corporation announces.
It is finished in the popular, weatherresistant hammerloid. All hardware is
stainless steel.
Sound is transmitted through a series
of six curved louvers, carefully arranged
to prevent water from reaching the
speaker cone on the inside of the hous¬
ing. Condensation water is drained off
through holes bored in the housing.

The DeVry Speaker Assembly . . .
either the one and one-half inch or twoinch speaker post. The terminal box is of
the identical finish as the speaker brackets
and handles.
By the substitution of lugs for solder
connections, dismantling of speaker con¬
nections is made easy. The matching line
to transformer is vacuum impregnated to
minimize the possibility of breakdown or
corrosion.
Absolute control over the distribution
of sound to each ramp in the drive-in is
made possible by the new ramp switch
panel, the corporation adds. Though the

only—Permanent

The New

FOOLPROOF CHECKING BY

STABLI ARC

AUTOMATIC INDICATORS
Admission indicator advises patron—Overhead
indicator advises management.

•

into

rust," according to the

the

"This

TREADLE AUTOMATICALLY

COUNTS EACH CAR

Motor Generators
The last word in modern generator appearance
and especially adaptable for use in DRIVE-IN
THEATRES.
AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
1035 Linden Street
Allentown, Pa.

Register counts each transaction independently.

The DeVry Ramp Switch .

Now Available
The DRIVE-IN VERSION of equipment used
at the leading toll facilities of the country:
Holland Tunnel—George Washington Bridge—
Golden Gate Bridge and many others.
WRITE

FOR

DETAILS

TALLER AND COOPER, Inc.
75 Front Street

PT-22

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

OUTDOOR
Nout Specializing'
REFRESHMENT
in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES
from Coast to Coast fConcessions
over
Century

_

w

for

DRIVE-IN THEATRES;

. . .,

SPORTSERVICE, Inc. mcobs imos.
LHURST 81PG.
BUFFALO. M Y,
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. .

standard DeVry panel is designed to ac¬
commodate 15 ramps, panels over any
number of ramps are available on order.
Connections are by terminal blocks.
Constant loading is maintained on the
amplifier at all times, regardless of
whether the individual ramp lines are
turned on or off.
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Tickets! Tickets! Tickets!
(Continued from page 15)
The system does not suffer from the fixed
limitations of the ticket booth.
The portable system makes use of con¬
secutively-numbered tickets, which are
placed in the machine in packs number¬
ing up to 500. One ticket is handed to
each car. At the time of issue, the seller
writes on the face of the ticket the num¬
ber of occupants in the car. Provisions
are made for differentiation between adult
and child admissions.
As he jots down the number, a ribbon
duplicator within the machine records
these details in multi-colored indelible
ink on the back of the patron’s ticket, and
on a duplicate ticket which remains sealed
in the machine. A flick of the lever at the
side of the Automaticket machine ejects
the ticket, which is then inserted under
the wiper-blade to be lifted at the
entrance.
The large, clearly-written figures on the
exposed face of the ticket may be checked
against the number of occupants in the
car at any point before the doorman lifts
the ticket at the entrance. There the stub
is taken and dropped in a stub rod control
box. Forgery and theft of tickets are
rendered out of the question for the reason
that tickets are valueless unless issued by
the machine. The carbonized writing on
the reverse side of the ticket may not be
duplicated. Erasure or alteration are held
to be impossible.
The duplicate of each ticket issued re¬
mains within the portable in order of
issue, under lock and key. This permits a
later complete analysis of sales to be made.
The duplicates may be checked against
the collected tickets deposited in the stub
rod control box.
Tell-All System
The Automaticket system for larger
drive-ins has the further advantages of
recording the number of passes handed
out, on-and-off times of all employes
concerned with the sale and collection of
tickets, the manager’s leaving, the number
and condition of refunds, and so on.
The most simple General Register ticket
collection system is priced under $100.
Others are said to be as reasonably priced.
The stub rod control box, by “providing
constant tight control of ticket stubs,” is
said to be the ideal solution to “one of the
worst evils in the theatre business—
ticket manipulation.”
In practice, the box is set down at the
entrance, where the doorman removes the
ticket inserted under the
windshield
wiper-blade, tears the ticket into two
pieces, and deposits the management’s stub
in the box. (One or more stubs may be
deposited at the same time.)
The stubs are automatically filed in the
sequence in which they have been col¬
lected and retained, under lock and key,
until such time as the exhibitor or dele¬
gated representative removes them. The
box operates, in most cases, a full week or
longer without unloading. Furthermore,
stubs are readily removed without inter¬
rupting the operation of the box.
Stubs are taken out on sealed and num¬
bered strings. The stubs are segregated
by days. By correlating all ticket collec¬
tion information, the box makes it possi¬
ble for the exhibitor to be constantly
aware of what is going on between boxoffice and door.
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PRE-FIB
SCREEN. TOWER
for Drive-In Theaters
Pardon Our Pride ... but the ELIZABETH IRON WORKS
Drive-In-Theater Screen has met with such enthusiastic approval
?5
since we first introduced it just
I
a few months ago, that we’d
be popping our vest buttons, if
we weren’t so busy.
We’re mighty proud of the
way in which our Screen
Tower is eliminating the, prob¬
lems, delays and added costs of
screen tower erection. It’s been
tested, proven and praised!

UP IN 6 DAYS! (OR less)
• "SEE-LINE" VISION
Sloped right, for correct sight! Elimi¬
nates

keystone

and

assures

maximum

right angle line of vision.

• CONSTRUCTION
GUARANTEED!
All-steel,

rigid

frame

engineered

to

withstand a 100 M.P.H. gale!

Erected on location in less than 6 days. Slender,
sturdy supporting members ... /&" thick steel plate.

6 MORE ECONOMICAL
All-steel,

permanent

construction

at

practically the cost of temporary ma¬
terials. Minimum maintenance required.

o 3 SIZES
Overall Surface

(including masking)

Car Capacity

No. S3 8—3 8x49 ft.

350-400

No. S44—44x60 ft.

450-650

No. S52—52x72 ft.

650-1000

• PORTABLE
Streamlined and sturdy . . . beautiful, esthetic,
smooth lines that harmonize with any landscape.

FIRST

COME - FIRST

Can be taken down and reassembled at
low cost if location is changed.

CONSTRUCTED!

Supplies . . . limited. Demand . . . large. If you want the distinctiveness
of the ultimate in screen towers, order NOW!
PRE-FAB SCREEN TOWER —an exclusive product of .. .

ELIZABETH

IRON

STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERS

Mailing

—

Address:

STEEL

FABRICATORS
Since 1907

P.

O.

Box
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WORKS

—

360,

ERECTORS

Elizabeth,

N.

J.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Parapet Letters
To enable letters to be mounted on
parapets or cornices, Wagner Sign Service,
Inc., has come up with an angle-iron
bracket attached to the base of the firm’s
Railock letters.

The device is put on to the customer’s
specifications. If the installation is to be
made on stone, cement or brick, Acker¬
man Johnson’s screw heads are furnished;
if on wood, wood screws, and if on sheet
metal, sheet metal screws or bolts.
Railock letters, which come in sizes from
six to 30 inches, are made of cast alum¬
inum. They are available in a wide range
of colors, in solid color cove, colored or
aluminum cove edges, and in Gothic,
Poster and Egyptian styles.

A "Tea-Time" Delight
The complete bill of goods seems to have
been furnished in water coolers with the
introduction of a unit that simultaneously
cools water, chills bottles, and freezes ice
cubes.

... that have
theatre interest

Designed to interest ‘‘alert, progressive
business executives who occasionally en¬
tertain visitors in their offices,” this cheery
item might well find its way into some of
film row’s top chambers or the theatreman’s office where the press must be
jollied.
In fact, the cooler’s snug compartment
fcr chilling bottles could be used as a
source from which not only to maintain
cordial relations with visitors but also,
upon occasion, to keep the morale of
subordinates at high pitch. The whole
thing could make the progressive execu¬
tive’s office a better place to drop in on
than Paddy’s or John J. McGillahooley’s.
For those who objure strong refresh¬
ment, quart bottles of milk or 32-ounce
bottles of soda might be passed out as the
needed tonic to break down barriers of
reserve. The compartment, let it be noted,
is “pilfer-proof.” A lock goes with it. The
ice cubes, incidentally, are contained in
“jiffy-out” trays that will not adhere to
the cold plates, the manufacturers say.
The mechanical wonder, called the
Oasis OBR, is put out by the Ebco Manu¬
facturing Company. As a matter of novel
fact, the product involves a unique princi¬
pal of refrigeration control in automati¬
cally maintaining the three gradations of
cold simultaneously needed to cool water,
chill bottles and freeze ice cubes.
The cooler utilizes bottled tap, distilled,
or spring water. It provides maximum
sanitation, because the water pours directly
from the bottle into the cooling tank, thus
eliminating what the makers refer to as
“the-old-oaken-bucket” method of pour¬
ing water from a tap or bottle into a pail
or pan and thence into the cooler.

Unusual Theatre Doors
This item is designed primarily for the
use of architects and engineers. Still there
are many theatre owners and circuit
maintenance men who could get good use
from the Working Details Folder recently

bulletin boards, and other items applicable
to the theatre that few theatremen think
of as package or stock products.
While all illustrated products use alum¬
inum and glass, it seems that most are also
available in bronze and stainless steel with
certain structural changes.

Jacknife Hinge
In order that they might be more read¬
ily cleaned and repaired, something new
has been added to fluorescent fixtures—a
jacknife hinge.

You don’t clhnb up to it . . .

. . . it comes down to you!
Using a light rod, anybody may pull the
lower assembly of a ceiling luminaire
equipped with the hinge down within
reach at floor level. The lower assembly
houses the main works of the lamp. This
obviously eliminates the need for a ladder
for all servicings of the fixture.
Called the Guth-Lite, the item is put
out by the Edwin F. Guth Company, and
comes with two 40-watt or two 100-watt
lamps.

Corbin Floor Machine
After four years of research, a brandnew line of electric floor machines has

prepared by Reliance Art Metal Company.
Illustrated in great detail, complete with
sectional drawings of many ornamental
lobby and entrance doors with rather un¬
usual hardware, the folder continues with
drawings of display cases, poster frames,
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been submitted by the Corbin screw di¬
vision, American Hardware Corporation.
Described as substantially improved in
basic design and “engineered from the
floor up,” the units, called the Corbin
electric floor machines, are being distri¬
buted by the West Disinfecting Company.
General Electric motors are built into
the new machines in such a way as to be¬
come “actual parts” of the devices rather
than “separate units,” say the makers. The
motor mounting, with its special trans¬
mission, provides for better balance and
easier handling.
The products are available in twin
brush or reversible single brush models.

Suitcase Projector
A 16mm. sound motion picture projector,
with amplifier, speaker, and screen, all
housed in a single portable case, is a new
development of the DeVry Corporation.
The unit, called the “Bantam,” weighs
less than 31 pounds, and is recommended
for theatremen who want to remain the
movie authority in their area.

25-foot cable for placement at the screen,
if desired.
Other interesting features include 2000foot film capacity, over 230 lumens of
light, motor-driven, forced air cooling, twoinch F: 1.6 coated lens, one-point lubrica¬
tion, and 750-1000 watt light.

DeVry Twins (?) Celebrate
Chicago—Although of different ages, the
DeVry brothers celebrated common birth¬
days on June 15, the DeVry Corporation
announced. W. C. “Bill” is president, and
E. B. “Ed” DeVry is secretary-treasurer of
the Chicago motion picture equipment
manufacturing concern.

Quick-Drying Enamel
A floor enamel that dries so quickly
theatremen find it unnecessary to rope off
freshly-painted surfaces in their places
for longer than an hour is now being
handled by National Theatre Supply.
Called Vorlac, this year-old number is
said to be fire-retardent, durable as any¬
thing, and based on a brand-new chemical
principle having to do with paint on con¬
crete. Owing to a resistance to soaps of
all kinds, the enamel stands up well under
washings, the Vorac Company says. Colors
are red, gray, green, and white.

Mid-States Supply Sold
St. Louis—Morton S. Gottlieb and Har¬
old Block announce the purchase of MidStates Theatre Supply, Inc., formerly L. T.
Rockenstein Company, Inc., and their ap¬
pointed as distributors of Motiograph
projectors and Mirrophonic sound systems
in Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois.

The Most Practical Service . . .

PHYSICAL THEATRE

Back of those Inviting
*!H Theatre Marquees
TMCilflrBfC "tyoull fad
DEPENDABLE PROJECTORS,
AMPLIFIERS, IN-CAR SPEAKERS

They come back again and again to see Hollywood's

The five-tube amplifier has a frequency
range to 7000 cycles, and the six-inch
Alnico 5 permanent magnet speaker is
detachable from the rear door of the pro¬
jector. The speaker is equipped with a

finest productions at their projected

best—with

DeVRY'S.

Increasingly—in the."States,” Canada and
throughout the world — Exhibitors are
building bigger "box office” with new
DeVRY "12000 Series” theatre equipment.
Whether you are planning a new operation
— standard or drive-in — or considering
modernization of your present equipment,
it will pay you to learn more about
DeVRY equipment today.
DeVRY "12000

Series" projectors help

projectionists give the "perfect show."

Before you buy, get the facts on new
DeVRY IN-CAR SPEAKERS.

DEWEY MICHAELS—President,
Michaels’ Theatres, Buffalo, New
York—says:
“For the past eighteen years
RCA Service has successfully
maintained the excellent
sound quality we have en¬
deavored to provide for the
patrons of our theatres.”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
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DeVRY CORPORATION
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, III.
Please rush information on

NAME_
ADnRF*^

□ "12000 Series" Projectors:
"12000 Series" Amplifiers:
IN-CAR Speakers

FOR THE PERFECT SHOW

CITY__STATE
ZONE

Indoors or Out...

^

...YOUR BEST BUY IS
PHYSICAL THEATRE DEPARTMENT of THE EXHIBITOR
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See and Hear

A "NATURAL " FOR
THIS MODERN AGE

m

I

all-steel
prefabricated

STEEL )

1

OUTDOOR
MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE
SUPERSTRUCTURES

• EASILY ERECTED — EASILY MOVED
• PRESENTING

A

BEAUTIFUL

APPEARANCE

• IDEAL CONSTRUCTION FOR ENLARGEMENT

RESISTANT TO FIRE AND WEATHER

(Continued from page 6)
echoes and sound concentrations with
which there is no coping.
In addition to doing something about
overall acoustic effects, the conscientious
exhibitor will have to get a half nelson
on what is perhaps the most pernicious of
all his enemies—incidental noises. He is
the victim of noisy ventilating systems
(the noise level here should never exceed
30 decibles,) street rumble and sounds
that emanate from the projection room,
not to mention disturbances created by his
younger patrons.
Often the infiltration of street rumble
may be reduced by acoustic treatment of
the foyer or lobby. Projection rooms may
be cured of giving out sounds by the ap¬
plication of double panes of one-half inch
window glass at the viewing ports and of
a single sheet of one-inch optical glass at
the projection ports. The properly-muted
house might well have rockwool put in
behind the screen. This would cut down
on backstage reverberation.
Sense of Hearing
To get the record straight, the frequency
of sound, which gives us our sense of mu¬
sical pitch, is measured in cycles per sec¬
ond, and the intensity is expressed in
decibles.
“The range of audible frequencies ex¬
tends from about 20 to about 20,000 cycles
per second,” writes Dr. Hallowell Davis,
who in his book, “Hearing and Deafness,”
continues:
“The ear is limited, like a radio receiver,
to a band of frequencies. For the ear the
most sensitive range is from 500 to 4,000
cycles per second, approximately the same
range of frequencies, by the way, that is
most important for understanding speech.”
Intensity of sound (decibles) is felt by
the ear’s sense of touch, literally. Fre¬
quency of sound (cycles) is made known
by the ear’s peculiar ability to distinguish
tune. “The tempo and stress of very loud
speech can be felt, but only in the most
favorable context can words ever be un¬
derstood through touch alone.”

Although
moviegoers
have
become
habituated to the miracle of sound, it is 20
to one that until a few years ago, any
movie character shown crumpling a piece
of paper in his hand would have given the
onlooker the impression that it was more
than paper that was crumpled.
Owing to badly-designed auditoria, it
is still necessary, unfortunately, to vary
the characteristics of a perfect sound
equipment and to reduce the response in
certain frequency bands in order to over¬
come reverberation. In some instances,
loudspeaker horns have to be placed in
unorthodox positions to reduce echoes in
certain seating areas.
Improvements
in
aural
techniques
mainly relate to the simplification of ap¬
paratus, its easier adaptability to all
known makes of projectors, reduction in
size of amplifiers (thanks to the enormous
technical advances in valve design), and
increases in amplifier wattage output.
Shows a Thing or Two
Built to show the trade a thing or two
is the relatively-new Altec Lansing “Voice
of the Theatre” speaker, for small audi¬
toria with seating capacity up to 1,000.
The cost of this popular item is within the
means of the smaller houses.
Claimed for the tiny speaker, depth 23
inches, are the following characteristics:
(1)
higher
intelligibility
to
relieve
auditors’ “aural strain” in following com¬
plicated and fast-moving plots; (2) a
greater operating dependability (3) re¬
sponse covering the entire range of fre¬
quencies now recorded on the sound track
(4) acoustic efficiency that prevents dis¬
tortion in the sound caused by overload¬
ing the amplifier.
Sound engineers are universally of the
opinion that too little attention is paid to
the sound screen, and deplore the fact
that some exhibitors imagine that the
screen itself should last virtually forever.
Its average life is only from two to three
years.
Already, due to present picture require¬
ments, engineers are beginning to question
whether the standard perforated screen is
the ideal solution. In testing any “picture

ORL
REPU1
ALL STEEL FRAME—THE ULTIMATE IN STRENGTH

the movie-goer
to how he sees and
hears in your theatre.
Install CENTURY PROJECTION
AND SOUND SYSTEMS for
harmony of color tone and
picture brilliance.
Sold through recognized theatre supply dealers

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORP.
WRITE, TODAY, FOR FULL INFORMATION
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sheet,” they ask: Is the white in the screen
image really white? Is the screen unsoiled?
Are the contrasts between the light and
the dark portions good? Is printed matter
tree from “rain” streaks, and the letters
really sharp?
They recommend that an S. M. P. E. test
reel be run in order to uncover defects
that the eye cannot easily detect, and that
the screen be compared with a sheet of
white paper, under footlights.
Refinement of existing equipment and
technique rather than, with one notable
exception, the introduction of any radic¬
ally new, or novel units, or methods of pro¬
cedure marks practices in the projection
field.

There is a steady, increasing use of the
fine, fast projection lenses now on the
market. Astigmat lenses fill the need for
wider-angle projection, higher magnifi¬
cation and improved image quality. They
combine flatness of field with vastly im¬
proved covering power. The corners and
sides of the projected-picture are often as
wire-sharp and free from color fringes as
the center portion.
Several bi-pack color systems—Cinecolor, Trucolor, Magnacolor—are reaching
projection rooms in ever-increasing num¬
bers. This reflects the inability of Techni¬
color to keep pace with the mounting de¬
mands for color by producers of shorts
as well as of features.

DAWO

IN-CAR SPEAKER

AS ILLUSTRATED

Terrific Advantages
The notable exception is the arc lamp.
Huge models installed at the largest driveins are cooled by means of either a waterjacket or an air-blower. They utilize the
terrific advantages of 150-to-200-ampere,
80-volt projection. The extreme require¬
ment, 200 amperes, has been used spar¬
ingly, but it has been used. With these
giant “arcs,” air-cooling is the general
practice.
The new technique involves the passage
of light through an infra-red filter, which
stops the infra-red as well as heat rays.
The rays, naturally, are intensely hot and
will melt any known transparent sub¬
stance, with the top-spot exception of a
glass put out by the Corning Glass Com¬
pany. This product is composed nearly
entirely of pure quartz.
The filter itself comprises the hard
mineral, and thus is enabled to with¬
stand both the heat rays and the drastic
strains of alternate heating and cooling.
The term “air-cooling” means merely that
a fan plays a stream of air on the filter.
The biggest arc lamps in which the
filter is not a requirement are the stand¬
ard 70-ampere, 40-volt types. This is
positively the maximum intensity of arc
light that it is possible to project safely
through motion picture film without erm
ploying the filter and attendant air or
water-cooling devices.

THE

MORE POWER for Drive-Ins
NEW WESTERN ELECTRIC
500 Watt Booster Am¬
plifiers
(Navy
type)
with
4-805
Super
power tubes.
Match
any sound system —
*give coverage up to
2000 cars.

$16.75
For Information, WRITE or WIRE

DAWO CO.
145 N. Erie St., Toledo 2, Ohio
Or See
ACADEMY THEATRE SUPPLY

Worth $2000

1235 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

SPECIAL 4>D3U
COMPLETE DRIVE-IN SOUND
PROJECTION OUTFITS from
$1995 including horns. Send
for full information.

OUTDOOR THEATRE NEEDS AT LOW PRICES
Combination Entrance & Entrance Driveway
Floodlite .$18.75
Driveway Floodlite combination for Exit with arrow 18.75
Ramp
Identification & Driveway Floodlite
with
"No” & "Full” sign.
18.75
Standee Speakers 10'2" x 8" x 5" deep with L pad
vol. con trol . 18.50
DIT-MCO Dual In-Car Speakers with junction box
& transformer .
29.95
DIT-MCO Jr. Dual In-Car Speakers with junction
box & trans. .
14.95
Direct Burial Cable, 14-2 twisted neoprene, per
1000 ft. 75.00
Outdoor Theatre Screen Coating, dries overnight.
Gal.
8.25

AKRON THEATRE SUPPLY
1025 N. Main Street, Akron, Ohio
ALBANY THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1046 Broadway, Albany, New York
AMERICAN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
165 N. High Street, Columbus 15, Ohio
BRYANT THEATRE SUPPLY
227 S. Church Street, Charlotte, North Carolina
HADDEN THEATRE SUPPLY
209 S. Third Street, Louisville, Kentucky

S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Occupying entire building

602

WEST

52nd

ST.,

NEW

YORK

19

THIS SEASON IT’S

DELIVERY
fit*1

M. B. HORWITZ—President and
General Manager,Washington Thea¬
tre Circuit, Cleveland, Ohio—says:
“For more than 10 years RCA
Service has greatly aided us
in satisfying our patrons with
good sound.”

iv*

WRITE FOR DETAILS

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
June 30, 1948

2110 superior ave.
Cleveland, ohio
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To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
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and sound systems
than any other n

THE FIRST NAME IN
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PROJECTION AND SOUND
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Atlanta
Merritt Davis, 30, died in a local
hospital on June 16 after an illness
of several months. He was formerly
with Republic in the sales department.
His father, Merritt Davis, Sr., was
former southern district manager, and
is now special sales representative
for Republic. The deceased is survived
by his father and sister,
Emily Franco, secretary to O.L.
Barnett, office manager, Monogram
Southern exchanges, was in New York
City....Mrs. Ray Collins, secretary
to Ralph McCoy, Film Classics, looks
much better since she started to re¬
duce.... Mrs. Jackie Scott, formerly
with Columbia, has been added to the
Monogram office force.
Localites welcomed Andy Anderson,
office manager, Eagle Lion; his wife,
Barbara, and their son and daughter,
who recently came here from Portland
....Jimmy Wilson, Wilson and Moore
booking office, returned after a visit
to Tennessee. Offices have been opened
in the Walton building on Film row....
It was with regret that localites
learned that Fred Moon, former amuse¬
ment editor, the Journal and later
city editor for the same paper, re¬
signed. .. .In visiting were Hank Hearn,
Exhibitors Service, Charlotte; Tom
Guinan, home office representative,
Eagle Lion, and P.L. Taylor and Harry
K. Bishop, Dixie, Columbus, Ga.
Dorothy Edmonds, head, accounting
department, Monogram Southern ex¬
changes, resigned.... Mrs. Ellen Bond
has been added to the poster depart¬
ment of U.S. Army Picture Service....
Claudia Linder, formerly with U-I,
resigned, and joined Screen Guild in
the booking department... .Betty Morgan,
Screen Guild, was getting a suntan in
Florida.
Film Classics' branch manager Ralph
McCoy held a sales meeting and screen¬
ing of "Money Madness” and “For You
I Die”_Lenda Burnett, booker, Film
Classics, was off on a flying trip to
Washington, D.C_Helen Hicks, Benton
Brothers Film Express, returned home
after a spell of sickness in the hos¬
pital. Belvie May Willis was absent
due to illness....Jene Woodward,
formerly with Film Classics, joined
Benton Brothers.
John Jarvis,- Kay sales represent¬
ative, was visiting in Alabama, while
Ike Katz, Kay official, returned from
a visit toNew Orleans. W.H. Rudisill,
Kay manager, was visiting in North
Georgia, while Harry Katz, Kay, went
to Washington, D. C., on business.
Probably for the first time in the
history of Georgia criminal courts, a
June 30, 1948
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color motion picture was shown to the
jury in connection with a crime near
Newman, Ga.
Another children’s cause became the
beneficiary of the Variety Club’s
generosity when the club presented a
check for $10,000 to the Scottish
Rite Hospital for Crippled Children.
The money was specifically donated
for the construction of a laundry.
Chief Barker E.E. Whittaker presented
the check to Robert Troutman, vicepresident, Scottish Rite Hospital, and
Oby T. Brewer, chairman, hospital
building committee, at a luncheon at
the Variety Club. Whittaker gave Bar¬
ker R.B. Wilby, president, WilbyKincey Theatres, credit for spear¬
heading the move within the club to
make the gift to the hospital. The
club already supports the Bankhead
Playground for boys and girls and the
Mountain View Camp for girls near
Hapeville, Ga. The club recently al¬
located $25,000 for a swimming pool
project at the Bankhead Playground,
and supports a wing for youthful pa¬
tients in the new Georgia Baptist
Hospital.
O.L. Lam, and his booker, Lam Amuse¬
ment Company, Rome, Ga., were in....
R.E. Savini, Astor Pictures, New York
City, was in, accompanied by Mrs.
Savini.... Ed Stevens, president, Ste¬
vens Pictures, returned after a visit
to Florida.
Cal Calhoun, Eagle Lion branch mana¬
ger, who recently came here from Dal¬
las, is fast becoming acclimated to
the city after only a few week’s re¬
sidence here....A special feature of
the exercises at the 1948 Georgia Tech
graduation was the presentation of a
distinguished service award to R.B.
Wilby, president, Wilby-Kincey The¬
atres, for his “distinguished role as
a civic leader”.
CHARLOTTE
Mitchel Little, formerly of Paramount
studios, accepted a position with
Everett Enterprises...Astor Exchange,
having outgrown its quarters in the
National Screen Service building,
leased an office across the hall. R. F.
Pinson is branch manager.
The Protestant Film Commission’s
"My Name Is Han”, was screened at the
Second Presbyterian Church.... Miss
Louise Deese, secretary to H.D. Hearn,
Exhibitor’s service, and William Burkhead, Observer Transportation Company,
.were married at Hawthorne Lane Metho¬
dist Church. Two of the ushers were
Harry Kerr, Paramount booker, and A. W.
“Hap” Bell, Queen City Booking Service.
Charlotte friends of Colonel Bert
Davis, former assistant division ma¬
nager, SRO, heard that he resigned
from that company.
Theatre officials were concerned
over the threat of a polio epidemic.
Four summers past, Charlotte faced
such a quarantine, and theatre atten¬
dance was cut seriously. When Charlotte
health authorities recently made arequest that parents voluntarily keep
(Continued on next page;
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(Lew Herb,

traveling repretentative

of THE EXHIBITOR, continue* with hit
leisurely tour through the southern
ar ea.-Ed. )

Our third week in Memphis found us
still making the roonds, and quite a
few out-of-town exhibitors were in to
do booking and buying. One of the
first we encountered
was R.L. Osborne, who
operates the Harlem
Belzoni, Miss. An ac¬
complished pilot, he
has been flying his
own plane for years,
and finds it invaluable
for his business trips,
which are infrequent,
and affords him a lot
of pleasure also. He
was recently elected to the presidency
of the Lions Club of Belzoni. Another
out-of-towner we met was Johnny James,
who operates the James, Cotton Plant,
Ark., wno reported that business was
beginning to pick up again, but as has
been the case with many others, es¬
pecially in this territory, the year
so far has been very rough. With the
advent of a new crop, which brings
many transients into the territory,
things are beginning to look better.
Other out-or-towners we chatted with
were W.L. Landers, Landers, Batesville, Ark.; W.C. Hollowell, Imboden
and Maynard, Ark.; Zell Joynes, Tru¬
man, Ark.; Mrs. John Keller and Mrs.
R.W. Kimble, Joiner, Joiner, Ark., and
W.E. Ringger, who operates the Gem,
Leachville. Ark.
Then We ran into the “biggest ex¬
hibitor” in Memphis, Ben Ridblatt,
who books and buys for Fred Suzore,
who operates Suxore’s, No l and 2.
Although only about 40 years of age,
Ridblatt has been around theatres for
over 30 years, and runs Suzore’s with
a z^al that belies his huge bulk. He
weighs over 300 pounds, and is easilj
the “biggest man” in the business in
Memphis. In spite of his great weight,
he takes pleasure in his hobby, motor¬
cycling. He rides one of the medium
size, rather than the standard size,
vhich should be a good ad for the
people who manufacture that brand
cycle. Although he is a bachelor, he
loves kids, and they love him, often
bringing him gifts, many of which
turn out to be catfish, of which he
is especially fond. He may usually be
found, during theatre hours at Suzore’s
No. 2, North Main Street, at his post
on the door, where he collects tickets,
and has a cheery word for everyone.
His boss and friend, Fred Suzore, is
one of the oldest exhibitors in Memphis,
and is reputed to be the first man to
show pictures in the city. His career
dates back to 1902, and has led him
through all phases of exhibition. He
still takes a turn in the projection
room, upon occasion, and also finas
time to operate a farm.
(Continued on page NT-4)

Southern
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(Continued from preceding page)
their children home, a theatre spokes¬
man advised that there were fewer
children attending Charlotte theatres
on that day than on any Sunday during
the past several years.
J. M. O’Neal, Freemont, N.C. , an¬
nounced his plans to construct a new
theatre in Kenly, N.C., and to have
it ready by Jan.
It looks as if 16mm. is going to
come into its own in North Carolina.
Several “accounts” in East North carolina have informed those with whom
they do business that if the film com¬
panies do not bring their terms in
line with decreased box office returns,
they will have to switch over to the
narrow-gauge film where pictures can
be had for 25 to 50 per cent less.
One theatre official predicted that
if just one account took this action,
others would fall in line. The 16mm.
distributors in the Carolinas are al¬
ready flooding the smaller theatres
with literature advertising the 16mm.
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Carlisle, Ark.; Amelia Ellis, Mason,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ralph Bowden, Joiner,
Ark.; W. H. Gray, Rutherford, Tenn.;
W.E. Malin, Agusta, Ark.; Leon Roundtree, Water valley. Miss., Ark., and
S.J. Lichtey, Ft. Smith, Arkansas.
Miss Ann Cullins, daughter of Mn
and Mrs. Edward 0. Cullins, was mar¬
ried at Presbyterian church to Robert
Beams. Miss Cullins’ father is the
owner, with his brother, Chalmers
Cullins, of the Idlewild, neighbor¬
hood house.
Film Row reports that Miss Emma
Cox, theatre owner of Osceola, Ark.,
and a veteran business woman of East¬
ern Arkansas, was confined to her
home for a month’s rest. Miss Cox is
an executive member of the Motion
Picture Theatre owners of the TriStates, and one of the industry’s
most popular members. Prior to enter¬
ing the field, Miss Emma, as she is
affectionately known throughout East¬
ern Arkansas, was an executive of an
Osceola bank.
Friends wish her a
speedy recovery.

MEMPHIS
A new 670-car drive-in, which will
be used in the winter months as an
ice skating rink, is being constructed
on the North side of summer Avenue,
two miles east of the city limits by
Kemmons Wilson, Airways, and associ¬
ates. Called the Summer Drive-in, the
new outdoor theatre will have all the
latest wrinkles. Some 1500 feet of
neon tubing will decorate the front,
with a wall steel tower 65 feet high.
Wilson says he plans to concrete the
ground space so that it may be frozen
over during winter months for ice
skating.
Covington, Tenn., 35 miles north of
Memphis, is the first neighboring town
to follow the pattern of Memphis with
a censor board. Its mayor announced
that all pictures banned in Memphis
would also be banned in Covington.
The law passed its final reading and
went into effect, according to Mayor
Clyde Walker. He was to appoint a
three-man censor board. Mayor Walker
indicated that the board was set up
due to the fact that one theatre owner
of Covington, Cliff Peck, who lives
in Memphis but operates the Gem, Co¬
vington, had been showing pictures
censored in Memphis. Mayor Walker
said no more films showing Negroes
and whites with equality would be per¬
mitted. Mayor Walker also serves as
judge of city court cases. He said
Sunday shows are not permitted in
Covington, and recently fined Peck
$100 for having Negro spiritual singers
on Sunday at his theatre, even though
there was no film shown. The proceeds
went to a church.

Warner branch employes on vacation
were Jeff Williams, booker, and Fran¬
ces McBride, cashier.

TRADE SCREENINGS
ATLANTA
Warners (197 Walton, N.W.) July 6,
2:30, “Key Largo”.
CHARLOTTE
»

Warners (308 S.
10:00, “Key Largo”.

Church) July 6,

MEMPHIS
Warners (151 Vance) July 6,
“Key Largo”.

10:00,

NEW ORLEANS
Warners (200 S. Liberty) July 6,
"Key Largo”.
is dead. Sipe had been ill for the
past 18 months with leukemia. Though
in the furniture business at the time
of his death, Sipe was widely known.
He was a charter member of the Rotary
Club. Born and reared near Parkers¬
burg, W.Va., he came to Memphis 35
years ago.

Jimmy Seay, Cardwell, Mo., and
Gordon Hutchins, Corning, Ark., were
booking.... Dewey Hoppter, assistant
shipper, 20th Century-Fox, was va¬
cationing.

Three theatres in the Tri-States
area installed air conditioning, the
Princess, owned by M.E. McCuiston,
Booneville, Miss.; the Greneda, owned
by H.T. Williams, Geneada, Miss., and
the State, owned by Goodman Bros.,
Starkville, Miss.

Jake Lutzer, division manager, Film
Classics, was in from his Dallas
headquarters.... Frances Fazakerly has
taken over Betty Dauser’s post as
cashier at Film Classics.

Two new theatres made their bow,
the Kilmichael, Kilmichael, Miss.,
owned by Milton E. Brister, and the
Cozy, Bentonville, Ark., owned by
Ruff Prophet.

Hazel Briggs, cashier, Eagle Lion,
resigned, and her post was filled by
Mrs. Cleme Wood, who held the same
position at Monogram.... Ann Burnet,
inspectress, Columbia, was vacation¬
ing.
J.A. Thornton, new owner, Bruce,
Bruce, Miss., was visiting. The showhouse was formerly owned by Nathan
Reiss.
Theatre owners were scarce on the
Row due to the annual meeting of the
MPTO of Mississippi that was held at
Biloxi, Miss., on June 20 and 21.
Others seen on the Row were: Cliff
Peck, Covington, Tenn.; W.C. Kroeger,
Portageville, Mo.; Lyle Richmond,
Senath, Mo., and w.A. Rush, a TriStates MPTO board memoer, Houston,
Miss.

Malco leased four showhouses at
Fayetteville, Ark., from W.F. Sonneman, owner. Malco will take over man¬
agement of the houses on July 3 from
Sonneman, who has been an Arkansas
owner for the past 23 years. The four
theatres would be extensivley re¬
modeled.

Bernice Leonard, biller, Republic,
was vacationing....Harry Martin was
the featured speaker at the Variety
Club when the new chief Barker, Ed
Williamson, held a special luncheon
session to announce the names of two
board members. Bailey Prichard, branch
manager, Monogram, and R.B. Reagin,
branch manager, RK0, were appointed
to fill the places of Dave Flexer,
former chief Barker, and another board
member who resigned due to ill health.

Exhibitors on Film Row were: J.A.
Thornton, Bruce, Miss.; H.w. Pickens,

William E. "Dad” Sipe, 70, formerly
manager for many years at universal,

Alabama
ALEXANDER

CITY

Harry McGowen, owner, Peoples, closed
his house indefinitely due to poor
business.

AN N I ST0N
Local city parks are showing free
movies without any protest from ex¬
hibitors.

BIRMINGHAM
N.W. Waters, president, Waters
Theatre Circuit; R.B. Wilby, WilbyKincey Theatres, and R.M. Kennedy,
district manager, W-K, are partners
in-a new drive-in to be operated at
the state fairgrounds. The cost will
be around $150,000-N.H. Waters,
president, Waters Theatres, has been
reelected president. Downtown Club
....FrankV. Merritt, general manager,
Acme Theatres, Inc., is back at his
office after illness_j.H. Waters,
manager, Fairfield, was enjoying a
vacation in California.
A.H. Borisky sold his interests in
the Birmingham to H.W. Roberts and
associates. Borisky said he had no
other plans than to return to Chat¬
tanooga, Tenn., where he was formerly
in the theatre business.

EAST GADSDEN
The Dixie inaugurated "Quiz Night”
on-each Tuesday evening.
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GADSDEN
Although banned from showing in
Birmingham, Ala., Hygienic Produc¬
tions’ “Mom and Dad” was okehed for
showing at Crescent Amusement Com¬
pany’ s Gadsden by City Council.

Sam Hatcher, who succeeds Don Hawes,
moved to Green Cove Springs, Fla.,
another theatre in the M andM Circuit.

EUSTIS
The State installed Westinghouse
air conditioning.

LINDEN

FERN AN DlA

Larry Walters started construction
of anew drive-in near here, and hopes
to have it in operation in about three
months.

C.E. Beach, owner of several theatres
in Thomaston, Ga. , will open his new
Ilan, seating 700, on July 13.

GREEN

MARION
Roscoe Ates failed to keep an 'in
person’ date at the Neely. Owner
Neely claims he had received no word
of cancellation from Ates.

PARR ISH
W.S. Thornton, Carbon Hill, Ala.,
added the Star. The house was former¬
ly operated by OL. Redfern, who has been
in ill health. Redfern, his wife, and
daughter leave for a trip to Ashville,
N. C .

TUSCA LOOSA
Industrial, civic, and school orga¬
nizations joined in forming a Film
Council.

Arkansas
BLYTH EV I LLE
The theatre at the former Army Air
Base was destroyed by fire with esti¬
mated loss of $60,000. The’building
was owned by the city under a grant
from the Civil Aeronautics and war
Assets Administrations. The theatre
had been closed since the field was
inactivated, but had reopened two
weeks ago. The city had sub-leased the
property to Erwin Jones, Blytheville,'
Rex McQuistion, Newport, Ark., and
James Fisher, Walnut Ridge, Ark.

FAYETTE V I LLE
Malco Theatres, Inc., Little Rock,
Ark., leased three theatres from W.F.
Sonneman, head, Ozark Enterprises.

COVE

M and M Theatres closed the Cove
for the summer.

CHIEFLAND
Harlow Land and E.S. Winburn an¬
nounced the opening of the new Capital.

CLEARWATER

R.E. Vaughn, owner, Ritz, announced
that this theatre is now operating
only on Saturdays due to poor business.

LAKELAND
Polk, a Targar Theatres Circuit
house, inaugurated double features
each Saturday midnight.

MAR I ANNA
Martin Theatres’ Ritz suffered a
booth fire recently. The 900-seat
house was about half filled when the
fire broke out, but patrons left in
orderly manner under supervision of
H.C. Harris, manager.

Ml AM i
Tellco, Inc. announced it would
start work on the new 1,000-seat
house. The theatre is estimated to
cost $400,000.

SARASOTA
Florida State Theatres faces a
$80,000 suit filed by Mrs. J.T. McCrumm, who claims she suffered injuries
as a result of a fall in the lobby of
the circuit’s theatre on Jan. 17.
Florida State Theatres closed the
Ritz for remodeling and renovation.

Frank Lewis and Bill Bailey opened
their new drive-in.

TAMPA
Sidney Meyer, president,Wometco
Theatres, Miami, has announced that
the company has taken over the Park.

DUNNELL0N
The Lyric is now being managed by
June 30,
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Fred Everett announced that he hopes
to get his new 400-seat house open by
Aug. 1.

GA.

John Thompson, heading booking for
Dixie Theatres Circuit, was off for a
well-earned vacation at St. Simmons
Island, Ga.!..Bill Karr, owner, Dixie
Theatres Circuit, says he hopes to
have his new house at Emory, Ga.,
finished soon. He. built the new house
for his son.

WARR ENT0N
Mrs. Margaret Story, owner of the
local theatre, was recovering from her
recent illness, and was now visiting
her son in Swainsboro, Ga.

Louisiana
SH REV EP0RT
Saenger-Ehrlish Enterprises will
build a new theatre in the 400 block
of Crockett Street, according to a
lease on file in the clerk's office
of Caddo District Court. The new house
will be located about a block from the
Don, which opened about a year ago,
and about two blocks from the Strand
and Majestic, two Paramount-Richards
theatres. The property was leased from
Douglas Attaway, publisher, The
Shreveport Journal, at an annual rent
of $3,600 for a 25-year period, with
15-year option renewal. The lease con¬
tains an agreement that the Saenger
firm will erect “within a reasonable
length of time” a motion picture the¬
atre with a capacity of not less than
1,000.
The board of directors of The Shreve¬
port Little Theatre elected Thomas L.
Amiss, superintendent, city water and
sewerage department, as president.
Amiss served as one of the house ma¬
nagers for the Little Theatre last
• year.

Georgia

North Carolina

BKUCKHAVEN

ELKIN

Ben Carter has been appointed manager,
Brookhaven, by owner John Carter. Wal¬
lace Smith, former manager, has been
named territory sales manager for the
Portable Oxygen Unit.

Blue Ridge Theatres, Inc., which re¬
cently leased the Lyric, announced
plans for extensive remodeling and re¬
equipping. Charles Utley, manager,
says the interior will be completely
redecorated, and that a new marquee
will be installed. Installations will
be by the Independent Theatre Supply
Company, Charlotte.

COLUMBUS
The Ritz started early Saturday
morning showings for kiddies, using
special features and cartoons.

IRW I NT0N

SWAINSB0R0,

TALLAHASSEE

Florida

a 1,500 seat house in Sylacauga, Ala.;
a new house in Bainbridge, Ga., to
seat 1,250; a 1,000 seat house in
Andalusia, Ala.; and other theatres
in Opelika, Talladega, Phenix City,
LaFayette, Floralla, Ala., and Dublin,
Ga., Sylacauga, Ala., as well as
drive-ins in Marietta, Ga., and Co¬
lumbus, Ga. Affiliates of the com¬
pany in Hawkinsville, Ga. are build¬
ing, a l.OOO-seait house there and a
600-seat house in Tavares, Fla.

HASTING

WEST MEMPH I S
Plans are being completed for the
.construction of a $200,000 theatre.
"House will have facilities for seating
1,000 persons, with a 200-seat balcony
for Negroes. W.L. Moxley, Blytheville,
Ark. , who operates state houses at
Turrell and Blytheville, is behind
the construction.
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E. D. Martin, president, Martin The¬
atres, announced a two million dollar
construction program in Alabama,
Florida, and Georgia for a two -year
period. Plans call for the construct¬
ion of a new 2,000 seat house here;

WINSTON

SALEM

James Cates, former assistant mana¬
ger, Carolina, Burlington, N.C., has

NT-4

been made acting assistant, Carolina.
In his new capacity, he will assist'
Homer Lynch, head assistant, with
supervision over the service staff.

WILLIAMSTON
Dr. V.E. Brown opened his new 500seat Viccar.

Tennessee
GALLAT IN
Sunday shows have been approved here.

MORRISTOWN
A repeal of the Sunday blue law here
nbw permits Sunday showings of motion

Dictures.
LEW HERB
(Continued from page NT-1)
Back on the row again, we dropped
in at Monarch Theatre Supply, where
we met Neil Blount, who opened this
store in 1945. He was formerly as¬
sociated with RCA for many years on
the road, and is now the local outlet
in Memphis. He was also an exhibitor
himself atone time, operating theatres
in Florida before he joined RCA.
At National Theatre Supply, We ran
into 0. Bostick, manager of Both this
and the Dallas branch. He spends his
time between both branches, alter¬
nately, and has been with the .company
about 15 years. The Memphis branch is
reputed to be the largest stocked out¬
let in the country, carrying a larger
inventory than any other store.
Dropping in at National Screen,
Service, we iearned that Ai Rothschild,
branch manager, who 'had recently be¬
come a benedict, was on a visit to
the coast. Whether it was a business
trip, or a honeymoon, we didn't as¬
certain.
Of all the distributors, only two
do not have local offices, although
they do have representation here.
Babe Rounsaville handles the territory
for SRO, which he recently took over,
after being with EL for a time, and
prior to that with Paramount for a
few years. Tony Tedesco handles the
UA product for the territory, and
makes his headquarters in Kay exchange,
sharing it with a printing concern
and a seat company. He started his
career in San Francisco, and has moved
steadily east during the past several
years, coming here from the Oklahoma
territory recently.
The week also brought a change in
the leadership of the Variety Club,
Dave Flexer resigning his post as
Chief Barker, and Ed Williamson,
popular branch manager, Warners,
taking over.
Having thus far visited about all
of the exchanges and many exhibitors,
we headed out into the territory, and
wended our way north into Arkansas
and southeast Missouri.
Our first stop was Osceola, Ark,
where Mrs. Emma Cox operates the Gem
and Joy. She was out of town, however,
so we continued on our way until we
arrived in Steele, Mo., where we found
two houses operating, the Steele and
the Semo. The Steele is under the
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direction of A.D. Fielder, veteran
industryite. At the Semo, we met
Clarence Gilliland and his assistant,
E.B. Martin, both veterans. Both men
were once connected with exhibition in
Florida, where Gilliland operated
houses for Universal, many years ago.
Martin was associated with the FST
organization until a year or so ago,
when he joined Gilliland in the op¬
eration of the Semo, and the Cooter,
Cooter, Mo., an adjoining community.
In addition to the theatres, Gilli¬
land operates a large farm planted
mostly in cotton. He took this over
in 1930, when he forsook exhibition
temporarily, and although he returned
to it subsequently, has also found
time to raise crops.
Our next visit was in Hayti, Mo.,
where we met John Mohrstadt, who
operates the Joy and Missouri in that
community, plus the Missouri, Parma,
and another in Campbell. He closed the
Missouri, Hayti, for the summer months,
as his new Joy, recently constructed,
is large enough to handle the volume.
His booker, Btuce Young, who had been
connected with him for the past year,
was relinquishing his post to take
over a house for himself, the Algerian,
Risco, a new house built in this boomtown, but to date operated unsuccess¬
fully.
Mohrstadt started in exhibition in
1931, and his Joy, newest in his small
circuit, is one of the best in the
area. It is constructed of cinder
block, accoustically treated, and is
completely air-conditioned.
Our further travels brought us td
Portageville, where the Shannon and
Maxon are operated by Bill Kroeger
and C.C. Fuller. Kroeger is an ex-film
salesman, who worked in Memphis for
Paramount, leaving that organization
two years ago to operate the theatres
here in Portageville. His partner is
a native of the community, and runs a
successful construction firm in addi¬
tion to his interest in the theatres.
Here we ran into another old ac¬
quaintance, a magician known as "Kirma”
who was booked in the Shannon for a
week’s stand. “Doc”, as he is best
known, has been on the road for many
years, and talked over old-times when
he was playing the towns in Pennsyl¬
vania, back in the early 30’s.
Cutting cross-country, over gravel
roads, we found ourself in Rives, Mo.,
with a population of 71. The Burch is
owned and operated by A. Burch, who
opened it in 1941. The house seats
over 200, and has played to capacity
several times, drawing customers from
the surrounding territory. To our
knowledge, this is the smallest com¬
munity in the country that has a regular
theatre, seating almost four times
the total population of the village.
The next large town we encountered
was Kennet, where E.E. Vandiveer op¬
erates both the Palace and Ritz, in
addition to several cotton gins, a
hardware store, and a real estate
business. The theatres have been under
the Vandiveer family for over a quarter
century, and the first was an openair job, in the early days of the onereel show.
From here, we journed to Hornersville, where we met the McFarlands,
Bernard and Bernice, who own and on-

erate the Missouri. The former took
over the house late in 1946, and al¬
though he had no prior experience in
the business, has been getting along
very nicely. This past winter, how¬
ever, has been very rough, this section
experiencing one of the most severe
winters in many years, and the theatre
business, which depends to a great
extent on rural trade in this section,
suffered. The warm weather and the
new crop has brought more people into
the area, and the outlook is a little
brighter.
Our visit in Hor.nersville took us
into the home of the McFarlands, where
we were invited to partake of a very
tasty meal of fried catfish and the
fixin’s. It was our first experience
with that favorite food here in the
south, and one that we’ 11 long remember.
Fried catfish and corn sticks-man,
what a meal, simply delicious!
Our next stop found us in Cardwell,
where we met Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Seay,
who operate the Grand, Cardwell, and
the Arbyrd, Arbyrd. Again we visited
them at their home, and once again
partook of a delicious meal. They have
three children, all boys, ranging in
age from four years down to the young¬
est, who is just several months old.
Jimmy, an ex-major in the army, has
been operating the houses for the
past year or so, but prior to that
they were operated by Mrs. Seay, whose
family operated them for years.
Heading back towards Memphis, we
stopped off in Holland, Mo., and
chatted with Herman Carnell; whose
sons operate the theatre. Carnell is
also active in the business, and op¬
erates several tent shows throughoutthe territory.
Stopping off in Oceola, Ark.t, we
found that Mrs. Emma Cox had returned,
so we paid a visit. Mrs. Cox has been
operating the.show here since 1931,
when she took over for the bank, where
she formerly worked. The bank closed,
but the theatres stayed open. Although
it was a battle, she persevered, and
today is very successful. She is
known far and wide for her unusual
soubriquet of “Tank-Town Emma”, which
someone tagged on her long ago, and
which she good naturedly accepts. She
has a brusque manner and an engaging
personality, and is always going out
of her way to help others.
She believes in telling the public
what to expect in the way of enter¬
tainment, and writes a weekly letter
about her coming week’s pictures,
mailed all over her territory. In
addition, she has been experimenting
with a wire recorder to use in the
theatre to announce the program.
Truly, this has been a real ex¬
perience, travelling through the south
the way we have.
Not only have we made a host of
friendships which we intend to keep
for a long time to come, but we have
learned much about the problems of the
showmen throughout the southern ter¬
ritory.
It has been said that all showmen
are brothers, but the exhibitors and
film men in the south have problems
of their own, and are solving them in
their own manner.
We deem it a privilege to have been
able to discuss these problems.
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CHICAGO
Alert aides prevented possible panic
when fire, which occured in the projec¬
tion room of the American, caused
estimated $40,000 damage. Mrs. Ora
Redford, owner, plans restoration. . . .
Norman
Olsen, DeVry
Corporation,
export manager, reported improving
business conditions in South America
after a 10,000 mile plane trip.
Bob Busch, Koerner Film Delivery,
married Alva Teysar, Aiken, Minn. His
father, George Busch, is chief booker for
RKO. . . . Midwest Poster Exchange
moved to larger space at 1233 South
Michigan Avenue.
Six hundred matineers at the Apollo
were unaware of a fire on the roof. . . .
Sunday movies were being fought by
Mayor Richard Hire at Zion, Ill. . . .
Bottle warmers for babies, a children’s
playground, and free admissions for
those under 12 are features of the River
Lane Outdoor, opened under manage¬
ment of Morris Schweitzer at Rockford,
Ill. . . . Doc Bamford, MGM district
manager, and his wife sojourned at
Atlantic City.
Mrs. Lester Stepner, wife of the La
Salle manager, vacationed in Hollywood
with their sons. . . . Mrs. Rose Busch,
mother of George Busch, RKO chief
booker, passed on after a brief illness.
. . . Perry Gay purchased the Star,
Fremont, Ill., from Jack Hirons.
Union Williams took over the manage¬
ment of the Ohio, Oakland, Ill., from
Gust Sarantos, who went to Kaw City,
Okla., where he bought the Kaw. . . .
Filmack added Edward Kraemer to its
staff.
The Popcorn Processors Association,
at a quarterly business meeting, voted to
appropriate several thousand dollars to
aid in furthering experimental work in
corn production, including popcorn, at
Purdue University and at Ames, la.
Ollie Wilton went to England on
business for the Da-Lite Screen Com¬
pany. . . . J and M Enterprises is com¬
pleting a 1000 car drive-in at Madison,
Wis.
In celebrating Alice Dubin Month, in
honor of the veteran booker’s 25 years
with the company, the Henri Elman
Enterprises had a 25 percent increase in
business. Barton Willoughby was made
Portland, Ore., branch manager of the
company, succeeding Linnie Beacon, who
went to Mexico.
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on June 24. . . . Tom Burke, Theatre
Janitors Union head, secured Pat O’
Brien to emcee a dance given for the
benefit of underprivileged kids.

manager,
replacing
into the
has been

Louis B. Mayer, MGM, will improve a
cemetery at St. Johns, New Brunswick,
Canada, where his mother is buried, and
will also erect a chapel there to her
memory. He will be joined in these
memorials by Nathan Cummings, chair¬
man of the board, Consolidated Grocers
Corporation, whose mother’s grave is in
the same cemetery.

DENVER

Six films were labeled as pinks, an
unusually high number, in the May
report of the censor board. They were:
Azteca, “Money Mad”; Eagle-Lion, “Raw
Deal”; Fox, “Anna Karenina”, Para¬
mount, “So Evil My Love,” and SRO,
“The Paradine Case.” There were no
rejections, and but 41 cuts, in the 101
films inspected, totaling 443,000 feet.
Leon Roth, national promotion mana¬
ger, UA, addressed the annual conven¬
tion of the National Association of Music
Manufacturers, inaugurating a new com¬
pany policy designed to realize the fullest
possibilities of national co-op advertising
and promotion.
George W. Gould, Illinois administra¬
tor and field director, Sister Elizabeth
Kenny Foundation of Illinois, Inc., an¬
nounced the appointment of L. C. Utecht,
manager, Essaness’ Lake, Oak Park, Ill.,
as general west suburban chairman
handling a list of committees in this
territory. Utecht will appoint a chair¬
man and committee of business and pro¬
fessional men and women in each
suburban section to help on the drive
for a new 100-bed polio hospital for the
local area. In addition, Utecht will work
with his chairman in Oak Park, Dr.
Albert Odey, and a committee of busi¬
ness men, including Nicholas Butera,
assistant manager, Southern, and Lee
Hruby, Jr., assistant manager. Four Star.
Utecht and his assistant, Jimmy Smith,
recently put on a result-getting cam¬
paign on RKO’s “The Miracle Of The
Bells.”
Eddie Maloney returned to his post
as aide at the Lake, Oak Park, Ill., after
a leave of absence. . . . Lee James Hruby,
Jr., has been appointed assistant man¬
ager, Four Star.

DALLAS
William W. Lewis, exploitation man,
southern division, United Artists, re¬
signed to accept the managership of the
Capitan. A. Susman and exhib Mitchell
own the house. Replacing Lewis with
United Artists is Ben Hill, Atlanta.
L. F. “Boots” McNally has been named

Wilshire, Interstate suburban,
Leroy Beavers, who left to go
real estate business. McNally
treasurer, Palace.

Cy Lee and Paul Rothman opened
their $115,000 650-car drive in, the
Starlight, Colorado Springs, Colo. . . .
John B. Cabot and Lewis M. Williams
formed Marquee, Inc., and the first
acquisition is the Frederick, Frederick,
Colo., bought from Mrs. J. H. Davis. . . .
Joe Ashby and Walter Ibold tied for first
place in the Rocky Mountain Screen
Club Calcutta golf tournament. . . .
Tillie Chalk, Paramount office manager,
suffered a heart attack, and was taken
home for a rest. . . . Jerry Banta, booker,
Metro, went to California on vacation.
. . . Hal Golden, Premier Studios, New
York, spent a few days here. In company
with Joe Stone, National Theatre Supply
manager, they called on large accounts.
. . . R. W. Cummings sold the Gem,
Culbertson, Neb., to Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
Dickson. . . . M. B. Lovejoy bought the
Isis, Victor, Colo., from D. J. Mavevgraves.. . . Lon T. Fidler, owner of Mono¬
gram franchises in three cities, returned
from an extended business trip.

DES MOINES
The RKO exchange salesmen bought
a group of boys from Arlington Hall
to a screening of “Melody Time”,
. . . The Variety Club picnic for officers
and members of the charity committee
was held on June 21. . . . Don Allen,
former head, Tri-States advertising and
promotion department, and now city
manager, Sioux City, la., was a visitor.
. . . The Iowa, Cedar Rapids, la., an RKO
house, celebrated its 20th anniversary.
The house was opened in 1928 with
1,832 seats and a 4,000-bulb sign.
Open house was held for the new 32bed wing at the Raymond Blank Mem¬
orial Hospital, donated by A. H. Blank,
head, Tri-States, and Mrs. Blank as a
memorial to their late son. The new
wing brings the total number of beds in
the hospital to 112, and provides addi¬
tional out-patient facilities for the
treatment and examination of children
whose condition does not require admis¬
sion as bed patients.
Articles of incorporation were filed
with the Secretary Of State’s office for
two drive-ins located at Des Moines and
Omaha. Officers of the corporations
include Philip Smith, Boston, president;
A. H. Blank, Des Moines, vice-president;
Emanuel Kurland, Boston, secretary,
and L. M. McKechneay, Des Moines,
treasurer.

Len Utecht, manager, Essaness’ Lake,
Oak Park, Ill., returned from a vacation
in northern Wisconsin and Michigan.
Jimmy Smith, assistant, took over for
the period, with the help of trainee
assistant Johnny Karzan, formerly of
the Lamar, Oak Park. Karzan now leaves
to take over the assistant manager’s
post at the North Center. Utecht,
incidentally, walked away with second
prize in a recent National Philatelic
Contest sponsored by the American Phi¬
latelic Society.
Bill Bishop, MGM publicist, conducted
a preview of “Easter Parade” at the
Vogue. . . . B and K switched stage bills
from the State-Lake back to the Chicago
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Pictured in this scene from 20th Century-Fox’s “Fury at Furnace Creek” are the
featured stars, Coleen Gray, Glenn Langan, and Victor Mature. Also appearing
in the action melodrama are Reginald Gardner and Albert Dekker.
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Branch managers, head bookers, and
assistants accompanied Hugh Braly,
Paramount district manager; Ralph
Ravenscroft, field advertising repre¬
sentative, and George A. Smith, western
division manager, back to their home
grounds after a session up north.

A Motion Picture Week held by
Stanley Kezele, English teacher at the
Pulaski High School, in which a poll
among 120 students in four classes
disclosed some interesting facts, gave
Kezele a fair picture of the teen-age
movie going habits and preference. The
poll showed that Pulaski boys average
two movies each three weeks, while the
girls average one a week. Pulaski teen¬
agers, according to the poll, prefer eating
popcorn while attending movies at a
two out of three average. Half of the
students prefer candy, and one fourth
chew gum at the movies. Gum chewing
is more popular with girls than boys.

It’s been found in San Diego, Cal.,
that
the
city’s
recent
censorship
ordinance does not have the power to
revoke a theatre license until after a
court conviction. This is expected to
cause the withdrawal of a suit from 12
independent theatre owners, who at¬
tacked the new law’s constitutionality.
Pat DiCicco, now with the Robb and
Rowley Circuit in Texas, was here
studying up at the National Theatres
offices.
The American Women’s Voluntary
Services and veterans’ organizations took
over the Variety, 5253 West Adams, for
an all-star screen and stage show
benefit for the purchase of television
receivers for disabled veterans in the
orthopedic wards of Wadsworth Vete¬
rans Hospital, Sawtelle, Cal.
George Dembow, sales chief, National
Screen Service, returned to his New
York offices after a western sales meet¬
ing and a new circuit deal for trailers.
Ben Ashe, branch manager, is the
captain of the NSS 1948 sales drive for
the 12 western states.
The La Moda, Atascadero, Cal., was
selling its organ that had been in the
theatre ever since the theatre was put
up. . . . The Strand, Pasadena, Cal., has
a new stunt that has boosted business.
Walls of the outer lobby have been
covered with stills, approximately 600
of them, all without identification. Fred
Glass, FWC district manager, confirmed
the fact that many of the stills have
been taken from the walls. However, the
boxoffice returns have grown sufficiently
to cover any kind of loss.
Paramount
Theatres
Corporation
asked for a postponement of its trial to
regain the control of the Downtown
Paramount from Fanchon and Marco,
Partmar Corporation. There is still a
counter suit for $4,500,000 for damages,
on file by Fanchon and Marco, that
charges compulsory terms on bookings,
and upholds Fanchon and Marco’s lease
for operation of the house. The theatre
is owned by Paramount, and has been
leased to Fanchon and Marco for almost
20 years.
Hollywood theatremen are watching
the recent decision by the Golden Gate,
San Francisco, to return to a stageshow
policy the end of this month.
A deal for Sol Lesser and Sherrill
Corwin to buy in two local Music Halls
from the Blumenfeld interests faded
out.
Television interest may prompt the
taking over of a Hollywood house for
audience-paid admissions, tossing in a
three-hour television show free to all
comers, followed by a first-run single
feature.
The newly remodeled Mesa is mana¬
ged by Bill Rose for FWC, and staged a
special
re-opening
affair. . . . The
Saturday
morning
Comic
Carnival
staged in 28 FWC houses drew 28 prizes
for youngsters in which Monogram and
Barney Gerard, producer, were the top
contributors.

The Independent Theatre Owners of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan held a
meeting of exhibs in the northern and
western regions of Wisconsin at the
Hotel Wausau, Wausau, Wis. About 75
theatre owners attended. Sigmund Gold¬
berg, owner, Hollywood, Wausau, vicepresident, Independent Theatre Owners
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, was
chairman, ably assisted by Harold
Peai’son, Schofield, Wis., ITO field man.
A highlight was a talk by Benjamin
Berger, Minneapolis, president. North
Central Allied Theatre Ownei’s, and a
member of the executive committee of
National Allied States Association. Gold¬
berg also gave a report on the National
Allied board meeting at Denver. F. J.
McWilliams, Madison, Wis., and John
P. Adler, Marshfield, Wis., sparked talks
on exploitation of pictures for the small
town exhibitor, use of Caravan service
to aid in buying pictures, 16mm. com¬
petition, television, and the value of
organization to a small town theatre
owner. Pinch-hitting for William Ains¬
worth, ITO of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan president, Goldberg presided.
It was voted to form a committee to
police association theatres to insure that
the recent U. S. Supreme Court verdict
is carried out.
Charles Olson, who recently resigned
as Varsity manager, is manager, Park,
Waukesha, Wis., a Standard Theatres
house. . . . The Savoy was recently
remodeled. William Pierce manages. . . .
The Standard Theatres new drive-in on
Highway 41, on the direct route between
Milwaukee and Chicago, was about to
open. . . . Robert Zens, was named new
manager,
Hollywood,
for
Standard
Theatres. . . . Charles Hacker, Standard
Theatres district manager, returned
from New York.
The Riverside, managed by Roy
Pierce, established new house records
with the Horace Heidt band stage show.
. . . Jerome Kriesel was in a hospital for
an operation. . . . The recently opened
Delft Circuit office moved to the Brumder building. Fontas Georgiades, former
Fox Wisconsin
booking
department
executive, is managing.
Steven Schulak, Milwaukee projec¬
tionist, recovered from an operation. . . .
Tom Cornfield, Wisconsin manager,
conducted a stage amateur juggling
contest in exploiting “Give My Regards
to Broadway.”
Herb Greenblatt, RKO district mana¬
ger, Chicago, spent time conferring with
Louis Elman, manager.. . . Vilma Catona,
former Fox Wisconsin theatre head of
vending, resigned. . . . Laura Wells was
in in advance of “Ruthless”. . . . Harry
Olshan, Columbia manager, attended
a convention. . . . The army claimed
Leonard Loeszek, a part-time inspector
at MGM.
Joe Klauzer, one time Fox Wisconsin
district manager, is now selling real

estate. . . . Arnold Brum, Ritz, North
Milwaukee, was appointed convention
chairman for the state convention of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Wiscon¬
sin and Upper Michigan on Oct. 14-15
at the Hotel Schroeder.
The all-day industry golf outing held
by L. F. Gran, Standard Theatres
executive, at the Merrill Hills Country
Club, Waukesha, Wis., was well attended.
. . . John Bartelt,, United Artists office
manager, spent a week at home. . . .
Olga Cutler, MGM office employee, spent
two weeks fishing in Northern Wisconsin.
John Kelley, Minneapolis MGM, was
in for talks with John G. Kemptgen,
manager. . . . Max Markowitz, Plaza
manager, resigned. . . . Lucille Fowler,
Merrill, Wis., theatre owner and circuit
operator, was a visitor. . . . Nick John¬
son, Strand, Manitowoc, Wis., was
another caller. . . . Lorraine Bruening,
secretary to Joe Imhof, Eagle Lion, will
be married in July. . . . James Gallagher,
president, Gallagher Films, stopped in
at the local office, managed by Ray
Bonner. . . . Film Arts will move to a
new location. . . . Joseph Malits, Eighth
Street, called.
Business at the new Universal-Inter¬
national exchange building is function¬
ing wrell. Jack Bannan, Chicago, is man¬
ager, succeeding Lew Berman, trans¬
ferred to Chicago.
The July board meeting of the
Independent Theatres of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan will be held at the
Charles Trampe Phantom Lake summer
home. . . . Roland Koutnik, Palace
manager, used a horse-drawn sulky on
“Green Grass of Wyoming”. . . . Jesse
T. McBride, Paramount manager, was
on a sales trip.

MINNEAPOLIS
The Rose Drive-In, two and a half
miles north of the Minnesota Fair
Grounds on Snelling Avenue, St. Paul,
Minn., will be one of the largest in the
country, according to Harry D. Field,
president,
Minnesota
Entertainment
Enterprises, Inc., building the project
The drive-in will hold 650 cars, and will
cost an estimated $200,000. The Rose
Drive-In will be the second outdoor
theatre in the Twin Cities area. Other
officers are Ted Mann, vice-president;
Henry Green, secretary, and A. A.
Kaplan, treasurer.
The Orpheum in both Minneapolis
and St. Paul, RKO houses, began show¬
ing the serial, “Superman,” at matinee
performances beginning on June 24. The
Minneapolis
Orpheum
had
a
sign
on the outside proclaiming the new
serial.
Minnesota Amusement Company con¬
tributed $100 to a fund for a lie detector
for the Minneapolis police department.
The lie detector helped to convict a 17year-old aide who had robbed the
theatre safe of $8,849. The money was
recovered, and Harry French, president,
circuit, was expected to ask leniency for
the youth.
Independent Film Distributors, Minne¬
apolis and Milwaukee, will distribute a
series of six musical westerns being
released by Film Enterprises. . . . Charles
M. Weiner, who recently was transferred
from SRO in Canada to central district
manager in the U. S., has been a visitor.
. . . Donald Palmquist, on the staff of
Minnesota Amusement Company for 12
years, and formerly manager, circuit’s
Park, St. Paul, Minn., has been named
head of exhibitor public relations for
Reid H. Ray Film Industries. . . . Ray¬
mond Jensen is the new owner, PlayJune 30, 1948
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house, Kennedy, Minn. . . . William
Toback opened the Lakeside, Duluth,
Minn., closed for six months.
Richard Klein succeeded John Bertolero as manager, Black Hills Amusement
company. Klein will remain as secretary.
. . . Work on Edward Baehr’s proposed
new theatre at Chippewa Falls, Wis,, has
been held up temporarily. . . . John D.
Winslow, business agent, and Wallace
Yutzy, board member, Local 219, have
been named delegates to the IATSE con¬
vention at Cleveland.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Pat McGee, manager of the theatre
operations of the Cooper Foundation,
announced that the foundation has
donated $1,000 to the Variety Club of
Oklahoma toward the construction of
the Oklahoma Medical Research Insti¬
tute building. The Variety Club pledged
$600,000 for the construction of the
building, and last year paid $100,000 of
that pledge. Each year, the club plans
to pay off as much of the amount as
possible. McGee made his announcement
in connection with the meeting of the
city and local managers of the theatres
owned and operated by the foundation.
The Cooper Foundation’s charities are
directed especially toward children.
Federal Judge Edgar Vaught an¬
nounced that the Department of Jus¬
tice’s anti-trust suit against the Griffith
enterprises will be reopened on July 1.
The U. S. Supreme Court ordered the
lower court to draw up a decree to undo
“the wrongs that were done, and
prevent their recurrence in the future.”
Oklahoma City Shipping And Inspec¬
tion Bureau is now handling physical
distribution for SRO.
R. Lewis Barton, Capitol Hill theatre
owner and civic leader, indicated that
he would accept the ward four school
board post if school board members
elect him. Barton has been approached
by a committee of the citizens committee
on public schools appointed to recom¬
mend a successor to Edd Hisel, who re¬
signed to run for county commissioner.
Griffith Theatres’ new house
at
Henryetta, Okla., has been started for
opening in the fall. It will cost about
$100,000.

OMAHA
Free lookers at first plagued Omaha’s
drive-in at the west edge of the city.
The fenced in outdoor house drew
capacity crowds inside and out. On one
side, motorists were able to see the
screen from the highway. They created
a traffic hazard, so officials moved the
auto knothole gang along. . . . James
Pickett, Tri-States manager, Hastings,
Neb., and his family were vacationing.
An infected eye put Richard Wilson,
MGM salesman, on the sick list. . . .
Harold Beecroft, Chicago, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox division manager, visited. . . .
Frank Good went to a Rochester, Minn.,
clinic for a checkup. He owns the
Iowana, Red Oak, la.
R. G. DeBow sold his Reo, Wall Lake,
la. . . . Ted Mendenhall and Harry
Barker, UA salesmen, were in for a sales
meeting. . . . Gladys Waldrop, MGM
inspectress, had her vacation. . . . The
RKO-Brandeis had real Indians in
its build up for “Fort Apache”. . . .
Virginia Barry is the new RKO contract
clerk, succeeding Norma Scoville. . . .
Shirley Childers, 20th Century-Fox in¬
spectress, was in an Omaha hospital.
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Bill Burke, RKO office manager, Kan¬
sas City, is to become Manager of
Tommy Thompson’s new house at
Yankton, S. D., now under construction.
. . . Phyllis Otto, UA secretary, leaves
for California in July to join her hus¬
band. . . . S. and S. Enterprises, Fairbury, Neb., filed articles of incorporation
to engage in amusement enterprises.
Frank W. Shipman, Sr., Frank W. Shipman, Jr., and Harry M. Steam are in¬
corporators.

PHOENIX
Malcolm White’sTBar Ttheatre, which
opened in Scottsdale, Ariz., is the first of
two houses to be constructed. Work has
already begun on the second, located at
4201 South Central Avenue here. An 800seater, as yet unnamed, the new theatre
will follow the theme of the Old West.
Buddy Rich and his band will head¬
line the stage show when the Star,
Nogales, Ariz., celebrates its grand
opening on July 4. The house will begin
its regular schedule starting on July 12.
The Phoenix reduced midweek prices
to 20 cents. . . . The Fox entered a con¬
testant in the Phoenix Soap Box Derby.
The FCC granted a construction per¬
mit to the Phoenix Television Company,
which plans to erect Arizona’s first
video station in the capital city. KTAR,
Phoenix NBC outlet, has TV application
on file with FCC, and KOY, a CBS link,
as well as KOOL, Gene Autry-owned
Mutual Don Lee affiliate, are also mov¬
ing into the Phoenix picture.

PORTLAND
Monogram had a highly successful
sneak preview on “The Dude Goes West”
at the Paramount. . . . Doris Weeks is
back from her vacation. She spent the
time visiting her mother at White Pine,
Mont.
Seen on Film Row were: Donn Radabaugh and Eino Hemmila, booker and
buyer for the Roseburg, Ore., theatres.
.. . Earl Baltazar was in on a booking trip
for Pacific, Reedsport, Ore. . . . Many
theatres were not in operation because
of the Columbia River flood. The local
Ampitheatre was under water. The
Woodland, Woodland, Wash.; Kalama,
Kalama.Wash.,and Rainier,Rainier,Ore.,
also were flooded, and had to suspend
operations.

ST. LOUIS
A certificate of incorporation has been
granted to 20th Century-Fox for the
purpose of engaging in the business of
radio and television.
RKO recently cashed in on the Freedom
Train Parade, and garnered some extra
publicity thereby for “The Best Years Of
Our Lives”, Shubert. Details attendant
on the tie-up were handled by RKO’s
field exploitation staff under the super¬
vision of Terry Turner.
The Manchester reopened after a
number of changes. . . . Over 25 inde¬
pendent theatre owners in the Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois area
voted unanimously to organize as the
Mid-Central Allied Theatre Owners, Inc.
and seek affiliation with Allied States.
A. Dietz was asked to draw up the plans
for the permanent group. In addition to
Dietz, other men named on the organiza¬
tion committee were: Loren Cluster,
Salem, Ill.; E. H. Wiecks, Staunton, Ill.;
Gene Beckam, East Alton, Ill.; Charles
Beninati, Carlyle, Ill.; W. T. Zimmer¬
man, Warrenton, Mo.; O. F. Jefferis,
Piedmont, Mo.; Earl Vandiver, Kennett,
Mo.; Caesar Berutt, Lebanon, Mo.;
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Henry Halloway, St. John’s Mo., and
Hugh Graham and Howard Zuloff, St.
Louis.
Charles Cobum driving one of his own
trotters at the Fairmount Park track,
the presence of “Thunderhead” touring
the downtown area, and a week-long
bally for a gala harness event at the
racing grounds were a winning exploi¬
tation combination recently when 20th
Century-Fox’s “Green Grass Of Wyom¬
ing” played at the Ambassador. Credit
for the promotion goes to Bob Johnson,
Fanchon and Marco Circuit, and Sy
Freedman, 20th Century-Fox field ex¬
ploitation representative.

SALT LAKE CITY
Carroll Puciato, assistant to Realart
Picture’s sales manager, Budd Rogers,
was a visitor.

SAN ANTONIO
Two local night clubs are presenting
16mm. musical shorts daily for the en¬
tertainment of their patrons. . . . Lee
Aronstein, manager, Palace, was in a
hospital recovering from an eye opera¬
tion. . . . Lee Roy Handley, acting man¬
ager, Broadway, was confronted with a
problem. It was time for the final show¬
ing of the feature when he received word
patrons had made a parking lot of one
of the streets adjacent to the theatre,
and residents in the area couldn’t
traverse the street to their homes.
Handley stepped on stage, and put the
matter to the audience. He said: “We’ll
show an extra cartoon while you go out,
and move your cars.” Dozens of persons
hurried out, reparked, and hurried back.
Among those booking Latin American
films were W. B. Whitaker, Texan,
Stanton, Tex.; Samuel Schwartz, Eagle
Pass, Tex.; Humberto Gonzales, Rex,
Zapata, Tex., and Joseph Justiniani,
Azteca, Houston, Tex.
Funeral services for W. M. Shields, 55,
manager, Interstate Theatres, Tyler,
Tex., was held following his death as the
result of a heart attack. Before going
with Interstate, he operated several
independent houses. . . . The Texas and
Rio, Bishop, Tex., were closed by L. S.
Arnold due to a polio epidemic .. . Tom
White opened the 510 seat Tex., Burnt,
Tex., where he also operates the Burntex.
. . . M. Cole is building a new 500-car
drive-in at Corsicana, Tex., which he
expects to have completed by July 1.
Cole also plans to construct drive-ins at
Palestine and Hillsboro, Tex.
Lester Dollison opened the 350-car
Rancho Drive-In at Denton, Tex. H. J.
Robinson is a partner and manager. . . .
E. French Gallagher, Centralia, Ill.,
purchased the Star, Abilene, Tex., from
Fred I. Sauls and Paul Sharpe. Gal¬
lagher was formerly with Fox Midwest
Theatres. . . . Miss Gene Scruggs and
associates purchased the Edge, Edgewood, Tex., from W. T. Ash. . . . Herman
Sladel is the new owner and operator,
Pix, Fort Worth, formerly owned by
L. R. Robertson. . . . Lee Welch pur¬
chased the Star, Rising Star, Tex., and
the Plains, Cross Plains, Tex., from Joy
Houck, New Orleans, La.

SAN FRANCISCO
In the fight to take television away
from radio, and ally it with theatres and
motion pictures, operations of magni¬
tude are underway here led by Spyros
Skouras and Charles Skouras. The
Skouras’ huddling with “Doc” Morton,
former president, National Concert and
Artist Corporation and now a video
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promoter, are working with a process
called the “zenith system”, which oper¬
ates in the upper ether waves. With it,
houses can put on full-size televised
pictures. The showmen believe the public
will not be content with a miniature
screen, and will pay to see large size
pictures in theatres. Tentative plans are
already being arranged by the Skouras’
to televise the opening of the San
Francisco opera at the Memorial Opera
house by setting up a broadcasting
station in the adjacent Fox.
Joe Blumenfeld, circuit owner, and
Louis Honig, advertising agent, Honig
and Cooper, are backing a tint system for
video. Color Television, Inc., according
to George Sleeper, San Francisco televi¬
sion engineer.
When “Call Northside 777” played the
Vague,
lack
of
marquee
figures
proved a difficulty. However, the theatre
solved its problem by inserting the
title—“Call Northside Seven Etc., Etc”.
. . . The Girls Film Colony Club, an
organization of ladies along Film Row.
headed by Dorothy Hagley, secretary,
B. F. Shearer Company, is working in
conjunction with the junior executives
of the Variety Club, headed by Stanley
R. Lefcourt, for a special Saturday night
entertainment to raise contributions for
the Variety Club’s Heart Fund. . . .
James Meyers, branch manager, Mono¬
gram, and two assistants, Mel Hulling
and Howard Butler, returned from a
Chicago conclave.
Poet Percy Shelley was converted into
a theatrical ad writer or the Vogue when
it played “Blithe Spirit”. Read the ad:
“Hail to Thee! Blithe Spirit”—the lines
from “Ode To A Skylark”. . . . Jack
Dobbs, accounting department, Golden
State, and his wife announced the birth
of a baby son. . . . Ted Gallinter, MGM
publicity, returned from Minneapolis,
where his mother died.
When Monida Lillian Simpson, Hard¬
ing, and Jack Marcott, Harding, were
recently married, the first place they
visited after leaving the church was the
Harding to receive congratulations from
Danny Anderson, manager.
Patricia Cheshire, Alexandria, played
the ingenue role in “The Admiral
Crichton” at George Washington High
School.
Local show business people sent con¬
dolences to Frank Galvin, manager,
Fairfax, Oakland, Cal., upon the death of
his wife.
Promptly moving to aid victims of the
flood stricken northwest area, San
Francisco Theatres, Inc., immediately
launched a campaign to raise funds to
be donated to the homeless families.
Placing posters in the lobbies with collec¬
tion jars, running special appeal trailers,
and taking extra advertisement space,
Irving M. Levin, divisional director,
whipped the fund-raising drive into
quick shape. San Francisco Theatres,
Inc., during the Texas City disaster,
made a similar drive for aid. More than
$900 was collected. The donations were
being transferred to the Variety Club,
which will undertake the distribution of
funds to the victims in the flood areas.
A vast project to swell Variety Club’s
Heart Fund is underway here in a special
tie-up between leading members of the
organization and Gerald L. Karski,
president, Motion Picture Service, Inc.
Karski’s series of motion pictures which
he has shot at festivals and community
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functions in the west under the spon¬
sorship of Standard Oil are slated to
go into wide-scale booking throughout
theatres for charity. Part of the proceeds
from the showing will be directed into
Variety Club’s chief charity fund, which
maintains a nursery home for blind
babies. Abe Blumenfeld, owner, Blumen¬
feld Circuit; Irving M. Levin, divisional
director, San Francisco Theatres, Inc.,
and Roy Cooper, film buyer, Golden
State Circuit, head the committee for¬
mulating plans. Robert Folkoff, theatri¬
cal accountant, and Tom Gilboy, head,
Gilboy Film Delivery Company, are
devoting gratis service to the project.
Booking arrangements are being handled
by the Club’s Junior Executive group
headed by Stanley R. Lefcourt.
Despite earlier reports of a definite
sale of the first-run United Artists by
Joe Blumenfeld. owner, to Sherrill
Corwin and Sol Lesser, Los Angeles
showmen, the deal has now been declared
null.
“Don’t Give Our Pedestrians a Raw
Deal”—with this legend on banner
fluttering over Market Street, Lloyd
Katz, branch manager, Eagle Lion, com¬
bined the Green Cross Safety Drive with
a neat exploitation of the Paramount’s
attraction, “Raw Deal,” EL release.
“Miss San Francisco” 18-year-old
Jeannie Lehman, was selected from the
stage of the Golden Gate in the preli¬
minary judging for the title of “Miss
America”.
Wesley W. Rosenthal, salesman, B. F.
Shearer Company, was hospitalized for
six weeks in Reno, Nev., after a collision
with a truck near Strawberry, Cal. . . .
Alex Harrison, assistant to Herman
Wobber, 20th-Fox, returned from Salt
Lake City.
Mrs. Leon Rice, executive secretary,
Golden State Circuit, retiring from her
desk to wait the arrival of a baby. . . .
“Bill” and “Coo,” two actual love birds,
were placed in a cage above the Balboa
boxoffice by Edwin Scheeline, manager,
to arouse interest.
Morris Rosenberg, booker, T and D
Jr., Enterprises, Inc., feted double¬
graduation ceremonies in his family.
Daughter Valerie was graduated from
Oakland High School, while Jerome
received his degree from the University
of California. . . . Staff members of
Warners are scheduling a picnic for its
club group headed by Gladys Pauli,
secretary.
Irving M. Levin, divisional director,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., entered
the production field with M. R. S. Pic¬
tures, Inc., the independent group, which
signed
with
Simon
and
Schuster,
publishers. New York, for the screen
rights to “Inner Sanctum” mysteries.
The release will be through Film
Classics. Others included in the M. R. S.
company include Richard B. Morros,
son of Boris Morros, producer; Walter
Shenson, former Columbia studio publi¬
city and art director, and Samuel
Rheiner, production head, Federal Films.
Film Row lost a popular figure with
the death of Fred Abelson, branch man¬
ager, Film Classics.

SEATTLE
A. R. Larson and L. L. Gillette are
building a new drive-in just north of
Bellingham, Wash. It will be called the
Motor-Vu, and will accommodate 500
cars. . . . The opening of Senior Mercy’s
new drive-in, the Tower, near Yakima,
Wash., attracted a large representation

from Seattle’s Film Row. Among those
making the trip were: B. F. and Mrs.
Shearer and Hal and Mrs. Daigler; Vete
Stewart, Warners branch manager and
salesmen, Glenn Haviland and Jean
Spear; Chilton and Lola Robinette, 20th
Century-Fox; Ralph Abbett, branch
manager, and salesman, Ed Cruea,
Monogram; Paul McElhinney, Republic
branch manager, and salesman Ernie
Piro.
A1 O. Bondy, president, Bondy, Inc.,
distributing General Electric Science
Films, was in. . . . Jack Gregory, branch
manager, Altec, left for Salt Lake City
to meet Douglas Netter, Jr., who recent¬
ly joined the Altec sales department. . . .
Ella Ridgeway, who operates her father’s
(Dad Abbott) theatres in Sedro-Woolley,
Wash., was in to take part in the wel¬
come to President Harry S. Truman. Mrs.
Ridgeway is a Democratic Committee
Woman, and will attend the Democratic
National Convention in Philadelphia.
. . . Herbert Cass, branch manager at
Portland for National Screen Service,
was here to confer with Jack Flannery,
Seattle manager, recovering from a
recent severe illness.
Two more drive-ins near Seattle,
operated by Ed A. Johnson, Spokane,
Wash., and Dwight Spracher, Seattle,
installed amusement park features to
combat the daylight-saving problem.
The Aurora, north of Seattle, installed
a merry-go-round and giant checker¬
board, and the Midway, between Seattle
and Tacoma, Wash., has a rocket-ride
swing and other features. The policy will
continue through the summer.
Receiving word that the sawmill at
Twisp, Wash., had arranged for the
operation of a dynamo to supply light
and power, Elbert and Suzanne Gortel,
who were in Seattle, drove home to
resume operation of their theatre, which
was closed for 10 days by flood condi¬
tions. . . . Lou Pressler, manager, Warner
theatres, Aberdeen and Hoquiam, Wash.,
was in, accompanied by Mrs. Pressler.
. . . Neal Walton, branch manager,
Columbia, left for Chicago to attend
a meeting. . . . Bob Clark, booker, Saffle
Theatre Service, and Mrs. Clark cele¬
brated their 10th wedding anniversary.
W. B. McDonald, operating the Olym¬
pic and Avalon, Olympia, Wash., accom¬
panied by his daughter, Marilyn, was on
The Row. . . . Phil Blake, B. F. Shearer
Seattle office, has been transferred to
Portland. Ted Lay, Shearer Company,
returned from three months in Montana.
. . . Jack Kloepper, Northwest manager
for Film Classics, and Mrs. Kloepper
attended the Portland Rose festival. . . .
Oscar Oldknow, executive vice-president,
National Theatre Supply, left for Los
Angeles after conferring with Oscar
Chiniquy, Seattle.
Hal Boehme returned from New
York, and announced that he has
obtained the franchise for Madison
Pictures in the Northwest. He also has
Astor Films. . . . Josephine Davidson has
been appointed secretary to Gordon
Wallinger, branch manager for Favorite.
State out-of-town exhibitors on The
Row included Gus Bergstrom, Republic;
Mrs. W. A. Cochrane, Snoqualmie, who
reports her husband recovering from his
illness; Don Glover, Pullman; Corbin
Ball, John Lee Circuit, Ephrata; George
Spencer, Tacoma; Bill Evans, Centralia;
Florence Benson, Friday Harbor, and
Chester Nilsson, Tacoma. . . . Mary
Carey, booker for the Army Motion Pic¬
ture Office, left for a vacation in Salt
Lake City.
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NEWS OF Tills

Cleveland
George Bennett, SRO publicity De¬
partment, was in coordinating the ex¬
tensive campaign features on "Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House”,
Loew’s State. Cleveland will have two
“dream houses”, completely furnished,
to give away.

Frank Buck was here in person to’
make an appearance at the RKO Grand
when “Bring ’Em Back Alive” was intro¬
duced. Sponsors were The Cincinnati
Enquirer, RKO, WLW, and the zoo.
Purpose of showing the film and bring¬
ing Buck to the Grand stage was to
add to the fund already established
for bringing another gorilla to the
zoo. Cincinnati’s famed Susie died
approximately six months ago. A com¬
plete topnotch stage show included
professional assistance from radio
personalities including WLW’s entire
acting and production personnel for
“Morning Matinee”, with Ruth Lyons and
Frazier Thomas. Part of the show was
devoted to showing the audience what
goes on during a radio show.
Jack Silverthorne, manager, Strand,
announced that his theatre has begun
a policy of showing first-runs....J. J.
Hansberry, manager, Deer Park, re¬
ceived notice in a local newspaper
when the Enquirer’s "Opinionnaire”
reporter and photographer got together
to ask him, "What do you do on your
days off?” Hansberry’s answer was that
his hobbies are his vegetable and
flower garden, which provide enjoyable
work for both J.J. and his wife, and
eliminate the need for employing
baby sitters while the couple’s two
daughters, aged two and seven, need
looking after. The photographer did a
right nice job on Hansberry’s picture,
too.
The RKO Albee management provided a
luncheon with a French atmosphere for
several French natives. One of these
present was Miss Jacqueline Roy, in
the University of Cincinnati on a
student visa, who acted as hostess.
Following the luncheon and get-ac¬
quainted session, guests .were taken
to the Albee to see "Arch of Triumph. ”
Visiting talent at the Glenn Rendez¬
vous, Beverly Hills, Lookout House,
and Latin Quarter contributed their
exceptional acts to a charity show
sponsored by the Cincinnati Variety
Club at its annual Frolic at the
Pavilion Caprice, Hotel Netherland
Plaza. Music was provided by Deke
Moffitt and his orchestra, and the
program was planned by Noah Schechter
and President Irving Sochin. Receipts
from the floor show and evening of
dancing will be added to the club’s

Nat Fellman, Warner theatres’ home
office executive, and his assistant,
Harry Kaplowitz, spent several days
here in consultation with local film
buyer, Ted Minsky.... James E. Scoville, retired member, Scoville,
Essick, and Reif Circuit, is current¬
ly on a motor trip through California.
He plans to visit Cleveland during
the summer.
Jerry Lubin, Film Classics auditor,
was in....Sanford Gottlieb, Film
Classics branch manager, held an in¬
vitational screening of “Will It
Happen Again?”. Heads of local film
and school organizations attended. The
picture opened at the Alhambra.
Nat Charnas, Toledo, 0., exhibitor,
is the father of a sweet girl graduate.
His daughter, Barbara, was graduated
last week from high school, and in
the fall enters Connecticut College
....George D. Culler, Cleveland Museum
of Art, is the newly elected president,
Motion Picture Council of Greater
Cleveland. He succeeds Mrs. E.F.
Carran. Mrs. Clair H. Brewer, chair¬
man, Lakewood Better Films Committee,
was elected vice-president, and Miss
Ruth Thompson, Board of Education,
treasurer.
Co-operative Theatres of Ohio,
headed by Milton A. Mooney, is now
booking 40 of the estimated 50 drivein theatres operating in the exchange
area.... Dorothy Bogdan, Loew switch¬
board operator, was on a honeymoon
vacation trip.
Ben L. Ogron, Ohio Theatre Supply
Company, announced that he installed
complete Motiograph equipment in the
new Park Auto Theatre Drive-In, on
Route 62, the Starlite Cruise-In,
Delphos, 0., and will shortly install
the same equipment in the Steuben¬
ville, 0., Drive-In now being com¬
pleted by Peter Wellman, Sam Greenberger, and Norbert Stern. Mobiltone
in-car speakers, manufactured by
Theatrecraft Manufacturing Company,
were installed in Lewis Cachovety’s
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Starlite Drive-In, Oceola, Ind., and
also in Frank Yassenoff’s South Side
Auto Theatre, Columbus, 0.
The League of Showmen’s Wives con¬
cluded its activities for the year
with a luncheon at the Variety Club.
Mrs. Dave Kaufman, wife, Warner sales¬
man, and Mrs. James Levine, wife,
Paramount exploiteer, were “Queens For
The Day”.
David Sandler, general manager,
Theatrecraft Manufacturing Corpora¬
tion, manufacturers of Mobiltone incar speakers, was host to his employes
to see the Indians play a night base~
ball game. Sandler and his two sons.
Merle and Sheldon, then went on a
fishing trip.
Sam and Maurice Barck opened their
new Park Auto, Route 62, between
Alliance and Salem, 0. Also opening
were the Mentor Drive-In, Mentor, 0.,
built and operated by Jack Shulman and
Abe Schwartz; the Starlite Cruise-In,
Delphos, 0., built by C.H. and J.W.
Christopher, and the West Side DriveIn, Youngstown, 0., belonging to the
Wellman, Greenberger, Stern Drive-In
Circuit.
Nat Wolf, Warner theatres’ zone
manager; Dick Wright, central Ohio
district manager; Leo Beresen, Berio
Vending, and Harold Rodner and Ben
Wirth, Warner Service Corporation,
made an inspection tour of the con¬
cession stands of Warner theatres in
Ohio.... Jerry Wechsler, Warners’
branch manager, has a new secretary.
Marie Wolf succeeds Mary Lou Weaver,
who resigned because of poor health.
Bernard Rubin, head, Imperial, and
Mrs. Rubin were taking a lake cruise
....Lillian Brooks, secretary to
Warner Theatres’ publicity director
J. Knox Strachan, left for a vacation
trip to California.
Milton E. Cohen will be honored at
a testimonial dinner at the Statler
Hotel on July 12. Cohen was recently
appointed division sales manager for
Eagle Lion. He was formerly district
manager for RKO.
Julius Lamm resigned as manager of
Warners’ Uptown to become west coast
representative, Theatrical Enter¬
prises. He was with Warners for 18
years. TE, headed by William S. Shartin and Jack Gertz, is planning an
expansion program with offices in
many key cities. Present offices are
in New York, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
and this city....The Jack Benny show
at the RKO Palace did capacity busi¬
ness.

Foundling Club.
Two Cincinnati theatres ran Silkini’s "Asylum Of Horrors”, unique
stage show, the RKO Albee and the RKO
Shubert. The double presentation was
made necessary by the great demand
from the public to give all who wished
to an opportunity to see the single¬
night performance. . ..The head of Para¬
mount’ s contract department, "Breenie”,
toured the east coast during her vaca¬
tion.
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The trade was sorry to learn of the
death of William D. Ward, a former
branch manager for 20th Century-Fox,
Detroit; and former owner, Ohio, Ken¬
ton, 0.

Mrs. Earl Robbins,
the former Nancy
McClanahan, Irvine, Ky., poses here
shortly after her recent marriage.

Funeral services were held in New
Haven, Conn., last fortnight for
Charles W. Powers, 58, owner, Hudson,
Hudson, 0. , and a former Paramount
salesman in this territory.
Mideast
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Detroit
The appointment of Leo J. Fitz¬
patrick as television research director
for United Detroit Theatres was an¬
nounced. Fitzpatrick is owner of WGR,
Buffalo. The Paramount theatre affili¬
ate has an application pending now for
a local channel before the FCC . Fitz¬
patrick left for the coast to make a
study of the television situation.
Tommy Watson has been appointed
manager, new drive-in, South Division
Street, Port Huron, Mich. The DriveIn is one of several theatres of this
type, now being built and operated
under the banner of the Triangle DriveIn Theatre Corporation. All advance
advertising and publicity, as well as
that currently used, was drafted in
the art and publicity departments of
Hygienic Productions, Inc., Wilming¬
ton, 0.
A clearance case against the five
major distributors has been filed by
Callier Enterprises, Inc., operating
the Callier, Belding, Mich. The com¬
plainant claims that the clearance is
excessive and unreasonable, and that
he is compelled to wait an average of
from 60 to 240 days following the
availability of the Greenville, Mich.,
theatres, the Silver and Gibson. He
requests that all clearance between
the Silver and Gibson and the Callier
be abolished, and that his clearance
be fixed in their competitive area
within 30 days after national release.
Irwin Pollard and Clark Baker are
being feted at a banquet by the Variety
Club of Michigan. Pollard, former
manager, Republic, has been trans¬
ferred to Cleveland, while Baker is
being moved by Columbia to Des Moines
as branch manager. Meanwhile, the tent
is looking forward to the pro-foot¬
ball game which it is sponsoring on
Sept. 2 between the Detroit Lions and
the Philadelphia Eagles.
The Theatrical Post, American
Legion, elected Gilbert L. Lubin, pro¬
jectionist, Martha Washington, as
president. He succeeds Owen Blough,
Telenews.

Indianapolis
BemieKranze, general sales manager,
Film Classics, visited, and told the
sales staff of coming new releases....
Janita Wischmeyer, stenographer, RKO
booking department, resigned, suc¬
ceeded by Louise Ritz.... Marie Guerin
returned to her post at U-I after a
long absence.... The mother-in-law of
Edwin Brauer, manager, Republic, Mrs.
Hanna Hamond, died in the Methodist
Hospital after a lingering illness.
She was 77. Burial was in Cleveland.
Bert Goldberg, producer of all¬
colored motion pictures, was a visi¬
tor at the Williston Circuit.... Edwin
Brauer, manager. Republic, spent sev¬
eral days in Chicago at the offices
of Alliance Theatres....E.R. Hay,
Charleston, Charleston, Ind., is re¬
modeling his house, adding a new
streamlined front.. .. Medonna Spurgeon
inspectress, Columbia, spent her
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vacation in New York.... Wilma Barrow,
manager’s secretary, Warners, an¬
nounced her engagement to Vincent
Crabb. The wedding will take place in
early fall.... Charles Rich, district
manager, Warners, visited the office
on business.
Visiting exhibitors included: A.
McCarty, Roxy, Pendleton, Ind.; E.E.
Smith, Devon, Francesville, Ind.; B.
Bennett, Rex, Terre Haute, Ind.;
Arnold Berger, Drive-In, Lawrence,
Ind.; Pete Panogos, Gregory Circuit,
Chicago; Gilbert May, Dream, Corydon,
Ind.; Ed. Campbell, Drive-In, Louis¬
ville, Ky,; Floyd Morrow, East and
West Drive-In, Louisville, Ky., and
Herbert Sullivan, Gregory Circuit,
Chicago.
Chuck Kreighbaum, Arc, Lafayette,
Ind., was getting his summer cottage
at Lake Manitau, Ind., renovated for
the summer....J.B. Stein, Swan and
Garfield, Terre Haute, Ind., went to
the lake regions of Wisconsin for the
summer.... Ted Parvu, Lyceum, Terre
Haute, Ind., was relieved of three
days receipts when thieves broke into
his house.... Joan Burk is the new
addition to Warners.
“Production Values of Motion Pic¬
tures” was the topic of a talk given
by Herman Morgan, U-Int. salesman, at
the regular weekly meeting of the
Marshall, Ill., Rotary Club.... Joseph
St. Amand, Flora, Flora, ind., is re¬
decorating the marquee, repainting
the front.... Kenneth G. Barnard, Ox¬
ford, Oxford, Ind., installed a new
concession stand in the lobby....
James Griffis, who operates the Bos¬
well, Boswell, Ind., definitely
entered the poultry business, which
will be maintained to further the
education of his two children, now
students at one of the northern Indiana
colleges. His investment to date ex¬
ceeds $2,000.
LeRoy Furman, Ted Gamble-Fred Dolle
New York offices, was a business visi¬
tor. ... Grosses are at a low ebb due
to lots of competition.
An umbrella fitted with mink tails
and a mink cover sailed into Indianpolis, its real purpose being con¬
cealed until it wa$ opened and swung
over the head of the former model,
Laura Wells. On the inner side was
carefully stamped “Ruthless”, the
title of the film Miss Wells,, as
press agent for Eagle Lion, is ballyhooing.

Pittsburgh
News was expected concerning another
testimonial dinner honoring Morris
Lefko and Dave Silverman upon their
recent promotions.
Ed Levin, sales representative,
National Screen Service, is planning
an automobile trip to California for
his annual vacation, while Bill Mack,
the other sales representative, will
go to Nantucket Island, in the At¬
lantic Ocean, off the
New England
coast.... Aaron Rosenzweig, former
Eagle Lion salesman, recently acquired
ownership of the New Atlas, located

on the North Side. It will now be
known as the Atlas. This house was
formerly owned by Tony Latella, who
continues to operate the Roxy, Natrona,
Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kalmenson and their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Burt Levine, arrived in Pittsburgh to
attend the wedding of niece Doris June
Kalmenson, Pittsburgh, to Wally
Hirsch, of Donora, Pa. The wedding
and reception took place at the Webster
Hall Hotel.
Pittsburgh Poster Exchange, located
at 308 Van Braam Street, on Pitts¬
burgh’ s Film Row, held an open house.
Sandwiches and refreshments were served
to all visitors to inaugurate the
opening of Pittsburgh’s second poster
supply firm. The new firm is headed
by Eli Kaufman, formerly in the pre¬
mium business, and Leo Wayne, former
booker and salesman for Monogram, The
firm will handle a complete line of
poster supplies, but at the present
time will not handle trailers.
Bert Stearn and his Co-Operative
Theatre Service gang were the weekly
Variety Club Family Night hosts on
June 18. The high spot of the evening* s
entertainment was the showing of movies
made of the New Year’s Eve party.
Out-Of-Town Visitors; Theodore
Grance, Everett, Everett, Pa. and
Rialto, Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh; James
H. Nash, Jr., Rockne, Rockwood, Pa.;
George Faller, Southern, Wheeling,
W. Va.; Michael Karolcik, Perry,
Perryopolis, Pa.; Stephen DuCray, Sun¬
set Beach Drive-In, Claysville, Pa.;
"Bud” Allison, Allison Circuit, Al¬
toona, Pa.; Tom Schrader, Granada,
Beaver Falls, Pa., and John and Frank
Oglietti, Penn and Palace, Leechburg,
Pa.
Betty Shannon and Joe Hanna, CoOperative Theatre Service bookers,
both celebrated their birthdays, as
did Toni Armenti, Lou Hanna’s “Girl
Friday.” Incidentally, Miss Shannon
had her picture in all the Pittsburgh
new-spapers on the occasion of her
being elected president, Pennsylvania
Sigma chapter, International Sorority,
Beta Sigma Phi.
Variety Club American Legion Post
489 held its postponed annual election
of officers on June 14. Perry Nathan,
branch manager, National Screen Ser¬
vice, was the retiring commander.
The father of Mrs. Wally Allen,
20th Century-Fox publicist, recently
passed away at Elmira, N.Y....Bert
Stearn and Bob Kimelman, Co-Operative
Theatre service, spent a weekend as
guests of Charlie Anderson, Alpine
Circuit, on his yacht on a cruise from
Baltimore down the Chesapeake Bay.
Detour Information: The road be¬
tween Huntingdon, Pa., and Mount
Union, Pa., which has been closed for
some time, necessitating a long detour
by way of State College and Lewistown,
Pa., was reopened by the State High¬
way Department. Motorists should also
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watch a new set of one-way streets in
Oil City, Pa.
Jackie Weltner, booker for Eagle
Lion, recently underwent a double
feature operation involving an ap¬
pendix and hernia at the Presbyterian
Hospital, Oakland, Pa. Although a
little groggy, he came out from under
the ether in his usual fine spirits,
and raDid progress was expected.

STATES
Kentucky
BARDSTOWN
Arnold and Sisco ordered new Ideal
upholstered slide back chairs from
Palls City Theatre Equipment Company,
for their new Melody.
Sunday baseball games and other
pastorial pleasures inherent to the
summer season are cutting deep into
boxoffice receipts throughout the
mountain towns.
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western show over WGRC, and a threeday contest aired over Sam Woodall’s
show on WINN asking listeners for
their favorite western tunes. Suitable
prizes were awarded
Gratia Locke, co-owner, Savoy Amuse¬
ment Company, announced plans for a
trip to Alaska to visit her daughter,
son-in-law, and grandchildren.
Exhibitors seen on Film Row recently
were Lewis Baker, Star, West Point,
Ky.; Morris smith, valley, Taylors¬
ville, Ky. ; E.L. Ornstein, Rialto,
Marengo, Ind.; A. N. Miles, Eminence,
Ky.; M.H. Sparks and Ray Coleman,
Strand, Edmonton, Ky.; D.B. and W.J.
Allen, Mary Jane, Caneyville, Ky. ;
C.K. Arnold, Arco, Bardstown, Ky. ;
R.L. Harned, Empire, Sellersburg,
Ind., and James E. Thompson, Drive-ln,
Bowling Green, Ky.

RAVENNA

Mrs. Irene Marshall, Columbian, an¬
nounced plans for a beauty contest.
Twenty-two aspirants to the title
will participate.

Walter L. Campbell’s new Bell opened
on June 17, remodeled from a former
theatre building, and seating approx¬
imately 300. Latest equipment and
furnishings were installed by the
Falls City Theatre Equipment Company,
Louisville, Ky. Included are Simplex
projectors, Altec Lansing speaker
system, Ideal Challenger line chairs,
Thomas L. Leedom carpet, McFadden
lighting fixtures, Strong lamps and
rectifiers, Super-Lite lense, General
Register ticket machine, and coinometer
change machine. Draperies were de¬
signed by this equipment house.

The name of the Bailey has been
changed to Howard’s, with the present
owners O.G. Raden and Hamp L. Howard.

ELIZABETHTOWN
Robert Enoch, Elizabethtown Amuse¬
ment Company, announced plans for the
construction of a 500-car capacity
drive-in to be built on U.S. Highway
31-E on the Louisville Highway. Enoch
controls the State and Grand.

LIVINGSTON
New International self rising seats
have been installed in Dr. R. G. Webb’s
Webb. The management is now telling
patrons that if they come in and don’t
like the show, their money will not
be refunded, as their money hasn’t
been wasted as they can go to sleep,
and the aides will wake them up when
the show is over.

LOUISVILLE
Frank H. Riffle resigned as field
manager, Altec Service Corporation,
working out of the Cincinnati office,
and assumed the duties of chief engi¬
neer for Falls City Theatre Equipment
Company, headed by W. E. Carroll....
Harry v. Abney, Cleveland, who worked
with theatre installations in the
area more than 30 years ago, was in.
He has been working in Cleveland as a
projectionist, and has been associated
with the Plaza for 17 years.

Ohio
COLUMBUS
Johnny Jones, the Dispatch columnist
and former theatre manager, likes to
read mottoes. He noted one which hangs
in Leo Yassenoff’s office in the head¬
quarters of Academy Theatres. It reads:
“Today is the tomorrow you worried
about yesterday”. Jones also commented
apropos the new anti-smoking ordinance,
which forbids smoking in department
stores,that theatres years ago had
parking places for cigars.
Frank Yassenoff and Harold Schwartz
announced that their new drive-in,
CCC Auto Theatre, Harrisburg Road near
Briggsdale, will be opened between
July 1 and 15. The drive-in will ac¬
commodate 500 cars, with space for
eventual expansion to 1500 cars.
Jack Needham, retired salesman, 20th
Century-Fox, has been appointed tem¬
porarily as buyer and booker for the
Orpheum and Majestic, Nelsonville, 0.
The theatres are owned by Mrs. Frances
Steenrod, widow of the former owner.

SPRINGFIELD
When “Relentless’’ recently opened
at Loew’s, Norman Pullem handled an
excellent campaign for the Columbia
film. There were interviews with re¬
presentatives on Slim Baker's popular
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TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI
Warners (Palace Th. Bldg E. 6th)
July 6, 8:00 p.m., “Key Largo”.
CLEVELAND
Warners (2300 Payne) July 6,
"Key Largo”.

2:00,

DETROIT
Warners (2310 Cass) July 6.
“Key Largo”.

2:00,

INDIANAPOLIS
Warners (517 No. Illinois) July 6,
1: 00, “Key Largo”.
PITTSBURGH

Bill Reiss, manager, Oak, hit the
jackpot recently when he won a new
automobile.

COLUMBIA

CRAB ORCHARD
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The Globe, operated by Leo Yasenoff,
Columbus, reduced adult admission from
49 cents to 39 cents. House is the
former Hippodrome, and was acquired

Warners (1715 Blvd. of Allies)
July 6, 1:30. “Ke.v Largo”.
several months ago by Yasenoff after
Chakeres Theatres failed to renew the
lease.

3TR UTHERS
City Council defeated Councilman
Victor vasvari’s motion to repeal the
local admission tax ordinance. Council
did pass a bill authorizing collection
of penalties on unpaid taxes, retro¬
active to Oct. 1, 1947.

TOLEDO
B and K commissioned architects to
prepare plans for an ultra-modern
2,000 seat house to cost between
$1,500,000 and $2,000,000. B and K
now occupy the Paramount, but gave up
the lease as of June 30.

WELLSVILLE
George W. Davis, who has a major
interest in the Freedom, Freedom, Pa.,
in addition to the Liberty, Midland,
Pa., besides owning several Ohio
spots, turned out to be a rabid golf
enthusiast following his return to
perfect health after suffering from
ulcers for many years.

WILLIAMSPORT
Castle, formerly operated by Lee
Lullen, hasbeen sold to Leslie Price,
Columbus, 0.

Wl LMIN GTON
The Murphy is playing vaudeville
once monthly, and the town of 10,000
population is supporting it at three
capacity shows each month. Seats are
sold in advance, at $1.20. The idea
for the stage shows was originated by
Korger Babb, president. Hygienic Pro¬
ductions, Inc., which is headquartered
here.
Korger Babb, president. Hygienic
Productions, announced that thehighly
successful “Mom and Dad”,is to receive
a completely new advertising and pub¬
licity campaign, with new posters,
pressbook, accessories, and exploita¬
tion aid§ to be available.
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Pennsylvania
ALTOONA
The Sky, recently owned and operated
by Richard Weiser, was reported pad¬
locked by the sheriff’s office with a
sheriff’s auction sale to be held.
Bob Long, for many years associated
with the Altoona-Publix Circuit as
manager, Capitol, is toying with the
idea of reentering show business. He
is now associated with the advertising
department of Altoona’ s leading news¬
paper.
Jake Silverman’s legion of friends
will welcome the news that upon his
return from observation and treatment
at Johns Hopkins Hospital, the Blair,
Hollidaysburg, Pa. exhibitor is re¬
ported in tiptop physical condition.
He plans to spend the coming winter in
Tucson, Ariz., and would appreciate
the address of Charlie Truran, former¬
ly of Meadville, Pa., who now lives
in Tucson.
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erected, at
be set for
opening, it
after Labor

which time the steel will
the roof, and the grand
is hoped, will take place
Day.

CLEARFIELD

MUNDY'S CORNERS

The “Miss Clearfield County” beauty
crown of 1948 rests on the blonde head
of 17-year old Doris Joan Lawhead,
announced the winner as the girl to
represent this county in the "Miss
Pennsylvania” division contest of the
“Miss America” pageant. Miss bawhead
was named before a crowd of over 1,000
in the Ritz. The winner was sponsored
in the contest by the Clearfield Busi¬
ness and Professional Women’s Club,
and the only other organization-spon¬
sored contestant, Miss Woolridge, was
named alternate in the contest. Miss
Lawhead received the official crown
and beauty pageant ribbon from the
hands of her predecessor, Miss Doris
Bloom, Curwensville, Pa., who was
crowned first "Miss Clearfield County”
at ceremonies in 1947.

Tne new drive-in will be called the
Family Drive-In, to be constructed by
K. Vaveris, Jimmy DiMaurio, and as¬
sociates. This open-air theatre is
being advertised as an extra-large
drive-in. The contractors for the
drive-in discovered six very healthy,
but troublesome springs on the pro¬
perty. It has been suggested that
Vaveris and DiMaurio bottle the water,
and ship it in to Pittsburgh for use
at the film exchanges.

FORD CITY
The collections bore out
che original contention on the theatre
group when the tax first was intro¬
duced that income from movies alone
would be about $78,000 or more a year.
At the rate of $6,550 per month,
estimated on the basis of the first
two weeks of collections, the city’s
receipts in a 12-month period would
be $78,600. However, it was pointed
out, amusement tax receipts from other
entertainments outside movies will
swell the total. Tax Officer W. Blair
Dunn said that theatre totals would
not be released hereafter, except as
they were contained in the entire
amusement collections for the month.
His statement came after he received
a protest from the theatres on the
emphasis of theatre collections.

APOLLO
Lou Ponsetta repainted and re¬
decorated the Warren, but discovered
that the bid he had two years ago to
complete the front of the Strand had
risen exactly 100 percent. Meanwhile,
he has been searching for someone to
get the work accomplished.

Jack Hays, who continued as city
manager, Ford and Ritz, when these
theatres were recently acquired from
the Dipson Circuit, Buffalo, by Leo
Galanis, resigned. Hays becomes city
manager, Lyceum, State, and Columbia,
Kittanning, Pa., following Charlie
Derry’s return from his annual vaca¬
tion at his summer home on Lake Cham¬
plain. Derry plans to retire from
active management.

GALLITZIN
The 10-mile detour from here into
Cresson, Pa., is still on, and film
men can save nine miles of this detour
by consulting with Ken Dawson, Vic¬
toria. He discovered a very good dirt
road by means of which one may reach
the William Penn Highway by driving
only one mile. The William Penn High¬
way between Murraysville and New
Alexandria, Pa., is under construction,
necessitating a long detour by way of
Greensburg, Pa. The road between
Huntingdon and Mount Union, Pa., is
now open after a long shutdown.

LEECHBURG
ARNOLD
Bill Serrao, who operates the local
Kent and the Circle, New Kensington,
Pa. , also runs Eddie’s Men’s Shop.
Film men going through the town noticed
that all the kids were wearing a large
button with a Father’s Day greeting
on it, and attached to it was a blue
and white ribbon printed in gold
letters "Buying For Dad At Eddie’s
Men’s Shop.” It shows what a little
showmanship will do, even in. other
lines.

Lee and McMahon started the foun¬
dation for the screen at the location

Pete Smiley will call his new thea¬
tre the Rex. The walls have been

ROCHESTER
The foundations for the new theatre
being erected by Mike and Emil Winograd, who own the Oriental, are com¬
plete. The Majestic, operated by the
Winograds, closed on June 26.

WEEDVILLE
The Sykes, Sykesville, Pa., and the
local Valley, both reopened following
a projectionists’ strike of some 12
days' duration. Both theatres are to
be operated during the next 30 days
while the union and the theatres ar¬
bitrate. These theatres are owned and
operated by H-J. Thompson, and often
referred to as Mid-State Theatres.
The nomeofMrs. Marie crocco, mana¬
ger, yalley, Weedville, was completely
destroyed by flames of undetermined
origin. Mrs. Crocco, her husband,
Louis, and their two children, Norbert, 9, and Richard, 15, managed to
escape the flames which levelled the
11-room frame building, which they
occupied with another family, to the
ground. Mrs. Crocco threw her younger
son into the arms of neighbors below,
while Richard, the older boy, leaped
from the window, followed by his
mother. Members of both households
were forced to leap from second story
windows when flames engulfed the
building. Luckily, no one was in¬
jured. The building, a landmark, built
nearly a century ago, was completely
destroyed. There was little insurance,
and no household goods or personal
items were saved. Other buildings in
the neighborhood were scorched, but
not seriously damaged.
Howard Thompson, owner, Mid-State
Circuit, started construction of a
temporary residence adjacent to the
Valley, to relieve the housing short¬
age of the families which have no
place to live, due to the fire. Mem-

West Virginia
CLARKSBURG

Andy Battiston made elaborate plans
for the county premiere of “Mother
Cabrini” at the Kent.

BEAVER

and site of the new drive-in being
erected between here and Vandergrift,
Pa.

This old silver ore wagon attracted
plenty of attention recently in the
downtown area of Louisville, Ky., re¬
sulting in nice promotion for Para¬
mount’s
"Albuquerque”,
Strand.

Dick Marks, son.of Jack Marks, owneroperator, Orpheum, was rushed to St.
Mary’s Hospital for an appendicitis
operation. Jack Marks’ sister, as¬
sisting in the management of the thea¬
tre, was notified during the same
period that her son in Indianapolis
had been taken to the hospital be¬
cause of a stomach ailment.
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ISI'WS OF THE

CROSSTOWN
The 20th Century-Fox office will
house camera and television equipment,
it was decided following conferences
between tele officials from New York
and Edward Callahan, local manager,
and Albert Fowler, publicist.
A theatre will be built on the hous¬
ing development of the John Hancock
Life Insurance Company here, to seat
about 1000. The company will also
have a theatre in its new office
building, with a 1,600-seat capacity.
Governor Bradford has signed the
true-name bill affecting all motion
picture and other actors performing
in Massachusetts. Actors entering the
state must file their true names and
addresses with the Department of Public
Safety. This state is the first to
have a law of this kind.
Eliminations reported last fort¬
night by the Bureau Of Sunday Censor¬
ship were as follows: “On Our Merry
Way”, Parts 1 to 12 (Deletions: Scene
showing man getting into bed after
answering the doorbell, in part 1.
Dialogue, "I’ve only seen him twice.”,
in part 6) United Artists. “Romance
On High Seas”, Parts 1 to 10 (Dele¬
tions: Dialogue, "It seems I’m caught
between two bags,”, in part 9). War¬
ners. “Up In Central Park”, Parts 1
to 9 (Deletions: Dialogue, “She’s the
daughter of that ljttle harp I was
telling you about on the way in--”,
in part 3). U-I.

FILM DISTRICT
At a recent outing, where e.M. Loew
played host to the members of the
Cinema Club at his Newton, Mass.,
residence, he was presented with a
gold membership card, and was made an
honorary member of the club,... Rosalie
Analist and Ernest Israel, associated
with the Yamins Circuit, were married
at the Hotel Somerset on June 27.
They will spend their honeymoon at
Murray Bay, Quebec, and will return
to make their home in Brookline....
Ben Williams, owner, Beacon, will soon
close the house to start a complete
renovation job. William Riseman is to
have complete charge of proceedings.
....William Madden, salesman, MGM,
recently married Miss Millicent
Bolves, New York, and spent the honey¬
moon in Mexico City.

sales manager, U-I, arrived for a
visit.... Mack Roberts, brother of
George Roberts, manager, Rifkin Cir¬
cuit, was married to Doris Shallen.
A contest conducted by RKO and spon¬
sored by The Record to guess the weight
of a new elephant to the zoo added
interest to the return engagement of
"Bring ’ Em Baqk Alive” to the RKO
Boston. Frank Buck personally chose
this elephant for the children and
grownups of Boston, and she was in¬
stalled as a regular feature. The
contest started two weeks before the
opening.
Lt. Vernon Macauly Theatrical Post
270, held an outing at Camp Wunnishanta on the shores of Lake Winneposoki. The spot is near the town of
Wolfboro, N.H....The Rialto, Brockton,
Mass., E.M. Loew Circuit, closed and
a complete renovation job will take
place. The house will reopen in
September.
George Grimshaw and partner Morgan
are constructing a drive-in in Rut¬
land, Vt., which will be complete
ibout the first of August.

New Haven
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TRADE SCREENINGS
BOSTON
Warners (122 Arlington)
2:30, “Key Largo”.

July 6,

NEW HAVEN
Warners (70 College) July 6, 2:00,
"Key Largo”
Country Club when he vacations. He’ll
have George Perlroth, former Poli as¬
sociate, as a companion when he takes
his time off.
George Pierson, magician, was the
feature of the White Way kiddies’
show....Whalley had its third annual
Dad’s Day party on stage....WNHC-TV
is on the air with a Dumont Netwurk
Television program nightly.... Frank
Buck was scheduled to visit in con¬
nection with “Bring 'Em Back Alive”,
Bill Brown’s Loew Poli Bijou.
Bill Brown, manager, Bijou, worked
with New Haven Fire Chief Paul P.
Heinz in the observance of Public
Servants Week Dy snowing "Going To
Blazes”.

CROSSTOWN
City Plan Engineer Charles E. Downe
announced that he will attempt to
establish a film library designed to
cover the story of the city
its
history, and its future. He said,
“Eventually we would like to have a
short movie or movies that we can
show to many citizen groups in the
city, similar in type to the training
films put out by the army during the
war. The effect should be much more
concrete if we can show them exactly
what we are talking about when we
speak of city plan development of New
Haven instead of merely describing it
orally.”
Norm Levinson, College, plans going
to Chicago, and then to the Berkshire

Dr. Jack Fishman, Fishman Theatres,
was in Chicago attending a scientists
convention.... Roses were given to the
first 100 fathers who attended the
Dixwell on Dad’s Day.... Stephen Caplan, son of attorney Lawrence C.
Caplan, Fishman Theatres, leaves for
Laurelwood summer camp.
’The standing of the Downtown The¬
atres Softball League recently had
the Bijou first with four wins and no
losses; Loew* s Poli -and Roger Sherman
tied for second place with three wins
and one loss; Paramount with no wins
and three losses, and the College
with no wins and five losses. In re¬
cent games, the Bijou defeated the
College 7 to 6, and the Poli won from

Ralph Banghart, publicity director
and Terry Turner, director of national
exploitation, RKO, reported that 59
playdates on Frank Buck's “Bring Em
Back Alive” broke on June 23.
Richard Oberman, son of Nathan
Oberman, head booker, MGM, has been
employed by the Hub Film Company,
operated by Jack Myers.... William
Scully, vice-president and general
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The Fine Arts, Boston, was recently the scene of a private showing of MGM' s
"Easter Parade", and among those on hand were, left to right,
top to bottom:
Max Levenson, Levenson Circuit; Wal terMilliken, citycensor; Charles Sprague,
member of the mayor's staff, Cambridge, Mass., and his wife; P.A. Santosuosso,
editor, The Italian News, and James Penta, past commander. North End Post,
American Legion; Mrs. and Mr'. Charles I. Taylor, st'ate senator for Roxbury,
Dorchester, and Hyde Park, Mass., and Mrs. Dennis A. Dooley, special guest.
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....

the Paramount, 12 to 11
Norm Lev¬
inson, College assistant,, who had a
lot to do with the start of this softball league, has been called commis¬
sioner of the group....Sid Kleper,
College manager, starts his vacation
on July 5, and will spend it at the
shore in Br am ford.

MEADOW STREET
The vacationists lists for the ex¬
changes continue:--RKO: June 27July 3, Lee Kissner; July 4-10, Eleanor
Porrino; July 11-17, Hugh A. Maguire,
and Eleanor Porrino; July 18-24, Ann
Lamonea, Ann Segnall, and George Nuzzolillo; July 25-31, Phyllis Cirillo,
Margaret Avallone, and Marion Majewski; Aug. 1-7, Hugh A. Maguire;
Aug. 8-14, Rita Brednich, 15-21, Ann
Lamonea, Ann Segnall, Lee Kissner,
and Alfred Smith; Aug. 22-28, Phyllis
Cirillo, and Alfred Smith; Aug. 29 to
Sept. 4, Marion Majewski, and Margaret
Avallone; Sept. 5-11, George Nuzzolillo, and Sept. 26-Oct. 9, Berna¬
dette Griffin; Columbia, Lillian
Rottman. weeks of June 28 and Aug. 30;
Grace Brunelli, weeks of Sept. 20 and
27; Anna Canelli, weeks of July 19
and 26; Elvira Tacinelli, weeks of
Aug. 19 and 26; Madeline De Cerbo,
weeks of July 12 and Aug. 2; Freda
Kogen, weeks of July 19 and 26, and
Henrietta Innocenzi, weeks of Aug. 9
and 16; Monogram, Hillig Rottmen,
just back from Boston; Frances
DeMeglia, second week in July;
and
Sol Vitale, week of July 4; Eagle
Lion: John Ricciuti, June 26-July 9;
Jimmie Pilato, July 10-23; Kathleen
Fitzgerald, Aug. 14-20; Mildred Gold¬
berg, July 24-30 and Aug. 21-27, and
Hans Molander, July 31 to Aug. 13.
Eleanor Porrino, RKO, will visit
Hollywood on her vacation. She’ll
train out, and fly back.... Eagle
Lion's Jimmie Pilato will go to At¬
lanta for her vacation.
Condolences were in order for Nat
Furst, Monogram executive, in the re¬
cent loss of his wife... .John Pavone’s
New Haven Monogram office was working
hard in the Steve Broidy billings
drive. ...Lee Malcarney, Essex, bought
a cottage along the Connecticut River,
and is having it renovated.... The
Daly houses in Hartford and Plainville
may change management.
The Jodoin, Baltic, is now on a
summer policy of two changes a week.
Max Salzberg's Eagle Lion branch
has been busy in the Bill Heineman
Drive.... Work is reported to have
started on the enlarging of the Barnum,
Bridgeport.
Branch managers from New Haven at¬
tended the Will Rogers Memorial meet¬
ing at the Statler, Boston.... Among
RKO gals who have been attending
weddings lately were: Ann Lamonea, a
bridesmaid; Lee Kissner, an attendant,
and Eleanor Porrino, a bridesmaid....
That'proposed theatre on the Wallingford-Meriden line seemed to be more
of a reality, according to the latest
reports. Blueprints are ready, con¬
tractor obtained, and everything ready
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to start.... Hugh Maguire, RKO, is
anxiously awaiting good weather so
he’11 be able to start some "good
sailing” again with a friend of his
in a 42 foot boat.... Barney Pitkin,
RKO branc-h manager, was master of
ceremonies at the recent fifth annual
New Haven Auxiliary Police Unit din¬
ner at the Seven Gables Towne House
....Frank Flood, Warner’s Theatres,
New Haven office, is state adjutant
of the AMVETS. He was recently elected
at the state convention of this vets
organization in Wallingford.

Connecticut

wishes to Peter Perakos, Perakos Thea¬
tres, on his 41st year in exhibition.
Loew-Poli execs Harry F. Shaw, divi¬
sion manager, and Lou Brown, division
ad-publicity chief, were in....Ernest
A. Grecula, assistant general manager,
Hartford Theatre Circuit, reported
the concluding program of a series of
Saturday morning kiddie shows.
Bucky Harris, ex-RKO exploitation
man, and Abe Bernstein, ex-Columbia
exploitation man. in the New England
States, are working on "Man-Eater of
Kumaon” for U-I.

HARTFORD
Jim McCarthy, Strand manager, got
plenty of merchant tie-ups on "Wall¬
flower”. ... Ernest A. Grecula, Hart¬
ford Theatre Circuit assistant general
manager, happened to be reminiscing.
He recalled that about 15 years ago,
Robert Carney, newly-named manager,
Loew-Poli, Waterbury; Norman Sullivan,
now a gag man for comedian Bob Hope,
and Grecula were aides at the Majestic,
Bridgeport. Manager «in those days was
Morris Rosenthal, now manager, LoewPoli, New Haven.
Morris Keppner, Glastonbury, Glas¬
tonbury, started a series of stage
presentations on a weekly basis,
featuring Albert Montefalco.

Eddie Sellett, manager, Crown,
launched a pitch for a new feature:
Baby Carriage Parking Service. He's
been advertising in the papers for
the mother trade at matinee showings
....Ray Wallace, Colonial, resigned,
Herbert Brennan succeeding.... Douglas
Amos, Webb, Wethersfield, manager,
reports Dorothy Podnam is new, re¬
placing Celia Whorf, resigned....Bob
Rusen, Loew-Poli aide, resigned. Ed¬
ward Ellis replaces.

T0RRINGT0N
Manager Florence Kroft, State, has
a new car.

Maine
MECHANIC’S FALLS

Jack A. Simons, for past year and a
half manager, Center, Hartford, has
been named managing director Beacon
Theatre, New York. Simons is being
replaced here by Margaret Tilley,
assistant manager. The latter will
function as acting manager.
Vincent O’Brien, for the past year
manager, E.M. Loew's Hartford DriveIn, has been transferred to a Boston
position by the circuit, with Jay
Finn, Boston, succeeding him.
Fred Greenway, Loew-Poli Palace
manager, lined up additional weekly
exploitation support of films playing
the house by a tieup with two disc
jockey programs over WCCC.
A Waterbury man, Fred Orcatrano,
made application with State Police
for a Certificate Of Approval fbr a
drive-in, to be situated on Route 6A
at Milldale, in the town of Southing¬
ton, on premises owned by N. Ricciardelli.
Lou Rogow, drive-in operator, had
plans to purchase city land held up
when a special City Council committee
deferred its recommendation on a Rogow
request to purchase eight building
lots in the city’s South Meadows. The
committee declared it would ask Rogow
what use he plans to make of the land.
The vacation season is under way at
last, with Fred R. Greenway, LoewPoli Palace manager, the first firstrun manager to take time off. Lou A.
Cohen, Loew-Poli manager, is handling
both the Loew-Poli and Palace theatres
....The wedding of Adele Harris,
daughter of managing director Ted Har¬
ris, State, and S. Victor Feingold
took place....The trade extended best

Joseph Lipschitz, owner, Advance
Motor Sales Company, Auburn, Me.,
has broken ground for the erection of
a 450-seat house. An expenditure of
$80,000 is contemDlated.

Massachusetts
CAMBRIDGE
Julius Meyer, operating the Olympia,
has been putting on vaudeville shows
on Monday nights.

FALL RIVER
The press is predicting a bright
future in polo for James W. "Luck”
MacNamara, Jr., son of Capitol mana¬
ger and Mrs. James W. MacNamara. The
youth has been playing regularly with
the Newport, R.I. Polo Club, but is
now with the Bristol, R.I. team.
Maurice Wolff, MGM, a fellow Rotarian, was the principal speaker at a
recent meeting of the Fall River Ro¬
tary Club. Wolff was introduced by
general manager William S. Canning,
Yamins Theatres, another Rotarian.
Erection of a new stainless steel
rectangular marquee sign at the Plaza,
owned by operator by John O’Connor,
has been completed.
A bevy of 25 beauties, participated
in the beauty contest which culminated
the series of “Search for Talent ”
nights held at the Empire. The winner
was crowned "Miss Fall River”, and
received prizes besides the tumultuous
plaudits of the audience.
The Academy, Carl Zeitz, manager,
launched a new policy with reference
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to its Saturday morning kiddie show.
Each child attending receives a free
comic stamp album with the child’s or
youngsters’ favorite cartoon charac¬
ters in color. Awards are also made,
these including a projector with 50
feet of film, 10 super beanie hats,
and 100 charms. The special award for
the inaugural week was a Superman
watch.

Leonard “Skip” Dunn, Standard Candy
Stores Company, supplying the theatres,
a peerless masteriof ceremonies at
parties, dropped in to see his old
friends at the Olympia, of which he
was formerly the manager.... Lawrence
J. Burke, Paramount, .has been made
assistant manager,, Olympia, Chelsea,
Mass. Normah C. Stoddard replaces
him here.

The Empire was closed for about 10
days due to interior redecorating and
alterations.... It is expected that the
Strand, closed for several weeks for
major repairs, will reopen about Sept.
1. James Knight, Strand manager, is
substituting in downtown houses.

Frederick Bourque, old-time vaudevillian and disabled war veteran of
World War II, resigned from the Para¬
mount staff to work at the Middleton
sanatarium that he may receive special
medical treatment. Joseph Finley
succeeds Bourque.

William Madden, Empire assistant,
and Miss Maureen Harrington were
vacationing. . . .William O’ Donnell,
formerly with Confidential Reports,
is the new assistant to Ray Allard,
Center.... Albert Lawton left the Ca¬
pitol.... New on the Capitol staff are
Francis Dupont, James Cunhey, and
Antone Mattos. ... Alice Azar is the
new relief at the Capitol.

WEBSTER

FRANKLIN
Walter E. Mitchell, Morse, who re¬
cently installed a Drink-O-Mat ma¬
chine, reports that in six days 1700
drinks were sold without affecting
the popcorn or the candy business.

LOWELL
By organizing a Frank Buck Club,
manager Sam Torgan, RKO Keith, created
considerable advance interest recently
in RKO’s re-release, "Back ’Em Back
Alive” Membership cards were all
numbered, and lucky numbers posted
in the lobby, entitling the holder to
free admission. The cards gave members
status of “jungle scout”, pledged to
the study and conservation of rare
wild animal life. The same stunt was
arranged in other New England spots
with details handled by Ralph E.
Banghart, RKO field man, under the
supervision of Terry Turner, national
director of exploitation.
One of the worst fires in Lowell’s
history caused at least $1,000,000
damage as it swept the Middlesex Sup¬
ply Company, and threatened to spread
over a large area of mercantile plants
and tenement houses, including the
Crown, located next door to the supply
building. The Crown fire was extin¬
guished, and the firemen used the roof
as a vantage point.

LYNN
Swampscott is to have a $250,000
theatre, facing the ocean, and opposite
Fisherman’s beach. A permit was granted
to the five petitioners, all of Swamp¬
scott, after two hearings at which
some opposition was manifested. The
petitioners were Francis L. Smith. Mr.
and Mrs. John Mentuck, and Mr. and
Mrs. William O'Brien.
Mayor Stuart A. Tarr, a pupil of
assistant manager Frank R. Kelley,
Paramount, in the art of angling, ap¬
pears in films being shown at the
Sportsmen’s Club meetings with a sup¬
porting cast of 250 local fishermen.
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Mrs. Janet Dion, E.M. Loew’s, cele- '
brated the 10th anniversary of her
wedding. Mrs. Dion has been employed
in this house for 20 years. Many
presentations were made by friends
and the circuit for her faithful
service.

WORCESTER
Manager Bill Brown, Park, equipped
his service staff with new uniforms....
Miss Ethel Hobart was the speaker at
the annual executive board luncheon of
the Better Films Council.... George
Prifti and Albert Dulmaine, Elm Street,
were on vacations....Irene Kittredge,
Warner, visited in New York.... Ken¬
neth Forkey, owner, Park, was in.
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New Hampshire
BRISTOL
Rainy weather forced high school
graduation exercises indoors, and the
Bristol was made available for the
purpose. Stephen Lambert is summer
manager. He came here with his wife
and daughter, Judy, from White River
Junction, Vt., where he held a similar
post.

DURHAM
Academy Award producer Louis deRochemont sent his crew on location
to film the first footage of “Lost
Boundaries. ”

HILL
•This theatre-less town now has mov¬
ing pictures at the town hall every
Wednesday night.

HILLSBORO
Morrill Parmenter,, manager, Capitol,
enjoyed a vacation with Mrs. Par¬
menter in New York City.

Clyde Joslin, Park, returned from a
vacation... JLarry Parks, Jackie Cooper,
Mischa Auer, and Bert Wheeler will be
guest stars at the Playhouse this sum¬
mer.... Bob Robinson, former manager,
Plymouth, was in Davenport, la.,. to
stage a penny sale for Kaaba Temple
on Aug. 6
Charles Knapp, Greendale,
was vacationing.

....

Television finally made its debut
here via a Boston station but the im¬
mediate reaction was unenthusiastic,
principally because of the dull sub¬
ject matter.
Maurice Radin, Loew’s Poli, hasn’t
taken a vacation in 13 years....
Elsbeth Hofmann, Playhouse, was in
New York... ..Pauline Burns was out of
the Park due to the illness of her
mother.... Richard Barrett and Anne
Germaine were new on the Park’s staff.
As soon as vacation time arrived for
Nate Goldberg, manager, Plymouth, he
headed west... Prances McCartan, LoeWs
Poli, was on vacation.... Eugene
Stuckmann joined the Playhouse....
Latest stock company to open in this
section is the Sturbridge Town Hall,
the fourth... .Ernest Johnson concluded
his' morning broadcasts from the Ca¬
pitol after 20 years of consecutive
programs.
Ken Prickett, MGM publicity man from
Boston, was in working on “On An Is¬
land With You”_Mrs. Buddy Rogers
McAleer joined the Playhouse as pub¬
licity aide....Tom Kivlan was subbing
as Plymouth manager.... Leo Lajoie,
manager, Capitol, sent his boy off to
summer camo

SAM HORENSTEIN
,

New Eng land Representative

*

*

*
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LEBANON
Doris C. Mollica, manager, Opera
House, added new carpets, drapes, and
lamps. Mrs. Mollica is manager, Leba¬
non Improvement Society.
Reopening after a one-day closing
to complete renovations, Opera House
patrons were greeted by aides in new
uniforms which harmonize with the new
color scheme.

MERED ITH
Joseph Kennedy, manager, Key, ad¬
mitted children free to a Wednesday
matinee showing of circus pictures.

PLYMOUTH
The graduation exercises of Plymouth
Teachers College were held at the
Plymouth.

Vermont
NEWPORT
Graphic Circuit announced that blue¬
prints are being completed for the
construction of a new house. It is to
seat 1,000. Krokyn and Brown are
architects. Construction will start
in July, and should be completed in
the fall.

Rhode Island
CRANSTON
The permit for construction of a
theatre in the new Garden City develop¬
ment has been renewed by the zoning
board of review.... The Park, Charles
E. Nelson, manager, has had its mar¬
quee painted.

EAST

GREENWICH

The Greenwich, Joseph Stanzler, ma¬
nager, is going legit for the summer
months on a three-day schedule, with
the Wakefield playing the show for
the other half of the week. The Green¬
wich will show .films on Thursday, Fri¬
day, Saturday, and Sunday.

PAWTUCKET
A new modern marquee with opaque
letters has already been installed at
the Strand as part of the renovation
plans.

THE EXHIBITOR
st to publish

Extra Profits
as a regular monthly
feature to help
theatre owners
merchandise their
Extra Profits items.

Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc.
1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

This balcony shot of Nelson Bragg's WCOP program from the lobby of Boston's
Hotel Statler shows Bragg,
light suit,
intervlewing Warners' ad~publicity
director in New England, Art Mo ge r,
in conjunction with Warners', "Silver
River", Metropolitan. A quiz contest highlighted the special promotion.

• PRO VIDENCE
Joseph G. Samartano, manager, Loew* s
State, recently boosted attendance
with exclusive newsreel shots of the
new Roman Catholic bishop-elect being
congratulated by Governor John 0.
Pastore.
Members of Local 23, stage hands
union, and representatives of Fay’s,
were among those attending funeral
services for John Taylor, 79. He was
a past president of the union, and
had been stage property manager at
Fay’s for the past 20 years,previously
working at the old Providence Opera
House.
A lone bandit, believed to be armed,
held up the Strand, and forced Miss
Lorraine Chartier to hand over payro]1
checks amounting to almost $1000.
Within sight of police and passers-by,
the bandit demanded envelopes from a
shelf in the box office, apparently
believing they held cash. No cash was
taken. Miss Chartier said she was too
frightened to sound the alarm buzzer,
and summoned Harry W. Potter, who
called police.
The Victory changed policy for the
summer months with a “shoppers' mati¬
nee” being advertised, and continuous
performances from 6:30 p.m. The show
runs continuous on week-ends. Charles
Darby, manager, Avon, also announced a
similar summer schedule.

Joseph Samartano, manager, Loew’s
State, reports fair attendance at a
recent midnight show.
Workmen have been busy.nights in¬
stalling new floor in the lobby of the
State, and new seats were ready for
installation in the loges.
Several theatre managers were on
hand to hear Maurice N. Wolff, assist¬
ant public relations director, MGM,
address the Providence Kiwanis Club.
Bill Morton, publicity director,
RKO Albee, was in the midst of a cam¬
paign for “Mr; Biandings Builds His
Dream House”. The bally thus fa!- in¬
cludes construction of an actual house
in Warwick, with contractors carrying
signs to that effect on truck sides.
Morton recently staged a “Mr. Tarzaif
contest in cooperation with the YMCA

with contestants appearing on stage
to boost showing of “Tarzan And The
Mermaids”. To prove his versatility,
Morton recently entered his black
cocker spaniel in a dog show, and
walked home with a first and second
ribbon.
Joseph Mansfield, exploiteer, Eagle
Lion, was in working on “The Noose
Hangs High”, Fay’s, and “Ruthless”,
Carlton.... Charles Kurtzman, division
manager, Loew’s State, was in.
Charles Darby, manager, Avon, was
planning a screening of “Farribeque”
for press and censors. Darby was a re¬
cent visitor to New York.... Anita
Chase, Avon, was on vacation.... Ben
Domingo, district manager, RKO, was a
visitor.
Bill Morton, publicity director,
RKO Albee staged a “cutest baby saying”
contest with a toy horse as a give¬
away for “Fort Apache”. A shop donated
a horse as well as a Navajo blanket,
which was awarded for nearest count on
number of Indians in the film.
Ralph Banghart, exploiteer, RKO, and
Frank Gookin, RCA, field engineer,
were visitors.
Loew* s State was used for the annual
graduation exercises of LaSalle Aca¬
demy.
Charles Darby, manager, Avon, was
looking forward to numerous changes in
his neighborhood. Elimination of
street cars in the city caused re¬
routing of many bus lines away from
the Avon door, and Darby ;s looking
forward to completion of changes in
the tunnel which would bring trackless
trolley service to the theatre. Darby
was a recent visitor to Manchester,
N.H., and Richard Bezier, assistant,
was a recent visitor to Maine.
The Avon lobby was recently painted
....Morris Feldman, manager, Victory,
was on leave, replaced by A1 Colagiovanni.

WON SOCKET
A petition for what would be the
city’ s first open air theatre was
tabled by the police commission for
further study. The application was
filed by Arthur Moretti for the site
of the old St. Louis baseball field.
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NEWS OK THE

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
Washington
Warner News: The popular Gordon
LuiuOuiu, advertising timst, is be¬
coming adept at wielding scrubbing
brushes instead of paint brushes. His
wife has been vacationing in London
for the past two months, and it will
be two months more before Mrs. Lombard
and daughter, Anita, return from
England. By that time, artist Lombard
will feel undressed without an apron
....Anita Rosett, secretary to George
Dorsey, Warner-Pathe News, became Mrs.
David Schlaifer. She was honeymooning
in the Berkshire Mountains.
Doreen Millett, secretary, who has
been answering Prank La Falce’s tele¬
phone with her native Scottish version
of the English language, left, accent
and all, for a new post in the Inter¬
national Bank, as of June 19....Anne
de Mello heaved a long sigh, and is
looking forward to a quiet summer,
having packed off her two kids with
their grandmother for a summer in
Colonial Beach.
Tom Mudd, Sidney Lust booker, paid
a call around the Row, and stopped off
tp chat with U-I chief Harry Martin
....Visiting the exchange were U-I
bigwigs John Scully and Fred Myers.
Kenneth Duke has taken back opera¬
tion of his St. Mary’s/Leonardtown,
Md. The house had been operated re¬
cently by salesmen A1 Folliard .and
Vince Dougherty. .. Sara Young, booker,
20th-Fox, was vacationing in New York,
and also in the big town visiting re¬
latives were Clara Klein Lust and
daughter, Regina, being the family of
Ben Lust, Ben Lust Theatre Supply
Company.
The appointment of producer Frank
Capra as alternate U.S. representative
to the UNESCO convention in October
was announced. The list, appointed by
the White House, is headed by assis¬
tant Secretary of State George Allen
with Milton Eisenhower, head, Ameri¬
can advisory Council on UNESCO.
Luther Evans, Librarian of Congress,
is also on the list.
K-B Amusement Company filed suit
against Stanley Company, Warner Thea¬
tres operating subsidiary, in District
Court last week basing its action on
the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in
the government’s anti-trust case.
Stanley and K-B each own 50 percent
in the MacArthur here, the plaintiff
asking the court to force Stanley to
transfer its interest in the theatre
on the grounds that the high court
decision said that the “Big Five” must
give up theatres held jointly with an
independent. K-B also charges that
Warners plans to maintain “monopolistic
control” in one Washington area while
blocking K-B’s plans for a new thea¬
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tre by refusing to drop an interest
in the MacArthur unless K-B halts its
new house. In 1945, K-B announced that
it would build a house on MacArthur
Boulevard. Warners also announced
plans for a theatre about three blocks
away. However, K-B and Warners negot¬
iated, and agreed to run one new house
in partnership. Part of the deal was*
said to be an agreement to build a
second jointly-operated house in two
years or the forefeiture of $100,000.
With the decree of the New York Statu¬
tory Court, however, Warners allegedly
dropped plans for the second theatre.
Kass Realty Company, which owned the
site, was repeatedly refused a time
extension, and K-B, on its own, picked
the new site.
You should have been here for the
last few hours the Senate was in ses¬
sion on June 19. One fellow iwho won
himself a lot of friends is South
Carolina Senator Johnston, who defeated
the District sales tax by a one-man
filibuster. And to think there is some
talk that the Republicans will call
for a session of Congress before too
long. Ouch. Please, fellows, Washing¬
ton folks have just about simmered
down to a normal gait.
It’s fishing and.mountain climbing
for a number of the nice folks from
down along the Row. Every weekend
finds Carter Barron and a group to
Solomon’s Island. Every Friday finds
Sid Lust down around the same fishing
hole. Julian Brylawski is spending most
of his time at his summer home near
Hollywood, Md.
Oh yes, and there’s that fellow, an
aide at the Capitol, who doesn’t have
enough walking up and down the aisles
all day. He has to go up to the Blue
Ridge Mountains for a little exercise.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
WASHINGTON
Warners (13th and E., N.W.) July 6,
10:30, “Key Largo”.
secretary, Rose Frank’s son, Sidney,
will be graduated from Powell Junior
High School. He was valedictorian of
his class...Josephine Burns, inspect¬
ress, was vacationing.... Rudy Berger
was feted at a surprise party by his
staff on the occasion of his birthday.
Warner Theatres’ Frank LaFalce,
chief of advertising and publicity,
returned from a dandy trip to Cali¬
fornia, and now his chief assistant,
Bill Ewing and family were en route
for Florida to visit relatives.
George Dorsey, Warner Pathe News’
Washington manager, was appointed by
all newsreels and the Republican
National Committee to direct all news¬
reel policies at the Philadelphia con¬
vention. Dorsey, a veteran Washington
lensman, a-lso directed the Warner
Pathe News coverage of the convention
with A1 Butterfield, editor-in-chief,
and Jack LeVien, news editor.
Columbia Notes: Division chief Sam
Galanty was on tour of his branches
....Branch manager Ben Caplon took
the trip down to Richmond and Norfolk,
Va., to confer with key accounts....
Inspectress Elsie Balderson was vaca¬
tioning. ... New clerk-typist,here is
Martha Weaver.... Office chief Bill
Fisher lives in an apartment house on
the Maryland-District of Columbia line
so that when he enters his house he is
in the District, and when he takes a
shower, he is in Maryland.
Have you heard that the Olney, Mary¬
land’ s nearby summer theatre hit
$16,000 on a recent week?

At Metro: Sam Richer, cashier departmeni, was vacationing in Atlantic
City.... Ida Baresofsky, booker, who
celebrated a birthday, was given a
surprise party by her friends.... Est¬
her Blendman, cashier department, is
back after being away from her desk
with a sore arm....Eddie Kushner, head
booker, received his 30-year pin on
June 14. What a record.... Booker’s

At MGM', The MGM Club held a dinner
and dance on the Shoreham Terrace....
Joseph Kronman, office manager, took
a vacation... .Ida Barezofsky, booker,
attended the closing dinner of the
season of the business and professional
division of Hadassah....Sadie Beckert,
inspectress, was vacationing in Maine.

Because of his contribution to "build¬
ing our children's future”, thisyear’s
Fathers day theme. Republic’s western
star Roy Rogers recently received a
citation from the National Father’s
Day Committee as the "Youngsters Ideal
Father’’. Making the presentation on
the coast, was Rogers' pretty wife.
Dale Evans, as youngsters Linda Lou
and Che r yl D ’ arlene gazed interestedly.

More At Warner Theatres: The club’s
“Hawaiian Night” party at the Prince
Georges Country Club was a sensational
South Seas success. Festivities went
on from 11 p.m. until 3 a.m., with
dancing, competition for a costume
prize, and a search for the finest
hula-dancer highlighting the evening.
Door prize of $50 was won by George
Crouch, while Sidney Hoffman, manager,
Kennedy, walked off with first prize
for the most original costume, winning
a blanket set. Alice Turner won a
radio as second prize, while tribute
was paid to the South Seas attire of
Felix Peckmen by awarding him third
prize of a heating pad with which to
warm up in our cool southern summer.
The Ronson table lighter won by the
finest Hula-dancer went to Mrs. Sidney
Hoffman....Tom Blaney, copthct. was
on vacation at Rehoboth Beach, Del. ,
while Carl Blanchard returned from
his loafing time...The new and pretty
Washington
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Baltimore, Md. (20) - Hippodrome.,
“Tarzan and the Mermaids” (RKO); New,
“Give My Regards To Broadway” (20thFox); Century, “Another Part of The
Forest” (U-I); Stanley, “B.F.’sDaugh¬
ter” (MGM); Town, “Fighting Father
Dunne” (RKO); Little, “Nicholas Nickle
by” (U-I); Mayfair, “Rebecca” (Selznick); Keith’s, “River Lady” (U-I);
Times and Roslyn, “Rocky” (Mono.),
“Abroad With Two Yanks” (UA).
Ralph Richardson seems to be getting a bit of advice in this sequence fron,
20th Century-Fox's "Anna Karenina”, produced by Alexander Korda in.England.

face in the contact department belongs
to Lois Connellee, taking over from
Joan Cobb when the latter returns to
Indiana.... Armen Gamble-, secretary to
Charles McGowan, returned from what
she calls a vacation spent in building
and painting a fence, painting a kit¬
chen and dining room, and planting
poppies.... Frank LaFalce, director of
advertising and publicity, reported
from Santa Anita Race Track, which he
looked over during his California va¬
cation, that contrary to his expecta¬
tions of life in the golden land of
the cinema, the race horses are ridden
by ordinary jockeys, and not by bath¬
ing beauties’.

Maryland
BALTIMORE
William K. Saxton, Loew’s city ma¬
nager, arranged a tie-up with The
News-Post to promote interest in “On
Our Merry Way”, Century, in which con¬
testants wrote in about the almost unbelievable event that changed the
course of their lives.
Miss Helen Seitz was doing the work
of Miss Phyllis Grant on the Sunpapers’ film guide while the latter
was away on vacation.
The Durkee Circuit opened its North
Point Drive-In, North Point road and
Erdman Avenue.
Irving C. Grant and Joseph C. Grant,
Calvert Theatre company and Eastern
Amusement Company, with several others,
entertained 50 patients from the Perry
Point Veterans’ Hospital at the Sub¬
urban Club. Members of the Jewish
Welfare Board Hospital Service Com¬
mittee sponsored the party. Jerome D.
Grant, official, Eastern Amusement

Company, has been electee! chairman,
Rent Advisory Board.
I.M. Rappaport transferred Lou Fen¬
wick, former assistant manager, Town,
to be assistant manager to H. Ted
Routson, Little, succeeding Carroll
Talbot, resigned.
To promote interest for the screen
version of “Nicholas Nickleby’r,
Little, H. Ted Routson arranged to
have 25 cent tickets, including tax,
issued as school discount tickets tc
children under 15.
Ed Lurie, who worked on “The Babe
Ruth Story”, was visiting, and was
given a good story by Louis Azrael in
his column.
One of the three youths found hiding
in the Lord Baltimore was given a
three-year sentence in the House of
Correction after his trial, and the
two others were given suspended sensentences, two-years each, with the
condition that each return to his
home in another state and not come
back to Maryland for that length of
time.
WBAL-TV is the first new client sta¬
tion to purchase the recently expanded
10-minute Telenews-INS daily newsreel
show, which it began to video last week.
A nice letter was received from Harry
C. Valentine, until recently general
manager, Rome Circuit, who said that
he is very busy, and getting a lot done
in his new position with the Lyon
Circuit in Virginia, with seven the¬
atres. He sends regards to everyone.
His office is now at the Elco, Ports¬
mouth, Va.
-Jacques She liman

CUMBERLAND
Cumberland’s five uptown theatres,
the Maryland, Embassy, Strand, Lib¬
erty, and Garden, advertised double
feature programs at the same time....
The Maryland, Ray Light, manager,
offered to the first 75 ladies at¬
tending the opening of “The Fuller
Brush Man” a souvenir Fuller brush.
Darnell Theatres’ Embassy recently
played the “Grand ’ Ole Opry” star Cow¬
boy Copas and his Oklahoma western
gang. ... Reynold Wallach, manager,
Schine’s Strand, in cooperation with
local Ford dealers, previewed from
the stage the 1949 deluxe Ford. Also
on the program were five acts of
variety vaudeville.

LA PLATA
John H. Taylor, owner-operator,
Charles, expects the bathing beauty
contest being conducted at his theatre
to choose a local girl in the “Miss
Maryland” competition to be held in
Cumberland, Md. , to be a big attrac¬
tion. He says he never knew Charles
County had so many lovely young girls,
and that the job of the judges is not
going to be an easy one.

LEON ARDTOWN
A stage show featuring radio stars
from WARNL, including Clyde Moody and
Connie B. Gay, will play the New on
July l....New manager Ray Trumbule
announced that the Sons of the Pio¬
neers will make a personal appearance
at his theatre .... Mrs. Harry Mat¬
tingly, wife of the New’s assistant
manager, is now helping out in the
extra profits department.... Jack
Fruchtman, leasee, New, was here....
Ernest A. Sterling resigned as manager,
St. Mary’s....Don “Red” Barry headed
the newest Hollywood live-talent show
to play the St. Mary’s.

LEXINGTON PARK
Jack Fruchtman and his contractor
partner, Meverel M. Deian, are positive
the new $250,000 theatre being con¬
structed here by them will be ready
for Aug. 1 opening.

oast
across the counter marks this tender scene between stars
Mature and Co l e en Gr ay in 20 th Cen tur y-Fox ' s ac tion drama , *Fury at Furnace

The members of the Frank Knox ele¬
mentary school Parent-Teachers Assoc¬
iation presented the school with motion
picture projection equipment and a
check for $600 for other needs.
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Leonard H. Tasker, projectionist,
Rowlesburg, Rowlesburg, W. Va., was a
recent visitor. While here, he pur¬
chased a used car.

SOLOMON'S ISLAND
The D. and L. played the live talent
stage show of Don "Red” Bahry and his
Hollywood westerners.

MOOREFIELD
WALDORF
A drive-in with accommodations for
300 cars is being built by James M.
Miley and Harness Bensenhaver at the
intersection of Fisher Road and the
Moorefield-Petqrsburg Road.

Joe Weiner, Leonardtown, and brother
of Ike Weiner, of the Waldorf, was
St. Mary’s County delegate of the
Republican Central Committee attending
the convention in Philadelphia.... Don
"Red” Barry and his Hollywood live
talent stage show recently played the
Waldorf.

Virginia
NORFOLK
Daisey Talley is new at the Norva
....Fred Sande, Equity division mana¬
ger, was in on his way to Charlotte
....Bob Ozmer, manager, Granby, has a
new assistant in Otto Martinson.-. . .
Clarence Woodleaf, Granby, maintenance
department, fell, and broke his ankle.
Charlie White, stage hand, is re¬
placing him.
-A. C.

RICHMOND
Carter Barron, Loew’s district
manager, was in for the Georgia Tech
Glee Club appearances at Loew’s. He
is an alumnus.... Arthur Deekens,
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., home
office, vacationed, spending part of
his time attending the Virginia Poly¬
technic Institute finals at Blacks¬
burg. He was graduated from VPI....
A1 Benson, Paramount salesman, was a
visitor.... The Palestine Film, “My
Father’s House”, had a showing at the
WRVA Theatre. . . .-The Byrd and State
ran the Zale-Graziano fight films,
and also booked the Louis-Walcott
films.
Tom Rutherfurd, who was a success
on Broadway as well as Hollywood, will
appear here in one of the productions
at the McVay Auditorium.... Wade Pear¬
son, northern Virginia manager, Neigh¬
borhood Theatres, was here for home
conferences.... Walter Duval, Westhampton staff, was graduated from
Thomas Jefferson High School.
Columbia exploiteer Syd Zins was
here working with Dave Kamsky on “The
Fuller Brush Man”, State and Byrd....
George Peters, Loew’s manager, had a
visitor in the person of Jerry Nor¬
wood, Loew’s construction department,
assistant to Harry Moskowitz....Ben
Magee, manager, Rex, Petersburg, and
Mrs. Magee were visitors.
Fred Beiersdorf, Warners’ Washington
branch manager, was in....We received
a cute card from "Slim” Holloway an¬
nouncing the arrival of a daughter...
Ann Harris, State, was vacationing at
the beach, Violet Griffin substituting
....Kenneth Vaughan, Bellevue staff,
was also on vacation.... James Ball
replaced Teddy Feitig at the Brookland....Mary Burch, Brookland staff,
vacationed in Georgia, Nancy Groves
subbing.
Allen Brown, Brookland manager, had
some more bad luck. While witnessing
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The one and only "Sultan Of Swat '' I
Babe Ruth, was recently guest at the
Yale-Princeton baseball tussle in New
Haven,
and here
the "Big Bambino "
says a few wohds to the crowd. That
tome he is carrying is the manuscript
of Allied Artists' "The Babe Ruth
Story",
to be released very soon.

the auto races the other night, he
was bitten on the arm by some sort
of insect, and his arm was swollen so
much that lie could not use it for a
week....Bob Coulter, Byrd manager,
visited the cottage of Mrs. Charles
A. Somma on the Rappahannock River....
James Warren is an addition to the
Grand staff....Mrs. Eva Garrett, Cap¬
itol staff, was on vacation, spending
it quietly at home.
Ober Boyd, Capitol manager, reports
the following additions to his service
staff: Henry Price Walter and Raymond
Smith... .Jerry Murphy, 20th-Fox sales¬
man, was in.
Peggy Ritter is the new Berio candy
counter attendant at the State....
Ober Boyd, Capitol manager, will
vacation at Buckroe Beach and in North
Carolina. ... Jimmy Ritchie, East End
and Patrick Henry manager, went fishing
out on Cheasapeake Bay but had very
little luck....John Aders, projec¬
tionist-at-large, is a grand daddy....
Gilbert Harless, Bellevue projec¬
tionist, visited relatives in West
Virginia... Hoy Herkimer, Venus staff,
was married to Eva Sands on May 29....
George Johnson, Venus staff, is vaca¬
tioning in the Mountains. ... Elsie
Lockett, Berio Popcorn saleslady
Venus, vacationed in the country.
Dorothy Hall, Westhampton staff,
was vacationing in Norfolk:.... Walter
Duval, Westhampton, went to the beach
....John Wooley and Joseph Sprill are
new at the Westhampton.
-S.T.

THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and address¬
ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1239 Vine Street

TAPPAHANOCK

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

George C. Clanton, Daw, was recently
elected mayor.

WHAYLEYVILLE
Hugh R. Hatton changed his 200-seat
theatre into a 35mm house. Whayleyville
is a small community 12 miles out of
Suffolk.

West Virginia
KEYSER
Remodeling of the Music Hall, a New¬
ton B. Carskadon theatre, was to be¬
gin.

LOcust 4-0100
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.
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BfliWS OF THE

CROSSTOWN
Universal-International and Wil¬
loughby Camera Stores are jointly con¬
ducting a photography contest in con¬
nection with “Man-Eater Of Kumaon”,
which will have its world premiere at
the winter Garden on July 1. Prizes
of $100 in cash, assorted camera
accessory equipment, and guest tickets
will be awarded to the contestants
submitting best photographic shots of*
their pets, whether they be wild or
domesticated. Meanwhile, Frank P.
Rosenberg, who produced the film in
association with Monty Shaff, left for
the west coast.
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president
in charge of advertising, publicity,
and exploitation, Eagle Lion, an¬
nounced last week that every exhibitor
requesting free records presenting
Lois Butler, singing star of “Mickey”,
will be sent them through a tieup
with Capitol Records.
As a result of negotiations between
Century circuit and RKO, centering on
clearance in the Long Island area,
Century’s Queens will now play RKO
product day-and-date with RKO’s Alden,
Jamaica, L.I. Century’s Community is
now picking up the run which the
Queens formerly held.
The 1948 Allied Jewish Appeal cam¬
paign amusements division, was formal¬
ly launched last fortnight at a luncheon
In the Hotel Astor, with $252,575 rais¬
ed. Co-chairmen of the luncheon were
Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman, with
Harry Brandt as fund raiser. Principal
speaker was Reuben Dafni, a major in
Israel’s security forces. Attending
were George Abbott, Claud Allister,
A. J. Balaban, Barney Balaban, William
Brandt, James J. Brenen, Max A. Cohen,
Paula Crystal, Nat N. Dorfman, Leo
Edwards, S.H. Fabian, George Feinberg,
Frieda Fishbein, Emil Friedlander,
William J. German, Leonard H. Goldenson, Max Gordon, Frank Green, Jack
Monroe, Bernard Hart, Clifford Hayman,
Morris Jacobs, RedKann, S. J. Kaufman,
William Klein, Harbert Kubly, Malcolm
Kingsberg, George Leffler, Louis Litito, Phillip Loeb, Karl Malden,
Michael Mok, Louis A. Novins, Samuel
Rinzler, Richard Rodgers, Sam Rosen,
Phil Silvers,. Sol strausberg, A. P.
Waxman, David Wayne, David Weinstock,
Mrs. Billy K. Wells, H. Williams, J.
Wildberg, and Walter Vincent.
Edward G- Robinson, accompanied by
his son, Manny, arrived last week on
the first leg of his trip to Europe
....Robert sterling arrived last week
for a round of summer stock appearances
in the east.... Edward L. Hyman, vicepresident, Paramount Theatres Service
Corporation, and Max Fellerman, theatre
department executive, returned last
week following a trip to the Northio
and Detroit territories.... Conrad
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Nagel, star of UA’s “The Vicious Cir¬
cle” left last week for Chicago
Edward S. Golden, eastern represen¬
tative, Golden Productions, which re¬
leases through UA, returned last week
from the west coast... Spyros P. Skouras,
president, 20th Century-Fox, and Mur¬
ray Silverstone, president, 20th-FoxInternational, arrived by plane last
week from Paris.
Messmore Kendall, president, Capi¬
tol, left by plane last week for Lon¬
don, to join Mrs. Kendall, who sailed
previously. ...Joseph Bernhard, presi¬
dent, Film Classics
Inc., and Cinecolor, left for the coast last week
....Alfred L. Golden, co-author,
“Collector’s Item”, scheduled for New
York production by Arthur and Henry
Schumer in the fall, left for Holly¬
wood last week to interview prospects
for the cast.
Mary Ann Reeve, 20-year-old Phila¬
delphia actress, is now a technical
adviser for U-I working with the
eastern publicity department on “Man
Eater of Kumaon”.... A. J. Balaban,
executive director, Roxy and 20th
Century-Foxy played host to the press
last week at a midnight ice festival
inaugurating for the first time in
America a permanent ice-show in a
motion picture theatre. A buffet sup¬
per was served, and many stars of
stage, screen, and radio were present.
The ice show, designed and executed
by Arthur Knorr, one of the Roxy’s
producers, will become part of the
theatre’s “three-for-one” policy,
being offered to patrons in addition
to the stage and screen show. A full
scale ice-revue can be produced on
the ice stage, which was under con¬
struction for three months, and has
dimensions of 60 feet across by 36
feet deep.
Ben Kalmenson, Warners’ VTCE-Trresident and general sales manager, ar¬
rived last week after a week of con¬
ferences at the Burbank studio with
Jack L. Warner.... Bernard Goodman,
supervisor, Warners’ exchanges, was in
Boston and Albany last week.... Abe
Goodman, production manager, 20thCentury-Fox advertising department,
last Week celebrated the arrival of a
new son to Mrs. Goodman at the Gotham
Hospital. The baby, born on June 20,
weighed six pounds, one ounce. This is
the Goodmans’ third chiId.... Rita

Alvin Posner, second from right, on
behalf of the Bayonne, N.J., Merchants
Board of Trade,
recently presented
Robert Deitch, manager, •local DeWitt,
with a desk set for his valuable as¬
sistance on the many “Nite of Awards"
programs.
Looking
on
are Allan
Paul,
left,
and
Samuel
Kaye.

All set for a trip to Tokyo, via the
airlines, are six-month old El i s e
McBryde, granddaughter of William A.
White, general manager, Skouras The¬
atres Corporation,
and her mother,
Mrs. Barbara White McBryde . The pair
recently took off from New York to
join Lieutenant Thomas H. McBryde,
and were
the first dependents
to
join
the Overseas Army personnel.

Bloom, daughter of Jack Bloom, 20t{i
Century-Fox home office sales execu¬
tive, was married on June 20 to Eli
Lagoze at the Sherry Netherland Hotel.
Rutgers Neilson, RKO publicity mana¬
ger, was reelected a governor of the
Circus Saints and Sinners at the annual
meeting of the organization held re¬
cently at the Waldorf-Astoria....Mary
Pickford and Charles “Buddy” Rogers,
arrived last week from Hollywood for
a short stopover before embarking on
an European vacation.
B.G. Kranze, world-wide sales chief,
Film Classics, announced last week
that J.S. DeBrito, Portugal, has been
engaged to represent FC in Portugal
and Spain.... I. E- Lopert, president,
Lopert Films, Inc., returned last
fortnight from a two-month survey of
the new European film product in
France and Italy.... Noel Meadow, vog
executive, announced last week that
the organization is now providing
monetary support to French producers
in exchange for American distribution
rights.
Guy Madison, selznick star, arrived
last week enroute to Fitchburg, Mass.,
where he was slated to appear in the
Luke Whalom Playhouse summer theatre
production of "John Loves Mary”.
The 20th Century-Fox Family Club and
their guests recently held the sixth
annual boatride to Bear Mountain.
Harry Reinhardt was in charge of ar¬
rangements, and the program for the
900 making the trip featured softball,
swimming, and a variety show enlisting
the talents of Family club members,
with a dinner at Bear Mountain inn.
Officers of the Family club are Lew
Lehr, president; Fred Bullock,
first
vice-president; Leo Israel, secondvice-president; Deon de Titta, trea¬
surer, and Marion Murphy, secretary.
Rugoff and Becker News: Beverly
Gould, bookkeeper, was vacationing in
Florida.... Gerald Evens is the new
manager, Art, Manhattan, replacing
David Sadoff....The Lido, Long Beach,
L.I., reopened.... Bert Rothschild,
Oceana, Brooklyn, was on vacation... .
Fred Schwartz, assistant purchasing
agent, resigned from the staff after
12 years, and Lester Schwarcz reNew York

placed.... Simone Gaillard resigned
from the 8th Street, Manhattan, re¬
placed by Eugene Fitzpatrick.
Lucille Ball last fortnight pulled
the switch that first illuminated the
the largest electric sign in the world
atop the Bond building, which runs
from 44th to 45th Street on Broadway.
The ceremony, which took place in the
Hotel Astor cocktail lounge, was at¬
tended by a host of notables, including
city officials and leaders in civic,
entertainment, and social fields. The
first film to get a plug on the sign
is “Easter Parade”, having its world
premiere at Loew’s State. One of the
sign’s major features is “Bond’s Highspot News Flashcast”. an electric
traveling message sign which tells
“Where To Go and What To See That’s
Worthwhile” 14 hours a day. The sign
is 248 feet long, and the letters are
more than six feet tall. Another
feature of the sign is a giant water¬
fall, with thousands of gallons of
real water cascading daily.
As a result of a contest held last
fortnight by the Rivoli, R.A. Craft,
New Rochelle, N.Y., was adjudged
“Most Deserving Father.” This feature
was inaugurated by Montague Salmon,
managing director, Rivoli, with chil¬
dren invited to tell in letters why
each had the most deserving parent.
Vern Caldwell, Walt Disney studio
executive, arrived last week....The
Overseas Press Club of America was
sponsor of a world premiere of Para¬
mount’ s "A Foreign Affair” at the
Paramount on June 28. Proceeds of the
benefit premiere derived from the sale
of mezzanine tickets, go to the Club’s
Correspondents’ fund.
Maureen O’Sullivan, actress-wife,
and Paramount director John Farrow
arrived last week with her oldest son,
Michael Farrow, to fly to Eire....The
tiger in central Park Zoo became a
most popular animal last week with the
inauguration of U-I’s special tiger
sketching contest for members of the
Art Students League in connection with
“Man-Eater Of Kumaon”. ...Alfred Hit¬
chcock and Ingrid Bergman srrivea last
week from California, and then left
by plane for London.... Gary Cooper
arrived last week for conferences.
The Park Avenue, scheduled to pre¬
miere “The End of the River”, was

closed last fortnight due to a dispute
between the theatre and the Moving
Picture Machine Operators Union, Local
306. Several days later it opened.

drive have been sent to all Reade
theatres.

State Supreme Court Justice Louis.
Valente last fortnight affirmed the
settlement of a minority stockholders’
suit against Loew’s over the operation
of the circuit’s candy counters by the
People's Candy Company. Loew’s has
agreed to revise contracts with
People’s requiring the candv company
to pay Loew’s
subsidiaries
aoout
$161,000 additional for the year 1947.

Animals had their day in the lobbies
of Walter Reade Theatres here as pic¬
ture exploitation aide. At the Para¬
mount, manager Bill Stewart built a
corral in the lounge off the lobby,
decorated it with bales of hay and
western gear, and stabled a horse in
the corral for a week prior to the
opening of ‘Albuquerque”. All his
aides wore cowboy and cowgirl out¬
fits. At the Oxford, manager John
Kohler built a jungle for “Tarzan and
the Mermaids”.

Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew’spresident,
is to grant the company a one-year
option to purchase from his holdings
10,000 shares of stock at $13.33 per,
to cover charges that Loew’s did not
deduct as corporate expense for in¬
come tax purposes alleged profit made
by Schenck on the exercise of options
on the stock, and to regain profits
allegedly made by him in a stock deaL

New Jersey
KEARNY
The Lincoln will not be operated by
Warner Theatre^ as of July 31.

PERTH AMBOY
Cash prizes for the best exploit¬
ation campaigns for “Sitting Pretty”
and “Gentleman’s Agreement” were pre¬
sented by Walter Reade, Jr., last
week at the monthly meeting of Walter
Reade Theatre managers. First prize
in the “Sitting Pretty” contest went
to Guy Hevia, Morristown, N.J., city
manager. Hal Martz, Plainfield, N.J.,
city manager, Mayfair, Asbury Park,
N.J., shared second prize. First
prize for “Gentleman’s Agreement” was
split between John Balmer, Freehold,
N.J., city manager, and Lanterman,
with Martz taking second. Reade an¬
nounced that the current campaign
picture was “Give My Regards To Broad¬
way. A “Courtesy Is Contagious” cam¬
paign, to be launched July l for all
theatre employees, was also announced
by Reade. Quarterly, a U.S. Security
Bond will be awarded to the one em¬
ployee in each city selected by fellow
employees as the ‘most courteous”.
Trailers, lobby signs, and lapel
buttons will be used to advise patrons
of the courtesy effort. Brochures to
serve as a handbook in the courtesy

At a recent meeting with Mayor William O'Dwyer, second from right,
in New
York, both film and legitimate producers and operators promised full cooper¬
ation with the Mayor's Committee for the Commemoration of the Golden An¬
niversary of the City of New York. Others shown are,
left to right, Grover
A. Whalen, Committee chairman; J. Robert Rubin, Motion Picture Committee
chairman, and L, e e Shubert, chairman of the Legitimate Theatres Committee.

PLAINFIELD

New York State
ALBANY
A highlight of the recent testi¬
monial dinner tendered by Variety Club
of Albany to C.J. Latta marking hi£
reelection as Second Assistant Chief
Barker of Variety Clubs Internationa]
was the presentation to him of a gift
certificate for a General Electric
refrigerator and deep freezer. He was
also made an honorary member of Local
285, Troy Motion Picture Operators,
and presented with an engraved metal
membership card by Charips McCarthy,
local president. Toastmaster at the
dinner was Colonel William McCraw,
executive director. Variety Clubs
International. Speakers, who paid
tribute to Latta were Chief Barker
Harry Lamont, Lamont Theatres; Elmer
Lux, Darnell Theatres, Buffalo; Sid
Kallet, Kallet Theatres, Oneida;
Louis M. Schine, Schine Enterprises;
Harry H. Thomas, producer; David Mil¬
ler, U-I branch manager; Fred Archi¬
bald, the Albany Times Union puhlishpr,
and unaries A. Smakwitz, Warner
Theatres’
assistant zone manager.
Among those present were Neil Heilman,
Heilman Theatres; Saul Ullman, Fabian
Theatres; Gus Schafer, RK0 district
manager; George Lynch, Schine Enter¬
prises; Ray Smith, Warners’ branch
manager; Eugene Vogel, U-I branch
manager; Dinty Moore, Warners’ dis¬
trict manager; Eddie Catlin, Warners’
Buffalo branch manager; Edward Ruff,
Paramount branch manager; Herman L.
Ripps, MGM assistant eastern division
manager; Jack Goldberg MGM branch
manager; Bernie Brooks, Fabian New
York office; Harry Alexander, Eagle
Lion branch manager; Joseph Miller.
Film Classics district manager; Harry
Berkson, Monogram franchise owner;
Joseph Saperstein, Fabian booker; Nate
Dickman, Monogram branch manager;
Jack Bullwinkel, Columbia branch
manager, and Warner Theatres executives
Max Friedman, Joe Weinstein, J.P.
Fraughnan, Gerald L. Atkin, and Leo
Drexler.
Charles A. Smakwitz, Warner Thea¬
tres, returned from conferences in the
home office....Dick Hayes, former
Paramount salesman and now owner of a
hotel in Tupper Lake Junction, was a
visitor.... several members of the
Schine family will tour Europe this
summer. David, son of J. Meyer Schine,
president, schine Circuit, and Donald,
son of Louis W. Schine, vice-president,
left on Jimp 16 for a trip. David’s
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sister, Rene, now at Syracuse Univer¬
sity, left on June 19 for a tour of
the continent with seven other college
girls. Mn and Mrs. Schine may make a
month’s tour providing he can arrange
his many business engagements.

steal away his attractive new secretary,
Mary Norris.. . .Louis Thompson, Regent
manager, vacation-cruising to South
America, wrote that passengers making
the round trip numbered two men and
eight girls. Oh boy!

Andy Roy, manager, Warners’ Stanley,
Utica, drove in to show off his new
Buick....John Ruback, former RKO
salesman, is now selling for U-I....
Anthony B. Farrel, Albany industrial¬
ist and backer of the musical, “Hold
it”, purchased the Warner, New York
City.
Eileen Bird, secretary to Max Fried¬
man, Warner Theatres’ film buyer, left
on a vacation motor trip in her new
Plymouth to Pike’s Peak, Colo. . . .
Rosemarie Henion is the new secretary
to Eddie Ruff, Paramount branch mana¬
ger, replacing Ruth Larkin, resigned
...Vacationers at Loew’s were Dorothy
Mager, at Pompton Lake, N. J. ♦ for two
weeks, and Gertrude Hans...William J.
Clark, vice-president, Clark Films,
and Lou Molitch, publicity, on a swing
through the territory, stopped in....
Bucky Harris, former field man for
RKO in Albany, is now connected with
U-I out of New York.
-M.E.B.

BU FF ALO
Everyone was interested in the news
that Governor Dewey received the Re¬
publican presidential nomination.
Merritt A. Kyser, president, MPTO,
of New York State, Inc., presided at
the annual meeting and election of
directors.... Dave Miller, UniversalInternational district manager, and
Joe Gins, branch manager, were hosts
when U-I moved to 301 Franklin Street.
Fred Meyers, eastern division manager,
Pete Dana, district manager, Cleveland,
and G.J. Malafronte, assistant branch
operations manager, were also in at¬
tendance.
Ed Suess, MGM sales representative,
celebrated a birthday. ... Ray VanBuskirk, MGM shipper, was on his annual
vacation....MGMites attended a pantry
shower at the home of Mary Golibersuch
for Dorothy Szwejda...James McGovern,
in from the Paramount home office for
his semi-annual check up, left for
Albany.
Manny Brown, Paramount branch mana¬
ger, says Paramount opens its 36th
drive on Sept. 5 ending on Dec. 4,
with special prizes.... Pat Haberer,
Paramount’s new switchboard operator,
succeeds Ruth Egan, who upped herself
to booker’s stenographer.

At a recent "Nite of Awards" at the
DeWitt, Bayonne, N.J., Helen Buchnovics was selected as Bayonne’s June
bride,
and was presented with just
about everything that goes with a
marriage. Miss Buchnovics, who middleaisles it on June 26,
stares wideeyed at the bridal gown she received.

and Robert were looking forward to
their return to the Park School Day
Camp.
Felicitations to Mrs. Rose RObers,
Pam-O-Fil, who celebrated a birthday
with cake, candles, and ice cream, and
to the Film Building’s Pearl Sherwood,
who also celebrated another milestone
Marie Roessei, Universal-Interna¬
tional cashier, Cleveland, stopped in
to visit his former colleagues.... Max
Fogel, Rochester, and Jim Cranides,
Olean, were in booking.
-M. G.

ROCHESTER
James Eshelman, Paramount city ma¬
nager, expected remodeling of the
Regent to be completed by July 1 after
repeated delays. The new modern rest¬
rooms were finished, and painters were
redecorating the lobby, standee area,
and the mezzanine.
Manager Edmund Howard, RKO Temple,
was proud of the “new look” after the
theatre front was repainted.... The
Jewish Social Service Bureau was try¬
ing to arrange for a preview of “The
Search” at its annual meeting in the
Little.... Eastman Kodak Company cele¬
brated the 60th anniversary of the
first Kodak camera.
Manager Lester Pollock, Loew’s,
worries over the possibility that the
little guy with the sharp arrows will
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Arthur Krolick, manager, Paramount,
who sold his car before going into
war service, has been trying to buy
a new one for over two years, and
still hopes for delivery before his
vacation starts on July 6....City
manager Eshelman is planning to re¬
model the Regent building rooms vacated
by Artist Vito Granit for a new tenant
....Louise Georgione is waiting for
warmer weather before riding her new
bicvnle.
Three leading theatres had animal
pictures the same week....The Regent
was one of five test spots in the
country for revival of "The Crusades”.
The Rochester Musicians Union again
received $10,000 from the royalty fund
for free concerts at institutions and
community affairs, Leonard Campbell,
business agent, reported.... Liberty
Carillons, Inc,, the company which
made the carillons featured in “The
Miracle of the Bells”, was acquired by
Stromberg - Carlson Company....Loew’s
used 40 cents opening priqe, compared
with 44 cents at other first-run
houses.
Norman Slotnick, Clinton, was proud
of improvements since taking over this
house.... Arthur Krolick, manager,.
Paramount, packed the house with the
“Miss Junior New Look” contest staged
by William Adrian in a tieup with the
Frances Shop.
The Eastman Kodak Company this
month is celebrating the 60th anni¬
versary of introduction of its first
camera.... Members of the Orchestra
Managers Association assailed the 20
per cent federal admission tax on
symphony concerts and other classical
musical events.
-D.R.

SYRACUSE
Melvin Denny, Paramount projection¬
ist; his son, Richard, and daughterin-law, Shirley, left for Boston to
attend the wedding of his brother-inlaw, as part of the summer vacation
....Local 376 projectionists are hold(Continued on next page)
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Helen Morgan, director of special
services, Columbia, was here in the
interests of “The Loves of Carmen”.
Phil Fox, branch manager, arranged a
luncheon.-.. George Mason, Shea's Great
Lakes manager is looking for a good
bridge instructor. Perhaps Frank Quinlivan, Gammel’s Columbia manager,
would like to take lessons, too, ac¬
cording to a lovely femme of film row.
Margaret Dorschel Maske, former Co¬
lumbia employee, spent her honeymoon
at Miami.... Phil Fox, Columbia branch
manager, returned from a home office
meeting. He also reports sons Stuart
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VINCENT B. FAGA
Among those representing New York
State at the recent Columbia sales
meeting in New York,
were,
left
to
right: Phil Fox, Buffalo branch mana¬
ger,
and Jack Bullwinkle,
Albany
branch head. The confab was held at
the Hotel Warwick,
located in Gotham.

EXHIBITOR
OF ALL

ITALIAN FILMS
Strand Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
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New York: rue Island circuit recent¬
ly treated itself and exhibitors to a
day of deep sea fishing off Bayville,
L.I, In a special chartered boat, 19
island exhibitors, the
entire office staff,
and Alec Arnswalder and
Seymour Florin, 20thFox, partook of the
day’s activities. A
prize was offered tc
the bearer of the big¬
gest fish, andArnssalder walked of f with the
honors. The Island crew
Leb Sugarman deserve plenty of cre¬
dit for this extra-curricular service
... Film salesmen throughout the country
were in the process of being polled as
to whether they want a salesmen’s
union. The closed ballots are to be
in by June 24, the results to be an¬
nounced a day later.
MGM: Herman Garris, booking depart¬
ment, left on vacation.... Esther Ac¬
kerman, contract department, announced
her engagement.... Dave Klein, booker,
was on vacation... .Josephine Radice
was transferred from the film room to
the general off ice.... Helen Levy,
booking department, warns all pedest¬
rians to be wary as she is now the
proud bearer of a driver’s license.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Marie Yamasaki,
contract department, was enjoying a
vacation.... Mel Sherman, booking de¬
partment, was complaining of sleepless
nights since the arrival of Arnold
Elliot....Leo Simon is still giving
his all for the Giants.... The Presi¬
dential Drive is in full swing.
REPUBLIC: BobFannon, assistant sales
manager, returned from upstate...Jack
Greenberg, head, film room, was cele¬
brating the marriage of his daughter
....Jen Dennet, head booker, was wel¬
comed back from vacation.
RKO: Bill Hartman, office manager,
returned from vacation....Gloria
Friedman, booking department', was
sick....Emilie Teese, film room, cele¬
brated a birthday on June 22.... Charles
Raffianelli, now a booker, is still
acclimating himself with his Jersey
accounts....Adele Martucci, foreign
department, is brown as a berry after
that honeymoon.... Frances Giardella
was welcomed back from her honeymoon
in Canada.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Helen Buck,
accounting department, was enjoying a
vacation.... Leona Taulman returned
from a sojourn.... Harry Eigleberg was
added as auditor....The office present¬
ed Morty Meyer with a desk set and
bookends before his departure on leave.
MONOGRAM: Pearl Rubeck, secretary
to si Borus, contract head, resigned,
Claire Nowatscheck, contract depart¬
ment, replacing. ... Lou Lifton, head,
coast publicity department, returned

EXH I BI TOR

to Hollywood.... Lydia Gonzalez, con¬
tract department, was on a Washington
honeymoon.
20TH CENTURY FOX: The office enjoyed
its annual boat ride to Bear Mountain
.... The New York branch set the pace
for the first two weeks in June in the
Andy Smith Month.... Charles Krips,
salesman, was in the midst of a honey¬
moon at Virginia Beach, va. ...Mike
Nochese, film room, was welcomed back
from a vacation.... Henry Unger, print
booker, was due back from illness....
Pat DiBlasi, accounting department,
was sporting a new Dodge.
EAGLE LION::The branch launched its
Bill Heineman Sales Drive....The home
office formed a social club. Bob Finkel,
salesman, represents the exchange on
the nominating committee....Al Trill¬
ing, booker, celebrated his daughter,
Sharon’s, f irst birthday. ... Neil Herz,
cashier’s department, was on vacation.
UNITED ARTISTS: June 21 marked the
12th wedding anniversary of Ben Levine
....Eddie schnitzer, eastern division
manager, paid a visit.... Gladys Oli
was added to the staff... .Myron Starr,
booker, vacationed.
PARAMOUNT: Jerry Frankel, booker,
was on a sojourn.... Gene Newman, was
off on a vacation... Fred Braun, shipper,
was a year older.... Harvey Epstein,
office aide, received birthday greet¬
ings.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Joe Rosenzweig,
Express, Manhattan, celebrated his
28th wedding anniversary.... Phil Le¬
vine, Burke, Bronx, is the proud papa
of a baby boy, Gerald Marvin, weighing
five pounds, 14 ounces.... The LiggetSteifel Circuit added Carmel, Carmel,
a new theatre,, to its booking lists.
Stephen Saunders is the owner.
HERE AND THERE: Andy Gold, Warner
Pathe News cameraman, was presented
with a baby girl last week by Mrs.
Gold. They also have a son, aged
three... .Harry M. Kalmine, president,
Warner Theatres, left last week for
Chicago and Milwaukee.... Louis B.
Mayer, MGM production head, arrived
from the coast last week for home
office conferences.... Marvin Schenck,
Loew’s vice-president and eastern
representative for MGM’s studios, re¬
turned last week from a brief visit
to the coast....Sam Marx, MGM pro¬
duction executive, left for the coast
last week after a short time here on
studio matters...William R. Ferguson,
MGM exploitation head, last week re¬
turned from Ogupquit, Me.

SYRACUSE
(Continued from preceding page)
ing a clambake for members and fami¬
lies in Elmwood Park on June 30, with
the executive committee doing the
planning, and Elmo Carpenter and
Harry Burley doing the work.
We understand that Carroll Blair,
Keith projectionist, may become a
pupil of his pal. Fay Woodford, in
breaking in as a projectionist....
William Meany. Loew’s State projec-

TRADE SCREENINGS
ALBANY
Warners (79 N. Pearl) July 6, 8:00
p.m., "Key Largo”.
BUFFALO
Warners (464 Franklin) July 6,
"Key Largo”.

2:00.

NEW YORK CITY
Warners (321 W. 44th) July 6, 2:30,
“Key Largo”.
Paramount (Normandie) July9,
“Night Has a Thousand Eyes”.

10:30,

tionist, likes the Florida vacation
so well that he is planning an ex¬
tended stay. ... Larry Granger, former
projectionist, Novelty, is understood
to still be trying to find gold “in
them thar hills” in California.
Raymond Roe, projectionist, Schine’s
Paramount, hopes to move into his new
home being built in Mattydale before
the winter sets in.... We understand
that Harry Burley canfbe contacted by
carrier pigeon some* where on the
shores of Oneida Lake....Now that
Hank Wolf has completed the platform
to wheel the motor for assistant
manager Jack Crowe’s portable car
polisher, he wonders if Crowe will
not ask for a wheel chair.
Operation of the Strand, Manlius,
will be continued in the auditorium
of the Manlius High School while the
complete overhauling of the theatre is
being done.... Those in the know claim
the new paint job on the floor of the
Schine Paramount engine room is so
good that Hank Wolf and Paul Sessler
are tempted to eat off it.
Sorry to hear that Jack Flex’ s visit
to this city has been postponed due to
a sister-in-law’s hosDitalization in
Virginia.... We all extend our heart¬
felt sympathy to Paul Sessler, Para¬
mount, whose brother was killed in an
accident recently.... Richard Hanley,
son of Richard Feldman, Paramount ma¬
nager, developed unusual mechanical
talent when called upon to fix the door
on dad’s car....Arch LaVine, Schine
home office, was in to look over pro¬
gress on the Paramount remodeling.
Special note to Hank Wolf: Let’s
keep quiet about those pennies....
Edward LaBadie, Regent projectionist,
was pinch-hitting for Melvin Denny
while he is on vacation.... The re¬
opening of the Brighton, largest nabe
house, will be announced shortly....
Note to Harvey Cocks, Fort Wayne, Ind:
Thanks for the nice letter, and will
answer soon as the Northern Pike stop
biting.... Betty Houghton, Paramount
matron, promises the boys some more
samples of those home-made pies.
Carroll Blair, Keith’s, is still
anxiously awaiting the arrival of the
new car...Sure would like to have you
keep your promise, Mike LaVine, so
drop around some time, long time no
see.
-J. J.S.
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Crosstown
Henry Morgan, radio’s bad boy and
star of UA’s “So This Is New York,”
which had its premiere at the S-W
Earle, arrived last week to get mixed up
in the GOP convention. Staging a “No”
campaign, Morgan opened “unconven¬
tional headquarters” at the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel. Morgan made his regular broad¬
cast from the Earle stage, and also made
personal appearances there on opening
day.
William D. Lewis, Jr., National Labor
Relations Board examiner, announced
last week that the results of an NLRB
election among employees of WFIL were
inconclusive, and the case has been sent
to Washington for disposition. Balloting
was to determine whether the employees
would be represented by the IATSE and
MPO, AFL. The AFL affiliate was the
only union on the ballot, a three judge
federal court upholding the NLRB in
banning the American Communications
^Association, CIO, from participating.
The CIO union, which represents strik¬
ing employees at WFIL, was ruled off the
ballot by the NLRB because its officers
had not signed non-Communist affi¬
davits or filed financial statements, as
required by the Taft-Hartley Act. It was
said that 35 votes were challenged,
seven voted for the IATSE, and no votes
were cast against it.
The Fox closed the night of the LouisWalcott fight at six p. m. and reopened
for an invitational showing of “The
Street With No Name.” A 15 by 20-foot
screen televising of the fight via direct
pickup from WPTZ, Philco outlet and
NBC affiliate, was to follow but had
to be cancelled since bad weather post¬
poned the bout. Invited were the press,
GOP delegates, and others.

Vine Street
Hilleary A. Brown, theatre division,
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, wishes to advise exhibi¬
tors through The Exhibitor that “the
few exhibitors who, due to a misunder¬
standing, secured a temporary or three
months license for the period March 15
to July 14, under ASCAP’s new sche¬
dule of rates, are now renewing their
licenses for a period of from one to 10
years.” He adds that this indicates that
all exhibitors are now familiar with and
understand the new rate schedule, and
he hopes that “many years of friendly
and pleasant relationship with them
may continue.”
Following a custom established 15
years ago, Norman Beckett, proprietor
of ye olde cigar shoppe, catering to the
trade on the corner for half a century, in
memory of his father, Samuel, distri¬
buted cigars, tobacco, and cigarettes to
old folks’ homes of all demominations
all over the city on Father’s Day, not
forgetting the Priory on Vine Street
between 12th and 13th Streets. . . . Uni¬
versal-International held a sneak pre¬
view of “Feudin’ Fussin’, and-a-Fightin’ ” at the Logan last week.
Henry Rosinsky, Eureka and New
Broadway, would appreciate anyone
letting him know where he might find an
apartment. He’s hunting. . . . Addison
Gottschalk, RKO, would like to get a
telephone. . . . Jack Engel, Screen Guild
June 30, 1948
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branch manager, went to Chicago for
a SG meeting.
Harry Brillman, Screen Guild office
manager-salesman, was in New York on
business. . . . Elayne Kaplan, American
Film, celebrated her fifth year there and
her first wedd.Vig anniversary last week.
. . . Jack Harris, American Film, has a
tieup with Jack Abramson with an oldtime automobile, a 1903 Ford, being
used for street bally for “Gaslight
Follies” at the S-W Allegheny and other
S-W houses. . . . Jack Rentschler, Y and
Y Popcorn warehouse manager, became
the father of a five pound, five ounce
baby girl, his second girl child.

NT-1
Cohen, Blackwood, Blackwood, N. J.,
would in the future, effective immedi¬
ately, handle booking and buying for
his house. Physical operation of the
theatre will continue under the direc¬
tion of W. J. Doughten, who has been
house manager for a decade. Ziegler will
transfer his activities to Meriden, Conn.,
where he will head manufacturing for
the Connecticut Record Manufacturing
Corporation, manufacturing records for
a large number of record companies.
The trade was interested in learning
last week of the resignation of Joe
Minsky, Eagle Lion district manager,
who has gone into another business.

Harold Satz is the new UniversalInternational salesman in the ScrantonWilkes Barre territory. He comes from
New Orleans. . . . Melvin Harwood, home
office auditor, was in at the Warner
exchange.

Ben S. Applegate, son of Salem E.
Applegate, UA branch head, was married
last weekend to Miss Phyllis Wolfolk.

Kathleen O’Hara is the new steno¬
grapher-clerk in the division office at
Paramount. . . . Miriam Shoeman is new
in the contract department of the
division office at Paramount. . . . William
Brooker ducked the G. O. P. conven¬
tion, and was in the Pittsburgh territory
last week. He’s the Paramount tub
thumper.

Reesa Cooper, Jeannie Dunav, Rosie
Schneider, and Freida Koren had a
night out on the town. They were all
anxious to see Milton Berle, so they
made up a hen party, and had a wonder¬
ful time. . . . Nora McDermott, former
member, film payment office, was mar¬
ried at St. Augustine’s Church. . . . Dick
Shermit, former member, local office, is
now “Tiny” Goldsmith’s capable assis¬
tant at the Commodore.

George Fishman, Warner exploiteer,
was in last week, but spends most of his
time now in the Washington branch.
. . . RKO exploiteer Doug Beck was
happy over that windfall of baseball
pool money last week.
Leona Smith, UA branch manager
Salem Applegate’s secretary, announced
her engagement to Bill Higgins. . . .
Marjory
Glassmire,
bookers
steno¬
grapher at UA, announced her engage¬
ment to Russell Ewer. . . . UA is giving
copies of the book by Barry Benefield to
accounts booking “Texas, Brooklyn, and
Heaven”. . . . 20th Century-Fox office
manager R. M. Doherty’s wife and
daughter returned from the middle west,
where they were visiting her mother.
Mike Weiss, hustling 20th CenturyFox exploiteer, held screenings of “The
Street With No Name” for the FBI, the
press, and radio, and chiefs of police
from Pennsylvania counties. Donald
Buka, who stars in this picture, was a
visitor to 20th-Fox exchange last week.
He is appearing in a straw hat produc¬
tion at Bucks County Playhouse.
Jim Flynn, Republic booker, was on
vacation. . . . Milton Cohen, new Eagle
Lion eastern division sales manager, was
in getting acquainted at the local branch.
. . . Harold Coltun, Eagle Lion booker,
won third prize in a recent booker-sales¬
men’s contest. . . . Blume Lewis, Tom
Lark’s secretary at Clark Film, was on
vacation. . . . Ralph Garman, son of
Paramount booking manager Ralph
Garman, is a new clerk at Clark Film.
. . . Betty Naren, Monogram booker’s
secretary, was married to Marvin J.
Davidson on June 27 at the Broadwood
Hotel.
Pete Magazzu, the Hazleton exhibitor,
was around Vine Street passing out the
cigars in celebration of that recent event
that made him such a proud father. . . .
George Jessel, the 20th Century-Fox
producer, was in town in connection
with a television show for WCAU-TV.
RKO branch manager Charles Zagrans
proudly announced the graduation of his
son, Jack, from Temple University with
the degree of Bachelor of Science. ... A
meeting of the Motion Picture Associates
of Philadelphia was held on June 28 at
the RKO projection room.
Basil
Ziegler, Embassy, Westville,
N. J., announced last week that Sol

CIRCUITS
Stanley-Warner

Esther Muchnick was spending the
first week of her vacation up at the
Concord. Anne Besterman and some
other friends drove her up there, and
spent the weekend. . . . Bill Reagan,
shorts office, has been out for a few days
since his wife has been ill with rheuma¬
tic fever. . . . Jerrie Greenberg, out-oftown booker, was in the office while
she was on vacation just so she could
gloat over all the other people who were
busy.
Charley Goltzer, former assistant,
Stanley, who left to join the AGVA in
Florida, is back in town, and will become
assistant manager, Mastbaum. A1 Reh,
manager, returned from his vacation.

DELAWARE
Milford
Schine’s
June 24.

new

Milford

opened

on

Wilmington
Ted Schlanger, general manager, S-W
Theatres; A. J. Vanni, zone manager,
S-W Theatres, Philadelphia suburban
territory; J. Ellis Shipman, manager,
contact office, S-W Theatres, and Bill
Morgan, district manager, S-W The¬
atres, inspected the Wilmington S-W
theatres. . . . J. E. Seemans and wife,
S-W Warner, were vacationing in
Atlantic City, N. J. . . . Berio Vending
Company installed a new candy stand
and popcorn warmer at the S-W War¬
ner, Mrs. Frances Conley continuing in
charge. . . . WTUX on its “You-Name-It”
program offers as prizes guest tickets to
the S-W Ritz, furnished by G. Earl
Smith, manager. Manager Smith vaca¬
tions from June 25 to July 9. . . . Lee
Levy, manager, S-W Arcadia, planned
to vacation in Reading, Pa., New York
City, and the Poconos, Francis Young
relieving. . . . Winfield Carson, S-W
Grand, vacationed in Atlantic City. . . .
S-W Savoy was re-lamped by Earle G.
Finney, manager. . . . Leonard C. Wright,
Jr., and C. Parke Weaver, both of the
Ace, were working the S-W Savoy pro¬
jection booth during the leave of absence
of Frank Eckert, handling film shows
for the personnel at Delaware Park race¬
track. . . . Petro Dalgesso and William
McCallister joined the Rialto staff.
Mrs. John Koczak, Earle, New Castle,
PHILADELPHIA
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planned to return after the Fourth of
July from her visit to St. Clairsville, O.
John Koczak, manager, Earle, visited
there recently. . . . Berio Vending Com-

We will pick up
and deliver
your trunks,

Bridgeton
A young women attempted to commit
suicide in the Stanley recently. Picture
playing at the time was ‘‘The Miracle Of
The Bells.” Theatre employees rushed to
her aid after she took the poison.

your summer stay
at the

Mt. Holly
Melvin J. Fox announced that he
will build a new 1000-seat house here, to
be designed by David Supowitz. The
theatre will be modern in every respect,
and will be another addition to the post¬
war string which Fox is building. The
local Fox is under lease to Atlantic
Theatres, Inc.

Seashore.

DON'T FORGET

Trenton

THE MOTION

Wes Hopkins, WTTM announcer,
traded or sold six silver dollars for a
$5 bill in front of the RKO Lincoln to
10 persons in advertising, ‘‘Silver River”.
James Conklin, manager, secured con¬
siderable publicity.

PICTURE ASSO¬
CIATES' 1948
DRIVE.

The Hildinger Enterprises’ Mayfair
installed a new candy counter in the
theatre lobby. Plateglass mirrors on
walls add to the elaborate display
furnished by the Berlc Vending Com¬
pany, Philadelphia.
Lew Edwards, business agent, projec¬
tionists, and well known to the indus¬
try, is back on the job after I’ecovery
from a head injury.

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

PENNSYLVANIA
Harrisburg

250 N. Juniper Street
PHILADELPHIA
10. 7-4822

lO. 7-4823

NATIONAL

FILM

CARRIERS,

INC

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240 N. 13th

STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN

COMPANY

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

Gerry Wollaston, city manager, Fabian-W. and V., is recuperating from an
appendectomy performed in the Key¬
stone Hospital following an acute attack.
His duties at the State were handled in
his absence by assistant manager Spike
Todorov.
Effective on June 20, the Senate
offered 300 balcony seats at all times for
50 cents, including tax. Manager Bob
Sidman advertised the “tumble” in
ticket prices as “our answer to your
request for lower cost movies”.

Pottsville
The Borough of St. Clair School
District will on July 12 pass a resolution
establishing a 10 per cent amusements
tax on all commercial amusements and
entertainment in the borough. It will
go into effect on Aug. 16, and will affect
theatres, skating rinks, dance halls,
carnivals, sports events of all kinds,
swimming, entertainment park attrac¬
tions, bowling, “bingo”, and other
attractions, Permits costing $1 and
temporary permits costing 50 cents each
are provided for.

Reading

SIGNS-MARQUEES
305

pany placed Evelyn Sharp in charge of
the candy stand at the Crest, Woodcrest.
. . . Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont, Del., is now doing narration on
the microphone with his “Claymont
Snapshots,” currently featuring color
films of the Archmere-Claymont base¬
ball game and color films of the Clay¬
mont Fire Company. . . . Anthony Mack,
Ace, moved to his new residence
. . . Elizabeth Scott, Ace, was on a
fishing trip. . . . Dr. John O. Hopkins,
manager, National, was an alternatedelegate to the Republican National
Convention He also spoke at a father and-son dinner here.
Henry L. Sholly

NEW JERSEY

for

MEMBER

EXHIBITOR

PA.

The Embassy and manager Paul E.
Glase effected a tie up with WHUM and
the Fuller Brush Company for prizes to

KEY CITY

Reading (12)—Ritz, “The Strawberry
Roan”
(Col.),
“Blondie’s
Reward”
(Col.); Astor, “I Remember Mama”
(RKO); Embassy, “Unconquered” (Pa¬
ra.) ; Loew’s, “The Pirate” (MGM);
Warner, “Wallflower” (WB).
Atlantic
City
(16)—Apollo, “Give
My Regards To Broadway” (20th-Fox);
Strand, “Big City” (MGM); Warner,
“The ‘Sainted’ Sisters” (Para.); Stanley,
“Wallflower” (WB); Hollywood, “Four
Faces West” (UA); Shore, “The Noose
Hangs High” (EL); Steel Pier, “Take My
Life” (EL).
Wilmington, Del.
(18)—Loew’s Aldine, “Naked City” (U-I); Warner, “To
The Ends Of The Earth” (Col.); Rialto,
“Sitting Pretty” (20th-Fox); Queen,
“Hazard”
(Para.);
Arcadia,
“Fort
Apache” (RKO); Grand, “Whirlwind
Raiders” (Col.), “Green For Danger”
(EL).
Philadelphia (18)—Aldine, “Ruthless”
(EL); Boyd, “Letter From An Unknown
Woman” (U-I); Capitol, reissues; Earle,
“All My Sons” (U-I); Fox, “Give My
Regards To Broadway” (20th-Fox);
Goldman, “On An Island With You”
(MGM); Karlton, “The Mating Of
Millie”
(Col.);
Keith,
“Big
City”
(MGM); Mastbaum, “Another Part Of
The Forest” (U-I); Pix, “Kings Of The
Olympics” (UA), “A Night In Casa¬
blanca” (UA); Princess, “Song Of My
Heart” (AA-Mono.); Stanley, “Home¬
coming” (MGM); Stanton, “Raw Deal”
(EL).
Reading (26) Astor, “The Noose Hangs
High” (EL); Embassy, “Fury At Furnace
Creek” (20th-Fox); Loew’s, “On Our
Merry Way” (UA); Warner, “The Big
Punch” (WB).

persons writing the best essays on “Why
I Want to See ‘The Fuller Brush Man’
in the Embassy.” The first 200 women
attending the opening matinee were
given a Fuller pan brush, in addition to
the 10 who received essay prizes.
Manager Howard W. Whittle, Penn,
West Reading, newest theatre victim of
the amusements tax move spreading
over this part of Pennsylvania, is adver¬
tising in display type that the tax does
not go on until July 9.
Manager Paul E. Glase, Embassy,
entertained Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Quimby, East Orange, N. J., the former
a Reading man years ago. Quimby and
Mr. Glase were together in the cast of
the old Imperial Minstrel shows in
Reading long ago.
City, borough and school district
officials may be disappointed thus far at
the same yield of taxes from sports
events this season, but managers and
paymasters of commercial sports events
are feeling even worse about the
situation. The taxing authorities are
merely skimming
off
“the
cream”
of the sports events intake, in ticket
sales, but the baseball and other sports
teams’ managers have to depend on the
bulk of the intake to carry their
expenses, payrolls, rent of sports fields,
and other charges. Bad weather seems
to be the answer, rather than the taxes.
. . . An innovation in display advertis¬
ing was tried out by manager J. Lester
Stallman, Astor. In addition to a large
display ad on the theatre page, dominat¬
ing the entire page, for “The Noose
Hangs High,” he placed a single-column
ad on a sports page, same issue.
June 30, 1948
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you REMEMBER ?

Twenty-five Years Ago: E. L. Davis
was Philadelphia agent for Paramount
Publicity Corporation, supplying adver¬
tising slides to theatre owners . . . L.
Luberoff was district sales manager for
Moller Organs . . . Local movies were
quite a drawing card, and Local Movies
Film Company, Philadelphia, was in the
business.

THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Editor’s Note: The letter which follows
is in answer to an unsigned com¬
munication which recently appeared in
THE EXHIBITOR. The publication of
the unsigned letter, while contrary to
the policy of THE EXHIBITOR, was
motivated by the fact that it presented
what the editors deemed to be a general
situation of interest to the trade. In
view of that, the courtesy of a reply was
extended to the gentlemen who signed
the letter which follows. However, as
far as THE EXHIBITOR is concerned,
this ends the letter-writing phase. From
there on, the opposing contingents can
handle it themselves.)
To The Editor:
As a subscriber for The Exhibitor and
one of the individual owners of the
drive-in located between
Schuylkill
Haven and Orwigsburg of which you
were willing to break the rule in regards
to printing an unsigned letter from
whom we know the writer, one not even
in the theatre business but having seve¬
ral brothers managing joints in other
cities relying on them for advice, he,
himself, taking this selfish attitude on
this project because he is a 16mm.
operator was unable to finance a like
project for himself not having two
nickels to rub against one another.
Owners of the theatres in Orwigsburg
and Schuylkill Haven were both ap¬
proached by our organization concern¬
ing this project, and both owners re¬
ported no drop in patronage, and neither
had any desire to block any film or the
project in any manner.
For the information of the so called
industryite from Pottsville, we have an
investment of well over $10,000 in this
drive-in without considering grading
and drainage.
Our intentions are to definitely stay
and in the very near future install 35mm.
equipment with a six day a week opera¬
tion which will create a competitive
status, which although not intentional
will create far more competition than
the very few customers we may now be
taking from the local theatres, for which
they can thank the industryite.
He has written them post cards and

managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
The promotion surrounding the recent
run of “Gaslight Follies”, S-W Capitol,
Philadelphia, really had the whole town
“gay nineties” conscious, with the distri¬
bution of cutout mustaches by a street
ballyhoo man helping considerably in
plugging the attraction.

ing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

letters all, of which is being given to us
by the exhibitors to prove them on the
up and up.

IMPORTANT

Further you may inform him that the
question of the erection of a Quonset
theatre for winter operation is being
considered very seriously for continuous
operation the year round.
We in no way mean nor do we believe
affecting the patronage of the nearby
theatres with 16mm. Our pictures are
from four to seven and more years old.
The majority of our patronage are
farmers coming in trucks and cars from
nearby locality from which a recent
survey reports most of them not
attending any of the nearby theatres.
If the so-called industryite thinks
he is forcing our organization into the
35mm.field by his crack pot letter to The
Exhibitor and the local theatres, he need
not think because he could not get into
this business himself that he is doing
the local theatre exhibitor any favors
for the order for 35 mm. equipment was
placed one week after opening for
installation in the near future.
As an editor, I would think before
printing an unsigned letter that it would
be well to investigate first, and get both
sides of the story.
You have our permission to print this
letter in The Exhibitor in answer to the
industryite, and we of this organization
are not afraid to sign our names.
Rufus N. Renninger
Clarence D. Swade
M. J. Murphy
Kurt Nette

/*

BUSINESS IS GOOD!
with

VENETIAN HOSTESS SET
GAY BOUQUET CANN1STERS
and the glorious new fluted dinnerware with 3 platters, gravy
boat, and other flash items,

HCNCyMCCN

SET

PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS
JOE ENGEL, Branch Manager

Office

1309-11 Vine St., Phila.

SHOW ROOMS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
June 30, 1948

and for wrapping and address¬

Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1239 Vine Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 4-0100
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.

M,l° SUP0WITZ
^Architect
FOR

========

MOREBEAUTIFULPOST-WARTHEATRES
»
*

_
*

Telephone PEnnypacker 5-2291
246 S. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR
242 N. 13th Street

DECORATORS
•

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PAINTING
•
DRAPERIES
•
MURALS
STAGE SETTINGS
•
WALL COVERINGS
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EXHIBITOR
NEW JERSEY MESSENGER
250 North Juniper Street—LOcust 7-4822
President—Meyer Adelman.

PHILADELPHIA
EXCHANGE LISTING
(On this page will be found a complete listing of
film exchanges serving the Philadelphia area.

INC.

Theatre Equipment
and Supply Dealers
ZJLtalrr

PARTS
FOR

AND

ALL

REPAIRS

TYPES

OF

PROJECTORS AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
Emergency Niro Phonoi

Offic* Phone:

TRinity

LOmbard

7-2985 - 7-2986

3-7240 - 3-7241

1305-07 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing

WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND

RECOVERING SERVICE
JOHN P. MORGAN CO.# INC.
260 N. 13th ST.

LO. 4-0226

FOR SALE
Complete Booth Equipment
2 Super Simplex Projectors, 2 Peerless Magnarc
Lamps, 1 Hertner Transverter 60 amps and
RCA M-l High Fidelity Sound System (4 years
old), Excellent Condition.
Call or Write

JOE TONER, Riverside, N. J.
Phone 4-0495

COMPLETE

DRIVE-IN

EQUIPMENT

MOTIOGRAPH’S NEW "AA” LINE
Now is the time to plan
Quotations—Drawings—Complete Information
Write, Wire or Call Your Motiograph Dealer
VINCENT M. TATE
1618-20 Wyo. Ave., Forty Fort—Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Telephone: W.B. 7-2096
Get the BEST—"Motiograph Standt the Gaff"

:

JACK SEIDMAN

:■

:

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

:

;

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13th Street

Ad¬

ditions or corrections are invited to keep this as

Philadelphia, Pa.

accurate as possible.)
AMERICAN
1329 Vine Street—WAlnut 2-1800
Manager—Ben Harris.
ARTKINO
1225 Vine Street—RIttenhouse 6-5895
Distributor—Jack Jaslow.
BLUMBERG BROTHERS, INC.
1305-07 Vine Street—LOmbard 3-7240
Operator—Harry Blumberg.
BOXOFFICE ATTRACTIONS
1301 Vine Street
Owners—J. Schaeffer, N. Wax.
CAPITAL
1314 Vine Street—SPruce 4-2698
Manager—Edward J. Gabriel.
Office Manager—Margaret McManus.
Salesman—Ralph Cohen.
Booker-Elaine Levine.
CLARK
1225 Vine Street—LOcust 7-4311
Manager—Oscar Neufeld.
Supervisor—David Rosen.
COLUMBIA
1240 Vine Street—SPruce 4-2062
Division manager—Harry E. Weiner.
Circuit sales manager—Lester Wurtele.
Office manager—Walter Donahue.
Publicity man—Milt Young.
Sales manager—Dave Korson.
Salesmen—Ben Felcher, Philadelphia, suburbs; Ed
Feinblatt, New Jersey, Delaware; Allentown;
Francis Flammer, Harrisburg.
Bookers—Joe Flood, Comerford, Stanley-Warner,
key towns; Ben Rosenthal, city, suburban; Nor¬
man Gaskill, Jr., New Jersey, Delaware; Edgar
Bower, upstate.
EAGLE LION
1225 Vine Street—RIttenhouse 6-3876
District manager—Joe Minsky.
Branch manager—Harry Berman.
Publicity man—Max Miller.
Sales manager—Stanley Kositzky.
Salesmen—Kositzky, Philadelphia, environs; Milt
Broudy, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre; Harry Tyson,
Harrisburg; Herman Hirschorn, New Jersey.
Office manager—Mary Meadowcroft.
Bookers—Max Bronow, circuits, city, New Jersey;
Harold Coltun, Comerford, Harrisburg, Reading.
FILM CLASSIC, INC.
1235 Vine Street—LOcust 4-1168
Branch manager—Mort Magill.
Salesmen—Samuel Kahn, Mike Shulman, Scranton.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES
236 North 23rd Street—LOcust 7-4311
President—James P. Clark.
HOLLYWOOD
1220 Vine Street—LOcust 4-1320
Owner—Carl Munzer.
Booker—B. Lansing.
Assistant booker—A. Gushman.
MGM
1233 Summer Street—SPruce 4-5150
District manager—Robert Lynch.
Branch manager—Lou Formato.
Publicity man—James Ashcraft.
Office manager—Frank Sculli.
Salesmen—C. C. Pippin, Philadelphia, suburban;
William Hopkins, eastern Pennsylvania, southern
New Jersey;
F. Jelenko, Harrisburg;
Frank
Sculli, Philadelphia, suburban.
Bookers—Ben Hayney, circuits; Dave Titleman,
Philadelphia, suburban, New Jersey; Charles
Baines, northern Pennsylvania, Harrisburg; H.
Bache, first run accounts; Charles Kaselman.
MONOGRAM
1241 Vine Street—RIttenhouse 6-8342
Branch manager—Alfred J. Davis.
Booker-office manager—W. R. Schwartz.
Sales manager—Samuel Palan.
Salesmen—Mike Katz, Scranton; Eli Ginsberg,
Harrisburg, Delaware.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
1201 Vine Street—RIttenhouse 6-9580
District manager—Jack Cohen.
Branch manager—Stanley Goldberg.
Office manager—Moe Kappelman.
Salesmen—Harry Low, Ben Stern, Louis Blaustein.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
1225 Vine Street—SPruce 4-6156
Operator—Ralph Pries.

PARAMOUNT
248 North 12th Street—LOcust 7-3672
Branch manager—Ulrik F. Smith.
Sales manager—J. J. Bergin.
Publicity man—William Brooker.
Salesmen—Herman Rubin, Philadelphia, vicinity;
John Holman, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre; Clem
Reck, Harrisburg, upstate.
Bookers—Ralph Garman, booking manager; Mat¬
thew Judge, Philadelphia, New Jersey; Robert
Shisler, miscellaneous; Lou Fortunate, Harris¬
burg, upstate.
PENN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
307 North 13th Street
Operator—Charles Cohen.
PRINCIPAL FILMS, INC.
1237 Vine Street—RIttenhouse 6-2534
Owner—David Moliver.
REPUBLIC
1225 Vine Street—LOcust 7-4712
Branch manager—Maxwell Gillis.
Salesmen—Joe Schaeffer, Philadelphia, suburbs;
William C. Karrer, New Jersey, Delaware; Si
Pearlsweig.
Bookers—James Flynn, Mildred L. Green.
RKO
250 North 13th Street—LOcust 7-3555
District manager—R. J. Folliard.
Branch manager—Charles R. Zagrans.
Office manager—A. C. Gottshalk.
Sales manager—Ely Epstein.
Publicity man—Doug Beck.
Salesmen—J. J. McFadden, city salesman; Marvin
Wolfish, Allentown, Shamokin; Emanuel Youngerman, Wilkes-Barre; Patrick Beck, New Jersey;
Seymour Brown, student.
Bookers—John Phelan, city; William Quinlivan,
Allentown, Pottsville, Hazelton; Charles Dono¬
hue, Comerford, upstate, New Jersey; Martha
Clark, Stanley-Warner; Edward Fisher, upstate
Pennsylvania, Delaware.
SCREEN GUILD
1315 Vine Street—LOmbard 3-9020
Branch manager—Jack Engel.
Salesmen—Harry Brillman, Arthur Heyman.
Booker—Janet Hallard.
SRO
Market Street National Bank Building
RIttenhouse 6-6355
District manager—Saul Krugman.
Branch manager—Norman Silverman.
Salesman—Harry Dressier.
VINCENT M. TATE
1618-20 Wyoming Avenue, Forty Fort, Pa.
20th CENTURY-FOX
302 North 13th Street—WAlnut 2-2828
Division manager—Howard Minsky.
Assistant division manager—Nat Rosen.
District manager—Glen Norris.
Branch manager—Sam Diamond.
Sales manager—Sig Horowitz.
Office manager—R. M. Doherty.
Publicity man—Mike Weiss.
Salesmen—Nat Rosen, city; Howard Smith, New
Jersey,
Bethlehem,
Allentown;
Jack
Dinan,
Harrisburg; Dennis Cohallan, Scranton, WilkesBarre.
Bookers—Mae Greenus, territory covered by Jack
Dinan, newsreels; Francis X. Kelly, Comerford
Circuit; Lillie Rosentoor, Stanley-Warner, Sam¬
uel Diamond accounts; Jack Forscher, terri¬
tory covered by Howard Smith.
UNITED ARTISTS
302 North 13th Street—WAlnut 2-1102
District manager—Mark Silver.
Branch manager—Salem Applegate.
Salesmen—Frank Hamerman, Philadelphia; Clay¬
ton Bond, Jr., New Jersey, Harrisburg; Horace
Wright, Scranton.
Booker—Elizabeth Marrandine.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
302 North 13th Street—LOmbard 3-4480
District manager—John J. Scully.
Branch manager—George E. Schwartz.
Office manager—Richard Melvin.
Salesmen—Joseph Leon, Philadelphia; William J.
Doyle,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Pennsylvania;
Naurice Rosen, Harrisburg, Reading; John J.
Scully, Jr., Allentown, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre;
Harold Satz.
Bookers—Ferd Fortunate, George Evans, James
Winters, Norman Whitman, student.
WARNERS
230 North 13th Street—RIttenhouse 6-9530
Branch manager—William G. Mansell.
Assistant branch manager—Charles Beilan.
Office manager—George D. Hutcheon.
Publicity man—George Fishman.
Salesmen—Ben Bache, Philadelphia, suburban; T.
N. Noble, Harrisburg, Shamokin; O. B. Guilfoil,
New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania borderline
towns; Dave Cooper, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre.
Bookers—Virginia O’Brien, L. J. Hannan, E. Car¬
lin, Anthony Blase, Ed O’Donnell.
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Columbia
(1946-47 re lea mi from 801 up;
1947-48 releases from 901 up)
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-W-William Bishop, Gloria
Henry, Forrest Tucker—Pleasing western for the duallers—75m.—see March 31 issue—(902).
BEST MAN WINS—D—Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, Robert
Shayne—Pleasing dualler—75m.—see May 12 issue—
Leg.: B.—(901).
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Simms—Okeh series entry—67m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(913).
BLONDIE'S REWARD—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms—Average series entry—67m.—see May
26 issue—(912).
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Eve Miller—Okeh 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(961).
CORONER CREEK—W—Randolph Scott, Marquerite Chap¬
man, George Macready—Good western—90m.—see
June 23 issue—(Cinecolor)—(939).
DEVIL SHIP—MD— Richard Lane, Louise Campbell, William
Bishop—Okay programmer for the duallers—62m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(923).
DOWN TO EARTH—FANMU—Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks,
Marc Platt—Colorful entry isN good entertainment101 m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—Leg.: B—(930).

THE CHECK-UP of all features and shorts for an eight-month period
Published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc. Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pennsyl¬
vania. New York office: 1600 Broadway, New York 19. West Coast Representative: Paul Manning, 923 Alandele
Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California. Jay Emanuel, publisher; Paul J. Greenhalgh, business manager; Herbert M.
Miller, editor; James A. Dalton, advertising manager; George F. Nonamaker and Mel Konecoff, associate editors.
SECTION TWO
Vol. 40, No. 8

FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-C-Red Skelton, Janet Blair,
Don McGuire—Entertaining comedy—93m.—see May
12 issue—(928).
GLAMOUR GIRL—DMU—Gene Krupa and his Orchestra,
Virginia Grey, Michael Duane—Pleasing program¬
mer for the duallers—68m.—see Jan. 7 Issue—Leg.: B—
(907).
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—F—Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone,
Edward Everett Horton—Wacky comedy is good for
loads of laughs—86m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(929).
I

LOVE TROUBLE—MYMD—Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,
Janis Carter—Interesting metier has names to help
the selling—94m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(934).

LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-MD-Rita Hayworth, Orson
Welles, Everett Sloane—Names will make the dif¬
ference—87m.—see April 28 issue—(938)—Leg.: B.
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Good 'Durango Kid' west¬
ern—56m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(964).
LOST ONE, THE (La Traviata)—MU—Nelli Corradi, Gino
Mattera, Manfredi Polverosi—High-rating picturization of opera, ''La Traviata"—80m.—see April 28
issue— (Italian-made).
LULU BELLE—DMU—Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery,
Albert Dekker—Names will make the difference—
87m.—see July 7 issue—Leg.: B.
MARY LOU—CMU—Robert Lowery, Joan Barton, Glenda
Farrell—Pleasing entry for the lower half—66m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(906).
MATING OF MILLIE, THE—C—Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes,
Ron Randell—Good comedy—87m.—see March 17 is¬
sue—(940).
MY DOG RUSTY—D—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann Do¬
ran-Pleasing lower half entry—67m.—see April 28
issue—(914).
PHANTOM VALLEY—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Virginia Hunter—Below series average—53m.
—see March 17 issue—(965).
PORT SAID—Gloria Henry, William Bishop, Steven Geray
—Adequate lower half entry—69m.—see April 28
issue—(909).
PRINCE OF THIEVES-MD-Jon Hall, Patricia Morison,
Adele Jergens—Period piece has the color and the
angles—72m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(Cinecolor)—(933).
RELENTLESS—WMD—Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman,
Willard Parker—Better than average meller—93m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(Technicolor)—(937).
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE—MD—Michael Duane,
Lenore Aubert, Richard Lane—For the lower half—
63m.—see March 17 issue—(920).
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA—CMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia
White, Eduardo Noriega—Latin-flavored musical is
okeh for the duallers—65m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(951).
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE—D—Susan Peters, Alexander
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter— Interesting dramatic entry—
84m.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B.—(936).
SIX-GUN LAW—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders—Good western—54m.—see March 3
issue—(962).
SONG OF IDAHO—WCMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent—Okeh musical western—66m.—
see May 26 issue—(952).
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Gloria
Henry, Jack Holt—Good Autry—79m.—see April 28
issue—(Cinecolor).
THUNDERHOOF—MD—Preston Foster, Mary Stuart, Wil¬
liam Bishop — Absorbing outdoor entry — 77m. — see
June 23 issue—(904).
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-MD-Dick Powell, Signe
Hasso, Maylia—High-rating documentary-type meller
— 109m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(935).
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE—MD—Chester Morris, June
Vincent, Richard Lane—Average series entry—67m.—
see May 12 issue—(921).
WEST OF SONORA—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Anita Castle—Okeh 'Durango Kid'—55m.—see
May 12 issue—(966).
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS — MUW — Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Nancy Saunders—Good series entry—54m.—
see June 9 issue—(963).
WOMAN
FROM
TANGIER,
THE—MD—Adele
Jergens,
Stephen Dunne, Michael Duane—Okeh meller for the
duallers—66m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(910).
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-D-Willard Parker, Ed?ar
Buchanan, Patricia White—Title should help pleasing
dualler—68m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
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TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ARKANSAS SWING, THE-Hoosier Hot Shots, Gloria
Henry, Stuart Hart—(953).
BIG SOMBRERO, THE — Gene Autry, Elena Verdugo,
Stephen Dunne.
BLACK ARROW, THE—Louis Hayward, Janet Blair, George
Macready.
BLACK EAGLE—William Bishop, Virginia Patton, James
Bell.
BLAZING ACROSS THE PECOS - Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Patricia White—55m.—(968).
BLONDIE'S SECRET—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms.
BOSTON BLACKIE'S HONOR - Chester Morris, Richard
Lane, George E. Stone.
DARK PAST, THE—William Holden, Lee J. Cobb, Nina
Foch.
EL DORADO PASS — Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Elena Verdugo.
FBI MEETS SCOTLAND YARD-Dennis O'Keefe, Louis Hay¬
ward, Jimmy Lloyd.
GALLANT BLADE, THE—Larry Parks, Marguerite Chap¬
man, Victor Jory—(Cinecolor).
GENTLEMAN FROM NOWHERE - Warner Baxter, Fay
Baker, Wilton Graff.
HER WONDERFUL LIFE—Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth, Janis
Carter—(I talian-made).
I

SURRENDER DEAR—Gloria Jean, David Street, Don
McGuire.
LADIES OF THE CHORUS—Adele Jergens, Rand Brooks,
Marilyn Monroe.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE—Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche,
Carter.
LOADED PISTOLS—Gene Autry, Barbara Britton,
Holt.
LOSER TAKE ALL—Cameron Mitchell, Virginia Grey,
Edwards.
LOVES OF CARMEN, THE—Rita Hayworth, Glenn
Ron Randell—(Technicolor).

Janis
Jack
Blake
Ford,

KEY
Leg. is the symbol for the Legion of Decency ratings
which are included In cases where the pictures are classi¬
fied as either objectionable in part (B) or condemned
(C). Films without a Legion of Decency rating are either
unobjectionable or unclassified.
Abbreviations following titles indicate type of picture.
ACD—Action drama
AD—Adventure drama
ADMD—Adult melodrama
BID—Biographical drama
BIDMU—Biographical drama
with music
C—Comedy
CAR—Cartoon Feature
CD—Comedy drama
CDMU—Comedy drama
musical
CFAN—Comedy fantaiy
CFANMU—Comedy
fantasy musical
CMD—Comedy melodrama
CMU—Comedy musical
COMP—Compilation
COSMD—Costume melodrama
D—Drama
DFAN—Drama fantasy
DMU—Dramatic musical
DOC—Documentary
DOCD—Documentary drama
DOCMD—Documentary
melodrama

ED—Educational feature
F—Farce
FAN—Fantasy
FANMU—Fantasy musical
FMD—Factual melodrama
FMU—Farce musical
HISD—Historical drama
MDMU—Melodrama musical
MD—Melodrama

MUC—Musical comedy
MUCD—Musical comedy
drama
MU—Musical
MUSAT—Musical satire
MUW—Musical western
MY—Mystery
MYC—Mystery comedy
MYCM—Mystery comedy
musical
MYD—Mystery drama
MYMD—Mystery melodrama
MYMU—Mystery musical
NOV—Novelty
OD—Outdoor drama
OMD—Outdoor melodrama
PD—Psychological drama
ROMC—Romantic comedy
ROMCMU—Romantic
comedy musical
ROMD—Romantic drama
ROMDMU—Romantic drama
with music
SAT—Satire
SCD—Sex comedy drama
TRAV—Travelogue
W—Western
WC—Western comedy
WCMU—Western comedy
musical
WD—Western drama
WMD—Western melodrama
WMDMU—Western melodrama

musical

MAN
FROM COLORADO, THE—Glenn Ford, William
Holden, Ellen Drew—(Technicolor).
/MANHATTAN ANGEL—Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrrell, Ross
Ford.
OUTLAW TAMER, THE—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders.
PHOTO FINISH—Gloria Henry, Stanley Clements, David
Bruce.
QUICK ON THE TRIGGER—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burn¬
ette.
RETURN OF OCTOBER, THE—Glenn Ford, Terry Moore,
Janies Gleason—(Technicolor).
RUSTY LEADS THE WAY—Ted Donaldson, Ann Doran, John
Litel.
RUSTY SAVES A LIFE—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann
Doran.
SINGIN' SPURS—Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia White, Kirby
Grant.
*
SONG OF INDIA—Sabu, Gail Russell, Turhan Bey.
TRAIL TO LAREDO—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnett^
Virginia Maxey.
UNDERCOVER MAN—Glenn Ford, Nina Foch, James Whit¬
more.
WALKING HILLS—Randolph Scott, Ella Raines, William
Bishop.
WRANGLER, THE—Sonny Tufts, Barbara - Britton, Gabby
Hayes—(Cinecolor).

Eagle Lion
(1946-47 releases from 101 and 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-AD-Arturo De Cordova,
Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey—Highly entertaining—
83m.—see March 17 issue—(812).
ASSIGNED TO DANGER — MD — Gene Raymond, Noreen
Nash, Mary Meade—Satisfactory meller for the
duallers—66m.—see May 12 issue—(821).
BLACK HILLS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson—Good series entry—58m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(851).
CANON CITY—DOCMD—Scott Brady, Jeff Corey, Mabel
Paige—High-rating documentary-type entry has the
angles—82m.—see July 7 issue—(826).
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy'
St. John, Nancy Gates—Okeh series entry—58m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(530).
CLOSE-UP—MD—Alan Baxter, Virginia Gilmore, Richard
Kollmar—Programmer will fit nicely into the duallers
76m.—see April 28 issue—(824).
COBRA STRIKES, THE-MD-Sheila Ryan, Richard Fraser,
Leslie Brooks—For the lower half—62m.—see May 26
issue—(820).
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE—D—Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne,
Donn Gift—Exploitable film has strongest appeal for
neighborhoods, small towns—77m.—see April 14 issue
—(Cinecolor)—(817).
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Ros¬
coe Ates, Jennifer Holt—Good Dean- entry—54m.—
see March 17 issue—(856).
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-C—Stuart Edwin, Glenda Far¬
rell, Russ Vincent—Pleasing programmer for the
duallers—71 m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(810).
MAN
FROM TEXAS—MUW—James Craig, Lynn Bari,
Johnny Johnston—Mild western—71m.—see April 14
issue—(815).
MICKEY - ROMCMU - Lois Butler, Bill Goodwin, Irene
Hervey—Pleasing program—87m.—see June 23 issue—
(Cinecolor) —(825).
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-C-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Cathy Downs—Abbott and Costello entry should find
popular appeal—77m.—see April 14 issue—(819).
OCTOBER MAN, THE—D—John Mills, Joan Greenwood,
Edward Chapman—Average British entry—85m.—see
March 31 issue—(English-mad)—(818).
OPEN SECRET—MD—John Ireland, Jane Randolph, Roman
Bohnen—Fast-moving meller packs plenty of punch—
70m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(813).
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Sarah Padden—Satisfactory series entry—57m.—see
April 28 issue—(857).
RAW DEAL—MD-Dennis O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha
Hunt—Exciting meller—78m.—see May 26 issue—(822).
RUTHLESS—D—Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
Absorbing entry—102m.—see April 14 issue—Leg.: B.
-(816).

THE

Servisection 2
SHADOW VALLEY—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt— Reutine series entry—58m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(852).
SMUGGLERS, THE—COSMD—Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent,
Joan Greenwood—Technicolor import has limited ap¬
peal— 85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(Engijsh-made)—(Technicolor)—(811).
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-D-Ramon Del Gado, Slgrid
Gurie, Ralph Morgan—Fair programmer for the duallers—76m.—see May 12 issue—(823).
STAGE TO MESA CITY-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Jennifer Holt—Routine—52m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(758).
TAKE MY LIFE—MD—Hugh Williams, Greta Gynt, Francis
L. Sullivan—Well-made, suspenseful import—80m.—see
Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—(814).
T-MEN—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Mary Meade, Alfred Ryder
—Topnotch thriller is headed for higher returns—
91m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(809).
TIOGA KID, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jenni¬
fer Holt—Good western—54m.—see March 17 issue—
(858).
TORNADO RANGE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine—56m.—see March 3 issue—(854).
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Phyllis Planchard—Average Dean entry—58m.—see
March 17 issue—(855).
TO BE REVIEWED OR

IN

PRODUCTION

ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS-Bess, the wonder horse;
Audrey Long, Cameron Mitchell.
ALL IN A GAME — James Brown, Noreen Nash, Sheila
Ryan.
BROKEN JOURNEY—Phyllis Calvert, Margot
Francis. L. Sullivan—(English-made).

Grahame,

CALENDAR, THE—Greta Gynt, John McCallum, Sonia
Holm—(English-made).
CORPSE CAME CALLING, THE — Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl
Walker, Paul Bryar.
ESTHER WATERS—Kathleen Ryan, Dirk Bogarde, Fay
Compton—(English-made).
HOLLOW TRIUMPH—Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie
Brooks.
IN THIS CORNER—Scott Brady, Anabel ' Shaw, Mary
Meade.
INSIDE THE WALL—Lucille Bremer, Richard Carlson, Tom
Brown.
LADY AT MIDNIGHT—Richard Denning, Tom Dugan, Lora
Lee Michel.
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE—Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cunamings,
Anna Sten.
LORD BYRON—Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling, Joan Green¬
wood—(Engl ish-made).
MAN WITHOUT A GUN - Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Ellen
Hall.
MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND-Gene Raymond, Fronds
Lederer, Osa Massen.
MIRANDA—Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, Glynis Johns
—(English-made).
MR. PERRIN AND MR. TRAIL—David Farrar, Marius Gor¬
ing, Greta Gynt—(English-made).
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—Joan Leslie, James Craig, Jack
Oakie—(Cinecolor)—79m.—(830).
OLIVER TWiST—Robert Newton, Kay Walsh, Alec Guin¬
ness—(English-made)—(828).
OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948, THE-(English-made)-(Technicolor).
RAMPAGE—Bess, the Wonder Horse; Cameron Mitchell,
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).
RED SHOES, THE—Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Leon¬
ide Massine—(Eng I ish-made)—(Technicolor).
SARABAND—Stewart Granger,
Francoise Rosay, Joan
Greenwood—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC-John Mills, Derek Bond, Anne
Firth—(English-made)—(Technicolor j.
SHED NO TEARS—Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank
Albertson—70m.—(829).
SLEEPING CAR TO VENICE-Albert Lieven, Derrick De
Marney, Jean Kent—(English-made).
SPIRITUALIST, THE—Turhan Bey, Lynn Bari, Cathy O'Donnell—79m.—(827).
STRANGE MRS. CRANE, THE-Marjorie Lord, Pierre Watkin, John McGuire.
TULSA—Susan Hayward, Robert Preston, Pedro Armandariz—(Technicolor).
29 CLUES—Richard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts.
WHEN THE DEVIL DRIVES—James Cardwell, Jan Ford,
Damian O'Flynn.

Film Classics
ARGYLE SECRETS - MYMD - William Gargan, Marjorie
Lord, Ralph Byrd—Dualler has exploitation possibil¬
ities—63m.—see May 12 issue.
BLONDE ICE—MD—Robert Paige, Leslie Brooks, Russ Vin¬
cent— Okeh dualler—73m.—see May 26 issue.
DEVIL'S CARGO—MYMD—John Calvert, Rochelle Hudson,
Roscoe Karns—Satisfactory programmer for the duallers—61m.—see March 31 issue.
DISCOVERY — DOC — Admiral Byrd, and his group of
scientists, astronomers, and naval personnel—Highly
exploitable documentary—74m.—see July 9 issue—
(Discovery).
FOR YOU I DIE—MD—Cathy Downs, Paul Langton, Mischa
Auer—Above average dualler—76m.—see Dec. 24
Issue.
MONEY MADNESS—D—Hugh Beaumont, Frances Rafferty,
Harlan Warde— Interesting programmer for the duallers—73m.—see April 14 issue.
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-DOC-Adolph Hitler, Eva
Braun, Herman Goering—Topical documentary has
exploitation angles—60m.—see May 26 issue.
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—DOCD—Tala Birell, William
Henry, Virginia Christine—Saleable exploitation entry
—90m.—see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.: B.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY-Rory
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).

Calhoun,

Virginia

Grey,

CHECK-UP

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—D—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,
Dorothy
Patrick—Moderate
programmer—76m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(818).
B.F.'S DAUGHTER—D—Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin,
Charles Coburn—Well-made picturization of a best¬
seller—108m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(820).
BIG

CITY—CDMU—Margaret O'Brien,
Robert Preston,
Danny Thomas—Names and angles will make the
difference—103m.—see April 14 issue—(827).

BRIDE GOES WILD, THE-C-Van Johnson, June Allyson,
Butch Jenkins—Topnotch comedy—98m.—see March
17 issue—(819).
DATE WITH JUDY, A-CMU-Wallace Berry, Jane Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Entertaining entry for the family
trade—112V2m.—see July 7 issue—(831).
EASTER PARADE-MU-Judy Garland, Fred Astaire, Peter
Lawford—Topnotch—103m.—see June 9 issue—(Tech¬
nicolor)—(829).
.
GONE WITH THE WlND-D-Clark Cable, Leslie How¬
ard, Olivia de Havilland—Reissue will still get the
dough—228m.—see
June
11
issue—(Technicolor)—
(3000).
GOOD NEWS—CMU—June Allyson, Peter Lawford, Patricia
Marshall—Pleasing comedy should attract attention—
92m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(810).
HIGH WALL—MD—Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall—The Taylor draw will have to make the
difference—99m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(815).
HOMECOMING—D—Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Anne Bax¬
ter—Solid—112m.—see April 14 issue—(826).
IF WINTER COMES—D—Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Angela Lansbury—Drama should get the women's
vote—97m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—(814).
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-MUCD-Esther Williams,
Peter Lawford, Jimmy Durante—Names and angles
will make the difference—107m.—see May 12 issue—
(Technicolor)—(828).
PICADILLY INCIDENT—DMU—Anna Neagle, Michael Wild¬
ing, Michael
Laurence—Moderate British
import—
88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made).
PIRATE, THE-MU-Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Walter
Slezak—Topnotch
musical—101 Vam.—see April
14
issue—(Technicolor)—(825).
SEARCH, THE—D—Montgomery Clift, Aline MacMahon,
Jarmila Novotna—Excellent dramatic entry—103m.—
see March 31 issue—(830).
STATE OF THE UNION-CD-Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hep¬
burn, Van Johnson—Excellent, timely entry—121m.—
see April 14 issue—(824).
SUMMER HOLIDAY—ROMCMU—Mickey Rooney, Gloria De
Haven, Walter Huston—High-rating comedy is headed
for the better returns—92m.—see March 17 issue—
(Technicolor)—(821).
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-MD-Johnny Weiss¬
muller, Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Average
reissue has the angles—71m.—see April 28 issue—
(823).
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE-MD-Johnny Weissmuller,
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Reissue should
attract series' fans—80m.—see April 28 issue—(822).
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL-D-Margaret O'Brien, Angela
Lansbury, George Murphy—O'Brien draw will help
routine programmer—74m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(816).
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—CMU—Jeanette MacDonald,
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell—Entertaining entry—115m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—Leg.: B—(Technicolor)—(817).
TO SE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACT OF VIOLENCE—Van Heflin, Robert Ryan, Janet Leigh.
BRIBE, THE—Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Charles Laugh¬
ton.
COMMAND DECISION—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson.
JULIA MISBEHAVES—Greer
Garson,
Walter
Pidgeon,
Peter Lawford,
KISSING BANDIT, THE—Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
J. Carroll Naish—(Technicolor).
LUXURY LINER—George Brent, Frances Gifford, Jane
Powell—(Technicolor).
MASTER OF LASSIE—Edmund Gwenn, Janet Leigh, Tom
Drake—(Technicolor).
NUMBER'S RACKET, THE-John Garfield, Beatrice Pearson,
Thomas Gomez—(Enterprise).
PERSONAL TOUCH, THE — LioneL Barrymore, Lucille
Bremer, Edward Arnold.
SECRET GARDEN, THE—Margaret O'Brien, Claude Jarman,
Jr., Dean Stockwell.
SECRET
LAND—Commentary
by
Robert Montgomery,
Robert Taylor, Van Heflin—(Technicolor).
SOUTHERN YANKEE, A—Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy,
Arlene Dahl.
SUN IN THE MORNING—Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd No¬
lan, Claude Jarman, Jr.—(Technicolor).
THREE GODFATHERS, THE—John Wayne, Pedro Armendariz, Mae Marsh—(Argosy)—(Technicolor).
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE—Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van
Heflin—(Technicolor).
WORDS AND MUSIC—Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
June Allyson—(Technicolor).

Monogram
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)

*

ANGEL'S ALLEY—CD—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Bene¬
dict-Better entry in the series—67m.—See Feb. 4
issue—(4708).
CAMPUS SLEUTH—MYCM—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Warren Mills—For the lower half—57V2m.—see March
31 issue—(4713).
CHINESE RING, THE—MYMD—Roland Winters, Mantan
Moreland, Louise Currie—Good entry in the 'Chan'
series—67m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(626).
CROSSED TRAILS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Lynne Carver—Routine—53m.—see May 12
issue—(4755).

THE

EXHIBITOR

DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS—MYD—Roland Winters, Victor
Sen Young, Mantan Moreland—Routine 'Chaa' entry
64m.—see March 31 Issue—(4712).
FIGHTING MAD—MD—Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Elyse
Knox—Good Palooka entry—75m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(4709).
FRENCH LEAVE—CMD—Jackie Cooper, Jackie Coogan,
Renee Godfrey—For the lower half—64m.—see April
28 issue—(4714).
FRONTIER AGENT—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Reno Blair—Below average western—56m.—
see June 9 issue—(4756).
GUN TALK—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Christine Mclntire—Routine—57m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(674).
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-MD-Don Castle, Elyse
Knox, Regis Toomey—Mild meller for the lower half
—70m.—see May 12 issue—(4716).
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-C-Joe Yule Renie
Riano, Dale Carnegie—Pleasing programmer has the
angles—65m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4704).
JINX MONEY—MYC—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Betty Cald¬
well—One of the better series entries—68m.—see
June 9 issue—(4717).
LAND OF THE LAWLESS-W-Johnny Mack Brown, Ray¬
mond Hatton, Christine Mclntire—Average western—
59m.—see May 28 issue—(671).
LOUISIANA — BIDMU — Jimmie Davis, Margaret Lindsay,
John Gallaudet—High rating Monogram entry—85rri.
—see Dec. 10 issue—(4703).
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—D—Scotty Beckett, Allene Roberts,
Tommy Cook—Interesting dualler should appeal most
to nabes, small towns—79m.—see July 7 issue.
OKLAHOMA BLUES—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Virginia Belmont—Good Wakely—56m.—see
April 28 issue—(4761).
OVERLAND TRAILS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Raymond Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Better than aver¬
age for the series—58m.—see March 31 issue—(4751).
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, Dub
Taylor, Christine Larson—Routine series entry—53m.—
see June 9 issue—(4765).
ROCKY—OD—Roddy
McDowall,
Edgar
Barrier,
Nita
Hunter—Above average outdoor film should have
good appeal—76m.—see March 3 issue—(4705).
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE-DMU-Movita, John Carroll,
Antonio Moreno—Okeh reissue—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(4710).
SIGN OF THE WOLF—ACD—Michael Whalen, Grace Brad¬
ley, Darryl Hickman—Reissue for the duallert—69m.
—see Sept. 3 issue—(4711).
16 FATHOMS DEEP-AD-Lon Chaney, Jr., Arthur Lake,
Tanis Chandler—Colorful entry has plenty of selling
angles—83m.—see June 23 issue—(Lake)—(Ansco-Color)
-(4801).
SMART POLITICS—CMU—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Frankie Darro—Moderate programmer for the duallers
—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Connonball' Taylor, Mildred Coles—Typical series entry—
53m.—see March 3 issue—(686).
STAGE STRUCK - MYD - Kane Richmond, Audrey Long,
Conrad Nagel—For the lower half—70m.—see May 26
issue—(4715).
WOLF CALL—OMD—John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
Lynn—Reissue for the lower half—61m.—see May 28,
'47 issue—(619).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BACK TRAIL—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton—
(4757).
BOWERY COMEBACK-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
COWBOY CAVALIER—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor—(4762).
DEVIL'S PASS—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
FIGHTING RANGER, THE—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Christine Larson.
GOLDEN EYE, THE—Roland Winters, Victor Sen Young,
Mantan Moreland.
HIGH TENSION—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Helen Parrish.
JOE PALOOKA IN WINNER TAKE ALL-Joe Kirkwood,
Elyse Knox, Stanley Clements.
KIDNAPPED—Roddy
MacDowall,
Dan
O'Herlihy,
Sue
England.
MURDER LOVES COMPANY—Leo Gorcey, Bowery Boys.
MUSIC MAN —Freddie Stewart, Phil Brito, June Preisser.
MY BROTHER JONATHAN—Michael Denison, Dulcie Gray,
Ronald Howard—(Eng I ish-made)—(Pa the).
RANGE RENEGADES—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
Jennifer Holt—54m.—(4766).
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE—Roland Winters, Deante Best,
John Alvin—65m.—(4718).
SILVER TRAILS — Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
Christine Larson.
SMUGGLERS' COVE-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell.
TRIGGERMAN—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Virginia Carroll—56m.—(4752).

Allied Artists
(1947-48 releases from AA-1 up)
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-WC-Eddie Albert, Gale Storm,
James Gleason—Highly entertaining western comedy
—87m.—see May 12 issue (AA-8).
HUNTED, THE—D—Preston Foster, Belita, Pierre Watkin—
Interesting drama has the angles—83m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(AA-5).
PANHANDLE—WD—Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs, Reed
Hadley—High-rating western should attract wide
attention—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(AA-7).
SMART WOMAN—D—Brian Aherne, Constance Bennett,
Barry Sullivan—Attractive programmer has names
to help—93m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B—(AA-6).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BABE RUTH STORY, THE—William Bendix, Claire Trevor,
Charles Bickford.
LAST OF THE BADMEN—Barry Sullivan, Majrorie Rey¬
nolds, Broderick Crawford.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN—Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
Gale Storm.
,
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BUT YEARS OF OliR LIVES, THE—D—Myrna Loy, Frederic
March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright—This rates
among the best—172m.—see Nov. 27, '46 issue—
A.
(1946-47 releases from 4601 up;
(Goldwyn)—Leg.: B—(751).
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—TRAV—Frank Buck-Exploitation
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
reissue is packed with selling angles—65m.—see May
26 issue—(818).
ALBUQUERQUE — W — Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton,
George 'Gabby' Hayes—Okeh for the outdoor fans—
DESIGN FOR DEATH—DOC—Produced by Theron Worth
90m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4709).
and Richard O. Fleischer; narrated by Kent Smith
and Hans Conreid—Thrill-packed documentary—48m.—
BEYOND GLORY—D—Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Tom Neal—
see Feb. 4 issue.
Ladd starrer will get the dough—82m.—see June 23
issue—(4726).
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE - CD - Pat O'Brien, Darryl
Hickman, Una O'Connor—Pleasant program—93m.—
BIG CLOCK, THE—D—Ray Milland, Charles Laughton,
see May 12 issue—(816).
Maureen O'Sullivan—Milland draw will help fastmoving meller—95m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(4713).
FORT APACHE—MD—John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley
Temple—Soldiers and Indians show should get the
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—MD—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
dough—127m.—see March 31 issue—(Argosy)—(870).
Stanley Clements—For the lower half—62m.—see June
9 issue—(4722).
GUNS OF HATE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Mar¬
tin—Routine—62m.—see May 26 issue—(819).
CAGED FURY—MD—Richard Denning, Shiela Ryan, Buster
Crabbe—Good entry for the duallers—60m.—see
I REMEMBER MAMA—D—Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel GedMarch 3 issue—(4711).
des, Oscar Homolka—Topnotch—134m.—see March 31
issue—(868).
CRUSADES, THE—AD—Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian
Keith—Reissue is packed with angles—126m.—see
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—CMU—Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
June 9 issue.
Allyn Joslyn—Cantor-Davis draw will make the dif¬
ference—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(811).
DREAM GIRL—CD—Betty Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Patric
Knowles—Will depend on Hutton draw—85m.—see
LAWLESS VALLEY—W—George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Fred
May 26 issue-Leg. B-(4721).
Kohler—Average western reissue—59m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(884).
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE—CMU—Bing Crosby, Joan Fon¬
taine, Roland Culver—Should land in the higher
MELODY TIME—CAR—Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers,
grosses—106m.—see May 12 issue—(Technicolor)—
Ethel Smith, Buddy Clark — Should find plenty of
(4720).
popular appeal—75m.—see May 26 issue—(Disney)—
(Technicolor).
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—CD—Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
John Lund — Topnotch — 116m. — see June 23 issueMIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-D-Fred MacMurray, Valli,
Leg.: B—(4724).
Frank Sinatra— Picturlzation of best-seller will land
in the higher grosses—120m.—see March 17 issue—
HATTER'S CASTLE—MD—Robert Newton, James Mason,
(Lasky-MacEwen)—(869).
Deborah Kerr — Mediocre British entry — 100m. — see
April 28 issue—(English-made)—(4718).
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA - D - Rosalind Russell,
Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey—Play picturizaHAZARD—CD—Paulette Goddard, Macdonald Carey, Fred
tion will need special handling— 153m.—see Nov. 26
Clark—Names will make the difference—95m.—see
Issue—(865).
March 31 issue—Leg.! B.—(4716).
MYSTERY- IN MEXICO—MD—William Lundigan, Jacqueline
I WALK ALONE—MD—Burt Lancaster, Lizabeth Scott,
White, Ricardo Cortez—Entertaining dualler—66m.—
Kirk Douglas—Rugged meller has the names and
see July 7 issue.
angles to sell—98m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(4708).
PEARL, THE—D—Pedro Armendariz, Marie Elena Marques,
MR. RECKLESS — MD — William Eythe, Barbara Britton,
Fernando Wagner—Powerful drama for class and
Walter Catlett—For the lower half—66m.—see March
specialty houses—77m.—see March 3 issue—(Mexican3 Issue—(4712).
made)—(867).
SAIGON—MD—Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Donald DickRACE STREET—MD—George Raft, William Bendix, Marilyn
Typical Ladd show—94m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4710).
Maxwell—Good Raft entry—79m.—see June 23 issue
’SAINTED' SISTERS, THE—C—Veronica Lake, Joan Caul¬
-(821).
field, Barry Fitzgerald—Entertaining comedy—89m.—
RACKETEERS
OF THE RANGE—MUW—George O'Brien,
see March 31 issue—(4714).
Marjorie Reynolds, Chill Wills—Okeh western re¬
SHAGGY — OD — Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert
issue—64m.—see Jan. 21 issue.
Shayne—Good family entry for the duallers—71m.—
" RENEGADE RANGER, THE-W-George O'Brien, Rita Hay¬
see April 28 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4717).
worth, Ray Whitley—Okeh western reissue—59m.—
SO EVIL MY LOVE-MYD-Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Ger¬
see Dec. 24 issue—(883).
aldine Fitzgerald—Names will have to carry slowRETURN OF THE BADMEN-W-Randolph Scott, Robert
moving drama— 108V2m.—see June 9 issue—(EnglishRyan, Anne Jeffreys—Average western has the angles
made)—(4723).
—90m.—see May 26 issue—(817).
SPEED TO SPARE — MD — Richard Arlen, Jean Rogers,
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS-OD-Johnny Weissmuller,
Richard Travis—For the lower half—57m.—see March
Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian—Exploitation show has
3 issue—(4715).
the usual angles—68m.—see April 14 issue—(Lesser)
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—MD—William Gargan, Mary
-(813).
Beth Hughes, Richard Travis—Okeh meller for the
TIMBER STAMPEDE—W—George O'Brien, Marjorie Reynolds,
lower half—63m.—see May 26 issue—(4719).
Chill Wills—Satisfactory western reissue—60m.—see
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
Feb. 4 issue—(886).
ACCUSED, THE—Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wen¬ " TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-MUW-George O'Brien, Rosalind
dell Corey.
Keith, Ray Whitley—Average western reissue—60m.
CONNECTICUT YANKEE, A—Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming,
—see Jan. 7 issue—(885).
Sir Cedric Hardwicke—(Technicolor).
TYCOON—MD—John Wayne, Laraine Day, Sir Cedric
DARK CIRCLE—Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mit¬
Hardwicke—Names should help overlong meller—
chell.
128m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Technicolor)—(866).
DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS—Anne Crawford, Siobhan Mc¬
WESTERN HERITAGE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Kenna—(English-made).
Martin—Good western—61 m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(812).
DISASTER—Richard Denning, Trudy Marshall, Damion
O'Flynn.
DYNAMITE—Virginia Welles, William Gargan, Richard
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
Crane.
FROZEN GOLD—Robert Lowery, Russell Hayden.
GREAT GATSBY, THE—Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
BALTIMORE ESCAPE — Robert Young, Shirley Temple,
Carey.
John Agar.
HEIRESS, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Miriam Hopkins,
BLOOD ON THE MOON-Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel
Sir Ralph Richardson.
Geddes, Robert Preston.
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC—Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Billy
BODYGUARD—Lawrence Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve
De Wolfe.
Brodie.
MY OWN TRUE LOVE—Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas,
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, THE-Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan,
Wanda Hendrix.
Barbara Hale—(Technicolor).
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-Edward G. Robinson,
John Lund, Gail Russell.
BROTHERS IN THE SADDLE-Tim Holt, Richard Martin,
NOW AND FOREVER—Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey,
Carol Forman.
Wanda Hendrix.
ENCHANTED-David
Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn Keyes
PALEFACE, THE—Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Samuel Z. Hinds
—(Goldwyn).
—(Technicolor).
EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED—Cary Grant, Franchot
SEALED VERDICT—Ray Milland, Florence Marly, John
Tone, Diana Lynn.
Ridgely.
SORROWFUL JONES—Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne
GOOD SAM—Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe—
Saunders.
(Rainbow).
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER—Barbara Stanwyck, Burt Lan¬
HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD - Leon Errol, Nan Leslie,
caster, Ann Richards.
Steve Brodie.
SPECIAL AGENT—William Eythe, Laura Elliot, George
INDIAN AGENT-Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
R&6V6S
INDIAN SUMMER—Ann Sotnern, Alexanaer Knox, Georg*
TATLOCK MILLIONS, THE—Wanda Hendrix, John Lund,
Tobias.
Barry Fitzgerald.
JOAN OF ARC—Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, George
WHISPERING SMITH—Alan Ladd, Brenda Marshall, Robert
Colour is—(Sierra)—(Technicolor).
Preston—(Technicolor).
LONG DENIAL, THE—Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara.
Gloria Grahame.
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA—Terry Moore, Ben John¬
son, Robert Armstrong—(Arko).
OUTLAW VALLEY-Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Martha Hyer.
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER-Loretta Young, William
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
Holden, Robert Mitchum.
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-W-Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Nan
ROUGHSHOD—Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr., Gloria
Leslie—Good western—63m.—see April 14 issue—(814).
Grahame.
BAMBI—CAR—Reissue is top flight Disney—71m.—see
SONG IS BORN, A-Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Steve
Dec. TO issue—(Technicolor)—(892).
Cochran—(Goldwyn)—(Technicolor).
BERLIN EXPRESS - MD - Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,
STATION WEST—Dick Powell, Jane Greer, Agnes MooreCharles Korvin—Documentary-type meller is exciting
head.
screen fare—86m.—see April 14 issue—(815).
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TWISTED ROAD, THE—Cathy O'Donnell, Farley Granger,
Howard da Silva.
VARIETY TIME-Jack Paar.
VELVET TOUCH, THE—Rosalind Russell. Leo Genn, Claire
Trevor—(Independent Artists)—(872).
WEEP NO MORE—Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Byington.
WINDOW, THE—Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy, Bobby
Driscoll.

(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Bob Steele, Linda Johnson—Good western—59m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(752).
BILL AND COO—NOV—George Burton's Love Birds—Cute
novelty should prove highly popular with youngsters
and family trade—61m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Trucolor)
(728).
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Roy Barcroft—Good western—60m.—see May
12 issue—(754).
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND — MUW — Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Trucolor)—(654).
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-C-Lyn Wilde, Lee Wilde, Adele
Mara—Pleasing dualler for the lower half—61m.—
see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(703).
CARSON CITY RAIDERS—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Beverly Jons—Routine—60m.—see June 9 is¬
sue—(755).
FLAME, THE—MD—John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Robert
Paige—One of the better Republic offerings— 97m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.:B—(628).
GALLANT LEGION, THE-MUW-Bill Elliott, Adrian Booth,
Joseph Schildkraut—Good western—88m.—see June 9
issue.
GAY RANCHERO, THE—MUW—Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,
Jane Frazee—Good Rogers—72m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(Trucolor)—(644).
HEART OF VIRGINIA—D—Janet Martin, Robert Lowery,
Frankie Darro—For the lower half—61 m.—see April
14 issue—(707).
INSIDE STORY, THE-CD-Marsha Hunt, Charles Winninger, William Lundigan—Average programmer—87m.—
see April 14 issue—(705).
I, JANE DOE—D—Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston
—Names should help programmer—85m.—see May
26 issue—(710).
KING OF THE GAMBLERS - MD - Janet Martin, William
Wright, Thurston Hall—For the lower half—60m.—see
June 9 issue—(709).
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST—CMD—Lynne Roberts, DonaldBarry, Warren Douglas—For the lower half—58m.—
see April 14 issue—(706).
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-OMD-Lynne Roberts, Don¬
ald Barry, Don Castle—For the lower half—60m.—
see March 3 issue—(704).
MAIN STREET KID, THE—CD—Al Pearce, Janet Martin,
Alan Mowbray—For the lower half—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(701).
NORTHWEST OUTPOST-DMU-Nelson Eddy, Ilona Mas¬
sey, Joseph Schildkraut—Names and music should
sell this—91m.—see May 14 issue—(615).
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles—Routine western—59m.—see
March 17 issue—(753).
OLD LOS ANGELES—MUW—William Elliott, John Carroll,
Catherine McLeod—One of the better Republic offer¬
ings—87m.—see April 28 issue—(708).
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR - MD - Lynne Roberts,
Lloyd Bridges, George Zucco—Okeh meller for the
duallers—60m.—see June 9 issue.
SLIPPY McGEE—MD—Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Tom
Brown—For the lower half—65m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(702).
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS - MUW — Roy Rogers, Jane
Frazee, Andy Devine—Fair Rogers entry—70m.—see
May 26 issue— (Trucolor)—(731).
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-MUW-Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—65m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(Trucolor)—(652).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGEL IN EXILE—John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas
Gomez.
CIMARRON TRAILS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie Weller.
DAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS-Roberj; Livingstone, Mae
Clarke, James Cardwell.
DESPERADOES OF DODGE CITY-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Eddy Waller, Mildred Coles.
DRUMS ALONG THE AMAZON—George Brent, Vera Ral¬
ston, Brian Aherne.
EYES OF TEXAS, THE—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Lynne
Roberts—(Trucolor).
HOMICIDE FOR THREE—Warren Douglas, Audrey Long,
Lloyd Corrigan.
MACBETH—Orson Welles, Roddy McDowell, Jeanette
Nolan.
MARSHAL OF AMARILLO — Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles.
MOONRISE—Dane Clark, Gail Russell, Ethel Barrymore—
(Feldman-Grantl
NIGHT TIME IN NEVADA—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Sons
of the Pioneers—(Trucolor).
OUT OF THE STORM—Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis.
PLUNDERERS, THE—Rod Cameron, Ilona Massey, Adrian
Booth—(Trucolor).
RECOIL—William Wright, Janet Martin, William Henry.
RED PONY, THE—Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern—(Feldman-Milestone)—(Technicolor).
SONS OF ADVENTURE—Russell Hayden, Lynne Roberts,
Gordon Jones.
TIMBER TRAIL—Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts, Roy Barcroft
—(Trucolor) —(656).
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—William
Janet Martin.

Phipps,

Donald

Barry,
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Screen Guild
(1946-47 re lea ss» from 4604 up;
’<•47-48 releases from 4701 up;
(1947-48 Herald releases from X-l up)
BOYI WHAT A GIRL—CMU—Tim Moore, Elwood Smith,
Sheila Guyse—Fair Negro entry—69m.—see Dec. 10
issue—(Herald)—(X-2).
SEPIA CINDERELLA — MU — Billy Daniels, Sheila Guyse,
Tondaleyo—High rating Negro entry—70m.—see Dec.
10 issue—(Herald)—(X-l).
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-OMD-Russell Hayden, Jen¬
nifer Holt, Emmet 'Pappy' Lynn—Okeh for the lower
half—42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4708).
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS - OMD - Russell Hayden,
Jennifer Holt, Tristram Coffin—For the lower half—
41m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4707).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION

-

DEAD MAN'S GOLD—Lash La Rue, Al St. John, Peggy
Stewart.
JUNGLE GODDESS — George Reeves, Wanda McKay,
Armida.
MIRACLE IN HARLEM—Stepin Fetchit, Hilda Offley, Sheila
Guyse—(71m.)—(Herald)—(X-3).
PRAIRIE, THE—Alan Baxter, Lenore Aubert, Charles Evans
—(76m.)—(4705).
RETURN OF WILDFIRE, THE-Richard Arlen, Patricia Morison, Mary Beth Hughes.
STING OF THE LASH-Lash La Rue, Al St. John, Peggy
Stewart.

SRO
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE-C-Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas—High rating—
93m.—see April 14 issue.
DUEL IN THE SUN—WMD—Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten—Money show—135m.—see Jan. 8, '47
—(Technicolor)—Leq.: B
PARADINE CASE, THE-MYD-Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton—Engrossing drama should net
high returns—116m.—see Jan. 7 issue.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Jennifer Jones,
Ethel Barrymore.

Joseph

Cotten,

20th Century-Fox
(1947 releases from 701 up;
1948 releases from 801 up)
ANNA KARENINA-D-Vivien Leigh, Ralph Richardson,
Kieron Moore—Heavy English drama for class spots
—111m.—see April 28 issue—(English-made)—(Korda)
-(820).
ARTHUR TAKES OVER—C—Lois Collier, Richard Crane,
Skippy Homeier—For the lower half—63m.—see April
14 issue— (Wurtzel) —(817).
CALL NORTHSIDE 777—MD—James Stewart, Richard Conte,
Helen
Walker—Good
documentary-type
entry—
llOVim.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(805).
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE—MD—Tyrone Power, Jean Peters,
Cesar Romero—High-rating—140m.—see Dec. 10 issue
—(Technicolor)—(801).
CHALLENGE, THE — MD — Tom Conway, June Vincent,
Richard Stapley—For the lower half—68m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Reliance)—(807).
COUNTERFEITERS, THE—MYMD—John Sutton, Doris Mer¬
rick, Hugh Beaumont—Good entry for the duallers—
73m.—see June 23 issue—(Reliance)—(819).
DAISY KENYON—D—Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews,
Henry Fonda—Will get the women's vote—98V2m.
see Dec. 10 issue—Leg.:B—(731).
DANGEROUS YEARS—D—William Halop, Ann E. Todd,
Jerome Cowan—For the lower half—62m.—see Dec.
24 issue—(Wurtzel)—(804).
ESCAPE—D—Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins, William Hart¬
nell—Import will need selling—78m.—see June 9 is¬
sue—(English-made)—(822).
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-MD-Victor Mature, Coleen
Gray, Glenn Langan—Fair programmer—88m.—see
April 14, issue—(815).
GAY INTRUDERS, THE—C—John Emery, Tamara Geva,
Leif Erickson—Entertaining above average dualler—
68m.—see June 23 issue—(Seltzer).
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY—CMU—Dan Dailey,
Charles WinrUnger, Nancy Guild — Pleasing entry
should ride into the better money—89m.—see May 26
issue—(Technicolor)—(827).
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE - D - Henry Fonda, Jane
Darwell, John Carradine—Reissue will have limited
appeal— 129m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(745).
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING - OD - Peggy Cummins,
Charles Coburn, Lloyd Nolan—Good entry fbr the
rural and small town sectors—89m.—see May 12 issue
—(Technicolor)—(818).
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT-MD-Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen,
Joe Sawyer—Fair who-dun-it for the lower half—
69m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Wurtzel) —(808).
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-C-Paulette Goddard, Michael
Wilding, Diana Wynward—Technicolor import has
limited appeal—96m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Englishmade)—(Technicolor)—(809).
IRON CURTAIN, THE—MD—Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc—Topical entry offers wealth of selling
opportunities—87m.—see May 26 issue—(816).
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—C—John Emery, Hillary Brooke, Tay¬
lor Holmes—For the lower half—67m.—see March 17
issue—(Seltzer)—(813).
MEET ME AT DAWN-C-William Eythe, Stanley Holloway,
Beatrice Campbell—Minor Import—89m.—see March
31 Issue—(English-made)—(812).
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—PD—Burgess Meredith, Dulcie
Gray, Michael Shepley—Absorbing import has re¬
stricted appeal— 105m.—see June 23 issue—(Englishmade)—(Korda)—Leg.: B—(824).
SCUDOA-HOOI SCUDDA-HAYI—D—June Haver, Lon McCalllster, Walter Brennan—Very good entry, especi¬
ally for small town and rural spots—95m.—see March
17 Issue—(Technicolor)—(811).
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SITTING PRETTY—C—Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara,
Clifton Webb—High-rating comedy—84m.—see March
17 Issue—(810).
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-MD-Mark Stevens, Rich¬
ard Widmark, Barbara Lawrence—Very good meller—
91m.—see July 7 issue—(823).
TENDER YEARS, THE—D—Joe E. Brown, Richard Lyon,
Noreen Nash—Sterling entry for family trade—81m.—
see Dec. 10 issue—(Alson)—(803).
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—MD—Tom Conway, Maria Palmer,
Helen Westcott—For the lower half—67m.—see April
14 issue—(Reliance)—(814).
TOBACCO ROAD — CD — Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
Charles Grapewin—Names and show's popularity
should help reissue—84m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(744).
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-OD-Johnny Longden, Morgan
Farley, Jean Willes—Fair dualler—70m.—see July 7
issue—(Pol imer)—(829).
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-MUD-Jeanne Crain, Dan
Dailey, Oscar Levant—Should bring in the dough91 m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY-Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Edmund Gwenn—(Technicolor).
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE-David Niven, Margaret Leigh¬
ton, Will Fyfe — (English-made) — (Korda) — (Techni¬
color).
BUNGALOW—Tom Conway, Margaret Hamilton—(Belsam).
BURLESQUE—Betty Grable, Dan Dailey, Jack Oakie—
(Technicolor).
CHECKERED COAT, THE-Tom Conway, Noreen Nash,
Hurd Hatfield—(Belsam)—(825).
CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY - Dan Dailey, Alan Young,
Celeste Holm.
&
CREEPER, THE—John Baragrey, Onslow Stevens, Janis
Wilson—(Reliance).
DEEP WATERS—Dona Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Ro¬
mero— (821).
FIGHTING BACK—Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary Gray
61 m.—(Wurtzel) —(828).
LETTER TO THREE WIVES-Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell,
Jeffrey Lynn.
LOST ILLUSION, THE—Michele Morgan, Ralph Richardson,
Sonia Dresdel—(Engl ish-made)—(Korda).
MARTIN ROME — Victor Mature, Richard Conte .Betty
Garde.
NIGHT WIND—Charles Russell, Virginia Christine, Gary
Gray—(Wurtzel).
ROAD HOUSE—Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm.
SAND — Mark Stevens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun —
(Technicolor).
SHAMROCK TOUCH, THE-Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter,
Cecil Kellaway.
SNAKE PIT, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, Mark
Stevens.
THAT LADY IN ERMINE—Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Cesar Romero—(Technicolor).
THAT WONDERFUL URGE—Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,
Reginald Gardiner.
THIS WAS A WOMAN—Sonia Dresdel, Emyrs Jones, Bar¬
bara White—(English-made).
TROUBLE PREFERRED—Peggy Knudson, Charles Russell,
Lynne Roberts—(Wurtzel).
TUCSON—Jimmy Lydon, Penny Edwards, Charles Russell
— (Wurtzel).
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS-Linda Darnell, Rex Harrison, Rudy
Vallee.
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE-Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
Anne Baxter—(826).
WEST OF TOMORROW-Kristine Miller, Arthur Franz,
Mickey Knox—(Seltzer).
WINSLOW BOY, THE—Robert Donat, Margaret Leighton—
(Eng I ish-made)—(Korda).
YELLOW SKY—Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter, Richard Wid¬
mark—(Technicolor).

United Artists
ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE, THE - W - Richard
Martin, Frances Rafferty, Marc Cramer—For the lower
half—65m.—see May 14 issue—(Cinecolor)—(Comet).
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—D—Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton — Highly-touted entry should hit
the spot with femmes—119V2m.—see March 3 issue—
(Enterprise)—(Leg.: B.).
FOUR FACES WEST - WD - Joel McCrea, Frances Dee,
Charles Bickford—Unusual western should attract
plenty of attention—90m.—see May 26 issue—(Enter¬
prise).
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff-Time-Part 1)—C—Bill Tracy,
Joe Sawyer, Emory Parnell—Mild comedy for the
lower half—50m.—see April 28 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
INTRIGUE—MD—George Raft, June Havoc, Helena Carter
—Raft name should help topical meller—90m.—see
Dec. 24 issue—(Star).
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-DOC-The 11th Olym¬
pic meet covered by 600 cameramen; narrated by
Bill Slater; edited by Joseph Lerner and Max Rosen¬
baum—Good entry tor sport spots—60m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(German-made).
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble, Who Killed Doc
Robin.
MAD WEDNESDAY—C—Harold Lloyd, Frances Ramsden,
Jimmy Conlin—Word-of-mouth should help delightful
comedy—89m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Sturges).
MAN OF EVIL—D—James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Wilfred
Lawson—Satisfactory English drama for class houses
—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B.
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—see On Our Merry Way.
ON OUR MERRY WAY—(A Miracle Can Happen)—C—
Burgess Meredith, Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurray—High rating comedy—107m.—see Feb. 18 issue—
(Bogeaus-Meredith)—Leg.: B.
SILENT CONFLICT—W—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—Fair series entry—61 rn.—see April 14 issue—
(Hopalong Cassidy).
SLEEP, MY LOVE—PD—Claudette Colbert, Robert Cum¬
mings, Don Ameche—Good psychological entry—
97m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Triangle).
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SO THIS IS NEW YORK-C-Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee,
Virginia Grey—Entertaining comedy will need selling
—79Vim.—see May 26 issue— Enterprise).
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-CD-James Cagney, William
Bendix, Jeanne Cagney—Fine picturization of hit play
— 109m.—see June 9 issue—(Cagney).
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE-D-Conrad Nagel, Fritz Kortner,
Reinhold Schunzel— Mild drama for the duallers has
some angles to offer—77m.—see June 9 issue—(Wilder).
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN-(Laff-Time-Part 2)-C-Virginia Grey, Don Castle, George Zucco—For the lower
half—50m.—see May 26 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGRY GOD, THE—Alicia Parla, Casimiro Ortega— (Mex¬
ican-made)— (Fu I Icolor)—(Peskay).
ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT-Maria Montez, Jean
Pierre Aumont, Dennis O'Keefe—(Nebenzal)—Leg.: B.
DEAD DON'T DREAM, THE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Mary Sawdon—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FALSE PARADISE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FLESH AND BLOOD—Madeleine Carrol—(Comet).
GIRL FROM MANHATTAN, THE-Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Laughton, George Montgomery—(Bogeaus).
INNOCENT AFFAIR, AN—Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles "Buddy" Rogers—(Nasser).
LITTLE PRINCE. THE — Feature length cartoon—(Harmon¬
ising).
MY DEAR SECRETARY-Laraine Day, Kirk Douglas,Keenan
Wynn—(Popkin).
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE—(Kings of the Olympics-Part II)
—60m .—(Westport).
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO—George Raft, Akim Tamiroff—
(Star).
PITFALL—Dick Powell, Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt—(Regal).
RED RIVER—John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Joanne Dru
—(Monterey)—Leg.: B.
SINISTER JOURNEY—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
STRANGE GAMBLE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
TEXAS, BROOKLYN, AND HEAVEN-Diana Lynn, Guy
Madison, James Dunn—(Golden).
VENDETTA—George Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce
—(California).

Universal-International
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 624 up)
ALL MY SONS—D—Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster,
Mady Christians—Engrossing drama promises heavy
grosses—94m.—see March 3 issue—(Leg.: B.)
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-D-Fredric March, Dan
Duryea, Ann Blyth—High calibre— 106!/2m.—see April
28 issue—(660).
ARE YOU WITH IT?-CMU-Donald O'Connor, Olga San
Juan, Martha Stewart—Entertaining programmer—
90m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B. (656).
BAD SISTER—D—Margaret Lockwood, Joan Greenwood, Ian
Hunter—Import has femme angles—90m.—see June
23 issue—(English-made) —Leg.: B—(663).
BLACK BART—OMD—Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea,
Jeffrey Lynn—Should get the business—80m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(Technicolor).
BLACK NARCISSUS—D—Deborah Kerr, Flora Robson, Sabu
—Impressive English entry will need plenty, of push—
89m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)
-Leg.: B-(629).
BROTHERS, THE—D-Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed—Good English drama for the class houses—90m.
see May 26 issue—(English-made).
BUSH CHRISTMAS—MD—Chips Rafferty, John Femside,
Thelma Grigg—Okeh for the juvenile and family
trade—76m.—see Dec. 10 issue—(Australian-made)—
(Prestige).
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT-ROMD-Stewart Granger, Kathleen
Ruan, Cecil Parker—High-rating British import for
class and specialty houses—92m.—see Dec. 10 issue
(EngI ish-made)—(652).
CASBAH—ROMDMU—Yvonne DeCarlo, Tony Martin, Peter
Lorre—Remake of 'Algiers' should prove attractive
boxoffice—94m.—see March 17 issue—Leg.: B—(655).
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS—D—Eric Portman, Edana Romney,
Joan Maude—Above average import for the art
houses—96m.—see July 7 issue—(English-made).
DEAR MURDERER—MD—Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Dennis
Price—Below average British import—90m.—see May
26 issue—(English-made)—(658).
DOUBLE LIFE, A—D—Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso, Ed¬
mond O'Brien—High rating drama—105m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(650).
END OF THE RIVER, THE—MD—Sabu, Raymond Lovell, Eva
Hudson—Import will need selling—80m.—see July 7
issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN'- CMU - Donald
O'Connor, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride—Will depend
upon names—78m.—see June 23 issue.
HOLIDAY CAMP—C—Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack
Warner—Entertaining British offering—97m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(English-made).
JASSY—D—Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price
—Moderate English offering for class houses—96m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(Techni¬
color)—(654).
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-ROMD-Joan
Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians—Femme
appeal will make the difference—86y2m.—see April
28 issue—Leg.: B. (659).
MAGIC BOW, THE—D—Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert,
Jean Kent—Names and music should help—105m.—see
Aar. 2 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON - AD - Sabu, Wendell Corey,
Joanne Page—High-rating exploitation show is packed
with selling angles—79m.—see June 23 issue.
MIKADO, THE—MU—Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Jean
Colin—Reissue should have appeal for class spots—
90m.—see May 26 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige)—
(Technicolor).
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THE
NAKED CITY—MD—Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Doro¬
thy Hart—Topnotch meller—93m.—see Feb. 4 Issue—
(651) .
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY-D-Derek Bond, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Merrall—Good period film based on the
Dickens novel—94m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Englishmade)—(Prestige).
RIVER LADY—AD—Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Dan
Duryea—Program—78m.—see May 26 issue—(Techni¬
color)—(661).
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR—PD—Joan Bennett, Michael
Redgrave, Anne Revere—High-rating meller packs
plenty of suspense— 98'/2m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-C-Wllliam Powell,
Ella Raines, Peter Lind Hayes—Satirical comedy is
headed for the better returns—81m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(633).
UP IN CENTRAL PARK - CMU - Deanna Durbin, Dick
Haymes, Vincent Price—Will depend on name draw—
87m.—see June 9 issue—(662).
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-D-Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,
Jessica Tandy—Overlong drama will need selling—
95m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(634).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—Bud Ab¬
bott, Lou Costello, Lenore Aubert.
ACT OF MURDER, AN—Fredric March, Edmond O'Brien,
Florence Eldridge.
BLACK VELVET—Ann Blyth ,George Brent, Howard Duff—
(Technicolor).
BLANCHE FURY—Valerie Hobson, Stewart Granger—
(English-made)—(Technicolor).
BLUE LAGOON, THE—Jean Simmons, Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS-Fredric March, Florence Eld¬
ridge, Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made)—(Techni¬
color).
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO, THE-Sonja Henle, Mi¬
chael' Kirby, Olga San Juan.
CRISS CROSS—Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan
Duryea.
DAYBREAK—Ann Todd, Eric Portman, Maxwell Reed—
(English-made).
DEVIL IN THE FLESH (Le Diable Au Corps)-Micheline
Presle, Gerard Philipe—(French-made).
DULCIMER STREET—Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton,
Alastair Sim—(English-madef.
FAMILY HONEYMOON — Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Rita Johnson.
GOOD TIME GIRL—Jean Kent, Herbert Lorn, Dennis Price
(English-made).
HAMLET—Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herllne, Basil Sydney—
(English-made).
LARCENY—John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea.
MEXICAN HAYRIDE-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Virginia
Grey.
MISS NUMBER PLEASE—Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien,
Don Taylor.
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID—William Powell, Ann
Blyth, Irene Hervey.
MY HEART GOES CRAZY — Sid Field, Greta Gynt, Tessie
O'Shea—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
O'FLYNN, THE—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helena Carter,
Richard Greene.
ONE NIGHT WITH YOU—Nino Martini, Patricia Roc,
Bonar Colleano, Jr.—(English-made).
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS—Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
Dick Haymes.
PASSIONATE FRIENDS, THE-Ann Todd, Trevor Howard,
Claude Rains—^English-made).
ROGUE'S REGIMENT—Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vincent
Price.
SAXON CHARM, THE—Robert Montgomery, Susan Hay¬
ward, John Payne.
SNOWBOUND—Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Mila Parely
—(English-made).
TAP ROOTS—Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Karloff
—(Technicolor).
THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN — Fred Brady, Mary Morris,
Beverly Simmons.
UNAFRAID, THE-J oan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster, Robert
Newton.
WILDFIRE—Ann Blyth, George Brent, Howard Duff.
WOMAN HATER—Stewart Granger, Edwige Feuillere—
(English-made).
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY—Joan Fontaine, James Stewart,
Eddie Albert.
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WILD IRISH ROSE—MUC—Dennis Morgan, Arline
Dahl, Andrea King—Should ride into the better
money—101m.—see
Dec.
24
issue—(Technicolor)—
(711).
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-ROMCMU-Jack Carson,
Janis Paige, Don DeFore—Pleasing entertainment—
99m.—see June 23 issue—(Technicolor)—(728).
SILVER RIVER—WD—Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
Mitchell—Names should make the difference—110m.—
see May 26 issue—(725).
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-C-Edward G. Robinson,
Jane Bryan, Allen Jenkins—Reissue has names to help
—85m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(712).
TO THE VICTOR—D—Dennis Morgan, Vlveca Lindfors,
Victor Francen—Interesting dramatic entry has names
to help—101m.—see April 14 issue—(720).
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE — MD — Humphrey Bogart,
Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett—Bogart draw will help
overlong meller—126m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(714).
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS—OMD—Wayne Morris, Claire
Trevor, Frank McHugh—Reissue should draw action
fans—78m.—see April 28 issue—(722).
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE—C—Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker, Eve Arden—Very good entertainment—103m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(716).
WALLFLOWER — ROMC—Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Janis Paige—Mild program—77m.—see May 26 issue
Leg.: B—(726).
WINTER MEETING—D—Bette Davis, Janis Paige, James
Davis—Slow-moving drama for the femme trade—
104m.—see April 14 issue—(721).
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE—MYD—Alexis Smith, Eleanor
Parker, Sydney Greenstreet— Interesting entry has
names to help—109m.—see May 12 issue—(724).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN, THE—Errol Flynn, Viveca
Lindfors, Robert Douglas—(Technicolor).
CLEOPATRA ARMS—Jane Wyman, David Niven, Wayne
Morris.
DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE, THE—Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway.
EMBRACEABLE YOU—Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z.
Sakall.
FIGHTER SQUADRON — Robert Stack, Edmund O'Brien,
Henry Hull —(Technicolor).
FLAXY MARTIN—Zachary Scott, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy
Malone.
GIRL FROM JONES BEACH — Ronald Reagan, Virginia
Mayo, Eddie Bracken.
JOHN LOVES MARY—Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Patricia
Neal.
JOHNNY BELINDA — Jane Wyman, Lew Ayers, Charles
Bickford.
JUNE BRIDE—Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty
Lynn.
KEY LARGO—Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Edward
G. Robinson—(101m.) —(731).
MY DREAM IS YOURS—Jack Carson, Doris Day, Lee Bow¬
man—(Technicolor).
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT—Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan,
Osa Massen—(84m.).
ONE LAST FLING—Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Douglas
Kennedy.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON—Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
ROPE—James Stewart, John Dali, Joan Chandler—(Trans- a tlantic)—(Technicolor).
SERENADE—Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
SILVER LINING—June Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon MacRae—(Technicolor).
SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK—Bruce Bennett, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Hutton.
SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Joel McCrea, Zachary Scott, Alexis
Smith—(Technicolor).
TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS—Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
UP UNTIL NOW—Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindfors, Claude
Rains.
WHIPLASH—Dane Clark, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.
YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE-Janis Paige, Wayne Morris,
Bruce Bennett—(Technicolor)

Miscellaneous
(Address of producers and
ished on request).

distributors will be furn¬

BOB AND SALLY—ED—Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Rick
Vallin—Exploitation show—71m.—see June 23 issue—
(Social Guidance).
CHRIST THE KING—BID—Jose Cibrian, Jose Baviera, Au¬
- (1946-47 releases from 601 up;
rora Walker—Good religious offering for non-com¬
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
mercial outlets—75m.—see March 31 issue—(MexicanADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE—COSMD—Errol Flynn,
made)— (Barry-Simpex).
Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains—Technicolor re¬
CITIZEN SAINT — DOC — Jed Prouty, Loraine MacMartin,
issue has the names and angles—102m.—see March 3
Walter Butterworth—Religious offering has restricted
issue—(Technicolor)—(718).
.
appeal—68m.—see June 23 issue—(Elliott).
ALWAYS TOGETHER—C—Robert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds,
DEADLINE—W—Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, Al TerryCecil Kellaway—Mild programmer—78m.—see Dec. 24
Fair western—62m.—see May 12 issue—(Astor).
issue—Leg.: B—(713).
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-FAN-John Bittner,
APRIL SHOWERS—CMU—Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert
John Latouche, Valerie Tie—Unique art house offering
Alda—Show biz entry will depend on the names—
—84m.—see May 26 issue—(Films Int. of America) —
94m.—see March 31 issue—(719).
Leg.: B.
BIG PUNCH, THE — MD — Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell,
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-MD-Joe Louis, Ruby Dee, The
Gordon MacRcie—Neat programmer—80m.—see June
Mills Brothers—All-Negro entry with Joe Louis should
9 issue—(727).
draw well—64m.—see March 17 issue—(Alexander).
FIGHTING 69TH, THE—D—James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
FIGHTING MUSTANG—MUW—Sunset Carson, Al Terry,
George Brent—Reissue has the names and angles—
Pat Starling — Below-standard western — 60m. — see
79m.—see April 28 issues—(723).
March 31 issue—(Astor).
GREAT BETRAYAL, THE-DOC-Produced by Idea Films.
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—MD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Narration by W. S. Gailmor—Good documentary foi
Griffith Jones—Interesting import—78m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(717).
the specialty houses—72m.—see June 25 issue—
(Screencraft).
JEZEBEL—MD—Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lind¬
IRELAND TODAY—DOC—Michael Shannon, Julie Conwaysay—Reissue has the names to help—93m.—see Nov.
Satisfactory entry for the Irish neighborhoods—80m.
26 issue—(710).
—see July 7 issue— (Irish-American)—(Kodachrome).
LIFE WITH FATHER—CD—Irene Dunne, William Powell,
KILLER DILLER—MUC—Dusty Fletcher, George Wiltshire,
Elizabeth Taylor—Picturization of topnotch play will
Butterfly McQuueen—Okeh for the Negro spots—73m.
be among top grossers—118m.—see Sept. 3 issue—
—see July 7 issue—(All-American).
(Technicolor)—(702).
WESTERN TERROR - MUW - Dave Tex' O'Brien, Claire
MY GIRL TISA—C—Lilli Palmer, Akim Tamiroff, Sam WanoRochelle, George Morrell—Mediocre western—57m.—
maker— Pleasing counedy—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
see March 3 issue—(Astor).
(715).
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Foreign
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).
ANGELINA—D—Anna Magnani, Nando Bruno, Ave Ninchi
-High-rating Italian entry—90m.—see May 12 issue
—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(President).
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE—D—Roger Pigaut, Claire
Maffei, Noel Roquevert—High rating—88m.—see May
12 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (SiritzkyInt.)—Leg.: B.
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—FAN—Jean Marais, Josette
Day, Marcel Andre—Good French import—90m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
BLIND DESIRE—DMU—Jean-Louis Barrault, Edwige Feuiilere, Jean Wall—Mediocre French import—88m.—see
June 23 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —
(Discina Int.).
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—DMU—Jaromir Spal, Vaclav Voska,
Karel Dostal—Unusual Czechoslovakian entry for art
houses—88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Czechoslovakianmade)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-DMU-lsa Pola, Carlo Ninchi,
Doris Duranti—Good Italian import—82m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm).
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE—CD—Louis Jouvet, Suzy De¬
lair, Annette Poivre—Good French entry—91m.—see
April 28 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Dis¬
tinguished).
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—D—Hamde Faustman, Gunn
Wallgren, Sigurd Wallen—High-rating Swedish im¬
port—105m.—see March 31 issue—(Swedish-made)—
(English titles)—(Film Rights Int.).
DAMNED, THE—D—Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Kurt
Kronefeld—High-rating Frencn Import—104m.—see May
26 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Discena
Int.).
DAY OF WRATH—D—Thirkild Roose, Lisbefh Movin, Sigrid
Neiiendam—Slow-moving Danish drama for the art
houses—97m.—see May 12 issue—(Danish-made)—
(English titles)—(Schaefer).
DIE FLEDERMAUS—MUC—Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm—Good German entry for the art houses—
96m.—see May 12 issue—(German-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
ETERNAL MELODIES - BIDMU - Gino Cervi, Conchita
Montenegro, Luisella Beghi—Fair Italian import—
95m.—see March 3 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Grandl).
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-D-Jean Marais, Madeleine Selogne, Yvonne DeBray—High-rating French import—
92m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)
—(Discena Int.)—Leg.: C.
FANNY—D—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Topnotch
French entry—123m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(French-made)
(English titles)—(Siritzky-Int.)—Leg.: B.
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-D-iames Mason, Tommy Trlnder,
Philippa Hiatt—Mason draw will help lower half
entry—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(English-made)—(Bell).
FARREBIQUE—DOCD—Conceived and produced by Georges
Rouquier. with a French farm family as performers—
Unusual French import for the art houses—90m.—
see March 3 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Siritzky-lnt).
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL-MU-Tito Gobbi, Pina Malcarini, Vittoria Diofredl—Unique offering for the
specialty spots—95m.—see June 23 issue—(Italianmade)—(Classic).
FRIC-FRAC—CD—Fernandel, Arletty, Michael Simon—En¬
tertaining adult fare—90m.—see June 23 issue—
(French-made)—English titles)—(Oxford).
GELOSIA—D—Luisa Ferida, Roldano Lupi, Elena Zareschi
—Average Italian import—87m.—see May 12 issue—
(Italian-made) —(English titles)—(World-Wide).
GREAT GLINKA, THE—BIDMU—Sasha Sobolyev, Boris
Chirkov, Valentina Serova—Good Russian import—
104m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Russian-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
HENRY IV—D—Osvaldo Valienti, Clara Calamai, Luigi
Pavese — Entertaining — 92m. — see March 17 issue —
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
IDIOT, THE—D—Gerard Philippe, Edwige Feuillere, Mar¬
guerite Moreno—High-rating French import—92m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
’
(LeLarge-E.C.D.).
JENNY LAMOUR — DMU — Louis Jouvet, Suzy Delair,
Bernard Blier—High-rating French import—102m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Vog)—Leg.: B.
LOVER'S RETURN, A—CD—Louis Jouvet, Gaby Morlay,
Francois Perier—Fair French entry—96V2m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(French-made)—(English titles) —(Westport-Int).
LUCKY BRIDE, THE—CMU—Mak0/i Shtraukh, Elena Shvetsova, Anna Lysianskaya—Fair comedy—70m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Russian-made) —(English titles)—(Artkino).
MAN OF THE SEA—D—Maria Mercader, Massimo Serrato,
Elli Parvo—Average Italian import for art houses—
82m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian made)—(English
titles)—(Hoff berg).
MARIUS—CD—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Excellent
French import—125m.—see May 26 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Siritzky Int.).
MR. ORCHID—MD—Noel-Noel, Nadine Alari, Jose Arthur
—Good import — 93m. — see May 12 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
NOT GUILTY—MD—Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean Debucourt—High-rating French import—94m.—see May 26
issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Lelarge-Ariane)—Leg.: B.
PAISAN—D—Carmela Sazio, Robert Von Loon, Dots M.
Johnson—High-rating foreign entry—117m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles where neces¬
sary)—(Mayer-Burstyn)—Leg.: B.
PANIC—MD—Viviane Romance, Michel Simon, Paul Barn¬
ard—Topnotch French import—97m.—see Dec. 10 issue
-(French-made)—(English titles)—(Tricolore)—(Leg.: B).
PASSIONELLE—D—Odette Joyeaux, Alerme, Sylvie—Good
French drama—84m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(French-made)
— (English titles)—(Distinguished)—Leg.: C.
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE—CD—Louise Carletti, Gilbert
Gil, Pierre Larquey—Good French offering—86m.—see
June 23 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —
(Siritzky-lnt.)
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RAVEN, THE—MYD—Pierre Fresnay, Pierre Larquay, Noel
Roquevert—French import rates high—90m.—see March
17 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Westport
Int.).
RAZZIA—MD—Paul Bildt, Elli Burgmer, Walter GrossGood German-made offering for the art houses—94m.
—see July 7 issue—(German-made)—(English titles)—
(Artkino).
REVENGE—D—Anna Magnani, Gino Cervi, Luisa Poselli—
Good Italian import—66m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE — ROMD — Marlene Dietrich, Jean

Gabin, Jean d'yd—Above average import—86m.—see
June 9 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
ROSSINI—DMU—Nino Besozzi, Paole Barbara, Camillo
Pilofto—Fair Italian import for opera fans—95m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—
(Best).
SHAKUNTALA—ROMD—Jayashree, Chandra Mohan, Nrmbalkar — Entertaining import from India—72m.—see
Jan. 7 issue—(Indian-made)—(English titles)—(MayerBurstyn).
SHOWTIME — DMU — Richard Greene, Ann Todd, Peter
Graves—Minor English entry—90m.—see June 23 issue
—(English-made)—(English Films).
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OF THE REGIMENT—D—Yura Yankin, Alexander
Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik—High-rating Russian im¬
port — 75m. — see May 12 issue — (Russian-made)—
English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRING—CMU—Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassov, Nikalai
Konovalov—Good Russian comedy—104m.—see April
28 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRINGTIME—MU—Peter Graves, Carol Raye, Lawrence
O'Madden—Routine import—76V2m.—see Feb. 4 issue
—(English-made)—(Four Continents).
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-DMU-Imperio Argentina, Michel
Simon, Rossano Brazzi—Good Italian art house entry
— 102m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—BI DMU—Jean-Louis Barralt,
Renee Saint-Cyr, Lise Delamare—Fair—85m.—see Jan.
7 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(A.F.).
THEY ARE NOT ANGELS—DOCD—Pierre Blanchar, Ray¬
mond Bussieres, Jean Wall—Excellent French entry—
123m. — see July 7 issue — (French-made) — (English
titles)—(Siritfiky-Int.)—Leg.: B.
THIS WINE OF LOVE—C—Nelly Corradi, Loretta Di Lelio,
Tito Gobbi—High-rating picturization of opera—85m.
—see Feb. 4 issue—(Italian-made)—English titles)—
(Superfilm).
TO LIVE IN PEACE—CD—Aldo Fabrizi, Gar Moore, Mirella
Monti—Good Italian entry—85m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Times).
SON

TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—DOC-The Athletic and Youth Clubs
of Soviet Russia—Good filler for the art houses—44m.
—see
June
23
issue—(Russian-made) —(Artkino)—
(Color).
TWO ON A VACATION—CMU—Vittorio De Sica, Maria
Denis, Umberto Melnati—Good Italian entry for the
art houses—84m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Italian-made)—
(English titles) —(Hoffberg).
VOLPONE—C— Harry Baur, Louis Jouvet, Marion Dorian
-High-rating
comedy—105m.—see
Jan. 7
issue—
(French-made) — (English
titles)—(Siritzky-lnt.)—Leg.:
C.
VOYAGE SURPRISE—C—Jacques Henri Duval, Maurice
Baquet, Sinoel—Pleasing French entry—80m.—see Feb.
18 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Duke Int.).
WELL DIGGER'S DAUGHTER, THE — D — Raimu, Fernandel,
Josette Day—Excellent French entry—120m.—see Oct.
16 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnternational)—Leg.: B.
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS—CMD—Harry Baur, Raymond
Rouleau, Renee Faure—Mediocre French import—95m.
—see May 26 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
WINNER, THE—CMU—Vladimir Volodin, Anastasia Zuyeva,
Ilya
Perevertsev—Good
Russian
import—86m.—see
Dec. 10 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Art¬
kino).
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(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
2305, 2404, 2405, and 2406 of The Pink Section, another
regular service of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite
each series designates the total announced by the com¬
pany at the beginning of the season. Uncompleted 194647 series will appear until ended.—Ed.)
(Ratings: E—Excellent; G—Good; F—Fair; B—Bad.)
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Columbia
Two Root
COMEDIES
ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR

9423
9424
9425
9426
9427
9431
9432
9433
9434
9435
9436
9437
9438

9439
9440

9) Wedding Belle
(Schilling-Lane) . F
17m. 2287
(Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) . F
17m. 2302
(Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke) . F
18m. 2351
(Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) . F
18m. 2360
(Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) . F
16m. 2375
(May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin
(Vernon and Quillan) . F
13m. 2413
(June 10) Pardon My Lamb Chop
(Schilling and Lane) . B
17m.
(Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno
(Von Zell)
G 16V2m. 2262
(Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway)
F
17m. 2271
(Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde).F
16m. 2302
(Dec. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
16m. 2328
(Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell)
F 17V2m. 2351
(Jan. 15) Man or Mouse (Holloway) F
18m. 2351
(Mar. 11) Eight-Ball Andy (Clyde)
F 17’/2m. 2369
(Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita) G
17m. 23?3

(May 27) The Sheepish Wolf
(Von Zell) .F 17V2m. 2413
(June 24) Flat Feat (Holloway) .

9140

9160
9451

9180
9401

9402
9403
9404
9405
9406
9407
9408

(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound
G
(Dec. 18) Brick Bradford .G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger .G

15ep. 2241
15ep. 2311

15ep. 2369

SPECIAL (1)
(Jan. 15) A Voice Is Born
E 20V2m. 2271
SPECIAL FEATURE SERIAL
(July 15) Superman .
15ep.
THREE STOOGES (8)
(Sept. 11) Brideless Groom
G 16!/2m. 2262
(Oct. 30) Sing A Song of Six Pants F
17m. 2287
(Dec. 11) All Gummed Up .F
18m. 2302
(Jan. 8) Shivering Sherlocks .G
17m. 2375
(Feb. 26) Pardon My Clutch .F
15m. 2351
(Mar. 4) Squareheads of the Round
Table
F
18m. 2360
(May 6) Fiddlers Three
B
17m. 2393
(July 8) The Hof Scots .
17m.
One Reel
COLOR FAVORITES

Dreams On Ice
G
Novelty Shop .F
Dr. Bluebird .F
In My Gondola
F
Animal Cracker Circus ... G
Bon Bon Parade .G
House That Jack Built .F
The Untrained Seal .

6m. 2263
6m. 2302
7m. 2352

(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.

9658

(June

9901

FILM NOVELTIES (12)
(Nov. 27) Aren't We All .F 10V2m. 2328

9857
9858
9859
9860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
(Series 27)
(Sept. 4) Hollywood Cowboys .G
(Oct. 9) Laguna, U. S. A.G
(Nov. 27) Out of This World Series G
(Dec. 18) Off The Air . F
(jan. 22) Hawaii In Hollywood . G
(Mar. 18) Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards .G
(Apr. 1) Smiles and Styles .G
(May 6) Hollywood
Honors Hersholt .G
(June 10) Hollywood Party .G
(July 8) Hollywood Friars Honor
George Jessel .
THRILLS OF MUSIC

9V*2m.
9V2m.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2243
2303
2328
2328
2361

9V2m. 2376
9V2m. 2376
8m. 2393
9m.

(Series 2)
9951
9952

9955
9956
9957
9958

(Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2263
(Oct. 30) Claude Thornhill and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2271
(Nov. 13) Lecuona Cuban Boys .G 10V2m. 2297
(Dec. 11) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra .G
10m. 2352
(Jan. 15) Charlie Barnet and
Orchestra .G 10V"2m. 2393
(Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G 10V2m. 2361
(June 10) Gene Krupa and Orchestra F
10m.
(July 22) Tony Pastor and Orchestra
WORLD OF SPORTS

9801
9802
9803
9804
9805
9806
9807
9808
9809

(Sept. 25)
(Oct. 23)
(Nov. 13)
(Dec. 25)
(Jan. 29)
(Mar. 11)
(May 13)
(June 17)
(July 15)

Cinderella Cagers .G
Ski Demons .G
Bowling Kings .G
Navy Crew Champions
G
Rodeo Thrills and Spills G
Net Marvels .G
Champions in the Making F
No Holds Barred .G
Aqua 2anies .

2271
2303
2302
2329
2336
2375
2393

2263
2287
2306
2328
2361
2377
2407

W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary .F
W-934(Jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean .. G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom .F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom .G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938(Mayl5) Little 'Tinker .G
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS

(Technicolor)

EXHIBITOR

7m.
7m.
"6m.
9m.
7m.
8m.

2297
2336
2352
2376
2384
2413

(6)

(Technicolor)
T-911 (Nov. 29) Visiting Virginia .G
T-912 (Dec. 13) Cradle Of A Nation .G
T-913 (May 8) Cape Breton Island .

9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.

GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS

(7)

(Technicolor)
W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears .F

11m. 2289

W-922(Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear .F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Wayf .E
W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack .F
W-925 (Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots .G
W-926 (June 12) The Bowling Alley Cat .

8m. 2311
8m. 2342
9m. 2360
7m. 2393
8m.

MARTIN BLOCK'S
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUNDS

(4)

M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn .E
M-982 (Apr. 24) No. 2—Tex .Beneke and
Orchestra .G

PASSING PARADES

10m. 2342
10m. 2352

(6)

K-971 (Dec. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor)
.E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done .E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock .G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town .G
K-975 (June 19) Souvenirs of Death .....

8m.
10m.
10m.
9m.
10m.

S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10
E
S-952 (Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) .G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know? .G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered? .G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks .E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But .G
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor) .G
S-958 (May 29) You Can't Win .F

2312
2337
2342
2342

10m. 2250
9m. 2263
9m. 2281
10m. 2303
9Vim. 2312
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
9m. 2393

Monogram
(Ansco Color)
4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn ...,E

7m. 2281
7m. 2256

21m. 2249

Paramount
two Roe!

MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES
(Technicolor)

21m. 2360
21m. 2384

(16)

fT-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion .G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J) ...F

THE

O t

FF7-1
FF7-2
FF7-3
FF7-4
FF7-5

One Real
CARTOONS

ffO

c •-

Two Reel
9V2m.
9m.
10m.
10m.
91/2m.
9m.
8V2m.
9m.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving .F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

9
c

8

(12)

Two Reel

6’/2m.
6V2m.
8m.
7V2m.
7m.
8V2m.
7m.
7V2m.

s

8

V-

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (10)

(12)

SPECIALS (4)

(Technicolor)
(Oct. 30)
(Nov. 20)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)
(Feb. 19)
(Apr. 8)
(May 6)
(July 15)

6m. 2287
6Vjm. 2352
6V2m.

COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
(Series 12)
4) No. 1-Linda .G
10m. 2243
2) No. 2-April Showers .G
9m. 2271
6) No. 3-Peg O' My Heart G
9m. 2303
4) No. 4-When You Were
Sweet Sixteen .G 9V2m. 2328
8) No. 5—Feudin' & Fightin' G 10V2m. 2352
12) No. 6—Civilization .G
10m. 2360
29) No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover .G 9V2m. 2376
3) No. 8—Manana .G lOVim. 2413

(8)

(Re-releases)
9601
9602
9603
9604
9605
9606
9607
9608

COLOR PHANTASIES (8)
(Nov. 6) Kitty Caddy .F
(Feb. 5) Topsy Turkey . F
(June 3) Short Snorts On Sports ... F
COLOR RHAPSODIES (8)
(Technicolor)*(Sept. 11) Swiss Tease .F
(Dec. 4) Boston Beany .G
(Mar. 18) Flora .G

9655
9656
9657

9953
9954

(3)

3
oc

0>“-

(Sept
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.

9851
9852
9853
9854
9855
9856

&

S
c

9651
9652
9653
9654

(Oct.

SERIALS
9120

(20)

z

8

'

in©

Jfl>

9422

9501
9502
9503

&

Z
Me

9421

9701
9702
9703

E

8

o

(Feb. 27)
(Apr. 9)
(June 25)
(Aug. 6)
(Oct.
1)

(6)

Samba Mania .G
Footlight Rhythm .G
Gypsy Holiday .F
Tropical Masquerade
Big Sister Blues .

18m. 2336
19m. 2369
19m. 2414

One Reel
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLldHTS
R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7

(Oct.
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.

3)
31)
28)
5)
16)
20)
26)

(10)

Riding The Waves .G
Running The Hounds .G
Five Fathoms of Fun .G
Stop, Look And Guess 'Em G
All American Swing Stars G
Double Barrelled Sport .G
Big Game Angling .G

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2312
2337
2342
2361
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(8)

(Polacolor)
P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(Apr.
(May
(June

5)
9)
13)
19)
9)
23)
7)
4)

P8-1
P8-2
P8-3
P8-4
P8-5
P8-6

(Sept.
(Sept.
(Sept.
(Sept.
(Sept.
(Oct.

Santa's Surprise .G
Cat O' Nine Ails .G
Flip Flap
G
We're In The Honey .G
The Bored Cuckoo .G
There's Good Boo's Tonite G
Land Of The Lost .E
Butterscotch and Soda .G
(1948-49)
3) The Mite Makes Right .
3) Hector's Hectic Life .
3) Old Shell Game
3) Little Red School House
10) Hep Cat Symphony .
1) Lost Dream .
PACEMAKERS

K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4
K7-5

9m.
7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
7m.
7m.

2303
2313
2360
2360
2375
2376
2385
2414

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(June
(July
(Aug.
(Sept.

19)
30)
27)
26)
18)
30)
27)
3)

11m.
11m.
11m.
11m.
7m.

2281
2287
2313
2361
2403

(Oct. 17)
(Dec. 26)
(Feb. 20)
(Apr. 2)
(May 21)
(Aug. 6)

84201
84202
84203
84204
84205
84206
84207

8m.
7m.
8m.
7m.
7m.

2302
2313
2360
2376
2414

No. 1-Radar Fishermen
G
No. 2—Desert Destroyers G
No. 3—Streamlined Luxury G
No. 4-Fog Fighters
G
No. 5-The Big Eye
G
No. 6—Flying Wing .

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2303
2337
2376
2393

X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5
X7-6
X7-7
X7-8

(Dec. 26) The Circus Comes To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl
G
(Feb. 20) Little Brown Jug .G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G
(June 4) Sing Or Swim .G
(July 30) Camptown Races .
(Aug. 20) The Lone Star State .

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (*>
Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

(Oct. 3)
(Nov. 14)
(Dec. 12)
(Feb. 6)
(Apr. 16)
(June 18)

Dog Crazy .G
Ain't Nature Grand .F
Monkey Shines .G
Home Sweet Home .F
'Tain't So
F
As Headliners .G

11m.
10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2337
2376
2414

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6|
(Magnacolor)
L7-1
L7-2
L7-3
L7-4
L7-5

(Nov. 71 No. 1—Hula Magic .G
(Jan. 2) No. 2—Bagpipe Lassies ...G
(Feb. 13) No. 3—Modern Pioneers ... G
(Apr. 16) No. 4—Nimrod Artist .G
(May 14) No. 5—Feather Finery .G

L7-6

(Aug. 13) No. 6— Aerial Hot Rods

84402
84403

84405
84406
84407

84301
84302
84303
84304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309
84310

EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES

(6)

(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .F
(jan. 2) Brother Knows Best .F
(Feb. 6) No More Relatives .F
(May 14) How To Clean House .F
(June 25) Dig That Gold .
LEON ERROL COMEDIES

SPORTSCOPES (13)
(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor .G
(Nov. 14) Quail Pointers
. G
(Dec. 12) Pin Games .G
(Jan. 9) Racing Day .G
(Feb. 6) Sports Coverage .G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr. 30) Big Mouth Bass .
(May 28) Muscles and the Lady .G

17m. 2311
17m. 2336
18m. 2351
18m. 2403

(.)
( .)
( .)
(.)

Molly Cures A Cowboy.F
Musical Bandit .F
Corralling A School Marm F
Prairie Spooners .G

14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m. 2403

84701
84702
84703
84704
84705
84706

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May
(June

17)
12)
20)
2)
14)
18)

791
792

22m. 2262

794

19m.
16m.
20m.
13m.

2256
2280
2319
2328

83901 (Dec. 12) Football Highlights
of 1947 .G 19Vim. 2302
841 (.) Louis-Walcott Fight .G
21m. 2302
83601 (Apr. 1) Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .
E
18m. 2369
83801 (Apr. 23) Basketball Headliners
Of 1948 .G
18m. 2384

G

17m. 2403

FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)
) Something OldSomething New .E
) Fashioned for Action .G

9m.2337
8m.2376

One Reel

8601

(Feb.

8602

(Apr.

8901
8902

(Nov. 21) Album of Animals .F
(May
) Dying To Live .G

(Sept. 12)
(Nov. 7)
(Mar.
)
(July
)

8251

(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecolor)
(Aug. 22) Holiday In South

8252
8253
8254
8255
8256

Africa (T) .
(Oct. 17) Home Of The Danes (T) .
(Dec. 12) Jungle Closeups (T) .
(Jan.
) Copenhagen Pageantry (T)
(June
) Scenic Sweden (T) .
(July
) Riddle of Rhodesia .

7m.2131
6m. 2154
7m. 2163
6m.2187
7m. 2211
7m. 2187
7m.2250
6m.2250
7m. 2271
7m.2286
7m.2311
7m.2337
7m. 2271
7m. 2360
7m. 2385
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

6m.

(18)

(

(Sept. 26)
(Jan.
)
(Apr.
)

8301
8302
8303

(Aug.
(Feb.
(May

8501
8502
8503
8504
8505
8506
8507

8512
8513
8514
8515
8516
8517

S
SERIALS
(Nov.
G
) G-Men Never Forget
(Jan. 12) Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted ..G
(Mar. 8) Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release) . .E
(June 21) Adventures of Frank and
Jesse James .

12ep.2262

8518
8519
8520

12ep. 2311

8521

15ep.2319
13ep.

G
F

G

8m. 2256
8m.2256
8m. 2342
8m.2342

8ni. 2407

11m. 2352

8m. 2256
8m. 2297
8m.2377

G lO'/zm. 2243
G
10m. 2342
G
9m.2342

(24)

(Technicolor)

8510

8m. 2280
8m. 2319
9m.2336
9m.2329
8m.2337
7m.

1)
)
)

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
(Technicolor)
Vacation Magic .
Aqua Capers . .
Playtime in Scandinavia
(Black and White)
Gridiron Greatness .
Olympic Class .
Everglades Adventure ....
TERRYTOONS

8511

Hawaiian Holiday .E
The Clock Cleaners .E
Little Hiawatha
E
Alpine Climbers .E
Woodland Cafe .E
Three Little Pigs .

G
G
G
G
G

SPECIAL
) Thanks America . ...E

8351
8352
8353

8508
8509

(6)

9l/2m. 2281
9m. 2243
9m. 2342
9m.2393

(Color)

8m. 2337
8m. 2271
8m. 2271
8m.2287
8m. 2312
8m. 2319
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385
8m.
9m. 2414

9m.2250
9m.2403

(12)

(Black and White)
Horizons Of Tomorrow
G
The Three R's Go Modem G
Sky Thrills . E
Majesty Of Yellowstone G

8201
8202
8203
8204

8m. 2328

Republic

793

SPECIALS
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9m. 2328

Cat Nap Pluto (P) .
Inferior Decoration (D) .
Pueblo Pluto (P) .
Donald's Happy Birthday

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4)
(Sept. 5)
(Oct. 10)
(Nov. 14)
(Dec. 19)

9m. 2319

(18)

(May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F)
F
(June 20) Cfown of the Jungle (D) G
(July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D) ... G
(Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
(Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
(Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D)
G
(Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
(Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G) . F
(Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P) . G
(Nov. 28) Chip An7 Dale
G
(Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P) .... G
(Jan. 23 They're Off (G) .G
(Feb. 6) The Big Wash (G)
G
(Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (D)
E
(Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F
(Apr. 16) Daddy Duck (D) .G
(Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P)
F
(May2lj Donald's Dream Voice (D)
(1947-48)

aia.
a c
a. .E

SPECIAL
) Report For Action .

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES

(1946-47)
74101
74102
74103
74104
74105
74106
74107
74108
74109
74110
74111
74112
74113
74114
74115
74116
74117
74118

i

(Oct. 31) No. 3—End of an Empire G 18Vim. 2280
(Nov. 28) No. 4—Public Relations . . .
Means You .G
17m. 2286
(Dec. 26) No. 5—The Presidential
Year .G
17m. 2319
(Jan.
) No. 6-The'Cold War's
Act 1—France .G 18V2m. 2328
(Feb.
) No. 7—Marriage and
Divorce
. f
17m. 2352
(Mar.
) No. 8—Crisis In Italy .E
17m. 2360
(Apr.
) No. 9—Life With Junior .. .G
18m. 2375
(May
) No. 10—Battle for Greece G
17m. 2393
(June
) No. 11—The Fight Game G 18'/2m. 2413

8m.2287

Two Reel

MY PAL (4)
83201 (Oct. 31) My Pal .G
83202 (
) Lost Pal .

8m.2256
8m.2281

F— Figaro)

(6)

83701 (Jan. 16) Bet Your Life .G
83702 (Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife .F
83703 (Apr. 9) Secretary Trouble .F

83501
83502
83503
83504

10m. 2281
9m. 2319
9m. 2337
9m.2361
8m.2385
8m.
*
8m.

?

z

II
If
o.S

LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE

5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra . F
(Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time .. F
(Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
Orchestra .G
(Nov. 28) Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 26) Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra
.G
(Jan. 23) Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra
.F
(Feb. 20) Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G

WALT DISNEY REISSUES
(Technicolor)

Two Reel

at

i'D—Donald Duck; G—Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse; P—Pluto;

10m. 2281
Urn. 2313
11m. 2361
10m. 2376
10m. 2393

RKO
83401
83402
83403
83404
83405

FLASHBACKS (7)
. G
. G
.F
.F
.F

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)
7m. 2312
8m. 2337
8m. 2337
8m., 2360
7m. 2360
7m. 2414

<2

16m. 2286
18m. 2311
19m. 2319
18m. 2336
16m. 2352
18m. 2369
17m. 2384
17m. 2403
17m.

84401 (Sept.

(8)

(1948-49)
(Sept. 17) Readin', 'Ritin' and
'Rhythmetic .

X8-1

FLICKER
24) No. 1
5) No. 2
16) No. 3
27) No. 4
9) No. 5
21) No. 6
2) No. 7

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(May
(July

(Polacolor)
X7-1

s

z

(Re-Releases)

84404

All's Fair At The Fair .G
Olive Oyl For President. ..G
Wigwam Whoopee .G
Pre-Hysterical Man .G
Popeye Meets Hercules ... G
A Wolf In Sheik's Clothing
Spinach vs. Hamburgers ....
Snow Place Like Home .. .

SCREEN SONG

(Dee. 12) Switzerland Today .E
(Jan. 9) Children's Village .E
(Feb. 6) Operation White Tower ... G
(Mar. 3) Photo Frenzy .E
(Apr. 2) Funny Business .E
(Apr. 30) Democracy's Diary .E
(May 28) Crime Lab .E
(June 25) Letter To A Rebel

S

One Reel

(8)

POPULAR SCIINCI (6)
(Magnacolor)
J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5
J7-6

83102
83103
83104
83105
83106
83107
83108
83109

(6)

(Polacolor)
E7-1
E7-2
E7-3
E7-4
E7-5
E7-6
E7-7
E7-8

THIS IS AMERICA (13)
83101 (Nov. 14) Border Without Bayonets E

%£
0)0.

JAMBOREES (7)

(Oct. 3) It Could Happen To You G
(Nov. 14) Babies, They're Wonderful G
(Jan. 2) Bundle From Brazil .G
(Mar. 12) Musical Miracle .G
(May 28) A Model Is Bom .G
POPEYE CARTOONS

JC

"c
c

s
<§

e

Z

a

et3

° C

R7-8 (Apr. 30) Riding Habits .G.10m. 2377
R7-9 (June 11) Big League Glory .E
10m. 2414
R7-10 (July 30) Her Favorite Pools .
NOVELTOONS

|

) .

00

I

Servisection 7

n

t
&

>&

s

CHECK-UP

8531
8532

(Feb.
) One Note Tony .
G
(Aug. 15) The Talking Magpies In
Flying South .
F
(Aug. 29) Mighty Mouse In A Date
For Dinner .
F
(Sept. 19) The Talking Magpies In
Fishing By The Sea .
F
(Oct. 10) Mighty Mouse in the First
Snow .
F
(Oct. 24) The Talking Magpies in the
Super Salesman .
F
(Nov. 14) Mighty Mouse In A Fight
to the Finish . .F
(Dee. 5) The Wolf's Pardon . . G
(Dec. 19) Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
(Dec. 12) The Talking Magpies In
The Hitchhikers . .F
(Dec. 26) Mighty Mouse In Lazy
Little Beaver . .F
(Jan.
) Felix The Fox . ... G
(Jan.
) The Talking Magpies
In Taming The Cat . G
(Mar.
) Mighty Mouse and the
Magician . .F
(Mar.
) Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .
F
(Apr.
F
) Hounding The Hares ...
(Apr.
) Mighty Mouse in the
Feudin' Hillbillies .
F
(May
) Mystery in the Moonlight F
) Seeing Ghosts .
(June
F
(June
) The Talking Magpies in a
Sleepless Night .
(July
) Mighty Mouse in the
Witch's Cat .
(Reissues)
/
(May
G
) Butcher of Seville .
) Mighty Mouse in the
(May
Green Lino .

7m.2256
7m.2256
7m. 2256
6Vzm. 2281
6V2m. 2297
6V2m. 2297
7m. 2303
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2352
7m.2352
7m.2375
7m.2376
7m. 2385
7m. 2413
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

7m.
7m.

is'

7m.2384
7m.

One Reel
CARTOON
(Trucolor)
761

(Dec. 20) It's A Grand Old Nag

United Artists
G

8Vim. 2297

20th Century-Fox
Two Reel
MARCH OF TIME (13)
(Vol. 14)
(Sept. 5) No. 1—Is Everybody
Listening? .F 18’/2m. 2243
(Oct. 3) No. 2—T-Men In Action
E
18m. 2262

THE

EXHIBITOR

One Reel
MUSI COLORS (7)
(Cinecolor)
(Oct. 15,'46) Toccata and Fugue
E
(June 15, '47) The Engulfed
.
Cathedral .F
(Oct.
'47) Moonlight .G
(Dec.
'47) Enchanted Lake .F
(Mar.
'47) Fingai's Cave .G

10m. 2044
7m. 2250
7m. 2250
7m. 2297
10m. 2337

THE

Servisection 8
■9

0
Z
©

£
&
O
*0

J

J

DC

DC

i
9
1
♦0
DC

*r
P

ft

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June
(July

'47)
'48)
'48)
'48)
*48)
'48)
'48)

C

3
oc

c

*1
*•0>“0 c
a. —

(11)

(Technicolor)
The Bandmaster ....
The Mad Hatter ...
Banquet Busters
Kiddie Kortcert .
Pixie Picnic .
Wacky-bye Baby ...
(Reissues)
Jon't Hook Now

G
G
G
F
G
G

7m. 2297
7m. 2337
7m. 2336
7m.2376
7m.2376
7m. 2376

3351
3352
3353

5555

3301
3302
3303
3304
3305
3306

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G
Two Reel
NAME BAND MUSICALS (13)
(Oct. 22) Alvino Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 3) Drummer Man .G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G
(Mar. 31) Woody Herman end
His Orchestra .G
(June 16) Red Ingle and his Natural
Seven .G
SPECIALS

2201
2202
3201

d

<3

3
i
ft
oc

5

(Dec. 22)

3392
3393

(Jan. 19)
(Mar. 15)

3394
3395

(Apr. 26)
(June 21)

SING AND BE HAPPY
3381
3382

2329

3321
3322
3323

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer F
(.) Pickled Puss .F
(Reissues) (13)
) Knock Knock .G
) Syncopated Sioux .F
) Woody Woodpecker .F
VARIETY VIEWS

3341
3342
3343
3344
3345

(Sept. 29)
(Nov. 17)
(Feb. 9)
(June 7)
(June 28)

4402
15m. 2328
15m. 2342

4403

15m. 2369

4404

15m. 2403

4405

8m. 2403
8m.

4606
4607

4202
4203
4204
4205
4206

Tropical Harmony .G
Chimp Aviator .G
Brooklyn Makes Capital G
Whatta Built .F
Copa Carnival

10m. 2287
9m. 2287
10m. 2319
10m. 2407

Two Reel

4004
4005
4006
4007
4008

4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806

One Reel
ADVENTURE SPECIALS (4)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 6) Land of Romance .
(Nov. 15) Beautiful Bali .'.
(Dec. 20) Dad Minds the Baby .
(Feb. 28) What's Hatchin'? .
(Mar. 27) Rhythm of a Big City
(June 5) Living With Lions .

4301
4302

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)
(Reissues)
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 20) Dangerous Dan McFoo.G
(Jan. 17) Hobo Gadget Band .G

G
G
G
G
G
E

20m.
20m.
18m.
19m.

2341
2360
2393
2414

10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2263
2297
2311
2342
2352
2415

7m. 2319
7m. 2319

S

ft
DC

Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
Bone Sweet Bone (C) .F
The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
Up-Standing Sitter (C) ....
The Rattled Rooster (T)
F
You Were Never Duckier (T)
Dough Ray Me-ow (C) ....
The Pest That Came To
Dinner - (T) .
2) Odor Of the Day (C) ....

4709

(Oct.

4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510
4511
4512
4513

SPORTS PARADE (11)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
(Dec. 13) Action in Sports .G
(July 3l) A Nation On Skis .
(Feb. 14) Sun Valley Fun ./.G
(Mar. 6) Trip to Sportland .F
(Mar. 20) Ride, Ranchero, Ride .G
(Apr. 17) Holiday for Sports .G
(June 5) Built For Speed .G
(May 1) Fighting Ath’etes .G
(June 19) The Race Rider . G
(Aug. 14) Playtime In Rio .
(Sept. 18) Sports Down Under .
(Oct. 9) Gauchos Of the Pampas .

7m.2221
7m. 2297
7m.2336
7m.2336
7m.2376
7m. 2393
7m. 2415

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m. 2393
10m. 2415

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2337
10m. 2393

10m. 2263
9m. 2297
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m.2385
10m.2415

7m.2393
7m.2393
7m.2415

10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2352
10m. 2377
10m. 2407
10m. 2385
10m. 2415

ARTKINO

THE

EXHIBITOR

P

]l

u
&E

..G
F

19m. 2342
11m. 2337

G
G
G

9m. 2342
10m. 2256
7m. 2312

African Big Game (AF) . G
20m. 2329
All American Soap Box
Derby (Emerson Yorke) .. .G
25m. 2384
American Heritage, The
(NSS) .G
10m. 2256
Another 'First' For Mr.
Washington (Audio) .F
11m. 2376
Assignment-Tel Aviv
Bannister Baby Land
(Elliott) .F 9V2m. 2414
(United Palestine Appeal) G
21m. 2256
Borrowing in Subtraction
(The Worid Today) .G
17m. 2336
Card Sharps (Target) .F
8m. 2414
Church In the Atomic Age,
The (Film Program Services
-16mm.)
G
19m. 2414
Colour (BIS) .G
15m. 2414
Colour In Clay (BIS) .G
11m. 2414
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board of Fire
Underwriters) .G 9Vam. 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS) .G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada) .6
23m. 2311
First Steps (Film Program
Services) .E
11m. 2414
Forgotten Children
(Hadassah) .G
18m. 2271
Fragment of Seeking
(Curtis Harrington) .F
14m. 2329
Friendship Train, The
(Warners) .E
14m. 2352
Graziano vs. Zale Fight
Picture (Coram) . G
16m. 2413
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
15m. 2297
Hermits of the Sky (AF) ... G
11m. 2250
High Plain, The (General) E
19m. 2266
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
9m. 2312
House In the Desert
(United Palestine Appeal) G
30m. 2255
Indonesia Calling
(Brandon) .G
20m. 2297
Know Your Baby
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Lima Family (General).F
18m. 2250
Make Way for Yobth
(National Social Welfare
Assembly) .E
22m. 2342
Makers of Destiny (Astor) G
15m. 2403
Montevideo Family (Bryan) F
15m. 2414
Music in the Wind
(NFB of Canada)
F
9m. 2243
My Name Is Han (Religious
Film Association) .G
27m72414
. O'Voutie O'Rooney
(Astor) .G 23V2m. 2360
Passing Hours, The (AF) G
12m. 2281
People Between, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
21m. 2271
People's Charter, The
(UN Film Board .E
17m. 2256
Penn State vs. S. M. U.
(Film Productions Ltd.) ... F
6m. 2328
Peru (General) .G
20m. 2286
Rhapsody Of Saturno
(Tecnnicolor) (Siritxky-lnf.) F 9V2m. 2385
Rhythm of Africa (AF)
G
15m. 2329
Roman Singers of Vatican
City, The (Elliott) .G
17m. 2403
Round Trip: The USA in
World Trade (20th Century
Fund) .
G
20m. 2266
Scotland Yard At Work
(Merlin) .F
22m. 2280
Searchlight on the Nations
(The World Today) .E
33m. 2336
Ski Skill
(NFB of Canada) .F
9m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
10m. 2312
Tobacco Land
(De Rachemont) .G
8m. 2376
Twin Tornadoes
(Sporfsworld) .F
19m. 2352
Underground Farmers
(RKO Dist. Corp.) .F
9m. 2329
Varieties In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Serv¬
ice) .F lOVbm. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Woman Speaks No. 8
(Film Studios of Chicago) O lOVhm. 2297
Woman Speaks No. 9
(Film Studio* of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Women Wrestler*
(United Sports Attraction) G
9m. 2385
Your Children and You
(BIS) .G
29m. 2329

Foreign
Human Heart, The .F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates .G
Kindergartens .G
Life and Death in the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The .F
Northern Korea .G

£

?
0
oc

1
•=
e
1

Miscellaneous

(T—Technicolor; C-Cinecolor)
(May 1)
(May 22)
(July 10)
(July 3)
(June 26)
(Aug. 7)
(Aug. 14)
(Sept. 11)

—*

Secrets of Nature .
Song of Happiness .
Soviet Science and
Technique .
Soviet Sports .
Winter Sports in Moscow

7m.2336
7m.2336
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

(18)

4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708

18m. 2256
19m. 2336
20m. 2273

0

JH

(6)

(Sept. 27) Let's Sing A Seng of the
West .G
(Dec. 27) Let's Sing An Old Time
Song .G
(Jan. 24) Let's Sing A Song About
the Moonlight .G
(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorites .G
(May 8) Let's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song ... G
(July 17) Let's Sing A Song From
the Movies .G
MERRIE MELODIES

Q
V)a>

(8)

MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE

(8)

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (8)
(Jan. 31) Celebration Days .B
(Oct. 18) Soap Box Derby .G
(Feb. 21) Teddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue) .E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival . E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede .E
(July 3) A Day At the Fair . G
(Sept. 4) The Man From New Orleans
(Oct. 16) My Own United States ....

4001
4002
4003

4604
4605

4201

Vitaphone

4101

4602
4603

Z
a>

(6)

(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra .G
(Oct. 25) Swing Styles .F
(Dec. 6) Borroh Minevitch and
Harmonica School .F
(Jan. 10) Rubinoff and His Violin... F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra .F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra .F
(June 19} The Saturday Night
Swing Club .
(July 17) Joe Reichman and His
Orchestra .

8m. 2385

7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

S>£
C
a.0 —:

(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman .G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife .F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment .G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler .G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House .G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Detective .G
MELODY MASTERS

4601

4608

7m. 2319
7m. 2328

oc3

oc

JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES

(8)

(Mar. 29) Spotlight Serenade .G
(June 14) Singin' The Blues .

(
(May
(July

4401

9m. 2319
7m. 2376

□

3719
3720
3721
3722
3723
3724
3725
3726

15m. 2319
15m. 2328

19m. 2342

£%

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
(June 28) Easter Yeggs .B
(Nov. 1) Slick Hare .G
(jan. 3) Gorilla My Dreams .G
(Feb. 7) A Feather in His Hare .F
(Apr. 10) Rabbit Punch .G
(May 8) Buccaneer Bunny .F
(June 12) Bugs Bunny Rides Again... F
(July 24) Haredevil Hare .
(1947-48)
(Aug. 21) Hot Cross Bunny
Hare Splitter
(Sept. 25) "
‘ "

4719
4720

20m. 2255
17m. 2297

?

C

2

ft

■e-

a

9

(Mar. 20) Little Pancho Vanilla .G
(Apr. 10) Don't Look Now .F
(Apr. 24) Curious Puppy . F
(May 22) Circus Today .G
(June 12) Little Blabber Mouse _
(July 10) The Squawkin Hawk .
(July 31) Tale Of Two Kitties .
(Aug. 14) Pigs In A Polka .
(Aug. 28) Greetings Bait .
(Sept. 18) Hiss and Make Up .
(Oct. 2) Hollywood Steps Out .

27m. 2302

(2)

One Reel
THE ANSWER MAN (8)
No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors .G
No. 2-Hall of Fame . G
No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion .G
No. 4—Flood Waters .
No. 5—Mighty Timber .

i

4303
4304
4305
4306
4307
4308
4309
4310
4311
4312
4313

4406

(1946-47)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning .F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers .G

3391

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m. 2403

t

z

Universal-International
Three Reel
MUSICAL WESTERNS
(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Day* .F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire .G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch .G

CHECK-UP

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
10m. 2385
20m. 2384
20m. 2297
22m. 2243
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Money Madness—H. Beaumont, F. Rafferty
TTi- Arpvle Secrets—W. Garoan. M. Lord
Will It Happen Aaain?—Documentary
Four Feathers—Technicolor (Reissue)
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The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Valli, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas
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box office.-across-

the-board customer appeal!'
"If action's what audience
wants, they'll get it here!'
"Will pay off largely at boxoffice! Follows T-Men I"
Hits hard... strong woman's angle!'
A solid item ...Should keep all
audiences in a state of excitement!'
Good music to any exhibitor's earsf
Should clean up! Names will
insure good business!'

Anothejl

hit forji

EDWARD SMALL presents
with

KAW V

John Ireland • RAYMOND BURR • C

and JOHN C. HIGGINS • Suggested by a story by ARNl

ATURE BOY DOES IT AGAIN!
More big news from lightning Leoi
While the eyes of the industry are on
the sensational N.Y. World Premiere of
Irving Berlin’s " EASTER PARADE,”
another big M-G-M Technicolor hit is

O

the talk of every Film Row. The Trade
Shows of "A DATE WITH JUDY”
have filled exhibitor hearts with glee.
The trade papers are ecstatic. Experi¬
enced showmen predict it will be one of
the greatest fan attractions of the year.

IRVINg

de’s so full of Vitamin M-G-M! His boxoffice ap>eal is drawing millions of romantic people to
Homecoming,” Frank Capra’s "State of the Union,”
The

Pirate”

(Technicolor),

"Summer

Holiday”

Technicolor). Now comes Irving Berlin’s "Easter
5arade” and "On An Island With You” to be fob
owed by "A Date With Judy,” all three in Technb
olor, and plenty more all through the summer.

[-G-M presents “A DATE WITH JUDY” starring WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA,
AVIER CUGAT and his Orchestra, ROBERT STACK • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy
ingsley • Based on the Characters Created by Aleen Leslie • Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK.
Carmen Miranda sings "Cooking With Glass” by Ray Gilbert and Luis Oliveira, and "Cuanto Le Gusta” by

REGARDLESS

of

whether

they

want

to

leave the Congo or not, U. S. films are
having a “Bongo Bongo” effect on young
women in Nigeria. As the result of seeing
American
films in
the
West
African
country, the young women, particularly
the educated, are now insisting that love
he as important as the dowry in the mar¬
riage contract.

★

“Hardening nf The Arteries”

LATEST devices to attract the drive-in trade
include outdoor grills, horseshoe courts,
and picnic tables, the idea being to make

The question of whether to cut admissions or not is coming

an all-day affair of it.

to

★
atre circuit is bringing suit to force “Bank
Night” to be declared legal.

I

cities,

admissions

have

heen

It is reasonable to assume that there will lie no grand rush

with

a

girl

drew

The argument against any cut is generally

prove that where the tariff has heen lessened
&

★

there

is a

great

increase in the number of people interested in going to the theatre
more often.

One pertinent case occurred in New York City where “The

MOST AMAZING is the announcement that
“Red Stallion
In The Rockies,” will

Time Of Your Life,” UA’s release, was obviously not doing the
business th e rave reviews deserved.

actually be filmed there.

However, when the scale was

lowered from $.90-$1.80 to $.60-$1.25, with the loges down from

★

$2.40 to $1.80, the gross

A COUPLE of exhibitors in the far east,
operating a 16mm. theatre, charge workers
on a plantation coconuts as the admission

is reported to have not only

own hut to have, in some cases, heen bettered.
more

people

seeing

the

mouth became greater.

of money, which gives the
when asked how business

feature,

the

held its

Furthermore, with

opportunity

for

word-of-

Another sidelight was that the patrons*

complaints on the feature were practically eliminated, proving
that it is easier to please when the tariff isn’t so high.

might be, the chance to answer: “It’s the
nuts.”

Several

make up the difference, but reports coming in from a few cities

her arm a little closer, and broke it.

fee in lieu
theatremen,

in

that it is difficult in these times of lowered theatre attendance to

WHAT MAY be regarded as a patron’s ver¬
sion of “the team that generates steam”
took place in an eastern theatre, where a
hands

Already

to lower admissions.

★

holding

head.

is being given serious thinking in many quarters.

SIGN OF THE TIMES: A mid-western the¬

fellow

a

lowered, not drastically but enough to indicate that this problem

There has long heen an observation in this business that

★

goes something like this: “He’s suffering from hardening of the

THERE’S NOTHING like being frank. A
Kentucky exhibitor installed new chairs,

arteries,” which means that the gentleman referred to can’t keep
step with changing conditions hut likes to live “in the good old

so it now tells patrons that if they don’t
like the show, their money won’t be re¬
funded, as they can always go to sleep, and
ushers can be instructed to wake them

i

days.” Well, to put it bluntly, the good old days of peak grosses
aren’t here any more, and the problems have to he met with the
weapons at hand.

when the show is over.

—H. M. M.

We

do not SAY that in every case a cut in admissions is neces¬

sary as some theatres never moved theirs up much

during war

times, hut in the spots where the prices went up, we suggest that

INDEX

serious study he given to the possibilities of cutting prices. It is
not only a question of protecting grosses. It is a matter of keeping
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Set for a world premiere
oyer the Tri- State Circuit,
with fun,hilarity and plenty
of space-grabbing bally¬
hoo stunts surrounding
personal appearances of
Hollywood stars...real
showmanship action that
will establish the selling
pattern for the rest of
the country.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

DONALD O’CONN
in FEUD)

with PENNY EDWARDS-JOE BESSER - Scl<

Directed by GEORGE SHFf

Don't fake our word
for the entertainment
value of FEU DIN;
FUSSIN’ AND A-FIGHTBN’
I think you owe it to
yourselves/ to the
business and to your
customers to screen
this picture for an
audience before you
book it.
"This is the best way
to prove to you that
FEUDIN; FUSSIN’ AND
A-FIGHTIN’ is a great
audience picture.'Jl

MA it PA KETTLE OF "THE EGG AND I" Together Again!

IARJ0RIE MAIN • PERCY KILBRIDE
SSIN’ AND A-FIGHTIN’
■). BEAUCHAMP from his Collier’s Magazine story
diced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN
11

Mk

-

:

*

.

I H \

W.

J.

HEINEMAN,

MAX

YOUNGSTEIN,

DAVID

LEAN,

"OLIVER

TWIST"

DIRECTOR,

AND

SAM

SEIDELMAN

CONFER

ON

THE

EL

FILM

IN

ENGLAND.

What A Man Heineman
A Large Degree Of Credit For Eagle Lion’s Rise Must Go to Its Vice-President

O

FTEN mentioned is the steady, sure
progress that Eagle Lion has made
in the production and distribution
part of the business. Talk to most Eagle
Lion-ites and the chances are they’ll tell
you that one of the big reasons for the
progress made has been William J. Heine¬
man, vice-president in charge of distribu¬
tion.
Heineman began with the company in
February of this year, and since then
there’s been a marked upturn in the com¬
pany’s sales, a sharpening of all facets
of the sales picture, and a general feeling
that EL has achieved its stated objective
of taking its place among the major
companies.

Shown

before

leaving

stein,

advertising

head,

and

6

Jerome

for

chief;
Dale,

England

are Young-

Heineman,

distribution

J.

Arthur

Rank

rep.

And to do all this, Heineman has been
a pretty busy guy. So far he has made
two complete tours of the country, visiting
each of the company's 31 exchanges. He
made several important changes in execu¬
tive personnel, bringing into the company
men to add strength where it would do the

greatest good. On several trips to the
studio, he has impressed on producers the
importance of considering sales depart¬
ment recommendations as to the market¬
ability of various types of product.
Also, in company with Max E. Youngstein, vice-president in charge of adver¬
tising, publicity and exploitation, Heine¬
man flew to England where the two exec¬
utives set up with the J. Arthur Rank
Organization a “pre-selection plan,” which
now brings Eagle Lion many of the top
Rank films on a schedule which permits
long-range advance national promotion.
Also, under Heineman Eagle Lion is
profiting greatly from its “area saturation
plan,” by which openings of major films
are set on a multiple day-and-date basis
within key territories, with 200 or more
major key houses tied in for day-and-date
openings following saturation campaigns.
Eagle Lion right now looks like a good
sound setup, and the trade gives much of
the credit to Bill Heineman.

THE

EXHIBITOR

Heineman and executives pose with the St. Louis personnel at a sales meet¬
ing in Chicago.
Miller;

Noted, left to right, seated: Beiersdorf, Youngstein, French

standing,

Schlaifer,

J.

Woodward,

H.

Schwarz,

and

E.

Stevens.

7

At the same meeting in Chicago, Heineman et al confer with Kansas City
men.

Noted, left to right, seated: Beiersdorf, Youngstein, Albert Lies; stand¬

ing, Heineman, M. Shackelford, B. Miller, Schlaifer, E. Snitz, and C. Riley.

In San Francisco, Heineman meets with, left to right, John Leo, salesman;

Heineman also conducts a regional sales meeting in San Francisco.

Lloyd Katz, branch manager, and Al Adolph, salesman. The boys specifically

Sam Milner, Los Angeles; Art Jolley, Salt Lake City; Youngstein; Bud Austin,

discussed "Canon City", filmed on the scene of the Colorado prison break.

Denver; Schlaifer, Ralph Amacher, Portland; Katz and Wally Rucker, Seattle.

Heineman and

Finally, Heineman hits Los Angeles, tours the studios, and chats with Arthur

Katz spend

some

time

also working

out details with

Ed

Rowden, president. Cooperative Booking Service, and Jerry Zigmond, general

Krim,

manager,

producer Wanger's future product, his initial release for EL being "Tulsa".

Paramount

July 7, 1948

Theatres,

San

Francisco.

They

discuss

"Ruthless".

THE

EL

president,

EXHIBITOR

and

Walter

Wanger,

planning

the

Here are

distribution

of

THE

8

EXHIBITOR

Back from their trip to Britain and the continent, Seidelman, foreign opera¬

Heineman speaks at a sales meeting in New York, and seen, left to right,

tions manager;

are Darwin Pickard, assistant controller; Herman Beiersdorf, western sales

Heineman, and Youngstein

are interviewed

by

the trade

press in New York. The execs set up a "pre-selection plan" for Rank film.

Heineman,

visiting

in

Philadelphia,

talks

over

some

of

the

forthcoming

manager;

L.

J.

'Jack'

Schlaifer,

Heineman,

Youngstein,

and

Seidelman.

In Boston, Heineman meets with some of (he boys for a friendly chat.

Seen,

product from Eagle Lion with Joe Minsky, former district head, and Jay

left to right, are Tom Donaldson, New England district manager; Heineman,

Emanuel, head, Jay Emanuel Theatres, and

Harry

publisher of THE

EXHIBITOR.

Heineman and Glazier get together for a little private discussion of Eagle
Lion bookings.

Some of the top shows coming up from the company are

"Canon City", "Oliver Twist", "Hollow Triumph", and "Let's Live A Little".

Segal,

branch

head

and

John

Glazier,

Western

Mass.

Theatres.

Hopping down to New Orleans, Heineman confers with Schlaifer, assistant
to

the distrib

Theatres,

chief; and

operator,

Beiersdorf,

L.

C.

Montgomery,

president,

Joy; Youngstein, and E. A. MacKenna,

Delta

manager, Joy.
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e're mighty proud of the brand new industry record for activity UniversalInternational has lined up for July. There’ll be four action-packed world
premieres of four fine U-l pictures built strictly for box-office — “Tap
Roots/7 "Man-Eater of Kumaon," "Feudin’, Fussin’ and A-Fightin’" and
"Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid.77
Such activity calls for a maximum of promotion power, so we’ve built up
our staff and put on a special field force to campaign these pictures in a
manner that will guarantee you tremendous national publicity penetra¬
tion as well as pre-tested promotions to cash in on when you play these
attractions.

There’ll be no summer doldrums this year for U-l
exhibitors! Just turn the page and you’ll find
four solid reasons why you always. ..

ss SSS=
tsssn

>0<!
tot this one
^dreamed op, *
cture .hat’s
tnai 3 ‘hockful

' ttsToP- *~*

loghead sl9n.oo«»;

Starring

:;9e, Ghi" Pt«‘ °n

SABU JOANNE PAGE
WENDELL COREY

.A

9
television n
odi° »"d *“• ciw. in
, nil over the ciiy
found-Us otoi

AS "LALI”

AS “NARAIN”

AS THE HUNTER

^MORRIS CARNOVSKY
ased on the Book MAN EATERS OF KUMAON by JIM CORBETT

lirected by

Screenplay by JEANNE BARTLETT and LEWIS MELTZER

BYRON HASH.m* JONTY SHAFF.

Adaptation by RICHARD G HUBLER and ALDEN NASH

A

In association with

FRANK P. ROSENBERG

JULY

UNIVERSAL

INTERNATIONAL
RELEASE

UniversalInternational
presents

morot

DONALD OCOMVOR
MA X PA KETTLE OF "THE EGG AND l"

MARJORIE MAIM
PERCY KILBRIDE
Together Aqatrr/
The Tri-State Circuit gets this one, teeing
off in Des Moines and Omaha on July 8
with fun, hilarity and plenty of space¬
grabbing stunts surrounding personal ap¬
pearances by Marjorie Main, Penny Ed¬
wards and Joe Besser.
Watch the grosses on this one as it plays
the circuit in Sioux City, Waterloo, Qrand
Rapids, Davenport, Rock Island and Mo¬
line and then continues on to Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis and all around
the Mid-West,

with

PENNY EDWARDS • JOE BESSER
Screenplay by D. D BEAUCHAMP from his Collier’s Magazine Story
Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN • Produced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

cou>«Br
e/v \ rese*

/

'gw*r/
Timed to share headlines with the Demo¬
cratic National Convention, “Tap Roots” pre¬
mieres at the Goldman Theatre in spotlighted
elphia on July 14* spearheading dayional kick-offs in Atlantic City,
Allentown,

Bethlehem, Harrisburg,

Reading,

Ocean City, Easton, Lancaster, York and Wilrought in from the studio
Full page newspaper
'door coverage! National
ing ABCs “Go for the
per Club” show and Muprogram! Comprehenzine and newspaper cooperative ad

Chesterfield, General

Electric and I
More than

newspaper, radio and

television reporters and commentators cover¬
ing the Convention will have their eyes—and
their pencils—on “Tap Roots.”

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

WILLIAM POWELL ANN BLYTH
m NUNNALLY JOHNSON’S

msm-M
IRENE HERVEY
ANDREA KING
CLINTON SUNDBERG

Lots of publicity will be garnered in Atlantic City when the
judges select the “Mermaid of the Year” as the wind-up of
activities for the world premiere of “Mr. Peabody and the
Mermaid” at the Hollywood Theatre on July 28. Full national

Screenplay by NUNNALLY JOHNSON

network coverage is pre-selling this picture to millions of radio

From the novet “Peabody’s Mermaid"
by Guy and Constance Jones

listeners via such programs as the CBS “House Party” show

Directed by

IRVING PICHEL
Associate Producer, Gene Fowler, Jr.

to find the “most unusual fish story”; Mutual’s “Bride and
Groom*’ program to select “the ideal honeymoon couple”;
and Mutual’s “Queen for a Day” program to crown a “Mer¬
maid Bathing Queen.”

12
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MICKEY” IN DUAL BOW; LAZARUS JR., LESIEUR UPPED; OTHER ITEMS

At the recent 15th annual ITOA installation luncheon
in New York, Harry Brandt, center, president, was
presented with a scroll as he took office for the 15th
consecutive year. David Weinstock, left, board chair¬
man, and Milton C. Weisman, counsel, looked on.

It was recently announced in New York by Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists president, that Howard LeSieur,
left, was named director of advertising and publicity for the company, succeeding Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., right,
who was appointed executive assistant to the president. LeSieur has been with the firm since 1933, starting as
production manager, adding house magazine editing duties in 1935, after which he was promoted to sales
promo ion manager.
In 1944,
LeSieur was named
ad manaaer, and then
assistant ad-publicity head.

Alfredo Holguin, Dolores Del Rio, and Manny Reiner
recently negotiated an agreement in Mexico whereby
the Mexican branch of SRO will distribute Miss
Del Rio's new high-budget film, "Historia De Una
Mujer Mala", throughout the Republic of Mexico.

Attending the recent North and South Carolina Theatre Owners first summer post-war convention at Myrtle
Beach, S. C., were, left to right: H. H. Everett, Everett Circuit; H. M. Richey, MGM exhibitor relations head,
who represented the company at the convention; Mrs. Everett, Bob Wilby, Atlanta; TOA legal chief Herman
Levy, New Haven, Conn., and Jack Reville, manager, Metro's Charlotte exchange. Also attending the convention
from MGM were Tom W. Raldridge, Fred Hull, and Barney Ross. The confab took place at the Ocean Forest Hotel.

Ann Miller, one of the star's of MGM's "Easter
Parade", recently arrived in New York to do inter¬
views, and to make p.a.'s in connection with the film.

Pictured above is the newly formed Tokyo camera unit for Warner Pathe News, which will cover that Pacific
sector for the newsreel. Shown from left to right, along with all necessary equipment, are Yoshihiko Yoshido,
cameraman; Masa Tabata, cameraman; Gene Zenier, cameraman-director, and Yoshiko Seki, secretary-researcher.

Elaborate festivities marked the recent premiere of Eagle Lion's "Mickey", Para¬
mount and Weber, Des Moines, which highlighted the dual celebration of Iowa's
104th anniversary of admission to statehood and the 100th anniversary of the
settlement of the first Scandinavian family in the state. Shots from left to right,
show: preparations at the Paramount for the gala opening, with the stars intro¬

duced to the crowds from the platform out front; Max E. Youngstein, EL vicepresident in charge of advertising, publicity, and exploitation, speaking before
the Chamber of Commerce prior to the opening, and Lon McAllister, Sunnie Ander¬
son, Lois Butler, star of the film, her mother, and Siqne Hasso visiting the children
at the A. H. Blank Memorial Hospital. The campaign aroused tremendous interest.
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MEL KONECOFFS NEW YORK
HUNDREDS of industry representatives gathered last week to pay tribute to Louis
B. Mayer, MGM production head, at a testimonial dinner at the Hotel Astor sponsored
by the amusement industry division of the United Jewish Appeal under the joint lead¬
ership of Barney Balaban, Paramount president; Si Fabian, and Emil Friedlander. Eric
Johnston, MPAA prexy, presented Mayer with a large illuminated scroll
tendered on behalf of the industry in appreciation of his activities in
public service and philanthropic causes and in recognition of his
leadership in the motion picture world.
Other principal speakers included Ted Gamble, TOA prexy, who
also served as toastmaster; Bert Lytell, Louis Nizer, prominent atttorney
and James D. McDonald, U. S. representative to Israel. In his address,
Mayer stressed the urgency of the UJA campaign, and urged its full
support by the entire industry. Robert Merrill sang the national anthem, and David
Weinstock was in charge of arrangements.
too high for the purchase of sets by the
NEW INDE VENTURE: Pioneer Pic¬
average family, and that his company
tures, newly formed inde production out¬
would do everything in its power to cut
fit headed by Ralph Cohn and Jules
tele set prices. He expected the industry
Bricken, has ambitious plans for the
to develop into one of the top four in the
future, with New York both as to pro¬
country.
duction and subject matter. Recently,
Pioneer announced that it would make a
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Didya
film, based on the controversial Sinclair
notice that recent issue of Life magazine,
Lewis novel, “Kingsblood Royal,” here in
which devoted a number of pages cov¬
town, and just last week came another
ering what happens when the townspeople
announcement of “The Broadway Story,”
of Lake Charles, La., decide to put on
a tale of the big town’s Gay White Way
their annual stage play utilizing their
based on suggestions and story ideas
own members as cast, stagehands, etc.?
offered by columnists Dorothy Kilgallen,
Especially interesting is the fact that Rosa
Louis Sobol, Danton Walker, and Earl
Hart, head of the booking, exploitation,
Wilson.
and advertising department,
Southern
The pair, who have had wide experi¬
Amusement Company, is not only the
ence in the production end, feel that sub¬
spark-plug of the whole scheme, but that
stantial savings can be effected in produc¬
she also directs the plays. A very talented
tion costs by concentrating in the east,
gal. . . . George Hoffman, who for the past
and by accepting the offered cooperation
of unions, studios, and city officials. They
also expect that the semi-documentary
technique can be applied successfully to
romantic and comedy stories as well as to
the usual melodramas, and intend to fea¬
ture that in forthcoming productions. No
The JULY 28,
release p’ans have as yet been set, al¬
though both United Artists and Columbia
are interested.

13
12 years has handled advertising and
publicity for Arthur Mayer at the Rialto,
has opened his own offices to handle pic¬
ture promotion, theatre fronts, and dis¬
plays. He has had extensive experience
in the field prior to joining Mayer. Hoff¬
man was also an instructor at NYU on
pix, advertising, publicity, etc. . . . Warden
Roy Best sent us an invite to attend the
world premiere of “Canon City” at the
Colorado State Penitentiary, but doesn’t
tell us how to get out there. . . . The
Paramount featured the Louis-Walcott
fight on its screen via film relay tele¬
vision, and it came through remarkably
well. The house was permitted to an¬
nounce the event an hour before it went
on, and hired a sound truck to inform
the folk in the Times Square area, with
the result that the house was jammed. . . .
Franchot Tone and wife are back from
the coast to finish their acting chores in
“Jigsaw,” being filmed locally. Columbia
and RKO are interested in distributing the
inde venture of Ed and Harry Danziger.
. . . Lieutenant Audie Murphy, World
War II’s most decorated soldier, was off
on a good-will mission to France. . . . Bet¬
ter pressbooks out on: “Pitfall,” “The
Walls Of Jericho,” “The Emperor Waltz,”
and “Thunderhoof.” . . . Loew’s State,
opening as a first-run MGM outlet, with
“Easter Parade,” featured record biz. . . .
Cab Calloway opens as a single at the
Roxy on July 14. . . . “Makers Of Des¬
tiny,” Astor’s new series of shorts in
color, received editorial mention in a
recent issue of Newsweek magazine.

Announcement!

SCREENING DEPT.: The other day we
saw a “This Is America” short called
“Letter To A Rebel,” being recommended
by the Motion Picture Association for as
wide a distribution as possible. RKO, the
distributor, has agreed to sell the short to
anyone desiring to play it, even spot¬
booking it. ,It’s an excellent report on the
American way of life, and should be seen
by as wide an audience as possible. Inci¬
dentally, “Power Of The Nation,” the other
MPAA recommended short, made and re¬
leased by Warners, has received a total
of 12,000 bookings, with an eventual 15,000
expected.
RADIO AND TELEVISION: The other
day we dropped in at a luncheon of
Emerson Radio executives and dealers,
and learned that the prexy of the com¬
pany, Benjamin Abrams, expects the radio
and television industry to earn more than
two billion dollars by the end of 1949. It
garnered 400 million last year, and this
year should see it bring in over one bil¬
lion. Of that two billion, broadcasting will
account for 500 million while television
will bring in a billion-and-a-half.
Regarding television, Abrams said: “Ac¬
cording to surveys, there is a desire for
television in more than 25 million homes.”
He admitted that at present, prices were
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Issue of

PHYSICAL
THEATRE
DEPARTMENT

. . . will devote its
complete

attention

to a modern study of

PATRON SERVICE
and CROWD CONTROL
So insistent is the Reader Demand
for authoritative, up-to-the-minute
knowledge on new innovations, designs,
equipment and management techniques
that this issue has been designated as a
MUST—elaborate plans are being made.

WATCH

FOR

IT!

fA new Giant takes
its place amon^ tlie
screen s all-time Great!
Irving Berlin’s
'Easter Parade” is a
sensation in its first
en^a^ement. Marking
an innovation in
Broadway presentations,
Loew’s State Tkeatre lias
keen konored witli tlie
World Premiere of M-G-Ms
remarkakle musical.
Already previewed ky tlie press
and tlie trade, it is acclaimed
tlie greatest attraction
of its kind ever made.

gL 4^
S2

Si

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
THE MOST IMPORTANT ENGAGEMENT
IN THE HISTORY OF

HjCHMT^ fiTOvnra
Broadway at 45th Street

NOW PLAYING
of

METKO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT.. .THE MUCH
HERALDED MOTION PICTURE EVENT

'Zfkt, cplofpui&b /THuueaJl/

'IftioAsu...

IRVING BERLIN’S

mmm mhh
starring

JUDY GARLAND • FRED ASTAIRE
PETER LAWFORD • ANN MILLER
COLOR BY

£7ec/wuco/&v

Screen Play by Sidney Sheldon, Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett
Original Story by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett
Lyrics and Music by

IRVING BERLIN

Musical Numbers Directed by

*

Directed by CHARLES WALTERS

ROBERT ALTON
•

Produced by ARTHUR FREED

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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Lazarus LeSieur
Upped By UA
New York—Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., di¬
rector of advertising and publicity of
United Artists Corporation since 1943,
has been named executive assistant to the
president of the film distributing company,
it was announced last week by Gradwell
L. Sears, UA chief executive.
The post, a newly-created one, will pro¬
vide more effective liaison between the
United Artists president and the sales,
advertising and administration policies of
the company.
Lazarus, 35, has been in the industry
since 1933 when he joined Warners di¬
rectly following his graduation froroj
Cornell. In 10 years with that company, he
rose rapidly from an assistantship in the
press book department to advertising man¬
ager, to sales and promotion direction,
after which he joined Buchanan and Com¬
pany, an advertising agency, leaving there
to become director of advertising and
publicity for United Artists.
Lazarus has been with United Artists
continuously since, with an interval of
service with the army in World War II. He
is a member of AMPA, organization of the
leaders in motion picture advertising and
publicity, serving as vice-president from
1937 to 1939, and as president from
1939-40.
Howard LeSieur, assistant director of
advertising and publicity of United Art¬
ists Corporation since January, 1947, was
named director of advertising and pub¬
licity of the company.
LeSieur, with the company since 1933,
after having spent five years with the
Hanff-Metzger Advertising Agency, now
Buchanan and Company, ‘‘'rose rapidly
from his first position as production man¬
ager. In 1935, he added the duties of
house magazine editor to his production
activities, after which he was promoted to
sales promotion manager. In 1944, he was
named advertising manager, from which
post he was named assistant director of
advertising and publicity.
LeSieur’s promotion is in line v/ith the
company’s policy of advancement from
within its ranks.

W. G. Underwood Mourned
Dallas—Funeral services were held last
week for William G. Underwood, pioneer
distributor and exhibitor, who passed on
at 72 after a six-week illness. Underwood
founded the Underwood and Ezell Circuit,
which operates 17 theatres, mostly driveins, in Texas with Claude C. Ezell as
partner. He is survived by his widow and
a daughter as well as a brother and two
sisters. Pallbearers were Ned Depinet and
Samuel Dembow, Eph Charninsky, Ezell,
Lowell Russell and Albert Reynolds.

District Adds Balto. House
Washington—With the acquisition last
fortnight of the Royal, Baltimore, District
Theatres now operates 27 theatres in Mary¬
land, Virginia, and District of Columbia.
The 1400-seat Royal’s policy will be firstrun double features every other week and
a single feature plus stage show the other
weeks. Sam Ward remains as manager.
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Paramount Television
Down To 22 Seconds
NEW YORK—Paul Raibourn, Para¬
mount vice-president in charge of
video operations, revealed last week
that the company has developed a
“practically
instantaneous”
system
for its theatre television.
The interim between the time of
actual event and its projection onto
the screen is now down to 22 seconds,
from the previous 66 seconds. He said
new equipment will be ready for de¬
livery within six weeks.

Television Tests
Deemed Important
New York—Impression in film circles
last week was that the recent video broad¬
casts of the Louis-Walcott fight at the
Fox, Philadelphia, and the Paramount,
New York, marked an important milestone
in the development of theatre television.
Audiences in attendance were enthusiastic
over the results of the first telecasts of a
major sporting event ever to be shown on
theatre screens in the east.
The Paramount used its intermediate
film system, where the image was first
photographed in the projection booth, pro¬
cessed quickly, and projected within one
minute of the action.
However, the Fox experiment was direct
projection from Yankee Stadium, and
marked the public debut of a large screen
projector producing television images 20
by 15 feet. Still in the developmental stage,
this projector was the result of cooperation
between RCA, 20th-Fox and Warners,
with experimental work continuing under
a joint contract. The program was initiated
last summer.
The success of the Fox telecast was
announced jointly by Spyros P. Skouras,
20th-Fox president, and Frank M. Folsom,
executive vice-president, RCA. Skouras
expressed pride “in having presented this
trail-blazing demonstration of the public
service which may issue from the mar¬
riage of these arts.”
It was learned last week that the 18station television pool which paid the ex¬
penses of covering the Republican con¬
vention will not take legal action against
Paramount Television Productions, which
picked up Governor Dewey’s acceptance
speech on the Paramount screen.
NBC’s legal department advised against
a suit.

"Hamlet" Bows In Boston
Boston—J. Arthur Rank last week noti¬
fied motion picture representatives of the
local papers by cable from London that
Universal-International
has
completed
arrangements to hold the American pre¬
miere of Laurence Olivier’s “Hamlet” at
the Astor on Aug. 18.

Co's Win Fifth-Walnut Case
New York—The major company de¬
fendants in the Fifth and Walnut Corpor¬
ation’s $2,100,000 treble damage anti-trust
suit were awarded the verdict by a federal
court jury last week. The trial, held
before Judge Vincent Leibell, lasted seven
weeks.

'Waltz" Still Tops
Along Broadway
New York—Led by Radio City Music
Hall, the Paramount, Loews State, and the
Winter Garden, business was generally
okeh in the Broadway first-runs over the
long July 4 weekend. According to usu¬
ally reliable sources reaching The Exhibi¬
tor, the break-down was as follows:
“ROMANCE OF THE HIGH SEAS”
(WB). Strand, with stage show, an¬
nounced $23,000 for Friday through Mon¬
day, with the second week heading toward
$42,000.
“ARCH OF TRIUMPH” (UA). Globe
claimed $10,000 for the 11th week. The
picture is now in its 12th and last week.
“I, JANE DOE” (Rep.). Gotham had a
$7,500 first week.
“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para.).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
did $116,500 for Thursday through Mon¬
day, the third week anticipated at $156,000.
“GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROAD¬
WAY” (2Cth-Fox). Roxy, with stage show,
including the ice show, hit $92,000 for
Wednesday through Monday, the second
week bound to exceed $100,000.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair claimed $17,500 for the sixth week.
“EASTER PARADE” (MGM). Loew’s
State hit a new record with $92,000 for
the first week.
“THE CRUSADES” (Para.). This re¬
issue opened to a $37,000 first week at
the Rivoli.
“MAN-EATER OF KUMAON” (U-I).
Winter Garden had a very good $32,000
first week.
“A FOREIGN AFFAIR” (Para.). Para¬
mount, with stage show, had a very good
$92,000 opening week.
“MELODY
TIME”
(RKO).
Astor
claimed $19,000 for the sixth week.
“THE
LADY
FROM
SHANGHAI”
(Col.). Criterion claimed $18,000 for the
fourth week.

"Street" In D. C. Premiere
Washington—More than 800 govern¬
ment officials, members of the diplomatic
corps, theatre executives, and representa¬
tives of the press were present last week
at a special preview screening of 20th
Century-Fox’s
“The Street With
No
Name” at the Statler last week. Spyros
P. Skouras, president of the film company,
arrived from the coast during the day to
join with J. Edgar Hoover, director, Fed¬
eral Bureau of Investigation, in greeting
the guests who crowded the Presidential
Room of the hotel to see the film, and at¬
tend a buffet supper afterwards.

Georgia Court Upheld
Atlanta—The State Supreme Court
ruled last week that distributors must
pay income tax on their receipts from
other states when the films are distributed
from Georgia. The court refused to review
a Court of Appeals concurrence with the
Fulton Superior Court, which had ruled
that 20th Century-Fox must pay taxes on
film sales in four Southern states covered
by the Atlanta exchange. The company
now has to pay $4000 in back taxes.
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A portrayal as exciting as
in “Captain From Castile”

Directed by

Produced by

CENTURY-FOX
Screen Play by Richard Murphy • Based on the Novel “Spoonhandle" by Ruth Moore
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RKO Announces
Regional Meetings
New York—Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio
vice-president in charge of domestic dis¬
tribution, last week announced a series
of business meetings for the discussion of
current and forthcoming product. Winners
of the 1948 Ned Depinet Drive will also
be announced at this time.
The first meeting will take place in
Buffalo on July 12, with Mochrie presid¬
ing. Also from the home office will be
Nat Levy, eastern division sales manager;
Harry Michalson, short subject sales man¬
ager; A. A. Schubart, manager, exchange
operations, and Frank Drumm, assistant to
Levy. Present will be Gus Schaefer, north¬
eastern district manager; R. J. Folliard,
eastern district manager, and M. E. Lefko,
eastern central district manager, as well
as the following branch managers: M.
Westebbe, Albany; R. C. Cropper, Boston;
J. G. Chinell, Buffalo; C. Zagrans, Phila¬
delphia; D. C. Silverman, Pittsburgh; J. B.
Brecheen, Washington; S. C. Jacques,
Cincinnati; H. H. Walders, Cleveland; H.
F. Taylor, Detroit; R. L. Brentlinger, In¬
dianapolis, and sales managers from these
exchanges.
The second meeting will be held in
Toronto, on July 15, with Mochrie again
presiding. Also present from the home
office will be Charles Boasberg, northsouth division sales manager; Michalson,
Schubart, and Carl Peppercorn, Boasberg’s assistant. L. M. Devaney will head
the Canadian contingent.

Next in the series will be held in New
Orleans on July 19. Home office repre¬
sentatives will include Boasberg, Schubart,
Peppercorn, and Sid Kramer, assistant to
Michalson. Also present will be David
Prince, southeastern district manager, Ben
Y.Cammack, southwestern district manager,
and the following exchange managers: H.
M. Lyons, Atlanta; F. R. Branon, Char¬
lotte; J. R. Lamantia, New Orleans; S. M.
Sachs, Dallas; R. V. Reagin, Memphis, and
R. B. Williams, Oklahoma City, as well as
sales managers.
The midwestern meeting will be held in
Chicago on July 21. In addition to Mochrie,
there will also be on hand from the RKO
home office, Walter E. Branson, western
division sales manager; Michalson, Schu¬
bart, and Harry Gittleson, assistant to
Branson. Also on hand will be H. H.
Greenblatt, midwestern district manager;
R. V. Nolan, prairie district manager, and
the following branch managers:
Sam
Gorelick, Chicago; L. Elman, Milwaukee;
C. J. Dressell, Minneapolis; S. W. Fitch,
Sioux Falls;
M. M. Rosenblatt, Des
Moines; J. Lewis, Kansas City, A. A.
Renfro, Omaha, and T. B. Williamson, St.
Louis, as well as sales managers.
The west coast meeting, to be held in
San Francisco on July 26, will embrace the
western and Rocky mountain districts,
of which J. H. MacIntyre and A. L. Kolitz
are managers respectively. The following
branch managers will be on hand: Jos. C.
Emerson, Denver; H. C. Cohen, Los An¬
geles; Richard Lange, Portland; J. P.
Smith, San Francisco, E. A. Lamb, Seattle,
and sales managers.
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Colosseum Wins
Salesmen's Voting
NEW YORK—The National Labor
Relations Board announced last week
that the film salesmen of 10 distribu¬
tors had voted to be represented by
the Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen. The voting in the country¬
wide elections was heavily in favor
of the union, except in the case of
Loew’s. The only company in which
the Colosseum lost out was National
Screen Service, where salesmen voted
32 to 19 against it.
The Loew’s vote was 43 in favor, 30
against. A. M. Van Dyke, president of
the Colosseum, admitted that little
headway had been made in New York,
but conferred with union attorney
David Beznor and several local sales¬
men in an attempt to launch a local
unit.
Now represented by the Colosseum
are Warners, Monogram, UniversalInternational,
Republic,
Columbia,
RKO, 20th-Fox, United Artists, Eagle
Lion, Paramount, and Loew’s.

Louis B. Mayer Honored
New York—The dinner honoring MGM’s
production chief, Louis B. Mayer, on be¬
half of the United Jewish Appeal, at the
Hotel Astor last week was a huge success,
with almost all the leaders in the enter¬
tainment industry pledging twice as much
as last year.
Mayer was presented with an illumin¬
ated scroll by Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
president, for his activities in public serv¬
ice and philanthropy and his leadership in
the trade. He said that “the story of Louis
B. Mayer is the great American story
told all over again. It’s the story of the
man who lifted himself to eminence by
his spirited imagination, infinite patience,
and dauntless efforts.” Johnston called the
UJA “one of the noblest causes of our
times. . . .”
The dinner was sponsored by the amuse¬
ment industry division, UJA, under the
joint leadership of Barney Balaban, Si
Fabian, and Emil Friedlander.
David
Weinstock was chairman, arrangements
committee.
About 1000 guests were in attendance.

Lippert Named SG Head
Guild Productions,
Inc., last week announced the election of
Robert L. Lippert as president, replac¬
ing John J. Jones, who resigned due to the
pressure of personal business. Jones, how¬
ever, will remain on the board of direc¬
tors and as a franchise holder, and will
also be retained in a consultatory and ad¬
visory capacity.
The board tendered its thanks to Jones
for his efforts on behalf of the organ¬
ization.
New

York—Screen

Bout Tele Banned
New York Supreme
Court last week granted an injunction
against the Audubon Ballroom, which had
planned to pick up the Louis-Walcott
bout. Similar actions had previously been
filed in Philadelphia and New England.
New
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Light Trading
In Industry Shares
Washington — The Securities and Ex¬
change Commission revealed last week
that stock tradings by film executives were
comparatively light during the April 11May 10 period.
The breakdown was as follows:
Columbia—Jack
Cohn dropped 2,000
shares of common from a trust fund, leav¬
ing 21,619, plus 47,969 in his own name.
A. Montague sold 200, acquired 195 as a
stock dividend, and then held 8,027 shares,
plus warrants for 10,426. A. Schneider
disposed of 1,000 shares, acquired 274 leav¬
ing him 11,253, while Donald S. Stralem
picked up 24 to lift his holdings to 992.
General Precision Equipment Corpora¬
tion—Earle G.

Hines sold 500 shares, leav¬
ing him with 1,500.
Monogram—George D. Burrows disposed
of 4,600 shares of $1 par common, moving
his total down to 3,033 shares.
Paramount—Duncan G. Harris acquired
200 shares, $1 par common, upping his
total to 2,600. Maurice Newston purchased
150, then gave them away, keeping his
holdings at 18,605 and 18,380 in trust
funds.
Trans
Lux—Harry
Brandt purchased
1,500 shares, $1 par common, his holdings
then at 88,565. Broadyork owns another
1,000 for Brandt, Harday Operating Com¬
pany, 1,400 and Mrs. Brandt, 14,700.
Universal-International — Daniel M.
Sheaffer dropped 1,600 shares of common,
leaving him with 13,207.
Warners—Harry M. Warner made four
gifts of $5 par common shares, totalling
6,250. He then held 284,350 plus 16,000 in
trust.

Para. Asks Suit Changes
New York—Paramount last week asked
the New York Supreme Court for per¬
mission to drop eight of the defendants
from its $563,265 percentage suit against
Brandt Theatres and some 160 exhibitors
and officers of circuits, but replacing them
with eight new defendants.
Hearing on the motion, made by Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin, and Krim, Paramount
attorneys, was to be held yesterday (July
6). The defendants Paramount wants re¬
leased are Andear Amusement, Anwell
Amusement, Mangood Amusement, Rogel
Amusement, Ray V. Wemple, Richie
Amusement, Lanroc Operating Corpora¬
tion, and Moe Goldman. New defendants
which the company wants summoned are
Milroy Theatre Corporation, The 62 De¬
laney Street Theatre Corporation, Safe¬
way Corporation, Bell Theatres, Inc.,
Traymore Operating Corporation, R. and
M. Operating Corporation, A. M. Rapf, and
Michael Rudin.

Griffith Hearing Held
Oklahoma City—U.S. Attorney Robert
Shelton was to file a notice of injunction
in federal court last week against the
Griffith Circuit. The government is seek¬
ing to restrain the circuit from acquiring
or dropping any theatres or interests in¬
volved in the original anti-trust suit.
Robert Wright, special assistant to U.S.
Attorney General Tom Clark, was to arrive
here to conduct the government’s case.

THE
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WB Production
Reaches New Peak
Hollywood—Spearheading

an upswing
in motion picture industry employment
and production, Jack L. Warner, executive
producer, last week disclosed that work
at Warners’ studio is at its highest level
since 1940, and that it will be brought to
an even higher peak in July.
During the past 11 weeks, employment
at the Burbank studio has risen 42 per
cent to reach an approximate total of
4,188 in all classifications, Warner re¬
vealed.
Since the beginning of the year, Warner
studio personnel has nearly doubled. Now
before the cameras in Burbank are eight
feature pictures, a 10-year high for War¬
ners, which, since last summer, has main¬
tained the greatest average volume of
production among the major film studios.
With more pictures slated for starting
than for completion next month, the com¬
pany expects presently to have nine or 10
films simultaneously in work. In April,
Warner called on the industry for in¬
creased activity to solve the double prob¬
lem of unemployment and the demand for
entertainment.
Figures released by the studio show
that at the beginning of the year it had
2.213 employes in all categories. By March
21, the number had risen nearly one-third
to 2,940. For the same period, Warners had
an average of 4.6 pictures in continuous
production, nearly twice the average fig¬
ure for the other major studios.
From March 31 to June 19, an even
sharper rise was charted. Added to the
payroll were 1,248 names, making a new
total of 4,188. Since June, in most classi¬
fications there has been a slight but con¬
tinuous rise.
In addition to talent already under con¬
tract, the figure rose from 155 on last
Dec. 29 to 1,081 on June 19. In the “me¬
chanical” classification, which includes the
many crafts and technical groups, a gain
of 849 is shown for the past 25 weeks, with
a present total of 2,610.

20th-Fox Asks Tele Okeh
Washington—The FCC last week re¬
ceived the fourth application from 20th
Century-Fox for a television station, this
time in Kansas City. The film company
also is seeking channels in Boston, Seattle,
and San Francisco.
Applications were also received for sta¬
tions in Altoona and Williamsport, Pa.,
by a new corporation, the Central Penn¬
sylvania Corporation. Claude G. Aiken,
owner, Nittany Theatre Building, State
College, Pa., is the largest stockholder
with 15 per cent. Another stockholder is
Chester D. Dahle, Center, State College.

Paramount Hearing Held
New York — A three-man arbitration
board held hearings, believed to be the last,
last week on a 30 per cent wage increase
asked by Paramount members of Screen
Publicists Guild. Witnesses for the com¬
panies were Sid Mesibov, Ben Washer, and
Stanley Shuford. The panel included Pete
Hawley, for the union; Albert G. Whaley,
company, and Professor Milton Handler,
impartial.
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Goldman Action
Moved Into Fall
PHILADELPHIA—At
a
meeting
held in the chambers of U. S. District
Court Judge William H. Kirkpatrick
last week, counsel for William Gold¬
man, Warner Brothers, and 10 pro¬
ducers and distributors agreed to
postpone until fall the latest move of
Goldman to revise Judge Kirkpatrick’s
decree under which film business is
now being conducted in this city.
William A. Gray, attorney for Gold¬
man, now asks Judge Kirkpatrick to
reform his earlier decree on the basis
of the Supreme Court’s decision in
the government’s anti-trust action in
New York against the same group,
which held that in cases of this kind
competitive bidding is an inadequate
remedy. Gray suggested the group
either divest themselves of their the¬
atre properties or be prohibited from
licensing any future films to any other
defendant in this district.
The question of allowing Goldman
additional
counsel fees was
also
argued in the brief session.

Harry Brandt Installed
New York—At the 15th annual installa¬
tion luncheon of the Independent Theatre
Owners Association, held at the Hotel
Astor, last fortnight. Harry Brandt was in¬
stalled as president for the 15th con¬
secutive year. Acting as installation officer
was Milton C. Weisman, general counsel
of the organization.
Others installed were: David Weinstock,
first vice-president; Max A. Cohen, sec¬
ond
vice-president;
Leon
Rosenblatt,
treasurer; J. Joshua Goldberg, secretary;
John C. Bolte, Jr., sergeant-at-arms; di¬
rectors, Maurice Brown, Samuel Einhorn,
Lou Feld, Sam Freedman, Emanuel Hertzig, Gilbert Josephson, Harry Kridel,
Murray LeBoss, Abe Leff, Lou Mazze,
Irving Renner, Ray Rhonheimer, Benjamin
Rossasy, Rudy Sanders, Abe Shenk, Henry
Siegel, and Irving Steiner, and, alternate
directors, Sam Koenig, Isidore Goldmark,
and William Namenson.

"Carmen" In Six-City Bow
New York — Pre-release engagements,
backed by one of the most extensive pro¬
motion campaigns in Columbia’s history,
are planned for six typical audience cities
early this fall, it was announced last week
by A. Montague, general sales manager,
on his return from a week-long branch
and district manager’s meeting in Chicago.
The sextette selected are Detroit, Buffalo,
N. Y., Houston, Tex., San Francisco, Bal¬
timore, and Cincinnati.
It is expected the film will open in these
situations in mid-September, with national
release scheduled for later in the year.

Alexander Pays Bonus
Colorado
Springs,
Colo. — Alexander
Film Company, producer and distributor
of short-length motion picture advertising,
paid a $46,000 profit-sharing bonus on
June 25 to its salaried members in the
home office and other sales offices in key
cities throughout the country.

Indianapolis House
Files Court Action
Indianapolis—The
Zaring last week
charged five downtown and two North
Side theatres are parties in a conspiracy
to monopolize film releases and fix admis¬
sion prices, and asked $522,000 damages.
The Central Avenue Theatre Corpora¬
tion, which owns the Zaring, filed a civil
suit in federal court. Named as defend¬
ants were six distributor companies and
corporations which operate the Indiana,
Circle, Lyric, Keith, Loew’s, Uptown, and
St. Clair. The Zaring charged that dis¬
tributors give the downtown houses firstrun on all films, requiring a 41-day “wait¬
ing time” before they may be shown by
neighborhood theatres. The Uptown and
St. Clair are “preferred” for first North
Side showings after the waiting period,
the suit continues. The Zaring is forced
to wait 69 instead of the 41 days, the com¬
plaint added.
Loss of “public patronage” by this al¬
leged monopoly has caused a loss of
$174,000 since April 1, 1947, the suit said.
The $522,000 sought is the treble damages
allowed by the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
Film distributors and defendants are
Loew’s, 20th Century-Fox, Paramount,
Columbia, and United Artists Corpora¬
tion.
Other defendants are the Amusement
Enterprises, Inc., which operates the Ori¬
ental, St. Clair, Strand, and Uptown, all
neighborhood theatres, and the Fourth
Avenue Amusement Company, Louisville,
Ky., and the Greater Indianapolis Amuse¬
ment Company, Inc., joint firms which
operate the Circle, Indiana, Lyric, and
Keith. Loew’s Inc., owns Loew’s.
Also asked in the action is an injunction.

Palestine Prod. Progresses
New York—Meyer Levin, whose film,
“The Illegals,” opens at the Ambassador
on July 8 reported last week that pro¬
duction in Palestine is progressing rapidly.
Levin revealed that a wealthy diamond
merchant, the mayor of Nathanyah, Aved
Ben Ami, has $4,000,000 ready to invest in
studio construction. Levin intimated that
he would like to work out a deal with Ben
Ami, and contribute three stories in readi¬
ness, which he feels would go well with a
Palestine background. Levin asserted that
production costs in Palestine were onethird of that in Hollywood.

Westrex Business Booms
New York—E. S. Gregg, vice-president,
Westrex Corporation, last week reported
widespread distribution in the industry
abroad of Western Electric post-war re¬
cording equipment for motion picture
studios. According to Gregg, this demand
for high quality equipment reflects the
growing interest overseas in well produced
local films.

St. Louis Allied Meets
St. Louis—The organization meeting of
Mid-Central Allied Theatre Owners on
July 20-21 will be attended by the heads
of National Allied and the presidents of
several of the Allied units. Andy Dietz
is the organizer.
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THE ONE AND ONLY

...SERIAL
SCOOP of SCOOPS
for ANY THEATRE...ANYWHERE
ust stop a moment, and think about SUPERMAN.
Sure he’s well-known—for years he’s been on the
air, in magazines, in newspapers—but there’s more
to it than that.
Because, wherever you go in this blessed land, from slumbering village to
roaring city, somehow SUPERMAN has been there first, has remained,
has become folklore. And like hot dogs and juke boxes and stream¬
lined cars and apple pie, SUPERMAN is now part and parcel of the
fabulous American scene.
Think about that for a moment. Think about it in terms of SUPERMAN’S
amazing pre-sold audience ... in terms of Columbia’s equally amazing
exploitation campaign, high-geared to reach and to add to these millions
and millions of SUPERMAN fans. Then you’ll realize
SUPERMAN can mean to any theatre ... anywhere!

A COLUMBIA SERIAL

how much

20

TELEVISION
New York—William Balderston, presi¬
dent, Philco, announced last week that
the Philco Corporation hopes to double its
production of 4000 sets weekly by the end
of this year. Output for 1948 is expected
to exceed 400,000, it was said. Philco has
introduced several new TV models. Mean¬
while, the Radio Manufacturers Associa¬
tion announced that over 50,000 television
receiver sets were manufactured during
the month of May.
The latest television box-score as of
the end of June showed 28 stations oper¬
ating, the latest being WNAC-TV, Boston,
and WNHC-TV, New Haven; 83 CP’s
granted, and 281 applications pending.

CBS last week announced four major ex¬
ecutive appointments: Charles M. Under¬
hill, former production manager of the
commercial department, RKO Pathe, Inc.,
to CBS-TV director of programs; David
Sutton, account executive in CBS net¬
work sales, to CBS-TV sales manager;
George L. Moskovics, commercial man¬
ager, WCBS-TV, New York, to manager,
CBS-TV sales development, and Worth¬
ington C. Miner, CBS director of tele¬
vision, to CBS-TV manager, program de¬
velopment.

"Ruth" Budget $350,000
New York—A total of $350,000 will be
appropriated by Allied Artists for the
advertising campaign on Roy Del Ruth’s
recently completed “The
Babe
Ruth
Story,” it was announced by President
Steve Broidy, with Buchanan and Com¬
pany handling placement.
Broidy, vice-presidents Harold Mirisch
and Edward Morey, and general sales
manager Maurice Goldstein were here to
launch campaigns on the Ruth picture, and
also plan sales campaigns for “The Dude
Goes West,” “16 Fathoms Deep,” and
“Michael O’Halloran.”

Dawson Heads ASMP
New York—Hal Dawson, motion picture
representative for Dell Publishing Com¬
pany, was elected managing director for
the Association of Screen Magazine Pub¬
lishers last week. As principal officer of the
Association,
Dawson
succeeds
Homer
Rockwell. Dawson stated that the Asso¬
ciation will continue its program of sup¬
plying information to motion picture pro¬
ducers on trends in motion picture audi¬
ences and on facts relating to screen
magazines.

To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing in The Exhibitor.

Foy At "Canon" Premiere
Canon City, Colo.—Bryan Foy, Eagle
Lion producer of “Canon City,” came here
as a guest of Gov. Lee Knous at the world
premiere of the film on July 2 at the Rex
and Skyline.
Also present at the world premiere was
Scott Brady, who makes his film debut in
“Canon City’s” leading role.

The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.
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Mol me Tax Valid,
Magistrate Declares
MOLINE,
ILL. — City
magistrate
Ralph Stephenson last week ruled
the recently-enacted amusement tax
on theatres as valid in a test case
brought by the Tri-States Theatre
Corporation. The circuit, which oper¬
ates two houses in Moline, Ill., was
fined $100.
The ordinance levied a tax of four
per cent on the gross receipts from
theatres, and when the first payment
was due on April 10, the circuit re¬
fused to pay, and challenged consti¬
tutionality of the act. The other four
theatres in Moline have been paying
the tax under protest pending a court
test. The Police Court decision will
be appealed to the Circuit Court, and
probably to the Illinois Supreme
Court.

Name Basis Of Toledo Suit
Toledo, O.—Carl H. Schwyn Theatres,
Inc., last week filed suit against Paramount
Pictures, Balaban and Katz, and others,
seeking the exclusive use of the Para¬
mount name for a local theatre. The plain¬
tiff claims that the defendants gave The¬
atre Leasehold Corporation, which leased
the 3,400-seat Paramount to the plaintiff,
the exclusive rights to use the Paramount
name. However, the plaintiffs continue,
Paramount and B and K have announced
that they plan to use the name on a new
$2,000,000 theatre to be built at Superior
and Jackson Streets, and until it is com¬
pleted, on the Princess. Until the new de
luxe house is completed, B and K plans to
use the Princess as its first-run spot.

Mississippi Exhibs Sue
Vicksburg, Miss.—Joe Applebaum and
Bertram E. Simms, exhibitors in Green¬
ville, Miss., last week filed a $600,000 anti¬
trust suit in federal court against War¬
ners, Paramount, United Artists, RKO,
Universal-International, Loew’s, 20th-Fox,
Columbia, Republic, Paramount-Richards
Theatres, New Orleans, and Clyde G.
Darden and W. Q. Presitt. Applebaum and
Simms charge that a conspiracy forces
them to wait from 60 to 90 days after the
Paramount, and from 21 to 30 days after
the Lake, Greenville, for product.

RKO Employes Get Raises
New York—The American Arbitration
Association has handed down an award
granting wage increases from $5.50 to $20
to some 56 employes of RKO Radio and
RKO Theatre Service Corporation, it was
announced by the Screen Publicists Guild.
The increases are in the same vein as
these granted to employes of Warners,
20th-Fox, and Eagle Lion.

Fabian Host At Golf
New York—The annual Fabian Theatres’
golf tournament, Preakness Hills Country
Club, Wayne Township, N. J., was held
last fortnight with Joe Murphy and Harold
Rinzler walking off with first and second
prizes, respectively, for low gross scores.
About 200 exhibitors from the metro¬
politan, Philadelphia, and Albany areas
participated.

20th-Fox Drive
Breaks All Records
than 15,000 theatres
in the United States and Canada, which
took part in the Andy Smith Anniversary
Month campaign, made possible the estab¬
lishment of new all-time 20th CenturyFox revenue and sales records for the
month of June, as well as new threemonths and six-months marks, it was re¬
vealed last week.
That result was brought out in a final
report made to President Spyros P. Skouras
by the division sales managers’ committee
which
sponsored the campaign.
The
committee included: Ray E. Moon, New
York; Jack H. Lorentz, Chicago; Herman
Wobber, San Francisco; Harry G. Ballance, Atlanta, and Arthur Silverstone,
Toronto. The campaign was inaugurated
in April.
The second quarter produced a 13-week
revenue from the 37 domestic branches
equal to 32 per cent in excess of the
figure earned during the same period in
1947. Total feature sales for the first six
months of 1948 ran 16.4 per cent ahead of
the volume of feature contracts sold dur¬
ing the record year of 1946. Bookings on
Aature product for the first half of the
year ran more than 40 per cent above
ligures for the same period of 1946.
The conclusion of the Spring Drive,
climaxed with the Andy Smith Anniver¬
sary Month celebration, brings to 873
employes of 29 branches in the United
States at least one week’s extra salary
as bonus, with 801 of these employes re¬
ceiving three weeks’ extra salary for their
efforts in the drive.
For the second successive time this
year, a Canadian branch won the quar¬
terly bonus drive championship.
The
Spring Drive, just completed, was wen by
J. E. Patterson’s Vancouver office, while
the Winter Drive was won by Harry J.
Bailey’s Toronto office. The Canadian divi¬
sion, headed by Arthur Silverstone, was
named winner of the divisional cham¬
pionship in the Spring Drive.
New

York—More

WB Seeks Cleveland House
New York—Warner Theatres is seeking
the acquisition of RKO’s interest in the
Allen, Cleveland, it was learned last week
when RKO’s counsel filed the company’s
quarterly report on theatre holdings with
the U. S. District Court here. An appli¬
cation will be made to the court if the
landlord of the property, Bulkley Build¬
ing Company, okehs the deal.
RKO reported no other changes in the
status of RKO’s theatre holdings. Loew’s,
Warners, and 20th-Fox filed their re¬
ports later on during the week as re¬
quired by the decree in the Paramount
case.

EL Handles Fight Films
New York—On July 26, 1948, Gus Lesnevich, light-heavyweight champion, will
fight Freddie Mills in London, and 36
hours later, the films of the fight will be
seen in the United States through the
exclusive distribution of Eagle Lion Films.
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five:
Philadelphia:
Warren
joins
Dewey
ticket. India: Mountbatten leaves.
In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News
(Vol. 31, No. 52)
Germany:
East-West crisis. Palestine:
Haganah, Irgun clash. Memphis: “Miss
America” of 1S47 weds. Long Island: Joe
Louis quits ring. Germany: Soap box
derby.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 286)
Germany:
East-West crisis. Palestine:
Haganah, Irgun clash. Chicago: Patty Berg
wins golf title.
Paramount News (No. 89) Germany:
East-West crisis. Belgrade, Jugoslavia:
Tito charged with anti-Russian acts.
Palestine: Haganah, Irgun clash.
Long
Island, N. Y.: Joe Louis quits ring. Chi¬
cago: Patty Berg wins golf title.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 156)
England: Telescopic ladder shown. France:
Tire workers strike. Newport, R. I : Water
skiing. Holland: Beetle invasion. Los An¬
geles: Electric surfboard. Germany: Soap
box derby.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. T9, No. 91)
U tah: Bodies of four brothers come home.
Rhodes:
Bernadotte arrives. Memphis:
“Miss America” of 1947 weds. Paris: Bath¬
ing fashions.

The Completely

NEW

1947-48EDITION
is now available!
• 612 PAGES

In All Five:

• 1454 PHOTOS and DRAWINGS
• NEARLY 6 POUNDS
• BURSTING WITH USEFULNESS
30 Pages, 56 Photographs and 7 Blue¬
prints (one 34"x20") on Drive-in Theatres
27 Pages and 32 Blueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes
96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building
19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres
38 Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over
—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.

DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!

$3.00 in the Domestic Field
($5.00 per copy for all Foreign shipments.)

Official Order Form
|
■

NO COPIES WILL BE SHIPPED unless the infor- .
motion itemized below is on file in the Publisher's I
Offices.
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 Vine Street, Phila. 7, Pa.
Please ship

copies of the 1947-48 I

I

EDITION at the earliest possible date.

I

find remittance in the amount of $
NAME
.

j TITLE or OCCUPATION .
SHIPPING ADDRESS

Attached I
I
I

Philadelphia: Dewey wins Republican
presidential nomination.
in Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 51);
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 285);
Paramount News (No. 88); Universal
Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 155): Warner
Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 90)—See “In
All Five.”
Telenews Digest (Vol. 2, No. 26)—Island
Of Rhodes: Bernadotte begins mediation
as ship blazes at Tel Aviv. France: Riotous
strikes. France: Maille survivors honor
Americans. England: Montbatten returns
from India rule. Philadelphia: GOP con¬
vention wind-up:
Dewey and Warren
nominated. New Ycrk: Projected home of
United Nations. New York: Harbor police
grapple
for
one-engine plane
which
crashed in bay. Los Angeles: School for
motorcycle cops. Oakland, Cal.: Former
J. P. Morgan yacht readied for cruise to
Alaska. New Jersey: Beekeepers conven¬
tion. Norwalk, Conn.: Budget fashions.
Germany: Girls have hosiery shortage
problem. Germany: Soap box derby. New
York: Sabre-champion Dean Cetrule, U.S.
Olympic hopeful.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 297)
Knoxville, Tenn.: Girls learn beauty cul¬
ture. Louisville, Ky.: Sid Peaks, promis¬
ing aspirant for heavyweight boxing
crown. Prairie View, Tex.: Students at
Agricultural
and
Mechanical
College
ROTC awarded medals. Indianapolis: New
newspaper, The Community Herald, pro¬
gresses. Philadelphia: GOP convention.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
June 26, 1948
Starred Selected Feature: “Mr. Bind¬
ings Builds His Dream House” (RKO);
Selected Features: “Canon City” (EL);

Arizona Court Upholds
Industrial Commission
PHOENIX, ARIZ.—An opinion
handed down on June 24 by the Ari¬
zona Supreme Court* held that the
State Industrial Commission may re¬
fuse to issue unlimited or blanket
workmen’s compensation policy cov¬
erage to the motion picture industry
if it determines that such action would
jeopardize the state’s compensation
fund.
Written by Chief Justice R. C. Stan¬
ford, the opinion arose out of a
friendly action initiated by Gene Autry
Productions, a California film corpora¬
tion, against the industrial commission.
The1 opinion held that the commis¬
sion would be within its rights to
refuse to issue such a policy, after
finding, on the basis of competent evi¬
dence, that the risks involved would in
all “reasonable probability” resu’t in
the compensation fund’s becoming
insolvent.
H. S. McCluskey, the commission’s
chief legal counsel, said the court
ruling “eliminates the basis of the
controversy” that for a year or more
has existed between the state and the
motion picture industry.

Allport, Chris Named
New York—Eric Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Export Association, and
James Mulvey, representing the Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
last week announced that Fayette W. All¬
port and T. Chris have been designated
as the American film industry’s represent¬
atives on the control committee provided
for in the Anglo-American film agree¬
ment of March 11, 1948.
This agreement, which resulted in the
elimination of a 75 per cent ad valorem
tax imposed by Britain on imported films,
was negotiated by Messrs. Johnston and
Mulvey together with Harold Wilson,
president, British Board of Trade.
Allport is the London representative of
MPEA film companies in London. Chris is
the London manager of the Bank of
America.

Yonkers Countersuit Filed
New York—Nathan Steinberg, Leonard
Finkelstein, and Parkway Theatre Cor¬
poration, which operates the Parkway, Mt.
'Vernon, N. Y., defendants in percentage
suits brought by Loew’s and RKO, last
week filed a counter suit of $150,000 charg¬
ing the plaintiffs with violation of the
anti-trust laws.
The distributors were
charged with conspiring with other dis¬
tributors to fix runs, clearance, and play¬
ing time on films licensed to exhibitors in
Westchester County.

Louisiana Bill Withdrawn
New Orleans—Representative M. A.
Blanchard, this city, last week withdrew
•his bill which would have provided for
state regulation of film distribution.
“The End
Of
“Mickey” (EL).

The

River”

(U-Int.);
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TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners — “Embraceable You” (Dane
Clark, Geraldine Brooks), in all ex¬
change centers on July 26.
RKO—“The Velvet Touch” (Rosalind
Russell, Leo Genn, Claire Trevor), in all
exchange centers on July 19, except
St. Louis on July 20.
20th-Fox—“That
Lady
In
Ermine”
(Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—
Technicolor) in all exchange centers on
July 7, except Des Moines, July 12; “The
Walls Of Jericho” (Cornel Wilde, Linda
Darnell), in all exchange centers on July
8, except Des Moines, July 7; “Fighting
Back” (Paul Langton, Gary Gray), in all
exchange centers on July 8.

20th-Fox Plan Gets
NJ Allied Approval
West End, N. J.—The Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey, meeting in its
annual convention at the Hollywood Hotel
last week, announced that it would ap¬
proach 20th Century-Fox’s general sales
manager Andy W. Smith in order to set
up a conciliation plan similar to the
North Central Allied-20th-Fox setup in
Minneapolis. A negotiations committee was
to be named later.
At the same time, National Allied,
through its president William Ainsworth,
and the eastern units, via its representa¬
tives to the convention, announced its
support of the plan following a three-hour
meeting. Allied thus became the first or¬
ganization which has stamped its okeh on
the plan which 20th-Fox plans to intro¬
duce into other territories.
The eastern reps will take the plan to
their respective units for consideration.
They are Sidney Heldon, eastern Pennsyl¬
vania; Maxwell Alderman, Connecticut;
Julian Rifkin, Massachusetts, and Meyer
Leventhal, Maryland. These four plus Ed¬
ward Lachman and Irving Dollinger, New
Jersey, also make up a committee which
will study eastern seaboard problems.
Wilbur Snaper, elected vice-president,
said that “The most important aspect of
the plan is the leadership shown by a
major company. We hope other companies
will follow 20th-Fox.”’
Lachman was reelected president unani¬
mously. Also reelected were Haskell Block,
secretary, and Sam Frank, southern New
Jersey vice-president. New officers are
Snaper, vice-president; Morris Fogelson,
treasurer;
Sidney
Franklin,
assistant
treasurer, and Joseph Siccardi, sergeantat-arms. New directors are Clark Hildinger, David Snaper, Jack Unger, and
Franklin.
The convention, however, voted to reg¬
ister a strong protest with 20th-Fox
against Movietone News’ daily television
newsreel.
Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice-presi¬
dent in charge of television operations,
told the theatremen that video can hurt
the motion picture industry if exhibitors
adopt a complacent attitude.
Raibourn didn’t think much of the idea
of feature type presentations over tele for
“at least 10 years.” He said that costs
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Convention No Help
To Philly Boxoffices
PHILADELPHIA — The Republican
National Convention didn’t mean a
thing to local boxoffices last fortnight.
Business was decidedly off, and indi¬
cations were that the convention was
hurting more than helping. Some
special midnight shows didn’t pan out,
either.
Television and the fact that delegates
were plenty tired at the close of each
day were named as reasons.

U Net Drops
New
York—Universal
Pictures Com¬
pany, Inc., last week announced that con¬
solidated net profits of the company for
the 25 weeks ending on May 1, 1948,
aggregated $232,866 after all charges in¬
cluding federal taxes based on income.
This compares with $2,092,418 for the cor¬
responding period of the preceding fiscal
year.

"Lulu Belle" In Memphis Ban
Memphis—Columbia’s “Lulu Belle” was
banned last week by the Memphis and
Shelby County Censor Board. The Doro¬
thy Lamour film was scheduled to open
at the Malco on Aug. 12.

are too high, but he said that video would
be an effective method for trailer adver¬
tising.
Lachman earlier spoke on the fight
against taxation, and said that it must
continue. He also pointed to the battle
against 16mm. competition and the prog¬
ress made in driving the practice from
taverns and grocery stores. Ainsworth
reported cn developments in other Allied
units, and members discussed company
policies.
The convention wound up with the
annual banquet with about 250 in attend¬
ance. Lachman and his wife were pre¬
sented with a candelabra by Harry Lowenstein, former president of the unit, on
behalf of the members.

MGM Announces Its
1948-49 Shorts List
NEW YORK—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
will continue to utilize its short sub¬
jects as a laboratory and proving
ground for the development of new
screen talent and techniques, accord¬
ing to Wi’liam F. Rodgers, the com¬
pany’s vice-president in charge of
sales, in announcing MGM’s 1948-49
short subject program.
MGM will deliver a program of 48
short subjects next year, including
four two-reel specials, and the fol¬
lowing one-reelers: 16 Technicolor
cartoons (including the Tom and
Jerry series); four Gold Medal Reprint
cartoons in Technicolor; 10 Pete Smith
Specialties; six John Nesbitt Passing
Parades, and eight FitzPatrick Traveltalks in Technicolor. In addition, MGM
will offer the customary 104 issues of
the bi-weekly News of the Day.

Here's positive proof that
Popsit Plus costs less than
substitutes — judged by final
results. Tests by a leading
agricultural college reveal
that Popsit Plus liquid season¬
ing (1) pops more corn by
volume (2) leaves fewer duds
(3) gives corn the flavor your
customers demand.
That's why Popsit Plus costs less.

It gives you

more for your money than so-called cheaper
substitutes. Avoid substitutes and save money.

means profit plus

Simonin of Philadelphia
SEASONING SPECIALISTS TO THE NATION

THE

PEOPLE
promotions in the
MGM field sales force were announced last
week by William F. Rodgers, vice-presi¬
dent and general sales manager. William
D. Gaddoni, salesman at Chicago since
October, 1946, has been made manager
of the company’s Omaha exchange, and
Gerald E. McGlynn, resident manager at
Omaha, has been transferred to the top
sales post at the Des Moines branch. Mc¬
Glynn succeeds D. C. Kennedy, who re¬
cently resigned to devote all his time to
a theatre. Vincent Flynn, who recently
served as acting manager at Omaha dur¬
ing the illness of McGlynn, has been aopointed assistant branch manager at Mil¬
waukee, and Harry Buxbaum, formerly a
salesman at the Washington branch, has
been elevated to assistant branch manager
at San Francisco.
New

Schary's Plans
Eyed By Trade

York—Four

Benedict, whose
previous publicity post in the industry
was with MGM as magazine contact, last
week joined the Universal-International
publicity staff as a temporary replacement
for Jefferson Livingston, who has been
assigned to special duties as contact for
the J. Arthur Rank production, “Hamlet,”
Maurice A. Bergman, U-I Eastern adver¬
tising and publicity director, announced.
Benedict has been assigned to general
publicity and contact duties on the U-I
staff.
New

EXHIBITOR

York—Lowell

New York—William J. Heineman, Eagle
Lion vice-president in charge of distribu¬
tion, last week announced “with regret,”
the resignation of Joseph Minsky, since
1946 an EL district sales manager, in a
move prompted by Minsky’s desire to
enter private industry. Minsky joined
Eagle Lion in November, 1946, as district
manager for the Philadelphia-PittsburghWashington exchanges. Recently, his terri¬
tory was increased by the addition of the
Cleveland and Cincinnati branches to the
area supervised by him.
New
York—Perry
Spencer, formerly
Universal-International exploitation rep¬
resentative in the south, with headquar¬
ters in Atlanta, was last week engaged by
the company to handle the territorial pre¬
miere of “Feudin’, Fussin’, and A-Fightin’ ”
in the Tri-States Theatres Circuit starting
on July 8 in Des Moines. Stars and fea¬
tured players of the film, including
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride, Penny
Edwards, and Joe Besser, are scheduled
to participate.
New York—J. R. Springer, general the¬
atre manager, Century Theatres, an¬
nounced last week the appointment of
Myron Siegel as director of publicity and
advertising. Siegel has served recently as
assistant to Fred J. Schwartz, and was
formerly advertising director of the cir¬
cuit. He replaces Edward Schreiber, who
resigned.
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HOLLYWOOD—Speculation as to
the future alignment of Dore Schary
was rife last week as the RKO vicepresident in charge of production an¬
nounced his resignation. It was re¬
ported that the cancellation of three
top budgeted films, including “Battle
Ground,” in which Schary was greatly
interested, may have caused his resig¬
nation.
Talk around trade circles was that
he may rejoin David O. Selznick or
go to Columbia.
Until Schary’s successor is named,
RKO president N. Peter Rathvon will
take over the production reins at the
studio.

Skouras At Tele Session
Washington—Testifying before the FCC
last week on behalf of the contemplated
television station in San Francisco, Charles
Skouras, National Theatres president, re¬
vealed that it would take $100,000,000 to
replace the company’s interest in some 600
theatres. About 300 are wholly owned.
Skouras said that video is not a threat but
an opportunity for the film industry. He
said large screen tele will help the boxoffice when important political talks or
sporting events are held. In answer to a
query, Skouras said that if his company
were asked by a competitor for an okeh to
pick up programs of the Fox station on
large-screen systems, permission would be
given.

Griffith Hearing Sept. 20
Oklahoma City—Federal Court Judge
Edgar Vaught last week set Sept. 20 as the
starting date for full hearings on the
Griffith anti-trust case. At a preliminary
sesssion last week, C. B. Cochrane, Griffith
attorney, said that a restraining injunc¬
tion regarding the purchase or sale of
theatres would “work extreme hardship on
the company, and accomplish nothing at
this time.”

New York—Seymour Peyser has been
retained as legal counsel for National
Television Film Council, it was announced
last week by the group’s chairman, Melvin
L. Gold. Peyser is associated with the
law firm cf Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, and
Krim.
New York—Herman Robbins, president,
National Screen Service, last week an¬
nounced the resignation of Donald L.
Velde, accessories supervisor. Velde has
been with the company for more than eight
years. He will be succeeded by Burton E.
Robbins, assistant to the president.
Hollywood — A1
Vaughan last week
joined Lester Cowan Productions as pub¬
licity director, having resigned a similar
post at Sierra Pictures.

RKO Motion Denied
Chicago—Judge Michael Igoe in U. S.
District Court last week overruled RKO’s
motion asking for exemptions from con¬
tempt charges in the Jackson Park decree.

THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
20TH-FOX
“Deep Waters”—Pleasing program.
RKO
“The Twisted Road”—Will need plenty
of selling.

Abeles, Jr., Succeeds Milder
M. Warner, presi¬
dent, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., over
the weekend accepted the resignation due
to ill health of Max Milder as managing
director of Warner Brothers Pictures, Ltd.,
in England. Warner also announced the
appointment of Arthur S. Abeles, Jr., who
has been assistant to Milder for the past
year, as the new managing director.
In a statement on the resignation, the
board of directors of Warners Brothers
Pictures, Ltd., paid high tribute to the
services rendered to the company by
Milder, and to the notable part he played
in its development.
Abeles, Jr., has named Charles F. Stack
as general sales manager to succeed J.
Walton Brown,
who retired after a
lengthy illness.
New

York—Harry

FC Schedules Meeting
New York—The first world-wide sales
meeting of Film Classics, Inc., will be held
at the Astor Hotel on July 30, 31, and Aug.
1, it was announced last week by B. G.
Kranze, vice-president and general sales
manager.
Kranze will preside over the three-day
meeting, which will be attended by the¬
atre circuit heads, leading independent
exhibitors, and officers of Cinecolor Cor¬
poration, with which organization Film
Classics is affiliated. Also present will be
home office executives, headed by Joseph
Bernhard, president, Film Classics and
Cinecolor.

SRO Men Added
New York—Milton S.

Kusell, vice-presi¬
dent, RKO, last week announced several
additions to the sales ranks as follows:
New offices were opened in New Or-,
leans, with W. Shiel, Jr., appointed sales
representative; in Indianapolis, where H.
L. Frost is sales representative and James
H. Kaylor is booker, and in Albany where
Schuyler Beatty, Jr., was named sales
representative. A new office was also
opened in Vancouver, B. C. Ernest Block
was appointed sales representative in
Kansas City.

Brandt Supports Plan
New
York—Harry
Brandt, president,
ITOA, last week gave support to the
Berger-Smith conciliation plan for media¬
tion of exhibitor-distributor disputes in
the Minneapolis area. He indicated that the
ITOA was anxious to institute the plan
with 20th-Fox in the New York exchange
area.
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The Editor Speaks
The bad news keeps coming, and such
developments as the threatened actor’s
strike, the turn for the worse in British
negotiations, and the badly slumping box-

office makes pros¬
pects look anything
but bright in the film
industry.
Lower
grosses,
however,
constitute
the
main
problem
that is causing most
of the gloom in pro¬
duction circles.
As far as this de¬
partment
is
con¬
cerned, the way to
chase the gloom is
to survey the situation carefully, and get
to the root of the present boxoffice blues.
It is time that the movie moguls real¬
ized that the cost of living has gone up
tremendously, that once more movies are
becoming a luxury, and people are cut¬
ting down on entertainment due to
shrunken incomes. Therefore, when they
go, they want value for their dollar. The
picture just has to be good.

The Exhibitor laurel Award Nominations

For it is no secret that certain films are
holding up nicely despite the general
slump. The answer is simple.
These pictures offer the public real en¬
tertainment, and merchandising this type
of product still gets results. People will
make sacrifices to see pictures like “Sit¬
ting Pretty,” “The Emperor Waltz,” and
“Easter Parade.”

Paramount’s

THE EMPEROR W
-Starring

BING CROSBY

Shows of this type, resulting in that all
important word-of-mouth, will revive the
dormant interests of those who have drop¬
ped their former movie-going habits. It
is up to the industry to supply a steady
flow of top product, and the public can
always be depended upon to recognize a
good thing when it sees it.

JOAN FONTAINE

ROLAND CULVER, LUCILE WATSON,
HAROLD VERMILYEA
Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by B

ilder.

Written by Charles Brackett and Billy
Color by TECHNICOLOR

_

DATE
rring

WALLA
MIRAN
Studio Survey appears every fourth Wednesday as a
regular special feature department of THE EXHIBITOR,
and is devoted exclusively to the arts, people, cre¬
ative ability, and physical properties which make up
the production side of the motion picture industry.
Edited from the west coast, all information relating
to its editoriaf contents should be directed to Paul
Manning, 923 Alandele Avenue, Los Angeles 36, Cali¬
fornia. For all other information, address THE EX¬
HIBITOR, published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publica¬
tions, Inc. Publishing offices: 1225 Vine Street, Phila¬
delphia 7,
Pennsylvania.
New
York
Office:
1600
Broadway, New York 19, New York. Representatives
may be found in every United States film center.

TT^ 1 BETH TAYLOR, CARMEN
, ROBERT STACK
ed by Joe Pasternak. Directed by Richard Thorpe.

L

[ '

screen Play by Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy' Kingsley.
ie characters created by Aleen Leslie.
H

Paramount s
I
H

I

JEAN ARTHUR, MARLENE DIETRICH, JOHN LUND
with

■r-

MILLARD MITCHELL

t - '•

Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by Billy Wilder.
Screen Play by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder, and Richard L. Breen.
Adaptation by Robert Harari.

Paul Manning, editorial director
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"Bing Is King’’
And That’s The Reason Some Call
Bing Crosby The Paramount Peer
Of All Industry Actor-Showmen

There's not much rest for The Groaner.
Between
set-ups on Paramount's "The Emperor Waltz", in
which he is co-starred
with Joan Fontaine, Bing
Crosby studies a script for one of his broadcasts.

We coined the phrase, “Bing is King,” to
describe Paramount’s and the industry’s
number one money-getter for exhibitors,
and justly so. Bing Crosby’s showmanship
qualities have been demonstrated myriads
of times at the theatres ’round the world.

that when he puts
up on his marquee the shortest name in
show business, Bing, the business receipts
start climbing, and whether it’s Bing in
the U.S.A., El Bingo in Latin America, or
whatever variations, the result is the same,
a golden shower of coins.
Any exhibitor knows

is indeed fortunate to have
actor-showman like Bing, and the

The industry

an

world is perhaps a little better off for the
hours and hours of entertainment he has
afforded its inhabitants. In short, he is
someone in the entertainment world the
likes of which has never before appeared.
To get down to brass tacks, what ex¬
hibitor does not remember with extreme
pleasure “Going My Way” or “Blue Skies”
or “Welcome Stranger,” to mention just a
trio of his starring pictures? And now
comes the Technicolor smash, “The Em¬
peror Waltz,” which is now breaking
records, and adding another link in the
golden chain which he has forged.
And it would take considerably more
space than I am allotted to list the top
awards he is perennially voted for popu¬
larity and boxoffice appeal.
But with all his greatness, with all the
trophies and honors heaped upon his
shoulders, he remains as modest as his
name indicates, a just plain regular guy.

Naturally, his leadership in one field
reflects advantageously on his popularity
in all other amusement sectors, and the
cumulative result is a shower of boxoffice dollars.
of Bing’s singular popularity,
while not exactly news to exhibitor read¬
ers, should have special significance at
this time to the people who make pictures,
who play in them, and the exhibitors who
show them.
Today, when everyone in
Hollywood, including the stars, is highly
concerned with giving the exhibitor the
right type of product, the kind which will
keep his seats occupied, this question can
well be asked: “Just what is the secret of
Bing’s hold on his audiences?”
The facets

The answer to that one goes far beyond
Bing’s personal talents as a singer and an
actor. Bing is first, last, and always an
entertainer. And he sees to it that every
picture he makes is sure to contain that
certain quality which he knows is neces¬
sary to make for good entertainment.

Hooper rating
of his air show, the 12,000,000 yearly sales
of his records, his heavy following among
the juke box fans, like his dominance at
the boxoffice, makes him Mr. Big of the
entertainment world.
The

consistently

high

Bing long ago learned the lesson that
the public pays out its money to be enter¬
tained, and the secret of his success is that
simple. Which is the reason we say again,
“Bing Is King.”—P. M.

;

•’ .■

The "King of the Crooners" is here seen in a sequence from "The Emperor
Waltz
with Harold Vermilyea.
Bing plays an American phonograph salesman
who falls in love in the Technicolor court of Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria.

The chances are most women in any land at any time would give almost
anything to be in the position of this beauteous maid during a scene from
Mark Twain s 'A Connecticut Yankee". This is Bing's next, also in Technicolor.
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He Asked Exhibitors
For Valuable Advice
Maxwell Shane Decided That The Men
Who Run Theatres Might Have Ideas
On How To Produce
A personable young man, equipped with
a professional-appearing movie camera,
was noted one fine day last May roaming
all about the picturesque and historic town
of Salem, Mass. He poked his eager nose
into every nook and cranny, asked many,
many questions, and, in general, gave the
old town a thorough going over.
New Englanders usually do not take to
nose-pokers, but this affable young man
had a pleasant smile, a most disarming
manner, and what was more important, he
smoked a pipe. This, to a New Englander,
is a sure sign that a man is okeh.
The young man covered every inch of
the quaint town with his alert camera,
from the small, interesting shops, to the
rugged
Atlantic
coastline,
and
then
focussed his lens on the sturdy, sea-worn
wharves to which were tied many fishing
boats. Towering majestically over these
smaller craft was a three-masted schooner,
reminiscent of the days when stirring
Yankee Clippers sailed forth from this
very harbor to conquer the seven seas.
Huge sailing ships such as these were of
prime interest to this young man, for he
was none other than Maxwell Shane, pro¬
ducer-writer-director, come to Salem from
Hollywood to gather as much photographic
backgrounds and factual data as possible,
to be used in the forthcoming GeffenShane production for Universal-Interna¬
tional, “The Salem Frigate,” adapted from

Salem Frigate”
the famous American novel by John Jen¬
nings, which has been published by Omni¬
book in a condensed form.
Selected for filmization because of its
robust nature, “The Salem Frigate” will
contrast the staid, cultured atmosphere of
Salem and Boston to the lusty, brawling
waterfront dives frequented by the “men
who go down to the sea in ships.” For
added color and intrigue, a goodly portion
of the film will carry audiences across
many seas to Tripoli at a time when this
North African land was ruled by barbaric
Sultans.
Strictly from an action-adventure and
entertainment point of view, “The Salem
Frigate” has all the makings of a whopper
of a film tale.
As a result of a personal query sent out
recently to thousands of exhibitors, the
name of Maxwell Shane is not unfamiliar
to many readers of The Exhibitor. This
query consisted of a direct letter from
Shane and a copy of the Omnibook in
which appeared the condensation of “The
Salem Frigate” novel. The highly success¬
ful response from exhibitors put Shane
and his staff busily to work revamping the
script to conform with the many valuable
suggestions offered by these veteran theatremen.
With a weather eye to the distinct shop¬
pers’ market which exists in motion pic¬
ture theatres today, Shane feels that when

Planning some back lot shooting in this shot are producer Shane and an associate.
In the background is the huge U-l tank with an immense sky backdrop, which
will be put to very extensive use in "The Salem Frigate", a forthcoming film.

THE

MAXWELL SHANE

an exhibitor becomes sufficiently inter¬
ested to speak his piece to a producer, the
producer should listen, and thus be well
advised.
This is the way Shane put it: “Any time
a manufacturer refuses to listen to his
field men, chances are he won’t remain a
manufacturer for very long. After all,
isn’t it the exhibitors who collect those
greenbacks, stack them in neat, little
bundles, and send them back to Hollywood
so that we can keep going?”
With every phase of the shooting sched¬
ule already planned to meet tiie most
minute
detail,
Shane
is
temporarily
stymied with a casting problem.
“The
Salem Frigate” has two leading roles call¬
ing for a couple of rugged, he-men types,
who can carry a romance as easily as they
can toss a pirate oversides. Conscious of
name values, in addition to product qual¬
ity, Shane remembers that theatres have
marquees on which they display their
wares. Some names will keep the cashier
as busy as a bee, while others will give
her plenty of time on her hands. He ex-

('Continued on page SS-6)

Shane discusses dialogue and action for an important scene of U-I's "The Salem
Frigate" with Dennis Cooper, seated, a writer associated with Geffen-Shane Pro¬
ductions. Plenty of research went into the making of this famous story of the sea.
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There’s plenty of enthusiasm at MGM
studios over the John Ford-Merriam C.
Cooper production, “The Three God¬
fathers.” Metro’s first release for Argosy
has a powerful story, which should make
it a heavy contender in the 1948 Academy
race, and the Technicolor photography
centered around Death Valley has the lab
men standing around gaping. John Wayne
and Pedro Armendariz are the leading
players.

Woman Of The Month
Dorothy Lamour, who skyrocketed to
stardom with those two Rover Boys, Bing
and Bob, and made the sarong an Ameri¬
can institution, has deserted her “nature
girl” roles, and so far no one has com¬
plained. For in her new film, “Lulu Belle,”
produced by Benedict Bogeaus for Colum¬
bia, Miss Lamour convincingly demon¬
strates that, drape her shape as they may,
the same sultry personality still comes
blazing through. In this film, fashion cre¬
ators have had a field day doing justice
to Miss Lamour’s curvacious figure. As for
Dotty, she does a lot more than just look
pretty, and displays plenty of thesping
talent. So hats off to her.

Man Of The Month
When a cartoon character has a song
written about him, that’s news, but when
that song becomes a national sensation,
it's time to get the story behind the news.
The character, of course, is Woody Wood¬
pecker, the creation of our Man of the
Month, Walter Lantz. The whacky, in¬
fectious, up-the-scale laugh, which has the
whole country imitating it, has made this
Lantz cartoon hero one of the top ani¬
mated stars in the business.
Lantz is
taking this tremendous popularity in
stride, although occasionally he may for¬
get himself, and answer the phone in the
style of his creation. From what we hear,
Woody himself, is also quite calm. “After
all,” he reportedly said, “I always knew
I was good enough to have a song written
about me.”

Walter Wanger is now readying five
biggies for Eagle Lion. First to tee off is
“Tulsa,” starring Susan Hayward, Robert
Preston, and Pedro Armendariz, who will
soon be ankle deep in oil-rich soil of
Oklahoma, where most of the picture will
be shot. But “Tulsa” is only one of the
many “A” films which EL will release this
season.

Hecht, present plans are to transport the
unit south of the border to use the actual
cities and locations which figured in the
civil war. Ranking Mexican stars will
support top Hollywood names.
*

*

*

Producer Martin Mooney, whose first
for Film Classics was “Blonde Ice,” is
busily preparing “Daughter Of Ramona.”
In Cinecolor, the film is an adaptation of
the famous American novel, and will be
shot at the Chaplin Studios here.

THE BELOVED BAMBINO, WHO
PROVED HIMSELF THE GREATEST
BOXOFFICE ATTRACTION IN THE
HISTORY

OF

BASEBALL,

NOW

BRINGS HIS FABULOUS
“The Number’s Racket,” starring John
Garfield, is the new title for the Bob Rob¬
erts-Enterprise production formerly called
“Tucker’s People.” Fortified with an “ex¬
pert” approved script as to the big shot
numbers operation, Garfield is sparking
the entire cast with his dynamic work on
the shooting sets.

POPULARITY

TO

THE

SCREEN

I N

"THE

BABE RUTH

Those zany buddies, Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello, are now going Latin on us,
hard at work at Universal-International
on “Mexican Hayride.” Construction has
been completed on a huge bull fighting
arena, patterned after the famous Mexico

STORY

n

Produced and
Directed by

City spot.

ROY DEL RUTH

Benedict Bogeaus, top ranking UA pro¬
ducer, is putting the finishing touches on
“The Girl From Manhattan,” co-starring
Dorothy Lamour, Charles Laughton, and
George Montgomery. The film, directed
by Alfred E. Green, has Miss Lamour
playing the role of a glamorous New York
model and cover girl.

starring

WILLIAM BENDIX as The Babe
and

CLAIRE TREVOR as
Mrs. Babe Ruth
Technical Director

A heads-up exploitation stunt is being
planned by U-I to ballyhoo John Beck’s
‘“The Countess Of Monte Cristo,” starring
Sonja Henie. Fancy figure skating con¬
tests will be staged in more than 50 major
cities with Miss Henie acting as sponsor
and awarding trophies to the winners.

BABE RUTH
Screenplay by

BOB CONSIDINE

Roy Del Ruth Productions, Inc.
Norma Productions, headed by Harold
Hecht, announces plans to produce “The
Eagje On The Cactus” in association with
Ernest Pascal. The screenplay, written by
Gilbert Roland and Pascal from an orig¬
inal story by Roland, is a picturesque tale
of the fierce Mexican revolution, a la
“Viva Villa.” The title evolves from the
emblem on the Mexican flag. According to
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PRODUCTION
Hollywood—First independent produc¬
tion of Edward J. and Harry Lee Danziger is “Jigsaw,” with shooting taking
place in New York. Franchot Tone stars,
with Fletcher Markle, top radio luminary,
megging. . . . The coveted role of Dom¬
inique in Warners’ “The Fountainhead”
was awarded to Patricia Neal, Broadway
star. Raymond Massey was also added to
the cast, joining Gary Cooper and Miss
Neal. . . . Paramount took up its option
on Richard Haydn as a director, and as¬
signed him to the Bob Hope starrer,
“Easy Does It.”

Lucille Ball returns to RKO for a
leading role in “Interference,” pro foot¬
ball yarn, in which Miss Ball forsakes
comedy for a serious dramatic part. . . .
Alfred Drake, Muriel Smith, and Gary
Merill will perform as commentators in
“Strange Victory,” feature-length film
describing the problems of discrimination
against minorities. It is the first release
of Target Films, Inc., and the whole
film was photographed in the New York
area. . . . Lex Barker is the new Tarzan
at RKO with his career of jungle heroics
teeing off with “Tarzan And The Arrow
Of Death.”
Monogram’s
production schedule for
July and
August
includes:
“Bowery
Comeback,” ‘Bowery Boys’ film; “Sheriff
Of Medicine Bow,” Johnny Mack Brown
starrer; “Incident,” “Bomba, The Jungle
Boy,” “The Tipster,” and a Jimmy Wakely
western. . . . Columbia signed Roy Acuff
and his Smoky Mountain Boys for a series
of four action musicals. . . . “Blowing
Wild” will be Milton Sperlings next
United States film for Warner release. . . .
Richard Greene joined the cast of 20th
Century-Fox’s “The Fan,” while Wanda
Hendrix nabbed the top femme role oppo¬
site Tyrone Power in the “Prince Of
foxes.”
Producer Lindsley Parsons is readying
“Tuna Clipper,” “Manhattan Melody,” and
“Typee” for Monogram, with filming set
before the end of the year. ... A feature
length screen version of the world-famed
“Flying Doctor” of Australia will be
produced by Paul White Productions, Inc.
Cast will include talent from Hollywood
and Australia. . . . “Forgotten Women”
was added to Jeffrey Bernerd’s schedule
at Monogram, and has a tentative early
fall shooting date. . . . Paramount exer¬
cised its option on Richard Maibaum as
a producer-writer for another two years.
. . . The stellar femme role in RKO’s “Bed
Of Rcses” went to Barbara Bel Geddes.

Columbia will film the highlights in the
career of famed columnist-commentator
Drew Pearson in a semi-documentary
drama tentatively titled “The Washington
Story.” Pearson leaves for the coast later
this year, when the film kicks off. . . . Next
Charlie Chan mystery at Monogram is
“Charlie Chan In Mexico,” which rolls in
the early fall. . . . Peggy Ann Garner was
inked for the leading part opposite Lon
McCallister in Eagle Lion’s “The Big Cat.”
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House Of Lords Okehs
British Quota Order
LONDON—The House of Lords last
week approved the exhibitors’ quota
order of Harold Wilson, president,
Board Of Trade. The commons had ap¬
proved the order earlier.
Viscount Swinton, during the debate,
lashed out at the quota by declaring
that it was physically impossible for
British studios to produce sufficient
films to fill the 45 per cent quota
called for under the order.
Lord
Chorley said that critics of the quota
should have confidence in the British
motion picture industry.

Foreign Production
Expansion Clarified
Hollywood—On behalf of Eric John¬
ston, Edward T. Cheyfitz, assistant to the
president of the Motion Picture Associa¬
tion of America, last week branded as
“ridiculous” current rumors of extensive
foreign film production by American
companies.
Speaking at a luncheon meeting of the
Hollywood AFL Film Council, Cheyfitz
said:
“Mr. Johnston has made it clear that
reports of production in other countries
are vicious nonsense, out of all propor¬
tion to reality.
“Lack of studio space in England makes
it imprssible for American companies to
plan to make more than 12 pictures there
in a year. If they turned out 15, it would
be a production miracle. And facilities
are not available to make more than
half a dozen in other countries outside
America.”
Cheyfitz stressed the need of all ele¬
ments of the Hollywood industry to fit
themselves to changing ccnditions.
“All of us—crafts, guilds and manage¬
ment—are going to have to understand
that we are in a period of economic read¬
justment in this industry. Institutions and
industries survive that adapt themselves
to changing conditions. Those that do not
become extinct like the dinosaur.
“Never has there been a time when the
need was so great in Hollywood for all
groups to seek areas of agreement. Our
problems require oneness of thinking and
action. We can move toward a solution
only by motion in unison.”

SRO Handles Del Rio Film
New York—Neil F. Agnew, pi'esident,
Selznick
Releasing
Organization,
an¬
nounced last week that the Mexican
branch of SRO will distribute the new
Dolores Del Rio picture, “Historia De
Una Mujer Mala,” throughout the Re¬
public of Mexico. The film, adapted from
Oscar Wilde’s “Lady Windermere’s Fan,”
was produced in Argentina, and directed
by Luis Saslavski.

. . . Marion Hargrove, of “See Here, Private
Hargrove” fame, will adapt his new novel,
“Something’s Got To Give” for Warners.
Slated for leading roles are Ronald Rea¬
gan, Jack Carson, Patricia Neal, and Vir¬
ginia Mayo, with Jerry Wald reining.
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Bryan Foy Honored
Denver—Bryan
Foy, producer, Eagle
Lion’s “Canon City,” based on the Colo¬
rado State Penitentiary 12-man prison
break of Dec. 30, 1947, was honored by
Denver University for “his outstanding
contribution to the culture of our civi¬
lization and the advancement of com¬
munications” last week. Robert W. Selig,
president, university board of directors,
and Dr. Campton Bell, director, University
School of the Theatre, were instrumental
in presenting Foy the certificate of merit.
The citation came as a result of two
outstanding accomplishments made by Foy
to “the advancement and development of
motion pictures, his production of the
first sound movie, ‘The Lights Of New
Tork,’ and his production of ‘Canon City,’
based on an actual news event, filmed at
the scene of the incident, and exhibited
on the screens of the nation within six
months after the even occurred.” Foy pre¬
sented to the University of Denver the
original script and cutting continuity of
“Canon City.” These documents will be
placed in the University’s Motion Picture
f oundation Library.
The world premiere of “Canon City”
was held in Canon City, Colo., on July 2.

Grainger-Rocke
New York—Edmund Charles Grainger,
Jr., son of E. C. Granger, president, Shea
Enterprises, Inc., was last week married
to Virginia Rocke at the Resurrection
Church, Rye.

He Asked
(Continued on page SS-4)
pects to announce his choice of these
leading roles momentarily.
Then, with
everything in readiness, the Geffen-Shane
production will whip into the instant
action it is geared for.
Shane tells of how
he signed one leading man for the film
only to have the player turn him down flat
after reading the script, claiming that he
got deathly seasick. “But,” exclaimed
Shane in disgust, “I told you it was going
to be a sea picture, didn’t I?” “Oh,” non¬
chalantly replied the thespian, “I thought
you meant a “C” picture!”
Realizing that Hollywood has no or¬
ganized machinery for funnelling fresh
talent which exists in drives in hundreds
of cities miles away from the triteness
of the Hollywood scene, Shane revealed
that he is holding open a number of char¬
acter parts which will be cast from the
Ercadway stage and even from among the
townspeople of Salem, where he also took
extensive stills of interesting citizens with
an eye to probable casting in the event
Hollywood could not provide equally
adaptable people. He believes that seeing
the same faces time after time in picture
after picture destroys the illusion and
gives an impression of artificiality.
Many will go along with Shane on that
thought. When the Geffen-Shane outfit,
in “Salem Frigate,” combine their Holly¬
wood picture making know-how with the
added attraction of some new personali¬
ties,
their
painstaking
pre-production
precautions and exhibitor courtesy should
pay off well indeed.—P. M.
In a kidding manner,
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Atlanta
Lee Goldsmith arrived to take over
the office managership for U-I....
Emily Franco, Monogram, was back on
the job after spending a few weeks in
New York visiting friends. ... Susan
Pinto, Monogram, was back from Bir¬
mingham, Ala,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Durmeyer,
Southern Automatic Candy Company, re¬
turned from New York.... Miss-Jesse
Reese, who put a few local boys and
girls on the screen, recently signed
a contract with Ginger Prince. In the
early days of radio her “Aunt Sally
and Her Kiddies” was a big hit over
WGST. Miss Reese has also managed
many local theatres, and has staged
many kiddie revues at the Fox, Loew’s
Grand, and for six years at the Capital.
Buddy King, son of Mrs. King, Capi¬
tal City Supply Company, was home from
Texas on a visit...George Jones, Eagle
Lion, was in....Jimmy Bello, Astor
Pictures special representative, was
in for a sales meeting with President
William Richardson.
Babe Cohen, Monogram branch manager,
returned from Columbus, Ga....Hap
Barnes, Knoxville, Tenn., was in re¬
cently, and said that he hoped to get
his drive-:in theatres open soon.
Visitors to the office of Exhibitors’
Service, booking for their theatres,
were Kay Porter, Perry and Foley, Fla.;
George Price and S. Emerson, White
Pine, Bluff City, Tenn., and T.P.
Harralson, 10th Street, West Point,
Ga....Added to the office force of
Exhibitors’ Service is Joe Ann Rawlins.
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Davis, wrote that they are having a
good time in Canada.... A. Phillips,
County Clark, and Shag Jordan were in
to hold a sales meeting for the drive
to honor Johnnie Bachman, UA branch
manager.
In for some booking and buying were
0.C. Lam, Lam Amusement Company, Rome,
Ga.; Lester Neely, Neely Theatres
Circuit, Alabama, and W.B. Bell, Cave
Springs, Ga., who announced he has
purchased the theatre there from Perry
M. Barrow.
Atlanta Advertising Club recently
heard Walter L. Lawrence, RCA sales
engineer, discuss the technical aspects
of television.
The Martin Theatres in the following
Alabama towns started a contest for
the best letter written on “What A
Theatre Means To Your Town”: Strand,
Florala; Ritz, Brewton; Roanoka, LaFayette; Ritz, Talladega; Ritz, Greens¬
ville, and Allison, Piedmont. A total
of $200 will be given away with the
contest to run for four weeks. Other
prizes will' be passes.

Charlotte
Emery Wister, movie editor, The
News, writes from Hollywood where he
is at present making a visit to the
various studios in the interest of his
paper, that he is now an actor. It
seems that Emery, while at the Re¬
public studio, was drafted for a bit
roll in “Grand Canyon Trail”.... Open¬
ing of the Whitaker Hall, McColl, S.C.,
announced for June 7, was postponed
to July 17.
Monte Hale, Republic western star,
announced plans to make a tour of the
two Carolinas with his stage unit....
M.G. Whisnant, superintendent, Thomp¬
son Orphanage, an institution owned
and operated by the Protestant Epis¬
copal Church in the Diocese of North
Carolina, announced) that Rod Cameron,
actor, plans to turn over to the Or¬
phanage each year his salary for one
picture. Cameron visited the Orphanage
while in Charlotte recently, and he
was so impressed with the work being
done there that he had his I agent send
director Whisnant word of his plan as
soon as he returned to the coast.

Bill Hurt, National Theatre Supply’s
Tennessee representative, was in....
Ballots were received by local film
salesmen from the National Labor Re¬
Miss Frances Arrowood was married at
lations Board to vote whether or not
York,
S.C., to Aubrey Griggs, shipping
they desire to be represented by the
Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen_
of America.
Passing out cigars to his many Film
Row friends was Harry Katz, Kay Ex¬
changes, who became the proud father
of a new son, Marcus Akan.
Seen on Film Row recently were Forman
Rogers, Alabama circuit owner; Edd
Duncan and Clyde Sampler, Duncan and
Richards Theatres, with headquarters
in Carrollton, and L.J. Duncan and
Sidney Laird, Al-Dun Amusement Company,
West Point, Ga. ...LeRoy Pinkerson and
Jesse Edwards (he was formerly with
Strickland Film Company) formed a com- pany to make local pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Davis, Dusty
Rhodes, and former Congressman Hatton
Summers, Dallas brQther-ijvlaw o.f
July 7.
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department, Metro. They will live at
2010 Chesterfield Avenue.
Car-Ral Theatre Corporation obtained
a certificate of incorporation from
the North Carolina Secretary Of State
to operate a theatre business with
authorized capital stock of $100,000.
Incorporators are J.B. Hunter, Jr.,
H.M. Sykes, Jr., and B.W. Allen, Jr.
The firm has just opened a new drivein between Cary and Raleigh, N.C. ,
which has individual speakers and room
for 225 automobiles, and will maintain
its headquarters here.
Though polio in Charlotte and Meck¬
lenburg County has been pronounced a
“light epidemic”, it has had only a
slight deteriorating effect on moving
picture attendance. There are 125
cases in the state, and plans were
being made to use Camp Butner as a
convalescent hospital.
Construction has started on a $14,000
lobby and lounge to the Little Theatre’s
playhouse on Queens road. It will be
completed in time for the opening in
September. Film as well as stage plays
is offered.

Memphis
Plans are now underway for the con¬
struction of a $200,000 theatre in
West Memphis, Ark., and work will be¬
gin, it is reported, as soon as the
architect’s drawings are ready. The
showhouse, in the heart of the city,
will be 70 by 125 feet, and have a
seating capacity of 1000 persons,
with a 200-seat balcony for Negroes.
All modern features now being install¬
ed, a “cry-room” for young children,
air-conditioning, a small television
broadcast room for benefit of school
children, 20-inch push-back seats, and
the latest RCA sound motion picture
equipment. The new showhouse is being
constructed by W. L. Moxley, a veteran
theatre owner of Blytheville, Ark.,
who also owns and operates a house at
Turrell, Ark. The new house will show
first-run pictures with a Saturday and
Sunday matinee and regular nightly
showings. Dressing rooms are included
in the plan for stage shows, and Mox¬
ley said that he plans to have screen
stars for personal appearances. The
announcement of the new theatre fol¬
lowed by a few days the announcement
that if the Arkansas racing Commission
grants a permit, a two-million dollar
harness and racing track would be
built at West Memphis in time for a
spring meet.
Though there was an epidemic of
closings of many small houses around
the first five months of the year,
expansion by many house owners has
has stepped up during the summer
months. One of the most notable to
make plans for new houses is an an¬
nouncement by Mrs, W.T. Ellis, Cleve¬
land, Miss. Mrs. Ellis, who operates
and owns the Regent and Wesco, Cleve¬
land, will build a new $125,000 house
to be named the Ellis. Building will
get underway this fall, and the house
is expected to be ready for opening
during the winter season. The Ellis
will be a 550-seater, with a colored
balcony. It will be air-conditioned,
have a “cry-room”, and all modern
Southern
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screen and sound equipment. The new
house will be located on North Street,
in the heart of the rapidly growing
Delta town.
Exhibitors on Film Row were: K.H
Kinney, Hughes, Ark.; Roy Cochran,
North Little Rock, Ark.; W.L. Moxley,
Blytheville, Ark.; C.A. Guilliland,
Steele, Mo.; Mrs. H.H. Fitch, Erin,
Tenn.; Gordon Hutchings, Corning, Ark.;
J. M. Mounger, Calhoun City, Miss., and
Mrs. Ralph Bowden, Joiner, Arkansas.
Film Row employes on vacation were:
Teenie Yerger, utility clerk, and
•Julia Hauser, inspectress, Republic.
Miss Yerger was visiting in Mississi¬
ppi, and Miss Houser went to St. Louis.
Paul Wilson, Atlanta, and W.C. Gehring, New York, executives of 20th
Century-Fox, were in. Vacationing at
at the exchange was Miss Mildred Sharp,
booker.
Tom Guinan, home office representa
tive Eagle Lion, visited...Miss Hazel
Brashier, secretary to EL branch ma¬
nager Leonard Shea, was vacationing.
Mrs. Kathryn Barnett is the new
cashier at Monogram. She replaces Mrs.
Cleme Wood, and the new office secre¬
tary is Miss Dorothy Lundy.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Rothchild, he is
branch manager, National Screen Ser¬
vice, and Bailey Prichard, branch ma¬
nager, Monogram, and salesman Henry
Hammond attended the MPTO of Missis¬
sippi convention at Biloxi, Miss.
Janice Long, biller, Warners, was
vacationing on a yacht in the Gulf,
and Miss Barbara English, stenographer,
replaced Mrs. Martha Sommers, resigned
....N.B. Blount, manager, Monogram,
Theatre Supply, was in Little Rock,
Ark., on business....R.P. Dawson,
branch manager, U-I, was in Nashville,
Tenn., on business, and Jimmy Gikner,
booker, and John Gannon, contract
clerk, were vacationing.
The Delta, Kambert, Miss., has been
sold to E.J. Pearre. It was formerly
owned and operated by L.B. Helums.. . .
Seen on the Row were J.W. Parham,
Forrest City, Ark. , J. K. Jamison, Bald
Knob, Ark., and J.E. Singleton, Tyronza, Ark.
Miss Emma Cox, theatre owner of Os¬
ceola, Ark., was moved to the Baptist
Hospital, Memphis. Hex physician
ordered her to take a month’s rest
....Orris Collins, exhibitor of Paragould, Ark., and president, Tri-States
Theatre Owners Association, with Mrs.
Collins attended the Memphis Horse
Show.

New Orleans
When their yacht, theSis, was sink¬
ing, E.V. Richards, Paramount-Richards
head; Mrs. Richards, and their son,
Billy, were rescued. The party had
left Pascagoula on a vacation trip to
Pensacola, Fla.
MGM screened “Easter Parade” for
the trade and press at the Cortez, and
“A Date With Judy” at Loew’s State....
Gaston Dureau, Paramount-Richards
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exec, is sporting a new Chrysler....
Roy Pfeiffer, Baton Rouge La., cir¬
cuit operator, stopped in at 20th
Century-Fox for a chat. . ..Many local
Film Rowers attended the convention
of the Mississippi Theatre Owners at
the Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
Allied Theatres of the Gulf States
will play host to the National Allied
convention in New Orleans in November.
Maurice J. Artigues, general manager,
Gulf group, is already up to here in
work and arrangements for rooms fox
the visitors. Bill Ainsworth, presi¬
dent, national group, was loud in his
praise for the way in which the Gulf
group conducted the recent Founders’
Day activities at the Lakewood Country
Club....Tony Patton, Hollywood pro¬
ducer, completed sequences shot at
night in the French Quarter for ‘This
IsTheMardi Gras”. Many localites were
used as extras in addition to big com¬
pany he brought here from the coast.
The New Orleans Item, leading after¬
noon daily, devoted a half page of
pictures to the moviemakers.
New Orleans’ amusement tax receipts
will be dedicated to the support of a
number of public and quasi-public
charitable institutions under the terms
of a bill adopted by the State Senate.
The proceeds, totall ing about $450,000
a year, now go to the city’s welfare
fund. Senator Alexander E. Rainold is
author of the measure, which passed
by a 34 to 0 vote.
Giant schools of cobia were biting
at Grand Isle, off the Louisiana coast.
Eighteen of the game and tasty fighters
were landed by a party which included
E. A. MacKenna, manager, Joy; Harry
Graham, also of the Joy; George Pabst,
branch manager, Eagle Lion, and Eldon
Briwa, manager, Film Service.
Plans for renovation of the Poche
were formally approved by the stock¬
holders recently at a dinner at the
Roosevelt Hotel. Blaise S. D’Antoni,
executive committee chairman, dis¬
closed that $20,000 already has been
raised toward the required $90,000 to
provide air-conditioning, newseating,
handsome marquee and lobby, and other
needed improvements. Irwin Poche,
manager, said that a number of films
and productions have been booked.

STATES

Alabama

Arkansas
LITTLE ROCK
Articles of incorporation were filed
with the Secretary of State for 22
Drive-In Theatre, Inc., for operation
of an outdoor theatre near Highway
22, Fort Smith, Ark. Paid-in capital
is listed at $125,000, with authorized
capital as $200,000. David Flexer,
A.M. Avery, and Fred Brown, Memphis,
are stockholders.
George Henry Sanders, aged 70, passed
on, in Reno, Nev. Sanders died unex¬
pectedly enroute after having spent
several weeks in California. He for¬
merly owned the Prospect, New, and
Roxy. On his retirement in 1940, he
sold the theatres to Robb and Rowley.
Sanders was at one time a midwestern
representative of RK0.

Florida
CLEARM0NT
M and M Theatres, with headquarters
here, opened a new 400-seat house.

MIAMI
One of the oldest drive-ins in the
south is owned by E.Y. Stafford. It
has been in operation for the past 12
years, and has a 600-car capacity.

Georgia
COLUMBUS
Hugh Martin, Martin Theatres, an¬
nounced that he is going to bring his
case before the public, and is having
many reprints of The Childerburg Times
made for distribution, featuring an
article on his battle with the City
Council of that city. In secret session,
this City Council reduced his annual
license fee, but passed a new law re¬
quiring collection of a 10 per cent
admission tax. This ordinance was
passed in October, 1947, but Martin
claims he did not know about such a
law until his manager there went to
pay his annual license fee, and at
that time was told of the new law.

MACON
Blacklisting of nine film stars
because “they opposed the Congress¬
ional probe vital to U.S. security”
was asked in a resolution adopted here
at the recent convention of the Georgia
Department of Veterans of Foreign Wars.

ATH E N S

North Carolina
The Plaza installed an automatic
15-ton refrigeration air-conditioning
unit.

MILLPORT
R.C. Cobb announced that he has ac¬
quired the Millport.

BOON VILLE
F.R. Matthews, Foy Hemric, and
Charles Craver opened a new theatre,
which has a seating capacity of 500
persons.

ELKIN
TROY
Jimmy Gaylard, manager, Enzor, Wilby
house, came to the rescue of the First
Baptist Church recently by offering
the theatre for Sunday services while
the church is being repaired, an
excellent way in which to build
good will.

The newly-remodeled and equipped
Lyric, owned by Blue Ridge Theatres,
Inc., held its formal opening with
Mayor Garland Johnson setting the day
aside as “New Lyric Theatre Day” in a
formal proclamation. Operated by A.F.
Sams, Jr., Statesville, N.C., the house
(Continued on page NT-4)
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(Lew Herb, traveling representative
of THE EXHIBITOR, continues with his
leisurely tour through 4he southern
area.—Ed,)

After our return from a little trip
to Arkansas and Southeast Missouri,
we dropped in at the regular monthly
Meeting of l|ocal 144, and met the
officers and members.
M.S. Stroler, projec¬
tionist, Loew’s State,
president, and E.L.
Hurt, also at the same
theatre, is business
agent. R.J. Hora is
vice-president, with
J.H. Elcan acting as
recording secretary.
W.A. Griffin, one of
Lew Herb
the projectionists at
Loew’s Palace, holds down the post of
secretary-treasurer. This is one of
the old locals, and many of its members
boast over a quarter century of ser¬
vice. Its membership is around the 60
mark, and its employer-relationship
record is one of the best.
Our brief visit to Memphis rapidly
drawing to a close, we decided to spend
the balance of our time on Film Row,
and ran into quite a few out-of-town
exhibitors. One of the first was “The
Duke” from Dumas, Ark., Duke Studstill,
who recently opened the Duke, a colored
house, in that community. He has been
a projectionist for the past 10 years
or so, and just went into business
for himself. Things haven’ t been
breaking for him as he expected, but
he is going to persevere a while longer,
and may make a go of it.
While sipping a cup of coffee, we
met Ed Smith, who operates the V-Theatre, Altheimer, Ark. He, too, was com¬
plaining about business, laying a lot
of it to the hard winter just passed,
and currently to the underlying dis¬
sension in his community, much of which
he blames on the current political
situation. He claims if it gets any
worse, he was going to close his house.
This, however, is an old problem in
this territory, and will probably ease
in due time. We also had the pleasure
of meeting Mrs. Ann Hutchins, who op¬
erates the State and Dixon, Corning,
Ark., and who books and buys for .sev¬
eral other houses in that territory.
Also in town for the day were M.E.
Rice, Rice, Brownsville, Tenn., and
Arthur Rush, Houston, Houston, Miss.,
plus the usual array of localites.
This terminated our visit here, and
the next morning found us on the road
again, heading east, towards Nashville.
Taking the advice of a well-meaning
film salesman, we struck cross-country
instead of heading north to Jackson,
but soon found out that the road re¬
commended to us was under repair. We
had planned on visiting several of the
smaller towns on the other route, but
we were only able to make two of them.
The first of these was Whiteville,
where we stopped off to say “hello”
to C.H. Thomas, who operates the
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Carlton in that community of about
700 people. Thomas took over the house
in April, 1947, and has been getting
along very nicely. This is his first
venture into show business, but he has
been located in Whiteville for some
time as a mortician. He finds the thea¬
tre business very interesting, and a
little “livelier’’ than his former vo¬
cation.
Our next, and final, stop on the
trip was in Bolivar, where Louise
Mask opened her new theatre, the Luez,
last March. This is a beautiful, modern
air-conditioned house, replacing a
smaller theatre she had been operating
for the past 12 years. Her new thea¬
tre is all new, from top to bottom,
except for the machines in the booth,
practically new, only a year old. They
are the only things she moved over
from the old house, which has been
abandoned as a theatre. The new show
place is up to date in every respect,
and includes a “cry-room” for chil¬
dren, and a portion of the balcony is
reserved for colored trade, which she
did not have in the old house. She is
a very conscientious operator, and
oversees the physical handling of all
details herself. She, too, has show
business in her blood, and thinks it
is one of the finest careers a woman
can follow. Continuing again on our
original route, we came to Henderson,
where we found the streets torn up,
in the midst of a paving job, as was
the road beyond there. Having no re¬
course other than to head north again,
we did, and eventually found our¬
selves in Nashville, capitol city of
Ten n e s s e e.
After parking our rolling home, we
headed downtown, and found ourselves
in front of Loew’ s Vendome, where we
soon became acquainted with Tommy
Delbridge, who manages. He has worked
in many different cities throughout
the country, both for Loew’s and at
one time for Wilmer-Vincent-Fabian.
He came to Nashville about five years
ago, and has become one of the com¬
munity’ s biggest boosters.
We next found ourselves in the of¬
fices of the Crescent Amusement Com¬
pany, talking with R.E. Baulch, presi¬
dent of the organization, since the
death of the founder, the late Tony
Sudekum. Baulch, son-in-law of the
late founder, is a quiet, soft-spoken
man, who carries on the policies.
Sudekum started many years ago. He
joined the organization almost a quar¬
ter century ago, as an accountant, and
worked his way up. He is aided in the
the operation of this large company
by Kermit Stengle, also a son-in-law
of the late Tony Sudekum. Together
they make a good team, one of which
the deceased would be the first to
laud, were he alive today.
His sudden death, two years ago,
was a blow to everyone who knew him,
and his friends were legion. He was
one of the most beloved, and respected
men in Nashville. His is the usual
American success story, such as the
type that must have inspired many of
the Horatio Alger stories of an earlier
day. From a humble beginning in a
little bakery shop, run by the family,
he emerged as one of the great men of
Tennessee and the mid-south. From a
start of one small theatr.e in 1907,

his death found his organization op¬
erating theatres in Tennessee, Ala¬
bama and Kentucky.
Nashville is also the headquarters
for several other circuits, one of
which is the Bijou Amusement Company,
headed by Alfred Starr. Dropping in
at their offices, we were soon seated
with Evan Sprott, general manager for
the company. Here we found another
energetic personality, who, after 30
years in the industry, is still a young
man, with a keen interest not only in
his own organization, but in the future
of the whole industry as well.
His entry into the Bijou organization
started with the concession phase of
the business, but he has since covered
all phases, and today is the key man
in the organization. The remaining cir¬
cuit operation whose headquarters are
located here, is the Rockwood Amuse¬
ment Company, formerly located in the
same building as Crescent, but just
recently moved into new quarters at
20th and Church Streets. This company
is headed by Willis R. Holder, a com¬
parative newcomer to exhibition, hav¬
ing only been in it for the past six
years. He has, however, a broad busi¬
ness background, and was active for
many years in the investment field.
We found him in the midst of an ac¬
cumulated backlog of work with which
he was trying to catch up, after a
siege of illness, precipitated by a
heart-attack that put him out of action
for some time. He is just returning to
health again, and is only devoting a
few hours daily to his office, but
expects to be back on the job again,
full time, within the next few weeks.

ELKIN
(Continued from page NT-2)
has been repainted, redecorated, and
re-equipped, with new seats, drapes,
screen, sounding system, marquee,
carpeting, and even wiring. Sams ac¬
quired the lease of the Lyric building
from Mrs. G.T. Roth, and brought
Charles Utley, recently manager,
State, Statesville, in as manager.
Utley has had 18 years of experience
in the theatre business.
Garland W. Morrison, Elkin, has been
named projectionist and chief of main¬
tenance. He has served with the Amuzu,
Lyric, and State.

TROUTMAN
The Roxie, owned and operated by
W. C. Kelly and James W. Hill, held its
formal opening. The house has a seat¬
ing capacity of around 300.

South Carolina
A I KEN
A new drive-in is being built here.

CHARLESTON
A drive-in is under construction
here.

FLORENCE
A new drive-in with 500-car capacity
is being constructed here.
July 7,
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Chicago
B and K commissioned Holabird and
Root, architects, to prepare plans for an
ultra-modern 2,000 seat theatre at Toledo,
O., at an estimated cost of between
$1,500,000 and $2,000,000.
The newly organized Republic Club,
formed by employes of Republic, chose
Frank Mardi, president; Pearl Perkins,
vice president; Stella Russo, treasurer, and
Beverly Knapp, secretary. . . . Fred Mat¬
hews, Motiograph, Inc., brought back some
good stories from his Canadian fishing trip.
Wilbur Albright, Valencia assistant, and
his wife were showered with gifts on the
advent of Wilbur, Jr. . . . Mrs. Harry E.
Fuller, wife of the Century aide, was killed
when her auto was struck by a streetcar.
She was the sister of Elmer Bull, StateLake. . . . The engagement of Bruce
Balaban, son of A. J. Balaban, B and K
circuit founder, to Joan Neda, New York,
was announced. . . . Milton Officer. Lake¬
side manager, visited relatives in Colorado.
Marion Smith, Will Rogers, is president
of Steinmetz council, Illinois Association
of Student Councils, head of a mixed
choir, and holder of an American Legion
Merit Award. . . . Training for assistantmanagerships are Lee Behrens, former
head, Uptown service staff, and Richard
Hoffman, Roosevelt. . . . Robert J. Baker
is back at the Maryland as manager, after
many months in army hospitals.
Danny Starzynski replaced Mort Rosen¬
thal, taking time off from the Crystal to
build up his health. . . . Bernice Rowe,
Crystal, is recovering at home following a
serious operation on her back. . . . The La
Grange, La Grange, Ill., is finishing re¬
modeling, including glass doors.
Charles Wilson, State, is out of the
hospital with his arm in a sling following
a fall.
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in association matters, and said it should
not be “a one man organization.” He
offered to continue actively as state rep¬
resentative on National Allied matters,
and to continue to work closely with both
national and local Allied boards. The board
agreed to inaugurate a new election pro¬
cedure under which members in districts
will nominate directors by districts, with
the full board in turn to elect officers. Phil
Isley was named chairman of interim
activities, and will preside at the fall
convention. Rubin Frels was named finance
chairman, and C. D. Leon entertainment
chairman.

Denver
Two stock companies will offer compe¬
tition for films in Denver this year, instead
of the usual one. With Elitch summer
theatre running for the usual 10 weeks,
the Artists Repertory Theatre will also
put on a season of 10 weeks of four nights
and a matinee each week in the Phipps
auditorium. The latter company will jour¬
ney to Colorado Springs, Colo., for two
nights in the city auditorium.
Dick Conley, city manager, Fox Inter¬
mountain Theatres, La Junta, Colo., was
named president, Junior chamber of com¬
merce. . . . John Woods bought the Zia,
Springer, N. M., from Carl Garitson. . . .
Thos. Knight, owner, Acme, Riverton,
Wyo., was elected mayor. . . . Dave Davis,
Atlas Theatres general manager, is vaca¬
tioning in California. . . . Marlin Butler
sold the Mission and Drive-In, Hatch, N.
M., to Bohanan brothers, who closed the
drive-in.
Jerry Pickman, New York Eagle Lion
offices, and Milt Overman, regional pub¬
licity man, spent some time in the terri¬
tory arranging for publicity to accompany
the world premiere of “Canon City” at
Canon City, Colo. M. R. Austin, branch
manager, declares he will easily break the
record for the territory with at least 115
bookings for the first week following the
premiere. All of the governors since the
naming of Roy Best as warden of the state
penitentiary will be present at the opening.
Arlie Beery, Manley representative,
went to Salt Lake City to attend the TriStates Theatres convention. . . . Louise
Morris, secretary to Robert Hill, Colum¬
bia branch manager, resigned to devote
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more time to housework. She is succeeded
by Bonnie Walth, bookers’ secretary.
Seen on film row were: Kenneth Powell,
Wray, Colo.; John Steele, Limon, Colo.;
J. A. Weiss, Mesilla Park, N. M.; Mitchell
Kelloff, Aguilar, Colo.; Merval Goodrich,
Lander, Wyo.; Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Dickson,
Culbertson, Neb., and John Bohanan,
Hatch, N. M.

Des Moines
The polio epidemic in extreme western
Iowa continued with the theatre at Logan,
la., barring all children under 18 years of
age. Earlier, the theatre at Mondamin
was closed, with 40 cases reported in the
county. . . . Jim Kunath resigned as sales¬
man for Eagle Lion to enter another busi¬
ness. . . . Myron Blank, general manager,
Central States Theatre Corporation, was
on a fishing trip in Canada. . . . Harry
Warren, formerly general manager. Cen¬
tral States, was a visitor. . . . Harold Lyons,
salesman for 20th-Fox, is the father of a
baby boy named Steven Allen. . . . Pioneer
Theatres will name its new theatre at
Storm Lakes, la., the Campus. Four resi¬
dents of Storm Lake all submitted the
same name on the same date, and received
six month passes for the house.

Kansas City
The members of the arrangements com¬
mittee for the KMTA convention on Oct.
5-6 were announced as follows: Frank
Plumlee, George Baker, Bob Shelton, and
Sam Abend, of this city, plus Elmer Bills.
‘Doc’ Cook is secretary; Fred Meyn, trea¬
surer, and co-chairmen are Glen Hail,
Virgil Harbison, and Dale Danielson.
Fred Souttar, manager, Fox Midwest’s
district No. 4, St. Louis, succeeds Howard
E. Jameyson as manager, district No. 3.
John Mernardi succeeds Souttar in St.
I ouis. Jameyson, who headed the Kansas
City district for 18 years, retired.

Los Angeles
The Warner Club golf tournament will
be held on July 11 at Rancho Don Lugo
Golf and Country Club. A barbecue steak
dinner is scheduled in addition to the links
fete, which will include prizes for the
ladies.

It is estimated 1948 tax collections from
theatres will amount to $2 million.
The Grand had a sell-out when Pat
O’Brien appeared on stage for “Fighting
Father Dunne.” His autographed photo
was given to 1000 patrons. Matt Plunkett,
manager, Frank Smith, RKO division man¬
ager; Wally Heim, RKO publicity, and
Jack Irving, AGVA, were on the job.
Inspired by “Mr. Brandings Builds His
Dream House,
a white-frame residence
was built in suburban Williamsburg Vil¬
lage in exactly 45 days.
Ted Kraft was made manager,
Alliance drive-in, Kokomo, Ind.

new

Walter Immerman, B and K general
manager, was receiving rafts of cards and
greetings at Henrotin Hospital.

Dallas
Colonel H. A. Cole intimated last week
at a director’s meeting that he will not
serve again as head of Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas, after the next election
of officers at the annual convention on
Noy. 1-2. Cole urged a more active partici¬
pation of directors, officers and members
July 1, 1948

On hand at Columbia's recent sales meeting in Chicago were, left to right, top to bottom: Ben Lourie, Windy
City branch manager; Ben Marcus, midwest division manager; branch managers Joe Jacobs, Omaha; Hy
Chapman, Minneapolis; Clark Baker, Des Moines; Tom Baldwin, Kansas City; L. Tillman, San Francisco, and
Wayne Ball, Los Angeles; Jerry Safron, western division manager; L. Walton, Seattle; R. C. Hill, Denver; W.
Seib, Salt Lake City; J. Beale, Portland, and C. A. Gibbs, Oklahoma City; Jack Underwood, southwestern
division manager, and Herman Chrisman, Memphis branch manager.
Forthcoming product was discussed.
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erected signs for the building of four
houses within a radius of 12 blocks, while
four houses in the district are now in
exhibition.

Reports that eight theatres planned run¬
ning trailers telling customers to stay
home and watch all the conventions tele¬
vised, caused a bit of excitement. The
theatres were to run' 50-foot trailers
through the Mutual station, being made
up at National Screen Service, yet Sherrill
Corwin denied he was ever consulted on
the matter. He did admit that he has had
a reciprocal agreement with KHJ for 10
years, with the theatre running trailers,
and the radio station giving air time.
Last report, however, Corwin issued a
statement he has never had television ad¬
vertising in his theatres, and will not.
Million Dollar plans to go back to live
shows. . . . Mrs. Golda Myerson, first offi¬
cial representative of the new Jewish state
of Israel, was welcomed here at a special
invitational dinner.
Earl Collins, Pacific Coast division man¬
ager for Republic, is telling quite a story
wherein a theatre owner paid more for a
picture than the regular rental fee, and
proves it showing a letter from Richard
Hamilton, manager-owner, Alvarado. The
letter raved over the fine job, as he put it,
of “Bill And Coo” in his house, and en¬
closed an additional $20 as rental, recom¬
mending they send along more of these
kind of pictures.
Over $100,000 was pledged to the United
Jewish Welfare Fund by the exhibitordistribution division of the UJWF at the
meeting of 60 who attended a cocktail
party at the Variety Club, followed by a
dinner at the Ambassador Hotel. The
film salesmen committee is already form¬
ed, with A1 Bowman, U-I; Alex Weisman,
Metro; Maury Sudmin, 20th Century-Fox;
Maury Shipp, Warners, and Jerry Purcell,
Columbia. The United Jewish Welfare
Fund division is chairmanned by O. N.
“Bill” Srere and Sherrill Corwin. Others
assisting them are Mike Rosenberg, Gus
Metzger, David Bershon, and Harry Cohn.
The appearance of President Truman
brought in big sales at the boxoffice of
the Pickfair, according to James Nichol¬
son, who runs the house. He took a Kine¬
scope recording of the President’s address
from the local KTLA’s telecast, and pro¬
jected it on his theatre screen that evening.
He claims he s^ent but $234 on advertising

Milwaukee
Plans are under way for the construction
of a new theatre at Waukesha, Wis. Oper¬
ated by L. F. Gran, president, Standard
Theatres, the new house will seat 750.

Harold Stassen recently made a personal appear¬
ance at the world premiere of Screen Guild's "The
Prairie", Crate: ion, Medford, Ore., with the opening
performance dedicated to the Minnesota Governor
by Matt Freed, general manager, Robert L. Lippert
Theatres. Aides wore special costumes and badges.

the event, but doubled his usual Monday
gross.
Adele Jergens did personals at the open¬
ing shows of “Fuller Brush Man” RKO
Hillstreet and Pantages, where she passed
out brushes to the first 250 women cus¬
tomers at each theatre.
Fred Ableson, Film Classics manager,
San Francisco, was buried at Forest Lawn.
A method of synchronizing the playing
of discs with a picture, simultaneously
put on the screen, has been set between
National Theatres and Phonovision Cor¬
poration. Idea is to exploit the forthcoming
pictures out in front of the theatres. It is
understood to be able to play from two
to four minutes. Phil Goldstone is head.
Max Laemmle is negotiating for two ad¬
ditional local houses, along with his
brother, Kurt.
Sol Wurtzel took his cast of “Tucson,”
which he is shooting on the University of
Arizona campus, for personal appearances
at local houses in the city.
Pico Boulevard, one of the through units
to the Beaches, is fast becoming the thea¬
tre boulevard, with neighborhood houses
to be built all along the highway. FWC

MGM recently played host to industryites and guests at invitational screenings of
the company's "Easter Parade" throughout the country. Among those on hand at
the Vogue, Kansas City, we e, top left, left to right: Howard Burkhardt, manager,
Loew's Midland; Dan Bodney, Al Adler, Metro resident manager: Sam Abend,
co-owner, Friendly Theatres Circuit; Glen Dickinson, Jr., Dickinson Theatres Circuit,
and Leon Robertson, district manager. Fox Midwest Theatres.
The top, second
from left, shot, taken at the Guild, San Francisco, screening, shows, left to right:
L. C. Wingham, branch manager; Mr. and Mrs. George Mann, Redwood-Midland
Circuit; Sam Gardner, assistant west coast sales manager, and Robert L. Lippert,

Ben Marcus, president, Marcus Theatre
Management, Oshkosh, Wis., announces
that ground has been broken in Whitefish
Bay, Wis., for the new 1000-seat first-run
theatre. Six stores and accommodations
for 12 offices, in addition to the new main
offices of Marcus Theatre Management,
will be provided in the new structure.
Marcus had a permit to build since 1941
on the site, but World War II and subse¬
quent construction and materials regula¬
tions delayed the start of construction.
Alvin Goodwin, Quality Premiums sales
manager, was here for meetings with W.
De Lorenzo. . . . Constantine Pappas, Chi¬
cago, who operates the local Towne, and
Walworth, Walworth, Wis., spent a few
days in town. . . . The new drive-in under
construction for L. F. Gran, Standard
Theatres president, on Highway 41, to be
known as the 41 Outdoor Theatre, is
scheduled for an early opening. William
Koster, recently resigned from Fox Wis¬
consin Amusement Corporation, is slated
as manager.
Steve Swedish, popular Milwaukee band
leader and former motion picture theatre
employe, purchased the Modernistic Ball¬
room at State Fair Park. . . . Jesse T.
McBride, Paramount manager, was in Up¬
per Michigan meeting with exhibitors.
Dorothy Schultz, at the Park, Waukesha,
Wis., during the last war, was married to
John Forde in Los Angeles. . . . Several
local night spots are cutting into regular
theatre patronage. Theatre operators are
knocking themselves out in efforts to off¬
set this. . . . John G. Kemptgen, MGM
manager, was in Upper Michigan on a
sales trip. . . . Joseph Imhof, Eagle Lion
manager, arranged a picnic for the office
force at Lake Beulah. Several Film Class¬
ics people also attended. ... A golf outing
for exchange managers and exhibitors has

Lippert Theatres. Other photos from left to right, top to bottom, taken at the
Seattle screening, show, left to right: Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Saffle, Saffle's
Theatre Service; Donald Condon, navy booker, and his wife; Arney Eichenlaub,
Metro salesman; Sam S. Davis, branch manager; Carl Mahne, Evergreen Circuit
Washington district manager; the Times editor Chester Gibbon and Mrs. Gibbon;
H. S. Callahan, King County sheriff, and the Mrs; Dave Himeloch, censor board,
and his wife; city councilman David Levine and the better half; A. C. Van Soelen,
corporation counsel, and Mrs. Van Soelen, and Mrs. George Eastman and her
husband, city chief of police. The picture stars Fred Astaire and Judy Garland.
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been set for late in July, at Port Washing¬
ton, Wis.
The S. S. Milwaukee Clipper, pleasure
ship that plys Lake Michigan during the
summer, is in operation again. A major
feature of the planned entertainment on
the ship is 16mm. entertainment for
guests. . . . The Lions Club theatie,
Washington Island, Wis., changed from
16mm. to 35mm. . . . Arthur Sontag, who
operated the Brillion, Brillion, Wis., is now
a film salesman for Film Classics. . . . Ex¬
change personnel were planning trips
over the holiday. . . . F. J. McWilliams,
Madison, who operates the Portage and
Home, Portage, Wis., was in.
The Savoy has been remodeled. . . . J.
Juell, Garden, South Milwaukee, was visit¬
ing.

Minneapolis
Directors of NCA approved a theatre
collection campaign tentatively set for
next fall for the Variety Club Heart Hos¬
pital Fund. The board also approved the
showing of trailers advertising the Se¬
curity Loan drive. . . . Gordon Green, sales
representative, National Screen Service,
resigned. Greene has been hospitalized
with an attack of pneumonia, and will take
a short rest. . . . Perry Crosier and Son,
theatre architects, have begun work on a
$20,000 office building at 2441 Lyndale
Avenue South, which they will occupy.
Quinton Wingerter, Sr., reopened the
Wingerter Hall, Selfridge, N. D., following
booth improvements. . . . Peter Campbell
will build a new 445-seat theatre at Walhalla, N. D., to cost $35,000. . . . D. I.
Chapman is building a new addition to
the Palace, Lemmon, S. D. . . . ElsonNathanson Circuit is now operating the
State, Detroit Lakes, Minn., on a six-night
policy. . . . Sol Winokur reopened the
former Grand opera house at Oshkosh.
Wis., as the Civic. He will run films and
vaudeville. . . . Leo Smith is the new
owner, Elk, Elkton, S. D. . . . Donald
Gurey is now operating the Legion,
Adams, N. D. . . . George Kappers is the
new owner, State, Hurley, S. D.
MGM invited independent neighborhood
theatres in the Twin Cities to bid com¬
petitively for its product. Two theatres in
Minneapolis, the Richfield and the Boule¬
vard, already received notice that the com¬
pany would accept bids from them on
future releases. Under the MGM offer,
bidding between the two houses will be on
a 42-day clearance. Local film observers
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predict that all major distributors soon
will be offering product on competitive
bids on a wide scale in the Twin Cities.
The pattern highly favored appears to be
grouping of comparable houses in speci¬
fied zones to be set up by the local sales
heads.
'

Oklahoma City
Leo Montgomery, projectionist, Ritz,
Shawnee, Okla., recently celebrated his
35th year as a projectionist. He started as
assistant to his father in 1913 in what was
then the Cozy. He tried to retire a year
ago, but the lure of the trade was too
great, and he returned to the booth, al¬
though he claims he would never go to
a movie unless he was working.
The Sky View drive-in opened on June
11. The spot is located on 23rd Street one
mile east of Eastern. Pete Caporal is
managing.
Holding that Harry Holt, operator, WesTen, had defrauded both the owner and
the government, Federal District Judge
Stephen Chandler recently cancelled his
lease from G. L. Warren, Jr., and also
gave Warren a judgment for $143.50.
Under the terms of the lease, Warren was
to get a percentage of the receipts as
rent. Resale of tickets was charged.
R. Lewis Barton, Capitol Hill theatre
owner, was selected by the school board
to fill a vacancy. He took office immedi¬
ately, and was to resign from the city
planning commission, of which he was one
of the initial members. One of Barton’s
sons, Robert L., a veteran, is now man¬
aging one of his theatres.

Omaha
Howard S. Brookings, owner of theatres
in Oakland (Oakland), Walnut and Avoca,
la., has been nominated for state repre¬
sentative from Pottawatomie County, on
the Republican ticket. He is a past presi¬
dent of Iowa-Nebraska Allied.
Rose Comiskey, 20th Century-Fox staff,
was on vacation. . . . Evelyn Machmuller,
assistant booker, returned from a trip to
New York City. . . . Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Miskell, New Haven, became sick while
visiting her son, William T. Miskell, TriStates Theatres district manager, and was
taken to a hospital. . . . Marie Brown,
booking clerk, went to St. Louis on her
vacation.
Film
Row visitors included:
Louis
Weiner, West, Sioux City, la.; Carl Worl,
Royal, Dunlap, la.; William Tamen, Da¬

kota and Moon, Yankton, S. D., and Carl
Johnson, Red Oak, la. . . . Betty Davis,
secretary to Bill Miskell, Tri-States chiet,
was on vacation. . . . R. J. Hoff, sales
manager, Ballantyne Company, returned
from a business trip.
C. P. Knudsen has sold his Red Cloud,
Red Cloud, Neb., to Marvin Jones, Minne¬
sota. The house formerly was the Audi¬
torium. . . . U-I shipping clerk George
Bonacci was on vacation.

Phoenix
Tables and display posters were set up
in all major Phoenix theatres by the
Junior Chamber of Commerce to enlist
signatures on petitions calling for a change
in the Arizona workmen’s compensation
law. Petitions were circulated following an
announcement by C. E. Van Ness, presi¬
dent, Phoenix Chamber of Commerce, that
Arizona faces a less of as much as $5,000,000 this year because of the withdrawal
from Arizona locations by Hollywood com¬
panies which are dissatisfied with the
state’s prevailing compensation law.
The
Bonded Television
Corporation
wound up work on the first film ever made
in Arizona for exclusive use of television.

St. Louis
Burtt’s Delivery Service was charged
with violations of Interstate Commerce
Commission tariff regulations on over¬
charges for transporting motion picture
films. U. S. Attorney Drake Watson filed
information alleging 30 violations.
Herman Ferguson opened the completely
remodeled and air conditioned Liberty,
Malden, Mo. About 200 additional seats
have been added. Among those present
were Tom Williamson, RKO branch man¬
ager; Jack Hines, RKO salesman; Bob
Lightfoot, Monogram salesman; Bud Edele,
Film Classics; Jack Harris, Warners; Gene
Fitzgerald, 20th Century-Fox, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Mercier, F redericktown, Mo.
Branch manager Rosenblatt, Monogram,
mentioning Babe Ruth’s appearance in
behalf of American Legion’s junior base¬
ball program, stated that the “Babe” in a
press conference expressed enthusiasm
about his recent activities in regard to
the picture.
An ordinance placing a four per cent tax
on gross admissions to theatres and other
amusements was passed by the city council
of Decatur, Ill. Supporters of the measure
said it will yield about $25,000 or $30,000
additional revenue annually. Shows for
charitable, educational, or religious pur¬
poses are exempt from the tax.
Bill Wearing will probably open his new
drive-in, to be known as the Wearing
Auto Theatre, about half way between
Carbondale and Murphysboro, Ill., around
the middle of July. Construction is being
completed rapidly. Wearing is the owner
of the Ritz, Camden, Ill., and the Doll,
Jonesboro, Ill. Although there are two
other drive-ins under construction in
southern Illinois, Wearing’s Auto Theatre
will be the first to open in the area.

Attending a recent luncheon given in honor of Harry Hamburg, Kansas City, Paramount branch manager, by
Kansas City exhibitors at the Hotel Muehlebach were, left to right: standing, Jack Stuart, Allied Theatres;
Vincil Stamm, Bagdad; Jay Means, Oak Park; R. R. Biechele, Osage, Kansas City, Kan.; George Taife, salesman;
Bob Hunter, Armour, and Ed Harrtmann, Booking Agency manager; seated, rear, Jack Truut, Electric, Kansas City,
Kan.; R. C. Li Beau, Lou Sutter, Castle; George A. Smith, Paramount western division sales manager; Gus
Diamond, manager, Roy Theatres, Eldorado, Kan., Vogue, Salina, Kan., and Howard, Arkansas City, Kan.; and
Arthur Cole, and, seated, foreground, Fred Meyn, Park, Kansas City, Kan.; Hamburg, Jim H. States, Kansas City
booking manager; Jim Castle, Paramount special rep, and Sam Abend, the Jayhawk, Kansas City, Kan,

Johnnie Walsh, branch manager, Albert
Dezel Productions, was in Chicago for the
general sales meeting of branch managers.
. . . Eagle Lion relaxed recently when
it held an early summer picnic as guest
of Herman Schwarz, Eagle Lion salesman,
at his beach house on the Meramec River.
Frivolity prevailed.
Lois Butler, star of “Mickey,” was in
for interviews.
This followed the pre¬
miere showing of her new picture at
Moline, Ill., and Des Moines.
July 7, 1948
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on a “biggest” scale, including the world’s
largest theatre.

Edward B. Arthur, St. Louis Amuse¬
ment Company,
announced
that
the
St. Louis would be reopened again since
an agreement had been reached with the
AFL Theatrical Brotherhood Local 6.
Under the agreement, only two stage¬
hands will be on duty at evening shows,
and two additional men retailed for week¬
end matinees. As a further part of the
agreement, the adjoining Missouri will
eliminate weekday matinees, thus reduc¬
ing the number of stagehands at the
Missouri to two, on days when there are
no matinees. Five will be on duty all other
days.

Interstate Theatres started distribution
to its patrons of a 20-page magazine called
Showtime, edited by Conrad Brady and
Bob Kelly. The magazine features Holly¬
wood news about stars, films in produc¬
tion, and of those ready to play the Inter¬
state Circuit. Distribution is monthly to
those signing a card at the various theatres
requesting. First issue was 20,000 copies.
Karl Hoblitzelle, Interstate president, sup¬
plied a dedicatory message in the first
issue.

Son Francisco

Salt Lake City
Kenneth C. Friedman, National Screen
Service, succeeded Hugo Jorgenson, Rigby,
Idaho, theatreman, as motion picture golf
champion in the intermountain area by
winning the annual tournament of the
Exhibitors-Distributors Round-up.
Gif¬
ford Davison, RKO branch manager, and
chairman of the Round-up, was second,
with Robert Hoese and H. S. Rose tied for
third and fourth. K. O. Swanson was fifth,
and Bus Campbell, Dave Edwards, Herb
Turpie, Ed Montague, and Harry David
tied for sixth and seventh in a field of 105
golfers. The round-up concluded with a
dinner-dance at the Hotel Utah. Jack
Paar was a speaker. More than 400 ex¬
hibitors and distributors and their wives
from the intermountain area attended.

Son Antonio
Representatives of religious, social, med¬
ical, and law enforcement groups and
agencies viewed a special preview at the
Hi-Ho, of “Mom And Dad.”
A stage-screen show tour of Interstate
Theatres in key cities will introduce “Two
Guys From Texas.” Stars will appear in
the accompanying musical revue, and will
play the Majestic here on Aug. 3. The
group will open at the Plaza, El Paso, Tex.,
on Aug. 2. Besides Miss Malone, the stars
are Jack Carson and Penny Edwards.
Announcement
was
made
by
Eph
Charninsky and associates and Inter¬
state Theatres Circuit, Inc., that, by mu¬
tual consent, they had agreed to terminate
their association in San Antonio, effective
on July 3. After that date, Charninsky
and associates operate the Palace, Uptown,
Highland, Harlandale, Prince, and Star.
Interstate will operate the Majestic, Aztec,
Texas, Empire, State, Woodlawn, Broad¬
way, Laurel, and Sunset.
Tommy Powers joined the staff of Inter¬
state Theatres as a relief manager. . . .
Bill Bell has been named manager, Plaza,
Boerne, Tex., succeeding Tommy Whalen,
who resigned to join the Oskar Korn Cir¬
cuit, Houston, Tex.

With RKO's "The Best Years of Our Lives" playing
the
Shubert,
St.
Louis,
Harold
Russell,
handless
vet who won two "Oscars" for his performance in
the film, was on hand garnering much publicity by
participating
in The
Freedom
Train
Parade,
and
visiting many spots around town, including the zoo.
He.e he has a smoke with "Tommie", pet chimpanzee.

Among those booking Latin-American
films were Ed Brady, Sr., owner and oper¬
ator, Rivoli and Palace, San Benito, Tex.;
J. H. Rowley, Robb and Rowley United,
Inc., Dallas; E. D. Williams, Melba, Mel¬
vin, Tex.; Frances R. Canas, Azteca, Har¬
lingen, Tex., and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil S.
Bryan, Azteca, Bryan, Tex.
Jose Carabaza, Laredo, Tex., purchased
the Ideal, Pearsall, Tex., from Frank Tre¬
vino, who will remain as manager. . . .
Oskar Korn, owner-operator, O. K. Cir¬
cuit, with headquarters in Dallas, an¬
nounced that he will start construction
immediately on two neighborhood houses
in Houston, Tex. One will be built in the
Galena Park section, and will contain 1000
seats. The second, to be known as the
Venus, will seat 750, and will be located
on Lyons Avenue. This will give the cir¬
cuit eight local houses. . . . The three
Skelton brothers, H. B. Mand, and Joe,
have opened a 300 car drive-in, the TemBel, Temple, Tex. . . . Henry Bernard Till,
city manager at Conroe, Tex., for the Jef¬
ferson Amusement Company, was instant¬
ly killed in an automobile accident while
enroute from Conroe to Huntsville, Tex.
. . . Lash LaRue made a personal appear¬
ance at the Joy-Tex, Houston, Tex.
Texas exhibitors are offering their thea¬
tres to state agricultural authorities for
demonstrations of cotton insect poisoning.
Harry Conner, Ritz, Dawson, Tex., was
among the first to offer his house to con¬
duct the demonstration. The Frost, Frost,
Tex., owned and operated by Ross Wil¬
loughby, was also used.
Officials of the United Building Supply
Company, announced that they are con¬
sidering a project which calls for the
world’s tallest building at Houston, Tex.
Everything about the building would be

William Coovert, manager, El Camino,
San Bruno, Cal., was named to succeed
Rex Stevenson as divisional manager,
San Francisco and Peninsula area, Golden
State Theatre circuit. Coovert will step
into his new post on July 15 when Stev¬
enson’s resignation becomes effective. The
new divisional manager served the circuit
for 14 years. Coovert, a native of Ken¬
tucky, comes into the new executive posi¬
tion with many years’ experience in all
types of entertainment business from
circus work at the age of 12 to six years’
management of one of the top theatres
in Golden State’s circuit. He has been
located at the El Rey, San Bruno, for the
past six years.
The publicity campaign which sur¬
rounded the opening of “Mom and Dad”
at the Tivoli suggested that its sponsors
were seeking to establish a test case for
its showing.
“Mom and Dad” appeared
suddenly at the Tivoli without advance
build-up, and only a scattering of ads in
two papers heralding its appearance.
Theatrical interests prompted a new
survey into California’s power shortage
with findings which brought small com¬
fort to local exhibitors harassed by day¬
light saving’s long twilight. It is believed
that by September an abundance of power
will have been built up, and perhaps,
happily for theatres, clocks will go back
to Standard Time.
All because of a lonely GI from San
Francisco, the Park, Waukesha, Wis., is
looking for a new aide. Five years ago,
John Robert Forde, soldier-student, spot¬
ted a beautiful blonde cashier in the
town he was attending Carroll College.
Beside her was a sign: “Park bikes in
rear of theatre.” “What about my little
red scooter?” asked Forde. The cashier.
Miss Dorothy Schultz, told him he didn’t
own a scooter, and forgot all about it
until months later when a letter from the
Burma bush showed up at the Park ad¬
dressed to : “The blonde cashier, at the
theatre across from the church, and down
from the library.” Forde identified him¬
self as the “red scooter” kid, and a long¬
distance postal courtship flourished. Dor¬
othy is now Mrs. Forde, and the Park is
minus its cashier.
In a local maneuver by Variety Club
members, radio’s Horace Heidt and his
band are slated to present a two and a
half hour exhibition from the show busi¬
ness organization’s tent in the Tivoli
building. Plans also call for Heidt to
broadcast his transcontinental show here
under the sponsorship of the club, with
a percentage of proceeds being chan¬
nelized into Variety’s Heart Fund, which
maintains a nursery home for blind
babies.

Seated comfortably at RKO'* projection room in San Francisco are member* of the Knight* of Columbu*, who
were recently guest* of the company at a special screening of "Fighting Father Dunne", featuring Pat O'Brien.

Discovery heaps on discovery for A1
Dunn, manager, Orpheum. He has added
the attraction of Rosemary Reece, who
sings a deep and throaty contralto, to the
organ concerts of his first protege, Don
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EXHIBITOR
Bob Blair, for the last two years
Northwest exploitation representative for
Paramount, has been transferred to the
studio. He was the first manager of the
Paramount when that house opened in
Seattle. He has left for the south but Mrs.
Blair, with the children, is remaining until
she can dispose of their home. . . . Leslie
A. Allen, who operates theatres in British
Columbia, was on The Row from Van¬
couver, B. C. . . . Margaret Erken, Na¬
tional Screen Service office, left on a
vacation trip to Okanogan, Wash., to visit
her son.

Saturday

Junior executives of the Variety Club,
headed by Stanley Lefcourt, are prepar¬
ing a barn dance motif for their July 10
“Junior Executive Nite.” . . . Variety
Club officials switched their “Stag Nite”
parties from Monday to Tuesdays. . . . San
Francisco Life devotes its current issue
to a six-page spread of the unique fac¬
tory-top penthouse home of H. G. Wal¬
ters, popcorn vender, well known in show
business
circles. The same periodical
catches another theatreman, Dan McLean,
coowner and manager, Embassy, reading
a trade paper, and sipping brew in a
local beer full-page ad.
A court battle over the lease of a
Stockton, Cal., theatre, owned by a Jap¬
anese-controlled corporation, brings up
the question of the legality of California’s
Alien Land Law. State Supreme Court
is being called to act immediately in the
theatre case.
Lawrence Lash, student assistant man¬
ager, Alexandria, was vacationing with a
trek to Salt Lake City. . . . Floyd Bill¬
ingsley, business
agent,
projectionists’
union, was on a business flight to Hono¬
lulu. . . . The new El Rey, United Cali¬
fornia Corporation, Chico, Cal., opened.
House, formerly the American, was re¬
built after it was devastated by fire. . . .
Jack Britton, assistant manager, Hard¬
ing, moves over to the 2,000-seat Coli¬
seum, San Francisco Theatres, Inc., house,
as assistant to Albert Levin, manager.
Robert Naify, former manager, Parkside,
Golden State Circuit, takes charge of the
purchasing department of the circuit with
the retirement of Walter Armstrong, vet¬
eran purchasing agent. . . . Fred W.
Curtice, manager, State, San Jose, Cal.,
equipped his house with new rocking
chair loges.
United Nations, Fox West Coast, was
living up to its name by booking “La
Traviata.” . . . When Holiday, travel mag¬
azine, whose current issue features San
Francisco, hit the stands, there were
varied regrets among local theatrical
circles. Andre Ferrier’s French was the
only one depicted. . . . Joe Podoloff,
branch
manager,
20th-Fox
exchange,
traveled to the mid-west for recuperation
after his recent operation.
To create a new theatrical enterprise,
Trans-California Theatres, Inc., two
Golden State Theatre Circuit executives,
Rex Stevenson, divisional manager, San
Francisco and Peninsula area, and Dave
Bolton, divisional manager, Oakland and
East Bay, resigned from the company.
Bolton has been with Golden State more
than two decades, while Stevenson has
served the circuit 10 years.
The joint
resignation will be effective on July 15.
Stevenson and Bolton plan to launch their
Trans-California organization with the
management of theatres, and provide a
film booking and buying service.
The
Starlite Drive-In, Belmont, Cal., form¬
erly operated by Robert L. Lippert, and
a new Starlite Drive-In located at South
San Francisco will be maintained by the
new firm. Other houses being managed
by their organization include the Roxie,
Santa Rosa, Cal., and the Del Rio, Los
Banos, Cal. Bolton also has a new theatre
under construction in Los Banos.
In
addition to the management of its the¬
atres,
Trans-California,
Inc.,
will be
equipped to buy and book films for the¬
atres throughout the west.

Seattle
Effort to break the will of the late J. G.
von Herberg, pioneer Seattle and North-

There's more to this lobby display at the RKO,
Orpheum, Minneapolis, than meets the eye. To ease
the
suspense,
this recently
created
bally
clearly
indicated that the AA house, which has never be¬
fore
booked serials, not only played
Columbia's
"Superman",
but
also
showed
the
serial
every
afternoon
of the week, with very good
results.

west theatrical magnate, is being made
by Mary Philomine von Herberg Van
Wyck, a daughter of the deceased. She
has filed in Superior Court a petition in
which she charges that von Herberg was
influenced by the psychic powers of his
wife, Gene Dennis von Herberg, interna¬
tionally-known mentalist, when he willed
his estate to the five young children of his
second marriage. The estate is valued at
$1,241,925. Mrs. Van Wyck is one of
six children of von Herberg’s first mar¬
riage who was cut off in the will with $1
each. After von Herberg’s marriage to
Miss Dennis, Mrs. von Herberg brought
suit, and obtained a large settlement for
herself and six children. Gene Dennis von
Herberg died less than three months after
the passing of von Herberg, on Dec. 18,
1947, and Mrs. Van Wyck made an un¬
successful attempt to be appointed guard¬
ian of the five heirs. The Seattle National
Bank is guardian.
Evergreen Theatres executive hosted a
reception for William H. Thedford and
his bride, the former Edith Elizabeth Pur¬
nell, McKinney, Tex., at the Olympic
Hotel. The Thedfords were on their way
to Portland after a honeymoon trip
through the Canadian Rockies. Thedford
is Oregon district manager, Evergreen
State Theatres. .. . W. B. Zoellner, in charge
of importations for MGM, was here from
New York for conferences with Sam
Davis, branch manager. . . . Stan Good¬
man, manager, Madrona, Mission, and
Beacon, Sterling Circuit, left on a vaca¬
tion. . . . Guy Maxey, office manager, War¬
ners, and Mrs. Maxey left on a motor trip
to British Columbia. . . . Mrs. M. A. New¬
man, sister of B. F. and Tom Shearer,
Shearer Company, were visiting here from
Burlingame, Cal. Her husband is an ex¬
ecutive for the F. W. Woolworth Com¬
pany.
Wally and Steve, 10- and 11-year-old
sons of Wally Rucker, branch manager,
Eagle Lion, are in the business on their
own. They have a library of 16mm. films,
a projection machine, and a screen, and
they fill engagements at parties for
youngsters. . . . Laura Coombs, book¬
keeping department, Warners, resigned,
and Donna Allen, general clerk, has been
promoted to succeed her. Aloma Rein¬
hardt has been added to the office staff
to replace Miss Allen. . . . Lionel and
Corinne Brown, operating the Princess,
Edmonds, suburb of Seattle, returned
from a motor trip to Billings, Mont.,
where they visited their son-in-law and
daughter, Lewis and Gloria Smith. They
stopped at Yellowstone Park. . . . Ann
Wilson, Sterling Theatres accounting de¬
partment, flew to Honolulu to visit her
mother and sister.

Herb Jack, representing the public
seating division, Kroehler Manufacturing
Company, was here from Los Angeles and
San Francisco. He spent his boyhood in
Seattle where his father was a pioneer
sea captain. . . . Ira Epstein, exploitation
representative for Warners, was here
from San Francisco. . . . Corinne John¬
son, daughter of Ed A. Johnson, who
operates several drive-ins in the North¬
west, is here from Spokane. Wash., as a
violin instructor at the University of
Washington summer school.
Gene Neavitt, manager, Uptown, left for
a vacation in Burbank, Cal. . . . Les and
Cora Theuerkauf with their granddaugh¬
ter, Trudy Ann, and Robert Bond, were
over from Tacoma, Wash., for the trade
screening of “Melody Time.” . . . Stats
exhibs on The Row were: L. A. Gilles¬
pie, Okanogan; Willard Andre Kent; Mel
Sohn, Kirkland, Ed Brobst, Bellevue;
Keith Beckwith, North Bend; Gordon
Jacobson, manager, Avalon, Bellingham;
and Bob Cleveland, Eastern Washington
salesman for RKO, from Spokanb.
Arthur Fox acquired the Mt. Baker
from Tony Ross, and reopened it after
extensive redecorating. Fox also operates
the American. ... For several years,
feminine employes of 20th Century-Fox
have held their annual picnic at the home
of Dot Brekke, head inspectress. This
time it was combined with a shower for
Donna Shearer, bookkeeping department,
who will be married on July 17 to Ed
Aubuchon, assistant shipper, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox. . . . Jane Adams resigned as
secretary to Hal Boehme, Northwest fran¬
chise holder, Favorite Films, and went to
her home in Portland, succeeded by
Mamie Munds.
Jo Furse, secretary-office manager for
Jack Kloepper, Northwest manager for
Film Classics, has been honored by Glamor
magazine. In major cities over the coun¬
try, the publication has groups of business
girls who compete for awards for the
greatest improvement in beauty, groom¬
ing, and taste every year. Mrs. Furse was
winner in the Seattle group of 15, and was
guest of honor at a cocktail party at the
Olympic Hotel, where she received a
corsage of orchids and a merchandise
certificate for $100 in a leading department
store. The following day Kloepper hosted
a party for her at the exchange. She has
been on Film Row for a long time.
E. A. Darby was on the Row booking
features preparatory to opening his new
theatre in Naches, Wash. . . . Jack and
Jean Gregory left on a fishing trip to
Sekui, Clallam Bay. Gregory is branch
manager for Altec.
The Louis-Walcott fight pictures were
reported getting plenty of attention in the
territory. Business was, of course, affected
at area theatres on the night of the big
fight. Also, the interest in the recent Re¬
publican National Convention made a dent
in business in the Seattle territory.
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NliWS OF THE

BRANCHES
Cincinnati
Jean Lewis, Paramount, returned
from her vacation spent right at home,
cleaning house! ....The Paramount Pep
Club had a picnic at Meadowbrook,
Venice, 0. Swimming and baseball were
the order of the day.... It would be a
month before Helen Davis, booker,
Paramount, could enjoy a vacation of
her own, she confessed.... Charlie
Perry, special representative for
Paramount, has been host to his son,
Jay, back in Cincinnati for a respite
from military studies.
Branch manager Moritz, Columbia,
made a recent trip to Pittsburgh....
Florence Huesman, Columbia office
staff, began,her vacation, and planned
to stay in Cincinnati....U-1’s A1
Kolkmeyer was promoted to the position
of salesman. He is replacing Jerry
Marks, who has been with U-I for many
years, and who has just taken over
his own theatre, the Ceredo Drive-In,
Ceredo, W. Va.
Exclusive rights fqr filming the
bathing beauty contest on August 3
have been taken by Warners through
local manager James S. Abrose. The
contest will be held on Aug. 3 at the
annual outing-of the Sixth Street
Business Men’ s Club. All theatres
featuring Warner Pathe News will show
the pictures.

Cleveland
Cleveland Heights’ civic operated
Cain Park summer theatre opened with
a presentation of “Blossom Time”....
Milton E. Cohen will be guest of honor
at a testimonial dinner staged by
industry members at the Statler Hotel
on July 12, the occasion being Cohen’s
appointment as division sales manager
for Eagle Lion. Tickets of admission
may be procured from Harry Walders,
RKO branch manager; Lester Zucker,
U-I branch manager, or M.B. Horwitz,
Washington Circuit.

pictures for Co-operative Theatres of
Ohio, will henceforth book them for
his own drive-in now under construction
near Steubenville, 0.
Herbert Ochs, drive-in circuit
owner and operator, and Mrs. Ochs
were in Toronto,>Canada, to attend
the opening of the Malton Road, their
second Toronto outdoor theatre....
Jack Ochs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Ochs, announced his forthcoming mar¬
riage on July 24 to Grace Couden....
Dick Wright, Warner Theatres district
manager, and his family motored to
North Carolina to visit Mrs. Wright’s
family.
Julius Lamm, manager, Warners’
Uptown, resigned, and left for Los
Angeles to open a west coast office
for Theatrical Enterprises, handlers
of theatre and drive-in promotions.
William S. Shartin and Jack Gertz,
heads, Theatrical Enterprises, stated
that this is another move in the
company’s expansion plans to open
offices in all exchange centers.
Company now has offices in Cleveland,
Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh.
The first Film Festival held by the
Cleveland Film Council in the lighting
institute of G-E’s Nela Park, with an
attendance of over 700 people, so far
exceeded the expectations of general
chairman Harold R. Nissley and Film
Council officers that it was decided
to make it an annual affair. A chair¬
man in charge of each group of screen¬
ings conducted question and answer
periods. Pictures receiving the
largest number of votes were repeated
at an evening exhibition in the Audi¬
torium to a capacity audience together
with the premiere showing of ALCOA’s
newest technicolor industrial picture
“Curiosity Shop”, produced by Wilding
Pictures. All of the 16mm. films shown
throughout the day are available with¬
out charge either at the Cleveland
Public Library, which has 900 films on
its shelves, at the Ohio Board of
Educations, with 2700 sound and 1800
silent films, or from any of the na¬
tional companies which specialize in
films as an institutional policy. Miss
Virginia Beard, head, motion picture
department, Public Library, is acting
president, Cleveland Film Council,

Another break in the ranks of the¬
atre owners occurred with the death
of William D. Ward, an oldtimer who
at one time was 20th-Fox branch mana¬
ger, and who operated the Ohio,
Kenton, 0., until his retirement.
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formed last fall, and whose membership
already includes leading industri¬
alists, educators, civic leaders, and
equipment dealers of the city. Ex¬
hibits of equipment were held by
Academy Film Service, Ampro distri¬
butor; Fryan Film Service, DeVry dis¬
tributor; Oliver Theatre Supply Com¬
pany, RCA distributor; Garwin Theatre
Equipment Corporation, Natco distri¬
butor; Escar Motion Picture Service,
producers of industrial and educational
films, and Sunray Films, Inc., dis¬
tributors of non-theatrical films.

Detroit
Don Fill, Eagle Lion office manager,
and his wife left on a motor trip to
California. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn A. Fill, also went along.
Frank McCann, former manager, East
Side, has taken over the grave yard
shift at the Loop, replacing Leon
Schultz, who left the business....
Raoul Walsh, Warner director, was to
do location shooting at the Oscoda
Air Base for “Fighter Squadron”.
Clark Baker, city salesman, Colum¬
bia, has been promoted to branch
manager in Des Moines, with Raymond
Cloud replacing as city salesman ...
Andrew Bzovi, owner, Ecorse, is to
open his new house, the Harbor, a
1500-seater.
The Airlines Terminal theatre at
Willow Run Airport closes after four
months of operation due to poor busi¬
ness. David Newman and Paul Broder,
owners, are convinced that there is
not enough traffic at the airport to
warrant a theatre. It was mainly a
newsreel theatre.
Harvey Callier, owner, Callier,
Belding, Mich., started an arbitration
for demand of clearance removal for
his house to follow Greenville.
Irwin Pollard, branch manager, Re¬
public, has been transferred to Cleve¬
land, with Sam Seplowin, district
manager, replacing as branch manager
in Detroit.... Samuel Milberg, state
salesman, Columbia, resigned with
Keith Godfrey, Philadelphia, replacing
him.
Harry Hayden returned as manager,
Capitol, Lansing, Mich.; after spend¬
ing last winter in California....
Albert Kreucher, Dexter, drove his
family to Lock Haven, Pa., where they
will spend the summer months.

Maurice Lefko arrived in town from
Pittsburgh to succeed Milton Cohen as
RKO district manager.... Charles
Powers, Hudson, Hudson, 0., and former
Paramount salesman, died suddenly at
his home. His wife, Mabel, survives.
Burial took place in New Haven.

The John D. Kalafat Memorial Fund,
with Ernest Schwartz in charge of
contributions, got under way. The
fund will continue the late John D.
Kalafat’s financial aid to students
at Western Reserve University....
Ralph Noltmeyer, instead of booking
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Walt Disney, independent producer re¬
leasing through RK0,
singer Jack
Smith, and WLW, Cincinnati, exec Harry
Mason Smith recently received awards
at Disney’s coast studios for the
"promotion of educational progress in
the world” from theL inguaphone Insti¬
tute of America. A moppet representing
the organization made
the awards.

Allied Theatres of Michigan, under
executive secretary Charles W. Snyder,
has launched a drive on the use of
16mm. films under unlicensed condi¬
tions in competition with established
film houses. Snyder is seeking for a
new city ordinance which would require
a license fee for such spots as beer
gardens which are showing film. He
said that special fees are charged if
a tavern uses a juke box, etc., and
that films and television should also
be under such control. Snyder also is
working for an extension of the cam¬
paign for a definite fee on showings
in public places where they are used
to help bring a crowd.

Mideast

THE
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Jack Broder and Paul Broder split
up their theatre interest, the former
taking most of the circuit, with the
latter getting the Times Square. The
Rose goes back to the David Newman
Circuit under a management pact.
Realart is unaffected.

Indianapolis
Something riled up the monkey in the
lobby of the Lyric, and in the ex¬
citement one of the aides was bitten
on the hand. Police took Harold
Mihiser, 18, to General Hospital,
where he was treated for a severed
artery. The simian was borrowed from
a pet shop to advertise “Bring ’Em
Back Alive”.
The Granada joined the ever-growing
ranks of houses showing matinee fea¬
tures. The policy began is being called
the Junior Saturday matinee. .... Harry
Vonderschmitt, Vonderschmitt Circuit,
Bloomington, Ind., is planning to
build a new house on the site of the
old Ritz, dismantled in 1931....The
Vogue, owned and operated by Carl
Niesse, celebrated its 10th annivers¬
ary. The cornerstone was laid by Ken
Maynard.
Gordon Craddock, exchange manager,
Eagle Lion, visited exhibitors in
southern Indiana and Louisville, Ky.
....Elnor Burkes, assistant booker,
RKO, was spending her vacation at
home....Anetta Kuebler, Astra and
Tivoli, Jasper, Ind., spent several
days at French Lick Springs.... Sam
Goodman, Marion, Poseyville, Ind.,
and Bruce Kixmiller, Indiana and
Colonial, Bicknell, Ind., were dis¬
trict delegates at the Republican
convention in Indianapolis, held at
the Coliseum. ... United Enterprises,
Cincinnati, opened its Connersville,
Ind., Drive-In. Paul F. Shafer is the
manager.
Fred Dolle and wife, he’s the head,
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company, were
visiting in New York City. ...Film Row
was well represented at the annual
fish fry given by John Schwin at his
lake cottage, Bass Lake, Ind. Schwin
operates the Wigton, LaGrange, Ind.
....William Weil, son of Walter Weil,
Weil, Greenfield, Ind., has been elected
to the student honor council at Ken¬
tucky State Institute, Lyndon, Ky.
Cadet Weil was one of seven students
selected.
Cascades Amusement Corporation op¬
erators of the Drive-In, Bloomington,
Ind. installed complete Simplex equip¬
ment including 4-Star sound, Simplex
in-a-car speakers and coupling units,
Simplex E-7 mechanisms, Hertner transverter, peerless Magnarc lamps, Sim¬
plex pedestals,super-snaplite lenses,
and Bevelite letters.. . . William Rosen¬
thal, Irving, purchased the building
housing the Lyric, Connersville, Ind.
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.... Bruce Kixmiller, Bicknell, Ind.
exhibitor, was fishing at Lake Culver,
Ind.
Visiting exhibitors included: Wil¬
liam Conners, Marionaire, Marion,
Ind.; William P. McGovern, Loogootee
Odon, Ind.; William T. Studebaker,
Logan, Logansport, Ind.; Walter Weil,
Weil, Greenfield, Ind.; Roger Wright,
Madrid, Akron, Ind.; Mrs. V. Burkle,
Rialto, Fortville, Ind.; John Austin,
Austin, Versailles, Ind.; John Wyckoff, American, Terre Haute, Ind.;
R.L. Hudson, Hudson Circuit, Richmond,
Ind.; E.E. Smith, Devon, Francesville,
Ind., and B. Van Borssum, Savoy and
West, Terre Haute, Ind.
John Barrett, bookkeeper, 20th-Fox,
was vacationing. W.A. Michel, 20th—
Fox, purchased a new home, of which
he is justly proud.... Julius H. Braun,
father of Harold Braun, Film Row pro¬
jectionist, died. He was 76....Harry
Komblum, Rosedale, Evansville, Ind.,
and his son, James, are planning to
attend the ATO of Indiana convention
at French Lick Spring. Kornblum has
been confined at home by illness, and
hopes to meet many of his exhibitor
friends at the annual summer meeting.
Some 500 Times Carriers, who have
shown outstanding ability in serving
their newspaper routes, were guests of
Frank Buck, at the Lyric, at a special
screening of "Bring ’Em Back Alive”.
In addition, they met Buck personally.

Pittsburgh
John Walsh, manager, Fulton, Pitts¬
burgh, was the host for the Children’s
Hospital-Mercy children at a screening
of “Fury at Furnace Creek”, and the
same children were guests later at
Loew’s Penn, where manager Bill Elder
screened "The Pirate”.
State Out-Of-Town Visitors: Herman
Stahl, Drake, Oil City; John C. Friburg, Palace, Johnsonburg, and Palace,
Union City; Larry Puglia, Opera House
and Wayne, Waynesburg; Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Higgins, Rialto and State, Beaver
Falls; Theodore Grance, Everett,
Everett; Andy Biordi, Majestic, Ellwood City; Michael Manos, Monessen
Amusement .Company, Greensburg, and
Jacob Silverman, Blair, Hollidaysburg.
We^uanna Nathan, president, Ladies
Theatrical Club, and the wife of Na¬
tional Screen Service branch manager
Perry Nathan, returned from a month¬
long visit with her mother at Colorado
Springs, Colorado.... Ed Levin, National
Screen Service salesman, shoved off
in a new Chevrolet for a two-week
vacation to the coast and the studios
....National Screen Service was on the
job with trailers in the line of ac¬
cessories promoting the Louis-Walcott
fight pictures, and it is also handling
a short subject reel, in Cinecolor,
“New Tobacco Land.”
It’s Bob Sokol, from Toledo, 0.,
who is Bill Elder’ s new assistant
manager at Loew’s Penn... .Much of the
success of the big show at the Shrine
Convention at Atlantic City recently
was contributed by Joe Hiller, who went
down.

Jules Green, the former Warner Thea¬
tres booker, who resigned to go with
the James Saphier Advertising Agency
on the coast, writes that he expects
to be home some time in July for a
visit with his mother.
Vince Barnett was a recent visitor
on the occasion of his parents’ golden
wedding anniversary celebration. Luke
Barnett, the father of Vince, is the
celebrated national “ribber” well
known to exhibitors in and around the
district.
Max Meyer, home office auditor for
Columbiat has been a visitor for the
past several weeks, and Harry Bern¬
stein, who has been doing the exploi¬
tation work for that same company,
was transferred to Boston.
Bud Friedman, former WB Theatres
manager, later with the same company
in Cleveland in the booking department,
and who now manages the Colony there,
became a papa upon the birth of a baby
daughter....Herb Berman is the new
Eagle Lion salesman. He hails from
California.
Nice to see George Jaffe, Casino,
downtown burlesque house, up and around
again after his long illness.
Seek Hawkins Activities - The Ambridge and manager Bill Hock were hosts
for a Children’s Hospital group rally,
with “Green Grass of Wyoming”. Later
in the week, the Ohio-Beaver Valley
children were guests at a screening
of "Tarzan and the Mermaids.”
Marshall W. Peterson, president of
the corporation which operates the
Palace, Union City, Pav and the Palace,
Johnsonburg, Pa., returned to James¬
town, N.Y., from a vacation jaunt in
and about New York City.
George J. Corcoran, for three-and-ahalf years manager. State and Penn,
Uniontown, Pa., and recently named
manager, AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania,
has been on the road visiting exhibi¬
tors, both members and non-members.
Some of the exhibitors Corcoran visited
were: Jack Mapel, Barney’s, Point
Marion, Pa., Sid Levin ,'m ana ge r,
Soisson, Connellsville, Pa.; Bill
Leibovitz, Penn, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.;
Alvin Seiler, Vox, Ligonier, Pa., and
in Johnstown, Pa., Adolpn Farkas, Ly¬
ric and Rialto; Floyd McClelland,
Ideal, Laurel, Rivbli,'and Roxy; Les¬
lie L. Chamberlain, Dale, and Gus
Vaveris, who operates theatres through¬
out the territory, at his office in
the Strand building, Johnstown. Cor¬
coran and Vaveris visited the site of
the new drive-in he is constructing
at Mundy’s Corners, Pa. Corcoran was
also in Altoona, Pa., visiting with
Ray Allison, Allison Circuit, opera¬
ting in Hastings, Altoona, Portage,
Cresson, Colver, Ebensburg, and Johns¬
town, Pa.
Everett Thorner was a visitor pre¬
vious to the opening of UA’s “On Our
Merry Way”, Loew’s Penn....When the
Enterprise unit moves to Metro, Bill
Blowitz will be the vice-president in
charge of publicity and advertising.
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He is a son of Joe Blowitz, veteran
Warner manager, Manor, Squirrel. Hill.
Max Shulgold, Crown Film, spent four
days in New York City on a buying trip
....Dave Silverman, branch manager,
RKO, recently elevated to that posi¬
tion, received some bad news when he
got a call informing him that his wife
had suffered an accidental fall in
their home. She received a double
fracture of the right leg. The leg was
injured so badly that it was necessary
for Mrs. Silverman to undergo an op¬
eration in the Montefiore Hospital.
The results of the recent election
of the Variety Club, American Legion
Post 589, saw Harry MacKadden as the
new commander. Bill Zeilor, Harris
Amusement Company, is the first vice¬
commander, and Carl Dozer, sales mana¬
ger, WCAE, is the second vice-com¬
mander. Bob Kimelman, Cooperative
Theatre Service, is the finance offi¬
cer, andC.C. Kellenberg, 20th CenturyFox, will be post-adjutant. Kellenberg
was former Allegheny County commander,
American Legion, and a past commander,
Post 589.

STATES
Kentucky
LOUISVILLE
W.E. Carrell, Jr. Falls City Theatre
Equipment Company, is back at his
desk following a weekend visit to
Detroit in company with his wife and
Billy, Jr....W.E. Carrell, Sr., Falls
City Theatre Equipment Company, left
for Chicago for a directors meeting
of the Theatre Equipment Protective
Association.
Fred C. Matthews, vice-president,
Motiograph, Chicago, flew down for a
quick trip through the territory in
company of W.E. Carrell.... James F.
Willard, engineer, Strong Electric
Company, Toledo, 0., was in, as was
M. G. Thomas, district manager, Altec,
Cincinnati.... A Window screen fell
from the fourth floor of the Brown
Hotel, and struck Ford Tracey, mana¬
ger, Ohio, on the head. He was on his
way to open his theatre.... Recent
visitors included E.L. Ornstein, Ornstein Theatres, Marengo, Ind.; A. N.
Miles, Eminence, Eminence? Robert
Enoch, Elizabethtown Amusement Com¬
pany, Elizabethtown, Ky.; Bob Harned,
Empire, Sellersburg, Ind.; Otto Mar¬
cum, St. Clair, Lebanon Junction, Ky. ;
Walter L. Campbell, Bell, Ravenna,
Ky.; G.M. May, Dream, Corydon, Ind.;
C.K. Arnold, Arco, Bardstown, Ky. ;
Luther Knifley, Art, Knifley, Ky.;
Lewis Baker, Star, West Point, Ky.;
Oscar Hopper, Arista, Lebanon, Ky. ,
and E. T. Denton, Majestic, Owingsville, Ky.
Paul Sanders, Alhambra and Cozy,
Campbellsville, Ky. , stopped en route
from Washington. He had gone east to
attend the graduation of his younger
daughter.
The annual election of directors of
the Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners is scheduled for July 9. Twelve
directors are to be elected, of which
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11 directors, with two at large and
nine from stated Congressional dis¬
tricts, will be elected for two year
terms. One in the fourth district will
be elected for a one-year term to
succeed C.S. Caldwell, Cave City.
Ballots will be cast by mail. Listed
as candidates are Ned Greene, Mayfield; Leon Pickle, Henderson; Mrs.
Gratia Locke, Louisville; Kenneth
Arnold, Bardstown; W. Bruce Aspley,
Glasgow; J. Van Snook, LaGrange; Gene
Lutes, Frankford; L.O. Davis, Hazard;
W. T. Cain, Louisa; Mrs. O.J. Minnix,
London; Lew Hensler, Lexington, and
E.L. Ornstein, Bradenburg.

Ohio
COLUMBUS
Jerry Shinbach, former city manager,
RKO, was a visitor. He is now in the
Chicago division office, RKO.... Frank
Buck made personal appearances with
“Bring ’Em Back Alive’’, Grand.
Loew’s Ohio has a new set of frames
for its lobby display cases....Na¬
tional Auto Theatre is installing
horseshoe courts, two outdoor grills,
and picnic tables in its playground
and picnic area.... Monaco’s, Cleve¬
land restaurant organization, is re¬
ported interested in leasing a the¬
atre restaurant in the Town and
Country amusement and shopping center
being erected on East Broad Street.
Norman Nadel, theatre editor, the
Citizen, printed a letter from a
reader, who suggested that the gover¬
nor appoint a “citizen’s committee”
to replace the present Ohio board of
censors.
The board of directors of the Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio decided
to hold the State ITO convention on
Sept. 14 and 15 at the Deshler-Wallick
Hotel... .P.H. Wood, secretary, Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio, is
asking Ohio exhibitors to send him
information on drive-ins in their
territory.

cently at the Mercy Hospital, Pitts¬
burgh. In addition to his medical
practice,N Dr. Herman owned and oper¬
ated four theatres in this community,
the New Carnegie, the Grand, the
Dixie-Family and the Liberty. Dr.
Herman also operated bowling alleys
in the New Carnegie building. He was
a director of the Allied Motion Pic¬
ture Theatre Owners of Western Penn¬
sylvania, and was a former president
of this association. He also was
treasurer and one of the directors of
Independent Theatres ; a director of
Co-Operative Theatre Service, and a
member of the National Council of
Motion Picture Theatre Owners. He is
survived by his widow, Louise Daube
Herman; five sons, and five daughters,
in addition to seven grandchildren.
Solemn requiem high mass was sung at
St. Joseph’s Church, and burial was
in that church’s cemetery.

CONWAY
The drive-in of Gabe Rubin, Art
Cinema, downtown Pittsburgh, is moving
along toward an opening date. However,
the road between Freedom*, Pa. and
Baden, Pa. is still closed, and Con¬
way is located just about midway
between these two towns.

McKEES ROCKS
A1 Glazer, who operated the Parkway
and Colony for many years before
selling to M.A. Rosenberg, present
owner, was a Pittsburgh visitor from
Los Angeles, where he now lives.

MERCER
Note to all salesmen: Avoid the
road between Sharon and Mercer, Pa.
This route is now under construction,
with one-way traffic and long delays.
A bright note is the report that -con¬
struction has now been completed be¬
tween Harrisonville and Franklin,
Pa., on Route 8.

SOMERSET
No successor has been announced for
Larry Caplane, manager,-RKO Grand,
who will become manager,RKOBrandeis,
Omaha, on July 20.... Auburn-haired
Shirley Chaney, 20, Wilmington, 0.,
was chosen “Ohio Dairy Queen” in finals
held on the Palace stage....The Ohio
board of censors collected $89,321.75
in the first quarter of 1948 in film
censorship fees from distributors.

Pennsylvania
BEAVER FALLS
Bob Higgins, city manager, Rialto
and State, and who operates his own
candy, soda, and delicatessen shop
near the theatres, introduced frozen
custard into the town, with the re¬
sult that it became so popular that
nine other shops bought machines, and
followed suit. He now wants to sell
a good, slightly used, frozen custard
machine because the edge is off that
line of business.

CARNEGI E
Dr. Charles E. Herman, for more
than 35 years a physician, died re¬

An.unconfirmed report said that Jay
Williams, who operates the Ligonier,
Ligonier, Pa., as well as dress shops
in both Ligonier and Somerset, ac¬
quired a drive-in site on the out¬
skirts of this community.

WEST BRIDGEWATER
Two traffic deaths and numerous
accidents prompted setting up a speed
trap in an effort to reduce fast
driving. Nearly 180 motorists were
arrested here on the first day on
Riverside Drive, a part of Route 51,
that the trap was in operation.

West Virginia
MORGANTOWN
Jack Quigley, from New York City,
has been named manager, Warner. He
replaces Joe Murdock, a veteran of
over 20 years’ service with Warners,
who resigned to be city manager,
Penstate Amusement Company, Uniontown,
Pa.
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FILM DISTRICT
This could be called Bert Coughlin
Does It Again.

CROSSTOWN
Fulfilling his promise made to the
Boston press when he was honored by
Boston University last March, J.
Arthur Rank last week notified motion
picture representatives of the Boston
papers by cable from London that Uni¬
versal-International has completed
arrangements to hold the American
premiere of Laurence Olivier’s “Ham¬
let”, at the local Astor on Aug. 18.
In telling the Boston newspaper people
of his decision, Rank cabled, “To me
here in England, I feel that your en¬
thusiasm for this British film de¬
monstrates my contention that the
finest British pictures should always
play in the United States, and the
finest American pictures should al¬
ways play in Britain.” “I frequently
read erroneous reports which might
indicate that we here in England feel
otherwise. This is far from fact. We
want the finest Hollywood pictures
always for our public as we hope you
will always want ours.” Rank’s cable
to the Boston critics is as follows:
“I am very happy that I have arranged
with my colleagues of Universal-In¬
ternational to open “Hamlet” for its
American premiere at the Astor in
Boston on Aug. 18, and chose Boston
because of your request and lively
interest. ’’
Both Arthur A. Mabey and Joseph
Bean, important cogs in the Inter¬
state Theatres organization, made news
recently. The State, Milford, Mass.,
was the scene of a safety award. State
manager Mabey has been very active in
the safety campaign organized by that
community, and, on the other hand,
Bean on behalf of the management,ac¬
cepted an award for services from
Chapter 15, Disabled American Vet¬
erans. Bean is city manager, Revere
Theatres.

Can the exhibitors give television
a helping hand? Eddy Comi, Massachu¬
setts Theatre Supply Company believes
they can, and that, furthermore, tele¬
vision will need that helping hand.
The reason for Comi’s statement lies
in the reception granted the first
New England, at least, showing of
television to the public on a large
screen. This took place at the Peoples,
Maynard, Mass. Bert Coughlin, owner
and manager, with a seating capacity
of approximately 800, has, as his
friends put it, a knack of being the
first to do things, so he decided to
test the reaction of the public to
television in theatres. The LewisWalcott fight was chosen as the pro¬
gram. The stage was set. Because the
law prohibits the sale of tickets in
a theatre for such an event, Coughlin
had the theatre completely closed
after the afternoon showing. Then the
equipment was arranged, and the doors
opened to the public. The show was
free, and great numbers were turned
away. Everyone, including Comi, ar¬
rived each night, took their places,
and crossed their fingers for good
weather. History tells us that it was
a three night vigil.
Equipment consisted of a special
translucent rear vision type screen
upon which a seven by nine screen
image was projected. The television
receiver, a Colonial Vision Master
furnished by the Massachusetts Thea¬
tre Equipment Company, was installed
on the stage behind the screen. This
receive r is not a large bulky article,
being about the size of a new Bendix
washing machine. Installation was under
the supervision of the Altec Service
Corporation.
Present for the occasion in addition
to the men previously mentioned were
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Carl Schefey and William Collins,
Altec; Hollis Baird, teacher of elec¬
tronics at Northeastern University,
and Monty Bettan, Tactory engineer,
Colonial Television Company. All are
enthusiastic about the future of
television in theatres, not in com¬
petition, but rather as a supplement
to films.
Eagle Lion, with Tom Donaldson,
district sales manager, leading the
pack, took off for its first annual
outing. The Hotel Mayflower, Plymouth,
Massachusetts, was the rendezvousing
site. Luncheon, dinner with baseball,
and swimming to settle uneasy stomachs
and provoke weary muscles were on the
day’s agenda. A list of casualties
will follow.
Art Moger, Warners, was up to his
ears because his assistant, Joan Mans¬
field, was off for two weeks.... Ter¬
minating a three weeks visit, Rube
Pearlman, sales representative, Edward
Small, left for Buffalo.
July 1 marked the closing date of
the Florence Hall, South Barre, Mass.
ABC’s program “Stop the Music” al¬
most stopped the switchboard at 20th
Century Fox. WalterWinchell intimated
on his broadcast that the clue to the
tune could be found in 20th Century
Fox’s musical theme for its Movietone
News. Hence the great activity around
the plugs..
Mrs. Anna Furst, wife of Nathan
Furst, Monogram branch manager, Mono¬
gram, New York, passed away after a
brief illness.
Slants from U-I: Joanna Long, sec¬
retary tc John J. Scully, district
manager, returned from a vacation _at
Sebasco, Me., lovely and looking
sunshiny. Hei companion in crime was
Katharine Ferrick, MGM....It seems
that the boys are at it again. Joe
Kelby, salesman in the Maine terri¬
tory, has a new Chevy. Kenny Meyer,
New Hampshire-Vermont representative,
also is breaking in a new one. And,
of course, the big boss, W.A. Scully,
general sales manager, U-I, was in.

“Dr. I.Q. ” made another stop at the
Metropolitan....The Beacon is to be
laid up for repairs, probably good
until fall....The Weymouth Drive-In
Corporation will open the gates of
its latest drive-in in the latter
part of July. The location is on Route
20, Memorial Drive, West Springfield,
Mass., with a capacity of 500 cars.

MGM had a screening of “On An Island
With You”. All the critics were
present for the occasion.

Sam Horenstein has moved into his
new home in the Glendale section of
Waltham, Mass. Frank Lyden, owner,
Hamilton, Dorchester, Mass., is now
Connecticut sales fepresentative for
Manley.

CROSSTOWN

At B and Q: Edward Daley resigned
as manager, Bijou, Springfield, Mass.
... .John Bel lmer, former manager,
Union, Attleborok Mass., isreplacing.
Roxy Pici will fill the vacancy left
in Attleboro,by Bellmer.
Jerry Crowley, booker at MGM, leaves
to take up quarters at Columbia.
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Speaking of occasions, Boston’s MGM
Pep Club j ourneyed to Delmonico's
Casino, Magnolia, Mass., for an outing.

New Haven
I.J. Hoffmanr Warner Theatres, was
one of those elected to the executive
committee of the county Infantile
Paralysis Foundation fund....The East
Haven Boosters will sponsor a benefit
movie at the East Haven Capitol.
Attending the recent trade screening
of MGM's "Easter Parade" in New Haven
were,
left to right,
top to bottom:
Metro branch manager Harry Rosenblatt,
Michael
Tomas ino,
V/ h i t e
Way and
Victory, New Haven; Jack Post, Fish¬
man
Theatres,;
Rosenblatt,
and
Samuel Bailey,
Bailey Theatres.

Jim Darby, Paramount, got publicity
for his theatre with the Irish immi¬
grant angle for “Up In Central Park”
....The Downtown Theatres Softball
League participants may have a fine
party.... Fire Chief Paul L. Heinz was
scheduled to give a talk in Washington

New England
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TRADE SCREENINGS
BOSTON
RKO (122 Arlington) July 19,
“The Velvet Touch’’.

July 19,

W.W. Johnson, a former Milford pro¬
jectionist, died in Milford Hospital
....Summer playhouses are getting into
full swing in Connecticut.

10:30,

According to attorney Herman M. Levy,
there again will be a golf tournament
and prize dinner this year. It will be
again sponsored by the Connecticut
MPTO, and more definite plans as to
the exact date in August and place
will be annoiinced after a meeting of
the committee.

when he attended the meeting of the
Civil Defense Planning Organization
...Joe Yule, Mickey Rooney’s dad, may
beat the College when ‘Summer Holiday”
plays.... Assistant Norm Levinson,
College, got a nice plug when he of¬
fered several tickets to “Summer Holi¬
day” if people would donate to News¬
paper Fresh Air Fund to help under¬
privileged children.
The Bijou had Frank Buck when “Bring
’Em Back Alive” was at that house....
Children matinee shows on Saturdays
were continuing at the Dreamland,
Whalley, Howard, Lawrence, Dixwell,
and Rivoli. ..Magician Pierson appearappeared at the children’s show at the
Fairrriount.

MEADOW

as owners, C.M. Lane, West Hartford;
D. J. Willig, Albany, andDr. M.N. Nakashin, Ludlow, Mass.

10:30,

NEW HAVEN
RKO (40 Whiting)
‘The Velvet Touch”
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STREET

The Savin Rock Company, Inc., filed
incorporation papers. President and
treasurer is Frederick E. Levere;
secretary, Edwin A. Levere, and direct¬
ors, both and Charlotte A. Levere.
The new North Haven Drive-In on
Route 5, near the Wallingford line, has

Connecticut
HARTFORD
The Warner Theatres Hartford dis¬
trict had some good news about Ben
Lamo, Strand, assistant manager, for
long on the sick list. A patient at
John Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, for
many weeks following an operation, he
is now back at Hartford Hospital for
more convalescing. ... James F. Clancy,
for many years, manager, Capitol,is
now in charge of a$50,000-fund raising
campaign in the interests of the Hart¬
ford Rehabilitation Workshop... .Larry
O’Neill, for many years manager, Cameo,
and more recently manager, Suffolk,
Holyoke, Mass., for the Herman Rifkin
interests, has opened a Laundromat
Self-Service Store at Marblehead,
Mass.

Attending
recent private showing of
MGM's Technicolor production, "Easter
Parade",
in Boston were Harry Zeitz,
prominent New Bedford, Mass., exhi¬
bitor, with houses in Portland, Me.,
and Newport,
R.I.,
and his wife.

Feingold took place at the Hotel Bond.
....Nancy Sawyer Jacocks, daughter of
Irving Jacocks, Jr. , treasurer, MPTO
of Connecticut, and owner, Branford,
Branford, married John E. Taft.
Lou Brown, ad-publicity chief, LoewPoli Circuit, was here.... Jack Foxe,
formerly with the Loew-Poli Circuit,
has been appointed ad-publicity mana¬
ger for Loew’s three theatres down in
Washington.... Mike Piccirillo, mana¬
ger, Center, has plans for an organi¬
zation of businessmen in the theatre’s
area to plug new trade....Ted Holt,
maintenance man, Loew-Poli Circuit,
was in.

NEW

BRITAIN

Mike Piccirillo is the new manager,
Center, Hartford. Formerly with the
Loew-Poli Circuit in Connecticut, he
is replacing Jack A. Simons as manager
....A birthday party in honor of his
mother was held by manager Francis S.
Morin, Regal.

Tieups were made with WKNB’s “Man
on the Street” program for plugs on
“Duel in the Sun” and ‘The Fuller
Brush Man”, by managers Joe Borenstein, Strand, and Joe Miklos, Embassy.

Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli manager, will
leave on Aug. 1 for a vacation in
southern Connecticut with Mrs. Cohen.
Fred Greenway, Loew-Poli Palace mana¬
ger, will handle both houses.

Tom Carey, Carey Theatrical Pro¬
motions, who returned from a trip
through Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
reported that Harold Lancaster, mana¬
ger, Strand, Pawtucket, R.I., is the
father of a baby boy, born in Newport,
R.I., Hospital.

Morris Shulman, Shulman Theatres,
announces the Webster and Rivoli will
continue Saturday morning children's
film shows.... John Scanlon, manager,
Warner, Torrington, was on vacation
. ...The wedding of Adele Harris, daugh¬
ter of Ted Harris, State’s managing
director and Mrs. Harris, and Sam

SOUTHINGTON
State Police Commissioner
J. Hickey conducted a hearing
28 on a protest filed with him
.the proposed erection of an

Edward
on June
against
outdoor

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.
116 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Telephone: Hancock 4807
STAGE SETTINGS
•
DRAPERIES
WALL COVERING
FLAME PROOFING • FABRIC INTERIORS

Warners’ sales drive recently kicked off in great style in Boston during a
half-hour radio show over WMEX. Art Moger,
left, Warners' ad-publicity di¬
rector in New England, presented a cowboy hat, similar to that worn by Errol
Flynn in the company's "Silver River’’,
to Charles Mungie, right, circulation
director, Hearst NE newspapers, with the hearty approval of Mungie’s news¬
boys, who appear with him on a regular airshow. In the center is John Kiley.
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Exclusive new
Corrrfort Cushi'

ong Length Back
Protects
Seat Cushions*.

Cho ice of Styl es +
-Ha rmonize With youi
Architectural Desigr
This new International Chair is America's
biggest money's worth in theatre seating.
Gives your patrons more comfort. Reduces
your maintenance costs. Outstanding in
mechanical design. Smarter, finer styling.

9nte^ncUiancd — ^Ue fie&t In

Seating

See Your Independent RCA Theatre Supply* Dealer

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

LOU PHILLIPS THEATRE SUPPLY INC.

28 Piedmont St., Boston 16r Mass.

130 Meadow St., New Haven 10, Conn.
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theatre in town. The commissioner
later said he had not yet reached a
decision in the matter. Approximately
20 objectors testified, most of them
owners of property adjoining the pro¬
posed theatr^(llocation on the MeridenWaterbury Road. They said that loca¬
tion of a theatre in that sector would
cause injury to their property. Fred
Quatrano, Lido, Waterbury, is seeking
a permit to build the theatre. He was
represented at the hearing by Attorney
Francis Summa, Waterbury. Although
the opposition group was not officially
represented by counsel, Judge Stephen
K. Elliott spoke on behalf of the
property owners.

WATERBURY

• Of inestimable value in
"breaking-in" a new staff of
Ushers; a new Cashier, or a
new Door Man.
• This 16 page pocket size
(3x6 inch) booklet with heavy
paper cover itemizes the rules
of conduct for the theatre staff
very logically and thoroughly.
Separate chapters are de¬
voted to Managers, Cashiers,
Door Men, Ushers, etc., as cur¬
rently trained in the larger cir¬
cuits.
• It also pictures a system ot
Usher's hand signals for des¬
ignating empty seats and
gives many hints on Public
Safety, Accident, Fire Preven¬
tion, and Advertising, etc.

Price, 5c each
or 25 for $1.10
All sales prepaid. Please send check,
money order or stamps with order.
Sold under money back guarantee.

ALL SALES LIMITED TO THEATRES
WHICH SUBSCRIBE TO "'THE EXHIBITOR"

THE EXHIBITOR
BOOK SHOP
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

Acting Mayor Burton Walker said last
week that he had received a petition
signed by 75 people opposing the con¬
struction of a Colonial-type theatre
in Overlook by the Roger Mahan Circuit.
He said he had also received a few
anonymous letters threatening him with
“loss of votes”. Postcards being dis¬
tributed in the 15,000 populated com¬
munity said: “We will not let then)
change our fine residential zone into
a zone where they can put up a fish
market or another O'Connell’s restau¬
rant” and urged all to attend the
aldermanic hearing on the zone change
petition filed by Mahan. It was just
signed, “Overlook residents”. Walker
was said to be quite angry at this
type of propoganda, and it was learned
that he and other members of his com¬
mittee were to meet shortly to discuss
the matter. An opinion favoring a
change in zoning was expected. Juvenile
court officials have declared that
the theatre will help curb juvenile
delinquency.
Bob Carney, Loew’s Poli, is vaca¬
tioning for three weeks, and Paul 0.
Klingler, Loew’s Strand, is doubling
at both houses. Klingler, by the way,
and his lovely better half, celebrated
21 years of wedded bliss on July 5. A
combined publicity meeting of Strand
and Poli employees was held recently
attended by Carney, A1 Lessoe, Julia
Horzepa, Jane Kennedy, all of Poli’s,
and Klingler, Teresa Richards, and
Houghton Barlow, all of the Strand.
A great portion of the parley was
devote to the many exploitation angles
for "Easter Parade.” Window tieups,
special decorations, lighting, etc.,
have been arranged for the showing.

Massachusetts
HAV EKH ILL
Maurice Sidman, manager, Strand, was
master of ceremonies for a gathering
■to benefit the Jimmy Day Fund. Ed
Stanky, Boston Braves second baseman,
spoke to the crowd at Washington Square
for the benefit of “Jimmy”, a child
cancer victim, at Children’s Hospital.
Boston.

WEST NEWTON
The replica of “Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House” was opened to the
public. Incidentally, the New England
premiere of the picture will be held
on July 14 at the Keith Memorial,
Boston.

WORCESTER
Leo Lajoie, manager, Capitol, fig¬
ured out that the automobile he ordered
in 1946 has increased $900 in price,
and he still hasn’t got it....Eliza¬
beth Lamberti, New York, joined the
Whalom, Fitchburg.. ..Alan Gray Holmes,
Auburn, has become manager, El Teatro, Santa Fe, N. M. ...Town Hall,
Sturbridge, was opened by a stock com¬
pany, the town’s first indoor thea¬
tre.
The Westboro midget auto track was
reported ready to start Sunday vaude¬
ville shows.... George Christo is back
at the Modern, Marlboro, after a va¬
cation. ... The beauty contest planned
by Loew’s Poli at White City Park was
called off....The newly remodeled
Gorman, Framingham, with seating for
1000, was opened with ceremonies.
Maurice N. Wolf, Boston, MGM, ad¬
dressed the Leominstei Rotary Club on
“Motion Pictures Are My Business”....
Phyllis Standish, St. Cloud, Fla.,
joined the Elm Street....A bicycle
safety parade ir Putnam wound up at
the Bradley... . The Mendon Auto Theatre
was opened.... Since Leo Lajoie, Cap¬
itol, acquired that barometer, he has
become quite a weather forecaster.
In a chance meeting in Fitchburg,
a former office boy and his boss were
reunited for the first time inmore
than 20 years. The ex-office boy was
Edward B. Haley, manager, Fitchburg,
and his ex-boss was Roland Butler,
general press representative, Ringling circus.... Bob Wardell, Loew’s
Poli, is such a Marilyn Maxwell fan
he saw “Summer Holiday” 23 times.

New Hampshire
NASHUA
Completely recovered from a fire
which gutted it, the Park will reopen
on July 15. Mike Lamazzo will again
manage the theatre. Sol Edwards and
Antonio Lamazzo are the proud fathers.

Rhode Island
PROVIDENCE
Edward M. Fay, dean of Rhode Island
showmen and owner, Fay’s, was elected
chairman, Providence County chapter
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, at the group’s annual
meeting held in the Sheraton-Biltmore
Hotel. The veteran theatre operator
succeeds Kenneth D. MacColl, reelected
to the executive committee. Fay has
been active since the inception of the
polio campaigns in arranging theatre
cooperation throughout the state. The
treasurer reported receipts totalling
$17,009.24 during the year ending or.
May 3 1.

Variety Club
BOSTON

TENT

23

Several members of the tent visited
Boys’ Village, Milford, and were quite
impressed the way the deep freeze was
appreciated by the boys there, and
also the splendid work being carried
on. The deep freeze was donated by the
tent.
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WASHINGTON
RKO (306 H. , N.W. ^ July 19,
‘The Velvet Touch. ”

to Harry Martin, said she was escaping
Washington for a Pittsburg weekend
....Assistant cashier Stella Leary is
leaving for full-time duties as a house¬
wife. .. . There was much commotion in the
office a couple weeks back when divi¬
sion and district managers Fred Myers
and John Scully blew in

DISTRICT OP
COLUMBIA
Washington
An audience of Washington official¬
dom, including members of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and theatre
executives, was on hand last fortnight
when 20th Century-Fox previewed "The
Street With No Name" at the Statler
Hotel. Spyros P. Skouras, president,
'20th Century-Fox, and J. Edgar Hoover,
director, FBI, acted as hosts.The
film was produced with the cooperation
of FBI officials, and many of the
scenes in the film were photographed
in the FBI offices and laboratories
in Washington and Quantico, Va.
Projectionists at the new Coral are
Bill Sadtler Jr. and George Andre.. ..
Walter Roth, Apex, took second prize
for his coal mine building in annual
contest of the Metropoliton Society
of Model Engineers. His model will be
placed on exhibition at Union Station.
Roth is a reporter for the Society
Journal as well as program director
for its special events.
John Alexander, Trans-Lux, tried
out his new power mower last week. He
tells how he stepped into a hole, let
go of the machine, chased it through
his hedge and across the road, where
a tree finally stopped them. Both are
expected to recover.
How many projectionists took off
to watch the Louis*Walcott fight over
television, only to have it rained
out? Away on vacation were Jake Sul¬
livan, Calvert; Jimmy Hamilton, Up¬
town; Walter Higdon, Warners; Bill
Oriani, Takoma, and Aubry Dawson,
Home.
With 2,000 carrier boys of the four
local newspapers as guests, the pre¬
miere of RKO’s "Fighting Father Dunne”
was launched with unprecedented en¬
thusiasm. Arranged by Hardie Meakin,
manager, RKO Keith, this gesture re¬
sulted in considerable news and pic¬
ture breaks in all papers.... Sid
Blumenstock, assistant exploitation
manager, 20th Century-Fox, was in last
fortnight on advance plans for the
company's "The Street With No Name."
A Wake Island hero, now stationed
here was honored at a special screening
at Paramount. This young soldier,
Technical Sergeant Carl W. Dilks, had
never seen "Wake Island". Sergeant
bilks is stationed at Andrews Field,
Washington, and is one of the six
army men who were stationed on Wake
Island at the start of World War II.
He was taken prisoner by the Japs, on
Dec. 23, 1941, along with Colonel Devereau* and his valiant marines glor¬
ified by Paramount.' s film, "Wake Is¬
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ceived the Parents magazine medal for
the month of July, with Phillip Wil¬
cox, director of motion picture re¬
lations for the publication, presenting
the award to Elizabeth Taylor, one of
the film's stars,at special ceremonies.

land". In all this time, Sergeant
Dilks had never had a chance to see
the picture, so Paramount put on a
special showing for him and his party
at the Washington branch.
More On Paramount: Newsreel chief
Robert H. Denton and his boys were
busy as bees at the Republican con¬
vention. ... Miss Frances Penenburgh,
accounting department, was vaca¬
tioning.
The Fairlawn Amusement Company
opened its new theatre, the Coral,
at Marlboro Pike, just across the
District line, on July 1. The first
showing was by special invitation.
At RKO Keith’s: Ray Griffin, as¬
sistant manager, returned from a fourday vacation with the missus and their
two kids at his brother’s cottage at
Deal, Md. He intends taking the other
three days about August 3, when he
becomes the father of child number
three.... Johnny Carter was also va¬
cationing. ... John L. Harden left the
theatre, and is reported working as an
X-ray technician at Bethesda Naval
Hospital, Bethesda, Md....The house
has just undergone a painting job.
At U-l: Ike Erlichman might soon be
typing his own letters. His secretary,
Carolyn West, leaves the office soon
for a baby due about the end of August
....Tommy Tyan, a booker, was Maine
vacationing....Bertha Durst, secretary

At Film Classics: Although the o£o
f iee walls have been painted a coolcolored green pastel, the 90-degree
heat hasn’t made the place any cooler.
May Feldman claimed, via phone, that
they were all wearing bathing suits,
and dashing out under a sprinkler
every hour....Max Cohen was checking
on the Craver Circuit, Charlotte....
Salesman Charles Mendelson was hitting
Roanoke and Danville, Va.. .. Office has
been cluttered with visiting circuit
representatives such as Baltimore’s
Eddie Kimpel, Rome Circuit; Joe Baer,
Walbrook and Hilton, andEddie Perotka,
Middle River, Md., Arrow.
At Screen Guild: Donald Chabin was
selling in Baltimore, and Ross Wheeler
was in Charlotte.
At ll: Bob Grace, whom the office
admits has been working pretty hard
during the last year, gets a threeweek vacation. He says he plans spending
it in Florida getting a “nice tan”
.... EL had a special screening of
“MicKey'’ at the National Archives....
Branch manager Fred Rohrs was leaving
for a business trip through Pottsmouth,
Newport News, and Norfolk, Va....Ce¬
celia Hahn booked a week’s vacation
for herself in the New York mountains.
At The Columbia: George Dunis, as¬
sistant manager, claims the Columbia
“best air conditioning plant in town"
is outdrawing whatever happens to be
playing on the screen. A small house,
the Loew’s Columbia has two compres¬
sors, and the cooling system unit can
bring temperatures down. Dunis is
leaving the front doors open, and the
blasts of 72-degree theatre air over
crowds in the street’s 90-odd degrees

When Margaret O'Brien was in Washington recently, she managed to find time
during her whirl around town to discuss exploitation possibilities of MGM's
"Big City" with Metro salesmen and exhibitors. The young star is seen here
with,
left to right: Hal Lyons, Franklin,
Va.; salesman Fred Rippingale,
Vince Daugherty, salesman Pete Prince, K and B Circuit head Fred Kogod, and
Metro assistant branch manager Paul Wall. Many phases were discussed.
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draws patrons like mad.... Irving Mar¬
tin, manager, leaves on Aug. 3 for a
three-week aerial sightseeing tour
through Europe.... Frank Swank, main¬
tenance man, leaves on July 18 for a
vacation at Colonia Beach, Va.
At National Screen Service: Dorothee
Solomon, billing clerk, changed her
name to Mrs. Gerald Brotman....C.C.
Hamilton, southwest Virginia exhibi¬
tor, cameinwith H.C. Swift, who will
operate the re-opened Erlie, Damascus,
Va....Also in were Kopeland “Kippy”
Ornoff, Norfolk, Va., Riverview, and
the Rome Circuit’s Ed Kimbel.... Helen
Benson left the office. In about 60
days she’ll be a mother....Louis-Walcott fight films created a demand for
trailers and accessories.... Irving
Berg and Frank Green, NSS home office
men, came in.
About Warnerites: Frank La Falce,
advertising and publicity director,
is back at his desk after two weeks
in the California sun, a sort of a
busman’s holiday, going to the film
center. With his return, assistant
Bill Ewing left for Florida with tne
family for the annual rest. Ewing
collected all the “swag” donated by
the Fuller Brush Company for decorating
the 24-sheets for “The Fuller Brush
Man”...According to some of the boys,
the air-conditioning in the theatres
is bringing the people off the streets
....The Met’s Jack Mar con
returned
from his vacation at Virginia Beach,
Va., with his wife. The theatre recently
played host to officials of the
“Rainbow Division” in connection with
“The Fighting 69th”.
Around K-B Theatres: K-B’s Frank
Boucher was host at a television party
for the Louis-Walcott fight for folks
in the industry.... Charlie Demma, ma¬
nager, Apex, and his family were Mon¬
treal ing for two weeks...Doug Mellott,
manager, Naylor, sure hit the jackpot,
or so everyone of his friends think.
He got a two-bedrooto apartment vfor
the familv recently, and that’s big
news in Washington. .. .Frank Boucher's
new secretary. Marian Hammond, has*’ fc
bean there loa#, but she says "she
loves it”.... Auditor Jim Sanford is
going to spend his vacation with his
brother, Dick, at Carega Lake, N.Y.
You can bet your last dollar that Jim
and Dick will get together on some new
tunes for
Tin Pan Alley.
At 20th Century-Fox: Sara Young is
back at her desk after a vacation in
Massachusetts.... Winifred Brunt,
booker’s secretary, left the office,
and is thinking of going to work for
Uncle Sam.... That new lovely-looking
brunette in the office answers to the
name of Jeannine Collinson....Rill
Michaelson and the boys put on a ter¬
rific show in connection with “The
Street With No Name”. A special screen-

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR
242 N. 13rii Street

DECORATORS
•

Among the many exhibitors attending the recent screening of MGM’s "Easter
Parade” in Washington, were,
left to,right: Harry Bachman,
local Circle;
Elliott Hoffman, Alexandria, Va.; Henry Mornstein, Rome Theatres, Baltimore;
local booking agency head Joseph B. Walsh; MGM southern division sales mana¬
ger Rudolph Berger; Tom Mudd, Lust Circuit exec; Edward Kinp el and Leon
Back, Rome Theatres; Jerry Adams, Metro branch head, and Frank Stover.

Selected unanimously as MGM's "Grandest fellow" recently was the Washington
office’s head booker, Eddie Kushner, on the occasion of his receiving Loew's
30-year service pin. Kushner is the one with the big smile on the lounge,
while surrounding the honored Metroite are the employees of the exchange.

ing was held in the Presidential Room
of the Statler Hotel...Bill Michaelson
and his family are motoring to Missis¬
sippi to visit his sister and brotherin-law. Then his family will go to
Port Chester. N.Y., to stay with his
in-laws.
At United Artists: Evelyn Jones,
former secretary to A1 Benson, was
presented with a gift recently in an¬
ticipation of her baby....Albert Landgraf, booker, resigned to become
office manager for Republic.
At RKO: The RKO people really had a
time with the fight pictures.... Mrs.
J. Brecheen is back from Georgetown
Hospital, where she had an operation.
At Paramount: Mrs. EVelyn Jones is
no longer around. She has been re¬
placed by Ruth Smith as secretary to
A. C. Benson, branch manager.... Miss
Ida. Green, cashier," vacationed in
Florida.
Monogramming: Miss Jeanette Samaniego took two weeks vacation in Atlan¬
tic City and Chicago.... Leona Gasser,
cashier, left.
E.L. Lewis,
Baltimore, Md.,
July 10. After
will announce
plans.

manager, Hill, South
resigned effective on
a short vacation, he
his future business

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PAINTING
•
DRAPERIES
•
MURALS
STAGE SETTINGS
•
WALL COVERINGS

The Sherman Plan, Inc., has been
appointed purchasing representatives
of all sound motion picture and re¬

cording equipment for the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United States, it
was announced by A1 Sherman, film
consultant and president. As purchasing
representatives for the VFW, which
has a membership of well over 1, 750,000,
the Sherman Plan, Inc., has completed
negotiations leading to the selection
of the Bell and Howell Filmosound
179-H projector, the Natco projector,
and Radiant screens as official VFW
equipment. A special catalog, listing
approved equipment, has been prepared
by Sherman Plan, Inc., in association
with the public relations department
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and
has been mailed to the 14,750 posts
and chapters of the veteran’s organi¬
zation. A continuing survey of posts
and chapters reveals that virtually
all posts and chapters are consistent
users of 16mm. motion pictures at
meetings and other showings. The Film
Preview Committee has been screening
films regularly twice a month since
January in the projection room of the
Sherman Plan, Inc., and has approved
over 30 motion pictures for distribu¬
tion through the VFW Film Distribution
Service. Of this number, 16 already
have been listed in the temporary
catalog issued.
Loew’s Wanderings: Everyone in the
Washington organization is all excited
about the showing of “Easter Parade”
at the Palace. Angie Ratto, genial
host of the theatre, is more excited
than in a long time. With the help of
publicity director Jack Foxe, he de¬
vised some effective displays in the
July 7,
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KEY CITY

Baltimore, Md. (27) - Mayfair, “So
This Is New York” (UA) ; Keith’s,
“Hatter’s Castle” (Para.); New, “Give
.My Regards To Broadway” (20th-Fox);
Century, “On Our Merry Way” (UA);
Stanley, "B.F.’s Daughter” (MGM);
Hippodrome, “So Well Remembered”
(RKO); Times and Roslyn, “Bury Me
•Dead” (EL), “Betrayed” (Mono.); Lit¬
tle, “Nicholas Nickleby” (U-I); Town,
“The Rest Years Of Our Lives” (RKO).
lobby.... Iced coffee is getting a
terrific play at the Palace.... Angie
Ratto is looking forward to his vaca¬
tion around Colonial Beach, Va...Joel
Margolis, manager, Capitol, has been
relieving Milton Kaufman for Loew’s,
Norfolk, Va. He and the family headed
for the sands of Virginia Beach....
Jack Foxe says that Tex Ritter and
his horse will be the stars of the
stage show booked for the Capitol on
July 22. An earlier booking will see
former governor of Louisiana, Jim
Davis, and his six-piece hillbilly
combo doing their stuff.... Gene Ford,
Capitol manager, expects hard going
for the rest of July and early August.
Already 500 applications have come in
to him for parts in the "Going Native”
show he is producing. The shows, which
use local talent, have been a Capitol
feature nine different years following
the idea suggestion by division mana¬
ger Carter Barron. Starting on July 19,
Ford will start auditioning over 1,000
aspirants. In former years, he audi¬
tioned, and “discovered”, Arthur God¬
frey, Helen Forrest, Johnny Barnes,
and Evalyn Tyner. “Going Native”
graduate Tyner, incidently, was a guest
at an informal luncheon given by Ford,
publicist Jack Foxe, and The Star
dramatic department’s Jay Carmody and
Harry MacArthur at the Variety Club.

Maryland
BALT I MORE
The week beginning on June 20 was a
trying one for exhibitors. The uncer¬
tainty of the prize fight, the con¬
vention of Republicans, and a heavj
wind and rain which caused a great
deal of damage made life for exhibitors
exciting. The storm even caused some
theatres to be dark due to lack of
current. Then, over the latter part
of the week, spread a heat wave.
In the agreement by which the pur¬
chaser of the Maryland bought the
property, there is a clause in which
it says no motion pictures entertain¬
ment can be given in the house for
25 years.
Mrs. Barry Goldman and son are
spending the summer in Atlantic City,
and every weekend that weather permits,
Goldman hops into his private plane,
and flies there.
Jacob Silverthorne, Real art manager,
had a hard object pressed into his
back by a man who asked how much had

Despite a crowded schedule during her recent stay in Washington, M GM star
Margaret O'Brien took time out to visit the local Metro exchange, and chat
with employes and families of other film folk. On the star's left are branch
manager Jerry Adams and office manager Joseph Kronman. The youngsters sur¬
rounding Miss O’Brien are,
left to right: Bobby Kronman, Francine Nathan,
Mary Elizabeth Sanford, Elaine Woolfe, Suzzape Woolfe, and Mike Beigut. On
the left are Harry Valentine and Hal Lyons, Lyons Circuit, Franklin,
V a.

been taken in at the boxoffice that
day. Before he could answer, the man
scooped up what was in there, and
fled, but Silverthorne said the man
exclaimed as he fled, “If I find out
you took in any more, I’ll blast you.”
The man got about $3.90.
At the special morning show at I.M.
Rappaport’s Hippodrome, pictures were
distributed of Tex Ritter and his
horse, White Flash.
Mrs. Morris Oletsky, wife of Windsor
proprietor, with their son and daugh¬
ter, are in Ocean City, Md., for the
summer. Oletsky visits them each week¬
end.
James Gladfelter, manager, I.M.
Rappaport’s Hippodrome, arranged a
tie-up contest with The News Post.
Contestants wrote in about the time
in their lives when they faced an
embarrassing situation, and had to
make a quick decision. This promoted
interest in “The Fuller Brush Man.”
Inspector John R. Scheuler, police
force, a director of the Police Boys
Clubs in the city, which are helped
by the Variety Club, gave a report of
the work accomplished by che clubs in
Baltimore, and told the assembled
members that while there has been an
increase in many other cities in ju¬
venile delinquency, in Baltimore
there has been a decrease of 12 per
cent. This so impressed U.S. Attorney
General Tom Clark that he asked for
information as to how this was being
done. A 150-foot swimming pier is
being built for the boys at the lake
at Camp Ritchie by the police.
-Jacques Shellman

LE0NARDT0WN
The New is arranging tieups with the
Cedar Point and Piney Point naval
bases on "Will It Happen Again?”,
sponsored by the Navy Club of the U.S.
....Albert Hayden is a new New aide
....July 1 was the birthday of Deta
Norris, son of New engineer John Nor¬
ris. He was six....When Don Barry
made a personal appearance at St.
Mary’s recently he told George Morgan
Knight, Jr., The Exhibitor correspon¬
dent, that his main reason for coming
out on the road was to discover what
was wrong with the motion picture

business, and get the true picture
from the public. Among other things,
he said he discovered that the public
is fed up with reissues, and the “B”
type of product being shown at “A”
prices. He said he is going to produce
his'own pictures, and will feature
plenty of action. His first will go
before the cameras about Aug. l, and
will have as a tentative title “On
The Train From Alcatraz”. He also said
he plans to make some real good
westerns.

LEXINGTON PARK
The new $250,000 theatre being
readied here for Aug. 1 opening will
be known as the Park.

SOLOMON'S ISLAND
Jack Evans, a student at St. James
School, Westminister, is spending his
vacation with his mother, Mrs. Mazie
Evans, owner-operator, Evans’ Pier.

Virginia
NORFOLK
Harry Valentine, general manager,
Hal Lyon’s Theatres, closed the Frank¬
lin, due to the lack of air-condition¬
ing....The Well’s Christine Little
was married to Seaman Lyle K. Strait
...Al Dowley, formerly with the Norva
as house manager, has been appointed
projectionist at Fabian’s Granby.
The Home Motion Picture Company
will locate here the last of July,
and will begin shooting of two pictures
....Bryan Rhodes, house manager, Le¬
vine’ s Colony, expected to become a
papa.
Tommie Bobbitt, Colonial assistant
manager, resigned.... Lucille Wilson,
Roxy aide, spent a weekend in North
Carolina.
Helen Davis, Berio office attendant,
is looking forward to her vacation in
July....Bill McNear, Berio Company,
vacationed... Eddie Ross resigned from
the Berio Company to accept employment
with Wilder Theatres.
The gala opening of Fabian’s DriveIn was held. It has the latest in
drive-in equipment, with a car space
of 800. Earle Westbrook, Fabian city
manager, is in charge.
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NEWS OF THE

New York City
CROSS TOWN
Ann Miller, MGM star, who appears
in “Easter Parade”, arrived last week
on vacation.... Mary Pickford sailed
last week for a two-month vacation and
business trip to Europe, accompanied
by her husband, Buddy Rogers.... Made¬
leine Carroll, soon to be seen in two
UA films, arrived last week from
France, and left immediately for Cal¬
if ornia. ... The Winter Garden con¬
structed a special front featuring a
giant-sized, animated tiger and
utilizing jungle foliage and bamboo
poles for U-I’s “Man-Eater Of Kumaon”.
Carroll Puciato, assistant to Realart sales manager Budd Rogers, re¬
turned last fortnight from a trip in
the far west....Sid Blumenstock, as¬
sistant exploitation manager, 20th
Century-Fox, was in Washington last
fortnight on advance plans for the
company's “The Street With No Name"..
Frank Simetz, 20th Century-Fox home
office press book department, was
married on June 11 to Estelle Becker.
Paramount’s “The Emperor Waltz” was
said last week to have amassed a lar¬
ger gross on its sixth day at Radio
City Music Hall than it did on opening
day, continuing its record of the
largest non-holiday gross in the thea¬
tre' s history. Incidentally, the com¬
pany announced last week that all
prints on “Waltz" will be servicing
engagements on the July 4 weekend,
with division managers reporting many
bookings turned down because of un¬
availability of additional prints.
Berry Greenberg, far eastern special
sales representative for Samuel Goldwyn Productions and Walt Disney Pro¬
ductions, arrived last week...Offices
of Altec Service Corporation and its
manufacturing subsidiary, Altec Lan¬
sing Corporation, were moved last
fortnight from 250 West 57th Street
and 161 Sixth Avenue. The new telephone
number is Algonquin 5-3636. The ware¬
house and electronic laboratories now
at 533 West 57th Street will be moved
to the new address on July 23 The
New York district of Altec Service
Corporation remains at 250 West 57th
Street.
Guns, knives, brass knuckles and
axes, made from scrap metal and tools
stolen from prison shops, were loaned
to the Criterion for display purposes
in connection with the showing of
Eagle Lion’s “Canon City” by the Colo¬
rado State Penitentiary, and went on
display in the theatre lobby last week.
Leo Seligman, treasurer, Favorite
Films Corporation, last week made a
business trip to Toronto.... Donald
O'Connor, U-I star, will sail on July 9
to make personal appearances, and act
July 7, 1948

as one of the judges of the beauty
contest being sponsored by U-I and
African Consolidated Theatres.... AI
Horwits, U-I eastern publicity manager,
returned last week from Hollywood.
The Skouras Roosevelt, Flushing,
L. I., lined up a “most popular father”
contest for Father’s Day, with coopera¬
ting merchants, which entailed child¬
ren voting for their choice at the
theatre. Voting went on for three suc¬
cessive Saturday matinees prior to the
big day, Using regular voting forms, the
voters were ruled by the “proportional
representation” voting for.three can¬
didates, who received the pri2es.
The ITOA last week at a luncheon
held at the Hotel Astor installed
Harry Brandt as president for the 15th
consecutive term. John C. Bolte, Jr.,
was elected sergeant-at-arms succeed¬
ing his late father., Milton C. Wise¬
man, general counsel, presided.
Minna Jackter, daughter of Rube
Jackter, assistant general sales ma¬
nager, Columbia, was graduated last
week as a top honor student from Eli¬
zabeth Barrett Browning Junior High
School.

NT-1

Columbia executives Jack Cohn, A.
Schneider, Leo Jaffe, A. Montague, and
Joseph McConville left last week for
the annual mid-summer studio conference
...Viveca Lindfors, Warner star, arriv¬
ed last week from the studios.... Wil¬
liam A. Scully, U-I vice-president and
general sales manager, accompanied by
Maurice A. Bergman, eastern advertising
and publicity director, sailed for Eng¬
land last week for a series of confer¬
ences withJ. Arthur Rank off icials..
Leo F. Samuels, sales executive, Walt
Disney Productions, left last week for
the southern territory.
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle Lion vicepresident in charge of advertising,
publicity, and exploitation, last week
.announced that a national tieup had
been made with Capezio shoes for the
J. Arthur Rank film, “The Red Shoes".

New Jersey
A5BURY PARK
Walter Reade’s Ocean reopened for
the summer season. The house is sched¬
uled for holdovers from Reade’s Mayfair and Paramount.

LONG BRANCH
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board,
Paramount, cut the tape at the en¬
trance of the newly designed Walgreen’s
drug store on Broadway at 44th Street
last week, officially reopening the
store....Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
vice-president in charge of distribu¬
tion, came in from Hollywood last
week following studio conferences....
County officers of the American Legion
acclaimed Paramount’s “Beyond Glory"
last week after a private screening.
A “Code of Business Ethics”, by
which the 16mm. film industry may
“set its sights” and the various di¬
visions of the industry may be guided
in their general business practices,
was issued last week by the Allied
Non-Theatrical Film Association for
distribution to the industry.. .Direct¬
or Irving Rapper arrived last week
from Hollywood to conduct a series of
interviews and screen tests of leading
Broadway stage ^actresses for the key
role in the forthcoming SRO picturization of the novel, “If This Be My
Harvest”.

ISunning themselves recently
at Miami
Beach were,
left
to right:
Arthur
Michaels, former operator, Allendale,
Buffalo, and now in business with his
son in Miami; Joe Schuchert, Jr., and
Joe Schuchert, Sr., who once operated
the Columbia and Colonial, Buffalo,
owned
by
the
Ga mm e l
Circuit.

For Father’s Day, Thomas Phelan,
manager, Walter Reade’s Strand, pro¬
moted 100 cigars, which he gave to
the first 100 children who brought
their dads with them to the theatre
that day. When the children gave the
cigars to their dads, Phelan presented
each of the kiddies with a box of
Doncorn. as a fair exchange.

New York State
ALBANY
Charles Smakwitz has been named
chairman, Variety Club Heart Fund
committee. Smakwitz is acting zone ma¬
nager for Warner Theatres.
Karen, daughter of Woodrow Campbell,
Warner Theatres' booking department,
underwent a tonsillectomy at Children’s
Hospital....Robert Kallet, son of My¬
ron Kallet, president, Kallet Theatres,
is breaking into the booking end at
Oneida... Pete Holman, Paramount office
manager-head booker, and Jimmy Frangoolis, booker, both celebrated birth¬
days... .Marion Iannacito, 18, daughter
of Vincent Iannacito, officer of the
Troy projectionists union, was killed
by an automobile as she and a class¬
mate of the graduating class of Lansingburg High School were returning
from a swimming party at the YWCA... .•
SRO moved into their new offices at
120 Washington Avenue with Schuyler
Beattie as sales representative and
the Ruth Larkin as office manager.
The company is using the physical
facilities of Clark Film Distributors.
Saul Ullman, district manager,
headed a group from Albany to the an¬
nual Fabian Golf Tournament in the
Preakness, N.Y. Country Club.... Betty
Dasis, Paramount biller, was vacation¬
ing in New York.... John Bullwinkle,
Columbia branch manager, took a trip
to Cooperstown to confer with the
Smalley Circuit.... Sadie Moran, CoNew York
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lumbia inspectress, was confined to
her home with a serious virus infec¬
tion.... 20th Century-Fox employees
were elated because they won the
Spring Drive, which means three weeks
additional salary for each.... Johnny
Capano, U-I booker, leased the State,
Troy, from Mrs. Jennie Rosenthal. He
has worked in theatres and exchanges
since his early childhood, and has
gained a great deal of experience
which will be useful in his new under¬
taking. ... Condolences are being ex¬
tended to Herman L. Ripps, Loew’s
eastern sales manager, andRalph Ripps,
Loew’s salesman, upon the sudden death
of their father in New York....Mrs.
Ruth Williams, Loew’s bookers’ secre¬
tary, resigned to assume K.P. duty.
M.E.B.

BUFFALO
The builders’ strike put a tem¬
porary crimp into activities on Bill
Brett’s Skyway Drive-In, Athol Springs,
which was to have opened on May 30....
Many theatres cooperated with Canisus
building fund drive.... Eddie Meade,
Shea’s publicity department, and Ed.
Miller, Shea’s Hippodrome manager,
were on a week’s vacation at Java Lake.
Everett Thorner, United Artists exploiteer, was in working with the Shea
publicity staff on “On Our Merry Way”,
Shea’s Buffalo. A highlight was an
“Inquiring Reporter” stunt worked in
cooperation with The Courier Express
....Wally Allen. 20th Century-Fox exploiteer, was in to help Charlie Tay¬
lor and the Shea publicity boys on
"Green Grass of Wyoming”, George
Mason’s Sheas Great Lakes. The cam¬
paign was highlighted with a special
“Green Grass” handicap at the Hamburg
Harness Races. Mrs. Charles Kosco,
wife of the Buffalo exchange manager,
presented a trophy to the winning
driver.
Eleanor Paradeis, Pam-O-Film, left
for the Thousand Islands for a vaca¬
tion. ... Patricia Wilbert is the new
addition at Pam-O-Film, replacing
Hilda Braid,resigned....Felicitations
go to Spence and Francis White, United
Artists, on the occasion of their
wedding anniversary.... Mildred Malzer
is now booking at Pam-O-Film.... Con¬
gratulations go to Joe and Pearl Sher¬
wood on the occasion of their 22nd
wedding anniversary.
William Brereton, publicity direc¬
tor, Basil Theatres, returned after
undergoing a very serious eye opera¬
tion.
.
M. G.
The 20th Century recently arranged
for 8,000 throwaways, with contest
COMPLETE
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blanks offering prizes for the best
names for a new baby zebra at the zoo
in an effective tieup for RKO’s "Bring
’Em Back Alive”.

KINGSTON
Capitalizing on the successful
nine-week “King of the Cowboys” Sat¬
urday matinees recently held at another
Walter Reade theatre, Betty Risele.v,
manager, Broadway, launched a similar
program. A different cowboy star is
featured on the matinee programs, with
the children voting for their favorite.
Cowboy outfits, and other prizes are
awarded.

Manager Jay Hickey, Rochester DriveIn, stresses advantages of in-car
speakers in his ads....Joe Monk,
venerable chief of the musical Monks
and widely famous in theatre circles,
celebrated his 84th birthday anniver¬
sary. ... Elmer Ellis vacationed at
Atlantic City.

SYRACUSE
Charles E. Kurtzman, Loew's north¬
eastern division manager,was a recent
visitor.... Rosemary Windhausen re¬
places Frances Sass at Loew’s State
....William Meany, Loew*s State pro¬
jectionist was still enjoying the
sunny vacation in Florida.

POU GHKE EPS I E
Netco Theatres, Paramount affiliate
managed by Harold Royster, is planning
the construction of a drive-in outside
Poughkeepsie on a site owned by Para¬
mount. It will hold 600 autos.

ROCHESTER
Meredith Cramer, former Schine ma¬
nager, became managing director, Mancuso, Batavia, and advertised special
attractions.... Ernest Haskell, 71,
former circus and vaudeville performer
and more recently a Regent aide for
five years, died.
Robert Morrison, assistant manager,
Grand, said once again he brought luck
to the theatre where he works when a
patron copped the auto given away by
10 Schine theatres.
Manager Art Castner, Madison, re¬
turned from his vacation spent in
Penn Yan during his holidays....Morris
Rosen, manager, Monroe, planned to
vacation in Massachusetts, and Norman
Wolk, Riviera, departed for a quiet
summer respdte.
Projectionists’ Corner: Many changes
in assignments were expected as a re¬
sult of Clifford Campbell's retirement
from the Rbgent booth. ... Harmon J,.
Smith, slimmer since he eased up on
the candy intake, is back at the Ro¬
chester Drive-In with Charlie Mason,
Jr....Frank Higgins, Grand, went to
Atlantic City for the Grotto conven¬
tion, and spent a few days in New York
....Cal Bornkessel moved to his lake¬
side summer home.... President A1 Tindal was an Atlantic City visitor ...
Frank Placerean, West End, painted
his house during his two-week vaca¬
tion.
Work was started on remodeling
George Eastman House for the proposed
photographic educational institute,
which will show development of photog¬
raphy since earliest days.
Manager Ed Howard, RKO Temple, got
topflight publicity for "Bring ’Em
Back Alive” when Frank Buck came in,
and presented an ocelot to the Roch¬
ester zoo. Both Buck and manager
Howard addressed the crowd at the
presentation ceremony, and the noted
animal catcher stirred added interest
by promising to try to locate a mate
for the zoo’s polar bear. A tie-in
with The Times-Union gave added pub¬
licity.

Albert Bethka, assistant manager,
Loew’s State, returned from a vacation
in Kansas.... The hot weather did not
seem to disturb Jack Karp, Cameo, as
he was hurrying along on Warren Street
_Harry Unterfort, Schine zone ma¬
nager, evidently was trying to keep
last winter’s tan by going around
without a hat.
Harold Mortin, manager, Loew’s
State, starts the salt water, sand,
and lobster vacation on July ll, all
of which adds up to the New England
coast.... Ike Kallet, Schine’s Para¬
mount, plans a vacation split between
Lake Ontario and Oneida Lake.
Carroll Blair, stage hand, Keith’s,
hopes to take his tent down from the
front entrance of the Buick sales
room in time to use it at the IA con¬
vention in Cleveland in August, while
Eddie Fitzgerald, his delegate partner,
is worrying about hotel rooms... Bobby,
eldest of the three Mortin youngsters,
recently donned glasses and complains
to daddy that he cannot enjoy the
pictures anymore.... MGM’s “Alias A
Gentleman” goes into Loew’s Strand as
a first-run, to be followed by others.
....The intense heat of tne past fort¬
night certainly affected grosses, but
the local lads were optimistic.
Albert Schug resigned as student as¬
sistant manager, Loew’s State... .Mrs.
Margaret McCarthy, secretary in mana¬
ger Harold Mortin’s office, was look¬
ing very cool and efficient, while the
rest of us sweltered in the intense
heat.
Manager Richard Feldman, Schine’s
Paramount, used a very attractive
giant size book on the sidewalk for
‘<Give My Regards To Broadway”.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Hanburg, Hempstead,
L.I., were visiting Richard Feldman
and family at his Westvale estate....
Jack Crowe, assistant manager, Schine’s
Paramount, postcarded everyone on his
vacation in Philadelphia and Washing¬
ton.... Jerry Wehman, new B and B Con¬
fectionery Sales Corporation represen¬
tative for this territory, was in
checking the various candy spots....
Melvin Denny, Paramount projectionist,
was back from vacation in time to boost
the family picnic of Local 376, held
in Elmwood Park.... Helen Hojnowski,
B and B local supervisor, was very
busy keeping the stands looking at¬
tractive.
-J.J.S.
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New York: An unfortunate occurance
took place on the recent 20th CenturyFox outing to Bear Mountain. What
marred an otherwise enjoyable day
happened while the Hud¬
son Day liner, Robert
Fulton, was chugging
its way toward Bear
Mountain. A member of
the crew fell overboard,
was caught in the un¬
dertow, and was drowned.
20th-Fox contributed
$500 to the sailor’s
lone survivor, his sis¬
Les Sugarman
ter. It was an unfor¬
tunate incident, the blame cannot be
placed anywhere in particular and the
company has proved that its heart is
in the right place.
MGM: Eddie Richter, head booker,
recently celebrated his 13th wedding
anniversary....Harold Marenstein,
booking department, resigned, and is
now assistant to Ira Michaels, SRO
....Dave Klein, booker, is sporting
a tan after a vacation.... Mary Taglianetti, booking department, was
welcomed back from vacation.... Johnny
Cunniff, booker, was on vacation.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Marie Yamasaki,
contract department, was feeling fine
after a vacation... Jimmy Davis treated
his three and a half-year-old daughter
to a weekend at Brighton Beach. . . .
Harvey Reinstein, booking department,
was enjoying a vacation.... Florence
Friedman, secretary, was still on the
lookout for an apartment.

S. Gruenberg, RKO North-South division manager, and his assistant, Carl Pep¬
percorn; Leo Samuels, Disney; Herman Silverman, RKO; Irving Ludvig, Disney;
and Phil Hodes, RKO‘s New York exchange manager. The film was enjoyed by all

When MGM recently screened its latest Technicolor musical, "Easter Parade",
in Albany, quite a few industryites and guests were on hand. Seen above are,
left to right: Arthur Horn, MGM salesman; Joe Grand, Eagle, Albany; Leonard
Rosenthal, buyer-legal counsel. Upstate Theatres, and Edgar Van 01inda, cr i t ic.

RKO: Alice Levine is the new ad¬
dition to the booking department....
Gloria Friedman, booking department,
was preparing for a vacation in Canada
....Ann Bender, booking department,
gave notice.
EAGLE LION: Ruth Berman joined the
sales department as contract clerk....
Neil Hertz, cashier’s department, is
sporting a new hair-do.
UNITED ARTISTS: Blanche Healy, sec¬
retary, resigned.... Gertrude Strull,
former cashier, renewed old acquaint¬
ances. ... Muriel Stern, assistant
cashier, vacationed.... Ben Levine
presented his wife with an upright
organ on their wedding anniversary
....Harry Newman, head, film room,
visited Howe’s Caverns.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Mildred
Saracino, accounting department, was
on a honeymoon.... Helen Buck returned
from a vacation.... Frances Tillis,
accounting department, left on a
sojourn.... Felix Kaufman is a new
auditor.... Edith Levinson, accounting
department, received birthday greet¬
ings.
MONOGRAM: Nat Furst, branch manager,
was mourning the loss of his wife,
Anna.... Lydia Gonzalez, contract de¬

Liberty, Herkimer, is shown above. Put on in cooperation with Swift and Com¬
pany, and local merchants, the class featured a kitchen range as first prize.

partment, was welcomed back from a
honeymoon in Washington.... A luncheon
was feted Pearl Rhubeck prior to her
resignation as secretary to Si Borus,
contract department.
20TH CENTURY-FOX: Seymour Florin,
branch manager, was having his office
redecorated....George Blenderman,
head booker, was vacationing...Charlie
Krips, salesman, was welcomed back
from a honeymoon in Virginia Beach,
Va....Morris Schmalzbach, traveling
auditor, was paying a visit....The
office heard from Minnie Smith, ac¬
counting department, reclining on
vacation in California.
PARAMOUNT: Numerous industryites
attended the funeral rites for Lillian
Berkson, former booker.... Kitty Flynn,
booker, was out due to the death of
her brother. ... Ruth Richardson,
billing department,, was celebrating
the marriage of her son, Gene, on

June 19....Gene Newman was vacation¬
ing.... Tom McSweeney, head shipper,
was on vacation.
FILM CLASSICS: George Waldman,
metropolitan district manager, re¬
ported that “Tower of London” and ‘The
Man who Reclaimed his Head” doing
socko biz at the Rialto.... The sales
staff was elated over the fact that
it finally hit the top in the sales
drive.
RAMBLIN' ’ROUND: The street mourned
the death of A1 Seibert, former 20thFox porter....A luncheon was held at
the Famous Kitchen for Mildred Oppenheim, who recently resigned as Brandt
booker.... Paul Reynard reports ex¬
tensive alterations proceeding at the
Douglas, formerly the Elm, Yonkers.
The house will reopen on July 9....
Sam Steifel, Ligget-Steifel, now in
California, reports he plans to return
in September.
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Firsts'' Recorded
As Fox Shows Tele
"

Philadelphia
Crosstown
Henry Morgan’s appearances here last
fortnight during the GOP convention as
the “no” candidate for President met with
varied success. He addressed the empty
convention hall attired in his pajamas at
a time it was unoccupied with the news¬
reel and still photographers doing their
stuff. The biggest success of his “uncon¬
ventional headquarters” came when he
was ordered to take that sign down lest
its meaning be misconstrued. His appear¬
ance and broadcast of his radio show from
the S-W Earle stage in conjunction with
the opening of his UA film, “So This Is
New York,” was an S.R.O. affair. George
Glass and Fred Polangin were in town
handling both Morgan’s campaign and the
opening.
Henry Friedman, Lawndale, who was
enjoined by Common Pleas Court No. 6
from televising the Louis-Walcott fight at
his theatre, reported last week that an
appeal on the injunction was turned down
by the State Supreme Court, Judge Allan
Stearne stating that more harm would be
done to the plaintiffs than to the defend¬
ants in event a supersedure was granted
to Friedman. He says it is his intention to
get exhibitors together, and form a fund to
take the matter to the U. S. Supreme
Court. Harry Norman Ball is Friedman’s
attorney.
Articles of incorporation were filed with
the Department of State of the Common¬
wealth of Pennsylvania last week by Al¬
lentown Theatres, Inc., for the purpose of
obtaining a certificate of incorporation to
be organized under the Business Corpora¬
tion Law of the Commonwealth. The pur¬
poses for which it is to be organized are
to engage in the business of buying, sell¬
ing, leasing and operating of improved real
estate, including apartment houses, the¬
atres, including motion picture theatres,
and amusement enterprises.
A1 Horwits, U-I eastern publicity man¬
ager, got back from the coast last week
where details with studio officials were
set for the personal appearances of Van
Heflin, Julie London, and Boris Karloff at
the world premiere of “Tap Roots” at the
Goldman on July 14.

Philadelphia—On June 25 the Fox was
the scene of quite a few “firsts,” when the
I ouis-Walcott title bout was reproduced
via television on the theatre’s screen.
According to 20th Century-Fox Presi¬
dent Spyros Skouras, the program pre¬
sented the first theatre-sized television
pictures of a major news or sporting event;
the first theatre-sized television pictures
originating from a distant city, and the
first high brilliant theatre-sized television
pictures ever to be projected on a screen
in a regular motion picture theatre. The
'“history-making” tele show turned out to
be a real crowd pleaser, and cheers
greeted the image when it was first flashed
on the screen. Technically speaking, the
definition was adequate on close range,
which prevailed through most of the
action, but on distant shots, the clarity
left something to be desired. However,
the video experiment can definitely be
chalked up as a success, and speaks well
for the future of theatre television.
After the first postponement of the
heavyweight battle the invitational screen¬
ing of “The Street With No Name” along
with the fight televising was set back to
Thursday night. When the battle was once
more postponed, the telecast was inserted
as part of the regular program on Friday.
The equipment used was developed by the
RCA Engineering Products Department
under a joint research contract with Fox
and Warners. The projector and the high
voltage power supply were installed over
the previous weekend, and were mounted
on a specially constructed steel platform
attached to the front edge of the balcony,
42 feet from the screen. The main amplifier
equipment and remote control rack are
located in the regular projector booth.

sales manager, explained that members
would like to bring to a successful con¬
clusion the annual drive so the MPA may
whole-heartedly get behind local efforts
being made on behalf of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital drive.
J. P. Morgan is now handling Ideal
Streamlined Chairs in this territory. . . .
Joyce Rosenberg, 20th Century-Fox per¬
centage clerk, and Claire Steinhouse, 20th
Century-Fox bookers’ stenographer, were
Miami Beach-vacation-bound. . . . Colum¬
bia exploiteer Milt Young’s daughter,
Patricia, was 12 last week. . . . Betty
Schultz, Columbia cashiers’ department,
announced her engagement to Francis
Weinfeld by flashing around a ring with a
diamond that made her hand limp.

That thermometer by the door of Con¬
nolly’s luncheonette and drug store reg¬
istered a mere 114 degrees in the sun one
afternoon last week, but George Nonamaker kept right on covering the ex¬
changes.

RKO (250 N. 13th) July 19, 10.30, “The
Velvet Touch.”
Gloria Di Camillo, Columbia clerk, was
on vacation last week. . . . Mrs. Penny
Kaufmann returned to work at Columbia
last week following her honeymoon. . . .
Mary Wilkins, Columbia clerk, is going to
marry Walter Trush on July 24 at a fes¬
tive church wedding.
Mort Magill, Film Classics branch man¬
ager, reported that the exchange was
robbed last week. Desks were rifled, etc.,
but the safe frustrated the burglars. Magill
was summoned to the office by police.
National Penn Printing Company and
Penn Theatre Equipment were also broken
into by the same thieves, but nothing of
consequence was taken. ... Jim Flynn,
Republic booker, was taken ill while at
work last week.
Universal-International will conduct a
contest to select the three best applica¬
tions by theatre staffs of three different
types of promotions in connection with the
10 theatre Philadelphia area territorial
premiere of Walter Wanger’s “Tap Roots,”
in Technicolor, on July 14-15 in Philadel¬
phia, Atlantic City, Allentown, Bethlehem,
Harrisburg, Reading, Ocean City, Lan¬
caster, York, and Wilmington. The winners
will be given weekend trips to New York
at their convenience during the summer.
Herman Kass, U-I home office exploitation
representative, will visit each of the the¬
atres involved to explain the details of
the contest to the managers and theatre
staffs. The three winners will be selected
by a group of experts to be named by U-I.
The trade was sorry to hear last week
of the hospitalization of Harry Fried.
Earle W. Sweigert, local chairman, Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital campaign, an¬
nounced last week that a minimum goal
of $100,000 has been set for the Philadel¬
phia exchange area. It is planned to reach
this quota by substantial individual con¬
tributions, and by selling subscriptions on
an attractive array of prizes. Sweigert
pointed out that the hospital is caring for
11 patients from this area, and that 26 from
this part of the east have been discharged
as cured. He added that if every area the¬
atre takes hold of the worthy project, dis¬
posing of at least 25 books at $5 each, the
industry shall all be proud of their efforts
to keep for their own this great institu¬
tion. Incidentally, Sweigert advises that all
checks should be made payable to: Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, Gus Eyssell,
treasurer.

The news that salesmen the country
over had voted overwhelmingly in favor
of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Sales¬
men being their bargaining agent in a
recent National Labor Relations Board
election made a lot of the local boys quite
happy. It was announced that 84 per cent
voted for the Colosseum to represent them.

MGM office manager Frank Sculli and
Norman Beckett, proprietor of ye olde
cigar shoppe, are plotting a high class deep
sea fishing expedition that will take place
in the near future, as soon as enough in¬
terest is manifested to make the de luxe
trip worth while. . . . Irving Phillips,
assistant to Sam Waldman, mayor of
Eighth Street under the I. Hirst regime,
returned from a Florida vacation. . . .
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Richard Katz, son of Monogram sales¬
man Mike Katz, was graduated from Cen¬
tral High School last week, and his pop
was mighty proud.

Vine Street

The Motion Picture Associates of Phila¬
delphia held another meeting at RKO last
week. President Sam Palan, Monogram

NT-1

The Philadelphia Eagles' star gridster, Steve Van
Buren, right, recently visited with veteran Columbia
division manager Harry E. Weiner in Philadelphia
prior to leaving for the coast. Van Buren will join
other pro football stars there for "Triple Threat".

The wife of David Barrist, former prom¬
inent industryite last associated with
Quality Premium Distributors, was the
victim of a woman domestic who forged a
check for $1600, and cashed it at a Ventnor, N. J., bank. Police were looking for
her.
A group of Bob Hope’s friends of the
Golden Slipper Square Club recently pre-
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sented him with a picture of himself by
Moskowitz at the Paramount Studios,
Hollywood. Among those making the pres¬
entation were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Biben,
Samuel Satinsky, Mr. and Mrs. David Rabinowitz and son, Bertram, and Mr. and
Mrs. Lou Somerson.
Max Miller, Eagle Lion tub thumper,
made a neat tieup whereby 800 Abbott’s
Dairies milk wagons and ice cream trucks
were placarded with 20x24 signs calling
attention to “The Noose Hangs High” at
the S-W Aldine and the A and C radio
program over WFIL. While in grammar
school, Miller took courses in jerking
sodas. . . . Eagle Lion district manager
Joe Minsky was tendered a farewell party
by the local EL exchangeites at Palumbo’s.
He was gifted with a silk bath robe and
slippers. . . . Milton Cohen, eastern sales
manager, Eagle Lion, was in, and was in¬
troduced to circuit executives by branch
manager Harry Berman. . . . Eagle Lion
stands first in the J. Arthur Rank Drive,
third in the Edward Small Drive, and fifth
in the Bill Heineman Drive. . . . Jack
Jaslow, the foreign films outlet here and
authority on art houses, celebrated his
25th wedding anniversary last week.
Harry Cotten played host last week to
local industryites by taking groups for
rides on Alexander Films’ yacht, Two
Smiles II.
Among those enjoying the
outings were Mr. and Mrs. David Moliver,
Principal Films; Mr. and Mrs. George
Resnick, and Maury Schwartz, man about
Vine Street. . . . Jack Engel, bx-anch man¬
ager, Screen Guild, returned from a sales
meeting in Chicago.
Norman Weitman, U-I booker, is vaca¬
tioning in the mountains. . . . Gene Fox,
RKO secretary, is on vacation. . . . Lucky
people, those exchangeites working in
those lovely air conditioned offices, all
except those who worked in those spots
that had air-conditioning which wasn’t
working. They were trying to figure out
if that was worse than those who worked
in places that had none at all.
A surprise marriage was that of Joseph
I. Nuccio, assistant shipper, Warners, to
Mary Rutledge on June 26. . . . Dave Law,
Warner cashier, was on vacation. . . .
Those 10 men of Warners who went fish¬
ing caught a total of four fish. . . . Dorothy
McMenamin, booking clerk, Warners, was
on vacation. . . . Dave Yaffe, Y and Y
Popcorn, was in New York on business
last week. . . . Eleanore Sable, Y and Y
Popcorn secretary, was on vacation.
(Beg pardon, but the exchange listing
carried in The Exhibitor last issue should
have carried the name of Elizabeth Mc¬
Caffrey Ziegler as office manager-head
booker of United Artists. The member of
the editorial staff responsible for the error
was shot at sunrise as soon as the mistake
became evident.—Ed.)

See the

When the S-W Capitol, Philadelphia, recently played two reissues
exchange, this special theatre front was set, and produced excellent

Delaware

Stanley-Warner

Wilmington

Adele
Plechner,
secretary
to
Bill
Charles, sound department, flew +o Portu¬
gal with three friends to visit the shrines
at Fatima. She left La Guardia Airport
on July 3 at 9 a. m., will stay for two
weeks, and is flying back. Good luck. It’s
a fine way to spend your vacation.

Another
native Wilmingtonian,
Rex
Carlton (nee Carlton Owings), now in
New York and president, Laurel Films,
Inc., announced that on Sept. 1, Laurel
will begin shooting on its first picture
production, “Guilty Bystander.”

Esther Muchnick, publicity department,
who just came back from part of her
vacation with a few new prospects for the
winter season, bought a smart-looking
raincoat at one of the downtown specialty
shops. She decided it was the wrong color,
took it back, and came into the office again
with two new raincoats, returned one, got
another, and so on. This went on for more
than a week until she finally wound up
with the best-looking raincoat of this or
any other season. . . . Mary Bierer, Earle,
left for two months in California. . . .
Herman Levine, New York office, has
established headquarters here as head,
real estate department.
Jean Frankford, purchasing department,
came back from her vacation just in time
to miss her boss, Wally Makowski, who left
on his.
Glamorous Gerrie Greenberg recently
returned from her vacation, looking good
enough to eat! . . . Everett Callow, publicity
head, is taking a much-needed rest for a
couple of weeks. . . . Kay McDermott, bill¬
ing, left for a trip to Colorado. . . . Sig¬
mund Goldstein, popular mail-boy, is
sporting a brand new crew haircut for
tfie summer season. . . . Marian Rosenfeld,
Paul Castello’s lovely secretary, is on her
vacation.
Wives of many of publicity department
Bill Nabut’s friends gave a surprise
kitchen shower for Bernice Bringman, his
fiancee. Now she has everything she needs
for the kitchen, except food. . . . Harry
Herz, former assistant, Earle, moved from
Andy Shectman’s assistant at the Forum
up to assist Bennie Blumberg, Uptown.

"

A COMPLETE LINE OF SAMPLES ON HAND AT:

Vincent M. Tate Theatre Supply

John P. Morgan Co., Inc.
DEALERS

1618-20 Wyoming Avenue
Forty-Fort, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

260 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Two
television
companies
recently
chartered in Dover are listing the Cor¬
poration Trust Company, 100 West 10th
Street, as the principal office. They are
Arthur Godfrey Productions, Inc., with
capital of 200 shares, no par value, and the
Texas Telenet System, Inc., capitalized at
$2,000,000.
—Henry L. Sholly.

New Jersey
Atlantic City
An application for a drive-in in West
Atlantic City was turned down last week
by Egg Harbor Township Committee. The
theatre was to have been located on
ground near the Ventnor Boat Works. The
board held that because of zoning restric¬
tions classifying the location as a residen¬
tial area, the proposal was out of order.
A fire of undetermined origin last week
damaged the animal circus tent and props
which are a part of the International In¬
dustrial Exposition on the ocean end of
Hamid’s Million Dollar Pier. Firemen had
difficulty stretching hose lines, but reached
the blaze before any of the wild and do¬
mestic animals were injured.

Wildwood
Hunt’s Regent reopened last fortnight
with a new front. The house opened for
the first time last year, but the new front
was not completed until several months
ago.

Pennsylvania
Conshohocken
Gene Edwards, formerly with Atlantic
Theatres, and who had been operating the
Elm, Camden, N. J., is now handling the
Riant and Forrest for Harry Fried.

Theatre Chairs

7-2096

local Hollywood
many passersby.
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Harrisburg
It was indicated last week that many
of the state’s 2,549 school districts were
rushing to tap new sources of revenue for
the coming school year. Real estate taxes
comprise the bulk of the revenue-raising
measures, but scores of districts are turn¬
ing to action under the 1947 local tax law,
which permits them to tax anything not
already levied by the Commonwealth. The
State Chamber of Commerce stated that
amusement taxes were evidently being
given “top preference” on the list, with a
breakdown indicating 131 different levies
on amusements.
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WORK OF
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Henry Morgan, star of United Artists' “So This Is New York", recently made sure that the Republican National
Convention in Philadelphia did not overshadow the premiere of his film at the local S-W Earle. The comic really
"had a few surprises" for the Quaker City by conducting a Presidential nomination campaign of his own. At
the left, the comic gets ready to board the "Morgan Unconventional Special" in New York, while at center, upon
his arrival in Philly, Morgan gives two of his campaign managers a good reason why he shouldn't be picked
as the Republican candidate. Once in town, Morgan really took the convention by storm, and the shot on the
right shows the funnyman making his first 2 a.m. appearance at Philadelphia's Convention Hall to address the
non-assembled delegates on the details
of
his
"no campaign" ticket for the
Republican
nomination.
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“Annals of the Reading Theatre,” from
1791 to 1948, a 90-page book, has just been
issued bv Paul E. Glase, manager, Em¬
bassy and Wilmer and Vincent-Fabian in¬
terests. The book is a complete compil¬
ation of historical articles written by Glase
for
the Historical Society of Berks
County, its publications being a feature of
the 200th or Bicentennial Celebration of
Reading and Berks County this year.
Many booklets and special articles have
been written about the stage and screen
in. this area, but indications are that the
Glase book, most complete of all, will be
in a class by itself for many years to come.
First instalment of the book was issued
by the society in its quarterly more than
a year ago, and the final chapter appeared
only recently. Famed as a “show town,”
Reading has a theatrical rating in the
nation that is unique, and the Glase his¬
tory is a faithful and accurate record of
the development of the speaking stage in
America since colonial days, and later of
the development and growth of the motion
picture and the film industry. Almost a
third of the book is devoted to motion
pictures and their history in Reading. The
material was compiled from Glase’s in¬
valuable theatrical library.
The Theatregoer, house bulletin of the
Embassy and Ritz, is offering to patrons
of the two houses a theatre-information
service, a question and answer feature of
the weekly. The material for the replies
to auestions is gathered by manager Paul
E. Glase from his theatre files.
The Strand, Paul H. Esterly manager, is
nearing the end of its alterations work,
and has resumed its regular program of
matinee shows. The entire operation will
be completed very soon.
A miniature theatre, to seat 120 persons,
and having 1,500 square feet of floor space,
will be set up by Reading’s Bicentennial
Celebration Committee this summer at
the Reading Fair Grounds. The screen at¬
tractions, to be shown free, will be devoted
entirely to pictures of industrial operations
in factories and mills in the Reading
area, covering 200 years.
The Louis-Walcott fight pictures at¬
tracted plenty of attention at the Astor.
. . . The hot weather of the past week
made its inroads into grosses of area
theatres.
Henry Sork, who, with Harry Block,
operates the Rio, this city, has started
razing the old Shannon brick stable on
St. Peter Street, Schuylkill Haven, pre¬
liminary to starting work later on a mod-

KKY CITY

Atlantic City, N. J. (23)—Apollo, “On
An Island With You” (MGM); Warner,
“Fort Apache” (RKO); Stanley, “Berlin
Express”
(RKO); Virginia, “The Big
Punch” (WB); Hollywood, “River Lady”
(L-I); Shore, “The Lady From Shang¬
hai” (Col.); Steel Pier, “The Hunted”
(Mono.), “Body And Soul” (UA).
Philadelphia
(25)—Aldine, “Ruthless”
(EL); Boyd, “Letter From An Unknown
Woman” (U-I); Capitol, “Mr. Reckless”
(Para.), “The Wreck Of The Hesperus”
(Col.); Earle, “So This Is New York”
(UA); Fox, “Give My Regards To Broad¬
way”
(20th-Fox); Goldman, “On An
Island With You”
(MGM);
Karlton,
“Summer Holiday” (MGM); Mastbaum,
“Romance On The High Seas” (WB);
Princess, “Children Of Paradise” (Tri¬
color) ; Stanley, “The Emperor Waltz”
(Para.); Stanton, “Raw Deal” (EL).
Reading (3)—Embassy, “Fury At Fur¬
nace Creek” (20th-Fox); Loew’s, “On An
Island With You” (MGM); Warner, “Ro¬
mance On The High Seas” (WB); Strand,
“The Challenge” (20th-Fox), “Dick Tracy
Meets Gruesome” (RKO); Astor, “Tarzan
And The Mermaids” (RKO).

V0

you REMEMBER ?

Thirty-two Years Ago: The Pike, Sixth
and Pike, Philadelphia, was bought by
David Altman from Daniel H. Redmond,
the price being $32,700, with $25,700 re¬
maining on a mortgage. . . . Zenith M. P.
Company was chartered under laws of
Delaware, to deal in machines
and
supplies.

ern motion picture theatre. Sork has been
in the film theatre business in Schuylkill
Haven for many years.
Manager Emanuel Rosenthal, Park, re¬
minds the theatregoing public in the
Reading area that there are “no park¬
ing worries” at the Park, and that’s no
pun.

Variety Club
Philadelphia, Tent 13
The club played host to the Pennsyl¬
vania delegation to the GOP convention
and many celebrities in town enjoyed the
hospitality.
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COLUMBIA
Drama
with Music
87 m.
Estimate: Names will make the differ¬
ence.
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, George Mont¬
gomery, Albert Dekker, Otto Kruger,
Glenda Farrell, Greg McClure, Charlotte
Wynters,
Addison
Richards,
William
Kaade, Ben Erway, Clancy Cooper, John
Indrisano, Bud Wiser, George Lewis,
Harry Hays Morgan, Jack Norman and
Martha Holliday. A Benedict Bogeaus
Production. Directed by Leslie Fenton.
Story: Dorothy Lamour, a singer in a
cheap saloon in Natchez, Miss., in the early
1900’s, meets George Montgomery, rising
young lawyer, who is engaged. He for¬
sakes his fiancee and career to marry
Lamour, and they go to New Orleans,
where she strikes up a friendship with
Greg McClure, contender for the heavy¬
weight championship. Through him she
gets to meet gambler Albert Dekker, in
whose cafe she takes a job. She tries to
get rid of Montgomery. Eventually, he
tangles with McClure, and knifes him with
the result -that he is sent to prison. Lamour
goes to New York with millionaire Otto
Kruger. The latter makes her a sensa¬
tion, and then asks her to marry him,
announcing that he was going to divorce
his wife. She meets Montgomery, and
realizes that she still loves him so she
refuses Kruger. Kruger makes one last
effort, whereupon his wife appears, and
fires at both, killing Kruger, and wound¬
ing Lamour. She asks for Montgomery,
but he decides to go it alone.
X-Ray: This does not come off as well
as it should, with the result that the main
selling angles will be the Lamour, Mont¬
gomery draw, the fame of the stage play,
by Charles MacArthur and Edward Shel¬
don, plus the songs. Performances are
generally okeh, and the women’s angles
should be emphasized. Accenting the gen¬
eral theme should be an asset at the boxoffice. Music heard includes: “I Can’t Tell
Why I Love You But I Do,” “The Ace In
The Hole,” “Sweetie Pie,” and “Lulu
Belle.”

Lulu Belle

Tip on Bidding: Fair program rating.
Ad Lines: “She Had A Way With Songs
And Men, But The Results Were Surpris¬
ing”; “ ‘Lulu Belle’ Was The Talk Of The
Town, And A Hit With Men Everywhere”;
“She Used To Love Them And Leave
Them Until The Right Man Came Along.”

EAGLE-LION
Canon City

(826)

Estimate:
High-rating
type entry has the angles.

Documentary
Melodrama
82m.
documentary-

Cast: Scott Brady, Jeff Corey, Whit Bissell, Stanley Clements, Charles Russell,
DeForest Kelley, Ralph Byrd, Mabel Paige,
Roy Best, Alfred Linder, Richard Irving,
Robert Bice, Henry
Brandon,
James
Magill, Ray Bennett, Robert Kellard, Ray¬
mond Bond, John Doucette, Eve Marsh.
Produced by Robert T. Kane; directed by
Crane Wilbur.
Story: The scene is the Colorado State
Penitentiary a few days before a prison
break is to be pulled off by 12 of the
convicts. The leader is Jeff Corey, but in
order to pull the break, the aid of Scott
Brady is necessary. Brady refuses to join
with the group, but is persuaded through
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a clever frame. The men make their
spectacular break and flee in a blinding
snow storm. The convicts split up into
several small groups, and look for refuge.
Meanwhile, warden Roy Best heads a
searching party, and it is not long before
all but Brady are either recaptured or
killed in pursuit. Brady seeks shelter in
the home of John Doucette and Eve
Marsh, and makes a friend of the couple
by allowing Marsh to take her child to
the hospital despite the threat of recapture.
When Brady is finally picked up by the
police, Marsh makes a plea for clemency.
X-Ray: Based on the prison break en¬
gineered by 12 convicts at the Colorado
State Penitentiary on Dec. 30, 1947, this
rates with the better entries of its kind. It
adheres to the factual-documentary tech¬
nique throughout, and while devoid of any
name lustre for the marquees, it does offer
exploitation and topical headline angles
that should count at the boxoffice. The
story follows the actual news content of
the break, and, wherever possible, the
actual locale has been used. Well edited,
and with a swift pace, it offers plenty of
opportunities by which to cash in.
Ad Lines: “See It As It Actually Hap¬
pened . . . The Famous Prison Break From
The Colorado State Penitentiary”; “The
Most Thrilling Film To Come Along In
Years . . . Don’t Miss ‘Canon City’ ”; “The
Factual Story Of The Colorado State Peni¬
tentiary . . . Told In Thrilling Documen¬
tary Form.”
,

captures the palamino with the stallion.
Although Craig has his chance at the white
horse, he lets him go, but finds he comes
back into camp all by himself. With every¬
thing straightened out, Craig and Leslie
are a happy twosome.
X-Ray: Suggested by The Saturday
Evening Post story, “Wild Horse Round¬
up,” by Jean Muir, this is a pleasant enter¬
tainment for the entire family. The film
couples an unpretentious, amiable story
with a goodly quota of action, and the
result is a show geared to satisfy all tastes.
While the story encounters a few cliches
along the way, the pace is generally satis¬
factory. The acting is in the better class,
Craig and Leslie both distinguishing them¬
selves, while. Oakie comes in for some
well-received comedy.
Ad Lines:
“An Exciting And ThrillPacked Story Of The Northwest”; “Don’t
Miss ‘Northwest Stampede’ ... A Picture
Which Will Thrill And Excite You”;
“James Craig Was Never Handsomer . . .
Joan Leslie Was Never Lovelier . . . Than
In ‘Northwest Stampede’.”

A Date With Judy (831) wn“
112 %M.
(Color by Technicolor)

Northwest Stampede
(830)

Outdoor

Drama
75m.

(Cinecolor)
Estimate: Good outdoor show.
Cast: Joan Leslie, James Craig, Jack
Oakie, Chill Wills, Victor Kilian, Stanley
Andrews, Ray Bennett, Lane Chandler.
Produced and directed by Albert S. Rogell.
Story: James Craig, rodeo competitor,
receives word from Joan Leslie, foreman
of his ranch, that his father has died.
Craig, joined by his friend, Jack Oakie,
returns to the ranch, and never having met
Leslie, poses as a new cowhand. A white
stallion has been terrorizing the vicinity,
luring away horses. Craig succeeds in trap¬
ping the stallion, and bringing him back
to the ranch to be broken. He is thrown by
the horse, and is a casualty. Leslie learns
of Craig’s true identity, and releases the
horse. Craig tries to fire her but learns
that.he must first pay her back wages. He
decides to enter the Calgary rodeo, but
finds he has. competition in Leslie. Craig
wins the dough after a hard fight but
Leslie, as foreman, spends it on horses.
Craig then sets out once more to capture
the white stallion. Leslie follows him, and

Estimate: Entertaining entry for the
family trade.
Cast: Wallace Beery, Jane Powell, Eliz¬
abeth Taylor, Carmen Miranda, Xavier
Cugat, Robert Stack, Scotty Beckett,
Selena Royle, Leon Ames, Clinton Sundberg, George Cleveland, Lloyd Corrigan,
Jerry Hunter and Jean McLaren. Directed
by Richard Thorpe; produced by Joe
Pasternak.
Story: Jane Powell, high school heroine,
has been going with Scotty Beckett,
brother of Elizabeth
Taylor,
spoiled
daughter of Leon Ames, wealthiest man
in town, until Taylor advises him to act
indifferent so that she will appreciate him
more. She double crosses him, however,
by showing up at a school dance with
Robert Stack, new soda jerk at Lloyd
Corrigan’s drug store. Taylor is attracted
to him, and Stack to her, although he
tells her off. Powell forgets about Beckett,
devotes her attention to Stack, and is
unmindful of Beckett’s attentions. Powell’s
father, Wallace Beery, knowing that his
wife, Selena Royle, would like to see him
do the rhumba, takes private lessons in
his office from Carmen Miranda, vocalist
with Xavier Cugat’s band, to surprise
Royle on their forthcoming wedding anni-
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THE
versary.
Powell notices the change in
Beery, and begins to think that something
is wrong. Meanwhile, Ames learns of his
daughter’s feelings for Stack, and tries to
have his background checked. This only
succeeds in infuriating Stack, who tells
Ames off, and especially accuses him of
neglecting his children. On the night of
the anniversary, Powell learns the truth
about Miranda and Beery, Stack and
Taylor, of Ames’ approval of their seeing
each other, and of his promise to see more
of his youngsters. Powell and Beckett, too,
are reunited.
X-Ray:
This colorful entry proves
pleasing entertainment that will be en¬
joyed by the entire family with its comic
plot, gayness, tunes, and performances.
Taylor is especially impressive, and Powell
aids with her musical presentations.
Among the tunes heard are: “It’s A Most
Unusual Day,” “Judaline,” “I’m Strictly
On The Corny Side,” etc. The fact that the
film is based on the radio program of the
same name, will prove a factor at the
boxoffice.
Tip on Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “You’ve Heard Her On Your
Radio—Now Don’t Miss Seeing Judy In
Person”; “She Entertains Millions Every
Week With Her Shenanigans On The Air,
And She’ll Entertain You On The Screen”;
“You’ve Got ‘A Date With Judy’ For More
Fun And Entertainment Than You’ve Seen
In Many A Moon.”

MONOCRAM
Michael O'Halloran

Drama
79m.

Interesting dualler should ap¬
peal most to nabes, small towns.
Cast:
Scotty Beckett, Allene Roberts,
Tommy Cook, Isobel Jewell, Charles
Arnt, Jonathan Hale, Gladys Blake, Roy
Gordon, Florence Auer, William Haade,
Dorothy Granger, Douglas Evans, Beverly
Jons, Greg Barton, Lee Phelps, Harry
Strang, Bob Scott, Ethyl Halls, Ralph
Brooks, Rob Haines. Produced by Julian
Lesser and Frank Melford; directed by
John Rawlins.
Story:
When Isobel Jewell, drunken
mother of crippled Allene Roberts, is hurt
in a motor accident, and rushed to the
hospital, Roberts, unable to care for her¬
self, is faced with the prospect of being
sent to a home. Her newsboy friend,
Tommy Cook, appreciating her plight, talks
his boss, Scotty Beckett, into “adopting”
her, and they move her into Beckett’s tiny
apartment, spreading the word about that
the authorities have taken her away. Dur¬
ing the next few days, while Jewell is
detained in the alcoholic ward, Beckett
becomes interested in Robert’s inability to
walk, and arranges for her to see a famous
surgeon, who claims that her mental atti¬
tude is all that prevents her from walking.
Returning home, they are arrested, and a
kidnapping charge is brought against
Beckett by Jewell, how out of the hospital.
At the trial, things look pretty black for
him until Roberts, in a dramatic plea on
his behalf, rises, and walks to the judge,
unaided. This miracle causes all charges to
be withdrawn, and Jewell promises to be
a better mother.
Estimate:

X-Ray: Based on the Gene Stratton
Porter novel of the same name, this is
pleasant film fare for audiences partial to
simple stories with human interest angles.
While occasionally a tear jerker, enough
comedy is inserted to produce a happy
medium between tears and laughter. In
their initial effort, producers Lesser and
Melford have made every production dol¬
lar count, with the result a nice entry for
the duallers.
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Ad Lines: “A Tender, Touching, Heart
Warming Story”; “Here Is Real Screen
Entertainment That The Whole Family
Can Enjoy”; “The Story Of A Kid Who
Had A Heart Of Gold.”

Range Renegades
(4766)

Western
with

Music
54m.

Fair western.
Cast:
Jimmy Wakely, “Cannonball”
Taylor, Jennifer Holt, Riley Hill, Dennis
Moore, John James, Frank LaRue, Steve
Clark, Milburn Morante, Bob Woodward.
Produced by Louis Gray; directed by
Lambert Hillyer.
Story: A couple of murders have been
committed by a gang run by Jennifer
Holt. When the town marshal is killed,
Jimmy Wakely is made top lawman, much
to the disappointment of Riley Hill, the
former marshal’s son. Hill has proved un¬
dependable, and is deep in romance with
Jennifer Holt. Holt, who is trying to take
over all the mines, continues her evil
doings until Hill catches on. The villainess
and her boys take Hill for a ride, but
Wakely arrives on time, everything is
under control, and Hill becomes marshal.
Wakely and his sidekick, “Cannonball”
Taylor, head out for new adventures.
X-Ray: The latest Wakely entry is an
average affair. It gets off to a slow start
but before the bad ’uns drop there is
plenty of shooting and riding, of an unin¬
spired nature even for this type of fea¬
ture. Wakely is quite the musical cowboy,
singing (a little too much), and accom¬
panying himself occasionally with
a
whistle or harmonica. Taylor’s comedy is
not. Songs are “Hifalutin’ Cowboy,” “Easy
To Please,” “Arizona Sunset,” and “I’m An
Old Cowpoke Just A-Pokin’ Along.”
Ad Lines: “Heart Pounding Thrills And
Hoof-Beat Rhythm”; “Roaring Adventure
With The Song Star Of The West”; “SixShootin’ Sheriff Blasting A Gang Of Ruth¬
less Killers.”
Estimate:

RKO
Mystery In Mexico

Melodrama
66m.

Entertaining dualler.
William Lundigan, Jacqueline
White, Ricardo Cortez, Tony Barrett, Jac¬
queline Dalya, Walter Reed, Jose Torvay,
Jaime Jimenez, Antonio Frausto, Dolores
Camerillo, Eduardo Casado, Thalia Draper.
Produced by Sid Rogell; directed by
Robert Wise.
Story:
Insurance . detective
William
Lundigan is sent to Mexico City to in¬
vestigate the theft of a diamond necklace
and the disappearance of another detec¬
tive, Walter Reed. Also flying to Mexico is
Jacqueline White, Reed’s sister. Lundigan
tries to make time, but finds the going
tough. In Mexico City, Lundigan enlists
the aid of the police, and White gets a
job singing with Ricardo Cortez, night
club owner.
The two become more
friendly. White is eventually contacted by
Reed. She finds him wounded, in the care
of a friendly Mexican family. However,
Lundigan’s cabby, really a henchman for
Cortez, tips off his boss, and Lundigan is
slugged. He awakens in Reed’s hideaway
as Cortez tortures Reed. The detective
refuses to tell him the whereabouts of the
necklace hidden inside a doll. Knowing
that White’s hotel is being watched by the
local police, Lundigan tells Cortez that
the pendant is hidden in her room. A
henchman is sent to the place but while
they await his return, the necklace is
discovered. White, .Lundigan, and Reed
are about to meet their maker when the
Estimate:

Cast:

henchman returns followed by the local
detective, who saves the day.
X-Ray: Making nice use of the Mexi¬
can backgrounds, this low-budgeted dual¬
ler shapes up as an entertaining piece of
film fare. The people are pleasant, the
direction nicely paced, and there is some
effective suspense. The romance is handled
by Lundigan and White in a cute and re¬
freshing manner. White sings one song,
and the Latin musical background is used
subtly but effectively. This should be quite
pleasing on the twin bills.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Lines:
“Romance And Adventure
Down Mexico Way”; “When Love Blooms
South Of The Border, And Guns Start
Roaring, Entertainment Wins”; “An Ex¬
citing . . . Romantic
Chase
Through
Mexico City.”
Ad

Romantic

The Twisted Road

drama
95m.

Estimate: Well-made drama will need
plenty of push.
Cast: Cathy O’Donnell, Farley Granger,
Howard Da Silva, Jay C. Flippen, Helen
Craig, Will Wright, William Phipps, Harry
Harvey, Marie Bryant, Ian Wolfe. Pro¬
duced by John Houseman; directed by
Nicholas Ray.
Story:
After escaping from a prison
farm in the Southwest, Farley Granger,
Howard Da Silva, and Jay C. Flippen
head for a service station run by Da
Silva’s brother, Will Wright, and Wright’s
daughter, Cathy O’Donnell. Granger wants
to reach a lawyer who may be able to
clear him. Flippen needs money to spring
his brother, and promises his sister-inlaw, Helen Craig, dhat the first big money
received will go for that purpose. Da Silva
wants money only for fast living. After
Granger and O'Donnell fall in love,
Granger joins the older pair in a success¬
ful bank robbery, but is injured in an
auto accident afterwards, and Da Silva
kills a policeman to make a getaway. The
three separate, with Granger and O’Don¬
nell marrying, and living in an out-ofthe-way tourist camp. Although hoping
for a better life eventually, Granger is
forced to do one more job, which results
in the death of Da Silva and Flippen.
Granger and O’Donnell flee, but since
O’Donnell is pregnant, the pair stop to
stay with Craig. Craig makes a deal to
free her husband by betraying Granger,
who is killed by the police as he prepares
to say good bye to O’Donnell.
X-Ray: Despite all the good things.that
can be said about this, the fact remains
that its lack of names will be a handicap,
arid the film will need strong selling. If
quality were the only determining factor
in achieving high grosses, this would be
a money film, and director Nicholas Ray
deserves kudos for his sensitive megging,
giving the film suspenseful, moving quali¬
ties and never letting the romantic story
lose its tender and pathetic mood. As the
young lovers, O’Donnell and Granger turn
in compelling performances, while Da
Silva, Flippen, and Wright are also out¬
standing. The film, based on the novel,
“Thieves Like Us,” by Edward Anderson,
includes one song, “Your Red Wagon,”
sung nicely by Marie Bryant.
Tip on Bidding: Program price.
Ad Lines:
“A Love Story You Will
Never Forget”; “A Beautiful, Compelling
Story Of Tragic Young Love”; “A Film
That Will Stun You With Its Tremendous
Impact.”

REPUBLIC
The Timber Trail
(656)

Western
with

Music
67m.
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THE
(Trucolor)

Estimate: Average western.
Cast:
Monte Hale, Lynne

Roberts,
James Burke, Roy Barcroft, Francis Ford,
Robert Emmett Keane, Steve Darrell,
Fred Graham, Wade Crosby, Eddie Acuff,
Foy Willing and the Riders of the Purple
Sage. Produced by Melville
Tucker;
directed by Philip Ford.
Story: Monte Hale, riding through town,
rescues stagecoach rider Lynne Roberts
from a gang headed by Roy Barcroft, who
is seeking control of the stage line, owned
by James Burke, Roberts’ father. Barcroft
tries to frame Roberts for murder, but
Hale outwits the culprit. Hale is hired by
Burke as the new stage driver. Barcroft
attempts to frame Burke.
An accident
occurs, and Burke is believed to be dead
although he escaped unharmed. Hale and
Burke then figure out a plan to bring
Barcroft out in the open. Eventually, the
gang is put behind bars.
X-Ray: Based on an original story by
Bob Williams, and filmed in Trucolor, this
will suffice where westerns go over. The
film offers nothing new but sustains
enough interest and generates a suffi¬
cient quota of suspense. Hampering the
film is the meagre amount of action
offered in the footage. Musical score in¬
cludes “The Timber Trail.” “When Your
Heart’s On Easy Street,” and “Nelly
Bly.”
“An Action-Packed Western
Full Of Thrills And Excitement”; “Ro¬
mance, Music, And Thrilling Adventure”;
“Monte Hale In Another Great And Ex¬
citing Western Adventure.”
Ad Lines:

20th CENTURY-FOX
Belle Starr

Melodrama
87m.

(Reissue)
Estimate: Names will help reissue.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Gene Tierney,
Dana Andrews, John Shepperd, Elizabeth
Patterson, Chill Wills, Louise Beavers, Olin
Howland, Paul Burns, Joseph Sawyer,
Joseph
Downing,
Howard
Hickman,
Charles Trowbridge, James Flavin, Charles
Middleton. Directed by Irving Cummings.
Story: The Civil War over, Gene Tier¬
ney, living in Missouri, refuses to believe
that the south has really lost. Randolph
Scott leads a renegade crew, and attracts
Tierney. When he is shot by Dana An¬
drews’ union soldiers, he is hidden by
Tierney, but is found, her home is burned,
and her brother, John Shepperd, arrested.
Shepperd and Scott escape, but the former
gives himself up. Tierney stays in the
hills with Scott, marries him, but soon
notorious killers join the gang, and a reign
of terror begins, unknown to Tierney.
When Shepperd, released from jail, is
killed, she realizes the truth, and leaves
Scott. The latter decides to pull one more
big job, and Tierney, learning of a trap,
is killed while seeking to warn him. Scott
gives himself up.
X-Ray: When originally reviewed in
The Servicesection on Sept. 3, 1941, it was
said, “On the assets side are the action,
the North vs. South, etc., while on the
other is the fact that in many spots the
name ‘Belle Starr,’ will mean little, and
Tierney is hardly the conception of a
bandit queen ... All in all, it offers ex¬
ploitation angles . . .” The three principals
are pretty big timers now, and their
names will be the most important angle
today.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “Tender In His Arms

. . .
A Fury In Action”; “ ‘Belle Starr’ . . . The
Bandit Queen”; “An Epic Of The West
. . . Ranks With The Greatest.”
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Western
71m.

Frontier Marshal
(Reissue)
Estimate: Mild reissue.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Cesar

Romero,
Nancy Kelly, Binnie Barnes, John Carradine, Edward North, Eddie Foy, Jr., Ward
Bond. Lon Chaney, Jr., Tom Tyler, ChrisPin Martin, Joe Sawyer, Del Henderson,
Si Jenks. Directed by Allan Dwan.
Story: Randolph Scott becomes marshal
of Tombstone after being manhandled by
John
Carradine’s
mob.
He
becomes
friendly with gambler Cesar Romero, who
loves Nancy Kelly, and is loved by dance
hall gal Binnie Barnes. Scott attempts to
bring Romero and Kelly together, but bad
man Joe Sawyer kills the reformed
gambler.
X-Ray: Originally reviewed in The
Servisection on Aug. 9, 1939, it was said,
“It’s a grand dualler support for most
spots” . . . Today, it’s just another western
with the names giving it the most pull.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Rip-Roaring Western”;

“Randy Scott Is Back In The Saddle”;
“Thundering Excitement As You’ve Never
Experienced Before.”

Rose Of
Washington Square

Musical

86m*

(Reissue)
Reissue will

benefit from
name draw.
Cast: Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, A1
Jolson, William Frawley, Joyce Compton,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Moroni Olson, E. E.
Clive, Charles Wilson, Hal K. Dawson,
Paul Burns, Louis Prima and orchestra.
Directed by Gregory Ratoff.
Story: Alice Fays, vaudeville partner
of A1 Jolson, breaks up the team to marry
Tyrone Power, a petty con man gone
straight. However, Power’s past catches up
with him, and he goes to Sing Sing for
five years, with Faye promising to wait.
X-Ray: When this was originally re¬
viewed in The Servisection of May 17,
1939, the film came out second best when
compared to its predecessor, “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band,” but was still rated as one
of the better musicals. Special kudos also
went to Jolson for his singing. Today, the
Jolson name can be plugged to the hilt,
and, along with Power, provides nice
marquee lustre. “California Here I Come”
and “My Man” are among the songs heard.
Estimate:

Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A1 Jolson In The Greatest

Performance Of His Career”; “A Musical
You’ll Never Forget”; “One Of The Great¬
est Musicals Of All Time Brought Back
For Your Reenjoyment.”
Melodrama
92m.

Slave Ship
(Reissue)

Estimate: Names will help reissue.
Cast: Wallace Beery, Warner Baxter,

Elizabeth Allan, Mickey Rooney, George
Sanders, Jane Darwell, Joseph Schildkraut, Arthur Hohl, Minna Gombel, Billy
Bevan, Francis Ford, J. Farrell Mac¬
Donald, Paul Hurst, Holmes Herbert, Ed¬
win Maxwell, DeWitt Jennings. Directed
by Tay Garnett.
Story: Warner Baxter, owner-captain
of one of the last outlaw slave ships, tries
to abandon the trade after he falls in love
with a southern beauty. He orders Wallace
Beery, villainous mate, to discharge the
cut-throat crew, engage a new one for
legitimate commerce. He returns to . the
ship after his wedding, and sets sail on a
new course only to find he has been
tricked. Beery, the original crew having
mutinied, seized the ship, and headed for
Africa. Once there, the blacks aboard,
Baxter is abandoned to the half-breed
slave merchant who has been cheated of

his money. Escaping after several killings,
he returns to the ship, and fights his way
to control, with the mutineers waiting for
him to relax his vigil on the return voy¬
age. Baxter, with his wife, and Mickey
Rooney, set sail for St. Helena, where
hanging by a British ship awaits him. A
battle follows, fire burns the ship, and the
crew drowns with the blacks, destroying
evidence. Baxter rescues most of them.
Later, Elizabeth Allen’s plea saves her
husband from the gallows.
X-Ray:

When

first

reviewed in The
it was said:
“There’s punch in this. It is essentially a
man’s picture with a brutal subject, pow¬
erful action. However, it has a contrast¬
ing love story and strong romantic moti¬
vation, so that women may enjoy it. The
stars give okeh performances, and the
cast was carefully selected.”
,
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Thrilling Melodrama Of
Slave Ship Days”; “One Of The Screen’s
Greatest Sea Thrillers Brought Back For
Your Reenjoyment”; “A Stellar Cast In A
Thrilling Epic Of The Sea.”
Servisection in June, 1937,

The Street With
No Name (823)

Melodrama

91m

Estimate: Very good meller.
Cast: Mark Stevens, Richard Widmark,

Lloyd Nolan, Barbara Lawrence, Ed Beg¬
ley, Donald Buka, Joseph Pevney, John
Mclntire, Walter Greaza, Howard Smith,
Joan Chandler, Bill Mauch, Sam Edwards,
Don Kohler, Roger McGee, Vincent Dona¬
hue, Phillip Pine, Buddy Wright, Larry
Anzalone, Robert Karnes, Bob Patten,
Joan Blair, Kitty McHugh, Jack Herrick,
Joe Haworth, Randy Stuart, Marion Mar¬
shall, Mike Kilian, Edmund Cobb, Johnny
Kern, Philip Van Zandt, A1 Thompson,
George Leonard, Don Jessee, Joe McTurk,
Billy Wayne, Wally Rose, Wally Scott, Kid
Wagner, Charles Tannen. Produced by
Samuel C. Engel; directed by William
Keighley.
Story: Three quick murders and a bank
robbery are committed, and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation is called in under
the supervision of inspector Lloyd Nolan.
Nolan recruits two agents, Mark Stevens
and John Mclntire, to learn the identity
of the gangsters. Stevens hangs around
the slum section, and it is not long before
he hooks up with the leader of the gang,
Richard Widmark,- who checks Stevens’
record through a connection in the FBI,
Howard Smith, and finds that he is a safe
character to take into the gang. As soon
as Stevens begins to mingle with Wid¬
mark, he reports his findings to head¬
quarters. The time is ripe for the kill
when Widmark discovers Stevens’ identity,
and arranges to have him knocked off.
Mclntire enters into the scheme, notifies
the police, and Widmark and his gang are
rounded up at the last minute. Widmark
is killed in an attempted break.
X-Ray: Based on an original screen
play by Harry Kleiner, this is hard-hitting
meller designed for the suspense and
action-craving audience. The film pulls
few punches, and emerges as a tough and
taut bit of film fare. Although the yam
offers little in originality, it has been
treated in a forceful style so as to sus¬
tain high interest.
The pace is swift,
and the dialogue delivered in a crisp,
biting style. The presence of Widmark,
fresh from his success in “Kiss Of Death,”
offers additional exploitation angles.
Tip on Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “Richard Widmark . . . More
Thrilling Than In ‘Kiss Of Death’ ”; “This
Will Thrill You With Every Action-Packed
Minute ... Don’t Miss ‘The Street With No
Name’ ”; “He Was Walking Into Sure
Death At The Hands Of A Killer . . . And
He Came Out With His Guns Smoking.”
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The Winner's Circle
(829)

Outdoor
Drama
70m.

(Polimer)
Estimate: Fair dualler.
Cast: Johnny Longden, Morgan Farley,
Jean Willes, Bob Howard, William Gould,
John Berardino, Frank Dae, Russ Conway.
Produced by Richard K. Polimer; directed
by Felix Feist.
Story: With the horse, the star of the
picture, supplying the narrative, the story
of his life unfolds, from the time of his
foaling in a Kentucky breeding farm to the
day when he made that coveted winner s
circle. He is sold to William Gould, whose
daughter, Jeane Willes, takes a personal
interest in him. Inserted throughout the
story are stock shots of famous races run
by famous horses, which bear out the hero
horse’s logic. On his first start, he tosses
jockey Johnny Longden, and runs wild.
Even Wille’s tearful pleas cannot keep
her dad from selling him to Bob Howard.
Howard, after starting him in five races,
sells him back to Willes, who has gone
into hock to buy him back. This causes a
breach between her and her dad, and the
horse realizes that he must win. Johnny
Longden agrees to ride him again, and
boots him home a winner.
X-Ray: This autobiography of a race
horse is given a novel and interesting
treatment, with the narrative and inserted
stock shots of great turf classics aiding the
documentary effect. For horse-lovers, this
is a natural, with such all time favorites
as Man O’ War, Seabiscuit, Whirlaway,
Equipoise, and many others shown in their
greatest efforts. The sepia tone is another
helpful factor, and all in all this should
find a welcome spot in the duallers.
Tip On Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “The Unforgettable Greats Of
Turfdom In An Unforgettable Picture”;
“The Greatest Horses In Turf History Run
Their Greatest Races”; “A Magnificent
Tribute To The Sport Of Kings.”

U.-INT.
Abbott And Costello
Meet Frankenstein

Comedy

83m-

Estimate: One of the better Abbott and
Costello entries.
Cast: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Lon
Chaney, Bela Lugosi, Glenn Strange,
Lenore Aubert, Jane Randolph, Frank
Ferguson, Charles Bradstreet. Produced
by Robert Arthur; directed by Charles T.
Barton.
Story: Bud Abbott and Lou Costello,
baggage clerks, receive a strange phone
call from Lon Chaney in London demand¬
ing that they refuse to deliver two crates
containing Bela “Dracula” Lugosi and
Frankenstein’s monster, Glenn Strange,
to the house of horrors owned by Frank
Ferguson. The boys discount the phone
call, and deliver the crates. Lugosi comes
to life, and revives Strange, bringing him
to a nearby island housing Lenore Aubert
and Charles Bradstreet. It is discovered
that Strange needs a more pliable brain
to continue operating, and Costello is the
target for the operation.
Meanwhile,
Chaney informs Abbott and Costello what
they are up against. The boys are lured
to the island by Aubert, and they decide
to search the house for Lugosi and Strange.
Costello meets the two monsters, but man¬
ages to get away. The climax finally comes
with another whirlwind chase which sees
Chaney and Lugosi die together, Strange
burned to death, and Abbott and Costello
getting away safely.
X-Ray: Based on an original screenplay
by Robert Lees, this rates with the better
Abbott and Costello entries, and should
account for itself okeh at the boxoffice.
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The film employs all the usual angles listed
in the book, and manages to withdraw a
high quota of laughs. Abbott and Costello
fans will be pleased as they watch their
boys go through their actions, though
most of the routines follow a familiar
formula.
Tip on Bidding: Higher A and C bracket.
Ad
Lines:
“Your Favorite Comedy
Team, Abbott And Costello, Are Back
Again In The Merriest And Funniest
Laugh Hit Of The Year”; “Don’t Miss The
Hilarious Results When ‘Abbott And Cos¬
tello Meet Frankenstein’ ”; “This Is A Film
To See Again And Again.”

Corridor Of Mirrors

Drama
96m,

(English-made)
Estimate: Above average import for the

art houses.
Cast: Eric Portman, Edana Romney,
Joan Maude, Barbara Mullen, Alan Wheatley, Bruce Belfrage, Leslie Weston. Hugh
Sinclair, Hugh Latimer, Lois Maxwell,
Mavis Villiers, Christopher Lee, John Pencrose, Valentine Dyall, Gordon MacLeod,^
Noel Howlett, Thora Hird. Produced by
Rudolph Cartier; directed by Terence
Young.
Story: Edana Romney, young socialite,
becomes intrigued by Eric Portman,
charming man of mystery. She accents an
invitation to visit his home, which turns
out to be a palatial affair, reminiscent of
the lavish splendor of the 15th century.
After becoming infatuated, she discovers
that he fancies himself reincarnated, and
believes her to be his faithless sweetheart
from a former lifetime. She is warned by a
mysterious little woman that Portman has
seduced many women before her with a
similar approach, so she flees London tak¬
ing refuge in Scotland. She returns to
London, and attends a costume ball given
by Portman in her honor. Again she re¬
pulses him and escapes his attentions. That
same night, a woman is found strangled in
Portman’s mansion, and, knowing now that
Romney will never become his wife, Portman goes to his execution silently, never
pleading a defense of any kind. Seven
years later, now a happily married woman
with three children, she learns that the
murder had been committed by the strange
little woman, who, jealous of his attentions
to Romney, had mistaken the other woman
for Romney.
X-Ray: With lavish production mount¬
ings and elegant costuming helping to
overcome a poor sound track and some
tedious stretches, this import should hold
its own in the metropolitan centers, where
it should draw some art house patronage.
Also on the credit side are the musical
score, interesting camera work, and nice
performances, with Portman carrying the
major thesping load nicely.
Ad Lines: “Who Was This Bewitching
Beauty Involved In Danger, Passion, And
Death”; “A Screen Experience You’ll
Never Forget”; “Lavish In Production . . .
Utterly Daring In Theme . . . Magnificently
Acted ... A Picture You Can Not Afford
To Miss.”

The End Of The River

Melo””““

(English-made)
(Prestige)
Estimate: Import will need selling.
Cast:
Sabu, Raymond Lovell, James
Hayter, Maurice Denham, Eva Hudson,
Milo Sperber, Nino Rossini, Bibi Ferreira,
Torin Thatcher, Nicolette Bernard, Dennis
Arundell, Andrea Malindrinos, Basil Ap¬
pleby, Esmond Knight. Produced by
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger;
directed by Derek Twist.
Story: Sabu, young Indian from the in¬
terior of Brazil, is on trial for murder, and
the story of his life is brought up to date
through telling by various witnesses.

When his family was killed by other
natives, he keeps revenge in mind. Some
time later, he is discovered injured by a
prospector, who cares for him in the hope
that he will lead him to gold deposits. He
returns to town with him, and leaves Sabu
in the care of Raymond Lovell, wealthy
storekeeper, while he goes to raise capital
in England. Sabu steadfastly refuses to re¬
veal the whereabouts of the gold, and
Lovell punishes him by sending him to a
labor camp in the interior. There he meets
Bibi Ferreira, who has been sent as
housekeeper, and, shortly after their
arrival, the inhabitants all desert the
area because of the spreading disease.
Sabu and Ferreira find work on a river
steamer, and discover that they are in
love. They get married, and are happy
until Sabu falls in with a fascist organ¬
ization working in disguise as a seaman’s
trade union. The police crack down, and
Sabu is arrested while ignorant of all
except outward appearances. After he is
released, he finds that no one will employ
him. However, after some time, he suc¬
ceeds in getting a job to unload a freighter.
A fight starts between him and another
anti-union member of the crew, and Sabu
fells his opponent. He tries to escape from
the police, but is caught. He is found inno¬
cent, and he and his wife go to the end of
the river for peace and happiness.
X-Ray: Perhaps the different type of
film fare presented here may be a sell¬
ing point. However, it should be made
clear that since Sabu is the only name
herein, and since the story at times does
tend to get involved, the exhibitor will
have to work hard to put this across. The
import has its moments of high interest,
and the subject matter and locale, too, are
unusual. However, there is not much else
that may be listed in the film’s favor.
Ad Lines: “He Was New To The Way
Of The Big City, And Therein Lay His
Ruin”; “Is Civilization Good Or Bad For
The Natural Indian Of Brazil?; Don’t Miss
The Thrilling Answer In ‘The End Of The
River’.”
Drama
109m.

Tap Roots
(Color by Technicolor)
Topnotch drama.

Estimate:

Cast: Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris
Karloff, Julie London, Whitfield Connor,
Ward Bond, Richard Long, Arthur Shields,
Griff Barnett,
Sondra Rodgers, Ruby
Dandridge, Russell Simpson. Produced by
Walter Wanger; directed by George Mar¬
shall.
Story: Immediately preceding the Civil
War, when Lincoln is elected president, the
southern states announce their intentions
of seceding from the union, except a sec¬
tion in Mississippi, owned by Ward Bond,
who gathers a few hundred men willing to
fight against odds for their independence.
Bond’s daughter, Susan Hayward, is in love
with a captain in the Confederate army,
Whitfield Connor. When war strikes, they
are forced to forsake their plans of mar¬
riage so that Connor can fight for the
southern cause. Van Heflin, newspaper
owner, has joined the fight with Bond, and
has fallen in love with Hayward. When
Hayward suffers an accident, and is de¬
clared crippled for life, Connor begins to
make love to her sister, Julie London.
London and Connor run off to be married.
Hayward shifts her love to Heflin. Under
the leadership of Connor, the Confederates
have joined forces, and are preparing for
a final capture of the territory held by
Bond. The men realize they need more
time to prepare, and Hayward tries to get
it for them by going to Connor. Bond and
his men are defeated, but Hayward returns
to Heflin to live happily together.
X-Ray: Based on the novel by James
Street, this rates with the better dramas,
and should do well at box offices through-
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out the country. The film has been dressed
in elaborate Technicolor, and has been
handled with utmost care and accuracy
resulting in a show geared for the more
discriminating audiences. The film moves
at a quick pace, and maintains a high quota
of interest. Heflin stands out. The Techni¬
color aspect has been used to good advan¬
tage, the climactic battle scene being par¬
ticularly eye-filling. This rates as better
entertainment in every respect, with good
word-of-mouth sure.

EXHIBITOR

its lack of names makes this just a fair
entry. The story is based on a James
Oliver Curwood novel.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Rip-Roaring Saga Of The
Outdoors”; “A Hearty, Exciting He-Man
Show Brought Back For Your Entertain¬
ment”; “Great Entertainment.”

FOREIGN

Tip On Bidding: Higher bracket.

“Direct From The Stirring
Pages Of A Great Novel”; “The Great And
Memorable Story Of A Woman Torn Be¬
tween Her Love and A Ruthless War”;
“Don’t Miss ‘Tap Roots’ . . . An Unforget¬
table Story.”
Ad

Lines:

WARNERS
Flowing Gold
(730)

Melodrama

82m-

(Reissue)
Estimate: Names will help fair reissue.
Cast: John Garfield, Frances Farmer,

Pat O’Brien, Raymond Walburn, Cliff
Edwards, Tom Kennedy, Granville Bates,
Jody Gilbert, Edward Pawley, Frank
Mayo, William Marshall, Sol Gross, Vir¬
ginia Sale, John Alexander. Directed by
Alfred Green.
Story: Oil worker John Garfield has
killed a company stooge in self defense
but didn’t wait to stand on trial. He has
trouble getting a job since every cop in
the country is looking for him, but a
foreman, Pat O’Brien, befriends him, and
gives him a job. O’Brien is digging a well
for Raymond Walburn, and Garfield
meets his daughter, Frances Farmer. After
a lot of squabbling, the three save the
well from oil shark Granville Bates. Gar¬
field and Farmer wind up a romantic pair,
and the two go back to face the trial for
his crime.
X-Ray: When originally reviewed in
The Servisection on Sept. 4, 1940, it was
said: “An oil story that is little different
from previous yams, of this nature, ‘Flow¬
ing Gold,’ nevertheless, has names aplenty,
and these should be played up to the hilt.”
While Farmer doesn’t mean much now,
Garfield and O’Brien will help.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Great Story Set In Great
Oil Fields”; “Romance . . . Action . . .
As Two-Fisted John Garfield and Pat
O’Brien Dig For Oil”; “A Great Outdoor
Adventure Film Brought Back For Your
Pleasure.”

God's Country
And The Woman

Outdoor

(729)

Rn^

(Reissue)
Estimate: Mild reissue.
Cast: George Brent, Beverly Roberts,
Barton MacLane, Robert Barrat, Alan
Hale, Joseph King, El Brendel, Joseph
Crehan, Addison Richards, Roscoe Ates,
Vic To tel, Bert Roach, Herbert Rawlinson. Directed by William Keighley.
Story: Playboy George Brent, associate
of a lumber company, finds himself in
the rival lumber camp of Beverly Rob¬
erts. With no food and no boat, he is
forced to bow to the will of the woman,
and work with the lumberjacks. His ident¬
ity is revealed, and he is accused of double
crossing Roberts and the men, but he helps
her win the lumber war against his
brother.
X-Ray: This was first reviewed in 1937,
when it was said, “it contains all the ele¬
ments of entertainment, including gang
fights, spectacular tree felling, log jams,
a smashing dynamiting climax.” However,
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Ireland Today

Documentary
80 m.

(Irish-American)
(Irish-made)
(Kodachrome)
Estimate: Satisfactory entry for the Irish
neighborhoods.
Cast: Michael Shannon, Julie Conway.
Directed by John H. Furbay.
Story: A group of tourists arrive in
Ireland to begin their tour. The first stop
is Dublin. A visit is also paid to a festival
where various events are progressing. The
sight-seers then begin their tour of the
rest of the country. Among the sights en¬
countered are a hurling contest, a sailboat
regatta, and a few horse shows. After a
few more days, the tourists take their
leave of the country
X-Ray: Originally produced in 16mm.
Kodachrome, this has been transferred
to 35mm. film for theatre presentation, re¬
taining the color, and stacking up as a
good
bet for the Irish-predominated
neighborhoods’. The film drips nostalgia
via its sentimental Irish ballads and its
visiting of old Irish landmarks.
Main
shortcoming lies in its lengthy running
time and its repetitious nature. This will
mean little to Irish audiences, however,
and they will undoubtedly welcome the
entry with open arms. The musical score
includes “Little Green Bonnet.” “Mv
Rainbow Rosary,” “Flying Home,” “Isn’t
It A Lovely Day,” “My Ireland,” and
“Mike O’Dea.”
Ad Lines: “The Story Of ‘Ireland To¬
day’ . . . Filmed In Breathtaking Beauty”;
“If You Crave To See The Famous Spots
Of Ireland . . . Don’t Miss This Film Of
Scenic Wonder”; “A Glorious And EyeFilling Film Of ‘Ireland Today’,”

The Illegals

Documentary
77V2m.

(Mayer-Burstyn)
(Palestinian-made)
Estimate: Documentary-type drama has
limited appeal.
Cast: Tereska Torres, Yankel Mikalowitch, and thousands of displaced persons.
Written, directed, and produced by Meyer
Levin.
Story:
Tereska Torres and Yankel
Mikalowitch, a young married couple, re¬
turn to their small town in Poland after
the war to find no one left so they head
for Warsaw. One day, Torres informs him
that she is pregnant. They decide not to
have their child there, but set out for
Palestine. They leave via the underground
routes, but, in crossing the Czech border,
Mikalowitch is picked up by the police,
and jailed. Torres waits in several cities
en route, but as her pregnancy grows
greater, she decides to leave for the Holy
Land, hoping that her husband will find
her. He is finally released, and he attempts
to pick up her trail. Following several
leads, he, too, disembarks, and finds her
on the boat. The vessel is picked up by a
British warship, and convoyed into Haifa
harbor. The pair, however, vow to event¬
ually get into the promised land.
X-Ray: This entry deserves an “A”
for effort and purpose. However, techni¬
cally it could be better since it was shot
enroute with a lack of good equipment
and lighting facilities. However, it holds
interest on high, and it presents for the
first time the real story behind the head¬

lines of the last year or two. Voices have
been dubbed in. The film will probably do
well commercially wherever interest in
the Palestine question and its peoples is
evident.
Ad Lines: “The Secret Underground To
Palestine Revealed At Last”; “The Story
Behind The Exodus From Europe To
Palestine And Its Relative Drama”; “The
Year’s Dramatic Hit.”

Lysistrata

Comedy Drama
85m.

(Distinguished)
(German-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: Mediocre German offering.
Cast: Judith Helzmeister, Paul Kemp,
O. W. Fischer, Hilde Berndt, Inge Konradi, Marie Kramer, Grandolf Buschbeck,
Paula Pfl unger. Produced by Wiener
Mundus Films; directed by Alfred Stoger.
Story: O. W. Fischer, commanding the
Athenian armies during the Spartan wars,
returns to marry Judith Helzmeister. On
the wedding night, Fischer is forced to
return to the front. This displeases Helz¬
meister, and she gathers the wives to
outline a plan which she hopes will stop
the war, that if the wives refuse to give
in to their husbands’ desires, the men
will come home to stay. Meanwhile, Paul
Kemp, a politician cashing in on the war,
promises to give the husbands a furlough.
The girls remain steadfast to their vows,
and when the men return from the wars,
they are thwarted. A few of the girls
weaken, but Helzmeister remains true.
Helzmeister’s plan seems to be succeeding,
and the men are just about ready to give
in, when the final decision comes, that the
Spartan wives have also assumed a cold
attitude to their husbands. The war ends
through mutual agreement. Kemp is ex¬
posed, and everyone is happy.
X-Ray: Based on a play by Aristophenes, famous Greek comic-dramatist,
this is a minor import which will have to
seek its main returns in the Germanpredominated sectors, and will have to
be content with lesser playing time else¬
where. Heavy emphasis on the sex angle
may help out, but the film has little else
to recommend it.
Ad Lines:
“Aristophenes’ Laugh Hit,
‘Lysistrata,’ Will Have You Roaring With
Laughter”; “Laden With Sex, And Packed
With Ribald Laughter”; “The Battle Of
The Sexes . . . Don’t Miss ‘Lysistrata’.”

Razzia

Melodrama
94m.

(Artkino)
(German-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: Good German-made offering
for the art houses.
Cast: Paul Bildt, Elli Burgmer, Walter
Gross, Agatha Poschmann, Friedhelm von
Peterson, Hans Leibelt, Klaus Holm, Harry
Frank, Nina Konsta, Heinz Welzel, Arno
Paulson. Directed by Werner Klingler.
Story: Police inspector Paul Bildt has
declared war on the black market opera¬
tions flourishing in Germany, and traces
the operations to a night club operated by
Harry Frank, featuring young singer Nina
Konsta. Klaus Holm, Bildt’s inspector, is
carrying on an affair with the singer, and
notifies her as to when Bildt is going to
pull one of his raids. Frank keeps one step
ahead of the police until Bildt discovers
that someone in his organization is tipping
them off. Frank is forced to kill Bildt be¬
cause of the latter’s suspicion. Meanwhile,
Bildt’s son, Walter Gross, has returned
home after being a prisoner of war. Not
being able to find a job, Gross meets Henz
Welzel, one of Frank’s henchmen, and
innocently takes a job helping the gang
smuggle goods into the country. Friedhelm
vcn Peterson, an honest police assistant,
begins to do a little investigating, and real¬
izes Frank and Holm are the guilty parties.
Although he is framed by Holm, von Peter-
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son clears himself, and raids Frank's night
club. With help from Gross, Frank and
the rest of the gang are picked up, Gross
being cleared of any charges.
X-Ray: This is the first German film
produced in the Russian-occupied zone of
Germany, depicting life in post-war Berlin.
In its suspense, story value, and acting
credits, the film is of merit, but in its un¬
folding, the film lacks cohesion in that
it is poorly edited. Scenes are cut abruptly,
and the film moves along at a hap-hazard
pace. Yet, the story has moments of sheer
excitement, and sustains a quota of interest.
Ad Lines: “See How A Ruthless Black
Market Ring Is Exposed In Post-War Ger¬
many’’; “For Sheer Excitement And An
Adventure
Packed With Action, See
‘Razzia’ ”; “The First German Film To
Expose Operations In Post-War Berlin.’’
Documentary

They Are Not Angels

Drama

123m.
(Siritzky International)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Estimate: Excellent French entry.
Cast: Pierre Blanchar, Raymond Bussieres, Jean Wall, Christian Bertola, Rene
Lefevre, Jeanne Crispin, Pierre Louis,
Charles Moulin, Mouloudji, Henri Nassiet,
Nic Vogel, Andrieux, Daphne Courtney,
John Howard, Pamela Sterling and Charles
Rolfe. Directed by Alexandre Esway.
Story: A group of French paratroopers
are undergoing training in Britain for in¬
vasion landings in France. The big day
arrives. They team up with French Re¬
sistance forces, and start to harry the
enemy from behind his lines. Some men
are killed, while others are captured by
the Nazis along with townspeople who
refuse to divulge the hiding place of the
French forces. Eventually, the American
troops arrive, but only a few of the orig¬
inal group remain to pay tribute to their
dead comrades.
X-Ray: One of the best films to emerge
from France, this utilizes the semi-docu¬
mentary technique. It combines an inter¬
est-holding subject with superior story¬
telling
skill,
fine
performances,
and
good rating direction. For art house audi¬
ences which won’t object to the war theme,
this should be a natural.
Ad Lines: “They Wanted To Go Home,
And Were Willing To Give Their Lives To
Do So
“A Truly Great Story About The
Liberation Of France By Its Own Citizens”;
“One Of The Immortal Films To Emerge
From France.”

MISCELLANEOUS
Killer Diller
Estimate:

Musical
Comedy
73m.

(All-American)
Okeh for the Negro spots.

Dusty Fletcher, George Wiltshire,
Butterfly McQueen, Nellie Hill, William
Campbell, Edgar Martin, Sid Easton, Gus
Smith, Jackie Mabley, Ken Renard. Pro¬
duced by E. M. Glucksman; directed by
Josh Binney.
Cast:

Dusty Fletcher answers an ad to
leplace a magician in George Wiltshire’s
variety show, and is called upon to illus¬
trate his magical prowess. Using Wiltshire’s
fiancee, Nellie Hill, as a stooge, Fletcher
makes her disappear, but can not bring
her back. Since she was wearing a precious
diamond necklace, her vanishing causes
Wiltshire plenty of grief, and he calls the
police. The cops chase Fletcher all over
the place, but during all this time the
show goes on, with Fletcher and the cods
finally racing on the stage. Fletcher goes
into the voodoo act, brings back Hill, the
necklace, and the original magician, who
turns out to be the culprit.
Story:
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X-Ray: What story there is here may
be discounted completely, since it is prac¬
tically humorless, and just a series of
pratt falls which may wear down the most
sympathetic audiences. However, the bulk
of the film is taken up with a variety
show, and despite poor camera work and
other technical imperfections, the name
value of the performers will be enough to
put this film over in the Negro neighbor¬
hoods. Apdy Kirk and his band offer a
few jazz specialties, Beverly White chirps
“I Don’t Wanta Get Married” and “That
Ain’t Nobody’s Business.” Patterson and
Jackson do some excellent song and dance
routines as well as a hilarious imitation of
the Ink Spots, and the King Cole trio
highlights the show with a few numbers,
not including “Nature Boy.” Other enter¬
tainers are Jackie Mabley, the Clark
Brothers, the Four Congarooos, and the
Varietiettes Dancing Girls.

Ad Lines: “A Thrill Every"Minute ... A
Laugh Every Second”; “A New High In
Entertainment Value”; “A Rhythmical
Funfest.”

The Shorts Parade
Two Reel
Comedy
PARDON MY LAMB CHOP. Columbia
—All Star Comedy. 17m. Gus Schilling is
impressed by a newspaper editorial asking
all to observe “Be Kind To Animals”
week, and also asking its readers to be
kind to human beings. He tries out the
kindness on salesman Richard Lane, who
is shell-shocked, and invites him in for
breakfast. Lane goes cuckoo when he
hears a whistle, and Schilling’s wife uses
a whistle to summon their dog. Events
take their course, and when the end robs
around, sanitarium attendants, who show
up for Lane, remove Schilling as the
patient. BAD. (9427).

Sport
LOUIS VS. WALCOTT. RKO. 19m.
What highlights there were in the return
engagement of Joe Louis and Joe Walcott
are caught by the camera. Even though
this has been edited so that the rounds
move quickly, there is plenty of proof that
this was definitely not the battle of the
century.
The film winds up in Louis’
dressing room, where the champ makes his
retirement
statement.
The
two
big
moments, of course, are Walcott’s knock¬
down of Louis early in the battle and the
denouement in which the Louis that
everyone will never forget unleases all
his power, and drops Walcott for the final
count of 10.
Louis is shown as the
cautious but nevertheless stalking aggres¬
sor while the challenger puts on a show
that should win the plaudits of Nijinsky
and Markova. GOOD.

One Reel
Color Cartoon
THE BEAR AND THE HARE. MGM—
Cartoons. 7m. The showshoe hare is diffi¬
cult to see in the heavy snow, and he
leads the bear a chase, outwitting him at
every turn. Despite the fact that the hare
bears a similarity to Bugs Bunny, he isn’t
as funny. FAIR.
DONALD’S DREAM VOICE. RKO —
Walt Disney Cartoon. 6m. Donald Duck is
a brush salesman who tackles his job with
vim and vigor. The duck doesn’t have too
much success, however, since nobody un¬
derstands what he is saying. Disheartened,
he buys a box of voice pills, and, to his
amazement, he begins to sound like Ronald

Colman. He sells out in short order, and,
with but one pill left, makes his way to
Daisy’s house. The pill bounces away, and
the chase is on. A cow finally swallows it,
and tells poor Donald that he doesn’t un¬
derstand him. EXCELLENT. (74118).
LITTLE BLABBERMOUSE. Vitaphone—
Blue Ribbon Hit Parade. 7m. This reissue
was first reviewed in The Servisection of
July 10, 1940, at which time it was said:
“Little Blabbermouse, a mouse who talks
and talks and talks, goes on a mouse-eye
tour of the house, with the barker, a W. C.
Fields-ish sort of personality. The gags
which bring to life a coughing cough
medicine bottle, military brushes which
dance, etc. occasionally get above the
average.” GOOD. (4307).
MIGHTY MOUSE IN THE GREEN
LINE. 20th Century-Fox—Terrytoons. Re¬
issue. 7m. When first reviewed in The
Servisection of May 31, 1944, it was said,
“A green line separates the mice from the
cats, but one of the cats decides to cross
over to catch the mice. A battle ensues, and
when things look tough, Mighty Mouse
comes to the rescue, and peace is restored.”
FAIR. (8532).
SHORT SNORTS ON SPORTS. Colum¬
bia—Color Phantasy. QVzm. This deals with
the various terms used in describing the
numerous American sports, and gags are
in order in each case as illustrations are
presented. FAIR. (9703).

Musical
MARTIN BLOCK’S MUSICAL MERRYGO-ROUND No. 3. MGM—Ray Noble
and his orchestra and Buddy Clark. 11m.
Disc jockey Block interviews Ray Noble
and Buddy Clark, and the two combine in
“I’ll Dance At Your Wedding,” “Good¬
night Sweetheart,” “Linda,” and “Seren¬
ade,” making a pleasant and entertaining
reel. GOOD. (M-983).
GENE KRUPA AND ORCHESTRA. Co¬
lumbia—Thrills Of Music.
10m. Disc
jockey Fred Robbins provides the chat¬
ter as each platter gives forth some of
drumbeater Gene Krupa’s rhythm. Among
the numbers heard are: “Bop Boogie,”
“Sabre Dance,” and “The Disc Jockey
Jump.” Vocalist Dolores Hawkins pro¬
vides the words. FAIR. (9957).
THE SATURDAY NIGHT SWING
CLUB. Vitaphone—Melody Masters. 10m.
This reissue features the Columbia Broad¬
casting System show, with Leith Stevens
and orchestra, assisted by singer Edith Dix,
swingster Bobby Hackett, his boys, and
percussionist Chauncey Morehouse.
It
should please swing fan addicts. Produc¬
tion is okeh. This was first reviewed in
The Servisection of May, 1938. GOOD.
(4807).

Novelty
HOLLYWOOD
PARTY.
Columbia Screen Snapshots. 9m. This goes back
some time to show Hollywood parties or
yesteryear, as well as those of th$ present.
Among those seen are Jimmy and Lucille
Gleason, Marie Dressier, May Robson,
Chester Morris, Johnny Mack Brown, Joan
Marsh, Monte Blue, Zasu Pitts, Thelma
Todd,
Robert
Montgomery,
Charlotte
Greenwood, Bob Burns, Irvin Cobb, Lana
Turner, Wendy Barrie, Bill Henry, Ron¬
ald Reagan, Smiley Burnette, Roy Rog¬
ers, Hugh Herbert, Hedy Lamarr, Rosa¬
lind Russell, Basil Rathbone. Janet Gaynor, Kay Francis, Jimmy Stewart, Joan
Bennett, Marlene Dietrich, Ann Sheridan,
Cesar Romero, Bob Hope, Edward G.
Robinson, and many others. GOOD. (9859).
DON’T HOOK NOW. UA. 10m. When
first reviewed in The Servisection of Jan.
(Continued on page 2423)
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OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—59m.—Republic .2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES—56m.—Monogram .2373
OLD LOS ANGELES—87m.—Republic .2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-107m.-MGM .2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
—107m.-UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL-75m.-Republic
2269
OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle-Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE-96m.-UA .2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle-Lion .
2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO .2284
OVERLAND TRAILS—58m.—Monogram .2357
P

PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia .2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA-50m.-Artkino .2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.—RKO .2248
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2335
PANHANDLE—85m.—Allied Artists .2324
PANIC—97m.—Tricolore .2296
PARADINE CASE, THE—116m.—SRO .2312
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-53m.-Monogram . 2399
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished .2335
PATIENT VANISHES, THE—76m.—Film Classics .2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
PERSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-lOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MISSION-58m.Eagle-Lion .2247
PICADILLY INCIDENT—88m.—MGM .2332
PIRATE, THE-101>/2m.-MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-1nt.2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE-86m.-Siritzky-lnt.2412
PRAIRIE EXPRESS—54m.—Monogram .2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion .2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columbia .2299
R

RACE STREET—79m.—RKO .2410
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—64m.—RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion
. 2260
RANGE RENEGADES—54m.—Monogram .2418
RAVEN, THE—90m.—Westport Int.2351
RAW DEAL—78m.—Eagle Lion . 2393
RAZZIA—94m.—Artkino .
2421
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m.-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia
.2315
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-59m.-RKO .2300
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi .2286
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eagle-Lion . 2275
Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—90m.—RKO .2389
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Lion
2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Columbia . 2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished .2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-lOlm.-U-Int. 2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbia . 2267
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL-53m.-Monogram . 2269
RIFFRAFF—80m.—RKO
. 2233
RIVER LADY—78m.—U-Int. 2391
ROAD TO RIO—100m—Paramount .2284
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild .2278
ROBIN HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram .2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71m.-Republic .2248
ROCKY—76m.—Monogram
.2339
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-99m.-Warners . 2411
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE-86m.-Lopert .2402
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA .2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-65m.-Columbia .2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .2317

ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE-86m.-20th-Fox.. .2419
ROSES ARE RED—67m.—20th-Fox .2278
ROSSINI—95m.—Best .2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m.—Artkino .2255
RUTHLESS—102m.—Eagle Lion .2363
«

SAIGON—94m.—Paramount .. 2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount .2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor
. 2253
SCUDDA-HOOI SCUDDA-HAYI—95m.—20th-Fox .2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98V2m.-U-lnt.2312
SECRF1 LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE- 108m.-RKO 2235
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR-60m.-Republic. 2401
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-81m.-U-lnt.2301
SEPIA CINDF'LELLA—70m.—Screen Guild . 2294
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO .2235
SHADOW VALLEY-58m.-Eagle-Lion .2292
SHAGGY— 7’m.—Paramount .2373
SHAKUN1 AlA—72m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2310
SHOWTIME—90m.—English Films .
2412
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia . 2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF—69m.—Monogram .2233
SHENT CONFLICT-61 m.-UA .2368
Silver RIVER-llOm.-Warners .2391
"’TTiNG JRETTY—84m.—20th-Fox .2350
SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia . 2339
16 FATHOMS DEEP—83m.—Monogram . 2409
SLAVE SHIP—92m.—20th-Fox .2419
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .2318
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners.2302
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic . 2325
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogram .2307
SMART WOMAN—93m.—Allied Artists .2357
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE—67m.—Columbia . 2259
SMUGGLERS, THE-85m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
SO EVIL MY LOVE—108Vim.—Paramount . 2400
SO THIS IS NEW YORK—79Vim.—UA .2390
SO WELL REMEMBERED—86m.—RKO .2277
SON OF RUSTY, THE-69m.-Columbia . 2231
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino . 2384
SONG OF IDAHO—66m.—Columbia . 2387
SONG OF LOVE-117m.-MGM
.2232
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artists . 2277
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram .2339
SONG OF THE THIN MAN—86m.—MGM.2232
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount .2340
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics
2260
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .2377
SPRINGTIME—76V2m.—Four Continents .2327
STAGE STRUCK—70m.—Monogram .2388
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion . 2323
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM
. 2365
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfilm .2310
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbia
2372
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-91 m.-20th-Fox.2419
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM .2348
SWAMP WATER—90m.—20th-Fox
.2237
SWEET GENEVIEVE—68m.—Columbia
2273
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-76m.-Eagle Lion .2380
SWORDSMAN, THE-81 m.-Columbia
. 2268
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—85m.—AF .2310
t

TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion . 2331
TAP ROOTS—109m -U-Int.2420
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO .2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE—71m.—MGM .2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PIPIT—81m.—U-Int.2248
TENDER YEARS, THE-81 m.-20th-Fox .2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .2316
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners
2270
THEY ARE NOT ANGELS-123m.-Siritzky-lnt.2422
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—67m.—20th-Fox .2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM .2260

Travel

The Shorts Parade
(Continued from page 2422)
13, 1943, it was said: “This includes shots
of a charity golf match played in California
with the country’s leading golfers, and, as
an added attraction, Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope. Among the golfers shown are Sam
Snead, Ben Hogan, Chick Harvard, Jimmy
Hines, Ralph Guldahl, Bob Crosby, John¬
ny Dawson, winner of the tournament, and
Byron Nelson. The appearance of Crosby
and Hope, with their usual clowning, is
what makes the reel. There is one song
by Crosby, “Tomorrow Is My Lucky Day.”
Originally in two reels, this has been edited
down to one reel for reissue purposes.”
GOOD.

Sports
NO
HOLDS
BARRED.
ColumbiaWorld of Sports. 9m. A comic wrestling
bout is covered by the cameras utilizing
Australian rules, which allow four men to
participate in each bout, limiting actual
ring presence to two men. Rules, however,
mean nothing to this quartet of bone
crushers, and many a laugh is to be found
here. Bill Stem is the commentator.
GOOD. (9808).
The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.
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COPA CARNIVAL. Universal-Interna¬
tional—Variety Views. 10m. A quick cov¬
erage of Rio de Janeiro shows some of the
localites at the year-round beach, the
famous mosaic paved walk, some of the
modern buildings, and, finally, the annual
Copacabana carnival, where the folks really
raise the roof for days before the lenten
season. FAIR. (3345).

Too Late To Classify
Features

Deep Waters (821)
Estimate:

(20th Century-Fox)
Pleasant drama has names to

attract.
Cast:
Dana Andrews, Jean Peters,
Cesar Romero, Dean Stockwell, Anne
Revere, Ed Begley, Leona Powers, Mae
Marsh, Will Geer, Bruno Wick, Cliff Clark,
Harry Tyler, Raymond Greenleaf. Directed
by Henry King; produced by Samuel G.
Engel.
Story:
Jean Peters, Maine welfare
worker, breaks off her engagement with
lobsterman Dana Andrews because he
won’t leave the sea for a safer occupation.
Later, she returns to duty, and places
Dean Stockwell, an orphan of the state,
with Ann Revere. She is determined to

THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm .
2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM .2332
THUNDERHOOF—77m.—Columbia
2409
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO
2325
TIMBER TRAIL, THE-67m.-Republic
2418
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-109m.-UA . 2401
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348
T-MEN—91m.—Eagle Lion
2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE-85m.-Times
2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbia .. . 2316
TO THE VICTOR—101m.—Warners . 2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox
.
2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion
2339
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild .
2318
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbia
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE-126m,-Warners
2308
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—44m —Artkino .
2413
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO
2312
TWISTED ROAD, THE-95m.-RKO
2418
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia 2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg
2310
TYCOON—128m.—RKO . 2293
U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount
.
2253
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS-70m.-Republic .
2389
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-65m.-Republic .
2300
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60Vam.-RKO . 2236
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE—101m.—MGM . 2232
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warners . 2254
UP IN CENTRAL PARK-87m.-U-lnt. 2402
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt.2273
V

VALLEY OF THE GIANTS-78m.-Warner* .2375
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE-77m.—UA . 2402
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE-103m.-Warners. 2309
VOLPONE—105m.—Siritzky-Int. 2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int. 2335
W
WALLFLOWER—77m.—Warners .
2394
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT-63m.-Paramount . 2388
WEST OF SONORA—55m.—Columbia .
2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO .
2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—Astor .
2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion . 2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL—68m.—Columbia .
2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-41 m.-Screen Guild . 2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE-75m.-Paramount . 2260
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS—54m.—Columbia . 2399
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle-Lion . 2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE-62m.-Weiss
M41
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN (Laff-Time-Part 2)50m.—UA . 2390
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS-95m.-Film Rights Int. 2392
WILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic . 2261
WILD HARVEST—92m.—Paramount . 2234
WILD HORSE MESA-61 m.-RKO
2285
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-61m.-Film Classics .2387
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino . 2296
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-70m.-20th-Fox. 2420
WINTER MEETING—104m.—Warners . 2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int.
2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners . 2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia
2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt. . 2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM
22*3
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-68m.-Columbia
2328
Y
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox . 2326
Z

ZYGMUNT KOIOSOWSKI —79m.—Artk I no

2286

wean him away from the sea, where his
father and uncle perished. One day, An¬
drews and his partner, Cesar Romero, find
Stockwell raiding one of their lobster
storage spots, befriend him, and offer him
a job on their boat Saturdays. At first,
Peters agrees, but when she learns of
another drowning of a local fisherman, she
forbids Andrews to take Stockwell out.
The latter decides to run away, and steals
a camera from the drugstore to raise
some money. He is caught, and is sent off
to reform school after making Peters and
Revere promise not to tell Andrews what
happened. The latter, however, learns
what has happened, and is determined to
adopt the boy. His petition is granted by
the court, with the support of Revere,
Peters, and others, and they head for
home.
X-Ray: A pleasant entry that should
please most audiences, this has a quiet
story, good performances, an interest¬
holding pace, and efficient direction. While
it won’t prove a record-breaker, it should
give a pleasing account of itself. The film
is based on the novel, “Spoonhandle,” by
Ruth Moore.
Tip on Bidding: Fair program price.
Ad Lines: “Was His Love For The Sea
Greater Than His Love For The Woman
He Loved”; “He Had To Choose Between
The Sea And The Woman He Loved”; “A
Thrilling Story Of A Lobsterman And
His Loves.”
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*
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—
83m.—U-Int.
.
2420
ADVENTURE ISLAND—67m.-Paramount
2244
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO—75m.—Columbia . 2355
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagle Lion
2347
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-102m.Warners .2341
ALBUQUERQUE—90m.—Paramount .2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM . 2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int. 2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL—64m.—Republic
2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners .2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President .2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram .2324
ANNA KARENINA-111 m.-20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-106Vjm.-U-lnt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners
2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners .2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH-119V2m.-UA . 2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m.-U-lnt. .2358
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-63m.-RKO .2365
ARNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM
2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-63m.-20th-Fox . 2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER—66m.—Eagle Lion .2380
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO
.
2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners .2249
BAD SISTER—90m.—U-Int.2411
BAMBI—71m.—RKO
2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON—59m.—Republic . 2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert . 2309
BELLE STAR—87m.—20th-Fox .*.2419
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO . 2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia .2379
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram . 2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.- Rank
2278
BEYOND GLORY—82m.—Paramount . 2410
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film . 2280
B.F.'s DAUGHTER—108m.—MGM . 2331
BIG CITY—103m.—MGM . 2364
BIG CLOCK, THE—95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG PUNCH, THE—80m.—Warners . 2402
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.-Paramount .2283
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—62m.—Paramount .2400
BILL AND COO—61 m.—Republic . 2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—108m.—RKO . 2284
BLACK BART—80m.—U-Int. . 2329
BLACK GOLD—89m.—Allied Artists . 2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion . 2323
BLACK NARCISSUS—89m.—U-Int.2295
BLIND DESIRE—88m.—Discina Int. 2412
BLONDE ICE—73m.—Film Classics .2394
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle-Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia .2253
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia . 2291
BLONDIE'S REWARD—67m.—Columbia .2387
BLUE VEIL, THE—91 m.—Cohn
2262
BOB AND SALLY—71 m.—Social Guidance .2413
BODY AND SOUL—104m.—UA . 2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino . 2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic . 2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO . 2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram
2268
BOY! WHAT A Gl RL-69m.-Screen Guild . 2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.—MGM . 2348
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—65m.—RKO . 2388
BROTHERS, THE-90m.-U-Int . 2390
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER—55m.—Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65m.Columbia
2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-80m.-Screen Guild . 2236
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion .2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.
2295
C
CAGED FURY—60m.—Paramount
2339
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND—63m.—Republic
2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110V2m.-20th-Fox
2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON—61 m.—Republic
2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57'/2m.—Monogram . 2356
CANON CITY—82m.—Eagle Lion. 2417
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—92m.—U-Int. 2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-20th-Fox . 2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion
2247
CARNEGIE HALL—134m.—UA
2238
CARSON CITY RAIDERS-60m.-Republic . 2400
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int. 2350
CASS TIMBERLANE—117m.—MGM
2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-82m.-Superfilm
2309
CHALLENGE, THE-68m.-20th-Fox
2333
CHECK YOUR GUN$-55m-Eagle-Lion
2283
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion
2292
CHINESE RING, THE-67m.-Monoqram
2300
CHRIST, THE KING—75m.—Barry-Simpex . 2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90m.—UA
...
2270
CITIZEN SAINT-68m.-Elliott .2413
CLOSE-UP—76m.—Eagle Lion
2372
COBRA STRIKES, THE-62m.-Eagle Lion
2387
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91m.-Dlstinguished
2377
CORONER CREEK—90m.—Columbia .
2409
CORRIDOR OF MlRRORS-96m.-U-lnt.
2420
COUNTERFEITERS, THE-73m.-20th-Fox
2410
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—105m.—Film Rights Int.
2359
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CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia . 2267
CROSSED TRAI LS—53m.—Monogram .2381
CROSSFIRE—85m.—RKO
2234
CRUSADES, THE—126m.—Paramount . 2400
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
0
DAISY KENYON—98'/2m.-20th-Fox .2294
DAMNED, THE—104m.—Discina Int. . 2391
DANGEROUS YEARS-62m.-20th-Fox . 2301
DARK PASSAGE-106m.-Warners
2249
DATE WITH JUDY, A-l 12'/2m.-MGM.2417
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer .2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor .2384
DEAR MURDERER—90m.—U-Int. 2391
DEEP VALLEY—104m.—Warners
2240
DEEP WATERS—85m.—20th-Fox
.2423
DESIGN FOR DEATH—48m.—RKO
2325
DESIRE ME—91m.—MGM .
2257
DEVIL SHIP—62m.—Columbia .2291
DEVIL'S CARGO—61m.—Film Classics
2355
DEVIL'S ENVOYS, THE—118m.—Superfilm
2249
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO
2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS—96m.—Artkino . 2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.-Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A-105m.-U-lnt. 2308
DOWN TO EARTH—101m.—Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70'/2m.—Screen Guild .2236
DREAM Gl RL—85m.—Paramount . 2388
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-84m.-Films Int.
of America .2392
DRIFTWOOD—88m.—Republic . 2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox
2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.-Monogram
2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-Allied Artists .2379
S
EACH DAWN I DIE-84m.-Warners . 2254
EASTER PARADE—103m.—MGM . 2399
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int.2279
EMPORER WALTZ, THE-106m.-Paramount
.2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
END OF THE RIVER, THE-80m.-U-lnt.2420
ESCAPE—78m.—20th-Fox .2401
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners
2278
ETERNAL MELODIES-95m.-Grandi .2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int. 2309
EXILE, THE—91m.—U-Int. .2270
EXPOSED—59m.—Republic . 2254
f
FABULOUS JOE, THE-See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic . 2277
FANNY—123m.—Sir itzky-Int. 2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES-94m.-Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m.—Siritzky-lnt.
2341
FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN'-78m.-U-lnt. 2411
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-64m.-Alexander .2351
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-93m.-RKO .2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG—60m.—Astor .2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners .2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61 m.-Eagle-Llon
2283
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL-95m.-Classic
2412
FLAME, THE—97m.—Republic
.2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FLOWING GOLD-82m.-Warners
2421
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .2299
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—116m.—Paramount . 2410
FOREVER AMBER—140m.—20th-Fox
2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOUR FACES WEST-90m.-UA .2390
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117'/2m.—20th-Fox
2257
FRENCH LEAVE—64m.—Monogram .2373
FRIC-FRAC—90m.—Oxford .2412
FRIEDA-98m.-U-Int.
. 2240
FRONTIER AGENT—56m.—Monogram . 2399
FRONTIER MARSHAL—71m.—20th-Fox .2419
FUGITIVE, THE—99m.—RKO
2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-93m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY PREE-73m.-RKO
.2234
FUR1A—89m.—Film Classics .2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox
2367

G
GALLANT LEGION, THE-88m.-Republic ..2401
GANGSTER, THE—84m.—Allied Artists .2260
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion
.
. 2246
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-68m.-20th-Fox .2410
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic
2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide
.2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-118m.-20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell
2262
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-89m.-20th-Fox 2394
GLAMOUR Gl RL—68m.—Columbia
2307
GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN-71m.-Warners 2421
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount . 2233
GOOD NEWS—92m.—MGM
. 2292
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox
2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artkino . 2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET—141m.—MGM
2268
GREEN FOR DANGER—93m.—Eagle Lion
. 2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox . 2382
GUN LAW—60m.—RKO
. 2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monogram . 2316
GUNS OF HATE—62m.—RKO
2388
H

HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA . 2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox . 2333
HATTER'S CASTLE—100m.—Paramount .2373
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion
2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount . 2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN—71m.—Eagle Lion . 2299
HEART OF VIRGINIA—60m.—Republic .
2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS-See Montana Mike
HENRY IV—92 m.—Super film .
2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS-86m.-Columbia
2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff Time-Part l)-50m.UA .2374
HIGH TIDE—71m.—Monogram . 2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM . 2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int.
2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild
2236

HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM .2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox
2237
HUNGRY HILL—94m.—U-Int. 2270
HUNTED, THE—83m.—Allied Artists .2331

I
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners . 2334
I, JANE DOE—85m.—Republic .2389
I LOVE TROUBLE-94m.-Columbia .2307
I REMEMBER MAMA-134m.-RKO .2358
I WALK ALONE—98m.—Paramount . 2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-96m.-20th-Fox . 2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—Le Large—E.C.D. 2334
IF WINTER COMES—97m.—MGM . 2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO . 2332
ILLEGALS, THE—77'/2m.—Mayer-Burstyn
2421
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic . 2366
INTERMEZZO—70m.—SRO . 2278
INTRIGUE—90m.—UA . 2301
INVISIBLE WALL, THE-73m.-20th-Fox
. 2263
IRELAND TODAY—80m.—Irish-American
2421
IRON CURTAIN, THE-87m.-20th-Fox . 2389
IT HAD TO BE YOU-98m.-Columbia
2267

J
JASSY—96m.—U-Int.2334
JENNY LAMOUR—102 m.—Vog .2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners .
2286
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-65m.-Monogram 2317
JINX MONEY—68m.—Monogram . 2399
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72m.Monogram .2233

K
KEY WITNESS—67m.—Columbia
.2253
KILLER DILL-71 m.-Screen Guild
. 2237
KILLER DILLER—73m.—All American
2422
KILLER McCOY—102m.—MGM .2276
KING OF THE BANDITS-65m.-Monogram . 2268
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—60m.—Republic .2401
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327

l
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)92m.—Superfilm .
2279
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .2371
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robbin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL—56m.—Columbia .2315
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.-Columbia .2259
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO
.2300
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—67m.—20th-Fox .2349
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86V2m.U-Int.2375
LIFE WITH FATHER-118m.-Warners
2240
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic .2367
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle-Lion .2271
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-68m.-Columbia ... 2267
LONG NIGHT, THE-96m- RKO
.2235
LOST MOMENT, THE-88'/2m.-U-Int. 2270
LOST ONE, THE—80m.—Columbia . 2371
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram
2293
LOVE FROM A STRANGER-81 m.-Eagle Lion . 2275
LOVER'S RETURN, A-96'/2m.-Westport-lnt. 2327
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grandi . 2279
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.-Artkino
. 2334
LULU BELLE-87m.-Columbia
2417
LURED—See Personal Column.
LYSISTRATA-85m.-Distinguished .2421
M

MAD WEDNESDAY—89m.—UA
2239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic . 2340
MAGIC TOWN—103m.—RKO .2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Repub!ic .2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN-88m.-RKO
2269
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON-79m.-U-lnt. 2414
MAN FROM TEXAS—71m.—Eagle Lion .2363
MAN OF EVIL—89m.—UA .2333
MAN OF THE SEA- 82m.—Hoff berg . 2335
MARCO VISCONTI —109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARIUS—125m.—Siritzky Int.2392
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox . 2269
MARKED WOMAN-81 m.-Warners .
2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-Republic
2236
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .2315
MATING OF MILLIE, THE-87m.-Columbia . 2347
MEET ME AT DAWN-89m.-20th-Fox . 2358
MELODY TIME—75m.—RKO . 2394
MERTON OF THE MOVIES-81m.-MGM
2232
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—79m.—Monogram .2418
MICKEY—87m.—Eagle Lion .2409
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS-90m.-Distinguished . 2262
MIKADO, THE—90m.—U-Int. .2391
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—105m.—20th-Fox
2411
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A-See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artkino
2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO . 2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classics . 2364
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—123m.—UA
2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)-96m.-UA. 2239
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS-107m.-20th-Fox
2237
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO . 2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m.—SRO .2367
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .*.2384
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE-83m.-Mage .2241
MY DOG RUSTY—67m.—Columbia .2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE-85m.-Kline-Levin .2257
MY GIRL TISA—95m.—Warners .2326
MY WIID IRISH ROSE-101 m.-Warners
2302
MYSTERY IN MEXICO-66m.-RKO .2418
N

NAKED CITY—95m.—U-Int. 2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int. . 2285
NIGHT SONG—101 m.—RKO
2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-11 lm.-20th-Fox . 2263
NINOTCHKA—110m—MGM
2276
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—75m.—Eagle Lion .2417
NOT GUILTY—94m.—}.elarge-Ariane .2392
OCTOBER MAN, THE-85m.-Eagle Lion

2355

(Continued on page 2423)

n he running time* carried in theae listings represent the lateat corrected times of each feature
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Rebecca —L. Oliver, J. Fontaine (Reissue)
The Paradine Case— G. Peck, Valli, A. Todd
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Blonde Ice—L. Brooks, R. Page
Sofia—G. Raymond, S. Gurie
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SK THE THEATREMEN
WHO PLAYED IT IN
LOS ANGELES (5 theatres day-and-date!)...
NEW YORK...CLEVELAND...N
DENVER... INDIANAPOLIS... SALT LAKE CITY...
WASHINGTON... OAKLAND... SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
...OKLAHOMA CITY...and all the other great
engagements across the board, big a

The

Trade Press
Called the Turn!

“IT SHOULD PILE UP
INTERESTING GROSSES"
(Film Daily)

"Vivid, uncompromising
(M. P. Daily)
drama'
*
RANK presents

r\i.um\nvL • JEAN KENT • JOAN GREENWOOD
ICHARD ATTENBOROUGH with FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN• BASIL SIDNEY
Produced by MURIEL end SIDNEY BOX • Directed by BERNARD KNOWLES
e! The Men Within” by GRAHAM GREENE • Screenplay by MURIEL and SIDNEY BOX

SIDNEY BOX PRODUCTION • AN EAGLE LIOlT FILMS RELEASE
*By arrangement with the Boulting Brothers

"Marked by topflight
performances"
(Exhibitor)
"Should endear it to
action-loving audiences!"
(M. P. Herald)

'.. - - * ' j

GOSH!
AN
BA5TBE
fAftAVe
in t/uiyf
That’s what the cops
at 45th Street and
Broadway are saying as
crowds of people block
BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

traffic at Loew’s State

THE MOST IMPORTANT
ENGAGEMENT

Theatre to see M-G-M’s

IN THE HISTORY OF

presentation of Irving
Broadway at 45th Street

Berlin’s

"EASTER
ST/te fyfol/cl ^Pienuebe

TU Happie*t

Modi if

IRVINC BERLIN’S

EASTER
PARADE
Starring

PARADE.” New rec¬

NOW PLAYING

ords! New box-office

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S

JUDY GMD-ffiD AMKE
miM-Mim
COLOR BY

lines never before wit¬
nessed in the 27-year
Screen Play by Sidney Sheldon, Frances Goodrich and Albert I
Original Story by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett

history of this theatre!

Lyrics and Music by
IRVING BERLIN
Directed by
CHARLES WALTERS

Musical Numbers Directed
ROBERT ALTON
Produced by
ARTHUR FREED

'EASTER PARADE' is launc
ing Loew’s State as the hon
.......

of important pictures. The bo>
certainly picked a humdinger!
—N. Y. World -Telegra
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THE PARADE THAT WILL
SOON SPAN THE NATION!
No promise is too great to make! No effort too
big to promote it! Here is what the N.Y. critics say:
’'This M-G-M production is a joy.”
—Howard Barnes, N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
” 'EASTER PARADE’ is a whale of a musical comedy.”
—Eileen Creelman, N.Y. SUN
"A show that has everything... the top screen musical of the year
...this one should headline Loew’s State for a long, long time.”
—Rose Pelswick, N.Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN
''Just what the moving picture shoppers have been looking for
these many years.”

—Kate Cameron, N.Y. DAILY NEWS

" 'EASTER PARADE’ has everything. Beauty, tunes, color and
fabulous production.”

—Lee Mortimer, N. Y. DAILY MIRROR

"Joyful musical... a wealth of entertainment... audience in gales

M-G-M
LEADS THE
BOX-OFFICE
PARADE
19481

of laughter.”

—Irene Thirer, N.Y. POST

''A bang-up show . . . for solid entertainment . . . far and away the
best buy in town.”

—N. Y. STAR

'A major event. . . more than your money’s worth.”

— N.Y. MORNING TELEGRAPH
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Today, Philadelphia thrills to two great events. Sharing the excitement of the Democratic

National Convention, Walter Wanger’s Technicolor triumph, “Tap Roots,” today has its gala World
Premiere at the Goldman Theatre, with day-and-date premieres throughout the territory.
Personal appearances by a Hollywood cavalcade, headed by Van Heflin, Julie London, Boris
Karloff and Richard Long, are launching Philadelphia’s most important motion picture event in
many years.
A thousand leading correspondents of the nation’s press and radio, covering the Convention,
took time out to attend a special midnight preview of “Tap Roots”. . .Top national radio programs
are saluting the world premiere of “Tap Roots” over ABC, NBC and Mutual networks. Full page
national magazine and newspaper ad tie-ups with Chesterfield, General Electric and Lux have been
timed for the premiere.
It all adds up to tremendous selling power for “Tap Roots” when it plays your house!

Compared with "G. W.T.W.” by Trade Press!
Front-paged in MOTION PICTURE DAILY: "One for the

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

money—and plenty of it. A big show handled in a big

essence of screen entertainment. One of the biggest

way, this attraction is one of the most ambitious since

pictures of the year. Done on a grand scale... a real

'Gone With the Wind.' Handled with scope and sweep...

spectacle that

to entertain and hold audiences in substantial number."

Audiences will remember it a long time."

justly

REVIEW: '"Tap

Roots'

the

deserves the adjectives 'big.'
•

•
Featured in FILM DAILY: "Should attract a large audi¬
ence. Grand scale stuff in fine Technicolor that pulsates
with action. Powerful... told with sweep and vigor.
More than fair comparison with 'Gone With the Wind.'"

•

BOXOFFICE: "Should result in top takes in all bookings.
Sure to please. Plenty of red meat for disciples of both
torrid romance and hard-hitting action."
•

VARIETY: "High romance, color tensing, sex implica¬
tions and

MOTION PICTURE HERALD: "Top grade. Solid mer¬
chandise, commercially. Excellent. Not

broad action will

give

it ticket-window

attention."

since 'Gone

With the Wind' has Hollywood dealt with the Civil

THE EXHIBITOR: "Top notch. Should do well at box-

War theme to such dramatic and pictorial advantage."

offices throughout the country."

WALTER WANGER Presents

VAN HEFLIN • SUSAN HAYWARD in

TAP ROOTS tolor by'Tec/lWC^r
with BORIS KARLOFF • JULIE LONDON • WARD BOND • RICHARD LONG
And Introducing WHITFIELD CONNOR
Screenplay by ALAN LE MAY

1

is

Directed

by

.

Additional Dialogue by LIONEL WIGGAM

GEORGE MARSHALL

A GEORGE MARSHALL

p.rodugtion

•

•

•

From the Novel by JAMES STREET

Produced by WALTER WANGER

PICTURES, Inc.

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

should be one of the top grossing pictures of all times!
BOB O'DONNELL
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ALTHOUGH changing “Letter To Three
Wives” to “Three Wives” is a break for
the marquee changers, it effectively pre¬
vents any tieup with the Post Office
Department.
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A THEATRE was recently opened in the
mid-west because a farmer once drove to
a nearby town, and received a parking
ticket. Quite irritated, as a result, he en¬
couraged building a new town, and this
finally wound up with a theatre, a natural
result.

The NCA-2Dlh-Fux Plan

★

JUDGING from the radio broadcast, the
televised account, and the two-reeler, the
recent Louis-Walcott must have been three
different bouts.

★

ONE COMPANY reveals to its stockholders
that it is the defendant in 52 different
anti-trust actions, one, presumably, for
every week in the year.

★
CONSIDERING the business being done by
the 16-year-old “Bring ’Em Back Alive”,
the slogan could read: “Bring ’Em Back
Alive And Older But Bring ’Em Back”.

★
IT WON’T BE LONG before a television
set is part of the standard equipment of
a manager’s office, just to keep an eye on
how the “opposition” is doing.

★
THE DRIVE-IN really has arrived. When
Chester Gould, who draws the famous
comic strip, decided to incorporate one
into “Dick Tracy”, it marked a new high
for drive-in publicity. Who knows, driveins
may
yet
become
as
famous
as
“Shoulders” or “Gravel Gertie” or “B. O.
Plenty”?

★

DRIVE-IN development of the week is a
dining patio, where patrons may eat, and
still see the picture.
—H. M. M.

INDEX
Vol. 40, No. 10

Disclosure that already one Allied unit, the New Jersey body,
is friendly toward the conciliation plan recently adopted by North
Central Allied and 20th Century-Fox should give the whole idea
impetus. Furthermore, the fact that a non-Allied body. The Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners Association, covering the New York City
metropolitan area, also welcomes the idea is encouraging.
Known as the Minneapolis plan, the system provides for the
appointment of three exhibitor leaders to hear all complaints,
except those of a personal nature, which might arise in dealings by
20th Century-Fox in the Minneapolis area, if, in their opinion, a
case is established. From there on, the pattern is established to
iron out all disputes coming under the plan.
The workings of the system will be watched with interest.
This is not the first time that attempts have been made between
distributors and exhibitors to iron out disputes, but it is the initial
announcement of its kind since the U. S. Supreme Court decision
in the equity case, and, therefore, highly important.
It would seem that Andy Smith, Jr., the 20th Century-Fox
sales chief, has sold his company on the principle of keeping out
of litigation, and avoiding possible lawsuits. It also proves that in
the final analysis, customers are customers, and the best way to
keep them customers is to try to deal with them as businessmen,
not as plaintiff or defendant.

Bennie Berger, NCA head, is also to he commended for his
sincerity in allowing the plan to he inaugurated.
The eyes of the industry will he on the Minneapolis plan, or,
should we say, the Minneapolis experiment. It is to be hoped that
it will be successful, and that it may eventually result in adoption
hv other distributors, as well.
Who knows, the day of the lawyers may he coming to an end.
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E. D. MARTIN, THE LATE ROY E. MARTIN, SR., AND ROY MARTIN, JR., ARE HERE SEEN IN A RECENT POSE BEFORE THE VETERAN FILM MAN'S DEATH.

Roy Martin Sr.’s Spirit Lives On
Jn True Southern Style, His Sons Carry On The Plans Of A Great Showman

T

C.

L.

Patrick

is

assistant

to

E.

D.

Martin

and

secretary-treasurer, Martin Theatres Corporation.
The

8

circuit is

proud

of

its

youthful executives.

HE history of the motion picture in¬
dustry is studded with the stories of
independent theatremen who came
into this business when it was in the
nickelodeon stage, and helped develop it
into the great industry that it is today.
One of these men was R. E. Martin.
Horn on a farm in Harris County, Ga., he
left for work at various jobs, finally land¬
ing in Chattanooga, Tenn., with a furni¬
ture company. Here he deprived himself
of many necessities, and saved the cash
that enabled him to enter the real estate
business in Columbus, Ga., where he soon
began his first theatre, the old Bonita, in
1912.
He rapidly became fascinated with show
business, and his circuit grew step by step
with the growth of the industry. He was
a showman in the full sense of that word.
He loved large diamonds, flashy autos,
and always conducted himself in the
same colorful manner. It almost seemed
fitting indeed that he should be returning

from the largest and most spectacular of
all shows, the New Orleans Mardi Gras,
when he met his death in a plane crash
on Feb. 11, 1948.
The Martin Circuit, celebrating its 36th
anniversary, now consists of more than
100 theatres in Georgia, Alabama, Florida,
and Tennessee plus vast real estate hold¬
ings throughout the southeast. E. D. and
Roy, Jr., Martin’s two sons, entered the
business with their dad in 1940, and
under his close supervision became well
grounded in the business. During the last
two years of his life, Martin gave them
full operation, acting only in an advisory
capacity himself.
E. D. and Roy, Jr., are determined to
continue the progress of their business in
the Martin tradition. Just recently, they
announced a combined construction pro¬
gram totalling two million dollars. With
the spirit of R. E. Martin behind them,
there is little doubt that they will maki
good, in spades.—Ben Belsham.
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J. O. Hoover, general manager, Martin Realty interests; Roy Martin, Jr., and

Johnny Harrell, seen here in a happy mood, is the chief buyer and booker

Frank Brady, property manager, meet for a

for the circuit.

confab on

drive-in theatres.

He has been with the Martin organization for

15 years.

The corporation's $2,000,000 construction program is discussed by purchas¬

A district managers meeting in Columbus, Ga., finds G. Goldwire, Mauk,

ing agent V. D. Warren, E. D. Martin, John Mauk, chief engineer, and Patrick.

I. Taylor, E. D. Martin, Patrick, Harrell, M. Bates, N. Morgan, and Warren.

This

story parking ramp for the convenience of the employes and visitors.

is the home

building

is
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Martin Theatres Corporation

every

respect,

air-conditioned,

in Columbus.
and

has

a

The
four-

The

entire set up covers a whole city block, and is a most attractive structure.
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Skouros Heads
Nation's Earners
Washington—Charles P. Skouras, Na¬
tional Theatres president, led the nation’s
salary earners in 1946 with $985,300, the
Treasury
Department
announced
last
week. Skouras also ran first the year
before with $417,517.
Skouras’ earnings included $855,300 from
National Theatres and $130,000 from Fox
West Coast Agency. Skouras was fol¬
lowed by William Wyler, who did Sam
Goldwyn’s “The Best Years Of Our Lives,”
with $432,000. Bing Crosby drew $325,000
from Paramount, and Betty Grable topped
the feminine division with $299,333 from
20th Century-Fox. Earnings for the film
personalities do not include earnings from
investments or other sources not listed as
compensation.
Also drawing top salaries were:
Harry Tugend—$153,000 from Para¬
mount and $100,000 from Goldwyn; George
Sanders—$100,000 from Oakmont Pictures
and $85,833 from Mars Film.
Phil Berg—Bert Allenberg, Inc.-—Bert
Allenberg, $112,741.82; Phil Berg, $112,661.78; Chaplin Studios—Charles Chaplin,
$119,000;
Empire
Productions — Hunt
Stromberg, $150,000; Enterprise Produc¬
tions—Charles Einfeld, $78,000; Famous
Artists—Charles K. Feldman, $126,941; Fox
Intermountain—F. H. Ricketson, Jr., $119,297; Fox Midwest—Elmer Rhoden, $119,445.
Samuel
Goldwyn
Productions—Dana
Andrews, $182,233; Sylvia Fine, $133,929;
Cary Grant, $278,125; Howard Hawks,
$250,000; Danny Kaye, $133,929; Henry
Koster, $125,000; David Niven, $194,000;
Robert Sherwood, $208,000; Loretta Young,
$186,667.
Lexington Productions—Barbara Stan¬
wyck, $100,000; Mark Productions—Jules
Dassin, $85,000; Barry Fitzgerald, $83,333;
the late Mark Hellinger, $156,000; Mars
Film—Jack Chertok, $153,200; Louis Hay¬
ward, $86,250; Hedy Lamarr, $279,800;
Oakmont Pictures—Charles Coburn, $100,000; Hal Roach Studios—William Bendix,
$163,811; Andy Russell, Inc.—Andy Rus¬
sell, $121,437; United States Pictures—
Gary Cooper, $200,000; Fritz Lang, $178,125; Vanguard Films—Neil Agnew, $131,658; Joseph Cotten, $121,104; William
Dieterle, $204,375; Mervyn Leroy, $118,333; Ginger Rogers, $84,478; Dore Schary,
$291,462; Allan Scott, $145,292; Shirley
Temple, $135,542.
Paramount—Lewis Allen, $79,500; Bar¬
ney Balaban, $159,000; Edmund Beloin,
$85,750; Claude Binyon, $122,500; Edward
Bracken, $96,249; Charles Brackett, $116,792; Frank Butler, $102,625; Roland Cul¬
ver, $84,271; Marlene Dietrich, $100,000;
John Farrow, $122,792; Y. Frank Freeman,
$132,500; Tay Garnett, $150,000; Henry
Ginsberg,
$220,000;
Paulette
Goddard,
$118,589; Leonard Goldenson, $85,000; Bob
Hope, $275,000; Paul Jones, $92,900; Austin
Keough, $85,000; Milton Krims, $84,708;
Alan Ladd, $212,000; Dorothy Lamour,
$175,083; Sidney Lanfield, $117,813; Mitch¬
ell Leisen, $192,737; Kenneth MacGowan,
$89,417; Fred MacMurray, $150,000; George
Marshall, $159,000; Ray Milland, $229,167;
C. M. Reagan, $81,482; Sol Siegel, $77,083;
Betty Hutton Thornburg, $164,500; Bowen
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Television Newsreel
Causes Cancellation
SALT LAKE CITY—A local man¬
ager last fortnight cancelled out his
Fox Movietone Newsreel because he
declared that it contained scenes that
had been shown on a local television
program five days before the film was
to be released at the Utah, Charles
Pincus, manager.
The newsreel depicted scenes at the
Repub'ican national convention. Man¬
ager Pincus explained that they had
been shown on local video programs
two days after the convention closed,
and five days before he1 was to show
them. He declared that companies dis¬
tributing newsreels to theatres must
realize that television is becoming a
competitor in some areas.
In Salt Lake City, there are only
approximately 500 television sets in
homes at present, but downtown stores
show television programs in their
windows. Pincus says he “catches”
them all and that many of his regular
patrons are in the crowds grouped
around the downtown sets.

Bonded Joins NFS List
New York—Bonded Film Storage Com¬
pany, Inc., 1600 Broadway, has been ap¬
pointed the representative of National Film
Service, Inc., for the Greater New York
City Exchange Territory, effective im¬
mediately, it was announced last week by
William J. Clark, executive vice-president,
National Film Service. Bonded Film Stor¬
age maintains four huge centrally located
warehouses in New York City, serviced
daily by its own fleet of trucks. It also has
complete exchange facilities for physical
handling services in the Film Center
building.
National is presently handling physical
distribution for Selznick Releasing Organ¬
ization, Inc., Eagle Lion, Film Classics,
Republic, Monogram Pictures Corporation,
and numerous independent distributors.

Television Hearing Closes
Washington—The record of litigation by
20th Century-Fox was read into the
record at the FCC hearings on the com¬
pany request for a television station in
San Francisco last week. The record of
the hearing was closed, except for the
Paramount litigation data which had not
been filed.

C. Tufts, $90,667; Billy Wilder, $166,083;
Dwight Wiley, $76,416; P. J. Wolfson,
$96,000; Victor Young, $79,500; Adolph
Zukor, $136,400.
Balaban and Katz Management Cor¬
poration—John Balaban, $11,890.
Schine Chain Theatres—J. M. Schine,
$102,200.
United Artists—Gradwell Sears, $130,000.
Twentieth-Fox—William Bacher, $91,—
167; Lloyd Bacon, $177,958; Anne Baxter,
$86,042; Ronald Colman, $75,824; Tom Con¬
nors, $110,400; Linda Darnell, $11,333;
Richard W. Day, $78,000; Phillip Dunne,
$83,810; Mack Gordon, $104,000; Edmund
Goulding, $178,333; Rex Harrison, $174,750;
Henry Hathaway, $135,667; June Haver,
$80,708; Richard B. Haymes, 95,000; Fred¬
erick Herbert, $134,125.

Decision Reserved
On Chi. "Waltz" Bid
Chicago—Hearing on
the petition of
Paramount and B and K for permission
to play “The Emperor Waltz” for more
than two weeks in a downtown run, be¬
yond the limit imposed by the Jackson
Park decree, developed into a court battle
last fortnight when Federal Judge Igoe
directed attorneys on both sides to pre¬
sent, later on, authorities in support of
their contentions.
Alfred
Teton,
petitioners’
attorney,
argued that the film cost a fortune, that
in fairness the producers are entitled to
an opportunity to get their money back,
and that the public should have a chance
to see the picture in a long downtown run.
Teton said a shortage exists in top films.
Thomas C. McConnell, Jackson Park
attorney, replied that while there may
have been a film shortage during the war,
a large supply of good films is now avail¬
able. He said that if an exception were
to be made in the case of “The Emperor
Waltz” other producers and theatre own¬
ers would be in court “every week” ask¬
ing special privileges, thus defeating the
provisions of the Jackson Park decree.

NY Exhibs In Confab
New York—An informal meeting has
been arranged at the upstate Lake Placid
summer home of Fred J. Schwartz, presi¬
dent, Metropolitan Motion Picture The¬
atres Association, for the weekend of
July 24-25, which will be attended by
executive members of TOA of Albany
and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New York State, as well as by Oscar
A. Doob, executive chairman, MMPTA;
Harry Brandt,
president,
Independent
Theatre Owners Association; Murray I.
Gurfein, general counsel, MMPTA; Gael
Sullivan, executive director, TOA; Robert
W. Coyne, retiring executive director,
TOA; D. John Phillips, executive director,
MMPTA, and Morton Sunshine, executive
director, ITOA.
Schwartz stated that it was his hope
that a mutual exchange of ideas con¬
cerning exhibitor problems in New York
would lead to a more coordinated exhibi¬
tors public relations effort, and would
prove generally beneficial to all New York
State exhibitors.
The upstate exhibitors invited to at¬
tend are: Merritt A. Kyser, president,
MPTO of New York State, Inc., Buffalo;
Harry Lamont, president, TOA of Albany,
Albany; Vincent R. McFaul, Buffalo; Saul
J. Ullman, Albany; George J. Gammel,
Buffalo; William C. Smalley, Cooperstown; William Benton, Saratoga; John W.
Gardner, Schenectady; Samuel E. Rosen¬
blatt, Albany; Leonard L. Rosenthal, gen¬
eral counsel, TOA, Albany, and Charles
A. Smakwitz, Albany.

Theatco Suit Settled
San Francisco—The $1,200,000 anti-trust
suit of Theatco, Inc., against circuit and
distributors has been settled out of court,
it was announced last week by Ben Levin,
Theatco head and Empire operator. The
amount of damages agreed upon was un¬
disclosed.
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MEL KONECOFF'S NEW YORK

and production leave nothing to be de¬
sired. See it.

NOW you, too, can be an expert on television. If any of you saw a recently printed
interview between the News radio editor Ben Gross and Sidney Strotz, NBC television
biggie, you know by now that he thinks that television “will kick the devil” out of the
motion picture industry. He stated, “Paradoxically enough, if the picture people are as
smart as they are reputed to be, television will, at the same time, be of
great benefit to Hollywood. For in turning out films especially for video,
the movie studios may find their greatest source of income. As for the
big feature pictures, there’ll always be room for them, in theatres, pro¬
vided the movie folks have sense enough to promote their products via
television.”
Asked whether this type of talk wouldn’t frighten Hollywood, he
replied, “Let it. It’s about time to face the truth. People simply won’t
flock to the movies in as great numbers when they can see free pictures on their home
receivers.”
tives from the majority of the distributing
Other questions and answers were:
companies, as well as members of the
Question: “But will video give them
trade press.
new feature movies?”
Among those present, in addition to
Answer: “No sponsor could afford them.
some
of the aforementioned were: Arthur
But even if they could, I wouldn’t want to
Schmidt,
Columbia;
Stanley
Shuford,
show them. You see, television needs films
Paramount; Hortense Schorr, Columbia;
made especially for that medium. And
Earl Wingart, 2Cth Century-Fox; Milton
that’s where Hollywood can cash in, by
Silver, Republic; A1 Tamarin, UA; A1
shooting pictures directly for video.”
Rylander, Columbia; Milton Livingston,
Question: “Then it won’t really kill
U-I, and Winfield Andrus, Frank LeyenHollywood?”
decker, and Alan Ames, trade papers.
Answer: “No, but it will give the movies
a kick in the pants. It will revolutionize
GREAT FILM NOTE: The other day we
them. And, in the process, Hollywood will
saw one of the best westerns ever, a How¬
become the biggest tele producing center
ard Hawks epic entitled “Red River”, star¬
in the country, with about 60 per cent
ring John Wayne and Montgomery Clift,
of network shows originating there.”
with Walter Brennan, Joanne Dru, etc.
It's a great story, one that grips from start
Question: “If video will hurt the movies,
to finish. The performances, especially by
won’t it also hurt sports?”
Wayne, newcomer Clift, Brennan, and Dru
Answer: “Not at all. It will in fact in¬
are outstanding, while Hawks’ direction
crease attendance at sports events. All
records prove this. For the surest way of
instilling in people a desire to see some¬
thing is to let them see it.”

THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Joseph
Angrisani, assistant to 20th Century-Fox
production manager Abe Goodman, was
married over the weekend to Marie
Ostrander, of Bill Gehring’s office, and the
couple are honeymooning in the Poconos.
. . . The National Film Council held a
one-day conference on film music at the
Juiliard School over the weekend, and
music in theatrical as well as non-theatri¬
cal films were discussed from the view¬
point of the teacher, critic, producer, and
composer. . . . The Museum of Modern
Art Film Library announced a new show¬
ings of films scheduled from July, 1948, to
January, 1950, entitled “The Film Till
Now,” a detailed study of the evolution
and development of the motion picture.
Some 199 films are included, starting with
some early “firsts,” including Edison and
Lumiere shorts, color films from 1905, etc.
. . . Another summer shot in the arm has
been instituted by Gene Pleshette, man¬
ager, Brooklyn Paramount, and publicity
director Henry Spiegel, with the approval
of managing director Bob Weit.man, to
bolster summer business in the way of
23 free summer vacations for contest win¬
ners. . . . Good pressbooks are out on
“Texas, Brooklyn, And Heaven” and
“Dream. Girl.” . . . Lou Lifton is in town to
conduct the large-scale campaign on “The
Babe Ruth Story,” which opens at the
Astor on July 26.

Question: “Then why doesn’t this apply
to the movies?”
Answer: “Because once you’ve seen a
picture, you’re finished with it. But every
fight, every race, every baseball game is
a new contest, a new story.”
Thus spake another expert.
CUTE MAILING PIECE: United Artists
is mailing out a cute kit on “Texas, Brook¬
lyn, And Heaven”, consisting of a key
chain with a boot attached for Texas; a
key chain with a baseball attached for
Brooklyn, and a playdate contract for the
film designated as “Heaven”.
DIFFERENT DRIVE DEPT.: Last week
a committee was named to handle local
territory publicity for the forthcoming
drive to raise funds for the continuance
of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.
Heading the committee are Si Seadler,
advertising manager,
MGM,
and Gil
Golden, advertising manager, Warners,
who are acting as co-chairmen.
Other members of the committee in¬
clude: Bert Champion, Paramount, radio;
Ray Murray, Columbia, trade papers;
Meyer Hutner, 20th Century-Fox. New
York newspapers; Sid Garfield, Warners,
columns; Charles Simonelli, U-I, and Lew
Barasch, United Artists, special events and
newsreels, and Mel Konecoff, represent¬
ing the trade papers.
Nat Cohn, chairman, publicity commit¬
tee, presided over the meeting held at the
Columbia home office, which was attended
by advertising and publicity representa¬
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Announcement!

The

JULY 28,

1948

Issue of

PHYSICAL
THEATRE
DEPARTME

N

. . . will devote its
complete

attention

to a modern study of

PATRON SERVICE
and CROWD CONTROL
So insistent is the Reader Demand
for authoritative, up-to-the-minute
knowledge on new innovations, designs,
equipment and management techniques
that this issue has been designated as a
MUST—elaborate plans are being made.

WATCH

FOR

IT!
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Ruth' Not. Tieups
Hit Four Million
New York—Four million dollars will be

spent by national advertisers in tieups
publicizing Roy Del Ruth’s “The Babe
Ruth Story,” it was announced last week
by President Steve Broidy, Allied Artists.
Chesterfield will run 400' full-page ads
in all magazines of general circulation, as
well as additional ads in specialty maga¬
zines, dealer cutouts and window cards,
and daily representation on radio and tele¬
vision programs.
Royal Crown Cola will run a full page in
Life, plugs in comic-book advertising
with circulation of 8,000,000, displays for
half a million dealers, and Babe Ruth
premium. Tootsie Roll changed its entire
advertising approach, using a four-color
cartoon strip in 11 magazines with 22,000,000 circulation, and tentatively, in all
Sunday newspaper comic-strip supple¬
ments.
Benrus Watches will make a minimum of
2,000 radio spot announcements in 45 cities,
as well as supplying eight special scripts
to all dealers; run car and subway cards
in cities throughout the country, supply
special mats to all dealers, and devote its
painted billboard on the Bay Bridge, San
Francisco, to the tieup from August to
October.
General Electric will run a full page in
Life and full-page newspaper ads in 11
television centres, including New York;
will use television and radio ads in na¬
tional magazines, and will have a daily
radio set giveaway on General Electric
House Party. Cracker Jack will have
a “Babe Ruth Story” plug on 25,000,000
packages, and will run ads in Red Na¬
tional Comics Group, with circulation of
4,000,000. Popsicle will devote its ad¬
vertising appropriation to tieup with “The
Babe Ruth Story,” with streamers and
counter cards to 400,000 dealers, threemonth campaign of four-color ads in
comic books with circulation of 20,000,000, and a full-page color ad in Parents
Magazine. Ford Motor Car Company will
give Allied Artists space for snipes on their
billboards throughout the country, and is
also sending tieup one-sheets to dealers.
Quaker Oats is preparing two fourcolor comic strips to run in consecutive
issues in all Sunday comic supplements,
timed with local release of the picture, and
expects to have cutouts on display in every
grocery store in the country. Cigar In¬
stitute will have full-color posters in
cigar stores throughout the nation. Lux
will feature Claire Trevor and “The Babe
Ruth Story” in its national newspaper
advertising campaign.
Big Yank’s “True or False” radio pro¬
gram will carry plugs on the picture for
four successive Saturdays on 485 Mutual
stations, and the candy company also con¬
templates using car-card campaigns in
principal cities. The National and Ameri¬
can Baseball Leagues have given per¬
mission for several 24-sheets in all 16
major-league parks, with smaller paper
in strategic locations, inserts in programs
at the games, and plugs in stories sup¬
plied weekly to all newspapers in the
United States by the leagues. A. G.
Spalding will run 500-line tieup ads in
56 leading newspapers of the country,
will supply four-color posters to sporting
goods stores throughout the country, and
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Coast Hears Warning
On Censorship Moves
HOLLYWOOD—Storm warnings of
approaching censorship threats when
inevitable reaction sets in against the
American public’s present tolerant
attitudes were given studio advertising,
publicity, and exploitation men last
week at a luncheon meeting at the
Hollywood Roosevelt.
The meeting, called in the name of
the Motion Picture Association of
America’s Advertising Code Adminis¬
tration, was addressed by Gordon S.
White, Code Administration director,
with headquarters in New York, and
Charles Schlaifer, 20th Century-Fox
advertising chief and chairman of the
Advertising Advisory Council, which
represents major companies and works
in cooperation with White in the east.
Both speakers stressed the impor¬
tance of continued close cooperation
between advertising men and the Code
Administration.
will supply picture blowups featuring
Claire Trevor to golf professionals. Hillerich and Bradsby, makers of Louisville
Slugger bats, will supply colored onesheets on the picture to 10,000 dealers.
The New Departure division of Gen¬
eral Motors, in its first tieup with a mo¬
tion picture, will plug William Bendix
and company’s coaster brake. Personna
Blades will feature Bendix in its Sep¬
tember magazine ads. Jantzen will feature
Bendix with a new sweater, with dis¬
plays in 10,000 department stores, and
advertising mats plugging “The Babe
Ruth Story” to each store.
White Tower restaurants will print
special napkins, bags and place mats, as
well as window strips; give away auto¬
graphed pictures of Bendix, feature a
Babe Ruth hamburger, and will buy out
matinees in every city in which it has a
restaurant, supplying transportation for
an entire orphanage.
Owens-Illinois Glass Company will tie
in Bendix with its one-way bottle news¬
paper campaign. Wheatland Tube Com¬
pany, maker of steel pipes, will run a fullpage color ad in Fortune, with other
advertising in industrial magazines, will
supply 5,000 truck banners, will arrange
window displays in every Sears Roebuck
store in the country, and use 35,000
mailing pieces.
Liquinet will run full-page color ads in
all fan magazines and other publications,
and will run quarter-pages in newspapers.
Palomino Sports Shirts will run full-page,
four-color ads
in Sunday newspaper
magazines throughout the country.
Other firms which have planned heavy
advertising campaigns on the picture are
Bruin Shirts of California; the Beanie-Glo
Company, with a Babe Ruth baseball cap
and tee shirt; various music publishers, to
issue special editions of the songs used
in the picture; The Toy Town Corpora¬
tion, to advertise a Babe Ruth baseball
game, 3,000 of which they have contributed
as prizes in local contests; The Philadel¬
phia Chewing Gum Corporation, which
will have special packages of Bubble
Gum, with pictures of Bendix, and special
posters, and E. P. Dutton and Company,
which will issue an edition of the book
with a special jacket on the picture.

Summer Slump Hits
Most Broadway Spots
New York — Radio City Music Hall,
Loew’s State and the Criterion were out
in front last weekend in what was gen¬
erally a low grossing period. According to
usually reliable sources reaching The Ex¬
hibitor, the break-down was as follows:

“ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS”
(WB). Strand, with stage show, did $15,000
for Friday through Sunday, the third and
last week expected to hit $30,000.
“FURY AT FURNACE CREEK” (20thFox). Globe had a $14,000 opening week.
“OLD LOS ANGELES” (Rep). Gotham
did $7,000 on the opening week.
“GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROAD¬
WAY” (20th-Fox). Roxy, with stage and
ice show, claimed $58,000 for Wednesday
through Sunday, with the third and last
week heading for $74,000.
“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para.).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
garnered $87,000 for Thursday through
Sunday, the fourth week sure to hit
$146,000.
“A FOREIGN AFFAIR” (Para.). Para¬
mount, with stage show, claimed $82,000
for the second week.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair had a $14,500 seventh week.
“EASTER PARADE” (MGM). Loew’s
State hit a very good $75,000 for the
second week.
“CANON CITY” (EL). Criterion had an
$32,500 opening week.
“RAW DEAL” (EL). Victoria claimed
an $18,500 opening week.
“MAN-EATER OF KUMAON” (U-I).
Winter Garden had a $16,000 second week.
“THE CRUSADES” (Para.). Rivoli re¬
ported a $32,000 second week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Astor had
$16,000 for the seventh week.

Newsreels Aid Youth Month
New York—Newsreel support of TOA’s

Youth Month campaign was evidenced
with the release beginning last week by
all newsreels of scenes of two youth
camps near Kansas City, where 150 boys
and girls are not only enjoying two weeks
in the outdoors, but are also receiving
vital lessons in self-government.
Bill Burch, Fox Movietone News, shot
the scenes, which were serviced to all
companies in accordance with the promise
of cooperation which newsreel editors re¬
cently gave Charles P. Skouras, chairman,
TOA Youth Month committee.

Chicago House Cuts
Chicago—Essaness’ Oriental cut admis¬
sion prices last week in order to with¬
stand the competition of the Balaban and
Katz Chicago, which not only cut prices
but put back stage shows as well, and other
Loop houses which also reduced boxoffice
scales. The Oriental’s new scale will be 50
cents to one p. m., 65 cents to five, and 98
cents to closing. The Essaness’ Woods, how¬
ever, will retain its all day price of 98
cents.
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Cornel WILDE
Linda DARNELL
Anne BAXTER
Kirk DOUGLAS

with

ANN DVORAK
.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU • HENRY HULL
COLLEEN TOWNSEND • BARTON MacLANE
GRIFF BARNETT • WILLIAM TRACY • ART BAKER

JOHN M. STAHL
Produced by LAMAR TROTTI
Directed by

Screen Play by Lamar Trotti • Based on the Novel by Paul Wellman
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LOUIS B. MAYER HONORED; MANY PICTURES GET PREMIERES: OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

Shown above is T. Chris, who was recently named
as one of the two representatives of the American
film industry on the control committee provided for
in the Anglo-Ameri'an film cqreement. Chris is the
prominent London manager of the Bank of America.

On the occasion of the recent world premiere of Enterprise's United Artists release, "Four Faces West", in
Santa Fe, N. M., Joel McCrea and Frances Dee, stars of the Harry Sherman production, were honored during
their visit to the city. Here the stars chat with John Greer, Sr., well-known exhibitor, and W. E. Callaway,
UA sales head for the southwest area, operating out of Los Angeles. The two film luminaries, who are man
and wife in private life, co-star with Charles Bickford in the unusual outdoor drama, now being released.

British actress-producer Edana Romney, responsible
for Universal-International's "The Corridor of Mir¬
rors", chats with Charles Royer and THE EXHIBITOR'S
coast rep, Paul Manning, center, during a recent
visit to Hollywood in behalf of the mystery picture.

Employe John Hewitson takes a discerning look at the first cover off the color press of David O. Selznick's
new Hollywood magazine, "Close-Up". That's Cary Grant as "Mr. Blandings" in SRO's "Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House" on the cover. The 64-page slick picture book marked the recent entry of Sefznick into the
publishing field, with the RKO Circuit of more than 200 theatres in New York, the Parker Circuit, Portland,
Ore., and Tri-State, Des Moines, selling the publication. The first press run was over 200,000 copies.

During her recent visit to St. Louis, Lois
ing star of Eagle Lion's "Mickey", met
derventer, KMOX; Ed Wilson, KWK,
Munsch, from WEW. They discussed

The lucky guy being flanked by six lovely Morganti models is Scott Brady, star of Eagle Lion's "Canon City"
on his recent arrival at the Denver airport in conjunction with the film's premiere. Appropriately enough, all
the girls are attired in authentic Colorado State Prison uniforms, since the film deals with the famous December,
1947, break from the institution. The picture, done in the documentary manner, was filmed on the actual scene.

*

Butler, sing¬
Milton Vanand Louise
the picture.

The Hoiel Astor, New York, was recently the scene of a testimonial dinner to
MGM President Louis B. Meyer on behalf of the United Jewish Appeal. Among
those on hand were: Eric Johnston, Bert Lytell, Irene Selznick, Mayer, Vincent
Impellitieri, Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn, David Weinstock, and Emil Friedlander.
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The largest theatrical display on Broadway recently made its debut with the
opening of MGM's "Easter Parade", Loew's State, New York. Facsimiles of the
four top stars of the film are three and a half stories high, while the sign
underneath runs the entire width of the MGM and Loew's home office building.

Just About Lives Up To Those
That Paramount Ran In Every i'
says THE NEWS

TWICE WITHIN 2 WEEKS, PARA¬
MOUNT’S SUMMER HIT-WAVE HITS
WIN THOUSANDS OF WORDS OF
THE MOST SENSATIONAL
‘A FOREIGN AFFAIR' IS A WHALE OF A PICFORE. “THIS BRACKETT-WILDER TEAM SEEMS UNBEATABLE
It’s a little early to be speaking of the year’s awards, but
here is my candidate. It will be a mighty fine day when
they make a picture to top ‘A Foreign Affair.’ It is a
treat to have two of Hollywood’s most intelligent
actresses together in the year’s most intelligent comedy.
The writers and players never allow it to slip into a
single stodgy moment.” —Alton Cook, World-Telegram

no matter in what direction it turns. From the charn
of ‘The Emperor Waltz’ they turn toward anothe
brilliant picture. Writing has much to do with the wi
and honesty of ‘A Foreign Affair.’ Dialogue is funny
crisp, real. Ideas and characters are fresh and original
The team which made ‘Ninotchka’ and ‘The Los
Weekend’ don’t bother with routine plots. Dietrich ha
the best role of her career. Miss Arthur is a delight.’
—Eileen Creelman, The Su?

TO PUT IT PLAINLY, HOLLYWOOD’S MOST ENJOYABLE
PICTURE OF THE YEAR. Paramount Theatre audi- “A BOLD, BRIGHT COMEDY.
ences are most fortunate. This Brackett-Wilder picture
is so richly studded with all types of fun, verbal and
visual, that some of it may be lost in the ensuing audidience hullaballoo. The perfect performances of the
four leads contribute to the general excellence.’’
—Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post

I’m all for ‘A Foreign Affair.

Shining example of perfect teamwork in picture making
One prediction the ad writers failed to make is that thi
picture is going to make John Lund the screen’s No.
‘Lover Boy’ whether he likes it or not. Arthur, Dietrich
Lund and Mitchell give performances that people wil
be praising for a long time to come.”
—Wanda Hale, Daily New.

SMARTLY TURNED OUT COMEDY. sly humor, biling
satire. The film bounces amusingly through a variety of
crisply handled complications. All three principals ex¬
cellent. Millard Mitchell does a slick job.”
—Rose Pelswick, Journal-American

“DANDY ENTERTAINMENT.

It has wit, worldliness an<

charm. Jean Arthur is beautifully drole. But it is realh
Dietrich who does the most fascinating job.”
—Bosley Crozvther, N. Y. Time

Full Page Ads
Y. Newspaper

99

I-—---

THAT THE NEW YORK, OR ANY
OTHER, CRITICS COULD GIVE A
MOTION PICTURE. FIRST “THE
EMPEROR WALTZ/’ AND NOW1RIGHT, TOPICAL COMEDY.

Humor brash and typically

American. Plenty of laughter. It is a lot like aspirin—
[t may not cure the world’s diseases but it surely can
take the headache feel a lot better.”
—Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., Herald Tribune

OADED TO SET OFF EXPLOSIONS OF LAUGHTER IN
iNY THEATRE ANYTIME ANYWHERE « No one will want
jp pass up the chance to laugh for almost two solid
burs. Boasts the presence of two of Hollywood’s outending

personalities — Jean

Arthur

and

Marlene

Hetrich. Every bit of it is acted charmingly by Miss
rthur. Miss Dietrich is more fascinating and glamorjs

than I have seen her since ‘The Blue Angel’ and

dorocco.’ Her beauty puts to shame all the young
ities in Hollywood.”

—Seymour Peck, N. Y. Star

AUGH-CRAMMED COMEDY BY ‘LOST WEEKEND’
SCAR WINNERS . A delightfully human lesson in global
.
hman relations. A thousand laughs with top-notch actig and a keen script. Jean Arthur scores a triumph. All
Informers are competent, all give their utmost.”
—Justin Gilbert, N. Y. Mirror

with

MILLARD MITCHELL
Produced by CHARLES BRACKETT
Directed by BILLY WILDER
Screenplay by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder, and
Richard L. Breen

•

Adaptation by Robert Harari

Original Story by David Shaw
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THE

PEOPLE
New York—Murray Silverstone, presi¬
dent, 20th Century-Fox International, last
week announced the following promo¬
tions: Joel Hart, for the past two years
assigned to the company’s Chilean office,
becomes manager of Peru, succeeding
Charles Matzen, who will be transferred
to Europe in an important capacity;
Thomas Sibert, for the past two years
attached to the Mexico City office, be¬
comes manager of Puerto Rico, replacing
Andrew Jaeger, who is on leave of absence
because of illness, and Donald McAfee, re¬
cently attached to the company’s Barce¬
lona office, is transferred to Mexico City.
Herbert Jaffey has joined the advertising
and publicity staff, it was announced by
Leslie F. Whelan, advertising and public¬
ity director. Jaffey replaces Robert Olson.
New York—Appointment of Montague
C. Morton as general sales manager for
United Artists in Great Britain was an¬
nounced simultaneously in London and
New York last week. He succeeds Sidney
“Bobby” Dubow, who died unexpectedly
of a heart attack some weeks ago. Morton
was assistant sales manager, and was pro¬
moted by David Coplan, UA’s managing
director. Other promotions in the com¬
pany’s foreign organization include the
transfer of Antonio Dos Santos Silva to
head UA’s office in Porto Alegre, Brazil.
He was formerly manager in Sao Salvador,
a post to which Manoel Soares Dos Santos,
former cashier in the office, has now been
named.
New York—William J. Heineman, Eagle

Lion vice-president in charge of distribu¬
tion last week announced the promotion
of Eugene Snitz from salesman to branch
manager of the company’s Kansas City
exchange. Snitz first entered the motion
picture business in 1929, and since then
has been associated with Universal and
Columbia in various sales capacities. He
joined the army in 1943, served until 1946,
and later became a member of the Eagle
Lion sales staff in Kansas City.
New York—Robert Blair, Paramount 26year veteran, last week assumed the post
of west coast field advertising represent¬
ative for the company, covering Los An¬
geles and San Francisco territories. Blair
formerly held a similar post for Seattle
and Portland, and previously was con¬
nected with Paramount theatre operations
in Los Angeles. He succeeds Ralph Ravenscroft, resigned.
New York—The appointment of Glen
Allvine to Governor Thomas E. Dewey’s
campaign staff was announced last week.
Allvine, former executive secretary, East¬
ern Public Information Committee, and
veteran film man, will work on the movie
angles, including newsreels, under Dewey
campaign chief Herbert Brownell.
New York—Sam Sobel has been named

branch manager of Film Classics’ San
Francisco exchange, to replace Fred Abelson, who passed away recently, it was an¬
nounced last week by B. G. Kranze, gen¬
eral sales manager.
The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.
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Skouras Sees Profit
In Television Stations
WASHINGTON—Spyros P. Skouras,
20th Century-Fox president, appear¬
ing before the FCC regarding the
company’s application for a television
channel in San Francisco, said last
fortnight that the day is almost near
when a licensee “might make money
from the start.” However, under ques¬
tioning of Paramount attorney Carl
Smith, Skouras admitted that an im¬
portant factor in the withdrawal of
Fox tele applications after the war was
the belief that video could not be a
sound financial enterprise.
With operating expenses estimated
at $593,694, the first year deficit was
said to amount to $557,234.
Irving
Kahn, 20th-Fox radio head, prepared a
breakdown which revealed an antici¬
pated first year gross of $388,960, the
figure based on $400 per hour for live
broadcasts and $200 per hour for film,
and on 35 hours of operation with 55
per cent commercial.
They include
six hours per week of film, 13 hours
of studio time, and 60 spots at $25.

20th-Fox Confabs End
New York—Andrew W. Smith, Jr., 20th
Century-Fox general sales manager; W.
C. Gehring, assistant general sales man¬
ager; Murray Silverstone, president, 20th
Century-Fox International Corporation,
and Charles Schlaifer, director of adver¬
tising and publicity, who attended studio
conferences last week with President
Spyros P. Skouras, Joseph M. Schenck,
and Darryl F. Zanuck, were back at their
desks last week with enthusiastic reports
on the company’s pictures for release dur¬
ing the last half of this year.
Distribution and advertising plans for
the list of productions were discussed in
a series of conferences at the studio. The
home office group saw four completed pic¬
tures, “The Snake Pit,” “Unfaithfully
Yours,” “Martin Rome,” and “When My
Baby Smiles At Me.” The home office
group also viewed uncompleted versions
of “The Luck Of The Irish” and “Apart¬
ment for Peggy.” They saw scenes being
filmed for “Yellow Sky” and “Chicken
Every Sunday.” All of these pictures are
on the release schedule for the last five
months of this year.
Members of the home office advertising
and publicity department who leturned
from the studio conferences were Stirling
Silliphant, executive assistant to Schlaifer;
Christy Wilbert, advertising manager, and
Louis Shanfield, art director.

Sam Kaplan Mourned
New York—Passing of Sam Kaplan, 59,
former president, Local 306, and re¬
cently an executive board member, was
mourned last week. He leaves his wife and
two sons.

Teddington Studios Closed
London—Warners last week closed its
Teddington studios. It was said that War¬
ners could not find independent British
producers to use the studios.

Fire Guards Asked
For Philly Theatres
Philadelphia—A hearing was held in
City Hall last week in connection with a
proposal of the Committee of 15 to have
fire guards placed in all local theatres to
be paid by theatres. The matter was post¬
poned until tomorrow (July 15), at which
time another hearing will be held at the
same place. Local theatremen were mar¬
shalling their forces to oppose the pro¬
posal.

Every amusement place with a capacity
of 100 or more would be required to em¬
ploy a fire guard under the bill. In addi¬
tion, the bill provides for license fee of $5
for the first year and $1 for each annual
renewal. The guards would be licensed
by the Director of Public Safety.

Conrad On EL Film
New York—Harold Conrad, former New
York newspaperman, left for England last
week by air to handle the publicity and
exploitation for J. Arthur Rank’s exclu¬
sive Technicolor full length film feature,
“The 1948 Olympic Games,”’ which Eagle
Lion will distribute in the United States
and Latin America, it was announced by
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle Lion vice-presi¬
dent in charge of advertising, publicity,
and exploitation.
Conrad, veteran of many years on sports
and news assignments, recently resigned
from the Daily Mirror to handle public¬
ity and exploitation for the Zale-Graziano
fight.

Lifton Readies "Ruth" Bow
New York—Louis S. Lifton, director of
advertising and publicity for Allied Art¬
ists, arrived last week to handle the world
premiere of Roy Del Ruth’s “The Babe
Ruth Story,” on July 26 at the Astor.
Proceeds from the premiere, which will
be a gala event attended by stage, radio,
and screen stars, and civic and society
leaders, will go to the Babe Ruth Founda¬
tion.

Rapid
improvement of Babe Ruth,
undergoing checkup and rest at Memorial
Hospital, practically assures his attend¬
ance at the world premiere.

Mason Wins Decision
Judge John C.
Knox ruled last week in U. S. District
Court that James Mason, the English star,
was not bound by a valid contract to pro¬
ducer David Rose, and that Rose could
therefore not prevent Mason from work¬
ing for other employers in this country.
Judge Knox held that the 1946 agree¬
ment between Mason and Rose was “too
incomplete to constitute a binding con¬
tract.”
Rose was expected to file an
appeal.
New

York—Federal

Appeal Asked By Exhib
New York—Monroe E. Stein, plaintiff
attorney for Fifth and Walnut Amusement
Company, last week submitted to U. S.
District Court a motion for a reversal of
the verdict handed down against .it in the
circuit’s anti-trust suit. Stein was to argue
for a ruling in favor of the plaintiff before
Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibel.
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I n the very heart of Ameriea
the great Midwest

MICKEY” makes

her bow to the nation in the sensational 157 theatre
day-and-date showings throughout Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska.
In “MICKEY,” the screen discovers an enchanting young
new star—LOIS BUTLER, whose radiant beauty and
glorious voice will capture the hearts of everyone.
Here truly, is the picture all America will love.
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LOIS BUTLER
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Rose Hobart*Hattie McDaniel-Skippy Homeier
Produced by Aubrey Schenck* Directed by Ralph Murphy

From the novel, "Clementine," by Peggy Goodin

^

Screenplay by Muriel- Roy Bolton,
Agnes Christine Johnston
Presented by DAVID W. SIEGEL

"in 'Mickey' Eagle Lion
has not only a new and
charming star, Lois Butler,
but also a picture with

the family label pasted
II over it!"

An EAGLE LION FILMS Release

— Motion Picture Herald
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THE TIP-OFF ON4f3_'

British Independents
Oppose Quota Bill

(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, hut an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)
KEY TO "THE LITTLE MEN" RATINGS: (JULY 14, 1948)
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A FOREIGN AFFAIR
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Continuing
ANNA KARENINA
(20th-Fox)
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ARCH OF TRIUMPH
(UA)
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BERLIN EXPRESS
(RKO)
CORONER CREEK
(Columbia)
DREAM GIRL
(Paramount)
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
(RKO)
GIVE MY REGARDS TO
BROADWAY (20th-Fox)
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LULU BELLE
(Columbia)
MELODY TIME
(RKO)
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS
DREAM HOUSE (SRO)
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU
(MGM)
ON OUR MERRY WAY
(UA)
RAW DEAL
(Eagle Lion)
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH
SEAS (WB)
RUTHLESS
(EL)
SILVER RIVER
(WB)
SUMMER HOLIDAY
(MGM)
THE EMPEROR WALTZ
(Paramount)
THE FULLER BRUSH MAN
(Columbia)
THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI
(Columbia)
THE MATING OF MILLIE
(Columbia)
THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH
(EL)
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New York—Funeral services were held
last week for Professor John Thomas
Madden, 66, personnel director for Loew’s.
Madden joined the company in 1943. He
is survived by his widow, four daughters,
two sisters, and
three grandchildren.
Solemn high requiem mass was offered at
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, burial taking
place at the Gate of Heaven Cemetery,
Morristown, N. J.

f

L

UP IN CENTRAL PARK
(U-International)
WALLFLOWER
(WB)

New York—An airmail report from
Charles Mayer, MPEA managing director
in Japan, last week disclosed that at least
1500 movie fans were among the thousands
who perished in the recent earthquake.
In Fukui alone, Mayer writes, all six of
the city’s houses collapsed from the
violence of the tremors, and were reduced
to ashes in the ensuing conflagration. The
only theatre in the city playing an Ameri¬
can movie, the Chuo Eiga Gekijo, was
cleared of 1300 fans a few minutes before
the quake levelled the building. Prints of
“100 Men And A Girl” were destroyed
in the flames.
Heaviest toll of life was taken at the
Toho theatre, where over 1,000 fans died
in the holocaust. Other cities especially
hard hit were Katsuyama, Maruoka, Matsuoka, and Mikuna. Film distribution
service in the devastated and damaged
regions has been disrupted because of the
destruction of bridges, but a number of
prints have gotten through by means of
personal and bicycle conveyance.
Mayer has authorized a series of charity
performances for the benefit of the
stricken in cooperation with native relief
agencies.

Professor Madden Mourned

(MGM)

(UA)

Theatres Destroyed in Japan

|

THE PIRATE

THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

LONDON—Revolt against the Brit¬
ish quota act imposed on exhibitors in
the United Kingdom seethed last week
as operators of about 2,600 indepen¬
dent British theatres served notice on
the Labor Government that the 45
per cent quota is impossible of ful¬
fillment. The independents, represent¬
ing some 75 per cent of the theatres
outside of the “Big Three”, G-B,
Odeon, and Associated British, applied
to the Board of Trade for quota ex¬
emption under Section IV of the 1948
Films Act.
A mass meeting was scheduled to
be held in London on July 13 to pro¬
test the quota imposed by Harold Wil¬
son, president, Board of Trade, and
approved by Parliament, and also to
pressure J. Arthur Rank, who has
aroused exhibitors by his recent steps
to impose stiffer rentals.
The General Council of the CEA
was to meet on July 14.

f

|

1
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20th-Fox Handles "Israel"
New York—“Israel Reborn,” brought
out by Palestine Films, Inc., will be dis¬
tributed throughout the United States
through the physical facilities of 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox, it was announced by Andy W.
Smith, Jr., general sales manager.
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*
On 2 major networks
...hundreds of ABC
and MBS stations!

■

"If you are a teen-age girl thinking of leaving
home to become an actress, or if you are the
mother or father of such a young lady,
make it a point to see 'STAGE STRUCK/
It reveals the pitfalls that await immature
career girls. And forewarned is forearmed."
1

Produced by

JEFFREY BERNERD

• Directed by

William Nigh

Screenplay by George W. Sayre and Agnes Christine Johnston
Original Story by George W. Sayre

\
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TELEVISION
New York—A production code for the
television industry is to be drawn during
the next several months, and will be sub¬
mitted to representatives of the Television
Broadcasters Association, Inc., at the an¬
nual meeting of TBA in December for
consideration and approval, it was an¬
nounced last week.
A code committee
headed by Lawrence W. Lowman, vicepresident, CBS, has been appointed to
study the problem, and draft the first
official guide for television programming
on. an industry-wide basis since the advent
of the art. Serving with Lowman on the
committee are Norman E. Kersta; Robert
L. Coe, and Neil Swanscn. Kersta, execu¬
tive assistant to the administrative vicepresident in charge of television at NBC,
has been elected a director of the Tele¬
vision Broadcasters Association, Inc., suc¬
ceeding John R. Royal, NBC, who recently
resigned, but who will continue in office
until the annual meeting of the associa¬
tion in December.

The

Federal

Communication

Commis¬

has approved a grant for installation
by RCA of an experimental ultra high fre¬
quency tele transmitter in Washington.
The station, which will operate on 500
megacycles, is to be installed at the Wardman Park Hotel, site of WNBW.
sion

Television broadcasters throughout the
nation became subject on July 1 to the
new graduated scale of minimum hours of
operation promulgated by the Federal
Communicaticns Commission upon the
recommendations submitted by the Tele¬
vision Broadcasters Association. While all
TV stations are licensed for unlimited
time operation, during the first three years
cf broadcasting activity, they will be
permitted to operate for a minimum of
12 hours per week for the first 18 months,
and thereafter are required to increase
hours of operation to 16, 20 and 24 hours
per week during the next successive six
months. A minimum of 28 hours per week
will be required after three years of tele¬
casting.
With the large increase in the sale of
television receivers in cities serviced by
NBC television stations, announcement
was made of a general increase effective
on Oct. 1 both in NBC television network
rates and in time rates for NBC’s key
New York television station, WNBT. The
increase jumps the price for Class A even¬
ing time from $750 to $1,000, with propor¬
tionate increases down the line.
Benjamin Abrams, president, Emerson
Radio and Television Corporation, pre¬
dicted that by the end of next year tele¬
vision will account for 75 per cent of the
radio industry’s total dollar business. He
declared that television is already ac¬
counting for approximately 20 per cent of
the total red o business.
Westinc ho te Electric Corporation, in
cooperation with Glenn L. Martin Com¬
pany, recont’y demonstrated the Stratovisicn system of relaying television images
from Philadelphia through WMAR-TV,
Baltimore, Md., to an aeroplane flying
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Skouras Aids Child
In "Youth Month" Program
LOS ANGELES—Charles Skouras,
president. National Theatres, and re¬
cently
elected
chairman,
“Youth
Month’’ program, has given new hope
of speech recovery to six-year-old
John Reid, Brisbane, Australia, it was
learned last week. The youngster, who
lost his speech as a result of an attack
of encephalitis when he was two, will
come to this country for speech cor¬
rective training at the Institute of
Logopedics,
Wichita,
Kan.,
with
Skouras sponsoring and financing the
journey.
Skouras also arranged to bring the
entire Reid family to the U.S. so that
the youngster will not be emotionally
disturbed by being separated from his
family.
The family is expected to
arrive here during September as part
of the motion picture industry’s ob¬
servance of “Youth Month’’ from
Sept. 1 to 30.
The boy’s father, R. W. Reid, a
newspaperman, had written to a trus¬
tee of the Institute seeking help in
restoring his son’s speech. Skouras,
learning of the appeal, readily lent his
assistance.
25,000 feet over Pittsburgh, and rebroadcast to televiewers in Cleveland, Marion,
O., Zanesville, O., and in western Penn¬
sylvania. Although technical difficulties
marred some of the reception, newspaper¬
men who viewed the transmission were
favorably impressed with the possibilities
of this new method of telecasting.
A production committee, charged with
the responsibility of researching the prob¬
lems of motion picture film production,
technics, practices, and advancements most
suitable for television has been appointed
by Melvin L. Gold, chairman, National
Television Film Council. The committee,
which will be headed by Jack Glenn,
senior director, The March of Time, will
include Gene Martel, president, Screen
Directors Guild; Joseph Josephson, Jerry
Fairbanks, Inc.; Nathan Zucker, SonoChrome Productions; Fred Rosen, pro¬
ducer for World Video, and Henry Morley, general manager, J. A. Maurer, Inc.
Gold also announced an addition to the
distribution committee of Sam Gershwin,
NSS, and to the by-laws committee of
Jose di Donato, Edward Petry Company.
Intra-store television was again proven
a merchandising success in a recent test
made by ZCMI, Salt Lake City, using a
Du Mont dual orthicon camera chain bor¬
rowed from broadcasting station KSL,
along with KSL cameramen and tech¬
nicians working with ZCMI writers, pro¬
ducers, and the folks appearing on the
fashion shows, demonstrations, etc. ZCMT
is a cooperative department stirs. KSL
is the long-established broadcasting sta¬
tion nationally known for its Mormon
Tabernacle Service. The station filed an
application for a commercial television
license to operate on TV Channel Five,
and anticipates being on the air early next
year.

PRODUCTION
Hollywood—Craig Rice’s comedy who¬
dunit, “The Lucky Stiff,” kicks off soon at
Lnited Artists. Dorothy Lamour, Brian
Donlevy, and Claire Trevor have top roles.
. . . Anthony Veiller will reign Warners’
“As We Are Today,” based on a Ladies
Home Journal yam. ... A featured role
in “The Fountainhead,” Warner biggie,
went to Kent Smith. . . . Lizabeth Scott
nabbed a co-starring role in RKO’s “In¬
terference” with Victor Mature and Lucille
Ball. . . . Republic will do “Sands Of Iwo
Jima” as one of its top 1948-49 pictures.
Warners
named Ronald Reagan and
Eleanor Parker as co-stars in “Charge It,
My Love.” . . . Allied Artists producer
Paul Short postponed the start of “Bad
Boy” until September while the film’s
star, Audie Murphy, is abroad receiving
military decorations for his World War
II exploits. . . . The leading role in Eagle
Lion’s “The Big Cat” went to Freston
Foster. . . . Columbia inked Babe Didrikson Zaharias for a series of golf shorts.
. . . Warners’ “Dallas” will find Viveca
Lindfors and Errol Flynn in the top spots.
Joseph Cotten commenced work as In¬
grid Bergman’s leading man in “Under
Capricorn,” Alfred Hitchcock’s forthcom¬
ing Warner release. . . . An early fall
camera date was set for “Charlie Chan In
Mexico” at Monogram. . . . Nineteen films,
including “Christopher Columbus,” “Cock¬
pit,” and “The Blind Goddess,” will be
delivered by Gainsborough Studios in
England to J. Arthur Rank. . . . Tony
Martin’s first stint under a new UniversalInternational contract will be opposite
Yvonne De Carlo in “Bagdad,” Techni¬
color film scheduled for November.
Ernest Hemingway’s world famous story,
“The Snows Of Kilimanjaro,” was pur¬
chased by 20th Century-Fox. . . . Screen
rights to “Lona Hanson/’ which will be
published in the fall, were bought by
Columbia. . . . Monogram producer Jeffrey
Bernerd. added “Forgotten Women” to his
schedule, setting a tentative early fall
camera date. . . . England’s top comic,
Sid Field, was signed for Rank’s “The
Cardboard Cavalier,” playing the role of
King Charles II. . . . Donna Reed gets the
most dramatic role of her career opposite
Alan Ladd in Paramount’s “One Woman.”
Glenn Ford returns
to Columbia at
the end of July for the title role in “Mr.
Miracle.” ... A football coach’s dream
has been gathered for Columbia’s “Triple
Threat,” with 11 top pro grid stars already
signed. The Sam Katzman production gets
under way shortly. . . . Dub “Cannonball”
Taylor had his contract renewed with
Monogram. . . . Following “Knock On Any
Door,” Santana Productions inked writer
Walter Doniger to develop “Tokyo Joe”
as its second film starring Humphrey Eogari. Columbia will release both pictures.
. . . The guarding and transporting of
the atom bomb, one of the wars top
secrets, will be documented by Eagle Lion
in “These Were My Orders.”

The Service Kit Is the Season’s Hit.
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WE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will be found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
20TH-FOX
“That Lady In Ermine”—Will depend on
the name draw.
“The Walls Of Jericho”—Good program.
“The Checkered Coat”—For the duallers.
RKO
“The Velvet Touch”—Will depend on
the name draw.
WB
“Key Largo”—Should get the dough.

NCA Plan Starts
In Minneapolis Area
MINNEAPOLIS—The first meeting
of the newly formed 20th-Fox-North
Central Allied grievance committee
was scheduled to be held here on July
12. Meetings will be conducted at NCA
headquarters on the first Monday of
every month in the future.
In a note to NCA members, Ben
Berger. NCA chief, pointed out that
the plan does not obligate the organi¬
zation or any exhibitor to anything.
Any theatreman who wants the plan
may use it, whether he is an Allied
member or not.

Harry Fried Passes
Konecoff
(Continued from page 11)
EXTRA LIGHTER VEIN DEPT.: Didya
hear about the extra gal working in a big
musical at one of the studios saying to a
companion, “You’ll like it here, lots of
opportunity for advances”. Or if you don’t
like that, did you hear about actor Gene
Kelly not seeing an extra on the set of his
latest film, and when he bumped into him
in the street, he asked him, “Why don’t I
see you on the lot anymore?”. “Because
of illness”, was the answer. “What kind of
illness?” asked Kelly. “The director said
he was sick of me”. What do you want in
this hot weather? (Something a lot better
—Ed.)
To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing In The Exhibitor.
i

r
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Philadelphia—The trade was shocked
last week by the death of Harry Fried,
58, prominent Main Line exhibitor, who
died in Bryn Mawr Hospital after an ill¬
ness of several weeks.
At the time of his death, Fried operated
the Anthony Wayne, Wayne; Suburban,
Ardmore, and the Riant and Forrest, Conshohocken, all in this state. He was also
connected with the City Line Center, a
shopping development now under con¬
struction on City Line Avenue.
Active in exhibitor organizations and a
member of Variety Club, Tent 13, he is
survived by his wife, Florence; a brother,
Morris, and six children, Irving, John,
and Bernard Fried; and Mrs. Harry F.
Penneys, Mrs. Louis F. Cohen, and Mrs.
Aaron Baer. Funeral services were held
at Rosenberg’s funeral parlors on July 9.

TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners — “Embraceable
You” (Dane
Clark, Geraldine Brooks), in all ex¬
change centers on July 26.
RKO—-“The Velvet Touch” (Rosalind
Russell, Leo Genn, Claire Trevor), in all
exchange centers on July 19, except
St. Louis on July 20.

RKO's "Bad Men" Bows
Guthrie, Okla.—RKO’s “Return Of The
Bad Men” bowed last week at the Melba.
The opening featured the personal ap¬
pearance of Jacqueline White, one of the
film’s stars, and the original Jesse James.
The entourage moved to Oklahoma City,
and later the film opened at Tulsa’s Rialto
Theatre.
Additional cities covered by Miss White
and Ray Whitley and his band included
Enid, Okla., July 10; Chickasha, Okla.,
July 11; Lawton, Okla., July 12; Amarillo,
Tex., July 13; Wichita Falls, Tex., July
14; Fort Worth, Tex., July 15, and Abilene,
Tex., July 16.
RKO’s advance men on the project were
Bob Hickey, Chicago, and Eddie Terhune, Dallas.

Reagan, Rodgers Examined
New York—Charles R. Reagan, Para¬
mount vice-president in charge of distri¬
bution, and William F. Rodgers, Loew’s
distrib chief, will be examined in U. S.
District Court on July 15 and 16 in line
with the anti-trust action pending in
Buffalo by Dipson Theatres against eight
distributors.
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THE "G.I"
CORNER

(This department offers free adt to industry members
wishing to return to the business following honorable
discharge from the armed services. Box numbers will
he assigned. Address G.I.CpRNER, THE EXHIBITOR,
1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.—Ed.)

EXHIBITOR

EX-U.S. ARMY Motion Picture Service Vet desires
administrative

position,

N.

Y.

area

preferred.

Not less than $50.00 per week considered. Man¬
aged theatre in N. Y. circuit before war service,
and managed theatre while in army. Experienced
with

35mm.

and

16mm.

(E-7,

Simplex,

(Bell

&

Brenkert)

Howell,

RCA,

projectors

Ampro)

Write Box G.l. 1 25
VET

DESIRES

position

as

manager

or

manager in Philadelphia or vicinity.
VET of 6814th Motion Picture Company, single,
age 28.

Opened

and

operated

in Garmisch, Germany.
16mm.

film

exchange

Am interested in field of

distribution — can

travel

or

locate

anywhere.
257 W. Main Street

Write Box G.l. 126
VETERAN—honorable

Meriden, Conn.

discharge, age 28, single.

Experience all phases commercial theatre opera¬
tion, including projection.
manager

Write John E. Cooke

assistant

Have pre¬

vious experience in theatre upstate.

Managed six theatres in Germany and

Austria.

pro¬

jectors.

or

assistant

Desires connection as

in

New

Island or New Jersey theatre.

York

City,

Long

Now employed as

day manager and date first run large metropoli¬

BOOKER—VET with ten years experience in all

tan western city.

Also offer some radio experi¬

phases of theatre operation, married, residing in

ence

director

Baltimore,

Radio Service.

desires

position

as

Booker for

thea¬

as

program

WVTP

Armed

Forces

Excellent references.
Write Box G. I. 115

tres in Baltimore, Washington area.
Write Box G.l. 127

PUBLICITY-EXPLOITATION:
pre-Army

experience

vet,

writing,

25,

three

placing,

contact, correspondence in campaign field seeks

steady pos'tion as projectionist or repairman in

entry into motion picture work in New York City

theatre or laboratory in or near Twin Cities or

area or Coast.

Washington, D. C.

results for moderate pay.

Three years college (night).

STALE?

Promotion

Top

Write Box G. I. 116
WORLD

COPY

Stodgy?

Pep

it

up!

WAR

II

VET

seeks

position

to

learn

theatre business in Boston, New York or Wash¬

Hire live wire copy writer, sales promotion go-

ington areas.

Honest, takes an interest in people

getter (28)!

to

the

For zest, sparkle, proven results . . .

build

up

business.

Now

working

at

Laffmovie theatre, Boston, Mass.

Write Box G.l. 129

Write Gerald E. Denley
SELL YOUR THEATRE TO A VETERAN—cash avail¬

544 Munbury Street

able to buy or lease 300 to 600 seat theatre in

PROJECTIONIST, age 33, 12 years experience on

a

small

town,

vicinity

Jersey or Delaware.

of

Pennsylvania,

New

State details.

Simplex

machines,

equipment.

Boston 15, Mass.

RCA

Will
Write

EXPERIENCED

lease

a

theatre

VETERANS

anywhere

wish

in

to

buy

New

or

England.

Brokers, what have you?

can

get

this

Experienced

in

Ex-Motion Picture Service

all

phases of 35

and

29

16 years'

year

MANAGER

measure.

Fit

standards

because

a

years business
delphia

OR

old

but

vet

of

proven

com¬

disadvantageously

em¬

theatre work.

need of energetic,
knowledge

of

resourceful

all

phases

of

College grad, married.
Write Box G.l. 118

you

Conn.

to

meet

yourself

college

your

area

and

a

can

graduate,
willing

preferred.

Can

DISCHARGED

or lease theatre,

VETERAN

desires to

400 seats or better.

mold
with

worker.

furnish

Adequate cash available.
Write Box G.l. 119

to

high
me.

many

and supervisory experience.

mature

HONORABLY

Preferably within a 15 mile radius of Hartford,

ASSISTANT—made

guaranteed

veteran,

reliable,

Complete

purchase

Write Box G.l. 131

am

aid.

16

experience in industry.

I

117

At present employed as projectionist.

Married, willing to learn and capable.

THEATRE

I.

ployed in industry by offering him an opportunity

supervisor has mornings and one full day avail¬
mm. work.

Box G.

presently,

with company in

able.

Electric
Presently

YOU CAN'T GET A MAN WITH A GUN but you
petence

Write Box G.l. 123
Part time work wanted.

Western

anywhere.

located in New York.

Write Box G.l. 122
TWO

and

work

Am

MANAGER-PUBLICITY:
experienced.
setup.

Now

excellent

28,

but

thoroughly

desire

better

Write Box G.l. 120
WORLD

WAR

II

VET wants apprentice training

under G.l. Bill of Rights.
Write Box G.l. 124

age

Salary depending on location.

Phila¬

references.

Vet,

managing

experience

in

Navy

pictures.

20

years

theatre

experience

motion

Also publicity experience, MGM studios.

will

go

anywhere

35mm.

projector.

Would

like

to

manage

west, south or west.

theatre

in

Money

no

Write Box G.l. 121

middle

Can furnish references, will

HONORABLY DISCHARGED Veteran desires posi¬
tion

go anytime.

as theatre

projectionist.

Write J. L. G.
62 First Place

Pennsylvania.

object.

Now employed as manager, motion picture thea¬
tre.

in

Brooklyn, N. Y.

manager,

12

Milt Kusell On Tour
New York—Milton S. Kusell, vice-presi¬
dent in charge of domestic and Canadian
sales for the Selznick Releasing Organiza¬
tion, left last week for Hollywood to con¬
fer with David O. Selznick, and then make
a tour of SRO western and Pacific coast
exchanges.
During his tour of the exchanges which
will last from two to three weeks, Kusell
will make circuit deals in connection with
three SRO pictures now in current national
release.

Anti-Trust Data Collected
New
York — Comprehensive
data on
joint theatre ownership by the defend¬
ants in the Paramount anti-trust case was
beginning to be compiled last week by
the majors as called for by the Depart¬
ment of Justice. The amount of paper
work involved is expected to set a new
record, with the government asking the
dates and places of incorporation, names
of shareholders, former owners, etc., etc.

Republic Reports Profit
New York—For the 26 weeks ended on
April 26, 1948, Republic Pictures Corpora¬
tion and its subsidiaries reported a net
profit of $396,832.85 before federal tax
provision, estimated federal normal and
surtaxes of $160,000, or a net, after taxes,
of $236,832.85.

Have had four months

running

Am honest and willing to work and learn and
VETERAN,

]\ew York — Eric Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Association of Anerica,
last week presented to the National
Archives in Washington an original print
of the historic American film, “Land Of
Liberty.” The presentation was made fol¬
lowing a request by the National Archives
to add the film to its permanent collection
of historical records.
The original production of “Land Of
Liberty” was made for exhibition at the
New York and San Francisco World
Fairs in 1938. It was prepared under the
direction of a film industry committee
headed by Jack Cohn, vice-president,
Columbia. Excerpts were taken from more
than 100 film productions, and woven to¬
gether by Cecil B. DeMille into a 14-reel
motion picture history of the United
States.

years

research,

NAVY VETERAN, 23, married with family, wants

Write Box G.l. 128

"Liberty" In Archives

assistant manager

years experience,

or

10 years in

civilian work, 2 years in Army special service in

Max Rothafel Passes
New York—Private funeral services for
Max Rothafel, 65, brother of the late
Samuel L. Rothafel, theatrical impresario
known as “Roxy,” were held last week.
During the war, Rothafel was the Direc¬
tor of the Office of Economic Warfare in
Brazil.

the states and overseas as Motion Picture Mainte¬
MANAGER,

now

with

large

circuit.

return to the Independents fold.

Desires

to

Can take com¬

nance Technician and stage setting.

plete charge of situation including booking and

ing.

negotiating product contracts.

Prefer steel mill or mining town.

Excellent employer

and character references.

Will go anywhere, available immediately.

VETERAN,

manager,
change.

now

six

years

employed

Experienced

in

as
first

as

Write Box G.l. 130
assistant

manager,
and

Have

of

excellent

all

phases

references

of theatre
and

Married but can locate anywhere.
Write Box G.l. 133

and

wishes

second

theatres in bo'h large and small cities.
knowledge

References will

be sent upon request.

Write Box G.l. 132
MARINE

Have had

experience in stage work, maintenance and draft¬

run

Complete
operation.

some

college.

THEATRE
like

to

charge

MANAGER,
make

of

a

theatre

now employed, but would

change.

Can

except

for

take

Have

Am will¬

ing to go anywhere in Philadelphia and vicinity.
Married,

28

years

old.

Can

furnish

references.
Write Box G.l. 134

Hollywood—RKO's

board of directors
met last week. Appointment of a successor
to Dore Schary, who resigned recently,
was to be one of the highlights of the
sessions.

complete

booking.

been in theatre business for ten years.

RKO Directors Meet

excellent

Oregon House Burns
Victory was razed
by a fire last week with the loss estimated
at $50,000 by owners, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
D. Johnson.
Marcola,

Ore.—The
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Dembow Raps Rank
On "Sleep" Offer
New York—In

a sharply worded state¬
ment, Sam Dembow, in his capacity as
president, Producers Service Corporation,
which represents Triangle Pictures, headed
by Mary Pickford, last week lashed out at
the “perfidious policy” of the J. Arthur
Rank organization for making an offer
equivalent to only 50 per cent of the
standard accepted price for British dis¬
tribution rights for “Sleep, My Love,”
Triangle’s last production.
“I am flatly rejecting the Rank offer,”
said Dembow, “His perfidious policy of
playing major American motion picture
interests off against one another in the
hope of obtaining outstanding product
at ridiculously low prices is jeopardizing
the last vestiges of good will remaining
between the British and American film
industry. If I must be thrown a bone,
let there at least be some semblance of
meat on it.
“Coming on the heels of the latest
maneuver in Britian’s war of nerves
imposition of the 45 per cent quota, the
Rank bid for the Claudette Colbert-Robert
Cummings-Don Ameche starrer, ‘Sleep,
My Love,’ has many top American movie
officials deeply incensed. As a direct re¬
sult of Rank’s outrageous offer, I have
no alternative but to immediately plan
for the release of “Sleep, My Love”
throughout the British Isles in independ¬
ent theatres only.”

St. Louis Decision Upheld
St. Louis—The 1945 decision dismissing
the $285,000 anti-trust suit of St. Louis
Amusement Company and others against
Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Warners, the
American Arbitration Association, and the
operators of the Apollo and Princess was
upheld last week by the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
The plaintiffs, which also included the
management of the Ambassador, Fox,
Missouri, and Shubert, charged that they
had suffered
$95,000
actual
damages
through an AAA decision in unreason¬
able clearance cases filed by the Apollo
and Princess. Federal District Judge
Richard M. Duncan, in his decision three
years ago, upheld the legality of the AAA
setup. The Princess complaint is still
pending.

AMPA Plans Awards
AMPA last week an¬
nounced a series of awards to be given
at an annual dinner for the best advertis¬
ing, publicity, and exploitation campaigns.
The plan was proposed by President Max
E. Youngstein, and the board of trustees
adopted it unanimously. A high-powered
membership drive and plans for coopera¬
tion with TOA, SPG, and other groups
are also on the agenda for the year.
New

York—The

St. Louis Wall Collapses
St. Louis—When an adjoining wall fell
last week on the Senate, part of the the¬
atre roof collapsed, injuring nine people,
two seriously. At the time of the accident,
about 1,500 were in the house. Damage
was estimated at $5,000.
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Samuelson Opposes
20th-Fox-Berger Plan
PHILADELPHIA—Sidney Samuel¬
son, general manager, Allied Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, indicated last week that
the organization has not, and probably
will not, approve the so-called SmithBerger conciliation plan.
Samuelson said that only “substan¬
tial concessions from the distributors
and.
affiliated
theatres
can
right
‘many
deep-seated and
legitimate
grievances’ of independent exhibi¬
tors.”
He said that objections to the plan
would be submitted to the next meet¬
ing of the National Allied board of
directors.

St. Cloud In Stroudsburg
New York—The St. Cloud Amusement
Company has taken over the operation of
the 1200-seat Sherman, Stroudsburg, Pa.,
and the 700-seat Plaza, East Stroudsburg,
Pa., it was announced last week by Berk
and Krumgold, theatre realty specialists.
Si. Cloud, headed by Harvey B. Newins, has already begun a rehabilitation
program at the Sherman to cost about
$75,000, and the same amount will be lav¬
ished on the Plaza also. St. Cloud was
represented by Warner H. Mendel, while
the Scheurmann interests, which have had
operation of the theatres for the past 30
years, were represented by George T.
Robinson, Stroudsburg.
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Studios Actors
In 29-Month Deal
Hollywood—It was learned last week
that the Screen Actors Guild and the
producers have agreed on terms of a new
29-month contract covering employment
of actors to replace the present agreement
expiring on July 31. The troublesome
subject of television transmission of mo¬
tion pictures was bypassed in the con¬
tract by provision for continued bargain¬
ing on the matter.
The producers agreed to notify the
actors if any picture completed after
August 1, and designed primarily for
theatrical exhibition, is licensed for tele¬
vision transmission, and the actors reserve
the right to cancel the contract upon such
notification. Such cancellation, however,
will require 60 days notice from the actors,
and cannot occur before March 1, 1949, in
any event, according to the agreement.
Negotiation of the video issue will go on
without interruption, and the actors also
have reserved the right to terminate the
contract on 90 days’ notice at the end of
this year unless agreement has been
reached on points still in controversy,
including wage scales, reissues of old films,
and reuse of stock shots, as well as tele¬
vision, it was disclosed.

John McPherson Dies
London—Funeral services were held last
week for John R. McPherson, 45, joint
managing director of National Screen
Service, Ltd. Born in Chicago, McPher¬
son began with the company in the U. S.
in 1921, and rose from the ranks.

Brazil Moves Watched
New York—With news from Rio De
Janeiro, Brazil, announcing regulations of
the Price Control Board which include an
article limiting distribs to 40 per cent of
film receipts, the MPAA said last week
that no action would be taken until the
regulations have been thoroughly studied
and a plan decided upon.
Printed reports that remittances from
Brazil hit $40,000,000 annually were de¬
nied. It was said that remittances are
$6,000,000.

Johnston Aids "Letter"
New
York—Eric
Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Association of America,
last week called upon all Chambers of
Commerce in this country to urge their
theatres to book “Letter To A Rebel,”
second of the motion picture industry’s
short subject series on American democ¬
racy in action. Johnston was president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce for four
years before joining the Association.

The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.

Co-op. Reelects Munz
Detroit—Cooperative Theatres of Mich¬
igan last week reelected Harold Munz as
president for 1948-49. Other officers named
were Del Ritter, vice-president, and Fred
DeLodder, Jr., secretary-treasurer. The
new board of directors includes Lew Wisper, A1 Schreiber, Irving Goldberg, J. C.
Peck Saul Korman, and Elliott Cohen,
plus the three officers.

It's A Boy
New York—A seven-pound, 13-ounce
son, Allan Edward, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Silver last week at Women’s
Hospital. Silver is a member of Colum¬
bia’s special events and exploitation de¬
partment. This is their first child.

Griffis To Turkey
Washington—Stanton Griffis last week
was appointed Ambassador to Turkey. He
had previously been envoy to Poland, and,
before entering the diplomatic service, he
was chairman of the executive committee
of Paramount.

Reno On Seat Basis
Reno, Nev.—Theatres will pay license
taxes on a basis of seating capacity rather
than on a gross quarterly receipts formula,
as heretofore, under a municipal ordinance
adopted by the Reno City Council last
week.

J. Frank Mednick Mourned
Los Angeles—The trade last week
mourned the death of J. Frank Mednick,
57, owner, Latosca and Troujan. Mednick,
who passed on at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital, leaves a widow and son.

N. G. Paluguay Passes
New York—Nicholas G. Paluguay, man¬
ager for Paramount in Spain, died last
week in Barcelona. Paluguay joined the
company in 1925.

THE
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MISCELLANEOUS
In All Five:

Kansas City, Mo.:
City.”

Kids build “Junior

In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 54) Ber¬
lin: East-West crisis. Rome: Pope speaks.
Washington: Royall discusses draft. Paris:
Turf classic. Florida: Porpoise hunt. Bos¬
ton: Olympic boxing finals.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 288)
Rome: Pope speaks. Scotland: British
royalty attend Fair. Washington: Royall
discusses draft. Florida: Porpoise hunt.
Paris: Turf classic.
Paramount News (No. 91) Paris: Turf
classic. New York City: Hero of Israel
brought home for burial. Czechoslovakia:
Gottwald takes over as president. New
York City: Fur fashions. Mt. Rainier,
Wash.: Summer skiing.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 158)
New York City: Warship joins mothball
beet. New York City: Hero of Israel
brought home for burial. Washington:
Largest check ever issued. Madrid: Minia¬
ture auto production. Tokyo: Swimmer
sets record. Mt. Rainier, Wash.: Summer
skiing.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 93)
U.S.A.: Political exiles find refuge. New
York City: Hero of Israel brought home
for burial; Governor Warren’s daughters
visit city. Greece: Children evacuated.
Paris: Turf classic. U.S.A.: Hectic day
for Dilly the duck.

The Completely

NEW
1947-48EDITION
is now available!
• 612 PAGES
• 1454 PHOTOS and DRAWINGS
• NEARLY 6 POUNDS

In All Five:

• BURSTING WITH USEFULNESS

Pawling, N. Y.: Deweys and Warrens
on farm. Hollywood: Johnston protests
British, film act.

30 Pages, 56 Photographs and 7 Blue*

In Addition to the Above:

prints (one 34"x20") on Drive-in Theatres
27 Pages and 32 Blueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes
96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building
19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres
Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over
38

—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.

DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!

$3.00 in the Domestic Field
($5.00 per copy for all Foreign shipments.)

Official Order Form
NO COPIES WILL BE SHIPPED unless the infor| motion itemized below is on file in the Publisher's
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Movietone
News
(Vol. 31, No. 53)
Washington: Venezuela’s President Gal¬
legos welcomed by Truman. Sweden: King
Gustav’s 90th birthday. Italy: Flower festi¬
val. Milwaukee: AFL show. Tampa, Fla.:
Tyrone Power speaks to Tampa U grad¬
uates. San Diego, Cal.: Women’s AAU
diving. Milwaukee: Bike racers. Eugene,
Ore.: Kids hold rodeo.
News of the Day (Vol. 19, No. 287)
Berlin: Siege. Yugoslavia: Tito. Sweden:
King Gustav’s 90th birthday. U.S.: Bath¬
ing beauties. Richmond, Cal.: Kid wrest¬
lers.
Paramount
News
(No.
90)
Rhodes:
Jewish-Arab conference. Maille, France:
“Adopted”’ town meets U.S. benefactors.
Minneapolis: Track and field meet. San
Diego, Cal.: Women’s AAU diving.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 157)
Maille, France: “Adopted” town meets
U.S. benefactors. Washington: Truman
awards honor medals. Italy: Naples honors
U.S. war dead. Italy: Flower festival. San
Diego, Cal.:: Women’s AAU diving.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 92)
England:
Churchill on
Berlin crisis.
Rhodes: Jewish-Arab conference. Maille,
France: “Adopted” town meets U.S. bene¬
factors. Connecticut: Spectacular spec¬
tacles. San Diego, Cal.: Women’s AAU
diving.
Telenews Digest (Vol. 11, No. 27) Bul¬
garia: Balkan block discussed with Al¬
bania. Poland: Poznan fair. Czechoslo-

"The Magic City"
Paramount
is
distributing
“The
Magic City”, single reel subject devoted
to forthcoming Paramount features
and also having institutional value for
the industry in general. The subject
differs from the usual entries of its
kind because it reflects credit on the
business of production in general, al¬
though emphasizing Paramount’s role
in the job being done by the coast
studios.
In addition to being a pro-Hollywood promotion, it has a showmanship
flare, as it directly connects theatres
with the job on hand.
—J. E.
vakia: 120,000 youths hold gigantic festi¬
val in Prague. Greece: King Paul inducts
former fifth columnists into national army.
Panama: U.S. planes fly food to Berlin.
England: Exclusive story of Heydrick
“murderer.” England: Army breaks dock
strike. Portugal: Dictator Salazar hailed
by huge throng. New York: Eisenhower
boom grows on eve of Democratic conven¬
tion. West Point: Hero’s burial for Colonel
Marcus. Washington: Venezuelan presi¬
dent in official visit. Louisville, Ky.: Lux¬
ury craft for Mississippi. New York:
Camera eye aids tailoring. Austria: Grunt
and groan mayhem. Rocky Mountain Na¬
tional Park, Colo.: Ski enthusiasts on both
snow and water.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 298)
Kansas City: Army officers inspect ROTC
unit. Scotlandville, Ala.: Professor in¬
vents mathematical machines. Indianap¬
olis: Omega Psi Phi fraternity holds annual
convention. Philadelphia: Dewey nomi¬
nated by GOP. Republic of Liberia: Ed¬
ward R. Stettinius visits. Belgian Congo:
Natives receive food gifts in annual
festival.

NATIONAL LEGION OF DECENCY
July 8, 1948
Unobjectionable

for

General

Patron¬

“Beyond Glory” (Para.); “Blazing
Across The Pecos” (Col.); “Deep Waters”
(20th-Fox); “Fighting Back” (20th-Fox);
“Mickey” (EL); “Northwest Stampede”
(EL); “Timber Trail” (Rep.); Unobjec¬
tionable for Adults: “Abbott And Cos¬
tello Meet Frankenstein” (U-I); “Canon
City” (EL); “The Checkered Coat” (20thFox); “I, Jane Doe” (Rep.); “Jinx Money”
(Mono.); “Key Largo”’ (WB); “King Of
The Gamblers” (Rep.); “Man-Eater Of
Kumaon” (U-I); “Romance On The High
Seas” (WB); “The Street With No Name”
(20th-Fox);
Condemned:
“Fric-Frac”
(French)
(Oxford);
“Nais”
(French)
(Siritzky-Int.).
age:

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
July 3, 1948
“Beyond Glory”
(Para.); “Confessions Of A Rogue” (Dis¬
tinguished) ; “Deep Waters” (20th-Fox);
“Man-Eater
Of
Kumaon”
(U-Int.);
“Northwest Stampede” (EL); “Romance
On The High Seas” (WB).
Selected

Features:

To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing in The Exhibitor.
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SWEET AND
LOWE-DOWN
Undoubtedly the
greatest single new
interest in extra profits in theatres lies
in the soft drink field. There is a con¬
tinuing and very real awareness in the
potential profits in¬
herent in appealing
to patron thirst. Let
us explore the gen¬
eral field of interest.

Samuel L. Lowe, Jr.

First, it is quite
apparent
that
the
usual
theatre
has
little or no interest
in dispensing bottled
drinks for numerous
reasons,
including
difficulties in handling and cooling

large numbers of bottles, the reduced
profits accruing unless sales are at 10
cents, and the increased patron liability
inherent in bottles.
'

Second, it is equally apparent that the
usual theatre can have no interest in an
automatic cup dispenser owned by the
theatre itself.
This type of operation
must be a leased concession because few
theatre operators can successfully main¬
tain in serviceable condition equipment
which involves such special skills as elec¬
trical, mechanical, refrigeration, and coin
vending. Hence, use of such machines
must be on a sharing basis with some of
the profit to each, the theatreman and
the vending concessionaire.
Third, it is obvious that only the man¬
ually-operated drink dispenser can pro¬
vide maximum return profits provided
that it can be self-operated with only
normal operating and maintenance costs.
Granting
the
preceeding
premises,
namely that the manually-operated mul¬
tiple drink dispenser is the ideal answer
in terms of top profit, small space re-
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(Continued on page EP-ti)
Recently, the National Association Of Popcorn Manufac:u.ers participated in "The Breakfast Club" pro¬
gram, attended by members of the Popcorn Processors
Association
holding
their
mid-year
meeting
in
Chicago. The world's largest bag of popcorn was
presented
to
Don McNeill, alleged
candidate
for
President on the "ABC-Breakfast Club" ticket, and
in the picture are seen, left to right, Eddie Ballantine, composer of "The Popcorn Polka" and con¬
ductor of "The
Breakfast Club" orchestra; A.
J.
Villiesse, executive secretary, NAPM; W. T. Haw¬
kins,
president,
Confections,
Inc.,
and
treasurer,
NAPM, and Lemmy Cohen, co-author, "The Popcorn
Polka". The popcorn, which would fill 2000 10-cent
bags, went to patients at Hines Veterans Hospital.

(Candy) is Delicious Food
^

SOMC EVERY DAY!

Cooperating with THE COUNCIL ON CANDY OF
THE NATIONAL CONFECTIONERS' ASSOCIATION

PRESIDENT^

Mfr/omL Assoc/at/ov of

Popcorn MmAmms

Popcorn Is A Nutritions Food
Cooperating with THE NATIONAL ASSO¬
CIATION OF POPCORN MANUFACTURERS

>
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AN EXPLANATION:

The film illustrated
here was drawn as
shown, intentionally
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COMPLETE PACKAGE" PROGRAM

• Manley’s "Complete Package Program” means just that! Manley
furnishes you with the best Popcorn Machine, the finest corn, Season¬
ing Salt, and those famous red and white candy-striped Bags and
Boxes. That’s a combination that has made popcorn sales history in
countless theatres from coast to coast. Now, Manley offers a new
Minute Movie...a trailer to help you build even bigger profits from
popcorn. The public naturally buys popcorn on their way "in”...this
trailer will show you that it’s possible to sell them on the way out
too. "Take home sales” have doubled popcorn profits in other houses
...why not yours? Send coupon for a print of this film now!
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Soda In Bottles Or In Cups?
An Attempt Is Made To Provide An Answer
To A Question Which Has Faced Theatremen
In Many Towns, Both Small And Large
One
of the most frequent questions
asked of the Extra Profits editors is,
“Which is better for the exhibitor, sodas
in bottles or dispensed in cups?”
The answer to that one is that it all
depends on the house, its type, size, and
location.
Certainly, at first glance, many theatremen would pick the cup operation, but
then the first glance doesn’t tell the whole
story.
What follows represents some reactions
from the Coca-Cola angle.

the use of the cup machine limits
itself to theatre houses that have an
average attendance of over 1000 each day.
This volume is necessary to amortize the
First,

cost of the equipment, and to pay the
outlet 20 per cent to 25 per cent of sales.
Secondly, in using a cup machine, it is
essential that the theatre location be in a
thickly populated area. If it is not so sit¬
uated, a cup operator cannot successfully
service the unit.
These facts, there¬
fore, limit the use of the cup machine to
theatres with attendance of over 1000 a
day which are located in thickly populated
areas.
The
Bastian-Blessing
self-contained
unit, or others of similar construction,
works out very nicely where an attend¬
ant already exists to sell candy and other
items, and, for example, where the theatre
operator has a definite desire to sell CocaCola for a nickel. These units have a

With the hot weather really coming into its own around this part of the year,
Coke machines are always a welcome sight for thirsty, tired searchers for "the
pause that refreshes." Three types of machines providing this respite are shown
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Wisconsin Amusement Corporation,
Bickerstaff, George Theatre Comiam O'Donnell, Interstate Circuit,
l/illie, Interstate Circuit, Dallas;
..J, Mindako Theatre Supply Com"i^iiTi'wriiiiMiTH
.j; A. J. Krappman, National Theatres
pany, Los Angeles; William England,
;«w York; Harold F. Chester, Theatre
idy Company, Salt Lake City; Miss
Theatre Corporation, Dos Moines;
WiUKin
Theatre Supply,
Inc.,

THE

(Continued on page EP-G)

above. Two cup machines are seen at left and center, with the center dispenser
located at Gwynn Oak Junction, Baltimore, while only bottles are dispensed
from the one shown at right. Cokes are popular attractions in both containers.

!A PROFITS
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capacity of four or five drinks per minute,
but are not particularly adaptable to
large operations (over 1000 per night),
unless multiple units are used. This, of
course, may increase capital investment to
a point where percentage of profit would
be reduced. Approximately 115 drinks per
gallon are obtained through the Dole
Valve dispenser, rendering gross volume
of $5.75 for each gallon of syrup dispensed.
The cost of syrup is approximately $1.70
per gallon, which leaves a total of $4.05
to pay for CO 2 gas, water, electricity,
cups, labor and profit. The average cost
of this service (excluding labor and profit)
does not exceed 85 cents per gallon if a
good operation exists. Therefore, approxi-

EXHIBITOR

Atlanta; Van Myers, Wometco Theatres, Miami.
Composed of manufacturers, concessionaires, and
other leaders in the candy, popcorn, and allied fields;
A. F. Rathbun, Fred W. Amend Company, Chicago;
Richard C. Fowler, The Coca-Cola Company, New
York; LeRoy J. Wilden, Paramount Candy Company,
Clinton, la.; Raymond J. Showe, Theatre Candy Com¬
pany, Inc., Pittsburgh; Marvin Spitz, American Royal
Candies, Inc., Los Angeles; Vincent O'Brien, Armstrong
Popcorn Company, Lake View, la.; Lawrence 8. Geyer,
W. R. Schraftt and Sons Corporation, Boston; Charles
G. Manley, Manley, Inc., Kansas City; W, 3. Riley,
Brock Candy Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.- W. H.
Foote, Queen Anne Candy Company, Hammond, Ind.;
Charles O'Malley, Paul F. Belch Company, Blooming¬
ton, III.; Joseph Blumenthal, Blumemhai 3r oilier*,
Philadelphia; L. M. Shaw, Smith Brothers, Inc., Pough¬
keepsie, N. Y.; C. M. Said, McPhall Chocolate Com¬
pany, Oswego, N. Y.
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Of special interest to theatremcn are
these units a few just introduced\ some
on the market for some time5 but all
offering extra sales opportunities
Hilco Ice Cream Vender

BETTER
FLAVOR
GREATER
POPPING
VOLUME
FEWER
DUDS
Here's positive proof that
Popsit Plus costs less than
substitutes — judged by final
results. Tests by a leading
agricultural college reveal
that Popsit Plus liquid season¬
ing (1) pops more corn by
volume (2) leaves fewer duds
(3) gives corn the flavor your
customers demand.
That's why Popsit Plus costs less.

Excellent results have been reported
from field tests in various locations for the
Hilco Ice Cream Bar vender, made by the
Berco Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Specially suited as a profit-getter in the¬
atre lobbies, this machine sells for $545.00
F.O.B., Chicago. Production schedule at
the factory is set to reach 500 by October.
The Hilco vends an ice cream bar on a
stick, and is guaranteed to be trouble
free. Standing 60 inches high, 30 inches
wide, 21 inches deep, and weighing 600
pounds, this new machine features such
advantages as: return coin receptacle and
push button for return coin, empty sign,
A.B.T. slug rejector, easily removable
cover, collapsible service table for oper¬
ator, easy access to storage chamber,
1/4
H.P. hermetically sealed compressor,
convenient drain for defrosting and clean¬
ing, and four-inch insulation all around.
The capacity of the Hilco is 100 bars,
with an extra-durable attractive twotone finish adding to the machine’s appeal.

Tele-Juice Dispenser
Tele-Juice, the first coin-operated dis¬
penser of refrigerated canned fruit, and
vegetable juices, was recently introduced
to the automatic merchandising field by
the Telecoin Corporation, New York, na¬
tional distributor of coin-operated mer¬
chandising and service devices.
The new dispenser, standing six feet,
boasts unique sanitary features, and is
simple to operate and service. Dispensing
six kinds of juices simultaneously for 10

It gives you

more for your money than so-called cheaper
substitutes. Avoid substitutes and save money.

Mil mDoai

cents a can, the machine holds 300 sixounce cans, 50 in each of its’ six racks.
The customer chooses a drink from the
selections shown in the illuminated dis¬
play windows, deposits a dime, presses a
button under the flavor desired, and the
can is automatically delivered.
The can is then placed in an opener
chamber, where a knife-type can opener,
mechanically operated by a foot pedal,
makes a clean incision just big enough to
admit a straw. The straw dispenser oppo¬
site the opener is also enclosed.
A circular orifice below the delivery
chute accepts used cans and straws, and
can be emptied into a large waste com¬
partment.
Among the packers with whom the com¬
pany has completed arrangements are:
College Inn Food Products Company, Chi¬
cago, tomato cocktail; Edgar F. Hurff
Company, Swedesboro, N. J., and Phillips
Packing Company, Cambridge, Md., tomato
juice, and John C. Morgan Company,
Travers City, Mich., and Red Cheek Fruit
Cooperative, Chambersburg, Pa., apple
juice.

Chase Men Elected

means profit plus

SEASONING SPECIALISTS TO THE NATION

The pleased look on this pretty customer's face can
be attributed to the refreshing product as well as
the simple operation of the Tele-Juice, the first coinoperated dispenser of refrigerated canned fruit and
vegetable juices, recently introduced by the Telecoin
Corporation, New York. Notice that the young lady
presses a foot pedal, which operates a knife-type
can
opener,
making
an
incision
for the
straw.

A welcome addition to any theatre lobby in all types
of weather is this Hilco Ice Cream
Bar vender,
recently perfected by the Berco Manufacturing Com¬
pany, located in Chicago. The machine has an attrac¬
tive two-tone finish, stands five feet high, and has
a capacity of 100 bars among its many features.

THE
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St. Louis—Two western division mem¬
bers of the Chase Candy Company or¬
ganization have been elected officers of
the firm, W. A. Yantis, Chase president,
announced recently.
Lowell E. Tjaden, sales manager, Chase
western division, was made a vice-presi¬
dent, and Verl L. Taylor, controller,
O’Brien’s of California, Chase subsidiary,
was elected assistant secretary.
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Coca-Cola in the Eastwood Theatre, East Hartford', Connecticut—Tom Grace, Manager

SELL COCA-COLA IN YOUR LOBBY
AND INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
^our lobby can make a profit for

about this new source of profits.

you just like your seats.

Write National Sales Department,

Put Coca-Cola in your lobby.

The Coca-Cola Company, 515 Madi¬

You’ll automatically increase your

son Avenue, New York 22, New

revenue and your profit. You’ll please

York, or get in touch with your

a lot of customers — everybody

Coca-Cola bottler.
Coke ~ Coca-Cola

welcomes Coca-Cola.
Let us give you ALL the facts

Mills 120-B—vends 114 bottles

“Coca-Cola” and its abbreviation “Coke” are
the registered trade-marks which distinguish
the product of The Coca-Cola Company.
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MEET THE BOARD
Raymond J. Showe is head of Theatre
Candy Company, Inc., headquartering in
Pittsburgh. He was born in New York
City, Oct. 23, 1907. Graduated from Co¬
lumbia University in 1928 and Columbia
Law School in 1931, he was a member of
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity, and won a letter
for water polo. Showe then practiced law
in the big city for five years, and later
became assistant manager of the candy
sales department, Paramount Theatres
Service Corporation, holding the pest,
from 1941 to 1946. In the same year, he
formed Theatre Candy Company, Inc..
which he guides today. Showe married
Grace Kent in 1934, and now has three
youngsters, Michael, Genie, and Jonie.
When not working on his sweets, he in¬
dulges in numerous hobbies such as flower

Sweet and Lowe Down
(Continued, from page EP-1)

indefinitely . . . won't
go rancid in the con¬
tainer . . . and pops
corn that stays fresh
longer.

• For those states where
colored oil is not sold
—-use

SIMKO brand.

By the makers of POPSIT PLUS!

quired, and ease of operation, let’s see
what is available.
There are several types costing from
$590 to approximately $1000. They vend
two or three different drinks. Some pour
five cent or 10 cent drinks of any size.
These strangely enough are not the
$1000 machines, but the $590. Price is
not necessarily the governing factor on
these machines. These machines yield
from 60 per cent to 85 per cent profit, de¬
pending on how large a drink is to be
sold for five cents or 10 cents.
The smallest machine is 17V2 inches x 19
inches with the largest less than twice
this size. Thus they take little space,
and can in most theatres be easily in¬
stalled in present facilities.

are easy to operate. Some can be
refilled while in operation, others can¬
not. The same attendant who serves your
other items can also serve the soft drinks.
The time required is less than filling a
popcorn box, and the profit is at least
equal to, if not greater, than popcorn.
The ingredients are available, and prices
are not subject to such wide fluctuations
as are present in other items being handled
They

/

today.

In which the editors of EXTRA PROFITS
continue the .series of brief sketches and
photographs of members of its two Ad¬
visory Boards.
Others will appear later.

gardening, water sports, photography, and
a Kerry Blue terrier. He is a contributor,
“when pressed,” to confectionery trade
journals.
A. F. Rathbun, director of sales for Fred
W. Amend Company, with sales head¬
quarters
in
Chicago,
the
maker of
“Chuckles,” was graduated from North¬
western University in 1937. He spent the
next four years with financial houses on
LaSalle Street as a research analyst. In
1940, he joined Crane Company, manu¬
facturers of plumbing, heating, valves, etc.,
in. their sales research department, and
during the first part of 1942 he was called
to active duty in the navy. Discharged in
October, 1945, Rathbun joined Fred W.
Amend Company.
price of the product, they do not object
to higher prices being charged where extra
service and higher costs of services exist.
In most cases there seems to be very little
difference in the percentage of sale to
customers attending whether the product
be sold for five or 10 cents. In most cases
where 10 cents is charged for the product,
Coca-Cola is poured from the bottle into
a cup. The cups with the Coca-Cola trade¬
mark are obtainable from all bottlers of
Coca-Cola, and in most cases sold at cost.
To the many hundreds of scattered small
houses where less than 1000 people attend
each day, and where there is no attendant
to handle candy and popcorn, it is only
reasonable to recommend that these the¬
atres handle Coca-Cola in the bottle and
through automatic vending equipment.
If they have objection to the bottle be¬
ing carried into the auditorium, recom¬
mendation should be made that the tickettaker be moved to a point where he or
she can keep the customer from entering
with the bottle. This operation would nat¬
urally be a five cent one, with the oper¬
ator making from 25 per cent to 33-1/3
per cent profit. If the operator owned the
equipment, he would make 40 cents or
33-1/3 per cent profit. If the operator
leased the machine from the bottler, he
would make approximately 30 cents per
case.

JOLLY,
Soda In Bottles Or Cups?
(Continued from page EP-Z)

SEASONING SPECIALISTS TO THE NATION

mately 55 per cent gross profit exists when
this drink is served for five cents.
Wherever an attendant presides, a bottle
of Coca-Cola can be handled through
the use of Dry-Electric coolers. These
coolers can be obtained through the CocaCola bottler or any refrigeration supply
company. The product may be served in
the bottle or poured into a cup as desired
by management. Retail price may be
either 5 cents or 10 cents.
Although representatives of The CocaCola Company do not recommend any
price other than 5 cents as the resale
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WliWS OF TUB

BRANCHES
Atlanta
J.B. Colley, Equipment Repair Ser¬
vice, Birmingham, Ala., was in visit¬
ing with friends....J.C. Cox, Carver,
Rock Hill, S. C., was in visiting with
Howard Wallace, branch manager, Sack
Amusement Enterprises.... Off with his
son to California was H. Spears, general
manager, Bailey Theatre Circuit. Spears
flew his own private plane.... Charlie
Clark, general sales manager,“Quiz
Night”, with Forman Rogers, president,
visited.
Jimmy Bello, special sales repre¬
sentative, Astor Pictures of Georgia,
was in for a sales meeting with Presi¬
dent William Richardson. Also in for
a sales meeting were Jimmy Campbell
and Ben Jordan with branch manager
Babe Cohen, Monogram....John W.
Mangham, president, Screen Guild of
Georgia, checked in at his office
after a business trip....Francis White
Screen Guild, Charlotte, returned
there after visiting with friends here.
John W. Mangham, producer of westerns
with his partners, Francis White and
Joy Houck, screened the first two for
the circuits in the south, and the
reaction was that if the others are
as good as the first two, the series
will be okeh....N.H. Waters, Sr.,
Waters Theatre Circuit, Birmingham,
Ala., was in.... Another in last week
was Walter Hickey, who has been ill
for the past five months.
Emily France, secretary to O.S.
Barnett, office manager, Monogram,
returned after a visit with friends
....Those on Film Row are sorry that
they will soon loose their good friend,
Lionel Keene, who is leaving for
Philadelphia, where he plans to orga¬
nize a radio talent show silimar to
the program he has been conducting
here. Keene, former owner, Emory,
Kirkwood, and Avondale, originated
the kiddie revue at Loew’s Grand, and
for a number of years was with Loew’s
as district manager.
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tant, and Harry Curl, suburban mana¬
ger, Community Theatres, Birmingham,
Ala., returned here after a visit....
Eddie Addison, Eagle Lion publicist,
and Emery Austin, MGM tub thumper,
were both back after trips to Alabama.
Mrs. Lois Cone, head, booking office,
Talgar Theatres, was off on a wellearned Florida vacation...Pearl Moos,
Columbia booker, paid a visit to her
mother in Lincoln, Ill., while on her
vacation.... Carroll Clark, Columbia
booking department,checked in at the
office after a vacation in Florida.
Fay Jones, Columbia booking depart¬
ment, was back from a Florida vaca¬
tion.... Mrs. Sara Smith, Columbia
auditing department, was back from
Miami...Mrs. Allene Stephens resigned
from Columbia to keep house.
Joyce Higgins, Columbia secretary,
is back at her desk with a Florida
suntan.... In from the Columbia home
office was H.C. Kaufman, on a visit
to the branch.... Mrs. Carnelia Evans,
Columbia, looks like a 16-year-old
these days in that ‘new look’ wwrdrobe.
Pete Rossian, southern district ma¬
nager, U-I, was in....Seen on Film
Row were Walter Morris, Knoxville,
Tenn.;
Nat Bernstein, Dixie, Miami,
and W. L. McDowell, Senoia, Senoia, Ga.
M. McDermatt, special representa¬
tive, U-I, who has been at the local
branch for a few weeks, left for the
St. Louis exchange.... Kathleen Brown,
Wilby Theatres, was happy when she was
met at the airport by her boy friend,
as she returned from a flying trip to
Jacksonville, Fla....Ruby Manuney,
Wilby booking department; Lottie Gore,
and Olive Smith are back in the office
after a vacation in Asheville, N.C....
On vacation was Kathleen Hornady in
Jacksonville Beach, Fla., and Nancy
McDould in Miami.
Recent visitors included C. S. Dunn,
booker for the Dunn family, with the¬
atres in Georgia and Florida; Clyde
Sampler, Duncan and Richards Theatres,
Georgia; P L. Taylor; Sidney Laird,
Duncan Theatres, West Point, Ga.; John
Carter, and wife, owners, Brookhaven,
Brookhaven, Ga. , and George Gasden,
Griffin, Ga.

Frank V. Merritt, general manager,
Acme Theatres; JohnW. Douglas, assis¬
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Ralph McCoy, popular branch manager,
Film Classics, returned after a busi¬
ness trip... Bill Minder, formerly with
major exchanges, was on Film Row for
the first time since his illness, and
looked fine...Charlie Moore and Jimmy
Wilson, Jimmy Wilson Enterprises, were
back in their offices after a visit
to several theatres.
Babe Cohen, for the past two years
branch manager, Monogram Southern Ex¬
change, resigned as of July 30 to re¬
turn to his former place in New Or¬
leans, where he will enter into part¬
nership with Ed Landaiche, Screen
Guild.
Visiting on Film Row were R.J. In¬
gram, Ashland and Lineville, Ala., and
Colonel T.E. Orr and H. Greene. Prin¬
cess Amusement Company, Albertsville,
Ala. ...J.H. McCarthy, Universal-In¬
ternational southern and Canadian
sales manager* was in.
The other day one man on Film Row
came down to work with the biggest
smile of all. When he started passing
the cigars around, everyone knew he
had become the proud daddy of a baby.
“It’s a boy, and both mother and son
are doing fine”, said Jimmy Bello,
Astor Pictures special representative.
Paramount News: Leonard Allen,
publicity chief, was back from Ten¬
nessee. ... Clyde Goodson, branch man¬
ager, left for Alabama.... Eddie Fitz¬
gerald, sales manager, was off to
Nashville, Tenn.
Jimmy Wilson and Charlie Moore moved
into their new office on Film Row....
Charlie Turner, MGM, is a fre.quent
patron of the K and B Soda Company,
where the film folks hang out....
Mildred Castleberry, Martin Theatres
booker, returned to her desk after a
Florida vacation.... A1 Rook, formerly
with Columbia here, is now with Eagle
Lion in Kansas City.
Kay Comments: W.H. Rudisill, branch
manager, checked in from a trip to
Tennessee. ... Joan Howard, secretary
to Dixie Graham, office manager, was
vacationing in New York...John Jervis,
special sales representative, was
visiting in South Georgia.... Harry
Katz, Kay's official, visited the
Charlotte office. Ike Katz, head of
the company, was in Memphis.

Charlotte

Funeral services were held for
James R. Donnelly, 37, vice-president,
Savier Theatre Corporation, Johnson
City, Tenn., who succumbed to a heart
attack.
Congratulations go to John Huff,
who married Mary Duke, and who moved
up from the shipping department to
booker at Paramount.... Gladys Boston
was back on the job at Paramount after
spending a few weeks in a hospital....
Bill Simpson, Paramount, has been ap¬
pointed head booker.... Passing out
the cigars upon the arrival of a baby
boy was Red Bruton, Benton Brothers
Film Express.
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Atlanta's sensational five-year old
prodigy, Ginger Prince, daughter of
Hugh Prince, co-owner, Co-At-Co Thea¬
tres,
gives out with a bit of song
and dance here. The young Miss just
signed a contract to appear in 15 films
during the next 15 years, and recently
left for the coast,
where she will
also appear in K en Mur r ay ■ s "Blackouts’.'

Barney Hohenstein, general manager,
B. and B. Theatres, Inc., announced
that the firm is negotiating for the
site for a new theatre at WinstonSalem, N.C., which will seat from
1,500 to 1,800 patrons, and will show
first-runs. B. and B. Theatres oper¬
ated at the Hollywood, North Liberty
Street, Winston-Salem, until it was
destroyed by fire early this year.
It is not planned to use the site for
the proposed new first run theatre,
but if the firm is unsuccessful in
finding such a location, it will re¬
open a second run theatre at the old
Hollywood location, Hohenstein said.
The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Minis¬
terial Association adopted a resoluSouthern
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A. L. Royal, Royal Circuit, Meridian,
Miss., and Milton Guidry, Guidry Cir¬
cuit, Abbeville and Erath, La., were
visitors to Film Row.

tion requesting City Council to close
all theatres and “other places of
amusement or business now operating
on Sunday”.

STATES

Exhibitors have expressed concern
over a threat of an epidemic. They
have already felt repercussions at
the boxoffice with fewer children at¬
tending on Sundays. Four years ago,
Charlotte was quarantined, and the¬
atre attendance suffered.
Murphy G. Ragsdale, who joined the
Stanley staff in 1928, became manager
on July 5, according to an announce¬
ment of George A. Hughes, who opened
the theatre 20 years ago. Ragsdale
and the Stanley have the affiliation
and supervision of the Everett Enter¬
prises, the house being a link in the
organization. A redecoration and
general improvement program is now
underway.

Memphis
The Shelby County Board of Adjust¬
ment has been asked to determine if a
drive-in open air theatre qualifies
as a commercial enterprise. Hearing
of the case results from an appeal of
H.H. Roth from a decision of the
county building commissioner. Roth
does not seek a zoning variation. He
seeks to build a theatre on the corner
of Park and Pendleton, which already
has been zoned as commercial.
Exhibitors on Film Row,were: Grady
Cook, Pontotoc, Miss.; w.F. Ruffin,
Sr., and Jr., Covington, Tenn.; Mrs.
J.D. Lowrey, Russelville, Ark.; Moses
Sliman, Luxora, Ark.; M.E. Rice,
Brownsville, Tenn.; Gordon Hutchins,
Corning, Ark.; C. A. Gilliland, Steele,
Mo., and J.H. Gray, Rutherford, Tenn.
Another theatre sale reported in
the Tri-States during the recent ex¬
pansion movement is that of the New,
Tuckerman, Ark. it has been purchased
by T.B. Kirk from Mrs. Alice Graham.
The sale became effective on June 20.
Kirk is a former Film Row branch
manager. He left Memphis for Dallas
sometime ago, and now again becomes
active in this region.
Columbia’s “Lulu Belle” was banned
by the Memphis Board of Censors.
Chairman Lloyd T. Binford said the
film "is a sensual performance cater¬
ing to the lowest impulses of its
audiences.” This means that the film
will also be banned from showing in
Covington, Tenn., as that city had
passed a law that any film banned in
Memphis would also be banned in Cov¬
ington.

Alabama
BI RMINGHAM

Ralph A. Root, MPMO, was enjoying
the Florida sunshine....N.A. Kriel,
Ritz, with the Mrs., was spending a
vacation in Panama City, Fla.
PARRISH

Approximately 2000 people were on
hand for the recent 10th anniversary
celebration of the Rhodes, Atlanta,
Joe Fink, manager. The affair, broad¬
cast over WBGE, was highlighted by
the appearance of Mayor Hartsfield,
who is shown here cutting the cake.

Tain.; E. F. Gammill, Maden, Miss.,
and Paul Whiting, Hunter, Ark.
Miss Ruth Collins, bookkeeper,
Loew’s, was vacationing.
Vacationing were: Booker Ray Carter,
and PBX operator Dorothy Davis at
Paramount.

New Orleans
Renewal contrabts for service to
100 theatres in the southern region
have been signed by the RCA Service
Company. The contracts covfir theatres
of the Southern Amusement Company,
Paramount-Richards, Inc., United The¬
atres Corporation, and Dixie Theatres,
Inc. RCA Service Company representa¬
tives who negotiated the contracts
were Walter Gilreath, Dallas district
manager, S.S. Riley, field supervisor,
New Orleans area, and Harry Paul, At¬
lanta district sales manager, RCA
Theatre'Equipment Section.
Chester Morris was suspended for
six months by the International
Brotherhood of Magicians, which held
its international convention in New
Orleans1’. Chairman J.C. McLemore,
ethics and grievance committee, said
Morris was being disciplined for ex¬
posing tricks of magic in an article
under his name in Popular Mechanics
Magazine.... A1 Sack was here from San
Antonio, Tex., negotiating for an
office and personnel to handle his
Negro Product. Tentative headquarters
of the new exchange are at 218 South
Liberty Street. Sack announced that
Alton Dureau and Gene Youngblood will
serve the new firm as branch manager
and salesman, respectively.

0.L. Redfern, owner, Star, and thea¬
tres in Graysville and Quintown, Ala.,
sold out to G. Thornton and Ray J.
Horn. The new owners changed the name
of the Star to the Parrish.

Arkansas
HOT

SPRINGS

“Red” Skelton, visiting Hot Springs,
was made a deputy constable.

The Arkansas Amusement Company an¬
nounced a change of plans in the pre¬
sent set-up. The new plans include
renovation of the Royal, to reopen
under the name of the Center. The Com¬
pany also plans to relinquish its
lease on the Capitol building to the
McLellan Store, which will use the
building to double the first floor
capacity of its present building. The
Capitol will remain in use until the
renovation of the Royal is completed.
Ginocchio and Cromwell, architects,
are preparing the plans for the new
Center. The new theatre will have a
capacity of 1,300, compared with the
present seating arrangement of the
Royal, 1,149. The Pulaski has been
closed for renovation, with date of
completion indefinite. D.P. Callahan
is city manager.
Claude Mundo, owner, Liberty, and
wife, Thelma, flew to Columbia, Mo.,
with daughter Claudette to look over
Stephens College, where the latter
will attend school in the fall. The
Mundos fly their own plane.

Florida
JACKSON V I LLE

William H. Murphy, Jr., is acting
manager, Southeastern Theatre Equip¬
ment Company branch. He succeeds
Walter E. Woodward, resigned.
M I AM I

Salesmen Frank Carter, Warners, and
Mrs. Carter are receiving congratu¬
lations on the birth of twins, a son
and daughter born on June 23. The boy
is named Frank Jr., and the girl
Constance. Both mother and twins are
doing nicely. Father is suffering
from chest expansion.
Shopping for new product were: L.H.
Lanheart, booker for the Commonwealth
Kansas City, Mo.; J.H. Morrow, Hamil¬
ton, Ala.; R. R. Clemmons, Adamsville,

Joel Bluestone is the-new salesman
at Film Classics.... Office manager
Mamie Lass, FC, is sporting anew look
hair-do that’s quite becoming.... Ray
Del Rio, former salesman with various
exchanges, is in the heating appliance
game now....An air-conditioning unit
has been installed in the Film Grill
and bar, film row rendezvous.... Colum¬
bia employees held their picnic at
Pontchatoula Park....SR0 has opened a
suite of offices in the Higgins build¬
ing. Bill Shields is new manager....

Wometco announced the purchase of
the approximate-16-acre Weaver tract
in North Miami Beach, at about 145th
Street and Biscayne Boulevard on the
east side of the highway. The city
council of the community passed a
special ruling to amend the zoning,
and allow construction. Wometco plans
a modern 1000 car drive-in for the
spot, and Park-In Theatres, Inc. is
the designer-engineer. Civil engineer
Franklin C. Macshal will be in charge,
July 14,
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and will have as his assistant, Ed¬
mund Friedman, Maurice Connell and
Associates, engineers.
In town was Warners' J.D. Woodward
....It was wedding bells in Edinburgh,
Scotland, for Wometco booker-buyer
Herman Silverman. . . . As a summer
stimulus, the Paramount Boulevard hnd
Regent had “The Amazing Maurice",
magician and mentalist, as an added
attraction.
Coincident with the showing of
“Summer Holiday” at the Paramount’s
Sheridan and Florida, a contest was
sponsored, with a trip to Havana as
the major prize.
Wometco’s public relations director,
Mark Chartrand, lamented Fox-Movie¬
tone’ s unwillingness to publicize the
title of the theme song of its news¬
reel, “Stop the Music’ s’’ current tuneteaser.
Variety Clubs Tent 33 had its first
birthday. This infant organization
managed to raise $50,000, which it
used for the benefit of ill and under¬
privileged youngsters. Voluntarily,
it has taken over the project of get¬
ting the South Florida Children's
Hospital going... .Television receiver
demonstrations continue at Wometco’s
Miami. Audience participation and
inpromptu shows are given four times
daily, and the crowds attending speak
well for the quality and popularity
....Cosmopolitan audiences are ap¬
preciative of the dual foreign fea¬
ture bills which the Flamingo is fea¬
turing. Bernice Schwartz, manager,
the only woman manager in this area,
has been relaxing on a vacation, which
included a trip to New York.
The continued popularity of the
drive-in is evidenced by the capacity
audiences, 600 cars, of E.M. Loew’s
Miami Drive-In, oldest of its type in
continuous operation in the south.
Manager E.Y. Stafford is proud of the
unique service offered to the family
group. On request, an attendant will
heat baby’s bottle. Owner Loew expects
to build several similar drive-ins.
At the club rooms of the Variety
Club, the Troupers Club held a fare¬
well party for popular Joseph Masteroff, former assistant manager, Cameo,
and recent correspondent for The Ex¬
hibitor. A goodly crowd of about 50
included most of the Wometco managers
and other personnel, and, as a sendoff gift, the gang presented him with
a fountain pen. ... Replacing at the
Cameo is James Camp, former assistant,
Town. Claude Woods, previous assis¬
tant, State, steps into the assistant’s
shoes at the Town. Tim Tyler takes
over the manager’s spot at the Surf,
with Franklin Maury going to the Miami
to relieve vacationing assistant mana¬
ger Jack McKinnon. Walter Elements,
manager, Biltmore, on vacation, was
relieved by Wometco relief manager
Loren Stiles.
Labe Mell has been made chief cam¬
eraman for Wometco’s television sta¬
tion, WTVJ_Mitch Rubenstein, mana¬
ger, Mayfair, reported most of staff
July 14,
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sporting cowboy attire as an advance
publicity tie-up for “Fury At Furnace
Creek”.... Freda Goldberg, secretary
to booker Herman Silverman, Wometco,
has been having a bout with the pneu¬
monia germs, but she won....Wometco’s
air conditioning engineer, Ed Wolf,
resigned, Herman Reede replacing....
Joseph Greca, formerly with Fabian
Theatres, is the newest addition to
the accounting department at Wometco
....Mitchell Wolfson and his family
are on a jaunt to South America.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
ATLANTA
RK0 (195 Luckie, N.W.)
2:30, "The Velvet Touch”.

July 19,

CHARLOTTE
RKO (308 S. Church) July 19,
*1116 Velvet Touch’’,

2:30,

NEW ORLEANS

Georgia

RKO (200 S. Liberty) July 19,
"The Velvet Touch’’.

BUCHANAN
A.C. Barnett announced that he has
taken over the Buchanan from G. W. Bell.

Matt Jennings has been appointed
publicity chief for Martin’s Theatres.
He will make his headquarters here.
ROME
H.B. Schuessler, official, Lam
Amusement Company, announced that
construction on a $500,000 drive-in
on U.S. Highway 27 would begin. The
outdoor theatre will have a 500-car
capacity, and will be located beyond
the Dutch Mill Steak House at the
fork of U.S. Highway 27 and Cave
Spring Road. Included in the plans
for the project are a swimming pool,
playground, community center, etc.
Schuessler also said a similar pro¬
ject will be constructed in LaGrange
in the near future, and that a 600seat colored theatre, located on First
Avenue, will open about Oct. l.

Louisiana
LAFAYETTE
Milton Guidry started construction
on a 900-seater in the Nona Trading
Center.

North Carolina
CHAPEL

MEMPHIS
RKO (151 Vance) July 19,
“The Velvet Touch’’.

COLUMBUS

10:30,

10:30,

loudspeakers used in connection with
the theatre are creating a nuisance,
and operators have said that they plan
to install individual in-car speakers
as soon as possible.
J.H. Epperson, health superinten¬
dent, advised parents to keep their
children away from theatres because of
the appearance of a number of cases
of infantile paralysis.
GREENSBORO
The Elm held its formal opening on
June 29. Formerly the Criterion, it
has been closed since May for a face
lifting, renovation and redecoration
job. Chester R. Glenn is manager. The
house seats 480, and will specialize
in second-runs and subsequent show¬
ings, according to Glenn, who has been
with the theatre for seven years. Mar¬
vin S. Cornelius is assistant manager.
The theatre is owned by S.W. Craver
and F.H. Beddingfield, Charlotte.
HENDERSON
Billy Gregory opened a new drive-in.
LITTLETON

HILL

Manager E. Carrington Smith, Caro¬
lina, reports that showing of patriotic
films at his house promoted a few
students at the University of North
Carolina who claim to be communists
to threaten him with bodily harm,
to destroy the film, to boycott his
theatre, and to raise disturbances in
the theatre.
E. Carrington Smith, local manager,
has been elected state director, Chapel
Hill-Carrboro Merchants Association.
DURHAM
William L. Marshall and Harold Mark¬
ham, drive-in, Chapel Hill Boulevard,
charged by residents of the Hope Val¬
ley Club section with creating a
nuisance in the operation of the thea¬
tre, asked for a jury trial when the
case was called in Recorder’s Court
on July 3, and the case, already
postponed previously, automatically
was transferred to Superior Court.
Residents of the area protest that

Roy L.
theatre.

Champion opened his new

RALE I GH
Down in Sarasota, Fla., enjoying
the sunshine was Ed Haley, Haley.
RE IDSVILLE
W.H. Hendrix, director, Reidsville
Amusement Company, which operates
three houses here, announced plans for
the construction of a modern.drive-in
at the junction of Highways 65 and 87
just north of Reidsville. The drive-in
will cost an estimated $50,000, and
will be located on an eight-acre tract.
It will be the first drive-in in the
Reidsville area, and it is hoped that
it can be in operation by September.
It will accommodate from 350 to 400
cars.
SANFORD
The Carolina was opened in a big
(Continued on next page).
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(Lew Herb, traveling representative
of THE EXHIBITOR, continues with his
leisurely tour through 4he southern
area.-Ed.)

'Having made the rounds of the various
Nashville circuit offices, we visited
several of the theatres, and dropped
in at the Knickerbocker, where we
found Floyd R. Rice in
charge. A veteran show¬
man, he has been with
the company for the
past eight years, but
has also operated theatres in many other
cities. He was located
on the west coast for
a brief period with the
Skouras organization,
among others. He is a
capable chap, who knows his way around.
He has a most ingenious advertising
medium at his command. He furnishes
the city with a number of "No Parking”
signs for use on the street, and each
carries an advertisement for the cur¬
rent attraction at his theatre. These
signs are used in all of the congested
downtown areas, or wherever traffic
must be diverted. As a result, they
are seen by thousands of people daily.
His only cost is the insertion of the
card, which is about standard windowcard size, and the maintenance of the
sign, itself.
We next visited the Princess, one
of the action houses in the down-town
area, and chatted with Russell Parham,
who started with Crescent 28 years
ago in this same house. In addition
to operating the Princess, Parham also
operates a 16mm. film exchange, and
combination theatre supply, mostly
for 16mm. equipment.
While in his office, we also met
another exhibitor, H.C. Lew, who op¬
erates the Park, West Moreland. This
is a new house, which Lew opened about
a year ago.
Going over to Fifth Avenue, we visited
the Rex, under the direction of John
M. Lawrence, another veteran who has
been with Crescent for 31 years. He
is one of three brothers, with Cres¬
cent, here in Nashville. His brother,
Joe, operates the Woodland, and brother
Lloyd, the Madison. All have been con¬
nected with the company for years.
Next door, at the 5th Avenue, we chatted
with manager Lee Castleberry, then in
the throes of remodeling his theatre.
When finished, the house will be built
along the stadium type, with a sloping
floor. Castleberry is another veteran
industrite, and has been prominent in
exhibitor organizations in this ter¬
ritory for years.
A visit to some of the outlying
neighborhoods found us chatting with
W.A. MacPherson, Capitol, where he has
been located for the past 15 years.
He is a very affable gentleman, and
operates this house as if it were his
own. He has the attribute of knowing
his clientele, and greets all of them
at the door.

At a recent farewell dinner in Atlanta given by Salvation Army Major Joe
Kir km an, Variety Club barkers extended best wishes and congratulations to
the 30 lucky boys chosen to receive a one week vacation in St. P^etersburg,
Fla., as guests of the Admiral Farragut Academy and the Variety Club, Tent 21.

Out at the Woodbine, we discussed
business with Doug Quinn, who boasts
of 28 years in the business, all with
Crescent. He is still running a form
of “Bank Night” at the Woodbine, and
says it is still a good business-getter.
At the Melrose, we found one of the
large community centers of which the
theatre is the hub, flanked by various
other amusement and shopping places.
These include a large bowling center
with 32 alleys, and a deluxe billiard
parlor. The theatre is set back from
the highway, and has ample parking
space surrounding it to take care of
the patrons’ cars, while they are at¬
tending the show. It was opened about
five years ago, and is one of the show
places of the city.
Back in the downtown area again, we
visited the Paramount, where we found
Ben H. Garrett in charge. He has been
in the business for the past 18 years,
spending most of his time at this same
house. He has been with it through
several changes in ownership, includ¬
ing Paramount, and later Wilby-Kincey.
This is the largest of the Crescent
theatres in Nashville, and the “A”
house.
Having been too late to visit the
members of Local 626 at their monthly
meeting, we did the next best thing, and
visited the b.a., A.E. Brown, at his
post as projectionist in the booth of
Loew’s Vendome. He has been operating
projectors since he was a youth, and
shares the Loew’s booth with H.W.
Williams, who is president of this
local, which was first chartered in
1915.
The last lap of our current tour in
the Southern territory took us from
the capital city of Nashville across
the state to Knoxville, where we
found a highly competitive situation
existing, with about 20 theatres
operating, many of them in outlying
sections of the city.
After parking our rolling home, we
headed into the city, and stopped at
the first theatre we encountered, the
Booth, a Wilby-Kincey house, under
the direction of Louis L. Barkshadt,
a young fellow who got his start back
in 1924 with the old Publix organi¬
zation. He has since been in and out
of the business, and spent a few years
of his time in the service of Uncle
Sam during the recent world conflict.
After his subsequent discharge from
the service, he resumed his managerial
career, taking over the Booth, one of
the oldest houses in the city, which

was the starting point for many other
prominent local showmen.
We next looked up Walter Morris,
prominent exhibitor and president,
Tennessee Theatre Owners Association,
who recently opened the new Tower,
North Broadway.
We found that the new house is
almost a replica of his Pike, located
at the other end of the city, and
which has been open for almost two
years. Morris is known far and wide
for having opened and operated all
of the theatres in the famed Atomic
center, Oak Ridge, located a few
miles away. He started his career in
the old Lyric back in 1918, and has
at one time or another worked in
practically all of the theatres in
the city, excepting for several of
the more recently built houses. He
was also associated with the ParamountPublix organization, after which he
became associated with Warners.

SANFORD
(■Continued from preceding page)
way for Negro patrons by W.M. Kelly.
The house will seat 350. In the lobby
is the first Drink-O-Mat soft drink¬
dispensing machine seen in Sanford,
for which Kelly is agent in Lee and
adjoining counties. Kelly began in
the business in a modest way in San¬
ford two years ago in a tent.

South Carolina
GREENVILLE
A new drive-in is being built here.

NEWBERRY
Anew drive-in is under construction
here.

Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
James R. Donnelly, 37, died unex¬
pectedly from a heart attack at his
home. He had been in the theatre busi¬
ness since 1937> and at the time of
his death was vice-president, Sevier
Theatre Corporation, operating thea¬
tres here and in Jonesboro, Tenn.

OAK RIDGE
The Middletown closed due to poor
business.
July 14,
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Chicago
Harold Stevens, Paramount exchange
manager, underwent a serious operation
at Evanston Hospital, Evanston, Ill. . . .
Roy Boomer, TESMA secretary, reported
685 drive-ins in operation in the country.
. . . Marko-Stelia Theatres, Inc., increased
its common stock shares to 2500.
Hugh McGinnis, Drake manager, postcarded from Fort Ord, near San Francisco,
Calif., that he was enjoying his month on
active duty in the army reserves, with
the rank of captain. . . . Lan Court Theatre,
Inc., changed its name to Armitage Amuse¬
ment Company. . . . Boris Reidel, B and
K poster studio, vacationed on the west
coast.
Dan Sheer, Astor assistant, devotes his
outside time to a school for radio an¬
nouncers. . . . Doc Bamford, MGM district
manager, observed his 30th year in the
film industry. . . . Bob Day, Crosby Pro¬
ductions special representative, visited
Robey Parks, local manager. . . . Morris
Schweitzer opened his River Lane out¬
door, Rockford, Ill.
Abe Brussell, theatre attorney, was on a
three-week honeymoon following his mar¬
riage to Miss Shirley Lubar.
B and K returned Ray Thompson from
the State-Lake back to the Chicago man¬
agement. Charley Nesbitt was made StateLake manager. . . . B. L. and Robert White
and E. Dunn organized the Bob White
Drive-in, 1058 Plainfield Road, Joliet, Ill.
B and K’ers John Balaban, secretarytreasurer; Arthur A. Goldberg, attorney,
and Elmer C. Upton organized the Rio
Theatre Corporation. . . . The Alliance
Theatre Corporation is on the way with
drive-ins for Kokomo and Vincennes, Ind.
... A 34-pound lake trout was the prize
catch of Thomas C. McConnell, thfeatre
attorney, on a Canadian fishing trip with
his son Jack.
RKO’s petition to be released from pro¬
visions of the Jackson Park decree, on the
ground that the ownership of its theatres
in the downtown district is not covered
by the ruling, was denied by Federal
Judge Igoe. . . . Alfred and Sidney Bartelstein and. Robert Templer formed the Lane
Court Theatre Company. . . . Alex Manta
and associates are completing a 1,000-car
drive-in at Niles, Mich.
Will Singer retired as manager, Brandels, Omaha, and is making his home here
where his brother, the late Mort Singer,
was an RKO executive. . . . Larry Stein,
former Warner publicist, will exploit the
new Manta-Rose drive-in, Flint, Mich. . . .
Theatre owners received notice from the
state labor department that the new mini¬
mum wage ruling of 55 cents an hour for
women and minors becomes effective on
Aug. 12.
Nick Butera, assistant manager, Essaness Southern, Oak Park, Ill., returned
from his vacation, while Jimmy Smith,
assistant manager, Lake, Oak Park, left
on his vacation.
Leonard Utecht, Cook County suburban
chairman, Sister Elizabeth Kenny Founda¬
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tion Drive, announced the appointment of
Sam Krimstein, manager, Olympic, Cicero,
Ill., as his chairman for the Cicero and
Hawthorne districts. He also reports that
Nick Butera, assistant, Southern, Oak Park,
and Johnny Kerzan, assistant manager,
North Center, will work along as cochairmen in the Niles, Norwood Park,
Schiller Park, Elmwood Park, and Frank¬
lin Park districts.
The Southern District Business Men’s
Association of Oak Park held its installa¬
tion of officers with Len Utecht, manager,
Essaness Lake, presiding as toastmaster.
On the entertainment committee are Les
James Hruby, assistant manager, 4 Star,
and Nick Butera, assistant manager, Ess¬
aness Southern. A banquet and entertain¬
ment followed along with a square dance
party. . . . Dick Zellar, supervisor, West
Side and Oak Park district, Essaness Cir¬
cuit, was vacationing with Eddie Masters
taking over the Oak Park houses while he
is away.

Dallas
Guy Madison, star of UA’s “Texas,
Brooklyn, And Heaven” will be the guest
of honor on July 19 when the Robert S.
Golden production has its world premiere
here. Many other Hollywood celebrities
will also be present. Edward “Doc”
Golden will accompany Madison.

Denver
Clarence Martin, owner, Gem, Hugo,
Colo., spent a night in Colorado General
Hospital as the result of receiving a cut
artery in one of his hands in an automo¬
bile accident. . . . Joe LeVee, Warners’
salesman, Des Moines territory, has been
moved here where he succeeds Bill
Hobson, who recently resigned to take
the Denver job as SRO special represent¬
ative.Don Davis, Kansas City dis¬
trict manager for RCA, in on a business
trip, visited a former Kansas City friend,
Ward Scott, who was formerly district
manager for 20th-Fox in Kansas City.
Parking space is getting tighter on Film
Row, what with the city posting the two
small triangular parks against the practice.
. . . Paul Rothman and Cy Lee opened
their $115,000, 650-car drive-in, the Star¬
light, Colorado Springs, Colo. Inclement
weather forced the postponement from
June 25. . . . Sam Reed, Western Service
and Supply salesman, took leave of
absence to run the Dillon, Fairplay, and
Breckenridge, Colo., theatres for R. D.
Ervin. . . . Tom Bailey, district manager,
Film Classics, returned from a Salt Lake
City trip. . . . Harry Golub, former Orpheum manager, is now director for the
new television station in Salt Lake City.
. . . Pauline Hall, Paramount exchange

secretary, went to eastern Canada on her
vacation.
Wayne Ball, Columbia branch manager
here, before his promotion to a similar job
in Los Angeles, stopped over here for a
visit. . . . Neal Beezley, owner, Midway,
Burlington, Colo., has been elected presi¬
dent, Chamber of Commerce.
O. J. Sears sold the Apache, Elida, N. M.,
to A. B. Yarbrough, and will move the
theatre to House, N. M. . . . There will be
a special demonstration of the new Brenkert projector at Western Service and Sup¬
ply, with Ralph Heacock, RCA product
manager, being here on Aug. 16 to assist
in the display. . . . Quentin Horn, RKO
office manager, went to California and the
Pacific Northwest on vacation.
Seen on Film Row were: Dr. F. E. Rider,
Waunetta, Neb.; Glen Wittstruck, Meeker,
Colo.; R. D. Ervin, Kremmling, Colo.;
Larry Starsmore, Colorado Springs, Colo.;
Sam Feinstein,
Haxtum,
Colo.;
Tom
Knight, Riverton, Wyo., and Lloyd Greves,
Eagle, Colo.

Des Moines
Jerry McGlynn, MGM Omaha office, has
been named manager, Des Moines branch,
succeeding D. C. Kennedy, who is resign¬
ing from the industry. . . . Clark Baker,
city salesman in Columbia’s Detroit branch
for the last three years, has been named
as exchange manager to succeed Mel Eviclon, resigned. . . . Maynard Long, assist¬
ant manager, Iowa and Strand, Grinnell,
la., was married recently to Marilyn Lin¬
coln, Grinnell. . . . Ted Allen, owner,
Garden, Guthrie Center, la., was hos¬
pitalized at Des Moines with a stomach
ailment.
A group of Minneapolis business men
leased the Palace, Waterloo, la., and will
remodel the building. The group signed a
10-year lease.
The theatre had been
headed for destruction with the 34-year
old house closed recently by the Cutler
estate, which was operating the house.
A contract has been let with Doubek
and Kratz, Cresco, la., for construction
of a quonset type theatre at Elma, la. J. F.
Beecher is president, with Charles J.
Jones to manage the house. . . . Robert
Severeid, Waterloo, la., purchased the
Avon, Dysart, la., from Frank Parizek,
who has operated the theatre for the last
five years. . . . The Bel-Air Theatre Cor¬
poration, Davenport, la., filed articles of
incorporation with authorized capital stock
listed at $100,000. Officers for the outdoor
theatre include Julius Geertz, president;
Clarence Moses, vice-president, and Rob¬
ert McMann, secretary, all of Davenport.
. . . Lloyd Johnston has been appointed
manager, Circle, Nevada, la.
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Only a few minutes before this photo was snapped, the plane had landed at the Moline, III., airport bringing
a group of celebrities for the recent gala premiere of Eagle Lion's "Mickey ". Posing for the cameraman are,
left to right: Buster Brotman, circuit manager and executive operating the Paradise, and chairman, theatre
committee, Moline Centennial celebration; film star Signe Hasso, Herb D. Groves, Tri-States district manager;
popular stars Sunnie Anderson and Lon McCallister, and Roy T. Hill, manager, Le Claire, Tri-States house.
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John E. Winn, formerly office manager,
Screen Guild, has been named branch
manager for the Des Moines and Omaha
territories. . . . Mrs. Floyd Sichra plans
to continue as manager, Wieting, Toledo,
la. Her late husband, F. J. Sichra, had
managed the house since 1933. . . . The
drive-in under construction at Fort Dodge,
la., is expected to be opened soon. The
$25,000 airer will have parking space for
225 cars.

Kansas City
Allied Independent Theatre Owners of
Kansas and Missouri will seek regulation
of television outlets when Kansas City’s
video stations begin operating shortly.
The organization points out that an ad¬
verse effect on theatres is noticed in other
cities from television, especially during
big sporting events.
The Crest Drive-In, said by its owners
to be one of the largest in the country,
opened south of this city, near Hickman
Mills on U. S. Highway 71. Nearly $250,000
has been invested in the project by Com¬
monwealth Theatres, operator of the de¬
velopment, according to J. D. Braunagel,
general manager. The spot has parking
space for 950 cars and individual in-car
speakers. The screen is 63 feet square.
A playground for children is an added fea¬
ture, as is an outdoor dining patio, where
patrons may dine, and still see the pic¬
tures. A fireworks display was an added
feature on opening night. Ralph Pullen, for
many years a theatre manager here, is in
charge of the project.

Los Angeles
George A. Smith, Paramount western
division manager, left on a tour of
branches.
James Edwards, Jr., head, Edwards
Theatre Circuit, was recovering from
surgery at the Huntington Memorial Hos¬
pital, Pasadena, Cal.
William H. Thedford, district manager,
Evergreen Theatres, Pacific coast, was
married recently to Edna Elizabeth Pur¬
nell, Portland. . . . Sale of the Granada
was completed to Henry Gottlieb, accord¬
ing to Chris R. Maffry, former owner.
Edward J. Walton, assistant general sales
manager, Republic, was here for huddles
with Earl Collins, western division sales
head, and Ralph Carmichael, exchange
manager. . . . Huddles in connection with
the national conference on the prevention
and control of juvenile delinquency were
held here for the Southern California area
at the Fox West Coast headquarters.
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gala benefit premiere opening of Ringling
Brothers-Barnum and Bailey Circus in its
first coast stand in seven years.
Saint
John’s Hospital Guild has secured entire
receipts of opening night, and has asked
the industry to spearhead the event, and
extend its leadership to all combined
Southern
California
industries,
civic
groups, and society bluebloods interested
in
the
hospital charity organization.
Charles P. Skouras has been named chair¬
man for Greater Los Angeles by Mrs.
Sven Lokrantz, president, hospital guild,
and others include Dick Dickson, assistant
to Skouras. and Dore Schary, chairman of
studios participation. Paul Mosher and
Sevmour Peiser will supervise publicity
and advertising.

Milwaukee
L. F. Gran, head, Standard Theatres,
completed plans for a new 750-seat house
in Waukesha, Wis. . . . Leonard Gappa,
Fox Wisconsin purchasing department,
left. . . . Fontas Georgiades, manager,
Milwaukee office. Delft Theatres, oper¬
ated by “Doc” Gallup, Marquette, Mich.,
announced that Donn Borrer is the new
manager at Crystal Falls and Iron River
Wis. Borrer managed houses for Stand¬
ard Theatres prior to World War II.
Mark Markowitz, who resigned from
Fox Wisconsin, is reported slated to an¬
nounce a new connection. . . . The street
remodeling on Upper Third, in progress
for several months, has seriously affected
business at houses. . . . John Adler, Marsh¬
field, Wis., who operates a circuit of sev¬
eral up-state houses, has appointed Wayne
Berkley, recently managing the Majestic,
Madison, Wis., as exploiteer. . . . Two
new drive-ins are reported in the offing
in the area. Standard Theatres will build
near Kenosha, Wis., and other interests
are reported building a drive-in on High¬
way 20 on the Lake Michigan route be¬
tween Racine and Kenosha. . . . The
Drive-In on Blue Mound Road, managed
by Robert Gross, installed in-car speakers.
R. Baker, RKO salesman, is chairman
of a committee working on the golf out¬
ing on July 25 at Port Washington Coun¬
try Club, Port Washington, Wis.
Mrs. Lenore Biron, mother of Carl Biron,
onetime Riverside advertising artist, died.
. . . Mrs. Ernie Langemak, wife of the
Colonial projectionist, died recently.
Milwaukee exhibitors caught in the
usual summer slump, find the going
rougher this year than ever before. . . .
Margaret Kennedy, National Screen Serv¬
ice shipper, was married, and resigned.
. . . Charles Guelson, Badger, Stoughton,
Wis., was a caller. Bernard Sherman,

The novel idea tried out in Seattle, to
bring forth merry-go-rounds, pony rides,
etc., to entertain the kids before the time
for drive-ins to open, started local exhibi¬
tors on the idea of again providing the
playroom idea in order to bring the entire
family to the picture shows.
Seth Perkins, former actor, distributor,
and now an exhibitor, just received
licenses for seven drive-ins in and around
the city. The first of the group will be
located in Culver City. . . . Speaking of
drive-ins: William Oldnow’s 650-seater
in Ontario is going ahead in fine style.
Oldnow is president, Sero Corporation,
which also owns the Rancho, San Diego,
Cal., and is the son of Oscar Oldnow,
National Theatre Supply and the Los An¬
geles Drive-In Corporation.
Most ambitious movie and radio star
participation and society entertainment in
recent years will be held on Sept. 4 as a

On hand at the recent opening of Universal-Inter¬
national's new Milwaukee exchange were, left to
right: G. J. Malafronte, U-l assistant manager of
branch
operations; Mannie Gottlieb, district man¬
ager; Mayor
Frank Zeidler, Jack Bannan,
branch
manager, and Folke Peterson, aide to the mayor.

Douglas, Racine, Wis., was another.... The
Freedom Train’s local viewing was pub¬
licized by Harold J. Fitzgerald, president,
Fox Wisconsin Amusement. . . . Walter
Sickles was promoted from shipper to
booker at RKO.
State exhibitors have remodeled their
houses extensively. . . . Louis Orlove,
MGM exploiteer, was in for field work on
“The Pirate,” Towne. . . . Robert Guiterman, Capitol, Manitowoc, Wis., was a
visitor. ... A recent holdup at the World
gave the robber a few dollars.
Roy Pierce, Riverside manager, plans
using stage attractions. . . . Film Arts
Corporation, industrial motion picture
producer, is in improved, more spacious
quarters near the exchanges.
Charles
Koehler, manager, Astor, is also located
there. It’s the old Fox-Midwesco building.

Minneapolis
The possibility of including the cost of
no-parking zones in theatre license fees
will be studied by a committee of the
Minneapolis city council.
Albert Lea Amusement Company, Al¬
bert Lea, Minn., filed suit in district court
there seeking to revive theatre “Bank
Nights.”
The action asks the court to
determine whether a section of the Min¬
nesota lottery law applies to “Bank Night.”
Attorney General Burnquist ruled in
August, 1947, that it does. The theatre firm,
which operates the Rivoli and Broadway,
Albert Lea, is bringing the suit against
the attorney and late sheriff of Freeborn
County, Minn.
Francis Bateman, general sales manager,
Screen Guild, visited accounts in the Twin
Cities with Reno Wilk, branch manager.
. . . The Northwest premiere of “The
Prairie,” a Screen Guild release, will be
held at the State, Willmar, Minn., on July
18-20. Reno Wilk, branch manager, is
working out special plans for the showing
with Mark Carey, house manager.
Minnesota
Entertainment
Enterprises
has asked permission of the village coun¬
cil of St. Louis Park, Minneapolis suburb,
to establish a 650-car drive-in. The re¬
quest was referred to the village’s zoning
committee. The second drive-in in the
Twin Cities area, the Rose, Rose Town¬
ship, St. Paul, Minn., has been opened, and
MEE has purchased two other sites for
drive-ins in the Twin Cities area. Ted
Mann and Charles Rubenstein, Minneap¬
olis independent theatre operators, will
build a drive-in at Duluth, Minn., on a
site near the Duluth airport. The drive-in,
estimated to cost about $127,000, is ex¬
pected to be ready by mid-August, and
will be one of the country’s most north¬
erly drive-in locations. Other drive-ins
are planned for Madison, Wis., Rochester,
Minn., and Sioux Falls, S. D.
Ben Meshbesher joined the Columbia
sales staff to fill the vacancy created by
the resignation of Irving Marks, who has
become branch manager, Monogram. . . .
Bill Wood, office manager, Columbia, has
been vacationing in New York. . . . George
Moris bought the State, Olivia, Minn.,
from Swope and Staack. . . . Ben Molstre
sold the Roxy, Bird Island, Minn., to Ben
Hurner. . . . Charles Weiner has been
shifted from Canadian sales manager for
SRO to a special assignment with head¬
quarters in Minneapolis. Conrad Kreidberg will remain as sales manager, Minne¬
apolis SRO office. . . . John Wright and
Associates has been organized to operate
the Metro and Chief, Red Wing, Minn.
Headquarters will be maintained in New
Prague, Minn. Incorporators are John
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Wright, Minneapolis; A. F. Slavik, New
Prague, and G. M. Koktavy. . . . Fred
Abelson, 50, identified with film business
in Minneapolis until 18 months ago, died
at Los Angeles. Abelson went to the west
coast to join Film Classics, where a
younger brother, Bob, is branch manager.
The Fargo, N. D., City Commission
directed its city attorney to draft an
ordinance providing for a five per cent tax
on theatre and other admissions in the
city, in line with the budget recommenda¬
tion of city manager LeRoy F. Harlow.
The proposed admissions tax would yield
$75,000 a year, according to Harlow’s esti¬
mate.

Oklahoma City
A feature of the Oklahoma-Texas pre¬
miere of RKO’s “Return Of The Bad
Men” in Guthrie, Okla., on July 7 was
the personal appearance of Colonel J.
Frank Dalton, who recently announced his
real identity as Jesse James. The Guthrie
Chamber of Commerce and business and
civic leaders lent full cooperation to the
opening, which featured a street parade,
winding up with an old fashioned square
dance in front of the Melba. Ray Whitley
and his cowboy band made personal ap¬
pearances. Details were handled by Bob
Hickey, RKO midwest and south field
supervisor, and Eddie Terhune, Dallas
and Oklahoma City field man for RKO.
Over 100 radio stations participated in the
area premiere arrangement.
The threat of a city flood eased as swol¬
len river waters receded. However, the
film being shot on Governor Turner’s
ranch was delayed when Susan Hayward,
on her way to the ranch, was marooned
in flood waters for three hours. Her auto¬
mobile dropped into four feet of water
at a dip in the road southwest of Ada.

Omaha
John Fisher expects to open his new
Valley, Valley, Neb., on Aug. 1.
The
house replaces his Gem, burned last win¬
ter. . . . Bernard Bornbaum joined U-I
as a salesman. He replaces Max McCoy,
who joined Paramount.
The RKO showmanship award for May
was won by the RKO-Brandeis for its
promotion of “The Miracle Of The Bells.”
. . . Herman Beiersdorf, Dallas, Eagle Lion
southern division manager, flew to Omaha
to attend college graduation of the daugh¬
ter of Ed Cohen, local branch manager.
.. . Purchaser of the C. P. Knudsen State,
Red Cloud, Neb., is M. P. Jones, Sparta,
Wis., where he was a manager.
L. E. Davidson, former Tri-States The¬
atres city manager, opened the first drivein at Sioux City, la. . . . Charles Feld¬
man, New York, U-I western division
manager, and Foster Blake, Los Angeles,
district
manager, visited
the
Omaha
branch. . . . The office redecoration job
on the Columbia branch has been com¬
pleted. . . . Joe Jacobs, Columbia man¬
ager, returned from a sales meeting in
Chicago. . . . William Haarmann, Para¬
mount office manager, and Lois Brown,
staff, were among vacationers. . . . Leon
Mendelsohn, Warner salesman, was glow¬
ing with pride because his daughter,
Elaine, won a $200 World-Herald scholar¬
ship on her graduation from high school.
Film Rowers on vacation were: Rose
Kaminsky and Shirley Childers, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox; Mrs. Minnie Lonergan, MGM;
Goldie Bell, Columbia; Ruth Myers, U-I,
and Adele Anderson and Marie Brown,
Warners. . . . William Gunselman, 20th
Century-Fox auditor, left.
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Two studios shared honors in personal
appearances at the Midwest summer
musical. Mary Hatcher represented Para¬
mount, and Vivian Blaine came from
20th Century-Fox.
The Warner exchange moved into its
new quarters. New address is 1401 Daven¬
port Street, Omaha 2.

Phoenix
Hollywood is still adamant in its stand
against making films in Arizona, despite
the ruling last week of the Arizona
Supreme Court that the state industrial
commission may refuse to issue unlimited
workman’s compensation coverage to the
motion picture industry.
The decision
arose out of a “friendly” action initiated
by Gene Autry Productions against the
industrial commission. The industry’s posi¬
tion was summed up by Sam B. Dunham,
general manager, Anderson-Dunham Com¬
pany, a motion picture subsistence con¬
tracting firm. According to Dunham, the
film companies have an ironclad agree¬
ment with their insurance underwriters
not to work in Arizona unless a change
in the law is effected. Dunham’s revela¬
tion was made in a telephone conversa¬
tion with Tom Chauncey, who has been
associated with the movement to place
a measure on next November’s ballot
which would change the prevailing work¬
man’s compensation law. Dunham said
that if the proposed change in the law
is put into effect, between 20 and 25
motion pictures would be filmed in Ari¬
zona each year. There are at present,
according to Dunham, four companies on
location elsewhere which would have
filmed their productions in Arizona had
the workman’s compensation law been
changed before.
Midway Enterprises is planning a new
drive-in for Tucson, Ariz., the second
to be built in that area by the company,
which owns and operates the Midway
Drive-in, East Speedway. Joseph Sure,
Midway general manager, will be in
charge of operations.
Harry L. Nace will start construction
work this fall on a new theatre at 16th
and Van Buren Streets. House will seat
1,000. . . . Sale of popcorn has been ban¬
ned in the new Star, Nogales, Ariz. Ac¬
cording to manager Louis Bilboa, the con¬
fection will not be sold in the lobby or
allowed inside the theatre. . . . Fox dis¬
trict manager Dick Smith was filling in
for manager Clyde Griffin while the
latter was vacationing in Arkansas.
Phoenix is to be one of 74 cities in which
a “dream house” will be built as a public¬
ity tie-in for “Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House.” . . . First film shown at
the new T-Bar-T, Scottsdale, Ariz., was
“Coroner Creek.”

Portland
Clearance schedules for some theatres
in Oregon have been advanced from 7 to
14 days by more exchanges as a result of
the U. S. Supreme Court decision in the
Paramount case.

St. Louis
The St. Louis Variety Club meeting at
the club quarters in the Victorian build¬
ing was well attended. Kings for the day
were Tony Peluso and Tony Matreci. A
number of the exchange branch managers
were in attendance, including manager
Harry Hynes, Universal-International; C.
D. Hill, Columbia; Nat Steinberg, Re¬
public, and manager Bona, Warners. Chief
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Barker James announced that a farewell
luncheon would be held on July 9 at the
Sheraton Hotel for Fred C. Souttar, dis¬
trict manager, St. Louis area, Fox-Mid¬
west, who was leaving soon for his new
assignment as district manager at Wichita,
Kans. Speaker for the day was Zack Tay¬
lor, manager, St. Louis Browns.
Drive-in business in the area has been
slow due to the rainy weather.
The Exhibitors Supply Company and
the Cine Theatre Supply Company merged
into one organization. Arch Hosier is the
president and general manager. The new
company will continue to operate from the
Cine Supply Quarters at 3310 Olive StreetHosier and J. Eldon Peek, who both own
a half-interest, feel that exhibitors may
have a good idea for a name for the new
company, and were inviting exhibitors to
send in their ideas. If the name suggested
by any exhibitor is accepted, he will be
rewarded with a new screen or some
other equipment of equivalent value.
September 27 was set as the date of the
annual meeting of the MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois,
with the meet to take place at the Hotel
Jefferson. The confab, which gets under
way a day before the annual meeting of
TESMA and TEDPA, will be climaxed by
a special banquet.
A testimonial luncheon was recently
tendered Fred C. Souttar, Fox Midwest
manager, at the Sheraton Hotel here.
Souttar was transferred to the Kansas
district.
Lois
Butler, star
of Eagle Lion’s
“Mickey,” arrived, and engagements kept
her busy. Highlight of the day was the
press luncheon in the Regency Room of
the Hotel Chase. A number of exhibitors
joined in making the occasion a memor¬
able one.

Salt Lake City
The Lake, Sandpoint, Idaho, with a seat¬
ing capacity of 300 persons, which was
destroyed by fire the first of the year,
reopened wifh a number of improvements.
The Century projectors from the Panida,
purchased several years ago, have been
installed at the Lake. Seats from the Pan¬
ida are also being used at the Lake. The
theatre will follow a Friday-SaturdaySunday schedule, Manager Floyd L. Gray
said.
Tracy Barham, vice-president-general
manager, Intermountain Theatres, Inc., was
honeymooning with his new bride, the
former Margy Harris. The couple ex¬
changed vows on June 26 at the home of
the bride’s mother in Salt Lake City.
They left after the ceremony for a honey¬
moon.
Two Ogden, Utah, theatres, the Para¬
mount and the Egyptian, were undergoing
extensive remodeling. Both renovations
feature enlargement of stage facilities for
presentation of more stage attractions,
recording to the managers. Ted Kirkmeyer manages the Egyptian, part of the
Fox-Intermountain Circuit, and William
Glasmann is manager, Paramount, part
of the Intermountain Theatres Circuit.
A new theatre will be constructed at
Kearns, Utah, former military training
center about 16 miles southwest of Salt
Lake, where 2400 houses are being con¬
structed. Building of the housing project
is expected to start within a few weeks,
with a Los Angeles construction company
doing the work.
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San Antonio
The stage of the Majestic was the scene
of the awarding of plaques and cash
awards to “San Antonio Father of the
Year” in four divisions. ... A young
soldier from Camden, N. J., appeared at
the manager’s office, and presented Lynn
Krueger with a Majestic vaudeville pro¬
gram dated September, 1918. His father
had kept the program as a souvenir since
soldiering here in World War I. Krueger
gave the program to Karl Hoblitzel, presi¬
dent, Interstate Theatres Circuit, as a
momento of the good old days.
Dan Quinones, projectionist, Interstate
Theatres Circuit, has been elected a direc¬
tor, Businessmen’s Bible Class. . . . Billy
Guy Buckalue resigned his post at the
Texas to take up training prior to becom¬
ing a member of the police department.
... In town were Arnulfo Gonzales, Ava¬
lon
and
Americano
Teatros,
Corpus
Christi, Tex.; Gustavo Lavenant, Haydee,
Dilley, Tex., and T. O. Harville, Star,
Orange Grove, Tex.
For many San Antonio youths each
year, happiness is just a thing called free
movies. Because of the policy of G. A.
Lucchese, owner of a group of Spanish
language theatres, meritorious achieve¬
ment of youngsters is rewarded with
tickets to the latest show. Lucchese and
his assistant manager, Ignacio Torres, Sr.,
hand out a minimum of 200 free tickets
each year. Members of the annual gradu¬
ating class of Navarro Elementary School
are awarded tickets. Many are given to
boys of the Help-A-Boy Camp, based on
aptitude and citizenship of the boys at¬
tending.
An all-Negro cast motion picture has
been completed by O. K. Bourgeois and
John Jenkins, Astor, Dallas.
The film
bears the title “Girl In Room 20.” . . .
Eph Charninsky returned from Dallas,
where he went on his first booking trip
to make bookings on six theatres once
affiliated with the Interstate Circuit. . . .
Something new in stage attractions was
tried out at the Teatro Nacional. Five
rounds of exhibition boxing were staged
by members of the Moonglow Club.
Leo Bordeaux has been named manager,
Midway, Houston, Tex., coming here from
Seneca, Ill., where he managed several
theatres. . . . E. C. Gilly, manager, Grand,
Houston, Tex., started a country store
idea each Tuesday night at his theatre.
. . . Roy V. Starling, manager, Texas and
Wing, Grand Prairie, Tex., has been
elected president, Chamber of Commerce.
. . . Ligett N. Crim has been named presi¬
dent, Kilgore, Tex., Community Concerts,
inc. . . . Cecil Garham, manager, State,
Galveston, Tex., is conducting a six-daya-week radio program from the office of
the State, “Hollywood on the Air.”
John Browning, Interstate city manager,
Galveston, Tex., has been elected presi¬
dent, Lions Club. . . . Claud Morris, United
Artists, was in Houston, Tex., for a spe¬
cial screening of “Silver River’” for the
students of Rice and the University of
Houston. . . . Rodney Toups, manager,
Loew’s, New Orleans, was a recent visitor
at Houston, Tex., where he was a guest of
Homer McCallon, manager, Loew’s. . . .
Floyd Barton, manager, Brauntex, New
Braunfels, Tex., will present a special
show for the children of the city, who will
be admitted free if their parents sign a
certificate showing that the child has kept
their yard clean of trash for a certain
period of time.
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A district court jury in Corpus Christi,
Tex., awarded $5,524.20 to Charles L. Dossey, defendant and cross plaintiff in a
suit filed by R. H. Furlong, Colmenseil, in
connection with the purchase of the
Colmenseil. Furlong had alleged he had
suffered loss in the purchase of the the¬
atre from Dossey, claiming that the earn¬
ing power of the house had been mis¬
represented by Dossey. In a cross action,
Dossey denied Furlong’s allegations, and
asked that payment of a note, which he
had accepted in part payment for the the¬
atre, be made. In this connection, the sale
of the theatre and its equipment was
ordered by the jury, and that the note be
paid from the sale proceeds.

Son Francisco
The tiny Theatco, Inc., whose owners
operate the 850-seat Empire, forced an
out-of-court settlement of an undisclosed
amount from 19 major film companies in
a suit for damages allegedly suffered be¬
cause of inability to secure first-run pic¬
tures in their district. Theatco, Inc.,
owned by Hyman S. Levin and Sons, Ben,
Jesse, Manuel, and Edward, filed suit in
1945 under the anti-trust laws against all
the major companies and large circuits.
The compromise of Theatco’s $1,200,000
claim was announced by Harold Faulkner,
attorney for Theatco, and Nat Schulowitz
and Oscar Samuels, representing the
major companies. In addition to dam¬
ages, Theatco also sought a court order
that Fox be forced to divest itself of in¬
terests in theatres near the Empire and
any stock it held in United California
Theatre, Inc., Golden State Theatre and
Realty Corporation, and T and D, Jr., En¬
terprises, Inc.
Theatco also asked that
Fox be restrained from ever building or
acquiring theatres in its territory.
Collections from patrons of San Fran¬
cisco Theatres, Inc., for victims of the
flood-stricken northwest exceeded $455,
according to Irving M. Levin, divisional
director. Jack Matlack, executive, J. J.
Parker Theatre Circuit, Portland, received
the check from Levin for distribution.
Fire struck the Clay, Herbert Rosener’s art and foreign film house, on the
third day of the run of “The Idiot.” The
house was closed. . . . A1 Dunn, manager,
Orpheum, went all-out with a billboard
display for his Saturday night midnight
spook show, “Chasm Of Spasms.”
Irving M. Levin, divisional director, San
Francisco Theatres, Inc., now plans an
aid to parents employing baby-sitters.
Levin maintains a special section in his
six theatres so that anxious parents may
be contacted quickly in case of emer¬
gencies.
Ralph Carmichael, branch manager, Re¬
public, Los Angeles, transferred to a simi¬
lar post here. Earl Collins, executive,
Republic, maintains the L. A. office. . . .
The savings bonds division, Treasury De¬
partment, went into the exhibition act
with its showing of “Operation Cross¬
roads,” a 30-minute color film of the
Bikini atom bomb tests, in the audi¬
torium of a large department store.
A farewell party for Rex Stevenson,
retiring manager, Golden State Circuit,
was given at the Verdi Club. Stevenson,
with Dave Bolton, former Oakland and
East Bay district manager, is opening a
new theatrical enterprise, Trans-California
Theatres, Inc., which will manage a group
of theatres, and provide film booking and
buying service.
A first district run of RKO’s “The Fugi¬
tive” at the Alexandria, promoted by
Walter Chenoweth, manager, by an exten¬
sive ad campaign, paid off.

Seattle
Charles and Mrs. Grieme, with state the¬
atres in Wenatchee and Omak, were in
for the opening of the racing season at
Longacres. . . . Roy Brown, booker, Ted
Gamble enterprises, was here from Port¬
land. . . . Walter Thayer, head shipper,
20th Century-Fox, left for a vacation in
California, accompanied by his mother.
James Anderson is building a new 450seat theatre at Warrington, Ore., near
Astoria. He is an exhibitor at Mont
Angels. . . . Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thurs¬
ton, of Honolulu, were guests of the
Harold Navarres and the Allen Morgans.
Thurston is Director of Budget for the Ter¬
ritory of Hawaii.... Junior Mercy, Eastern
Washington theatre man, with Mrs. Mercy
and their sons, Fred, Dick, and Mike, were
here on their way home to Yakima, Wash.,
from a fishing trip. . . . Herbert and Marion
Sabottka and daughters left on a vacation
at a resort on the ocean beach near Sea¬
side, Ore. Sabottka is city manager, Ever¬
green Theatres. ... El Keyes, booker,
Midstate .Amusement Company, Eastern
Washington, was here from Walla Walla,
Wash.
Barbara Rossman and John Murray
joined the staff in the booking department
of Sterling Theatres. . . . George Blair,
who for 20 years owned and operated The
Rendezvous, Film Row’s cafe, is now
publishing a newspaper on Vashon Island
—Vashon News. . . . Neal Walton, Co¬
lumbia branch manager, returned from a
manager’s meeting in Chicago. . . . Harry
Wood, 20th Century-Fox auditor, who has
been here for the last two months, moved
on to Portland. Mrs. Wood was called to
Des Moines by the serious illness of her
mother. . . . Sam Siegel, western ex¬
ploitation supervisor for Columbia, was
here to aid in launching “Coroner Creek”
at the Liberty
Douglas Forbes, western district booker
for Evergreen Theatres, and Mrs. Forbes
left for a vacation motor trip to San
Diego, Cal. . . . Bob Cleveland, eastern
Washington salesman for Eagle Lion, left
for Yakima, Wash., on his way to Spo¬
kane, Wash. . . . Buck Seale, Eastern
Washington salesman for Columbia, left
for Spokane, Wash.
Another suit was filed against the estate
of the late J. G. von Herberg, Northwest
pioneer theatre operator. This time it was
by his son, John von Herberg, who filed
a claim of $180,000 against the $1,241,925
estate charging that his father had prom¬
ised to set him up in the theatre business
by buying a theatre for him. The previous
suit, now pending, was filed by Philomene
von Herberg Van Wyck, a daughter, seek¬
ing to set aside the will of her late father,
which left $1 each to six children of his
first marriage, of which she is one.
Fay Honey was the successful bidder
for the operation of the North Star in the
government project at North Richmond,
Wash., which serves the workers in the
government’s atom bomb plant. Midstate
Amusement Company, Walla Walla, Wash.,
will do the buying and booking. . . . Bruce
Keller, manager, Amphitheatre Drive-in,
Vanport, Wash., was on The Row. The
theatre was under water several weeks
during the Columbia River flood. . . .
Barney Rose, western district manager,
Universal-International, was here from
Los Angeles for conferences with George
De Waide, branch manager. . . . Dave
Cantor, director of publicity on the west
coast for RKO, was here from Los Angeles.
He was met in Portland by Russ Mor¬
gan, Northwest representative.
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news of ini:

Press and radio representatives re¬
ceived an invitation from A.E. Ostholthoff, special agent in charge of the
Cincinnati branch, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, to attend the special
preview of 20th-Fox’s “The Street With
No Name”, at the company’s screening
room.

Cincinnati

The Montgomery Pike Drive-In utilized
the picture of a giant Roman candle
in its newspaper advertisement of
July 4. Printed across the picture was
the ad-:“Gigantic Fireworks Display”.
In addition, the theatre has a free
playground for children and pony rides.

Lee Goldberg, Realart’s distributor
here and in Indianapolis, announced
the addition of Samuel Weiss and Joseph
Bohn to his sales staff, and also that
Mrs. Joseph Bohn had joined the organi¬
zation as auditor. Weiss was formerly
branch manager, Eagle Lion, St. Louis.
Bohn was formerly branch manager,
Eagle Lion, Indianapolis.
Simultaneously with the announcement
regarding the use and practicability
of the Standard Cryptix Numbering
System for use in numbering theatre
admission tickets as a substitute for
conventional figure numbering, a num¬
ber of theatres in the Cincinnati
area who are using Cryptix numbering
were notified by the Cincinnati dis¬
trict tax off ice that Cryptix numbered
tickets should not be used. At the
same time, the tax office requested
each theatre to advise it when it would
be practical and convenient for them
to quit using the Cryptix numbered
tickets. The reaction of exhibitors
who received these notifications was
varied. Willis Vance, veteran Cincin¬
nati showman and developer of the
system, was making a friendly test case
by continuing to use the system in his
theatre. Vance claims that the present
regulations, if interpreted properly,
do not disallow the use of Cryptix
numbering. On the other hand, the In¬
ternal Revenue Deoartment refers to
the numbering as “code numbering”,
and insists that it should not be
used.
Arthur Frudenfeld, former RKO execu¬
tive located in Cincinnati, who re¬
tired to settle on the west coast, has
been anything but idle since his re¬
tirement last fall...Repeated letters
and telephone calls to police resulted
in an investigation of an alleged
lottery being held at the Dixie Gardens
Drive-In on Kentucky’s Dixie Highway.
Willis Vance, operator, was charged
by police with operating a game of
chance, by conducting his “Wahoo”
game on Monday and Wednesday nights.
Police further stated that at the time
of the first visit, the sign in front
of the drive-in said simply "Wahoo
Game”, and was afterward changed to
“Wahoo Quiz Game", apparently to bear
out Vance’s contention that “Wahoo”
is a game of skill, not of chance.
Police Chief Carl Mershon contended
that, according to information from
the state attorney general’s office,
the game is, in effect, a lottery,
and is unlawful. Vance countered that
the court couldn’t do anything about
the operation, that “Wahoo” was played
in many theatres. He said there was
an admittance fee, but that no charge
was made for the cards. Together with
an employe, Beverly Fidler, he was
cited to Kenton County Court on July 7.
The games were slated to continue .until
the court would make its decision.
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Bernie Serlin, Warners' publicity
man, was active publicizing “Romance
On The High Seas”, Palace.... Warners’
booker Don Galvan is spending part of
his vacation in Cleveland, where he
will undergo some X-rays asacheck-up
on his recent illness. Time permitting,
he and Mrs. Galvan were to drive on to
points east.
Miss Eleanor Inkrot, Warners’ booker,
returned to work from a vacation in
New England. “Inky” has practically
covered the North American continent
in various vacation jaunts.
Lester Rosenfeld, formerly RKO West
Virginia salesman, and subsequently
an exhibitor, is again entering the
exhibition field. After several years
of inactivity, he will open anew the¬
atre at St. Albans, W. Va., along with
his partner. ... Bert Fiala, Alhambra,
Dayton, 0., is spending his time en¬
tertaining his two-year-old-grand¬
daughter, visiting him from Boston.
With his new visitor on hand, he is
even nonchalant about talking film
deals!
Ronny Emerick, Bijou, Germantown,
0., is up and about, feeling himself
again, following his confinement be¬
cause of a heart condition.Mrs.
Edna Blackwell, Belvedere, owner, re¬
turned from a visit to the coast, and
while there had an opportunity of
going through the Paramount and Warner
studios.
Smoke filled the Strand and the
first-floor store located in the the¬
atre building when a fire in the base¬
ment of the store caused intense heat
on July 1....0ris E. Hamilton, Cin¬
cinnati safety director, urged every
Cincinnatian to see “Driven to Kill”
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while it was showing at the Palace
recently. Nate Wise, RKO Theatres pub¬
licity director, arranged for the
safety director among other prominent
city officials and civic leaders, to
view the short film, narrated by Lowell
Thomas, on traffic safety. The Metro¬
politan Safety Council and Cincinnati
Street Railway made possible the show¬
ing, which is part of the 1948 campaign
against highway accidents.

Cleveland
According to a recent report by RKO
on theatre holdings, filed in U.S.
District Court, Warners plans to pur¬
chase RKO’ s half interest in the lease
of the Allen, subject to the approval
by the court and the landlord, the
Bulkley Building Company.
Film activities were centered on
Toledo when Carl Schwynn, independent
circuit owner, was host to all dis¬
trict managers, branch managers, and
salesmen at a party held at the Variety
Club. The occasion of the celebration
was his formal taking over of the
Paramount, previously operated by
Balaban and Katz. Assisting Schwynn in
the duties of host was his general
manager, Jack Armstrong.
July 30 is the date set for the an¬
nual Variety Club golf tournament.
Pine Ridge Country club will be the
scene, with 9 a.m. the teeing-off time.
The ladies are invited for the after¬
noon, dinner, and evening entertain¬
ment. Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
is again general chairman. He has named
as his committee chairmen, Bert Lefkowich, tournament; Sam Abrams, prizes,
Irwin Shenker, house; Lou Ratener,
tickets and funds; Ray Schmertz,
special award, and J. Knox Strachan,
publicity.
Frank Jordan, Columbia shipper, is
getting first-hand information on
picture making during his vacation in
California, while Columbia cashier
Grace Dolphin is taking in the sights
of the northwest visiting her sister
in Seattle.
George Petersen, drive-in theatre
construction specialist, will build
the first drive-in on the Hawaiian
Islands. He returned from Honolulu,
where he signed a contract with rep¬
resentatives of Consolidated Amusement
Company Ltd., to erect a 900-car out¬
door theatre on.Kapiolani Boulevard,

When Columbia recently held a five-day sales meeting at the Hotel Warwick,
New York, quite a few industryites from the territory were on hand. Seen here
are,
left toright: E. Hochstim, Detroit; Guy Craig, Indianapolis; C.D. Hill,
St. Louis; Harry 01shan, Indianapolis, and Car l Shali t, central division head.

Mideast
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Honolulu. R.M. Towell, Honolulu, will
be the resident engineer on the pro¬
ject, which will include all of the
latest equipment and improvements.
Due to climatic and island formation
conditions, it will be necessary, ac¬
cording to Petersen, to build all
screen and projection buildings on
concrete pilings, of masonry construc¬
tion. Colored stucco will be used,
with the prevailing type of architec¬
ture carried out to conform with sur¬
rounding buildings.

Mink, the take of approximately $70,000
was $15,000 higher than .last year’s
record gross.
The Fairmount, built two years ago on
property, half of which is in Shaker
Heights and the other half in Univer¬
sity Heights, finally found a solution
to what becomes of the estimated
$6,000 a year local admission tax
money. The two suburbs agreed to split
the take....Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Lance
formed the Diana Amusement Company to
operate the recently-acquired Diana,
Rittman, 0. They purchased a home in
Rittman, and will personally manage
the house.

B and K's Princess, Toledo, 0. ,
completely remodeled, is now the city's
first-run outlet for Paramount product.
Former first-run outlet was the Para¬
mount, now under lease to the Schwynn
Circuit.

Lou Walters, who hasn’t been in town
since he resigned from National Thea¬
tre Supply, was a familiar figure on
Film Row. Now sales manager in charge
of the theatre department of Universal
Corporation of Dallas, he was on a tour
of NTS branches which distribute Uni¬
versal's aluminum display frames....
Walter Olds, Argus, Inc., andMrs. Olds
returned from a visit in Phoenix,
Wis. , and California.

J.. Knox Strachan, Warner Theatres’
publicity director, is a glutton for
work. In addition to his regular full¬
time job, he is handling the publicity
on the Variety Club golf tournament
and also the publicity on the golf
tournament sponsored by the Westlake
Hotel where he and Mrs. Strachan make
their home.

Wade M. Carr, Manley district mana¬
ger, completed a new popcorn and re¬
freshment bar in F.H. Hathaway’s new
Midway Drive-In, Kingsville, 0....
Walter L. Titus, Republic vice-presi¬
dent, stopped over from a midwest trip
en route to New York for a brief visit
with branch manager Irwin Pollard....
Bob Bram, newly' arrived UniversalInternational office manager, cele¬
brated his first Cleveland birthday.

Julius Lamm, who severed an 18-year
affiliation with Warners’ theatre de¬
partment, left by automobile with his
wife and daughter, Judy, for Los
Angeles, where he and Sid Holland,
former manager, Palace, Youngstown,
0., and the Clinton, Port Clinton,
0., are opening a west coast office
for Theatrical Enterprises, distribu¬
tors of theatre and drive-in promo¬
tions. Lamm is equipped with 40 years
experience as a theatre owner and
manager.

Jack 0’Connell is planning a $40,000
remodeling program for the Madrid,
Port Clinton, 0. A lesseeship in his
favor was recently decided by the
State Supreme Court.

Norman Allin, Co-op booking staff,
flew to Toronto to spend the Holiday
week-end with'his wife and daughter,
who will move to Cleveland soon....
Irwin Pollard, Republic branch mana¬
ger, in the market for a house, went
to Detroit to be with his family....
Harris Dudelson, United Artists branch
manager, put the stamp of approval on
his new grandson after a personal in¬
spection in Columbus, 0., where his
daughter and family are residing.

Theatrical Enterprises, distributors
of theatre promotions, has a giveaway
deal involving the Bendix “Gold” washer
with the Commodore, Broadvue, River¬
side, Lyric, Liberty, and Milo.
Budd Rogers, Realart top man, was
in to confer with E.J. Stutz and
Robert Snyder, Realart franchise owner.
Shirley Baxton resigned as secretary
to Film Classics’ branch manager San¬
ford Gottlieb, succeeded by Rose Weiss
Berlin, formerly with Columbia. Mana¬
ger Gottlieb reports that “Will It

At the RKO Palace, Jack Benny, with
his popular radio troupe, hit a new
all-time high both in attendance and
grosses. According to Manager Max
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Happen Again?”, did very good business
in first-run engagement at the Alham¬
bra. ... Jerry Lubin, Film Classics
auditor, moved to Cincinnati for a
temporary stay. ... Mary Maxwell, sec¬
retary to P.E. Essick, Essick-Reif
Circuit, had her tonsils out.
Edward Lewis, Elizabeth Iron Works,
Elizabeth, N.J., was here conferring.
His company manufactures a pre-fabricated all-steel drive-in tower, and
delivers it complete to the owner
complete with engineering drawings,
erection specifications, and complete
directions for installing.
Sam Galanty, Columbia district mana¬
ger, was delighted with Cleveland’s
reception of “The Fuller Brush Man”,
RKO Allen and “Coroner Creek”, Lake
....Paramount’s Eileen Sophos was
back at her desk after serving two
weeks on jury duty.
Bernie Rubin, head, Imperial, was
in New York for conferences with
Astor executives.

Detroit
Samuel Milberg, former Columbia
salesman, joined the 'office of Film
Classics as State salesman...Due to
lack of public interest and business,
the Krim was going to stop using tele¬
vision which it has recently installed
in the auditorium,
Jack D. Loeks expects completion of
his drive-in at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
to be completed sometime scon. It is
being built for 1,000 cars.... Harvey
Callier is closing the Empress, Belding, Mich. , and will run only his new
house, the Callier*
Earl Hudson, United Detroit presi¬
dent, was host to his entire staff at
the annual golf outing at Maple Lane
....Rita Horchak, Columbia, was all
excited after meeting Frankie Laine at
the Bowery.
Ted Rogvoy, theatrical architect, is
on a long vacation up Alaska. ...Al
Champagne, 20th-Fox booker, was up
north on a fishing trip for his vaca¬
tion.
The Variety Club held its annual
golf tournament at the Birmingham
Country Club with many dandy prizes
including a radio-television combin¬
ation.... Ray Schreiber announced that
he is going to build a new front for
his Colonial.... The Variety Club of
Grand Rapids, Mich., had a swell
party, headed by Chief Barker Herb
Boshoven. It screened “The Dude Goes
West”.
In an attempt to curb conditions
which lead to juvenile delinquency,
the Variety Club of Michigan plans to
give active aid to the local park and
recreation program. Colonel William
McCraw, Variety Clubs’ executive
director, Mayor Eugene Van Antwerp,
and a group of prominent localities
were recently on harrd at a luncheon
here, at which time the program was
outlined. The Tent is planning to
make this project the major 1948
activity.
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For the first time in the history
of Negro motion pictures, “Miracle In
Harlem” set a new sort of record for
all-Negro pictures by playing six
Korman theatres in the Detroit ter¬
ritory day-and-date for one week at
each house.

Indianapolis
George T. Landis, manager, 20th-Fox,
spent' part of a week in Chicago call¬
ing on the Gregory Circuit....R.L.
Gratrost, Victory, Pine Grove, Ky.,
attended a preview at the Rialto,
Louisville, Ky....Bruce Kixmiller,
Colonial and Grand, Bicknell, Ind.,
attended the Republican National con¬
vention in Philadelphia, as a delegate.
L.J. McGinley, sales manager, Pres¬
tige, spent a week in the city....
Elmer Donnelly, manager, United
Artists, and Milton Krueger, salesman,
spent several days in New york City
....Claude McKean, manager, Warners,
spent several days in Chicago calling
on circuit executives.... Thomas Ar¬
rington, Arrington, New Haven, Ind.,
was saddened by the death of his mother.
Joe Million, new Road 41-Drive-In,
Veedersburg, Ind., installed new RCA
Brenkert lamps and RCA sound equipment
with in-car speakers. ...The West Side
Drive-In, operated by Forest Songer
and Paul Boatman, Indianapolis, pur¬
chased new RCA Brenkert Enarc lamps,
RCA Century generator, sound system,
complete with 535 in-car speakers, and
RCA booth equipment....R.E. Moon, di¬
vision manager, and his assistant
Joseph St. Clair, were business visi¬
tors at 20th-Fox during the week....
The father of John Micu, State, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., passed away. ...Paul Meloy,
Strand, Shelbyville, Ind., was hos¬
pitalized by an auto injury.
Horace E. Schock, Lima, 0., is
building a new drive-in in Ft. Wayne,
Ind....The New Princeton, Princeton,
Ind., added a popcorn machine to its
lobby concessions.. .Walter Weil, Weil,
Greenfield, Ind., and Mrs. Weil were
spending their vacation at Colorado
Springs, Col., also visiting other
points of interest.... Louis Wetzel is
buil-ding what will be called the AutoAir-Line between Winchester and Union
City, Ind., with a capacity of 400 cars
....Indiana has 25 drive-ins, most of
them in operation
The Connersville, Ind., Drive-In,
operated by William Stabler and Paul
Shafer, was equipped with RCA equip¬
ment- including RCA Brenkert BX-60
projector, Brenkert Enarc lamps, RCA
rectifiers and sound system complete
with 535 RCA in-car speakers, furnished
by Midwest Supply Company.... Helen
Sheets, Republic, was spending her va¬
cation at the Martinsville Spa....Paul
Sanders, Alhambra and Cozy, Campbellsville, Ky., was visiting in Washington,
D.C. ..Mrs. Irene Marshall, Columbian,
Columbia, Ky., was vacationing in the
Smokey Mountains of Tennessee....
William Brower is the new student
booker at U-International.
Exhibitors visiting included: Joe
Schilling, Auditorium, Connersville,
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Ind. ; A. McCarty, Roxy, Pendleton,
Ind.; Ted Graulich, Family Drive-In,
Evansville, Ind.; Walter Weil, Weil,
Greenfield, Ind.; Hilda Long, Hippo¬
drome, Sheridan, Ind.; Benjamin Fuller,
Miami, Union City, Ind.; E.E. Smith,
Devon, Francesville, Ind.; Herb Ochs,
Drive-In, Cleveland; Fletcher Brewer,
State, Windfall, Ind., and Nick Paikos,
Diana, Tipton, Ind

Pittsburgh
A large crowd of Variety Club mem¬
bers and interested Pittsburgh ex¬
hibitors attended the formal opening
of the Variety Club’s Camp O’Connell,
near Warrendale, Pa. The Pittsburgh
papers covered the event, which was
featured by the presence of an American
Legion Band and Pittsburgh officers,
who led the parade preceding the flag
raising. Camp 0’ Connell provides
nearly 1,200 Pittsburgh district
underprivileged children with a sum¬
mer vacation in the country.
A smaller traveling circus playing
through most of Western Pennsylvania
was recently served with an injunction
to prohibit its using the name Shirley
Temp.le for the elephant. The in¬
junction action followed a story which
appeared in the Pittsburgh papers
following a near trampling of a small
boy in the nearby community, and the
Hollywood film actress, through her
lawyers, brought the action.
Ann Walsh, wife of John, manager,
Fulton, and the children, departed for
Newport, R. I. to spend the summer.
Pittsburgh’s Film Row was the scene
of two fatal automobile accidents
within 48 hours, both of them occurring
during violent rain storms, and the
Boulevard of the Allies guardian of
the traffic rules, "Red” Kaplan, has
started his own Film Row drive to cut
down on the excessive speeding, reck¬
less driving, and left turns going
east off the boulevard.
Johnny Harris, Harris Amusement
Company, went to Atlantic City to get
the new "Ice-Capades” whipped into
shape.
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Ritz, Burkesville, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin St. Clair, St. Clair, Lebanon
Junction, Ky.; Don Steinkamp, French
Lick Amusement Company, French Lick,
Ind.; A.N. Miles, Eminence, Eminence,
Ky.; M.H. Sparks, Strand, Edmonton,
Ky. ; C.K. Arnold, Arco, Bardstown,
Ky.; W.J. Allen, Mary Jane, Caneyville, Ky.; and Oscar Hopper, Arista,
Lebanon, Ky.
John Edmunds has been added to the
personnel of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners. He will assume the
duties of contact man for the organi¬
zation, and will soon be calling on
various exhibitors in behalf of KAT0.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gedris and son.
Bill, executives, Ideal Seating Com¬
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich., stopped
over at the Falls City Theatre Equip¬
ment Company on a tour through the
country on behalf of the new Ideal
slide-back chairs.... Falls City The¬
atre Equipment Company announces that
new sound equipment, including Altec
Lansing speakers, has been installed
in the Mary Jane, Caneyville, Ky.,
owned jointly by W. J. and B.D. Allen.
New Ideal fully upholstered chairs
have been purchased by M.H. Sparks
and Ray Coleman for the Veteran’s,
Th o mp k i n s v i 1 1 e , Ky.
A new popcorn vendor has been in¬
stalled in the local Rex.
It is believed by the board of di¬
rectors of KATO that President Guthrie
Crowe’s appointment as commissioner
of the new Kentucky State Police will
fit in particularly well with the
industry’s fight against juvenile
delinquency and its general program
by aiding the communities morally by
education against crime.
It was announced that the “Fight
Cancer Show” benefit at the National
showed a net of almost $1,500.... A
change in operating policy was an¬
nounced by the Parkview Amusement
Company for the Shelby and Capitol.

Kayline Theatre Confections
offer

Willa Drew joined the Warner The¬
atres booking department as assistant
in the handling of short subjects.

PROMPT SERVICEGREATER SELECTION

Max Shulgold, head, Crown Film,
was in New York for conferences with
Astor executives.

OF

ALL BRANDS

Gum — Popcorn Boxes —

The Center, Center Avenue, Oakland
district, is undergoing a complete
paint job.

Seasoning — Counter Display

Wedding bells rang on July 3 for
Florence Chiavarili, Warner Theatres
booking department, and Edward Friday,
Jr.

ALL POPULAR 5 & 10c BARS

STATES

Kentucky
LOU I SV I LLE
Out-of-town exhibitors seen on Film
Row recently included Russell Phillips,
Franklin,Greensburg, Ky.; Lyell Webb

Cases — Quality Candy Bars

NOW

80-85c

a

box—F.O.B.

Chicago

KAYLINE CANDY CO.
1112 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Telephone: WEBster 4643

We will be happy to discuss
Your merchandising problems
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The theatres have been operating on
two changes a week, with each house
being dark on Wednesday. Under tne
new policy, the theatres will remain
open a full seven days, and will have
three changes per week.

TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI
RKO (12 E. 6th) July 19, 8:00 p. m.,
"The Velvet Touch”.

Charlie Wells, Palls City Theatre
Equipment Company staff, is all smiles,
having received his prize money checks
as a result of his efforts in the
American Bowling Congress Tournament
in Detroit. Wells managed to be in
the money in the singles as well as
in the doubles.
Wl LLIAMSBUR G
Poster Lane is making plans for a
gala opening of his New Lane, set to
open on July 15.

Ohio
COLUMBUS
George W. Cook, former president.
Columbus Federation of Musicians,died
after a month’s illness. At the time
of his death he was marriage license
clerk, Franklin County Probate Court.
The next session of the legislature
may be asked to enact new regulations
governing roadside developments such
as drive-in theatres and shopping
centers. Harry E. Neal, chief engineer,
Ohio Highway department, said present
laws are inadequate. Many complaints
from motorists about traffic hazards
caused by such businesses have reached
state officials.
The Ohio Supreme Court has ruled
that it is legal for churches and
fraternal organization to conduct non¬
profit "Bingo” and “Keno” games. The
court upheld the constitutionality of
the three-year-old amendment to state
gambling laws under which such organi¬
zations are permitted to hold such
games if no individual profits accrue
Bernard M. Seriin, newly-named War¬
ners’ publicity representative in the
Cincinnati area, made his first local
official visit in advance of “Romance
on the High Seas”. Palace.
Theatre advertising rate in The
Dispatch has been increased one cent
to 31 cents per line....Mrs. Lelia
St’earn, Southern, announced a bargain
matinee children’s rate at 10 cents
before 2 p.m., each weekday.
Fifth local drive-in to be opened
here is the Miles Scioto Drive, opposite
Griggs Dam. Operated by the Miles
Circuit, the new theatre has capacity
for 800 cars. Last fall, the Miles
West Broad Street Drive-In was opened.
Hobart Gay, manager, Drexel, has been
chosen manager of the new drive-in.
The biggest theatre contest in years
was being conducted by Loew’s Ohio in
cooperation with the Fred Astaire dance
studios and The Citizen. Prizes worth
thousands were being offered, held in
connection with “Easter Parade”.
The Hartman and office building is
being given a face-washing.The

CLEVELAND
RKO (2219 Payne) July 19,
“The Velvet Touch”.

10:30,

DETROIT
RKO (2310 Cass) July 19,
‘The Velvet Touch”.
For the recent run of MGM's "Home com¬
ing”, Loew's Valentine, Toledo, 0.,
manager Abe Ludacer arranged this
catchy window tiein w i th good resul ts

Grand building is now under management
of Howard Stallman real estate or¬
ganization. ... Janet Cox, former sec¬
retary to the late Jacob F. Luft, who
was treasurer, Variety Club, and
manager, Grand building, is now em¬
ployed by Floyd Gooding, carnival
operator and Variety Cluh member.
Wl LM I NGTON
Ruth Copp, home office contract de¬
partment, Hygienic Productions, Inc ,
was married on July 11 to Bob Frueygang, Cincinnati.

Pennsylvania
GALLITZIN
The bridge adjacent to the Victoria,
and condemned over a year ago, remains
closed. Ken. Dawson claims it has
seriously affected business, as it
necessitates a long walk for tnose
people living on the other side of
town.
JOHNSTOWN
The Majestic, a Warner house, found
amateur night shows very successful
....The Embassy, operated by Wilmer
and Vincent, recently played ."Uncon¬
quered” at popular prices, and used
the same false front used for the
roadshow engagement.
MEAD V ILLE
Lee M. Conrad booked the A1 "Fuzzy”
St. John stage attraction at the New
Park.
NEW CASTLE
Outdoor Theatres, Inc., which oper¬
ates the Super-Castle Drive-In, pre¬
sented the A1 "Fuzzy” St. John stage
show in addition to the regular film
program.
NORTH

EAST

J. Ken Blakely, owner, local Keller
and the Grand, Westfield, N.Y., pur¬
chased the Ripley Inn, Ripley, N.Y.
This inn, located only a short dis¬
tance from his summer home at Ripley,
sets high upon a bluff, along the
shore line of Lake Erie, and commands
a panoramic view of the Lake. It
sounds like an ideal spot for film
people and their families for a nice

10:30,

INDIANAPOLIS
RKO (517N. Illinois) July 19, 1:00,
"The Velvet Touch”.
PITTSBURGH
RKO (1809 Blvd. of Allies) July 19,
1:30,
“The Velvet Touch”.
■
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weekend. The inn is only a short dis
tance from Erie, Pa., along Route 5.
PORTAGE
Harry Horoff, who owns the leading
general store as well as the Rex,
claims that the coal miners have stop¬
ped buying just about everything, and
business is as bad as it has been in
many years.
R0CKW00D
The James Nash, Jrs.,who operate
the Rockne, have a date with the
stork soon.
ST.

MICHAEL

It has been impossible to get into
this town from the west or from the
road leading from Johnstown to Cresson.
The road will be closed for a long
time for repairs, and entrance must
be made by way of Dunlo and Beaverdale.
SAXTON
Tom Hickes, owner, Aldine, several
months ago had the foresight to install
a mammoth deep freeze unit in the
basement of his theatre for which he
received a lot of good-natured ribbing.
On that occasion, he stocked the unit
with a complete line of meats, and now
is receiving a huge chuckle because
of the high prices of meats in all the
butcher shops today. Needless to say,
he is the envy of many of the people
who kidded him.
SLIPPERY

ROCK

Ed Shaffer recently repainted the
marquee of the Roxy.
TRAFF0RD

CITY

The McBride, operated by the McBride
brothers, closed for complete reno¬
vation. The front has been entirely
removed for the purpose of putting in
a glass front. All new seats, carpet¬
ing, projection, and sound will com¬
plete the job.
July 14,
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PiliWS OF THE

“Jimmy Fund” for the Cancer Research
Foundation at Children’s Hospital
goes to Joe Cifre. His untiring ef¬
forts in masterminding and super¬
vising this campaign are tops.
E.F. McClennen, attorney, died on
July 2. He is remembered for his part
in settling disputes between distri¬
butors and exhibitors.

CRO SSTOWN
Harry Wasserman, district manager,
District “B”, M. and P. Theatres, is
proud, and justly so, of the safety
campaign which his 14 theatres have
been running. Starting on June 28,
and continuing through July 2, District
“B” entertained between 16-17,000
children at free shows. In chronolo¬
gical order, they were as follows:
Oriental, Mattapan, and the Strand,
Dorchester, Fields Corner and Morton,
Dorchester; Wollaston, Wollastbn;
Franklin Park and Codeman Square, Dor¬
chester, and Roxy and Humboldt, Roxbury. The show was a two-hour program
complete with cartoons, comedies, and
a western, plus other attractions for
the youngsters. Included in the pro¬
gram were lectures by the Boston Safety
Squad, MI. Safety points were illus¬
trated to the children with the assis¬
tance of a portable traffic light.
Instructions were given the children
as to the meaning of the various lights,
their significance to safety, and the
necessity of their being obeyed. Also
present at the Safety shows were re¬
presentatives of the Massachusetts
Registry of Motor Vehicles. Wasserman
went still further. He gave little
gifts, such as the Movie Star Iron On,
a piece of thin paper, which, when
placed upon a fabric, and pressed by
a hot iron, leaves an imprint.
M and P Safety Clubs will be formed,
and these will meet each week at a
regular showing. Gifts will be handed
out, and Safety First will be empha¬
sized during the program. A catchy
M and P Safety Club song, to the tune
of “The Battle Hymn of the Republic”
has been written, and is being sung
at all such gatherings. Membership in
these clubs may bring to its members,
gifts, birthday cards, and an occasion¬
al Annie Oakley.

Inhabitants of Worcester, Mass., were
scared out of their wits recently
when manager Bob Portle, Loew-Poli
Elm

Street,

arranged

this

street

bally for the revival of two "Franken¬
stein" films. The charming couple are
"Frankenstein " and his wife, preparing
to tour the city in this 1911 automobile.

II
“We’re careful on our bi-cyc-les,
steer clear of every tree.
Our eyes are always front to see what
danger there may be.
We never ride in TRAFFIC and in SAFETY
ZONES we stay.
So that health-y we may be. ”
REPEAT CHORUS
III
“We promise to obey the SAFETY RULES
religiously,
I promise to play safe, my folks will
never cry for me.
We guard our lives with care, to be
happy, strong, and free.
We're the M and P Safety Club. ”
REPEAT CHORUS
It is being rumored most reliably
that the big bouquet of roses for the
terrific success of the Variety Club’s

Here’s the song:
I
"For Safety we’ re crusading--whatever
we may be,
To protect ourselves both day and night
from harmful injury.
We’ re careful when we cross the street,
or swimming in the sea,
We’re the M and P Safety Club.”

CHORUS
(Tune:

“Glory,

Glory,

Hallelujah”)

“We 1-o-o-k both ways at every
c-r-o-s-s-i-n-g.
We watch the traffic signs un-fail-ing.
We obey the officer sig-nal-ing.
We’re the M and P Safety Club.”

July 14,
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20th Century-Fox's "Green Grass Of
Wyoming" recently benefited by a topnotch campaign arranged by Robert
Portle, manager, and Edward Lazar,
assistant manager, Loew-Poli Elm
Street, Worcester, Mass. The sulky
and trotter which raced around town
bearing appropriate copy is shown at
top, while the lower shot shows the
signs plugging the film, which were
placed around
busy
locations.

Julian Rifkin, New England repre¬
sentative for Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., at the eastern regional meeting
of National Allied held at West End,
N.J., returned. Rifkin will make his
report to the New England exhibitors
at a special summer meeting.
Columbia has anew “bring-it-to-thepublic-man”. Harry Bernstein is re¬
placing A. Bernstein as publicity
representative. A. Bernstein is work¬
ing out of Boston for U-I.
Interstate Theatres Gleanings: The
Boulevard, Revere, Mass., Henry Price,
manager, replaced the old candy stand
with anew one, designed and installed
by Will Riseman Associates.... Another
of Interstate’ s managers made the
headlines when Paul Hackey, manager,
Old Colony, Plymouth, Mass., pulled a
Frank Merriwell. The gentleman pitched,
and stole home with the winning run,
in a game between the Plymouth Olympics
and the Stoughton All-Stars
Martin Toohey, owner, Leroy, Paw¬
tucket, R.I., was in recently.... Ed
Fahey, district manager at Manchester,
N.H., and Fenton Scribner, district
manager at Nashua, N.H., for the
Jamestown Amusement Company, New York,
were in recently accompanied by Jack
Shea. Shea has been visiting at Marble¬
head, Mass., for a few days.
Eliminations announced last fort¬
night by the Bureau Of Sunday Censor¬
ship were as follows: “Escape”, Parts
1 to 9. (Deletions: Dialogue, "Well,
who put the vice in them?”, to and
including, “I don’t think that’s fun¬
ny.”, in part 1. Dialogue, “Original
sin?”; dialogue, “Do you suppose it
was original sin?”, in part 4. Dia¬
logue, “Mr. Browning, haven't you got
an ounce of original siq in you?”, in
part 7), 20th Century-Fox. “Foolish
Virgin” (French), Parts" 1 to 8. (De¬
letions: The following French dia¬
logue, English translation’: "For mid¬
night swimming no bathing suits, of
course.”; “And now later, it is too
late.”, in part 3. “I have had a lot
of experience”, to and including,
“But be careful not to make a mis¬
take.”, in part 5. “See what I am
now.”, in part 7. The following English
captions: “What wouldn’t you do for
mister Gaston”, in part 2. “Nobody
would suspect me of being a failure.'”,
in part 3, Jewel Productions.
Eliminations announced last fort¬
night by the Bureau Of Sunday Censor¬
ship were as follows: “Closeup”, Parts
1 to 8 (Deletions: Dialogue, ‘Get
away from me, you tramp,”, in part 6.
Eagle Lion. “Design For Death”, Parts
1 to 6 (Deletions: Cut to flash scene
showing girl bound on stake, in part

New England
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3. Eliminate scene showing wrestlers,
in part 6. RKO.

College, and will spend a year abroad
in France teaching English and learning
more French at the same time.

FILM DISTRICT
Commander Jeremiah M.G. Berman, Post
581, Jewish War Veterans, announced
that in a recent poll it had been
unanimously voted that the post be
renamed The Newton S. Goldman Post.
The formal dedication ceremonies will
take place at a dinner, this coming
November. Lieutenant Goldman, a lead
navigator in the 15th Air Force and
the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
“Zippie” Goldman, Beacon Pictures
Corporation, was killed in action over
Italy on Sept. 5, 1944. He was wellknown at Brookline High School, and
later at the University of Vermont
for his scholastic and athletic prow¬
esses.
District manager Gus Schaefer, branch
manager Ross Cropper, and sales mana¬
ger W.H. Gardner, RKO, attended a re¬
gional sales meeting in Buffalo. Pre¬
siding officer was RKO’s sales chief,
Bob Mochrie. .. .Mary Hinneberry, sec¬
retary to RKO’s New England publicity
representative, Ralph Banghart, is
back from vacation.
Frank Boscketti, owner, Premiere
and the Star, Lawrence, Mass., a
rather infrequent visitor, was in re¬
cently. ... Another surprise visitor
was Abe Weiner, branch manager for
Monogram, Pittsburgh, on a social
visit. He was vacationing in New
England.
Jack Cummings, producer for Metro,
has been in town recently doing some
preliminary work on “The Life Of Monte
Stratton.” Some of this will appear
when the White Sox move into Fenway
Park to tangle with the Red Sox.
Qeorge McConville, booker, Columbia,
resigned to attend Georgetown Univer¬
sity to study for thediplomatic corps.
Rumor has it that Italy is also on his
itinerary.
Joe Mansfield, of tear sheet fame,
held a screening of Eagle Lion’ s “Raw
Deal.” Watching the action, along
with the drama critics, were the
police.... Milton Cohen, eastern di¬
vision sales manager, Eagle Lion, was
in recently visiting the office.

Word from Angelo Tomasino, former
Victory manager, tells that he is con¬
tinuing to do quite a bit of traveling
for 20th Century-Fox in Italy.

MEADOW STREET

which heralded the showing of RKO ' s
"Bring ' Em Back Alive”, Fr ank Buck film.

with a loss of four games. Final plans
for an award dinner were being de¬
layed until such time as the league
play would be near at an end....Sid
Kleper, College manager, was a vaca¬
tionist, and spent his time off in
Branford.
The candy girls at the Paramount had
a little shifting around. Gloria Nunziante was a vacationist. Marjory
Whittier resigned, and Alice Shrieber
was her replacement.. ..Jim Darby,
Paramount manager, is quite pleased
with the economy of his new English
car, the Anglia.
Kenny Fields, Rivoli, was planning
an August vacation. He was glad that
he didn’t take it in June as he did
last year....Tony Masella, Poli as¬
sistant, broke into The Clarion with
a plug for “On An Island With You.”
Manager Morris Rosenthal obtained
plenty of tieups and bally for the
Esther Williams film... Dr. Jack Fish¬
man and Phil Saslau, Fishman Theatres,
are spending the summer at the shore
....Sam Hadelman, Grand, and his fam¬
ily expect to move into their new 456
Bellevue home. Daughter Susan left
for Crane Lake, Mass., to spend the
summer at the camp being managed by
Murray Caplan, a former New Havener
....Lenny Cosenza, Dixwell.was a vaca¬
tionist. ... Gloria Tomasino, Mike
Tomasino’s attractive daughter, will
be leaving New Haven in August for
France. The White Way exhibitor’s
daughter recently received the teach¬
ers’ scholarship from Mt. Holyoke

An announcement was made of the
forthcoming annual outing of the home
office personnel of M and P Theatres.
The date is July 2, and it is an all¬
day affair. The place is the Hotel
Rochmere, Marblehead, Mass. The gang
hasn’t been there since 1937. It sounds
good.

New Haven
CROSSTOWN
The standing of the Downtown Thea¬
tres Softball League had the Bijou
and Loew’s Poli teams tied at four
won and one lost for each. The Roger
Sherman had three wins and two losses,
and followed the top two teams. The
Paramount won one game and lost three,
while the College was in last place

MGM ‘ s Tarzan reissues received plenty
of nice press preaks and word-ofmouth recently in Hartford, Conn.,
when manager Fred Greenway, Loew-Poli
Palace,
invited a cub scout troup to
see the jungle combination. The scouts
paraded along Main Street, carrying
this
appropriate
display
card.

Plans were progressing for a film
exchanges community outing to be held
at Double Beach on Aug. 4. Dom Somma,
20th Century-Fox, helped make quite a
few of the arrangements, and Leon
Jakubson, Metro, is now reported hand¬
ling the rest of the details and busi¬
ness end. Exchanges reported as plan¬
ning on being represented include:
Metro, 20th Century-Fox, RKO, Colum¬
bia, Republic, Lou Phillips, and
others. A baseball game in the after¬
noon and other activities are among
the top features of the program.
What with plans for a MPTO golf
tournament in August, already some of
the boys have taken to their golf more
seriously.... Ralph Civitello, Devon,
has been looking for Tony Terrazano,
Fairmount, and Joe De Francesco,
Cheshire, as partners on his trips to
the municipal course. However, the
threesome are looking to make it a
foursome.... Others are also getting in
their secret golf sessions.
Reports have it that another party
entered in the deal for the Mike Daly
theatres, and that the original pro¬
position has been sidetracked.... Leo
Bonoff, who recently leased his Mad¬
ison theatre to Interstate, is re¬
ported having left for California. He
is expected back in the Fall....John
Contaris, Rialto, Stamford, is reported
back at his summer extra duties as
life guard at the Stamford beach.
Down in Bridgeport, the Bamum con¬
struction work seems to be making
progress.... The new Pete Perakos con¬
struction in Bridgeport also is re¬
ported moving along....Don Blaine,
Jodoin, Baltic, was in with his brother
who was making arrangements to get
lots of peanuts for his new concession
at a nearby resort... j\l Pickus, Strat¬
ford, really has a new and different
front being installed at his theatre.
Tim 0’ Toole, former Columbia branch
manager, is expected to trek down to
Florida....U-I vacationists were Ann
Johnson and Jessie Rappa....Lew Gins¬
berg, Amalgamated Theatres, is plan¬
ning a late August vacation... .Caroline
Marra-, Republic lovely, moved to the
West Shore for the summer... .Ann Donner,
and salesman Jim Van Horn were recent
winners of baseball prize money at
20th Century-Fox.... Charies Dale,
assistant shipper, 20th Century-Fox,
is a member of the 102nd CNG, and will
be going to camp in August.... Billy
Pavone, Lou Phillips Theatre Supply,
is now driving a newly acquired sta¬
tion wagon....Ben Simons’ branch was
reported coming into the real money in
the recently ended 20th Century-Fox
contest.... Lou Lichenstein, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox auditor, was in.
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Miss Nancy Jacocks, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Irving C. Jacocks, Branford
exhibitor, was married to John Edson
Taft in Branford. ... Congratulations
were in order recently for George
Worcester, who was retired after long
service at 20th Century-Fox. He was
given a family birthday party on his
95th.

Circuits
WARNERS
The Warner Club is making plans for
the annual summer picnic to be held at
Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook. August 12 is
the tentative date. Jeanette Shields
is chairman of the committee on ar¬
rangements, assisted by Angelo Lom¬
bardi, Warner exchange.

Connecticut
GLASTONBURY
Morris Keppner, Glastonbury, dropped
Saturday matinee children's film
shows.

HARTFORD
The drive-in picture was back in
the news with an announcement by state
Police Commissioner Edward J. Hickey
of a hearing on the proposed Fred
Quatrano drive-in at Southington.
Quatrano is seeking a permit. He was
represented at the hearing by attorney
Francis J. Summa. Also, it was learned
that the Zoning Board of Appeals in
nearby Bristol will meet about July
12 to take action on the petition by
Albert Bernstein, president, Bristol
Live Stock Company, for a change in
local zoning to permit the erection
of a drive-in. The Board held a meeting
some weeks back, at which time prop¬
erty owners objected against the
granting of a permit for the drive-in
to Bernstein.
Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli manager, had
his hands full with exploitation on
top of watching both the Loew-Poli and
Loew-Poli Palace during the vacation
of the Palace’s Fred Greenway. As a
gag on "Summer Holiday”, Cohen re¬
leased some 100 balloons, with some
containing free tickets, from the
Palace roof.

Sympathy is extended to the family of
James L. Wynn, 62, Colonial stage
manager. He died after a short illness.
Replacing is Charlie White, Local 84
member for 30 years.
Harry Reiners, RKO exploitation man,
was in....Holly Sweeney, formerly
with the Loew-Poli circuit in Hart¬
ford and Waterbury, has been named
assistant, Loew-Poli, Springfield,
Mass. Loew-Poli installed a new candy
stand, and did some interior redeco¬
rating.
The E.M. Loew Circuit, which has
two drive-ins in Connecticut already
has plans for another open airer. The
new one will be at Montville, on the
Norwich-New London, Conn., highway,
with 255-foot frontage on the highway.
A deal was signed by the circuit with
Sara Becker Frank for the property,
with stamps on the deed indicating a
sales price of $21,500. Bruno Weingarten represented the circuit in the
negotiations. Construction will begin
as soon as permission is given by
State Police Commissioner Edward J.
Hickey.
Summer motion picture houses in the
state reopened. Latest are Glackin and
LeWitt’s Strand, Sound View, and the
New Colony, Sound View. The Strand is
being managed by Peggy and Jane Glac¬
kin. The New Colony has undergone
changes in administration. Tommy
Grasso, Windsor Locks, and Herbie
Jaffee, New Britain, bought out their
associates in the 412-seater, and are
now operating the theatre themselves.
As a gag on “The Fuller Brush Man”,
Ernie Grecula, assistant to Al Schuman,
general manager, Hartford Theatres
Circuit, displayed in the Colonial
lobby the original Fuller brush used
in the motion picture.
A publicity meeting on “Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House” was held
at the Loew-Poli by Lou Brown, adpublicity chief, Loew-Poli Circuit,
and Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli manager.
A suit brbught by Anna Bartosiewicz
to collect $15,000 from the leesees
of the Grand for injuries allegedly
sustained when she slipped on the

George E. Landers, Hartford division
manager, E.M. Loew’s Theatres, was
busy on vacation schedules in his
section. Johnny Silverwatch, manager,
Court Square, Springfield, Mass., left
on July 9 on a vacation... Airs. Kathleen
Finnegan, widow of the late Gerald.
E Finnegan, formerly an E.M. Loew
manager, will be married soon.... Vince
O’Brien, ex-manager, E.M. Loew's
drive-in, has been named manager, E.
M. Loew’s Strand, Boston. O’Brien
formerly worked for the Warner Circuit.
A personal appearance on stage of
the Regal, in conjunction with "Bring
’Em Back Alive,” was made by Frank
Buck.
E.M. Loew’s started selling 10 cent
cups of ice cream....Sam Horwitz, Lou
Cohen’s able Loew-Poli assistant,
leaves on Aug. 15 on his vacation....
July 14, 1948
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street in front of the theatre, has
been settled.

NEW BRITAIN
Brookie LeWitt, Glackin and LeWitt
Theatres, started a new summertime
policy at the Strand, Plainville. The
house has matinees now on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays.

SOUTHINGTON
Application of Fred Quatrano for a
certificate of approval for a drivein on the Waterbury-Meriden Road,
Milldale, was rejected by State Police
Commissioner Hickey following a hear¬
ing at which residents of Milldale
voiced objections, to which he con¬
curred.

Maine
PORTLAND
A $2500 wardrobe belonging to the
set of “Summer Holiday” was on ex¬
hibition in a department store re¬
cently in connection with the showing
at the State.... Alfred Stevens, State,
has been on his vacation.

POPCORN
Manle. ii MACHINES

"Genuine
Manley Supplies

SAM HORENSTEIN
New England Representative

*

*

*

Office and Showroom. .

. 45 Church St.
Bolton

Hancock 7419

In the Heart of the Film District

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.
116 Broadway, Boston, Mass..
Telephone: Hancock 4807
STAGE SETTINGS
•
DRAPERIES
WALL COVERING
FLAME PROOFING • FABRIC INTERIORS

In case one gets around to noticing
what's going on in this shot,
that's
Tin Holt, RKO's western star, showing
his leading lady in "Outlaw Valley",
Lois Andrews,
the first issue of the
Tim Holt Western Adventures Magazine,
The magazine was recently issued with
an initial circulation of 500,000,

CONN.THEATRE
CANDY CO.
62 COMMERCE ST..NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"WE KEEP
THE MOVIES
SWEET"
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A SERVICE
MANUAL
for Theatre Employees
(SPECIFY ITEM NO. B.S. 3)

The stars behind the wheel are Dan Dailey and Nancy Guild, who appear quite
prominently in the Technicolor production by 20t"h Century-Fox, "Give My Re¬
gards To Broadway. "Others in the cast are Charles Winninger and Fay Bainter.

A deluxe radio-phonograph, 1948
model, was given away at the Capitol.

Massachusetts
AMESBURY
Joe Bresnahan, Strand, who won ap¬
probation of parents with his new
Saturday morning show for the juves,
scored again when he arranged a double
bill so "Bambi” would be shown first
both afternoon and evening. This was
so parents could accompany youngsters
and not be obliged to remain for the
second feature if they desired to
leave.

FALL

• Of inestimable value in
"breaking-in" a new staff of
Ushers; a new Cashier, or a
new Door Man.
• This 16 page pocket size
(3x6 inch) booklet with heavy
paper covet' itemizes the rules
of conduct for the theatre staff
very logically and thoroughly.
Separate chapters are de¬
voted to Managers, Cashiers,
Door Men, Ushers, etc., as cur¬
rently trained in the larger cir¬
cuits.
• It also picrures a system of
Usher's hand signals for des¬
ignating empty seats and
gives many hints on Public
Safety, Accident, Fire Preven¬
tion, and Advertising, etc.

Price, 5c each
or 25 for $1.10
All sales prepaid. Please send check,
money order or stamps with order.
Sold under money back guarantee.

RIVER

New on the Capitol staff are Allen
Dooty, John J. Love, and Robert C.
Brown. Miss Mary Souza was on vacation
....The Empire reopened after being
closed for two weeks, during which
time major alterations were made....
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Canning were
among the 150 prominent guests at the
fashionable wedding of Ernest Israel,
nephew of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Yamins,
to Miss Rosaline List, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph List.
Bicycles and radios are among the
new giveaways at both the Capitol and
Park....Miss Phyllis Capone left the
Plaza, replaced by Mrs. Pearl Ward....
On vacation from the Plaza staff were
Miss Myrtle Shoesmith and Miss Mar¬
garet Livesey.

HAVERHILL
Hazen Lile, Colonial manager, has
been spending his vacation with his
bride, the former Louise Marquette
Daniels. They were Married in Salem,
N.H.

LOWELL

ALL SALES LIMITED TO THEATRES
WHICH SUBSCRIBE TO "THE EXHIBITOR"

Theatres had extra headaches over
July 4. In addition to perfect sunny
weather, a monster carnival with name
attractions pulled a terrific audience.
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LYNN

BOOK SHOP
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS,. INC.
1225 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

Mischa Auer and Haila Stoddard,
playing in stock on the North Shore,
flew from Detroit in order not to
disappoint manager James Davis in
making a personal appearance at the
Paramount.... A showing or "Report For
Action” was presented lor the benefit

of Mayor Stuart Tarr at the Paramount.
Manager Davis has been appointed a
member of the committee.
Loraine Paulette replaced Helen
Kerdy at the Waldorf, and Alice Hodg¬
kins is new on the staff. Assistant
manager William Hart; Stephen Cleary,
projectionist, and George Friend and
John Manson were on vacations.

Ml DDLEBORO
Charlie Hodgdon, Wakefield, Mass.,
owner of two theatres in that town,
is remodeling his local theatre. The
architects doing the job are Krokyn
and Browne.

NEWBURYPORT
The Premier, managed by Andy
Fowler, institutes a "Prestige Pic¬
tures” policy for Tuesdays and Wed¬
nesdays, with plans to present a
series of proven class films.

WORCESTER
Robert R. Portle, manager, and
Edward Lazar, assistant manager, Loew
Poli Elm Street, and staff recently
put over a very effective campaign
on “The Green Grass Of Wyoming”. Art
and stories were placed in The Tele¬
gram and Evening Gazette, book stores
featured display cards and stills,
as did libraries, banners were tacked
at two riding academies, plugs were
received over WTAG, plugs were ob¬
tained at five night clubs and at
night baseball games, playgrounds
were posted, and for street bally a
sulky and horse traversed the city.

Rhode Island
CRANSTON
Myer Stanzler, circuit operator,
opens his new drive-in in about two
weeks. The pre-opening ad campaign is
catching a lot of attention. The ads
feature family, old folk, and food
and drink appeal at the show.

Vermont
ST.

JOHNSBURY

Tony Rousseau, manager, Interstate’s
Star, returned after spending his
vacation visiting friends in Boston
and Connecticut.
July 14,
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NEWS or THE

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Wiltshire of
Warsaw, Indiana, announced the betro¬
thal of their niece, Miss Eleanor
Pebiger Ewing, to Sid Zins, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry J. Zins, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Miss Ewing is employed with the United
Air Lines, and is a former graduate
of Stephens College, Columbis, Mo.,
where she majored in dramatics. Zins
represents Columbia here as publicity
director. Previously, he managed
Broadway theatres, and, at one time,
served as assistant stage manager,
Radio City Music Hall, under Bill
Stern. The marriage took place on
July 10 in the presidential suite,
Hotel. Statler, with the reception im¬
mediately following the ceremony. The
couple planned a motor tour through
Canada on their honeymoon, and will
take up residence at the Dorchester
House upon their return.
Vincent Iorio, manager, Trans-Lux,
14th and H Streets, N.W., proved him¬
self somewhat of a hero when, on a
hunch, he went up “to inspect the
roof”, and discovered a fire in the
kitchen of an adjoining restaurant.
He notified the owner of the restaur¬
ant, reassured his audience that there
was no immediate danger, and thus
prevented a serious blaze and possible
panic, as smoke filled the house soon
after he spoke to the audience. Fire¬
men extinguished the fire, which caused
about $4, 000 damage to the restaurant’s
kitchen. Iorio also notified WMALand
and WRC, which have studios in the
building. Some smoke permeated the
studios, but broadcasts were uninter¬
rupted. When Iorio told Emogene Brenneman, Trans-Lux employe, about his
hunch, she said there was nothing on
the roof to warrant an investigation.
"Well, I’ll go up, anyway,” Iorio said.
Harry M. Kalmine, Warner Theatres
president, and Rudolph Weiss, real
estate department head, visited.
The Trans-Lux has an added attraction
for its customers in the form of a
television set in the lobby.
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fice manager, enjoyed her visit in
Virginia over a weekend.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: George
Nathan made the classic remark about
the Washington heat. Says he: “The
hot weather burns me up.”....The sur¬
rounding beaches got the big play from
the girls in the office as witness the
tan of Betty Richardson and Carol
Nassau.... Loretta Core is back from
her vacation in New York, where she
visited the family.... Ernestine Van
Dell and the family visited the Amish
country, Lancaster County.... Rosalie
Sattershite is having a domestic va¬
cation with her folks in West Virginia.
PARAMOUNT: A. C. Benson, branch mana¬
ger, advises that there was a luncheon
at the Statler Hotel, given by general
sales manager Andrew Smith, 20th-Fox;
Joseph Unger, United Artists, and
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount. ... Jose¬
phine Evans, the voice of Paramount,
was vacationing from the switchboard
...Ida Green went on hers on July 10.
She was handling her cashier duties
and switchboard at the same time....
Jack Howe, head booker, says that
bookings are almost all completed for
Paramount Week, Sept. 5-11. .. .-“The
Emperor Waltz” got a swell break over
WRC recently. Music and commentary
from the picture were used on a 15minute program. The picture opens at
the Warner. In Baltimore, a tie-up
resulted in 12,000 circulars being
distributed plugging the pic. The
film plays the Stanley.
COLUMBIA: There’s a lot of coming
and going. Sam Galanty is back after
touring the exchanges.... Lillian Levy
is leaving for a cruise of the Great
Lakes region.... Ben Kaplon returned
from his southern trip....Home office
representatives George Halpert check¬
ed in for a few weeks....Jimmie Finney,
Sam Galanty’s gal Friday, entertained
friends...Bill Fisher, office manager,
was impatiently getting his family
ready for a two-week auto-tour of
Canada.... Sid Sugarman is back at the
office after his recent illness, look¬
ing fit again. ...Maizie Weaver is the
new typist-clerk.... Alice Sauber is
studying every road map she can get
in anticipation of the trip she and
her daughter will take'... Booker Elmer
Moore and his family will drive to
Maine for a vacation...Ruth Wortitzky,
assistant cashier, is going to New
York State for her holida-ys.
WARNERS: Anne De Mello, secretary
to Wade Skinner, marked her eighth
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KEY CITY

Baltimore (11) Keith’s, “Up In Cen¬
tral Park” (U-Int.); New, “The Street
With No Name’’ (20th-Fox); Century,
“Easter Parade” (MGM); Mayfair, “The
Dude Goes West” (AA); Stanley, “The
Emperor Waltz’’ (Para.); Hippodrome,
“The Fuller Brush Man” (Col.); Town,
“The Best Years Of Our Lives’’ (RK0);
Little, “Antoine and Antoinette”
(Siritsky).

Baltimore
(4) - Hippodrome,
“The Fuller Brush Man” (Col.); Stan¬
ley, “The Emperor Waltz” (Para.);
Century, “On An Island With You” (MGM);
Keith’s, “Dream Girl” (Para.); Little,
"The October Man” (EL); Town, “The
Best Years Of Our Lives” (RKO); Mayfair, “The Dude Goes West” (AA-Mono.);
Times and Roslyn, “Devil’s Cargo”
(FC), “The Story” (Inde.).
anniversary as a Warner employee on
July 6....George H. Werner, booking
department, has completed two weeks
training at the training division,
Bureau of Naval Personnel. He is ad¬
dressed officially in the Naval Re¬
serves as Lieutenant Werner.... Joan
Cobb, contact department, was on her
merry way, back home to Indiana, which
proves that there are a lot of Hoosiers
in D.C....Tom Blaney, contact depart¬
ment, is back after a Rehoboth vaca¬
tion, sporting a coffee color suntan
....Weekenders at Beverly Beach, Va.,
were Anna Teti, Virginia Summers, and
Peggy Andrews, contact.... The staff
of the advertising and publicity de¬
partment impatiently awaited a case
of oranges or a basket of baby alli¬
gators from Florida, promised before
departure by Miami-bound Bill Ewing
.... Charles Burger, manager, York, is
getting married on July 17, although
he’s trying to keep it a secret. They’ 11
visit New York and Kentucky. The latter
is the home of his bride, Christine
Sebastian.
LOEW’ S THEATRES: Carter Barron,
eastern division manager, was operated
on at Doctor’s Hospital on his knee
for an old football injury. He will
be in the hospital for 10 days. ...The
Palace previewed and trade-showed “A
Date With Judy”.... Film star Edward
Arnold was one of the' main guests in
the District Fourth of July celebration. The ceremonies also marked the

20th CENTURY-FOX: Sara Young says
that she has had the best vacation
ever. She did absolutely nothing, and
enjoyed it immensely, and to make it
even better, she took off 10 pounds.
The office found itself in the odd
situation of having no one away on
vacation for a week.
UNITED ARTISTS: Mark Silver was in
....Cashier Peggy Bodle went to Vir¬
ginia Beach, Va., for July 4.... Some
of the gals at the office got their
sunburn at the ballpark. Among them
were Jane Harrell, Myrna Michaelson,
and Jean Drill.... Margaret Stant, of¬
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The place is the National Archives Building, Washington, where a large group
of area exhibitors recently attended a screening of MGM's "Easter Parade",

Washington
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100th anniversary of the Washington
Monument. Arnold read the Declaration
of Independence to an audience that
ran over 200, 000. Impressive fireworks
completed the celebration. After the
ceremonies, a number of foiks were
guests of pianist Evelyn Tynner at
her Aurora Hills home. Among the
guests, in addition to Arnold, were:
Gene Ford, Capitol, and his wife; Jack
Foxe, publicity director, and his wife;
Jay Carmody, drama critic, The Evening
Star, and his wife, and Harry MacArthur, The Star drama department. On

THEATRE OWNERS
and MANAGERS
It is IMPORTANT that you send
us a copy of your program each
week, no later than Tuesday. In
this way, we can best serve you.
Someone, maybe the booker, or
perhaps yourself might forget to
record a booking.
By sending us a copy of your
program, we will be able to
check any mistakes.
Please continue to wrap and ad¬
dress properly your return ad¬
vertising so that it can be
delivered to the right exchange.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LIMES, INC.
1638 Third Street, N.E.
Washington, D. C.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.

JACK SEIDMAN

:

:

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

s

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13lh Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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July 5, Arnold visited the vet patients
at Walter Reed Hospital.... Gene Ford
and his assistants are getting more
applications than they expected in
regard to the home talent stage show,
“Going Native”
REPUBLIC: Jake Flax returned after
a couple of days at Ocean View. We
learn that he celebrated the completion
of his 36th year in the motion picture
business on June 24. He started with
General Film Company back in June,
1912....Mrs. Bernice Rosenstock is
back at the office after a swell honey¬
moon,
K-B THEATRES: Frank Boucher, general
manager and Chief Barker, Washington
Variety Club, Tent 11, is a very busy
man these days setting up the different
committees to handle the different
activities sponsored by that organi¬
zation. Chief attraction this year
will be the annual football game in
Baltimore, on Sept. 19. This year,
the game will be between the Washing¬
ton Redskins and the Chicago Bears. . .
Jake Biben, “Mayor of H Street,” mana¬
ger, Atlas, was saying some big things
about the Shriners’ Convention in Atlantic_City... Charlie Demma, manager,
Apex, and his family returned from a
Canadian vacation, and son Jimmy says
that the Canadian Northwest Mounted
Police don’t get their man all the
time. Says he, all the time he was there
he never saw them get one man....Doug
Mellott, Naylor manager, is really going
native here, it seems. One of his kids
has been heard “you-alLing” recently.
WHEELER: Everybody spent a safe and
sane Fourth of July. Nobody went out
of town....Max Cohen was in Charlotte
seeing the Craver Circuit; Charles
Mendelson was in Danville, Va., talk¬
ing to Leonard Lee, and Harold Levy
was covering Baltimore.... A number of
pictures are downtown these days:
“Furia’\ at the Hippodrome, and
“Things To Come” and the “Man Who Could
Work Miracles” at the Little.A
number of exhibitors are visiting the
offices: Edward Kimbel, Wilbur, Brizendine, Schwaber Circuit, and George
Jacobs, Goldfield Theatres....Gert
Epstein got her suntan in the backyard,
just as good as any beach tan.
MONOGRAM: New faces are showing up.
Mrs. Dorothy Brockbank is the new
cashier. She was formerly with Repub¬
lic.... Miss Gloria Gerhart, the new
office clerk, liked the faces around
her so much that she has taken a job
on a full-time basis....Hy Bettinger
is New Yorking for his vacation. He
visits his family. .. Betty Hoover tells
us that the terrific tan she picked up
at Colonial Beach, Va., is not as
painful as it looks..
RKO: Thomas W. “Spriggy” Lloyd,
Leader, South Cumberland, Md., is re¬
cuperating nicely after his recent
illness. He is taking it easy on his
veranda these days, and asks that the
boys stop in and see him when they are
in the neighborhood....Bernje Gonder
is another who faced Canada way when
he took his vacation.... Lena Thrush,
Maryland Kitzmiller, took a page of
the book when she booked a plane to

ballyhoo the Louis-Walcott fisticufffracas. ... There’ s a new drive-in being
constructed in Moorefield, Md....Mr.
and Mrs. Spates, Frostburg, Md., were
in Baltimore recently for a periodic
visit to the doctor. They stopped for
a visit on the way.

Maryland
BALT I M OR E
Klein brothers are having their
Realart entirely redecorated. New
drapes are being hung, and the marquee
is being repainted. Hereafter, itwil]
be known as the New Realart.
William Zell, Harlem, with his wife
and son,moved down to their country
residence at Arnold, Md. Mr. Zell is
busy fixing up things around the nlace
on his days off.
Meyer Leventhal, managing director,
Lord Baltimore, and eastern regional
vice-president, Allied, returned from
the Allied New Jersey convention.
Transferring the ownership of the
Royal has taken place. The Royal The¬
atre Company transferred the owner¬
ship to the Langley Theatre Corpora¬
tion. The sale was in fee through the
Maryland Title Guarantee Company, with
the consideration $197,000.
W.K. Wall, for many years advertis¬
ing manager, The Baltimore Sunpapers
before he was retired, died at his
home after an illness of some time.
Sincere sympathy is extended to his
family.
More than a reel of Roy Del Ruth’s
“The Babe Ruth Story” is being spe¬
cially prepared for presentation to
St. Mary’s Industrial School here, it
was revealed by Steve Broidy, presi¬
dent, Allied Artists. This is the in¬
stitution in which Ruth received his
training as a boy, and much of the
film’s early action is laid at the
school.
Chief Barker O.D. Weems, Variety
Club, presided at a general meeting
of the organization recently, and re¬
ported that all of the improvements
and repairs that have been made in
the club were completed, and paid for
out of current funds. He also said
that for the six months of this year
the club has operated with a small
profit, and that no money has been
borrowed or used from the charity
account. The Wednesday night affairs
for the ladies were a great success,
and will be resumed in the fall. The
charge for guests on Saturday nights
will be eliminated in the fall. The
date of the annual summer party at
Camp Ritchie will be announced soon.
The annual football game will be held
on Sept. 19, with the game featuring
the Washington Redskins and the Chicago
Bears. The Humanitarian Award from
the national tent to Secretary George
R. Marshall will be held in Washington
on Sept. 19 at a stag affair, it was
announced. The 19th annual anniver¬
sary dinner-dance for Tent 19 will be
held at the Sheraton Belvedere Hotel,
and further particulars will be anJuly 14,
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nounced later. Barker Pollack reported
he is negotiating with the managers
of Isard Charles and Elmer Ray for a
fight between these two at the Stadium
In August, with proceeds going to the
tent’s charity fund.
Rodney Collier, manager, Stanley,
distributed 10,000 handouts to cus¬
tomers of Baltimore music shops for
“The Emperior Waltz”, tieing in with
the Deeca record albums of music from
the film.
The Telenews-INS 20-minute weekly
newsreel has been placed here via
WMAR-TV, making this city the 10th
major market carrying the Telenews
weekly.
The Maryland, Hicks Circuit,was
sold at auction to Michael Pox, Balti¬
more real estate agency president, for
$79,500. The sale is subject to court
approval due to there being several
minor heirs in the estate which sold
the theatre.

CUMBERLAN D
For the grand opening of City Cleaners
and Dyers, Schine’s Liberty, managed
by Fred Perry, gave away to the first
100 customers, through cooperation,
a free complimentary ticket.
Bob Nolan and The Sons of the Pio¬
neers played to a capacity audience
at the State Armory, under the auspices
of the two National Guard companies.

theatres to get first-hand information,
and to ascertain what is wrong with
the motion picture business on his
own;...Barry played the D. and L.,
Solomon’s; the St. Mary’s, Leonardtown,
the Waldorf, Waldorf, and also in
Manassas, V'a.

Pennsylvania
WAYN ES BORO
The Arcade, Don Nichols manager, held
a show for the youngsters for the
July 4 celebration to help the kids
spend the holiday in a safe manner.

Manager Ray Trumbule, New, was busy
handling an advertising and publicity
campaign on “The Emperor Waltz”....
Mrs. Ray Trumbule, wife of the New
manager, was visited by her mother and
her aunt from Keyser, W. Va....Pete
Morgan and Johnny Jarboe are new at
the New.... Manager Ray Trumbule, New,
was given a birthday party recently,
which also served as a farewell party
to Clarke Mattingly and his wife,
Joyce, who sailed from New York City
on July 5 for Mrs. Mattingly’s home in
Sidney, Australia, where they will
spend some three months.... Ray Trum¬
bule and Jack Fruchtman, leasee, New,
were dinner guests at the Wigginton
Manor home of Mrs. William A. Locker
on the lower Potomac on July 4. She
is the wife of the owner of the New
building.... The large turnout for the
stage show put on by radio stars Clyde
Moody, Chuby Wise, Read Seal, and the
radio ranch gang at the New recently
has encouraged the management to pre¬
pare more future shows.

Virginia
HARR I SON BURG
Following theatre protests, City
Council postponed until July 13 a de¬
cision on the 10 per cent admission
tax.

RICHM0ND
Ed Fabian, Joseph Eagan and Lou
Golding were visitors from the Fabian
home office.... Jimmy Horne, Carillon
projectionist, was married to Miss
Martha Slagle, Bristol.... Jimmy Rit¬
chie, East End and Patrick Henry mana¬
ger, said that the carnivals were
really hurting his boxoffice. There
were two in a fortnight.... Virginia
Waller, East End boxoffice staff, was
a patient in Sheltering Arms Hospital
. ...Ober Boyd, Capitol manager, was
vacationing at the beach and in North
Carolina. Billy Michaux was subbing.
Jimmy Ritchie took a gang of his co¬
workers on a fishing trip to Locklies.
In the party were Aubrey Davis, Frank
Haley, William Coghill, Herbert Whit¬
low, and Roy Shoemaker. They arrived
back in town in time to open the show
for the matinee performances.

WA L D 0 R F
The Waldorf played another in person
radio show featuring Lew Childre, Of
the “Grand 01’ Opry” unit. It also
played the D. andL. , Solomon’s Island.

CUMBERLAND
Jeannette Magruder, who has been
associated with her father, Edward K.
Magruder, in the management of the
Garden for several years, last week
took over active management of the
theatre. Remodeling and repainting are
planned in the near future.

From a CANDY INACHINC

FREDERICK
Jack Forney, manager, Tivoli, in co¬
operation with the Francis Scott Key
Post, American Legion, presented a
free show to local youngsters on July 5.
Instead of being on the streets look¬
ing for July 4 “thrills”, the kids
enjoyed a Roy Rogers western, two
cartoons, and chocolate bars.

HAGERSTOWN
George Payette, manager, Maryland,
received honorable mention in this
year’s Pan-American Essay contest.
He won first place last year.
Joe Cumiskey, manager, Academy, got
a prize of fishing tackle when a
question of his was used on Mutual’s
“Hunting and Fishing Club of the Air”
recently.... Robert Cousins, Maryland,
was recently recalled to active duty
with the army at Fort Meade.

I

to a complete
LOBBY SHOP

You'll get the RIGH1 equipment
§ for your theatre, plus the RIGHT
kind of service, when you let Berio
handle sales at the "second box
office". Thirty years' experience has
taught us how to get maximum re¬
turns for every location. And you'll
have more time free for the right kind of
showmanship that builds record grosses!

LEONARDTOWN
Don “Red” Barry is making a personal
tour in Southern Maryland and along
the Eastern and Western Shore circuit
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The Fobian Decorating Company finish¬
ed refurbishing the Cavalier, Waynes¬
boro, and is now working on the Henrico,
Highland Springs.... Frank O’Brien,
city manager, Fabian Theatres, attended
the recent Fabian golf tourney in New
York...."Furia” was booked into the
WRVA Theatre for five days, but was
pulled after the second day.... Ernest
Moore, theatre carpet expert, is now
located in the National Theatre Build¬
ing.... Earl Claytor, National main¬
tenance engineer, and his son went
fishing at Duggan’ sPond. . . .“Jit” Sickinger, State maintenance, went to the
beach on his vacation, Herbert Lane
replacing.
Linwood Carnell is back on the job
at the Henrico after being in the
hospital for several days, Curtis
Pleasant substituting....“Slim” Deyerle, Henrico projectionist, went
fishing, with not much luck.... A severe
rainstorm flooded some of the theatres,
and other theatres had to close when
the current went off. ...Ben Caplon,
Columbia Washington branch manager,
was a visitor to the home office of
Neighborhood Thea.tre, Inc.... A gang,
of the boys from the Neighborhood
Theatre, Inc., home office went fish¬
ing at Deltaville. To make it more
exciting, they made up prizes for the
biggest catch and the most. In the
party were Harris Williams, Walter
Broadwell, George Summers, Arthur
Deekens, and Maurice Nunnally.
Walter Kolm, NTI home office, was
on vacation in New York with his wife.
His son had to stay home to watch their
garden.... A. 0. Budina, architect, NTI,
and his wife were making a tour of
the West.... Horace Freeman, assistant
architect, NTI, went to Bristol for
a short visit.
Walter Broadwell, NTI artist, went
fishing at Windsor Shades_Sam Bendheim, Jr., general manager, Neighbor¬
hood Theatre, Inc., spent part of his
vacation moving into his new home in
Hampton Gardens.
John Zenner, Westhampton manager,
took his family with him to Albany for
a few days during his vacation. Jimmy
Heslep substituted . .. Mary Burch, Brookland staff, vacationed in Georgia, and
Margaret Terrell, alsoBrookland, went
to the country on her furlough
Allen Brown, Brookland manager, is
planning a Florida trip with his fam¬
ily next month.... Walter Thompson,
Lee manager, spent part of his vaca¬
tion moving to South Richmond....
Florence Wilberger is back in the Lee
boxoffice after her recent illness....
Bernar McCann, Lee projectionist, says
that his wife is taking the vacation
for the family by going to Texas to
visit her relatives.... Janet Kimikin
is the new Berio candy girl at the
Brookland.... George Peters, Loew's
manager, made tie-ups with all the
music stores on the records on “The
Pirate.”
Mildred Powers resigned from the
boxoffice staff,. Paifc, to get married.
She was succeeded by Lenore Swain.
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enlightment program being conducted
throughout the nation by the TOA.
The -Glebe, Arlington, took first
place in the Neighborhood Theatre,
Inc., “Theatre-of-the Month” race.
Congratulations.

Just to make sure nothing went wrong,
Vincent Iorio, Trans-Lux, Washington,
recently made a special
trip to
the
airport to pick up the RKO films of
the Louis-Walcott battle. Martha Ful¬
ler, Eastern Airlines hostess, hands
Iorio the first reels cf the fight to
arrive for showing in the capital.

Roy Herkimer, Ponton, went on his
belated honeymoon on June 29....George
Johnson, Venus, vacationed in the Blue
Ridge Mountains.... Ann Harris, State
boxoffice staff, vacationed at the
beach, Violet Griffin relieving....
Elwood Burnham, Beacon, Hopewell,
recently signed up with the Marine Re¬
serves. ... Myrtel Bowen, Lee, Farmville, vacationed in Stafford... Audrey
Hawkins, daughter of F.R. Hawkins,
Lee, Farmvillermanager, was graduated
from Farmville High School.... Dave
McCoy, assistant manager, Beacon,
Hopewell, was graduated from Hopewell
High School.
Frances Barker, Cameo, Bristol, was
vacationing in Florida.... Ernest Bunz
is the new projectionist at the Buck¬
ingham, Arlington.... Grace Wellington
is an addition to the staff of the
Ashton, Arlington.... Donald Winlund
resigned from the Byrd, Arlington, to
join the navy and is now stationed at
Great Lakes, Illinois.
Robert Harrison, manager, Broadway,
Hopewell, has been elected treasure^,
Beta Lambda chapter, Pi Phi Fraternity.
He is also chairman of the fund-rais¬
ing campaign sponsored by the frater¬
nity.
The Pulaski and Dalton Theatres Em¬
ployees’ Association made a donation
to the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Fund....As a public service feature
of WPUV, Pulaski, Robert Beamer, Pulaski-Dalton manager, made a 15-minute
address in connection with the public

Friends of John J. Donahue, veteran
employee, Century, Petersburg, show¬
ered him with gifts as he recently
observed his 89th birthday.... Tommy
Pitts, Pitts Circuit, Fredericksburg,
was vacationing with his family at
Virginia Beach. ... Leroy Anderson,
Loew’s projectionist, was doing some
jury duty.... Leon Garrett replaced
Calvin Cash, East End....John Aders,
Patrick Henry projectionist, sub¬
stituted for Dick Hundley when he was
sick recently. ... Pat Leary, Loew’s
projectionist, went visiting in North
Carolina.... Pat and Tripple Caldwell,
Colonial projectionist, also went
fishing at West Point.... Benjamin Har¬
rison, Park staff, went fishing on
his vacation. Eugene Chaplin subbing

STAUNTON
Edward Purcell, manager, Strand,
tied in with the North American Sheep
Dog Society’s Championship Sheep Dog
Trials for "Thunder In The Valley”.
Purcell also tied in the “Brick
Bradford” serial by distributing 500
Bradford comic books to the first 500
youngsters attending the opening.
Children writing the best letters on
the new serial were given gifts.

Wl NCHESTER
Lamar Keen, Capitol, held a cartoon
and comedy show for all the kids who
took part in the July 4 parade, and
gave free ice cream away. Keen worked
in cooperation with the Conrad-Hoover
American Legion Post.

West Virginia
KEYSER
Henry Dusman, Dusman Theatre Supply,
Baltimore, paid his old friends a
visit.... Dale Stark, youthful projec¬
tionist, Liberty, is looking forward
to being called in the new draft....
John C. Wilson, projectionist, Music
Hall, is proud of his new booth ex¬
haust fan.... Bernard Kuhn was back
working projection relief at-the Keyser, while Bill Spotts was vacationing.

MARTINSBURG
The Apollo held a “Safe and Sane
Fourth of July Show” for the kids.
Manager Lou Kusner planned the program.

MO OR EF I EL D

The promenade of Loew’s Palace, Wash¬
ington, was recently graced by this
attractive bit of promotion for MGM ’ s
Technicolor picture^"Easter Parade. "

The new Moorefield Drive-In, with
centralized speakers, owned and oper¬
ated jointly by H.E. Bensenhaver and
James M. Miley, was opened on July 4
to a full 300 autos. The projection
equipment was furnished by Lovett and
Company, Clarksburg, W. Va., consist¬
ing of the DeVry 12000 Series pro¬
jectors, Jensen Hy-Pex speakers, and
the new Strong 70-amp Mogul high in¬
intensity projection lamps.
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New York City
CROSSTOWN
As of last week, 25 employees at
the Columbia home office had given
blood to Israel at the Red Mogen
Dovid blood bank. Ernest Lichtenstein
chairs the committee, which organized
several groups at the office to donate
blood for the fighters of Haganah.
Many convicts of the Colorado State
Penitentiary donated the entire in¬
come derived from the manufacture of
novelties and handicraft to the Cru¬
sade for Children, for the month of
July, Warden Roy Best announced at
Canon City, Colo., and merchandise
similar to that being donated is on
display in the lobby of Loew’s Cri¬
terion, where Eagle Lion’s “Canon
City”, opened last week. The Criterion,
has been converted into a miniature
replica of the Colorada State Peni¬
tentiary for the showing of the film.
Universal Newsreel last week moved
into new headquarters in the Pathe
Laboratories building, 106th Street
and Park Avenue....An 11-theatre pre¬
release engagement on July 21 through¬
out greater New York was set for UA’s
“The Vicious Circle”, it was announced
last week, On that date, the film
opens at the Metropolitan, Symphony,
and Gem, Manhattan; Vogue, Parkside,
Marcy, Supreme, and Utica, Brooklyn;
at the Ascot, Bronx, and at the Edgemere and Boardwalk, seaside resorts.
Jacques Chabrier, president, Pathe
Cinema Corporation, a subsidiary of
the French producing company, left
by plane for Paris last week.
Karin Booth, who recently signed a
new long-term contract with MGM, was
vacationing here last week with her
groom, Allan Carlisle.... Louis B.
Mayer, MGM production head, flew back
to the coast last week following home
conferences... .Rudy Berger, MGM south¬
ern sales manager, came in from Wash¬
ington last week....June E. Dorth,
MGM Cleveland booking department,
last week was in on vacation.
The unique preview last week of
Paramount’s “A Foreign Affair”, spon¬
sored by the Overseas Press Club of
America, attracted a notable array of
celebrities, seated in the Paramount’s
mezzanine, sold at advanced prices for
the benefit of the club’s correspon¬
dents fund. Following the screening,
there was a reception at the clubrooms of the club in the Times building,
where the membership feted the stars
of the film and producer Charles
Brackett.
George Hoffman has started his own
business here, having returned last
fortnight from Virginia Beach, Va.
Hoffman was advertising and publicity
July 14, 1948
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man for Arthur Mayer’s Rialto for 12
years up until the change of management.
I.E. Lopert, president, LopertFilms
Inc., announced last week, following
his arrival from Europe, that he has
signed a three-year pact with Roberto
Rosselini, famed Italian producerdirector of “Open City”, “Paisan”,
and other films. The contract calls
for Lopert to make production invest¬
ments, in return for which he gets
U.S. distribution rights and an ex¬
clusive agency for the disposition of
rights outside Italy.
Plans to secure a New York “show¬
case” theatre for local first-run
showings of their productions were
abandoned last fortnight by Allied
Artists and Monogram....P.S. Case,
Altec Service inspector, New York dis¬
trict, died on June 26....Frank Buck,
whose “Bring ’Em Back Alive” is being
reissued by RKO, returned last week
after making personal appearances in
10 cities.
Members of the Sigma Delta Chi pro*
fessional journalism fraternity saw a
preview screening of Paramount’s “Be¬
yond Glory” last week in the Para¬
mount projection room....Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Linder, Brooklyn, celebrated
50 years of married life last week at
a dinner held at their home. Marking
the occasion were their five children,
five grandchildren, and three great
grandchildren. Lindner is one of the
oldest employees of RKO Theatres,
having joined the company in 1900 to
work at the RKO Orpheum. At present,
he is working at the RKO Albee.
Perry Lieber, RKO studio publicity
director, returned to the west coast
last week after a week’s visit....
Charles J. McWeeney, Monogram Inter¬
national Corporation, who recently
married Claire Bambach, is at present
on his honeymoon.
Film Program Services last week an¬
nounced the appointment of Jules Sch¬
werin as director of a new department
of television and theatrical accounts
....S.R. Kunkis, film attorney, re¬
turned last week from a 10-week survey
of Europe.
Fred Ahern, production manager,
Transatlantic Pictures, released by
Warners, arrived last week from Holly¬
wood on the first leg of a trip to
London.... Scott Brady, whose first
starring role is in Eagle Lion’s
"Canon City”, arrived last week.

New Jersey
NEWARK
J.V. Stark, manager, Regent, jindhis
family were vacationing at Asbury
Park, N.J. On vacation from the War¬
ner Theatres’ Jersey office were Lou
Stein, Essex county district manager;
Mary Halloran, advertising department,
and Rose Hanley, secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barrett are the
proud parents of a baby girl, Maureen.
Barrett is manager, Wellmont, Mont¬
clair. This is their first child.
(Continued on next page)

TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
Once each year, Allied Theatre Owners
of New Jersey gets together for its
mutual benefit and fun, and this year
it did it again, at thq Hollywood
Hotel, West End, N. J.,
on June 28, 29, and 30.
It was our privilege
to attend this conven¬
tion, which brought to¬
gether again many of
the old pioneers in the
industry. Arriving at
the Hollywood, we look¬
ed up its busiest man,
“Gebby” Gebhart, who
handled most of the
convention detail, and who eventually
found time to set up a table for our
needs in an unused corner, next to the
Coca Cola bar, the mecca for the thirsty
and warm, who sought relief from the
intense heat. We then looked around,
and visited the various exhibits set
up for the convenience of attending
delegates. They included practically
everything from Coke to nuts, the
Double K brand as well as the usual
air-conditioning and equipment dis¬
plays. Lou Lane, New York appliance
man,had several different television
sets on display.
During our ramblings, we ran intc
quite a few of the visiting firemen,
including Wilbur Snaper, convention
chairman, who was later elected as
vice-president. After a very tasty
lunch in the company of a couple of
Manley Popcorn representatives by the
name of Smith and Nussbaum, we attended
the opening meeting which President
Ed Lachman, Boonton, N.J. , called to
order. After giving his report, he in¬
troduced National President Bill Ains¬
worth, Fond Du Lac, Wis., and eastern
regional vice-president Meyer Leventhal, Lord Baltimore, Baltimore, Md.,
who was there to conduct a meeting of
the eastern regional representatives
on the following day.
Guest speaker of the opening meeting
turned out to be Paul Raibourn, vicepresident, Paramount, in charge of
television, who gave a very lucid talk
on the subject as it may eventually
affect exhibitors.
An open forum followed his speech.
Following this, an open discussion on
the drive-in situation and its develop¬
ments was held, but nothing was act¬
ually accomplished. The meeting at an
end, most everyone took off to change
into swim suits, and take advantage of
the luxurious swimming pool. The eve¬
ning brought forth a gala get-together.
Towards the end of the evening, coffee
and sandwiches were served, and doorprizes were awarded to lucky ticket
holders.
By this time we met Sam Franki vicepresident, f rom Hammonton, N. J., about
the only representative present from
south Jersey. He makes his home in
Atlantic City, and had just opened
the Surf, Ocean City, N.J., for the
season. He has a bubbling personality,
(Continued on page NT-4;
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NEWARK
(Continued from preceding page)
Warners’ New Jersey circuit held its
annual outing at Forest Lodge, Mt.
Bethel, recently. The outing was held
for two days, making it possible for
all theatre employees to attend. A
full days amusement was offered....
Richard Hunter, Warners’ booking de¬
partment, celebrated his birthday....
Gloria Pelosi, formerly Vitaliano, is
back at her desk after a honeymoon at
Virginia Beach, Va.
Jack Hegarty, manager, Embassy,
Orange, and Ann Jollett, contact de¬
partment, were vacationing.... Larry
Albanese, Sanford, Irvington, is run¬
ning kiddie shows on Saturday matinees
...."The Month of Awards” campaign
started simultaneously at the Hudson
and Regent, Kearny.

PERTH

AMBOY

A treasure hunt, with a local jeweler
supplying the flat silverware as
prizes and running clues in his daily
ads, was promoted recently by Sam
Shumer, manager, Walter Reade’s Strand,
for “Alburquerque”.

A/ew York State
ALBANY
In conjunction with "Romance On The
High Seas”, Strand, the Albany Art¬
ist’ s Group held its fourth annual
sidewalk art display on the side of
the building. There were 118 paintings
on display, valued at $5,800, and most
of the pictures were for sale. ...L.J.
"Jack” Schlaifer, Eagle Lion home
office executive; Milton Cohen, di¬
vision manager; A1 Herman, district
manager, and Harry Alexander made a
trip to Gloversville to confer with
Schine.... Mary Yanas, Republic biller,
was married to Larry Annigan at Our
Lady of Angels Church on June 28.
Additions to Warner Pictures office
are: Ruth AbrieL availability clerk and
Irene Scars, contract clerk... Phyllis
Dembo, who has been promoted to bookers’
secretary at Loew’s office, gave a
lawn party at her home on June 30 in
honor of her graduation fromhigh
school.
Visitors along the Row were: Sylvan
Leff and Harry Savitt, Utica; John
Thornton, Saugerties; Sam Davis Pheonicia; Phil Baroudi, Warrensburg;
Bernstein and Dietcher, Schenectady,
and Berlin Homes, new owner, Waverly,
St. Regis Falls, formerly owned by
George DuBois....Eddie Ruff, Paramount
branch manager. wa« vacationing... .
Upstate Theatres Inc. is doing the
booking and buying for the following
new members: Scotia, Scotia, taken
over by C. J. Ritchey on July 6; Plattsburg Drive-In, owned by B.H. Hobbs,
and opened on June 26, and the Rut¬
land Drive-In, opened on July 3, and
operated by Grimshaw and Gordon....
Shirley Engle, former Warner Thea¬
tres’ employee, became the mother of
a baby son, born on June 29 at the
Albany Hospital. Both mother and son
are doing fine.

Other vacationers along the Row are:
Warners, PatWirth, assistant cashier;
Ray Powers, office manager; Charleen
Murphy, secretary, andCaroline
O’.Neil, biller, and Warner Theatres,
Thomas Ponkos, bookkeeper.
Word has been received that C.J.
Latta, former Warner Theatres’ zone
manager, and Mrs. Latta arrived in
London, and are at the Mount Royal
Hotel.
-M.E. B.

BUFFALO
Harry Schrifrin, former Warner city
salesman, is now with United Artists
in New Haven. ... Felicitations go to
Shea’s bookkeeper Ginny Pappalardo,
who celebrated a birthday. Barbara
Hartman, Columbia cashier, took her
to the Statler for luncheon

Humboldt Parkway to their new resi¬
dence on Nov. l.
Fred Meyers of New York, eastern
sales manager, Universal-Interna¬
tional, was guest of honor ,when Dave
Miller, district manager, and Joseph
Gins, branch manager acted as hosts
as Universal-International had a grand
opening of the new film exchange at
301 Franklin Street. Exhibitors from
all parts of Western New York, as
well as branch managers and salesmen
from other companies thronged the new
exchange. Congratulations were pro¬
fuse on the building and its appoint¬
ments, the very latest in film housing.
This returns Universal’s headquarters
to Franklin Street after a long stay
at 501 Pearl Street in the Beyer Film
building. Jeanette Lieser, efficient
office manager, and her staff acted
as hosts during the festivities.

Phil Fox, Columbia branch manager,
is having an air-conditioning system
installed in his private office in
the exchange. ... Bill Dipson, Dipson
Circuit, and Dick Kemper, Erlanger
manager, were off to Chautauqua for
fishing... .Janet Fater, eldest daughter
of Jim Fater, Columbia salesman, was
graduated from Cornell University.

Barbara Hartman, Columbia cashier,
spent a weekend at Sackets Harbor,
and returned well rested. ... Doris
Mals,. RKO biller, with a beautiful
contralto voice is open for engage¬
ments as soloist at weddings and
various social functions.

Gage Havens, former MGM sales staff
member, was in from San Francisco
where he now operates a drive-in....
Jay Mundstuk, son of MGM branch mana¬
ger Jack Mundstuk; Dickie Atlas, son
of Marvin Atlas, Commodore owner, and
Stewart and Robert Fox, sons of Colum¬
bia branch manager Phil Fox, are all
attending Park summer school.

Congratulations go to June Pappero,
secretary to Jack Chinell, RKO branch
manager, who celebrated her first
wedding anniversary.... Laura Wells,
special publicity representative,
Eagle Lion, left town after working
with Charlie Baron, exploiteer, on
"Ruthless”. All radio stations, news¬
papers, and many merchants were con¬
tacted prior to the opening at the
20th Century.

Effie Bettigole, Rivoli, Syracuse,
was in booking.... Tom Basil, Basil
Brothers Circuit, wife, and family
were enroute to Florida for a vacation.
Columbia had a trade showing of
“Superman. ” Phil Fox, branch manager,
said that this is the first time that
any serial has played first-run, in
RKO theatres for a week. Among the
exhibitors present at the screening
were George Mackenna, Spence Balser,
Basil Circuit; Marvin Atlas, Frank
Quinlivan, and others.
H.J. Rathburn closed his Strand,
Manlius, for repairs during July and
August. He shows pictures at the high
school auditorium until the theatre
reopens
Congratulations go to A1 Herman,
Eagle Lion district manager on his
marriage to Irene Harrison at Boston.
After a honeymoon cruise to the West
Indies, they are now at home at 401
Starin Avenue.
Edward Berkson, son of J.B. and
Mrs. Berkson, announced fris marriage
to Helen Silver, Bronx, New York.
After the honeymoon, the couple will
make their home at 7009 - 165th St.,
Flushing, L.I. Congratulations from
many Buffalo film friends.
George and Dorothy Gammel, Gammel
Circuit, bought a beautiful new home
at 32 Eltham Drive, Eggertsville,
with magnificent landscaped gardens,
pine, and spruce trees. They expect
to move from their present home in

The RKO combined employees party
held at the Canadian Lake Shore home
of former branch manager Elmer Lux,
now councilman-at-large, was a huge
success.... Condolences to James Wynn,
United Artists branch manager on the
sudden passing of his mother at
Hampton, la.... Frances Rubach, RKO
staff, entered the General Hospital
for a minor operation.... Dot Green¬
berg, Columbia secretary, was thrilled
at moving into her new home.
Terry, son of Chuck Harter, Columbia
booker, was recuperating from measles
.... Ruth Martin, Columbia biller, and
Julie Cage, Eagle Lion, cashier, left
for a vacation at Loon Lake....Bev¬
erly Lehman, Eagle Lion, returned to
work after an appendectomy....Evelyn,
daughter of Frank Quinlivan, manager.
Gammel’s Columbia, was graduated from
Mt. St. Joseph’s Academy.
-M.G.

NEWBURGH
It was learned last week that a
drive-in would be constructed in this
area at a cost of approximately
$200,000. Selection of a site will be
made in the near future, with con¬
struction to follow immediately after¬
ward, according to Harnold N. Cohen,
local attorney, representing undivulged
interests. Spot selected will have
capacity for 800 cars, and will be of
ramp construction. In-car speakers
will be featured.
(Continued on next page)
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New York: A couple of weeks ago,
we noted that film salesmen throughout
the country were voting for or against
a union. The results were tabulated.
and it was announced
that the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Sales¬
men of America, will
become the collective
bargaining represen¬
tative for the film
salesmen of 11 distri¬
butors. There are still
many phases of the or¬
ganization still to be
Les Sugarman
ironed out, such as
compulsory membership, the election
of representatives from the various
sectors, etc.
MGM: Bob Ellsworth, assistant to
the district manager, celebrated a
birthday; Roslyn Fruchtzweig was a
year older, and Elliott Foreman, pub¬
licity department, marked another
milestone.... Trudy Seaman walked down
the aisle on June 27.... Esther Ackerman
was a July 4 bride.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Frank Galotto,
head, film room, was visiting his
son, Arron, who recently had his ap¬
pendix removed.... Annette Dropkin,
Dookkeeper, was enjoying a vacation
....Harvey Reinstein, booking de¬
partment, was back after a vacation
... Leonard Berch, booking department,
was off on a sojourn in Monticello
....The presidential drive is still
going along at a fast gait, with New
York right up there among the leaders.
REPUBLIC: Lillian Kaplan, secretary,
spent the holiday at Peekskill....
Jean Cardona, booking department, was
welcomed back from a vacation in
Puerto Rico....Bob Fanpon, assistant
sales manager, spent the weekend at
his summer home in Rhinebeck.
RKO: Naomi Stern is the new ad¬
dition to the booking department....
Renee Brecker, bookkeeper, was off on
vacation.... June 28 marked the birth¬
day of Frances Alifier....Max Kutinsky
was perched in the number one spot
of the salesman’s standings of the
“This is America” sales. .. .A Disney
drive has been launched.
UA: Myron Starr, booker, was on va¬
cation. ...Gertrude Levine, secretary,
enjoyed a honeymoon and vacation....
Tony Agoglia, booker, represents the
exchange on the Motion Picture Bookers
Club softball team....Jack Ellis,
district manager, was on a trip....
Sue Hork joined the staff as secretary
to Ellis, replacing Blanche Healy,
resigned.... Harry Newman, head, film
room, celebrated his 18th wedding
anniversary.... Irving Renner, Endicott Circuit, paid a visit.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE; Lynn Gor¬
don, accounting clerk, was on vaca¬
tion. ... Mildred Saracino, accounting
July 14. 1948

department, was due back from a honey¬
moon. ... Edith Levinson, accounting
department, was the guest of honor
at a luncheon at the Famous Kitchen
....Jack Cohen, auditor, was back
from a vacation.
PARAMOUNT: Gene Newman, was back at
his desk after a vacation.... The staff
is gearing itself for the coming sales
drive, “Paramount’s 35th Paramount
year. ”. . . Molley Meyer Ruchman, ledger,
clerk, resigned to await a visit from
Sir Stork.... Jerry Horowitz, booker,
is still on a lookout for an apartment
....The office likes that air-con¬
ditioning system.
MONOGRAM: Etta V. Segall, head
booker, left on a vacation at Plum
Point....The Playdate Drive has been
extended
July 30.... Jack Farkus,
assistant branch manager, was anxiously
looking forward to his daughter’s
marriage.
20TH CENTURY-FOX: Ann Jones, secre¬
tary, was on a week’s soj ourn. . . . The
softball team was due to square off
against the Century Circuit....Bi11
Ahrbecker walked off with $30 thanns
to Louis winning....A1 “Buckingham”
Mendelsohn,bbooker, was enjoying a
vacation at his summer home in Nanuet
....Joe Burke, office manager, was
sick.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Veteran John Sebis,
booker, Skouras, was the lucky re¬
cipient of a Buick convertible....Bert
Kulick, Bell, is on his way back to
town after a California vacation....
Adeline Ginsberg, booker. Principal,
returned from a cross-country honey¬
moon. ... Timely announced that it will
release 50 per cent of Madison Pic¬
tures. The combo of ‘‘Hell’s Devils”
and “Gangs, Inc.” is playing all the
leading New York circuits while “When
the Lights Go On Again” and “Tomorrow
We Live” is being readied for dis¬
tribution. ... Dave Boxer, Rex, Irving¬
ton, N.J., returned from a two week
vacation in Canada in time to bid fare¬
well to his associate, Dan Basile,
as the latter left on a vacation in
the Catskills.
(Continued from preceding page)

ROCHESTER
James Eshelman, Paramount city mana¬
ger, introduced “The Emperor Waltz”
with an extensive institutional cam¬
paign. ...Glenn Heinrich, manager, Ca¬
pitol, returned from his vacation and
Arthur Krolick, manager, Paramount,
left for a two-week motor tour to
Montreal with friends, assistant ma¬
nager Ken Robinson filling in at both
theatres.
Herb Gaines, formerly of Indiana¬
polis, is the new Warner salesman,
replacing Don Pasin, who went to Buffalo
....George Sussman, Pam-O-Film sales¬
man, was in with his son....Fran Max¬
well, RKO, was phoning all local exhibs
to sell the Louis-Walcott fight films
....Jerry Lipow, Film Classics sales¬
man, checked “Furia’ ’ at the Embassy
for his company.... Bill Rowell, 20thFox, was on vacation.

NT-3
Sam Slotnick opened his new Parkway
Drive-In near Canandaigua, John Coyne
was assisting in publicity role....
Jack Boyd and Peter Battesti, Embassy,
were planning to repaint the lobby,
and change the theatre’s name. Donna
Kofod, interior decorator, was figur¬
ing out a new color scheme to cover
the 42nd Street red.
Lester Pollock, manager, Loew’s, is
busy plugging the annual bathing beauty
contest on July 26. The contest is
sponsored this year jointly by the
theatre and Royal Crown Cola, with
$300 in cash prizes being offered.
Bill Tishkoff, Central Drive-In,
was at Lake Placid for a rest while
his partner took charge.... Mike Carr,
World, was enjoying his Conesus Lake
cottage.... Morris Slotnick, State,
Caledonia, paced the hospital while
his wife awaited the stork’s visit.
Eugene Street is competing with
Paramount city manager James Eshelman
in sartorial splendor....Franklin
Schmanke, Auditorium electrician, fell
off a roof, and injured his back....
Dave Hamill was vacationing in Hot
Springs.... Fred Hart, projectionist.
Little, attended the Newark rose fes¬
tival.
Norman Slotnick, Clinton, .was proua
of the improvements, including the
boxoffice moved outside, with modern¬
istic glass front, indirect lighting,
new frames, and carpets.... Mike Carr,
World, had his screen repainted as
part of recent refurnishing.... Max
Fogel, Jack Boyd, and Ben Belinson
attended the opening of the new Uni¬
versal-International offices in
Buffalo.
Louis Thompson, manager, Regent,
reported he viewed scenes from both
modern and ancient history on his va¬
cation trip to South America. First
stop was Cartegena. Colombia, famed
for depredations there by the pirate
Morgan and Sir Francis Drake. His
party then planed to Bogota, scene of
the recent international conference,
and viewed the ruins left by Communist
dynamiters.
Peter Eggenwiler, former vaudeville
player who operated hotels catering
to entertainment folk, died at the age
of 78....Howard Carroll, Strand, fea¬
tured 20 minutes of Italian newsreel
shots with his weekly Italian film
show.
Jack Boyd, Embassy, took a burn when
the Gannett dailies refueed ads
(Continued on next page)
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LEW HERB
(Continued from page NT-1)
radiating enthusiasm everywhere he
goes, and is a good double for A1 Jolson, with whom he is acquainted. He
has a heart as big as gold, and will
go out of his way to do a friend a
favor. This resulted in his ^mashing
a fender of his new Packard convertible
while at the convention when his good
friend, Myer Adelman, New Jersey Mes¬
senger Service, broke down in his car
about 10 miles from the hotel, and
called Frank to come after him. I went
along for the ride, and persuaded him
to lower the top. I think that did it,
because he wore a peak cap and dark
glasses, and trying to look for the
street sign of the street where he
was to pick up Adelman, he did’nt see
a car in front of him stop for a red
light. Result was one smashed fender.
Back at the hotel, on the third
floor, an oasis of good cheer, under
the sponsorship of the Alexander Film
Co., was located, and we ran into
Harry Cotton, general district manage*
and Les Wyson, eastern district mana¬
ger.
On the next day, eastern regional
vice-president Leventhal called a
meeting of the various representatives,
including Julian Rifkin, Boston; Max
Alderman, New Haven; Syd Heldon,
eastern Pennsylvania; Irving Dollinger, New Jersey, and Lachman. A joint
meeting with the Jersey members brought
forth a resolution to set up a com¬
mittee to study industry problems,
and try to work out some sort of plan
whereby they can adopt an idea similar
to that now in use in the Minneapolis
area, in regard to distributor-exhi¬
bitor relations. In regard to the socalled “Minneapolis Plan”, National
President William Ainsworth said,
“any movement, any idea originating
from any branch of this business which
is good for this industry, that will
bring the distributor and the exhibi¬
tor closer together, will have the
sincere support of National Allied.”
According to Wilbur Snaper, newly
elected vice-president, the reaction
of the New Jersey members to this was
very good, and they feel that it is a
very constructive step in the right
direction.
Following the meeting, an afternoon
of relaxation and entertainment was
provided. Here and now, it is fitting
that the management of the Hollywood
Hotel be commended for the excellent
cuisine. After dinner, most everyone
retired to the Pink Elephant Room for
Cabaret Night, an evening of fun and
entertainment. The recreation committee
certainly provided an excellent show
of headliners fromtheNew York clubs,
Lou Martin, Paterson, N.J., showman,
al-so got in the act, and got a big
hand.
The final business session of the
convention got under way the next day
with a closed meeting at which taxes,
the Baltimore plan, and election of
officers took precedence. Lachman was
persuaded to return to his post as
president for another term, as did
Frank, in the role of vice-president.
In addition, another vice-presidential
post was created, filled by Wilbur
Snaper. Morris Fogelson, Denville,
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N.J.. replaced David Snaper as treas¬
urer, and Sidney Franklin, Newark,
N.J., took over the duties as assis¬
tant treasurer. Haskell Block, Newark,
retained his post as secretary, and
Joseph Siccardi took over thelsergeantat-arms duties formerly held by Frank¬
lin. Directors elected to three-year
terms were Clark Hildingar, Trenton,
N.J.; Jack Unger, Hillside, N. J.;
David Snaper, New Brunswick, N.J. and
Franklin, Newark.
The evening started out with a cock¬
tail party, sponsored by the Double
K Nut Company, after which the final
banquet and installation of officers
was held.
We had the pleasure of the company
of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Haas at the
banquet, as well as at most of the
other meals. He is the New York rep¬
resentative for MPA, another screenad organization, and he, too, is a
well-known industryite of many years
standing. Before he entered the screenad field, he had his own company,
which handled curtain-ads, during the
days of stock, and silent films. We
also ran into a lot of distribution
representatives who came down for the
final day, among them Bill Mansell and
Charlie Beilan, Warners, Philadelphia;
Leon Bamberger. RKO; Sol Trauner,
Columbia; Lou Wexler, Eagle Lion; Ben
Abner and Anderson Richie, MGM; "Mighty-Mite”, Shain, 20th Century-Fox, as
well as the various Altec reps, etc.
Quite a delegation from the Balt¬
imore territory was on hand, and in¬
cluded were Chauncey Wolf, his wife
and son; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Beck; Lauritz Garman, president, Baltimore
unit, and his daughter, as well as
localites Lou and George Gold, Pat¬
erson; Jack Unger, Hillside, Irving
Dollinger, Irvington, N. J.; Ben Shindler and the Mrs. from Wilmington, Del;
Louis Weitzman, Union City, N.J., Doc
Brown, Lakewood, N.J., and Herb Lubin,
Vineland, N.J., among others. The ban¬
quet was a full-course affair, and
lived up to the reputation of mine
host, Sydney Grossman. After the meal,
Wilbur Snaper awarded several prizes
which were won by those who had part¬
icipated in the golf events, and also
many which were given away to lucky
ticket holders.
The main speaker of the evening was
Ainsworth, who gave a short biography
of his own career, and told how he
started in show business as a youthful
musician, until his present day career
of exhibition.
-Lew Herb
ROCHESTER
(Continued from preceding page)
featuring the Hitler secret movies
and Eva Braun angles of "Will It Happen
Again?”, but the Sun ran the ads as
submitted.
-D.R.

SARATOGA

SPRINGS

A "Green Grass Pace” was staged re¬
cently at the Saratoga Raceways by
Harry Burke, manager, Walter Reade’s
Community as exploitation for “Green
Grass Of Wyoming”. Naturally, this
stunt not only attracted a lot of
attention but helped business,

TRADE SCREENINGS
ALBANY
RKO (1052 Broadway) July 19,
p.m., “The Velvet Touch”.

8:00

BUFFALO
RKO (290 Franklin) July 19,
‘The Velvet Touch”.

10:30,

NEW YORK CITY
RKO (Normandie) July 19,
“The Velvet Touch’’

10:30,

SYRACUSE
Louis W. Schine, Gloversville, was
in over the weekend with daughter
Dorene, who returned for summer school
at Syracuse University.... Harry H.
Unterfort, zone manager, Schine Thea¬
tres, picked a very convenient place
for his car to break down, Auburn, as
Krebs, the famous eating place, was so
near, at Skaneateles....Rap Merriman,
Franklin owner, was out with his brother
at Oneida Lake, teasing the small
mouth bass on opening day.... Carroll
Blair, stage hand, RKO Keith’s, was
laying in an extra supply of hose and
socks for the trip to Cleveland for
the IA convention.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Myer Schine, their
son, David, and nephew, Donald,
left for Europe.... Jack Crowe, assis
tant manager, Schine’s Paramount, re
turned from a vacation singing the;
praises of Washington, with special
emphasis on the White House....“Dick
and Din”, together with Susan, other¬
wise, Richard Feldman, Paramount mana¬
ger, and daughter, were vacationing
at North Chatham, Mass.... James Gridley, theatrical advertising artist,
is keeping up the good work and low
scores on the golf 1 inks. ... Melvin
Denny, projectionist, Paramount, was
taking the balance of his vacation
time.
Tommy Wlasuk, Schine sign shop, is
going to have a wonderful place to
display his artistic creations in the
newly arranged Paramount lobby....
David Miller, Robert Sendio, and Mau¬
rice Richer, are new on the Paramount
staff....The Loew, Schine, and RKO
theatres tied up with the local police
department by awarding, via traffic
officers, guest tickets to courteous
drivers.
George Raaflaub, Eckel projection¬
ist, left for a vacation as his co¬
worker, John Eccles, returned... .Willie
O’Connell, electrician, Eckel, changes
his style of vacation from setting up
his tent in the theatre lobby to mov¬
ing out to the International League
ball park, and grumbling about the
continuous rain.
What with the warm weather of late,
the interest in outdoor activities,
and the special attention being given
to the various Presidential conven¬
tions, theatre grosses have sagged
quite a bit of late.
-J.J.S.
July 14,
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NEWS OF THE

Philadelphia
Crosstown
U-I’s “Tap Roots,” which is to have its
simultaneous world premiere on July 14
at the Goldman and in six other cities in
the Philadelphia territory, is being backed
by one of the most elaborate advertising,
publicity, and exploitation campaigns in
the company’s history. A contingent of
stars and featured players, including Van
Heflin, Julie London, Boris Karloff, and
Richard Long, will be in Philadelphia for
the premiere, and will aid in the advance
promotion campaigns for the territorial
premiere, and make personal appearances
at the Goldman. The NBC’s network show,
“Chesterfield Supper Club,” will salute the
film’s premiere on 143 stations of the net¬
work on July 12. Also, ABC’s network
show, “Go For The House,” heard over
195 stations of the network, saluted “Tap
Roots” last week. U-I took special adver¬
tising in the radio sections of New York
and local newspapers calling attention to
the radio shows. A special screening of
“Tap Roots” was held at the Goldman for
newspaper and radio personalities. “Tap
Roots” headquarters were opened in the
Ritz Carlton to serve as a focal point for
its promotional activities. Arrangements
were made for the Lane Bryant store to
exhibit the original costumes from the
film. To stimulate exploitation activity
by the managers and promotion staffs of
the theatres, in addition to the Goldman,
which will participate in the simultaneous
premiere, U-I will award prizes of week¬
ends in New York at the company’s ex¬
pense for the three best campaigns. The
other theatres are the Hollywood, At¬
lantic City; Earle, Allentown; College,
Bethlehem; Senate, Harrisburg; Astor,
Reading; Surf, Ocean City; State, Easton;
Capitol, Lancaster; Strand, York, and
Warner, Wilmington. The trucks of Cen¬
tral News Company featured special ban¬
ners advertising the book by James Street
upon which the picture is based. News of
the premiere will be highlighted on the
Mutual Broadcasting System network pro¬
gram, “Heart’s Desire,” a week in ad¬
vance of the opening. The program, which
is heard over 326 stations of the net¬
work, is conducting a three-week letter
contest, with Susan Hayward, star of the
film, acting as judge. Additional promo¬
tions are being set by a special exploita¬
tion staff.
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Ted Schlanger, S-W, was named last
week for a one-year term to the newly
created.
Philadelphia
Highway
Traffic
Board to represent local theatres. The new
board is operating under the Department
of Public Safety, and was created by City
Council last month to consolidate a num¬
ber of groups working on traffic problems.
George Fishman, Vogue, is building a
new theatre at 51st and City Line.

Vine Street
Eagle Lion held a special preview show¬
ing of “Mickey” at the S-W Logan last
week. . . . The Street’s “big man,” Benny
Goldfine, Alden, and his buddy, Matty
Presby, went fishing last fortnight, and
caught some sunburn.
Mrs. Charles Zagrans, wife of the RKO
branch manager, was appointed campaign
chairman of the Mt. Sinai-Duarte National
Medical Center last week.
The Vine Street-Delaware River Bridge
approach widening project gained momen¬
tum last week with the state announcing
receipt of new bids for the construction
of the railroad bridge over Vine Street
between 11th and 12th Streets. The State
Highway
Department
had
previously
awarded a contract for this work, but the
contractor withdrew because of a “mis¬
understanding” in preparing its price,
thereby forfeiting $16,000 when it de¬
clined the contract. Bids for grading Vine
Street from Sixth to 11th Streets have
also already been received.
Blumberg brothers announced that the
company had furnished RCA sound in¬
cluding in-car speakers, Brenkert projec¬
tors, and lamps, Century Roth generators,
all other booth equipment and supplies,
ticket boxes, supplies, etc., for the new
Varbalow Garden Drive-in, Camden, N. J.
Engagement of June Warren, former
Paramount studio employe, Hollywood, to
Dr. Leonard M. Shultz, Philadelphia, was
announced.
Harry Appel, 20th Century-Fox, head
shipper, was on vacation. . . . Mrs. Eliza¬
beth Marrandino, UA booker, was spend¬
ing her summer time off in Atlantic City.
. . . The United Artists offices are being
repainted
and
refurbished.
Salesman
Frank Hamerman said this made him
very happy.
Jack Engel, Screen Guild branch man¬
ager, made the upstate trip last week. . . .
Janet Halliard, SG booker, was on vaca¬
tion. . . . RKO branch manager Charles
Zagrans and sales manager Ely Epstein at¬
tended a regional sales meeting in Buffalo.
. . . New clerk at RKO is Joan Morris, who
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replaces Mary Mulhern. . . . Joe Joel, from
Australia, where he has been a publicist
for Columbia for years, was in town get¬
ting acquainted with U. S. exploitation,
exchange operations, etc.
Shirley Berkowitz, Warner stenographer,
was vacationing, as was Bill Reichart, War¬
ner assistant cashier. . . . Warner salesman
Ben Bache went fishing, and caught more
fish than he knew what to do with. He is
the envy of the WB gang, who recently
went out to the briny deep and came back
with so few. . . . Dan Feeney, Warner head
shipper, was also vacationing. . . . Chris¬
tine Maynard, Warner inspectress, re¬
turned to work following an illness.
Ed Rosenbaum, U-I exploiteer, was busy
working on the Goldman “Tap Roots”
premiere. Along with A1 Horwits and
Charles Simonelli, he had set tieups with
the Philadelphia Hairdressers’ Association
on Susan Hayward, Central News on
Modern
Screen
and
Screen
Stories,
“Southern Treat” sundaes in Green’s de¬
partment stores, many full windows down¬
town, Democratic convention gags, cock¬
tail cards plugging the film at Palumbo’s
five night spots and the Ritz Carlton Hotel,
etc., etc.
Since it became known that the intro¬
ductory music to Fox Movietonews was
the current “Stop The Music” tune, 20th
Century-Fox exchange has been besieged
with over 250 telephone calls from per¬
sons who want them to tell them the title,
but even if they know, the local exchangeites are “pledged to secrecy.”
David and Ned Yaffe, Y and Y popcorn,
and their wives went over to New York
last week to celebrate the Ned Yaffe’s
third wedding anniversary. . . . Mr. and
Mrs. I. Yaffe, Unique, left for the shore
for the rest of the summer season.
Max Miller hit the road last week for
Virginia, where he is beating the tubs for
Eagle Lion’s “Raw Deal” at the Colonial,
Richmond, and the Norva, Norfolk. . . .
The mother of Joe Schaeffer, Republic,
and Johhny Schaeffer, Box Office Films,
was hospitalized last week. . . . Republic
booker Jim Flynn was back on the job last
week following recent illness.
Branch manager Mort Magill was happy
over Film Classic’s first birthday last
week. . . . John Munn, Clark Film assistant
shipper, was on vacation last week. . . .
Yolanda Cicchette, notary to the trade
and secretary to Highway Express Lines’
Clint Weyer, was on vacation last week.
. . . Marie Blank, 13 years with Columbia,
now assistant cashier, announced her en¬
gagement last week.

A city ordinance prohibiting carrying of
lighted cigars, pipes, or cigarettes into any
building “in which a public assembly is
being held,” including theatres, motion
picture houses, and indoor athletic arenas,
was under consideration last week by
Council’s public safety committee. Penalty
for violation was to be $10 fine or 10 days
in jail.
Leon Leopold, 65, brother of Ed Wynn,
died last fortnight at his local home. He
was manager of the Walnut, previously
had worked for the Shubert theatres, and
had, at one time, been employed in the
sales department of Fox. In addition to
his comedian brother, he is survived by
his wife and a married daughter. Mrs.
Leopold is a sister of the late Abe Ein¬
stein, associated with Stanley-Warner
theatres for years. Funeral services were
held from Rosenberg’s Funeral Home, with
interment in Mt. Sinai cemetery.
July 14, 1948

The RCA Service Company was recently host to a group of prominent Philadelphia theatremen on a tour of the
RCA laboratories in Princeton, N. J.( where the visitors witnessed the latest electronic wonders destined to
play a role in theatres. The photo, taken at lunch, shows, from left rear around the table: C. N. Hoyler and
D. W. Epstein, RCA; M. B. Ellis, exhibitor; R. D. Kell, RCA; B. F. Biben, Service Company; A. M. Ellis and
S. Blumberg, exhibs; H. Blumberg, RCA dealer; Cecil Felt, exhib, and A. C. Schroder and R. C. Webb, RCA.
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THEATRE OWNERS
and MANAGERS
It is IMPORTANT that you send
us a copy of your program each
week, no later than Tuesday. In
this way, we can best serve you.
Someone, maybe the booker, or
perhaps yourself might forget to
record a booking.
By sending us a copy of your
program,

we

will

be

able

to

check any mistakes.
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Sam Diamond, 20th Century-Fox branch
manager, made the Scranton trip last
week. . . . R. M. Doherty, 20th CenturyFox office manager, was another vacation¬
ist. . . . Howard Smith, 20th Century-Fox
salesman, became the daddy of a baby
girl last fortnight. She has been named
Suzanne.
Colonel Joe Kennedy, Highway Express’
expert on conservation, is spending much
time in ice houses these days, shovelling
snow. “I am practicing for the tough
winter,” he declared, when questioned by
The Exhibitor correspondent. He is also
available for those who would like to
know what the weather will be. If you
intend to hold a picnic or go away for a
weekend, call him at Highway Express.
The service is gratis, and if you talk to
him long enough he may even haul you
n. c. He may be reached through Clint
Weyer’s office via Highway private tele¬
phone lines.

Wilmington

Circuits

Please continue to wrap and ad¬

Stanley-Warner

dress properly your return ad¬

Andy Schectman, manager, Forum, re¬
signed from the company and was re¬
placed at that theatre by Dick Parks when
he returned from his vacation. . . . William
Ryder, assistant, Astor, becomes manager,
Harrowgate. . . . Bill Hornung, manager,
Egyptian, temporarily manages the Manor.
In his place at the Egyptian is William
Bedell, former assistant, Savoia.

vertising

so

that

it

can

be

delivered to the right exchange.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your

return

film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
1638 Third Street, N.E.
Washington, D. C.
236 N. 23rd Street

Dick Shermit, Commodore assistant, cer¬
tainly looks much better since he removed
that mustache. . . . Claire Passman, film
payment office, left the company after her
husband bought a business in which she
will help. The girls of the department
took her to lunch at the Gateway.
Bebe Einbinder, out-of-town booking
office, is taking over Nora McDermott’s
job in the film payment department. Otto
Lutz is taking over the chores left by the
former. . . . Betty Colace, contact office,
left for a cruise to Canada with her sister.
Ellis Shipman sprained his ankle at
home. . . . Elizabeth Lamont and A! Allen,
receptionist and out-of-town booker, fin¬
ally set their wedding date for Sept. 25,
at Trinity Lutheran Church, Germantown,
where she is soprano soloist. To add to
this jubilation, they have bought a lovely
six-room home in Germantown.

Delaware

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Milford
MEMBER NATIONAL. FILM CARRIERS, Inc.

“SUPOWITZ

“The Fuller Brush Man.” Making head¬
quarters in Milford will be Schine’s district
manager, Harold deGraw. supervising 12
theatres, the Strand and Liberty. Cumber¬
land, Md.; Wicomico and Ritz, Salisbury,
Md.; Avalon and Easton. Easton. Md.; Ar¬
cade and State, Cambridge, Md.; Waller,
Laurel, Md.; Federal. Federalsburg. Md.;
Marada, St. Michaels. Md.. and the Hurlock,
TTurlock, Md., in addition to New Milford.
Serving under zone manager deGraw and
house manager Lyle Prue will be a staff of
22. Sweets shop will be supervised by
Francis DeZengremel, division manager,
confectionery department, all Schine the¬
atres in Delaware and Maryland. The Mil¬
ford Chronicle devoted considerable space
to opening of the new house, including first
page news treatment and a six-page sec¬
tion. One full-page ad was that of the
four Ayers theatres, the Palace, Seaford,
the Ayers. Georgetown, the Layton, Seaford, and the Sidney, Bridgeville.

Schine’s new Milford opened with a
parade including business floats, bands,
and other features, the Milford High School
band leading, and Milford Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, and civic organizations in line.
Mayor C. Van Nuis Wilkerson cut the rib¬
bon, officially opening the theatre. The
house, replacing Schine’s Plaza which was
destroyed by fire in 1946, opened with

In what’s believed to be a “television
first’” for Wilmington, about 400 persons
viewed the Louis-Walcott fight at the
Wilmington Drama League on a projected
television set adapted and assembled by
.Lmes Monkman and Paul Johnstone,
Hercules Powder Company. No advance
announcement of the television showing
was made. It was a surprise bonus for the
300 persons who turned out for the Her¬
cules Variety Club show, “What’s the
Youth.”
WDEL, on June 29 broadcast a quarterhour salute to Edgar J. “Judge” Doob,
on the occasion of his 10th anniversary as
manager, Loews Wilmington theatres. The
script was prepared by Jim Adshead,
WDEL staff, and voiced by Tom Greer,
WDEL announcer. Manager Doob ap¬
peared as a guest on the show, reviewing
his 10 years in Wilmington.
G. Earl Smith, manager, S-W Ritz, was
vacationing. . . . Joseph Anthony Brank
and Leonard Joseph Schmid were new at
the S-W Ritz, and Wilson Short was
upped.
A. J. Belair, president, Rialto Theatre
Company, and family were visited by Mrs.
Belair’s sister and brother-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Alme Benoit, Springfield, Mass. . . .
Janet Monteith joined the Rialto staff. . . .
Frank Kogel, Rialto, resigned.
D. Ned Hackenberg, recently appointed
assistant manager, S-W Arcadia, is a one¬
time ballplayer who was a second baseman with the Yankees’ farm club in Cali¬
fornia. . . . Francis Young, longtime S-W
aide, who had been assisting Lee Levy,
manager, Arcadia, served as relief man¬
ager while Levy was on vacation, then
retired from the theatre business to devote
his time to his other work.
Richard V. Kirsh, manager, S-W Queen,
arranged an attractive window display at
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the photo shop of Milton H. Hill, Inc., for
“Climbing the Matterhorn,” with a minia¬
ture “Oscar” shown in the display. . . .
William Scott, a war veteran, joined the
S-W Queen as assistant manager.
Bill Morgan, district manager, S-W The¬
atres, was in. . . . Edward R. Bolinski was
working the S-W Savoy projection booth
during the final week of Frank Eckert’s
film showings at the Delaware Park race¬
track. . . . Morris Albom, acting assistant
manager, S-W Savoy, was back on the
job following his vacation. . . . Viola Manseau, S-W Savoy, went on vacation. . . .
Louis M. Martin, assistant manager, S-W
Warner, was pinch-hitting for G. Earl
Smith, manager, S-W Ritz, while Smith
was vacationing. . . . Abbie Pushkin, aud¬
iting department, S-W Theatres, was in.

EXHIBITOR
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up the statement that “A ‘Smart Woman’
Wears
Murphy’s
Fruit - of - the - Loom
Blouses.” . . . The pictures of the LouisWalcott championship fight were plugged
by manager Bob Sidman, Senate, with spot
announcements on sports commentators’
programs and during the play-by-play
broadcast of major league baseball on a
Sunday afternoon. . . . Trudy Lawatsch,
former movie critic for the now sus¬
pended Harrisburg Telegraph, was married
to Ensign William M. Schaefer, Chicago,

Mrs. John Koczak, Earle, New Castle,
was vacationing. . . . Richard Edge, man¬
ager, Pike, Claymont, told us his “Fun
Convention” stunt scored, with Laurel and
Hardy defeating Abbott and Costello in
the popularity vote. . . . Ben Shindler,
manager, Ace, attended the convention
in West End, N. J. . . .1 Helen Burton,
National, who was off sick, returned.
—Henry L. Skolly.

in Minneapolis. . . . Mrs. Edna Carroll,
chairman, board of censors, was appointed
chairman, motion pictures committee for
observance of Pennsylvania Week, Sept.
26-Oct. 2.
As
exploitation for
“The
Emperor
Waltz,” State, assistant manager Spike
Todorov effected tie-ups on recordings
and Bing Crosby albums in several music
stores. A 24-sheet was used in one win¬
dow, and a card in another window in-

From a CANDY MACHINE
to a complete
LOBBY SHOP ...

New jersey
Atlantic City

You'll get the RIGHT

kind of service, when you let Berio
handle sales at the "second box
office". Thirty years' experience has
taught us how to get maximum re*
turns for every location. And you'll
have more timefree for the right kind of

Florence

showmanship that builds record grosses!

Harry Nestler, New York City, has
taken over the Florence from Martin
Fischbein.

Trenton
The Hunterdon, Route 30, Flernington,
N. J.; the RKO theatre on 206, and the
RKO Hamilton, South Broad Street and
Maddock Avenue, were included among
56 commercial and industrial establish¬
ments cited for awards by the Garden Club
of New Jersey in its second annual high¬
way beautification survey. Business estab¬
lishments located throughout all state high¬
ways in New Jersey, plus the Union
County road system, figured in the judg¬
ing, which was based on general attrac¬
tiveness, landscaping, absence of un¬
sightly signs, and conformity to state
standards of health and safety. Judging
was conducted by the club in cooperation
with the New Jersey Council of the De¬
partment of Economic Development, State
Highway Department, Motor Vehicle De¬
partment, State Department of Health, De¬
partment of Conservation and Develop¬
ment, and New Jersey State Chamber of
Commerce. More than 100 establishments
were recommended for approval by the
Garden Club on the basis of attractive¬
ness, but only 59 conformed to standards
of the various state departments after
inspection by their representatives.

Pennsylvania
Harrisburg
Manager Jack O’Rear, Colonial, pro¬
moted co-op. ads for “Smart Woman”
with the Harrisburg Gas Company and
Murphy’s. The former featured this angle:
“ ‘Smart Woman’? But definitely, she’s
cooking with gas!” It carried head cuts of
Constance Bennett, Brian Aherne, and
Barry Sullivan. The other store played
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equipment

for your theatre, plus the RIGHT

The second pier fire within 10 days
damaged the ballroom of the Steel Pier
shortly after the July 4 crowds had left.
A two-alarm blaze, damage was pre¬
vented from spreading due to quick action
of the fire-fighters, who confined the fire
to the section of the pier in which it
originated.
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vited passersby to hear hit tunes from the
picture. . . . Bill Blankenship, assistant
manager, Loew’s Regent, flew to Rich¬
mond, Va., on a one-day visit. He planned
to spend a week’s vacation at a lodge at

INC.

Theatre Equipment
and Supply Dealers
for
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7-2985 - 7-2986

1305-07 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
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Moodus, Conn., with Harvey Hudson, pro¬
gram director, WLEE, Richmond. . . . Jack
Trumbo,
assistant
manager,
Colonial,
fished in Maine during his vacation.
Manager Sam Gilman, Loew’s Regent,
exploited “On An Island With You” by
mailing 1000 postal cards, featuring a fulllength pose of Esther Williams, to men at
their business addresses. He also arranged
the distribution of 3000 gag heralds, cap¬
tioned “You’ll Be Knee-deep in Romance,”
with a circle cut-out over the Williams
knees. . . . Vacationists included Ginger
Coleman and Catherine Furjanic, Senate,
and Cal Rudy, Loew’s Regent. ... A
lobby board at Loew’s Regent invited
patrons to vote for the “world’s greatest
dancer,” either Fred Astaire, “Easter
Parade,” or Gene Kelly, “The Pirate.”
Bill McCartney subbed for Dick McCrone, movie columnist, The Evening News,
while the latter was on vacation. . . . Man¬
ager Bob Sidman spoke at a luncheon
meeting of the Optimist Club. He dis¬
cussed the replies received in his recent
contest on “What’s Wrong With the
Movies?”, and analyzed the answers. He
also told what the Senate is doing about
the situation. . . . Even though it is spon¬
sored by the Fabian-W. and V. Theatres,
the weekly Amusement Digest has been
carrying current attractions of Loew’s Re¬
gent and the Senate. . . . Prior to the open¬
ing of “Romance On the High Seas,” man¬
ager Jack O’Rear, Colonial, used the
public address system to introduce a
special recording of “It’s Magic,” by Doris
Day during the intermissions at night. He
also effected tie-ups on recordings at four
music stores. . . . Peggy Trout is new chief
of service at Loew’s Regent. . . . “Easter
Parade” was screened for press and radio
personnel by
manager Sam
Gilman,
Loew’s Regent.

Harveys Lake

4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS

Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing
WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

The Hanson Drive-In opened on June
25 with capacity for 300 cars and 300
walk-ins. It is equipped with the latest
Motiograph-Mirrophonic-Altec sound sys¬
tem, and features Motiograph’s
new
lighted junction posts, together with new
red light signals for refreshment service.
Equipment was furnished by Vincent M.
Tate Theatre Equipment, Forty Fort,
Wilkes-Barre.

Lebanon

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240

N.

13th

STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA

7,

PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND

RECOVERING SERVICE
JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th STREET

JACK SEIDMAN

:

LO 4-0226

:

:

BERNARD SEIDMAN

Paramount Decorating Co., |nc.
STAGE SETTINGS
CARPETS

:

:

DRAPERIES

PAINTING AND DECORATING

311 North 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Introduced by Mayor William W. Focht,
City Council passed an ordinance, effec¬
tive on Oct. 1, imposing taxes of $10 to
$50 yearly on juke boxes, pin ball
machines, and other mechanical devices for
“playing games or amusements.” The juke
box tax will be $10 a year; single coin
mechanical amusement device, $15, and
multiple coin mechanical amusement de¬
vice, $50. No deduction or refund is allowed
for any machine removed, sold, stolen, or
destroyed from a licensed location in a
license year. Doctor Focht, who became
mayor of Lebanon last January, issued an
order banning commercialized “Bingo”
games of all types some time ago.

Pottsville
Deeds transferring the Rio, Schuylkill
Haven, to new ownership were recorded
in the court house. Showing a price of
$53,000, the four-story brick theatre and
lodge building, on St. Peter Street,
Schuylkill Haven, and a two-story brick
structure attached, were transferred from
Harry and Ella Bloch and Henry and May
J. Sork, Philadelphia, to David Balaitz,
Philadelphia.
A second deed transfers
the properties from Balaitz to Max M.
Korr, Ruth C. Korr, Leon W. Korr, and
Florence G. Korr, all of Allentown, for
a nominal consideration.

TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners (230 N. 13th)
“Embraceable You.”

July 26, 2.30,

Reading
Bernard B. Keeney, manager, Rajah,
is business manager for June Dry, Reading
girl, who went to Hollywood to attend a
convention of business girl secretaries, and
landed a contract for the movies, after
winning the title, “Miss Secretary of
1948,” in a nation-wide singing and beauty
contest. A Reading choir singer, Miss Dry
has been a singer at various times this
year on all of Reading’s broadcasting sta¬
tions, and has also appeared on the stage
in local theatricals.
The Reading Reciprocity Club is stag¬
ing a Reading Bicentennial family quiz
show on the stage of the Rajah every
Monday night.
Stanley “Dick” Nyquist, 47, manager,
Savoy, Catasauqua, in recent years, form¬
erly manager of picture houses in Boyertown and Reading, died at his home in
Catasauqua after a long illness. He moved
to that borough 13 years ago. Funeral
services took place in Reading. Born in
Dover, Del., he was educated in Reading,
and was an outstanding athlete in base¬
ball and basketball in his high school days.
He leaves his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Theo¬
dore Nyquist; his widow, a brother, and a
sister.
Old timers were pained by the sight
of the razing of the big steel and glass
marquee at the old Capitol, sold recently
to a furniture company for conversion into
a retail store.
Howard H. Whittle, for the past five years
lessee and operator, Penn, West Reading,
went to Los Angeles and Hollywood to
spend three weeks’ vacation with a son
and a daughter, who reside there.

RliY CITY

Atlantic City (30)—Apollo, “The Street
With No Name” (20th-Fox); Hollywood
“Raw Deal” (EL); Shore, “I, Jane Doe”
(Rep.); Warner, “The Fuller Brush Man”
(Col.); Stanley, “The Emperor Waltz”
(Para.); Virginia, “Fort Apache” (RKO);
Steel Pier, “Song Of My Heart” (AAMono.), “Casbah” (U-I).
Philadelphia
(2)—Aldine, “The Noose
Hangs High” (EL); Boyd, “The Paradine
Case”
(SRO);
Capitol,
“The
Devil’s
Cargo” (FC), “Money Madness” (FC);
Earle, “The Pirate” (MGM); Fox, “The
Street With No Name” (20th-Fox); Gold¬
man, “On An Island With You” (MGM);
Karlton,
“Summer
Holiday”
(MGM);
Mastbaum, “Romance On The High Seas”
(WB)‘; Princess, “I Know Where I’m Go¬
ing’”
(U-I);
Stanley,
“The
Emperor
Waltz” (Para.); Stanton, “Coroner Creek”
(Col.).
Wilmington, Del. (2)—Rialto, “Fury At
Furnace Creek” (20th-Fox); Loew’s Al¬
dine, “On An Island With You” (MGM);
Warner, “Romance On The High Seas”
(WB); Queen, “The Mating Of Millie”
(Col.); Arcadia, “Another Part Of The
Forest” (U-I); Grand, “Timber Trail”
(Rep.), “Let’s Live Again” (20th-Fox).
Reading (10)—Loew’s, “On An Island
With You” (MGM); Warner, “Romance
On The High Seas” (WB); Ritz, “Shaggy”
(Para.), “West Of Sonora” (Col.); Astor,
“Another Part Of The Forest” (U-I); Em¬
bassy, “The Emperor Waltz” (Para.).
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Astor
BETRAYAL, THE—D—Leroy Collins, Myra Stanton, Verlie
Cowan — Inferior all-Negro production — 183m.— see
July 21 issue.
DEADLINE—W—Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, Al TerryFair western—62m.—see May 12 issue.
FIGHTING MUSTANG—MU W—Sunset Carson, Al Terry,
Pat Starling — Below-standard western — 60m. — see
March 31 issue.
WESTERN TERROR - MUW - Dave 'Tex' O'Brien, Claire
Rochelle, George Morrell—Mediocre western—57m.—
see March 3 issue.

CoSumbSa
(1946-47 releases from 801 up;

ISERVrSECTJONJ

1947-48 releases from 901 up)
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-W-William Bishop, Gloria
Henry, Forrest Tucker—Pleasing western for the duallers—75m.—see March 31 issue—(902).
BEST MAN WINS—D—Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, Robert
Shayne—Pleasing dualler—75m.—see May 12 issue—
Leg.: B.—(901).
BLACK ARROW, THE—AD—Louis Hayward, Janet Blair,
George Macready—Adventure film has the angles—
76m.—see July 21 issue.
BLONDIE'S REWARD—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms—Average series entry—67m.—see May
26 issue—(912).
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Eve Miller—Okeh 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(961).
CORONER CREEK—W—Randolph Scott, Marquerite Chap¬
man, George Macready—Good western—90m.—see
June 23 issue—(Cinecolor)—(939).
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-C-Red Skelton, Janet Blair,
Don McGuire—Entertaining comedy—93m.—see May
12 issue—(928).
GLAMOUR GIRL— DMU—Gene Krupa and his Orchestra,
Virginia Grey, Michael Duane—Pleasing program¬
mer for the duallers—68m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: B—
(907).
I

LOVE TROUBLE—MYMD—Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,
Janis Carter—Interesting meller has names to help
the selling—94m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(934).

LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-MD-Rita Hayworth, Orson
Welles, Everett Sloane— Names will make the dif¬
ference—87m.—see April 28 issue—(938)—Leg.: B.
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Good 'Durango Kid' west¬
ern—56m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(964).
LOST ONE, THE (La Traviata)—MU—Nelli Corradi, Gino
Mattera, Manfredi Polverosi—High-rating picturization of opera, "La Traviata"—80m.—see April 28
issue—(Italia n-made).
LULU BELLE—DMU—Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery,
Albert Dekker—Names will make the difference—
87m.—see July 7 issue—Leg.: B.
MARY LOU—CMU—Robert Lowery, Joan Barton, Glenda
Farrell—Pleasing entry for the lower half—66m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(906).
MATING OF MILLIE, THE—C—Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes,
Ron Randeli—Good comedy—87m.—see March 17 is¬
sue—(940).
MY DOG RUSTY-D-Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann Do¬
ran-Pleasing lower half entry—67m.—see April 28
issue—(914).
PHANTOM VALLEY—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Virginia Hunter—Below series average—53m.
—see March 17 issue—(965).
PORT SAID—Gloria Henry, William Bishop, Steven Geray
—Adequate lower half entry—69ro.—see April 28
issue—(909).
PRINCE OF THIEVES-MD-Jon Hall, Patricia Morison,
Adele Jergens—Period piece has the color and the
angles—72m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(Cinecolor)—(933).
RELENTLESS—WMD—Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman,
Willard Parker—Better than average melfer—93m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(Technicolor)—(937).
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE—MD—Michael Duane,
Lenore Aubert, Richard Lane—For the lower half—
63m.—see March 17 issue—(920).
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-CMU-Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia
White, Eduardo Noriega—Latin-flavored musical is
okeh for the duallers—65m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(951).
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE—D—Susan Peters, Alexander
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter—Interesting dramatic entry—
84m.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B.—(936).
SIX-GUN LAW—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders—Good western—54m.—see March 3
issue—(962).
SONG OF IDAHO—WCMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent—Okeh musical western—66m.—
see May 26 issue—(952).
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Gloria
Henry, Jack Holt—Good Autry—79m.—see April 28
issue—(Cinecolor).
THUNDERHOOF—MD—Preston Foster, Mary Stuart, Wil¬
liam Bishop — Absorbing outdoor entry — 77m. — see
June 23 issue—(904).
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-MD-Dick Powell, Signe
Hasso, Maylia—High-rating documentary-type meller
— 109m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(935).
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE—MD—Chester Morris, June
Vincent, Richard Lane—Average series entry—67m.—
see May 12 issue—(921).
WEST OF SONORA—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Anita Castle—Okeh 'Durango Kid'—55m.—see
May 12 issue—(966).
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS - MUW - Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Nancy Saunders—Good series entry—54m.—
see June 9 issue—(963).
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WOMAN
FROM
TANGIER,
THE—MD—Adele
Jergens,
Stephen Dunne, Michael Duane—Okeh meller for the
duallers—66m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(910).
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-D-Willard Parker, Edgar
Buchanan, Patricia White—Title should help pleasing
dualler—68m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ARKANSAS SWING, THE-Hoosier Hot Shots, Gloria
Henry, Stuart Hart—(953).
BIG SOMBRERO, THE — Gene Autry, Elena Verdugo,
Stephen Dunne.
BLACK EAGLE, THE STORY OF A HORSE-William Bishop,
Virginia Patton, James Bell.
BLAZING ACROSS THE PECOS - Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Patricia White—55m.—(968).
BLONDIE'S SECRET—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms.
BOSTON BLACKIE'S HONOR - Chester Morris, Maylia,
Richard Lane.
CHALLENGE OF THE RANGE—Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Paula Raymond.
DARK PAST, THE—William Holden, Lee J. Cobb, Nina
Foch.
EL DORADO PASS — Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Elena Verdugo.
FBI MEETS SCOTLAND YARD-Dennis O'Keefe, Louis Hay¬
ward, Jimmy Lloyd.
GALLANT BLADE, THE—Larry Parks,
man, Victor Jory—(Cinecolor).

Marguerite

GENTLEMAN FROM
NOWHERE - Warner
Baker, Wilton Graff.

Chap¬

Baxter,

Fay

HER WONDERFUL LIFE—Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth, Janis
Carter—(Italian-made).
I

SURRENDER DEAR—Gloria Jean, David Street, Don
McGuire.
LADIES OF THE CHORUS—Adele Jergens, Rand Brooks,
Marilyn Monroe.

KEY

LET'S FALL IN LOVE—Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Janis
Carter.
LOADED PISTOLS—Gene Autry, Barbara Britton, Jack
Holt.
LOSER TAKE ALL—Cameron Mitchell, Virginia Grey, Blake
Edwards.
LOVERS, THE — Cornel Wilde,
Patricia
Knight, John
Baragrey.
LOVES OF CARMEN, THE-Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford,
Ron Randeli—(Technicolor).
MAN
FROM COLORADO, THE—Glenn Ford, William
Holden, Ellen Drew—(Technicolor).
MANHATTAN ANGEL—Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrrell, Ross
Ford.
OUTLAW TAMER, THE—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders.
QUICK ON THE TRIGGER—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burn¬
ette.
RACING LUCK—Gloria Henry, Stanley Clements, David
Bruce.
RETURN OF OCTOBER, THE—Glenn Ford, Terry Moore,
James Gleason—(Technicolor).
RUSTY LEADS THE WAY-Ted Donaldson, Ann Doran, John
Litel.
RUSTY SAVES A LIFE-Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann
Doran.
SINGIN' SPURS-Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia White, Kirby
Grant.
SONG OF INDIA—Sabu, Gail Russell, Turhan Bey.
TRAIL TO LAREDO—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette^
Virginia Maxey.
UNDERCOVER MAN—Glenn Ford, Nina Foch, James Whit¬
more.
UNTAMED BREED, THE-Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton,
Gabby Hayes—(Cinecolor).
WALKING HILLS—Randolph Scott, Ella Raines, William
Bishop.
WINGS WESTWARD—Gene Autry, Patricia White, Jimmy
Lloyd.

Eagle Lion
(1946-47 releasee from 101 and 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)

Leg. is the symbol for the Legion of Decency ratings
which are included in cases where the pictures are classi¬
fied as either objectionable in part (B) or condemned
(C). Films without a Legion of Decency rating are either
unobjectionable or unclassified.
Abbreviations following titles indicate type of picture.
ACD—Action drama
AD—Adventure drama
ADMD—Adult melodrama
BID—Biographical drama
BIDMU—Biographical drama
with music
C—Comedy
CAR—Cartoon Feature
CD—Comedy drama
CDMU—Comedy drama
musical
CFAN—Comedy fantasy
CFANMU—Comedy
fantasy musical
CMD—Comedy melodrama
CMU—Comedy musical
COMP—Compilation
COSMD—Costume melodrama
D—Drama
DFAN—Drama fantasy
DMU—Dramatic musical
DOC—Documentary
DOCD—Documentary drama
DOCMD—Documentary
melodrama
ED—Educational feature
F—Farce
FAN—Fantasy
FANMU—Fantasy musical
FMD— Factual melodrama
FMU—Farce musical
HISD—Historical drama
MDMU—Melodrama musical
MD—Melodrama

MUC—Musical comedy
MUCD—Musical comedy
drama
MU-Musical
MUSAT—Musical satire
MUW—Musical western
MY—Mystery
MYC—Mystery comedy
MYCM—Mystery comedy
musical
MYD—Mystery drama
MYMD—Mystery melodrama
MYMU—Mystery musical
NOV—Novelty
OD—Outdoor drama
OMD—Outdoor melodrama
PD—Psychological drama
ROMC—Romantic comedy
ROMCMU—Romantic
comedy musical
ROMD—Romantic drama
ROMDMU—Romantic drama
with music
SAT—Satire
SCD—Sex comedy drama
TRAV—Travelogue
W-Western
WC—Western comedy
WCMO—Western comedy
musical
WD—Western drama
WMD—Western melodrama
WMDMU—Western melodrama
musical
WMU—Western Musical

ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA—AD—Arturo De Cordova,
Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey—Highly entertaining—
83m.—see March 17 issue— (812).
ASSIGNED TO DANGER — MD — Gene Raymond, Noreen
Nash, Mary Meade—Satisfactory meller for the
duallers—66m.—see May 12 issue—(821).
BLACK HILLS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson—Good series entry—58m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(851).
CANON CITY—DOCMD—Scott Brady, Jeff Corey, Mabel
Paige—High-rating documentary-type entry has the
angles—82m.—see July 7 issue—(826).
CLOSE-UP—MD—Alan Baxter, Virginia Gilmore, Richard
Kollmar—Programmer will fit nicely into the duallers
76m.—see April 28 issue—(824).
COBRA STRIKES, THE-MD-Sheila Ryan, Richard Fraser,
Leslie Brooks—For the lower half—62m.—see May 26
issue—(820).
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE—D—Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne,
Donn Gift—Exploitable film has strongest appeal for
neighborhoods, small towns—77m.—see April 14 issue
—(Cinecolor)—(817).
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Ros¬
coe Ates. Jennifer Holt—Good Dean entry-£4m.—
see March 17 issue—(856).
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-C-Stuart Edwin, Glenda Far¬
rell, Russ Vincent—Pleasing programmer for the
duallers—71m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(810).
MAN
FROM TEXAS—MUW—James Craig, Lynn Bari,
Johnny Johnston—Mild western—71m.—see April 14
issue—(815).
MICKEY — ROMCMU — Lois Butler, Bill Goodwin, Irene
Hervey—Pleasing program—87m.—see June 23 issue—
(Cinecolor)—(825).
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-C-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Cathy Downs—Abbott and Costello entry should find
popular appeal—77m.—see April 14 issue—(819).
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—OD—Joan Leslie, James Craig,
Jack Oakie—Good outdoor show—75m.—see July 7
issue—(Cinecolor)—(830).
OCTOBER MAN, THE-D-John Mills, Joan Greenwood,
Edward Chapman—Average British entry—85m.—see
March 31 issue—(English-mad)—(818).

THE

Servisection 2
OPEN SECRET-MD—John Ireland, Jana Randolph, Roman
Bohnon—Fast-moving mailer packs plenty of punch—
70m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(813).
PRAIRIE OUTIAWS—MU W—Eddie Dean, Roseoe Ates,
Sarah Padden—Satisfactory series entry—57 m .—see
April 28 issue—(857).
RAW DEAL—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha
Hunt—Exciting meller—78m.—see May 26 issue—(822).
RUTHLESS—D—Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
Absorbing entry—102m.—see April 14 Issue—Leg.i B.
-(816).
SMUGGLERS, THE—COSMD—Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent,
Joan Greenwood—Technicolor import has limited ap¬
peal—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)—(811).
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-D-Ramon Del Gado, Slgrid
Gurie, Ralph Morgan—Fair programmer for the duallers—76m.—see May 12 issue—(823).
STAGE TO MESA CITY-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Jennifer Holt—Routine—52m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(758).
TAKE MY LIFE-MD-Hugh Williams, Greta Gynt, Francis
L. Sullivan—Well-made, suspenseful import—80m.—see
Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—(814).
T-MEN—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Mary Meade, Alfred Ryder
—Topnotch thriller is headed for higher returns—
91m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(809).
TIOGA KID, THE—MUW— Eddie Dean, Roseoe Ates, Jenni¬
fer Holt—Good western—54m.—see March 17 issue—
(858).
TORNADO RANGE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roseoe Ates, Jen¬
nifer Holt—Routine—56m.—see March 3 issue—(854).
WESTWARD TRAIL. THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roseoe Ates,
Phyllis Planchard—Average Dean entry—58m.—see
March 17 issue—(855).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS-Bess, the wonder horse;
Audrey Long, Cameron Mitchell.
ALL IN A GAME — James Brown, Noreen Nash, Sheila
Ryan.
BEHIND LOCKED DOORS—Lucille Bremer, Richard Carl¬
son, Tom Brown.
BROKEN JOURNEY—Phyllis Calvert, Margot
Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made).
CALENDAR, THE—Greta Gynt,
Holm—(English-made).

John

Grahame,

McCollum,

Sonia

CORPSE CAME CALLING, THE - Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl
Walker, Paul' Bryar.
ESTHER WATERS—Kathleen Ryan,
Compton—(English-made).

Dirk

Bogarde,

Fay

HOLLOW TRIUMPH—Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie
Brooks. *
IN THIS CORNER—Scott Brady, Anabel Shaw, Mary
Meade.
LADY AT MIDNIGHT—Richard Denning, Tom Dugan, Lora
Lee Michel.
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE—Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cummings,
Anna Sten.
LORD BYRON—Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling, Joan Green¬
wood—(English-made).
MAN WITHOUT A GUN - Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Ellen
Hall.
MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND—Gene Raymond, Francis
Lederer, Osa Massen.
MIRANDA—Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, Glynis Johns
-(English-made).
MR. PERRIN AND MR. TRAIL—David Farrar, Marius Gor¬
ing, Greta Gynt—(English-made).
OLIVER TWIST—Robert Newton, Kay Walsh, Alec Guin¬
ness—(Engl ish-made)—(828).
OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948, THE-(English-made)-(Technicolor).
RED SHOES, THE—Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Leon¬
ide Massine—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SARABAND—Stewart Granger,
Francoise Rosay, Joan
Greenwood—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC-John Mills, Derek Bond, Anne
Firth—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SHED NO TEARS—Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank
Albertson—70m.—(829).
SLEEPING CAR TO VENICE-Albert Lleven, Derrick De
Marney, Jean Kent—(English-made).
SPIRITUALIST, THE—Turhan Bey, Lynn Bari, Cathy O'Donnell—79m.—(827).
STRANGE MRS. CRANE, THE—Marjorie Lord, Pierre Watkin, John McGuire.
TULSA—Susan Hayward, Robert Preston, Pedro Armandariz—(Technicolor).
29 CLUES—Richard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts.
WHEN THE DEVIL DRIVES-james Cardwell, Jan Ford,
Damian O'Flynn.

Film Classics
ARGYLE SECRETS — MYMD — William Gargan, Marjorie
Lord, Ralph Byrd—Dualler has exploitation possibil¬
ities—63m.—see May 12 issue.
BLONDE ICE—MD—Robert Paige, Leslie Brooks, Russ Vin¬
cent—Okeh dualler—73m.—see May 26 issue.
DEVIL'S CARGO—MYMD—John Calvert, Rochelle Hudson,
Roseoe Karns—Satisfactory programmer for the duallers—61m.—see March 31 issue.
DISCOVERY — DOC — Admiral Byrd, and his group of
scientists, astronomers, and naval personnel—Highly
exploitable documentary—74m.—see July 9 Issue—
(Discovery).
FOR YOU 1 DIE—MD—Cathy Downs, Paul Langton, Mischa
Auer—Above average dualler—76m.—see Dec.
24
Issue.
MONEY MADNESS— O— Hugh Beaumont, Frances Rafferty,
Harlan Warde— Interesting programmer for the duallore—73m.—see April 14 Issue.

CHECK-UP

WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-DOC-Adolph Hitler, Eva
Braun, Herman Goering—Topical documentary has
exploitation angles—61 m.—see May 26 issue.
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—DOCD—Tala Birell, William
Henry, Virginia Christine—Soleable exploitation entry
—90m.—see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.: B.

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY-Rory
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).

Calhoun,

Virginia

Grey,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—D—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,
Dorothy
Patrick—Moderate
programmer—76m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(818).
B.F.'S DAUGHTER—D—Barbara Stanwyck^ Van Heflin,
Charles Coburn—Well-made pictvrization of a best¬
seller—108m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(820).
BIG
CITY—CDMU—Margaret O'Brien. Robert Preston,
Danny Thomas—Names and angles will make the
difference—103m.—see April 14 issue—(827).
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE-C-Van Johnson, June Allyson,
Butch Jenkins—Topnotch comedy—98m.—see March
17 issue—(819).
DATE WITH JUDY, A-CMU-Wallace Berry, Jane Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Entertaining entry for the family
trade—112V2m.—see July 7 issue—(831).
EASTER PARADE—MU—Judy Garland, Fred Astaire, Peter
Lawford—Topnotch—103m.—see June 9 issue—(Tech¬
nicolor)—(829).
GONE WITH THE WIND-D-Clark Cable, Leslie How¬
ard, Olivia de Havilland—Reissue will still get the
dough—228m.—see
June
11
issue—(Technicolor)—
(3000).
HIGH WALL—MD—Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall—The Taylor draw will have to make the
difference—99m.—see Dec. 24 Issue—(815).
HOMECOMING—D—Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Anne Bax¬
ter—Solid—112m.—see April 14 issue—(826).
IF WINTER COMES—D—Walter Pldgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Angela Lansbury—Drama should get the women's
vote—97m.—see Jan. 7 Issue—Leg.: B—(814).
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-MUCD-Esther Williams,
Peter Lawford, Jimmy Durante—Names and angles
will make the difference—107m.—see May 12 issue—
(Technicolor)—(828).
PICADILLY INCIDENT—DMU—Anna Neagle, Michael Wild¬
ing, Michael
Laurence—Moderate British import—
88m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made).
PIRATE, THE-MU-Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Walter
Slezak—Topnotch
musical—101 Vim.—see April
14
issue—(Technicolor)—(825).
SEARCH, THE—D—Montgomery Clift, Aline MacMahon,
Jarmila Novotna—Excellent dramatic entry—103m.—
see March 31 issue—(830).
STATE OF THE UNION-CD-Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hep¬
burn, Van Johnson—Excellent, timely entry— 121m.—
see April 14 issue—(824).
SUMMER HOLIDAY—ROMCMU—Mickey Rooney, Gloria De
Haven, Walter Huston—High-rating comedy U headed
for the better returns—92m.—see March 17 Issue—
(Technicolor)—(821).
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-MD-Johnny Weiss¬
muller, Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Average
reissue has the angles—71m.—see April 28 issue—
(823).
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE-MD-Johnny Weissmuller,
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Reissue should
attract series' fans—80m.—see April 28 issue—(822).
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL-D-Margaret O'Brien, Angela
Lansbury, George Murphy—CrBrien draw will help
routine programmer—74m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(816).
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—CMU—Jeanette MacDonald,
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell—Entertaining entry—115m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—Leg.: B—(Technicolor)—(817).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACT OF VIOLENCE—Van Heflin, Robert Ryan, Janet Leigh.
BRIBE, THE—Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Charles Laugh¬
ton.
COMMAND DECISION—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson.
JULIA MISBEHAVES—Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon,
Peter Lawford,
KISSING BANDIT, THE—Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
J. Carroll Naish—(Technicolor).
LUXURY LINER—George Brent, Frances Gifford, Jane
Powell—(Technicolor).
MASTER OF LASSIE—Edmund Gwenn, Janet Leigh, Tom
Drake—(Technicolor).
NUMBER'S RACKET, THE—John Garfield, Beatrice Pearson,
Thomas Gomez—(Enterprise).
PERSONAL TOUCH, THE - Lionel Barrymore, Lucille
Bremar, Edward Arnold.
SECRET GARDEN, THE—Margaret O'Brien, Claude Jarman,
Jr., Dean Stockwell.
SECRET
LAND—Commentary
by
Robert Montgomery,
Robert Taylor, Van Heflin—(Technicolor).
SOUTHERN YANKEE, A-Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy,
Arlene Dahl.
SUN IN THE MORNING—Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd No¬
lan, Claude Jarman, Jr.—(Technicolor).
THREE GODFATHERS, THE—John Wayne, Pedro Armendariz, Mae Marsh—(Argosy)—(Technicolor).
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE—Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van
Heflin—(Technicolor).
WORDS AND MUSIC—Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
June Allyson—(Technicolor).

Monogram
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ANGEL'S ALLEY—CD—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Bene¬
dict-Better entry in the series—67m.—See Feb. 4
issue—(4708).

THE

EXHIBITOR

CAMPUS SLEUTH—MYCM—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Warren Mills—For the lower half—57!/2m.—see March
31 issue—(4713).
CHINESE RING, THE—MYMD—Roland Winters, Mantan
Moreland, Louise Currie—Good entry in the 'Chan'
series—67m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(626).
CROSSED TRAILS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Lynne Carver—Routine—53m.—see May 12
issue—(4755).
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS—MYD—Roland Winters, Victor
Sen Young, Mantan Moreland—Routine 'Chan' entry
64m.—see March 31 issue—(4712).
FIGHTING MAD—MD—Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Elyse
Knox—Good Palooka entry—75m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(4709).
FRENCH LEAVE—CMD—Jackie Cooper, Jackie Coogan,
Renee Godfrey—For the lower half—64m.—see April
28 issue—(4714).
FRONTIER AGENT—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Reno Blair—Below average western—56m.—
see June 9 issue—(4756).
GUN TALK—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Christine Melntire—Routine— 57m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(674).
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-MD-Don Castle, Elyse
Knox, Regis Toomey—Mild meller for the lower half
—70m.—see May 12 issue—(4716).
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-C-Joe Yule. Renie
Riano, Dale Carnegie—Pleasing programmer has the
angles—65m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4704).
JINX MONEY-MYC-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Betty Cald¬
well—One of the better series entries—68m.—see
June 9 issue—(4717).
LAND OF THE LAWLESS-W-Johnny Mack Brown, Ray¬
mond Hatton, Christine Melntire—Average western—
59m.—see May 28 issue—(671).
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—D—Scotty Beckett, Allene Roberts,
Tommy Cook—Interesting dualler should appeal most
to nabes, small towns—79m.—see July 7 issue.
OKLAHOMA BLUES—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Virginia Belmont—Good Wakely—56m.—see
April 28 issue—(4761).
OVERLAND TRAILS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Raymond Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Better than aver¬
age for the series—58m.—see March 31 issue—(4751).
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, Dub
Taylor, Christine Larson—Routine series entry—iOm.—
see June 9 issue—(4765).
RANGE RENEGADES — WMU — Jimmy Wakely, Jennifer
Holt, 'Canonball' Taylor >— Fair western — 54m. — see
July 7 issue—(4766).
ROCKY—OD—Roddy
McDowall,
Edgar
Barrier,
Nita
Hunter—Above average outdoor film should hove
good appeal—76m.—see March 3 issue—(4705).
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—DMU—Movlta, John Carroll,
Antonio Moreno—Okeh reissue—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(4710).
SIGN OF THE WOLF—ACD—Michael Whalen, Grace Brad¬
ley, Darryl Hickman—Reissue for the duallers—69m.
—see Sept. 3 issue—(4711).
16 FATHOMS DEEP—AD—Lon Chaney, Jr., Arthur Lake,
Tanis Chandler—Colorful entry has plenty of selling
angles—83m.—see June 23 issue—(Lake)—(Ansco-Color)
-(4801).
SMART POLITICS—CMU—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Frankie Darro—Moderate programmer for the duallers
—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
SONG OF THE DRIFTER-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, 'Connonball' Taylor, Mildred Coles—Typical series entry—
53m.—see March 3 issue—(686).
STAGE STRUCK — MYD — Kane Richmond, Audrey Long,
Conrad Nagel—For the lower half—70m.—see May 26
issue—(4715).
WOLF CALL—OMD—John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
Lynn—Reissue for the lower half—61m.—see May 28,
'47 issue—(619).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BACK TRAIL—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton—
(4757).
BOWERY COMEBACK-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
COWBOY CAVALIER—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Tay¬
lor-(4762).
DEVIL'S PASS—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
FIGHTING RANGER, THE—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Christine Larson.
GOLDEN EYE, THE—Roland Winters, Victor Sen Young,
Mantan Moreland.
HIGH TENSION—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Helen Parrish.
JOE PALOOKA IN WINNER TAKE ALL-Joe Kirkwood,
Elyse Knox, Stanley Clements.
KIDNAPPED—Roddy
MacDowall,
Dan
O'Herlihy,
Sue
England.
MURDER LOVES COMPANY-Leo Gorcey, Bowery Boys.
MUSIC MAN—Freddie Stewart, Phil Brito, June Preisser.
MY BROTHER JONATHAN—Michael Denison, Dulcie Gray,
Ronald Howard—(English-made)—(Pathe).
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE—Roland Winters, Deanle Beet,
John Alvin—65m.—(4718).
SILVER TRAILS — Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
Christine Larson.
SMUGGLERS' COVE—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell.
TRIGGERMAN—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Virginia Carroll—56m.—(4752).

Allied Artists
(1947-48 releases from AA-1 up)
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-WC-Eddie Albert, Gale Storm,
James Gleason—Highly entertaining western comedy
—87m.—see May 12 issue (AA-8).
HUNTED, THE—D—Preston Foster, Belita, Pierre Watkln—
Interesting drama has the angles—83m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(AA-5).
PANHANDLE—WD—Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs, Reed
Hadley—High-rating western should attract wide
attention—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue— (AA-7).
SMART WOMAN—D—Brian Aherne, Constance Bennett,
Barry Sullivan—Attractive programmer has names
to help—93m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B—(AA-6).
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TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BABE RUTH STORY, THE—William Bendix, Claire Trevor,
Charles Bickford.
LAST OF THE BADMEN—Barry Sullivan, Majrorie Rey¬
nolds, Broderick Crawford.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN—Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
Gale Storm.

CHECK-UP

(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)

1947-48 releases from 4701 up)

ARIZONA RANGER, THE-W-Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Nan
Leslie—Good western—63m.—see April 14 issue—(814).
BERLIN EXPRESS — MD — Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,
Charles Korvin—Documentary-type meller Is exciting
screen fare—86m.—see April 14 Issue—(815).
BIST YEARS OF OUR LIVES, THE—D—Myma Loy, Frederic
March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright—This rate*
among the beet—172m.—see Nov. 27, '46 Issue—
(Ooldwyn)—Leg.t B—(751).

ALBUQUERQUE — W — Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton,
George 'Gabby' Hayes—Okeh for the outdoor fan*—
90m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4709).

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—TRAV—Frank Buck-Exploitation
reissue it packed with selling angles—65m.—see May
26 Issue—(818).

BEYOND GLORY—D—Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Tom Neal—
Ladd starrer will get the dough—82m.—see June 23
issue—(4726).

DESIGN FOR DEATH-DOC-Produced by Theron Worth
and Richard O. Fleischer; narrated by Kent Smith
and Hans Conreid—Thrill-packed documentary—48m.—
see Feb. 4 issue.

Paramount
(1946-47 releases from 4601 up;

BIG

CLOCK, THE—D—Ray Milland, Charles Laughton,
Maureen O'Sullivan—Milland draw will Help fastmoving meller—95m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(4713).

BIG TOWN SCANDAL—MD—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
Stanley Clements—For the lower half—62m.—see June
9 issue—(4722).
CAGED FURY—MD—Richard Denning, Shiela Ryan, Buster
Crabbe—Good
entry
for
the
duallers—60m.—see
March 3 issue—(4711).
CRUSADES, THE—AD—Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian
Keith—Reissue is packed with angles—126m.—see
June 9 issue.
DREAM GIRL—CD—Betty Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Patric
Knowles—Will depend on Hutton draw—85m.—see
May 26 Issue-Leg. B-(4721).
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE—CMU—Bing Crosby, Joan Fon¬
taine, Roland Culver—Should land In the higher
grotse*— 106m.—see
May
12
issue—(Technicolor)—
(4720).
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—CD—Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
John Lund — Topnotch — 116m. — see June 23 issue—
Leg.: B-(4724).
HATTER'S CASTLE—MD—Robert Newton, James Mason,
Deborah Kerr — Mediocre British entry — 100m. — see
April 28 issue—(English-made)—(4718).
HAZARD—CD—Paulette Goddard, Macdonald Carey, Fred
Clark—Names will make the difference—95m.—see
March 31 issue—Leg.i B.—(4716).
I

WALK ALONE—MD—Burt Lancaster, Lizabeth Scott,
Kirk Douglas—Rugged meller has the names and
angles to sell—98m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(4708).

MR.

RECKLESS — MD — William Eythe, Barbara Britton,
Walter Catlett—For the lower half—66m.—see March
3 Issue—(4712).
SAIGON—MD—Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Donald DickTypical Ladd show—94m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4710).
’SAINTED' SISTERS, THE—C—Veronica Lake, Joan Caul¬
field, Barry Fitzgerald—Entertaining comedy—89m.—
see March 31 ' issue—(4714).

SHAGGY — OD — Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert
Shayne—Good family entry for the duallers—71m.—
see April 28 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4717).
SO EVIL MY LOVE-MYD-Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Ger¬
aldine Fitzgerald—Names will have to carry slowmoving drama—108V2m.—see June 9 issue— (Englishmade)—(4723).
SPEED TO SPARE — MD — Richard Arlen, Jean Rogers,
Richard Travis—For the lower half—57m.—see March
3 issue—(4715).
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—MD—William Gargan, Mdty
Beth Hughes, Richard Travis—Okeh meller for the
lower half—63m.—see May 26 issue—(4719).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACCUSED, THE—Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wen¬
dell Corey.
CONNECTICUT YANKEE, A-Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke—(Technicolor).
DARK CIRCLE—Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mit¬
chell.
DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS—Anne Crawford, Siobhan Mc¬
Kenna—(English-made).
DISASTER—Richard
O'Flynn.

Denning,

Trudy

Marshall,

Damion

DYNAMITE—Virginia Welles, William Gargan, Richard
Crane.
FROZEN GOLD—Robert Lowery, Russell Hayden.
GREAT GATSBY, THE—Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
Carey.
HEIRESS, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Miriam Hopkins,
Sir Ralph Richardson.
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC-Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Billy
De Wolfe.
MY OWN TRUE LOVE—Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas,
Wanda Hendrix.
NIOHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-Edward G. Robinson,
John Lund, Gail Russell.
NOW AND FOREVER—Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey,
Wanda Hendrix.
PALEFACE, THE—Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Samuel Z. Hinds
—(Technicolor).
SEALED VERDICT—Ray Milland, Florence Marly, John
Ridgely.
SORROWFUL JONES-Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne
Saunders.
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER—Barbara Stanwyck, Burt Lan¬
caster, Ann Richards.
SPECIAL AGENT—William Eythe, Laura Elliot, George
Rs8V6S>

TATLOCK MILLIONS, THE—Wanda Hendrix, John Lund,
Barry Fitzgerald.
WHISPERING SMITH—Alan Ladd, Brenda Marshall, Robert
Preston—(Technicolor).
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Servlsection 3
LONG DENIAL, THE—Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara,
Olorla Graham®.
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA-Terry Moore, Ben John¬
son, Robert Armstrong—(Arko).
OUTLAW VALLEY—Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Martha Hyer.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER-Loretta
Holden, Robert Mitchum.

Young,

ROUGHSHOD—Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr., Gloria
Grahame.
SONG IS BORN, A—Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Steve
Cochran—(Goldwyn)—(Technicolor).
STATION WEST—Dick Powell, Jane Greer, Agnes Moorehead.
TARZAN AND THE ARROW OF
Brenda Joyce, Albert Dekker.

DEATH - lex

WINDOW, THE—Barbara
Driscoll.

Hale,

Arthur

Kennedy,

Republic

FORT APACHE—MD—John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley
Temple—Soldiers and Indians show should get the
dough—127m.—see March 31 issue—(Argosy)—(870).
GUNS OF HATE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Mar¬
tin-Routine—62m.—see May 26 issue—(819).

(1946-47 releases from 601 up;

LAWLESS VALLEY—W—George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Fred
Kohler—Average western reissue—59m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(884).
MELODY TIME—CAR—Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers,
Ethel Smith, Buddy Clark — Should find plenty of
popular appeal—75m.—see May 26 Issue—(Disney)—
(Technicolor).
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-D-Fred MacMurray, Valli,
Frank Sinatra—Picturization of best-seller will land
in the higher grosses—120m.—see March 17 issue—
(Lasky-MacEwen)—(869).
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA - D - Rosalind Russell,
Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey—Play picturiza¬
tion will need special handling— 153m.—see Nov. 26
Issue—(865).
MYSTERY IN MEXICO-MD-William Lundigan, Jacqueline
White, Ricardo Cortez—Entertaining dualler—66m.—
see July 7 issue.
PEARL, THE—D—Pedro Armendariz, Marie Elena Marques,
Fernando Wagner—Powerful drama for class ana
specialty houses—77m.—see March 3 issue—(Mextcanmade)—(867).
RACE STREET—MD—George Raft, William Bendix, Marilyn
Maxwell—Good Raft entry—79m.—see June 23 issue
-(821).
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—MUW—George O'Brien,
Marjorie Reynolds, Chill Wills—Okeh western re¬
issue—64m.—see Jan. 21 Issue.
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-W-George O'Brien, Rita Hay¬
worth, Ray Whitley—Okeh western reissue—59m.—
see Dec. 24 issue—(883).
RETURN OF THE BADMEN-W-Randolph Scott, Robert
Ryan, Anne Jeffreys—Average western has the angles
—90m.—see May 26 issue—(817).
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—OD—Johnny Weissmuller,
Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian—Exploitation show has
the usual angles—68m.—see April 14 Issue—(Lesser)
-(813).
TIMBER STAMPEDE—W—George O'Brien, Marjorie Reynolds,
Chill Wills—Satisfactory western reissue—60m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(886).
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-MUW-George O'Brien, Rosalind
Keith, Ray Whitley—Average western reissue—60m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(885).
TWISTED ROAD, THE-ROMD-Cathy O'Donnell, Farley
Granger, Howard Da Silva—Well-made drama will
need plenty of push—95m.—see July 7 issue.
VELVET TOUCH, THE—D—Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn,
Claire Trevor—Will depend on the name draw—97m.
—see July 21 issue—(Independent Artsist)—(872).
WESTERN HERITAGE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Martin—Good western—61m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(812).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BALTIMORE ESCAPADE-Robert Young, Shirley Temple,
John Agar.
BLOOD ON THE MOON-Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel
Geddes, Robert Preston.
BODYGUARD—Lawrence Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve
Brodie.
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, THE-Pat O'Brien. Robert Ryan,
Barbara Hale—(Technicolor).
BROTHERS IN THE SADDLE—Tim Holt, Richard Martin,
Carol Forman.
ENCHANTED-David Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn Keyes
—(Goldwyn).
EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED-Cary Grant, Franchot
Tone, Diana Lynn.
GOOD SAM—Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe—
(Rainbow).

HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD - Leon Errol, Nan Leslie,
Steve Brodie.
...
...
INDIAN AGENT-Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
INDIAN SUMMER-Ann Sothern, Alexander Knox, Georg*
Tobias.
JOAN OF ARC-1 ngrld Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Georg*
Colouris—(Sierra)—(Technicolor).

THE

EXHIBITOR

Barker,

VARIETY TIME-Jack Poor.
WEEP NO MORE—Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Bylngton.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE - CD - Pat O'Brien, Darryl
Hickman, Una O'Connor—Pleasant program—93m.—
see May 12 issue—(816).

I REMEMBER MAMA—D—Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes, Oscar Homolka—Topnotch— 134m.—see March 31
issue—(868).
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—CMU—Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
Allyn Joslyn—Cantor-Davis draw will make the dif¬
ference—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(811).

William

Bobby

1947-48 releases from 701 up)
BILL AND COO—NOV—George Burton's Love Birds—Cute
novelty should prove highly popular with youngsters
and family trade—61m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(Trucolor)
(728).
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Roy Barcroft—Good western—60m.—see May
12 issue—(754),
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND - MUW - Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Trucolor)—(654).
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-C-Lyn Wilde, Lee Wilde, Adele
Mara—Pleasing dualler for the lower half—61m.—
see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(703).
CARSON CITY RAIDERS—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Beverly Jons—Routine—60m.—see June 9 issue—(755).

FLAME, THE—MD—John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Robert
Paige—One of the better Republic offerings—97m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.:B—(628).
GALLANT LEGION, THE-MUW-Bill Elliott, Adrian Booth,
Joseph Schildkraut—Good western—88m.—see June 9
issue.
GAY RANCHERO, THE—MUW—Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,
Jane Frazee—Good Rogers—72m.—see Jan, 21 Issue—
(Trucolor) —(644).
HEART OF VIRGINIA—D—Janet Martirn Robert Lowery,
Frankie Darro—For the lower half—61m.—see April
14 issue—(707).
INSIDE STORY, THE-CD-Marsha Hunt, Charles Wlnnlnger, William Lundigan—Average programmer—87m.—
see April 14 issue—(705).
I, JANE DOE—D—Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston
—Names should help programmer—85m.—see May
26 issue—(710).
KING OF THE GAMBLERS - MD - Janet Martin, William
Wright, Thurston Hall—For the lower half—60m.—see
June 9 issue—(709).
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST—CMD—Lynne Roberts, Donald
Barry, Warren Douglas—For the lower half—58m.—
see April 14 issue—(706).
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-OMD-Lynne Roberts, Don¬
ald Barry, Don Castle—For the lower half—60m.—
see March 3 issue—(704).
MAIN STREET KID, THE—CD—Al Pearce, Janet Martin,
Alan Mowbray—For the lower half—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(701).
NORTHWEST OUTPOST-DMU-Nelson Eddy, Ilona Mas¬
sey, Joseph Schildkraut—Names and music should
sell this—91m.—see May 14 issue—(615).
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles—Routine western—59m.—see
March 17 issue—(753).
OLD LOS ANGELES—MUW—William Elliott, John Carroll,
Catherine McLeod—One of the better Republic offer¬
ings—87m.—see April 28 issue—(708).
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR - MD - Lynne Roberts,
Lloyd Bridges, George Zucco—Okeh meller for the
duallers—60m.—see June 9 issue.
SLIPPY McGEE—MD—Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Tom
Brown—For the lower half—65m.—see Feb. 4 Issue—
(702).
TIMBER TRAIL, THE—MUW—Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts,
James
Burke—Average
issue—(Trucolor) —(656).

western—67m.—see

July

7

UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS - MUW - Roy Rogers, Jane
Frazee, Andy Devine—Fair Roger* entry—70m.—see
May 26 issue—(Trucolor)—(731).
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-MUW-Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—65m.—see Dec. 24
issue—(Trucolor)—(652).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGEL IN EXILE-John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas
Gomez.
CIMARRON TRAILS—AHan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie Weller.
DAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS—Robert Livingstone, Mae
Clarke, James Cardwell.
DENVER KID, THE—Allan
Carole Gallagher.

'Rocky'

Lane,

Eddy

Waller,

DESPERADOES OF DODGE CITY-Allan 'Rocky' Lane,
Eddy Waller, Mildred Coles.
DRUMS ALONG THE AMAZON—George Brent, Vera Ral¬
ston, Brian Aherne.
EYES OF TEXAS—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Lynne Roberts
(Trucolor) —(732).

GRAND CANYON TRAIL—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Jane
Frazee—(Trucolor).

HOMICIDE FOR THREE—Warren Douglas, Audrey Long,
Lloyd Corrigan.
MACBETH—Orson
Welles,
Roddy
McDowell, Jeanette
Nolan.
MARSHAL OF AMARILLO — Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Cole*.
MOONRISE—Dane Clark, Gaii Russell, Ethel Barrymare—
Feldman-Grant)—(714).

,

Servlsection 4

THE

NIGHT TIME IN NEVADA—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Sons
of the Pioneers—(Trucolor).
OUT OF THE STORM-Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis.
PLUNDERERS, THE—Rod Cameron, Ilona Massey, Adrian
Booth—(Trucolor).
RECOIL—William Wright, Janet Martin, William Henry.
RED PONY, THE—Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern—(Feldman-Milestone)—(Technicolor).
SON OF GOD'S COUNTRY-Monte Hale, Paul Hurst,
Pamela Blake.
SONS OF ADVENTURE—Russell Hayden, Lynne Roberts,
Gordon Jones.
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—William Phipps, Donald Barry,
Janet Martin—(712).
*

Screen Guild
(1946-47 releases from 4604 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up;
(1947-48 Herald releases from X-1 up)
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-OMD-Russell Hayden, Jen¬
nifer Holt, Emmet 'Pappy' Lynn—Okeh for the lower
half—42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4708).
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS - OMD - Russell Hayden,
Jennifer Holt, Tristram Coffin—For the lower half—
41 m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4707).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
DEAD MAN'S GOLD-Lash La Rue, Al St. John, Peggy
Stewart.
JUNGLE GODDESS — George Reeves, Wanda McKay,
Armida.
MIRACLE IN HARLEM-Stepin Fetchlt, Hilda Offley, Sheila
Guyse—(71m.)—(Herald)—(X-3).
PRAIRIE, THE—Alcm Baxter, Lenore Aubert, Charles Evans
—(76m.)—(4705).
RETURN OF WILDFIRE, THE-Richard Arlen, Patricia Morison, Mary Beth Hughes.
STING OF THE LASH-Lash La Rue, Al St. John, Peggy
Stewart.

SRO
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE-C-Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas—High rating—
93m.—see April 14 issue.
DUEL IN THE SUN—WMD—Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten— Money show—135m.—see Jan. 8, '47
—(Technicolor)—Lea.r B.
PARADINE CASE, THE—MYD—Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton—Engrossing drama should net
high returns— 116m.—see Jan. 7 issue.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Jennifer Jones, Joseph
Ethel Barrymore.

Cotten,

20th Century-Fox
(1947 releases from 701 up;
1948 releases from 801 up)
ANNA KARENINA-D-VIvlen Leigh, Ralph Richardson,
Kleron Moore—Heavy English drama for class spots
—111m.—see April 28 issue—(English-made)—(Korda)
-(820).
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-C-Lois Collier, Richard Crane,
Skippy Homeier—For the lower half—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Wurtzel)—(817).
BELLE STARR—MD—Randolph Scott, Gene Tierney, Dana
Andrews—Names will help reissue—87m.—see July 7
issue.
CALL NORTHSIDE 777—MD—James Stewart, Richard Conte,
Helen
Walker—Good
documentary-type
entry—
UOVjm.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.t B—(805).
CHALLENGE, THE — MD — Tom Conway, June Vincent,
Richard Stapiey—For the lower half—68m.—see Feb.
18 Issue—(Reliance)—(807).
COUNTERFEITERS, THE—MYMD—John Sutton, Doris Mer¬
rick, Hugh Beaumont—Good entry for the duallers—
73m.—see June 23 issue—(Reliance)—(819).
DANGEROUS YEARS—D—William Halop, Ann E. Todd,
Jerome Cowan—For the tower half—62m.—tee Dec.
24 issue— (Wurtzel)—(804).
DEEP WATERS — D — Dana Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar
Romero—Pleasant drama has names to attract—85m.
—see July 7 issue—(821).
ESCAPE—D—Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins, William Hart¬
nell—Import will need selling—78m.—see June 9 is¬
sue—(English-made)—(822).
FRONTIER MARSHAL—W—Randolph Scott, Cesar Romero,
Nancy Kelly—Mild reissue—71m.—see July 7 issue.
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-MD-Victor Mature, Coleen
Gray, Glenn Langan—Fair programmer—88m.—see
April 14, Issue—(815).
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-C-John Emery, Tamara Geva,
Leif Erickson—Entertaining above average dualler—
68m.—see June 23 issue—(Seltzer).
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY—CMU—Dan Dailey,
Charles Winninger, Nancy Guild — Pleasing entry
should ride into the better money—89m.—see May 26
issue—(Technicolor)—(827).
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING — OD — Peggy Cummins.
Charles Coburn, Lloyd Nolan—Good entry Tor the
rural and small town teetort—89m.—see May 12 issue
—(Technicolor)—(818).
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT-MD-Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen,
Joe Sawyer—Fair who-dun-it for the lower half—
69m.—see Feb. 18 Issue—(Wurtzel)—(808).
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN—C—Paulette Goddard, Michael
Wilding, Diana Wynward—Technicolor import hat
limited appeal—96m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Englishmade)—(Technicolor)—(809).
IRON CURTAIN, THE—MD—Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc—Topical entry offers wealth of telling
opportunities—87m.—see May 26 Issue—(816).
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—C—John Emery, Hillary Brooke, Tay¬
lor Holmes—For the lower half—67m.—tee March 17
Issue—(Seltzer)—(813).
MEET ME AT DAWN-C-Wllllam Eythe, Stanley Holloway,
Beatrice Campbell—Minor Import—89m.—tee March
SI Ittue—(Engllth-mode)—(812).

CHECK-UP

MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—PD—Burgess Meredith, Dulcie
Gray, Michael Shepley—Absorbing import has re¬
stricted appeal—105m.—see June 23 issue—(Englishmade)—(Korda)—Leg.: B—(824).
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE-MU-Tyrone Power,
Al Jolson, Alice Faye—Reissue will benefit from name
draw—86m.—see July 7 issue.
SCUDOA-HOOI SCUDDA-HAYI—D—June Haver, Lon McCalllster, Walter Brennan—Very good entry, especi¬
ally for small town and rural spots—95m.—see March
17 Issue—(Technicolor)—(811).
SITTING PRETTY—C—Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara,
Clifton Webb—High-rating comedy—84m.—see March
17 Issue—(810).
SLAVE SHIP—MD—Wallace Beery, Mickey Rooney, Eliza¬
beth Allan—Names will help reissue—92m.—see July
7 issue.
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-MD-Mark Stevens, Rich¬
ard Widmark, Barbara Lawrence—Very good meller—
91m.—see July 7 issue—(823).
THAT LADY IN ERMINE—CMU—Betty Grable, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Cesar Romero—Will depend on the
Grable draw—89m.—see July 21 issue.
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—MD—Tom Conway, Maria Palmer,
Helen Westcott—For the lower half—67m.—see April
14 issue—(Reliance)—(814).
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE—D—Cornel Wilde, Linda Dar¬
nell, Anne Baxter—Good filmization of a best-seller
also has names to sell—106m.—see July 21 issue—
(826).
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-OD-Johnny Longden, Morgan
Farley, Jean Willes—Fair dualler—70m.—see July 7
issue—(Pol imer)—(829).
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-MUD-Jeanne Crain, Dan
Dailey, Oscar Levant—Should bring in the dough91 m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).

TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY-Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Edmund Gwenn—(Technicolor).
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE—David Niven, Margaret Leigh¬
ton, Will Fyfe — (English-made) — (Korda) — (Techni¬
color).
BUNGALOW—Tom Conway, Margaret Hamilton—(Belsam).
CHECKERED COAT, THE—Tom Conway, Noreen Nash,
Hurd Hatfield—(Belsam)—(825).
CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY - Dan Dailey, Alan Young,
Celeste Holm.
CREEPER, THE—John Baragrey, Onslow Stevens, Janis
Wilson—(Reliance).
DEEP WATERS—Dona Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Ro¬
mero—(821).
FIGHTING BACK—Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary Gray
61 m.—(Wurtzel) —(828).
LOST ILLUSION, THE—Michele Morgan, Ralph Richardson,
Sonia Dresdel—(English-made)—(Korda).
LUCK OF THE IRISH, THE-Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter,
Cecil Kellaway.
MARTIN ROME — Victor Mature, Richard Conte ,Betty
Garde.
NIGHT WIND—Charles Russell, Virginia Christine, Gary
Gray—(Wurtzel).
•
ROAD HOUSE—Ida Luplno, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm.
SAND — Mark Stevens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun —
(Technicolor).
SNAKE PIT, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, Mark
Stevens.
THAT WONDERFUL URGE—Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,
Reginald Gardiner.
THIS WAS A WOMAN—Sonia Dresdel, Emyrs Jones, Bar¬
bara White—(English-made).
THREE WIVES—Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell, Jeffrey Lynn.
TROUBLE PREFERRED—Peggy Knudson, Charles Russell,
Lynne Roberts—(Wurtzel).
TUCSON—Jimmy Lydon, Penny Edwards, Charles Russell
—(Wurtzel).
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS-linda Darnell, Rex Harrison, Rudy
Vallee.
WEST OF TOMORROW-Kristine Miller, Arthur Franz,
Mickey Knox—(Seltzer).
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME-Betty Grable, Dan
Dailey, Jack Oakie—(Technicolor).
WINSLOW BOY, THE—Robert Donat, Margaret Leighton—
(English-made)—(Korda).
YELLOW SKY—Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter, Richard Wid¬
mark—(Technicolor).

.■M

SILENT CONFLICT-W-William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand v
Brooks—Fair series entry—61m.—see April 14 issue—
(Hopalong Cassidy).
SLEEP, MY LOVE—PD—Claudette Colbert, Robert Cum¬
mings, Don Ameche—Good psychological entry—
97m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Triangle).
SO THIS IS NEW YORK-C-Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee,
Virginia Grey—Entertaining comedy will need selling
—79V5zm.—see May 26 issue—(Enterprise).
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-CD-James Cagney, William
Bendix, Jeanne Cagney—Fine picturization of hit play
— 109m.—see June 9 issue—(Cagney).
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE-D-Conrad Nagel, Fritz Kortner,
Reinhold Schunzel— Mild drama for the duallers has
some angles to offer—77m.—see June 9 issue—(Wilder).
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN-(Laff-Time-Part 2)-C-Virginia Grey, Don Castle, George Zucco—For the lower
half—50m.—see May 26 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGRY GOD, THE—Alicia Parla, Casimiro Ortega—(Mexican-made)—(Full color)—(Peskay).
ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT—Maria Montez, Jean
Pierre Aumont, Dennis O'Keefe—(Nebenzai)—Leg.: B.
DEAD DON'T DREAM, THE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Mary Sawdon—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FALSE PARADISE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FLESH AND BLOOD-Madeleine CarroI-(Comet).
GIRL FROM MANHATTAN, THE—Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Laughton, George Montgomery—(Bogeaus).
INNOCENT AFFAIR, AN-Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles "Buddy" Rogers—(Nasser).
LITTLE PRINCE. THE — Feature length cartoon—(Harmon¬
ising).
MY DEAR SECRETARY—Laraine Day, Kirk Douglas,Keenan
Wynn—(Popkin).
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE—(Kings of the Olympics-Part II)
—60m .—(Westport).
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO-George Raft, Akim Tamiroff(Star).
PITFALL—Dick Powell, Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt—(Regal).
RED RIVER—John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Joanne Dru
—(Monterey)—Leg.: B.
SINISTER JOURNEY—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
STRANGE GAMBLE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
TEXAS, BROOKLYN, AND HEAVEN-Diana Lynn, Guy
Madison, James Dunn—(Golden).
VENDETTA—George Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce
—(California).

Universal-International
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 624 up)

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—C—Bud
Abbott, Lou Costello, Lenore Aubert—One of the
better Abbott and Costello entries—83m.—see July 7
issue—(664).
ALL MY SONS—D—Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster,
Mady Christians—Engrossing drama promises heavy
grosses—94m.—see March 3 issue—(Leg.: B.)
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-D-Fredric March, Dan
Duryea, Ann Blyth—High calibre—lOdVim.—see April
28 issue—(660).
ARE YOU WITH IT?-CMU-Donald O'Connor, Olga San
Juan, Martha Stewart—Entertaining programmer—
90m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B. (656).
BAD SISTER—D—Margaret Lockwood, Joan Greenwood, Ian
Hunter—Import has femme angles—90m.—see June
23 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(663).
BLACK BART—OMD—Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea,
Jeffrey Lynn—Should get the business—80m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(Technicolor).
BROTHERS, THE-D-Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed—Good English drama for the class houses—90m.
see May 26 issue—(English-made).
CASBAH—ROMDMU—Yvonne DeCarlo, Tony Martin, Peter
Lorre—Remake of 'Algiers' should prove attractive
ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE, THE - W - Richard
boxoffice—94m.—see March 17 issue—Leg.: B—(655).
Martin, Frances Rafferty, Marc Cramer—For the lower
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS—D—Eric Portman, Edana Romney,
half—65m.—see May 14 Issue—(Cinecolor)—(Comet).
Joan Maude—Above average import for the art
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—D—Inprid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
houses—96m.—see July 7 issue—(English-made).
Charles Laughton — Highly-touted entry should hit
DEAR MURDERER—MD—Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Dennis
the spot with femmes— UPVSim.—see March 3 issue—
Price—Below average British Import—90m.—see May
(Enterprise)—(Leg.i B.).
26 issue—(English-made)—(658).
FOUR FACES WEST - WD - Joel McCrea, Frances Dee,
DOUBLE LIFE, A—D—Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso, Ed¬
Charles Bickford—Unusual western should attract
mond O'Brien—High rating drama—105m.—see Jan. 7
plenty of attention—90m.—see May 26 issue—(Enter¬
issue—(650).
*.
prise).
END OF THE RIVER, THE—MD—Sabu, Raymond Lovell, Eva
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff-Time-Part 1)—C—Bill Tracy,
Hudson—Import will need selling—80m.—see July 7
Joe Sawyer, Emory Parnell—Mild comedy for the
issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
lower half—50m.—see April 28 issue—(Roach)—(Cine—' FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN' - CMU - Donald
color),
O'Connor, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride—Will depend
INTRIGUE—MD—George Raft, June Havoc, Helena Carter
upon names—78m.—see June 23 issue—(665).
—Raft name should help topical meller—90m.—seo
HAMLET—D—Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herlie, Basil Sydney
Dec. 24 issue—(Star).
— Powerful picturization of Shakespeare's work
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-DOC-The 11th Olymshould prove strong grosser in many areas on
pic meet covered by 600 cameramen; narrated by
special handling basis—153m.—see July 21 issue—
Bill Slater; edited by Joseph Lerner and Max Rosen¬
(English-made).
baum—Good entry for sport spots—60m.—see Feb. 4
HOLIDAY CAMP—C—Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack
issue—(German-made).
Warner—Entertaining British offering—97m.—see Feb.
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble, Who Killed Doc
4 issue—(English-made).
Robin.
JASSY—D—Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price
MAD WEDNESDAY—C—Harold Lloyd, Frances Ramsden,
—Moderate English offering for class houses—96m.—
Jimmy Conlin—Word-of-mouth should help delightful
see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(Techni¬
comedy—89m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Sturges).
color)—(654).
MAN OF EVIL—D—James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Wilfred
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-ROMD-Joan
Lawson—Satisfactory English drama for class houses
Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians—Femme
—89m.—see Feb. 18 Issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B.
appeal will make the difference—86V2m.—see April
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A-see On Our Merry Way.
28 issue—Leg.: B. (659).
ON OUR MERRY WAY-(A Miracle Can Happen)-CMAGIC BOW, THE—D—Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert,
Burgess Meredith, Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurJean Kent—Names and music should help—105m.—see
ray—High rating comedy—107m.—see Feb. 18 Issue—
Apr. 2 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
(Bogeaus-Meredith)—Leg.: B.
t

United Artists

THE

EXHIBITOR
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THE
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON - AD - Sabu, Wendell Corey,
Joanne Page—Hig.h-rciting exploitation show is packed
with seling angles—79m.—see June 23 issue—(666).
MIKADO, THE—MU—Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Jean
Colin—Reissue should have appeal for class spots—
90m.—see May 26 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige) —
(Technicolor).
NAKED CITY—MD—Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Doro¬
thy Hart—Topnotch meller—95m.—see Feb. 4 Issue—
(651) .
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY-D-Derek Bond, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Merrall—Good period film based on the
Dickens novel—94m.—see Nov. 26 issue—(Englishmade)—(Prestige).
RIVER LADY—AD—Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Dan
Duryea—Program—78m.—see May 26 issue— (Techni¬
color)— (661).
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-PD-Joan Bennett, Michael
Redgrave, Anne Revere—High-rating meller packs
plenty of suspense—98V2m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-C-William Powell,
Ella Raines, Peter Lind Hayes—Satirical comedy is
headed for the better returns—81m.—see Dec. 24
Issue—(633).
TAP ROOTS—D—Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Kar¬
loff — Topnotch drama — 109m. — see July 7 issue —
(Technicolor).
UP IN CENTRAL PARK — CMU — Deanna Durbin, Dick
Haymes, Vincent Price—Will depend on name draw—
87m.—see June 9 issue—(662).
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-D-Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,
Jessica Tandy—Overlong drama will need selling—
95m.—see Jan. 7 Issue—(634).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACT OF MURDER, AN—Fredric March, Edmond O'Brien,
Florence Eldridge.
BLACK VELVET—Ann Blyth .George Brent, Howard Duff—
(Technicolor).
BLANCHE FURY—Valerie Hobson, Stewart Granger—
(Eng lish-made)—(Technicolor).
BLUE LAGOON, THE—Jean Simmons, Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS—Fredric March, Florence Eld¬
ridge, Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made)—(Techni¬
color).
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO, THE-Sonja Henie, Mi¬
chael Kirby, Olga San Juan.
CRISS CROSS—Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan
Duryea.
DAYBREAK—Ann Todd, Eric Portman, Maxwell Reed—
(English-made).
DEVIL IN THE FLESH (Le Diable Au Corps)-Michellne
Presle, Gerard Phillpe—(French-made).
DULCIMER STREET—Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton,
Alastair Sim—(English-made).
FAMILY HONEYMOON — Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Rita Johnson.
GOOD TIME GIRL—Jean Kent, Herbert Lorn, Dennis Price
(English-made).
LARCENY—John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea.
MEXICAN HAYRIDE—Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Virginia
Grey.
MISS NUMBER PLEASE—Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien,
Don Taylor.
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID—William Powell, Ann
Blyth, Irene Hervey.
MY HEART GOES CRAZY - Sid Field, Greta Gynt, Tessie
O'Shea—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
O'FLYNN, THE—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helena Carter,
Richard Greene.
ONE NIGHT WITH YOU-NIno Martini, Patricio Roc,
Bonar Colleano, Jr.—(English-made).
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS-Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
Dick Haymes.
PASSIONATE FRIENDS, THE-Ann Todd, Trevor Howard,
Claude Rains—(English-made).
ROGUE'S REGIMENT—Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vtncent
Price.
SAXON CHARM, THE—Robert Montgomery, Susan Hay¬
ward, John Payne.
SNOWBOUND—Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Mila Parely
—(English-made).
THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN - Fred Brady, Mary Morris,
Beverly Simmons.
UNAFRAID, THE—Joan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster, Robert
Newton.
WOMAN HATER—Stewart Granger, Edwige Feulllore—
(English-made).
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY—Joan Fontaine, James Stewart,
Eddie Albert.

Warners
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE—COSMD—Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains—Technicolor re¬
issue has the names and angles—102m.—see March 3
issue—(Technicolor)—(718).
ALWAYS TOGETHER—C—Robert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds,
Cecil Kellaway—Mild programmer—78m.—see Dec. 24
issue—Leg.: B—(713).
APRIL SHOWERS—CMU—Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert
Alda—Sh,ow biz entry will depend on the names—
94m.—see March 31 issue—(719).
BIG PUNCH, THE —MD —Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell,
Gordon MacRae—Neat programmer—80m.—see June
9 issue—(727),
FIGHTING 69TH, THE—D—James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
George Brent—Reissue has the names and angles—
79m.—see April 28 issues—(723).
FLOWING GOLD—OMD—John Garfield, Frances Farmer,
Pat O'Brien—Names will help fair reissue—82m.—see
July 7 issue—(730).
GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN-OD-George Brent,
Beverly Roberts, Barton MacLane—Mild reissue—71m.
—see July 7 issue—(729).
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—MD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Griffith Jones—Interesting import—78m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(English-made)—Leg. :B—(717).
JEZEBEL—MD—Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lind¬
say—Reissue has the names to help—93m.—see Nov.
26 Issue—(710).
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KEY LARGO—MD—Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Lauren Bacall—High-rating thriller—101m.—see
July 21 issue—(731).
LIFE WITH FATHER—CD—Irene Dunne, William Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Picturization of topnotch play will
be among top grossers—118m.—see Sept. 3 issue—
(Technicolor)—(702).
MY GIRL TISA—C—Lilli Palmer, Akim Tamiroff, Sam Wanamaker—Pleasing comedy—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(715).
MY WILD IRISH ROSE—MUC—Dennis Morgan, Arline
Dahl, Andrea King—Should ride into the better
money—101m.—see
Dec.
24
issue—(Technicolor)—
(711).
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-ROMCMU-Jack Carson,
Janis Paige, Don DeFore—Pleasing entertainment—
99m.—see June 23 issue—(Technicolor)—(728).
SILVER RIVER—WD—Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
Mitchell—Names should make the difference—110m.—
see May 26 issue—(725).
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-C-Edward G. Robinson,
Jane Bryan, Allen Jenkins—Reissue has names to help
—85m.—see Dec. 24 issue—(712).
TO THE VICTOR—D—Dennis Morgan, Viveca Lindfors,
Victor Francen—Interesting dramatic entry has names
to help—101m.—see April 14 issue—(720).
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE — MD — Humphrey Bogart,
Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett—Bogcrt draw will help
overlong meller—126m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(714).
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS—OMD—Wayne Morris, Claire
Trevor, Frank McHugh—Reissue should draw action
fans—78m.—see April 28 issue—(722).
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE—C—Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker, Eve Arden—Very good entertainment—103m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(716).
WALLFLOWER — ROMC — Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Janis Paige—Mild program—77m.—see May 26 issue
Leg.: B-(726).
WINTER MEETING—D—Bette Davis, Janis Paige, James
Davis—Slow-moving drama for the femme trade—
104m.—see April 14 issue—(721).
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE—MYD—Alexis Smith, Eleanor
Parker, Sydney Greenstreet—Interesting entry has
names to help—109m.—see May 12 issue—(724). .
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN, THE—Errol Flynn, Viveca
Lindfors, Robert Douglas—(Technicolor).
CLEOPATRA ARMS—Jane Wyman, David Niven, Wayne
Morris.
DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE, THE—Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway.
EMBRACEABLE YOU—Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z.
Sakall.
FIGHTER SQUADRON - Robert Stack, Edmund O'Brien,
Henry Hull—(Technicolor).
FLAXY MARTIN—Zachary Scott, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy
Malone.
GIRL FROM JONES BEACH — Ronald Reagan, Virginia
Mayo, Eddie Bracken.
JOHN LOVES MARY—Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Patricia
Neal.
JOHNNY BELINDA — Jane Wyman, Lew Ayers, Charles
Bickford.
JUNE BRIDE—Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty
Lynn.
LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING—June Haver, Ray Bolger,
Gordon MacRae—(Technicolor).
MY DREAM IS YOURS—Jack Carson, Doris Day, Lee Bow¬
man—(Technicolor).
NIGHT BEAT—Robert Douglas, Helen Westcott, Robert
Alda.
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT—Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan,
Osa Massen—(84m.).
ONE LAST FLING—Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Douglas
Kennedy.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON—Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
ROPE—James Stewart, John Dali, Joan Chandler—(Trans¬
atlantic)—(Technicolor).
SERENADE—Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK—Bruce Bennett, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Hutton.
SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Joel McCrea, Zachary Scott, Alexis
Smith—(Technicolor).
TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS—Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
UP UNTIL NOW—Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindfors, Claude
Rains.
WHIPLASH—Dane Clark, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.
YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE-Janis Paige, Wayne Morris,
Bruce Bennett—(Technicolor)

MiscelSaneous
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).
BOB AND SALLY—ED—Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Rick
Vallin—Exploitation show—71m.—see June 23 issue—
(Social Guidance).
CHRIST THE KING—BID—Jose Cibrian, Jose Baviera, Au¬
rora Walker—Good religious offering for non-com¬
mercial outlets—75m.—see March 31 issue—(Mexicanmade)— (Barry-Simpex).
CITIZEN SAINT — DOC — Jed Prouty, Loraine MacMartin,
Walter Butterworth—Religious offering has restricted
appeal—63m.—see June 23 issue—(Elliott).
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-FAN-John Bittner,
John Latouche, Valerie Tie—Unique art house offering
—84m.—see May 26 issue—(Films Int. of America)—
Leg.: B.
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-MD-Joe Louis, Ruby Dee, The
Mills Brothers—All-Negro entry with Joe Louis should
draw well—64m.—see March 17 issue—(Alexander).
GREAT BETRAYAL, THE-DOC-Produced by Idea Films.
Narration by W. S. Gailmor—Good documentary for
the specialty houses—72m.—see June 25 issue—
(Screencraft).

IRELAND TODAY—DOC—Michael Shannon, Julie ConwaySatisfactory entry for the Irish neighborhoods—80m.
—see July 7 issue—(Irish-American)—(Kodachrome).
KILLER DILLER—MUC—Dusty Fletcher, George Wiltshire,
Butterfly McQueen—Okeh for the Negro spots—73m.
—see July 7 issue—(All-American).
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(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).
ANGELINA—D—Anna Magnani, Nando Bruno, Ave Ninchi
-High-rating Italian entry—90m.—see May 12 issue
—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(President).
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE—D—Roger Pigaut, Claire
Maffei, Noel Roquevert—High rating—88m.—see May
12 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (SiritzkyInt.)—Leg.: B.
BLIND DESIRE—DMU—Jean-Louis Barrault, Edwige Feuillere, Jean Wall—Mediocre French import—88m.—see
June 23 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —
(Discina Int.).
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-CD-Louis Jouvet, Suzy De¬
lair, Annette Poivre—Good French entry—91m.—see
April 28 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Dis¬
tinguished).
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—D—Hampe Faustman, Gunn
Wallgren, Sigurd Wallen—High-rating Swedish im¬
port—105m.—see March 31 issue—(Swedish-made)—
(English titles)—(Film Rights Int.).
DAMNED, THE—D—Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Kurt
Kronefeld—High-rating French import—104m.—see May
26 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Discena
Int.).
DAY OF WRATH—D—Thirklld Roose, Lisbeth Movin, Sigrid
Neiiendam—Slow-moving Danish drama for the art
houses—97m.—see May
12 issue—(Danish-made)—
(English titles)—(Schaefer).
DIE FLEDERMAUS—MUC—Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm—Good German entry for the art houses—
96m.—see May 12 issue—(German-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
ETERNAL MELODIES - BIDMU- Gino Cervi, Conchita
Montenegro, Luisella Beghi— Fair Italian import—
95m.—see March 3 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Grand!).
FARREBIQUE—DOCD—Conceived and produced by Georges
Rouquier. with a French farm family as performers—
Unusual French import for the art houses—90m.—
see March 3 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Siritzky-lnt).
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL—MU—Tito Gobbi, Pina Malcarini, Vittoria Diofredi—Unique offering for the
specialty spots—95m.—see June 23 issue—(Italianmade)—(Classic).
FRIC-FRAC—CD—Fernandel, Arletty, Michael Simon—En¬
tertaining adult fare—90m.—see June 23 issue—
(French-made)—English titles)—(Oxford) —Leg.: C.
GELOSIA—D—Luisa Ferida, Roldano Lupi, Elena Zareschi
—Average Italian import—87m.—see May 12 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(World-Wide).
HENRY IV—D—Osvaldo Valienti, Clara Calamai, Luigi
Pavese — Entertaining — 92m. — see March 17 issue —
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
ILLEGALS, THE—DOC—Tereska Torres, Yankel Mikalowitch—Documentary-type drama has limited appeal
— 77V2m. — see July 7 issue — (Palestinian-made) —
(Mayer-Burstyn).
LYSISTRATA—CD—Judith Helzmeister, Paul Kemp, O. W.
Fischer—Mediocre German offering—85m.—see July 7
issue — (German-made) — (English titles) — (Distin¬
guished).
MARIUS—CD—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Excellent
French import—125m.—see May 26 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Siritzky Int.).
MR. ORCHID—MD—Noel-Noel, Nadine Alari, Jose Arthur
—Good import — 93m. — see May 12 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
NOT GUILTY—MD—Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean Debucourt—High-rating French import—94m.—see May 26
issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Lelarge-Ariane)—Leg.: B.
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE-CD-Louise Carletti, Gilbert
Gil, Pierre Larquey—Good French offering—86m.—see
June 23 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —
(Siritzky-lnt.)
RAVEN, THE—MYD—Pierre Fresnay, Pierre Larquay, Noel
Roquevert—French import rates high—90m.—see March
17 issue —(French-made) —(English titles) — (Westport
Int.).
RAZZIA—MD—Paul Bildt, Elli Burgmer, Walter GrossGood German-made offering for the art houses—94m.
—see July 7 issue—(German-made)—(English titles)—
(Artkino).
REVENGE—D—Anna Magnani, Gino Cervi, Luisa Poselli—
Good Italian Import—66m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles) —(Distinguished).
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE — ROMD — Marlene Dietrich, Jean
Gabin, Jean d'yd—Above average import—86m.—see
June 9 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
SHOWTIME — DMU — Richard Greene, Ann Todd, Peter
Graves—Minor English entry—90m.—see June 23 issue
-(English-made)—(English Films).
SON OF THE REGIMENT—D—Yura Yankin, Alexander
Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik—High-rating Russian im¬
port — 75m. — see May 12 issue — (Russian-made) —
English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRING—CMU—Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassov, Nikolai
Konovalov—Good Russian comedy—104m.—see April
28 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
THEY ARE NOT ANGELS—DOCD—Pierre Blanchar, Ray¬
mond Bussieres, Jean Wall—Excellent French entry—
123m. —see July 7 issue — (French-made) — (English
titles)—(Siritfiky-lnt.)—Leg.: B.
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—DOC—The Athletic and Youth Clubs
of Soviet Russia—Good filler for the art houses—44m.
—see
June
23
issue—(Russian-made)—(Artkino)—
(Color).
VILLAGE TEACHER-D —Vera Maretskaya, Dmitri Sagal,
Vassili Maruta—Fair Russian entry—97m.—see July
21 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
WELL DIGGER'S DAUGHTER, THE — D — Raimu, Fernandel,
Josette Day—Excellent French entry—120m.—see Oct.
16 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Siritzky-lnternational)—Leg.: B.
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS—CMD—Harry Baur, Raymond
Rouleau, Renee Faure—Mediocre French Import—95m.
—see May 26 issue—(French-made)—(English Titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
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The Shorts Parade

£

(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
2305, 2404, 2405, and 2406 of The Pink Section, another
regular service of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite
each series designates the total announced by the com¬
pany at the beginning of the season. Uncompleted 194647 series will appear until ended.—Ed.)
(Ratings: E—Excellent; G—Good; F— Fair; B—Bad.)
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COLOR RHAPSODIES
9501
9502
9503

D$

.£

COMMUNITY SINGS

(Sept
(Oct.
(Nov.
(Dec.

Two Reel

9655
9656
9657

(Jan. 8)
(Feb. 12)
(Apr. 29)

COMIDI IS

9658

(June 3)

O
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D
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0)0.
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ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR

4)
2)
6)
4)

6m.2263
6m. 2302
7m.2352

(12)

No. 1—Linda .G
10m. 2243
No. 2—April Showers .G
9m. 2271
No. 3—Peg O' My Heart G
9m. 2303
No. 4—When You Were
Sweet Sixteen .G 9V2m. 2328
No. 5-Feudln' & Fightin' G 10V2m.2352
No. 6—Civilization .G
10m. 2360
No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover .G 9'/2m. 2376
No. 8—Manana .G 10V2m. 2413

9) Wedding Belle
(Schilling-Lane) .F
9422 (Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) .F
9423 (Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke) .F
9424 (Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) .F
9425 (Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) .F
9426 (May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin
(Vernon and Quillan) .... F
9427 (June 10) Pardon My Lamb Chop
(Schilling and Lane) .B
9431 (Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno
(Von Zell) .G
9432 (Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway) .F
9433 (Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde)
F
9434 (Dec. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
9435 (Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell) F
9436 (Jan. 15) Man or Mouse (Holloway) F
9437 (Mar. 11) Eight-Ball Andy (Clyde) F
9438 (Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita) G
9439 (May 27) The Sheepish Wolf
(Von Zell) .F
9440 (June 24) Flat Feat (Holloway) .

(12)

(Oet.

s

s

17m. 2287

9901

(Nov. 27) Aren't We All .F 10V2m. 2328

17m. 2302
18m. 2351

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

18m. 2360
16m. 2375
18m. 2413
17m. 2422
16V2m. 2262
17m. 2271
16m. 2302
16m. 2328
17V2m. 2351
18m. 2351
17V2m. 2369
17m. 2393

MARTIN BLOCK'S
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUNDS

9120
9148
9160

(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound . G
(Dee. 18) Brick Bradford . G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger . G

SPECIAL
9451

(1)

(Jan. 15) A Voice Is Bom .

E 201/jm. 2271

9851
9852
9853
9854
9855
9856
9857
9858
9859
9860

(Sept. 4)
(Oct. 9)
(Nov. 27)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)
(Mar. 18)
(Apr. 1)
(May 6)
(June 10)
(July 8)

(12)

9V*2m.
9V2m.
9m.
10m.
10m.

2243
2303
2328
2328
2361

9V2m. 2376
9'/2m. 2376
8m. 2393
9m. 2422

(July 15) Superman

THREE STOOGES
9401
9402
9403
9404
9405
9406
9407
9408

15ep.

(8)

(Sept. 11)
(Oet. 30)
(Dec. 11)
(jan. 8)
(Feb. 26)
(Mar. 4)

Brideless Groom . G 16V2m. 2262
Sing A Song of Six Pants F
17m. 2287
All Gummed Up . F
18m. 2302
Shivering Sherlocks . G
17m. 2375
Pardon My Clutch . F
15m. 2351
Squareheads of the Round
Table . F
18m. 2360
(May 6) Fiddlers Three . B
17m. 2393
(July 8) The Hot Scots .
17m.

9801
9802
9803
9804
9805
9806
9807
9808
9809

(12)

(Sept. 25) Cinderella Cagers .G
(Oct. 23) Ski Demons .G
(Nov. 13) Bowling Kings .G
(Dec. 25) Navy Crew Champions
G
(Jan. 29) Rodeo Thrills and Spills G
(Mar. 11) Net Marvels .G
(May 13) Champions in the Making F
(June 17) No Holds Barred .G
(July 15) Aqua Zanies .

9Vitm. 2263
9m. 2287
10m. 2306
10m. 2328
9V2m. 2361
9m. 2377
8Vim. 2407
9m. 2423

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
SPECIALS (4)
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving .F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

CANDID MICROPHONE
.) No. 1

.

COLOR FAVORITES
(Re-releases)
(Technicolor)
9601
9601
9603
9604
9605
960/
960/
9608

(Oct. 30)
(Nov. 20)
(Dec. 13)
(Jan. 22)
(Feb. 19)
(Apr. 8)
(May 6)
(July 15)

(16)

(Technicolor)

(8)

Dreams On Ice .G 6V2m.
Novelty Shop .6V2m,
Dr. Bluebird .F
8m.
In My Gondola
.F 7V2m.
Animal Cracker Circus ... G
7m.
Bon Bon Parade . G 8V2m.
House That Jack Built .F
7m.
The Untrained Seal .
7V2m.

2271
2303
2302
2329
2336
2375
2393

(T-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion .G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J)... F
W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary .F
W-934(jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean ... G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom .F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom .G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938 (May 15) Little 'Tinker .G
W-939 (June 26) The Bear and the Hare . ..F

FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS
COLOR PHANTASIES
9701
9702
9703

(8)

(Nov. 6) Kitty Caddy .F
(Feb. 5) Tepsy Turkey .F
(June 3) Short Snorts On Sports
F

7m. 2281
7m. 2256
7m. 2297
7m. 2336
6m. 2352
9m. 2376
7m. 2384
8m. 2413
7m. 2422

T-911 (Nov. 29) Visiting Virginia .G
T-912 (Dee. 13) Cradle Of A Nation .G
T-913 (May 8) Cape Breton Island .G

t
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8m.
10m.
10m.
9m.
10m.

2312
2337
2342
2342

10m. 2250
9m. 2263
9m. 2281
10m. 2303
9Vim. 2312
8m. 2337
9m. 2361
9m. 2393

Paramount
Two Reel
MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES

EXHIBITOR

(6)

(Technicolor)
FF7-1
FF7-2
FF7-3
FF7-4
FF7-5

(Feb. 27)
(Apr. 9)
(June 25)
(Aug. 6)
(Oct. 1)

Samba Mania .G
Footlight Rhythm .G
Gypsy Holiday .F
Tropical Masquerade .
Big Sister Blues .

One Reel
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS

R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7
R7-8
R7-9
R7-10

(Oct. 3)
(Oct. 3l)
(Nov. 28)
(Dec. 5)
(Jan. 16)
(Feb. 20)
(Mar. 26)
(Apr. 30)
(June 11)
(July 30)

18m. 2336
19m. 2369
19m. 2414

(10)

Riding The Waves .G
10m.
Running The Hounds .G
11m.
Five Fathoms of Fun .G
10m.
Stop, Look And Guess 'Em G
10m,
All American Swing Stars G
10m.
Double Barrelled Sport .G
10m.
Big Game Angling .G
10m.
Riding Habits .G.10m.
Big League Glory .E
10m.
Her Favorite Pools .

2281
2287
2306
2312
2337
2342
2361
2377
2414

NOVELTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)

P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(Apr.
(May
(June

5)
9)
13)
19)
9)
23)
7)
4)

Santa's Surprise .G
Cat O' Nine Ails .G
Flip Flap
G
We're In The Honey .G
The Bored Cuckoo .G
There's Good Boo's Tonite G
Land Of The Lost .E
Butterscotch and Soda .G

P8-

(1948-49)
(Sept. 3) The Mite Makes Right .
(Sept. 3) Hector's Hectic Life .
(Sept. 3) Old Shell Game .
(Sept. 3) Little Red School House
(Sept. 10) Hep Cat Symphony .
(Oct. 1) Lost Dream .

K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4
K7-5

(Oct. 3) It Could Happen To You G
(Nov. 14) Babies, They're Wonderful G
(jan. 2) Bundle From Brazil .G
(Mar. 12) Musical Miracle .G
(May 28) A Model Is Bom .G

P8-1
psps
ps-

ps-

PACEMAKERS

9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.

21m. 2249

4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn

(6)

(Technicolor)
6m. 2287
6Vsm. 2352
61/2m. 2422

11m. 2422

Two Reel
(Ansco Color)

21m. 2360
21m. 2384

One Reel
CARTOONS

10m. 2352

Monogram

Two Reel
One Reel

10m. 2342

(6)

S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10 . E
S-952 (Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) .G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know? .G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered? .G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks .E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But .O
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor) .G
S-958 (May 29) You Can't Win .F

(12)

(Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
Orchestra .«-..G
11m. 2263
9952 (Oct. 30) Claude Thornhilf and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2271
9953 (Nov. 131 Lecuona Cuban Boys .G lOVim. 2297
9954 (Dec. 11) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra .G
10m. 2352
9955 (Jan. 15) Charlie Bamet and
Orchestra .G 10V2m. 2393
9956 '(Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G 10Vim. 2361
9957 (June 10) Gene Krupa and Orchestra F
10m. 2422
9958 (July 22) Tony Pastor and Orchestra
WORLD OF SPORTS

(4)

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (18)

Hollywood Cowboys .G
Laguna, U. S. A.G
Out of This World Series G
Off The Air .F
Hawaii In Hollywood .G
Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards .G
Smiles and Styles .G
Hollywood
Honors Hersholt .G
Hollywood Party
G
Hollywood Friars Honor
George Jessel .
THRILLS OF MUSIC

SPECIAL FEATURE SERIAL
9180

11m. 2289
8m. 2311
8m. 2342
9m. 2360
7m. 2393
8m. .

K-971 (Dec. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor) .E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done .E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock .G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town .G
K-975 (June 19) Souvenirs of Death .G

(Series 2)

15ep. 2241
15ep.2311
15ep. 2369

4

(7)

M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn .E
M-982 (Apr. 24) No. 2—Tex Beneke and
Orchestra .G
M-983 (June 26) No. 3—Ray Noble and
Buddy Clark .G

(Series 27)

17V2m. 2413

(3)

IS
Jc

GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS
(Technicolor)
W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears .F
W-922(Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear .F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Way .E
W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack .F
W-925 (Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots .G
W-926(june 12) The Bowling Alley Cat .F

9951

SERIALS

a
5

s

s

PASSING PARADES

(20)
FILM NOVELTIES

9421

a

(Series 12)
9651
9652
9653
9654

.E

£

o
Z

4
0)0Oc

(8)

(Technicolor)
(Sept. 11) Swiss Tease .F
(Dec. 4) Boston Beany .G
(Mar. 18) Flora .G

|Js

0i

1

|

CL —

u

$
<3

o

o
Z

CHECK-UP

9m.
7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
7m.
7m.

2303
2313
2360
2360
237S
2376
2385
2414

Urn.
11m.
11m.
11m.
7m.

2281
2287
2313
2361
2403

(6)
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E7-1
E7-2
E7-3
E7-4
E7-5
E7-6
E7-7
E7-8

J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5
J7-6

(Dec. 19)
(Jan. 30)
(Feb. 27)
(Mar. 26)
(June 18)
(July 30)
(Aug. 27)
(Sept. 3)

POPEYE CARTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)
All'* Fair At The Fair
G
Olivo Oyl For President... G
Wigwam Whoopee .G
Pre-Hysterical Man .G
Popeye Meets Hercules ... G
A Wolf In Sheik's Clothing
Spinach vs. Hamburgers ....
Snow Place like Home ....

(Oct. 17)
(Dec. 26)
(Feb. 20)
(Apr. 2)
(May 21)
(Aug. 6)

POPULAR SCIENCE (4)
(Magnacolor) '
No. 1—Radar Fishermen ... G
No. 2—Desert Destroyers . G
No. 3—Streamlined Luxury G
No. 4—Fog Fighter* .G
No. 5-The Big Eye
G
No. 6—Flying Wing .
SCREEN SONG
(Polacolor)

X7-1
X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5
X7-6
X7-7
X7-8

c
c
3
flC

ii
if
e.S
0)0-

7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
7m.
7m.

23T2
2337
2337
2360
2360
2414

Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

17-1
L7-2
L7-3
L7-4
L7-5
L7-6

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
(Magnacolor)
Nov. 7) No. 1-Hula Magic .G
Jan. 2) No. 2—Bagpipe Lassies ...G
Feb. 13) No. 3—Modern Pioneers ... G
Apr. 16) No. 4—Nimrod Artist .G
May 14) No. 5—Feather Finery .G
(Aug. 13) No. 6—Aerial Hot Rods ..

!

84401
84402
84403
84404

84301
84302
84303
84304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309
84310
84311

83401
83402
83403
83404
83405

LEON ERROL COMEDIES (6)
83701 (Jan. 16) Bet Your Life .G
83702 (Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife .F
83703 (Apr. 9) Secretary Trouble .F
MY PAL (4)
83201 (Oct. 31) My Pal .G
83202 (
) Lost Pal .

11m. 2281
10m. 2287
9m. 2306
10m. 2337
10m. 2376
10m. 2414

10m. 2281
11m. 2313
11m. 2361
10m. 2376
10m. 2393

841 (.)
83601 (Apr. 1)
83801 (Apr. 23)
(.)

17m. 2311
17m. 2336
18m. 2331
18m. 2403
17m.
14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m. 2403

THIS IS AMERICA (13)
(Nov. 14) Border Without Bayonets E
(Dec. 12) Switzerland Today .E
(Jan. 9) Children's Village .E
(Feb. 6) Operation White Tower ...G
(Mar. 5) Photo Frenzy . E
(Apr. 2) Funny Business .E
(Apr. 30) Democracy's Diary .E
(May 28) Crime Lab .E
(June 25) Letter To A Rebel ..:.G

84201
84202
84203
84204
84205
84206
84207

One Reel
FLICKER FLASHBACKS (7)
(Oet. 24) No. 1 .
G
(Dec. 5) No. 2 .G
(Jan. 16) No. 3 .F
(Feb. 27) No. 4 ...;.F
(Apr. 9) No. 5 .F
(May 21) No. 6 .
(July 2) No. 7 .

JULY 14, 1948

SPORTSCOPES (13)
(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor .G
(Nov. 14) Quail Pointers .G
(Dee. 12) Pin Games .G
(jan. 9) Racing Day .G
(Feb. 6) Sports Coverage .G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr. 30) Big Mouth Bass .
(May 28) Muscles and the Lady .... G
(June 25) Ladies In Wading .

“4

2.5

<

74101
74102
74103
74104
74105
74106
74107
74108
74109
74110
74111
74112
74113
74114
74115
74116
74117
74118

84701
84702
84703
84704
84705
84706

WALT DISNEY REISSUES (6)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 17) Hawaiian Holiday .E
(Dec. 12) The Clock Cleaners .E
(Feb. 20) Little Hiawatha .E
(Apr. 2) Alpine Climbers .E
(May 14) Woodland Cafe .E
(June 18) Three Little Pigs .

s

16m. 2286
18m. 2311
19m. 2319
18m. 2336
16m. 2352
18m. 2369
17m. 2384
17m. 2403
16m.

10m. 2281
9m. 2319
9m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385
8m.
8m.

791
792

(.)
(Jan. 31)

793

(Apr. 24)

794

761

(July 17)

8201
8202
8203
8204

8602

9m. 2328
8m. 2323
8m. 2337
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
8m.
8m.
9m.
8m.

2271
2271
2287
2312
2319
2337
2361
2385
2414

8251

(Aug.

8252
8253
8254
8255
8256

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(June
(July

7m. 2131
6m.2154
7m. 2163
6m.2187
7m. 2211
7m. 2187
7m. 2250
6m. 2250
7m. 2271
7m. 2286
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2271
7m. 2360
7m. 2385
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
6m. 2422

8351
8352
8353

(Sept. 26)
(Jan.
)
(Apr.
)

8301
8302
8303

(Aug.
(Feb.
(May

8501
8502
8503
8504
8505
8506
8507
8508
8509
8510

8m.2280
8m. 2319
9m. 2336
9m. 2329
8m. 2337
7m.

8511
8512
8513
8514

8516
8517
12ep.2262
12ep. 2311

8518
8519
8520

15ep.2319

8521

13ep.

(Sept. 5) No. 1—Is Everybody
Listening? .
(Oct.
(Oct. :
No. 3—End of an Empire
No. 4—Public Relations . .
(Nov.
This Means You .
(Dec. :
No. 5—The Presidential
Year
No. 6—The 'Cold War's
(Jan.
Act 1—France .
(Feb.
No. 7—Marriage and
Divorce .
(Mar.
No. 8—Crisis In Italy ...
(Apr.
No. 9—Life With Junior ..
No. 10—Battle for Greece
(May
(June
No. 11—The Fight Game

THE

(Oet.
(June

F IS-/am. 2243
E
18n<. 2262
G 18Vim. 2280
G

17m. 2286

G

17m. 2319

G 18Vim. 2328
F
17m. 2352
E
17m. 2360
G
18m. 2375
G
17m. 2393
G 18Vim. 2413

EXHIBITOR

9m.2337
8m.2376
9m.2250
9m. 2403

9Vim. 2281
9m.2243
9m. 2342
9m.2393

8m.2256
8m.2256
8m. 2342
8m. 2342
8m. 2407

11m. 2352

7m. 2256
7m. 2256
7m. 2256
6Vim. 2281
6Vim. 2297
6Vim. 2297
7m. 2303
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2352
7m. 2352
7m. 2375
7m. 2376
7m. 2385
7m. 2413
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m.
7m.
7m. 2384
7m. 2422

United Artists

8Vim. 2297

(13)

1')
1)
)

17m. 2403

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
(Technicolor)
Vacation Magic .G
8m. 2256
Aqua Capers .F
8m. 2197
Playtime in Scandinavia . G
8m.2377
(Black and White)
Gridiron Greatness .
G lOVam. 2243
Olympic Class . .G
10m. 2342
Everglades Adventure .
G
9m. 2342

TERRYTOONS (24)
(Technicolor)
(Feb.
]1 One Note Tony . .G
(Aug. 15) The Talking Magpies In
Flying South .F
(Aug. 29) Mighty Mouse In A Date
For Dinner .F
(Sept. 19) The Talking Magpies In
Fishing By The Sea .F
(Oet. 10) Mighty Mouse in the First
Snow .F
(Oct. 24) The Talking Magpies in the
Super Salesman .F
(Nov. 14) Mighty Mouse In A Fight
to the Finish .F
(Dec. 5) The Wolf's Pardon .G
(Dec. 19) Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
(Dec. 12) The Talking Magpies In
The .Hitchhikers .F
(Dec. 26) Mighty Mouse In Lazy
Little Beaver .F
(Jan.
) Felix The Fox .G
(Jon.
) The Talking Magpies
In Taming The Cat .G
(Mar.
) Mighty Mouse and the
Magician .F
(Mar.
) Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .F
) Hounding The Hares .F
(Apr.
) Mighty Mouse in the
(Apr.
Feudin' Hillbillies .F
Mystery in the Moonlight F
(May
Seeing Ghosts .F
(June
The Talking Magpies in a
(June
Sleepless Night .
) Mighty Mouse in the
(July
Witch's Cat .
(Reissues)
(May
) Butcher of Seville .G
) Mighty Mouse in the
(May
Green Line .F

20th Century-Fox
Two Reel
MARCH OF TIME
(Vol. 14)

(Color)
(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecolor)
22) Holiday In South
Africa (T) .G
17) Home Of The Danes (T). G
12) Jungle Closeups (T) .G
) Copenhagen Pageantry (T) G
) Scenic Sweden (T) .G
) Riddle of Rhodesia .

SPECIAL
(
) Thanks America .E
(.) Israel Reborn .

8531
8532

G

Od

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES (12)
(Black and White)
(Sept. 12) Horizons Of Tomorrow G
(Nov. 7) “
The Three R's Go Modern G
(Mar.
Sky Thrills . E
(July
Majesty Of Yellowstone G

9m. 2319

© .=
cno-

0

8901
8902

8601

8515

One Reel
CARTOON
(Trucolor)
(Dee. 20) It's A Grand Old Nag..

8

One Reel
FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)
(Feb.
) Something OldSomething New .E
(Apr.
) Fashioned for Action .G
LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE
(Nov. 21) Album of Animals .F
(May
) Dying To Live .G

8m. 2287

ii
© t>

S

3
e

8m.2256
8m.2281

Republic
Two Reel
SERIALS
G-Men Never Forget
G
Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted . G
Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release) . ...E
Adventures of Frank a nd
Jesse James . G

JEL

&

SPECIAL
(.) Report For Action . G

(IS)

F—Figaro)
(1946-47)
(May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F)
F
(June 20) Clown of the Jungle (D) G
(July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D)
G
(Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
(Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
(Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D) ... G
(Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
(Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G) .F
(Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P) .G
(Nov. 28) Chip An7 Dale .G
(Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P) .G
(Jan. 23 They're Off (G).G
(Feb. 6) The Big Wash (G) .G
(Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (D) ... E
(Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F
(Apr. 16) Daddy Duck (D) .G
(Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P) .F
(May2l) Donald's Dream Voice (D) E

22m. 2262

SPECIALS
Football Highlights
of 1947 .G 19Vjm. 2302
Louis-Walcott Fight .G
21m. 2302
Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .E
18m. 2369
Basketball Headliners
Of 1948 .G
18m. 2384
Louis-Walcott Fight No. 2G
19m. 2422

83101
83102
83103
83104
83105
83106
83107
83108
83109

S

JAMBOREES (7)
(Re-Releases)
(Sept. 5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra .F
(Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time ... F
(Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
Orchestra .G
(Nov. 28) Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 26) Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra .G
(Jan. 23) Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra .F
(Feb. 20) Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G

c
c
3
ac

(1947-48) (18)
(.) Cat Nap Pluto (P) .
(.) Inferior Decoration (D) .
|.) Pueblo Pluto (P)
Donald's Happy Birthday

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4)
83501 (Sept. 5) Molly Cures A Cowboy.F
19m. 2256
83502 (Oct. 10) Musical Bandit .F
16m. 2280
83503 (Nov. 14) Corralling A School Marm F
20m. 2319
83504 (Dec. 19) Prairie Spooners .G
13m. 2328
83901 (Dec. 12)

a

I

£

o
Z

ji

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)

RKO
Two Reel
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES (6)
(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .F
(Jan. 2) Brother Knows Best .F
(Feb. 6) No More Relatives .F
(May 14) How To Clean House .F
(June 25) Dig That Gold .

s

(D—Donald Duck; G—Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse; P—Pluto;

(1948-49)
(Sept. 17) Readin', 'Ritin' and
'Rhythmetic .
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (4)
(Oet. 3) Dog Crazy .G
(Nov. 14) Ain't Nature Grand .F
(Dec. 12) Monkey Shines .G
(Feb. 6) Home Sweet Home .F
(Apr. 16) 'Tain'f So . F
(June 18) As Headliners .G

£

S

84407

*

X8-1

s

84406

(8)

(Dec. 26) The Circus Come* To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl .G
(Feb. 20) Little Brown Jug .G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G
(June 4) Sing Or Swim .G
(July 30) Camptown Races .
(Aug. 20) The Lone Star State .

z

84405

7.281
2303
2337
2376
2393

Servisection 7
"S c

o

£

8m.2302
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
7m. 2376
7m. 2414

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

CHECK-UP

(Oct.
(Dee.
(Mar.

One Reel
MUSICOLORS (7)
(Cinecolor)
15, '46) Toccata and Fugue ... E
15, '47) The Engulfed
Cathedral .F
'47) Moonlight .G
'47)
7) Enchanted Lake .F
'47) Fingal's Cave .G
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES

(Dee.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June

(July

10m. 2044
7m.2250
7m.2250
7m.2297
10m. 2337

(11)

(Technicolor)
'47) The Bandmaster .
G
'48) The Mad Hatter .
G
G
'48) Banquet Busters ...
'48) Kiddie Koncert . .F
G
'48) Pixie Picnic .
G
'48) Wacky-bye Baby ...
SPECIALS
(Reissues)
G
'48 Don't Hook Now .

7m. 2297
7m. 2337
7m.2336
7m. 2376
7m. 2376
7m. 2376

10m. 2422

THE

Servfsection 8

CHECK-UP
13 C
2.2

*2 C

6

©
*-

z

O
Q

to

SO

2

J
©
q;

©

|

h-

f

©

c

C

c

►-

D
QC

P
“i
0
>“-

o c

3351
3352
3353

5555

3301
3302
3303
3304
3305
3306
3307

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G
Two Reel
NAME KAND MUSICALS (13)
(Oct. 22) Alvino Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 3) Drummer Man .G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G
(Mar. 31) Woody Herman and
His Orchestra .G
(June 16) Red Ingle and his Natural
Seven .G
(June 23) Tex Williams and Orches¬
tra in "Western Whoopee"
SPECIALS

2201
2202
3201

3391
3391
3393
3394
3395
3396
3397

One Reel
THE ANSWER MAN (8)
(Dec. 22) No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors .G
(Jan. 19) No. 2-Hall of Fame .G
(Mar. 15) No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion . G
(Apr. 26) No. 4—Flood Waters .
(June 21) No. 5—Mighty Timber .
(July 5) No. 6—Rockets of the
Future .
(Aug. 16) No. 7—Water Battlers.

2329

3321
3322
3323

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer F
(.) Pickled Puss .F
(Reissues) (13)
(.) Knock Knock . G
(May
) Syncopated Sioux .F
(July
) Woody Woodpecker .F

3341
3342
3343
3344
3345
3346
3347

(Sept. 29)
(Nov. 17)
(Feb. 9)
(June 7)
(June 28)
(July 12)
(Aug. 16)

15m. 2328
15m. 2342

4719
4720

15m. 2369
15m. 2403

4402

20m. 2255
17m. 2297
19m. 2342

4404
4405
4406

4601

8m. 2403
8m.

4602
4603
4604
4605
4606

8m. 2385

4607
4608

7m. 2319
7m. 2328

MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE
4201
4202

7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

4203

10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2287
2287
2319
2407
2423

MERRIE MELODIES

4004
4005
4006
4007
4008

4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806

One Reel
ADVENTURE SPECIALS (6)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 6) Land of Romance .G
(Nov. 15) Beautiful Bali .G
(Dec. 20) Dad Minds the Baby .G
(Feb. 28) What's Hatchin'? . G
(Mar. 27) Rhythm of a Big City ... G
(June 5) Living With Lions . E

4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)
(Reissues)
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 20) Dangerous Dan McFoo.... G
(Jan. 17) Hobo Gadget Band .G
(Mar. 20) Little Pancho Vanilla .G
(Apr. 10) Don't Look Now .F
(Apr. 24) Curious Puppy . F
(May 22) Circus Today . G
(June 12) Little Blabber Mouse
G

4001
4002
4003

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m. 2393
10m. 2415

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2337
10m. 2393
10m. 2422

10m. 2263
9m.2297
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2385
10m. 2415

(18)

(T—Technicolor; C-Cineeolor)
4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708

(May 1)
(May 22)
(July 10)
(July 3)
(June 26)
(Aug. 7)
(Aug. 14)
(Sept. 11)

19m. 2336
20m. 2273

4709

(Oct.

20m.
20m.
18m.
19m.

SPORTS PARADE (13)
(Technicolor)
4501 (Nov. 1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
4502 (Dec. 13) Action in Sport* .G
4503 (July 3l) A Nation On Skis .
4504 (Feb. 14) Sun Valley Fun .G
4505 (Mar. 6) Trip to Spartkmd .F
4506 (Mar. 20) Ride, Ranchero, Ride .G
4507 .(Apr. 17) Holiday for Sports .G
4508 (June 5) Built For Speed .G
4509 (May 1) Fighting Ath’ete* .G
4510 (June 19) The Race Rider .G

Two Reel

4101

4206
„

8Vim.

Vita phone
SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (8)
(Jan. 31) Celebration Days .B
(Oef. 18) Soap Box Derby .G
(Feb. 21) Teddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue) .E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival . E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede .E
(July 3) A Day At the Fair . G
(Sept. 4) The Man From New Orleans
(Oct. 16) My Own United States ....

4205

7m. 2221
7m. 2297
7m. 2336
7m. 2336
7m. 2376
7m. 2393
7m. 2415

(6)

(Sept. 27) Let'* Sing A Song of the
West .G
(Dec. 27) Let'* Sing An Old Time
Song .G
(Jan. 24) Let's Sing. A Song About
the Moonlight .G
(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorite* .G
(May 8) Let's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song ... G
(July 17) Let's Sing A Song From
the Movies .G

18m. 2256

2341
2360
2393
2414

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
10m. 2311
10m. 2342
10m. 2352
10m. 2415

4512
4513

Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
Bdne Sweet Bone (C)
F
The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
Up-Standing Sitter (C) ....
The Rattled Rooster (T)
F
You Were Never Duckier (T)
Dough Ray Me-ow (C) ....
The Pest That Came To
Dinner (T) .
2) Odor Of the Day (C) ....

7m. 2393
7m. 2393
7m. 2415

10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2332
10m. 2332
10m. 2377
10m. 2407
10m. 2385
10m. 2415

(Sept. 18) Sports Down Under
(Oct. 9) Gauchos Of the Pampas

Foreign
7m. 2319
7m. 2319
7m. 2336
7m. 2336
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2422

ARTKINO
Human Heart, The .F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates .G
Kindergartens .G
Life and Death In the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The .F

20m. 2384
20m. 2297

Northern Korea ... G

22m. 2243

THE

EXHIBITOR

&

o

?

♦-

©
O'

2

C

c

<2
19m. 2342
11m. 2337
9m.2342
10m.2256
7m. 2312

Miscellaneous

(8)

(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra .G
(Oct. 25) Swing Styles .F
(Dec. 6) Bor rah Mineviteh and
Harmonica School .F
(Jan. 10) Rublnoff and His Violin F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra .F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra .F
(June 19) The Saturday Night
Swing Club .G
(July 17) Joe Reichman and His
Orchestra .

6

Z

Secrets of Nature .G
Song of Happiness .F
Soviet Science and
Technique .G
Soviet Sports .G
Winter Sports in Moscow... G

(6)

(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman .G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife .F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment .G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler .G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House .G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Detective .G
MELODY MASTERS
(Reissues)

9m. 2319
7m. 2376

y

The Squawkin Hawk .
Tale Of Two Kitties .
Pigs In A Polka .
Greetings Bait .
Hiss and Make Up .
Hollywood Steps Out .

JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES
4401

I

at

15m. 2319
15m. 2328

(8)

Tropical Harmony .G
Chimp Aviator .G
Brooklyn Makes Capital . G
Whatta Built .F
Copa Carnival .F
Paris On The Plata.
Gaucho Fiesta .F

©

3719
3720
3721
3722
3723
3724
3725
3726

27m. 2302

4204
VARIETY VIEWS

?

J

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
(June 28) Easter Yeggs .B
(Nov. 1) Slick Hare .G
(Jan. 3) Gorilla My Dreams .G
(Feb. 7) A Feather in His Hare . F
(Apr. 10) Rabbit Punch .G
(May 8) Buccaneer Bunny .F
(June 12) Bugs Bunny Rides Again F
(July 24) Haredevil Hare .
(1947-48)
(Aug. 21) Hot Cross Bunny .
(Sept. 25) Hare Splitter .

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m. 2403

(8)

(Mar. 29) Spotlight Serenade .G
(June 14) Singin' The Blues .
(.) River Melodies .

3

i©

4403

(1946-47)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning .F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers .G

ll

(July 10)
(July 31)
(Aug. 14)
(Aug. 28)
(Sept. 18)
(Oct. 2)

(2)

SING AND BE HAPPY
3381
3382

o
Z

4308
4309
4310
4311
4312
4313

Universal-International
Three Reel
MUSICAL WESTERNS
(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Days .F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire .G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch . G

*
<5

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
10m. 2385

20m. 2329
African Big Game (AF) ... G
All American Soap Box
Derby (Emerson York©) ... G
25m. 2384
American Heritage, The
(NSS) . G
10m. 2256
Another 'First' For Mr.
Washington (Audio) .F
11m. 2376
Assignment-Tel Aviv
Bannister Baby Land
(Elliott) .F 9Vim. 2414
21m. 2256
(United Palestine Appeal) G
Borrowing in Subtraction
17m. 2336
(The World Today) .G
Card Sharps (Target) .F
8m.2414
Church In the Atomic Age,
The (Film Program Services
—16mm.)
G
19m. 2414
Colour (BIS) .G
15m. 2414
Colour In Clay (BIS) .G
11m. 2414
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board of Fire
Underwriters) .G 9Vim. 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS) ....G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
23m. 2311
First Steps (Film Program
11m. 2414
Services) .E
Forgotten Children
(Hadassah) .G
18m. 2271
Fragment of Seeking
(Curtis Harrington) .F
14m. 2329
Friendship Train, The
(Warners) .E
14m. 2352
Graziano vs. Zale Fight
16m. 2413
Picture (Coram) . G
15m. 2297
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
11m. 2250
Hermits of the Sky (AF)
G
19m. 2266
High Plain, The (General) E
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
9m. 2312
House In the Desert
30m. 2255
(United Palestine Appeal) G
Indonesia Calling
20m. 2297
(Brandon) .G
Know Your Baby
10m. 2312
(NFB of Canada) .F
Lima Family (General).F
18m. 2250
Make Way for Youth
(National Social Welfare
22m. 2342
Assembly) .E
15m. 2403
Makers of Destiny (Astor) G
15m. 2414
Montevideo Family (Bryan) F
Music in the Wind
9m. 2243
(NFB of Canada) .
F
My Name Is Han (Religious
27m. 2414
Film Association) .G
O'Voutie O'Rooney
(Astor) .0 23Vim. 2360
12m. 2281
Passing Hours, The (AF) G
People Between, The
21m. 2271
(NFB of Canada) .G

People'* Charter, The
17m. 2256
(UN Film Board .E
Penn State v*. S. M. U.
6m. 2328
(Film Productions Ltd.) ... F
20m. 2286
Peru (General) .G
Rhapsody Of Saturne
(Tecnnicolor) (Slritzky-lnt.) F 9Vim. 2385
15m. 2329
Rhythm of Africa (AF)
G
Roman Singers of Vatican
17m. 2403
City, The (Elliott) .G
Round Trip: The USA in
World Trade (20th Century
20m. 2266
Fund) .G
Scotland Yard At Work
22m. 2280
(Merlin) .F
Searchlight on the Nations
33m. 2336
(The World Today) .E
Ski SMI I
9m. 2312
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
Tobacco Land
8m. 2376
(De Rochemont) .G
Twin Tornadoes
19m. 2352
(Sporfsworld) .F
Underground Farmers
9m. 2329
(RKO Disf. Corp.) .F
Varieties In Music (Sack
10m. 2230
Amusement) .
F
Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Serv¬
ice) .
F 10Va.ro. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
8m.2377
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
Woman Speaks No. 8
(Fitm Studio* of Chicago)
Woman Speaks No. 9
(Film Studio* of Chicago)
Women Wrestlers
(United Sports Attraction)
Your Children and You
(BIS) .

G 10Vim. 2297
F

8m. 2377

G

9m. 2385

Q

29m. 2329
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One of the most striking of the more recent programs aimed by theatres
at the kids was Century Theatres' Sat-R-Day Camps, which received
community support. Vice-president Fred J. Schwartz (with football) and
J. R. Springer, general manager, chat in New York wiih 'camp counsellors'.
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VITAMIN
MIrving Berlin’s
EASTER PARADE is
sweeping the nation!
Launched by the biggest
advertising campaign in
years, it is a sensation at
Loew’s State, N. Y. and
in all its first engagements
nationwide. Loew’s State on
Broadway is outgrossing by
far anything ever known in
the 27-year history of this
house, inaugurating a new
show-window on Broadway for
the industry’s top attractions!
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JHE box.offi
pARADB THAT
\j

M-G-M present!

1
Isn’t it wonderful! One after another all summer long!
While "HOMECOMING’’ and Frank Capra’s "STATE OF
THE UNION” continue to delight the fans, Irving
Berlin’s ""EASTER PARADE” (Technicolor) and "ON AN
ISLAND WITH YOU” (Technicolor) have started off like
a house afire! The trade is talking about "A DATE
WITH JUDY” (Technicolor) and soon they’ll see the
new Garson-Pidgeon picture " JULIA MISBEHAVES.”
Already previewed in Hollywood to tremendous acclaim
are "THREE MUSKETEERS” and "HILLS OF HOME,”
both Technicolor. For that happy, prosperous Technicolorific feeling, treat yourself to Vitamin M-G-M.

THB NAT*ON!

IRV/Ng BERi
EASTER^

JUDY

" Vp«

, ®ARUND . AS1
PETER Uvvford.ANn

’drich and
r
and Albert u ,
^ran« Goodrich
Lyrics and Music h
Hackett

,RmDGBER^

^.Directed by

AL

ARLES WALTERS • ARTWriD^
AM«-GoId„yn.MayerHUK1

(See Page 4 for M(

f

MOST NOVEL theatre name of the week
comes from Wisconsin, where the house
Will he called Alice in Dairyland.

★
NOTING the emphasis being placed on the
proper facial makeup for those televised
at the recent Presidential conventions in
Philadelphia, that long standing gag about
a movie star running for President may
some day turn out to he fact after all.

Vol. 40, No. 11

Lcn Is Hotirinij Again

★
A KEY to the post-war trend in Germany
comes in the announcement that “Captain
Blood'’ won first place in a public opinion
poll conducted by a Munich film magazine.

★
A LOGICAL title change finds “Some Rain
Must.Fall” turning into “Cover Up,” mak¬
ing available a tieup with raincoat manu¬
facturers.

★

ANOTHER PROBLEM for a

obscene words on the marquee.

The first

time they tried it, they outran a watch¬
man, but the second time
policeman was on the job.

the

county

★
NOW THAT the Fuller Brush Woman is
joining the Fuller Brush Man in selling
house-to-house, it shouldn’t be long before
the sequel appears on the screen.

★
AN ENGLISHMAN hasn’t seen a picture
in six years but isn’t opposed to investing
as $4,000,000 in three pictures,

which, in view of some of the films we
have seen recently, seems a fair exchange
for the privilege of not having to go.

★
WHEN

“CARDIGAN”

is

produced,

it

shouldn’t be much trouble to get a tieup
with a men’s sportswear manufacturer.
—H. M. M.

INDEX
Vol. 40, No. 11

The significance of the advent of a potent type of product
from the coast studios, emphasized here recently, is again brought
to mind by a look at what is coming from the Metro-GoldwynMayer lots.
Always rated as one of the industry’s production leaders,
MGM lias gone through its period of post-war and economic read¬
justment, and, following a group of pictures which, while highly
touted, did not reach the mark intended, it is now apparent that
the studio has hit its stride.

drive-in has

arisen in the south where some youths
were caught in the alleged act of placing

as much

July 21. 1948

the current crop, “Homecoming” is in the front line of
the boxoffice leaders, and while “State Of The Union” has not
held to its opening pace, it is a picture that has caused considerable
comment, and one which brings lustre to any marquee. Another
which is accounting for itself nicely is “On An Island With You,”
while “Easter Parade,” in its first engagements, is living up to
everything promised for it. Both of these shows place the accent
on entertainment rather than messages, which seems to he exactly
what the paying patrons desire these days.
Of

Leo the
too. “A Date
keteers,” and
cards said to

lion has reason to he optimistic about the future,
With Judy,” “Julia Misbehaves,” “The Three Mus¬
“Hills Of Home” are all coming up, with the preview
he very complimentary.

They say that production runs in cycles, and that while a
company may head the pack for a long time, eventually it reaches
a point where nothing seems to go right. In the case of MGM, it
appears as if the company is now in for a succession of films which
are aimed for peak audience entertainment.
This is a healthy sign. When a leader is hitting things right
on the ball, it is encouraging not only to its accounts hut it also
makes for healthier competition, and serves as an impetus to the
others.
With the boxoffices no longer anticipating record grosses,
and needing solid merchandise more than ever, this is encouraging.
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I VITAMIN

M-G-M
: FOR THE ENTIRE
FAMILY!

■•■I

★

MAY

SPENCER TRACY
KATHARINE HEPBURN
VAN JOHNSON
Angela Lansbury
Adolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone
in FRANK CAPRA’s
“STATE OF THE UNION.”

★

★

★

“SUMMER HOLIDAY”
(Technicolor).

I

MICKEY ROONEY
GLORIA DeHAVEN
Walter Huston, Frank Morgan
Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell
Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle.
**
★
*
CLARK GABLE
LANA TURNER
Anne Baxter, John Hodiak
in “HOMECOMING”
Ray Collins, Gladys Cooper,
Cameron Mitchell.

JUNE
“BIG CITY”
Starring Margaret O’Brien
Robert Preston, Danny Thomas
George Murphy, Karin Booth
Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins
Betty Garrett, Lotte Lehmann.
★

★

★

JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY in
“THE PIRATE” (Technicolor).
Walter Slezak, Gladys Cooper
Reginald Owen.
★

★

★

ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER LAWFORD
RICARDO MONTALBAN
JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHARISSE
XAVIER CUGAT in “ON AN ISLAND
WITH YOU" (Technicolor).

JULY
IRVING BERLIN'S
“EASTER PARADE”
(Technicolor). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE
PETER LAWFORD. ANN MILLER.
★

★

*

"A DATE WITH JUDY”
(Technicolor).

Starring WALLACE BEERY,
JANE POWELL, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT
ROBERT STACK.

AUGUST
GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON in
“JULIA MISBEHAVES”
PETER LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CESAR ROMERO, Lucile'Watson
Nigel Bruce, Mary Boland
Reginald Owen.
*

■*

*

MONTGOMERY CLIFT
ALINE MacMAHON
JARMILA NOVOTNA
in "THE SEARCH”
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY
in “A SOUTHERN YANKEE"
Arlene Dahl, George Coulouris
Lloyd Gough, John Ireland
Minor Watson.

SEPTEMBER
“THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
(Technicolor).

LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN
ANGELA LANSBURY,
Frank Morgan, Vincent Price
Keenan Wynn, John Sutton
Gig Young.
★

★

★

LASSIE in “HILLS OF HOME”
(Technicolor). Co-starring
EDMUND GWENN, DONALD CRISP
TOM DRAKE. JANET LEIGH.

wwytyVXl

They won’t even bother with
the dishes when 'EASTER

i:v

PARADE' comes to town!"

I

** «
*<*■**
i * i* ■

* <■ 11

Yes, it’s GREER

in TIGHTS!
Wait till you see ^
Julia Misbehaves
(Garson-Pidgeon)You’ll understand
why the Coast is
saving about it-

Oh, what a wonderful sum¬
mer (when you’ve got M-G-M

V

Pictures!) Are you taking your

Vitamin M-G-M regularly?
It’s so good for what ails you!
It’s a pepper-upper for the
entire industry!

i

In the first half of 1948,20th Century-Fox made the M. P.
1

Herald list of BOXOFFICE CHAMPIONS a total of 10 times!

... and the newest Boxoffice
Champion from
CENTURY-FOX

THE
WITH

STREET
NO NAME

HOTTER THAN THE HEAT WAVE
IN LOS ANGELES-PHILADELPHIA
-SAN FRANCISCO-KANSAS CITY
-PITTSBURGH-NEW YORK!
“THE STREET WITH NO NAME” Starring MARK STEVENS . RICHARD WIDMARK with LLOYD NOLAN
BARBARA LAWRENCE* Ed Begley • Donald Buka‘Joseph Pevney*John Mclntire‘Walter Greaza • Howard Smith
Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY*Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL*Original Screen Play by Harry Kleiner

I

H

f
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SATRDAY

CMMPS l
patio m mm

THE PRINCIPAL OF PUBLIC

SCHOOL 92,

BROOKLYN, AND THREE PUPILS

GAZE

AT

A

SAT-R-DAY

POSTER

ON

THE

SCHOOL

BULLETIN

BOARD.

Keep Those Kids Coming In
Century’s Sat-R-Day Camps Provide One Idea To Build The Children’s Business

G

ENERALLY

speaking,

a

nation’s

youth is its heart. If nothing else,
a nation must at least have cause

to be proud of the young people who to¬
morrow will be its voters, workers, and
executives.
Naturally, the home and school are mostly
responsible for the quality of our young
citizens, but it’s a good bet that the com¬
munity theatre
And

today,

aware

of

doesn’t come far behind.

the

his

is

very

much

responsibility.

exhibitor

With

more

and more pictures based on adult themes
being made, it becomes increasingly im¬
portant that more personal

attention be

given to the kids.
One of the best examples of this type
of modern theatreman is Fred J. Schwartz

A forthcoming Sat-R-Day Camp program of Century Theatres is being discussed by, left to right,
Ephraim Epstein, head counselor; Ed Solomon, Mayfair camp counselor; Leonard Freund, Kings Highway
district manager; the promotion director for Sears-Roebuck, and Mike Hudish, Mayfair manager.

and his Century Theatres, in the New York
City metropolitan area, who recently con¬
ducted a special project aimed exclusively
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Mrs.

Minnette

various

Goldstein,

Parent-Teacher

representing
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Century

in

the

Theatres,

territory,

meets
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with

explains

a

the

group

of

Sat-R-Day

presidents
Camp

of

details.

Camp

counselor

at

the

Mayfair

Ed

Solomon

teaches history and social sciences at a Brooklyn
public

school

as

his

more

with

booker

Ralph

Lager,

view

several

likely

pictures

in

Century's

projection

vocation.

to movie pi
rti.dly for t Is
—;uul per hit
is the Hat-H
sh§»vvs com
cainpls
eve
tmm i
The movt
screen it
of

Representatives of the National Board of Review, Parent-Teacher groups, and the United Parents As¬
sociation,

regular

room.

The camp project garnered a great deal of space
in newspapers.

PM, now The New York Star, de¬

voted its “Hats Off!” column

to Fred Schwartz.

Handling camp activities at Century's home office in New York are Edward Schreiber, then advertising
and publicity director; his assistant, Mike Nicholas, and Epstein, who coordinates the stage performances.

at

the

youngsters.

Called

Sat-R-Day

Association

and

the

National

Board

of

Camps, the project was designed to pro¬

Review, selected all pictures to be shown

vide teen-agers and younger children with

and a “head counselor,” Ephraim Epstein,

motion

coordinated the stage performances at the
six theatres.

picture

and

stage

entertainment

prepared especially for them.
The camps were in operation at six of
Century’s
Long

37

theatres

Island, N.

Y.

in

Brooklyn

and

Four of the houses,

The

stage

activities included such fun

filled and educational events as sack races,
potato

races,

balloon-blowing

contests,

the Patio, Sunnyside, Floral, and Freeport,

spelling

ran the camps every Saturday from noon

and similar camp games. Also, prominent

until

people

five

p.

m.,

the

Mayfair

from

9.30

bees,
in

quizzes,

community

fields

that

interest

cartooning

and

sports,

sings,

youngsters

a. m. to five p. m., and the Marine from 9.30

like

a. m. to 12.30 p. m.

various camps and entertained and edu¬

The

schedules

were

adopted

after

an

cated

the

kids.

Paul

Terry,

visited
maker

the
of

experimental period during which time it

Terrytocns, was a big hit.

was

(This is the first of two articles on the
Century project. It will he concluded next
week, and will be followed by other fea¬
tures on exhibitors, distributors, and their
community kids.—Ed.)

determined

when

the

camps would

have the widest possible community audi¬
ences to draw from.
A special screening committee, with the
help of such groups as the United Parents

Hudish and Dick Tretler, Mayfair and Huntington
managers respectively, present a check, the entire
first day's receipts of the camp projects, to James
B.

Nolan,

president.

Police

Athletic

League.
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MEL KONECOFF'S NEW YORK
THE OTHER AFTERNOON, we dropped up to see actor-producer Robert Paige when
he stopped in town for a short stay. As he was dressing, he related some of the details
of his new venture in Glenn McCarthy Productions. Recently, Glenn McCarthy, a
millionaire by virtue of a number of oil wells, became interested in production and a
new inde outfit was launched with three principals, McCarthy, Paige,
and writer Monty Collins. McCarthy, president and majority stock¬
holder, will personally finance each of the company’s productions,
something of a novelty, and he isn’t in it just for the furj, but expects
a healthy return on his investment.
Paige reported that releasing details were being worked out. The
company plans to produce three per year, the first being “The Green
Promise,” based on the life of everyday people on the farm. Paige is
making a cross-country tour to select four likely 4-H Club members for screen tests,
and the winner will appear in the film with Paige and other Hollywoodites as yet
unnamed. It is expected that the film will
be budgeted at $800,000 and will roll on
Syndicate Plans
Aug. 15 at the Samuel Goldwyn Studios,
WB Theatres Bid
where the outfit has offices.
PHILADELPHIA — Reports were
The second film, tentatively titled “You
current this week that a syndicate of
Can’t Do That,” has been slated to roll on
business men and bankers headed by
Nov. 1.
Paige said that he wouldn’t
William Ehrenberg had held prelimi¬
necessarily appear in all films. However,
nary meetings to complete a plan to
he does expect to act as co-producer on
offer a bid for Warner Theatres in the
all the films, and hopes to make more
local area.
dough than under a straight acting deal.
According to the rumor, the group
There is a possibility that the company
would
seek the houses served out of
may put players under term contracts. He
the
local
area, including the New Jer¬
resumed his cross-country trip the next
sey
holdings.
day. A swell and able guy, we think.
Additional meetings were scheduled.
THRILLER DEPT.: The other day, we
glimpsed Hal Wallis’ new effort, “Sorry,
Wrong Number,” with Barbara Stanwyck,
and leave us say here and now that here
is a chiller that keeps building in suspense
from start to finish. It leaves one limp, a
condition that boxoffices will not com¬
plain of as far as this epic is concerned.
See it by all means.
SHORT DEPT.: There is another bit of
nice film fare, “The Children’s Republic,”
a Madeline Carroll Production, narrated
by her. It runs 23 minutes. It is released
in this country by AF Films, and concerns
itself with how orphans are treated in one
institution in France. It proves heart¬
touching.

"Superman" Sets Record
New
York—Booking
details released
last week by Columbia on “Superman,”
the company’s feature serial, reveal an
unprecedented number of key situations
which have never before played serials
signing for the Columbia chapter play,
according it playing time usually reserved
for only top-flight features. In the major¬
ity of cases, “Superman” will play the
full week, the theatre presenting a new
chapter each week whether the feature
presentation changes or not.
Thus far, more than 200 situations, rang¬
ing from important circuits to key inde¬
pendent accounts, have booked the serial.

W. W. Irwin Mourned
THE METROPOLITAN SCENE: Sey¬
mour “Cy” Eichman, advertising publicity
director, Astor, was vacationing via auto
through the New England states. . . .
Meyer Levin, producer of “The Illegals,”
was awarded The Medal of Freedom by
the Army Air Force. . . . Veterans Hos¬
pital Camp Shows announced the appoint¬
ment of Phil Lampkin, ex-army lieutenant
colonel, formerly with Special Services.
He succeeds Ben Piermont, resigned. He
is a vet of the business. ... In case you
are interested, Walt Disney was reportedly
made an honorary skipper of New York’s
tugboat fleet. The fact that there is a tug¬
boat sequence in “Melody Time” might be
considered co-incidental. . . . That famed
radio show, “Stop The Music,” has been
booked into the Capitol opening with a
jackpot of $5,000 in prizes for the patron
who identifies the mystery tune. It leads
some industryites to ask: are the days of
premiums of one form or another back?
. . . By the time our several loyal readers
peruse this, we will be on vacation for two
weeks. So see you when we get back,
we hope.

New York—Funeral services were held
last week for Walter W. Irwin, 67, pioneer
industryite who organized the VitagraphLubin-Selig-Essanay Company. He was
also vice-president of the Famous Players
Lasky Corporation. Irwin died in New
York Hospital after a brief illness. His
widow survives.

It's A Boy
New York—A

cable from Mary Pickford
to United Artists last week announced the
birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs. George
Ornstein in Switzerland. The mother is
Miss Pickford’s niece. Orenstein is a spe¬
cial representative of United Artists’ home
office.

ANTFA Holds Meeting
Cincinnati—The

second meeting of the
new board of directors, Allied Non-The¬
atrical Film Association, was held here
last week under the direction of E. E.
Carter, ANFA president and head, Na¬
tional Film Service, Raleigh, N. C.

"Key Largo' Hot
In Broadway Bow
New
York—The
hot weather didn’t
make too much of a dent in the grosses
of the Broadway first-runs last weekend.
The Strand, with “Key Largo,” did very
well, while business was also okeh in most
spots.
According to usually reliable
sources reaching The Exhibitor, the
break-down was as follows:

“KEY LARGO” (WB). Strand, with
stage show, opened to $48,000 for Friday
through Sunday, with the first week head¬
ing toward $95,000.
“FURY AT FURNACE CREEK” (20thFox). Globe claimed $11,000 for the second
week.
“MICKEY” (EL). Gotham
a $10,000 opening week.

announced

“THE STREET WITH NO NAME”
(20th-Fox).
Roxy,
with stage show,
claimed $111,000 for Wednesday through
Sunday, the week bound to top $143,00.
“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para.).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
reported $80,000 for Thursday through
Sunday, the fifth week sure to exceed
$135,000.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair had an $11,000 eighth week.
“A FOREIGN AFFAIR” (Para.). Para¬
mount, with stage show, had a $73,000
third week.
“CANON CITY” (EL). Criterion had a
$24,000 second week.
“MAN-EATER OF KUMAON” (U-I).
Winter Garden took in $10,000 for the
third week.
“EASTER PARADE” (MGM). Loew’s
State garnered $68,000 on the third week.
“RAW DEAL” (EL). Victoria claimed
$12,500 on the second week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO).
$18,000 on the eighth week.

Astor

did

FTC Hears Ad Producers
Washington—The complaint of the Fed¬
eral Trade Commission against four pro¬
ducers of advertising films will be heard
on July 26 at Indianapolis.
The FCC
charges “unfair competition” against RayBell Films, Alexander Film Company,
United Film Service, and Motion Picture
Advertising Service Company. Hearings
in other cities have already been held.

Para. Engages Institute
New York—It was announced last week
that Paramount had engaged The Insti¬
tute of Public Relations for a special
assignment. The work for which the In¬
stitute has been engaged will be executed
by John W. Darr, president, and John
Krimsky.

Suit Motion Denied
New York—The motion of Fifth and
Walnut to set aside the jury’s verdict in
favor of the defendants in the circuit’s
anti-trust suit was denied last week by
Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell. He
also denied the plaintiff’s alternate motion
for a new trial.
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Rank Defends
Quota Provisions
London—The

success of British films in
the U. S. in the future might ease the
current situation in the United Kingdom,
J. Arthur Rank hinted last week in his
address to the CEA General Council.
Rank told the exhibitors that ‘‘We must
not do anything that would suggest that
we want British films to the exclusion of
American films. Of course, we all want
American films. When we are playing the
45 per cent quota, we shall have the best
of the American pictures to choose from
for the remaining 55 per cent. And mag¬
nificent the very best undoubtedly are.”
“But,” Rank continued, “few of us will
complain if we do not see so many of the
Hollywood lesser pictures which have
brought little money to our boxoffices.
They have, moreover, brought little credit
to their producers, and may well have
done damage to the Hollywood industry as
a whole.” Rank said he did not believe
that the “overall receipts of the Hollywood
producers will be as heavily affected as
some of them fear.”
He said that the success of British films
in the U. S. means “the release of more
dollars for the Hollywood producers, and
later on might well make possible the re¬
moval of many of the restrictions on the
free interchange of pictures.”
Rank also indicated his desire to see the
inactive Anglo-American Joint Committee
start working. “The committee has never
functioned, but I believe the difficulties of
the last year have increased, and not
diminished the potential usefulness of
such a committee, and I am very much
hoping that Mr. Johnston will take the
same view.”
The British film topper said that “The
fact is that a 45 per cent quota, with its
provisions for exemptions, is no hardship
on us as exhibitors. On the average, Brit¬
ish pictures take more money at the boxoffice than Hollywood pictures whenever
they are given continuity of playing time.”
He decried that “An impression has
been created . . . that I have advocated
prosecutions whenever exhibitors fail to
fulfill the quota. Nothing can be further
from the truth. I would like to state
clearly that all of us should give the full¬
est support to every claim for quota
exemption for which there is reasonable
justification ”
He said British films were now showing
in 95 different territories, and to increas¬
ing audiences.
According to Rank, he had not been
consulted on the 75 per cent duty imposed
by the Labor Government last August,
and that the American embargo came
without warning and has brought the
Rritish industry face to face with “our
greatest crisis.” He said that up to that
time he had been opposed to all quotas.
“But I saw that, if at any time Hollywood
disagrees again with our government’s
actions, they might do the same thing
again, and the next time it might be a
complete embargo. This is an impossible
position for any business to be in.”
The Service Kit Is the Season’s Hit.
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Film Shipments
By Mail Okeh
NEW YORK—The Post Office Department has okehed the shipment of
film by first class air mail, it was
learned last week. The MPAA had
requested the move on behalf of the
newsreel companies.
The Postal Laws and Regulations
are to be revised as follows: “Motion
picture films with yellow caution label
may be accepted for transmission in
the domestic air mail service.” The
new service will allow for speedy safe
shipment by the companies whiie the
department will benefit by additional
postal revenue.

,

Cleveland Aids Rogers Drive
— Distributor and exhibitor
leaders last week pledged unanimous sup¬
port to the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
following a luncheon attended by Andy W.
Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general sales man¬
ager, and Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
vice-president in charge of distribution. A
$75,000 quota was accepted by each ex¬
change area.
I. J. Schmertz is chairman of the Cleve¬
land committee, with co-chairmen Harry
Goldstein, Lester Zucker, Jack Sogg, and
Jerry Wechsler, while Cincinnati’s chair¬
man is Allan Moritz, with Joe Rosen, Ed
Booth, and Jim Ambrose as co-chairmen.
Exhibitor leaders supporting the campaign
are Martin G. Smith, ITO prexy; Ernest
Schwartz, CMPEA prexy, and Meyer
Fine, Associated Theatres head.
Cleveland

Westrex' Kollmyer To Asia
New York—William

E. Kollmyer, of the
headquarters staff of the Westrex Corpora¬
tion, assigned to take charge of the oper¬
ations in China of the Western Electric
Company of Asia, left on July 15, stopping
en route in Hollywood to review recent
developments in all phases of studio pro¬
duction.
He will then fly to Sydney, Australia, to
supervise installation of Western Electric
recording equipment at the Common¬
wealth Film Studios and Fox Movietone
News. Similar installations in India at
Vauhini Films, Madras; Central Studios,
Bombay,
and
Rajkamal
Kaiamandir
Studios, Bombay, will be reviewed by
Kollmyer before proceeding to Shanghai,
which he expects to reach by the end
of October.

"Stampede" In Canadian Bow
Toronto—-“Northwest Stampede,” Eagle
Lion’s Cinecolor romantic drama filmed
entirely on location in Canada, was worldpremiered on July 15, at the Grand, Cal¬
gary, Alberta. All the color and excite¬
ment of a “Hollywood premiere” were in¬
corporated into the campaign, duplicated
the following day in Edmonton when the
film bowed at the Rialto.

Hughes' RKO Plan Approved
Hollywood—Reports

last week indicated
that the board of directors of RKO has
approved Howard Hughes’ economy plan
at the studio. Studio personnel has been
reduced.

Dore Schary Named
MGM Production V-P
Hollywood — Louis
B. Mayer, MGM
studio chief, last week announced that
Dore Schary has been signed to a long
term contract as vice-president in charge
of production for the company. With the
deal understood to cover seven years,
Schary will have full authority over pro¬
ductions.
With Schary handling the production,
Mayer will be free to concentrate on ad¬
ministration. The former RKO production
chief who left when Howard Hughes took
over that company, will take a few weeks’
rest before assuming his duties at Metro.

Chicago Cases Progress
Chicago—Thomas
McConnell, Jackson
Park attorney, last week filed a petition
in Federal Judge Michael J. Igoe’s court
asking the distributor defendants in the
anti-trust case to pay $20,000 for court
costs and attorney fees which accrued dur¬
ing the contempt hearings recently. Mean¬
while, hearings for the Jackson Park’s
petition for an additional $100,000 damages
covering the appeal period from October,
1946, to November, 1947, were set for
Oct. 7.
Answers and objections in the Monroe’s
$1,580,000 anti-trust suit against
the
majors were filed last week by Balaban
and Katz.
In another court case, depositions were
taken by attorney Seymour Simon in the
Liberty’s suit, of Louis Philon, the plain¬
tiff, and Maurice Ruben, Great States Cir¬
cuit head; Jack Rose, Manta Rose Circuit,
and James Coston, Warner Theatres’ zone
head.

Lippert, Redwood Merge
Medford, Ore.—Robert L. Lippert The¬
atres and the Redwood Circuit have
merged into Affiliated Theatre Service
Circuit, it was announced last week. Lip¬
pert arrived here to meet with George
Mann, owner, Redwood. The two held
conferences with J. Earling Hinning,
Charles J. Maestri, L. I. Lamb, F. L.
Woods, James Chapman, Dan Pavich,
Harry Spaulding, Joseph Manniachi, Dave
Peterson, Harry Langman, and Matt
Preed.
Meanwhile,
Lippert
revealed
that
Screen Guild, which he heads, will make
a series of outdoor films in the Rogue
River Valley in Oregon, the first “The
Last Wild Horses,” beginning in early
August.

The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.

Books' Inspection Ordered
New York—U. S. District Court Judge
John C. Knox last fortnight ordered the
Eisenberg and Cohen Circuit to open its
books and records on flat rental and per¬
centage engagements in the fraud suits
against the exhibitor group by Loew’s and
RKO. The circuit operates the Starr,
Rhinebeck, Lyceum, Red Hook; Pine
Plains, Pine Plains, and Millerton, Millerton, in this state, and the Stuart, Lake¬
ville, Conn.
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SEC Announces
Changes In Stocks
Washington—The

Securities and Ex¬
change Commission, in its report cover¬
ing the May 11-June 10 period, revealed
last week that Atlas Corporation still
holds warrants for 327,812 shares of com¬
mon stock in RKO following its sale of
920,020 shares to Howard Hughes on May
18. The month’s breakdown was as fol¬
lows:
Columbia—Harry
Cohn,
receiving a
dividend of 3,473 shares of common, upped
his holdings to 142,395 shares. Jack Cohn
received a dividend of 1,199 shares, lift¬
ing his total to 49,168, while his trust
funds dropped 2,000, picked up 538 via divi¬
dend, and fell to 22,157. A. Montague,
after selling 200, had 7,827 plus warrants
for 10,426. Joseph A. McConville’s stock
dividend of four shares moved his total to
164. Nate B. Spingold received 410 shares
through his holding company and three on
stock jointly owned, with his company
now owning 16,849 shares, while he owns
162 jointly with an undisclosed person.
A. Schneider gifted the Schneider Founda¬
tion with 1,200 shares, dropping his block
to 10,053.
Monogram—George D. Burrows drop¬
ped to 33 shares of common after selling
3,000 in three separate deals. W. Ray
Johnston sold 4,000 in three transactions,
and, as of June 10, held 12,617 with
options for 12,500. Sam Wolf dropped
to 4,133 after he sold 1,200 in five deals.
Paramount—Duncan
G. Harris lifted
his total of shares to 2,700 by buying 100.
20th-Fox—Murray
Silverstone
gifted
200 shares to his wife, dropping his total
to 1,100 plus options for 1,200.
Universal-International — Daniel
M.
Sheaffer sold 400, dropping his block to
12,807.
Warners—Jack L. Warner gifted United
Jewish Welfare with 3,000 shares of $5
common, leaving him with 420,000 shares
of common with 21,500 more in trust
accounts.
Associated Motion Picture Industries—

Albert W. Lind increased his holdings
to 400 shares of capital stock by purchas¬
ing 200.
Atlas—Boyd L. Hatch purchased war¬
rants for 1,500 shares of common thus
holding 4,840 shares plus warrants for
26,031.

Fight Televised In Paramount
New
York—The
Ike Williams-Beau
Jack fight was televised on the local
Paramount screen last week via the same
method used for the Louis-Walcott bout.
Rights for the television were cleared by
Paramount through the sponsor, ABC, and
Philadelphia station WFIL-TV. The the¬
atre did not begin advertising the show¬
ing until four hours before the fight as
agreed to under the deal. A portion of
Senator Barkley’s speech at the Demo¬
cratic convention was also televised.

Little-Lutjens
New York—Dorothea Lutjens, person¬
nel director, Motion Picture Association of
America, was married over the weekend
to Robert W. Little, non-industryite.
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Close Check Due
On British Playoff
LONDON—It was announced last
week that a fact-finding department of
the BFPA will conduct a week-byweek check of every one of the 4,850
theatres in the United Kingdom to
determine whether the 45 per cent
exhibitors quota is being carried out.
J. Arthur Rank is BFPA president.
Sir Henry French, director-general
of the organization, said that if any
exhibitors were found to play more
imported films than allowed, the pro¬
ducers group would “have the facts
and place them before the Board of
Trade and Films Council.” Sir Henry
said he was “quite satisfied” that
enough British films would be on
hand to meet the quota.

"Youth Month" Stamp Set
New York—Postmaster General Jesse
M. Donaldson last week informed the
Theatre Owners of America that a new
commemorative three-cent stamp, “Salute
To Youth,” will be dedicated by President
Truman at Washington, D. C., on Aug. 11.
The new stamp anticipates “Youth
Month,” which will be nationally cele¬
brated during September.
During this
period, Theatre Owners of America, with
the support of all elements of the motion
picture industry and the cooperation of
many other groups and organizations, will
embark on a campaign to combat juvenile
delinquency by highlighting all wholesome
and constructive endeavors of youth.
In announcing the new stamp, the Post¬
master General declared “The Post Office
Department is proud to play a part in
the observance of ‘Youth Month.’ America
looks to our youth of today because the
future destiny of this country depends in
large measure on the younger generation.”
Stamp collectors desiring the first day of
cancellations of this new stamp may send
not in excess of 10 self-addressed en¬
velopes to the Postmaster at Washington,
D. C., with postal note or money order to
cover the cost.

Youngstein Heads Drive
E. Youngstein, Eagle
Lion vice-president in charge of adver¬
tising, publicity, and exploitation, was last
week named captain of the company’s Bill
Heineman Drive, nationwide sales drive in
honor of William J. Heineman, vice-presi¬
dent in charge of distribution, which be¬
gan on June 4, and which will run through
Dec. 2.
Heineman revealed that it marks the
first time any major company has ever
had a sales division drive captained by
an advertising-publicity-exploitation head.
Youngstein left for a 20-day tour of all
31 exchanges to consult with branch and
district managers and leading exhibitors.
New

York—Max

"Mickey" Previews Arranged
New York—The same pattern of wide¬
spread preview screenings of “Mickey,”
Eagle Lion’s Cinecolor comedy-drama,
will be followed in all other sales dis¬
tricts, it was announced last week by
William J. Heineman, vice-president in
charge of distribution.

UP, 20th-Fox Reveal
Deal On Television
New York—Spyrcs P. Skouras, presi¬
dent, 20th Century-Fox, and Hugh Braille,
president, United Press Association, last
week signed a long-term agreement for
joint establishment of a television news
service. Under the deal, tele stations will
be able to use a film library covering all
world-wide news events, with UP dis¬
patches augmented by Fox Movietone
News films sent to outlets on a weekly
basis.
The Movietone library contains over
8,000,000 feet of material on events and
people from Bismarck to current history.
Daily coverage will be provided.
Other figures participating in the nego¬
tiations were Irving B. Kahn, Harry Mc¬
Intyre, and Joseph Fawcett. Kahn, form¬
erly 20th-Fox radio head, has been upped
to an executive post in the tele department.

Wagner Back From Europe
New York—E. G. Wagner, comptroller,
Westrex Corporation, last week returned
from a series of conferences with officials
of Western Electric offices throughout
Europe. During his trip he visited Eng¬
land, France, Spain, Italy, and Switzer¬
land, and met in Paris with managers
from Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark,
and North Africa.
Wagner reports that business conditions
on the whole in Europe are quite good.
Dubbing American films into local lan¬
guages has been accepted very widely,
and the practice is prevalent m most
parts of Europe.

Foreign Film Service Bows
New
York—Inauguration
of a new
service, providing subscriber exhibitors
with advertising and promotional data
on foreign films, was announced last
week by Walter I. Lasker, president,
Lasker-Schwartz, Inc., buying and book¬
ing office for foreign films. Information
on imported films is incorporated in “PreViews,” a weekly newsletter, which will
also keep subscriber exhibitors informed
on current trends in the foreign film
market.

N. O. Local Celebrates
New Orleans—The 35th anniversary of
IATSE Local 293 was celebrated at the
Roosevelt Hotel last fortnight, with inter¬
national President Richard F. Waish and
William P. Raoul, general secretary-treas¬
urer, present from New York. A gold
membership card was presented to N. L.
Carter, assistant general manager, Paramount-Richards Theatres, by A. S. John¬
stone, international rep and president of
the local.

20th-Fox In Tele Request
Washington — The FCC was asked by
20th-Fox last week for permission to
amend the company’s application for a
television station in San Francisco so as
to include plans for an auxiliary studio in
Oakland, Cal. The company also has ap¬
plications pending for Boston, Seattle
Kansas City, and a new one for St. Louis
was expected this tVeek.
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SRO STARS HELP OUT IN MEXICO; LAZARUS, LESIEUR FETED AT PARTY

B. Bernard Kreisler, former Universal and Paramount
exec, who is making a post-war survey of the film
industry in 17 European countries for Harvard Uni¬
versity, recently had a private audience with Pope
Pius XII while studying conditions in Italy. Kreisler
returns to the U. S. in September to make his report.

The first of the new world geography films that are being produced by Louis de Rochemont were recently
reviewed by a group of 50 prominent educators at the New York projection room of United World Films, Inc.
These school superintendents and principals pictured above are particularly concerned with audio-visual instruc¬
tional methods, and are on a 7,500 mile flying study trip, under the auspices of the American Association of
School Administrators. Standing at the extreme left are William F. Kruse, United World vice-president; Thomas
Orchard, assistant producer, Louis de Rochemont Associates; Leo Guelpa and E. MacArthur, United World.

Sid Luckman, Chicago Bears star, signs for his role
in Columbia's "Triple Threat" as another top grids:er, Paul Christman, Chicago Cardinals, awaits his
turn.
Looking on at the recent ceremony
is Ben
Lourie, Columbia's branch head in the Windy City.

Universal-International production executive William Goetz, left, recently visited one of Britain's top male stars,
John Mills, while in England, with the meeting taking place on the location of the new Mills film, "The History
of Mr. Polly", adapted from the famous H. G. Wells novel. While Mills is able to smile here, he had just
sprained an ankle prior to Goetz's visit, and was carrying on with the help of an improvised cane. The English
star is well-known in the United States for his work in U-I's "Great Expectations", and "This Happy Breed".

The cause of charity as well as good neighbor relations was enhanced recently
in Mexico City when Selznick stars were on hand for the gala benefit premiere
of SRO's "The Paradine Case" at two local houses. Here, one of the luminaries,
Robert Mitchum, signs autographs for his many admirers below the border.
The opening, which raised $35,000 for the Tuberculosis Fund, was attended by
government dignitaries, with Louis Jourdan and Ricky Soma also on hand.

James Sauter, left, representing Judge Edward C. Maguire, Commissioner of
Commerce and film coordinator for Mayor O'Dwyer, recently met in New York
City with Ralph Cohn, right, president, and Jules Bricken, center, vice-president,
Pioneer Pictures, Inc., at a party hosted by Pioneer. The new firm will make
pictures exclusively in Gotham, with Sinclair Lewis' best-selling novel, "Kingsblood Royal", first on the schedule, to be followed by an original story.

Discussing the extensive campaign on Eagle Lion's "Canon City" recently in
New York, were, left to right, Max E. Youngstein, EL vice-president in charge
of advertising, publicity, and exploitation; Pat Snyder, company radio contact,
and Scott Brady, star of the film, who had just arrived in the city from Hollywood.

At a surprise luncheon at Gallagher's, New York, the entire United Artists adver¬
tising and publicity staff recently played host to Howard LeSieur and Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., in honor of their recent promotions. LeSieur became ad-publicity
director, while Lazarus, Jr., was appointed executive assistant to the president.
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L>et these issues now ana
blow up for lobby display!

WATCH FOR MORE TOP BREAKS
WHO IS YOUR

that we’re not allowed to tell
you about right now

SO EVIL MY LOVE rnntinued

A

j

j
;
!

true story of gaslit crime and

passion is
vividly reconstructed in Hal Wallis’ So Suit
My Love. Boasting a prize-caliber performance
by Ann Todd, ably backed by Ray Milland and
Geraldine Fitzgerald, this new Paramount film
ranks high among melodramas.
Victorian court records supplied the plot,
from the case of a missionary’s widow whose
love for a charming scoundrel led her to blackmail and murder. It was turned into a novel in

1947 by "Joseph Shearing,” one of several names
under which 61-year-old Mrs. Gabrielie Long
has written 140-odd books, among them Moss
Rose and Blanche Fury.
Following the current trend of filming stories
in actual locales, Wallis took his stars and Director Lewis Allen to England to make So Evil.
London landmarks and a supporting cast of excellent players give an authentic atmosphere
to a handsome romantic thriller.

7

Informed that bonds Susan owned were sold. Henry finds she
gave them to Olivia. He arranges to send Susan to a sanitarium,
orders Olivia to leave. She returns to sell Henry Susan's letters.

•

O

Henry swaps a record of
Mark's crimes for the let¬
ters. then tells her it's a copy.
They struggle and he collapses.
1 London-bound from Jamaica after the death of
*■ her missionary husband, Olivia Harwood nurses
a malaria victim, artist Mark Beilis (Ray Milland).

■

Mark’s return to his real "profession,” theft of
art treasures, fails. He tells Olivia, wljo now
loves him, he has no money, must leave England.

■

C

Olivia is hired by Hejiry Courtney (Raymond
Huntley) as his wife’s companion. When he has
a heart attack, she helps him with a Jamaican drug

Hysterical, Susan wishes
Henry dead. Olivia, who has
poisoned the Jamaican drug,
gets Susan to"save”him with it.

O

Olivia rents Mark a room in her quiet home,
unaware that he wants to hide from the police.
He overcomes her shyness and professes love for her.

.
3

Q

A To get funds for Mark, Olivia visits an old
^ school friend, Susan Courtney (Geraldine Fitz¬
gerald), unhappy wife of a wealthy prospective peer.

Directed by Mark, Olivia helps Susan resume
" an extra-marital affair about which she wrote
Olivia. Mark plans to blackmail Henry and the man.
(Continued on next page)

- mmm'

I

I A “Heart failure was not the cause of death.” The doctor’s report
■ ” terrifies Olivia. Although she burned the letters and the dos¬
sier on Mark (see page 88), her murder guilt may still be exposed.

HMark leaves for Paris, but forces Olivia to stay with Susan to
avoid suspicion of the murder. Susan is convicted, but saved
from hanging in an ironical ending that takes care of the evildoers.
END

louella Parsons Picks It As Her Picture of the Month...
RAY

MUMm, H>Sp • FlStyj,

So Evil \ly Jjovp”
„

Hunt

LEWIS ALLEN .Sclj ,L, er ' Roderick Lovell
_
n|’l*,LyU'>"“"ls^,„„„„..
Erected by

and says: “It will put you
through an emotional
wringer. A superior, extra¬
ordinary thriller . . . earns
your applause . . . for being
the best production released
this July. I salute this fine
piece of work.”
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Rogers Meetings
Progress Rapidly
regional fund-raising
campaigns for the Will Rogers Sanitarium
have been organized, in Philadelphia,
Washington, Boston, Buffalo, and (he local
area, it was announced last week by Rob¬
ert Mochrie, chairman, distributors’ com¬
mittee. A committee composed of all
branch chairmen was organized by Merrit
Keyser, MPTO president of Western New
York, and Jack Munstock, MGM branch
manager.
Committees will work hand in hand
with exhibitor organizations. Mochrie and
Charles Reagan have addressed the Wash¬
ington group, with Virginia and District
of Columbia units promising full coopera¬
tion. Andy Smith, Jr., addressed 40 dis¬
tributor - exhibitor
representatives
in
Cleveland.
New

York—Five

Czech Change Studied
New York—The Society of Motion Pic¬
ture Engineers announced last week that
it would study the new projection speed
change in Czechoslovakia. The Czecho¬
slovak Motion Picture Engineering Com¬
mittee notified the SMPE that 25 frames
per second is now standard in that coun¬
try, replacing the previous 24 frames, the
U. S. standard, accepted by the world up
until now. The change is due to the in¬
creased speed of projectors operating off
50 cycle AC power lines.

EXHIBITOR

Pope Grants Audience
To B. Bernard Kreisler
ROME—Pope Pius XII last week
granted an audience to B. Bernard
Kreisler, who is making a survey
of the industry in 17 European coun¬
tries. Pope Pius impressed
upon
Kreisler the importance of selecting
proper stories for film, and said that
the influence of motion pictures upon
the people of the world makes it
urgent that great care should be used
in presenting subject matter that em¬
braces the religious, moral, cultural,
and educational facades of everyday
practical life.
The Pope also warned against Com¬
munist propaganda, declaring it should
be avoided under all circumstances.
Italy is the 13th country of Kreisler’s research tour. He said it was the
most promising and vital of any coun¬
try visited to date. Kreisler, whose
tour is being sponsored by the Har¬
vard University Graduate School of
Business Administration, is yet to
visit Austria, Hungary, Czechoslo¬
vakia, and England. He has a back¬
ground of motion picture work, having
been executive manager for “Story Of
G.I. Joe” and “Tomorrow, the World,”
and associated with Universal and
Paramount. He was also the impartial
government
representative
on
the
Motion Picture Code Board during the
NRA period.

Keach Forms Company
New York—Stacy

Keach, former Holly¬
wood test director for RKO and Universal,
has formed Stacy Keach Productions, with
offices at 1270 Avenue of the Americas,
it was revealed last week.
Keach plans immediate production of a
series of pictures to be filmed in Texas,
under the title of “The Texas Rangers,”
which will portray the history of this re¬
nowned police force’s contributions to the
Lone Star State and the rest of the nation.

"Israel" In 16mm.
New York—Bernard B. Segal has been
placed in charge of 16mm. non-theatrical
distribution of the forthcoming monthly
news review, “Israel Today,” it was an¬
nounced by Norman Lourie, president,
Palestine Films, Inc., producers of the
series, last week. Segal will handle the
distribution of the series in cooperation
with the National Jewish Welfare Board
and similar organizations.

Mrs. Abrahams Mourned
Hollywood—Sanford Abrahams, adver¬
tising manager, Monogram and Allied Art¬
ists, last week planed to New York City
to attend funeral services for his mother,
Mrs. Josephine Abrahams, 70.
Besides the son, Mrs. Abrahams is sur¬
vived by the widower, Maurice Abrahams,
and a daughter, Mrs. Marian Leopold, both
of New York City.

NSS Rates Up
New York—It was reported last week
that National Screen Service has hiked
its prices on routine accessories by 15
per cent. Circuit and company accept¬
ance was indicated.

Philly Fire Bill Delayed
Philadelphia—Action

on a bill requiring
theatre fire guards was postponed until
tomorrow (July 22) by City Council’s
committee on public safety after a public
hearing here last week. A committee of 12,
representing the Philadelphia Theatres
Association, which was on hand for the
hearing, will return to voice objections to
the proposal.
The committee was picked at a meeting
of the Association at the Broadwood Hotel,
when plans for fighting the bill were
discussed. Theatremen included in the
group are: Dick Brown, A1 Cohen, Mike
Felt, Charles Goldfine, Ed Karken, Nor¬
man Lewis, Dave Milgram, Harry Pearlman, Milt Rogasner, Sidney Samuelson,
Ted Schlanger, and Morris Wax, president.
Every amusement place in the city with
a capacity of 100 or more would be re¬
quired to employ a fire guard under the
bill's provisions. Proprietors of the amuse¬
ment places would be required to hire
the guards, who would be licensed by the
Director of Public Safety. An original
license fee of $5 with one dollar for each
annual renewal is also required by the
proposal. The measure is an outgrowth
of the Committee of 15’s investigation of
the fire marshal’s office.

RKO Stockholders Meet
— The annual stockholders
meeting of RKO will be held in Wilming¬
ton, Del., on Aug. 31, it was announced
last week.
The election of Howard Hughes to the
beard and the appointment of a successor
to Dore Schary are expected to be on the
agenda.
Hollywood

Loew s Profit Shows
Substantial Drop
New York—A net profit of $4,729,063
was announced by Loews last week for
the 40 weeks ended on June 3, 1948, a
substantial drop from the similar period
last year, when the company realized
$10,904,821. The total was equivalent to
92 cents per share, as against $2.12 per
share in 1947.
Operating profit of the company, in¬
cluding wholly and partly owned sub¬
sidiaries after subsidiaries’ preferred divi¬
dends, was $13,701,312, almost half of the
$24,166,052 made the previous year.
For the 12 weeks ended on June 3,
gross sales and operating revenues were
estimated at $43,356,000, compared with
$43,371,000 for the same period last year.

Film Rights Sets Plans
New York—Ten new films will be re¬
leased by Film Rights International and
subsidiary companies in the 1948-49 sea¬
son, it was announced last week by Irvin
Shapiro, general manager, Film Rights.
The list includes: Andre Gide’s “Symphonie Pastorale,” “Gates Of The Night,”
“Rebirth,” “The Good Life,” “Macadam,”
“Les Miserables,” “The Eternal City,”
“Naked Paris,” “The House Of The
Hanged Man,” and “Anna Lans.”
In addition to the above 10 new French,
Italian, and Swedish films, Film Rights
international will reissue “Kiss Of Fire”
and “The Human Beast.”

U-l Prizes Awarded
New York—Winners of the first set of
lap prizes in Universal-International’s
current 26-week Presidential Sales Drive
started to receive their prizes last week.
The winners are Dave Miller, district
manager for Albany, Buffalo, and New
Flaven; branch manager Eugene Vogel,
Albany, who led in the east; branch man¬
ager Carl Ost, winner in the south, and
Jack Bannan, Milwaukee branch manager,
who was the winner in the west; and
salesmen J. H. Parker, Boston, eastern
leader; Hugh Nesbitt, St. Louis, southern
winner, and Harry Blatt, Seattle, western
winner.

Latta Appointed Alternate
London—The

appointment of Charles
J. Latta as alternate director with Max
Milder on the Associated British Pictures
Corporation Board was announced last
week. Latta was formerly Warner The¬
atres zone manager, Albany, N. Y. D. J.
Goldlatte continues as acting managing
director,
Association
British Cinemas,
during Milder’s illness, while Robert Clark
is executive director in charge of all ABP
production.

"NO

RKO

Shutdown"—Rathvon

Hollywood — N. Peter Rathvon, RKO
president, said last week that there would
be no shutdown of the studios despite the
current curtailment of production pending
completion of the new setup of Howard
Hughes. During the next five months, the
company will work on four top budget
features, about the same amount of smaller
budgeted shows, and a program of shorts.
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LETTER TO A REBEL
BELONGS ON EVERY
SCREEN IN THESE U.S"
-PHIL M. DALY in Film Daily

The most important short in years!
)'

Folksy, plain-boiled . . . notably interesting,
says Terry Ramsaye in M. P. Herald

^'Deserving of anyone’s screen," adds M. P. Daily
"High entertainment value ... Presented vividly,
forcefully," reports Film Daily

RKO Pathe

presents

"letter to aMe/"
another great

THIS IS AMERICA
Produced by Jay Bonafield
Distributed by RKO Radio

-'U

THE

MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five:

Philadelphia:
Democratic convention.
Evanston, Ill., and Detroit: Olympic sports.
In Addition to the Above:
Movietone
News
(Vol. 31, No. 56)
Palestine: Last of British forces leave;
truce ends, Jewish refugees from Cyprus
arrive. New York City: Bernadotte arrives.
Tokyo: MacArthur takes salute at parade.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 290)
Palestine: Last of British forces leave,
truce ends.
Paramount News (No. 93) See “In All
Five”.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 160)
See “In All Five”.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 95)
Palestine: Truce ends. New York City:
Bernadotte
arrives.
France:
Seashore
fashions. #
In All Five:

Japan: Earthquake disaster.
In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 55) Ber¬
lin: U.S. planes ease food shortage. New
York City: Eisenhower greets Columbia
freshmen. Wimbledon, England: Tennis.
Bavaria: Tight rope daredevil. Atlanta:
Stock car race. San Francisco: ChineseAmerican bathing beauties.

(Vol. XIX, No. 289)
Bolivar, Mo.: Truman honors Simon Boli¬
var. New York City: Eisenhower greets
Columbia
freshmen. Oregon:
Douglas
News of the Day

EXHIBITOR

vacations. Berlin: U.S. planes ease food
shortage. San Francisco: Chinese-American bathing beauties (except Milwaukee).
Lake Placid, N. Y.: Mid-summer skiing.
Bavaria: Tight rope daredevil. Milwaukee:
Pre-Olympic track test (Milwaukee only).
Bavaria:
Tight rope daredevil. New York City:
Eisenhower greets Columbia freshmen. Los
Angeles: “Draft Eisenhower” boom. Boli¬
var, Mo.: Truman honors Simon Bolivar.
Lake Placid, N. Y.: Mid-summer skiing.
Paramount

News

(No.

92)

Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 159)
Berlin: U.S. planes ease food shortage.
Bolivar, Mo.: Truman honors Simon Boli¬
var. Atlanta: Stock car race. Lake Placid,
N. Y.: Mid-summer skiing.

(Vol. 19, No. 94)
Wimbledon, England:
Tennis. Carnegie
Lake, N. J.: Olympic crew test. Lake
Placid, N. Y.: Mid-summer skiing. Bolivar,
Mo.: Truman honors Simon Bolivar. New
York City: Eisenhower greets Columbia
freshmen. Washington: First woman mem¬
ber of FCC. Bavaria: Tight rope daredevil.
San Francisco: Chinese-American bath¬
ing beauties.
Warner

Pathe News

(Vol. 6, No. 299)
Washington:
Parent-Teachers
National
Congress meets. Richmond, Va.: First
Negro elected to City Council. Houston,
Tex.: Prairie View A and M College pre¬
sents radio series. Norfolk, Va.: Annual
Virginia-Carolina open championship golf
tourney. Milwaukee: Track champs com¬
pete in National AAU meet. Atlantic City,
N. J.: Bathers jam beaches to escape
heat.
All

American

Warners — “Embraceable
You” (Dane
Clark, Geraldine Brooks), in all ex¬
change centers on July 26.

MGM—“A
Southern Yankee”
(Red
Skelton, Brian Donlevy, Arlene Dahl), in
all exchange centers on Aug. 5; “Julia
Misbehaves” (Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford), in all exchange
centers on Aug. 12.

Telenews
Digest
(Vol. 2, No. 28)
Philadelphia:
Democratic
convention
opens. New York: Eisenhower accepts child
aid post. Germany:
Allied occupation
faces new problems. Italy: “Chain strikes”
hit industry. Czechoslovakia: Festival of
the Sokols. New York: Soldiers tell of
Israel warfare; mediator Count Bernadotte
reports to United Nations on failure of his
mission. Indonesia: UN truce succeeds in
forgotten war zone. Kentucky: Finalists
in
Olympic
basketball
tournaments.
France: Cross-country bike race.
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News

H. C. Arthur, Jr.
president,
Fanchon & Marco,
says:

“DO YOU WAIT UNTIL YOUR CAR BREAKS DOWN?"
??It does not make any difference
whether you are running a motion
picture theatre or you are taking
care of your own automobile. There
are two ways to do it. You can
let your car run until it breaks
down on some important trip caus¬
ing extreme discomfort to your
guests who are with you and caus¬
ing extreme embarrassment to you
or you can keep it serviced and
save money in ultimate repairs
and replacements as well as wear
and tear on your nerves and on
those of your guests.
"You can run your projection
equipment on the same principle
until it breaks down. Whether it
is your car or your theatre equip¬
ment, when it does break down,
you will wish you had had a
regular efficient service that would
have saved you all of the trouble
and ultimately the greater expense.
"Altec’s service is assurance against
breakdown. It saves against a

TRADE SCREENINGS

larger expense in the long run for
repairs and replacements and it
saves your patrons annoyance and
discomfort; both ultimately affect
your P. & L. To maintain the
goodwill of your patrons and their
regular attendance at your thea¬
tre, don’t let your equipment break
down. That is my advice. Altec
will help you follow it.”

Altec Service, known for its serv¬
ice “over and above the contract”
is a vital ingredient of your thea¬
tre’s ability to meet successfully
the competition of other forms of
entertainment. An Altec Service
contract is the soundest long
term investment an exhibitor can
make today.

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

“The Street
Name” (20th-Fox). Selected
“The Spiritualist” (EL).

Starred Selected Features:

With

No

Feature:

ARBITRATION
Detroit
The American Arbitration Association
last week named David A. Wolf as arbi¬
trator in the clearance complaint of the
Center, Grand Blanc, Mich.
Michigan
Theatre Company, operating the Michigan,
and Joseph P. Uvick, Burton, entered the
dispute as intervenors. The Michigan as¬
serts that the clearance granted it over
the Center is reasonable and fair, while
Uvick, as an associate complainant, main¬
tains that no competition exists between
his house, in Flint, and any other city
house, and that any clearance granted
any other theatre in Flint is unreasonable.
However, Uvick holds that the clearance
of seven days held by his Burton over
the Center should be maintained.

Goldwyn Names Greenthal
New York—Samuel Goldwyn last week
appointed Mcnroe Greenthal Company,
Inc., advertising agency for his Technicolor
production, “A Song Is Born.” Conferences
on the campaign between Goldwyn, Wil¬
liam Hebert, and Lynn Farnol, culmin¬
ating in the choice of the agency, termin¬
ated, and Farnol planed for Denver for a
vacation before returning to New York
and his post as eastern advertising and
publicity director for the producer.

Trop Forms Company
New York—With the formation of J. D.
Trop Films, Inc., veteran film producer
and distributor J. D. Trop, formerly asso¬
ciated with Harry Sherman, last week an¬
nounced expansion plans. He opened head¬
quarters at 1674 Broadway for the new
company, the officers of which are Trop,
president; Barend Broekman, vice-presi¬
dent, and Marcel Broekman, secretarytreasurer.
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Hollywood—Jim

Davis was signed by
Eagle Lion for a top role in “Red Stallion
In The Rockies.” . . . Sonny Tufts’ second
free lance stint since leaving Paramount is
in RKO’s “Interference.” . . . Warners will
reunite Humphrey Bogart and Edward G.
Robinson in “Bureau Of Missing Persons.”
inked June Havoc to one of
the two top femme roles with Alan Ladd
in “One Woman.” Donna Reed plays the
other female lead. . . . Following com¬
pletion of “Outpost In Morocco” for United
Artists, George Raft will star for Colum¬
bia in “The Big Jump.” ... A series of
films based on authentic Americana are
being planned by Walter Wanger for
Eagle Lion. The producer is now readying
“Anne Of The Indies,” Susan Hayward
starrer, to be followed by “So Gallantly
Gleaming.”
Paramount

MGM’s “Little Women” marks the
American film debut of Rossano Brazzi.
. . . Prepping at Paramount are “Easy
Does It,” Bob Hope vehicle; “A Mask
For Lucretia,” with Paulette Goddard
and Ray Milland teamed in a 16th century
drama of the Borgias; “Samson and De¬
lilah,” with Victor Mature and Hedy
Lamarr in the title roles of the Cecil B.
DeMille production, and “Diamond In
The Haystack,” starring the top team of
Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald.
Columbia
assigned
director
Charles
Vidcr to ready “Bom Yesterday.” . .
“If This Be My Harvest” is now before the
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Piece Method Used
In Government Suit
NEW YORK—The Big Five defend¬
ants in the government’s anti-trust
case will submit information to the
Department of Justice piece by piece
as the case moves along, it was learned
last week. This plan was decided over
that of submitting all answers to
government questions at one time.

WE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will be jound a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
PARAMOUNT
“Night Has A Thousand Eyes”—Okeh
program.
20TH-FOX
“Fighting Back”—For the lower half.
Selznick cameras. Valli, Robert Mitchum,
and Louis Jourdan star. . . . Republic’s
top-budgeter, “Wake Of The Red Witch,”
kicked off, with John Wayne and Gail
Russell reunited. . . . Following his role
in “Under Capricorn” for Alfred Hitch¬
cock in England, Joseph Cotten will star
in “The Third Man” before returning to
the U. S. Carol Reed will produce and
direct the Graham Green story under the
terms of a Selznick-Korda agreement. . . .
“High School Daughters,” juve delin¬
quency yarn, was purchased by Republic.

TELEVISION
New York—Wayne Coy, chairman, FCC,
last week advised the Radio Manufactur¬
ers Association that the FCC is not con¬
sidering a renumbering of the present 12
television channels. RMA directors adopted
a resolution at a recent meeting urging
the FCC not to alter the current TV chan¬
nel numbers despite the deletion of
Channel 1.

A licensing agreement whereby the
Paramount, New York City, could exhibit
the televised images of the Democratic
National Convention opening in Phila¬
delphia was reached between the Tele¬
vision Committee for Pooled Coverage of
Major Political Conventions and officials
of Paramount. The agreement provided
that exhibitions of the telecast “must be
made at approximately the same times as
such broadcasts, and may be made directly
on to the screen of the Paramount from
the receiving tube or by means of off-thetube recordings at your election.” To en¬
able Paramount to exhibit the televised
images, the Television Committee licensed
the theatre under a financial agreement,
the sum of which was not disclosed. Para¬
mount also has a separate arrangement
with the Television Committee to make
recordings of the convention proceedings
for exhibition on its stations KTLA, Los
Angeles, and WBKB, Chicago.
The television box-score as of July 5
showed 28 stations operating, not includ¬
ing KDYL, Salt Lake City, and KTSL, Los
Angeles, now operating on temporary
authority; 78 CP’s granted, and 285 appli¬
cations pending.

NOTHING EVER HELD YOU
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PEOPLE
New York—Phil Reisman, RKO vicepresident in charge of foreign distribu¬
tion, last week announced the promotion
of Bert Reisman to the post of repre¬
sentative in the Union of South Africa.
Bert Reisman has been Venezuela man¬
ager. Louis Lioni, who has been RKO’s
representative in the Union of South
Africa, will take over the company’s office
in Holland, with headquarters in Amster¬
dam. Succeeding Bert Reisman in Vene¬
zuela is Herb E. Fletcher, a newcomer. He
was formerly with Warners’ foreign de¬
partment, serving as manager in Trini¬
dad and Colombia, and later Peru and
Bolivia.
Indianapolis—The

resignation of George
Landis as 20th Century-Fox branch man¬
ager, was announced last week. Landis,
who held the post for 20 years, will devote
all his time to managing Amusement En¬
terprises, in which he is a stockholder. He
is succeeded at 20th-Fox by Thomas McCleaster, former office and sales manager.
P. Skouras, presi¬
dent, 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation,
last week announced the promotion of
Irving B. Kahn to an executive position
in the company’s television department.
Kahn, formerly radio manager, will work
on television programming.
New

York—Spyros

(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)
KEY TO "THE LITTLE MEN" RATINGS: (JULY 21, 1948)
Swell,

topnotch,

=Sim

Good, although not breaking the!
walls down, but solid returns. MM

M. Cannella recently
took over the post of Commissioner of
Licenses, replacing Benjamin Fielding,
who resigned to join Loew’s in an execu¬
tive capacity. Cannella is one of Mayor
O’Dwyer’s original cabinet members.

Mrs. Benjamin Mourned
New York—Lucille Benjamin, wife of
Paul Benjamin, National Screen execu¬
tive, passed away last fortnight, at Miami
Shores, Florida.
Cause of death was coronary throm¬
bosis, from which Mrs. Benjamin suffered
an attack, a year ago, and had never
completely recovered. In addition to her
husband, she is survived by a son, William
Benjamin.

TAP ROOTS
(U-International)

Drive-In Survey Launched
New York—The

research department of
the MPAA has launched its survey of the
drive-in field, it was announced last week.
The drive-in theatres were not included
in the recent MPAA survey of theatres.
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Charlotte Polio Ban Hurts
Charlotte—Theatre men estimate the¬
atres will suffer a 40 per oent reduction
in attendance during the polio ban re¬
stricting children under 17 years of age
from public assemblage, slapped on last
week.
The ban includes Charlotte and Meck¬
lenburg County.
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The Week's Newcomers

A FOREIGN AFFAIR
New York—John

Just fair, nothing out of the or¬
dinary, returns about average
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NEWS OF Till:

Atlanta
Joy Houck, co-owner, Screen Guild,
New Orleans, announced the sale of
his interest in the company to Babe
Cohen and E. Landaiche. Cohen will
take over his duties on Aug. 1. . . .
Charlie Durmeyer, president, Southern
Automatic Company, announced the ap¬
pointment of Rasul Lotos as sales
representative.... Mrs. Mildred Rudisill, Columbia, and May Euoanks,
Columbia, were on vacation, while
back from her time off was Agnes
Clark....Sam Hinson, branch manager,
SRO, after holding a sales meeting
here, returned to Charlotte.
Charlie Moore, Wilson and Moore
booking enterprise, returned from a
visit to Florida.... Jimmy Wilson was
visiting in Tennessee and Alabama....
Seen on Film Row booking were Hammond
brothers,Fyffe, Fyffe, Ala.
Manager Harvey Smith booked Co¬
lumbia’ s “Superman” serial for the
Tower. This will make the first time
in many years that a serial has played
a downtown theatre first-run....Judy
Canova paid Atlanta a visit on July 11.
The 20th Century-Fox was gettingtelephone calls since the “Stop The
Music” radio program began using the
introductory tune to Movietonews reel.
One day over 500 calls were received
from people wanting to know the title
....Jimmy Bachman, UA, checked in
after a visit to Tennessee.... Henry
Krumm, SRO southern district manager,
is back after a visit to New Orleans
....Charlie Karr, heading the Martin
Theatres booking department, was off
for Plainview, Texas, to visit his
mother.
Babe Cohen, branch manager, Mono¬
gram, with the Mrs., returned after a
trip to New Orleans.... Ralph McCoy,
branch manager, Film Classics, checked
in at his office after visiting in
South Georgia. His secretary, Mrs.
Ray Collins, also returned .... The
annual southeastern meeting of the
“Big Five” projectionists union was
held at the Henry Grady Hotel on July
15.... Harry Diamond, special repre¬
sentative, Sack Amusement Enterprises,
returned after touring the Alabama
territory.... Mrs. Bernice Fricks,
formerly with RKO, joined the Martin
Theatres booking office...Hap Barnes,
Alabama and Tennessee drive-in the¬
atres, was in booking.
Tom Guinan, Eagle Lion special home
office representative, was visiting
Dallas...Emery Austin, MGM publicity,
was in Birmingham, Ala., working on
“Summer Holiday” and “The Big City”.
Leonard Allen, Paramount tub thumper,
was also in Birmingham, Ala., working
on “The Emperor Waltz”.
Charlie Karr, Martin’s head booker,
returned to his Atlanta office after
July 21, 1948
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visiting his mother in Plainview,
Tex.... Mrs. Flo Tucker, Astor Pictures,
returned home from a vacation in Ala¬
bama.
On Film Row were Alpha Fowler, Jr.,
Alpha, Douglasville, Ga. , and Empire,
Atlanta; Mrfe. John Carter, Brookhaven,
Ga., and W. M. Snelson, general manager,
Buckhead, Buckhead, Ga.
Jim Partlow, branch manager, U-I,
returned from his vacation, while
Pearl Beasley was off to Florida, and
Laura Bailey was also on her time off
....Ann Mayo, heading the accounting
department, with Ruth Roberts, Mono¬
gram, was visiting in Daytona Beach,
Fla. , while Marguerite Martin was off
to Tennessee.
Back at his desk was Harry Diamond,
office manager and special salesman,
Sacks.... Ralph McCoy, branch manager,
Film Classics, left for Alabama.
That old love bug struck home at the
Fox, one of the Georgia Theatres hou¬
ses, where it bit Dorothy Garland, who
was married on July 10 to J.A. Anglin
in Conyers, Ga. Mrs. Rose Lancaster,
Astor, an aunt of Anglin, was brides¬
maid.
The Tower is playing the “Superman”
serial first run uptown, and manager
Harvey Smith claims it opened to a
great reception.... Forman Rogers, the
showman from Alabama, returned home
after visiting. Other visitors included
Nat Williams, Interstate, Thomasville,
Ga.; E.P. Clay, McDonough, Ga.; W.R.
Boswell, Madison, Ga.; Mrs. V.M.
Richards, Lithonia, Ga.; and T.S.
Thomason, Lawrenceville, Ga.
Johnnie Harrell, Martin film buyer,
with headquarters in Columbus, Ga. ,
was in visiting in Conyers, Ga.
Recently in New Orleans from Atlanta
were Grover Parsons, Eagle Lion
southern district manager;,Ben Hill,
United Artists, and Allan Sparrow,
Loew’§ theatres southern manager....
It was reported that Spence Pierce,
20th Century-Fox, and Leonard Allen,
Paramount, had a hard time in Nash¬
ville, Tenn. trying to-get a place to
sleep.
Emory Austin, MGM publicity chief,
was recently in Tampa, Fla.... Charlie
Kinney, RKO exploiteer, is back in
New York....Addie Addison, Eagle Lion
southern publicity chief, was all set
to go to Savannah, Ga., to spend a few
days with the Weises.
At the recent directors meeting of
the Variety Club, Barker R.B. Wilby
made a donation of $5,000 to the
Foundation Fund providing t-he tent
came through with a donation of $10,000
for the purpose of building and equip¬
ping a laundry at Scottish Rite Hos¬
pital, a request which had been made
of the tent.

Charlotte
Rearranging the office and shipping
and inspection departments of Columbia
was discussed with R.D. Williamson,
(Continued on next page)
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TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
Continuing our visit to Knoxville,
Tenn., we next looked up W. E. “Bill”
Drumbar, and found him in his office
at the Broadway, which he operates
along with the Dawn.
Drumbar is one of the
pioneer exhibitors,
having had his start
about 33 years ago. He
is at his desk early
every day. He was once
associated with the old
Paramount-Publix or¬
ganization, and was
later connected with
Lew Herb
Wilby-Kincey. During
his service with Paramount-Publix, he
spent time in the Florida territory,
after which he returned to this area,
and operated the Tennessee, the “A”
house. After his termination of ser¬
vice with this organization, he went
into business for himself. Both the
Broadway and Dawn are located in good
neighborhoods.
Our next visit took us to the Ten¬
nessee, Wilby-Kincey’s “A” house and
office of Emil Bernstecker, city mana¬
ger for the company. Bernstecker, a
native of New York, got his start along
the Rialto in the big town, but has
been located in this territory for
some time. Before entering the navy
during the war, he was district mana¬
ger for the company, located in North
Carolina.
Since leaving the service, however,
he moved to Knoxville, and assumed
the post as city manager. Other WilbyKincey houses under his direction in
the city include the Booth, Park,
Riveria, State, Strand, and the old
Bijou, used as an auditorium where
sporting events are held.
Dropping- in at the Riveria, we met
Aubrey Couch, manager and ex-G.I. In
fact, all of the managers of the Wilby
theatres in Knoxville are ex-G.I.’ s,
and proud of it. Couch hails from Bir¬
mingham, Ala., where he started his
career. He moved to Knoxville from
Bristol, Tenn.-Va. where he operated
the Paramount.
Down the street, at the Strand, we
dropped in but the manager was cur¬
rently on his day off, so instead,
we visited with Ernest W. Clark, his
assistant, who started out three-anda-half years ago. Through still in high
school, he is looking forward to a
long and successful career with this
organization. While in the Strand, we
visited the booth, where we met Charles
C. Champe, Jr. , projectionist and
president, Local 405, a post which he
held five times in succession. Champe
learned the trade from his father,
also a projectionist in Knoxville,
and has been plying it successfully
for the past dozen years.
While in the downtown area, we drop¬
ped in at the Roxy, owned by the Dowler
family in Chattanooga, Tenn. , and under
the supervision of Frank Nickens. He
has been running this house for some
time, and, until recently, ran a com(Continued on page NT-4)
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(Continued from preceding page)
branch manager, by Henry Kaufman,
operations manager; Bob Ingram, dis¬
trict manager, and George Roscoe, all
of Atlanta.
Robert Saxton, Exhibitor’s Service,
returned from a short vacation to
Cherry Grove Beach, S.C. ..H.D. “Hank”
Hearn and Max Reinhardt, Exhibitor’s
Service, returned from a business trip
to New York....Cy Dillon, Republic
manager, reports favorable reaction
from the tour of Monte Hale, Republic
star, now underway in the Carolinas.
Everett Enterprises recently took
over the Ritz, Lake City, S.C., form¬
erly operated by L.L. Probst....The
Stanley, Stanley, N.C., opened. It is
operated by C.M. Lowe and Lewis
Ballard.
Herman Geltzeiler is building a new
drive-in here for Negro patrons.
It
will cost approximately $40,000.

EXHIBITOR

S. Mandell is out of the army, and
back at his post as manager, St. John,
Jacksonville, Fla. Ford was pushing
publicity for “The Best Years Of Our
Lives”, and “I Remember Mama” at Bir¬
mingham.
Louis C. Ingram, branch manager,
MGM, was spending his vacation at
Panama City, Fla.... Booking were:
Horace Stanley, Bebee, Ark.; M.E. Rice,
Brownsville, Tenn.; W.H. Gray, Ruther¬
ford, Tenn., and Pat Fleming, Round
Pond, Ark.
N. B. Blount, manager, Monarch Thea¬
tre Supply, was in New Orleans on a
business trip. Before leaving, he
conferred with Harry N. Paul, southern
manager, RCA, Dallas.
Mrs; Nevis Quarin, secretary to the
Republic branch manager, Nat Wyse,
was vacationing at Palm Beach, Fla..
The Jolly, Mountainburg, Ark., has
heen sold to S.C. Inman, It was for¬
merly owned by William Van Sandt.

Memphis
The Shelby County Board of adjust¬
ment has under advisement a hard fought
case in connection with the building
of a drive-in on what is known as the
Memphis Baseball Association site on
the outskirts of the city....One of
the principal objectors to the thea¬
tre is a real estate firm whose spokes¬
man said he bought a tract of land
south of the ball park site, and in¬
tended developing the tract for homes.
This, he said, was done on the report
that the ball park would not be built
on the adjoining tract. Ed Barry, at¬
torney and president, Memphis Base¬
ball Association denied that the as¬
sociation had given up plans for
building the park. The tract is already
zoned commercial, but the objectors
point out that if a subdivision is
developed, the drive-in theatre would
be too noisy. H.H. Roth, operator of
a house at Cape Girardeau, Mo. , pro¬
posed to build a 600-car drive-in at
the location of the ball park property.
In booking were: Mrs. Nell Nolan,
Henning, Tenn.; Paul Myers, McCory,
Ark.; Orris Collins, president, TriStates MPTO, Paragould, Ark., and J.
K. Jameson, Bald Knob, Arkansas.
Harry Martin, amusement editor, The
Commercial Appeal, and president,
American Newspaper Guild, scored anoth¬
er headline job. While attending the
Guild convention at San Francisoo,
Martin was appointed special labor
adviser in the European Recovery Pro¬
gram by Paul C. Hoffman, ERP director.
Fred Ford, RKO, returned from Jack¬
sonville, Fla., and Birmingham, Ala.
He reports that A. Brown-Parke for¬
merly with Sanger Theatres, is now
manager, Melba, Birmingham, and that

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Twenty years business experience, ten years office
manager for large exhibitor (eighteen theatres).
Capable handling all correspondence, bookkeeper,
stenographer, supervise office details and per¬
sonnel, initiative, make important decisions. Un¬
encumbered, free to travel or locate any city.
BOX 2
THE
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Phila.
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The Delta, Lambert, Miss., was des¬
troyed by fire. It was owned by E.J.
Pearre, who had purchased the house
from L.B. Helums.
E. W. Savage, owner, Palace and Savage,
Booneville, Ark., announced that the
Palace had closed.
Henry J. Brownlee, former local
theatre operator, is now associated
with Hygienic Productions, Inc., in
the capacity of advance agent in
charge of the company’s all-colored
“Mom and Dad” unit. Brownlee’s family
will continue to reside here.

New Orleans
Alton Dureau and Gene Youngblood
were in Dallas being briefed on pro¬
duct that the Sachs Company intends to
release here. Dureau and Youngblood
will serve as office manager and
salesman, respectively, when Sachs
opens offices in the Joy building....
Max Connett, Connett Circuit, stopped
in to visit Roger Lamantia, RKO....
Florence Cuccia is the new booker at
SRO. She was formerly with the The¬
atre Service Company.... Circuit Oper¬
ators A.L. Royal and Mac Kenna will
be papas by the time you read this
....Mack Brunet resigned as manager,
Imperial, to join MobileGas, Beaumont,
Tex....Film Row heard that Joy Houck
sold out his interest in Screen Guild.
Allied Theatres of the Gulf States
held a board meeting at the famous
Arnaud’s restaurant in the French
Quarter to discuss plans for the
National Allied convention in November.
Bill Pruitt, president, presided.
He said that his group now boasts 150
members.
Two foreign films were screened for
the trade, “Carmen” and "The King’s
Jester”. Bernard Jacon, Guperfilm
Distributing Corporation, New York,
was here making arrangements.

TRADE SCREENINGS
ATLANTA
Warners (197 Walton, N.W.) July 26,
2:30, “Embraceable You.”
CHARLOTTE
Warners (308 S. Church) July 26,
10:00, “Embraceable You.”
MEMPHIS
Warners (151 Vance) July 26,
“Embraceable You.”
NEW ORLEANS
Warners (200 S. Liberty) July 26,
1:30, “Embraceable You.”
Journey” and “Sophia” at downtown
theatres.
Film Classics is planning
to move into larger, air-conditioned
quarters.
There was a wholesale exodus from
Film Row because of the convention of
the Mississippi Theatre Owners at the
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
Executives of Motion Picture Ad¬
vertising were hosts at a cocktail
party on the “Deck”, swank cocktail
lounge and nitery, on the roof of the
Hotel for delegates. Mac Connett was
reelected president.... Joyce Yaeger,
Allied Gulf States Association sec¬
retary, was vacationing....Dick Owen,
Eagle Lion publicist, was here with
Lois Butler, star of “Mickey”. The
film star was roundly feted here,
made several radio appearances, and,
in general, created excellent im¬
pression. Owen netted considerable
space in daily press and some valuable
tieups.
Dave Baldwin, film reviewer. The
Item, afternoon daily, will write the
“Lagniappe” column from now on in
addition to other duties. He succeeds
Jack Lester, who left for New York
....Ed Brooks is the new amusement
editor, The Times-Picayune, succeeding
Eleanor Nicholson, who became the
bride of Carl Corbin, Jackson, Miss.

STATES
Alabama
BlRMIN6HAM
Ray Stegall, former manager, Strand,
has been appointed manager, East Lake.
Claude Storie has been appointed
by M.H. Waters as manager, Delmar,
replacing Joe Lackey, resigned.

DECATUR
Judge Newton B. Powell, Circuit
Court, upheld the right of the City
to levy an amusement tax. The Crescent
Amusement Company appealed the ruling
to the State Supreme Court.

Florida
DELRAY

Mamie Lass, office manager, Film
Classics, was to vacation in Daytona
Beach, Fla. Manager Milton Dureau
said that FC will release "Miraculous

10:00,

BEACH

Florida Coastal Theatre, a unit of
the Florida State Theatre, will soon
(Continued on page NT-4)
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Proudly Announces a worthy companion
i to the famous BX “80”

Automatic Lubrication
Sturdy Intermittent
Heavy-duty Gearing

... provide

ROCK STEADY PROJECTION

Medium-Size Theatres
lit *** can provide BRENKERT
Quality Projection at LOW COST
SEE YOUR INDEPENDENT RCA THEATRE SUPPLY DEALER

SOUTHEASTERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO
201-3 Luckie St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.

SOUTHEASTERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO
625 West Bay St., Jacksonville 4, Fla.

SOUTHEASTERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO
209 South Poplar St., Charlotte, N. C.
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY INC.
492 S. Second St., Memphis 2, Tenn

DELTA THEATRE SUPPLY
214 S. Liberty St., New Orleans 13, La
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LEW HERB
(Continued from page NT-1)
bination of both stage and pictures,
but he dropped this policy in favor
of double bills of the action variety.
Our next visits took us to several
other theatres, and we soon found our¬
selves out of the city in front of
the new Tillery, a suburban operation
under the direction of Joe W. Brown.
The house was built only a few months
ago, and Brown, who was formerly in
the banking business, has been oper¬
ating it. It has the usual struggles
of establishing itself in a not too
thickly oopulated neighborhood that
has been without a theatre. The owners
are confident, however, that the sec¬
tion will eventually be densely popu¬
lated, and the investment thereby
warranted.
On the way back, we stopped off at
the Joy, where we chatted with Mrs.
R.H. Culpepper, who looks after this
“neighborhood house” for George Den¬
ton. This is the only theatre under
Denton’s ownership at present, but he
has, at one time, owned and operated
several of the theatres in Knoxville.
At the present time, he is devoting
most of his endeavors to the operation
of a large apartment-office building,
in which he also makes his office,
and where Mrs. Culpepper, who has been
associated with him for over 20 years,
also holds forth.
Back in town, we dropped in at the
Capitol, one of three theatres under
the direction of Tim W. Smith. This
house, plus the Lake and the Princess,
are all under his handling. He, too,
is one of the pioneer exhibitors in
Knoxville, with over 30 years ex¬
perience.
Our final visit again took us out of
town, to the Horne, another new house
It is owned and operated by Gene Mon¬
day, being managed by Jimmy Harbison,
who forsook a career in the hardware
line to take up theatre management.
This visit to Knoxville finished our
tour of the southern territory, and we
were soon on our way back to Phila¬
delphia. We wish to take this oppor¬
tunity of thanking all the many friends
we made for their kindness and courtesy.
We enjoyed our visit to the sunny
south, and are looking forward to re¬
visiting it again, soon.
In the meantime, I have been assured
by the editor that the many pictures
I took during our trip will soon be
run in The Exhibitor, so watch for
them.
We' 11 see you-all soon, hear!
LEW HERB

DELRAY BEACH
(Continued from page NT-2)
start work on a new 1,000-seat house
here.

HOLLYWOOD
Florida Sta'te Theatres will start
work on a new theatre.

TAMPA
Plans are said to be underway for
six new theatres. Three 1,000-seat
houses, one in the downtown district,
will be built by Empire Theatre, Inc.
Florida State Theatres will construct
one with 1,000 seats, while a drive-
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in with 600-car capacity will be open
within 60 days.
Enjoying the sunshine at Miami Beach
were Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Miller. He
is local general manager, Claughton
Theatres, while Mrs. Miller is mana¬
ger, Northtown. ... Claughton Theatres
hope to have its new Trail open shortly.

HI CKO RY
Philip A. Lentz, resident manager,
Carolina and Rivoli, since March, re¬
signed to become manager of two the¬
atres operated at St. Augustine, Fla.,
by the Florida State Theatres, with
headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla.

HI GH POINT
TARPON SPRINGS
World premiere of “16 Fathoms Deep”
at the Tarpon. The picture, produced
for Monogram release by James S.
Burkett and Irving Allen, was filmed
here in Ansco color.

TAVARES
Hugh Martin, Jr. , M and M Theatres,
Leesburg, Fla., announced that the
new Lake will open this month. House
will seat 550.

VERO

The Midway, a new drive-in, held
its formal opening between High Point
and Thomasville, N. C. It is equipped
to handle 480 automobiles, and has
in-car speakers. Children under 12
accompanied by their parents are being
admitted free in an effort to serv-e
family groups with children too young
to be left at home. Hugh M. Gibbs is
manager. He has been in the theatre
business for 20 years, and for the
past 10 years has been an employee of
the B. and L. Circuit, operator of
the drive-in.

BEACH
WELDEN

Clifford Ball opened his new theatre.

Georgia

Roy L. Champion says he will open
his new drive-in this month.

COLUMBUS
Wl LM I NGT0N
Martin Theatres announced the fol¬
lowing changes: Olin Atkinson, mana¬
ger in Piedmont, Ala., will go over
to the Tift, Tifton, Ga. ; E.M. Jen¬
nings, manager, Pix, Evergreen, Ala. ,
will take over the theatres in Pied¬
mont, while Clarence E. Moses, former
manager, Gem, Cuthbert, Ga., will
take over in Evergreen.

LI TH0N I A
Mrs. V.M. Edwards and son opened
their new 498-seat house. It cost
$50,000.

Mississippi

The New Hanover County Board of
Health, because of a polio outbreak,
adopted an emergency ordinance ban¬
ning all persons 16 years old and
under from attending theatres and
other public gatherings, and ruled
that "violation of this regulation
will be punishable at the discretion
of the court.”

South Carolina
DARLINGTON
Sam Irvin announced he is going to
construct a drive-in.

Bl L0XI

R0 C K HILL

Chester Knight’s new drive-in here
opened.

A new drive-in has been opened here
....J.C. Cox, owner, Carver, who was
in Atlanta visiting with Howard Wall¬
ace, branch manager, Sack Amusement
Enterprises, returned.

CLEVELAND
Mrs. W.T. Ellis, owner, Regent,
Ellis, and Wesco, started work on her
new 550-seat modern theatre here to
cost $125,000. It will also have 250
seats for Negro patrons, and will
have a cry room.

North Carolina
FAYETTEVILLE
The Strand, located in the old
Lafayette Opera House building, has
been closed for extensive remodeling,
and will be reopened within three or
four months, according to H.B. Meiselman, who said all wooden seats are to
be torn out, and replaced with modern
type steel fireproof ones. Plans call
for lowering of the Strand to the
first floor level. Anew entrance will
will be provided, and it will be oper¬
ated exclusively for white persons.
At the same time, extensive remodel¬
ing will be done to the Ritz in the
same building with an entrance on
Dick Street, operated exclusively for
Negro patrons.

Tennessee
DA I SY
G.L. Dalton announced the sale of
his Walden to Mrs. W.H. Hale.

KN0XVI LLE
A drive-in will soon be under con¬
struction here.
Hap Barnes has a new drive-in under
construction. Eddie Foster, who will
manage, says it may be open within
the next month.

NASHVILLE
Work has started on a drive-in being
constructed by Crescent Amusement
Company, to accommodate 850 cars.

PORTLAND
M.C. Hillburn is now managing the
Strand.
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Chicago
Special screenings held for Fuller
Brush dealers created considerable
enthusiasm recently, and dealers
helped hand out several thousand
specially-imprinted booklets in con¬
nection with the showing of Columbia’s
"The Fuller Brush Man”, Chicago.
Opening day giveaway consisted of
1000 promoted brushes and 500 pocket
combs.
John H. Mitchell, Central Illinois
district manager, Publix Great States
Theatres, Inc., was appointed business
manager of B and K’s television sta¬
tion, WBKB. He began his B and K
career in 1932, and managed its Para¬
mount, Hammond, Ind, and Palace, South
Bend, Ind.
Beverly Burt, Roosevelt, Kenosha,
ffis., gave such prompt alarm, when
held up, that passersby chased the
gunman, captured him, and recovered
the $63 which had been taken.
Defendant film corporations in the
Kimbark anti-trust case will be per¬
mitted to examine the books of the
theatre through an order entered by
Federal Judge Igoe.
Harold Stevens, Paramount branch
manager, was recovering at home from
a hospital operation.... It’s a baby
girl for Rollie Riesch, Astor manager,
and his wife, Ellen.
Chris Scialo, projectionist, Lake,
Oak Park, Ill., was vacationing....
Frank Brennan, Lake, was also on
vacation.... Fannie Farinelli and
Julia Amuss, Lake Aides, were on
vacation, Joan Colla substituting.
Pill Dunham, formerly a long time
employe of the Essaness Circuit, lost
two fingers in a machine accident....
Len Utecht and Jimmy Jackson are
planning a reunion in September for
the 18 aides, themselves included,
who worked at the B and K Apollo back
in 1938-39-40. Few are in Chicago now,
and possibly half a dozen are left in the

area, Jimmy Currant, Byrd; Len Utecht,
Lake; Dick Freeman, Confection Cabinet
Corporation, and Jackson, now a bank
executive in Mobile, Ala., who has
been in contact with Utecht.
The Rivoli and Rockne $900,000
triple damage anti-trust suit was
advanced by consent of counsel on
both sides to Aug. 7. Essaness asked
for 30 days beyond that date....Lud¬
wig Sussman, Adelphi owner, was con¬
valescing at Sacred Heart Hospital,
Milwaukee. ... Myles Seeley, attorney
for'several film companies, was on a
fishing jaunt in the northwoods.
Arrangements have been completed
on the special morning shows for the
Lake, Oak Park, Ill., starting in
October. A series of five morning
shows will be presented, with tickets
sold in blocks of five or singly at
the boxoffice on the morning of the
show. Local Parents Teachers Assoc¬
iations, church, and women’s groups
are behind Len Utecht, Eddie Masters,
and Dick Zellar.
The censor board pinked, in its
July report: Columbia’s "Lulu Belle”;
Eagle Lion’s "Assigned to Danger”;
20th-Fox’s "Street With No Name” and
RKO’s "The Twisted Road”. U-I’s "Bad
Sister” was rejected. Nineteen cuts
were made among 97 films reviewed,
totaling 402,000 feet.
John Balaban, B and K secretarytreasurer, chairman of Rededication
Week, spoke at a noonday rally prior
to the arrival of the Freedom Train
. ...W.G. Tolan, Tolan Engineering
Company, drive-in specialist, re¬
ported completion of the Love Park,
Rockford, Ill.
Gerald Ward was elected president,
Crescent Drive-In, 135 South La Salle
Street, which is completing a 700-car
outdoor on Rural Route 12, between
Buffalo and Michigan City, Ind. Carl
Pomerance is secretaxy of the company,
and Si Griever is booker.
Henri Ellman, Alice Dubin, and Ida
Rosen organized Film Shippers, Inc.,
with headquarters at 1327 South
Wabash Avenue.
Ruth Gordon is a
newcomer to the Eagle Lion booking
department.... Harold Loeb, veteran
film salesman, is celebrating his
28th year with 20th-Fox_Jerry Ratner, theatre attorney, and Miss Emma
Payton were married.
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William Geftman, Amo owner, is spend¬
ing the summer operating his famous
Schwartz hotel resort, Elkhart Lake,
Wis.... Expanded markets and business
increases led the De Vry Corporation
to move its Hollywood branch to
larger office and warehouse space at
5121 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ludwig Sussman, Adelphi owner, is
recovering nicely from his recent
illness, at Sacred Heart Sanitorium,
Milwaukee.... Morey Sussman stationed
an ambulance in front of the Adelphi
during the playing of “Sitting Pretty. ”
It bore the sign: “This ambulance is
at your service if you split your
sides laughing at the humor in
‘Sitting Pretty.’”
Louis Udwin, Lakeside assistant
manager, bee-lines on his vacation
for the wilds of Northern Wisconsin.
He has a fishing pal who knows the
pike and muskie spots, and leaves
when Milt Officer, manager, returns
from his vacation.
Following his vacation custom of
many years, Matt Plunkett, RKO Grand
manager, is visiting his mother at
Weston, W. Va. , accompanied by his wife,
Lucille.
The Oriental, Essaness film and
stage-show house, followed the admis¬
sion cut set by B and K’s Chicago,
when it resumed stage bills, charging
but 50 cents to 1 p.m. For many years,
the prices were 98 cents. The McVickers and the Rialto went to 40 cents
mornings.
The Calo, Arthur H. Davidson, owner,
is observing its 35th anniversary.
The Ascher brothers, original owners,
installed 10 exits, an unusual number,
and used fans for air-conditioning,
according to the trend of the times.

Dallas
In a letter addressed to Eric Johnsston, president, Motion Picture As¬
sociation, Jack D. Wrather, head, Jack
Wrather productions, accused Hollywood
of brushing off the public, and called
on the film industry to play ball
with the people who patronize it.
Wrather said the radio and other bigtime industries had regularly con¬
ducted tours, invited visitation, and
inspection as a part of public rela¬
tions. He proposed a plan which he
believes will eliminate interference

polumbia's super serial, "Superman” received a nice campaign recently at the Orpheum in both St. Paul and Minneapolis,
with the lobby pieces at left stressing the f ull-week policy as well as the fact that the film is a "live" show, and not a cartoon.
Another phase ofthe bally featured merchandising tieups and window displays, withtwo samples shown at center and right.
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planning a new 1000-seat Encino thea¬
tre. Plans have been just completed
by William Pereira.... Jean Beasley,
Screen Guild, married Morgan Davies,
former singer with Fred Waring and
Xavier Cugat. . . . I ATSE Cameraman’s
Local 659 voted a resolution to boy¬
cott all British pictures.

with productions by visitors. His
suggestion is that portable, sound¬
proof booths seating 15 persons be
provided for visiting tourists. Thus,
they could watch productions without
disturbing actors or technicians. Or¬
ganized studio tours, he contends,
would generate needed good-will among
moviegoers.
Jack Wrather announced at the start
of filming at Lindale, Tex., of “Strike
It Rich” that he has acreage available
on Hines Boulevard, and plans to es¬
tablish a production studio here em¬
ploying 150 persons. The finalizing
deal depends on Texas reception and
cooperation and attitude of local fi¬
nanciers. For “Strike It Rich”, a
company of 60 are headquartered at
Tyler, Tex. The film will be simul¬
taneously premiered in Kilgore, Tex.,
Tyler, and here in December.

Denver
Denver is getting two more driveins this month, boosting the number
to three. John Wolfberg will open his
second, the West, and Carvue Theatres,
Inc., plans to open one on North
Federal.... Wayne Burton and C. M. Alderson, Dodge City, Kans., are building
a drive-in theatre near La Junta,
Colo.
C.U. Yaeger, Atlas Theatres presi¬
dent, says his company will build a
new 1,000-seat theatre in Monte Vista,
Colo. , where the company already owns
the only other theatre, the Granada,
with 850 seats. The new tjieatre will
cost around $250,000, with construc¬
tion to start this fall as soon as
work is completed on the company’s
rebuilding job on the Gem, Golden,
Colo., now under way. The company will
operate both the theatres in Monte
Vista. Dave Davis, general manager,
has been on a trip to the west coast,
where he inspected new theatres.
E. L. Walton, assistant general sales
manager for Republic, was in calling
on large accounts with Gene Gerbase,
branch manager.... Dick Ivy, booker,
Eagle Lion branch, was at home with
the mumps.
Seen on Film Row were: Dave Warnock,
Johnstown, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Myers, Yuma, Colo.; John Roberts, Fort
Morgan, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. Leon Coul¬
ter, Loveland, Colo.; R.D. Ervin,
Kremmling, Colo.; Frank Aydelotte,
Ft. Collins, Colo., and Elden Menagh,
Ft. Lupton, Colo.

Kansas City
Beverly Miller was reported setting
up a giveaway stunt for simultaneous
participation of several hundred
theatres designed to compete with the
big radio giveaways. Miller was re¬
cently -district manager for Eagle
Lion, and formerly a franchise holder
for PRC.
William J. Heineman, Eagle Lion
vice-president in charge of distri¬
bution, announced the promotion of
Eugene Snitz from salesman to branch
manager. Snitz first entered the busi¬
ness in 1929, and since then has been
associated with Universal and Columbia

B.J. Leavitt, Granada, La Jolla,
Cal., purchased the new Playhouse in
the beach city.

While in St. Louis recently, Loife
Butler, singing star of Eagle Lion's
"Mickey", had lunch with local high
school student Gene Clark,
telling
him all about the company's production.

in various sales capacities. He joined
the army in 1943, served until 1946,
and later became a member of the Eagle
Lion sales staff here.
Howard E. Jameyson, who is retiring
from a district managership of Fox
Midweet Circuit, was tendered a fare¬
well party by his many industry as¬
sociates and friends. Elmer C. Rhoden,
Fox Midwest head, was toastmaster at
the dinner, and made the presentation
of a typewriter and case to Jameyson.

Los Angeles
Robert L. Lippert takes over as
Screen Guild president.
His theatre
headquarters are located in San Fran¬
cisco, but within a few months there
is a possibility that he might move
his theatre offices to Los Angeles
after the opening of his Drive-In
located out in the Valley.
There’s a scurry for vaudeville
talent with the theatres mulling
vaudeville downtown to help sluggish
boxoffice. Sherrill Corwin plans to
start at the Million Dollar and Orpheum.
A new theatre that-seats 952 will
be opened at La Habra Heights, be¬
tween Fullerton and Whittier, Cal.,
about 10 miles from downtown. Kelly
Norwood, a newcomer, intends opening
the house.
A reduction of admission prices
diew a committee for investigation,
according to local reports. It is
understood that the TOA is making a
survey in key cities to ascertain
what road to take.
A test recently wherein Fox West
Coast set a promotional tie-up with
The Examiner to promote the sagging
boxoffice proved so successful steps
are being taken to set special shows
with an accent on kiddie matinees.
The Beverly Hills papers will start
a similar promotion with the Wilshire,
Regina, and Beverly and some 20 local
merchants.
Charles Bowere, Jr. is the new mana¬
ger at the Hollywood. He has been
with WB for the past 18 years, coming
to the coast from a managerial job in
a New York Warner house.
Jules Seder and Howard Goldenson,
who head the Lee Theatres, Inc., are

Cinema Distributors Company, New
York, opened offices here, putting Ed
Barison in charge. The company expects
to distribute exploitation and foreign
films west of the Rockies.
Lee Naify is selling his Village in
the Veterans Housing Center here at
Rodger Young Village. Louis Frederici
is buying.
Miss K.S. Kao, professor at Chi-Nan
University, China, sister of U. Kao,
sales manager for Warners in Shanghai,
was a guest.... Thorton Sarget, FWC
public relations head, went to New
York for further work on "Youth Month.”
Charles P. Skouras, president, Na¬
tional Theatres Amusement Company, who
has supported many public service and
community projects, is about to see
one of his dearest activities get
underway. On July 25, the ground wil.1
be broken for Los Angeles’ new $600, 000
Saint Sophia Greek Orthodox Church,
Normandie Avenue and Pico Boulevard,
of which Skouras is the sponsor.

Milwaukee
Following the cutting of admissions
in Chicago, several independents and
the circuits here are toying with a
similar move....All treasure chests
buried in the hunt held by the Towne
in exploiting "The Pirate” were found.
The major chest containing certifi¬
cates for prizes, buried on Bradford
Beach, was discovered six hours after
the clues were published in a local
paper.
Roland Koutnik, Palace manager,
used moveable stills under glass on
one front panel in developing interest
on “Will It Happen Again?”... . . A
regional meeting of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, was planned at Madison, Wis.
....Arnold Brumm, Ritz, North Mil¬
waukee, is convention chairman for
the 1948 annual state convention,
Hotel Schroeder, Oct. 14-15.... John
Falco, Standard city manager, Beloit,
Wise., was in....Prizes to be award¬
ed to winners at the golf outing on
July 26 at Port Washington Country
Club, Port Washington, Wis.; were
displayed at National Theatre Supply
...William Exton, Roosevelt, Kenosha,
Wis., was a caller.... Max Mazur, Film
Classics manager, called around the
territory.
Increased use of giveaways by the¬
atre operators is aiding in licking
the summer slump.... Donald Weisfeldt,
41-Outdoor assistant manger, will be
married on July 24. Edward Weisfeldt,
his dad, in industry circles for the
last 25 years, will attend.
July 21, 1948
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at the opening, and followed up with
p. a. tour throughout Texas.

The Drive-In on Blue Mound Road,
according to Robert Gross, manager,
registered a spurt since installation
of in-car speakers.... John Mednikow,
National Screen Service manager, re¬
turned from a trip.... George Panka,
Metro, Prairie du Chein, Wis., was a
caller.

Omaha
J.K. Varney closed the Modern,
Fairfield, Neb....Dale Murphy closed
the Rainbow, Wilsonville, Neb....
Verne Lindholm entered the exhibitor
business at Ainsworth, Neb., buying
the Ainsworth from Roy Seyfert, whose
health has been bad. Lindholm is
secretary and manager. Chamber of
Commerce.

E. Koenigsreiter, Greendale, GreenWis., was a caller.... The Towne, the
only local house using Muzak wired
music in the lobby and women’s lounge,
installed outlets in the projection
booth and main office.
The 41-0utdoor, On Highway 41,
Franklin, Wis., south of town, coverin 65 acres, opened. Mayor Zeidler
cut a ribbon. This is the initial
such house planned by Standard The¬
atres, now operating 30 indoor houses
in the state,, When completed, the
tower will feature screens on both
sides, furnishing viewing facilities
for an additional 5,000 people. Mana¬
ger of the 41-0utdoor is William Kpster, onetime Fox Wisconsin operations
executive, assisted by Donal Weisfeldt, recently Strand manager.
At Kenosha, Wis., the Roosevelt,
operated by William Exton, was robbed
of $63, but the'robber, John Armstrong,
was captured.... Vincent Flynn was
promoted from sales to manager JOhn
G. Kemptgen’s assistant at MGM....
Rebecca Hoffman, MGM, weekended at
Madison, Wis....Two former Milwaukee
20th-Fox employees, Rosemary Ward
and Joseph Calvelli, were married.
Calvelli is Chicago office manager
....Michael Colla, National Screen
Service shipper, was married.... Alan
Usher, Sprague, Elkhorn, Wis., was in.
John Lenehan, Paramount booker,spent
his vacation at Indianapolis.... Sig¬
mund Goldberg, Hollywood, Wausau,
Wis., was in....Arnold Brum, Ritz,
North Milwaukee, was named convention
chairman for the Oct. 14-15 Independent
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, convention.
The Eagle Lion office picnic at
Lake Beulah was an enjoyable event
,...MGM scheduled a picnic at Lake
Beulah.
Russell Leddy, Orpheum, Green Bay,
Wis., was a caller.... Bernard Sherman,
Douglas, Tftacine, Wis., was another....
The Norway, De Forest, Wis., opera¬
ted by Ralph Johnson, opened....Eugene
Van Norman succeeded Donald Weisfeldt
as Strand manager.

Minneapolis
Regional meetings of North Central
Allied have been scheduled for Fargo,
N.D. , on Aug. 3 and for Devils Lake,
N.D., on Aug. 4. Stanley Kane and Ben
Berger will address the meetings. On
the agenda will be such subjects as
the new grievance committee plan, the
Supreme Court decision and its effect
on the independent exhibitor, clear¬
ance, conditioning of one picture on
another, film transportation costs,
and others.
New on Film Row are Jeanette Ellie,
biller, National Screen Service, and
Delores Reiter, stenographer, SRO....

Phil Harris, Universal-International
rep in San Francisco, delivers aspecial
16mm. print of "'Man-Eater of Kumaon"
to Pan American Airways stewardess
Betty Fitzgerald for the world pre¬
miere showing aboard the plane while
it flew over the Kumaon territory in
India. The extremely novel premiere
was simultaneous with the recent Winter
Garden, New York City, opening.

Roxy Ackerberg has been promoted to
booker, SR0....M.J. Hogan, Warners’
travelling auditor, was in at the
exchange. ... Glenn Wood, booker, U-I,
was vacationing in northern Minnesota
....Ida Shartin, branch manager’s
secretary, Warners, will spend most
of her vacation in the hospital to
undergo a minor operation...Joe Rosen,
booker, Paramount, was spending two
weeks in New York City....lone Johns¬
ton, switchboard operator, Columbia,
was spending two nice weeks at a lake
near McGregor, Minn:... Irene Efshen,
head bookkeeper, NSS, was vacationing
in Illinois and Kentucky.. .Mary Park¬
er, shipper, NSS, was vacationing in
Iowa.
Beverly Bolander, clerk, Paramount,
was married recently to Ed Johnson...
Muriel Fishbein, clerk, Paramount, is
now Mrs. Jerry Frederick.... An area
premiere of “Bring ’ Bn Back Alive” was
set for the Pan, Minneapolis, and Or¬
pheum, St. Paul, Minn.... Paramount
will ljave the world premiere of “Be¬
yond Glory” in Minneapolis during
Aquatennial Week...Bill Soper, booking
manager, Paramount, is back from a
vacation in Yellowstone Park and other
points west....Bill Wood, booker,
Columbia, is back from a vacation.
Conrad Kriedberg, sales manager,
SRO; has been transferred to special
assignment in St. Louis.... Saul Lebedoff and his sons, Martin and Cyril
Lee, are opening a new drive-in at
Colorado Springs. Colo. Cyril Lee
will manage.... Dr. D.T. Dawson and
L.A. Kaercher purchased the Orpheum,
Ortonville, Minn. More than $50,000
will be spent for improvements.

Oklahoma City
The world premiere of RKO’s “Return
Of The Bad Men” at Guthrie, Okla.,
coincided with the return to public
notice of the original Jesse James
after 64 years in hiding. With the
appearance of Jesse James, the pre¬
miere was one of the biggest events
in Guthrie’s history.
RKO’s "Return Of The Bad Men” held
its world premiere at Guthrie, Okla.
Jacqueline White, one of the stars of
the film, made a personal appearance

Ed Kugel plans to open his new
house at Holstein, la., on Aug. 1. He
owns one house there.... Elmer Tilson,
Seward, Neb., was vacationing in Min¬
nesota. ... M. M. Noragon bought the
350-seat Manilla, Manilla, la., from
L.R. Howorth. ... William Youngclaus
returned from an extended California
stay to run his Island, Grand Island,
Neb.
Twenty pairs of sound heads and
bases were rushed to India by the
Bailantyne Company. .. A new marquee
has been placed on the Star, Anthon,
la.., by W.R. Rasmussen.Jack
Schweidelson joined Monogram as a
salesman. He formerly managed the
Cass.... Henry Saggau, Denison, la. ,
exhibitor, was in Minnesota.... Joe
Feldhans, Schaller, la., was recover¬
ing from a serious illness.
The name of the City, David City,
Neb., has been changed to the Crest by
Cliff Sherron.... Mrs. Gerald McGlynn,
wife of the MGM manager, underwent an
operation... The Beacon reopened after
remodeling. It sports a crying room,
a new refreshment bar, and stainless
steel and colored glass paneled front
....William Miskell, Tri-States The¬
atres district manager, and his
daughter had a narrow escape when a
tornado hit southeast Nebraska.
Omaha’s Joslyn Memorial wound up
its season.... Several businesses
allied to films reportedly are seeking
space near the new World-Herald build¬
ing. They include an advertising
plant, transport firm, and wholesale
equipment firm....The RKO-Brandeis
previewed “Fighting Father Dunne”
for lads at Boys Town. The Boys Town
band led a parade of newsboys to the
house.
The Variety Club continues to aid
sick children. Jeannette Mary McDonald,
the tent’s two and one half-year-old
protege, has been allowed to leave a
Denver hospital. The tent paid about
$600 worth of hospital bills. It will
continue to care for her. The club
also presented films to Omaha’s Chil¬
drens Memorial Hospital. F.A. Van
Husan, Chief BarKer, and H.G. Rogers,
film transport man, made the preseniation. The club has given more than
$16,000 to the hospital.

Phoenix
Arizona Industrial Accident Commis¬
sioner H. S. McClusky returned from a
trip to Hollywood, where he addressed
a meeting of studio lawyers, business
managers, and insurance men. Upshot
of the meeting, according to McClusky,
was a decision by studios specializ¬
ing in western pictures to continue
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San Antonio

filming in Arizona because of higher
compensation benefits allowed injured
actors under the Arizona workmen’s
compensation law. Movie magnates were
considering shifting locale of westerns
from Arizona to California, but were
swayed by the vast disparity of com¬
pensation benefits paid by the two
states. California allows a flat $120
a month, while Arizona pays monthly
benefits up to $1,950 monthly.
New Arizona theatres include the
Gila, Safford; the Star, Nogales, and
the Royal, Morenci. The last is a
Harry L. Nace house with a seating ca¬
pacity of 602. LeoF. Wilson, formerly
with the Orpheum, Phoenix, and the Ri¬
alto, Winslow, Ariz., is manager of
the $175,000 house.

St. Louis
A farewell testimonial luncheon was
held at the Sheraton Hotel for Fred
S. Souttar, who has been serving as
district manager for Fox Midwest The¬
atres in southern Illinois and eastern
Missouri, and now being transferred
to Wichita, Kan., to succeed Howard
E. Jameyson, retiring. Souttar is be¬
ing succeeded here by John Meinardi,
who has been serving as assistant film
buyer, Kansas City offices. Tom Ed¬
wards, Edwards-Harris Circuit, per¬
formed as toastmaster after the intro¬
duction by Thomas James, Chief Barker,
Variety Club. Among those who spoke
were Ray Nolan, Lon Cox, Fred Wehrenberg, Eddie Arthur, John Meinardi,
and Russell Mortensen. Employees of
Fox-Midwest showed their appreciation
to Souttar by presenting him with a
large complete Solar enlarger. James
presented Souttar with a large gift
certificate. C.D. Hill, branch manager,
Columbia, presented a scroll to Sout¬
tar.
About 150 moviegoers in the senate
were thrown into panic when the wall
of an adjoining building collapsed,
and crashed through the theatre roof,
injuring about 11 in the balcony. All
available ambulances and police were
rushed to the scene. The noise attracted
a crowd estimated at 5,000 to the
scene. The unusual accident was no fault
of the theatre owners, Goldman-Levinthal, and would have been much worse
had it not been for the strong con¬
struction of the roof. The bricks
from the falling wall smashed a hole
15 feet square in the theatre roof,
and the bricks poured into the balcony.
The wall that collapsed is part of an
old, three-story building flush with
the theatre, and about one story higher.
The wall toppled towards the north
and onto the theatre roof. Marcus
Goldman, manager, when he heard a pre¬
liminary explosion, ran to the cash¬
ier’s cage, and told her to call the
fire department. Then he ran inside
to order the 30 spectators in the
balcony to come downstairs. About that
time, the wall of the adjoining building
toppled onto the Senate roof. The
damage to the theatre and the building
that fell on it was estimated by Frank
Brown, chief engineer, City Building
Commissioner, at $5,000.
Two new girls at Eagle Lion are
Rochelle Gorelick, booker* s secretary

The main street of Santa Fe, N. M., was
recently bedecked with huge streamers
for the gala premiere of United Artists'
"Four Faces West". On opening night,
the street was closed to accommodate
the crowds on hand to see the film
stars, as well as many other notables.

and daughter of Herman Gorelick,
Screen.Guild franchise holder, and
Dorothy Mott....There was a special
screening of "Mickey** at the Fox,
“The Fuller Brush Man’* received a
hearty reception from the salesmen on
the Fuller Brush Company staff in
this area when shown a preview arranged
by the publicity department of Fanchon
and Marco.
United Artists reported that branch
head Mariner’s secretary, Ruth Chap¬
man, was enjoying a quiet vacation in
the Ozarks. “Chick” Schueffler, office
manager, returned from pleasant fishing
in Minnesota.
SG’s Herman Gorelick spent a pleas¬
ant week on vacation.
Seen on Film Row recently were:
Exhibitors Bill Collins and wife, De
Soto, Mo; the Cluster brothers, Salem,
Ill.; Pedrucci, Frisina Circuit,
Springfield, Ill., and Justin Garard,
Carthage, Mo.
Herman Tanner, Vandalia, Ill., was
in, and reported enjoying his vacation
in New York City.... Eagle Lion reports
closing a deal with the Frisina Cir¬
cuit, Springfield, Ill.... Miss Louise
Noll, cashier, and Joyce Kinney, sec¬
retary to the branch manager, Eagle
Lion will spend their vacation at Fox
Springs Lodge, Cuba, Mo.

Salt Lake City
J.W. “Bill” Pace, Delta, Utah,
veteran theatre owner and operator
and businessman, announced he will be
a candidate for the post of state
auditor. He has been active in Utah
politics for years. He served a term
in the legislature, and attended the
Democratic National Convention in
Philadelphia.
The Geneva Drive-In, a new ozoner
north of Provo, Utah, was opened to
the public, the 30th outdoor theatre
in this exchange territory. A 600-car
affair, it is operated by the Superior
Amusement Company, headed by Don
Clyde, Maurice Miller, and Veigh
Cummings.

Ralph A. Ralle, production chief,
Ralle United Motion Picture Company,
announced thatamillion dollar motion
picture and television studio will be
constructed here. The unique project,
first studio to be completely de¬
signed for the dual function, of mak¬
ing motion pictures and television
films, will be financed jointly by
local capital and Hollywood interests.
Designed by Gordon M. Smith, local
architect, the structure will be airconditioned, and will house the most
modern technical equipment for the
complete production of motion pic¬
tures. Facilities of the new studios
will be available, on a rental basis,
to independent and major motion pic¬
ture producers. The proposed building
will house a modern film processing
labratory, wardrobe facilities, sound
studios, two swimmiug pools, and com¬
plete sets for interior shooting.
It’s not known whether the idea
germinated from G. I.’s who attended
open air shows during the war or from
the rash of new drive-ins, but San
Antonio now has five open air “walkin” theatres. All are on the west
side of the city, and prices range
from 30 cents to 35 cents for adults
and nine cents for children. At least
three English language films are
shown each week, with the remainder
being Spanish language. A must eaeh
week is a cowboy film. Latest one to
open is the Rio, which can accomodate
400, and owned and operated by Mrs.
Beatrice A. Garcia.
George M. Watson, city manager for
Interstate Theatres Circuit, returned
from his vacation.... A three-day show¬
ing was held at the Colored Library
Auditorium of “The Spirit of Youth”
.... W.R. Tinney, projectionist, Texas,
and Manuel Ayala, relief, Majestic,
were named local delegates to the
IATSE convention to be held in Cleve¬
land.
Booking and visiting were: Frank
Trevino, Ideal, Pearsall, Tex.; H.C.
Vogelpohl, Warners’ southern Texas
salesman from Dallas; M.J. Gonzales,
Pan-American Film Company, Laredo,
Tex.; Robert Man, new 20th Fox film
salesman for southern Texas; F.W.
Allen, National Screen Service, Dal¬
las, and Jimmy Skinner, Interstate
Circuit sound technician, Dallas
home office.
S. G. Fry, who owns six houses, with
headquarters in Tyler, Tex., is gen¬
eral manager of a film truck coopera¬
tive motor line servicing a total of
12 theatres in his area. It was pro¬
moted among various theatre men by
Fry to cut theatre film transportation
costs, and, according to Fry, the
transportation saving for his theatres
has reached 40 per cent under pre¬
vious costs. According to Fry, The
Film Transit Association is now ready
to serve additional theatre men in
this area in a cooperative deal.
“A Talking Texan” contest is being
conducted from the stage of the Delman, Houston, Tex., broadcast over
KLEE, and sponsored by the Harris
July 21,
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American Cancer
to Ellis Ford,
audience quiz is
theatre business

Clay Theatre, first-run art house,
is remaining dark for three weeks
after a fire which started in a next
door restaurant wrought considerable
damage.

George Hoel has been named manager,
new Rialto and Rex, Three Rivers,
Tex., owned and operated by Hall
Industries. Hoel was formerly at
Corpus Christi, Tex... .Glasscock Thea¬
tres, headed by L.D. Glasscock,
announced plans for the construction
of.a new theatre at Dilley, Tex. The
house would feature English language
films inasmuch as the town’s other
house, the Haydee, features LatinAmerican films....Sam Lewis, well
known theatre decorator, has been named
manager, new 800-seat Grand, Monahans,
Tex., recently opened by R.E. Rushing,
western Texas oilman. Lewis will also
carry a minor financial interest. He
succeeds Jack Holman, who was to be
manager, and also had an interest.
L.S. Holman has an interest also.

Junior executives of the Variety
Club maintained their string of suc¬
cessful parties on Saturday night at
the local tent.

County unit of the
Society. According
manager, Delman, an
also conducted, and
has been increased.

Sam Siegel, director of publicity
and exploitation for Columbia, the
western district, returned to Holly¬
wood. ... Chuck Charles resigned his
position with the B.F. Shearer Com¬
pany, and will move to California as
soon as he disposes of his home....
Mrs. D.O. Selby and daughter, Janice,
went to Juneau, Alaska, on the liner
George Washington to join Selby before
his return from a month in Alaska for
the Shearer Company.
The Iris and Texan, Houston, Tex.,
are again under control of the Will
Horwitz estate, the entire stock of
both having been purchased by W.B.
Hamblen, president, Will Horwitz,
Inc., from officials of Interstate
Theatres Circuit.
In keeping with the spirit and in¬
tent of the recent Supreme Court de¬
cision, Interstate has turned back 10
theatres operated in joint deals with
independent operators. Among those
returned are the Rivoli and Strand,
Waco, Tex., to Abe Levy; Rivoli and
Palace, San Benito, Tex., to Ed Brady;
Arcadia and Columbia, Ranger, Tex.,
to B.E. Garner, and Lamar, Paris,
Tex., to C.J. Musselman.

Son Francisco
Art Rosenbaum, top track-writer and
sports columnist, gave Lewis Singer' §
manager, Warfield, show a pleasant
boost high over the hurdles in praise
of "Kings of the Olympics."....Local
society pages yielded wide space to
the engagement announcement of 18year-old Joan Wobber, daughter of
Herman Wobber, 20th Century-Fox, and
Marshall Naify, son of Michael A.
Naify, United California Theatres,
Inc.... Robert E. Mclver, 50, Bay Area
publicity and newspaper man, died of
a heart attack at Carmel, Cal. Mclver,
colorful, generous individualist,
handled publicity for the Oakland
baseball team, Shrine football, and
numerous theatrical projects....Joe
Smith, branch manager, RKO exchange;
Elmer Sudeen, office manager, RKO,
and Morris Rosenberg, booker, Golden
State Circuit, sharpen wits and main¬
tain condition with regular noontime
sessions on handball courts.

the spot has room for 400 cars, with
capacity expected to be enlarged for
200 more in the near future. There
are refreshment lounges and a snack
bar. Paisley, who operates theatres
in Coeur d’Arlene and Osbum, said the
investment represents a total of
$100,000.

That some of San Francisco’s thea¬
tres on Market Street, by their mar¬
quee displays of a “lewd and immoral’’
character, are turning the main
thoroughfare tnto a "honky-tonk street”
was charged by members of the Board
of Supervisors here recently.

Henry Mullendor is in control of the
theatrical situation at Auburn, Wash.
He was operating the Avenue, and on
July 1 took over the Avon and Grenada
from Sidney Dean and Fred Gamble,
Tacoma, Wash. . . .Sonny Tufts was in
Seattle on his way from Hollywood to
Montana_Eve Rubenfeld's daughters,
Barbara and Jo Ila, are summering at
a camp on Vashon Island. Mother is
secretary to Chilton Robinette, branch
manager, 20th Century-Fox.... Henry
Haustein, Paramount branch manager,
and Mrs. Haustein spent the holiday
week-end in Spokane, Wash.... Ray Lehrman, booker for Sterling Theatres,
with his family, was vacationing at
Birch Bay.

Sam Sobel, former Eagle Lion branch
executive, succeeded to the position
of branch manager of Film Classics
after the death of Fred Abelson,
popular FC manager. During the tran¬
sition period, Sam Wheeler, Film
Classics Los Angeles official, main¬
tained the office, but returned to
the south with Sobel’s appointment.
Chan Carpenter, who acted as office
manager during the staff revisions,
is now on the road for the company.

J.T. Sheffield was on a vacation
trip to Alaska. He left on the George
Washington with Fowler Martin, Pacific
National Bank.. . .Mrs. Beatrice Timlin,
Los Angeles, mother of Howard Clark,
head booker in Los Angeles for RKO,
has been visiting with her brother-inlaw and sister, Les and Cora Theuerkauf,
operating theatres in Tacoma, Wash...
Joe Rosenfield, operating the Granda
and the Post Street, was here from
Spokane, Wash.

The Variety Club of Northern Cali¬
fornia on Aug. 1 opens a $150,000
drive to build a home in San Francisco
exclusively for blind babies. The
show business organization has pledged
$50,000 a year for maintenance. Sight¬
less children will be cared for until
they reach the age of six, when they’ re
eligible for state support. Variety
is sponsoring the exhibiting of a
series of locally filmed short sub¬
jects of western festivals to help
raise revenue for its Heart Fund.

A.R. Larson and L.L. Gillette opened
their new Motor*Vue Drive-In north of
Bellingham. It accommodates 500 cars
....Rodrick Bruce Hartman, son of
Oliver Hartman, Eastern Washington
exhibitor, was married on June 25 to
Lura Anne Sanderson, and they honey¬
mooned in California. The groom is
associated with his father in operating
the Coulee Dam. .. .Dave Dunkle, booker,
Paramount, returned from a vacation
in Idaho... .Arthur Gollofon, who lives
in Seattle but operates a theatre in
Concrete, Wash., returned with Mrs.
Gollofon from a vacation trip- in
British Columbia.... George Clark,
head shipper, Columbia, is back from
a vacation in Denver.... Joe Durant,
for many years with the B.F. Shearer
Company, and Mrs. Durant celebrated
their 42nd wedding anniversary.

Howard Newman, manager, St. Francis,
Paramount, solved a recent emergency
while the ladies’ powder room of his
house was being remodeled. Newman
chivalrously added the letters "wo"
in front of "men." Gentlemen had to
climb up three flights to an auxiliary
wash-room.

Film Row* s able basketball team re¬
sumed its winning stride when it de¬
feated the Daly City team, 49-31. The
Row’s cagers last season swept the
Recreation League for the champion¬
ship. Sparked by Stanley R. Lefcourt,
booker, San Francisco Theatres, Inc.,
the team include Ted Gielber, John
Martinez, Jim Rierson, Paramount;
Eddy Aberell, United Artists, and
Bill Bennett, Gil boy Delivery Company.
«

Farewell parties for two retiring
Golden State Circuit division mana¬
gers, Rex 0. Stevenson, San Frahcisco,
and David J. Bolton, Oakland, were
given by the managers of the theatres
which the two represented for over a
decade. Stevenson was presented with
a portable radio by the S.F. group.
Bolton received an engraved wristwatch from the East Bay managers.

Seattle
The Idaho panhandle’s first drivein, the Showboat, opened last fort¬
night at the junction of Highway 10
and four-lane No. 10A. 0. C. Paisley
and O.E. Lee are the proprietors, and

Harry J. Moore, assistant manager,
Roxy, Everett, Wash., was married on
June 26 to Barbara Nelson, Everett.
They honeymooned in California....
Ernie Piro, salesman for United Art¬
ists, is managing the Northwest Film
Club’s Junior Legion baseball team in
his spare moments.... Will Grieme,
associated with his father, Charles
Grieme, in theatre operation in eastern
Washington, was here from Wenatchee
....W.A. Cochrane, theatre owner at
Snoqualmie, Wash., is recovering from
a recent illness, and was on The Row
with Mrs. Cochrane.
Maury Saffie, Saffle Theatre Service,
his wife, and their son, Dean, left
for Idaho where Mrs. Saffle visited
in Twin Falls, and Saffle and his son
enjoyed a fishing trip to Stanley Basin.
July 21,
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Cleveland
RKO Allen manager Howard Higley and
publicity manager Shirley Fishman re¬
cently arranged two attention getting
radio contests on Columbia’s ‘The
Fuller Brush Man”, with listeners in¬
vited to write in their most embarras¬
sing moments and the most unusual
brush-offs they had ever received.
Fuller Brush dealers lent full coop¬
eration.
AndyW. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general
sales manager, and Charles Reagan,
Paramount general sales manager, held
a luncheon meeting at the Statler
Hotel with Cleveland and Cincinnati
district and branch managers as guests,
to discuss plans to support the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital. Accompanying
the sales managers was Sam Shain,
20th-Fox public relations department.
I.J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox branch manager,
was in charge of arrangements.
Bill Colella, manager, Embassy, re¬
cently discharged from Fairview Park
Hospital, where he underwent a major
operation, is convalescing in N ew
Castle, Pa. During his absence, Henry
Brenner, former manager, Haltnorth,
is taking over.
Marian Ward, secretary to J.S.
Jossey, Hygienic Productions, is en¬
joying the Maine breezes while June
Blazer, daughter of tax expert George
Blazer, fills in.
Rumor has it that Warners will not
renew the lease on the Lake, downtown
house, said to expire on July 31. The
same source states that the Lake will
be taken over by RKO as a moveover
house...Sid Shoen, Universal Chemical
Company, states that his organization
has purchased a building at Payne Avenue
and East 25th Street.
Bernard Rubin, Imperial, announced
the purchase of PRC reissues for the
area.... Frank Greenwald, pioneer in¬
dependent distributor and exhibitor,
who, for the past several years, has
concentrated on his bowling alley, is
back as manager, Knickerbocker.
Background shots for MGM’ s “The
Life Of Monty Stratton" were filmed
at the Cleveland Arena while the
Cleveland Indians and the Chicago
White Sox were slugging out a game.
Five years in the army left its mark
on Joe Minsky. He recently resigned
as district manager for Eagle Lion to
open an Army and Navy Store in Alliance,
0

.

Nat Wolf, general chairman, in
charge of the annual Variety Club golf
tournament to be hald on July 30 at
the Pine Ridge Country Club, announced
a free dinner at the Theatrical Grille
on July 26 for those who will enter
July 21,
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bids on the Calcutta Pool.. ..Mayland,
1800-seat deluxe house being built by
the Essick and Reif Circuit at Mayfield and Lander Roads, will be ready
to open in August... Paul Bader, owner,
Ace, purchased the Memphis.

TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI
Warners (Palace, E. 6th) July 26,
8:00 p.m., “Embraceable You”.

Howard Higley is back at the air
cooled RKO Allen after a 4400-mile
trip through the south.

Detroit

CLEVELAND
Warners (2300 Payne) July 26, 2:00,
“Embraceable You”.

Budd Rogers, Realart vice president,
visited the exchange.

Indianapolis
Edwin Brauer, manager, Republic,
called on John Dromey, buyer for Publix-Great Lakes, Chicago. ... Will iaip
Munson, National Screen Service, was
granted a 60-day leave because of ill¬
ness. ... Henry Reiss, head, Ideal
Amusement Company, Louisville, Ky. ,
was visiting in Chicago...Leo Ciciaco,
Downs, Louisville, Ky. , was fishing
in Canada.
Mrs. Mary M. Bixby, secretary to
Fred Dolle, Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company, Louisville, Ky. , was spending
her vacation in New York and Boston,
Mass...William Meloy, Strand, Shelbyville, Ind., was hospitalized after
being in an automobile accident.... Ed
Campbell is building a new open-air
theatre in Corydon, Ind....James
Mooney, United Artists home office
representative, was in....Don Hammer,
former operator, Liberty, Muncie, Ind. ,
moved his family here. He is connected
with UA sales organization.
Eugene Sturle, Broadway, Louisville,
Ky., went to Reelsfoot Lake, Term., on
a fishing expedition. .. .Norma Slagel,
inspectress, Columbia, was spending
her vacation in Cincinnati with her
son....Roger Wright, Madrid, Akron,
Ind.,
spent several days here ..R.A.
Stieler, Royal, Evansville, Ind., has
been appointed buyer and booker for
the Family Drive-In, Evansville, Ind.,
recently opened.
Exhibitors visiting Film Row were:
Roland Foster, Bloom, Bloomfield,
Ind. ; Hobart Hart, Court Auburn, Ind. ;
Mrs. William Hahey, Milan, Milan, Ind.;
Harry Douglas, Dana, Dana, Ind.; R.L.
Hudson and son, Hudson Circuit, Rich¬
mond, Ind. ; William Studebaker, Logan,
Logansport, Ind.; Andy Anderson, AnCircuit, Hartford City, Ky. ; Oscar
Fine, Fine Circuit, Evansville, Ind.;
Roy Harold, K. of P. Greensburg, Ind.,
and Rcser Wright, Madrid, Akron, Ind.
R.E. Moon, eastern division manager,
20th-Fox, and his executive assistant,
Joseph St. Clair, spent three days
here...Herbert Levinson, Warner book¬
er, was spending his vacation at home
in Stuebenville, 0....The 20th-Fox
local exchange, which participated in
the nation-wide spring drive tor the
past 13 weeks, finished in the top
15 exchanges. The result is that every
employee was awarded a three-week ad¬
ditional salary check as a bonus.
George T. Landis, manager, 20th-Fox,
returned to his post after a visit to
New York, where he testified in the
Fifth and Walput. .Louisville, Ky.,

DETROIT
Warners (2310 Cass) July 26,
"Embraceable You”.

2:00,

INDIANAPOLIS
Warners (517 N. Illinois) July 26,
1:00, "Embraceable You”.
PITTSBURGH
Warners (1715 Blvd. of Allies)
1:30, “Embraceable You”.

July 26,

case....James Keefe, exploitation di¬
rector, Cincinnati, spent several
days here on promotion work for the
Indiana... Allen Brothers are building
a new house in Canneyville, Ky., the
Mary Jane.... James Franklin, booker,
20th-Fox, is spending his vacation in
Chicago.... Helen Morrison, 20th-Fox
contract clerk, spent her vacation at
Lake Shafer, Ind.
John Keller, booker, RKO, was spend¬
ing his vacation at home....Joe Finneran, president, Syndicate Theatres,
Franklin, Ind., and family were spend¬
ing their vacation in Canada.... Andy
Anderson is building a new open-air,
with a capacity of 400 cars, at Owens¬
boro, Ky., scheduled to have opened
....A new family drive-in is under
construction on Road 41, near Evans¬
ville, Ind...New air-conditioning has
been installed in the Photoplay, Clay
City, Ind., by Daman Frank.
Will Ainsworth, National Allied
president, and Andy Smith, 20th-Fox
general sales manager, have accepted
invitations of the Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana to be their guests
at the mid-summer convention at French
Lick on July 26-27-28.

Pittsburgh
A recent visitor was Charlie Dortic,
for many years booker and salesman. At
the present time he is northern dis¬
trict salesman for Columbia, out of
Albany. He was lucky enough while here
to pick up a 1948 Ford.
Loew’s Penn looks Dright following
its annual paint job. ...The Liberty
Theatre, South Side, operated by Homer
Michael, is still in operation despite
extensive remodeling.
Harry Long, Bert Stearn’s assistant
at Co-Operative Theatre Service, re¬
cently completed a thorough check-up
by his physician in an effort to dis¬
cover, the reason for his not feeling
quite,up to par_A very welcome vi¬
sitor recently was Hilda (Zerelstein)
Herb, wife of Lew Herb, traveling rep¬
resentative of THF EXHIBITOR. Previous
Mideast
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to her marriage, she was the Pittsburgh
correspondent for the publication. She
spent a busy day renewing acquaintances
and talking to her old friends while
visiting with her family. She departed
with her husband for Philadelphia, and
then started a new trip around the
country in their trailer.
Bob Kimmel, head shipper, Monogram,
resigned to go to Cincinnati where he
will be in business with his fatherin-law. Carl Dortic, booker at the
same office, also resigned to go into
the used car business here.
Ray Moon, eastern division manager,
20th Century-Fox, spent a day confer¬
ring with Weldon Waters, branch mana¬
ger.... Sammy Speranza and Sol Bragin,
Warner Theatre bookers, recently ex¬
changed territories. Bragin now handles
city and Main Line houses, while
Speranza books the Erie and West Vir¬
ginia territories.
The 20th Century-Fox Pep Club held
its annual summer picnic at Snyder’ s
Farm, near Warrendale, Pa. Games,
followed by swimming and refreshments,
were enjoyed.
Budd Rogers, Real art vice president,
visited the local exchange.

take place in St. Rosalia’s Church,
in the Bloomfield district.
Saal Gottlieb, oranch manager for
Metro, was recently in Altoona, Pa. ,
where he conferred with the Allison
Circuit...Cecilia “Cece” Cook, secre¬
tary to Kay Lockhart, Metro, was
married to Patrick McCann at St. Paul’s
Cathedral, Oakland district. A rece*ption followed at the McCann home.
Seek Havkins Activities: The Child¬
ren’ s Hospital-Go-Getters Rally was
held at the Stanley, where the members
saw “Romance On The High Seas”. At
the Barry, the Tri-State officers and
Rangers and Rangerettes were the
guests of Manny Greenwald at a screen¬
ing of “Under California Stars”.
OUT-OF-TOWN-VISITORS: Fred A. Beedle,
Alhambra and Continental Theatres,
Canonsburg, Pa. ; Werner Lund, Lund
Theatre Circuit, Carmichaels, Pa.;
Louis Stuler, formerly with the Lund
Circuit; K. A. "Gus” Vaveris, with
theatres at Johnstown, Philipsburg,
and Mt. Pleasant, Pa. ; U E. "Bud” An¬
drews, Emporium, Emporium, Pa.; George
Notopoulos, Johnstown, Pa.; Charles
Gorley and Joe Murdock, new manager,
Penn-State Theatres, Uniontown, Pa. ,
and Mrs. Oliver A. Kihchel and son,
Burt, Princess, Jeanette, Pa.

Jules Lapidus, Warners eastern and
Canadian division sales manager, vi. sited.

STATES

Tent 1, Variety Club, was the scene
of regular Saturday night dances. Se¬
veral surprises were in store for
those who attended, such as free in¬
struction in the rhumba, samba, etc.,
by dancing teachers from the Paul
Allen Dance Studio, Squirrel Hill,
which is under the management of Paul
Kleinerman, former Pittsburgh exhibi¬
tor. The board meeting was held on
July 19.

LEBAN ON

Budd Rogers, vice-president, Realart, along with his wife and another
couple, were recent visitors. He is
on amotor trip to Lake Louise, Banff.
Canada, and intended to visit the Cleve¬
land and Detroit exchanges.
Fanny Silverman, wife of Dave Sil¬
verman, branch manager, RKO, came
through the operation for a double
fracture on her leg, sustained at her
home, in a satisfactory manner. Mrs.
Silverman, following the placing of
the permanent cast, which she will be
forced to wear for possibly three
months, was discharged from the Montefiore Hospital.
Another wedding announcement in tne
Metro office was that of the Aug. 21
wedding of Miss Bobbie O’Brien, con¬
tract department^ to Paul Weber, a
physical education instructor and
coach at the high school in Church
Falls, Va. The wedding ceremony will

MARQUEES
SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC.

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.
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Kentucky
The Arista, owned by Oscar Hopper,
is undergoing extensive remodeling.

LOU ISVILLE
John Edmunds, KATO representative,
made an extensive tour of the central
part of the state getting acquainted
with exhibitors...The Kentucky, owned
by the Switow Amusement Company, fin¬
ally installed a popcorn machine....
Frank Riffle, engineer, Falls City
Theatre Equipment Company, returned
from a visit to Jackson, Ky.
Out of town exhibitors on Film Row
recently included D.B. Allen, Mary
Jane, Caneyville, Ky. ; Robert Enoch,
Elizabethtown Amusement Company, Eli¬
zabethtown, Ky.; George Lindsey, Lind¬
sey, Brownsville, Ky.; J.T. Flowers,
Sunset Drive-In, Bowling Green, Ky.;
Joseph W. Barr, Williston, Indianapo¬
lis, Ind.; Reach McAllister, Theatair
Drive-In, Jeffersonville, Ind.; Bob
Harned, Empire, Sellersburg, Ind.;
W. P. McGary, Lyric, Hardinsburg, Ky. ;
J.V. Snook, Griffeth, LaGrange, Ky.,
and C. 0. Humston, Lyric, Lawrenceburg,
Ky.
The annual election of the Kentucky
Association of Theatre Owners was held
on July 9. On hand were Colonel Guth¬
rie F. Crowe, E.L. Ornstein, John Ed¬
munds, Mrs. Nell Borden, J.V. Snook,
Charles R. Mitchell, E.S. Huber, John¬
son Mussellman, Henry J. Stiles, and
A-N. Miles. The voting, by mail, saw
all officers re-elected; Crowe, pre¬
sident, LaGrange, Ky.; Willard Gabhart,
vice-president, Harrodsburg, Ky. ;C.R.
Buechel, treasurer, Louisville; Mrs.
Borden, assistant treasurer-secretary.

Louisville, and Stiles, general coun¬
sel, Louisville. Newly elected direc¬
tors for two-year terms are: first
district, Ned Greene, Mayfield, Ky.;
second district, Leon Pickel, Hender¬
son. Ky.; third district, Mrs. Gratia
Locke, Louisville; fourth district,
Kenneth Arnold, Bardstown, Ky., and
W. Bruc_e Aspley, Glasgow, Ky.; fifth
district, J. Van Snook, LaGrange, Ky.;
sixth district, Gene Lutes, Frankfort,
Ky.; seventh district, L.O. Davis,
Hazard, Ky. ; eighth district, W.T.
Cain, Louisa, Ky., and ninth district,
Mrs. 0. J. Minnix, London, Ky. Directors-at-large elected for two-year
terms were Ornstein, Brandenburg, Ky.,
and Lew Hensler, Lexington, Ky. Hensler, however, immediately resigned
with the announcement that he had
left his post as zone manager for the
Schine Circuit, and was going from
the Ben Ali, Lexington, Ky. , for Day¬
tona Beach, Fla. , to enter anothex
field of endeavor. B. Cox will succeed
Hensler in Lexington, and was chosen
to fill the place vacated. A committee
to five, comprising C. Kenneth Arnold,
Bardstown; Ornstein,,Lutes, Mrs. Lucke,
and Fred J. Dolle, Louisville, were
chosen as a committee to begin pre¬
parations for the KATO convention in
October. Edmunds, Hopkinsville and
Louisville, newly appointed assistant
to the president, made a short talk.
He will take over a large part of the
administration work. Edmunds, Jr., a
native of Hopkinsville, Ky.<, came
here a year ago to practice law.

Ohio
COLUMBUS
Crime pictures which exploit “grue¬
some details” and "too much rough
language” are giving members of the
Ohio censor board their worst Problems
said Miss Susannah Warfield, super¬
visor, Division of FilmCensorship,
and Mrs. Ruth Hornbeck, assistant
censor. In previous years, films which
“overstepped the bounds of decency”
caused most trouble.
Licensing of “bingo” games by muni¬
cipalities and imposition of a stiff
tax is suggested by The Columbus Citi¬
zen in its editorial columns.
The Alhambra reduced its adults ad¬
mission to 30 cents and childrens to
14 cents...John G. Elias, 16-year-old
Plain City, 0., youth, won a $25 U. S.
security bond in The Citizen’s pre¬
diction contest held by RKO Theatres
in connection with the Joe Louis-Joe
Walcott bout.
An expanded program of free movies
for Hilltop youngsters is>offered this
summer at the Rivoli and Ritz, both
operated by George Pekras. Eight shows
are presented on alternating Saturdays
at each of the houses. The Hilltop Kiwanis Club is working with Pekras.
The Dispatch ran a feature on M.B.
"Patsy” Johnson, believed to be the
oldest stagehand in Columbus. He has
seen only three movi*^ in his lifetime.
Carl Rogers, manager, Broad, finally
found larger quarters after several
months’ search. He and his family moved
into anew home on North Fourth Street.
July 21,
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MID-WEST THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1638 Central Parkway, Cincinnati 10, Ohio

ERNIE FORBES THEATRE SUPPLY
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The Variety Club annual golf tour¬
nament has been scheduled for July 30
at the Highland Country Club. Tickets
may be purchased from Max Shulgold,
of the committee, or in the club rooms.

CON NEAUT
Shea Theatre Corporation will build
a 1,000-seat theatre at Main and Buf¬
falo Streets in 1949. The real estate
end was handled by Judge William N.
Shane, Cross and Shane, Ashtabula, 0.,
Shea counsel.

MEDINA
This county seat town was selected
by Pathfinder magazine as the locale
of the film, “Hometown America”. The
selection was made because of the
town’s excellent wartime record in
oversubscribing war bond and other
drives and'by its civic sDirit.

TOLEDO
Howard Feigley, manager, Rivoli, re¬
cently promoted 1000 Fuller brushes
for use as giveaways in connection with
Columbia’s "The Fuller Brush Man”.
Dealers helped distribute door knob
hangers and 5,000 comic booklets. An
aide posed as a Fuller Brush man in a
street giveaway of other Fuller
brushes.

Wl LM I N G TON
Hygienic Productions’ entry into the
stage entertainment field has been con¬
firmed by Kroger Babb, Hygienic pre¬
sident. Babb recently completed final
production plans for a two hour stage
revue titled,“The Best Is Yet To Come”,
scheduled to begin a national tour on
Aug. 1. The show is to carry a nameband and five standard variety acts.
The production also calls for local
acts to be added for each engagement.
The first road edition of the show is
already set for the following Ohio
towns starting on Aug. 1, Wilmington,
Lancaster, Athens, Chillicothe, Ken¬
ton, and Washington Court Hpuse.

Pennsylvania

proud parents of a baby girl. The
young lady weighed in at nine pounds,
six ounces. Wincek, with his partner,
Albert Tate, operates the Hi-Way 51
Drive-In, located four miles west of
here.

BROUGHTON'
Joann, 12 year-old daughter of Rus¬
sell Olnhausen, who operates the Carol,
was the painful victim of an unusual
attack by -the family pet, a chow named
King. The attack occurred, while her
parents were away from the house as
she was putting the dog in the basement
for the night. The attack came without
warning. Miss Olnhauser suffered bites
on the neck and thigh that required
more than 20 stitches.

BURGETTSTOWN
Business has been off in this com¬
munity, even more so than throughout
the rest of the territory, due to the
announcement by the American Zinc and
Chemical Company that it will begin
to immediately dismantle its plant,
and cease business operations here.
The company, which owns much real estate
in the town, including some 200 houses,
has already sold or otherwise dis¬
posed of all its properties, and both
Charlie Argentine, owner, Keith, dnd
Donald Mungello, owner, Mary Ann, are
very discouraged. The Keith had a re¬
cent fire. Damages were estimated at
upwards of $100.

the Presbyterian Hospital, Pittsburgh,
but was rapidly showing improvement.

NEW CASTLE
The folks from seven counties around
joined with New Castle's faithful in
an old-fashioned holiday celebra¬
tion, with bands, parading veterans,
and speech-making, as part of the
150th anniversary. The police esti¬
mated that more than 50,000 people
stood in the 90-degree heat for more’
than two hours to view the afternoon
parade.

NEW KEN SIN G T ON
All the theatres in this community,
the New Dattola and Paramount, opera¬
ted by Bart Dattola; the Circle, opera¬
ted by the Serrao brothers; the Li¬
berty and Ritz* operated by Warner
Theatres, and the Family Drive-In, on
the outskirts of town, were affected
by the recent passage of a 10 per
cent school tax, which became effect¬
ive on July 1.

RAMEY
The Pastime remained cl'osed despite
efforts of the property owner, Robert
Williams, who operates a meat and gro¬
cery market, to dispose of it by out¬
right sale or lep.se. Any interested
parties may secure further information
by contacting him in Ramey.

SHARON
CANONS BURG
Fred A. Beedle, familiarly known as
Freddie, who, with his brother, Ed,
owns and operates the Alhambra and
Continental, was on Film Row winding
up last minute details in regard to
his bookings before entering Mercy
Hospital, Pittsburgh, where he expected
to undergo a thyroid operation. Beedle
is vice-president and chairman of the
board, Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Of Western Pennsylvania, and is
very well-known.

Harry Stahl, who, with John Muller,
operates the NuLuna and the Gable,
recently made a trip to Cleveland
especially to see Bob Hope’s Cleveland
Indians.

SEWICKLEY
The Sewickley, owned and operated by
William R. Wheat, has remained open
despite undergoing extensive painting
and re-decorating. The theatre is ex¬
pected to be a real show place.

CHARLEROI

WARREN

A hail, wind, and lightning storm
caused heavy damage .to the Veterans
Memorial Week exhibit and several
streets and homes in nearby Monessen,
Pa. Within minutes after the storm be¬
gan, streets were filled to the curb
with wa£er, -and the overflow ran into
nearby cellars. Fortunately, none of
the theatres, the Palace, Coyle. Menlo,
and State, Charleroi, and the Manos
and Star, Monessen, suffered break¬
downs or extensive damage.

The Library, owned and operated by
Warner Theatres, was said to be the
first theatre in the Pittsburgh terri¬
tory to book the new Columbia serial,
“Superman”. The radio station made
spot announcements both before and
after every day’s broadcast of the
"Superman” program, plugging the sub¬
ject and its contents. The tie-up was
made by George Sarvis, veteran Warner
manager, and Jimmy Totman, new north¬
west territory district manager, War¬
ner Theatres.

ALTOONA
The Sky, which, up until recently,
had been operated by Richard Wieser,
an ex-G.I., who had secured a loan for
the purpese of operating the property,
and was recently closed down, was re¬
ported as being up for sheriff sale.
However, investigation revealed that
the building proper, owned by the
Reading Trust Company, Reading, Pa.,
and the balance of the property, were
to be disposed of by means of a pri¬
vate sale. Bids were being accepted
for the complete projection room equip¬
ment, lighting fixtures, ticket box,
screen, pianos, etc. Richard Wieser
is the son of the exhibitor who oper¬
ates the Sky, Middleburg, Pa. , located
in Snyder County. There was a report
that Charlie Himmelein, who, for many
years, was with the Altoona-Publix
Circuit, was trying to arrange a lease
in order to operate the property.

BEAVER FALLS
The John Winceks, wnc resir1.' in
nearby New castle, Pa., became the

ERIE
The Strand was expected to close,
despite the fact that the new Strand,
which is under construction, is once
more being plagued by labor trouble.

IMPERIAL
Henry Schmitt, who operates the Im¬
perial, has been spending the past
several weeks recuperating at the
summer cottage of Bill Walker at Conneaut Lake, Pa. Schmitt recently under¬
went a serious abdominal operation at

West Virginia
BEL INGT ON
The Seneca underwent a change of
ownership when Don Hayman, who also
operates the Virginia Tunnelton, W.
Va. , took over the management. It was
formerly operated by John Panoplous.

PARKERSBURG
The Strand was to close for exten¬
sive redecorating and remodeling.
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Frances Coppola, inspection room. The
whereabouts of these people can be
obtained by writing A1 Fowler.
Joseph E. Levine, president, Dis¬
covery Picture Corporation, announced
that Film Classics has signed a con¬
tract with United World Films to dis¬
tribute both in 16mm. and in television
Levine’s “Discovery.”

CRO SSTOWN
Boston’s Esplanade concerts are at¬
tracting thousands at their evening
performances. These concerts, coupled
with night ball games and very humid
weather, have played havoc with the
theatres.
Mickey Redstone, Latin quarter and
Mayfair owner, will open a drive-in
in Dedham, Mass., next month and
another in Revere, Mass., shortly....
The Giles’ Uptown, Jed Prouty, manager,
sneak-previewed “Mickey” to a partially
selected audience composed of State
House and City Hall employees, radio
personnel, librarians, youth organi¬
zations, and teen age clubs. The audi¬
ence reaction was very good.
Harry Hall, in charge of the Giles
theatres in Gardner, Mass., went on
his vacation.. . . Warners “Romance On
The High Seas” was well publicized
for its Metropolitan opening. A tieup
was made with a feature story
on
Doris Day in Motion Picture magazine.
Trucks were decorated profusely, and,
in addition, Art Moger, Warners’
director of advertising and publicity
in New England, was guest of Polly
Cochran, Hollywood commentator for
WBOM. and Connie Staekpole, WEEI.

FILM DISTRICT
Summer hit the district with tem¬
peratures in the 90’s, accompanied by
high humidities. Most of the inhabi¬
tants of the street spent the days
mopping their brows.
Mr. and Mrs. John McCloskey, owners,
Town Hall, Howland, Me., and the Cameo,
Mattawamkeag, Me., visited.... The M
and P outing scheduled for this month
was cancelled.... Sorry to hear that
Sam Horenstein, the Manley Popcorn
Man, was confined to his home because
of a virus infection. Everyone hoped
that he would be around the district
soon.

Eddie Siegal, Warner booker, took
his two weeks, while Betty Doherty,
secretary to Bill Horan, branch mana¬
ger, returned from a week in Maine.
Martha Ferris, now Mrs. A1 Kenney,
returned from a five-week vacation
honeymoon. California was one of the
spots touched during the motor trip.
Mrs. Martha Kenney is with the Film
Board of Trade.
Visitors: Arch Lade, Jr., Westford,
Mass., was seen around the street
recently. His wife was visiting his
theatre in Kingsfield, Me. He has the
Riverside, Kingsfield, Me., and the
Phillips, Phillips, Me...Joe Mathieu,
Mathieu Circuit, was in recently from
his home in Winchendon, Mass., to pay
a visit.... Teddy Rosenblat, Grand,
Taunton, Mass., and the Community,
Centerdale, R.I., called, accompanied
by his brother-in-law, Ted Lewis....
Ned Wisner, owner, Cameo, Uxbridge,
Mass. , was a visitor.
Erving Schapiro and Lee Fields are
very busy these days with their new
concession at the Rayham Dog Tracks
....Harold E. Stoneman, head, Inter¬
state Theatres, and wife were observed
down on the Cape at Craigville Beach,
combining business with pleasure....
The new two-drink dispensers which
made such a hit at the recent Inde¬
pendent Exhibitors meeting arrived,
and have been installed in many New
England theatres.
Tony Vitrie, former film salesman
and until just recently an operator
of a theatre in Lowell, Mass., entered
the hospital for an eye operation. He
is very well-known in the district,
and all his friends wish him the best.
20th Century-Fox’ s A1 Fowler, New
England publicity representative,
journeyed to Augusta, Me., recently
for a private showing of “Deep Waters”
for Governor Horace A. Hildreth, his

When Joly Hofsted, Olympia, Wash.,
recently visited the "'Outlaw Valley"
set at RKO's coast studios, he received
a big thrill when Tim Holt, star of
the film, looked over the first copy of
the Tim Holt Western Adventures ma.g.

council, other state officials, and
newspapermen. Following the screening,
a lobster luncheon was given by the
governor to those attending. Arrange¬
ments for this affair were made possible
by the cooperation of the Maine
Development. Commission.
Employees of the Boston exchange of
20th Century-Fox are enjoying a threeweek bonus as a result of their
standing in the spring sales drive.
John Di Maldo was promoted from the
20th-Fox shipping room to replace
David Skvirsky as booker. The latter
is on leave of absence in England.
Eagle-Lioning: There was a trade
screening of “Canon City” for the
press and heads of juvenile and adult
correctional centers in Boston and
vicinity. ... Tom Donaldson, New England
district manager, was in New Haven
for a sales conference with the staff.
Over*300-distributors and aides
assembled at the Statler Hotel to plan
the Will Rogers Memorial Fund Drive.
MGM branch manager Ben Rosenwald,
chairman, introduced H.D. Hearn, cir¬
cuit owner, Charlotte, and formerly
apatientat the hospital, who described
the fine work of the hospital, and
pointed out that anyone connected with
the industry was elibible for treat¬
ment of tuberculosis. A1 Kane, Parament division manager, also spoke,
and said that the distributors were
assuming the responsibility of running
the sanitarium. He said that costs

At U-Int: Toby Tebachnick, contract
clerk, was spending two weeks in the
environs of Nantaskett....Silvia
Steiman, secretary to the branch mana¬
ger, was touring Maine for two weeks
....Agnes Rau was spending her two
weeks on the Cape....Mrs. Florence
Slater, head booker, was vacationing
at Falmouth Forside, Me.
Kenny Meyer has a cottage at York
Beach, Me., where he spends his week¬
ends, and rumor has it that Jud Parker
has acquired a new house in Sharon.
Both of these boys draw their pay
checks from Universal International.
While on the subject of vacations,
here are a few from 20th Century-Fox,
Margie Coyne, secretary; Lillian Cohen,
contract department; Sam Berg, head
booker; A1 Cohan, he^id shipper, and
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The recent opening of the "^landings Dream House" in Bridgeport, Conn., by
Governor James C. Shannon, as part of the nationwide campaign on SRO's “Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House", w’as marked by gala ceremonies. Present at
the event, were
left to right: J.M. and C. Snyder, "Dream House" builders;
Ted Baldwin, SRO national promotion and exploitation manager; Harry Shaw, New
England division manager, Loew Poli Theatres; Governor Shannon; Matt Saunders,
manager, Loew Poli, Bridgeport, and Sargeant Eaton and George Parks, businessmen.

New England
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were about $40 per week per person,
and that a goal of $50,000 has been
set by the committee for the area.
John Dervin, United Artists branch
manager, offered 100 per cent coopera¬
tion, and was followed by all other
distributor organizations. Rosenwald
said that the money would be raised
by raffles and contributions. The
committees and their chairmenare:
Contributions, I.H. Rogovin, Columbia;
publicity, Ralph Banghart, RKO;
awards, James Connolly, 20th-Fox;
motion picture sales, Joe Wolf, Embassey, and tickets, Ben Abrams,
Monogram.

New Haven
CROSSTOWN
Harold Bell, Dreamland manager, went
to Scranton, Pa., for his vacation...
Ed Lynch, Roger Sherman manager, re¬
ceived a nice feature story in the
local press on his affiliation with
the industry.... Capitol, East Haven
wa£ the scene of the East Haven Boosters
benefit show....Mike Piccirillo, for¬
mer Poli assistant, received congrat¬
ulations from his many friends on his
being appointed manager, Center,
Hartford.... Ed Lynch, Roger Sherman,
spent his vacation at Virginia Beach,
Va. ...Morris Rosenthal, Loew’s Poli,
and his staff were busy with “Easter
Parade. ”

MEADOW STREET
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Connecticut annual golf tournament
will be held at the Racebrook Country
Club, Orange, on Aug. 24. The committee

I

POPCORN
*i MACHINES

"Genuine
Manley Supplies"

SAM HORENSTEIN
*

includes: George H. Wilkinson, Jr.,
chairman; Lou Brown, publicity; Ted
Jacocks, treasurer; Herman M. Levy,
secretary, and Max I. Hoffman. Albert
M. Pickus, John Perakos, James Darby,
Harry P. Shaw, and Samuel Weber. The
distributors’ committee includes:
Carl Goe, chairman; Henry Germaine,
and Barney Pitkin. Tariff will be $10,
including luncheon, green fees, and
dinner, plus participation in 100 or
more prizes to be awarded to golfers
and non-golfers. The tournament will
be limited to persons connected with
the industry in any branch, and non¬
industry friends will not be invited.
Luncheon will be served at 11:45 in
order to facilitate teeing off. This
is to help eliminate the jamming up
of golfers at the first tee. Last day
to reserve is Aug. 15 and checks may
be mailed to Ted Jacocks, treasurer,
152 Temple Street, New Haven.
Construction will start on a theatre
on Thmaston Avenue, near Sheffield
Street, Waterville, at an estimated
cost of $38,000, according to a build¬
ing permit issued to Samuel Musman,
Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. Edward
Mraz, building inspector, said that
approval was given by the State Police,
Fires Marshal Eugene A. Legge, and
the Waterbury building inspector. Bill
Hutchins, National Theatre Supply, re¬
turned from a trip in New York State,
and while up there attended the open¬
ing of the new theatre at Callicoon.
Steelwork is being constructed, and
foundations are in place at the new
North Haven Drive-In.
Those in attendance at the recent
Nancy Jacocks-John Taft wedding from
the industry included: Harry Rogovin
and A1 Swirdlow, from Boston; Hy Levine,
Sam Rosen, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Weber,
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Katz, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Simon, Mr. and Mrs. Herman M.
Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Silverman,
and Burt Jacocks , from Boston. George
Weber, former MGM office manager and
now owner of his own photo studio,
took the wedding photos, etc.
Plans for the film exchan0e em¬
ployees outing at Double Beach on
Aug. 4 were progressing. Those who
haven’ t already reserved should con¬
tact Leon Jakubson, MGM.
Caroline Marra, Republic miss, plan¬
ned on going to New London for her
vacation, and then possibly to Nan-

New England Representative
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TRADE SCREENINGS
BOSTON
Warners (122 Arlington) July 26,
2:30, “Embraceable You.”
NEW HAVEN
Warners (70 College) July 26,*2:00,
“Embraceable You.”
tucket, where she expected to see
“Toots” Marakian, operating a restau¬
rant at that resort.
Industry folks spending the summer
at Woodmont include Barney Pitkin,
Max Hoffman, Dan Pouzzner, Dr. Jack
Fishman, and Phil Saslau.. . .Amalgamated
Theatres folk on their vacation trips
recently included: Lew Ginsberg, who
went to Atlantic City; Bernie Levy,
who went to Cape Cod, and Jack Mullen,
booker, who plans vacationing on Aug.
l....Joe Spivak, Connecticut Theatre
Candy, went to New York for his time
off.
Eddie Manzi, Connecticut Films ship¬
per, joined the National Guards, and
will go on maneuvers in August....
Frances De Meola, Monogram, was a
vacationist.... Barney Pitkin, RKO
branch manager, went up to Buffalo
for a regional meeting.

Circuits
L0EW POLI
Division manager Harry F. Shaw helped
Governor Shannon cut the ribbon at
the “Blandings” dream house in Trum¬
bull in connection with the Bridgeport
showing of “Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House”.... Seventeen girls par¬
ticipated in the bathing beauty show
at Loew’s Poli, Bridgeport.

Connecticut
EAST HARTFORD
Manager Tommy Grace, Eastwood,
promoted window displays of femme
fashions in women’s shops in the down¬
town area in conjunction with “To The
Victor. ”

HARTFORD
A certificate of incorporation has
been filed with the Secretary Of State
for the following new Connecticut

*

Offic* and Showroom. . . . U5 Church Si.
Hancock 7419

Botion

In the Heart of the Film District

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.
116 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Telephone: Hancock 4807
STAGE SETTINGS
•
DRAPERIES
WALL COVERING
FLAME PROOFING • FABRIC INTERIORS

Jill Esmond seems to be wondering about Peggy Cummins' wistful look in this
scene from 20th Century-Fox's chase thriller, '"Escape." Miss Cummins' ex¬
pression was caused by her meeting escaped convict Rex Harrison, while ridiog.
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Proudly Announces a worthy companioi
i to the famous BX “80”

;

■

.

Automatic Lubrication
Sturdy Intermittent
Heavy-duty Gearing

... provide
ROCK STEADY PROJECTION

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY CO

LOU PHILLIPS THEATRE SUPPLY INC

28 Piedmont St., Boston 16, Mass

130 Meadow St., New Haven 10, Conn
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firms: Ridgeway Theatre, Incorporated,
2373 Summer Street, Stamford; presi¬
dent, Alfons Bach; treasurer, Laura
Bach, and secretary, T.P. Abbott;
Doc’s Drive-In, Incorporated, Route
44, Bolton; president, Ernest F. Judd;
vice-president--secretary, James B.
Carr, and treasurer, Meyer Goldfield.
Tom Grace, manager, Perakos Eastwood,
East Hartford, was on a vacation.
Filling in for him was Earl Hannah,
assistant, Perakos Strand, Thompsonville.
Doug Amos, manager, Webb Playhouse,
Wethersfield, Lockwood-Gordon house,
Made two tieups for the summer months,
a safety campaign for Wethersfield
youth, with cooperation by the Police
Department, to find the best youthcontributed ideas on safety through
summer. Amos will give prizes for best
ideas. He has also tied-in with the
Parent-Teacher Association for a week¬
ly kiddie film show, sponsored by the
PTA, with adequate publicity spread
through PTA weekly bulletins.
Fred Greenway, Loew-Poli Palace
manager, pulled a few exploitation
stunts for “On An Island With You.”
In an tie-up with WTHT, a contest was
used to ask listeners: “What 10 things
would you take on an Island with you?”
A newspaper contest was based on the
question, “How many pictures has
Esther Williams appeared in?” Guest
tickets went to both contest winners.
Manager Lou Cohen, Loew-Poli, reports
the naming of Robert Gentner as student
assistant manager.... Vacation time
found Harry Matarese, State’s stage
staff, down at White Sands Beach, and
Loew-Poli assistant Sam Horwitz taking
in the New York sights.
Edward J. Hickey, State Police Com¬
missioner, announced a ruling which
denies the application of Fred Quatrano, of Waterbury, to operate a
drive-in at Milldale on the grounds
that “it would be detrimental and
injurious to surrounding property ”
Down in Wethersfield, manager Douglas
Amos, Lockwood-Gordon Webb Playhouse,
was busy on vacation plans and policy
changes. His assistant. Bill Doherty,
and Grace Smith tripped to the shore
for vacation. The Tuesday-Wednesday
foreign film showing policy was dropped
for the warm months, with probable
return of overseas product slated for
the first week in September. Projec¬
tionist Peter Tomszak resigned.
Tom Carey, who runs local businessmen-sponsored kiddie shows in area
theatres for children, has scheduled
numerous bookings for the fall months.
Carey, who runs his organization under
name of Carey Theatrical Promotions,
recently completed presentations,
featuring Harry Foster Welch as
“Popeye,” at three Massachusetts E.M.
Loew houses, the Strand, Peabody;
Plaza, Salem, and Ware, Beverly. While
on a trip, he met two former area show¬
men, Donald Barhydt, ex-manager, Court
Square, Springfield, Mass., now mana¬
ger, Levinson Circuit’s Strand, Glou¬
cester, Mass., and Larry\0' Neill, for
many years manager, Cameo, Hartford.
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andtheRifkin Suffolk, Holyoke, Mass,
now in the laundry business at Marble¬
head, Mass.

The Variety Club, Tent 23, held its
annual golf tournament and banquet at
the Kernwood County Club, Salem, Mass.

Loew’s Poli’s James F. Hughes and
Mrs. Hughes are busy planning their
Midsummer vacation. Hughes says they’ re
going to head for Philadelphia....Hugh
Campbell, Central, West Hartford,
continues to get tie-ups with local
merchants.

Massachusetts

SOUND VIEW
John Ring, in the navy for the past
28 years; joined the staff of the
Strand as projectionist.

SOUTHINGTON
Manager Bill Pilot has started a
series of Saturday afternoon kiddie
cartoon shows at the Colonial.

STAMFORD
The Most Rev. Henry J. O’Brien,
Bishop of Hartford, last week approved
the Catholic blacklisting of the
Rialto “until the management recog¬
nizes the basic principles of the
Legion of Decency.” The edict was
issued due to the theatre’s showing
of Hygienic Production’s “Mom and
Dad”, despite Catholic protests.

WATERBURY
Action on the Overlook issue, which
has developed into a “hot potato”,
was postponed after a caucus preceding
the meeting of the Board of Aldermen.
The committee which conducted the
public hearing on June 10 on the
proposed theatre failed to make any
recommendation, and the board took no
action at the open meeting. Judge
Charles. R. Summa told opponents of the
theatre during a recess that the issue
had been postponed. The board will
hold its next regular meeting on Aug.
1. It was learned at the start of the
meeting that Judge Summa hp.d been re¬
tained on the morning of July 12 as
attorney for opponents of the theatre.
Technically, the battle is over the
change of zone of property between
Roseland Avenue and Earl Street. Mrs.
Marie Mahan, wife of.J. Roger Mahan,
owner, Tower, Carroll, and Plaza, is
seeking the change to permit construc¬
tion of a theatre by her husband. The
board met in caucus on July 12, and
among those present at the session
were Mayor Raymond E. Snyder and
Corporation Counsel George Crocicchia.
Prior to the meeting, the majority
of the aldermen were reported as being
in favor of the zone change to per¬
mit the traffic,.

Maine
PORTLAND
Arthur Goldstein, city manager,
Portland theatres, Snider Circuit
resigned, and is taking a much needed
rest in Canada.... William A. Fields
Jr. , former manager, Snider Circuit’s
Strand, who upon his resignation, came
to Boston with Scott’s furriers, re¬
turned to the Snider Circuit* He is
now the advertising-publicity repre¬
sentative of the local Snider theatres.

BROOKLINE
Arrested while holding up a theatre
here, a young man admitted he was the
“paper-bag bandit” who held up the
Albee and Strand plus Newberry’ s
department Store, Providence.

FRAMINGHAM
The new Giles Circuit Gorman has
been doing very well since its opening
last month. Two fellows particularly
pleased are Alden Peterson, district
manager, Giles Circuit, who at one
time was manager of the old Gorman,
and Anthony Copabanco, current mana¬
ger, connected with the house for over
20 years. One has to visit the thea¬
tre to realize the amount of work
that has gone into the renovations
and the startling changes that have
been made. The house, designed by
Harry J. Korslund Norwood, Mass.,
architect, seats about 10Q0, and is
functional in design, with every
nook and corner determined by its
acoustic value, ventilation effec¬
tiveness, and view. The building is
air-conditioned by the latest GE
equipment. A large mezzanine story
leads to the balcony, and provides a
comfortable lounge and waiting room.
The ground floor includes rest rooms,
powder rooms, candy stand, telephone
booth, etc. The general color is coral
ro-se, with the building virtually
fire-proof. The old entrance has been
blocked in, with the new entrance
attractively located at the end of
the building. The new, modern marquee
is eye-catching, and larger and more
effective than the old one. The airconditioning is said to be the prime
factor for the Gorman's success, by
Jed Prouty, manager, circuit’s Uptown.

NEWBURYPORT
Andy Fowler’s Premier has been
doing well with Prestige product. The
Premier plans to screen them every
Tuesday and Wednesday as long as the
response warrants. “B’Afilmsare
played for two other changes.... The
parking meter problem for Strand
patrons on Friday shopping night was
modified when City Council extended
the meter problem from one to two hours.
On other show nights, there is no
charge for parking.

SAL I SBURY
Salisbury Auto Theatre has has in¬
dividual speakers installed. This
pleases patrons, and eliminates
cause of noise complaints which neigh¬
bors made to the police.

VARIETY CLUB
NEW HAVEN, TENT NO. .si
Chief Barker Barney Pitkin was hold¬
ing up his next meeting until more
definite information was received
about quarters for the tent.
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NEWS OF THE

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
Washington
carter Barron, Loew’s eastern divi¬
sion manager and Washington studio
representative for MGM, is recovering
from a knee operation resulting from
an old football injury.
Motion picture men, representing
distributors and exhibitors of the
District of Columbia, Maryland, and
Virginia, met at a luncheon at the
Ste.tler last fortnight to learn the
details about the critical financial
condition of the Will Rogers Memorial
Sanatorium, and to discuss what means
the theatres of this section of the
country should take to help that or¬
ganization continue its fine work.
Approximately 40 were present to hear
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicepresident, and Robert Mochrie, RKO
vice-president, speak about the sana¬
torium, and present a detailed picture
of the condition in which it finds
itself today. The hospital is capable
of taking care of 95 patients, stated
Mochrie, but for lack of funds, less
than half of that number are patients
now. And, as each patient is discharged,
he will not be replaced by a new one.
The organization needs $175,000 to
operate efficiently each year. If the
money is not raised, the hospital will
shut its doors on Nov. 1. After learning
the facts, there was an open discussion
as to the best means of raising the
money. A committee was appointed to
make a rapid study of the situation,
and present ideas as to the best means
of raising funds so that this section
will be represented in maintaining the
hospital. Appointed to the committee
were: Fred M. Kogod, Kogod-Burka
Theatres; Sam Galanty, mideast divi¬
sion manager, Columbia; Morton Thalhimer, Neighborhood Theatre, Inc.;'
Rudy Berger, division sales manager,
Loew’s, and Joe Grant. Theatre men
will decide in the near future whether
the Variety Club awards should be the
means of getting funds for the sana¬
torium or whether there should be a
separate raffle. This subject was
studied by the Variety Board of Gover¬
nors at the meeting this week.
Frank LaFalco, Warner Theatres ad
and pub head, put over a highly suc¬
cessful “red-headed girl” contest in
connection with “Silver River”, War¬
ner. The famous red hair of Ann Sheridan
who co-stars with Errol Flynn,\was tht
inspiration. The local newspapers and
radio stations gave hearty cooperation
in the “Search for Washington’s Love¬
liest Redhead” a week before opening
day. Between the hours of 2 and 6 p.m.
(the first two days of the playdate),
all red-headed girls were admitted
free, and also asked to sit for a
photographic portrait in the lobby in
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a tie-up with Bates Jewelers Photo¬
graphy Studios. All contestants re¬
ceived afree portrait from the photo¬
grapher, with Bates Jewelers donating
prizes for the first three winners.
Contest received wide breaks in news¬
papers and over the air.

TRAD£ SCREENINGS

The Fuller Brush Company recently
contributed 1000 “all-purpose” brushes
and 1000 pastry brushes to the Warner
for use as giveaways in connection
with the showing of Columbia’s “The
Fuller Brush Man”. Dealers distributed
imprinted door hangers, and lent full
cooperation to the engagement.

in Canada; Anne De Mello, secretary
to Wade Skinner, joined her children
at Colonial Beach, Va.; Mrs. Helen
Armstrong, contact, was visiting her
daughter’s family in Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.; Sue Roby, contact, was vaca¬
tioning, whereabouts unknown; Lois
Copland, real estate, left no forward¬
ing address when the wanderlust hit
her; Fred MacMillan, Warner manager,
was fresh from a vacation spent partly
in New York, while Bill Ewing, assist¬
ant director of advertising and pub¬
licity, had another week to go in
Miami... The Warner lobby is currently
graced by a svelte young lady made of
plaster, modeling a striking grey
linen dress fashioned by government
employee James Ross, Jr. , for his girl
friend, Nancy Belden. The dress was
inspired by one worn by Joan Fontaine
in “The Emperor Waltz”. Lee Walsh,
The Daily News, carried a story on
Ross, and he was interviewed by Hazel
Markel, WTOP. .. Mrs. Thomas Jeanrenaud,
the former Pat Jones of advertising
and publicity, was visiting recently,
accompanied by the new Miss Sharon
Jeanrenaud, her present full-time oc¬
cupation. Far from being impressed at
her first sight of her mother’s former
desk; typewriter, and associates,
Sharon went promptly, and soundly
asleep.

Ike Weiner, owner, Waldorf, Waldorf,
Md. , and Charles, William, and Herman
Oshinsky held a gala opening of their
new Carver, 2405 Nicholas Avenue,
S. E., on July 9. A Negro house, the
Carver, named in honor of the great
negro scientist and educator, George
Washington Carver, was to have opened
five or six months ago, but was un¬
avoidably delayed. Odessa R. Hassler
is manager. The dedication program
was impressive, with A.E. Lichtman
making the main address, and Roy
Garvin, manager, Afro-American, speak¬
ing on “Highlights In The Life Of Dr.
George Washington Carver”.
20th CENTURY-FOX: The new young
student booker is Fritz Goldschmidt,
formerly at Peerless...There are also
cwo new girls around the office, Doris
Curran, booker’s clerk, and Evelyn
Baltzer, new E-50 clerk. The latter
replaces Mrs. Millicent Layden, re¬
signing. ... Mrs. Mary Claspell, secre¬
tary to branch manager Glenn Norris,
was vacationing. ... Ruth Carr, book¬
keeper got her new Pontiac just in
time for that vacation. She drove
down to her home in Alabama.... Sara
Young, a favorite with the pix people,
went to Harrisburg, Pa. , to represent
local F-13 at the Fourth District
meeting to elect delegates to the an¬
nual IATSE convention to be held in
Cleveland in August. .. .Howard Russell,
shipper, postponed his vacation because
Robert Cutler, also a shipper, was
taken ill.
WARNER WANDERINGS: The news was
largely of Warnerites temporarily far
afield as the vacation hiatus was in
full swing. Earl Yates, contact, was
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PARAMOUNT: Ida Green, cashier, went
to Miami for her vacation. There was
an extra thrill for her since this is
the first plane trip of her life....
Max Joice tells the story of a certain
exhibitor who thinks he should get
“The Emperor Waltz” on the same terms
as “Shaggy”, story of a kid and his
dog, because there are some dogs in
the former opus... The Highland, S. E. ,
did all right in the recent Soap Box
Derby Parade. It entered a float on
“Unconquered”, and was awarded the
best float prize....“The Crusades”
opened at the Mayfair, Baltimore, on
July 15, the first engagement in this
section. A tie-up was made with the
Read Drug Store chain to distribute
5,000 shopping bags, with a number of
bags....“The Voice of Paramount”,
Josephine Evans, was on vacation.
UNITED ARTISTS; Doris Jewett, book¬
ing clerk, was going to spend a vaca¬
tion in Wildwood, N.J....The new face
here answers to the name of Lillian
Avrydick. She’s the new “Hello gal”.
AT NSS: Cashier Caroline Nassau was
on vacation in New.York City.
COLUMBIA: The Bill Fishers left for
their vacation, to motor up to Nova
Scotia. They visited their daughter,
Frances, at the girl’s Scout Camp at
Mt. Solon, Va....Lil Levy was on vaca¬
tion in the Great Lakes Region....
Alice Sauber, cashier department, was
on vacation also. ... Visiting firemen
around Columbia recently were William
Buck and his sons, Sun, Rising Sun,
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Md.. Peggy Tutt, secretary, was enjoy¬
ing the sunshine for her annual rest
period.
LOEWS: Carter T. Barron, eastern
division manager for Loew’s, was still
in Doctor’s Hospital
A slam-bang,
football player at Georgia Tech a few
years agQ, he was operated on for a
football injury that was giving him a
great deal of trouble. One of the most
popular theatre men in Washington, he
was having many visitors cheering him
up....Jimmie Davis, ex-governor of
Louisiana, and maestro, hillbi lly unit,,
traveling around, will be greeted by
the queen of the Louisiana Mardi Gras
when he appears for his personal ap¬
pearance at the Capitol. To complete
the picture, there will be a horsedrawn car for him to ride....Joel
Margolies, Capitol house manager, is
back at his old stand there after a
pleasant vacation.... lone Sellers,
secretary to Eddie Manixx, MGM Studio
chief, was in for a few days. During
her stay, the Loew’s boys took her to
the White House, which she wanted to
see very much.... Auditions for the
‘‘Going Native” show started under the
capable generalship of genial Gene
Ford, auditions to take place in the
National Press Club, and the local
drama critics were to be on hand to
listen, and help pick some of the talent
for the annual show....Jack Foxe was
looking forward to that vacation.
RKO: District manager Bob Folliard,
branch manager Joe Brecheen, and sales
manager A1 Folliard'represented Wash¬
ington at the RKO regional meeting in
Buffalo under the direction of Robert
Mochrie, RKO general sales manager.
Jules Girden, Imperial, Brunswick,
Md., has installed candy and popcorn
machines, and is doing very well. He
has also eliminated “Bank Night”, and
has changed the policy to three changes.
Speedy progress is being made on the
new house in Elkton, Md....Herman
Handloff, State, Newark, Del., vaca¬
tioned. ... Walter Hall, Gaithersburg,
Md., became a grandpop twice in the
same weekend. Excitement reigned in
the whole household.
AT METRO: Catherine Murphy, branch
manager’s secretary, returned from a
weeks vacation in Florida.... Esther
Blendaman, cashier department, was
vacationing in the New England States
...Margurite Voigt, biller, and Peggy
LeCompte, file clerk, spent a weekend
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at Colonial Beach, Va...Evelyn Cohen,
biller, is the newest member of the
office staff.... Alice Clark, inspect¬
ress, was vacationing....Ida Barezofsky, booker, was vacationing in New
York State.... Dorothy Boggs, contract
department ,* was also at Colonial Beach,
Va.,.The members of the office, along
with the exhibitors, enjoyed a sneak
preview of “A Date With Judy”, at the
Palace.... When Audrey Smith, biller,
resigned, 'she was given a farewell
luncheon by Vivian Kelly> contract de¬
partment, Betty Moore, office mana¬
ger’ s secretary; ZeldaStough, switch¬
board; Audrey Poulos, booking depart¬
ment, and Dorothy Boggs, contract de¬
partment.
VARIETY CLUB: The Variety Club held
open house, and featured rhumba music
by John Valencio, in addition to Mor¬
gan Baer’s fine music.... Fred Kogod
visited the Glaucoma Clinic of the
Episcopal Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospi¬
tal on July 7, and watched the doctors
treat the sufferers of the eye disease.
For many years, the Variety Club has
paid the salary of the medical social
worker at this clinic, in order that
patients who suffer from this disease
will get personal attention and noti¬
fication of treatments. Over 200 pa¬
tients a month are given this care.
An outstanding heavyweight fight
will be staged at Griffith Stadium on
Aug. 2 between Ezzard Charles, Cin¬
cinnati, and Jimmy Bivins, Cleveland,
for the benefit of the Variety Club
Welfare Fund. Charles Ford and Charles
Walker are co-chairmen for the affair.
The bout will be promoted in associ¬
ation with Mrs. Florence Turner, and
Gabe Menendez will act as matchmaker.
The National Boxing Association an¬
nounces that the Bivins-Charles fight
will be recognized as the first of the
heavyweight elimination series tofind
a successor to the throne abdicated by
Joe Louis. Attending a press conference
at the Variety Club were,Harvey L.
Miller, executive secretary, National
Boxing Association; Jake Mintz, Pitts¬
burgh, manager, Charles; Leonard
Shane, Cleveland, manager, Jimmy
Bivins.
MONOGRAM: Bette Hoover, our corres¬
pondent, who never fails THE EXHIBITOR,
was on vacation in Pennsylvania. Phil¬
adelphia is the place, but she stayed
away from that town until the Democrats
finished their convention....Hy Bettinger and Jeannette Samaniego re¬
turned from their vacations.... Sam
Liggett returned from a two-week trip
down the Clinch Valley.
The weather seems to be affecting
the crowd at the Watergate quite abit.
With, the spell of cool weather Wash¬
ingtonians have been having recently,
the concert audiences are at a new low
....The costumes from Irving Berlin’s
“Easter Parade” were on display in
the Emily Shop, local store.
The 12,000 Washington Theatre GuildAmerican Theatre Society subscribers
will be notified that the National’s
change in policy resulted in holding
“in abeyance” the usual summer seat
sale, according to Bess Davis Schrei¬

ner, manager, Guild-American Theatre
Society activities, Washington and
Baltimore, while the Washington series
is being held up, opportunity
will be offered to subscribers here
to take advantage of the Baltimore
subscription series at Ford’s if they
desire.
The Trans-Lux was again convention¬
conscious. The Republican National
Convention and the Louis-Walcott tussle
pleased the newsreel customers so much
that a television set was placed in the
lobby again for the Democratic his¬
trionics.
It was a grand affair at the Statler
Hotel when Sid Zins, Columbia exploi¬
tation man, was married. Among those
present were Sam Galanty and Ben Kaplon, Columbia; Frank La Falce, Warners,
Rick La Falce, and Dave Pollen. United
Artists Johnny DiJoseph was there re¬
cording the occasion on film.
Tom Camarda, former Times Herald re¬
porter, has just been appointed as¬
sistant manager, RKO Keith. A grand
guy, he will also be assistant to
Hardie Meakin. The latter got a nice
plug in Bob Addie’s sports column.
EAGLE LION: Office personnel screened
“Canon City”, and general feeling is
that it will be one of the best- of
the season. ... The girls in the office
received their retroactive pay checks
....Mary Ellen Peters and Frances Ra¬
der are sporting suntans after week¬
ends at the Sylvan Shore.
Lex Barker, screen’s new “Tarzan”,
has been appointed a major in the
Junior Police and Citizen Corps. He
is the first Hollywood actor to be
awarded the honor by this civic foun¬
dation at the nation’s capitol. Late
in September, Barker will address the
annual meeting of the organization.

Maryland
BALTIMORE
Harry Silver closed his Overlea for
alterations.... Fred E. Weisgal, for¬
merly a department store advertising
manager and now an attorney, has be¬
come the partner of Benjamin Bleiberg
in operation of the Morgan, and will
act as manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Fruhlinger,
Met, were vacation-motoring in Canada
....William Zell, Harlem, with his
wife and their son, moved to their
home at Arnold for the summer.... Elkridge Drive-In.is scheduled to open
soon, with James Dixon, formerly at
the Hippodrome, as manager.
Major John G. Volz was in charge of
the cooperative recruiting work, in
connection with opening of the Durkee
Northpoint Drive-In, for the Maryland
Military District during intermission
by using the public address system to
interest those present in recruiting
for the Air Corps and the Enlisted
Reserve Corps. Supervising the opening
for the Durkee Circuit were F.H. Dur¬
kee, Jr., and C. Elmer Nolte. There
are 1,000 individual car speakers.
July 21,
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Fred C. Schanberger, Jr., Keith’s,
arranged a tie-up contest with The
News-Post for “Man-Eater of Kumaon”,
in which contestants wrote in letters
telling about their desires for a
thrilling trip.
William K. Saxton, Loew’s city mana¬
ger, warranted an editorial tieup with
The News-Post, and Sunday American
which netted good space in connection
with the Hearst papers being hosts to
the public display of the “Dream
House”, and tied in directly with the
showing of “Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House”, Century. All funds re¬
ceived from the ticket sales go to
aid the hospitalized veterans through
the Wounded Veterans Fund of The NewsPost and American. Various veteran
organizations, are cooperating.
Mrs. Samuel Back, mother of Leon
Back, Rome Theatres, is visiting her
son, daughter-in-law and their son.
She has been living in California.
Meyer Leventhal, managing director,
Lord Baltimore, and eastern regional
vice-president, Allied, attended the
New Jersey AT 1ied convention.

CUM BE RLAN D
Filming of scenes to be included in
in the color travelogue, “Maryland”,
were made here by R.B. MacBeth, Esso
Standard Oil Company, producer of the
picture, and James E. MacLane, New
York City, who headed the camera crew.
The Chamber of Commerce cooperated on
selecting sites to be shot.
Reynold Wallach, city manager,
Schine’s Strand and Liberty, announced
a new summer policy for the Strand,
bringing top stage shows and name
.bands.

LEON ARDTOWN
Kenneth Duke began operating the St.
Mary’son July 1 when he took back his
lease from Vincent Daugherty and A.P.
Folliard, Washington. Happy Johnny
And His Gang will present a live talent
show at St. Mary’s on July 22. Ernest
Starking remains as St. Mary’s assis¬
tant manager with the same staff,
although a newcomer is David Groff,
who takes care of the popcorn.
Manager Ray Trumbule, New, planned
a number of ideas for “Easter Parade”
.. ..Joe Beck, New projectionist, along
with Joe Redman, was busy training
Richard Pegg and Paul Hampton to be
projectionist and perfectionist at
the Park, Lexington Park, opening on
Aug. l.

LEXINGTON

PARK

The new Park will open on Aug. 1,
the contractor and partner of Jack
Fruchtman stated. House cost $250,000-

Virginia
RICHMOND
We were sorry to hear of the serious
illness of Pete Lichtman, and hope
he will soon have a turn for the
better. He is a patient at the Johnson
Willis Hospital.... Harold Wood and his
family were visiting with Mrs. Wood
at Saranac Lake, N.Y.
Other Neighborhood Theatre home
office folks on vacation were James
Lovelace, visiting his'family in
Weaverville, N.C., and Maurice Nannally, who spent part of his time down
on the James River.
Bernice Alley, State box office
staff, will take her two children to
the mountains during her vacation....
Mrs. Addie Boyd, Colonial, is a new
grandmother, and plenty proud_Dave
Kamsky, Bill Michalson, and the staff
of the FBI gave a special advance
screening of “The Street With No Name”
at the Westhampton. Special guests
were invited via Western Union wires
signed by the head of the local office
of the FBI. The event was covered by
a special broadcast from the theatre,
and photographers and' reporters were
all over the place, with lots of pub¬
licity reaching the general public
and giving the picture a big plug for
the opening at the State and Byrd.
Beryle Martin, English wife of a
local GI, is the new Berio candy girl
at the State. ... Varvar Shahinian,
another candy saleslady, State, was
vacationing in Passaic, N.J....Joe
Uzolini, former member of the Byrd
staff, is now assistant manager,
Colonial, under Charlie Hulbert.
Bertha Murr, Byrd candy saleslady,
spent her vacation with h&r brother
down on the Potomac River.
Kate Perkins, Byrd staff, vacationed
at horn & . . JWorton G. Thalhimer, presi¬
dent, Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., was
one of the speakers at the meeting in
Washington which launched a drive to
raise funds for the Will Rogers Mem¬
orial Sanatorium, Saranac lake. N.Y.

The New will not give away a $100
certificate as formerly announced. It
will be given away at the Park in a
tiein with the Great Mills Furniture
Company, according to manager Ray
Trumbule. Trumbule sent free passes
to the letter writers describing their
happiest “Homecoming.”
The New now has three extra profits
stands in the theatre, in the lobby,
in the back of the theatre, and at
the negro entrance. This does not
include.the cold drink fountain.

“The Golden Road,” a film covering
the romance and the history of Vir¬
ginia-grown tobacco, is to be brought
to the screen, according to the state¬
ments of Nell Shipman, author, actress
and producer, and her husband, Peter
Varney, director of their jointly made
Virginia motion pictures. The couple,
who live at Black Duck Point, Cape
Charles, indicate that they plan to
write and produce several films with
Virginia background, one of which is
to be alight comedy titled “Hot
Scotch,” to be made in and around
Norfolk. It was Governor Tuck who
furnished the idea for a motion pic¬
ture devoted to tobacco, according to
Varney. He and Miss Shipman were
introduced to the Governor by Otto
Lowe, Chpe Charles, who has encouraged
the former Hollywood producers in
their program of made-in-V irg ini a
movies.
W. Raymond Singleton Jr., local boy,
who was graduated from John Marshall
High School last year, is now working
in the booth of the York, West Point,
for Charlie Denmead. Raymond was at
the Palace, Roxboro, N.C., previous
to that, and will enter the University
of Richmond this fall.
Sid Zins, the Columbia exploiteer,
was married to Eleanor Ewing in Wash¬
ington, and they are now on their
honeymoon in Canada. Congratulations.
Dave Kamsky worked up a nice cam¬
paign, with the assistance of Sid
Zins, on “The Fuller Brush Man” when
it was booked into the State and Byrd.
Highlight of the campaign was a radio
contest running for about a week. All
Fuller brushmen attended a screening
of the oicture, and told all of their
customers about it. Samples of soap
powder in suitable envelopes tieing
in with the picture were distributed
for a week before the opening of the
picture at both theatres. A street
ballyhoo was used very effectively,
with a man carrying several brooms and
the well known suitcase with copy on
same, handing out samples and brushes
up and down the busy streets on the
first days of the showing of the
picture. Each day for three days
brushes were presented to the first
200 lady patrons at both theatres,
this being advertised in the papers.
High Hatton converted his 200-seat
house in Wholeyville to 35 mm. pro¬
jection .... Otto Martinson is the new
assistant manager, Granby, Norfolk
....The Fredericksburg Kiwanis Club
raised over $1100 from recent activi¬
ties of its underprivileged children’s
and boys and girls committees and Ben¬
jamin T. Pitts, chairman, ways and
means committee, reported that $871. 20
of that amount was raised by a benefit
mnvi p

_g _ rp<

West Virginia
KEYSER
The "big three" of the new $250,000
Park, Leonard town, Md. , Jack Fruchtman,
owner; Bob Wigginton, partner, and
contractor Meverell Dean, look on as
finishing touches are made on the
Quonset-type theatre, which is sched¬
uled to have its opening on Aug. 1.

William K. Spotts, projectionist,
New Keyser, returned from his vacation
....Olin R. Thrush, owner-manager,
Liberty, played a special matinee for
the showing of the Louis vs. Walcott
fight films. Admissions were hiked.
July 21, 1948
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CROSSTOWN
Alfred Crown, head, foreign depart¬
ment, Samuel Goldwyn Productions, re¬
turned last week from a business trip
to England and the continent....George
D. Burrows, executive vice-president
and treasurer, Allied Artists and
Monogram, returned last week to Holly¬
wood.... J. Don Alexander, president,
Alexander Film Company, and chairman
of General Screen Advertising Inc. ,
arrived.... Arthur Freed arrived last
week for conferences with writers
Betty Comden and Adolph Green.
The Motion Picture Associates re¬
cently instituted an employment ser¬
vice plan program intended to be a
clearing house for help needed in the
industry. It is in the process of.
accumulating a list of names of men
who have devoted years of service to
the industry, which is expected to
grow to include names of men of all
the varied skills necessary to the
functioning of the industry, produc¬
tion, distribution, exhibition, main¬
tenance, supplies, accessories, etc.
so that employers seeking competent
help will be able to call upon them.
The objective is to provide a clearing
house for both employer and employee
in the trade. Ira Meinhardt, 630 Ninth
Avenue, is employment committee chair¬
man. The telephone number is Circle
6-0662.
Handicraft manufactured by convicts
in the Colorado State Penitentiary,
Canon City, Colo., has been put on
display in the Museum of Science and
Industry, and will remain there for
public inspectionduring the run of
Eagle Lion’s “Canon City”, Loew’s
Criterion. A one-ton steel cell, an
exact replica of one of the solitary
confinement cubicals at the prison,
was placed on the theatre sidewalk
with a man locked in it for the entire
run of the picture. Manager Charles
Moss said the man would stay in his
“prison” throughout the run.
Moe Kerman, president, Favorite
Films Corporation, left for Chicago
and Los Angeles last week to hold
sales meetings in both cities.
Tony Martin arrived in New York from
England, and ^eft immediately for the
coast.... Donald O’Connor, U-I star,
left for South Africa for the pre¬
mieres of “Are You With It?”.
The popular ABC give-away program,
“Stop the Music”, will move into the
Capitol on July 29 in conjunction with
“On An Island With You”. Contestants
will be called on stage to identify
the names of numbers played, with
prizesto the correct guessers. Prizes
include radios, lingerie,
custume
iewelry, cutlery sets, dance lessons,
July 21.
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fishing rods, electric roasters, shoes,
luggage, etc.

TRADE SCREENINGS

Phyllis Wolfe Meyer, assistant to
Charles P. Deesen, Metro sales depart¬
ment executive, home office, returned
to the company last week following
the recent death of her husband,
Irving.

ALBANY

Harry Kurtz, Loew’s ad department,
resigned last week to enter the silver
business on the coast.
Joseph Cotten arrived from Los
Angeles last week en route to London
....Viveca Lindfors, Warner star, re¬
turned last week to the west coast
after participating in ceremonies at¬
tending the Swedish Centennial.
John Joseph, U-I national advertis¬
ing and publicity director, arrived
from California last week.... Monty
Shaff, who produced “Man-Eater of Kumaon” in association with Frank P.
Rosenberg, for U-I release, left for
Hollywood last week.
Melvin Sprinkle, Altec Lansing Cor¬
poration staff, became the proud father
of a baby girl, Janet Elaine, weigh¬
ing seven pounds, 11 ounces, last
fortnight. ... Tenny Wright, Warners
Burbank studio manager, returned over
last weekend from an inspection trip
of the company’s Teddington studios in
England with Jack L. Warner.
Ben Wirth, president, Warner Broth¬
ers' Service Corporation, and Harold
Rodner, vice-president, Warner Broth¬
ers Service Corporation, was in Chicago
and Milwaukee last week.
Mayor William 0’Dwyer last week re¬
ceived a resolution from the Metro¬
politan Motion Picture Theatres Asso*ciation, representing several hundred
theatres in Greater New York, offering
“their aid and their efforts to the
City of New York and its duly consti¬
tuted officials to render the celebra¬
tion of the historic Golden Anniversary
an indubitable success”. A letter
accompanying the resolution was signed
by members of the executive committee
Fred J. Schwartz, Century Circuit,
president; Oscar A. Doob, Loew’s;
Julius Joelson, J. and J. Circuit;
Samuel Rinzler, RandforceCircuit, and
Robert M. Weitman, managing director,
Paramount. D. John Phillips is associ¬
ation executive director.
Harry Blair, RKO, has joined the
public relations committee of the
Motion Picture Associates, it was an¬
nounced last week. Blair, veteran of
Rutgers Neilson’s publicity staff at
RKO, replaces Edward Schreiber, who
left the industry. Other members of
the MPA committee are Leon J. Bam¬
berger, chairman; Myron Siegel, Cen¬
tury Theatres, and William Ornstein,
MGM.
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales pro¬
motion manager, accompanied by Mrs.
Bamberger and their daughter, Lois,
entrained last week to vacation at
Lake Minnetonka, Minn., where they
are the guests of the Bamberger’s
daughter.

Warners (79 N. Pearl) July 26
8:00 p.m., “Embraceable You”.
BUFFALO
Warners (464 Franklin)
1:30, “Embraceable You”.

July 26

NEW YORK CITY
Warners (321 W. 44th) July 26, 2:30.
“Embraceable You”.
Seymour “Cy” Eichman, advertisingpublicity director, left over the
weekend with Mrs. Eichman for an auto
journey through the New England states.

A/ew Jersey
ASBURY

PARK

Postcard size heralds were distri¬
buted in the mail boxes of guests at
all hotels advertising “The Search”
when the MGM film played Walter
Reade’s Lyric recently.

DOVER
The alertness of Samuel Kopp, mana¬
ger, and Stephen Giercyck, special
officer, at the drive-in on Route 11,
Parsippany-Troy Hills, resulted in
the apprehension of a man wanted by
local police on a bench warrant charg¬
ing desertion and non-support.

MORR I STOWN
Patrons of Walter Reade’s Community
were recently invited to “Give Your
Regards To Broadway” in an exploitation
campaign f.or 20th Century-Fox’ s “Give
My Regards To Broadway”. City manager
Guy Hevia promoted two tickets to the
Broadway stage hit, “Born Yesterday”,
and an expense-paid visit for two to
the “Famous Door” night club, which
he offered as first prize to the person
who could compile the most complete
list of background music in the film,
and write the best 25 word review on
the picture. Several hundred entries
were received.

NEWAR K
Members of the bandit squad arrested
an 18-year-old bandit suspect after
he had fought his way out of the hands
of two boys and an elderly aide,
following a $66 holdup of a Branford
employee. The first alarm was given
by William Peake, 55-year-old Bran¬
ford doorman, who left his post, and
walked toward the cashier’s cage at
what he interpreted to be a signal
from Mrs. E. Sappenfield, who was on
duty. She motioned him away, fearing
he would get hurt, but upon returning
to his post, kept his eyes on the boxoffice, saw the cashier hand over the
bills, and, with that, gave chase after
the yooth. Peake, assistant manager
Phillips, and two boys chased him,
and, from a distance, noticed that he
stopped his pace to primp up a bit.
Phillips instructed the boys to watch
him while he ran to a nearby police
station, and rrom there heard the
shots fired by the two policemen on

New York
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routine survey on Washington Street,
bringing Brown to surrender. He had
the money on him, which he handed over
to the police.
Leaving on vacation from the Warner
Theatres’ office were: Edna McDowall,
to a dude ranch in Lake George; Tony
William, Hudson County district mana¬
ger, who took a trip with his wife;
Sam Blaskey, film buyer, who spent his
vacation with his family at Atlantic
City, and Hannah Bail in, booking de¬
partment, at Mt. Bethel, N.H.
Bill Herbert recently handled the
campaign for Laff-Movie on Columbia’s
new “Superman” serial. A man dressed
as Superman and six boys on bicycles,
carrying signs saying, “I’m on my way
to see “Superman” at the Laff-Movie”,
opened the campaign with the public.
Newspapers joined in when The Star
carried a coloring contest, and The
Evening News devoted space to the
serial usually reserved for features.
An overall magazine tieup, with Newark
Newsdealers Distributors cooperating,
was responsible for one of the most
effective parts of the campaign. Back
issues of “Superman Comics” were given
to the theatre as giveaways for open¬
ing week, and will continue to be
given each week of the run. Many
window displays were obtained, while
the local distributor of “Superman”
products slipped 3,000 copies of
“Superman Comics”, with playdate in¬
formation, the sale of these issues
being confined to the Newark area. In
addition, one of the city’s largest
department stores was tied-up with
counter displays and window displays
built around “Superman” dolls with
credit cards flanking each of the dis¬
plays.

New York State
ALBANY
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Century-Fox division manager, was a
visitor in Albany.... All branch mana¬
gers along the Row traveled to Buffalo
to attend a meeting to-formulate plans
for a drive to accumulate much needed
funds for the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, Saranac Lake.... Employees
of Paramount have begun work on the
forthcoming Paramount’s 36th Paramount
Year, Sept. 1-Dec. 4.... New additions
to the 20th-Fox office are Eleanor
Littlefield, booking department, and
Mary Chiffolo, cashier’s department
....Charles Debie, Warner Theatres
sign shop, was confined to his home
due to illness.

RKO held a regional convention at
the Hotel Statler. Robert Mochrie, the
general sales manager; Nat Levy, east¬
ern sales manager; Gus Schaeffer, Ro¬
bert Folliard, and Morris Lefko, dis¬
trict managers, and branch managers
in the three districts were in.

Vacationers were: Paramount's Viola
McKosky, ledger clerk; U-I’s Shirley
Cohen, contract clerk; 20th CenturyFox’ s^Peggy Fuchs, and Warner Theatres’
Murray Kilbury and Agnes Egan, contact
department.
- M . E. B.

Herb Silverberg, former Buffalo film
attorney, and wife were in from Cali¬
fornia for a vacation. He now repre¬
sents some of the producers, and is
happy In his ranch type home.
-M. G.

BU F F A L 0
Hank Howard, RKO publicity repre¬
sentative, was busy with Earl Hubbard,
20th Century publicity director. They
concocted many stunts, especially onb
with the parochial schools, on “Fight¬
ing Father Dunn”.
During the showing of “Ruthless”,
Charlie Baron and Earl Hubbard tied
in with The Courier Express safety
drive. A tow car carried a badly
wrecked car with the following copy
“This is what happened to a ‘ruthless’
driver. We urge you to drive carefully
so that you and your family will be
able to see “Ruthless” at the 20th
Century.
James Cranides, Olean exhibitor,
was in on business, and also as a
representative of the Olean Lodge....
Lew Lieser, Eagle Lion branch manager,
was back at his desk after being
bedded with a cold.

Mike Nuzzola, 20th Century-Fox
salesman, is Film Row’s champion golf¬
er inasmuch as he was runnerup to
Henry Blatner, theatre architect, who
won the championship for the second
consecutive year at the annual Variety
Club golf tournament held at Shaker
Ridge Country Club.. . Jimmy Frangoolis,
Paramount assistant booker, takes over
the positionof office manager at RKO,
replacing Bill Murray, resigned.

A1 Teschemacher, National Screen
Service, returned from his vacation,
auring which he served on jury duty
....Eddie Meade, Shea pub! icity\department, and Eddie Miller, Shea Hip¬
podrome manager, postcarded from Java
Lake....Lawrence Flavin, clerk, Na¬
tional Screen Service, was vacation¬
ing in New York.

Ernest Barnes has taken over opera¬
tion of the New Hartford, New Hartford,
from Carl Carlucci.

Jack Chinell, RKO branch manager,
was enthused over the Joe Louis-Joe
Wolcott fight pictures. Bookers Carl
Heerdt and Sara Weil were working
like beavers.

An eight-pound boy was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Lamont at the Brady
Maternity Hospital, Dad was formerly
assistant manager, Ritz.Arthur
Minsky, assistant to Ray Moon, 20th
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Mary Ryan, MGM office manager, and
Charles B. Taylor, representing the
Shea Theatres, presented Mayor Bernard
J. Dowd with a scroll in which Esther
Williams, honorary mayor of TwentyNine Palms, Cal., invited Mayor Dowd
to be her “long distance guest” at the
opening of “On An Island With You”.
Congratulations goto Howard McPher¬
son, Monogram salesman, who celebrated
his 19th wedding anniversary....W.F.
Rodgers, Metro sales manager, held a
meeting with the Buffalo and Albany
branch managers in regard to the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital. Jack Mundstuck, MGM branch manager, is local
chairman.

John Rana, Columbia shipper, was on
vacation in Washington and Detroit,..
E.K. O’Shea former Buffalonian, now
an executive at Paramount, was in for
the holiday, while his wife Mabel, and
daughter, Pat, were off to sunny
California, where they visited the
Bry Stoners.

GENEVA
Jerry Fowler, Schine’s Geneva, ob¬
tained a brand new 1948 Oldsmobile
deluxe club sedan equipped with hydromatic drive, radio, and air-condition¬
ing for a giveaway sometime during
August.

GL0VERSVILLE
Lou Hart, Schine’s Glove, recently
promoted a full page of co-op. ads
upon the occasion of the theatre in¬
stalling the latest in air-condition¬
ing. National Theatre Supply, Albany,
furnished the “Governaire” system.

KIN GS TON
The Broadway is the only Walter
Reade theatre continuing vaudeville
through the A. B. Dow agency, New York
City, during the summer. The stage
shows will become more specialized
units for this period.

ROCHESTER
Opening of the local version of “Mr.
Blanding Builds His Dream House” for
public inspection was nicely timed
with the opening at the RKO Palace,
bringing beaucoup newspappr and radio
publicity in addition to a 24-sheet
in front of the new house. Palace
manager Francis Anderson also used a
“lucky key” campaign with replica of
the front door in his lobby and a tieup
with the Columbia Music Store for
$400 in merchandise and 20 passes for
the 25 winners.
Ben Belinson, Little, closed the
house indefinitely during the hot
summer days for redecoration....James
Eshelman, Paramount city manager, went
to New York on business.... Bill Phlipsak, manager, West End, attracted
attention by spotting a dummy in a
tent in front of the theatre with the
legend: “I’m camping here waiting to
see that great picture, ‘State of the
Union.’ ’”
Vacations were a major activity
hereabouts. Hal Goodwin, RKO Palace,
went to the Thousand Islands; Sylvia
Plaxman, same house, to the Adirondacks, and manager Francis Anderson
(Continued on page NT-4)
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New York: We recently received the
following eulogy to the late Lil Berg¬
son, former Paramount booker, from
Irving Baron, Film Classics booker.
“Dear Lil
"Only yesterday it
seems we saw the
fine influence you
created,
“The aura of friend¬
ship you created,
‘The wisdom you applied
to the daily prob¬
lems.
“Your refreshing in¬
Les Sugarman
terest in everyone
“Was a challenge to the aloof and un¬
knowing,
"Your richness of heart was a divinity,
a beacon, a kinship.
“It is indeed an odd world, lost and
secluded
“When such as you must travel off.
“But we cherish the thought of re¬
membrance
“For nothing is stronger than the
strength of memory
“Nothing more permanent than the dear¬
ness of past years .
"We will miss you but never forget
you.
“Dear Lil.”
MGM; Virginia Aaron, Estelle Cohen,
and Helen Levy visited Tennanah Lake
House, Roscoe.... Trudy Seaman, book¬
keeping department, and Esther Acker¬
man, contract department, were back
from honeymoons.... Flo Pereau, tele¬
phone operator, returned from vacation
....Willie Frankel, cashier’s depart¬
ment, returned from a soj ourn.. .. Betty
Hoffman, booking clerk, was a year
older.
U-INTERNATIONAL: Carol Willstein
and Leonard Berch were enjoying vaca¬
tions. ... Mildred Natusch, typistclerk, resigned.... Harvey Reinstein,
booking department, is tanned after a
vacation.... Barry Kranze is the new
office aide.
REPUBLIC: Lillian Kaplan, secretary,
was suffering from sunburn. ... Jean
Cardona, booking department, received
a royal welcome after a vacation....
Hannah Eckstein, booker, and Lola
Szkolnick, bookkeeping department,
received birthday greetings.
MONOGRAM: The office is enthused
because “The Babe Ruth Story” will
bow into the Astor on July 29....Etta
V. Segall, head booker, left on vaca¬
tion. ...Jack Farkus, assistant branch
manager, left on a sojourn.... Florence
Gilbert and Irv Mandel were on vaca¬
tions.
EAGLE LION: Fay Starr, booker, was
suffering from a twisted ankle. . . .
Fluff Blome, secretary, was having a
tough time sitting down after a session
on the bridle path.... Louis Wechsler,
branch manager, is armed with a cane
after a fall over the weekend.... Art
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Wakoff, Raritan Theatres, and Sa*bie
Conti, Iselin, Iselin, N.J., were vi¬
sitors. .. .Frances Altman, booking de¬
partment, was back from a vacation.
UNITED ARTISTS: Myron Starr, booker,
was on vacation. He also celebrated a
birthday.... Sandra Perry, daughter of
Dick, salesman, was 11....Paul Rey¬
nard, Douglas. Yonkers, visited....
George Gonzales, playdate department,
was back from vacation.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Rita Reis,
accounting department, is sporting a
dazzling sparkler.... Renee Roberts,
accounting department, left on vaca¬
tion. ... Florence Goldstein was off the
sick list....The members of the adver¬
tising and publicity department are
becoming very proficient at ping pong.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX: Ann Jones
and Alex Arnswalder were vacationing
....The softball team turned back
Century Circuit, 9 to 7. The team is
challenging the home office....Bob
Anderson, film room, had that frenzied
look about him as he anxiously awaited
a visit from the stork. ... Minnie
Smith, accounting department, returned
from the Coast.
RKO: June Ganz and Joyce Galsworthy
have been added.... Edward Hertz, pro¬
jectionist, celebrated his birthday
....Gloria Friedman, booking depart¬
ment, was enjoying a vacation.... Phil
Hodes, branch manager, was in Monticello.... Naomi Stern was another ad¬
dition to the booking department.
PARAMOUNT: Mickey Carr, secretary,
was back from vacation.... Essie Ep¬
stein, ledger clerk, was looking a bit
fatigued after a vacation at camp
Milford...Jack Perley, off ice manager,
was on vacation.... Phil Isaacs, sales¬
man, was celebrating the initial
birthday of his daughter, Susan Freda.
RAMBLIN’ ’ROUND: Bert Kulick, Bell,
returned from a coast vacation....
Jack Meltzer, ITS, was mourning the
death of his father.... Famous Pictures
is in new, enlarged quarters in 630Ninth Avenue, room 405. The telephone
number has not been changed.
(Continued from page NT-2)

ROCHESTER
planned to tour New England and Canada
in his shiny new Chewy. ... Edmund
Howard, manager, RKO Tempie, was map¬
ping an auto tour.... Arthur Krolick,
manager, Paramount, expected to vis ft
Cape Cod in addition to Montreal and
Quebec.
Manager Lester Pollock, Loew’s,
pulled out all the stops in ballyhooing
“Easter Parade”. . . .Projectionists
Corner: Louis Goler was major domo in
plans of two VFW posts to bring Mills
Brothers Circus, and sell 5, 000 tickets
enabling underprivileged children to
see the show....Fred Trost was back
from Arizona for the summer, and fill¬
ing in between greeting his many
friends here.... Walter Knopf happily
welcomed his fifth grandchild.... Ken
Stevens, disappointed in plans for an
exploring trip to the Himalayas, was

Un iversal-1nternat i on a l district manager,in Buffalo , Dave Miller, recently
got toge ther w i th U- I eastern divisionsales manager Fred Meyers, right, and
pointed out to the boys that his dis+
trict is doing its share in keeping
the
east ahead
in
the
company"&
important Presidential sales, drive,

back... . John Copple painted his car1
fire-wagon red.... Friends wondered
why Abe Orden hurried to Boston. Could
he be expecting a new grandchild?....
Joe Pandina was fixing up his summer
cottage.... First woman, a blonde,
passed the examination here, and the
boys were wondering who would be the
first to work with her.

SCHENECTADY
According to Guy Graves, Fabian city
manager, his five houses each week
play to more than 55 per cent of
Schenectady’s population. That’s lots
of business, with local population
figured at 90, 000. ... James Haley,
manager, Proctor’s, where GeorgeGraves
headquarters, was off on a two-week
vacation at cool -Lake George. Other
Fabian folk hitting the vacation trail
included: Chuck Woods, Erie projec¬
tionist, who pitched a tent on the
outskirts of town to sweat out his
two-weeks; Hal Truax, Strand, in
Syracuse for a week; Fred Gau, State,
and Jim Rogers, projectionist, State,
who was finishing up a week’s work
building his own home in suburban
Niskayuna. His brother, Joe Rogers,
Erie, set off to spend a similar time,
driving nails in the house he's build¬
ing just outside the city.
Among those just back from vacation
treks were Jimmy Anderson, State, who
cooled off with a week at the Cape;
Charlie Quandt, Erie, and Bob Griffeth,
assistant manager, Plaza, back from a
trip with the little woman to Sayre,
Pa.
Planning vacation trips were Lou
Rapp, Strand manager, his wife and
tiny son Bruce, and Dolores Benequista,
State secretary. Rapp was readying
for a two-week split between New York
and Lake George.
Phil Rapp, observing his fourth
anniversary as manager, State and
Erie, was happy over the complete
tele coverage of the Democratic con¬
vention for his patrons in the State
arcade. He and his brother Lou, oldtimers in theatre circles, are both still
plenty youthful. Back with Phil Rapp
at the Erie-State stand is Moe Klein,
veteran showman-, as assistant. His
wife was due from Virginia, last home
of the family.
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N. J.; Florence, Florence, N. J.; Glassboro, Glassboro, N. J., and Broadway, Pit¬
man, N. J.

NEWS OF THE

Philadelphia
Crosstown
The appointment of Isaac Levy, vicepresident, WCAU, as one of four promi¬
nent Philadelphians to direct the outstand¬
ing events which will mark the progress
of the 1949 Red Feather Drive was an¬
nounced recently by Revelle W. Brown,
president, Reading Company, and general
campaign chairman. The radio executive,
who served as chairman of the events
committee for the 1948 campaign, will this
year have the important post of chairman
of the Convention Hall rally.
He will
direct the colorful program of pageantry
as well as select the stars who will par¬
ticipate in this major event. In addition,
he will have charge of special enter¬
tainment features for report luncheons
and dinners. Levy’s appointment is one
of the first among a series of selections of
outstanding Philadelphians for voluntary
leadership in the 1949 campaign scheduled
to open in the fall, when approximately
35,000 volunteer workers will, in a single
appeal, solicit funds necessary for the
operation and maintenance of 170 Red
Feather
services,
including
hospitals,
health centers, child care, family services,
aid to the aged and handicapped, and
youth and recreation agencies. Levy is a
director of the Yellow Cab Company; a
director of Columbia Broadcasting Sys¬
tem, and director of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel Company.
The Crescent was conveyed last week
by Samuel Chain to Robert Abel and
others for $60,000. The theatre is assessed
at $22,000, and had been under lease for
quite some time to the purchasers.
A full slate of managers rivalling the
Democratic National Committee was set
up by Universal-International last week
in its “Tap Roots” headquarters, Ritz Carl¬
ton Hotel, in conjunction with the film’s
world premiere as follows: A1 Horwits,
U-Int. eastern publicity manager, “cam¬
paign manager”; Charles Simonelli, east¬
ern exploitation head, “platform manager”;
Philip Gerard, U-I publicist, manager,
“speakers bureau”; Lou Boudreau, head¬
quarters secretary, and Ed Shulman,
company publicist, liaison.
A. M. Ellis Theatres Company an¬
nounced the following district managerial
appointments last week: Bud Freeman
supervising the Broad, Rockland, Admiral,
Renel, and New Penn; Nick Powers hand¬
ling the Castor, Crest, Benner, Regal, and
Tyson; Charles Wagner looking after the
Victory, Dixie, Grand, Jackson, and Doris;
Larry Ruch taking care of the Liberty and
Parkside, Camden, N. J.; Park and Classic,
Lehighton; and Milton Lewis overseeing
the Breeze, Southern, and Dante.
Ralph Pitman, City Treasurer,
nounced last week that receipts
amusement taxes for six months of
were $2,085,082.49, which compares
$2,253,693.92 for the same period in

an¬
from
1948
with
1947.

Altec announced last week that it had
signed sound service agreements with the
following theatres: Lenox, Moose Hall,
Philadelphia;
19th
Street,
Allentown;
Karlton and Park, Williamsport; Landis,
Vineland, N. J.; Hill and Boro, Paulsboro,
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Van Heflin, Julie London, Boris Karloff,
and Richard Long were in last week, and
made personal appearances at the Gold¬
man in connection with the premiere of
U-I’s “Tap Roots.” Heflin also appeared
before the Democratic National Conven¬
tion. The stars appeared on a total of 22
radio programs, including eight network
shows, as part of the promotion of the
territorial world premiere here and in
nine other cities in the exchange territory.
The Goldman held a special midnight
showing the night prior to the regular
opening for an invitation audience.

Vine Street
The “Are you talking?” of George Nonamaker, The Exhibitor’s Vine Street
wanderer, and his “Wuz here” left on
various memorandum pads in the ex¬
changes are both becoming bywords of
the local distribution center. The conver¬
sation usually goes like this: “Are you
talkin’?” “What do you want me to say?”
“Anything you want to tell me.” etc., etc.
(Cute, eh?—Ed.)
Henrietta
Weinberg,
Republic,
will
represent Local F-7; Peggy Brickley will
represent Local B-7, and L. Hoffman will
represent Local B-100 as delegates at the
International IATSE Cleveland convention
in August.
Leona Smith, secretary to UA branch
manager Salem Applegate, was vaca¬
tioning in Wildwood, N. J. . . . Douglas
Kline, head shipper, UA, announced that
he was engaged to Gladys Bower, and
would be married in September. . . . On
vacation at Paramount were booker Ralph
Garman and Mary Bennington, contract
department. . . . Ulrik F. Smith, Para¬
mount branch manager, celebrated another
birthday on July 13. Congratulations.
Max Miller, Eagle Lion tub thumper,
was working upstate last week. . . . Alyce
O’Donnell, bookers’ stenographer at Eagle
Lion, was another vacationist last week.
. . . Eagle Lion booker Max Bronow
weekended with Barney Fellman, form¬
erly with S-W Theatres, at Queens Vil¬
lage, L. I. . . . Columbia office manager
Walt Donahue was also on his time off
last week.
Editha Hyman, 20th Century-Fox clerk,
was in Alabama visiting her brother in
the air corps on part of her vacation. . . .
Jack Engel, Screen Guild branch manager,
was in Chicago for a franchise holders’
meeting. This was his second trip to the
Windy City in a month.
Anna Wissinger, contract clerk; Rose
Segal, biller; Frank Smith, maintenance
man, and Ed O’Donnell, booker, were the
Warnerites on vacation last week. . . .
Ned. Jaffe, Y and Y Popcorn Supply, was
fishing down Maryland way last week
with a party of friends.
A wandering pigeon walked into Capital
exchange last week, and after a hurried
examination by Eddie Gabriel, who found
no missive, including dates, attached, the
bird was fed, with popcorn borrowed from
neighbors on the Street, and given a drink
of water. The bird then made itself at
home, and found a comfortable roost in
the back room. Gabriel still thinks it is
a good luck omen, which may call the turn
on the recent lousy business. . . . New at
Capital is Celia Hunter, just four months
out of Scotland, who is acting as office
manager-booker. Her burr is a delight to
hear.

TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners (230 N. 13th)
“Two Guys From Texas.”

Aug.

9,

2.30,

RKO (250 N. 13th)
Aug. 2, 10.30,
“Rachel And The Stranger”; 2.30, “Variety
Time.” Aug. 3, 10.30, “The Pearl.” Aug.
31. 10.30, “Mourning Becomes Electra”;
2.30, “Bodyguard.” Sept. 1, 10.30, “Stations
West”; 2.30, “Design For Death.”

Circuits
Stanley-Warner
The most important news of the cir¬
cuit is vacations, first the plans, then the
trip, and, finally, the photos and talk that
prove how much fun it all was. Among
the vacationists were Dave Stadler, Anne
Besterman, Irv Blumberg, Mary Tancredi,
Bernice Herman, and Paul Castello. . . .
Paul Castello left for his annual visit to
St. Louis. He intended to make the trip
of about 21 hours without making any
stops en route. . . . Anne Besterman,
publicity department, liked Concord so
much when she was there for a weekend
in June she’s gone back for a week this
time.
Bernice Herman, A. J. Vanni’s secretary,
spent her time at Tamiment. . . . Roy
Robbins, manager, Aldine, was out on
vacation, but the mystery was where. . . .
George Lawson, the artist, was back from
his vacation brown as the proverbial berry.
. . . George Balkin, Stanley manager,
was kept busy on his days off running
down to Atlantic City to see his family.
•

The Princess reverted back to its old
policy. . . . Bernie Abramson, former
member, purchasing office, was a visitor
to the office and Philadelphia last week.
He has moved to Miami Beach, where he
is now working for one of the newspapers.
. . . John Turner’s wife, Sue, is recover¬
ing from her recent operation at the Bryn
Mawr Hospital.

Delaware
Wilmington
Ellen Crosman’s column, “Star Wagon,”
in The Sunday Morning Star, recently
questioned the playing of the national
anthem in the Stanley-Warner theatres,
and made this follow-up comment “Dick
Kirsh up at the Queen took issue with
me. ‘Why,’ he asked, ‘should we play “The
Star Spangled Banner” just in wartime?
We’re patriotic all the time, not just in
wartime.’ Well,” the Star Wagon column¬
ist continued, “Dick’s point of view is a
nice one, and now that I look at it his way,
the playing of the anthem in peacetime
is a good idea. I guess I’ve been condi¬
tioned.
Practically the only time one
hears ‘The Star Spangled Banner’ is dur¬
ing a war. It is high time, as Dick points
out, we began to associate it with peace.”
James Scott, new assistant manager,
S-W Grand, and William Scott, new as¬
sistant manager, S-W Queen, are not re¬
lated, but are ex-GI’s, and good friends.
. . . Dick Kirsh, manager, S-W Queen,
departed for Miami Beach on his vacation
which runs through July 22, and Russ
Gackenbach, manager, S-W Grand, plan¬
ned a Connecticut trip as he started his
vacation. . . . Back from vacation, was
Lee Levy, manager, S-W Arcadia, who
visited Reading, Pa., where his son Larry
is manager, Loew’s, and New York. . . .
Also back from vacation was G. Earl Smith,
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manager S-W Ritz. . . . Bill Morgan, dis¬
trict manager, and Lew Black, city man¬
ager, made the rounds of S-W Theatres.
Viola Manseau, S-W Savoy, returned
from vacation. . . . Mamie Rebecca Bailey,
S-W Savoy, spent a weekend in Laurel,
Del., visiting her family and relatives. . . .
Laurabelle Harrington, former aide, S-W
Savoy, returned to pinch-hit for a week
in the cleaning department. . . . Frank
Eckert, projectionist, S-W Savoy, returned
after a month showing films at the Dela¬
ware Park racetrack along with Howard
Rouke, Sr. . . . Projection equipment at
the track again was furnished by Delco
Motion Picture Service, with Nello Nai,
Park, supervising and handling the p.a.
system. His daughter, Eleanor Nai, former
substitute cashier, Park, is taking an ex¬
tension course at Moralia University,
Mexico. She’ll be a senior next year at
the University of Delaware, majoring in
Spanish, and is scheduled to be a student
teacher at Pierre S. duPont High School.
. . Morris Albom, acting assistant man¬
ager, S-W Savoy, was looking forward to
his annual trip to Miami, which he plan¬
ned for next October.
Edgar J. Doob, manager, Loews Aldine,
said that policy of Thursday openings has
been dropped and Wednesday openings
started with “All My Sons.” ... Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar J. Doob and their miniature
schnauzer “Mr. Chips” were going to
vacation in the Pocono mountains, Wernersville, Pa., where they have been going
for the past four years.
John O. Hopkins, Jr., National, said he
was “considering” running for the state
House of Representatives, Dover, on the
Republican ticket. . . . Willard Wilson,
National, visited relatives in Philadelphia.
. . . Helen Burton, National, returned after
being off sick.
The wife of Frank Mack, manager, Ben
Shindler’s Ace, was in Bandy, Va., visit¬
ing her mother. . . . Broadkill Beach, 12
miles north of Rehoboth, was the vacation
spot chosen by Mrs. Ruth Linthicum,
Crest, and by Mrs. Elsie Tompkins, assist¬
ant manager, Crest. . . . Sylvan Shaivitz,
manager, Crest, vacationing, planned to go
to New York, and Charles Kiethley, pro¬
jectionist, Crest, whose wife and son are
spending the summer at Broadkill Beach,
planned to join them there for his vaca¬
tion.
William Leute, manager, Edge Moor,
said business was not materially affected
by a change in the bus route due to road
repairs. . . . John Koczak, Earle, New
Castle, said that installation of the new
theatre front was nearing completion. . . .
Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont,
after
reading
The Exhibitor review,
booked the 30-minute soap-box derby pic¬
tures from Emerson-Yorke studios, New
York, and praised the film highly. The
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Pike will sponsor a boy in the Delaware
Association of Police Pushmobile Derby
on Aug. 21 in Wilmington, and a boy in
the Claymont Pushmobile Derby on Sept.
2. Edge used extra ad space in The Ches¬
ter, Pa., Times to plug the Chester fire¬
men’s convention parade films in his
“Claymont Snapshots” at the Pike. . . .
Edward Piela, Pike, Claymont, had the
marquee letters looking bright and shiny
in their new summer paint.
—Henry

L.

Sholly.

New Jersey
Trenton
The Mayfair, Charles Sweet, manager,
installed a candy bar with one of the most
attractive mirror-counter arrangements
yet put forth by the Berio Vending Com¬
pany, of Philadelphia. The bar is pre¬
sided over by Dorothy Landolfi and Elinor
Applegate, both of this city.
The RKO Capitol is conducting a bath¬
ing beauty contest on Wednesday nights
to determine “Miss Trenton of 1948.” Cash
weekly prizes are offered. The first prize
is a $750 diamond ring; second, a fur coat,
and third, a $400 television set. A tie-in
with local merchants aids in the prize list.

Pennsylvania
Allentown
Max and Leon Korr, Earle, took title
to two more theatres July 1, bringing
their total to five. Besides the Earle, the
Korrs operate the Palace, Topton, and the
Diamond, Birdsboro. Their newest pur¬
chases, the Rio, Reading, and the Rio,
Schuylkill Haven, were made from Henry
Sork, Schuylkill Haven, and Harry Block,
Philadelphia.
James Maury, manager, State, FabianWilmer and Vincent, Charles Bierbauer,
city manager, was host to 100 members of
Allentown National Guard units at a spe¬
cial showing of “The Fighting 69th.” While
showing “Woman In White,” last week,
Maury had as his guests the first 25
women who appeared in white each day
at the State.
Mike Galomb, Copley, has been ap¬
pointed as manager, Savoy, Catasauqua,
by its owner, W. G. Humphries, Philadel¬
phia, to succeed Stanley “Dick” Nyquist,
who died recently of a heart attack. He
had been associated with Humphries for
14 years. Galomb assumed his duties dur¬
ing the week of July 12. Galomb, who is a
veteran of World War II, has been con¬
nected with the theatre business for a
number of years.
William Schaffer, manager, Earle, ran
r. newspaper coupon as a tieup with “Tap
Roots.” In cooperation with the Real Estate
Board of Allentown, the theatre was
searching for the home in Allentown or
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Philadelphia
(8)—Aldine,
“Fighting
Father Dunne” (RKO); Boyd, “The Paradine Case” (SRO); Capitol “The Man From
Texas” (EL), “The Cobra Strikes” (EL);
Earle, “The Pirate” (MGM); Fox, “The
Street With No Name” (20th-Fox); Gold¬
man, “On An Island With You” (MGM);
Karlton,
“Summer Holiday”
(MGM);
Mastbaum, “Easter Parade” (MGM); Prin¬
cess, “The October Man” (EL); Stanley,
“The Emperor Waltz” (Para.); Stanton,
“Coroner Creek” (Col.); Studio, “Belle
Starr” (20th-Fox), “Frontier Marshal”
(20th-Fox).
Wilmington,
Del.
(9)—Warner, “The
Emperor Waltz” (Para.); Loew’s Aldine,
“On An Island With You” (MGM); Rialto,
“Fury At Furnace Creek” (20th-Fox);
Queen, “Casbah” (U-I); Arcadia, “Ro¬
mance On The High Seas” (WB ); Grand,
“Carson City Raiders” (Rep.), “Drift¬
wood” (Rep.).
Allentown (13)—Rialto, “Romance On
The High Seas” (WB); Colonial, “The
Emperor Waltz” (Para.); State, “Woman
In White” (WB), “The Big Punch” (WB);
Boyd, “Berlin Express” (RKO); Earle,
“Up In Central Park” (U-I).
Reading
(17)—Warner, “Key Largo”
(WB); Ritz, “Thunderhoof” (Col.), “Ar¬
kansas Swing” (Col.); Astor, “Tap Roots”
(U-I); Embassy, “The ‘Sainted’ Sisters”
(Para.); Loew’s, “A Night At The Opera”
(MGM).

Lehigh County occupied by the present
owners and their direct ancestors for the
greatest number of years.

Harrisburg
The new air-conditioning system at the
National is expected to be ready for oper¬
ation by the end of July. Work on a simi¬
lar system for the Rialto probably will be
started in September, according to Ira L.
Schiffman, general manager. . . . Manager
Gerry Wollaston, State, was recuperating
from his appendectomy on a vacation to
Stone Harbor, N. J., and his home in
St. Marys. ... A wall banner, 25 by 35
feet, was used for “Tap Roots” by man¬
ager Bob Sidman, Senate. . . . Thelma
Garwig is the new aide at the Rialto.
Vacationists included Genevieve Funk,
Colonial; Mrs. Avis Losh, secretary to
Edgar Goth; Elizabeth Zimmerman, Alice
Evonoff, James Leone, and Foster Napper, all of the State, and George Green
and Jasper Peffer, both of the Senate. . . .
A soft drink dispenser has been installed
in the Senate. . . . Barbara Schiffman,
daughter of general manager Ira L. Schiff¬
man, National-Rialto, and Mrs. Schiff¬
man, is taking a summer course at Penn
State College. She is majoring in speech
correction. . . . The installation of RCA
hearing aids in the Hill, Camp Hill, and
the Elton, Steelton, was announced in
newspaper advertisements on the amuse¬
ment pages. . . . Max Miller, Eagle Lion,
p'anned a campaign for “Raw Deal” with
manager Bob Sidman, Senate.

Mt. Carmel
An interesting note was the recent re¬
ceipt by the Paramount home office, New
Ycrk, of photos of Ray Milland and
Thomas Mitchell. It seemed that they
went down in the recent plane crash, and
Pottsville Postmaster James H. Rattigan
thought enough of them to check with
local Comerford Circuit people, and send
them to the right place.
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nremiere of the picture will take place
this month in the Astor. It’s only a coinci¬
dence, but part of Berks County, from its
western line to the Reading city limits,
lies in the Lebanon Valley. This big
farming area, as fertile and as densely
populated as the Mississippi district de¬
scribed in the picture, thus bears the
same name as the Mississippi locale of
“Tap Roots.” Another coincidence in Civil
War history is the “farmers’ rebellion,” in
the Berks County portion of Pennsyl¬
vania’s “Lebanon Valley,” an uprising of
farmers, opposed to the war, that ended
when the angry ruralites approached
Reading in their march from their town¬
ships, and were put to flight by Reading
officers.

Norristown
Norristown Borough Council, which re¬
cently passed a general ordinance taxing
all admission tickets, theatres, sports, and

PARAMOUNT
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well-known
who
died

exhibitor
recently.

other events, including school games and
entertainments, revised the measure. It
lifted the tax off student tickets sold to
school children by Norristown School Dis¬
trict authorities, on events recognized by
the school board, and off tickets for small
activities held by the grade schools for
benefit purposes.

Reading
J. Lester Stallman, manager, Astor,
and family spent a week vacationing at
Ocean City, N. J.
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In addition to special over-the-counter
displays, both the Kresge and Woolworth
stores recently featured fountain cards
built around Red Skelton and Janet Blair
as publicity for Columbia’s “The Fuller
Brush Man.” Embassy manager Paul E.
Glase also arranged many window dis¬
plays, and promoted Fuller brushes for
giveaways to women on opening day.
Other brushes were awarded in a radio
contest.
Filmed exclusively in Reading, with
Bill Stern, famed sports and news an¬
nouncer,
as
narrator,
the
Embassy
screened “Reading—My Home Town” on
one of its programs. Many Reading people
were shown in the picture, taken in
Reading locations, manager Paul E. Glase
said.
Manager J. Lester Stallman, Astor, had
an attractive Reading girl, Miss Carletta
Eerger, 18, pass out “Tap Roots” charms,
attractively wrapped bits of hard candy,
to passersby in front of the Astor for two
days, to herald “Tap Roots” for one of its
premiere showings here. Manager Stallman had the aid of Ed Rosenbaum, Uni¬
versal-International office, Philadelphia, in
handling the publicity.

Robesonia
Robesonia
school
authorities
who
adopted a 10 per cent amusements tax
regulation for the borough, to go into
effect on Aug 9, have found that it will
not cure the district’s financial troubles.
One theatre, a small baseball park, and
scattering commercial amusements events
will yield only about $2,000 a year, or
less, and the school board was obliged
to meet deficit in the budget for the year
started on July 1 by increasing the real
estate tax from 21 mills to 23 mills. Several
grade schools will be combined to reduce
teacher costs.

Royersford
Royersford Borough Council enacted
an ordinance imposing an amusement
tax of one cent per ticket on all places of
public commercial amusement, effective
on Aug. 15. The ordinance also imposed a
$25 yearly license fee on coin-operated
games and $15 a year on juke boxes.
Council deferred action until August on
a petition by the Friendship Fire Com¬
pany of Royersford, asking that a previ¬
ously enacted ordinance, taxing fire com¬
pany or other carnivals, be modified. The
company objected to the $50 a day tax,
stating that in its recent six-day carnival
its net was only $212. The tax would have
been $300. The company is now planning
a new carnival, and asks that the tax per
day be reduced.

Variety Club
Philadelphia, Tent 13

The Astor, J. Lester Stallman, manager,
gave a preview for members of various
organizations of “Tap Roots.” The world

Tent 13 played host to the Democratic
National Convention, and additional tele¬
vision equipment was installed for the
occasion so that barkers and guests might
comfortably enjoy the convention proceed¬
ings. Mike Felt, Chief Barker, advised that
it thus became necessary to dispense with
all card playing in the clubrooms for that
period.

Isaac D. Levy, vice-president, WCAU, Philadelphia,
was recently appointed chairman, Convention Hall
rally, for the important 1949 Red Feather campaign.

One of the stunts which manager Sam Gilman, Loew's
Regent,
Harrisburg,
recently
arranged for MGM's
"Big City" was this Prefect, Ford's English-built car.

Got a problem?
The solution may be waiting
for you among the specially
prepared forms and systems
which are available at cost to
theatres which subscribe to
this paper.
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ASTOR
Drama
183m.

The Betrayal
Estimate:

Inferior

all-Negro

produc¬

tion.
Cast:
Lou Vernon, Edward Fraction,
LeRoy Collins, Jessie Johnson, William
Byrd, Myra Stanton, Frances DeYoung,
Arthur McCoo, Vernetties Moore, Barbara
Lee, Verlie Cowan, Alice B. Russell,
Yvonne Machen, Gladys Williams, Richard
Lawrence, Harris Gaines, David Jones,
Vernon B. Duncan, Curley Ellison, Sue
McBride, Harold Mers. Produced and di¬
rected by Oscar Micheaux.
Story: LeRoy Collins, a Negro striving
to build an agricultural empire in a
Dakota wilderness, is staying at a home
housing William Byrd, a white man, and
his daughter, Myra Stanton. Stanton has
fallen in love with Collins, but the latter
does not return her love because he be¬
lieves her to be white.
Although she
doesn’t know it, she is really colored, her
Negro blood stemming from Negro an¬
cestry. On a trip to Chicago, Collins falls
in love with a school teacher, Verlie
Cowan, and they become engaged. Stanton
forsees tragedy due to befall, and that the
one Collins trusted most will betray him.
Although this person would be Cowan,
Collins takes the matter lightly, and con¬
tinues his plans. He marries Cowan, but
soon finds himself the target of attack
from her sister, Yvonne Machen, and
father, Harris Gaines. They persuade
Cowan to persecute, and turn her back on
him. However, the guilty parties receive
their just punishment, and Stanton comes
to Collins’ aid. Stanton learns of her true
heritage, and she and Collins finally marry
to live happily.
X-Ray: Based on the novel, “The Wind
From Nowhere,” by Oscar Micheaux, the
appeal of this all-Negro venture will be
limited to segregated sections of the coun¬
try. While the various selling angles may
help some at the boxoffice, the virtues of
the film are meagre. The lone problem
tackled is that of inter-marriage between
whites and Negroes, and even this suffers
fpom a crude screenplay and stilted dia¬
logue. The story is spun out over a threehour running time, paving the way for
some tedious footage which could benefit
from some good editing. The acting, for
the most part, is stiff, while Micheaux’s
direction also leaves something to be
desired.
Ad Lines: “Here Is A Thrilling Motion
Picture Epic You Won’t Want To Miss”;
“An Exciting And Thrill-Packed Three
Hours Is In Store For You When You See
‘The Betrayal’
“The Greatest Negro
Production Ever Filmed . . . Don’t Miss
‘The Betrayal’.”

COLUMBIA

Published weakly by Jay Emanuel Publication*. Inc., Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Penn¬
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SECTION TWO

and his father dead, supposedly slain by
a rival, Paul Cavanaugh, but really killed
by Macready.
Cavanaugh’s daughter,
Janet Blair, declared a ward of the crown,
has been put into Macready’s guardianship.
Hayward and Blair fall in love. Hayward
suspects Macready, and leaves the castle.
Blair remains behind. Hayward joins Cav¬
anaugh in their war against Macready
and his charges. Hayward and Cavanaugh
return to the castle to rescue Blair, but
are ambushed by Macready and his men.
Hayward escapes, but Cavanaugh is cap¬
tured. At this time, Macready decides to
marry Blair, with her father’s fate hanging
in the balance. Blair has no choice. Hay¬
ward arrives, and challenges Macready
to a trial by combat. After a rough fight,
Hayward wins out, and Blair and Cava¬
naugh are released.
X-Ray: Based on the novel by Robert
Louis Stevenson, this rates with the better
entries of this type. A flock of selling
angles are in the offing, and exhibitors
can be sure that this will find its mark
where others of its kind have sold in the
past. Suspense is generated throughout
much of the footage, and the film moves
at a quick clip. In short, then, this is an
entry which has a ready market, and, with
the added exploitation angles, it should
account for itself nicely.
Tip on Bidding:
Better than average
program.
Ad Lines: “Direct From The Pages Of
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Great And Ex¬
citing Novel ‘The Black Arrow’
“Packed
With Action, And Teeming With Swash¬
buckling Excitement”; “Don’t Miss ‘The
Black Arrow,’ Direct From The Pages Of
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Thrilling Novel.”

MONOGRAM
The Shanghai Chest

(4718)

Adventure Drama
76m.

Adventure film has the angles.
Cast:
Louis Hayward, Janet Blair,
George Macready, Edgar Buchanan, Rhys
Williams, Walter Kingsford, Lowell Gil¬
more, Halliwell Hobbes, Paul Cavanaugh,
Ray Teal, Russell Hicks, Leslie Denison,
Betty Fairfax, William Bevan. Produced
by Grant Whytock; directed by Gordon
Douglas.
Story: It is the 15th century in England,
and Louis Hayward is returning to his
castle after the War of the Roses, finding
his uncle, George Macready, in charge,
Estimate:

Mystery
Drama

65m.

Okeh series entry.
Cast:
Roland Winters, Mantan More¬
land, Tim 'Ryan, Victor Sen Young, Deannie Best, Tristram Coffin, John Alvin, Rus¬
sell Hicks, Pierre Watkin, Philip Van
Zandt, Milton Parsons, Olaf Hutten, Erville Anderson, George Eldredge. Pro¬
duced by James S. Burkett; directed by
William Beaudine.
Story: When Pierre Watkin, a judge, is
murdered, the judge’s nephew, John Alvin,
arrives on the scene, and is knocked
unconscious by the murderer. He recup¬
erates in time to find the body, and is
accused of the crime by police lieu¬
tenant Tim Ryan. After Roland Winters,
“Charlie Chan,” is called in on the case,
Estimate:

The Black Arrow
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Alvin is released. Fingerprints of a con¬
vict, supposedly executed six months be¬
fore, are found on the murder weapon.
Russell Hicks, district attorney, who has
evidence on that case, and one of the
jurors at the trial are murdered. The late
judge’s safe is then rifled for papers per¬
taining to the case. Winters, aided by
Mantan Moreland, Victor Sen Young, and
the brother of the executed man, traps
Tristram Coffin, the attorney who framed
the convict. It turns out that Coffin mur¬
dered the three people to hide his part
in an insurance racket.
X-Ray: This latest entry in the “Chan”
group is definitely up to the standard of
its predecessors, and should please the
fans of the series. Winters, who recently
stepped into the Chan role, does a neat
job, with Moreland and Sen Young also
turning in nice bits.
Ad Lines: “A Vicious Killer Who Knew
No Mercy”; “ ‘Charlie Chan’ Solves The
Most Difficult Case Of His Career”; “Mur¬
der, Thrills, And Action, In Another Tense
‘Charlie Chan’ Mystery.”

RKO
The Velvet Touch

Drama

97m.

(872)
(Independent Artists)
Will depend on the name

Estimate:

draw.
Cast:
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn,
Claire Trevor, Sydney Greenstreet, Leon
Ames, Frank McHugh, Walter Kingsford,
Dan Tobin, Lex Barker, Nydia Westman,
Theresa Harris, Irving Bacon, Esther How¬
ard, Harry Hayden, William Erwin, Martha
Hyer, Steven Flagg, Louis Mason, James
Flavin, Charles McAvoy, Dan Foster,
Russell Hicks, James Todd, Joyce Arling,
Ida Schumaker, Philip Barnes, Besse
Wade. Produced by Frederick Brisson;
directed by John Gage.
Story: Rosalind Russell, made a name
actress by producer Leon Ames, with
whom she has been having an affair, kills
him in his theatre apartment when they
quarrel over her future plans. Russell
manages to get home without anyone be¬
ing the wiser, and in flashback form her
story up to the present is told, how Ames
built her, how she met architect Leo Genn,
and how the two plan to marry. Ames,
however, refuses to let her go, and also is
opposed to her doing a serious play,
“Hedda Gabler,” because she had made
her success as a comedienne. Back to the
present, the police, headed by Sydney
Greenstreet, investigate the crime, and

THE
circumstances seem to pin the crime on
Claire Trevor, who still carries the torch
for Ames. Trevor, who knows Russell is
the murderess, is visited by her in the
hospital, and later Trevor kills herself. The
police close the case with Trevor down
as the killer, and Russell proceeds with
her “Hedda Gabler” role. On the day of
the opening, however, Genn reveals that
he knows Russell’s crime, and Russell
sees the game is up. She invites Greenstreet backstage, after first having given
him her confession, and after the last cur¬
tain call, at which time it is apparent that
she is a brilliant dramatic actress as well,
she gives herself up to the police to pay
for her crime.
X-Ray: With Russell still hewing to the
dramatic role rather than in straight
comedies in which she made her fame,
this emerges as a conversational drama
that will get its best returns in the class
houses. The story is confused, and often
hard to believe, and while the casting, etc.,
are excellent, the picture fails to have
the strength it needs for the best boxoffice takes. No expense has been spared
in the production, but it is handicapped for
many types of boxoffices. Ames, Genn,
Greenstreet, and the others provide good
support, but the result will depend on
the Russell draw.
Tip on Bidding: Program price.
Ad Lines:
“Rosalind Russell In The
Kind Of Role That Made Her Famous”;
“Was She Guilty Of A Crime She Com¬
mitted For Love?”; “The Year’s Dramatic
Hit.”

REPUBLIC
Train To Alcatraz

Melodrama
60m.

Okeh meller for the duallers.
Cast: Donald Barry, Janet Martin, Wil¬
liam Phipps, Roy Barcroft, June Storey,
Jane Darwell, Milburn Stone, Chester
Clute, Ralph Dunn, Richard Irving, John
Alvin, Michael Carr, Marc Krah, Denver
Pyle, Iron Eyes Cody, Kenneth MacDon¬
ald, Harry Harvey, Steven Baron, Bob
Stone, Don Haggerty, John A. Doucette.
Directed by Philip Ford.
Story: A train, speeding across country
headed for Alcatraz, is carrying criminals,
headed by Donald Barry, on whom every¬
one is counting to engineer a break.
John Alvin, refuses to wait, and is shot
down by guard Roy Barcroft. Meanwhile,
William Phipps, another convict, meets
an old “pal,” Milburn Stone, who had
framed a murder rap on Phipps while the
actual shooting was done by a henchman
Michael Carr. Stone figures he has an
angle, and tries to talk Phipps into com¬
ing in. The latter, wary of Stone’s tricks,
refuses. Finally, Barry gives the signal
for the escape, and the prisoners mutiny
against the guards. Stone is killed during
a fight with Phipps, but the prisoners
overpower the guards, and are confronted
by three men, including U. S. Marshal
Ralph Dunn. After a fight, Barry and most
of his men are killed, while Phipps is
cleared of the crime charged to him, due
to the confession of Carr.
X-Ray: Tense and taut, this should find
a favorable place on the second half. The
film generates a high quota of suspense,
and derives the most from a modest pro¬
duction. The film is based on an original
screen play by Gerald Geraghty.
Ad Lines: “A Pack Of Ruthless Killers
On The Same Train . . . See What Hap¬
pens When The Fireworks Go Off”;
“Packed With Thrills, Teeming With Ex¬
citement, And Loaded With Breath-Tak¬
ing Action . . . Don’t Miss ‘Train To Al¬
catraz’”; “Here Is A Film Designed For
A Strong Heart.”
Estimate:

2426
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That Lady In Ermine

20th CENTURY-FOX
The Checkered
Coat
(825)

Mystery Drama
66m.

(Belsam)
Estimate: For the lower half.
Cast: Tom Conway, Noreen Nash, Hurd
Hatfield, James Seay, Garry Owen, Martin
Lamont, Rory Mallinson, Leonard Mudie,
Eddie Dunn, John R. Hamilton, Fred
Browne, Lee Tung Foo, Julian Rivero,
Dorothy Porter, Sam Hayes. Produced by
Sam Baerwitz; directed by Edward L.
Cahn.
Story: Psychiatrist Tom Conway is vis¬
ited by Hurd Hatfield, who has death
trances, and who voices the fear of being
buried alive. Learning that Hatfield is a
pal of Conway’s black sheep brother,
Martin Lamont, Conway tips off the police.
When Conway hears shots while Hatfield
and Lamont are robbing a nearby jewelry
store, he rushes to the scene of the crime,
but is kidnapped by the pair. When Con¬
way escapes while Hatfield is out trying
to fence the jewels, Hatfield becomes en¬
raged, blames Lamont, and kills him. Hat¬
field then kidnaps Conway’s wife, Noreen
Nash, but is seized by a death trance, and
taken to the morgue by the police. Con¬
way reaches the morgue, saves Hatfield’s
life, finds out where his wife is, and then
gets a confession of murder and robbery
from Hatfield.
X-Ray: Some uninspired thesping and
directing have resulted in a film that
moves a little too slowly to suit most audi¬
ences. There is a fair amount of suspense
despite the aforementioned drawbacks,
and the low-budgeter should be ade¬
quate for a lower half spot.
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “ ‘The Checkered Coat’ . . .
Symbol Of A Tortured Mind”; “A Thriller
That Teems With Excitement And Sus¬
pense”; “Tense, Taut Drama That Leaves
You Limp From Suspense.”

Fighting Back

(828)

(Wurtzel)
61m.
Estimate: For the lower half.
Cast: Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary
Gray, Joe Sawyer, Morris Ankrum, John
Kellogg, Dorothy Christy, Tommy Ivo,
Lela Tyler, Pierre Watkin, Daisy. Pro¬
duced by Sol M. Wurtzel; directed by
Mai St. Clair.
Story: Paul Langton, discharged vet,
with a full pardon for his pre-war prison
record, returns to his wife, Jean Rogers;
his son, Gary Gray, and a talented dog,
Daisy, and lands a job immediately. How¬
ever, an ex-partner-in-crime, John Kel¬
logg, pays a visit, notices Daisy’s talent,
kidnaps the dog, and uses the canine to
steal a valuable diamond bracelet from
the home of Langton’s boss. Kellogg is
then fooled when the dog runs away with
the bracelet, and buries it. When the dog
returns the bracelet to Langton, Kellogg
bursts in to get it, but police detective
Joe Sawyer 'arrives in the nick of time
to save the day.
X-Ray: The producers tried not to miss
a boxoffice trick on this one. There are
such contrasting themes as crime drama,
a boy and his dog, and a few attempts at
comedy, but the mixture results in an
entry that is weak even for the lowerhalf spot. The performances, for the most
part, are a little better than the material.
Tip on Bidding:

Lowest bracket.

“A Thrilling Drama Of An
Ex-Convict’s
Challenge”;
“A
Marked
Man For Life, He Fought Back And Won”;
“Love Gave Him Something To Live And
Fight For.”
Ad Lines:

Comedy
WITH MUSIC

'

89m.

(Color by Technicolor)
Estimate:

Will depend on the Grable

draw.
Cast: Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Cesar Romero, Walter Abel, Reginald
Gardiner,
Harry Davenport,
Virginia
Campbell, Whit Bissell, Edmund Mac¬
Donald, David Bond, Harry Carding, Belle
Mitchell, Mary Bear, Jack George, John
Parrish, Mayo Newhall, Lester Allen. Pro¬
duced and directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
a
Story: In the European principality of
Bergamo in 1861, Betty Grable, reigning
countess, is separated from her husband,
Cesar Romero, on their wedding night
because Hungarian Hussars, led by Doug¬
las Fairbanks, Jr., have broken through
the lines. Romero goes to fight, leaving
Grable alone. However, Grable’s ancestor,
also portrayed by Grable, who saved the
nation 300 years before, and who was then
painted in ermine, comes to life, along
with other ancestors, and determines to
help her descendant. This starts a bit of
doings whereby between the present day
countess, the ancestor, and his dreams,
Fairbanks doesn’t know whether he is
coming or going. Finally, although in love
with Grable, he allows her husband to
escape, and leaves the castle. Romero re¬
turns, and suspects the worst, the mar¬
riage is annulled, and Grable, in Ermine,
goes to Fairbanks just as did her ancestor
300 years before.

X-Ray: Although mounted lavishly in
Technicolor, and backed by the Grable and
Fairbanks names, this misses the mark.
Ernst Lubitsch’s last production, it fails to
equal his better entries, with some por¬
tions not only bordering on the silly side,
but likely to prove a strain on any audi¬
ence. On the other hand, there are many
moments of comedy, a few catchy song
numbers, and some other assets, but the
result will depend entirely on what the
Grable name can mean at the boxoffice.
Songs heard are: “This Is The Moment,”
“There’s Something About Midnight,” and
“Ooh What I’ll Do To That Wild Hungar¬
ian.”
Tip on Bidding:

Program bracket.

“Gay . . . Glamorous . . .
‘That Lady In Ermine’ ”; “Betty Grable In
Her Gayest Role”; “What Happens When
A Gay Countess Meets A Hefty Hussar?
. . . See For Yourself In ‘That Lady In
Ermine’.”
Ad Lines:

Drama
106m.

The Walls Of Jericho
(826)
Estimate:

Good

seller also has

filmization

of

a

best

names to sell.

Cast:
Cornel Wilde, Linda Darnell,
Anne Baxter, Kirk Douglas, Ann Dvorak,
Marjorie Rambeau, Henry Hull, Colleen
Townsend, Barton MacLane, Griff Barnett,
William Tracy, Art Baker, Frank Fergu¬
son, Ann Morrison, Hope Landin, Helen
Brown, Norman Leavitt, Whitford Kane,
J. Farrell MacDonald, Dick Rich, Will
Wright. Produced by Lamar Trotti; di¬
rected by John M.. Stahl.
Story: In the small town of Jericho in
the early 1900’s, county attorney Cornel
Wilde is loved from afar by Anne Baxter,
whose father, Henry Hull, is a brilliant
lawyer but a drunk. Baxter leaves town
with her dad the same day when Kirk
Douglas, Wilde’s boyhood friend, arrives
with his recently acquired wife, Linda
Darnell. The latter pays more than usual
attention to Wilde, and, when he doesn’t
reciprocate, she persuades Douglas to run
for Congress against Wilde. Baxter returns
to town, a full-fledged lawyer, and she
and Wilde fall in love. He withdraws from
the race, but Baxter leaves him to work
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for a law firm in Kansas City. Douglas, is
elected, and goes to Washington with
Darnell. Wilde’s wife, Ann Dvorak, a harddrinker, and her mother nag at Wilde for
missing out on his chance for election.
Later, when Douglas returns to campaign
for the Senate, Wilde decides to run
against him. Meanwhile, Colleen Town¬
send, a young town girl kills a drunk in
self-defense, and she runs away to Baxter,
who persuades her to return. Baxter and
Wilde are to defend her. During the trial,
Darnell, determined to kill Wilde’s chances
for the Senate, gets Dvorak to sue Wilde
for divorce, naming Baxter as corre¬
spondent. When Wilde faces Dvorak for an
explanation, she shoots him. While his life
hangs in the balance, Baxter carries on at
the trial, and gains an acquittal. Douglas,
meanwhile, catches on to Darrell’s schem¬
ing, resigns from the Senate race, and
warns her against meddling. Wilde starts
to recover, and asks for Baxter.
X-Ray: Based on a best seller by Paul
Wellman, this has an interest-holding
treatment, strong star value, and potent
appeal to women, even though it fails to
cover much of the ground in the story.
Those who have read the book may not be
altogether satisfied, but as a piece of
screen merchandise, this is the sort that
should get good word-of-mouth, and ac¬
count for itself well at the boxoffices. The
fact that this was a Literary Guild selec¬
tion will be a strong factor, as well as the
appeal of Wilde, Darnell, Baxter, Douglas,
and the others. Director John M. Stahl
has emphasized the femme appeal to the
hilt, and while the courtroom windup has
a tendency ,to slow things up, the show
generally has a steady pace that makes for
audience satisfaction. In all, this should
provide plenty of material for showman¬
ship.
Tip on Bidding: Higher bracket.

“Another Best Seller Brought
To The Screen For All To Enjoy”; “He
Gave Up A Promising Career For The
Love Of A Woman. Would He Also Have
To Forfeit His Life?”; “She Wanted Love
And Power, And Was Determined To
Destroy All Who Stood In Her Way.”
Ad Lines:

UNITED ARTISTS
Red River

Outdoor Drama

125m.
(Monterey)
Estimate: Topnotch.
Cast: John Wayne, Montgomery Clift,
Joanne Dru, Walter Brennan, Coleen
Gray, John Ireland, Noah Beery, Jr., Chief
Yowlachie, Harry Carey, Sr., Harry Carey,
Jr., Mickey Kuhn, Paul Fix, Hank War¬
den, Ivan Parry, Hal Taliaferro, Paul
Fiero, Billie Self and Ray Hyke. Pro¬
duced and directed by Howard Hawks.
Story:
Prior to the Civil War, John
Wayne and Walter Brennan head for
Texas to establish a cattle ranch. Wayne
promises Coleen Gray to come to bring
her back. Shortly afterwards Indians de¬
stroy the wagon train and Gray. The only
survivor is a lad in his teens. Wayne sort
of adopts him. After 14 years, Wayne has
built up one of the greatest cattle ranches
in the area despite hostile Indians and
land-hungry Mexicans, but in the period
following the Civil War, there is very little
market for beef, and Wayne decides to
drive his herd of 10,000 to market in Mis¬
souri. Despite stampedes, hunger, desert¬
ers, Indians, etc., the drive is half-way
there when word comes that the railroad
has reached Abilene, Kans., and that there
is a market for beef there. Wayne stub¬
bornly refuses to believe the story, so his
adopted son, Montgomery Clift, takes the
herd away from him at gun point, after
he is hurt in a gun fight. Clift and the
men drive for Abilene. On the way, they
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rescue a wagon train from Indians, and
Clift meets Joanne Dru. They fall in love.
The herd reaches Abilene and an eager
market. Even though he gets a good price,
Clift knows that Wayne should be arriv¬
ing any day to carry out his threat. Wayne
finally arrives, and, as they face each
other, Clift refuses to draw on his fosterfather despite Wayne’s goading. They fin¬
ally resolve their differences in a knock¬
down-drag-out fight. Dru and Clift plan
to marry, and Wayne takes Clift in as a
partner.
X-Ray: Without a doubt, this entry
ranks with the best westerns ever made.
It has all the ingredients of an outstanding
film, vast cattle drives, rough and tumble
action, Indian fighting, fancy shooting
and gunplay, an absorbing story, and fine
portrayals by all in the cast, especially
Wayne, Clift, Brennan, and Dru. The film
roars through on high throughout its run¬
ning time, and sets a pace for westerns
from here on in as it develops into an epic
of the west and of the America of the
period. Word-of-mouth should build this
into a top grosser. It is based on the
Saturday Evening Post story, “The Chis¬
holm Trail,” by Borden Chase.
Much
praise is due director Hawks for his ex¬
cellent production and direction chore.
Legion of Decency rating: “B.”
Tip on Bidding: Higher allocation.
Ad Lines: “One Of The Best And Great¬
est Westerns Ever To Emerge From Holly¬
wood”; “You’ve Never Seen A Real Epic
Of The Fightin’ West Until You’ve Seen
‘Red River’ ”; “Adventure And Excitement
Galore In This Great Epic Of The West.”

II.-INT.
Hamlet

Drama

153m.

(English-made)
Estimate:
Powerful
picturization of
Shakespeare work should prove strong
grosser in many areas on special handling
basis.
Cast: Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herlie,
Basil Sydney, Jean Simmons, Felix Ayl¬
mer, Norman Wooland, Terence Morgan,
Harcourt Williams, Patrick Trough ton,
Tony Tarver, Peter Cushing, Stanley Hol¬
loway, Russell Thorndyke, John Laurie,
Esmond Knight, Anthony Quayle, Niall
MacGinnis. Directed by Laurence Olivier.
Story:
Laurence Olivier’s
(Hamlet)
father, King of Denmark has been dead a
short time when his mother, Eileen Herlie,
the queen, marries her brother-in-law,
Olivier’s uncle, Basil Sydney, when he
takes over the throne. An apparition of
his dead father appears, and convinces him
that Sydney murdered him to gain the
throne and Herlie. Olivier is determined
to avenge the death, and awaits his
opportunity. He establishes Sydney’s guilt,
and accidentally kills Felix Aylmer, (Polonius) father of Jean Simmons (Ophelia),
the girl Olivier loves. She pines away at
his death, and eventually drowns herself.
Olivier is forced to duel Terence Morgan,
(Laertes) her brother, through the trick¬
ery of Sydney, who plans to murder
Olivier, but his plan falls through, and
Herlie drinks of the poison intended for
him, and dies, after which, Olivier kills
Sydney, and he and Morgan, die.
X-Ray: To the exhibitors who played
“Henry V” a la roadshow, here is another
one of the same type and ilk that should
do as well boxoffice-wise, if not better.
The film requires select handling as well
as select audiences since the language
and pace of Shakespeare are not appreci¬
ated universally. Those who do appreci¬
ate Shakespeare will undoubtedly revel in
this picturization, although a few per¬
haps may complain that certain abbrevia¬
tions of Shakespeare’s original drama
have been instituted. However, it is all

for the better. Technically, Olivier has
turned out a masterpiece with very fine
characterizations, excellent direction, and
production, etc. Outstanding amongst the
fine cast are Olivier and Simmons, who
make the most of their parts.
Tip on Bidding: Top bracket in selected
areas.
Ad Lines: “He Said That There Was
Something Rotten In Denmark, And Truer
Words Were Never Spoken”; “William
Shakespeare’s Great Work Brought To The
Screen Is One Of The Most Outstanding
Films
Ever
Made”;
“Another
Great
Shakespeare Work On The Screen In A
Film Long To Be Cherished In Your
Memory.”

Mr. Peabody
And The Mermaid
Estimate:

Comedy

89m-

Better-than-average

comedy

has names to help.
Cast: William Powell, Ann Blyth, Irene
Hervey, Andrea King, Clinton Sundberg,
Art Smith, Hugh French, Lumsden Hare,
Fred Clark, James Logan, Mary Field,
Beatrice Roberts, Cynthia Corley, Tom
Stevenson,
Mary
Somerville,
Richard
Ryan, Bobby Hyatt, Ivan H. Browning.
Produced by Nunnally Johnson; directed
by Irving Pichel.
Story: William Powell is dragged to a
psychiatrist, Art Smith, by his wife, Irene
Hervey, because of a mermaid, Ann Blyth,
Powell claimed to have caught while on
vacation. Powell tells his story. While
fishing, he hooks Blyth, and takes her
home with him. Hervey thinks there is
another woman, Andrea King, entering
their lives, and refuses to believe Powell’s
story about the mermaid. After convinc¬
ing Hervey that he won’t look at King
again, Hervey catches him with his arms
around Blyth. Thinking his feminine com¬
panion to be King, Hervey leaves Powell.
Meanwhile, the police want to see what’s
what. Powell escapes with Blyth, but the
latter goes on her way, and Powell is
rescued from drowning. Back in the
psychiatrist’s office, Smith tells Powell
that similar experiences happen to men
entering 50, and that it happened to Smith,
himself. Powell and Hervey are reunited.
X-Ray: Based on a screenplay by Nun¬
nally Johnson from the novel, “Peabody’s
Mermaid,” by Guy and Constance Jones,
this is a better-than-average comedy
which should benefit from an attractive
title, the Powell draw, and exploitable
angles. The film features a satirical
screenplay,
sophisticated
and
subtle
humor, and a complete twist to the usual
film formula. However, while the film un¬
folds at an even keel, for the most part,
the laughs are not always sustained, and
the story hits snags along the way. For
more discriminating audiences, however,
this should find its mark. The acting is in
the better class. The one song heard is
“The Caribees.”
Tip on Bidding: Better than average pro¬
gram rating.
Ad Lines: “William Powell In One Of
The Gayest Films Of The Season . . . Don’t
Miss This Clever Bit Of Fantasy . . . ‘Mr.
Peabody And The Mermaid’ ”; “William
Powell As ‘Mr. Peabody’ Is Madly In
Love With A Mermaid”; “Guaranteed To
Send You On Your Way With A Lilt In
Your Heart And A Laugh On Your Face.”

WARNERS
Key Largo

(731)

Melodrama
101m.

High rating thriller.
Cast:
Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barry¬
more, Claire Trevor, Thomas Gomez,
Harry Lewis, John Rodney, Marc LawEstimate:
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rence, Dan Seymour, Monte Blue, Silver
Heels and Rodric Red Wing. Produced by
Jerry Wald; directed by John Huston.
Story: As Humphrey Bogart, ex-army
officer, arrives at the hotel at Key Largo,
looking for the proprietor, Lionel Barry¬
more, he is told by the hangers-on Dan
Seymour, Harry Lewis, Thomas Gomez,
William Haade, and Claire Trevor, that the
place is closed, and that he isn’t welcome.
He succeeds in finding Barrymore and his
daughter-in-law, Lauren Bacall, wife of
a buddy who served with Bogart in the
army, and who was killed. Sheriff Monte
Blue and his deputy, John Rodney, turn
up to look for several Indians who escaped
from jail. Barrymore persuades Bogart to
remain overnight, and, as Bacall shows
him to his room, she explains that Edward
G. Robinson has rented the hotel under an
alias for a week, and only leaves his
room at night. As hurricane warnings are
sounded, Robinson appears on the scene,
and his henchmen draw their guns as
Rodney returns on the scene to investigate.
Barrymore and the others learn the true
identity of their guest, Robinson, who, as
a notorious gangster, was once deported
from the U. S. As the hurricane draws
closer, Robinson attempts contact with a
gangster associate in Florida to arrive to
buy a load of counterfeit bills, and quar¬
rels with his girl friend, Claire Trevor,
after which he tries to make love to Bacall.
Robinson also offers Bogart a chance to
shoot it out with him, but Bogart, who
has been thoroughly disillusioned by the
war and post-war periods, refuses. The
hurricane hits. Rodney is killed attempt¬
ing to escape, and Robinson’s nerves grow
more frayed. The gangsters arrive, and
make a deal with Robinson.
Robinson
forces Bogart at gun point to take him
and his crew to Cuba, but prior to em¬
barkation, Bogart is slipped a gun by
Trevor, who is left behind. While at sea,
Bogart feels that he must destroy these
men. A gun battle ensues. Bogart emerges
the victor, and heads his cargo of death
back to Key Largo and a home with
Barrymore and Bacall.
X-Ray: If the names in the cast weren’t
sufficient to insure top boxoffice returns in
this highly effective melodrama, then all
the other assets present would do so. This
is very well done, with high-rating act¬
ing, direction, production, and pace, all of
which result in a suspenseful screen hit
that should pay off in tense, taut, and
terrific entertainment as well as boxofficewise. The work is based on the play by
Maxwell Anderson, and director John
Huston deserves a special bit of mention
for his work.
Tip on Bidding: Top bracket.
Lines: “Romance, Adventure, And
Death Rode The Crest Of A Hurricane As
It Hit ‘Key Largo’
“There Was Mystery
And Murder In The Air As Humphrey
Bogart Arrived At ‘Key Largo’ To Carry
Out A Mission”; “There Was An Evil
Tension Present On ‘Key Largo’ As Every¬
one Waited For The Hurricane To Strike.”
Ad

FOREIGN
Village Teacher

97m.

Estimate:

Vera Maretskaya, Dmitri Sagal,
Vassili Maruta, Pavel Olenev, Roman
Pliatt, Volodya Lepishinsky, Dmitri Pav¬
lov, Tolya Gonichev, Emma Balashova.
Produced and directed by Mark Don¬
skoy.
Story: After graduation, Vera Maret¬
skaya decides to become a teacher in
Cast:

2428

Siberia. She leaves her lover, Dmitri Sagal,
and has a tough time of it, but soon makes
friends with the villagers. Maretskaya has
one pupil, Volodya Lepishinsky, whom she
knows is quite brilliant, and tries to enter
him into secondary school. Lepishinsky
comes through the tests but is refused
admittance because he is the son of a
peasant. Sagal comes to Siberia, and finds
Maretskaya. An avid Lenin supporter, he
begins to pump communism into the mind
of Maretskaya. She conveys to the village,
and it is not long before she has oppon¬
ents breathing down her back. She grows
in stature, and becomes principal of a
new and modem school, and her greatest
thrill is the greeting of former pupils. As
she recalls her life, Maretskaya realizes
it has been fruitful.
X-Ray: A poignant, sympathetic Rus¬
sian import, this will suffice in the Rus¬
sian predominated areas and specialty
houses. The film fails to stack up with
other Soviet entries, however, due to its
complacent pace and sentimental cliches.
The primary acting burden falls in the
capable hands of Maretskaya, though she
is handicapped by a tedious script.
Ad Lines: “A Tender And Heart-Warm¬
ing Story Of A Woman Who Gave Her All
For Mankind”; “You Will Thrill To Every
Scene Of This Emotion Packed Story”;
“Don’t Miss ‘Village Teacher’.”

The Shorts Parade
Twe Red
Serial
ADVENTURES OF FRANK AND JESSE
JAMES. Republic Serial in 13 chapters,
with Clayton Moore, Steve Darrell, Noel
Neill, George J. Lewis, Stanley Andrews,
John Crawford, Sam Flint, House Peters,
Jr., Dale Van Sickel, Tom Steele, James
Dale, I. Stanford Jolley, Gene Stutenroth,
Lane Bradford, George Chesebro, and
Jack Kirk. Associate producer, Franklin
Adreon; directed by Fred Brannon and
Yakima Canutt. Episode one, “Agent Of
Treachery.” 20m. Clayton Moore and Steve
Darrell, the notorious James brothers,
jointly own, with Stanley Andrews and his
daughter, Noel Neill, a supposedly playedout silver mine, which they plan to re¬
open to get money to make restitution to
victims of their gang’s robberies. Banker
Sam Flint lends them money, but puts in
John Crawford as manager. When gold is
found, Crawford kills Andrews, conceals
the discovery, and hires George J. Lewis
and his outlaw band, who do his bidding
by keeping the mine from operating, pre¬
venting its value being discovered. Moore
and Darrell pose as Neill’s cousins to con¬
ceal their true identity, but are thwarted
at every turn in their efforts to work the
mine. Moore and Neill plunge through a
broken bridge over a deep gorge in their
runaway coach as the first chapter ends.
Packed with action of the western type,
this should prove sure-fire for the audi¬
ence for which it is intended. It has aver¬
age western feature production. GOOD.

Drama

(Artkino)
(Russian-made)
(English titles)
Fair Russian entry.
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SUPERMAN. Columbia—Serial, 15 epi¬
sodes. Kirk Alyn, Noel Neill, Tommy
Bond, Carol Forman, George Meeker, Jack
Ingram, Pierre Watkin, Terry Frost,
Charles King, Charles Quigley, Herbert
Rawlinson, Forrest Taylor, Stephen Carr,
Rusty Wescoatt. Produced by Sam Katzman; directed by Spencer Bennet. Chapter
One, “Superman Comes To Earth.” 25m.
With the star, Krypton, about to disinte¬
grate into atomic space, its leading scien¬
tist transports his son to the planet earth
via a rocket ship. The boy is found by an
elderly farmer and his wife, and it is soon

discovered that the boy has powers beyond
the ordinary male. When he grows into
manhood, Kirk “Superman” Alyn prom¬
ises to use his amazing strength and fore¬
sight to crush evil, and promote good will.
On his way to Metropolis, Alyn spots a
broken rail with a train speeding through.
The film ends as Alyn dons his outfit,
and prepares to combat the impending
disaster. This will prove a natural for
exhibitors in almost any situation as the
exploitation possibilities are practically
unlimited. The serial rates with the best
the company has turned out, and young
and old alike are sure to get a big kick out
of the proceedings. EXCELLENT.

Topical
THE CASE OF MRS. CONRAD. 20th
Century-Fox—The March of Time. Vol.
14, No. 12. 20m. Mrs. Conrad, the central
figure, suffering from gallstones, is told
by her physician that only an operation
will relieve her. The camera then accom¬
panies her to the hospital, where the steps
preceding the operation are shown. Such
precautionary measures as urine analysis,
basal metabolism test, electro-cardiogram,
X-Rays, etc., are all given before surgery.
The operation goes off without a hitch, and
Mrs. Conrad quickly recovers. The film
serves its purpose of displaying the lat¬
est methods and equipment of today’s hos¬
pital. EXCELLENT.
LETTER TO A REBEL. RKO—This Is
America. 16m. When the son of an editor
on a small town newspaper writes his first
editorial in his college newspaper sup¬
porting the cause of liberalism, and at¬
tacking the present economic system, his
father sits down, and writes him a lengthy
letter that is the basis for the short. He
goes into the free enterprise system that
prevails in the town and country, gives
concrete examples that affect the boy
himself, and thus gets his point across.
GOOD. (83109). (Recommended by the
Motion Picture Association.)

One Reel
Color Cartoon
BOWLING ALLEY CAT. MGM—Gold
Medal Reprint Cartoon. 8m. Jerry is hav¬
ing a fine time sliding down the bowling
alley when he comes upon his nemesis,
Tom. Tom figures this is a good time to
put the mouse away for good, but little
Jerry seems to have a different idea in
mind. The two chase each other around
the vicinity, Jerry finally gaining the
upper hand. FAIR. (W-926).

Novelty
SOUVENIRS OF DEATH. MGM—John
Nesbitt’s Passing Parade. 10m. With John
Nesbitt doing the narrating, the film cen¬
ters upon a German Mauser pistol picked
up in Northern France during the war,
and brought back to the States as a war
souvenir. It is shown how the weapon
was transferred from hand to hand, and
finally landed in the hands of the under¬
world. The film points out that some war
souvenirs are causing an increase in the
nation’s crime waves. GOOD. (K-975).

Travel
GAUCHO FIESTA. Universal-Interna¬
tional—Variety Views. 8x/2m. Montevideo,
Uruguay, is covered in this, with brief
shots of its industry, people, buildings, its
grape festival, and finally, the gaucho
(cowboy) fiesta with its parades, folk
dances, etc. FAIR.

The Service Kit Is the Season’s Hit.
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THE
826
827
828
829
830
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858

National Release Dates,
Prod. Nos. On 1946- 47
And 1947-'48 Features

EXHIBITOR

Canon City .June
The Spiritualist .July
Oliver Twist .July
Shed No Tears .July
Northwest Stampede .July
Black Hills .Oct.
Shadow Valley .Nov.
Check Your Guns .
Jan.
Tornado Range .Feb.
The Westward Trail .
Mar.
The Hawk of Powder River .Apr.
Prairie Outlaws .May
The Tioga Kid .June

30
7
14
21
28
25
29
24
21
13
10
12
17

EDWARD SMALL REISSUES
Count of Monte Cristo .
Son of Monte Cristo .
My Son, My Son .
International Lady .

(This is a listing of ail production numbers and release
dates, as made available by the companies, on 1946-47
and 1947-48 product, accurate to time of publication.—Ed.)

(Reissues)
848
849

Seven Sinners .Mar. 27
Sutter's Gold .Mar. 27

Columbia
(For Additional 1946-47 Product, see Pages 2288,2395)

Film Classics

(1947-48)
901
902
904
905
906
907
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
917
918
919
920
921
923
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
951
952
953
961
962
963
964
965
966
968
981

(1947-48)

Best Man Wins .May 6
Adventures In Silverado .Mar. 25
Thunderhoof
.July 8
Key Witness .Oct. 9
Mary Lou .Jan. 23
Glamour Girl .Jan. 16
Port Said .Apr. 15
The Woman From Tangier .Feb. 12
Blondie In the Dough .Oct. 16
Blondie's Reward
.June 3
Blondie's Anniversary .Dec. 18
My Dog Rusty .Apr. 8
The Crime Doctor's Gamble .Nov. 27
The Lone Wolf In London .Nov. 13
Sweet Genevieve ..Oct. 23
Two Blondes and a Redhead .Nov. 6
The Return of the Whistler .Mar. 18
Trapped By Boston Blackie .May 13
Devil Ship .Dec. 11
The Fuller Brush Man .June
Her Husband's Affairs .Nov.
Down To Earth .Oct.
It Had To Be You .Dec.
The Swordsman .Jan.
Prince of Thieves .Jan.
I Love Trouble .Jan.
To the Ends of the Earth .Feb.
The Sign of the Ram .Mar.
Relentless .Feb.
The Lady From Shanghai .May
Coroner Creek .July
The Mating of Millie .Apr.
Rose Of Santa Rosa .Dec. 25
Song of Idaho .Mar. 30
The Arkansas Swing .July 29
Buckaroo From Powder River .Oct. 14
Six-Gun Law .Jan. 9
Whirlwind Raiders .May 13
The Last Days Of Boot Hill .Nov. 20
Phantom Valley .Feb. 19
West of Sonora .^.Mar. 25
Blazing Across the Pecos .July
1
The Last Round-Up .Nov.
Trail To Laredo .Aug. 12
Lulu Belle .Aug.
Black Eagle, The Story Of A Horse .Aug. 26
The Strawberry Roan .Aug.

Patient Vanishes .Sept.
Spirit of West Point .Oct.
Furia .Feb.
For You I Die..Jan.
Women In the Night .Jan.
Discovery
.Feb.
Devil's Cargo .Apr.
Money Madness .Apr.
Argyle Secrets .May
Blonde Ice .May
Will It Happen Again .Apr.
Sofia .July
Miraculous Journey .Aug.
The Unbelievable .Sept.

Texas .
Arizona .
Golden Boy ..
Good Girls Go To Paris .
More Than A Secretary .
The Doctor Takes A Wife .
Let Us Live .
She Couldn't Take It .
The Daring Young Man ...:.
Shut My Big Mouth .

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2223)
(1947-48)

Eagle Lion
(For 1947 Product see Page 2395)
(1947-48)
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825

•

Out of the Blue .Oct.
Green For Danger .Oct.
Bury Me Dead .Oct.
Return of Rin Tin Tin .Nov.
Whispering City .Nov.
Love From A Stranger .Nov.
Blonde Savage .
Nov.
Linda Be Good .Jan.
T-Men .Jan.
Headin' For Heaven .Jan.
The Smugglers .Jan.
Adventures of Casanova .Feb.
Open Secret .May
Take My Life .Feb.
Man From Texas .Mar.
Ruthless .Apr.
The Enchanted Valley .Mar.
The October Man .Mar.
The Noose Hangs High .Apr.
The Cobra Strikes .Apr.
Assigned To Danger .May
Raw Deal .May
Sword of the Avenger .June
Close-Up .June
Mickey
.June
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11
4
18
1
15
15
22
3
10
17
31
7
5
28
6
3
27
20
17
24
19
26
2
9
23

(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2395)

4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4707
4708
4709
4712
4713
4714
4715
4716
4717
4718
4719
4720
4751
4752
4753
4755
4756
4757
4761
4762
4765
4766

(1947-48)
High Tide . Oct.
Joe Palooka In the Knockout .Oct.
Louisiana
.Nov.
Jiggs and Maggie In Society .Jan.
Rocky
.Mar.
Perilous Waters .Feb.
Angel's Alley .Mar.
Fighting Mad . Feb.
Docks of New Orleans .Apr.
Campus Sleuth .Apr.
French Leave .
Apr.
Stage Struck .
June
I Wouldn't Be In Your Shoes .May
Jinx Money
June
The Shanghai Chest .
July
Michael O'Halloran .Aug.
The Golden Eye .Aug.
Overland Trail .Jan.
Triggerman
.
June
Fighting Ranger
.Aug.
Crossed Trails .
Apr.
Frontier Agent .
May
Back Trail
... .July
Oklahoma Blues .
Mar.
Cowboy Cavalier
.July
Partners of the Sunet .May
Range Renegades .June
Joe Palooka In Winner Take All .Sept.

4801

16

4402
4706
4710
4711

Dillinger .July 5
Betrayed
.Dec. 27
Rose of the Rio Grande . Mar. 14
Sign of the Wolf .May 2
Drums of the Desert .

11
18
1
10
7
14
21
7
4
18
25
13
23
27
11
8
22
31
20
15
11
16
18
28
4
6
6
12

(1948-49)
Fathoms

Deep

.July 25

(Reissues)

(Re-Releases)
Spoilers
.Oct.
Diamond Jim .Oct.
Bride of Frankenstein . Nov.
Son Of Frankenstein .Nov.
Bad Lands of Dakota .Dec.
Trail of Vigilantes .:.Dec.
Elephant Boy .Jan.
Broadway ..Jan.
Flame Of New Orleans .Jan.
Buck
Privates .Jan.
South of Tahiti .Mar.
Jungle Woman .Mar.
The Challenge .May
Gung-Ho .June
Eagle Squadron .June
Tower of London .July
The Man Who Reclaimed His Head .July
Drums .July
Four Feathers .
Aug.
(Western Re-Releases)
Lone Star Trail .Feb.
Smoking Guns .Feb.
Courage Of The West .Mar.
Bury Me Not On The Lone Prairie .Mar.
Honor Of The Range .Apr.
Singing Outlaw .Apr.
Deep In The Heart Of Texas .July
Wheels Of Destiny .July
Border Wolves .Aug.
Pony Post .Aug.
Gun Justice .Sept.
Last Stand .
Sept.

(Reissues)
9071
9072
9073
9074
9075
9076
9077
9078
9079
9080

1
10
6
2
23
1
1
15
7
20
29

Monogram

801
802
803
804
805
807
808
809
810
811
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831

Song of the Thin Man .Sept.
The Unfinished Dance .Sept.
The Arnelo Affair .Sept.
Song Of Love .Oct.
Merton of the Movies .Oct.
Desire Me .Oct.
This Time For Keeps .?.Nov.
Killer McCoy .Dec.
Good News .Dec.
Green Dolphin Street .Nov.
Cass Timberlane .Jan.
If Winter Comes .Jan.
High Wall .Feb.
Tenth Avenue Angel .Feb.
Three Daring Daughters .Mar.
Alias A Gentleman .Mar.
The Bride Goes Wild .Mar.
B. F.'s Daughter .Apr.
Summer Holiday .May
State of the Union .
Apr.
The Pirate .June
Homecoming .May
Big City
.>..June
On An Island With You .June
Easter Parade .July
The Search .Aug.
A Date With Judy .July
Julia Misbehaves .Sept.
A Southern Yankee .Sept.

24
24
7
7
26
26
1
15
15
9
1
25
20
11
11
1
1
7
1
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

(Range Busters Reissues)
Texas To Bataan .
Trail Riders .
Two Fisted Justice .
Haunted Ranch .
Land of Hunted Men .
Cowboy Commandos .
Black Market Rustlers .
Bullets and Saddles .
•
AA1
AA2
AA3
AA4
AA5
AA6
AA7
AA8

ALLIED ARTISTS

It Happened On 5th Avenue .Apr.
Black Gold .
Sept.
The Gangster .Nov.
Song Of My Heart .
Jan.
The Hunted .Apr.
Smart Woman .Apr.
Panhandle . Feb.
The Dude Goes West .Aug.
The Babe Ruth Story .Sept.

19
16
22
31
7
30
22
30
6

Paramount
(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2223)
4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708
4709
4710
4711
4712
4713
4714
4715
4716
4717
4718
4719
4720
4721
4722
4723
4724
4726

(1947-48)
Wild Harvest .Sept. 26
Adventure Island .Oct.. 10
Golden Earrings .Oct. 31
Where There's Life . Nov. 21
Unconquered .
Big Town After Dark .Dec. 12
Road To Rio .Dec. 25
I Walk Alone .Jan. 16
Albuquerque .Feb. 20
Saigon .Mar. 12
Caged Fury .Mar. 5
Mr. Reckless .Mar. 26
The Bia Clock .Apr. 9
The 'Sainted' Sisters .Apr. 30
Speed To Spare .May 14
Hazard .May 28
Shaggy
.June 11
Hatter's Castle .June 18
Waterfront At Midnight .June 25
The Emperor Waltz .July 4
Dream Girl .July 23
Big Town Scandal .July 30
So Evil My Love .Aug. 6
A Foreign Affair .Aug. 20
Beyond Glory .
Sept. 3
Sorry, Wrong Number .Sept. 24
Isn't It Romantic .
Oct. 8
Night Has A Thousand Eyes .Oct. 22
Sealed Verdict .
Nov. 8
The Tatlock Millions .Nov. 19
Disaster
. Dec. 3
The Paleface .
Dec. 24
(Reissues)
The Crusades

.

June

RKO
(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2223)

(Reprints)
806
812
822
823
3000

The Women .Oct.
Ninotchka .
Dec.
Tarzan's Secret Treasure .Apr.
Tarzan's New York Adventure .Apr.
Gone With The Wind .Feb.

(1947-48)
801
802
803

The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer .
Crossfire .
Riffraff .

(Continued,

on page 2430)
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THE
HC16
HC17
HC18
HC19
HC20
HC21
HC22
HC23
HC24

PRODUCTION NUMBERS
(Continued from page 2429)
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
819
820
821
822

Seven Keys To Baldpate .
Under the Tonto Rim .
Night Song .
Out of the Past .
So Well Remembered .
Wild Horse Mesa .
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome .
If You Knew Susie .
Western Heritage .
Tarzan and the Mermaids .
The Arizona Ranger .
Berlin Express .
Fighting Father Dunne .
Return of the Badmen .
Guns of Hate . .
The Twisted Road .
Race Street .
Mystery In Mexico .

July 21, 1948

EXHIBITOR

Sunset Trail .Nov.
Silver On The Sage .Mar.
Renegade Trail .Apr.
Range War .May
Law of the Pampas.June
Santa Fe Marshal .June
The Showdown .July
Hidden Gold .Sept.
Stagecoach War .Oct.

BISCHOFF
Intrigue .
Dec.
Pitfall
.Aug. 13

25
6
10
7
4
25
30
3
8

TOLA
The Roosevelt Storv .Nov.
TRIANGLE
Sleep

My

Love

.Jan.

(Herald)
X-l
X-2
X-3

GAINESBOROUGH

Sepia Cinderella .Oct. 18
Boyl What A Girll .Sept. 20
Miracle In Harlem .June 11

Man Of Evil .Jan.
WESTPORT

(1948-49)
4801
4802
4803
4804
4805

The Return Of Wildfire .Aug.
Jungle Goddess .Aug.
SOS Submarine .Aug.
Harpoon . Aug.
The Mozart Story .Sept.
Last Of The Wild Horses.Oct.

Kings of the Olympics .Apr.
6
13
20
27
17
1

HOPALONG CASSIDY
Silent

Conflict

.Apr.
CAGNEY

The Time Of Your Life.July 30

SPECIALS
751 The Best Years of Our Lives (Goldwyn) ....
851
The Secret Life of Walter Mitty (Goldwyn)
852 The Bishop's Wife (Goldwyn) .
861
The Long Night (Hakim-Litvak) .
862 Magic Town (Riskin) .
863 The Fugitive (Argosy) .
864 Man About Town (Clair) .
866 Tycoon (Ames) .
868 I Remember Mama (Stevens) .
869 The Miracle of the Bells (Lasky) .
870 Fort Apache (Argosy) .
872 The Velvet Touch (Independent Artists) .
891
Fun and Fancy Free (Disney) ..".

GOLDEN

SRO

Texas, Brooklyn, and

Duel In The Sun ..Apr.
The Paradine Cace .Oct.
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House .July
Portrait of Jennie .
If This Be My Harvest.

Heaven.July 16

ROGERS-COHN
High Fury .Aug. 20
HAWKS
Red

(Reissue)
Intermezzo .Oct. '47
Rebecca
...

River .Aug. 27
NASSER

An Innocent Affair.Sept. 17
(Reissues)
892
818

20th Century-Fox

Bambi (Disney) .
Bring 'Em Back Alive .

(For 1946-47 Listing, See page 2396)

(1948-49)

(1948)

(Special)
865
867
871
991

Mourning Becomes Electro (Nichols) .
The Pearl .
Design For Death .
Melody Time (Disney) .
Good Sam (Rainbow) .

Republic
(1946-47)
656

The

Timber Trail

.June 11

(For Additional 1946-47 Listings, see Page 2396)
(1947-48)
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
712
714
728
731
732
751
752
753
754
755

POPKIN
My Dear Secretary .Nov. 15

The Main Street Kid .Jan. 1
Slippy McGee .Jan. 15
Campus Honeymoon . Feb. 1
Madonna of the Desert .,,.Feb. 23
The Inside Story .Mar. 14
Lightnin' In The Forest .Mar. 25
Heart of Virginia .Apr. 25
Old Los Angeles .
Apr. 25
King of the Gamblers .May 10
I, Jane Doe ■..May 25
Train To Alcatraz .
June 28
Moonrise
.July 11
Bill and Coo .Mar. 28
Under California Stars .May 1
The Eyes Of Texas .July 15
Wild Frontier .Oct. 1
Bandits of Dark Canyon .Dec. 15
Oklahoma Badlands .Feb. 22
The Bold Frontiersman .Apr. 1
Carson City Raiders .May 13
Secret Service Investigator .May 31
Marshal Of Amarillo .July 25
The Gallant Legion .July 25
Daredevils of the Clouds .July 30
Night Time In Nevada .Aug. 2
Out Of The Storm .Aug. 6

801
802
805
806
807
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829

Captain From Castile .Jan.
You Were Meant For Me .Feb.
Call Northside 777 .Feb.
Gentleman's Agreement .Mar.
The Challenge .Mar.
An Ideal Husband .Feb.
Sitting Pretty .
Apr.
Scudda Hool Scudda Hay! .Apr.
Meet Me At Dawn .Apr.
Let's Live Again .Mar.
13 Lead Soldiers .Apr.
Fury At Furnace Creek .May
The Iron Curtain .May
Arthur Takes Over .May
Green Grass of Wyoming .June
The Counterfeiters .June
Anna Karenina .May
Deep Waters .July
Escape
.
The Street With No Name .July
Mine Own Executioner .July
The Checkered Coat .July
The Walls of Jericho .Aug.
Give My Regards To Broadway .June
Fighting Back .Aug.
The Winner's Circle .Aug.
That Lady In Ermine .Aug.

803

The Tender Years

804
808

(Wurtzel)
Dangerous Years .Feb.
Half Past Midnight .Mar.

830
831
832
833

(Reissues)
Belle Starr .June
Frontier Marshal .
June
Rose Of Washington Square .July
Slave Ship .July

Universal International
(For 1946-47'Listing, see Page 2289)
.
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
666
665

(Alson)
.Jan.

'“'Warners
(For 1946-47 Listing, See Page 2224)
(1947-48)

United Artists
(For 1946-47 Listing, See Page 2224)

Screen Guild
(For 1946-47 Listing, see Page 2224)
(1947-48)
4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708

Hollywood Barn Dance . June
Killer Dill .Aug.
Dragnet .Oct.
They Ride By Night (The Burning Cross).Oct.
The Prairie .
May
Road To the Big House .Dec.
Where the North Begins .Dec.
Trail of the Mounties .Feb.

S-l
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7

Racketeers .Sept.
Call It Murder .Sept.
Runaway Daughter .July
King of the Turf .July
Flirting With Fate .Sept.
That's My Boy
.Sept.
Duke of West Point.Sept.
Miss Annie Rooney . Sept.

(Reissues)

S-8

21
2
25
11
21
27
13
21

*
13
13
23
16
10
10
24
24

(Hopalong Cassidy Reissues)
HC13 Pride of the West .Jan.
HC14 In Old Mexico
.Feb.
HC15 The Frontiersman .Nov.

2430

3
7
8

(1947-48)

Frieda .Sept.
Ride the Pink Horse .Oct.
The Lost Moment .Dec.
The Secret Beyond the Door .Feb.
The Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap .Oct.
Black Narcissus .Dec.
The Exile .,.Nov.
The Upturned Glass .Nov.
Pirates Of Monterey .
The Senator Was Indiscreet .Jan.
A Woman's Vengeance .Feb.
A Double Life .Mar.
Naked City .Mar.
Captain Boycott .Jan.
Black Bart .Apr.
Jassy .Mar.
Casbah
.Apr.
Are You With It
.May
All My Sons .May
Dear Murderer .May
Letter From An Unknown Woman .June
Another Part of the Forest .June
River Lady .June
Up In Central Park .June
Bad Sister .
July
Abbott And Costello Meet Frankenstein.July
Man-Eater Of Kumaon .July
Feudin', Fussin', And A-Fightin' .july

ENTERPRISE
The Other Love .July 11
Body and Soul .Nov.
Arch Of Triumph .April
So This Is New York (Screenplays) . June 25
Four Faces West .Aug. 20

Carnegie

Hall

FEDERAL
.Aug.

ROACH
Hal Roach Comedy Carnival .Aug. 30
Laff-Time .Apr.
STROMBERG
Personal Column (Lured) .Sept.

701
702
703
706
707
708
711
713
714
715
716
717
719
720
721
724
725
726
727
728
731

Deep Valley .Sept 1
Life With Father .Aug. 14
Dark Passage .Sept. 27
The Unsuspected .Oct. 11
That Hagen Girl .Nov. 1
Escape Me Never .Nov. 22
My Wild Irish Rose .Dec. 27
Always Together ....Jan. 10
Treasure of Sierra Madre .Jan. 24
My Girl Tisa .Feb. 7
The Voice of the Turtle .Feb. 21
I Became A Criminal .Mar. 6
April Showers .Mar. 27
To The Victor .
Apr. 10
Winter Meeting .Apr. 24
The Woman In White .May 15
Silver River .May 29
Wallflower .June 12
The Big Punch .June 26
Romance On The High Seas.July 3
Key Lprgo .July 31
Embraceable You .Aug. 21

704
705
709
710
712
718
722
723
729
730

Bad Men Of Missouri .Oct.
Each Dawn I Die .Oct.
Anthony Adverse .
Dec.
Jezebel
.Dec.
A Slight Case Of Murder .Dec.
The Adventures of Robin Hood .Mar.
Valley Of The Giants .May
The Fighting 69th .May
God's Country and the Woman.July
Flowing Gold .
July

5

(Reissues)

NEBENZAL
Atlantis, The Lost Continent .
BOGEAUS
Christmas Eve .Oct.
On Our Merry Way (A Miracle Can Happen)June 15
Girl From Manhattan .Oct. 15
CHAPLIN

Monsieur Verdoux .Oct.

4
4
13
13
13
13
8
8
17
17
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(Continued from page 2432)
N
NAKED CITY—95m.—U-Int.2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int.2285
NIGHT SONG—101m.—RKO .2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-11 lm.-20th-Fox .2243
NINOTCHKA-1 lOm.-MGM .2274
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—75m.—Eagle Lion.2417
NOT GUI LTY—94m.—Lelarge-Ariane .2392
O
OCTOBER MAN, THE-85m.-Eagle Lion . 2355
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—59m.—Republic .2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES—56m.—Monogram .2373
OLD LOS ANGELES—87m.—Republic .2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-107m.-MGM .2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
-107m.—UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL-75m.-Republie .2269
OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle-Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE-96m.-UA ..*.2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle-Lion .2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO .2284
OVERLAND TRAILS—58m.—Monogram .2357

P
PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia .2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA-50m.-Artkino .2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.—RKO .2240
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2335
PANHANDLE—85m.—Allied Artists .2324
PANIC—97m.—Tricolore .2296
PARADINE CASE, THE—116m.—SRO .2312
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-53m.-Monogram .2399
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished .2335
PATIENT VANISHES, THE-76m.-Fllm Classics .2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
PERSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-lOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MISSION-58m.Eagle-Llon .2247
PICADILLY INCIDENT—88m.—MGM .2332
PIRATE, THE—101 Vim.—MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-Int.2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE-86m.-Siritzky-lnt. .2412
PRAIRIE EXPRESS—54m.—Monogram .2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion .2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columbia .2299

R
RACE STREET—79m.—RKO .2410
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—64m.—RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion
.2260
RANGE RENEGADES—54m.—Monogram .2418
RAVEN, THE—90m.—Westport Int.2351
RAW DEAL—78m.—Eagle Lion .2393
RAZZIA—94m.—Artkino .2421
RED RIVER—125m.—UA .2427
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m.-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia
.2315
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-59m.-RKO .2300
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi .
2286
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eagle-Lion.2275
Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—90m.—RKO .2389
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Columbia .2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished .2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-lOlm.-U-Int.2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbia .2267
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL-53m.-Monogram .2269
R! FFRAFF—80m.—RKO .2235
RIVER LADY—78m.—U-Int.2391
ROAD TO RIO—100m.—Paramount .2284
ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild .2278
ROBIN HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram .2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71 m.-Republic .2248
ROCKY—76m.—Monogram .2339
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-99m.-Warners .2411

ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE-86m.-Lopert .2402
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA .2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-65m.-Columbla .2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .2317
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE-86m.-20th-Fox . 2419
ROSES ARE RED—67m.—20th-Fox .2278
ROSSI NI —95m .—Best .2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m.—Artkino .2255
RUTHLESS—102m.—Eagle Lion .2363
>

SAIGON—94m.—Paramount .2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount .2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor .7255
SCUDDA-HOOI SCUDDA-HAYI—95m.—20th-Fox .2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98 Vim.-U-Int.
2312
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE-108m.-RKO 2235
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR-60m.-Republic.2401
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE—81m.—U-Int.2301
SEPIA CINDFVELLA—70m.—Screen Guild .2294
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO .2235
SHADOW VALLEY—58m.—Eagle-Lion .2292
SHAGGY—7’m.—Paramount.2373
SH AKUNTAlA—72m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2310
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE-65m.-Monogram . 2425
SHOWTIME—90m.—English Films .2412
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia .2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF-69m.-Monogram .2233
SILENT CONFLICT-61 m.-UA .2368
SILVER RIVER-1 lOm.-Warners .2391
SITTING PRETTY—84m.—20th-Fox .2350
SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia .2339
16 FATHOMS DEEP—82m.—Monogram .2409
SLAVE SHIP—92m.—20th-Fox .2419
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .2318
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners.2302
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic .2325
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogtam .2307
SMART WOMAN—93m.—Allied Artists .2357
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE-67m.-Columbla .2259
SMUGGLERS, THE-85m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
SO EVIL MY LOVE-108V2m.-Paramount .2400
SO THIS IS NEW YORK—79V2m.—UA .2390
SO WELL REMEMBERED—86m.—RKO .2277
SON OF RUSTY, THE-6Pm.-Celumbia .2231
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino .2384
SONG OF IDAHO—66m.—Columbia .2387
SONG OF LOVE-117m.-MGM.2232
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artists .2277
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram .2339
SONG OF THE THIN MAN—86m.—MOM.2232
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount .2340
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics .2260
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .
2377
SPRINGTIME—76'/2m.—Four Continents .2327
STAGE STRUCK—70m.—Monogram .2388
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM .2365
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfllm .2310
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbla .2372
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-91m.-20th-Fox.2419
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM .2348
SWAMP WATER—90m.—20th-Fox .2287
SWEET GENEVIEVE—68m.—Columbia .2275
SWORD OF THE AVENGER—76m.—Eagle Lion .2380
SWORDSMAN, THE-81m.-Columbia .2268
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE—85m.—AF .2310
T
TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion .2331
TAP ROOTS—109m.—U-1 nt.2420
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO .2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-71 m.-MGM .2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PIPIT—81m.—U-Int.2248
TENDER YEARS. THE-81m.-20th-Fox .2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .2316
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners .2270
THAT LADY IN ERMINE-89m.-20th-Fox .2426
THEY ARE NOT ANGELS-123m.-Siritzky-lnt.2422
THEY RIDE BY NIGHT—(The Burning Cross)-80m.Screen Guild .2236

13 LEAD SOLDIERS—67m.—20th-Fox .
2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM .
2260
THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm
2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM
2332
THUNDERHOOF—77m.—Columbia
2409
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO
.
2325
TIMBER TRAIL, THE-67m.-Republic .
2418
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-109m.-UA . 2401
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348
T-MEN—91m.—Eagle Lion .
2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE—85m.—Times
2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbia .2316
TO THE VICTOR—101m.—Warner* .2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox .
2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion .
2339
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild .. . 2318
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ-60m.-Republic .
2426
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbla
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE-126m.-Warners
2308
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—44m.—Artkino
2413
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO .
2312
TWISTED ROAD, THE-95m.-RKO
2418
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia 2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg .
2310
TYCOON—128m.—RKO .2293

U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount .
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS-70m.-Republic .
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-65m.-Republic .
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60l/2m.-RKO .
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE—101m.—MGM .
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warners .
UP IN CENTRAL PARK-87m.-U-lnt.
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt.

2253
2389
2300
2236
2232
2254
2402
2273

V
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS-78m.-Warner* .2375
VELVET TOUCH, THE—97m.- RKO .2425
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE—77m.—UA . 2402
VILLAGE TEACHER—97m.—Artkino .2428
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE-103m.-Wamen. 2309
VOLPONE—105m.—Sirltzky-Int. 2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int.2335

W
WALLFLOWER—77m.—Warners .2394
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE-106m.-20th-Fox . 2426
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—63m.—Paramount .2388
WEST OF SONORA—55m.—Columbia . 2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO .2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—A*tor .2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion .2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL-68m.-Columbia .2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-42m.-Screen Guild
2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE-75m.-Paramount . 2260
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS—54m.—Columbia . 2399
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle-Lion .2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE-62m.-Weis* .224!
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN (Laff-Time-Part 2)50m.—UA .2390
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS-95m.-Film Rights Int. 2392
WILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic .2261
WILD HARVEST—92m.—Paramount .2334
WILD HORSE MESA—61m.—RKO .2285
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-61m.-Film Classics .2387
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino .2296
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-70m.-20th-Fox.2420
WINTER MEETING—104m.—Warner* .2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int.2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners .2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia .2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt.2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM
2253
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-68m.-Columbia . 2328

Y
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox .2326

Z
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—79m.—Artkino

2286

1/

4
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To 531 Features Reviewed
Since The Aug. 20 Issue
(This index covers features reviewed thus far during the
1947-48 season in addition to any features of the 1946-47
season reviewed after the issue of Aug. 20, 1947.—Ed.)
A
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—
83m.—U-Int. 2420
ADVENTURE ISLAND-67m.-Paramount .2233
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO—75m.—Columbia .2355
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagle Lion .2347
ADVENTURES Cc ROBIN HOOD, THE-102m.Warners .2341
ALBUQUERQUE-90....-Paramount .2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM .2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int.2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL—64m.—Republic .2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners . 2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President .2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram .2324
ANNA KARENINA-1 llm.-20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-106V2m.-U-lnt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners .2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners .2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH-114m. UA .2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m.-U-lnt..2358
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-63m.-RKO .2365
ARNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM .2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-63rr -20th-Fox .2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER—66m.—Eagle Lion .2380
8
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO .2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners . 2249
BAD SISTER—90m.—U-Int.2411
BAMBI—71m.—RKO .2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-59m.-Republic .2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert . 2309
BELLE STAR—87m.—20th-Fox .2419
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO .2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia . 2379
BETRAYAL, THE-183m.-Astor .2425
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram .2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.-Rank .,.2278
BEYOND GLORY—82m.—Paramount
.2410
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film .2280
B.F.'s DAUGHTER-108m.-MGM .2331
BIG CITY—103m.—MGM .2364
BIG CLOCK, THE—95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG PUNCH, THE—80m.—Warners .2402
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.-Paramount .2283
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—62m.—Paramount .2400
BILL AND COO—61 m.—Republic . 2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—108m.—RKO .2284
BLACK ARROW, THE -76m.-Columbia .2425
BLACK BART—80m.—U-Int.2329
BLACK GOLD—89m.—Allied Artists .2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion .2323
BLACK NARCISSUS—89m.—U-Int.2295
BLIND DESIRE—88m.—Discina Int.241.2
BLONDE ICE—73m.—Film Classics .2394
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle-Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia .2253
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia .2291
BLONDIE'S REWARD—67m.—Columbia .2387
BLUE VEIL, THE—91m.—Cohn .2262
BOB AND SALLY—71 m.—Social Guidance .2413
BODY AND SOUL—104m.—UA .2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino .2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic .2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO .2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram .2268
BOY! WHAT A Gl RL-69m.-Screen Guild .2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.—MGM .2348
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—65m.—RKO .2388
BROTHERS, THE-90m.-U-lnt .2390
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RlVER-55m.-Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65m.Columbia .2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-see They Ride By Night
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion .2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.2295
C
CAGED FURY—60m.—Paramount .2339
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND—63m.—Republic .2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110'/2m.-20th-Fox .2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON—61m.—Republic .2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57l/2m.—Monogram .2356
CANON CITY—82m.—Eagle Lion. ..
2417
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT—92m.—U-Int. ..
v.2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-2t.V..2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion ....Z.'.'.'Z.2247
CARNEGIE HALL—134m.—UA .2238
CARSON CITY RAIDF.RS-60m.-Republic .2400
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int.2350
CASS TIMBERLANE—117m.-MGM . 2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-8?
•iuperfilm .2309
CHALLENGE, THE-68m.-20l„-. ox . 2333
CHECK YOUR GUNS—55m—Eagle • .. 2283
CHECKERED COAT, THE-66m.-2uth-Fox .2426
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion . 2292
CHINESE RING, THE-67m.-Monogram . 2300
CHRIST, THE KING-75m.-Barry-Simpex .2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90m.—UA . 2270
CITIZEN SAINT—68m.—Elliott .2413
CLOSE-UP—76m.—Eagle Lion
. 2372
COBRA STRIKES, THE-62m.-Eagle Lion .2387

CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91 m.-Distinguished .2377
CORONER CREEK—90m.—Columbia . 2409
CORRIDOR OF MlRRORS-96m.-U-lnt.2420
COUNTERFEITERS, THE-73m.-20th-Fox .2410
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—105m.—Film Rights Int.2359
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia ... 2267
CROSSED TRAILS—53m.—Monogram .2381
CROSSFIRE—85m.—RKO
.2234
CRUSADES, THE—126m.—Paramount .2400
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
0
DAISY KENYON—98V2m.—20th-Fox .2294
DAMNED. THE-104m.-Discina Int.2391
DANGEROUS YEARS-62m.-20th-Fox .2301
DARK PASSAGE- 106m.-Warners
.2249
DATE WITH JUDY, A-l 12V2m.-MGM.2417
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer .2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor .2384
DEAR MURDERER—90m.—U-Int.2391
DEEP VALLEY—104m.—Warners .2240
DEEP WATERS—85m.—20th-Fox .2423
DESIGN FOR DEATH—48m.—RKO .2325
DESIRE ME—91m.—MGM .2257
DEVIL SHIP—62m.—Columbia .2291
DEVIL'S CARGO—61m.—Film Classics .2355
DEVIL S ENVOYS, THE—118m.—Superfilm .2249
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO .2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS—96m.—Artkino .2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.—Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A-105m.-U-lnt.2308
DOWN TO EARTH—101 m.—Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70Vam.—Screen Guild .2236
DREAM Gl RL—85m.—Paramount .2388
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-84m.-Films Int.
of America .2392
DRIFTWOOD—88m.—Republic .2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox .2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.—Monogram .2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-Allied Artists .2379
E
EACH DAWN I DIE-84m.-Warners .2254
EASTER PARADE—103m.—MGM .
2399
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int.2279
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE-106m.-Paramount .2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
END OF THE RIVER, THE-80m.-U-lnt.2420
ESCAPE—78m.—20th-Fox .2401
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners .2278
ETERNAL MELODIES—95m.—Grandi .2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int.2309
EXILE, THE—91m.—U-Int.2270
EXPOSED—59m.—Republic .2254
F
FABULOUS JOE, THE—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic .2277
FANNY—123m.—Siritzky-Int.2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES-94m,-Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m.—Siritzky-Int. .2341
FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN'-78m.-U-Int. 2411
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-64m.-Alexander .2351
FIGHTING BACK-61 m.-20th-Fox .2426
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-93m.-RKO .2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG—60m.—Astor .2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners .2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61m.-Eagle-Lion .2283
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL—95m.—Classic .2412
FLAME, THE—97m.—Republic .2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FLOWING GOLD—82m.—Warners .2421
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .2299
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—116m.—Paramount .2410
FOREVER AMBER-140m.-20th-Fox .2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOUR FACES WEST-90m.-UA .2390
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117Vam.—20th-Fox .2257
FRENCH LEAVE—64m.—Monogram .2373
FRIC-FRAC—90m.—Oxford .2412
FRI EDA—98m.—U-Int.2240
FRONTIER AGENT—56m.—Monogram .2399
FRONTIER MARSHAL—71m.—20th-Fox .2419
FUGITIVE, THE—99m.—RKO .2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-93m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY FREE—73m.—RKO .2234
FURIA—89m.—Film Classics .2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox .2367
G
,
GALLANT LEGION, THE-88m.-Republic .2401
GANGSTER, THE-84m.-Allied Artists .2260
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion .:..2246
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-68m.-20th-Fox .2410
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic .2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide .2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-118m.-20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell .2262
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-89m.-20th-Fox 2394
GLAMOUR GIRL—68m.—Columbia .2307
GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN-71 m.-Warners 2421
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount .
2233
GOOD NEWS—92m.—MGM .2292
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox .2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artklno .2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET-141 m.-MGM .2268
GREEN FOR DANGER—93m.—Eagle Lion .2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox .2382
GUN LAW—60m.—RKO .2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monogram .2316
GUNS OF HATE—62m.—RKO .2388
H
HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA .2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox .2333
HAMLET—153m.—U.-Int.2427
HATTER'S CASTLE—100m.—Paramount .2373
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion ... 2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount .2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-71 m.-Eagle Lion .2299
HEART OF VIRGINIA—60m.—Republic .2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS-See Montana Mike

HENRY IV—92m.—Superfilm .2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS-86m.-Columbla .2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff Time-Part l)-50m.UA .2374
HIGH TIDE—71m.—Monogram .2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM .2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int.2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild.2236
HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM .2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox . 2237
HUNGRY HILL—94m.—U-Int.2270
HUNTED, THE—83m.—Allied Artists .2331
I

I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners .2334
I, JANE DOE—85m.—Republic .2389
I LOVE TROUBLE—94m.—Columbia .2307
I REMEMBER MAMA-134m.-RKO .2358
I WALK ALONE—98m.—Paramount .2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-96m.-20th-Fox .2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—LeLarge—E.C.D.2334
IF WINTER COM ES—97m.—MGM .2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO .2332
ILLEGALS, THE—77Vim.—Mayer-Burstyn .2421
IN SELF DEFENSE-See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic .2366
INTERMEZZO—70m.—SRO .2278
INTRIGUE—90m.—UA .2301
INVISIBLE WALL, THE-73m.-20th-Fox .2263
IRELAND TODAY—80m.—Irish-American .2421
IRON CURTAIN, THE-87m.-20th-Fox .2389
IT HAD TO BE YOU-98m.-Columbia .2267
J
JASSY—96m.—U-Int.3334
JENNY LAMOUR—102m.—Vog .2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners .2286
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-65m.-Monogram 2317
JINX MONEY—68m.—Monogram .2399
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72m.Monogram .2233
K
KEY LARGO—101 m.—Warners .2427
KEY WITNESS—67m.-Columbia .2253
KILLER DILL-71 m.-Screen Guild .2237
KILLER DILLER—73m.—All American.2422
KILLER McCOY—102m.—MGM .2276
KING OF THE BANDITS-65m.-Monogram .2268
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—60m.—Republic .2401
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327
l

LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)92m.—Superfilm ..'..2279
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .2371
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robbin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL-56m.-ColumbIa .2315
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.-Columbia .2259
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO .2300
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—67m.—20th-Fox .2349
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86V2m.U-Int.
2375
LIFE WITH FATHER-1 lam.-Warners .2240
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic .2367
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle-Lion .2271
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-68m.-Columbia .2267
LONG NIGHT, THE-96m.-RKO .2235
LOST MOMENT, THE-88V2m.-U-lnt.2270
LOST ONE, THE—80m.—Columbia .2371
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram .2293
LOVE FROM A STRANGER-81 m.-Eagle Lion .2275
LOVER'S RETURN, A-96V2m.-Westport-Int.2327
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grandi .2279
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.-Artkino .2334
LULU BELLE—87m.—Columbia .2417
LURED—See Personal Column.
LYSISTRATA—85m.—Distinguished .2421
M
MAD WEDNESDAY—89m.—UA .3239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic .2340
MAGIC TOWN-103m.-RKO .
2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Republic .2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN-88m.-RKO .2269
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON-79m.-U-lnt.2414
MAN FROM TEXAS-71 m.-Eagle Lion .2363
MAN OF EVIL—89m.—UA .2333
MAN OF THE SEA-82m.-Hoffberg .2335
MARCO VISCONTI—109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARIUS—125m.—Siritzky Int.2392
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox .2269
MARKED WOMAN-81 m.-Warners .2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-Republlc .2336
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .2315
MATING OF MILLIE, THE-87m.-Columbia .2347
MEET ME AT DAWN-89m.-20th-Fox .2358
MELODY TIME—75m.—RKO .2394
MERTON OF THE MOVIES-81m.-MQM .2232
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—79m.—Monogram .2418
MICKEY—87m.—Eagle Lion .
2409
MIDNIGHT IN PARIS-90m.-Distlnguished .2262
MIKADO, THE—90m.—U-Int.2391
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—105m.—20th-Fox .2411
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A-See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artklno .2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO ..2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classic* .2364
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—123m.—UA .2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)-96m.-UA. . 2239
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS-107m.-20th-Pox .2237
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO .2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m.—SRO .2367
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .2384
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID-89m.-U-lnt.2427
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE—83m.—Mag# .2241
MY DOG RUSTY—67m.—Columbia .
2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE-85m.-Kllne-Levln .2257
MY GIRL TISA-95m.-Warners .2326
MY WILD IRISH ROSE—lOlm.-Warners .2302
MYSTERY IN MEXICO-66m.-RKO.2418

(Continued on page 2431)

(The running times carried in these listings represent the latest corrected times of each feature.—Ed.)
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FILM CLASSICS
Will It Happen Again?—Documentary
Four Feathers—Technicolor (Reissue)
Blonde Ice—L. Brooks, R. Page
Sofia—G. Raymond, S. Gurie
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SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
Rebecca—L. Oliver, J. Fontaine (Reissue)
The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Valli, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas
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HOLIDAYS—SPECIAL EVENTS
Sept. 2—V-J Day
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“The Babe Ruth Story”
starring

rv ‘66

k

William

Claire

Charles

BENDIX-TREVOR-BICKFORD
joins the list of
distinguished motion pictures
which have been presented
at America’s foremost
House of Hits ...

The

AstOr

Theatre

NEW YORK CITY7

World Premiere
A ROY DEL RUTH PRODUCTION • Presented by Allied Artists

It
A

*
o {

*

ip

THOUGHTS IN A
PROJECTION ROOM
“Every week I get a shot of that good old Vitamin M-G-M!
This ‘Homecoming’ is merely terrific!”

“Zowie! Capra’s done it again in ‘State of the Union’!”

“This Technicolor ‘Easter Parade’ is Irving Berlin’s top!”

(continued c •»'

‘Tm nuts about this Technicolor 'On An Island With You5!”

"Another sure-fire Technicolor hit! 'Date With Judy5 is great!55

"Garson in tights! Wait till they see 'Julia Misbehaves5!55

"And now Technicolorific 'Three Musketeers5 tops them all!55

"Wait a minute! Just when I thought I5d seen everything I get this
wire about Technicolor 'Hills of Home5! Let's read it!55
"Not since 'Green Years' has any preview so deeply moved an audience
as did 'Hills of Home' last night in Glendale sneak screening. Here is
genuine emotional beauty with exciting dramatic background in Techni¬
color. Superb performances by Edmund Gwenn, Donald Crisp, Tom Drake,
Janet Leigh and appeal of Lassie promise big box-office rewards. Direction
by Fred Wilcox and production by Robert Sisk are top M-G-M quality.
It’s another topper in the Vitamin M-G-M Parade of Hits!''
"Pardon myTeehaico tor
blushes, but

tAbi
PARADE’ is the sensa¬
tion of the nation.

'-V:-

MORE AND MORE IT’S: "M-G-M GREAT IN ’48!

//

■ :
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,
CENTURY-FOX

..Th e compai

industry on
and in Boxoffice Champi(
presents its first boxoffice-t

mm
wra m© smm
Starring

WILDE DARNELL
Anne
in

mm

Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
with

Original Screen Play by Harry Kleiner

Kirk

BAXTER DOUGLAS

MARK STEVENS
RICHARD WIDMARK
Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL

Linda

Cornel

ANN DVORAK

Directed by JOHN M. STAHL
Produced by LAMAR TROTTI
Screen Play by Lamar Trotti

© More Hits Than

Any Other Company

jy that led all the
the P^RIETY scoreboard®
(tis * the first half of 1948...
jg-4 for the 2nd half of ’48!

BETTY GRABLE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr

TYRONE POWER
ANNE BAXTER

in

in

tom mm
mm
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Produced and Directed by
ERNST LUBITSCH
Screen Play by Samson Raphaelson

ran mm ©n
ran mm
•in CECIL KELLAWAY

Directed by HENRY KOSTER
Produced by FRED KOHLMAR
Screen Play by Philip Dunne

*

Twice As Many As Any Other Company

His pen-and-ink people live for laughter...
BORN on the drawing board, though
they are, these little people have the
breath of life and laughter that captures
hearts the world around—thanks to the
creative genius of the animator.
His knowing lines belie the fact that
they are folk of fantasy... of pen and ink
and paint. For each and every one has
the human touch .. . has been fully en¬
dowed with character and lifelike move¬

EASTMAN

ment, through the animator’s artistry.
Yet—for all his wit and skill—the
animator could not present his gift of
laughter to the moviegoing world with¬
out the help of film. And this—in types
especially adapted to his needs—he finds
in the famous Eastman family, whose
Fine Grain Master Positive and Back¬
ground X Negative have been the ani¬
mator’s faithful mediums for many years.

KODAK COMPANY

ROCHESTER

4,

N.

Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT

LEE

•

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

RADIO COMEDIAN Mel Blanc claims, in a
suit, that the cackle of Woody Woodpecker
is worth at least $520,000, which proves
that a woodpecker may not be so crazy,
after all.

★

WHAT WITH the hot weather, and the
way some pictures have been slipping, it
won’t he long before some publicityminded manager puts the name of the
feature plus “Cold Drinks and Ice Cream”
on

the

marquee.

★

AN ORGAN of the Communist party’s
propaganda branch claims that Russian
pictures showing in
attract

the U.

audiences, and

S. “did

that

they

deprive

the state of income,” which is just another
way of saying that business is off.

★
AN ENGLISH ACTOR is taking eight roles
in one film, although there is nothing to
indicate that this is result of any economy
edict.

PAT

★

ON

THE BACK this week

goes

to

George L. David, film editor, The Demo¬
crat And Chronicle, Rochester, N. Y.,
who, unlike
ture

so

editors,

many

other motion

declares:

“We

have

pic¬
been

given more top-grade pictures than ever
before in a like period (six months).”
He listed 24 pictures as “superior,” and
a similar number as good.

★
TIME

MARCHES

on

in

San

Francisco,

where a baby-sitter section, for parents
who might expect calls from baby sitters,
has

been

roped

off.

The

parents sit

an emergency arises at home.

★
JUDGE

title

for

STEPS

“Indian

doubtedly

OUT”

is

Summer,”

shows

the

effect

the

new

which
of

It is no trade secret that the friendliness of U. S. exhibitors
toward many English films seems to he diminishing, despite the
fact that many theatremen still would like to see more potent
product coming from the other side.

Put plainly, what has hurt most of the English films is that

they have not only failed to become attractive to American audiences
hut their circulation has been hampered by the high terms de¬
manded by U. S. distributors. There may be some other reasons
for the failure to hook English films, principally in the larger
cities, hut the two main objections are those listed above.
The fact, also, that J. Arthur Rank lias evidenced such a
nationalistic spirit in his moves in Great Britain, coupled with the
pushing around that U. S. producers have been getting, also has
contributed to the lessening interest of American exhibitors in
British product.
There are few American exhibitors who would not play
English films if they felt that (1 ) their patrons would enjoy them
or (2) it would he profitable to play them. If the films fail to
meet either condition, obviously the playdates don’t pile up.

in

the section, and the theatre calls them if

“THE

To Put It Bluntly

not

un¬

seasonal

business conditions on title changing.

We don’t blame J. Arthur Rank for putting Britain on the
top of his list, hut, by the same token, the U. S. exhibitor is in
business not to further Great Britain’s interests but to make a
dollar, if at all possible. To accept British pictures at high terms
when their content is not especially attractive to U. S. patrons as
one continues to read how the U. S. films are being handicapped in
Great Britain is hardly likely.

—H. M. M.

INDEX
You 40, No
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J. Arthur Rank’s advisors tell him the facts of
distribution life or not, that is the situation.
Whether
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A GLANCE AT THE FACES OF THESE YOUNG PATRONS

IS ENOUGH TO PROVE

JUST

HOW

THEY

TOOK

TO

THE

SAT-R-DAY

CAMP

PROGRAMS.

Keep Those Kids Coming In
As Part Of A Community Program, Youngsters Rate Special Attention

T

HE Sat-R-Day Camps for children,
during their eight months of opera¬
tion, meant plenty in boosting the
prestige of the Century Circuit and in its
relations with the communities which it
serves.

an intelligent, constructive idea, I had
to commend you. Since movies, like the
measles, will always be with us, it’s about
time somebody coordinated visual enter¬
tainment with a child’s needs. Thank you
for filling the void. I hope the idea works
out the way you want it to.”

When the program was announced,
leading adults of the localities in which
the camps were held wrote in to the circuit
to express their opinions and feelings. A
superintendent of schools said that the
activities “should make for happy, whole¬
some entertainment. Good luck on your
venture.” James B. Nolan, Deputy Police
Commissioner, in commenting on the
program, said “May I express to you my
best wishes for the success of your new
venture.”
How about the average patron? One
Mrs. had this to say: “I have never writ¬
ten anything faintly resembling a fan
letter, but your Sat-R-Day Camp is such

Another mother wrote, “I think your
idea of having the Sat-R-Day Camp is
wonderful. Now I know that when I send
my children to the movies they are going
to see something worthwhile seeing. Please
keep up the good work.”
Here’s another. “I think your Sat-RDay Camps are something long needed for
our young children. I shall send my two
children, and encourage my neighbors to
send their children . . . much luck to you.”
And so on.
Giveaways were a weekly feature at the
camps. Here a young lady can hardly believe
her eyes as she is handed a comic book.

The parents responded to the new pro¬
gram with enthusiasm and feelings of good
will toward the Century organization.

Paul Terry, creator of Terrytoons, made a personal appearance at the Patio,
Brooklyn, N. Y., explaining his cartooning, and autographing comic books.

Brooklyn Dodger football star "Hunchy" Hoernschmeyer also visited the
Patio< and presented autographed footballs to winners of a contest.

All kinds of contests were greatly enjoyed by the kids. Ed Solomon, counsellor at the Mayfair, Brooklyn, is shown directing a banana-eating contest.

The Floral, Floral Park, L. I., held a bobbing contest. One performance at
this house was attended by the mayor and representatives of newspapers.

That’s how this community felt about
the project. The important part about the
idea is that Century and New York
have no monopoly or patent. It’s the type

favorable publicity with which the indus¬
try is constantly plagued.
Also, it is important to realize that with
grosses not at their peak, the kids should
go to the movies regularly with the full
approval of parents who can be sure their
youngsters are being harmlessly and
profitably entertained.

of thing that any circuit may adopt to its
own situation with a little effort. There’s
no doubt that groups of these camps func¬
tioning in all parts of the country will do
much to uplift the standing of the theatre

It’s this kind of a thing that civic
groups, police, local government, parents,

and its owners, and to offset a lot of un¬

and kids (all potential movie patrons in¬
cidentally) will rally around, and support,
wholeheartedly.
It may involve a little work but its
worth it to our kids, our community, and
our theatres.
(This is the second of two articles de¬
voted to the recent Century Sat-R-Day
Camps. In future issues, other articles will
present more ideas on youth projects.—Ed.)

PT
cAMPS

<

One of the highlights of the season's stage activities at the Patio was a
circus, and two of the performers went through their routine with the as-
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sistance of an aide, Patio manager Allen Grant, and a horse. The opening of
the Patio camp was preceded by a big parade through the Flatbush area.
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Independent Exhibitors Hail
ITOA Victory Over ASCAP
New York—U. S. District Court Judge Vincent Leibell last week found ASCAP
guilty oi violating the anti-trust laws in licensing of performing rights of musical com¬
positions to exhibitors. Laying down his decision in the suit brought by ITOA members,
Judge Leibell granted injunct ve relief to the plaintiffs, but at the same time denied
claims of treble damages.
performing rights. The ultimate result
While of the opinion that the fees now
would be that the exhibitor would not be
paid to ASCAP by theatremen would
separately charged for the performing
eventually become part of increased film
rights, as he now is through ASCAP, but
rental, Judge Leibell declared the plain¬
would
be charged for those rights in the
tiffs entitled to injunctive relief by:
total
rental
he would pay for the film.”
“ (a) Directing ASCAP to divest itself
Attorneys
for the plaintiff were Weiswith all reasonable speed of all rights of
man,
Celler,
Quinn,
Allan, and Spett, while
public performance for profit through the
ASCAP
was
represented
by Schwartz and
exhibition of motion picture films, of
Frohlich.
musical compositions which have been
Harry Brandt, president, ITOA, called
synchronized with motion picture films,
the
decision a “tremendous victory for
and to assign said performance rights to
exhibition. . . . When a copyrighted novel
the owners of the copyright of said musi¬
is brought to the screen, performance
cal compositions;
rights are included in the film rental. The
“(b) Restraining ASCAP from obtain¬
same will now be true of copyrighted
ing the right of public performance of
musical compositions.”
any musical composition synchronized
Abram F. Myers, National Allied gen¬
with motion picture films when such
eral counsel, called the decision a “great
musical composition is performed pub¬
victory for the independent exhibitors.”
licly for profit in conjunction with the ex¬
Myers said that “Judge Leibell’s order
hibition of such motion picture films;
gives
effect to the substance of the Lewis
“ (c)
Restraining ASCAP’s members
Bill,
and
I have no doubt was influenced
from refusing to grant to motion picture
by
that
bill.
. . . Allied has been fully vin¬
producers the right to publicly perform
dicated
in
its
refusal to appease ASCAP.
lor profit through the exhibition of motion
.
.
.
Allied
urges
exhibitors not to be
picture film, all musical compositions
affected
by
propaganda
that producers will
which they allow motion picture pro¬
add
to
film
rentals
more
than the ASCAP
ducers to synchronize with motion picture
charges
or
will
exact
a
separate public
film;
performing
charge.
Exhibitors
can bargain
“(d)
Restraining ASCAP’s members
for film rentals. They cannot bargain with
from licensing, except to motion picture
ASCAP ...”
producers, the right of public perform¬
Comment of a different nature came
ance for profit through the exhibition of
from Herman M. Levy, TOA general
motion picture films, of musical composi¬
counsel.
tion synchronized with motion picture
Said Levy:
films;
“For those who would negotiate for per¬
“(e) Restraining ASCAP and its mem¬
forming rights with individual copyright
bers from conspiring with motion picture
owners, or with the producers of motion
producers for the purpose of including a
pictures as part of the film cost, rather
clause in contracts issued by producers to
than with ASCAP, this decision represents
exhibitors directly or indirectly requir¬
a
great victory. For the others, this de¬
ing exhibitors to obtain a license from
cision
means either the creation of a new,
ASCAP as a condition to the exhibition of
involved,
and most difficult system of do¬
licensed pictures.”
ing
business
with individual copyright
The opinion stated that “Almost every
owners,
or
the
compulsory surrender by
part of the ASCAP structure, almost all
exhibitors to the producers of motion
of ASCAP’s activities in licensing motion
pictures of their privilege of negotiating
picture theatres, involve a violation of
with one central agency concerning the
the anti-trust laws. Although each mem¬
amount, which they, as exhibitors, shall
ber of ASCAP is granted by the copy¬
pay for performing rights.
right law a monopoly in the copyrighted
“If this decision stands as is, or if it is
work, it is unlawful for the owners of
appealed from, and is sustained, it does
a number of copyrighted works to com¬
not mean that theatre owners are relieved
bine their copyrights by any agreement,
of the statutory obligation to pay perform¬
even if it is for the purpose of thereby
ing rights, nor does it mean that the own¬
better preserving their property rights.”
ers of copyrighted items will be deprived
Industryites had little doubt that ASCAP
of payment for performing rights. Noth¬
would appeal the decision. One part of
ing short of a repeal of that portion of
the decision might serve as a means for
the Federal Copyright Law could accom¬
the reorganization of ASCAP’s methods,
plish that. The court did not intend to
one observer pointed out. Judge Leibell
infringe on that right.”
said that “If ASCAP had as such assignee
Later, ASCAP leaders met with counsel
collected for each member a ‘per piece’
to plan an appeal of Judge Leibell’s de¬
license fee for the performing rights, and,
cision.
in effect, acted only as a collecting agency,
General impression was that there
there would have been no violation of
would be further developments this week.
the law.”
Judge Leibell may have dampened the
Meanwhile, some Allied units were ad¬
enthusiasm of some exhibitors when he
vising their members not to sign any
said: “It is not at all likely that ihe pro¬
ASCAP deals pending further determina¬
ducers would absorb the costs of the
tion of the case.

Johnston Asks
for United Front
NEW YORK—Eric Johnston told a
meeting of company executives last
week that a united front by the
American film industry is absolutely
essential in its approach to the British
quota problem.
Johnston said that
there could be no return to the ban
on American film shipments imposed
by the MPEA last year.
Johnston’s address followed the re¬
port of John McCarthy MPAA’s in¬
ternational department, who had just
returned from Great Britain. John¬
ston pointed out that the British situa¬
tion will not continue indefinitely.
The Anglo-American agreement cov¬
ers a two-year period, ending on
June 13, 1950.

Broadway First Runs
Report Business Up
New York—Better than average busi¬
ness was reported by the Broadway firstruns last weekend. According to usually
reliable sources reaching The Exhibitor,
the break-down was as follows:

“KEY’-LARGO”
(WB). Strand, with
stage show, claimed $44,000 for Friday
through Sunday, with the second week
estimated at $83,000.
“DEEP WATERS” (20th-Fox).
reported a $14,000 first week.
“MICKEY”
(EL). Gotham
$7,500 for the second week.

Globe

garnered

“THE STREET WITH NO
NAME”
(20th-Fox). Roxy, with stage show, did
$88,000 for Wednesday through Sunday,
the second week heading for $110,000.
“THE EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para.).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
claimed $123,000 for the sixth week.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair had a $10,000 ninth week.
“A FOREIGN AFFAIR” (Para.). Para¬
mount, with stage show, did $60,000 on the
fourth week.
“MAN-EATER OF KUMAON” (U-I).
Winter Garden took in $7,000 on the fourth
week.
“EASTER PARADE” (MGM). Loew’s
State claimed $50,000 on the fourth week.
“CANON CITY” (EL).
$17,500 on the third week.

Criterion

“RAW
DEAL”
(EL). Victoria
$10,000 for the third week.

did
had

“SO EVIL MY LOVE” (Para.). Rivoli
claimed $40,000 for the second week.
“MELODY TIME” (RKO). Astor an¬
nounced $13,500 for Thursday through
Sunday of the ninth and last week.

O'Donnell-Decascisus
New Orleans—The marriage of Robert
J. O’Donnell, general manager, Interstate
Circuit of Texas, to Mrs. Vinnie Pierson
Decasasus was announced last week.
O’Donnell is also International Chief
Barker, Variety Clubs.

It was expected that future exhibitor
meetings would discuss various phases of
the decision.
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Out-grossing "Canyon Passage,"
"The Egg And I," and all previous
U-l top money-makers at Goldman
Theatre, Philadelphia, and terri¬
torial day-and-date premiere.
Holding over in every situationPhiladelphia, Atlantic City, Easton,
Wilmington,Lancaster, Allentown,
Reading, Harrisburg! Nothing
like it ever hit the territory before!

WALTER WANGER presents

HEFLIN • HAYWARD
with

BORIS KARLOFF

• JULIE LONDON
WARD BONO » RICHARD LONG
and Introducing WHITFIELD CONNOR

Directed by

GEORGE MARSHALL

Screenplay by Alan LeMay • Additional Dialogue
by Lionet Wiggam • Produced by WALTER WANGER
PICTURES. Inc. • A GEORGE MARSHALL Production
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20th-Fox Reveals
1948-49 Schedule
Toronto—Twentieth

Century-Fox last
week revealed its 1948-49 production plans
at the sales convention of the organization
here.
Heading a contingent of home office ex¬
ecutives, President Spyros P. Skouras
came here to supplement the release pro¬
gram announced by Andy W. Smith, Jr.,
general sales manager, with an explana¬
tion of the new policy.
It was the first time company officials
had crossed an international boundary to
present the annual feature schedule an¬
nouncement. The occasion also was sig¬
nalized by the company president’s salute
that cemented Canadian-American rela¬
tions in the fact that two new produc¬
tions, “Canadian Pacific” and “Royal Can¬
adian Mounted Police,” are in preparation
for filming in Dominion locales.
The company not only listed thirty “A”
pictures to be made, but described world¬
wide production and distribution activity
denoting aggressive confidence in the
product and its market. The “A” product
surpasses in number and quality any pre¬
vious output of the company, and will be
75 per cent completed by the end of
August, it was said.
Skouras also let it be known that the
realistic type of picture is included in the
global production policy. Examples cited
of the on-the-spot locale policy now ex¬
tended to other countries are “The Prince
Of Foxes,” soon to go before the cameras
in Italy; “The Affairs Of Adelaide,” in
production in England; “I Was A Male
War Bride,” starring Cary Grant, to be
made in Germany, France, and England;
“The Black Rose,” by Thomas Costain,
and “Lydia Bailey” by Kenneth Roberts,
both to be produced in England. Darryl F.
Zanuck is currently in Europe settling
plans for these pictures.
Skouras stated that complete units of
directors, stars, and technicians will be
sent to locations in Europe, Canada, and
sections of the U. S. to film pictures whose
themes
require
special
authenticated
backgrounds and locales.
The films listed carry the 20th CenturyFox distribution schedule to July, 1949.
At the same time, general sales man¬
ager Smith outlined in detail the produc¬
tion list for the coming 12-month period,
while Charles Schlaifer, director of adver¬
tising, publicity, and exploitation, de¬
scribed a completed promotion program of
advertising, publicity, and exploitation.
The 30 “A” pictures are as follows:
Completed and delivered:
“The Walls Of Jericho,” starring Cornel
Wilde, Linda Darnell, Anne Baxter, and
Kirk Douglas, directed by John M. Stahl;
“That Lady In Ermine,” color by Techni¬
color, co-starring Betty Grable and Doug¬
las Fairbanks, Jr.; produced and directed
by Ernst Lubitsch; “Escape,” by John
Galsworthy, starring Rex Harrison and
Peggy Cummins; produced by William
Perlberg, and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz; “Forever Amber,” in Technicolor
from the Kathleen Winsor best-seller,
starring Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
Richard Greene, and George Sanders; pro¬
duced by William Perlberg, and directed
by Otto Preminger, in general release;

EXHIBITOR

"The Babe Ruth Story"
If ever there was a natural for
American boxoffices, that picture is
“The Babe Ruth Story.” There isn’t
an error in the production, it is certain
to be a hit, and the runs will be selfevident.
Winning pitcher in this case is pro¬
ducer Roy Del Ruth, with a goodly
assist to William Bendix, who portrays
the Babe; Claire Trevor, Sam Levene,
Charles Bickford, and many others in
an able cast.
With material of this kind, any pic¬
ture should have a winning year, and,
in this case, when the final boxoffice
league standings are published, “The
Babe Ruth Story” will be a strong
contender for top laurels.—J. E.
“The Law And Martin Rome,” starring
Victor Mature and Richard Conte; based
on the Henry Helseth novel, produced by
Sol C. Siegel, and directed by Robert
Siodmak.
Completed and editing:
“The Luck Of The Irish,” based on the
novel, “There Was A Little Man,” by Guy
and Constance Jones; co-starring Tyrone
Power and Anne Baxter; produced by
Fred Kohlmar, and directed by Henry
Koster; “Apartment For Peggy,” in Tech¬
nicolor, based on a Faith Baldwin story,
and starring Jeanne Crain, William Hold¬
en, and Edmund Gwenn; produced by
William Perlberg, and directed by George
Seaton; “When My Baby Smiles At Me,”
in Technicolor, based on “Burlesque” and
starring Betty Grable and Dan Dailey;
produced by George Jessel, and directed
by Walter Lang; “Unfaithfully Yours,”
produced and directed by Preston Sturges; starring Rex Harrison, Linda Dar¬
nell, Rudy Vallee, and Barbara Lawrence;
“That Wonderful Urge,” (tentative), star¬
ring Tyrone Power and Gene Tierney;
produced in Sun Valley, Idaho, and Holly¬
wood by Fred Kohlmar, and directed by
Robert Sinclair; “Road House,” co-star¬
ring Cornel Wilde, Ida Lupino, Celeste
Holm, and Richard Widmark; written and
produced by Edward Chodorov, and di¬
rected by Jean Negulesco; “Yellow Sky,”
starring Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter, and
Richard Widmark, based on an original
story by W. R. Burnett; written and pro¬
duced by Lamar Trotti, and directed by
William A. Wellman.
Special pre-release engagement:
“The Snake Pit,” a Darryl F. Zanuck
presentation, starring Olivia De Havilland,
and also starring Mark Stevens and Leo
Genn; based on the novel by Mary Jane
Ward; produced by Anatole Litvak and
Robert Bassler, and directed by Anatole
Litvak.
Currently before the cameras:
“The Fan,” based on the Oscar Wilde
play, “Lady Windermere’s Fan,” with
Jeanne Crain, Madeleine Carroll, George
Sanders, and Richard Greene; produced
and directed by Otto Preminger; Will
James’ “Sand,” color by Technicolor, with
Mark Stevens, Coleen Gray, and Rory
Calhoun; produced by Robert Bassler,
and directed by Louis King; “Chicken
Every Sunday,” from the best-seller by
Rosemary Taylor, with Dan Dailey, Ce¬
leste Holm, Alan Young, and Colleen
Townsend; produced by William Perlberg,
and directed by George Seaton; “Three

Wives,” a modern comedy-drama star¬
ring Linda Darnell, Jeanne Crain, and
Ann Sothern; produced by Sol C. Siegel,
and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz;
“The Prince Of Foxes,” by Samuel Shelia barger, currently in production in Rome
with Tyrone Power and Wanda Hendrix
heading the cast, being produced by Sol
C. Siegel, directed by Henry King; “The
Affairs Of Adelaide,” based on “Britannia
Mews,” by Margery Sharp, co-starring
Maureen O’Hara and Dana Andrews;
under production in England by William
Perlberg, and directed by Jean Negulesco.
Scheduled for production:
“Mr. Belvedere Goes To College,” with
Clifton Webb heading an all-star cast; pro¬
duced by Samuel G. Engel; “Mother Is A
Freshman,” produced by Walter Morosco.
In preparation:
“Come To The Stable,” by Clare Boothe
Luce based upon a true-to-life story of
two Catholic nuns, to be produced by
Samuel G. Engel; “I Was A Male War
Bride,” with Cary Grant as star and a
major cast, to be produced in Europe by
Sol C. Siegel, and directed by Howard
Hawks; “Royal Canadian Mounted Police,”
to be produced in Canada; “Call Me
Mister,” to be produced by George Jessel;
“Down To The Sea In Ships,” to be pro¬
duced by Louis D. Lighton, and directed
by Henry Hathaway; “The Beautiful
Blonde From Bashful Bend,” starring
Betty Grable, written, produced, and di¬
rected by Preston Sturges; “Sweet Sue,”
color by Technicolor, starring June Haver;
“Beyond Five Fathoms,” to be directed by
Academy Award winner Elia Kazan in
Florida; “Cloak Of Romance,” by Ketti
Frings, starring Richard Widmark, pro¬
duced and directed by Otto Preminger.
Participating in the convention sessions
were home office executives W. C. Gehring, assistant general sales manager;
Schlaifer, Martin Moskowitz, executive
assistant to Smith; Peter Levathes, short
subjects sales manager; Clarence A. Hill,
manager, branch operations; Frank Carroll, Roger Ferri, and Jack Bloom. In
addition, the Canadian delegation headed
by Arthur Silverstone, division manager,
included branch managers.

Fire Film Ready
New
York—A
new one-minute film
trailer, “Stop Fire, the Fifth Horseman,”
produced by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, is now ready for distribu¬
tion, it was revealed last week.
Prepared particularly for Fire Preven¬
tion Week, Oct. 3-9, it presents on-thespot scenes of spectacular fires, which
last year alone cost 10,000 lives and $700;000,000 property damage. Some of the
scenes were taken with the cooperation
of the New York City Fire Department.
The film also points out briefly what
steps citizens can take to prevent fire. It
is available to all fire chiefs, marshals,
city officials, safety councils, chambers of
commerce, insurance organizations, and
other civic and public welfare groups for
use in planning their own fire safety cam¬
paigns. It is available in 35mm. for the¬
atres, and 16mm. for the rest.
Organizations ordering it may have
sponsor credit on the end title at no extra
charge. Films are $6 a print, and may be
obtained by writing Audio Productions,
Inc., Film Center Building, 630 Ninth Ave.,
New York 19.
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Smashing U-l house records in first five en¬
gagements! Topping all previous A&C's —and
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ABBOTT & COSTELLO
MEET
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FRANKENSTEIN
WITH

THE WOMAN • DRACULft • THE MONSTER
LON CHANEY

PLAYED BY

PLAYED BY

BELA LUGOSI

GLENN STRANGE

Lenoie Aubert • Jane Randolph
Original Screenplay by ROBERT LEES
FREDERIC RINALDO • JOHN GRANT
Directed by CHARLES T BARTON
Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR
.

even way ahead of top-grossing "Naked City/'
"Canyon Passage" and "The Killers" at the
Strand, Albany; Paramount, Syracuse; Palace,
Huntington, W. Va.; Keith's, Cincinnati, and
Warner Theatre, Oklahoma City!

THE
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Smakwitz Upped
To Albany WB Post
Albany—Harry M. Kalmine, presidentgeneral manager, Warner Theatres, last
week- announced the promotion of Charles
A. Smakwitz,
Warner Circuit execu¬
tive, as zone manager for this terri¬
tory. He succeeds C. J. Latta, transferred
by Warners to take charge of theatre
operations for ABPC in England.
Smakwitz, who has been with Warners
over 20 years, during which time he was
assistant zone manager to Louis Lazar,
Moe Silver, and Latta, joined the Mitchell
H.
Mark
Realty
Corporation, which
operated the
Strand, New York, in
1917. He was transferred shortly there¬
after as assistant manager, Strand, Syra¬
cuse. He attended Syracuse University,
and was graduated in 1926 when he be¬
came manager Strand, Albany. In 1927,
he became district manager for the New
York State, Troy, Albany, and Utica The¬
atres, as well as film buyer-booker.
In 1942, he was appointed to the War
Transportation Commission of New York
State and during the war period served as
public relations chairman, Albany ex¬
change area, War Activities Committee.
He was also national public relations di¬
rector for the industry’s 1944 Red Cross
Drive; chief barker, Variety Club, Al¬
bany Tent 9, in 1937, and again in 1946;
national canvassman, Variety Clubs In¬
ternational, 1947, and in 1947 received the
First Army Military Personnel Service
Award
for
aiding
Army
Recruiting
Service.

SG In Regional Meeting
Dallas—Six regional franchise holders
of Screen Guild Productions will hold a
regional convention of the franchise hold¬
ers and their respective sales and booking
personnel in Memphis on Aug. 20-21-22.
The delegation from Dallas will include
John L. Franconi, franchise holder; J. W.
“Dutch” Cammer, branch manager; Connie
Dreher and Don Cole, salesmen, and Bob
Helms and Bob Motley, bookers. Delega¬
tions of like representation will be present
from Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans, and
Oklahoma City.

Fabian Answers Charges
Wilmington, Del.—Answering charges
of patent infringement in U. S. District
Court last week, Fabian Enterprises and
Fabian Securities declared that the Hollingshead patent is “invalid and void.”
Park-In Theatres, Camden, N. J., brought
suit against Fabian charging that it failed
to pay royalties or apply for licenses al¬
though its drive-ins embody the Hollingshead patent features.
Park-In claims
royalties under the patent which was
assigned it by Richard M. Hollingshead,
Jr., in 1933.

Smith, RCA Sign
Camden, N. J.— Four new Phil Smith
drive-in theatres last week signed with
the RCA Service Company, bringing to
13 the number of Phil Smith theatres em¬
ploying RCA service. The new contracts,
which provide for sound equipment serv¬
ice and parts replacement, cover the
I yons Township Drive-In, Chicago; Grif¬
fith Drive-In, Griffith, Ind.; Drive-in, Des
Moines, and Drive-in, Omaha.
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Lippert To Make 16
For Screen Guild
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CHICAGO — Lippert
Productions,
Inc., will make 16 pictures for release
through Screen Guild during 1948-49,
it was announced last week in a threeday meeting of SGP franchise hold¬
ers at the Blackstone Hotel.
Robert L. Lippert, president, Screen
Guild, presided.
Western Adventure Pictures will
have six “Lash” La Rue westerns for
SG.

VA Reveals Film Contracts
Washington—F. R. Kerr, assistant ad¬
ministrator for the Veterans Administra¬
tion’s special services, announced last
week that 21 motion picture producers
and distributors have signed contracts
with the VA to supply 16 and 35mm. films
to patients in VA hospitals and homes.
The deals cover the fiscal year ending on
June 30, 1949.
The 35mm. films will be furnished by
Columbia, Eagle Lion, Film Classics,
Loew’s, Monogram, Paramount, RKO, Re¬
public, 20th-Fox, United Artists, U-I, and
Warners. With the exception of UA, all
will also supply 16mm. films.
Delta Pictures Corporation will also
provide 16mm. releases. All 16mm. prod¬
uct, except those of RKO, will be dis¬
tributed to VA institutions by Films, Inc.,
or United World Films, Inc. Each VA hos¬
pital in the U.S. receives three 35mm.
first-runs per week, plus short subjects
and newsreels and two 16mm. features
plus shorts and reels.

AMPP, SIMPP, SDG In Deal
Hollywood—A new eight-year contract
has been approved by the negotiating
committee of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers and the SIMPP with
the Screen Directors Guild, it was an¬
nounced last week. The new pact, replac¬
ing the nine-year deal which recently
died, gives the directors a 100 per cent
guild shop, increased credit recognition
in advertising matter, added control over
film cutting, and also establishes a round¬
table procedure for conferences between
producers and the guild on problems aris¬
ing at any time. The deal may be reopened
at two-year intervals.

Legion Totals Disclosed
New York—During the fiscal year 194647, it was revealed last week, the Legion
of Decency reviewed 440 features, with
the breakdown as follows: 195 films in
Class A-I (unobjectionable for general
patronage); 172 in Class A-II, (unobjec¬
tionable for adults); 70 in Class B (objec¬
tionable in part) and three in Class C
(condemned) of which two were reclassi¬
fied into Class A-II and B, respectively.
The one remaining condemned was “Mom
And Dad.”

Steinberg-Doolittle
New York—Herb Steinberg, newspaper
and column contact, Eagle Lion, was mar¬
ried to Caroline Doolittle, Houston Tex.,
on July 25 at Hampshire House.
Following the ceremony and reception,
the couple left for a honeymoon.

Ambridge Exhibs
Win On Appeal
Philadelphia—The U. S. Circuit Court
by a two to one decision last week re¬
versed Judge Gibson’s prior finding in the
U. S. District Court in Pittsburgh, and
ruled in favor of Harry Norman Ball and
Henry Friedman, operators, Penn, Am¬
bridge, Pa., in their anti-trust suit against
Paramount Pictures, Pennware Theatre
Company, in which Paramount has a 50
per cent interest; A. N. Notopoulos, RKO,
-Loew’s Inc., 20 Century-Fox, and Para¬
mount Film Distributing Company.
The Circuit Court directly condemned
the “squeezing out of the industry by the
big corporations
of competitors,” and
termed the Penn case a violation of the
Sherman-Clayton Acts, restraint of trade
and a conspiracy by the defendants.
The case is reverted to the original U. S.
District Court, where Ball and Friedman
will now continue to press for an injunc¬
tion and damages.
U. S. Circuit Court Judges Biggs and
McLaughlin found in favor of the plain¬
tiffs, while Judge Goodwin dissented for
technical reasons.

JFD Makes Bow
New York—The formation of Jewish
Films Distributors, a new releasing com¬
pany headed by Elias Marks, veteran film
producer and distributor, was announced
last week. The organization’s efforts will
be devoted exclusively to the distribution
of foreign films, with emphasis on Jewish,
Palestinian
and
Polish-made
Yiddish
films. Offices of the company are at 586—
Seventh Avenue.
The first of the newly organized firm’s
releases is entitled “We Live Again,” a
full length documentary feature narrated
in Yiddish, depicting the story of Jewish
life in Europe during the pre-war and
post-war periods. The film was produced
in France, and comes equipped with Eng¬
lish titles.

Reliance Produces For UA
New York—Contracts for the distribu¬
tion of two Reliance Pictures produc¬
tions were formalized last week with
United Artists, it was announced jointly
by Arthur W. Kelly, UA executive vicepresident and Edward Small, head, pro¬
ducing company.
The first,
“Indian
Scout,”
starring
George Montgomery, Ellen Drew, Philip
Reed, and Noah Berry, Jr., has completed
its shooting schedules, and is now in the
editing stages.
The second production in the pact will
be James Fenimore Cooper’s “Leather
Stocking Tales.”

FC Arrangement Clarified
New York—To clarify an announcement
that Film Classics, Inc., had negotiated
a contract whereby the Rialto would be
the showcase for all Film Classics’ product
B. G. Kranze, vice-president and general
sales manager, explained last week that
Film Classics does not have a iinancial
interest in the Rialto.
The contract with the Rialto Theatre
Corporation calls for the exhibition of
Film Classics’ pictures exclusively.
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predicted a great audience picture,and first

engagements over the RKO and Tri-State circuits
proved it! New U-l records every where... stand-

up business all day long! Held over in Des Moines
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
presents

DONALD O’CONNOR
MA ’n PA KETTLE OF "THE EGG AND I"

MARJORIE MAIN
PERCY KILBRIDE
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and Omaha! Smash business in Minneapolis and
St. Paul! Almost double the record "Canyon Pas¬
sage" gross in Sioux City! First 2 days in Cedar

Together Again!

feudin; fussin'
and a-FIGHTIN’
with

PENNY EDWARDS • JOE BESSER
Screenplay by D. D. BEAUCHAMP from fiis Collier's
Magazine Story

•

Directed by GEORGE SHER

Produced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

t.

Rapids tops 3-day "The Killers" gross! Wonderful
in Waterloo, Tri-Cities . . . everywhere!
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SEC Reports Drop
In Producer Sales
— The Securities and Ex¬
change Commission last week reported a
$7,000,000 drop in sales from the last quar¬
ter of 1947 to the first quarter of 1948
for five top producers.
Loews reported sales of $52,551,000 for
the 16-week period ended on March 11 of
this year as against $33,107,000 for the IIV2
weeks between Sept. 1 and Nov. 20.
The combined sales total for the first
quarter of this year of Columbia, Mono¬
gram, RKO, Republic, and Universal was
$60,343,000, which compares with $66,255,000 for the last quarter of 1947 and
$64,514,000 for the first quarter of 1947.
Five photographic equipment companies
reported sales of $106,586,000, as against
$137,939,000 for the final quarter of last
year and $85,096,000 for the first quarter of
last year. Bulk of the sales was reported
by Eastman.
Trans-Lux Corporation’s sales for the
first quarter of this year were $208,000,
as against $241,000 for the last quarter of
1947 and $209,000 for the first quarter of
1947.
Washington

Technicolor Profit Up
New York—The net consolidated profit
after taxes on income and other charges
of Technicolor, Inc., for the quarter ended
on June 30, 1948, was last week estimated
to be $478,100, equivalent to 52 cents a
share.
The net consolidated profit after taxes
on income and other charges of Techni¬
color, Inc., for the six months ended on
June 30, 1948, is estimated to be $880,800,
equivalent to 96 cents a share, as com¬
pared to $734,200, equivalent to 80 cents
a share for the corresponding six months
of 1947, according to Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president-general manager.

Stockton House Returned
Stockton, Cal.—The California Supreme
Court last week upheld a lower court
ruling ordering Emil Palmero, owner, Star,
to return the house to Stockton Theatres,
Inc., in which Japanese are major stock¬
holders. Palmero filed suit for declaratory
relief in 1944 against the company to
which he had leased the property in 1930
for 10 years with a 10-year renewal
option. Palmero based his suit on alleged
violation of the Alien Land Law.

Kans.-Mo. Date Reset
Kansas City—The board of directors
of Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association
last week advanced the date of the annual
convention from Oct. 5-6 to Sept. 28-29.
The KMTA convention will be held a few
days after the TOA convention in Chicago,
the directors feeling this to be more con¬
venient to the TOA officers. The various
meetings for the KMTA session met last
week.

Ladd In "Glory" Bow
Minneapolis—Alan

Ladd and his wife
arrived here last week to attend the
world bow of “Beyond Glory” at Radio
City. From here, he left for Chicago to
jo:'n a troupe of actors and technicians
for his next film, “One Woman.”
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Complaints Registered
Under 20th-Fox Plan_
MINNEAPOLIS — Five
complaints
from exhibitors were taken under ad¬
visement last week at the first meeting
of the 20th-Fox-North Central Allied
grievance committee.
One grievance was ironed out with¬
out committee action necessary.
The plan for regular meetings has
been dropped, with future sessions to
be called immediately after written
notification of grievances from any
exhibitor.

St. Louis Appeal Looms
St. Louis—The

recent Circuit Court of
Appeals decision supporting a District
Court ruling dismissing the $285,000 anti¬
trust suit of the F and M Service Corpor¬
ation, St. Louis Amusement Company, and
other plaintiffs against the distributors,
the AAA and Apollo, and Princess, will
be appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court, it
was announced last week by Harry C.
Arthur.
The basis of the appeal will be that the
two courts improperly decided for com¬
pulsory arbitration, while the U. S.
Supreme Court, in its Paramount decision,
held compulsory arbitration illegal. Ac¬
cording to the plaintiffs, arbitration was
being forced on them by the AAA.

Jersey Tax Upheld

Wise.-Mich. Allied
Favors Plan Idea
Milwaukee—The board of the Indepen¬
dent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, convening at Phantom
Lake, Wis., last week voiced approval
of the conciliation plan recently adopted
by North
Central Allied with 20th
Century-Fox.
A committee named by
the Wisconsin Allied affiliate some time
ago to watch exhibitor complains, in addi¬
tion to violations by film firms and their
affiliated theatres, is now ready to act.
Members of this Wisconsin, committee
are F. J. McWilliams, Madison, chair¬
man; Charles Trampe, Milwaukee; Eric
Brown, Plymouth, and John P. Adair,
Marshfield. Any exhibitor wishing this
committee to act on their complaints must
forward written complaints to the local
offices of the Independent Theatres of Wis¬
consin and Upper Michigan. Such com¬
plaints will then be forwarded to the
committee for consideration as to validity,
and necessary steps toward further action
will then be acted upon. The committee
is said to be prepared to sit down and
confer with the officers of any film com¬
pany, and it is hoped that as many cases
as possible can be settled out of court.
The ITO of Wisconsin and Upper Michi¬
gan board of directors is watching de¬
velopments and reports from North Cen¬
tral Allied. Officers of the Wisconsin group
believe that the new conciliation plan will
function much more successfully than any
previous plans the motion picture indus¬
try worked under.

Trenton, N. J.—Constitutionality of a
1947 New Jersey law authorizing 11 sea¬
shore cities to levy “luxury” sales taxes
of three per cent on amusements, hotel
rooms, and liquor, and two per cent on
cigarettes and tobacco products was up¬
held by the State Supreme Court last
week.
Atlantic City is the only one of the
municipalities affected by the measure
which has adopted such levies. Proposals
for such taxes were rejected in Ocean City
and Ventnor.

Hollywood—The trade last week was
sorry to hear of the passing of Colonel
William N. Selig, 84, industry pioneer, who
was responsible for the first big California
feature, “The Count Of Monte Cristo,” in
1907.
One of his most famous films was “The
Spoilers,” 1914.

Drive-Ins Win Code Fight

Barney Dubinsky Mourned

New York—The

battle of the drive-ins
against a proposed new state building
code provision requiring fire-proof drivein walls has been won by the theatremen,
it was indicated last week. A new listing
of contemplated code provisions released
by the State Industrial Code Division pre¬
liminary to final hearings last week de¬
ferred to the operators’ pleas.
The up-state Hellman-Fabian drive-in
interests led the opposition against the
provision.
To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing In The Exhibitor.

Francis Bateman Better
Dallas—Afflicted with acute appendi¬
citis, Francis Bateman, general sales
manager, Screen Guild Productions, Inc.,
here for a business visit with John L.
Franconi, enplaned for Los Angeles last
week after having emergency treatment.
The appendix burst during the flight.
Batesman was entered in Cedars of Leb¬
anon Hospital, and underwent a quick
operation.

Colonel Selig Passes

services were
held last week for Barney Dubinsky, 56,
retired mid-west circuit operator and
brother of Edward R. Durwood, head,
Durwood Theatres. Dubinsky passed on in
Tucson, Ariz. He is survived by Durwood,
his widow, and two other brothers, Wil¬
liam H. and Irvin.
Kansas

City—Funeral

Jack Pulaski Dies
Pulaski, 65, dean of
tradepaper critics, died last fortnight in
Jewish Memorial Hospital after a brief ill¬
ness, victim of a stroke. His wife Lillian,
a brother and two sisters, Mimi Pulaski
and Mrs. Alice Glazer, former wife of
Barney
Glazer,
film
producer-writer,
survive.
New

York—Jack

Columbia Declares Dividend
New
York—Columbia last week an¬
nounced that the board of directors had
declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06*4
per share on the $4.25 cumulative pre¬
ferred stock of the company, payable on
Aug. 16, 1948, to stockholders of record on
Aug. 2, 1948.
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The "Exploitation Picture of the Year"...
piling up "A" grosses in "A" houses. Fourth

MAN-EATER
OF KUMAON
SABU • JOANNE PAGE

roaring week at the Winter Garden/
New York! BIG at Keith's, Baltimore!

starring

AS "NAR AIN"

Terrific in five-theatre Los Angeles pre¬

AS "LALI"

WENDELL COREY

miere at the Ritz, U.A., Guild, Iris and

AS THE HUNTER

w,th MORRIS CARNOVSKY
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE . Adaptalion by Richard G. Hubler and Alden Nash • Screen*
play by Jeanne Bartlett and Lewis Meltzer • Based
On the book "Man-Eaters of Kumoon” by Jim Corbett

Directed by

Studio City! Everybody's holding that tiger!

Produced by

BYRON HASKIN • MONTY SHAFT
in association with

FRANK P. ROSENBERG
p
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16mm. Discussion
Tops Tele Meeting
— The National Television
Film Council held its second meeting of
the season last fortnight before approxi¬
mately 75 representatives of the motion
picture, television, and broadcasting indus¬
tries, with the guest speaker J. A. Maurer,
president, J. A. Maurer, Inc., and vicepresident, Society of Independent Engi¬
neers, who discussed the adaptability of
16mm. film for television production.
Mel Gold, director, advertising and pub¬
licity, National Screen Service, and coun¬
cil chairman, began the meeting by
declaring that the primary purpose of the
organization is to set up a clearance house
for television rights.
Seymour Peyser,
legal counsel, later reiterated that “if the
Council can serve as a central clearing
house, and reduce to a minimum the
chaos caused by legal rights of granting
television licenses, it will accomplish a
great deal.”
Gold stated that among other things,
the distributor will receive a seal of ap¬
proval to satisfy the TV stations, a cata¬
logue of films will be available for
television exhibition, and an arbitration
board will eventually be set up.
The reading of the committee reports,
during which the chairmen of the seven
respective committees were heard, fol¬
lowed Gold’s opening address. The re¬
cently drafted standard exhibition con¬
tract was fully discussed by Peyser.
Among the clauses taken care of in the
contract are such problems as performing
rights, copyrights, availabilities, deliveries,
film rental payments, print damage, cen¬
sorship, and arbitration.
At this time, Maurer, introduced by
Gold, brought forth a discussion on behalf
of the use of 16mm. film in television pro¬
duction. His address was highlighted by
a demonstration, employing three clips of
a reproduction from a 35mm. negative. The
trio of films showed that if careful re¬
search and laboratory operations pro¬
gress on 16mm. film, it could prove a
boon to television. Maurer declared that
the
amateur,
indiscriminating
toward
quality, has dictated that the tastes of
16mm., paving the way for inferior film.
Maurer stated that it could be used to
advantage due to the film’s economical
value.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
Maurer, at Gold’s request, was added to
the production committee.
New

York

Bacher Files Suit
Hollywood—Suit was filed in Superior
Court last week by William A. Bacher’s
Trinity Pictures Corporation against David
O. Selznick, Vanguard Films, and numer¬
ous “John Does” asking $2,500,000 for
charged contract violation covering the
production of “If This Be My Harvest,”
which was stopped on its scheduled start¬
ing date when players loaned by Van¬
guard failed to report to work. Selznick
stated that the deal had not been com¬
pleted, and hence the players were with¬
held because Bacher had failed to revise
the script to conform with his require¬
ments. The players involved were Valli,
Louis Jourdan, and Robert Mitchum, all
under contract to Selznick.
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Record Turnout Due
For TOA Meeting
NEW YORK—A record attendance
of from 400 to 500 exhibitors is indi¬
cated for the national convention of
TOA on Sept. 24-25 in Chicago, it was
announced last week by Robert W.
Coyne, retiring executive director.
Coyne said that plans were proceed¬
ing rapidly, and a committee of ar¬
rangements is to be announced shortly.
Distribution and studio officials are
expected, and a number of nationally
known figures have been invited to
discuss the importance of the industry
in the solution of national and inter¬
national problems.

Paramount Ads Available
New York—Paramount announced last
week that it now had available for ex¬
hibitors advertisements prepared in ac¬
cordance with the TOA public relations
program, and designed to emphasize the
“Paramount Summer Heat-Wave” cam¬
paign.
These are in addition to “The Magic
City” production reel, prints of which are
now obtainable at Paramount exchanges.
Both the reel and the ads tie in closely
with current TOA activities to sell the
general public on the fine quality of all
film product.
Mats of the ads are available, free of
charge, to exhibitors writing direct to
the advertising department, Paramount
Pictures, Inc., 1501 Broadway. Featured
in the ads are Paramount stars, getting
in plugs for nine or so forthcoming and
current Paramount films.

D. W.. Griffith Dies
Hollywood—David Wark Griffith died
on July 23 in Temple Hospital after suffer¬
ing a cerebral hemorrhage. He was 73.
The producer of “The Birth Of A
Nation,” and pioneer in such techniques
as closeups, fadeouts, and flashbacks, was
stricken in his rooms at the Hollywood
Knickerbocker Hotel.
A niece and nephew, Ruth and Willard
Griffith, Santa Ana, Cal., spent several
hours at his bedside before he succumbed.
Surviving also are a brother, Albert Grif¬
fith, New York; three other nieces, Mrs.
Marie Duncan, Mrs. Earl Butler, and Miss
Myrtle Griffith, Kentucky, and another
nephew, Lynn Griffith, Ontario, Cal.

NSS Drive Leaders Tour
New York—William Bien, NSS mid¬
west division manager, who has been
named eastern captain of the NSS sales
promotion drive, is currently on a tour of
company’s eastern offices, to hypo branch
sales activities, it was stated this week.
Ben Ashe, Los Angeles branch man¬
ager, performs in a similar capacity in
the western portion of the country.
Bien and Ashe were named captains of
the sales drive at the company’s recent
meetings in Atlantic City and Los Angeles.

It's A Boy
New York—Joseph Gould, Gould-Frank
Associates, and former head, SPG, became
the proud father of a son, named Jona¬
than Stephen, born on July 11.

Mid-Central Allied
Forms Organization
St. Louis—At a meeting of the execu¬
tive committee of Mid-Central Allied
Theatre Owners, an affiliate of Allied
States, at the Sheraton Hotel last week,
the following officers were elected: Henry
Halloway, president; A. B. Jefferis, vicepresident, and Hugh Graham, secretary.
Elected to the board of directors were
Charles Beninati, Earl Vandever, W. T.
Zimmerman, Caesar Berutt, Lee Norton,
and Andy Dietz. The executive committee
was given full power to elect officers
and directors and draft by-laws.
Abram F. Myers, National Allied general
counsel and board chairman; William L.
Ainsworth, national president; Trueman
Rembusch, president, Indiana ATO, and
John Wolfberg, president, Allied Rocky
Mountain Independent Theatres, attended
the session. The group will affiliate with
National Allied.

MGM-RD-DR In Deal
New York—The RD-DR Corporation, a
new motion picture enterprise, has agreed
with The Reader’s Digest Association on
terms under which the corporation will
produce factual films based on articles
appearing in The Reader’s Digest, it was
revealed last week in a joint announce¬
ment by A. L. Cole, general business
manager, The Reader’s Digest Association,
and Borden Mace, president, RD-DR.
The films will be prepared under the
supervision of Louis de Rochemont, MGM
producer, and will be known as “Dramas
Of Real Life.” Under the terms of a con¬
tract negotiated with Loew’s Inc., MGM
will produce and distribute the first group
of pictures in the series.
Two Reader’s Digest articles already ac¬
quired by Loew’s, and assigned to de
Rochemont for production are W. L.
White’s “Lost Boundaries,” a factual story
of a Negro doctor who, “passing” as white,
achieved prominence and success in a
New Hampshire community, and “The
Way Back,” a documented case history
of a Connecticut business man who, al¬
though committed to a state institute as
mentally incurable, was restored to health
and society through a unique combination
of modern psychiatry and faith healing.

Mrs. Field Returns
New
York—Mrs.
Alice Evans Field,
director, studio and public service depart¬
ment, Motion Picture
Association of
America’s Community Relations Division,
returned to Hollywood by plane over the
weekend after spending several weeks in
conferences at the Washington and the
New York offices of the Association.
Mrs. Field, who has seen more than
5,000 motion pictures during the last 18
years with the MPAA, is the Hollywood
liaison with 14 reviewing groups repre¬
senting about 14 million women.

Dickinson In ECA Post
Washington—Edward T. Dickinson, Jr.,
was last week appointed director, pro¬
gram coordination
division, Economic
Cooperation Administration. He is now on
leave of absence as vice-president of
Universal-International in charge of edu¬
cational pictures.
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Deck
Your
House
With
Flags..

Week
SEPT. 5-11
with the attraction we saved to climax Paramount’s Summer Hit Wavewith the star you and the public voted one of the screen’s Top Threethe star you’ll both move up in this year’s balloting because.

IS BEYOND DOUBT

Alan Ladd’s

Most Important Picture

AN OPEN
LETTER TO

Mr. Exhibitor,

American
Women:

THE READING TIME
OF THIS MESSAGE
IS 56 SECONDS.
PLEASE DON’T TURN
THE PAGE ’TIL
YOU HAVE READ
EVERY WORD
i

-

mI

because we believe it will tell you
why this picture will attract an audi
ence far greater than Ladd’s greate
pictures and why it will be a turnin
point upward in Ladd’s already
candescent boxoffice career.
For Paramount, the Star -Building
Company, not only builds stars to
greatness but builds great stars to
greater stature.

This message will appear in na¬
tional magazine advertising reach¬
ing more than 12 million families.

Men may climb to places
beyond glory. But even
in school women know
that their men often
need encouragement to
struggle ahead.
You know the part
women play in the
rugged road a man must
travel before he hears
the crowd's roar...be¬
fore he stands proudly
in the spotlight's
glare.
You know how often a
man thinks he is licked
. . . and only a woman' s
warm encouragement re¬
turns him to the path
of his shining goal.
You know how many
of our fighting men
overseas drew added
strength from the let¬
ters of love and faith
from the women they
left behind!
You'll find YOUR
story in Paramount's
new drama "Beyond
Glory." It gloriously
demonstrates what
every woman can be to
a man she loves. . .as

Warren and William Wisfer Haines

she helps him to wrest
his feet from the mud
and to keep his eyes on
a star.
It is unusually fine
and thrilling romantic
entertainment.
Its action is as
exciting as the shrill
of a "bugle call.

Ladd lovers will
shout: "I Told You So ! "
People who have never
seen him "before will
"discover" a great new
dramatic star!
May we recommend
"Beyond Glory" to you?
-PARAMOUNT PICTURES
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RKO HOLDS REGIONAL SALES MEETING; PEOPLE GO PUCES, DO THINGS

An auspicious occasion in Hollywood, recently, was
the signing of Dore Schary, left, as vice-president in
charge of MGM production under Louis B. Mayer,
executive production head, who looks on. Schary was
formerly production head at RKO, where he super¬
vised such films as "Crossfire", "The Farmer's Daugh¬
ter", and "The
Bachelor
and the
Bobby-Soxer".

The first motion picture actress to arrive at New
York's new Idlewild International Air Terminal was
Hedy Lamarr. The attractive star is seen after her
recent
arrival
from
France,
where
she
attended
meetings of the U.N. Children's Relief Benefit pro¬
gram. Her next picture is "Samson and Delilah", to
be produced by Cecil
B. DeMille for Paramount.

Universal-International salesman Hugh Nesbitt, left,
southern division winner in the first lap of the
Presidential Sales Drive, recently received congrats
from exhibitors Philip Nanos and Gus Boemler, and
Harry Hynes, who is the U-l branch head, St. Louis.

The gripping film portraying the modern exodus of the Jews from Europe to Palestine, "The Illegals", recently
had its world premiere in New York, with many dignitaries on hand for the occasion. Shown above, left to
right, are: Meyer Levin, producer; Henry Morgenthau, Jr., United Jewish Appeal head; Major Audrey Eban,
chief, Israel Delegation to the United Nations, and Bartley C. Crum, publisher, The New York Star, and chair¬
man of Americans for Haganah, which presented the film. The production was made under very trying conditions.

Selznick stars Louis Jourdan, Robert Mitchum, and
Ricky Soma recently assisted in the tape cutting cere¬
monies which officially opened the SRO offices in
Mexico City. The stars were in Mexico for the char¬
ity premiere of "The Paradine Case". Seen in the
usual
order are: Alfredo
Holguin, Jourdan,
Miss
Soma, Mitchum, and Manny Reiner, SRO executive.

A mild toast of tea is offered by MGM vice-president Howard Dietz, center, to
mark the releasing deal of Enterprise with Metro. With Dietz recently on the Holly¬
wood set of "No Minor Vices" and "The Numbers Racket", forthcoming Enter¬
prise-,VLGM releases, were Enterprise executives Charles Einfeld and David Loew.

Sir Ralph Richardson, well-known British star, was recently honored at a reception
at Paramount's Hollywood studios on his arrival to appear in his first American
film, "The Heiress". Here the actor chats with William Wyler, left, the film's
producer-director, and R. H. Haddow, British consul general in Los Angeles.

Attending the recent regional meeting of RKO at Buffalo were, left to right: Larry
Gardner, sales manager, Boston; Ross Cropper, Boston branch head; Dave Silverman, Pittsburgh branch head; Frank Drumm, assistant to Nat Levy; Russ Brentlinger, Indianapolis branch manager; Gus Schaefer, northeastern district manager;
Jack Chinell, Buffalo exchange head; A. A. Schubart, manager, branch operations;
Barney Pitkin, New Haven branch manager; Robert Mochrie, vice-president and

general sales manager; Harry Michalson, short subjects sales manager; Robert
Folliard, eastern district manager; Levy, eastern division manager; Hatton Taylor,
Detroit branch head; Ely Epstein, Philadelphia sales manager; Max Westebbe,
Albany branch manager; Joe Brecheen, Washington exchange manager; Charles
Y. Zagrans, Philadelphia branch manager; Morris Lefko, eastern central district
head; H. Walders, Cleveland; S. Jacques, Cincinnati, and Al Folliard, Washington.
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Bill Scully Honored
By U-l In September
New York—Armed

with what is said to
be the strongest lineup of potential money
product in the company’s history, Uni¬
versal-International has designated Sep¬
tember as William A. Scully Month, and
will seek a record concentration of play¬
ing time for the five-week period, N. J.
Blumberg, president, Universal Pictures,
announced last week.
Four of the pictures designated as Bill
Scully Month Drive pictures have already
had their premieres as part of U-I’s World
Premiere Month observance during July.
“Man-Eater Of Kumaon,” which had its
initial engagement at the Winter Garden,
New York; “Feudin’, Fussin’ And AFightin’,” which had its premiere in the
Tri-States Theatres in Omaha and Des
Moines; “Tap Roots,” in Technicolor,
which had a territorial world premiere in
Philadelphia and the surrounding terri¬
tory, and “Abbott And Costello Meet
Frankenstein.” A fifth picture, “Mr. Pea¬
body And The Mermaid,” will nave its
world premiere at the Hollywood, Atlantic
City.
Two additional pictures which will
figure are “Larceny,” starring John Payne,
Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea, and Shelley
Winters, and “One Touch Of Venus,”
starring Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
and Dick Haymes.
The slogan being adopted for the drive
is “Sellebrate September With Bill Scully.”

Studios, IA In Agreement
Hollywood—Roy M. Brewer, Interna¬
tional Representative, IATSE, and Charles
Boren,
vice-president,
Association
of
Motion Picture Producers in charge of in¬
dustrial relations, last week issued the
following joint statement:
“The major producers and IATSE have
agreed that the existing contracts of Cos*
turners
(Local 705), Lamp Operators
(Local 728), Film Editors (Local 776),
First Aid (Local 767), Grips (Local 80),
and Property Men (Local 44) providing
for galloping rates, will be modified as of
June 9, 1947, to the Haliburton formula,
following the recent Supreme Court de¬
cision validating this method of payment.
“Both the employers and the unions
welcome this modification because it
establishes a more simplified method of
payment. No changes in wages result. The
Wages and Hours Administration has
approved the modification of the contracts
as being in conformity with the Fair Labor
Standards Act.”

Sokoler Edits Pre-Views
New York—Robert Sokoler nas been
named editor of Pre-Views, weekly news¬
letter published for member exhibitors by
Lasker-Schwartz, Inc., buying and book¬
ing office for foreign films, it was an¬
nounced last week by Walter I. Lasker,
President.

I. Seider Mourned
New York—Funeral services were held
last week for Isadore Seider, 65, treasurer,
Prudential Theatres and owner, Prudential
Film Distributors. He is survived by two
brothers, three sisters, and three sons.
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Colosseum Asking
Higher Salesmen's Take
NEW YORK—A 40 to 50 per cent
base salary boost is the first demand
on distributors by the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen of America,
it was learned last week.
Home office labor executives admit¬
ted that they had received the de¬
mands from the salesmen’s union.
The first demands of the Colosseum
include maximum severance pay of
one year’s salary, a $90 weekly salary
minimum, and a general 40 to 50 per
cent increase.
Plans are underway for a meeting
between the union and distributors,
according to A. M. Van Dyke, presi¬
dent, Colosseum.
Also sought by the new salesmen’s
organization is severance allowance
cf one week’s salary after six months’
employment, two weeks after a year,
and so on up to full year’s salary after
15 years. An expense account scaled
to $5 per day for hotel, $6 for meals,
and 12 cents per mile for car allow¬
ance is also being asked.
A New York unit of the Colosseum
has been formed, headed by RKO
salesman Charles Penzer.
The national convention of the
union has been set for Nov. 27-28 in
Chicago.

Fred Mercy, Sr., Passes
Seattle—Fred Mercy, Sr., widely known
pioneer theatre owner and capitalist of
the Northwest, died at his home in
Yakima, Wash., last fortnight. He left an
estate said to be valued at considerably
more than $2,000,000. Mercy began his
career in Seattle in 1907 when he arrived
i'rcm San Francisco, where he had oper¬
ated a small theatre in Chinatown.
He is survived by his widow, Beryl
Mercy, and three sons by a former mar¬
riage—Fred, Jr., Edgar, and Paul, all of
Yakima. Funeral services were held in his
Capitol, Yakima, and Seattle Film Row
representatives chartered a plane, and flew
over for the services.
In the party were B. F. Shearer, Hal
Daigler, Tom Shearer, Roy Brobeck, and
Bert Farmer, Shearer Company; A. J.
Sullivan, United Artists; Leroy Johnson,
Liberty; J. T. Sheffield; Vete Stewart and
Jean Spear, Warners; Chilt Robinette,
20th Century-Fox; Jack Flannery, Na¬
tional Screen Service; Wally Rucker.
Eagle Lion;
Neal Walton,
Columbia;
Dwight Spracher, Keith Beckwith, and
Jack Gregory, Altec. Driving over were:
Paul McElhinney, Republic; Ernie Piro,
United Artists; Tony Hartford, National
Screen Service, and Harry Blatt, Univer¬
sal-International.

Paced by great campaign and
terrific reviews (see below),
"CANON CITY" tops Broadway
in extended smash engage¬
ment at Loew's Criterion,
New York!

A haymaker among hard¬
hitting mellers!
Crackles with real suspense!
Swift and dynamic!
One of most stirring pic¬
tures ever made!

Fact film! Scott Brady . . .
particularly good!

One of most exciting pic¬
tures I've seen!

Most exciting film to hit
here in years!
Exciting to see! Realistic
thriller!

The Service Kit Is the Season’s Hit.

Roy Alexander Mourned

Sensational movie! Superior
. .. Exciting!

Chicago—Funeral
services were held
last week for Roy Alexander, National
Screen Service. Alexander was stricken
with a heart attack v/hile attending the
funeral rites of Jack McPherson, former
London NSS manager, and died in Southtown Hospital.

Grimly exciting melodrama!
Tense and taut!
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It’s five o’clock, Tuesday, December 30, 1947.
The people of Canon City, Colorado, are preparing for another quiet winter
evening. Snow is just beginning to fall. Dusk almost hides the grim silhouette
of the State Penitentiary on the edge of town.
Suddenly it happens!
A siren screams —then another—and another—shattering the air itself with their
terrifying wails.
Twelve desperate convicts—murderers, kidnappers —armed with crude shotguns,
clubs and knives have battered their blood-mad way to freedom in the most
spectacular jailbreak of our time!
Dragging as hostages four brutally beaten guards, they force their frenzied way
into homes at gun point.
Thus began in Canon City a three day reign of terror that startled the nation
with screaming headlines from coast-to-coast... a reign of terror broken only
when the town fought back!
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five:
Washington: General Clay arrives with
Berlin report. New York City: Communist
leaders arrested.
In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 59) Eng¬
land: B-29’s arrive. Canada: U. S.-British
jets cross Atlantic. Berlin: Crisis. Wash¬
ington: Hershey explains new draft law.
France: American hero decorated. Eng¬
land: U.S. Olympic athletes arrive (ex¬
cept Los Angeles and San Francisco).
California:
History of state reenacted
(Los Angeles and San Francisco only).
Europe: Olympic torch on way to London.
Washington State: Water skiing. Colorado:
Sand skiing.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 293)
England: B-29’s arrive. The Hague: Fivepower Western Union meets. London:
Eden speaks on Berlin crisis. St. Louis:
College girl fashions. London: Olympic
preparations. Europe: Olympic torch on
way
to
London.
Prague:
Gymnastic
carnival.
Paramout News (No. 96) Prague: Gym¬
nastic carnival. Vanport, Ore.:
Flood
aftermath. Los Angeles: Master’s voice
saves dog. Berlin: Crisis. Washington:
Hershey explains new draft law. England:
B-29’s arrive.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 163)
Berlin: Crisis. England: B-29’s arrive.
Izmir, Turkey: Turks get U.S. submarines.
Paris: Bastille Day. Middleboro, Mass.:
Farmer’s
“magic
cell”
demonstrated.
Washington: Hershey explains new draft
law. New York City: New zoo arrivals.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 98)
Washington: Hershey explains new draft
law. The Alps: Sky sailing. Washington
and France: American heroes honored.
New York City: New zoo arrivals;- sculp¬
tors keep cool.
All American News (Vol. 6, No. 301)
Philadelphia: Truman renominated. Cleve¬
land: Satchel Paige joins Cleveland In¬
dians. Washington and Arlington, Va.:
Pershing buried.
In All Five:
Washington: Pershing buried. Birming¬
ham, Ala.: “Dixiecrat” convention.
Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 58) Lake
Success, N. Y., and Palestine: New truce.
Berlin: East-West crisis. Rome: Togliatti
shot. New York City and Brooklyn: Base¬
ball sensation. Hollywood: Turf classic.
In

News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 292)
Berlin: East-West crisis. Rome: Togliatti
shot (except New Orleans, Memphis, and
Milwaukee). Bristol, Va.: Record blast
(Memphis and New Orleans only). Mil¬
waukee, Wis.: Firemen’s Week (Milwau¬
kee only). New York City and Brooklyn:
Baseball sensation. Ventura, Cal.: Football.
Paramount News (No. 95) Lake Suc¬
cess, N. Y. and Palestine: New truce. New
York City and Brooklyn: Baseball sen¬
sation.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 162)
New York City: Bernadotte leaves for
Rhodes. Bristol, Va.: Record blast. Ven¬
tura, Cal.: Football. Chattanooga, Tenn.:
Air show.
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Exhibs Protest Code

"No Progress" Reported
At Cryptix Conference
CINCINNATI—“No progress” was
reported last week following a con¬
ference between Willis Vance, local
exhibitor, and counsel for the Internal
Revenue
Bureau on
the Cryptix
system.
Vance rehearsed the developments
of Cryptix from the time he took up
the ticket numbering problem with
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
in 1945 until now.
The bureau’s counsel backed up the
department’s “no-no” ruling on the
system, claiming that should it allow
the use of the Cryptix system in lieu
of conventional numbering, it would
be faced with requests for numerous
substitutes.
The bureau’s counsel, in backing up
the department’s ruling on the Cryptix
manner of numbering tickets, claimed
that the tickets are not numbered as
the regulations state they must he.
In spite of this, Vance claimed that
government
regulations
specifically
state that a collector (the theatre) is
allowed a method or control that will
ascertain the number of admissions
entering a place of amusement. This
system fulfills that requirement, he
stated.
Vance presented written evidence of
interest from exhibitors representing
over 15 hundred theatres.

Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 97)
Rome: Togliatti shot. Lake Success, N. Y.,
and Palestine: New truce. New York City:
Gromyko leaves. San Francisco: Philip¬
pine heroine arrives. Berlin: Anthony
Eden arrives. New York City and Brook¬
lyn: Baseball sensation. Lake Michigan:
Log rolling champs.
Telenews Digest (Vol. 11, No. 29)
Showdown in Europe? Frankfort: Activi¬
ties at U. S. headquarters inside the
Occupied Zone of Germany as crisis nears;
England’s Anthony Eden and France’s
General Pierre Koenig visit; England: A
group of B-29’s arrive for “official” train¬
ing flights; Turkey: Heavy military sup¬
plies from the U.S. arrive on the southern
flank of the East-West tension front;
Finland: In the north, the Communist
Party, defeated in recent elections, speaks
out for a greater share of cabinet posts.
Italy: Togliatti, Communist leader, shot.
Israel: Between the truces. Philippines:
Second year of independence celebrated.
Birmingham, Ala.: Rump session follows
Dixie Democrats’ walkout. New Jersey:
Henry Wallace gets in condition for cam¬
paign. Sacramento, Cal.: The Warrens.
Washington: Last rites for General Persh¬
ing. Los Angeles: Jap prison camp sadist
found in U.S. England: British ready for
Olympics. New York: Baseball manager
shake-up hits National League.
In All Five:
Philadelphia:
nated.

Truman,

Barkley

nomi¬

In Addition to the Above:
Movietone News (Vol. 31, No. 57) See
“In All Five.”

New York—Theatremen voiced objec¬
tion last week at a meeting held by the
State Board of Standards and Appeals to
a clause in the proposed revisions to the
New York State building code which
would prohibit the use in theatres of pop¬
corn machines or other vending machines
using combustible fluid. Leonard L. Rosen¬
thal, Smalley Theatres, Inc., and Upstate
Theatres, Inc., said that such a provision
would “work severe hardships on many
smaller theatres.”
Harry Lamont, upstate drive-in owner,
objected to a provision of the building
code which would bar walk-in patrons
from drive-ins. He also objected to a pro¬
vision that drive-in screens and screen
structures should be made of incombust¬
ible materials.
Hotels, particularly in resort towns,
which occasionally show motion pictures,
were discussed^ as to whether they should
come under the same provisions that
govern theatres.
William H. Roberts,
chairman of the board, presided at the
meeting.

(Vol. XIX, No. 291)
Washington: Pershing dies. New York
City: Olympic team sails.
News of the Day

Paramount News

(No.

94) See “In All

Five.”
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. -161)
Assen, Holland: Cycle classic. Los An¬
geles: Midget auto races.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 96)
Washington: Pershing dies. New York
City: Olympic team sails.
All American News (Vol. 6. No. 300)
New Orleans: Methodist Federation presi¬
dent. San Juan, Puerto Rico: Record pine¬
apple harvest expected. Evanston, Ill.:
Olympic finals. Philadelphia: Democratic
convention.

NATIONAL LEGION OF DECENCY
July 22, 1948
Unobjectionable

for

General

Patron¬

“Back Trail” (Mono.); “A Date With
j'udy”
(MGM);
“Range
Renegades”
(Mono.); “16 Fathoms Deep” (Mono.);
“The Spiritualist”
(EL); “Triggerman”
(Mono.). Morally Unobjectionable for
Adults: “Coroner Creek” (Col.); “Ham¬
let” (U-I); “Michael O’Halloran” (Mono.);
“Night Has A Thousand Eyes” (Para.);
“Night Unto Night” (WB); “The Pitfall”
(UA); “So Evil My Love” (Para.); “Tap x
Roots” (U-Int.); “Texas, Brooklyn, And
Heaven”
(UA); “Train
To Alcatraz”
(Rep.). Morally Objectionable in Part
for All: “Blind Desire” (Discina); “Walls
Of
Jericho”
(20th-Fox). Note:
“The
Eternal Return”
(Discina)
has
been
changed from Class C—Condemned—to
Class B—Morally Objectionable in Part
for All.
age:

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
July 17, 1948
Features:
“Hamlet”
(U-Int.); “Night Has A Thousand Eyes”
(Para.). Selected Features: “A Date With
Judy”
(MGM);
“16
Fathoms
Deep”
(Mono.); “Tap Roots” (U-Int.).
July 24, 1948
Selected
Features:
“Gallant Legion”
(Rep.);
“Moonrise”
(Rep.);
“Pitfall”
(UA); “That Lady In Ermine” (20th-Fox).
Starred

Selected
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(The Tip-Off On Business is a record of how pictures are doing in their playdates in
various parts of the country. The ratings given the pictures (see key) are a cross section
of reports received from the field, and present an analysis of various types of runs. It
does not necessarily follow that the rating given constitutes the business in each individual
engagement, but an honest attempt is made to present a general average. By studying
the ratings, which are changed if necessary in accordance with newer information, exhibi¬
tors will be able to determine how to guide themselves in their buying and booking.—Ed.)

KEY TO ' 'THE LITTLE MEN" RATINGS: (JULY 28, 1948)
Swell,

topnotch,

record-breaking H

or close to it in all types of houses.M

IAAa

Good, although not breaking the
walls

down,

but

solid

returns.

lAAAA

B

MEET FRANKENSTEIN (U-l)

fi

(20th-FOX)

g

FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND
A-FIGHTIN' (U-Internationa!)
KEY LARGO

(RKO)

FOREST (U-International)
BERLIN EXPRESS
(RKO)
CANON CITY
(Eagle Lion)
CORONER CREEK
(Columbia)
DREAM GIRL
(Paramount)
EASTER PARADE

(mgm)
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
(RKO)
HATTER'S CASTLE
(Paramount)
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN
WOMAN (U-International)
LULU BELLE

ikk

fi

J

H

y

ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU
(MGM)

,

y AAA

(Columbia)

y

H

ri

Saa
ySaau

("i

H
■
H

(UA)
RAW DEAL
(Eagle Lion)
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH
SEAS (WB)

fi

f
|

ON OUR MERRY WAY

iAA

Saa
ySaa
y aa

SO THIS IS NEW YORK
(UA)
SUMMER HOLIDAY
(MGM)
TAP ROOTS
(U-International)

[

THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI
(Columbia)
THE MATING OF MILLIE

f
l

[

j

[

(MGM)
THE STREET WITH NO NAME
(20th-Fox)
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

£aa.aa
£aaaa
Saa
Saa
Saa
Saa

now available!

• 612 PAGES
• 1454 PHOTOS and DRAWINGS
• NEARLY 6 POUNDS
• BURSTING WITH USEFULNESS
30 Pages, 56 Photographs and 7 Blue*
prints (one 34"x20") on Drive-in Theatres
27 Pages and 32 Dlueprints and Detail
Drawings on Building and Design Notes
96 Pages, 231 Photographs and 11 Floor
Plans on the Past Year's New Building

f

38 Pages and 93 Photographs of Star¬
tling Theatre Fronts the World Over

T
f

—plus hundreds of other subjects all
carefully indexed for ready reference.

f
|
T
L
(

SAAA

f

(UA)
UP IN CENTRAL PARK
(U-International)

is

19 Pages, 39 Photographs and 8 Blue¬
prints on Quonset Arches in Theatres

THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH

THE PIRATE

N E W
1947-48EDITION

f

(Columbia)

(EL)

Saaa

The Completely

j

THE FULLER BRUSH MAN
(Columbia)

£ AA
£ AAA

£ AAA
SAA
£AA
£ AAA
£AA
£ AA
f
£AAAA

THE EMPEROR WALTZ
(Paramount)

•

I

DREAM HOUSE (SRO)

1 AAA

3AA
fi
Iju
ylAA
y3AAA
f"i
ylAA
H

?

(RKO)

y AAA

fj

decidedly off.

MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS

(Paramount)

ANOTHER PART OF THE

the r* 4

S AAA

A FOREIGN AFFAIR

(20th-Fox)

below

(U-International)

Continuing

ANNA KARENINA

way

average, j

MAN-EATER OF KUMAON

lun

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN

about

MELODY TIME

[71

,wb,

returns

average expected,

J

DEEP WATERS

dinary,

Disappointing,

The Week's Newcomers
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO

£aa
ti a

Just fair, nothing out of the or¬

j

Saa
Saa

DON'T DELAY! GET YOUR
COPY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!

$3.00 in the Domestic Field
($5 00 per copy (or all Foreign shipments.)

Official Order Form
NO COPIES WILL BE SHIPPED unless the infor- ,
motion itemized below is on file in the Publisher's I
Offices.
,
JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 Vine Street, Philo. 7, Pa.
Please ship .
EDITION at the
find

earliest

remittance in

copies of the
possible

date.

the amount of $

1947-48

I

Attached

I

.

'

NAME.

|

TITLE or OCCUPATION

i

SHIPPING ADDRESS.
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Milwaukee Exhib
Files Trust Action
Chicago—The Milwaukee Towne Cor¬
poration, operator of the Towne, Milwau¬
kee, last week filed a treble-damage anti¬
trust suit against 20th-Fox and Warners,
and others, the first in the territory asking
for a divestiture of defendant-owned firstrun theatres based on the Supreme Court
decision.
Six distributors, Warner Theatres, and
its head, James E. Coston, are charged
with maintaining a monopoly on the ex¬
hibition of first-run pictures distributed
by Loew’s, Paramount, Columbia, 20thFox, Warners, RKO, and Universal. All
except the last are defendants in the suit.
The theatres directly involved are the
Towne’s downtown competitors, the Wis¬
consin, Palace and Strand, operated by
Fox-Milwaukee, and the Warner, Alham¬
bra,
and
Riverside,
Warner-operated.
Coston, who owns a controlling interest
in the Standard Management Corporation,
owner, Riverside, is charged with inducing
the defendant distributors to grant the
Riverside priority of run and unreason¬
able clearance.
Attorney for the plaintiff is Thomas
McConnell.

Tennessee Tax Upheld
Nashville, Tenn.—The State Supreme
Court last week affirmed a lower court
decision defeating Crescent Amusement
Company’s battle against the state’s two per
cent sales tax on film rentals. According to
the court, “rental of films is lease of tang¬
ible personal property within the meaning
of our sales tax law, and the correct meas¬
ure of the tax is the gross amount of
rent
paid.”
The
sales
tax
brought
$41,000,000 to the state’s coffers the first
year, more than double the original esti¬
mates.

Jean Hersholt Reelected
Hollywood — Jean
Hersholt was last
week reelected president of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund along with most of
the other officers and board members.
During the year, aid was provided for
7,924 cases, the largest number in the
Fund’s history. Expenses were $789,319,
which were offset by $660,299 from persons
who had allotted one-half per cent of
their wages, plus $157,062 from the radio
show and other sources, thus making a
net excess of $37,042 for the year.

Hode-Plehn
New York—Hal Hode, executive assist¬
ant to Jack Cohn, was married last week
to Mrs. Dorothy Plehn, Chicago, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Frank, Forest
Hills, L. I.
Dr. Herman Pollock per¬
formed the ceremony. Stanley F. Hode,
son of the groom, and Miss Betty Plehn,
daughter of the bride, were the attend¬
ants.

Bergman Back From Europe
New York—Maurice A. Bergman, Uni¬
versal-International eastern advertising
and publicity director, returned last week
by plane from Paris, following three weeks
of conferences with officials of the J.
Arthur Rank organization in London on
future pictures to be released by U-I
and a brief visit to Paris.
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F. Dailey, who joined
the staff of Radio City Music Hall in 1946
as administrative assistant, has been pro¬
moted to the newly-created post of man¬
ager of operations, G. S. Eyssell, executive
manager, Rockefeller Center, and presi¬
dent, Radio City Music Hall Corporation,
announced last week. At the same time,
Eyssell announced the appointment of
Charles R.
Hacker, district manager,
Standard Theatres Management, Milwau¬
kee, to succeed Dailey as administrative
assistant. Dailey came to the Music Hall
after four years service with the Army
Air Forces, in which he attained the rank
of lieutenant colonel. Hacker, 27, began in
the theatre business while still at school
in Milwaukee, serving in many varied
capacities in theatres there. During the
war, he was a lieutenant in the Army
Air Forces, and made 35 missions over
Germany as a B-17 navigator with the
Eighth Air Force.

EXHIBITOR

Picture Pioneers Asks
Information On Members

New York—Jack

New York—Five more promotions in the
MGM field sales and branch personnel
were announced last week by William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general sales
manager. The changes to higher posts
affect the following: John W. Coyne,
former office manager, San Francisco,
since May, 1946, to salesman in the same
territory; Melvin Turner, head booker,
Minneapolis, to salesman, same branch;
Clarence Keim, head booker, Chicago, to
salesman, same office; Raymond Haberland, booker, Minneapolis, to head booker,
same branch, and Jesse H. Owens, booker,
Chicago, to chief booker, same exchange.
New
York—John
O. Aalberg, RKO
studio sound department head, was last
week appointed industry coordinator to
direct organization of a motion picture
reserve unit of the U. S. Signal Corps.
Appointment was made by a special com¬
mittee consisting of Fred S. Meyer, 20th
Century-Fox, chairman; L. K. Sidney,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and James S.
Howie, secretary, Association of Motion
Picture Producers, whose board of direc¬
tors recently authorized formation of the
industry reserve unit, and named this
committee to select the coordinator.
New York—James L. Shute has been
appointed an assistant producer of The
March of Time, it was announced last
week by Richard de Rochemont, producer.
Shute, who has been senior script editor
for the past 13 years, was formerly asso¬
ciated with Jed Harris in theatrical pro¬
duction, and with Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur in film production.
Hollywood—Bill
Raynor, engaged in
New York by publicity and advertising
director Louis S. Lifton, Monogram and
Allied Artists, last week joined the staff
under Sandy Abrahams, advertising man¬
ager. For the past three years, Raynor
has been a member of RKO publicity de¬
partment in New York.
New York—Henry Henigson has been
engaged in an executive capacity by Van¬
guard Films, Inc., it was announced last
week by David O. Selznick and Daniel T.
O’Shea. The appointment of Henigson en¬
visages expanding operations of the Selz¬
nick enterprises.

NEW YORK—Because it is desired
to have on file a permanent back¬
ground record of the members of the
Picture Pioneers, every member of
that organization is being contacted
by Jack Cohn, president, for a photo¬
graph and thumbnail biography of
himself, it was revealed last week.

Rathvon Resigns
As RKO President

TRADE SCREENINGS
MGM — “A Southern Yankee”
(Red
Skelton, Brian Donlevy, Arlene Dahl), in
all exchange centers on Aug. 5; “Julia
Misbehaves” (Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford), in all exchange
centers on Aug. 12.
RKO—“Rachel
And
The
Stranger”
(Loretta Young, William Holden, Robert
Mitchum)
and “Variety Time”
(Jack
Paar), in all exchange centers on Aug. 2;
“The Pearl” (Pedro Armendariz, Maria
Elena Marques—Mexican-made)
in all
centers on Aug. 3.

New York—N. Peter Rathvon last week
submitted his resignation to the board
of directors of RKO, agreeing to continue
in his capacity as president of RKO until
Aug. 3, when the stockholders are to
meet.
The announcement of Rathvon s resig¬
nation was made on the coast.
Appointment cf a three-man interim
executive committee to administer the
current modified production of RKO Radio
Pictures was revealed by Rathvon.
The administrative
triumvirate,
ap¬
pointed by Rathvon with the approval of
Howard Hughes and Depinet, consists of
Sid Rogell, Bicknell Lockhart, and C. J.
Tevlin.
Rogell is a veteran RKO employe who
has served as studio manager since 1336.
Lockhart and Tevlin, identified only as
members of the Hughes organization, have
not been connected previously with the
movie business.
Since Hughes took over, more than 700
employes, of whom approximately 150
were employed on a regular weekly basis,
have been discharged in the reorganiza¬
tion which began with the cancellation of
several scheduled top budget productions
and the resignation of Dore Schary as
vice-president in charge of production.
Reports that other important changes
would be affected in top executive posi¬
tions gained new impetus when Rathvon
disclosed his pending retirement.

Warners — “Two
Guys From Texas”
(Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Dorothy
Malone), (Technicolor) in all exchange
centers on Aug. 9.

Ohio Repeal Backed

Albany — Herman
Robbins, president,
National Screen Service, announced last
week that servicing of lobby material to
exhibitors in this area is being transferred
to its New York office, which has been
giving the area trailer service for quite
some years.
The local office will be continued, but
will only furnish press books, mats, stills,
and whatever emergency service required.

O.—The recommendation of
Governor Herbert for the repeal of the
sales tax on sales up to 40 cents is being
backed up by the ITO of Ohio, it was
learned last week.
Theatre interest in
the repeal, which was recommended at
the special session of the state legislature,
rests on the extra profits part of theatre
business.
Columbus,

Kranze, vice-presi¬
dent and general sales manager, Film
Classics, Inc., last week announced the
appointment of William Shartin as district
manager of the Portland-Seattle territory,
replacing Jack Kloepper, resigned.
New

York—B.

G.

Mexico City—Ramon F. Fresneda was
appointed manager, Paramount, last week.
Arthur L. Pratchett, Paramount super¬
visor for Latin America and the West
Indies, has decided to make his head¬
quarters here.
Cleveland—The

resignation of Richard
Richardson as RKO salesman and his
subsequent appointment as Eagle Lion
branch manager was announced last week.
He succeeds Mark Goldman, resigned.

Kansas Co-Op. Dropped
Kansas—O. F. Sullivan, Wichita, presi¬
dent, Kansas-Missouri Allied unit, said
last week that plans for the formation of
a cooperative film delivery service have
been dropped. The announcement came
after the local group voiced its approval
of a new schedule of reduced rates filed
by Exhibitors Film Delivery here, the
second revision this year.
Sullivan said that the new rates, which
became effective on Aug. 1, will save ex¬
hibitors in the territory some $40,000 a
year.

Indiana Unit In Session
French Lick, Ind.—The eighth annual
midsummer convention of Associated The¬
atre Owners of Indiana, Inc., was held at
the French Lick Hotel this week. Andy
Smith, general sales manager, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox, was principal speaker at the
business meeting. A board of directors’
meeting and the annual banquet were also
held, while a golf tournament and gin
rummy tournaments for both ladies and
men were other highlights.

NSS Shifts Albany Service

One Union Idea Rejected
Hollywood—The Screen Actors Guild
board of directors last week unanimously
voted to reject a proposal that all its
existing actors union groups be consoli¬
dated to form one giant industrial type
union. Guild spokesmen claimed that such
a move would result in “a union controlled
by a supreme governing body centered in
New York.”

Dr. Katz Passes
Ch:cago—Dr.
Harry Katz, 54, former
owner and president, Monarch Theatre 3,
died here last week after an illness of
several months. He had retired from the
business last year, selling his interests in
Monarch to Ted R. Gamble.
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(Tbit department offers free adt to industry members
wishing to return to the business following honorable
discharge from the armed services. Box numbers will
be assigned. Address G.l.CpRHER, THE EXHIBITOR,
122 5 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.—Ed.)

VET of 6814th Motion Picture Company, single,
age 28.

Managed six theatres in Germany and

Austria.

Opened

and

operated

in Garmisch, Germany.
16mm.

film

exchange

Am interested in field of

distribution — can

travel

or

Meriden, Conn.

BOOKER—VET with ten years experience in all
phases of theatre operation, married, residing in
desires

position

as

Booker for thea¬

tres in Baltimore, Washington area.
Write Box G.l. 127

NAVY VETERAN, 23, married with family, wants
steady position as projectionist or repairman in
theatre or laboratory in or near Twin Cities or
Washington, D. C.
Write Box G.l. 128

COPY

STALE?

Promotion

Stodgy?

Pep

it

up!

Hire live wire copy writer, sales promotion gogetter (28)1

For zest, sparkle, proven results . . .
Write Box G.l. 129

projectionist.

manager, assistant manager

12 years experience,

or

10 years in

civilian work, 2 years in Army special service in
the states and overseas as Motion Picture Mainte¬
nance Technician and stage setting.

Have had

experience in stage work, maintenance and draft¬
ing.

Will go anywhere, available immediately.

Prefer steel mill or mining town.

References will

be sent upon request.
Write Box G.l. 130

VETERAN,
pictures.

20

years

theatre

experience

motion

Also publicity experience, MGM studios.

Now employed as manager, motion picture thea¬
tre.

Would

like

to

manage

west, south or west.

(In this department will he found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners,
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)

HOLLYWOOD — Eric A. Johnston,
president, Motion Picture Association
of America, stated last week that
Hollywood must design its pictures in
such fashion as to make them com¬
mercially safe on the basis of the do¬
mestic market return alone.
He said that the foreign market’s
revenue return would likely get worse
before it improves.

PARAMOUNT
“Sorry, Wrong Number”—Name
will make the difference.

draw

Strike Warms NY Houses
New York—

William M. Girden, presi¬
dent, Trans-Lux Corporation, last week
announced the acquisition of three the¬
atres on Manhattan’s east side, the Col¬
ony, Monroe, and Granada. Total rentals
and cash consideration involved were said
to be approximately $1,600,000. Substantial
improvements to the properties are con¬
templated in order to conform the opera¬
tion to Trans-Lux policy. With these three
theatres, the Trans-Lux Corporation now
has six theatres in this section of town.
The Granada will be renamed Trans-Lux
72nd Street; the Colony, the Trans-Lux
Colony, and the Monroe, the Trans-Lux
Monroe.

New York—At least 80 theatres were
without air-conditioning last weekend
when the engineers who run the systems
went out on strike for a 15 per cent in¬
crease.
Actually more than 100 cinema palaces
were affected by the strike call, which
came shortly after 9 a. m. But by 8.30
that night, only the houses operated by
the RKO and Loew circuits were affected.
Major independent theatres in Manhat¬
tan and Brooklyn came to terms with
the union, Local 30, International Union
of Operating Engineers, AFL, during the
day, according to Frank G. Daly, business
manager. Token picketing was carried on
in front of several theatres of the two
circuits.

20th-Fox Tele Petition Up

HONORABLY DISCHARGED Veteran desires posi¬
tion as theatre

THE SCORE BOARD

"Hollywood Must Design
Properly", Says Johnston

Trans-Lux Adds Houses

Write John E. Cooke

Baltimore,

27

locate

anywhere.
257 W. Main Street
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theatre

in

middle

Washington—In

a petition filed by 20th
Century-Fox with the Federal Communi¬
cations Commission last week in opposi¬
tion to the Columbia Broadcasting System
objection to Fox’s proposed amendment
to its TV application, 20th-Fox claimed
it had not precluded additional facilities
when it made out its application for a TV
outlet in San Francisco and the prospect
of an Oakland, Cal., studio.
The company denied statements made by
CBS that “Fox and certain other com¬
panies had revised their plans in an effort
to meet and exceed the plans of the other
applicants.”

The Service Kit Is the Season’s Hit.

British Gov't Combine Set
London — Harold
Wilson,
president,
Board of Trade, told the House of Com¬
mons last week that a film finance cor¬
poration was being organized to tide the
British film industry over the next five
years. He said this move was necessary
to meet the new, sharply increased quota
of British films for home audiences, and
to earn more foreign currency. The gov¬
ernment is planning to loan the industry’s
producers $20,000,000 to keep the studios
going.

Can furnish references, will

go anytime.
Write J. L. G.
62 First Place
MANAGER,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

now

with

large

circuit.

return to the Independents fold.

Desires

to

Can take com¬

plete charge of situation including booking and
negotiating product contracts.

Excellent employer

and character references.

(9u/e itt& (/ou/ise£ff
IND YOUR COMMUNITY TO / The American story of
IEEWSH0W...
freedom, abundance and

opportunity is the great¬

Write Box G.l. 132

est drama in the world
MARINE

VETERAN,

manager,
change.

now

six

years

employed

Experienced

in

as

as

assistant

manager,

first

and

knowledge
Have

of all

excellent

phases

of theatre

references

and

wishes

second

theatres in both large and small cities.

and
run

Complete
operation.

some

"liffl

today. It is a story that
should never be taken for
•>>5I

granted. That is why the

college.

sm

Married but can locate anywhere.

Motion Picture Associa-

Write Box G.l. 133

V
^THEATRE MANAGER,
like

to

charge

make
of

a

theatre

now employed, but would

change.

Can

except

for

take

complete

booking.

been in theatre business for ten years.

Have

Am will¬

ing to go anywhere in Philadelphia and vicinity.
Married,

28

years

old.

Can

furnish

How the American heritage of freedom and
enterprise works in your own community.

tion commends this pic-

>>

_ ERIC JOHNSTON

excellent

„

references.
Write Box G.l. 134

Pennsylvania,

Indiana. Must

be

going

business.
Write W. E. Hasbrouck
66 N. Brockway
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TWO EX-SAILORS want to buy or lease theatre
in Ohio,
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RKO Pathe
See your nearest RKO Radio Exchange
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PRODUCTION
Hollywood—Jean

Heather is back in
Eagle Lion’s “Red Stallion In The Rockies.”
. . . An important role in Warners’ Danny
Kaye starrer, “Happy Times,” went to
Thomas Gomez. . . . The femme star of
Walter Wanger’s big Eagle Lion produc¬
tion, “Reign Of Terror,” is Arlene Dahl.
. . . Prepping at Paramount is “Postal In¬
spector,” dealing with the activities of the
Li. S. Postoffice Department. Alan Ladd
has the lead.
RKO’s “Interference” finds Jack Paar in
a press agent’s role. The football yarn
stars Victor Mature and Lucille Ball. . . .
Added to Paramount’s production sched¬
ule were “I’ll Never Love You,” Betty
Hutton’s vehicle, and one or two pictures
to be selected from Hal Wallis’ crop of
three, “Bitter Victory,” “Rope Of Sand,”
and “Sound Of Years.” ... At MGM
James Gleason joined Frank Sinatra,
Esther Williams, and Gene Kelly in “Take
Me Out To The Ball Game,” and Marshall
Thompson nabbed a comedy role in
“About Lyddy Thomas,” Robert Walker
starrer.
released
Cathy
O’Donnell from her contract. . . . The
other woman in the triangle of Para¬
mount’s “Samson And Delilah” will be
Phyllis Calvert. Also included are Victor
Mature as Samson and Hedy Lamarr as
Delilah. . . . Megger Ray Enright was
inked to a long term Warner contract.
Samuel

Goldwyn

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers are to¬
gether again in MGM’s “The Barkleys Of
Broadway.” . . . The next five months will
find RKO producing five top-budget films,
four to five pictures in the smaller budget
category, and a steady program of shorts.
. . . Valentine Cortese, Italian star, who
played opposite Orson Welles in ‘Cagliostro,” reached Hollywood, and reported to
20th Century-Fox.
Richard Widmark finally gets a sympa¬
thetic role in 20th Century-Fox’s “Cloak
Of Romance.” . . . The newly formed
Eforizon Productions, Inc., John HustonSam Spiegel organization, signed Jennifer
Jones and John Garfield for the leads in
a forthcoming Columbia release. The film
will be based on one of the stories in Rob¬
ert Sylvester’s best-seller, “Rough Sketch.”
. . . Claire Trevor joined the “Flamingo
Road” cast at Warners. . . . The long
awaited Marx Brothers picture, 'Blondes
Up,” went before the United Artists
cameras.

"Largo" In Florida Bow
New York—Warners’ home office ad¬
vertising and publicity department last
week completed arrangements to launch
“Key Largo” in 100 selected cities in
Florida for a total of over 200 simultaneous
playdates this week. A cooperative adver¬
tising campaign was set up with news¬
papers in Tallahassee, Jacksonville, Or¬
lando, Tampa, and Miami.
State-wide radio coverage in leading
Florida cities has been set up to cover
the entire playdate area, which encom¬
passes a radius of 150 miles. Miami is
cooperating by declaring July 22 as “Key
Largo Day” for the city and environs.
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"Waltz" Chicago Run
Gets Four-Week Limit
CHICAGO — Downtown theatremen
were elated last week over the de¬
cision of Federal Judge Igoe permit¬
ting “The Emperor Waltz” to run for
four weeks, a modification of his Octo¬
ber decree limiting initial showings to
two weeks.
Judge Igoe said, in his ruling: “In
my opinion, the court retains jurisdic¬
tion over a continuing of injunction. It
is within its discretion to modify so
much of the decree as involves a con¬
tinuing activity.”
Attorney Alfred B. Teton had peti¬
tioned on behalf of Paramount and
B and K for a showing longer than two
weeks for “The Emperor Waltz”, citing
the picture cost more than four mil¬
lions to produce; that the producers
should be given a chance to get a
money return, and that the general
public is entitled to the best oppor¬
tunity to see it in a long run down¬
town. Thomas C. McConnell, Jackson
Park attorney, filed opposing briefs.

Youngstein Ends First Leg
Boston—Max

E. Youngstein, Eagle Lion
vice-president in charge of advertising,
publicity, and exploitation, and captain of
the company’s current Bill Heineman
Sales Drive, left last week to return to
the home office after completing the first
leg of his nationwide tour of all exchanges
to set up full-scale drive activity and
local drive organizations.
Accompanied by Milton E. Cohen, east¬
ern division sales manager, Youngstein
visited E-L exchanges in Albany, Buffalo,
Cleveland, and Boston. Youngstein ap¬
pointed deputy drive captains in each ex¬
change, who will follow through on the
drive sales operation outlined by him, and
who will report directly to him on all
matters pertaining to the drive.
The
deputy drive captains named are: Cleve¬
land, office manager Herbert H. Horstmeier; Buffalo, branch manager Lewis J.
Lieser; Albany, branch manager Harry S.
Alexander, and Boston, branch manager
Harry Segal.
Youngstein left later on the second leg
of his nationwide tour of all 31 company
exchanges. He was to visit New Haven,
Philadelphia, and Washington, repeating
the pattern established by him.

WB "Texas" Campaign Set
New York—Warners has set a regional
territorial campaign to mark the world
premiere of “Two Guys From Texas” at
the Majestic, San Antonio, Tex., on Aug.
4. Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity, stated
last week.
Headed by the appearances of the pic¬
ture’s stars, Dennis Morgan and Jack
Carson, a host of special events has been
prepared for the San Antonio opening.

KRS Bows Out
London—The British distributor organ¬
ization KRS last week bowed out of the
Aug. 12 luncheon honoring Darryl F.
Zanuck. KRS, together with CEA and
BFPA, had originally been named as
sponsors.

TELEVISION
New York—Life size television pictures
became available last week with RCA
Victor’s announcement of the first com¬
mercial equipment designed specifically
throughout for presentation of tele pro¬
grams to large audiences. Demonstrated
in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and
Washington, and developed by the RCA
Engineering Products Department, the
projector (Model TLS-86) is now in quan¬
tity production.
Demonstrations to acquaint the Spanish
people with the progress of American
television have been started by Radio
Corporation of America in Madrid, Spain,
it was announced last week.
Another television station, WBAP-TV,
F’ort Worth, Tex., has been added to NBC’s
expanding video network, it was an¬
nounced last week. The new affiliate is
owned by Carter Publications, Inc., which
also operates NBC’s AM station in Fort
Worth, WBAP. Station WBAP-TV is now
under construction, and will begin oper¬
ations in the latter part of September.
Television reception interference caused
by automobile ignitions can be corrected
or minimized if motor car manufacturers
equip their autos with proper suppressors
on spark plugs, distributors, etc., accord¬
ing to a series of tests recently con¬
ducted by the RMA Engineering Depart¬
ment, in cooperation with the Society of
Automotive Engineers.

throughout the
country will soon have at their disposal
a film library covering all important
world-wide events as the direct result of
a long-term agreement for joint estab¬
lishment of a television news service
signed last week by Spyros P. Skouras,
president, 20th Century-Fox and Hugh
Braillie, president, United Press Asso¬
ciation. Under the agreement Fox Movie¬
tone News will document United Press
dispatches with motion pictures which will
be sent to television stations weekly, after
the distribution of a basic film library is
sent to all stations subscribing to the
new service.
Television

stations

20th-Fox In Italian Deal
Rome—The
acquisition of production
facilities at Cinecitta by 20th CenturyFox was announced last week, the result
of an agreement with the Italian govern¬
ment and the American company. Like the
other companies, 20th-Fox has a large
sum in liras blocked here, and, under the
law, frozen funds can be invested in pro¬
duction on a partnership basis.
Production costs in Italy are lower
than in Hollywood.

Coast Suit Filed
Hollywood—Mr. and Mrs. Ivan C. Han¬
son, owners, Atlantic, Long Beach, Cal.,
last week filed a civil action in U. S. Dis¬
trict Court charging most of the majors
and West Coast and Cobart Circuits with
violations of anti-trust laws.
The plaintiffs seek $561,600 and injunc¬
tion relief against an alleged monopoly of
first runs.
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FOR

ONLY

WAGNER

offers so many show-selling devices.

ONLY

WAGNER

letters and frames afford so many exclusive advantages

ONLY

WAGNER

window type frames permit openings of any height and length in ONE panel, making

it unnecessary to construct a makeshift series of small signs and join them together.
to maintain.

They are by far the most economical

Lamps, neon and glass can be removed and replaced from any section of the sign without disturbing any

other portion and without removing the frames.

ONLY

WAGNER

shock-proof multi-size translucent jewel-like colored letters are made of the new plastic

material which is 60% stronger than any previously employed by anyone.
dropped from a marquee onto the sidewalk without harm.

Except in zero weather, these letters can be

The gorgeous, deep colors go all the way through the letter,

cannot chip or scale, never require painting or other maintenance.

These

freezing to the sign, as in the case of letters designed for mounting

popular Wagner

arrangements

which

letters afford freedom
employ

channels.

exclusive slotted method of mounting provides more than six times the bearing surface of the lug-type letter.
safety is assured.
display board.

They avoid the eye-monotony of ineffective

4", 8", 10" and 17" sizes are available In red,

one-size
green,

letter
blue

copy,

and

doubling

the

opaque black.

Complete

effectiveness

4", 8"

from

Wagner's

and

of

10"

the
sizes

available in amber.

WAGNER

PLASTIC

LETTERS

Can Be Used in Combination With:
WAGNER SLOTTED ALUMINUM LETTERS

WAGNER MOUNTING STRIP

Many styles and colors in 4", 6", 8", 10", 12", 16", 24"

(Stainless steel, drilled for mounting.

and 30" sizes—more sizes than

required.)

offered by

any

other

No special wiring

company.

WAGNER TRANSPARENCIES AND FRAMES

OR WITH

WAGNER LOBBY DISPLAY UNITS
(White

enameled

steel.

24",

36"

and

48"

(Full colored photographs for marquee frame or lobby.

sections

All stars.

Any size.)

combine to make any length.)

FREE!

O

WAGNER SIGN SERVICE, INC.
218 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 12, III.

|

Please send big free catalog on Wagner theatre display equipment, I
the largest line in the world.

I

Name.■..

|

Theatre .

I

Street .

.

City and State. |

USE THE COUPON FOR BIG CATALOG ON
EFFECTIVE SHOW SELLING

r Tt/cHpH&i Styt SenvCce,
218

S.

Hoyne

CHICAGO

12,

Avenue
ILL.
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Santa Claus Every Tuesday
We're still scratching our head trying to figure out the “gim¬
mick" in the West Washroom Maintenance Service, as covered in
a booklet of the West Disinfecting Company, which came across
our desk recently.
As most people know, West is just about tops in the field of
sanitation and disinfecting, with nearly 50 offices in the U. S. and
11 in Canada, so when West makes an offer of something for
nothing it is probably prepared to hack it up.
The offer, as we read it, is: fl) that “on regular, mutually de¬
termined schedules” a West service man carrying special heavy
duty tools, will call at a theatre, and give its howls, urinals, and
surrounding areas a thorough scientific cleaning and disinfecting;
(2) that these skilled West service men will instruct the theatre
janitor in the importance of the daily cleaning of areas and points
of body contact to insure healthful sanitation, in the proper
method of mopping floors and scrubbing and washing down sur¬
faces on toilet seats, urinals, doors, walls, door knobs, and various
washroom fixtures, and in the most complete method of daily
maintaining a healthful sanitation program with a minimum of
time and effort expended, and (3) that a West drip deodorant
machine will he installed over all bowls and urinals, will he kept
filled, and will he checked monthly by these same West service
men. All of this is at no charge to the theatre.

Thumbs up or thumbs down
on a picture—it depends in part
on a movie-goer’s taste! But one
feature upon which the people’s
verdict is unanimous is wash¬
room cleanliness! You can take
it from America’s millions of
theatre patrons that a clean,
sanitary washroom is a profit¬
able big plug for your theatre
. . . while one that breeds germs
and odor is a costly “knock”!
West Washroom Maintenance
keeps ytmr washrooms above
criticism because: it services
them fully clean — not merely
half-clean. Trained specialists
thoroughly clean the traps and
howls, eradicating the hidden
source of offensive odors. It’s a
complete service which costs
you nothing extra with the pur¬
chase of West washroom prod¬
ucts. For full details, consult
one of nearly 500 qualified West
representatives from coast-tocoast.

True, West specifies that, believing its supplies, equipment,
and knowledge to be the best, it will only use West products, which
it expects the theatre owner to have on hand, but, in a competitive
field where the price differential is not very great between the best
and the relatively unknown, this is a sensible, honest attitude.
After all, it doesn't take a very long memory to recall some
disinfectants and deodorants decked out like patent medicines,
and guaranteed to cure everything from ringworm to fallen arches,
that have been offered to theatremen with all of the fanfare of the
old medicine doctor and his “snake oil.” At fancy prices, too! But
you can’t expect an outfit like West to waste its time and service
on some remaining stock of such questionable or unknown
products.
As WE SEE IT, there are so many plus values in the on-the-job
training of your regular janitor, in the knowledge that someone
is paying regular attention to your “johnies” even if the janitor is
sick or quits, in the certainty that a heavy duty cleaning is done at
definite intervals, and in the inward reassurance that you are using
a known product, that even if West products cost a dollar a quart
more than the market, and they don’t, the average theatre owner
would he ahead of the game.
We’ve read every word, and looked at that booklet from every
angle, and we can only conclude that this plus service is made
possible by a tremendous national, volume business.
If that is the “gimmick,” we’ll buy it.

FREE!
A
AN IDEAL
WASHROOM
MAINTENANCE
SERVICE

handsomely

illustrated

brochure is now available
upon request. Just fill in the
coupon below to discover
how yourwashroom mainte¬
nance costs can be greatly
reduced — and

WE S 'fffiSySiSSy

how you

can obtain the Free services
of trained West service men.

f-Please clip to your business letterhead* — —1
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The
double pay-off in enjoyment

Illustrated is the Encore model TC-701. Note how invitingly comfortable it looks with deeply upholstered seat and back, and fully
cushioned arms. A trial will convince you of its all-around comfort.

ood Box Office” is the ver¬
dict of operators who have
selected the new HeywoodWakefield theatre chairs as part
of their modernization program.
See for yourself how their truly
elegant styling and superb com¬
fort can help make yours the

Learn all the advantages of this and other Heywood-Wakefield
theatre chairs from your nearest independent distributor or HeywoodWakefield sales office in Boston, Baltimore, New York or Chicago.

At TESMA National
Trade Show
BOOTHS 61 and 62
Jefferson Hotel
St. Louis, Mo.
You’ll have a chance to see the
complete line of HeywoodWakefield theatre chairs—and
need we add your welcome will
he hoth sincere and hearty?

most popular house in town.

Theatre. Seating Division * (IfiG Lake Shore Drive, Oiieago 11, 111
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n Bogota, moviegoers disappointed in
the picture stick the bases of lighted
matches under their fingernails, and then
hold their hands aloft, as a warning signal.
If the film isn’t stopped by the time the
matches burn down, the patrons start
tearing up the seats. Americans are not
so violent as Columbians. They are more
subtle, harder to make out. For some time
now, for some mysterious reason, millions
of them have not been going to the movies
like they should.
Everybody’s guessing
why. Exhibitors are being exhorted to cut
prices, to junk their old projection and
sound gear, to provide baby sitters, to use
all the wiles of Barnum and Bailey, and
to buy this and to buy that.
In the hope of relieving the tension
under which exhibitors live, owing to this
state of affairs, we’ve decided to present
still another solution for the crisis. But
this one is free.
It is not new. Back in the early twenties,
a few big companies, notably Bell Tele¬
phone, started out in a modest way. To¬
day, virtually every large organization
supports a whole department devoted
solely to this endeavor. If it’s that impor¬
tant to the big fellows, it’s more important
to you. It is called “Public Relations,” and
to be really good at it you’ve got to be
a saint.

The new Dover, Dover Plains, N. Y., has been described as one of the post-war gems of theatre archi¬
tecture.

In its circular foyer pictured above may be noted the quality ornamentation that sets off the

patron services of telephone, sand urns, confection bar, and comfortable waiting lounge.
tion,

draperies,

and

wall

coverings were

conceived

executed

by

Novelty

Scenic

All decora¬
Studios,

Inc.

Sell ’Em A Smile
It’s Work To Keep Cheerful
But It Works With Patrons
sion of a pumpkin, no matter how hard
one tries? Or a doorman who returns a
clammy stare for a cheery “good even¬
ing?” Or usherettes who have no thought
for your astigmatism, being all atwitter
among themselves?

Cajolery’s The Thing
If you doubt this bit of reasoning, con¬
sider your hasty action of last Saturday
when you grabbed that upstart of eight
who let down the queue line. Undoubt¬
edly he snitched to his father. Gentle re¬
proof’s the thing, even with such a cun¬
ning customer.
Our public relations program takes do¬
ing. It will have to be added to the mount¬
ing activities of the manager. In a word, it
is simply kindliness, politeness, and ami¬
ability. But the entire staff must be
imbued with this aura, including the jani¬
tor who responds to those early morning
calls regarding lost articles, running time,
etc. Staff morale must be kept at a high
pitch even when the employer finds the
employe no longer as reliable as he used
to be. As we have said before, the general
of this campaign must be a saint, or a
reasonably accurate facsimile of one.
A great little public relations booster is
a cute cashier. Just by wearing a smile
in the boxoffice she will help fetch them
up to and beyond that critical point.
What harder blow is there to a patron’s
self-esteem than a girl who remains aloof
and regal, maintaining the neutral expres¬

and

The Chief Executive
All these goings-on reflect little credit
on the manager. It’s no cinch being the
chief executive of a movie emporium these
days. Not so long ago, this personage
merely had to put on a boiled shirt, stand
out front, and watch the crowds roll in
to the tune of a smartly thumped piano
Now he’s got to be everywhere at once,
alert to take a hand in any emergency
whether it be a breakdown, a psychopath
who wants his money back, or a cop sell¬
ing a block of tickets to the firemen’s ball.
If he is an “independent,” especially,
he has to be not only a good showman,
administrator, and dignitary, but also a
drummer, repairman, public relations ex¬
pert, and philosopher (which amounts to
about the same thing).
One unusually alert theatreman that
we’ve heard of, named Selly Levinson,
Brentwood, Los Angeles, isn’t just waiting
for things to perk up in a little while.
Anyone wanting a baby sitter while he
takes his wife to the Brentwood gets one
sent around.
On Saturday mornings,
babies in their coaches and toddlers are
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parked at the theatre while their mammas
go shopping. Each mamma is given a card
on which to jot instructions. Some read,
“Okay for popcorn,” and others, of course,
“Take to rest room at 11 a. m.”
This sort of thing is today theatrical
strategy. So is what was recently reported
to us from Memphis. Planning to meet
every contingency that he could think of,
a theatre owner, named Kemmons Wilson,
Airway, put in a soundproof “birthday
room.”
The gaiety of birthday and other parties
has long dismayed theatremen.
The
birthday compartment has the distinct at¬
traction of being thermopaned. On the
other side is a cry room for infants
Patrons are well pleased with both. Our
Memphis informant came up with an in¬
genious idea himself.
“Why not,” he
queried, “set up a soundproof nuisance
room for those who crack peanuts and
loudly predict whodunit?” He got our goahead.
Time, Please?
We take in a movie ourselves occa¬
sionally, at houses whose schedules we just
happen to know. We never would call to
find out what time the feature goes on.
Every Saturday, in order to know when
to release our kids, we have to sweat
that one out over the “giant kiddie shows.”
Why don’t exhibitors post screening times
more prominently?

PT-5

An amenity in our lives for which we
are always grateful, is a clock visible in
the dark. Not having a radium-dial watch,
or any timepiece at all, for that matter, we
have more than once got in trouble at
home for missing our train on that
account. Schedules and clocks . . . little
things, but they’ll help keep a patronage.
To return to the major propositions of
making moviegoing easier, more gracious,
and pleasant, nothing in this age can hold
a candle to simple parking facilities. It
is as much the number one consideration
for the theatre as it is for the super¬
market.
It bears on technological progress. The
drive-in
is everywhere proving this.
Houses caught in the center of metropo¬
lises are jinxed by the lack of it, perma¬
nently.
Swing Your Car
There’s nothing, after all like being able
to swing your car onto a parking lot
beside your favorite theatre. This helps to
draw from their firesides and up to the
boxoffice those millions of people in the
extreme age groups, under 16 and over
40, who do not go to the movies. It even
dents the solid front of routine guzzlers
in the neighborhood bars.
Each year thousands of new cars come
on the road. Still the shortage of theatre
parking facilities turns nobody knows how
many thousands of potential patrons to
other forms of amusement.
Before blocking out an off-street park¬
ing lot, the theatreman will have to look

into zoning ordinances and other regula¬
tions governing these spots. Because they
are primary generators of traffic, theatres
rank second to multiple-family dwellings
in being required to provide off-street
parking.
Ordinances vary from those stipulating
one parking place per four seats to one
per 12 seats. Several cities lay down their
rulings on the basis of floor space. The
most common requirement, however, is
200 square feet of parking space per
vehicle. Fifty-seven per cent of cities de¬
mand that the facility be situated on the
same premises as the theatre. Many cities
require regular parking lot licenses.
Cash Always Helps
Now we advertised that all this advice
was free. But if you have a little cash to
spend, it always helps. One of the best
public relations agents we can think of
for a movie house is a comfortable seat.
In grandpop’s day, all the nickelodeon
patron asked was to get off his, or her,
feet. Today, he must be eased off his feet
in the most elaborately scientific style,
and gentled for two hours in postureperfect upholstery.
The modern client,
once inside and well pleased with the
welcome-in atmosphere that greeted him
everywhere, is going to be looking for a
seat to drop into quickly, from which he
can get a first-rate view of the film. If
that chair happens to be one of those art¬
ful modern numbers, in which he may lean
back at a delightful angle, boy, will he
be on your side. And to let that woman

IS IT PRACTICAL ON MAIN STREET?
NEW YORK—An unusual seating effort, in order to gain a plush repu¬
tation, was tried out recently at the Park Avenue. Nationally known decorator
Dorothy Draper was out to prove that the comforts of the best living room
could he brought into the theatre auditorium, and, as a direct result, she
started with the living room chairs.
Much is to be said for and against this effort in modern seating, but for
practical theatre industry considerations, future maintenance is the most
important. Regardless of how well constructed or strongly sprung and
upholstered, it does not seem reasonable to suppose that such “love seats” can
equal the enduring strength of a steel theatre chair. Future reupholstering
of such large covered areas is still another facet, and we’ll let the pest control
and exterminator companies tell us of the headaches attendant to such deep
gussets and sewn pads.
To sum it up, there is no questioning it’s Park Avenue comfort, but is it
practical on Main Street?
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Mervin M. Newell, formerly assistant sales manager
for Spectrum Fabrics Corporation, has been named
sales manager for Maharam Fabrics CorporaCion con¬
verters of theatrical fabrics, New York.
Newell,
during the war a major with the U. S. Air Forces,
also will head promotional and advertising activities.
The company announced that the appointment is
the first step in its new sales expansion program.

with the bundles pass, he merely puts
his feet under the chair, and gently pushes
backward six inches, or just moves back
in the seat a bit himself. He’s sure the
whole show is whacking good entertain¬
ment. Such are the sybaritic ways into
which he has fallen.
It’s Sound Economy
It will run a theatreman up into approx¬
imately $20,000 to reseat a 1000-seat house.
With the abandonment of the time-hon¬
ored. principle of pressing as many people
as possible into as small a space as pos¬
sible, it also will cost him sometning like
100 seats, but if he’s got that kind of
money, it’s sound economy.
Seating, perhaps more than any other
creature comfort, is the essence of house
appeal. It’s the one piece of equipment
that the patron is in constant personal
touch with throughout his two hours at
the movies, and that has the most to do
with his physical relaxation.
Besides comfort and eye-appeal, the chief
points about modern theatre chairs are:
coil or steel band springs, concealed hinges,
and practically indestructable frames. They
are put together without tacks and bolts.
No screws are exposed. In a whipstitch,
seats and backs may be taken out for
recovering.
Now that the theatreman has to furnish
the complete bill of goods, row spacing
has increased from 29 inches to as much
as 38 inches. The average today is 34
inches.
Seat Rhumba
Left for the future is the much-talked
of provision for more elbow room per
seated person. Wider seats aren’t the an¬
swer. They permit “seat rhumba” and
consequent blocking of screen vision. The
solution is an increase in space between
seats. Double arm rests have accomplished
three inches already.
By the way, that lady with the bundles
that we mentioned a while back should
have had them courteously lifted, and
checked free by an attendant at the door.
Yet more, the modern moviegoer must
be truckled to with suave makeup parlors
and men’s rooms, a topic very extensively
dealt with in another section of this book.
(Please see: Notes on Modern Theatre
Construction and Remodeling.”)
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In - The - Theatre Re - Upholstering
Is A New Heywood Innovation

compression, the maintenance man slips the hemmed
steel wire over the front end of the angle steel seat
frame. This is the front, or straight, end of the cush¬
ion. Then, he slips the sides and back over the frame.
Now he is ready to "tie" the steel wire by hooking
the loops which is just the reverse of Step No. 2.

Factory Sewn Covers Can Be Easily
Changed Right On The Premises
Theatre chairs are recovered in a twink¬
ling these days. No more contests with
nails, tacks, and screws. You can lay that
hammer down. It won’t be needed.
Heywood-Wakefield has sent us pictures
to prove how uncomplicated it is. They’re
a cinch to follow.
Simply by pushing
down on a hand-operated press, anybody
can compress the cushion to a point where
it’s easy to unfasten the steel wires en¬
circling the seat cover.
Restringing is unnecessary, even when
the covers are damaged, because the wires
are sewn into the hems of all covers,
including replacements.
Once the hooks are unlooped, “the wire
loosens like the draw strings of a pair
of pajama bottoms,” Heywood-Wakefield
says. Off comes the old cover, and on goes
another.

STEP NO. 6:

All that is necessary now to com¬
plete the cycle is to put the cushion into the ribbed
steel bottom pan. This is demonstrated above. The
front of the cushion fits snugly against the front steel
"lip", and the back slides into position. Hence the
job is done. No nails, tacks, hammers, clips, and
other uoholstery tools have been necessary to com¬
plete this re-covering operation.

STEP NO. 3’.

Once the steel wire hooks are un¬
looped, the wire loosens like the draw strings on
pajama bottoms. The cover can be easily slipped over
the angle-steel seat frame, and peeled off the coil
spring unit and filling materials. At no time in all
these operations (from beginning to end) are nails,
tacks, hammers, screws, etc., necessary.

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
USED IN TELEVISION
Modified Mechanism
Adopted By GE
New York—Simplex E-7 projectors are
used by the General Electric Company in
television stations for film broadcasting,
the International Projector Corporation
announces.
In order to produce thirty 35mm. frames
per second instead of the standard twentyfour, the projection head was modified, the
corporation adds. The equipment pro¬
jects pictures directly on to the pick-up
tube of the television camera.

STEP NO. 1:

By using a simply-made, wood,
hand-operated press, the seat cushion can be com¬
pressed from the underside. The upright post nearest
the operator, shown above, is notched at the back
so that the handle will stay down. This keeps the
cushion under compression and permits the operator
to start Step No. 2.

STEP NO. 4:

As shown above, the new cover
is placed over the coil spring unit and filling mater¬
ials, no e of which have to be replaced. New covers
cut and sewed by the factory assure perfect fit.
Many theatre owners, in seating a house with new
chai s, have found it smart to have extra cove's
sent with the initial order of seats. Then they are on
hand in the right colors when damaged by vandal¬
ism, etc.

The

Simplex

E-7

projector

fir accommodating
instead

of

Company
at

television

light

STEP NO. 2 :

Note the notched post which keeps
the handle down and the cushion under compression.
The operator then unhooks the steel wire loops. This
steel wire is sewed into the hem that goes all around
the cushion, and fits snugly over the angle-steel, seat
cushion frame. Seat cover replacements from Hey¬
wood-Wakefield factory have the steel wire sewed
into the hem so re-stringing of wire from damaged
covers being replaced is unnecessary.
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STEP NO. 5

• With the new cover now placed
over the coil spring unit and filling materials, the
cushion is ready to go back into the press. Under
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the

usual

uses the

source

has

a

modified

head

30 35mm. frames per second
24.

The

General

Electric

machine for film broadcasting

stations.
replaces

An
the

electronic
standard

"pulse"

arc

lamp.

The usual arc lamp was replaced by a
patented electronic “pulse” light source,
known as the Synchro-Lite. This last elim¬
inates the need for a shutter and provides
flickerless light for scanning by television
cameras.
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strainers, and coils. It is easy to see how
important it is to keep these items clean.
* * *

By "GENERAL MAINTENANC

I have just come off some pretty catchy
air-conditioning jobs, but I had better get
on with where I left off last time in the
first of these refrigeration studies.
We were discussing the air cycle, since
it and the refrigeration cycle are the
basic components of all cooling plants.
This time we’ll take up the refrigeration
cycle. More about those interesting jobs
further on.
Please bear with me while I unload
some of the heavy stuff that you'll have
to get a mental grip on before you can
appreciate what we did.
*

*

*

The refrigeration cycle revolves about
the compressor, condenser, liquid re¬
ceiver, and cooling coils plus the various
conducting gas and liquid pipe lines. The
compressor, the heart of the refrigeration
cycle, pumps the hot gas or refrigerant at
high pressure through the discharge line
to the condenser
The outside of the condenser tube wall
is cooled by water, which condenses the
hot gas in the tube to a liquid, at high
pressure. This liquid flows to the receiver
and thence through liquid lines to expan¬
sion valves, which, essentially, are needle
valves.
The valves allow only a small discharge
of the refrigerant to flow through the
cooling coils or evaporator. Here pressure
is reduced. The liquid expands, becomes
gas, and the temperature drops.
As the refrigerant comes through the
cooling coil, it is vaporized by the heat
of the coil. (The heat is from the air of
the theatre, the air that will be redistrib¬
uted in the theatre.) This gas flows back
to the compressor through the suction line,
and the cycle is repeated.
The compressor, I repeat, is the most

vital part of the entire cooling system. It
needs experienced, intelligent handling.
The crankcase of most compressors are
fitted with an oil-level gauge or bulls
eye. The crankcase must hold just the
right amount of oil. Too little oil will
cause the bearings and other moving parts
to bind. This condition, of course, will
occasion excessive wear and overload on
the motor.
On the other hand, over-filling of the
crankcase will cause slugs of oil to be
tossed about—and pounding.
A noisy
condition will result, too, from broken
compressor valves. These may be detected
by testing for temperature differences in
the cylinder heads.
Heat removal is the condenser’s job.
The heat must be taken away from the
refrigerant in order that it might be con¬
verted from a gas to a liquid. There are
three types of condensers: air, water, and
evaporative. In theatres, the evaporative
type is used most commonly.
*

*

*

Since it combines the functions of the
air and water types, maintenance tips for
the evaporative condenser will apply to
all. The evaporative
condenser takes
away large quantities of heat by using
very little mechanically-circulated water
and air. As a result, less power is required
to run the system.
To get the utmost out of this most efficient
piece of apparatus, it is good practice to
treat the water with a softening solution.
This will help to keep the solid matter
from forming scales on the coils. A short¬
age of water over the coils will cause
high head pressure and short cycling.
Short cycling can be due to dirt in
spray heads, to a stoppage of the circulat¬
ing pump on the condenser, likewise fans,

WELL, WHADDA YOU KNOW . . .
International Projector Corporation, and, for that matter, the entire
equipment manufacturing fraternity, may take justifiable pride in a letter at
hand from George L. Miller, projectionist at an eastern theatre, who com¬
ments on the fact that a certain E-7 projector head “was put in operation on
Feb. 10, 1939 . . . ran 65 hours or more per week for nine years and five
months without any new parts except one feed sprocket . . . and at no time
required attention or adjustment of any kind.”
That, in any man’s league, is service, and it must start way back at the
factory where the designing and machining starts.
Now, for the benefit of the boys who use slide rules and like figures,
check this: (1) nine years and five months equals 490 weeks; (2) as this
head operated only half the time, 490 weeks equals 21,925 running hours;
(3) at 60 minutes to the hour, 21,925 running hours equals 1,315,500 running
minutes; (4) as the average film speed is 92 feet per minute, 1,315,500 running
minutes equals 121,026,000 feet of film; (5) as there are 16 frames (or indi¬
vidual pictures) per foot of film, 121,026,000 feet of film equals 1,936,416,000
individual pictures for which this projector head stopped, flashed on the
screen, and went on, (6) as there are three individual actions which take
place . . . Oh! the deuce with it!
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In this connection, I had an elaborate
case a few days ago in which we had to
set up a bucket brigade.
It was during the hot spell, and the airconditioning system of a 1000-seat house
was short-cycling badly. The kids were
everywhere under the fire hydrants.
There just wasn’t enough water to go
around.
The evaporative condenser was set up
54 feet above the street. The water pres¬
sure didn’t begin to go that high that day.
Further, there was no “make-up water” to
feed into the “evap.” So they were dragging
buckets of water up four flights of stairs.
What to do? The solution—and the only
one: Put in a small pump in the water line
feeding the condenser. That’s what I did.
The pump, actuated by a pressurestat,
went to work whenever the water pressure
fell too low to push itself upstairs.
*

*

*

It is hard to overemphasize how im¬
portant it is to keep the cooling cods,
over which the air is passed, free from
dust and dirt. Dirt acts as an insulation.
A heavy crust of it can only be removed
properly by using a high-pressure spray
treated with a cleansing agent.
Care, too, should be exercised in seeing
to it that the condensation pan drains are
open. Stagnant pans will give off unpleas¬
ant odors. Also, an overflow would be
damaging.
I have found that most of my trouble
with coils has been caused by their not
getting a good job of cleaning when they
are cleaned.
It costs money to tear down a system.
And this, I find, is made necessary most
frequently by dirt in the filters. I’m no
advocate of throwaway filters. Properly
cleaned, the permanent type are more re¬
liable. And they can be cleaned!

Watch the Issue of August 25
for The General’s further views!

European Business Good
E. G. Wagner, comptroller, Westrex
Corporation, on his return from a sevenweek series of conferences throughout
Europe, reports that motion picture con¬
ditions on the whole are very good. Dur¬
ing his trip he visited England, France,
Spain, Italy, and Switzerland, and met in
Paris with managers from Holland, Bel¬
gium, Sweden, Denmark, and North Africa.
The European studios which Wagner
visited appeared, in general, to be operat¬
ing under fairly heavy schedules.

Sam Kaplan Dies
Sam Kaplan, founder of the Sam Kap¬
lan Manufacturing and Supply Company,
now the Century Projector Corporation,
died on July 1 at his home in Brooklyn,
N. Y. For more than a quarter of a
century, he was a figure in the motion
picture theatre equipment industry.

New Theatre Launched
Ground for the Miller, a 1160-seater, has
been broken in Lewistown, Pa. The archi¬
tect is William Lynch Murray, and the
contractor, Ritter Brothers, both of Har¬
risburg, Pa. The lessee is Humphries
Theatres, Inc.
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★ Resilient spring-back cushions
* Extra-high backs
★ Foam-rubber seat toppers
★ Foam-rubber
armrest pads
Top choice of the nation’s top
theatres, American Spring-Back
BODIFORM Chairs provide the
kind of ultra-luxurious comfort
that makes patrons say to them¬
selves, “I’m coming back here
often.’’
American Spring-Back BODIFORMS are standouts for service¬
ability, too. They are ruggedly
built to stay on the job year after
year, with amazing maintenance
economy.
Prompt deliveryis yours.Write
today for full details.

cJnmican Seating (bmpa/u/
GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN

Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities

WORLD’S LEADER IIV PUBLIC SEATING
Manufacturer of Theatre, Auditorium, Transportation, School, Church,'
Stadium Seating, and Folding Chairs
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Rest Rooms Vitally Important
To Boxoffice Success
The Old

Ones Installed

On

Construction-Set Principle
Tax

Remodelers7

Ingenuity

Oddly enough, one of the most signifi¬
cant changes in theatre business outlook
in recent years has been shown in regard
to the set-up of toilets and retiring rooms.
In old-time houses, these special facilities
were put in, more or less, on the con¬
struction set principle, wherever they
happened to fit into the final pattern.

Sometimes, that was in the cellar and
at others in a corner. That is why the
ingenuity of remodelers is taxed today.
The problem is how to bring these tuckedaway facilities up to modern standards of
aesthetics and of sanitation. The public,
notably the lady members, want superla¬
tively comfortable, meticulously-kept rest
rooms.
The most characteristic privation of the
older facilities is cramped space, this in

face of the fact that building codes now
set minimum requirements for toilet fix¬
tures. It is advisable, incidentally, to go
beyond the law, and to add one extra
water closet to the ladies’ room and one
extra urinal to the men’s.
At least two lavatories should be put
in each toilet. These would be increased
in accordance with the theatre’s seating
capacity. Division stalls may be of marble,
slate, or metal, finished in either porcelain
enamel or baked-on-enamel. In order to
prevent denting by mops and rusting, a
stainless steel channel should be secured
to the bottom edges of metal stalls.
Floors and walls, of course, should be
covered with an impervious material. For
this, no better material has ever been dis¬
covered than ceramic tile, with the glazedfinish type for walls and the unglazed for
floors.
Time-Honored Custom
Owing perhaps to price, limitation of
wall tile to wainscot or toilet stall height
has been a time-honored custom. This,

we contend, is impractical on grounds that
maintenance of plaster surfaces is in the
long run more costly than the installation
of tile from floor to ceiling, and, further,
in the ceiling itself. Plaster surfaces de¬
mand constant scrubbing and painting.
Tile is more sanitary.
A new type of adhesive enables new tile
to be laid on old. By employing a bullnose
at the top of an existing wainscot, the tile
may be continued to the ceiling.
Provided water pressure is adequate,
flush valve water closets are recommended
over tank types. Seats should be of the
coverless, open-front types. If the budget
will stand it, the wall-hung water closet
is best for the reason that it is more
easily cleaned. This fixture, in conjunc¬
tion with a hanging toilet stall, gives an
unimpeded floor space for mopping.
Opinions differ in regard to the type of
urinal which should be put in. Some oper¬
ators prefer the wall-hung type, and others
the floor type. The argument is useless, as
both types call for constant sanitary up¬
keep in order not to become offensive. If
the floor type is used, the floor should be
sloped slightly toward the urinal.
This
would obviate the need for a floor drain.
In all cases, a floor drain should be pro¬
vided in the ladies’ toilet.
Lavatories with integral compartments
for liquid soap are now available, and are
recommended.
Or a lavatory may be
ordered with a cut-out section for the in¬
sertion of a metal or glass container of
liquid soap. In either case, they are equip¬
ped with a plunger atop the lavatory for
dispensing soap.
Lavatories should be
equipped with self-closing faucets to pre¬
vent flooding due to stoppages and water
waste.
Floods Will Occur
If the toilet rooms are situated over a
finished interior of any kind, membrane
waterproofing is mandatory. It must be in¬
stalled under the fill for the entire area
of the tile floor, and turned up in the
walls for at least 12 inches. Sooner or later,
a flood is sure to occur in the rooms.
Membrane waterproofing will pay for it¬
self many times over during an experience
of this kind.
A new electric hand dryer, more efficient
apparently than the older one, is being
installed in better-class houses. The old
dryer, following its installation, oftentimes
was promptly taken out. The dryer, of
course, does away with expensive, mussy
paper towels. Provisions should be made
during rest room alterations for electric
outlets to service this equipment. Either
the wall type or a pedestal type, for the
central area of the toilet room, may be
had.
As was emphasized in one of the first
articles of this series, a well-lighted toilet
room will do more to gain the favor of
the clientele and to keep these areas clean
and sanitary than any other means that
might be adopted, not excluding an at¬
tendant on constant duty.
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modern showmanship. Here is a type of patron service that will receive much word-of-mouth advertising.
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The area outside the stalls should be
lit with an intensity of at least 35 footcandles at the floor. Probably the most
efficient types of lighting to this end are
flush fluorescent troffers, with the twotube kind outside and the three or fourtube models over the stalls.
(Continued on page PT-19)
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Be sure the lamps you buy have a proven per¬
formance record . . . will stand up without
constant, expensive replacement of parts. In¬
vestigate the reputation, history and integrity
of the maker. Be sure that he will be there to
furnish parts and render service when you need
them. Demand a list of users and then ASK the
men who own them.
Remember that Strong has been steadily en¬
gaged in making projection arc lamps for over
a quarter of a century.

FOR DRIVE-INS and LARGE THEATRES

THE STRONG MOGUL
70-Ampere • 40-VOLT
PROJECTION ARC LAMP
Projects 15,000 lumens—the maximum that film will accept without damage—
providing

a brilliant

picture on

48-foot and

larger

screens

with all details

clearly visible 500 feet or more from the screen.
It is wasteful, as well as futile to burn more than 70 amperes in any reflector
lamp, or twice the current in condenser lamps.

THE NEW STRONG SINGLE PHASE
80-AMPERE TUBE RECTIFIER
for

use

in

Drive-In

Theatres

where

only

single

phase

power

is

available.

THE STRONG UTILITY
1 K. W. HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION LAMP
for theatres with screens up to

18 feet in width, delivers twice the

light of the low

intensity lamp at an increased combined current and carbon cost of less than 2c per
hour.

There are more Strong-made D.C. 1 K.W. lamps used today than all other makes

of 1 K.W. lamps combined!

As the only lamps produced complete within
one factory, Strong projection arc lamps can
be

so

engineered

as

to

obtain

the

finest

screen results.

lamps

especially

designed

for

lamps deliver

as much

or more

light as any lamps made.

best results under every condition.

CO/t&n-tAe famjto (Vic

the highest efficiencies ever at¬

in the history of projection arc light¬

ing, Strong

the

Strong

lamps assure

STRONG ~tAe /otf&vte u

THE STRONG
ELECTRIC CORP.
RECTIFERS
FOR
USE WITH
ALL PROJECTION ARC LAMPS

require

less

attention.

Having

fewer

parts, there is also less possibility of failure.
Write

for

free

literature

Theatre

Supply

or

ask

Dealer

your
for

a

demonstration.

USE THIS COUPON FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OR LITERATURE

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
87 City Park Avenue, Toledo 2, Ohio

□
□

I would like to have a demonstration of the Mogul Projection
Arc Lamp in

my theatre, without cost or obligation.

Please send free literature on the Mogul Projection Arc Lamp.

NAME
THEATRE
STREET
CITY and STATE

STRONG PRECISION REFLECTORS

models built 25 years ago, still

Strong lamps are most simple in operation
and

Independent

longest life, some of

87 City Park Avenue, Toledo 2, Ohio
The World’s Largest Manufacturer
of Projection Arc Lamps

the original

working every day.

e

Possessing
tained

The Strong line is the most complete, and
includes

Prices are the lowest of any lamps in their
class.

George Keywood, business agent, Local 316, IATSEr
for the last 20 years, is pictured in his booth in the
Olympia, Miami.

Fred J. Raoul and William Snyder are projectionists at the Paramount, Atlanta.
The
William P. Raoul, general secretary, treasurer, IATSE, and Snyder is president, Local 225.
Frank
locd,

Hauss, business agent, Camden,
are pnoiogiapned in the booth

N.
of

J.,
the

local, IATSE and Ralph Allen,
recently opened new Starlight

former

is

the

son

of

an old-timer of the same
Drive-In, Gloucester, N. J.
R. E. Bankston, president. Local 507,
Ga., started as an exhibitor nearly
and still serves the industry.

IATSE, Macon,.
40 years ago.

T. D. Ayers, pictured in the booth of the Dixie,
Chattanooga, Tenn., is one of the oldest members of
Local 259, IATSE. He started in 1909.

is a continuing regular Department of each
issue of PHYSICALTHEATRE designed to give a
"curtain call" to the many worthy and industrious
industryites who seldom receive public acclaim.
MANAGERS, ASSISTANT MANAGERS, PROJECTIONISTS,
CASHIERS, and OTHER IMPORTANT THEATRE EMPLOYEES
with years of Industry Service to their credit are invited
to submit "on-the-job" pictures and data for consideration
and possible future use in this Department.

J. E. Smith, president, Local 547, IATSE, Florence,
Ala., has been a projectionist continuously for more
than 35 years.
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• We put "National” projector

This experimental arc mecha¬

carbons in the water-cooled jaws

nism is only one detail in National

of this special mechanism . . . sock

Carbon Company’s extensive labo¬

them with king-size jolts of elec¬

ratory effort to develop better pro¬

tricity . . . try them at different

jector carbons. You, the exhibitor,

angles . . . experiment with doz¬

reap the benefits in better screen

ens of sizes and types — and come

visibility,

up with projector carbons that are

bigger box office!

tailor made for your theatre. The
light from "National” carbons is

satisfied

patrons,

and

The term "National” is a registered trade-mark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

therefore brighter. It is steadier.

l'H4

It is nearly perfect for bringing

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

out the rich tones of color movies.

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,

Reconditioned Equipment
Has Its Industry Place
Savings Thus Realized Are An Economic
Necessity To Some Small Theatres
By J. A. TANNEY, President
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corporation

would be a very
different and very much poorer country
without
the
reconditioning
industries.
Without reconditioning, there would be
far fewer used cars on the road, fewer old
but still serviceable homes, far less
second-hand goods of any kind. Without
reconditioning, a superseded passenger
train locomotive would be scrapped, not
used to haul freight or for switching. Rich
as the U. S. is, it is not nearly rich enough
to pay for the tremendous waste that re¬
conditioning prevents.
The

United-- States

Economic Aspects
Take, for example, Radio City Music
Hall, whose chief projectionist, Charles
Muller, is authorized to buy new projec¬
tors, sound equipment, or what not any
time anything even slightly better is put
on the market, regardless of how new and
perfect his existing equipment may be.
What becomes of the excellent apparatus
he then discards? Need it be junked, and
why should it be? It isn’t. The dealer takes
it in trade, and sells it to some other
theatre-owner, who probably finds it bet¬
ter than anything his house ever had
before. That man’s previous equipment
is also taken in trade, and sold to still
another theatre, and so on until only the
very oldest, the completely worn out,
and the utterly obsolete actually are
junked.

Bill Allen, shop foreman, is seen calibrating lenses
on a 35mm. Fox Newsreel camera. Formerly a tool
and die maker, he has been in his present spot
since 1932.
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The same process, as already noted,
goes on in the new and used car indus¬
try, in housing, in railroading, and in the
case of all kinds of industrial machinery.
It is a normal American process, part of
the American way of life. The country
would be infinitely poorer without it.
But here and there along the line the
used car, the old house, the discarded
theatre chair or what not needs a bit of
repairing or reconditioning.
They are
still too good to be junked. They still have
so much useful life left in them that de¬
stroying them would be uneconomical.
What they need is strengthening or re¬
placing of those parts that have become
worn or weak.
When this is done, the reconditioned
product is not always “as good as new.”
But sometimes it is.
Occasionally it is
better than new because improvements
discovered since its manufacture can be
incorporated in the reconditioning pro¬
cess. A common example is a sound am¬
plifier, which is often given an extended
frequency range at the time of recondi¬
tioning.
Theatre Application
In the case of theatre equipment, the
reconditioning process here at S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corporation, involves re¬
storing an attractive appearance as well
as good mechanical condition. If the item
is to be seen by the audience, as in the
case of a theatre chair, the importance of
good appearance is obvious. But in the
case of items not seen by the audience,
such as projection room apparatus, good
appearance is still vital for psychological
reasons. It is one of the inescapable facts
of human nature that the man who is
called on to operate a machine will never
in this world be as careful and particular
with a sloppy-looking piece of apparatus
as with one that is all shined up, trim and
neat. Human nature just is that way.
While I can’t speak for other companies,
the S.O.S. reconditioning routine involves
three basic processes:
1. Replacing any worn or defective
parts, and adjusting others as needed,
to restore the item or device to its
factory-new condition and/or per¬
formance;
2. Taking advantage of the recondition¬
ing process to incorporate into the
item or device any improvements that
may have been achieved since its
original manufacture (for one ex¬
ample, reupholstering a reconditioned
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A group of precision tool machines for close
ances as seen in the S. O. S. repair shop.

toler¬

Lou D'Allesio, with the company for over 15 years,
adds finishing touches to a reconditioned projector.

Bill Moenter, electronics engineer, tuning up his oscil¬
lator for a frequency run on a rebuilt amplifier.

Here is a corner of the S. O. S. paint shop with bak¬
ing oven control for the final refinishing process.
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theatre chair with ultra-modern syn¬
thetic seat coverings) to the end that
the reconditioned item will actually
in some respects be superior;
3. Restoring, recreating, or creating an
attractive appearance, either to appeal
to the paying patron or to inspire
careful and diligent workmanship on
the part of employes.
In practice S.O.S. reconditioning in¬
volves, as a rule, taking the item or appa¬
ratus apart right down to its most funda¬
mental components; inspecting all of these
carefully; repairing, adjusting or replac¬
ing each of them as required; carefully
renickelling and refinishing those that are
retained in service, and, thereafter, re¬
assembling all these components into a
new unit which then is inspected and
tested and checked exactly as when the
original unit first came off the factory
assembly line.
Craftsmanship Versatility
However, none of this reconditioning
work is done on an assembly line basis,
or on a mass production basis, for the
reason that there are seldom enough units
of identical make and model to justify set¬
ting up an assembly line.
Instead, the work is carried through on
a basis of skilled craftsmanship, and the
S.O.S. men who do it are not assemblers
but highly skilled and exceedingly versa¬
tile craftsmen. They must be top notch
men. They may be called upon to recon¬
dition projectors or arclamps today, com¬
plicated studio cameras tomorrow, and
soundheads next week.
Ordinary me¬
chanics cannot be expected to carry out
varied assignments. The S.O.S. shop must
have, and, therefore, does have, a staff
of master mechanics. Its workmen, some
of whom have been with the company up¬
wards of 15 years, are highly skilled, thor¬
oughly experienced, and extraordinarily
resourceful. That is a necessity of a suc¬
cessful reconditioning business.
Savings Are Needed
Even under the least favorable condi¬
tions, however, a reconditioning job com¬
petently done by men who are truly fit
to do such work restores somewhat worn
or somewhat damaged equipment to many
more years of useful life at only a frac¬
tion of the cost of wholly new equipment.
The savings thus realized are vital to the
American economic system as a vhole.
Those savings are equally indispensable
to many smaller exhibitors who would
have to go out of business if they were
required always to buy wholly new equip¬
ment. The fact is they do operate at sub¬
stantial and satisfactory profit by taking
advantage of the efficiencies that are in¬
herent in the process of reconditioning.

SPRING-STEEL BANDS
FEATURE RCA CHAIR
“Comfort Cushion" One
Of Many Developments
Striving for even greater comfort and
durability in its international theatre chair,
RCA has come up with a model that uses
in its cushion spring-steel bands in place
of wire coils.
In order to accommodate the more ex¬
tended flexing of the bands, this novel
departure from conventional construction
calls for a wider and deeper cushion pan.
Upon request, cushions of fuil-depth
sponge rubber or one-inch rubber pad¬
ding will be furnished.
The makers
stress the “inherent quietness” of the new
chair, International Model 1000.
For reinforcement, the back has a
heavy-gauge steel insert. To protect the
back from scuffing, the insert extends be¬
low the seat hinge. The back is said to
afford more passing space between rows
because it has less overhang. Its form¬
fitting inner contour, RCA adds, provides
“considerably more than average resist¬
ance to vandalism.”
A maintenance advantage of Model 1000
is a back-locking mechanism which per¬
mits quick interchange of backs through¬
out the seating area. Upholstery wear may
be equalized without removing butts or
screws, and without adjusting the pitch of
the back, predetermined at the factory.
The cushion and pan assembly may be
taken out with as little difficulty.
A space-saving suspension mechanism
replaces the conventional hinge. This pro¬
vides room for the back edge of the seat
to move up two inches whenever the
seat is raised, and also for clearance under
the chair for floor cleaning. The higher
back reduces scuffing.

The back of RCA's new International theatre chair
has a form-fitting contour and is reinforced by a
heavy gauge-steel insert, which extends below the
seat hinge. This last protects the back from scuffing.

The all-steel chairs are finished in
baked-enamel, and a variety of fabrics
offer a wide choice in upholstery quality,
color, and style.

Paris, N. Y. Opens Sept. 14
The Paris, first motion picture house to
be built in New York since the war, will
open on Sept. 14, announces Jacques Chabrier, president of Pathe Cinema of the
United States, owner. The Paris, Fifth
Avenue and 58th Street, has for its first
attraction the French film, “Symphonie
Pastorale,” from the story by Andre Gide.

The Service Kit Is the Season’s Hit.

RCA Handbook Due
The fourth edition of the “RCA Sound
Handbook for Projectionists,” a pocketsize, 100-page volume, will be distributed
in September.
The book will feature chapters on the¬
atre television, measurement of soundhead flutter, and crossover networks,
and an entirely new section on loud¬
speakers, the companys says.
The drive-in chapters will be expanded.
The sound manual will be handed out by
field representatives of the RCA Service
Company.
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Outstanding feature of RCA's new Internationcl theatre chair is this spring-steel band assembly of the seat
cushion. It marks a radical departure from the customary wire coil spring construction. To accommodate their
more extended flexing, the bands call for a wider and deeper cushion pan.
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All-Aluminum Ladder
An all-aluminum ladder, said to in¬
corporate
strength
with
exceptionally
light weight, has been put on the market
for small general utility purposes.
The ladder, available at hardware and
building supply dealers in 2, 3, 4, 5 and
6-foot heights, has been successfully tested
for more than 1,000-pound loads, its
makers, Bardwell and McAlister, Inc.,
say.

and work and top shelves covered with
rubber matting.
Owing to “girder-shaped” legs, the
ladder becomes increasingly rigid as added
weight is applied. Rocking is reduced pro¬
portionately. The manufacturers boast that
their all-aluminum product is long-last¬
ing, non-corrosive, and splinter and warpfree.

JACK A. DICHARRY — Owner,
Lincoln Theatre, New Orleans, La.
—writes:
“I’ve used RCA equipment
and RCA Service for 18
years and would never be
without it. I’ve never had a
dark house or made a refund.”

A Closed Speak Hole
The theatrical gadget of the month
award goes to a little device that enables
the cashier to talk to ticket buyers
through the boxofhce speaking tube with¬
out opening the tube. The little doohickey
is for her the best precaution against drafts
and the snufflings of her customers, Na¬
tional Theatre Supply points out. In brief,
it helps the cashier to stay healthy.

To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
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CATALOG

Watch the August

25

CHANGEABLE

Issue

SIGNS

CHROME METAL EDGES
12“ x 8", $6.00; 14“ x 9", $6.50
100 W PLASTIC LETTERS
EXTRA
LETTERS
$3.00 PER

100

ADMISSION
I■ . ■
• '.
; ADULTS fid. tax
TOTAL
I ■"v'?7"v ■' v."7r’y/■ •
iCHILDREN

SEE !T
AT YOUR
DEALERS

She can lift it . . .
Other
advantages
claimed
for
the
“Featherweight” Bardwell ladder are a
capacity of more than 500 pounds per step,
extruded steps with safety ridges (pat¬
ented), feet equipped with rubber guards,

PT-16
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L. BAHN CO., 123 W. Canton St.
BOSTON 18, MASS.
What is it? Simply a plastic membrane
in an aluminum ring that fits in the win¬
dow. Voices come through clearly, and
not in a phonic blur, as might be expected.
If necessary, the little window-within-awindow may be swung open. For after¬
hour protection, a metal cover fits over
the whole thing. The “talking window” is
non-inflammable and replaceable at small
cost. It is priced at $15.

Fiberglas Duct Insulation

She can’t break it!

i

fed. tax
TOTAL
. ■ :_-a •'•

42
08
50
2
04

Two fiberglas materials for the insula¬
tion of ducts are a new offering of the
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
One, a “coated” material, for hot and
cold ducts, is a lightweight insulation
coated on both surfaces with fiberglas, the
makers say. Easy to handle, it may be cut
with a knife to conform to irregular shapes
and curved surfaces, and may be scored
to take a gradual or sharp bend.
The surface may be painted or covered
with asbestos paper or canvas. Thermal
conductivity is approximately 26 hun¬
dredths at 75 degrees mean temperature.
Density is six pounds per cubic foot.
The second material, a so-called “flex¬
ible” duct insulation, is uncoated, excep-
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BUY

NOTHING -

Until You've Com¬
pared Our Prices!
This will give you an idea of our low prices
and the savings that can be made by deal¬
ing with us. Write us for whatever you need,
whether thumb tacks or complete theatre
equipment.
SIMPLEX
MECHANISMS,
with
genuine
Simplex rear shutters, BB movements,
spiral shockproof gears, rebuilt like
new .
$302.50
BEADED SOUNDSCREENS, square foot

.49

SUPERLITE SOUNDSCREENS, for Lo-lntensity and Hi-1ntensity, square foot

.44

RCA PS-24 ROTARY STABILIZER SOUNDHEADS, rebuilt, pair.
$395.00
PAIR DeVRY ND PROJECTORS, complete
with 1000 watt Mazda lamps, DeVry
amplifier, speaker, lenses, rebuilt like
new
.
$745.00
(Also available with arc lamps)
ASHCRAFT
SUPREX
Hi-lntensity
houses, rebuilt, pair

lamp$375 00

COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT, Simplex
projectors, pedestals, magazines. Peer¬
less
lamps,
RCA
PG-59 equipment,
rectifiers,
lenses, etc., all
in
good
condition
.
$97c.00

STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.
459

W.

46th

STREET,

NEW

YORK

19,

N.

Y.
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foot, and one pound per cubic foot density,
weighing 42 thousandths pounds per square
foot. Thermal conductivity is 23 hun¬
dredths to 25 hundredths at 75 degrees
mean temperature.
Both the coated and flexible duct insula¬
tion materials will dry out rapidly if
wetted, with original efficiency unimpaired,
the makers add. The glass fibers will not
burn, or rot or corrode metals.

Low-Priced Line Marker
A
moderately-priced
portable
linemarker, designed for use where the area to
be covered is small, such as theatre parking
lots and pavements, has been produced by
the Universal Manufacturing and Sales
Company.

Cut like plywood . . .

No. 101

drhihg founiflins
Available Noiv

•
With

or

Without

COOLING

•

EQUIPMENT

Send for Folder

Voigt Company
THEATRE LIGHTING SPECIALISTS
Designers • Manufacturers
Illuminating Engineers
1649 N

BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 22, PA

Bent like batting!
tionally lightweight and designed primarily
for application on concealed hot or cold
ducts, where finish is not required.
Two densities and weights are available:
five-tenths pounds per cubic foot density,
weighing 21 thousandths pounds per square

The device, of all-metal manufacture and
weighing only three pounds, paints lines
while being pushed at walking speed. A
gasoline application is sufficient to clean
the flushing container, valve, and brushes.
The marker may also be used to letter
pavement signs.

EMBELLISH YOUR PRESENTATION
I

I

— W IT H —

Smooth, Silent, Automatic Curtain Operation

WHEREVER APPEARANCE
AN^-, NEATNESS
C^ount !

you’ll see LINTEX
COLLARS & FRONTS

£y2gf ^
JPPP

Simple one-button operation.
Long, trouble-free service.

i// size proscenium

•

Fully guaranteed

trite today for FRit CATALOG

220 Bluff Street

°

Akron, Ohio

Idest Manufacturers of Proscenium Equipment
July 28, 1948
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Progressive Chains
and Independents
have found that
Lintex
Collars
and
Fronts
are conven¬
ient and economical.
These collars and
fronts are made from
specially processed
paper with a linen
finish. When
soiled they are
thrown away.
No laundry
problems with
Lintex.
Made
in
wing or turn¬
down styles,
fronts in plain
or P.K.

Photo Courtesy
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

REVERSIBLE COLLAR CO.
Ill PUTNAM AVENUE CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
PT-17
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Dear Sirs:

BETTER BOX OFFICE
• LUXURIOUS ATMOSPHERE
• STRIKING INDIVIDUALITY
• SYMPHONIC BEAUTY
for theatres, large or small
GET OUR IDEAS FOR YOUR THEATRE

This refers to an item headed, “Dazzling
Possibility,” in the June 2 issue of Physical
Theatre. I am taking the time to write you
only because I hate to see my favorite
publication go off half-cocked as a result
of a bum steer.
Silica gel dehumidification is older than
cooling by refrigeration. The latter dehumidifies by condensation on the coils as
does the former, which is a sort of added
dividend. It is the same thing as when cold
water pipes sweat in hot, humid weather.
That is small-scale condensation. More
effective than silica gel is alumina gel.
The catch is that to handle the vast
quantities of air needed by a theatre, the
equipment is immense.
Since the de¬
humidification is achieved by the tremend¬
ous ability of silica gel (or alumina gel)
to absorb moisture, the moment 100
per cent absorption capacity is reached,
it is necessary to revive the gel capacity
by driving the water off.

DOVER THEATRE-DOVER PLAINS, N. Y.
(Irving Rutherford, Hartford, Conn.—Architect)

WALL COVERINGS
PAINTING
ORNAMENTAL PLAQUES
LUMINAIRES

CURTAIN TRACKS
CURTAIN CONTROLS
DRAPERIES

To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.

Less than Half Price

Now, aren’t you sorry that you raised
a lot of hope for nothing?

TUFTED PANELS

Sincerely,

PLANNED

EXECUTED

“Years of experience have
proven that sound service is
a must. RCA Service has
proven most satisfactory.”

The cost of the drum and of the heating
plant, plus installation, would be almost,
if not as, great as package-refrigeration
in a moderate-size theatre. The air would
be dried alright, but it would be hotter
than the pre-heated air.

STAGE CURTAINS

CONCEIVED,

For this, a slowly turning drum is used.
Through one-half of the drum the air to
be dried is passed. The other half is ex¬
posed to great heat, so that the water
vapor is driven off as steam. That part
which comes back to air exposure is
necessarily hot, so that it heats the air
coming through it. This air must then be
cooled before entry into the auditorium.

H. V. (ROTUS) HARVEY-Partner of Westland Theatres
(18
Theatres), San Francisco, Calif.;
also President of PCCITO—says:

Basil Ziegler,

AND

Embassy

BY

Theatre.

Westville, N. J.

n
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T
y
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SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.

32-34 W. 6QTH ST., New York 23, N.Y.
DECORATORS

•

DESIGN ARTISTS

THEATRE

PHYSICAL
.

.

.

edited

inimitable

the

by

staff

of

Annua l Authority

THEATRE

the
. .

.

CATALOG

CHANGEABLE SIGNS
and 5 PLASTIC INSERTS
CHROME METAL

WORTH $7000

SPECIAL $2495

S.O.S, CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Occupying entire building

602 W. 52nd St., N. Y. 19

The New

STABILARC
Motor Generators
The last word
and especially
THEATRES.

in modern generator appearance
adaptable for use in DRIVE-IN

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
Linden

Street

Allentown,

Pa.

RCA Uses Acetate

$5.95

For safety’s sake, test films used by
RCA in servicing theatre equipment will
from now on be printed on acetate-base
film.

Extra Inserts 80c
INEXPENSIVE
GOOD LOOKING
PRACTICAL

See it at your dealer
TICKET

346 W. 44th Street

PT-18

For Real Coverage Of Happenings
In Your Area, Read The Exhibitor.

2 DeVRY LATE MODEL SOUND PRO¬
JECTORS, 3000' magazines; lenses;
high intensity arcs; rectifiers; 30W
amplifier and speakers (Army Sur¬
plus)—rebuilt LIKE NEW, complete,
FULLY TESTED. Only a few left!

1035

COVERED

ASSOCIATED

(Editor s Note: While the method out¬
lined is the old one currently used in
many manufacturing processes that re¬
quire dry air, it will he noted that the
June 2 reference stated “developments in¬
dicate that relatively simple means for
drying air may soon he available.” Sugges¬
tion of this possibility was taken from some
pretty authoritative current scientific ddta.
While the developments are still in their
formative stages, there is a very distinct
possibility that properly-engineered equip¬
ment will be submitted for comfort-cool¬
ing purposes within the next few years, if
i\ot sooner.)

&

REGISTER

CO.,

INC.

New York 18, N. Y.

Field
tionists
how to
nitrate,
printed

representatives will show projec¬
how to splice the new film, and
distinguish between acetate and
since many new releases are now
on the new safety-film stock.
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Upholstery Leatherette — All Colors
Durable — Flexible — Washable
Specially priced at 80c per yard—37" width.
Proportionately low prices for wider widths,
Write—

MANKO

FABRICS

CO.,

INC.

29 W. 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.
Samples sent on request.
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Rest Rooms Important
(Continued, from page PT-10)
That the stalls themselves should be
brilliantly lighted is not merely our
theory. It is being proved in practice.
Wherever this theory is at work, the
difference in the tidiness of the stalls is
truly remarkable. It not only causes port¬
ers to clean more thoroughly, but, more
important, affects the condition in which
the stalls are left by patrons.
For Privacy’s Sake
For privacy, and to preclude disturb¬
ances, it is imperative, naturally, to pro¬
vide some sort of ante-room or vestibule
for men’s and ladies’ toilets. Entrances
should be separated or shielded from one
another.
If the rooms adjoin each other, separa¬
tion of the entrances, after a little con¬
sideration of the plan, is not difficult. Ad¬
joining rooms, incidentally, result in the
least expensive piping layout. In the aver¬
age non-metropolitan community, there is
no particular advantage to be gained by
setting up a large smoking and retiring
room with the men’s toilet. In fact, more
often than not, such an accommodation is
abused and an unnecessary expense. Our
recommendation is that a well-lighted,
medium-size vestibule be provided. The
floors and walls of this room should be of
tile. With the exception of sand urns, the
place should be without furniture.
For the ladies, however, it is a different
story. Here a room of comfortable proporticns, with dressing tables or shelves,
mirrors, chairs, and tables, is virtually a
necessity. The wall covering of this room,
note well, will be subjected to the worst
abuse of any throughout the theatre.
A material from which lipstick and
other marks may be readily effaced must
be chosen. On the market are many such
products. They employ plastic finishes to
simulate fabrics, wood, and marble. These
should be carefully looked into for absorbtion qualities and for resistance to fire
and cigarette bums.
Things Disappearing
Ash trays and art objects, in short, all
decorative pieces must be bolted securely
to their resting places, or they will dis¬
appear quickly. Even table lamps nave got
to be bolted down or out they will go.
Without these precautions, the decorations
remain an insurance hazard.
Though the subject of ventilation for
the toilet room area was treated fully in
a previous article, it bears repetition here.
First, it is recommended that windows,
always an annoyance, be done away with,
and the openings be filled with masonry.
Following this, a mechanical ventilation
system should be installed that will change
the air in the area once every two minutes,
at least. The only exception to mechanical
ventilation would be the insertion of
grilles in the doors between the theatre
proper and the toilet space. Exhaust fans
might draw through these grilles condi¬
tioned air from the theatre, and thus pro¬
vide air-cooled conditions in the toilet
rooms at all times.
Since it is necessary to exhaust some air
from the theatre while fresh air is being
drawn into the house, the grille arrange¬
ment would not impose a heavier-thannormal load on the air-conditioning equip¬
ment.
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for PROJECTION ROOM
ACCESSORIES & SUPPLIES

★ FILM SPLICERS • FILM MARKERS
FILM CEMENT • FILM CEMENT APPLI¬
CATORS

•

REWINDS

•

STEREOPTICANS

WASTE CANS • PROJECTIONISTS STOOLS
REWIND TABLES • FILM CABINETS • REELS
CARBON SAVERS • REEL END ALARMS
UTILITY BLOWERS • STEP-ON CANS
LENS CLEANERS • BAK-LA5H ELIMINATORS

Everything for the Protection Room

« Simple* *

TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING CO.
COOLING and HEATING
SYSTEMS of all TYPES
Philadelphia, Pa

AMERICA'S

foremost SCREENS

New York, N Y.

j

• INCREASED BRILLIANCY
• CLEARER SOUND
Vocalite Beaded Sound Screen for low inten¬
sify or Mazda lamps. More permeability of
sound, optical effect of depth, perfect for
color pictures. Increases light efficiency.

•
Super-Lite, a white vinyl plastic coated
material with light reflection co-efficient of
87 + . A perfect sound transmitter, and en¬
tirely diffusive. Assures faithful reproductions
of tone and color value.
For information—see your dealer or write

VOCALITE SCREEN CORP.
ROOSEVELT, N. Y.
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ADOLPH FARKAS—Part Owner
and General Manager, Lyric and
Rialto Theatres, Johnstown, Penna.
—writes:
“RCA Service keeps our sound
in peak of condition at all
times. We recommend RCA
Service very highly.”
To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.
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DRIVE-IX
THEATRES
SECTION

J- he ancient vaudeville practice of sell¬
ing merchant advertising on theatre cur¬
tains has been adapted to a very modern
theatre.
At the Airway Drive-In, Meadville, Pa.,
a neat additional profit has been brought
in by planting the propaganda of local
merchants
in
broadsides
around the
grounds.
This extra dividend is exceedingly use¬
ful both in maintaining neighborly good
will with the merchandising fraternities
and in defraying the cost of necessary
fencing and light baffles. The freshlypainted boards are plainly visible night
and day, since each is rigged with an
overhead light.

This large attraction board dominates the entrance of N.
combined capacity of

The fences for drive-ins are a natural
for similar purposes.
Another source of revenue that should
not be lost sight of is advertising on the
other side of the fence. Why not, if it
doesn’t minimize cr conflict with adequate
advertising of the theatre itself? The site
of a drive-in is invariably along a main
highway. For these expensive situations
the big companies pay millions of dollars
a year. The open-air theatre creates in¬
terest so that proximity to it would be a
preferred location.
Bliss In Her Eyes
Picture a young lady with bliss in her
eyes being presented an engagement ring
by a handsome young fellow fortified by
a Camel, or a carefully bred debutante
sipping her beer over a poster bearing the
name of John J. McGillahooley’s bar-andgrill gin mill. Oho! Brother! You picture
it.

S. Barger's Twin Drive-In Theatre with

cars on a 20-acre plot on the south side of Chicago.

a

Designed by Fox and

Fox, architects, and built by White Way Electric Sign Company, the sign features eight lines of bars
using Wagner
projection

Baseball fans have long been accustomed
to being entertained, and sold a bill of
goods at the same time through bill¬
boards. Remember, too, how placards,
celebrating the local hardware man, grocer,
and restauranteur, adcrned the backdrop
in the days of the two-a-day and bur¬
lesque?

1SOO

window
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A Fence Of Billboards
Advertising Spaces Adapted To Drive-Ins
Have Important Revenue Possibilities
Yes, like the drive-in is getting to be,
the billboards are a deeply-rooted Ameri¬
can custom. It is the hope of every adver¬
tiser to habituate the people, and to sat¬
urate all levels of consciousness with the

paramountcy of a given name.
Why
shouldn’t he broaden his scope to include
the roadside movie? And why shouldn’t
those drive-in fences show a profit if their
management feels it won’t hurt business?

Local merchant ad signs at the Airway Drive-in, Meadville, Pa., consist of tastefully painted and individ¬
ually lighted panels. The use of such ad panels to defray the cost of expensive fencing and headlight
baffles is naturally the decision of each individual owner. They are presented here for their idea value.

The more stylish drive-ins will prob¬
ably eschew such open advertisement of
their neighbors’ messages on the grounds
that it does not add to the overall aesthetic
effect of the surroundings, that their ex¬
pensively landscaped premises are hardly
the setting for billboard exploitation, and
that the public always has hated this kind
of proselytizing anyway.
But consider the member of the audi¬
ence who is disappointed in the film. He
can relax and enjoy a variety of invita¬
tions, and imagine himself in such a place
as “Waller’s” stashing away sea foods and
steaks.
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Gales Prove Value
Of Steel Screens
Several Flash Storms Level
Trees, Fences and Signs
Mute testimonial to the need for heavy
structural steel and reinforced concrete
screen towers for drive-in theatres was
witnessed recently at the new Starlite
Drive-In near Gloucester, N. J.
Dnusual flash storms accompanied by
winds estimated at 50 miles per hour have
lashed the Camden-Philadelphia area sev¬
eral times during recent weeks, leaving in
their path considerable damage to trees,
fences, and sign boards. One such storm
drove through the new Starlite Drive-In,

Gloucester, with devastating force that set
4x8 pieces of corrugated fencing sailing
about like autumn leaves.
Directional
signs supported by two inch pipe were
leveled to the ground and twisted beyond
repair; and quite naturally the manage¬
ment worried about the still untested large
screen tower. When the storm blew over
a prompt inspection was made of the large
40x60 foot expanse of steel and girder
which had taken the full force of the
wind, and it was found to be without a
blemish or damage of any nature.
The management is convinced that a
less worthy screen tower could not have
taken the same lashing without damage.

M. J. GORDON — Supervisor,
Allied and Ohio Drive-In Theatres
located in Toledo, Dayton and
Parma, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pa.—says:

tS'o> th6J

“We feel regular RCA Service is
an important factor in giving
our Drive-In customers con¬
tinuous high quality sound.”

»'“ Sooi£*t.
“HOW TO
CONSTRUCT
AND

EQUIP A
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE”

Following a storm on June 24, the above picture
was taken to show the twisted wreckage of a small
directional sign supported by two two-inch pipe
rails. Within 50 feet, this huge 40 x 60 foot struc¬
tural steel screen tower and extending 80 feet into
the air, came through without a blemish. Some idea
of the strength of the particular gale can be gained
f om the la ge piece of corrugated metal lying in the
left foreground of the lower picture as ripped from
a headlight baffle to the left of the screen. Similar
pieces were strewn about the grounds.

LETTERS

Concessions for

SPORTSERVICE, Inc.
&0|ST JLPG.

Jacobs mosi

~ BUFFALO, N. Y.

n

F m jKT

Rectifiers
150-250 and 500 watt sound
reproducing systems

L

In-car speakers
Junction boxes

°T-22

SILHOUETTE

’DRIVE-IN THEATRES;

Anti-reflection coated lenses
Motor generator sets

4431 W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO 24, ILL.

AULtK MULTIPLE SIZE

from Coast to Coast
over Vi Century

• Motiograph double shutter
projectors
High intensity arc lamps

o 6 aa la

■ HI CD "THIRD DIMENSION"

OUTDOOR
Notv Specializing'
REFRESHMENT ^in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT including

(fflOTi

To get the benefits of RCA Service
—write: RCA SERVICE COMPANY,
INC., Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey.

and Exclusive
"REMOVA-PAN EL" Glass-in-Frame Units
ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
3021 W. 36th St., Chicago 1451 BVay.N.Y.C.

write for literature onl

Projection room accessories

little thing but conducive to a very special
commodity, good will.
Wherever our friend goes nowadays, it
seems, someone inevitably pops up with
a rag and a little squirt gun for use on
his windshield.
He couldn’t help but
wonder if maybe that little fellow wouldn’t
show up at the drive-ins.
This also would have a utilitarian value.
A clean windshield would provide better
visibility of the screen.

Good Feeling
A friend of ours who has to his credit
a number of installations of his product in
movie houses came up with a meritorious
suggestion the other day that we are pass¬
ing on to drive-in operators.
He mentioned that he had taken in a
couple of these open-air spots out of
curiosity. They came up to his expecta¬
tions in every respect, save one. It was a
PHYSICAL THEATRE DEPARTMENT of THE EXHIBITOR

For Every Size Theatre
FOREST MFG. CQRP.,9-11 W.PARK ST., NEWARK 2,N.J.

Replacement parts for CENTURY
Model K and Simplex type
mechanisms—sold to all serv¬
ice and supply stores.
Used by better re¬
pair shops in all
countries of the
world.

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ST. LOUIS GETS
TESMA SHOW IN SEPT.
St.
L-ouis—Conscientious
theatremen
from all parts of the country will come
here in September to appraise, and, if they
wish, order the latest in theatrical equip¬
ment.
On Sept. 27, 28, 29, and 30 there will be
spread out for their inspection in the
Jefferson Hotel whole displays of improved
models of standard mechanical gear and
equipment and of new technical devices
and supplies.
A concomitant activity will be the con¬
vention of the Theatre Dealers Association.
Festivities will include a banquet, lunch¬
eons, and parties for the ladies, accord¬
ing to Roy Boomer, secretary, Theatre
Equipment and Supply Manufacturers’
Association.
There will be a get-together luncheon
on Sept. 28, a party and luncheon for the
ladies the next afternoon, and that night a
cocktail party, followed by a banquet with
entertainment and dinner dancing.
Special attention at the show will be
concentrated on “all that is new in drivein theatre equipment, theatre television,
and dispensing and vending equipment,”
Boomer says. Many of the entries will bear
the names of the following firms:
Wenzel Projector Company, Autocrat,
Inc., Bausch & Lomb Optical Company,
Krispy Kist Korn Machine Company, Poblocki and Sons, Drive-In Theatre Manu¬
facturing Company, Forest Electronic Cor¬
poration, Forest Manufacturing Company,
Raytone Screen Company, Kneisley Elec¬
tric Company, Auto-Vend, Inc., Gordos
Corporation, National Super-Service Com¬
pany, Griggs Equipment Company, Murch
Electric Corporation, Superior Electric
Company, Tol-Pak Company, Star Manu¬
facturing Company, Lawrence Metal Pro¬
ducts, Da-Lite Screen Company.
Also, Irwin Seating Company, Supurdisplay, Inc., Kroehler Manufacturing Com¬
pany,
General
Register
Corporation,
Thomas L. Leedom Company, Automatic
Devices Company, Motion Picture Machine
Company, Essannay Electric Company,
M'otiograph, Inc., Champion
Moulding
Manufacturing Company, Century Projec¬
tor Corporation, Radiant Manufacturing
Company, Wagner Sign Service, LaVezzi
Machine Works, RCA, Mohawk Carpet
Company, International Seat Company,
Brenkert Light Projection Company, Ace
Electric Company, Robin, Inc., Strong
Electric Corporation, Theatre Specialties,
Inc., Vallen, Inc., DeVry Corporation,
Neumade Products Corporation, Knox¬
ville Scenic Studio, Baldor Electric Com¬
pany, Pronto Pop Corn Sales, Globe Ticket
Company, Ashcraft Manufacturing Com¬
pany, Ballantyne Company, Ideal Seating
Company, Kollmorgen Optical Corpora¬
tion, and Adler Silhouette Letter Com¬
pany.

The most IMPORTANT development
for Drive-In Theatres

PREFAB
CREEN TOWER*
IMPORTANT for S big reasons
i.

Exclusive—"SEE-LINE" Vision!
Sloped

right,

for correct

sight!

Maximum

right

angle sight line eliminates "keystone".

2.

Erected in 6 Days!
No construction bugaboos. No guesswork. Erected
cm location in 6 days or less.

3.

Guaranteed Construction!
All steel rigid frame, engineered and reinforced
to withstand a 100 M.P.H. gale!

4.

Streamlined and Sturdy!
Tall, slender tapering, esthetic lines that harmon¬
ize with any landscape.

A distinctive marquee.

5 . Costs Less!
Compare.

All

steel,

permanent

construction

Going up!
Note
slender, tapering
supporting members—Vs" steel plate.
Shop-welded, field-bolted construction.

is

more economical. No rotting or warping parts to
be replaced.

6.

Minimum Maintenance!
Walkway at top and

back of screen.

Monorail

system simplifies scaffolding and servicing. Saves
2/3 on annual painting costs.

7 . Portable!
May

be taken down and

reassembled

inexpen¬

sively if location is changed.

8.

Available in 3 Sizes!
Overall Surface
(Including Masking)

Car Capacity

No. S38-38 x 49 ft.

350- 400

No. S44-44 x 60 ft.

450- 650

No. S52-52 x 72 ft.

650-1000

Rear view. Note sturdy but graceful
construction.
A
strikingly
beautiful
structure. A distinctive modern "face"
for any drive-in.

TESTED, PROVED and PRAISED.
Recent purchasers of PRE-FAB SCREEN TOWERS

—

Reade Drive-In, Woodbridge, N. J.

Bressler Drive-In, Dayton, Ky.
Eastern Drive-In, Totowa, N. J.

Sho e Drive-In, Collingswood Park, N. J

Loew Drive-In, New London, Conn.

Starlite Drive-In, Gloucester, N. J.

Loew Drive-In, Springfield, Mass.

Starlite Drive-In, Chicago, III.

PRE-FAB SCREEN TOWER-an EXCLUSIVE product of New Plant Boss At Century
Mark S. Hoban, for many years em¬
ployed in projection and allied industries,
is the new factory manager at the Cen¬
tury Projector Corporation. He assumed
his post on May 17. His background in¬
cludes work at the Federal Telephone and
Radio Corporation, Crosley Company, and
Philco Company.
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this

circuit in Alabama, was on the sicK
list, and hoped he will soon be able
to come back to the row....Jimmy Wil¬
son, Wilson and Moore Enterprises,
checked in after visiting in Alabama.
Mrs. Charlie Touchon, wife of the
US office manager, was ill in the
hospital.... Estelle Bradley, “Miss
Atlanta of 1924” and former movie
star, returned recently with a title
more precious than the one she held
when she left there 24 years ago,
"partner in 22 years of happy marriage
in Hollywood.” She is the wife of
Charles Lamont, director.

Atlanta
Called in for a sales meeting at
Eagle Lion was George M. Jones. He
gets to town so seldomly that it takes
him a long time to get used to Film
Row. . . ..Abe Brown, owner, K and B,
hangout for Film Row folk, is bu,ck
after a Florida vacation.
Ralph McCoy, branch manager, firm
Classics, was out in the Alabama ter¬
ritory. ... Seen on Film Row was Dusty
Rhodes, heading the Georgia Theatres,
Inc., booking department, who said he
had a wonderful trip to Canada. . . .
Gault Brown, manager,- Madison, Madisonville, Tenn., was another visitor,
as were R.L. Bishop, Dixie, Columbus,
Ga. , booking with P.L. Taylor ... Frank
P. Bryan, former owner, several thea¬
tres in Green Cove Springs, Fla., re¬
turned home after visiting.
Mrs. Rose Lancaster, Astor, turned
out to be a great fisherwoman. She
came home several nights ago with a
fine string, and had her friends out
to her home for a big fish fry....John
SV. Mangham, president, Screen Guild,
got back from a business trip.... Jimmy
Wilson, Wilson’s Enterprises, returned
after a visit to several theatres that
he is booking.
Charlie Moore, co-owner, Wilson and
Moore Enterprises, was enjoying the
sunshine in Florida.... R. L. McCoy,
manager, Film Classics, was in Colum¬
bus, Ga.
Roy Han, nead booker, Screen Guild
of Georgia, was in North Carolina on
a vacation... Sam Hinson, former mana¬
ger, Monogram Southern exchanges in
Charlotte, and now branch manager,
SRO, there, was in for a sales meeting
with district manager Henry Krumm.
Eddie Foster, for many years, sales
representative, Republic, resigned to
take over the drive-in in Knoxville,
Tenn., with his co-owner, Hap Barnes.
Accusations charging malicious mis¬
chief were prepared in Fulton criminal
court against three 16-year old youths,
allegedly caught in the act of placing
obscene words on the marquee of the
Piedmont Drive-In. According to Jack
Elwell, general manager, the trio were
first surprised in the act of insert¬
ing obscene words in the movable let¬
tering of the theatre sign, at which
time they outran a watchman; but,
several nights later, ^^inwere caught
in the act.

NT-1

This attractive panel on the front of
the Broadway, Charlotte, was part ol
the aggressive campaign which managei
Frank Irwin recently set as bally for
Eagle Lion's melodrama, "Raw Deal".

ville, Ga., and R.E. Martin, Martin
Theatres, Columbus, Ga.... Ed Ashmore,
office manager, Eagle Lion, was back
after his honeymoon.
Tom Guinian, the EL representative,
left for Dallas.... Joyce Higgins,
Columbia, has a diamond ring on her
left hand....N.E. Savini, Astor New
York representative, was in....Ed
Stevens, president, Stevens Pictures,
was back after a trip to Florida.
Charlie Durmeyer, president, South¬
ern Automatic Candy Company, was off
to Florida.... Pete Rosian, southern
district manager. Universal-Inter¬
national, was handling the local
branch since Jim Partlow resigned....
O.B. Corley, former Monogram salesman,
is now selling for Screen Guild.
J.S. Carsallen, former Screen Guild
salesman, has been named assistant to
SG president J.W. Managham....Mrs.
Bonnie Sudan, Screen Guild, was off
for a stay in Florida.
Benton Express Notes: Again the
love bug has hit Film Row. This time
it struck Helen Hicks and Leon John¬
son, who were married recently. ..Kate
Waits was on a Florida vacation.
Mrs. Bettie Guinn, Republic, was on
a well earned vacation.... In the July
7 issue of The Exhibitor, your cor¬
respondent had “born to Harry Katz,
Kay Exchanges, a son.” This should
have been “by adoption.” Sorry.
In visiting were Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Taylor, former theatre owners in Ten¬
nessee. ..Everyone on the row was sorry
to hear that R.P. Higginbotham, of the

Harry Gordon, president, National
Theatres, Jacksonville, Fla., returned
home after a visit.... Harry Diamond
office manager, Sack Amusement Enter¬
prises, was visiting in Tennessee with
friends....Don Hasler, manager, Astor
Pictures of Georgia, and his wife and
children were off for a stay in Miami
...Mrs. Leona Delong, booking depart¬
ment, Monogram Southern exchanges,
was spending her vacation in the
mountains of North Georgia.... Back at
Astor after visiting in the territory
were William Richardson and Jimmy
Bello.
Tne right of Decatur, Ala., to levy
xn amusement tax was upheld by Circuit
Judge Newton B. Powell. The ruling has
been appealed by Crescent Amusement
Company, Nashville, Tenn., to the
State Supreme Court.
All downtown fire fighting equip¬
ment was called to Bailey's EightyOne, but it proved to be a false
alarm....Mrs. Polly Gilman and husband
were visiting her sister, Mrs. Flo
Tucker, Astor.
Leonard Allen, Paramount’s southern
publicity chief, checked in after a
trip to Alabama.... Seen on Film Row
was Walter Hickey, for many years with
major exchanges. He has been sick for
the past several months.... Jim Partlow, branch manager for the past year
of Universal-International, with
Leonard Andrews, special home office
representative, resigned to enter the
drive-in theatres business in Florida
....George Kreeger, office manager,
Benton Brothers Film Express, returned
to his office after a vacation in
North Georgia.
Colonial Pictures was moving into
new quarters at 1118 West Peachtree
Street.... In the city were Roth Hook,

Arthur C. Bromberg, president, Mono¬
gram Southern exchanges, checked in
after a business trip.... William Rich¬
ardson, president, Astor Pictures, is
back from Alabama.
In were J.H. Thompson, president,
Martin and ThomDSon Theatres. HawkinsJuly 28,
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Two prominent executives of the recently opened Wilson and Moore booking office
in Atlanta are shown above. In the usual order are Chariie Moore and Jimmy Wilson.
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Hook’s Theatres, Alabama,
Cole, Kinston, Ga,
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his theatre supply house. At the time
of his death, polio is scourging the
Carolinas, which recalls that in the
polio spread in 1944 he arranged for,
and directed, the transfer of polio
victims in the Hickory, N.C., area to
the Memorial Hospital, Charlotte, and
conducted entertainment programs for
them at the hospital until they re¬
covered from polio. His funeral was
held in Rock Hill.

and Tuney

Earle Humphries, Theatrical Printing
Company, his wife, and daughter re¬
turned after spending a vacation in
Florida... .Bob Robinson, former owner,
Poster Exchange, returned from a
Florida vacation.
The Oglethorpe, Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga. ,
signed with Altec for sound ser¬
vicing.
Vandals broke into the Forrest Avenue
recently, damaged vending machines,
and ransacked the office.... Charlie
Clark, southern sales manager, “Quiz
Night”, was back after a trip.
Visiting were David Sandler, Thea¬
tre Service, Cleveland, at the office
of the Dixie Drive-In; Jack Elwell,
general manager, Dixie Drive-In, who
came back to his office after visit¬
ing other houses; Paul Engler, Famous
Theatre Company, Birmingham, Ala.;
Lester Neely, Jr., Neely, Alabama;
D.L. Buzbee, Ritz, Dadeville, Ala.;
R.E. Hook, Ala.; John Gaither, Heflin,
Ala.; J.F. Moffett, Montgomery, Ala.;
D.A. Regan, Selma, Ala., and F. Rogers,
Tuskegee, Ala.
v
Mildred Burden, Monogram, returned
after illness.... Carl Floyd, coowner,
Floyd and Stein Theatres, Florida,
received some good natured kidding
recently when he visited here. He
turned out to be an actor, and ap¬
pears in Monogram’s "16 Fathoms Deep”,
made in Tarpon Springs, Fla.
In the city visiting were Nat Wil¬
liams, Thomasville, Ga.; Carl Floyd
and Luckie Stein, Floyd and Stein
Circuit; Nat Hancock, Jefferson, Ga.;
Owen W. Phillpot, Clearwater and Win¬
ter Haven, Fla., and C.L. Jackson,
Woodbine, Ga... .At Film Classics, Doris
Barber returned from Jacksonville,
Fla. ...Best wishes go to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Hart. There’s a new baby girl
at their house, and Hart passed out
good cigars.
The love bug returned to Film Row.
It bit Gloria Chamber, FC secretary,
who was wed to Jimmy Carmickel on
July 10_(Ginger Prince, daughter of
Hugh Prince, Co-At-Co, was recently
signed by Hygienic Productions. Her
teacher was Miss Jesse Rease. This
should correct a previous item in The
Exhibitor, which may have proved con¬
fusing. -Ed. )

Charlotte
J.M. O’Neal, Freemont, N.C., closed
the Kenley, Kenley, N.C., for remodel¬
ing and redecorating. New equipment
will also be added. The work will re¬
quire six weeks.
Dick Eason, Everett Enterprises
booker, resigned to accept a position
with the Colonial Theatres, Valdese,
N. C., which operates throughout Western
North Carolina....Robert Saxton, Ex¬
hibitor’ s Service booker, returned
from a trip to Hampton, S.C., where
he visited the Palmetto.... Paul Ben¬
ton, head booker, Columbia, resigned.

Lois Butler, singing star of Eagle
Lion's "Mickey", had plenty of cause
for smiling on her recent arrival in
New Orleans, since she was greeted
by the first Lois Butler fan club
organized locally. MiSs Butler made
a personal appearance at the Joy.

Polio continues to lop off from 30
to 40 per cent of the teen-age attend¬
ance at theatres in the Charlotte
area, where a ban was established
some weeks ago prohibiting youths under
17 attending theatres or other public
places.
“Tap Roots,” filmed at and near
Asheville, N.C., will be shown at the
Carolina on Aug. 15, according to Jack
Austin, manager. Many scenes were
shot on the huge Vanderbuilt estate.
National Screen Service Corporation
has available prints on “Tobacco Land”,
which exhibitors are paid to run. R.M.
Simril, branch manager, anticipates
a warm reception for the film.
The Starlight Drive-In was formally
opened at Lincolnton, N.C. It is
located two and one half miles from
Lincolnton, on the Lincolnton-Maiden
highway. A.E. Miller, president,
Lincolnton Amusement Company, and
owner, says there is parking space
for 391 cars.
Plans for a new office and shipping
building and garage for the Carolina
Film Delivery Company are in the hands
of contractors. John Vickers is presi¬
dent. The structure will contain
3,700 square feet floor space. It is
to be located at Winona and Graham
Streets, on the Warren baseball field
property.
The Belmont Drive-In, Belmont, N. C.,
announces that it is providing indi¬
vidual speakers for each car. When
MonteHale, star of Republic, recently
appeared at the drive-in, he was
swamped with admirers.
W.F. Shipes opened a drive-in at
Hampton, S.C.
Max William Bryant owner, Bryant
Theatre Supply Company, died at his
home in Rock Hill, S.C., in his 54th
year. Bryant never fully recovered
from a stroke he suffered in 1947. He
was a charter member of the Variety
Club. A native of Rock Hill, S.C., he
is survived by his wife, Lillian, and
three children, Max, Jr., Lillian,
and Marian Bryant. He was prominent
in theatre circles throughout the
Carolinas, and for 15 years had operated

Center Theatre Building, Inc., ob¬
tained a certificate of incorporation
from the North Carolina Secretary Of
State to conduct a real estate busi¬
ness, with authorized capital stock
of $200,000, of which $5,020 has been
subscribed by the incorporators, H.B.
Meiselman, Ralphel Meiselman, and
J.L. Choate, Jr.
Kenneth Klontz, head, 20th-Fox pro¬
jection staff, resigned his position
on the Charlotte Civil Service board
recently. He had been busy with the
civil service work for over a year...
E.L. Hearn, Alameda, Albemarle, N.C.,
announced the wedding of his daughter,
3etty Jane, to James B. Garrison,
Badin, N.C.
H.H. Hearne, ExhiDitor’s Service,
returned from Boston, where he spoke
at a meeting in the interests of the
Will Rogers Sanitarium, Saranac Lake,
N.Y. Hearn was some years ago a patient
in the institution.
Pete Lassiter, Conway, N.C., an¬
nounced the purchase of the Jean,
Seaboard, N\C., from Roy Champion,
Weldon, N.C....Mrs. Carl Patterson
wife of the Columbia office manager,
was recuperating from a recent ill¬
ness.
Mrs. Max Reinhardt, wife of the Ex¬
hibitor’ s Service office manager, was
ill in the hospital. The illness
caused Reinhardt and H.D. Hearn to
postpone a trip they had planned to
New York.
Altec announced that it had signed
sound servicing deals with the Park
View Drive-In, Washington, N.C., and
the Eden, Edenton, N.C.

Memphis
The Roxy, Gainesboro, Tenn., and
the Parker, Eagleville, Tenn., signed
with Altec for sound servicing.
The spotlight is on the fast growing
town of West Memphis, Ark., for new
showhouses. Following the announcement
thatW.L. Moxley, Blytheville, Ark.,
•would build a $200,000 house on the
west side of the river, came one from
hhe Lightman Associates, that they
will also erect a new theatre, and,
in addition, that they have bought
the Crittenden,- which they take over
on Aug. 1. In making the announcement,
Herbert Kohn, a joint holder with M.A.
Lightman and Ed Sapinsley in the new
house and the one to be built, said
that the theatres will not be a part
of the Malco Theatre, Inc. The Crit¬
tenden, named for the county at West
Memphis, was owned by J. Jackson
Rhodes. It seats 750 patrons. Kohn
July 28,
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said they plan to start renovating.
The new bridge, scheduled to be com¬
pleted in 1949, will afford a four¬
way traffic span, which will add to
the further development of West Memphis
as a resident center for downtown
Memphis employes.

and Hugh Owen, eastern and southern
divisional sales manager, were in last
fortnight.

STATES
Alabama
AB BE V ILLE

Exhibitors on Film Row were: Mrs.
Helen Bruster, Dixon, Tenn.; C.T.
Willis, Munford, Tenn.; Alvin Tipton,
Manilla, Ark.; B.V. McDougald, Monticello, Ark.; Floyd B. Leek, Garland,
Little Rock, Ark., and Leon Roundtree,
Water Valley, Mississippi.
J.R. Willard, engineer, Strong
Electric Corporation, Toledo, 0., was
visiting with N.B. Blount, manager,
Monarch Theatre Supply Service....
Vacationing from her spot at Warners
was Miss Gertrude Deen, cashier’s
department.
Vacationing irom their desks at
U-I were Miss Jolly1 Sullivan, ste¬
nographer; Mildred Boyd, ledger clerk,
and Ethel Duball head inspectress.
Elizabeth Goff, general clerk, re¬
signed, and Agnes Bell, inspectress,
got tangled with poison ivy during an
outing.
Miss Evelyn Hammond, secretary to
branch manager Tom Young, 20th CenturyFox, was planning a vacation in New
York. She was to travel with Mr. and
Mrs. Webber Hall. He is newsreel
cameraman for 20th-Fox. Sue Jane
Eubanks, assistant cashier, same
branch, and her husband, was vaca¬
tioning at Rockaway Beach, Mo., and
back at her post as booker, tanned
and rested, was Miss Mildred Sharp.
One or Columbia’s oldest employes,
Jake Body, was being mourned by his
many friends. He had been a familiar
figure around Columbia for several
years.... Mrs. Tommy Myrick, cashier
at Columbia is hospitalized, but re¬
ported on the mend.
A new honor has been rolled up for
Elliott Johnson, publicity director,
Malco Theatres, Inc. Johnson was se¬
lected by the Navy Reserve to make a
cruise on a destroyer through the
Caribbean as a representative of Mal¬
co in public relations.
Miss Katheryn Morgan, booker, Na¬
tional Screen Service, was vacationing
at Myrtle Beach, S.C. Other vacation¬
ists were: Miss Gerald Clifton, booker
Republic; Charles Southern, head
shipper, and Ann Stevens, head in¬
spectress, and Ruth Clayton, ledger
clerk, Paramount.

Mrs. Bessie Walker announced the
opening of her 700-seat house.

BIRMINGHAM

The old yo yo craze was recently re¬
vived by Ted Munson, manager, Bradley,
Columbus, Ga. , when he staged a special
yo yo contest at one of his regular
Saturday morning children's matinees.
The Bradley is under the direction of
the Georgia Theatre Company.

Alfred N. Sack, general manager, a
branch of Sack Amusement Enterprises
of Dallas opened. The office is being
managed by Alton Dureau, formerly of
20th-Fox, while Gene Youngblood is
salesman.
Sales executives of RKO from the
home office and from the south were
here for a sales meeting last week,
the third of a series of zonal busi¬
ness and sales meets of this nature.
The conference was under the direction
of Robert Mochrie, distribution vicepresident, who reviewed the company’s
product schedule and the Ned Depinet
Drive. Attending were north-south di¬
vision manager Charles Boasberg,
Carl Peppercorn, his assistant; A.A.
Schubart, manager of exchange opera¬
tions; Sid Kramer, district chiefs
Dave Prince and Ben Cammack; and
branch managers H.M. Lyons, Atlanta;
R.E. Branon, Charlotte; J.R. Lamantia,
New Orleans; Sol Sachs, Dallas; R.V.
Reagin, Memphis, and Ralph Williams,
Oklahoma City.
Two new cneatres opened in
ritory recently, the Beard,
ville, Miss., and the Wayne,
Ala., the latter operated
Murphy, theatre owner also in
Miss.

the ter¬
LeakesMelvin,
by Phil
Quitman,

Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicepresident in charge of distribution,

NEW ORLEANS
With arrangements completed bj
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Recently, the Houston gave a free
show, with popcorn and soft drinks on
the house, while the Ritz, a Martin
house, countered by giving the first
500 children in line free admission,
free popsicles, and autographed pic¬
tures of movie stars.

HALEYVILLE
J.M. Lakeman, Princess, announced
that he will start work on a new thea¬
tre seating 600 within the next month.

LEEDS
A.H. Barker, manager, Waters, is
back at his post after a Kentucky
vacation.

TROY
A drive-in will be constructed here.

Florida
DAYTONA

BEACH

Paul Hesse announced the sale of
the Kingston to Donna P. Buris for
approximately $54,000. This theatre
was built some 20 years ago by the
late Harry Summerville.

DELRAY

BEACH

The Delray has its name changed to
the Case, name of the owner.

DUN ED IN
City Council issued a permit to C.W.
Bennett, Middleboro, Mich., for the
erection of a new theatre to cost
$25,000.

Booking on the Row were: W.F. Ruffin,
Sr., Covington, Tenn.; Amelia Ellis,
Mason, Tenn.; R.H. Kenney, Hughes,
Ark.; H.G. Waldran, Red Bay, Ala.;
M.E. Rice, Brownsville, Tenn.; C.A.
McGowan, Moorehead, Miss.; Zell Jaynes,
Truman, Ark.; C.A. Gilliland, Steele,
Mo., and Clifford Peck, Covington,
Tenn.
The new general secretary at Mono¬
gram is Miss Nona Lee Stacy. She re¬
places Dorothy Lundee, resigned.

A. Brown Parkes, for many years in
the business, was appointed manager
Acme’s Theatres, Melba. ..N. H. Waters,
Sr., president, Waters Theatres, with
his wife and daughter, was vacationing
at Daytona Beach, Fla.

FT.

MYERS

The new owner of the Lee is Bob
Blotcky, who plans to remodel and re decorate.

FT.
national's "Casbah", Tony Martin, had
'ust finished an engagement at the
eachcomber, Miami Beach, the fourfoot block letters heralding the star's
appearance were transferred from the
night club to the marquee of the
Lincoln for the film's recent run.
An electric animated frontalso helped
in putting over the first run showing.

J

PIERCE

Targar Theatre Company announced
that the Sunrise will be air-condition¬
ed.
Sam D. Bennett started construction
of his new drive-in. It is estimated
that it will cost $75, 000,and is sche¬
duled for an early fall opening.
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HAINES CITY

North Carolina
ATLANTIC

Carl Floyd, Stein and Floyd Theatres,
was back after a trip to Atlanta.

BEACH

Alfred B. Cooper, Morehead City,
N.C., owner, Roda, which was destroyed
by fire with a loss of $200,000, says
he will attempt to interest others in
helping to construct a new theatre at
the site. The Roda opened its doors
in April.

LAKELAND
Talgar Theatres announced that it
will start construction of a drive-in
near Fort Pierce, Fla., at a cost of
$75,000. It is hoped ,to have it open
by Sept. 1.

BOON V I LLF
MIAMI
A1 Brandt, Flamingo, continues
having his theatre a haven for foreign
films....“The Fuller Brush Man”,
Miami, was giving the brush-off to
summer attendance blues, and, as a gag
tie-in, offered a Fuller brush to the
first 100 women attending matinees.
Even the hard-of-hearing join in
the guffaws, thanks to Wometco’s
considerate service in supplying ear¬
phones at this theatre. The Lincoln,
Tower, Capitol, and Rosetta also cater
to those so handicapped.
The Bernstein Theatre Circuit,
operators, Dixie, and theatres in
Indiana and Illinois, announced plans
for the construction of two new the¬
atres. A 900-seater will be at 79th
Street and N.E. Second Avenue, with
air-conditioning and space for stores,
and an 800-car drive-in at LeJeune
Road and N.W. 12th Street, the Little
River, and the LeJeune Auto Theatre,
respectively. Nat Bernstein, circuit
head, announced his son and vicepresident, Bob Bernstein, will be in
charge of the'projects, with Hal
Hornstein, New York and Miami, de¬
signer of the theatres, to do the
equipping. George Wendall, Dixie, has
been appointed district manager, and
Walter B. Leech, assistant, Dixie,
will manage the Little River on com¬
pletion.
Manager Arthur Bookbinder, Colony,
was satisfied with the reception of
a run of an all-Spanish feature, “Viva
Mi Desgracia”.
Tivoli manager Earl Potter expected
to leave for a month’ s vacation at
Wilmington, N.C., and, in his absence,
Joseph Hagert, assistant, holds the
reins.
The responsiveness of the LatinAmerican patrons has Wometco bringing
a series of Spanish film to the Town
....The power of the air-waves is
being utilized by Wometco via Havana
station CM Q, where spot announce¬
ments of coming attractions are aired
The community spirit of the Wometco
organization is always evident, and,
at the Mayfair recently, it offered
the Department Of Justice short,
“Report for Action”. This was shown
to an invited audience of social
workers and other leaders interested
in this problem. Publicity man Mark
Chartrand offered the Wometco facili¬
ties for meeting.
The Tampa, Fla., Park has been ad¬
ded to the Wometco string. ... Joseph
St. Thomas, assistant, Mayfair, was

Clara Mabee, 12-year-old contestant
for a top role in the Glenn McCarthy
film, "The Green Promise", was re¬
cently honored at a party in the
Penthouse of the St. Regis Hotel,
New York, at which time she met the
press. Crashing the shindig were a
few pigeons, and here Miss Mabee
obligingly offers them some peanuts.

on vacation. ... Mayfair admissions
took a drop for the summer matinees
from $.60 to $.50, with evenings $.74
to $.65. Cameo followed suit with a
slight reduction from $.74 to $.70....
Back at the old stand after an ex¬
citing vacation was Herman Silverman,
Wometco booker-buyer.

ST.

PETERSBURG

GREENSBORO
Because of a severe polo epidemic,
theatres advised parents not to permit
children under 16 to attend. Theatre
managers said the policy will remain
in effect as long as the emergency
exists.

HIGH

POINT

Theatre managers are excluding
children under 16 because of a polio
outbreak.

OXFORD

Gulf Coast Amusement has a permit
for the construction of a Negro the¬
atre here.

TALLAHASSEE
A.P. Talley petitioned City Council
for a permit to build a new drive-in
on Perry Highway.

VERO

Completely modern, the new Boonville opened on Main Street. Foster
R. Matthews, Charles Craver, and Foy
Hemric are the owners.

BEACH

Talgar Theatres will soon start
work on its new theatre.

Georgia
ASHBURN
Lukie Stein, president, Stein Thea¬
tre Circuit, announced that he has
appointed D.A. Luke as manager of the
new $100,000 theatre here. The new
house has a seating capacity of 800.

BUCHANAN
G.M. Bell, former owner, Buchanan,
sold his theatre to A.C. Bernett, who
also owns a theatre in Temple, Ga.

E.G. Crews, owner, Carolina, has a
two-story brick building adjoining
his theatre on Main Street. He said
he acquired it to protect his theatre
interests, and that the building may
be used later to enlarge the Carolina.

RALEIGH
The Car-Ral Drive-In, located on
U.S. Highway 1, held its formal open¬
ing. It can accommodate 250 cars, has
individual speakers for each car, and
is presenting two shows nightly, with
programs being changed four times
weekly. Earl Williamson, former mana¬
ger, Colony, is the manager, and Ben
W. Allen is one of the owners.

Tennessee
MCMINNVILLE
When Mr. and Mrs. Cowan Oldham
opened cheir new theatre, many industryites from Atlanta were present
for the event.

PULASKI

CORNEL I A

This town voted not to have Sunday
movies.

Co-At-Co, with headquarters in
Atlanta, opened its new $100,000
Grand.

RED

WARRENTON

The Fox, seating 700, owned by Fox
Theatres, Inc., Chatsworth, Ga., is
managed by Mrs. Myrtle Bennett.

Mrs. Margaret Story, Warrenton,
back after illness.

BANK

is

Mississippi
GULF PORT
Construction started on a new
theatre for E. E. Summerlin. The
theatre will be modern in every
respect.

WARTBURG
A new 300-seat theatre is now under
construction here for Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Heidel. An opening date is ex¬
pected to be announced very shortly.
The theatre will be modern in all
respects, and is expected to rate
as one of the .area’s best.
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Chicago
Jim Finn, Telenews chief electrician,
and his wife vacationed for several
weeks at Green Bay, Wis.... Attorney
William D. Saltiel, Marshall Grant
Pictures chairman, returned from Holly¬
wood.
It was reported from Springfield,
Ill., that theatre admissions taxes
are spreading among Illinois cities.
Since last October, nine cities have
adopted" ordinances assessing two to
four per cent levies on theatre re¬
ceipts, the Illinois Municipal League
said. Bloomington pioneered the field,
and was followed by Chicago, Moline,
Rock Island, Rockford, Alton, Decatur,
Dekalb, and Waukegan. Of 101 cities
with populations over 5,000 polled by
the League, eight additional reported
that they might decide in the near
future to pass such taxation, Elgin,
Freeport, Kewanee, Harrisburg, Mon¬
mouth, Paris, Pekin, and Maywood. A
few months ago, Pekin adopted the tax,
but quickly dropped it in the face of
mounting protests. The legality of the
admissions levy has been challenged
in Rock Island Circuit Court. The
court test was touched off by theatre
owners contending the city exceeded
its powers, refusing to pay the tax
imposed in Moline. In Decatur, pe¬
titions were being circulated to force
a referendum on whether the tax stays.

Dallas
Altec has signed sound service deals
with the following Texas theatres:
Pioneer Drive-In, Plainview; Clute,
Clute; Texas, Shamrock; Dixie, Athens;
Arcadia, Woodsboro; Strand, Big Sandy;
Sunset Drive-In, Brownwood; Valley
Drive-In, Harlingen; Star. Rising
Star; Port, Port Aransas; Whitney,
Whitney; Ric, -Dimmitt; Joy, Obrere,
and Progresse, San Antonio.
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Clarence Kelland is again operating,
the Iris, Edgemont, S.D., having
bought it back from L. T. Rademacher.. ..
Albert Petry bought the Liberty, Pagosa Springs, Colo. , from Robert T.
Martin....George A. Hickey
sales
manager for Metro, west coast division,
was here calling on large accounts,
and conferring with Henry Friedel,
branch manager, and others.
Claude Newell, Metro booker, receiv¬
ed his annual invitation from Uncle
Sam to participate in two weeks active
duty in the air corps reserve. Newell
is a pilot.
Ralph H. Olson, U-I salesman, has
been moved from Kansas City to Denver,
where he succeeds Emmett Warner, who
quit so he could devote all his time
to the Coronado, Albuquerque, N. M.
The Inland Amusement Corporation
dissolved, and turned the LaFa, Lafa¬
yette, Colo., back to Walter M. Houser
....Carvue Theatres, Inc., will open
the Motorona Drive-In on North Federal
with Dave Samuels as manager.... Ralph
Hamilton, manager, Jewel, and Sue
McCracken, were married, and are away
on their honeymoon.
Seen on Film Row were: Charles Klein,
Deadwood, S.D.; John Roberts, Fort
Morgan, Colo.; D.D. Colvin, Louviers,
Colo.; Charles Flower, Estes Park,
Colo. ; Fred Anderson, Eaton, Colo. ,
and Frank Aydelotte,' Fort Collins,
Colo.
The Chief, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
held a special screening of “Canon
City”, and had as guests nuns of the
convent attached to Corpus Christi
Church.
Altec Service signed sound servic¬
ing agreements with the El Cortez,
Ranches of Tacs, N.M. ; the Rustic,
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Estes Park, Colo.; The Acme, Riverton,
Wyo.; the Motor-Vu, Billings, Mont.,
and the Royal/: Laurel, Mont.

Kansas City
Sound service agreements have been
signed by Altec with the Leonard,
Cedar Vale, Kans.; Argonia, Argonia,
Kansas, and the Kansas State Board of
Review, Kansas City Kans.
Peggy Goodin, who wrote'the novel
“Clementine”, issued thie month as a
Bantam Book under the film title of
“Mickey”, won a school prize while
attending the University of Michigan
for writing it. She says “Clem or
Mickey, got herself born in something
like nine months, mostly from midnight
on, in the basement of the Chi Omega
house, with Shakespeare and English
history stacked at one end of the
ping-pong table and me and the coffee
pot at the other”. Like the film, the
reprint edition of the book is titled
“Mickey”. The change came about when
the producers decided that “Clementine”
was too feminine a name for the tom¬
boy heroine of the story.

Los Angeles
The Fox Bakersfield Theatres Corpo¬
ration and the Fox Paradise Theatre
Corporation, Bakersfield, Cal., pro¬
tested the assessment on the two com¬
panies, and, while filirtg returns,
made no payments. The corporations
early this year would not pay their
January-March fees on the 10 per cent
city amusement tax, declaring that
the tax was unconstitutional.
Paramount made a deal for trade
showing “Night Has A Thousand Eyqs"
withFWC for.its Boulevard, where ex¬
hibitors could attend with city visi¬
tors. ... Jorge de Castro, of the Castro
exhibitor family in Brazil was spend-

Denver
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown, he’s a
long time film salesman and at present
film buyer-booker for the Black Hills
Amusement Company, wins the top prize
for having taken not only the longest
vacation in time, hut, also in length,
reported among theatre and film men
in the Denver area. They went to Chi¬
cago to see their daughter, Sally H.
Brown, receive a master’s degree in
speech reeducation at Northwestern
University, then on to Detroit, Canada,
New York, Washington, and back home
by the way of Niagara Falls, Minnea¬
polis, and St. Paul. All in all, they
went over 5,000 miles.
Robert Patrick was scheduled to open
his 26thand Humboldt...Walter Jancke,
formerly a Colorado theatre manager,
now with Westland Theatres, Lincoln,
Neb., was stricken with infantile
paralysis.
July 28,
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Eagle Lion's factual drama, "Canon City" recently received a great sendoff
at t he Skyline, Canon City, Col., with the premiere attended by film notables
and prominent industryites. Shots from left to right, top to bottom, show:
Bryan Foy, producer of the prison yarn, being introduced from the theatre
stage by.Henry E. Huffman, Fox Intermountain Denver city manager, as Colorado
State Prison warden Roy Best, who portrays himself in the film, looks on;
Best being interviewed by Nancy Craig, ABC, prior to the opening; the film's
star, Scott Brady, with the Bauer children, the boy's life having been saved
by the convict portrayed by Brady in the film, and three "Canon City Queens",
Helen Jean Wildgen, Jeanne Camerlo, and Joan Tyner, leaving Hollywood with a
print of the semi-documentary picture for the well publicized world premiere.

National
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ing a few weeks here before entraining
to New York. The Castro interests
operate 12 theatres in Rio de Janeiro.
The Marion Davies Clinic will re¬
ceive a percentage of the proceeds
from the opening night of Monogram’s
"16 Fathoms Deep”, which has been set
for Aug. 4 at the Orpheum, Fox Bel¬
mont, El Rey, Vogue, and Culver. Pro¬
ducer-star Arthur Lake, who is also a
nephew by marriage of Miss Davies,
tvill round up a star list in attendance.
Howard McDonell of Republic’s busi
ness offfce, returned from the nospital to recuperate iromamajor stomach
operation....FWC Theatres set a fivetheatre opening of the U-I film, “ManEater of Kumaon”, in cooperation with
The Hollywood Citizen-News, Western
Air Lines, and the Iris, Guild, United
Artists, Ritz, and Studio City, a spe¬
cial screening for the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, admission to which will
be donated clothing for Vet flood suf¬
ferers in Portland and a local showing
for newsboys. Another stunt lined up
is a “midnight managerie show” spon¬
sored by the Lions Club to which all
Wolfs, Lyons, Baers and others whose
names fall in the animal category will
be guests of the organization.
Herschel Gruenberg, formerly with
Republic, returned to town after a
siege of polio at the University of
Minnesota Polio Hospital.
Jack Jacobs resigned as local sales
manager for the Filmack, ad-trailer
outfit.The Marcal fire forced im¬
provements in the showhouse.... Para¬
mount is curtailing its exploitation
policy in the northwest territory
following resignation of Ralph Ravenscroft, road exploitation head, and
the transfer of Bob Blair to replace
him, with concentration on openings
in Hollywood, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco.... Russ Gable, head, Para¬
mount prop department was elected
commander, Post 557, American Legion.
Columbia closed deals for first-run
theatre showings of its serial,
“Superman”, according to Jerry Safron.
Bookings marked a debut for the serials
in first-run houses. Hollywood Pantages and Downtown Hillstreet scheduled
them while up in San Francisco the
same deal was completed, playing a'
seven day week for each episode for a
15 week-period.
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Marty Schwartz is taking a holiday
before making up his mind what offer
to accept. He recently resigned from
managing the Egyptian. Talk is current
that he will manage the new Lippert
houses.
Dick Pritchard, formerly with the
FWC as manager, Guild, is now heading
his own public relations department
opened to exploit houses and personnel
Max Laemmle expects to stage a
benefit at one of his theatres for
ORT, the organization that provides
rehabilitation and training for DP’s.
His wife is head of one of the women’s
branches.
The Western and Fremont, Las Vegas,
Nev., signed deals with Altec for
sound servicing.

Milwaukee
Robert Carter is State manager,
succeeding Robert Grady, who left Fox
Wisconsin.... Thomas Cornfield, Wis¬
consin manager; Jerome Beres, Princess
manager, and Eugene Van Norman, Strand
manager, were vacationing.... The second
Horace Heidt show unit failed to at¬
tract Riverside customers.... John G.
Kemptgen, MGM resident manager, was or
a swing through Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan. ... Constantine Papas, Chi¬
cago, one of the Towne owners, spent
time here....,.The Avon, Waukesha, Wis.,
offered Rex Allen, WLS star, in a
personal.

Following a number of changes in
scheduling, the annual golf party,
sponsored by the Reelfellows Club,
comes off on Aug. 2, at the Port Wash¬
ington Country Club, Port Washington,
Wis. Prizes for contestants, furnished
by theatres, theatrical sales concerns,
and other interests, will give the
boys something at which to shoot. R.
Baker, RKO salesman, is committee
chairman. ... Albert Behm who runs the
Iola, Iola, Wis., purchased the State,
Waupaca, Wis., from Trving Ashe.
The July meeting of the board of
the Independent Theatres of Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan was held at Charles
Trampe’s Phantom Lake summer home....
Michael Colla, National Screen Service
shipper, was married. The wedding was
one of the most elaborate such functions
in industry circles....A new house,
Alice inDaifyland, is under construc¬
tion at Highland, Wis. Robert Kail
American Legion post sponsors the
theatre.... William Benjamin, Screen
Guild manager, was combining business
with a west coast vacation.... Louis
Orlove, MGM exploiteer, left for Min¬
neapolis. ... Jack Frackman, Republic
manager, took a sales trip in Wiscon¬
sin. .. .Joe Reynolds, Oriental manager,
holds his kiddie Saturday matinee
business.

Louis Elman, RKO manager, was in the
territory on a sales crip.... Advance
publicity on Wisconsin’s Centennial
observance at State Fair Park, Aug.
7-28, has showmen working overtime
preparing picture campaigns to hold
business.

Thurston Wayner, Telenews manager,
carries out the theme of his canopy
copy in daily calendar advertisements
....Joseph Malits, Eighth street, was
in Chicago.... Approximately 58 Mil¬
waukee area houses run consistent,
daily newspaper calendar advertise¬
ments. .. .William young, Selznick mana¬
ger, was about the territory.

The 41 Outdoor has been catching on.
Situated onHy. 41, thedirect ChicagoMilwaukee route, it seems headed for
successful operation. A new restaurant
is due for early opening near the
theatre.... The Wisconsin held an on¬
stage rhumba contest in exploiting
“On An Island With You.”

Charles Hacker, Standard Theatres
district manager, was in from Wau¬
kesha, Wis... .Benjamin Marcus, Oshkosh,
Wis., Marcus Theatres president,
called.

The Empress, operated by Charles
Fox, cut the live shows.... There’s a
move among exhibitors to reduce early
bird admissions as a stimulant....

Jack Jacobs joined National Screen
Service to handle the special service de¬
partment with trailers, valances, and
banners.
B.J. Leavitt, who has been operating
the Granada, La Jolla, Cal., added the
new Playhouse in the beach city.
Robert L. Lippert, new Screen Guild
president, arrived in town from San
Francisco, and skipped out to the
Valley to take a look at his new thea¬
tres nearing completion.
Impressario Sid Grauman returned to
the Ambassador Hotel after several
weeks in the hospital for observation,
following an illness.

Harry Olshan,. Columbia manager, made
a sales trip.... The Norway, De Forest,
Wis., operated by Ralph Johnson, for¬
mally opened.

prominent San Paulo, Brazil, exhib,
during Llorente's recent visit to the
Disney studios on the west coast.

Minneapolis
Property has been optioned in Robbinsdale, Minneapolis suburb, for the
possible location of a drive-in,
Ralph Green, head, J. and M. Enter¬
prises, announced. The firm also is
building a drive-in at Rochester,
Minn., scheduled to open the end of
this month, and another drive-in at
Madison, Wis., slated to have an
August opening. Plans for another
drive-in to be built outstate by J.
.and M. are near completion.
Businessmen of Morgan, Minn., formed
the Morgan Improvement Company, and
are completing plans .for building a
350-seat theatre to cost approximately
$55,000, including property. Con¬
struction is expected to begin soon,
and the house is scheduled to open
Thanksgiving Day.... License fees of
the Fox and Lyric, Stevens Point, Wis.,
have been set at $200 each for the
year, under an ordinance ammending
an ordinance licensing theatres and
shows, passed earlier. The levy the
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past year was based on 75 cents a
seat,'and amounted to nearly $1,000.
A suit against the city has been brought
by Fox Wisconsin, Inc., and is pending.
The action seeks to revoke the old
ordinance, and to recover $989.25.
The company charges that the city was
without authority to pass such an
ordinance.
John Hiller, son of W.R. Hiller,
owner of the theatres at Marshall,
Minn., was married to JoAnne Yeager.
The Younger Hiller manages the houses
. . . .Mrs. Fay Karrigan has been shifted
from the home offices of Berger Cir¬
cuit, Minneapolis, to manage-the
Riviera, Hastings, Minn., replacing
Roy McPherson.... Fire confined to the
booth caused damage at the Gem, Ivanhoe, Minn., estimated at $1,000.
Patrons left in an orderly manner when
the lights went out.
W.A. Mack purchased an interest in
the Belmond, Belmond, la....Carl Ben¬
son purchased the Anita, Anita, la. ,
from Tom Brooks. ... Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
Mitchell purchased the Milltown, Milltown, Wis. , from A. M. Paulson and son
,...Joe Murray purchased the Grand,
Grantsburg, Wis....Jake Flemmer and
J.W. Hovey purchased the Clark, Canistota, S. D... .Raymond H. Isaak purchased
the Valley, Golden Valley, N.D., from
H.C. Miller.... E. J. Alfery sold the
■Westfield, Westfield, Wis., to Elmer
Erickson.
Wayne Berkley, former manager, Ma¬
jestic, Madison, Wis., has been named
advertising manager, J.P. Adler’s
circuit of eight theatres in Wisconsin
.G. E. Bertch started construction
of a new theatre at Suring, Wis.,
delayed almost a year because of ma¬
terials shortages.... Plans are being
completed to enlarge and remodel the
Humota, Humboldt, la.
The world premiere of Paramount’s
“Beyond Glory” was held at Radio City
on July 23, opening day of the annual
Aquatennial, water festival, which
continues through Aug. 1. Star Alan
Ladd made personal appearances at the
theatre and attended a press luncheon.
He was accompanied by his wife, former
film star Sue Carol.
The Palace, Gettysburg, S.D., signed
a sound se^'^ce deal with Altec.

Oklahoma City
Sound service deals have been signed
by Altec with the Chief, Seminole,
Okla. ; theRiverside Drive-In, Norman,
Okla.; Gee Gee Auto, Oklahoma City,
and Ritz, Rialto, Majestic, Orpheum,
and Riverside Drive-In, Tulsa, Okla.
Robert Paige was here interviewing
4-H Club girls in the nation wide con¬
test to select one to star in “The
Green Promise”, film about the 4-H
Club activities.

Omaha
Warners moved into its new, $200,000
exchange.... Howard Kennedy, Broken
Bow, Neb., exhibitor, was an alternate
delegate to the Republican national
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convention in Philadelphia....Employes
of the 20th Century-Fox branch won
three weeks pay.

Doughld has taken over the booking
and buying for the Alta and Rivoli,
Pendleton, Ore.

The Ballantyne Company, closed down
for 10 days to allow all employes to
take a vacation. ... Mary Ann Jordanson,
20th Century-Fox staff, went to Chi¬
cago on her vacation.... Roll in K.
Stonebrook, Orpheum manager, also was
vacationing. ... Jack Lorentz, Chicago,
20th-Fox division manager, visited
the Omaha branch.

Screen Guild lost two films in a
fire that almost completely destroyed
the Walling, Marcola, Ore.... Howard
Case, Monogram booker, and Larry
Bristol, Monogram manager, spent a
weekend in Seattle.... Birch Sheldon,
manager, Film Club of Oregon, announced
his engagement to Betty Love. They
are to be married on Aug. l....Carl
Porter, former district manager for
Warner Theatres, was in for a visit
from Albany Ore...Ron Harrington has
taken on the booking for the Forman
Theatres.

The Rialto, Missouri Valley, la.,
was sprayed and disinfected as part
of the town’s drive on polio.... Frank
Simek’s house at Ashland, Neb., is
expected to be ready for a fall open¬
ing. ... Columbia’ s Tom Henshaw went to
Chicago for a vacation.... Also vaca¬
tioning from Film Row were Sophie
Volker, Paramount, and Mike Doherty,
MGM.
Omaha exchanges protested persona]
property valuations of the new Douglas
county tax appraisal board. The tax¬
ation method worked out included: $15
per 1,000 feet on film three months
old ana less; $7. 50 on film four months
old; $3.75 on seven to nine-month
film; $1.67 for 10 to 12 months, and
over 12, 20 cents. Color film is double
The schedule ups taxes of exchanges
about four times.
Part of Film Row which would be
moved when the City Auditorium con¬
struction starts apparently is being
given respite by high building costs.
The Nebraska Supreme Court ruled
against the Film Rowers and with the
City of Omaha, holding that the select¬
ion of the site need not have been
submitted to the voters. The Paramount
exchange and the Ballantyne Company
manufacturing plant would be affected.
Charles Lorenze, MGM shipper, was
in ahospital suffering from infection
which resulted from aninjury.. . .Walter
Jancke, Dent Theatres city manager,
Lincoln, Neb., vas in a hospital there
with a light polio attack.... William
Miskell, Tri-States Theatres district
manager in Omaha, was being mentioned
to fill a vacancy on the police civil
service commission.

Portland
Mary Duerst, Film Classics booker,
was spending a week of her vacation
at home....Peg Matthiesen, Eagle Lion
booker, and Lorraine Goss, Monogram
cashier, were back after vacationing
in San Francisco.... Mel Hulling, dis¬
trict manager, Monogram, made a quick
trip to Seattle and Portland....Hildegaard Fourtney, booker and office
manager, Screen Guild, announced her
engagement to “Pete” Peterson, former
salesman for Screen Guild.
Herb Cass, National Screen Service,
was weekending in Seattle.... Marian
Neidermeyer, former cashier for Eagle
Lion, was in from Ontario, Ore., for
a visit*... Mary Jane Patton, inspect¬
ress, MGM, announced her marriage to
Erman Armstrong....Eino Hemmila was
in on a buying trip for the Indian
and Star, Roseburg, Ore.... Mark Mc-

Jules K. Chapman, assistant sales
manager, Film Classics, was in at the
branch. After a meeting with salesmen
and others, he made a tour of the
territory
The Times and Strand, Seaside, Ore.,
signed a sound servicing deals with
A1tec.

St. Louis
The new manager of International
Theatrical Television Corporation,
local distributor of 16mm. and 8mm.
films, is Frank Johnson, formerly of
Des Moines.... Recently announced was
the engagement of Doris Droste, assis¬
tant cashier, RKO, to Bob Johnson,
son of Mrs. Harry Pitner, Fairfield,
Ill., and manager, Strand and Uptown,
there. The wedding will take place in
St. Louis onSept. 1.. . . Marjorie Lang,
who, although paralyzed formany years,
managed to be the busy director of
the Volunteer Film Association, passed
away recently. In 1939, Miss Lang
founded the association designed to
bring the movies to shut-ins.

Salt Lake City
Theatre owners may find a city sales
tax added to their burdens if a
$10,000,000 bond issue for civic
improvements goes through. The bond
was proposed by city officials, who
also are broaching the subject of a
city sales tax in their proposed pro¬
gram. Mayor Earl J. Glade is known to
have opposed such a levy in the past,
but he has given indications of chang¬
ing his stand if it is seen a sales
tax is the only way to raise funds for
amortizing the bond.
The Country Club, Ogden, Utah, a
500-seat, $100,000 showhouse, is ex¬
pected to open in the new South Ogden
business district in September. It is
to be operated by the Country Club
Enterprises.
In connection with the world premiere
of Eagle Lion’s "Northwest Stampede”,
Civic Center, Great Falls, Mont., a
monster parade was held on Central
Avenue in that city in a goodwill
salute to the Canadian city of Calgary.
Mayor Hjalmer Johnson presided at
official ceremonies.
The K andK Theatre No. 1, Meridian;
the K and K Theatre No. 2, Payette,
and the Rialto, Pocatello, all in
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Idaho, signed with Altec for sound
servicing. Also signing with Altec
were the Princess, Bingham Canyon,
and the Egyptian, Park City, both in
Utah.
Country Club Enterprises, Inc. an¬
nounced that the Country Club would
be constructed at South Ogden, Utah,
at a cost of approximately $100,000.
Tollestrup and Christensen, archi¬
tectural engineers, of Salt Lake City,
are completing plans, which call for
a crying room for babies, space for
stores and offices, etc. Opening date
is set for Sept. 1. Intermountain
Theatre Supply Company will furnish
latest in projection and sound equip¬
ment and seats.

Son Antonio
Two San Antonio theatres were robbed,
on succeeding days. Eph Charninsky,
owner, Highland, reported that the
safe of the house was opened, and
$980 taken. J.P. Pearce, manager,
South San, reported that the safe con¬
taining $500 was taken from his house.
C.H. Moss has been named manager,
Broadway, Interstate house, Alamo
Heights, a suburb. ... Tommy Howell is
the new assistant manager, Majestic
....Richard Corneolson has been named
relief manager, local Interstate houses
....Oscar Marroquin has been named
manager, Rainbow, Spanish language
house....Joe Cavazos has been named
an aide at the Obrero....Miss Anita
Bonilass became the bride of Frank
Jasso. The bride is a member of the
staff of the Clasa Mohme Inc.
Out-of-town exhibitors visiting the
Alamo City Latin American Film Row
included Mr. and Mrs. Dave Smason,
Karnes and Vic, Karnes City, Tex. ;
Dave J. Young, Mexico and Iris, Brownsville, Tex., and Manuel Gonzales, Pan
American Films, Laredo, Tex.... Lynn
Krueger, manager, Majestic, returned
from his vacation.
Henry Bergman,
manager, Empire, announced that Caesar
Massey and his Boys were booked for
a stage appearance.
A new 400-car drive-in is being con¬
structed at Waco, Tex., by Ed Newman.
It will be located on Highway 6. New¬
man also recently opened the Sunset
Drive-In, Brownwood, Tex.... Audrey
Cox opened the 350 car Yucca Drive-In,
Lamesa, Tex.... Construction has been
started by C.H. Jones, Weatherford,
Tex., on a 350-car drive-in just out¬
side that town. He also operates the
Plaza. ... George Franklin opened the
Colonial Drive-In, Denton, Tex., on
the Argyle Highway. The Rancho DriveIn was recently opened by Lester
Dollison.
Hiram D. Parks purchased theVictory,
Amarillo, Tex., from W.G. Underwood
and C.C. Ezel1.... James A. Butler
reopened the Lincoln, Lufkin, Tex.,
which he purchased from Joe Stephano.
Butler remodeled the house, which he
plans to run for the Negroes in this
area until such time as he can build
a new theatre.
Bruce Royal, manager, Majestic, Abi¬
lene, Tex., has been named “Man of the
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Month” by the Abilene Chamber of Com¬
merce for his activities in a safety
campaign there....The Pier Theatre
Corporation is constructing an amphi¬
theatre at the end of the Pleasure
Pier, Galveston, Tex. Said to be the
only theatre of its type on the Gulf
or Atlantic seaboard, it will have a
seating capacity of 1,000. It will be
an open-air over-the-water house, with
Gulf breezes supplying the air condi¬
tioning. Louise and J. H. Stjepcevich
will direct the theatre.'Louise A.
Stjepcevich is president and treasurer,
J.H. Stjepcevich is vice-president,
and M. Schilke is secretary.

San Francisco
In a project pressuring San Fran¬
cisco neighborhood theatres to present
‘better weekend motion picture enter¬
tainment for youthful audiences,” the
local Council of Catholic Women and.
Legion of Decency announced the suc¬
cess of its 20-months program. Mrs.
Edith Riley, chairman, states thatmany
managers and circuit heads are not
only using the Legion of Decency clas¬
sification list in planning Saturday
afternoon programs, but also are asking
the full cooperation of others of
their group. Robert Gingerich, manager,
Sunset, was especillly lauded by Mrs.
Riley for his 100-percent score.
Variety Club curtailed its social ac¬
tivities for the summer with postpone¬
ment of Stag and Ladies’ Night parties
until September. The club remains open
during the day for luncheon gossip,
deals, and stray notables. ... Edgar J.
Mannix, general manager, MGM studios,
was here.Connie Clement, booker,
Bert Levy Booking agency, was in a
hospital at Sacramento, Cal.
John Ettlinger, press agent, Para¬
mount, was on a vacation tour of the
nation.
Quenton Lacy, advance publicity
agent, United Artists, was here to
sound the trumpet for “Henry V” at
the Larkin.... Stanley R. Lefcourt,
booker, GoldenSthte, left the circuit.
On his return from vacation, Lefcourt
takes up new duties with the film ex¬
change. ... Nat Holt, former manager,
Paramount, now a Hollywood producer,
started on his first independent pro¬
duction, “Canadian Pacific,” starring
Randolph Scott, and plans a new Tech¬
nicolor film, ‘“Redwood Empire.”
Pat O’Brien, in town for a personal
appearance at the Golden Gate with
“Fighting Father Dunne, ” visited the
Variety Club to coordinate the club’s
plans for a $150,000 nursery for the
blind babies. . . .Charles Coovert, mana¬
ger, El Camino, Golden State Circuit,
took over managerial duties of the
San Bruno house the same week his son
was born.
Admission fee to the “Blandings
Dream House,’’ will benefit the
$3,570,000 Building for Youth Fund,
Tremain Loud, drive chairman, an¬
nounced.
"Superman” is a first-run serial at
Golden Gate soon for 15-chapters of

space-defying adventures, according
to Jerry Safron, western district
sales manager, Columbia.

Seattle
Sale of the Egyptian building in the
University district of Seattle was
announced by T.F. Murphy, who built
the theatre 20 years ago. The price is
reported at $350,000. The buyer is the
Egyptian Theatre Corporation, Frank
L. Newman, Sr., president; attorney
Melville Monheimer, secretary, and
A.L. Ahlskog, treasurer. Newman is
president, Evergreen Theatres, Seat¬
tle, and Ahlskog is an executive of
the company. The theatre is being
operated by a subsidiary of Evergreen
State Theatres.
Archie McGlinchey, service manager,
National Screen Service, was on The
Row from San Francisco for conferences
with Jack Flannery, branch manager
.. , Harvey Kelly, until a few months
ago Eastern Washington salesman for
Warners, but now with the Euclid Candy
Company, San Francisco, was here
visiting Tony Hartford, salesman for
National Screen Service. Kelly is now
in the Salt Lake territory. .
Sister
Mary Flora and Sister Louise, St.
Mary’s Convent, Kansas City, were here
for a visit with Sister Mary Flora’s
niece, CeliaTCstill, assistant booker,
20th Century-Fox.... Senior Mercy,
Eastern Washington theatre owner and
industrialist, was in for observation
at Providence Hospital, accompanied
from Yakima, Wash. , by his son and
daughter-in-law, Junior and Dorothy
Mercy.
A smart exploitation stunt by Jack
Engerman, director of publicity, Ster¬
ling Theatres, was staged in con¬
junction with “On An Island With You,”
Palomar. It was a bathing beauty con¬
test. ... Martha Hildebrand, inspection
department, 20th Century-Fox, was en¬
joying a visit with relatives in Des
Moines.... Harry Prince, franchise
owner in the Northwest for Favorite,
was here from San Francisco conferring
with Gordon Wallinger, branch manager
....Bill Galloway, office manager,
Universal-International, andhis wife,
Amy Galloway, 20th Century-Fox off ice,
were entertaining their niece, Dorothy
Louis, Lincoln, Neb.
Speaking of fishing trips, Jack
Gregory, branch manager, Altec, and
his wife, Jean, are back from Sekui,
at the entrance to Puget Sound, after
a 10-day outing. They caught 13 sal¬
mon, with total weight of 234 pounds
....Bill and Torrie Kostenbader and
Lionel and Corinne Brown left on a
vacation cruise on the Sound with the
Clay Harrisons in the latters’ cruiser,
Vamoose. Kostenbader is with the
Shearer Company, and the Browns operate
the Princess, Edmonds, Wash.
Ed Lamb, branch manager, RKO, was
back from a week in San Francisco....
Eve Rubenfeld, secretary to Chilton
Robinette, branch manager, 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox, left on a vacation trip to
Sun Lakes in Eastern Washington....
Dorothy Robinson, cashier, RKO, was
visiting her mother in Eastern Wash¬
ington.
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Cincinnati
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Thirty-five guests attended the
screening of a special preview of
“Romance On The High Seas”, in which
Doris Day does her home town credit.
Relatives and friends of Miss Day, as
well as her former expression teachers,
were included... Columbia opened
"Superman” at the Grand on July 17,
with- a different chapter snown each
week at every afternoon per¬
formance. The RKO Grand management
started “Superman Club”, with member¬
ship cards for boys and girls. Members
of the club who attend the first 14
episodes will be treated to the 15th
by the theatre management.
Another feature to attract boys and
girls was used by the Palace. With the
opening of “Pour Paces West”, boys
and girls at the morning performance
received, free of charge, a gift of
"G. I. goggles.”
An interesting promotion scheme was
worked out in connection with “Easter
Parade”, RKO Capitol. The theatre,
along with the Times-Star, Fred Astaire
dance studios, and Coney Island Moonlite Gardens dance pavilion, sponsored
an “Easter Parade” dance contest at
Moonlite Gardens. Prizes included a
$500 complete dance course at Fred
Astaire Studios for the winning couple,
with $100 dance courses for runners-up.
Cincinnati’s FBI chief, A.E. Ostholthoff, arranged for the showing of an
atomic energy film at the Hamilton
County Police Association.
The Films and Recordings Center of
the Cincinnati Public Library added
the following to its repertoire of
motion pictures on sports: “World
Series of 1947”, as well as the one
of 1946, “Batting Stars of Baseball”,
“Aquatic Artistry”, “Football Parade
of 1947”, and “Ski Skills”. These are
16mm. sound pictures which may be
taken out on a library card just as
books are taken out of the library.
Realart’s reissue combination,
“Pardon My Sarong” and ‘My Man Godfrey”,
was booked day-and-date into the
Twentieth Century, Covedale, Vogue,
Ritz, Bond, Park, Jackson, Hiland,
Westwood, Andulus, Plaza, and Avon,
and was to follow in other theatres
of Theatre Owners Corporation and the
White-Libson interests.
Donald R. Duff was last week made
general sales manager of Popular Pic¬
tures Company. Together with Lee L.
Goldberg, Dull will concentrate on the
circuits and theatres booked out of
Cincinnati. Joseph W. Goldberg and
Joseph W. Bohn are in charge of sales
for the Indianapolis territory. Samuel
Weiss, formerly manager in the St.
Louis office and salesman in Cincinnati
for Eagle Lion, has been engaged to
July 28,
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Cleveland
More than 135 industry members from
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Detroit
exchange centers attended the testi¬
monial dinner in honor of Milton E.
Cohen, the occasion being his appoint¬
ment as Eagle Lion division manager.
Lester Zucker, U-I branch manager, was
master of ceremonies. Among the outof-towners present were William Heineman, EL vice president; Max Youngstein,
head, EL publicity department, and
Bernie Kranz, Film Classics sales
manager.
It is now almost definite that War¬
ners will not renew their lease on
the Lake, downtown 700-seat house.
David Sandler, general manager,
Theatrecraft Manufacturing Corpora¬
tion, makers of Mobiltone in-car
speakers, announces that he has added
parking lights to his equipment.
Sandler returned from Atlanta, where
he contracted with J.H. Elwell, Dixie
Drive-In Circuit, to equip three new
drive-ins to be located in Georgia,
Florida, and North Carolina.
Under the terms of the John D.
Kalafat Memorial Fund, needy students
are aided in completing courses at
Western Reserve University. Kalafat,
president, Associated Circuit, and
one of the first exhibitors in Cleve¬
land, died some months ago. Heading
contributions to the fund is Ernest
Schwartz, president, Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association.
Funeral services were held for
Charles G. Deckman, 58, who was in¬
terested in theatres and recreation
spots here and in Cleveland, Florida,
and Canada. He succumbed to a heart
attack while vacationing in Ontario.
The following theatres in the state
signed sound servicing deals with Al¬
tec; Twin, Waynesville; Telegraph
Drive-In, Toledo; Oak, Wigwam, Colum¬
bus; Majestic, Chillieothe; Norwood,
Norwood; Little, Yellow Springs; Sky¬
way Drive-In, North Madison; Scioto
Drive-In, Whellersburg, and the Hud¬
son, Hudson.
Carol Bryer, daughter of Milton H.
Bryer, former manager, Schine’ » Bucy-
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rus, 0., is betrothed to Richard
Chessin, this city.
Marshall Fine, son of Meyer Fine,
Associated Circuit head, joined his
dad’s circuit. YoungFine was recently
graduated from the Babson Business
School, Boston .
Something new in the entertainment
field was introduced with the opening
of Dance Theatre, the first open air
combination dance and movie program
offered in this area. This project,
operated by Dance Theatres, Inc., is
located between Elyria, 0. , and Oberlin, 0., at the intersection of routes
58 and 113, and operated by A.W. Jew¬
ell, president-general manager. Danc¬
ing to the tune of big name bands takes
place on a floor 128 feet by 88 feet,
providing place for 6,000 people, and
said to be the largest dance floor in
this area. During the dancd intermis¬
sion, standard 35mm. shorts are shown.
Picnic and playgrounds adjoin this on
the 13-acre space. During the winter,
commercial ice skating will take the
place of dancing. Jewell states that
a $1.25 admission price has been es¬
tablished. This permits patrons to
remain all evening without additional
cost.
Cleveland will go along with the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Fund
drive. At a luncheon meeting at the
Statler Hotel, presided over by Andy
W. Smith, Jr. , 20th-Fox sales manager,
and Charles Reagan, Paramount sales
manager, members of both distribution
and exhibition agreed to reach a
$75,000 goal. Cincinnati accepted a
like goal. I. J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox
branch manager, was named chairman of
the Cleveland exchange area. Alan
Moritz, Columbia branch manager, was
a named chairman for the Cincinnati
exchange area. Martin G. Smith, presi¬
dent, Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio; Ernest Schwartz, president,
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association, and Meyer Fine, head,
Associated Theatres Circuit, agreed
to lend their influence and effort.
Marion Ralph, U-I accounting de¬
partment, is on leave of absence to
convalesce from a major operation.
Marie Roessel, U-I cashier, is on va¬
cation, visiting her folks in Buffalo.
On vacation were: Geraldine “Jerry”
Akers, aide to 20th-Fox branch head

Ted Mendelsohn, UniversaL-1nternat i onal Indianapolis branch manager,
thanks
Earl Herndon, Affiliated Circuit, for his extensive help in getting votes
through playdates in the U~I Presidential sales drive. Al Blocher and Marc
Wolf, Y. and W. Circuit, who also ai de d Mendelsohn's recent campaign,
look on.
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I.J. Schmertz, in New York, ana also
in New York, Laura Kovack, secretary
to U-I aistrict manager Pete Dana,
and Margaret Macsay, Republic head
booker. Yarro Miller, Warners’ office
manager, has taken a cottage on the
shore of New Jersey for a month, and
is spending his vacation on the beach
....Warner Theatres’ district manager
Prank Harpster and family were in
Miami, 0. "Doc” Elliott, Warner Thea¬
tres’ city manager in Lima, 0., spent
his vacation on the golf links.

Detroit
Funeral services were held for
George McArthur, Sr., 85, former
Michigan and Ontario circuit owner
and father of George McArthur.
Eagle Lion moves to quarters in the
building on Aug. 1. Michigan Film
Distributors will continue to handle
shipping.
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Hobart Hart, Court, Auburn, Ind.,
went to his Canadian Lodge on his
annual fishing trip.
Roscoe C. Clark, general director,
Citizens Rededication Week, appointed
Kenneth T.'Collins, manager, Indiana,
and general manager, Greater Indiana
Amusement Company, as representative
of the industry.
Jack Bunson, former booker at U-Int.
and now serving in the same capacity
at the Atlanta, exchange, was in....
Michael Dellancona, booker, qt U-Int.,
was spending his vacation in New York
City. ..K. E. Maurice, Wabash, Clinton,
Ind., and J.B. Stein, Garfield, Terre
Haute, Ind., went on a fishing trip
in the lake regions of Wisconsin.
Police warned women theatregoers to
guard their purses closely while
watching pictures in theatres.

Alex Schreiber, president, Associ¬
ated Theatres, Inc., operating 16
houses in the Detroit and Minneapolis
territories, is planning three new
theatres in the Los Angeles area with
a combined seating capacity of 4,600.
Work on the $1,200,000 investment is
expected to get under way in November.
Two of the houses are scheduled for
San Fernando Valley, and the other in
Westchester, with the last, to be
called the Paradise, seating 1,400,
and the most costly of the three at
$600,000.

Exhibitors visiting Film Row were:
William P. McGovern, Ritz, Loogootee,
Ind.; Walter Weil, Weil, Greenfield,
Ind.; John Micu, Indiana and State,
Fort Wayne, Ind.; E.L. Ornstein,
Marengo, 'Ind.; Henry Reiss, Reiss
Circuit, Louisville, Ky.; Doyle
Carter, Roxy, Bloomington, Ind.; A.B.
Thompson, Park and Ritz, North Vernon
Ind.; John Doerr, Gregory Circuit,
Chicago, Ill.; F. C. Kohlhorst, Fairy,
Napanee, Ind.; I.T. Sollers, Lyric,
Covington, Ind., Arthur Clark, Vonderschmitt Circuit, Bloomington, Ind.

Indianapolis

The following State theatres signed
sound service deals with Altec: Star,
Fremond, Ind.; Diana, Tipton, and the
Terre Haute Drive-In.

Clyde Brant, Virginia, Terre Haute,
Ind., gave a very good demonstration
of the 16mm. projector at the Indiana
Teachers College in the interest of
visual education.... The Old Hippo¬
drome, Terre Haute, Ind., closed for
several years, is being remodeled at
a cost of $250,000 by the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company, which lost the
lease on the .Grand. At the expiration
of the lease on the Grand, the Gregory
Circuit will resume operation of the
house. The Hippodrome, when finished,
will operate on a first run schedule.
Sam H. Abrams, manager, Film Clas¬
sics, announced representation in
three downtown houses in Louisville,
Ky., during one week. ... Joe R. Neger,
branch manager, 20th-Fox, Milwaukee,
was vacationing here....The Lido,
Williston Circuit, closed for re¬
modeling.
Kenneth Dotterer, 20th-Fox salesman!
and family, were spending their va¬
cation in Yellowstone National \Park
....Sol Greenberg and wife, he’s the
office manager at Film Classics, spent
time at the summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Niesse, Vogue,' Indianapolis
....The Avenue installed a cooling
system.... Harry Watts, Alhambra,
Knightstown, Ind., whohas been on the
sick list for the past month, has re¬
covered, and now is attending to his
booking and other business matters
....The Middletown, Middletown, Ind.,
operated by Harry Van Noy, installed
air-conditioning. .. . Alex Kalafat,
Kalafat Circuit, returned from an
extended vacation in the south. . . .

The Lane and Dixie, Williamsburg,
Ky., signed with Altec for sound
servicing.

Pittsburgh
PRESS SECK HAWKINS ACTIVITIES: The
Mount Oliver played host to theRangers
and Rangerettes for their rally, fol¬
lowed by a screening of ‘‘The Noose
Hangs High”. The J.P. Harris played
host for another group rally and a
screening of “The Fuller Brush Man”.
The Children’s Hospital Go-Getters
Rally was held at the Stanley with a
screening of Eagle Lion’s “Raw Deal”.
Ed Levin, National Screen Service
representative, returned from his
motor trip vacation to California.....
The Enright, East Liberty, was the
scene of real life drama when a young
murderer, after killing a man who re¬
fused to hand over his automobile so
that he could escape following a hold¬
up, was rushing into the theatre'lobby,
when he was apprehended by the police
and one of the hold-up victims, who
trailed him to the theatre. The mur¬
derer gave the police quite a tussle.
The Variety Club’s Rhumba Patty was
voted a big success. Demonstrations
and instructions in rhumba dancing were
conducted by teachers from the Paul
Allen Dance Studio, Squirrel Hill.
Bill Graner, formerly with Lou
Hanna and Franklin Films, is now oc¬
cupying the booker’s desk, Monogram.

Altec announced that it had signed
service agreements with the following
state theatres: Harris South Hills,
Triangle, and Lincoln, Pittsburgh; Hi
Way “51” Drive-In, Beaver Falls;
Family Drive-In, New Kensington; Sky¬
line Drive-In, andVisitor, Newcastle.
Warner Theatres managerial changes
in recent weeks were as follows: Bur¬
ton Swartz, assistant manager, Kenyon,
North Side, promoted to .treasurer,
Stanley, downtown; John Burns, assist¬
ant, Cameraphone, replacing Swartz at
the Kenyon, while Burns’ successor is
Sidney Finkelstein.
John Walsh, manager, Shea’s Fulton,
was in Zanesville, 0., on business....
Ed Wheeler returned to join the Mono¬
gram staff as a salesman.
The 20th Century-Fox office held
its annual picnic at Snyder’s Farm,
located near Warrendale, Pa., on
July 10, and the same farm was the
scene of the Eagle Lion picnic later.
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette movie
and dramatic critic, Harold V. Cohen,
was confined to a Pittsburgh Hospital
for rest and observation.
OUT-OF-TOWN VISITORS: Russ Wehrle,
nanager, Capitol, Braddock, Pa.; Wer¬
ner Lund, Lund Circuit, Carmichaels,
Pa.; Silvio Innocenti, Verdi, Belle
Vernon, Pa. ; Gene Basle, with theatres
throughout Washington County; J.H.
Rankin, Rankin, Bridgeville, Pa. ;
Bart Dattola, New Dattola and Para¬
mount, New Kensington, Pa.; Carl Guerrein, Skyway Drive-In, Erie, Pa., and
Albert Tate, Hi-Wav 51 Drive-In,
Patterson Heights, Pa.
Donkey Baseball, House of David
baseball, night baseball games, motor¬
cycle races and automobile races, in
addition to carnivals and expositions,
have Western Pennsylvania theatremen
dizzy. In Pittsburgh, the Civic Opera
Company, playing to thousands nightly,
is cutting into the downtown theatre
revenue, and the Pirates night games,
playing to capacity, doesn’t help
business any, either.
Lou Hanna, Franklin Film Exchange
•and Acme Film Service, returned from
a trip through the northern territory
...Carl A. Poke, Shiloh, Mt. Washing¬
ton, Pa., recently departed with his
family for their annual vacation at
Van Buren Point, on Lake Erie, in
New York State. ... Johnny Zomnir, sales
manager, Eagle Lion, was all smiles,
and passed out the cigars and drinks
on July 19, celebrating the arrival
of a new blue-eyed baby boy, on July
18, who weighed in at seven pounds,
two ounces. Mrs. Zomnir (Sally) was
employed for many years in the Metro
office, where they both met. She came
through the ordeal in fine fashion,
and was looking forward to being out
of the hospital in less than a week.
tfaele Lion held its annual picnic
at Snyder's Farm, near Warrendale,
Pa., on July 17. Everyone present re¬
ported that the picnics get better
every year. Larry Carretie, salesman,
was voted the winner of the most unJuly 28,
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usual bathing costume, while Bill
Nesbitt took on, and defeated, all
comers at horseshoe pitching, includ¬
ing Jackie Weltner, former office
champ.

J.P. Harris, where they saw “The
Fuller Brush Man," Arrangements are
being completed for district rallies
at Etna, Wilkinsburg, Ambridge, But¬
ler, and Lawrenceville, Pa.

Jackie Weltner, booker, Eagle Lion,
is now back on the job after being
off for five weeks, following an ab¬
dominal operation in the Presbyterian
Hospital. He reports that he feels
much better, and was eager to get back
to work.

Out-Of-Town-Visitors: James G. Bell,
Penn, New Castle, Pa.; W.L. Zedaker,
Clay, Claysville, Pa.; Dr. and Mrs.
C.P. Church, Burt’s, Mannington, W.
Va.; George Petropolis, Princess, Elm
Grove, W.Va.; Chris Velas, State,
Wheeling, W.Va.; Gene Basle, BasleLaskey Circuit, Uniontown and Washing¬
ton, Pa.; Charlie Herman, Carnegie,
Pa.; Joe Murdock, Penstate Amusement
Company, Uniontown, Pa. ; Mike Manos,
Monessen Amusement Company, Greensburg,
Pa.; Carl T. McKnight, Reynolds DriveIn, Transfer, Pa., and William Nidetch,
Casino, Claysburg, Pa.

BENTON
J.W. Lyles is considering the con¬
struction of a drive-in.

GLASGOW

On July 19, the employees of Republic
enjoyed their annual picnic at the
Totem Pole Lodge, Allegheny County’s
South Park. A good time was had by
all, despite the fact that one of the
employees, a girl, was limping the
day after the picnic.
Warners' Shadyside recently played
“Duel in the Sun” on the same bill
with “Alias A Gentleman", which is
said to be the first time that “Duel"
has played a double bill in the Pitts¬
burgh territory.
The Fulton postponed its plans for
general overhauling and air-condi¬
tioning until the fall, and is tenta¬
tively booked through Labor Day.
Seems rather definite now that the
Nixon will not be torn down until
1950.
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette dramatic
and movie critic, Harold Cohen, con¬
tinues to be confined to the Montefiore Hospital, where he was taken
following a sudden illness.... Jimmy
Hendel, Eagle Lion branch manager, and
his wife, Vera, were enjoying a de¬
lightful vacation in the Cape Cod
district in Massachusetts. The Hendels
expected to drive back to Pittsburgh
after a motor trip through tne
Adirondacks.
Lois Hausler, office employee, Eagle
Lion, was married to Raymond Hajduk
on July 10 at 9 a.m. in St. Peter’s
Roman Catholic Church, North Side.
The newly married couple started im¬
mediately after the ceremony for a
honeymoon at Geneva-on-the-Lake, in
Ohio.
A1 Glaubinger, RKO salesman, is back
on the job again following his mar¬
riage in Dayton, O....Mrs. Israel
Roth, wife of Israel Roth and mother
of Jerry Roth, who operate the Penn,
Lawrenceville, Pa., is very ill, and
her many friends are hoping for a
rapid recovery.
It was learned recently that Dick
Collins, son of George W. Collins,
former partner of Jim Alexander and
Sam Fineberg in the operation of the
Republic franchise in Pittsburgh, an¬
nounced his engagement to a Mt. Leba¬
non, Pa., girl, and plans are being
made for an early November wedding.
Manager Bill Elder, Penn, played
host to the Seek Hawkins Children’s
Hospital Go-Getters Rally, at a screen¬
ing of “The Emperor Waltz." The same
children were later in the week en¬
tertained by manager Sam DeFazio,
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Indiana
NEW ALBANY
GuyRoehm, resident manager, Switow’s
Grand, extended extra effort recently
in advertising Republic’s “Bill and
Coo". Roehm contacted local public
school principals and had them write
letters to the theatres announcing
the showing of the film, and requesting
a similar announcement be made to the
student body. The teachers of the
parochial schools were contacted in
like manner.

TELL CITY
The opening of the William Tell
Theatre Company’ s new theatre was
moved back to July 27. The house has
been named the Swiss, and is under
the supervision of silver Raley, one
of the coowners.

WEST

BADEN

SPRINGS

It is reported that the West Baden,
closed for quite some time, will
undergo a comnlete remodeling.

Kentucky
AL BANY
Ira B. Dyer purchased new Mqtiograph Mirrophonic sound and Altec
Lansing speakers for his Clinton
through Falls City Theatre Equipment
Company.

BARDSTOWN
W.H. Hahn and J.F. Burnette pur¬
chased a tract of land within five
minutes drive of Bardstown on the
Louisville road, and announced plans
for the construction of a drive-in.
The spot will have parking facilities
for 600 cars this year, and next year
the owners plan to increase this capa¬
city. Incorporated in the equipment
will be the latest Motiograph “AA”
proj ectors, Motiograph-Mirrophonic
sound with individual car speakers
with concession lights, and Strong
Moguel High Intensity Lamps with Strong
high intensity tube rectifiers. The
equipment was purchased tlvrough Falls
City Theatre Equipment Company, Louis¬
ville, Ky.

A

new

drive-in

has

opened.

HOPKiNSVILLE
The New B and J Drive-In opened
here. Owner of the new enterprise is
Charles J. Burgess.

KEVIL
H.J. Shelby announced plans for the
construction of a new drive-in.

LOUISVILLE
The Jefferson County Planning and
Zoning Commission has given the goahead sign for the proposed d^ive-in
to be erected at Miller’s Lane and
Cane Run Road in the south-west section
of Louisville.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen on Film
Row recently were: Gene Lutes, Chakeres Theatres, Frankfort, Ky.; George
Lindsey, Lindsey, Brownsville, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Kennedy, Jr., Stan¬
ton, Stanton, Ky. ; C.O. Humston, Lyric,
Lawrenceburg, Ky.; C.K. Arnold, Arco
and Crystal, Bardstown, Ky. ; E.L. Ornstein, Ornstein Theatres, Marengo,
Ind.; HomerWirth, Crane, Crane, Ind.;
A.N. Miles, Eminence, Eminence, Ky.;
Don Steinkamp, French Lick Amusement
Company, French Lick, Ind.; J. Van
Snook, Griffeth, LaGrange, Ky. ; C.R.
Mitchell, Barbourville Amusement Com¬
pany, Barbourville, Ky.; R.H. Robert¬
son, Majestic, Springfield, Ky. , and
George Peyton, LaGrange, Ky.
Louisville’s Free Public Library
received a $50,000 grant from Mayor
Farnsley to help further its audio¬
visual program....A stunt worked by
Loew’s in advance of MGM’s “Easter
Parade” and MGM’s “The Pirate” created
quite a bit of enthusiasm. The manage¬
ment created a large easel poster
for the lobby showing both Fred Astaire
and Gene Kelley in dancing poses with
copy reading: “Who deserves the title
of the world’s greatest dancer? Vote
for your favorite.” A table was in
front of the easel on which printed
ballots were placed for the voting.
The popularity of 16mm. take-home
movies is increasingly noticeable in
this area. Some of the would-be thea¬
tre operators are taking advantage of
the many major films now available
by running shows in basements, back¬
yards, garages, etc. for the benefit
of the kids and friends in the neigh¬
borhood.

MORGANFIELD
Harry Whitefield announced that his
new theatre is rapidly nearing com¬
pletion.

PADUCAH
L.J. Gill is considering the con¬
struction of a drive-in.
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RUSSELL SPRINGS
A.V. Luttrell, owner, Strand, an¬
nounced plans for the construction of
a new 460-seat house to be built here,
just a few doors down from the loca¬
tion of the present Strand. The new
theatre will be called the Russell,
and, when completed, the present
Strand will be closed, according to
Luttrell.

WILLI AMS BU RG
The new Lane, built for Poster Lane,
had its formal opening. Under con¬
struction for more than 10 months, the
Lane, seating over 600, is the second
theatre here, with the Dixie, the
other house, also owned and operated
by Lane. Present plans call for full
time operation of the new theatre,
with the Dixie to run on special
occasions during the week, and to be
open regularly on weekends. The latest
in equipment and furnishings, includ¬
ing Motiograph Model “AA” projectors
and Motiograph-Mirrophonic sound, with
Strong Moguel lamps and rectifiers,
Superlite lenses, and Ideal Chief
line chairs, were installed by Palls
City Theatre Equipment Company, Louis¬
ville, Ky.

Ohio
COLUMBUS
Charles Sugarman, manager, World,
has instituted “Coke matinees”. Free
Cola drinks are served to patrons
during a matinee intermission. The
art World has daily matinees.
Worthington Smith, 34, formerly at
the Alhambra, was found hanging in
his cell in City Prison 20 minutes
after his arrest on charges of in¬
toxication. Smith sold the Alhambra
six months ago, and obtained a job
in a Flint, Mich., auto factory.
Bernard Ginley, manager, Southern,
alnd Mrs. Ginley are parents of a
daughter, Patricia Kathleen.... George
Pekras, Ritz, is giving the theatre
a face-lifting.... The giant rooftop
sign and marquee of Loew’s Ohio were
getting a repainting.
H. Gordon Hayes, professor of eco¬
nomics, Ohio State University, ad¬
vocates repeal of the Ohio film
censorship laws in a letter to the
editor of The Dispatch.
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ad in the papers announced that every
baby born during the week of June
24-30 would be awarded a silver spoon
and fork.

being operated by the Kayton Amusement
Company, Ray Woodard, manager, also
operating the Kayton and Orpheum,
Franklin, Pa.

W.l LM INGT0N

KITTANNIN G

Charles G. Deckman, Sr., partner
and traveling representative for
Hygienic Productions, Inc., died
suddenly at his summer home in Long¬
ford Reserve, Ontario, Canada. A
native of Cleveland, he was a close
associate of Jack Jossey, Cleveland
theatre owner, and was a partner with
Jossey and Kroger Babb in “Mom and
Dad”. He is survived by his wife,
daughter, and son, Charles, Jr., the¬
atre manager of Berea, 0.

Norbert Stern, who operates the
South Park Drive-In, Pittsburgh, in
addition to two drive-ins near Youngs¬
town, 0., and one in the vicinity of
Steubenville, 0., was rushing to com¬
pletion drive-in number five, to be
located near here. Actual location is
four miles east of Kittanning on Route
422, and 16 miles west of Indiana,
Pa. The construction was being super¬
vised by Ernest Stem.

LEECHBURG
Kroger Babb, president, Hygienic
Productions, left for Hollywood to
assume active supervision of Hygienic’s
new film, “One Too Many.”

Pennsylvania
BEAVER
Peter Smiley’s new Rex may not be
open until some time after Oct. 1 due
to unexpected delays getting deliveries
of steel for the roof.
A.W. McCormick, Beaver, is planning
to entirely remoael the front of his
theatre, with some other interior
changes to be made.

Harold Lee, building a new drive-in
on the road between Leechburg and
Vandergrift, Pa., is also planning
to develop about 100 acres of virgin
forest land just behind the drive-in.
He intends to make it into a recrea¬
tional park. High hills, thick with
foliage, including laurel apd rhodo¬
dendron, and with a natural clear
water creek running through the land,
make this an ideal site for a natural
park. Youngsters from near-by towns
in smaller communities are already
taking advantage of the provisions
which have been made for swimming
and bathing.

NEW CASTLE
BEDFORD
An industry group known as “Friends
of the Clam Bake” announced last week
that, by unanimous request, a command
performance will be given on Oct. 1718-19-20 at the Bedford Springs Hotel,
with golf, tennis, swimming, hiking,
“chewing the fat”, “shuffling the
cards”, and “eating” on the program,
details of which will be forthcoming
shortly. Lest ye forget, the “orginal
performance” was held in Columbus
in 1922.

The theatre business was really hit
hard due to the New Castle Centennial
celebration, with scores of day and
night entertainment features.

NEW KENSINGTON
Henry Rolnick, who operates the
Family Drive-In, was holding out a
special inducement to his patrons onMonday nights during July, an admis¬
sion charge of $1 per car.

CRANBERRY

West Virginia

A large crowd of district movie
goers, as well as several representa¬
tives from Pittsburgh's Film Row, at¬
tended the opening of the new drivein in this community on Route 322.
Two shows are being presented nightly,
and work on the theatre was continuing,
with two additional ramps under con¬
struction. The Cranberry Drive-In is

CHARLESTON
The Valley Drive-In, Winfield Road
and U.S. Route 60, west of St. Albans,
opened. The theatre is operated by
E.R. Custer, president, Custer, Price
and Shor Circuit. Custer’s other
drive-in, the Trail, near Belle, W.Va.,
opened about a year ago.

GAL I ON
Charles P. Alcorn, assistant mana¬
ger, State, and his family returned
from a vacation in Ontario.

BUCYRUS
Carol Bryer, daughter of Milton H.
Bryer, former manager, Schine’s
Bucyrus, will wed Richard Chessin,
Cleveland.

TOLEDO
An unusual tieup with a jeweler was
set by Bernie Serlin, Warner Field
man, for “Silver River”, Rivoli. An

Attending the recent LolumOia sales meeting in ,\'ew York were,
left to right:
Allan Moritz, Cincinnati; Arthur Levy, Pittsburgh; Oscar F u by , Cleveland;
Ren Caplon, Washington, and Sam Galanty, company mid-east division manager.
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Boston
CROSSTOWN
A special session of the Independent
Exhibitors last week decided that the
Smith-Berger conciliation plan is im¬
portant enough to be taken up bv the
full National Allied organization,
and agreed to go along with the action
of the parent organization. Julian
Rifkin, discussed the eastern regional
meeting in West End, N.J. The Allied
Caravan, legislation, and television
were also discussed by the special
board meeting.
The M and P Esquire will be the
first theatre in the city to show
television.' Executives of the circuit
have approved plans.
Bob Somes, well-known throughout New
England in the automatic soft drink
dispenser field, is becoming increas¬
ingly well-known among theatre men. He
is currently installing such equip¬
ment in Maine theatres.
The censorship of lines of dialogue
in Universal-International’s “Hamlet”
by Bernard H. McLaughlin, Massachusetts
State Police, was given front page
attention in local newspapers in ad¬
dition to editorial comment. The
Boston-Herald, in a piece headed “New
Low For Censorship”, said: “If it is
possible for an entire community to
blush with embarrassment, there should
be some fiery red faces around Boston
during the next few weeks. Our local
censors have decreed that William
Shakespeare’s tragedy of ‘Hamlet’ ,
which has survived an undisputed mag¬
nificence as the greatest play in the
English language for over 300 years,
is too strong meat for our tender
sensibilities, and must be suitably
emasculated before we are permitted
to see it on the screen”. The paper
went on to call the action “shockingly
stupid and tasteless”. The lines the
censor deleted are for Sundays but
unless two prints of the films are
available at all times, the lines are
out all week.
Scott Brady, star of Eagle Lion’s
“Canon City”, was here for interviews
and personal appearances for the
opening of the film at the Paramount
and Fenway on July 29.
Film ignited in the Apollo booth,
and severely burned projectionist
Frank Hill. The balcony, containing
about 100 persons, was evacuated.
Eliminations announced last fort¬
night by the Bureau Of Sunday Censor¬
ship were as follows: “Playboy”, Parts
1 to 8. (Deletions: Song, “Boy, can
she swing”, to and including, “Yeah!
dialogue, “how would you like me to
give you plenty of money?”; dialogue,
“I am only interested in what goes in
your stocking.”; dialogue, “I was
July 28,
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afraid of that.”, in part 4. Dialogue,
“I think he said the neck, but when a
guy’s as angry as he was he’s not over
particular about the locality.”, in
part 5. Dialogue, “I’m sorry - I’m
all behind.”; “Don’t worry - most
girls are.”; dialogue, “Show you my
strawberry birthmark.”; dialogue,
“I’11 have to sin but I don’t mind
sinning if I develop my art...”, in
part 6. Dialogue, “Like hell I will.”,
in part 8. The following dialogue did
not appear on the screen, but appeared
in script and cannot appear in prints
exhibited in this Commonwealth on
Sundays: “I take her from the electric
lights.and put her in the gutter-”,
to and including, “-prey on innocent
girls-”, in part 8). Jewel Productions,
Inc. “So Evil My Love”, Parts 1 to 12.
(Deletions: Dialogue, “He said we
could never have a son.”, to and in¬
cluding, “I’m going to him as soon as
I can get up.”, in part 7). Paramount
... ‘The Twisted Road”, Parts 1 to 10.
(Deletions: Dialogue, “Say honey,
you’re sure getting chubby. Don’t
you like it? You could get as big as
the side of abarn, and I’d like it.”,
in part 8). RKO

Charles -Brooks and daughter, Helen,
Ashland, Me. , were weekend visitors.
He operates a circuit in northern
Maine.... Bill Henry, general manager,
Park and Bijou, Woonsockett, R.I.,
was seen around the district.

Altec Service announced that it had
signed deals with the following the¬
atres in the territory: Maine -Saco
Auto,
Saco, and York, York Beach;
Massachusetts-Keith’s, Fairhaven;
Lexington, Lexington; Parkway DriveIn, Wilbraham; Connec ticut-Rial to,
Windsor Locks; Avon
and Stamford,
Stamford; Rhode Island-United, Wes¬
terly.

Loew’s PoliandBijou softball teams
were tied at six games won and two
lost in the Downtown Theatres League,
and a playoff for the championship
was scheduled for Aug. 1. In a recent
game, the Bijou team defeated the
Poli lads by a 18 to 12 score. Norm
Levinson, director of the league, and
others are planning for a banquet
later.

New Haven
CROSSTOWN
The East Haven Capitol co-operated
with the merchants in the recent East
Haven Days promotion.... North Haven
had a Better Movie Benefit set for
the North Haven firehouse.
Congratulations were in order for
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Basilicato on
their silver wedding anniversary. He
is secretary and past president, pro¬
jectionists’ union...Lou Moscow,
Shubert, and Abel Jacocks, East Haven
Capitol, got into the local news columns
with story about their fishing off
Ocean Beach.
In North Haven, a building permit
was issued for the New Haven DriveIn Theatre, Inc....On Aug. 16, local
delegates of the IATSE, will be in
Cleveland for the convention.

FILM DISTRICT
Max Youngstein, vice-president in
charge of advertising and exploitation
for Eagle Lion, was in recently. Milton Cohen, eastern sales manager, ac¬
companied him ... A certain very present¬
able young lady with golden tresses
who wishes to remain annonymous was
absent from her duties as a secretary
at Eagle Lion on a two-week vacation..

in POPCORN

Keneth Douglass, Jr. , son of Ken
Douglass, Capital Supply, was married
on July 9. His bride was the former
Nancy Fairfax, Wellesly Hills, Mass.
The couple honeymooned in New Hamp¬
shire, and upon their return home,
set up quarters in the new John Han¬
cock village, Brookline, Mass.
F.D. ‘ ‘Dinty” Moore, district mana¬
ger, Warners, returned from a tour of
his territory.
At the suggestion of Ken Pritchett,
all field representatives, publicists,
or just merely press agents of the
major distributors will meet once
each week to discuss their own and the
industry’s problems.
Publicity at RKO has taken time off.
Ralph Banghart, New England publicity
representative, is on vacation. Mary
Henneberry, his secretary, holds the
fort.
More vacations: Jack Goodwin, dis¬
trict manager, M and P, is away for a
time. Also among the missing are Henri
Schwartz and his assistant, Joe Saun¬
ders, both members of the organization.

MOVIE HOUR
HYBRID POPCORN

NATIONAL

POPCORN MACHINES
O

BOXES • SALT • BAGS • SCOOPS

NATIONAL
THEATRE

SUPPLY
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Joe Mulvey, assistant manager, Para¬
mount, returned from his vacation. . ..
H. Cohen, manager, Dixwell, planned
his vacation for the third week in
August.... Poli manager Morris Rosen¬
thal was to go over Westbrook way for
his vacation.... Jack Post, Fishman
Theatres, came back from his rest per¬
iod spent in Colchester.... For “Easter
Parade”, Morris Rosenthal, manager
Poli, and his staff, worked out a
nice bally campaign includingadoubles
contest. Other angles included a Judy
Garland costume on display. For “The
Fuller Brush Man”, Rosenthal arranged
a special screening for Fuller Brush
men and their wives.
Bill Brown, manager, Bijou, and as¬
sistant, Ray Flynn, had a nice cam¬
paign for "Four Feathers” and “Drums”.
Flynn was to entrain with the National
Guard for maneuvers on Aug. 14....
Norman Levinson, College assistant,
will go to Chicago for this vacation.
George Perlroth, former Loew Poli
employee, will go with him...Both will
end up at the Berkshire Country Club.
Sid Kleper, College manager, was
due back from his vacation.... Norm
Levinson. College, had some nice bally

POPCORN
H MACHINES

Ma+de.

"Genuine
Manley Supplies

SAM HORENSTEIN
New England Representative

*

«

*
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116 broadway, Boston, Mass.
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THE MOVIES
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for “On An Island With You.” For
“Easter Parade”, he had three gals
parade through city with banners.

Connecticut

MEADOW STREET

The Barnum, managed and owned by
Lew Anger, will close for extensive
alterations on Aug. 10. All new equip¬
ment will be installed, as well as
the addition of 500 seats, bringing the
capacity to 1,000, largest of any
neighborhood house in the city.

Boy,s and girls around the exchange
were cooperating for the film employees
outing at Double Beach on Aug. 4....
John Pavone, Monogram branch manager,
may take his vacation in August, and
spend it in northern New England. . . .
Nat Furst, Monogram executive, was in
....Herman Ripps, MGM assistant sales
manager, was a visitor.... Phil Gravitz, MGM, will take his vacation in
August, and spend part of it at Rockaway, L.I.... Herman Miller, MGM, re¬
turned from his vacation at Colchester.
Lucy Zlotkowski Beransky, U-I, was
in Detroit for her vacation.... Carmel
De Angelis and Lorraine Gagliardi,
U-I, returned from their vacation....
Anna Canelli, Columbia, went up to
Canada for her vacation.... Tim O’Toole,
former Columbia branch manager, is
contemplating enleaving the north for
the south soon. He expects to go to
Fort Lauderdale, Fla...The Columbians
Club had a get together recently at
the Towne House, and had former boss
Tim O’Toole as honored guest. Grace
Brunelli is president.
Ralph Civitelli, Devon; Joe De
Francesco, Cheshire, and Tony Terrazano, Fairmount, have been taking a
few practice rounds at Municipal
readying for the MPTO of Connecticut
golf tournament to be held at RaceDrook Country Club. Other boys in the
area are also getting in some practice
strokes. Contact Herman Levy, the sec¬
retary, for further details. He may
be reached at 152 Temple Street.
The heat of late has been taking
a toll of area boxoffices.

WARNER CIRCUIT
The Warner Club’ s annual summer
outing will be held on Aug. 12 at Ye
Castle Inn, Cornfield Point, Saybrook.
The committee,, Jeanette Shields,Guido
Rouana, Richard Kenyon, John Delson,
and Rhoda Epstein, is formulating
plans for a diversified program.
The vacation schedule for the cir¬
cuit managers in the territory, is as
follows: July 12-Aug. 6: A. Sette,
Capitol, Springfield, Mass.; J. Miklos,
Embassy, New Britain; J. Tobin, Warner,
Bridgeport; T. Kilcoyne, Palace, Nor¬
wich; M. Silverwatch, Broadway, Law¬
rence, Mass.; July 30-Aug. 13: H.
Cummings, Warner, Lynn, Mass. ; J.
Sansom, State, Manchester; I. Hillman,
Empress, Danbury; M. Lyons, Palace,
South Norwalk; Aug. 6-10: R. Hamilton,
Gem, Will i am ant ic; Aug. 13-20: J.
Borenstein, Strand, New Britain; J.
Liss, Palace, Lawrence, Mass. ; Aug.
13-27: G. Harvey, Palace, Torrington;
E. Riha, Merritt, Bridgeport; J.
Shields, Capitol, Ansonia;V. Capuane,
Capitol Danbury; Aug. 20-Sept. 3: V.
Morelli, Bristol, Bristol; F. Raimo,
Circle, Manchester; G. Luminello,
Modern, Lawrence, Mass. ; Aug. 27Sept. 10: F. Morin, Regal, Hartford,
and J. Liss, Palace, Lawrence, Mass.,
sometime in Sept.

BRIDGE PORT

HARTFORD
A number of the city’s theatremen
leave on Aug. 1 for vacation. Lou
Cohen, Loew-Poli manager, and Mrs.
Cohen are planning to stay in the
Connecticut “borscht” belt, while
Henry Boehm, State, will travel through
Canada. Jim Cotia, assistant manager,
Regal, has plans to visit New York
and other eastern cities on his time
off.
Manager Douglas Amos, Webb Playhouse,
Wethersfield, reports the addition of
Leslie Brown to the projectionists’
staff....MPTO of Connecticut members
in the area were getting set for that
annual golf tournament and prize
dinner.
Wedding bells were to ring on July
24 for Center assistant manager Miss
Margaret Tilley and Officer Billy
Madigan, police department.
Jack Terry, Bushnell Memorial stage
hand, has been recuperating.... Center
has a new aide, Virginia Avmick....
Ted Harris, managing director, State,
was busy on summer alterations plans
for the 4,000-seat house.... Estelle
O’Toole, Warner Circuit Hartford dis¬
trict office, leaves on Aug. 15, on
her vacation.
George Landers, division manager,
E.M. Loew’s Circuit, has plans for
a two-week vacation in California
with his wife and daughter. The cir¬
cuit’ s newest drive-in, scheduled to
be built on the Norwich-New London
road, will have capacity for 600 cars.
According to architect Sol Bernstein,
the project will result in the creation
of at least two buildings, one housing
the projection equipment, and the
other a manager’s office, toilet fa¬
cilities, and a concession stand. The
circuit also has plans for a drivein theatre to be built in West Springfield, Mass., on the SpringfieldHolyoke, Mass. , Highway.
Walter Lloyd, Allyn manager, and
the missus checked in from a Tampa,
Fla., vacation.... The erection of the
Weymouth Drive-Ins ^Corporation’s new
open-air location on Memorial Avenue,
West Springfield, Mass., was proceeding steadily.
Loew-Poli Palace stage manager Rube
Lewis was home from vacation. ... Harry
Matarese, State, was on a vacation.
Fred R. Greenway, Loew-Poli Palace
manager, got some nice cooperation
from two friends during the run of
“On An Island With You. ” The two pals,
who own sailboats,.put film plugs on
the boat sails, and then tripped along
the shoreline beach route.
July 28,
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Philip C. Cahill, Wethersfield, an¬
nounced that he has abandoned plans
to build a drive-in at Wolcott on
Route 69.
The petition of Albert Bernstein,
president, Bristol Live Stock Com¬
pany, Bristol, before the Bristol
Zoning Board of Appeals, to change a
section’s zoning from residential to
commercial to allow the construction
of a drive-in theatre, has been turned
down by the board.

NEW BRITAIN
Manager John A. D’ Amoto, Palace, is
a patient at General Hospital, fol¬
lowing a kidney operation.

EXHI BI TOR

the district, and the job of managing
was left to Mrs. Couzens, who is
assisted by another young lady also
graduated from head ticket seller.
Peace reigns over the Civic, and
Harry Zietz is very proud of his lady
managers.
Miss Marcella Lavasseur replaced
Miss Flbra McDonald, Portland. The
Portland’s Sunday price for children
is now 18 cents.
A sneak preview of “Green Grass Of
Wyoming” was held at the Strand....
Wendall G. Shaw, Empire, was on vaca¬
tion.

Massachusetts
FALL RIVER

NORWICH
Manager Joe Boyle, .Loew-Poli Broad¬
way, got in a nice plug for the LoewPoli Circuit’s new local theatre.
Working on his campaign for “Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House,”
Boyle put this sign on the new thea¬
tre site: “Loew’s is building a dream
house for your entertainment, See ‘Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House’ at
Loew-Poli Broadway. ” As a gag for
“On An Island With You,” Boyle planted
contests on WNOC. Both contests, on
quiz shows, gave out guest tickets to
winners.

More than 1,000 bus riders took ad¬
vantage of the 10-cent fare refund

NT-3

offered for the first time at the
Durfee, Empire, Center, and Capitol,
Yamins Circuit, following an appre¬
ciable drop in theatre attendance from
suburban districts because of the
increase in bus fares. Public protest
against the elimination of the weekly
ticket which permitted unlimited rides
for $1.25 has been registered, and
public patronage of the bus service
has dropped noticeably. Refund to
theatre patrons is done through the
medium of a coupon printed daily in
newspapers. When presented at the box
office with a request for an adult
evening admission ticket, the prices
of admission is reduced 10 cents. An
entire adult family may use the same
coupon. William S. Canning, Yamins’
general manager, declares that a lack
of attendance has been felt since the
fare increase went into effect a few
days ago, but attendance increased

All Over America
Theatres Are Changing
to

STAMFORD
Playing “The Search,” The Avon, for
a tie-in on feeding children overseas,
admitted youngsters up to 12 years of
age free. Each youngster had to bring
a can of vegatables for free admission.

THOMPSONV ILLE
Earl Hannah, assistant manager,
Perakos Strand, filled in as manager,
Eastwood, East Hartford, during the
vacation of manager Tommy Grace.

TORRINGTON
Jack Scanlan, Sr. , manager, Warner,
returned from vacation. He went fish¬
ing. Relief manager was George J.
Harvey, manager, Palace.

WETHERSFIELD
A special afternoon children’s per¬
formance was scheduled at the Webb
Playhouse, by manager Douglas Amos.
The performance had representatives
of the Wethersfield and Connecticut
State Police and Highway Safety De¬
partment speak onthe subject of high¬
way safety, in addition to showing of
special motion pictures.

Maine
PORTLAND
The Zietz circuit’ s Civic has been
redecorated, recarpeted, and out¬
fitted with a new marquee and new
marquee signs. Present manager is
Mrs. H. Couzens, and therein lies a
story. Mrs. Couzens was formerly the
head ticket seller. During the war,
the manager was a man. His successor
Fischer Zietz, soon left to take over
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New England Theatres Now Equipped
CONNECTICUT
ORPHEUM .Danielson
GREENWICH .Greenwich
PLAYHOUSE .Greenwich
DRIVE-IN .Newington
BRADLEY .Putnam
PALACE .
Stamford

MAINE
CAPITOL .Augusta
COLONIAL .Augusta
EMPIRE .Lewiston
STATE .Madawaska
WASHBURN .Washburn

MASSACHUSETTS
PLAYHOUSE .Ayer
CENTRE
.
Boston
NATIONAL .Boston
METROPOLITAN .Boston
UPTOWN *.
Boston
COLONIAL .Brockton
MODERN
.Brockton
INMAN SQUARE .Cambridge
POLAROID CORP.Cambridge
DORCHESTER
.Dorchester
PARK .E. Walpole
PARK .
Everett
GORMAN .Framingham
ST. GEORGE .Framingham
ORPHEUM .Gardner
UPTOWN .Gardner
MAHAIWE .Great Barrington
STRAND .Haverhill
LORING HALL .Hingham
ST. JOSEPH'S RECTORY .Lowell
CAPITOL .Lynn

AUDITORIUM .Malden
WARWICK
.Marblehead
FELLSWAY
.Medford
STATE .Milford
WOODROW WILSON CLUB
New Bedford
NORWOOD .Norwood.
ROXBURY .Roxbury
STRAND
.Southbridge
COOLIDGE .Watertown
VETERANS HOSPITAL .W. Roxbury
ART MUSEUM .Worcester
BOYS' CLUB .Worcester
YOUTH'S CLUB .Worcester

NEW HAMPSHIRE
CAPITOL .Concord
STAR
.Concord
COLONIAL
.Laconia
RIALTO .Lancaster
OPERA HOUSE .Lebanon
PREMIER .Littleton
EMPIRE
.Manchester
LYRIC .Manchester
REX .Manchester
SCENIC .Rochester

RHODE ISLAND
COMMUNITY .Centerdale
CARLTON .Providence
FAY'S
.Providence
MAJESTIC .Providence
STRAND
.Providence
WICKFORD
.Wickford

VERMONT
IDLE HOUR .Hardwick
BURNS .Newport

"Be Wise and Centurize"

MASS. THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
BOSTON 16, MASS.

20 PIEDMONT STREET
Telephone: Liberty 2-9814
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appreciably with the advent of the
refund coupon. Canning reports that
the consensus of patrons is that the
refund is a “nice gesture” on the part
of Yamins Theatres.

president. The executive board was
elected, with the following named:
John J. Tichy, Joseph A. Snape, Gillman, and Peters.

SHELBURNE
Mrs. Dorothy Gehring and her two
daughters, Janice and Diane, Brooklyn,
N.Y., were the recent guests of Mrs.
Gehring’s parents, manager and Mrs.
Paul Slayer, Durfee. Slayer was fol¬
lowed on vacation by his assistant,
James Walker.... Miss Peggy Cullen,
Durfee staff, was vacationing in New
York.
Georgette Lapointe, Academy, was
vacationing in Canada. Perley Coates,
stage hand, was visiting in Atlantic
City....A new air-cooling system has
been installed at the Academy. Satur¬
day morning shows at the Academy are
drawing well, the youngsters sharing
in the distribution of comic stamps,
“Superman” watches, cap pistols, hats,
and other novelties.
Carl Zeitz, Academy manager, is
showing big improvement in his bowling
....Therese Marques is new relief at
the Empire... Maureen Harrington, same
box office, was on vacation, replaced
by Miss Arline Fahey....Miss Helen
Naftygiel resigned at the Empire.
James Knight, manager, Strand,
closed because of major alterations,
was substituting for Herman Duquette,
assistant, Capitol, on vacation. Also
vacationing from the Capitol was Miss
Mary Souza, replaced by Miss Alice
Azar.

LYNN
Manager James Davis, Paramount, was
touring northern New England on his
vacation following the return of his
assistant, Frank Kelley. ... Manager
Joe Bresnahan, Strand, Amesbury,
Mass., dropped into see his old boss,
manager Harold Cummings, Warner....
William Wentzell, projectionist, and
Robert Gauthier, Warner staff, were
on vacation, and Burrell Dandrow, had
just returned.
After two months experience as as¬
sistant, Bill Hart has taken oVer the
reins at the Waldorf, while manager
Ben Gruber and family are at Cape Cod.

FALLS

Carl Nilman, Memorial, has a drivein at Hinsdale, N.H., nearing com¬
pletion. It is expected that the
drive-in will hold about 100 cars and
will be opened in a few weeks.

SWAMPSC0T
For the first time in the history
of this resort town, the selectmen
voted to permit the building of a
theatre. However, before such a vote
was made, plans for the new theatre
had to be drawn up, and approved by
the city fathers. William Riseman As¬
sociates furnished the drawings, and
the plans were accepted. The theatre
will be of modern functional design,
with a seating capacity of approxi¬
mately 600 persons, and equipped with
air-conditioning and all the latest
improvements. The property upon which
the theatre is to be built is located
on Humphries Street, Kings Beach, and
faces the water. This land, now leased
to a drive-in dairy, was purchased by
a corporation formed of North Shore
residents among whom Mrs. JohnMentuck,
North Shore Realty Corporation, was
instrumental in making the transaction.
Construction of the theatre is schedul¬
ed to start in September, and hope is
entertained that the theatre will be
ready for opening date late in the
spring. A contest will be held at a
later date to select an appropriate
name.

W0 RCES TER
A strike of more than 800 employees
of the Worcester Street Railway bit
deep into theatre business.

Rhode Island
Work on the Cranston Auto Theatre
is progressing rapidly.

JOHNSTON

The personnel of the Warwick were
eagerly awaiting the arrival of a new
marquee.

NEW

NEWPORT

BEDFORD

July 14 marked the silver jubilee
of the Zietz Circuit’s State....The
Empire has just been completed, at a
cost of $130,000. Frank Zietz manages
the theatre.

The appointment of Willard Matthews,
Scranton, Pa., as assistant to Edward
M. Fay, general manager, E. and F.
Theatre Corporation, was announced
last week. C. and F. operates the Fay,
Majestic, and Carlton here. Matthews
has been associated with Comerford
Theatres in Pennsylvania for 19 years.
The “paper bag bandit” who held up
the Strand box office and removed
almost $1000 in payroll checks, and
later attempted to stick up the box
office of the RKO Albee, was captured
in Roxbury, Mass., as he attempted the
same thing there. He admitted the two
hold-ups, and, when Mary Burke, RKO
Albee, was taken in to identify him,
he said: “You are the one who asked me
if I was kidding”. It had been her
coolness which stunned the bandit,
and forced him to flee through the
crowded streets. Lorraine Chartier,
Strand, also identified him.
Vacation time.was definitely present
as Joseph Samartano, manager, Loew’s
State; Bill Morton, publicity driector,
RKO Albee, and John McGann, student
assistant, Strand, headed the list of
vacationers. Charles Hurtzman, divi¬
sional manager, Loew’s, was filling
in for Samartano for the first week,
with William Tranbukis, assistant,
scheduled to take over for the remain¬
ing two weeks. Trambukis followed
Samartano in promotion ideas oy staging
a dance contest on the stage of Loew’s
for “Easter Parade”.
Strand, Edward Reed, manager, has
begun Saturday morning showings of
“Superman", with the show being
plugged with separate ads. Reed gave
away balloons to the youngsters on the
opening day.
Avon, Charles Darby, manager, is
continuing his policy of continuous
showings after contemplating a “shop¬
per’ s matinee”.

CRANSTON

The town council granted a permit
for the first open air theatre to be
located in the town. The application
was made by John Petrucci, Providence,
for the property at 1869 Hartford
Avenue. Town fathers set the annual
license fee at $100.

MARBLEHEAD

PROVIDENCE

After making applications for some
time, the Paramount has finally made
the grade as a first-run. It will cele¬
brate this change of status on Aug. 1.
The Paramount is a member of the
Zietz Circuit.

Richard Bezier, assistant, Avon, has
been transferred to Scituate, Mass...
James Nicoll, Avon, was recuperating
from anoperation which required three
stitches in his eyeball.
Before taking off on vacation, Bill
Morton, publicity director, RKO Albee,
was seen sipping ginger ale with Lady
Oliver Frank, wife of the British am¬
bassador to the U.S.
Seymour Ladd, student assistant,
RKO Albee, was back from vacation,
and Russell Murray, treasurer, was
off on his....Mrs. Virginia Shaw,
secretary, Strand, was vacationing at
Franconia Notch, White Mountains....
A1 Siner, assistant, Strand, is the
proud owner of a new car.... Archibald
Silverman, owner, Strand, opened his
summer home at Narragansett Pier.

NORTHAMPTON
Recent elections were held by Local
232: Edward P. Daley, president, Tal¬
bot Peterson, business agent; Daniel
H. Schwartz, secretary-treasurer;
Frank C. Peters, sergeant-at-arms,
and Butler W. Gillman, executive vice-

PAWTUCKET

Vermont

Strand, Harold Lancaster, manager,is continuing with alterations...Tony
Mitrin, manager, Associated Theatres,
Cincinnati, was in to visit William'
Dobbs, manager, E. M. Loew’s Center.

MANCHESTER
Funeral services were held for A. H.
Nanton, Playhouse, who passed on sud¬
denly in Montreal.
July 28,
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District Of Columbia
Washington
Film star Edward Arnold was in to
emcee a WMAL-NBC local radio show ce¬
lebrating the 150th anniversary of
the U. S. Marine Corps Orchestra.
The Variety Club, Tent 11, will
sponsor a charity heavyweight bout
between Ezzard Charles and Jimmy Bi¬
vins at Griffith Stadium on Aug. 2.
Speaking of Variety, the organization
'is also taking reservations now for
the charity football game sponsored
each year by the theatremen. This
year, the game will be between the
Washington Redskins and the Chicago
Bears. The game will be played on
Sept. 19 at the Municipal Stadium,
Baltimore, Md. Leon Makover is chair¬
man, ticket committee, and he advises
that there are still plenty of 40-and
50-yard line tickets.
There is much editorial comment on
the closing of the legit National
after the showing of “Oklahoma”. The
house will put on screen plays after
this engagement because of the ban by
actors because of negro segregation.
Paramount will shoot most of the
action of the Alan Ladd starrer,
“Postal Inspector”, in the Washington
postal department locales.
The Bethesda Hiser theatre is fea¬
turing two WWBC cowboy entertainers
in a series of sagebrush matinees
every Wednesday afternoon. Tex Hopgood
and Joel McConkey are the guitar and
yodel experts.
The first audition of the “GoingNative” talent show was held at the
National Press Club auditorium under
the capable hands of impressario
Gene Ford....Phil Lampkin, erstwhile
leader, Capitol orchestra,- ex-lieuten¬
ant colonel of the army’s Special
Service Division, is now heading the
production department of the Veterans
Hospital Camp Shows.

The call of the sea recently attracted
William Gill, Frank Nichols, and
Charles Hayward, former members of
the service staff, Grand, Richmond,
Va., who are shown nattily attired in
dress blues. The trio enlisted in the
navy on the same day, surprisingly enough.

partment, is leaving to take over a
new job with the coast guard. Sheldon
Plotnick will succeed...George Dorsey,
Murray Albey, and Clarence Willis,
Warner-Pathe Newsreel staff, covered
the conventions.... Bill Ewing, adver¬
tising and publicity, is back after
two weeks under a palm tree in Florida,
just in time to work'on “Key Largo”,
with a tropical setting.... Lois Cop¬
land, real estate, returned from her
vacation, while the leisure interlude
is just beginning for Doris Hewitt
(Mullineaux), advertising and publi¬
city. She plotted a week in the moun¬
tains and a week just loafing at home
while she enjoyed her new apartment
....Frank LaFalce can be found any
night trying to catch up with the
latest releases by screening as often
as possible... . George Werner, booker,
is back from a two-week navy training
stint.... Fred MacMillan, manager, re¬
discovered New York for the benefit
of his two boys. He looked over all
the old familiar sights, and then
took the boys to Coney Island.... Mar¬
jorie Peterson, sister of proud Bob
Peterson, mailing room, is an opti¬
mistic entrant in the contest to dis¬
cover which of the standout sirens in
the nation’s capitol will be “Miss
Washington, D.C.” in the “Miss America’’
contest.
Loew’s Wanderings: Everybody is
happy to hear that Carter Barron is
back at his desk. Operated on recently
for a knee injury, he picked up where
he left off.

Phyllis Joyce, who used to be heard
with Sam Jack Kaufman’s Loew’s Capitol
orchestra, has a new singing assign¬
ment, with Phil Spitalny and his all
chick aggregation. Speaking of Kauf¬
man, he is recreation chairman, Local
161, musician’s union, and is current¬
ly taking care of the “Employers’ Open”
golf tournament:
Warner Theatres News: Charles Bur¬
ger, manager, York, was married on
July 17 to Miss Christine Sebastian.
The ceremony at the Church of the
Sacred Heart was followed by a re¬
ception at the Willard Hotel. The
honeymooning couple departed for New
York, and will later visit the bride’s
family in Kentucky before returning
here....Carl Blanchard, contact deJuly 28,
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Film Classics: Charles Mendelson
was in Norfolk, Va....Max Cohen was
in Baltimore, Md.... Eugene Arnstein,
treasurer, Film Classics, stopped in
on the way to Williamsburg, Va. , with
his mother-in-law. ... Ross Wheeler,
Screen Guild, flew to Chicago to at¬
tend the Screen Guild convention
there.... Donald Chaban, Screen Guild
salesman, was visiting accounts....
Exhib Walden, Monroe, Baltimore, Md. ,
was in....Morris Oletsky, Victory,
Baltimore, Md., was in... Henry Sauber,
Pennington, Baltimore, Md., was in...
Screen Guild has a regional sales
meeting due in New York. ... In the
office were Barry Goldman, Joe Walderman, George Jacobs, and Messr.
Kendig, Kenbridge, Va.
K-B Theatres: Fred S. Kogod and Max
Burka were spending a few weeks in
the Poconos.. . . Jake Biben, manager,
K-B Atlas, was to go to New York and
Atlantic City.... Auditor Jim Sanford
vacations at Caroga Lake, N.Y....
Walter Roth, Apex, is going to his
New Mexico home for three weeks....
Ben Koleman, former Schine manager,
joined K-B and is now Senator manager
.... Ralph Deckelbaum, Apex, vacations
in the borscht circuit,' the Catskills.
Eagle-Lion: Rose Damelid left for
two weeks in Birds City, Kans....Word
was received from Bob Grace, genial
office manager, that he is enjoying
that Florida sunshine.... Milton Cohen
and Max Youngstein were in for a con¬
ference.
Republic: The new office manager is
A1 Landgras, previously a booker at
20th-Fox.... Irene Mudd is the new
clerk-typist... . Clare Cunningham was
vacationing at Bristol, Va.
Monogram: Betty Hoover, one of our
news sources, was on vacation...Friend
Bettinger, Baltimore sales manager,
returned from a two-week vacation all
tanned.
United Artists: Jerry Price and Mark
Silver, branch and district managers,
respectively, were in Dover, Del.,
with salesman Joe Young....Julian
Gordon, Newport News, Va., was in.
20th Century-Fox: Mrs. Ruth Johnson,
office manager’s secretary, was on
vacation.... Connie Freelander is the
new E-50 clerk.... Mrs. Mary Claspell
returned from her vacation.... Emil
Kashoty, former assistant district
manager, now running a restaurant in
Richmond, Va., was in recently.
There will be a new drive-in opened
on July 30 in Bassett, Va., by Cecil
Ward.... There was a change of owner¬
ship of the Moonlight Drive-In, South
Austin, Va., from C.G. Harris to W.M.
Jones, at U-I. New assistant cashier
is Robert Entem.

Marie Easter, assistant, Loew's Valen¬
cia, Baltimore, recently presented
local Mayor Thomas D' Alesandro with a
scroll from Esther Williams, star of
the MGM film, "On An Island With You".

Paramount: Mid-eastern division
manager Earle W. Sweigert spent two
days conducting sales sessions and
conferences with branch manager A1
Benson, salesmen and bookers, paving
the way for “Paramount’s 36th Para¬
mount Year” drive, Sept. 5-Dec. 4Booker Pat Newbury and switchboard

Washington
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Baltimore, Md. (18) - Keith’s, "ManEater Of Kumaon” (U-I); Hippodrome,
“Assigned To Danger” (EL); Century,
“Easter Parade” (MGM); Town, "Melody
Time” (RKO); New, "The Street With No
Nhme” (20th-Fox)^ Stanley, “The Em¬
peror Waltz” (Para.); Mayfair, "The
Crusades” (Para.); Times and Roslyn,
“Angels Alley” (Mono.), “The Long
Shot” (Inde.).
Baltimore Mu. (25) - Keith’s, “So
Evil My Love” (Para.); Stanley, “Ro¬
mance On The High Seas” (WB); Hippo¬
drome, “Thunderhoof” (Col.); Little,
“Die Fledermaus” (Artkino)) New,
"Deep Waters” (20th-Fox); Century,
“Easter Parade” (MGM); Town, “Melody
Time” (RKO); Mayfair, “The Crusades”,
(Para.); Times and Roslyn, “For You I
Die” (FC), "Lil’ Abner” (RKO).
operator, Mrs. Josephine Evans, was
back from vacation. This was a hint
for booker Max Rutledge to start off
on his.... Sincere condolences from
everyone at Paramount go to Anna
Bernd, whose mother, Mrs. Eva M.
Bernd, passed away. Miss Bernd has
been a Paramount employee for over 25
years...Travelling auditor Bob Moretta
made a quick trip over to Philadelphia
for the last session of the Democratic
convention. On leaving the convention
to catch the train, he found himself
in the middle of the Alabama dele¬
gation when it walked out, and received
an assortment of jeers and boos from
his fellow Yankees. He claims that
this is the result of auditing so many
Southern branches .... A Washington
cosmetic expert, Serge de Gorin, has
selected what he considers the seven
most glamorous faces in the country.
Of the seven, and the only film peoole
named, are Joan Fontaine and Anita
Colby.
Columbia: Bill Fischer was away on
his vacation... Patricia Rand was tem¬
porarily missing from the office....
Ruth Rottitvky was on vacation, at a
camp somewhere in New York State....
Margaret Tutt was enjoying herself in
Ocean City, Md...Marion Levy returned
from her vacation. She had a wonder¬
ful time cruising on the Great Lakes
....Sid Zins was enjoying his honey¬
moon.
RKO: Bob Mochrie, vice-president
and general sales manager, was in....
J.B. Brecheen and A.T. Folliard at¬
tended the regional meeting inBuffalo.
Altec signed a sound servicing deal
with the Playhouse.
An original print of “Land of Lib¬
erty, ” a 14-reel history of the United
States, produced for the industry by
Cecil B, DeMille, has been presented
to the National Archives.

Maryland
8ALTIMORE
WilliamK. Saxton, Loew’s city mana¬
ger, has been busily engaged in co¬

Fred Kogod, center, chairman, Washington Variety Club welfare committee,
looked on recently as doctors at the local Episcopal Eye, Ear, and Throat
Hospital treated sufferer's of the eye disease, glaucoma, at the glaucoma
cHnic, maintained by the Tent, The group pays the salary of the social worker.

In connection with the recent opening of MGM's '"Easter Parade", Palace, Wash¬
ington, Jack Foxe, Loew's publicity director, andmanager Angie Ratto arranged
this window tieup with the Emily Dress Shop, featuring gowns worn in the film,
as well-as plugging a fashion sketching contest. The film is in Technicolor.

operative promotional work with the
Baltimore Hearst newspapers in a na¬
tion-wide tieup concerning the build¬
ing of 77 “Blandings Dream Houses.”
One has been built and furnished, and
admission will be charged, with all
proceeds going to the Wounded Veterans
Fund, The Baltimore Sunday American
and The Baltimore News-Post. This is
in connection with the opening at
Loew’s Century of “Mr. Blanding Builds
His Dream House.”
Herbert Thatcher, manager, Town,
arranged a fine tie-up with The Balti¬
more News-Post. Contestants wrote in
about their favorite cartoon character
of Walt Disney.
The State Board of Motion Picture
Censors recently asked a ruling from
the Attorney General on its respon¬
sibility for censoring television en¬
tertainment, especially films used
in television.
The Fremont signed a sound servicing
agreement with Altec.
The Sunpapers’ television station
WMAR-TV advertised that one, English
film would be shown each Friday be¬
ginning on July 23. The list of British
features given included the shows of
Sir Alexander Korda.
Mr. and Mrs. E.F. Perotka, Aero,
Watersedge, and Victory, were hosts
at their annual summer party for film
exchange men of this territory at
their summer home on the Chesapeake
on July 20. Twenty attended, and had
a very fine time.

Mrs. Tillie Ritter, retired aide,
Scheck Theatrical Enterprises, died
at her home. At time of retirement
about 10 years ago, she had worked
fob that company for 30 years, and
she was living on a pension.
Mr. and Mrs. S.G. Waitsman, Radio,
went to Atlantic City for a vacation.
Closing of the National, Washington,
D.C., and turning it into a film house
caused much speculation about the at¬
tendance at Ford’ s next season for
the Theatre Guild, American Theatre
Society subscription list, which may
be swelled in Baltimore due to the
fact that the theatre is the nearest
to Washington with those plays sched¬
uled. This theatre property is owned
by M.A. Mechanic, owner, New and
Centre.
-Jacques Shellman

CUM BER LAND
Darnell's Embassy played Cecil
Campbell ana His Tennessee Ramblers,
artists of CBS.

LE0NARDT0WN
Former assistant manager, New,
Clarke Mattingly, and his wife, Joyce,
sailed for her native .Australia....
Ray Trumbule, New, visited at Keyser,
W. Va. , with his wife’s par.ents.. . .For
“The Bride Of” and “The Son Of Frank¬
enstein”, billed as “The Phantom
Wonder Show”, the New had an ambulance
parked outside.... New manager Ray
Trumbule is planning to hold amateur
nights....He arranged a tiein with
the St. Mary’s county Methodist
July 28,
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Facing The camera here are six of the top names from the 20th Century-Fox
musical, "Give My Regards To Broadway". Shown are: Dan Dailey, Nancy Guild,
Charles Winninger, Barbara Lawrence. Charles Ruggles, and Fay Bainter.

SALUTING YOUNG AMERICA

It Is IMPORTANT that you send
us a copy of your program each
week, no later than Tuesday. In
this way, we can best serve you.
Someone, maybe the booker, or
perhaps yourself might forget to
record a booking.
By sending us a copy of your
program, we will be able to
check any mistakes.
Please continue to wrap and ad¬
dress properly your return ad¬
vertising so that it can be
delivered to the right exchange.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return
film in the lobby until
all your patrons have
left after the last show.

UNITED STATES POSTAGE
This is the design for the new three cent stamp, "Salute to Youth", which
was rece.ntly made public by the Post Office Department, and submitted to
the Theatre Owners of America. The TOA is backing "Youth Month" in September.

churches on 20th Century-Fox’ s “The
Tender Years” in a benefit for the
Hollywood, Md., Joy Chapel and church
....George Morgan Knight, Jr., THE
EXHIBITOR correspondent, has been
asked to be the first vice-president
of the United Amateur Press Associa¬
tion, which will meet in Milwaukee on
Sept. 2-7 to further all amateur
journalism in America. If elected,
Knight will represent the east coast
wing of the UAPA of America’s journa¬
lists.

LEXINGTON

PARK

Ann Lewis and Bernice Willenborg

Got a problem?
The solution may be waiting
for you among the specially
prepared forms and systems
which are available at cost to
theatres which subscribe to
this paper.

will be at the new Park when it opens
on or about Aug. 10 or 15. They are
being trained at the New, Leonardtown.
Jack Fruchtman, part owner of the new
house, states that the spot will have
an impressive concessions room with
extra profit stands of candy, soft
drinks, ice cream, and, for what may
prove to be the first time in any
theatre, slot machines, recently
legalized here. Fruchtman says he
thinks that the' Park may prove to be
the only theatre in America "paying
off its patrons in silver”, if ;they
win. Elaborate and modern equipment
is fast being installed in the quonset
type theatre, the first of its kind
constructed in the state.
The imitation marble colorful floor
is now in place at the Park to be
opened soon by Jack Fruchtman, Robert
Winninton, Leonardtown, and Meverell
Dean. The house cost about $250,000,
and seats 800 in its quonset hut shape
with all the latest equipment. The
staff was trained at the New, Leonard¬
town.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.
1638 Third Street, N.E.
Washington, D. C.
236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.
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PUBLICATIONS, INC.
•
Philadelphia, Pa.

WALDORF
Ike Weiner, Waldorf, stated that
Happy Johnny and his Gang became so
popular that on his last engagement
recently, four shows had to be given
to take care of the crowd.

SALE

Modern 500 seat fully equipped neigh¬
borhood theatre. 4 years with option to
renew. Growing town of 18,000.

F. M. WESTFALL
P. O. BOX 1307

MARTINSVILLE, VA.
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Virginia
ALEXAHDRI A
Local manager Valentine Smith played
an amusing though rather “cruel” stunt
on some husbands around town. These
husbands bad been the recipients of
perfumed, very feminine letters asking
them to meet the anonymous writer aF
a street corner, promising “an enjoy¬
able time”. When the suspense-racked
men showed up, they were greeted with
a blazing theatre marquee reading
"Now Showing... ‘Letter From the Un¬
known Woman’ .

BLACKSBURG
Vane E. Kelsey, 59, local theatreman,
died recently.

RICHMOND
Sam Rosen and Bernie Brooks accrmpanied Lou Golding on his recent visit.
They are all officials of the Fabian
Circuit.... Ben Perse, Capitol Motion
Picture Supply Company, was also in
from New York.
Young Bobbie Eagan, son of the
National, manager, who has been star¬
ring on the-American Legion Baseball
team this summer, had an accident at
Duggan’s Lake, and had to give up his
baseball for several weeks.... William
Fox, East End projectionist and local
business agent, was sick abed, Tommy
Clements from Petersburg substituting
....Ernest Walton, East End staff,
vacationed in the mountains, Sam Cum¬
ber Substituting... . Pearl Jenkins.
East End box office attendant, was
sick, withEthel Ritchie taking over
for her.
A managers’ meeting of Neighborhood
Theatre, Inc., was held at the home
office on July 14. Morton G. Thalhimer,
president, presided at the meeting,
and other home officials also spoke to
the gathering. Included among the
speakers were Sam Bendheim, Jr. ,
general manager; David Kamsky, adver¬
tising director; Ivan Rosenbaum, head
booker; Arthur Deekens, office manager,
and A.O. Budina, architect. Among those
attending were Howard Rubin, Peters¬
burg city manager; Carrington Waddell,
South Boston; Pete Trent, Farmville;,
Wade.Pearson, northern division mana
<--->.

Having themselves a little chat here are Fay Bainter and Charles Winninger,
two of the top names in 20th Century - Fox's "Give My Regards To Broadway".
Winninger plays an oldtime vapdevillejuggler still longing for the bright lights.

ger, and his assistant, Don Womack;
Bob Beamer, Pulaski, and Stuart White,
Bristol. Richmond managers included
Sam Gordon, Robert Coulter, Ober Boyd,
James Heslep, John Zenner, Sam Pulli¬
am, Stewart Tucker, George Roberts,
and Gordon Culley. Alex Ravdin, as¬
sistant booker, was also present.
Dan Wilkinson, assistant ad manager,
Neighborhood Theatre, Inc., and his
family motored to Florida on vacation
....Jerry Moyner, Westhampton, went
to Virginia Beach. ... Jimmy Heslep,
relief manager, Westhampton and Brookland, also went to Virginia Beach.. ..
Mrs. Eubank, Bluebird, Petersburg,
came all the way to Richmond to see a
movie.
Stuart Estes, State projectionist,
and Howard Powers, Colonial, went to
Powers’ cottage on the York River....
WXGI is sending out a radio program
from Loew’s....Addie B0yd, Colonial
box office staff, spent her vacation
at home helping to take care of her
new grandchild...Ben Caplon, Columbia
branch manager, was a visitor.... John
Vaughan, manager, Booker T, was out
sick for a few days, and then went on
his annual vacation. ...Fabian’s Colo¬
nial was insulated.... Fobian Decorat¬
ing did a bit of painting in the State.
Mabel and Faye Long, wife and
daughter, respectively, of Abner Long,
Westhampton, went to Virginia Beach.. . .
Eva Garrett, Capitol, went to Charles
City.
Marian “Pruny” Morrisette, veteran
Capitol projectionist, went to Blacks¬
burg for the graduation of his son,
Grayson, from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute.... Stewart Tucker, State

manager,
north.

and his brother Ben,

went

While presenting a private prevue of
“The Street With No Name” at the West¬
hampton, the FBI office received a
call to apprehend a fugitive. R.D.
Auerback, agent in charge of the local
office, dispatched two agents from the
motion picture audience, and continued
the picture. The agent walked out on
the first scene of the picture loca¬
ted the fugitive wanted by Washington
authorities on a charge of theft from
an interstate shipment, arrested the
man, and returned as the picture ended.
The story made the daily papers.
Bobby Westerman, assistant manager,
Loew’s, and his family were vacationing
at Virginia Beach.... Stuart-Estes,
State, took his family down on the
York River for a vacation. ... Dave
Polland, UAexploiteer, was in helping
George Peters, Loew’s manager, on “On
Our Merry Way”. .. Violet Griffin, State
staff, and husband went to the beach.

WHALEYSVILLE
Hugh R. Horton, having opened his
35mm. theatre in this town, is doing
nicely. It seats 200.

West Virginia
PIEDMONT
Newton B. Carskadon’s Majestic,
managed by Jack Cooper, purchased new
projection equipment from Dusman Thea¬
tre Supply, Baltimore, including;
Motiograph “AA” projectors, new upper
and lower 3000 feet magazines, Strong
one-kilowatt arc lamps, and four-tube
rectifiers.

THE EXHIBITOR
st to publish

Extra Profits
as a regular monthly
feature to help
theatre owners
merchandise their
Extra Profits items.
Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc.
1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Dan Dailey, Charles Winninger, and Barbara Lawrence go into a j u g glin g routine
with Fay Bainter and Charles Russell as interested spectators in this sequence
from the 20th Century-Fox Technicolor comedy mu s i c a l ,'G i v e My Regards to Broadway."
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New
CROSSTOWN
Paul Broder, Realart president,
arrived.... Jerry Bloedow, manager,
RKO Orpheum, Des Moines, and Louis
Grossman, manager, RKO.Alden, Jamaica,
L.I., won the RKO Theatre Circuit's
“Stunt of the Month" for June.
Eagle Lion tied in the Whelan Drug
Stores plugging “Raw Deal" and “Inner
Sanctum" wallets.... Warners set up a
“Key Largo" treasure chest at 52nd
Street and 6th Avenue in cooperation
with the American Overseas Aid-United
National Appeal for Children, for five
days. The public was invited to donate
a sum to the fund in return for which
they received a “Key Largo” key with
which to open the Treasure Chest,
which contained many valuable prizes.
Daily prizes were awarded the holders
of the keys which fit the chest. On
the last day, July 19, the five win¬
ners were brought together for the
grand prize, the entire chest full of
prizes.

screenings of “Beyond Glory” in tne
Paramount projection room.... The pre¬
sent lease of the Little Carnegie was
upheld last week by the Court of Ap¬
peals in Albany by a four-three de¬
cision. The landlord, a corporation
headed by J. Goldwurm, had purchased
the building housing the Little Car¬
negie, and, under a cancellation
clause in the lease, which had been
given by the Carnegie Hall owners,
claimed the right to end the lease,
and dispossess the Goldberg and Lesser
Company. Under the work of Louis Nizer
and Walter S. Beck, of Fhillins, Nizer.
Benjamin, and Krim, Goldberg and Les¬
ser were given the award, and remain
in full possession of the Little Car¬
negie for the rest of the term, three
more years.
Berry GreenDerg, special far eastern
sales representative, Samuel Goldwyn
Productions and Walt Disney Produc¬
tions, left last week on his way to
the orient.... William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales mana¬
ger, MGM, was in Chicago last week.
_J. Robert Rubin, MGM vice-president
and general counsel, returned from the
coast last week.
Janis Carter, Columbia star, ar¬
rived last fortnight from Italy....

Funeral services were held last
week at Riverside Chapel for Russell
Warren Takiff, five-and-one-half-year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Takiff.
Takiff is assistant to Jack Cohn,
executive vice-president, Columbia.
The child was drowned while swimming
at Sky Farm Camp, Naples, Me., which
he was attending for the summer.
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Funeral services were held last
fortnight for Harry Gemson, 67, fatherin-law of Robert K. Shapiro, manager,
Paramount.
The backstage of the recently closed
Golden, 252 West 45th Street, was
destroyed by a fire of unknpwn origin
last fortnight. The damage included
sound equipment, while the curtains
were ruined. The lease is held by
Supercinema, Marcello Girosi, head.
Altec announced last week that it
had signed sound servicing deals with
the Kent, Newark, N.J., and the Totawa
and Collingswood Drive-Ins, Totawa.
N. J.
W. Lee Wilder, producer of “The
Vicious Circle”, arrived from Holly¬
wood for the pre-release opening of
the film in 11 houses throughout the
metropolitan area... . Murray Greene,
manager, Century’s Vogue, Brooklyn
got plenty of attention with a sign
plugging “The Baker* s Wife”. The sign
read The first 10 people who bring
a loaf of bread vpumpernickel please)
will be admitted free....P.S. You
might also bring cream cheese and
lox. Management will supply coffee”.

Harry Nestler, for the past 10 years
a manager with Interboro Circuit,
Brooklyn, purchased a theatre build¬
ing and loft at Florence, N.J., from
Martin Fischbein. The building in¬
cludes the 450-seat Florence, which
Nestler will operate himself after
minor improvements have been made.
Nestler hag been associated in the
industry for the past 22 years. He is
a member of Motion Picture Associates.

New York State
ALBANY
The new Schine zone manager with
headquarters in Lexington, Ky. , is
Harold Sliter, who replaced Lou
Hensler, who resigned to enter another
business. Sliter’s former post was
acting zone manager in northern New
York. His father, rrea Sliter, is the
local 20th-Fox salesman.

Winners of cash awards and a lavish
“Easter Parade” gown were announced
last weekbyMGM in the fashion sketch
contest conducted oy the film company
and the Fifth Avenue Emily Shop in
conjunction with the engagement at
Loew's State.

More than 200 members of the West
Point Society of New York attended

The stork brought a baby girl, Janet
Elaine, to the home of Melvin Sprinkle,
Altec Lansing Corporation.

A lilliputian parade in Duffy Square
announced the arrival of Eagle Lion’s
“Mickey” and its star, Lois Butler,
at the Gotham last week. Miss Butler
greeted more than 200 members of the
Lois Butler Fan Club and entertained
them as her guests.

William B. Levy, world-wide super¬
visor, Walt Disney Productions, left
last week for the Disney studios in
Hollywood.... Doug G. Lotherington,
RKO general sales manager for Aus¬
tralia, arrived last week for a series
of conferences.... The National Tele¬
vision Film Council held a meeting
last week at Sardi’s, at which time a
presentation of completed by-laws, and
a report on a practical standard ex¬
hibition contract for television
stations and distributors were made.
J.A. Maurer, executive vice-president,
Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
was guest speaker.

In an award handed down by the
American Arbitration Association last
week, the Screen Publicists Guild re¬
ceived wage hikes ranging up to $20
for Paramount home office employes.
The increases are retroactive to
Sept. 27, 1947. Dr. Milton Handler,
Columbia University, was impartial
arbitrator in the Paramount case.
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Attending the recent screening of the
MGM film, "Easter Parade",
in Buffalo
mere,
left to right,
top to bottom:
Eugene Szmania, Gus Basil, president,
Basil Theatre Circuit, Buffalo, and
his wife; Florence Szmyczak, Bay Cul kowsky, Lincoln; J ac k Munds tuk, Metro;
Lloyd Mills, Midtown; M.M. Byan, MGM
office manager; George Mackenna, La¬
fayette; Dewey M ichaels , Keith s; P e t er
Bifarella, Joylan, Springville, N.Y.;
Ed Miller, manager. Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo; C. Taylor, Shea's publicity
director; Mrs.
Carl B i ndc i n,
Mrs.
Robert Dame and her husband, manager,
Shea's Teck, and Car l Rindcin, Buffalo.

C.J. Latta, former zone manager for
Warner Theatres, has been named al¬
ternate director on the board of
American-British Picture Corporation
in London. Latta was transferred to
act in England as overseer of theatre
operations.... 20th Century-Fox held
its annual summer outing at Thompson’s
Lake....Leo Rosen, general manager,
Hellman-Fabian Drive-Ins, sunered a
heart attack, and is confined to his
home...Ivan Lemkowitz, projectionist,
Fabian’s Strand, Port Jervis, N.Y. ,
and business agent, Port Jervis and
New fork
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will ring out on Sept. 4 for Johnny
Wilhelm, 20th Century-Fox assistant
shipper.

Sullivan County Local 353, became the
father of a baby girl,
William D. Gaddoni, former Loew’s
Albany booker and salesman, for 11
years, has been appointed manager in
Omaha... Wayne Carrigan, 20th CenturyFox head shipper, underwent a tonsil¬
lectomy at Albany Hospital.... Milton
Cohen, Eagle Lion eastern sales mana¬
ger; Max Youngstein, head of adver¬
tising and publicity, and A1 Herman,'
district manager, visited the Albany
exchange.... Sam Shapiro, Warners home
office representative, is spending
several weeks in the Albany exchange.
Vacationers along the Row were;
Columbia, Florence Bergman, switch¬
board operator; Loew’s, Kathryn Shea,
secretary to Herman Ripps, and Phyl¬
lis Dembo, bookers’ secretary; Warner
Theatres’ Elizabeth Herrick, assistant
booker; Irene Smith, secretary to
Charles Smakwitz, and William Naylor,
personnel department; Republic, Thomas
Carrol, head shipper, and 20th CenturyFox, Catherine Heavenor. head insDectress ... Warner Theatres are having
an entry in the Soap Box DerbyTTTT^
The ^landings Dream House”, admission
proceeds of which are being donated
to the Variety Club Tent 9 Boys’ Club
Thacher, is still attracting good at¬
tendance after several weeks. -M. E.B.

BUF FALO
It is with deep regret that Film
Row learned of the untimely death of
Harry T. Dixon, former manager, Aca¬
demy, who died at Deaconess Hospital
of a heart ailment. He had retired as
manager, Phil Lavene's Academy, which
he had handled for the past nine
years. Dixon had been in ill health
for the past year, and was doctoring
during that period for a heart con¬
dition. All film row fondly remembers
jovial Dixon as branch manager for RKO
for 15 years. Funeral services were
held at Clancy’s Funeral Home and at
St. James Church. Internment was in
Mt. Calvary Cemetery. Condolences go
to his wife Florence, son, Harry T.
Dixon, Jr., and daughter, Mrs. Earl
McCarthy.
Eleanor Paradenis, Pam-O-Film,re¬
turned from a vacation at Fineview,
Thousand Islands... .Harry Berinstein,
Berinstein interests, Ithaca, was in
booking.
Leon Herman, Republic branch manag¬
er, and his entire staff held their

Bill Carroll, Shea Publicity de¬
partment, was off for a short vacation
trip....Mary Phelan, secretary to
Vincent R. McFaul, planed to Des
Moines for her vacation.
Gus Basil and George Mackenna closed
the Lafayette for two wee}is, during
which time the house will undergo a
complete remodeling and redecorating
job, with an all-glass front.
For the recent opening of Eagle Lion's
"The Man From Texas ", Shea's Tech,
Buffalo, manager Robert Dame arranged
this front with very good results.

annual picnic at Crystal Beach at the
summer home of Yvonne Schmied, Repub¬
lic stenographer.
Congratulations go to Douglas Braid,
whose buttons were popping from his
vest when his wife, Hilda, former PamO-Film stenographer, presented him
with their first seven pound, fourteen
ounce bundle from heaven, Bruce Robert.
Jack Goldstein, National Screen
Service branch manager, certainly can
brag about his piscatorial prowess,
having hooked a 22 pound northern
pike at Georgian Bay, where he and his
son-in-law spent a weekend fishing.
He brought in his catch to Laubes Old
Spain to be baked, and invited several
of his film friends to partake.
Felicitations to; Gertrude Nigro,
Columbia; Sarah Weil, RKO; Mildred
Malzer, Pam-O-Film, and Julie Cage,
EL, who celebrated birthdays. The
occasion was highlighted with a lunch¬
eon at LaUbes Old Spain.
Francis Rubach was recuperating at
the Buffalo General Hospital after an
operation. It is hoped for her speedy
recovery and return to her duties at
RKO inspection.
Helen Rubach, Republic, celebrated
a birthday. Many happy returns...NeiJ
Heilman was in booking for the TriCity Drive-In.
Ed Miller, Shea’s Hippodrome mana¬
ger, was vacationing at Allegany State
Park_Stanley Mittelfehldt, assist¬
ant manager, Shea’s Buffalo, became
the daddy of a bouncing nine-and-ahalf pound baby boy.... Wedding bells

'itmg those present for the recent trade screening of Paramount's "A foreign
Affair”, N o r mand i e , Sew York , were,
left to right: B . M e ye r s on , E . Fabian,
and G. Trilling, Fabian Circuit; A. Wvcoff, Raritan Theatres, and C. BrickwaId.

A1 Pierce, Shea’s Bellevue, Niagara
Falls,,manager, took his family to New
York for a vacation.... Floyd Fitz¬
simmons, MGM exploiteer, was in work¬
ing with Charlie Taylor, Ed Mead, and
Bill Carroll on "The Search”, Bob
Dame's Shea’s Teck. A special screening
was held for press, radio, foreign
groups and the child welfare organi¬
zation.
John Zimmerman, Shea’ s Niagara
manager, took a short fishing jaunt.
He said the fish ate better than he
did.
Chuck Schack, Shea’s Kenmore mana¬
ger, is doing plenty of golfing these
days, and is threatening to aim for
Chuck (Shea's Seneca) McKernanas
laurels as king-pin of the links.
Altec announced that it has signed
sound servicing agreements with the
following theatres in the territory:
Drive-In, North Hoosick; Hudson, Cold
Springs; Hunter, Hunter; Gay, Chateangey, Sagamore Hotel, Bolton Landing;
Glen. Watkins Glen; Mancuso, Batavia;
Crest, Granada, and the Open Air,
South Glen Falls.

ROCHESTER
George L. David, the Democrat and
Chronicle film and drama editor, sum¬
med up screen offerings here the first
six months of the year, and declared,
without qualification: “We have been
given more top-grade pictures than
ever before in a like period. Answer¬
ing those inclined to belittle recent
film offerings, he listed 24 pictures
as “superior” and a similar number as
good. Still others he found faulty,
yet arresting entertainment.
Manager Louis Thompson, Regent, was
justly proud of the sparkling new
rest rooms, the women’s done in rose
and black encircled with mirrors, the
men’s in blue. Both upper and lower
foyer walls also were redecorated....
Lester Pollock, manager, Loew’s, ex¬
pected to pack the house for the
annual bathing beauty contest spon¬
sored jointly with Royal Crown Cola,
offering $300 in prizes.
Projectionist Louis Goler was ar¬
ranging entertainment for the Monroe
County Fair and other similar fall
events in the area in his sideline
capacity as booking agent.... Helen
Smith, pretty red-headed night aide,
Einbassy, spent her vacation from the
General Motors plant at the beach ac¬
quiring a rich tan.
July 28.
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Francis Anderson, manager.RKO
Palace, tried a “Superman" serial
matinees only for the summer trade
....Norman Slotnick's bride, the for¬
mer Lorraine Fine of Syracuse, joined
the Clinton staff as cashier.... Mary
Ann Schweitzer is new at the Embassy.
Amy Croughton, the Times-Union film
reviewer, commented on air-condition¬
ing as altering viewpoints on summertype of entertainment.... Jack Boyd,
Embassy, was charging 60 cents all
day for the Hitler film, and doing
all right with aid of huge marquee
drapes and signs borrowed from the
Mercury, Buffalo, which made a big
splash in the South Avenue sector.

SCHENECTADY
Plenty of lights blazed in Crescent
Park near Dick Murphy’s Plaza as the
city and GF premiered a Steinmetz
memorial fountain.... At the Plaza,
Russ Wilsey, projectionist and local
IATSE vee-pee, was back from a vaca¬
tion. Wilsey had theatre people anxious
to hit the trail, and pick up some of
the swell food. ... Genial Joe Loft,
Plaza, is now in his third year both
as retired detective sergeant and
theatreman.
H.J. Truax, Strand, was back in
harness after a vacation trip to Syra¬
cuse just as Lou Rapp, house manager,
took off for Gotham. The house’s kiddee cartoon shows on Saturday after¬
noons and evenings feature giveaways,
government surplus goggles.
James Harley, manager, Proctors',
where Fabian city manager Guy Graves
headquarters, was back from vacation
...The house loses veteran aide Mar¬
garet Cummings as she says her “I
do’s” with GE's Bill Leason.
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manager, Loew’s State, after trying
other fields of endeavor, is back with
the circuit-Carroll Blair, elec¬
trician, RKO-Keith’s, is looking for
a stove to put in his tent in front
of the auto sales room, as he fears
he will have to wait through the win¬
ter for the new car_Louis W. Schine,
Gloversville, was a recent visitor
....Clark Stanton, veteran employee,
Paramount, was on vacation.

More than U0 industryites
in
the New
York area were recently guests at the
annual Warner boat ride. With district
manager Sam Lefkowitz and branch ma¬
nager Clarence Eiseman hosting,
the
party sailed to, Bear Mountain for an
all-day outing. Shown here, from left,
to right,
are: Eiseman, I. Dashkin,
Savoy, Jam aica, L.I . ; Mrs. Emanuel
Gross, and HaroldBlumentha\, Fabian,

'(J
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Max Rubin, manager, Schine’s Palace,
forgot his managerial duties while
dining with Mrs. Rubin at Three Rivers,
and took over the m.c. spot on the
entertainment program.
The new sea foam green finish on
Dick Feldman’s car is so good that
Frank Lindkamp, Empire manager, really
believed that it was a new car....
Hank Wolf, Paramount staff, decided
to stop supporting an auto repair
shop by fixing up the car himself.#
The attractive new glass front in¬
stalled by the Syracuse Glass Company
at the Schine Paramount seemed to be*
having the personal attention of
Senator G. Frank Wallace, the firm’s
president, which insured that it
would rapidly become the most at¬
tractive show place on Salina Street
....Minnie Kane, Eckel, was dreaming
of a vacation in Canada.
-J. J.S.

There was plenty of horseplay recently
at Walter Reade's Paramount, Plainfield, N.J., during the run of Para¬
mount's "Albuquerque “,
when patrons
were greeted by cowboy and cowgirlclad aides and a liv e horse inacorral
in the lobby. Manager Bill Stewart
arranged
the
equine
specialty.

COMPLETE

MARQUEE

SERVICE

DESIGN — FABRICATE — INSTALL

MONROE SIGN CORP.
Since 1921
Stainless Steel — VitroHte — Porcelain

THEATRE FRONTS
Drive-In Theatre Attraction Signs

Phil Rapp, manager, State and Erie,
has "Superman” booked daily, 105 days
of playing time....Mary Eaton, Erie,
was vacation-bound... .George Cavanaugh,
Erie, and Oscar Meyers, State, were
heading down the vacation trail.

253-9 Hackensack St., E. Rutherford, N. J.
Tel. Rutherford 2-8200—Passaic 2-4600

HELP WANTED-MALE
Experienced Theatre Manager to handle operation
of three neighborhood theatres. Must know ad¬
vertising, promotion and
house management.
Good salary plus bonus arrangement. Write for
personal interview to

A summer theatre in nearby Saratoga
Spa is buying space in a local news¬
paper to hit back at adverse reviews
carried in the daily. How many times
has that been done by film-palaces?
Up at the Plaza, Dick Murphv and
Bob Griffeth, the former's assistant,
were happy over their ai^ conditioning
plant....At the Strand Lou Rapp was
going right ahead with his policy of
playing Italian films everv Monday
night. The next innovation is a bicycle
giveaway slated for the end of August
and through September.

NEIL HELLMAN, Paramount Theatre
378 CLINTON AVENUE

Music from Columbia's "The Lady From
Shanghai
was stressed in this window
display which manager Lester Pollock,
Loew’s, Rochester,
recently set as
effective promotion for
the film.

SYRACUSE

spots in Canada.... Tom Ciarke, mana¬
ger, Loew’s Strand, was taking over
additional duties as manager, Loew's
State, while manager Harold Mortin
was vacationing...Thelma Powell, sec¬
retary, RKO-Keith office, resigned
...George Murphy, electrician, Loew* s
State, seems to have the secret of
keeping cool no matter what the ther¬
mometer says.... We extend our sym¬
pathy to Evelyn Powell, Paramount,
whose husband passed away.

Jack Flex, former manager, RKOKeith’s, was back in town for a brief
visit, en route to the cool fishing

Roy Moro, assistant manager, Loew* s
Strand, was back from vacation....
George Mansfield, former assistant

The Plaza’s Griffeth. caught in an
off-moment, talked »hnut Murphv
and his one-night-a-week quiz show
getting started. They hope for an
early fall premiere, with plenty of
floodlights.
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Got a problem?
The solution may be waiting
for you among the specially
prepared forms and systems
which are available at cost to
theatres which subscribe to
this paper.
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BOOK % SHOP
Conducted as a Sen ice (i Courtesy to Subscribers by

JAY EMANUEL
1225 Vine Street

PUBLICATIONS, INC.
•
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Three of Broadway's outstanding fronts which really caused plenty of favorable comment were recently built by the Ster¬
ling Sign Company, with Bill Jefferson, Loew1s publicity department, doing the designing. The front for MGM's "Easter
Parade" at Loew's State, presenting a glittering array of mirrored ribbons, borders, panels, and stars against a color¬
ful cloth background, is shown at left. The center shot pictures the Loew's Criterion display for Eagle Lion's "Canon
City", with a prison motif making for grim realism and plenty of eye catching. RKO's "Fort Apache", Capitol, benefited
from the attractive front on the right, with Indian copper colot sheet metal throwing off a novel lustrous effect.

is spending a vacation at RocKaway
leach, L.I.

New York: Although the sun is shin¬
ing brightly these days on the side¬
walks of 44th Street, and everything
seems serene, the days are not so
bright for the exhibi¬
tors who visit the
street. Business is
off from 25 to 40 per
cent, they claim as
they complain about
their empty nouses and
falling grosses. It is
easy to understand that
when exhibitors are
unhappy, film sales¬
Les Sugarman
men are in the same
boat, ana that is why a number of
drives are progressing in an effort
to stimulate business. A few include
the Bill Heineman drive at Eagle Lion,
to continue until Dec. 2; the Presi¬
dential drive at U-I, continuing until
Oct. 30, and Monogram’s playdate
drive, which comes to 51 close on
July 30. Paramount will soon launch
the “Paramount’s 35th Paramount Year"
drive while the results of the Ned
Depinet Drive at RKO are still being
tabulated.
MONOGRAM: Etta V. Segall, head
booker, was back on the job after a
week’s vacation.... Irving Mandel,
booker, and Florence Gilbert, sec¬
retary, left on vacations... .Pauline
Gibbs, booking department, was side¬
lined with bronchitis.... The Playdate
drive was swinging down the home
stretch.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX: Andy Smith,
general -sales manager, paid a visit
....Alex Arnswalder was back after a
vacation.... The softball team squared
off against Pictorial Films, Inc....
The Family Club was nearing completion
of plans for a swimming party.. . .
Pete Fishman, booker, was back after
vacation.

Mrs. Eugene Manlove Rhodes, 77-yearold widow of the famous western
fiction author, recently attended a
preview of United Artists adaptatior
of her husband's story, "Four Faces
West", at UA's New York screening room.
Mrs. Rhodes lives in Apalachin, N.Y.

EAGLE LION: Lillian Dollard, secre¬
tary, was on vacation.... Gerry Haw¬
kins, former cashier, paid a visit
....The exchange attended a special
meeting at the home office in regard
to the newly organized social club
....Al Trilling rented a summer home
in Long Island... Edith Stamm, booking
department, is the proud possessor
of an apartment, and will take the
fatal step on Aug. 22.
PARAMOUNT: Gloria Genovese, booker’s
secretary, received birthday greet¬
ings on July 15. She left later on a
vacation for Virginia Beach, Va....
Ruth Stransky, secretary, was a year
older on July 16...-Harrv Schochet

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Renee
Roberts and Maralyn Waldo, accounting
department, were back after vacations
....Flurence Goldstein, accounting
department, was welcomed back after
illness.... Seymour Roy, auditor, and
Florence Baldassarre, biller, gave
notice.
RAMBLIN’ ’ ROUND: Maxie Fried re¬
ports the Motion Picture Bookers Club
softball team wants games. He is the
lpoytosee_Ed Richter, head booker,
MGM, returned from vacation....George
Blank, Prudential booker, isno longer
with the company.Archie Berisch,
head booker, Warners, gave a six-week
notice, and will leave on Sept. 3 to
assume the booking for the TrentonNew Brunswick Theajtre Corporation....
Gertrude Portnick, Screen Guild book¬
keeper, resigned, Judy Goldman re¬
placing. ... Astor was busy as beavei,
with shows traveling over the RKO and
Loew circuits.... Adeline Ginsberg,
booker, Principal, resigned.... The
hot weather of the past week certainly
wasn’t conducive to employee energy.

RKO: Rose Bellino, stenographer,
was enjoying a vacation....The office
was mourning the death of Marian
Dornfesi, home office.... Beatrice Kay
had been added to the booking depart¬
ment.
WATCH THE

SHOFTS
PARADE
An EXHIBITOR S.riici

Jersey 29th annual convention in West End, N. J., are: Mrs. Edward Lachman,
Edward Lachman, group president; Haskell Block, secretary, Leon J. Bamberger,
RKO sales promotion head, and Wilbur Snaper, Jersey Allied vice-president.
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Philadelphia
Crosstown
Philadelphia radio listeners and theatre¬
goers are currently “Superman” con¬
scious, thanks to the cooperative promotion
deal between WIP and a group of theatres
currently showing the Columbia feature
serial. Each day during the “Superman”
radio show, the announcer urges his list¬
eners to see “Superman,” and then lists
the houses playing the serial. In each of
these theatres in return there is a short
trailer at the beginning of the serial,
urgine those attending to hear “Superman'
on WIP each dav, and giving the time of
the program and the dial position of the
station.
The Philadelphia Chewing Gum Cor¬
poration, Havertown, has come up with a
juvenile boxoffice attraction, distribution
of coupons for free “Swell” bubble gum.
The stunt, which has paid off in many
spots, calls for a tiein with local mer¬
chants. with the coupons distributed to
the kids containing simple redemption
instructions. The gum company furnishes
the theatre with posters, advertising
material, and coupons. Gum company men
contact retail stores in the theatre trad¬
ing area, and establish redemption sta¬
tions. They check retailers of “Swell”
bubble gum, and put up window and
wall signs to publicize the theatre coupon
attraction. Posters are imprinted with the¬
atre name and date of giveaway. Added
stunts may be worked around the coupon
offer. Since every coupon is numbered
consecutively, each child holds a coupon
with a different number, so a drawing for
prizes is easily arranged by using dupli¬
cate numbers to correspond with the
coupon ticket numbers. These prizes, pro¬
moted from cooperating merchants, may
be given to winners of stage bubble blow¬
ing contests, or may merely be awarded to
holders of lucky numbers. Kites, tops,
comic books, and a host of inexpensive
premiums are available for extra prizes
at little cost. Any house can make this
free gum promotion into a big kid attrac¬
tion that will create lasting good will and
increase boxoffice receipts. Mats and her¬
alds are also available to promote the
stunt. S. Knapp is sales manager, Phila¬
delphia Chewing Gum Corporation, Eagle
and Lawrence Roads, Havertown.
The first MGM picture to play the Fox
since Dec. 28, 1945, when “30 Seconds
Over Tokyo” was the attraction, will be
“A Date With Judy,” the next attraction.
One other outside pic, SRO’s “Duel In
The Sun,” played the house since it was
taken over by National Theatres.
Police liberated a young boy who found
himself locked in the Casino last week at
the end of the last show.
The Ellis Circuit’s Renel last fortnight
celebrated the third birthday of its “Chil¬
dren’s Theatre,” which is presented every
Saturday. Radio, newspaper write-ups,
window cards, etc., called attention to the
show, but what attracted the most favor¬
able comment was a direct mailing of the
Renel Children’s News to the teen-age
group. Results were excellent from the
business angle, and the comments from
youngsters and their parents were most
favorable.
July 28, 1948
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William Goldman’s Karlton was the
victim of a $1500 safe robbery last week,
which police termed “an inside job.”
The Public Safety Committee of City
Council last week postponed indefinitely
action on the proposed Fire Guard Bill,
after hearing the Philadelphia Theatres
Association delegation speak against the
measure. Morris Wax represented the PTA.
Notice of the filing of articles of in¬
corporation were filed with the Depart¬
ment of State of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, last week by
Allied Motion Picture Theatres Service,
Inc. The purposes for which it is to be
organized are: “To buy, book, license,
purchase, screen, service, distribute, re¬
lease, and otherwise deal in motion pic¬
tures; to purchase, sell, rent, lease, job,
distribute, and otherwise deal in motion
picture and theatre equipment, supplies,
furnishings, contents, and other similar
items.” Solicitors are Cohen and Cohen.
Mrs. Edna Carroll, head, Pennsylvania
State Board of Motion Picture Censorship,
and chairman, Pennsylvania Week, held
a luncheon meeting at the Philadelphia
Art Alliance this week in connection with
this celebration. Many prominent indus¬
try ites were on hand.

Vine Street
RKO branch manager Charles Zagrans
and sales manager Ely Epstein returned
from a Buffalo sales meet singing the
praises of “Good Sam,” Gary Cooper starrer, which was sneak previewed there. . . .
RKO vacationists include Mary Montague,
clerk; Jean Yannessa, stenographer; John
Phelan, booker, and John Hall, shipper.
Mary Murphy, former RKO stenogra¬
pher, now Mrs. Raymond Peters, became
the proud mother of a six-and-one-halfpound. baby girl. . . . RKO publicity man
Doug Beck hopes to be in his new home
within a month.
Warner vacationists included Lew Lerro,
booking clerk; Mrs. C. Brodsky, book¬
keeper; Ed Carlin, booker, and Mary Ney,
inspectress. . . . Christine Maynard, War¬
ner inspectress, resigned to join her hus¬
band down south. . . . The Motion Picture
Associates held another meeting last week
at the RKO projection room.
Betty Klein, U-I telephone operator re¬
signed, replaced by Ruth Selman. . . .
Universal-International vacationists in¬
cluded Ferd Fortunate, booker; Mary
Carey, secretary; Miriam Gill, contract
department, and Edna Laurelli, assistant
cashier. . . . Universal-International will
celebrate Bill Scully Month in September
and will appreciate the cooperation of all
exhibitors.
Warner booker Ed O’Donnell moved
into his new home. . . . Beatrice Waldman
Burdich, Warner contract clerk, resigned.
. . . Warner office manager George Hutcheon weekended in Boston at a celebra¬
tion of his sister-in-law’s silver wedding
anniversary.
David Yaffe, Y and Y Popcorn Supply,
was vacationing at Log Tavern in the
Poconos. . . . Metro booker Dave Titleman’s daughter, Lynn, held a birthday
party. She was two.
Ethel Gorman Atkinson, 20th CenturyFox bookkeeper, was another vacationist.
. . . Harry Brillman advises that all dates
received prior to Aug. 31 will be counted
in the current Screen Guild drive. Since
the local exchange hopes to win, he and
and the rest of the staff would appreciate
friends helping out.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
Warners
(230 N. 13th)
“Two Guys From Texas.”

Aug.

9, 2.30,

RKO (250 N. 13th) Aug. 2, 10.30,
“Rachel And The Stranger”; 2.30, “Variety
Time.” Aug. 3, 10.30, “The Pearl.” Aug.
31. 10.30, “Mourning Becomes Electra”;
2.30, “Bodyguard.” Sept. 1, 10.30, “Stations
West”; 2.30, “Design For Death.”

Rose Katz, Screen Guild bookkeeper,
was on vacation. . . . Mitch Pantzer, In¬
dependent Poster Exchange, is fast be¬
coming known as an amateur color pho¬
tography expert, while his partner and
pal, Charlie Lawler, just back from a
Poconos vacation, improved his golf to
such a state that other Vine Street en¬
thusiasts will soon be looking to their
laurels.
William X. Booker, Paramount praise
singer, was working in the Pittsburgh
territory last week. . . . Johnny Ehrlich,
manager, Grant, sends love and kisses
from Montreal, where he returned for a
second trip in search of some Canadian
mounties. . . . Colonel Joe Kennedy,
Highway Express Lines, having perfected a
device for lifting ice cubes out of refrig¬
erator trays, and dropping them into tall,
cool glasses without getting one’s fingers
cold, is now supervising the planting of a
huge mint field. It is rumored that he
found a bottle of gin, three-quarters full,
out on the floor of Convention Hall, after
one of the conventions departed.
It was a toss up last week as to who was
the most sunburned: New Jersey Messen¬
ger’s Meyer Adelman, a gorgeous pink, or
Benny Harris, American Film, a deep,
deep, states rights brown.
Marcia Dembow, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Dembow, was engaged last
week to David Strouse. . . . Mary Meadowcroft, Eagle Lion office manager, was on
vacation last week.
Condolences are extended to Max Miller,
Eagle Lion publicist, upon the death of
his aunt. . . . The trade was sorry to learn
of the death of the mother of Republic
salesman Joe Schaeffer and Boxoffice
Films’ Johnny Schaeffer
Sylvia Seidenberg, Felt Theatres’ secre¬
tary, returned from her Atlantic City vaca¬
tion. . . . Elmer Hollander is to handle
that booking and buying combine Allied
is setting up
Florence Weiner, Film Classics’ booker,
was on vacation. . . . Monogram booker
Bill Schwartz returned from his time off.
. . . Rena Tobin’s birthday was celebrated
at Monogram by an office party last
week. . . . Columbia vacationists included
Zelda Donsky, file clerk; Betty Schultz,
cashier’s department, and tub thumper
Milt Young.
Virginia Everly, contract clerk, and
Marie Schaeffer, bookers’ stenographer,
20th Century-Fox, were Wildwood, N. J.,
vacationists. . . . Claire Steinhouse, book¬
ers’ stenographer, and Joyce Rosenberg,
cashier’s department, 20th Century-Fox,
returned from Florida with deep tans.
Florence Resnick, secretary to office
manager R. M. Doherty, Shirley Molinger,
secretary to branch manager Sam Dia¬
mond, and Ethel Rudick, bookers’ secre¬
tary, were Scaroon Manor, N, Y.., vaca¬
tionists from 20th Century-Fox.
RKO held a trade showing of “Good
Sam” at the State on July 27 at 8.30 p. m.
PHILA.
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We will pick up
and deliver

Stanley-Warner

for
your summer stay
at the
Seashore.
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Rav Thompson, manager, Ogontz, was
transferred to the Levoy and Peoples,
Mil'ville. N. J. . . . Frederic Steele is now
managing the Grand, Camden, N. J.
Dick Shermit, assistant, Commodore, is
busy these days telling all those who ask
for manager “Tiny” Goldsmith that he
doesn’t know where he is or even where
he might be. It seems Goldsmith wanted
a real vacation this year. . . . All the girls
are finally acquiring the new-look hair¬
cuts. The latest to succumb to the shears
is Jeannie Dunov, John Turner’s secretary,
and mighty pretty, too.
Ted Shulski, Earle assistant, was on his
vacation at the shore. . . . Herm Comer,
manager, Capitol, had the saddest task of
all, having to change his vacation plans
at the last minute because of some staff
changes at the theatre. He and his family
will eventually go up to West Haven,
Conn.
Gil Segal, insurance department head, is
spending his vacation motoring through
the New England States and Canada with
the only spots scheduled for stops those
which catch the eye. . . . Glamour girl
Jerrie Greenberg spent a weekend in
Wildwood, N. J.
Hortense Shalita is spending her vaca¬
tion in town busy doing nothing or any¬
thing. . . . When Betty Colace returned
from the boat cruise in Canada, she and
her sister were so tired they had to stop
at a hotel in Montreal and sleep all after¬
noon before facing the trip back to Phila¬
delphia. . . . Harvey Schwartz, former
head, film payment office, has been pro¬
moted. to the job vacated by Ted Minsky
as John Turner’s assistant.

Delaware

250 N. Juniper Street

LO. 7-4822

20th Century-Fox branch head Sam
Diamond announced last week that he is
getting plenty of bookings on “Israel Re¬
born,” a single reel subject being dis¬
tributed by the company. It gives a graphic
description of the situation in Israel today,
starting with the birth of the new nation,
and it should have strong appeal in any
theatre. See 20th Century-Fox for dates.
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COVERINGS

A new policy of Wednesday and Thurs¬
day matinees was inaugurated at the S-W
Ritz. . . . Alison Beaver, S-W Queen, died.
. . . Lou Eubanks joined the Rialto
maintenance staff during the summer. . . .
Frederick Brown, from Pontiac, Mich., is
new at the Rialto.
Lewis S. Black, manager, S-W Warner,
put on a big campaign for “Tap Roots,”
which opened here the day after the
Philadelphia world premiere. At the Air
Show sponsored by the Civil Air PatrolU. S. Air Forces at New Castle County
airport, spot announcements were carried
on the public-address system to establish
the “ ‘Tap Roots’ of your future” in the
U. S. Air Force. A building and loan
association office on Delaware Avenue
used a window display on the theme of
building “ ‘Tap Roots’ of your future
home” through building and loan shares.
WDEL cooperated with transcribed spot
announcements, an interview by an¬
nouncer Jim Adshead with James N.
Ginns, one of those who helped plant the
film industry’s “Tap Roots” in Wilming¬
ton, and a contest on an 11.20 p. m.-12.30
a. m. record show. Questions used in this
quiz included the meaning of the title,
when and where the “Tap Roots” of Wil¬
mington were planted (in 1638 at what is
now Fort Christina State Park), who
established the “Tap Roots” of the film

industry in Wilmington (Nicholas Jones,
James N. Ginns, and others), and identifi¬
cation of tunes associated with the “Tap
Roots” of American music.
Edgar J. Doob, manager, Loew’s Aldine,
and Robert E. Diem, assistant manager,
were working on “Easter Parade” pre¬
paratory to Doob’s departure for vacation.
. . . Orville Crouch, former assistant to
eastern division manager Carter T. Bar¬
ron, congratulated Doob after reading
tradepaper accounts of the 10th anniver¬
sary of Doob’s arrival in Wilmington. . . .
A. Joseph DeFiore announced that the
Park has dropped Sunday matinees for
July and August, but continues Sunday
evening shows.
Jean Haggerty, S-W Arcadia, was vaca¬
tioning in Atlantic City. . . . Dolores
Teresa Manista, S-W Savoy, was maid of
honor at the July 16 wedding of Miss
Ann Tingle, former aide, S-W Arcadia, to
William Hearn at Immanuel P. E. Church,
the Rev. Dr. C. W. Clash officiating. . . .
Samuel J. Ferrara, projectionist, S-W
Savoy, began his vacation. . . .
Mamie
Rebecca Bailey, S-W Savoy, spent a week
in Laurel, Del., with her family. . . . Edna
Bowman, also of the S-W Savoy, who
had been on the inactive list for two
weeks recuperating, returned. . . . Frank
Eckert, projectionist, S-W Savoy, week¬
ended at his cottage along the Chesa¬
peake Bay. . . . Earle G. Finney, manager,
S-W Savoy, was preparing to vacation.
Mrs. John Koczak, Earle,
returned from vacation. . . .
by Richard Edge, manager,
recent Chester, Pa., firemen’s
making the rounds of the
houses.

New Castle
Films taken
Pike, at the
parade were
Chester fire

—H. L. S.

New Jersey
Atlantic City
A bathing beauty contest to find “Mr.
Peabody’s Mermaid” was to be launched
by U-Int. and the Mutual Broadcasting
System’s program, “True Or False,” today
(July 28) in connection with the world
premiere of “Mr. Peabody And The Mer¬
maid” at the Hollywood. Local contests
will be conducted through Mutual sta¬
tions in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Phila¬
delphia, and this city. Winners will come
to Atlantic City for a weekend at the
Brighton, with the judging to take place
at the Million Dollar Pier. The final win¬
ner will receive a 10-day vacation, with
a scholarship for the Patricia Stevens
Model School course.

Trenton
Charles Sweet, manager, Mayfair, an¬
nounces that the playhouse will be used on
Sunday mornings during August by the
First Methodist Episcopal Church congre¬
gation for religious services during reno¬
vation of the church property on South
Broad Street. . . . The Capitol is program¬
ming midnight shows on Thursdays and
Fridays.

Pennsylvania
Allentown
The operation of the Transit and Mid¬
way will be taken over from Joe Rossheim
next month by the Allentown Theatre
Corporation.

Harrisburg
A busy round of activities was arranged
by manager Bob Sidman, Senate, for the
four stars of “Tap Roots” who visited here.
Julie London, one of the stars, unveiled a
plaque honoring John Harris, first, settler,
near a spot where he built his log cabin
home. The dedicatory ceremonies in Harris
July 28, 1948
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(16)—Aldine, “Man Of
Evil” (UA); Boyd, “The Paradine Case”
(SRO); Capitol, “Dick Tracy Meets Grue¬
some” (RKO), “Port Said” (Col.); Earle,
“Unconquered” (Para.); Fox, “The Street
With No Name” (20th-Fox); Goldman,
“Tap Roots”
(U-I);
Karlton, “Berlin
Express”
(RKO);
Mastbaum,
“Easter
Parade” (MGM); Princess, “The Eternal
Return”
(Discena-Int.); Stanley, “The
Emperor Waltz” (Para.); Stanton, “Are
You With It?” (U-I).
Philadelphia

Wilmington, Del.
(16)—Rialto, “Give
My Regards To Broadway” (20th-Fox);
Warner, “Tap Roots” (U-I); Loew’s Al¬
dine, “All My Sons” (U-I); Queen, “Tarzan And The Mermaids” (RKO); Arcadia,
“The Emperor Waltz” (Para.); Grand, “13
Lead Soldiers” (20th-Fox), “Call Of The
Canyon” (Rep.).
Trenton, N. J.
(23)—Lincoln, “Easter
Parade” (MGM); “Waterfront At Mid¬
night” (Para.); Capitol, “The ‘Sainted’
Sisters” (Para.), “Hazard” (Para.); Mayfair, “T-Men” (EL); Trent, “The Fuller
Brush Man” (Col.).
Reading
(24)—Ritz, “Eyes Of Texas”
(Rep.), “Big Town Scandal”
(Para.);
Astor, “Fort Apache” (RKO); Embassy,
“Give My Regards To Broadway” (20thFox); Loew’s, “Easter Parade” (MGM);
Warner, “Flowing Gold” (WB), “God’s
Country And The Woman” (WB).

Park were attended by Van Heflin, Rich¬
ard Long, and Boris Karloff, also members
of the cast, and Mayor Claude R. Robins.
A photograph of the unveiling was repro¬
duced in The Evening News, which also
carried a front-page story on the ritual.
The temporary plaque, donated by Walter
Wanger, will be replaced soon by a bronze
tablet. The four visitors enjoyed luncheon
with Governor and Mrs. James H. Duff
at the West Shore Country Club, and at¬
tended a press conference later at the
Harrisburger Hotel. They made two per¬
sonal appearances on the Senate stage.
Following a dinner at Inn 22, the stars
motored to the Hotel Hershey, and spent
the night there. Manager Sidman obtained
three new Ford cars to transport the
actors and actress. At the request of
Heflin, he accompanied the quartet to
Reading, and served as master of cere¬
monies at the personal appearances there.
A short subject entitled “Harrisburg,
My Home Town,” is being filmed by
cameraman Charles Wecker for Fabian
Theatres. It will be narrated by Bill Stern,
radip sports announcer, and patterned
after similar pictures taken in Allentown,
Reading, Altoona, and Johnstown.
The
local subjects include the State Capitol
building,
river front,
and prominent
churches and parks.

It is IMPORTANT that you send
us a copy of your program each
week, no later than Tuesday. In
this way, we can best serve you.
Someone, maybe the booker, or
perhaps yourself might forget to
record a booking.
By sending us a copy of your
program,

Plenty of interest was generated around Reading
recently
when a featurette,
"Reading-My
Home
Town", filmed exclusively in the area, was screened
at the Embassy. This catchy lobby display, which
manager Paul E. Glase arranged, plugged the local
angles, as well as the special Bill Stern narration.

we

will

be

able

to

check any mistakes.
Please continue to wrap and ad¬
dress properly your return ad¬

Pottsville

vertising

so

that

it

can

be

City Council voted 3 to 2, with Mayor
Claude A. Lord casting the deciding vote,
against taxing pinball machines and juke
boxes. The tax was defeated by passing a
motion calling for “further study.” Coun¬
cilman Earl Howells offered the ordinance
that would have imposed the tax. This
city has at present no taxes on amuse¬
ments.

delivered to the right exchange.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your

return

film in the lobby until
all your patrons have

Reading

left after the last show.

Manager J. Lester Stallman, Astor, was
host to four of the cast of “Tap Roots”
in a personal appearance on the stage of
the Astor. Van Heflin, accompanied by
Mrs. Heflin; Boris Karloff, accompanied by
Mrs. Karloff; Julie London, and Richard
Long. Manager Stallman met the party,
motoring to Reading, on the William Penn
Highway near Harrisburg, and escorted
them to this city. After a luncheon and
the stage presentation, the visitors left
for the Reading Airport, to take a plane
to New York.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS
LINES, INC.

John R. Gross, son of assistant manager
George Gross, Embassy, returned to the
army. After World War II, in which he
rose to the rank of major, Gross, Jr.,
returned to civilian life, but his liking for
an army career prompted his reenlist¬
ment in the regular army. He goes back
in uniform with the rank of captain.
The Majestic, Mt. Penn, Harry Friedland, manager, discontinued kiddies’ mat¬
inees on Saturday for the rest of July and
August. . . . Pat Hayes, Washington im¬
presario, will again book shows into the
Rajah next season. . . . Manager Bernard
B. Keeney, eldest son of C. G. Keeney,
head Keeney theatre interests here, was

236 N. 23rd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
LOcust 4-0100
MEMBER NATIONAL FILM CARRIERS, Inc.
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in New York on business connected with
the RKO organization.
He was Rajah
manager in the past season.
Eddie Cantor, in person, will appear on
the Reading Fair Grounds’ stage on Aug.
27 and 28 under the auspices of the Read¬
ing-Berks Bicentennial Celebration Com¬
mittee. Ole Olson and Chic Johnson, of
“Hellzapoppin’ ” fame, will also appear
at the Fair Grounds on Aug. 15, 16, and 17.
Summer theatres in this area have been
hit hard by cold and rainy weather.
“My Home Town,” a special film feature,
35 minutes, with Bill Stern as narrator,
was at the Embassy, Paul G. Glase, man¬
ager. Reading people were shown in big¬
as-life size on the Embassy screen as the
movie cameramen roamed up and down
Reading streets, into its mountain parks
and other resorts, and into its stores, mills
and factories. Ten major industrial, store
and radio concerns, including WHUM,
Reading, cooperated in the film’s prepara¬
tion.

YOU WON'T
BELIEVE
IT....
UNTIL YOU
SEE IT WITH
YOUR OWN
EYESl!

Television history was made recently at the Fox, in Philadelphia, when the Louis-Walcott heavyweight title
fight was reproduced on the theatre screen direct from the Yankee Stadium, New York.
Shown at left is the
large screen projector, placed in front of the balcony, which produces the huge 20 by 15 feet image. Incidentally,
this model is still in the developmental stage. At the right is the high voltage power supply feeding the system.

Manager James F. Moyer, Ritz, started
a series of noon kiddies’ matinees for Sat¬
urdays, four cartoons and a comedy on
each bill, plus the feature films.
The annual “Miss Reading Fair” beauty
contest, a feature of the Astor stage for
several years, will again be held there,
starting on Aug. 25, manager J. Lester
Stallman announces. Prizes for the suc¬
cessful entrants will total $2,700, consid¬
erably more than last year’s total. Thirty
girls will be selected for the stage events,
which will cover three nights, Aug. 25,
26, and 27. Ten finalists will be chosen for
the big night, at the Fair Grounds on Sept.
18.

V0 YOU REMEMBER?
Thirty-two Years Ago: Exclusive rights
for showing Triangle productions in Phila¬
delphia were obtained by H. Schwalbe,
Electric Theatre Supply Company. About a
quarter of a million dollars was involved
in deal, with a big down payment, and the
rest to be paid monthly. Schwalbe had
closed a number of contracts with theatres
with a one-day booking system rather
than the former method of three- and
four-day booking. First runs were moved
from the Chestnut Street Opera House to
the Arcadia.

The Strand, Paul H. Esterly, manager,
the Schad Theatres, Inc., big northeastern
Reading neighborhood house, completed its
general improvement program. One of the
numerous store rooms was reconverted,
giving additional facilities to the public,
and, at the same time, more space for
office and staff purposes.

Saint Clair
The new amusements tax levied by the
Saint Clair Board of Education several
weeks ago will go in effect on Aug. 16. It is
expected to bring in about $3,000 a year.
The board has invited theatre and other
amusements to meet in conference to dis¬
cuss methods of collecting the tax.

Scranton

WATCH
PALACE THEATRE
ATLANTIC CITY
Starting August 16
_

PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing
WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

Willard Matthews, Comerford Theatres,
has been appointed assistant to Edward
M. Fay, general manager, C. and F. The¬
atre Corporation, Providence, R. I. The
company operates the Fay, Majestic, and
Carlton. Matthews has been with the
circuit here for 19 years.

Stroudsburg
The Plaza closed for redecoration and
modernization. Upon reopening, there will
be a policy change, it is understood. . . .
A sign near midtown declares that a new
theatre will be built in the near future.
A group of localites are reported inter¬
ested.

Variety Club
Philadelphia, Tent 13
Chief Barker Mike Felt announced last
week that the club will hold its annual
golf tournament and dinner dance on Sept.
24 at Whitemarsh Valley Country Club.
Max Leven is chairman of the golf com¬
mittee, and Ben Fertel and Dave Milgram
are co-chairmen.
“Deep Waters” was screened through
the courtesy of 20th Century-Fox.
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Astor
BETRAYAL, THE—D—Leroy Collins, Myra Stanton, Verlie
Cowan — Inferior all-Negro production — 183m.— see
July 21 issue.
DEADLINE—W—Sunset Carson, Pat Starling, Al TerryFair western—62m.—see May 12 issue.
FIGHTING MUSTANG—MUW—Sunset Carson, Al Terry,
Pat Starling — Be low-standard western — 60m. — see
March 31 issue.
WESTERN TERROR - MUW - Dave 'Tex' O'Brien, Claire
Rochelle, George Morrell—Mediocre western—57m.—
see March 3 issue.

Columbia
(1944-47 releases from 801 up;

|_SERVISECTION_|

1947-48 releases from 901 up)
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO-W-William Bishop, Gloria
Henry, Forrest Tucker—Pleasing western for the duallers—75m.—see March 31 issue—(902).
ARKANSAS SWING, THE—ACMU—The Hoosier Hot Shots,
Gloria Henry, Stuart Hart—Average action musical—
63m.—see Aug. 4 issue—(953).

THE CHECK-UP of all features and shorts for an eight-month period

BEST MAN WINS—D— Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, Robert
Shayne—Pleasing dualler—75m.—see May 12 issue—
Leg.: B.-(90*

Published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc. Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pennsyl¬
vania. New York office: 1600 Broadway, New York 19. West Coast Representative: Paul Manning, 923 Alandele
Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California. Jay Emanuel, publisher; Paul J. Greenhalgh, business manager; Herbert M.
Miller, editor; James A. Dalton, advertising manager; George F. Nonamaker and Mel Konecoff, associate editors.

BLACK ARROW,- THE—AD—Louis Hayward, Janet Blair,
George Macready—Adventure film has the angles—
76m.—see July 21 issue.
BLONDIE'S REWARD—C—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms—Average series entry—67m.—see May
26 issue—(912).
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RIVER-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Eve Miller—Okeh 'Durango'
entry—55m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(961).
CORONER CREEK—W—Randolph Scott, Marquerite Chap¬
man, George Macready—Good western—90m.—see
June 23 issue—(Cinecolor)—(939).
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-C-Red Skelton, Janet Blair,
Don McGuire—Entertaining comedy—93m.—see May
12 issue—(928).
GLAMOUR GIRL—DMU—Gene Krupa and his Orchestra,
Virginia Grey, Michael Duane—Pleasing program¬
mer for the duallers—68m.—see Jan. 7 issue—Leg.: 8—
(907).
I

LOVE TROUBLE—MYMD—Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,
Janis Carter—Interesting meller has names to help
the selling—94m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(934).

LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-MD-Rita Hayworth, Orson
Welles, Everett Sloane—Names will make the dif¬
ference—87m.—see April 28 issue—Leg.: B—(938).
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HILL-MUW-Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Virginia Hunter—Good 'Durango Kid' west¬
ern—56m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(964).
LOST ONE, THE (La Traviata)-MU-Nelli Corradi, Gino
Mattera, Manfred i Polverosi—High-rating picturization of opera, "La Traviata"—80m.—see April 28
issue—(Italian-made).
LULU BELLE—DMU—Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery,
Albert Dekker—Names will make the difference—
87m.—see July 7 issue—Leg.: B.
MARY LOU—CMU—Robert Lowery, Joan Barton, Glenda
Farrell—Pleasing entry for the lower half—66m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(906).
MATING OF MILLIE, THE—C—Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes,
Ron Randell— Good comedy—87m.—see March 17 issue—(940).
MY DOG RUSTY—D—Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann Do¬
ran-Pleasing lower half entry—67m.—see April 28
issue—(914).
PHANTOM VALLEY—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Virginia Hunter—Below series average—53m.
—see March 17 issue—(965).
PORT SAID—Gloria Henry, William Bishop, Steven Geray
—Adequate lower half entry—69ra.—see April 28
issue—(909).
RELENTLESS—WMD—Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman,
Willard Parker—Better than average meller—93m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—(Technicolor)—(937).
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE—MD—Michael Duane,
Lenore Aubert, Richard Lane—For the lower half—
63m.—see March 17 issue—(920).
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA-CMU-Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia
White, Eduardo Noriega—Latin-flavored musical is
okeh for the duallers—65m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(951).
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE—D—Susan Peters, Alexander
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter—Interesting dramatic entry—
84m.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B.—(936).
SIX-GUN LAW—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders—Good western—54m.—see March 3
issue—(962).
SONG OF IDAHO—WCMU—Hoosier Hot Shots, Kirby
Grant, June Vincent—Okeh musical western—66m.—
see May 26 issue—(952).
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE—MUW—Gene Autry, Gloria
Henry, Jack Holt—Good Autry—79m.—see April 28
issue—(Cinecolor)—(982).
THUNDERHOOF-MD-Preston Foster, Mary Stuart, Wil¬
liam Bishop — Absorbing outdoor entry — 77m. — see
June 23 issue—(904).
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-MD-Dick Powell, Signe
Hasso, Maylia—High-rating documentary-type meller
—109m.—see Jan. 21 Issue—(935).
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE—MD—Chester Morris, June
Vincent, Richard Lane—Average series entry—67m.—
see May 12 issue—(921).
WEST OF SONORA—MUW—Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur¬
nette, Anita Castle—Okeh 'Durango Kid'—55m.—see
May 12 issue—(966).
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS — MUW — Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Nancy Saunders—Good series entry—54m.—
see June 9 issue—(963).
WOMAN
FROM
TANGIER,
THE-MD—Adele
Jergens,
Stephen Dunne, Michael Duane—Okeh meller for the
duallers—66m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(910).
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-D-Willard Parker, Edgar
Buchanan, Patricia White—Title should help pleasing
dualler—68m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
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TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BIG

SOMBRERO, THE — Gene Autry, Elena Verdugo,
Stephen Dunne—(Cinecolor).
BLACK EAGLE, THE STORY OF A HORSE-William Bishop,
Virginia Patton, James Bell.
BLAZING ACROSS THE PECOS - Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Patricia White—55m.—(968).
BLONDIE'S SECRET—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms.
BOSTON BLACKIE'S CHINESE VENTURE-Chester Morris,
Maylia, Richard Lane.
CHALLENGE OF THE RANGE—Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Paula Raymond.
DARK PAST, THE—William Holden, Lee J. Cobb, Nina
Foch.
EL DORADO PASS — Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Elena Verdugo.
GALLANT BLADE, THE—Larry Parks, Marguerite Chap¬
man, Victor Jory—(Cinecolor).
GENTLEMAN FROM NOWHERE - Warner Baxter, Fay
Baker, Wilton Graff.
HER WONDERFUL LIFE—Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth, Janis
Carter—(Italian-made).
I SURRENDER DEAR—Gloria Jean, David Street, Don
McGuire.
LADIES OF THE CHORUS-Adele Jergens, Rand Brooks,
Marilyn Monroe.
LOADED PISTOLS—Gene Autry, Barbara Britton, Jack
Holt—(Cinecolor).
LOSER TAKE ALL—Cameron Mitchell, Virginia Grey, Blake
Edwards,
LOVERS, THE — Cornel Wilde,
Patricia
Knight, John
Baragrey.
LOVES OF CARMEN, THE—Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford,
Ron Randell—(Technicolor).
MAN
FROM COLORADO,
THE—Glenn Ford, William
Holden, Ellen Drew—(Technicolor).
MANHATTAN ANGEL—Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrrell, Ross
Ford.

KEY
Leg. is the symbol for the Legion of. Decency ratings
which are included in cases where the pictures are classi¬
fied as either objectionable in part (B) or condemned
(C). Films without a Legion of Decency rating are either
unobjectionable or unclassified.
Abbreviations following titles indicate type of picture.
ACD—Action drama
AD—Adventure drama
ACMU—Action musical
AL>MD—Adult melodrama
BID—Biographical drama
BIDMU—Biographical drama
with music
-Comedy
R—Cartoon Feature
—Comedy drama
MU—Comedy drama
musical
AN—Comedy fantasy
ANMU—Comedy
fantasy musical
ID—Comedy melodrama
IU—Comedy musical
IMP—Compilation
ISMD—Costume melodrama
-Drama
AN—Drama fantasy
UJ—Dramatic musical
)C—Documenta ry
>CD—Documentary drama
iCMD—Documentary
melodrama
—Educational feature
Farce
N—Fantasy
NMU—Fantasy musical
D—Factual melodrama
lU—Farce musical
SD—Historical drama
>MU—Melodrama musical
S—Melodrama

MUC—Musical comedy
MUCD—Musical comedy
drama
MU—Musical
MUSAT—Musical satire
MUW—Musical western
MY—Mystery
MYC—Mystery comedy
MYCM—Mystery comedy
musical
MYD—Mystery drama
MYMD—Mystery melodrama
MYMU—Mystery musical
NOV—Novelty
OD—Outdoor drama
OMD—Outdoor melodrama
PD—Psychological drama
ROMC—Romantic comedy
ROMCMU—Romantic
comedy musical
ROMD—Romantic drama
ROMDMU—Romantic drama
with music
SAT—Satire
SCD—Sex comedy drama
TRAV—Travelogue
W-Western
WC—Western comedy
WCMD—Western comedy
musical
WD—Western drama
WMD—Western melodrama
WMDMU—Western melodrama
musical
WMU—Western Musical

OUTLAW TAMER, THE—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Nancy Saunders.
QUICK ON THE TRIGGER—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burn¬
ette.
RACING LUCK—Gloria Henry, Stanley Clements, David
Bruce.
RETURN OF OCTOBER, THE—Glenn Ford, Terry Meore,
James Gleason—(Technicolor).
RUSTY LEADS THE WAY-Ted Donaldson, Ann Doran, John
Litel.
RUSTY SAVES A LIFE-Ted Donaldson, John Litel, Ann
Doran.
SINGIN' SPURS-Hoosier Hot Shots, Patricia White, Kirby
Grant.
SLIGHTLY FRENCH—Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Janis
Carter.
SMOKY MOUNTAIN MELODY-Roy Acuff, Smoky Moun¬
tain Boys.
SONG OF INDIA—Sabu, Gail Russell, Turhan Bey.
TRAIL TO LAREDO—Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette
Virginia Maxey.
TRIPLE THREAT—Gloria Henry, Richard Crane, leading
pro football stars.
UNDERCOVER MAN—Glenn Ford, Nina Foch, James Whit¬
more.
UNTAMED BREED, THE—Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton,
Gabby Hayes—(Cinecolor).
WALK A CROOKED MILE—Dennis O'Keefe, Louis Hay¬
ward, Jimmy Lloyd.
WALKING HILLS-Randolph Scott, Ella Raines, William
Bishop.
WINGS WESTWARD—Gene Autry, Patricia White, Jimmy
Lloyd—(Cinecolor).

Eagle Lion
(1946-47 releasee from 101 and 701 up;
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA—AD—Arturo De Cordova,
Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey—Highly entertaining—
83m.—see March 17 issue— (812).
ASSIGNED TO DANGER — MD — Gene Raymond, Noreen
Nash, Mary Meade—Satisfactory meller for the
duallers—66m.—see May 12 issue—(821).
BLACK HILLS—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson—Good series entry—58m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(851).
CANON CITY—DOCMD—Scott Brady, Jeff Corey, Mabel
Paige—High-rating documentary-type entry has the
angles—82m.—see July 7 issue—(826).
CLOSE-UP—MD—Alan Baxter, Virginia Gilmore, Richard
Kollmar—Programmer will fit nicely into the duallers
76m.—see April 28 issue—(824).
COBRA STRIKES, THE—MD—Sheila Ryan, Richard Fraser,
Leslie Brooks—For the lower half—62m.—see May 26
issue—(820).
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE—D—Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne,
Donn Gift—Exploitable film has strongest appeal for
neighborhoods, small towns—77m.—see April 14 issue
—(Cinecolor)—(817).
HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Ros¬
coe Ates, Jennifer Holt—Good Dean entry—54m.—
see March 17 issue—(856).
LADY AT MIDNIGHT — MD — Richard Denning, Frances
Rafferty, Lora Lee Michel—For the duallers—61m.—
see Aug. 4 issue.
MAN
FROM TEXAS—MUW—James Craig, Lynn
Bari,
Johnny Johnston—Mild western—71m.—see April 14
issue— (815).
MICKEY — ROMCMU — Lois Butler, Bill Goodwin, Irene
Hervey—Pleasing program—87m.—see June 23 issue—
(Cinecolor)—(825).
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE—C-Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Cathy Downs-Abbott and Costello entry ehould find
popular appeal—77m.—see April 14 issue—(819).
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—OD-Joan Leslie, James Craig,
Jack Oakie—Good outdoor show—75m.—see July 7
issue—(Cinecolor)—(830).
‘
OCTOBER MAN, THE-D—John Mills, Joan Greenwood,
Edward Chapman—Average British entry—85m.—see
March 31 issue—(English-mad)—(818).
OPEN SECRET—MD—John Ireland, Jane Randolph, Roman
Bohnen—Fast-moving meller packs plenty of punch—
70m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(813).
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—MUW-Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Sarah Padden—Satisfactory series entry—57m.—see
April 28 issue—(857).

THE

Servisectlon 2
RAW DEAL—MD—Dennis O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha
Hunt—Exciting meller—78m.—see May 26 issue—(822).
RUTHLESS—D—Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
Absorbing entry—102m.—see April 14 issue—Leg.j B.
-(816).
SHED NO TEARS—D—Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank
Albertson—Average dualler—70m.—see Aug. 4 issue—(829).
SMUGGLERS, THE—COSMD—Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent,
Joan Greenwood—Technicolor import has limited ap¬
peal—85m.—see Feb. 4 Issue—(English-made)—(Technicolor)—(811).
SWORD OF THE AVENGER-D-Ramon Del Gado, Sigrid
Gurie, Ralph Morgan—Fair programmer for the duallers—76m.—see May 12 issue—(823).
STAGE TO MESA CITY-W-'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St.
John, Jennifer Holt—Routine—52m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(758).
TAKE MY LIFE—MD—Hugh Williams, Greta Gynt, Francis
L. Sullivan—Well-made, suspenseful import—80m.—see
Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—(814).
TIOGA KID, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jenni¬
fer Holt—Good western—54m.—see March 17 issue—
(858).
TORNADO RANGE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Jennifer Holt—Routine—56m.—see March 3 issue—(854).
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE—MUW—Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,
Phyllis Planchard—Average Dean entry—58m.—see
March 17 issue—(855).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS-Bess, the wonder horse;
Audrey Long, Cameron Mitchell.
ALL IN A GAME — James Brown, Noreen Nash, Sheila
Ryan.
BEHIND LOCKED DOORS-Lucille Bremer, Richard Carl¬
son, Tom Brown.
BIG CAT, THE—Lon McCallister, Peggy Ann Garner, Pres¬
ton Foster—(Technicolor).
BROKEN JOURNEY—Phyllis Calvert, Margot Grahame,
Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made).
CALENDAR, THE—Greta Gynt, John McCallum, Sonia
Holm—(English-made).
CORPSE CAME CALLING, THE - Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl
Walker, Paul Bryar.
ESTHER WATERS—Kathleen Ryan, Dirk Bogarde, Fay
Compton—(English-made).
HOLLOW TRIUMPH—Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie
Brooks.
IN THIS CORNER—Scott Brady, Anabel Shaw, Mary
Meade.
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE—Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cummings,
Anna Sten.
LORD BYRON—Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling, Joan Green¬
wood—(Engl ish-made).
MAN WITHOUT A GUN - Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Ellen
Hall.
MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND—Gene Raymond, Francis
Lederer, Osa Massen.
MIRANDA—Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, Glynis Johns
—(English-made).
MR. PERRIN AND MR. TRAIL—David Farrar, Marius Gor¬
ing, Greta Gynt—(English-made).
OLIVER TWIST—Robert Newton, Kay Walsh, Alec Guin¬
ness—(English-made)—(828).
OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948, THE-(English-made)-(Technicolor).
RED SHOES, THE—Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Leon¬
ide Massine—(Eng I ish-made)—(Technicolor).
RED STALLION IN THE ROCKIES-Jean Heather, Arthur
Franz, Jim Davis—(Cinecolor).
SARABAND—Stewart Granger, Francoise Rosay, Joan
Greenwood—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC-John Mills, Derek Bond, Anne
Firth—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
SLEEPING CAR TO VENICE-Albert Lieven, Derrick De
Marney, Jean Kent—(English-made).
SPIRITUALIST, THE-Turhan Bey, Lynn Bari, Cathy O'Donnell—79m.—(827).
STRANGE MRS. CRANE, THE-Marjorie Lord, Pierre Watkin, John McGuire.
TULSA—Susan Hayward, Robert Preston, Pedro Armandariz—(Technicolor).
29 CLUES—Richard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts.
WHEN THE DEVIL DRIVES-James Cardwell, Jan Ford,
Damian O'Flynn.

Film Classics
ARGYLE SECRETS - MYMD - William Gargan, Marjorie
Lord, Ralph Byrd—Dualler has exploitation possibil¬
ities—63m.—see May 12 issue.
BLONDE ICE—MD—Robert Paige, Leslie Brooks, Russ Vin¬
cent—Okeh dualler—73m.—see May 26 issue.
DEVIL'S CARGO—MYMD—John Calvert, Rochelle Hudson,
Roscoe Karns—Satisfactory programmer for the duallers—61m.—see March 31 Issue.
DISCOVERY — DOC — Admiral Byrd, and his group of
scientists, astronomers, and naval personnel—Highly
exploitable documentary—74m.—see July 9 Issue—
(Discovery).
MONEY MADNESS—0--Hugh Beaumont, Frances Rafferty,
Harlan Warde—Interesting programmer for the dual¬
lers—73m.—
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-DOC-Adolph Hitler, Eva
Braun, Herman Goering—Topical documentary has
exploitation angles—61 m.—see May 26 issue.
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—DOCD—Tala Birell, William
Henry, Virginia Christine—Saleable exploitation entry
—90m.—see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.: B.
TO BE REVIEWED OR
INNER SANCTUM-Mary Beth
Billy House.
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY—Rory
Audrey Long—(Cinecolor).
SOFIA—Gene Raymond, Sigrid
(Cinecolor).
UNKNOWN ISLAND—Virginia
Philip Reed—(Cinecolor).

IN PRODUCTION
Hughes, Charles Russell,
Calhoun, Virginia Grey,
Gurie, Patricia Morrison—
Grey,

Barton

MacLane,

CHECK-UP

FRONTIER AGENT—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Reno Blair—Below average western—56m.—
see June 9 issue—(4756).'
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;
GUN TALK—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
1947-48 releases from 801 up)
Christine Mclntire—Routine—57m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(674).
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—D—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-MD-Don Castle, Elyse
Dorothy Patrick—Moderate programmer—76m.—see
Knox, Regis Toomey—Mild meller for the lower half
Feb. 4 issue—(818).
—70m.—see May 12 issue—(4716).
B.F.'S DAUGHTER—D—Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin,
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY-C-Joe Yule Renie
Charles Coburn—Well-made picturization of a best¬
Riano, Dale Carnegie—Pleasing programmer has the
seller—108m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(820).
angles—65m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4704).
BIG CITY—CDMU—Margaret O'Brien, Robert Preston,
JINX MONEY-MYC-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Betty Cald¬
Danny Thomas—Names and angles will make the
well—One of the better series entries—68m.—see
difference—103m.—see April 14 issue—(827).
June 9 issue—(4717).
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE-C-Van Johnson, June Allyson,
LAND OF THE LAWLESS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Ray¬
Butch Jenkins—Topnotch comedy—98m.—see March
mond Hatton, Christine Mclntire—Average western—
17 issue—(819).
59m.—see May 28 issue—(671).
DATE WITH JUDY, A-CMU-Wallace Berry, Jane Powell,
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—D—Scotty Beckett, Allene Roberts,
Elizabeth Taylor—Entertaining entry for the family
Tommy Cook—Interesting dualler should appeal most
trade—112Vim.—see July 7 issue—(831).
to nabes, small towns—79m.—see July 7 issue—(4719).
EASTER PARADE—MU—Judy Garland, Fred Astaire, Peter
MUSIC MAN—DMU—Phil Brito, Freddie Stewart, June
Lawford—Topnotch—103m.—see June 9 Issue—(Tech¬
Preisser—Tuneful dualler—66m.—see Aug. 4 issue.
nicolor)—(829).
GONE WITH THE WIND-D-Clark Cable, Leslie How¬ - OKLAHOMA BLUES-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
Taylor, Virginia Belmont—Good Wakely—56m.—see
ard, Olivia de Havilland—Reissue will still get the
April 28 issue—(4761).
dough—228m.—see June
11
issue—(Technicolor)—
OVERLAND TRAILS—W—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
(3000).
Raymond Hatton, Virginia Belmont—Better than aver¬
HOMECOMING—D—Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Anne Bax¬
age for the series—58m.—see March 31 issue—(4751).
ter—Solid—112m.—see April 14 issue—(826).
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-MUW-Jimmy Wakely, Dub
IF WINTER COMES—D—Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Taylor, Christine Larson—Routine series entry—53m.—
Angela Lansbury—Drama should get the women's
see June 9 issue—(4765).
vote—97m.—see Jan. 7 Issue—Leg.: B—(814).
RANGE RENEGADES — WMU — Jimmy Wakely, Jennifer
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-MUCD-Esther Williams,
Holt, 'Canonball' Taylor — Fair western — 54m. — see
Peter Lawford, Jimmy Durante—Names and angles
July 7 issue—(4766).
will make the difference—107m.—see May 12 Issue—
ROCKY—OD—Roddy McDowall, Edgar Barrier, Nita
(Technicolor)—(828).
Hunter—Above average outdoor film should have
PICADILLY INCIDENT—DMU—Anna Neagle, Michael Wild¬
good appeal—76m.—see March 3 issue—(4705).
ing, Michael Laurence—Moderate British import—
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE-DMU-Movita, John Carroll,
88m.—see Feb. 18 Issue—(English-made).
Antonio Moreno—Okeh reissue—64m.—see Jan. 21
PIRATE, THE-MU-Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Walter
issue—(4710).
Slezak—Topnotch musical—101 Vim.—see April
14
SIGN OF THE WOLF—ACD—Michael Whalen, Grace Brad¬
issue—(Technicolor)—(825).
ley, Darryl Hickman—Reissue for the duallers—69m.
SEARCH, THE—D—Montgomery Clift, Aline MacMahon,
—see Sept. 3 issue—(4711).
Jarmila Novotna—Excellent dramatic entry—103m.—
16 FATHOMS DEEP—AD—Lon Chaney, Jr., Arthur Lake,
see March 31 issue—(830).
Tanis Chandler—Colorful entry has plenty of selling
STATE OF THE UNION-CD-Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hep¬
angles — 82m. — see June 23 issue—(Lake)—(Anscoburn, Van Johnson—Excellent, timely entry—121m.—
Color)—(4801).
see April 14 issue—(824).
SMART POLITICS—CMU—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
SUMMER HOLIDAY—ROMCMU—Mickey Rooney, Gloria De
Frankie Darro—Moderate programmer for the duallers
Haven, Walter Huston—High-rating comedy Is headed
—65m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
for the better returns—92m.—see March 17 Issue—
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE—MYD—Roland Winters, Mantan
(Technicolor)—(821).
Moreland, Deannie Best—Okeh series entry—65m.—see
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-MD-Johnny Weiss¬
July 21 issue—(4718).
muller, Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Average
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—MUW—Jimmy Wakely, 'Connonreissue has the angles—71m.—see April 28 issue—
ball' Taylor, Mildred Coles—Typical series entry—
(823).
53m.—see March 3 issue—(686).
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE-MD-Johnny Weissmuller,
STAGE STRUCK — MYD — Kane Richmond, Audrey Long,
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Sheffield—Reissue should
Conrad Nagel—For the lower half—70m.—see May 26
attract series' fans—80m.—see April 28 issue—(822).
issue—(4715).
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL-D-Margaret O'Brien, Angela
WOLF CALL—OMD—John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
Lansbury, George Murphy—O^Brien draw will help
Lynn—Reissue for the lower half—61m.—see May 28,
routine programmer—74m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(816).
'47 issue—(619).
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—CMU—Jeanette MacDonald,
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell—Entertaining entry—115m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—Leg.: B—(Technicolor)—(817).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BACK TRAIL—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton—
ACT OF VIOLENCE—Van Heflin, Robert Ryan, Janet Leigh.
—54m.—(4757).
BRIBE, THE—Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Charles Laugh¬
BOWERY COMBACK-Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Frankie
ton.
Darro.
COMMAND DECISION—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
COWBOY CAVALIER—Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' TayJohnson.
lor—(4762).
JULIA MISBEHAVES—Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon,
DEVIL'S PASS—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
Peter Lawford,
FIGHTING RANGER, THE—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
KISSING BANDIT, THE—Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
Hatton, Christine Larson—(4753).
J. Carroll Naish—(Technicolor).
GALLANT TEXAN, THE-Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball'
LITTLE WOMEN—June Allyson, Margaret O'Brien, Eliza¬
Taylor.
beth Taylor—(Technicolor).
GOLDEN EYE, THE—Roland Winters, Victor Sen Young,
LUXURY LINER—George Brent, Frances Gifford, Jane
Mantan Moreland—69m.—(4720).
Powell—(Technicolor).
HIGH TENSION—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Helen Parrish.
MASTER OF LASSIE—Edmund Gwenn, Janet Leigh, Tom
JOE PALOOKA IN WINNER TAKE ALL-Joe Kirkwood,
Drake—(Technicolor).
Elyse Knox, Stanley Clements.
NUMBER'S RACKET, THE-John Garfield, Beatrice Pearson,
KIDNAPPED—Roddy MacDowall, Dan O'Herlihy, Sue
Thomas Gomez—(Enterprise).
England.
PERSONAL TOUCH, THE — Lionel Barrymore, Lucille
MURDER LOVES COMPANY—Leo Gorcey, Bowery Boys.
Bremer, Edward Arnold.
MY BROTHER JONATHAN—Michael Denison, Dulcie Gray,
Ronald Howard—(English-made)—(Pathe).
SECRET GARDEN, THE—Margaret O'Brien, Claude Jarman,
Jr., Dean Stockwell.
SHERIFF OF MEDICINE BOW-Johnny Mack Brown, Ray¬
SECRET LAND—Commentary by Robert Montgomery,
mond Hatton, Evelyn Finley.
Robert Taylor, Van Heflin—(Technicolor).
SILVER TRAILS —Jimmy Wakely, 'Cannonball' Taylor,
SOUTHERN YANKEE, A-Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy,
Christine Larson.
Arlene Dahl.
SMUGGLERS' COVE—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell—66m.
SUN IN THE MORNING—Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd No¬
lan, Claude Jarman, Jr.—(Technicolor),
TRIGGERMAN—Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
THREE GODFATHERS, THE-John Wayne, Pedro ArmenVirginia Carroll—56m.—(4752).
dariz, Mae Marsh—(Argosy)—(Technicolor).
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE-Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van
Heflin—(Technicolor).
Allied Artists
WORDS AND MUSIC—Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
June Allyson—(Technicolor).
(1947-48 releases from AA-1 up)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Monogram
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ANGEL'S ALLEY—CD—Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Bene¬
dict-Better entry in the series—67m.—See Feb. 4
issue—(4708).
CAMPUS SLEUTH—MYCM—Freddie Stewart, June Preisser,
Warren Mills—For the lower half—57V2m.—see March
31 issue—(4713).
CROSSED TRAILS — W — Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Lynne Carver—Routine—53m.—see May 12
issue—(4755).
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS—MYD—Roland Winters, Victor
Sen Young, Mantan Moreland—Routine 'Chan' entry
64m.—see March 31 Issue—(4712).
FIGHTING MAD—MD—Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Elyse
Knox—Good Palooka entry—75m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(4709).
FRENCH LEAVE—CMD—Jackie Cooper, Jackie Coogan.
Renee Godfrey—For the lower half—64m.—see April
28 issue—(4714).

THE

EXHIBITOR

BABE RUTH STORY, THE—BI DMU—William Bendix, Claire
Trevor, Charles Bickford—Topnotch—111 m.—see Aug.
4 issue.
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-WC-Eddie Albert, Gale Storm,
James Gleason—Highly entertaining western comedy
—87m.—see May 12 issue (AA-8).
HUNTED, THE—D—Preston Foster, Belita, Pierre Watkin—
Interesting drama has the angles—83m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(AA-5).
PANHANDLE—WD—Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs, Reed
Hadley—High-rating western should attract wide
attention—85m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(AA-7).
SMART WOMAN—D—Brian Aherne, Constance Bennett,
Barry Sullivan—Attractive programmer has names
to help—93m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B—(AA-6).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
LAST OF THE BADMEN—Barry Sullivan, Majrorie Rey¬
nolds, Broderick Crawford.
STRIKE IT RICH—Rod Cameron, Bonita Granville, Don
Castle.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN—Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
Gale Storm.

JULY 28, 1948

THE
Pdromoimt
(1946-47 releases from 4601 up;
1947-48 releases from 4701 up)
ALBUQUERQUE — W — Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton,
George 'Gabby' Hayes—Okeh for the outdoor fans—
90m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4709).
BEYOND GLORY—D—Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, Tom Neal—
Ladd starrer will get the dough—82m.—see June 23
issue—(4726).
BIG CLOCK, THE—D—Ray Milland, Charles Laughton,
Maureen O'Sullivan—Milland draw will help fastmoving meller—95m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(4713).
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—MD—Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
Stanley Clements—For the lower half—62m.—see June
9 issue—(4722).
CAGED FURY—MD—Richard Denning, Shiela Ryan, Buster
Crabbe—Good
entry
for
the
duallers—60m.—see
March 3 issue—(4711).
CRUSADES, THE—AD—Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian
Keith—Reissue is packed with angles—126m.—see
June 9 issue—(3508).
DREAM GIRL—CD—Betty Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Patric
Knowles—Will depend on Hutton draw—85m.—see
May 26 issue-Leg. B—(4721).
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE—CMU—Bing Crosby, Joan Fon¬
taine, Roland Culver—Should land in the higher
grosses—106m.—see
May
12
issue—(Technicolor)—
(4720).
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—CD—Jean Arthur, Marlene Dietrich,
John Lund — Topnotch — 116m. — see June 23 issueLeg.: B—(4724).
HATTER'S CASTLE—MD—Robert Newton, James Mason,
Deborah Kerr — Mediocre British entry — 100m. — see
April 28 issue—(English-made)—(4718).
HAZARD—CD—Paulette Goddard, Macdonald Carey, Fred
Clark—Names will make the difference—95m.—see
March 31 issue—Leg.: B.—(4716).
MR. RECKLESS — MD — William Eythe, Barbara Britton,
Walter Catlett—For the lower half—66m.—see March
3 issue—(4712).
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-MD-Edward G. Rob¬
inson, Gail Russell, John Lund—Absorbing entry81 m-.—see Aug. 4 issue—(4803).
SAIGON—MD—Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Donald Dick—
Typical Ladd show—94m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(4710).
SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-C-Veronica Lake, Joan Caul¬
field, Barry Fitzgerald—Entertaining comedy—89m.—
see March 31 issue—(4714).
SHAGGY — OD — Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert
Shayne—Good family entry for the dualler*—71m.—
see April 28 issue—(Cinecolor)—(4717).
SO EVIL MY LGVE-MYD-Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Ger¬
aldine Fitzgerald—Names will have to carry slowmoving drama—108!/2m.—see June 9 issue—(Englishmade)—(4723).
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER-MD-Barbara Stanwyck, Burt
Lancaster, Ann Richards—Names will make the dif¬
ference—89m.—see Aug. 4 issue—(4801).
SPEED TO SPARE — MD — Richard Arlen, Jean Rogers,
Richard Travis—For the lower half—57m.—see March
3 issue—(4715).
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT—MD—William Gargan, Mary
Beth Hughes, Richard Travis—Okeh meller for the
lower half— 63m.—see May 26 issue—(4719).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACCUSED, THE—Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wen¬
dell Corey.
CONNECTICUT YANKEE, A-Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke—(Technicolor).
DARK CIRCLE—Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mit¬
chell.
DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS—Anne Crawford, Siobhan Mc¬
Kenna—(English-made).
DISASTER—Richard Denning, Trudy Marshall, Damion
O'Flynn—60m.—(4806).
DYNAMITE—Virginia Welles, William Gargan, Richard
Crane.
FROZEN GOLD—Robert Lowery, RusseH Hayden.
GREAT GATSBY, THE—Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
Carey.
HEIRESS, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Miriam Hopkins,
Sir Ralph Richardson.
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC—Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Billy
De Wolfe—(4802).
MY OWN TRUE LOVE-Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas,
Wanda Hendrix.
NOW AND FOREVER—Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey,
Wanda Hendrix.
PALEFACE, THE—Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Samuel Z. Hinds
—(Technicolor).
SEALED VERDICT—Ray Milland, Florence Marly, John
Ridgely—83 m.—(4804).
SORROWFUL JONES-Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne
Saunders.
SPECIAL AGENT—William Eythe, Laura Elliot, George
Reeves.
STREETS OF LAREDO—William Holden, Macdonald Carey,
Mona Freeman—(Technicolor).
TATLOCK MILLIONS, THE-Wanda Hendrix, John Lund,
Barry Fitzgerald—(4805).
WHISPERING SMITH—Alan Lac^l, Brenda Marshall, Robert
Preston—(Technicolor).

mo
(1946-47 releases from 701 up;

CHECK-UP

DESIGN FOR DEATH-DOC-Produced by Theron Worth
and Richard O. Fleischer; narrated by Kent Smith
and Hans Conreid—Thrill-packed documentary—48m.—
see Feb. 4 issue.
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-CD-Pat O'Brien, Darryl
Hickman, Una O'Connor—Pleasant program—93m.—
see May 12 issue—(816).
FORT APACHE—MD—John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley
Temple—Soldiers and Indians show should get the
dough—127m.—see March 31 issue—(Argosy)—(870).
GUNS OF HATE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Mar¬
tin—Routine—62m.—see May 26 issue—(819).
I REMEMBER MAMA—D—Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes, Oscar Homolka—Topnotch—134m.—see March 31
issue—(868).
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—CMU—Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
Allyn Joslyn—Cantor-Davis draw will make the dif¬
ference—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(811).
MELODY TIME—CAR—Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers,
Ethel Smith, Buddy Clark — Should find plenty of
popular appeal—75m.—see May 26 issue—(Disney) —
(Technicolor).
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-D-Fred MacMurray, Valli,
Frank Sinatra—Picturlzation of best-seller will land
in the higher grosses—120m.—see March 17 issue—
(Lasky-MacEwen)—(869).
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA - D - Rosalind Russell,
Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey—Play picturization will need special handling— 153m.—see Nov. 26
Issue—(865).
MYSTERY IN MEXICO—MD—William Lundigan, Jacqueline
White, Ricardo Cortez—Entertaining dualler—66m.—
see July 7 issue—(822).
PEARL, THE—D—Pedro Armendariz, Marie Elena Marques,
Fernando Wagner—Powerful drama for class and
specialty houses—77m.—see March 3 issue—(Mexicanmade)—(867).
RACE STREET—MD—George Raft, William Bendix, Marilyn
Maxwell—Good Raft entry—79m.—see June 23 issue
-(821).
RACKETEERS OP THE RANGE—MUW—George O'Brien,
Marjorie Reynolds, Chill Wills—Okeh western re¬
issue—64m.—see Jan. 21 issue.
RETURN OF THE BADMEN-W-Randolph Scott, Robert
Ryan, Anne Jeffreys—Average western has the angles
—90m.—see May 26 issue—(817).
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS-OD-Johnny Weissmuller,
Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian—Exploitation show has
the usual angles—68m.—see April 14 issue—(Lesser)
-(813).
TIMBER STAMPEDE—W—George O'Brien, Mariorie Reynolds,
Chill Wills—Satisfactory western reissue—60m.—see
Feb. 4 issue—(886).
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-MUW-George O'Brien, Rosalind
Keith, Ray Whitley—Average western reissue—60m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(885).
TWISTED ROAD, THE-ROMD-Cathy O'Donnell, Farley
Granger, Howard Da Silva—Well-made drama will
need plenty of push—95m.—see July 7 issue—(820).
VELVET TOUCH, THE—D—Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn,
Claire Trevor—Will depend on the name draw—97m.
—see July 21 issue—(Independent Artsist) — (872).
WESTERN HERITAGE—W—Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard
Martin—Good western—61m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(812).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
BALTIMORE ESCAPADE—Robert Young, Shirley Temple,
John Agar.
BLOOD ON THE MOON—Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel
Geddes, Robert Preston.
BODYGUARD—Lawrence Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve
Brodie.
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, THE-Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan,
Barbara Hale—(Technicolor).
BROTHERS IN THE SADDLE—Tim Holt, Richard Martin,
Carol Forman.
ENCHANTMENT — David Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn
Keyes—(Goldwyn).
EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED—Cary Grant, Franchot
Tone, Diana Lynn.
GOOD SAM—Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe—
(Rainbow).
HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD — Leon Errol, Nan Leslie,
Steve Brodie.
INDIAN AGENT—Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
INTERFERENCE - Victor Mature, Lucille Ball, Lizabeth
Scott.
JOAN OF ARC—Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, George
Colouris—(Sierra)—(Technicolor).
JUDGE STEPS OUT, THE—Ann Sothern, Alexander Knox,
George Tobias.
LONG DENIAL, THE—Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara.
Gloria Grahame.
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA-Terry Moore, Ben John¬
son, Robert Armstrong—(Arko).
OUTLAW VALLEY—Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Martha Hyer.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER-Laretta Young, William
Holden, Robert Mitchum.
ROUGHSHOD—Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr., Gloria
Grahame.
SONG IS BORN, A-Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Steve
Cochran—(Goldwyn)—(Technicolor).
STATION WEST—Dick Powell, Jane Greer, Agnes Moorehead.
,
TARZAN AND THE ARROW OF DEATH — Lex Barker,
Brenda Joyce, Albert Dekker.
VARIETY TIME-Jack Paar.
WEEP NO MORE—Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Byington.
WINDOW, THE—Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy, Bobby
Driscoll.

JULY 28, 1948

CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND - MUW - Monte Hale, Adrian
Booth, Paul Hurst—Good western—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Trucolor)—(654).
CAMPUS HONEYMOON-C-Lyn Wilde, Lee Wilde, Adele
Mara—Pleasing dualler for the lower half—61m.—
see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(703).
CARSON CITY RAIDERS—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Beverly Jons—Routine—60m.—see June 9 is¬
sue—(755).
DAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS—MD—Robert Livingston,
Mae Clark, James Cardwell—Okeh for the duallers
—60m.—see Aug. 4 issue—(716).
EYES OF TEXAS—WMU—Roy Rogers, Lynne Roberts, Andy
Devine—Standard Rogers—70m.—see Aug. 4 issue—
(Trucolor)—(732).
FLAME, THE—MD—John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Robert
Paige—One of the better Republic offerings—97 m.—
see Jan. 21 issue—Leg.:B—(628).
GALLANT LEGION, THE-MUW-Bill Elliott, Adrian Booth,
Joseph Schildkraut—Good western—88m.—see June 9
issue.
GAY RANCHERO, THE—MUW—Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,
Jane Frazee—Good Rogers—72m.—see Jan. 21 issue—
(Trucolor)—(644).
HEART OF VIRGINIA—D—Janet Martin, Robert Lowery,
Frankie Darro—For the lower half—61m.—see April
14 issue—(707).
INSIDE STORY, THE-CD-Marsha Hunt, Charles Winnlnger, William Lundigan—Average programmer—87m.—
see April 14 issue—(705).
I, JANE DOE—D—Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston
—Names should help programmer—85m.—see May
26 issue—(710).
KING OF THE GAMBLERS - MD - Janet Martin, William
Wright, Thurston Hall—For the lower half—60m.—see
June 9 issue—(709).
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST—CMD—Lynne Roberts, Donald
Barry, Warren Douglas—For the lower half—58m.—
see April 14 Issue—(706).
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-OMD-Lynne Roberts, Don¬
ald Barry, Don Castle—For the lower half—60m.—
see March 3 issue—(704).
MAIN STREET KID, THE—CD—Al Pearce, Janet Martin,
Alan Mowbray—For the lower half—64m.—see Jan. 21
issue—(701).
NORTHWEST OUTPOST-DMU-Nelson Eddy, Ilona Mas¬
sey, Joseph Schildkraut—Names and music should
sell this—91m.—see May 14 issue—(615).
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS-W-Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles—Routine western—59m.—see
March 17 lssue-(753).
OLD LOS ANGELES—MUW—William Elliott, John Carroll,
Catherine McLeod—One of the better Republic offer¬
ings—87m.—see April 28 issue—(708).
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR - MD - Lynne Roberts,
Lloyd Bridges, George Zucco—Okeh meller for the
duallers—60m.—see June 9 issue—(711).
SLIPPY McGEE—MD—Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Tom
Brown—For the lower half—65m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(702).
TIMBER TRAIL, THE—MUW—Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts,
James Burke—Average western—67m.—see July 7
issue—(Trucolor)—(656).
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—MD—Donald Barry, Janet Martin,
William Phipps—Okeh meller for the duallers—60m.
July 21 issue—(712).
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS - MUW - Roy Rogers, Jane
Frazee, Andy Devine—Fair Rogers entry—70m.—see
May 26 issue—(Trucolor)—(731).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ANGEL IN EXILE—John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas
Gomez.
CIMARRON TRAILS—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie Weller.
DENVER KID, THE—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy Waller,
Carole Gallagher.
DESPERADOES OF DODGE CITY-AIIan 'Rocky' Lane,
Eddy Waller, Mildred Coles.
DRUMS ALONG THE AMAZON-George Brent, Vera Ral¬
ston, Brian Aherne.
GRAND CANYON TRAIL—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Jane
Frazee—(Trucolor).
HOMICIDE FOR THREE-Warren Douglas, Audrey Long,
Lloyd Corrigan.
MACBETH—Orson
Welles,
Roddy
McDowell, Jeanette
Nolan.
MARSHAL OF AMARILLO — Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddie
Waller, Mildred Coles.
MOONRISE—Dane Clark, Gail Russell, Ethel Barrymore—
Feldman-Gran t)—(714).
NIGHT TIME IN NEVADA—Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Sons
of the Pioneers—(Trucolor).
OUT OF THE STORM—Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier, Richard
Travis.
PtUNDERERS, THE-Rod Cameron, Ilona Massey, Adrian
Booth—(Trucolor).
RECOIL—William Wright, Janet Martin, William Henry.
RED PONY, THE—Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern—(Feldman-Milestone)—(Technicolor).
SON OF GOD'S COUNTRY-Monte Hale, Paul Hurst,
Pamela Blake.
SONS OF ADVENTURE—Russell Hayden, Lynne Roberts,
Gordon Jones.
WAKE OF THE RED WITCH-John Wayne, Gail Russell,
Adele Mara.

Screen Guild
(1946-47 releases from 4604 up;
1947.48 releases from 4701 up;
(1947-48 Herald releases from X-l up)

1947-48 releases from 801 up)
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-W-Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Nan
Leslie—Good western—63m.—see April 14 issue—(814).
BERLIN
EXPRESS - MD - Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,
Charles Korvln—Documentary-type meller Is exciting
screen fare—86m.—see April 14 issue—(815).
BEST YfcARS OF OOR LIVES, THE—D-Myrna Loy, Frederic
March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright—This rates
among the best—172m.—see Nov. 317, '46 issue—
(Goldwyn)—Leg.: B—(751).
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—TRAV—Frank Buck-Exploitation
reissue is packed with selling angles—65m.—see May
26 issue—(818).

Servlsection 3

Republic
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
BILL AND COO—NOV—George Burton's Love Birds—Cute
novelty should prove highly popular with youngsters
and family trade—61m.*-see Jan. 7 issue—(Trucolor)
(728).
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE—W—Allan 'Rocky' Lane, Eddy
Waller, Roy Barcroft—Good western—60m.—see May
12 issue—(754).

THE
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TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-OMD— Russell Hayden, Jen¬
nifer Holt, Emmet 'Pappy' Lynn-Okeh for the lower
half—42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4708).
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS — OMD — Russell Hayden,
Jennifer Holt, Tristram Coffin—For the lower half—
42m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(4707).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
DEAD MAN'S GOLD-Lash La Rue, Al St. John, Peggy
Stewart.
HARPOON-John Bromfield, Alyce Louis, James Cart*
(AQC\A\

THE

Servisection 4
JUNGLE GODDESS — George Reeves, Wanda McKay,
Armida—(4802).
MIRACLE IN HARLEM—Stepin Fetchit, Hilda Offley, Sheila
Guyse—(71m.)—(Herald)—(X-3).
MOZART STORY, THE—Hans Holt, Winnie Markus, Irene
V. Meydendorff—(4805).
PRAIRIE, THE—Alan Baxter, Lenore Aubert, Charles Evans
—(76m.)—(4705).
RETURN OF WILDFIRE, THE-Richard Arlen, Patricia Morison, Mary Beth Hughes—81 m.—(4801).
STING OF THE LASH-Lash La Rue, Al St. John, Peggy
Stewart.

SRO
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE-C-Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas—High rating—
93m.—see April 14 issue.
DUEL IN THE SUN-WMD-Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten—Money show—135m.—see Jan. 8, '47
—(Technicolor)—Leq.: B
PARADINE CASE, THE-MYD-Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton—Engrossing drama should net
high returns— 116m.—see Jan. 7 issue.
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
IF THIS BE MY HARVEST—Valli, Robert Mitchum, Louis
Jourdan.
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten,
Ethel Barrymore.

20th Century-Fox
(1947 releases from 701 up;
1948 releases from 801 up)
ANNA KARENINA—D—Vivien Leigh, Ralph Richardson,
Kieron Moore—Heavy English drama for class spots
—111m.—see April 28 issue—(English-made)—(Korda)
-(820).
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-C-lois Collier, Richard Crane,
Skippy Homeier—For the lower half—63m.—see April
14 issue—(Wurtzel)—(817).
BELLE STARR—MD—Randolph Scott, Gene Tierney, Dana
Andrews—Names will help reissue—87m.—see July 7
issue—(830).
CALL NORTHSIDE 777—MD—James Stewart, Richard Conte,
Helen
Walker—Good
documentary-type
entry—
llOVfcm.—see Feb. 4 issue—Leg.: B—(805).
CHALLENGE, THE — MD — Tom Conway, June Vincent,
Richard Stapley—For the lower half—68m.—see Feb.
18 Issue—(Reliance)—(807).
CHECKERED COAT, THE-MYD-Tom Conway, Noreen
Nash, Hurd Hatfield—For the lower half—66m.—see
July 21 issue—(Belsam)—(825).
COUNTERFEITERS, THE—MYMD—John Sutton, Doris Mer¬
rick, Hugh Beaumont—Good entry for the duallers—
73m.—see June 23 issue—(Reliance)—(819).
DEEP WATERS — D — Dana .Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar
Romero—Pleasant drama has names to attract—85m.
—see July 7 issue—(821).
ESCAPE—D—Rex Harrison, Peggy Cummins, William Hart¬
nell—Import will need selling—78m.—see June 9 is¬
sue— (Engl ish-made)—(822).
FIGHTING BACK—CD—Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary
Gray—For the lower half—61m.—see July 21 issue—
(Wurtzel)—(828).
FRONTIER MARSHAL—W-Jfandolph Scott, Cesar Romero,
Nancy Kelly—Mild reissue—71 m.—see July 7 issue
-(831).
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK—MD—Victor Mature, Coleen
Gray, Glenn Langan—Fair programmer—88m.—see
April 14, issue—(815).
GAY INTRUDERS, THE—C—John Emery, Tamara Geva,
Leif Erickson—Entertaining above average dualler—
68m.—see June 23 issue—(Seltzer).
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY—CMU—Dan Dailey,
Charles Winninger, Nancy Guild — Pleasing entry
should ride into the better money—89m.—see May 26
issue—(Technicolor)—(827).
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING - OD - Peggy Cmnmins,
Charles Coburn, Lloyd Nolan—Good entry f6r the
rural and small town sectors—89m.—see May 12 issue
—(Technicolor)—(818).
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT-MD-Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen,
Joe Sawyer—Fair who-dun-it for the lower half—
69m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(Wurtzel)—(808).
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN-C-Paulette Goddard, Michael
Wilding, Diana Wynward—Technicolor import has
limited appeal—96m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Englishmadel—(Technicolor)—(809).
IRON CURTAIN, THE—MD—Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney,
June Havoc—Topical entry offers wealth of selling
opportunities—87m.—see May 26 issue—(816).
LET'S LIVE AGAIN—C—John Emery, Hillary Brooke, Tay¬
lor Holmes—For the lower half—67m.—see March 17
issue—(Seltzer)—(813).
MEET ME AT DAWN—C—William Eythe, Stanley Holloway,
Beatrice Campbell—Minor import—89m.—see March
31 Issue—(English-made)—(812).
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—PD—Burgess Meredith. Dulcie
Gray, Michael Shepley—Absorbing import has re¬
stricted appeal—105m.—see June 23 issue—(Englishmade)—(Korda)—Leg.: B—(824).
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE-MU-Tyrone Power,
Al Jolson, Alice Faye—Reissue will benefit from name
draw—86m.—see July 7 issue—(832).
SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!-D-June Haver, Lon McCallister, Walter Brennan—Very good entry, especi¬
ally for small town and rural spots—95m.—see March
17 issue—(Technicolor)—(811).
SITTING PRETTY—C—Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara,
Clifton Webb—High-rating comedy—84m.—see March
17 issue—(810).
SLAVE SHIP—MD—Wallace Beery, Mickey Rooney, Eliza¬
beth Allan—Names will help reissue—92m.—see July
7 issue—(833).
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-MD-Mark Stevens, Rich¬
ard Widmark, Barbara Lawrence—Very good meller—
91m.—see July 7 issue—(823).
THAT LADY IN ERMINE—CMU—Betty Grable, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Cesar Romero—Will depend on the
Grable draw—89m.—see July 21 issue—(836).

CHECK-UP

13 LEAD SOLDIERS—MD—Tom Conway, Maria Palmer,
Helen Westcott—For the lower half—67m.—see April
14 issue—(Reliance)—(814).
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE—D—Cornel Wilde, Linda Dar¬
nell, Anne Baxter—Good filmization of a best-seller
also has names to sell—106m.—see July 21 issue—
(826).
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-OD-Johnny Longden, Morgan
Farle’t, Jean Willes—Fair dualler—70m.—see July 7
issue—(Pol imer)—(829).
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME—MUD—Jeanne Crain, Dan
Dailey, Oscar Levant—Should bring in the dough91 m.—see Feb. 4 issue—(802).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION

APARTMENT FOR PEGGY-Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Edmund Gwenn—(Technicolor).
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE-David Niven, Margaret Leigh¬
ton, Will Fyfe — (English-made) — (Korda) — (Techni¬
color).
BUNGALOW—Tom Conway, Margaret Hamilton—(Belsam).
CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY - Dan Dailey, Alan Young,
Celeste Holm.
CREEPER, THE—John Baragrey, Onslow Stevens, Janis
Wilson—(Reliance).
DEEP WATERS—Dona Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Ro¬
mero—(821).
FAN, THE — Jeanne Crain, George Sanders, Madeleine
Carroll.
LOST ILLUSION, THE—Michele Morgan, Ralph Richardson,
Sonia Dresdel—(English-made)—(Korda).
LUCK OF THE IRISH, THE-Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter,
Cecil Kellaway.
MARTIN ROME — Victor Mature, Richard Conte ,Betty
Garde.
MISS MINK OF 1949—Jimmy Lydon, Richard Lane, Lois
Collier—(Wurtzel).
NIGHT WIND—Charles Russell, Virginia Christine, Gary
Gray—(Wurtzel).
ROAD HOUSE—Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm.
SAND — Mark Stevens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun —
(Technicolor).
SNAKE PIT, THE—Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, Mark
Stevens.
THAT WONDERFUL URGE—Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,
Reginald Gardiner.
THIS WAS A WOMAN—Sonia Dresdel, Emyrs Jones, Bar¬
bara White—(English-made).
THREE WIVES—Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell, Jeffrey Lynn.
TROUBLE PREFERRED—Peggy Knudson, Charles Russell,
Lynne Roberts—(Wurtzel).
TUCSON—Jimmy Lydon, Penny Edwards, Charles Russell
—(Wurtzel).
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS—Linda Darnell, Rex Harrison, Rudy
Vallee.
WEST OF TOMORROW—Kristine Miller,. Arthur Franz,
Mickey Knox—(Seltzer).
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME-Betty Grable, Dan
Dailey, Jack Oakie—(Technicolor).
WINSLOW BOY, THE—Robert Donat, Margaret Leighton—
(Engl ish-made)—(Korda).
YELLOW SKY—Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter, Richard Wid¬
mark—(Technicolor).

United Artists
ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE, THE - W - Richard
Martin, Frances Rafferty, Marc Cramer—For the lower
half—65m.—see May 14 issue—(Cinecolor)—(Comet).
ARCH OF TRIUMPH—D—Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton — Highly-touted entry should hit
the spot with femmes—114m.—see March 3 issue—
(Enterprise)—(Leg.t B.).
FOUR FACES WEST - WD - Joel McCrea, Frances Dee,
Charles Bickford—Unusual western should attract
plenty of attention—90m.—see May 26 issue—(EnterHEREP COMES TROUBLE (Laff-Time-Part 1)—C—Bill Tracy,
Joe Sawyer, Emory Parnell—Mild comedy for the
lower half—50m.—see April 28 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-DOC-The 11th Olym¬
pic meet covered by 600 cameramen; narrated by
Bill Slater; edited by Joseph Lerner and Max Rosen¬
baum—Good entry for sport spots—60m.—see Feb. 4
issue—(German-made).
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble, Who Killed Doe
Robin.
MAD WEDNESDAY—C—Harold Lloyd, Frances Ramsden,
Jimmy Con I in—Word-of-mouth should help delightful
comedy—89m.—see Sept. 3 issue—(Sturges).
MAN OF EVIL—D—James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Wilfred
Lawson—Satisfactory English drama for class houses
—89m.—see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B.
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—see On Our Merry Way.
ON OUR MERRY WAY-(A Miracle Can Happen)-CBurgess Meredith, Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurray—High rating comedy—107m.—see Feb. 18 Issue—
(Bogeaus-Meredith)—Leg.: B.
RED RIVER—OD—John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Joanne
Dru—Topnotch— 125m.—see July 21 issue—(Monterey).
SILENT CONFLICT—W—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—Fair series entry—61m.—see April 14 issue—
(Hopalong Cassidy).
SLEEP, MY LOVE—PD—Claudette Colbert, Robert Cum¬
mings, Don Ameche—Good psychological entry—
97m.—see Jan. 21 issue—(Triangle).
SO THIS IS NEW YORK-C-Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee,
Virginia Grey—Entertaining comedy will need selling
—79V2m.—see May 26 issue—^Enterprise).
TEXAS, BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN - C - Guy Madison,
Diana Lynn, James Dunn—Average program comedy
—76m.—see Aug. 4 issue—(Golden).
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE—CD—James Cagney, 'William
Bendix, Jeanne Cagney—Fine picturization of hit play
— 109m.—see June 9 issue—(Cagney).
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE-D-Conrad Nagel, Fritz Kortner,
Reinhold Schunzel—Mild drama for the duallers has
some angles to offer—77m.—see June 9 issue—(Wilder).
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBBIN-(Laff-Time-Part 2)-C-Vlrginia Grey, Don Castle, George Zucco—For the lower
half—50m.—see May 26 issue—(Roach)—(Cinecolor).
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TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION

ANGRY GOD, THE—Alicia Parla, Casimiro Ortega— (Mex¬
ican-made)— (Fullcolor)—(Peskay).
ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT-Maria Montez, Jean
Pierre Aunr|ont, Dennis O'Keefe—(Nebenzal)—Leg.: B.
BLONDES UP—The Marx Brothers, Ilona Massey, Vera
Ellen—(Pickford-Cowan).
COVER UP—William Bendix, Dennis O'Keefe, Barbara
Britton—(Nasser).
DEAD DON'T DREAM, THE-William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Mary Sawdon—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FALSE PARADISE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
FLESH AND BLOOD-Madeleine Carrol-(Comet).
GIRL FROM MANHATTAN, THE—Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Laughton, George Montgomery—(Bogeaus).
HIGH FURY — Madeleine Carroll, Ian Hunter, Michael
Rennie—(Comet).
INDIAN SCOUT—George Montgomery, Ellen Drew, Philip
Reed—(Small).
INNOCENT AFFAIR, AN—Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles "Buddy" Rogers—(Nasser).
LITTLE PRINCE. THE — Feature length cartoon—(Harmon¬
ising).
LUCKY STIFF, THE — Dorothy Lamour, Brian Donlevy,
Claire Trevor—(Amusement Enterprise).
MY DEAR SECRETARY—Laraine Day, Kirk Douglas,Keenan
Wynn—(Popkin).
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE—(Kings of the Olympics—Part II)
—60m.—(Westport).
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO-George Raft, Akim Tamiroff(Star).
PITFALL—Dick Powell, Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt—(Regal).
SINISTER JOURNEY—William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
STRANGE GAMBLE — William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks—(Hopalong Cassidy).
URUBU—All Native cast—(Brazilian-made) —(World Ad¬
ventures).
VENDETTA—George Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce
—(California).

Universal-International
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 624 up)

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—C—Bud
Abbott, Lou Costello, Lenore Aubert—One of the
better Abbott and Costello entries—83m.—see July 7
issue—(664).
ALL MY SONS—D—Edward G. Robinson, Burt _ Lancaster,
Mady Christians—Engrossing drama promises heavy
grosses—94m.—see March 3 issue—(Leg.: B)—(657).
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-D-Fredric March, Dan
Duryea, Ann Blyth—High calibre—106Vim.—see April
28 issue—(660).
ARE YOU WITH lT?-CMU-Donald O'Connor, Olga San
Juan, Martha Stewart—Entertaining programmer—
90m.—see March 31 issue—Leg.: B. (656).
BAD SISTER—D—Margaret Lockwood, Joan Greenwood, Ian
Hunter—Import has femme angles—90m.—see June
23 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(663).
BLACK BART—OMD—Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea,
Jeffrey Lynn—Should get the business—80m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(Technicolor)—(653).
BROTHERS, THE-D-Patricia Roc, Will Fyffe, Maxwell
Reed—Good English drama for the class houses—90m.
see May 26 issue—(English-made—(Prestige).
CASBAH—ROMDMU—Yvonne DeCarlo, Tony Martin, Peter
Lorre—Remake of 'Algiers' should prove attractive
boxoffice—94m.—see March 17 issue—Leg.: B—(655).
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS-D-E ric Portman, Edana Romney,
Joan Maude—Above average import for the art
houses—96m.—see July 7 issue—(English-made).
DEAR MURDERER—MD—Eric Portman, Greta Gynt, Dennis
Price—Below average British import—90m.—see May
26 issue—(English-made)—(658).
DOUBLE LIFE, A—D—Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso, Ed¬
mond O'Brien—High rating drama—105m.—see Jan. 7
issue—(650).
END OF THE RIVER, THE-MD-Sabu, Raymond Lovell, Eva
Hudson—Import will need selling—80m.—see July 7
issue—(Eng I ish-made)—(Prestige).
FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN' - CMU - Donald
O'Connor, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride—Will depend
upon names—78m.—see June 23 issue—(665).
HAMLET—D—Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herlie, Basil Sydney
— Powerful picturization of Shakespeare's work
should prove strong grosser in many areas on
special handling basis—153m.—see July 21 issue—
(English-made).
HOLIDAY CAMP—C—Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack
Warner—Entertaining British ottering—97m.—see Feb.
4 issue—(English-made—(Prestige).
JASSY—D—Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price
—Moderate English offering for class houses—96m.—
see Feb. 18 issue—(English-made)—Leg.: B—(Techni¬
color)—(654).
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-ROMD-Joan
Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians—Femme
appeal will make the difference— 86y2m.—see April
28 Issue—Leg.: B. (659).
MAGIC BOW, THE—D—Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert,
Jean Kent—Names and music should help—105m.—see
Apr. 2 '47 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige).
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON - AD - Sabu, Wendell Corey,
Joanne Page—High-rating exploitation show is packed
with seling angles—79m.—see June 23 issue—(666).
MIKADO, THE—MU—Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Jean
Colin—Reissue should have appeal for class spots—
90m.—see May 26 issue—(English-made)—(Prestige)—
(Technicolor).
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID - CFAN - William
Powell, Ann Blyth, Irene Hervey—Better-than-average
comedy has names to help—89m.—see July 21 issue.
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NAKED CITY—MD—Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Doro¬
thy Hart—Topnotch meller—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(651) •
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—D—Derek Bond, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Merrall—Good period film based on the
Dickens novel-94m.-see Nov. 26 issue-(Englishmade)—(Prestige).
RIVER LADY—AD—Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Dan
Duryea—Program—78m.—see May 26 issue— (Techni¬
color)— (661).
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR—PD—Joan Bennett, Michael
Redgrave, Anne Revere—High-rating meller packs
plenty of suspense-98’/2m.-see Jan. 7 issue—(627).
TAP ROOTS—D—Van Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Kar¬
loff — Topnotch drama — 109m. — see July 7 issue —
(Technicolor)—(668).
UP IN CENTRAL PARK — CMU — Deanna Durbin, Dick
Haymes, Vincent Price—Will depend on name draw—
87m.—see June 9 issue—(662).
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A—D—Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,
Jessica Tandy—Overlong drama will need selling—
95m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(634).
•TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ACT OF MURDER, AN—Fredric March, Edmond O'Brien,
Florence Eldridge.
BLACK VELVET—Ann Blyth ,George Brent, Howard Duff—
(Technicolor).
BLANCHE FURY—Valerie Hobson, Stewart Granger—
(English-made)—(Technicolor).
BLUE LAGOON, THE—Jean Simmons, Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS—Fredric March, Florence Eld¬
ridge, Francis L. Sullivan—(English-made)—(Techni¬
color).
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO, THE-Sonia Henle, Mi¬
chael Kirby, Olga San Juan.
CRISS CROSS—Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan
Duryea.
DAYBREAK—Ann Todd, Eric Portman, Maxwell Reed—
(English-made).
DEVIL IN THE FLESH (Le Diable Au Corps)-Micheline
Presle, Gerard Philipe—(French-made).
DULCIMER STREET—Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton,
Alastair Sim—(English-made).
FAMILY HONEYMOON—Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Rita Johnson.
GOOD TIME GIRL—Jean Kent, Herbert Lorn, Dennis Price
(English-made).
LARCENY—John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea.
MEXICAN HAYRIDE—Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Virginia
Grey.
MISS NUMBER PLEASE—Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien,
Don Taylor.
MY HEART GOES CRAZY — Sid Field, Greta Gynt, Tessie
O'Shea—(English-made)—(Technicolor).
O'FLYNN, THE—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helena Carter,
Richard Greene.
ONE NIGHT WITH YOU—Nino Martini, Patricia Roc,
Bonar Colleano, Jr.—(English-made).
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS—Robert Walker, Ava Gardner,
Dick Haymes.
PASSIONATE FRIENDS, THE—Ann Todd, Trevor Howard,
Claude Rains—(English-made).
ROGUE'S REGIMENT—Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vincent
Price.
SAXON CHARM, THE—Robert Montgomery, Susan Hay¬
ward, John Payne.
SNOWBOUND—Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Mila Parely
—(English-made).
THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN — Fred Brady, Mary Morris,
Beverly Simmcns.
UNAFRAID, THE—Joan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster, Robert
Newton.
WOMAN HATER—Stewart Granger, Edwige Feuillore—
(English-made).
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY—Joan Fontaine, James Stewart,
Eddie Albert.

Warners
(1946-47 releases from 601 up;
1947-48 releases from 701 up)
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE—COSMD—Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains—Technicolor re¬
issue has the names and angles—102m.—see March 3
issue—(Technicolor)—(718).
APRIL SHOWERS—CMU—Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert
Alda—Show biz entry will depend on the names—
94m.—see March 31 issue—(719).
BIG PUNCH, THE — MD — Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell,
Gordon MacRae—Neat programmer—80m.—see June
9 issue—(727).
FIGHTING 69TH, THE—D—James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
George Brent—Reissue has the names and angles—
79m.—see April 28 issues—(723).
FLOWING GOLD—OMD—John Garfield, Frances Farmer,
Pat O'Brien—Names will help fair reissue—82m.—see
July 7 issue—(730).
GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN-OD-George Brent,
Beverly Roberts, Barton MacLane—Mild reissue—71m.
—see July 7 issue—(729).
I BECAME A CRIMINAL—MD—Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,
Griffith Jones—Interesting import—78m.—see Feb. 18
issue—(English-made)—Leg. :B—(717).
JEZEBEL—MD—Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lind¬
say—Reissue has the names to help—93m.—see Nov.
26 issue—(710).
KEY LARGO—MD—Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Lauren Bacall—High-rating thriller—101m.—see
July 21 issue—(731).
LIFE WITH FATHER—CD—Irene Dunne, William Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor—Picturization of topnotch play will
be among top grossers— 118m.—see Sept. 3 issue—
(Technicolor)—(702).
MY GIRL TISA—C—Lilli Palmer, Akim Tamiroff, Sam Wanamaker—Pleasing comedy—95m.—see Feb. 4 issue—
(715).
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-ROMCMU-Jack Carson,
Janis Paige, Don DeFore—Pleasing entertainment—
99m.—see June 23 issue—(Technicolor)—(728).
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SILVER RIVER—WD—Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
Mitchell—Names should make the difference—110m.—
see May 26 issue—(725).
TO THE VICTOR—D—Dennis Morgan, Vlveca Lindfors,
Victor Francen—Interesting dramatic entry has names
to help—101m.—see April 14 issue—(720).
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE — MD — Humphrey Bogart,
Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett—Bogart draw will help
overlong meller—126m.—see Jan. 7 issue—(714).
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS—OMD—Wayne Morris, Claire
Trevor, Frank McHugh—Reissue should draw action
fans—78m.—see April 28 issue—(722).
VOICE OF THE TURTLE, THE—C—Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker, Eve Arden—Very good entertainment—103m.
—see Jan. 7 issue—(716).
WALLFLOWER — ROMC — Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Janis Paige—Mild program—77m.—see May 26 issue
Leg.: B-(726).
WINTER MEETING—D—Bette Davis, Janis Paige, James
Davis—Slow-moving drama for the femme trade—
104m.—see April 14 issue—(721).
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE—MYD—Alexis Smith, Eleanor
Parker, Sydney Greenstreet— Interesting entry has
names to help—109m.—see May 12 issue—(724).
TO BE REVIEWED OR IN PRODUCTION
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN, THE—Errol Flynn, Vlveca
Lindfors, Robert Douglas—(Technicolor).
CLEOPATRA ARMS—Jane Wyman, David Niven, Wayne
Morris.
*
DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE, THE—Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway.
EMBRACEABLE YOU—Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z.
Sakall—(80m.).
FIGHTER SQUADRON — Edmond O'Brien, Robert Stack,
Henry Hull—(Technicolor).
FLAXY MARTIN—Zachary Scott, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy
Malone.
FOUNTAINHEAD, THE—Gary Cooper, Patricia Neale, Kent
Smith.
GIRL FROM JONES BEACH — Ronald Reagan, Virginia
Mayo, Eddie Bracken.
JOHN LOVES MARY—Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Patricia
Neal.
JOHNNY BELINDA — Jane Wyman, Lew Ayers, Charles
Bickford.
JUNE BRIDE—Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty
Lynn.
LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING-June Haver, Ray Bolger,
Gordon MacRae—(Technicolor).
MY DREAM IS YOURS—Jack Carson, Doris Day, Lee Bow¬
man—(Technicolor).
NIGHT BEAT—Robert Douglas, Helen Westcott, Robert
Alda.
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT—Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan,
Osa Massen—(84m.).
ONE LAST FLING—Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Douglas
Kennedy.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON—Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige,
Dorothy Malone—(Technicolor).
ROPE—James Stewart, John Dali, Joan Chandler—(Trans¬
atlantic)—(Technicolor).
SERENADE—Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK—Bruce Bennett, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Hutton.
SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Joel McCrea, Zachary Scott, Alexis
Smith—^Technicolor).
TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS—Dennis Woman, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone—86m.—(Technicolor).
UNDER CAPRICORN — Ingrid Bergman,- Joseph Cotton,
Michael Wilding—(Transatlantic)—(English-made).
UP UNTIL NOW—Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindtors, Claude
Rains.
WHIPLASH—Dane Clark, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.
YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE-Janis Paige, Wayne Morris,
Bruce Bennett—(Technicolor)

Miscellaneous
(Address of producers and
ished on request).

distributors will be furn¬

BOB AND SALLY—ED—Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Rick
Vallin—Exploitation show—71m.—see June 23 issue—
(Social Guidance).
CHRIST THE KING-BID-Jose Cibrian, Jose Baviera, Au¬
rora Walker—Good religious offering for non-com¬
mercial outlets—75m.—see March 31 issue—(Mexicanmade)— (Barry-Simpex).
CITIZEN SAINT — DOC — Jed Prouty, Loraine MacMartin,
Walter Butterworth—Religious offering has restricted
appeal—68m.—see June 23 issue—(Elliott).
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-FAN-John Bittner,
John Latouche, Valerie Tie—Unique art house offering
—84m.—see May 26 issue—(Films Int. of America)—
Leg.: B.
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE-MD-Joe Louis, Ruby Dee, The
Mills Brothers—All-Negro entry with Joe Louis should
draw well—64m.—see March 17 issue—(Alexander).
GREAT BETRAYAL, THE-DOC-Produced by Idea Films.
Narration by W. S. Gailmor—Good documentary foi
tha specialty houses—72m.—see June 25 issue—
(Sereencraft).
IRELAND TODAY—DOC—Michael Shannon, Julie ConwaySatisfactory entry for the Irish neighborhoods—80m.
—see July 7 issue—(Irish-American)—(Kodachrome).
KILLER DILLER—MUC—Dusty Fletcher, George Wiltshire,
Butterfly McQueen—Okeh for the Negro spots—73m.
—see July 7 issue—(All-American).
STORY OF LIFE, THE—ED—Joseph Creehan, Wanda Mc¬
Kay, John Parker — Educational sex film requires
special selling—62m.—see Aug. 4 issue—(Crusade).
STRANGE VICTORY-DOC-Virgil Richardson, Cathy
McGregor, Sophie Maslow — High-rating documen¬
tary will need selling—73m.—see Aug. 4 issue—
(Target).

Foreign
(Address of producers and distributors will be furn¬
ished on request).

ANGELINA—D—Anna Mognani, Nando Bruno, Ave Ninchi
-High-rating Italian entry—90m.—see May 12 issue
—(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(President).
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ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE—D—Roger Pigaut, Claire
Maffei, Noel Roquevert—High rating—88m.—see May
12 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (SiritzkyInt.)—Leg.: B.
BLIND DESIRE—DMU—Jean-Louis Barrault, Edwige FeUillere, Jean Wall—Mediocre French import—88m.—see
June 23 Issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —
(Discina Int.).
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE—CD—Louis Jouvet, Suzy De¬
lair, Annette Poivre—Good French entry—91m.—see
April 28 Issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Dis¬
tinguished).
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—D—Hampe Faustman, Gunn
Wallgren, Sigurd Wallen—High-rating Swedish im¬
port—105m.—see March 31 issue—(Swedish-made)—
(English titles)—(Film Rights Intr).
DAMNED, THE—D—Henri Vidal, Florence Marly, Kurt
Kronefeld—High-rating French Import—104m.—see May
26 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) — (Discena
Int.).
DAY OF WRATH—D—Thirkild Roose, Llsbeth Movin, Sigrld
Neiiendam—Slow-moving Danish drama for the art
houses—97m.—see May 12 issue—(Danish-made)—
(English titles)—(Schaefer).
DIE FLEDERMAUS—MUC—Marte Harell, Johannes Heesters,
Willi Dohm—Good German entry for the art houses—
96m.—see May 12 issue—(German-made)—(English
titles)—(Artkino).
ETERNAL MELODIES — BIDMU — Gino Cervi, Conchita
Montenegro, Luisella Beghi—Fair Italian import—
95m.—see March 3 issue—(Italian-made)—(English
titles)—(Grand!).
FARREBIQUE—DOCD—Conceived and produced by Georges
Rouquier. with a French farm family as performers—
Unusual French import for the art houses—90m.—
see March 3 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Siritzky-lnt).
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL-MU-Tito Gobbi, Pina Malcarini, Vittoria Diofredi—Unique offering for the
specialty spots—95m.—see June 23 issue—(Italianmade)—(Classic).
FRIC-FRAC—CD—Fernandel, Arletty, Michael Simon—En¬
tertaining adult fare—90m.—see June 23 issue—
(French-made)—English titles) —(Oxford)—Leg.: C.
FRIEND WILL COME TONIGHT, A-D-Michel Simon,
Madeleine Sologne, Louis Salou—Better-than-average
French offering — 90m. — see Aug. 4 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
GELOSIA—D—Luisa Ferida, Roldano Lupi, Elena Zaroschi
—Average Italian import—87m.—see May 12 Issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(World-Wide).
HENRY IV—D—Osvaldo Valienti, Clara Calamai, Luigi
Pavese — Entertaining — 92m. — see March 17 issue —
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Superfilm)—Leg.: B.
ILLEGALS, THE—DOC—Tereska Torres, Yankel Mikalowitch—Documentary-type drama has limited appeal
— 77V2m. — see July 7 issue — (Palestinian-made) —
(Mayer-Burstyn).
LYSISTRATA—CD—Judith Helzmeister, Paul Kemp, O. W.
Fischer—Mediocre German offering—85m.—see July 7
issue — (German-made) — (English titles) — (Distin¬
guished).
MARIUS—CD—Raimu, Pierre Fresnay, Charpin—Excellent
French import—125m.—see May 26 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Siritzky Int.).
MR. ORCHID—MD—Noel-Noel, Nadine Atari, Jose Arthur
—Good import — 93m. — see May 12 issue—(Frenchmade)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
NOT GUILTY—MD—Michel Simon, Jany Holt, Jean Debucourt—High-rating French import—94m.—see May 26
issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Lelarge-Ariane) —Leg.: B.
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE-CD-Louise Carlettl, Gilbert
Gil, Pierre Larquey—Good French offering—86m.—see
June 23 issue — (French-made) — (English titles) —
(Siritzky-lnt.)
RAVEN, THE—MYD—Pierre Fresnay, Pierre Larquay, Noel
Roquevert—French import rates high—90m.—see March
17 issue—(French-made) — (English titles) — (Westport
Int.).
RAZZIA—MD—Paul Bildt, El I: Burgmer, Walter GrossGood German-made offering for the art houses—94m.
—see July 7 issue—(German-made)—(English titles)—
(Artkino).
REVENGE—D—Anna Magnani, Glno Cervi, Luisa Poselli—
Good Italian import—66m.—see Dec. 10 issue—
(Italian-made)—(English titles)—(Distinguished).
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE — ROMD — Marlene Dietrich, Jean
Gabln, Jean d'yd—Above average import—86m.—see
June 9 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Lopert).
SHOWTIME — DMU — Richard Greene, Ann Todd, Peter
Graves—Minor English entry—90m.—see June 23 issue
-(English-made)—(English Films).
SON OF THE REGIMENT—D—Yura Yankin, Alexander
Morosov, Gregory Pluzhnik—High-rating Russian im¬
port — 75m. — see May 12 issue — (Russian-made)—
English titles)—(Artkino).
SPRING—CMU—Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassov, Nikalal
Konovalov—Good Russian comedy—104m.—see April
28 issue—(Russian-made)—(English titles)—(Artkino).
THEY ARE NOT ANGELS—DOCD—Pierre Blanche, Ray¬
mond Bussieres, Jean Wall—Excellent French entry—
123m. —see July 7 issue — (French-made) — (English
titles)—(Siritfiky-lnt.)—Leg.: B.
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—DOC-The Athletic and Youth Clubs
of Soviet Russia—Good filler for the art houses—44m.
—see
June
23
issue—(Russian-made) —(Artkino)—
(Color).
VILLAGE TEACHER—D—Vera Maretskaya, Dmitri Sagal,
Vassili Maruta—Fair Russian entry—97m.—see July
21 issue—(Russian-made) —(English titles)—(Artkino).
WELL DIGGER'S DAUGHTER, THE — D — Raimu, Fernandei,
Josette Day—Excellent French entry—120m.—see Oct.
16 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—(Siritrky-lnternational)—Leg.: B.
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS—CMD—Harry Baur, Raymond
Rouleau, Renee Faure—Mediocre French Import—95m.
—see May 26 issue—(French-made)—(English titles)—
(Film Rights Int.).
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(Additional listing of 1946-47 shorts product will be
found on pages 2225, 2226, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2303, 2304,
2305, 2404, 2405, and 2406 of The Pink Section, another
regular service of THE EXHIBITOR. The number opposite
each series designates the total announced by the com¬
pany at the beginning of the season. Uncompleted 194647 series will appear until ended.—Ed.)
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COMMUNITY SINGS

9651
9652
9653
9654
9655
9656
9657
9658
9659

9901

COM&DIES

9421

9120
9140
9160

(July 15) Superman

17m. 2302
18m. 2351
18m. 2360
16m. 2375
18m. 2413
17m. !2422

SPECIAL
9451

94019402
9403
9404
9405
9406
9407
9408

(Sept. 4)
(Oct. 9)
(Nov. 27)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)
(Mar. 18)

9857
9858

(Apr. 1)
(May 6)

9859
9860

(June 10)
(July 8)

16Vam. 2262
17m. 2271
16m. 2302
16m. 2328
17'/2m. 2351
18m. 2351
17V2m. 2369
17m. 2393
17V2m. 2413
17'/2m.

15ep. 2241
15ep. 2311
15ep. 2369

(Jan. 15) A Voice Is Born ....

15ep. 2428

E 20V2m. 2271

THRILLS OF MUSIC

Brideless Groom .G 16V2m.. 2262
Sing A Song of Six Pants F
17m. 2287
All Gummed Up .F
18m. 2302
Shivering Sherlocks .G
17m. 2375
Pardon My Clutch .F
15m. 2351
Squareheads of the Round
Table .F
18m. 2360
(May 6) Fiddlers Three . B
17m. 2393
(July 8) The Hot Scots .
17m.

9951

(Technicolor)
Dreams On Ice .G
Novelty Shop .F
Dr. Bluebird .F
In My Gondola .F
Animal Cracker Circus ... G
Bon Bon Parade . G
House That Jack Built .F
The Untrained Seal .

(12)

9952
9953
9954

9956
9957
9958

9801
9802
9803
9804
9305
9806
9807
9808
9809

9501
9502
9503

9m. 2328
10m. 2328
10m. 2361
9i/2m. 2376
91/2m. 2376
8m. 2393
9m. 2422

61/zm.
6y2m.
8m.
7'/2m.
7m.
8V2m.
7m.
7i/2m.

2271
2303
2302
2329
2336
2375
2393

MARTIN BLOCK'S
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUNDS

f!

Is

9m.2360
7m. 2393
8m.2428

(4)

M-981 (Feb. 14) No. 1—Freddy Martin and
Keenan Wynn ... . E
M-982 (Apr. 24) No. 2—Tex Beneke and
Orchestra .G
M-983 (June 26) No. 3—Ray Noble and
Buddy Clark .G
M-984 (July 17) No. 4—Les Brown and
Virginia O'Brien .

10m. 2342
10m. 2352
11m. 2422

(6)

K-971 (Dec. 20) Miracle in A Cornfield
(Technicolor) .E
K-972 (Jan. 10) It Can't Be Done .E
K-973 (Jan. 24) Goodbye Miss Turlock
G
K-974 (Feb. 7) My Old Town .G
K-975 (June 19) Souvenirs of Death .G

8m.
10m.
10m.
9m.
10m.

2312
2337
2342
2342
2428

6m. 2287
6l/2m. 2352
6'/2m. 2422

6m. 2263
6m. 2302

7m. 2352

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (19)
E
S-951 (Sept. 6) Football Thrills No. 10
S-952 (Oct. 18) Surfboard Rhythm
(Technicolor) .G
S-953 (Nov. 8) What D'Ya Know? .G
S-954 (Dec. 13) Have You Ever
Wondered? .G
S-955 (Jan. 10) Bowling Tricks .E
S-956 (Feb. 7) I Love My Mother-In-Law,
But .G
S-957 (Mar. 20) Now You See It
(Technicolor) .G
S-958 (May 29) You Can't Win .F
S-959 (July 17) Just Suppose .

9V2m. 2263

9m.
10m.
10m.
9V2m.
9m.
8V2m.
9m.
9m.

2287
2306
2328
2361
2377
2407
2423

SPECIALS (4)
A-901 (Mar. 27) Drunk Driving .F
A-902 (Apr. 24) Going To Blazes .E

8m. 2337

9m. 2361
9m. 2393

21m. 2249

Paramount
Two R&of
MUSICAL PARADE FEATURETTES

21m. 2360
21m. 2384

FF7-1
FF7-2
FF7-3
FF7-4
FF7-5

(Feb. 27)
(Apr. 9)
(June 25)
(Aug. 6)
(Oct. 1)

(6)

Samba Mania .G
Footlight Rhythm .G
Gypsy Holiday .F
Tropical Masquerade .
Big Sister Blues .

One Reef
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS
R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7
R7-8
R7-9
R7-10

(Oct. 3)
(Oct. 31)
(Nov. 28)
(Dec. 5)
(Jan. 16)
(Feb. 20)
(Mar. 26)
(Apr. 30)
(June 11)
(July 30)

18m. 2336
19m. 2369
19m. 2414

(10)

Riding The Waves .G
Running The Hounds .G
Five Fathoms of Fun .G
Stop, Look And Guess'Em G
All American Swing Stars G
Double Barrelled Sport .G
Big Game Angling .G
Riding Habits .G
Big League Glory .E
Her Favorite Pools .

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2281
2287
2306
2312
2337
2342
2361
2377
2414

NOVEITOONS (3)
(Polacolor)

(16)

(T-J—Tom and Jerry)
W-931 (Sept. 20) Slap Happy Lion .G
W-932 (Sept. 27) The Invisible Mouse (T-J). F
W-933(Dec. 6) King Size Canary . F
W-934 (Jan. 31) The Bear and the Bean ... G
W-935 (Mar. 20) What Price Fleadom . F
W-936 (Apr. 24) Make Mine Freedom .G
W-937 (May 1) Kitty Foiled (T-J) .E
W-938(Mayl5) Little 'Tinker .G
W-939 (June 26) The Bear and the Hare .. F
W-940 (July 17) The Truce Hurts .

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
, 6m.
9m.
7m.
8m.
7m.

2281
2256
2297
2336
2352
2376
2384
2413
2422

(6)

P7-1
P7-2
P7-3
P7-4
P7-5
P7-6
P7-7
P7-8

(Dec.
(Jan.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(Apr.
(May
(June

5) Santa's Surprise .G
9) Cat O' Nine Ails
G
13) Flip Flap .G
19) We're In The Honey .G
9) The Bored Cuckoo .G
23) There's Good Boo's Tonite G
7) Land Of The Lost .E
4) Butterscotch and Soda .G

P8-1
P8-2
P8-3
P8-4
P8-5
P8-6

(Sept.
(Sept.
(Sept.
(Sept.
(Sept.
(Oct.

K7-1
K7-2
K7-3
K7-4
K7-5
K7-6

(Oct. 3)
(Nov. 14)
(Jan. 2)
(Mar. 12)
(May 28)
(July 30)

E7-1
E7-2

POPEYE CARTOONS (8)
(Polacolor)
(Dec. 19) All's Fair At The Fair
(Jan. 30) Olive Oyl For President

3)
3)
3)
3)
10)
1)

(Technicolor)
Visiting Virginia .G
Cradle Of A Nation
G
Cape Breton Island
.G
Chicago, the Beautiful .

GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS
(Technicolor)
W-921 (Nov. 22) Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
F
W-922(Dec. 20) The Fishing Bear .F
W-923 (Feb. 14) The Milky Way .E

THE

10m. 2303
9Vim. 2312

4741 (May 30) Climbing the Matterhorn ... E

One Reel

(Nov. 29)
(Dec. 13)
(May 8)
(.)

9m. 2263
9m. 2281

Two Reel
(Ansco Color)

(12)

Two Reel

T-911
T-912
T-913
T-914

10m. 2250

(Technicolor)

(Sept. 25) Cinderella Cagers .G
(Oct. 23) Ski Demons .G
(Nov. 13) Bowling Kings .G
(Dee. 25) Navy Crew Champions
G
(Jan. 29) Rodeo Thrills and Spills G
(Mar. 11) Net Marvels .G
(May 13) Champions in the Making F
(June 17) No Holds Barred .G
(July 15) Aqua Zanies .

.

(8)

(Technicolor)
(Sept. 11) Swiss Tease . F
(Dec. 4) Boston Beady
G
(Mar. 18) Flora .G

oc

a

Monogrom

Metro-G©!dwyn-Mayer

(8)

(Nov. 6) Kitty Caddy .F
(Feb. 5) Tepsy Turkey .F
(June 3) Short Snorts On Sports
F

COLOR RHAPSODIES

9*/2m. 2243
9V2m. 2303

(12)

FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS

9701
9702
9703

? I‘

PASSING PARADES

(Technicolor)
(8)

(Re-releases)

COLOR PHANTASIES

9m.

(Sept. 18) Boyd Raeburn and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2263
(Oct. 30) Claude Thornhill and
Orchestra .G
11m. 2271
(Nov. 13) Lecuona Cuban Boys .G 10'/2m. 2297
(Dec. 11) Skitch Henderson and
Orchestra .G
10m. 2352
(Jan. 15) Charlie Barnet and
Orchestra .G 10i/2m. 2393
(Mar. 25) Ted Weems & Orchestra G 10V2m. 2361
(June 10) Gene Krupa and Orchestra F
10m. 2422
(July 22) Tony Pastor and Orchestra
10m.

One Reel

(Oct. 30)
(Nov, , 20)
(Dec. 18)
(Jan. 22)
(Feb. 19)
(Apr. 8)
(May 6)
(July 15)

e

(Series 2)

CARTOONS

9601
9602
9603
9604
9603
9606
9607
9608

G 9V2m. 2376
G 10V2m. 2413

(8)

(Sept. 11)
(Oct. 30)
(Dec. 11)
(Jan. 8)
(Feb. 26)
(Mar. 4)

COLOR FAVORITES

G 9V2m. 2328
G 10V2m. 2352
10m. 2360
G

Hollywood Cowboys .G
Laguna, U. S. A.G
Out of This World Series G
Off The Air .F
Hawaii In Hollywood .G
Photoplay Magazine's
Gold Medal Awards .G
Smiles and Styles . G
Hollywood
Honors Hersholt .G
Hollywood Party
G
Hollywood Friars Honor
George Jessel .

WORLD OF SPORTS

(1)

THREE STOOGES

9851
9852
9853
9854
9855
9856

9955

.E

Ml

(Series 27)
17m. 2287

SPECIAL FEATURE SERIAL
9180

s
|
*

(12)

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

(3)

(Sept. 4) The Sea Hound . G
(Dec. 18) Brick Bradford . G
(Apr. 1) Tex Granger .G

S
J

10m. 2243
9m.2271
9m. 2303

G
G
G

(Nov. 27) Aren't We All . F 10V2m. 2328
(. ....) Candid Microphone .

(Oct.

SERIALS

2

W-924 (Mar. 27) The Midnight Snack . F
W-925 (Apr. 24) Puss 'N' Toots . G
W-926 (June 12) The Bowling Alley Cat ... F

(12)

(Sept 4) No. 1—Linda .
(Oct. 2) No. 2—April Showers .
(Nov. 6) No. 3—Peg O' My Heart
(Dec. 4) No. 4—When You Were
Sweet Sixteen
.
(Jan. 8) No. 5—Feudin' & Fightin'
(Feb. 12) No. 6—Civilization .
(Apr. 29) No. 7—I'm Looking Over
A Four-Leaf Clover .
(June 3) No. 8—Manana .
(Aug. 12) No. 9—California Here
Come .

(20)

9) Wedding Belle
(Schifilng-Lane).F
9422 (Nov. 13) Should Husbands Marry?
(Herbert) . F
, 9423 (Jan. 29) Silly Billy (Burke) .F
9424 (Feb. 19) Two Nuts In A Rut
(Schilling and Lane) .F
9425 (Apr. 15) Tall, Dark and
Gruesome (Herbert) .F
9426 (May 13) Crabbin' in the Cabin
(Vernon and Quillan)
F
9427 (June 10) Pardon My Lamb Chop
(Schilling and Lcne)
B
9431 (Sept. 4) Rolling Down To Reno*
(Von 7*11) .G
9432 (Sept. 18) Hectic Honeymoon
(Holloway) .F
9433 (Nov. 20) Wife To Spare (Clyde)
F
9434 (Dee. 18) Wedlock Deadlock (DeRita)G
9433 (Dec. 25) Radio Romeo (Von Zell) F
9436 (Jan. 15) Man or Moose (Holloway) F
9437 (Mar. 11) Eight-Boll Andy (Clyde) F
9438 (Apr. 29) Jitter Bughouse (De Rita) G
9439 (May 27) The Sheepish Wolf
(Von Zell) . F
/ 9440 (June 24) Flat Feat (Holloway) .

“l
0>®<£ =

(Series 12)

FILM NOVELTIES

ASSORTED AND ALL-STAR

ocD

QC

Columbia
Tw® Ra*l

c

o

I-

£

o
Z

EXHIBITOR

(1948-49) (8)
The Mite Makes Right .
Hector's Hectic Life .
Old Shell Game .
Little Red School House .
Hep Cat Symphony .
Lost Dream .
PACEMAKERS

9m. 2281
10m. 2297
9m.

(7)

11m. 2289
8m. 2311
8m. 2342

9m. 2303
7m. 2313
8m. 2360
8m. 2360
8m. 2375
9m. 2376
7m. 2385
7m. 2414

(6)

It Could Happen To You G
Babies, They're Wonderful G
Bundle From Brazil .G
Musical Miracle .G
A Model Is Born
G
Neighbor To the North ... G

G
G

11m. 2281
11m. 2287
11m. 2313
11m. 2361
7m. 2403
13m.

8m. 2302

7m. 2313
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E7-3
E7-4
E7-5
E7-6
E7-7
E7-8

(Feb. 27) Wigwam Whoopee .G
(Mar. 26) Pre-Hysterical Man .G
(June 18) Popeye Meets Hercules ...G
(July 30) A Wolf In Sheik's Clothing
(Aug. 27) Spinach vs. Hamburgers ....
(Sept. 3) Snow Place Like Home ....

J7-1
J7-2
J7-3
J7-4
J7-5
J7-6

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
(Magna color)
No. 1—Radar Fishermen .. G
No. 2—Desert Destroyers . G
No. 3—Streamlined Luxury G
No. 4—Fog Fighters .G
No. 5—The Big Eye .G
No. 6—Flying Wing .

(Oct. 171
(Dec. 26)
(Feb. 20)
(Apr. 2)
(May 21)
(Aug. 6)

SCREEN SONG
(Pelacolor)
X7-1
X7-2
X7-3
X7-4
X7-5
X7-6
X7-7
X7-8
X8-1

i U

o
Z

5
a

J

■ . 1

i
5

£ =
5®

ae

a. _E

8m. 2380
7m. 2376
7m. 2414

2281
2303
2337
2376
2393

7m.
8m.
8m.
8m.
7m.
7m.

2312
2337
2337
2360
2360
2414

(1948-49) (8)
(Sept. 17) Readin', 'Ritin' and
'Rhythmetic .

Y7-1
Y7-2
Y7-3
Y7-4
Y7-5
Y7-6

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
(Oct. 3) Dog Crazy .G
(Nov. 14) Ain't Nature Grand .F
(Dec. 12) Monkey Shines .G
(Feb. 6) Home Sweet Home .F
(Apr. 16) 'Tain'f So .F
(June 18) As Headliners .G

L7-1
L7-2
L7-3
L7-4
L7-5
L7-6

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS («}
(Magnacolor)
(Nov. 7) No. 1—Hula Magic . G
(Jan. 2) No. 2—Bagpipe Lassies ... G
(Feb. 13) No. 3—Modern Pioneers ... G
(Apr. 16) No. 4—Nimrod Artist .G
(May 14) No. 5—Feather Finery . ... G
(Aug. 13) No. 6—Aerial Hot Rods .

&

m

J

at

84404 (Nov. 28)
84405 (Dec. 26)

11m. 2281
10m. 2287
9m. 2306
TOm. 2337
10m. 2376
10m. 2414

10m. 2281
11m. 2313
11m. 2361
10m. 2376
10m. 2393

%
84301
84302
84303
84304
84305
84306
84307
84308
84309
84310
84311

83401
83402
83403
83404
83405
83406

LEON ERROL COMEDIES (6)
83701 (Jan. 16) Bet Your Life
G
83702 (Mar. 5) Don't Fool Your Wife .F
83703 (Apr. 9) Secretary Trouble .F
MY PAL (4)
83201 (Oct. 31) My Pal .G
83202 (
) Lost Pal ...».

841 (.)
83601 (Apr. 1)
83801 (Apr. 23)
(.)

17m..2311
17m. 2336
18m. 2351
18m. 2403
17m.

83101
83102
83103
83104
83105
83106
83107
83108
83109

84201
84202
84203
84204
84205
84206
84207

One Reel
FLICKER FLASHBACKS (7)
(Oct. 24) No. 1 .G
(Dec. 5) No. 2 .G
(Jan. 16) No. 3 .F
(Feb. 27) No. 4 .F
(Apr. 9) No. 5 .F
(May 21) No. 6 .
(July 2) No. 7 .

JAMBOREES (7)
(Re-Releases)
84401 (Sept. 5) Enric Madriguera and
Orchestra .F
84402 (Oct. 3) It's Tommy Tucker Time .. F
84403 (Oct. 31) Johnny Long and His
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Orchestra .G
8m.2287
Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra .G * 9m. 2319
Jerry Wald and His
Orchestra .G
9m. 2328
Ray McKinley and His
Orchestra .F
8m. 2328
Dick Stabile and His
Orchestra .G
8m.2337
8m.2271
8m.2271
8m.2287
8m.2312
8m. 2319
8m.2337
9m.2361
8m.2385
8m.
9m. 2414
8m.

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS (18)
(Ninth Series)
(Technicolor)
(D— Donald Duck] G—Goofy; M—Mickey Mouse; P—Pluto;

74101
74102
74103
74104
74105
74106
74107
74108
74109
74110
74111
74112
74113
74114
74115
74116
74117
74118

F—Figaro)
(1946-47)
May 30) Figaro And Frankie (F) ...F
,June 20) Clown of the Jungle (D) G
July 11) Donald's Dilemma (D)
G
’Aug. 1) Crazy With The Heat (D) F
Aug. 22) Bottle Beetle (D) .G
(Sept. 12) Wide Open Spaces (D)
G
(Oct. 3) Mickey's Delayed Date (M)G
(Oct. 31) Foul Hunting (G) .F
(Nov. 14) Mail Dog (P) .G
(Nov. 28) Chip An' Dale .G
(Dec. 26) Pluto's Blue Note (P) .G
(Jan. 23) They're Off (G).G
(Feb. 6) The Big Wash (G) .G
(Mar. 5) Drip Dippy Donald (D)
E
(Mar. 19) Mickey Down Under (M) F
(Apr. 16) Daddy Duck (D) .G
(Apr. 30) Bone Bandit (P) . F
(May 21) Donald's Dream Voice (D) E

84701
84702
84703
84704
84705
84706

WALT DISNEY REISSUES (6)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 17) Hawaiian Holiday .E
Dec. 12) The Clock Cleaners .E
(Feb. 20) Little Hiawatha .E
(Apr. 2) Alpine Climbers .E
(May 14) Woodland Cafe .E
(June 18) Three Little Pigs .

14m. 2336
18m. 2360
17m. 2403
22m. 2262

SPECIALS
Football Highlights
of 1947 .G 19V2m. 2302
Louis-Walcott Fight .G
21m. 2302
Twenty Years of Academy
Awards .E
18m. 2369
Basketball Headliners
Of 1948 .G
18m. 2384
Louis-Walcott Fight No. 2G
19m. 2422

THIS IS AMERICA (13)
(Nov. 14) Border Without Bayonets E
(Dec. 12) Switzerland Today .E
(Jan. 9) Children's Village .E
(Feb. 6) Operation White Tower ... G
(Mar. 5) Photo Frenzy .E
(Apr. 2) Funny Business .E
(Apr. 30) Democracy's Diary .E
(May 28) Crime Lab .E
(June 25) Letter To A Rebel .G

£c

|8

7m. 2131
6m. 2154
7m. 2163
6m. 2187
7m. 2211
7m.2187
7m.2250
6m. 2250
7m. 2271
7m.2286
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2271
7m. 2360
7m. 2385
7m. 2403
7m.2403
6m.2422

791
792

(.)
(Jan. 31)

793

(Apr. 24)

794

(July 17)

761

One Reel
CARTOON
(Trucolor)
(Dec. 20) It's A Grand Old Nag

G

s

s

8901
8902

(Apr.
) Fashioned for Action .G
LEW LEHR DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE
(Nov. 21) Album of Animals :.F
(May
) Dying To Live .G

8201
8202
8203
8204

MOVIETONE ADVENTURES (12)
(Black and White)
(Sept. 12) Horizons Of Tomorrow G
(Nov. 7) The Three R's Go Modern G
(Mar.
) Sky Thrills . E
(July
) Majesty Of Yellowstone G

8251

(Aug.

8252
8253
8254
8255
8256
8257
8258

(Oct.
(Dec.
(Jan.
(June
(July
(Aug.
(Aug.

8351
8352
8353

(Sept. 26)
(Jan.
)
(Apr.
)

8301
8302
8303

(Aug.
(Feb.
(May

8504

(Sept

8505

(Oct.

3506

(Oct.

8507

(Nov.

8508
8509

(Dec.
(Dec.

8510

(Dec.

8511

(Dec.

8512
8513

(Jan.
(Jan.

8514

(Mar.

12ep.2262

8515

(Mar.

12ep.2311

8516
8517

(Apr.
(Apr.

8518
8519
8520

(May
(June
(June

8521

(July

8522

(July

8523

(Aug.

8531
8532

(May
(May

15ep.2319
13ep.2428

8Vam. 2297

(13)

(Vol. 14)

(Sept. 5) No. 1—Is Everybody

16m. 2286
18m. 2311
19m. 2319
18m. 2336
16m. 2352
18m. 2369
17m. 2384
17m. 2403
16m. 2428

Listening? .F 18V2m.
18m
(Oct. 3) No. 2—T-Men In Action ... E
(Oct. 31) No. 3—End of an Empire G 18 Vim.
(Nov. 28) No. 4—Public Relations . . .
17m.
This Means You .G
(Dec. 26) No. 5—The Presidential
17m.
Year .G
) No. 6—The 'Cold War-':
(Jan.
Act 1—France .G 18'/2m.
(Feb.
) No. 7—Marriage and
17m.
Divorce .F
17m.
) No. 8—Crisis In Italy ..... E
(Mar.
18m.
) No. 9—life With Junior ... G
(Apr.
17m.
) No. 10—Battle for Greece G
(May
) No. 11—The Fight Game G 18V2m.
(June
) No. 12—The Case of Mrs.
(July
20m.
Conrad .E

10m. 2281
9m. 2319
9m. 2337
9m. 2361
8m. 2385
8m.
8m.

2286

2328
2352
2360
2375
2393
2413
2428

SPECIAL
(.) Report For Action .G

17m. 2403

One Reel

8m. 2256
8m. 2281

8601

(Feb.

FEMININE WORLD
(Ilka Chase)
) Something OldSomething New .E

THE

EXHIBITOR

9m. 2337

i

1)
)
)

!«*
e.E
0)0.
c
a.0 .E

8m.2376
9m.2250
9m.2403

9Vim. 2281
9m. 2243
9m. 2342
9m. 2393

8m. 2256
8m. 2256
8m. 2342
8m. 2342
8m. 2407
8m.
8m.
11m. 2352

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
(Technicolor)
Vacation Magic .G
8m. 2256
Aqua Capers .F
8m. 2297
Playtime in Scandinavia . G
8m.2377
(Black and White)
Gridiron Greatness . G lOVim. 2243
Olympic Class .G
10m. 2342
Everglades Adventure .G
9m. 2342

TERRYTOONS (24)
(Technicolor)
) One Not* Tony .G
15) The Talking Magpies In
Flying South .F
29) Mighty Meuse In A Date
For Dinner .F
19) The Talking Magpies In
Fishing By The Sea .F
10) Mighty Mouse in the First
Snow .F
24) The Talking Magpies in the
Super Salesman .F
14) Mighty Mouse In A Fight
to the Finish .F
5) The Wolf's Pardon .G
19) Mighty Mouse In Swiss
Cheese Family Robinson G
12) The Talking Magpies In
The Hitchhikers .F
26) Mighty Mouse In lazy
Little Beaver .F
) Felix The Fox .G
) The Talking Magpies
In Taming The Cat .G
) Mighty Meuse and the
Magician .F
) Gandy Goose and the
Chipper Chipmunk .F
) Hounding The Hares .F
) Mighty Mouse in the
Feudin' Hillbillies
F
) Mystery in the Moonlight F
) Seeing Ghosts .F
) The Talking Magpies in a
Sleepless Night .
) Mighty Mouse in the
Witch's Cat .*.
) The Talking Magpies In
Magpie Madness .
) Mighty Mouse In Love's
Labor Won .
(Reissues)
) Butcher of Seville .G
) Mighty Mouse in the
Green Line .F

7m. 2256
7m. 2256
7m. 2256
6Vim. 2281
6Vim. 2297
6Vim. 2297
7m. 2303
7m. 2311
7m. 2337
7m. 2352
7m. 2352
7m. 2375
7m. 2376
7m. 2385
7m. 2413
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.
7m. 2384
7m. 2422

United Artists

2243
2262
2280

2319

(Color)
(T—Technicolor; C—Cinecoler)
22)
Africa (T)
G
17) Home Of The Danes (T). G
12) Jungle Closeups (T) .G
Copenhagen Pageantry (T) G
j Scenic Sweden (T) .G
) Riddle of Rhodesia .
.
) Bermuda
) Desert Lights .
SPECIAL
) Thanks America .E
) Israel Reborn .

(Aug.

8m.2280
8m. 2319
9m. 2336
9m. 2329
8m.2337
7m.

1
<2

8503

20th Csntury-Fox
Two Reel
MARCH OF TIME

8602

If

<5

(Feb.
(Aug.

Republic
Two Reel
SERIALS
G-Men Never Forget
...G
Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted .G
Dick Tracy Returns
(Re-release) .E
Adventures of Frank and
Jesse James .G

o
Z
S
J
e

8501
8502

(1947-48) (18)
. 1 Cat Nop Pluto (P) .
.) Inferior Decoration (D)
..) Pueblo Pluto (P)
Donald's Happy Birthday

RAY WHITLEY MUSICAL WESTERN REISSUES (4)
83501 (Sept. 5) Molly Cures A Cowboy.F
19m. 2256
83502 (Oct. 10)' Musical Bandit .F
16m. 2280
83503 (Nov. 14) Corralling A School Marm F
29m. 2319
83504 (Dec. 19) Prairie Speeners .G
13m. 2328
83901 (Dec. 12)

I

SPORTSCOPES (13)
(Sept. 19) Ski Holiday .G
(Oct. 17) Golf Doctor .G
(Nov. 14) Quail Pointers .G
(Dec. 12) Pin Games .G
(Jan. 9) Racing Day .G
(Feb. 6) Sports Coverage .G
(Mar. 5) Teen Age Tars .G
(Apr. 2) Doggone Clever .G
(Apr. 30) Big Mouth Bass .
(May 28) Muscles and the Lady .G
(June 25) Ladies In Wading .

mo
Two Reel
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES (6)
(Nov. 21) Mind Over Mouse .F
(Jan. 2) Brother Knows Best .F
(Feb. 6) No More Relatives .F
(May 14) How To Clean House .F
(June 25) Dig That Gold .
(.) Home Canning .

as

84407 (Feb. 20)

(8)

(Dec. 26) The Circus Comes To
Clown .G
(Jan. 23) Base Brawl .G
(Feb. 20) Little Brawn Jug .G
(Mar. 12) The Golden State .G
(Mar. 19) Winter Draws On .G
(June 4) Sing Or Swim .G
(July 30) Camptown Races .
(Aug. 20) The Lone Star State .

*2 c

84406 (Jan. 23)

10m.
11m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

Servisection 7

B

S

U
o c

CHECK-UP

(Oct.
(June
(Oct.
(Dec.
(Mar.

On© Reel
MUS1COLORS (7)
(Cinocolor)
15,'46) Toccata and Fugue ... E
15, '47) The Engulfed
Cathedral .F
'47) Moonlight .G
'47) Enchanted Lake .F
'47) Fingal's Cave .G
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES

(Dee.
(Feb.
(Mar.
(Apr.
(May
(June

(July

10m. 2044
7m. 2250
7m. 2250
7m. 2297
10m. 2337

(11)

(Technicolor)
G
'47) The Bandmaster .
G
'48) The Mad Hatter .
'48) Banquet Busters ... .G
F
'48) Kiddie Koncert .
'48) Pixie Picnic . .G
G
'48) Wacky-bye Baby ...
SPECIALS
(Reissues)
G
'48 Don't Hook Now .

7m.2297
7m. 2337
7m. 2336
7m. 2376
7m. 2376
7m. 2376

10m. 2422

THE
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3351
3352
3353

5555

3301
3302
3303
3304
3305
3306
3307

SPECIALS
2201
2202
3201

3391
3392
3393
3394
3395
3396
3397
3398

15m. 2319
15m. 2328
15m. 2328
15m. 2342

4719
4720

2329

3321
3322
3323

15m.

l
20m. 2255
17m. 2297

4404

19m. 2342

4406

9m. 2319
7m. 2376
8m. 2403
8m.

9m.

4607
8m. 2385

7m. 2319
7m. 2328

4203

(Reissues) (13)
(.) Knock Knock . G
(May
) Syncopated Sioux .F
(July
) Woody Woodpecker .F

7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2403

4801
4802
4803
4804
4803
4806

One Reel
ADVENTURE SPECIALS (6)
(Technicolor)
(Sept. 6) Lend of Romance .G
(Nov. 15) Beautiful Bali
G
(Dec. 20) Dad Minds the Baby .G
(Feb. 28) What's Hatchin'? . G
(Mar. 27) Rhythm of a Big City . G
(June 5) Living With Lions .E

4204
4205
4206

(8)

4004
4005
4006
4007
4008

4202

10m.
9m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2287
2287
2319
2407
2423

8V2m. 2428

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADES (13)
(Reissues)
(Technicolor)
4301 (Dec. 20) Dangerous Dan McFoo... G
4302 (Jan. 17) Hobo Gadget Band . G
4303 (Mar. 20) Little Poncho Vanilla
G
4304 (Apr. 10) Don't Look Now .F
4305 (Apr. 24) Curious Puppy . F
4306 (May 22) Circus Today . G
4307 (June 12) Little Blabber Mouse .G

(Sept. 13) Freddy Martin and his
Orchestra ......G
(Oct. 25) Swing Styles .F
(Dec. 6) Borrah Minevitch and
Harmonica School .F
(Jan. 10) RubinofF and His Violin... F
(Feb. 7) Artie Shaw and His
Orchestra .F
(May 15) Henry Busse and
His Orchestra .F
(June 19) The Saturday Night
Swing Club .G
(July 17) Joe Reichman and His
Orchestra
.G

18m. 2256
19m. 2336
20m. 2273
20m.
20m.
18m.
19m.

2341
2360
2393
2414

10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.

2263
2297
2311
2342
2352
2415

7m. 2319
7m. 2319
7m. 2336
7m. 2336
7m. 2403
7m. 2403
7m. 2422

7m.
7m.
7m.
7m.

7m. 2221
7m. 2297
7m. 2336
7m. 2336
7m. 2376
7m. 2393
7m. 2415

10m. 2263
10m. 2297
11m. 2328
10m. 2337
11m. 2393
10m. 2415

10m. 2263
10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 233710m. 2393
10m. 2422
10m.

10m. 2263
9m. 2297
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2385
10m. 2415

(18)

(T—Technicolor; C-Cinecolor)
4701
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4707
4708

(May 1)
(May 22)
(July 10)
(July 3)
(June 26)
(Aug. 7)
(Aug. 14)
(Sept. 11)

Nothing But The Tooth (T) F
Bone Sweet Bone (C)
F
The Shell-Shocked Egg (T)
Up-Standing Sitter (C) ....
The Rattled Rooster (T) ... F
You Were Never Duekier (T)
Dough Ray Me-ow (C) ....
The Pest That Came To
Dinner (T) .
2) Odor Of the Day (C) ....

4709

(Oct.

4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510
4511
4512
4513

SPORTS PARADE (13)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 1) Las Vegas, Frontier Town G
(Dec. 13) Action in Sports .G
(July 31) A Nation On Skis .
(Feb. 14) Sun Valley Fvn .G
(Mar. 6) Trip to Sportland .F
(Mar. 20) Ride, Ranchero, Ride .G
(Apr. 17) Holiday for Sports .G
(June 5) Built For Speed .G
(May 1) Fighting Ath’etes .G
(June 19) The Race Rider .G
(Aug. 14) Playtime In Rio .
(Sept. 18) Sports Down Under
(Oct. 9) Gauchos Of the Pampas

7m. 2393
7m. 2393
7m. 2415

10m. 2281
10m. 2319
10m. 2337
10m. 2352
10m. 2352
10m. 2377
10m. 2407
10m. 2385
10m. 2415

Foreign
ARTKINO
Human Heart, The . F
Khiva, The City of Four
Gates .
G
Kindergartens .G
Life and Death in the
Desert (Duel to the Death) G
Lower Depths, The .F
Northern Korea . G
Secrets of Nature .G
Song of Happiness .F
Soviet Science and
Technique .G

THE

EXHIBITOR

O

z
w<1)
O
a)

h
11

&
a

£

oc

Soviet Sports . G
Winter Sports in Moscow... G

c
c

o>.£
D O.

<3

10m. 2256
7m. 2312

Miscellaneous

(6)

(Sept. 27) Let's Sing A Song of the
West .G
(Dec. 27) Let's Sing An Old Time
Song .G
(Jan. 24) Let's Sing A Song About
the Moonlight .G
(Mar. 13) Let's Sing Grandfather's
Favorites .G
(May 8) Lot's Sing
A Stephen Foster Song ... G
(July 17) Let's Sing A Song From
the Movies .G
MERRIE MELODIES

0)°-

o c

(8)

MEMORIES OF MELODY LANE
4201

Two Reel

4001
4002
4003

4608

9m.
8m.

Vitaphone

4101

4602
4603

4606

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)
(Dec. 15) Woody, the Giant Killer ..F
(.) Pickled Puss .F

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Oct. 11) Power Behind the Nation G
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (8)
(Jan. 31) Celebration Days .B
(Oct. 18) Soap Box Derby
G
(Feb. 21) Teddy, the Rough Rider
(Reissue) .E
(Apr. 3) King of the Carnival .E
(May 29) Calgary Stampede .E
(July 3) A Day At the Fair
G
(Sept. 4) The Man From New Orleans
(Oct. 16) My Own United States ....

4601

4604
4605

(8)

Tropical Harmony .G
Chimp Aviator .G
Brooklyn Makes Capital....G
Whatta Built .F
Copa Carnival .F
Paris On The Plata.
Gaucho Fiesta .F

4405

c
c

(6)

(Sept. 13) So You Want To Be A
Salesman .G
(Nov. 22) So You Want To
Hold Your Wife .F
(Jan. 3) So You Want An
Apartment . G
(Feb. 14) So You Want To Be A
Gambler .G
(May 15) So You Want To Build
A House .G
(June 26) So You Want To Be
A Defective .G
MELODY MASTERS
(Reissues)

(Mar. 29) Spotlight Serenade .G
(June 14) Singin' The Blues .F
(July 5) River Melodies .G

(Sept. 29)
(Nov. 17)
(Feb. 9)
(June 7)
(June 28)
(July 12)
(Aug. 16)

4402

(2)

VARIETY VIEWS
3341
3342
3343
3344
3345
3346
3347

15m. 2403

The Squawkin Hawk .G
A Tale Of Two Kitties . G
Pigs In A Polka .G
Greetings Bait .G
Hiss and Make Up .
Hollywood Steps Out .

JOE McDOAKES COMEDIES
4401

a
_c
3
oc

3719
3720
3721
3722
3723
3724
3725
3726

15m. 2369

One Reel
THE ANSWER MAN (8)
(Dec. 22) No. 1—Wind, Curves and
Trapdoors .G
(Jan. 19) No. 2-Hall of Fame . G
(Mar. 15) No. 3—Men, Women and
Motion .,.. G
(Apr. 26) No. 4—Flood Waters .G
(June 21) No. 5—Mighty Timber .G
(July 5) No. 6—Rockets of the
Future .
(Aug. 16) No. 7—Water Battlers.
(Aug. 23) No. 8—Home of the Iceberg

c

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS (8)
(Technicolor)
(1946-47)
(June 28) Easter Yeggs .B
(Nov. 1) Slick Hare
.G
(Jan. 3) Gorilla My Dreams .G
(Feb. 7) A Feather in His Hare .F
(Apr. 10) Rabbit Punch .G
(May 8) Buccaneer Bunny .F
(June 12) Bugs Bunny Rides Again... F
(July 24) Haredevil Hare .
(1947-48)
(Aug. 21) Hot Cross Bunny .
(Sept. 25) Hare Splitter .

27m. 2302

(1946-47)
(Aug. 27) Fight of the Wild Stallions G
(Nov. 12) Harnessed Lightning .F
(1947-48)
(Feb. 18) Snow Capers .G

a

or

4403

SING AND BE HAPPY
3381
3382
3383

8

i
“o

.2 S

(July 10)
(Ju4y 13)
(Aug. 14)
(Aug. 28)
(Sept. 18)
(Oct. 2)

27m. 2336
24m. 2369
25m. 2403

SPECIAL (1)
(Technicolor)
(Nov. 27) The Royal Wedding .G
Two Reel
NAME BAND MUSICALS (13)
(Oct. 22) Alvina Rey and his
Orchestra .G
(Dec. 3) Drummer Man .G
(Dec. 31) Carlos Molina and
Orchestra .G
(Mar. 3) Tex Beneke and Orchestra G
(Mar. 31) Woody Herman and
His Orchestra .G
(June 16) Red Ingle and his Natural
Seven .G
(June 23) Tex Williams and Orches¬
tra in "Western Whoopee"G

II

t
&
8
?

o

Z

4308
4309
4310
4311
4312
4313

Universal-International
Three Reel
MUSICAL WESTERNS
(Feb. 5) Hidden Valley Days .F
(Feb. 26) Powder River Gunfire .G
(Apr. 1) Echo Ranch .G

CHECK -U P

10m. 2243
10m. 2246
10m. 2385
20m. 2384
20m. 2297
22m. 2243
19m. 2342
11m. 2337
9m. 2342

African Big Game (AF) . G
20m. 2329
All American Soap Box
Derby (Emerson Yorke) ... G
25m. 2384
American Heritage, The
(NSS) . G
10m. 2256
Another 'First' For Mr.
Washington (Audio) .F
11m. 2376
Assignment-Tel Aviv
Bannister Baby Land
(Elliott) .F 9Vim. 2414
(United Palestine Appeal) G
21m. 2256
Borrowing in Subtraction
(The World Today) .G
17m. 2336
Card Sharps (Target) .F
8m. 2414
Children's Republic, The
I.AF)
.E
23m.
Church In the Atomic Age,
The (Film Program Services
-16mm.)
G
19m. 2414
Colour (BIS) .G
15m. 2414
Colour In Clay (BIS) .G
11m. 2414
Crimes of Carelessness
(National Board of Fire
Underwriters) .G 9,/2m. 2266
Does It Matter What You
Think? (BIS) .G
16m. 2281
Encores In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Feeling of Rejection, The
(NFB of Canada) .G
23m. 2311
First Steps (Film Program
Services) .E
11m. 2414
Forgotten Children
(Hadassah) .s:.G
18m. 2271
Fragment of Seeking
(Curtis Harrington) .F
14m. 2329
Friendship Train, The
(Warners) .E
14m. 2352
Graziano vs. Zcsle Fight
Picture (Coram) .G
16m. 2413
Heir To The Throne (BIS) F
i5m. 2297
Hermits of the Sky (AF) ... G
11m. 2250
High Plain, The (General) E
19m. 2266
Hot Ice (NFB of Canada) F
9m. 2312
House In the Desert
(United Palestine Appeal) G
30m. 2255
Indonesia Calling
(Brandon) .G
20m. 2297
Know Your Baby
(NFB of Canada) .F
10m. 2312
Lima Family (General).F
18m. 2250
Make Way for Youth
(National Social Welfare
Assembly) .E
22m. 2342
Makers of Destiny (Astor) G
13m. 2403
Matter OF Time, A (AF) ... F
20m.
Montevideo Family (Bryan) F
15m. 2414
Music in the Wind
(NFB of Canada)
F
9m.2243
My Name Is Han (Religious
Film Association) .G
27m. 2414
O'Voufie O'Rooney
(Astor) ...,.G 23V2m. 2360
Passing Hours, The (AF) G
12m. 2281
People Between, The
(NFB of Canada)
G
21m. 2271
People's Charter, The
(UN Film Board .E
17m. 2256
Penn State vs. S. M. U.
(Film Productions Ltd.) ... F
6m. 2328
Peru (General) .G
20m. 2286
Rhapsody Of Saturne
(Tecnnicolor) (Siritxky-lnt.) F 9l/2m. 2385
Rhythm of Africa (AF) . G
15m. 2329
Roman Singers of Vatican
City, The (Elliott) .G
17m. 2403
Round Trip: The USA in
World Trade (20th Century
Fund) .G
20m. 2266
Scotland Yard At Work
(Merlin) . F
22m. 2280
Searchlight on the Nations
(The World Today) .E
33m. 2336
Ski Skill
(NFB of Canada) .F
9m. 2312
Spanish Gypsies (AF).G
10m. 2312
Tobacco Land
(De Rochemont) .G
8m. 2376
Twin Tornadoes
(Sportsworld) .F
19m. 2352
Underground Farmers
(RKO Dist. Corp.)
F
9m. 2329
Varieties In Music (Sack
Amusement) .F
10m. 2250
Wheels Turn Again, The
(French Information Serv¬
ice) .F lO’/zm. 2243
Woman Speaks No. 7
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Woman Speak* No. 8
(Film Studio* of Chicago) G lOVim. 2297
Woman Speak* No. 9
(Film Studios of Chicago) F
8m. 2377
Women Wres*'er#
(United Sports Attraction) G
9m. 2385
Your Children and You
(BIS) .O
29m. 2329
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Drums—(Technicolor) (Reissue)
Miraculous Journey—R. Calhoun, V. Grey, (Cinecolor).
Deep In The Heart Of Texas—Western Reissue
Wheels Of Destiny—Western Reissue
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Rebecca—L. Oliver, J. Fontaine (Reissue)
The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Valli, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas
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as close as possible to tne actual date of release. All dates are subject to change. Westerns are indicated Dy a W
at the bottom of this page. This chart is kept as up-to-date as possible on information from various home offices.
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Pictures in order of release, with principal players, are placed
following the title.
Holidays and special events will be found
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HOWARD HAWKS’ MIGHTY PRODUCTION

starr/NG

RANDOLPH SCOTT • BARRY FITZGERALD
ROBERT MITCHUM • ELLA RAINES
RAY MILLAND

WENOY BARRIE • WILLIAM GARGAN

NEW AMSTERDAM

NEW YORK CITY

ORPHEUM
tOEW'SOHIO
GARRICK
HARRIS-SENATOR:
FI.V.E; ACADEMIES
ESOUIRE

PLYMOUTH:

CLEVELAND

CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH;

;LOS::ANGELES:
TOLEDO

WORCESTER; MASS!

and the foHowing
How England Circuits
& P.: :E:: M. I O EW $ ,

iWARNEfi’S;:^^
::/HAMPSHIRE :SN10ER, AFFILIATED;:

.

REALART PICTURES INC

2 PARK AVENUE

.

INTERSTATE, AND YAMENS:!

NEW YORK 16, N. Y

.
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MANY YOUTH CINEMA CLUBS
FEATURE THE PICTUREc SfSJ

THIS IS NOT
NECESSARY I

EVERYBODY’S TALKING
ABOUT THIS LINE-UP!
SPENCER TRACY
KATHARINE HEPBURN
VAN JOHNSON
Angela Lansbury
Adolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone
in FRANK CAPRA's
"STATE OF THE UNION.”
★

★

★*

“SUMMER HOLIDAY”
(Technicolor).
MICKEY ROONEY
GLORIA DeHAVEN
Walter Huston, Frank Morgan
Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell
Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle.
CLARK GABLE *
LANA TURNER
Anne Baxter, John Hodiak
in "HOMECOMING"
Ray Collins, Gladys Cooper,
Cameron Mitchell.

JUNE

JULY
IRVING BERLIN'S
"EASTER PARADE"
(Technicolor). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE
PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER.
"A DATE WITH* JUDY"
(Technicolor).
Starring WALLACE BEERY,
JANE POWELL, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT
ROBERT STACK.

AUGUST

"BIG CITY”
Starring Margaret O'Brien
Robert Preston, Danny Thomas
George Murphy, Karin Booth
Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins
Betty Garrett, Lotte Lehmann.

GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON in
"JULIA MISBEHAVES"
PETER LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson
Nigel Bruce, Mary Boland
Reginald Owen.

JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY in
"THE PIRATE" (Technicolor).
Walter Slezak, Gladys Cooper
Reginald Owen.

MONTGOMERY CLIFT *
ALINE MacMAHON
JARMILA NOVOTNA
in "THE SEARCH"

ESTHER WILIAMS, PETER LAWFORD
RICARDO MONTALBAN
JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHARISSE
XAVIER CUGAT in "ON AN ISLAND
WITH YOU” (Technicolor).

RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY
in "A SOUTHERN YANKEE"
Arlene Dahl, George Coulouris
Lloyd Gough, John Ireland
Minor Watson.

SEPTEMBER
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
(Technicolor).
LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN
ANGELA LANSBURY,
Frank Morgan, Vincent Price
Keenan Wynn, John Sutton
Gig Young.
"HILLS OF*HOME" (Technicolor).
Co-starring EDMUND GWENN,
DONALD CRIS; , TOM DRAKE,
JANET LEIGH and LASSIE.

THE TRADE PRESS IS JUMPING!
Everybody’s got that Vitamin M-G-M enthusiasm! Now read
what Publisher Jay Emanuel says in THE EXHIBITOR:
The M-G-M studio has hit its stride. 'Homecoming’ is in the front line
of the boxoffice leaders.

'State of the Union’ brings lustre to any

marquee. Another which is accounting for itself nicely is 'On an Island
With You’, while 'Easter Parade’, in its first engagements, is living up
to everything promised for it. Both of these shows place the accent on
entertainment rather than messages, which seems to be exactly what
the paying patrons desire these days. Leo the Lion has reason to be
optimistic about the future, too. 'A Date With Judy’, Julia Misbehaves’,
'The Three Musketeers’, and 'Hills of Home’ are all coming up, with
the preview cards said to be very complimentary. It appears as if the
company is now in for a succession of films which are aimed for peak
audience entertainment. This is a healthy sign. When a leader is hitting
things right on the ball, it is encouraging not only to its accounts but
it also makes for healthier competition, and serves as an impetus to
the others. With the boxoffices needing solid merchandise more than
ever, this is encouraging.

JJ
3

j

COOLING THOUGHTI
Many exhibitors have gone out of their way
to praise M-G-M for releasing "EASTER
PARADE" at the toughest time of the year I
Thank you, gentlemen. It’s an old M-G-M
custom to give our customers Big Ones when
they need them most. "EASTER PARADE"
is the biggest M-G-M success in years! In
cool Technicolor!

. FILM DAILY

BOXOFFICE

NATION-WIDE DAY-&-DATE
PREMIERE AUGUST 11th!

.

■■■* -

.*

p GRABLE •»«“ FAIRBANKS,

^Lady in Ermine 2a
color by

TECHNICOLOR

CENTURY-FOX

ESAR ROMERO - Walter Abel * Reginald Gardiner ^
Harry Davenport • Virginia Campbell • Whit Bissell •

aC,

Produced and Directed by

ERNST LUBITSCH^

shaelson • Lyrics and Music by Leo Robin and Frederick Hollander • D^fces Sta£ed by Hermes Pan
Screen Play by Samson Raphael^on

SOMETHING NEW has been added in Ohio,
where during

the intermission

at a

big

name band spot, 35mm. shorts are shown,
all for one admission.

★

A NATURAL occurred in Tell

City, Ind.,

where the William Tell Theatre Company

Vol. 40, No. 13
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opened a house called the Swiss.

★

SOMETHING

DIFFERENT

in

the

extra

profits line may be added in an eastern
theatre when slot machines, approved by
the local solons, make their appearance.
The management will make no guarantee
of payoff, however.

★

“TEXAS,

BROOKLYN,

should

have

special

AND
appeal

HEAVEN”
for

Allied

leader Colonel H. A. Cole, who is now
prominent in Texas after having been born
in Brooklyn. The “heaven” portion, of the
title,

presumably

distant future.

will

apply

in

the

far

★

THE extra profits departments of

theatres

lost a natural tieup when Candy Toxton’s
name was changed to Susan Perry.

★
NOW that Leo

Durocher has shifted from

the Dodgers to the Giants, one short we
don’t expect to see reissued is “Brooklyn.
I

Love

You,”

which

him.

practically

starred

★

KEEPING

COOL

became

as

much

of

a

problem for managers as patrons in New
York

City, recently

when

the

engineers

who operate the air-conditioning systems
in

many theatres went

on

strike.

★
AN ENGLISH PRODUCTION COMPANY
had

considerable

trouble

with

a

parrot

used in a scene because it started to cry
“Cut” at the wrong time. Perhaps it was in
training to become an efficiency expert on
the coast.
—H. M. M.

N

V
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Thu Pressure Increases
This is THE time of the year when the first releases of the
1948-1949 season are announced, hut for the most part there has
heen little improvement in the way conditions are progressing
within the industry.
Practically vanished from industry custom is the all-in¬
clusive sales convention, once a distributor “must.” In its stead
come district meetings and regional confabs.
The pressures on the individual salesman are as never be¬
fore. He is meeting with his exhibitor customers at a time when
company profits are dwindling, and he is instructed to get top
dollar from his accounts.
Sales opposition from theatreinen is stiffening, largely be¬
cause th e exhibitor, too, feels the effect of the pinch of inflation on
his patrons’ pocketbooks.
And while the distributor needs more revenue, some continue
with practices which have always irritated their customers. One
method, for example, is to curb the hookings of older pictures and
repeats, in order to get their customers to buy faster, and to
date faster.
Then distributors, instead of trying to get what their product
is worth, point to the rentals received by other distributors, hardly
a logical way of selling.
More and more distributors will have to realize that if they
are to receive the high dollar they demand, the product will have
to earn it. Regardless of any revulsion to higher prices, the ex¬
hibitors well know that the distributor is generally in the driver’s
seat, and that try as they might to buck the ever rising terms,
in most cases they have to play along. However, this applies only
where the product is able to make a profit for a theatre.
What one company receives for its pictures has no connection
with what another distributor should get. The value of the mer¬
chandise is what should determine the deal, not what sales records
of other companies show.

Feature Article—
The Children’s Film Library Is A
Success .6, 7
1 n The Newsreels. 18
People. 16
Picture Page . 14
Production . 18
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. 16
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MRS.

MARJORIE

G.

DAWSON,

ASSOCIATE

DIRECTOR,

MPAA'S

COMMUNITY

RELATIONS

DEPARTMENT,

CONFERS

WITH

SECRETARY MURIEL WARD.

The Children’s Film Library Is A Success
Started About Two Years Ago,The Idea Has Won Endorsement From Many Units

K

home

mines the suitability of the film for kids

reason

generally. When the youngsters start wig¬

why they shouldn’t get special at¬

gling and squirming, the chances are that

IDS

get special

attention

and school, and

there’s

at
no

they don’t like what’s going on.

tention in the theatres. Recognizing this,

The

Eric A. Johnston, president, Motion Pic¬
ture

Association,

nearly

two

years

MPAA’s community

relations

de¬

partment, directed by Arthur DeBra, has

ago

the responsibility of developing this pro¬

initiated the Children’s Film Library.

gram, and it has done a fine job.

Through his cooperation with the Na¬

Favorable

tional Children’s Film Library Committee,

reaction

comes

in

not

only

composed of American organizations with

from women’s clubs, parent-teacher asso¬

a

ciations, etc., but also from city officials,

total

membership

of

women,

this

today services

theatres

with

library
over

about

160

10,000,000

motion

clergymen, and educators.

2500

The Library is first a reservoir of films

pictures

on

suitable for youngsters eight to 12.
A great deal of thought and effort was

which

exhibitors

may

draw

when

their regularly booked Saturday feature,

given to the project, and one of the high¬

or

lights turned out to be the “wiggle test,”

not available or desired.

an

acceptable

all-shorts

program,

is

a method of recording children’s reaction

The success of the Library is important

to films, developed by Marjorie G. Daw¬

beyond its forthright contribution

son, committee chairman.

making

Through

this

test,

when

a

film

is

screened, the interest or lack of it which
the

youngsters

show

accurately

deter-

The reaction of the children to various films
are studied closely, and here the kids definitely
look as though they're enjoying the picture.

of

happy

kids

and

to the

adult

cus¬

tomers of the future; it is important in the
goodwill it builds in the community now,
and can build in the future.

THE

EXHIBITOR

T

department,

Pictures for the Children's Film Library are first judged by an adult commit¬

talk over a few of the films for youngsters while looking at some files.

tee, then by the kids. Too much conversation may be boring the judges here.

The difference may be easily noted when the kids really enjoy the doings

Oh, oh, here's a spot that they don't like. The two down front definitely

on screen.

wish for something exciting. "Why don't they all stop talking so much."

Mrs.

Dawson

and Arthur

Now they

DeBra,

chief,

community

laugh hilariously at a

scene

The boys and girls talk the picture over afterwards.
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relations

right

up their alley.

Mrs. Dawson and Miss Ward find plenty of children who want to give their opinions on the production.
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TO A Warns Exhibs
On ASCAP Decision
New
York—Gael
Sullivan, executive
director, Theatre Owners of America, last
week released an analysis of the AldenRochelle, Inc.-ASCAP decision as follows:
“(1) The case does not eliminate the re¬
quirement of theatre operators’ paying for
performance rights. They will still have
to pay for them either as ‘additional film
rental,’ as pointed out by the court, or,
perhaps, to the individual composers,
authors and publishers. Any statements
to the contrary can be only misleading
and confusing.
“(2) Only the opinion of the court has
been rendered. The injunction has not
been issued, and probably will not be, at
least until court reconvenes in the fall.
Thereafter the parties will or will not
appeal.
“ (3) Exhibitors should not stop paying
ASCAP until such time as ASCAP is
finally enjoined from the collection of the
license fees or until the judgment becomes
final, unless, of course, the particular
theatre operator wishes to, and is able to,
negotiate individual, separate contracts
with composers, authors, and publishers.
“(4) The playing of musical composi¬
tions on your screen without a license is
a violation of the federal copyright law.
The money penalty for such violations
can be great. Exhibitors must take no
comfort in the fallacious premise that in¬
dividual copyright owners, on their own,
or through ASCAP, or through some other
organization will not police for copyright
violations and will, if detected, do nothing
about them. The amount to be paid is
comparatively small, and the dangers of
non-payment may be very substantial.
“(5) The next moves are up to the
court, and up to ASCAP. We shall keep
you fully informed. Until notified to the
contrary, you should continue meeting
your ASCAP obligations.”
Sullivan said: “It is not enough to have
a paper judgment. The ultimate value of
this decision will be in how much time
and money can be saved the exhibitor.
“The ASCAP decision promises neither.
Rather, it changes the method of col¬
lection that in the long pull can be more
costly than the current method of pay¬
ing for performance rights.
“The end result for the exhibitor can be
stated simply. ASCAP, by any other name
will cost the same, or more.”

Savini Buys Elliotts
New York—R. M. ‘Bob’ Savini, presi¬
dent, Astor Pictures, announced last week
the signing of a reissue distribution
deal for eight “Wild Bill” Elliott westerns.
The deal covers both 35mm. and 16mm.
rights for a seven-year period. They will
be put
into general
distribution in
September.

EXHIBITOR

Johnston Estimates
Heavy Foreign Drop
HOLLYWOOD — Eric A. Johnston,
president, MPAA and MPEA, esti¬
mated last week that American film
industry earnings for 1948 will drop to
about $70,000,000 as a result of the nar¬
rowing foreign market. Johnston, at a
press conference, also said that the fig¬
ure may drop still further to $50,-$60,000,000 in 1949.
Johnston hit the British quota, and
declared that it would be a mistake for
British productions to accept financing
from its government because it would
eventually lead to the government tak¬
ing over everything in production, in¬
cluding subject matter.

"Ruth" In Gala Bow
New York—In tribute to Babe Ruth,
and as a special salute to the world pre¬
miere of “The Babe Ruth Story” at the
Astor last week, Mayor William O’Dwyer
officially proclaimed “Babe Ruth Day,”
and read the proclamation to Ruth in the
theatre lobby prior to the start of the
show.
At the same time, Steve Broidy, presi¬
dent, Allied Artists, the company re¬
sponsible for bringing “The Babe Ruth
Story” to the screen, received a special
merit award from Phil Wilcox, director of
motion picture relations for Parents Mag¬
azine, the second time in 20 years that
such an award has been presented by
Parents magazine.
The entire event, attended by notables
from stage, screen, radio, and the sports
world, and civic and society leaders, was
covered, by television station WPIX,
WNYC and Bill Leonard’s show “This Is
New York,” broadcast over CBS. In addi¬
tion, the Armed Forces Radio and Press
Services recorded the festivities.

Selznick Tele To Begin
O. Selznick an¬
nounced last week that the Selznick Tele¬
vision Corporation will commence pro¬
duction on experimental television shows
within the next 60 days.
The first production will be known as
“The Selznick Test Stage,” and will deal
with a unique presentation of new talent
under contract, and under option, to the
Selznick Studio.
In charge of production of “The Selz¬
nick Test Stage” will be Cecil Barker
and Arthur Fellows. Barker, an assistant
to David O. Selznick, has been in New
York for the past four months investigat¬
ing and studying the latest technical de¬
velopments in television.
Officers of the Selznick Television Cor¬
poration are Milton A. Kramer, president;
Richard S. Greenlee, vice-president and
secretary, and Leonard R. Case, treasurer.
New

York—David

"Youth Month" Book Issued
New York—Prepared

George Seech Mourned
San Francisco—Funeral services were
held last week for George Robert Seech,
62, RKO salesman for 27 years. He died
at St. Luke’s Hospital from burns suffered
while he was repairing an auto. He is
survived by a son, daughter, four sisters,
and two brothers.

by MGM’s Ernest
Emerling, a 15-page campaign book for
exhibitors for the Charles P. Skouras
committee on the “Youth Month” drive
was issued last week. It is in two colors,
red and blue, and provides suggestions
on exploitation, publicity, etc., on the
drive which will be conducted in Septem¬
ber. Theatres enrolled in the drive will
receive copies.

"Babe Ruth” Hot
In B'way Opening
New York — Average grosses for this
time of year were reported by most of the
Broadway first-runs. According to usually
reliable sources reaching The Exhibitor,
the breakdown was as follows:

“KEY LARGO” (WB). Strand, with
stage show, claimed $36,000 for Friday
through Sunday, the third week heading
toward $72,000.
“DEEP WATERS” (20th-Fox). Globe
had $7,500 for the second and last week.
“THE STREET WITH NO NAME” (20thFox). Roxy, with stage show, hit $75,000
for Wednesday through Sunday, the third
and last week expected to top $95,000.
“THE
EMPEROR WALTZ”
(Para).
Radio City Music Hall, with stage show,
garnered $71,000 for Thursday through
Sunday, the seventh and last week bound
to hit $115,000.
“THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE” (UA).
Mayfair had $9,000 for the 10th and last
week.
“ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU” (MGM).
Capitol, with stage show, opened to $65,000
for Thursday through Sunday, with the
first week anticipated at $95,000.
“A FOREIGN AFFAIR” (Para.). Para¬
mount, with stage show, hit $53,000 for
the fifth and last week.
“SO EVIL MY LOVE” (Para.). Rivoli
claimed $32,000 for the third week.
“EASTER PARADE” (MGM). Loew’s
State reported $45,000 for the fifth week.
“ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
MEET
FRANKENSTEIN” (U-I). Criterion ex¬
pected $45,000 for the first week.
“THE BABE RUTH STORY” (AA).
Astor announced $49,000 for the opening
week.
The National Release Date Guide,
Which Is Always Found On the Inside
Back Cover Of This Publication, Is the
Most Authentic Service Of Its Kind.

20th-Fox Plugs Two
New York—The first of a series of spe¬
cial exploitation campaigns was inaugu¬
rated this week by 20th Century-Fox to
launch its “Star Month” designed to give
maximum publicity to the array of top
stars in two of its important feature re¬
leases for August, “That Lady In Ermine”
and “The Walls Of Jericho.”
Charles
Schlaifer, director of advertising and pub¬
licity, in announcing this special exploi¬
tation campaign, pointed out that the
August releases feature six top-ranking
Ffollywood stars and an impressive list of
supporting players.

Paramount Take Revealed
Washington—Figures
filed with the
Securities Exchange Commission revealed
last week that 92 per cent of Paramount’s
net profit in 1947 was made from the
company’s theatre interests.
Paramount’s wholly owned theatres re¬
turned $17,382,000, while affiliated units
came up with $8,608,000 in dividends. In
1946, theatres contributed only $8,309,000
toward a consolidated net take of $39,199,106, or 72 per cent.
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Golden Productions Presents, GUY MADISON, DIANA LYNN in‘'TEXAS, BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN”1
with JAMES DUNN, MICHAEL CHEKHOV, FLORENCE BATES, LIONEL STANDER.
Screenplay by Lewis Meltzer based on the Saturday Evening Post Story by Barry Benefreld.
Produced by Robert S. Golden. Directed by William Castle.

released thru UA
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III. Rogers Goal
Set At $100,000
Chicago—A $100,000 total is the goal of
a campaign being conducted among industryites of Illinois for the benefit of the
Will Rogers Memorial Sanitorium. The
enterprise was enthusiastically launched
at a luncheon attended by 50 leading
theatre owners, distributors, and exchange
men at the Blackstone Hotel. The lunch¬
eon check was picked up by Bob Mochrie,
RKO; Charles Reagan, Paramount, and
William Rodgers, MGM, vice-presidents
and sales managers of their respective
companies, who have conducted similar
benefit luncheons in several other large
cities, with more on their list.
The three executives said the institu¬
tion would have to close its doors on Nov.
1 unless funds are promptly provided to
meet an annual expense of $175,000.
Hal Stevens, Paramount exchange man¬
ager, was chosen general chairman. Jack
Kirsch, president, Allied Theatres of
Illinois, Inc., and Edward G. Zorn, presi¬
dent United Theatres of Illinois, were
selected to head the exhibitors.
Picked to represent the distributors are
Doc Banford, MGM division manager;
Tom Gilliam, 20th-Fox district manager,
and Harris Silverburg, National Screen
Service.
Through the efforts of Mochrie, Reagan,
and Rodgers, New York pledged to raise
between $125,000 and $150,000; Boston,
$60,000; Cleveland $50,000 to $75,000; Phila¬
delphia, $50,000, and New Haven, $10,000.
Mochrie, Reagan, and Rodgers said the
objective is permanent financing for the
sanitorium, and that it is the hope this
will be undertaken by Variety Clubs,
International.

New Houston Tent No. 34
Dallas—The

Variety Club tent operat¬
ing in Houston, Tex., as a branch of Dallas
Tent 17, last fortnight applied for its own
charter. The new tent, No. 34, will be
known as the Variety Club of Houston,
with its Chief Barker to be John Paul
Goodwin.
Other petitioners are Lou C. Baxley,
W. E. Bremer, Fred Cannata, Robert Z.
Glass, Jack Groves, A1 Lever, Mitchell M.
Lewis, A1 Mortensen, B. F. Orr, Sid Suhler, and Frank Wilkie. The tent’s main
charity will be Boys Harbor, a home dedi¬
cated to the care and rearing of under¬
privileged boys located on Galveston Bay,
Tex.

Wehrenberg Won't Run
St. Louis—Fred Wehrenberg announced
last week that he would not be a candi¬
date for reelection as president, MPTO of
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri, and South¬
ern Illinois.
In the notice of the Sept. 27 annual
convention, the current president stated:
“It is up to you to select a new presi¬
dent, as I positively will not be a candi¬
date for another term.”

III. Tax Move Delayed
III.—City Council last
week postponed action on a bill to impose
a three per cent admission tax. Another
meeting with Mayor John T. Connors and
exhibitors will be called by the Council
before final action.
East

St.

Louis,
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With Big Backlog,
U-l Shuts Studios_
HOLLYWOOD — Universal Pictures
Company, Inc. has the largest backlog
of completed major film productions in
its history, shooting schedules on 19
top productions having been finished,
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman, and
N. J. Blumberg, president, announced
last week as the company shut down
its studio for a five-week consolidated
vacation period. The company’s annual
production schedule calls for 24 pic¬
tures.
The company’s management had
planned the vacation shutdown many
months ago, and had arranged its pro¬
duction schedule so as to complete
shooting on the 19 pictures by Aug. 1,
with the final editing and cutting of
half a dozen of these films to be con¬
tinued during the vacation period,
Cowdin and Blumberg stated.
The Universal executives empha¬
sized that “These plans have nothing
whatever to do with current British
film quota restrictions, or in any man¬
ner influenced by them. The shutdown
was planned many months before the
quota was enacted.” Referring to a
statement attributed to Eric Johnston,
head, Motion Picture Producers Asso¬
ciation, linking the shutdown with the
British move to limit exhibition of
American films, they said that “Mr.
Johnston was either misquoted or mis¬
informed.”

"Souvenirs" Gets Tieup
New York—MGM last week completed
arrangements with the War Trophy Safety
Committee for a cooperative promotional
campaign on its John Nesbitt Passing
Parade
short subject, “Souvenirs Of
Death,” which dramatizes the dangers
inherent in the weapons of World War II
brought home by thousands of GI’s as
souvenirs.
The War Trophy Safety Committee,
organized by the Army, Navy, Air Force,
Treasury Department, and National Rifle
Association, assists the public in the cam¬
paign to reduce the great number of
deaths caused by these weapons.
State
chairmen
of the
committee
throughout the country will cooperate
with theatres showing “Souvenirs Of
Death” by offering special lobby displays,
speakers, literature, etc.

Mexican Move Hurts
Mexico City—American film companies
last week looked upon the devaluation
of the Mexican peso as a sharp blow, and
planned to absorb its effects by cutting on
overhead costs. Financial circles believe
that the peso will settle at 15 cents to the
U. S. dollar, compared to 20 cents previ¬
ously, in which case earnings of the com¬
panies will drop about 25 per cent in terms
of dollars unless expenses can be cut.

SG Holds Eastern Meet
New York—Screen Guild held a regional
sales
meeting of all its eastern ex¬
changes at the Warwick Hotel last week.
Franchise
holders
from
Philadelphia,
Washington, Boston, Buffalo, and Albany
attended. Arthur Greenblatt presided, and
announced the coming season’s program.

PCCITO Watching
ASCAP Appeal
Los Angeles — The trustees of the
PCCITO through their attorney, Robert
W. Graham, of Seattle, announced last
week that the PCCITO would again par¬
ticipate in any appeal from the decision
of Federal Judge Vincent Leibell, South¬
ern District of New York, handed down
against ASCAP. Graham filed an amicus
curiae brief on behalf of the PCCITO
with Judge Leibell at the conclusion of
the New York trial this spring.
In a letter to Robert H. Poole, executive
secretary, PCCITO, Los Angeles, Graham
stated:
“We are, of course, gratified that Judge
Leibell has given voice to the views ex¬
pressed in the briefs filed by the plaintiffs
and ourselves in this litigation. Although
Judge Leibell did not award monetary
damages to the plaintiffs, it is obvious that
the decision which holds that the exaction
of ASCAP license fees from exhibitors
constitutes a violation of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act is going to be of far-reach¬
ing importance in determining the future
relationships of all independent exhibitors
to ASCAP.
“In accordance with your instructions,
we recently conferred with Milton C.
Weisman, attorney for the plaintiffs in
New York, prior to Judge Leibell’s de¬
cision, and we are preparing to participate
in the appeal of this case which ASCAP
has announced it will take.”
Graham indicated that he would give
Judge Leibell’s opinion further study be¬
fore advising the membership of PCCITO
regarding the status of their existing
license fees with ASCAP.

Santana Reveals Plans
Hollywood—Further plans of Santana
Productions were revealed last week. San¬
tana was formed by Humphrey Bogart
and A. Morgan Maree, Jr., after the death
of Mark Hellinger and the dissolution of
his Mark Hellinger Productions. Bogart
and Maree had been in the Hellinger
partnership, and inherited some of the
properties of the earlier company, among
them the current Santana production for
Columbia, “Knock On Any Door,” starring
Bogart.
The Santana company is now composed
of Bogart as president, Maree as secre¬
tary-treasurer, and Robert Lord as vicepresident in charge of production.
This first Santana picture is adapted
from the best selling novel, “Knock On
Any Door,” by Willard Motley, and the
script is by Dan Taradash. Associate pro¬
ducer is Henry S. Kesler.

TOA Launches Survey
New
York—Gael
Sullivan, executive
director of Theatre Owners of America,
disclosed last week that the organiza¬
tion is launching a nationwide survey of
the exhibitors’ position to taxation. Sulli¬
van, pointing out that state and municipal
legislators would be aiming for the indus¬
try as a source of revenue, said that ex¬
hibitors would do well to band together
in advance to meet the threat.
The policy of the TOA will be to face
legislative threats on a local level without
intervention of the national organization.
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Ohio Exhibitor
Sues Schine Group
O.—A $345,000 anti-trust suit
was filed in federal court by Emerson W.
Long, Cadiz, O., theatre operator, against
the Schine Theatre Circuit, alleging busi¬
ness damages sustained by him from Jan.
1, 1935 to Jan. 1, 1941. The complaint
states that because of exertion of buying
power by the Schine Circuit, the Me¬
morial, operated by the plaintiff at Mount
Vernon, O., was prevented from licensing
suitable films, during that period.
It is further averred in the complaint
that Schine reopened a closed house, the
Lyric, as soon as Long began operation of
the Memorial, and attempted to get the
Memorial lease away from him for the
purpose of closing the theatre.
Charge is also made in the complaint
that efforts of the Schine Circuit to stifle
competition in Mount Vernon was part
of a scheme to monopolize motion picture
exhibition in all towns in which the
circuit operated.
Attorneys for Long are Birney Pettay,
Cadiz, and Seymour Simon, Chicago.
Columbus,

"Carmen" Premieres Set
New York—Columbia last week
an¬
nounced four of approximately six pre¬
release openings for “The Loves Of Car¬
men.” The Technicolor Rita HayworthGlenn Ford starrer, directed by Charles
Vidor, will be released nationally later
in the year.
The film will open in Cincinnati at the
Palace or Albee on Sept. 15 or 22; in Los
Angeles at the Hill Street and Pantages,
on Sept. 15 or 22; in Buffalo at the Lafay¬
ette on Sept. 22, and in Houston, Tex., at
the Metropolitan on Sept. 23.

L. A. Steinhardt Feted
New York—Top administrative execu¬
tives of the film industry met last week at
a luncheon given at the Harvard Club, in
honor of Laurence A. Steinhardt, U. S.
ambassador to Czechoslovakia. The am¬
bassador, introduced by Francis S. Har¬
mon, MPEA vice-president, spoke inform¬
ally of conditions in Czechoslovakia, and
commented at some length on aspects of
public reaction in that country to Amer¬
ican motion pictures.

Kansas Floods Hurt
Kansas City — Floods in southeastern
Kansas caused further trouble last fort¬
night although subsiding in other flooded
spots of the state. The Dickinson Circuit’s
Plaza, Burlington, reopened after a week’s
closing. Exihibitors Film Delivery made
wide detours to reach some towns, and a
boatman was sent from the Osa, Osawatomie, over flooded fields to meet a
print truck coming from Paola.

RKO Files Chi. Appeal
Chicago—An appeal from Federal Judge
Igoe’s judgment of contempt against RKO
in the Jackson Park case was filed in U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals by attorney
Miles K. Seeley.
The defense contends the Palace and
Grand are not owned or operated by RKO,
and, therefore, neither the corporation nor
these theatres come under the purview of
the Jackson Park decree.
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"Youth Month" Gets
Plentiful Support
NEW YORK — “Youth Month” has
received fresh impetus from several
quarters, it was announced last week
by Charles P. Skouras, national chair¬
man, TOA’s “Youth Month” Com¬
mittee.
Advertising Council, Inc., is prepar¬
ing a special advertisement which will
be distributed to newspapers through¬
out the nation, and will further gear
up its radio support through special
handling. Also in the field of radio,
“Dr. I Q”, through the Grant Advertis¬
ing Agency, will stress “Youth Month”
in his September programs, and the
Ted Malone—Westinghouse program is
making arrangements to salute the
campaign on or about Sept. 20.
More than 1,800 daily newspapers
and 1,000 weeklies will be contacted
next week by Buell Hudson, publisher,
The Woonsocket, R. I., Call, and chair¬
man, press committee, who will urge
their cooperation with “Youth Month”,
and furnish them with background in¬
formation. Sammy Kaye and his or¬
chestra
volunteered to
score the
“Youth Month” song, “I Am The You
In The U. S. A.!”, for the “Salute To
Youth” trailer, 2,000 prints of which
will be distributed free by National
Screen Service on booking arrange¬
ments set up between exhibitors and
their state chairman.
All National Screen Service ex¬
changes now have campaign books on
hand, and gratis lobby hangers will
reach the same exchanges on Aug. 9.

Film Classics Meets
New
York — With
Joseph Bernhard,
president, Cinecolor and Film Classics,
and Bernard G. Kranze, vice-president
and sales manager, presiding, Film Classics
held its first national sales meeting here
last weekend.

Branch managers, division heads, for¬
eign representatives, home office execu¬
tives and guests saw “Sofia” and “Miracu¬
lous Journey,” Film Classics’ first two new
Cinecolor specials, scheduled for early
release.
Delegates attending were branch man¬
agers Ralph McCoy, Atlanta; Nat Beier,
Boston; Joseph Miller, Buffalo; B. A.
Slaughter, Jr., Charlotte; Edward Spiers,
Chicago; Leavitt Bugie, Cincinnati; San¬
ford Gottlieb, Cleveland; Ralph Peckham,
Dallas; Tom Bailey, Denver;
George
Lefko, Detroit; Sam Abrams, Indianapolis;
Leslie F. Durland, Kansas City; Robert P.
Abelson, Los Angeles, and R. M. Ham¬
mond, Jr., Memphis.
Also, Max Mazur, Milwaukee; Richard
Stahl, Minneapolis; John McKenna, New
York, and Harry Decker and Bob Bernhard, New York exchange salesmen; Sol
Reif, Omaha; Morton Magill, Philadelphia;
Hyman
Wheeler,
Pittsburgh;
William
Shartin, Portland, also district manager,
Portland-Seattle territory; D. J. Edele,
St. Louis; Sam Sobel, San Francisco, and
Max Cohen, Washington, D. C.
Attending division managers were: Jake
Lutzer, southern; Max Roth, midwestern;
Samuel Wheeler, western, and George
Waldman, New York metropolitan dis¬
trict manager.

NY State Exhibitors
Confer On Problems
New York—The organization of a joint
effort on behalf of the Will Rogers Me¬
morial Hospital was discussed by the
presidents and representatives of four
New York exhibitor organizations which
met last fortnight at the Lake Placid
summer lodge of Fred J. Schwartz, presi¬
dent, Metropolitan Motion Picture The¬
atres Association. The meeting was called
to discuss a plan to unify a New York
State exhibitor public relations policy.
Schwartz was pleased with the meeting,
which he called “most worth while” in
that all attending agreed on “a united
front of New York State exhibitors in
public relations and other matters of
common interest to motion picture ex¬
hibitors.”
Attending were Merrit A. Kyser, presi¬
dent, MPTO of New York; George J.
Gammel, Buffalo; Harry Lamont, Albany
TOA chief; Charles A. Smakwitz, Albany;
John W. Gardner, Schenectady; Saul J.
Ullman, Fabian Circuit; Leonard L. Ros¬
enthal, Albany TOA, and, from New York
City, Murray I. Gurfein, MMPTA; Gael
Sullivan, TOA executive director, and
D. John Phillips, MMPTA.
The conference was considered success¬
ful in every respect.

Distinguished Sets List
New York—Distinguished Films, Inc.,
announced last week that it will distribute
12 new foreign films in the United States
in the coming year, including nine French,
one Hungarian, one Italian, and one
British picture.
The French films are “Dangerous,” di¬
rected by G. W. Pabst; “An Only Love,”
“Wrath Of God,” “Hoboes In Paradise,”
“Vautrin,” “The Wicked Duchess,” “Sav¬
age Brigade,” “You Don’t Die That Way,”
and “Fury In The Desert.” The Italian
film, singled out as a “special production,”
is “Four Steps In The Clouds.” The Hun¬
garian film is “Passionate Spring,” and
the British representative is “Quiet Week¬
end.”
Distinguished is also readying “Confes¬
sions Of A Rogue,” “Passionnelle,” and
“Lysistrata” for national distribution.

Kansas Meeting Advanced
1948 convention of
KMTA has been advanced from Oct. 4-5
to Sept. 28-29, at the Muhlebach Hotel
here, it was announced last week.
Reason is to allow the attendance of
TOA President Ted Gamble and general
counsel Herman Levy, who had conflicting
appointments on the original dates. Cochairmen for the convention are Glen
Hall, Virgil Harbison, and Dale Danielson,
while Frank Plumblee, Robert Shelton,
George Baker, and Sam Agend will assist.
Details will be worked out on Aug. 19
by the directors.
Kansas

City—The

Arnold Jacobs Named
New York—Arnold Jacobs, in charge of
Siritzky International’s New York offices,
was last week appointed general manager
of the Siritzky Circuit, the Majestic,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; the Ambassador, Elysee,
and the Golden, New York City, and the
Old South, Boston.
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"THE BABE RUTH STORY" BOWS IN NEW YORK; RKO HOLDS SOUTHERN MEETING

The gent in the above photo is James L. Shute, who
was recently promoted to the position of assistant
producer, "The March of Time", by the producer of
the world-famous series, Richard de Rochemont. These
two-reelers, covering vital current topics, are distri¬
buted throughout the country by 20th Century-Fox.

Attending the recent RKO zone meeting in New Orleans, presided over by vice-president Robert Mochrie, were,
clockwise: Dave Prince, southeast district manager; Hubert Lyons, local branch manager; Ira Stone, Atlanta
sales manager; Doug Desch, Dallas sales manager; Rovy Branon, Charlotte branch manager; R. V. Reagin,
Memphis exchange head; Sol Sachs, Dallas branch manager; Fred Ford, field man; Charles Boasberg, north-south
division manager; Mochrie, A. A. Schubart, Sid Kramer, home office; Carl Peppercorn, assistant to Boasberg;
Rogers lamantia. New Orleans; Ralph Williams, Oklahoma City, and Ben Y. Cammack, district manager.

Mid-western winners in the "Miss Mermaid" contest
are shown recently enroute to Atlantic City for the
final judging in connection with the world premiere
of Universal-International's "Mr. Peabody and the
Mermaid", which was scheduled for the Hollywood.

Ned Depinet, RKO executive vice-president, recently presented a 16mm. Ampro sound projector to the Unitarian
Church, Erie, Pa., in commemoration of his father, who was a charter member of the church. The gift was
bestowed during the congregation's 50th anniversary, and proved a really welcome addition to church facilities.
Inspecting the new equipment are Rev. Russell R. Bletzer, minister; Mrs. C. H. Lynch, and H. J. Lynch, of the
Camera Shop. Lynch is pointing out the various parts of the projector, explaining its operation to Rev. Bletzer.

Ingrid Bergman set a new style trend with her "Joan of Arc" hair-do when she
recently met Parisian film critics during a visit. Elias Lapinere, RKO European
ad-publicily director, is in the background. RKO's "Joan of Arc'', was discussed.

Paul Terry, producer of the popular Terrytoon shorts released by 20th CenturyFox, is shown on his recent arrival in Paris with Mrs. Terry and daughter Patricia.
Also on Terry's itinerary were stops in Italy and Swtizerland, as well as France.

Preceding a sneak preview of Allied Artists "The Babe Ruth Story", George T.
Ruppert was recently host at a press dinner which was held at the Ruppert
Brewery, New York. Shown from left to right at the festivities are: Steve Broidy,

Allied Artists president; Toots Shor, host to the celebrity world; Broidy, Ruppert,
Brewery president; and Gotham pundits Rose Pelswick, The Journal American;
A. Winsten, Post; C. Ager, Star; A. Cook, World Telegram, and T. Thirer, Post.
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PEOPLE
Dudelson has been
named Cincinnati branch manager for
Eagle Lion Films, it was announced last
week by William J. Heineman, vicepresident in charge of distribution. Dudel¬
son, who entered the industry in 1925 as
United Artists booker in the Cleveland
exchange, has remained with that com¬
pany in progressively more important dis¬
tribution posts ever since that time. Early
in 1948 he was appointed Cleveland branch
manager, which post he resigned to accept
the Eagle Lion spot.
New
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Alarm Evidenced
On British Loan

York—Harris

New
York—Eric
Johnston, president,
Motion Picture Association of America,
revealed last week the transfer of Stephen
S. Jackson from the local staff of the
Production Code Authority to a new post
as legal adviser in the local headquarters
of the Association. Jackson, a former judge
of Domestic Relations Court in New York,
joined the MPAA in April, 1947, and be¬
came chief assistant to Joseph I. Breen,
administrator, purity code.
Cleveland—William M. “Bill” Levy has
been appointed United Artists branch
manager in Cleveland, succeeding Harris
Dudelson, resigned, it was announced
last week by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., execu¬
tive assistant to the president. Prior to
his Cleveland appointment, Levy was
foreign division manager for United Art¬
ists in Europe and the Near East from
1945 to 1947 when he resigned his post to
take up sales duties in the home office.
New York—Isidor Rosenfeld has been
named supervisor for the Selznick Releas¬
ing Organization in the South American
countries of Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay,
Paraguay, and Chile, with headquarters
in Buenos Aires, it was announced last
week by Milton A. Kramer, SRO board
chairman. He will work under the direc¬
tion of Manny Reiner, managing director
for SRO in Latin America.
New York—The appointment of Robert
R. Richardson to be Eagle Lion’s Cleve¬
land branch manager, replacing Mark
Goldman, resigned, was announced last
week by William J. Heineman, vice-presi¬
dent in charge of distribution.
Albany—The Schine Circuit last week
upped Lou Hart from Gloversville district
manager to northern New York zone

HOLLYWOOD—Film executives last
week viewed the establishment by the
British Government of a Film Finance
Corporation as a direct and serious
threat to American film production in
England.
The plan, under which FFC would
back inde British producers with
$20,000,000, was disclosed in Parlia¬
ment by Harold Wilson, president,
Board of Trade, in conjunction with
Sir Stafford Cripps, Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
The film men here pointed out that
an increase in British production
would put a premium upon existing
studio space.
manager, Watertown, N. Y. He succeeds
Harold Slither, promoted to zone manager
at Lexington, Ky.
New York—The

appointment of Lowell
Calvert as eastern representative for
James Nasser productions was announced
last week by the Hollywood producer.
Calvert also represents Samuel Bischoff’s
Regal Films.
Atlanta — Merritt
Davis,
appointed
branch manager of Republic’s Atlanta
branch, assumed his post on Aug. 2. Davis
succeeds James E. Hobbs, resigned.

Minneapolis Clearance Shifts
Minneapolis—It was learned last week
that 20th Century-Fox and MGM have
offered earlier runs to 23 theatres in the
Twin Cities on a 28-day break, 42- and
49-day breaks. Negotiations will be held
to determine the runs.
The earlier 28-day run was offered by
20th-Fox to three houses in Minneapolis,
Metro offering the same to two houses
pending the choice of a third in north
Minneapolis and 20th-Fox advanced avail¬
ability to two St. Paul theatres from
56 and 49 days to 35, while five others
moved up from 56 to 42.
Eight theatres in Minneapolis were
offered the 42-day break, and three others
49-day breaks from their former 56. The
42-day availability for suburban St. Louis
Park, Hopkins, and Richfield will not be
changed.
When its new schedule is completed,
MGM will establish 10 42-day clearances.
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New York—The sale of television and
radio equipment during the first quarter
of 1948 exceeded 40 millions, according to
the Radio Manufacturers Association. The
sale of video transmitting was over a
million and a half, and the production
of cathode ray tubes soared considerably
over last year. The first quarter output
of 170,430 was more than three times the
production of the first quarter of 1947.

The Don Lee broadcasting system in
Hollywood and The Los Angeles Exam¬
iner have entered into a long-term agree¬
ment for a cooperative venture in the
production of television programs on Don
Lee’s video outlet, KTSL.
The television box-score as of July 19
had 28 stations operating, 81 CP’s granted,
and 298 applications pending.

A new five-kilowatt transmitter and
special antenna have been purchased by
WCBS-TV, which will enable the station
to radiate maximum signal permissible
under the FCC, it was announced last
week. According to station officials, the
new transmitter will enable viewers to
obtain better pictures, interference will be
materially reduced, and signal range will
be expanded.
Robert
E. Kintner, executive vicepresident, announced last week that ABC’s
new video studios in New York will be
located in a building providing two million
cubic feet of usable space, and occupying
the width of an entire city block between
66th and 67th Streets. WJZ-TV is sched¬
uled to begin operations on Aug. 10, with
the new studios ready for use before the
year’s end.

WABD, the pioneer video
outlet of Du Mont Television network,
are now being reequipped and refurbished
at a cost in excess of $125,000, according to
Leonard Hole, general manager.
Studios

of

International

Television

Corporation

is offering 300,000 shares of common capi¬
tal stock at $1.00 per share through Henry
P. Rosenfeld Company. The company was
organized by John B. Milliken, who, in
1939, founded, and was first president of,
United States Television Manufacturing
Corporation. Willard R. Rich, vice-presi¬
dent and director, ITC, was formerly vicepresident^ Telicor Corporation, manufac¬
turers of large screen television receivers,
and vice-president and director, IntraVideo Corporation of America, manufac¬
turers of Intra-Video Corporation of
America, manufacturers of a multiple an¬
tenna system. John R. Finegan will be
secretary-treasurer and director.
Edmund
Chester,
director, shortwave
broadcasting and Latin American Affairs
for CBS since 1940, was last week ap¬
pointed director of news, special events,
and sports for the CBS television network.
A veteran newsman, Chester is former
chief of Associated Press’ Latin American
department.
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Conciliation Plan
Up At Indiana Meet
French Lick, Ind.—Some 100 exhibitors
attending the annual convention of the
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana at
the French Lick Springs Hotel last week
heard Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox gen¬
eral sales manager, speak on the Minne¬
apolis conciliation plan, and assert that
“the failure of conciliation and mediation
plans in the past has been due to the fact
that they were conceived on a national
basis.”
Smith said that both he and President
Spyros P. Skouras agreed that the exhibi¬
tor and distributor should take “inventory
of their efforts, and change their views and
actions.” He declared that “liberation from
court attacks and other agitation could en¬
hance the value and purpose of the screen.”
ATOI decided to take time to study the
plan before accepting or rejecting.
North Central Allied and 20th-Fox “are
agreed that the committee will not hear
complaints or grievances of a purely per¬
sonal or private nature,” Smith said, “nor
will it attempt in any manner to negotiate
contracts for any exhibitors. Otherwise it
will hear all complaints without restric¬
tion.”
Ben Berger, North Central Allied head,
told of the experience of his organization
during the short operation of the Minne¬
apolis conciliation plan, and said that no
complaints had been filed yet. A lively
discussion between Smith and the mem¬
bers was held, with the sales chief answer¬
ing all general complaints on any phase of
his company’s policy in Indiana.
The board of directors of ATOI voted
unanimously that the unit would extend
an invitation to the National Caravan Com¬
mittee and National Allied to locate the
Caravan headquarters in Indianapolis.
Although the service has been handled by
the eastern Pennsylvania unit, it was felt
here that expansion of Allied, particularly
the formation of a number of new groups
in the west and central south sections,
made it more practical for a change in
location. If approved, there would be no
change in policy or personnel.
Bill Carroll, ATOI executive secretary,
discussed the coming session of the state
legislature. The most important problem,
as pointed out by Carroll, will be permis¬
sive legislation that would allow the levy¬
ing of amusement or admission taxes at
local levels.
William Ainsworth, Allied president,
also spoke, pointing out the fine coopera¬
tion between Allied and its units. He also
touched on plans for the national conven¬
tion in New Orleans on Nov. 30-Dec. 2.
He said that Indiana’s arrangements for
a special train would insure the largest
turn-out of hoosiers ever to attend a
national Allied convention.
Trueman T. Rembusch, ATOI prexy,
told of successful negotiations with In¬
diana Film Transit for a 25 per cent cut
in film hauling rates.
Smith was accompanied by Sam Shain,
20th-Fox director of exhibitor and public
relations. Other guests were Dave Palfreyman, MPAA; H. M. Richey, MGM;
Pete Wood, Ohio exhibitor chief; • Irving
M'andel, Irving Mack, W. Hardy Hendren,
and Carl Shalit. Richey, Metro exhibitor
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President's Speech
Televised In N. Y. House
NEW YORK — President Truman’s
speech to Congress was presented in its
entirety on the Paramount screen last
week simultaneously with its delivery.
The pooled television facilities were
utilized.
An aide announced the speech’s
showing for a short period before its
commencement, and no advance in
admission was charged.

N. Y. Strike Settled
New York—The five-day strike of airconditioning engineers against more than
83 Loew’s and RKO Theatres in New York
City and Westchester County was settled
last week. The strike was called by Local
3G, International Union of Operating Engi¬
neers, against all Broadway and neigh¬
borhood theatres except Radio City Music
Hall. The union demanded a one-year
contract with a straight 15 per cent in¬
crease. The theatres’ committee offered
12y2 per cent with a two-year contract.
The Music Hall, Roxy, Strand, Paramount,
Astor, and Winter Garden settled the same
day, with a proviso that they would be
called upon to pay the increase event¬
ually agreed upon by the circuits.
The agreement finally reached calls for
a two-year contract with an increase of
10 per cent in the neighborhoods and 15
per cent on Broadway for one year, with
the second year subject to further nego¬
tiations.

Companies Qualify For Award
New York—From the more than 4,000
corporation
annual
reports
submitted
from all over the country for consideration
in the eighth annual survey conducted by
Weston Smith, Financial World, eight film
companies last fortnight qualified for
“Highest Merit Award” citations: Colum¬
bia, Walt Disney, Monogram, Paramount,
Pathe Industries, Inc., RKO, Republic, and
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
The 1947 stockholder reports of these
companies are candidates for the final
judging, and one will be selected as the
“Best of the Motion Picture Industry,”
and awarded the bronze “Oscar of Indus¬
try” trophy at the Financial World Annual
Report Awards Banquet in the Grand
Ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania on
Oct. 21. A year ago, the 1946 annual report
of Universal Pictures Company, Inc., was
judged best of this industrial classifica¬
tion.
relations head, who was scheduled to
speak on conciliation, cancelled his pre¬
pared speech, and spoke generally.

Here's positive proof that
Popsit Plus costs less than
substitutes — judged by final
results. Tests by a leading
agricultural college reveal
that Popsit Plus liquid season¬
ing (1) pops more corn by
volume (2) leaves fewer duds
(3) gives corn the flavor your
customers demand.
That's why Popsit Plus costs less. It gives you
more for your money than so*called cheaper
substitutes. Avoid substitutes and save money.

THE SCORE BOARD
(In this department will be found a
rating of pictures screened by Warners
MGM, Paramount, RKO, and 20th CenturyFox under the decree. Complete reviews
appear in The Pink Section.—Ed.)
RKO
“Good Sam”—Headed for the better
money.
WB
“Embraceable You”—Fair program.

means profit plus

Simonin of Philadelphia
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEWSREELS
In All Five:

Philadelphia:
vention.

Progressive

Party

con¬

In Addition to the Above:

(Vol. 31, No. 60) Wash¬
ington: General Clay reports. Pawling,
N. Y.: Governor Dewey in conferences.
U.S.: Greatest airship. Stone Mountain,
Ga.: Ku Klux Klan. Minneapolis: Water
spectacle (Minneapolis only). Ohio: Killer
admits mass slaying.
News of the Day (Vol. XIX, No. 294)
Washington: General Clay reports. Stone
Mountain, Ga.: Ku Klux Klan. Boston:
Soviet refugees. U.S.: Greatest airship.
London: U.S. Olympic team hailed.
Paramount
News
(No.
97) London:
U.S. Olympic team hailed. Pawling, N. Y.:
Governor Dewey in conferences. Minne¬
apolis: Water spectacle.
Universal Newsreel (Vol. 21, No. 164)
Washington: General Clay reports. U.S.:
Greatest airship. Boston: Soviet refugees.
Vatican City: Pope sees war kiddies. Los
Angeles: Abbott and Costello greet contest
winner. Minneapolis:
Water spectacle.
Washington: Jet plane display.
Warner Pathe News (Vol. 19, No. 99)
Stone Mountain, Ga.: Ku Klux Klan.
Newark: B-25 crash. U.S.: Greatest air¬
ship.
Washington:
Jet plane display.
Washington: General Clay reports. Min¬
neapolis: Water spectacle.
Telenews Digest (Vol. 11, No. 9) Phila¬
delphia:
Progressive
Party
founded.
Georgia:
Masked Klansmen meet on
Stone Mountain. New York City: Police
break narcotics rings. Germany: Berlin
battles Red blockade. Poland: War Crim¬
inal Albert Forster convicted. Mexico:
U.S. condemned in air tragedy. England:
Atom research at Harwell. Massachusetts:
“Master cell” puzzles science, is applauded
by farmers. England: Olympic stars arrive
in country.
Movietone News

ARBITRATION
Boston
In the matter of arbitration between
R & W Theatres, Inc., and the five majors
and Haverhill (Mass.) Operating Corpora¬
tion, the arbitrator last week handed down
the following decision: with respect to
clearances granted to the Strand and Pre¬
mier, Newburyport, Mass., over the Strand,
Amesbury, Mass., the demand for arbi¬
tration is dismissed; the maximum clear¬
ance of the Paramount and Colonial, Haverville, over the Strand, Amesbury, which
may be granted in licenses hereafter en¬
tered into by the five majors shall be one
day, and costs were equally assessed.
To Keep Up With the Latest Develop¬
ments In Television, Read the Regular
Column Appearing in The Exhibitor.
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RKO Conclaves End
San Francisco—The fifth and final in a
series of RKO zone meetings was con¬
cluded last week at the St. Francis Hotel.
The three-day conclave was presided over
by Robert Mochrie, vice-president in
charge of domestic distribution, with em¬
phasis on showmanship. Harry J. Michalson, short subject sales manager, spoke
of the ever increasing need of short sub¬
jects. Walter E. Branson, western division
sales manager, addressed the meeting, fol¬
lowing which the delegates attended a
showing of “Return Of The Badmen” at
the Golden Gate.
A separate meeting was held by J. H.
MacIntyre, western district manager, at¬
tended by branch managers Harry Cohen,
Los Angeles; Joseph Smith, San Fran¬
cisco; Ed Lamb, Seattle, and Dick Lange,
Portland. A1 Kolitz, Rocky Mountain dis¬
trict manager, also conducted a meeting
with branch managers Giff Davison, Salt
Lake City, and Joe Emerson, Denver, in
attendance.

U. S. Films At Festival
New York — American motion picture
companies have entered seven feature
films in the 1948 Venice Film Festival,
according to word received last week from
the Paris office of the Motion Picture As¬
sociation of America.
The pictures are Walt Disney’s “Melody
Time,” MGM’s “National Velvet, ’ Para¬
mount’s “The Big Clock,” RKO’s “The
Fugitive,” 20th Century-Fox’s “Gentle¬
man’s Agreement,” UI’s “A Double Life,”
and Warners’ “Treasure Of Sierra Madre.”
The Festival, Aug. 19-Sept. 4, is under
the auspices of the Italian Government
and the International Exhibition of Cine¬
matographic Art of the Biennale of Venice,
in cooperation with the Italian Motion
Picture Technical Association.

Flexer Reacquires Houses
Memphis—Dave

Flexer, Flexer Theatres,
announced last week that the buying and
booking arrangement for his theatres,
assumed by M. A. Lightman and his asso¬
ciates, several months ago, has been dis¬
continued, and the local Flexer office at
the Ritz, is now handling the booking for
the Peabody and Ritz, Memphis; the
Strand and Varsity, Amory, Miss.; the Ritz
and Magnolia, New Albany, Miss., and the
Tower, Sardis, Miss. The Flexer driveins were not involved in the deal.
The minor interest acquired by Lightman and Associates at the time of the
booking arrangement, was scheduled to be
dissolved on Aug. 1.
The Trade Screening Guide Is A
Regular Feature Of This Publication.

TRADE SCREENINGS
MGM — “A Southern Yankee”
(Red
Skelton, Brian Donlevy, Arlene Dahl), in
all exchange centers on Aug. 5; “Julia
Misbehaves” (Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford), in all exchange
centers on Aug. 12.
Warners — “Two
Guys From Texas”
(Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Dorothy
Malone), (Technicolor) in all exchange
centers on Aug. 9.

PRODUCTION
Hollywood—Monogram’s next musical
western, “The Rangers Ride,” went before
the cameras. . . . Future plans of United
Artists producer James Nasser include
two films, “Joe Macbeth,” from a Philip
Yordan story, with Lew Ayres and
Audrey Totter set for the lead roles, and
“Caesar The Great.” Lloyd Bacon will meg
both pictures. . . . Cathy O’Donnell, re¬
cently let out of her contract by Samuel
Goldwyn, was inked to a long-term pact
by David O. Selznick, and makes her
SRO debut in “The Greatest Show On
Earth.”
Republic will film “The Missourians,”
yarn concerning the exploits of Frank
and Jesse James, with William Elliott and
Forrest Tucker playing the desperado
roles. . . . After completing his role in
Paramount’s “The Heiress,” Montgomery
Clift plans to appear in the Broadway
dramatization of the best-seller, “The
Naked And The Dead.” . . . The construc¬
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway
through the Canadian Rockies will be
the theme of 20th Century-Fox’s “Can¬
adian Pacific,” with Randolph Scott in the
top role.
Humphrey Bogart’s leading lady in Co¬
lumbia’s “Knock On Any Door” will be
Susan Perry, noted cover girl. . . . Dennis
Morgan, Jack Carson, and Doris Day
started work on Warners’ “Two Guys And
A Gal.” ... A featured role in Para¬
mount’s “Samson And Delilah” went to
George Sanders. . . . “Stagecoach Kid,”
RKO western, starring Tim Holt, was
pushed back to a late August starting
date. . . . “Into The Night” is prepping at
Warners, with Anthony Veiller reining,
and collaborating on the screenplay.

No Cuts For “Hamlet"
Boston—It was announced last week
that contrary to previous reports, “Ham¬
let” will not be censored here.
The film production has been approved
by both the Massachusetts State Police
Department, which has censorship powers
over Sunday showings, and the Boston
City Censor, who passes on weekday
showings.
“Hamlet” will be exhibited beginning
on Aug. 18, in the exact form in which it
was completed by Laurence Olivier.

Trotta-Hall
New York—Maria Vincenza Trctta, 20year-old daughter of Vincent Trotta,
National Screen Service art director, last
week became engaged to Harold Douglas
Hall, Rossville, Ga., a classmate at Tennessee-Wesleyan College, Athens, Tenn.,
from which the couple were graduated in
June of this year.
The wedding will take place in Flush¬
ing, L. I., in late summer.
Hall is a navy veteran wounded in the
South Pacific.

Allied Meets In September
Minneapolis—Ben Berger, North Cen¬
tral Allied president, revealed last week
that National Allied’s board will meet in
September, with the Smith-Berger con¬
ciliation plan to come in for heavy dis¬
cussion.
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The Editor Speaks
RKO’s eruption had barely subsided
when MGM proudly announced that Dore
Schary had been wooed to Metro’s ivory
towers.
Some sages around
town compared this
event with the re¬
cruiting, years ago,
of the late and mem¬
orable Irving Thalberg.

Paul Manning

One lone column¬
ist, however, noted
particularly for her
peculiar
hats
and
caustic
quill,
has
violently asserted,
via ker widely syn¬

dicated scribblings, that this comparison
of Schary to Thalberg has caused her
blood pressure to rise.
Be that as it may, at a time like this,
with the entire industry valiantly weath¬
ering a crucial period, purely personal
opinions read by millions of movie-going
Americans may well be considered an
extreme disservice to the film industry.
Thalberg and Schary came up the lad¬
der the hard way.
Both men earned for themselves the
plaudits of the industry by devoting their
talents to making better pictures, estab¬
lishing and furthering harmonious activity
among their co-workers, and properly
utilizing all personnel to achieve qual¬
ity, economy, and timeliness of product.
When leaders of the stature of Nicholas
M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer, Eddie Mannix, and J. Robert Rubin vote their con¬
fidence in Schary, all true friends of the
industry should give out with bravos, and
not, as one columnist has done, take ex¬
tremely liberal literary license and toss
in a personally prepared stench bomb.

The Exhibitor Laurel Award Nominations
RKO’s

FORT APACHE
Starring

JOHN WAYNE, HENRY FONDA, SHIRLEY TEMPLE,
PEDRO ARMENDAR1Z
With
WARD BOND, GEORGE O’BRIEN, VICTOR McLAGLEN, ANNA LEE,
IRENE RICH, DICK FORAN, GUY KIBBEE, GRANT WITHERS,
AND INTRODUCING JOHN AGAR
An Argosy Production. Co-produced by John Ford and Merian C. Cooper.
Directed by John Ford. Screen Play by Frank S. Nugent.

Allied Artists’

THE BABE RUTH STORY
Starring

WILLIAM BENDIX, CLAIRE TREVOR, CHARLES BICKFORD
Studio Survey appears every fourth Wednesday as a
regular special feature department of THE EXHIBITOR,
and is devoted exclusively to the arts, people, cre¬
ative ability, and physical properties which make up
the production side of the motion picture industry.
Edited from the west coast, all information relating
to its editorial contents should be directed to Paul
Manning, 923 Alandele Avenue, Los Angeles 36, Cali¬
fornia. For all other information, address THE EX¬
HIBITOR, published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publica¬
tions, Inc. Publishing offices: 1225 Vine Street, Phila¬
delphia 7,
Pennsylvania.
New
York Office:
1600
Broadway, New York 19, New York. Representatives
may be found in every United States film center.

With
SAM LEVENE, WILLIAM FRAWLFY, GERTRUDE NIESEN, MATT BRIGGS
Produced and directed by Roy Del Ruth. Associate producer, Joe Kaufman.
Screen Play by Boh Considine ■ and George Callahan. From the hook, “The
Babe Ruth Story,” by Boh Considine.

Universal-International’s

TAP ROOTS
Starring

VAN HEFLIN, SUSAN HAYWARD
With
BORIS KARLOFF, JULIE LONDON, WARD BOND, RICHARD LONG,
AND INTRODUCING WHITFIELD CONNOR
Paul Manning, editorial director
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Produced by Walter Wanger. A George Marshall Production. Directed by
George Marshall. Screenplay by Alan LeMay. From the novel by James Street.
Color by Technicolor.
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Hope Rings
Eternally
Where Paramount’s Star, Celebrating
His 10th Year In Pictures, Plays, The BoxOffice Usually Strikes A Merry, Merry Tune
BOB HOPE

A few years back, sitting amidst the
ruins of embattled London, John Stein¬
beck wrote:
“This man drives himself, and is driven.
It is impossible to see how he can do so
much, can cover so much ground, can
work so hard, and be so effective.
He
works month after month at a pace which
would kill off most people.”
He was writing about Bob Hope.
Ever since he starred in his first show
at Paramount, “The Big Broadcast of 1938,”
Hope was appreciated by the people of
this country, but it wasn’t until the late
war that America and the world really
understood, and knew, that here was a
truly great personality.
Now, whenever show business or human itarianism is discussed, the name of Bob
Hope is certain to stimulate the conversa¬
tion. He is alone in his class. Chances

are that there has never been another
quite like him. To exhibitors and distribu¬
tors, he may well be called “The Hope
Boxoffice Diamond.” To the average Amer¬
ican, he is the guy who has given count¬
less hours of entertainment, and who has
tirelessly and generously donated his
efforts and time for- worthwhile causes.
He’s even called “Champ of the Benefits.”
High-rating goodwill ambassador for
America and Hollywood, Hope makes fast
friends for them and himself wherever his
crowded schedule takes him, and he is
constantly on the go.
Staying still makes him restless,
so
when he’s not plotting a new radio show,
working on a new Paramount picture, or
playing a benefit, he’s conferring with his
staff on some deal or another calculated
to bring pleasure to millions, and more
than 50 per cent of these appearances
are for free.
Since “The Big Broadcast of 1938,” Hope
has starred in some 25 pictures. This year,
with the release of “The Paleface,” he
will be celebrating his 10th anniversary in
pictures. It’ll be Paramount’s Christmas
gift to exhibitors, and, if advance word
means anything, “The Paleface” should
make a great noise at the boxoffice.
In “The Paleface,” Hope is seen as a
dentist who invades the wild west.
In
“Sorrowful Jones,” Hope takes a change
of pace. He, is Damon Runyon s bookie
with a heart of gold. “Sorrowful” will
contain just a touch of drama, woven
into the comedy of the picture, to pre¬
sent a combination of tears and laughter.

Whether it's Hope's personality or that elaborate timepiece which has Jane Rus¬
sell out of this world is strictly conjecture. The answer is contained in the forth¬
coming Hope starrer for Paramount, "Paleface", where this scene takes place.
By the way, it's the first chance for the male to see Miss Russell in Technicolor.

THE

Steinbeck’s words about Hope were im¬
portant and eloquently presented, but
most people already knew by then. Even
before Pearl Harbor, he was flitting
around the country providing entertain¬
ment for the boys lifted from their homes
and jobs by Selective Service. After Pearl
Harbor though, he became omnipresent,
almost a legend. Before the war, he made
562 gratis appearances, which earned him
a special Oscar. But by VJ Day he had
appeared at almost every naval base, army
camp, and service hospital in the country,
and had made six overseas jaunts to bring
his particular kind of joy to the front
lines. His mileage was more than 1,000,000,
a record.
Coronet magazine, in its series of Great
Living Americans, had this to say about
Hope:
“In the course of what was unquestion¬
ably one of the most valuable contribu¬
tions to the war effort made by anyone
outside military or government service,
Hope was to emerge as one of the authen¬
tically distinguished citizens of his gener¬
ation.”
The honors which have been bestowed
on him are not specious honors. For in¬
stance, his statuette stands in the famous
Smithsonian Institute. He is also one of
two performers (the other is Irving Ber¬
lin) to have been awarded the Medal of
Merit from the army.
Undoubtedly, Hope is one of the big
names of our time, and the entertainment
world should be proud to be able to boast
of him among its members.—P. M.

Here's Hope in a domestic scene from another of his Paramount vehicles, "Sorrow¬
ful Jones". While the cameras grind, the comedian does a little supervising as
Lucille Ball gives Mary Jayne Saunders a bath. Little Miss Saunders plays the
role created by
Shirley Temple in
Damon
Runyon's
"Little Miss
Marker."
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Woman Of The Month
For staging a truly magnificent come¬
back in spite of heavy odds, we salute
Claire Trevor. Miss Trevor, co-starred
with William Bendix in Allied Artists’
“The Babe Ruth Story,” has come a long
way from some disheartening years to
show she is a real trouper. This capable
actress, who almost nabbed the coveted
Oscar three times, was jobless for quite
a while, with producers all looking the
other way. Then suddenly came the boom,
and, almost overnight, she landed some
of the meatiest roles in town. She nabbed
parts in “The Velvet Touch,” “Raw Deal,”
and “The Lucky Stiff,” received raves for
her stint in “Key Largo,” and, of course,
is one of the big reasons for the big pros¬
pects of “The Babe Ruth Story.”

Man Of The Month
Exhibs who are raking in the coin on
MGM’s “Easter Parade” may thank the
man of the month, producer Arthur Freed,
for this boxoffice special. Freed, by his
prolific talents as composer, singer, and
pianist, made the long jump from tickling
the ivories for a Chicago music publishing
house to his present position as producer
of musicals for MGM. Today, with both
theatremen and the public crying long
and loud for easy-to take entertainment,
Metro can come to the rescue with me¬
lodic, colorful, Freed-inspired films, such
as “Easter Parade.” Following such Freed
smashes as “The Broadway Melody,” “The
Zeigfeld Follies,” “Meet Me In St. Louis,”
“The Harvey Girls,” and others, it’s no
wonder that this producer is a favorite
with exhibs looking for boxoffice winners.

The super news and photo coverage ac¬
corded the activities of Walter Wanger’s
“Tulsa” company by The Tulsa Tribune,
which flew in reporters and photogs daily
in planes owned by the newspaper to Ada,
Okla., had members of the company talk¬
ing about the unusual press attention upon
their return. From the landing strip of
Governor Roy J. Turner’s 10,000 acre
ranch, the flacks travelled by horseback
to the location, gathered their hot, on-thespot news, and returned to Tulsa in time
to make the home edition. This should
grease the way nicely for local showings
of the film, and encourage future Okla¬
homa locations.
*

*

*

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will join forces
with Cole Porter to make a filmusical in
color. Presently in New York preparing
the Broadway musical, “Kiss Me Kate,”
Porter will return to Hollywood in the
fall to collaborate with Doug, Jr., on their
venture, which will be independently pro¬
duced by the Fairbanks Film Company.
Although many attractive offers have been
already received by the pair, no release
has been set as yet.
*
*
*
The sock opening of Roy Del Ruth’s
“The Babe Ruth Story” at New York’s
Astor should cause Allied Artists’ stock
to spurt. Genial Lou Lifton, publicity
head, AA, announces one of the most ex¬
tensive ad tieup campaigns ever to plug
a single picture, with an unprecedented
number of national advertisers committed
to sell it via their coast to coast radio
shows, newspaper ads, and magazine lay¬
outs. An estimated $4,000,000 will be spent
by these big space buyers in this deal,
which, added to the word-of-mouth bound
to result from audiences seeing the film,
should bring a smile to show business
which can surely be used these slump days.
*
*
*

THE

He

*

“Quo Vadis,” the epic-proportioned film
which Metro has been sidestepping for so
many years due to one circumstance or
another, has finally been dusted off, and,
under the production guidance of pro¬
ducer Arthur Hornblow, Jr., is rapidly
being whipped into shape.

THE BELOVED BAMBINO, WHO
PROVED HIMSELF THE GREATEST
BOXOFFICE ATTRACTION IN THE
HISTORY

OF

BASEBALL,

NOW

BRINGS HIS FABULOUS
POPULARITY

TO

THE

SCREEN

I N

*

Rosalind Russell has, in “The Velvet
Touch,” turned in another topnotch per¬
formance which may garner for her that
elusive “Oscar” which so narrowly missed
her last Academy time. In this film, pro¬
duced by Independent Artists, Inc., which
is headed by her husband, Frederick
Brisson, she feels that the perfect balance
in a serious dramatic vehicle has been
attained. Bright comedy, blended smoothly
with emotional drama, allows the story
to reach a surprisingly unexpected but
entirely plausible climax, which, at once,
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*

*

Local interest in producer Hal Wallis is
running at fever pitch following the first
showings of his smashing suspense drama,
“Sorry, Wrong Number,” for Paramount
release. Claimed to out-Hitchcock Hitch¬
cock, the Wallis thriller is accorded by
local critics to be tops in screen suspense
and dynamic drama.
Wallis, with his
co-producer, Anatole Litvak, who also
directed this film, may now write their
own tickets on the strength of this super
gripper.
*

satisfies all types of audiences, and pro¬
vides the screen with one of its most
unusual pictures.

EXHIBITOR

BABE RUTH
STORY"
Produced and
Directed by

ROY DEL RUTH
starring

WILLIAM BENDIX as The Babe
and

CLAIRE TREVOR as
Mrs. Babe Ruth
Technical Director

BABE RUTH
Screenplay by

BOB CONSIDINE

Roy Del Ruth Productions, Inc.
(Allied

In

Artists

Preparation:

Release)

“RED

LIGHT"

JOE KAUFMAN
Associate Producer
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When we visited him recently on his
Calabasas ranch, Clarence Brown, top¬
rating MGM producer-director, who has
the enviable record of being one of their
most potent assets since 1924, was more
concerned with the “shooting of a well”
than he was with the shooting of a movie
scene.
It seems that among Brown’s abilities
is the purely economic one of successfully
turning his large ranch estate into a
profitable enterprise by the scientific
planting of hundreds of acres of beans.
However, he explained, the serious water
shortage in the locale makes necessary
the emergency digging and “shooting” of
additional wells to irrigate the parched
land of the southwest properly.
Turning adroitly from the pay dirt of
ranching to the topic of films, we swung
into a discussion of the pile of scripts and
story condensations which the story de¬
partment of the studio had piled upon his
desk. Brown picked one up at random,
read a few lines, and, with a look of utter
disgust, tossed the manuscript over to me,
and remarked: “Who in his right senses
would want to inflict upon the public
heavy, morbid, unentertaining junk like
this, especially today when entertainment
is the keynote?”
Right now, he is searching for a fitting
story to film as his next production. Never
one to hold back a boost, even though it
flattered a rival studio, he bemoaned the
fact that “Sitting Pretty,” which 20th
Century-Fox produced, hadn’t been shown
to him first. “Why, I’d have grabbed it.
It’s that type of good, clean and witty
comedy that can work up a darn lot of
enthusiasm” he said.
Since 1924, this Clarence Brown enthusi¬
asm has brought much profit and glory to
MGM. Brown has created such outstand¬
ing boxoffice favorites as John Gilbert,
Greta Garbo, Van Johnson, Elizabeth
Taylor, Butch Jenkins, Peter Lawford, and
many others.
Whenever an MGM executive wants
anything done well, he says, “Let’s do it
up Brown!”, which, when interpreted
simply, means, “Let’s give it forethought,
adequate preparation, and come through
with an A-l job.”
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It’s All
In The Story
Clarence Brown, Ace
Director, Believes That
Entertainment Is The
Keynote Of A Good Film
Early in his life, Brown had demon¬
strated to his parents a remarkable tech¬
nical ability which they allowed him to
develop by way of a college education,
after which he rose in the automotive field

pany in operation. This experience took
such a strong hold upon his virile imag¬
ination that without any hesitation he
sought, and obtained, a position with this
film outfit, and his life’s work was plain
and clear to him from that day forward.
Brown’s initial picture was a 1915 super
duper,
which starred
Clara Kimball
Toung. He spent six years with pioneer
director Maurice Tourneur, but then en¬
tered World War I as an aviator.
Returning from the service, and still
intensely interested in continuing his film
career, Brown met a young actor with
whom he had struck up a warm friendship
while working with Tourneur. This hand¬
some young actor, who had both talent for
acting and a flair for writing, had just
completed a scenario which he showed
to Brown. The result was that both men
pooled their talents and produced “The
Great Redeemer.” This young partner,
whom Brown was soon to make world
famous as a great screen lover, was none
other than John Gilbert.
After several other film successes,
Brown signed a contract with MGM, and,
then, not forgetting his young actor friend,
he brought Gilbert to the studio, and
teamed him with his Swedish discovery,
Greta Garbo, and electrified the movie
world with “The Flesh And The Devil,”
which launched these two great MGM
stars on their meteoric careers.
Some
Brown hits were “Anna Christie,” “The
Rains Came,” “Edison, The Man,” “The
Human Comedy,” “The Yearling,” and
many others.

CLARENCE BROWN

to a responsible post with the Stevens
Duryea Company. Before long he was
head of his own organization, the Brown
Motor Company, Birmingham, Ala., a long
way from the city of his birth, Clinton,
Mass.
His abrupt switch into the world of the
theatre came about when he made a busi¬
ness trip to New York, where a friend
took him to visit a motion picture com¬

Brown takes a little respite from his megging and producing chores on MGM's
"Song of Love", to have a little fun with Gig Perreau, who portrayed one of
Katherine Hepburn's daughters in the film. Brown directed Metro's "The Yearling."

THE

Constantly improving his movie know¬
how, Brown took to attending movies at
small houses in neighboring towns, pay¬
ing close attention to every slight audience
reaction. Equally at home in sloppy dun¬
garees as in dress clothes, Brown mixed
easily with the small town movie goers,
and even today, at the height of his career,
he credits his lasting success to many an
unsuspecting critic who casually passed
on many valuable bits of constructive in¬
formation in the movie lobbies and corner
drugstores.
“The
public
always
has
been, and always will be, the only critic
who will ever have any concrete mean¬
ing for me,” he said.—P. M.

Brown, also director of Metro's hit, "Edison, the Man", here pours the liquid
which produced the electric light. Spencer Tracy, who played Edison, and William
Simonds, technical adviser, look on. Edison's laboratory was faithfully reproduced.
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NEWS OF THE

Charles E. Kessnich, MGMdistrict
manager, and Rudy Berger, MGM southern
sales manager, were in New York City
...Harry and Ike Katz, Kay Exchanges,
returned home from New York.... Martha
Gunnells, Kay Exchanges, was confined
to the hospital.

BRANCHES
Atlanta

Hugh Owen, eastern and southern
sales manager for Paramount, conferred
at the local branch and at Jackson¬
ville, Fla.

Joe Fieldman, special sales repre¬
sentative, Screen Guild of Georgia,
resigned...The Georgia Public Service
Commission was to hear a rate appli¬
cation made by Theatre Services, Inc.
The firm, a subsidiary of the Atlanta
Constitution Publishing Company,
transports' motion picture film, sup¬
plies, and newspapers. It wants a 15
per cent increase in rates charged on
motion picture film and supplies.

Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock,
left, was on hand to greet Australian
Prime Minister J. B. Chifley when he
recently visited the London set of
"Under Capricorn", which Warners will
release. Much of the action in the
film takes place in Australia.

Mrs. Florence Bateman was appointed
secretary at Exhibitor Service.

Coleman was granted a leave of absence
due to the illness of her little son.

The New, Haleyville, Ala., installed
super-Simplex shutters, Peerless Magnarc lamps, Hertner transverter, and
Walker screen; the Strand, Montevallo,
Ga., installed Simplex mechanisms.
Peerless Magnarc lamps, Simplex sound
system, and Walker screen; and the
Trail, Miami, Fla., installed Simplex
mechanisms, Simplex sound system,
Peerless Magnarc lamps, and Hertner
transverter, all of this equipment
being furnished through National Thea¬
tre Supply.

Jimmy Hobbs, former branch manager,
Republic, has been appointed by Presi¬
dent Arthur C. Bromberg, as branch
manager, Monogram Southern exchanges
at the local office, replacing Babe
Cohen, who resigned to go into part¬
nership with Screen Guild, New Orleans
....J.E. Demonbreun, Wilder, Wilder,
Tenn.; and W.W. Fincher, Drive-In,
Dalton, Ga. , and the Park, Chattanooga,
Tenn., were in.

In the city booking were J.S. Tankersly, Georgia circuit owner; P.L.
Taylor, Dixie, Columbus, Ga., and
Buddy Bowers,. Warrior, Ala.
Mrs. Sara Smith, head, accounting
department, Columbia, is back after
a visit to Florida.... Mrs. Abe Brown,
wife of the K and B Soda Company pro¬
prietor, is sporting a new Jeepster.
Mrs. Ray Collins, secretary to R.L.
McCoy, Film Classics, is back from a
visit to Covington, Ga. ...Off to New
York to attend the first international
sales meet of Film Classics was R.L.
McCoy, branch manager.. Mary Brockett,
head, booking department. Crescent
Amusement Company, with Mrs. R.L.
McCoy and daughter, Kim, drove down
from Nashville, Tenn.
Kate
from a
coast
Howell,

Evans, Screen Guild, returned
vacation.... Off to join the
guard was shipper Richard
Republic.

A swell party was given to Jim Partlow and Leonard Andrews, branch mana¬
ger and special home office represen¬
tative, U-I, respectively, by branch
employees at Lake Murray. Partlow made
many friends, and everyone wishes him
the best of luck in his new drive-in
venture in Florida.
M.J. McDermott, special home office
representative, U-I, was in....Jimmy
Bello, special representative, Astor
Pictures of Georgia, held down the
booking department while Don Hastier
visited in Florida.
Charlie Clark, district manager,
“Quiz Night”, was off to Tennessee,
while Forman Rogers, president, “Quiz
Night”, was in.
Johnnie Bachman, branch manager, UA,
returned from Charlotte.... Francis
White, president, Screen Guild, Char¬
lotte, returned there after a meeting.

A sales meeting was held at Monogram
Southern Exchange by new manager Jim
my Hobbs. On hand were Jack Barrett,
Florida salesman; Ben Jordan, Alabama,
and Jimmy Campbell, Georgia.... A.C.
Bromberg, president, Monogia.ni southern
exchanges, returned after a business
trip....The wife of Charlie Touchon,
UA office manager, returned from the
hospital....Mrs. Bernice Watworth,
secretary to A.C. Bromberg, Monogram
Southern exchanges head, returned from
her vacation.
Operation of the Rialto and Gem,
Kingsport, Tenn., was relinquished by
Wilby Theatres, and the theatres re¬
turned to Crescent Amusement Company,
Nashville, Tenn., owner and former
operator. Wilby will continue to op¬
erate the State, its own house in
Kingsport, where the Center and Fox
are also in operation.
P.H. Savin, vice-president, Monogram
Southern Exchange, and The Exhibitor
correspondent, was given a pat on the
back as to his reportial acumen re¬
cently by Fred Moon, city editor, The
Atlanta Journal, who said, “The busiest
little man on Film Row, and certainly
one of the most popular, is P.H. Savin,
who has been on Walton Street since
many of the present crop of executives
were office boys, and who knows more
film folks and theatre people by name
than the rest of ’ em put together.
That he would have made an ace news¬
paper reporter is attested by the news
coverage he is giving the trade press.”
Visitors were Mrs. J.M. cakeman,
Princess, Haleyville, Ala., and J. B.
Hardy, Thomaston, Ga....F.J. Malafronte, home office representative,
U-I, paid a visit.
Georgia radio men held their summer
meeting on July 20-21....Ben Jordan
and Jimmy Campbell, sales represen-

Forman Rogers, Alabama circuit owner,
was in booking, as was Sidney Laird,
West Point Amusement Company, West
Point, Ga.
United Artists Notes: Branch mana¬
ger Johnnie Bachman checked in at the
office from Florida, and screened
“The Time Of Your Life,” “So This Is
New York”, and “Pitfall”.... Back from
vacations were booker Jack Frost;
cashier Louise Styles, Virginia Byington, and Mary Brown....Off for vaca¬
tions were Mary Adair, Mary Groover,
and Mark Elkins, all
front otfice
girls; shipper Allen Rainwater, anG
chief inspectress Mary Croker...Annie
August 4. 1948

Chief Barker Ed Williamson, Memphis Variety Club, presents Herbert Kohn,
Malco Theatres general manager, with a plaque at a recent tent luncheon for
his services as Chief Barker in 1946-47. Seated next to Williamson is Harry
Martin, amusement editor, The Commercial Appeal, while Roy Reagin, RKO branch
manager, who filled a vacancy On the board of directors, sits on Kohn's left.
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Snapped A1 Morgan, McLendon
booker, and U-I's C. W. Clark
and Mrs. C. Linker ip Atlanta.

Busy as bees in GRU's Atlanta exchange when I stopped by were
Julia Taylor, Mrs. Martha Chandler, office manager and booker,
and Mrs. Maude Pruitt. These gals reajly make up an eff icient force.-

Caught 20th-Fox's Atlanta
branch manager, Fred R. Dobson,
hard at work in his office.

Visited the Paramount office in Atlanta where salesman Edward!
Fitzgerald was making a deal with E. D. Strange, operator, Jewell,
Gordon, Ga. Another Paramount salesman, B. W. Smith was also around.

j.

tatives, were in at Monogram for a
sales confab. ... Joe Fink, manager,
Rhodes, is just back from a fishing
trip to Florida. He said the fish were
glad to see him.

Memphis
Following the announcement that the
Crittenden, West Memphis, had been
purchased by M.A. Lightman and assoc¬
iates, Edwin P. Sappinsley, Herbert
Kohn and Lightman filed articles of
incorporation in Little Rock, Ark.,
for Westmar, Inc., West Memphis, to
operate theatres, drive-in movies,
vaudeville houses, airdromes, and
parks. Authorized capital was listed
at $100,000, and paid-in caDital at
$1000. M. C. McCord, North Little Rock,
was named resident agent.
Booking were:^Lawrence Landers,
Batesville, Ark.; L.B. Kirk, Tuckerman, Ark.; Mrs. DobieLee, Dyess, Ark.;
C.A. Gilliland, Cooter, Mo.; J. F.
Adams, Coldwater, Miss.; Gordon Hut¬
chins, Corning, Ark.; Lysle Richmond,
Senath, Mo.; C.H. McAllister, Grand
Junction, Tenn., and Fritz Farris,
Clarksdale, Mississippi.
W.E. Loader, booker, .army camp thea¬
tre, was in booking for Camp Chaffee
theatre, Camp Chaffee, Ark...The Holt
Lead Hill, Ark., owned by J.R. Holt,
has been leased to a new operator
and service transferred to Kansas City,
according to an announcement by the
owner.

rest, she fell, broke her wrist, and
was returned to the hospital. She has
now returned home, and is reported
doing nicely.
Mrs. George Word, the former Vivian
Gilmer, 20th Century-Fox, paid a visit
....Marie Taylor, assistant contract
clerk, 20th Century-Fox, was vacation¬
ing in Baltimore, Md.
The Gem, Satillo, Miss., has been
sold by J.H. Bond to Charles Boren,
who owns showhouses at Nettleton and
Shannon, Miss....Duke Clark, district
manager, Paramount, Dallas,
was in.
Vacationing were Elizabeth Stephen¬
son, ledger clerk, and Richard Settoon,
U-I salesman.
Seen on Film Row were: E.G. Reeves,
Oil Trough, Ark.; W.F. Sonneman, Fay¬
etteville, Ark.; J.P. Hienrich, Con¬
cord, Ark.; N.B. Fair, Sommerville,
Tenn., andHerbert Goff, Parson, Tenn.

J.B. Waters, general manager, Waters
Theatres, was visiting in Daytonia
Beach, Fla., where his family are also
enjoying the Florida sunshine.... Off
on Florida vacations were projection¬
ists Harold Gaston, Capital, and W.H.
Neal, Jr., West End.

EVERGREEN
The Pix recently played Louis Jor¬
dan and his stage show.

FAIRFIELD
The trade was sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. W.F. Walsh, wife of
W.F. Walsh, Fairfield.

HUNTSVILLE
Martha Ann Hickey, Republic, was
vacationing in Washington, D.C....
Harry N. Paul, district manager, RCA,
Atlanta, was visiting Monarch Theatre
Supply.

Acme Investments Inc., will soon
start work on a new drive-in. Walter
Fleming is nresident.

MONTGOMERY

STATES

A suburban house is being planned
here

Alabama

Florida

BESSEMER

MIAMI

Jack Halfacre, Grand projectionist,
was off on a Florida vacation.

BIRMINGHAM
Hard luck seems to stalk Miss Emma
Cox, the popular exhibitor of Osceola,
Ark. No sooner had she returned to her
home from a Memphis hosDital after a

Wilby-Kincey, was opened on the Mont¬
gomery Highway, just 15 minutes from
downtown Birmingham, Ala. Called the
Shades Mountain Drive-In, it has capa¬
city for 550 cars, and cost around
$100,000. Fritz May is manager with
Kenneth Moore, assistant.

The first of four drive-ins to be
constructed by Waters Theatres, R.M.
Kennedy, and R.B. Wilb.v, president,

Lillian Claughton, Claughton Thea¬
tres, announced the construction of
the new 900-seat Trail, Coral Gables,
Fla., with an expected opening in late
August. The architectural design will
be an innovation for these parts with
a Ranch type decor, with all decoraAugust 4,
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tions of a rustic style even down to
the specially designed cacti patterned
carpeting.... A very welcome new mem¬
ber has been added to the staff at
Claughtons, Zola Mayo, secretarial
“girl friday". .. . Claughton general
manager A.W. Corbett and his wife were
off on an 18-day air and sea cruise
to Venezuela.. .Returning to the Claugh¬
ton staff after a stay in Nevada, is
Wayne Campbell.
Some of the willing victims of the
vacation bug included managers Charlie
Whittaker, Paramount, and Arthur Sch¬
wartz, Beach.... Chicago, Colorado
Springs, Colo. , and other pointsof
interest are listed on the exhilarat¬
ing itinerary of Sidney Meyer, coowner,
Wometco. ... Putting business before
pleasure was Nat Bernstein, president,
Bernstein Circuit, in Detroit for
several weeks.
The hammering, sawing, and other
noises incidental to the enlarging
and redecorating of the Wometco offices
was almost at an end. The staff was
joining in grateful “hosannas". In¬
cluded in the alterations was the con¬
struction of a private screening room.
The duPont interests gave publicity
recently to a huge five-square-block
project in downtown Miami. In the
grand scale concept, a theatre seating
1,700 has been planned...Entrepreneur
Ai Brandt, Flamingo, is justly proud
of the continued acceptance of his
double feature foreigh films. An ex¬
tensive publicity campaign was planned
for the Italian film “The Great Door”.
Child prodigy, Pierino Gamba, who has
batonned the leading symphony orches¬
tras of Eyrope, has the lead. A feather
in Brandt's cap is the signing of
disc jockey Barry Gray to broadcast
from the Flamingo stage, with shows
from 11 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Condolences go to the wife and father
of Henry Moore, Wometco’s air-condi¬
tioning staff, who passed on recently
....Those for whom the alarm clock’s
toll will have no terror, at least for
several weeks, include: assistant Ed
Brahm, Surf; manager Flynn Stubble¬
field, State,; Bill Goller, Tower, and
Mel Haber, assistant, Lincoln.
Wometco’s television station WTVJ
continued with its public demonstra¬
tions. .. .Labe Mell, chief cameraman
for WTVJ, is excitedly looking forward
to the arrival of his fiance, Lorraine
Klapper, to complete preparations for
their wedding on Labor Day... “Kernel’’
Van Meyer, Wometco’s confection depart¬
ment, “popped’’ off on a vacation. Phil
Menna, his assistant, will keep things
“popping”...Ryt Suesse, house manager,
Beach, is back after a trip to Switz¬
erland, where he attended the funeral
of his son, Phillippe, 18, a student
there...After a two and one-half year
wait, Stanley Stern, Wometco assistant
booker, triumphantly acquired his new
car.
Variety Club Tent 33 manager Irving
Warren and his wife, secretary to
Paramount’s general manager GeorSe
Hoover, were in Havana for a vacation
....The Variety Club has been putting
August 4,
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on Digger and better Saturday night
shows. The parties are enjoyed fa...ar
into the night. Present membership
tally is around 300.

TRADE SCREENINGS

mayor Robert L. Fioyd proclaimed
July 22 as “Key Largo Day”, in honor
of the Warner film which bowed here
at the Miami and Beach and 190 other
spots in the state.

Warners (197 Walton, N.W.) Aug. 9,
2:30, “Two Guys From Texas”.

A great exploitation campaign was
put on for “The Fuller Brush Man” at
the Miami and Lincoln, handled jointly
by Wometco’s Sonny Shepherd and Ed
May. Window tieups, special midnight
screening, heralds, free rush give¬
away, street ballyhoo, newspaper co¬
ops, radio announcements, and plenty
of newspaper coverage were used effect¬
ively.
It looks like this city will soon
have two new drive-ins started. Nat
Bernstein, owner, Dixie, says he will
soon start work on his new drive-in,
which he claims will be the most beau¬
tiful one in the south, while Sigmund
Pines, of New York, Washington and
Mianfi, announced he would construct
another of this type of operation in
Miami Beach.

STUART
Manager W. R. Page, Lyric, has been
admitting the first 50 kiddies in
line under 12 years of age when the
theatre opens free, and has found it
a good drawing card.

Georgia
ATH ENS
Georgia Theatre Company, operating
four theatres here, as well as a large
number of houses throughout the state
of Georgia, purchased a large tract
of land near here, and will immediately
start a new, modern drive-in.

AU GUSTA
F. Arthur Harard is planning a new
house.

BRUN bwl CK
A new 550-car drive-in will open
here soon. Buying and booking will be
done by Exhibitor Service, Atlanta.

DU BL I N
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Horton announce
the birth of a son, Floyd Kendall
Horton, Jr. , on July 12. Horton is
Rose manager.

EL BERTON
WilliamK. Jenkins, president, Geor¬
gia Theatre Company, announced last
week that a contract has been let for
the erection of a store building here
on the site of the old Strand. This
store building will house two modern
store units, one of which will be de¬
veloped at a later date as an entrance
lobby to a theatre to be built in the
rear of the store building.

MACON
Fred G. Weis, owner, Weis theatres,
announces that he installed Carrier
air-conditioning in his Bibb.

VALDOSTA
E.D. Martin, head, Martin Theatres,
announced plans for construction of a

ATLANTA

CHARLOTTE
Warners (308 S. Church) (\ug.
10:00, “Two Guys From Texas”.

9,

MEMPHIS
Warners (151 Vance) Aug. 9,
“Two Guys From Texas”.

10:00,

NEW ORLEANS
Warners (200 S. Liberty) Aug. 9,
1:30, “Two Guys From Texas”.
drive-in to be located at Five points,
three miles from the city limits, as
part of a$2,000, 000 construction pro¬
gram by Martin Theatres for Georgia,
Florida, and Alabama. The corporation
now operates four other theatres here,
but this is the first drive-in.

Mississippi
CLEVELAND
Mrs. W.T. Ellis has under construca 550-seat house.

North Carolina
DU RHAM
All drapes in the Center, Carolina,
and Rialto, have been fireproofed,
more than 400 gallons of fireproofing
chemicals being used. The Rialto also
planned installation of a sprinkler
system.
Although the county health board has
done no more than recommend that
children under 16 remain away from
public gatherings, including theatres,
because of a polio epidemic, theatre
managers are discouraging those of
that group from attending their pro¬
grams, and are asking the cooperation
of parents in keeping them away.
The Duke-Carolina Drive-In closed
temporarily for installation of indi¬
vidual speakers.

HICKORY
Dick Eason, booker, Everett Enter¬
prises, resigned to join the Colonial
Theatres Corporation, where he is in
charge of booking for the firm’s the¬
atres here.

Tennessee
DEC ATUR
The Meigs, seating 500, will open
on Aug. 15. Exhibitor Service, Atlanta,
will handle buying and booking.

NASH V I LLE
Cresent Amusement Company lost its
fight against the state’s two per cent
sales tax on film rentals.

PETERSBURG
Irvin C. Ryder opened his new Cottage.
The opening was attended by a goodly
number, with the showhouse one of the
prettiest in the area. Many congratu¬
lations were extended to him.

Weekly
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SRO, with Sam Horowitz as division
manager, was moving to larger space
at 919 North Michigan Avenue.... Glen
Bener, former manager, Globe, Chris¬
topher, Ill., was named Fox Midwest
Theatres manager with headquarters at
Centralia, Ill.

Theatre Association were invited
guests of Eagle Lion at a screening of
“Mickey” prior to its opening at the
Paramount. The screening was arranged
by Paramount manager Ralph J. Batschelet and EL branch chief Martin R.
Austin.

Chicago

The Alliance Theatre Corporation
was thanked by Walter Winchell, head,
Damon Runyon Cancer Fund, for i'ts con¬
tribution of $1,004 raised at the
State, one of the corporation’s 85
houses. P.J. Dee, president; S.J.
Gregory, vice-president, and James
Gregory, general manager, were working
on plans ror similar benefits.

Dallas

Helen Spiller, manager, and the
staff of the Esquire, are champions
in the cause of courtesy. To attest
this is the fact that they, have won,
for the ninth consecutive time, the
right to have the name of the theatre
on a courtesy plaque, awarded every
six months by Frank H. Ricketson Jr.,
president, Fox Intermountain Theatres.
Winning nine times gives the theatre
the permanent possession of three of
the awards. With four districts in
the Roc ky Mountain division of National
Theatres, four awards are made each
time. Other winners for the past six
months are Ted Kirkmeyer and staff,
Ogden, Utah; Harold McCormick and
staff, Trinidad, Colo. , and Elmer
Haines and staff, Sidney, Neb. Main¬
tenance awards are also awarded each
six months to any and all in the di¬
vision that warrant it. The recent
maintenance citations went to Chet
Miller, Fox, Sterling, Colo.; Dick
Conley, Fox, La Junta, Colo. ; Mike
Zalesny, Serf and Kiva, Las Vegas,
N. M. ; Ed’Nelson, Fox, Leadville, Colo.;
Elmer Snyder, Rialto, Florence, Colo.;
Bernard Chancellor, El Cortez, Hot
Springs, N.M. ; Andy Sutherland, Fox,
Aurora, Colo. ; John Denman, Chief,
Pocatello, Idaho; Frank Larson, Wil¬
ma, Missoula, Mont.; Vern Fletcher.
Paramount, Idaho Falls, Idaho, and
Ted Kirkmeyer, Egyptian, Ogden, Utah.

Walter Deen is Interstate’s new
manager at the Forest, Dallas suburban,
with Cornelius Webb named manager,
Inwood. ..Interstate announced schedul¬
ing of “Carousel”, “Oklahoma”. “Bur¬
lesque”, and “Man and Superman”, for
legit showings this season.

Lynn Fetz, manager. Denver Shipping
and Inspection Center, has hopes of
getting a commodity rate for films
from the express company that will
compare favorably with other means of
transportation. He is working on the
plan.

20th-Fox gave a preview on its “The
Street With No Name”....Burtus Bishop,
Jr., MGM midwestern sales manager,
went to Des Moines and Minnespolis....
R.E. Carney Theatres, Rollo, Mo., is
building a quonset-type house at St.
James, Mo., where it already operates
the Lyric.
Samuel Nieberg is planning a new
theatre for Nameki, Ill.
Michael Horn is preparing to build a
500-seat theatre at Bethalto, Ill....
Van Nomikos, theatre circuit head and
Allied Theatres of Illinois vicepresident, believes producers should
sell films solely to theatres, and not
invite competition by permitting tele¬
vision outlets to have them.
Elliott L. Biskind, Betty Ives, and
R. Rook organized the Film Center,
with headquarters at 2011 Lunt Avenue.
Bartelstein Theatres brought the
number of its houses to eight by taking
over the Lane Court.... Max Roth, Film
Classics exchange' was in the hospital
....Managerships went to Harold Teel,
State; GeneLangenfeld, Orpheum, Terre
Haute, Ind., and Ted Kraft, Drive-In,
Kokomo, Ind....Frank Millspaugh was
appainted to the Alliance booking
offices.
Dean Davis, Mountain Grove, Mo., is
building a 350-seat quonset type
theatre.... National Theatre Supply is
equipping the new Fink-Gandel 1000-car
drive-in at North Avenue and River Road.
A city amusement tax in Decatur,
111., was blocked at least temporarily.
The tax was to take effect on a recent
Sunday, but local theatremen presented
petitions to the city council asking
a referendum on the tax.

A television and radio lounge, named
the “Foyer of the Future”, will be a
feature of the second Telenews to be
built at 1010 Rush Street, in the Gold
Coast district, at an estimated cost
of $200,000. The first Telenews, lo¬
cated in the Loop, has been an out¬
standing success under the direction
o f Sylvan Goldfinger, district manager.
The Cort, Decatur, Ill., remodeled
its front with multi-colored structural
glass, installed an ornate boxoffice,
and redecorated the lobby.
Variety Clubbers proclaimed their
fifth annual golf tournament, bene¬
fiting La Rabida Sanatarium, the best
ever. The playoffs and dinner were
attended by 250....The Rivoli and the
Rockne cases were set for Aug. 6 be¬
fore Federal Judge Sullivan andFederal
Judge Igoe, respectively.

Denver
Better than 200 delegates to the
convent ion of the American Educational

Fred Brown, film buyer and booker,
Black Hills Amusement Company, is
moVing his office at 925 Twenty-First
Street. Space on film row is exceed¬
ingly tight.

The Outdoor Drive-In, Graylake, Ill.,
installed Simplex E-7 projectors, Sim¬
plex 4-Star sound system, Peerless
Hy-Candescent lamps, and Hortner
transvert, furnished through National
Theatre Supply Company.
W.E. Waring, Jr., owner, Doll,
Jonesboro, Ill., and the Ritz, Cobden,
111., plans building a 500-car drivein between Carbondale and Murphysboro,
111.. .,Will Seymour was made manager
and Si Greiver booker of the new 66
Drive-In, La Grange Road. It is the
third of the Phillip Smith Company,
Boston, open-air projects in this
vicinity.
Essaness decorated superbly the
lobby of its 400, with alabaster
lighting fixtures attracting particular
attention. While manager A1 Binenfeld
was vacationing at his summer home in
Michigan, assistant Sam Wynstock was
on the job.
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About $35,000 was spent on the re¬
model job of the Rialto, first-run.
The theatre was given new projection,
seats, floor, and redecoration.

Sam Feinstein has moved back after
selling the Rialto, Haxtun, Colo., to
Mrs. Lucille Campbell.
So enthused was Bryan Foy, EagleLion, over the success of “Canon City”
that he intends immediately to make
two more films with Colorado locale.

This stunt cost Warners $500, and
meant sore arms from digging forplenty
of "prospectors", but it resulted in
some terrific bally for the company's
"Silver River". In a radio tiein with
the "People Are Funny" program, silver
coins and silverware were buried on a
vacant Hollywood lot, and 250 eager
western garbed diggers went hunting
for the treasure. Here, Warner Pathe
Newsreel cameraman Willard Van der
Vere "shoots" one of the prospectors,
as Warner exploiteer Doug George does
the commentary for the
promotion.

W.E. Calloway, district manager,
United Artists, spent a few days conr
ferring with Kenneth Mackaig...Robert
Beasley and F.D. Maloney, theatre de-'
corators, formed the Allied Decorators
...A big remodeling job is being done
by Lynn Zorn on his Hippodrome, Julesburg, Colo....Don Davis, Kansas City
RCA representative, was in looking
Dver, and further organizing, the
showing of the new BX60 Brenkert pro¬
jector at Western Service and Supply.
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Des Moines
Howard S. Brookings, Oakland, la. ,
exhibitor and past president, AlliedIndependent Theatre Owners Of Iowa
and Nebraska, is expected to serve in
the next state legislature. He won
out over other Republican candidates
in his county in the recent state pri¬
mary election, and is expected to win
easily over the Democratic candidates
in the general election.
Rex Truesdell is leaving the Ames
Theatre Company, Ames, la., to enter
business on the west coast....Republic
moved its exchange to 1205 High Street
....Herman Coffman, Eagle Lion office
manager, has been appointed salesman
to replace Jim Kunath, who resigned
to enter business for himself. Don
Bloxham, who has been manager, Var¬
sity, has been named as office manager,
booker, Eagle Lion.
The Singer-Davenport Corporation,
operator of the RKO Orpheum, Daven¬
port, la., has submitted a written
proposal to bid $1,010,000 for the
Orpheum building and the Mississippi
Hotel, Davenport. The corporation has
a lease on the theatre until 1961....
Robert Kenney has been promoted to
manager, State, Cedar Rapids, la.,
replacing Vernon D. Kinkead, resigned.
Reed J. Jeffrey will succeed Kenney
as assistant manager, Paramount, Cedar
Rapids, and Gene Sobehart will become
assistant manager, State, same city.
Roy DeBow, owner, Rio, Wall Lake,
la., sold his house to Herbert Ander¬
son, Lynd, Minn.... Buck DeNeune sold
his Majestic, DeWitt, la., to E. Garbett, Des Moines, who operates a cir¬
cuit. . . .L.R. Howorth sold the Manilla,
Manilla, la. , to M. H. Norgagon....
Paul Kirkham purchased the Leado,
Manly, la.. . . Bob Johnson, Fonda, la.,
has leased the Legion’s Memorial,
Thompson, la. , and was to open after
redecorating the building.

Los Angeles
Three new houses in the Los Angeles
territory, costing $1,200,000, are
being planned by Alex Schreiber, pre¬
sident, Associated Theatres, Inc. ,
operating 16 houses in the Detroit
and Minneapolis areas. The three houses
will seat 4,000, and work on two of
the theatres is expected to get under
way in November. Two of the houses
are scheduled for San Fernando Valley,
and one will be constructed in West¬
chester, at the corner of Sepulveda
and Will Rogers. This one to be called
the Paradise, will cost $600,000, seat
1400, and will include a bowling alley,
cocktail bar, soda parlor, and other
extras. The first to be built will
be the Valley Plaza, 2, 000 seater, lo¬
cated at the corner property at Laurel
Canyon and Victory Boulevard. The ten¬
tative name for the third house is the
Valley Village, to seat between 1,100
and 1,200, andwill be located at Mag¬
nolia and Laurel Canyon.
Attorneys for UA were working out
papers for extending the partnership
combine in which UA joins with A1
Galston, Jay Sutton, and Joe Blumen-
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feld in running the Music Hall houses.
Blumenfeld and UA control the Tower
and Colony, while Galston and Sutton
own and operate the Marcal and Center,
having the Hawaii and Ritz as their
share in the combination

sales operator ... Irving Koenigsreiter,
Gree~idale, Greendale, Wis. , was a
caller.... Equipment for 35mm. was in¬
stalled in the Woods, Woodruff, Wis.,
by Gallagher Films. Harvey Fredericks
owns the Woods.

The Bill Robinson has Deen sold by
A1 and Rubin SnadowtoJack Chasen and
a group of associates. Including this
900 seat house, the Chasen group con¬
sists of three other local houses,
the Rosebud, Bonita, and the Vogue,
the latter located in Montebello,
a suburb. In the buy with Chasen are
A1 Olander and S. Sunness.

Frank Eckhart, Jefferson, Jefferson,
Wis., was a visitor...Roland Koutnik,
Palace manager, was vacationing in
New York, Bermuda, and Miami...Joseph
Malits, Eighth Street, was a caller
....Ted Todd, SRO, Chicago, was in.

Jerry Safron, Columbia western disstrict manager, is promoting a series
or reissues for FWC theatres here in
an “Orpheum Circuit Unit”: The Vogue,
Belmont, Culver, El Rey, and Orpheum.

. At a demonstration meeting at the
Vic Manhardt Company, Inc., about 85
people from exhibition, distribution,
projection, and affiliated fields met
for their first look at the new Brenkert BX60 projector unveiled by R.H.
Heacock, RCA commercial engineer.

Minneapolis
W.J. Kupper, Jr., confirmed rumors
that he would be permanently locating
here as an exhibitor. He will open a
1500-seat theatre at Centinella and
La Tijera, near Inglewood, Cal., in
September, and there are other houses
soon in which he is interested. Kupper
was formerly with 20th Century-Fox.
Hugh Braly, western district manager
for Paramount, was in Seattle... Flloyd
Bernard, who recently resigned at
20th-Fox as a salesman in San Francisco,
established residence here to devote
time to his drive-in interests in
Southern California, Tuscon, Ariz.,
and Reno, Nev.
Fox West Coast renewed leases on
three of its out of town theatres in
this territory. New contracts for 10
years are for the Alpha, Bell; Tower,
Santa Paula, and the Inglewood, Ingle¬
wood. All theatres are in a radius of
10 miles from the heart of Los Angeles.
Hugh Bruen opened bids for a new
1000-seat theatre in Pico, Cal., which
is the first of three houses to be
located in the Whittier, Cal., area.
Bids opened also on a $200,000 house
plan to be located at Whittier Boule¬
vard, near Rosemeade. Bruen already
operates three theatres in this locale,
and, with two other planned houses
when the property buy comes out of
escrow, will give him a total of six
houses in this area.

Milwaukee
A new drive-in is planned near Madi¬
son, Wis., by Ralph Greem ... Forced
to look for new offices, the Inde¬
pendent Theatres of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan Milwaukee headquarters
will have anew address after Sept. 1.
The offices will be located near West
Wells and 11th Street, close to the
National Screen Service branch.
Visitors at Universal-International
branch were Manny Gottlieb, Chicago,
district manager, and Charles Feldman,
New York, western division manager...
Kenneth Siem has been named office
manager at Paramount. ..Leonard Gappa,
recently resigned from Fox-Wisconsin’s
purchasing department, is working on
plans for establishing a theatre sup¬
ply firm. Hewill actasan independent

C.J. Dressell, branch manager, RKO,
attended themidwestern regional sales
meeting.... Ben Marcus, Columbia mid¬
west district manager, was in....Roy
Secrest, Princess, neighborhood house,
died following illness. He had mana¬
ged the house for 10 years.
Minnesota Amusement Company is re¬
ceiving bids for its new 1,000-seat
theatre to be built soon at Watertown,
S.D. The house will replace the State,
recently destroyed by fire, and will
be erected on the site of the Colonial,
which has been closed.... The Lyric,
Minneapolis loop house, has been
undergoing extensive improvements
costing about $30,000-A new canopy
is being installed at the Loring, Min¬
neapolis neighborhood house operated
by Minnesota Amusement.
A few members of the cast of “Feu¬
din’ , Fussin’, and a-Fightin’” visited
the U-I exchange. They were in town
for p.a.’s at the Orpheum. ... Bil 1
Clayson, booker, 20th-Fox, was vaca¬
tioning at his lake home near Northfield, Minn. . .Hendricka Golon, con¬
tract clerk. 20th-Fox, spent two weeks
in Chicago. ... J. P. Malone,’ office
manager, Warners, was vacationing in
northern Minnesota.
New on Film Row were Marilyn Reuter,
stenographer, Columbia, and Mary
Rorke, exploiteer’s secretary, MGM.
Rosalyn Chemirino is the new branch
manager’s secretary, Columbia, re¬
placing Delores Larson, resigned....
Elmer Lee, Paul Mans, Lyman Lee, and
H.J. Hellmer incorporated the Pipe¬
stone Amusement Corporation, Pipe¬
stone, Minn., to operate theatres and
other places of amusement.... Bob Work¬
man, branch manager, MGM, was recu¬
perating from a broken arm incurred
when he slipped on a newly waxed floor
...Florence McHugh, chief inspectress,
MGM, was hospitalized following an
auto accident in which the driver of
the car was killed.... George Miner
Circuit let contracts for construction
of a new theatre at Menominee, Wis.
Miner operates the Grand and Orpheum
there.
The second annual conference of the
University Film Producers Council will
be held on Aug. 23-27 at Itasca State
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Par);, Minn. , under the chairmanship
of P.M. Stallings, University of Min¬
nesota. ... The Ritz, Veblen, S.D.,
shuttered by a recent fire, reopened
....The Grand, Grand Meadow, Minn.,
closed.... Radio City, 4,000-seat loop
house, will be ready to show tele¬
vision by November in cooperation with
WTNC.

Oklahoma City
The Tinker Drive-In, Midwest City,
Okla., installed Simplex E-7 mecha¬
nism, Peerless Magnarc lamps, Simplex
sound system, and Simplex in-a-car
speakers, furnished through National
Theatre Supply Company.
The first drive-in in the southwest
exclusively for Negro patrons was
opened here. The theatre is the $50,000
Fairpark, built by the Southwestern
Theatres Company, operated by H.R.
Falls, H.E. McKenna, and E.L. Walker.

A car is only as good as its tires,
Kymie Novitsky, 20th Century-Fox sales¬
man, found . His 1948 Buick picked up
a railroad spike, and blew a tire out
of Yankton, S.D. He put on the spare,
butaspike blew out another tire near
West Point, Neb., leaving him pinochle
champion of Film Row, stranded on the
highway.... Omaha Film Depot, which
handles shipping for Eagle Lion, Film
Classics, and King, incorporated for
$25,000. Incorporator is M.G. Rogers,
head, Film Transport Company.
Universal- International sent in
Marjorie Main, Percy KTlbride,Joe
Besser, Shelley Winters, Louis Pron,
and Jimmy Brown for the preview of
“Feudin’, Fussin’, and A-Fightin’.”
Harry Loud, of Frank Whitbeck’s ad¬
vertising staff at the MGM studio, was
here in connection with “City Of Lit¬
tle Men. ”

Phoenix

Omaha
William Gaddoni is the new manager
at MGM. He succeeds Gerald F. McGlynn,
transferred to Des Moines as branch
manager. Gaddoni, native of New
Rochelle, N.Y., came here from Chicago
where he was Metro city and circuit
salesman.
R.D. Goldberg, Omaha circuit head,
went to New York City.. .. Hazel Deinus,
contract clerk, and Dorothy Reiner,
an inspectress, are on vacation from
United Artists. ... Art Sunde opened
his new, 300-seat Pappio, Pappilion,
Neb....K.T. Nelson, Empire, Utica,
Neb., paid one of his infrequent
visits.
Ed Cohen, Eagle Lion manager, was
taking pills to lose 30 pounds. So
far, all the pills have done is to
cause him to lose sleep....C1 iff
Sherron, newly-remodeled City, David
City, Neb., was in....Donald Jacobs,
formerly a manager for Warner The¬
atres at Mansfield, 0., joined the
staff of R.D. Goldberg Theatres.
Gerry McAuliffe is the new secre¬
tary to Sid McArdle, United-Artists
office manager. She succeeds Phyllis
Otto, resigned.... Helen Newman, Eagle
Lion cashier, was on vacation....E. C.
Glud, Viborg, S.D., remodeled his
cafe, finest in the town, and was
looking for a manager.... Dewey Hurt,
manager, Epstein Theatres’ Roseland,
went to the Veterans Administration
Hospital, Lincoln, Neb., to have some
war-planted shrapnel removed from his
head. Maurice Fegal, manager, Circle,
temporarily was filling in.
Exhibitor rivalry at Yankton, S.D.,
is on a friendly basis. Charles Gurney,
whose new house will be ready for a
Sept, opening, lent his airplane to
William Tammen, owner, Moon and the
Dakota, to fly to Omaha to meet his
mother, who arrived here from the west
coast by airliner....C.J. Kramer,
veteran exhibitor, Stanton, Neb. ,
finds his time taken up caring for his
wife, who suffered an injured hip.
So, Oscar Hanson, Omaha independent
booker, will handle the house for
Kramer.
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The drive-in was the victim of a
lone gunman, who got away with $324.
The cashier saved most of the night’s
receipts by saying the money already
has been picked up....The Fox was the
scene of the Jaycee beauty and talent
contest, to select “Miss Phoenix of
1948”...Bob McCraken, manager, Rialto,
underwent a spinal operation.
Moses S. Valdez has taken over as
manager, recently opened Star, Nogales,
Ariz.
While working on the new drive-in
at Mission Drive ana Indian School
Road, two workmen were seriously hurt
when their scaffold slipped, and
plunged them 50 feet to the ground. A
third worker narrowly escaped a simi¬
lar fate. The house is being erected
by Garfield Anderson.

Portland
Irvin Westenskow purchased the thea¬
tre business from J.C. Almon in Canby, Ore., and is building a new thea¬
tre. Films wore previously shown in
the Masonic building. Westenskow is
also owner, Bungalow, Woodburn, Ore.,
and has also started construction on
a new theatre there.
Samuel Wheeler, west coast district
manager, Film Classics, was in with
the new district manager for Portland
and Seattle, William Shartin, replacing
A.J. Kloepper.... Henry Lockhart was
in from Los Angeles to book for Western
Amusement Company... The Bennetts were
in to book for the Liberty, Camas,
Ore., and Roxy, Washougal, Ore....Al
Dahlgren was in from the Rainier,
Rainier, Ore.
Oscar F. Nyberg, the Spokane, Wash. ,
Fox manager, was promoted to the mana¬
gerial post at the Orpheum here, as
of Aug 1. Nyberg, one of the
most
popular managers in the northwest, also
is active in civic affairs. He is a
member of the Lions, Press Club, Ath¬
letic Round Table, and Spokane club.
Asamember of St. John the Evangelist
church, he was active in the recent
fund-raising campaign.
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St. Louis
Two bills were before Richmond
Heights, Mo., City Council, which, if
passed, will affect theatres. One or¬
dinance called for a$150 annual license
fee, while the other would impose a
five per cent municipal tax on gross
receipts.
A charity premiere scheduled to
open the new Crest, 8800 Gravois Road,
St. Louis County, was cancelled in a
dispute over employment of a stage¬
hand. NormanProbstein, representative
of the company that financed the
building, said the union had refused
to send a projectionist to set up
equipment or a stagehand to set up
the screen. The union refused to send
the men after the firm which will
operate the show would not agree to
hire a stagehand regularly, Probstein
added. Anthony Matreci, president,
Crest Amusement Company, which leased
the theatre, said that he doesn't think
the show needs a stagehand regularly.
All proceeds from the cancelled pre¬
miere were to have gone to the American
Cancer Society. The first midwest
showing of “Canon City” and guest appear¬
ances by radio and night club per¬
sonalities were scheduled. The thea¬
tre, which seats 1,000, was erected
at acost of $250,000. Frank Stickling,
international representative, Local 6,
said that all theatres of similar size
employ a maintenance stagehand.

San Antonio
John Calvert, the new “Falcon”, is
making aseries of personal appearances
in conjunction with thepremiere show¬
ing of “Devil’s Cargo.” He appeared
at the Empire.... William O'Donnell,
vice-president and general manager,
Interstate Theatres Circuit, with
headquarters inDallas, was in to make
an inspection.... Jack Chalman, head,
San Antonio Interstate Theatres pub¬
licity office, was off on vacation.
Three premieres are in the offing.
“Two Guys From Texas” will have its
premiere here at the Majestic with
the three stars making appearances on
the stage today (Aug. 4.) The follow¬
ing week, “Texas, Brooklym, and
Heaven” is scheduled. The third is
“Red River”, which will be held on
Aug. 26.
Lloyd Nelson has been named chief
of service, Texas....As a special in¬
ducement for parents to bring their
children to the Trail and Fredericks¬
burg Road Drive-Ins, a special re¬
corded children’s program was presented
recently. ... Lew Bray, city Interstate
Theatres circuit manager, Harlingen,
Tex., was a visitor.... Sammy Katz’,
assistant manager, International
Amusement Company, was spending his
vacation at Acapulco, Mexico.... A
caller at the Spanish language film
exchanges was Jerry Ebier, Runge,
Runge, Tex., who was en route to Mex¬
ico City.
S.S. Spurlock is the new owneroperator, Elk, Italy, Tex., purchasing
it from B.L. Waldron. ... R. Z. Glass
purchased the half-interest in the
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Stude, Houston, Tex., from the Inter¬
state Theatres Circuit, giving him
full control of the house. Glass is
also owner and operator, State, there,
and announced that D.L. Murray will
remain as general manager of both
houses, with P.A. Ross as treasurer
....The Crystal, Gonzales, Tex., has
been offered by Lynn Smith, partner in
the house which he is operating in
association with Theatre Enterprises,
to the Methodist congregation to be
used for services during the time the
Methodist church is being remodeled.

San Francisco
“Introduce me to her! She’s just
what we’re looking for in our pic¬
ture...” Irving M. Levin, divisional
director, San Francisco Theatres,
Inc., and new Hollywood producer,
MRS Productions, demanded when he saw
Jacqueline Peck, a Powers model, as
she visited the Alexandria where she
had formerly worked behind the candy
counter. She quit the Alexandria two
years ago to go east in search of a
theatrical career. She returned to
S.F. as a successful model. While
visiting her former employer, Walter
Chenoweth, manager, Alexandria, she
was spotted by producer Levin as he
strolled into the lobby. Levin signed
her for his show, “Inner Sanctum.”
A proposed municipal ordinance which
would require provision of off-street
parking facilities for all new thea¬
tres and other new buildings erected
in the city was submitted to the Sac¬
ramento, Cal., City Council by the
City Planning Commission. Provision
would be made for a board which would
hear requests for variations from the
ordinance’s requirements, which stip¬
ulate the number of off-street parking
spaces required for each type of
building in a certain area of the city.
Under the measure, off-street parking
space for new buildings erected in
the central business district could
be provided in permanent private or
public parking lots or garages within
1,999 feet of the nearest corner of
the building to be erected. Included
in provisions proposed for other
areas of the city is a requirement
that theatres would have to provide
one parking space for each six seats.
“Courageous Mr. Penn”, never ex¬
hibited on this coast, has been added
to the Northern California Variety
Club’s property list in its drive to
raise $150,000 for a nursery for
blind children. It is being released
by the club for play dates during
August in houses at San Francisco,
Oakland, Stockton, Sacramento, and
Fresno, Cal. Playing with 'So This Is
New York,” Henry Morgan comedy
the
British-film opens here at the United
Artist, Blumenfeld Circuit. Sixty per
cent of its profits will be directed
to the club’s Heart Fund. First move
in the Club’s current drive was the
sponsorship of Horace Heidt and his
Musical Knights gala show at the Civic
Auditorium.
Additional exhibiting is the spon¬
soring of four locally-filmed short
subjects by Gerald Karski, Motion
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Picture Service Company. These 10 and
12-minute films are now being shown in
local circuits on a gratis service
charge basis. Hal Gruber, head booker
RKO, is mapping the campaign.
Writing in a San Francisco newspaper
“Safety Valve” c olumn, a correspondent
cited theRiver, Guerneville, Cal. for
its soundproof room.
Announcement was made by Lee Zwiebel,
manager, Sierra, T. and D. Jr. Enter¬
prises, that work would start on
Susanville, Cal’s., newest theatre. The
work will be a complete remodeling
job of the old Orpheum building, as
planned by Vincent G. Raney, San Fran¬
cisco architect. The Jenks Construc¬
tion Company is handling the construc¬
tion, which will be of the stadium
type inside, with no overhanging bal¬
cony. The seating capacity will be
between 400 and 600.
Albert Levin, manager Coliseum, re¬
turned from a vacation trip thru
Northern California. ... Doris Day was
here for her first “in person” appear¬
ance with “Romance on the High Seas”,
Paramount.... New record attendance
was set at Civic Auditorium with its
television show of Bay Area Industrial
Assoc. —91,000 attended in seven days.
James Nasser, Nasser Brothers Cir¬
cuit, traveled to Washington, to con¬
fer with the State Department regarding
filming an outdoor spectacle in Ice1 and.
“Chasm of Spasms,” the traveling
spook show extensively promoted by A1
Dunn, manager, Orpheum, pulled a 250
over-capacity crowd for aFriday night
showing. The area around the Orpheum
was blocked by a four-abreast crowd
waiting for “Dr. Ogre Banshee’s” act.
Dunn took heavy display in billboards
and newspaper ads, and utilized a
traveling tryck with “the world’s most
powerful beacon light” to push the
“fright derby”. His ace organist, Don
Anderson, and Jack Fisher’s orchestra
played appropriate music.
Indications of a trend towards more
local live-shows, even for neighbor¬
hood houses, are being evinced here as
Golden State Circuit brings the talents
of Tommy Tucker, the vocal sound effect
man, to the stage of two of its thea¬
tres. Tucker, by his lung power alone,
has simulated everything from hurri¬
canes to “Woody Woodpecker” for the
films. William Coovert is the divisional
manager.
An award ceremony at U-I’s preview
theatre was performed when Hulda Mc¬
Ginn, director of public relations,
California Theatres Association, pre¬
sented drama student Arthur P. Hedberg
and Betty Jane Wells, San Francisco
State College, with the predric March
Certificate of Achievement. Gene Paplock, manager, UnitedArtisis, arranged
a preview of “Another Part of theForest’
for the college drama group.
The
State
paper
Jeep”

management of the Del Mar, Golden
house, tried .to cash in on news¬
headlines with “Four Jills In A
and “The Notorious Gentleman”.

Stars were Carole Landis and Rex
Harrison.
Frank Seavier, San Francisco Thea¬
tres, Inc., returned from a vacation
at his Russian River country home....
Michael Naify and son Marshall, United
California Theatres, Inc., made a tour
of the Monterey area viewing houses
where new concession facilities were
being installed.
Six houses, Orpheum, St. Francis,
Paramount, United Artists, Embassy,
and Downtown, are contributing tickets
for prize giveaways on the new KSAN
show, “Holiday House”.... Jack Pember,
assistant manager, Parkside, Golden
State, was transferred to an assist¬
ant’ s post with Danny Anderson, mana¬
ger, Harding, San Francisco Theatres,
Inc.
N.P. “Red” Jacobs, coowner, Favor¬
ite, returned from New York.... Eddie
Sutro was named new manager, Del Mar,
Golden State house.. . .Brent Schumacher,
manager, Avenue, recently had four
generations of his family in the hos¬
pital. Mrs. Schumacher’s new baby was
born at the same time when her mother
and grandmother were hospitalized.

Seattle
George Smith, western division mana¬
ger, Paramount, and Hugh Braly, west¬
ern district manager, were in for con¬
ferences with Henry Haustein, branch
manager....John von Herberg, son of
the late J.G. von Herberg, resigned
as manager, Roxy, Ballard, Wash. He
has been succeeded by Howard Segar...
Marianne Huddleston, accounting de¬
partment, Paramount, was married to
John Pantano. ... Speaking of romance,
Ruth Congelelos, secretary to Vete
Stewart, Warners, is wearing a new
ring....El Keyes, booker, Midstate
Amusement Company, was here.
Dick Brill, exploitation expert,
Eagle Lion, was in Great Falls, Mont.,
preparing for “Northwest Stampede”. . .
Employes of Paramount held their an¬
nual picnic. ... Hal and Ethel Daigler
and Tom and Marion Shearer went to
Olympia Hot Springs, Wash., for two
weeks.... Naomi Garcia, secretary to
Henry Haustein, Paramount branch mana¬
ger, went on a golfing vacation with
her husband.
The Liberty, pioneer of the major
downtown theatres in Seattle, and re¬
cently purchased from the Jensen and
von Herberg interests by William
Edris, Seattle capitalist and theatre
man, is up for overhauling. The lower
floor of the 1700-seat theatre will
be installed. The seats will be the
Heywood-Wakefield chairs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Walyer, Selah,
Wash., announced the opening of their
new Selah.... Homer Garvin, manager,
Capitol, Juneau, Alaska, returned
north after a month’s'vacation. D.O.
Selby, F.F. Shearer Company, returned
to Seattle after pinchhitting for
Garvin. The theatre is owned and
operated by B.F. Shearer.... Clarence
Baur, manager, Roxy, Bremerton, Wash.,
is having a month’s vacation motor
trip through the east.
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Cincinnati
The Cincinnati office of Film Class¬
ics attended the first Film Classics
sales meeting on July 30 with all
branch managers attending.... Mil1ie
Burger, secretary, Midwest Theatre
Supply, returned from her vacation.
She spent a week in Detroit.... Recent
weddings include the entire cashiadepartment of Republic. First, cashier
Margaret Listerman was wed to Jack
O’ Brien. Later, assistant cashier
Dolores Holman married Don Geisler.
Both are continuing to work.
Wedding plans at the Eagle Lion
offices include the marriage of bookerstenographer Marjorie Westrich on
Aug. 21. Her fiance, Victor Lahman,
was taken to the hospital on July 26
after a sudden attack of illness. Their
friends hope for a prompt recovery.
Lahman is associated with his father
and brother who, for years, maintained
the Lahman Film Service, hauling films
for Kentucky accounts.
Midwest Theatre Supply opened
several new theatres recently, includ¬
ing the Princeton, Princeton, Ind.,
operated by Ed Thies and Mrs. Minnie
Green. This is a deluxe house with
1200 seats, completely furnishedby
Midwest. Jerry Jackson, opening a
drive-in at Mt. Holly, 0., introduced
in-a-car speakers. Another new theatre
supplied by Midwest is the Stardust,
Springfield, 0., operated by Sam Le¬
vine, who also has the Sherwood, Dayton, 0. The Stardust has 750 cars, as
does the new drive-in opened in Lan¬
caster, 0., by Messrs Carlos Crum and
Pulliam, century Productions, Inc.
Another is the Pikeville Drive-In,
Pikeville, 0., Powell and Childers,
also supplied by Midwest.
A home products demonstration took
place at the Montgomery Drive-In The¬
atre, according to an announcement by
Jack Hauer, manager. Ruth Lepple,
home products adviser, was in charge,
presenting new products for housewives’
inspection. Each guest attending re¬
ceived a free souvenir.

average,
bottom.
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it apparently has hit the

EarleW. Sweigert, Paramount eastern
division sales manager, met with dis¬
trict manager Harry Goldstein in De¬
troit, Cincinnati, and Cleveland for
branch conferences... Jack Ochs, eldest
son of drive-in theatre circuit owner
Herbert Ochs, and Mrs. Ochs, was mar¬
ried to Grace Couden, this city. The
occasion was attended by his sisters,
Pat Hill, Marilyn Scherffius, and their
husbands, also in the drive-in busi¬
ness, as well as the younger members
of the Ochs clan.
Harris Dudelson resigned as United
Artists branch manager to accept a
post as Eagle Lion branch manager in
Cincinnati. Reason for his resignation
was failure to find a home in Cleve¬
land to which he could move his family.
William Levy, formerly in the UA for¬
eign department, succeeds Dudelson.
The Freedom Train is routed into
this territory for 12 days, starting
)n Aug. 31 in Toledo, 0. Subsequent
Ohio stops are: Sandusky, Sept, l;
Cleveland, Sept. 2-3; Akron, Sept. 4;
Lima, Sept. 9; Canton, Sept. 10;
Youngstown, sept. 11; and Steuben¬
ville, Sept. 12. Houses will cooperate
with a two-week promotion campaign
during which time they will show a
short documentary, and will have a
lobby display distributed by NSS.
Local chairmen will be appointed.
Harold “Bud” Friedman, manager, War¬
ners’ Uptown, and his wife returned
from a rest vacation in Granville, 0.
...Sam Reichblum, circuit owner, with
theatres in Ohio and Pennsylvania,
moved to Cleveland. Formerly, his home
was in East Liverpool, 0.
Loren Solether, owner, Falls, Chag¬
rin Falls, 0., is also operatingthe
Hudson, Hudson, 0. Previously, he
leased the theatre, which he owns, to
Charles Powers. He took it over after
the recent death of Powers.
“Bobbie” Brown, secretary to Lou
Ratener and Tony Stern, Ohio Theatre
Service Corporation, buying-booking
organization, is looking forward to
Aug. 29, when she will become the bride
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of Marvin Grand-George Ritzier,
who has been an outstanding figure in
the field of exhibition for more than
25 years, sold his Allen and Majestic,
Lima, 0., to Don F. Loukos, who has
been managing the houses. Prior to
joining Ritzier, Loukos was with War¬
ners.
Frank Jordan, Columbia shipper, had
his trip to California slightly de¬
layed by a bus accident near Chicago.
He suffered only slight bruises, and
continued on....The Grafton, Grafton,
0., changed hands. Frank Gidlin sold
the house to Albert Wolf and Harold
Weaver.
Vogel Building Company, Wellsville,
0. , has begun construction of a deluxe
1300-seat theatre in Gal ion, 0., for
Howard Reif and Henry Fickensher, and
will shortly start work on a new 800seat house in Louisville, 0., for
George Manos.
David Sandler, general manager,
Theatrecraft Manufacturing company,
has added something new to his Mobiltone in-car speaker, an adjustable
parking light attached to the junction
box, which the patron can turn as low
as a pin point or as high as a flood
ray.
Ohio exhibitors expect to profit by
the change in the state sales tax law,
which eliminates the three per cent
tax on purchases up to 41 cents. The
public will save an estimated
$12,000,000, some of which, theatre
owners hope, will find its way to the
boxoffice.

Detroit
Nicholas George opened his new
drive-in on Toledo Highway.
Thomas Picha, Virginia manager, be¬
came the father of a new son, Gerald.
Congrats.

Indianapolis
George T. Landis, manager, 20th-Fox
exchange resigned. His future will be
given over to Amusement Enterprises,
which operates the oriental, St. Clair,
Uptown, and Strand, in which he is in¬
terested. He becomes manager of the

Arthur Frudenfeld, retired midwest
division manager for RK0, located in
Cincinnati, recently was a guest at a
Hollywood luncheon in the UniversalInternational commissary with many film
notables.
The build-up for “Romance On The
High Seas”, starring a local singer,
Doris Day, was supported by Cincinnati
critics.

Cleveland
The good news in film circles is that
as summer wanes, the pub]ic is begin¬
ning to drift back to the theatres.
While business is still far below
August 4,
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The tabulation at the recent election of directors and officers of the Ken¬
tucky Association of Theatre Owners is verified here at the Association's
office in the Falls City Theatre Equipment Company's building, Louisville,
Ky. Standing from left to right are: Colonel Henry J. Stites, Louisville; C.R.
Mitchell, Barbourville, Ky.; Colonel Guthrie F. Crowe, La Grange, Ky. ; C.
Kenneth Arnold, Bardstown, Ky.; J. Van Snook, La Grange; E. L. Ornstein, Marengo,
Ind., and E. S. Huber, John T. Edmunds, and Johnson Mussellman, all of Louis¬
ville. Seated at the desk is Mrs. Nell G. Borden, also of Louisville.

Mideast
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local houses controlled by the company.
He is succeeded by Tom 0. McCleaster,
who began his career in 1928 with Edu¬
cational, and who later joined the
Indiana Poster Exchange. He began with
20th-Fox in 1933, as assistant booker.
Fred Dolle, head, Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company, Louisville, Ky. ,
passed through on his way to Chicago
...The Palace, Aurora, Ind., operated
by Guy Greathouse, installed a new
Manley popcorn machine.Russell
Brentlinger, manager, RKO, went to
New York City.... Jules Serkowitz, Co¬
lumbia exploiteer, was in town in the
interests of “The Fuller Brush Man”,
Loew’s.
Mrs. Hilda Palmer Long, Hippodrome,
Sheridan, Ind. is back after super¬
vising some home remodeling....
William H. MacNabb, Ritz, Morresville,
Ind., was spending his vacationin
Canada.... Joan James, receptionist
U-Int., went to Los Angeles to spend
her vacation... .Marie McIntyre, U-Int.,
decided to spend her vacation at home.
Trueman Rembusch, prexy, ATO Of
Indiana, and wife, were vacationing at
Rembusch Lodge in Canada.... Ned Tilman, booker, Warners, was spending his
vacation at Lake Tippecanoe, Ind.,
fishing and swimming. ... Mary Ellen
Berry, receptionist, Warners, was
crowned aquatic queen at one of the
fashionable swimming pools.
Hobart Kaylor, off ice manager, Para¬
mount, resigned to be sales represen¬
tative for SRO in Indiana... The Settos
organization, headed by George Settos,
acquired the new theatre now under
construction in East Evansville, Ind.
....Harry Kornblum, Rosedale, Evansdale, Md., inactive for some time, is
again active in the management of busi¬
ness affairs at his house.... The New
Princeton, Princeton, Ind., installed
a new Manley Popcorn machine.... Mid¬
west Theatre Supply Company installed
complete RCA equipment in the Prince¬
ton, Princeton, Ind., including RCA
sound, Brenkert projectors, Brenkert
Enarc lamps, International chairs, RCA
public address system, Mohawk carpet,
and stage lighting.
Opposition to the granting of a
zoning variance for a proposed new
theatre at 3737-41 North Keystone
Avenue was voiced by the neighborhood
league. The Board of Zoning Appeals
was scheduled to consider an applica¬
tion of C. Everett Greer for a variance
to build the theatre at a cost of
$100,000.
There is a curfew here. All children
under 16 years of age must be off the
streets by 10 p.m. The old curfew law
was put into force by Mayor Al Feeney
and Police Chief ROuls. “I want to
stop nocturnal juvenile vandalism and
vice,” said Mayor Feeney. The drive
will not be confined to the downtown
area. Theatre owners have been asked
not to sell tickets for the last show
to unaccompanied children. Hangouts,
including arcades and other amusement
centers, will be watched, and when
teen-agers are found there, the opera¬
tor will be arrested, and charged with
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contributing to the delinquency of
minors”.
Visiting exhibitors included: George
Heliotes, Rialto, Ft. Wayne, Ind.;
Curtis Butler, Liberty, Muncie, Ind.;
Joe Schilling, Auditorium, Connersville, Ind.; Alex Kalafat, Kalafat
Circuit, Garrett, Ind.; Robert Ball,
Royal, Brownstown, Ind., and R.L. Hud¬
son, Sr., Hudson Circuit, Richmond,
Ind....Hazel Patrick, contract clerk,
20th-Fox, was vacationing.... Louise
Munson, Columbia, was vacationing,
planning several short trips, includ¬
ing one tn hor home town, Hoopsten,
Ill.
Exhibitors visiting Film Row were:
William P. MeG6*vern, Ritz, Loogootee,
Ind.; Floyd Morrow, Drive-In, Louis¬
ville, Ky.; William Conners, Marionaire, Marion, Ind.; Fletcher Brewer,
State, Windfall, Ind.; Walter Weil,
Weil, Greenfield, Ind.; E.H. Austin,
Austin, Versailles, Ind.; Mrs. V. E.
Burkle, Rialto, Fortville, Ind. ; Cur¬
tis Butler, Liberty, Muncie, Ind.; Ro¬
ger Scherer, Mailers Circuit, Fort
Waynp, Ind.; Bruce Kixmiller, ColonialIndiana, Bicknell, Ind., and Robert
Hudson,- Sr., and his son, Hudson Cir¬
cuit, Richmond, Ind.
Harry Hays, salesman, United Artists,
suffered a heart attack, and was con¬
fined to Methodist Hospital.... Wilma
Barrow, manager’s secretary, Warners,
was spending her vacation in Denver
....Ralph Fisher, Maumee, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., was under observation at a hos¬
pital. .. .Russell Bratlinger, manager,
RKO, attended a sales confab in Buffalo,
N. Y. ... Mildred Klaiber, inspectress,
RKO, was on vacation.... Sal Iozzo,
booker, Eagle Lion was vacationing in
Cincinnati, visiting relatives....
Norma Geraghty, managers’ secretary,
National Theatre Supply was touring
west...Marjory Main, U-Int. star, was
appearing at the Circle in person dur¬
ing the run of “A-Feudin, Fussin’ and
Fightin’ . ”

Pittsburgh
Out-of town visitors: Lawrence Lowsteitter, State, Meyersdale, Pa.; L.
Capuzzi, Princess, Republic, Pa.; Andy
Gibson, Shea’s, Bradford, Pa.; J.R. G.
“Bob” Boughner, Penn and State, Uniontown, Pa.; William Lipsie, Lipsie
Brothers Enterprises, Blairsville,
Pa. ; George Notopoulos, Ambridge and
Butler, Pa. ; Jacob Silverman, Blair,
Hollidaysburg, Pa., and Leo Galanis,
Ford and Ritz, Ford City, Pa.
J.R. G. Boughner, on a recent visit,
announced that he expects to leave on
his annual fishing trip to Canada on
Sept. 23rd. This year,.he intends to
do his fishing some 275 miles northwest
of Toronto, and will really rough it.
Boughner is treasurer, Penstate Amuse¬
ment Company, and was very active in
the recent fight to defeat the Fayette
County School Board in its attempted
levy of an additional 10 per cent
amusement tax. He is presently engaged
on behalf of the Penstate Amusement
Company in an attempt to defeat the
same school board’s weekly free movies
in tlje new Uniontown, Pa.,High School

Stadium, which seats 16,000. City
Council earlier had cancelled the free
movies, of the 16mm. variety, after
the first performance, but suddenly
met a lot of opposition from various
other civic and fraternal groups,
which demanded reinstatement.The
first performance drew an audience of
only 2,500, but the second drew in
excess of 8,000, and several other
pictures announced for future showing
are the very same piqtures which, in
reissue form, are playing, and doing
business, in theatres throughout the
whole exchange territory. The dis¬
tributors have been notified of the
threat that these practically no-cost
showings are a threat to their regular
accounts, and manager Joe Murdock,
who has assisted Boughner in this un¬
fair competition, hoped that this
particular type of opposition would
soon be withdrawn.
News of the ASCAP decision handed
by the U.S. District Court in New York
by Judge Vincent Leibeli made pleasant
reading to local exhibitors, who felt
that they had been vindicated by this
decision in their long fight against
the methods used by ASCAP in determin¬
ing the licensing fees demanded by
this organization from the motion
picture theatre owners. The ASCAP de¬
cision, coming just a few days previous
to the Penn-Ball decision regarding
the Penn, Ambridge, Pa., was regarded
by all independent theatre owners as
a good omen for other cases now pend¬
ing in the courts.... Screen Guild
will hold its district sales meeting
in the parlor meeting rooms of the
Hotel William Penn, Aug. 6-8, in¬
clusive. The business sessions get
under way on Aug. 6 and Arthur Greenblatt, eastern sales manager, will
conduct the meetings. In attendance
will be the branch managers and sales
representatives from the Cleveland,
Detroit, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh
branches. During the three-day sales
meeting, Screen Guild will screen
seven new first-run releases ready
for distribution. Included among these
are: "The Return of Wildfire”, in Sepia
color; “Jungle Goddess”, first of the
Al “Lash” LaRue westerns, which also
features Al “Fuzzy” St. John; “S.O.S.
Submarine”, and “Harpoon”.
Theatrical Enterprises, which will
be operated by Ben Stahl, brother of
Harry and Herman Stahl, Gable and
Luna, Sharon, Pa. , and the Drake and
Lyric, Oil City, Pa., will be the
newest office to open for business on
Film Row. The office will be located
on the second floor at 1705 Boulevard
of the Allies, directly behind the
offices of Crown, operated by Max and
Marta Shulgold. This newest outfit on
the Row is expected to carry a full
line of premiums and other theatre
giveaway items.
Our sympathies go to Pete Quiter,
office manager, Universal-Interna¬
tional, whose mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Quiter, passed away at her home after
a month’s illness. Surviving are a
son, Christian Peter, and a daughter,
Mrs. Elizabeth Raab, and burial, fol¬
lowing a High Mass in St. Mary’s Church
in Troy Hill, was in St. Mary’s Ceme¬
tery.
August 4,
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The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’s film
and dramatic critic, Harold B, Cohen,
was discharged from the Montefiore
Hospital, and has resumed duties.
Information regarding the industry’s
celebration of “Youth Month”, origin¬
ally sponsored by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation as a nation-wide
effort to combat juvenile delinquency,
and sponsored in the business by the
Theatre Owners of America, has begun
to arrive on Film Row. There is a
jvell prepared press book to be distri¬
buted to all exhibitors in the near
future.
Threat of a Pittsburgh Railways and
Pittsburgh Motor Coach strike during
August was averted when more than 3, 400
employees accepted a company offer.
Thus, the theatre owners of the Pitts¬
burgh district will be spared a severely
drippling transportation tie-up.
Earlier strikes lasted more than two
weeks,
Columbia city salesman George Tice
and his family left for an extended
auto trip through New England.
RKO staged a sneak preview of “Good
Sam”.
The Variety Club’s annual golf
tnurnament was held at the Highland
Country Club near West View, Pa., a
suburb of Pittsburgh, on July 30. The
tournament got away at about 1:30
p.m., and this year the members’ wives
did not have to stay at home for the
committee had arranged for their en¬
tertainment. The ladies played bridge
and gin rummy while the men folk were
b,usy splicing and booking under the
hot afternoon sun. Distribution of
prizes was made during the dinner,
which followed the end of the tourna¬
ment and this, in turn, was followed
by dancing.

Indiana
MARENGO
Eddie Ornstein, president, Ornstein
Theatres, is the owner of a new car.

TELL CITY
The William Tell Theatre Company
opened its new Swiss, with a seating
capacity of 449. The premiere opening
program was broadcast over the local
radio station. Mayor Volmar Franz was
the principal speaker. Architects for
the structure were Warweg and Hagel,
Evansville, Ind. Officers of the Wil¬
liam Tell Theatre Company are Albert
Schaefer, president; Sylvester Raley,
vice-president and manager, and Victor
Weisenberger, secretary. Admission is
scaled at 40 cents for adults, 20
cents for children. The day following
the formal opening, a special opening
matinee was held for the kiddies,
with all children under 14 years of
age invited to attend free as guests.

WARSAW
Suit was filed in Circuit Court by
Nick Mailers, Centennial, asking that
a purported sale of stock in the build¬
ing housing the theatre be set aside,
and that he be given an opportunity
to bid. John R. Boice, Strand, pur¬
chased the stock from the estate of
August 4,
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the late Dr. Angus C. MacDonald, and
Mailers says that he notified the
trustee that he was willing to pay
more than the amount accepted from
Boice.

WINAMAC
Funeral 'services were held for
Richard Hathaway, manager, Isis.

Kentucky

TRADE SCREENINGS
CINCINNATI
Warners (Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th)
Aug. 9, 8:00 p.m., “Two Guys From
Texas. ”
CLEVELAND
Warners (2300 Payne) Aug.
“Two Guys From Texas.”

BR0GKSV I L LE
A.H. Balles, owner, Lyric, was seri¬
ously ill at a Lexington. Ky., hospital.

CL0 V E R P 0

R

9, 2:00,

DETROIT
Warners (2310 Cass) Aug. 9, 2:00,
“Two Guys From Texas.’’

T

Morris Blackner, owner and manager,
Rio, has opened, in conjunction with
his theatre, a delicatessen and sand¬
wich shop, which can serve the regular
transit trade from the street as well
as those in the theatre. The delica¬
tessen offers a complete assortment
of goodies including ice cream, cold
drinks, candy, sandwiches, popcorn,
and various other sundry items. When
the theatre is closed, the delicates¬
sen remains open to handle the tran¬
sit customers.

C0LUMBU S
P.J. Wood, secretary, Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio, announced that
the ITO board of directors has elected
Myer S. Fine, Cleveland, Associated
Theatres, as a member. He succeeds the
late John b- Kalafat.
Frank Yassenoff and Harold Schwartz
opened their new CCC Auto Theatre,
Harrisburg Road. The same partnership
operates the Eastside and Riverside.
A new 1000-seat theatre is included
in plans for a $1,500,000 shopping
and amusement center to be erected on
Olentangy River Road by C.S. Kennedy,
Worthington, 0. , builder. The center,
to be built opposite the site of the
new White Cross Hospital unit, will
include a sports palace, an office
building, stores and two filling sta¬
tions.
The Palace instituted weekly matinee
showings of “Superman”. The same the¬
atre had its first stage show in sev¬
eral weeks when Bob Crosby and his
orchestra were featured.

FALMOUTH
Max Goldberg, owner, Pastime and
Falmouth, is building an Emergency
infirmary here.

FRAN KFORT
Movies, playgrounds, and other pub¬
lic gathering places are closed to
children 17 years old and younger by
Mayor Arthur C. Jones due to the num¬
ber of polio cases. The order was for
a 15 day period.

GLASGOW
W.B. Aspley, Jr., advises that con¬
struction has begun on a new drive-in
being built here for Aspley Theatres.
Plans are being readied for a new
2000-seat indoor theatre. Aspley Thea¬
tres controls the Plaza and Trigg.

INDIANAPOLIS
Warners (517 N. Illinois) Aug.
1:00, “Two Guys From Texas.”
PITTSBURGH
Warners (1715 Blvd. of Allied)
Aug. 9, 1:30, “Two Guys From Texas.”
tucky Association of Theatre Owners,
urged member-exhibitors to show the
TOA juvenile delinquency subject,
“Report For Action.”
John T. Edmunds, Jr., assistant to
the president of Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners, is still on the go
through the territory. KATO is making
an extended membership drive.... Bill
Reiss, Oak, was finally successful in
obtaining delivery of the new car
which he won at an award several weeks
ago.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen on Film
Row recently included: Rodger Davis,
Grand, Lancaster, Ky. ; J.B. Dale,
Clay, Celina, Tenn.; Clark Bennett,
Valley, Taylorsville, Ky. ; Louis Phumphery, Sanders, Campbellsville, Ky.;
Lewis Baker, Star, West Point, Ky. ;
Mrs. Irene Marshall, Columbian, Col¬
umbia, Ky.; Russell Phillips, Frank¬
lin, Greensburg, Ky.; E.L. Ornstein,
Ornstein Theatres, Marengo, Ind.;C.K.
Arnold, Arco, Bardstown, Ky., and Don
Steinkamp, French Lick Amusement Com¬
pany, French Lick, Ind.

MT.

OLIVET

Robert Moran, owner-manager, Royal,
Robertson County, smallest county in
area in the state, has been elected
commander, American Legion post.

WILLIAMSBURG
The industry was well represented
at the opening festivities of Foster
Lane’s new deluxe Lane. On hand were
W.E. Carrell, owner and Frank H. Rif¬
fle, chief engineer, Falls City Thea¬
tre Equipment Company Louisville, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Mitchell,
Barbourville Amusement Company, Barbourville, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. A.V.
Luttrell, Strand, Russell Springs,

MARQUEES
BY

SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC.

LOU I SVI LLE
Guthrie F. Crowe,

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.
president.

Ken-
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Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Bobbitt, Stearns,
Stearns, Ky. ; Mr. and Mrs. N.H. Sal¬
yer, Knoxville, Tenn.; Margie Lane
Bates, Williamsburg, Ky.; J.P. Foley,
Viv, Corbin, Ky. ; Clara Remibaum,
Hippodrome, Corbin, Ky. ; Lou Siebert,
Eagle Lion, Cincinnati; Joe McKnight,
RKO, Cincinnati; J. L. Finley, MGM,
Cincinnati; Jim Doyle, Paramount, Cin¬
cinnati; Dave Stenger, Columbia, Cin¬
cinnati; M. Naegel, 20th Century-Fox,
Cincinnati; Ralph Salyer, Warners,
Cincinnati; W. Alexander and B. Alex¬
ander, Altec; Don Reda, Reda, London,
Ky.; O.G. Roaden, Middleboro, Ky. ;
Mr. andMrs. MoseReda, Pineville, Ky.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul T. Mitchell,
Barbourville Amusement Company, Barboursville, Ky.

other relatives. The Circuit Court
ordered the five companies to stop
discriminating against the Ball group,
and to pay the Ball family “damages”
for all losses sustained.

CANONSBURG

IMPERIAL

Pennsylvania

Fred Beedle, who, with his brother
Ed, owns and operates the Alhambra
and Continental, was still confined
to Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, for
thorough observation, it was reported
earlier that he had entered the hos¬
pital on July 4, to be operated on
the next day. However, the hospital
was so crowded that he was unable to
get a room until later. He is vicepresident and chairman of the board
of directors Allied Motion Picture
Theatre Gvnersof Western Pennsylvania,
and the g)od wishes of all the exhibi¬
tors and distributors go out to him.

Henry Schmitt, owner operator, Im¬
perial, was discharged from Presby¬
terian H cspital. Pittsburgh, following
a serious abdominal operation, and,
after two weeks recuperation at Conneaut Lake, Pa., is once more getting
back into the swing of things.

ALTOONA
The fortunate discovery of a fire
in its early stages by apainter work¬
ing on the summer repair program of
the State saved the largest theatre
auditorium in the city from possible
extensive destruction by fire on July
23. Robert Sachs, engaged in painting
on the first floor, had gone across
the street for a cup of coffee about
3:45 a.m., when he saw the flames
through a window, and sent in the
alarm. The fire had its origin in the
advertising room under the balcony
with an entrance off the mezzanine or
lounge floor. Firemen had considerable
trouble reaching the flames through
the steel and concrete walls surround¬
ing the room. The interior and its
contents was destroyed, and the smoke
and water damaged other portions of
the theatre. Jack Day, manager, ar¬
rived almost with the firemen, Fabian’s
city manager, Ward B. Kreag, was out
of the cityonhis vacation. The State
was closed pending completion of re¬
pairs.
The Altoona Drive-In, owned and
operated by the Blatt Brothers Circuit,
is managed by Tommy Bello, Jr., son
of Tom Bello, who manages the Blatt
theatres at Nanty Glo, Pa. Young Tom
according to an article in The Pitts¬
burgh Post-Gazette, is getting into
the habit of dropping into the Squire’s
office every Monday morning to pay a
$50 fine for operating Sunday movies.
The drive-in is located in a town
ship just outside the Altoona City
limits, and the township, never having
a theatre, had, of course, not been
able to vote for Sunday movies.
The vote is expected to come up this
November.

AM BRIDGE
The Third U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Philadelphia recently handed
down a decision that five large motion
picture producing companies “con¬
spired” to withhold first-run pictures
from Harry Ball’s Penn. The court’s
action reversed a previous ruling by
U.S. District Judge Robert M. Gibson
in Pittsburgh. Gibson had dismissed
the suit on the grounds of failure to
prove conspiracy. The Circuit Court’s
two-to-one ruling held that a con¬
spiracy does exist, and that it is in
violation of the Sherman and Clayton
Anti-Trust Laws. The original suit
was brought by Harry Norman Ball,
Philadelphia, his wife, and several

BEAVER FALLS
The strike of the- 112 drivers and
mechanics of the Beaver Valley Motor
Coach Company, which inconvenienced
thousands of commuters daily, contin¬
ued. The drivers and mechanics re¬
jected another compromise offer, and
were still holding out for a pension
plan. Representatives of the strikers
claim that the company’s 11-cents an
hour wage increase was satisfactory,
but not without a pension system.

CARMICHAELS
The Skyview Drive-In was due to open.
This drive-in is operated by Louis
Stuler, formerly with the Lund Cir¬
cuit.

CLAYSBURG
Bill Nidetch, who operates the Ca¬
sino, recently held two Sunday shows,
and was fined $50 for the second show.
The local authorities overlooked the
first one as long as the Sunday shows
were to be immediately discontinued.

DUBOIS
J. Marlin Way, son of A.P. Way,
owner, Avenue and Carlton, made a re¬
cent trip to Pittsburgh for the pur¬
pose of booking in advance of a vaca¬
tion.

ELLW00D CITY
Construction was started on the site
of the Blue Sky Drive-In located mid¬
way between Zelienople and Ell wood
City, Pa. Operators of this new drivein are John Wincek and Albert Tate,
newcomers, who, at the present time,
operate the Highway 51 Drive-In, Pat¬
terson Heights, Pa., about four miles
west of Beaver Falls. John Wincek
states that one should never believe
the old superstition that lightning
never strikes twice in the same place.
During a recent severe thunder storm,
lightning struck the transformer on a
pole adjoining the drive-in grounds,
and, less than an hour later, while
the power company workman was attempt¬
ing to repair it, lightning struck
again, killing the workman. Wincek and
Tate have tried fireworks and several
other novelties in an effort to bol¬
ster mid-week business.

ERIE
The old Strand has been closed down,
and construction work on the new War¬
ner Strand is at a standstill.

GALETCN
The Main Street, which for the past
several years, has been operated by
Lewis G. Hausser, changed hands. The
new owner is A.R. Nordquist, whose
father for many years operated the
Main Street, before its sale to Hausser.

HOLLI DAYSBURG
Jake Silverman, who, wi-th his bro¬
ther, Ike, operates the Blair, made a
recent trip to Pittsburgh with his
nephew, Ernest Silverman, and showed
him some of the mysteries of the film
business. Silverman, who was seriously
ill for a long time, now seems to be
completely recovered, and is looking
very wel 1.

The new Penn-Lincoln Drive-In, lo¬
cated 200 yards east of the “Y” where
routes 22 and 30 separate, 22 going
to Wheeling, W. Va., and 30 going to
East Liverpool, 0. , had its grand
opening July 22. The owners of the
new drive-in, located approximately
six miles west of Crafton, Pa., and
three miles south of Imperial, Pa.,
are Paul Trunick and Arthur Klixbull,
both bf Coraopolis, Pa., who were in
the construction and electric shop
business, respectively. Booking and
buying for this newest drive-in in
the Pittsburgh district is being done
by Lou Hanna.

MCKEESPORT

Joe Volpe s Rainbow Gardens DriveIn, located outside of McKeesport,
after many delays, finally was opened.
The opening was delayed several times.
Volpe had to hire two additional bull¬
dozers, making a total of four, in
order to remove the hugh amount of
earth which gave way when the hill¬
side started slipping. The exit road
and half of the last four ramps were
completely covered, but he hopes that
his many trials and tribulations are
now over.

ST. MARYS
The Fairview Drive-In, constructed
and operated by Joseph A. Farrell, a
resident of this community, held its
grand opening. This drive-in is lo¬
cated a short distance out o'f St.
Marys, in the Fairview section, and
features all the latest RCA drive-in
equipment, installed by the Alexander
Theatre Supply Company. All the buying
and booking for the Fairview Drive-In
is being done by Bert Stearn’s CoOperative Theatre Services, Pittsburg.

SHARON
Sympathy is extended to Herman and
Harry Stahl, whose mother passed away
here. Herman Stahl is managing head,
Oil City Theatre Company, which op¬
erates the Drake and Lyric, Oil City,
Pa., while Harry Stahl operates the
local NuLuna and Gable. The Gable has
gone into a summer policy of being
open on weekends.
August 4,
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news of the

District Of Columbia
Washington
Jaid Enterprises, Inc., operating in
Middletown, Boonsboro, and Williams¬
port, Md., is now under the exclusive
management of Irving Hanower. Joseph
A. Malmuth is no longer associated
with the organization.
Kay Film Notes: Irving and Ann Hano¬
wer celebrated their 20th wedding an¬
niversary with a trip to New York....
Ann Hanower is back on Film Row re¬
placing Pat Taylor, who resigned to
attend to wifely duties....Ike and
Harry Katz visited the exchange, and
then returned to New York....Joe De
Maio visited Baltimore exhibitors....
Harry Katz-is proudly displaying
photographs of his newly adopted son.
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at the Hecht Company’s Silver Spring
store.
Frank La Falce, Warner Theatres’
publicity and advertising director,
was getting a lot of queries on when the
Warner will put in vaudevill again.
The answer is still the same: there
will be no change in policy.
The Theatre Guild, Inc., communicated
with its 12,000 odd Washington sub¬
scribers. Arrangements will be made
for a special train or bus service
to accomodate the members.
Gene Ford has his job all cut out
for him to pick the talent for his
all-local revue, “Going Native”. To
date, there are about 750 applica¬
tions from star struck Washingtonians
Virginians, and Marylanders.
The Variety Club sponsored heavy¬
weight elimination fight getween Ezzard Charles and Jimmy Bivins was
postponed from Aug. 2 to Aug. 9.

An ambitious chirper gives out with
song as Gene Ford, Loew's Capitol,
Washington, and his girl Friday, Con¬
nie Kruger, discuss hervocal ability.
It was all part of a recent audition
for the 1948 edition of"'Going Native",
local talent show, which will be pre¬
sented at the Capitol late in August.
The show, inaugurated by Ford, pro¬
duced many famous personalities.

vacationers, going or coming: Anne de
Mello, returning from a vacation spent
partly at Colonial Beach, Va., and
partly at the Larchmont, N.Y., yacht
races, enjoyed both...Irene Lee leaves
contact for a Department of Agriculture
post.

More competition for the theatres
came in the announcement that Freddie
Slack and his orchestra were inaugu¬
rating a new Saturday night series
on the S. S. Potomac. Washington is
getting more than its share of extra¬
curricular attractions this season to
worry the theatre owner. The latest
was the opening of the eight perfor¬
mance “Opera Festival ” at the Water¬
gate, presented by the Lyric Opera
Association of New York.

WARNER NOTES: Arthur Shaftel, as¬
sistant department head, contact,
headed south with Florida beaches on
the vacation agenda, while Earl Yates
returned from the opposite end of the
map, a vacation in Canada. ... Sue
Robey, just returned from her vacation,
has charge of the mail room while Bob
Peterson takes his turn at this lei¬
surely langour business.... There was
no vacation for George Dorsey and his
newsreel crew, when one day found them
covering the opening of Congress meet¬
ing of the Democratic leaders with the
President, and a meeting of the Re¬
publican leaders.... Max Miller, Eagle
Lion, was in working with advertising
and publicity on the campaign for
“Raw Deal”. ... Frank La Falce, adver¬
tising and publicity director, moved
into that domicile so scarce as to be
almost regarded as mythical, a Wash¬
ington apartment of up-to-date vintage
....Mrs. Helen Armstrong, contact,
returned from Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
insisting that it was just a social
call on her family, who are very much
outside the walls. ...The advertisers
and publicists in advertising and
publicity looked longingly at a post¬
card sent from Eaglesmere, Pa. , by
Doris Mullineaux Hewitt, showing a
cool lake surrounded by pine trees
and mountains, with ecstatic comments
about deer in the forests and cool
breezes from the lake....Last item on

Tex Ritter’s personal on the Loew’s
Capitol stage played to hefty audiences.
Speaking of the Capitol, Jack White,
ivory tickler in the pit band, was
married to the Richmond soprano,
Carol Norman, at the Methodist Foundry
Methodist Church Chapel. The bride,
who sang a number of times with the
orchestra, was given away by Gene
Ford, theatre managing director.
Morgan Baer was best man, with Milt
Slosser at the organ, and Justin
Laurie as soloist. The “drammer”
critics were lassoed by Jack Foxe,
Loew’s publicity man, for a brunch
with Ritter’s horse, White Flash, at
the Water Gate Inn. Other guests were
the local thoroughbreds. The cowboy
star also made a personal appearance

RK0 eastern district manager Bob Folliard, front, second from left, as well
as many other company executives, can be seen at the luncheon which followed
the first morning session of the recent initial regional meeting in Buffalo.

Argument against Warners’ motion for
delay until the end of September in
its answers to Kogod Burka’s anti¬
trust complaint was to have been made by
K-B in Federal District Court on Aug.
2. K-B attorney Robert Sher said the
circuit would accept a 20-30 day con¬
tinuance. The Warner answer was due
on July 15, with the delay laid to
the absence of Warner attorney Philip
Amram, who is out of the country.
The suit charges Warners refused to
carry out the terms of an ownership
agreement for the MacArthur here or
or to step out of the deal.
Altec signed sound servicing deals
with the Madison and Royal, Baltimore,
and the Hampton, Norfolk, Va.
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PARAMOUNT: Traveling auditor Bob
Moretta, after quite a stay in the
Capitol City, left for home office
conferences and a vacation before
going to his next assignment.... When
a newspaper reprints a “rave” review
of almost 13 years ago, and stands
upon it as its unchanged opinion of a
film to this day, it’s unusual enough
to call forth comment. That’s what
happened in Baltimore when The Morning
Sun, on July 15, the day “The Crusades”
opened at the Mayfair, repeated word
for word its review of Oct. 25, 1935!
RKONEWS: AlFolliard, sales manager,
was off to the Poconos on his vacation.
Folliard, by the way, had a birthday
on Aug. 2....George Sullivan, booker,
was on his vacation. He was spending
his time at the local beaches for the
benefit of that salt-water and sun¬
shine and to the delight of the two
younger Sullivans. ... One of the girls
in the office, Betty Austin, is divid¬
ing her vacation time between Portsmuth
and Virginia Beach, Va....Mrs. Lee,
office manager’s secretary, and Agnes
Turner went to the Annapolis, Md.,
Beach Club.... Norma Harker, A1 Folli¬
ard’s secretary, has been visiting her

Washington
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home in the middle-west, Michigan to
be exact. She was back in the office
yesterday.... Another vacationer, Don
Bransfield, booker, is just back from
New Jersey and Long Island, where he,
his wife, and son were enjoying therm
selves.

TRADE SCREENINGS

UNITED ARTISTS: Peggy Bodel, cashier,
and Lois Menne are suntanned after a
weekend at Rehoboth Beach, Del... .Jane
Harrell left for Missouri.... Tommy
Taylor, head shipper, left on his va¬
cation.

that Demma is to become a father
again after eight years. ... Doug Mellott, Naylor, and his family spent a
weekend at Rehoboth Beach, Del....
Ralph Deckelbaum, K-B, is doing relief
work, replacing managers so that they
can take their vacations.... Mrs.
Hammond, secretary to Frank Boucher,
was going home to New Jersey for a
weekend.

WASHINGTON
Warners (13th and E., N.W.) Aug. 9,
10:30, “Two Guys From Texas.”

MONOGRAM: Just back from a swell va¬
cation is Miss Betty Hoover.
EAGLE LION: Fred Rohr went to Rich¬
mond, Va., to call on Neighborhood
Theatre, Inc. He followed this by go¬
ing on vacation. No one can find out
where he’11 do his resting. Maybe he
just doesn’t like to take the chance
of having a phone disturb him....The
office force was looking forward to
Bob Grace’s return from his Florida
vacation.
METRO MEMOS: Lynn Smith, manager,
MGM Records, Washington exchange, came
in from Baltimore to hold conferences
with Jerry Adams and the salesmen, and
followed it with a session with Jack
Foxe....Fred Schrnuff, executive, Durkee Circuit, was in....Rudy Berger was
in New York confabbing....Our pal,
Peggy Le Compte, our Metro news source,
was out ill. We’ re looking forward to
hearing that she is back at her desk
in good health.... Marilyn Knoll, sec¬
retary to the district manager, is
leaving for New Jersey soon, where
she will enter business with her father
...Esther Berman, cashier department,
is vacationing in cool New England...
Rose Frank, booking department, was
enjoying her annual rest.... Henry
Agello was also enjoying playing fu¬
gitive from his work.... Marguerite
Voight, billing department, was an¬
other whose work was being done by
someone else while she got her vacation
....Jerry Adams and his wife had a
short stay at Hot Springs.... Tom Bald¬
ridge was in Charlestown, S.C., re¬
cently, for “The Search”.

When Monogram's western star, Tex
Ritter, and his horse recently gal¬
loped into Washington for personal
appearances at Loew's Capitol, Jack
Foxe ar ranged to have the cowboy and
his equine partner interviewed by
Tany morning man, Mike Hunnicutt, on
;s very popular WOL radio program.

LOEW’S: Carter Barron was kept busy
as soon as he left the hospital as a
result of a knee operation. He spent
a lot of time in Baltimore and Wil¬
mington, Del., relieving Bill Saxton
and Edgar Doob, respectively, in order
that they could get in a vacation... .
Jack Foxe, publicity head, tied in
with the six foot six inches club, the
organization with gals over six feet,
for a stunt that paid off in space in
The Times Herald. It was a stunt for
“On Our Merry Way”. ... Gene Ford, Joel
Margolies, and Foxe were the Loew’s
representatives at the musicians’
union annual outing and golf tourna¬
ment. None of them came away with any
of the golf prizes.... Popular Angie
Ratto, manager, Palace, was vacation¬
ing at Colonial Beach, Va....Gene
Ford will take his vacation after he
gets through producing “Going Native”,
the all-local-talent stage show, late
in August, while Jack Foxe will take
his in September.
K-B THEATRES: Frank Boucher appeared
on a television show for the Variety
Club.... Charlie Demma, manager, K-B
Apex, will go on the second week of
his vacation on Aug. 8. He joins Mrs.
Demma, who is in Norfolk, Va., with
the family. Walter Winchell reported

U-I: J.J. Scully, district manager,
and E.L. McEvoy, short subjects mana¬
ger, were in.
FILM CLASSICS: The convention was
held in New York. Manager Cohen was
Washington representative....Charlie
Mendelssohn is on a trip in the Clinch
....Two shows were playing first-run
engagements at Loew’s Columbia, “Four
Feathers” and ‘Drums”. ... Harold Levy
was in Baltimore.... Alice Grant is
sporting a swell suntan from flirting
with the sun.
SCREEN GUILD: Screen Guild was also
holding its convention in conjunction
with Film Classics. Ross Wheeler and
Donald Chabin were the D.C. represen¬
tatives there....May Feldman is kinda
reddish looking these days from too
much sunshine.... Ruth Jaffe, formerly
at 20th Century-Fox, is visiting Gert
Epstein. She is looking for a oneroom apartment during her stay. Can
anyone help her out?....Sam Wheeler
came east from the coast for the con¬
vention.
REPUBLIC: Esther Katznell, our gal
reporter, tells us that the heat is
kicking out other items when it comes
to worthwhile news.... Claire Conningham is on vacation in Bristol, Va.,
with her son....New girls in the of¬
fice are Irene Mudd, clerk-typist, and
Edna McDonnell, inspectress.

Maryland
BALTIMORE
William K. Saxton, Loew’s city
manager, has been busy with the open¬
ing of the “Blandings Dream House”,
tb which the public has been admitted
by paying admission, the funds to go
to the help of wounded veterans.
Columns have appeared in The Baltimore
News-Post with pictures and a special
bus service arranged to take those
desiring to see it.

It was a sweltering day when Max E. loungstein, captain, Eagle Lion's Bill
Heineman sales drive, recently visited the Washington branch to confer with
the sales force. Youngstein, vice-president in charge of advertising, pub¬
licity, and exploitation, is seated, while others from left to right are:
David Rosenthal, sales manager; Milton E. Cohen, eastern sales manager; Cur¬
tis Hildebrandt, Norfolk, Va., territory salesman; Fred Sapperstein, eastern
shore salesman; Russell Ricker, salesman, and Fred Rohrs, branch manager.

Two proclamations were made by
Mayor Thomas D’Alesandro, one de¬
noting the week of Oct. 17 as “Down¬
town Week”, and the other proclaiming
July 28 as “Babe Ruth Day”. That is
the day on which “The Babe Ruth Story”
opened for its world premiere at the
Town.

CUMBERLAND
The Embassy, a Darnell theatre, is
holding, in cooperation with Lou’s
Auto Stores, a series of special Sat-
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urday morning matinees.... Ed Growden,
projectionist, is working vacations
for the boohh men in Local 258.
E.B. “Barney” Barnett, Altec Service
inspector, was making routine calls
...The new drive-in being constructed
six miles west of here is now making
good progress.... The Maryland, a Dar¬
nell theatre, managed by Ray Light,
played two name bands, Woody Herman
and Horace Heidt.

HAGERSTOWN
R.B. Green, sound engineer, Warners
Maryland district, returned from a
training cruise with the Naval Re¬
serve. He holds the rank of lieutenant
commander.... John Hersh, assistant
manager, Maryland, returned from vaca¬
tion. . . . Irvin Linebaugh, projection¬
ist, Maryland, left for vacation, and
Joe Cumiskey, manager, Academy, left
for a vacation at Atlantic City. . . .
Word was received that Nat Glasser,
Washington, manager, Warners Maryland
district, returned to work after ill¬
ness. ... George Payette, city manager,
Hagerstown, returned from part of his
vacation.
-L.Mc.W.

LA PLATA
Mrs. Jack Taylor and her children
were spending a few days at Solomon’s
Island as house guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E.J. Chadbourne. She is the wife
of the Charles owner. Taylor has been
busy with the “Miss Charles County”
bathing beauty contest. She will com¬
pete in Cumberland for the “Miss
Maryland” title.

LEONARDTOWN
Manager Ray Trumbule, New, caused
excitement when showing “Bride Of”
and “Son Of Frankenstein” when he
“accidentally” stepped on the screech¬
ing siren, instead of the starter of
the ambulance parked in front of the
theatre to care for any patrons who
might pass out while seeing the horror
pictures. Trumbule claimed once the
siren started, he could not shut it
off. As a result, members of the Vol¬
unteer Fire Department, who are alert¬
ed, and called to the fire house by a
similar type siren, came dashing to
the New fearing it might be on fire.
The siren was heard for over a mile,
and all hearing it also felt that a
fire must be in Leonardtown, and vol¬
unteers were being asked, so folks
came from miles around to see what the
excitement was all about. It took.
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Trumbule some time to make explana¬
tions, and finally shut the ambulance
siren off. Anyway, it proved a good
break for the double feature, even if
Trumbule did alarm the ancient village
of St. Mary’s County seat more than
the show did. Later, just as the second
show was about to start, a mean cloud¬
burst of rain thunder, and lightning
hit the town, and while it seemed that
even the weather was doing its best
to create the best possible atmosphere
for the “Frankenstein” shows, and
adding more realism to them, Trumbule
insisted he had not communicated with
Jupe Pluvius, and flatly stated that
he had nothing whatsoever to do with
the downpour.... Kenneth B. Duke, St.
Mary’s, is now installing air-con¬
ditioning. ... Mary Catherine Gough is
new at St. Mary’s.... The first 500
persons attending St. Mary’s each
night of the engagement of “The Fuller
Brush Man” were presented with Fuller
brushes.

Virginia
NORFOLK
Swift Nelms has been appointed mana¬
ger, Gate’s Gem....Bill Hutchinson,
formerly with the Delta, is now h'ouse
manager, Wilder’s Virginian.... San
Burdge, Wells, lead off the vacations
spending his time in Hampton Roads.
Tommie Gatewood, Loew’s State assis¬
tant, was at Virginia Beach, Va., and
Stanley William, surburban manager,
was also off taking the sun cure.
Bryan Rhodes, house manager, Levine's
Rosna, is the proud papa of a seven
pound baby girl, born on July 11....
The Boulevard added new display cases
to the front of the theatre.... Evelyn
Vanderberry, Wells, resigned her posi¬
tion to accept employment elsewhere.'
She is replaced by Mrs. Beatrice
Gryder, formerly with Levine’s Colony.
Earle Westbrook, Fabian city manager,
through the courtesy of Copeland
Ornoff, Riverview, manager, held a
private screening for “The Street With
No Name. ” Guests were area FBI agents,
Norfolk law enforcement offices, and
local exhibs.

RICHMOND
The Ginter, closed since 1939, will
be reopened as offices of the Allsbrook-Pumphrey Booking Agency. .. Harry
Jarvis, Colonial projectionist, has
been named delegate to the Cleveland
convention of the IATSE.... Charlie
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Smith, State, left on his vacation as
soon as Stuart Estes returned.

ATLANTIC CITY'S
HOTEL of DISTINCTION
Devoted to the wishes of a discriminating
clientele and catering to their every want
and embracing all the advantages of a de¬
lightful boardwalk hotel.
Spacious Colorful

Lounges — Sun

Tan

Decks atop — Open and inclosed Solaria —
Salt Water Baths in rooms — Garage on
premises. Courteous atmosphere throughout

FAMOUS FIESTA LOUNGE
RENOWNED FOR FINE FOOD
Under Ownership Management
EXCLUSIVE PENNA. AVE. AND BOARDWALK

“CHAIN” and "INDEPENDENT”
both agree —
that the practical knowledge
,of Theatre Needs and Thedtre
Methods displayed in our
forms ancf systems are most
invaluable time saversl
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BOOK % SHOP
Coniluctetl ii< n Sc-t ier (3 Courtesy to Subscribers by

JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1225 Vine Street
•
Philadelphia, Pa.

LEASE
Modern

500

FOR
seat

fully

SALE

equipped

neigh¬

borhood theatre. 4 years with option
renew. Growing town of 18,000.

to

F. M. WESTFALL
P. O. BOX 1307

MARTINSVILLE, VA.

DAVID E. BRODSKY
ASSOCIATES

INTERIOR
242 N. 13th Street
All kinds of activities come under the heading of investigation, and here
FBI man Mark Stevens shoots a game of pool as part of his sleuthing operations
in the 20th Century-Fox documentary melodrama, "The Street With No Name".
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Herbert Gibbs, projectionist, State
Board of Censorship, had a slight
heart attack, and was confined to the
hospital for a few days, with Bill
Deyerle, Henrico, substituting.
William Browning, rambling projec¬
tionist, goes into the Grand to re¬
lieve Dick Taylor and Fred Fulwiler
....Henry Walker, Capitol staff, was
sick in the hospital, Henry Tignor
subbing....“Pruny” Morrisette, Capi¬
tol projectionist, vacationed at the
beach.... Howard Powers, another Capi¬
tol projectionist,, went down to his
dad’s cottage on the York River....
Bob Coulter, Byrd manager, spent a
Sunday at the cottage Qf Mrs. Charles
A. Somma, near Tappahannock.
Bertha Murr, Byrd staff, vacationed
near Reidsville-... Gilbert DeBiasi,
Byrd staff, went to Buckroe Beach... .
Mary Falkerson and Ruth Parsley are
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the new candy girls at the State....
Louise Gray, Bellevue, was away for
several days on account of the illness
of her mother, Gladys Morrell filling
in....Evelyn Knapp, Bellevue box
office staff, wept to the beach in
her new car.
Robert Artrip, formerly with the
Granby and Norva, was named manager,
Fabian’s new Norfolk Drive-In... Grace
Wade, assistant to Commodore manager
Diggs, was off to the beaches on her
vacation. Carl Roberts, same house,
vacationed in New York City.
Else Mallard, Gates, Portsmouth,
was off to Nags Head, N.C.... Stanley
Barr, Colonial manager, has a new
assistant, Oscar W. Swain.... Lucille
Campbell, Colonial candy aide, vacat ,~>ned in Washington, D.C...The Gran¬
by s assistant manager, Melvin Creech,
was off to National Guard camp-

WEEKLY PETTY CASH SYSTEM
(SPECIFY ITEM
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Gordon Culley, Bellevue manager,
took his family down to'Sunken Meadow
Beach, on the James.... William Frank,
Bellevue staff, was sick, William Bass
covering for him.
Jerry Joyner, Westhampton staff,
was back fromthe beach with a missing
fender.... Clare Keeton, Westhampton
Berio candy counter attendant, vaca¬
tioned in the country...Arthur Deane,
Petersburg projectionist, was in
visiting with William Fox at the East
End, and looking for a cool spot.
John Zenner, Westhampton manager,
returned with his family from Albany.
They had been visiting with his folks
for the past month.... Benjamin Harri¬
son, Park staff, took the second week
of his vacation, and went fishing.
We hear that Harley Jr., son of the
Paramount salesman and a student at
the University of Virginia, is driving
an ambulance during the summer...Emil
Kashouty, former assistant to Glenn
Norris, 20th Century-Fox branch mana¬
ger, Washington, is running a restau¬
rant here.
Frank Mathews, Capitol chief of
maintenance, is taking a vacation,
Herbert Layne working in his place. ..
Sorry to hear that Mrs. Ober Boyd,
wife of the Capitol manager, was sick.
Charlie McCart is back in the Na¬
tional booth, after being confined
to the hospital.... George Daniel,
Loew’s projectionist, is back from
Ullman’s Wharf, on the York River....
Lena Stevenson, Capitol staff, was
out sick, with Annette Keith coming
in to help out in her place.
Henry Saunders, Ponton projec¬
tionist, had a heart attack, and was
confined to his home in Ashland....
John Scott Carnell, former National
projectionist, was in the hospital
....Harry Jarvis spent his vacation
at Buckroe Beach, and Addie Stewart
went to his cabin on the York River.
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records can be kept of each individual expenditure. There are 100 slips
to each pad.
• The specially designed envelopes are for use only once each week in
listing each individual slip and computing the weekly total expended.
All slips listed on a particular envelope should then be inserted in it
for safekeeping; and the envelope filed for future reference.
• There can never be any later question of a particular disbursement,
for the actual receipt is always on hand and easily located.
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Bernard McRae, Brookland staff, took
his vacation, and stayed at home....
Doris Lewis is the new box office
attendant at the East End, succeeding
Pearl Jenkins.... Jimmy Ritchie, East
End and Patrick Henry manager, went
to Washington.
Motion pictures are playing an in¬
creasing role in public schools in¬
struction here. Total attendance at
showings the past session was 1, 324, 930
pupils, the annual report of the bureau
of Teaching Materials reveals. The
schools showed 906 pieces of audio¬
visual materials 42,286 times. The
average pupil used 43 different pieces
of audio-visual instruction aids,
more than double over the previous
year.
-S.J.
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NEWS OF THE

It’s being said that ‘China Joe”
Mansfield, EL, is trying to set some
sort of a record for the number of
screenings of a picture. Is it four
or five of “Canon City” up to now?

Boston
CROSSTOWN
Eliminations ordered last, fortnight
by the Bureau of Sunday Censorship
were as follows; The motion picture
entitled, “U-Boat 20”, which was ap¬
proved by this department in 1939,
with deletions, is hereby corrected to
read with corrected title and exchange:
“Spy In Black”, Parts 1 to 8.(Dele¬
tions; "-Damn fellow”., in Part 6).
The Film Classics picture, “HitlerBeast Of Berlin”, which was approved
by this department in 1942, with de¬
letions, is hereby corrected to read
with corrected title and exchange:
"Hell’s Devils”, Parts 1 to 9. (Dele¬
tions'. Scene showing Storm Trooper
stepping on cross, in part 3). Beacoa
‘Key Largo”, Parts 1 to 10. (Dele¬
tions; Dialogue, “By John Out of
Helen”., in part 1. Dialogue, "He can
go to --”, in part 5). Warners. “Mine
Own Executioner”, Parts 1 to 12. (De¬
letions: Dialogue, “Do I have to take
off my clothes, or anything? Not un¬
less you feel more comfortable without
them.”; dialogue, “There’s nothing
worse than a man who makes you take
off your self respect and keep your
clothes on.”, in part 3. Dialogue,
“Listen, darling. When I want you to
dance on a table in your underclothes,
holding a bottle of champagne, I’ 11
tell you.” in part 4). 20th Century Fox.
Contrary to previous reports, “Ham¬
let” will not be censored in Boston.
The film production has been approved
by both the Massachusetts State Police
Department, which has censorship powers
over Sunday showings, and the Boston
City Censor who passes on weekday show¬
ings, it was announced by Universal
International, distributor. “Hamlet”
will be exhibited in Boston, beginning
on Aug. 18, in the exact form in which
it was completed by Laurence Olivier,
producer and star of the film. Earlier
reports that censorship cuts had been
ordered created a furore among certain
sections of Boston citizenry, and had
evoked extensive editorial comment in
Boston newspapers.
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Providence, R. I. , which recently had
its face lifted by United Artists
flack Phil Engel as promotion for the
company1 s ’’The Time Of Your Life".

Cooney, owner, Union Square, Pitts¬
field, Mass., dropped in to say “hello,”
and to talk business....Archy Silverman, Strand, Providence, was up for one
of his infrequent visits...J. Masciarelli, Capitol, North Abingdon, Mass.,
was seen bustling about the district
...Lee Howard, Star, North Brookfield,
Mass., was in looking the situation
over.... Charley Tobey, owner, Lyric,
Riverside, R.I., was another visitor.
BobWenner, Stai; Whitensville, Mass.,
has found the parking problem in the
district a bit too much for him, and
this business of double parking makes
a man more than just a little nervous
...Eddie Sakolowoski, Capitol, Lowell,
Mass., is truly an early bird. Joel
Clark, Theatre Candy Company, swears
that he checks the accuracy of his
watch by his visit every Monday at
9:02 a.m.
Teddy Rosenblatt left with his family
for a vacation in Canada. Eagle Lion’s
Sam Levine, booker; Grace Sullivan,
cashier, and Geraldine Frank, telephone
operator, were vacationing.
From reliable sources comes word that
Peggy Flaherty, availability clerk at
EL returned from Hampton Beach with
firm intentions of returning come Labor
Day weekend.
Sound servicing agreements were
signed by Altec with the following
Massachusetts theatres: Drive-In,
Raynham; Drive-In, Shrewsbury; Saugus
Auto, Saugus; Drive-In. Weymouth, Lee,
Lee, and the Onset, Onset.

Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of
New England was contacting all theatres
in Massachusetts by phone and letter
for the purpose of study and survey
of conditions in anticipation of
f hearing before the Minimum Wage and
Hour Commission. This hearing was the
result of a recommendation of a board
established to study minimum wages in
the entertainment field. The board
suggested the classification of ushers
and doormen in a special minimum wage
bracket.
Phil Engel, UA publicity, finished
his commuting trips to Providence,
R.I. For the last few weeks, with the
assistance of Joe Samartano, manager,
Loew’s State, he has been conducting
an effective publicity campaign for
“The Time Of Your Life”. Twelve of
the large street clocks in Providence
were refaced with the inscription,
“Now is the Time to see Jimmy Cagney
(in) The Time Of Your Life”. Numerous
;tie-ups were made with retail stores,
most of them using the selling slogan
found on the clocks. This same cam¬
paign was used here where he worked
with Loew’s Joe DiPesa, Jim Shannahan,
Jim Tibbets, and jack Mercer.
The annual UA day outing was held
at Cliff House, North Scituate Beach
...Clyde Eastman, UA district manager,
recently returned from a trip to Buf¬
falo and New Haven.... John Dervin,
branch manager, arranged a screening
of “Pitfall” for his sales staff and
local exhibitors.
Walter Silverman, branch manager at
New Haven for Columbia, was observed
paying one of his infrequent visits
to the district.
Red King, publicity director, RKO
Theatres, Boston, was vacationing at
the South Shore.
’ T’ was a fine day when Brady met
O’Leary, Murphy, and Kelley at Logan.
Scott Brady, star of Eagle Lion’s
“Canon City”, arrived in Boston, and
was greeted at Logan Airport by
Lieutenant O’Leary and Troopers Murphy
and Kelley, State Police. Following a

FILM DISTRICT
Whether it’s the heat, the humidity,
or merely the time of the year that’s
responsible, the fact remains that
visitors to the district are staying
away in large numbers. Perhaps it’s
because it’s resort time, and people
are hurrying to the beaches, the moun¬
tains etc. Anyhow, branch manager Duane
SRO, reports that “Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House” is doing a terrific
business in the summer locations. Also
from SRO comes word that David Douglas,
SRO representative in New Haven, was
visiting in Boston.
There were a few who braved the ele¬
ments to journey to Bean Town. John
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While vacationing with the family in Virginia Beach, Va. , recently, Lou Brown,
ad-publicity director, Loew-Poli New England theatres, ran into some old
friends. Shown, from left to right, are: Arthur De Titta, Movietone News news
editor; Mrs. De Titta, Xavier Cugat, famous band leader also on a vacation;
Mrs. and Mr. Brown, and Shirley Lou Brown. The Browns stayed at the Cavalier Hotel.
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drome Amusement Corporation, Southing¬
ton, listing as incorporators Murray
Holstein, New York, and Robert Schwartz
and Fred Quatrano, both of Waterbury,
with capital, $50,000....The Hartford
Theatre Circuit’s neighborhood lineup,
the Colonial, Central, Lyric, Lenox,
and Rialto, gave away free Fuller
brushes to the first 100 patrons in
line on opening day of “The Fuller
Brushman. ” Ernie Grecula, assistant
to A1 Schuman, circuit general manager,
also had a display in the Colonial
lobby of the original Fuller Brush
used in the motion picture.

screening of “Canon City”, a round
table interview was held during a
luncheon at the Ritz Carlton Hotel.
The next day was spent doing inter¬
views with disc jockeys and Hollywood
reporters of radio stations. Brady
then left for the west coast for re¬
takes on his newest picture, “29
Clues”. High on his list of fellows
was Johnny Indrisano, prominent local
boxer from East Boston, who appeared
with Brady in “In This Corner”.
Charles Levy, Walt Disney repre¬
sentative, was a recent visitor....
Joe Jowel, new RKO publicity man in
Australia, was in also. Understand
that you couldn’t miss it
Another visitor becoming a permanent
fixture as assistant to contract clerk
at EL exchange is Katherine Cuddeford,
from- London, England. She is not new
to the business, having worked for EL
in London for two and a half years.
The young lady hadabit of ado coming
over. Twenty-two hours by plane is
slightly over par for the course. She
is living with an aunt and uncle in
Everett, Mass. Cheers and all the best.
David Griersdorf, EL distributor in
Canada, paid a visit to the district
....Vice president and general sales
manager Warner Manley, was also seen
here and there.
Benn Rosenwald, MGM branch manager,
was anxiously awaiting Aug. 1. His
new house in West Newton, Mass., was
nearing completion and was expected
to be ready for occupancy around that
date.A1 Fowler, that debonair of debonairs
at 20th-Fox, will be absent from his
corner stall for a short time.

New Haven
CROSSTOWN
NEW HAVEN
Altec signed a sound service deal
with the Center, Hartford.

Connecticut
HARTFORD
Recommendation was made by City
Corporation Counsel F. J. Carlson that
the City Council deny a refund on a
Hartford theatre license that had not
been used fully. A refund of $48.75
was requested a few months ago by the
Hartford-Connecticut Trust Company,
trustee. It was explained by the bank
that the license was purchased a year
ago, to run from July 31, 1947, to
July 31, 1948, and that a new one had
to be purchased by a New Haven firm
after it leased the theatre on April
4. The bank seeks the difference for
the unused portion of the first
license from April 4 to July 31.
Carlson has described the license as
“a permit or privilege to do what
otherwise would be unlawful”. He added
that it was “not a contract” or a
“property right”.
This city’s IATSE locals will
represented by Rube Lewis, Local
and Charlie Northby, Local 486,
the national IATSE convention
Cleveland.
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Judson Parker, second from left, lead¬
ing salesman in the east in the first
lap of Universal-International1 s Pre¬
sidential Sales Drive, recently re¬
ceived congratulations from Abner
Eilenberg, Malden (Mass.) Amusement
Company buyer, as U-I Boston branch
manager E. M. Feldman, left, and Stan¬
ley Eilenberg, Malden booker, watched.

N.B. King, Inc., New London, has
started furnishing labor and equipment
for E.M. Loew’s planned drive-in at
Montville, on the New London-Norwich
Highway. According to plans prepared
by architect Sol B. Bernstein, the
project will have a 600-car capacity.
There’s one theatre manager in this
area looking desperately for a place
to live. Tommy Grace, manager, Eastwood, East Hartford, has been evicted
from his East Hartford living quarters,
and has had to move in with his mother
at the latter’s New Britain home. The
Grace family ,furniture is now in
storage. His six-year old daughter
starts school in September, and Grace
would like to have her begin in East
Hartford. Another reason for the search
is that Grace at present is commuting
daily to East Hartford from NewBritain.
Anybody knowing of a location for the
Grace brood can call Hartford 8-2210
(Eastwood number)

Trade regards went to the Paul
Klingers, he’s manager, Loew-Poli
Strand, Waterbury, on the occasion of
their 2lst wedding anniversary.
The trade here is watching a new
local experiment in community rela¬
tions being tried by manager Eddie
Selette, Crown. The new gag is a baby’
carriage parking service, at no extra
charge, handling afternoon trade only.
Space for 50 carriages has been set
aside backstage at the theatre, and
no charge is made by Selette for the
buggy parking service. After parking
the carriage, the mother takes her
offspring to an auditorium seat.
Selette first tried this gag in 1928
while managing the Arcadia, Nashua,
N.H. Later, managing the Colonial,
Utica, N.Y., he added, in addition
to the carriage parking, an extra
backstage room fof a kiddie playpen.
Ben Lamo, Strand assistant manager,
was released from Hartford Hospital,
and is now recovering at his home.
Relieving is Charlie Atamian.
A tie-up with a toy store was made
for the revival of “Drums” and “Four
Feathers” by manager Fred Greenway,
Loew-Poli Palace, and assistant Howard
Padowitz.

Jim McCaruny,>Strand manager, re¬
porting the installation of a new airconditioning unit in the completelyremodeled house, said that Charles
Carver, air-conditioning expert,
working on the theatre roof in con¬
nection with unit installation, was a
victim of heat prostration.

A special advance screening on the
“The Street With No Name” was arrang¬
ed for detectives, police, and juvenile
delinquency prevention agencies by
manager Lop Cohen, Loew-Poli, and his
assistant, Sam Horwitz.

At State Capitol, a certificate of
incorporation was filed for the Air-

Irene Moquin, Loew-Poli Palace, has
been recuperating from injuries re¬
ceived in ahorseback riding accident.
Manager Fred R. Greenway, Loew-Poli
Palace, and his assistant, Howie Pad¬
owitz, plugged “Easter Parade” through
several stunts. They tied in with a
parking lot to use signs in empty lo¬
cations, with words, “No Parking--This
space reserved for ‘Easter Parade.’”
Opening day also had a nice stunt, with
Greenway and Padowitz lining up a num¬
ber of offices in the Palace building
to put signs on office doors during
lunch hours: “Closed--Gone to see
‘Easter Parade.’”

Fred Zinneman, right, director of MGM's
"The Search", was recently honored in
Hollywood by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews when he received
a special citation from Dr. William
Lindsay, Conference vice-president,
The award was made for Zinneman's
very fine work on
the film.

A number of industry affairs are
coming up in August, with the Warner
Club party, scheduled for Aug. 12 at
the Castle Inn, Saybrook, and the golf
tournament of Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Connecticut slated for
Aug. 24 at the Racebrook Country Club,
Orange.
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musical comedy star’s Life brought
here was launched by Louis Schaefer,
manager, Victory, and was backed up
by Conrad Hemond, Chamber of Commerce
executive secretary. Miss Tanguay
spent her early life in Holyoke.

LOWELL

ldmar k, on tne teit,
who turns in another really spec
performance as a gang leader in 20th-Century-Fox's "The Street With No Name". withhim are Joseph Pevney and Donald Buka.

Hy Fine, district manager in Con¬
necticut for M. and P., and Bob Stern¬
berg, the outfit’s Boston district
chief, left for a vacation through
Canada.
Daniel Schuman, son of treasurer
Leon Schuman, Hartford Theatres Cir¬
cuit, is to enter Peabody Conserva¬
tory of Music.
Tom Carey, Carey Theatrical Promo¬
tions, got back from a trip through
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and
reported he booked a Kiddie Show into
the E.M. Loew’s Capitol, Providence,
and Center, Pawtucket, R.I., for Aug.
12, day and date. Carey also reported
that H. MacNamara, manager, Strand,
Newport, R. I., M. andP. house, became
the proud pop of a baby boy.
Herman Tranig is the new relief
manager, Lockwood and Gordon’s Webb,
Wethersfield.... Virginia Avmick, has
been promoted to assistant manager at
the Center by manager Mike Piccirillo.
Miss Avmick succeeds Margaret Tilley,
who resigned to marry Police Officer
William Madigan....Tony Repoline is
the new projectionist, Eastwood, East
Hartford, according to manager Tommy
Grace.
Down in Middletown, Sal Adorno, Sr.,
has been remodeling the Palace....In
Thompsonville, the Perakos Strand has
installed a new marquee, and renovated
the lobby. Tom Grogan is manager....
Joe Gittelman, former aide, Loew-Poli
Palace, Meriden, is now here as student
assistant manager, Loew-Poli Palace
...Francis Morin, Regal, has merchant
f.ieups for “Up In Central Park.’’

Extensive renovations are to get
under way soon at the Crown, accord¬
ing to manager Edward Selette.

The Crown changed hands. Under a
long term lease, with an option to
buy, the property passed to Irving
Sisson, Allen Theatre Corporation.
The theatre closed for alterations.
Tom Vitrie, former owner, Crown, is
now the New England agent for Holly¬
wood Theatre Service Inc., dealing in
theatre premiums. His Boston head¬
quarters are at Eddie Hosmer’s Inde¬
pendent Theatre Supply. 20 Winchester
Street.

MERIDEN
WMMW has started a new Wednesday
afternoon broadcast, “Madcap Matinee,’’
aired from the Loew-Poli Palace. The
tieup was made by Mollie Stickles,
Palace manager. The show is an audienceparticipation presentation.

NEW LONDON
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POPCORN
MACHINES

"Genuine
Munley Supplies"

Charlie Aarons, manager, Victory,
for a Saturday Kiddie show offering,
gave away comic books.

TORRINGTON
Strand
Scanlan,
ner, as
Florence

Amusement Company named John
Jr., assistant manager, War¬
manager, State, succeeding
Kroft, resigned.

SAM HORENSTEIN
New England Representative

Massachusetts
•*

HAVERHILL
Maurice Sidman, Strand, is extending
his popularity to Lynn, Mass., with
his Country Store Nite at the Audi¬
torium.

off; ce

«

«

and Showroom. . . . 45 Church St.

Hancock 7419

Bolton

In the Heart of the Film District

HOLYOKE
Western Massachusetts Theatres,
Inc., is attempting to have the 20th
Century-Fox “I Don’t Care,” film ver¬
sion of the life of the late Eva Tanguay, given its world premiere here,
according to general manager Harry
Smith. The boom to attract the pre¬
miere of the film story of the late

LEASE
Modern

500

FOR
seat

fully

SALE

equipped

neigh¬

borhood theatre: 4 years with option
renew.

Growing

town

of

to

18,000.

F. M. WESTFALL
P. O.

BOX

1307

MARTINSVILLE, VA.

JOSEPH DOBESCH
Associates, Inc.
116 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Telephone: Hancock 4807
It's just around this time in 20th Century-Fox's "The Street WitTl No Name"
that Mark Stevens is discovered as an FBI man posing as a gangster, and mob¬
sters Donald Buka and Joseph Pevney are on hand to deliver Stevens to their leader.
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PITTSFIELD

eluding new men’s and women’s lounges,
a new air-conditioning system, and
changes to the front of the building.
The Capitol is the fourth theatre here
to come under the control of Western
Massachusetts Theatres, Inc. The other
three are the Palace, the Colonial,
and Strand.

Western Massachusetts Theatres,
Inc. , has purchased the Capitol. In¬
cluded in the transaction, one of the
largest real estate transfers filed
in the Berkshire Registry of Deeds in
years, were a business block contain¬
ing a furniture store, a garage, and
a vacant lot. The property, the estate
of Mabel I. Mills and Laura T. Mills,
cost very closeto $500,000 accord¬
ing to Samuel Goldstein, president,
Western Massachusetts Theatres, Inc.
The Capitol was rebuilt after a dis¬
astrous fire six years ago. The new
owners plan renovations, however, in-

A substantial decrease in attendance
at all theatres, coupled with the fact
that this city’s Sunday rates have
been the highest in the state, has led
Mayor Robert T. Capeless to effect a
cut-back in such Sunday fees. The
mayor had boosted rates earlier in the
year, but had promised to reduce them
if business was bad. Under the new
schedule, effective on Aug. 1, the
Capitol and Palace had their rates
dropped from $50 a Sunday to $40. Prior
to the increase early in 1948, they
paid $35 each. Under the new schedule,
the Union Square goes from $37.50 to

NORTH ADAMS
Division manager George E. Landers,
E.M. Loew’s Theatres, reports the ap¬
pointment of Albert Donovan, former
relief manager, Mohawk, as manager,
replacing David Seidman, resigned.

TRADE SCREENINGS
BOSTON
Warners (122 Arlington)
2:30, “Two Guys Prom Texas”.

Aug.

9,

NEW HAVEN
Warners (70 College) Aug. 9,
“Two Guys From Texas”.

2:30,

$30, with the four other houses scaled
down accordingly.

WEST SPRINGFIELD
The Drive-In has installed Simplex
mechanisms, Simplex sound system, and
Peerless Hy-Candescent lamp houses,
furnished through National Theatre
Supply Company, Boston.

New Hampshire
LEBANON

PAYROLL?
Ji
a?e
THEATRE
PAYROLL
FORMS
(SPECIFY ITEM B.S. 10)

• This is the system that resulted
from a contrast of the Payroll Forms
used by all major theatre circuits.
• Designed to be filed in the or¬
dinary letterhead size cabinet (8’/2 x
11

inches)

this

form

permanent weekly

provides

record

a

of the

number, rate of pay, overtime pay,
individual

name,

social

security

reasons for overtime, and deduc¬
tions for all purposes.

FM radio service provides patrons
of the Opera House with news from
6:45 to 7 p.m., immediately preceding
the start of the show. The theatre has
a Western Electric sound system, new
Century projectors, and Arctic NuAir blower system. Mrs. Doris Mellica,
manager, recently acquired an office
adjacent to the lobby.

MANCHESTER
The Pine Island Drive-In opened at
the amusement park of that name out¬
side of this city. Children under 12
are admitted free.

NASHUA
Raising theatre license fees from
$200 to $400 was defeated here when the
licensing committee chairman told the
Board of Aldermen that the average
annual fee for 12 New Hampshire cities
is $234 for theatres of all capacities.
For theatres seating under 1,000, the
average is $217. All Nashua houses are
in this group, Park holding 800; Dan¬
iel Webster, 998; Colonial, 954, and
State, 900. The increase proposal had
been suggested on the argumentthat
“theatres should be charged for the
special privilege of not having park¬
ing meters near their entrances.” The
ordinance was tabled on a 13 to l vote.

It also pro¬

vides gross weekly totals of sal¬

NEWPORT

One
of the most important features is
an individual signed receipt by
each employee, without their being
able to see what any other em¬
ployee has earned.

“All My Sons” was shown at the Coniston as a benefit for the local hos¬
pital drive.

aries, deductions, raises, etc.

PORTSMOUTH
All sales prepaid. Please send check, money order
or stamps with order. Sold under money back
guarantee.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: I Tfl. (52 ISSUES) -$2 00
FOREIGN • $5 00

© Whenever a total payroll check
is drawn to any one manager, such

ALL SALES LIMITED TO THEATRES
WHICH SUBSCRIBE TO "THE EXHIBITOR"

an auditable form is to his benefit
as well as the ownership.

EMANUEL

PUBLICATIONS,

Vermont
BRATTLEB0R0

THE EXHIBITOR f^-BOOK SHOP
JAY

Rotarians were guests at the Colonial
recently where Louis deRochemont
Academy Award produoer, explained two
educational films which he had directed,
one of them having a New Hampshire
setting.

INC.

1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

The father-in-law of Gerry Sg,voie,
manager, Paramount, died. The trade
extends its condolences- to the local
theatreman during his period of
grief.
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TRADE SCREENINGS
ALBANY
Warners (79 N. Pearl) Aug.
12:30, “Two Guys From Texas.”

New

BUFFALO

CROSSTOWN

Warners (464 Franklin)
2:00, "Two Guys From Texas.’1

Gladys Nuncie, Monogram Interna¬
tional, was married last week to
Harold W. Thompson.
Employees of the Walter Reade The¬
atres recently contributed more than
$1 each to the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital fund. The appeal was con¬
ducted in June. In addition, the cir¬
cuit’ s welfare fund also made a sub¬
stantial contribution.
Charles E. Kessnich, Metro district
manager, and Rudy Berger, southern
sales head, were in. ..Sidney Franklin,
producer for Leo, sailed for Paris....
G.L. Carrington, president, Altec
Service, arrived from the coast.
Local exploitation for Eagle Lion’s
"Mickey”, Gotham, included dozens of
important window displays, major tele¬
vision appearances of the picture’s
star, Lois Butler, and a tieup witn
Bantam Books’ pocket edition of
"Mickey”, based on Peggy Goodin’s
prize-winning novel, “Clementine”.
Practically every music store window
was tied up for displays featuring the
song-sheets, and added music store
tieups gave liberal window and counter
display to the Capitol Record album.
Max E. Youngstein, EL vice-president
in charge of advertising, publicity,
and exploitation, directed the cam¬
paign.
Wardens of the City Prison System
were the guests of Albert Williams,
Commissioner Of Correction, at a
special screening last week of Eagle
Lion’s “Canon City” held in the pro¬
jection room of the new Tombs prison
....Frederick Brisson, executive pro¬
ducer, Independent Artists, whose
first picture, “The Velvet Touch”,
will be released by RKD, returned
last week following a seven-week busi¬
ness trip through the principal Euro¬
pean countries.
Skouras Roosevelt, Flushing, L.I.,
recently accomplished its biggest
summer promotion by inaugurating a
series of movie-ice-cream parties for
10 consecutive afternoons. This was
accomplished at no expense to the
theatre for either the ice cream or
the extensive advertising. A tieup
was made with Linda's Pastry Shop
which sponsored the parties, and fur¬
nished heralds, signs, trailer, and
the ice cream. No limit was placed by
the sponsor on the number of cups of
ice cream distributed at each party.
Roy Del Ruth, producer-director,
Allied Artists’ "The Babe Ruth Story”,
and Joe Kaufman, associate producer,
arrived last week to attend the world
premiere at the As tor.... Edward M.
Saunders, MGM assistant general sales
manager, returned from a Maine vaca¬
August 4, 1948
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Pictured above is Charles A, Smakwitz,
who was recently appointed zonemanager
for Warner Theatres in the Albany area.

tion....Oscar A. Doob, Loew’s general
theatre executive, returned last week
from a Wisconsin vacation.
Robert J. Engler, director and re¬
cording manager, Western Electric
Company, Ltd., in England, returned
last week for conferences.
H.M. Richey, exhibitor relations
head for MGM, was in French Lick, Ind.,
last week to attend the convention of
Associated Theatre Owners, and also
to attend a luncheon for the Cincinnati
exhibitors group at the Netherlands
Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.
All children under 12 years of age
were admitted to the Gotham last week
to see Eagle Lion’s “Mickey” at a
•special reduced price of 35 cents....
Eddie Dowden, Loew’s advertising de¬
partment, was vacationing at Nassau
Point, L.I., last week.
More than 250 members of the press
attended a special cocktail and dinner
party held last week at the famous
Jacob Ruppert Brewery prior to a
screening of Allied Artists’ “The
Babe Ruth Story” at the nearby RKO
theatre at 58th and Third Avenue.
Bernard B. Keeney, former Reading,
Pa., theatreman is now with RKO Thea¬
tres as relief manager. He is at pre¬
sent at the RKO 58th Street.
Independent Theatre Service News:
Ben Brosky, Liberty, Irvington, N.J.,
returned from vacation.... Jack Unger
and family, Mayfair, Hillside, N.J.,
were spending the summer days at Belmar, N.J. ..Dave Boxer, Rex, Irvington,
N. J., is back on the job after a va¬
cation in Canada.... Jack Fields,
Cameo, Jers eyCity, reclining in Flor¬
ida, forwarded a batch of pecan butter¬
nuts.... The Cort, Newark, managed by
Al Lippe, who recently returned from
a vacation, shifted to a reissue
policy.... Adolph Nussbaum, National,
Newark, spent a pleasant vacation in
Grossingers.. .Lucien Feldman, Strand,
Newark, was a proud dad when he heard
his son, Edmond, won top honors in the
art class of Syracuse University....
Hy Feldman, Treat, Newark, was vaca¬
tioning on the Jersey Shore....Al
Hochberg, Lido, Orange, N.J., was also
planning a shore vacation.... Harry
Scheer, Rialto, Ridgefield, Park, N.J.,
made an appearance in New York with
his granddaughter, showing her the
sights, ..Joe Ornstein, New York booker,

Warners (321 W. 44th) Aug. 9, 2:30,
"Two Guys From Texas.”
was enjoying a vacation at his Rockaway home.... Jack Meltzer and the
family are spending the summer in
Femdale.
Ted Krasner, Doc Brown Circuit, was
vacationing at Milford, Conn.
Interboro Circuit News: Jack Feigenbaum has been added as office aide....
Fay Slavin, accounting department, was
vacationing in Canada.,.. .Lenore Green¬
berg, secretary, was feted at a dinner
in Chinatown, celebrating her birthday
...Mary Sears, purchasing department,
purchased a retail store, catering to
the younger set... .Lawrence Pritchard
has been transferred from the Trylon
to the Cambria....Nannette Carrasco
and Paula Giles are the proud posses¬
sors of a new apartment, and recently
had open house.
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicepresident' in charge of distribution,
was in Chicago for conferences....
Hugh Owens,' eastern and southern divi¬
sional sales manager, Paramount, was
in Charlotte.
Meyer Mishkin last week resigned
from the New York casting department
of 20th Century-Fox to become affil¬
iated with a talent agency.

New Jersey
CALDWELL
The Park, David A. Nolan, manager,
recently held a morning showing of
"The Miracle Of The Bells” for Sisters
of Saint Dominic, resident at Caldwell
College, and local schools.

DOBBS EERRY
Trans-Lux Corporation last week an¬
nounced the purchase of the fee of the
Embassy for approximately $250,000.
The 1000-seat house was built in the
1920’s for RKO. It will now be run
under the typical Trans-Lux policy,
and will be rehabilitated wherever
necessary.

PERTH

AMBOY

Two new Motiograph projectors have
been installed in Walter Reade’s Ma¬
jestic replacing equipment in use for
many years. The installation presages
extensive repairs and modernization
of, the theatre.

PL AlNFI ELD
Local news events photographed in
16mm. Kodachrome again proved an added
New York
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attraction of considerable boxoffice
pull at Walter Reade’s Paramount, with
Bill Stewart, manager and amateur
photographer, handling the camera, etc.
Through special arrangements with
Eastman Kodak and DeLuxe Laboratories
developing of the film is rushed
through rapidly so that the local news
items do not lose their current value.
Jack Harris, Reade booking department
head, helped out by editing the film
in his home workshop.
Sheet music albums of Tchaikovsky’s
melodies were given away recently as
door prizes by Lester Smith, manager,
Walter Reade’s Strand, in his campaign
for “Song Of My Heart”

New York State
AL BANY
It was reported that receipts from
New York censor fees totaled $25,268
in June. The three months ended on
July 30 rolled exactly $92,443 into
the censor’s coffers.
Tom Harris joined Universal-Inter¬
national as apprentice booker. He is
the son of Bucky Harris, now with the
U-I exploitation department.
Raceway Realty Corporation wi-11 build
a 500-car drive-in on the parking lot
of Empire Raceways. Films will be
shown six nights weekly, with Wednes¬
days used as parking lot for patrons
of the midget auto races. The Raceway
is operated by William Thompson and
Carol Roupp.
Ra£ Smith, Warner manager, is general
chairman of the committee in charge
of raising funds for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital. Also on the com¬
mittee are Eugene Vogel, U-Int.; Jack
Bulwinkle, Columbia, and Edward J„
Wall, Paramount. The support of exhi¬
bitors will be enlisted by film sales¬
men.
Stanley Yentes, 20th Century-Fox
booker-office manager, is no longer
connected with the exchange, replaced
by Helen Wisper, secretary to Dan
Houlihan, branch manager. Peggy Fuchs,
booking clerk, was promoted to secre¬
tary to the branch manager...^Robert
Halliday, transferred here from Dallas,
is booking for Warners....Mae Finin,
Warner Theatres’ telephone operator,
will vacation in Chicago, and also
visit with her son, Brother William
Gerard C.S.C., in South Bend, Ind.
Harry Lamont reopened his Leeds
Drive-In, damaged by fire last August.
It accommodates 140 automobiles and
500 walk-in customers... Mary J. Hill,
secretary to Leonard Rosenthal, coun¬
sel, Upstate Theatres, Inc.,was
married to Reginald Tryon, East Greenbush, at the Sacred Heart Church,
Castleton. The reception was held at
Jevon’s, East Greenbush, and the couple
were honeymooning in the Adirondacks
....“Mickey” Daytz, Warners’ Boston
sales-manager, was spending some time
in the Albany territory.... Eleanor
Paradies, Pam-O-Film and Film Classics,
Buffalo, was a visitor.
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Other vacationers are: Eagle Lion,
Mary Quigley, secretary; RKO, Betty
Elliott, booker* s secretary, and Mar¬
garet Buckley, booker; Warner Theatres’,
Larry Maher, bookkeeper, andChuck
Limmer, stockroom; 20th Century-Fox,
Winnie All-en, cashier, and Paramount,
Margaret Dorn, booker’s secretary,
Kate Murray, chief inspectress.
-M.E. B.
Harry Kalmine, Warner Theatres
general manager and vice-president,
announced the appointment of Charles
A. Smakwitz as zone manager of the Al¬
bany zone. He succeeds C.J. Latta, who
departed for an assignment in London,
England. In addition to Kalmine, other
home office executives attending a
meeting in the Warner Theatres’ office
were Harry Goldberg, director of ad¬
vertising and publicity, and Harry
Rosenquest. Ralph Crabill, district
manager, also attended.

BU F FAL0
The MPTO announced that the Helen
Hayes’ Nurse Recruitment trailer,
which runs one minute and 45 seconds,
has been approved by the film program
committee of the national organization.
The committee feels that the recruit¬
ment of nurses is a worthy project,
which merits theatre support. All
theatres are requested to run the
trailer, now being distributed by
20th Century-Fox, and prints may be
obtained from the exchange.
Among those noted at the Fort Erie
races on Variety Day were Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Michaels,
Irving Fried, Mr.and
Mrs. George Gammel, Menno Dykstra,
Jim Wynn, Jack Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Brown, Eleanor Paradeis, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Geffen, Phil and Ida Fox and
Meyer Fox, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Murphy,
Harry Berkson, Molly Stark, A1 Herman,
Jack Chinell, Eddie Catlin, Dave Leff,
Bill Dipson, and Myron Gross. A buffet
luncheon was served at the club rooms
after the races. “Dainty Red” took the
Variety Cup in the Sixth race. Bill
Dipson, Chief Barker, Tent 7, presented
the trophy to the winning owner.
Carl Miller and his sister, Ann
Kauffman, have taken over the Ritz,
Sherman, as of July 15. It had pre¬
viously been operated by Merle Tucker.
Peter W. Hoguet reopened Sullivan
Hall, Sampson, after a summer recess
...Phil Fox, Columbia branch manager,
was vacationing at Georgian say....
Shirley Stafford, Columbia booker’s
stenographer, was vacationing on the
lake shore.... Billy Abrams, Columbia
shipper, returned from his annual va¬
cation spent at Georgian Bay...Francis
White, United Artists cashier, was va¬
cationing on the Canadian shore.
Work of replacing the front of the
Basil Lafayette was proceeding. The
theatre closed to permit speedy com¬
pletion of the $75,000 improvements
from stage to lobby. Gus Basil, presi¬
dent, Basil Brothers Circuit, announced
an early reopening.
Joe Miller, Buffalo branch manager,
(Continued on page NT-3)

TRAVELLING AROUND
WITH LEW HERB
(Lew Herb, THE EXHIBITOR’S travel¬
ling representative, now begins his
tour of theatres in the territory
served out of New York City. His re¬
port will follow each week,. Watch for
him.-Ed.)
Our first step was in the New Jer¬
sey resort town of Seaside Park, where
the Strand and Colonial operate under
the direction of the Newberry Circuit,
Manasquan, N.J. The
houses are locally un¬
der the direction of
Florian Beisiegel, who
handles both the thea¬
tres in Seaside Park,
plus the house in Lavalette. In addition,
Beisiegel is the editor
of the weekly Ocean
County Review. Calling
Lew Herb
at the Strand, operated
both matinee and evening during the
summer, we met Jesse Byers, house mana¬
ger, connected with the organization
for eight years. During the winter,
he is currently going to college, and
expects to join the teaching profession
when he graduates While at this thea¬
tre, we found our way into the pro¬
jection booth, and chatted with Harry
Newell, who has been operating the
machines at this house for 22 years.
He is a member of Local 269, and has
been in the profession since 1912. The
Colonial, although slightly larger,
usually operates during the summer
months only, and had just had its front
redecorated and painted for the summer..
Continuing our journey, we next
stopped in Point Pleasant, N. J. , where
the circuit also operates two houses,
the Grove and Arnold. At the Grove,
E. 0’ Hare is managing this season. In
the winter, he is usually found at
the Algonquin, Manasquan, N.J., where
he acts as assistant. He has been con¬
nected with the organization for nine
years.
George Twotel is in charge at the
Arnold, which operates year-round. In
the Grove booth, we chatted with Charles
Chapell, projectionist, who has been
running the machines there for the past
four years, with about 24 years of
experience.
Heading inland, we drove to Lakewood, N.J., where the two theatres,
the Palace and Strand, are under the
direction of Henry "Doc” Brown. The
Strand is the "A” house of the com¬
munity. At the time of our visit, airconditioning was being installed.
Both this and the Palace are under the
direction of Charles Brown, although
the Palace is operated weekends.
Our next visit was to the home of¬
fice of the Newberry Circuit, the
Algonquin in Manasquan. We found that
Newberry and his assistant, were outof-town, so we turned inland, and
eventually arrived in Freehold, N.J.,
where we stopped in at the Liberty to
see William Levee, handling this house
for “Doc” Brown, for the past nine
(Continued on page NT-3)
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is working day and night with his sales
force trying to get in the money spot
with his Film Classics sales drive,
covering the territory between Albany
and Buffalo. Money spots are from first
to fifth place, and Miller is now hold¬
ing down eighth place, and fighting
hard to get up there in the first five.
He continues to rave about "Will It
Happen Again?", playing at the Embassy,
Rochester.
Ruby Schwigert, Film Classics cash¬
ier, was vacationing in the country
...Elmer Lux, former RKO branch mana¬
ger, had as his weekend guests at
Crystal Beach, George Lynch and wife
and Sid and Agnes Kallet, Kallet Cir¬
cuit, Oneida.
-M.G.

ROCHESTER
Burglars apparently concealed them¬
selves in Max Fogel’s Webster.and
attempted unsuccessfully to crack the
office safe. Manager George Meyers
found the office ransacked, the dial
knocked from the strongbox.
Ben Belinson’s Little reopened after
a summer closing for redecoration ac¬
tivities. Work will be continued morn¬
ings before the house opens.
Norman Slotnick, Clinton, and the
new missus moved into a Park.Avenue
apartment.... The (little guy with the
sharp arrows was busy again, John
Thomas, assistant manager. Regent,
planning to step off on July 31, and
Robert Morrison, assistant manager,
Grand, scheduling his nuptial vows
with Eleanor Petersen, Penn Yan on
Aug. J 5.
Lester Pollock again is chairman,
entertainment committee, firemen’s
benefit show, Eastman, and serving
with him are James Eshelman, Francis
Anderson, Arthur Krolick, and William
Lang... Manager Louis Thompson, Regent,
had a wrecked automobile dragged around
the city as h safety gag plugging
"Ruthless”, a sign on the wreck stres¬
sing "this is what happens to ruthless
drivers”.
Some large local business firms were
objecting strenuously to some require¬
ments of the new "business privilege
tax”. Some theatres figured it might
be less painful than a special amuse¬
ment tax under the same state law.
Projectionist Glenn Howard, who tra¬
vels with lecturer Burton Holmes, was
in town for a vacation before return¬
ing to California...Louise Giorgione
planned to visit in New York and Belmar, N.J., on her vacation....Kenneth
Robinson, assistant manager. Paramount,
and John Thomas, Regent, were holiday¬
ing.
What exhib wrote to city officials
in effort to prevent showing of "The
Outlaw”, Embassy?....Theatre patrons
again were complaining in letters to
the newspapers of double feature policy
offering a “tiresome B” film with a
topflight flicker.
August 4,
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Friends extended sympathy to Byron
Heyes, relief stagehand, Paramount,
whose wife died.... Vacation plans of
Ray Ferigno, manager, Grand, were com¬
plicated when his son, Chickie, parted
with his tonsils.... Manager Anderson,
RKO Palace, gave away 300 “Superman”
goggles.
Sam Slotnick’s Parkway Drive-In,
Canandaigua, still had that unfinished
look as grading work and landscaping
continued daily, but it wasplaying to
good business nightly.... Howard Carroll, Strand, advertised color cartoons
as added draw.
Jack Boyd, Embassy, added a jewelry
display and three-day watch repair
service to his varied lobby business
enterprises.... Don Seyba, formerly
Little aide, became acting assistant
manager. Regent. ... Allen Pratt, was
promoted to assistant manager, Clinton
....Projectionist Frank Higgins again
aided at the Grotto rodeo performances.
D. R.

SARATOGA SPRINGS
A full page co-op. ad tieing in 30
local merchants was recently promoted
by Harry Burke, manager, Walter Reade’s
Community, for “Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House.”

SCHENECTADY
City manager Arlen St. Louis, look¬
ing for added local revenue, has his
eyes not only on a five per cent tax
on hotel rooms but also on a similar
admissions tax. He estimates the ad¬
missions tax would net about $200,000.
Local grills which charge extra for
television also would be socked under
the tax plan.
Guy Graves reported things were
quiet at Proctor’s, where heheadquarters...Dick Murphy, manager, Pla¬
za, was off on a trip to Cape Cod....
Bob Fonda, projectionist. Strand, postcarded from Washington, D. C.. .Lou Rapp,
manager, Strand, was back from a vaca¬
tion.
Dolores Benequista, secretary,
State, was back from a siesta-session
at Lake George... Frances Lasky, Erie,
was back at the registers after a trip
into Canada and the 1000 Islands....
Mary Brady was back for vacation re¬
lief work, State.... Fred Smith, pro¬
jectionist, State, was off with a tent
to rou^n i
at Lake George’s Bolton
Landing.
Mary Johnson was in at the State...
Moe Klein, Phil Rapp’s assistant mana¬
ger, State and Erie, was excited over
the arrival of his family from Vir¬
ginia. ... George Adams, Plaza, was off
vacationing.
Bob Griffeth, assistant manager.
Plaza, and Dick Murphy were happy over
the lineup of kids on a- Wednesday after¬
noon waiting to get into the house.
More than 1,500 youngsters took ad¬
vantage of seeing a Roy Rogers-Trigger
film, and then walking out with still
more in the way of free ice cream and

cookies with the best wishes of an ice¬
cream plant and bakeshop. Special show
is a once-a-year program.

SYRACUSE
After banging away at a large empty,
safe, destined for the junkyard
thieves broke into a Coke machine,
taking three bottles of thirst quen¬
cher, change from the coin box, and a
$200 motion picture camera from the
office of the Civic, leaving behind a
new case of men’s toilet articles,
evidently stolen elsewhere.
Manlius, near Syracuse, heard an
overwhelming expression of sentiment
against action which would allow the
construction of a drive-in near the
village. Approximately 100 qualified
voters attended the meeting, and only
one vote, said to have been that of
Fred Krisch, promoter, was cast in
favor of granting the permit under the
local zoning ordinance. It is under¬
stood that another try for a permit
will be made in Pompey.
We were very glad to have taken that
little bus ride with Warren Williams,
projectionist, Rivoli....Max Rubin,
Schine Palace manager, and family re¬
turned from a vacation in Canada.
Dewey Lederer and Dick Myers, Schine
maintenance department, Gloversville,
and John McNamara, architect, New
York, were in to inspect the new work
at the Paramount....Gus Lampe and
family, Gloversville, were vacationing
at a New Jersey seaside resort.
Ike Kallet, Paramount, thinks the
kiddies must have tuTned out for 40
miles around to see "Abbott and Cos¬
tello Meet Frankenstein”....Loew’s
State arranged a giveaway of free jars
of Nutrine Sun Tan pads to the first
100 women attending the opening of
"Coroner Creek.”
-J.J.S.
LEW HERB
(Continued from page NT-2)
years. Brown’s brother, Maxwell, and
Ted Krassner, booker, were in confer¬
ring with Levee. Both Krassner and
Levee are well known in the metropolitan
area.
Our next call was to Walter Reade’s
Strand, operated locally by John Bal-
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mer, connected with this circuit for
eight years. He had formerly been con¬
nected with the Mayfair and Paramount,
Asbury Park, N.J., but had transferred
to Freehold when the house was re¬
modeled. Like many others, it boasts
of television in its lounge.
Here, to o, we chatted with the pro¬
jectionist, William Bresnahan, who
has been there for the past 17 years,
with a total of 27 years experience.
He was also connected with Western
Electric at one time, installing sound
systems in theatres.
Our further travels found us in Perth
Amboy, N.J., with five theatres opera¬
ting. We stopped in first at the Roxy,
and met up with Herbert Shusterman,
whose family has been operating this
house for the past 20 years. We learned
that it was originally called the
Roxy, but the late “Roxy” Rothafel had
this name all sewed up. Our next call
was to the Majestic, one of the two
Walter Reade houses, and under the
direction of Julius\Daniels, city mana¬
ger, who has been connected with the
houses for the past 18 years.
While the Majestic is not of recent
origin, it is well-preserved, and
still in very good shape. Both this
and the Strand are Reade houses, with
the S.trand under the supervision of
Sam Shumer, handling it for the past
four years. He is a comparative new¬
comer to exhibition, but is well versed
in the various other phases of show
business. He turned to exhibition a
few years ago, and feels that he has
at last found his life’s work.
The Crescent and Ditmas are both
under the direction of Bookbinder and
Goldstein, with the Crescent under the
direction of Mrs. Anna Ricci, who
started out as a cashier, and took over
the manager’s post about six years
ago. The Ditmas is ably handled by J.
C. Lewis, former newspaperman, who
broke into the business first around
1920, as a projectionist, leaving this
trade for the newspaper business, from
which he retired a few years ago, in
favor of exhibition.
While making the rounds of the the¬
atres in Perth Amboy, we had the pleas¬
ure of meeting and talking with the
majority of the projectionists, all
members of Local 379, IATSE. The local
was originally chartered in 1913, and
has a good record of cooperation with
management. In the Majestic booth are
Ed Woods and Jim McMahon. Woods has
been business agent for the local for
25 years, and has been one of the pro¬
jectionists in this booth for the
past 25. Both he and McMahon had just
finished installing a new set of pro¬
jection heads and bases, at the time
of our visit, and after having been
up all night doing so, we knew they
would be mighty busy watching them to
see that everything worked in good
order, so we made our exit, and dropped
in on Joe Boll and John Rogan at the
Strand.
WATCH THE
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NEW YORK? With the baseball season
well past the midway mark, and most of
the exchangeites nursing hoarse throats
resulting in a discourse of the Durocher-Shotton-Ott affair,
it is only fitting that
a paragraph be devoted
to the softball game
played by Century Cir¬
cuit and the Motion
Picture Bookers Club.
Although the Bookers
Club seemed to have had
the circuit’s number,
as witness two victor¬
Lbs Sugarman
ies last year. Century
disproved the theory as it trounced
its opponents 13-4. The game was played
before a large gathering at Alleypond,
L.I.. and there were plenty of vittles,
supplied by Century, on hand. Lee
Greenberg toed the mound for the win¬
ners while Oscar Lager andMaxie Fried
shared pitching honors for the Bookers
Club. A return match will probably be
in the offing, and it should be some¬
thing to see.
MGM: Herman Garris, booking depart¬
ment, was due back from a vacation....
Johnny Cunniff, booker, was enjoying
a vacation at his home in Valley
Stream..-. Dave Klein, rabid Giant fan,
was still recuperating from the shock
of having L.D. move over the river...
Harry Margolis, booker, was spending
his vacation on the Jersey shore....
Edith Ackerman Stellman finally cut
her wedding cake, to the joy of her
fellow office workers.
U-INTERNATIONAL: The exchange is
plugging the “Woody Woodpecker Song”
....Helene Brayerman has been added
Both men have been there for years,
and have the situation well in hand.
Boll had been a stagehand for about
20 years before entering the booth,
which he did about 13 years ago, while
Rogan has 25 years of projection ex¬
perience to his credit.
At the Roxy, we met Emil Pavlosky,
another old-timer, with 20 years to
his credit. In the Crescent booth we
chatted with Peter O’Toole and Charles
Grover. Both are charter members,
O’Toole, a former stage hand, and
Grover operating 34 years. In the
Ditmas booth we met a father-and-son
team, Anthony and Joseph Mazzeo. The
former, the father, is a past-president
of the local, and was currently the
delegate to the state conclave. His
son, Joseph, is a former marine who
saw service in the South Pacific dur¬
ing the war, and is now following in
his dad’s footsteps.
The other shift at the Ditmas brought
forth Louis Crowell, areal old-timer,
with 40 years experience to his credit.
Dropping in at the strand again, we
met the other crew, consisting of Her¬
bert Bernard and Elmer Mazzeo, brother
of Tony. He, too, is an old-timer,
having been in the business since 1905.
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to the staff. . . .Dor is Tapkin, steno¬
grapher, was due to walk down the aisle
....Mel Sherman, booking department,
was proudly exhibiting pics of his
lovely wife and son, Arnold Elliot...
Recently returned from vacations were
Carol Wi 1 lstein, Elaine Lipschitz,
Minna Heitel, and Leonard Berch. En¬
joying vacations were Frank Gilotta,
Janet Vampfh, and Tom Goff.
REPUBLIC: Lillian Kaplan, secretary,
was off for the Catskills on a vaca¬
tion. ..Chris Blionus, booking depart¬
ment, received birthday greetings on
July 19....Mary Lee, accounting de¬
partment, was enjoying a sojourn....
Hugh Owen, former salesman, was headed
for the coast.
RKO: Gloria Friedman, booking de¬
partment, was welcomed back from a
vacation.... Another returnee from
vacation was Si Kaplan, booker....
Other vacationites include Lillian
Pataky, secretary, and Jimmy Montana,
cashier’s department.Amy Rispoli,
booking department, was a ^ear older
on July 25, while Alice Levine, also
of the booking department, celebrates
another milestone on July 30.
EAGLE LION: Lillian Dollard, secre¬
tary, is sporting a heavy tan after
vacation.
Harriet Krasner, secre¬
tary, left on a vacation to Schroon
Manor.... Renee Feinberg, biller, and
Edith Stamm, booking department, were
sick.
UNITED ARTISTS: Janet Moses, biller,
was vacationing in New Hampshire...
A1 Wartel, assistant shipper on a
leave of absence, paid a visit, an¬
nouncing he has become a proud grandpa
....Claire Sussman, secretary, is
receiving daily calls- from her “lush
thrush”, Larry Marvins.... Film room
vacationites include Mary Einfrank,
Hilda Berger, Beatrice Peprosino, .
and Joe Marsi.
20th CENTURY FOX: The exchange added
Pictorial Films, Inc., to its growing
list of softball victims. Paramount
was to be the next foe encountered....
Jim Victory, salesman, Louis Kutler,
booker, and Joe Burke, office manager
were off on vacations ... .Bess Goldstein
Allen and Martha Kafka were also set
for vacations.... The office had a
visit from Spyros Skouras. Jr^
MONOGRAM: This week’s vacationites
include Irv Mandel, Florence Gilbert,
and Meyer Solomon. The latter was
spending two weeks at Cape cod,....
As the girls in the office come and
go on vacation, Frances High is the
gal who fills their shoes, and de¬
serves plenty of credit....Jack Farkus
assistant branch manager, returned
from vacation,'''as did Etta V. Segail,
head booker, who still has two weeks
to which to look forward.
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE: Horace
Levin and Joe Osmolsky, advertising
department, were both on vacation....
Connie Kahn was mourning the death of
her father.... Herbert Greenstein and
Gerald Balmuith were added to the
accounting department as auditors....
Amelia Respoli, secretary, was anx¬
iously awaiting the fateful day in
September.
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NEWS OF THE

EL Hosts Luncheon
To Milton Cohen

Crosstown
Stanley-Warner tied in with Mutual’s
WIP to plug “Superman,” Columbia serial,
playing 50 S-W theatres. Irving Blumberg
handled the details. The “Superman” pro¬
gram plugged the film showing, while the
theatres plugged the radio show. Also,
plenty of street and window displays were
used.
The S-W Earle will return to
shows in September, it is reported.

stage

A luncheon was held last week at the
Philadelphia Art Alliance to form plans
for “Pennsylvania Week.” All industries
are cooperating, but the motion picture
industry is doing its own job as last year.
Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman, censor
board, is chairman of the motion picture
division. A trailer narrated by David O.
Selznick will be ready for distribution to
theatres shortly, and all theatres are urged
to cooperate in showing it. Ample coverage
has also been promised by the newsreels.
Among those present at the luncheon were
Ted Schlanger, Stanley Goldberg, Sidney
Samuelson,
Edward
Emanuel,
Lewen
Pizor, Bob Lynch, J. J. O’Leary, and
George Beattie, who represented William
Goldman. The motion picture division has
been divided into six divisions headed by
Victor Weschler, Colonial, Erie, north¬
western; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh, south¬
western; Larry Woodin, Arcadia, Wellsboro, north central; Robert Sidman, Senate,
Harrisburg, south central; O’ Leary, Comerford-Publix, Scranton, northeastern, and
Sidney Samuelson, Allied Independent
Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, southeastern. The general
committee consists of William H. Bishop,
Pressly H. McCance, Edgar Z. Wallower,
Searle von Storch, and Edwin M. Clark.
Others working on the motion picture divi¬
sion are William J. Blatt, Pittsburgh;
James P. Clark, Highway Express, Phila¬
delphia; Jay Emanuel, publisher, The Ex¬
hibitor,
Philadelphia; Joseph Feldman,
Pittsburgh; Morris M. Finkel, Pittsburgh;
John H. Harris, Pittsburgh; Fred J. Her¬
rington, Pittsburgh; John J. Maloney,
Pittsburgh; Perry S. Nathan, Pittsburgh;
M. A. Rosenberg, McKees Rocks; Bert M.
Stearn, Pittsburgh, and Earle W. Sweigert,
Philadelphia.

Vine Street
Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager,
Allied Independent Theatre Owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania, last week pointed
out in a bulletin to members in connection
with ASCAP’s recent Federal Court defeat
that pending a complete analysis of the
decision and detailed instructions on how
to proceed by Allied general counsel A. F.
Myers, exhibitor members should not sign
any ASCAP contract, and should not send
any more checks to ASCAP, but wait for
further word from the Allied office. He
added that it appears that ASCAP will
have to completely revise its methods of
doing business, and declared that the sys¬
tem advocated by Allied in its support of
the Lewis Bill, namely that ASCAP
should do business with the producers,
is the one that will eventually be used.
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PHILADELPHIA—Eagle Lion will
be host on Aug. 17 at the Warwick
Hotel at a luncheon tendered to Miiton
Cohen, recently appointed division
manager.
On hand will be invited exhibitors,
etc., and coining in from the home
office will be vice-presidents William
J. Heineman and Max Youngstein and
Jerry Pickman.
It will mark Heineman’s initial ap¬
pearance at a local luncheon since he
was appointed to the EL sales post.
Youngstein is currently drive leader
in the Heineman sales push for the
company, while Pickman was respon¬
sible, to a large extent, for the world
premiere of “Canon City” in Colorado.
Samuelson added that exhibitors should
not be worried by the propaganda that the
film exchanges will add ASCAP charges
to film rentals, since “that practice was
completely exploded when the score
charges were knocked out as a result of
Allied’s campaign against them.” In con¬
nection with the recent “indefinite post¬
ponement” of city ordinance calling for fire
guards in all theatres, Samuelson urged
local exhibitors to show a trailer or a slide
at each and every performance, with text
indicating exits, and reminding patrons
that smoking is not permitted, as sug¬
gested by several Councilmen at the fire
guard hearings.
Eagle Lion booker Max Bronow was on
vacation last week. . . . Gerry, son of
National Theatre Supply’s Mickey Lewis,
was in the Atlantic City hospital last week
with a cut leg suffered while “enjoying
himself” at the shore. . . . John Golder is
now national district manager for Jam
Handy commercial films. . . . Ethel Paster¬
nack, Film Classics stenographer, had a
birthday last week.
On Columbia’s vacation list were Louise
Dalamaccio, cashiers’ department; Mae
Miller, biller, and Eddie Bower, booker.
. . . Milt Young, Columbia flack, painted
his house while on vacation, and found
it an interesting experience.
Sig Horowitz, 20th Century-Fox sales
manager, was vacationing at Gloucester,
Mass. . . . Harriet Fox, 20th Century-Fox
contract clerk, was another on her time
off last week. . . . Division manager Ray
Moon and Joseph St. Clair and Jack Bloom
were in at 20th Century-Fox from the
home office last week. . . . Marie Schaeffer
and Virginia Everly flew back to work at
20th Century-Fox^, last week from a Chi¬
cago vacation, and the former suffered air
sickness.
Paramount’s 36th year drive is getting
underway, with the entire personnel of
the local exchange setting themselves
grimly to the task of winning the drive.
This fighting spirit was sparked last week
when mid-eastern division sales manager
Earle W. Sweigert, at a meeting with all
salesmen and bookers, and attended by
branch manager Ulrik F. Smith and
Arthur Dunn, home office, delivered a
pep talk, and analyzed all problems con¬
fronting the sales and booking depart¬
ments. Smith said he would hold an
added contest to win the Paramount con¬
test, and this would be known as “Philly’s
Date Getters.” The local branch is divided
into four divisions. One group will be
known as “The Philly Flashes,” headed
by city salesman Herman Rubin and
booker Matthew Judge and eight others;
a second section is known as “The Harris¬

burg Hotshots,” headed by salesman Clem
Reck and booker Lou Fortunqto; still an¬
other is the “Scranton Sirens,” led by
salesman Jack Holman and eight others,
and the last is known as “Marquee Chang¬
ers,” championed by branch manager
Smith, sales manager John J. Bergin, chief
booker Ralph Garman, booker Robert
Shisler, and 11 others. Additional awards
will be made in the local drive. An attrac¬
tive set piece will soon occupy a con¬
spicuous position in the branch, and will
depict the front of a theatre, with ladders
bearing the titles of each group leading
up to the marquee, where the daily posi¬
tions of the different participants will be
posted.
The trade was sorry to hear of the death
of the father of Lew Herb, travelling
representative of The Exhibitor, in the
Somers Point, N. J., hospital on July 28.
Burial took place on July 31. Condol¬
ences are extended.
E. S. Kahn, sales manager, Y and Y
Popcorn Supply, is an expectant father.
. . . Jack Engel and the Screen Guild
salesmen and bookers were in New York
last weekend at a company sales meeting.
. . . Viola Honig, Screen Guild bookkeeper,
was on vacation. . . . RKO office manager
Addie Gottschalk was on his summer time
off last week.
Martha Clark RKO booker, was spending
these hot days down east. . . . Wanted:
Return of one dog, Boxer. Named “Briga¬
dier.” Get in touch with Harry Fried¬
man, Progressive Electric, or ask War¬
ners’ Dave Law. . . . Betty Higgins, War¬
ners’ “hello” girl, was on vacation. . . .
Rose Segal has been moved up from
biller to booking clerk, and Helen Strollo
from typist to biller, while Alberta Lotsey
is a new typist at Warner exchange.
Joe Engel, Quality Premium sales repre¬
sentative, was on vacation, and surprised
Charlie Goodwin by sending in several
“deals” while supposedly taking it easy.
. . . Harriet Rosenstein, Warner stenog¬
rapher, was on the sick list last week. . . .
Joe Azzarano, U-I cashier, was on vaca¬
tion. . . . Jeanne Kasper, U-I biller, was
also on vacation. . . . Ina Sterling is a
new clerk at Warners.
Helen McDonough is back in Warners’
inspection department, replacing Chris¬
tine Maynard, resigned. . . . Charles Kaselman, Metro booker, was on vacation. . . .
Carl Gentzer, MGM auditor from the home
office, was in.
Alan Benn enjoys meeting nis film
friends, and likes to keep up with what is
going on in the local industry.

Circuits
Stanley-Warner
Stanley
Slevin,
Mastbaum
assistant
manager, was on his vacation, motoring
through New England and Canada. . . . Bill
Nabut, publicity office, took the fatal
plunge. He and his bride are honeymoon¬
ing in New York. . . . George Bennett,
Selznick New York office, was in for a few
days working on “Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House.”
Jack Brodsky was on vacation, Atlantic
City, etc. . . . Adele Plechner really has
stories to tell about her trip to Portugal,
and. return, after a delay of 24 hours on
the plane because of bad flying weather.
While overseas, the highlight of her trip
was an audience with the Pope.
Dave Udis is back at his old post as the
assistant manager, Capitol. . . . Fay Wolf,
Ellis Shipman’s secretary, and Claire Happ,
telephone operator, now have the new
phila.
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“because of plaintiff’s misuse of said Hol¬
lingshead patent.’’

look in hair-styles. . . . Eve Dracup, tabu¬
lating room, was in the University Hos¬
pital under observation.
Lois Heisler, Dave Stadler’s secretary,
left for her vacation to Florida with her
parents, doing the driving.

Delaware

EXHIBITOR

Carter T. Barron, Loew’s eastern divi¬
sion manager, was in, his knee in a cast
from his recent operation. . . . Edgar J.
Doob, manager, Loew’s Aldine, went on
vacation. His assistant, Robert E. Diem,
was relief manager while Robert Zych
was relief assistant manager.

Wilmington
Fabian Securities, Inc., and its wholly
owned subsidiary, Fabian Enterprises, Inc.,
through
Wilmington
attorney
Thomas
Cooch, filed in U. S. District Court its
answer to the patent infringement suit
brought by Park-In Theatres, Inc., of
Camden, N. J. Fabian Securities asks for
dismissal on the ground that it has com¬
mitted no acts which raise any question
of infringement of Hollingshead patent
1,909,537 by it. Both defendants ask the
court to adjudge the patent invalid, void,
and not infringed by either of them. An
injunction is sought to prevent Park-In
from charging Fabian with infringement
of the patent. Dismissal is also asked

Richard Edge, manager, Pike, Claymont,
was in New York for a brief visit with
J. Stanley Davies, former manager, Boyd,
Chester, Pa., and wife, then enroute to
Wales to see Davies’ parents.
Bill Page, projectionist,
Earle,
New
Castle, was on vacation, and Clayton Hunt
was his replacement. . . . James John¬
son, Edge Moor, vacationed
in South
Carolina, and Mrs. Norma Jones, Edge
Moor, spent her vacation in Ocean City,
Md. . . . Dr. John O. Hopkins, National,
presided at a meeting of the Republi¬
can colored executive committee for New
Castle County.

Ben Shindler, manager, Ace. was in
New York on a business trip. His righthand-man, Frank Mack, spent a day at
Lake Viewpoint, Maryland. . . . Helen
Olsen, Ace, planned to vacation at Hacks
Point.
Russ Gackenbach, manager, S-W Grand,
and Dick Kirsh, manager, S-W Queen,
were back from vacation. . . . Lewis S.
Black, manager, S-W Warner, was vaca¬
tioning, and Louis M. Martin, assistant,
was in charge. . . . Earle G. Finney, man¬
ager, S-W Savoy, vacationed, Morris Albom, acting assistant manager, and G. Earl
Smith, manager, S-W Ritz, filling in.
Betty Hill, Rialto, was back from vaca¬
tion, and Adam Gurczenski, projection¬
ist, Rialto, started his vacation. . . . Leah
Plum joined the S-W Warner. . . . On
vacation from the Warner were John and
Bertha Seemans, who left on the vacation
they postponed from June. . . . May Haley,
S-W Warner, was vacationing.
—Henry L. Sholly.
•

>

New Jersey
Stone Harbor

Ideally Situated
for
Motion Picture Theatre

Ground was broken last fortnight for
the new Harbor, 840-seater, being built by
Jack Greenberg, who already operates the
Park. House is expected to be completed
by next spring, at which time Greenberg
will attempt an all-year-round policy,
with the Park open part time.
David
Supowitz is the architect.

In a new community recently developed and
growing rapidly.
Builders have set aside a site ideally situated
for a motion picture theatre.
Your inquiry by mail would be preferred.

MICHAEL H. EGNAL,

Attorney

1315 Walnut Street

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

See the IDEAL '!Streamliner"
Theatre Chairs
A COMPLETE LINE OF SAMPLES ON HAND AT:

Vincent M. Tate Theatre Supply
AUTHORIZED

John P. Morgan Co., Inc.
DEALERS

1618-20 Wyoming Avenue
Forty-Fort, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
7-2096

LEASE
Modern

500

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FOR
seat

fully

SALE

equipped

borhood theatre. 4 years with
renew.

Growing

town

260 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

of

neigh¬

option

to

18,000.

F. M. WESTFALL
P. O.

BOX

1307

MARTINSVILLE, VA.

LO 4-0226

MARQUEES
SUPERIOR SIGN
SYSTEM, INC.

ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNA.

Highlighting the recent world premiere at the Astor,
Reading, of
Universal-International's "Tap
Roots",
was the appearance of some of the film's stars, who
met many prominent localites while in town. Shown
from left to right, top to bottom, are: Mrs. Lloyd
Cramp, the Hollywood contingent of Van
Heflin,
Richard Long, Julie London, and Boris Karloff; Mrs.
Harry J. Schad and her husband, president, Schad
Theatres, Inc.; Mrs. Paul H. Esterly and her husband,
manager, Schad's Strand; J. Lester Stallman, man¬
ager, Astor; Heflin, Jonathan P. Batdorf, Chamber
of Commerce president; Mayor John F. Davis; Stallman, Karloff, and Charles McCann, Astor assistant.
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KEY CITY

Philadelphia (23)—Aldine, “Smart Wo¬
man” (AA); Boyd, “The Paradine Case”
(SRO); Capitol, “Waterfront At Midnight”
(Para.),
“Rocky”
(Monogram);
Earle,
“River Lady” (U-I); Fox, “Deep Waters”
(20th-Fox); Goldman, “Tap Roots” (U-I);
Karlton, “Berlin Express” (RKO); Mastbaum, “Easter Parade” (MGM); Stanley,
“Dream Girl” (Para.); Stanton, “Flowing
Gold” (WB), “God’s Country And The
Woman” (WB).
Wilmington, Del. (23)—Loew’s Aldine,
“Easter Parade” (MGM); Warner, “The
Lady From
Shanghai”
(Col.);
Rialto,
“Give My Regards To Broadway” (20thFox); Queen, “Wallflower” (WB); Ar¬
cadia, “Tap Roots” (U-I); Grand, “Triggerman” (Mono.), “Arthur Takes Over”
(20th-Fox).

“The
Checkered
Coat”
(20th-Fox),
“Frontier
Agent”
(Mono.); Astor, “Fort Apache” (RKO);
Embassy, “Coroner Creek” (Col.); Loew’s,
“Easter Parade” (MGM); Warner, “Kev
Largo” (WB).
Reading

(1)—Ritz,

Pennsylvania
Harrisburg

ATLANTIC CITY'S

Charles Zagrans, RKO Philadelphia branch manager,
right, is pictured with Robert Mochrie, vice-president
and general sales manager; Nat Levy, eastern divi¬
sion manager, and Frank Drumm, assistant to Levy,
at the recent initial regional meeting at Buffalo.

HOTEL of DISTINCTION
Devoted to the wishes of a discriminating
clientele and catering to their every want
and embracing all the advantages of a de¬

read “We’re On Our Way to Join the
‘Easter Parade’ at Loew’s.” The “Drum
Crazy” number was exploited in an entire
display window of a large music house.
Other tieups were effected with a depart¬
ment store, record shop, and music count¬
ers of novelty stores. Several girls in
bathing suits stationed large beach um¬
brellas along the Susquehanna River. The
legend of the picture was painted on each
umbrella.

lightful boardwalk hotel.
Spacious Colorful

Managers of downtown theatres believed
business was affected to some extent by a
strike of union employes against the
Valley Transportation Company, which
paralyzed bus service between Harris¬
burg and the West Shore. . . . Richard
Peck, Rio, returned from a Naval Reserve
training cruise off Newfoundland. . . .
Fellow workers of Jimmy Leone, State,
extended sympathy in the death of his
wife. . . . While manager Sam Gilman,
Loew’s Regent, is on a two-week vacation
in August, his duties will be handled by
manager Larry Levy, Reading. . . . Mrs.
Catherine Durbrow, State, visited relatives
in California, while Miss Betty Crouse en¬
joyed a jaunt to Florida and Virginia. . . .
A photograph of manager Sam Gilman,
Loew’s Regent, putting Topflight tape on
a cash register was reproduced in an ad¬
vertisement of the Topflight Tape Com¬
pany in a July issue of Sales Management
magazine. He used the tape to exploit
“Tarzan’s Secret Treasure.” . . . Assistant
manager, Spike Todorov, State, effected
several nice tie-ups on “Dream Girl.” In
one of these, a novelty store displayed
dresses and used copy which read, “The
Keynote For Fall Is Black—For That
‘Dream Girl’ Expression.” An interview
with Betty Hutton was used by Helen
Rothman over her WCMB program, “This
Is Hollywood.”

Tan

Salt Water Baths in rooms — Garage on
premises. Courteous atmosphere throughout.

FAMOUS FIESTA LOUNGE
RENOWNED

FOR

FINE

FOOD

Under Ownership Management
EXCLUSIVE

Irving Berlin’s song hits were stressed
by manager Sam Gilman, Loew’s Regent,
in his extensive campaign for “Easter
Parade.” In a contest promotion with Red
McCarthy, disc jockey, WHGB, a com¬
mittee of prominent Harrisburgers picked
what they considered as the 10 greatest
Berlin tunes. The selections were placed
in. a sealed envelope, and the public was
invited to submit lists of their 10 best
songs. A total of $35 in cash prizes and
guest tickets were offered to listeners
whose choices came closest to the com¬
mittee’s list. Many hits from “Easter
Parade” and other Berlin tunes were
played by disc jockeys over three radio
stations either on the day before opening
or on the first day of the engagement.
Eight thousand special heralds were dis¬
tributed for another contest. These car¬
ried
dancing
pictures
from
“Easter
Parade,” and
readers
were
asked
to
identify them with Berlin tunes. Winners
received $25 in cash and guest tickets.
Patrons or passersby were invited to play
their favorite tunes free on a juke box
installed near the boxoffice. A flashy 36foot attraction board was erected across
the front of the theatre to sell the songdance-and-girl angle to young people. A
1906 Buick toured city streets for three
days.
The riders were dressed gaily in
Easter finery, and signs on the old vehicle

Lounges — Sun

Decks atop — Open and inclosed Solaria -—

PENNA.

AVE.

AND

BOARDWALK

PARAMOUNT
RUG

SHAMPOOING CO.
4642 W. PARRISH ST.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.
CARPET REPAIRS
Aisles Reversed
Open Seams Repaired
Carpet and Seat Backs
Shampooed
Drapes Cleaned and
Flame Proofed with¬
out Removing
WORK OF
SUPERIORITY

EV 6-3245

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
240

N.

13th

STREET

•

PHILADELPHIA

7,

PA.

THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
and MAINTENANCE

COMPLETE SEAT REPAIR
AND

RECOVERING SERVICE
JOHN P. MORGAN CO., INC.
260 N. 13th STREET

LO 4-0226

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN
Paramount News scooped all the newsreels on
national convention in Philadelphia by means of
to a pier near the news labs on 43rd Street,
Paramount, Times Square, within an hour after
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Governor Dwight Green's keynote address at the Republican
this helicopter. The plane flew the film from the Quaker City
New York, and the speech appeared on the screen of the
its delivery. Here, the helicopter has just landed in Gotham.

COMPANY

SIGNS-MARQUEES
305

BROWN

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
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DO YOU REMEMBER-?
Twenty-five
Years
Ago:
Earle
W.
Sweigert was slated to manage the new
Famous Players Lasky Corporation ex¬
change in Wilkes-Barre, with Mike Landow to succeed him as Philadelphia sales
manager. . . . Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger
assumed control of Maurice and Fred
Felt’s Ambassador, Philadelphia. . . . F.
Gebhardt was manager, Philadelphia Hodkinson exchange. . . . Jay Mastbaum was
managing the Palace, Philadelphia.

Manager Francis DeVerter, Rio, arranged
several promotional stunts for ‘‘Super¬
man,” the first serial to be shown for
many years in a downtown theatre. A
“Superman Sundae” was served by a busy
lunch counter, and this was advertised
with streamers on the front of nine 40foot posts, and with a three-sheet cut-out
on the rear wall. The Rio also distributed
3,000 numbered cards to children. If the
cards are punched 14 times, the holder
will be admitted free to the 15th and final
chapter. In addition, 20 lucky numoers
were posted on a lobby board, and the
holders of those were entitled to free
“Superman Sundaes.” Manager DeVerter
reported more than 3,000 kids attended the
first three days of the serial.
Manager Gerry Wollaston returned to
his desk at the State following a post¬
appendectomy vacation. In his absence,
assistant manager Spike Todorov held the
fort. . . . Edgar Goth, Fabian-W. and V.
publicity chief, was visited by George
Trilling, booker, and his son, Steve. . . .
Albert Conrad, State, has been appointed
student assistant. . . . The short subject,
“Harrisburg, My Home Town,” is being
processed for a probable showing during
the State’s 21st anniversary late in August,
according to Edgar Goth. The producer
of these local featurettes, A. Eskin, is lin¬
ing up a similar plan for Richmond, Va.
Gag
items
headlined
the
campaign
staged for the test engagement of “A
Night At The Opera” by Metro exploiteer
Ed Gallner and manager Sam Gilman,
Loews Regent. Prior to the showing of
the trailer, a screaming girl was chased
around the aisles by three aides dressed
as the Marx Brothers, with Harpo honk¬
ing his famous bulb horn. A set of mirrors
which distorted the image were borrowed
from a local amusement park, and placed
in. the outer lobby with screwy copy on
banners over the top of them. The “Three
Marx
Brothers”
rode
a
three-seated
bicycle throughout the city for three days.
Appropriate copy was attached to the
bicycle, and the bulb horn was used to
attract attention. A bathtub was mounted
on wheels, and filled with water. One of
the “Marx Brothers” was immersed in the
tub, and pushed through the streets by the
other two. A banner above the tub read,
“I’m Nuts. They’re Nuts. But You’ve Never
Seen Anybody Nuttier Than the Marx
Brothers in ‘A Night At The Opera,’ etc.”
Three tie-ups were effected with the
Planter’s Peanut Store. The street-walker
who impersonates “Mr. Peanut” carried
a special banner reading, “Nuts! Nuts!
Nuts! The Marx Brothers Are Nuts in ‘A
Night At The Opera’.” Assistant manager
Bill Blankenship promoted an entire win¬
dow which featured a peanut-guessing
contest. Passersby were invited to guess
the number of peanuts in the window, and
guest tickets were offered to the first 30
persons who came the closest to the
actual count. The store also distributed
small cellophane bags containing three
peanuts each. The copy on these bags
read: “Just Three Nuts, But You’ve Never
Seen Anybody Nuttier than the Marx

Eagle Lion's Abbott and Costello starrer, "The Noose Hangs High", received some nice promotion during its
recent run at the S-W Aldine, Philadelphia, with EL flack Max Miller and manager Roy Robbins really going
to town on the bally. Shown here is the special window set in the famous Brooks and Brooks Soda Fountain.

Brothers.” Candy bags were imprinted by
a novelty store.
They were numbered
serially, and free tickets were given to
lucky purchasers. A roving cameraman
roamed the city streets, and took pictures
of “cheerful-looking people.” The per¬
sons he photographed were handed cello¬
phane bags containing a guest ticket each.
The copy on the bags read, “Your Picture
Has Just Been Taken Because You Had a
Smile on Your Face—To Keep Smiling,
We Offer the Enclosed Guest Ticket to
See the Funniest Comedy in 10 Years.”
This stunt was publicized through Dick
McCrone’s movie column in The Evening
News, and over Red McCarthy’s broadcast
on WHGB. Shelled peanuts were frozen in
a large cake of ice, and placed in front
of the theatre. Persons who guessed the
closest to the time the ice melted en¬
tirely were given guest tickets. The whole
front of the theatre was decorated with
“Laugh Week” copy, and a laugh record
was used at intervals of the day. Free
tickets also were given to lucky listeners
by telephone.

Lancaster
Plans were announced last week for the
remodeling of the local Grand and its
building, which suffered two disastrous
fires within the last two years. Ample fire
safety measures will be included in the
$40,000 repair project, which will take
about three months to complete. Safety
Commissioner K. L. Shirk said the pro¬
posed improvements meet with full ap¬
proval of the city, and should help pre¬
vent any disastrous outbreaks such as
have occurred in the past.

Norristown
The new drive-in is rapidly nearing com¬
pletion on Route 422 near here, and an
early opening is looked for.

Reading
Manager Larry Levy, Loew’s, tied up
with music stores in a contest for the best
answers to the question, “Can you name
the song hits” in Easter Parade, Loew’s.
The Federal Communications Commis¬
sion simplified the Reading radio picture
somewhat by refusing the Reading Broad¬
casting Company and the York Broadcast¬
ing Company permission to use the same
channel, No. 225, in their respective cities.
This channel’s use was granted to a new
FM station in Harrisburg, the Keystone.
Reading commercial photography sup¬
plies stores are now offering 16mm. sound
projectors for home use at $129.50, a new
low figure. Television reception, even with
expensive sets, is generally unsatisfactory.
Many clubs and private owners, even with
sets installed on a pay “if and when”
satisfactory in operation basis, are learn¬
ing that they have been permitting expen¬
sive installation experimenting on their
club house and home roofs. One club in
Reading has three separate companies’
tele sets, each to cost about $1,000, if
accepted, and paid for, installed and in
use in its club house, none described as
satisfactory for any length of time. And
this club’s experience is said to be by no
means an isolated one. Dealers are getting
wary about the expense of installing, and
then having to rip down roof equipment,
if the customer declines to buy it for use
with another set.
Bernard B. Keeney, former local theatreman, is now with RKO Theatres in
New York City as relief manager. He is
at present at the RKO 58th Street.
Paul E. Glase, manager, Embassy, and
Mrs. Glase were host and hostess at a
dinner in honor of the former’s father,
John O. Glase, retired Reading merchant,
who celebrated his 92nd birthday.
Tcny Russo, assistant manager, Rajah,
resigned, and will return to his former
home in Brooklyn, N. Y., to engage in
business with his father.

Scranton
The Park has installed E-7 mechanisms,
Simplex 4-Star sound system, Peerless
Magnarc lamps, Hertner transverter, and
Walker screen, furnished through National
Theatre Supply Company, Philadelphia.
J. J. O'Leary, Comerford executive, was
down in Philadelphia last week for a
meeting in connection with “Pennsylvania
Week.”

Variety Club
This flashy window for the MGM film, "The Pirate",
as well as the company's records, was recently pro¬
moted in a Harrisburg music store by assistant man¬
ager Bill Blankenship, of the local Loew's Regent.

Philadelphia, Tent 13
“The Fuller Brush Man” was screened
through the courtesy of Columbia.
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ALLIED ARTISTS
The Babe Ruth Story
'

Biographical
Drama with
Music
111m.

Estimate: Topnotch.
Cast: William Bendix, Claire Trevor,
Charles Bickford, Sam Levene, William
Frawley, Gertrude Niesen, Fred Lightner,
Stanley Clements, Bobby Ellis, Lloyd
Gough, Matt Briggs, Paul Cavanagh, Pat
Flaherty, Tony Taylor, Richard Lane,
Warren Douglas, Mark Koenig, Harry
Wismer, Mel Allen, H. V. Kaltenbom,
Knox
Manning,
Bucky
Harris,
Bob
Meusel, Ziggy Sears, The King’s Men, The
Mitchell Boychoir. Produced and directed
by Roy Del Ruth; associate producer,
Joe Kaufman.
Story: Taken from a motherless home
by Charles Bickford, Catholic priest, Wil¬
liam Bendix (Babe Ruth) grows to young
manhood under Bickford’s loving guid¬
ance. His love for baseball apparent, Bick¬
ford interests William Frawley, manager
of a minor league team, and Bendix proves
a natural, especially in the pitcher’s box.
He is sold to the Boston Red Sox, where,
after a few games, an opposing team dis¬
covers his habit of putting his tongue out
before throwing a curve, and he is batted
out of the box. That night, he meets
Claire Trevor, singer and fan, who tips
him off to his habit, and disappears. Ben¬
dix redeems himself in a crucial game, but
can’t find Trevor. Soon, his great batting
ability is discovered, and he goes to the
New York Yankees. Riding the crest of
fame, he squanders money, breaks rules,
and generally runs riot around town until
he is suspended, and fined. The idol of
every youngster, drunk, Bendix visits a
children’s hospital on Christmas Eve, and
meets Trevor again. His habits change,
and they marry, but his playing begins
to slip as his age advances. Goaded by
derision, he makes a batting comeback,
hangs up new records, and continues to
play until completely exhausted, and he is
fired. Bendix slides into retirement and
falls victim to a dread disease. Before sub¬
mitting to an experimental operation, he
thrills to the thousands of letters from
citizens who all stand with him.
X-Ray: From the book of the same title
by Bob Considine, with a screenplay by
Considine and George Callahan, this seizes
upon one of the greatest natural bets for
movie-making, and emerges as a grand
show. In spite of its lengthy running time,
it holds interest throughout, with good
performances, especially that turned in by
Bendix as the mighty Ruth. This one is
a natural for every boxoffice, for young
and old, and should turn out as the com¬
pany’s biggest. Songs by Gertrude Niesen,
The King’s Men, and the Mitchell Boychoir
include “Singin’ In The Rain,” “I’m No¬
body’s Baby,” “The Vamp,” “Wait Till The
Sun Shines, Nellie,” “After The Ball,” “If
I Knock The ‘L’ Out Of Kelly,” “I’ll Get
By,” “First Noel,” “Beautiful Saviour,”
and “Take Me Out To The Ball Game.”
Ad Lines: “A Great Film About The
Sultan Of Swat”; “The Lovable, The
Human, The Great Babe Ruth Moves
Across The Screen In A Story You’ll Never
Forget”; “ ‘The Big Bambino’ . . . The
Thrilling Story Of His Life.”

COLUMBIA
The Arkansas Swing
(953)

Action
Musical

Estimate: Average action musical.

63m.

Published weekly by Jay Emanuel Publications, Inc., Publishing office: 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Penn¬
sylvania. New York office: 1600 Broadway, New York 19. West Coast representative: Paul Manning, 923 Alandele
Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California. Jay Emanuel, publisher; Paul J. Greenhalgh, business manager; Herbert
M. Miller, editor; James A. Dalton, advertising manager; George F. Nonamaker, Mel Konecoff, associate editors.
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Cast: The Hoosier Hot Shots, Gloria
Henry, Stuart Hart, June Vincent, Mary
Eleanor Donahue, The Texas Rangers,
Dorothy Porter, Cottonseed Clark, Sid
Saylor, Eddy Waller, Douglas Fowley,
Fred Sears. Produced by Colbert Clark;
directed by Ray Nazarro.
Story: Spoiled rich girl June Vincent,
interested in horse racing, learns that
Stuart Hart, her stable trainer, is in love
with poor but charming Gloria Henry.
Henry and her young sister, Mary Eleanor
Donahue, own Senator Peachy, a fast trot¬
ter who won’t perform on the track be¬
cause of a prima donna streak. Vincent,
learning that Hart is betting every cent
on her horse, Royal Storm, the race favor¬
ite, tricks Donahue into selling her Senator
Peachy, and enters both horses as a
double entry. Before the race, she feeds
the favorite a green apple, and he is with¬
drawn, leaving Hart’s money riding on
temperamental Peachy.
However,
the
Hoosier Hot Shots discover that the horse
will trot to a marching song played on
a washboard. The boys play the song over
the loudspeakers, and Peachy wins the
race.
X-Ray: A melange of hill billy music,
song numbers, and horse racing, this
should have the usual interest for the
fans in the smaller spots. Songs heard
are “Bread And Butter Polka,” “Sweet¬
heart Of The Blue,” “It Ain’t Nobody’s
Business What I Do,” “Texas Sandman,”
“Happy Birthday Polka,” “Whoopee Hat
Brigade,” “Not Today,” and “What A
Lucky Feeling.”
Tip on Bidding: Lowest bracket.
Ad Lines: “A Scootin’ Rootin’ Tootin’
Action Musical”; “Fastest Action Musical
Ever”; “Sweeping The Field With Action
Musical Thrills.”

EAGLE-LION
Adventures Of
Gallant Bess

Outdoor Drama

(Cinecolor)
Estimate: Pleasing outdoor show.
Cast: Cameron Mitchell, Audrey Long,
Fuzzy Knight, James Millican, John Har¬
mon, Ed Gargan, Harry V. Cheshire, Cliff
Clark, Evelynn Eaton. Produced by Jerry
Briskin and Matthew Rapf; directed by
Lew Landers.
Story: Cameron Mitchell, working for
a rodeo show owned by James Millican,
captures a wild mare and brings her back
to the show. Millican fires Mitchell, and
the latter takes to the road with the
mare. Mitchell runs out of funds, and
enters Millican’s rodeo for the prize

money. Due to a crooked scheme engi¬
neered by Millican, Mitchell suffers a leg
fracture. While he is recuperating, the
horse does some damage, and Mitchell is
stuck for the bills. The sheriff orders the
horse put up for auction, and Millican
buys her. The horse, inserted into the
rodeo, is an immediate sensation. Mean¬
while, Mitchell sets out in search of his
buddy, finds the horse, and takes her
away. Millican follows, but finds himself
in a bad spot when the horse attacks him.
Mitchell calls off the horse, but forces
Millican to relinquish the bill of sale,
regaining possession.

X-Ray: Filmed in Cinecolor, and based
on a screenplay by Matthew Rapf, this
stacks up as a satisfactory show for the
outdoor fans and the juvenile trade. The
film follows the familiar formula set by
entries of this type, and it is treated with
a warm and amiable quality. The acting
is in the better class, and the Cinecolor
production shows to advantage.
Ad Lines: “Thrill To The Exciting ‘Ad¬
ventures Of Gallant Bess’ . . . The Wonder
Horse”; “The Strange And Thrilling Story
Of The Bond Between A Horse And A
Man”; “‘Adventures Of Gallant Bess’ . . .
The Heart-Warming Story Of A Man’s
Love For A Horse.”

Lady At Midnight

Melodrama
61m.

Estimate: For the duallers.
Cast: Richard Denning, Frances Raf¬
ferty, Lora Lee Michel, Ralph Dunn,
Nana Bryant, Jack Searle, Harlan Warde,
Claudia Drake, Ben Welden. Produced
by John Sutherland; directed by Sherman
Scott.
Story: Richard Denning and his wife,
Frances Rafferty, are told by their adopted
daughter, Lora Lee Michel, that she was
awakened in the night by a strange wo¬
man, and asked about her adoption. The
next day, the woman is found murdered.
Denning and Rafferty are advised by the
adoption home that some one says that
Rafferty was not of legal age at the time
of the adoption. Private detective Ralph
Dunn is hired to find singer Claudia
Drake, believed to be the real mother.
After a hunt for legal proof of Rafferty’s
age, the document is found, and turned
over to Denning’s lawyer, Harlan Warde.
Through some research, it is discovered
that Drake is not the mother of Michel,
but the real mother was the victim. The
important document is missing from
Warde’s desk, and Denning suspects the
murdered woman’s brother,. Jack Searle,
whose motive would be a huge inheritance
if he could establish custody of Michel.
Drake is finally found, but killed before
she can spill the truth. Warde finally
confesses to the crime, seeking the custody
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of Michel and the loot that accompanies
her.
He is killed in a fight with the
police.
X-Ray: A mild meller, this is due for
a lesser spot on the second half. Acting
is on the stilted side, although Rafferty
and Denning handle the lead roles capably.
The film is based on an original story by
Richard Sale.
Ad Lines: “A Melodrama Packed With
Mystery and Excitement . . . Don’t Miss
‘Lady At Midnight’
“If You Want Your
Hair To Stand On End . . . See ‘Lady
At Midnight’
“Murder Was Lurking
With Their Every Footstep.”

Shed No Tears

(829)

Drama
70m.

Estimate: Average dualler.
Cast: > Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Rob¬

ert Scott, Frank Albertson, Richard Hogan,
Elena Verdugo, Johnstone White. Pro¬
duced by Robert Frost; directed by Jean
Yarbrough.
Story: Plagued by June Vincent, his
unfaithful wife, and her financial de¬
mands, Wallace Ford tries a desperate
stunt to collect $50,000 in insurance money
for his fraudulent accidental death. Ford
leaves town quietly after arranging to
meet Vincent when the insurance money
has been paid. Although the police and
insurance authorities accept the accident
theory, Ford’s son engages private investi¬
gator Johnstone White to do some sleuth¬
ing. When White discovers that Vincent is
planning to ditch Ford, and flee to Hono¬
lulu with Robert Scott, he blackmails her
for $5000. Ford discovers the doublecross,
and, unknown to Vincent, kills Scott. Ford
then splits the money with Vincent, who
calls Scott, only to find herself implicated
in the murder. She confesses the swindle,
Ford is shot, White is arrested, and Vin¬
cent falls to her death from a window.
X-Ray: Based on a novel by Don Mar¬
tin, this is passable material for the duallers, and will hold sufficient interest for
the undiscriminating crime drama dev¬
otees. The serio-comic role of newcomer
White is one of the film’s more redeeming
features.
Ad Lines: “A Tense Drama Of Human
Weakness And Passion”; “A Thriller You
Can’t Afford To Miss”; “A Grim Story Of
A Man Tormented By His Unfaithful
Wife.”

MONOGRAM
Music Man

Dramatic Musical
66m.

Estimate: Tuneful dualler.
Cast:
Phil Brito, Freddie Stewart,
Jimmy Dorsey and orchestra, Alan Hale,
Jr., June Preisser, Noel Neill, Grazia Nar¬
ciso, Chick Chandler, Norman Leavitt,
Helen Woodford, Gertrude Astor, William
Norton Bailey, Roy Aversa, Herman Can¬
tor, Paul Bradley. Produced and directed
by Will Jason.
Story: Phil Brito and Freddie Stewart,
partners in a successful song writing
team, have artistic differences. Noel Neill,
the boys’ secretary, who is in love with
Brito, persuades Grazia Narciso, their
mother, to take a large apartment where
she can live with her sons, and maintain
peace. June Preisser, a society girl, falls
for Stewart, and, when Brito jealously
resents it, the boys separate. This causes
failure after failure for them until Neill,
the boys’ former publisher, Chick Chand¬
ler, and Narciso combine to bring the
boys together again. Brito realizes he loves
Neill, while Preisser and Stewart also be¬
come a romantic duo.
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X-Ray: Aided by some pleasant musi¬
cal bits by Brito and Stewart, this stacks
up as a pleasant supporter for the lower
half. The story hold interest, with Narciso
doing a nice stint in the mother’s role.
The presence of Jimmy Dorsey and his
orchestra will also help in the exploita¬
tion. Songs heard are: “Bella Bella Marie,”
“Little Man You’ve Had A Busy Day,” “I
Could Swear It Was You,” “Shy Ann,” and
“Comm’ ’E Bell ’A Stagione.”
Ad Lines: “A Rich Musical Treat That
You Can’t Afford To Miss”; “Romance And
Music ... A Combination That Spells Top
Entertainment”; “They Made Beautiful
Music Together.”

Triggerman

Western
56m.

(4752)

Estimate: Routine.
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Bill Ken¬
nedy, Raymond Hatton, Marshall Reed,
Virginia Carroll, Forrest Mathews, Bob
Woodward, Dee Cooper.
Produced by
Barney A. Sarecky; directed by Howard
Bretherton.
Story: Johnny Mack Brown, special in¬
vestigator for a shipping line, arrives at
the ranch owned by Virginia Carroll,
whose father has been framed, and is serv¬
ing a long prison term for a payroll
robbery. Browns poses as a cowhand, and
works with foreman Raymond Hatton.
The stolen money is still in the vicinity,
and Bill Kennedy would like to get his
hands on it. He tries buying the ranch,
but Carroll refuses to sell. Brown man¬
ages to get his hands on half a map lead¬
ing to the hidden cache, but soon learns
that Kennedy is the possessor of the other
half. Kennedy’s plan is to kidnap Carroll,
and offer to trade the girl for the other
half. Brown is forced to relinquish his
half. Carroll, Brown, and Hatton escape
from one of Kennedy’s henchmen, and
proceed to follow Kennedy to the hidden
dough. As Kennedy is about to take pos¬
session of the payroll, Brown takes com¬
mand. Carroll’s father is cleared.
X-Ray: A routine western, this follows
the usual series formula, injecting flurries
of action at intervals, and generating a
sufficient quota of suspense. The film is
based on an original story by Ronald
Davidson.
Ad Lines: “Johnny Mack Brown In
Another
Rip-Roaring,
Hard-Punching
Action-Packed Western”; “He Was The
‘Triggerman’, And Wasn’t Hesitant About
Using His Six-Shooters”; “That TwoFisted, Hard-Riding
Cowboy,
Johnny
Mack Brown, In One Of His Finest West¬
ern Thrillers.”

PARAMOUNT
Night Has A
Thousand Eyes

Melodrama

8lM-

Estimate: Absorbing entry.
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Gail Rus¬
sell, John Lund, Virginia Bruce, William
Demarest, Richard Webb, Jerome Cowan,
Onslow
Stevenson,
John
Alexander,
Roman Bohnen and Luis Van Rooten.
Produced by Endre Bohem; directed by
John Farrow.
Story: Edward G. Robinson, star of a
mind-reading vaudeville act, with Vir¬
ginia Bruce as his partner, and Jerome
Cowan as his manager, starts to receive
hunches that pay off, and becomes en¬
dowed with a power that makes him able
to see into the future. He runs away from
Bruce. Meanwhile, Cowan gets rich on
one of Robinson’s hunches, and marries
Bruce, and they have a daughter. Twenty
years later, the daughter, Gail Russell,

comes into contact with Robinson, who
begs her to get Cowan to call off a plane
trip or else he will perish. They are too
late, and Cowan dies. Russell sees him
again against the advice of her fiancee
John Lund, who thinks Robinson is a
faker, and the mystic forsees her death.
The police are called in. The events all
work out as Robinson predicted, and a
business partner tries to kill Russell, but
he is foiled by Robinson, who is, himself,
killed.
X-Ray: Containing a slightly different
yarn, one that is well played for its
suspenseful possibilities, this should fit
well on the programmer with its competent
performances, direction, etc. It holds up
well from start to finish, and is based on
a novel by Cornell Woolrich. Robinson
is convincing in the role, and walks off
with whatever acting honors are present.
Tip on Bidding: Fair program rating.
Ad Lines: “He Tried To Change
tiny, And Save A Life”; “He Could
Into The Future, And What He
Frightened Him”; “He Saw His
Friend Die Before It Happened,
Could Do Nothing.”

Sorry, Wrong Number
(4801)
Estimate:

Des¬
Peer
Saw
Best
And

Melodrama

Names will make the differ¬

ence.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Burt Lan¬
caster, Ann Richards, Harold Vermilyea,
Leif Erikson, Ed Begley, Wendell Corey,
William Conrad, John Bromfield, Jimmy
Hunt, Dorothy Neumann, Paul Fierro.
Produced by Hal Wallis; directed by Anatole Litvak.
Story: Barbara Stanwyck, daughter of a
drug store tycoon, confined to her bed by
a heart condition, overhears a conversa¬
tion between two men arranging the mur¬
der of a woman. Actually, she is the
intended victim, and, as the story unfolds,
in flashback form, the reason for her in¬
tended death is apparent. Taking advan¬
tage of her ailment, the result of a mental
condition, she rides roughshod over her
father, gets Burt Lancaster, a boy from
the other side of the tracks, to marry her,
and then tries to keep him confined to a
post as a vice-president in her father’s
firm. Lancaster wants to make good on his
own, but is afraid to aggravate her condi¬
tion by leaving his job. However, he finds
out the truth, and then decides to go in
for illicit money-making.
Teaming up
with Harold Vermilyea, a chemist em¬
ployed by the firm, Lancaster steals drugs,
and sells them to gangsters. Eventually,
he ditches the combine, and goes on his
own, but _ the gangsters catch up, and
threaten him with death unless he delivers
$20,000. Lancaster is broke, so the deal is to
kill Stanwyck, for insurance money. She
was supposed to die of a heart attack
within a few months, anyway. To present
an alibi, Lancaster leaves town, but, un¬
known to him, the police round up the
gang. However, the killer keeps his ap¬
pointment to murder Stanwyck, and, as
he does so, Lancaster is arrested by the
police while phoning to her from a nearby
city.
X-Ray: Based on a celebrated half-hour
radio play by Lucille Fletcher, the prob¬
lem here was to stretch the basic theme
to feature length. In doing so, many
threads have to be introduced, and the
story often gets involved. The start and
windup follow the radio pattern, how¬
ever. Stanwyck and Lancaster add mar¬
quee lustre, which will be a factor, and
there are melodramatic moments which
will hold any audience. The ending, with
Stanwyck dying, and, Lancaster being
arrested, finishes the picture on a par¬
ticularly solid dramatic note. Competent
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support comes from the able cast, and
director Anatole Litvak has attempted
to get movement into the show, which
isn’t often easy due to the fact that it is
generally tied to use of a telephone. This
has star strength, the radio publicity, and
a yarn packed with selling angles, so the
returns should be okeh, subject to the
angles mentioned above.
Tip on Bidding: Worth above average
program price.
Ad Lines: “Now . . . Radio’s Most Cele¬
brated Play . . . Gripping, Melodramatic”;
“Barbara Stanwyck . . . Burt Lancaster . . .
In ‘Sorry, Wrong Number’ . . . The Year’s
Thrill Sensation”; “She Listened To Her
Own Death Warrant . -. .In The Strangest
Picture In Years.”

REPUBLIC
Daredevils Of
The Clouds

Melodrama
60m.

Estimate: Okeh for the duallers.
Cast: Robert Livingston, Mae Clark,
James Cardwell, Grant Withers, Edward
Gargan, Ray Teal, Jimmie Dodd, Pierre
Watkin, Jayne Hazard, Bob Wilke, Frank
Melton, Russell Arms, Hugh Prosser,
Charles Sullivan. Produced by Stephen
Auer; directed by George Blair.
Story: Pierre Watkin, wealthy airline
president, has his eyes on a small airline
in the Arctic sector, owned by Robert
Livingston. Watkin hires pilot James
Cardwell to find any flaws in Livingston’s
operations. Watkin also send Mae Clark, a
former member of the WASPS who has
been grounded, to Livingston for a job.
Livingston hires her as office manager.
A letter arrives cancelling his insurance.
Under Cardwell’s instructions, Clark with¬
holds the letter from Livingston pending
the successful delivery by Cardwell of a
shipment of gold to the states, whieh
would put Livingston in the black again.
Cardwell has other plans, and delivers
the gold shipment to Grant Withers and
Ray Teal for future splitting. Withers
cuts Cardwell’s chute, and when the latter
fakes engine trouble and bails out, the
chute fails, and he is killed. Livingston
suspects Withers, and lays out a plan.
Withers falls for it, is killed in a gunfight,
and the gold is recovered. Clark and Liv¬
ingston are a happy twosome.
X-Ray: Based on a screen play by Nor¬
man S. Hall, this is a satisfactory entry
for the second half. The film is slow get¬
ting started but once it hits the meat of
the story, there is a goodly amount of
action.
Ad Lines: “They Were ‘Daredevils Of
The Clouds’ . . . And Stopped At Nothing
Short Of Death To Carry Out Their Mis¬
sions”; “Thrills And Chills In ‘Daredevils
OP The Clouds’ . . . An Exciting ActionPacked Thriller”; “Don’t Miss This Thril¬
ling Epic Of The Sky.”

Eyes Of Texas

(732)

Western
with Music
70m.

(Trucolor)
Estimate: Standard Rogers.
Cast: Roy Rogers, Lynne Roberts, Andy
Devine,
Nana Bryant,
Roy Barcroft,
Danny Morton, Francis Ford, Pascale
Perry, Stanley Blystone, Bob Nolan and
the Sons of the Pioneers. Produced by
Edward J. White; directed by William
Whitney.
Story: Francis Ford, owner of a camp
for boys who have lost their fathers in the
war, receives word from his lawyer, Nana
Bryant, that his nephew, believed to have
been killed, is alive. Realizing that Ford
would leave his estate to his nephew, Bry¬
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ant engineers Ford’s death. She then in¬
tends to introduce a false nephew. Mean¬
while Roy Rogers, U. S. marshal, is called
in to investigate the death of Ford. When
the case looks bad for Bryant, she tries
to sway the town against Rogers. Mean¬
while, Bryant has brought in ex-convict
Danny Morton to pose as the nephew. He
arouses the suspicion of Rogers, and
eventually leads him to Bryant. Morton
is done away with by Bryant, while she
is caught red-handed. The money is re¬
covered.

WARNERS
Interesting programmer.
Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S.
Z. Sakall, Wallace Ford, Richard Rober,
Lina Romay, Douglas Kennedy, Mary
Stuart, Philip Van Zandt, Rod Rogers.
Produced by Saul Elkins; directed by
Felix Jacoves.
Cast:

UNITED ARTISTS

Estimate:

Comedy
76m.

(Golden)
Average program comedy.

Cast: Guy Madison, Diana Lynn, James
Dunn, Lionel Stander, Florence Bates,
Michael Chekhov, Margaret Hamilton,
Moyna Magill, Irene Ryan, Colin Camp¬
bell, Clem Bevans, Roscoe, William Frawley, Alvin Hammer, Erskine Sanford, John
Galidet, James Burke, Guy Wilkerson,
Audie Murphy, Tom Dugan. Produced by
Robert S. Golden, directed by William
Castle.
Story: Guy Madison, upon inheriting
$2000 from his grandfather, gives up his
newspaper job in Texas to try play writ¬
ing in New York. En route, he meets
Diana Lynn, who rides to New York with
him. Once in the big town, Lynn heads
for an apartment in Brooklyn run by three
spinster sisters, and on the way meets
pickpocket Florence Bates, who is weak
from hunger. She takes her along as her
mother. Madison lives in a broken-down
hotel. Lynn has little luck finding a suit¬
able job, and when she does find one in
a Coney Island girlie show, Madison
causes her to lose it. Later, he is intro¬
duced to a mechanical riding academy in
Brooklyn, and has the owner hire Lynn
while he pays her salary, unknown to her.
A Christmas publicity stunt comes off,
after which business booms, and Madison
and Lynn are able to sell it and return
to Texas and a horse ranch.
X-Ray: While this has its humorous
moments, on the whole this misses. Per¬
formances are okeh, the actors doing what
they can with the material, which is just
average, but the direction doesn’t help,
and the story tends to be slightly confus¬
ing. The film is based on a story by Barry
Benefield, and one song, “Texas, Brook¬
lyn, and Heaven,” is heard.
Tip on Bidding: Program price.
Ad Lines: “A Real Fun Festival”; “A
Show Which Will Leave You Feeling
On Top Of The World”; “A Rare Mirth
Combination . . . ‘Texas, Brooklyn, And
Heaven’.”

The Servisection Is the Only Service
Of Its Kind Giving A Full Coverage,
Listing and Reviews Of All Features and
Shorts Released In the Domestic Market.

80m.

Estimate:

X-Ray: Based on an original story by
Sloan Nibley, this rates with the usual
Rogers entries. The yam unfolds at an
even keel, sustaining interest through
most of the footage. The musical score
includes “Texas Trails,” “Padre Of Old
San Antone,” and “Graveyard Filler Of
The West.”
Ad Lines: “ ‘Eyes Of Texas’ . . . The
Most Exciting Of The Roy Rogers West¬
erns,” “The King Of The Cowboys, Roy
Rogers, In Another Thrill-Packed West¬
ern Adventure”; “Filmed In Glorious
Color, And Starring Your Favorite Cow¬
boy.”

Texas, Brooklyn,
And Heaven

Drama

Embraceable You

,

Story: After killing a man in a poker
game, Richard Rober and his driver, Dane
Clark, escape. The car hits pedestrian
Geraldine Brooks, but Rober forces Clark
to keep driving. The next day, Clark, re¬
morseful, decides to visit Brooks in the
hospital. The doctor, Douglas Kennedy,
informs Clark that Brooks is suffering
from internal injuries, that she is subject
to frequent attacks, and will probably
die soon. Detective Wallace Ford, assigned
to the case, suspects Clark of being
guilty. Ford orders Clark to take care of
Brooks.
Clark reluctantly agrees, and
finds himself falling in love with the girl.
His money runs out, however, and he is
forced to approach Rober. Rober gives
him the dough, but sends a few of his
boys to keep him from squealing. Clark
and Brooks flee town, but their trail is
picked up by Rober. As Rober is about
to finish Clark off, Ford intervenes, kills
the gangster. Before Clark is arrested for
a hit-and-run charge, he marries Brooks.
X-Ray: Based on a story by Dietrich V.
Hannekin and Aleck Block, this interest¬
ing drama stacks up as pleasing entertainment for the family trade. Although the
film’s selling angles suffer from a lack of
star lustre, an attractive title and other
exploitable points should compensate,
though the former, suggesting a musical,
belies the film’s main theme. The title
song is heard.
Tip on Bidding: Program rating.

“A Tender, Heart-Warming
Story Told With Warmth And Passion”;
“Dane Clark And Geraldine Brooks In The
Picture Of The Year . . . ‘Embraceable
You’”; “If You Want To Be Thrilled To
The Very Core . . . Don’t Miss ‘Embraceable You.”
Ad Lines:

n

FOREIGN
A Friend Will
Come Tonight

Estimate:

(Lopert Films)
(French-made)
(English titles)
Better-than-average

Drama

French

offering.
Cast: Michel Simon, Madeleine Sologne,
Louis Salou, Satumin Fabre, Paul Ber¬
nard, Marcel Andre, Jacque Clancy, Dan¬
iel Gelin, Claude Lehmann, Lily Mounet,
Yvette Andreyor, Cecilia Paroldi. Directed
by Raymond Bernard.
Story: In August, 1944, the Germans are
moving into France. One French village is
already occupied by the Nazi regime al¬
though there is an underground move¬
ment headed by a mysterious commander.
The key point of the underground work
stems from an insane asylum, containing
a group of men believed to be crazy but
in reality the brainwork behind the antiGerman movements. The Nazis assign one
of their secret operatives, Paul Bernard,
to pose as a doctor. The Frenchmen are
taken in by the German’s suave charm,
and begin to trust him. Madeleine Sologne,
even has an affair with him. However,
Bernard’s necessant probing arouses sus¬
picion, and his identity is finally disclosed.
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Tilings look bad, however, as the Ger¬
mans have the place surrounded, and
await Bernard’s signal to start the fire¬
works. Thanks to Sologne, who kills Ber¬
nard, and destroys Bernard’s signal before
it can go off, the hospital is saved, and
the inhabitants continue to operate. The
commander turns out to be Louis Salou, a
patient.
X-Ray: An interesting French drama,
this should find a good audience in the
art houses. The film encounters a few
difficulties in its unfolding, but, for the
most part, sustains interest, and offers a
novel treatment of a tried theme. Although
Simon is featured in billing, and should
help at the boxoffice, he appears in a
meagre bit of footage which will not sat¬
isfy the Simon fans.
Ad Line:
“A Thrilling And Exciting
French Film Of Love, Passion, And Mur¬
der”; “Another French Masterpiece Star¬
ring Michel Simon”; “A Story That Will
Thrill You With Every Action-Packed
Minute.”

MISCELLANEOUS
The Story Of Life

Educational

Strange Victory
Estimate:

Documentary

(Target)
High-rating documentary

73m.

The Shorts Parade
Two Red
Comedy
DIG THAT GOLD. RKO—Edgar Ken¬
nedy Comedy. 17m. Edgar Kennedy finds
an old tea kettle filled with gold coins
in his cellar, but, according to law, this
makes him subject to hoarding. To get
out of his predicament, he has his brotherin-law hide the dough, with the plan
calling for Kennedy to find it. Kennedy’s
neighbor, on whose land the gold is
buried, has other ideas, and causes plenty
of trouble. After taking a beating in an
effort to get the gold, Kennedy learns that
the money is fake. FAIR. (83405).
FLAT FEAT. Columbia—All Star Com¬
edy. 1714m. Sterling Holloway joins the
police force, and is assigned to guard the
public park. Disappointed, Holloway vows
to catch a desperate criminal. After a few
dismal failures, Holloway poses as one of
the thugs, and captures the entire gang.
FAIR. (9440).
THE HOT SCOTS. Columbia—Three
Stooges Comedy. 17m. The Three Stooges
think themselves Scotland Yard detectives,
and proceed to fake credentials, and as¬
sign themselves to crack a baffling case
in a supposedly haunted house. They are
taunted unmercifully by a few thugs
dressed as ghosts, and partake in a few
chases, but they succeed in cracking the
case, and are duly rewarded.
GOOD.
(9408).

will

need selling.
Virgil Richardson, Cathy Mc¬
Gregor, Sophie Maslow, Jack Henderson,
Narration by Saul Levitt. Produced by
Barnet L. Rosset, Jr.; directed by Leo
Hurwitz.
Cast:

Story: The film begins with the early
stages of war in Europe. The barbaric
methods of warfare conducted by the
Germans are described, with no punches
pulled, and the camera traces the war
into its final stages. Finally, V-J day. The
picture asks if the war was really won. It
elaborates by pointing out racial intoler¬
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ance and the worried look of the Ameri¬
can people. The film continues on a racial
theme, and then the camera returns to
Europe and Hitler to show that the Second
World War stemmed directly from the
racial hatred stirred up by Hitler. The
film’s closing message declares that if
peace is to reign in America, racial in¬
tolerance must be dissolved.
X-Ray:
A
full-length documentary
stressing a racial theme, and composed, for
the most part, of stock shots, newsreel
clips, and stills, this is shockingly realistic,
perhaps too shocking and too realistic
for the average taste, and certain to take
its toll on an audience. The film packs a
wallop all the way through, and delivers
its profound message. The only adverse
criticism is its lengthy, running time,
which could have been further edited.
A few of the issues raised may stimulate
controversy, but that will aid, rather than
detract from, the film’s selling value. Com¬
mercially, the film will have to be re¬
stricted because of its subject matter.
Ad Lines: “ ‘Strange Victory’ . . . The
Expose of Racial Persecution In America
. . . Don’t Miss It”; “Scenes That Will
Shock You ... Moments That Will Thrill
You . . . See ‘Strange Victory’ ”; “You Will
Never Forget ‘Strange Victory’ And Its
Powerful And Moving Story.”

Feature

(Crusade)
62m.
Estimate: Educational sex film requires
special selling.
Cast: Joseph Creehan, Wanda McKay,
John Parker. Produced by William Bacon;
directed by Howard Bretherton.
Story:
A premarital test reveals that
both prospective bride and groom had an
unhappy sexual past. The bride had given
birth to an illegitimate child, while the
groom had suffered from a venereal dis¬
ease. When faced with these facts, they
are on the verge of splitting up, but the
family doctor intervenes. He shows them
several sex educational films, and they
are made to realize that it is only their
ignorance of the facts of life which threat¬
ens their future happiness. Enlightened
and happy, they face a happy future to¬
gether.
X-Ray: Aimed for specialized showings,
with children permitted to attend if
accompanied by parents, this weaves to¬
gether three short subjects originally
produced for college and high school ditribution, entitled “The Story Of V.D.”,
“The Story Of Reproduction,” and “The
Story Of Birth.” Important sex points are
explained logically, and the continuity of
the film is well-handled. The boxoffice
success will depend upon the individual
situation.
Ad Lines: “Only Ignorance Threatened
Their Happiness”; “A Film Of Vital Im¬
portance To Everyone”; “No One Can
Afford To Miss This Lesson In Human
Happiness.”
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Musical
TEX WILLIAMS AND ORCHESTRA
IN “WESTERN WHOOPEE.” UniversalInternational—Name Band Musical. 15m.
Tex Williams and western boys and gals
bring some lively tunes to the fore about
the west, and heard are such numbers as
“That’s What I Like About The West,”
“I Wish That I Could Be A Singing Cow¬
boy,” “Big Bad Bill From The Badlands,”
“Amarillo,” “I’m My Own Grand-Paw,”
“Yuk-A-Puk,” “No Money,” and “Don’t
Telephone, Don’t Telegraph—Tell A Wo¬
man.” GOOD. (3307).

Topical
SPORT’S GOLDEN AGE. RKO—This Is
America. 17m. The film tackles the great
American pastime, sports. It begins by
showing the sports idols of the 1920’s in
action, Babe Ruth, Red Grange, Knute
Rockne, Jack Dempsey, etc., and carries
through until the audience meets its cur¬
rent sensations. All phases of the world
of sports are given footage, and are
treated in a manner so as to pull down
the woman’s vote of approval as well as
the rabid sports fan’s. GOOD. (83110).

One Reel
Color Cartoon
GREETINGS BAIT. Vitaphone — Blue
Ribbon Hit Parades. 7m. This was first
reviewed in The Servisection of June 2,
1943, at which time it was said: “A Jerry
Colonnaish type of worm stands on the hook,
directing fishing operations of the fish¬
erman above. Through various methods,
the fish are enticed, with many of the gags
being funny. The windup shows the fish¬
erman also to be of the Colonna descrip¬
tion.” GOOD. (4311).
PIGS IN A POLKA. Vitaphone—Blue
Ribbon Hit Parades. 7m. This was first
reviewed in The Servisection of Feb. 24,
1943, at which time it was said: “This is
the story of the Three Little Pigs, who
build their respective houses to the melody
of Brahms’ ‘Hungarian Dances.’ There is
a chase by the wolf, with the latter get¬
ting the worst of it.” GOOD. (4310).
THE SQUAWKIN’ HAWK. Vitaphone—
Blue Ribbon Hit Parades. 7m. This was
first reviewed in The Servisection of Aug.
26, 1942, at which time it was said: “The
little chicken hawk gets too big for its
boots, and wants to eat chicken instead of
a worm. So it starts out, and is saved
from the angry rooster by the appearance
of his mother. True to form, however, it
still likes chicken.” GOOD. (4308).
A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. Vitaphone
—Blue Ribbon Hit Parades. 7m. This was
first reviewed in The Servisection of Dec.
2, 1942, at which time it was said: “The
two cats, looking and acting like Abbott
and Costello, have a time trying to catch
a tiny bird, who has some Red Skelton
characteristics.
They
attempt
various
methods, but the bird wins out. Because
of the A and C touch, etc., this rates
with the better numbers.” GOOD. (4309).
THREE LITTLE PIGS. RKO—Walt Dis¬
ney Reissue. 9m. This follows the familiar
story of the adventure of the Three Little
Pigs and the Big, Bad Wolf. This is still a
fine cartoon which will delight children
and
grown-ups
alike.
EXCELLENT.
(84706).
THE UNTRAINED SEAL. ColumbiaColor Favorites. 714m. An expectant father
seal paces the floor anxiously awaiting
the birth of a son. To his dismay, four
daughters are bom before the son comes
along. The papa seal immediately begins
to teach the youngster how to acquire
three square meals a day, but the boy
doesn’t seem to catch on, and encounters
trouble. He keeps trying though he is
the target of ridicule from his fellow
seals. The little one gets the last laugh,
however, as the fish, feeling sorry, hand
him a can of sardines. FAIR. (9608).

Musical
JOE REICHMAN AND ORCHESTRA.
Vitaphone—Melody Masters. 10m. This was
first reviewed in The Servisection of Oct.
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16, 1940, at which time it was said: “The
band plays ‘Reichmania,’ ‘Night And Day,’
‘Conchita,’ and a modern version of
‘Moonlight Sonata,’ while a soloist sings.
It’s all very pleasant, with the direction
and photography tops. A story thread,
which brings in a comedy angle, isn’t too
successful.” GOOD. (4608).
RIVER MELODIES. Universal-Inter¬
national—Sing And Be Happy. 8m. The
Rhythm Masters concentrate in the main
on melodies based on rivers in the U. S.
and among the tunes heard are: “On
Moonlight Bay,” “Mississippi,” “On The
Banks Of The Wabash,” and “Swanee.”
GOOD. (3383).
SINGIN’ THE BLUES. Universal-Inter¬
national—Sing And Be Happy. 9m. The
blues are gone into as far as background,
popular reception, etc., are concerned, and
sung by an ensemble are “Blues In The
Night,” “Am I Blue,” “Moanin’ Low,”
and “Wabash Blues.” FAIR. (3382).

Novelty
THE CANDID MICROPHONE. Colum¬
bia—Film Novelties. 10m. This is the first
of a new series modeled from the popular
radio show of the same name. The film
offers plenty of selling angles, and lives up
to its expectations in laughs and enter¬
tainment. Allen Funt, producer of the
show, is seen in various poses, with a
hidden microphone at his hand, with¬
drawing spontaneous conversation from
his harassed victims. Most of the footage
is hilarious, leaving the audience with a
desire for more. EXCELLENT.
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plenty to recommend it, but it still lacks
in the vital entertainment department.
GOOD. (K7-6).

Stream, and his wife display the more effi¬
cient styles of wielding a rod. McLane
reels in fish after fish, the narration de¬
scribing just how it is done. This will make
an ideal reel for the aspiring fisherman,
but is liable to be dull for the general
audience. FAIR. (84309).

MIGHTY TIMBER. Universal-Interna¬
tional—Answer Man No. 5. 9m. The ques¬
tion is raised, how long does it take a tree
to become a piece of lumber? The answer
is illustrated in detail, as felled trees are
followed through the various processes to
be made into a piece of lumber for com¬
mercial use. Someone else wants to know
what type of bomb sights were used in
the first World War. The answer is none.
The final question has to do with the dis¬
tance that a tarpon leaps out of the water
when it is hooked. GOOD. (3395).

LADIES IN WADING. RKO—Sportscope. 8m. At the Boca Raton Club be¬
tween Palm Beach and Miami, Fla., five of
the country’s most proficient water mer¬
maids gather. Seen in action are Marilyn
Sahner, Ann Curtis, Suzanne Zimmerman,
Patty Elsener, and Billie Atherton. Each
is famous for her own particular style of
swimming, and each demonstrates why.
The film closes with some fancy diving
by Miss Elsener. GOOD. (84311).

Sports
AQUA ZANIES. Columbia—World Of
Sports. 9m. In scenic Florida, Bill Stern
comments on surf riding and water ski¬
ing. Beginning with the teaching, the film
progresses until the experts are shown
displaying their wares with ease and pro¬
ficiency. FAIR. (9809).

Topical
ISRAEL REBORN. Palestine Films. 10m.
Distributed by 20th Century-Fox. Photo¬
graphed in many cities as well as Pales¬
tine, this shows highlights of the birth of
Israel, starting with the UN session in
New York, and moving to Tel Aviv. It
shows the valiant struggle of Israel to
establish the new nation, with shots of the
recent warfare. The commentary is above
average. GOOD.

BIG MOUTH BASS. RKO—Sportscope.
8m. The waters of Sandy Hollow Lake
near New London, Conn., is the locale as
A1 McLane, fishing editor, Field and

FLICKER FLASHBACKS No. 6. RKO.
9m. First of two films, “Caught By Wire¬
less,” deals with a rent collector’s ruth¬
less methods of extracting money from his
tenants. After some unlawful doings, the
collector flees the country, but is trapped
on ship and arrested. The second, “Eldora
The Flower Girl,” tells the story of the
poor girl who fell in love with the rich
boy. Despite the boy’s father intervening,
true love wins out. FAIR. (84206).
FLOOD WATERS. Universal-Interna¬
tional—Answer Man No. 4. 8m. The usual
questions are answered. How many rail¬
road ties does a coast-to-coast traveler
pass over? The answer is 9,508,484. An¬
other question posed is about relay races,
with the result that some footage on past
Olympic races is shown. The Answer Man
also reveals why rabbits wrinkle their
noses continuously, and finally winds up
with an explanation as to why spring
floods occur. GOOD. (3394).
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FRIARS
HONOR
GEORGE
JESSEL.
Columbia — Screen
Snapshots. 91/2m. George Jessel is the guest
of honor at a Hollywood Friar affair, cele¬
brating his 40th anniversary in show busi¬
ness. On hand are Bob Hope, A1 Jolson,
Eddie Cantor, George Burns, Joe E. Lewis,
Lou Holtz, Harpo Marx, George Raft, Dick
Powell, Edward G. Robinson, and hosts of
others. GOOD. (9860).
NEIGHBOR TO THE NORTH. Para¬
mount—Pacemaker. 13m. This serves a
dual purpose, that of promoting good will
between Canada and the United States,
. and providing entertainment for a theatre
audience. Though the film is well-done in
most respects, it falls short on the latter
count. Aided by Ralph Forbes and Walter
Abel, the film tells the story of Canada’s
dearth of American dollars, explaining
the reasons behind the shortage, and de¬
scribing a sure remedy of the situation.
The answer would lie in a surge of Amer¬
ican trade in the Dominion.
This has
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THE
Color Travel
CAPE BRETON ISLAND. MGM—Fitz¬
patrick Traveltalk. 9m. Filmed in Tech¬
nicolor, the camera visits picturesque
Cape Breton, near Nova Scotia. The scenic
landscapes are a delight to the many tour¬
ists who come to marvel at the country’s
beauty. Principal occupation of the inhabi¬
tants of Cape Breton is fishing and the
island holds plenty of magnetic appeal to
the members of the rod and reel fratern¬
ity. GOOD. (T-913).

Too Late To Classify
Feature

Good Sam

Comedy
114m.

(RKO)
(Rainbow)
Estimate: High rating comedy.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Ray
Collins, Edmund Lowe, Joan Lorring,
Clinton Sundberg, Minerva Urecal, Louise
Beavers, Dick Ross, Lora Lee Michel,
Bobby Dolan, Jr., Matt Moore, Netta
Packer, Ruth Roman, Carol Stevens, Todd
Karnes, Irving Bacon, William Frawley,
Harry Hayden. Produced and directed by
Leo McCarey.
Story: Gary Cooper, general manager
of a huge department store, is an ex¬
tremely good Samaritan, and believes in
giving whatever he has at his disposal to
the needy. His wife, Ann Sheridan, feels
he is overplaying his role, and he should
think twice before giving away their much
needed money. Unknowing to Sheridan,
Cooper has loaned a young couple, Carol
Stevens and Todd Karnes, a large sum
of money in order that they might have
their baby, and purchase a gas station.
However, when Sheridan sees the house of
her dreams, and decides to tap their
savings, Cooper is forced to tell her
what he did, all of which makes Sheridan
extremely unhappy. The gas station pays
off, and Cooper gets his money back with
interest. As things begin to look bright
again, Cooper is waylaid, and robbed of
a large sum of money belonging to the
employes’ benefit fund. Meanwhile, Sheri¬
dan has moved into the new house. Cooper
goes on a binge, and decides to join The
Salvation Army. In the meantime, Coop¬
er’s bank has decided to grant him the
necessary loan, Sheridan rescues Cooper
from The Salvation Army parade, and
they enter their new home happy and
confident.
X-Ray: With boxoffice stamped all over
it, this should account for itself nicely in
the nation’s boxoffices. While it doesn’t
approach director Leo McCarey’s peak
efforts, it has been constructed with an
eye to audience and showmanship values,
with the result a show that can’t help be¬
coming a potent grosser. Backed by the
star lure, and studded with excellent fea¬
ture performances, the film is played
primarily for laughs, the gags sometimes
almost bordering on the slapstick but the
kind that audiences love. The story, itself,
is thin, but only an excuse for a series of
episodes well timed for laughs. The show
is a trifle lengthy, with the ending slightly
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out of key with what has gone before,
but this won’t make any difference at the
boxoffices. Performances, direction, etc.,
are okeh.
Tip on Bidding: Higher bracket.
Ad Lines: “Gary Cooper And Ann
Sheridan In The Funniest Picture Of The
Year”; “More Laughs Than You Can
Shake A Stick At . . . ‘Good Sam’ Is Easily
The Funniest Picture In Years”; “If You
Want To Laugh Until The Tears Come . . .
Don’t Miss ‘Good Sam,’ Starring Gary
Cooper And Ann Sheridan.”

Shorts
CLEARING THE WAY. Screen Guild.
32m. Produced by the United Nations for
distribution through Screen Guild, this
tells the detailed story of the construction
of the United Nations headquarters in
New York City. With the coming of the
UN to Manhattan, a group of children are
tossed off their playground to make way
for new buildings. Dismayed, the children
demand to know what the score is, and
they are told by members of the UN plan¬
ning committee. When they learn what the
United Nations stands for, their purposes,
etc., the kids put their stamp of approval
on the project. GOOD.
THE CHILDREN’S REPUBLIC. AF
Films. 23m. Left homeless and hungry by
the recent war, a youthful brother and
sister manage to live from day to day by
singing in Paris courtyards until they are
apprehended by a policeman for question¬
ing. They think that they are to be jailed
as youthful vagrants, but, to their sur¬
prise, after going through the initial routine
of questioning, they find that their new
quarters are not in a jail, but in a minia¬
ture republic run by children. They find
life pleasant and interesting, and without
the fearful restrictions usually associated
with such institutions. Madeline Carroll,
who does the narration, also appears briefly
in the film. EXCELLENT. (Available in
35mm., 16mm., and for television.)
A MATTER OF TIME. AF Films. 20m.
The locale is on the riverfront of France,
and this features the story of a poor barge
family in desperate need of funds in order
to keep the boat intact. The head of the
family agrees to transport a cargo, with
a generous bonus in view if he completes
the cruise in the limited time allowed
him. The camera follows the trip, in which
trouble is encountered time and again. The
film’s end finds the boat arriving in port in
the nick of time. This was produced by
Carroll Films. FAIR. (Available in 16mm.
and 35mm.)
FLICKER FLASHBACKS, No. 7. RKO.
9m. Above average for the series, this
contains parts from two real old time
movies. The first, entitled, “For A Wife’s
Honor,” happens to be out of focus
throughout, but the narration is smart and
funny, and makes up for the hard time
the photography may give the audience.
Second half is cut from an ancient Harry
Houdini serial. Houdini gets a chance to
make one of his escapes in typical fashion.
The second time he gets tied up, though,
they leave him at the bottom of the river,
and cut to the traditional “See the next
episode.” GOOD. (84207).
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PARIS ON THE PLATA. Universal-In¬
ternational—Variety Views. 10m. This
briefly, and rather dully, covers Buenos
Aires, Argentina, with its buildings, mili¬
tary setup, race track, etc. FAIR. (3346).
HAREDEVIL HARE. Vitaphone—Bugs
Bunny Specials. 7m. Bugs is inveigled into
making a trip to the moon in a rocket
when it is stocked with carrots for food.
He arrives there just about the time the
Maritans do, and saves these odd crea¬
tures from blowing up the earth, but in
so doing also blows up three-quarters of
the moon. When earth finally contacts
him again, he is frantically hanging on one
end of the moon, yelling “Get me outa
here!” GOOD. (3726).
THE SHELL SHOCKED EGG. Vitaphone—Merrie Melodies. 7m»Mother turtle
plants her eggs in the sand to be hatched
'from the sun’s warmth. During a cloudy
spell, one walks off half hatched, and goes
looking for a warm spot so that he can
get the rest of the way out of his shell.
Crawling under a dog, the dog thinks he
has laid an egg, and tangles with the
chickens. All the while the half-hatched
turtle’s mother and brothers continue to
dig for him in the sand, finally find him,
and all are happy but the dog. FAIR.
(4703).
NATION ON SKIS. Vitaphone—Sports
Parade. 10m. The Technicolor camera
visits Norway, with most of the footage
taken up with the national sport, skiing.
Seen are skiers following age-old trails,
a ski school for kids, slalom races, and
thrilling ski jumps. GOOD. (4503).
UP-STANDING SITTER. Vitaphone—
Merrie Melodies. 7m. In Cinecolor, this
concerns the adventures of Daffy Duck as
a star baby sitter and his efforts to make
good on a job for Mrs. Chicken. He sits
on her egg until Junior hatches, and from
then on it is quite some job for Daffy to
keep up with the frisky little youngster.
There are included the usual tangle with
the tough watch dog and familiar chase
business. FAIR. (4704).
YOU WERE NEVER DUCKIER. Vita¬
phone—Merrie Melodies. 7m. Daffy Duck
visits the poultry show, notes first prize
for the best chicken is $5,000, and first
prize for the best duck is $5, so he decides
to pose as a chicken.
A baby chicken
hawk, out to please his dad, and bring
home the world’s best chicken, tries to
kidnap Daffy, who thinks he is taking him
to the chicken judge. When Daffy learns
the truth, he puts up a fight, escapes, and
gets back to the show in time for the
judging.
When he loses as the best
chicken, he tells the judge he is really a
duck, but the little chicken hawk, now
posing as a duck, gets the $5 instead.
GOOD. (4706).
PLAYTIME IN RIO. Vitaphone—Sports
Parade.
10m.
Again the Technicolor
cameras visit Rio de Janeiro, and follow
the Cariocas in many favorite sports, in¬
cluding golf, kickball, soccer, horse rac¬
ing, and the training of the athletic police,
proficient in judo, and the military police,
proficient in horsemanship. GOOD. (4511).
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ALPHABETICAL GUIDE
(Continued from page 2440)
MR. ORCHID—93m.—Lopert .2384
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID-89m.-U-lnt. 2427
MR. RECKLESS—66m.—Paramount .2339
MURDERER LIVES AT 21, THE-83m.-Mage . 2241
MUSIC MAN—66m.—Monogram ..2434
MY DOG DUSTY—67m.—Columbia .2371
MY FATHER'S HOUSE-85m.-Kline-Levin .2257
MY GIRL TlSA—95m.—Warners .....2326
MY WILD IRISH ROSE-lOlm.-Warners .2302
MYSTERY IN MEXICO—66m.- RKO .2418
N
NAKED CiTY—95m.—U-Int.2326
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY—94m.—U-Int. . 2285
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES-81m.-Paramount 2434
NIGHT SONG—101m.—RKO .
2284
NIGHTMARE ALLEY-111 m.-20th-Fox . 2263
NINOTCHKA—1 lOm.-MGM . 2276
NOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
NORTHWEST STAMPEDE—75m.—Eagle Lion.2417
NOT GUILTY—94m.—Lelarge-Ariane .2392
O
OCTOBER MAN, THE—85m.—Eagle Lion . 2355
OKLAHOMA BADLANDS—59m.—Republic .2349
OKLAHOMA BLUES—56m.—Monogram .2373
OLD LOS ANGELES-87m.Republic . 2374
ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU-107m.MGM .2380
ON OUR MERRY WAY (A Miracle Can Happen)
-107m.—UA .2333
ON THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL—75m.—Republic .2269
OPEN SECRET—70m.—Eagle Lion .2316
OTHER LOVE, THE~96m.UA .,.. 2240
OUT OF THE BLUE—87m.—Eagle Lion .2231
OUT OF THE PAST—97m.—RKO .2284
OVERLAND TRAI LS—58m.—Monogram .2357
P
PACIFIC ADVENTURE—95m.—Columbia . 2247
PAGEANT OF RUSSIA- 50m.--Artkino .2241
PAINTED DESERT—59m.—RKO .2248
PAISAN—117m.—Mayer-Burstyn .2335
PANHANDLE—85m.—Allied Artists .2324
PANIC-97m.-Tricolore .2296
PARADINE CASE, THE—116m.—SRO .2312
PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET-53m.-Monogram .2399
PASSIONELLE—84m.—Distinguished .2335'
PATIENT VANISHES, THE—76m.—Film Classics . 2241
PEARL, THE—77m.—RKO .2340
PERILOUS WATERS (In Self Defense)
66m.—Monogram .2276
PERSONAL COLUMN (Lured)-lOlm.-UA .2239
PHANTOM VALLEY—53m.—Columbia .2347
PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MI$SION-58m.Eagle Lion .2247
PICADILLY INCIDENT—88m.—MGM . 2332
PIRATE. THE—lOIVStm.—MGM .2365
PIRATES OF MONTEREY—77m.—U-Int. 2285
PORT SAID—69m.—Columbia .2371
PORTRAIT OF INNOCENCE-86m.-Siritzky-lnt.2412
PRAIRIE EXPRESS—54m.—Monogram .2276
PRAIRIE OUTLAWS—57m.—Eagle Lion .2372
PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE-72m.-Columbla .2299
R
RACE STREET—79m.—RKO .2410
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE—64m.—RKO .2317
RAILROADED—72m.—Eagle-Lion .2260
RANGE RENEGADES—54m.—Monogram .2418
RAVEN, THE—90m.—Westport Int.2351
RAW DEAL—78m.—Eagle Lion .2393
RAZZIA—94m.—Artkino .2421
RED RIVER—125m.—UA .2427
REET, PETITE AND GONE-69m-Astor .2280
RELENTLESS—93m.—Columbia .2315
RENEGADE RANGER, THE-59m.-RKO .2300
RETURN, MOST BELOVED-90m.-Grandi .2286
RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, THE-67m.-Eagle-Lion.2275
Eagle-Lion .:.2275
RETURN OF THE BADMEN—90m.—RKO .2389
RETURN OF THE LASH-53m.-Eagle-Lion .2275
RETURN OF THE WHISTLER, THE-63m.-Columbia .2347
REVENGE—66m.—Distinguished .2296
RIDE THE PINK HORSE-101 m.-U-Int.2254
RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR-55m.-Columbla .2267
RIDIN' DOWN THE TRAIL—53m.—Monogram .2269
RLFFRAFF—80m.RKO .2235
RIVER LADY—78m.—U-Int.2391
ROAD TO RIO—100m.—Paramount .2284
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ROAD TO THE BIG HOUSE-74m.-Screen Guild . 2278
RBON HOOD OF MONTEREY—56m.—Monogram
2233
ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS-71m.-Republic .2248
ROCKY—76m.—Monogram .
2339
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS-99m.-Warner* . 2411
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE-86m.-Lopert . 2402
ROOSEVELT STORY, THE-77m.-UA .2285
ROSE OF SANTA ROSA—65m.—Columbia .2331
ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE—64m.—Monogram .
2317
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE-86m.-20th-Fox . 2419
ROSES ARE RED—67m.—20th-Fox .
2278
ROSSI NI —95m .—Best .
2335
RUSSIAN BALLERINA—75m.—Artkino. 2255
RUTHLESS—102m.—Eagle Lion .2363
I
SAIGON—94m.—Paramount .
2324
'SAINTED' SISTERS, THE-89m.-Paramount .2357
SCHOOLGIRL DIARY—92m.—Film Distributor .2255
SCUDDA-HOOI SCUDDA-HAYI—95m.—20th-Fox .2350
SEARCH, THE—103m.—MGM .2356
SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-98V2m.-U-lnt.2312
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE-108m.-RKO... 2235
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR-60m.-Republi4.2401
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE-81m.-U-lnt.2301
SEPIA CINDERELLA—70m.—Screen Guild ..2294
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE—67m.—RKO .2235
SHADOW VALLEY—58m.—Eagle Lion .2292
SHAGGY—70m.—Paramount .2373
SHAKUNTAiA—72m.—Mayer-Burttyn .2310
SHANGHAI CHEST, THE-65m.-Monogram . 2425
SHED NO TEARS—70m.—Eagle Lion .2434
SHOWTIME—90m.—English Film* .2412
SIGN OF THE RAM, THE-84m.-Columbia .2328
SIGN OF THE WOLF—69m.—Monogram .2233
SILENT CONFLICT—61m.—UA . 2368
SILVER RIVER-1 lOm.-Warners .2391
SITTING PRETTY—84m.—20th-Fox .2350
SIX-GUN LAW—54m.—Columbia .2339
16 FATHOMS DEEP—82m.—Monogram .2409
SLAVE SHIP—92m.—20th-Fox .2419
SLEEP, MY LOVE—97m.—UA .2318
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-85m.-Warners .2302
SLIPPY McGEE—65m.—Republic .2325
SMART POLITICS—65m.—Monogram .2307
SMART WOMAN—93m.—Allied Artists .2357
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE-67m.-Columbla .2259
SMUGGLERS, THE-85m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
SO EVIL MY LOVE-108V2m.-Paramount .2400
SO THIS IS NEW YORK-79V2m.-UA .2390
SO WELL REMEMBERED—86m.—RKO .2277
SON OF RUSTY, THE-69m.-Columbia .2231
SON OF THE REGIMENT—75m.—Artkino .2384
SONG OF IDAHO—66m.—Columbia .2387
SONG O FLOVE—117m.—MGM . 2232
SONG OF MY HEART—85m.—Allied Artist* .2277
SONG OF THE DRIFTER—53m.—Monogram .2339
SON OF THE THIN MAN—86m.—MGM .2232
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER-89m.-Paramount .2434
SPEED TO SPARE—57m.—Paramount .2340
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT-77m.-Film Classics .2260
SPRING—104m.—Artkino .2377
SPRINGTIME—76V2m.—Four Continents .2327
STAGE STRUCK—70m.—Monogram .2388
STAGE TO MESA CITY-52m.-Eagle-Lion .2323
STATE OF THE UNION-121m.-MGM .2365
STORY OF LIFE, THE-62m.~Crusade .2436
STORY OF TOSCA, THE-102m.-Superfllm .2310
STRANGE VICTORY—73m.—Target . 2436
STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE-79m.-Columbia .2372
STREET WITH NO NAME, THE-91m.-20th-Fox.2419
SUMMER HOLIDAY—92m.—MGM .2348
SWAMP WATER—90m.—20th-Fox .2237
SWEET GENEVIEVE—68m.—Columbia .2275
SWORD OF THE AVENGER—76m.—Eagle Lion .2380
SWORDSMAN, THE—81m.—Columbia .2268
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE-85m.-AF .2310
T
TAKE MY LIFE—80m.—Eagle Lion . 2331
TAP ROOTS-109m.-U-Int.2420
TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—68m.—RKO .2366
TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE—71m.—MGM .2372
TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE—80m.—MGM .2372
TAWNY PI PIT-81 m.-U-Int.2248
TENDER YEARS. THE-81m.-20th-Fox .2295
TENTH AVENUE ANGEL—74m.—MGM .2316
TEXAS, BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN-76m.-UA .2435
THAT HAGEN GIRL-83m.-Warners .2270

THAT LADY IN ERMINE-89m.-20th-Fox
2426
THEY ARE NOT ANGELS-123m.-Siritzky-lnt:'!ZZZ'2422
THEY RIDE BY NIGHT—(The Burning Cross)—80m.—
Screen Guild .
2236
13 LEAD SOLDIERS—67m.—20th-Fox ...... . . .
2368
THIS TIME FOR KEEPS-105m.-MGM .
'...'...'.2260
THIS WINE OF LOVE—85m.—Superfilm
2327
THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—115m.—MGM ....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..2332
THUNDERHOOF—77m.—Columbia
2409
TIMBER STAMPEDE—60m.—RKO .
2325
TIMBER TRAIL, THE—67m.—Republic
2418
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE-109m.-UA . ...... 2401
TIOGA KID, THE—54m.—Eagle Lion .2348
T-MEN—91m.—Eagle Lion .2299
TO LIVE IN PEACE—85m.—Times .
2296
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-109m.-Columbia
2316
TO THE VICTOR—101 m.—Warners .
2368
TOBACCO ROAD—84m.—20th-Fox .2295
TORNADO RANGE—56m.—Eagle Lion .
2339
TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES-42m.-Screen Guild ,.).....2318
TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ—60m.—Republic
2426
TRAPPED BY BOSTON BLACKIE-67m.-Columbia
2379
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE-126m.-Warners .2308
TRIGGERMAN—56m.—Monogram .
2434
TRIUMPH OF YOUTH—44m.—Artkino .
2413
TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN-60m.-RKO ....
2312
TWISTED ROAD, THE-95m.-RKO.
2418
TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD—70m.—Columbia 2283
TWO ON A VACATION—84m.—Hoff berg .
2310
TYCOON—128m.—RKO .
2293
U
UNCONQUERED—146m.—Paramount . 2253
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS-70m.-Republic .
.. 2389
UNDER COLORADO SKIES-65m.-Republic . 2300
UNDER THE TONTO RIM-60V2m.-RKO .2236
UNFINISHED DANCE, THE—101m.—MGM . 2232
UNSUSPECTED, THE-103m.-Warners .
2254
UP IN CENTRAL PARK-87m.-U-lnt.
2402
UPTURNED GLASS, THE-86m.-U-lnt.2273
V
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS-78m.-Warners .2375
VELVET TOUCH, THE-97m.-RKO .2425
VICIOUS CIRCLE, THE—77m.—UA .2402
VILLAGE TEACHER—97m.—Artkino . 2428
VOICE OF TH ETURTLE, TH-103m.-Warners .2309
VOLPONE—105m.—Siritzky-lnt.2311
VOYAGE SURPRISE—80m.—Duke Int.2335
W
WALLFLOWER—77m.—Warners .2394
WALLS OF JERICHO, THE-106m.-20th-Fox .2426
WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT-63m.-Paramount .2388
WEST OF SONORA—55m.—Columbia . 2380
WESTERN HERITAGE—61m.—RKO . 2329
WESTERN TERROR—57m.—Astor . 2342
WESTWARD TRAIL, THE-58m.-Eagle Lion .2348
WHEN A GIRL'S BEAUTIFUL-68m.-Columbia . 2250
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY-See Betrayed.
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS-42m.-Screen Guild ... 2318
WHERE THERE'S LIFE—75m.—Paramount .2260
WHIRLWIND RAIDERS—54m.—Columbia .2399
WHISPERING CITY—89m.—Eagle Lion .2283
WHITE GORILLA, THE- 62m.-Weiss . 2241
WHO KILLED 'DOC' ROBB IN (Laff-Time-Part 2)50m.—U A .2390
WHO KILLED SANTA CLAUS-95m.-Film Rights Int. 2392
MILD FRONTIER, THE-59m.-Republic .2261
WILD HARVEST—92m.—Paramount .2234
WILD HORSE MESA-61 m.-RKO .2285
WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN?-61m.-Film Classics .2387
WINNER, THE—86m.—Artkino . 2296
WINNER'S CIRCLE, THE-70m.-20th-Fox.2420
WINTER MEETING-104m.-Warners .2368
WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP, THE—78m.—
U-Int.. 2261
WOMAN IN WHITE, THE-109m.-Warners .2382
WOMAN FROM TANGIER, THE-66m.-Columbia .2329
WOMAN'S VENGEANCE, A-95m.-U-lnt.2308
WOMEN IN THE NIGHT—90m.—Film Classics .2316
WOMEN, THE—127m.—MGM . 2253
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE-68m.-Columbia ... 2328
Y
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME-91m.-20th-Fox .2326
Z
ZYGMUNT KOLOSOWSKI—79m.—Artkino .2286

0
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Since The Aug. 20 Issue
(This index covers features reviewed thus far during the
1947-48 season in addition to any features of the 1946-47
season reviewed after the issue of Aug. 20, 1947.—Ed.)

*
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN—
83m. -U lnt. 2420
ADVENTURE ISLAND—67m.—Paramount .. 2233
ADVENTURES IN SILVERADO—75m.—Columbia .2355
ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS-73m.-Eagle Lion 2433
ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA-83m.-Eagle Lion .2347
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-102m.Warners .2341
ALBUQUERQUE—90m.—Paramount .2324
ALIAS A GENTLEMAN—76m.—MGM .2323
ALL MY SONS—94m.—U-Int.2341
ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL—64m.—Republic .2248
ALWAYS TOGETHER—78m.—Warners . 2301
ANGELINA—90m.—President .2382
ANGEL'S ALLEY—67m.—Monogram .2324
ANNA KARENINA-11 lm.-20th-Fox .2374
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST-106V2m.-U-lnt.2374
ANTHONY ADVERSE—116m.—Warners
.2285
ANTOINE AND ANTOINETTE-88m.-Siritzky-lnt.2383
APRIL SHOWERS—94m.—Warners .2359
ARCH OF TRIUMPH-114m. UA .2340
ARE YOU WITH IT?-90m. -U-Int.
2353
ARGYLE SECRETS—63m.—Film Classics .2380
ARIZONA RANGER, THE-63m.-RKO . 2365
ARKANSAS SWING, THE-63m.-Columbia . 2433
ARNELO AFFAIR, THE—87m.—MGM .2231
ARTHUR TAKES OVER-63m.-20th-Fox . 2367
ASSIGNED TO DANGER—66m.—Eagle Lion .2380
B
BABE RUTH STORY, THE-106m.-Allied Artists.2433
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—94m.—
RKO .2234
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI-71m.-Warners .2249
BAD SISTER—90m.—U-Int.2411
BAMBI—71m.- RKO .2293
BANDITS OF DARK CANYON-59m.-Republic . 2293
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST—90m.—Lopert . 2309
BELLE STAR—87m.—20th-Fox .2419
BERLIN EXPRESS—86m.—RKO .2365
BEST MAN WINS—75m.—Columbia . 2379
BETRAYAL, THE—183m.—Astor .2425
BETRAYED (When Strangers Marry)—67m.—
Monogram .2247
BEWARE OF PITY-102m.-Rank . 2278
BEYOND GLORY—82m.—Paramount .2410
BEYOND OUR OWN-40m.-Religious Film . 2280
B.F.'s DAUGHTER—108m.—MGM .2331
BIG CITY-103m.-MGM .2364
BIG CLOCK, THE—95m.—Paramount .2332
BIG PUNCH, THE—80m.—Warners . 2402
BIG TOWN AFTER DARK-70m.-Paramount .2283
BIG TOWN SCANDAL—62m.—Paramount .2400
BILL AND COO—61m.—Republic . 2308
BISHOP'S WIFE, THE—108m.—RKO
. 2284
BLACK ARROW, THE-76m.-Columbia . 2425
BLACK BART—80m.—U-Int.2329
BLACK GOLD—89m.—Allied Artists .2292
BLACK HILLS—58m.—Eagle Lion . 2323
BLACK NARCISSUS—89m.—U-Int.2295
BLIND DESIRE—88m.—Discina Int.2412
BLONDE ICE—73m.—Film Classics .2394
BLONDE SAVAGE—62m.—Eagle Lion .2259
BLONDIE IN THE DOUGH-67m.-Columbia .2253
BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY—67m.—Columbia .2291
BLONDIE'S REWARD—67m.—Columbia .2387
BLUE VEIL, THE—91 m.—Cohn .2262
BOB AND SALLY—71m.—Social Guidance .2413
BODY AND SOUL—104m.—UA . 2237
BOHEMIAN RAPTURE—88m.—Artkino .2334
BOLD FRONTIERSMAN, THE-60m.-Republic .2382
BORDER G-MAN—60m.—RKO . 2248
BOWERY BUCKAROOS—65m.—Monogram . 2268
BOY! WHAT A GlRL-69m.-Screen Guild .2294
BRIDE GOES WILD, THE—98m.—MGM .2348
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—65m.—RKO .2388
BROTHERS, THE-90m.-U-lnt .2390
BUCKAROO FROM POWDER RlVER-55m.-Columbia 2315
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK-65m.Columbia
.2247
BURNING CROSS, THE-see They Ride By Night
BURY ME DEAD—68m.—Eagle Lion .2253
BUSH CHRISTMAS—76m.—U-Int.2295
C
CAGED FURY—60m.—Paramount .2339
CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND—63m.—Republic .2366
CALL NORTHSIDE 777-110'/2m.-20th-Fox .2325
CAMPUS HONEYMOON—61m.—Republic . 2325
CAMPUS SLEUTH—57'/2m.—Monogram .2356
CANON CITY—82m.—Eagle Lion.2417
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT-92m.-U-Int.2296
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE-140m.-20th-Fox .2294
CARAVAN—80m.—Eagle-Lion .2247
CARNEGIE HALL- 134m.—UA
.2238
CARSON CITY RAIDERS-60m.-Republic .2400
CASBAH—94m.—U-Int.2350
CASS TIMBERLANE—117m.—MGM
.2275
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA-82m.-Superfilm .2309
CHALLENGE, THE-68m.-20th-Fox .233?
CHECK YOUR GUNS-55m-Eagle-Lion . 2283
CHECKERED COAT, THE-66m.-20th-Fox .2426
CHEYENNE TAKES OVER-58m.-Eagle-Lion .2292
CHINESE RING, THE-67m.-Monoaram . 2300
CHRIST, THE KING-75m.-Barry-Slmpex . 2359
CHRISTMAS EVE—90m.—UA
.2270
CITIZEN SAINT—68m.—Elliott .2413
CLOSE-UP—76m.—Eagle Lion .
2372
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COBRA STRIKES, THE-62m.-Eagle Lion .2387
CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE-91m.-Di«tingul»hed .2377
CORONER CREEK—90m.—Columbia .2409
CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS-96m.-U-lnt.2420
COUNTERFEITERS, THE-73m.-20th-Fox .2410
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—105m.—Film Rights Int.2359
CRIME DOCTOR'S GAMBLE, THE-66m.-Columbia ... 2267
CROSSED TRAI LS—53m.—Monogram .2381
CROSSFIRE -85m.-RKO ..2234
CRUSADES, THE—126m.—Paramount .2400
CURLEY—See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
O

DAISY KENYON—98V2m.—20th-Fox .2294
DAMNED, THE—104m.—Discina Int.2391
DANGEROUS YEARS—62m.- 20th-Fox .2301
DAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS-60m.-Republic . 2435
DARK PASSAGE—106m.—Warners .2249
DATE WITH JUDY, A-l 12V2m.-MGM .2417
DAY OF WRATH—97m.—Schaefer .2383
DEADLINE—62m.—Astor .2384
DEAR MURDERER—90m.—U-Int.2391
DEEP VALLEY- 104m.- Warners .2240
DEEP WATERS—85m.—20th-Fox .2423
DESIGN FO RDEATH—48m.—RKO .2325
DESIRE ME—91m.—MGM . 2257
DEVIL SHIP—62m.—Columbia .2291
DEVIL'S CARGO-61 m.-Film Classics .2355
DEVIL'S ENVOYS, THE-118m.-Superfilm . 2249
DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME-65m.-RKO .2261
DIE FLEDERMAUS—96m.—Artkino .2383
DOCKS OF NEW ORLEANS-64m.-Monogram .2356
DOUBLE LIFE, A-105m.-U-lnt. 2308
DOWN TO EARTH—101m.—Columbia .2291
DRAGNET—70Vam.—Screen Guild .2236
DREAM GIRL—85m.—Paramount .2388
DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY-84m.-Films Int.
of America .2392
DRIFTWOOD -88m.-Republic .2261
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK-103m.-20th-Fox .2269
DRUMS OF THE DESERT-64m.-Monogram .2232
DUDE GOES WEST, THE-87m.-Allled Artists .2379
E
EACH DAWN I DlE-84m.-Warners .2254
EASTER PARADE—103m.—MGM .2399
ELIXIR OF LOVE—85m.—Film Rights Int.2279
EMBRACEABLE YOU-80m.-Warners .2435
EMPEROR WALTZ, THE-106m.-Paramount .2381
ENCHANTED VALLEY, THE-77m.-Eagle Lion .2363
END OF THE RIVER, THE-80m.-U-lnt.2420
ESCAPE—78 m.—20th-Fox .2401
ESCAPE ME NEVER—104m.—Warners .2278
ETERNAL MELODIES-95m.-Grandi .2341
ETERNAL RETURN, THE-92m.-Discena Int.2309
EXILE, THE—91 m.—U-Int.2270
EXPOSED—59m.—Republic
.. 2254
EYES OF TEXAS—70m.—Republic .2435

F
FABULOUS JOE, THE-See Hal Roach Comedy Carnival
FABULOUS TEXAN, THE-95m.-Republic .2277
FANNY—123m.—Siritzky-Int. 2327
FAR INTO THE NIGHT-65m.-Bell .2310
FAREWELL, MY BEAUTIFUL NAPLES-94m.-Saturnia 2255
FARREBIQUE—90m.—Siritzky-Int.2341
FEUDIN', FUSSIN', AND A-FIGHTIN'-78m.-U-lnt. 2411
FIGHT NEVER ENDS, THE—64m.—Alexander .2351
FIGHTING BACK-61 m.-20th Fox . 2426
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE-93m.-RKO .2381
FIGHTING MAD—75m.—Monogram .2324
FIGHTING MUSTANG—60m.—Astor .2359
FIGHTING 69th, THE-79m.-Warners .2375
FIGHTING VIGILANTES, THE-61m.-Eagle-Lion . 2283
FIRST OPERA FILM FESTIVAL—95m.—Classic .2412
FLAME, THE-97m.—Republic .2317
FLASHING GUNS—59m.—Monogram .2233
FLOWING GOLD—82m.—Warners .2421
FOR YOU I DIE—76m.—Film Classics .2299
FOREIGN AFFAIR, A—116m.—Paramount .2410
FOREVER AMBER-140m.-20th-Fox .
2265
FORT APACHE—127m.—RKO .2357
FOUR FACES WEST-90m.-UA .2390
FOXES OF HARROW, THE—117V2m.—20th-Fox .2257
FRENCH LEAVE—64m.—Monogram .2373
FRIC-FRAC—90m.—Oxford .2412
FRIEDA—98m.—U-Int. 2240
FRIEND WILL COME TONIGHT, A-90m.-Lopert .2435
FRONTIER AGENT—56m.—Monogram . 2399
FRONTIER MARSHAL-71 m.-20th-Fox .2419
FUGITIVE, THE—99m.—RKO
.2277
FULLER BRUSH MAN, THE-93m.-Columbia .2379
FUN AND FANCY FREE—73m.—RKO .2234
FURIA—89m.—Film Classics . 2268
FURY AT FURNACE CREEK-88m.-20th-Fox . 2367

G
GALLANT LEGION, THE-88m.-Republic .2401
GANGSTER, THE—See Low Company
GAS HOUSE KIDS IN HOLLYWOOD-63m.-EagleLion .2246
GAY INTRUDERS, THE-68m.-20th-Fox .2410
GAY RANCHERO, THE-72m.-Republic .2317
GELOSI A—87m.—World-Wide
.2383
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-118m.-20th-Fox .2281
GIRL OF THE CANAL, THE-48m.-Bell
...2262
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-89m.-20th-Fox 2394
GLAMOUR Gl RL—68m.—Columbia .2307
GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN-71 m.-Warners 2421
GOLDEN EARRINGS—95m.—Paramount .2233
GOOD NEWS—92m.—MGM . 2292
GOOD SAM-114m.- RKO .2438
GRAPES OF WRATH, THE-129m.-20th-Fox .2295
GREAT GLINKA, THE-104m.-Artkino .2310
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET—141m.—MGM . 2268
GREEN FOR DANGER-93m.-Eagle Lion .2259
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING-89m.-20th-Fox .2382
GUN LAW—60m.—RKO ...
. 2248
GUN TALK—57m.—Monogram .2316
GUNS OF HATE—62m.—RKO .2388

H
HAL ROACH COMEDY CARNIVAL-112m.-UA .2238
HALF PAST MIDNIGHT—69m.—20th-Fox .2333
HAMLET—153m.—U.-Int. 2427
HATTER'S CASTLE-1 OOm.-Paramount .2373

HAWK OF POWDER RIVER, THE-54m.-Eagle Lion ... 2348
HAZARD—95m.—Paramount .2357
HEADIN' FOR HEAVEN-71m.-Eagle Lion .2299
HEART OF VIRGINIA-60m.-Republic . 2366
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS-See Montana Mike
HENRY IV—92m.—Superfilm . 2350
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS-86m.-Columbia .2291
HERE COMES TROUBLE (Laff Time-Part l)-50m.UA .
2374
HIGH TIDE—71m.—Monogram . 2293
HIGH WALL, THE—99m.—MGM . 2300
HOLIDAY CAMP—97m.—U-Int. 2326
HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE-73m.-Screen Guild . 2236
HOMECOMING-112m.-MGM . 2364
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY-118m.-20th-Fox ... 2237
HUNGRY HILL -94m.-U.-lnt.2270
HUNTED, THE—83m.—Allied Artists ..2331
I

I BECAME A CRIMINAL—78m.—Warners .2334
I, JANE DOE—85m.—Republic .2389
I LOVE TROUBLE—94m.—Columbia . 2307
I REMEMBER MAMA—134rn.—RKO .2358
I WALK ALONE—98m.—Paramount . 2300
I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES-70m.-Monogram 2381
IDEAL HUSBAND, AN—96m.—20th-Fox .2318
IDIOT, THE—92m.—LeLarge—E.C.D. 2234
IF WINTER COMES—97m.—MGM .2307
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—89m.—RKO .2332
ILLEGALS, THE—77Vim.—Mayer-Burstyn .2421
IN SELF DEFENSE—See Perilous Waters
INSIDE STORY, THE-87m.-Republic .2366
INTERMEZZO—70m.—SRO .
2278
INTRIGUE—90m.—U A .
2301
INVISIBLE WALL, THE-73m.-20th-Fox . 2263
IRELAND TODAY—80m.—Irish-American . 2421
IRON CURTAIN, THE-87m.-20th-Fox .,.2389
IT HAD TO BE YOU—98m.—Columbia .2267

J
JASSY—96m.—U-1 nt.
2334
JENNY LAMOUR—102m.—Vog . 2318
JEZEBEL—93m.—Warners TT.'r*.
2286
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY—65m.—Monogram 2317
JINX MONEY—68m.—Monogram . 2399
JOE PALOOKA IN THE KNOCKOUT-72m.Monogram .2233

K
KEY LARGO—101m.—Warners . 2427
KEY WITNESS—67m.—Columbia .2253
KILLER DlLL—71 m.—Screen Guild .2237
KILLER DlLLER—73m.—All Amercian . 2422
KILLER McCOY—102m.—MGM . 2276
KING OF THE BANDITS—65m.—Monogram .2268
KING OF THE GAMBLERS—60m.—Republic
.2401
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS-PART l-60m.-UA .2327

l
LA VIE DE BOHEME (The Love Life of Mimi)92m.—Superfilm .
2279
LADY AT MIDNIGHT-61m.-Eagle Lion .
2433
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE-87m.-Columbia .2371
LAFF-TIME—See Here Comes Trouble,
Who Killed Doc Robbin?
LAST DAYS OF BOOT HI LL—56m.—Columbia .2315
LAST ROUND-UP, THE-77m.-Columbia . 2259
LAWLESS VALLEY—59m.—RKO .
2300
ETS LIVE AGAIN— 67m.—20th-Fox . 2349
LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN WOMAN-86V2m.U-Int.2375
LIFE WITH FATHER-118m.~Warners . 2240
LIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST-58m.-Republic .2367
LINDA BE GOOD—66m.—Eagle Lion .2271
LONE WOLF IN LONDON, THE-68m.-Columbia . 2267
LONG NIGHT, THE—96m.RKO .
2235
LOST MOMENT, THE-88V2m.-U-lnt. 2270
LOST ONE, THE—80m.—Columbia .2371
LOUISIANA—85m.—Monogram . 2293
LOVE FROM A STRANGER—81m.—Eagle Lion .2275
LOVER'S RETURN, A—J96,/2m.—Westport-lnt. .2327
LOW COMPANY (The Gangster)—84m.—Allied
Artists .2260
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR—108m.—Grand! . 2279
LUCKY BRIDE, THE-70m.-Artkino . 2334
LULU BELLE— 87m.—Columbia .2417
LURED—See Personal Column.
LYSISTRATA—85m.—Distinguished .2421
M
MAD WEDNESDAY—89m.—UA .
2239
MADONNA OF THE DESERT-60m.-Republic . 2340
MAGIC TOWN—103m.- RKO . 2235
MAIN STREET KID, THE-64m.-Republic .2317
MAN ABOUT TOWN-88m.-RKO .
2269
MAN-EATER OF KUMAON-79m.-U-lnt.2414
MAN FROM TEXAS—71m.—Eagle Lion .2363
MAN OF EVIL—89m.—UA . 2333
MAN OF THE SEA-82m.-Hoffberg .
2335
MARCO VISCONTI — 109m.—Film Rights International 2255
MARIUS—125m.—Siritzky Int. 2392
MARK OF ZORRO, THE-93m.-20th-Fox .
2269
MARKED WOMAN-81 m.-Warners .
2249
MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE CREEK-58m.-epublic . 2236
MARY LOU—66m.—Columbia .
2315
MATING OF MILLIE, THE-87m.-Columbia
...
2347
MEET ME AT DAWN-89m.-20th-Fox . 2358
MELODY TIME—75m.—RKO .
2394
MERTON OF THE MOVIES-81m.-MGM .
2232
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN—79m.—Monogram .2418
MICKEY—87m.—Eagle Lion .
2409
MIDNIGHT IN PAR!S-90m.-Distinguished . 2262
MIKADO, THE—90m.—U-Int.
2391
MINE OWN EXECUTIONER—105m.—20th-Fox .2411
MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—See On Our Merry Way.
MIRACLE OF DR. PETROV, THE-lOOm.-Artklno .2279
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE-120m.-RKO .2349
MONEY MADNESS—73m.—Film Classics . 2364
MONSIEUR VERDOUX—123m.—UA . 2239
MONTANA MIKE (Heaven Only Knows)—96m.—UA. .2239
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS-107m.-20th-Fox . 2287
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—153m.—RKO . 2287
MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE93m.—SRO . 2367

(Continued on page 2439)

(The running times carried in these listings represent the latest corrected times of each feature.—Ed.)
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HOLIDAYS—SPECIAL EVENTS
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SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
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The Paradine Case—G. Peck, Valli, A. Todd
Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House—M. Loy,
C. Grant, M. Douglas
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FILM CLASSICS
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Drums—(Technicolor) (Reissue)
Miraculous Journey—R. Calhoun, V. Grey, (Cinecolor).
Deep In The Heart Of Texas—Western Reissue
Wheels Of Destiny—Western Reissue
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